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WE have recently issued a supple-
ment to our 1904 material cata-
log which will be forwarded to

you on application. This supplement
used in connection with our 19N. cata-
log you will find a great help in getting
correct repairs for our movements.
Material for all new grades manufac-
tured since the issue of our 1904 catalog
is listed. Serial numbers showing
grades of movements to 15394000 are
given; table showing numbers and
strengths of Hair Springs for different
grades will be found a great conven-
ience. We especially call your attention
to the introduction in the supplement
which explains how to get the part you
want for any particular movement. A
postal card request will bring one of the
supplements.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories: ELGIN, 1 LL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES :
15 Maiden Lane. 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut - off " switch.
Height, 63‘ inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Timc Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6N%GincAheLs.ARDim. 30 

Hour
al,4,14initces 

Time. 
nickeled and highly polished.
Six-minute Alarm with "Shut-

off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6,1/2 inches. Dial, 4.% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A-Dial
B-Bell
C-Dust Cap
D —Movement.

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with Shut-off"" switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See intIeBriRorAvTiewo.R. 3) Height, 

Hour
ht,6i imnTchese,. Dial, 4%2 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

ThAR TI-118 OFF AND MAIL,

BELL ELIMINATED.

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO.-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," " Long Alarm," " Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator " and " Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address



WE have recently issued a supple-
ment to our 1904 material cata-
log which will be forwarded to

you on application. This supplement
used in connection with our 1904 cata-
log you will find a great help in getting
correct repairs for our movements.
Material for all new grades manufac-t,
tured since the issue of our 1904 catalog
is listed. Serial numbers showing
grades of movements to 15394000 are
given; table showing numbers and
strengths of Hair Springs for different
grades will be found a great conven-
ience. We especially call your attention
to the introduction in the supplement
which explains how to get the part you
want for any particular movement. A
postal card request will bring one of the
supplements.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories : ELG I N, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERA!, OFFICES :
1 5 Maiden Lanc. 13 i Wabash Ave., Chicago.

I.

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.
Height, 6' 4 inches. Dial, 4.I4 inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour TinvD Alarm with " Shut-off" switch.
Height, 63,4 inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off " switch. Height, 634 inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6,34 inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off "
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A-Dial
B-Bell
C-Dust Cap
D-Movement.

C —

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

TEAR THIS OFF' AND MAIL

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 43,', inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," " Long Alarm," " Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and " Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address
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cAre ONE of the features that dis-

tinguish our watch stock from that of

other supply houses. We can furnish

promptly and satisfactorily the most

exceptional trade need in this line.

In these watches, as in others, we

handle only the superfine products of

world-famed makers — exclusive

timepieces not obtainable elsewhere.

THE OUT-OF-DOOR ERA
in which we live, with its fever for high-grade sports and strenuous contests by land,

air and water, affords the trade an unprecedented opportunity for profitable watch sales.

The season is now here when the open-handed devotees of out-door life will make

liberal investments in the exclusive timepieces suited tb their tastes and needs.

Our present stock includes carefully selected lines of

CHRONOGRAPHS, HORSE-TIMERS, SPLIT SECONDS

REPEATERS, ALARM WATCHES, FOOT-BALL WATCHES

together with such specials as Nurses' and Physicians' Watches, Ultra Thin Models,

Unique Chatelaines, etc. The market for these goods is growing each year and

there is unusual prestige as well as profit in handling them.

SELECTIONS TO SELECT FROM—WHEN REQUESTED

Loose and
Mounted
Diamonds

,90

Complete Stock
of Jewelry

NIF

Catalogue on
Application

328-330-332 SUPERIOR STREET

TOLEDO  OHIO

A GOOD PURCHASE
We were fortunate in securing a quantity of the DISCONTINUED, GILT, ELGIN
and WALTHAM MOVEMENTS, and are now offering them to the trade.

As there will be no more of these grades, in gilt, to be had, and as they cost
fifty cents less than the nickel, although just as good, the WISE RETAILER
will lay in a supply of them while he can. We can supply the following grades:

18 size, 7 J., ELGIN and WALTHAM, in 0. F. and Htg.
18 size, 15 J., WALTHAM ONLY,
18 size, 17 J., WALTHAM ONLY, " "
12 size, 7 J., ELGIN ONLY, " Htg.
6 size, 7 J., ELGIN and WALTHAM, " Htg. and 0. F.

Send us your orders AT ONCE

44 it 64

tt 64

THE NON-RETAILING CO.
JOBBERS IN WATCHES AND CHAINS

New England Watches LANCASTER, PA. Oneida Community .Silver
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"Only the Best is Good Enough in Clocks"

CLiIME
CUCKOO
ALARM

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THE

LINE OF CLOCKS

Largest Variety
Up-to-date Styles
Best Quality

Prices that compel
quick sales

TheodoreSchisgall,..,,p(Irtc.-r Etna m i 
i•r of

CLOCKS

.01 N;L:A
Ak,

Nitta LUIROV

116-118 Chambers Street

NEW YORK

400=DAV

No v eurry

WINDOW DISPLAY

WESTERN SALES AGENT—HENRY PAULSON & CO., 156 WABASH AVENUE, CHIC AGO



THE E. & J. SWIGART CO.
THIS NAME is the greatest assurance of tool value and absolute satisfaction whether the consideration be quality, price
or efficiency. We have the genuine articles only and therefore cannot substitute tools of inferior quality. The im-
portance of this fact should not be underestimated when ordering LATHES, BENCHES, STAKING TOOLS,
ENGRAVING BLOCKS and the many other tools you may need. Let us hear from you. We solicit correspondence.

Lathe Combination A—$64.30 Net Cash

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 011ie]: COT111/1 rlat ion

Perfect construet ion in every &tail. Made of the best steel. ilas hard
spindles 1.111111ing in hardened steel hushings. A bso lute concentricity of
cone, body, thread and hole. Full Dicke] plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Solid Oak Bench No. I
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber and

finished in the best cabinet, style. Will not warp or split. lias
ten drawers that lock automatically ; tiprott drawer, vise rest
and chalk box. Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deep
and 45 inches i■igh.

Extra Quality Pivot Gravers
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the best that can be made.

They are very bard and bold their points much longer than the
average graver.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
Hest in the market

SAME COMBINATION AS ABOVE WITH MOSELEY LATHE $64.30 NET CASH

The E. & J. S. Permanent Guarantee
Gold Filled Frame

121; '4 Gold killed
Bridge & Termite.
Permanent Guarantee.

Our Ilt'W 12 K. Gold Filled Permanent Guarantee Frames are better

than a light weight solid gold frame. They are stronger, cost less and

are more durable. Every frame absolutely guaranteed.

No. 43. Frame with Riding Bow Temple, per dozen $7  50
No. 44. " " Cable Temple, per dozen $8  50

Prices

not

specified

net

are less

6 (/

for cash

Use the

Rex now.

Learn to

engrave

with it and

you will

find your

style will

be greatly

improved

No. 3 Rex Engraving Block

Complete with attachments, $20.00

This engraving block is the latest design, built for engravers that appreciate a
well-made, reliable and practical tool. It Is equally good for holding large or small,
heavy or light work, and can also be used by die sinkers to advantage. The weight of
the revolving parts rests in ball-bearings, making then, turn with the greatest of ease
mid smoothness. Weight of block, as shown, 20 pounds. Full descriptive catalogue,
which gives full specifications and details of the block, sent on request.

ili OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT fills orders promptly and accurately. Give us a trial.,
Use our catalogue in making up your tool and material orders. We send it free of charge to
the legitimate trade upon receipt of request with business card.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Our Foundation for Growth

GOLDSMITH
905

GOLDSMITH
20

GOLDSMITH
ARCADE

(If Having a large plant for the Smelting and Refining of gold,
silver and sweepings.

qi Having the experience and every facility for Testing con-
signments sent us and making prompt and accurate returns.

43 Our plan of holding consignment intact and returning it at
our own expense if our offer should not prove satisfactory.

CI Making it a rule to treat everyone white.
c Paying Full Value for gold and silver.

Y.

BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO
HEYWORTH BUILDING CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
JOHN STREET NEW YORK CITY, N.

BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
BUILDING SEATTLE, WASH.
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If we cannot fill your orders
promptly, you know why.

Our Modern Factory is running
full capacity.

If you want the best Lathe, wait
we can fill your orders.

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.
Brighton, BOSTON, MASS.

to its

until

Rfing th.aft otoce "The
and

Ea atfiLi. consfieelczeck "T

eat"

eat"

Queen Hy Ming Mg Cc .
BUFFALO 00

00 NEW YORK.
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No. H1037

THE HUMMER
NEW MONOGRAM

SAW MACHINE

SPEED

ACCURACY

TIME-SAVER

Price, $16.50

Can be used in every case instead of the hand saw. Permits both hands to handle the work with ten-

fold speed and absolute accuracy.

For making all sizes and kinds of monograms, belt pins, b
uckles and fobs ; for cutting away super-

fluous solder, and for watchmakers in sawing plate or wir
e, where often a file is used.

Size 9" x 9/ x 3". Well made and finished. All joints, spindles and wearing parts are case-

hardened and guaranteed.

Run by twist belt connected with any small foot or motor po
wer, requiring no more power than

an ordinary watchmaker's lathe.

No. H1036. NEW SPRING NEEDLE
T. A. S. FOUNTAIN WATCH OILER

AS

No Danger of Injuring Needle, as With Others

When not in use, needle springs back into case and can be placed with to
ols, being

fully protected. Cap or collar on glass tube is easily removed by unscrewing and ma
y be

cleaned by pushing out cork valve and drawing fine wire entirely th
rough needle tube.

Outer case made of polished hard rubber. Full directions with each oiler.

Price, $1.00

THE T. A. S. PALLET STONE SETTER

Patent
Applied For

This device fulfills all requirements in the job shop, as well a
s in the factories. It has

been tried by experts in watchmaking, and found to be the simples
t and most practical

tool invented for this purpose.

It is made of solid nickel silver and highly polished. The steel parts are all hard-

ened and tempered to suit the purpose for which they are inte
nded.

The operator may adjust this tool to suit any pallet : also, if desired
, heat only one

side so as to adjust one stone only. It is quickly heated, and easily cooled off by blowing

cold air into the air chambers.

The illustration shows the Main Device, also front of Main Plate
, and back of same.

No. H925. Price, $1.50

THE T. A. S. HAIRSPRING LEVELER

It does away with the " Take Off the Balance Cock " method

when it is desired to throw the spring up or down for leveling,

thus preventing many an accident.

With this tool you can get at the spring in the smallest

space ; whereas with tweezers you would kink your coil, throw

the spring out of center, and get it no better for level.

A set of four of these levelers takes in all sizes of any

make of watches, from 18 size down to the midget.

No. H926. Price per Set, $1.00

JEWELER'S PRACTICAL WORK BENCH

Patented
March 8th, 1910

No. E212

Price, $14.00

This Jeweler's Bench has been very thoroughly
protected by U. S. Letters Patent No. 951506
dated March 8th, 1910, issued to us.
The trade is warned not to manufacture, use
or sell any of these work benches furnished by
anyone but ourselves, under penaltyof the law.

Write for our large double-size Catalogue, the most complete book ever 
published for Watchmakers,

Jewelers, Engravers and Opticians. Contains 20,000 illustrations. Sent FREE upon application

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELE

RS' HEYWORTH BUILDING MADISON
SUPPLY' HOUSE NI THE WORL_C1

ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate

The New Model Colloidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented. 

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.THE MOSELEY LATHES are noted for their simplicity and effectiveness of construction and have been well and favorably known to theWatchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century, and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service under the mostexacting conditions and they have been found More Than Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Work-manship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in thew days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECUREDby the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

Echarco Improved Watch Glass Cabinet No. 85

87 or 97 97 107 19. 127172711271113'.- 13%-- 137

Diamond and Stone Setting Tool No. 85. (Pat. applied for)

513

10; 117 12 13 II )1 ;i-,1 /

The only tool that will do the work correctly and quickly
// 14 16 1 r-- 

11n•18  19 7 / 19 . 19 .

20 7' 20.7. 20 7 21 7 21 7 21

Ar1•1% fir ..... lirrn,1% owl 
I..... Or ree • wo fs

I 11 I 9 110 [11 I 12 8 9 19 11 12 I 13 14 15

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years experience, will do the
work they are intended for with absolute perfection, whether in the hands of an
experienced or inexperienced workman. In eight seconds after adjustment in
lathe will cut a smooth seat for any stone from 1/16 to 2 carats.

Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are indestructible. Will fit
in Chucks Nos. 30 and 44.

The greatest time-saving device over invented in the line of stone setting
cutters. Put up In neat block and box.

Price, per set. $5.50

19 20 Pegwood Sharpener No. 3

The NEW FEATURES of this Cabinet are the SKELETON DRAWERS, making an accumula-
tion of dust and chips impossible, and the very easily read LABELS of white celluloid on the
drawer fronts. The Cabinet has nine drawers, giving 1632 spaces. It is 293/" high, 24" wide and
13" deep. The construction of drawers, arrangement of partitions to economize space and weight
and the novel method of showing contents on the drawer pulls are all novel and practical ideas, and
very well carried out. The Cabinet is made of oak and finely finished, and is the lightest and
strongest case on the market. Spaces are provided for the small sizes of Lentilles and Believes,
and for Antiques, which no other Cabinet provides for, making it the most complete and con-
venient Cabinet ever offered to the trade.

Price, $16.00

Threaded Pendant Screw Hole Bushing No. 38
Made in Brass for 1 8 , 16, 6 and 0 Size Lever Set Cases, and in tierman Silver for 2, 3, 4, and 5 oz. Cases

Pat. applied for

Cut of watch ease pe dant with
pendant screw hole bushi g inserted
and also screw.

Repair as it looks when completed.

(8 times actual
size)

DIRECTIONS.—Ream hole to size of bushing, then place pendant screw bushing in hole and place
pendant with bushing on arbor, as illustrated above, and with a centering punch force

over the edge of bushing and then put in screw and repair is made.
No need of soldering up or plugging up of damaged pendant screw holes and damaging the pendant and

case as well.
Every watchmaker knows how difficult it is to repair a pendant screw hole after the screw is pulled out, dueto bending and rusting of the screws. This outfit makes a quick and good job.
Put up I dozen assorted Bushings and I dozen assorted Screws to match in a Brass Box, 50c.

A new attachment., designed for use on a watchmaker's lathe, which
sharpens pegwood to a hair point without breaking, and at the same
time gives the point the proper concave shape. The tool is held in the
lathe by an arbor fitting into a regular wire chuck as shown in the
illustration, being steadied by the rest shown. The stick of pegwood
is rotated by hand while the tool is revolved in the lathe, producing a
fine, long, flexible point. With this tool the watchmaker can prepare
enough pegwood for a day's or a week's work in a few moments, and
have every piece uniformly and evenly sharpened.

The tool is mechanically perfect, made of the best material, is
durable and cannot get out of order. For sharpening the cutters the
use of a fine Arkansas oil stone slip is necessary. Coarser abrasives
should not be used.

Price, each, $2.00

For Sale by All Jobbers in the
United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. MycoaiRde: CLIaTnye 
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Our Staff and Jewel Cabinets are the Same Size. Dimensions, 16 in. x 7 ht.

1,4 \ NCI

tlige$01104,401tbnittattntio4i, J
11401
0
114ffetni,f// 

101111110apt■

This handsome genuine leather, plush lined cabinet, containing
144 bottles, put in free of charge with one gross of jewels

THE MOST COMPLETE CABINET SYSTEM ON THE AMERICAN

MARKET FOR BALANCE JEWELS AND STAFFS 

No Jeweler or Watchmaker can AFFORD to be WITHOUT these cabinets. OUR SYSTEM

is now in use by thousands of the most successful Watchmakers and Jewelers throughout the

UNITED STATES and CANADA, with most flattering results.

Read the letters below and then join the ranks of the satisfied ones:

CLEVELAND, OKLA., Dec. 18, 1909

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO., Waltham, Mass.

Gentlemen : The outfit of staffs and jewels you put

out is certainly the neatest I ever saw and the material

is 0. K. Also, it is a very easy way to order material by

filling in the blanks you send. Enclosed find check.

You shall have all my reorders.

Yours truly,

Los ANGELES, CAL., January 4, 1910

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO., Waltham, Mass.

Dear Sirs :—I am very much pleased with your balance

jewela and staffs in cabinets. I have been in business over
twenty years and have never yet used a staff or jewel which
gave me the satisfaction that yours does, and I am satisfied

that I am on the right track now.

Kindly quote me your net prices on endstones in cab-

inet if you put up such in an assortment.

Yours very truly,

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO., Waltham, Mass., U.S.A.

•■••••...

I-IARMONIA FILes

'SIIS\\\\X
1%1111111i

e are Sole geuts • above Celebrated es. They can to in r your Jobber in a shapes, sizes and nt tu ters. y Swiss e mule. Give them a trial and you

will buy no other make in the future. Made of the best quality of steel and are the duplicates in shapes, numbers and price of the Grobet Files. Illustrated price-list sent on application.

SOMETHING NEW 
The Lebanon Patent Watch Glass Cabinet

The most complete ever offered. Stronger, although lighter

In weight. Has live drawers with metallic divisions and is made

in finely-finished oak. Contains 1040 spaces—nearly 200 more

than any other five-drawer cabinet on the market.

DIMENSIONS
Length over all, 27 in.;

width, 1 1;4' in.; height, 13 in.
The ligne and style of glass contained in

each compartment Is indexed on the upper

front edge of each drawer ; the 16ths are in-

dexed on both upper side edges of each

drawer. Price $7. 50
Patented Dec. :?9, 190,4
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"Superior" Mainsprings
This well-known brand is worthy of its name :

Superior in FINISH.
Superior in QUALITY.
Superior in TEMPER.

Price, $1.25 per doz.

I Ask Your Jobber For These Goods

'Atnts, U. S. and Canada HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., I. nc
Exclusive Wholesale

Distributers for 
77 John Street

NEW YORK CITY
1■111.

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

:■,1f1mnufacturers Sterling Effects

Otto Young & Co.

Chicago, III. New York

in Plate
Silversmiths Building
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The Best
Material
House

in the

World

So writes MR. J. B. SCHWICKERATH, to wit:
Feb. 15, 1910, St. Lucas, Iowa.

Dear Sirs :— * * * * * * " In this connection permit me to say I have always
been well satisfied with your goods and service, and as long as I remain in the business I expect
to give you my patronage. I think there is no better MATERIAL HOUSE IN THE WORLD."

Yours very truly, J. B. SCHWICKERATH.

The above letter carries the feeling and convictions of thousands of our customers who have tried and who know.

Our New Tool and Material Catalogue of nearly 1000 pages shows the boundless enthusiasmand the zeal with which we solicit your patronage.
We find the greatest pleasure and satisfaction in serving you well and knowing that we retain your good will.

WHAT SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS THINK OF OUR NEW TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE

TIERKELEY, CAL., March 5, Iwo.
IIE.tutv PAULSON & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen:—I received with pleasure your tool
and material catalogue; many thanks for same. It
is certainly a book worthy of acknowledgment.
Thanking you again, I am,

Yours truly,
W. EDW. SWIM, 1929 Delaware Street,

SALEM, MASS., March 7, 1910.
HENRY PAutsont & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen :—Allow me to thank you very much
for the handsome catalogue which you kindly sent me;
same was received in first-class order.

Haven't hardly had time to glance through it
yet, but what I have seen of it shows me it is a
high-class book and I congratulate you on sante.

Yours very truly,

WILLIAM L. JENKINS.

OGDEN, UTAH, March 8, 19/0.
PAucsox & Co., Chicago, Ill.

I received your book; it is the best I have had
of the kind. Yours truly,

GEO. HARTLER.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March 3, 1910.
HENRI, PAULSON & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen:—I received your catalogue No. in a
few days ago, for which accept my thanks. After
looking it over I quite agree with you as to it being
the finest yet produced.

Very truly yours, C. R. GRAY.

AVON, ILL., March 14, 1910.
HENRY PAuLsobt & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sir:—Yours of the It th received. I re-
ceived your catalogue of material and tools and had
intended acknowledging same but just neglected it.
Will say I ant not ready to buy yet, but you will
get an order from me later on. Many thanks for your
kindness in sending catalogue. I think it is fine
and your prices seem as low as any.

With kindest regards, I am,
J. A. GRIFFITH.

EVERETT, WASH., Feb. 28, 19I0.
HENRY Prtui.soN & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen :—I thank you for the fine catalogue
you sent me. It is one of the finest and most up-to-
date books I have seen.

Yours truly, EMMA BELL.

CHILLICOTHE, ILL., March 2, 1910.

HENRY PAULSON & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen :—Your catalogue at hand, many
thanks. It is complete and a dandy.

Yours respectfully

1. E. BAYLES.

CONWAY, ARK.

HENRY PAULSON & Co., Chicago,

Gentlemen :—I received the big catalogue. It
looks to be a very well arranged and complete book.

Yours very truly,

3. J. LIVINGSTON.

STILLWATER, MINN., March 14, 1910.

HENRY PAULSON & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen :—I am writing this to let you. know
that the beautiful catalogue which you sent inc a few
months ago was duly received. Please accept thanks

for same.
Yours respectfully,

GEO. Ti. COTE.

Do not forget we want you to have our Catalogue of nearly
1000 bright, live pages—the best ever issued—and we want
your patronage, too.

HENRY PAULSON St CO.

Flu in this blankan
jn C. "'au it, Or send. your Cara.
send me

' 

Your nearl

-civ,red 

ypage catalogue
a 

100a 

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
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ifEBSTER-WHITCOMB NEW MODEL LATHE
VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

PAT. APPLIED FOR

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . . $31.00
Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks (10 Chucks)  39.00
Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)  41.00
Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each  1.00

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing smfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS

WE FURNISH AND EQUIP JEWELRY SHOPS
WITH EVERYTHING REQUIRED

LAFAYETTE GRAVERS and LINING TOOLS
Guaranteed Perfect in Quality and Temper. Made in all shapes and numbers

SAPPHIRE
DRAW PLATES

We guarantee them

accurate to size and per-
fect in measurement.
Made in our own factory.

Send for our

LAFAYETTE DRAW PLATES
Cut your draw plate bills to almost nothing. You

buy a plate of 10, 20 or 30 holes, and it will last forever.
The disks are placed in the plate, and when worn it
is only necessary to replace with a new disk, at a
small cost. We have a secret process which makes
the hardest disk ever made. Holes are highly polished
and guaranteed accurate to gage and perfectly
round. Prices on application.

600-page Illustrated Catalogue

American Oil & Supply Co.
Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and
Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

NEWARK, N. J.
52-54-56 Lafayette Street

CHICAGO PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Heyworth Building 143 Eddy Street

THE STORE BEAUTIFUL
means the store successful. We can remodel your store

along lines so artistic and practical you could not conceive

it possible. Let us submit you plans--you can then decide.

CATALOGUE C-2 SENT ON REQUEST

Grand Rapids  n ow Case Cs). GRAND RAPIDSMICHIGAN

Branch Factory: LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON
NEW YORK OFFICE and SHOWROOM, 724 Broadway 1 Under Our Own
ST. LOUIS OFFICE and SHOWROOM, 1329-1331 Washington Ave. I Management
  SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 693 Mission Street  
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORE FIXTURES IN THE WORLD

5 1 7

Costs more than regular tools, but soon
repays it in time saved.

" Time is Money " in greater degree to-day
than ever before.

New and interesting folder on INVER TO.
Send for it

SEND FOR OUR 1910 CATALOG of STAKING TOOLS
JUST OUT

INVERTO STAKING TOOL
with ON or OFF Friction Punch Sustainer

- ...... -

414 122amemgli

I am thoroughly pleased with my "Inverts" Staking

After several months use I am still finding now points

of usefulness and superiority to any other staking tool I

have ever seen, and / feel confident that any progressive

watchmaker who once tries the "Inverto" will surely want to

possess one.

PATENTED NOV.24.1908

Furnished on new INVERTOS when required
without extra charge

Applied to old INVERTOS . . $1.00

MANUFACTURED BY

The above letter from Mr. Ohlson, superintendent of
watchmaking in one of the world's greatest watch
factories, shows what a man well qualified to judge the
merits of new devices, thinks of Invert°.

You will note that Mr. Ohlson has not merely exam-
ined Invert°, he is a regular user of it.

We have many other letters, commendatory of In-
vert°. It is the greatest improvement ever made in
staking tools. See it for yourself.

Kendrick & Davis Co. 37 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
WHOLESALE AGENTS
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Repair Department Necessities at Tempting Prices

Flat-Top Bench, Solid Oak, $11.50

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

 ̀ ass%

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height E.

Oenevas .... . . . $4.00 per gross ; $ .40 per doz.

PRICE-LIST 1 hick MI-Concaves . . 4.00 " .40 "
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 "

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

PARALLEL.

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip=
over Hand Rest and Tailstock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00

which includes Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six 14-inch Cement
Chucks and 9 ft. Round Belting.

LENTILLE.

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE

AioN■11111 1111111.11■111&

THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Patent Clenevas . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "
Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 '•

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

00o 0000
GOLD FILLED ROUND JUMP RINGS . . 50c. per Gross

:SPRINGS

is siz.WAMIAM

No...2203_
Erythaisspftsenvato

$ 1.00 per Dozen $ .75 per Dozen
10.50 per Ciross 7.50 per Oross

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY CATALOGUE
Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive
prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service as to quality and price

CROSS & Corporation)
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

A REGENT MAINSPRING CABINET
Is given FREE with your first order for 1

Regent American Mainsprings
gross

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 50 cents

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. l'ut up in 11 ft. coils.

Prices Email Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium" 2.50
" Large " 3.00 " " "

23 Maiden Lane, New York

POINTER No. 26

Are You in Step With Progress?
IF NOT, WHY NOT?

Our Method Will Increase Your Business 50% to 100%

Read the letter below written by one who has used our Catalog System every year since 1904

STORE OF B. GOTTLIEB, PINE BLUFF, ARK.

PINE BLUFF, ARK., January 29th, 1910.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen :-On account of the unsettled condition of the cotton market in this section, and low prices, the farmers, as a rule, did not sell
their product, thus business in all lines was seriously affected and merchants generally complained of a poor holiday business, but I am pleased
to report a large increase in mine over that oi 1908, and am convinced that the Catalog accomplished this.

I have sent out your Catalogs every year for the past six years, and through them my business has grown from a modest one to the largest
in the city, and by far overshadowing strong competition.

The goods you furnish, which are illustrated in my catalog, are of the best standard makes, ready sellers, and prices as low or lower than
could be procured elsewhere for equal quality. The catalogs have placed my store most prominently before the people and given it a very high
standing.

\ATM have you make my Catalog again this year. It will be even larger than my 90-page book last year. My mail order business in the sur-
rounding country is growing nicely. The other large mail order houses have a strong hold on our farmers but I am gradually getting it away
from them. I will continue to go after this branch of the business. However, it is in the city where immediate and profitable results are always
obtained from the Catalog.

Hoping this information is what you have inquired after, with my best wishes, I remain,
Sincerely yours, B. GOTTLIEB.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS

We deal only with the legitimate jeweler and as a rule sell but one in a city

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalogue Method for the Retail Jeweler

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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We are spending our money advertising
and building up an immense business which
has to come to us through retail jewelers
who sell our watch.

The watch is the Ingersoll -Trenton and
only jewelers of responsibility can have it
to sell.

In the important 7 jewel field isn't it to
your interest as much as to ours to have this
plan succeed ?

Over 7,000 of the best jewelers have
answered "yes" by placing these goods in
stock.

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro.
45 John Street 304 Masonic Temple 360 Fremont Street
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

rtaR

r

!taxi: ta; saaatl   1041:1,

U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges ,prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

47 John Street
New York

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 25 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

256 Madison Street
Chicago, Ill.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to thcir business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our I DEAL " CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DimENsioNst—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, I foot 1 inehes deep
inside. Doors slide up. fastened to l■forton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. M:ule to ship ii the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co.
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 63 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mnrk

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, Laf1a0y:;:e10St , New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

1/5 H. P. Electric Motor Polishing Head

ADD A PROFIT- MAKING
MANUFACTURING AND
REPAIR SHOP AND GAIN
THREE SOURCES OF REVENUE

No 3 D. G. Hand Mill—Flat Rolls

4 ft. Hand Draw Bench

FIRST— In the saving for yourself of the profits of the manu-
facturer and jobber on many lines of goods you regularly
carry in stock.

SECOND — In the manufacture of special articles of jewelry to
order for your customers. Unique designs—something that
cannot be bought elsewhere—always command ready sales
at large prices.

THIRD —In the repairing of old jewelry. This will bring people
to your store, people who may be induced to become buyers.

Less than $200.00 will buy the outfit illustrated, together with
the following:

1 No. 2 S. G. Hand Mill with square wire rolls.
1 Plain Ring Roll for Mill illustrated.
1 No. 1 Bench Shear and Rod Cutter.
1 Fibre-faced Hammer.
1 Ingot Mould.
1 Hardened Graduated Mandrel.
1 Pair Crucible Tongs.

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

Little Giant Ring Bender

THE W. W. OLIVER
MANUFACTURING CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is -made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inohes deep
I nside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co.
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 63 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, Laf1a0y=0St , New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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No 3 D. G. Hand Mill—Flat Rolls

4 ft. Hand Draw Bench

Little Giant Ring Bender

1 /5 H. P. Electric Motor Polishing Head

ADD A PROFIT- MAKING
MANUFACTURING AND
REPAIR SHOP AND GAIN
THREE SOURCES OF REVENUE

FIRST— In the saving for yourself of the profits of the manu-
facturer and jobber on many lines of goods you regularly
carry in stock.

SECOND — In the manufacture of special articles of jewelry to
order for your customers. Unique designs—something that
cannot be bought elsewhere—always command ready sales
at large prices.

THIRD —In the repairing of old jewelry. This will bring people
to your store, people who may be induced to become buyers.

Less than $200.00 will buy the outfit illustrated, together with
the following:

I No. 2 S. G. Hand Mill with square wire rolls.
1 Plain Ring Roll for Mill illustrated.
1 No. 1 Bench Shear and Rod Cutter.
1 Fibre-faced Hammer.
1 Ingot Mould.
I Hardened Graduated Mandrel.
1 Pair Crucible Tongs.

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

THE W. W. OLIVER
MANUFACTURING CO.
1 490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HARDINGE BROS.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
#. Plain 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
fitted to
any
style of
lathe

Four-Jawed Chuck 2" Price, $10.00
12.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGD. SY

HARDINGE BROS

Price with Trefoil peep holes, $R.00
Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

3IBWELINO CHUCKS
To fit sizes 38 or 50 wire chuck

Set of 10 Brass, $1.50
10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe Price, each, $2.50

HARDINGE COMBINED

I CHING IDOL, DEPTFIING TOOLS ' 
RAO
—

Price with 2 arms, $2.50
3 " 3.25

WATCH CASE REPAIRING
 ALSO  

Special hand-made cases for any movement. Key wind
cases changed to stem wind. New backs, caps, bezels, etc.

Gold and Silver Plating and Coloring
Jewelry Repairing :: Miniature Portraits
Repainting and Refinishing of Metal Dials

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade

1865 N. J. FELIX & SONS 1910
Established Forty-Five Years

PHONE, JOHN 710
Member Jewelers' Security Alliance

45 Maiden Lane, New York City

OLD GOLD AND SILVER

How Thomas J. Dee & Company have "made good"
with the Jewelry Trade

Faithfully fulfilling every promise, promptly redeeming every pledge of our published announcements, Dee & Company stand

forth to-day the most progressive concern of their kind, enjoying the confidence and loyal patronage of the jewelers of Chicago

and of the entire country to a most gratifying degree. Advanced methods of refining, wide-awake watchfulness of our custo-

mers' interests—careful grading, weighing and testing of every piece of jewelry sent us in your shipment—liberal and

generous offer for anything you may send us in the way of OLD GOLD, OLD SILVER, etc., are the cardinal principles of

our business creed.

We Make it an Object for the Jewelers to do Business With Us 

Working on this principle we have built up a large business extending into every State and Territory of the Union. Our

policy has always been to place a value on your shipment that makes you feel as if you were getting every penny it is worth

and a little more than the other fellow would allow you for it.

There is no Great Secret as to How we Can Do It

Being, as we are, large refiners of precious metals and working these back into stock and reselling them to manufacturing

jewelers and kindred trades, we realize a manufacturer's profit from their sale. We are, therefore, in a position to offer you

much higher prices than others who have to dispose of their metal at bullion prices. By sending your shipment direct to us,

you cut out the middleman's profit, and deal with those who are first hands in the business.

January Clean-up

Now that the holiday trade is over we would suggest that you gather up whatever you have in the way of dead stock, such as

OLD GOLD, OLD SILVER, OLD FILLED CASES, GOLD PLATED SCRAPS, BENCH and FLOOR SWEEP-

INGS, etc., and turn them into cash. In our new, modern and up-to-date smelting plant, at 307 East Ontario Street, we are

in a position to give you returns on sweepings in three days after receipt of shipment.

Remittances

On receipt of your shipment of old gold and silver we will carefully estimate same, forwarding check by return mail. Then,

in case our estimate is not up to yours, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid. In this way you do not run any risk,

and you are not put to any expense. If it were fairer for us to go farther—we'd t4o farther.

Send us your next shipment and we will guarantee to " make good."

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver, and Platinum Refiners 

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.

Chicago, Illinois
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INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

TAG YOUR RINGS WITtlf
WASHABLE TAGS 
  The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should

have

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets . . $1.50

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75 •

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener.

Because it saves time—and saves money
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polishyour rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproofand won't wash off.
No danger of getting the tags mixed

and getting them on the wrong ring.
The Ideal has a large, flat writing

surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.

' • :4 iiii/jaidOt .11I,Pir

-

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK

921

11011114%

1439

Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

HE 1 0 ,
04

t',,,I rvill 110
• 4 1410( tn 

ItootoN14"4

Made only by

THE OIL
"POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM"
We say it once again, R. & L. Watch Oil positively
will not gum. It has demonstrated its superiority
in the severest tests given any watch oil made. If
you have not tried it yet, do not be surprised that
you have more watch and clock troubles than your
neighbor who uses it. He knows what it will do.

R. & L. Oil will not gum, cut or blacken pivots.
It is a lasting lubricant, and the only one which
does not deteriorate. The quickest and best way
for you to prove all we say is to send 25 cents to
your jobber for a bottle.

CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

RANLETT & LOWELL CO JEWELERS' BUILDING
.1 BOSTON, MASS.

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO!!!

LEONARD KROWER,

The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ringIts mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that shouldyou need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shownon illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net18 karat, 3 dwts., $5.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $5.30 per dwt. net

Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE 42/1 EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE

AT $15.00 LISTANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE

Scottish Rist"°e No. 240

111111IIIMBW;i4" ;Lfhti •

ktp:'.At° - • ;:

Knight iHhiiiii No. 265
Templar

Masonic No. 268

B P. 0.
Elk

qt111 11111,11111111!oona,

K. of P. No 271

t THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors—
all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.

Let us tell you of our new selling
plan. It will interest you The A. P. CRAFT CO. M—aaknedrsS po fe 

Emble 
wrn e 

Rings Indianapolis, Ind.

W. & R.
"Improved Rolling Mill"

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price $20.00

Can. also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the country

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK

WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

"PEER-OF-ALL" JEWELER'S CASE and TABLE, No. 7

If it's Practical Arrangements, Correct Designs, QUALITY zr
Material, Workmanship and Finish, at RIGHT PRICES, that
you are looking for, WE CAN SUIT YOU. NOT HOW
CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD ; AT PRICES THAT ARE
RIGHT—is the WINTER IDEA. c_,4sk Our Customers.

WINTER CATALOGUES — The Books That Show You —
Sent Postpaid on Request. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "10A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co. FIXTURE MAKERSHIGH-GRADE

ESTABLISHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U.S.A. 
SALES AGENCIES

C. D. SMITH DRUG CO. - - - - ST. JOSEPH, MO. I •FELIX PARSON CO. - - - - - DALLAS, TEXAS •FINLAY DICKS CO. - - - - NEW ORLEANS, LA.
R. H. BIRDSALL - - Hamilton Bldg., PORTLAND. ORE.
MATTOON & KEPPEL - - - NEW HAVEN. CONN.
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HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

.,:eirtuuciesa:f „Atti,

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

Westminster Chime No. 6105 Quail and Cuckoo 870 " GLOBE" No. 517

A SCHOOL UP TO DATE IS APPRECIATED
YEARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this country, they met with decided opposition by the majority of those inter-

ested in the jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and to-day it is generally
conceded by the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete knowledge of the work, and, at the

same time, hasten results. So much so is this a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of those who had had little or
none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 of them have been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And many
who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their sons to these schools. Why? Because they know that the school
offers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.

We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating will become a first-class work-
man. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physicians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of good
workmen turned out from a first-class Horological School will be found to be greater than the two professions mentioned above.

01 There is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS in HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible. if you want to
get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this
truly great institution.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOG
and make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity

ADDRESSED
A POSTAL CARD HOROLOGICAL " Dept. K, PEORIA, ILL., WILL GET YOU THEDESIRED INFORMATION

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
For
Watchmakers

(Patented)

Fitted to any
lathe

Complete as
shown

$40.00
strictly NET

REPLACING

1.—Plain Tailstock

2.—Screw Tallstock

3.—Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4.—Slide Rest

5.—Pivot Polisher

6.—Filing Fixture

7.—Rounding-up Tool

8.—Milling Fixture

9.—Rusty Pinion
Polisher

10.—Profiling Fixture

11.—Turret Need

12.—Table Rest

DOES

Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Brilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse grinding
Polishing
Snelling
Damaskeening
Rounding up
Etc.

New Catalog
just out

Fully
illustrated

Attachment
sent on
trial free

W. D. CLEMENT

WALTHAM, MASS.

Importers of and Jobbers in

Clocks, Bronzes, Bric-a-Brac, Novelties, Jewel Boxes
COMPLETE LINE OF THE

THEODORE SCHISGALL Clocks Always on Hand

IS IT GOOD
FOR THE
BUSINESS?

Call on us when in New York

Write if out of town

HIS IS THE TEST by which every problem in your
business roust be tried. What about your method of
buying— Is it good for your business ?
How any flaws can you pick in your buying ? Would

you give yourself a job as buyer if the tables were turned ? You are
answering these questions every day in increased cost and overstocks.
Perhaps you won't admit this to-day, but you will some day.
Business isn't a matter of sentiment—it's a matter of turning the
dollar. Get down to " Brass tacks " and use

THE GREAT AMERICAN
JEWELERS' CATALOGUE
Because SOMEHOW and SOME WAY you must perfect a new
buying system. SOONER or LATER you will know that this
new system means THE GREAT AMERICAN JEWELERS'
CATALOGUE. It's the silent salesman that produces but does
not consume. It is good for your business.

The Oskamp-Nolting Company 411-417 ELM STREET

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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WHERE DO YOU BUY YOUR DIAMONDS?

When you are in the

market for diamonds,

bear in mind that we

import in the rough

the greater portion of

our diamonds and

polish them in our

own cutting works.

This means that we

can offer you better

values than you can

secure elsewhere.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

Remember also that

we make a specialty

of repairing and re-

cutting diamonds. We

have special facilities

for handling this work,

and take pride in the

way we execute it.

It will be to your

advantage to send this

work to us.

Stein C&, Ellbogen Company
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF AMERICAN WATCHES AND GOLD AND GOLD PLATE JEWELRY

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small—do not turn him down absolutely, send the
goods to me for a

SPOT CASH
OFFER

NI■11

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 659 of this issue. Write for further information.

1011 CHESTNUT STREETJ. J. COHEN PHILADELPHIA, PA.
AMSTERDAM. TULPSTRA AT 10 ESTABLISHED 1891 LONDON, AUDREY HOUSE. ELY PLACE

53'

The Latest Fashions in Pendant Necks
Sterling Silver Gold Plated Pendants. Very swell and up to date, also Gold Filled Lockets, Necks and Pendants.
You will have to buy a sample line to appreciate their beauty and value. The line that appeals to the Eye and Purse.

PRICES MEAN VERY LITTLE UNLESS YOU HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE HOUSE BACK OF THEM

No. 5716. Locket, Gold
Filled. Oval shape. Raised
ornaments, set with 14 fine

No. 5925-20. Festoon Neck white stones, Roman finish.
Chain, 13-inch platinum 81 I ver List $4  80
chain, sterling silver pendant, gold-
plated, set with 23 fine white stone
brilliants and 3 line rubies.
List $8  60

No. 365. Locket
Neck Chain. 64 in-
ches long—the very
latest.
Each, list . . $5.60
These Goods are
Fully Guaranteed
by the Manufac-
turer.

No. 5925-24. Festoon
Neck Chain, 13-inch plati-
num silver chain, sterling
pendant, gold-plated, set with
29 fine white stone brilliants,
2 fine sapphires and 1 ',ear-
shaped pearl. List . $11.20

No. 490. Locket, Gold
Filled. Oval shape, the latest
style, hand-engraved front
and plain back for engraving,
all Roman finish.
Each, list $6  10

No. 489. Locket
Neck Chain. Fine
gold-tilled, Roman
color, 54 inches long,
very swell.
Each, list .

No.5791. Locket,Gold Filled.
Oval shape, Roman finish. Set,
with 12 line white stones.
List $4  80

• $6.40 No. 493. Locket Gold Filled.
The very latest oval shape and
style, Roman co or, set with
fine white stone brilliant.
Each, list   $4.65

No. 5925-21. Festoon Neck
Chain, 13-inch platinum silver
chain, sterling pendant, gold
plated, set with 21 line white
stones and 7 tine emeralds.
List   $8.80

IPofft0-

No. 5926-15. Festoon Neck
Chain, 13-inch platinum silver
chain, itendant sterling and gold
plated, set with 17 line white
stones anti 2 beautiful amethyst
stones. List $7  95

No. 3025. Locket
Neck Chain. 54 in-
ches long—rope pat-
tern. Warranted to
wear.
Each, list . . $6.00

No. 426. Locket, Gold Filled. Roman
color, plain back and front for large mono-
grams, full size. Each, list $4  00

No. 418. Locket, Gold Filled. Raised
flowers in green, gold and balance of locket
finished in Roman color, plain back for en-
graving. Each, list  $6.65

Our 1910 Catalogue Quotes all the Best Goods at LOWEST PRICES
Jewelry, Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut Glass, Etc.

Our " SILENT TRAVELER" will be
mailed to you each month; wait for hirr

No. 426-6. Locket, Gold Filled. Full
size, Roman color, both sides plain for large
monogram, locket slides, open sideways, con-
tains 1 mirror and 1 frame for picture.
Each, list $4  32

No. 446. Locket, Gold Filled. Plain
Roman center, engraved, bright cut edge.
Roman back, plain for engraving.
Each, list. $6  00

No. 447. Locket, Gold Filled. Same as
No. 946, only polished center. Each, list, $6.00

Prices subject to Regular Catalogue Discounts

ST. LOUIS CLOCK, and SILVERWARE CO. ST.
616 LOCUST STREET 

LOUIS, MISSOURI
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Diamonds
are increasing in demand. This
shows a healthy condition of
business and you should get
your share of it.
When you do have a special
order, or if you need any for
stock it will pay you to write to
us for a selection.

We Court Comparison

Baltimore St. and
Hopkins Place

Baltimore, Md.

map-#7.r,i

Go P ADVICE!
THIS IS NOT POLITICS, BUT

MONEY-AND MEANS

Get into the Optical Profession!

It is the only profession which is not overcrowded and

which gives the greatest returns for the least amount of

time and money invested.

DO YOU KNOW: A few minutes each day for a short
time will make you an expert in testing and fitting eyes

for glasses provided you will take our correspondence

course in optics. We are making an exceptional offer--

a regular $25.00 college course for only $8.00, ($2.00
extra for foreign students) and you can begin at once by

paying $2.00 down and the balance weekly. On comple-

tion you receive without any extra charge a hand-

some diploma which we are authorized by our charter

to give to graduates.

WRITE TO-DAY REGARDING

THIS GREAT OFFER TO

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Special Offer
To Help Spring Business

In all orders for a dozen or more of our Spring

Leaders at $2.25 or over, if placed before May 1st,
we will include one of the handsome brass stands

shown above.

We have a specially attractive line of new styles

in Directoire Shapes, with Sterling Silver Name-

plates for engraving, priced at $2.35, some of which

are reproduced above. They are a guaranteed

quality, fine union taffeta silk covers, and will sell

readily at $3.50. They can be furnished with or

without the Kreis C& Hubbard Detachable Feature.

Write for a dozen or more to-day. There are weeks

of wet weather ahead. You will need some new

things to enliven your line.

KREIS 8c HUBBARD
Manufacturers of Quality Umbrellas

Franklin St. & Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

Z E N I
A WONDERFUL

I
MOVEMENTS 

„.,;;) ,

FIT ALL SIZES OF   •

AMERICAN CASES, i q f` --, -
BESIDES A NUMBER .'•, A ,,,

46- iig ... v/
OF SWISS SIZES ' .' '

■, ;Jr•-:,- .
''C44'1.ft--'iltek.-----.., - -

T H
WATCH

THERE ARE

SIX GRADES
FROM 7 TO 21 JEWELS,
ADJUSTED TO HEAT,
COLD AND POSITIONS

and Observatory Contests,
At the last Observatory

the ZENITH watch
1, 1909.

3 MAIDEN LANE.

NEW YORK

The ZENITH watch has taken prizes at Expositions

and occupies a prominent position in the horological world.

Contest, held at the Observatory at Neuchatel (Switzerland),

excelled all records made at that Observatory prior to January

SOLE AGENT FOR F
THE UNITED STATES ,DMOND E . ROBERT

GOODS SELL THEMSELVES
if attractively displayed where people can see them to advantage. The

most effective way to do this is to install the

Ofdga All-Glass Show Case
Heavy plate glass is the only material used above the base, -no frame, no metal corners,

nothing to obstruct a clear view of its contents, It is the most artistic case made and the

only one that shows off the goods to best advantage. There is no stronger case made than

the Silent Salesman-but the most important reason why you should prefer it is that it will

sell goods for you-sell more goods than any other case.

OUTSIDE CASES A SPECIALTY

Let us tell you about the different kinds of show cases we make.

Address Department C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
sjt 4S A )

476-490 West Fort St., Detroit, Michigan
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

Get Our Book on Modern Store Front Construction

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 3 GREAT JONES STREET
  LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent  

1200F. Gold PId.$l.60
I 229F. Silver Ox., 2.15
1199F. 10 K., 5.35

1297F. 10 K., $3.00
I 296F. Silver Ox., 1.85
I 295F. Gold Prd, 1.55

1347F. 14 K., $2.95

2660F. 10 K., $4.00
2788F. Gold PI'd, 2.00

PRICES
EACH

329IF. 10K. Gold, $3.45
3292F. Gold PI'd, I .60

ORDER OF

EMBLEMS OWLS
We here illustrate a few designs selected
at random from our enormous stock of
Owl Emblems. These Order of Owl Emblems
are the official Emblems and the only ones
recognized by the order. They are fully
protected by patent September 17th, 1907,
and infringers will he prosecuted.
These Emblems are i II ustrated in ourCata-
logue,No. 35, recently mailed every jewel-
er. If you did not receive a copy write us.
Besides making a complete line of buttons,
charms, pihs, rings, badges, etc., for the
Orderof Owls, we manufactureacomplete
line of Emblems for every organization. If
your jobber cannot supply you with our
goods, write us direct.

TiTe GUSTAVE FOX CO.
14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, 0., U.S.A.

2722F. 14K. $23.00
3024F. Gold Prd, 3.60

These Prices ore Itst, subject to
our regular disco lllll

2571F. 14K., $57.25

2658F. 10 K., $4.25
2787F. Gold PI'd, 2.00

2259F. 10 K., $2.95
2789F. Gold PI'd, 1.60

1803E. 10 K., $3.85

1312F. Gold $2.40

I 228F. Gold Prd, $3.30
128 I F. 10 K., 10.50
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Cuckoo Clocks

Arts and Crafts
Hall Clocks

We make a line of well-designed Mis-
sion Clocks, from a small inexpensive
one retailing at $2.25 up to fine Arts
and Crafts Hall Clocks, like illustration,
which, with chimes, retails for about
$75.00.

The line includes a number of very
popular Mission Cuckoo Clocks, which
are especially appropriate for Dens,
Bungalows, etc

Our folder, "Clock Talk" and other
interesting- literature sent to dealers
asking- for it on their lefler-head.

A rls and Crafts Ilall ( lock
Westminster Chi es

retails for about $75.00

Not only do We
make the largest
line of cuckoo
clocks, but never
were they more
popular than
now. Our clocks
are made for the
jeweler with an
eye for real
economy rather
than mere cheap-
ness. Better -
cuckoo clocks
are made no-
where in this
wide world.
Cheaper cuckoo
clocks simply
cannot be as
good. Ours cost
the dealer less in
the Ion.- run.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Station S PHILADELPHIA, PA.

You Want Good Watches
That Protect You Against

Unfair Competition

SOUTH BEND WATCHES
ARE GOOD WATCHES
South Bend Watches Do Protect
You Against Unfair Competition
Your future welfare depends upon the watch you are selling
to-day. SOUTH BEND WATCHES give satisfaction and
build future business. SOUTH BEND WATCHES help you
to regain the business which has been going to the mail
order houses because they have never been sold and never
will be sold to such unfair concerns.

Other Selling Policies May Come
Other Selling Policies May Go

But the South Bend Selling Policy Goes on Forever

The selling policy of the South Bend Watch Company will
be changed only as it becomes necessary for the best inter-
ests of our customers — the Legitimate Jewelry Trade.

SOUTH BEND WATCH COMPANY
Makers of High-Grade Watches
Highest Quality Filled Cases

SOUTH BEND :: INDIANA

COU PON

SOUTH BEND WATCH COMPANY
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Please send FREE to the following members of our firm and our watch makers,
Mr. C. T. Higginbotham's 'Short Talks to Wa ehmakers," as they are prepared.

Signed by —

Town

State

Jeweler

16..a

ALL OVER THE WORLD
a constant demand
has been created for

KREMENTZ
ONE-PIECE
COLLAR
BUTTONS
by the extensive advertising that
has been done in popular publica-
tions for the past dozen years.
Whenever a particular man needs
a collar button, he wants and asks
for a KREMENTZ and looks on
the back for the name to see that
he is getting the genuine.

ARE YOU GETTING

YOUR SHARE

of the business we are creating by advertising—
and which is permanently continued by
the actual merit of KREMENTZ Collar Button s,
which are the best it is possible to manu-
facture—absolutely unbreakable and sold
under the famous KREMENTZ Guarantee
that a new one will be given without
charge in exchange for every one that is
broken from any cause.

Write for Booklet —"Story of a Collar Button"

KREMENTZ & CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

NEW YORK-1 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO-722 Shreve Bldg.
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THE 1847 GIRL

HELPING THE DEALER
We help the dealer

By advertising in about 500 publications daily, weekly
and monthly.

By stating in every advertisement that

1847 ROGERS BROS.  TRCIPIE
spoons, forks and knives are "Sold by leading dealers."

By offering to send a catalogue to any one who will write
and, upon receiving such request, directing the writers
to purchase of their local dealers.

By supplying the dealer, without charge, with
" 1847 Girl " Post Cards
Velvet Show Case Pads
Signs
Posters, with dealer's name
Circulars, with dealer's name
Electrotypes, text and illustration complete
Street Car Cards, with dealer's name, etc.

Write for literature explaining our method of helping the dealer.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 31 Philadelphia, April, 1910 No. 4
Copyright, 1910, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar_ per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 (to shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents (I shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable to
TIIE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING Co.

CHANGE OF AnnsEss—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new
address.

AnvEirrissmENTs—Advertising rates furnished on applica-
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Flagrant Swindle on Retail Merchants

AT frequent intervals during the past
five or six years it has been our duty

to warn the trade against signing docu-
ments of any kind on the say-so of another
and without being thoroughly posted on the
nature of the contents. Quite a number of
retail merchants, including many jewelers,
who have been guilty of carelessness in this
respect have been put to considerable
trouble and expense through the operations
of a concern with seemingly many aliases
which has been conducting a systematic and
dangerous swindle on the retail trade. This
concern offers for sale through its traveling
representatives assortments of jewelry or
toilet articles, representing the goods to be
of good quality and asking the jeweler to
sign an acceptance, giving him to under-
stand that he is simply signing a receipt for
the goods. When the goods are received
the retailer generally discovers that they
are of very inferior quality, such as he

cannot endanger his reputation by handling,
and he so informs the house. The signed
acceptances then come to light in the form
of accepted bills of exchange or as a
binding contract with the dealer's self-at-
tached signature. The jeweler is thus
caught in the legal trap ingeniously laid
for him and many have paid for the worth-
less jewelry solely to avoid expense and
litigation, though convinced that the scheme
was a premeditated and well-planned fraud.

IT seems incredible, in view of the
widespread exposure of this fraud in

the trade and daily press, that victims can
still be found, yet we are continually re-
' ceiving letters showing that the swindling
continues even in the face of a number of
adverse decisions in the courts. Nor are
the victims confined to the jewelry trade, as
the swindlers have lately extended their
operations among stationers, hardware
dealers, boot and shoe stores, etc. Limita-
tion of space prevents a complete exposi-
tion of the trickery resorted to, which in-
cludes the most ingenious use of legal
technicalities and subterfuge. The only
explanation which we can offer why new
victims are found among the jewelry trade
is that there are still those who do not see
the necessity of perusing their trade. journal.

We again admonish our readers that
signing a contract is a very serious matter
and the person requested to sign should never
be satisfied with mere verbal explanation
of its terms by the person requesting the
signature. As already stated, a number of
decisions have been rendered against these
concerns, but the litigation is so expensive
and. vexatious that a favorable verdict is
of little avail as redress to the retail
dealer.

The swindlers realize this and proceed
to find new victims undeterred by exposure
or even the adverse action of the courts.
This matter might very wisely be made the
subject of discussion and warning at the

many conventions to be held during the
next few months. Protection for the trade
lies in the widespread exploitation of the
fraud.

A Notable Trade Banquet

p ECULIARLY and typically American
was the magnificent annual banquet

of the New England Manufacturing Jewel-
ers' and Silversmiths' Association which
President Taft, in the rush of his public
duties, found an opportunity to honor with
his presence. The president of the associa-
tion, G. H. Holmes, gave the keynote of
the occasion when in his address of wel-
come to the guests he said : "I am repre-
senting an industry that in this jurisdiction,
comprising Providence and the Attleboros,
enjoys the unique distinction of possessing
freedom from those debilitating .forces
which encourage labor to organize and
capital to amalgamate ; an industry which
utilizes about 20,000 employees, who create
an output in excess of $5o,000,000 per
year." This statement becomes still more
significant when taken in connection with
the statement of President Taft, when he
said : "I am glad to stand in the presence of
an association of men who first began as
skilled workmen and by energy and enter-
prise put themselves at the head of the fac-
tories." The truth of these supplementary
statements gave the occasion a peculiar
significance and evidenced in a most im-
pressive way the abundant rewards which
come to industry and skill in this great
country.

Nor do the men who cheered the Presi-
dent's happy tribute to their skill and its
fruits confine their activity solely to the
great industry which they have built up.
On the contrary, they enjoy as a class a
probably unique reputation for good citi-
zenship and active interest in all that
makes for the good of their city or State.
Toastmaster Cutler, in introducing Mayor
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Fletcher, of Providence, made appropriate
reference to this fact. "In the brilliant
cluster of American cities," he said, "our
own beautiful municipality stands flawless.
At its head, the proper guardian of its
diadem, is one of the best artisans of our
craft—a man who has wrought with imple-
ments of good character and truthful scale."
The recipient of this compliment doubtless
accepted it as a tribute no less to his brother
manufacturers than to himself. "We have
long since come to regard the jewelers," he
said, "as among the best citizens of our
community, for they not only appreciate
and consistently strive for the best crafts-
manship and art, but as a whole they are
imbued with high ideals in life and glory
ill the traditions of their city, loyal still to
those principles whereon it was founded."

Surely an association of which all the
above can be truthfully said fully justified
the honor conferred on it by the presence
of the President of the United States and
the other distinguished guests who graced
the board on this happy occasion.

The Parcels Post Bill

S there has been much agitation among
the various organizations of retail

dealers throughout the country in regard
to the matter of a parcels post it is oppor-
tune that they should be informed in regard
to the measure now before Congress. This
measure was approved last month by the
House Committee on Post Offices and Post
Roads, which is an important step in the
advancement of the bill. While the senti-
ment of the retail trade is pretty generally,
although by no means wholly, opposed to
a sweeping parcels post law by reason of
its advantages to the mail-order houses,
there is considerable difference of opinion
as to the advisability or otherwise of the
measure now under consideration. As our
readers doubtless remember, it provides
only for parcels post service on rural de-
livery routes. Rates and weight of parcels
are fixed as follows : Parcels up to 1-24
cubic foot, or I x 6 x 12 inches, and weigh-
ing not more than one pound, r cent ; up to

cubic foot, or 6 x 12 X 12 inches and
weighing not More than i i pounds, 5 cents;
larger parcels, not exceeding 25 pounds in
weight, io cents. No parcel more than 6
feet in length will be carried and no carrier
shall be called on to transport more than
500 pounds at a time. The bill further pro-
vides that all parcels collected and delivered
along rural routes shall be considered as of
one class and subjected to the rates given.

This bill contains the provisions advo-
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cated by Postmaster General Meyer at the
opening of the current session of Congress
and has the support of the administration,
though this does not by any means assure
its passage into law. The influence of the
express companies is solidly against the
measure and while the retail interests do not
regard the bill as seriously objectionable
or menacing, they are opposed to it on
principle as being the possible entering.
wedge for a more comprehensive parcels
post system. At this convention season,
when large gatherings of the trade are
called to discuss various matters of interest
to them, the question of a parcels post will
quite likely come up for consideration and
it is opportune that the members should in-
form themselves as to the status of the
'parcels post movement at this time.

Organization and the Convention
Season

HE wealth of association reports,
papers and announcements in our

March issue has given a forceful stimulus
to trade interest in organization work judg-
ing by the large number of communications
on the subject which we have received. It
is singular that at this late date so many
members of the trade should still be unin-
formed as to the purpose, progress and
achievement of the combined associations.
Information sought by many of these indi-
cates a deplorable indifference to the work
of the organized trade up to this time and
suggests the need of systematized educa-
tional work among those still unaffiliated
with the State or national associations.
The widening interest now taken is en-
couraging, however, and forebodes in-
creased membership in the near future. In
a letter before us, Secretary Claud Wheeler,
of the National Association, says : "Every
State which has forwarded dues reports
many new members and altogether the
prospects are for a very large membership
this year and an unusual interest in associa-
tion work. Jewelers everywhere are awak-
ening to the importance of organization and
are joining with us in furthering the move-
ment. Every State president and secretary
should take advantage of this feeling and
renew their efforts to get new members for
the several State associations."

THE large number of conventions to be
held in the next few months furnish

an excellent opportunity for recruiting new
members, and systematic work to this end
should be undertaken without delay. The
dates of the annual conventions of the State
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and national associations so far fixed upon
are as follows:

The West Virginia State Association at
Wheeling, on April 5th and 6th.

The New Jersey Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion at Newark on April 13th.

The Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association at
Columbus on May 2nd, 3rd and 4th.

The Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association
at Oklahoma City, beginning May 9th.

The Oregon State Association at Portland,
May loth and uth.

The Arkansas State Association at Little
Rock, on May loth and 12th.

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion in Philadelphia, May 19th and 20th.

The Illinois State Association in Springfield
on May 24th, 25th and 26th.

The New York State Association at
Rochester on May 26th and 27th.

The North Carolina State Association at
Greensboro, June 14th and 15th.

The Virginia State Association at Norfolk,
on June t5th.

The Kansas and Missouri State Associations
in joint convention at Kansas City, Mo., on June
20th, 21st and 22nd.

The Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association in
Des Moines, in the last week of June.

The Wisconsin State Association in Milwau-
kee, on July 13th and 14th.

American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation in Detroit, on July 26th to 29th.

Additional dates will be given in our
next issue, when we expect to make inter-
esting announcements in regard to the
national convention in Detroit, to which all
are now eagerly looking forward. Judging
by the zeal of the officers in preparing for
the convention there is little doubt that all
previous records will be surpassed, both in
attendance and in the importance of the
proceedings.

An Era of Good Feeling Among the
Trade

THE broadening of the organization
movement in the past few years has

done much to strengthen the good feeling
and community of interest which Should
always exist between the wholesale and re-
tail branches of the trade. Without detract-
ing from the good work performed in this
direction by the retail organization, due
credit must be accorded to the more recent
organizations of the wholesalers. The latter
have already demonstrated that the purpose
of their organization is to work in harmony
with the retail associations for the better-
ment of the trade generally. The retail
dealers consequently regard the wholesale
organizations, city and national, as a very
serviceable factor in accomplishing the
various reforms now being agitated. The
fact that representative committees of both
organizations can meet in friendly discus-

sion with authority to act on behalf of their
respective associations has limitless possi-
bilities for good to all concerned. The
friendly feeling now existing between the
two branches of the trade is being made
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very evident at the various State conven-
tions and will be made still more evident,
we understand, at the annual convention of
the national organization, which will be
attended by representatives of the whole-
sale body.

As suggestive of the good which organi-
zation may accomplish, we read with

interest the address of M. J. Averbeck, re-
tiring president of the New York Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association at the recent an-
nual meeting of that body. Mr. Averbeck
told the brief story of the organization, its
progress in membership and efficiency, and
its possibilities for the future. "The object
and aim of our organization," he said, "is
to form a better acquaintanceship with each
other and to establish harmonious relations
between manufacturers, wholesalers and re-
tailers, which will be right and fair for all
members of the trade. As a result of our
many meetings we have gotten rid of the
idea that 'the other fellow is all to the bad'
—we have learned that certain malicious
reports circulated regarding our fellow
competitors and business practices, were
either misunderstandings or unintentional
methods. Our organization adopted a seal—
'fair competition, sincere co-operation.' "

As it is appropriate that the manufac-
turers should foster the same spirit of
friendliness and community of interests, the
following statement of Mr. Averbeck is in-
teresting: "During the year a circular was
sent to a very large number of prominent
manufacturers, setting forth the many ob-
jects of our association, asking them for
their co-operation ; our secretary received
about seventy-five replies, every one favor-
able to this organization, showing a willing-
ness to co-operate with us."

EACH meeting of the wholesale associa-
tions since their organization has evi-

denced a friendlier spirit among the mem-
bers and greater enthusiasm as to the possi-
bilities of united action. The keynote of
the movement was struck by Mr. Averbeck
in the address above quoted when he said:
"You faithful workers, who have met in
these rooms so often during the past year
know what unusual unanimity of opinion
and action and good fellowship has pre-
vailed at all times ; and know that, if, our
organization stands for a definite course of
action, that we, as individual members, will
stand together and pull together. You know
what a firm and solid foundation we have
buikled during the past year and you know
that on just such a solid foundation we
want to build a superstructure that will be
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worthy of the respect of every member of
the trade. We have learned that all our
members are fair, honest and honorable."

The retail associations will respond to
the above with a prompt "amen" and will
manifest their appreciation by cultivating
still further the same spirit of good will,
mutual interests and co-operation.

Fire Insurance as a Factor in Credit

-IN one of the news-letters published else-
where in this issue our correspondent

reports several destructive fires in jewelry
stores, ending his report with the statement,
"In this instance, also, there was no insur-
ance." It would seem almost incredible that
any merchant in this age should be so in-
different to his own interests as to neglect
this most important factor in his business.
But apart from the danger of loss to him-
self, there is the important consideration of
credit, much of the stock thus unprotected
being, as a rule, unpaid for.

Some time ago the National Associa-
tion of Credit Men published a pamphlet
containing the views of various members on
the question of fire insurance in its relation
to credit. The views were elicited by the
query, "As an essential of credit should mer-
chants be required to carry fire insurance?"
The reply showed complete unanimity on
the subject among the members. In most
of the responses to the query the fact was
dwelt on that should the property of the
retailer be uninsured or insured insuffi-
ciently, in the event of a fire his creditors
no less than himself must involuntarily bear
a portion of the loss. This is a contingency
which, from a conscientious standpoint,
makes it imperative on the retailer to carry
an adequate amount of insurance ; but apart
from that the fact that the credit men have
emphasized the injustice done the whole-
saler in being compelled to participate in the
retailer's loss, furnishes unmistakable evi-
dence that the extension of credit is deter-
mined partly at least in proportion to the
provision made by the retailer against sud-
den and unforeseen disaster.

One member quoted an instance where
the customer, on the advice of the wholesale
firm, increased his insurance in the nick of
time—his store, with ten others, being
shortly afterwards destroyed by fire. In-
stead of being a bankrupt, this retailer was
enabled to pay all his debts and start again.
So much importance do some wholesalers
attach to their customers' insurance that
they require those to whom they extend
large lines of credit to furnish particulars
as to their policies, and these wholesalers
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themselves follow up the expirations and
see that the insurance is renewed. This
may not be true of the jewelry trade, where
the liability to destruction by fire is less than
in many other classes of goods; neverthe-
less, the retail dealers should understand
that this matter of fire insurance is a very
important consideration when it comes to
seeking credit, and has thus a present busi-
ness value as well as affording future pro-
tection.

Gold Production of the World

AVALUABLE compilation of statistics
as to the gold productions of last year

and the year 1908 has been made by The
Engineering and Mining Journal. Corn-
parisons are presented between those two
years as they affect the more important
countries in which gold is found. It appears
from these figures that the production of
gold last year was greater than for any
other year in the world's history. The in-
creases were brought about through three
causes—the opening of new mines, the more
extensive working of old ones, and a closer
gathering of metal from ores. These
methods were sometimes applied separately
and sometimes in conjunction. The com-
parative table of production for the two
years as affecting different countries is
given as follows:

r908 1909
Transvaal  $145,819,016 ST51,900,000
United States. 94,560,000 96,500,000
Australia  73,314,671 71,980,780
Russia  30,944,561 34,160,000
Mexico  24,518,548 26,000,000
Rhodesia  12,276,394 12,605,000
British India  10,424,067 10,566,500
Canada  9,559,274 10,750,000
China, Japan and Korea 10,618,850 11,000,000
West Africa. 5,773,544 4,625,000
Madagascar  1,136,850 2,480,000
Other countries 24,488,75 2 25,000,000

Total  $443,434,527 $457,567,280

It appears from this table that the total
increase ill production for the year was
$14,132,753, or a little more than 3 per
cent. Final official figures may make some
changes in the record, inasmuch as the
returns for December are not official, but
estimated. It is believed that the estimate
was made on a conservative basis.

The authority above quoted publishes
statistics showing the total gold production
of the world in the past twenty years, the
figures evidencing a continual and material
increase each year, and the prediction is
made that the yearly product will continue
to show a proportionate increase. The fact
is particularly interesting in view of the
relation which is said to exist be-
tween the production of gold and the
advance in prices and the cost of living.
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WALTHAM

Silver Finish

Railroad Dials

Special attention is called to the new Silver Finish Metal Railroad Dials

which are now supplied on the following movements at a slight extra

charge ••

18 SIZE AND 16 SIZE VANGUARD
18 SIZE AND 16 SIZE CRESCENT ST.
NO. 845
16 SIZE RIVERSIDE
NO. 645

The dull white silver surface with the bold figures and heavy marks render

these dials unusually legible. Practical trials have clearly .demonstrated

that for the exacting requirements of railroad service they are much superior

to enamel dials.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltha m, Mass.
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Why Buyers Should Take Ad-
vantage of Cash Discounts

As the purchase of spring stock is now
engaging the attention of a large propor-
tion of the trade, and as collections are re-
ported by the wholesalers as good at this
time, indicating a liberal supply of cash in
the hands of the retailers, it is timely to
point out what may be gained by taking
advantage of the cash discounts. A writer
in the Dry Goods Economist makes some
very interesting calculations which will
strongly impress on the merchants the
money value of these discounts:

Suppose that a certain
A Case in Point wholesaler on March ist

ships a retailer $300 worth
of goods; and suppose that said wholesaler
sends a bill for these goods bearing the
following terms of settlement : "Strictly
net 30 clays; I per cent. if paid within io
days."

Do not these terms imply that the
wholesaler on March 1st—the date of the
bill—practically addresses to the retailer
these words, "If you will pay for these goods
within ten days, or, say on March i ith, I
will accept $297 as full payment for them
instead of the $300 to which I would other-
wise be entitled only twenty days later"?

Or, differently expressed—the whole-
saler on March 1st writes to the retailer as
follows : "According to the terms we have
agreed upon, you are entitled to wait thirty
days before paying me for these goods ; but,
if you will let me have the money which is
coming to me twenty days earlier than you
are obliged to pay it, I will pay you $3 for
the accommodation."

Now, does not that prac-
tically mean that it is for
the use of the money for
the twenty days that the
wholesaler is willing to pay

to the retailer the i per cent.? And when
the wholesaler, for the use of that money
for only twenty days pays i per cent., at
what rate of interest, we must ask, is he
borrowing that money? Here is our
answer:

When the use of a sum of money for
only twenty days costs a man i per cent.
then the use of that sum for a whole year
(say 360 days) would, at the same rate of
interest, cost him eighteen times as much,
or 18 per cent. For a year (360 days) is
eighteen times as long as twenty days. So,
it follows that the wholesaler who for pay-
ment within ten days (of a bill which other-
wise is net in thirty days from its date)
allows a cash discount of i per cent., is, as
we said, making a concession, which is

Interest at

18 Per Cent.

a Year
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equivalent to interest at the rate of 18 per
cent. a year.

Now, let us take up the
The Second second example : Suppose a
Example wholesaler, on April 1st,

ships to a certain retailer
$200 worth of goods; and suppose that that
wholesaler marks on his bill for those goods
the following terms of settlement: "Strictly
net Go clays; 2 per cent. if paid within io
days."

Do not those terms imply that that
wholesaler on April ist—the date of the
bill—practically says to the retailer : "If
you will pay for these goods within io
clays or, say, on April nth, I will accept
$196 as full payment for them, instead
of the $2oo to which I otherwise would
be entitled only 5o days later."

Or, differently expressed : The whole-
saler on April 1st writes to the retailer as
follows : "According to the terms we have
agreed upon, you are entitled to wait 6o
clays before paying me for these goods;
but if you will let me have the money which
is coming to me 50 days earlier than you
are obliged to pay it, I will pay you $4
for the accommodation."

Now, does not that prac-
Interest at tically mean that it is for
Over 14 Per the use of the money for
Cent. a Year the 50 clays that the whole-

saler is willing to pay to
the retailer the 2 per cent.? And when the
wholesaler for the use of that money for
only fifty days pays 2 per cent., at what
rate of interest is he borrowing that
money? Here's the answer:

When the use of a sum of money for
only 50 days costs a man 2 per cent., then
the use of that sum for a whole year (say
360 clays) would, at the same rate of interest,
cost him over seven times as much, or over
14 per cent. For a year (360 days) is over
seven times as long as 50 days. So it fol-
lows that the wholesaler who for, payment
within Jo days (of a bill which otherwise
is net in sixty days from its date) allows a
cash discount of two per cent. is, as we as-
serted, making a concession equivalent to
interest at the rate of over 14 per cent. a
year.

Now, let us take up the
The Third third example: Suppose a
Example wholesaler, on May 1st,

ships to a retailer $loo
worth of goods ; and suppose that that
wholesaler sends a bill for those goods,
bearing the following terms of settlement:
"Net 30 days; 6 per cent. if paid within io
days."

Do not those terms imply that that
wholesaler on May 1st—the date of the bill

—practically addresses to the retailer these
words:

"If you will pay for these goods within
10 days, or say, on May iith, I will accept
$94 as full payment for them, instead of
the $icio to which I otherwise would be en-
titled only twenty days later?"

Or, differently expressed : The whole-
saler on May 1st writes to the retailer as
follows : "According to the terms we have
agreed upon, you are entitled to wait 30
clays before paying me for these goods ; but
if you will let me have the money which
is coming to me 20 days earlier than you
are obliged to pay it, I will pay you $6
for the accommodation."

Now, does not that practi-
Interest at 108 cally mean that it is for the
Per Cent. a Year use of the money for the 20

clays that the wholesaler is
willing to pay to the retailer 6 per cent.?
And when the wholesaler, for the use of that
money for only 20 days pays 6 per cent., at
what rate of interest is he borrowing that
money ? Here's our answer : .

When the use of a sum of money for
only 20 days costs a man 6 per cent., then
the use of that sum for a whole year (say
360 days) would, at the same rate of inter-
est, cost him eighteen times as much, or
io8 per cent. For a year (360 days) is
eighteen times as long as 20 days.

So it follows that the wholesaler who
for payment within io clays (of a bill which
otherwise is net in thirty days from its
date) allows a cash discount of six per
cent. is making a concession which is equiv-
alent to interest at the rate of io8 per cent.
a year!

Do You Keep a Want Book?

There are merchants in business who
will tell you that it is impossible to do busi-
ness without keeping a want book. Still
there are those who up to the present time
have not deemed it necessary to install any-
thing of this kind but depend instead upon
memory, and possibly a memorandum jotted
down from time to time.

A salesman was recently referring to
the advantages of the want book and said :
"I go into some stores and spend two or
three hours getting a small order, because
the customer has to look up and see how
much stock he has on hand of the various
articles which are on sale. Invariably when
I return from a trip I find this merchant
has sent in several orders since I called
Upon him and has had them sent by express,
which costs him a whole lot of money which
could just as well be saved."
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NOTICE TO THE TRADE

Pursuant to an order of Honorable Walter C. Noyes,

United States Circuit Judge for the Second District,

entered in the office of the Clerk of said Court on the

25th day of March, 1910, we hereby announce to the

trade that the words: "or any combination of a lion,

anchor and letter G" after the words "articles bearing

the trade-mark complained of in said bill of complaint"

which appear in an advertisement of an order of

United States Circuit Judge, Hon. E. Henry Lacombe,

inserted by us in the issue of THE KEYSTONE, num-
bered 3, volume 31, dated Philadelphia, March, 1910,

were erroneously inserted, said words having been
stricken out by his Honor, Judge Lacombe, from the
order as signed by him on February 4, 1910, before
appending his signature thereto.

GORHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
By EDWARD HOLBROOK,

President
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Rearranging Show Windows

A great problem confronting jewelers
to-day is a rearrangement of their show
windows to permit of a more attractive dis-
play. Many old buildings have
deep windows and when a gen-
eral array of goods is jumbled
into the display; nothing looks
attractive. A subscriber writes
describing his windows, two in
number, each seven feet wide on
the street and five feet deep.
He states that it is impossible to
arrange a display so that the
goods show up to advantage and
asks for a suggestion of a re-
arrangement.

A jewelry window should
not be over thirty inches deep and should
be so planned as to make it easy to take
goods out of the display and replace them
without much trouble. A win-
dow five feet deep not only
makes a pleasing display diffi-
cult, but it is very awkward to
reach anything in the display.

Fig. I offers a suggestion
for a plan of changing the win-
dows described by our corre-
spondent without much expense
or trouble, so that they will be
well adapted for his purpose. In
the first place, cut the platform
so that it extends back only 30
inches from the street and the
same depth from the vestibule
windows. The back partition, even with
the entrance doors, should be left in place
and a door in the center of the partition
affords access to the space between it and
the window platform. A number of differ-
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Fig. 2 offers a suggestion for a form
of this kind, which might be varied to suit
any style of window.

Early Spring Window Display

The early spring window display
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because people are looking for goods of

this kind. But in the early spring, between
seasons, the majority of people attracted
to your window simply stop from a desire
to see your display with no intention of

buying anything. These people
can only be tempted by goods so
artistically displayed as to par-
ticularly attract them, and so
reasonably priced as not to be a
heavy "drag" on their pocket-
books if they make a purchase.

Fig. 3 outlines a form for a
window display, the general plan
of which is shown by the draw-
ing. The back frame should be
built of two-by-two furnished
lumber and painted with white
enamel. Around the uprights

and cross-pieces entwine artificial vines of
some bright color. The base may be
covered with some inexpensive light ma-

terial, or a velvet of some darker
color, or black. This would
make a striking setting for a
display and the goods displayed
should be new bright goods of
entirely new style as much as
possible.

On the three slanting parts,
display groups of belt pins
at different prices. One lot at a
choice of 50c, another at a
choice of 75c, and another lot at
$1.00. The displays on the steps
should include necklaces neatly
mounted on pads, combination

link buttons and scarf pin sets in boxes,
lockets, brooches, hat pins, scarf pins and
other articles of jewelry, all at what would
be popular prices with your class of trade.

For instance, a jeweler who sold
mostly very high grade, solid gold goods,

would not show such low-
priced articles as the jeweler
whose general demand was
for plated wares. Around the
top of the display show silver,
clocks, cut glass, etc., all rep-
resenting good values. Make
some slight changes in the dis-
play daily. If you change
your display often you will
soon learn that many sales re-
sult from a window many
days and even weeks after the
goods are shown and that it
will greatly enhance the repu-
tation of your store and add
to the value and attractiveness
of the window as an object
of recurring interest in your
neighborhood.

FIG. I

should include two important features. It
must be attractive enough to demand the
notice of the passer-by and it should con-

ent backs to the display might
gested. A permanent back of
hard wood is attractive, or
brass posts supporting a rod
from which to hang a curtain
make it possible to vary the
appearance of the display with
curtains of different colors.
To really complete this win-
dow and make it ideal for
the jeweler's display, a form
should be built in sections that
will raise the display about
six inches above the window
platform and with partitions
dividing it into several differ-
ent divisions. Thus the dis-
plays in various lines may be
separated and each class look
more attractive than if several
lines are grouped together.

be sug-

I

FIG. 2

tam n goods of such reasonable price as to
transform the looker into a buyer. At
a season when weddings are brisk, or for
some other reasons trade is good, a hand-
some display may be arranged of "show"
pieces, and a good many sales will result

ifo

FIG. 3
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Increasing Diamond Sales

In planning to increase your diamond
business, a carefully prepared campaign of

advertising and window display will be

more certain of returns than a similar effort

directed toward any other line in your store.

Nearly everyone is more or less interested
in diamonds. Outside of the holidays there

is no certain season in the year which is

much better than another in which to sell

diamonds. It is therefore a year-around

line and again there are so many arguments

to advance to persuade the purchase of a
diamond and so many different kinds of
prospective buyers that you can do an in-

definite amount of work to create a sale and
almost every day unearth some new pros-

pect even in the most limited field.
'While the percentage of profit on dia-

monds is not so great the amount of money
involved makes a diamond sale a most

satisfactory one and if you can establish
yourself as a strong diamond house you will

find this reputation always beneficial to the
other departments of your business. About
25 per cent. of the diamond sales are the
result of a sudden interest and desire to

Do You Know That You
Can Buy a Beautiful

Diamond Ring
for $25.00
For $25.00 we can sell you a ring

containing a stone of good size

and of finest selected quality. We

pay particular attention to select-

ing the diamonds for the rings at

this price, and every stone is

perfect in every way. Color, cut-

ting, shape, etc. The mountings

(both ladies' and gentlemen's

style) are all 14 K. solid gold and

of great variety of design.

Call and see these beautiful rings

and let us show you other

diamonds costing from $5.00 to

$500.00

BLANK & CO.
Diamond Specialists
FIFTH AVENUE :: NEW YORK

either own or present to some one a dia-
mond, which is created through a catching
advertisement or an attractive window dis-
play. Another 25 per cent. buy for a
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specific purpose—an engagement ring or a
gift of some kind. The other 50 per cent.

put their money into diamonds as an invest-

ment, either with the hope of gain or to

take care of the few dollars which other-

wise would be expended in some other way.
• Therefore you should consider these

various classes in writing your advertise-
ments and in making displays in your win-
dow. The several advertising copies shown
on these pages oyer suggestions for news-

paper advertising and window cards should
extend similar suggestions. A good way

How many

Dollars
Have You Spent

?
During This Last Year
for Which You Feel
That You Have Gotten

0 

Nothing in Return ?

A good many, undoubtedly. Why not

save a few dollars this year by investing

them in a diamond ? If you will give us

an opportunity, we will explain a plan to

you whereby you can, by paying a few

dollars a month, own a diamond which

Nv ill always have an intrinsic worth equal

to and perhaps many times the amount

,you pay.

This is not an installment proposition, where

we charge you several times the ordinary

profit, but a straight offer to sell you at our

lowest cash price.

Call and let us explain
this proposition

BLANK'S
ST. JAMES OMAHA

to display diamond rings in your window is
on ring cards which hold the ring in an
upright position and provide a space to
write a description and price on each ring.

Take a dozen rings, ranging in price from
$20 to $50 and display them in this way,
labeled : "Fine white, perfect, $35," etc.,
and group them in your window backed by
a large card which reads : "Invest in a Dia-
mond. Diamonds are advancing daily in
value. Buy one of these now." Similar

displays with cards : "Engagement rings.
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If you buy it here she will know that it is
a perfect, pure diamond," and other sugges-
tions should be kept constantly in your
window.

BEAUTIFUL

Diamond
Solitaires

f or im■I■ms,

ENGAGE-
MENT In nothing which you will have to

RINGS purchase during your entire life-
time should quality be such a fac:or
as in the engagement ring. Cur
assortment of rings suitable for this
purpose includes perfect gem stones,
beautifully mounted in plain sub-
stantial settings, and affords a selec-
tion at a range in price from

$1 5.00
1 0

$500.00
The lowest priced is of the sante
superior quality as the highest. The
difference in size only causing the
difference in price.

S. R. BLANK & SON
  The House of Quality -
21 NINTH AVENUE, RINGVILLE

Your newspaper advertising should be
continuous. About one advertisement a
week being devoted exclusively to diamonds.
These are bound to produce inquiries and
then it is up to you to make the sale. You
must, of course, maintain a good assortment
of sizes and in the average stock a great
part of the diamonds should be mounted.
If a prospective customer appears sell him
the first time if you can, but if you find he
is not prepared don't urge too strongly but
encourage him to come in again. When
you have a customer first try to center his
attention on some particular stone and
gradually put away your trays until you
have only this particular diamond out.
Always hold in reserve your loose goods to
clinch a sale that you have trouble to make
from your mounted stock. If you find a
customer wavering and on the point of not
taking the stone you are showing him, make
some remark about having a diamond in
your reserve stock of loose stones which
you think will about suit him. Describe this
as something extraordinary and arouse his
curiosity before you finally show him the
stone. Then don't quote the price too
fluently, but figure a few minutes and make
a net price for the stone which would be
plus the cost of a mounting.
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There are many Tea Spoons made in the United States in a year

WE MADE AND SOLD SOME

Of the MOUNT VERNON pattern alone
we made and sold TEA SPOONS enough, if arranged end to end, touching each
other, to reach over 10 miles. This clearly illustrates the popularity of this pattern.

ROGERS, LUNT BOWLEN CO.

Silversmiths GREENFIELD, MASS.
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The DIRECT ROUTE to PROSPERITY
(VIA BLUE BOOK)

For the progressive ones we have issued a supplement to our
Fall Catalogue showing some eight hundred pieces of new goods
made up since our Fall Catalogue was issued. We call your atten-
tion particularly to pages 18 and 19 of the Blue Book showing a
complete line of Chatelaine Novelties so popular just now. This
line has kept us busy working nights to fill orders.
IT WILL MEAN BUSINESS TO YOU TO LOOK INTO IT

THEODORE W. FOSTER C& BRO. CO. MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS 
100 RICHMOND STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.
NEW YORK: 13 Maiden Lane CHICAGO : Heyworth Building CANADA Kingston, Ontario

arming- Coffee Percolator owman
STARTING WITH COLD WATER, through its automatic circulating
process, you will have perfect coffee, near the boiling point, in a few minutes.
It also works equally well when starting with hot water. By this method
the coffee is never boiled but is distilled, which is the secret of making
delicious coffee. The GLASS COVER is so constructed that it will not
break while in use. This important feature is not possessed by percolators
of any other make.

COFFEE GOODNESS IS IN THE MAKING
The choicest blends of coffee can be spoiled in the making and any coffee can be made
a clear, healthful beverage if prepared in the MANNING-BOWMAN PERCOLATOR

WHAT WE CLAIM
Simplest in construction. Easiest to care for. No complicated ports to clog or get out
of order. Has no valves to foul and the pocket underneath the percolating tube is made
large so that it can be easily cleaned. The MANNING-BOWMAN Process is not ex-
celled by any known method for preparing coffee of the most delicious flavor.

Complete Line Ready for the Market in 1910
OVER ONE HUNDRED STYLES AND SIZES

Chafing Dishes Baking Dishes
Casserole Dishes Tea and Coffee Pots

Bath Room Fixtures
Planked Steak and Fish Holders

Hotel Ware, Etc.

Perfected

"New Construction"

GROUND COFFEE

No. 8293. SECTIONAL VIEW

MANNING-BOWMAN & CO., Meriden, Connecticut
NEW YORK, 25 West Broadway CHICAGO, 158 State Street SAN FRANCISCO, 150 Post Street

* ROGERS & BRO. A 1 , XII
The trade will be interested to learn that since January 1st, 1910, we have

had only two grades of plate on regular pieces : Tea, Table, Dessert and Soup

Spoons, Medium and Dessert Forks.

XII-(SECTIONAL)
AND

TRIPLE
The list prices of Sectional Plate goods are now the same as the former

Al (Extra Plate), and each article is stamped

* ROGERS & BRO. Al, XII

To all Sectional Plate goods is added an Extra Heavy Thickness of Silver

on points most exposed to wear : Backs of Handles, Tips and Backs of Bowls

and Tines as shown in illustration.

It XII ff

/Sectional: n -
\ Plate

The dark places show where there is extra thickness of silver.

" XII "
(Sectional \
\, Plate

This SECTIONAL PLATE process was patented by us in the year 1867

and has been in continuous use at our factory since that time.

An experience of sixty years assures the trade of the durability of our

goods. Every article bearing our trade-mark is absolutely guaranteed.

With ordinary care they will last a lifetime.

STAR (*) BRAND
goods are sold by all leading jobbers and by us direct.

Send for catalogue and advertising hints and suggestions.

ROGERS & BROTHER, Waterbury, Conn.
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)
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High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks
$140

ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

For $140.00
we give

you $500.00

service.

Can you

afford to be

without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

DESCRIPTION
Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

Guaranteed to prove satisfactory regardless of
weather conditions. Write us for reference.

Place your order now for Fall
delivery. The best advertise-
ment money can buY.

Write for particulars

Brown Street Clock Co.
Monessen, Pa.

Caution
TO THE

Trade

1038 VASE DAISY 205 HLD. DAISY

THE ABOVE DESIGN, KNOWN

AS THE

Daisy Pattern
was created and popularized by
the undersigned. A high compli-
ment has been bestowed by parties
who have copied it, innocently or
otherwise, and we take this
opportunity to caution both the
Manufacturers and Dealers
against exposing for sale any but
goods legally and properly stamped,
as our rights will be protected.

The
Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford :: Massachusetts

THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

Our Designs are
always New and
UpTo-To- Morrow
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and never get
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WE GUARANTEE every
article made in our factory

L 728

L 593
With Mirror

Ask your jobber for our
new creations in Lockets,
different from any other
make. They are most WE SELL THE WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY
beautiful.

OUR NIFTY AND UP-TO-DATE LINE OF SUPERB CREATIONS
WILL BE READY FOR THE FALL TRADE ABOUT APRIL 25th

01647
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April showers are the predeces-
sors of May flowers. Brighter
business days are sure to appear.
April is a good month for the
jeweler to stock up, so when the
increased demand comes in May he is properly pre-
pared. We carry everything in gold jewelry you may
require—all the latest designs and newest ideas. We
are fully equipped to take care of your orders on
jewelry, as well as diamonds and watches.

411 -rbliv

HENRY FREUND C/ BRO.L ELK, EAGLE an MOOSE GOODS
A SPECIALTY

"Sellers d Sellers"
71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Our Trade-Mark, "The Rose," Str)

Gol?

stands for quality and excellence
9
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK °F rArE
"MODERN"[UPTRaincd SIGNS I IIL
IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW-UP-TO-DATE-FLASHING-SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.

April, 1910 THE

The Approach of Halley's
Comet

Will Be Seen Before May 18th in Eastern
Sky at Dawn—After May 18th in Western

Sky at Sunset—Cannot Be Seen at
Nearest Approach to Earth.

Halley's cornet, a vast but mostly

gaseous body about r,000,000 times larger

than the earth, is rushing through space

towards the sun at a speed of millions upon

millions of miles a day, and on May i8th
its tail may envelop the earth. But this, ac-
cording to the greatest astronomers of the

world, need cause no alarm, as the only

effect will be a rather pretty display of

luminous vapors in the earth's atmosphere.

The astronomers indeed express fear, but

their fear is that the tail may not be long

enough to reach the earth at the moment

the comet is in direct line between the earth

and the sun, thus robbing them of the

chance of witnessing such a phenomenon.

The chance may not occur again in
thousands of years, at least with Halley's

comet. For the tail to sweep the earth the
comet must be in direct line between the
earth and the sun, both horizontally and ver-

tically. Or, in other words, it must cut
through the plane of the earth's orbit at
the moment it is in direct line between the

earth and the sun, otherwise the tail, which

always streams directly away from the sun,

would sweep the heavens in some direction

above, below, or away from the earth.
Therefore, the fear of the astronomers
that this one chance in a thousand may be
lost because the tail may not be long enough
to reach the earth at the crucial moment.
This leads, naturally, to an explanation of
why the tail may not be long enough.

At the moment the comet
A Safe Distance cuts through the plane of

the earth's orbit it will be

about 78,36o,soo miles from the sun, and
14,640,000 miles from the earth. The tail,
therefore, will have to be more than 14,-
64o,000 miles long to envelop the earth, and

at the tme this occurs the astronomers fear
that the tail will be much shorter than that
figure. A comet, it must be understood,

is not always provided with a tail, and the
length of the tail when it is acquired,
grows larger as the sun is approached, and
then becomes shorter and shorter as the

comet travels away from the sun, until it no
longer exists.

At the time the comet, the earth and
the sun are in direct line the comet will be
rushing away into space again, having
reached its closest point to the sun a month
previous to May i8th. Consequently, the
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tail will have shortened to a considerable

extent.

Composition

of Tail

The composition of a
comet's tail is a combina-

tion of gas and minute par-

ticles of metal, not unlike

dust. As the comet approaches the sun,

drawn by gravitation, this gas and metal

dust is forced outward back of the comet's

head by waves of force given out by the

sun. This force, although not powerful

enough to counteract the drawing force of
gravitation on the nucleus of the comet, is
sufficient to force the gas and minute par-

ticles of metal outward in the same manner

that wind might blow dust backward from

the sur face of a ball. An excellent example
of this is the ease with which fine dust may

be blown upwards from the earth, although

the earth's gravitation is acting upon it all

the time. The tail of a comet, while the
latter is in the vicinity of the sun, is con-
tinually changing and being remade, in the

same manner as a trail of smoke from the
chimney of a speeding locomotive. The
particles forming the tail travel outward
from the head at about the same speed that
light travels and then disappear.

The fact that Halley's comet crosses
the earth's orbit, and also cuts through the
plane of this orbit, has led many people to
express a fear that a collision might occur
between the two bodies, but there is abso-
lutely no possibility of such an event occur-
ring. Just why is clearly explained by
Prof. E. E. Barnard, of the Yerkes observa-
tory, and his explanation is made clear by
the drawing showing the orbits of the
comet and the earth.

"The orbit of Halley's comet
does not change to any ap-
preciable extent," says Prof.
Barnard, "and the differ-

ence between the distance between it and
the earth on each visit depends upon the
position of the earth in its orbit. The point
at which the comet and earth would be the
closest to each other would be where the
dotted lines that show the two orbits cross
each other. If the earth and comet both
reached that point at the same time it would
appear on the drawing as if they must col-
lide, but in reality they could not, because
the planes of the two orbits are different.
That is, the comet would be still several
million miles distant.

Were the comet to cut through the
plane of the earth's orbit at the point where
its orbit crosses the earth's orbit a collision
would occur, were the two bodies to reach
that point at the same time, but such an
event is an impossibility. The distance be-

Distance from

Earth
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tween the two bodies would still be, roughly

estimated, between three and four million
miles.

Besides the possibility that the earth
will pass through the comet's tail, this visit
of the celestial traveler is of special interest
to astronomers because, when it cuts through
the plane of the earth's orbit, it will cross.
the face of the sun. This will occur on May
i8th, at which time the cornet will be nearest
the earth, but, contrary to the expectation
of the general public, the comet will not
be visible to the naked eye at the time and
may not be visible even to the most power-
ful telescope.

When the Comet view this 
owlisillphretontombeenoanbl

May Be Seen the Yerkes observatory,"
ferotmo

says Prof. Barnard, "be-
cause it will occur between 7.30 and 8.30 on
the evening of May i8th, which is after
sunset in thi. location. The comet will
cross the sun's surface in just one hour,
and it may be that we will get a glimpse
of it for a few minutes, but even this is
doubtful. The astronomers in California
will have a better opportunity because there
is two hours difference between the time
here and there. It will be viewed better
in the Hawaiian Islands, still better in the
Philippines, and probably best in Japan.
Being vapor, however, as far as we know,
it may not appear like anything at all while
passing before the sun, or, if its nucleus is
more or less solid it may appear like a
black speck."

The fact, as above stated, that the
comet will not be seen with the naked eye
when passing closest to the earth may seem
disappointing to many, but even if it could
be seen it would not present as excellent a
sight as may be had of it with the naked
eye a few weeks before it approaches near-
est to the earth and a couple of weeks after
it appears again on the other side of the
sun. It would have no tail at all as far
as the eye could see, because the tail would
be directly between the vision and the comet.
The best example of this is the searchlight.
When it is directed across the sky a long
beam of light is seen, but when it is pointed
directly at the gazer all that he sees is the
face of the light.

The time, therefore, when
The Beat View the general public will get

the best view of the comet
will be from the middle of April until the
first week or so of May, and for a couple
of weeks after May i8th. During the latter
part of April and the first part of May it
will be seen just before dawn a little south
of where the sun rises, and just a little dis-
tance above the horizon. To see it then,
however, will require early rising, conse-
quently the majority of those who will see
it will have their desire gratified after it
has crossed the sun. It will then appear
just after sunset, a little south of west, and
at a considerable height above the horizon.
—Francis Buzzell in Popular Mechanics.
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April showers are the predeces-
sors of May flowers. Brighter
business days are sure to appear.
April is a good month for the
jeweler to stock up, so when the
increased demand comes in May he is properly pre-
pared. We carry everything in gold jewelry you may
require—all the latest designs and newest ideas. We
are fully equipped to take care of your orders on
jewelry, as well as diamonds and watches.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
ELK, EAGLE an MOOSE GOODS

A SPECIALTY

"Sellers d Sellers"
71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Our Trade-Mark, "The Rose," stands for quality and excellence
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IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW-UP-TO-DATE-FLASHING-SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.

April, 1910 THE

The Approach of Halley's
Comet

Will Be Seen Before May 18th in Eastern

Sky at Dawn—After May 18th in Western
Sky at Sunset—Cannot Be Seen at

Nearest Approach to Earth.

Halley's comet, a vast but mostly

gaseous body about 1,000,000 times larger

than the earth, is rushing through space

towards the sun at a speed of millions upon
millions of miles a day, and on May i8th
its tail may envelop the earth. But this, ac-
cording to the greatest astronomers of the

world, need cause no alarm, as the only

effect will be a rather pretty display of

luminous vapors in the earth's atmosphere.

The astronomers indeed express fear, but

their fear is that the tail may not be long

enough to reach the earth at the moment

the comet is in direct line between the earth

and the sun, thus robbing them of the

chance of witnessing such a phenomenon.

The chance may not occur again in

thousands of years, at least with Halley's

comet. For the tail to sweep the earth the

comet must be in direct line between the
earth and the sun, both horizontally and ver-
tically. Or, in other words, it must cut
through the plane of the earth's orbit at

the moment it is in direct line between the

earth and the sun, otherwise the tail, which

always streams directly away from the sun,

would sweep the heavens in some direction
above, below, or away from the earth.
Therefore, the fear of the astronomers
that this one chance in a thousand may be
lost because the tail may not be long enough

to reach the earth at the crucial moment.
This leads, naturally, to an explanation of
why the tail may not be long enough.

At the moment the comet
A Safe Distance cuts through the plane of

the earth's orbit it will be

about 78,360,Qoo miles from the sun, and
14,640,000 miles from the earth. The tail,
therefore, will have to be more than 14,-
64o,000 miles long to envelop the earth, and
at the tine this occurs the astronomers fear

that the tail will be much shorter than that
figure. A comet, it must be understood,

is not always provided with a tail, and the
length of the tail when it is acquired,

grows larger as the sun is approached, and
then becomes shorter and shorter as the
comet travels away from the sun, until it no
longer exists.

At the time the comet, the earth and
the sun are in direct line the comet will be
rushing away into space again, having
reached its closest point to the sun a month
previous to May i8th. Consequently, the
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tail will have
extent.

Composition

of Tail

shortened to a considerable

The composition of a
comet's tail is a combina-

tion of gas and minute par-

ticles of metal, not unlike

dust. As the comet approaches the sun,

drawn by gravitation, this gas and metal

dust is forced outward back of the comet's

head by waves of force given out by the
sun. This force, although not powerful
enough to counteract the drawing force of
gravitation on the nucleus of the comet, is
sufficient to force the gas and minute par-

ticles of metal outward in the same manner
that wind might blow dust backward from

the sur face of a ball. An excellent example

of this is the ease with which fine dust may

be blown upwards from the earth, although
the earth's gravitation is acting upon it all
the time. The tail of a comet, while the
latter is in the vicinity of the sun, is con-
tinually changing and being remade, in the

same manner as a trail of smoke from the
chimney of a speeding locomotive. The
particles forming the tail travel outward
from the head at about the same speed that
light travels and then disappear.

The fact that FIalley's comet crosses
the earth's orbit, and also cuts through the
plane of this orbit, has led many people to
express a fear that a collision might occur
between the two bodies, but there is abso-
lutely no possibility of such an event occur-
ring. Just why is clearly explained by
Prof. E. E. Barnard, of the Yerkes observa-
tory, and his explanation is made clear by
the drawing showing the orbits of the
comet and the earth.

"The orbit of Halley's comet
does not change to any ap-
preciable extent," says Prof.
Barnard, "and the differ-

ence between the distance between it and
the earth on each visit depends upon the
position of the earth in its orbit. The point
at which the comet and earth would be the
closest to each other would be where the
dotted lines that show the two orbits cross
each other. If the earth and comet both
reached that point at the same time it would
appear on the drawing as if they must col-
lide, but in reality they could not, because
the planes of the two orbits are different.
That is, the comet would be still several
million miles distant.

Were the comet to cut through the
plane of the earth's orbit at the point where
its orbit crosses the earth's orbit a collision
would occur, were the two bodies to reach
that point at the same time, but such an
event is an impossibility. The distance be-
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tween the two bodies would still be, roughly

telslitlierns.ated, between three and four million

Besides the possibility that the earth
will pass through the comet's tail, this visit
of the celestial traveler is of special interest
to astronomers because, when it cuts through
the plane of the earth's orbit, it will cross.
the face of the sun. This will occur on May
i8th, at which time the comet will be nearest
the earth, but, contrary to the expectation
of the general public, the comet will not
be visible to the naked eye at the time and
may not be visible even to the most power-
ful telescope.

"We will not be able to
When the Comet view this phenomenon from
May Be Seen the Yerkes observatory,"

says Prof. Barnard, "be-
cause it will occur between 7.30 and 8.30 on
the evening of May 18th, which is after
sunset in this location. The comet will
cross the sun's surface in just one hour,
and it may be that we will get a glimpse
of it for a few minutes, but even this is
doubtful. The astronomers in California
will have a better opportunity because there
is two hours difference between the time
here and there. It will be viewed better
in the Hawaiian Islands, still better in the
Philippines, and probably best in Japan.
Being vapor, however, as far as we know,
it may not appear like anything at all while
passing before the sun, or, if its nucleus is
more or less solid it may appear like a
black speck."

The fact, as above stated, that the
comet will not be seen with the naked eye
when passing closest to the earth may seem
disappointing to many, but even if it could
be seen it would not present as excellent a
sight as may be had of it with the naked
eye a few weeks before it approaches near-
est to the earth and a couple of weeks after
it appears again on the other side of the
sun. It would have no tail at all as far
as the eye could see, because the tail would
be directly between the vision and the comet.
The best example of this is the searchlight.
When it is directed across the sky a long
beam of light is seen, but when it is pointed
directly at the gazer all that he sees is the
face of the light.

The time, therefore, when
The Best View the general public will get

the best view of the comet
will be from the middle of April until the
first week or so of May, and for a couple
of weeks after May i8th. During the latter
part of April and the first part of May it
will be seen just before dawn a little south
of where the sun rises, and just a little dis-
tance above the horizon. To see it then,
however, will require early rising, conse-
quently the majority of those who will see
it will have their desire gratified after it
has crossed the sun. It will then appear
just after sunset, a little south of west, and
at a considerable height above the horizon.
—Francis Buzzell in Popular Mechanics.
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS
YOU PAY NO MORE

I I

for our Plain Gold Rings than you would pay elsewhere for infer-
ior rings. Our manufacturing facilities are such that we can turn
out work of the highest class at the lowest manufacturing cost,
and this is the reason why our rings, although of superior quality,
are sold at very moderate prices.
Every ring we send out is guaranteed perfect in shape and
finish and plump assay.

5 SHAPES 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.
WRITE FOR PRICES

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, SHOWING
HUNDREDS OF FANCY RINGS

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING qj MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE iiJiWi NEW YORK
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Professor Alfred J. Moses of Columbia University, concluding his report on the
Chemical Composition and Crystalline and Optical Properties of the Synthetic (Hope)Sapphires, says:—

'Any two natural substances which were as nearly identical as the
specimens (Hope Sapphires) submitted and the natural Sapphires
would be called identical. The difference is one of origin."

There are no other Synthetic Sapphires
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REG. U. S. PAT.

They are sold exclusively

besides our
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under this

_

name
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Ask to be shown this beautiful Sapphire and put it in your stock. It will
bring returns.
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What is probably the most
World's Most valuable pearl ever brought to
Perfect Pearl this country and one of the

finest, if not the finest, single
pearls in the world, is now in this city. It is
spoken of as the "Dudley pearl," and it is said,
was once the property of Lady Dudley, who
possessed a fortune in jewels. It weighs zoo
grains and its value is nearly $200,000. The
pearl is pear-shaped and perfect in form, luster
and color. It is a product of the Indian fisheries,
where some of the richest of the world's pearls
have been found. This particular product of
nature has a peculiar rich pink tint, which gives
it a luster quite unlike other pearls of price.
The pearl now reposes in the vaults of Drei-
cher & Co., jewelers at No. 560 Fifth Avenue.
It is said that it was imported by the firm
on the order of a customer, a woman living in
this city, and it is believed to have cost $550,000
in the European market. Before it reached the
jewelry establishment on Fifth Avenue it was
taken to the Appraiser's stores, where its size and
beauty astonished everybody from the Appraiser
down. One of the Appraiser's force said yester-
day that no such pearl had ever before been seen
there. What the appraised value is the Govern-
ment agents did not care to say, but it is believed
that the duty on the gem amounted to $15,000. It
has been paid. Mr. Perrine, a member of the
Dreicher firm, said: "This is the most perfect
pearl in the world and the most valuable. Its
weight is 200 grains. Lord Dudley was the
greatest collector of pearls known to the amateur
world, and his judgment on pearls was equal to
that of the foremost connoisseur. When. one
considers how very difficult it is to obtain a per-
fect pearl even one-tenth the size of this one, he
marvels that nature can produce such a gem as
this."

Theodore Schisgall has leased two additional
floors at I i8 Chambers Street, making a total
of six floors which he now occupies at Nos. 116
and I t8.

John A. Poltock, material dealer, of 79
Nassau Street, who has heretofore been occupy-
ing a large room with another concern, has moxed
into quarters on the same floor at the same ad-
dress where he will have a large room by himself.

Walter Ensign, of the Williams & Anderson
Co., Providence, spent several days in New York
the latter part of March calling on the trade.

E. H. Matthey has moved from 102 Fulton
Street to the top floor of 83 Nassau Street, where
he has ample natural light from the skylight of
the adjoining court. Mr. Matthey makes a
specialty of parts for complicated clocks, watches,
etc., and at his old location had only bench room,
which was not enough. In his new place he has
an entire large room which he has fully equipped.

The Prentiss Vise Co., who make an exten-
sive line of patent jewelers' and opticians' vises,
will remove about April t5th from their present
quarters at 44 Barclay Street, to the Hardware

Building, at TO6-ITO Lafayette Street. This will
bring them right into the heart of the wholesale
hardware district, which centers about at the
corner of Lafayette and Worth Streets, where
the Hardware Building is located. The Prentiss
Company will be much better located in every
way at their new address.

William L. Stone, of the umbrella depart-
ment, and Mr. Rogers, of the leather goods de-
partment of the Gorham Company, sailed for
Europe the latter part of February. They will be
away for six or seven weeks and expect to pick
Ill) everything that is the latest thing in foreign
novelties during their trip.

Byron L. Strasburger & Co., watch importers,
have moved from 56 Maiden Lane to the first
floor of 31 Maiden Lane.

The annual beefsteak dinner of the New
York 24 Karat Club, which will be exclusively
for members only this year, will be given on
Tuesday evening, April 12th, at Castle Cave, 271
Seventh Avenue, near Twenty-fifth Street.

L. Heller & Son have had an exhaustive and
careful test made of the new synthetic sapphires
which they recently received from their Paris
house, by Prof. Alfred J. Moses, of Columbia
University. The professor reports that the arti-
ficial stones are almost identical in every respect
with the natural stones, and that "the only differ-
ence seems to be that of origin."

W. F. Filcher, manager of the Parker Pen
Co.'s New York branch, and Miss Gertrude
Ruffner, of Greensburg, Pa., were married on
Saturday, March 19th, at the Little Church
Around the Corner, in New York, by Rev. George
Clarke Houghton. Mr. Pilcher for a number of
years past has covered Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Virginia and several of the Atlantic Coast States
for the Parker Pen Co., but since his recent ap-
pointment to the managership of the New York
branch has given up road work and will devote
all his time to New York City in the future.
Mr. and Mrs. Pilcher will reside in New York.

R. H. Ingersoll & Bro. are erecting an exe-
tensive addition to their watch factory in Tren-
ton, N. J. This has become necessary owing to
the increasing demand for their "I-T" watches,
which are made in the Trenton factory.

The 14-Karat Club, consisting of the younger
men in the wholesale jewelry trade of New
York, held their annual meeting the last week in
February and elected the following officers for
the ensuing year : President, William Anderson,
Jr.; vice president, Howard H. Whyte; secretary,
Charles L. Andrews; treasurer, Edwin P. Loebl.
The next social event of the club will be a beef-
steak dinner, which will be given on the evening
of April 9th.

Jas. H. Noyes, secretary of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance, referring to the cracking of
the safe of J. H. Mednikow & Co., Oklahoma
City, Okla., by burglars on February 28th and
the robbing of same, says:

"The firm has offered a reward of $500 for
the return of the goods. This concern was not
a member of the Alliance at the time, though
we had been in correspondence with them for

nearly 6 months, and they had intended to join
but had neglected to send in their application.
In consequence our signs were not displayed to
act as a warning and the robbery occurred with
a loss of practically all of their stock. This is
identically the same state of affairs as occurred
with the Sandoz Jewelry Co., of Mobile, Ala.,
who lost seven thousand dollars worth of dia-
monds; John Daynes Jewelry Co., of Salt Lake
City, whose loss was about $to,000, and Thomas
Lundy, of San Francisco, whose loss was $5o,000.
In all these cases, the jewelers had been solicited
to join the Alliance and intended to do so, but
through neglect, their applications were not sent
Ill until after the loss occurred. The time to
join is before the robbery occurs and not after-
wards, because, in the first place, the presence
of our signs might prevent the robbery, and of
course we cannot give assistance if the applica-
tion is not sent in until after the job is done."

Rosenberg & Daniel have moved their fac-
tory from 49 Maiden Lane to larger quarters at
217 Grand Street. They will retain their office at
the old address.

The large stock of Chester Billings & Son,
353 Fifth Ave., who made an assignment in
January, as reported in these columns, was sold
On March 55th to Bruhl Bros. & Henius Co., 17
Maiden Lane. The stock will be offered at
private sale by the new proprietors.

A. G. Schwab, the well-known wholesale
jeweler of Cincinnati, Ohio, president of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association, was
among the visitors to this city last month when
Ile attended the meeting of the New York Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association.

William Spence, who was at one time a
prominent manufacturing jeweler of this city,
died last month in his ninety-fifth year. The
deceased was born in England in 1816 and was
brought to this country by his parents while
still an infant. As a youth he became an appren-
tice jeweler and continued in the trade from that
time until he retired some years ago.

The first annual beef-steak dinner of the
Jewelers' 14-K. Club of New York, will be held
on the evening of April gth at Reisenweber's.
The function is announced for 6.30 in the after-
noon and all the members are expected to be
Present. An attractive program of entertainment
has been prepared and music will be furnished by
one of the well-known quartettes of the city.

A swindler who has been making stationers
his victims for a short period was captured in
this city on March t8th, in Waterman's. The
man a few days previous went to the office of
the Major cement manufacturers and ordered a
gross of their adhesive, stating that Ile had been
sent by Chas. Stolle, io6 W. 525th Street, New
York, for the goods. When the bill was sent to
Mr. Stolle and he denied ordering the cement,
the Major people notified the police of the
swindler's operations. A few days later a man
answering the description of the person who had
visited the Major cement office entered the
wholesale department of the L. E. Waterman Co.,
and presented an order for a dozen fountain
pens. J. J. Riley, of the Waterman Co., fancied
that the appearance of the ostensible customer cor-
responded to the description of the man who had
obtained goods by the use of an order written
on a letter-head of Charles Stolle. He had the
man arrested, and the prisoner was taken to the
Tombs Court before Magistrate Cornell. The
man, who had been traveling under the aliases
of Frederick Steen and "Bennett," was held in
$1,000 for the action of the Grand Jury.

The thirty-sixth annual banquet of the New
York Stationers' Board of Trade was held at
the Plaza on March 22nd. About 175 men,
prominent in the New York trade and their
guests from other cities, were present. The func-
tion proved highly enjoyable.

The following firms were unanimously
elected to membership in the Jewelers' Board of
Trade at the March meeting of the directors:
J. Bochner & Co., Davis & Welkison, Finkelstein
Bros., Veit, Hirsh & Co., Jac. Kryn & Wauters,
Laubheim Bros., John Lamont & Son, Oppen-
heim & Strauss, Jacob Strauss & Sons, all of
New York; Garland, Fisher & Co. and La Secla,
Fried & Co., Newark, N. J., and the National Ex-
change Bank, Providence, R. I. (associate.)

(Continued on page 557)
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BELSCRIPT
MONOGRAMS
Made in a Minute

BELSCRIPT
MONOGRAMS
are a recent invention that
makes it possible to exhibit
any monogram instantane-
ously.

BELSCRIPT
MONOGRAMS
are beautiful and artistic;
are worked in high and
low relief and are readily
sold.

Write for descriptive book-
let and price list.

Made in a Minute

JOSEPH L. HERZOG a CO
(Successors to LOUIS KAUFMAN & CO.)

MAKERS OF LIO RINGS, 45-51 Rose St., NEW YORK
(Cor. Duane)

No. 1488. QUADRUPLE PLATE. Height, 4 inch. Price, $5.00, list

11 ff faal

Individual Coffee Pot, Cream Pitcher and Plate for Sugar,
fitting one into the other so as to form one article.

5ELL S AT SEGNI'
Only one of many equally attractive articles made by

Awo:Lo SIILVEN. CO.
BEIRMARD Ru CE 95 5 OH 5, Propriellors

WORKS { 139-141-143 North Tenth Street
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 544 Broadway, NEW YORK
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It is reported that J. Pierpont
Greatest Collec- Morgan has bought the re-
tion of Watches mainder of the celebrated Karl

Marfel collection of watches,
which is the most remarkable in the world. Part
of this famous Berlin collection was bought in
19o9 by the Paris dealer, Seligman, for Mr. Mor-
gan at a price which is said to have been $15o,000.
The remainder of the collection has now become
the property of the same purchaser for a consid-
eration of $21o,000. Among the forty watches
in the collection is the smallest watch in the
world. Its diameter is only nine millimeters.
The works cannot be seen without the aid of a
magnifying glass.

William Bernheim, who has been one of M. J.
Averbeck's inside salesmen for a number of
years, is now traveling for this firm, having been
assigned to Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana. He
is now covering this territory on a two months'
trip.

Henry Zimmern, of the firm of Henry Zim-
mern & Co., died on Thursday, February 24th, at
his residence 56 East 96th Street, New York
City, after suffering several years from bad
health. On account of his affliction, spinal
trouble, he retired from active business two
years ago, but still held his financial interests in
the concern which he had successfully built up to

Henry Zimmern

one of the largest tool and material importing
houses in the country. Mr. Zimmern was born
October 28th, 5847, in Michfield, Germany. When
but a youth he came to the United States with his
parents, David and Sophia Zimmerli. His first
position was with Dinkelspiel & Oppenheimer, by
whom he was employed for a number of years.
He then started in the material business on
his own account, and later M. J. Lamport, the
present head of the firm, became his partner.
Several years ago the firm was incorporated, the
principal members beside Henry Zimmern, being
his brother, Samuel, and M. J. Lamport. The
funeral was held from the family residence
Sunday morning, February 27th, and the inter-
ment was in Union Field cemetery. The sur-
viving members of his family consist of two
brothers and two sisters. He was prominent in a
number of German societies and clubs.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade has made
quite a decided change in its method of handling
accounts for collection in New York City.
Heretofore it has been the custom to turn such
accounts over to local attorneys for attention,
but hereafter the Board will handle them in its
own office. A competent collector has been
employed especially for this purpose and accounts
against retailers will not only be handled in this
manner, but accounts from manufacturers having
retail establishments in New York will be
solicited as well as from the large exclusive retail
establishments. By adopting these new methods
the Board of Trade will be able to give much
better as well as quicker service than formerly.

The Parker Pen Co., of Janesville, Wis., has
opened a wholesale and retail store and factory
branch at II Park Row. W. F. Pilcher, who rep.
resented the Parker Co. in the southern and
eastern territory for many years, is in charge
of this branch as manager. While small in size
the store is beautifully fixtured and contains a
complete showing of the famous "Lucky Curve"
pens. It is located in one of the busiest sections
of New York, being just opposite the general
post-office and only a step or two from City Hall
Park, Newspaper Row and the Brooklyn Bridge.

Powers & Mayer, manufacturers of exclusive
diamond and platinum jewelry, have moved from
258 Fifth Avenue to the New Murray Hill Build-
ing at 8-14 West Thirty-eighth Street, where they
will occupy the entire twelfth floor. This is the
fourth move this firm has made since leaving
the Maiden Lane district seventeen years ago.
Their new quarters will have a total of fifty-four
windows, making it one of the lightest establish-
ments in the trade.

Theodore Schisgall returned to New York
early in March from a two months' trip abroad.
Mr. Schisgall states that he made large purchases
while in Europe and that he expects to show the
largest line of novelties ever shown in this
country. Shipments of clocks are reaching him
by every steamer.

Annual Meeting Jewelers' Protective
Union

The Jewelers' Protective Union held its
thirty-seventh annual meeting on the afternoon
of March 8th at its rooms in the Silversmiths'
Building, 15 Maiden Lane, New York. President
0. G. Fessenden occupied the chair and read the
annual report of the executive committee which
told briefly the work of the Union during the past
year. This report is as follows:

During the past year thirty-
Trunks Restored three trunks of travelers have

gone astray on railroads owing,
we believe, to the fault of railroad employees.
These trunks were all located and returned to
their owners a short time after the loss was re-
ported to the Union. There has during the year
been considerable work done on matters con-
nected with the organization which it is deemed
inadvisable to give the details of in a public
report. There were several robberies, the most
interesting being the following:

In October it was reported to the Union by
a member that the trunks of two of his travelers
had been opened while in charge of a railroad,
the goods disarranged, but none stolen. The
Union immediately began work on the case and
within a short time another member reported
a serious loss on the same railroad under similar
circumstances. After a vigorous investigation it
was evident to us that the baggageman in charge
of the trains on which the trunks of both mem-
bers were checked was the culprit. He was ar-
rested, part of the goods recovered and he is
now awaiting trial, having been held under $5000
bonds for his appearance in court. There is no
question of his conviction and punishment.

It is worthy of note that this
Professional man had been systematically
Trunk Robbing robbing trunks of passengers

for a year at least. Complaints
had been made to the railroad, but up to the time
of the robbery of our member it had been unable
to locate the thief, and yet within ten days after
the loss of our member was reported to the
Union we had the thief under arrest. It is
undoubtedly true that every baggage-master, as
well as every other employee of the railroads
covering the section of the country this man
travels over knows how quickly we succeeded in
arresting the culprit and realizes that to rob one
of the members of the Jewelers' Protective Union
means certain punishment.

Another important case, although the Union
had no direct interest, the executive committee
deemed it wise to take up may be briefly
described: A member, while holding certificates
covering his other salesmen's stocks, believing
that it was unnecessary to take out insurance in
the Jewelers' Safety Fund Society and a certifi-
cate of registration with the Jewelers' Protective
Union because, to quote him, "The stock was in

charge of an old and experienced city salesman,
very careful and trustworthy," suffered a loss of
a large amount by the simple process of having
the carrier of the salesman disappear with the
entire contents of the telescopes in his charge,
and this practically under the eyes of the
salesman.

Believing that the arrest and
Successful conviction of the carrier was
Prosecution of vital interest to all of our

members employing such car-
riers, the Jewelers' Protective Union co-operated
with the member and are pleased to report that
not only the carrier, but his confederates in the
actual theft and the men to whom they disposed
of the goods were arrested, tried, convicted and
sentenced to serve terms of imprisonment. The
thieves engaged in this affair numbered six and
we got them all. The Jewelers' Protective Union
desires to record its appreciation of the efficient
work performed by the police of this city who
were assigned to the case. From the chief of
detectives to the detective-sergeants actively en-
gaged in the work everything possible was done
by them cheerfully and quickly.

It seems strange that any of our members
should hesitate to take out a certificate for each
of their travelers and city salesmen. In the case
we have described, had the member covered the
stock by a policy in the Jewelers' Safety Fund
Society and a certificate with the Jewelers' Pro-
tective Union he would have suffered no loss
whatever, while as it is his loss is large.

We have sent at various times during the
year to our members and their salesmen holding
our certificates, letters and instructions which have
been favorably received and acted on.

A list of hotels in the country
Desirable Hotels has been compiled, showing

their facilities for caring for
the trunks under the Union's protection, and is
ready to send to our members and their salesmen.
Never, it is safe to say, have the travelers holding
certificates of the Jewelers' Protective Union been
of more help than during the past year, co-
operating with it in exercising the greatest care
and following and offering suggestions to im-
prove the Union's efficiency in its chosen line.
While naturally there will be found in so large
a body of men as our certificate-holders a few
who are not as careful of the stocks entrusted to
them and their conduct on the road as they should
be, the great majority, we are glad to say, are
worthy in every way of the trust we repose in
them. As to those who are not worthy of that
trust it is only a question of time when they will
be called upon to give up their certificates.

We beg to call the attention of the members
to the proposed amendments to the constitution
and by-laws. These amendments are in the main
to make our constitution agree with that of the
Jewelers' Safety Fund Society, with which or-
ganization we are so intimately connected. Your
committee recommends favorable action on your
part.

The president takes this opportunity to thank
the members, officers and others for their hearty
support during the past year.

Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,

Per 0. G. Fessenden, President.

The secretary's and treasurer's report was
presented to the meeting and revealed a satis-
factory condition as to membership and finances.
The past year, in fact, had to its credit a greater
measure of progress than any previous year.
After the consideration and adoption of some
amendments to the constitution and by-laws the
election of officers was proceeded with and re-
sulted as follows : President, Oliver G. Fessenden;
vice-president, Frederick H. Larter ; secretary
and treasurer, Ira Goddard ; assistant secretary
and treasurer, Fred L. Goddard. Executive com-
mittee, Leopold Stern, Charles G. Alford, William
T. Gough, David Kaiser, August Oppenheimer,
George W. Street, Augustus K. Sloan and M.
Luther Bowden. With these the president, vice-
president and secretary will serve ex-officio as
members of the committee.

This well-conducted and very needful or-
ganization serves an excellent purpose and fully
merits the increasing trade support indicated in
the report for the past year.
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WHEN your stock is short and you need goods, refer
to the B. A. & Co. Catalogue, the one book that

supplies the jeweler's wants all the time—the jeweler's
ever ready reliance. -.- -.-

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO
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WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Room 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, March 28, 1810,

The commercial developments of March have

in every way been satisfactory to Chicago and

western jobbers. Easter and the unusually fine

weather have stimulated trade, and the outlook

is good. In Chicago as well as other western

centers, the retail trade has been enjoying un-

usually spirited business—created largely by the

approach of spring. Travelers on the road

report a good business but also a tendency to

delay buying until later. The fact that the Easter

season came so early, is in a measure, at least,

responsible for this. The agricultural sections of

the West are in a most promising condition and

collections are holding up well. Failures have

been few and none of more than passing con-

sideration have occurred. Western farmers

Upon whose good fortune western prosperity de-

pends in a large measure, need a bountiful fall

of rain, more than high prices for their spring

products. This is the keynote of the weekly

reports sent out by commercial agencies and

large banks. A general drought is the only thing

to be feared at present in the West. Fortunately

the fear of a general upheaval in western labor

circles is gradually losing its terror. A number

of threatened strikes which foreboded evil for the

commerce of the West, were amicably settled by

the intervention of State and Federal labor com-

missioners. March and April are the crucial

months of the year for labor disturbances and

with one of these months already gone there is a

general feeling that the West will escape such

troubles.
The news feature of the past month for

the western trade was the passing of the jobbing

firm of Lapp & Flershem, one of the oldest job-

bing houses of Chicago. Ever since the firm

failed January t8th, there has been more or less

surmising as to what the outcome would be.

While many believed that members of the bank-

rupt firm could rehabilitate their credit, those

trained in bankruptcy matters looked upon the

entrance of the several assets realizing companies

into the field of cash bidders as an absolute bar

to any settlement which Lapp & Flershem might

make and such proved to be the case. The dispo-

sition of the stock to the Bauman Loan Co. meets

with universal approval from the creditors

although there is general regret over the inability

of the members of the firm to make a satisfactory

settlement. The sale of the stock to the jobbing

and retail trade by auction will create a tempor-

ary skirmish in local trade circles.
Nothing has happened the past month to

indicate that this year is not going to be a suc-

cessful business year for the jewelry trade. The

positive indications for such a year are many and

varied. Retailers coming into Chicago have none

but good reports to make. Here and there a

retailer is to be found who reports business but

fair, but isolated cases such as these can be found

'most any time, even under the most favorable

conditions. But even to these seemingly ad-

verse reports there is a buoyant undertone and a

general optimistic spirit.

News from the Trade

The body of Jonathan William Brooks, 4912

Woodlawn Avenue, one of the founders of the

china and hand-painted china firm of Pitkin &

Brooks, who died early in March of typhoid

fever at Corpus Christi, Texas, was brought to

Chicago for burial. Mr. Brooks had been a

resident of Chicago since 1864, coming here from

College Hill, Ohio. He entered the employ of

Burley & Tyrrell, china importers, in the capacity

of office boy and remained with the firm until

he reached the highest office position. In 1872

he and E. H. Pitkin founded the firm of Pitkin &

Brooks, of which he was vice-president. He was

an officer and an active worker in the Kenwood

Evangelical Church and was also the organizer

of the Kenwood Country Club. Since the form-

ing of the latter he had been the president of it.

A year ago Mr. Brooks purchased a ranch near

Mission, Texas, and it was while overseeing some

work on this property that he was taken with

fever. He is survived by his wife and seven

children.
The annual alumni meeting of the Northern

Illinois College of Ophthalmology was held at

the college in Chicago the entire week of March

7th. There was an unusually large attendence,

many of those present coming a long distanc
e

to attend the gathering. The time was given ove
r

mostly to lectures and quizzes, although the man-

agement of the college provided ample enter-

tainment. The morning sessions were given over

to lectures by the faculty and the afternoons t
o

quizzes and general discussion of optical matters
.

On the last day of the gathering the follo
wing

officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi
-

dent, Richard M. Kendall, Louisville, Ky.; firs
t

vice-president, J. H. Cantlon, Marceline, Mo.;

second vice-president, C. J. Kleiber, New Albany,

Ind.; corresponding secretary, Lionel J. Topaz
,

Chicago, Ill.; censor of optical publications, James

J. Lewis, Chicago, Ill. • censor of legislation,

L. J. Sherman, Springfield, Ill.; censor of mem-

bership, M. C. Chase, Chicago, Ill.; marshal, Mrs.

Cooper, Bradford, Pa.
Details of an alleged huge diamond theft in

Chicago, in which Samuel Frackman, a New

York manufacturing jeweler, claims to have los
t

$50,000 worth of the precious stones were re
-

vealed here late in the month following ap
pli-

cation by Frackman for bankruptcy immunity

from his New York creditors. According to

Frackman's story and the story of L. C. Weiss,

846 Barry Avenue, Chicago, who, the New

Yorker says, is his Chicago representative, the

robbery took place in Chicago on the night of

March 15th. Frackman had In his possession

$75,000 worth of diamonds, done up in two smal
l

packages, one containing $50,000 worth and th
e

other valued at $25,000. He started out to "se
e

Chicago," and it was after he had seen but a

small part of it he noticed the loss of his dia
-

monds. Frackman rushed at once to the centra
l

police station. He said his representative would

appear later and give a more minute report.

Weiss appeared two days later and gave prac
-

tically the same report. Detectives are search-

ing in Chicago for the missing stones. .Mean-

while, in New York, after a stormy meeting be-

tween Frackman and his creditors, a receiver

was appointed, dispatches say.
Chicago jobbers will regret to learn of the

death of Frank Lee Armstrong, partner, vice-

president and general manager of the well-known

jewelry firm of M. Lowengraclt & Armstrong,

of. New Orleans, La., which occurred March 3d.

John Hardin, general manager of F. A.

Hardy & Co., returned to his desk after a month's

absence in Texas. He stopped off at New Or-

leans during Mardi Gras week.
Edison Adams, of Dormice-Patten Co., San

Francisco, spent several days in Chicago early

in the month on his way East.
Alphonso Judis, of San Francisco, spent

several days in Chicago early in the month on his

return from an extended trip East.
Rudolph Neuman, a jeweler at Forty-eighth

Street and Ashland Avenue, accompanied by his

wife, is spending several months in Europe..

Dr. J. R. Payne, formerly with the Meridan

Cutlery Co., has moved to San Diego, Cal.
Mrs. Amelia Metzenberg, mother of Lee

Metzenberg, jewelry buyer for Sears, Roebuck

5& yCeoa.,rsdied early in the month at the age of9 

The Trinity Electric Clock Co., 92 Lake

Street, this city, was forced into an involuntary

bankruptcy early in the month by its creditors.

The petitioning creditors allege that the company

has an indebtedness of $26,000 and but $21,000

assets. The American Trust and Savings Bank

is the receiver.
The annual convention of the Illinois Retail

Jewelers' Association takes place at Springfield

May 24th, 25th, 26th.
A. M. Church, time inspector and watch

jobber in the Chicago Savings Bank Building, has

taken additional space.
Joe Mayer of Jos. Mayer & Bro.,Sc ttle,

Washington, was in Chicago the middle of the

month for several days. He was on his way

East 

A. L. Fuller, of the Chicago office of the

Towle Mfg. Co., spent the greater part of the

month at the company's factory at Newburyport,

Mass. Ernst Lunt, Chicago manager of this corn-

pany, also made a factory trip.
Mr. Wagner, of the recently organized

Cleveland jobbing firm of Wagner, Gilger &

Cohn, was in Chicago late in the month. He

considers the business outlook very promising.
Harry Farquharson has resigned his position

as Chicago and western representative - of the

E. A. Potter Co. line, but will continue to repre-

sent G. E. Gilmore. He left for the East late
in the month.

E. J. Rogers, member of the firm of Parks

Bros. & Rogers of Providence, made a trip

through the western territory the past month.

Harry Kenyon, western representative of the

firm accompanied him.
A. Max Holzheimer who is well-known to

the Chicago wholesale and retail trade, has

purchased the "Frederics" store at 36 Washing-

ton Street and will in the future devote all his

time to the conduct of this business. Mr. Holz-

heimer was formerly Chicago and western

manager for the Omega Watch Company.
M. L. Wolver, formerly manager of the

camera department of Von Lingerke & Antoine,

has been admitted to the corporation of Halbe &

Wallace, manufacturing opticians in the Hey-

worth Building.
Morris H. Berg has withdrawn from the firm

of Hyman Berg & Co., the well-known State

Street jewelers. The announcement of his with-

drawal came as a complete surprise to his many

friends and business associates in the trade. He

has made no announcement regarding his future

connections. At present he is preparing to make

an extended sojourn of Europe. Mr. Berg has

been connected with the jewelry business in this

city since t868. His first venture was with the

firm of Wendell & Berg, and later with S.

Hyman & Co. In 1889 he purchased an interest

in the firm of Hyman, Berg & Co., and has always

been in charge of its diamond department. What-

ever his future connections may be he will take

with him the hearty good wishes of a host of

friend.

(Continued on page 561)
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SOMETHING ABOUT DIAMONDS

Arch Crown an Naco Crown
Diamond Mountings
ALWAYS READY TO SET

Patented
Nov. 9, 1006

This is a combined platinum-lined and tipped
mounting. Its advantage lies in the fact that the
stones rest on platinum and that it is a "Ready to
Set" mounting. In most platinum settings the stone
rests on gold, which causes a yellow reflection to be
diffused through the stone. In this mounting the
stone retains its natural high reflective power.
The platinum tips blend perfectly with the diamond.
You can set the stone securely yourself, thus avoid-
ing the expense and time necessary in sending it to
the factory. No special tools are required.

All prongs are even and rounded up and are
polished ready to wear. They need no extra finish-
ing or filing. Just push over the points. We have
done the rest.

Try these mountings the next time you have
occasion and you will be convinced that they are
the most advantageous mountings you can handle.

Patented
Now. 9, 1906

J'EcTIOIV.AL

COMPLETE 'BEARINGS.

cit. TON of ordinary steel costs$20; the same amount of
watch spring steel costs $20,000. The
difference is all a matter of refine-
ment, but each has a marketable
value and one cannot be used for the
other. The same is true of diamonds.

So it does not of necessity mean
anything when a jobber tells you he
handles diamonds. We might all
agree that 8 K. gold was gold, but
what kind? We do more than handle
diamonds. We classify them with the
same exacting care with which the
expert assayist determines the karat
fineness of gold. This means pro-
tection to you—diamond insurance.

It has taken forty-five years and
thousands of dollars to bring our
diamond department to its present
high state of efficiency. Value has
always been its keynote.
We don't ask you to take our

"say-so" for this. All we ask is one
opportunity to convince you that our
diamond judgment and prices are
absolutely right and our stocks and
assortments the most complete. We
are willing to be judged on the first
order. Are you ready to be convinced?

NORRIS,
ALISTER & CO.

HEYWORTH BUILDING

42 Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

April, 1910

Chicago Letter

T H e KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 559)

John Burke, formerly in charge of the
optical department of Norris, Alister & Co., has
resigned his position to accept one with the
Pacific Optical Co. at Seattle, Washington. Fred
Maier, formerly with the Julius King Optical Co.,
will fill his former position.

Claud M. Wheeler of Columbia, Mo., secre-
tary of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, stopped off in Chicago early in the
month on his return home from a visit to Detroit
in the interests of the next annual convention of
the association, which takes place in that city in
June. He states that the prospects for a rous-
ing convention are very bright. Mr. Wheeler
completed very satisfactory arrangements with
the Cadillac Hotel management for the accommo-
dation of the convention and also for the ex-
hibitors. Adequate floor space has been secured
on the ground floor of the hotel for the exhibits.
The program is now in process of completion by
President Archibald, and a program of even more
interest than that which made the Omaha con-
vention such a success, is promised. In dis-
cussing the business outlook in the West Mr.
Wheeler expressed himself as very optimistic.
He is planning to move his store into the building
occupied for years by 0. E. DeWarthern. Mr.
DeWarthern will open a jewelry department in
Tilley's drug store.

H. P. Juergens, of the Juergens-Anderson
Co., is taking a month's vacation. He is accom-
panied by Mrs. Juergens. They intend to visit
Cuba and old Mexico before returning to
Chicago.

Sydney Prince, city salesman for Sproehnle
& Co., has of late been wreathed in smiles. This
has all been occasioned by the arrival of a baby
boy in his home.

James Burke, president of the Brooks Jew-
elry and Optical Co., St. Louis, was in Chicago
late in the month. He has just returned from an
extended stay in Mexico.

W. J. Miller, local manager of the Seth
Thomas Clock Co., left early in the month for a
four weeks' stay in southern California. Mrs.
Miller accompanied him.

Thos. O'Neill, who was arrested several
months ago for securing a diamond brooch from
Emil Noel on memorandum and failing to re-
port on it, was found not guilty by a jury. This
was the fourth or fifth occasion that this party
has been tried on similar charges.

C. H. Reynolds of Alpena, Mich., one of the
most widely known jewelers in the State of
Michigan, died suddenly early in March. He had
been in the jewelry business in Alpena for the
past thirty years and accumulated considerable
wealth from the successful conduct of his busi-
ness. When he first went to Alpena thirty years
ago he was compelled to borrow money to
purchase a bench and necessary watchmaker's
tools. These he installed in the old store of F.
S. Goodrich. When Mr. Goodrich moved to
Florida he bought out the store and has ever
since conducted it, each year adding to his repu-
tation for square dealing until the time of his
death. He was a very forceful type of the suc-
cessful jeweler. In addition to his jewelry store
he had extensive financial interests in a number
of other enterprises.

The executive committee of the Illinois State
Society of Optometrists held a meeting in
Chicago, March 25th, and set the dates for the
holding of the annual convention and made the
preliminary arrangements for the gathering
which will be held May nth and 12th. The
sessions will be held in the Palmer House. This
will be the most important meeting of Illinois
optometrists ever held. Illinois opticians have
made wonderful progress during the last two
months in perfecting their State organization,
over one hundred new members having joined.
Illinois needs an optometry law and needs it
badly and it is planned to lay the foundation of
a campaign in favor of such legislation at this
convention. It is expected that fully two hun-
dred opticians will attend. An interesting pro-
gram is being prepared which will be more in
the nature of a "get together" program than
a series of scientific talks, although a number of

such lectures will be provided for. Every opti-
cian in the State should make it his business to
attend this convention and help the cause. The
effort necessary for the enactment of an
optometry bill is expended in the interests of all
the opticians in the State and every optometrist
should appreciate this fact and realize that the
officers and those upon whom rest the self-
imposed responsibility of successfully finishing a
task which they have undertaken, cannot win
without the united support of every individual
optometrist in the State. Attend this meeting
Whether you are a member of the State organiza-
tion or not.

Max Noel, of Despres, Bridges & Noel, is
making a tour of Europe, accompanied by Mrs.
Noel.

Abner Coe & Co., opticians at 74 State
Street, are preparing to open a branch store in
the Railway Exchange Building.

The Alvin Manufacturing Co. has awarded
A. H. Revell & Co. the contract for installing
new fixtures in its Chicago offices in the Silver-
smiths' Building. All of the present fixtures will
be taken out and solid mahogany installed.

Fred Overstreet, of Paxton, Ill., was on the
local market late in the month purchasing stock
for a branch store he will open in Monticello, Ill.
This store will be in charge of his son.

A sneak thief helped himself to nearly $300
worth of diamonds in Theodore Even's store, 3209
North Clark Street, the middle of the month.
The thief had visited the store upon a number
of previous occasions and on the evening of the
robbery called and told Mr. Even that he was
ready to purchase. Mr. Even laid out a tray,
whereupon the thief grabbed three of the stones
and made his escape.

G. J. Hanson, a traveler for R. Wallace &
Sons Mfg. Co., has opened a jewelry store in
Council Bluffs, Iowa. He will continue to repre-
sent R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., however.

Egerrnan & Son are closing out their jewelry
business at Aurora, Ill., and will retire.

S. C. McKnights, 361 West Sixty-third Street,
has purchased the entire stock and fixtures of
H. W. Gilmore & Co., jewelers on West Sixty-
third Street, and is closing out the stock.

L. H. Dodd & Co. recently conducted a suc-
cessful auction sale for Wood Bros. at Paris, Ill.
Mr. Dodd left late in the month for Butte, Mont.,
where he will conduct a sale for A. Itkin.

S. R. Knox, for several years optician and
watchmaker for 0. H. Pyper, of Janesville, Wis.,
has been admitted to an interest in the business,
which will hereafter be conducted under the firm
name of Pyper & Knox.

'William Leive, a pioneer jeweler of Indiana,
and senior partner of the firm of William Leive
& Sons, of Aurora, Ind. died March 12th at the
age of 72 years. He flad been in business in
Aurora for 49 years. The business will be con-
tinued by the sons.

The bankrupt stock of Lapp & Flershem was
Purchased at a referee's sale March 21st by the
Bauman Loan Co., of no East Madison Street,
Chicago, for $233,000 cash. The entry of this
company as an active bidder for this stock was
somewhat of a surprise to the creditors and to
the trade. Previous to the sale attorneys for the
bankrupts went East to confer with the creditors
in the hope of being able to bring about a settle-
ment on their previous offer of 50 cents on time.
This effort, however, proved unsuccessful. The
Illinois Assets Realization Co., which had been
endeavoring to secure posseSsion of the stock
ever since the failure, joined its forces with those
of the Assets Realization Co. at the sale and were
active in the bidding until the loan company's
bid reached $23r,75o, when the number of bidders
narrowed down to the Bauman Loan Co. and
James W. Clark, proprietor of Moore & Evans,
and the F. E. Morse Co. The creditors will re-
ceive ill the neighborhood of 50 cents on the
dollar. The Bauman Loan Co, will not continue
the business but will sell the stock at auction to
the trade. The lease on the old quarters of
Lapp & Flershem is in force until May 1st and
the auction will be conducted in these quarters.
The loan company figures that it can sell the
entire stock to the trade. The A. C. Becken Co.
has already purchased all of the tool and material
stock, all of the optical stock and a portion of
the clock department.
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To the Jewelers of Iowa

By N. NIELSON, President Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association

The short course in watch-making held at
Des Moines, Iowa, March 14th, 1910, was a de-
cided success, and will go down in history as the
.first practical short course .and examination
combined ever held by a jewelers' association
in this country. It will be followed by others
year after year with a vastly greater attendance.
I wish to make this report to you so that you
will understand what efforts your officers are
making along the lines of raising the standard of
watch-making as a profession, as well as trying
to better conditions for the watchmaker as a
merchant along commercial lines, and I hope all
of you will realize that you owe the Association
your fullest support, because we are constantly in
the front fighting your battles. This course, as
formerly announced, was held for the purpose
of aiding the ambitious watchmaker who had
made a good start, but still lacked skill and
knowledge on a good many points, which are
hard to get when working for some one
else and still harder to get when working in
one's own store where no instruction can be
had.

The entire first part of the week was taken
up exclusively by instructions in setting up
escapements, setting of jewels, pivoting, staffing,
truing balances, setting hairsprings, replacing
cylinders, and numerous other things. As every
one present had had enough previous experience
to enable them to fully understand all explana-
tions and work done, I think it will be readily
understood that the students did not over-
estimate the benefits received from the short
course, when they repeatedly made the statement
that it would have taken them over five years
to get, in the ordinary way at home, the same
knowledge imparted to them as at this course.
Every student was furnished with bench room,
counter-shaft and power, but was required to
furnish his own lathe and small tools. The in-
structors were John Hands of Iowa City, Fred
Edgar of Eldorado, and my own humble self.
A splendid lecture was delivered on the second
day by Mr. Feige of Des Moines. This lecture
was on designing, and was very highly appre-
ciated, as nearly all in attendance were practically
engravers. Mr. Feige is a master in the art of
designing and has a way of explaining and
demonstrating the laws and fundamental princi-
ples governing designing, that makes it easy
to understand.

Oil the third day, Mr. Edgar, of Eldorado,
gave a very instructive talk on "Botch Work,"
which was listened to with very close attention.
Mr. Edgar has been in business for a great many
years, and knows what first-class work should be.
On Thursday, or the fourth day, ex-president
Mack A. Hurlbut, of Ft. Dodge, spoke on "How
to Take in Watch Work." The art of taking in
watch-work is as a rule not very well understood
by the average workman, and the speech was
highly appreciated by the students. Watch work
taken in with skill and judgment means an easier
satisfied customer, as well as better prices for
the work. Mr. Hurlbut has his own men practic-
ing what he preaches, with the result that his
repair shop methods are extensively copied in
this and other States.

The examination was held the last day of
the course, and in charge of the examining board,
consisting of Mr. Hurlbut, Mr. Edgar, and my-
self. The first part consisted of setting up an
escapement. Each student was furnished a move-
ment from which the pallet stones and roller
jewel were removed, the guard pin bent out of
shape and the banking pins thrown out. Each
student was timed from the first move at the
beginning of the assemblying, till the movement
was finished. The judging of the work was done
on ten different points, each representing roo
points. The written examination consisted of ten
questions partly subdivided, covering all the
most important examination points outside of
the escapement. Each question represented roo
points. An average of 75 points on work and
written examination together, was required.

The questions and methods of the examina-
tion will be changed from year to year. No two
will be alike. An examination of this sort is
what makes an Iowa certificate valuable.
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THE VOGUE OF THE LOVING CUP

LOVING CUPS LEAD IN FAVOR

Is.ampie article from daily Press]
For formal presentation purposes, the

most popular form of gift at this time
seems to be the loving cup. The demand
for these cups has so grown in recent
years that special lines of them are pro-
duced by manufacturers. Time was
when these cups were so sparsely used
that they were made to order; but dur-
ing the past few years the loving cup
has become almost a staple, and to-day
forms part of every pretentious jewelry
stock. This is due, in part, to the wider
prevalence of the gift-giving custom,
and also to the growth of outdoor
sports among the wealthy and pleasure-
loving classes. Nor is the demand con-
fined to the larger cities. In the smaller
towns, and even in the country, the lov-
ing cup is well known and has become a
popular form of gift. Its name com-
mends it as a token of personal regard,
and it is much used by all forms of
social and beneficial organizations, the-
atrical companies, boards of directors,
school and church trustees, etc. The
loving cup is also much in favor with
college societies and sporting clubs—in
short, every form of organization.
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A Magnificent New Line of LOVING CUPS
which we have just placed on the market, will enable
the trade to take profitable advantage of the now universal
"Loving Cup" fad.

These cups are 
i

distinctive in style 
insure

a 

original in design,
rich and artistic, yet so moderate n price as to 
a fine profit.

There's prestige and publicity as well as profit for the
jeweler furnishing these goods. See our line and
know our prices before selecting your cup stock.

THREE QUALITIES — Electroplate, Copper and Bronze

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO - PLATE I

Pacific Coast Agents: M. SELLER & CO., Portland, Oregon ; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.
New York Office: 1 West 34th Street Boston Office: Room 809 Jewelers' Building

April, 1910 TI—IE
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'KANSAS CITY
and Ih

GREAT
SOUTHWEST

Business conditions here during the past
month, especially in the jewelry trade, have been
of the between-seasons variety. The severe and
lingering winter, subsequent to the holiday sea-
son, proved detrimental' to active business doing,
and fostered a procrastinating spirit which is
expected to disappear with the spring awakening
now due. Conditions generally in this section
of the country are favorable to active trading,
and all are hopeful of a satisfactory spring
season.

"The Kansas City Jewelry Jobber" is the
name of a new paper of which Edwards & Sloane
are the editors and publishers. The first number
appeared the latter part of March. It is one of
the cleverest and most helpful papers published
by a jobbing house, for in addition to the pages
devoted to the house advertising, there are
columns contributed to by every member of the
traveling force. C. E. Vandel, the credit man,
also has a column, as have Geo. H. Edwards,
Noble Fuller, president and secretary of the
company, and Leo H. Ludwig, the tool and
material man. Henry W. Porter conducts the
"Question and Answer Department."

E. M. Dunham, of Garden City, Mo., recently
sold out his business to P. K. Snebley.

The Jaccard Jewelry Co. is attracting atten-
tion by its handsome window displays. Sim-
plicity is the keynote of the effect. A few pieces
of silverware, cut glass or exquisite brooches on
a background of rich purple velvet—that was all,
but each piece was individual and caught the eye
immediately.

Samuel Bloom, a traveler for the Meyer
Jewelry Company, has just finished negotiations
with an architect for a $500o residence at Sixty-
second Street and Swope Parkway.

Announcement has been made of the birth of
a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Hirschfield,
whom they have named Harriet.

Manor & Hirshfield have been conducting a
closing-out sale for Feller & Crellin. Samuel
Feller will return to his law practice.

B. H. Beattle and Son, of Woodward, Okla.,
have purchased a drug store, which they will
conduct in addition to their jewelry business.

T. S. Simrall, a traveler for D. B. Ward &
Co., was in Kansas City the last of the month
filling his trunks for the post-Easter season.

W. H. Reed, of Golden City, Mo., has
moved to Pawhuska, Okla., where he will open
in the jewelry business.

Kenneth McIntyre, son of T. B. McIntyre,
of Sweet, visited friends in Kansas City last
month.

S. V. Wathan, formerly in business at Ord-
way, Col., recently sold out to M. A. Rhodes.
Mr. Wathan was in Kansas City arranging for
a new location.

Mrs. Bertina Rogers, in the employ of Porter
& Wiser, has returned from a visit with her sister
in Peoria, Ill.

G. A. Wilhite, formerly of Kansas City, is
now engaged in the jewelry business at Butler,
Missouri.

Fuhrman Bros., watchmakers, have moved
from the Gumbel Building to los East Tenth
Street.

The Raphael Bros. jewelry store at 1021

Main Street, was broken into recently, and 24
diamond rings, 40 watches and 30 lockets were
stolen.

Robert L. Clark, representing the Inter-
national Silverware Co., has moved his family to
Kansas City and is making his headquarters with
Nevin Bros. in the Keith & Perry Building.

G. W. Graybeal, of Lamed, Kas., has suc-
ceeded to the business of Stoner & Graybeal.

T. L. Hutton, of Lebo, Kas., recently sold
out to C. B. Hall, who was formerly located in
Kansas City, Kas.

K YST ONE

W. S. Buker, formerly of Valley Falls, Kas.,
has moved his jewelry stock to Conway
Springs, Kas.

W. F. Smith, who has been engaged in the
instalment jewelry business at 105 East Tenth
Street, has closed out his business.

R. B. Stevenson, formerly of Ellmwood,
Kas., has sold his jewelry store and will take a
position in one of the wholesale houses there.

John Klock, Jr., recently opened a new jew-
elry business in Belleville, Mo.

The Whitener Jewelry Co., of Carruthers-
ville, Mo., recently filed articles of incorporation
with an authorized capital of $3,000. The in-
corporators are: Lee W. Rood, H. C. Garrett and
H. M. Whitener.

M. Becker, a jeweler of Houston, Texas, has
been sued for $1o,000 damages by Mrs. Lida Day.
Mrs. Day says that he accused her of having
stolen a diamond ring from a tray in his store
the week before Christmas.

The Sherman Jewelry & Optical Co., of
Sherman, Texas, recently filed articles of incor-
poration with an authorized capital of $2o,000.

S. H. Babb, formerly of Bronte, Texas, re-
cently moved to Beaumont, Texas.

Sprague Bros., the largest and oldest jewelry
firm in Ada, Okla., recently made an assignment.
Their liabilities are $5000.

National Association Doings

By SECRETARY CLAUD WHEELER

Last week we sent out a circular about the
official door-plate and have had many responses
from the members, but nothing like as many as
we should. Every member should have one of
the plates and as the cost of the plate delivered
to the jeweler is only one dollar we should have
orders for 2000 instead of a few hundred. I sin-
cerely hope the jewelers who have put off order-
ing one will do so at once. We will begin to
send out the plates which have been ordered in
about a week.

Blue prints of the exhibition space at the
Cadillac Hotel in Detroit, are now ready for
manufacturers and wholesalers who desire to
make an exhibition. While we have not as much
space as desired, I believe all will agree that it
is the best located and arranged we have ever
had at a meeting. As this will undoubtedly be
the largest gathering of jewelers ever assembled
ill this country, the opportunity for publicity will
be the best ever offered to those who want to
reach the retail jeweler. I will send a copy
of the floor space and all information to any
who are sufficiently interested and will write
me. Already we have had many applications and
the limited number of spaces will not last long.
There are no bad locations, but of course, some
are better than others and the first to apply
will be the first to have an opportunity to select.

Every State which has reported dues, reports
many new members, and altogether the prospects
are for a very large membership this year and an
unusual interest in the affairs of the Association.
Jewelers everywhere are awaking to the import-
ance of the Association work and joining with us
in the work. Every State secretary and president
should take advantage of this feeling and renew
their efforts to get new members of the several
State associations. And secretaries should make
prompt reports to this office of dues paid and new
members added. Nearly every day we receive
letters from members asking why they do not
receive renewal seals or a certificate, and request-
ing one. We can not issue these until the
secretary reports to this office. If you have paid
your 1910 dues and have not received a renewal
seal, write to your secretary and ask him if he
has sent your dues to the National.

Retail jewelers should begin to plan to attend
the National meeting at Detroit this year. An
excellent program is being arranged and the
entertainment which will be offered at Detroit
will surpass anything ever attempted at one of
our meetings and in addition to the entertainment
which we offer, the natural facilities of Detroit
are wonderful. Every jeweler owes it to himself
and wife to go and take her to Detroit the last
week in July.
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Annual Convention Ohio Retail Jewel-
ers' Convention

An Appeal to the Ohio Retail Trade

The officers of the Ohio I: etail Jewelers'
Association in executive session decided to hold
the 1910 convention at Columbus, 0., three days
—May 211d, 3rd and 4th, at the well-known
Southern Hotel. It was the unanimous opinion
of all present that Ohio should have one of the
best, if not the best, of all State conventions of
retail jewelers held this year. To that end we
are preparing a high-class program consisting of
talks by jewelers of national prominence. Men
who are prominent in Ohio will also prepare
most interesting papers, and some lectures on
technical subjects will also be delivered. Added
to this many social and entertaining features will
assist in making it worth your while to attend,
and we trust you will assist us in our efforts for
improving conditions in the retail jewelry trade
by attending this convention and becoming
members of your State organization.

You jewelers who have not attended these
conventions fail to realize the good to be derived
from mingling with others engaged in the same
business. You would be surprised to know that
you learn much from each other, and often hear-
ing one new idea will save or make you more
dollars than it would cost you for membership

• fees for your lifetime.
We cannot believe that selfish motives alone

prevent you from becoming a member of our
organization, whose sole efforts are for the bet-
terment of trade conditions, but have taken the
more charitable view that carelessness and
listlessness have made you blind to your own
interests and those of your brother jewelers.
Stop and think of the sacrifice of time, money
and thought, made for all our interests by the
officers and members of the Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association, then ask yourself if it were not
better to be a member and a booster than a
knocker and a has-been. Wake up from your
business sleep, open your eyes, wash that listless-
ness and carelessness clean out of sight, clothe
yourself with association ideas and begin right
now by signing an application blank and sending
same with the application fee to our secretary,
A. L. Thoma, Piqua, 0.

Again we urge you to come to this conven-
tion and thus encourage your brother jewelers
and the officers of the Ohio Association,
absorb new money-making ideas, show our
enemies and friends that we are united, and
see the many new goods and tools that will be
on display during the convention.

You may know of some abuses or evils you
would like to see abolished, or have some ideas
or resolutions you would like considered at this
convention ; if so, we assure you we will be only
too pleased to have you come, and we assure all
retail jewelers a hearty welcome.

F. D. AUSMAN, President.
A. L. THOMA, Secretary.

A New Plating Machine
The U. S. Electro-Chemical Co., 78 Lafayette

Street, New York, is just preparing to put
on the market a new number of their "Cham-
pion" line of plating machines. This new
machine is the result of years of thought, experi-
ment and experience in the building of small
uncomplicated plating machinery and in it will
be embodied many new and valuable features not
to be found in any of the other "Champion"
plating machines, it being a great improvement
on the older models. The most striking feature
about this new machine is the ease with which
various finishes and colors can be made on the
article to be plated. On the front of the machine
is a small switch and six contact buttons. By
merely changing to the proper solution and mov-
ing the switch to the proper button any desired
finish or color can be obtained.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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As the strike of the street car forces con-
tinued all through the month of March business
was detrimentally affected, although the jewelry
trade probably suffered less than some other
branches of business. Much fault was found by
the wholesale trade of the city with the greatly
exaggerated reports of the conditions which were
published in the daily press of other cities, par-
ticularly New York. Many who contemplated
purchasing stock in Philadelphia inferred from
these reports that a condition of anarchy existed
and that a visit to the city would be ill-advised.
While, however, the strike is still on at this
writing the street car service has been restored
to normal and business has improved accordingly.
Jewelers who want to make purchases in the
Philadelphia market can feel reassured as to the
situation and need not hesitate to call on the
wholesale trade as heretofore.

Ed. Sickles and Louis Sickles, of M. Sickles
& Sons, were guests at the annual banquet of the
New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Sil-
versmiths' Association held in Providence last
month. President Taft was the guest of honor
on the occasion.

An event of unusual trade interest in this
city will be the annual meeting of the Pennsyl-
vania Retail Jewelers' Association, which will
be held on May 19th and 20th. The officers have
been actively at work making preparation for the
meeting, compiling for that purpose a souvenir
program of unusual beauty and interest. The
jewelers of the State have been notified of the
convention and special effort is being made to
increase the membership in the meantime. All,
however, are invited to attend and it is not
unlikely that the meeting will be the largest
assemblage of retail jewelers ever held in the
State.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. furnished the very beau-
tiful championship cup for amateurs offered for
the shooting contest to be held at Atlantic City
in June. Of the many beautiful trophies ex-
hibited in the window of this firm during the
past month none attracted more attention or was
more admired than this cup.

W. S. Steinmetz, of Pen Argyl, Pa., was
among the trade visitors seen in the city last
month.

Maxwell & Berlet, the Walnut Street jew-
elers, furnished several beautiful cups offered as
prizes by the National Association of Gardiners.

A notable window exhibit last month was the
solid gold loving cup for the Niagara Rapids
contest for power boats. The cup was furnished
by the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. and is remark-
able for its richness and beauty of design.
While on exhibition it elicited unstinted admira-
tion from the passing crowds.

In the arrest at New York of three men who
are supposed to be members of a daring band
of safe crackers, the local detectives hope to
clear up the mysterious $10,000 jewelry robbery
at the store of Max Mayer, 609 Market Street,
on February 1st. The Mayer robbery was one
of the most puzzling cases of recent years.
Thieves forced an entrance to the store through
a trap door and then by means of a diamond
drill and cold chisels made an opening in the safe,
through which they extracted their booty, dia-
monds, rings, watches and other gems valued at
$10,000. Robberies similar to the one in this
city were committed in Boston and New Haven.

Later developments have convinced the au-
thorities that in Joseph and Jacob Goldberg and
Harrig Rothstein they have the trio of accom-
plished burglars who have been looting jewelry
stores all over the East, three robberies in Bos-
ton, New Haven and Philadelphia in which the
loot netted $33,000, having been positively put up
to the prisoners. Rothstein, who was recently
released from the State prison at Trenton, N.
J., after serving five years for robbing a bank,
has made a partial confession. It is believed that
he will turn State's evidence on account of his
children. Joseph Goldberg was the brains of the
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gang. The authorities say that Goldberg has
$6o,000 in cash stowed away in a safety deposit
vault. Rothstein was the mechanic of the com-
bination and the success of the operations of
the gang was largely due to a new-fangled burg-
lar's tool which Rothstein invented. This is a
steel rod, about three feet long, very sharp at
one end. It is equipped with a projection near
the sharp end which gives it the appearance of a
big can-opener. With this tool almost any or-
dinary safe can be forced. The proprietors of
the three stores before mentioned have identified
part of the jewelry found on the two Goldbergs
and Rothstein as stuff that had been stolen from
their stores.

How Platinum is Refined

In view of the widespread interest now taken
in the metal, platinum, which may be ranked
henceforth with those described as "precious" we
give the following methods of refining the metal
as described in the book "Precious Metals, Com-
prising Gold, Silver and Platinum," by T. Kirke
Rose:

The platiniferous sands and gravels are
washed in the same way as gold-bearing sand and
a concentrate obtained which is treated with mer-
cury for the extraction of gold. The residue con-
sists of platinum grains (which are not attacked
by mercury) together with some iridosmine, sand,
etc. These are treated for the production of
commercially pure platinum, very occasionally by
cupellation with lead, but usually by wet methods.

The Wollaston process, which
The Wollaston came into use in London
Process about the year 1808, is as fol-

lows : The crude platinum is
heated with to to 15 times its weight of aqua
regia for several hours. In this way a solution
is obtained of most of the metals of the platinum
group, hut osmiridium remains undissolved with
the sand, etc. The solution is evaporated to a
syrupy consistency to remove the greater part of
the excess of acid, and is then diluted with water
and syphoned off from the insoluble residue.
The clear red solution is treated with a solution
of ammonium chloride, and the double chloride
of ammonium and platinum precipitated. The
precipitate is washed, dried and heated to dull
redness to drive off the ammonium chloride and
chlorine, and spongy platinum is obtained. This
is broken up by rubbing, sieved, and the finer
particles made into a paste with water and
strongly compressed. The solid cake is heated
strongly and then hammered while still red hot.
The metal thus obtained can be worked by heat-
ing and hammering or rolling, but always con-
tains about 2 per cent. of iridum, which is
precipitated with the platinum and can be
removed only by a second refining.

The mother liquor, after precipitation of the
ammonium platini-chloride, still contains some
platinum. The metals are precipitated by means
of iron, and the precipitate, after digestion with
hydrochloric acid, is redissolved in aqua regia for
further treatment.

Some modifications have been introduced in
this method. Heraeus of Hanan evaporates the
aqua regia solution to dryness and heats to 125
degrees in order to convert the chlorides of
iridium, rhodium and palladium to sesquichlorides
and so to prevent their precipitation by ammo-
nium chloride.

Deville and Debray about the
Melting Platinum year 1856 introduced the

method of melting the spongy
platinum in a lime furnace by means of the oxy-
hydrogen blowpipe. The furnace consists of a
hollow block of lime, made in two pieces so that
the upper half acts as a lid. The nozzle of the
blowpipe, in which the coal gas is now generally
used instead of hydrogen, passes through the lid,
and the flame impinges directly upon the metal.
An oxidizing flame is used, and some refining
effect takes place, oxides of iron and copper being
formed and absorbed by the lime, and osmium
being volatilized as oxide. The products of com-
bustion pass out through an aperture in the
furnace, which also serves as an outlet for the
molten platinum.

Another method introduced by Deville and
Debray has for its object the preparation of
platinum direct from its ores in the furnace. A

small reverberatory furnace with a hollowed-out
bed of firebrick lined with marl is raised to a
bright red heat and a charge of about zoo pounds
of crude platinum with an equal weight of galena
is added little by little. The iron in the metal
is sulphurized and metallic lead is set free and
forms a fusible alloy with the platinum. About
200 pounds of litharge and some glass are then
added, the matte is oxidized and a fusible slag
results. The osmiridium is not taken up by the
lead, but sinks to the bottom and is separated.
The platinum lead alloy is cupelled and the plati-
num melted in the oxyhydrogen furnace. Thus
prepared it contains iridium and rhodium, but
is suitable for making vessels for chemical
purposes.

G. Matthey adopted the fol-
Producing Pure lowing m e t Ii o d for the
Platinum preparation of pure platinum:

Commercial platinum is melted
with six times its weight of pure lead, and after
granulation it is dissolved slowly in nitric acid
diluted with eight times its volume of water.
The solution contains most of the lead, copper,
iron, palladium and rhodium.

The black amorphous residue is digested with
weak aqua regia, by which the platinum and
lead are dissolved and the iridium left unattacked.
After evaporation the lead is precipitated by sul-
phuric acid and the platinum chloride is dissolved
in distilled water and treated with an excess of
chloride of ammonium and sodium. The whole
is then heated to about 8o degrees, and in the
course of a few days the ammonio-chloride of
platinum settles down as a firm deposit at the
bottom of the vessel.

The precipitate is washed first with a satu-
rated solution of chloride of ammonium and
afterwards with hydrochloric acid. Rhodium is
separated by mixing the dry precipitate with bi-
sulphate of potash together with a small propor-
tion of bisulphate of ammonia and subjecting the
mixture to a gradual heat brought by degrees to
a dull red in a platinum basin. The platinum
is reduced and the rhodium remains as bisulphate
of rhodium and potash, which is dissolved out
in boiling water. The platinum, a black, spongy
residue, is now in a high state of purity and
merely requires to be washed and melted.

Platinum to be Higher

Russian Government to Assume Control of
Its Production

Refiners of platinum are worried by reports
which they have received from Russian sources
indicating that the Czar's Government will put
into effect in the next month or two a new plan
for controlling the industry and more than doub-
ling the price. The refineries which are in the
Maiden Lane district get more than 95 per cent.
of their crude platinum from the Ural Mountains.
Under the plan upon which the Russians have
been working for a year all the platinum will be
refined in their country.

The commission appointed by the Russian
Government nearly a year ago was directed to
submit a report and to recommend a minimum
price at which the refined platinum may be sold
in the next year. The commission is said to have
agreed upon a price of 2,100 rubles, or $710, for
a pound of platinum comprising 83 per cent. of
the pure metal.

The refineries in New York are now selling
pure platinum for $29 for a Troy ounce, nearly
so per cent. more than the price of gold. The
price of platinum has gone up $5 an ounce in
the last year and the refiners say that it is sure
to go much higher, irrespective of the action of
the Russian commission.

All the refiners say that the consumption of
platinum has vastly increased in the last three
years. At one of the largest refineries it was
said that fully 200 per cent. more platinum is now
being used than ever before and that the con-
sumption is now much greater than the produc-
tion of the mines. The refiners are buying
platinum scrap from all possible sources so as b)
remelt it and use it for the current demand. it
is figured that 40 per cent. of the platinum sold
in the last year by refiners was the remelted
scrap.
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(),¢ moon presents this new " Octagon " case, of unusual individuality in design and finish. Lined with
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later in the season,

as desired
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The Sherman Jewelry and Optical Co. has
just been capitalized for $2o,000. Incorporators
are Jules E. Muchert, Walter S. Dickerman, J.
L. Woolf ord. This firm succeeds the old firm of
Muchert & Cook.

The firm of Wilson & Watson, of Anson,
has been dissolved and J. M. Wilson will assume
full control of the business.

The Noah Deal stock, Arlington
' 

which was
sold by receiver, was purchased by George Up-
church and moved to Alvin.

J. A. Jensson, Weatherford, has sold his
stock and is seeking a new location.

K. E. Clark, formerly with R. C. Glover,
Dallas, has gone to Pfleugerville, where he will
conduct a business for himself.

C. F. Lueddeke, who recently moved to
Dallas, was called to his father's bed-side in New
Ulm. It is expected that this gentleman will not
return to Dallas, but will pursue his trade as
watchmaker in New Ulm.

W. A. Bickford, who recently moved to San
Antonio, has opened in Cuero, closing his busi-
ness in San Antonio.

G. C. Newton, Waxahachie, was in town last
month looking over some Oak Cliff property,
where he expects to locate his daughter, moving
her from Waxahachie to Dallas.

S. H. Kavanaugh has established himself at
Richmond.

F. J. Woods, Springtown, is closing his
business at that place, and is going to move to
Henrietta and open on a larger scale.

J. P. Bolding, Terrell, who recently sold his
stock at that place to T. J. Hines, has moved to
San Angelo, and opened a jewelry store of
greater proportions than that which he had in
Terrell.

Lee S. Smith has opened a watchmaker's
shop at Miles, Texas.

A. Levytanksky, San Antonio, has just closed
a very successful auction, by which he has suc-
ceeded in ridding himself of a lot of his old
stock.

W. C. Hilburn, who is now employed as
watchmaker for H. W. Bounds, spent a week in
West Texas hunting. This gentleman is one of
the crack shots of the State.

J. L. Welborn, Terrell, has just purchased
the jewelry stock of J. C. Martin on Elm Street,
Dallas.

Mrs. Bleuer, wife of R. P. Bleuer, Clinton,
Okla., is just recovering from a successful opera-
tion, which was performed about two weeks ago;
at the time of the operation there was not much
hope held out for Mrs. Bleuer's recovery.

W. J. Blair, who has been employed as watch-
maker for H. H. Hawley, Stamford, has severed
his connection with that gentleman and has
opened at Knox City with a small line of
j ewelry.

L. F. Rogers, Mt. Pleasant, has returned to
his old home in Coldwater, Mississippi, owing to
an illness in his family.

John Johnston, Big Springs, has just moved
into his new store, and has increased his stock.

Wm. Fritz, who had a small jewelry stock at
375 Main Street, Dallas, has sold it. Mr. Fritz
contracted tuberculosis since he has been in this
country and he is going. to return to Germany
for a year's stay and if his condition permits, he
will, at the expiration of that time, return to this
country, locating in Southern California. .

H. H. Hawley, Stamford, was in town last
month. He reports having suffered a loss by
fire at his home in Greenville. The house was
totally destroyed; nothing whatever was saved.
The value of the house was $3600, with $1800
insurance.

C. M. Bailey has succeeded to the firm of
Bailey & Mendel on upper Main Street, Dallas,
Texas. Just what Mr. Mendel's present inten-
tions are is not known.

H. J. Mendikow, Oklahoma City, was robbed
last month in a very peculiar manner. When
the store was closed at night, Mr. Mendikow
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left everything securely fastened. Upon his
entering the store in the morning, he found his
safe doors wide open—the combination having
been worked by the burglar. He is minus $2000
worth of jewelry.

A fire at Forney, Texas, last month, which
did so much damage and where three people lost
their lives, also destroyed the jewelry store of
Sam Wilhoit. Mr. Wilhoit's loss will reach
about $5000. No insurance.

C. E. Linton, watchmaker, who has been
employed in Dallas, has gone to San Francisco,
where he is going to open a trade-shop. Mr.
Linton takes with him his bride of two months.

Arthur Cox, formerly of Dallas, has just
copyrighted a new watch-record book.

S. H. Snow, Boswell, Okla., Was in town
the past month and reports conditions being ex-
ceptionally good in his immediate vicinity. He
also states that he has just purchased two farms
and will soon retire from the watchmaker's
trade.

F. E. Brasfield has just launched forth into a
third matrimonial venture. Mr. Brasfield is
employed by the A. A. Evertts Co.

J. R. Bookwalter, Teague, was in town last
month, bringing with him a party of six to attend
a theatre box-party. As Teague is a long way
from Dallas, it can be readily seen that good
plays are appreciated in Texas, as well as else-.
where.

Clarence Linz Company, 287/2 Main Street,
Dallas, have sold out their stock to Linz Bros.
This stock has been moved and a competent opti-
cian has been placed in charge of it.

I. Goodman, Waco, was in town last month
making purchases, among which was a large
safe, which, from some of the foregoing notes, it
will appear as being a very good investment.

G. C. Newton, Waxahachie, suffered a loss .by
fire of his house in Dallas. The household goods,
as well as, the house, were totally destroyed. Mr.
Newton's loss is about $2700 on the house, with
but a small amount of insurance.

E. S. Morris & Co., druggists, at Wichita
Falls, have carried a small stock of jewelry for
the last two or three years. Saturday night
burglars gained entrance to the rear of the store
and helped themselves to $500 worth of high-
grade jewelry.

W. A. J. Mills, of Teneha, was another suf-
ferer by fire, also with the usual "No Insurance."
Mr. Mills's loss has been complete and we under-
stand that it has been quite a blow to him.

W. F. Deitrich, Cleburne, arrived in town
this afternoon in his new auto.

Frank Miesch, Clarksville, has just returned
from an extended trip through Oklahoma, having
stopped for about a month with his brother,
Mike Miesch, jeweler, Muskogee.

Jesse Smith, of Canton; A. S. Fonville, of
Wichita Falls; Z. Glick, Terrell; T. C. Allen, of
Brady; M. Walker, of Waxahachie, were re-
cent visitors to Dallas, making purchases to
replenish their stock.

M. Shain & Co. have opened a trade shop
at 1017 Main Street, Ft. Worth.

J. E. Moran, who has recently located in
North Ft. Worth, has opened a watchmaker's
shop at Lorena.

Toby Hines, Terrell, was in town making
purchases.

L. B. Pratt, who carries a large jewelry stock
at Cisco, had his place completely gutted by a
disastrous fire which destroyed the whole block in
which his store was located. We understand that
Mr. Pratt carried but a small amount of in-
surance.

J. W. Hultz has opened a watchmaker's shop
at Eastland.

Our friend, H. W. Bounds, jeweler, Dallas,
was elected treasurer of the Dallas Lodge of the
Independent Order of Puritans, which has just
been organized in this city. Mr. Bounds was also
unanimously elected major of the degree team.
For his strenuous efforts in organizing this lodge
William Waldstein was presented with a 2,/2 carat
diamond by the members of the organization,
which is composed of the most prominent men of
the city. This ring, which was presented to Mr.
Waldstein, was made in New York City from
an original design, offered by Mr. Bounds, and is
a handsome, artistic jewelry achievement.

McKinley & Ghormley, Arlington, have sold
their stock to C. D. DeWitt, of Alba.
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Certificate of dissolution was filed with the
Secretary of State by the Walter & Hafner Jew-
elry Co., Hillsboro. This firm has a branch store
at Teague and one at Smithville.

H. H. Johnson, watchmaker, Athens, has sold
out and is going to Mexico City, Mexico.

W. E. Brittain has just purchased the E. W.
Roberson Jewelry Co.'s stock, Ft. Worth, and
expects to dispose of it piecemeal to other
jewelers.

L. L. Brasfield, jeweler, Mobile, Ala., has
moved to 329 W. Commerce Street, San Antonio,
Texas.

J. B. Love, jeweler, Kerrville, wishes to dis-
pose of his stock and retire, owing to illness.

J. L. Ewing, who moved to Mangum, Okla.,
from Ohio, has purchased the Warner stock in
the former town.

Tekulski & Freedman, who have a large
jewelry store and pawnshop in Shreveport, are
having the store just vacated by the Clarence Linz
Co., 287V2 Main Street, Dallas, overhauled and
expect .to move into their new location by April
first.

P. D. Fudge, watchmaker for J. J. Sweeney
Jewelry Co., Houston, is mourning the death of
his wife, which occurred last month. Mr. and
Mrs. Fudge had been married about two years.

T. J. Stansel has moved from Linden to
Atlanta.

J. C. Waits, Quanah, is moving to Oklahoma
City, Okla., and is going into the instalment jew-
elry business.

F. R. Sterman, watchmaker, has opened a
shop in Kaufman.

Among recent visitors to Dallas were : C. J.
Warren, Ada, Okla.; Fred Harle, Durant, Okla.;
J. J. Spurlock, Beaumont, Ts.; J. A. Bricker,
Crockett, Tex.; James Crawford, Weatherford,
Tex.; D. Davis, Sanger, Texas.

E. H. Henning, who went from Chicago, Ills.,
to Aransas Pass, Texas, and opened a jewelry
store, was called suddenly home to his father's
bedside and left his stock in his watchmaker's
care, to be disposed of as best the latter could.

Clarence Thomson, manager of the Thom-
son Jewelry Co., Waxahachie, came to Dallas in
his auto last month.

W. J. McCray, jeweler, Denton, suffered a
loss by smoke and water, when the Second-story
of the building in which he is located, burned
last month.

Colorado Horological Society

An event of special interest to the watch and
jewelry trade of Denver was the lectures de-
livered on February 15th and t6th, at the Albany
Hotel by H. E. Duncan of the Waltham Watch
Company.

The Colorado Horological Society did all in
their power to make it a success and about a
hundred watchmakers responded to the invitation.

The lecture on the first evening was largely
historical, giving a very clear outline of the evo-
lution of the time-piece from its crudest begin-
ning up to the present time and illustrating the
different ancient watches and clocks with many
excellent stereopticon views.

The lecture on the second evening was de-
voted to more technical matter. Mr. Duncan
was able by ineans of his stereopticon, to demon-
strate the working of the lever escapement and
also the action of an excentric and concentric
hairspring much better than any drawing could
possibly have 'done.

After the lecture. a banquet was given by the
society in honor of Mr. Duncan and his assistant.

On March 6th, was held the regular business
meeting of the Colorado Horological Society and
it was decided that a letter of thanks be sent to
the Waltham Watch Co. for having sent Mr.
Duncan and Mr. Robbins to Denver to deliver
this lecture, and it was voted that H. E. Duncan,
Mr. Robbins and F. H. Wilkinson be made
honorary members of the society. Mr. Wilkinson
is a representative of the firm of A. Wittnauer,
New York, and has always shown great interest
in the watchmakers.

Preparations are being made at this writing
by the committee for the first annual ball.

f in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe, and you will
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—rldv.
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MAKERS OF GOLD JEWELRY
to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

Hat Pins Baby Pins Veil Pins
Screw Earrings Ring Mountings Tie Clasps
Bead Neck Chains Locket Rings
Charms Festoons Barrettes
Neck Chains Emblem Goods Cigar Cutters
Vest Buttons Pocket Knives Lapel Buttons
Collar Buttons Rope Chains
Fob Seals Silver and Gold Match Boxes
Cameo Goods Gold and Silver Cigarette Cases

Silver and Gold Thimbles

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED AGAINST BREAKAGE
MADE IN 14 & 10 K GOLD 14K PLATE STERLING SILVER

ALSO IN 10 K. PLATE

STERN BROS. & CO., Gold Gold Street, NEW YORK
• To avoid delay use local address, 33-43 Gold Street

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department : 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works - 142 West 14th Street, New York

•1 OFFICES : Chicago. III.. 103 State Street : Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Street;
London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place
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MANY jewelers make the mistake

of assuming that the trade of the

man with only a few dollars to spare

is not worth going after.
Forgetting that every big retail business counts its

multitude of small profits as its most valuable asset.

That families of small income spend every year

six billions for food, nearly two billions for clothing,

a hundred and fifty millions for books and papers.

There's a great field among these people for the

Excelsior Watch a low priced timepiece that can

be depended on.
Put in a good showing of Excelsior Watches and go after

these customers. It's the beginning of a new era for the store.

The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels,
quick train and cut expansion balance
with Breguet hairspring. Stern-wind
and pendant - set (18 - size hunting,
lever-set).
Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and T8 sizes—
open face and hunting. Plain
polished, engine-turned and fancy
engraved cases of three grades—
Gold filled, 20 year ; Gold filled,
To year ; and Silverode. Retail

prices, $4.50 to $11.00.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and

sold complete—with a printed price ticket attached that makes th
e price uniform

everywhere and insures your rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J. NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,
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MANY jewelers make the mistake
of assuming that the trade of the

man with only a few dollars to spare
is not worth going after.

Forgetting that every big retail business counts its
multitude of small profits as its most valuable asset.

That families of small income spend every year
six billions for food, nearly two billions for clothing,

a hundred and fifty millions for books and papers.
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Excelsior Watch a low priced timepiece that can
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these customers. It's the beginning of a new era for the store.
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lever-set).
Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and IS sizes—
open face and hunting. Plain
polished, engine turned and fancy
engraved cases of three grades—
Gold filled, 20 year ; Gold filled,
10 year ; and Silverode. Retail
prices, $4.50 to $i r.00.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and

sold complete—with a printed price ticket attached that makes the price uniform
everywhere and insures your rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J. NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,



A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases
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AVONDALE BELFAST DALTON

12/2 inches high to inches wide I2TA inches high to inches wide 12,/, inches high io inches wide

List, $5.30 List, $5.20 List, $5.00

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial. Plain Brass -Sash. Oval Glass.

Your profits for 1910 will be greatly increased if you will
our new line, backed by We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks

WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS

Quality, Finish and Design, is ready. Our factory is now busy putting
the finishing touches on this new line, which we have gotten out after a lot
of painstaking and infinite care.

Each operation has to come up to "The D. F. B. Co." standard of
perfection or it is discarded. This is what has made our line find such a
ready market and why we are kept busy throughout each year. The
goods sell themselves wherever shown.

A line of these ready sellers means larger profits at a less outlay for
you at the end of this present year.

Ask your jobber to show you " The D. F. B. Co." goods. If he has
not got them, drop us a line and we will tell you where you can get them.
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New York Office-180 Broadway
Chicago Office—Heyworth Building

St. Louis Office—Mermod & Jaccard Bldg.
London Office-62 Hatton Garden

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high WA inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00

CONCORD
inches hign 84(1. inches wide

ahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored
Wwds. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
llalf-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $15.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., and Factories,
Main Office

BRADFORD
T41,•. inches high 9T/2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain • Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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WOMEN'S WATCHES

THE WEDDING AND COMMENCEMENT SEASONnow approaching calls for special attention to your stock of watches in small sizes. Bridesand graduates regard the dainty little watch as the paragon of gifts, and it is for you to takeadvantage of their choice. Doubtless the idea has already suggested

HURLBURT'S
who are now showing an unusual abundance of 0- and Jewel-size Movements and the mostcomprehensive line of Ladies' Cases in Solid Gold and Gold-filled. All the standard makesare included and such a wealth of exquisite new styles and patterns as will agreeably sur-prise our patrons and their customers.

1-1. 0. HURLBURT 0 SONS 14 SOUTH TENTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Auto-
matic Holder very extensively in
the large Magazines of general
circulation and they have become
so well-known to the general
public that they are staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local
Papers. Send for Them.

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

78 Years' Experience
which goes into every Thimble
which we make. You will see to
it that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking

ESTABLISHED 18:32

KETCHAM &McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

,7Ae
IRONCLAD
Alarm

" It Rings to Beat the Band."

0 UR alarm movement is the lightest run-
ning made.—It revolves on wire pivots,

21 thousandths of an inch thin. It's as fric-
tionless as can be turned out.

When you mount it in cast iron armor, you
combine the easiest running movement with
the most effective shield known—and you have
the IRONCLAD.

It's the longest lived and most punctual alarm
it's possible to make. If it's cleaned every other
year, there's no telling how long it will last.

Height 5 inches. Dial 2i inches. Weight 2.11 lbs.

Rings 35 seconds; can be shut off at will.—Display boxes sent upon request.

Dealers' names printed free on dials in case lots of 21.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.
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KARNAK BRASS
A Modern Application of Ancient Egyptian Art

Without question the most extensive and popular
selling line of Art Brass on the market to day.
Upon request we will send Our photographic
catalogue by express prepaid.

FREE 
CUTS AND COPY FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

FREEBOOKLETS FOR DISTRIBU-
TION TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

A full line of KARNAK BRASS on display at our
New York Office, 409 Broadway, also Hand-Hammered
Copper and Brass Goods, Silver Plated, Hollow and
Flat Ware, Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, etc.

ORIGINATED BY

April, 1910 THE

NEW ENGLAND,"
LETTER

J. A. Salmon, 17 Bromfield Street, Boston,

who makes quite an extensive line of monograms

for fobs, charms and automobiles, had an exhibit

in Mechanics Hall during the auto show, last

month.
Josiah Cummings, of Josiah Cummings &

Son, 657 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, is convalescent

from a severe attack of the grippe.
M. Bigelow, of E. Howard Clock Company,

373 Washington Street, Boston, has just returned

from a trip through the West, where he spent

some time in the interests of the line this
company makes.

Joseph Cowan, 373 Washington Street, Bos-

ton, has just completed a western trip.
John DesLauries, 43 Winter Street, Boston,

maker of the popular-priced monogram, "Dolo-

rie," reports a very good business amongst the
retail trade. The free publicity that he is
giving is proving of great help to all who stock
his goods. In order to take care of increasing
business he has found it necessary to increase his

floor space and add to his shop facilities.
A. A. Ormsbee, of Taunton' Pearl Works,

Taunton, Mass., is at this writing enjoying the
balmy climate of the South, in the State of

Florida.
Frank L. Coes, of Coes Wrench Company,

Worcester, Mass., made a trip to New York City

during the latter part of March.
G. L. Winn, of Williams & Winn, Leo-

minster, Mass., made a visit to New York last

month.
P. McKenna, of Star Mfg. Co., Leominster,

Mass., who is an enthusiastic automobilist, went

to the auto show, held in Boston, during

March.
The children of F. L. Perry, of the Paton-

Perry Company, Leominster, are convalescent

from an attack of measles. S. S. Paton, of this

company, was in Boston during March.

Quite a sensation was created in the good old

city of Boston on March 9th, when a gang of
counterfeiters, composed of well-known Boston

men, who have been carrying on their operations

almost within the shadow of the Federal build-

ing of that city, were pounced upon by United

States officers. The men arrested were: Fred-

erick Hartung, 173 Medford Street, Somerville;
William Sample, 6 Perry Street, Brookline; and

Robert E. Sample, brother of William, of 57

Spencer Street, Dorchester. Their capture fol-

lowed a raid made during the afternoon of the
9th, at 185 Franklin Street, by four Secret

Service agents and three United States Deputy

Marshals. A counterfeiting plant was found in

the Franklin Street building capable of turning

out the spurious 19°8 ten-cent pieces, which had

been flooding the city for some time. William
Sample, who is a watchmaker and jeweler, was

taken into custody at the plant by United States

Deputy Marshal James Ruhl, in the course of the

raid, which was directed by Joseph A. Murphy,

Chief of the S zeret Service Bureau located in the
Boston Postoffice.

When searched four of the spurious coins

were found in Sample's pockets. Robert Sample,
who is a jeweler, was arrested at his home in

Dorchester. Hartung, who is a die maker, was
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arrested at the automobile show. The business

was at 185 Franklin Street, on the third floor

front, where a sign on the door read, "Sample &
Hartung,, Mfg. jewelry novelties." The room,

which is of good size, was partitioned, and the

ante-room contained the plant. The outer door

was fastened with a Yale lock and the inner

door also. A buzzer announced to those within

the opening of the outer door. The plant con-

sisted of a seven-foot press, a rolling machine, a

gas forge and an airblower. In a small safe in

one corner of the room about to pounds of raw

silver and two pounds of copper alloy were

found.
Blanchard - Waston Company, Leominster,

Mass., have moved to a new three-story frame
building, erected recently by them at 152 Pleasant

Street, that place. The new building is one of

the most up-to-date modern buildings used in the
comb manufacturing industry, and is a veritable
mass of windows, into which light floods, there
being something like 250 windows in all in the
building. Owing to the demand for combs just
at this time, this company has been forced to
work its help nights.

John Pickering, of Pickering, Metcalf &
Company, Leominster, is at present making a tour

of Egypt, Italy and France.
The jobbers of Boston have agreed to close

early from April 1st to October 1st. Their hours

will be from 8 to 5, and on Saturdays from
8 to 1.

A reception was recently given to Miss M. E.
Reardon, the popular stenographer for E. A.
Cowan & Co., of Boston. Many gifts were given
in honor of Miss Reardon's birthday by her many
friends.

The friends of W. B. Nye, of Sagamore
Beach, were recently surprised to hear of his
death at his home. Mr. Nye was watchmaker
for nineteen years for the Tilton Jewelry Co.,
of Essex Street, Boston.

E. J. Kitell, of Springfield, Mass., was a
recent visitor in Boston.

William A. May, of Charles May & Sons,

403 Washington Street, Boston, has been con-
fined to his home by a recent illness, but is able

to be out again,
E. R. Jackson, of Tilton, N. H., was recently

in Boston.
F. A. Williams, of 333 Washington Street,

Boston, had quite an experience with a snatch
thief who came into his jewelry store. The thief
gave Mr. Williams's son a watch and asked the
price for repairing same. While Mr. Williams
went into the rear part of the store with the
watch the thief reached over the counter, opened

one of the sliding doors, took out a watch and
put it in his pocket, but before he could close

the door again Mr. Williams had returned and
discovered the theft. Then he accused the man,

when the thief's pal, who was outside, came in

and struck Mr. Williams a blow in the eye,
knocking him down. But for the timely appear-

ane of an express messenger the thieves would

have made their escape, but the messenger fol-

lowed the one with the watch and soon caught

him after a lively chase up Washington Street.

The pal escaped.
IIerbert J. Webb, manager of the H. A. Stone

Co., Ayer, Mass , was a recent visitor in Boston.

F. A. Towle, jeweler of Peterboro, N. H.,
recently spent a few days in Boston

F. B. Howard, of Rutland, Vt., was in Bos-
ton recently.

Elmer R. Blethen, jeweler of Foxcroft,
Maine, has quite recovered from a severe attack

of blood poisoning in his thumb, which caused
him considerable pain during the past few months.

0. E. Davies, of Rockland, Maine, was a
recent visitor to Boston, attending the Boston
Auto Show.

C. G. Aldrich & Co., wholesale jewelers of
373 Washington Street, Boston, have moved to
37 Market Street, Lynn, Mass.

J. E. Stephens, jeweler of Rumford Falls,
Maine, was recently in Boston buying spring
stock.

W. A. Smith, of Melrose, Mass., met with
quite a serious accident. While cranking his
auto the speed lever threw into place, thus start-
ing the car with such force that it threw Mr.
Smith up again: his garage, breaking his left
shoulder. From last reports Mr. Smith's shoulder
was mending rapidly and he will soon have it
out of the sling.

Daniel L. Mitchell, of Mechanics Falls,
Maine, has bought out the firm of George Wills,
of Auburn, Maine, where he will continue his
business as jeweler.

The firm of Ketcham & McDougall, of New
York, recently circulated a small pamphlet describ-
ing their new set of emblem eyeglass reels. They
are illustrated as lying in a plush-lined oak
tray and are different society emblems; for
example, one is the emblem of the Shriners and
another of the Odd Fellows. They are meeting
with great favor, The pamphlet is entitled "Are
You a Joiner?"

Edwin Le Gro, jeweler of Farmington, N. H,
was a recent visitor in Boston.

George C. Chittenden, jeweler of Stafford
Springs, Conn., was recently in Boston calling
on the jobbing trade. A few months ago Mr.
Chittenden met with a painful accident. While
handling a loaded revolver it accidentally dis-
charged, sending a bullet iust above the right
temple and through the frontal bone of the skull,
breaking the same. It was necessary to perform
an operation in order to remove the splinters of
the bone. The wound caused a temporary blind-
ness of a few weeks. The left eye recovered
its sight first and the right eye more slowly. The
right eye is much weaker than the left. Mr.
Chittenden says the wound is much better and
he soon expects to be in good condition again.

G. W. Palmer & Son, jewelers of Rockland,
Maine, have moved into a larger store one door
above their former location.

S. W. Baker, of Rockland, Mass., was
recently elected clerk of the Board of Water
Commissioners of Rockland.

M. P. Foss, of Pittsfield, N. H., was a recent
visitor in Boston.

When Samuel Kahn, a salesman employed
by Samuel E. Ullian, a jeweler at 11 13 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, opened the establishment
one morning recently he discovered that the safe
had been broken open and jewelry valued at
about $12,000 stolen. Kahn found a large hole
bored through the floor in the rear room, where
the safe is located. There was also a large hole
bored through the trap door leading to the cellar.
The safe was battered from the rear with a
large jimmy. Fuses, flashlights, batteries, bit
stocks, saws, chisels and nitro-glycerine were
found in the rear of the store. The safe, which
Ullian purchased one year ago, failed to stand
the attack made on it. Its galvanized iron outer
covering was pried apart and its lining of cement,
wood and copper crumbled quickly.

C. B. Forbes, of Greenfield, Mass., was re-
cently in Boston buying goods.

A. D. Nicolet, of Fall River, Mass., paid a
recent visit to the trade, buying up spring goods.

Mr. Cowan, of E. A. Cowan & Co., 373
Washington Street, Boston, Mass., is in Europe
for his health as well as for business. Mr. Cowan
has been buying quite heavily in the diamond
markets of Antwerp and Amsterdam. His health
is much improved.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.
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KARNAK BRASS
A Modern Application of Ancient Egyptian Art

Without question the most extensive and popular
selling line of Art Brass on the market to-day.
Upon request we will send our photographic
catalogue by express prepaid.

CUTS AND COPY FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

BOOKLETS FOR DISTRIBU-
TION TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

A full line of KARNAK BRASS on display at our
New York Office, 409 Broadway, also Hand-Hammered
Copper and Brass Goods, Silver Plated, Hollow and
Flat Ware, Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, etc.
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J. A. Salmon, 17 Bromfield Street, Boston,
who makes quite an extensive line of monograms
for fobs, charms and automobiles, had an exhibit
in Mechanics Hall during the auto show, last
month.

Josiah Cummings, of Josiah Cummings &
Son, 657 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, is convalescent
from a severe attack of the grippe.

M. Bigelow, of E. Howard Clock Company,
373 Washington Street, Boston, has just returned
from a trip through the West, where he spent
some time in the interests of the line this
company makes.

Joseph Cowan, 373 Washington Street, Bos-
ton, has just completed a western trip.

John DesLauries, 43 Winter Street, Boston,
maker of the popular-priced monogram, "Dolo-
rie," reports a very good business amongst the
retail trade. The free publicity that he is
giving is proving of great help to all who stock
his goods. In order to take care of increasing
business he has found it necessary to increase his
floor space and add to his shop facilities.

A. A. Ormsbee, of Taunton Pearl Works,
Taunton, Mass., is at this writing enjoying the
balmy climate of the South, in the State of
Florida.

Frank L. Coes, of Coes Wrench Company,
Worcester, Mass., made a trip to New York City
during the latter part of March.

G. L. Winn, of Williams & Winn, Leo-
minster, Mass., made a visit to New York last
month.

P. McKenna, of Star Mfg. Co., Leominster,
Mass., who is an enthusiastic automobilist, went
to the auto show, held in Boston, during
March.

The children of F. L. Perry, of the Paton-
Perry Company, Leominster, are convalescent
from an attack of measles. S. S. Paton, of this
company, was in Boston during March.

Quite a sensation was created in the good old
city of Boston on March 9th, when a gang of
counterfeiters, composed of well-known Boston
men, who have been carrying on their operations
almost within the shadow of the Federal build-
ing of that city, were pounced upon by United
States officers. The men arrested were : Fred-
erick Hartung, 173 Medford Street, Somerville;
William Sample, 6 Perry Street, Brookline; and
Robert E. Sample, brother of William, of 57
Spencer Street, Dorchester. Their capture fol-
lowed a raid made during the afternoon of the
9th, at 185 Franklin Street, by four Secret
Service agents and three United States Deputy
Marshals. A counterfeiting plant was found in
the Franklin Street building capable of turning
out the spurious 1908 ten-cent pieces, which had
been flooding the city for some time. William
Sample, who is a watchmaker and jeweler, was
taken into custody at the plant by United States
Deputy Marshal James Ruhl, in the course of the
raid, which was directed by Joseph A. Murphy,
Chief of the .F.?.cret Service Bureau located in the
Boston Postotfice.

When searched four of the spurious coins
were found in Sample's pockets. Robert Sample,
who is a jeweler, was arrested at his home in
Dorchester. Hartung, who is a die maker, was
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arrested at the automobile show. The business
was at 185 Franklin Street, on the third floor
front, where a sign on the door read, "Sample &
Hartung,_ Mfg. jewelry novelties." The room,
which is of good size, was partitioned, and the
ante-room contained the plant. The outer door
was fastened with a Yale lock and the inner
door also. A buzzer announced to those within
the opening of the outer door. The plant con-
sisted of a seven-foot press, a rolling machine, a
gas forge and an airblower. In a small safe in
one corner of the room about It) pounds of raw
silver and two pounds of copper alloy were
found.

Blanchard - Waston Company, Leominster,
Mass., have moved to a new three-story frame
building, erected recently by them at 152 Pleasant
Street, that place. The new building is one of
the most up-to-date modern buildings used in the
comb manufacturing industry, and is a veritable
mass of windows, into which light floods, there
being something like 250 windows in all in the
building. Owing to the demand for combs just
at this time, this company has been forced to
work its help nights.

John Pickering, of Pickering, Metcalf &
Company, Leominster, is at present making a tour
of Egypt, Italy and France.

The jobbers of Boston have agreed to close
early from April 1st to October 1st. Their hours
will be from 8 to 5, and on Saturdays from
8 to 1.

A reception was recently given to Miss M. E.
Reardon, the popular stenographer for E. A.
Cowan & Co., of Boston. Many gifts were given
in honor of Miss Reardon's birthday by her many
friends.

The friends of W. B. Nye, of Sagamore
Beach, were recently surprised to hear of his
death at his home. Mr. Nye was watchmaker
for nineteen years for the Tilton Jewelry Co.,
of Essex Street, Boston.

E. J. Kitell, of Springfield, Mass., was a
recent visitor in Boston.

William A. May, of Charles May & Sons,
403 Washington Street, Boston, has been con-
fined to his home by a recent illness, but is able
to be out again.

E. R. Jackson, of Tilton, N. H., was recently
in Boston.

F. A. Williams, of 333 Washington Street,
Boston, had quite an experience with a snatch
thief who came into his jewelry store. The thief
gave Mr. Williams's son a watch and asked the
price for repairing same. While Mr. Williams
went into the rear part of the store with the
watch the thief reached over the counter, opened
one of the sliding doors, took out a watch and
put it in his pocket, but before he could close
the door again Mr. Williams had returned and
discovered the theft. Then he accused the man,
when the thief's pal, who was outside, came in
and struck Mr. Williams a blow in the eye,
knocking him down. But for the timely appear-
an,..e of an express messenger the thieves would
have made their escape, but the messenger fol-
lowed the one with the watch and soon caught
him after a lively chase up Washington Street.
The pal escaped.

Herbert J. Webb, manager of the H. A. Stone
Co., Ayer, Mass , was a recent visitor in Boston.

F. A. Towle, jeweler of Peterboro, N. H.,
recently spent a few days in Boston

F. B. Howard, of Rutland, Vt., • was in Bos-
ton recently.

Elmer R. Blethen, jeweler of Foxcroft,
Maine, has quite recovered from a severe attack

of blood poisoning in his thumb, which caused
him considerable pain during the past few months.

0. E. Davies, of Rockland. Maine, was a
recent visitor to Boston, attending the Boston
Auto Show.

C. G. Aldrich & Co., wholesale jewelers of
373 Washington Street, Boston, have moved to
37 Market Street, Lynn, Mass.

J. E. Stephens, jeweler of Rumford Falls,
Maine, was recently in Boston buying spring
stock.

W. A. Smith, of Melrose, Mass., met with
quite a serious accident. While cranking his
auto the speed lever threw into place, thus start-
ing the car with such force that it threw Mr.
Smith up again.: his garage, breaking his left
shoulder. From last reports Mr. Smith's shoulder
was mending rapidly and he will soon have it
out of the sling.

Daniel L. Mitchell, of Mechanics Falls,
Maine, has bought out the firm of George Wills,
of Auburn, Maine, where he will continue his
business as jeweler. •

The firm of Ketcham & McDougall, of New
York, recently circulated a small pamphlet describ-
ing their new set of emblem eyeglass reels. They
are illustrated as lying in a plush-lined oak
tray and are different society emblems; for
example, one is the emblem of the Shriners and
another of the Odd Fellows. They are meeting
with great favor. The pamphlet is entitled "Are
You a Joiner?"

Edwin Le Gro, jeweler of Farmington, N. H ,
was a recent visitor in Boston.

George C. Chittenden, jeweler of Stafford
Springs, Conn., was recently in Boston canintr
on the jobbing trade. A few months ago Mr.
Chittenden met with a painful accident. While
handling a loaded revolver it accidentally dis-
charged, sending a bullet just above the right
temple and through the frontal bone of the skull,
breaking the same. It was necessary to perform
an operation in order to remove the splinters of
the bone. The wound caused a temporary blind-
ness of a few weeks. The left eye recovered
its sight first and the right eye more slowly. The
right eye is much weaker than the left. Mr.
Chittenden says the wound is much better and
he soon expects to be in good condition again.

G. W. Palmer & Son, jewelers of Rockland,
Maine, have moved into a larger store one door
above their former location.

S. W. Baker, of Rockland, Mass., was
recently elected clerk of the Board of Water
Commissioners of Rockland.

M. P. Foss, of Pittsfield, N. H., was a recent
visitor in Boston.

When Samuel Kahn, a salesman employed
by Samuel E. Ullian, a jeweler at 11r3 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, opened the establishment
one morning recently he discovered that the safe
had been broken open and jewelry valued at
about $12,000 stolen. Kahn found a large hole
bored through the floor in the rear room, where
the safe is located. There was also a large hole
bored through the trap door leading to the cellar.
The safe was battered from the rear with a
large jimmy. Fuses, flashlights, batteries, bit
stocks, saws, chisels and nitro-glycerine were
found in the rear of the store. The safe, which
Ullian purchased one year ago, failed to stand
the attack made on it. Its galvanized iron outer
covering was pried apart and its lining of cement,
wood and copper crumbled quickly.

C. B. Forbes, of Greenfield, Mass., was re-
cently in Boston buying goods.

A. D. Nicolet, of Fall River, Mass., paid a
recent visit to the trade, buying up spring goods.

Mr. Cowan, of E. A. Cowan & Co., 373
Washington Street, Boston, Mass., is in Europe
for his health as well as for business. Mr. Cowan
has been buying quite heavily in the diamond
markets of Antwerp and Amsterdam. His health
is much improved.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.
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BUYERS OF RINGS PLEASE

BE CAREFUL

There's a Reason Why the Stones

Stay In W W W Rings

There are too many set-rings made in which the
stones come out.

Read why the stones stay in W W W Rings.
Read how you may have a more profit-

able ring business.
Sign the coupon below—now—to-day; it's the
opportunity for the progressive, hustling,
wide-awake Jeweler to move forward.

• There's no secret, nor "patent" process,
nor private "method" in good stone-setting.
Its simply a plain, straight case of good work
—hand work, by people who know how, who
get paid for knowing how.

We believe that stone-setting is the real
test of the quality of a ring business. You
may almost say that the character of the busi-
ness might be read in the stone-setting. The
real reason why the stones stay in WWW
Rings is because we devote thought and energy
to this particular branch of the business. We
make special effort to procure the most skilled
of workmen. If you want to see why WWW
Rings are so pre-eminent, why the stones stay
in, and why in every other way they give your
customers satisfaction, study the stone-setting.
The excellence of our rings is not merely what
we say about them—it's in the rings.

Mr. Jeweler, For Just a Moment

Change Places With the Man or

Woman Who Expects Buying a

Ring

Just suppose that you want to buy a ring. Let
us suppose that there are a number of jewelry
stores in your city. Suppose one store among this
number is in a position to advertise, that theirs
is the only store in town allowed to sell the
WWW insured Ring—the only permanently in-
sured ring in the world. Isn't it natural that you
would go to the particular store selling the in-
sured ring? Isn't it natural, that at the same
price, you would prefer to buy an insured ring
in preference to one without such an insurance?
In other words, place them side by side—a ring
with a certificate of insurance next to one with-

out such a written guarantee. Which ring
would you buy? Of course, the insured

% one. Consequently, is it not natural that
your customer would do likewise? Is

it not reasonable and logical that the
insured ring is the only one for

% the live and progressive Jeweler
to buy? Since WWW Rings

% are the only permanentlyWhite, insured rings in the
Wile & Warner % world, is it not to
Buffalo, N. Y. your interest to make

(Advertising Dept.) % arrangements to
sell them, if youGentlemen:—Please send, abso- % 

are not al-
ready 

fres, you r book of Prapare
ready do-Advertisements with newspaper cuts

and fu l information about the wonderful 411111, log so?
mechanical window display that will attract %
thousands to toy window, which is also given
away absolutely free.

Name 

Address  

This is the Light-of-Heaven Factory,
with 86 Windows and 3 Sky-Lights
These remarkable facilities mean much to the

Jeweler who wants to sell rings in which the
stones do stay in. It signifies simply this : It is
not too much to say that every man can write. But
how many line penmen are there among them?
From your own acquaintance, how many do you
know ? And so with stone-setters—there are, no
doubt, a few thousand men who claim they are
stone-setters. But, would you believe it, there is
only about one in every thousand who is really a
good stone-setter! Good stone-setters are diffi-
cult to get. Stone-setters who can hold a seat in
the WWW Light-Of-Heaven Factory are few
and far between.

Poor Writing is Seldom the Result of a Poor
Pen, but a Poor Ring Almost Always is
Caused by a Poor Stone-Setter-
But good stone-setting makes a good ring.

Good stone-setting is the real test of good ring
making. If you were an exceptionally fine setter,
would you work in a dark, gloomy factory with
poor surroundings, or would you apply for a posi-
tion in a light, clean, modern ring factory with
every inducement to a good workman ? Ours is
the Light-Of-Heaven Factory, termed such by our
men, for it has 86 windows and 3 skylights—an
inducement to the best stone-setters.

Isn't this another intelligible reason why WWW Rings
are set better and made better than most rings?

WE Do More than Make Rings in

Which the Stones Do Stay In.

We Help You Sell Them

We have no patience with the old way of
doing things. We believe that it is as much
our business to help you sell our rings as it
is to sell them to you. We believe in doing
something different. We are doing something
so different that we are quite sure that some
Jewelers who are accustomed to the old, hard-
trodden and beaten paths will laugh and sneer
at us. But to those who are inclined to
laugh, let them recollect that the people
laughed at Columbus. The hoots and sneers
and gibes and jeers did him good. They hurt
for but a moment, but just as the jockey's
spurs stunned the thoroughbred into his real
stride, so these jeers and laughs made him

work all the harder. Remember the progressive,
wide-awake Jeweler can afford to be laughed at
by his old fogy competitors. Remember big
things are hard to get, otherwise they would have
no value. Ground-fruit is easier to pick than that
Oil the tree, but if it were sound it would not lie
so low.

Sign the coupon below, and without effort
on your part you get the advantages of
procuring something that will mean much to
you.

Forget the Methods of Yesterday!

Add New Strings to Your Bow!

This is your opportune time to get away from
the old methods of doing things. This is your
opportune time to begin relations with a ring
house that not only makes rings worthy of the
attention of. every progressive Jeweler, but that
also does other things so remarkable and so start-
ling that it is a revelation to the business world.
Our methods will revolutionize the ring business.
Our methods will help you double your ring busi-
ness. The mechanical window display with the
swinging ball will attract every man, woman and
child to your window. This free advertising,
combined with our permanent insurance with
every ring cannot help but give you prestige that
no other combination could possibly give you.
Remember, it costs you nothing to obtain this
information and every Jeweler owes it to
himself to sign and mail the coupon to-day.

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings in Which the Stones Do Stay In

Buffalo, New York

April, 1910 THE

CINCINNATI
LETTER

U. S. Judge Sater, on February 28th, refused
to permit the original records in the Keck and
Duhme Jewelry Company bankruptcy case to be
taken to the Court of Appeals in lieu of copies
of the same. The attorneys claimed the funds of
the companies are tied up in Receiver R. DeV.
Carroll's hands, by court order, and that they
must ask to use the court's records. He said he
would probably grant a request for particular
parts of the records, but not for all of them.
The committees' attorneys finally, on the last
day allowed by court, filed their transcript of
record in the Court of Appeals. This gives the
companies a right to have the Court of Appeals
review the case.

Bankruptcy Referee Charles T. Greve, held
a meeting of the creditors of the Herman Keck
Manufacturing Company, February 25th, to re-
ceive claims against it and to elect a trustee.
He received claims against the Keck and the
Duhme company, and announced that he would
not hand down an opinion as to the claims, but
will entertain the question of allowing claims
later. R. DeV. Carroll, receiver of the com-
panies, was elected trustee, under a $5o,000
bond. Receiver Carroll informed Referee Greve
that the Duhme Company has $7o,000 cash and
$33,000 worth of goods; the Keck Company has
$10,000 cash and $11,000 merchandise; and that
both concerns' fixtures are worth $16,000. Claims
against the Keck Company aggregate about
$116,000, and those against the Duhme Company
about $34,000. In addition to this, the Duhme
Company is security on claims against the Keck
Company for $43,000.

At the second meeting of creditors of the
companies, March 7th, it was decided to sell, on
April 12th, for the benefit of creditors, if the
court approves of it, the stock, fixtures and
machinery of the companies, as it is costing
$1,50o to take care of it now. Referee Greve
finally decided on March i8th, to sell out both
companies on Tuesday, April 12th, at public
auction. Theodore Neuhaus, R. H. Galbraith and
Joseph Noterman give the property a value of
$49650.65. Ezekiel and Bernheim, auctioneers,
will conduct the sale.

Receiver Carroll says the assets of the two
companies are not worth over $15o,000. The
total claims filed against both companies total
slightly over $2oo,000.

The Miami Silver Company, of 122 East
Seventh Street, suffered heavy loss by fire re-
cently, during a big fire in the neighborhood.
The company has replaced its damaged
tmo 

ore.
afchiery with new, and will continue as here-

Mecklenborg & Gerhardt, the new manu-
facturing jewelers, Miami Building, report orders
are coming in nicely for a new concern. The
company is getting out a catalogue of medals and
badges. It will make a specialty of Masonic
jewels.

W. A. Davidson, a jeweler in the Emery
Arcade for twenty-eight years, died Friday night,
March 18th, at his home in Terrace Street, Day-
ton, Ky. He was 66 years of age. He had been
ill for several months. He leaves a widow and
eight children. The funeral took place Monday,
cMemarectleiry2.Ist, and interment was in Evergreen

Miss Ella Heinbach, a gold polisher, form-
erly employed by 0. E. Weidlich, gold pen
manufacturer, at Fifth and Sycamore Streets, is
now employed by Mecklenborg and Gerhardt.

Another jewelry window smasher did his
work in Fourth Street and got away without
leaving any clue, it is believed, by which he can
ever be detected. Michie Bros., well-known jew-
elers at 212 West Fourth Street, were the victims.
The robbery occurred early Monday morning,
March 14th. The robber smashed the plate glass
show window and reaching inside took a quantity
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of jewelry, valued at $150. He got a gentleman's
set of buttons, valued at $41; diamond sleeve
buttons, a scarf pin and studs, valued at $38; a
silver, hand-engraved vanity chain purse, valued
at $18; and two silver mayonnaise dishes valued
at $12. The firm says the same window was
broken about four years ago, when the burglar
got about $500 worth of Masonic charms. Four
years ago last February, and soon after the
charm robbery, burglars cut through the floor
of the establishment, and got away with about
$2,000 worth of solid silver from the show
cases.

The Oskamp Jewelry Company opened its
splendid big, new store at Race and Seventh
Streets, March 15th. It was compelled to leave
its old quarters at the southwest corner of Fifth
and Vine Streets because the United Cigar
Company has leased that corner for a cigar
store. A sterling souvenir spoon was given to
each woman making a purchase of $5.00 or over,
and with each $2.00 purchase the firm gave a
safety jewel bag. Gentlemen purchasing $5.00
worth or more received a silver match box
souvenir, and $2.00 a silver tie clasp. The store,
which is one of the most richly furnished and
roomy in this part of the country, was crowded
all day by friends of the firm. The firm's auto
supply department occupies the entire basement
under the store, and has window display also.
The firm's employees gave William S. P. Oskamp
a beautiful floral horseshoe.

About two months ago, Charles Rosen, pro-
prietor of a retail jewelry store in Race Street
between Sixth and Longworth, became mysteri-
ously missing, and, it is claimed, some of his
stock was missing also. Bankruptcy proceedings
were then instituted. Attorney Edward Peters,
counsel for Rosen's creditors, of Cincinnati, has
learned that Rosen has been located in Los
Angeles and that he was arrested there early
in March on the charge of secreting goods from
his creditors. It is said about $4,000 worth of
the alleged missing goods have been recovered.
They were stored in five barrels and two large
boxes. Rosen refuses to come back without a
preliminary hearing in Los Angeles. About fifty
or seventy-five creditors will be represented at
the hearing, about March 21. Rosen is being
held under $5,000 bail. Maurice Levine, Rosen's
brother-in-law and manager, has been located
and arrested in Aberdeen, North Dakota. Mrs.
Rosen pleaded she was left without funds, after
her husband disappeared, but, it is said, she is
in Los Angeles with Rosen. The goods alleged
to have been wrongfully taken are valued at
about $10,000.

Andrew Alich is remodeling and enlarging
his jewelry store at 930 Liberty Street.

Mrs. Louisa Schmitt, mother of Charles H.
Schmitt, of the C. H. Schmitt Jewelry Manu-
facturing Company, died at her home Febru-
ary 23rd.

Gebhardt Bros., formerly in the Lyon Build-
ing, are now snugly at home on the top floor of
the Merchant's Building, Sixth and College
Streets. They will employ TOO hands. Victor
Gebhardt says that when the books of the firm
were closed March 1st, he found that 19o9's
business was over 30 per cent. better than that
of the best year the firm ever had, which was
the year 1907.

D. R. Wood, Cairo, Ill., has sold his retail
jewelry store there.

Ferd. Phillips, of Richter and Phillips, took
Mrs. Phillips along with him on an Alabama
business trip in March.

J. W. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Corn-
pany, dealers in jewelers' supplies, said all the
company's men are on the road, and are enjoying
a good business. Collections are satisfactory,
he said, and he considers the prospects as never
having been better in the firm's history. They
are adding new goods to their lines, to accom-
modate the increasing demand and are getting
ready to get out their new catalogue. It will
be ready for distribution some time this year,
Mr. Solar said.

J. W. Jones and wife, of Mt. Sterling, Ky.,
visited A. G. Schwab and Sons recently.

Frank Herschede and Charles W. Lucius, of
the firm, were in the East on a buying trip in
March. They returned March 21st.

Senor Edgar Perera displayed at the
Herschede jewelry store, Fourth Street, a fine
collection of antique Egyptian scarabs, amulets
and talismans late in March. Senor Perera
lectured March 12th before the Woman's Club,
on scarabs and other antique Egyptian jewelry.
He will visit St. Louis and Kansas City next.

The Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers and
Manufacturers' Association held a meeting
March 17th, at the Sinton Hotel. Routine busi-
ness was the order of the day.

Arthur Jacobs, of D. Jacobs & Sons, whole-
sale jewelers, Merchants' Building, has just
returned to the store after two weeks' painful
illness, during which he came near being com-
pelled to submit to a surgical operation. Mr.
Jacobs reports business as very nice and the
outlook as being good.

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons,
wholesale jewelers, Traction Building, returned
to Cincinnati March i6th, from a two weeks' trip
through Oklahoma. Mr. Gutmann met the firm's
representative, W. W. Horwitz, while in Okla-
homa, and he said that business and the business
prospects in Oklahoma and that part of the West,
are so good that he bought a bunch of real
estate. 'Our business is equal to that of 1907,
which was the best year we ever had," he said.
"March is running away ahead of our record
for that month, and the outlook is very fine,
especially for the fine grades of goods."

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, left
March 21st for New York, on a two weeks' buy-
ing trip.

Fred Gruen, of D. Gruen Sons and Company,
watch manufacturers, said the year 1910 shows
every indication of running considerably ahead of
the year 1909.

William Lieve, a retail jeweler in Aurora,
Ind., since 1861, died there in March, aged 71.
The funeral took place Monday, March 14th.
Perhaps no man in Aurora was better loved and
more respected than was he, and on the day of
his funeral, every business house in the city was
closed to pay honor to his memory. He leaves
a widow, a daughter and two sons, Charles and
William Lieve, who will continue the business
their father established. Nathan Hahn, of Lin-
denberg, Strauss & Company, attended the funeral
services.

Simon Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss &
Company, the big wholesale jewelers in the
Carew Building, Just returning from a western
trip, says he found an exceptionally good business
out there, and that the outlook is certainly fine.
Mr. Lindenberg says general business has im-
proved considerably in the past month. Sig.
Strauss, of the firm, left March 16th to bring in
another big batch of orders. He will be in the
West three weeks. Nathan Hahn left Sunday,
March 21st, for the North, W. E. Parrish will be
in Ohio during the remainder of March.

A. L. Thomas, the well-known Piqua, Ohio,
jeweler, was in Cincinnati March 57th, boosting
the Ohio State Retail Jewelers' meeting in Colum-
bus, Ohio.

George A. Klein, of Klein Bros., the whole-
sale jewelers, Boylan Building, Fourth Street,
received three immense iron safes late in March.
This about completes the furnishing of the firm's
handsome large quarters. Ed. Klein, early in
April, will be covering Indiana and Michigan for
W. H. Modrick, one of the firm's traveling men,
who has been confined to his home in Ft. Wayne,
Indiana, since early in March with typhoid fever.
Eugene Frohmeyer will be in Ohio. Mr. Klein
says the firm's business has been good, and that
he considers the outlook very encouraging.

The Thoma Bros. Company, dealers in jew-
elers' supplies, Boylan Building, Fourth Street,
reported business as being very fine for their
house, and said the outlook is improving right
along. Carl and Jerome got in from their trips
March 20th, and reported business as "bang-up."

Lee Horn, traveling salesman for Lindenberg
& Fox, is the father of a fine to-pound boy,
born March nth.

Elmer Wallenstein, of Wallenstein, Mayer
& Company, wholesalers, celebrated his fifth
wedding anniversary March t6th, at his home in
the Dixmont apartments, Walnut Hills.

(Continued on page 580
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Heller
Styles

Braid Pins
PRICES FROM $4.00 TO

$15.00 Per Dozen

Selections Sent on Application

Clever
Designs

THE BRAID, the latest of woman's whims, is creating a big demand for this style of hair orna-
ment. We have them, with Heller individuality, for just the right shade of hair that they adorn.

Our vast experience in making hair ornaments bespeaks the ready sale this class of Heller goods will
have if you but stock them. They are made in either shell or amber, set with sparkling rhinestones,
of great brilliancy, arranged in tasty and artistic fashion. tifWe also carry a large line of Mounted
Stone Combs, Hat Pins of the newest and latest designs and Hair Ornaments of all descriptions.

JOSEPH W. HELLER COMPANY 129 EDDY STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(See page 630) MANUFACTURER OF WHITE STONE NOVELTIES

1874 

These illustrations
show a few of the
many styles we
make. All Solid
Gold Front Goods
and backed by our
guarantee.
1■0=11■■

"S & C" SOLID GOLD FRONT GOODS
ALL HAND ENGRAVED

Ask your Jobber to show you
the raew 1910 "S & C" line
now being shown SMITH & CROSBY

1910

Every article is
stamped with the
letters 9

which assures the
buyer this guaran-
tee will be lived up
to by us.

971

Factory, ATTLEBORO

9 MASSACHUSE
TTS

April, 1910

Cincinnati Letter

THE

(Continued on page 579)

A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Sons.,
wholesale jewelers, Fourth Street, accompanied
by his son Julian Schwab, went to New York,
Providence and the Attleboros early in March,
on a business trip. They were gone three weeks
on the trip.

Charles A. Nolting, of Oskamp & Company,
wholesale jewelers in Elm Street, said that busi-
ness is better than at this time last year.

Cliff Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
Lyon Building, said his business is 25 per cent.
better now than it was last year, and that the
outlook appears better and brighter all the time.

Fred Schafroth, jeweler at 322 West Liberty
Street, has sold his store to Ed. Metzger, form-
erly with George Nagel. Schafroth will live on
his new farm in Clermont County, Ohio, from
now on.

Lee Horn, of Lindenberg & Fox, is small, but
"0, my I" Lee and Joe Rosenbaum, another
traveling man for the firm, put on the gloves at
the gymnasium recently. Lee swung, landed, and
Joe went down and out.

Edward Albert, of Albert Bros., wholesale
jewelers in West Fifth Street, says his firm will
begin to move into its handsome, big, new home
in the new Merchants' Building, Sixth and Col-
lege Streets, in May and that he expects to be in
the new quarters and all ready for business by
June 1st. Mr. Albert said business is better than
it was this time last year. Early in April. H. M.
Chaffee will visit the firm's trade in northern
Indiana; Robert J. Seifert will cover Kentucky;
Harry Goetz will be in eastern Ohio.

Louis H. Albert, of Albert Bros., made a
business trip through southern Indiana and north-
ern Kentucky during the middle of March.

Edward Albert, of Albert Bros., served two
weeks on the petit jury in Judge Woodmansee's
court here in March.

Cincinnati jeweler friends of the late Sig-
mund Sommers, of the wholesale jewelry firm of
Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, are pleased
at the news that Charles P. Sommers, a son of
the late Mr. Sommers, has written "Winding
Way," a play which, it is believed, will make his
name as a playwright. Faversham appeared in
the first production recently, in the Murat Thea-
ter, in Indianapolis. Mr. Sommers is in the
furniture business in Indianapolis, and is well
known and popular there in business and social
circles as he is also in Cincinnati.

Frank Herschede, of the Herschede Jewelry
Company, has been successful in his effort to
secure government exhibits for the Ohio Valley
Exposition, to be held in Cincinnati late this
summer. He made a personal appeal to President
Taft, his personal friend, and through the Presi-
dent was very successful.

Mark Eisman, of Birmingham, Ala., is now
identified with Hahn & Oppenheimer, and left
early in March on his first trip South. I. Oppen-
heimer, of the firm, was raised to the 32nd-degree
in Masonry here, recently.

Cincinnati Nest No. 2, Ku-Kus, held a very
delightful meeting and social session on the even-
ing of March i8th, at the North Cincinnati
Turner Hall. They bowled. Several applicants
were admitted to membership.

Peter Henry, head surgeon of "watch-case
hospital," Lyon Building, reported a very goodb 

William Helwig Sons Co., general embossers
and badge manufacturers, Lyon Building, are now
occupying a part of a floor in the new
Merchants' Building, Sixth and College Streets.

Jacob Dorst, of the Dorst Company, has been
indisposed, because of the weather, for the past
few days. He hopes to be about soon, however.

Charles M. Wallace, one of the best known
jewelers in West Virginia, paid J. W. Solar, of
the E. & J. Swigart Company, a pleasant visit
March 19th, on his way to his home in Hunting-
ton, after a sojourn at French Lick Springs. He
was accompanied by Mrs. Wallace.

Otto Creutz, of the Creutz Plating Company,
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Lyon Building, reported good business, and says
the outlook is even more encouraging. "Last
year was fine, and if we only do as well this year,
we will shake hands with ourselves," said Mr.
Creutz.

Harry Gilsey, of S. & H. Gilsey, went to Hot
Springs recently, where the Cincinnati Reds are
in training camp, to get Manager Griffith to
permit him to take the surplus players in the
Harry Gilsey Shamrock Club here, said to be the
strongest semi-professional ball team in this
country.

Arno Dorst, of the Dorst Company, well-
known manufacturing jewelers, in the Lyon
Building, reported a very nice run of trade, and
says the business future is very promising, indeed.

The discharge from bankruptcy of Albert
Harry Feltman, former retail jeweler in the
Boylan Building, Fourth Street, will be resisted
by the Frank Herschede Company, which has
filed objections to the discharge.

N. A. Francis has opened a retail jewelry
store and repair shop at 3932 Eastern avenue.

A. M. Plaut, wholesale jeweler, Fourth
Street, has leased the handsome brick residence
at 3445 Wilson avenue, Avondale, for a term of
years.

John Stuart, paper sorter at the Richardson
Paper Mills, Lockland, 0., near Cincinnati, found
a diamond-studded gold bar pin in a bag of paper
recently.

Albert Boli has purchased C. Durst's retail
jewelry and optical shop in Hamilton, Ohio.

Leonard Fox, of The Gustave Fox Company,
diamond merchants and specialists in emblems,
especially Elks' emblems, reported business as
being very nice, indeed, Mr. Fox said he is still
increasing his shop force. He took on a number
of additional employees last month.

W. C. Carroll, of Lebanon, Ky., and Frank
Fullilove, of Owensboro, Ky., called on Linden-
berg, Strauss & Company late in March.

Washington (D. C.) Notes

S. Greenberg, formerly at 818 H Street, N.
E., has given up the jewelry business, forming
connections with a tailoring establishment on
Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.

Charles Schwartz has added an optical de-
partment to his store, 824 Seventh Street, N. W.

Mrs. Bradley S. Dixon has presented her
husband with a bouncing baby boy. Mr. Dixon
is engaged in the jewelry business at 717 Eighth
Street, S. E.

Edwards & Zanner had on exhibition in their
window, the silver pitcher and goblet which were
presented to Rev. Dr. Lee Allison, by the Central
Labor Union, to which Dr. Allison has been a
fraternal delegate for the past two years and who
is now leaving for duty in the South.

The Easter displays and decorations this
year are very attractive, with chickens and ducks
and other like suggestive barnyard "pets" show-
ing off the various designs of Jewelry. So many
of the firms have exceptionally artistic displays
that it is impossible to give space for description.

John Hansen has other troubles on his
hands. He has been drawn for jury duty and
there is a possibility of his not finishing up in
time to personally conduct his Easter business;
though, in Julius Duehring, he has a. very
capable assistant.

Schtnedtis Bros. have been admitted to mem-
bership in the local Chamber of Commerce.

The regulator presented by the Retail Jew-
elers' Association of the District of Columbia, to
the Chamber of Commerce, has been put in place
and now it is up to Vice-president Hutterly to
keep the clock on time.

Mr. Harter, in the interests of the Standard
Electric Time Co., has completed his work of
putting the finishing touches to the electric time
system in the new Senate office building, recently
completed. The system consists of something
like 250 secondaries and one master clock.

The Government General Supply Dept. is

open to bids for the supply of a large number of

thermometers; specifications can be had on

application.
The Retail Jewelers' Association of West

Virginia will hold their annual meeting at

McClure's Hotel, Wheeling, W. Va., April 5th

and 6th, which will immediately be followed by

the meeting of the West Virginia Optical Society.
Charles FI. Haucher will preside over the
meeting of the Jewelers' Association.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of
the District of Columbia

At the March meeting of the Retail Jewelers'
Association of the District of Columbia Vice-
President Hutterly, in the absence of the presi-
dent, acted as chairman. The application of
Charles Plitt, 1330 Seventh Street, N. W., was
unanimously accepted and Mr. Plitt was elected
as a member.

The secretary read the following letter from

the Washington Chamber of Commerce:
"The members of the Chamber of Commerce,

at the regular meeting, March 8th, were delighted
to observe the handsome clock presented by your
association and a motion that a vote of thanks
be extended to your organization was unani-
mously carried, etc."

It was with regret that the resignation of
0. B. Bestor was accepted. Mr. Bestor is located
in Lake Toxaway, N. C., for the time being.

A delegate of the Maryland Jewelers' Asso-
ciation submitted certain correspondence between
them and various manufacturers relative to the
selling of goods to houses carrying on business
under unfair conditions and the correspondence
shows that the efforts of the association are bear-
ing fruit. These are matters which are receiving
considerable attention by the local association.

The subject of a uniform closing hour was
turned over to Messrs. Kettler, Sachs and Peter-
son, who were appointed a committee to handle
the matter.

Mr. Bartholomee, of Baltimore, spoke on
the good work done by the Maryland association
and among other matters was that of the protec-
tion of the jewelers from "dead beats." He also
made a few remarks on the valuing of goods, at
the request of the other fellow's customer, whica
he considers one of the greatest of evils, and
in closing invited the jewelers to attend their
next meeting in a body.

Mr. Smith followed Mr. Bartholomee, con-
curring in the remarks of the latter and made
some very good suggestions as to how to increase
the membership of both cities and as to the desire
of the surrounding States and territory to have
the next national convention in the city of Wash-
ington. There is no city better situated in all
respects than Washington, the national capital—
the mecca of thousands of tourists and members
of • business .associations. Mr. Smith further
remarked on the increasing evil of peddlers in
jewelry and the inability of the jewelers to cope
with that phase of the situation in that it is so
hard to catch them in the act, and asks the co-

, operation of the local association in the elimina-
tion of the same.

In closing, Mr. Hutterly, acting chairman,
thanked Messrs. Smith and Bartholomee for the
suggestions made by them and remarked on the
good fellowship existing between the twin as-
sociations.

Mr: Sachs followed with remarks on the
credit business as it exists in the District Of
Columbia, making several suggestions.

Among those present were : Vice-President
A. 0. Hutterly, Treasurer A. D. Prince, Secretary
J. H. Duehring, Mr. Zanner, M. B. Korman, John
Hansen, W. J. Kettler, Carl Peterson, J. R.
Fearno, M. H. Fearnow, M. Greenberg, B. Green-
berg, I. Sachs, Charles Plitt, S. Desio, Charles
Schwartz, Joseph Baum.

R. B. Smith and J. J. Bartholomee attended
the meeting as representatives of the Baltimore
Jewelers' Association.

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.
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Showing a few of the new patterns of

SIMMONS
AR MILLA
which are now to be seen at the
Jobbers.

These patterns are proving
immensely popular wherever shown
and you can make no mistake in
including any of them in your
Spring stock.

Simmons Armilla has been an excel-
lent seller from its first introduction. Its

merit was instantly recog-
nized by the trade and quickly
won for it the acknowledged
leadership among joint and
catch bracelets —affording
indisputable proof of
Simmons SupetioilV.

A well selected assort-
ment of patterns from the
Simmons Armilla line will
give you a bracelet showing
certain to win the best trade
in your city or town the
coming season.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE
AND WORKS ATTLEBORO, MASS•
New York Salreroome, 9-13 Maiden Lane Chicago Salesrooms, Ifeyworth Building
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With the arrest in Los Angeles
Trunk Mystery of Albert Fink, a jeweler of

that city, and his wife, officials
of the Southern Pacific Rail-

road think they are in a fair way to escape pay-
ment of the $tI,000 damages which Fink de-
manded of them some time ago for the loss of
a trunk shipped from the southern city to San
Francisco. In other words, it is believed that
Fink himself, with the assistance of Mrs. Fink,
looted the trunk of the jewelry. The complaint
against the Finks was sworn to by Adam Gilli-
land, of the Hartford Insurance Company, who
insured the trunk for $5000, as there is a special
statute covering attempts to defraud insurance
companies. Both parties are held in $5000 bail.

The alleged attempted swindle had its be-
ginning on December 28th last, when Harry
Adams, a traveling salesman for Fink, had the
trunk shipped to San Francisco. By a provision
of the insurance policy Adams was obliged to
travel on the same train with the trunk, if
possible; but he did not start until the day
following, stating in explanation that there were
no vacant berths. It was afterward learned by
the railroad officials that there were several
berths that were unoccupied. On the same train
with the trunk, however, came Mrs. Fink. That
in some way she had managed to secure the
baggage check from Adams, substituting in its
place a check which later produced simply a suit
case, is the theory of the railroad officials, who
are inclined to believe that Adams acted in good
faith.

Solved

Arriving at San Francisco Mrs Fink, it is
alleged, had the trunk taken to the Golden West
Hotel, where she registered as Frau Eda Schulz.
The trunk was taken to her room and later was
sent to San Jose, where it was allowed to remain
unclaimed at the depot. When it reached the
Golden West Hotel there was no rope around
the trunk, but when it left there it was roped,
and in this condition it was subsequently located
at San Jose.

After the suspicions of the railroad officials
were aroused the residence of the Finks at 2024
West Thirtieth Street, Los Angeles, was shadowed
by detectives for fear that the Finks might leave
the city. When, as they believed, sufficient evi-
dence was secured, Otto Berndt, proprietor of the
Golden West Hotel, and A. R. Ahlborn, the ex-
pressman who had delivered the trunk in this
city, were taken to Los Angeles. Disguised as
street car conductors they called at the Fink
residence and positively identified Mrs. Fink as
the Frau Eda Schulz whom they had seen with
the trunk in this city. The arrest followed. A
dispatch was received at the local office of the
Southern Pacific Company from Los Angeles to
the effect that Fink and his wife had been re-
leased on $5000 bail each.

R. H. Krause, who for a number of years
represented the California Jewelry Co. on the
road, was stricken with apoplexy on March 2d
in the lobby of the Hotel Angeles, Los Angeles.
Mr. Krause was well known in the diamond
markets of Europe and America, having spent a
number of years in New York. The deceased
was aged 55.

Harry Silver, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Seattle, Wash., spent last month in
and around San Francisco. While here he called
on all of his friends in the wholesale jewelry
trade.

H. S. Tuttle, who is connected with the
jobbing jewelry interests of Portland, Oregon,
was seen visiting one of the local wholesale
houses last month.

A. Hansen, the leading retail jeweler of
Seattle, Wash., ran into this city in his own auto-
mobile during February and after having visited
all the resorts in this vicinity continued on south
to Los Angeles. Before returning to Seattle Mr.

Hansen contemplates covering about 4000 miles
in his on machine.

Morris Burnett, wife and son, of the well-
known retail jewelry firm of Burnett Bros., of
Seattle and Chehalis, Wash., spent a pleasant
vacation in this vicinity. Mr. Burnett is the
manager of the Chehalis store and bought mer-
chandise for that establishment while here.

Frederick Sheridan, the Pacific Coast agent
for several of the largest eastern manufacturers,
left San Francisco on March 8th and will spend
about a month visiting his eastern factories.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Engel, who are identified

with the retail jewelry business, recently cele-

brated the twenty-fifth anniversary of their

marriage.
Mr. Richardson who, previous to the big

fire, conducted a semi-precious jewel establish-

ment on the south side of Market Street, San

Francisco, but who is now located in the same

line of business was among the out-of-town trades-

men in this market recently. This was Mr. Rich-

ardson's first visit to this city since the fire and

he was greatly impressed with the present appear-

ance of the new business districts.
E. Davis, who is a younger brother of Fred

Davis, of the Nordman Bros. Co., of this city,

called upon the latter after having been separated

for seventeen years. Mr. Davis conies direct

from England and has accepted a position with

the American Jewelry Co., retail jewelers of

Bakersfield, Cal.
Benj. Lewis, the retail jeweler of Bingham

Canon, Utah, was among the out-of-town trades-

men in San Francisco recently. Mr. Lewis made

the pilgrimage to the Coast with a large herd

of Utah Elks.
Ernest Mueller sailed into this port from

Eureka, Cal., on a jewelry buying trip and re-

turned home after spending ten days among the

local wholesale dealers.
N. Solomon, the general manager of the

American Jewelry Co., of Bakersfield, Cal., has

just spent a month's vacation at Byron Springs

and has returned home after being greatly bene-

fitted by the medicinal properties of the above

resort.
Thomas Lundy has let the contract for a

new set of store fixtures that he will install in

his new establishment at 720 Market Street that

he expects to open on the first day of May. Mr.

Lundy also is having built a first-class reinforced

concrete fire and burglar-proof vault.
R. G. Bonestell, who has been identified with

the wholesale jewelry trade in this city for the

last fifteen years, is now connected with the firm

of Nordman Bros. Co. and will take an active

part in the management of this concern.
J. A. Davis & Co. have succeeded to the

business of Percy Davis, the retail jeweler of

Seattle. The management of the establishment

will be under Arthur Davis. Percy Davis, of

this firm, spent a month's vacation in the south-

ern section of California during February and

March.
H. C. Frederick, who has been established

at Santa Barbara, Cal., in the wholesale jewelry

business for a number of years, has just moved

into a new store on the main street.
James Sorensen, one of the leading retail

jewelers of San Francisco, is away with the

Islam Patrol at New Orleans. This crack drill

organization left home in March and expects to

return from New Orleans with all the trophies

that are offered for patrol manceuvers.
S. J. Hammond, manager of the silverware

department of Nordman Bros. Co., left home on

March 12th to visit the different manufacturing

centers in and around New York. He expects to

arrive home about the middle of April.
Harry Adams. who was formerly in the

employ of the J. P. Trafton Co., and also Mr.

Fink, wholesale jeweler of Los Angeles, has ac-

cepted a position with Bastheim, Adams & Abel,

wholesale jewelers of Los Angeles.
Howard Dobrowsky and wife, retail jewelers

of Anderson, Cal., were lately in San Francisco

and while here bought a five-seated Maxwell

automobile in which they rode home.
Philip Joseph and wife, of the Joseph Jewelry

Co., located in Ukiah, Cal., spent a vacation last

month visiting points of interest in and around

San Francisco.
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One of the most daring robberies which has
occurred in this city for several years took place
early in the morning of St. Patrick's Day, when
the jewelry store of M. Koeningsberg, 30 East
Baltimore Street, was robbed and over $300
worth of jewelry carried away. The thief
smashed the large plate glass of the front window
of the store. As the robbery occurred on the
main street of the city, which is never deserted,
it was an exceptionally bold one. That the thief
was a professional and knew the game well there
can be little doubt, for only a professional win-
dow smasher would have dared to pull off a job
of that kind on the city's most prominent thor-
oughfare and then be able to make good his
escape. The broken window, which had a hole

about a foot square, attracted hundreds of curious

citizens on the day following the robbery. De-

tective Captain Pumphrey has assumed personal
charge of the work of getting his sleuths on the

trail of the thief. Discovery of the job was

made by a night runner for a bank who was
passing the store and saw the large hole in the
window. Notice was at once telephoned to the

Central Police Station and a squad of police was

immediately put to work on the case.

Mr. Koeningsberg said : "I was notified of

the broken window by a night runner of a bank

at about 5.30 in the morning. He told me that

he was passing the store and saw the wreck and

telephoned to me. While I was preparing to come

down the police telephoned to me. My loss will

be in the neighborhood of $300. The thieves took

mainly lockets and bracelets. As to the exact

time it took place I think it must have been about

5 o'clock, as my watchman passed there at 4.50

o'clock and all was well. I believe that the win-

dow was broken by some sharp instrument"

Headquarters Detective Harry Busick was put to

work to work up the case, but so far the polk.r.

have no direct clue to the thief.

Jacob Castelberg, founder of the Castelberg

National Jewelry. Company, to6 North Eutaw

Street, celebrated the eightieth anniversary of his

birth on Tuesday, March 15th, at his home, 2039

Madison Avenue. Mr. Castelberg kept open

house from 8 to to P. M. and a host of his friends

called to see him. In the afternoon a dinner

was served for his family, at which all of his

children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren

were present. Notwithstanding Mr. Castelberg's

advanced age he enjoys the best of health and is

as active as many younger men. Every day he

goes to his place of business, and even on his

eightieth anniversary he went to his store in

the morning. Mr. Castelberg was born in Lon-

don, England, and came to this country when he

was a boy. About sixty years ago he came to

this city and established a jewelry store on North

Gay Street. He instituted the installment feature

of his business in 1888. His business has rapidly

grown since that time and now he has the dis-

tinction of having one of the largest jewelry in-

stalment businesses in this country. Besides his

large store here he has branch stores in other

cities. Mr. Castelberg has seven children living,

fifteen grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

He celebrated his golden wedding anniversary in

1005. His wife died in July, 1908.

State's Attorney Owens has settled five

indictments for alleged larceny against John J.

Twelbeck, formerly a jeweler on South Charles

Street, who was arrested last December. In each

case Twelbeck, it was alleged, had stolen watches

or jewelry left with him by customers. All of

the prosecuting witnesses signed a letter to State's

Attorney Owens, asking him to settle the case,

as Twelbeck had been punished enough by

his confinement in jail. As his reason for

aband=ning the case Mr. Owens wrote on the

back of one of the indictments that the property

had been returned to the owners and the facts

probably would not constitute a case of larceny.
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The opening of spring has stimulated busi-
ness somewhat. However, the past few weeks
have not been whirlwinds of activity. In fact,
the month just passed has not been as good a
jewelry month as the two preceding ones of the
present year. The slow season, however, is over
for the trade and we can now look forward to
nine months of commercial activity such as has
never been before in this country. The jewelers
will have their share of this prosperity. Other
lines of commerce in this vicinity, such as soft
coal, iron ore and steel manufacturing, are pre-
pared for the largest volume of tonnage that has
ever been moved on the Great Lakes. The past
two seasons' shipping interests have been hit
hard, but this year they will again come into their
own.

A. G. Stein, of Patek, Philippe & Co., Geneva,
Switzerland, was in town last month on his an-
nual pilgrimage through the States.

Otto Loehr, of the Scribner & Loehr Co.,
has just returned from a month in the Mexican
Republic. The many friends of Mr. Loehr have
been regaled much of late with the descriptions
of life and customs of our neighbors on the
south. The party from here were shown all the
sights, such as bull fighting and cock fighting,
these being national sports, as popular there as
our games of baseball are here.

Fayette Wolf, for the past seven years with
the Cowell & Hubbard Co., has resigned and in

,.,1-11,e future will devote his time to the optical
business. Mr. Wolf will spend the next few
months with friends in Chicago. and also in
Maine and about July rst will engage in the
optical business in this city.

B. V. Arnstine, of the Arnstine Bros. Co.,Rose Building, is mourning the death of his wife,who died last month in one of our local hospitals.Mrs. Arnstine had just undergone a severe opera-tion for appendicitis and she failed to rally fromthe shock.
The Wagner-Gilger-Cohn Co., wholesalejewelers in the Hippodrome Building, recentlyordered another large safe made specially fortheir requirements. When the safe arrived theother day the management of the building refusedto allow them to put it in place, as the weight ex-ceeded the limit set by the construction of thefloors by nearly two tons. The firm werecompelled to dispose of it to best advantage andorder another within the limit.
The stock of the defunct firm of Phil Cohen& Co., Schofield Building, was finally purchasedby Charles Scheingold and George Evoe and dis-posed of by auction. These two young businessmen are meeting with success in this line of tradeof buying bankrupt stocks. They carry this onas a side issue to their regular jewelry business.
Herbert Burdick, son of H. W. Burdick, ofthe Bowler & Burdick Co., is just recoveringfrom a painful operation to his hand. It seemsthat several weeks ago he accidentally burned

the side of his hand with an alcohol flame. Nospecial attention was given to the small sore untila clear case of blood poisoning had set in andin a day's time the hand had swollen to three or
four times its normal size. It required two
weeks to bring about a cure.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. will, on the first
of the month, begin extensive improvements to
their store. The shop will be taken from the
Vincent Street end and moved to the third floor
of the building. The office will be moved back
and the sales space of the porcelain and art de-
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rtment will be largely increased. The manager
of this department, Mr. Martin, will sail for
Europe this week to buy more stock for the
increased space.

Joseph Schuster, the well-known local
jeweler who went to Mexico for a trip last
month, is now recuperating at one of our local
hospitals. Mr. Schuster had only reached Mexico
City when he was taken sick and upon his return
went for treatment. He will be around again in
a week or two. Last month his son, Joseph
Schuster, Jr., took unto himself a wife. The
ceremony was performed March o5th and the
bride and groom are receiving the congratulations
of their many friends in the trade.

The following jewelers were in town last
month : C. E. Etnmes, Wakeman ; H. H. Brainard,
Medina; L. Leonheiser, Huron ; C. H. Dexheimer,
Bedford; J. C. Joss, New Philadelphia; Nelt Barr,
Ashland; W. C. Fisher, Lorain ; H. S. Sumner,
Akron; A. J. Heiman, Barberton; A. J. Miller,
Massillon.

With the lenten season over and social ac-tivity restored, there is just a trifle of an improve-ment in the jewelry trade of Pittsburg. It is feltmore particularly in the retail centers and theseare talking rather encouragingly. In the whole-sale places one hears more of the quieter period.The trading seems to have slowed up in the cities,it is said. In the country districts there is moreoptimism to be found. In most of the commerciallines of trade, however, there is little complaintheard at this time. Business appears to continueon a good healthful basis, new orders are ac-cumulating in iron and steel lines and as soonas the coal miners get their wage settlementadjusted one of the most active seasons in coalshipment will begin. This means prosperity forthe vast region of mining in Pittsburg territory.
Pittsburg people are working hard at thistime to save their great symphony orchestra byraising an endowment for it. It is making goodstrides and is interesting every form of businessman. It means the raising of about $1,000,000for this purpose. Strong men are behind themovement and it bids fair to be successful. Be-sides this to interest the people, there has beenthe annual exhibit of the Duquesne Kennel Club,which brought out a large force of the socialworld interested in dogs and with it is the awardof many prizes and ribbons for the best doggiesin the bunch.
The banquet season is a live one. Scores ofthese have been given this month. Among themost interesting was the second annual banquetof the I4-Karat Club of Pittsburg, composed ofthe jewelry trade, which was given at the FortPitt Hotel on March 29th and was one of thebest ever given. The membership of the club hasnow reached 150 and there are members frommany outside towns in the Pittsburg district, ex-

tending into Ohio, West Virginia and Maryland.Among the speakers announced were Col. J. L.
Shepherd, of New York, and J. T. Montgomery,
New York manager for the M. A. Mead Com-pany, guests of honor ; Judge Macfarlane, ofthe Common Pleas Court of Allegheny County;
Dr, J. A. Brashear, the noted astronomer and
member of the faculty of the University of Pitts-
burg; Harrison Nesbit, President of the Bank of
Pittsburg. Rev. E. Trumbul Lee, pastor of the
Presbyterian Church of Wilkinsburg borough,
was toastmaster. The banquet was given in the
big English room of the hotel, which was specially
prepared for the occasion, President Steele
Roberts of the club speaks in glowing terms of
the benefit already shown in the trade from the
new organization. It is due mainly to his efforts
that the club was organized.

The handsome new building for Kingsbacher
Brothers, wholesalers in Liberty Avenue, is about
ready for occupancy. It has an ornamental,
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glazed terra-cotta front, two stories high and of
artistic design. The change from the somewhat
gloomy quarters now occupied in Market Street
will be a most pleasing one, and in addition there
will be more room for the concern. There are
few other changes of importance in the matter
of removal by the local trade this year. There
are to be some changes and renovation later on,
but these will be of minor importance.

Sam F. Sipe was one of those who had to
begin early to clean up and prepare for the
summer. He is located in the Schmidt Building
in Fifth Avenue and a fire in the rear of that
building caused water to flood Mr. Sipe's store
and did some damage to his stock and fixtures.
Attractive cards are now out announcing a sale
at reduced prices, of the stock affected, and in the
meantime the store has been renovated and the
effects of the fire removed. Incidentally, Mr.
Sipe has cleverly applied his "fire misfortune" to
advantage and boomed business in a quiet period.
A feature of the past month has been special
sales of diamonds. Some of the retailers say
that stocks are being reduced, having become
a little heavier than they cared to carry over the
summer. Prices, however, have not been especi-
ally low.

NV. G. Ingham, who was for years head of
the sales department of George B. Barrett Com-
pany, and who resigned a short time ago has
become identified with Goddard, Hill & Com-
pany, wholesalers of Pittsburg.

Gillespie Brothers report a very satisfactory
trade for the Easter season, and conditions that
cannot be complained of for this time of the year.

George B. Barrett Company find business
somewhat quiet in the city but fairly active in
the suburban trade, while reports from the men
on the road indicate a healthful feeling generally.
Sentiment is toward a conservative increase of
stocks and a close watch of expenses.

E. P. Roberts & Sons' handsome store at-
tracts many for its fine line of novelties and is
just now making a special display of silverware
and glass art goods.

Heeren Brothers & Company report factory
operations active and business seasonable. The
great store is showing its remarkable line of art
goods and bronzes to advantage. The average
jeweler is making a good display at this time of
clocks of the more elaborate type and this feature
of the trade appears to be in the forefront in
popularity and is meeting.the ideas of the buyers.

Terheyden's, Spandau Brothers' and W. W.
Wattles' stores are holding strongly to their posi-
tion as leaders in art goods and novelties.

The entire downtown jewelry trade was re-
lieved late last month by the arrest of a strange
bit of humanity who had several names, one
being Gillete, a young man with a college educa-
tion, who turned from the paths of honest liveli-
hood to become a professional burglar and high-
wayman in a most unique manner. This man
began by boldly entering drug stores and holding
up customers and clerks in the stores in the
evening and escaping with money in spite of the
efforts of the police to prevent it. He was
finally caught and then admitted that his game
was merely preliminary to a well-planned burglary
of a large jewelry store in the heart of the
business district when the time was ripe. No
details were given out but with the methods pur-
sued his timely capture prevented what would
have been a serious matter for some one of the
trade. The man is now awaiting trial with a
long term of imprisonment staring him in the face.

The last of Nrilsack's old jewelry store in
Wood Street passed away this month and the
store is now vacant. The auction sales which
were continued from prior to the holiday season
about cleaned out the accumulation of years of
all kinds of jewelry and the final closing up of
the business was comparatively a small matter.

Hardy & Hayes are making a handsome dis-
play of silverware this season and the store has
the spring-like appearance in all its features.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.

OUR STORE
GAINS IN
PRESTIGE
EVERY TIME A
CUSTOMER SEES
KEYSTONE SOLID
GOLD WATCH CASES
IN YOUR STOCK
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P, V. Artistine. of the .\riistine Itros. • 'Iridt's and is inivrt'i "42: lull 1."rin "l

Nose Ituilding. mom-1611g the death • I( ui., iv i It, 1.11;111. , .11 nicans r.tisint.., :Mout
\I Ito died last month in one of otir local hip-thin:its. tor tins purpos,e. . St rout.; men ;ire helmit 

Ii 

I

tii
h it luh,tl

bnistine had just nildci.won. a severc „per;i_ .;111.1 lair It

i The -11..c1..
!ion for appendicitis and she faii(,d rally on a n11 11 11,1,-11 (..sti till:iv 

II 

l; 1 1,1

11" hp "IOU "Ill lart.tu I hi s.

II 

The \Vagner Cohn \vholesalo rb! inter,.•;ted i ll dogs Mid \\jib it k bit' \\-;II'd
Ci(TS ti the Hippodrome Pmilding, recentI\ of many prize and rd.hons for the hest doggiesordered ;mother large safe made specially for in Il i,. 1,Inict i

then- requirements. \\lien the safe arrived the
..t her day the management .1 the reflKed .\ mon, tilt.

The banquet seasor ,, ,ate. ti,•„res „f

ct.t.ut.,1 tut' mint st.t tut. tut:

t,, ,1,11, ■%. ty put plact., ;1-, \vcit.41ii ,,,c,01.1 ;1;1,111;1 1

h.\ !wad:, nrm wcru. 
tilt
 . which 14i \:cii di,. rni.t
Ill lilt. 14•1■;i1";11 1.1111) ..1 Pittshurg, composed of

iva at 

order another within the limit. • •ui it 
compelled to dispose of it b. hest advantage and Hu i„ti.t. \!;„.,.11 wa, th.,

evcr give)). The meinhership of the cult!) hasTe hit! of the defunct tutu "I Phil I ..thell  reached 111 :i11,1 11101"c al'e 11101111)01,, Iron]I '"•• Sch"lield runding. \vas tinallY Purchased many outside 1...\%- tis in the Pittslittr.t; dktrict, cN
I ly C11:11.1('S ;Hid CictIrgt• 1., 14. ;Hid ititiui  inT„ \-irgnint and Niarvianti.
posed hl y aucti.m. I liti 1\v" • piing 

\lllllulC tilt ;;;1)11,;.i., „in;Ilttit•l Suit ( '1  J.

111.'11 ;iri• meeting success in this line of trade • Ne‘v 1-orl. and .1. T• MontgomeryIt .1,11\•i ng 1,:ilik r 111)1 ltk. I hey carry this y„rk lui;thi;itl fr tilt i A, mead con't -
,1 ltll lilt o their regular .te\\ elrY pane, guests of honor: Judge Nlaclarlane,

I lerhert Potrdick. son of II. t I•iirt "f \ 11,•ghcfly
11(• I:■ .%‘. 1■111.(lick •I I., is j11,I ltIttVltlll I/I', I. A. Itrislir;i1", 110 11.40,1 ;Ktrul.ttltr ;Hid

fl'..111 1 itifiut iliulullll 1.1 11111,I, it eettl, 111011111er It the faculty of the t•iiiversity.
that se\ era! \veel:s ago he accidentally hurtled Imre: I larrismi Nesbit. President of the Ilank of
the side of his hand with au alcohol thine. No Pittsburg. I■ev. Trim-Mill Lee, pastor of the
special attention \vas given to the small sore until Preshyterian Church of \Villsinshurg horough,a clear case ..f Hood poi...ming had ..q.t Ill ;old ;N 

I;lTbit- i4i tilt

ill :I 1;11.••■ hall!! ■ \Vollyit to three or Ing room of the hotel. %%Mel t %%;,, specially
four times its normal size. It required t \v.. prepared till • occasi. Ii Prc.illent Stevic
,t.k. t hring abolit a ctire. I■ollerts of the club speal:s in gl,)wilig term.; (.1.

Tlic N. 1 111,11;11(1 ..11 tlit• tirt
llic henetit already sho\yri in the trade from. the

•.f the month. licgin I•xl0iisivc improvements to lle‘l...114:111i/atil,11. It i!.; due niainly to his efforts
their store. The shop ii iii he 1:11:im Ir1)111 the that iit hilt ‘VaS organized.
Vincent Street end and in. .% ed to the third floor The handsome limy building for 1:ingsbacher The .1/o.ce/c.y /.aiht's are celebrated for th..irII the building. The office ii ii! be moved hael; Po-others, \vhlIIhtl1ti lii I.iberty .\ venue, is about superior (nullity, (lesign, acettrttcy, convenieive,and the sale illtt I II the porcelain and art de, rttady 1.11. occup.inc■. It lias an ornamentah. simplicity and durability. It itay s to get the I...st.

glazed terrivcotta front, t\vo stories high and of
artistic (lesign l'he change froin the sonle\vhat
gloomy quarter,, no\v occupied in Nlarl:et Street
\yin be a most pleasing one, ;mil ill addition there
\\ ill be more 1.,1.1.11 I, .1• 111.• /11CCIAl. There are
fmv other change: ..f ulance in the matter

reino\ hy the local trade this year. There
III 1.1 he some clutfigi.s and renovation later on,
hut these \\ ill lie of minor impormiice.

Sam F. Sipe \vas one of Ii.t %vit.. had
hegin earl \ 1. , c1c;i11 III II H prepare f.tr the
summer. I II i located in the Schmidt Patilding
in Fi it I \ ei me and a Mse ill the rr;I I I t hat
huilding calked \vater h. flood NIr. Sitte's store
and did some ■1;011:(gc 1■■ IliS ;Old CI \tures.

tt raet i%•,• card, are n. ,%y hih aim. ouncing a sale
It reduced prices, of the stock affected, and in the
meantime the store has heen rem, \ and the
effects of the nrc removed. Incidentally, Alr.
Sipe has clmerly applied his "tire misfortune" to
ad\ :image ;oat hoonted loisine•:: ill ;I (11601 pcl'ir)(1.

\ 1.0:11 1110 • 111.011 II 1101•11

-ales of dianiontls. S■■1110 111,• retailers say
that stoclss are being reduced, haying hecome
a little heavier than they cared to Cal'1*.l •vr lie
s111111111.1. I IIhVCvr, Ilaye 1114 1)1(11 ■'.1)(Ti -

;illy

\l'11■■ hUi for \ ears head of
the sales department of riciorgo It. Itarreti Loin
Pally. and \vhi.. resigned a short tune ago has

ill' I l.”1,1;ird, & C■oli
Pittshurg.

iillt•spie I trot hers rep..rt yer.%• „a t is faet nry
tI ade for the Fastt..r season. and condition, that
cannot he complained of for this tune of the year.

io■I'l40 I t. 1 1.1:■1

-..1110■1•11il the city hut fairly active in
the stiburhan trade, \vhile rep..rts trill the men
on the road indicate ;1 Ile;i1111 fill iIii generally.
Sentinn•ni is to%vard .1 c,mser I itIV( increase of
stocl;s and I close \\ atch 1 e\penscs.

1.: P. I:. .1.erts & —sons' liandsoim- store at -
rael, man% f,.1• it, tiiI hhiIc .f ies and k

ll "\v making :1 •Pet'ial 'il\er\vare
and glass art goods

I I ccrell I trot hers & ny report factory
operations actrye and business seasonable. The
great store is showing its remarkable line It art
g. Ilk alld Itii,e, :iliv;itItaic. aVeragt'

cvItr 1111.1■il1g a good display at this time of
clocl:s of the more elaborate type and tbi is. feature
of the trade iippears to be in the forefront it)
popularity and is meeting the ideas of the buyers.

Terheyileit's. Spandau Ilrothers' :mil \V. W.
\Vattles' stores are holding strongly ii their posi-
tion :1, It';1,1(1.-• iii art good- and novelties.

Th..• entire do\viit..\\ it te\%elry trade \vas re-
lieved late last month hy the arrest of a strange
Iit ..f humanity \di.) had several mimes. one
het Ill.; I I IttC, yl Piing. man with a college e(Itica-

\\ Ii liiiii&d 11'11111 i110 hIt1t i hiniest liveli-
hoo.1 t )ei-onie a professional burglar and high-
\%-ayinan in a most tinique 11111111c1. This man
began hy boldly entering drug stores and holding

CI1St.,1110t'S ;111(1 C1011:-, ill the stores in the
evening and e.4caping \vitt) nioney in sitite of the
efforts ..1 the police to prevent it. Ire was

t'allght and then admitted (hitt his game

1 11)%1:11 11itr i t the11(1‘e(h1(1)11g;11rY
laisiness district %Olen the time %%as ripe, NI

.hl'iIij \ ■cre given out but with the inethocls pur-
sued hti t imely capture pre% mood vhat w■tult1
luoe lieen a serittis matter 1 u ihi One of the
tr:„Ie, The ?nail i, Ill ,hv a\vaiting trial with a

,.1 impri:oninent staring him in the face.
The last of \"ilsacl;'s old .ie\yelry store in

\\"....d Street passed a\vay this month an(1 the
store is III )\V vacant. '111e auction sales which
\h en. continued froi.1 prior to the holiday season
alum! cleaned (tilt the accumulation cif years of
all kinds of ,ie\velry and the (Mill C1j14:; tip of
lilt' hIlSillt'S.■ 1V:t'; l'“IllrlaratIVCIV a small matter.

Hardy & 1 [ayes mal:ing a handsome dis-
play of sil\-envare this season and the store has
the spring-like appearaisce in all its featcrcs.

■ 
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OUR STORE
GAINS IN
PRESTIGE
EVERY TIME A
CUSTOMER SEES

/ KEYSTONE SOLID
GOLD WATCH CASES
IN YOUR STOCK
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KEYSTONF
:olici Gold Wnteh

I
T is a very nice question, and one that the jeweler must decide
for himself--- whether he can afford to identify his store with
anything less than the highest known standards.
Especially in Solid Gold Watch Cases --- one of those crucial

items by which people form positive opinions as to his judgment
and reliability.

A jeweler can occasionally sell an off-standard watch case,
perhaps. But he cannot do it without injury to his store. The
tendency is to slide backward by little and little. And the first
thing you know, people are saying --- " Well, So and so's store is
not what it used to be."

No jeweler wants to undermine his business. His great danger
is in thoughtlessness --- in what he leaves undone to safeguard his
position in the public mind.

Your customer knows --- everyone knows --- the ideals back of
the Keystone Solid Gold Watch Case. The integrity of the
Keystone Standard is conceded wherever watch cases are sold.
The rigid assay --- the design, construction and finish of its three
thousand handsome patterns.

You can get Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases in all standard
sizes --- Hunting and Open-Face--- Plain Polished, Engine-Turned ---
Hand Engraved and Ornamented in hundreds of exclusive designs,
new every year--- at a wide range of prices.

Order Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases from your jobbers.
Identify every case by the Keystone Trade-Mark and Guarantee
stamped in each, and by the Keystone Tag attached.

TRADE-MARK IN HACK
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GUARANTEE M CAP LOOK tolt THIS TAO

TireKEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

\ ril, lint) T E KEYSTONE

\\ ink. th(11 Ii. Leen no particular rush tar
I IIII Tfl Ill III(' jCW(.11- \ I tilSilIC!,S there IlaS IICCII

nice, Stead.\-, health fill trade ;Lrid 1”Ca1 dealers
....xpress themselves ;is being \yell salislied \vith
present \ iminher of sales of fair
HI/C' are reported, ;tint there has !wen a nice
\ ohmic of medium class business. 1 .tiainoitils
have becli Imi\- ing, but deals have 'wen outlined
largely to the and medium size st..iies.
I:epair benches are all bus■ - and have been 1.0.

time. Indic:16,ms imint t.l tI ICtt\l' trade
e little later 1 ,11. This Is :II \VityS a 111111 se:IS0 011

' • 111C hut Iii (II \
!Lit Ill ;it this time. indicating that trade has
held \\ I•11 Hp II I l•Npl.,..1■11 Nlanniacturing
,.oncern, are engag,ed and \vholesalers and
..0.1,hers report .1 norma l condition through,,ut
this section. I iptical linsiness ha, picl:ed
some\vhat recentjv and i, reported much better
than a fe‘v xveels ago

The Ceo. 1<app \\ ;Il i a capital sloe]: III
...:tot).000, has lice» fl Il1/111.;0,11 t ILkl II\Il

\VCIry IIi1iIIyT IllTCIttittre CIIMIIII1(.11 II\

tit Street The St, 0C1:

the iie\\- concerti IT o\vtied I .1. 1<app, Sr., J.
I. 1■11111. .Ir., .\. 1<app, John I■app. \\

'<app. .\. I'. NIcl<ee, \. NI. Schliff and IT It.
.",1“111. CtilitiKiti.t- 111, c111151•11 lts

I' II III President. j. ti KaPP, Sr-, \ icc
l'r(•sident, 1:app: Sec. and Tr,.•as., J.
1,:1pp, _Ii-. .\II the shicklodders \\ ere made di-
r,ct..rs \kith tuts' • I:• • kal)P, 11"'rt

and .\. I'. Alckee. The concern has T•(•-

lIt] a III11111 fact (1,.°1)111111cI1l 10 I its

retail 1011SillcSs 1111 1 s\ ill °great ly :11111 eNIKL1101

.0 - ( C Kapp 11 I I II' Illally years beet)
I f the leading elt•rs T■ III, and ha;

II a pronlittent ligure ill civic atTairs.
Ill• IT at the liC■itI t II the business, it is under-
-A...I that he \vill unload some I If OW rtO,III 111,i-

HI ily ;111II III Il i, limn-, el ii,,■ wore recreation.
I I. t '. t leur). head of the optical department

III the \\ Ill. I I. 111-“er establishment. nil Summit

..-;trect, has been c,,itfineil 1,, his home for several
da.vs liy a severe attacl: of grip.

.1. II NI a x, an i.pticiati, who Ita..; Iiiiiirated
,ti.rus al Iliiina and Sidne■ -, i J, ha; 11,1•11 In:01c
ilciendant III attachment procee(lings, \\Thiel) has
result(•(1 in the cl..sing ..I both places at the insti
:-...;ttion of hi, creditcirs. Ile has been absent for
some months and is supposed to lie in Nlissouri.

.\. .1. II(•eson is conducting a mammoth sale mainifacturirg I, 000Ill , If the 1. .1. 1:1-,..i..tn:in L... 

,I l i.'".. 1̀1,1 1.:._ 1 .‘1,\' ,o.

 

,I,,,,,!Hs stenographer \vas ill charge. of the business iliteut %vatch \vinder, tile illy...116m ..I. Vall I hlSell

•it his retail st..re "II .\danis Street, preparat.try 3o7 Summit '...ltret.t. It is elainnal t.. IR. the ..Illy 

iti•ilim..... i• ,dllrillg his absence. :111,1 Se..tl. The article ‘vill he inn ..11t at the

I .I.. reni“val in, his Ile \\ SIlminit Street I..cati. tit. patent ..1 the I:ind ek el' issIled f,ir its purpitse.

Mr, and \l r'. .1. .1. Freeman are en.i..ying dealers, intich 1:118 ,1' and \\- elir and tear ;ire sa \ ed ..s l (.1:: 1......,I.lia. Kati,.
■I Inch! \\HI! occur about Nlay T. Ity its use, which is limited largely to lar:4,

I pleasure t r i p to the Paciiic ( 'oast Their i n the \vinding of \\-a t e l i es. Not more than one-- The follo\\- ing re\vards I I Irdered paid:present headquarters is at Is \ngele, The third It. the time necessar■• to \vind them up hy No, too.- To ()nicer Chionin, It 16.clicster.
isital deti.urs lit 18.ints of interest \\ III II, ilull. 'land is required lu the use ..1 this machine. The N. V.. for the arrest and conviction of J.thn Nit-
[hey \vill rettirn ill 111 0,0 1.11. 1.111'lle 111,01111IS Via the el 011111111v. IS already engaged ill Ille 1110111 fat-titre 1 ),inald. \\ II kicked in the \\- itillo‘v at the sh.re. ortherti rout1 . ot a number of them arid ill a s110111 little their ,01 12.11ery A. 1 land■ -, tIII 1 IceellIker 22110 1, 111101 Ht. de

I,. ( ,01111,0sSy 11:IS Illatle S111(' pleasing itn- general sale will he pushed.
'.--\ einem: it) his NIadison .\v. store hy the N oc,i i t h•th•rs frion 'dr. and NIrs. :M. Judd, 

t \vi. gold tuitches.
'<I. TIM . TI I I 4•1■ICI iVrK \\ illi;IIII S, I■igt4K

(Fl 

 ,-.1:17.1,1,■,i,ti iiy1 I I I Me \ \* Itingsh.•it lights throttOlout of the Ciross-jildd C■/., \\di" are traveling ill and Arthur I ). I■yan for the arres1 mid eIolvic-
Fur.,pe, state that they are viii..yillg the best ..i tjon of John Collins alid Jame: I Innis, %On 1 Ity• 11■0

Illirglars reCelllly br..I.:e inf., the re...idellee health. They are ;it present ill kerlin and vill int.. the basement Under the SI re ..i F.mil Stciii-, 4' I. .I. Harry cot 1,:enil\vortli .\ ye., sectiring a not return to Toledo before next November. Man, ..I Sacramento. I:al., itill, by \\-itrkiii::. at•..t1.1 litel:et rind chain, silver spl II IFIS, Si! vcr cream The. Cu...1-gc 1<app (..... is ;it present c.milliet- i.d.1 tittles at night, made all opening- through tlie.ne and other property. 'lite sante night the Mg a large re-orgatiiration sale of te\velry at its door under the sho\v \vindo\v. (Me .ti the burg--we of Cworge tireen. on l'ultoui Street. It .1- t.'. t111111.,(11.,11S St11111111t St FCC! store. Nlarke(I Till- lars r4.1nained .ill \vatch outside \\ hilt.‘ the Idler,r,hen lilt ■ :Hid sil\-rnyare and a number of .,.... ,1.1 cess has ii! \\ ed Ilte .4,11 thns far. line cut a hide through a plush lining and stole
'ili...i iril,kke.,tis. stolen. The thieves have ilot Iteen appre-

.\ildre\v hislick•r. aged hit years, a je\velcr ul that id. altiott liltitit.

\Vitril ei.iiies frion Illissiteld, :Mich., that (Hannan! rint..t...t ;Mti ttt her je\\ elry to the mil..1111t

F. W. Shider, in charge itil the china depart- place, and 1.;iiit\vit in Titledit. recently collintitted
:nem It the .1. 1. Freeman te\\- elr.v store, niet suicide by means of ;LII 0 11t1 -1-11S11i, 011(11 11.0I'Se IliSt, 01, L 1., INI.;t!'tli ii:02.:LI'l•-•1;::1 1:)L'IIII(1L.t.i0 0\IICVi,..\1111:10 11. 1,.:0 11:71t;t1I.:[1,11 '■ Ii;11-.
Nitll :t Very L'1,0se Call litSi \1 (lel:, ila 0111 111,0111:title 1% Iliell It 101:1Cell ill Ili,. 110011(11 and lint!. It is g..re, \\it.. smashed the ‘vill(1.,%V ..l the NTH )..trild

... )IS . 'II 

illg . I 

It 

\ % ; IS taken b. 111(1 T..le.I.. I I.,Spital thought he \vas temporarily deranged. In years je\velry HI II and stitle alt.tut i`ill-liut wiirth itt.

,.ver. nit. cans,. "f ill, ii"is.milig is tiiihii.■\vii.
Ir tre,atinenl. The danger is ttmv past, ll i .‘v - III it',. hit,11, .,111'iti..i\li. i \I lito t:i traitI).1 t I i\.\. ii:IX, )1‘)kt:I.Iii ii)(:1\ V Col irty.c(regli.;ri,i 1."\tv.i.n. t‘‘i-t,IIII,l,:.1 1 CS a i l t l .i MCI ry, \ \ - I I id I \ V :i S I l l display at the

\V, F. Itr.ter, It the :Merrill & Ilri,er t•it., is daughters. _
!Ial:ing a business trip to Connecticut awl other . .\ beautiful diamond badge purchased of j. The many thousands .ti ini.re than i.,:itisileili •i•tern p.tints. Ile ‘vill ntturn alt..iit the tirst (t. Kapp it :I c.tst i.i :.i.l_t:-,i), was recently presented \vatelitnal:i•t . are the Itest priti.l ..l the superiority

• \PHI. to Safety I)irector .I. C, Nbtiiney, .0. "Il.tleibi, bv .tf the .1/itsc:',..v /.ath,.s. (let the Lltalliille --. WV.

.\inom.f the heautiful prues to he a \yarded the men under him. It is nearly cir,...tilar in form
I,  the \vilmers It the lialiy :111 t \V, \VIlitt il \V iii 1 ,t• ;111,1 S111.111..1111iCti Ity a it ill lat2.11.., IR'Ill'at it N% Ilittll

iltdd ;Lt. till! V. *Ai . L. . \ ., ■ ill . \1t111 2, :11"l' a Sil \AT appe:tr the \\ ords, "Dire...tor of Safety," and :t
with thealphabet plate and ;LII eXtIlliSile Chill:I 101'eall :111L1 111, 0i1:110 011Se, , 011,' of the city symbols,

milk set, donated li.v J. .I. Frek.mati. a local motto, "Labor is \\*.irsliip." At the liottIllit in
..leII vier. bla(-1,: enamel, are the \\ ords, "t'ity of Toll•do.-

\ cahlegram II, .111 klIvillleill, ( lel-III:illy, I /II Ille lillel: i••• N11. N1000 011eVS II:1111e. \ di:1111,01101

Ill 111111 City. 1 1 L• 11:101 heel] ill failing health for of it. 
blocl:house as well ;is oil either siderecentl■ announced the death of .11 1..+(.1)11 Isenberg is set in the

II Ills tint... and \\ hell ali I tI)eral it lit f;tiled to gi\ e
the desir,..d relief, accompanied by his \vile, lie
started t■ . travel I 11r..ligh F..nr”ire, 11.q.illg t., gain
his strength. I it len here ;118.111 the lirst of last The regular monthly meeting- of the L'Xt't'll

!III \ '111.1 Itt't't•Ilt !HILT, ;Imn,11111ct.11 ,, 11110 IIIIK., \ C - t I \ t * it ,1111111titr of the je\x- elers' Security .\Ilialice. . .

f riend, i ll tins HI \ , 1 1 is \v ije \\-,is \\-1t1 1 1 1;111 a t presidents \\.,..,,I and t liatimenoti ,11,'. Si"eiti:1:)\'‘t.;i:11:-;-

mem ill his coinlition, so that the lie \\-s of his \vas held on I:riday, \larch I ith,
death came a, a surprise ;Ind a shock to his malty members hying present : (11;M-wan 'lints, Vice-

tilt.. time of his denike. Ile lea\ es also a (laugh- Noyes, Tn..asurer 1<arsch, and Nlessrs. \likitt,
II. \\ ID , did 1 ,,,t ;tc,..,,tiiitaii.k• her IL;in•tils ,Ill di,. . \ 1 ji0lal, HI'10W11 :11101 Stern. The follo\ving rie\\
trip. Ile \\ as a member Ili the 1Ihs lodge and 111,11111(1-s \vere ;tdmitted:
1..0. :1111 tilt 2ti \ C;I T.I. 115tH been engaged in the
je■velre business ill T..led... . \ t the thin' of his
death 1 1 ,.. \\ a, associated ill husiness \vith his
lirither Mose, Isenberg, ;it ,3.2.2 1 .. l--;tiperi..r SI ia•L•I, i
111111,1' 1 Ile ill'Ill 11:11110 of Isenhrg e Ilnithers' Lit. 

trt. h . \i , tyligi,,,..1 . 
 

• I • .1. Ill.i 
NI i. I.

II i, I Ili itti_dll III:11 Ilk' Iii ,t Iy \vill he. brought to I ,,. \t,,•St.i. s, ',! . 1 1110k, I •

Toledo for hurial. \I. • ;.. , -,1,•ii,,,,. , , I:

\\' \ 

\H.!

l'i.v means of .iiiiiiii■ing Si rear \\ itido\v at the 
•\. 1.'1 1..• ll. ..lal. I '
I t. \\ , , ' ‘ , . 1; I , I . 

,..,

I 1 " I 1 1 t • I 1 I :\ 1 . 1 1 a \ V : 1 n I . t I i i \\ :titt• A ve., I hit, \- t•-t

II l•n. enahled to elliel' the 11,011Se :111L1 Make their 
I 

....IIM■ .,

',.:e1;1 \\ SIY kV ii.11 jI: ‘V,IrY ;MIII I•ii \ t•I'\\ ;In. \ allied at
allotil :i:i.:;o. \inong other thimg-s stolen \vere
three gold studs, se% eral stielqiiiis, t‘v.. gold
IIatclies, t \\ .. doten silver spions. three rings. a
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KEYSTONE
Solid Gold Watch Cases

I
T is a very nice question, and one that the jeweler must decide
for himself --- whether he can afford to identify his store with
anything less than the highest known standards.
Especially in Solid Gold Watch Cases --- one of those crucial

items by which people form positive opinions as to his judgment
and reliability.

A jeweler can occasionally sell an off-standard watch case,
perhaps. But he cannot do it without injury to his store. The
tendency is to slide backward by little and little. And the first
thing you know, people are saying --- " Well, So and so's store is
not what it used to be."

No jeweler wants to undermine his business. His great danger
is in thoughtlessness--- in what he leaves undone to safeguard his
position in the public mind.

Your customer knows --- everyone knows --- the ideals back of
the Keystone Solid Gold Watch Case. The integrity of the
Keystone Standard is conceded wherever watch cases are sold.
The rigid assay --- the design, construction and finish of its three
thousand handsome patterns.

You can get Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases in all standard
sizes ---Hunting and Open-Face ---Plain Polished, Engine-Turned ---
Hand Engraved and Ornamented in hundreds of exclusive designs,
new every year--- at a wide range of prices.

Order Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases from your jobbers.
Identify every case by the Keystone Trade-Mark and Guarantee
stamped in each, and by the Keystone Tag attached.

TRADE-MARK IN BACK
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GUARANTEE IN CAP LOOK FOR THIS TAO

TheKEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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While there has been no particular rush or
boom in the jewelry business there has been a
nice, steady, healthful trade and local dealers
express themselves as being well satisfied with
present conditions. A number of sales of fair
size are reported, and there has been a nice
volume of medium class business. Diamonds
have been moving, but deals have been confined
largely to the smaller and medium size stones.
Repair benches are all busy and have been for
some time. • Indications point to an active trade
a little later on. This is always a dull season
of the year, but there is very little complaint on
-that score at this time, indicating that trade has
jR'Id well up to expectatiolis. Manufacturing
concerns are busily engaged and wholesalers and
jobbers report a normal condition throughout
this section. Optical business has picked up
somewhat recently and is reported much better
than a few weeks ago.

The Geo. Kapp Co., with a capital stock of
$100,000, has been incorporated to take over the
retail jewelry business heretofore conducted by
Geo. Kapp, at 415 Summit Street. The stock of
the new concern is owned by J. G. Kapp, Sr., J.
G. Kapp, Jr., F. A. Kapp, John Kapp, W. F.
Kapp, A. P. McKee, A. M. Schliff and H. B.
Stone. The company has chosen its first officers
as follows: President, J. G. Kapp, Sr., Vice
President, W. F. Kapp; Sec. and Treas., J. G.
Kapp, Jr. All the stockholders were made di-
rectors with the exception of F. A. Kapp, Albert
Schliff and A. P. McKee. The concern has re-
cently added a manufacturing department to its
retail business and will greatly widen and expand
its scope. J. G. Kapp has for many years been
one of the leading jewelers of Toledo, and has
been a prominent figure in civic affairs. While
he is at the head of the business, it is under-
stood that he will unload some of the responsi-
bility and in the future enjoy more recreation.

H. C. Cleary, head of the optical department
in the Wm. H. Broer establishment on Summit
Street, has been confined to his home for several
days by a severe attack of grip.

J. H. Max, an optician, who has operated
stores at Piqua and Sidney, 0., has been made
defendant in attachment proceedings, which has
resulted in the closing of both places at the insti-
gation of his creditors. He has been absent for
some months and is supposed to be in Missouri.
His stenographer was in charge of the business
during his absence.

A. J. Heeson is conducting a mammoth sale
at his retail store on Adams Street, preparatory
to removal to his new Summit Street location,
which will occur about May 1.

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Freeman are enjoying
a pleasure trip to the Pacific Coast. Their
present headquarters is at Los Angeles. The
usual detours to points of interest will be made.
They will return in about three months via the
northern route.

L. Comlossy has made some pleasing im-
provements in his Madison Ave. store by the
installation of new Tungsten lights throughout

.the room.
Burglars recently broke into the residence

of E. J. Barry on Kenilworth Ave., securing a
gold locket and chain, silver spoons, silver cream
ladle and other property. The same night the
home of George Green, on Fulton Street, was
broken into and silverware and a number of gold
trinkets stolen. The thieves have not been appre-
hended.

F. W. Shider, in charge of the china depart-
ment at the J. J. Freeman jewelry store, met
with a very close call last week, from ptomaine
poisoning. He was taken to the Toledo Hospital
for treatment. The danger is now past, how-
ever. The cause of the poisoning is unknown.
W F Broer, of the Merrill & Broer Co., is

making a business trip to Connecticut and other
Eastern points. He will return about the first
of April.
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Among the beautiful prices to be awarded
to the winners at the baby show, which will be
held at the Y. M. C. A., on April 2, are a silver
alphabet plate and an exquisite china bread and
milk set, donated by J. J. Freeman, a local
jeweler.

A cablegram from Rheinlein, Germany,
recently announced the death of Joseph Isenberg
in that city. He had been in failing health for
some time and when an operation failed to give
the desired relief, accompanied by his wife, he
started to travel through Europe, hoping to gain
his strength. He left here about the first of last
July and recent letters announced some improve-
ment in his condition, so that the news. of his
death came as a surprise and a shock to his many
friends in this city. His wife was with him at
the time of his demise. He leaves also a daugh-
ter, who did not accompany her parents on the
trip. He was a member of the Elks lodge and
for about 20 years has been engaged in the
jewelry business in Toledo. At the time of his
death Ile was associated in business with his
brother Moses Isenberg, at 3221/2 Superior Street,
under the firm name of Isenberg Brothers' Co.
It is thought that the body will be brought to
Toledo for burial.

By means of jimmying a rear window at the
home of M. Hayward, on Waite Ave., thieves
were enabled to enter the house and make their
getaway with jewelry and silverware valued at
about $150. Among other things stolen were
three gold studs, several stickpins, two gold
watches, two dozen silver spoons, three rings, a
necklace, gold chain, two gold fobs and two
bracelets. The same night the second-hand store
of F. Boudrie, on Cherry Street, was entered
and three watches, five razors, seven fountain
.pens and other articles of jewelry valued at
about $100 were taken. Detectives have been
working on the case, but no arrests have been
made.

R. S. Freeman, at the head of the optical
department at the J. J. Freeman & Co. store,
was in Columbus last month in connection with
certain measures now pending before the Ohio
legislature affecting the optical business.

I. Koppelman & Co., retail jewelers, are now
nicely located in their new quarters at 308 Sum-
mit Street, in the rooms formerly occupied by the
Walk-Over Shoe Co., having removed from their
old location at 121 Summit Street. The stock has
been materially increased, new show cases and
other furnishings added and general improve-
ments made.

A new company to be known as the Uni-
versal Watch Winding Machine Co., has been
organized in Toledo by J. J. Freeman, N. E.
Hascall, M. F. Kratt, F. W. Snider, R. S. Free-
man, N. E. Van Dusen, and L. T. Scott. The
company will engage in the manufacture of a
patent watch winder, the invention of Van Dusen
and Scott. The article will be put out at the
manufacturing rooms of the J. J. Freeman Co.,
307 Summit Street. It is claimed to be the only
patent of the kind ever issued for its purpose.
By its use, which is limited largely to large
dealers, much labor and wear and tear are saved
in the winding of watches. Not more than one-
third of the time necessary to wind them up by
hand is required by the use of this machine. The
company is already engaged in the manufacture
of a number of them and in a short time their
general sale will be pushed.

Recent letters from Mr. and Mrs. M. Judd,
of the Gross-Judd Co., who are traveling in
Europe, state that they are enjoying the best of
health. They are at present in Berlin and will
not return to Toledo before next November.
. The George Kapp Co. is at present conduct-
mg a large re-organization sale of jewelry at its
commodious Summit Street store. Marked suc-
cess has followed the effort thus far.

Word comes from Blissfield, Mich., that
Andrew Fishcer, aged 60 years, a jeweler of that
place, and known in Toledo, recently committed
suicide by means of an old-fashioned horse pistol,
which he placed in his mouth and fired. It is
thought he was temporarily deranged. For years
lie followed the trade of expert jewelry repairer.
He is survived by a widow and three grown
daughters.

A beautiful diamond badge purchased of J.
G. Kapp at a cost of $250, was recently presented
to Safety Director J. G. Mooney, of Toledo, by

the men under him. It is nearly circular in form
and surmounted by a gold eagle, beneath which
appear the words, "Director of Safety," and a
blockhouse, one of the city symbols, with the
motto, "Labor is Worship." At the bottom in
black enamel, are the words, "City of Toledo."
On the back is Mr. Mooney's name. A diamond
is set in the blockhouse as well as on either side
of it.

Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, March rah, the following
members being present: Chairman Butts, Vice-
presidents Wood and Champenois, Secretary
Noyes, Treasurer Karsch, and Messrs. Abbott,
Alford, Brown and Stern. The following new
members were admitted:

Carstens Bros., Grand Rapids, Mich.
C. J. Dunbar & Co., Princeton, III.
George Hy. Elvis, Medford, Wis.
W. G. Johnson, Williamsfield, Ill.
H. N. Leibiger, Princeton, III.
T. W. Martin, Saginaw, Mich,
J. N. Martinek, Traverse City, Mich.
Merkle & Steinmann, Grand Rapids, Midi.
Adolph Michaal, Green Bay, Wis,
D. Watterston, Garner, Iowa.
W. A. 14f osgrove & Co., Fresno, Cal.
J. G. Booker, Roanoke, Va.
Heinz Brothers, San Francisco, Cal.
Alfred Johnson, Mandan, N. Dak.
National Jewelry Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
J. W. Rhodes, Detroit, Minn.
Fred C. Price, Ashley, Pa.
L. G. Schroeder, St. Paul, Minn.
L. R. Barnett, Glendive, Mont.
Blomstrom & Petersen, Escanaba, Mich.
Terry Davis & Bro., Waynesville, N. C.
rrank Durkee, San Francisco, Cal.
Charles C. Lamb, New Salem, N. Dak.
B. Lichtenstein, Glen Ullin, N. Dak.
T. H. Mosher, Glendive, Mont.
A. IL Souders, Broken Bow, Nebr.
Tall Brothers, South Haven, Mich.
C. G. Aldrich Co., Lynn, Mass.
C. H. Case, Durham, N. C.
Holmes-Irving Co., Des Moines, Iowa
0. 0. Nelson Billings, Mont.
C. M. Ray, "linings, Mont.
Ellis Sarphie, McComb City, Miss.
L. W. Scherffius, Miles City, Mont.
H. C. Smith, Miles City, Mont.
P. W. Suttin, New Haven, Conn.
F. J. Butler Co., Pontiac, Ill.
C. S. Crossman & Co., New York City
Haman & Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Albert L. Haman, St. Paul, Minn.
W. H. Leonard, Salisbury, N. C.
Isador Mayer, Philadelphia, Pa.
J. H. Mednikow & Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Ole P. Noisom, South Bend, Ind.
Roberts & Roberts, San Angelo, Texas
G. Rohrer, Laurium, Mich.
A. M. Schmidt, Earlville, Ill.
Frank Smith & Son, Pontiac, Ill.
Woodward & Co., Bradford, Pa.
L. C. Smith, Gainesville, Fla.
Walcott & Kapp Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Frederick B. 1,N, CiSS. Inc., Newark, N. J.
W. T. Cohenour, Muskogee, Okla.
Samuel J. Lyons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Taylor Jewelry Co., Uhrichsville, Ohio
Beilenson Jewelry. Co., Helena, Ark.
Graves & McPhail, TIawarden, Iowa
C. H. Kelley & Co., Pasadena, Cal.
W. F. Maxwell, St. Joseph, Mo.
Frank E. Burr, Carbondale, Pa.
Werre & Brundidge, Newburg, N. Y.
B. Ed. Garrison, Overbrook, Kans.
West Jewelry Co., Galena, Kans.

The following rewards were ordered paid :
No. too.—To Officer Cloonin, of Rochester,

N. Y., for the arrest and conviction of John Mc-
Donald, who kicked in the window at the store
of Ellery A. Handy, on December 22nd, and stole
two gold watches.

No. tor.—To Detectives William S. Biggs
and Arthur D. Ryan for the arrest and convic-
tion of John Collins and James Burns, who broke
into the basement under the store of Emil Stein-
man, of Sacramento, Cal., and, by working at
odd times at night, made an opening through the
floor under the show window. One of the burg-
lars remained on watch outside while the other
one couutt $4a hole through a plush lining and stole
diamond rings and other jewelry to the amount
of ab 

No. 102.—To Detective Andy Ernst, of Lima,
0., for the arrest and conviction of Harold Kil-
gore, who smashed the window of the McDonald
jewelry store and stole about $800 worth of
watches and jewelry, which was on display at the
time.

The many thousands of more than satisfied
watchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools

and Material

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

- Tools and Material

F. L. BOSWORTH CO.

FREED-BENNETT CO.Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds

Tools, Material and Findings

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
'CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

VEHON & GOODMAN

Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry

LEWIS FINKELSTEIN

Wholesale Jeweler

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval

ALBERT L. HAMAN

Exclusively

Watches and Diamonds

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO

Diamonds, Watches

and Jewelry

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.
REED-BENNETT CO.
B1RKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.
F. L BOSWORTH CO.
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN
SISCHO & BEARD
VEHON & GOODMAN
ALBERT L HAMAN
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St. Paul, Minn.

44 44

44 a

SISCHO & BEARD

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry
Manufacturing Opticians
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NORTHWEST

After almost four months of continuous
winter, during which time the mercury registered
within the neighborhood of zero, the Northwest
is once more being shifted back within range of
the sun, and from all indications we will be
treated to an early spring, which is rather un-
usual for the Northwest of late years. How-
ever, we will not boast too much about our ap-
proaching spring for another month, as ofttimes
the weatherman gets the elements mixed and
gives us a few days of summer weather in the
early months and later on a blizzard. Business
conditions throughout this section of the country
are all that can be expected at this time of the
year.

Charles Beard, of the firm of Sischo & Beard,
wholesale jewelers of St. Paul, made a western
trip last month. Owing to the heavy snowstorms
of the winter his trip was delayed by his being
snowed in. He finally arrived in St. Paul none
the worse for his experience and feeling quite
elated on his having escaped the snow slides.

A. J. Shapiro Bros., jewelers of St. Paul,
have purchased a building located on Seventh
Street between Rosabel and Waconta Streets,
for $45,000.

J. B. Hudson and W. G. Hudson, of J. B.
Hudson & Son, Minneapolis, will spend the next
few months in California.

The Gittelson Jewelry Company, of Minne-
apolis, who are now located in the new Dyckman
Hotel Building, have employed F. B. Sweet as
watchmaker. Mr. Sweet was formerly with the
Thomas F. Wilson Jewelry Company, 238 Nicollet
Avenue.

C. H. Couplin, of Minneapolis, has pur-
chased the Davidson Building of that city for
$60,000. This building is a three-story brick
building, located at 182 to 184 Sixty-seventh
Street, and will be remodelled in the near future.

Ed Rose, jeweler, at Butte, Mont., recently
purchased the jewelry business of A. Itkin, who
for the past twenty years conducted one of the
leading jewelry stores in Butte. Mr. Rose will
leave his present location and conduct the Itkin
store in the future. Mr. Itkin is contemplating
starting up in one of the Coast cities.

R. Rosenberg, of Canyon City, Colo., opened
a new jewelry store at 14 South Main Street,
Butte, Mont. This is the old stand of Albiez &
Yoder, who have gone out of business.

Sam Cohen, formerly with L. Finklestein, St.
Paul, is now associated in the jewelry business
with his brother, M. M. Cohen, in Spokane, Wash.

J. D. Rowland, Missoula, Mont., is now oc-
cupying his new store, which is one of the most
up-to-date in the State.

The Towle, Winterhalter, Hannafin Co., of
Butte, Mont., have equipped their manufacturing
department with modern machinery and are now
prepared to manufacture jewelry of any descrip-
tion.

John G. Barron, of Jefferson City, Mo., and
more recently of Butte, Mont., has opened a fine
jewelry store in Hamilton, Mont. Mr. Barron
was connected with the Leys & Christie store in
Butte, Mont., for many years. He has many

friends in all parts of the country who will be
pleased to learn of his successful venture.

The jewelry business has been very quiet in
the mining districts of Montana, owing to the
strike of the mining engineers. The strike has
now been settled and business is becoming brisk
again.

Benjamin Lichtenstein, of Glen Ullin, N.
Dak., will soon move into his new store at that
place. Mr. Lichtenstein has been in Glen Ullin
but a year and has built up a fine business.

Caleb Anderson, jeweler on Payne Avenue,
St. Paul, has been laid up with a severe cold the
past 

t s i n ems s 
gin

o 
nathab.ut is  able to be out attending to

business 

George W. Wooley spent a few days in the
country. Mr. Wooley, who is one of St. Paul's
leading jewelers, has found it necessary for his
men to work evenings in order to get out all the
work, consisting principally of diamond work and
gold medals.

R. A. Beard, manager of the jewelry depart-
nient of Sischo & Beard, of St. Paul, has been on
the sick list.

Charles Zimm, manufacturing jeweler on
East Seventh Street, St. Paul, reports business
very good. He has added another man to his
working force.

The confectionery business has so strongly
appealed to Dave Wills, who was formerly em-
ployed by M. L. Cohen & Co., Minneapolis, as
salesman, that he has gone into the business for
himself. Mr. Wills was married a week ago.

C. J. Anderson, of Merriam Park, St. Paul,
has been on the sick list the past month.

C. Berquist, of C. Berquist & Co., Minne-
apolis, located at 104 South Third Street, made
a visit to the Hot Springs in Arkansas. Mr.
Berquist will return after a short stay at that
resort.

S. Jacobs, of the B. Jacobs Jewelry Company,
of Minneapolis, who has been visiting Texas,
plans to return April 1st.

J. A. Bodfors, jeweler of 304 Nicollet Avenue,
Minneapolis, will move to the new store known
as the Pillsbury Building, situated in the shopping
district.

C. H. Brandes, of the Paegel Jewelry Manu-
facturing Company, of Minneapolis, made a busi-
ness trip to Chicago the past month, from which
he has already returned.

I. W. Mark, of St. Paul, has returned from
the East, where he spent his honeymoon.

Lewis Finkelstein, of St. Paid, has taken a
trip to the South. Mr. Finkelstein hopes to
benefit his health by the trip.

M. L. Cohen, of Moses L. Cohen & Co , 29
Washington Avenue, South Minneapolis, is visit-
inagN. New York and other jewelry centers in theEst 

A. A. Mueller, of the R. G. Winter Jewelry
Company, of Minneapolis, has taken advantage
of the early spring weather and will combine
business and pleasure on his trip to New York.
He will return in about a month.

On account of serious trouble with his eyes,
William M. Stone, jeweler at 16 South Third
Street, Minneapolis, has been confined to his
home for the past three weeks.

William Crandall, watchmaker, employed by
the R. G. Winter Jewelry Company, Minneapolis,
has resigned his position.

A. Epstein is president of the Guaranty
Jewelry Company, Minneapolis, and D. E. Hoken
is secretary. The new store is located at 252
Nicollet Avenue. The Guaranty Jewelry Com-
pany will probably open up other stores in St.
Paul and North Dakota later on.

G. V. Williams, Cannon Falls, Minn., has
been seen in the Twin Cities buying the past
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Mrs. A. J. Moe, of Heron Lake, Minn., was
seen in the Twin Cities buying last month ; also
Johnson Bros., of Franklin, Minn., and J. C.
Marx, of Northfield, Minn.

Following are the names of some of the out-
of-town trade seen in the Twin Cities the past
month : A. L. Walker, Faulkton, S. Dak.; Mr.
Guy and Mr. Carter, with Fritz Guy, St. Cloud;
C. A. Brown, Appleton, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. Max
Rabinovich, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; Frank Hyde,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.; 0. S. Lien, Omemee, N.
Dak.; Mr. Elliot, of W. B. Elliot & Co , Ells-
worth, Wis.; William Grinnell, Janesville, Minn.;
J. P. Peterson, Russell, Minn.; A. G. Scherf, Red
Wing, Minn.; H. 0. Thomas, Hampton, Iowa;
L. W. Sherffius, Miles City, Mont.; I. D. Allen,
Cooperstown, N. Dak.; Mr. McGuire, of Mullen
& McGuire, Northfield, Minn.; Peder Gaalaas, of
Stillwater, Minn.; H. K. Lee, Fosston, Minn.; A.
Sleson, Redwood Falls, Minn.; L. M. Taylor,
Marshall, Minn.; H. L. Weatherwax, Halton, N.
Dak.; L. Palm, Brown Valley, Minn.

The Age of Electricity

Mr. Edison and his associates lately cele-
brated the thirtieth anniversary of one of the
most important inventions the world has ever
known—the incandescent electric light.

The field of electric research and invention
may almost be said to be contemporaneous with
the present generation. Men not yet old can
remember when the first arc-lights appeared, and
what a wonder they were; and the incandescent
light was of later creation. One thing has fol-.
lowed another so rapidly, indeed, that the real
marvel of electric development has hardly been
realized by the generation which has witnessed it.

In the public lighting-stations of the United
States upward of forty thousand persons are
now employed, at wages which aggregate more
than thirty million dollars, and it is estimated that
one hundred thousand private plants employ
thirty-five thousand more, at wages which total
about seventeen millions.

Even this, however, represents but one de-
partment of the field of electrical industry as it is
to-day. The lighting-stations are dependent upon
factories where thousands of other persons are
employed. The making of poles, both iron and
wood, the manufacture of porcelain, wire, glass,
rubber, mica, and many other things is enor-
mously stimulated by this industry, which was not
in existence a generation ago.

The development of the electric railway, the
telephone, and the transmission of power for all
sorts of purposes from distant waterfalls are
among the marvels of the present electrical age;
and wireless telegraphy is so recent that it has
not yet ceased to attract the curiosity which is
always bestowed upon the latest scientific wonder.

In all this work the United States has been a
leader. Not only are the most important electrical
inventions to be credited to this country, but the
volume of electrical manufactures and export
is greater than that of any other nation.

Our Mineral Products

The latest report of the Geological Survey
shows that • the value of the metallic products of
the United States for 1908 was $549,923,116, as
against $903,802,244 for 1907. The only increase
was in the case of gold—$94,560,000, against $o,-
435,700. Yet in the case of copper the quantity
was greater in 1908 than in 1907-942,570,721
pounds, against 868,996,491 pounds. The value
of the non-metallic products also showed a
falling off from $1,167,705,720 in 7907 to $1,-
045,497,070 in 1908. The unspecified mineral
products, however, increased from $100,000 to
$250,000. Petroleum showed an increase in both
quantity and value-179,572,479 barrels against
166,095,335 barrels, and $129,706,258 against
$120,106,749.

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.
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0. L. P CO
G. L. P. Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created

Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G. L. P. Co's cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us —G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the

interest of all the jewelry trade.

Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods made by the

G. L. P. Co., and realizing the jobber will insist that our new

samples for the fall trade are ready early, we have let neither time

nor expense so much as enter into this our determined effort to

C( mply with their wishes.

Insist on Your Jobber showing you the new goods that the

G. L. P. Co. will put on the market for the fall trade.

Having Received so Many Letters, and as they all practically read
the same, we quote from them: -This coming season, in your make

of goods we are going to give you the bulk of our business. Let

us know at once if we can depend upon your handling it.-

Anticipating Just Such a Request from our more than busy spring

trade we have increased our manufacturing facilities to such an

extent that \ve can answer: "Absolutely and Positively, Yes.
„

By Placing Orders with Your Jobber for your fall stock early, it
insures your being in a position to carry a complete line of reliable

(roods and to make increased sales; and an absolute guarantee ofo o
making for yourselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane artinNATZ, North Attleboro, Mass.
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The past month found the manufacturing end
of the jewelry industry rather slack, which was
to be expected at this time of year, as outside
of the year 1906 and the forepart of 1907, the
industry in this section was carried on in what
was known as "seasons.” The resumption of
these "seasons" again has made some of the
concerns feel that business was as quiet if not
more so, than during the panic, but a careful
analysis of past years, outside of the boom years,
revealed that such was not the case. From now
on, however, the manufacturing industry will get
busy turning out lines for the fall, for in another
three or four weeks their salesmen will be out
on the road among the jobbers displaying alluring
creations for the coming holiday season. There
are indications that bracelets will sell well, as it
is predicted that short sleeves will once more
be the thing among the women.

The changing of styles on the part of the
gentle sex causes no end of worry and some-
times loss of money to the manufacturers. To
be able to judge the whims to a certainty is
something beyond the masculine mind, so that it
it is not to be wondered at that the manufac-
turer gets caught napping occasionally. The hip-
less effect is going out among women, and this
means the resumption of belts, which necessitates
sash pins and belt buckles. Low necks on mi
lady's gown are creating a large demand for La
Vallieres, and there are also the large lockets of
extra size, which are suspended by long chains
and reach down to the waist line, where they are
tucked in.

The coiffure has been changed also, and the
braid has caused a huge demand for the new
style braid pin. The comb factories have in
some instances been working nights to keep up
with the demand. Barrettes and the like have
also been good sellers and probably will be for
some time to come.

The makers of hat pins are in a quandary
as to just where to get enough stock to fill orders.
Especially the white stone people, who are build-
ing veritable glass houses in the shape of hat
pins. Most of these white stones are imported
and shipments are so few and far between and
quantities that come in so small, there is not
enough to satisfy the demand and some extra
profits are lost thereby. Then there is such a
demand for pins twelve inches long that the
profit is cut down accordingly. This demand
seems to keep up despite the fact that in Chicago
the judiciary committee directed the corporation
counsel to prepare an ordinance restricting the
length of hat pins to one-half inch beyond the
crown of the hat. The women evidently believe
they will come out triumphant and the hat pin
manufacturers continue to cater to popular de-
mand and turn out the foot-long weapons.

The manufacturers of mesh bags likewise
report a fair demand for their goods, while those
who make vanity bag fittings are extremely busy.

Among the jobbing trade complaints are
heard against slow collections. The retail jewelers
still continue to be pessimistic, because business
is apparently slow, but it is not quite clear as to
how they arrive at conclusions in figuring this
out. Most revert back in thought to the boom
years of 1906-07 and not finding conditions
as they were then, immediately say business is
poor. It is a question yet unsettled, whether, if
on comparing the present business with 1900-01-
02 and 1903, they would not find it equally as
good, if not better.

The luxuries of living made possible by the
excellent conditions in these boom years, are hard
to give up now, but with the coming of spring-
time it is to be hoped things will be viewed from
the proper angle and trade and business condi-
tions rightly judged.

Rolf E. Sturdy, one of the oldest electro-
platers in Providence, died at his home, 53
Haskins street, last month. Mr. Sturdy was born
in 186o at Augusta, Maine, and was brought to
this city by his parents at an early age. At
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twenty years, he entered the employ of his father,
J. E. Sturdy, who had an electroplating factory
at 190 Eddy Street, which was started by the
senior Sturdy in 1869. In April 1885, the son
succeeded the father, who -retired, owing to old
age. Death was due to pneumonia and pleurisy
brought on by neglect of a severe cold. He was
a member of the Masonic order and of the
Knights Templar organization.

E. L. Spencer, of E. L. Spencer Company,
95 Chestnut Street, Providence, is back from a
trip to Fonda, where he indulged in fishing, of
which he is a great lover. Mr. Spencer is brown
as a berry from the rays of the tropical sun and
reports that black bass and sea trout are quite
plentiful in the South.

Parks, Rogers & Bro., Providence, have
taken over the whole entire floor above their
factory for the purpose of keeping their stock in
a more systematic manner.

The engagement of Joseph W. Heller, of
Joseph Heller Company, 129 Eddy Street, Provi-
dence, to Miss Sadie Feinberg, of New York City,
is announced. Miss Feinberg is a well known up-
town society member in the metropolis, and has
acquired quite a reputation as a charity worker,
being a member of many charitable institutions.

The Weybosset Jewelry Company, 219 Wey-
bosset Street, Providence, swung its doors open
to the public on March 6th, after having under-
gone complete renovation after the disastrous
fire on December 31st, 1909. The interior decora-
tions are of mahogany, with a white metal ceil-
ing. Beautiful wall cases adorn the sides of the
walls, and Tungsten electric lights, with Holo-
phane shades, lend a finishing touch to the place.
The office is on a balcony at the rear of the store,
thus affording more available floor space. The
front and show windows, from without, present
a very striking and pleasing tone to the eye,
and the store withal presents a snappy up-to-date
appearance.

S. D. McPherson, of McPherson-Roband
Company, 150 Chestnut Street, Providence, has
just returned from a western trip.

The Electric Chain Company, of Attleboro,
has moved from the Bigney Building on County
Street, to the Blake Building, corner Main and
Mill Streets. The new quarters afford more
available room for expansion and allow for a
chance to increase this space if needed. Added
equipment is being installed and bench room
has been doubled.

The Hausen-Bennett Company, Attleboro,
have also moved from the Bigney Building to
the Blake Building.

The jewelers and silversmiths engaged in the
manufacturing end of the jewelry industry,
located in this vicinity, are considerably wrought
up over the advance in rates by the Adams Ex-
press Company since the consolidation of the
Earle & Prew Express and the subsidizing of the
New York and. Boston Jewelers' Dispatch. Those
whp are shippers of small packages by express
are now confronted by an increased rate in
minimum charges that will materially affect them.
Rates on all packages of Jo pounds weight or
less, will, in the future, be subject to an additional
charge of five cents each, the price having been
advanced from 15 to 20 cents.

There are more than zoo concerns in Provi-
dence alone that are engaged in jewelry
manufacture and kindred industries, and these
conduct a business that amounts in the aggregate
of products valued at approximately $io,000,000
by jewelers, $4,000,000 to $5,000,000 by manufac-
turers of jewelers' findings and $6,000,000 to
$7,000,000 by silversmiths. The majority of these
concerns, as well as those in the Attleboros,
which number about 75 firms, have for many
years been in the habit of prepaying all packages
that are shipped from their factories. Other
firms that do not prepay directly, allow their
customers to deduct the charges when making
remittances on their bills. This expense to the
local manufacturers is already many thousands
of dollars annually and the increase of five cents,
at least, on every package means a large aggre-
gate outlay.

For a long time it has been the custom of
the manufacturing jewelers to ship away by way
of the Earle & Prew Company, and all shipments
to New York, South and West, have been sent
by boat direct from this city or by the New
London route. With the assumption of the
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business by the ,•1 dams Express Company, all
these shipments will in the future be made en-
tirely by rail direct into New York and West and
South, over the regular routes controlled by
Adams Express Company.

It is feared by the manufacturers that this
change in the method of handling may also
entail an advance in the price schedule, but the
Adams officials have stated that except for the
five cents increase on the minimum rate, there
would be no increase in price on account of the
change in route to be employed. A rumor was
circulated that at the next meeting of the Manu-
facturing Jewelers' Board of Trade some action
would be taken relative to the matter, but F. D.
Carr, president of this board, when seen, denied
this rumor, stating that the organization had
nothing whatever to do with such matters, as
they were solely a credit organization.

William A. Safford, for many years in the
manufacturing jewelry business in this city, died
at his home, 92 Providence Street, Friday after-
noon, March 4th, at 5 o'clock, after an illness
which had lasted for nearly two years. He was
in his both year. Mr. Safford had suffered from
Bright's disease for nearly two years, but had
been up and about until two weeks before he
passed away, when he became confined to his
bed. Since that time he had failed rapidly.

He was born in Springfield, Mass., June i8th,
1860, where he spent his boyhood. When about
21 years old he came to Providence, and for a
few years worked at the jewelry business. Later
he became a partner in the White Stone Jewelry
Company, the partnership lasting for nearly 25
years, and until ill health compelled him to give
up active business. He was a member of the
old Metropole Club, and a charter member of the
Hope Fencing Club. He was also a charter mem-
ber of the Providence Athletic Club and was
champion amateur fencer of Rhode Island dur-
ing the years 1892-1893. He is survived by his
wife and four children.

Whiting & Davis, of Plainville, have in-
creased their shop space some 3200 square feet
and have also built an addition to their offices
and completely renovated the old part. The
factory, which was until recently located at
Franklin, Mass., has been moved down into
Plainville and consolidated with the factory at
that place.

The Gorham Manufacturing Company with
factories in Providence, were chosen to make the
cast bronze plate used for dedicating the new
City Hospital in this city. The design was a
plate of cast bronze four feet by four feet two
and five-eighths inches in length, by two feet ten
and one-half inches in height, with raised frame
and appropriate inscription.

Eugene L. Cardin, of Pawtucket, was found
guilty on March 2nd, by a jury in the Superior
Court at Taunton of being an accessory before
the fact to the robbery of Arthur L. Green at
North Attleboro in June, 1906. Green was a
messenger for the G. K. Webster Company of
North Attleboro, and was bringing the pay for
the factory from the bank when held up and
robbed of about $3000 by William Bebeau of
Pawtucket, who is now serving a 12-year term
in State Prison for the crime. Bebeau was
the principal witness for the State against Cardin
at the trial.

J. Solinger, of J. Solinger & Company, 9
Calender Street, Providence, has just returned
from a trip to Cuba, whence he went on doctor's
orders in quest of health. Mr. Solinger, who
benefited greatly by the balmy southern climate, is
back looking healthy and happy.

A typographical error was made in the adver-
tisement of Enterprise Jewelry Company, Attle-
boro, in the March issue. Instead of reading
"duck" collar pins as the advertisement read, it
should have read "Dutch" collar pins, etc. This
company makes a line of white metal goods
which are proving very popular sellers.

W. C. Boss, of Boss & Baldwin, Attleboro
Falls, is to leave during April with the Provi-
dence lodge of the Shriners for an outing to
New Orleans. This lodge will make the journey
by steamer and Mr. Boss expects to partake of
the festivities of the occasion, which are always
prevalent at Shriner meets and from New
Orleans start out on a trip among his trade in the
middle West.

(Continued on page 592)
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IN THE MARATHON
of Business, as well as in the Marathon of Sport, the winner
is the man who maintains a steady pace rather than the man
who, by a sudden burst of energy, gains a momentary advan-
tage, but, being unable to hold the position, falls behind.

Therefore, apply to your EMBLEM STOCK the
latent energy contained in the SALABLE GOODS
FROM

Irons & Russell Co. of EmblemsManufacturers

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO OFFICE: 131 Wabash Avenue :: NEW YORK OFFICE : 11 Maiden Lane

AIM

Mich=Cut is All Cut

If you want High-Grade Glass at the Right Price,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass that has Sparkle and Lustre,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass of Character and Skilled Work-
manship,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass covered by the broadest Guarantee
(if not satisfactory send it back),

BUY MICH=CUT

In a word, Mich-Cut has all the qualities prized and
sought after by the Connoisseur.

Write for Particulars

Michigan Cut Glass Co., 1'4=1"AP,

Landis School of Engraving

SPRING COURSE NOW OPEN
Summer Course will Open July 1st

If you wish to take a Course this Spring or

Summer please write us at once, and we will

assign and hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-

venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are

the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you

could accomplish by taking a Course with us.
M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

M. L. Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES Or ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Manufacturers and jobbers report trade as
normal for the season, but retailers complain of
a between-seasons lull, a condition that will be
certain to improve as spring advances. The
heavy snows of a few weeks ago retarded
country trade but were favorable to crop con-
ditions.

A. Streng, 502 Massachusetts Avenue, re-
ports the capture, by the city police, of the thief
who smashed his plate glass window a short time
ago. Most of the stolen articles will be re-
covered. The thief claims that he broke the glass
with his elbow but the police discredit his story,
as nothing was found in the window or store that
would indicate that any kind of a missile had
been used.

Johns & Hickman have opened a retail and
manufacturing business at 516 Massachusetts
Avenue. They are well equipped to manufacture
all their own stock, which will consist largely of
handwrought pieces, hand carved dinner rings,
special order designs and out-of-the-ordinary
pieces of jewelry. Both men have had years of
experience in designing and making that class
of goods.

M. J. Bieber, of the material department of
Baldwin-Miller Company, has purchased an auto-
mobile and is planning some fine runs for the
spring and early summer.

H. 0. Cobb, engraver, and S. J. Shepard,
watchmaker, have made some improvements in
their rooms 916 State Life Building. Two rooms
have been thrown into one and a safe installed.
Both men report trade as very good.

Indianapolis now has a population of 248,645,
as estimated by the two city directory. This
shows an increase of 81,312 in the past ten years.
The same authority gives the city seven wholesale
jewelers, sixty-nine retail jewelers and eleven
manufacturing firms.

H. C. Schergens, retail jeweler on East Wash-
ington Street, has just finished some unique pieces
of jewelry for a sailor lad who recently returned
from Australia. Small glass tubes of different
lengths and thicknesses were filled with many
colored and beautiful chips of opals, then sealed
with gold caps and mounted in the shape of
brooches and hat pins.

Urfer Brothers have recently installed a new
system of electric lighting in their store on
Massachusetts Avenue. E. R. Urfer, the watch-
maker for the firm, is an artist of considerable
ability. During the holiday season he sold a
number of oil paintings that he had worked on
at leisure times. A stock of paintings, prints
and engravings has proved a profitable side line
for several retail jewelers.

F. C. Bonnet, on North Illinois Street, is a
great believer in attractive window displays. Be-
sides a tasty arrangement of jewelry Mr. Bonnet
usually has a potted plant or a vase of cut flowers
in his window.

Chris Bernloehr & Brother have decided to
dose their store every evening (except Saturday)
at 5 o'clock.

Albert A. Zoller, manager of the silverware
and clock departments for Charles Mayer & Com-
pany, sailed March 12th for a purchasing trip
abroad.

Louis Bowman, of the I. Grohs Jewelry Com-
pany, started the first of this month for his
second trip over his Texas territory. Fred Bridge
has returned from his maiden trip through In-
diana. The firm reports business for the first
three months of the year as very satisfactory.

A. 0. Pickett, recently with E. C. Stokes,
trade watchmaker in the State Life Building, is
now doing bench work for S. F. Kiser at Muncie,
Ind. C. H. Gabbert is filling the position with
Stokes formerly held by Pickett.

Almost before Ernest Newlin had vacated his
quarters in the old Y. M. C. A. Building some
out-of-town fakir obtained possession of the room
and advertised an auction sale of watches and
jewelry. The removal signs of both Newlin &

Gray, Gribben & Gray, were still on the building.
These taken in connection with the announcement
that the entire building was to be remodeled
gave the impression that the auction sale was
purely the result of the forced removal rather
than the crafty scheme of the auctioneer. It is
not known what the sale amounted to for the
fly-by-night people, who were in and out before
any particular attention was paid to them.

Baldwin-Miller Company will have an inter-
esting issue of their Monogram Messenger out
by April 1st.

The "World's Best Ear of Corn" and the
$1000 Tiffany trophy which it won were on dig-
play in this city during March. The enormous

'silver trophy attracted considerable attention.
The store of L. F. Kiefer & Son was closed

on the afternoon of March 7th out of respect to
the memory of A. Kiefer, whose burial took place
at the time. Augustus Kiefer was a brother of
the founder of the jewelry firm of L. F. Kiefer
& Son, an uncle of the present owners, Louis
and Charles, and the father-in-law of Charles
Mayer, of Charles Mayer & Company. A. Kiefer
was the oldest wholesale druggist in Indiana and
his elder brother, Louis F. Kiefer, who died some
years ago, was one of the oldest watchmakers
and jewelers in this State.

Gray, Gribben & Gray have consolidated their
Illinois and Pennsylvania Street stores and moved
both stocks into the room located at the point
where Indiana Avenue and Ohio Street run into
Illinois Street. The entrance on the corner, large
show windows on two streets, a tall street clock
on the avenue side and an abundance of brilliant
electric lights, both inside and out, make this
jewelry store a prominent feature in that section
of the city.

Carl L. Rost is looking forward to the com-
pletion of the remodeling of the block on Illinois
Street in which he expects to be permanently
located by May 1st. Handsome new furniture
and fixtures have been contracted for. George
Harrington, formerly bookkeeper for Baldwin-
Miller Company, is filling a similar position with
Mr. Rost.

H. C. Schergens is confined to his home, the
result of a fall while attempting to board a street
car during the icy weather of a few weeks ago.
His foot slipped, bringing his shin in such violent
contact with the car step that a large part of
the flesh was torn off and the bone injured.
During his absence the business has been looked
after by his wife and J. D. Day, his watchmaker.

An Easter wedding of interest to the trade
will occur on March 26th, when Herbert Gardner
will be married to Miss Lillian Bowers, of this
city. Mr. Gardner is an engraver, connected with
the manufacturing jewelry business of his father,
Edward Gardner. He is a nephew of John T.
Gardner, traveling representative for Baldwin-
Miller Company, and a grandson of the late
T. W. Gardner, who founded the manufacturing
business which his son and grandson continue.

George S. Kern is having his street clock
thoroughly overhauled and repainted and the
entire front of the store will be repainted in
black with gold finishings and the signs relettered.
The many inquiries as to when the street clock
will be in working order have convinced Mr.
Kern that a well regulated street clock is not
only a good advertisement, but a great public
convenience.

Henry A. Winn, "The Arcade Jeweler," has
been called to his old home at Newman, Ill., on
account of the serious illness of his mother.

H. A. Comstock, the Washington Street
Jeweler. and S. M. Brundage have invented and
patented a big league game of baseball that any-
body can play. Any play possible in a real game
is possible in this make-believe and it has been
pronounced as highly interesting to even a base
ball fan. The game has been on the market but
a very short time and has already proved itself
to be a ready seller. Jewelers in the smaller
towns might handle it with profit.

J. H. Reed, a well-known jeweler and an
active member of the Indianapolis Commercial
Club, has been appointed a member of one of the
important club committees.

Business has been conducted under trying
conditions at the jewelry store of F. M. Smith,
107 West Washington Street, during the past
month. A new "Public Comfort Station" is being
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erected on Kentucky Avenue, which runs along
one side of the Smith store. The station is for
the convenience and comfort of street car patrons
who change cars at that point. When the station
is completed it will bring thousands of people to
the corner where the Smith store is located, but
during the building period it has been a serious
handicap to business.

Henry D. Burgheim will remove his jewelry
and optical store from the Park Theater Build-
ing on West Washington Street to North Illinois
Street about April 1st. Prior to the removal
Burgheim will conduct an auction sale at the
old stand. The Illinois Street location will be
temporary, as Mr. Burgheim cannot secure pos-
session of the room in which Ile will be perma-
nently located until later in the spring.

Ikko Matsumoto is making a number of
changes and improvements in his quarters in
the American Central Life Building. The shop
is being overhauled and rearranged. The ex-
quisite handwrought jewelry turned out by Mat-
sumoto has become so widely known that orders
from all over the country are being received.

W. A. Lorentz has repainted the exterior
of his jewelry and optical store on South Illinois
Street.

During the latter part of March a private sale
and later a public auction of antique furniture,
silver, Sheffield plate, old clocks and china was
held in a room on the ground floor of the Knights
of Pythias Building in this city. There is a strong
feeling against such sales by the regular dealers.
It is hoped that some law will be enacted at the
next meeting of the State Legislature that will
keep all transient dealers out of Indiana,

Julius C. Walk and Charles Kiefer will leave
April 25th for their semi-annual fishing trip to
Lake Maxinkuckee in the northern part of this
State. Mr. Walk says that the date was made
with the big black bass last fall and he is sure
the engagement will be kept. Dates or no dates,
"Uncle Julius and Charlie" are sure to catch more
fish in a given time than any other two fishermen
at the lake.

The Indiana Avenue Retail Merchants' As-
sociation has been organized for the purpose of
promoting trade along that thoroughfare. One
of the first matters to be considered is the better
lighting of the avenue. The following jewelers
are charter members and active workers in the
association : William F. Burns, A. C. Joss and
Edward J. Kappeler.

"Be Up and Doing" was the cry when eighty-
six representative business firms of Indianapolis
signed the charter roll of the Indianapolis Trade
Association March 17th. Much enthusiasm was
aroused by the various speakers who planned to
bring more trade to the city. Every man present
was anxious to do his part and promised to
"stand up for Indianapolis." It was predicted
that March 17, 1910, was to be the birth of a
new Indianapolis for its jobbers and manufac-
turers. Joseph Reagan, general manager of
Baldwin-Miller Company, was appointed a mem-
ber of the board of directors.

A. B. Swift, formerly in the watch repair
business in this city, has taken a position as
traveling salesman for the Intern7tional Silver
Company. Mr. Swift has many trade friends in
Indianapolis.

W. Kader, formerly with Baber & Rankin at
Peru, Ind., is now doing watch work with
Bauchert & Axline, at Noblesville, Ind.

Schuyler Robbins, of the jewelry firm of
Cooper & Robbins, at Mooresville, Ind., com-
mitted suicide February 22d. He had spent a
part of the day in Indianapolis making some store
purchases of Baldwin-Miller Company. About 9
o'clock he went to his room in the Robbins
Sanitarium in Mooresville, apparently in a happy
frame of mind, and a few minutes afterward
committed suicide by shooting himself. The un-
fortunate man, after preparing for bed, placed
the muzzle of a shotgun against his breast and
discharged the trigger with a canc. Schuyler
Robbins was forty years old, a well-known and
respected resident of Mooresville and made his
home at the sanitarium founded by his father
twenty years ago. He was a successful business
man with a wide circle of friends. No reason is
assigned for his act. Mr. Robbins is survived
by his mother, a brother and a sister.

(Continued on page 592)
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J. M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher Company, Attle-
boro, was confined to the house for a few days
last month suffering from an attack of the grippe.

Ira W. Smith will represent Smith & Crosby,
Attleboro, makers of solid front goods, on the
Pacific Coast, with offices at Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. Mr. Smith has moved to California to

take up this position.
D. A. Hart Company, Attleboro, are getting

out a very fancy line of goods made up in
brooches, hat pins and sash pins and known as
"The Chantecler" line. This name is taken from
the famous French play now on the boards, play-
ing ibefore the American public, and which s
creating quite a furore. If these goods are
accorded the same amount of attention as the
play there can be no doubt as to their being
popular. Already the demand is showing the
wisdom of this company making such a line as
this.

Mrs. W. A. Cook and Miss Cook, wife and
daughter of W. A. Cook, of Fontneau & Cook
Company, Attleboro, have just returned from a
visit to New York City, where they spent some
time with Mr. Cook.

Mandalian & Hawkins, of North Attleboro,
have bought a plot of ground just across the
street from their present location. A single
story frame building, painted a steel gray, with
white trimmings, has been erected and is known
as the "Purse Department" of this Company.

R. C. Thompson, of Chas. M. Robbins Com-
pany, Attleboro, made a trip to Detroit, Michi-
gan, during the latter part of March.

Joseph P. Burlingame, associated with B. S.
Freeman, Attleboro Falls, and one of the Rail-
road Commissioners in the State of Rhode Island,
is getting after the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad relative to the grade crossing
at Pawtucket and Central Falls. Mr. Burlingame
has been an earnest advocate of the abolition of
these crossings and has won considerable fame
and respect by his unswerving devotion to what
he believed was right and proper regardless of
money or influence.

The application of the Grand Trunk Railroad
for entrance into Providence is creating consid-
erable interest among the manufacturing jewelers
of this place. They see in this railroad a chance
to put the New Haven Railroad on a competitive
basis, thus increasing the chances for improve-
ment that come where competition exists. The
New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association have gone on record as
a body petitioning the legislature to grant this
road a franchise.

The Art Engraving Company, of Attleboro,
are contemplating moving from this place to
Meriden, Conn.

Bates & Bacon, Attleboro, have added a
third story to their factory which is located on
County Street.

An opinion on final hearing in the Dover-
Greenwood bill of equity, handed down by Judge
Arthur L. Brown in the United States Circuit
Court, gives a decree for complainants, George
W. Dover and George W. Dover Company. The
case involves an interference of patent claims and
the question of priority of an invention of a cer-
tain form of jewelry pin tongue.

Although not a review of the action of the
Circuit Court of Appeals of the District of Co-
lumbia, Judge Brown's decree will have an effect
directly contrary to that of the Washington tri-
bunal, which latter, by reversing the action of
the Examiners-in-Chief and the Commissioner of
Patents had decided in favor of the Greenwood
claim.

The case came to the court here on a bill in
equity to compel the issue of letters-patent to
complainants. The respondents are Thomas F.

° Greenwood and David M. Watkins and Frederick
H. Watkins, co-partners, as D. M. Watkins &
Co. The complainant, Dover, claimed to be the
original inventor of an improvement in pin
tongues used in brooches and other forms of
jewelry, and filed an application for a patent
Sept. I I th, I901. Dover further claimed that
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defendant, Greenwood, surreptitiously appropri-
ated the invention. Greenwood filed his applica-
tion for a patent April 15, 1902. The Patent
Examiner found for Greenwood. On appeal the
Appeal Board, or Examiners-in-Chief, and the
Commissioner of Patents, each in turn awarded
priority to Dover.

Next the Circuit Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia reviewed and reversed this
decision and decided for Greenwood, and upon

. this last decision the Patent Office has refused
to issue letters-patent to Dover.

Judge Brown in this latest decision said:
"With due respect to the opinion of the

Circuit Court of Appeals, I am of the opinion
that it states no satisfactory reason for a reversal
of the conclusions of the commissioner and of the
Examiners-in-Chief. A decree for the complain-
ant may be presented accordingly."

John W. Kelso, 76 Dorrance Street, Provi-
dence, is very busy at present with aldermanic
work, being a very live wire in the Board of
Aldermen in the city of Providence.

W. W. Williams, a manufacturing jeweler
living at 62 Patterson Street, Providence, was
the victim of burglarizing last month. The thief
or thieves not only took several overcoats and
other articles of clothing, but raided the family
larder and partook of nearly everything eatable
that it contained. •

William Loeb, of the Rhode Island Ring
Company, 21 Eddy Street, Providence, has just
returned from a trip to Kingston, Jamaica. Mrs.
Loeb accompanied Mr. Loeb and was unfortunate
in falling and breaking her ankle, which con-
fined her at the American Hospital in Colon for
some time. The bone mended rapidly and Mrs.
Loeb is now able to walk about a bit with the
aid of crutches. While there Mr. Loeb took
occasion to run over to Carson Springs near
Kingston. Conditions are thriving there and there
is a healthy outlook for business of all kinds.

Arrangements are under way to incorporate
the George E. Darling jewelry business, located
at 21 Eddy Street, Providence, under the name
of George E. Darling Co. This concern sells
direct to the retail trade by catalogue and during
the past fifteen years has built up a business
which covers every State in the Union. The
present management, which will be continued, has
been strengthened by the addition of B. A. Pierce,
for many years with the Ostby & Barton Co.,
manufacturing jewelers of the same city. The
new corporation will adhere to the same business
policies that have been so successful in the past
and with increased facilities expect to greatly
enlarge their business.

S. J. Summer, of the Providence Manufac-
turing Company, 25 Calender Street, Providence,
has just left for a trip among the jobbing houses
to show the new creations in tile way of braid
pins, hat pins and many other new things in the
comb line that this company turns out.

Representative Harry Cutler, of Cutler
Jewelry Company, 7 Eddy Street, Providence, has
been selected as one of the Rhode Island Com-
missioners to confer with the other States on
the coming Perry Centennial which will take
place at Put-in-Bay in 1913.

The George W. Dover Jewelry Company, 710
Eddy Street, Providence, report large sales on the
comb being advertised in this month's issue. The
wisdom of the jobber in stocking up with a line
of combs this company puts out will show in
the profits at the end of the season.

Henry Lederer, of Henry Lederer & Brother,
150 Chestnut Street, Providence, made a trip
to New York City last month.

The Castiglioni Company, 116 Chestnut
Street, Providence, have rearranged their office
and added several new articles of furniture.

The Brown & Dean Company, 102 Richmond
Street, Providence, have entirely repainted and
renovated their office.

Albert Russell, of Irons & Russell Company,
95 Chestnut Street, Providence, who is an en-
thusiastic automobilist, is taking advantage of this
fine spring weather and enjoying long spins in the
country.

Paul E. Levi, representing Samuel Neu-
hauser, i Maiden Lane, New York City, was a
visitor to Providence this past month.

Williams & Anderson, 33 Broad Street, Provi-
dence, are showing a new emblem design of the
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Loyal Order of Moose. This is an organization
that is coming to the front rapidly, many promi-
nent people belonging to it and retail jewelers
throughout the country will do well to look into
this new emblem design just created.

Twenty-eight of the creditors of the defunct
concern of Lapp & Flershem, of Chicago, met at
the rooms of the Manufacturing Jewelers' Board
of Trade together with both members of this
concern and their lawyer. F. D. Carr, President
of the Board of Trade, acted as chairman and
M. W. Morton as secretary. The total amount
represented by those present was $88,152.95. Both
Mr. Lapp and Mr. Flershein presented arguments,
ably seconded by Lawyer McKeever, who made
an able plea for his clients. It was finally de-
cided to accept the best cash offer that had been
made by this concern and close the matter up.

George H. Holmes, of George H. Holmes &
Co., 185 Eddy Street, Providence, has had his
automobile entirely overhauled and repaired pre-
paratory to enjoying the beautiful days that are

to come.

Indianapolis Letter
(Continued from page NI )

J. S. Simpson, the Chicago representative of

the E. Howard Clock Company, recently spent
some time in Columbus, Ind., superintending the
installation of the new tower clock in the Bar-
tholomew County Court House.

Dallas F. Greene, jeweler and optician of
Fort Wayne, Ind., was the victim of a window
smasher last month. Eighteen fine Masonic rings,
valued at $700, were carried off. Either from
want of time or failure to reach them, a number
of watches and diamond rings were left.

Frank Haseltine, of the Ross J. Haseltine
Company of Kokomo, Ind., made a purchasing
trip to this market late last month. He reported
business as very satisfactory in his town.

A. Davison, formerly of Shelburn, Ind.,

where his store was destroyed by fire, was a buyer
on this market last month. He was purchasing
a new set of tools and a complete stock for the
new store which he has opened at Hymera, Ind.

H. T. Coffin, of Newcastle, Ind., was among
the March buyers in Indianapolis. Trade was a
little quiet at the time of Mr. Coffin's visit, but he
looked for a good trade as soon as the weather
settled, so was stocking up.

Mr. Arnold, representing the Western Clock
Co., spent several days in Indianapolis last month
in the interests of his house.

T. H. Anderson, a jeweler of Bedford, Ind.,
recently had a narrow escape from death by the
explosion of gas that had accumulated in the
furnace room under his dwelling. When Mr.
Anderson opened the door of the furnace a sheet
of flame shot out and completely enveloped his
body. He was painfully burned but congratulated
himself that his eyes escaped injury and that his
burns were not deep enough to cause permanent
injury.

C. Z. Rowe, of Argos, Ind., is a member of
the committee on credentials of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association. He ib

expecting to attend the July meeting to be held
in Detroit. Mr. Rowe is a member of the execu-
tive committee of the Indiana Retail Jewelers'
Association.

F. C. Sheldon, of Shelbyville, Ind., made a
buying trip to Indianapolis last month and stayed
over to attend the production of "Dick Whitting-
ton" at the beautiful new Murat Theater. Mrs.
Sheldon accompanied her husband.

Howard W. White, of the jewelry depart-
ment, and M. H. Douglas, of the material de-
partment for Baldwin-Miller Company, returned
from westerr. trips the middle of last month.
Both men had found trade very fair for the
season.

S. C. Creach, watchmaker with J. H. Rogers
at Gibson City, Ill., will soon put upon the market
his patented balance truing calipers. Watch-
makers who have tried these calipers speak of
them most favorably.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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 YOU WILL BE SURE OF 

GOOD SPRING AND SUMMER BUSINESS
IF YOU STOCK UP WITH

WATCHES THAT SELL
WE MAKE THEM

DAINTY CHATELAINES FOR THE LADIES

"ELFS" and "CAVOURS"
10 LIGNE 15 LIGNE

Cased in Solid Gold-20-Year Gold Filled—Sterling Silver—Nickel—Gun Metal

c.71/lany Beautiful Case Designs—Open Face or Hunting

SUITABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Prices, $6.40 to $32.00
SUBJECT TO KEYSTONE KEY AND 6 CASH DISCOUNT

MEN'S AND BOYS' OUTING WATCHES
FOR THE FISHING TRIP — YACHTING CRUISE — VACATION JAUNT

"HALES" and "PUTNAMS"
12 SIZE 18 SIZE

REAL WATCH MOVEMENTS — JEWELED — ENAMELED DIALS

Thin Models Durable --- Reliable -- Inexpensive — Guaranteed

NICKEL AND GUN METAL CASES

In Dozen Lots, $32.40 per Doz.
LESS THAN DOZEN LOTS — $2.80 EACH

SUBJECT TO KEYSTONE KEY AND 2 'f CASH DISCOUNT

REDUCED PRICES ON GOLD FILLED " HALES " AND " PUTNA
MS "

MEN'S LEVER WATCHES
ABSOLUTELY HIGH GRADE

"ALDEN S "
16 SIZE SERIES BB

Double Roller Lever Escapement — 7 Jewels -- Breguet Hairspring

Cut Expansion Balance—and other standard specifications

ALL 20-YEAR GOLD FILLED " ALDENS " REDUCED IN PRICE

Semi - Bascine, Full Bascine or Screw Back and Bezel, $11.50
PRICES ON HUNTING AND ENGRAVED CASES ON APPLICATION

Nickel Snap Cases, B. P. or E. T., $5.80 Gun Metal Cases, Plain, $7.00

All Thin Models — Especially Close Casings — Graceful, Exquisite

New Antique Tapered Pendant on Gold Filled Cases

PRICES SUBJECT TO KEYSTONE KEY AND 6 CASH DISCOUNT

SUPPLIED PRO MPTLY BY

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
WATERBURY CONN.
AND THE LEADING JOBBERS

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS— B. W. FREER CO., SAN FRANCISC
O
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THE HOWARD WATCH

Y
OUR customers among the technical

  men—railroad officials, field engineers

and industrial men—are especially inter-
ested in the mechanical details of the HOWARD
Watch.

Show them the HOWARD Special Hard-

Tempered Balance that will not knock out of

true with jolt and vibration.
Tell them about the Balance Pivot and Train Pivots.

Made of a steel invented specially for the purpose.

Designed to hold up under the severest conditions.

Finished to admit of the most precise position adjust-

ment.

Every man in your community knows the HOWARD

Watch. Since 1842 the HOWARD has been conceded

the finest practical watch in the world.

Sixty-seven years of prestige stand back of the

HOWARDS in your stock. Compel attention to them by

showing a representative assortment.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

5 ()5

THE HOWARD WATCH

AS SOON as a man owns a motor

car he begins to take a new

account of time. And as soon as a
man appreciates precision in a time-

piece he is in line for a HOWARD
Watch.

There are 450,000 automobile owners in the

United States and they are rapidly learning that

there is no watch for their use like a HOWARD.

Its hard-tempered balance will not knock out

of true with the jar and jolt of travel. It is un-

hurt by changes of temperature or the vibration

of the machine. Its adjustment is permanent.

Englishmen say it's the most sporting watch in

the world.
A HOWARD Watch is always worth what you pay for it.

The price of each HOWARD 15 fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached—from the 17-jewel (double-roller es
cape-

ment) in a .‘ Jas. Boss " or Crescent " gold-filled case at $4.o

to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $15o.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch.
 Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your town

and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop
 us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send

you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buye
r.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the le
ading magazines and periodicals for April. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (al)out 30

.000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your comm
unity who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be Interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer r Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWA
RD at your store r



Annual Banquet of the New England Manufacturing
Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association

Never before in the history of the New
England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association has such wide publicity been
given to its annual banquet as on the recent oc-
casion when William H. Taft, President of the
United States, honored the organization by per-
sonal attendance at its great annual function, held
March 21st. The whole city outdid itself in doing
homage to the President and all along the route,
from the railroad station to Infantry Hall, where
the banquet was held, hundreds congregated to
greet him. Decorations were in evidence every-
where in the downtown section of the city along
the route laid out and the President's own per-
sonal flag was for the first time made known to
the citizens of Providence. One blaze of glory
met the eye at every point and there can be no
doubt that the reception given the President will
long linger in his mind, accustomed though he be
to demonstrations of this character.

As the President was delayed at a meeting of
the directors of Yale College, he did not arrive
ill Providence until 7.25 P. M., where lie was met
and escorted in a white automobile especially
brought from Boston for this occasion, by Hon.
George H. Holmes, president of the association.

P rank T. Pearce, past president of the as-
sociation, acted as escort to the President's
party and during the evening not only entertained
the President's party well but engaged the Presi-
dent in conversation while at the banquet table.

lion. Harry Cutler and Hon. H. G. Thresher
had the honor of escorting the President up
from New Haven, both journeying thither to
carry out the mission assigned to them, and upon

arrival at Providence gave the President over to
the care of Hon. George H. Holmes.

The President arrived at Infantry Hall,
where the banquet was held, at 7.45 P. M. and
from then until 8 P. M. was busy being intro-

President George H. Holmes

duced to all who could crowd forward to shake
hands with him.

In going down to the banquet hall the mem-
bers filed down through the balcony and passing
by the President were introduced by his aide-de-
camp, thence to their places at the various tables.

Too much praise cannot be given William P.
Chapin, Jr., who with a large corps of ushers

and policemen had the handling of the guests.
Twenty-seven carefully selected men from the
pick of the jewelry field in Providence and
vicinity had the .bulk of the handling upon their
shoulders, while thirty-seven others assisted these,
making sixty-four in all, besides the police
Present.

The regular ushers, all of well-known firms,
were as follows: William P. Chapin, Jr., A.
Pearce, A. Buffinton, W. Otis, J. Otis, W. H. Bell,
A. Morris, W. B. Ballou, F. P. Daughoday, E. L.
Gowen, M. L. Carter, R. M. Horton, T. S. Car-
penter, S. M. Einstein, H. Wilkinson, S. Nord-
linger, G. Rueckert, A. K. Potter, H. E. A. C.
Stone, A. S. Vennerbeck, 11. E. Sweet, W. F.
Almy, M. F. Winsor, F. B. Reynolds, E. Crees
and W. G. Lind.

One of the unexpected surprises of the
evening was the guard of 1st Light Infantry
under the command of Lieutenant C. R. Leonard.
This is Hon. Harry Cutler's regiment, and in
their shakos and brilliant red coats they pre-
sented a striking appearance.

Pen fails to depict the grandeur and glory—
the sumptuousness and gorgeousness that greeted
one's eye as one entered the banquet hall. The
decorating had been put in the hands of the
Abbott Company, of Providence, who have helped
to decorate some of the Government buildings in
Washington during various inaugurations in the
past, so that every color scheme and design was
in keeping with the occasion. A veritable blaze
of sunlight greeted the eyes from the many
hundreds of electric lights that were hung
throughout the room. Five hundred of the
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President's personal flags were interspersed among

the bunting and draperies.
The color scheme was red, white and blue

and consisted of streamers starting from the
center of the room and draped edgewise so that

a side view could be gotten of the colors. In

between these garlands were long rows of electric
lights arranged in festoon fashion. Gold fringe

edged the bottom of all the drapery and bunting,
lending a rich tone to the contrasting colors and
putting a final touch to the color scheme. Directly

over the stage was a portrait of the President in
a huge oval gilt frame, nine feet high, and com-

pletely surrounded by electric lights, twenty in
all. The members enthused greatly over this
portrait and cheered time and time again.

Around the room at various points were
placed the trade-mark of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Asso-
ciation. This was an electric set piece, 3% feet
wide by 5 feet high. The seal of the city of
Providence, of the same dimensions and similarly
lighted, as well as the coat of arms of the State
of Rhode Island, also of the same size, was to
be seen.

As the President entered the banquet hall
Bowen R. Church, with the American Brass
Band of Providence, greeted him with his own
personal salute, which greatly surprised him, as
the Marine Band of Washington was supposed
to be the only band that knew this salute.

At the back of the stage were red and green
curtains of a rich color with the national colors,
20 feet wide by 30 feet long, lending an added
finish to this portion of the room. Festoons of
electric lights gave forth brilliant illumination,
so that the American Band of Providence, led
by Bowen R. Church, were able to render their
special music for this occasion.

Above the balconies, where the ladies sat dur-
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ing the speech-making of the evening, were ar-
ranged American flags with pull-downs.

The seating of the 800 guests was in the

hands of Bauspach Bros., of this city.
The President's table was on an elevated

platform and at this table were sixteen guests

Henry G. Thresher

that partook of the good things that were placed

before them. These were: E. L. Spencer, Rev.

J. E. McConnell, W. A. Copeland, Mayor Henry

Fletcher, J. M. Buffinton, Governor Aaron J.

Pothier, Hon. Henry G. Thresher, Senator Nel-

son W. Aldrich, Hon. George H. Holmes,

William H. Taft, President of the United States,

Senator George Peabody Wetmore, Theodore W.

Foster, Congressman William P. Sheffield, H. E.

Sweet and Captain Archibald Butt, the Presi-

dent's aide-de-camp.
A mound of pink roses and ferns, 5 feet long

and 2Y2 feet wide, adorned this table. After the
banquet was over an extra large vase of these

roses was sent to Mrs. Taft with the compli-

ments of the association.
Directly in front of the President's table was

a large oval table at which sat twenty of the lead-

ing members of the association, and in the center

of it was an electric fountain that emitted

perfume all evening, thus sweetening the air

about the hall.
At the guests' table was Frank T. Pearce,

Judge Baron B. Colt, Chief Justice Edward C.

Dubois, Judge William H. Sweetland, Attorney

General William B. Greenough, Speaker Roswell

B. Burchard, Ex-Governor George H. Utter,

J. F. P. Lawton, Col. I. N. Ullman, Lieutenant

Governor Zenas Bliss, F. L. Baker, United States

District Attorney Charles A. Wilson, Hon. George

W. Gardiner, Gen. T. S. Sharretts, Arthur B.
Shelton, Stuart M. Aldrich, E. Tudor Gross,

E. G. Buckland and Charles R. Paye.
In addition to these tables there were forty-

six other tables on the floor, thirty-five of which

seated sixteen each, seven of which seated twelve

each and four of which seated eight each.
On each of these tables there were two long

baskets containing mounds of flowers and ferns,

and in addition three electric lights with fancy

shades.
New silverware was used for the occasion

and with the dishes that were used over I5,000
pieces were needed to carry out the dining part
of the programme. So stupendous a. task was
this that it took three days to gather the material
together and carry it to the hall.

(Continued on page 637)
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Annual Banquet of the New England Manufacturing
Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association

Never before in the history of the New
England Alanufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths Association has such wide publicity- been
given to its annual banquet as on the recent oc-
casion when William I I. Taft, President of the

lined States, honored the organization by per-
son;d at at its great annual function, held
March 21st. Thc whole city outdid itself in doing
homage to the President and all along the route,
from the railri)ad station to Infantry Hall, where
the banquet ■V;LS jielil, hundreds congregated to
greet him. Decorations Were in evidence every-
where in the downtown section of the city along
the route laid out and the President's own per-
sonal Ilag was for the first time made known to
the citizens of Providence. One blaze of glory
met the eye at every point and there can be no
I oubt that the reception given the President will
long linger in his mind, accustomed though he he
Ii) demonstrations of this character.

As the President was delayed at a meeting of
the directors of Yale College, he did not arrive
in Providence until 7.25 I. NI., where he was Inet
and CSC( oiled in a white automobile especially
hrought from Boston for this occasion, by Hon.
George I I. I lohnes, president of the association.

1. rank T. Pearce, past president of the as-
sociation, acted as escort t the President's
party and during the evening not only entertained
the President's party %yell but engaged the Presi-
dent in conversation while at the banquet table.

I Ion. I larry Cutler and I Ion. I I. G. Thresher
I ad the honor of escorting the President up
from New HaVCII, bOth journeying thither to
carry out the mission assigned to them, and upon

arrival at Providence gave the President over to
the care of Hon. George H. Holmes.

The President arrived at infantry Hall,
where the banquet was held, at 7.45 r. xi. and
from then until 8 P. At• was busy being intro-

President George II. Holmes

duced to all who could crowd forward to shake
hands with him.

In going down to the banquet hall the mem-
bers filed down through the balcony and passing
by the President were introduced by his aide-de-
camp, thence to their places :it the various tables.

Too much praise canto d he given William P.
Chapin, jr., \OK> with a large corps of ushers

and policemen had the handling of the guests.
Twenty-seven carefully selected men from the
pick of the jewelry field in Providence and
vicinity had the .bulk of the handling upon their
shoulders, while thirty-seven others assisted these,
making sixty-four in all, besides the police
present.

The regular ushers, all of well-known firms,
were as follows: William P. Chapin, Jr., A.
Pearce, A. Buffinton, W. Otis, J. Otis, W. H. Bell,
A. Morris, W. B. Ballou, F. P. Daughoday, E. L.
Gowen, M. L. Carter, R. M. Horton, T. S. Car-
penter, S. M. Einstein, H. Wilkinson, S. Nord-
linger, G. Rueckert, A. K. Potter, H. E. A. C.
Stone, A. S. Vennerbeck, 1-1. E. Sweet, W. F.
Almy, M. F. Winsor, F. B. Reynolds, E. Crees
and W. G. Lind.

One of the unexpected surprises of the
evening was the guard of 1st Light Infantry
under the command of Lieutenant C. R. Leonard.
This is Hon. Harry Cutler's regiment, and in
their shakos and brilliant red coats they pre-
sented a striking appearance.

Pen fails to depict the grandeur and glory—
the suniptnimsness and gorgeousness that greeted
one's eye as one entered the banquet hall. The
decorating had been put in the hands of the
Abbott Company, of Providence, who have helped
to decorate some of the Government buildings in
Washington during various inaugurations in the
past, so that every col ir scheme and design was
in keeping with the occasion. A veritable blaze
of sunlight greeted the eyes from the many
hundreds of electric lights that were hung
throughout the mom. Five hundred of the
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President's personal flags were interspersed among

the bunting and draperies.
The color scheme was red, white and blue

and consisted of streamers starting from the
center of the room and draped edgewise so that
a side view could be gotten of the colors. In
between these garlands were long rows of electric
lights arranged in festoon fashion. Gold fringe
edged the bottom of all the drapery and bunting,
lending a rich tone to the contrasting colors and
putting a final touch to the color scheme. Directly
over the stage was a portrait of the President in
a huge oval gilt frame, nine feet high, and com-
pletely surrounded by electric lights, twenty in
all. The members enthused greatly over this

I)' rtrait and cheered time and time again.

Around the room at various points were
placed the trade-mark of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Asso-
ciation. This was an electric set piece, 3t., feet
wide by 5 feet high. The seal of the city of
Providence, of the same dimensions and similarly
lighted, as well as the coat of arms of the State
(of Rhode 1 sland, also of the same size, was to
be seen.

As the President entered the banquet hall
Bowen R. Church, with the American Brass
Band of Providence, greeted him with his own
personal salute, which greatly surprised him, as
the Marine Band of Washington was supposed
to be the only band that knew this salute.

At the back of the stage were red and green
curtains of a rich color with the national colors,
20 feet wide by 30 feet long, lending an added
finish to this portion of the room. Festoons of
electric lights gave forth brilliant illumination,
so that the American Band of Providence, led
by Bowen R. Church, were able to render their
special music for this occasion.

Above the balconies, where the ladies sat dur-
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ing the speech-making of the evening, were ar-
ranged American flags with pull-downs.

The seating of the 800 guests was in the

hands of Bauspach Bros., of this city.
The President's table was on an elevated

platform and at this table were sixteen guests

Henry G. Thresher

that partook of the good things that were placed
before them. These were: E. L. Spencer, Rev.
J. E. McConnell, 1,V. A. Copeland, Mayor Henry
Fletcher, J. M. Buffinton, Governor Aaron J.

Pothier, Hon. Henry G. Thresher, Senator Nel-

son W. Aldrich, Hon. George H. Holmes,
William I I. Taft, President of the United States,
Senator George Peabody Wetmore, Theodore W.

Foster, Congressman William P. Sheffield, H. E.
Sweet and Captain Archibald Butt, the Presi-
dent's aide-de-camp.

A mound of pink roses and ferns, 5 feet long

and 2Y2 feet wide, adorned this table. After the
banquet was over an extra large vase of these
roses was sent to Mrs. Taft with the compli-
ments of the association.

Directly in front of the President's table was
a large oval table at which sat twenty of the lead-
ing members of the association, and in the center
of it was an electric fountain that emitted
perfume all evening, thus sweetening the air
about the hall.

At the guests' table was Frank T. Pearce,
Judge Baron B. Colt, Chief Justice Edward C.
Dubois, Judge William H. Sweetland, Attorney
General NAfilliam B. Greenough, Speaker Roswell
B. Burchard, Ex-Governor George H. Utter,
J. F. P. Lawton, Col. I. N. Ullman, Lieutenant
Governor Zenas Bliss, F. L. Baker, United States
District Attorney Charles A. Wilson, Hon. George
W. Gardiner, Gen. T. S. Sharretts, Arthur B.
Shelton, Stuart M. Aldrich, E. Tudor Gross,
E. G. Buckland and Charles R. Paye.

In addition to these tables there were forty-
six other tables on the floor, thirty-five of which
seated sixteen each, seven of which seated twelve
each and four of which seated eight each.

On each of these tables there were two long
baskets containing mounds of flowers and ferns,
and in addition three electric lights with fancy
shades.

New silverware was used for the occasion
and with the dishes that were used over 15,000
pieces were needed to carry out the dining part
of the programme. So stupendous a. task was
this that it took three days to gather the material
together and carry it to the hall.

(Continued on page 637)
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393. One can now ask in what manner should a force act on

a balance so that its action would not modify the length of the

oscillations.
In a general case, the response is simple:

I. There will be no change in the duration if the - angle a

becomes null in the equation,

T =-- (F :0) ,

because of the reason that the force acts at the moment the balance

passes the point of repose.

2. There would likewise be no change in the duration of the

oscillations when a similar force, acting in the direction of the

movement, or in the opposite direction, is applied from the two

sides and at the same distance from the point of repose. The

angle a should then be equal on both sides of the line of centers.

There would be, on the other hand, a change in the duration if

the force acted, for example, on one side in one direction and

on the other side in the opposite direction.

The object of every construction of an escapement should,

therefore, be to fulfill, as nearly as possible, one or the other

of these two essential conditions.

394. General Study of the Influence of the Escape-

ment on the Length of the Oscillations of the Balance. It

follows, from the definition which we have given of the mechan-

ism of the escapement (379), that its action can always be de-

composed into three general periods : Period of rest, period of

unlocking and period of impulse.

Leaving out for the moment all special kinds, we can, how-

ever, examine the especial effect of each of these periods on the

duration of the oscillations of the balance, and deduce facts which

will be useful in the construction of these mechanisms.

Let us, first, put in plain language the two rules which we

have previously stated (393) :

I. The influence of an escapement on the duration of the

oscillations would be annulled if the contact of the former with

the balance could be reduced to an instantaneous blow, produced

exactly at the moment of the passage of the point of repose over

the line of the centers.
2. The impulse should be produced with an equal force and

passing through equal angles, one before and one after the position

of repose.
Let us remark that up to the present no system of escapement

fulfills either one or the other of these two conditions.

395. Leaving out all special construction, let us examine,

from a general point of view, the effect of the escapement on the

duration of the oscillations.

Let us suppose a balance whose amplitude of oscillation is

2400 (two-thirds of a turn) ; the angle ao will therefore be 120°.

Let us admit a passage of 5° during the action of unlocking and

350 of impulse. The sum of these last two angles, say 40
0, forms

what we are accustomed to call the angle of lift of the balance;

this angle of lift is generally divided into two equal parts, one on

each side of the line of centers.

396. When the balance commences its movement at the point

B (Fig. 114), it traverses, in the first place, the angle B 0 d from

1200 to 20° before the line of centers. During this passage, the

forces which act on the balance are, beside the force of the hair-

spring, the friction of the pivots and, if the escapement is fric-

tioning, rest, that which results from the pressure of the escape

wheel against the axis of the balance. The effect of these two

frictions, acting as a resisting force, produces an increase in the

duration. Let us note that this retardation will be exactly com-

pensated by the gain produced by the same cause during the trav-

ersing of the angle f 0 C from 200 to 1200 after the line of centers

(admitting the resisting force of friction as constant). This effect

will, therefore, be annulled for the entire oscillation. During the

passage of the angle d 0 e = 5°, therefore, from 2o4 to 15
0

before the line of centers, the same forces can be supposed as still

acting, with a variable intensity, according to the kind of escape-

ment, since it is here a question of the unlocking of the wheel ; the

effect of this resistance will no longer be, in this case, compen-

sated by an equal resistance on the other side of the line of centers;

there will, therefore, result a retarding.

When, farther on, the balance describes the angle e 0 H of

ISO, it receives an impulse which, during the semi-oscillation

descending, produces a gain. This gain will be compensated by

the corresponding retarding from the effect of this same impulse

FIG. 114

during the passage from o° to 15° of the semi-oscillation ascend-

ing. The impulse being continued, then, from 15° to 20
0 will

produce, during this passage of 5°, a new retarding.

On the whole, we will have an increase of duration during the

passage of the two angles d 0 e and g 0 f, these two angles

being equal.
The escapement has, therefore, the effect of retarding the

duration of the oscillation.

397. If this retarding was regular, that is to say, if it

preserved an equal value for all the amplitudes of oscillations

which the balance made, the running of the watch would not

(Continued on page 808)
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393. One can now ask in what manner should a force act on

a balance so that its action would not modify the length of the

oscillations.
In a general case, the response is simple:

I. There will be no change in the duration if the angle

becomes null in the equation,

A = f (F ),

because of the reason that the force acts at the moment the balance

passes the point of repose.

2. There would likewise be no change in the duration of the

oscillations when a similar force, acting in the direction of the

movement, or in the opposite direction, is applied from the two

sides and at the same distance from the point of repose. The

angle should then be equal on both sides of the line of centers.

There would be, on the other band, a change in the duration if

the force acted, for example, on one side in one direction and

on the other side in the opposite direction.

The object of every construction of an escapement should,

therefore, be to fulfill, as nearly as possible, one or the other

of these two essential conditions.

394. General Study of the Influence of the Escape-

ment on the Length of the Oscillations of the Balance. It

follows, from the definition which we have given of the mechan-

ism of the escapement (379), that its action can always be de-

composed into three general periods : Period of rest, period of

unlocking and period of impulse.

Leaving out for the moment all special kinds, we can, how-

ever, examine the especial effect of each of these periods on the

duration of the oscillations of the balance, and deduce facts which

will be useful in the construction of these mechanisms.

Let us, first, put in plain language the two rules which we

have previously stated
I. The influence of an escapement on the duration of the

oscillations would be annulled if the contact of the former with

the balance could be reduced to an instantaneous blow, produced

exactly at the moment of the passage of the point of repose over

the line of the centers.
2. The impulse should be produced with an equal force and

passing through equal angles, one before and one after the position

of repose.
Let us remark that up to the present no system of escapement

fulfills either one or the other of these two conditions.

395. Leaving out all special construction, let us examine,

from a general point of view, the effect of the escapement on the

duration of the oscillations.

Let us suppose a balance whose amplitude of oscillation is

2400 (two-thirds of a turn) ; the angle so will therefore be 1200.

Let us admit a passage of 5° during the action of unlocking and

350 of impulse. The sum of these last two angles, say 40°, forms

what we are accustomed to call the angle of lift of the balance;

this angle of lift is generally divided into two equal parts, one on

each side of the line of centers.

396. When the balance commences its movement at the point

B (Fig. 114), it traverses, in the first place, the angle B 0 d from

1200 to 200 before the line of centers. During this passage, the

forces which act on the balance are, beside the force of the hair-

spring, the friction of the pivots and, if the escapement is fric-

tioning, rest, that which results from the pressure of the escape

wheel against the axis of the balance. The effect of these two

frictions, acting as a resisting force, produces an increase in the

duration. Let us note that this retardation will be exactly com-

pensated by the gain produced by the same cause during the trav-

ersing of the angle f 0 C from 20° to 1200 after the line of centers

(admitting the resisting force of friction as constant). This effect

will, therefore, be annulled for the entire oscillation. During the

passage of the angle d 0 e = 5°, therefore, from 204 to 15
0

before the line of centers, the same forces can be supposed as still

acting, with a variable intensity, according to the kind of escape-

ment, since it is here a question of the unlocking of the wheel ; the

effect of this resistance will no longer be, in this case, compen-

sated by an equal resistance on the other side of the line of centers;

there will, therefore, result a retarding.

When, farther on, the balance describes the angle e 0 H of

15°, it receives an impulse which, during the semi-oscillation

descending, produces a gain. This gain will be compensated by

the corresponding retarding from the effect of this same impulse

during the passage from o° to 15° of the semi-oscillation ascend-

ing. The impulse being continued, then, from 15° to 20° will

produce, during this passage of 5°, a new retarding.

On the whole, we will have an increase of duration during the

passage of the two angles d 0 e and g 0 f, these two angles

being equal.
The escapement has, therefore, the effect of retarding the

duration of the oscillation.

397. If this retarding was regular, that is to say, if it

preserved an equal value for all the amplitudes of oscillations

which the balance made, the running of the watch would not

(Continued on page 603)
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be influenced by it, because we possess several means of com-

pensating it.
398. We know that the variations of the motive force have

the effect of modifying the values of F, in the formula A T,

and consequently those of 0.0. We will have to determine in the

theory of adjusting the relation which connects the variations of

these two values. For the present we will not consider this

question except from the following point of view:

When a watch is placed vertically, the friction of the balance

pivots becomes greater than when it occupies a horizontal posi-

tion; there results necessarily a diminution of the amplitude of

the oscillations in the vertical positions. The value of co becom-

ing weaker in the formula of A T, we can conclude from this

that,
The running of a watch will be retarded more in the small

oscillations than in the large, therefore more when "hanging

up," than when lying flat, this on account of the sole fact of the

friction of the pivots in correlation with the working of the

escapement.

399. What has preceded permits us to set forth the fol-

lowing rules which can be used in the study and in the con-

struction of escapements :
First. The friction of the balance pivots should be reduced

as much as possible.
Second. The angle traversed by the balance during the un-

locking should be as small as is practically possible.
Third. The angle of lift of the balance should be as much

reduced as the reliability of the working of the escapement

permits.
Fourth. The amplitude of the oscillations should be as great

as possible.
The practice of horology confirms, strictly, these four rules

which we are going to examine with more detail.

400. We have shown that the loss of time in the watch

when it is hanging, "pendant up," arises essentially from the

friction of the balance pivots, which diminish the amplitude of

the oscillations and increase, by this fact, the loss produced by

the escapement. From the statement in the first rule, one must

not, however, hasten to conclude that the pivots must be made
smaller than absolute safety requires, since it must not be for-

gotten that a bent pivot is much more injurious to the regulat-
ing than if it was one or two hundredths of a millimeter larger.
The jewel holes in which the pivots turn should be short and olive-
shaped ; in fact, a part of the oil participates more or less in the
movement of the staff and it is important to construct the pivots,
the holes and oil cups of the jewels, in such a way as to render
the movement of the oil as slight as possible. It is almost useless
to add that the pivots should be perfectly hard and polished, as
should also be the inside of the jewel holes.

Let us further note that the friction varies with the condition
of the oil; we cannot regard this as constant. Since this force
acts during the entire oscillation and since we know that the
influence of a force on the duration of an oscillation is
greater in proportion as its action is exerted nearer the com-
mencement of the oscillation, we now understand one of the
reasons why a watch, placed in identical conditions from one
day to the other, nevertheless shows quite perceptible variations
in its daily rate.

401. We have already shown also that this retarding pro-
ceeds from the size of the angle d 0 e (Fig. 114). If therefore

603

a watch shows a perceptible retarding in its vertical positions,

it would be necessary in the first place to find out if the safety

of the action permits the reducing of the angle traversed by the

balance during the operation of unlocking. The smaller this

angle, the less also will be its influence on the regulating. The

value of the angle described by the balance during the unlocking

varies with every system of escapement; it depends on the angu-

lar value of the "rest" and on the relation between the lengths of

the acting lever arms.
402. The influence of a force acting on the balance further

depends on the angular distance which separates its point of appli-

cation from the position of repose ; it is best to reduce the angle

of lift of the balance as much as the practical working will

allow. Let us remark that the certainty of the correctness of the

action in every kind of escapements is impaired if a small limit

easy to determine in each case, is exceeded. The inertia of the

mobiles, the play of the pivots, and the more or less perfect

execution of the various parts of the escapement, are so many

factors which should be taken into account in the determination

of this value. Whatever it may be, one can regard an angle of
450 as the maximum in the large majority of cases, while it is

difficult to descend below 300 without the risk of endangering the

accuracy of the workings of the mechanism.
403. Finally, we have said that one can diminish the influ-

ence of the unlocking by increasing the amplitude of the oscil-
lation. This result should not, however, be obtained by means of

too light a balance, or even by reducing the number of oscilla-

tions ; in each of these cases, one would lose on one side what one
would expect to gain on the other. An increase in the amplitude
could only be advantageous when it is ()mined at the expense of the
passive resistances and of the losses of force arising from faults
of construction. All parts of the watch, especially the wheel-work
and the escapement, should be very carefully made; thus, one will
avoid defective gearings, one will reduce the drops of the escape-
ment, one will avoid shocks, one will diminish the inertia of the
mobiles and the frictions, and construct the balance in such a
way that it easily cuts the air. Let us note that the frictions of
the balance pivots are not only diminished by a reduction
of their diameter, but also by the choice of the size of the balance,
a large and light balance can have the same moment of inertia as
another small and heavy.*

404. The preceding general considerations now permit us
to take note of the advantage which detached escapements pre-
sent, in comparison with escapements with frictioning rests. We
can sum it up as follows:

Freedom of the balance during the passage of the supple-
mentary arc of oscillation, that is to say, suppression of friction
arising from the contact of the escape wheel against the axis.. of
the balance, during the duration of this passage.

One could object to the enunciation of this conclusion on the
ground that according to the law of the influence of an exterior
force on the duration of tl e. oscillations, the friction arising from
the contact of the escapement during the supplementary arc,
should have its influence annulled since it exists both during the
semi-oscillation descending and the semi-oscillation ascending.
This objection would be correct, if this friction had a constant
value and if the condition of fluidity of the oil remained invariable;
it is easy to find out that such is not the case; that, on the con-
trary, these two factors are very variable quantities and that it is,
consequently, advantageous to suppress them as much as possible.
One thus avoids a cause of alteration in the duration of the
oscillation, and at the same time increases the amplitude, which
has the effect of reducing the influence of the escapement.

*The formula of the moment of inertia of a balance is

A--1 ;

mass of the body ; 11, radius of gyration. One sees that this moment increases not

only in proportion to the increase of weight, but especially proportionately to the square of
the radius of gyration.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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A New Medium of Electro-
Deposition

At a recent meeting of the Royal Society of

Arts, London, presided over by Professor Syl-

vanus P. Thompson, F. R. S., Augustus Rosen-

berg delivered a lecture on .a new process of

electro-plating.

The new method consists in the use of a
mixture of pulverulent materials, to which has
been given the trade name of "Galvanit," and the
deposition process involves in each case but a
single operation, consisting in the application of
a powder by means of a rag or brush and rubbing
the object to be coated, in the presence of
moisture. No preliminary chemical treatment is
required such as dipping in caustic alkalies or
pickling in strong acids. Provided the objects
are reasonably clean and bright, they can be
plated without such preliminary treatment. For
in the rubbing with a rag or brush, concurrently
with the deposition process, there is brought
about a cleansing and polishing of the surface of
the newly-produced metallic deposit.

For deposition of each particular metal, there
is required a corresponding powder containing
the appropriate ingredients. Zinc, cadmium,
nickel, cobalt, tin, silver, antimony, bismuth, gold,
platinum, in fact, all metals generally deposited
by the "battery" process, can be deposited from
powders by the Galvanit process. Further than
this, alloys such as brass, gun-metal, German
silver, cadmium-silver, and a number of others
can be similarly deposited. Speaking generally, a
powder containing any given metal can be used
to deposit that metal on objects of any metal
whatever, even if the metal to be plated is identi-
cal with that contained in the mixture, e. g., zinc
upon zinc, silver upon silver, etc. This was
impossible under the old contact-process.

The mixtures used invariably comprise, first,
some form (whether elementary or combined) of
the metal to be deposited; secondly, an electro-
positive metal, in the uncombined form; and
thirdly, a substance which is capable of produc-
ing an aqueous electrolyte when brought into
contact with moisture. The following is an ex-
ample of a practical mixture containing the metal
to be deposited in a metallic state instead of a
salt, say, for example, such a highly electro-
positive metal as zinc:—

ZINC FORMULA.

Zinc   15 parts by weight.
Ammonium sulphate  5
Magnesium   x part
Chalk   to parts .

Soapstone   2.5 " IP

The ordinary zinc dust of commerce is quite
good enough for the purpose, notwithstanding
the considerable proportion of oxide and other
impurities which it contains. If we wish to de-
posit some other metal instead of zinc, say cad-
mium, we simply substitute in the mixture
metallic cadmium in place of the zinc.

Briefly stated, the new deposition process de-
pends upon a principle which the inventor calls
self-excitation, i. e., upon the reaction which
immediately ensues between one ingredient (the
electro-positive metal) and the other ingredient
(the metallic salt) so soon as the addition of
moisture to the mixture converts the latter into
an electrolyte. In this reaction the electro-posi-
tive metal constitutes the anode, and the object
treated the cathode; and as Galvanit contains
a quantity of finely powdered electro-positive
metal, it makes innumerable contacts with the
cathode surface, and acts as so many minute
anodes.

These innumerable minute anodes gradually
dissolve, and in dissolving set up in the liquid
little local circulations of electric currents.
The circuits are so excessively small, so exceed-
ingly near together, and so numerous that they
cannot be separately observed, and the surface of
the metal becomes the seat of innumerable con-
comitant voltaic and electrolytic actions. Thus
the potential or stored-up energy of the element-
ary substances in the powder is converted into
electric current, and as these currents leave the
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liquid they throw down from the metallic salt
in solution a thick film on the cathode, and it
becomes plated over with a deposit.

The advantages obtained by agitation of the
electrolyte and the moving of the cathode, are
equally well accomplished by the simple motion
and rubbing in the Galvanit process. The Gal-
vanit powders can be used to deposit their re-
spective metals on aluminum surfaces. Knowing
the difficulties experienced when trying to deposit
a metal on aluminum by means of an external
source of current, this is an interesting and unex-
pected result.

By the Galvanit process, several metals can
be deposited one on top of the other, i. e., silver
on nickel, tin on top of the nickel, copper on
top of the tin, etc., without stripping the object
of the previously deposited metal. Hitherto Gal-
vanit has been considered solely as an electro-
plating medium. I would now like to draw
attention to its value as a polishing agent.

Since the usual method of polishing plated
surfaces is by the use of abrasive or corrosive
preparations, the plating on the articles polished
inevitably becomes thinner with each application,
finally wearing off altogether. On the contrary,
by the use of Galvanit, simultaneously with the
polishing of the plated surface the new metal is
deposited, which actually increases its thickness
and greatly prolongs its life.

The Galvanit tin powder is of special use to
retin cooking utensils, as any domestic servant
can accomplish this without any more exertion
than is required to scour the vessel in the usual
way.

Burglar-proof Glass

As stated in a recent issue of this journal,
there was, during the past year, an alarming in-
crease in the number of thefts or attempt at
thefts from jewelry stores by window smashing.
In view of this fact special interest attaches to
the following article by Edward Bartlett which
appeared in a recent issue of the The Technical
[florid Magazine:

If the French glassmakers
Progress in continue their present experi-
Glass-Making ments to their logical conclu-

sion we shall perhaps one day
be able to live in glass houses and throw as
many stones as we like. Science is merciless, and
it pauses no more at shattering old proverbs than
it does of depriving boyhood of one of its chief
destructive pleasures—that joyous conjunction of
brickbat and window pane that has relieved the
feelings of many a young savage pent up in town.
The experiments have not yet progressed so far
as that, but something has been accomplished in
the way of making life harder for that close-
pressed practitioner, the burglar.

The idea originated in Marseilles, which
has troubles of its own in the way of criminal
depredations. One day, a little more than a
year ago, there was an apparently organized
outbreak of cantbrio-leurs in some of the princi-
pal streets of that city. In broad daylight, and
in crowded thoroughfares, the windows of more
than a dozen jewelry shops were smashed and
objects of great value were successfully made
away with. Some of the thieves were captured,
and some made their escape, but the lesson re-
mained, to the terror of jewelers and all others
who made a practice of displaying valuable goods
in their show-windows.

France is a country of iron
Shuttered shutters. The streets of a
Shop Windows French city after eight or nine

o'clock in the evening have
the appearance of a place besieged, or at least
infested with robbers and marauding bands.
Every shop presents a curious aspect to Ameri-
can eyes, with its shutter let down to cover win-
dows and doors with a sheet of iron that sledges
and crowbars could scarcely penetrate. These
precautions, which are taken in similar fashion in
all private houses of every kind, even to the sixth
floor windows of apartment houses and the great
walled-in residences, are partly a survival of the
Middle Ages and partly a necessary resistance to
the attacks of criminals, who are nowhere so bold
and persistent as in France. But it was a new
thing, and terrifying, not to be able to display
valuables in show-windows even in broad day.

M. Maurice Nugue, a mirror-
Mirror-Maker's maker of Marseilles, got the
Discovery notion that glass might be

made sufficiently hard and
thick to withstand any ordinary attack by burg-
lars. The idea was quickly taken up by the
Compagnie de Saint-Gobain, and experiments
were made in the composition of tough slabs
of glass of a thickness varying from 15 to 25
millimeters and of a clear transparency. Then
tests were made of the resistance of the glass
under such conditions as those of the episode in
Marseilles. First a pane of ordinary plate glass
was struck with an iron-capped mallet, hurled
from a distance of three yards. A great hole
was made in the glass, sufficient, had the pane
been in a show-window, to have enabled a thief
to plunder the window. The experiment was
then repeated with a slab of the "burglar-proof"
glass. This dalle polie was zo millimeters in
thickness. It was set in a window of ordinary
shop size, but was framed in iron instead of the
ordinary window sash of wood. The iron capped
mallet made no impression on the glass when
thrown at it from a distance of first three and
then six yards. After that a disk of iron weigh-
ing ten pounds was hurled at the window, and
this, at the lesser distance, had no other effect
than a very slight bruise or abrasion on the
surface of the dalle polie, but when the distance
was increased a round hole was made in the
glass. But this hole was only two centimeters
in diameter on the surface of the glass. It did
not extend clear through the pane, and there
were no radiating fractures such as usually are
seen when window-glass is broken. The final
test was made with an army revolver, but the
glass stopped the bullets when they had pene-
trated to the depth of one-quarter of a centimeter.

The experiments were re-
Jewelers Use garded as successful, and a
the Glass number of jewelers and others

have placed this glass in their
show windows. As the method of manufactur-
ing this dalle polie is considered sufficiently im-
portant to be kept secret, the manager of the
Compagnie Saint-Gobain was compelled to deny
further information on the subject. He said,
however, that after all thickness is the essential
thing and that any tough glass if made sufficiently
thick will answer the purpose and afford protec-
tion from ordinary attacks. But to make a glass
of extreme thickness without the sacrifice of
perfect transparency is a somewhat expensive
process, and to meet the objections of cost and
unwieldiness in "burglar-proof" glass the Corn-
pagnie Saint-Gobain has been conducting the ex-
periments along other lines. The employment of
a light wire mesh or net is already well-known in
America as well as in Europe. But the imbed-
ding of this wire in the glass, while it gives it
great strength, deprives it of Perfect transpa-
rency.

The latest result of these ex-
Frustrating periments is a window-glass
the Burglar varying in thickness, accord-

ing as the need may be, from
a quarter of an inch to half an inch, and having
imbedded in it a very light wire running in paral-
lel, transverse lines about one inch apart. These
lines of wire constitute, in effect, one continuous
line starting from an upper corner of the pane,
and running from left to right and right to left
across the window without a break. The wire is
connected with a battery and carries always a
light charge of electricity. It is connected at
one of the lower corners with a magnet. If the
window is broken, and the wire with the glass,
the electric current is broken, the magnet is re-
leased and by that action an alarm bell is set
ringing. This bell may be placed anywhere
within the house to rouse the occupants, or high
up on the outer wall to summon the police or
frighten the burglar away. As it would be
impossible for a burglar to put even a hand
through the glass without breaking the wire,
and as the glass with its wire enforcement is very
difficult to break, this product is regarded as
more practical even than the very thick dalle
polie. And the glass is almost perfectly trans-
parent, the lines of wire being placed sufficiently
far apart to interfere very little with the observa-
tion of the objects in a jeweler's show-window,

thus in no way shutting off the display.
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satisfaction guaranteed
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THE LADY RACINE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in • both
cylinders and levers.
Do not be prejudiced
against the cylinders,
as they are entirely
factory made, very
reliable and guaran-
teed to give satisfac-
tion.

(11 Line)

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine & Co., Exclusive Importers
NEW YORK

37 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO

103 State St.

LEMAIRE OPERA
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Resilient."—Will you please let me know

whether a resilient mainspring is better for a

watch than the regular spring? What advantage

do they claim for them and why are they not

used more? I hardly ever find them in watches

brought in for repairs, but find they are used

more in 17 jewel watches or over.—The advan-

tage claimed for "resilient" or "recoiled" main-

springs is that they have more elasticity and

strength for the same amount of metal in them

than springs hav.e which are simply coiled as uni-

form spirals. A comparison between these two

types of springs could only be made by very

careful and exhaustive tests with the aid of

special apparatus, and as we have never had oc-

casion to make such tests we cannot, from our

own experience, inform you. One disadvantage

of the resilient type is that it takes up much more

room while in stock, on account of the loop on

the end, and •cannot be packed or handled so

conveniently as the springs which are carried

in stock, coiled in rings or wires. It would seem

reasonable, however, that the springs originally

made in the "resilient" shape and so kept until

wanted for use, should possess the advantages

claimed for them, of greater elasticity and longer

life.

"Billiard Ball."—Will you kindly tell ate what

is used to color a billiard ball red f—To color a

billiard ball fiery red, wash the article. first in a

solution of carbonate of soda, then plunge for a

few seconds in a bath of equal parts of water

and nitric acid. Remove, rinse in running water,

then put in an alcoholic solution of fuchsine and

let it remain until it is the required color. To

color a billiard ball cherry red, clean by washing

in the sodium carbonate solution, rinse and lay

in a two per cent. solution of tin chloride for a

few moments, then boil in a solution of logwood.

Finally lay in a solution of potassium carbonate

until it assumes the desired color. For pale red,

wash in soda solution, rinse and lay for twenty-

five minutes in a 5 per cent. solution of nitric

acid, rinse, then lay for several minutes in a

weak solution of tin chloride. Finally boil in the

following solution : Carmine, 2 parts; sodium

carbonate, 12 parts; water, 200 parts; acetic acid,

enough to saturate.

"Steel Wire."—I wish to know how to temper
pieces of steel wire, say one or two inches long,
for balance staffs.—Before heating the steel for
hardening cover it well with a thick paste made
by soaking some soap in water. This will pre-
vent the formation of a thick hard scale on the
surface of the steel and will make very little
polishing necessary previous to tempering the
steel. Lay the piece of steel, or several of them
tied together with binding wire, on a flat piece of
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charcoal and then place several smaller pieces
of charcoal around the steel, one of them "over-
topping" it, and one at each end, so as to make
a sort of little furnace into which to blow the
flame; the pieces of charcoal will hold the heat
right around the steel and it will be heated more
quickly than if simply laid on a charcoal block.
The flame for heating should be either from a
jeweler's gas lamp or from an alcohol lamp with
a very large wick—say one-half inch diameter.
Use a blowpipe with a large opening (in the
forward end) and hold it a little away from the
flame, so as to blow the entire flame into the
charcoal furnace in which the steel lies. The
right idea in blowpiping is to keep the flame
playing on the metal in a steady, uninterrupted
blast, without stopping for breath. In other
words, you must learn the trick of breathing and
blowing independently of one another. The way
to do it is to fill the cheeks with wind, keeping
them puffed out, then when it is necessary to
take a breath, breathe in through the nose, at the
same time contracting the cheeks, which will keep
up the supply of air to the blowpipe until you can
again "turn on" the pressure from your chest.
Heat the steel until it is an even, clear red, as
a rule. The color best to heat to varies with dif-
ferent steels and it also varies according to how
light it is in the room where you are working;
the lighter the room is the darker red the steel
will seem with the same amount of heat, so that
to say it should be heated the same color in every
case, as is sometimes done, is bad teaching. We
can only point out the above facts and say that
skill in hardening must be attained by practice
and observation to develop judgment. If steel is
not heated enough it will not harden or will only
partially harden. If heated too highly it will lose
some of its carbon and be brittle and "crumbly"
in the grain; such steel is said to be "burnt." Too
low a heat is indicated by the steel showing only
a dull red, while overheated steel appears yellow
or white-hot and blistered on the surface. After
heating, take a pair of old tweezers or pliers
and quickly plunge the steel vertically into cold
water. Dipping it vertically greatly lessens the
chance of it warping. Try the steel with a file
to make sure it is hard. Now you are ready to
temper it. Tempering is heating hardened steel
to make it less hard. The degree of temper is
indicated by the color the steel assumes. It first
becomes pale yellow, then as the heat increases
the color deepens to brown, then to purple, then
dark blue and, finally, reaches a pale greenish.
blue, at which color it has returned to about the
softness it had before hardening. The proper
color for balance staffs is blue. Try it first a
rich dark blue and if that proves too hard to turn
reasonably easy, draw the temper a trifle further.
Before tempering clean the steel well with fine
emery paper and dip in benzine or alcohol to re-
move any trace of grease from the fingers. Lay
it on a plate of copper or brass and hold the
plate over an alcohol lamp flame. Bend up edges
on the plate and roll the steel wires to and fro
while heating; this helps to insure evenness of
temper.

"Demagnetizer."—Please tell us how to build
a demagnetizer and operate same for demagnetiz-
ing watches. We have made one by winding a coil
of sixteen layers of thirty-five rounds of No. 17
magnet wires; can give it any amount of current,
can reverse the poks, but cannot demagnetize.
We use 220 volts, direct current. The coil is 21/2
inches wide by 4 inches long and 34 inch thick;
opening is PA x x 4/, with switch to cut cur-
rent in and out. Where have we failed to get
results? The machine we made is like the en-
closed picture.—The failure of your demagnetizer
to work is due to the fact that you try to run it
with direct current. An instrument of the type
illustrated is adapted to be used with alternating
current only. If put in an alternating circuit no
doubt it would work satisfactorily. By making
a demagnetizer on an entirely different plan you
can make use of direct current but the machine
would be expensive to make and even at that
would not give .as good service as one of the
alternating type, so the best thing for you to do
would be, first, to try to get your electric company
to serve you with alternating instead of direct
current.
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"Demagnetizer."—In buying some second-
hand tools I find that they are magnetized; in
fact, nearly all my tools are magnetized. Can you
advise me how I can demagnetize them? If I
cannot do it myself, tell me where I can send
them.—You can yourself get rid of the magnetism
in your tools and you should do so at once. The
smaller tools may be demagnetized with the aid
of any of the demagnetizers now on the market
or the helix that has been described in this de-
partment several times. For the larger tools that
cannot be so treated probably your best plan
would be to have the work done by a local elec-
trician who has access to an alternating current
dynamo, or powerful motor. All that is necessary
is to hold the tool being treated near to the end
of the poles and gradually draw it away. Extra-
ordinary care must be used in the operation,
however, for if the operator touches any part of
the machine he would have the full strength of
the current sent through him. Test the tools
carefully after demagnetizing in order to assure
yourself that it has been thorough. This is a
duty you owe not only to yourself, but to those
who entrust the care of their timepieces to you.
At the present time, with electricity so common,
in every form and every locality, every workman
should have some kind of a demagnetizer at hand
and test all movements coming into his care.

"Adjustment."—I have a 16 size Waltham
Riverside Maximus movement in which the heat
and cold adjustment seems to be wrong. The last
twelve days of January this year were mild and
even and I had this movement regulated so that
it only gained ten seconds in the twelve days.
That night the mercury went down twenty degrees
and the watch lost fifteen seconds through the
night, or in eleven hours, and it kept on losing
until it was forty-five seconds slow on February
8, two, as the first eight days of February were
quite cold. I have tried it again, with the sante
results. This watch is my own and I carry it in
my pocket through the day and hang it up in my
vest pocket on the back of a chair through the
night. Probably my sleeping room is twenty to
thirty degrees colder than my store through the
day. Can you suggest a remedy? I have sent this
movement back to the factory once but they did
not do it any good.—The trouble with your watch
is that it is "over-compensated"—in other words,
the action of the segments of the balance in
compensating is too strong. The watch loses
in cold and in a hot temperature will gain. To
correct the error one or more of the balance
screws near the free (cut) end of each segment
will have to he moved to holes farther back
(toward the arms of the wheel) ; just how far
back to move them and how many to move must
be determined by trials of the timekeeping of the
watch in heat and cold. Of course, exactly the
same alterations must be made on each arm, so
that the balance will remain in poise.

"Turret Clock."—Could "The Keystone"
kindly let me know how large each escapement
wheel should be and how many teeth in Fig. 1
and 3 and how long each pendulum. I refer to
the turret clock article on page lot in your
January issue. One thing that is not very clear
to me is, from where does the pendulum get its
impulse in Fig. If Do these pendulums require
a suspension spring? I would like to make one,
as I have a lot of trouble with my street clock.
An early reply would be much appreciated.—The
author of the article on the new type of electric
turret clock has not gone into detail about the
proportion of its parts and there are only two
ways open to you to find them out—either by ex-
periment or by getting information from the
manufacturers, Gent & Co., Ltd., Leicester, Eng-
land. If they do not have the clock patented in
this country it is just possible that you could
arrange with them, for a consideration, to give
you the dimensions which they have found suit-
able for the different parts. This would save
you a vast deal of trouble and avoid the danger
of your making a failure of the clock after hav-
ing put in a lot of expense on the job, as might
happen if you undertake to make it by your own
experiments.
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The great success of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School
is due to the finishing touch
it gives its students

Most any school can teach Watchmaking fairly well.
A few can teach it superbly well.
But the school that not only does teach superbly well

but adds to it a last touch of personality through great zeal,
patience and persistence, making it peculiar, unique, indi-
vidual, distinct and unforgettable, is the school that makes
artists of their students. It is that last undefinable touch that
counts—the last three seconds he knocks off the record—that
proves the man a genius.

This is what the St. Louis Watchmaking School does, and
it is therefore no wonder that any young man wishing to
become an artist selects the St. Louis Watchmaking School
for his studies.

Fathers, that were attending the St. Louis Watchmaking
School more than twenty-five years ago, are now sending
their sons to this school, which certainly is the best recom-
mendation a school can have.

If interested, send for our new catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

WITHOUT FATIGUE
The No. 90 Foot Blower can be oper-ated for a
al eater length of time than the ordinary foot
blower. Double bellows give it sufficient
capacity to operate any ordinary sized jewel-
er's blowpipe, and the easy, gentle, rocking
foot motion is by many considered preferable
to the customary pumping action of the foot
blowers. The frame's of cast iron, the leather
body of calfskin and the rubber bag of pure
rubber. Nothing better can be constructed,
and the price complete as illustrated is but

Ask for catalogue "13.k "—The Jeweler's
Catalogue.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.
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Decoration of Wood and Metal

by Gilding

A ready means of gilding metals is a sine

qua non in the manufacture of many articles or

ornaments in many trades; many of the processes

employed are jealously guarded by the operative

as trade secrets, but the following means and

processes of gilding wood or metals may be

relied upon.
The only caution that is necessary is that

the operator must explicitly follow the instruc-

tions given in each case. This caution is neces-

sary because the writer finds that many opera-

tives do not think sufficiently deeply and the

result of their attempts to follow out instructions

imparted to them in type often leads to failure,

which is, in reality, easily prevented. We do not

want our readers to form the idea that they can,

at will, take more or less than the quantity of

ingredients stated in the formulm given below

when • operating on any of these recipes, but we

do want them to follow them exactly as possible

and to watch narrowly each step in the process;

and then, if anything goes wrong, to repeat the

operation, when they will not fail to discover the

cause of their failure in the first instance.

No. I—SIMPLE METHOD OF GILDING BRASS

Brass articles for common use are usually
embellished by lacquering, but in expensive
decorations it is often desired to give a brass
article the appearance of gold. The following
method is a very simple one to follow in doing so :

Ingredients:
64 pwt. of gold (15o grains)
Aqua regia q.s.
40 fluid ozs. of water distilled
16 ozs. of bicarbonate of potash.

Process of preparation:
Prepare the "Aqua regia" (literally this

means "Queen of Waters") by mixing in a porce-
lain vessel, such as a common tea cup or saucer,
one fluid ounce of pure nitric acid with three
fluid ounces of hydrochloric acid (the name
given to this acid by workmen and drysalters is
"Spirit of Salt"), stir the mixed acids together
with a piece of glass rod or strip of wood. (Do
not use metal of any kind to stir up these acids
or you will have the metal chemically acted on
and not obtain the results you desire.)

"Aqua regia" is the only fluid which will
dissolve gold, no acid by itself will dissolve gold.
The above proportions of the two acids may be
varied slightly, but the proportions given are
those which produce the best results.

A book of gold leaf such as is used by the
gilder of picture frames is the best material to
use, the number of leaves of gold in which will
make quite a large quantity of gold solution.

Weigh out the gold into the saucer and pour
on it as much aqua regia, a little at a time, as
will dissolve the gold, and then gently warm the
contents of the saucer over a spirit flame until
the gold solution thickens. To prevent the vessel
cracking or breaking, a piece of wire gage should
be supported over the flame and the saucer or
dish placed on this—a spirit lamp such as is used
with the cheap tin spirit kettles sold at every
ironmonger's will answer well. When the gold
solution is thickened to a pasty mass, remove the
vessel and allow it to cool and then dissolve the
gold paste (which is ter-chloride of gold) in the
40 ozs. of distilled water and then put in the
potassium bicarbonate and boil the fluid for two
hours, when it is ready for use. Only a porcelain
or glass vessel should be used in which to boil
the solution; such, for example, as a large
evaporating dish or a glass beaker placed on a
piece of wire gage over a spirit lamp flame. As
a solution of gold thus prepared is very hygro-
scopic, it should be kept in well-stoppered bottles
so as to prevent it absorbing damp and thereby
become weaker in strength.
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The solution of gold obtained by the above
process is now ready for use.

To gild the brass article, first cleanse it of
all grease by dipping it in for a moment in a
strong solution of potash and then rinsing in
clean cold water and drying the brass before
a fire or in an oven, then suspend the brass article
in the above gold solution for a few seconds
to one minute according to the activity (i. e.,
strength of the bath), then remove the article,
wash it by dipping it in clean water and dry in
warm sawdust and finally give it a polish by
rubbing it with a soft, clean chamois leather. To
economize the gold solution, only as much of it
should be used as will cover the article and a
vessel of suitable size and shape should be used.
It will be best to suspend the brass article in the
gold solution by means of brass wire hooked on
or wound round the article in such a way that
the surface of it to be gilded is not interfered
with by the wire.

No. 2—To GILD COPPER ARTICLES BY SIMPLE
IMMERSION

Prepare the gilding solution as above
directed and so as to render the copper in a
suitable electro-chemical state to receive a deposit
of gold, proceed as follows: First dip the copper
article in a solution of proto-nitrate of mercury
and then dip the article, without washing it, in
the gilding compound. The film of mercury
which, as deposited on the copper, will be electro-
positive to gold, and thereby it will slowly dis-
solve in the gold solution, allowing the metallic
gold to occupy its place on the copper as a thin
film of gold.

The 
proto-nitrate of mercury is prepared

thus 
Dissolve metallic mercury in pure nitric acid

(in a stoppered bottle so as to prevent the escape
of fumes into the air, as they are poisonous to
inhale, and then dilute the fluid with water to
the strength desired).

No. 3—To GILD BRONZE ARTICLES BY SIMPLE
IMMERSION

This metal being a compound one will readily
receive a coat of gold by dipping it in the follow-
ing fluid at nearly the boiling temperature.
Ingredients:

180 grains of caustic potash
20 grains of carbonate of potash
9 grains of cyanide of potassium

t000 grains of water
I grain of gold chloride

Dissolve the chloride of gold (prepared as in
No. I before diluting in water) in the water and
then put in the other ingredient and boil the
whole together. Strengthen the solution from
time to time by the addition of a little more
chloride of gold, as the solution becomes ex-
hausted by that metal and after being worked
four or five times, add the other salts in the
proportion given. By increasing the amount of
gold chloride in the solution, a thicker deposit of
gold will be made on the bronze articles. Pure
gold chloride in 15 grain tubes can be bought of
any photographic supply house. Cyanide of
potassium should be handled with extreme care
on account of its very poisonous nature.

GILT WORK THAT IS PATCHY

may be improved by the following means:
Take equal weights of nitrate of potash, sul-

phate of zinc, sulphate of iron and alum, put
these ingredients into a clay or porcelain crucible,
and fuse them at the temperature of about 212° F.
and when the fused compound is homogeneous it
is ready for use and is employed in the follow-
ing manner : Brush the compound over the
article to be renovated and then put it in a
charcoal furnace and heat it (or over a lacquer-
ing stove) ; when by applying the moistened tip
of the fingers to one of the pieces, a slight hissing
sound is heard, then the operative will know that
the heat has been sufficient. Then remove the
article and plunge it into a weak solution of
sulphuric acid and water (one part acid to five
parts of water). This acid will dissolve off the
salt and leave the article clean and bright.

It is only with articles on which there is a
thick deposit of gold which should be treated

with this compound as it acts rather severely on
a gilding of a mere film.

To GILD WATCH PLATES

After plating the gold, using the regular
solution (cyanide), immerse in a mixture of:

3 parts of copper sulphate
7 parts of verdigris
6 parts of ammonium chloride
6 parts of potash nitrate
31 parts of acetic acid (all parts by weight).

Use solids in powder. After dipping, heat
the articles on a plate of copper until they turn
dark and then treat with concentrated sulphuric
acid.

To GILD LEATHER WORK

Such as calfskins used for the covering of
various articles.

First rub on white of egg over the leather
and allow it to dry, and rub it with your hand
on which a little olive oil has been smeared, lay
the gold leaf on the parts to be gilded and then
pass a hot iron over those positions where a
deposit of gold is required; those parts which
have not been treated with the hot iron will allow
the gold to be easily removed by gentle rubbing
with a pad of cotton wool.

IRON ARTICLES MAY BE GILDED

by the following means:

Mix sodium and mercury together to a pasty
mass. This amalgam should then be rubbed over
the parts of the iron which is to be gilded, and
after an application of a strong solution of
chloride of gold to the part and the iron article
heated hi an oven, when the mercury will be
driven off, leaving the gold deposited on the iron.

TO GILD STEEL WITH GOLD LEAF

Heat the steel article over a flame until it is
of a bluish color (iron or copper if heated to
the same degree can also be gilded by this
method), then gently lay on the gold leaf and
press it down with a burnisher and again expose
to gentle heat; then apply a second leaf and
afterwards a third ill the same way until the
layer of gold is thick enough. The last layer
of gold should be burnished while cold.

TO MAKE SILVER LEAF LOOK LIKE GOLD

First lay on the silver leaf in the usual way
and then coat it with a solution of shellac dis-
solved in methylated spirit which has been colored
by steeping gamboge and dragon's blood therein.
Morocco, roan and Russian leathers may be
gilded or silvered by dusting over the leather
on the parts that it is desired to gild some finely-
powdered resin, then lay on the gold leaf and
afterwards press the gold with the metallic let-
tering tool (or other device or pattern) made hot,
afterwards dust off all loose gold with a long,
soft-haired brush.

TO PREPARE OIL SIZE FOR GILDING PURPOSES

Calcine red ochre and grind it up in a mor-
tar with a glass muller, with some good old
drying oil, and for use, mix this with a little of
turpentine. When the work is to be gilded,
first give it a coat of parchment size (made by
dissolving cuttings of parchment in boiling
water), then apply the above oil size wherever
the gilding is to be done, and allow it to remain
until just "tacky" to the fingers, then lay on the
gold leaf and dab it with a piece of cotton wool.
In about two hours gently sponge the gilt part
with a soft sponge dipped in water and when
dry lay on a coat of copal varnish.—Hobbies.

Luminous Paint

Twenty parts non-acid white gelatine, dis-
solved in too parts of water, to this add (dis-
solved) 3 parts chromate of potash and combine
with to parts of thickly liquid white lead or zinc
white varnish, as pale as possible, by vigorously
stirring into a homogeneous mass. After thor-
ough stirring incorporate 15 parts of a previ-
ously-prepared phosphorescent powder.—Scientific
American.
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The Same Guarantee
that has made the Krementz
Collar Buttons so popular
with discriminating pur-
chasers goes with

KREMENTZ

BODKIN-CLUTCH STUDS
1111011
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OPEN CLOSED

They go in like a needle
Hold like an anchor

Absolutely solderless and practically
unbreakable

No loose parts to get lost
No hinges or springs.to break

The Rolled Plate Line are made of regular
Krementz 14K. gold—rolled or "sweated"
and not soldered to the backing. There's
more gold than in any other plated shirt
studs.

GUARANTEE
If for any reason whatever, a Krementz Bodkin-
Clutch Stud or Vest Button ever gets broken, a new
one will be furnished in exchange without charge

You've no reason to fear dissatisfied cus-
tomers when we back you up with a
guarantee like that.

Let us send you our new booklet, "Solid Facts"

KREMENTZ & CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

NEW YORK-1 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO 722 Shreve Bldg.

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

PERMANENCE — ECONOMY

THE WHEELING METAL CEILING
shown above was erected seventeen years ago and is
good for a century. No Worry — No Repairs.
That is true Economy. Fire-Proof—Artistic—Sanitary.
Send your diagrams for Drawings and Designs.
No charge. For Personal attention, Dept. "K"
at nearest office.

Large stocks at all stores.

Wheeling Corrugating Company
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS
BOSTON CHATTANOOGA DETROIT

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs or
sells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretching
machine that will do the work. Time saved, ring sized while the
customer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost, gold saved,

no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. Rings brought in
to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do the
work. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size?
This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and we
do not know of any man using it who would do without it. All kinds of rings
—wide. narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the most
expensive diamond —can be sized on this machine in two minutes. This
machine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the die
and the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as little
as you want—no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelry
houses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trial
for ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it ; all we ask
is that you pay the express charges. Any jobber will furnish you one on this
condition.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR SEND TO US DIRECT

Price, $16.00, Includes Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 PENN AVENUE
• PITTSBURG, PA.

DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.
AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.. Newark. N. J.
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.
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Electricity and Magnetism
[CONTINUED]

No. 3

Valuable Instructions Relating to Mak-

ing Magnets

In fitting up such magnets as were

described in our last article, the one made

of round Norway iron will be found about

as practical as any. But for such persons

as do not have recourse conveniently to a

blacksmith, the magnet made of hoop iron

can be substituted. We show in Fig. i such

a hoop iron magnet. It is

formed of layers of hoop iron

one inch wide, and pieces

enough combined to form a

magnet with the arms A A'

one inch square in transverse

section. After the several

pieces are combined as shown in Fig. t,

holes can be drilled at c c and d d, and the

several layers of hoop iron riveted together.

Soaking a magnet of this kind in

asphaltum varnish, and baking in a stove

oven to dry the varnish in the crevices, is a

good precaution, as it prevents rusting, and

also keeps the magnets firm. The instruc-

tions for making helices described in our

last article, must be modified by winding on

a square core. No precautions need be pre-

serve(l in such winding other than those

directed for the round helix, except the core

is square on the outside, but has a round

expansion plug, the same as the round helix

before described.

To excite such a magnet properly we

should employ about six or eight small

Bunsen cells. Such helices when wound as

described, can be placed on the arms A A';

or they can be employed for making perma-

nent steel magnets by placing them over

the arms of the steel magnet precisely as

they are disposed on the soft iron. Steel

magnets are usually built up or composed

of several thicknesses.

Let us for example make
Making Permanent a steel magnet with our

Steel Magnets helices. We procure some

good cast steel r/8", and

yi." thick and cut four pieces 14 inches long

and have them bent into the form shown

at A A" A', Fig. 2.

In fitting them up they should

be shaped precisely alike, so

that when they are laid on

each other their forms will co-

incide. It is also well to join

rir.. 2 the four pieces with three

screws located at about the

positions of the three A's in Fig. 2.

FIG. I
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The combined pieces form a compound

magnet I' by 178" in cross-section.

These four pieces when joined by three iron

screws are heated red hot and plunged into

cold water to harden them. They are now

to be separated by the removal of the three

screws and each piece magnetized by itself.

Although the pieces are Ix3" wide, they will
be found to go easily into the square helices

if placed diagonally.

In, placing the helices on the pole arms

discrimination must be observed to place

them so opposite poles are excited in A A':

that is, one should exhibit north and the

other south polarity. This can always be

determined by supposing the helix and its

core to be sun endwise, as shown in Fig. 3;

if the electr' ic current flows in the

•(0) 
direction taken by the hands of a

-* watch, or as indicated by the arrows

FIG.3 J J, the induced magnetic currents

will be as indicated by the arrows

and south polarity be developed. If the

current in the helix runs in the opposite

direction, north polarity will be developed.

The ends of the wire forming the helices

should be left of good length in order to

admit of ready attachment to other wires.

The ends of such wires
A Good should not be twisted to-
Electric gether as such twisting pro-
Coupling duces breaks. A good

practical form of coupling

is shown in Fig. 4 ; it is formed of large

brass wire pierced axially with two holes as

shown in Fig. 4. To make such

a coupling, take a piece of brass

wire about XI inch in diameter

and 2 inch long and drill two
FIG. 4

holes in the direction of the axis,

and then saw the two holes into one. One

hole can be used if drilled larger and the

wire flattened so as to make the hole oval.

A screw k is fitted which clasps the two

wires into electrical contact.

With such a magnet as shown in Fig.

2 many interesting experiments can be per-

formed—among these, testing bodies as to

whether they are • paramagnetic or dia-

magnetic. By paramagnetic we mean at-

tracted or affected as iron. By diamagnetic

we mean the opposite effect is displayed.

The best way to understand this is to per-

form some experiments with the new mag-

net, shown in Fig. 2. Before doing so we

must make two "pole extensions" of soft

iron shaped as shown at

  D D', Figs. 2 and 5. Fig.

FIG. 5

5 is a view of three

parts. The pieces D
are simply held in posi-

tion by magnetic attraction.

If we place a piece of iron wire be-

6i i

tween the pieces D D' it arranges itself

"axially" on the line m, but if we place a

small bar of bismuth between these pole

extensions it disposes of itself "equatori-

ally," or on the line o p, clearly showing

a repulsion instead of an attraction by the

magnetic poles. This property of bodies

was first noticed by Dr. Faraday about the

year 1845. This celebrated savant made

elaborate experiments on this feature in

science and demonstrated that all bodies

were either attracted or repelled.

A paramagnetic substance in the form

of a ball is attracted by either pole, while a

diamagnetic substance is repelled and held

in the position indicated at the small circle

p, Fig. 5. The paramagnetic nature of

several of the metals is so well marked

as to reveal itself by the aid of strong

steel magnets ; but it requires the aid of

powerful electromagnets to demonstrate

the effect of magnetism on fluids and

gases. In our next article we will consider

diamagnetism at greater length and explain

how gases and fluids are tested. Before

we close this communication we would beg

to say that with all the delicate tests we

have recourse to, it is wonderful that "per-

sonal magnetism," which according to the

theory of some people has such an influence

on the performance of a watch, can not be

made to reveal 'itself by some other avenue.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Bright Yellow Gold Deposit

A subscriber to the Brass World says : "In

my work I have to produce a bright, yellow

gold deposit and cannot understand why I have

so much trouble in producing it. Can you inform

me what is required to produce a bright yellow

gold?"

Our contemporary's reply is as follows : "In

order to obtain a yellow gold deposit of a satis-

factory color, the base metal upon which the gold

is deposited should be of yellow brass. Unless

an extremely heavy deposit is put on, you cannot

obtain a good yellow color on copper or other

red metal as the color of the base metal always

affects that of the gold. In addition to this

feature, you should use the right solution for

gilding. The following is Roseleur's gold solu-

tion for this work and which is almost exclusively

used by ormolu gold platers:

Water  
Sodium phosphate
Sodium bi-sulphite
Potassium cyanide
Pure gold

I gallon
 71/2 ozs.

ozs.
  1/2 oz.
 21/2 dwts.

"The gold is first 'cut-down' with nitro-muri-

atic acid and made into chloride in the usual man-

ner and then added to the solution. It is run warm,

at about I20° F., and the amount of current will

have to be regulated to suit your work. This can

be ascertained by a few trials. The color can

be regulated by dipping the anode in the solution

to a greater or less amount according to the de-

sired shade."



The Ideal Plating Machine
The only ma-

chine furnng
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908 machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to put
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 11-A2, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and ahould last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

, PLATING SOLUTION

"„' ROMAN

': Prepared cspeciall, for put-
ling factor finish on hard

I and .41 solder repair fobs,, 
y

r‘tvo..wrnifino,...,hiroin old or shop.

W.II not injure the finest
Enamel. Imitati
<too.

' Prargi/Val= lb° elf‘!I
enema to con lain 4.5 gr"alns
Chloride of Gold

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi- Stone. 
on or Pre.

ment. We have been supplying them for some time to
jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals
necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to
put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains
of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly iich and rapid
solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength
and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY

Solutions furnished In the
Following
Roe. Roman. Red and
Green Gold, Silver.
Copper and Nickel.

RECOMMENDLD
To Os V••11

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

'We've got it : : : S:
Co rupleto. Illtvitt uteri Catalo,ue PA YU: Price 1,1,00

-OVER 800 ESIGNS—

OF PRESENTATION JEWELS, BADGES AND EMBLEMS
FOR ALL SECRET SOCIETIES

S.END FOR IT T ONCE. NO ClIAROE.. WIRRAL, DISCOUNT

IT Will Help YOU Get Business
THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO., Manufacturing Jewelersto and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK, N. Y.

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE
Mounted, ground, sharpened correctly and ready to use.

60 cents each. Two for $1.00
Made by hand (tapered), of the finest razor steel.

Every one guaranteed. Catalogue free.
REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL (DEPT. K)
Cor. Lake and Market Streets ELMIRA, NEW YORK

L. LELONG & BROTHER
  Gold anD Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS

atjal_10.111111411

BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southvve.st Corner

11FialNey anD Mar.shall
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The Future of Electroplating
from the Electrochemist's

View

Address by PERCY S. littowzi before the National Electra-

platers' Association

There seems to be a general impression
among platers that the chemist is merely a
theorist and they are inclined to smile whenever
he attempts to show them some points about
plating. This attitude is an unadvised one, as
the modern chemist is, as a rule, a specialist and
when he becomes interested in plating it is only
a matter of a short time before he learns the
practical points and becomes equipped to more
than compete with the experienced plater.

Electroplating is essentially a
Electroplating chemical—or, more correctly,
and Chemistry an electrochemical process and,

therefore, it is far easier for
a chemist who knows the theory of electrolytic
action to learn the practice of plating than for the
practical plater to learn the theoretical. Eventu-
ally the plater will also be a chemist as a matter
of self-protection, as otherwise he will find him-
self being replaced by the younger generation.
If you make inquiries among foremen platers you
will find that they are awakening to this fact and
are looking into the question of taking up the
study of chemistry either in night schools or by
correspondence.

If we give credit where credit is due we will
find that the greatest advances in electroplating
have been made through the published researches
of chemists and metallurgists or platers well
versed in chemistry. Such names as Classen,
Sang, Cowper-Coles, Watts, Langbein and others
should be well known by every plater through
their researches in electroplating and similar lines.
The improvements in the art of electrodeposition
have been so gradual that we are inclined to feel
that it is but the natural outcome of a progressive
age and not due to the careful work of a few
able men. Unquestionably our progressive platers'
supply houses have been instrumental in bringing
about improvements; but many of these improve-
ments are the result of years of work by chemists
and metallurgists either directly in their employ
or whose patents and investigations have been
considered of sufficient monetary value to receive
their financial backing. In the same way the com-
petition between the various supply houses has
been a direct means of benefiting the plater, as
this competition has caused great improvement in
the quality and variety of the various materials
used in plating and has aided in the development
of new methods and processes. In all of these
improvements you will find that the chemists had
an active part and it is certain that the more
closely the chemist becomes associated with the
supply houses the more improvements will be
made.

As an example of how a
A Knowledge knowledge of chemistry will
of Chemistry benefit the plater, I know of

cases where materials are sold
under fancy names and when analyzed are found
to be commercial material that can be purchased
on the open market ioo per cent. cheaper than
they can be purchased from the supply houses.
This is no exaggeration but an absolute fact, al-
though fortunately it is a severe case and one
not occurring very commonly. The fact that
platers' supply houses are not immune from tak-
ing large profits for commercial material sold
under fancy names makes it all the more neces-
sary that the plater should be able to determine
the quality of the material that he is buying. The
plater who can demonstrate to his employers how
he can save them money by his knowledge of
chemistry will soon be pushing the so-called
practical old-time plater to the wall.

The old method of mixing
The Old Method solutions by adding a little of

everything at hand until the
solution works satisfactorily is gradually disap-
pearing, as the plater begins to realize that pos-
sibly some of the ingredients are unnecessary.
We are all aware that many of the common
formulas used to day are the outcome of hap-
hazard experiments and that many so-called
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"trade secrets" are compounded in this manner
and are for the most part useless. There are
but few of the "trade secrets" that would stand the
light of day and many owners of such "secrets"
would wonder how they ever had faith in them
should they once be submitted for unbiased com-
ment. The chemist is in reality an enemy to
trade secrets. He is in a way a detective and on
analyzing a secret solution discovers that the
secret so jealously guarded is merely some com-
monly used solution with some inert material
added which is useless except so far as it gives
the owner of the secret a good excuse for secrecy
and an excellent chance to hoodwink others.

The chemist figures theoretically the quantity
of different materials, knows their properties and
action, whether they will mix without a chemical
change taking place, whether they will have a
poisonous effect and all the large and small things
necessary to the successful outcome of his work.
He is like the engineer and other professionals
who have a definite object in mind and work
on scientific principles to obtain results.

There are many platers to-day
Progress in who follow the chemist's line
Electroplating of work and a number of these

are well versed in chemistry;
but there are also many who are neither the one
nor the other and they are the ones who ten years
from now will be just where they are to-day, if
not further down the scale. The day of the
old-time plater and his secret formulas and
methods is passing, and passing rapidly, and mod-
ern methods and modern platers are coming
rapidly to the fore, and before long chemistry
will be the open sesame to the best positions
offered.

The thing to remember, however, is that
success will not come to even the chemist plater
unless he realizes that to attain success he must
put behind him all the old ideas and distribute
his knowledge freely to others. Our valuable
trade papers have done much to advance the
plater by publicity and if the new plater, benefit-
ing by the knowledge he has gained by reading
these papers, will write of his experiments and
observations instead of hiding them away in the
back of his head, as has been the custom, he will
be doing himself and the members of his pro-
fession untold good and will gain far more than
he would under the old regime.

The opportunity for the new
Opportunities plater was never so great as it
for Platers is now that we have an asso-

ciation for the purpose of dis-
seminating knowledge of the profession to the
profession. Those who believe in the idea of the
new plater should not hesitate to come forward
voluntarily and contribute their support to the
association. Time will show that those who do
this will be the ones who believe in the wonderful
opportunities open to the plater who has a knowl-
edge of chemistry and they will be the ones who
will contribute their knowledge and state the re-
sults of their experiments and investigations the
most readily. The main fault with the papers
prepared by the old-time plater lies in the fact
that his arguments are seldom convincing; he
lacks the necessary knowledge of chemistry that
would not only clinch his arguments, but would
also give him the feeling of confidence in his
results only obtained by those who have accom-
plished their end by careful scientific investiga-
tion and not by hearsay or by careless methods.

There is no doubt that the
Study Chemistry plater is beginning to realize

the advantages that chemistry
holds for him and there are many to-day who are
spending their days hard at work and their evenings
poring over chemical text-books or in classes
at night school. Many of these men are middle-
aged and have families and they realize that their
earning capacity will be increased by a knowledge
of chemistry and therefore do not hesitate to
sacrifice their evenings to study in order better
to provide for the future. These men and the
younger generation who are studying chemistry
while they are learning the practical part of plat
ing are the ones to whom the greatest credit is
due and their success is certain. The future
will see the electroplater a chemist with absolute
certainty unless he be so short-sighted as to
neglect the psychological moment that opportunity
offers.
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Restoring the Color to Bright Jewelry

To renew the appearance of this kind of
finish, which requires to show a mirror surface,
says The Jeweler and Metalworker, a very simple
method is to cover the surface first with a moist
paste of chemical ingredients, allow the paste to
dry, and then brush it off by means of a medium
hard watchmaker's brush ; and for jobbing
jewelers in repair work, who have not the room
to set up lathes and other expensive machinery,
the method is one of great practical utility. A
good paste mixture is the following:

Precipitated chalk 
22 0°zzss.Jewelers' rouge 

Liquid ammonia I oz.

The two first of these ingredients must be
in the finest powder, and quite free from gritty
particles, or the work would become scratched
during the brushing off of the paste when it had
dried. The paste is of no further use after hav-
ing once been used, so that it is advisable to only
make sufficient for present purposes, as the evap-
oration of the ammonia is such as to soon leave
the other ingredients in a state of dry powder.
But in cases where more paste has been mixed
than is necessary for present purposes, the addi-
tion of a little fresh liquid ammonia to the dry
powder remaining will be quite efficacious to
restore it to its moist condition again and produce
the desired results. This mixture will remove
stains and give a glossy luster to the work by
gentle brushing, but if one brushing does not
give the effect sought for, repeat the whole pro-
cedure until it does. The ammonia acts on grease
and other organic matter, which then combines
with the chalk and becomes completely brushed
away by the friction of the bristle brush, the
rouge acting as a lubricant to give polish and
brilliancy to the surface of the object under
treatment.

"Green Gold"
An interesting miner's myth, once widely ex-

ploited for swindling purposes, is narrated by the
editor of The Engineering and Mining Journal,
who asserts that it is practically being revived
to-day. The essence of the myth is that the
ordinary processes do not extract all the gold
from ore and that others may be devised to save
the remnant. This, the writer tells us, is simply
a falsehood ; but it is still believed by many. At
a recent mining convention an address was made
in which the speaker asserted that he had irre-
futable proof that gold had been extracted in
paying quantities from comparatively worthless
ore pulp and announced his intention of forming
a company to operate the process. We read:

"The idea that there is gold hidden to the
fire-assay test that will yield to a 'process' is a
myth that will not down. Perennially does it bob
up serenely. We call it the `Green Gold Myth,'
because long ago, in the early days of California
mining, if our recollection be correct, a fakir
introduced it with an ingenious explanation, to
wit : The only gold that the fire-assay determines
is the perfect metal such as we know in our
watch chains, coins, etc., if we are lucky enough
to have them. Now there is also in some ores
an imperfect, immature gold—a young gold that
has not existed through sufficient geological eons
to ripen ; in other words, ̀ green gold', which in
its tenderness escapes collection by the assayer's
rude methods. But by treatment with the right
kind of chemicals from the nurturing hands of
the 'professor' this delicate gold could be ripened
as quickly as Presto, change ! and be put upon
the same footing as its Silurian or Archean con-
gener.

"The myth undoubtedly goes further back.
Perhaps an examination of the pages of Agricola
would disclose that he knew of it. The al-
chemists in a way were believers in it. Possibly
it existed even in the time of the Argonauts.

"We congratulate the gentlemen who are
mentioned by our Toronto correspondent upon
their success in obtaining irrefutable proof that
gold has been extracted in paying quantity from
comparatively worthless ore, which is undoubt-
edly important if true. We beg them, however,
to reflect upon what disastrous effect this may
have upon the cost of living in the world and
in the interest of humanity we hope that they
will bury the secret beyond all chance of recovery."
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When You Buy a New Haven Clock 11111
YOU GET

A SOLID BRASS STANDARD MOVEMENT WITH
TURNED STEEL PINIONS—NO STEEL PLATES TO RUST

A SEAMLESS SOLID BRASS NICKEL-PLATED CASE STRUCK UP IN A DIE—NOT A TIN,
IRON, STEEL OR ZINC BAND MERELY JOINED TOGETHER

A CLOCK THAT WILL LAST YEARS AFTER THE CHEAP ONES HAVE WORN OUT

TATTOO
4'5-INCH CASE

ALARMS INTERMITTENTLY EVERY 20 SECONDS FOR 15 MINUTES ON A
4-INCH BELL-METAL GONG ON BACK. HAS SWITCH FOR STOPPING ALARM

111111111

WRITE FOR PRICE

THE NEW MAVEN CLOCK CO.
IIEW HAVEN LONN.

MAKERS OF CLOCKS and MOVEMENTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

A Complaint and an Explanation
Mr. C. 0. Snyder, a well-known and experienced watchmaker and jeweler of Bloomville,
Ohio, complained to the Fulcrum Oil Co. that he was not getting good results from

Fulcrum Watch and Clock Oil
The nature of the complaint indicated that he was using too much oil. An explanation of this fact was
communicated to him, and here is his answer, dated February 19, 1910 :

" Your explanation is satisfactory, for I had diagnosed the trouble before hearing from you.
I had been using the same amount as I did with the old ---- and ---- oils mentioning two old

well-known brands], but I reduced the quantity and the results are marvelous.
" Escapements that have been sluggish, have with the new FULCRUM OIL taken on new life,
and it seems a pleasure to put a watch in order with this oil."

This is just one of the many letters received every day telling of the superiority of FULCRUM OIL to any
that has ever before been used for watches and clocks.
Try it once and see for yourself—it means an end to all your oil troubles.

35c. a bottle FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 per dozen

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY, FRANKLIN, PA., U.S.A.

Mali_ IMRE

MONOGRAMS Mode to Order for
Belt Pins, Belt Buckles, Watch Fobs, Automobiles, Toilet
Articles, Leather Goods and all other purposes.

Made in 14 K. Gold, Sterling Silver, Gold Plate and Brass

STOCK INITIALS in all Sizes and Styles

NOW is the time to order your stock of Letters for the Holidays

Said for Catalog THE J. W. COLGAN CO., Sudbury Bldg., Boston, Mass.
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Story of Artificial Precious

Stones

Progress in the Art of Reproducing Gems

Described By a World - Famed Authority.

Remarkable Triumphs in Mineral 
Synthesis

Among the scientists who have achi
eved a

world-wide reputation through their researches

and writings on the subject of prec
ious stones the

name of Dr. Max Bauer, of Marburg,
 Germany,

stands pre-eminent. As many of our readers

recognize his leadership in this specialty 
they will

be interested in a paper recently 
read by him

embodying the history of the production o
f arti-

ficial precious stones. The extracts which fol-

low from this remarkable paper 
are reprinted

from a translation made for the Scientific

American.

If I have undertaken to report on th
e artifi-

cial production of precious stones 
which is now

practised on such a large scale, I d
o not, of

course, intend to refer to inferior substitutes

which are so frequently palmed off 
for genuine

stones, but only to such materials as ar
e perfectly

identical with the respective minerals in their

entire constitution, chemical compositio
n, form of

crystals, and physical properties.

We are dealing here with

Mineral mineral syntheses differing

Syntheses from ordinary attempts of this

kind only by the experiment-

er's endeavor to give the artificial product not

only its general essential characteristics b
ut the

handsome appearance required of a gem and

due to transparency, luster, color, etc., an
d also

the necessary size. At present attempts at artifi-

cial production must be limited to the 
turquoise

and stones in the mineral group of corund
um.

The first successful experiments were prob-

ably made with the turquoise, an aluminium

phosphate which is opaque, crystalline, dense,

water-bearing, and owes its fine blue color to

a small percentage of copper. As long ago as

the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
there

appeared on the market turquoises which re-

sembled genuine stones to such a degree as to

deceive experts, yet jewelers suspected that they

were imitations. No difference from indubitably

genuine natural stones could be detected in their

appearance, and the constitution, the specific

gravity, and the microscopic, structure are sub-

stantially the same. Later it was ascertained

as a matter of fact that artificial turquoises were

being made in Paris and Vienna in large quanti-

ties according to some method details of which

have not been disclosed.

In more recent times much

The Later greater prominence has been

Triumphs reached by the artificial pro-

duction of gems belonging to

the group of corundum, which is aluminium

oxide forming hexagonal-rhombohedric crystals.

In this group is included the blue sapphire, the

yellow Oriental topaz, and other stones com-

monly termed Oriental, and chief of all, the ruby,

which in its finest specimens surpasses in value

all other gems, even the diamond. In the class

of transparent gems the first great success has

been achieved with the artificial production of

this most precious of all gems in specimens

available for commercial purposes. This entire

industry is now dominated by the manufacture
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of artificial rubies. All other syntheses of this

kind which are allied to it are of so much less

importance that I shall not refer to them more

than briefly.
Gaudin, a Frenchman, was

Artificial probably the first to produce

Corundum artificial corundum. His pro-

cedure (begun 1837 and re-

peated several times) involved melting at high

temperatures. The same result has been obtained

since in a similar way by many other chemists

and mineralogists, as H. Sainte Claire Deville,

Ebelmen, Ch. Friedel, Morozewicz, etc. But in

all these cases the product was of poor appear-

ance, dull and of bad color. While the produc-

tion of common corundum therefore is easy, the

production of the beautiful, transparent, finely-

colored, precious corundum remained exceedingly

difficult for a long time. Let us first consider

the ruby which owes its beautiful red color to a

small percentage of chromium.

The first artificial product

Geneva worthy of being cut dates

Rubies from the early eighties of the

last century. I refer to the

so-called reconstructed rubies, or Geneva rubies

(rubies de Geneve), it being supposed that they

were made in Geneva. It is now believed to be

established that they were obtained by melting

together ruby fragments with the addition of

partly lead-bearing fluxes. The beautiful red

color of the ruby is preserved, but its hardness

is somewhat diminished, and sometimes the entire

mass will become amorphous and glassy, so that

the double refraction and the dichroism charac-

teristic of the ruby will disappear. Other speci-

mens, while not entirely amorphous, show that

they are not uniform crystallographically and

optically. Examination with a polarizing micro-

scope reveals the fact that some ruby fragments

(although not discernible to the naked eye)

have remained substantially unaltered and im-

bedded in a glassy body. A greater or smaller

number of microscopic air bubbles are always

present, but they are not detrimental. The stones

have a good appearance and may be made of a

pretty good size (several carats). After being an

article of some importance for a while, they now

seem to have vanished from the market almost

entirely. They are not true artificial products

in the sense spoken of above, since the raw

material is genuine natural ruby.
The French chemist Fremy

Fremy's was the first who attained

Experiments results of some utility, and in

1891 he published a process

originally worked out by him in conjunction

with A. Verneuil. This process is based on the

fact that at a high temperature the action of

hydrofluoric acid and water upon amorphous

alumina will promote its crystallization. Pure

precipitated alumina was melted at a heat of

about 1,500 deg. (centigrade) in a muffle furnace

in the presence of some potassium carbonate, a

small amount of BaF2 or CaF2 with the addi-

tion of about 2.5 per cent. of K2Gr207. A

platinum crucible should not be used, but a clay

crucible, it having been found indispensable to

have the moist air and the steam-bearing corn-

bustion gases penetrate the molten mass. The

amorphous A1203 was thus gradually converted

entirely into a mass of A1203 crystals. It was

found that in order to obtain a fine product,

the employment of raw materials of absolute

chemical purity was essential, particularly as re-

gards the alumina.

The size of the crucible greatly

Size of Crucible influenced the size of the

crystals produced. Small

crucibles yielded only small crystals, and the

larger the vessel, or in other words the larger the

molten mass, the larger were the rubies produced.

These always had the rhombohedric crystal form

of the genuine natural ruby. They were thin

plates, bounded at top and bottom by the wide

base surface, and at the edges by the very narrow

surfaces of the main rhombohedron, and meas-

urement showed the characteristic angles of the

ruby reproduced exactly. Like the form of the

crystals, the physical properties, as the specific

gravity (4), the hardness (9), and the optical

conditions, were absolutely identical with those

of natural rubies. The product was an artificial

ruby of perfect transparency and clearness and

(owing to the chromium contents) of a very

beautiful red color, although a few specimens ex-

hibited the blue color of sapphire. The product

therefore from its properties was eminently

suitable for use as a gem, but it had one very

important defect, which lay in the small size of

the crystals, even the largest of them, making

them unfit for practical use.

Fremy indeed expressed the hope of being

able to produce crystals of practically available

size by melting large masses up to 50 kilo-

grammes; but evidently the experiments were un-

successful, as nothing further was heard.of them.

These were the so-called scientific rubies (rubis

scientifiques).
Another article, however, has

Synthetic acquired considerable import-

Rubies ance in the gem trade and now

dominates this department of

the market, and this is the synthetic ruby (rubis

synthetique). In the raw state these synthetic

rubies are of an appearance entirely different from

that of the small crystals of scientific rubies, and

judging by their appearance, raw synthetic rubies

would not be suspected of being large ruby

crystals of uniform structure. The process of

manufacture also is materially different. This

process was described in 1902 by the Parisian

chemist A. Verneuil, and is now employed, with

greater or smaller modifications of detail, for

the production of very large quantities of beauti-

ful artificial rubies and occasionally other gems

of the corundum group.
The most important of the raw materials in

this case also is alumina, and the coloring principle,

chromium oxide. In order to secure uniform

coloring, the mixture of chromium oxide and

alumina should be perfectly homogeneous. With

these requirements in view, Verneuil proceeds

as follows : He makes an aqueous solution of

ammonium alum and chrome alum (obtained

free from iron, by repeated crystallization) in

proportions corresponding to the desired shade

of color, and from this solution, while hot, he

precipitates chromium-oxide-bearing alumina by

the action of ammonia. The precipitate is dried

in the air first at ordinary temperature and then

at a cherry red heat and is finally melted while in

a powdered condition, in a peculiar apparatus de-

signed for this purpose.
The apparatus consists, in its

The Apparatus leading features, of an oxy-
hydrogen blowpipe directed

vertically downward, its flame being produced by

illuminating gas (preferably containing a large

proportion of heavy hydrocarbons) in conjunc-

tion with oxygen of the greatest possible purity.

The tube through which the oxygen is supplied

has at the top an enlargement in which the

alumina powder to be treated is placed upon a

fine mesh platinum sieve. A little hammer, actu-
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ated electrically, strikes this sieve at short in-
tervals, and each blow causes a cloud of fine
powder to issue downward from the sieve, the
powder being then carried along by the oxygen
current under pressure and thus conveyed to the
flame. There the small particles are melted and
are caught on the vertex of a small cone, also
made of pure alumina, the so-called foot, which
is disposed beneath the flame and is heated by it
to incipient fusion.

During this treatment a thin rod will at
first grow upward from the foot, that is, from
the tip of the incandescent alumina cone, this
rod becoming thicker fairly quickly and finally
developing into a round ball of greater or less
regularity. The finished formation resembles a
pear or rather an inverted water-bottle having a
thick and wide body, the neck of such bottle ad-
hering firmly to the foot, which must be renewed
at each operation.

In this process of manufacture
Great Care the apparatus must be dis-
Necessary posed and adjusted very care-

fully and particularly the gas
tubes should be absolutely vertical. Furthermore,
the pressure of the gas and of the oxygen must
be regulated properly according to empirical data,
as the treatment progresses. The largest drops
are about 1.5 centimeters thick and 2.5 centi-
meters long, or several millimeters longer if we
include the thin neck. The weight may be
UI) to 50 carats (about To grammes) and the cut
stones have a correSponding size. I have seen
some as large as 12 carats.

The entire mode of production makes it clear
that these molten drops, considered chemically,
are nothing but pure alumina, mixed in varying
proportions with some chromium oxide. If the
amount of chromium oxide is slight, the color will
be light pink. Stones of this character have been
termed erroneously synthetic topazes on account
of their striking resemblance to the so-called pink
topazes which are obtained by heating yellow
Brazilian topazes. Genuine synthetic topazes,
however, have not yet been produced.

As with the scientific rubies, all other
properties are like those of natural rubies, such
as specific gravity, hardness, co-efficients of refrac-
tion, dichroism, etc. In brief, here again we have
an artificial ruby which is absolutely identical
with the natural ruby in every respect, chemically,
.crystallographically, and physically. As it also
possesses the size, clear transparency, and mag-
nificent color required of a precious stone suitable
for jewelry, it may be said that with these syn-
thetic rubies the problem of artificially producing
this valuable gem has been thoroughly solved, in
the main.

The question will be asked if
Genuine Versus it is possible to distinguish
Artificial these artificial rubies with

certainty from natural ones.
At first this was comparatively easy. The syn-
thetic stones produced first, when viewed under
the microscope, showed numerous round air-
bubbles which it is true did not impair their fine
appearance. But these bubbles are entirely lack-
ing in natural rubies, which on the other hand
sometimes contain small angular cavities, so-
called negative crystals, and also minute real
crystals.

In regard to telling the difference by the
mere appearance, without the help of instruments,
it should be noted that experienced gem connois-
seurs assert they can always recognize an
artificial ruby as such and distinguish it from a
similar natural ruby. They say that even with
the finest color and the most perfect qualities
producible artificially the synthetic stone still
always lacks the beautiful velvety gloss of the
natural product. Be that as it may, it certainly
requires a very large experience, and I must con-
fess that I have not reached this point as yet.

It will therefore be readily
Value of understood that this manu-
the Gems facture has caused consider-

able anxiety in the ruby trade,
all the more in view of the fact that the price of
even the best synthetic stones, which at present
amounts to about 75 cents per carat (0.205
gramme) is far below that of corresponding
natural rubies. A one-carat natural ruby of the
finest quality may cost more than $250, a two-
carat stone up to $25oo, and still larger ones, on
account of their scarcity, are sold at often in-
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credibly fancy prices. On the other hand, syn-
thetic stones of io carats and over, which size
natural stones have attained in only a few
instances, can be produced artificially with great
ease.

No doubt very many synthetic rubies have
been brought upon the market without declara-
tion, with and without the seller's knowledge,
and have been accepted as natural by the public.
The surprising fact has also been ascertained
that the manufacture of artificial rubies has not
caused a fall in the price of natural rubies; on
the contrary, it has gone up somewhat since that
time. The fears of the owners of natural rubies
are therefore unfounded, at least for the present.

Besides rubies, artificial stones of other
colors, all belonging to the variegated group of
precious corundum, have been made according
to Verneuil's process and placed on the market,
but the coloring agent is not generally known in
most cases. Compared with rubies, this is of
some scientific but of no economic importance.
The natural stones of this kind have only an
inferior place in the precious stone trade, and
their price is not so very high, so that their re-
production is not remunerative in the same
degree as with rubies.

We have spoken already of
Artificial the colorless corundum, the
Sapphires white sapphire. It can be

produced in very beautiful
specimens, just as clear as water, which have
exactly the same properties as natural stones, but
are said not to equal them in luster and fire.

A very beautiful stone is the artificial yellow
corundum, which corresponds to the natural
Oriental topaz or topaz-sapphire; the violet Ori-
ental amethyst, the violet ruby, has also been
reproduced artificially.

We shall deal a little more fully with the
artificial production of the blue sapphire, which
after the ruby is the most important gem of the
corundum family. In this case particular diffi-
culties have been experienced in the applica-
tion of Verneuil's method, and real success has
not been achieved so far. What is now some-
times called "synthetic sapphire" is not, as in the
case of the ruby, an artificial stone having all the
properties of the natural one, but a product which
differs from the natural article materially in im-
portant points.

The blue coloring agent of
Method of the natural sapphire is not
Production proof against the action of

heat (like that of the ruby)
but is destroyed thereby and for this reason is
thought by many to be of organic nature. Ac-
cordingly, in making artificial sapphires, cobalt in

• the form of Co203 has been resorted to as a
means of giving a blue color to the molten
alumina mass. But, quite unexpectedly, the
molten drop at first absolutely refused to take
any color. Even when an addition of 5 per cent.
of Co203 was employed, none of it became in-
corporated, and the drop remained colorless. The
coloring matter did not enter into the melt until
a further addition of a few per cent. of CaO
or MgO was made to the mass, and then even
01 per cent. of Co203 was sufficient to pro-
duce a very bright blue color. In this case, how-.
ever, these slight admixtures of foreign sub-
stances produce the remarkable result that the
molten drops consisting chiefly of A1203 do not
form a unitary crystal after solidification (as
they did in the case of the ruby, etc.), but they
yield a glassy amorphous body having indeed the
same external shape as in the case of the ruby,
but no double refraction and no dichroism, and
a smaller hardness than crystallized alumina and
also a smaller specific gravity (from 3.6 to 3.8
instead of 4). Physically considered, it is there-
fore a substance totally different from corundum
and comparable to quartz glass (fused quartz
in its relation to rock crystals). In any event, we
cannot term this a synthetic sapphire in the sense
defined at the beginning of this paper.

Even in external appearance this artificial
product is far inferior to the beautifully blue
natural sapphire. It is too strongly blue, of a
hue no genuine sapphire will exhibit; it is the
vulgar blue color of cobalt glass, smalt, and we
miss the attractive velvety gloss of the natural
crystallized stones. Furthermore, by lamplight
the color turns to purple, which defect may in-
deed be avoided by a slight addition of iron.
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There is, again, the so-called
Synthetic synthetic alexandrite. The
Alexandrite genuine alexandrite is the

dark emerald-green variety of
the mineral chrysoberyl, another variety of which,
known as cat's eye, also has some importance
among gems, being distinguished by a peculiar
wavy reflection of light. The alexandrite is noted
for its remarkable change of color. In daylight
only it will show an emerald-green, by lamplight
it has a decided purple color. Among the molten
drops produced in accordance with Verneuil's
method and the stones cut therefrom, there are
some that exhibit a similar change of colors. In
daylight they appear light green, under artificial
light beautifully purple. For this reason they
have been considered artificial alexandrite, or at
least designated as such.

If we sum up the substance of the facts
recited above, we perceive that, if we except the
so-called synthetic sapphire, Verneuil's method is
applicable at present only for producing gems of
the corundum group as crystallized bottle-shaped
molten drops. The topaz and alexandrite cannot
as yet be reproduced in this manner, notwith-
standing the suggestive names given to some of
these artificial products.

In connection with the above
Synthetic remarks, I may refer to the
Emerald so-called synthetic emerald.

The emerald is the fine green
variety of the mineral beryl, and in flawless spe-
cimens is about equal in value to the ruby in the
list of precious stones. What is called synthetic
emerald and brought into the market as such, is
nothing but fraud. Sometimes it is glass colored
green with chromium, sometimes so-called dou-
blets. The top of the cut stones and the bottom
are colorless glass or rock crystal or aquamarine,
a variety of beryl of a light bluish-green color
and of no great value on account of its frequent
occurrence. Between the top and bottom there
is inserted a thin emerald-green plate of glass or
of gelatine, which when the stone is viewed from
above, gives it the same color in a perfectly de-
ceiving fashion. But if the stone is looked at
from the side or otherwise examined closely, the
imitation will be discovered readily; such exam-
ination, however, cannot be made when the
stones are set.

In connection with the foregoing, our readers
will recall our announcement last month of the
final triumph of M. Verneuil in the production of
the synthetic sapphire, which is the latest triumph
of modern scientists in duplicating the lapidary
work of nature.

Gold in Korea
From Seoul conies a remarkable account of

successful gold-mining in Korea. It is to the
effect that recently three Koreans of unpreposses-
sing appearance presented themselves at the
Residency General. They stated that they had
been engaged in alluvial mining in co-operation
with twenty others for many years, and had
accumulated some £40,000 worth of the precious
metal. They asked advice as to the best way of
disposing of the gold. Rather doubtful of the
accuracy of the story an official went to the place
in the city where the gold was said to be stored,
and was astonished to find that it was quite true.
A fter making further inquiries, the authorities
decided that the gold should be sent to the Osaka
Mint to be made into coins. It appears that the
Koreans collected the gold dust from rivers hav-
ing veins of the ore in their upper reaches, and
by digging in d.ry water courses.

Function of the Alarm Clock
"Have you a:iy alarm clocks?" inquired the

customer of a jeweler recently.
"Yes, ma'am," said the man behind the

counter. "About what price do you wish to pay
for one?"

"The price is no object if I can get the kind
I am after. What I want is one that will arouse
the maid without waking the whole of the
family."

"I don't know of any such alarm clock as
that, ma'am," said the man. "We keep just the
ordinary kind—the kind that will wake the whole
family without disturbing the girl."
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"What is this Watch Worth?'

Almost every jeweler has had the ex-
perience of being approached at his counter
by a stranger who shows a new watch, or a
diamond ring, or some other article of
jeweler's ware, and asked the value of it.

What is your practice when thus ap-
proached? What do you do when placed
in this delicate position? Sometimes very
serious consequences result from the atti-
tude of the jeweler to the question.

Of course the presumption is that the
stranger wants to know whether he paid
too much for an article bought of your
competitor. There are two safe ways to
meet the inquiry.

One safe way is to unhesitatingly
decline to give an estimate of the worth of
the article. Tell the stranger frankly that he
bought the article of the other jeweler pre-
sumably because he had confidence in him;
and as you had not enjoyed that confidence
he ought not to ask you to give an estimate
of value which might be higher or lower
than he paid, as he would naturally, and
properly, give the other jeweler the benefit
of any doubt, to your own future disad-
vantage.

The other safe way—and the straight
way which wins an honest man's respect al-
ways—is to name your regular selling price
for the article, no more, no less, and take
"the fortunes of war." A very frequent
error of merchants is ascribing motives to
inquirers which never .existed. It is never
safe to conclude that the stranger is not
a prospective customer. He may not have
bought the article ; it may have been a gift,
or the consideration in a horse trade. Be-
sides, it is well to cultivate a habit of consis-
tency and uniformity in prices ; your naming
your regular price for the article, even if
higher than the price the stranger paid, goes
far to establish his confidence that you be-
lieve your prices are fair and right.

On this, as on other questions concern-
ing relations to competitors, the whole duty
of the merchant lies in the observance of
two rules. One is selfish: "Mind your own
business." This means, quote your own un-
varying prices, irrespective of whether the
inquirer wishes to buy or wishes to com-
pare. The other is unselfish and altruistic:
"Do unto others as you would have others
do unto you." It is old-fashioned ; it smacks
of ways no longer popular ; it harks 'way
back to the beginnings of Christianity, and
seems hard to practice in this year of grace;
but be who practices it avoids ten
thousand pitfalls which front the path
of the "smarty."

Some "Nots" of a Good Salesman

He does not pretend to know every-
thing; he conveys the impression to his
customer that he thinks the customer knows
a whole lot.

He does not dispute with the customer;
he knows that "to win the argument is to
lose the sale."

He is not "short" or brusque to
strangers. He cannot fathom the stranger's
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plans in advance, and he may close his door
to a good buyer.

He does not interrupt; does not look
bored.

He does not think a person a crank who
does not see things as he does; for he knows
that everybody, including himself, is a crank
in some degree.

He is not fussy and demonstrative in
his forms of politeness : wherein he shows
he is well bred.

He does not attempt to hurry the sale
at the very beginning; for he knows that
some minds operate slowly and that it is
important for future business that the
buyer be thoroughly satisfied before the
sale is closed.

He says "thank you" as sincerely in
concluding a five-cent sale as in handing
over a diamond ring.

He adds to the customer's appreciation
of the beauty or the worth of an article
by the way in which he carefully and
daintily handles it and looks at it himself.
He thus helps the sale by psychological in-
fluence.

He does not say too much, but gives
the customer time to think. And he studies
the customer's mind so as to know just
when to add the needed word to "push her
over."

He is not ungenerous in his comments
on competitors. He recognizes the diplo-
matic value of "damning with faint praise ;"
possibly he even goes further, and praises
heartily—if thereby he can lodge a convic-
tion in the mind of the customer that such
generous mention' of a rival must mean
entire indifference to the efforts of the
rival to rival.

He is not a chump, generally.

The Degradation of Trade

Before the writer lies a unique book,
"The Complete Merchant," which is
crowded with more mean and degrading
suggestions than was probably ever before
or since assembled between two covers.

The surprising fact is that the book
was written by Daniel Defoe, the author of
that immortal work, "Robinson Crusoe,"
which has enshrined him in the hearts
of boys the world over. The two books
show Defoe in a peculiar double personality
—the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde of literature.
He deserves the stigma cast upon him by
Charles Lamb as "the philosopher of mean-
ness."

Defoe instructs the merchant to sacri-
fice every honest emotion to what he calls
"the main chance." He makes a studied an-
alysis of every little, mean art, every trick
and subterfuge short of larceny, every
sneaking hypocrisy which lie considers is
necessary to the merchant's occupation. A
sad commentary on the morals of trade two
hundred years ago, when the book was
written !

Iii the chapter on "Government of the
Temper," he says:

"A tradesman behind his counter must
have no flesh and blood about him, no pas-
sions, no resentments 't is his business to
be ill-used and resent nothing. He must not
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display the least signal of disgust, what-
ever the degree of the insult; must be all
soft and smooth ; nay, he must be a complete
hypocrite if he would be a complete sales-
man."

He then goes on to say that a man must
counterfeit his natural temper ; if he is a
lion by nature he must be a lamb in his
shop ; Ile may rage with fury elsewhere,
but must be meek to the last degree be-
hind the counter. He even commends that
merchant, and holds him up as an example,
"who, when provoked by the impertinence
of a customer beyond the limit of his endur-
ance, would go up stairs and beat his wife,
kick his children and be as furious as a
madman for a few minutes ; then, after the
fit, would go down again into the shop and
be as humble and courteous as could be—
so absolute a government of his passions
had he in the shop, and so little out of it.
In the shop, a soulless animal that would re-
sent nothing—in the family, a madman ; in
the shop, meek as a lamb—in the family, as
a Libyan lion. He was a true model for
merchants."

Under the head of "Pleasures and
Recreations," he says:

"The tradesman's pleasures should be
in his business ; his companions should be
his ledgers. If Ile has a family .he may
make excursions to visit his wife and chil-
dren, but he must not allow these ties to
divert him from the serious business in
which he is engaged." In other words, De-
foe taught the inhuman and sordid philoso-
phy that a merchant's business has at all
times a higher claim upon him than his
family ; and that it was a wholesome busi-
ness practice to expend upon a loving wife
and tender children the pent-up fury accu-
mulated by the "complete" merchant in his
contact with impertinent or insulting cus-
tomers!

He says further : "A merchant's cus-
tomers should be his idols; and, so far as he
may within the Lord's command, he should
bow down to them. The bottom of all is
that he is intending to get money by them ;
and it is not for him that gets money to
offer the least inconvenience to them by
whom he gets it. He is to consider that the
seller is the humble servant and slave to
the buyer."

To quote further from "The Complete
Tradesman" would be to illiberalize the
pages of THE KEYSTONE, since the book
libels all self-respecting traders by implica-
tion. But get the book, and let it be to you
a valuable treatise on what not to do as a
merchant.

When you over-urge a customer to
make a purchase on credit, of an article for
which he has no immediate or prospective
use, you are preparing a bad debt.

When you are able to effect a saving in
your expense account you have practically
gained the same result as if you had effected
a sale in amount many times in excess of
the retrenchment.

When you would compel another to
adopt your ideas, first seek to ascertain his
method of reasoning.

'When you are in doubt, don't. You
will be the gainer seven times out of ten.
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NEW ani) ATTRACTIVE CLASS PIN DESIGNS
FOR LIVE WIRE JEWELERS
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THE EMBLEMS shown in this advertise-
ment are all new, up-to-the-minute designs.
Shown in THE KEYSTONE for the first time.

C. Look them over and note the careful
workmanship and perfection in detail.

41 The originality shows at a glance. New
designs are in demand. You can get the
orders, Mr. Jeweler, if you show the Bastian
designs.

41 Where less than twelve pins are ordered,
there is an additional charge of $2.00 to the
total amount for special dies.

PRICE PER PIN, including Patent Safety Catches
When twelve or more are ordered

10 K. Gold, $2.50 14 K. Gold, $2.75
Jewelers' Discount, 25 per cent.

SEND FOR CATALOG

BASTIAN BROS. CO., 403 South Ave., ROCHESTER, N.Y.

OUR NEW LINE
for 1910 is the best and most attractive that we have ever produced.

We have expended a great deal of time and thought on it with

the result that we have produced a line that is entirely unique

and out of the ordinary run of things.

TRADE-MARK

A&Z.LINE
TPADE -MAKI<

CHAINS, FOBS AND BRACELETS
can always be depended upon for high quality, nobby designs
and excellence of finish. The complete line is now being shown

to the trade by our own representatives.

Don't Buy Your Spring Stock Until
You Have Seen the A e.? Z. LINE

NEW YORK CHICAGO

A& Z. CHAIN CO•

116 CHESTNUT ST. . . PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Makers of 1 JO and 114 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets

The Only Exclusive Chain Makers to the Retail Trade

CINCINNATI KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO

Fret Saws

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
AUGSBURG, GERMANY

Coping Saws

Watch Mainsprings 

Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 "Finis"
for metal

Qualitit 18812
Jr 2
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by ELTON J. ItucK LEY]

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
well-known lawyer for the better education of

the retail dealer in the law in its relation to the

different phases of his business.—ED.]

II.—How to Safely Buy and Sell a Business

There is much need of information as

to buying or selling a business in such a

way that all legal points shall be covered,

and the interests of buyer or seller, as the

case may be, thoroughly protected. Under

certain conditions the buyer of a business is

liable to have his title attacked and the sale

overthrown by the creditors of the seller,

or under other conditions to find that he has

paid for fixtures or stock which the seller

(lid not own, or owned only in part.

The first step in the purchase or sale

of a business, for the protection of the in-

terest of both parties, should be the execu-

tion of an agreement of sale. A sample

agreement, which can easily be adapted to

any average case, is as follows:

This agreement, made this 
day of  , 1910, between John

Jones, party of the first part, and James

Smith, party of the second part, wit-

nesseth :—

That the party of the second part

agrees to purchase the general merchan-

dise business now conducted by the party

of the first part, at   street,

in the city of , and the party of

the first part agrees to sell same, upon the

following terms:

The fixtures of the said business,

which shall include all wall fixtures,

shelving, counters, etc., as well as all

loose fixtures, teams, etc., now in use in

connection with the said business, a

proper inventory of which shall be fur-

nished with the bill of sale, shall be taken

at the lump price of $25oo. The stock

of the said business shall be taken at in-

ventory price, this to be arrived at by the

appraisement of three appraisers, one of

whom shall be chosen by each party and
the third by these two.

That the said appraisetnent shall be

made on or before the  day

of  , and possession be tendered

and accepted on or before the  
day of   It is hereby agreed

that the sum of   shall be paid

on account of the purchase money, at or

before the execution of this agreement,

and the receipt thereof is hereby acknowl-

edged by the party of the first part. The
balance of the purchase money shall be
paid at the time of taking possession in
cash (or in notes or on such terms as the
parties may agree upon).

That the party of the first part here-
by agrees not to re-engage in the general
merchandise business within  
squares of the said   (or within
the town or county, whichever is neces-
sary) for the term of   years
from date.

That the party of the first part, in
the event of inability to transfer the said
business to the party of the second part
at the time named, time being the essence
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of the agreement, agrees to refund the
said   Dollars paid as above on
account.

That (here put any special provisions
not covered above).

In witness whereof, the parties have
hereunto set their hands and seals, this
  day of  , 1910.

  [SEAL]
  [ SEAL]

Witnesses,

This is a fair, square agreement both

for buyer and seller. An agreement of sale

should invariably be reduced to writing and

a copy given to each party.

The main consideration for a buyer is

whether he is getting what he pays for.

There are two ways in which he may find

he is not. The great majority of the

States now have what are known as bulk

sales laws, and substantially the provisions

are the same in all. These laws compel

the buyer of a business, within a certain

period before he is to take possession, to

obtain from the seller a list of the latter's

creditors. The buyer must then notify

everybody on the list of his intention to buy.

This is done in order that the creditors may

protect their claims by proceeding against

the stock in time.
If this procedure is not followed, any

unpaid creditor of the seller may consider

the sale fraudulent as to him and overturn

it. Applying this, the buyer may be con-

fronted, the very next day after he takes

possession, with claims amounting to more
than he paid for the business, compelling
him to pay them in order to save what he
already has invested.

A buyer who neglects precautions may
also be defrauded by finding that the seller
did not own all he pretended to transfer. A
case was brought to my attention recently
in which the owner of a business, a part of
which was very handsome fixtures—a full
system of glass-fronted bins, two expensive
cash registers, a computing scale and three
large Welsbach lights—had made a hasty
sale of it to a buyer who thought it un-
necessary to employ an attorney or take
even ordinary precautions. Too late the
buyer learned that every one of the above
fixtures had been purchased on installment
leases and that no more than five payments
had been made on any one of them.

How to guard against the first con-
tingency has already been indicated—first
see if your State has a bulk sales law, then
insist upon getting the seller's list of credit-
ors provided for by it. To guard against
the second contingency the best plan is to
insist upon the seller's showing receipted
bills for every fixture which could have
been bought or leased on installments. Or
insist that he execute an affidavit that all
the articles named "in the following in-
ventory" (set forth a list of the fixtures in
question) are his sole and individual prop-
erty, and that nothing is owed on any one
of them.

Occasionally a merchant who sells his
business will have consigned goods on
hand. Naturally, since these are not his
he cannot sell them. The chance of having
them included in the general mass of stock
can be guarded against by including the
stock in the affidavit referred to above.

Finally, the buyer should see that he
gets a proper bill of sale, which is just as
important in the sale of personal property
as a deed is in the conveyance of real estate.
Every bill of sale should have attached to
it a full and complete inventory of every
article that is to pass. Nothing short of
this can fully protect the interest of both
parties, particularly the buyer's interest.

Following is a short form of bill of
sale, which can be used on all ordinary
occasions:

Know all men by these presents,
That  

of the city of  , State of
 , for and in consideration of
the sum of  • to  
in hand and paid by  

of   at or before the sealing and
delivery of these presents, the receipt of
which is hereby acknowledged, have
granted, bargained, sold and delivered,
and by these presents do grant, bar-
gain, sell and deliver unto the said 

all and singular the goods and chattels
mentioned in the schedule hereunto an-
nexed, together with the good will of
the retail grocery business hitherto con-
ducted by   at  
to have and to hold the said goods and
chattels, unto the said  

 heirs, executors, administrators
and assigns forever.
In Witness Whereof,   have

hereunto set  hand and seal ,
this  1910.

  [SEAL]
  [SEAL]
  [SEAL]
 [SEAL]

Signed, sealed and delivered in the
presence of

So much for the protection of the
buyer. The seller's interest, if the sale is a
regular one, takes care of itself. In the
main, he needs to see only that his buyer
is properly bound by an agreement of sale
and that he gets his consideration money at
the proper time and in the proper form.
Occasionally the full price will not be paid,
promissory notes being given for the
balance. Security can of course be taken
for the notes in various forms, but two
convenient methods are to take a chattel
mortgage on the fixtures, where the laws
of the State provide for it ; or to include
in the bill of sale only what has been ac-
tually paid for, leaving un trans ferred
enough fixtures to equal the unpaid part of
the price. These still remain the seller's
property, though in use by the buyer. They

can be transferred in a second bill of sale
when the balance of the purchase price is
paid.
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Making the Show Window
Irresistible

The evolution of the show window from its

original purpose of admitting light to the store

to its present recognized pre-eminence as the

most economic and forceful form of advertise-

ment, is the subject of an interesting article in a

recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post. The

writer of the article mentions a number of illus-

trations of the serviceability of the show window

as an advertisement, and among others he gives

the following account of the notable window dis-

plays of a well-known fountain pen manufactur-

ing company in New York City.

Undoubtedly the simplest method of show-

window advertising is when the merchant scours

his town and rents, borrows or purchases display

objects certain to catch the eye of the passer-by.

This is the window-advertising method with

which the manager of the Broadway store of a

well-known fountain-pen company has made his

shop one of the landmarks of lower Manhattan.

Long before the Spanish War this store, al-

though dealing in an article which in itself could

boast of no popular fascination, was famous for

groups of from twenty-five to fifty people that

stood from morning until night blocking the

sidewalk and gazing into its show window. It

was the Spanish War, however, with its shells

and war relics, that gave the manager of this

place the opening he had been wanting.

The day war was declared he telephoned to a

Brooklyn projectile works and ordered pairs of

projectiles from the eight-inch down to the small

rapid-fire gun sizes—powder charges withdrawn.

These he placarded and arranged in his window.

In New York at this time all interest lay in battle-

ships, in twelve-inch guns, in shells and such

things, but not one person in five hundred ever

had seen real, live shells of the sort that would

plow into one side of a battleship and out of the

other. Interest created by this display was such

that two policemen had to be stationed in front

of the store to prevent the complete blocking of

the sidewalk. For two weeks the shells remained,

then they were sold back to the projectile com-

pany and their places were taken by pieces of

piping and boiler iron and the breech-block of a

big gun, all relics from the wreck of the Maine.

Week by week the window display of this com-

pany kept as near as possible to the war pace

and drew enormous crowds. In time there was a

big oil painting of the Oregon part hidden in the

mist of the volcano of flame and smoke of her

own fire. Later came the Philippine war relics,
bolos, axes and other weapons used by the sav-
ages against our troops.

When the fighting was over and war interest
. had ceased the company changed to less strenu-
ous exhibits. Of a morning in May, when half
the city yearned for fields and the open where
young life was sprouting in buds and branches,
the manager of this store transformed his show
windows into a bower of flowers the like of
which had not been seen on Broadway, even in
a florist's window. Two truckloads of waxy,
pink apple blossoms were heaped into a solid
mass in the show windows.

The flowers endured for only a day, and
they must have cost the price of a fairly good
road horse; yet the expense was warranted, for
even people in passing trolley cars arose from
seats to press noses against windows for a better
view. The story of that display and the name of
the pen company must have been mentioned that
night in three States and in ten or twenty thou-
sand homes.

The instances mentioned are, of course, so
many drops out of a bucketful of water corn-
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pared with what this company has done in the
window-advertising line. Now they show the
originals of the cartoons done by a famous car-
toonist, now they show Peary's sledges and snow-
shoes, and now they show an eight-foot-long
brass working model of a locomotive and tender.
The one thing that never changes in this window
is the fountain-pen exhibit. Shells, bolos, car-
toons, snowshoes or locomotives—there are the
fountain pens, from the cheap ones intended for
utility to the gold-mounted ones intended for
presentation purposes.

The Illumination of Windows

Much of the advertising value of a good
display depends upon the manner in which the
window is lighted, says the Commercial Bulletin,
and the effect of many a good display has been
largely lost because of poor lighting.

It may be argued by some merchants that
there is little to be gained by lighting the win-
dows up well at night, since there are fewer
people on the streets, but it must also be remem-
bered that while there are fewer people, there is,
as a rule, less to distract their attention. During
the day people are usually hurrying somewhere
and there are so many things going on that the
windows have to be content with a small part of
their attention, but at night when people are
walking, perhaps for pleasure, the windows have
full sway.

There is something particularly attractive
about a handsome display brilliantly lighted up
and looking cheerful, up-to-date and prosperous.

The most important thing to be considered in
lighting the window is to have the light all
thrown downward on to the merchandise and not
out into the eyes of window-gazers or on the
sidewalk. Wherever a light shines directly into
the eyes of the spectators it should have a frosted
globe, which softens the glare and gives a soft,
pleasing radiance without sharpness. There are
several excellent forms of show-window reflec-
tors of the "bonnet" type which throw all light
from incandescent lamps downward on to the
merchandise and effectively screen the lights
themselves from the eyes of passers-by.

Frosted globes may be very effectively used
on auxiliary lights in the back-ground and if
colored may be used in an appropriate color
scheme. Frosted globes are also sometimes used
throughout the window, when they throw a soft
mellow light over the whole display.

How to Photograph a Window Display

Many merchants—and many photographers,
too—find it almost impossible to take a picture
of window displays, owing to the reflection of the
buildings across the street shining on the window
panes, sometimes obscuring entirely the view of
the objects inside the window. There is a way
to overcome this difficulty—namely, to make a
curtain of black muslin, which should be some-
what higher and wider than the size of the
window to be photographed. A hole is made in
the curtain large enough for the lens of the
camera to "see through." When this curtain is
raised and extended on both sides the camera,
the reflection is cut off, and pictures may be taken
with little trouble.

Of course, the sides of the curtain are at-
tached to two poles, which two assistants hold
upright while the negative is being exposed by
the photographer.

In daytime photographing the right time of
day must be chosen in order to get the greatest
amount of light in the window. Professional
photographers usually choose the early morning
on a clear day. This, however, must be left to
the judgment of the man who takes the picture.
The length of strips out of which to make the
screen can be determined by taking the poles out
on the walk and observing how much is necessary
to shut out reflections. Black lining cambric or
black calico will serve the purpose, and is not
expensive.

If the windows are strongly illuminated by
artificial light, and the pictures taken at night,
from 10 to 25 minutes will bring out the greatest
amount of detail. People passing on the street
will not interfere with such a picture, unless
there is a continual crowd. No one should be
allowed to stop between the camera and the
window during the exposure. If the store or
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windows across the street are illuminated, these
lights are very apt to reflect on the window pane
and result in marring the photograph.

In order to secure a perfect photograph, the
show window lighting should at all times be con-
cealed and should be located in the upper part
of the window near the window pane. All the
shadows on the goods are then clearly defined
and this contrast between the high lights and
shadows will give a perfect picture. Open lights
in the window have a tendency to blur the photo.

World-wide Craze for Jewels

Never was there a time in the history of

dress, say London and Paris jewelers, when more

attention was devoted to the right selection of

jewels than nowadays.
With the coming of Lent the wearing of the

diamond cross set in platinum was revived. This

ornament has been discarded for some years, but

against the background of the present much worn

black velvet gown it is very effective. The cross

is three or four inches long and the chain itself

reaches to the waist, so that even if the wearer

is very devout, and adjures all other gems during

the Lenten season she will still be gleaming with

precious stones.
The miniature watch is now made in a sur-

prising variety of forms. For the debutante it is

designed in pure white enamel with a. solitaire

diamond in the center and suspended from a

chain of white enamel links interspread with

pearls. Another is in yellow enamel with one

perfect pearl and rimmed in white enamel with

delicate chasing and tracing of gold.

The thumb ring is fashionable among women

who love the bizarre, and some of these rings

are exquisite in workmanship. One seen re-

cently when an Anglo-American removed her

glove took the form of miniature traveling clock,

the face set in a mass of tiny diamonds on Sevres

blue enamel and the lilliputian hands made of

gold.
Another curious ring is an oblong frame

thickly set with diamonds centered with one big

pearl surrounded by tiny emeralds. Still another

shows a platinum background with one black

pearl guarded on either side by a diamond.

The latest thing in finger rings is a gold

circlet from which hang four short chains that

suspend a tiny powder puff in a gold case and

two or three other ornaments appertaining to the

vanity box. These dangle over the back of the

hand. It is a variation of the ring which showed

three or four chains studded with alternate black

and white pearls falling over the hand almost to

the wrist.
Corsage ornaments and decorative plaques

for the front of the gown are among the striking

features of the new jewelry. One of these is a

large rose and a cluster of buds in the finest

silver tissue with each pearl outlined in diamonds.

The coming in of the waist belt has also

called forth evidences of the jeweler's skill, and

beautiful enamel figures holding aloft miniature

flowers and leaves wrought in enamel and small

diamonds form plaques to act as buckles.

Louis Seize bows of black velvet seamed

with brilliants are made for the hair, and ribbons

of diamonds ending in stars, clusters or buckles

of brilliants are also used in the coiffure.

Earrings are still in vogue and pearls and

diamonds remain the favorite gems. A betrothal

present recently was a pair of earrings in the

shape of ruby hearts framed in diamonds and

completed at the top by a tiny lover's knot of the

glittering stones.
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE•MARK REGISTERED

41.. Special attention given to the

execution of special orders for

hand made cases. Prompt

delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE • •
• • NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 57 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co. MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

(44.

DESELMS c'Pr9
WATCH
CHOOL

0

$30 Correspondence Course in Watch,
Clock, Jewelry Repairing and Engraving

FREE
Write for Particulars

293 PERRY STREET :: • :: ATTICA, INDIANA

WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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Spring Fever-isms

BY JOHN TWEEZER

THE

Spring fever is not down in the medi-

cal encyclopedia ; but you and I know

that it is as certain to come around as love

and measles. Its advent marks the fact that

the old paradisiacal economy of life is again

in force : we live, not to labor, but for the

simple end of being happy. Nothing for

the present hour is worthy a serious effort,

and the end and aim of life is accomplished

as we blink in the warm sunshine and

sympathize with the tender green that is

sprouting at our feet. We have no

responsibility beyond our duty to enjoy the

odor of the lilacs.

And, speaking of lilacs, thank your

stars if you are a country jeweler in the

season of flowers ! You have material all

around you for decorating your window

cheaply and beautifully. In the larger

cities, floral decoration in windows is a

matter of serious expense; but you, 0 Rus-

ticus, can avail yourself of the beautiful

materials in your back yard instead of

spending your money on the artificialities

of velvet and satin for your window. There

is an instinctive turning of the eyes to every

floral window-display ; with men it beckons

persuasively, with women it commands ir-

resistibly. You country jewelers do not

make enough of this call of the flowers,

this aesthetic hunger of humanity. Lilac

bunches, boughs of apple-blossoms, great

clusters of hydrangia, even masses of the

common clover, furnish material for de-

lightful effects in window decoration.

"Build your house of the stones found on

your own ground," is one of the modern

canons of the fine art of architecture; so,

decorate your window with the flowers that

are native to your own flower-beds. If you

do it artistically you will add a new attrac-

tion to your street—and gather shekels from

those who appreciate good things.

These spring-fever days do much to

mature the "putting off" germ. The spring

fever victim finds it so much easier to wait

until to-morrow, instead of doing it to-day.

He is unblushingly and unfailingly "behind

time"—and he doesn't care a hill of beans

what the moralists think about it. And the

contrariness of human nature really does

defeat all our arguments against procrastin-

ation. I have preached thunderously against

the fellow who "puts off," time and again,

in these columns; told him his life was a

dreary tramp on a treadmill ; reminded him

that those who were habitually ahead of
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their work tasted the true pleasure and com-

fortable ease ; and so on, variously. But

in fact I find that the lazy farmer whose

wagon stands outdoors all winter, the care-

less merchant who ignores his cash dis-

counts, the watchmaker whose bench is

littered with jobs two Weeks old, all are

generally provokingly jolly and they seem

happier than some of the "on time" breth-

ren. 'Verily, preaching seems a waste of

time!

Well, well ! Another idol shattered !

Remorseless History has no consideration

for the sentiments. One by one our dear

traditions are tumbled into the mire. It was

sad enough to have to be told that Wash-

ington did not cut down the cherry tree,

and that William Tell never had a son on

whose historic head the apple was pierced

by the arrow ; and so of a dozen other dis-

illusionments of our pet beliefs. But we

had counted on Christopher Columbus. We

had thought him a Christian hero and a

man of fair capacity and estimable disposi-

tion, according to fifteenth century stan-

dards. Now comes along the learned

librarian of Harvard University who, after

profound study of original documents, finds

that Chris was cruel and covetous ; his

history subsequent to the discovery of

America a series of blunders; his mental

and moral personality utterly commonplace,

and himself entirely undeserving of any

glory or any sympathy.

It is dangerous to trifle with such ex-

citing themes when one is stricken with

spring fever !

The Tyranny of the Clock

Our "modern conveniences" are often

our relentless masters and hard slave-

drivers. The ordinary clock, for instance,

is a most exacting tyrant.

Its tyranny is in evidence in every

hour of every working day. To the lag-

gard it is very fierce and uncompromising.

No argument or protest varies its steady

course ; no pleading stops its minute-hand,

no entreaty affects its inexorable progress

around the dial. There is no pity on that

unfeeling face ; there is no mercy in its un-

winking key-hole eyes; there is no throb of

compassion in the ticking of its heart. It

is passive and indifferent to all the laggard's

pleas.
But the punctual man sees that the

tyrant is kind, because it is just. It mea-

sures out comfort to the bodies of the de-

serving and peace to their minds. Like a

good father, it is stern for our good;

like an honest guardian, it is kind to us

because of its chastenings. It knits together

the ravelled ends of our reckonings; it
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establishes good habits ; it inspires right

ways; it helps to form character and fix con-

duct ; it stands for "the established order

of things."
A cruel tyrant, or a kind one—it is as

each of us wills!

I have known one cruel clock—cruel,

not because of its compelling promptness,

but from its own inherent wickedness. It

stood on my mantel ; its "tick-tack" was so

unbearably offensive, so insistent in its pitch

and volume, that it was simply unendurable.

I sold it to a second-hand dealer a week

after I had bought it. I should have gone

crazy had I permitted it to check off the

minutes in its rowdy voice in my hearing

for a month. The second-hand dealer died

soon after, and I have been fearing arrest

ever since. What nerves have been racked

into prostration by the loud-voiced demons

of escapements in some of the old-time

clocks!

The Cheapness of Celebrity

Celebrity is cheap to-day. It is almost

impossible to keep your name vitt of the

newspapers ; and in consequence the sur-

plusage of celebrities at present is simply

overwhelming.
Culture is so catholic that celebrities

who in the old days would have been mon-

opolized by esoteric cliques are now

common property. The scientist whose

specialty is a certain parasite of a certain

parasite shares our admiration equally with

the glass-eater, and the judicious editor

prints their "interviews" at equal length.

We have an impartial acquaintance with the

tastes and views of cardinals and comic

singers ; and the future of the Sultan is

given nearly as much space as the domestic

affairs of the reigning dramatist. Every

pretty actress is given a prominence which

even Shakespeare does not deserve. If

there is no celebrity of the week the editor

finds it necessary to make one. If the man

is a celebrity you interview him ; if you in-

terview him you make him a celebrity.

Such is the journalistic logic.

Moreover, that stretch of cable which

makes the whole world kin, has burdened

us with the celebrities abroad. Too many

cooks spoil the broth ; too many celebrities

numb our faculty of wonder. The vivid

feeling that is possible when heroes are few

fades into only a faint reflection of emotion.

The celebrity's name calls up not admiration,

but only the shadowy consciousness that

admiration is due. We never pause to get

the emotion.
Mankind's available stock of admira-

tion is not large enough for all the demands

made upon it. We need to conserve our re-

sources of admiration ; so let us begin by

suppressing the celebrities. J. T.
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The Use and Possibilities of
Lacquers

Extracts from an address by W. A. Josus before the National

Electroplaters' Association

Lacquers have been used almost entirely to

prevent metal from tarnishing until in the hands

of the consumer. From this standpoint the

lacquer room presented little of interest, but was

rather the vermiform appendix—a necessary

nuisance in the making and marketing of metal

goods. I regret to say the situation has not, as
yet, changed very much.

Originally a house was painted to preserve

the wood. To-day, our architects, the best of
whom are genuine artists, use paint to preserve;
but by using brains in selecting the color scheme,
produce most pleasing effects, yet the paint still
protects and the cost of the work is no more.
In house painting, the days of the white house
with green blinds have gone.

A change is gradually appear-
Metal Finishes ing in the finishing of metal.

It is not here, but in sight. I
am in hopes the Platers' Association will help
along the education; if not, it must come from
the architects. If the architect demands that the
finish on building hardware, lamps and fittings
of all kinds must be in accord with his decorative
schemes, men will certainly be found to produce
the finishes.

I cannot believe that you, who represent both
the hands and brains of plating and lacquering,
will be driven into this work by competition,
when by taking the work in hand now you can
use this idea to advance yourself, your house
and the position of plating and finishing in this
country. I have made a pretty careful study of
the plating and lacquering situation in this
country. The progress in plating is far greater
than in applying lacquers. The reason is easily
found. Within a month, I asked a plater and
finisher just how certain work was lacquered.
"Oh, I leave that to the girls in the lacquer room.
I don't bother with that. I'm a plater," was his
answer. The name of his firm is known from
Maine to California, and yet knowledge of how
his plated work was lacquered was really too
small for him to consider. He thought applying
lacquer required no care or brains, for the
simple reason that he knew very little about it.

The greatest need to-day is to
Need of the have the designing, plating and
Present Day lacquering either in charge of

one man (if one sufficiently
broad can be found) or else in the hands of
men who work in perfect accord and on a basis
of equality. The lacquer work of the future is
decorative and this involves color work. The
contrasts of light and shadow can make or mar
a color scheme. A raised design with etched or
Irregular background will look well in verde
antique, while the same finish on flat work or
colonial design is usually without character and
difficult to produce, as the slightest defect shows
on a smooth surface.

I could elaborate on the relation between
design and finish, but from the above you can
readily follow it out. Design should be carefully
considered by all manufacturers. Even more are
plating and finishing interdependent. Take black
nickel. If deposited rapidly and with too much
current, it is almost impossible for the lacquer
man to get a lacquer to hold.

In the same way when work is flashed in
copper for producing sulphide black (or so-called
oxidized finish) a spongy copper deposit will
often be lifted entirely off as the lacquer dries.
In many cases I have heard this described as
peeling of the lacquer when the black itself has
peeled.

Still more important than the
Brass Plating above is brass plating for dif-

ferent finishes, or brass with
ni 

. 
ckel added. This can be run from pale yellow

to full red, yet the exact shade is of the greatest
importance. If the lacquer room does not get the
right color they are helpless. If they know the
shade they want and get it they can reproduce
almost any color scheme and it will certainly
cost no more to have the brass plating right than
to have it wrong. If the plater and lacquerer
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work together they can reproduce on different
colors of brass plating all shades and finishes of
gold, including green gold, the gold smut finish,
ormolu, Roman, etc. This can be done without
using any gold, getting the colors entirely with
lacquers by applying different colored lacquers
on different colored brass plating. The colors
cannot well be seen by gaslight, but I can easily
illustrate to anyone by daylight. It is well, in
most cases, to start with yellow brass, for gold
colors require yellow and red. You cannot work
down from red brass by introducing the yellow,
but you can easily work in the red with your
lacquer.

So important do I consider the relation of
plating to lacquering that I will not undertake to
work out color schemes when I find these two
departments in separate hands and not in accord.

Boring Holes in Glass

Glass is universally conceded to be exceed-
ingly difficult to work when cold, yet its fragile
nature often calls for means of repair. It is also
desirable sometimes to drill large holes in glass
plate, or through a glass column, which is not an
easy thing to do with any facilities hitherto de-
veloped for such work.

It is well known that turpentine applied to a
small drill will enable one to drill through a piece
of glass by persistent application and frequent
grindings of the drill. This hole will often taper
from a larger diameter at the top to a smaller
one at the bottom, and besides it is quite impos-
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Fin. I.—Apparatus for boring large holes in glass. Fin. 2.—

Method of repairing cracked plate glass

sible to drill two holes of the same size with the
same drill. Instrument work of certain classes
would be made better also if it were possible to
tap threads in the glass of which the base or
other parts are composed. In the opinion of the
writer the best fluid to be applied to the glass so

that the tool will take hold is that of the formula
given below. It has been developed after many
experiments with different mixtures, and will be
found to be superior to anything heretofore
known. With a bastard file wet with it, a piece
of plate glass may be put into a vise and filed
like wood; any other cut of file may be used, but
where there is much glass to remove, the coarser
the file the better.

For drilling small holes, a brass tube of the
diameter of the hole wanted is better than a
drill. The tube should be made smooth on the
end that is to come in contact with the glass, and
charged with carborundum powder, or what is
better, diamond dust. In starting the hole a piece

iof wood having a hole drilled n it of the size
of the brass tube should be cemented to the
glass, the hole being located over the spot where
the desired hole is to be made. A hole should be
made in the side of the tube by filing into it with
a round file, and it may be turned either by a
drill press or by one of the small, geared, hand
drill-stocks used for small drills. With a small
brush dipped into the solution as herein given
wipe the hole so that a little of the mixture will
run down inside the tube, and onto the glass
where the hole is being made, and the tube will
be found to enter the glass with surprising ease.

If it is desired to have the edge of the hole
sharp where the tube comes through, cement a
small piece of glass to the under side of the
plate being bored, and when the tube is through,
continue the boring until it has entered the lower
plate slightly. Glass cut with the diamond will
often break unevenly, and fail to fit a window
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sash ; circles cut out for the dials of instruments
of. the clock class, circles for static electric ma-
chines, glass covers for galvanometers, ammeters,
and many other instruments are often thrown
away, when a touch with a file wet with this solu-
tion would save them. It is especially recom-
mended to glaziers to remove the sharp edges of
the glass cut with the diamond, which often cut
the hands. For boring large holes in plate glass
the jig shown in the sectional view, Fig. I, is
very handy, in fact almost essential if correct
results are required. It can be easily modified
to hold the cutter for boring circular work, such
as glass columns or concave surfaces, where cir-
cumstances require such variation. The frame is
an iron casting having feet 1, and is bored out
to receive a steel bushing C, which may be
hardened after a central hole is made to receive
the shank B of the cutter bar. The top of the
cutter bar or shaft is squared at A so that a bit
stock may hold it, or it may be held by the
chuck of a drill press. The bottom has a flange
and a pilot L. which fits in the hole of a small
emery wheel G of the kind used by toolmakers on
universal grinding machines for lapping out small
holes.

The lead bushing in the wheel should be cut
out on the side that is to do the boring, and the
pilot L must not go entirely through the wheel,
but be cut at least 1/8 of an inch short of the
wheel thickness. The wheel may now be
cemented to the cutter shaft by heating it, and
also the wheel slightly, so as to melt some gum
shellac which has been sprinkled on the top side
of the wheel. After it is cold mix up a stiff
paste of liquid glue and emery of about the same
grade as the wheel, and fill the bottom. of the
hole P even with the wheel. In drying it will
shrink slightly, and the paste may be applied

again, and until the surface is flush with the side
of the wheel.

The feet J of the frame have thin rubber F
(known in the stores as "rubber dam") cemented

to their under sides with bicycle tire cement, so
that when placed on the glass the jig will not
slip around, but can be easily held in any de-

sired location.
The place where the hole is to be made hav-

ing been ascertained, a ring of putty D is stuck

to the glass to form a cup; and after the wheel

shaft is inserted in the bushing, the apparatus

is placed with the face of the wheel over the

spot to be bored, with the feet J resting on the

glass. Before beginning operations a piece of
double-thick window glass H is cemented with
French copal varnish to the under side of the
plate to be bored.

The formula for the fluid to be applied to the
tools is as follows:

Pulverized camphor   oz. ii.
Sulphuric ether   dr. vi.

Enough oil turpentine to make a six-ounce bot-
tle full.

Apply the bit stock to the shank A of the
shaft, then pour enough of the fluid into the

putty cup to cover the lower side of the wheel G.
When the wheel is turned it will immediately

enter the glass, boring a very smooth and true

hole. If a drill press is used, the speed should be
slow to avoid throwing the fluid out of the cup

or heating the wheel, the last being especially
avoided, as all of the constituents of the fluid

are very volatile, and it will evaporate quickly if

much heat is present.
When the hole is nearly through moderate

the pressure, but keep on drilling until the wheel

has entered the plate H slightly. A slight tap

with a hammer will now knock the window glass

off, and the wheel and shaft may be removed
through the hole. Do not attempt to remove it
through the top unless the hole is very clean, or

you will pull the wheel off the arbor.
Fig. 2 shows how a cracked plate-glass win-

dow may be repaired. At the ends of each crack

and where they intersect, a hole is bored to re-

ceive a bolt. The nut Z of the bolt is made thin,

and a rubber washer, made of engine packing, is

held against the glass by a washer and screw.

The dimensions given are those used some time

ago in repairing a store window. The heads of

the screws were located inside the store, so as to

make it impossible to remove them from the out-

side. The window is still doing service.—

George J. Murdock, in the Scientific American.
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Salesmen and Collectors

The writer appreciates that a salesman

cannot be an expert on financial matters;

that is, the majority of salesmen. How-

ever, the only part of finances outside of

your own affairs, earnings and sales that

you have to be fully conversant with is the

overdue collection that the accounting de-

partment finds it desirable to send to you

when they feel that the personal contact will

be of mutual benefit in adjusting the ac-

count.
You know, from your own experience,

that it is only overdues you are asked to

collect, but as you collect from customers

that you sell to regularly and the making of

the sale is primarily your responsibility,

it seems most reasonable and fair that you

should have a chance of adjusting an over-

due account when ordinary methods have

failed and the accounting department

doesn't see a good reason for crowding

the customer through legal channels.

We have talked to you in the past

relative to credits, our system of handling

them and the method you should follow

when selecting them, the precautions you

should take, etc. We have discussed with

you the way to handle your sales, both on

the lines that go direct from the manufac-

turer or those turned in through the regular

trade channels.
To impress upon you again the neces-

sity of completing the sale so that there can

be no question after the sale is made may

not be amiss. Leave the dealer cognizant

of everything. Review what he has pur-

chased, what he is going to pay for it, the

terms and all the rest of the detail that

surrounds the transaction. A sale made

right in the first place very seldom causes

trouble afterward .and it establishes per-

manent trade. All of this you know.

And a sale rightly made, credit considered

properly, very seldom gets seriously over-

due.
Now, to get back to the collections.

When you get a statement, don't approach

your customer as though you were collecting

• your note. Go to the man you sell to and

state that the accounting department has

sent you the statement as it occurred to

them that possibly there was something

Wrong, for up to that time the account-

ing department has received no settlement.

Talk to the man frankly and assume the

position and tone that you know your cus-

tomer will pay and never had the slightest

suspicion that he would try to keep from

paying from any other cause than possibly

clerical neglect on the part of some of his

employees.
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You don't have to ask for the money.

Make inquiry as to how it happens that

the account should be overdue and in nine

cases out of ten, with such an opening, you

will find that you can secure a settlement.

Don't let the debtor just say he is going to

mail it. Tell him frankly that an exception

has been made and you have been asked to

do something unusual. Remind him that

it would be better, if he could consistently

do so, to let you send in the funds and

report the cause for the delay.

In other words, you should be and ap-

pear just as anxious to see that the cus-

tomer's account is straightened out, or more

anxious than he is to avoid possible reflec-

tion on your trade.

Were our accounting department gifted

with the power of writing personal letters

to overdues that would not be duns and

at the same time get the money, it would

not be necessary to bring in the individual,

but there are times when customers are so

situated and you are convenient that it looks

best for both the customer and your future

business to pass it to you and enable you

to get at the situation clearly and promptly

and, if anything, make a friend of your

customer.
We try in every way to have our ac-

counting department run as smoothly as

possible. We try to exercise all due

patience, realizing from our own experi-

ence the difficulties of conducting every

business at certain times. We realize that

we can improve in this direction and avoid

friction more and more and help, for this

department can help, • in keeping your cus-

tomers in the best of humor and buying

through us regularly.

Trade Paper Advertising Helps
Traveling Men

An original and aggressive advertiser

recently paid the following tribute to the

trade press : "In my store are signs that read,

'It matters not what your business is, I have

time to listen.' Consequently the traveling

salesman has a standing invitation to come

into this store. He can have a chat with

me on business if he wants to. I will listen

to what he has to say.

"The men at the head of each depart-

ment will .treat the traveling man with just

as much respect as I do. But if I don't

know the house he represents, at least by

reputation, why then his task is harder

than if I had known something of his firm.

"Now, I read trade papers as I read

newspapers—to get the news. The local

newspapers give me the news of my city

and the world in which I live. I am much

interested in both. But I make my living
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selling wearing apparel to men, and I have
a lively interest in whatever helps to bring
in my living—and extras.

"So I take a number of trade papers
and read them from cover to cover to get
the news of the various branches that con-
stitute my stock. And that's one of the
ways that I learn about the manufacturers,
whose salesmen come to sell me a little bill
of goods.

"If the manufacturer's advertisements
have impressed me, his salesman gets a
careful hearing, for I want to know more
of the story the trade paper ad. started to
tell."

What the Salesman Said

A traveling salesman walked into a

busy store. He inquired for the proprietor

and handed him his card. The card was

handed back, with a hurried remark by the

buyer that he didn't want anything in that

line. The salesman made another effort to

secure a hearing. The buyer resented the
salesman's persistence and said sharply, "I

told you I didn't want anything and I

haven't time to go to the hotel and waste

with you ;" and so speaking he turffed and

walked away.

The salesman was not the kind who

was frightened by curt manners. Over-

taking the buyer, he said: "I haven't asked

you to go to the hotel, I haven't much to

show, and I can bring it right to the store."

The buyer gave a grudging consent, and

shortly after the salesman was showing his

line.
He had a new feature which was a

welcome innovation to the buyer, and after

placing an order the buyer said: "I've been

hoping for such a thing for a long time. I

wish you had come along sooner."

The salesman still remembered the re-

luctance with which the buyer had granted

him an interview. He said : "You wish I

had come sooner and yet you almost threw

rue out. I suppose you treat all salesmen

the same way, especially if they are

strangers to you, as I was. You are glad

you did not miss me, but it's no credit .to

you that you didn't. How many other

salesmen have you turned down without

giving them a hearing or showing, and how

many good things have you missed in that

way?
"Don't you know that when a man

has gone to the expense of coming to your

city his time is worth about as much as

yours, and that he must have something

fairly good or he wouldn't come?

"As long as you are the buyer isn't

it your duty to look at everything, being

always on the lookout to learn of new lines

and better values ? Is it fair to the sales-

man, or to yourself, not to look, especially

when the salesman says, as I did, that he

has something new to show you?"

To this plain talk the buyer yielded.

He confessed he had been making a mis-

take and said he would give more time

to looking at samples thereafter and let

someone else do more.of the floor-walking.
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Success in the Jewelry Business

By CLAUD WHEELER, Secretary of the American Nations;

Retail Jewelers' Association

What is

Success?

What is success in busi-
ness ? Did you ever con-
sider it ? I have thought
of the men I know who

have been considered a success in business,
and still the question is not settled in my
mind. What do we mean by success in
business ? Is it the accumulation of dollars
only ? I believe the world so regards it,
but I am disposed to take a slightly differ-
ent view. A successful life does not consist
in accumulating riches, neither does a suc-
cessful life prevent the accumulation of
riches.

I believe that the man who conducts
his business on principle, who adopts the
golden rule will make a greater success
of business than the man who sacrifices
principle to gain the dollar. The busi-
ness man in your community who has con-
ducted his business in such a manner that
he has gained the respect and confidence
of the entire community has made a greater
success of his business, though he may not
have as many dollars, than the man who
has gained the dollars and has not the trust
and confidence of the people.

Many things contribute to
one's success. Industry, in-
tegrity, honesty, all con-
tribute to that end. Some

are disposed to give credit to luck, but luck
plays a small part in the success of any
man. The man who will distance his corn-
petitors is the man who is master of his
business, who preserves his integrity, who
lives cleanly and purely, who devotes his
leisure hours to the acquisition of knowl-
edge of his business, who gains friends by
deserving them. There are shorter roads to
fortune, but the men who achieve some-
thing worth while are the men who travel
this route.

The habit of industry promotes happi-
ness and leaves no time or craving for the
things that waste our money and energy.
Some twenty years ago Mr. Ticknor, a
model merchant, of Boston, spoke of the
value of a steady pursuit of one's legiti-
mate business. He commented on the in-
sane traffic in gold at that time, as ruinous
to the country and those engaged in it.
"The pathway of its track," said he, "is
strewn with the wrecks of men and for-
tunes ; but few have failed of success who
were honest, earnest and patient."

Everything is gained and
nothing lost by courtesy.
Treat every one with re-
spect. Do not expect suc-

cess without labor. Do not despair. If you
follow these precepts, nothing can prevent
you from gaining success. Let the business
of everybody else, especially your competi-
tor, alone, and attend to your own; don't
buy what you don't want ; use every hour

to advantage ; find recreation in your busi-
ness ; buy low, sell fair, and take care of
the profits ; look over your books regularly,

and if you find an error, trace it out;

Factors in

Success

Value of

Courtesy
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should misfortune overtake you in your
business, work harder, don't fly the track;
confront your difficulties with perseverance,
and they will disappear. Though you
should fail in the struggle, you will be
honored ; but shrink from your task and
you will be despised.

Do not divide your energies too much;

find the business that suits you and stick
to it faithfully. When a man's attention

is centered on one object, his mind will

constantly suggest improvements which
would escape him if his brain were occu-

pied with a dozen things at the same time.

There is good sense in the old saying about
having too many irons in the fire.

Industry is the keynote to
success in business. Con-
stant,. regular, systematic
application properly directed

will bring great results. It will lead to suc-

cess as surely as idleness and inattention

lead to failure. Whatever has been at-

tained in art, science or business has come

from industry. "All is the gift of industry:
whatever exalts, embellishes, and renders

life delightful."
Honesty plays an important part in our

success. "Honesty is the best policy," but

the man who is honest only because he
thinks it is the best policy is not honest.

No man can be honest in life or business

unless he is honest for the right's sake. In

the long run, character is better than capi-
tal. A character for honesty, integrity and

ability cannot be destroyed by fire or flood.

It is a capital in business never equalled by

money. The honest man may at times corn-

plain that his honesty is a hindrance in

business because for the time custom passes

his door and enters the door of his less

scrupulous neighbor. But do you know the

price he pays for temporary success—per-

haps mental degradation and inward dis-

honor. His advertisements lie, his low

prices are possible by furnishing inferior

goods. Cheat, lie and defraud and the dol-

lars will come for a time, but the price is

too dear. Better the clear conscience, in-

tegrity and honesty and fewer dollars.

It should not be a question
of whether I can do this,
but rather a question of
whether I should do this.

We all have the good and bad in us. The

good suggests what we should do and the
bad what we can do. There are men who

make principle and right depend on policy.

When they think it pays to be honest, they

are honest. They are honest when it is

convenient and profitable. There are men

who choose honesty for a companion. They

live with it and by it. Gold cannot bribe

them to leave it. They are the ones who

make a real success of life and business.

I have tried to conduct my little busi-

ness in a way that would secure to me the

respect, the confidence and trust of the peo-

ple in my community. Of the dollars, I

have not many, but I do think that I have

the confidence of the people at home, that

no man can point to an ill-gotten dollar in

my possession, and in that I feel I have

made a success, even though I never

achieve the riches some have.

Industry an

Essential

Principle
Paramount
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Figuring Profit on Stock Turnover

A merchant is obliged to do business
under a very heavy expense, say 25 per
cent., and decides that for the present he
cannot add more than 25 per cent. to the
net cost of his goods, writes Howard R.
Wellington in the Furniture Review.

He does not stay in business very long
and the reason why will be found in the
following illustration.

Supposing the cost of his goods to be
$100, he will add 25 per cent. for profit,
making his selling price $125. But his
expenses are 25 per cent., and as these
must always be figured upon selling price,
he realizes that from the $125 must be
taken $31.25 (or 25 per cent.). The net
proceeds of sale are, therefore, $93.75, a
loss of $6.25, or 5 per cent. of his sale price.

Again, supposing his cost of doing
business is only io per cent. and that he
advances cost of goods 25 per cent. for
profit. It will work out this way : Cost,
$100 ; add 25 per cent. for profit, gives $125
selling price, less io per cent. of selling
price for expenses, $112.50 net proceeds;
$12.50 net profit, or 10 per cent. of selling
price.

Another example, to make the process

of calculation still clearer: Cost of doing
business, io per cent.; advance on cost for
profit, 50 per cent.; selling price, $r5o; $15,
or 10 per cent. for expenses ; net proceeds,
$135, less cost, Sioo, makes profit $35.

Selling price divided decimally into profit
gives 233/a percentage profit.

Say that the cost of doing business
is Da per cent., and that 25 per cent. is
added for profit. Selling price $125, less
Jo per cent., or $12.50, for cost of doing
business, gives $112.50 net proceeds. The
selling price divide decimally into the net

profit gives percentages of profit, which in

this case is io per cent.
Goods advanced 25 per cent. and sell-

ing at an expense of 25 per cent., show a
loss of 5 per cent.

If an article costs Sioo and is sold for
$150, the cost of doing business being 25

per cent., the result is not a profit of 25 per

cent., but 83/i per cent.

what proportion of sale was or would be
The process is this : Subtract cost from

selling price, the difference, of course,
being profit. Divide the latter decimally
by the selling price and the result will be
the true profit. In other words, ascertain

profit—never try to arrive at percentage of

profit by adding to cost a percentage of

that cost equal to the amount of profit de-

sired, or, by adding 50 cents to a dollar,

assuming that the profit will be so per cent.

The profit must be reckoned on the selling

price.
To effect a given profit on the sales,

the percentage to be added to cost is as

follows:
Five per cent. added to cost is 4V2

per cent. profit on selling price ; to per cent.

added to cost is 9 per cent. profit on selling

price ; 20 per cent. added to cost is 16 2/3

per cent. profit on selling price ; 33 1/3 per

cent. added to cost is 25 per cent. profit on

selling price.
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No. 60. I7-inch Vase
" CARNATION "

The Herbeck-
Demer Co., Inc.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Popular

Price Cut Glass

HONESDALE, PA.

The ideal Vase for EASTER

LILIES or AMERICAN

BEAUTIES. We cut the

opposite design on a variety
of different shape Vases from
6-inch to 20-inch tall.

Write for Catalogue

New York Office-37-39 Murray Street

MR. NEILSON RAMSAY, Mgr.

ALL HAND-CUT TUMBLERS
A SPECIALTY

Another Heller Creation

A Parisian novelty

sure to create a big

furore and be a big

seller. Made ex-

pressly for the braid

which is so popular

amongst women just

at present. This hair

ornament is set on a

2 prong shell hair pin.

The bow is set with

sparkling rhinestones,

with a sprinkling of

either amethyst, rose,

olivine or sapphire

stones, tastily ar-

ranged and works on a

hinge which allows it

to conform to the

shape of hair on which

it is worn. Send for

sample and prices.

Joseph W. Heller Company, Providence, R. I.129 Eddy Street

Manufacturer of White Stone Novelties
(See page 580

Butterfly 556

IRVING CUT
HONESDALE
Eastern and Western Representative
Pacific Coast
New York City

Rich
Cut Glass
For Select Trade

OUR SPECIALTY is high-

grade ware that suits the

jewelry trade.
The PRETTY DESIGNS,
deep cutting and diamond

sparkle proclaim the
superiority of our product.

The QUALITY attracts and
the moderate price insures
quick sales and large profits.

It is IDEAL CUT GLASS
stock for jewelers of stand-
ing with refined patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale
and Big Profit Opportunity

GLASS CO., Inc.
PENNSYLVANIA

. THOS. H. QUINNEY, Honesdale, Pa.
. . . AJ. LEHRE, San Francisco, Cal.
. . . F. W. REICHENBACHER

JUST SAY "FIXTURES"
Our sample room abounds with the most beautiful, practical,

altogether desirable show cases and store fixtures ever shown by a
manufacturer.

COME TO QUINCY
and let us show you through this room—let us explain to you the peculiar merits of
QUINCY SPECIAL CASES, and tell you WHY you should hesitate before buying
the other kind." When you purchase fixtures you want something to LAST—

something that will retain their new appearance—something practical, durable,
artistic.

Cataltz4 50e6ciot Ca4e,o
are made of QUARTER-SAWED OAK—nct plain oak—and are handsomely
finished. The workmanship is the very best. Each model is from an original
Quincy plan.

Let our salesman—" Fixtures "—call. A .•ard will bring him

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans.. 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Dallas, Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.
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Readers are reque;ted to send for publication new
ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use of indi.!
vidual readers, we do not hold ourselves responsible for
the views expressed.—EDITOR THE KEYSTONE.

Annual Convention Illinois Retail
Jewelers' Association

EDITOR KEYSTONE : As president of the Illin-

ois Retail Jewelers' Association, I desire to call

the attention of the many friends of the Associa-

tion to the fact that at the annual meeting of the

Board of Directors, held at the Great Northern

Hotel, in Chicago, February 24th, the dates for

the holding of the annual State convention at

Springfield, were changed to May 24t11-25th-26th,

to avoid conflict with other conventions in that

City, and to assure ample hotel accommodations

for those attending the jewelers' convention.

The number of jobbers and manufacturers

who have already reserved space for exhibits, and

the number of retail jewelers who have already

signified their intentions to go, and take their

families, makes it certain that we will need the

whole city for our convention, so the dates were

Changed to May 24th, 25th and 26th. The head-

quarters will be at the St. Nicholas Hotel, where

rooms can now be reserved, and we are guaran-

teed that special effort will be made to take

care of those attending at the usual charge. The

convention will be held in the Anon Hall, which

justifies me in saying that we are going to have

the largest and best State convention ever held in

the West.
The programme will afford education in

itself, from which even the most up-to-date

merchant will receive priceless suggestions and

benefits. The Springfield jewelers are going the

limit on social features, and they will have a con-

tinuous vaudeville performance of good things

for our entertainment.

If you miss it, you will be sorry. Note the

change of date and write for reservation now if

you wish to exhibit.
Hoping to meet you at Springfield, May 24th,

25th and 26th, I am

Belvidere, Ill.

Yours Very Truly,
F. A. MAREAN,

Pres. Ill. R. J. A.

Prices in Jobbers' Catalogues

EDITOR KEYSTONE: I want to make a sug-

gestion regarding prices as now marked in Job-

bers' catalogues and see how many retail jewelers

are in favor of a change in this matter. As it is

now, practically all watches, jewelry, silverware,

etc., are marked subject to the regular discount

—it is too well known to name it. Practically

every man, woman and child knows just what

discount we get from list prices. Almost every

merchant, no matter what line of merchandise he

carries, can get jewelry catalogues, and as they

are subject to the same discount we get, it is

an easy matter to see how this information gets

spread.
Now here is my idea : Let the jewelry job-

bers issue their catalogues just as they do now

except to leave the prices out entirely. This cata-

logue will be accompanied by two pamphlet price

lists, both marked "confidential," one strictly net

for the dealer and the other marked a certain

per cent. above cost. Then we could show the

prospective customer the "confidential" price list,

add what per cent. we thought necessary and

make our regular profit and at the same time our

customers would not think we were robbing them

(they do not stop to think of the expense of

running a business) and do away entirely with

that old familiar song, "Of course you get 50%

from this price."
Now if every retail jeweler—especially those

who sell a good deal from catalogues—and most

all of us sell some—will write his ideas on this

subject and offer his suggestion it will be at least

interesting and may mean a change for the better.
Yours Truly,

Stockton, Kas. W. I. S.

Mail-Order House Competition

EDITOR KEYSTONE : If there is a little space

to spare in your valuable journal, I should like

to call attention to the way some of the most

popular makes of extension bracelets are being

listed at nearly wholesale price in the catalogues

of those big forty-acre mail-order houses, at

Chicago. Sometime ago a lady customer of

mine asked me about the quality of a certain

make of these bracelets, and I showed her several

of this make and said that they were of the

satisfactory kind. Next she became interested in

rings, but there were none in my stock that

seemed to suit her exactly, but she was quite

anxious to know her right size, and after get-

ting this she made the usual excuse of calling

again. Now I was quite certain that this lady

would buy her jewelry of me or send for it,

so I watched, and sure enough some time later

she was wearing a bracelet like the one I showed

her, and also a new ring. A couple of weeks

later I noticed that a friend of this lady, and

also a customer of mine, had likewise, come into

possession of one of these bracelets, and neither

of these ladies has made a purchase of me that

would be worth mentioning since they have be-

come wise.
I inquired in a roundabout way and found

out that these bracelets and the ring had come

from one of those big mail-order houses at

Chicago. This shows plain as day how we

jewelers get it in the neck when we recommend

or carry in stock, such well-known goods, which

these houses are permitted to catalogue at any

old price, as special trade winners, and also to

give the people the desired impression that their

home merchants get exorbitant profits on goods

they sell.
That the mail-order man profits by these

unfair tactics is self-evident. That these con-

cerns can, and do, sell many classes of mer-

chandise at just about the same prices as those

of the jobber, is also a fact. Their catalogues

are now sent gratis, and regularly each year, to

all prospective buyers. People study these books

a great deal, and whenever something is needed

the article is first priced in these catalogues,

and thus it is that many are becoming quite

shrewd buyers and brag generously about being

their own merchants.
The great trouble is, that patrons of mail-

order houses do not seem to realize to what

extent they harm their home merchants when

they go gossiping among their friends and

neighbors and telling them all about how much

they saved by sending to Chicago and getting it at
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the wholesale ( ?) price. This kind of gossiping-

and-sending-off-to-Chicago fever could be checked

a whole lot if there were more anti-mail-order-

house articles published in our local country

papers, and there is no reason why merchants

could not well afford to pay their editor a liberal

fee for the right kind of articles to appear at

short intervals. Each spring and fall there are

many families that send in orders from fifty

to one hundred dollars and more for merchan-

dise, and always the most profitable line of

goods too. If no complaining was done most

of these people would never stop to consider

seriously the effect of such a course.

Let the merchants do everything possible to

merit the patronage and good will of their cus-

tomers; let the editor show these people how

they hinder the upbuilding of their community

by sending all this money away, and the chances

are, that those having any self-respect at all

will at least give their home merchants the first

chance at their orders, and those that do send

for goods will feel less inclinel to boast about

it.
If the mail-order man could get a parcels-

post law at eight cents a pound, then he would

make things still more lively for us, but it is

to be hoped that the fair-minded law-makers at

Washington, will oppose anything that would

have such a damaging effect on the great majority

of dealers all over the country. The retail profits

belong where the goods are consumed. A parcels-

post convenience would be sure to centralize the

retail profits on the most profitable lines of goods

at the big mail-order houses and department

stores.
In these days of organized wealth and keen

competition, the necessity of a fixed price on

standard makes of goods has become impera-

tive, and we are under obligations to the many

fair-minded watch manufacturers, as well as

manufacturers in a few other lines, for the pro-

tection they have given us along this line. How-
ever, we could not make a living by selling
watches alone, and it is therefore necessary that
we get some of this protection applied to the
jewelry line also. Take, for instance, the ex-
tension bracelets, a line that the jeweler cannot
well afford to sell without a profit; neither will
it pay him to run chances on being branded
as a robber by his lady customers. These brace-
lets are sold by all jewelry jobbers as well as
wholesale houses in other lines, at a fixed price.
When it comes to retailing, these bracelets are
sold by any dealer at any old price, and by
mail-order houses as special leaders, some styles
being priced as low as ten per cent. above real
net wholesale price. Now where is the manu-
facturer that will turn out a reliable and at-
tractive line of extension bracelets having a
minimum fixed price and to be sold by legiti-
mate jewelers only? There can be no doubt
but what such a line would prove to be a suc-
cess with the maker as well as the jewelers.
The pattern of these bracelets must, of course,
be along the line that has the most demand,
which I think are those having alternate, plain
and chased cross bars, but the design should
not be a duplicate of those sold by mail-order
houses. The quality should be 1/20, 1/10 and a

few 1/5 12 K. stock, and this should be plainly
stamped on bracelets. The minimum selling price

-to be about from $2.50 and unwards, with about

sixty per cent. profit. Let us hear what other
jewelers have to say on this subject.

In concluding I will say that there are two

very important things that a jeweler should not

overlok : Join our organizations and patronize

those who are making an earnest effort to give

us protection. By organized effort only can

we ever expect to bring about and maintain

better trade conditions.
Yours Respectfully,

LOWS C. LARSEN.
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Artistic Window Cards and
How they are Made

A correspondent of the Dry Goods
Economist, who makes a specialty of win-
dow card designing, has given to that
publication the following very graphic
description of how this work is done:

"For ordinary work I use
6-ply blank, double-coated
white cardboard. This
thickness of board has body

enough to retain its shape and does not
curl on the sign stands. I order it cut
into halves, quarters, eighths and six-
teenth sizes, etc., down to sixty-fourth size
sheets. These give me cards varying from

x 3y2 inches up to 22 x 28 inches, the
full size of sheet.

"The only time I use colored cards is
for the spring and fall opening displays.
For such occasions I use the 6 or 8-ply
pebbled surface cardboards, in cream,
brown or green, the color selected depend-
ing on the color scheme of the display in
which the card is to have place. I always
make it a point with such displays to have
the show cards harmonize.

"I generally decorate these
cards with flower designs,
scenes, etc., executing same
in water color, using the
three-color selection of the

kind used in the public schools. Special
cards of this character should always be
used in displays classed as "special," for at
such a time the cards should be more than
usually attractive in order to do their part
in attracting attention.

"For all ordinary window displays I
use plain black lettering, also on all signs
and price cards for use in department dis-
plays. The only time I use highly colored
cards is when I have a window of dark
fabrics or garments. These relieve the
dead effect of a plain window. Vice versa,
the plain black and white cards go well with
the highly colored silks, wash goods, etc.

"Ordinarily, I use the i x x 14 inch size
card for window use, but for decorative
cards the 14 x 22 inch serves the purpose
to better advantage. I prefer the i i x 4
inch for plain work because the lettering
which properly balances the proportions of
this card is easily readable from the street
curb.

"In the capacity of window
trimmer and card writer it
is often necessary to leave
card work at a moment's

notice and attend to some detail of window
trimming. With the use of oil paints this

The Cardboard

Employed

Decorations on

"Opening"

Cards

Why Water

Colors

necessitates the wiping of the brush and
placing it in lard, oil, vaseline or some such
greasy substance to prevent drying. Re-
turning to work, it is necessary to wipe the
brush thoroughly before resuming writing.

"I avoid all this bother by the use of
water color paints. Therefore, in response
to an unexpected call, I can rinse my brush
in water—a pail of which stands by my
desk for this purpose—and when I return
the bristles are straight and dry and ready
for instant use. My brushes are always
in good condition, with a razor edge, and
they generally last me about one year.

"I use red sable riggers and mainly
Nos. 8, io, ii and 12. When one of these
begins to wear out, I trim off the outer hairs
at the base with a sharp knife, leaving only
a few of the center hairs. This gives me a
fine "liner" for writing extra fine letters,
and is the best kinil of a brush for scroll
work.

"For black work I use Letterine. For
color work I use distemper fresco colors,
always adding glue to the latter, as they
do not come sized.

"When using a cut of a
show card I generally get
out the picture first, lay it
on the card and work the

outlines with a pencil very lightly, then
laying the picture beside the card, I copy
freehand. Any lines or decorations which
extend outside of where the picture is cut
out from the original are reproduced on the
card and sometimes elaborated upon.

"For the black and white of this char-
acter I use a fountain pen or a grease
crayon sharpened to a point, but with
colored illustrations I use the "liner," with
water colors. This work gives the effect of
the picture being painted on the card and
will appear to the casual observer as a part
of the original.

"In some illustrations I outline the cut
by using a carbon leaf, then copy the
original with an ordinary fountain pen,
adding all the fine lines freehand. When-
ever I have a cut with a plain border, square
or oval, I paint some scroll or other em-
bellishment to match the color of the border.

"In regard to the wording
of the cards, I either origi-
nate or select my own
words or phrases, most of

which, I admit, are not original. However,
when I copy an idea I always try to so
change and improve it that the original is
hardly recognizable in the rearranged copy.

"I keep a scrapbook in which I paste
all the clever and witty sayings I run across
in papers or magazines. When I am at a
loss for an idea of how to advertise an
article, I consult this scrapbook and in-
variably find an inspiration therein.

"In this connection I might say that I
follow the same custom in regard to the
pictures of show windows.

How to

Use Pictures

Wording
of Cards

Pointers for
Fellow Workers
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"The following are a few
observations and points
which are passed along for
the benefit of others:

"The amateur card writer has a
tendency to cover his whole card with
lettering instead of allowing a liberal mar-.
gin on all sides.

"Always keep the bristles of the brush
wedge-shaped, or like a chisel end, so that
a side stroke with it will make a hair line
like that of an engrossing pen.

"A tumbler or similar receptacle is not
a proper place in which to keep brushes.
Lay the brushes flat when not in use.

"A discarded spool cabinet makes a
fine storage place for price tickets which
are clean enough to be used again and
will save both time and material. The cards
should be arranged numerically therein.

"No card writer should exaggerate the
style of any letter from a standard char-
acter until he has mastered the character-
istics of every style and knows the distinc-
tions between each.

"One secret of expert lettering is in
knowing the brush. Use . a brush in the
simpler forms of work until you know what
it will do.

"Let the sentences on your cards be
brief. Use the most pithy sayings you can
think of. Do not be timid of criticism.

"Once gain the interest of a passerby
with a clever card and he will remember
and always watch for the next stunt.

"There is more showcard phraseology
in the ad. pages of a commercial magazine
than most people suspect.

"Beginners in card writing
should remember the dif-
ference between japan and
oil colors. Oil is grease

and will spread on any card, as any card
writer will learn when he attempts to use
his first can of 'drop black.' Be sure that
your colors are ground in japan and avoid
all paint containing oil for card work.

"Because the shadow of an object is
less dense than the object itself, let the
shading be in delicate colors.

"The delicate green shade which is
now quite popular is easily made. Use
white as a base, in which drop a bit of sea-
green with a very small amount of lemon
yellow mixed in.

"The character of any
standard letter is well bal-
anced, artistic and complete
in itself. If yours look

crude or inartistic, ascertain the reason.
"Do not make superfluous use of the

period. This is often done.
"Do not stand your cards against a

drape. Do not lean them against the
corner of the window. Place the cards in
a semi-prominent position. If they are im-
portant enough to write, they deserve a
favorable place in your window. Insist on
having plenty of sign stands ; they are not
costly.

"Place a card in a prominent position
over your desk that reads : 'Don't handle
my brushes ; they are costly and must not
be spoiled.'"

Hints for
Beginners

Letters Well
Balanced
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The Birth of the Telephone

Its Invention Not an Accident But the Work-
ing Out of a Scientific Theory

In the current issue of The World's

Work the story of the telephone is enter-

tainingly told by Herbert N. Casson, from

whose article we make the following inter-

esting and dramatic extracts :
In that somewhat distant

The Idea year 1875, when the tele-
Conceived graph and the Atlantic

Cable were the most .won-

derful things in the world, a tall young

professor of elocution was desperately busy

in a noisy machine-shop that stood in one

of the narrow streets of Boston, not far

from. Scollay Square. It was a very hot

afternoon in June, but the young professor

had forgotten the heat and the grime of the

workshop. He was wholly absorbed in the

making of a nondescript machine, a sort of

crude harmonica with a clock-spring reed,

a magnet, and a wire. It was a most

absurd toy in appearance. It was unlike

any other thing that had ever been made in

any country. The young professor had

been toiling over it for three years and it

had constantly baffled him, until, on this hot

a fternon in June, 1875, he heard an almost
inaudible sound—a faint twang, come from
the machine itself.

For an instant he was stunned. He

had been expecting just such a sound for
several months, but it came so suddenly

as to give him the sensation of surprise.

His eyes blazed with delight, and he sprang

in a passion of eagerness to an adjoining
room in which stood a young mechanic who
was assisting him.

"Snap that reed again,
Watson," cried the appar-
ently irrational young pro-
fessor. There was one of

the odd-looking machines in each room, so

it appears, and the two were connected by

an electric wire. Watson had snapped the
reed on one of the machines and the pro-
fessor had heard from the other machine
exactly the same sound. It was no more
than the gentle twang of a clock-spring;
but it was the first time in the history of the
world that a complete sound had been
carried along a wire, reproduced perfectly
at the other end, and heard by an expert in
acoustics.

That twang of the clock-spring was
the first tiny cry of the new-born telephone,
tittered in the clanging din of a machine-
shop and happily heard by a man whose
ear had been trained to recognize the
strange voice of the little newcomer.
There, amid flying belts and jarring

The First

Triumph

wheels, the baby telephone was born, as

feeble and helpless as any other baby

and "with no language but a cry."
The professor referred to was Alex-

ander Graham Be!!, now famous the world

over. He had become interested in deaf
mutes and it was while endeavoring "to
make a deaf mute talk" that he accom-

plished the next great step in his invention.

Our author proceeds: "If I can make a

deaf mute talk," said Bell, "I can make
iron talk." For months he wavered be-

tween the two ideas. He had no more than

the most hazy conception of what this voice-
carrying machine would be like. At first

he conceived of having a harp at one end

of the wire, and a speaking-trumpet at the

other, so that the tones of the voice would

be reproduced by the strings of the harp.

Then, in the early summer
Human Ear of 1874, while he was
As Model puzzling over this harp

apparatus, the dim outline

of a new path suddenly glinted in front of
him. He had not been forgetful of "Visi-

ble Speech" all this while, but had been
making experiments with two remarkable
machines—the phonautograph and the
manometric capsule, by means of which the
vibrations of sound were Made plainly visi-

ble. If these could be improved, he thought,
then the deaf might be taught to speak by

sight by learning an alphabet of vibrations.

He mentioned these experiments to a Bos-
ton friend—Dr. Clarence J. Blake ; and he,
being a surgeon and an aurist, naturally
said—"Why don't you use a real ear?"

Such an idea never had, and probably
never could, have occurred to Bell; but he
accepted it with eagerness. Dr. Blake cut

an ear from a dead man's head, together
with the ear-drum and the associated
bones. Bell took this fragment of a skull
and arranged it so that a straw touched the
ear-drum at one end and a piece of moving
smoked glass at the other. Thus, when
Bell spoke loudly into the ear, the vibrations
of the drum made tiny markings upon the
glass.

What had this dead man's ear to do
with the invention of the telephone? Much.
Bell noticed how small and thin was the
ear-drum, and yet how effectively it could
send thrills and vibrations through heavy
bones. "If this tiny disk can vibrate a
bone," he thought, "then an iron disk might
vibrate an iron rod, or at least, an iron
wire." In a flash the conception of a mem-
brane telephone was pictured in his mind.
He saw in imagination two iron disks, or
ear-drums, far apart and connected by an
electrified wire, catching the vibrations of
sound at one end, and reproducing them at
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the other. At last he was on the right
path, and had a theoretical knowledge of
what a speaking telephone ought to be.
What remained to be done was to construct
such a• machine and find out how the elec-
tric current could best be brought into
harness.
• With the aid of faithful co-
Final Triumph workers he studied and ex-

perimented with electricity
until industry and genius finally triumphed.
Says our author:

For forty weeks—long exasperating
weeks—the telephone could do no more
than gasp and make strange inarticulate
noises. Its educators had not learned how
to manage it. Then, on March milt, 1876,
it talked. It said distinctly—Mr. Watson,
come here, I want you." Watson, who was
at the lower end of the wire, in the base-
ment, dropped the receiver and rushed with
wild joy up three flights of stairs to tell the
glad tidings to Bell. "I can hear you l" he
shouted breathlessly. "I can hear the
words."

On his twenty-ninth birthday; Bell re-
ceived his patent, No. I74,46.q—"the most
valuable single patent ever issued" in any
country.

Jewelers' Wax
To make jewelers' wax, take common

rosin and heat it in a vessel until it flows
freely ; then add plaster of Paris, stirring
continually while adding the powder. Care
should be taken not to make the mixture
too stiff. When it appears of the proper
consistency, pour some of it on a slate or
marble slab and allow it to cool ; then in-
sert the point of a knife under the flattened
cake thus formed, and try to pry it off. If
it springs off with a slight metallic ring,
the proportions are right ; if it is gummy
and ductile, there is too much rosin ; if it is
too brittle and crumbles, this indicates that
there is too much plaster.

This is what is sold for jewelers'
cement. It is used for filling gold-headed
canes, umbrella handles, cementing stones
in ring settings, and also for holding very
thin pieces of metal on a faceplate for drill-
ing, cutting disks, or turning off the sur-
face. I gave this formula to a friend who
had some very artistic tile for a fireplace,
and after having set as many as he could
one evening, he forgot that the wax only
needed rewarming in order to use it the
next day, so in order to keep it fresh he
poured water in the iron pot; in the morn-
ing the wax had become insoluble, owing to
the action of the water on the plaster.
So it is advisable not to wet the wax until
it is put to its final use and, place.
Machinery.
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 THIS IS THE SEASON FOR 

CLASS PINS, BADGES, MEDALS, ETC.
AND OUR

Manufacturing Department
IS FULLY EQUIPPED TO SUPPLY YOUR WANTS

SATISFACTORILY AND PROMPTLY

ELGIN
WALTHAM
HAMILTON
N. Y. STANDARD

MOVEMENTS

E. HOWARD AND EXCELSIOR
COMPLETE WATCHES

BOSS, CRESCENT AND CROWN
GOLD FILLED AND SOLID GOLD CASES

iff.If you have not received our new and complete
Watch Price List, notify us and we will be

you

to mail you one

COMMERCIAL BLDG. ST., LOU IS

Trade conditions with the jobbers are re-
ported to be fair, and while the severe weather
that prevailed throughout this territory for

several weeks hurt business to a considerable ex-

tent, nice improvement is noted and the trade

is looking for a good year. Business with the

retailers is seasonable, and as good as can be

dcpected at this time of the year.
Morris Eisenstadt, president of the Eisen-

stadt Mfg. Co., was elected Exalted Ruler of the

local Elks' lodge for the coming year, at their
recent annual election.

A. L. Bauman, president of the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., will leave between May isth and

June ist on an eight weeks' trip to Europe, on his

annual diamond-buying trip.
Ed. Massa, vice president of the Bauman-

Massa Jewelry Co., returned recently from a

ten days' trip to Iowa points. W. H. Felchner,

secretary of this firm, is still in the hospital, and

his health is not much improved.
L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, returned

on March 22nd from a ten days' business trip to
Chicago, where he went to dispose of some of
his recent diamond purchases in Europe.

J. Reed Elliott, president of the Elliott Jew-
elry Co., spent a week in Chicago, recently, on
business. Geo. C. Fearl, traveler for this con-
cern, is on a six weeks' trip through Missouri
and Illinois. The firm has just completed its
alterations, including the addition of two more
rooms to their place in the Globe-Democrat
Building, which gives them a much increased
space.

S. H. Bauman, president of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., served a week on jury duty
recently.

S. T. A. Loftis, president and general man-
ager of Loftis Bros. & Co., Chicago, was a re-
cent visitor here.

On Sunday, March 6th, the McCausland
Building, at East St. Louis, Ill., in which the
store of the late firm of Vahlkamp & Jacobs was
located, was burned. In this store was the stock
of this firm, which was recently purchased at
public auction by H. U. Wheeler, of this city.
There was a loss of about $6,000. The insur-
ance is being adjusted and cannot be given at
this time.

Julius Newman, of the Aller-Wilmes Jew-
elry Manufacturing Co., retires from the firm on
April 1st. He has not as yet announced his
future plans. W. F. Wilmes, of this firm, has
been laid up a month at Kansas City, on account
of a fractured wrist. He will soon be on the
road again. Emil Blust, formerly a house sales-
man, now represents the firm on the road. He
is making his first trip through Missouri, and
will be out two weeks.

Jas. J. Burke, president of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., accompanied by his
wife, returned March 15th from a three weeks'
business and pleasure trip through Texas and
Old Mexico.

Sprague Bros., Ada, Okla., have failed.
Assets and liabilities unknown.

The F. Dienstbier Jewelry Co. are now in
their handsome new store, at 320 North Sixth
Street, which has been equipped with every
modern device.

Joseph Ebeling, president of the Ebeling
Jewelry Co., and president of the local Retail
Jewelers' Association, will sail June 7th, by the
White Star Line, on a several months European
trip.

The stock of M. S. Levy, 205 North Seventh
Street, who was sued into involuntary bank-
ruptcy by local creditors recently, was sold on
March ioth at auction. It was purchased by S.
Ruby, one of our local retail jewelers.

KEYSTONE

E. C. Weidlich, of the Weidlich Bros. Mfg.
Co., Bridgeport, Conn., and a member of the
firm of Wm. Weidlich & Bro., spent ten days
here during March. R. J. Blauner has been made
manager of the office of this firm. H. F. Hines,
of the traveling force, leaves on April 1st, on a
long trip to the Pacific Coast.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Company, returned recently from a three
weeks' trip through the Southwest. Milton B.
Loewenstein, traveler for the same firm, is home
from a two weeks' Southern trip.

F. W. Hoyt, president of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., returned March 19th from a three
weeks' trip through the Southwest.

A. W. Long, of Tower and Long, returned
on March 3rd, from a month's trip through
Missouri and Arkansas. W. E. Tower, Of the
same firm, left on March 8th for a month's trip
through Oklahoma.

H. L. Baker, a jeweler at Brinkley, Ark., is
closing out his stock and will devote himself to
his rice farm in the future.

J. E. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-
Kemper Supply Co., returned recently from a
two weeks' Western trip, has gone on a four
weeks' Southern trip.

The traveling staff of Blankenmeister, Obert-
ing & Co., were all in recently from trips and they
have all left on another trip through their re-
spective territories.

George Jacoby, formerly connected with the
Steiner Jewelry Co., has accepted a position as
city salesman for the St. Louis Clock and Silver-
ware Company.

Geo. J. Hess, president of the Hess & Cul-
bertson Jewelry Co., returned recently from a
three weeks' business trip to New York. This
firm recently completed the manufacturing of
25 diamond studded Past Eminent Commander
Knight Templar jewels for Ascalon Knight
Templar's Commandery here. They were of ex-
ceeding artistic and costly design.

Emil J. Helmerichs, foreman of the manu-
facturing department of the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co., recently showed your correspondent
through the firm's handsome new factory on the
seventh floor of the building they occupy. The
factory is a very commodious one, splendidly
ventilated and equipped with every modern de-
vice for the comfort of the employees, of which
there are 14. The firm does considerable manu-
facturing in this department.

Herman Cerf, vice president of the M. Bonn
Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, and vice president of M.
Bonn Co., St. Louis, spent a week here recently.

R. 0. Bolt, secretary of the Mermod, Jac-
card & King Jewelry Co., returned recently from
a three weeks' trip to New York. John Menges,
buyer for this company, also returned from a
several days' business trip to Chicago.

F. W. Drosten, president of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., returned recently from a week's
trip to Oklahoma.

C. S. Aehle, of Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson
Jewelry Co., returned recently from a two
weeks' business trip to New York.

C. L. Horace, manager of the watch repair-
ing department of the Hess & Culbertson Jew-
dry Co.i has purchased a new Mercedes auto-
mobile, which will be delivered to him May 1st.

A Rosenthal has accepted a position as
traveling salesman with the M. Bonn Co. here
and will represent them through Illinois and
Iowa.

L. W. Brown with S. Ruby will attend the
annual convention of the Elks organization in
Detroit, Mich.

0. H. Korthamp, of the E. H. Korthamp
Jewelry Co., left the hospital on March 1st, where
he has been confined since Jan. 14th, on account
of an operation being performed on his eye. The
operation was a success.

Joseph M. Ebelin jewelry Co., has been -in-
corporated with a capital stock of $9,000, fully
paid. The incorporators are: Joseph M. Ebel-
ing, 59 shares; Elizabeth Ebeling, I share; Louis
C. Ebeling, 30 shares.

Emil Bloeser, formerly with the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., has accepted a position with
J. W. Carey & Co., which firm he was connected
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with a number of years ago. The firm has just
added new show cases to their place, which
enhance very much the attractiveness of their
display.

At a gathering at the home of Geo. J. Hess,
president of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co.,
recently, the engagement was announced of Miss
Eva Hart, niece of Mr. Hess, to Otto E. Jaeger, a
well known young business man of this city.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company,
Goodman King, president of the Mermod-
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., was re-elected a di-
rector.

H. C. Sweet, president of the R. F. Simmons
Co., Attleboro, Mass., visited his friends here re-
cently on his way home from a trip to the Pacific
Coast. He was accompanied by his wife.

The awards of the Hess & Culbertson Jew-
elry Co. to their employees other than sales-
men, were made recently. There were three
awards on the basis of number of sales and three
Oil the basis of volume of sales during the holi-
day season. For greatest of sales Leonard
Woods received first prize, George James, Jr.,
second and Paul H. Kamuf, third. For greatest
volume of sales, first prize, Alex. Littleson ;
second, Leonard Woods and third to E. J. Hel-
merichs.

J. F. Dailey, formerly local manager for
Loftis Bros. & Co., has opened a clothing store
at Evansville, Ind.

T. G. Yore, of the Imperial Clock Co.',
Granite City, Mo., has returned from a business
trip through Missouri and Kansas.

M. Stieffelmann, of M. Stieffelmann & Co., is
home from a three weeks' trip through Nebraska
and Iowa.

Aubrey C. Lindsley has been placed in charge
of the leather department of the J. Bolland Jew!
elry Co. Mr. Lindsley was recently presented
with a new daughter. Aug. Schneider, shipping
clerk for this company, was recently presented
with a new boy at his home.

A petition with enough signatures to assure
the submission of a prohibition amendment to a
vote at the fall election has been filed with Sec-
retary of State. This means that we will have a
great contest on this issue at the coming fall
election.

One night some weeks ago Fred Bingell, 64
years old, a Swiss watchmaker was beaten and
robbed at his place of business, 104 South Fourth
Street, about 8 o'clock. Bingell fired two shots
at the intruder before losing consciousness, but
the robber escaped with two gold filled watches
worth about $30. Bingell was seriously injured.
The robber has not been captured.

The St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association
held a regular meeting at the American hotel on
Thursday evening, Feb. 24th, with a good at-
tendance. The evening was spent in a general
discussion of trade abuses. It was decided to
meet the fourth Thursday of each month here-
after. President Jos. M. Ebeling announced the
following delegates to attend the State Conven-
tion at Kansas City in June: Gerhard Eckhardt,
Herman Mauch, Otto Buder, J. F. Zeitler, E. C.
Zerweck and Joseph M. Ebeling. After the meet-
ing adjourned a fine luncheon was served. During
the evening the association expressed its pleasure
to know that Otto H. Kortkamp, of the E. H.
Kortkamp Jewelry Co., one of its valued mem-
bers, had entirely recovered his eyesight after
six weeks' confinement in the hospital.

Recent buyers in town were: E. E. Law-
rence, Doniphan, Mo.; "Jake" Lowe, Monroe,
La.; F. H. Kassel, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; A. L.
Alpiser, Edwardsville, Ill.; H. P. Hall, Cartage,
Ill.; Roy Goulding, Alton, Ill.; Wm. Westphal,
St. Charles, Mo.; Win. Jahn, Pacific, Mo. •, C. S.
Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind.; John Klock, Jr.,
Belleville, Ill.; Enno Dick, New Baden, Ill.; G.
Anderson, Taylorville, Ill. • Alfred Koetting,
Malden, Mo.; Wolff Bros., 

Ill.
Ill.; M.

Robert, Mt. Olive, Ill.; H. C. Herrick, La Grange,
Mo.; H. Vollmer, Princeton, Ind.; N. C. Wein-
stock, Centralia, Ill.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service, in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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It has a lot of holes, pretty near

the water line.
Of course, the owner will tell

you, that all these holes, which
show so plainly, and a lot which
don't show, are all stopped up with
the excuses he has stuffed into them.

But do you really think it a safe
craft, after all?

Rockford Watch Co., Ltd.
Rockford, Illinois

April, 1910 THE

Annual Banquet of the New England

Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association

(Continued from page 597)

One hundred and twenty-five waiters were on
hand and it was due to their skill that the food
was hot when it came on and the inner man was
satisfied. At every plate was a carnation for the
guest, while yellow daffodils, ferns and palms
were in abundance .everywhere. Kentia palms
completely banked the stage where the orchestra
played and made it appear as though the music
came from some out-of-door fairyland.

The menu and programme was a most
elaborate affair of steel gray color, tied with steel
gray ribbon and having the words "New England

KEYSTONE

American flag in her hand waved it to and fro,
keeping time to the music. The flags, which had
been handed to the ladies by the ushers, made a
most impressive sight with the wives and sweet-
hearts back of them.

A part of the programme which will long
be remembered by President Taft was the pre-
sentation to him of a 14-carat solid gold
gentleman's traveling jewel case. This case
weighed 210 pennyweight and is 5 inches long
by 2% inches wide, and 7 inch deep. The gold

for this casket was brought from the sub-treasury

in New York City and was alloyed by Theodore
W. Foster & Brother, who also had the honor
of making the jewel case.

The case was made from a special design
and is highly polished, the gold having been
burnished to a mirror-like appearance. On its
face is engraved this legend: "Presented to

----r—T-7,7-7177777
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corporated, we resolved to obtain speakers of
national repute for our annual banquets.

"The first year we secured a member of the
Cabinet; the next year a United States Senator.
For the following year our attention was called
to a gentleman in public life, who a few years
before resigned as Judge of the Sixth Judicial
Circuit of the State of Ohio to accept the presi-
dency of the United States Philippine Commis-
sion. He was appointed the first Civil Governor
of the Philippine Islands ; was sent to Rome to
confer with Pope Leo XIII. concerning the pur-
chase of agricultural lands of religious orders in
the Philippines; resumed his duties as Civil
Governor; became Secretary of War; visited
Panama to confer with the authorities in regard
to the government of the Canal Zone, and as
Secretary of War visited the Philippine Islands
on a tour of inspection.
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Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' As-
sociation" embossed in silver to correspond with
the general color scheme. Within one found a
photograph of President Taft, with a tinge of
color to give his face the appearance of life.

The menu, sufficiently elaborate to suit the
regal occasion, came next, and then the "Post
Prandial," which was as follows:

The President of the United States, Hon.
Nelson W. Aldrich, United States Senator ; Hon.
George Peabody Wetmore, United States Senator;
Hon. Aram J. Pothier, Governor of Rhode
Island; Hon. Henry Fletcher, Mayor of Provi-
dence; Hon. George H. Holmes, President New
England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association; Hon. Henry G. Thresher,
Hon, Harry Cutler, toastmaster.

The beautiful menu and programme wound
up with a list of officers and committees for
1909-10.

During the playing of popular pieces by the
band the members sang snatches of the various
popular airs and a general jolly good feeling was
rampant.

When the playing of the "Star Spangled
Banner" was started the members arose. The
ladies in the gallery, who had by this time filed
in, did likewise and each with a small silk

Gold Traveling Case Presented to President Taft

William Howard Taft, President of the United
States, by the New England Manufacturing
Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, March 27, Iglo." The case
is made along the lines of the jewelry cases of the
same description which are generally manufac-
tured in leather. It had a crimson plush cover
which met at its four corners ill the center and
was tied with silk ribbon. It made a handsome
and striking finishing touch to the beautiful gift
within.

In addition to the jewel casket the President
was presented, informally, with a beautiful 14-
carat gold hand-engraved pencil in a dark green
leather plush-lined case. This pencil was six
inches long and of double size lead and had
the President's name and the date of presentation
on it. This was the gift of Frank T. Pearce, past
president of the association. Prior to the pre-
sentation of it to the President it was on exhibi-
tion in the display window of Tilden, Thurber
Company, Providence.

In presenting the casket to the President
Henry G. Thresher, who acted as the committee
on this, said

"We have given banquets of more or less im-
portance for nearly thirty years, but some six or
seven years ago, when this association was in-

"Certainly here was a man to address the
New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association. Our respect and love
for this man, our admiration for the deeds he
accomplished, were born at this time and have
continued until this day.

"Armed with what we considered proper
credentials, we presented ourselves to the Secre-
tary of War and invited him to come to Provi-
dence to address us, only to learn that it was
impossible for him to do so. Next year we
tried again, with the same result. The third year
—our courage did not fail—in fact we hoped
that by some magic our third effort would be
successful. We had a jolly good visit, the secre-
tary would be very glad indeed to come to Provi-
dence, etc., but it was utterly impossible for him
to do so.yso.

ear later our friend was very much in
the limelight, having been elected to the highest
office in the gift of this great nation. We loved
and admired him as Secretary of War and we
loved him no less because he was President-elect.

"On our fourth visit, which was to the Hot
Springs of Virginia, we received the usual cordial
greeting, the ever-present and fascinating "Taft

(Continued on page 639)



Are You Interested in Becoming a
Thorough, Practical Watchmaker,
Engraver and Optician? If so, I want
you to read this advertisement

I WANT EVERY AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN WHO DESIRES TO LEARN

THE JEWELRY BUSINESS TO SEND FOR OUR PROSPECTUS

I will prove to him that we can teach him WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and

OPTICS in a shorter time than by any other method.
I will prove to him that he will save many dollars by taking our course.
I will prove to him that there is not another institution in this country that provides

the kind of instructions that we give.
I will prove to him that we can make a high-salaried Watchmaker, Engraver and

Optician of him in a short time.
This should interest every young man who desires to become a first-class workman.

Send to-day for our prospectus, a postal will bring it.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal

Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER
ESTABLISHED 1894

Jewelers who Employ our Graduates
write to us when they need another workman, because
they find that the great amount of practical experience
our students get here (besides being taught the "reasons

why"), makes of them much more thorough and reliable

workmen than men of many years' experience,who have not
had the advantages in learning which our students have.

Let us warn employers, however, to beware of frauds
who claim to be graduates of our school—to avoid risk,
always write us for information about any applicant claim-
ing to be one of our graduates.
We mention here a few of the high-class establish-

inents employing our graduates as watchmakers, en-

gravers, or jewelers:—

F. L. WILLIAMS, Atlanta, Georgia
E. G. HOOVER, Harrisburg, Pa.
TIFFANY CIL CO., New York City
C. B. JACQUEMIN CO., Helena, Montana
BAILEY, BANKS Z. BIDDLE CO. Philadelphia, Pa.
S. W. TURQUOISE CO., Los Angeles, California
J. H. YOUNG, Fort Wayne, Indiana
PAUL-GALE-GREENWOOD, Norfolk, Virginia
J. H. SAWYER, Bar Harbor, Maine

The only sure way to "rise to the top" where the big

salaries are, is to perfect your ability by coming to

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
OF WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and JEWELRY WORK

Write for our LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIAcuudogue

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS

t STA B• 100?

Chicago,

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1910 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morri Wholesale Jewelers and Opticiansson, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

COMING UP
Yes, we are. We are get-
ting out of the dark on the
low price ring proposition.
The Jeweler must have a

square deal if he regards his reputation. Our ring is it.
Even if you sell occasionally one, it will be the means of
bringing the customer back to your place for other goods.
Sells for $1.00; cost you $15.60 doz. Keystone list, and a
handsome tray with the first doz. Come now, others have.

F. B. CATLIN, Winsted, Conn.
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Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
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Smile" and an invitation to play golf, but, as
usual, had to look elsewhere for a speaker—and
in this connection I wish to say the Secretary
of War could say "No" the easiest, say "No" the
quickest, stick to it the firmest and turn you away
in defeat the happiest of any man I have known.

"However, when the New England Manu-
facturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association
is after a good thing it cannot be turned from its
course any more than you can change the laws
of gravitation.

"Consequently, this year, for the fifth con-
secutive time, we tried again and our efforts were
crowned with success. The President promised
to come—the President has come, and our happi-
ness is complete. For, 'When your possessions
equal your desires you have perfect happiness.'

" 'Make new friends,
But keep the old;

The first are silver,
And the latter gold.'

"With a golden friendship, Mr. President,
and in behalf of the New England Manufactur-
ing jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association, I
have the pleasure and the very great honor to
present to you this solid gold casket. Accept it—
not because of its intrinsic value, even though
it be made of precious metal ; neither because it
was made in this city, in the heart of the jewelry
industry, in the factory of a prominent member
of this association; nor because of its workman-
ship, which is of a very high order, but, my dear
Mr. President, I would have you accept it as
a token of our great love and esteem for you
as an upright and true man, untiring in your
efforts for the welfare of this great people, un-
flinching in your devotion to duty and to the
right, as God gives you to see the right—accept
it as a mark of Our appreciation of the illustrious
services you have rendered our country as Judge,
Governor, diplomat, Secretary of War and in the
high office you now occupy.

"May this casket remind you of the great
pleasure your visit has given us and may you
ever be conscious of the warm and loving hearts,
the constant and loyal followers which you have
in this association, in this city and in this State,
who wish you long life, good health and a suc-
cessful administration."

In response to this the President replied as
follows :

"Gentlemen of the New England Manufac-
turing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association:
want to say that I value most highly this evi-

dence of your generosity and confidence. The
presidency is not an easy burden. And one's
spirits sometimes lag and one's hopefulness some-
times disappears, and it is at such times that the
memories of which this is evidence of your (Tood
will and the fact that however much you may
criticise whatever I may do and not misconstrue
my motives, this will relieve me of my entire dis-
couragement under those conditions."

When the speech-making part of the evening
came four hundred ladies, wives and sweethearts
of those present at the banquet, were admitted
to the gallery and made an added charm to the
surrounding beauty of the hall. The cheers at
times from the gallery were quite vociferous, the
ladies seemingly enjoying the speakers as did the
men. The first speaker of the evening was T-Ion.

• George H. Holmes, President of the New Eng-
land Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths'
Association, Mr. Holmes spoke in part as fol-
lows:

"Gentlenten:—It is a distinctive honor to ex-
tend to you, the members of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' As-
sociation, and to your individual guests, an
earnest welcome to this, our annual exhibition
of gastronomic forces, in which host and guest
seem to vie with each other in the display of.
pre-eminent skill and prodigious endurance, de-

K EYST 'DINE

rived from a thorough familiarity with the de-

mands of such an event.
"Never before on such an occasion have you

been permitted to sit under such a canopy of
radiant splendor, nor under such bewitching and

alluring glances. To the gracious representatives
of that sex, whose existence furnishes the excuse,

as well as the stimulation for so many branches

of our industry, I extend our gratitude for their
attendance, by which, and through the natural
charms attached thereto, the decorative features

of this occasion are so highly embellished. May

the softening influence of your presence extend

to the threshold of the homecoming which awaits

these gentlemen later in the evening.

"Another year of commercial activity has

claimed your attention since my predecessor in
this position extended to you his official welcome
and in offering you that same wholesome greeting

to-night I am proud to know that whatever social

successes may have attended this organization in

Toastmaster Harry Cutler

the past all former events are only achievements
in the strife to maintain the prestige of the in-

dustry we represent when compared to the cul-
minating glory which surrounds this grand

tribute. A tribute extended not only to our or-
ganization and our industry, but also to our city,

represented by its chief executive; to our State,
represented by its able administrator; to our

nation, represented by its faithful, energetic,

efficient legislators, and by its fearless, resolute,

yet genial executive. A testimonial of esteem

for a loyal, honest character and of confidence

in the wisdom and justice of the supreme head of

this grand nation, whose presence honors us to-

night.
"Let Inc congratulate you that in presenting

our compliments to these distinguished repre-

sentatives of City, State and Nation, I am repre-

senting an industry that, in this jurisdiction, com-
prising Providence and the Attleboros, enjoys

the unique distinction of possessing freedom from

those debilitating forces which encourage labor

to organize and capital to amalgamate. An in-

dustry whose product is the resultant effect of

brain, sinew, money and harmony, and utilizing

in this section about 20,000 employees, who

develop an output in excess of $5o,000,000 per

year.
"And to our honored guest who administers

the affairs of this State so graciously and satis-
factorily, we can offer the record of an industry

ill which perhaps more than in many others the
"laborer is worthy of his hire," which condition

is manifest from the fact that while the average

wage cost in jewelry manufacturing in the United

States is 23.1 per cent, in this compact little

State, that is the pride of His Excellency, the

average wage cost is much higher. And further-
more, there are many branches of the industry
in which the labor employed forms from 70 to go
per cent. of the cost of production, thereby as-

suring to the working citizen his full share in the

productive powers of his State.
"And to you, Mr. President, whose policies

when enacted into laws offer hope and comfort

to the wage-earner in New England and to the
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entire country as well, to you we extend a mag-
nanimous hand of welcome and congratulation.

Welcome to a State whose record in national

politics deserves commendation and reiteration.
Congratulation to the administration which under

your judicial guidance will ensure to us peace

within our walls and prosperity within our fac-
tories."

Mr. Cutler, in taking the place of toastmaster,

aorpte:ned with the following tribute to the jewelers'

"From the earliest days history has made
our craft famous above all others in its mention

of the decorations and adornments of emperors,
kings, princes and the titled nobility of royal
courts and orders. The handicraft of our artisans
has attained illustrious renown in the patronage
of monarchs and sovereigns of all times. The
jeweler's part in the embellishment of regal
grandeur and imperial beauty appears in the an-
nals of every realm, and the symbolic majesty
of every crown has been emblematically enhanced
with those artistic adjuncts which were products
of the resourceful minds and the skilled hands
of our fellow craftsmen.

"To all of these sovereigns and potentates the
man of surpassing skill and art and deft design
paid servile homage. In this age such sub-
serviency seems incomprehensible. We of
America cannot understand it, and reasonably so,
for our government, our institutions and our laws
are founded upon the firm and fast rock of
equality among men. It is the aim and the work
of our industry, as of every other in this age
and in this land, to adorn and embellish impar-
tially the majesty of the great American indi-
vidual, whose power and force in combination
with his millions of fellows, have given and
will ever continue to give to this nation and to
the world the absolute guarantee that the people
can rule safely and wisely. Such is the creed of
this American organization of fellow craftsmen,
whose preamble and precept teach that the gem
of greatest intrinsic value is 'equality of men,'
recognizing only in this respect the 'survival of
the fittest.' It is therefore fitting that our best
settings—respect, love and patriotism—surround
the resplendent jewels, whose rays of wit, wisdom
and counsel will permeate our humble abode this
ur

wa11
the brilliant cluster of American cities

o

beautiful municipality stands flawless.

evening.

At its head, the proper guardian of its diadem,
is one of the best artisans in our craft—a man
who has wrought with implements of good char-
acter and truthful scale. I am happy to present
to you for the first speaker, His Honor, Mayor
Henry Fletcher, a member in good standing in
this organization."

Mayor Fletcher responded briefly, saying in
the course of his address:

"We have long since come to regard the
jewelers as among the best citizens of our com-
munity, for they not only appreciate and con-
sistently strive for the best in craftsmanship and
art, but as a whole they are imbued with high
ideals in life and glory in the traditions of their

city, loyal still to those principles whereon it was
founded."

The toastmaster then introduced Governor
Pothier, who said in part :

"I desire in a few words to express the great
pleasure it affords me to be one of such a com-
pany, gathered to do honor to the first citizen of
the land and as the official representative of the

State that sixteen months ago proclaimed him as

her choice by a handsome margin of over To,000

votes, to voice the welcome that Rhode Island

extends to him to-night.
"Your Excellency, Rhode Island takes pride

in your presence here this evening and only re-

grets that your brief stay prevents its fullest

manifestation. She looks forward hopefully to

the fall of the year, anticipating your return, in

company with other distinguished public men of

the nation, and hoping for an opportunity to

show you more of her resources and possibilities
and also to offer you exuberant hospitality which

no other State can surpass."

In introducing the President Mr. Cutler paid

a glowing tribute to the men of Rhode Island

(Continued on page 641)
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"Nifty" Class Pins
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They'll help you land
the class pin order in your
town. They embody the
latest and best ideas in
class pin jewelry. Money
can't buy any better.
One jeweler writes us—

"Your nifty pins won the
order for me against six
competitors." They will do
the same for you. "Nifty"
is the word. There is tone
and individuality to every
one and that's why they're
"nifty." They will appeal
to the ladies as well as to
the young men in the class.
Count on them as winners.
They'd be your choice if
you were. still in school.

They're all guaranteed
the highest quality of work-
manship. Designs upon
request. "Nifty" pins are
all you need. -

WE ALSO DO

Special Order Work, Repairing
of all kinds of Jewelry, Match-
ing of all kinds of Stones,
Emblem Goods, Engraving,
Enameling and Plating.

The Dorst Company
Niff -   LION BUILDING
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CINCINNATI, OHIO
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SPECIAL FOR THE
JEWELRY TRADE
COLONIAL HALL CLOCKS to suit all classes of

custom—a line that means sales and profits
to every jeweler

(,)

OVIany jewelers have an idea that hall clocks should be
handled only by high-grade trade with exclusive custom.
This is a most erroneous idea as we can easily prove
to you. We make clocks to suit all jewelers and all classes
of trade. Our present stock ranges wholesale from

$6.00 to $250.00
We have a bunch of strong sellers at prices ranging
around $60.00 to $80.00.

We are the largest makers of hall clocks in America, which means
we are giving more value, reliability and artistic merit for the same
or lower prices than other makes. We desire to send details of our
proposition to all reputable jewelers, not simply the biggest in the
business.

Write for our proposition, if only for comparison

Colonial Manufacturing Co.
ZEELAND, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.
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who have stood foremost in the affairs of the
nation, concluding as follows: "Gentlemen, I ask
you to rise with glasses filled and hearts over-
flowing with love and gratitude to him who has
so signally honored us. Gentlemen of the Manu-
facturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association
and guests, I give you our respected, admired
and universally loved chief magistrate, the Presi-
dent of the United States."

The moment at which the President should
begin his address was evidently the moment for
which the big gathering had been waiting. As
Mr. Taft rose the whole assemblage rose also.

Then, as the band played the President's
salute the diners cheered again and again and
waved handkerchiefs and napkins, while in the
galleries the women waved silk flags which had
been distributed.

Even after the band had stopped playing the
applause continued to increase in volume until Mr.
Taft by a motion - intimated that he was ready to
proceed. By way of exordium he said:

"Gentlemen of the New England Manufac-
turing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association : I
thank you from the bottom of my heart for this
cordial welcome. I feel highly honored to be
received in such flattering terms. I feel honored
by the presence of your distinguished Senators,
whose assistance in Washington in carrying out
the pledges of this administration and party I
\ tte highly.

"I am glad to stand in the presence of an
association of men who first began as skilled
workmen and by energy and enterprise put them-
selves at the head of the factory.

"I ant very glad to be in Providence. I have
known of Providence ever since I knew anything.
But there is One man's name which comes to me
more distinctly than that of Roger Williams,
Governor Pothier or your representatives in
Congress, and his name is Thresher.

"In February, 1904, I came back from the
Gems of the Pacific, the Philippine Islands, and
ever since I have been in communication with
Thresher. Whether I was preparing for a
national campaign or getting over it, or looking
into fortifications along the Pacific Coast—it made
no matter where—I met Thresher. And when
Governor Pothier said to-night, 'You promised,'
I did not think of anyone but Thresher."

The President then proceeded with a char-
acteristic ovation, covering, in his customarily
lucid manner, the work and wishes of his ad-
ministration, his sympathetic audience respond-
ing at frequent intervals with loud applause.
The conclusion of the oration brought an out-
burst of enthusiasm that fairly shook the building.

The toastmaster next introduced Senator
Aldrich, saying: "We are proud, indeed, and
rightly too, of him who stands at the helm as
leader of that mighty, history-making body of
the United States Senate—the great public finan-
cier, whose crowning ambition in life is the
development of our national stability that it may
ever endure. In your name and in my own, I
thank him most sincerely for his presence here
to-night."

The Senator responded in a characteristic
address, assuring to the President unqualified
support of his policies. "I intend, in the future,"
he said, "to give him my earnest and loyal
support. That support will not be given because
he is the recognized leader of the party to which
owe allegiance, but it will be given because he

is the chief of the administration whose failure
or success is thoroughly interwoven with the
success or failure of the American people. It will
be because I believe in his conscientious devotion
to the interests of this great people ; and wherever
I am, whatever position I may occupy, I am his
to command."

In closing, too much praise cannot be given
to all the members of the various committees that
worked to bring about such an elaborate affair
as was carried out. The detail must have been

not only tedious and irksome, but at times irri-
tating, but no sign of it was to be seen in the
carrying out of the perfected plans. Everything
moved along smoothly and not a hitch was
discerned. The lavishness likewise to which the
association went and fairly outdid themselves in
so doing, showed plainly that expense was the
last consideration to make the President feel that
the jewelers of Providence at least were apprecia-
tive of his guiding hand at the helm in Wash-
ington, and the cheers and applause that greeted
the President as he moved on every occasion
must have made him feel that there was one
section of this country where the people trusted
ill him implicitly and whose confidence lw
possessed unqualifiedly.

Even the steel-plate engraved in vitations
which were sent out before the banquet took
place, reflected the dignity of the occasion and
made those present feel that to miss this one
chance of having the President of the United
States as guest was too great an honor to let
go by.

And when the last guest had departed and
the lights were turned out each retired with the
one thought that there might possibly be other
banquets to come, but none would ever eclipse
this brilliant function at which the President was
the guest of honor.

Some thirty or forty members were the
guests of George H. Holmes, President of the
New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association, immediately after the
banquet at the West Side Club, the most exclusive
and aristocratic club of Providence. Among
those who sat down to the luncheon as Mr.
Holmes' guests were: J. J. Fine, W. A. Schofield,
Edward Hough, F. I. Dana, Hon. Harry Cutler,
E. B. Tobie, F. A. Ballou, I. M. Ullman, E. Tudor
Gross, George W. Gardner, C. A. Wilson, A. K.
Potter, William H. Doty, R. Blackinton, H. T.
Heywood, W. B. Balton, F. S. Gilbert, C. A.
Whiting, Frank T. Pearce and C. W. Batty.

Keck 0 Duhme Stocks to be Sold at
Auction

At the recent creditors' meeting held before
Referee Charles T. Greve, it was arranged that
the entire balance of the stock of set and unset
diamonds and other precious stones, jewelry,
silverware, safes, store, office and factory fix-
tures, manufacturing machinery, materials, etc.,
of The Duhme Jewelry Co. and The Herman
Keck Manufacturing Company, should be sold at
public auction to the highest bidders without
reserve, in separate lots by catalogue, commenc-
Mg Tuesday, April 19th, and in furtherance
thereof the trustee in bankruptcy, Robert deV.
Carroll, has contracted with the Ezekiel &
Bernheim Co. to arrange, inventory, catalogue,
advertise, sell and deliver all of the said property,
at the before mentioned time, continuing from
day to day until all is sold. A complete descrip-
tive catalogue of all of this valuable property is
now being prepared by the auctioneers, and
when finished will be issued to all manufacturers,
dealers and private individuals interested in the
purchase of such things as are to be offered for
sale.

As there will be a great demand for these
catalogues, it is desirable that all parties wanting
copies mailed to them should make application
for same at once. The diamond cutting, grinding
and polishing plant of The Herman Keck Manu-
facturing Co. has a world-wide reputation, and
the machinery being the largest and most exten-
sive of its kind in the United States, will no
doubt attract to Cincinnati buyers from all over
the country, from New York to San Francisco.
The same may be said of the silverware and
jewelry manufacturing plant of The Duhme
Jewelry Company.

In the sale of the retail stock of diamonds,
jewelry, store and office fixtures, iron safes,
electric dynamos and general machinery, the
merchants, manufacturers and general public of
Cincinnati will be largely interested, and that the
closing-out sale of such valuable property at
public auction without reserve will attract a great
attendance of buyers goes without saying. In a
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word, it is the largest sale of its kind that has
ever taken place in Cincinnati.

The appraisement of the stock, fixtures,
machinery, etc., which was completed by the
appraisers, Messrs. R. H. Galbraith, Theodore
Neuhaus and Joseph Noterman, and filed in court
by the trustee, R. deV. Carroll, footed up
$49,650.65. It would be safe to say that it repre-
sents an original cost of over a hundred thou-
sand dollars.

Assortment Schemers After You

Jewelry and Toilet Goods Assortment Sales-
men Trying to Catch You with Inno-

cent-Looking Contract

From The Western Trade Journal, Chicago:
Many salesmen handling jewelry or toilet

goods assortments (or departments, as they are.
called) are abroad with artful contracts meant to
deceive the merchant. Such contract makes
you nice promises—such as "Profit Guaranteed"
or "Profit Assured," "Unsalable Goods Bought
Back," etc.—but these promises are worthless,
owing to cleverly hidden technicalities in the con-
tract, which only a shrewd lawyer can discover.

Some contracts are promissory notes dis-
guised. After you have signed, thinking you
are signing order only, note is cut out of order
blank and sold to some bank or broker, who later
demands payment and sues if refused, claiming to
be an innocent holder of note.

Other contracts, while not so brazen, are
written with double meaning; one meaning,
which salesman explains glibly to you, being very
attractive, while the other meaning, which the
firm's lawyer later threatens you with, is all
against you. Salesman makes you think you
assume no responsibility for goods when you
sign, but are to pay for goods only when sold.
Lawyer later shows that you are obligated for
every penny.

Goods bought from these houses are often
cheap, old style, or bad quality, sold you at high
prices, wholesale price to you often being higher
than retail price elsewhere. This means for you
show cases of worthless goods, dissatisfied cus-
tomers or costly lawsuits.

Some of these artful firms use cut glass or
imitation cut glass as premiums to make plan at-
tractive. Premiums may be all right, but don't
overlook the fact that it is goods, not premiums,
that merit of plan must depend on. Good pre-
miums may deceive you all the readier into taking
bad goods.

Don't take all letters of recommendation
offered by such firms as truth. Investigation
proves contrary. Large percentage of those writ-
ten to declare results unsatisfactory. A portion
state they never wrote such letters. It is
rumored that some scheming firms change over
and use letters written, not to them, but to other
and reputable houses by satisfied customers of the
same.

Ex-salesmen of these clever houses, as well
as a number still handling the lines, confirm
above statements by declaring they were com-
pelled to undergo a shrewd education by these
firms in the matter of presenting double-faced
contracts in a fascinating way.

Some of these firms, finding America getting
a little too uncomfortably hot for them, and with
a small boy's longing to pilfer a newly discovered,
tempting orchard, have slipped over into Canada
(also have "slipped one over" on that unsuspect-
ing land). Canada is virgin territory for this
trickery and the schemers are probably kicking
themselves that they didn't think of it sooner.
But what they will do to Canada's merchants
Ill the course of a few years will be a-plenty.

When you see a Canada town mentioned
Oil their letterheads, ,you will know what they're
up to. They are 'putting the foolers" onto
Canada.

These scheming firms operate under dozens
of trade names, but only a few groups of men
control the business and have grown rich at your
expense.

Not all jewelry and toilet goods assortment
schemes are necessarily bad. However, always
scrutinize goods and contract.
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Eleven years ago the Conklin blazed
the trail for self-filling fountain pens.
It's been the leader ever since. Scores
of self-filling pens have come and gone. The
Conklin has made good. Its eleven years of con-
stant satisfaction-giving is the strongest possible
guarantee of its merit and superiority.

Self-
Filling

Fountain Pen
offers greater sales possibilities for you. Filled by dipping in
any inkwell and pressing Crescent-Filler—and as easily
cleaned. Aside from its self-filling, self-cleaning advantages,
the Conklin excels in writing qualities. Writes smoother,
easier, is more dependable. High grade to the minutest
detail—and absolutely simple. No dissatisfied customers.

The Conklin and our "Sales Helps" will boost your
fountain pen department. Write for catalogue and dealer's
proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO., 94 Manhattan Bldg. Toledo, 0., U. S. A.
DENVER SAN FRANCISCO WINNIPEG

700 E (2, C Bldg. 579 Markel SI Man.
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Loyall Order 1oo5e

This is one of our growing organizations, and
you should not only have this knife in your
stock but prominently displayed. If you will
go a step further and bring it to the attention
of your local Lodge members you will be sure
to make a sale. These emblem knives are the
only articles of the kind on the market. Price,
$5.00 each, Keystone Key. Write for illustrated
circular, showing illustrations in colors.

THE

WILLIAMS & ANDERSON CO.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

AND UP

MOMS
NON—LEAKABLE

Moore's Non-Leakable has many advantages over the ordinary
fountain pen. You can carry it anywhere and in any position with
the absolute assurance that it will not leak. When the pen point is
pulled down into the barrel and the cap properly adjusted, the ink
becomes incased in an air-tight and ink-tight chamber, thus making
leakage utterly impossible. By this simple operation the pen point
rests in ink, and is all ready for instant use without requiring the pre-
liminary shaking so common with fountain pens.

Moore's is the easiest of pens to fill. Simply unscrew the cap and it is ready to
fill, no joints to unscrew or parts to take off. Styles and sizes to suit all tutors and
purses. $2.50, $3.50 and up. INSIST ON MOORE'S.
MOORE'S NON-LtJicBLE MIDGET-2X' long. just the pen for

Doctors. Can be carried conveniently in your lower vest pocket. Price $2.50.

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, Selling Agents

Aro

BLUE RIBI) 01\
pliyERPousti
CREAM ji

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 

SILVER POLISH in CREAM
Highest Quality and Efficiency

Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-
liant Lustre—Lasting Finish.

Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquire of your Jobber or write us direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything in die
Silver and Metal

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Line

SOMETHING NEW
This. elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

WRIGHT PEN CO 623 Washington Avenue
• ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.
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Pictorial Post Cards

Now that they are such a fa-
miliar feature of everyday life, such
an indispensable feature, as many
will maintain, it is difficult to realize
that pictorial post cards made their
first appearance in England as re-
cently as 1873, but it is more diffi-
ailt still to realize that not until
twenty years later—until, in fact,
permission was received from the
authorities for privately made cards
to pass through the post—did this
now universally employed article
become popular, says The British
Empire Paper, Stationery and Print-
Mg Trades Journal. Then it was,
in 1894, that several British firms
began to publish them. Since then
hundreds of firms have participated
in the industry, millions upon mil-
lions of these cards have been pro-
duced, providing employment for
tens of thousands of people and
enormously contributing to the post-
office revenues in almost every civil-
ized country. The craze, as it was
at one time termed, captured the
whole world. One marvels at the
huge and rapid growth of picture
post cards in so comparatively a
short period of time, but it is
a matter for still greater wonder to
Some of us how we ever got along without
them.

And now there are those who declare
that picture post cards are on the down
grade, that they are becoming less popular,
that in the near future they
will entirely cease to be in
demand. These statements
are absurd, and all the facts
go to contradict them. It
is not denied that there are
fluctuations in the sale of
these cards as there are in
many other articles of per-
manent utility. The publi-
cation from time to time of
vulgar and obscene cards
has doubtless injuriously
affected their popularity
temporarily, but this class
of card is becoming rarer
and the inherent good taste
of the people will prove a
sufficient safeguard against
any serious inroad of ob-
jectionable features. Fur-
thermore, the law may be
trusted to deal effectively
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An Advertising Picture Postal

with offenders against decency. Our .lead-

ing post card publishers are surely not so

lacking in commercial sagacity as to con-

tinue to issue new series in increasing num-

bers if the demand were falling off to any

great extent, at any rate; and if it were

true that there are signs of the near

end of the post card fashion.

No, it is a fashion that has all

the elements of permanency. The

pictorial post card has come to stay.

It is no more a craze, that is, in the

sense of being transient, than the
bicycle or the motor car. It has
become an absolute necessity and

will remain so. Private individuals

now write fewer and fewer letters

and the post cards came as a veri-

table godsend to busy people and

lazy people alike. Where the plain

post card was not considered quite

good form as a medium for brief
correspondence, etiquette allows that

the pictorial card is comme ii faut.

The educational value, too, of the
picture post card is beyond ques-

tion. This forms one of its strong-

est claims on our regard and one of

its most enduring qualities.

Wide use is now made of the

picture postal for advertising pur-

poses. We show on this page two
illustrations used on such postals.

The more usual picture is a view of

the interior of the store, with or

without a picture of the proprietor.

Other pictures assume various

forms, one of which is shown in the
card used by George K. Munro,

Grand Forks, N. Dak., a pleasing blend of

art and advertising.

The Germ on the Stamp

Face to face with the choice between pub-

lic welfare and uncleanly stamps, the Post-

office Department has de-

cided in favor of the

former. A recent order

issued to postmasters re-

quires that they and their

clerks when selling stamps
shall slide them through

the window to the pur-
chaser with the sticky side
up. Heretofore it has
been the rule that the face
of the stamps be upper-
most, since a stamp must
be kept reasonably clean to
insure its acceptance when
placed on a letter or a
package.

The new order is
based on the belief that the
omnipresent germ is fond
of inhabiting the stamp
counter, as well as most
other places.

Cut Used on Postal by A. Williams, Canby, Minn.

ji



HERE IS A WINNER

"DOLORIE" MONOGRAMS
(PATENTED)

Gold or Silver Plated Bag Monograms, Belt
Buckles, and Gold Filled Fobs

RETAIL AT
BIG MONEY IN IT FOR YOU

ALL ORDERS' SHIPPED THE DAY RECEIVED

ALL WESTERN ORDERS FILLED BY OUR CHICAGO BRANCH

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS OF OUR SPECIAL
 OFFER TO

JEWELERS OF WINDOW OR SHOW CASE DISPLAY. WRIT
E

TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE; WRITE TO BOSTON.

$1.00

JOHN L. DESLAURIES, MFG. JEWELER
43 WINTER STREET :: BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

TRADE MARK

INSIDE

9181

ESTABLISHED
FIFTY -THREE

YEARS

Recognized for over fifty years as the

STANDARD ARTICLE
in their line

GOODS DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE

JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Wightman & Hough Co.
PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

I KURI
EYE

REMEDY

A CURE FOR SORE EYES

Red and Conjested Con-

junctiva or Inflamed Eyelids

A Cure for Sore Eyes,
1W and conk:stet coo.

!endive, or Inflained
lids.

Manutactured for

F D. COU LD

71-73 Nassau St NY

F. D. GOULD, Sole Agent
Nos. 71-73 Nassau Street NEW YORK CITY

COMPLETE
LINES OF

CLARENCE F. BAYER STRASBURGER ALBERT PRETZFELDER

BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.
Importers 5 East 17th Street (Between Broadway and Fifth Ave.), NEW YORK 

Manufacturers

Our import lines for 1910 are now on the road and will be exhibited i
n n11 the large cities. Our lines are the largest

and the most original ever shown. t:11 It would be to any live dealer's hest interest to communica
te with our New

York office and get in communication with our representative in
 your territory.

OPERA AND FIELD GLASSES
LORGNETTES of Every Description in Large Variety
CIGARETTE CASES (in Solid Gold, Gold Filled,

Sterling, German Silver, Gun Metal and Leather)
GUN METAL NOVELTIES
NOVELTY JEWELRY
JET JEWELRY

SOLE AGENTS : "LA VOGUE

GARNET AND CORAL JEWELRY in Large Variety

MESH BAGS (Sterling and German Silver, Gun

Metal and Gilt. Very extensive lines)
CHIME CLOCKS
DESK AND TRAVELING CLOCKS in Large Variety

BRASS STATIONERY NOVELTIES

BINOCULARS," " LA VOGUE OPERA GLASSES,

DESK SETS, ETC.
SMOKERS' ARTICLES
FANS
MARBLE STATUARY
ELECTRIC AND GAS LAMPS AND
ELECTROLIERS, ETC.

"LA VOGUE LORGNETTES"
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United States Navy Adopts a

New Compass

For the purpose of securing clearness, sim-

plicity, and precision in the application of

compass errors, the hydrographic office of the

United States Navy has adopted a new form

of compass on which there is no north, sou
th,

east nor west, but which consists of a circle
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New Style Navy Compass

divided into 360 degrees, beginning with o at 
the

true north point and reading to the right.

For the present the old style of markings

is retained in order that no confusion may re-

sult during the period of transition from the 
old

to the new system of marking.

To head northeast, for example, by this new

marking, the order would be to make the cou
rse

45 degrees; for a course southeast by south, 
the

order would be 146% degrees.

Naturally the new compass is meeting with

opposition, especially from navigators who have,

all their lives, been getting their course by 
the

familiar old compass. They say it would be j
ust

Old Style Navy Compass

as reasonable for the almanac makers to wipe

out the months and count the days from t to 365

as it is to abolish the compass of the ancient

mariners.
Then, too, it will annihilate much that is

picturesque in ocean navigation.

In the old days the skipper would come o
ut

of his cabin, and yell gruffly to the man 
at the

wheel, "How's she headin'?"

K EYSTON 
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"West, nor' west by west, sir," would be t
he

answer.
That has the true ring of the sea.

How different it will sound when the seama
n

replies, "She's headin' 306 degrees, sir."

The Life of Radium

An interesting and informative popular

lecture upon the wonders of radium was re
cently

delivered before the members of the Authors'

Club in London by Sir William Ramsay, 
K.C.B.

In describing the wonders of this elemen
t, the

eminent chemist confined himself mainly to a

description of his own investigations and e
xperi-

ments. In dealing with the Alpha particles, he

explained that these were really gas, and 
quite

two-thirds of the energy of radium was tra
ns-

ferred to the gas which it emitted, which 
comes

off at a regular rate, and this he pointed out

raised the question as to how long radium 
would

last. He replied forever, as the amount of 
gas

was always proportionate to the amount of

radium present. He likened this emission of

gas to taking a slice of bread and cutting it
 in

two, which operation say occupied a minute, 
and

then cutting one-half in two again, and so 
on

continually cutting in two each successive half

obtained.
How long would it take him to cut the bread

entirely up? He could never do it. He would

always be halving to infinity, and the task would

take him an eternity to perform. It was exactly

the same with radium. The amount of gas was

always proportionate to the mass of radium ex-

isting and was always being produced. There

was however, he remarked, one point easily

defined. When would radium be half gone?

They had just measured it in his (Sir William's)

laboratory and had found that it would take

1,750 years, so that anyone who invested in

radium would retain at least one-half of the

capital at the end of 1,750 years.

The Austrian government some time ago in-

trusted him with about half a gramme or one

fifty-fifth part of an ounce of radium for his

private use. Its value was about $45,000. Less

than a year ago Dr. Gray and himself performed

the experiment of isolating the Alpha emanation

of radium, and they inclosed it in a fine glass

tube, much finer than the finest thermometer tube

that was ever made. They compressed it and

liquefied it. In the latter stage it shone with a

purplish light, although it was quite transparent

like water. When reduced to a temperature of

—6o deg. Cent. it solidified, and then it shone

with an extremely brilliant light like a miniature

electric arc light. The quantity they used was

extremely small, being leas than the point of the

finest needle, yet they ascertained its boiling

point, its melting point, and its specific gravity.

Radium was the most concentrated form of

energy known. It is a substance which goes on

changing into other things to which various

names have been given. These substances

were named radium A, radium B, radium C,

and so on up to radium F. Some had a very

brief existence, lasting only thirty or forty

minutes, and he had never seen them. He h
ad

seen radium D, which would be gone in ab
out

forty years. This was a substance rather dull

looking, like lead, and that was nearly all he

could say about it. There were other substances

probably like polonium which Madame Curie

discovered. During these emanations radium

gave a great deal of energy, generally m
anifested

as light, but as a matter of fact radium kept

itself hot; there was a great deal of heat gen-

erated. It could be calculated, and it was found

that it gave off about 3,500,000 times as much

heat as would be given off by the oxyhydrogen

blowpipe, which gave a temperature of over

2,000 deg. Cent.
What did this energy do? It sent out the

Alpha rays at a velocity of about 40,000 miles per

second, and these particles naturally carried a

great deal of energy. The Beta rays, although

only about one-thousandth part of the size, also

carried tremendous energy, owing to their

enormous velocity, which exceeded that of the

Alpha rays. They could decompose water and

metallic substances, and in these decompositions

they found elements produced which they did not

imagine to exist in the substances so treated.

For instance, in decomposing ordinary copper

sulphate they were surprised to discover lithium

in what remained, and no traces of the copper

salt. He had repeated this experiment five times,

and the experiments were still going on.—

Scientific American.

Sand-power Runs Window Display

A moving window display always attracts

attention, regardless of the means by which 
the

movement is obtained, but if the power used 
is

unique, the advertising value of the window 
is

usually doubled. A scheme for such a disp
lay

Pit in
Courtesy American Artisan Floor 1:e

Freak Window Display

is here illustrated. The drum, made of light

wood, and covered with some such material as

denim, is provided with rows of hooks on which

to show the goods to be displayed. This is con-

nected by light belting to a small wheel, similar

to the waterwheel of a mill, and above it is a

hopper filled with sand. The sand, striking the

buckets of the wheel, revolve it, and this turns

the display drum. The supply of sand in the

hopper has to be renewed twice a day.

Strike Gold While Evading Boat

Inspectors

One of the most curious instances on record

of lucky gold finds was the result of a successful

attempt of two prospectors to escape detention by

boat inspectors. Their boat, a 45-ft., flat-bot-

tomed, sidewheel steamer of such crude

workmanship and design that it would not pass

inspection, was steaming slowly along the Yukon

river in Alaska, when warning was received

that the inspectors were coming. Therefore, the

craft was run into the Intoke river, and the
nce

into a smaller stream. While waiting for the

inspectors to leave the territory the two men

prospected to pass the time, and in a day or
 so

struck a pay streak of coarse, shotty gold. 
The

find was a bonanza, and claims were staked 
out

for themselves and friends.



(The above appears on all our goods)

A salesman makes " Sales.

Quality of the Goods turns
the"Sales"into"Customers."

The Jewelers who handle our
" Quality Line " never complain
of poor business.

We handle everything in the line
of jewelry except watches and
rings.

WHEN!
Are You Going to Put in Those Show Cases ?

NOW IS THE TIME, AND THIS IS
THE CASE THAT YOU SHOULD BUY

Our Special Narrow Frame Floor Case

Complete catalog and prices on request

Itimazth. &our Gag
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

New York Salesroom: 732 Broadway Boston Salesroon: : 21 Columbia St.
A. K. Sibley, ManagerFrank Meyers, Manager

Platinum
Scarf Pins
of the very
latest designs

We also carry a
full line of
Solid Gold 1096

$6.00
1097

$5.00
1098

$6.50
A full line of Rings—fancy, hand-carved fancy, and fancy hand-made in solid gold only.We also have a full line of precious and semi-precious Stones on hand at the right prices.Let us bid on your next repair work. Our workmen are skilled in this branch of the
jewelry trade. Send tor our booklet descriptive of the line we carry.

\v M. J. ORKIN Wholesale and Manufacturing Jeweler

373 Washington Street BOSTON, MASS.

It is easy enough to SECURE a high..
salaried position, but it is not so easy to
hold it.

Our Attendance or
Home Study Course
will help you to GET and to HOLD it.

Write for prospectus, and state whether
interested in Attendance or Home Study
Course.

WISCONSIN
Ns INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY

Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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How to Make a Useful Electric
Bell

The most familiar use for an electric bell
is for a door bell, although it may be applied in
numerous ways to transmit signals of different
kinds. Such a bell can be made by a boy of
ordinary ability, as follows :

Procure from your local blacksmith a piece
of soft iron about 3/8 in in diameter and 5% in.
long. As this iron must be bent as shown in
Fig. 1, you may as well have the blacksmith do
the bending as it is quite difficult to get the
proper shape. The ends of the iron should be
filed off perfectly flat, so they will rest on a
level surface. File off any rough surface that

When complete, cover the coils with three or
four layers of strong paper, connect the two
inside ends of the wire, as shown in Fig. 5,

and solder them. The magnets finished in this

manner are ready to be mounted on the base.

The base is made of a well-seasoned piece

of hard wood about V, in. thick cut to the di-

mensions given in Fig. 6. When this piece of

wood is cut out and the holes all made it should

be well covered with shellac to preventittshwarp-

ing. Take a piece of thin metal about 1/16 in.

thick and 1/2 in. wide and bend it as shown 

7 to lit over the magnets. Drill three holes in

the metal to take round-headed screws, in. in

diameter, and mount the magnets as shown in

Fig 6. Place several sheets of paper under the

metal to prevent it from injuring the coils.

F. 9A

 1 Foe. 913

Details of the idectric Bell

may have been produced in bending, to a distance
of IT/, in. from each end. File evenly so as to
keep the metal round. Secure some pieces of
hard rubber or fiber about ,A in. thick and of
sufficient size to cut out four washers of the
dimensions given in Fig. 2. When cutting the
hole in the center be sure to make it square
with the surface of the washer. Those who have

a lathe or drill press will find this quite easy, but
it can be done by hand. If you are unable to
secure rubber or fiber, some hard wood, such as
oak or maple, will do. I f the washers are made
of wood, they should be well coated with shellac
to prevent them from warping. Drill a 06-in.
hole in two of the washers near their outer
edges, in the other two drill them near the edge
of the holes. These small holes are for the ends
of the magnet wire to pass through. The
washers should fit snugly on the iron when they
are slipped into place as shown in Fig. 3. A
small cut in the metal made with a cold chisel,
near the edge of each washer, will „prevent them
from moving on the rod. Wind two or three
layers of a good quality of writing paper on
the iron between the washers. It would be
well to cut the paper a little wider than the
distance between the washers and slit the edges
as shown in Fig. 4, which will allow them to
turn up against the washers when the paper
is wound on the core. If a little shellac is applied
to ,.the inside of the paper before wrapping, it
will hold both paper and washers in place. Se-
cure 2 oz. of No. 24 gauge double cotton-covered
copper wire and wind each spool with about 425
turns, placing a sheet of paper between the layers
of wire. Be sure to wind both coil in the same
directions (Fig. 5), and that you allow 5 or 6 in.
of wire at each end for making connections.

Flo I IA

The armature of the bell should be made
from a piece of soft iron about /8 in. thick, 5i2
in. wide and 2 in. long. Drill a 06-in. hole in
center of one end and solder into it a piece of

spring brass wire 4 in. long. In the
other end of the armature drill two t/i6-in. holes,
as shown in Fig. 8. Take a piece of spring brass
06-in. thick, 3/8  iii. wide and 3,A in. long and
drill two t/16-in. holes in one end to match
those in the armature, and two V8 in. holes in
the other end as shown in Fig. 9A. Bend the
brass to the form shown in Fig. 9B and rivet
it to the armature with two short pieces of soft

Fin. 12

0

Foca. 14

Wiring Diagram

brass wire to serve as rivets. Cut a piece of
hard wood to the dimensions given in Fig. to.
Fasten the free end of the spring attached to the
armature to this block and then mount it on
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the base by means of two wood screws so that
the armature is parallel to the face of the ends
of the magnets and just touching them. After
mounting the block, remove the armature and
bend the spring so that the armature is about
1/16 to V8 in. from the extreme magnets when it
is put back in place. Cut a piece from 06-in.
brass with dimensions as given in Fig. HA and
drill two in. holes in one end and bend as
shown in Fig. HB. Mount this on the base
by means of two wood screws so that the point
P bears quite firmly against the center of the
spring S near its end.

Any kind of a gong can be used for the bell
—one from an old alarm clock, a sleigh bell or a
small dinner bell will serve the purpose. Fasten
the gong to the small end of the base by means
of a small wood pedestal or other convenient
support. The wire fastened to the end of the
armature is cut off to such a length that when
a 44 or 5/16-in. lead ball is fastened on the
end it will strike the gong as shown in Fig. 6.
In connecting up the electrical circuit place one
extreme of the free ends of the magnet windings
under the head of the screws holding the spring
that supports the armature in place. Connect
another piece of wire 4 or 5 in. long under the
head of one of the screws holding the point P
ill place. This wire and the other end of the
magnet winding are the terminals of the bell.
These ends are connected to two bindirig-posts,
B B, placed in the corners of the base. It might
be well to run these wires in grooves cut in the
back of the base to protect them, also to make
a better appearance.

Connect three dry cells to the terminals of
the bell and if it is properly adjusted it should
ring. The current flows through the magnet
windings and contacts S and P. The current
magnetizes the cores of the windings and the
armature is attracted to them. When the arma-
ture has moved some distance toward the cores,
the spring S leaves the point P and the circuit
through the windings is broken and the current
ceases to flow. The cores are no longer mag-
netized and the spring attached to the armature
returns it to the original position, thus closing
the circuit and causing the armature to be
attracted again. The vibration of the armature
makes the lead ball strike against the gong, thus
making it ring. The bell may not be in adjust-
ment at first, but a little patience in setting the
points of contacts will soon have it working
nicely. There is quite a tendency for the metals
to be eaten away at the point of contact P, due
to the arc formed when the circuit is broken.
This can be reduced by making point P and the
surface of the spring S at the point of contact
out of platinum. Drill a small hole in the end of
P, insert a short piece of platinum wire and
hammer the brass down around it to hold it in
place. A piece should be fastened to S by drilling
a hole through the spring where the point P
makes the contact and inserting a short piece of
platinum wire and riveting it down. A wood
cover will add greatly to the appearance of the
bell and will prevent dust collecting at the
point P, which is a source of annoyance, often-
times preventing the circuit from being closed.

The bell is shown connected in series with a
battery, B, and push button, P, in Fig. i. The
push button is nothing more than a device for
completing the electrical circuit. The circuit
through the bell is normally open, but when the
button is pressed the circuit is closed and the
bell rings. The bell may be operated from more
than one push button as shown in Figs. 13 and
14. It is difficult to tell which button is pushed,
unless a different bell with different tones is used
for each one, or a code of signals, but a device
called an annunciator can be used which will
indicate from which button the signal was sent.—
Electrician and Mechanic.
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NOW is the Time to Order Your Summer Outing Chains
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Sterling Silver Hat Pins
ALL NEW DESIGNS for COLLEGE and HIGH SCHOOL TRADE.
Can also be used without seal, and if desired monograms can be engraved
in place of seal. SAMPLE AND PRICES ON APPLICATION

THE KINNEY CO., 14 Blount Street, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
Manufacturers of College Jewelry, Class Pins and All Classes of Special Work. Qualities : Sterling, 10 and 14 Karat

A BOON TO GIFT ENGRAVERS The Keystone Portfolio of Monograms should be within
reach of every engraver at this season. The price, 50 cents, is

merely nominal for so unique a collection of two- and three-letter monograms—all entirely different from the conventional ideas. 
Never was

engraver offered so much value at so small a price.

PUBLISHED BY THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The Cost of Retail Advertising

The book of Butler Brothers, "Success

in Advertising," thus answers the question,

"How much for printers' ink?"
"Single line in

Percentage spend all the way from

of Sales practically nothing up to 2

per cent. of their annual

sales—the former, when location and win-

dows are exceptionally good, the latter

when the store is on a side street or the

windows are poor display mediums.

"Under average conditions we advise

beginners to spend from one to one and

one-half per cent. of their annual sales in

newspapers, circulars and other forms of

printers' ink advertising. On a business

of $15,000, for instance, this gives from

$150 to $225 to be spent in advertising

proper."
The above is, of course, intended as a

suggestion to new men in the trade. Brains

has the idea, however, that a larger percent-

age could be spent with a greatly increased

ratio of profit. The big department stores

generally spend as much as two and one-

half per cent. of their annual sales on ad-

vertising, and we have known small

merchants who became big ones to go far

past that limit. That was the reason they

grew.

Value of

Printed Matter

The book goe_ on to say:

"When well done—and no

other sort of advertising is

really advertising—printed

matter undoubtedly influences people to

come into your store or to pass by your

windows, where new values will have a

chance to do their work. While in the

variety business printers' ink can never 'dis-

place the use of leaders as the foremost

form of advertising; the right expenditure

of a modest amount of money in newspaper

and circulars not only makes the use of

leaders more effective, but to some extent

serves to diminish the amount of money it

is necessary to expend in leaders."

In our opinion leaders and printers'

ink should go together. Without advertis-

ing of some sort, leaders are comparatively

worthless. Let the folks know—let all that

are likely to be interested know of your

leaders, and thus lead them into the store,

and lead them to buy other things they need

upon which there is more profit. You will

then find that the book is dead right when

it says that the right kind of advertising

makes the use of leaders more effective.

The book further discusses the cost

of advertising under the head, "Advertising

should reduce selling costs."

"Like everything else, success in ad-

vertising depends upon how well it is done.
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"The first year it probably will be nec-

essary for you to spend a little more than

later—when you are better acquainted:

But whether you spend little or much it

must have your best attention—if it is to

bring results.
"Let us go into the matter a little

further.
"There is a definite and limited amount

of money that may be legitimately charged

to the selling expense of an article. Of

course, this charge varies with the article,

and the conditions surrounding its sale. But

there is a point beyond which it cannot go,

without directly placing an added burden

upon the buyer, be he wholesaler, retailer
or consumer.

"If advertising helps to sell more of

the article without increasing the relative

cost of selling—then the advertising is

altogether good—it is economically bene-

ficial.

"But, on the other hand, if advertising

increases the relative cost of selling, then

it is vicious and harmful. •
"This should be the first stated law of

advertising—the measure by which it is
judged.

"The selling prices of many generally

advertised articles are forced to bear a

legitimate selling expense, plus a heavy ad-

vertising expense. This advertising expense

the buyer is forced to pay directly over

and above the legitimate selling price.. In

other words, the advertising creates a de-

mand at an inflated and fictitious price—it

puts water in the stock—sand in the sugar

—and empties the pocketbook without an

adequate return."

It is surely high time that

the absurd but oft-repeated
assertion that the consumer

pays for the advertising

should be given its quietus. But it dies

hard; for there are too many who have

heard this fallacy somewhere, and repeat it

as if it were the wisdom of Epictetus.

"It is a mistake—the consumer does not

pay for the advertising. Neither does the

merchant. If it is real advertising it in-

creases sales and reduces cost of selling—

also, under some conditions, prices. It is

an economy. And it is not an expense, but

an investment—a weapon to beat down

costs and hold up profits.
"Advertising with us has reduced our

selling expenses. With it we have been

able to subtract from the usual and regular

expense—and this subtraction has been

substantial enough to mean a direct sav-

ing to the retailer. Advertising will save

for you—just as it has saved for us—if

you use it right."

A Proved

Fallacy

Another article in the book treats the

subject of Cost in Retail Advertising, thus :

"The possible channels into which a

merchant may turn his printers' ink appro-

priation are as follows:

Newspapers.
Circulars.
Personal Letters.
Booklets.
Personal Solicitation.
Store Papers.
Street Car Cards.
Posters.
Souvenirs.
Catalogues.

Allotting the

Investment

"Having once determined

how much you can afford

to invest in advertising,
you should proceed to ap-

portion the sum—to lay out a schedule as

a working basis. Let us assume, for the

purpose of illustration, that you decide

to invest $225. This will give you approxi-

mately $18 a month to spend in different

forms of advertising—as you deem best.

But there are some months in which you

will not want to spend the entire $18. Dur-

ing the holiday season you will probably

want to spend much more than $18. Your

yearly schedule for advertising should run

about as follows:

January  $18.00
February   20.00
March   12.00
April   15.00
May   15.00
June   20.00
July   15.00
August   18.00
September   12.00
October   12.00
November   30.00
December   40.00

Total  $227.00

"Of course, the amount of newspaper

space and printed matter this money will

buy will depend absolutely upon conditions.

Newspaper space costs all the way from 5

or 6 cents an inch (single column) to 25

cents an agate line (there are fourteen

agate lines to the inch—single column)—

depending upon size of town, circulation,

etc. Printing prices for circulars, etc., vary

greatly—but are apt to be lowest in the

smaller places—where union scales and

high rents are unknown."

The above table does not seem to take

account of Easter and in other ways might

be improved upon by the individual re-

tailer ; yet is strongly suggestive, and

should be of great aid as indicating that

advertising expenditure should be differ-

ently apportioned to different seasons.
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CHANTECLER
JEWELRY

First it was a fad
Now it's a craze

Generally admitted to be " the" feature of the
season's styles—and a very pleasing one at that.

We are offering the trade a line of Chantecler

Jewelry Novelties in which the popular idea

appears at its best.

OUR CHANTECLER

are

Hat Pins
Stick Pins
Sash Pins
Collar Pins and
Buckles

not only new but particularly attractive.

Ask your Jobber or send postal and
we will tell you where to get them

D. A. HART CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

Attleboro, Mass.
37 Maiden Lane, New York Heyworth Building, Chicago

QUAL I TY—STYL E

"C. A. M. & Co."

Quality 
There is varying quality of all grades put

into jewelry that is made up. Most of it,

however, is surface quality. It does not go
clear through to the very core of the stock.

In the particular line of goods we manu-
facture we give detailed attention to this sub-

ject of quality, and in offering our new line
of ready sellers we are giving you the very
best there is to be gotten in quality, service
and design. It's not surface quality, but
quality that goes all the way through.

That is why we are known by jobbers
and retail jewelers the country over as

Makers of the Quality Line

We make quality goods that resist wear.
Mr. Jobber, our salesmen are now starting

out with this "Quality Line" which this season
contains some striking individual designs
that will bring reorders for the "C.A. M.& Co."

line from retailers everywhere.
To you, Mr. Retailer, we simply ask in-

spection of our goods which your jobber has.

LOOK FOR OUR TRADE-MARK

AS SHOWN IN THE CORNER. 

STAMPED ON EVERY ARTICLE

C. A. Marsh & Co.
Attleboro
Massachusetts

The Standard of Excellence

April, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

The Other Half of the Cullinan

It is reported in African papers that

the original stone, of which the Cullinan was

a portion, has been found in the possession

of the Kaffirs of the Magatos tribe in Zout-

pansberg. The dimensions of this second

Cullinan stone have been given as 4,323

carats.

This story has been denied by the

Transvaal Department of Mines, and an

official of the treasury in Pretoria states

that the origin of the legend can undoubt-

edly be traced to the belief that enormous

quantities of diamonds were buried by

command of the celebrated chieftain's wife

Majatje during the Boer war. These dia-

monds became the spoil of the Kaffirs when

they returned to Kimberley. But these

treasures are lost, for the Kaffirs who

buried them are dead and search for them

has been without result.

The possibility of finding
Still Larger still larger stones than the
Stones Cullinan in the soil of South

Africa is, however, by no

means remote. G. A. Moleng-raaff, profes-

sor of mineralogy in the Technical High

School at Delft, recently stated that the

Cullinan is only a portion of a much larger

stone, the original form of which can only

approximately be indicated. Four pieces

must have been broken off from the or-

iginal stone by natural crystal cleavage,

which is evident from the cleavage planes.

Each of these pieces must have been of

considerable size. Accordingly, the natural

end planes (called "nijf" in the language

of the diamond workers) are only partially

shown in the Cullinan. .Most of the crystal

planes are cleavage planes. The original

portion of the surface shows only a single

octahedral face; it also has an irregular

curved front surface bearing some re-

semblance to the six faces of a dodecahed-

ron, and a very irregularly formed cubical

(hexahedral) surface, in which the quad-

rangular impressions can be recognized.

These quadrangular impressions are charac-

teristic of minerals such as diamonds, which

occur in the octahedral form.

The Cullinan consists of a
A Single Crystal single crystal; there are no

traces either of a twin

crystal or of twin lamellx; it is completely

transparent and colorless. Its transparency

can be best compared with that of very

pure ice, or with the complete clearness

of the variety of opal known in the mineral

kingdom as hyalite (principally consisting

of silicic acid. It is true that the Cullinan

contains a few impurities in the shape of

inclosed grains, also some internal cleav-

ages of fragmentary character, called

glessen" in the Dutch diamond trade, but

their situation is such that they do not
injure the value of the stone as a jewel. In

any case the Cullinan is the purest of all
large precious stones hitherto found. The
question now arises whether there is a pos-
sibility of finding the pieces broken off by
crystal cleavage. That they can be found is
certain, but it is impossible to predict
whether they are now in diamond mines or
elsewhere.

The diamond is formed,
Composition as is known, at great depths
of Diamond by the decomposition of

carbon, dissolved in the

molten, basic, plutonic magma of the earth.

(The so-called "blue-earth" is formed at a
later period from this rock.) The carbon
was then, under enormous pressure and at
the very high temperature prevailing at
these depths, deposited from the molten
rock in the form of diamonds. During the
volcanic discharges of the masses of rock
the diamond was forced upward with tre-

mendous force, and the very great friction
to which the mass was exposed during its

passage through the crater shaft caused
the cleavage of the stone according to
crystallographic laws to which we have re-
ferred. It is therefore not impossible that
the broken-off fragments of the Cullinan arc
scattered over a wide space, and that they
may one day be found on the sur face of the
earth, but it is just as possible that they arc
still reposing in the depths of the mines.
Sir William Crookes has also lately ex-
pressed the opinion that the Cullinan is the
smaller portion of an octahedron broken by
crystal cleavage.—Scientific American.

Discounts Increase Profits

While a good many dealers are rarely

able to take advantage of the discounts
offered by wholesalers for prompt remit-
tance, it often happens that retailers have
formulated the custom of taking the full
time-3o to 6o days, or more—in which

to pay these accounts, and at the same
time have the money on account in their
bank.

The advantage to be gained if they
will pay up these invoices, either when the
goods are shipped or at the end of ten
days, and thus save a small percentage by
doing so, is an old story. Yet the amount to
be thus saved, while seemingly of no account,

is only another way of increasing profits.
Many retailers realize this, and always
observe care in making prompt payments.
Others also realize it, but deem it of too
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little importance and do not heed the advice
given them relative to this practice.

The savings which would accrue on
$5,000 worth of goods at two per cent.
would be $100. Is this worth saving?
Most retailers believe it is, and also look
upon the matter as an "easer" to their peace
of mind with these bills paid. They are
then able to devote their energies toward
increasing their balances, pushing collec-
tions or cutting down expenses in some de-
partments of their store which may need it.
This matter should receive earnest consid-
eration, because it opens the way for in-
creased earnings.

Death of Frank M. Sproehnle

As we go to press a despatch has been
received announcing the death of Frank
M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., Chicago,
who died in that city on March 3oth. The
deceased had suffered an illness of three
years duration and his death was conse-
quently not unexpected, although none the
less a great shock to his many friends.
He was for many years a prominent mem-

ber of the wholesale trade of Chicago, and

enjoyed an extensive acquaintance with the

retail jewelers, who will learn of his demise

with much regret.

Real Advertising
Is telling people about your goods in an
interesting, direct, convincing way—in a
way that will get their attention and hold
it—in a way that will create a desire Jiff the
goods and bring action, make sales. That
kind of advertisingpays—pays handsomely.
I write that kind ofadvertisements. I make
them pay jewelers and opticians in all parts
of the country. I can make them pay
you. I get many letters like this :

In regard to monthly service can say we
will be very glad to have it and will be very
glad to have it start at once as we are entirely

out of all copy, and owing to the very good

service you have rendered us we feel very
much dependent on you to keep us going in

the ad & YOUNG, Macon, Ga.

I will prepare you a three months' adver-
tising campaign-24 newspaper ads and
3 follow-up letters—for i o. I will
furnish a monthly service, including
Newspaper Ads, Window Cards,
Letters, Mailing Cards, Circulars and
other Follow-up Matter for a very
moderate sum per month.

Norman R. Williams
Specialist in Jewelry Store

Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago
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Through the
Jobbing Trade

A FEW LEADERS
We have many more in the
COMB AND HAT PIN LINE
We use nothing but the very finest of stock in
making our combs, and our rhinestones are
selected from first quality imported goods of
great brilliancy.

BRAID PINS, popular price sellers, from $1.00 up

SPIKE HAT PINS, very striking, from 1.00 up

LA VALLIERES—in all the latest designs,
made to cater to the average—from 25c. up

Samples sent on request

- CALENDER AND MASON STREETSProvidence Manufacturing Company, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

" CHAMPION " Plating Machine
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16 Ounces) Roman Gold Solution

1 " Rose "
" • Silver .6

1 " Copper
Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes, Enameled Plating Tank and
Stand, Wire, Instruction Book and one

"CHAMPION" Plating Machine for $15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating Machine is equipped with such strengths
of current as to enable any one to correctly do Roman, Rose,
Green, Red, Orange Rose, Antique Green, English, 14 or 18 K.
Gilding, Silvering, Coppering, etc., and obtain results equal to
those of the skilled plater.

I OW

oiatI11111117

PLATING SALT

, I PINT
116 OUNCES)

GOLD
SOLUTION

IIIGkI11411 CITILSID
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PLATT° SALTS
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PRICE, $15.00 NET CASH

ATING SALT
FOR

1 PI NT16 OUNCES)

1 LV ER
OLUTION 111119‘,..

The Champion Machine is simple, practical, always ready for use, unfailingly correct, and just the machine for the Jeweler's needs. Can be used with any
good Plating Solution. The Batteries contained therein are dry Cells, furnishing the regular currents necessary for all the shades enumerated on the machine.

Anyone possessed of the least knowledge of plating knows that it is impossible to produce with the same current strength, the same shades on a
number of articles as he would on one or two; therefore, where the same shades are wanted on more or larger articles an increased current is required.
This is provided for on the machine, and the turning of lever from contact point marked No. I to No. 2 accomplishes it.

The Batteries are connected for long life. Two cells are made to do the work of one, or in other words where the life of one battery would supposedly
last one year, by this arrangement it would last 2 years. Dead batteries can be readily replaced by anyone at a small cost. The box which contains the cells is
made of oak, nicely finished, and has nickel-plated lever and other attachments. Weight, 25 lbs. boxed. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6 inches wide.

The Champion Plating Machine, fully guaranteed as represented, together with salts for ONE PINT each of ROMAN GOLD, ROSE GOLD, SILVER
and COPPER, Anodes, Tank, Stand, Wire, Instruction Book, etc., $15.00 net cash. Ask your Jobber or write direct to Manufacturers

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette St., New York

EMPIRE BOXES
are equipped with our Patented Double Action Spring,
which holds the box rigid when open or closed. They are
made of steel, and

ARE BETTER
because they will not warp or shrink, and that Empire boxes
will always keep their shape. They are neat in construction
and strong and durable, and

COST LESS
than wooden or fibre boxes because we make them in very
large quantities by our automatic machinery, and therefore
cost us less to produce—you deriving the benefit. They

ARE GUARANTEED
against all defects in material and workmanship, and we will
repair and replace any box found defective. They therefore

ARE THE BEST
because they are the neatest, cheapest, most durable boxes
on the market.

If not acquainted with our line, ask us to send you free
our booklet,

THE REASON WHY
If you feel that you do not require enough boxes to order
from us, let us send you the name of a jobber nearest to
you. Ask him for Empire boxes.

EDWARD WARNER, Pre.. and Treas. RUDOLPH J. WARNER, S ety.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE COMPANY
142-144-145 Clinton Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

April, 1910
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INTEREST

J. B. Mackey, formerly in business at Center-
ville, Ala., has moved to Uniontown, Ala.

Mr. Rogers, of the Upson-Rogers Company,
Bank Street, Waterbury, Conn., has gone to
Rochester, N. Y.

J. C. Koempel, who has conducted a jewelry
store in Strawberry Point, Iowa, has moved to
Lake Mills, Iowa.

Mr. Goodwin, of Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted,
Conn., has just returned from a three weeks' stay
in Cleveland, Ohio, and vicinity.

Lewis Goodman, jeweler, of Stockton, Cal.,
accompanied by his daughter, spent some time in
San Francisco last month selecting his spring
stock.

Noah M. Brumbaugh, formerly of Milford,
Ind., has recently moved his stock of jewelry to
Goshen, Ind., and will carry a larger stock at
the new location.

Walter A. Lord, of Goldfield, Nev., and F.
L. Miller, of Loyalton, Cal., but originally of
Goldfield, have opened a retail jewelry store at
1012 Eighth Street, Sacramento, Cal.

C. H. Funston and Dr. J. L. Rawhouser have
formed a partnership and will conduct a drug
and jewelry store at Cassville, Mo., under the
firm name of Cassville Drug Co.

F. N. De La Mater has sold out his jewelry
business in McAlester, Okla., to the firm of Ray
De La Mater & Co., the company being A. C.
Husey, formerly of Wichita, Kansas.

W. A. Grant, Harrisburg, Ill., accompanied
by his family, spent February in the South. He
is hopeful of a good business this year provided
no strike of the coal miners takes place.

The town formerly known as Sandy Bill,
N. Y., has had its name changed to Hudson
Falls. The change took place last month and
was approved by the Postmaster-General.

L. V. Stone, member of the firm of Stone &
Herrick, Conneaut, Ohio, has retired from the
business after a service of 26 years. T. C. Her-
rick, the junior partner, is now the sole owner.

G. W. Reed will remove about April 1st from
Reidsville, N. C., to Milton, N. C. B. B. Blalock
will be associated with him in business at the new
address. The firm name will be the Reed Jewelry
Company.

The firm of Culpepper & Dever, Hayti, Mo.,
has been dissolved by mutual agreement, and will
be succeeded by Culpepper & Jackson, who assume
all the responsibilities and indebtedness of the
former firm.

Geo. M. Harrington, of Harrington, Del.,
a veteran member of the jewelry trade, died
recently. The deceased had been for twenty-
one years in business at the same stand and had
built up a large trade.

Mrs. E. H. Bailey, of the advertising depart-
ment of The New England Watch Company,
Waterbury, Conn., went out of town over the
Easter holidays in search of recreation. Mr.
Atkins of this same company has just completed
a western trip.

Fritz Hoefer, the well known jeweler of
Aurora, Neb., recently sold out his business
to J. H. Donner Jewelry Co., which is now
conducting same. Mr. Hoefer had been in the
jewelry business continuously for thirty-two
years, during which time he amassed considerable
wealth.

G. A. Bahn, of the G. A. Bahn Optical &
Diamond Co., Austin, Texas, recently disposed
of his interest in the business to C. H. Page, L.
J. Schneider, A. E. Stelfox, A. W. Bloor, 0. D.
Hudnall and E. J. Palm. All liabilities incurred
since March 2nd, the date of the sale, have
been assumed by the present stockholders and all
accounts owing to the company are payable to
them.

H KEYSTONE.'

Price & Tompkins, who had two jewelry
stores, one at Roodhouse, Ill., and a branch store
at Mattoon, Ill., having found the branch store
more profitable than the main store, have moved
the stock to Mattoon, which will be their address
hereafter.

At the recent Trenton, N. J., Factories' relay
race, which formed part of the Atlantic Carnival
held in the State Armory in that city, the team of
the Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro. factory won the
race and secured the Gunson trophy, which was
a silver cup. Each member of the team also
received a bronze medal.

Geo. K. Deitz, of Millersburg, Ohio, has
leased a two-story brick building and is having
the storeroom remodelled for a jewelry store
with optical parlors. When complete the new
establishment will be, it is said, the largest of its
kind in Holmes county. He expects to move into
the new store about May 1st.

We take pleasure in showing in the accom-
panying illustration the portrait of one whose
claim to being the "youngest watchmaker" will
scarcely be disputed. This mechanical prodigy
is Paul Beckberger, son of Frank W. Beckberger,
of Norwalk, Ohio. Master Paul is a few months
over three years old and the photo was taken by
his father last Christmas. The bench shown in

"The Youngest Watchmaker"

the picture he received for a Christmas gift. It
is 21 inches high, 25 inches long and 14 inches
wide and is a complete jeweler's workbench in
every way. It may be stated that the juvenile
horologist comes naturally by his predilec-
tion for watch work, as his father is considered
one of the most accomplished watchmakers in
that section and is in addition an artist of con-
siderable ability. THE KEYSTONE wishes success,
long life and prosperity to Master Paul.

The Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling,
W. Va., the well-known manufacturers of metal
ceilings, have issued a very handsome little book-
let entitled, "Metal Ceiling Reasons." The
booklet contains handsome illustrations of the
beautiful designs made by this company and
will be found of interest and value to all
jewelers who are contemplating improvements of
this character. This company furnishes estimates
and drawings upon receipt of diagram or detailed
description without charge or obligation.

John B. Evans, formerly of Silverton and
Colorado Springs, Colorado, was arrested in
St. Joseph, Mo., on February 22nd, and taken
back to Fayetteville, Arkansas, on a charge of
embezzling several hundred dollars from the
Elks' lodge of the last-named place, of which
he was secretary. Being unable to give bond,
Evans was placed in jail to await the action of
the Grand Jury. For the past two years he had
been employed by the J. L. Duke Jewelry Co.,
of Fayetteville. His employers discovered re-
cently that he had defrauded them of a large
sum by ordering merchandise, principally dia-
monds, in the name of the firm, and converting
to his own uses the proceeds of the sales. When
confronted with his crimes, he attempted to
commit suicide by taking strychnine, but the
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doctors pumped his stomach out and saved his
life. As soon as he was able to travel he
attempted to get away, but was caught as stated
above. Evans is an Englishman, about 38 years
old, of pleasing address, who easily wins the
confidence of people with whom he comes in
contact.

The E. H. H. Smith Silver Company of
Bridgeport, Conn., are building a two-story brick-
constructed—with concrete fireproof floors—addi-
tion to their present quarters. When completed
this addition will be occupied as the office, and
for packing and storage. The addition is 82 feet
long by 35 feet wide and is well lighted and
ventilated.

S. Messerer, 23 Springfield Avenue, Newark,
N. J., has contrived a very ingenious revolving
display case, a sample of which he has in opera-
tion in front of his store. It consists of a re-
volving twelve-sided platform on top of which is
shown a plaster cast of Mr. Messerer himself and
on the sides are hung plaster nose casts with
various mountings, glasses, etc., shown on the
casts. It is operated by electricity.

The Chief of Police of Spokane, Wash., is
endeavoring to accomplish the arrest of Joe
Jaber, alias Joe Faver, who on October 30th last
year, stole a diamond ring valued at $250 from
the jewelry store of M. M. Cohen, 404 Riverside,
Spokane. Jaber is of Jewish descent, speaks
slightly broken English, age 33, height 5 feet 3
inches, weight 530 pounds, and has light brown
hair. Mr. Cohen has offered a reward of $5o
for his arrest and states that he will doubtless
be found working in some pawnshop.

L. D. Giddens, founder of the firm of L. D.
Giddens & Son, Goldsboro, N. C., who died some
time ago, was a veteran in the jewelry business in
that State, starting in 1859, and continuing until
the time of his death, with the exception of the
four years of the Civil War, 186r to 1865. The
deceased was an accomplished merchant as well
as a mechanic and built up a highly successful
business which is now being conducted by his
son. Mr. Giddens had a host of friends in the
wholesale and retail trade, all of whom heard of
his death with much regret.

G. H. Pinny, treasurer of The Williams Bros.
Mfg. Co., Glastonbury, Conn., has bought a two-
cylinder forty horse-power Pope-Toledo automo-
bile and is taking advantage of the beautiful
weather by taking daily spins about the surround-
ing country, which is noted for its great beauty.

A. Frank, jeweler and optician, has moved
from the Meigs Building, in Bridgeport, Conn., to
roo Fairfield Avenue, same city, where he has
opened up a very fine jewelry and optical store.
The store is seventy feet long and 30 feet wide.

Kendrick & Davis Co., Lebanon, N. H., have
just issued a new catalogue of staking tools. The
compilation is of such practical value that no
jeweler should be without a copy. The book
takes on the dual character of a catalogue and
text-book, the descriptive matter being very in-
structive and abundant. A copy of the catalogue
can be had for the asking. This company will
issue in the near future another new catalogue
entitled "Staking Tools and How to Use Them."
This will be still more of a text-book, being
elaborately bound in cloth and full of valuable
information and illustrations showing the differ-
ent operations for watch work.

D. G. Gallett, of Aberdeen, S. Dak., opened
last month his handsome new store which became
immediately the Mecca for a goodly proportion
of the local population who wished to inspect the
new establishment. The store is up-to-date in
every respect with fine mahogany fixtures and
every modern convenience for the comfort of
customers and to facilitate the transaction of
business. A particularly serviceable feature is
the show window, which has been especially con-
structed with a view to giving maximum service
in the display of the lines handled by Mr. Gallett.
Other features of the store are a cut-glass room,
a dark room for eye examination and well
equipped repair department. On a mezzanine
floor is a clock room and also a stock of grapho-
phones, phonographs, records, etc.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale
of the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get
the genuine.—Adv.
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WATCH LOAN CHECK
TO BE USED ON WATCHES WHICH
THE JEWELER USES FOR LOAN

PURPOSES ONLY

All jewelers frequently lend watches to their
customers while the latter leave theirs to be
repaired. It is safe to say that all jewelers have
los! loan watches because the customer did not
return the borrowed watch and because the
jeweler " forgot.-
This new Loan Check is a Record Check, made to keep track of each loan
watch. You enter the record on the printed slip within. A heavy piece of
transparent celluloid covers it and they are held permanently in place with
a snap bezel.

Sold in dozen lots only at $1.50, procurable from any material
and supply house in the U. S. or Canada, or if you so desire,
you may order direct, enclosing amount to cover. Money
refunded if not satisfactory.

WATCH LOAN CHECK CO.
ROCK ISLAND :: ILLINOIS. U. S. A.

WHITE
METAL
GOODS

We manufacture a very complete line of these
goods, including SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY
and BEAUTY PINS, FOBS, NECK, BELT,

HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS, Etc., in

Roman or Silver finish.

These goods are furnished plain or engraved as desired.

Write and ask us for illustrations, prices and free

samples.
This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON SPECIAL WORK

Enterprise
Jewelry Co.

Box 341

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

LEARN ENGRAVING $5
For FIVE DOLLARS we send you a complete set of lessons, well illustrated,
in letter and monogram engraving on jewelry, silverware and other metals. These
lessons are prepared by an expert engraver of twenty-five years' experience and
explain sharpening and tempering tools, plain, bright-cut, wriggled and other
cutting ; engraving script and other letters; leaf, block, ribbon and entwined mono-
grams, transferring, cementing and many other valuable tricks of the trade. We
also send you a set of gravers (sharpened), a good oil stone, a block to hold
lockets, watches, etc., which is also a perfect tool sharpener ; dividers; 10 metal
plates ; 6 rings and 6 thimbles to practice on and a book of "Monograms and
Alphabets."

Book of Monograms and Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet combined with every other letter in script and block styles;
Script, Old English, Roman, Block, German, Hebrew and Greek Alphabets ; Year-Date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials; Fancy and Ribbon Monograms. $1.00 postpaid.

ASK FOR CIRCULAR AND FULL PARTICULARS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

41

1W4lEOL,
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Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap .substitutes ;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

ESTABLISHED 1892

LOUIS J. MEYER MANUFACTURER AND

REPAIRER OF

Sterling Silver
cArticles

,ALSO

COLD and SILVER PLATING
and REPAIRING OF METAL
GOODS of any description,

INCLUDING THE REPAIRING,
REFINISHING AND RELINING
OF CHATELAINE BAGS

104 -106 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia
WORK CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO MAIL AND EXPRESS ORDERS
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NoN. 20.. R2omi 4az,.
3G5ocldents

Plate, 50 cents

25 eents

"CLINCH"
Safety Catch for

Scarf Pins
Does not Mar the Pin. Simple and Neat.

One turn to the right grips it like a vise.

No. I. Gold Plated . . . . ...... $1.50 dozen

No. 2. Roman finish   1.75 "

No. 2. 14 K. Gold Plate, burnished . .   2.25 "

41...Put up on handsome card, 
with

easel back, to display on show
case or in window.

The Hoffman Novelty Co.
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers in

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE,

TOOLS, MATERIALS, ETC., ETC.

Fifth Ave. and 32d St., Reed & Barton Bldg.

LONDON - 51 Hatton Garden
PARIS -4 Rue Marbeuf
BERLIN -ill Kurfiirsten Strasse

ALBANY, N. Y.-79-81-83 N. Pearl Street

The "SECURITY" Necklace Clasp
HEAR IT SNAP LOCKS IN TWO PLACES

ABSOLUTELY SECURE

No. 1 Locks here No.

No. 2 Locks hcre

Put. J tine 2,
1908

No.2

0==f0
No.111

10 K 
14K 
10 K 
14 K 
10K.

-NO.1

No. I.
No. I B.
No. 2.
No. I.
No. I.
No. I B.
No. I B.
No. 2.
No. I.

Gold Filled
" "
"
Solid Gold,
" "
"
"
"
Platinum

OWN

No. 2

$1 50 dozen
175 "
2.00

6 46.00
1.67.00

7.00
49.00

900
18.00

We also use our same patent on paved diamond

and pearl clasps for fine necklaces. Photographs

and prices will be sent upon application.

WRITE YOUR JOBBER OR SEND
YOUR ORDERS TO US DIRECT

COMPLETE COURSE ON ESCAPEMENTS

----,

=_-,--

_ The most complete and thorough work on escapements ever written, is the well-known treatise

WATCH AND CLOCK ESCAPEMENTS

This book was compiled by two of the most accomplished and experienced teachers of horology in the 
United

States, and their skill in imparting their knowledge to students is shown on every page of the book, both in

text and in illustration.
Bound in cloth-198 pages, 200 original illustrations

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 8o9=811=813 North 19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

13-...."IsA.1314ISI-InE) 1889
21st SLICCESSFIJI.,

'the Jewelers' pchool of (fftrigraving
FIRST EXCLUSIVE ENGRAVING SCHOOL

NOTICE
We. furnish practical EngravingTools, fitted and sharpened ready for use.
We arrange splendid private courses in Watchmaking and in Optics in

connection with our Engraving Course.
We do Trade Engraving.
We sketch MONOGRAMS. 25 cents and up.
We make special designs for Jewelry. Class Pins and Medals.
We furnish good positions to all who so desire.

Write for New Catalogue Correspondence Solicited

Suite 1104 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO
RICHARD 0. KANDLER, President

ORIGINAL AND MOST PRACTICAL COURSE

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents I Send money with
India Ink or Water Color, $1.005 order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1.00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-List

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago
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THE AUCTIONEER
"Who sells the goods you wish sold"

From this time until midsummer

is the best time for jewelers to have

an auction-cleaning sale. Jewelers do

not know this—but I do, from years

of experience.

E. R. TYLER
ROOM 1102 156 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

L. H. DODD & CO.
L. H. DODD, formerly of

BRIGGS

SALES JUST RECENTLY MADE

Entire stock of the old firm of Wood Bros., Paris, Ill.,
including the fixtures.

Entire stock of W. H. Booth,
Sioux Falls, S. D.

Have three of the most talented Auctioneers in
this business, who can furnish the very best of
references to assist me.

Consider. I am in a position to buy any stock
amounting from one to $50,000 or more for
Spot Cash.

I am now Booking Sales for this summer.

NEW YORK OFFICE

396=398 Broadway

& DODD

I am now closing out the entire stock of A. Itkin, Butte,
Mont., stock inventorying over Sioci,000 consisting prin-
cipally of diamonds.

LONO

DISTANCE PHONE,

2906 DREXEL

I have made more successful and
larger sales than any other Auctioneer
in the past zo years. I can furnish
over 300 references from Leading

Jewelers, Manufacturers, Wholesale Houses, also
Banking Firms, I have transacted business for.

All sales made strictly upon honor and no mis-
representation whatsoever.

Write me if you contemplate having a sale. All
correspondence strictly confidential.

L. H. DODD & CO. OFFICE, CHICAGO, ILL.

4607 Michigan Avenue

FOR FIFTY DOLLARS we will Teach
You to Do First-class Engraving
A THREE MONTHS' COURSE in our Engraving Department will make such
an Engraver of you that you can do in a satisfactory manner the engraving that
would have to be done in the average jewelry store. This should interest you.
You can look this country over, and nowhere will you find an institution whose
students become first-class Engravers in so short a time. It is our method of
teaching and years DO of experience that count. Send for our Engraving
Prospectus. It will give you full information. It is ,ours for a postal.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and &menet Si,., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for FREE BOOK,
"Flow to be a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Building, ST. PAUL, MINN.

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
We give you first-class work at reasonable
charges, are fully prepared and competent
to care for your finest as well as ordinary
work.

N. JENSEN & CO.
203 NEWTON BUILDING ST. PAUL, MINN.Cor. Fifth and Minnesota Sts.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
Air assortment of Wells' Perfect
Self-Conforming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid ut once only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following prices:
1 doz. 10 K. gold, $3.75; 1 doz. gold
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, 85c.

Samples of ono small and one medium-large gold
filled and one metal adjuster will be sent fro.
50c., stamps or M. 0, Address

CHESTER WELLS. Meshoppen. Pa.

ELECTRIC COMBINATION
POLISHING and BUFFING MOTORS

PLATING DYNAMOS

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

BENJ. GEBHARD & CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

WATCH CASE REPAIRING
HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR
PROMPT LOW PRICES

REFINERS of Gold,Silver and
ana Platinum in any

shape—solids or

Sweep Smelters liquids, roughsweeps, cuttings or
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

Watch Repairing for the Trade
I am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.

H. J. SMITH, D3ellgo'1113eusi,iclin%

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, (.Ii , of every size and descrip-
tion, made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 83 NASS,r4111EwSTyRafc

P.A.TENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors

Beat reference. Established 20 years.
vvivt. N. M0012

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, I). C.

COOPER CISI, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Package

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on band and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers
14 Calender St., Providence, R. I.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students In Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms tuldre,s

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
inti,h.11ted sample card and price-

•ent upon request

CARMAN AR-1' CO.
70 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

Loop
Watch Keys

Sr

•-• -
A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

EVERYBODY ELSE IS

ARE YOU VERY BUSY?
U S E

JANGER3
RING BUFFS
THEY LIGHTEN THE LOAD

EVERYBODY ELSE DOES

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

111 atm lacturcrs of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service
WRITE IIC/R SHIPPING STICKERS

RS?

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET IJS ENGRAVEA SAMPLE
Artistic Monogram and Letter

Engraving. Gilding. Jewelry
and Watch Repairing. Send
for prlee-list.

UL,L,STRONII ec CO.
Ashland

INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95 of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

ABEL 0 BARRETT
Repairers and Makers of

Special Orders

47-49 Maiden Lane, New •York
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet, Cortlandt A Dey Sts. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42,1 Streets

NEW YORK

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
]'or particulars, Iv rite its, mentioning

K EysTo N

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

fiood Work promptly

done at Fair Prices.

Best Al aterial used.

Reference given.

Est hoot es furnished.

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Sansom Street

(Second Floor Front )

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dell Telephone

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

■'"i4.,:l!

For Scarf Pins, 
Studs and Lace

Pins. The most practical and only ad-
....,

Mstable one invented. Priee,$1. 50 pernoz. 
l' Or

AZI IC Ily III! Wi1011.SIIIVieWell•FRIIIIII IIIIIII'FIIII houses.

Sampleby mail,25,-, in 10 1:.gold,$1.00; 14 1:.;■1,25.

M.CROHN, Mkt. &Intr. 48 & 50 Malden Lane, N .Y.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO. 1893 PARIS, 1889 BERNE. 1859

rst-class ClotoNom writits
of modern make on hand.

Repairing, springing and

adjust ing Chronometers.

Also line Nvateli repairing

for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Successor to H. II. ItelnrIch

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
Tnos. C. REDFERN to

my entire satisfaction

for many years in all

description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. 
I know

of no one who has a better general 
knowledge of

chronometer work than he has. Ile has also done

it great deal of tine and complicated watch 
repair-

ing for me, and I can recommend him 
to anyone

desiring his services. H. II. II EINRICH.

KLEIN BROS.
LAPIDARY CO.

72 Madison Street
Cor. State Street

CHICAGO : ILLINOIS

t. F.Wadswortli
Watch Case,
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

01(1 Cases
Made New

Silversmiths'
Building #
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

ALL KINDS OF

JEWELS
MADE, OPENED AND SET

SAPPHIRE - STRIPPERS

W. C. BONNEY, KE0
OKUKo

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

The Former Incorporated and Registered with
the New York State Board of Education

offer the most complete courses in Ophthal-
mology, Optometry, Optics and preliminary
instructions for students entering the above
schools or medical schools. Special and evening
courses will be arranged to suit applicants.

Address

THEODORE F. KLEIN
185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYNX.CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent MI selection to responsible
Man u fact u rers, Jeweler:4 or 

Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Malden lane - NEW YORK

GASOLINE
LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Gives a 300 Candle-power Shadowless Light

Turns up or down, like gas, burns dim when not
in use, or Cati be turned up instantly when
more light is needed. It floods a 30 foot

space with a brilliancy like daylight.
Par cheaper tInm gas, kerosene or
electricity and so simple that anyone

can use it. You can depend on it for
Yeats for any purpose demanding a
big, strong light. Catalogue K S tells

why. Send for it now,

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
Dept. 9

42 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

tomato no. wee

SPECIAL NOTICE. -- Mrs,' " washers" a re
corrryil ,Sia les Palen
No. S9 and ail ilifrilifrnICHIS

wit/ In prosccaled.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.

MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.

PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 dez package, asst., 50c ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE BY OUR FACTORY

Cut 34 size

L. D. ANDERSON JEWELRY CO.,230 Pena St.,Reediag,Pa.
Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle Jewelry, Abalone Shell Jewelry,

ClassPins with nameoftown, Flag Broochesand Fobs with mimeo( town, Leaf 13rooche
sand Fobs with nameoftown,

Iron Pyrites Jewelry and other souvenirs made to sneet the needs of winter and
 summer resorts. Send for Catalogue

WEST 12N .J .VVEL,128
FOR QUICK, RELIABLE SERVICE 

For Watch Material, Tools and Supplies

El. L. DEACON JEiVVEL,RX CO., Denvc..-r, Ccolt).

Established 59 Years

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
ALL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, its Plate, Square

 and Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Foot=Power Lathes
Correct in principle.{

High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make aline of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, It J.

-------

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHI
NG BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

rele,

tvia#
••1. \

x\AV 4eV,"

First Quality Reconstructed
Round Rubies at 75c. per carat

SIZES FROM 1-4 TO 6 CARAT EACH

When ordering state size

EMIL BRAUDE & BRO. Watchmakers' and
Jewelers' Supplies

HEYWORTH BUILDING :: CHICAGO, ILL

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

mor SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stocks 'We
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.
Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail

National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
H you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909.

Est ahl ished 1/358

We have manufactured

The Brand
Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
52 years and our goods   B
are favorably known all 
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who
will be pleased to serve

you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. I-I. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtucket Rhode Island, U.S.A.
,FACTORY:

The Book That Experts Buy
The recognized classic in practical watch work of the higher order

is that popular companion of the watch worker

The Watch Adjusters' Manual

A typical opinion of this book is
the following from 0. M. Howard,
an accomplished watchmaker of
San Francisco:
" I have read the Manual through and

through many times, and each time I read

it I get Home idea that is new to me, al-
though I have been a practical vepairer for
a good many yettrs. I have gotten toy
money's worth out of the book is great

many times, and think more of it than any

one book in the large selection of horologi-

cal works I have. The book is worth
twice the price to any watchmaker
no matter how much or how little be
knows."

On the subject of adjustment
the treatise is specially valuable, as
it covers this important branch
more exhaustively than any other
work on horology. It is thoroughly
systematic, leading the reader step
by step from the preliminary ex-
amination of the movement to the
final adjustment for position, heat
and cold.

Sent postpaid to any part of The
world on receipt of price

$2.50 (WS. 5d.)

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North r9th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Write for further information

Tr do, :I I {"

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS giattr,$?3,P."2z-
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
208 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

BLACK SHIELD
MAINS RINGS

CASH PAID FOR
surplus stocks of DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY—or will buy
entire stocks. Business confidential. Bank references.

H. SCHWARTZ, 903 Hayworth Building, CHICAGO

If you wish to turn your stock into cash, with no risk on your part, I will Conduct a

Profitable Auction Sale
for you and will put up any amount in your hands to guarantee you against loss.
This is no fake or catch; my long experience has proven me the best. Full particulars

on request. Address the reliable Auctioneer, ST. CLAIR FECHNER, Troy, N.Y.

System in the Repair Department

calls for such a thorough record of repairs as can only be easily kept

by using

THE KEYSTONE

RECORD BOOK OF WATCH REPAIRS

If you know a jeweler who uses this book—.

thousands do—ask him about it.

Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston,

Jamaica, says :

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and
must be appreciated by anyone who has a need for such
a book. I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United States and

foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for 1600 entries of watch repairs

with printed headings, and making complete records is the work of

a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $ 1.50

published by

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
811 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, U.S. A.

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, TIIREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, Initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than I he 25th of each month, for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postai

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amount 5.

Zr answers are to be forwarded
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
1111Ist send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) If they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT POr word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement Inserted for less than 25
Cents.

BY watchmaker experienced in all classes
of watch, clock and jewelry work; mar-

ried man, good habits; permanent position
desired; refs. from last employer; South
or West preferred. "M 548," care Key-
stone.

POSITION by first-class watchmaker, en-
graver, jeweler and salesman. F. J.

Thurman, Box 28, Hutchinson, Kans.

POSITION with watch company as mis-
sionary or traveling representative by

practical watchmaker and salesman; the
best refs. "A. B. 31," 1201 Heyworth
Bldg., Chicago.

PERMANENT position by sober young
man of 28 as watchmaker; 18 months'

bench exp., 6 months at school; all tools,
good refs.; also do plain engraving and
jewelry repairing; wanted by May 15th
on Pacific Coast. "B 5i 1," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and optician, first-class,
20 years' exp.; capable of taking charge;

gilt-edge refs. Address, "W 637," care
Keystone.

BY watchmaker and engraver in some
town in North Carolina, South Carolina

or Georgia; can do work on clocks and
jewelry repairing. Box 13, Elberton, Ga.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; 28 years
old; 12 years' exp.; also good salesman

and ma years' exp in drug store. C. G.
Williams, Estherville, Iowa.

YOUNG man, single, good watchmaker
and engraver; 5 years' exp.; no bad

habits; good ref.; own tools; correspond-
ence solicited; northeastern States pre-
ferred. Address "M 572," care Keystone.

BY young man with 3 years' exp.; good,
all-around man but in engraving; can

give best of refs. G. Leitner, 710 East
Second Street, Delphos, Ohio.

MANUFACTURING jeweler, stone-setter
and repairer, also moderate engraver,

Is years' exp., wants position, Southwest
preferred. Address, "j. B.," care H. N.
Frachtmann, Houston, Texas.

BY watchmaker, plain engraver; mo years'
exp., 6 years' drug exp.; good refs.;

West preferred. Box 32, McGregor, Iowa.

PERMANENT position by young man,
years' exp. in jewelry manufacturing

shop; $r2 to start; West preferred; best
refs. William Collins, 1928 Madison Street,
Chicago, Ill.

WANTED-An opening at summer resort
for two first-class watchmakers and en-

gravers to work on salary or commission;
factory exp., middle age, own tools; AI
ref., character and ability. "W 628," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man with school and store exp.,
and good refs., wants position as watch-

maker and jeweler in central States; salary
reasonable. "M 627," care Keystone.

BY expert watchmaker, permanent position
with first-class house; West preferred.

Address "G 616," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXPERT watchmaker, jeweler and en-
graver, all-around young man, so years'

exp.; age 22, single; have all tools. H. B.
Fiedler, 1480 Madison Avenue, New York
City.

BY young man as second watchmaker and
clock repair man; can wait on trade;

good refs.; West or Northwest preferred;
own tools. C. P. Boggs, Vinton, Iowa.

Ar WATCHMAKER, jeweler, stone-setter,
monogram engraver, 9ptician, window

dresser, first-class salesman, good diamond
man, and do anything in store; own
bench, plating machine, sand blast, trial
case, and all tools necessary for work;
capable of taking full charge of store
if needed to; married, 30 years old; 12
years' exp.; strictly sober, no tobacco, and
want steady position and good salary; can
give any ref. required. Address "Watch-
maker," Box 9, Birmingham, Ala.

AS manager with chance to buy later,
business $5000 or less, by high-grade

watchmaker, engraver, stone-setter and
salesman; 7 years' practical exp.; married,
27 years old, American; no booze; have
some cash; refs. from two last employers;
modern tools; Kansas or Oklahoma pre-
ferred. "Jeweler," 1349-204 Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Ill.

BY young man, 22 years, as assistant
watchmaker, clock and jewelry repairer;

4 years' exp., own tools, good habits;
Esalary reasonable; New ngland States

preferred. Arthur L. Wallace, 495 Central
Avenue, Dover, N. H.

AS assistant watchmaker and jeweler, by
young man; 2 years' exp., good habits,

can furnish best refs. as to honesty and
ability; am acquainted with stock and
selling. "I 617," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, maker of watches and
clocks; i i years' exp., Ar refs. Louis

Raksin, 912 North Sixth Street, Phila., Pa.

GENTLEMAN with zo years' exp. in the
jewelry business would like position as

traveling salesman for a manufacturer;
best of refs. Address Box 287, Marboro,
N. Y.

EXPERIENCED railroad watchmaker, en-
graver, salesman; general all-around;

young, no bad habits; Ar refs., wishes
change of climate; Western coast preferred.
"T 609," care Keystone.

STEADY position wanted by Ai watch,
clock and jewelry repairer; high-priced

shops preferred; have all up-to-date tools.
"D 607," care Keystone.

BY June ist, by experienced all-around
workman as watchmaker under first-class

man; good habits, fair engraver; full set
tools; Middle West preferred. "C 6o8,"
care Keystone.

BY watchmaker and jeweler with six
years' exp.; own tools, good refs.; age

29; wages moderate; can manage store.
B. T. Williams, Fayetteville, Ark.

- - - -
AT once, by young man, 28, experienced
watchmaker, engraver, optician, holding

Indiana State optical license; Indiana pre-
ferred. Address "W. E. W.," Box 55,
Festus, Mo.

YOUNG lady, engraver, experienced clerk
and saleslady; also help on watch re-

pairing, desires position in the Eastern or
Southern States; best of refs., can come
May 1st. "S 6o6," care Keystone.

POSITION as watch and clock repairer;
good salesman; refs. given. Ben F.

Poole, Box los, Attica, Ind.

AS watchmaker and jeweler by young man,
good salesman; refs. given. 0. M. Peugh,

Kewanee, Ill.

YOUNG man, 24, wants position as second
watchmaker; also willing to make himself

useful around store; is also fair engraver
and has no bad habits. Address "H. C. W.,"
115 Market Street, Fort Scott, Kansas.

BY young man, with tools and bench; con-
siderable exp., desires position under a

competent jeweler; can give refs. Lock
Box 393, Fredericktown, Mo.

WATCHMAKER, experienced and reliable,
with first-class refs., wants position. John

Thompson, 39 West James Street, Lan-
caster, Pa.

AS second watchmaker, so; 3 years' prac-
tical exp.; do some engraving; own Ar

tools: want permanent position where I
can learn and advance; best refs.; Ohio
preferred. "S 594," care Keystone.

YOUNG man with several years' exp. on
all-around renair work, wishes position

under good watchmaker to finiish trade;
best of refs. "H 589," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY young man, letter and monogram en-
graver. "H 614," care Keystone.

POSITION as appraiser with first-class
pawnbroking house; good address and

refs. "L 597," care Keystone.
- - - -

YOUNG man, 3 years exp. in jewelry
store, desires position by May ist as

assistant watchmaker; good engraver of
monograms, script, old English and block
lettering; also good on repairing and manu-
facturing jewelry; no bad habits, willing
to work; very best refs.; fair salary;
photo and samples of engraving on request.
W. R. Gumm, Van Alstyne, Texas.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WESTERN salesmen, we have several good
side lines to offer. Men now calling on

jewelry trade address 18 Jacobson Block,
Denver, Colo.

EXPERIENCED salesmen on commission
basis in States which are not yet covered.

Inquire Empire Jewelry Case Co., Buffalo,
N. Y.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and jobbing
jeweler; one able to set diamonds; per-

manent position; state wages expected, date
could come and sample of engraving in
first letter. B. L. Gates, 809 Second
Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

JEWELER, experienced on platinum and
gold new work, setting, coloring and

repairing; steady position; salary $z5 to
$30. Arthur M. Field Co., Asheville, N. C.

YOUNG man to do clock and jewelry re-
pairing, window trimming, wait on trade

and general work in store; "no watch-
maker"; give salary expected and experi-
ence in first letter. Jay D. Taylor, Logans-
port, Ind.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, jeweler, clock
repairer; one who can engrave preferred,

in well located, healthy city, New York
State; good permanent position to right
man who wishes to improve; sample en-
graving, salary expected, all particulars
first letter. "B 639," care Keystone.

GOOD, all-around watchmaker, jeweler
and fair engraver, with tools, wanting

good permanent position. Write Tappan &
Gardner, Earlington, Ky.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, capable of
taking charge repair department in re-

liable house doing large business with
railroad men; state age, exp., refs., wages
you have commanded and wages desired
in first letter or no attention paid. Ad-
dress "J. E. 0," 1201 Heyworth Building.

AT once, first-class watchmaker and plain
engraver; permanent position steady

man; good opportunity for advancement;
no objection to one looking for health
climate if able to work; write definitely,
stating salary expected, first letter. Guay-
mas Jewelry Co., Guaymas, Mexico.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
ref. required; prefer single man of ro

years' exp.; permanent position and good
wages; tools required; population z000,
store open Saturday evenings. R. A.
Knight, Humboldt, Iowa.

YOUNG man with some knowledge of
watch and jewelry repairing; first-class

refs. required; reply, stating age, exp. and
salary expected. A. E. Anderson, Broken
Bow, Nebr.

MAN to do all kinds of job work, ordin-
ary diamond mounting and act as second

watchmaker; must be of good habits and
appearance; do good and rapid work;
photo, ref and sample of engraving with
first letter, please. P. A. Goodnough, 710
State Street, Erie, Pa.
- - - - - - - -
REGISTERED optometrist and watch-
maker about May 1st to have complete

charge of optical department and assist on
watches; want Ar man, will pay top-notch
salary; must be well educated, neat, good
salesman and able to approach high-class
trade. P. 0. Box 814, Schenectady, N. Y.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler;
state exp., salary and refs. in first let-

ter. W. W. Larsen, Beach, N. Dak.

WATCHMAKER, rapid, experienced, fine
mechanic; steady position; salary $25.

Arthur M. Field Co., Asheville, N. C.

TRAVELING salesman wanted for general
jewelry jobbing lines and manufacturers'

samples; western territory; also Wright
Fountain pens on commission Address
William Weidlich St Brother, 623 Wash-
ington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

WATCH MAKER, engraver and optician,
permanently. "P 622," care Keystone. •

HELP WANTED

FIRST-CLASS engraver and clock re-
pairer; steady position. "S 638," care

Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
no other duties required; permanent

position to Ai workman, no others need
apply; single man preferred. Address with
photograph, refs, and state salary expected
and sample of engraving. Lawrence L.
Moore Co., Seattle Wash.

GOOD watchmaker, engraver, clockmaker,
jeweler; $i8 to right man. C. E. Burris,

Marion, Ohio._ 
WANTED-A material man who can take

full charge of a material house; only
one with long and practical experience need
apply. Address J. H. Mednikow & Co.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

WANT experienced young man, good sales-
man, possessing business tact, and

average good watchmaker; honest, wide-
awake, reliable, neat; steady place year
around; best refs.; $20; high-class jewelry
store and American loan office. Nat
Ruggles, 734 Superior Avenue N. E.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
$25 per week. Hollins Bros., Lake

Charles, La.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler to take half
interest and run a $4000 jewelry busi-

ness which is paying well and rapidly
growing; this is an opportunity worth in-
vestigating. "S 623," care Keystone.

LADY engraver and stock keeper; send
samples of engraving, refs., state wages

expected and full particulars in first letter.
Address W. J. Keating, manager, Andrus
Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and optician
in town of 650o; permanent position;

state salary and refs. C. 0. Booth, Oel-
wein, Iowa.

YOUNG man, good at repairing jewelry
and clocks; send refs. and all particulars

in first letter; state nationality. A. E. Lee,
Holyoke, Mass.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
salesman; state age, exp., ref. and salary;

steady position. Fred Pauli, Pontiac, Mich.

CLOCK repairer who can do plain watch
repairing and engraving; send sample en-

graving; also state wages and refs.; band-
man preferred. Address Box 'or, Morrill-
ton, Ark.

YOUNG man, assistant watchmaker; give
particulars and salary expected. Eugene

Iloerz, Dolgeville, N. Y.

TWO good men wanted-A No. i watch-
maker and optician, must be competent

on railroad and Swiss watches; graduate
optician, not afraid of work; good position,
$25 per week. A No. r watchmaker and
engraver, good on clocks and watches;
must be competent engraver for mono-
grams and ribbon work; also design and
saw out monograms for fobs, pins and
buckles; steady position, $22.50 to $25 per
week; give particulars first letter; if not
competent do not reply. "C 618," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
one with experience at bench, 15 years

or over; wages $30 per week. "A 619,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG man at once as assistant watch-
maker, with one or two years' exp.;

northwest Texas town of 4500; permanent
position; state salary. E. M. Leutwyler,
Vernon, Texas.

GOOD .reliable watchmaker and jeweler to
take charge of store and work on com-

mission; June and July. F. N. Fugate,
Madisonville, Ky.

ASSISTANT watchmaker; must be Ai
workman, capable of taking in and de-

livering work; one who can do engraving
preferred; steady position and good salary
to right party; state in first letter salary
wanted. Address Paul-Gale-Greenwood Co.,
Norfol:c, Va.,

FIRST-CLASS engraver; prefer one who
can do hard soldering and stone-setting;

permanent and first-class position to the
right party; wages $90 per month to begin
with; send samples of engraving with first
letter. Rosenfield Bros., Leavenworth,
Kans.

COMPETENT watchmaker and plain en-
graver; young single man preferred;

permanent position and good salary for
reliable man, no others need apply; send
refs. and state salary in first letter;
western Texas, railway inspector. "P 605,"
care Keystone.

AT once, firot-class watchmaker, jeweler
and plain engraver, capable of waiting

Oil trade; must own tools; give refs., age,
exp., salary expected in first letter. Clif-
ford's Jewelry Store, Platteville, Wis.

HELP WANTED

ENGRAVER, fine on letter, monogram, in-
scription and ornamental work; one who

can assist on watch work preferred; steady
position, salary $25; fine climate. Ad-

dress, with full particulars and samples of
work, Arthur M. Field Co., Asheville, N. C.

AT once, man who is first-class clock and
jewelry repairer; preferably one who

can engrave; state salary, ref., etc., in first
letter. T. J. Ellis & Co., Jonesboro, Ark.

AT WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver,
fair optician, for May 1st; position per-

manent, salary good. Moultrie Jewelry
Co., Moultrie, Ga.

WANTED for wholesale jeweler, traveler
for Indiana and Ohio; traveler for Kan-

sas, Oklahoma and Texas; only first-class
men that have the acquaintance and can
sell over $3o,000 per annum; good road
stocks, good salary, permanent position.
Address "N. 0. 35," 1201 Ileyworth Build-
ing, Chicago, Ill.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MACHINE to engine-turn pencil cases.
"S 530," care Keystone.

BOW lathe, with centers; give lowest price.
James Judge, 6519 Ellis Ave., Chicago,

SPLENDID opportunity for good watch-
maker to take active interest in a Detroit

downtown jewelry store; established four
years, with good trade; party must have
$50oo to invest; can draw from $1oo to
$125 as monthly salary and will be guar-
anteed a good profit at the end of each
year; write at once. "E 633," care Key-
stone.

OPHTHALMOMETER, C. I. or Hardy,
in good condition. H. J. Webb, Ayer,

Mass.

A VERY desirable opening for man with
$20,000 cash in well-known long-estab-

lished retail jewelry business, situated on
the most select part of a popular retail
business street in Brooklyn, N. Y.; to man
who is familiar with the trade a very sub.
stantial interest will be given in the busi-
ness•, fine opportunity for the right party.
E. E. Wright, 425 West End Avenue, New
York City.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler with good stock,
to rent good room, fine location. Box

434, Tabor, Iowa.

ENGRAVING machine; answer with
description and lowest price. W. E.

Rhoads, Argos, Ind.

WANT to buy jewelry store in Illinois
or western States, have $3700 to invest.

Answer "L 591," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

AT once, best jewelry store in prosperous
southern California town of 14,000; stock

all good and up to date; will invoice
$ro,000 to $12,000; can be reduced; best
location in town, long lease; good sales
and lots of repairing; a snap for someone.
Inquire of "P 583," care Keystone.

A GOOD jewelry stock in a prosperous
western city; must sell at once on ac-

count of ill health; business established
since 1873; stock can be reduced to $5000.
If interested write Fred Strauss, Bismarck,
N. Dak. Do not write unless you mean
business.

HAVE you $2000 cash? If so, write to
"W 553," care Keystone for particulars

about the best business $2000 cash will buy.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business, prosperous Missouri manufac-

turing town with rich farming country
surrounding; population over 10,000; stock
and fixtures Invoice about $4500; can re-
duce this to $2000; stock is exceptionally
clean and well assorted. For particulars
address "W 554," care Keystone.

AN old-established jewelry business in a
central Pennsylvania town; stock and

fixtures sold reasonably. Write to C. W.
Laubenstein, Minersville, Pa.

JEWELRY store in town of 12,000, situ-
ated in best apple and peach country in

the world; invoice about 112,000; beautiful
store, largest repair business in western
Colorado. P. 0. Box 714, Grand Junc-
tion, Colo.

THE best jewelry and optical business in
a town of s000 in Illinois; will invoice

$1800 ; reason for selling, poor health.
"C 59o," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

FINE store in Pennsylvania town of 3000;
no competition; will sell fixtures alone;

good opportunity for man with small
capital; other business. N. D. Randall,
Zelienople, Pa.

STOCK and fixtures in one of best towns
in Illinois, population 9000, four rail-

roads; store in best location; $5000 stock.
can reduce; good reasons for selling.
"B 640," care Keystone.

$1.00 WILL buy this assortment: One dozen
American jewel holes (genuine), one

dozen assorted jewels (Swiss), one half.
dozen assorted .American staffs (genuine),
half-dozen roller jewels (imitations). Money
back if not a bargain. F. Brumer Co.,
Rutherford, N. J.

ONLY jewelry store nortwestern Ohio
town of 1400; yearly business over

$7000; stock could be reduced to $2500,
according to suit buyer; splendid oppor-
tunity; reason for selling, health failing
and outside interests. "N 621," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY and optical business; will pay
to investigate; new stock and fixtures; in

Virginia town of 2000. Address "W 636,"
care Keystone.

CLOSING an estate and will sell at a
bargain for cash a choice line of jewelry

and optical supplies in a lively town of
1800; only jewelry and optical store in
town; good location, cheap rent; invoice
about $2500; nearest competitor 23 miles.
Write Mary P. Powers, Grant City, Mo.

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity for young
man; jewelry business in best small

town in Pennsylvania; population 3000;
established two years; all repair work one
man can do; stock and fixtures about
$2500. "S 635," care Keystone.

TO close estate, old-established watch,
jewelry and optical store in Chicago.

Address "H. B. 24," 1201 Heyworth Build-
ing, Chicago, Ill.

JEWELRY store established since 186r in
railroad town zoo° population; stock and

fixtures invoice $15oo to $2000; inspector
for B. & 0. S. W.; fine line of work;
good opportunity for right man. Corre-
spond Mrs. C. S. Cunningham, Flora, Ill.

THOUSANDS are coming to Missouri,
why not you? An elegant store in a

hustling county seat for sale, $3000; it
last year cleared nearly so per cent. on
the investment and did a thousand more
business than in 1908; time inspection.
Don't write unles you can raise the money
and mean business; owner's health is bad.
Send for pictures. Elliott Jewelry Co., St.
Louis, Mo.

JEWELRY store, 4o years in business,
24 years in this city; four railroads, no

old goods. Write me, lease room five
years. C. A. Trowbridge, Rapid City, S.
Dak.

JEWELRY and optical business, estab-
lished 18 years; population 12,00o; good

live and healthy town; invoice over $5000;
will reduce stock if desired; ill health
cause for selling. Address Box 188,
Titusville, Pa.

ONLY jewelry store in thriving town of
2000, with good surroundings; up-to-

date stock, fine location, low rent, good
business; invoice about $2000; fine oppor-
tunity for right man. Earl A. Smith, Mt.
Jewett, Pa.

COMPLETE, clean, good-paying jewelry
store in Los Angeles, South California;

finest climate on earth; 5 years' good
lease; very good stand; stock and fixtures
between $3000 and $4000; reason for
selling, death of wife. "P 626," care
Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry, fancy
goods and tobacco store in town of

2000 population, with large summer trade;
inventories $3000. Robert J. Merrill,
Admr., Claremont, N. H.

JEWELRY and optical business, estab-
lished ten years; bench work over $1000

per year; rent $i 5 per month, stock $2500,
can be reduced; in growing county seat
town of Oklahoma; best reasons for selling.
"N 631," care Keystone.

FIXTURES about $3oo, may carry stock;
big tourist trade commencing; cheap

rent, good stand. J. P. Arnolds, Santa
Cruz, Cal.

WHOLESALE tool, material and supply
business; trade well established; other

interests to look after reason for selling;
small capital required; good opportunity to
take hold and go ahead with the business;
must close at once. "T 630," care Key-
stone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

GOOD paying jewelry business in eastern
Washington town of 1200, located in best

wheat country in the State; big territory
to draw from; will sell store complete for
$1200, or can reduce stock and sell fix-
tures alone; will give reason for selling
on request; no opposition. Address H. C.
Tanner, Reardan, Wash.

JEWELRY and optical store in northern
Ohio; invoice about $2200; fine farming

country around; best of reasons for sell-
ing; investigation solicited. "T 629," care
Keystone.

WATCH repairing, magazine, stationery
business; established ten years, $175;

another business. Dean, 512 Broadway,
Albany, N. Y.

$2000 NEW jewelry stock and fixtures at
discount; failing health. Julius Ander-

son, Mora, Minn.

ONLY stock in rapidly growing town 1*00
population in southern California; selling

reason, illness. "W 625," care Keystone.

GOOD established jewelry business in
southern Minnesota town of 8000; in-

voice $4000; liberal discount; rent $35,
finest location; other business interests
reason for selling; don't overlook this
chance; only cash consideration considered.
"K 624," care Keystone.

PAWNBROKING business, located Youngs-
town, Ohio, owner retiring; experience

not absolutely necessary, as the watch-
maker who has been with present owner
for years will remain and explain and
assist; showcases and fixtures the best;
stock consists of first-class goods; pur-
chaser can buy all stock or as much as
desired; fine opportunity to get into a
business established and paying, as the
present owner is the oldest pawnbroker in
the city; located on principal main street,
in business center; has the best clientage,
does an almost exclusive diamond, watch
and jewelry loan business. Call or write
Eastern Loan Co., i39 East Federal Street,
Youngstown, Ohio.

OWING to death must sacrifice jewelry
business established in 1867; exceptional

opportunity for one that understands the
business. M. F. Stibgen, Marietta, Pa.

DO you want to make $2000 to $3000 a
year clear profit in the jewelry business

in Nebraska? If so, read my ad "D 542,"
in March Keystone and answer at once; GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in best

can reduce stock. "D 542," care Keystone. town in Missouri, population 12,000; es-
tablished zo years; other business requires
my full time; stock will invoice about
$10,000. "B 596," care Keystone.

661
FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

MUST have a change of climate, so will
sell fine paying jewelry and optical

business, established 16 years; price $6500.
Address "D 603," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and china business with stock
and store fixtures, established 40 years;

good line of bench work; possession given
April 1st; fine opening. H. W. Rude,
Executrix, L. Box t55, Cuba, N. Y.

OLD-ESTABLISHED retail jewelry busi-
ness, stock invoices about $15,000, can

reduce one-half; three railroad inspections;
clear profit annually nearly $3000; cheap
rent reason for selling, am tired. Address
W. F. Plambeck Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.

THE best jewelry store in the best town
on Puget Sound; population 5000; busi-

ness all the year round; owner bias busi-
ness in Alaska that takes all his attention.
Address William B. Smith, 408 Oriental
Block, Seattle, Wash.

JEWELRY store in best town in Michigan,
7000 population; best location, new stock,

new fixtures; very little competition; must
sell at once. "W 602," care Keystone.

ONE of the best jewelry and optical
businesses in Virginia, doing a business

of over $7000 per year; average profit over
65 per cent.; rent $15; fine store room
and walnut fixtures; established over 19

years; repairs over $100 per month; to
make quick sale will sell as a whole, to-
gether with good will, for $3500. Want
no knock-off man to answer; this is a
genuine bargain and I will not sacrifice it.
"H 600," care Keystone.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, town 1000
population; no competition; located in

eastern Missouri; $850 cash buys it; don't
write unless you mean business. "C for,"
care Keystone.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry and *optical busi-
ness in one of the best growing towns of

eastern Washington; population 15oo, with
a -tributary population of 400o; stock and
fixtures invoice about $2800; reason for
selling, must have outdoor work. Box 203,
Sunnyside, Wash.

$35oo BUYS new stock and fixtures, cen-
tral Oklahoma county seat; best location,

cheap rent, heat and light; $2500 gross
profit last year. Address "H," 459 West
Ninth Street, Wichita, Kans.

GOOD paying jewelry, optical and watch
repairing lousiness, southern California

climate, country growing fast; fine chance;
good reason for selling; invoice about
$2000. Box 22, Brownsville, Texas.

FORTY-FOUR years established jewelry
and optical business; first-class stock and

fixtures; can reduce stock to $4000; op.
tical business alone will pay rent; popula-
tion 5000; county seat, best location in
city. M. Sherman & Sons, Woodstock, Ill.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, invoice
about $z000; can reduce and give terms;

central Iowa town of about xsoo; good run
of work. "A 612," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business in northern Iowa;
/909 business $20,000; net profits $4300;

$15,000 will handle this, or can reduce.
Address J. M. Munnimaker, care Benj
Allen & Co., Chicago, Ill.

JEWELRY and optical business, South
Side, Chicago; stock and fixtures invoice

$2000; all the work two men car, do. Ad-
dress "R 6t 1," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business, fast growing northern Onio

town, population 3500; invoice $2000, can
reduce; good reason for selling. "W 58n,"
care Keystone.

SOMETHING worth looking for-up-to-
date jewelry and optical business in one of
the best towns in Michigan; poor health
the only reason for selling. "M 6io,"
care Keystone.

STOCK and fixtures in thriving town of
3000; only one other store and one

watchmaker; will sell part cash and bal-
ance on time; will invoice about $100;
good reasons for selling. Address F. B.
Patterson, Weatherford, Okla.

ONLY jewelry and optical store in lively
town of moo; a fine resort town; rent

$12 per month; all repairing one man can
do; two railroads; stock and fixtures in-
voice $3500, will sell $3000 cash; a fine
chance for hustler. Don't write unless
you mean business and have the cash;
eves failing reason for selling. Write to
A. P. Kniebes, Coloma, Mich.

GOOD jewelry and optical business;
amount of business done will more than

satisfy any prospective buyer who wishes
to locate in a college town; have been
hustling for ten years and wish to retire.
If interested write for particulars, "K
598," care Keystone.

MUST leave this locality on account of
sickness, therefore wish to dispose of the

best-paying jewelry business in western
Pennsylvania; stock and fixtures invoice
about $8000, all clean, new goods; will
sell right. Any up-to-date young man can
make a fortune here; I made $6000 in
this stand in practically two years; long
lease and low rent of room so x 20 feet;
beautiful room, finest location in town;
must leave here on account of wife being
in very bad health. "B 599," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY store with clean, up-to-date
stock in good Ohio manufacturing town

of 3o,000 ; best location in city; invoice about
$7500; can reduce one-half; will sell all
or half interest to good live partner;
auctioneers don't answer. "F 5814," care
Keystone.

BARGAIN if taken soon, good, clean
jewelry stock, in good Nebraska town of

1500; stock invoice $1800, fixtures $350;
other business cause of selling. "F
care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED, first-class jewelry
business; must sell at once. "B 592,"

care Keystone.

A CHANCE of a lifetime-one of the
oldest retail jewelry stores in New York

city, established over 45 years in one of
the best locations; carrying over $65,000
worth of stock; must sell for cash; best
refs.; reason for selling, settling up an
estate. "B 595," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry and variety store in town
;zoo, northern Indiana, in the cream of

the corn belt; nearest competitor 14 miles;
invoice about $2000, will sell at bargain
for cash or time; good reasons for selling.
Write me, Box 143, Kewanna, Ind.

Continued on page 662
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

Continued from page 661

JEWELRY store, doing excellent jewelry,
optical and leading pawnbroker business;

good railroad town, about 60,00o; good lo-
cation, long lease; $5000 required to pur-
chase. Prospective buyer can stay one
month or so to see the business we are
doing; ill health reason for selling. M.
Shun, 1435 Eleventh Avenue, Altoona, Pa.

GOOD-PAYING business, with watch in-
spection ; established over eight years;

railroad division town, population z000;
will invoice $3500. W. C. Davis, Thayer,
Mo.

STOCK, good will and fixtures of only
jewelry and optical store in growing

manufacturing town of 25oo; established 15
years; lease goes with sale; best location
in town; store and dwelling with all mod-
ern improvements, $30 per month; will re-
duce stock to suit purchaser. Frank W.
Hayes, Montoursville, Pa.

IF sold at once $400 buys established
jewelry store in Washington City, with

small stock and fixtures, good safe and
repair business that averages $40 per week;
all repair work on hand, with bench, tools
and material. Address P. 0. Box No. 90,
Washington, D. C. 

JEWELRY and optical business in south-
east Alabama town of goo population;

$3000 will buy it; only jewelry store in
the county; did $7500 in 1909; all repair
work one man can do; healthiest town in
Alabama; a well-established and well-paying
business, on two railroads; fine opening
for young man; good reason for selling;
will either sell or keep optical department.
Write for particulars, "P 615," care Key-
stone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in
town of 2500 population ; good run of

bench work; fine opening for any one; poor
health cause of selling. B. Maier, Edin-
burg, Ind. 

ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical busi-
ness in Portland, Oregon, the Rose city;

population 300,00o-500,00o by 1912; finest
climate; stock invoices $13,000; will re-
duce to suit purchaser; reasons for selling,
other business; don't answer unless you
mean business and have the cash. "G
613," care Keystone.

GOOD jewelry business in town of 150o;
stock invoices $rnoo; bench work $100

per month; good location, cheap rent.
Ralph Mirfield, Augusta, Ill.

JEWELRY-OPTICAL business, south cen-
tral Nebraska; invoice $2500; population

about t000; German settlement. "II 641,"
care Keystone.

FOR some one; this business must be sold,
get busy, it is worth investigating; in-

voice about $2000, can reduce; this stock
is in a good town, about too° population;
no competition, big territory, rich com-
munity; one of the best counties in south-
ern Iowa. Address 210 East Fourth Street,
Waterloo, Iowa.

EXCLUSIVE jewelry store in good Iowa
town, about goo population; good, clean

stock, invoice about $1800, can reduce; /
have made good money here; reason for
selling, must change climate. "S 620,"
care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS jewelry store in northern
New York, doing a business of $22,000

and over per year; this is an opportunity
of a lifetime and will bear close investiga-
tion ; best reasons for selling. Address
"D 643," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business, central
Ohio city; good location; value $3000.

"L 642," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

A GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Com-
pany's modern, out-door electric flasher

watch sign, complete, with written guaran-
tee, at a bargain. "C 416," care Keystone.

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 634,"
care Keystone.

COMPLETE set of watchmaker's tools at
a sacrifice, including engraving block,

first-class order; send for list. II. E.
Wethey, Chillicothe, Ohio.

SHIP chronometer, 54-hour, James Poole,
maker to the Admiralty, London; first-

class condition, $150. E. L. Deacon
Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

PIVOT polisher (Hardinge), wheel cutter
and index plate for W. W. lathe; one

gold roll with extra ring roll for bench;
one Buffalo dental blow torch, cost $15;
one trial case, cost $60; all for $75 cash;
all new and guaranteed 0. K. W. H.
Storey, Oregon City, Oregon.

IMPORTED lathes and -attachments, in-
dexing engines, index plates and pointers,

idlers, pallet stone tools, laps, cutters,
screw-cutting attachments, counterbores,
oilers, punches, gears to order. F. Frei-
stadter, Waltham, Mass.

MY show cases and wall cases, perfect
condition, cheap. Howard Williams,

Delavan, Wis.

SPENCER engraving machine with four
sets of type, bargain $15; De Zeng's

refractometer, never used, only $25. M.
Sherman & Sons, Woodstock, Ill.

TWENTIETH Century polishing lathe for
$6.00, cost $14; good as new. M. M.

King, Granville, Ohio.

NEW Century engraving machine, style
B, on oak cabinet; new and complete,

$50. C. D. Barnes, Gowanda, N. Y.

NEW Moseley lathe No. 2, never used;
ten chucks and stepping device; best

offer takes. Alvin Smith, 520 Main Street,
Evansville, Ind.

WATCHMAKER'S roll top walnut bench;
almost new condition, eight drawers,

pan, three closets; will sell cheap; have no
use for it now; also polishing lathe. Write
to "W," 5 East Broad St., Richmond, Va,

No. I FRANCIS engraver in good working
order, five sets of type; sell cheap. F. N.

Fugate, Madisonville, Ky.

MOTOR cycle, $50; Cadillac automobile,
$200. F. Catlin, Winsted, Conn.

ONE jeweler's show case, 8 feet, with
sixteen Dennison assorted trays to stack,

one wall case, one 6-foot table, one safe,
Apply Room 353, Burd Building, Ninth
and Chestnut Streets, Phila., Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

JEWELRY tools, bargain, or will trade for
old movements. W. E. Thurston, Elroy,

Wis.

FINE income property to trade for stock
of jewelry. C. A. Cole, Winterset, Iowa.

SHOW CASES-Two wall, no base, 5 feet
high, 7 feet long, 20 inches deep, two

sliding doors, spindle top, D. S. glass,
cherry; two wall, no base, 5 feet high, x5
feet long, 12 inches deep, three sliding
doors, same as above; four 8 feet 4 inches
floor oak case, one light bevel top, D. S.
on all sides, glass doors in back; two 6
feet floor cherry, one light bevel top, D. S.
all around; four upright floor, 36 inches
wide, 28 deep, 48 high, D. S. cherry-, one
36 inches deep, 33 high, 6 feet long, D. S.
door on either long side; will exchange for
Hall 6o-inch safe in part payment or 0, 12,
i6 size American-made movements. G. A.
Donaldson, Girard, Ill.

NEW Carey fire-proof safe, 14 x zo x 30
inside; inside steel door; cost $t4o; used

only short time; one new Stroher piano,
cost $350, used only few months; would
like to exchange for diamonds-or what
have you? "Jeweler," Box 255, Perry, Mo.

ITHACA 20 gauge hammerless gun, new;
South Bend demagnetizer, new; opti-

cian's trial case, fine condition; want W W
lathe attachments or what have you? R. R.
Fenton, La Salle, Ill.

600 ACRE farm and ranch at Valley Mills,
Texas; about zoo acres in cultivation; to

trade for jewelry stock in good Texas
town. W. N. McCurdy, Granger, Texas.

FIVE good lots, so xr4o, closed in, Mc-
Caulley, Texas; worth $50o, will take

watches or jewelry, or both. Box 72,
Merkel, Texas.

I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man ; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box ioo,
Moorestown, N. J.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

ONE fine jewelry store, invoicing $1o,000
and one invoicing $2000 in county seat

towns in southern Iowa for sale or trade
for good farm; reason, eyes failing. "H
632," care Keystone.

FOR auto or runabout, jewelry, talking
machines, records, some cash. Lock Box

54, Mound City, Mo.

ACME automatic edger, Sitio; Standard
lens drill with diamond, Ur ; King's

Elite test case, $40; Burpee oak cabinet
and charts, $4•50; General Electric /2 h. p.
D. C. 220 V. motor, $40; I6-inch D. C.
I 10 V. desk fan; K. & D. plating dynamo,
$8; foot bellows, $3. H. Brodhun, Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

TWO used watch signs, twelve years' Key-
stones. Lock Box 676, Geneva, Ohio.

SPECIAL Duplex engraving block and
pad. W. C. Comfort, Elmira, N. Y.

INCOME property, located Alliance, Nebr.,
price $25oo ; two corner lots, finest loca-

tion; views over city Salt Lake, Utah;
$1000; will trade for jewelry store. "K
604," care Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo.

WANTED-Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

SAPPHIRE stripper and pivot burnisher
combined, $3. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk,

Iowa.

WANT ten jewelers to join us and irri-
gate io,000 acres fruit land and then

sell it to trade only. "De Clark," Emmett,
Idaho.

STOLEN-One Inglish watch, chain drive
John Samules on movement, No. 1719

or 1917; liberal reward. Garrison Bros.,
Jewelers, Overbrook, Kans.

HOW many do you want at 45 off list,
instead of to and 6; second-hand, 18

size complete American watches, all run-
ning cases, good condition; want you to see
them before paying; C. 0. D. subject to
examination, 7 to 17 jewel. Nat Ruggles,
American pawnbroker, 734 Superior Ave.,
N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.

WANTED to have particular information
from reliable American watch manufac-

turer willing to make a good opening of
selling American watches in the largest
European country. S. Finn, Walterboro,
S. C.

SAPPHIRE jewels for electrical measur-
ing instruments and clocks made to

order. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

WANTED-Engravers to use "Transfer-
oid," a new process for transferring en-

graving. See ad in March Keystone, page
438; sold by all jobbers, price $i.00. The
Transferoid Co., 41 South Fourth Street,
Minneapolis, Minn.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke, es-
tablished 1870.

BUSINESS NOTICES

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improve-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A posfal card
will get it. See ad on page 528.

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York,

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham, Mass.

ALL your empty movement boxes-Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be re-
turned at our expense. Edward C. Saks,
Mansfield, Pa.

WE are making a specialty of railroad
watch repairing for the trade; we are

prompt and do our work right. F. E.
Force, 6i5 New England Building, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

WANTED-Engravers to use Transferoid,
a new process for transferring engrav-

ing; see ad in March Keystone, page 438.
Sold by all jobbers, price $1.00. The
Transferoid Co., 41 South Fourth Street,
Minneapolis, Minn.

100 FIRST quality imitation assorted hole
jewels for $2. L. Hugle, McAlester, Okla.

I PAlf cash for tin and other boxes in
which watch movements are sold, and

Hamilton and other glass cases (and parts) ;
also Elgin or Waltham velvet-lined boxes;
also all kinds watch glasses, watch and
clock materials, ring and nested boxes, etc.;
watches, watch cases, watch keys, clocks,
chronographs, etc.; no quantity too large.
John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass.

CASH paid for old model movements or
cases, new or second-hand. John Re-

millard, Carrier 40, Springfield, Mass.

IMITATION jewels for all kinds of
watches. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BALANCE staffs made to order for Swiss
or American watches. W. C. Bonney,

Keokuk, Iowa.

THE original Lee's refinery, established
1833; best cash price for gold, silver and

platinum; will continue at the same old
stand, los South Second Street, Philadel-
phia. Prompt returns on express packages.

OUR self-winding clocks make a good side
line for the jewelers; send for circulars.

Imperial Clock Company, Granite City, Ill.

WANTED-Watches, American move-
ments. Broadbent, 4 South Forty-second

Street, Philadelphia, 1)a.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute wives intelligent

training and our students are not only
taught "how," but are made to see "why"
the various instructions should be under-
stood. Our instructors are specially pre-
pared for their work and do all in their
power to encourage and stimulate the stu-
dent. The results are shown by sending
out the best all-around workmen of any
similar institute. Our success as instructors
in this line of wirk is unquestioned. Next
optical course commences April isth. Those
wishing to pass the State board examina-
tion will do well to take up this study
with us. Write for prospectus. Tarbox &
Gordon.

TRUSTEE'S SALE
IN BANKRUPTCY

OF

THE DUHME
JEWELRY CO.'S

AND

The HERMAN KECK
MANUFACTURING CO.'S

ENTIRE WHOLESALE
and RETAIL STOCKS

F
MOUNTED and UNMOUNTED

DIAMONDS
Pearls, Rubies,
Emeralds, Sapphires

AND

Other Precious Stones,
Solid Gold Jewelry,
Sterling Silver Ware,
Fine Fancy Goods,
Regulators, Etc.

ALSO

Entire Manufacturing Outfit
Diamond Cutting and Polishing
Machinery, Jewelry Making
Plant, Dies, Patterns, Tools, Etc.

Silverware Manufacturing
Machinery, Molds, Dies,
Models, Patterns, Etc.

Store and Office Fixtures,
Show Cases, Tables, Iron
Safes, Desks, Chairs, Etc.

Complete Electric Light Making
Plant, Engines, Dynamos,

Generators, Etc.

AT AUCTION
By catalogue in separate lots to the
highest bidders without limit or re-
serve, commencing

TUESDAY,
APRIL 19th, 1910

At 10 O'Clock A.M.

and continuing from day to day
until all is sold.

IN BUILDING

Nos. 19-21-23 W. 4th St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

By order of the United States District
Court for the Southern District of
Ohio, Case No. 4281 in Bankruptcy.
CHARLES T. GREVE, Referee.

R. DeV. CARROLL, Trustee.
No. 1127 Union Trust Building.

Jonas B. Frenkel,
1127 Union Trust Bldg.

Joseph W. O'Hara, 
Attorneys

502 Johnston Bldg.

Terms, Cash at Time of Sale

■VirDescriptive Catalogues with per-
mits to inspect stock, machinery,
fixtures, etc., prior to sale, will be
mailed on receipt of written appli-
cations.

EZEKIEL & BERNHEIM CO.
AUCTIONEERS

No. 334 Main Street

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watehes,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly clone by an

"pert' A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

EXPERT INSTRUCTIONS
ACCOUNT FOR OUR SUCCESS

CHEM HOROLOGICHL INSTITUTE
S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.

R. Playtner, Director Toronto, Ont.

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties, Etc., especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.
Any kind of repairing done.

53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinat log trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he eats
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

CRYSTAL CHUCK
The most modern and practical device for
reducing crystals of all sizes on the market to-
day. It fills the long-felt want of the watchmaker,
saves time, money and watch crystal. Enables
you to fit any watch it matters not how limited
your stock of crystal may be. Send make of lathe
and size and we will send you chuck with com-
plete instructions under guarantee for $3.50.

D. A. BRUTON : Clarksville, Texas

WATCH REPAIRING
THC KIND YOU CAN CALL YOU R OWN

- VVt.,IblEiL4:3W.KRAUSE &CO.
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CHAS. E. MANOR

CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
America's

Premier Jewelry

Auctioneers

KANSAS CITY

 •••••
MISSOURI

HARRY A. HERSHFIELD

We are now selling with success the Crellin and Feller stock of High Grade Jewelry in Kansas City.

Write them as to their opinion of our work and methods.

No stock too large and fine nor none too small for us to successfully handle. We have many references from jewelers

in all parts of the country for whom we have conducted sales, and would be glad to furnish them to you upon application.

Our Booklet on Auctions and Auctioneers will be mailed to you for the asking. All communications respected as confidential.

We conduct all sales ourselves as we do not employ any substitutes.

Address CHAS. E. MANOR tSc CO.
5th Floor Boley Bldg. KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG DISTANCE PHONES 
{ Bell, 2690 Cirand

Home, 1765 Main

A. L. GOTTLIEB H. C. O'NEIL

$450,000 Auction Sale

Lapp & Flershem, Jewelers, Chicago
Largest Jewelry Sale in the World now

being conducted by A. L. GOTTLIEB and

SAM. S. LEVY & SONS.

CWrite us for an early date
and we will send you refer-

ences of some late sales we con-
ducted, where we made from 15
to 34 per cent. profit.

GOTTLIEB C& O'NEIL
AUCTIONEERING CO.
10th Floor Boyce Bldg. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ESTABLISHED 1886 Telephone, Randolph 1339

EzIorm

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction ?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

ci over Compitnxy9 Sayre, Pa.

Are You Wise tgar:,:= Selling at the Lowest Prices?
Send

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye
Made by the IMPROVED

METHOD
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
hIGhLY LUSTERED

us your order and convince yourself.
No. l'er dozen
5525VT. 12 K., 1-10 Velvet Tip, Cable Frames . .

4505°225.. 1122 KIK,.: 11 1 1 t.-100 1.11,il iti tngg 
Bow

5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable

Cable ::

• 

. 

. 8.75

5554. 14 K., 1-10 Ilitling Bow

1564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow 
::

F560. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable 
. . ; ..•;4:5354. 10 E., 1-30 Riding Bow 4

5355. 10 K., 1-30 Biding Bow Cable " . . .
QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

IMPROVED GOLD FILLED
RIDING RIMLESS 1.'094. 1-10 10 K., 5.40 ; " 6.40 " "

0194. i-30 10 h., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per Dozen

BOW MOUNTINGS F5594. 1-10 12 E.. 5.60 ; " 7.0o "

A593. Offset 10 K., 1-10 Aloont jigs
N. GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS

lox 01' 
A503. Offset 10 , 1-30 :%loontings 

• • • • 11+,41:1414
l'ex 0E, . .

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Satisfied Owners of the AUDEN:AIR Prove AUDEMAIR l$ 0.00 to
Our Claim for the World Renowned Trial Case $85.00

List
;33.00

No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22 x 11 in.
A 'mono Rings, 1% in. diameter, Convex Pol kb,
Concave tbdti Plated.

Send for our l'omplete Catalogue of
toiler Styles

They Say " None Better Made"
1No. 1030. CONTEN'I'S;
26 pairs each Spherical Convex and

Concave Centered Lenses, 0.12
to 8.00 dlopters.

12 pairs each Cylindrical Convex
and Concave Centered Lenses
0.25 to '2.75 diopters.

5 Prisms Iron 1° to 5°, all mounted.
tpaque Metal Dick.
round Glass Disk.

2 Thiel Disks, Steumpaic and Pin
1101e.

1 Chine Glass Disk.
4 Colored Glass Disks, 2 Smoked

and 2 Blue.
1 Red Glass for Muscle Testing with

PRISMS.
No. 1945. Adjustable Trial Frame,

Registering 'Height and Pupil-
hay istance,Temples, 11111111., B.
t' iiiii [dile n1111 'rest Cards,
Ty pem. eh... $29.70 Net.

Special discount of 10,; frffill prices
in our catalogue

A few of our

HIGH GRADE
ALUMNO
FRAMES
No. 1, 0 or 00 Eye

WILL NOT RUST OR
TA RNISII

BEST SELLERS
No.
6 1,-,i Riding how Temple
61.52 raight Bow Temple
6155 Riding Bow Temple Cable

NICKEL SILVER, FINE GRADE
674 Riding Bow 1  50
675 Riding Bow Cable  
660 Straight Temple i  10

NICKEL SILVER, MF.DTEM GRADE
67414 Riding Bow ......... . . 1 10
66014' Straight I  I 0
686 Eyeglass A dlustable 1  70685 Eyeglass Offset. . . . . 1 70

Per dozen
81  70
1  70
2  90

The New Improved "ILIKIT"

The Best and Most Durable Finger Piece Mounting Made
LOOKS RIGHT FEELS RIGHT-STAYS RIGHT

 Great Reduction in Price  
Gobi Filled Rimless I 10-12 K. .
I;01.1 Filled Rimless 1.30-12 K.

I ii 10 K. Gold Rimless
Solid 10 K. Gold interchangeable Frames
Gobi Filled interchangeable Frames 1110-12 K 
(told Filled Interchangeable Frames 1,30-12 K.  

Per. Doz. I'er Pr.
7.50 $ .70
7.00

15.00 1.40
24.00 2.00
10.50 1.00
9.50

ECTAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold tilled 12 "Illicit" mountings, etched onlenses, in neat velvet-lined CHEM for lit I log, $8.50 net.
'I reolars furnished with goods lc requested.

'I ho, with rims are Interchangeable, made In 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.
\\ hen one dozen or more are purchased at no time we allow In p•r 1.1.11t. Ow for cash.

REMEMBER-That we charge less for the highest grades than others charge for doubtful qualities

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY ?siNE
I 
W lenj.s.A.
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CHAS. E. MANOR

CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
America's 

Premier Jewelry

Auctioneers

KANSAS CITY MISSOURI

HARRY A. HERSHFIELD

We are now selling with success the Crellin and Feller stock of High Grade Jewelry in Kansas City.

Write them as to their opinion of our work and methods.

No stock too large and fine nor none too small for us to successfully handle. We have many references from jewelers

in all parts of the country for whom we have conducted sales, and would be glad to furnish them to you upon application.

Our Booklet on Auctions and Auctioneers will be mailed to you for the asking. All communications respected as confidential.

We conduct all sales ourselves as we do not employ any substitutes.

LONO DISTANCE PHONES 
{ Bell, 2690 Grand

Home, 1765 Main

Address CHAS. E. MANOR •Sc CO.
5th Floor Boley Bldg. KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. 1, Glrl"I'LlEit H. C. O'NEIL

$450,000 Auction Sale

Lapp & Flershem, Jewelers, Chicago
Largest Jewelry Sale in the World now

being conducted by A. L. GOTTLIEB and

SAM. S. LEVY & SONS.

CWrite us for an early date
and we will send you refer-

ences of some late sales we con-
ducted, where we made from 15

to 34 per cent. profit.

GOTTLIEB C& O'NEIL
AUCTIONEERING CO.
10th Floor Boyce Bldg. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ESTABLISHED 1886 Telephone, Randolph 1339

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

n ca Glover Co any9 Sayre, Pa.

Are You Wise tgattilLT: Selling at the Lowest Prices?
Send

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

us your order and convince yourself.
No. Per dozen
5525VT. 12 K., 1-10 Velvet Tip, Cable Frames . .
5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding liuw • • . 5.60
5a21. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
5554. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
1,564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
1565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

• • • • '7.00
7.50

• . 8.75
. 5.40

6.60
. . . 4.25

IMPROVED GOLD FILLED I 10,5199441 111% 1100 KK..,, $45..2400 ;; Cab„le, $(5;..4241: is: ,r Doz„en

BOW MOUNTINGS 
RIDING RIMLESS

15504. 1-10 12 K., 5.60 ; '‘ 7.00

No. GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS
A593. Off•wt 10 K., 1-10 Mountings Pox OF,. . . . $4.00 $5.50A563. Offset 10 K . 1-30 Mounting, 3.00 l'ex OE, . . . 4.50
Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Satisfied Owners of the AUDEMAIR ProveAUDEMAIR $10.00 toOur Claim for the World Renowned Trial Case $85.00

Send for our Complete Catalogue of
Other Sty tes

They Say " None Better Made"
No. 1030. CONTENTS:
26 pairs each Spherical Convex and

Concave Centered Lenses, 0.12
to 8.00 diopters.

12 pairs each Cylindrical Con vex
and Concave Centered Lenses
0.25 to '2,75 diopters.

5 Prisms from Vitt 50, all mounted.
1 Opaque Metal Disk.
1 Ground Glass Disk.
2 Metal Disks, Stehopaic and Pin

Hole.
1 Plane Glass Disk.
4 Colored Glass Disks, 2 Smoked

1 Rapitd(i2s1Nalissil.fite;r Muscle Testing with

No. 1945. Adjustable Trial Frame,
List Registering Ileight and Pupil-

$33.00
C tete with Teat Cards,
bay Distanee,Temples, !fair R.11.

'Types, ete., $29.70 Net.
Special discount of 10c,'• from prices

in Our catalogue

No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22 x 11 in.
Alutnno Rings, 134 in. diameter, Convex Poli-,la
Concave Gold Plated.

A few of our BEST SELLERS

HIGH GRADE
ALUMNO
FRAMES
No. 1, 0 or 00 Eye

WILL NOT ItUST Olt
TARNISH

No.
6154 Riding Bow Temple .
6152 Straight. how Temple
6155 Riding Bow Temple Cable

NICKEL SILVER, FINE GRADE
674 Riding Bow 1  50
675 Riding Bow (7able 2  50
660 Straight Temple 1  50

NICKEL SILVER, mEDII7M GRADE
67434 Riding Bow ......... . . . . 1.10
66104 Straight . . . . 1  10
686 Eyeglass _Adjustable 1  70
685 Eyeglass Offset   1.70

Per dozen
81  70
1  70
2  00

The New Improved ILIKIT"it

The Best and Most Durable Finger Piece Mounting
LOOKS RIGHT-FEELS RIGHT-STAYS RIGHT

 Great Reduction in Price  
Gold Filled Rimless 1110-12 K.
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless
Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable Franies
Gold Filled Interehangeable Frames 1/10-12 K.  
Gold Filled Interchangeable Frames 1,30-12 K.  

her. Doz.
....... $ '7.50

7.00
15.00
24.00
10.50
9.50

Made

Per Pr.
$ .70

1.40
2.00
1.00

SPECIAL OFFEIL-One sample set of gold filled 12 "Iliklt" mountings, etched onlenses, in neat velvet-lined case for fitting, $8.50 net.
Circulars furnished with goods if requested.
Those with riins are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.
When one dozen or more are purchased at obe (line we allow 10 per cent. ill for cash.

REMEMBER-That we charge less for the highest grades than others charge for doubtful qualities

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY NEW a oSnR 
Lane
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The Aristocrat cyike`Dinner Table
VEN MORE IMPORTANT than Community

Silver's beauty, is its unusually heavy plate
of pure silver. For it is this which gives
it its sterling-like finish, and makes it
wear so well. J71t your "Dealer.

COMMUNITY, LTD., •-• ONEIDA, N.Y.

RELIANCE PLATE, best low-priced plated ware made

Above Community Silver Advertisement reduced to quarter-page size will appear

this Spring in the Ladies' Home Journal, Delineator, Woman's Home 
Companion, and

other leading Magazines

VOL. 31 MAY, 1910 No. 5



BALANCE JEWEL
with olived hole

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

4impr.

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

Polished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

TO THE RETAILER :

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The

use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

J>= combined with your skill in making repairs is a

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen

Polished $1.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

mutual_ interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:

15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

665

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Flour Time Alarm with "Shut - off" switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4; inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off" switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43' inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—Dial
B—Bell

C—Dust Cap

D—Movement

434; inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.
minutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,

(See interior View.) .He3igollin,06uirnTchimese., RDeivale,a4t; 2 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.
SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large hell inside of case.

ing Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve

 It'AR THIS OFF' AND MAIL,

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
'' Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," " Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," "Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address



BALANCE JEWEL
with olived hole

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

Polished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen

Polished $1.50 Per Dozen

Gauged
or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

TO THE RETAILER :

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.

The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual_ interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, your as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:

15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

141

665

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut - off" switch.
Height, 61/ inches. Dial, ,13' inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43 inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43 inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time. Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6,i4 inches. Dial, 43)2' inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off "
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 43', inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATE°.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A-DTar
B-Ball
C-Dust Cap
D-Movement.

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 9;2 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
43i inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

MAR THIS OFF AND MAIL,

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time. Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4,% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," " Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator " and " Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address
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A Popular Query is,

"HAS ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?"
But the query which I wish to make of you is,

Have you seen "ART MONOGRAMS and LETTERINGS," by J. M. Bergling ?

41 This book is unquestionably the best of its kind published, and what is more, it is from the actual
daily experience of one of the most successful and practical workmen in this class of work in the
world ; a man employed by one of the largest and best known retail jewelers in the United States, and
one whose force of assistants numbers over twenty first-class engravers; therefore, using an old but ever
true saying, "If he can, you can," provided, of course, that you have his book as a guide and inspiration.

11 "ART MONOGRAMS and LETTERINGS" contains some forty plates, most beautifully executed,
embracing MONOGRAMS, LETTERINGS, as well as plates giving the large and small alphabetical
letters of the most used foreign languages, also plates of various models with appropriate engravings,
and last but not least, a plate showing "construction," the art of building up various letters, which
plate alone is of inestimable value.
41 This ideal book is bound after the loose-leaf style of binding, now in such universal use, making it
possible to insert such additional,plates, which it is the intention of the author to design.

111 We do not think that you can afford to be without this wonderful book, Mr. Jeweler, and we
believe the price is a negligible quantity in comparison with the future gain which is sure to result
from the improved work which its study will cause.

PRICE EACH, $3.00

FOR SALE BY

L. H. KELLER & CO.
64 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK

A GOOD PURCHASE
We were fortunate in securing a quantity of the DISCONTINUED, GILT, ELGIN
and WALTHAM MOVEMENTS, and are now offering them to the trade.

As there will be no more of these grades, in gilt, to be had, and as they cost
fifty cents less than the nickel, although just as good, the WISE RETAILER
will lay in a supply of them while he can. We can supply the following grades:

18 size, 7 J., ELGIN and WALTHAM, in O. F. and Htg.
it it 6618 size,15 J., WALTHAM ONLY,

18 size, 17 J., WALTHAM ONLY,
12 size, 7 J., ELGIN ONLY, " Htg.
6 size, 7 J., ELGIN and WALTHAM, " Htg. and 0. F.

Send us your orders AT ONCE

46 46 64 4C

THE NON-RETAILING CO.
JOBBERS IN WATCHES AND CHAINS

New England Watches LANCASTER, PA. Oneida Community Silver
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DON'T DECEIVE YOURSELF

INTO believing that all 
jewelry catalogues are alike. If you ex-

amine the amine the Great American Jewelers' Catalogue
you will find that it has a mark of style and price superiority
which places it in a class by itself.

It does not show only certain lines on which the profit is
great, but it brings to your elbow a compilation of everything
needed in a jewelry store, from the most elaborate to the most
ordinary article, all accurately and completely described, with
prices guaranteed.

It leaves nothing to the imagination nor to uncertainty.
It is the Webster of buying guides. It will prove a vital factor
in your business. Send for one.

The Oskamp-Nolting Company CINCINNATI 
OHIO
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A REMINDER Consider Quality and Price
We always have the latest TOOLS and TIME-SAVING DEVICES that will make your work easier and increase the efficiency of your REPAIRDEPARTMENTS. Our PRICES, too, are always the LOWEST, so if you are in doubt where to send your order, remember the " HOUSE ofQUALITY." We have finest goods, the fairest prices and give the best service. A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU.

OUR NEW LINE OF OPTICAL PLIERS
are already immensely popular. Every Optician should have a complete set

39

No. 35. STRAP PL1ER  Each, $1.50 netFor making frameless straps either witler or n ro Warwer. ill also bend down the lens-bearing parts to fit
lenses drilled too near the edge.

No. 36. FRAME ANGLING PLIER
Made especially for bending bridges or angling them.

No. 39. ANGLING AND GRIPPING PLIER  
For angling all frameless temples, bridges or studs.

No. 40. FINGER PIECE MOUNTING PLIER  
I,'or truing and adjusting :toy lingerpiece mounting.

  Each, $1.50 net

Each, $1.50 net

Each, $1.00 net

No. 3 Rex Engraving Block
Use the Rex now. Learn to engrave with it and you will find

your style will be greatly improved.

Complete with attachments, $20.00
This CligrtIVing block is the latest design, built for engravers that

appreciate a well-made, reliable and practical tool. It is equally good
Mr holding large or small, heavy or light work, and can also be used
I)>' die sinkers to advantage. The weight of the revolving parts rests in
ball-bearings, making them turn with the greatest of ease and smooth-
ness. Weight of block, as shown, 20 pun lids. Fii I I descriptive catalogue,
which gives full specifications and details of the block, sent on request.

••■■ •
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OUR SPECIAL PRICE
on THE E. & J. S. OENUINE BOLEY LATHE

makes it more desirable than ever

PREMIER LATHE
Complete  $25.50

The best medium-price lathe ever put on the market.
Combination consists of 6 split chucks, 2 step chucks, 1 cement and 1

screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, bet thug and chuck stand.
This is a most attractive lathe, full nickel-plated anti absolutely true

and one that we can safely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
Size of lathe: Length, 12 inches ; lied to center, 2 inches. Extra

attachments can be added at any time as they interchange perfectly,

tammsamanamiimiiizmi -00=sumaimaminumpi
•Isinewimisimm■a

NEW STYLE EAR WIRE SCREW PLATE No. 33
Each, $1.00

This screw plate is without doubt the most satisfactory we have ever sold.

No. 42. TEMPLE ADJUSTING PLIER  Each, $1.00 netAn excellent pt ter for gripping end pieces of frames or frameless mountings when setting temples out.
No. 45. CRIMPLING PLIER  Each, $1.50 netFor bending down the lens-bearing NHS of a frameless strap when the lens has been drilled too near the edge.

Prices not specified net less 6% for cash

(L
OUR PRESCRIPTION GRINDING and OPTICAL REPAIR DEPARTMENT gives service that is prompt and work that is satisfactory. Wehave an unlimited stock of OPTICAL GOODS which we sell at a close profit. Write for our illustrated TOOL, MATERIAL and OPTICALCatalogue if you have not received a copy. We send it free of charge to the legitimate trade upon receipt of request with business card.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

Stop! Read!! Heed!!!
"A LITTLE PHILOSOPHY
IS A GOOD THING"

ET us reason together for a moment. If you have old
gold, silver, plated jewelry, sweeps, anything in fact con-
taining gold and silver, is this not a good time to collect
same and convert into cash ? If you have a collection of

old style and unsalable jewelry on hand, why not cull it out, turn it
into cash, put the proceeds into new and salable jewelry ? You 'must
realize the fact that "Your first loss is your best loss." "Economy is
wealth." This trite proverb is not new, but it is to the point. Save
your bench sweeps and polishings, save your floor sweepings, save your
filings, save anything that contains gold or silver. Now we are
coming to the point in our little argument. If you have anything to
sell, you want fair treatment. This we always endeavor to give.
Next, you want prompt returns. This we always give, as shipments
are valued the same day as received. Right here is where " Our
Plan" gives such general satisfaction. We value and remit for your
shipment same day as received. If it should not prove satisfactory,
we return consignment intact at our expense and pay all charges.
" Make us a trial shipment," and be convinced. Sweep Smelting a
specialty.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Arcade Building, SEATTLE, WASH. 20 John Street, NEW YORK CITY
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No 3 D. G. Hand Mill—Flat Rolls

4 ft. Hand Draw Bench

-

Little Giant Ring Bender

1/5 H. P. Electric Motor Polishing Head

ADD A PROFIT- MAKING
MANUFACTURING AND
REPAIR SHOP AND GAIN
THREE SOURCES OF REVENUE

FIRST— In the saving for yourself of the profits of the manu-
facturer and jobber on many lines of goods you regularly
carry in stock.

SECOND — In the manufacture of special articles of jewelry to
order for your customers. Unique designs—something that
cannot be bought elsewhere—always command ready sales
at large prices.

THIRD —In the repairing of old jewelry. This will bring people
to your store, people who may be induced to become buyers.

Less than $200.00 will buy the outfit illustrated, together with
the following:

1 No. 2 S. G. Hand Mill with square wire rolls.
1 Plain Ring Roll for Mill illustrated.
1 No. I Bench Shear and Rod Cutter.
1 Fibre-faced Hammer.
1 Ingot Mould.
1 Hardened Graduated Mandrel.
1 Pair Crucible Tongs.

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

THE W. W. OLIVER
MANUFACTURING CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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JUST BORN THE LAPEL LEATHER CHAIN 
The Most Attractive Leather Chain Ever Made New, Nifty, Neat, Practical, Handy, Substantial

THE SEASON'S MONEY MAKER
This chain is made of the best quality leather in either black or tan. During the warm spring and hot summer, when vests are not worn, the watch is carried in

the outside coat pocket. The pearl button as shown in illustration, is fastened in lapel button hole.

NOBBY, DURABLE AND ABSOLUTELY SAFE

No. H1 055—Flat Braid, black Leather, white Mother of Pearl Button

No. H1050— " " tan

  per dor: 0 ,en $33..000, Keyns!oe

No. 111057—Flat Braid, black Leather, white Mother of Pearl Button

No. 111058— " " tau

  per dozen $4.00, Keystone List
4.00, "

No. H1059--Flat Braid, black Leather, two strand, white Mother of Pearl Button

No. 141060— ' tan

  le,r dozen $4.50, Keystone Li.st
" 4.50, "

The Little
Nit Size
Staking
Tool

For staking on bal-

ance staffs, hair springs,

rollers, and closing

center and train holes,

in 7 jewel movements.

No. H1061

Price, $1.75
Less 6 for Cash

THE SIMPLEX
PIN GUARD

No. H969

Price, per doz., 60 cts.
Less 61 for Cash

Fits any pin, thick or thin. Press jaws
open, insert pin and release jaws.

No. H1037

The Ideal Eye Shade

No. H1062

Per dozen, $8.00

Subject to Keystone List

THE HUMMER ./
NEW MONOGRAM

SAW MACHINE

SPEED

ACCURACY

TIME-SAVER

Price, $16.50
Less 6 . for Ciorh

Can be used in every case instead of the hand saw. Permits both hands to handle the work with tenfold speed and ansulute

aecuracy.
For making all sizes and kinds of monograms, belt pins, buckles and fobs ; for cutting away superfluous solder, and for watch-

makers in sawing plate or wire, where often a tile is used.
Size 9" x 9" x 3". Well made and tlnished. All joints, spindles and wearing parts are case-hardened and guaranteed.

Run by X, twist. belt connected with any small foot or motive power, requiring no more power than an ordinary watchmaker's lathe.

SWARTCHILD Ec COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS*
S.UPPLY HOUSE IN THE WC:4,7,1–CP HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. I5c WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
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100%) PERFECT Watch 
Cl)

Glasses 100% PERFECT

100% PERFECT Watch

For sale by all

jobbers in the

United States

and Canada.

Hammel, Riglander
& Co.

Importers

Cl)
CD

Glasses 100% PERFECT

atchmakers, Jewellers 6 Fine Dot Makers
generally: in fad everybody who uses
files on particular work, require files
of the highest possible qualify. The

EXTRA [x* F] FINE
SWISS PATTERN 1

ARE UNEQUAIIED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
/Wade in our immense factOry by highest shilleo' workmen. Carried

.5tock by the most progressive dealers. Used and preferred
by a rapidly /./7Creat5/*/7,g number of critical consumers 

NICHOLSON FILE C9.
PROVIDENCE, R.I., U. S.A.
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Sets of Echarco Gravers
containing the most useful shapes and sizes, including Handles. Put up in neat Morocco Box

No. 126.
127.
128.

Set of  6 $279

" "12  4 79

""18 6 90

Cut is about size

Octopus Engraving Block Attachment No. 85

Illustration is exact
size of Attachment

In order to perfect an attachment that would fit any engraving block, and, at the same
time, hold everything that, came within the spread of the engraving block jaws, long study
was required to design the combination of gripping surfaces that are assembled in such a
small space.

This has long been considered an impossibility, but the Octopus Attachment now stands
to disprove this pessimistic assumption. Our claim of pre-em nee ce for the Octopus Attach-
ment, lies in its general construction and simplicity of operation. Its predominating features
are efficiency, rapidity, economy and adaptability to the wants of the engraver, who, for.years,
has been in need elan attachment that would relieve them of the encumbrance incurred by
the use of the numerous pegs and other appliances, and, furthermore, admit the many
articles ofjewelry and silverware that have previously been found impossible to hold.

The four adjustable pegs, as shown in the illustration, are inserted in the peg holes of
the engraving block, and the guide rod retains the two Jaws in perfect alignment to each
other while in operation.

A partial list, showing articles that can he clamped and where held in this attachment,
Is sent with each tool—a thoroughly well made tool and finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $4.50

Diamond and Stone Setting Tool No. 85. (Pat. applied for)

The only tool that will do the work correctly and quickly

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years experience, will do the
work they are intended for with absolute perfection, whether in the hands of an
experienced or inexperienced workman. . In eight seconds after adjustment in
lathe will cut a smooth seat for any stone from 1/16 to 2 carats.

Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are indestructible. Will fit
in Chucks NOR. 30 and 44.

The greatest time-saving device ever invented in the line of stone setting
cutters. Put up in neat block and box.

Price, per set, $5.50

Pegwood Sharpener No. 3 .

A new attachment, designed for use on a watchmaker's lathe, which
sharpens pegwood to a hair point without breaking, and at the same
time gives the point the proper concave shape. The tool is held in the
lathe by an arbor fitting into a regular wire chuck as shown in the
illustration, being steadied by the rest shown. The stick of pegwood
is rotated by haud while the tool is revolved in the lathe, producing a
fine, long, flexible point. With this tool the watchmaker can prepare
enough pegwood for a day's or a week's work in a few moments, and
have every piece uniformly and evenly sharpened.

The tool is mechanically perfect, made of the best material, is
durable and cannot get out of order. For sharpening the cutters the
use of a fine Arkansas oil stone slip is necessary. Coarser abrasives
should not be used.

Price, each, $2.00

For Sale by All Jobbers in the

United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER Sc. CO. 4N7= 49 
YORK

Maiden     

CITY

e
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Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

11111111 111111

Walnut or Oak. Price, $11.50

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip.over Hand Rest and TM!stock.
Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00

1011(11 111(1111(1119 Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six .14-inc)t CementChucks mut 9 ft. Itound Pelting.

$ .75 dorrn
7.50 gross

$ .75 (1107,(111

7.50 gross

No. 52
Price, $6,00

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
- $6.00

$ .75 dozen
7.50 gross

.11i dozen
1.50 gross

Walnut or Oak. Price, $19.00

/OD

—0---

$ .10 dozen
1.00 gross

• 

—

• 

-

0
 

• 

- 0 

O 0 
0-)4---

0
0- o

O  0 
0  0 

.20 dozen
2.00 gross

CROSS & BEGUELIN Imporrastlxsporr)Lemrsoanndds, ManufacturersSilver-Plated Ware, Etc. 23 Maiden Lane New York
(A Corporation)
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Comprises everything that is reliable

in watches— selected stock from the

leading makers of the world—chrono-

graphs, horse-timers, split seconds,

repeaters, physicians' and nurses'

watches, thin models and unique

specials for exclusive custom.

OUR LEADERSHIP IN WATCHES
is especially well shown in our present stock from the American
factories. It includes large and carefully selected assortments of

Elgin, Waltham, Howard, Hamilton
and Excelsior Movements

Crown, Boss, Crescent Gold Filled and
Keystone Solid Gold Cases

In maintaining our watch stock we recognize only one limitation,
and that is, we limit our lines to standard makes — thus safe-
guarding our patrons' and our own reputation.

Loose and
Mounted
Diamonds

Complete Stock
of Jewelry

Catalogue on
Application

Swigart Watch & Optical Co.
328-330-332 SUPERIOR STREET

TOLEDO OHIO



i;i7EBSTER-WHITCOMB NEW MODEL LATHE
VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

PAT. APPLIED FOR

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . . $31.00
Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks (10 Chucks)   39.00
Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)   41.00
Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each   1.00

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH 8z CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS

YOU, Mr. Watchmaker,
know the value of any device that will save time
in your business.

Some time-saving devices do not raise the
quality of work done. These tools DO.

No. 408B. Adjusters' Stand

New and unique. Designed to hold a balance
cock with balance attached. Saves getting oil
from the top pivot into the coils of the hairspring.
Many a watch, otherwise in good order, runs
erratically from this cause. Think of the times it
is necessary to remove the balance cock in re-
pairing some watches. With the Adjusters' Stand
it may be done any number of times without
dangeeof oiling the hairspring,bending,or getting
dust or grit on the pivots. Then in applying
balance washers I —but send for descriptive cir-
cular; that tells the whole story. You would make
no mistake, though, to order the tool at once.

Price, $1.75

No. 408C. Balance Pliers

Parallel jaw, self-opening ; holds
all sizes of balances. Used in con-
junction with the Adjusters' Stand
in applying balance washers, etc.
Also in truing and poising balances
Atter you have trued and cleaned
the balance, you can make all nec-
essary alterations in the screws—
while held in these plier.s—to poise
the balance, without touching it
with the fingers, or distorting in the
slightest degree. Either of the legs
may he readily detached. Tern-
pered smooth steel jaws with soft
renewable facings. Nickel-plated,
legs oxidized steel. Saves time.
Builds reputation.

Price, $1.25

b

— ss_

ABOUT ACTUAL BIZE
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No. 423. Micrometer Screw Driver

Designed for turning the timing screws of watches

through exactly equal anglos. It pays to be exact when
we perform such operations. Easier now to be exact

than to guess at it. The tool has graduated disk located
near the blade where it is in plain view while one is

operating on a screw. The cut shows the tool correctly

held.

Finished in oxidized steel and nickel-plate, celluloid

top.

Price, $1.00

Manityctured KENDRICK & DAVIS CO. Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Lebanon, New Hampshire 37 Maiden Lane, New York

Send for the 1910 Catalog of Staking Tools, JUST OUT Wholesale Agents
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TURN ON THE SEARCHLIGHT. LOOK FOR THE
MATERIAL HOUSE WHICH SERVES YOU BEST

Read what Russell & Lyon, one of the best and oldest established
jewelry houses in the State of Illinois, write:

We were for years firmly convinced that it was impossible to get the service and satisfaction on material

orders up to the high standard of our business outside of New York City. Since September, 1905, we have been

purchasing material from your house with the greatest of satisfaction, and have found it advantageous and desirable

to favor you with practically all of our material business.
Accuracy and promptness count in the material business no less than quality and conscientious service, with

which attributes you are strongly endowed.
With best wishes, we remain Yours truly, RUSSELL & LYON,

Jacksonville, Ill.

COOLING BREEZES WITHOUT
ELECTRICITY

THE FAN MOTOR
is a little air engine, running by the simple expan-
sion and contraction of air, directly connected with
a 16-inch fan on the main shaft of the motor.
A little flame of gas, alcohol or gasoline is used

to expand the air and force out the piston of the
motor.
An ideal motor for the workbench, the office,

store, sick-room, home or anywhere where elec-
tricity is not available.
The motor is well made throughout with large

bearings adjustable for wear. The piston tube is
of a material that will withstand the action of flame
indefinitely. The motor is of light and pleasing
design.

Price, with Gas Burner, $16.50
" " Alcohol Burner 16.50

" Gasoline Burner 19.50it

In ordering be sure to state which fuel you wish to use

Jewelers' Repair Kit for Combs or Barrettes

Guaranteed

to repair

any article

made of
Celluloid.

Jewelers Repair Kit
CELLOLOID COM19 BARREITE3

111014 51.01 NASH ...TEA

SAMPLE BOX No. N, containing following:
1 Dozen Joints, Assorted
1 Dozen Catches, Assorted
1 Dozen Pin Tongs, Assorted
1 Bottle Cement C. Net

Extra Joints and Catches, 15c. per doz.
4-in. Pin Tongs 35c. per doz.
5-in. Pin Tongs 40c. per doz.
6-in. Pin Tongs . . . 45c. per doz.

Extra Cement, 25c. per bottle. Will not evaporate.

Marshes' Little Nit
Staking Tool

Perfectly true and well made in every
respect. Japanned stake, steel punches and
stumps. For staking on balance staffs, hair-
springs, rollers, and closing train and cen-
ter holes in 7 jewel movements. No matter
if you have a large tool this little one is very
handy and convenient and will prove a great
time-saver. With 4 punches and 3 stumps
complete $1 75

156 WABASH AVENUE

HENRY PAULSON & CO. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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"CHAMPION" Plating Machine
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16 Ounces) Roman Gold Solution
Rose
Silver 61

Cop per
Plating Tank and Stand,

1 .1

1 it 4111

I "

Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes, Enameled
Vire, Instruction Book and tme

" CHAMPION" Plating Machine for $15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating Machine is equipped with such Strengths of
current as to enable any one to correctly do Roman, Rose, Green,
Red, Orange Rose, Antique Green, English, 14 or 18 K. Gilding,
Silvering, Coppering, etc., and obtain results equal to those of the
I, killed plater.

Tin. Champion Machine is sitnple, practical, always ready for use,
unfailingly correct, and just the machine for the Jeweler's needs.
Can be used with any good Plating Solution. The Batteries contained
therein are dry Cells, furnishing the regular currents necessary for
I ll the shades enumerated on the machine.
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PLATING SALTS

, I F;SIT
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PRICE, $15.00 NET CASH

TING SAL1
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Is 
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Anyone possessed of the least knowledge of plating knows that It is impossible to produce with the same current strength, the same shades on snumber of articles as he would on one or two; therefore, where the same shades are wanted on more or larger articles an increased current is required.This is provided for on the machine, and the turning of lever from contact point marked No. 1 to No. 2 accomplishes it.The Batteries are connected for bug life. Two cells are made to do the work of one, or in other words, where the life of one battery would supposedlylast ono Yea r, by this arrangement it would last two years. Dead batteries can be readily replaced by anyone at a small cost. The box whitlt contains thecells is inade of oak, nicely finished, and has nickel-plated lever and other attachments. Weight, 30 his. boxed. Size, 18 Inches long, 9 inches high and 6inches wide.
The Champion Plating Machine, fully guaranteed as represented, together with salts for ONE PINT each of ROMAN GOLD, ROSE GOLD, SILVERand COPPER, Anodes, Tank, Stand, Wire, Instruction Book, etc., $15.00 net cash.

ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS FOR THE USE OF SMALL MANUFACTURING
AND RETAIL JEWELERS

Are Wientific compounds containing in absolutely correct proportions and In DRY FORM the Gold. Chemicals and Neutralizer. Dissolve them In water;Ind your bath is at once ready for use. The required amount of everything has been provided. Anybody will be able to do good and correct work simplyfollowing our directions. No VARYING of shades—they are INVARIABLY the same. The secret of plating lies in the proper plating solutions. The success:Ind quality of the deposit depends entirely on it. These Electro-plating Salts 'are the best known and most widely used ;111(1 approved plating preparations.
They :ire universally coneeded by all the leading manufacturers of jewelry as the greatest tichievement in the production of colors and shades. Theyhave maintained their exalted position as the standard of superiority for unfailingly correet working. exquisite shades and easy production of same.All you have to do is dissolve them in water and the plating bath is ready for use. Until you have tried die Plating Salts you can never realize theirmany advantages. They have done away with the secrecy of plating, and with their use the novice can do el mall), as good work as the expert plater. All thefoney shades, such as the various Roses or Green Golds, Freneb Gray. etc., have found their origin with these plating salts.

The manufacturing jewelers have been using them for eighteen years and all recommend them.
For the convenience of the small manufaeturer or retail jeweler these salts are put up in quart sizes. The quart of gold salts is guaranteed to containat least FI'LLY AS MUCH OR MORE GOLD THAN THERE IS CONTAINED IN TWO QUARTS OF ANY OF THE LIQUID SOLUTIONS ON THE MARKET.

Roman Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution $4.50 Antique Green Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution. $4.80
Red Gold 44 

  4.50 Egyptian Green Gold  5.00
4.50 Silver Salts, for half-gallon, $3.15; for 1 gallon 6.00
4.50 French Gray Salts, for 1 gallon 
4.80 Copper or Brass Salts, for 1 gallon  

2.59
2.50

4.80 Silver Oxidizer 50 cents and $1.00
4.80 PRICES ARE ALL NET CASH

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette Stu,

Old English
14 or IA Karat Gold di

Rose Gold 4d

Orange Bose
Green Gold

Can be had of any jobber
or direct from the sole

manufacturer

New York

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Hors etimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41:1. Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane

 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

R. Gold Alloy
For Red Gold

R. No. 10 Gold Alloy
For Yellow Gold

C. P. Shot Copper .999 Fine
Used by particular people for particular work
A list of users will be sent on application

Jewelers' Brushes
of every description made under our own roof

Send for 600-page Illustrated Catalogue

American Oil & Supply Co.
Importers and Manufacturers of----

Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for
Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

NEWARK, N. J. CHICAGO
52-54-56 Lafayette Street Heyworth Building

G7i)

POINTER No. 27

This Firm Has Used The Arnstine Catalog System With Remarkable Success

THEY SAY SO READ THEIR LETTER

.C. LEWI S. PRES-84E111- NCR

R. P. DOR MAN. sEe'Y.

STORE OF THE LEWIS JEWELRY COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

THE .ARNSTINE BROS. CO., Cleveland, Ohio:
Gentlemen:—Replying to your inquiry of the 1st inst., regar

that we are well satisfied with results.
Our December business was unusually good, showing from

to this mode of advertising, and believe we will get from five
produced by the use of your Catalogs and Circulars, we feel we
previous, which was the first time we sent out the Catalogs.

The greater portion of them we mailed to people in the c.
buy, and through them we have made many hundreds of custo

The goods you illustrate are quick sellers, excellent quali
together in the same number of pieces, and your prices on the

Your Catalogs will keep in the front rank any store using
prestige obtainable by no other method of advertising.

We are so well satisfied that we will buy your goods and
Wishing you continued success, we remain,

We make Catalogs only for Legitimat

THE ARNSTIN
Originators of Our Exclusi

OLE



Steel Head

IMPROVED

"Three-in-One"
Staking Tool Mallet

(Patent Applied For)

The copper head and the riveting head are interchangeable. The steel head is stationary. This is the most
practical Staking Tool Mallet ever offered to the trade.

Price, 75 cents

Copper Head
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SOMETHING NEW
The Lebanon Patent Watch Glass Cabinet

The most complete ever offered. Stronger, although lighter
In weight. Has live drawers with metallic divisions aunt is outdo
in finely-finished oak. Contains 1040 spaces—nearly 200 more
than any other five-drawer cabinet ou the market.

DIMENSIONS
Length overall, 27 in.;

width, 11;',4 in.; height, 13 in.
The ligne and style of glass contained in

each compartment is indexed on the upper
front edge of each drawer ; the laths are in-
dexed on both upper side edges of each
drawer. Price $7. 50

Patented Dec. 29, 1909

stilt., HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.,

"Superior" Mainsprings
This well-known brand is worthy of its name :

Superior in FINISH.
Superior in QUALITY.
Superior in TEMPER.

Price, $1.25 per doz.

Ask Your Jobber For These Goods

Exclusive Wholesale
Distributers for
U. S. and Canada

118 William Street
NEW YORK CITY

A FEW LEADERS
We have many more in the
COMB AND HAT PIN LINE
We use nothing but the very finest of stock in
making our combs, and our rhinestones are
selected from first quality imported goods of
great brilliancy.

BRAID PINS, popular price sellers, from $1.00 up
SPIKE HAT PINS, very striking, from 1.00 up
LA VALLIERES—in all the latest designs,

made to cater to the average—from 25c. up

If your Jobber does not carry our line send postal and we will
tell ou where to get them. Send for selection packages

OLD GOLD AND SILVER
68

How Thomas J. Dee & Company have "made good"
with the Jewelry Trade

Faithfully fulfilling every promise, promptly redeeming every pledge of our published announcements, Dee & Company stand

forth to-day the most progressive concern of their kind, enjoying the confidence and loyal patronage of the jewelers of Chicago

and of the entire country to a most gratifying degree. Advanced methods of refining, wide-awake watchfulness of our custo-

mers' interests—careful grading, weighing and testing of every piece of jewelry sent us in your shipment—liberal and

generous offer for anything you may send us in the way of OLD GOLD, OLD SILVER, etc., are the cardinal principles of

our business creed.

We Make it an Object for the Jewelers to do Business With Us

Working on this principle we have built up a large business extending into every State and Territory of the Union. Our

policy has always been to place a value on your shipment that makes you feel as if you were getting every penny it is worth

and a little more than the other fellow would allow you for it.

There is no Great Secret as to How we Can Do It

Being, as we are, large refiners of precious metals and working these back into stock and reselling them to manufacturing

jewelers and kindred trades, we realize a manufacturer's profit from their sale. We are, therefore, in a position to offer you

much higher prices than others who have to dispose of their metal at bullion prices. By sending your shipment direct to us,

you cut out the middleman's profit, and deal with those who are first hands in the business.

January Clean-up

Now that the holiday trade is over we would suggest that you gather up whatever you have in the way of dead stock, such as

OLD GOLD, OLD SILVER, OLD FILLED CASES, GOLD PLATED SCRAPS, BENCH and FLOOR SWEEP-

INGS, etc., and turn them into cash. In our new, modern and up-to-date smelting plant, at 317 East Ontario Street, we are

in a position to give you returns on sweepings in three days after receipt of shipment.

Remittances

On receipt of your shipment of old gold and silver we will carefully estimate same, forwarding check by return mail. Then,

in case our estimate is not up to yours, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid. In this way you do not run any risk,

and you are not put to any expense. If it were fairer for us to go farther—we'd go farther.

Send us your next shipment and we will guarantee to " make good."

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver, and Platinum Refiners 

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.

Chicago, Illinois
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The IN B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses W:18 awarded to the W B & C brand

The prices on
are not higher 1:4
much inferior
sold by the
of the United
lows:

<EA

%V B & C glasses
than other and

t=1 brands, and are
t"w leading jobbers

States as fol-

6" ca Per gross Per doz.
Genevas  
MI-Concaves
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick .
Flat Parallels  
I.entilles
Flat Concaves .  
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick  
Patent Genevas  
Lunettes  

$ 4.00 $ .40
4.00 •40
10.00 .90
8.00 .75
12.00 1.25
12.00 1.00
15.00 1.25
8.00 .75
3.00 .25

Discount, 6 per cent.

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of MO for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brood.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody k nOWS that. the WB&C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE. AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them to

that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Fou -lift Its of the case menu! aeturers aro using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to

buy a cheaper grade (it goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "Til0 Best is the (liettpest at the End." 
'

WATCHMAKERS! I If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the WBAC and don't be deceived by bluffing and 
humbugging

advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The wggc glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great malty brands have sprung up in one day, 
and never heard

from afterwards. IT IS A 6089 AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W B & C

NOTICE
We don't " knock " our competitors in order to increase the sales of
R & L WATCH AND CLOCK OILS. Apart from the fact that it is
exceedingly poor taste, we don't find it necessary to resort to such
methods to increase the sales of a product that is a recognized success.
Watchmakers by the thousands all over the United States are using
R & L OIL and pronounce it the best oil ever brought to their notice.
Results tell the story.

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle
ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS CARRY IT

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., JeweleOrEBlividgA.,N 
MANUFACTURERS

1114ASS.

I v•11F•(47*-.--7.i''i'l
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E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

rsc,l'Inuf"'"'"" Sterling Effects
in Plate

Otto Young & Co. Silversmidis' Building
Chicago, III. New York
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WATCH CASE REPAIRING.
ALSO

Special hand-made cases for any movement. Key wind
cases changed to stem wind. New backs, caps, bezels, etc.

Gold and Silver Plating and Coloring
Jewelry Repairing :: Miniature Portraits
Repainting and Refinishing of Metal Dials

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade

1865 N. J. FELIX 8z SONS 1910
Established Forty-Five Years

PHONE, JOHN 7 1 0

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance 
45 Maiden Lane, New York City

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

W all Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, I foot 4 inches deep
Inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co.
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate

The New Model Colloidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented. 

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
'ire using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.

THE MOSELEY LATHES are noted for their simplicity and effectiveness of construction and have been well and favorably known to theWatchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century, and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service under the mostexacting conditions and they have been found More Than Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Work-,manship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.
ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECUREDby the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the marhet.

M. B. BRYANT CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, Lal:)ty6e-t1tel °St , New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

Electric Light is Now Cheaper

Because the invention of a new lamp has more
than cut in two the former cost of electric lighting,

you can now flood your store and windows with twice
their former brilliancy.

Your brilliant window displays will attract a vol-
ume of trade that your equally brilliant store will hold.

MAZDA
They mark the greatest advance in electric lighting since Edison's invention.

They are brilliant and economical to install and use.
A 6o watt G. E. MAZDA LAMP gives a light equal to three 16 candle-

power lamps commonly in use on about of the amount of electric current
required by the 16 c. p. lamps.

Your lighting company or electrical supply dealer has a full line of
G. E. MAZDA Lamps. To get the genuine, insist upon seeing the
famous G. E. monogram on each lamp you buy and on the car-
ton containing it.

685



They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches Special hand-made cases for any movement. Key wind
cases changed to stem wind. New backs, caps, bezels, etc.
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The prices on
are not higher 14
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows:

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand

"a w B & C glasses
t=f than other and
tml brands, and are
t*". leading jobbers

States as fol-

Jewelry Repairing :: Miniature Portraits
Repainting and Refinishing of Metal Dials

Per gross Per doz.
Genevas   $ 4.00 $ .40
MI-Concaves 4.00 •40
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick . 10.00 .90
Flat Parallels   8.00 .75
Lentilles   12.00 1.25
Flat Concaves . 12.00 1.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick 15.00 1.25
Patent (tenevas   8.00 .75
Lunettes   3.00 .25

Discount, 6 per cent.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE. AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of sine make them so

that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at, any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to
buy a cheaper grade ot goods, but moon found out the wisdom ft(' the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging
advertisements, showing a at of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in (me day, and never heard
from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W B & C

NOTICE
We don't "knock" our competitors in order to increase the sales of
R & L WATCH AND CLOCK OILS. Apart from the fact that it is
exceedingly poor taste, we don't find it necessary to resort to such
methods to increase the sales of a product that is a recognized success.
Watchmakers by the thousands all over the United States are using
R & L OIL and pronounce it the best oil ever brought to their notice.
Results tell the story.

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle
ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS CARRY IT

 SOLE MANUFACTURERSRANLETT & LOWELL CO., Jewelers' Bldg., BOSTON, MASS.

Established Forty-Five Years

PHONE, JOHN 71 0 45 Maiden Lane, New York CityMember Jewelers' Security Alliance

Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects
in Plate

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 incites high, 1 but 4 Dailies deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Iuside of ease and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate

-
00114

The New Model Conoidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented. 

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.

THE MOSELEY LATHES are noted for their simplicity and effectiveness of construction and have been well and favorably known to the
Watchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century, and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service under the most
exacting conditions and they have been found More Than Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Work-
manship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECURED
by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the marhet.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

WC,

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, LalE7e-110e New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

Electric Light is Now Cheaper

Because the invention of a new lamp has more
than cut in two the former cost of electric lighting,

you can now flood your store and windows with twice
their former brilliancy.

Your brilliant window displays will attract a vol-
ume of trade that your equally brilliant store will hold.

MAZDA LAMPS
They mark the greatest advance in electric lighting since Edison's invention.

They are brilliant and economical to install and use.
A 6o watt G. E. MAZDA LAMP gives a light equal to three 16 candle-

power lamps commonly in use on about of the amount of electric current
required by the 16 c. p. lamps.

Your lighting company or electrical supply dealer has a full line of
G. E. MAZDA Lamps. To get the genuine, insist upon seeing the
famous G. E. monogram on each lamp you buy and on the car-
ton containing it.

685
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WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

THE TEST OF A GOOD SHOW CASE
is the TEST OF TIME. Any show case can be madebeautiful—graceful, dignified, and all that—BUT, as thewhich retains its beauty, which withstands the test ofproves its real merit.

to appear superficially
Years roll by, the case
time, is the case which

Qtaxeti 50eztat Ccv444
are made from genuine quarter-sawed oak, including the best plate glass, mirrorsand metal trimmings. They are handsomely polished, and finished with extremecare. They retain their new appearance indefinitely.Hundreds of stores of all kinds, all over the country, have been equipped byus, not only with show cases, but with everything in FIXTURES. Any one ofthese stores will tell you how perfectly satisfactory QUINCY FIXTURES are.

Our de luxe booklet, "FIXTURES," is beautifully illustrated withinterior views of department, drug, dry goods, and other storeswhich we have beautified. It's free.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

ILLINOIS
Dallas, Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

Fret Saws

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
AUGSBURG, GERMANY

Coping Saws
Watch Mainsprings 

Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 "Finis"
for metal

tf3rorr,
QualitAt 18812

' jr 2 -
Finis.

Fio

'11111 L. 11•12111.1111111"1.1l144.t

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE Na. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE OF EMBLEM RINGS AT A MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $11.00 LAST

K. of P. 1111111111

THESE RINGS ARE

Let us tell you of
our new selling plan

)46'117 
11.7 

CC

1:1 

No. 275I. O. O. F. 1111111111111111DH

Red Men No. 278

ow- 9%Imo,

veettoemear.

1 at •

No. 272 Woodmen h. NO. 289 
B R

171 

' 1 No. 248

AIM
order—any finger size -at $11.00 list. THE .:"1111ffilliST RING 't:/N THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.
UMP 10 K.—average I dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors. We will send you any

THE A. P. CRAFT CO. Makers of Emblem Rings and Special Jewelry 
Indianapolis, Ind

4.8•
Ole' at

The Ideal Plating Machine 

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

The only ma—
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready.
clean, compact,
sure in results,
t h e IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to put
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and Should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6q
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00

net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz, Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 120z. Bottle. Price . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-

ment. We have been supplying them for some time to

jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals

necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to

put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains

of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid

solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength

and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these

solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every

instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker

results than with any other solution.

se 1-• et 47 Et
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EH E IDEAL
PLATING SOLUTION

ROMAN
Prepared e.peciall, for put.
ling factory fini,h on hard
and •oll wider repair ,obs.
new fini,h on old or .0010
worn lewelrY
Will not injure the fineyt
Enamel. Imitation or Pre.
mu, Stone.
Every 12.ounce bottle Gold
Plating Solution. Guar-
anteed to contain eS grain%
Chloride of Gold
Soletions furnibhed In the
followin

4.
g

4. 
Rote, Roman. Red and
Green Gold. Silver.
Cogger and Nickel.

NNCOPMCNDC
11. V.v. With

THE MEAL PLATING MACHINE

EF

04

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HARDINGE BROS.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
" Plain " 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
fitted to
any
style of
lathe

Four-Jawed Chuck 2" Price, $10.00
" 2' ,S" " 12.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MI-GO. BY
HARDINGE BROS.

Price with Trefoil peep holes, $8.00
Old style changed, each, $2,00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

JEWELING CHUCKS
To fit sizes 38 or 60 wire chuck

Set of 10 Brass, $1.50
" 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Price, each, $2.50Fitted to any lathe

HARDINGE COMBINED

Etir mpki.

--GcHIN doY5
TOOL.DEPTHING TOOL -

Price with 2 arms, $2.$0
" " 3 " 3.25

net .
,

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.
Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25C.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

L. LELONO CS BROTHER

.-AiantA

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NBWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING for the TIRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that shouldyou need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceplble, except by a magnifying glass.Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shownon illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. netLEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

0111Mailim'W
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Illuminate Your Show Windows Correctly
by using the J-M Linolite System of Lighting, which consists of a series of long tubular electric lamps, each one foot in length, placed end toend in a fiowerfiel reflector. This system produces the effect of one continuous lamp, or a line-of-light, effectively distributing the rays of lightover the entire area to be illuminated.

J-M Linolite Window Reflectors
when installed across the top of show windows, are not visible from the street. The J-M Linolite Lamp diffuses double the useful light producedby any bulb lamp of the same candle-power and wattage. This is economy. J-M Linolite Lamps are made with Tungsten and carbon -filaments.

J-M Linolite Show-Case Reflectors
complete with lamps are but 23 inches wide and i34 inches deep. Installed entire length of cases, the illumination is perfect.This same type of fixture can be installed along the vertical fillets of show windows in such a way that the source of light is not visible from the street, andthe illumination produced is most novel and effective.

The J-M Linolite System also has many other advantages over all other known methods of illuminating show windows and show cases. It is approved bythe Underwriters National Electric Association.
Write our nearest branch for Booklet and name of dealer handling J-M Linolite in your territory-or simply write your name and addresson margin of this advertisement and mail it to us.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos
and Magnesia Products

BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO

CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DALLAS

AVBFfitS

DETROIT LOS ANGELES
KANSAS CITY MILWAUKEE
LONDON MINNEAPOLIS

Asbestos Roofings, Packings,
Electrical Supplies, Etc.

NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURG
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS

s's

EAR WIRE SCREW PLATE
"W. & R. OPTIMUS BRAND"

The Genuine Is Stamped With Trade-Mark as
per Illustration. Beware of Imitations

.orsosanni1111WEIBIRB■111
wielnum111195■111MG1111

The genuine " W. & R. Optimus Brand Ear Wire Screw Plate is suit-
able for threading Ear wires, of same diameter and coarseness as is done
by the leading manufacturers of Earrings and is the only tool made which
answers this purpose. 111,Each plate contains four standard sizes (two holes
of each size). The letter C refers to the coarse threads, the letter F refers
to the fine threads, the holes are double notched, which allows the wire
a clearance, and leaves no chance for stripping the thread.

PRICE, WITH FOUR TAPS $1.00 Each
PRICE, WITHOUT TAPS .75 Each
PRICE, EXTRA TAPS .10 Each

OVIANUFACTURED BY

WORTHINGTON & RAYMOND
FINE TOOLS AND MECHANICAL SUPPLIES

102-104 FULTON STREET .*. NEW YORK
AND FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JEWELERS' SUPPLY HOUSES

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

3239F
14 K.. . . $3.05

1195F.
14 K. .

. 
. 117.50

1291F,
Gold PFtl, $2.80

345F.
14 K.. . $1.75

PRICES EACH

l E I 4

ih,\„

761V. 14 K. Price   $34.00

KNIGHTS OF
EMBLEMS COLUMBUS
We herewith illustrate a few designs of K. of C. Emblems.
Our line of K. of C. Emblems is complete with buttons, pins,
charms, rings, badges, etc. We manufacture a complete line of
Emblems of every description for every organization.
Fox's are not the only good Emblems. There are others. But
no other Emblems approaching them in quality are as reason-
able, Fox's are the only reasonable priced Emblems that are
good. For nearly a half century they have had almost a monopoly
of these good qualities, reasonableness and goodness. Out latest
edition catalogue was recently mailed illustrating our enormous
line. If you did not receive a copy advise us.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
These prices are list, subject to our regular catalogue discounts
1 4-1 6 E. Fourth St. (i CINCINNATI, 0.

01‘).
010:41.

f

14911Y. 14K., three
pieces . . 814.50

12871Y. 14 K.. one
piece. Prioe, 88.40

2616F. 14K. Price, 8140.75
A full-cut diamonds

1622F.
14 K . . $3.40

1131F.
14 K. . . . $3.15

1451F.
14 K. . . 82.00

31991"
Ott wreath,

Price . . . 83.60

2714F
19 K. Price . . $23.00
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WHEN

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO

SELL
You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small—do not turn him down absolutely, send the
goods to me for a

SPOT CASH
OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for To years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 827 of this issue. Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN 1011 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AMSTERDAM, TULPSTRAAT 10 ESTABLISHED 1891 LONDON. AUDREY HOUSE, ELY PLACE

Double Base
Engraving Block

including Leather Pad,
Spoon Holder, Button
and Bangle Attachment,
Ring Holder, 3 Cement
Plates, 32 Pegs and Pins

Price,s12.70 net
Polished Hard Wood

Base with Drawer and

Glass Shade EXTRA

Price, $3.50

NEW

Watch
Loan
Check

APO

OBVERSE SIDE REVERSE SIDE

The only safe and sure way to keep track of your loan watches.
An invoice. A system.
$1.50 the dozen, all jobbers, or order direct.

WATCH LOAN CHECK CO., Rock Island, Ill.

OLD PLATED WARE, BRONZE FIGURES, STERLING SILVER, ETC.,
REPAIRED AND REPLATED TO LOOK EQUAL TO NEW

GOLD PLATING, SILVER PLATING, OXIDIZING,
POLISHING, LACQUERING

E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co.
 DENVER, COL. 
WE CARRY A LARGE STOCK OF TOOLS, MATERIAL

V. T. F. WATCH GLASSES
U. S. ROBERT MAINSPRINGS

Before Repairing

We furnish any size new BRISTLE
BRUSHES, CELLULOID COMBS,
CUTICLE KNIVES, BUTTON

HOOKS, NAIL POLISHERS, ETC.,
and fit same to any shape mountings.
CHATELAINE BAGS repaired

and relined with Silk, Chamois, Suede
or Kid.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES for
special Sterling Silver pieces furnished.

Work called for and delivered.
After Repairing

LOUIS J. MEYER
,104 and 106 South Eighth St.

PHILADELPHIA
ESTABLISHED 1892

09 I.

gat.

Regular price
from

'4.00 to '12.00
per dozen

12 Size

Sterling Silver

Hunting Case

We have 700 of
these you can
have as few or
as many as you
want of them for
$2.75 each, net.
Regular price, $6.40, less 6 'X

Manufacturers and Jobbers
of everything used by the
Retail Jeweler
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The Part Played by the Oil in the Running and Regulating
of Watches and Clocks

For some years the manufacture of watches has undergone a considerable development, and the public has a right to require the possibilityof these being regulated so as to lose or gain 'out a few seconds a month, but in order to attain this precision it is necessary that the watch-maker should always remember that the part played by the oil is one of the most important and is of the most consequence in the runningand regulating of watches, in view of the infinitesimal quantity which may be put on the very delicate mechanism of the escapement, whichhas to run faultlessly, even in extreme climates.
The selection of a good oil is, therefore, of the utmost necessity to the watchmaker who wishes to maintain his reputation.In order that such oil may be perfect in quality, it is necessary to select the crude material with the greatest care. This is the mostvital point for the manufacturer. It, therefore, becomes necessary to reject vegetable, mineral and fish oils, as vegetable oils contain "fatty"acids, which, when exposed to the air, quickly become solidified; mineral oils, not being precisely fatty oils, are too volatile, and fish oilsare also very volatile and quickly become sticky.
It has only been, after many years of experimenting and acquiring a thorough knowledge of the subject, possible to recognize, by prac-tically applied chemical tests, the crude material which will give a faultless product and the best results.
"LA PERLE OIL" (an animal oil) is minutely purified and relined in accordance with a special process invented by M. Mirault, whois a former pupil of the National School of Horology at Cluses, where he received a medal and diploma.
M. Mirault has for twenty years supplied the largest Watch, Clock and Chronometer manufacturers of Europe, which should be sufficientcommendation for the oil he manufactures.
Although possessing great lubricating power, the oil is very non-adhesive and does not gum. It is free from acids and does not becomegreen by contact with metals. It is not affected by either acids or alkalies.
To conclude, we may add that the "LA PERLE OIL" has gained the highest honors: Grand Diploma of -Honor, Paris; Gold Medal,London, Too8; Silver and Bronze Medals, Paris, Liege, Besancon, Cluses, etc., etc.

. We appreciate the fact that you cannot make an experimental Laboratory out of your valuable workroom in order to test every oilbrought to your notice, but there would be little advancement in your economic methods if you refused to give this oil a trial. It hasbeen on the market since 189o, and is, therefore, neither NEW nor EXPERIMENTAL.

PRICE—Watch, Clock or Chronometer Oil
20 cents per Bottle $2.00 per dozen Bottles

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO 47=49 Maiden Lane
• NEW YORK CITY

BLACKINTON CHAINS-QUALITY

One Suggests
the Other

The more critical the inspection
of a Blackinton Chain, the more con-

vincing the proof of its all-round superiority.
The close scrutiny of the experienced jeweler
will fail to reveal a single point in which Blackinton
Chains are deficient.
They are best described by one word—"Right." They
were "right" in 1865; they are "right" in 1910. But

they are judged by a higher standard, born of progress.

In style, in finish and in adaptability to their varied uses

they stand pre-eminent. In quality and in durability they
not only maintain their "Old Reliable" reputation, but
they live up to the guarantee of entire satisfaction under
which they have been sold for 45 years.
Blackinton Chains are sold by wholesale jewelers.
They are not sold to Department Stores or Retail

Mail Order Houses.

W. 0 S. BLACKINTON CO.
Manufacturers

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS., U.S.A.
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Facts About the Cold Test of

FULCRUM OIL
A correspondent in the March " Keystone" under the

head of " Workshop Notes," writes that all watch oils he
had previously used blackened the pivots—that he bought
a bottle of Fulcrum Oil, and thought at last he had an end
to his "oil troubles."

However, one morning, when it was some degrees
below zero, he put this bottle of Fulcrum Oil outside, and
it became white and thick and would not run out of the
bottle. He asks " The Keystone" if this is a fair test.

iI

HERE IS A LETTER
to a user of Fulcrum Oil who had seen this article:

"Tn regard to the condition of Fulcrum Oil in cold weather, up to about zero there is no change. Around zerothe oil \yin begin to cloud and will continue to get more cloudy as the temperature decreases. The mention of this-fact might seem at first thought to be detrimental, but in reality it is an advantage which has been demonstratedmany times.
"A number of the same grade watches were cleaned thoroughly and each oiled with a different brand of the bestknown watch oils. ,At six degrees below zero every watch but one had stopped; the one still running was the watchoiled with Fulcrum Oil.
"All watches were carefully examined; in those Nvhich had stopped the oil was found to be thick and stringy, like

molasses. In the one which cold had failed to stop the oil was found to be white and had formed itself into a grease;this was Fulcrum Oil.

11111111::11111111

cT, aVc

"The fact which we wish to prove and which has been proven in
various other ways by many expert watchmakers and watch factories
is. that while Fulcrum Oil will cloud and does not have the same appear-
ance below zero as it has above—on account of forming itself into a
grease below zero—IT NEVER LOSES ITS LUBRICATING EFFI-
CIENCY, and it has been impossible to find an oil which will stand as
low a cold test in actual use as will FULCRUM OIL."

Every watchmaker knows that a machine will run with less
resistance in grease than it will in a gummy, stringy oil.

THE TEST OF ANY OIL IS IN ITS USE
and the cold test of Fulcrum Oil is guaranteed. Test it yourself
and see.

35c. a Bottle For Sale by all Jobbers $3.75 per Dozen

111'111111111111111111111111

FULCRUM OIL CO., Franklin, Pa., U.S.A.
HENRI PICARD 0 FRERE, London, Eng., Sole Export Agents

WATCHMAKERS, PLEASE NOTE
In March :Lnd Anrii a bottle each of Watch and Clock oil with a bill for seventy cents was sent to every watchmaker in the UnitedStates and Canada, which names we procured from lirm making a nisi less of furnishing such lists. ."is these lists are always incmn-plete, any watchmaker who has not received these two bottles of oil and who will write us a postal requesting them, W i I I receive thonwith the bill by return mail

FULCRUM OIL CO.

A NEW SIZE

KREMENTZ
COLLAR BUTTON

SMALLER IN

THE HEAD

LONGER IN

THE SHANK

THE SIZE AND SHAPE BEST

ADAPTED TO THE NEW STYLE

COLLARS. YOU NEED THEM

TO SUIT CAREFUL DRESSERS

ORDER BY NUMBERS

14 KT.— 6 LFT
10 KT.— X 6LFT

14 KT. PLATE — 6 K L

KREMENTZ & CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO

1 Maiden Lane 722 Shreve Bldg.
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HE BEAUTYoFSILVER PLATE
IS MORE THAN SKIN DEEP

The dealer should make his customers
understand that silverware must do more
than appeal to the eye.

The kind of silver that looks yell on the
show case but will not stand daily service is
not a good kind to buy nor a good kind to sell.

The dealer that handles

1847 ROGERS BROS. X S
TRIPLE

is able to TALK QUALITY. Not only do these goods look
Wel 1 but they weer r ell.W For years they have been known as
" Silver Plate that Vears."

Never before in our history have we occupied as much
advertising space as we are this season. Full page announce-
ments (including cover pages in colors) are appearing in
prominent periodicals. In all, we use about 500 publications.
We also render individual service, free of charge, to the dealer

in the form of "1847 Girl" post cards, velvet show case pads,
circulars, signs, posters and electrotypes.

Write us for particulars.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
Iiiternational Silver Co., Successor)

ERI DEN, CONN.
CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 31 Philadelphia, May, 1910 No. 5
Copyright, 1910, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
Of the United States, Ilawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $244 (to shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents (1 shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank (lied: or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable to
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new
address.

ADVERTISEMENTS—Advertising rates furnished on applica-
tion. No advertisements but those of a reputable
character inserted.
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by the 25th of each month to insure insertion in the
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previous month.
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Jewelry Trade Situation Improving
HE between-seasons' lull, which was
so pronounced early in April, has

already disappeared to a large extent and
indications of seasonable activity are now
much in evidence. The destruction wrought
in some portions of the country by the
belated blizzard seems to have been greatly
exaggerated, and the immeasurable good
done by the timely rains will quite likely
much more than offset the loss due to the
storm. Our correspondents in the various
cities report improving conditions, and
orders from the men on the road furnish
substantial evidence of such improvement.
The high prices of the necessaries of life,
the increasing popularity of the automobile
and other untoward factors are doubtless
affecting the market for jewelry to some
extent, but despite this there is every
reason to look forward to a satisfactory
trade for the coming months.

Two unmistakable evidences of the
improved conditions in the trade were

furnished last month by official statistics.
One of these was the marked increase in
the purchases of gold bars at the Sub-
treasury of New York by the manufactur-
ing jewelers. The total of such bars
purchased in 1909 was $24,581,260 as com-
pared with $19,475,168 in the year 1908.
It was further announced that the purchases
of bars for the first three months of the
present year materially exceeded those of
a similar period either in 1909 or 1908. It
is true that the purchases do not accurately
represent the quantity of gold used by the
jewelers as raw material, but the increase is
a reliable indication of the betterment in the
industry.

Another reassuring evidence of con-
tinued improvement is the increase in the
importations of precious stones. For March,
the latest month for which figures are
available, the total imports of precious
stones and pearls amounted to $4,525,246
which far exceeds all previous records for
this month. When we consider that the
entire imports for the same month of 1908
amounted only to $298,879 we can better
appreciate the material betterment that has
taken place in trade conditions. These
figures do not bear out the allegation that
the automobile craze has materially inter-
fered with the demand for precious stones.
The fact is, the financial condition of the
country was never better than at present, but
the people do not seem as yet to have re-
covered the liberal investment spirit which
prevailed previous to the money panic.
Spring sunshine, attractive stocks, and
aggressive advertising will do much, how-
ever, to foster the spirit of free expenditure.

Suppression of Fraudulent Auction
Sales

0 NE of the most demoralizing factors
with which the trade have to contend

is fraudulent auction sales. Almost daily
from some part of the country we learn
of sales of this character, and the trade

who complain of them and whose business
is detrimentally affected thereby seem to
be without means of redress. At present
an effort is being made to have a law
passed in New York State which will
eventually prevent such fraudulent sales.
Heretofore the method of procedure seems
to have been the following: The stocks
were sold outright to some unknown third
person and by him the goods were trans-
ferred to the auctioneer. The•latter made
no record of the name or address of the
person from whom the goods were received
and made no entry upon his books
descriptive of the goods ; consequently it
was difficult and generally impossible to
trace the source of his supply, or, if found,
to make recovery, and no fraud could be
legally fastened on the auctioneer.

The bill now before the State legisla-
ture requires that every auctioneer receiving
goods for sale at auction before he takes
same shall enter upon his books the follow-
ing details:

The name and address of the person who
employs him to sell such goods at auction.

The name and address of the person for
whose benefit, behalf or account such goods are to
be sold at auction.
. The name and address of the person from
whom such auctioneer received or accepted such
goods.

The name and address of the person who
was the owner of such goods immediately prior
to the receipt or acceptance for the purpose of
sale at auction of the same by such auctioneer.

The location, with street and number, if any,
of such goods immediately prior to the receipt
or acceptance of the same by such auctioneer.

The date of their receipt or acceptance.
The place, with street and number, if any,

in which such goods are to be held, kept or
stored until sold or offered for sale at auction.

The place, with street and number, if any, in
which such goods are to be sold or offered for
sale at auction.

A description of such goods, the quantity
thereof, and the distinctive marks thereon, if
any.

The terms and conditions upon which such
auctioneer receives or accepts such goods for sale
at auction.

These records are open to the inspec-
tion of the Mayor, the head of the police
department, the district attorney, or any
other person duly authorized by either.
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Every violation of the provisions of the

act will be a misdemeanor. The measure

if passed into law will facilitate the location

of goods which have been removed from

.the store and placed in an auction house for
sale. It will make it extremely difficult for

dishonest auctioneers as the goods can be
traced, and will subject the auctioneers to

the same supervision as is now exercised

by the police over pawnbrokers. The bill

has the support of the Merchants' Associa-

tion of New York City, the New York

Credit Men's Association and numerous

other organizations and will not unlikely

be passed into law.

Flagrant Misrepresentation of Goods
and Values

WHILE fraudulent auction sales of

jewelry are a very serious menace

to the trade, still more serious is the fraudu-

lent advertising of jewelry stock now being

done by various general stores throughout

the country. Elsewhere in this issue will

be found complaints in regard to such

sales, and the time would seem to have

arrived when, for the protection of the

public, laws should be passed which would

prevent this flagrant misrepresentation.

Discontinued watch movements, for in-

stance, and some which should rightly be

described as second-hand, are boldly adver-

tised as standard stock, the cut in prices

being attributed to various causes. This

misrepresentation is now becoming so

general that the authorities will soon be

compelled to take notice of it, even if the

trade lacks sufficient influence to secure

the necessary legislation. At the many con-

ventions which will be held within the next

few weeks this matter of fraudulent adver-

tising would be a very timely subject for

discussion and at the convention of the
National Association some concerted action

could be taken with a view to providing a

remedy. There should be very little diffi-

culty in having a law passed, the sole

purpose of which is to enforce truthfulness

in representation and to protect the public

from outrageous imposition. Any an-

tagonism to a measure of this character

would be rightly branded as dishonest, and

for this reason, if for no other, very little

opposition might be anticipated. The uni-

versality of trade organization has in recent

years given to the jewelers a power which

they did not formerly possess and they now

have abundant opportunity to exercise this

power in behalf of the public as well as of

the trade. The members of the various

organizations who know of such misrepre-

sentation by department or general stores
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should supply samples of the advertising

to the officers of the associations. Strong

object-lessons in the way of actual exhibits

must be collected in order to prove the

necessity of such legislation.

Manufacturers Advertising to the
Consumer

AS we go to press we have just received

from President J. P. Archibald of

the American National Retail Jewelers'

Association, an article entitled, "The Manu-

facturer Should Advertise to the Con-

sumer." After an investigation of the

matter Mr. Archibald states that he finds

that less advertising to the consumer is done

by manufacturers who cater to the jewelry

trade than by those in almost any other

line of business. "By actual count," he

writes, "in every two hundred advertise-

ments there are three articles advertised that

are carried in the retail jewelry store." He

strongly advocates advertising to the con-

sumer by the manufacturer, rightly arguing

that articles purchased, especially for gifts,

are frequently determined by such advertis-

ing. Says Mr. Archibald:

It is the duty of every manufacturer of
lines of goods handled in the jewelry stores to
do a general line of advertising to the public. By
a continuous method of this kind the tastes of
the people will be changed. This change will be
in favor of the jeweler. All jewelers' associations
and clubs, and even individual retail jewelers
should take up this matter of general advertising
with the manufacturers and jobbers. The success
of the retailer means success for the manufacturer
and jobber. Every dollar spent in increasing a
company's business brings returns to the retailers
who sell its goods. The success is mutual, as the
profit of one is measured by the prosperity of
the other.

Advertising is recognized as one of the prime
factors in business these days. It is logical that
the general advertising of the manufacturer must
help the retailer even more than the manufacturer.
The retailer who advertises helps all branches of
the trade. Then a mutual co-operation will start
business booming along lines not yet created.

The time is past when the retailer must create
the demand for the goods. The makers of the
goods must arouse an interest in the purchasers
through newspapers and periodicals and other
mediums, thus helping the retailer to make the
sales. The retailer must do his share of adver-
tising, thus stimulating a local demand.

While Mr. Archibald's ideas are those

which prevail in the industrial and commer-

cial world, members of the jewelry trade

have been heard to express entirely opposite

views. These latter maintain that advertis-

ing to the general public has a tendency to

eliminate the personal equation in the case

of the retailer and also to limit his profits.

It is contended that when the merit of a

certain article is thoroughly hammered into

the public the retailer is to some extent

at the mercy of the manufacturer and loses

in prestige. There was much comment

some time ago on the fact that the universal
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popularity of a certain baking powder made
the manufacturers so tyrannous that the

result to the grocer was much work and

little profit. Doubtless there are two sides
to almost every question, but we consider

Mr. Archibald's view the orthodox one

from the point of view of the retailers' in-

terest. Of course for the manufacturer to

advertise to the consumer is an essential of

continued progress in any large industry,

but the business thus created, as Mr. Archi-

bald states, is equally to the benefit of the

retailer.
Probably both manufacturer and re-

tailer in the jewelry trade have been at

fault in the matter of advertising as corn-

pared with those in other branches of busi-

ness. While there has been much improve-

ment in the character and kind of adver-

tising done by the jewelers they still fall

short, we fear, of their brethren in other

branches of trade. We take pleasure in ex-

ploiting Mr. Archibald's views as a stimulus

to both sides for, as he states, advertising

is the mainspring and motor power of

modern business.

Manufacturing Jewelers Form

National Association

AN important event of the past month

was the addition of a national asso-

ciation of manufacturing jewelers to the

trade organizations already existing. The

formation of a national association of

wholesale jewelers some time ago was in-

spired mainly by the advisability of having

a national body to treat with the association

of the retail trade. The national association

of manufacturing jewelers is, in like man-

ner, we understand, due to the advisability

of having an authoritative body to consider

the various questions and grievances pre-

sented by the wholesale trade. In addition

the association can be of great service to the

manufacturing industry and to its members

by fostering greater harmony in regard to

policies affecting their interests.
It would appear that the jobbers' asso-

ciation made certain representations to the

manufacturers in regard to handling of

the product of such of the latter as also

sold direct to the retail trade. To properly

deal with this question called for the forma-

tion of a representative body and the new

association was the result. The officers are

as follows : President, Robert E. Budlong

of S. K. Merrill Company, of Providence;

secretary and treasurer, Harold E. Sweet

of R. F. Simmons Company, Attleboro; ex-

ecutive committee, Fred D. Carr of Ostby &

Barton Company, of Providence; Ira Bar-

rows of H. F. Barrows Company, of North
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Attleboro, and David L. Lowe of the D.

F. Briggs Company, of Attleboro.

This expansion of the organization

movement will be very gratifying to the

retail jewelers, as it implies that there

are now in all three branches of the trade

authoritative bodies to consider matters

of mutual interest and take such action as

may be necessary. The officers of the asso-

ciation wish it to be understood that their

organization is in line with the co-operative

spirit of the times, and will enable the

manufacturers to bring about much-needed

reforms in the marketing of their products

which will be to the benefit of all concerned.

Many Conventions for May and June

pr HE present month will be a period of

exceptional organization activity.

Quite a number of State conventions are

scheduled to take place during the next

few weeks, and record-breaking attendances

are expected in each case. Interesting

programmes have been prepared and in

each instance instruction, entertainment,

and social intercourse will be attractively

commingled. All members of the trade are

urged to attend these conventions in their

several States as action will be taken on

a number of important matters directly

affecting every individual jeweler. The

dates and places of meeting are as follows.

The Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association at

Columbus on May 2nd, and 4th.

The Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association

at Oklahoma City, beginning May 9th.

The Oregon State Association at Portland,

May loth and nth. •
The Arkansas State Association at Little

Rock, on May loth and 12th.

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion in Philadelphia, May 19th and 20th.

The Illinois State Association in Springfield

on May 24th, 25th and 26th.

The New York State Association at

it-ochester on May 26th and 27th.
The North Carolina State Association at

Greensboro, June 54th and Isth.

The Virginia State Association at Norfolk,

on June 15th.
The Kansas and Missouri State Associations

in joint convention at Kansas City, Mo., on June

20th, 21st and 22nd.

The Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association in

Des Moines, in the last week of June.

The Wisconsin State Association in Milwau-

kee, on July 13th and 14th.

American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation in Detroit, on July 26th to 29th.

The conventions so far held have been

quite successful and forebode an epoch-

making year in jewelry trade organization.

At the West Virginia convention a bill

was drawn covering the matter of unclaimed

repairs and will be introduced at the next

session of the legislature. This association

also endorsed the limited parcels-post sys-

tem in the rural delivery routes advocated

by the present Postmaster-General. There

seems to be considerable opposition in some

of the associations to a parcels-post law

in any shape, and this is one of the matters

on which the trade would do well to come

to some agreement. The convention floor

affords the best opportunity for intelligent

discussion and the present convention

season will no doubt leave the trade a unit

on most of the subjects on which we now

find difference of opinion. Much satisfac-

tion is being expressed with the progress

in trade reforms already made, and there

is every hope that the early future will

bring about complete trade regeneration

if the organizations are given the support

which they deserve.

Novel Legislation of Trade Interest

SINCE the picturesque feminine head-

gear of the present age came into

existence the hat pin has been a proverbial

weapon of defence. As the millinery has

increased in dimensions the hat pin has been

elongated in proportion, and it would appear

that from being a weapon of defence it

has become a weapon of offence and a

public menace. In Congress a bill was

recently introduced making compulsory the

use of protective guards on the sharp

protruding points of hat pins in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and a like ordinance

has been introduced in a number of cities.

Jewelers have little to fear from such

legislation even though it may become

general, which is not likely, as it would mean

additional business in the sale of the

necessary guards. It is quite unlikely that

any legislative intimidation would affect in

any way feminine fashions, either in

millinery or hat pins, but in view of the

continued elongation of the pin, especially

of the latest arrivals from Paris, some form

of guards would seem to be desirable in the

interest of the public.

Another novel measure introduced in

Congress by a Missouri representative pro-

vides for a fine of $25 in case any person

should display a clock on the outside of a

building that does not keep standard time.

The sponsor of this novel measure was fairly

considerate, however, as his bill provides

that if a clock is two minutes wrong the

jeweler or other party to whom it belongs

should be admonished, but not punished.

The bill also provides that all clocks that are

run down or broken should be draped until

they are repaired. The ostensible reason

for this measure is to prevent disappoint-

ment or delay on the part of the public

which may be due to the inaccuracy in any

public clock.
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World's Greatest Watch Collection to

Come to the United States

THERE has been much perturbation in

Europe over the gradual acquisition

by the United States of the famous works

of art and masterpieces of mechanism 
in

which our European brethren take such

pride. For the presence of a large propor-

tion of these treasures in our own country

we are indebted to J. Pierpont Morgan, the

well-known financier, whose latest acquisi-

tion is the world-famed collection of old

and historic watches of Carl Marfels, of

Berlin, Germany. The United States al-

ready boasts of several notable collections

of watches, one of which was recently

described in our columns. This was the

collection of H. J. Heinz, the Pittsburg

millionaire, who has since presented the col-

lection to the Carnegie Institute in that city.

The Marfels collection, however, is admit-

tedly the greatest in the world from an

artistic standpoint and only recently one of

the specimens was purchased at the price

of mo,000 marks ($25,000). Mr. Marfels.

it is interesting to state, is the proprietor

of the leading journal of the German

watchmaking trade, the Deutsche Uhr-

inacher-Zeitung. Over one year ago he

journeyed to London and on that occasion

sold to Mr. Morgan some forty watches

from his collection, the average price, we

understand, paid for these timepieces being

18,000 marks ($45oo). It is now an-

nounced that Mr. Morgan has acquired the

entire collection, the monetary consideration

amounting, it is said, to several hundred

thousand dollars. It is gratifying to the

American trade to learn that this great col-

lection of old, curious and historic watches

will find a permanent home in the United

States, which can then boast of several of

the world's greatest watch collections.

An Interesting Piece of Trade

Literature

ABOOKLET which expresses in con-

crete form the forward tendency

of the jewelry trade, has recently been

issued by The Keystone Watch Case Co.

Anyone who has attended the conventions

of the American National Retail Jewelers'

Association, or who has followed the pro-

ceedings of the conventions as reported

in THE KEYSTONE, knows what those tend-

encies are. No one is more keenly alive

to the needs of the jewelry trade than the

retail jeweler himself, who is close to his

customer, the ultimate consumer of the

goods he handles on one hand and on the

other has to meet the problem of getting

a fair price for his goods at a fair profit.
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Revival of the Silver Age
The, ancient Silversmith was half

brother to the, Alchemist,. His ma,gic touch
transformed the metal into beautiful
shapes and forms which found their
way into the shrines of art lovers 'and
the, jyataces of kings.
Side, by side with the. Sculptor who

produced aVenus and the. Painter who
gave, to the. world a M'adonn'a the.
ancient Silversmith held highplace, in
the realm of art,.
Today his ancient and honorable, crak

is presecverl and ocemyliffed -at its best in
the. beautiful creations offered by The.
Gorham C_ompary throutgh the bestjewelers.
Gorham Silverware, is renowned for its

beauty of design -and individuality of
pattern 'and bears this mark,
It costs no mote than wares of less merit.

The Gorham Co.
Silversmiths

New York

MILL
dr The Gorham Company requests your consideration of this, the first of a series of advertisements now appearing in various important periodicals.Every jeweler selling Gorham Silverware will be benefited by this extensive advertising campaign, inasmuch as these advertisements are nowappearing in " Scribner's," " Everybody's," " Cosmopolitan," " Munsey's," "Life," " Outlook," " Sunset Magazine," " International Studio," " Fra,"" House Beautiful," "Atlantic Monthly," " New England Magazine," " Craftsman," " Philistine " and "Ladies' Home Journal," " Woman's HomeCompanion," "Delineator," " Designer " and "New Idea" (in column form).

CHICAGO : 137 Wabash Ave.

THE GORHAM COMPANY
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths

WORKS: Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New YorkProvidence and New York

BRANCHES
NEW YORK : 15-17-19 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO : 140 Geary Street

CaguiL..ge•

LONDON : Ely Place
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Starting in the Jewelry Business
with $1000 Capital

Almost every day in some place in the
country a new jewelry store is announced
and as quickly as the announcement is
made, scores of wholesalers are soliciting
the business. In many instances these are
small stores with very little capital, and in
many instances conducted by a young man

of very limited business experience.
Eager for his trade, jobbers assail him

with offers of long datings. Special dis-
counts on quantity purchases tempt him to
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Floor plan for watchmaker displaytng his entire stock in

his show window

buy not only beyond his means, but much
stock for which he has absolutely no sale.
More young business men are ruined by
cheap credit to-it-lay than in any other way.
Credit men place too much confidence in
the personal honesty of the individual.
They call it a good "moral risk" and allow
their salesmen to overload a Man, with the
feeling that his honesty will enable him
to find a way to pay his bills. This man
may be ever so honest in his intentions ; but
he can carry only so much of a load and
when it is piled on too heavy he is bound
to break under it.

The new man starting in business with
a limited capital must first of all make up
his mind to live frugally for a few years
at least. His original stock should repre-
sent an investment not in excess of his
capital, but rather a little less. He must
expect during the first few years to
increase his stock gradually on the profits
above what it costs him to live, and only
after his business success has been definitely

proven should he risk a chance of carrying
a heavy indebtedness.

The original stock in a small store
should include only such staples as would
surely be in demand.

Once before, in this paper, the writer
offered suggestions for a new beginner in
the jewelry business, and will repeat what
was said at that time. Let quality be your
byword from the beginning and particu-
larly is this true when you are establishing
your new business. You had better buy
one wall case and one show case of good
grade and fill them with first-class goods,
than buy six cheap cases and fill them with
cheap goods, on the same investment.

In selecting your fixtures, buy good
hard wood and plate glass cases of a style
that you can add to from time to time.

Suppose as an example of the proper
way to stock a new store you take a young
man with $1000 of capital, starting in
business. First, let him select a small room
with a good show window, and be sure that
it is newly papered and painted and has
a good floor. His investment for fixtures,
selecting plate glass cases as described
above, would be about as follows:

Wall Case $150.00
I Safe   50.00
I Show Case and Trays  500.00
I Partition dividing off watchmaker's bench 50.00
I Partition at rear of store  40.00
I Settee for customers  5.00
I Regulator   50.00
I Work Bench and Chair  20.00

I Outfit of necessary tools  40.00
Material, including Crystals, Mainsprings,

etc. (only one or two of a kind in good
variety and systematically arranged so
replacements can be made as quickly as
sold out)   40.00

Incidentals (broom, hatchet and other
things necessary about the store)   50.00

Total  $475.00

Thus he has invested nearly one-half
his capital in tools and fixtures, but as
his bench returns must be for a while at
least his chief means of support, he could
only reduce this a trifle by cheaper cases.

Next conies the selection of stock and
not one purchase should be made until a
full list is made out and cut down within
the remaining sum. In small towns the
chief demands from the jeweler are for
watches, chains, silver-plated ware and
clocks, and naturally in these lines the
most complete selection should be offered.
A list should read pretty much as follows.

WATCH CASES
(Gold-filled 20 and 25 year)

4 0 Size Hunting
2 16 Size Hunting
2 16 Size Open Face
I 18 Size Hunting
I 18 Size Open Face
3 18 Size Silverine Cases

Total, $60.00
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MOVEMENTS

(Standard Makes)

I 0 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunting
I 0 Size, 15 Jewel, Hunting
I 16 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunting •
I 16 Size, 7 Jewel, Open Face
I 16 Size, 15 Jewel, Hunting
I 16 Size, 17 Jewel, Open Face
I x8 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunting
I 18 Size, 15 Jewel, Open Face
I 18 Size, 17 Jewel, Open Face

Total about $50.00
Total watch stock about $510.00.

GOLD-FILLED JEWELRY

3 Gold-filled Men's Chains 
3 Men's Fobs 
. 0

3 Ladies' Chains 
3

1f 11 Ladies' Fobs 
12 t t 11 Brooches and Chate-

laine Pins . .
12 Scarf Pins 
12

0 11 Links  
12

11 11 Charms and Lockets...
6 ,, “ Necklaces  
4

11 . Bracelets  
52 . 11 Hat Pins 
12 Pair Gold-filled Handy Pins 

about $7.50
7.50

. 1 6.00
5.00

11
9.00

4.00
7.00

" 15.00, 
5.00

11 10.00
It 5.0o
If

4.00
Other Gold-filled Jewelry

PART/T/ON

15.00

Total, $100.00
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Floor plan of gra d arrangement for small store

SOLID GOLD RINGS

12 Plain Rings $25.00
12 Set Rings  25.00
12 Baby Rings  7.50
6 Men's Rings  25.00
12 Signet Rings  17.50

Total, $loo.00

(Continued on page 7o3)
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Every violation of the provisions of the
act will be a misdemeanor. The measure
if passed into law will facilitate the location
of goods which have been removed from
.the store and placed in an auction house for
sale. It will make it extremely difficult for
dishonest auctioneers as the goods can be
traced, and will subject the auctioneers to
the same supervision as is now exercised
by the police over pawnbrokers. The bill
has the support of the Merchants' Associa-
tion of New York City, the New York
Credit Men's Association and numerous
other organizations and will not unlikely
be passed into law.

Flagrant Misrepresentation of Goods
and Values

WHILE fraudulent auction sales of
jewelry are a very serious menace

to the trade, still more serious is the fraudu-
lent advertising of jewelry stock now being
done by various general stores throughout
the country. Elsewhere in this issue will
be found complaints in regard to such
sales, and the time would seem to have
arrived when, for the protection of the
public, laws should be passed which would
prevent this flagrant misrepresentation.
Discontinued watch movements, for in-
stance, and some which should rightly be
described as second-hand, are boldly adver-
tised as standard stock, the cut in prices
being attributed to various causes. This
misrepresentation is now becoming so
general that the authorities will soon be
compelled to take notice of it, even if the
trade lacks sufficient influence to secure
the necessary legislation. At the many con-
ventions which will be held within the next
few weeks this matter of fraudulent adver-
tising would be a very timely subject for
discussion and at the convention of the
National Association some concerted action
could be taken with a view to providing a
remedy. There should be very little diffi-
culty in having a law passed, the sole
purpose of which is to enforce truthfulness
in representation and to protect the public
from outrageous imposition. Any an-
tagonism to a measure of this character
would be rightly branded as dishonest, and
for this reason, if for no other, very little

opposition might be anticipated. The uni-
versality of trade organization has in recent
years given to the jewelers a power which

they did not formerly possess and they now
have abundant opportunity to exercise this

power in behalf of the public as well as of
the trade. The members of the various
organizations who know of such misrepre-

sentation by department or general stores
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should supply samples of the advertising
to the officers of the associations. Strong
object-lessons in the way of actual exhibits
must be collected in order to prove the
necessity of such legislation.

Manufacturers Advertising to the
Consumer

AS we go to press we have just received
from President J. P. Archibald of

the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, an article entitled, "The Manu-
facturer Should Advertise to the Con-
smiler." After an investigation of the
matter Mr. Archibald states that he finds
that less advertising to the consumer is done
by manufacturers who cater to the jewelry
trade than by those in almost any other
line of business. "By actual count," he
writes, "in every two hundred advertise-
ments there are three articles advertised that
are carried in the retail jewelry store." He
strongly advocates advertising to the con-
sumer by the manufacturer, rightly arguing
that articles purchased, especially for gifts,
are frequently determined by such advertis-
ing. Says Mr. Archibald:

It is the duty of every manufacturer of
lines of goods handled in the jewelry stores to
do a general line of advertising to the public. By
a continuous method of this kind the tastes of
the people will be changed. This change will be
in favor of the jeweler. All jewelers' associations
and clubs, and even individual retail jewelers
should take up this matter of general advertising
with the manufacturers and jobbers. The success
of the retailer means success for the manufacturer
and jobber. Every dollar spent in increasing a
company's business brings returns to the retailers
who sell its goods. The success is mutual, as the
profit of one is measured by the prosperity of
the other.

Advertising is recognized as one of the prime
factors in business these days. It is logical that
the general advertising of the manufacturer must
help the retailer even more than the manufacturer.
The retailer who advertises helps all branches of
the trade. Then a mutual co-operation will start
business booming along lines not yet created.

The time is past when the retailer must create
the demand for the goods. The makers of the
goods must arouse an interest in the purchasers
through newspapers and periodicals and other
mediums, thus helping the retailer to make the
sales. The retailer must do his share of adver-
tising, thus stimulating a local demand.

While Mr. Archibald's ideas are those

which prevail in the industrial and commer-

cial world, members of the jewelry trade

have been heard to express entirely opposite

views. These latter maintain that advertis-

ing to the general public has a tendency to

eliminate the personal equation in the case

of the retailer and also to limit his profits.

It is contended that when the merit of a

certain article is thoroughly hammered into

the public the retailer is to some extent

at the mercy of the manufacturer and loses

in prestige. There was much comment

some time ago on the fact that the universal
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popularity of a certain baking powder made
the manufacturers so tyrannous that the
result to the grocer was much work and
little profit. Doubtless there are two sides
to almost every question, but we consider
Mr. Archibald's view the orthodox one
from the point of view of the retailers' in-
terest. Of course for the manufacturer to
advertise to the consumer is an essential of
continued progress in any large industry,
but the business thus created, as Mr. Archi-
bald states, is equally to the benefit of the
retailer.

Probably both manufacturer and re-
tailer in the jewelry trade have been at
fault in the matter of advertising as corn-
pared with those in other branches of busi-
ness. While there has been much improve-
ment in the character and kind of adver-
tising done by the jewelers they still fall
short, we fear, of their brethren in other
branches of trade. We take pleasure in ex-
ploiting Mr. Archibald's views as a stimulus
to both sides for, as he states, advertising
is the mainspring and motor power of
modern business.

Manufacturing Jewelers Form
National Association

AN important event of the past month
was the addition of a national asso-

ciation of manufacturing jewelers to the

trade organizations already existing. The

formation of a national association of
wholesale jewelers some time ago was in-
spired mainly by the advisability of having
a national body to treat with the association

of the retail trade. The national association
of manufacturing jewelers is, in like man-
ner, we understand, due to the advisability
of having an authoritative body to consider
the various questions and grievances pre-
sented by the wholesale trade. In addition
the association can be of great service to the
manufacturing industry and to its members
by fostering greater harmony in regard to
policies affecting their interests.

It would appear that the jobbers' asso-
ciation made certain representations to the
manufacturers in regard to handling of
the product of such of the latter as also
sold direct o the retail trade. To properly
deal with this question called for the forma-

tion of a representative body and the new
association was the result. The officers are
as follows : President, Robert E. Budlong
of S. K. Merrill Company, of Providence;

secretary and treasurer, Harold E. Sweet
of R. F. Simmons Company, Attleboro; ex-

ecutive committee, Fred D. Carr of Ostby &
Barton Company, of Providence; Ira Bar-

rows of H. F. Barrows Company, of North
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Attleboro, and David L. Lowe of the D.

F. Briggs Company, of Attleboro.

This expansion of the organization

movement will be very gratifying to the

retail jewelers, as it implies that there

are now in all three branches of the trade

authoritative bodies to consider matters

of mutual interest and take such action as

may be necessary. The officers of the asso-

ciation wish it to be understood that their

organization is in line with the co-operative

spirit of the times, and will enable the

manufacturers to bring about much-needed

reforms in the marketing of their products

which will be to the benefit of all concerned.

Many Conventions for May and June

THE present month will be a period of

exceptional organization activity.

Quite a number of State conventions are

scheduled to take place during the next

few weeks, and record-breaking attendances

are expected in each case. Interesting

programmes have been prepared and in

each 'instance instruction, entertainment,

and social intercourse will be attractively

commingled. All members of the trade are

urged to attend these conventions in their

several States as action will be taken on

a number of important matters directly

affecting every individual jeweler. The

dates and places of meeting are as follows.

The Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association at
Columbus on May 2nd, 3rd and 4th.

The Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association
at Oklahoma City, beginning May 9th.

The Oregon State Association at Portland,
May loth and tith.

The Arkansas State Association at Little
Rock, on May Toth and 12th.

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion in Philadelphia, May 19th and 20th.

The Illinois State Association in Springfield
on May 24th, 25th and 26th.

The New York State Association at
kochester on May 26th and 27th.

The North Carolina State Association at
Greensboro, June 14th and t5th.

The Virginia State Association at Norfolk,
on June t5th.

The Kansas and Missouri State Associations
in joint convention at Kansas City, Mo., on June
20th, 21St and 22nd.

The Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association in
Des Moines, in the last week of June.

The Wisconsin State Association in Milwau-
kee, on July 13th and 14th.

American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation in Detroit, on July 26th to 29th.

The conventions so far held have been

quite successful and forebode an epoch-

making year in jewelry trade organization.

At the West Virginia convention a bill

was drawn covering the matter of unclaimed

repairs and will be introduced at the next

session of the legislature. This association

also endorsed the limited parcels-post sys-
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tern in the rural delivery routes advocated

by the present Postmaster-General. There

seems to be considerable opposition in some

of the associations to a parcels-post law

in any shape, and this is one of the matters

on which the trade would do well to come

to some agreement. The convention floor

affords the best opportunity for intelligent

discussion and the present convention

season will no doubt leave the trade a unit

on most of the subjects on which we now

find difference of opinion. Much satisfac-

tion is being expressed with the progress

in trade reforms already made, and there

is every hope that the early future will

bring about complete trade regeneration

if the organizations are given the support

which they deserve.

Novel Legislation of Trade Interest

SINCE the picturesque feminine head-

gear of the present age came into

existence the hat pin has been a proverbial

weapon of defence. As the millinery has

increased in dimensions the hat pin has been

elongated in proportion, and it would appear

that from being a weapon of defence it

has become a weapon of offence and a

public menace. In Congress a bill was

recently introduced making compulsory the

use of protective guards on the sharp

protruding points of hat pins in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and a like ordinance

has been introduced in a number of cities.

Jewelers have little to fear from such

legislation even though it may become

general, which is not likely, as it would mean

additional business in the sale of the

necessary guards. It is quite unlikely that

any legislative intimidation would affect in

any way feminine fashions, either in

millinery or hat pins, but in view of the

continued elongation of the pin, especially

of the latest arrivals from Paris, some form

of guards would seem to be desirable in the

interest of the public.
Another novel measure introduced in

Congress by a Missouri representative pro-

vides for a fine of $25 in case any person

should display a clock on the outside of a

building that does not keep standard time.

The sponsor of this novel measure was fairly

considerate, however, as his bill provides

that if a clock is two minutes wrong the

jeweler or other party to whom it belongs

should be admonished, but not punished.

The bill also provides that all clocks that are

run down or broken should be draped until

they are repaired. The ostensible reason

for this measure is to prevent disappoint-

ment or delay on the part of the public

which may be due to the inaccuracy in any

public clock.

World's Greatest Watch Collection to

Come to the United States

THERE has been much perturbation in

Europe over the gradual acquisition

by the United States of the famous works

of art and masterpieces of mechanism in

which our European brethren take such

pride. For the presence of a large propor-

tion of these treasures in our own country

we are indebted to J. Pierpont Morgan, the

well-known financier, whose latest acquisi-

tion is the world-famed collection of old

and historic watches of Carl Marfels, of

Berlin, Germany. The United States al-

ready boasts of several notable collections

of watches, one of which was recently

described in our columns. This was the

collection of H. J. Heinz, the Pittsburg

millionaire, who has since presented the col-

lection to the Carnegie Institute in that city.

The Marfels collection, however, is admit-

tedly the greatest in the world from an

artistic standpoint and only recently one of

the specimens was purchased at the price

of ioo,000 marks ($25,000). Mr, Marfels.

it is interesting to state, is the proprietor

of the leading journal of the German

watchmaking trade, the Deutsche Uhr-

Inacher-Zeitung. Over one year ago he

journeyed to London and on that occasion

sold to Mr. Morgan some forty watches

from his collection, the average price, we

understand, paid for these timepieces being

18,00o marks ($45oo). It is now an-

nounced that Mr. Morgan has acquired the

entire collection, the monetary consideration

amounting, it is said, to several hundred

thousand dollars. It is gratifying to the

American trade to learn that this great col-

lection of old, curious and historic watches

will find a permanent home in the United

States, which can then boast of several of

the world's greatest watch collections.

An Interesting Piece of Trade
Literature

ABOOKLET which expresses in con-

crete form the forward tendency

of the jewelry trade, has recently been

issued by The Keystone Watch Case Co.

Anyone who has attended the conventions

of the American National Retail Jewelers'

Association, or who has followed the pro-

ceedings of the conventions as reported

in THE KEYSTONE, knows what those tend-

encies are. No one is more keenly alive

to the needs of the jewelry trade than the

retail jeweler himself, who is close to his

customer, the ultimate consumer of the

goods he handles on one hand and on the

other has to meet the problem of getting

a fair price for his goods at a fair profit.
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Revival of the, Silver _age
The, ancient Silversmith was half

brother to the. Alchemist. His mVc, touch
transformed the me,tal into beautiful
shapes rand forms which found their
way into the_ shrines of art lovers and
the, yalac,e,s of kings.
Side, by side with the. Sculptor who

produced aVenus and the. Painter who
gave to the, world a Madonna the,
'ancient Silve,rsmith held highplac„e, in
the. rem of art,.
Today his ancient and honofable, crak

is pre..se,cved and e."&inplified at its best, in
the, beautifill creations offered by The,
Gorham Company throtIgh the bestjewelets.
Gorham Silverware, is renowned for its

beauty of design 'and individuality of
pattern 'and bears this mark, C4)-t0
It costs no molt than wares of less merit.

The Gorham Co.
Silversmiths

New York

Air The Gorham Company requests your consideration of this, the first of a series of advertisements now appearing in various important periodicals.MILL. Every jeweler selling Gorham Silverware will be benefited by this extensive advertising campaign, inasmuch as these advertisements are nowappearing in " Scribner's," " Everybody's," "Cosmopolitan," " Munsey's," "Life," " Outlook," " Sunset Magazine," " International Studio," " Fra,"" House Beautiful," "Atlantic Monthly," " New England Magazine," " Craftsman," " Philistine " and "Ladies' Home Journal," " Woman's HomeCompanion, " " Delineator," " Designer" and "New Idea " (in column form).

CHICAGO : 137 Wabash Ave.

THE GORHAM COMPANY
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths

WORKS:
Providence and New York Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New York

BRANCHES
NEW YORK : 15-17-19 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO : 140 Geary Street LONDON : Ely Place
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Starting in the Jewelry Business
with $1000 Capital

Almost every day in some place in the
country a new jewelry store is announced
and as quickly as the announcement is
made, scores of wholesalers are soliciting
the business. In many instances these are
small stores with very little capital, and in
many instances conducted by a young man
of very limited business experience.

Eager for his trade, jobbers assail him
with offers of long datings. Special dis-
counts on quantity purchases tempt him to
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Floor plan for watchmaker displaying his entire stock in

his show window

buy not only beyond his means, but much
stock for which he has absolutely no sale.
More young business men are ruined by
cheap credit to-"day than in any other way.
Credit men place too much confidence in
the personal honesty of the individual.
They call it a good "moral risk" and allow
their salesmen to overload a Man, with the
feeling that his honesty will enable him
to find a way to pay his bills. This man
may be ever so honest in his intentions ; but
he can carry only so much of a load and
when it is piled on too heavy he is bound
to break under it.

The new man starting in business with
a limited capital must first of all make up
his mind to live frugally for a few years
at least. His original stock should repre-
sent an investment not in excess of his
capital, but rather a little less. He must
expect during the first few years to
increase his stock gradually on the profits
above what it costs him to live, and only
after his business success has been definitely
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proven should he risk a chance of carrying
a .heavy indebtedness.

The original stock in a small store
should include only such staples as would
surely be in demand.

Once before, in this paper, the writer
offered suggestions for a new beginner in
the jewelry business, and will repeat what
was said at that time. Let quality be your

byword from the beginning and particu-
larly is this true when you are establishing
your new business. You had better buy
one wall case and one show case of good
grade and fill them with first-class goods,
than buy six cheap cases and fill them with
cheap goods, on the same investment.

In selecting your fixtures, buy good
hard wood and plate glass cases of a style
that you can add to from time to time.

Suppose as an example of the proper
way to stock a new store you take a young
man with $1000 of capital, starting in
business. First, let him select a small room
with a good show window, and be sure that
it is newly papered and painted and has
a good floor. His investment for fixtures,
selecting plate glass cases as described
above, would be about as follows:

I Wall Case $150.00
I Safe   50.00
I Show Case and Trays  100.00
I Partition dividing off watchmaker's bench 10.00
I Partition at rear of store  40.00
I Settee for customers  5.00
I Regulator   50.00
I Work Bench and Chair  20.00

I Outfit of necessary tools  40.00
Material, including Crystals, Mainsprings,

etc. (only one or two of a kind in good
variety and systematically arranged so
replacements can be made as quickly as
sold out)   40.00

Incidentals (broom, hatchet and other
things necessary about the store)   10.00

Total  $475.00

Thus he has invested nearly one-half
his capital in tools and fixtures, but as
his bench returns must be for a while at
least his chief means of support, he could
only reduce this a trifle by cheaper cases.

Next comes the selection of stock and
not one purchase should be made until a
full list is made out and cut down within
the remaining sum. In small towns the
chief demands from the jeweler are for
watches, chains, silver-plated ware and
clocks, and naturally in these lines the
most complete selection should be offered.
A list should read pretty much as follows.

WATCH CASES
(Gold-filled 20 and 25 year)

4 10 Size Hunting2 6 
Size Hunting

2 16 Size Open Face
I 18 Size Hunting
I 18 Size Open Face
3 18 Size Silverine Cases

Total, $6o.00

3
3
3
3
12

12

12

12

6
4
12 " " Hat Pins 
12 Pair Gold-filled Handy
Other Gold-filled Jewelry
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MOVEMENTS

(Standard Makes)

I 0 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunting
I 0 Size, 15 Jewel, Hunting
I 16 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunting •
16 Size, 7 Jewel, Open Face

I 16 Size, 15 Jewel, Hunting
I 16 Size, 17 Jewel, Open Face
I 18 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunting
I 18 Size, 15 Jewel, Open Face
I 18 Size, 17 Jewel, Open Face

Total about $50.00
Total watch stock about $no.00.

GOLD-FILLED JEWELRY

41

I

if

di 44

Men's Chains
Men's Fobs 
Ladies' Chains 
Ladies' Fobs 
Brooches and

laine Pins 
Scarf Pins 
Links  
Charms and Lockets...
Necklaces  
Bracelets  

 about

{I

Chate-

Pins 

PART/T/ON

$7.50
7.50
6.00
5.00

9.00

4.00
7.00

15.00

5.00

10.00

5.00

4.00
15.00

Total, $ioo.00

fz)

c'P

BENCH

SifOIV W/NDOWS

Floor plan of got d arrangement for small store

SOLID GOLD RINGS

12 Plain Rings $25.00
12 Set Rings  25.00
12 Baby Rings  7.50
6 Men's Rings  25.00
12 Signet Rings  57.50

Total, $loo.00

(Continued on page 703)
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Waltham Watches
COLONIAL SERIES

These Extra Thin Watches

maybe had in FIVE GRADES
of movements as follows:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS; Nickel
23 diamond and fine ruby jewels ; two pairs diamond caps; raised gold settings; accurately
adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions and carefully timed ; compensating
balance ; meantime screws ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent
detachable balance staff ; both balance pivots running on diamonds ; double roller escapement;
sapphire jewel pin permanently driven into the roller; exposed sapphire pallets ; steel escape
wheel ; gold train ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding
wheels ; steel parts chamfered ; fine glass handpainted dial of most modern and artistic design.

RIVERSIDE; Nickel
19 fine ruby jewels ; raised gold settings ; adjusted to temperature and five positions ; compen-
sating balance ; meantime screws ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form;
patent detachable balance staff; double roller escapement; steel escape wheel; exposed sapphire
pallets; red gold center wheel; patent micrometric regulator; exposed winding wheels ; tempered
steel safety barrel.

ROYAL; Nickel
17 jewels in settings; adjusted to temperature and three positions ; compensating balance; mean-
time screws; patent detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered
in form ; exposed pallets ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel; exposed
winding wheels.

No. 1425; Nickel
17 jewels in settings; cut expansion balance ; meantime screws ; patent detachable balance staff;
patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; exposed pallets ; red gilded center
wheel ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1420; Nickel
15 jewels in settings ; cut expansion balance ; meantime screws; patent detachable balance staff;
patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; exposed pallets ; patent micrometric
regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

COLONIAL SERIES WATCHES are supplied with White Enamel and Gilded or
Silver-finish Metal Dials as may be preferred. Solid Gold, 18 K. and 14 K.
Dials at an extra charge.

Movements Manufactured and Guaranteed by

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Watchmakers Starting in the
Jewelry Business

The watchmaker who desires to

embark in business for himself can do so

on a very limited capital if he selects his

line judiciously. As a rule a man who has

always worked in a city and is accustomed

to city ways, starts his own business in a

small town, because he feels that his limited

means will not enable him to compete

with the established stores in the larger

places. Afterwards, not infrequently, he

finds that he is dissatisfied with the new

environment and is glad to sell out at a

sacrifice and go back to the bench again.

A good watchmaker with very limited

means can establish himself in a larger

place and with a few years of very careful

buying build up a very creditable business.

He must first secure a corner and a show

window in some store well located on the

main street. This may be in a drug, con-

fectionary or some similar store, and he

should secure a space at least twelve feet

long by the width of the show window. A

good part of his capital should be invested

in equipping the little room in first-class

shape, including a fine natural wood

enclosure, an up-to-date work bench, a

window enclosure and display form that

will excel that of any other jewelry store

already established. After this is done his

purchases should consist of distinctive

articles in different lines, of just sufficient

quantity to make a beautiful display in the

window.
Most men make a mistake when start-

ing in this way in stocking staples and

offering them at cut prices with the hope

of attracting trade from the larger stores.

They may succeed in attracting some trade,

but they are not making enough profit to

go ahead much, and they are antagonizing

their competitors and the wholesale dealers

alike, and will seldom succeed along this

line.
Suppose instead that the window form

was constructed with a view to a general

display and a small lot, of possibly a dozen

each, scarf pins, cuff buttons, brooches, and

other articles of jewelry of very distinc-

tive design ; small pieces of silver, of useful

and attractive styles, and other similar

articles, were shown, all plainly priced. The

display would surely be a trade producer

and all these things could be sold at a good
profit. The original purchases should be

just a sufficient general assortment to make
this display complete and a very small re-

serve stock.
Signs displayed in the window might

read, "This is my entire stock;" "These
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goods are all distinctive in style and

reasonable in price," "My stock is small, but

every day I receive something new," etc.

Of course the success of this plan

would depend on being able to move the

goods quickly and keep the stock turning,

and this could be done by judicious and

careful buying. Get in touch with lines

whose salesmen do not make a general

canvass. Through the trade journal adver-

tisements secure catalogues from different

manufacturers of this class and keep buying
new designs except where some special

article proves a good seller and you find

it desirable to reorder. Try always to get

goods different from those of the other

stores and you can sell at a fine profit.
A small stock of this kind you can

keep clean and in first-class shape all the

time without much work, and will have
plenty of time to get through with your
bench work. This, of course, will be your

dependable supporter and should receive

your most careful and thorough efforts.

Let it be understood that you are a specialist

in watch and jewelry repairing. A small
card appearing daily in the newspaper, read-

ing, "J. Blank, expert watch and jewelry
repairer. Reasonable prices, 717 Blankville

Ave.; in Brown's Pharmacy," would not

cost much and would be a good means of
attracting people.

If you are an all-around man you can
pick up much odd work that the average

jeweler would not attempt, and for this

you can get a good price, besides
strengthening your reputation as an expert
in your line. Then through your friends

and acquaintances you could soon estab-
lish a good following and as you would be
running under a small expense you should
get along very well. The same method
should be followed for several years and in

the meantime you will be able to accumulate
a little money. After you feel that you are
pretty firmly established you can begin
branching out into a more general line,
but you will find that your trade will con-
tinue to demand the more exclusive lines

that you have been offering, and you will

not be wise to stock up with the common-
place things until you feel that you have to.
You will not only be able to make more
money on the less common lines, but you
will establish a much more desirable reputa-

tion than if you were showing the same
things that everyone else handles.

Your success along these lines depends

on your window being kept spotlessly clean

and well trimmed, and your ability as a
watchmaker, and also as a buyer and sales-

man. A good clever, hard-working fellow
will be able to establish a fine store in this

way in a very few years.
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Starting in the Jewelry Business with
$1000 Capital

(Continued from page 701)

SILVER-PLATED WARE

6 Sets Knives and Forks, about $i8.00
2 Sets Fancy style Knives and Forks ro.00
3 Dozen Tea Spoons 7.50
Dozen Dessert Spoons 5.00
Dozen Table Spoons 6.00

3 Dozen Fancy Pieces (berry spoon, sugar
spoons, etc.)   23.50

Total, $70.00
CLOCKS

r Dozen Alarm Clocks $ 9.042
One-half Dozen Kitchen Clocks 12.00
One-half Dozen Mantle Clocks 29.00

Total, $50.00

Small assortment of sterling silver

souvenir spoons and small fancy pieces,
about $45.00.

This makes a total investment in
stock of $475 and a total in stock and

fixtures of $950, leaving $50 cash on hand.

The new storekeeper should secure a

good lot of catalogues and be prepared to

fill orders for those things for which he

has calls and has not in stock. As his

business grows he may increase.his selec-

tions in all lines, but if a stock as outlined
above is kept up all the time with frequent

orders, he need increase it only a very

little to do a good business. Later he can

put in cut-glass, plated hollow-ware, some

solid gold jewelry and sterling silver-

ware as the demand warrants it, and on

six months dating can carry a heavier

stock of staples, but not until he has con-
vinced himself that his business will

justify it should he go in debt.
Another point may come up as to the

probable profit he may allow on various

lines, and this can only be answered

definitely by knowing local conditions.

He should post himself regarding the

competition that he may have to meet and
regulate his profits on staples accordingly.

On watches he should average nearly 50

per cent:; on gold-filled jewelry, nearly mo

per cent.; on solid gold rings, 75 per cent.;

on silver plated ware, 50 to 75 per cent.;

on clocks, 33 1/3 to 75 per cent.; on silver

spoons, 75 per cent.
No allotment has been made in this

list for optical goods, and this, of course,

is an important branch and a profitable

one. If the young man has had experi-

ence in testing eyes he should invest the
money allowed for sterling silver spoons
and fancy pieces in a good general stock
of frames and lenses.

This outlines a plan for establishing

a business on one thousand dollars capital,
and with a greater or a less amount the
appropriations would be proportionately

the same with a smaller capital.
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Advertising Sterling Silverware

The much talked of increased cost of
living is due to some extent, it is claimed, to
the fact that people of all classes are to-day
demanding things as necessities that only
a few years ago were luxuries. Every one
wants the best of everything, and while
many lines are profiting by this condition,
the jeweler continues to get things as
cheaply as possible and by no means gets
his share of this surplus of easy money.
Go back twenty years and compare the
selling prices of any line in your store.
Sterling silver to-day sells for only a trifle
more than plated silver did twenty years
ago. During this period the jeweler has
educated his trade to pay a little less each
year for his staple lines. They used to pay
$3 for a set of plated tea spoons. Then
$2.50, then $2, and $1.50; and now the
cry of all manufacturers is "we have
something cheaper than the other fellow."

Right now manufacturers and retailers
are awakened to the fact that they have
made a mistake in forcing this downward

Buy Sterling
Silverware

WENTY YEARS ago a dozen plated tea
spoons cost five or six dollars. To-day a
dozen sterling silver spoons can be bought

for only a few dollars more. The intrinsic value
of the metal is worth more than the difference in
price.
Many use plated silver on their table as a matter
of custom. Years ago when sterling ware was sold
at prohibitive prices nearly everyone used plated
ware at least every day. To-day it is real econ-
omy to buy the best, even for daily use.
You can buy a whole outfit of table ware in ster-
ling silver, including six each knives, forks and
spoons of all sizes, for less than forty dollars. The
following list will give you some idea of the low
cost of sterling silverware today r

Knives Per Set, $9.50 Up
Forks "" 7.25"

Soup Spoons t6 44
7.25 "

Table Spoons 44 CI 11.00

Tea Spoons 40 64 3.50

Oyster Forks .6 66
4.50 .4

Salad Forks 46 66 7.50

Butter Spreaders " 7.50 44

Serving Pieces, from $11.00 Upward

Call and see our plain and elaborate patterns of
sterling silver, and start collecting an outfit by
buying a few pieces at a time.

Blank & Co.
FIG. I

trend in prices. To-day they are trying
to talk more quality and sell higher priced
goods. A concentrated effort along these
lines will put the jewelry business back on
the foundation that it once stood on and
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with a much greater supply of money in
circulation the jeweler's income will be in
proportion to the present condition as com-
pared with those of the past, which has not
been true in many instances.

Right along this line the question of
selling more sterling silverware might be
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still buying plated silverware because they
always thought that was good enough.
They are paying about one-half as much
for this silverware as the parent did and
could well afford sterling if its merits were
shown them.

To appeal to the two classes through

CHARACTER
IN SILVERWARE
q The mark sterling on a piece of silverware stands merely for the

metal from which the article is made. The character of the silverdepends on the ability of the designer and the skill of the workmen.
The difference in price between the commonplace and the exclusive is
only enough to keep the more distinctive lines from becoming common.

q This season we are showing several new patterns of unusual merit.
Every line of these patterns is absolutely perfect. The proportion

of the handles, the size and shape of the bowls of the spoons and the
tines of the forks, are just enough different to show the great care that
has been taken by the manufacturers to get up something to appeal to
people of good taste and artistic appreciation.

q To realize the class of these new patterns you must see them.
We shall be pleased to have you call, whether as a intending

purchaser or just to see this beautiful silverware.

q Besides spoons, forks and serving pieces, all hollow ware is made
to match. Tea sets, vegetable dishes, platters, etc.

BLANK AND COMPANY

FIG. 2

considered. You have one class of trade
with means to gratify any desire and that
demands sterling silver wares; these people
you should encourage to buy the more ex-
clusive patterns and lines rather than show-
ing them the cheapest things you have.
There is another class, however, who could
afford to buy sterling silver, but who do
not because they have been educated that
plated ware was good enough, and these
people are the ones to whom you could
sell your staple popular-priced line of ster-
ling if you would approach them in the right
way. This class includes farmers, men
working on fair salaries and others of
similar conditions. The farmer of the
past generation sold his grain for a third
of what it is selling for to-day ; horses,
cattle, poultry, eggs and other products in
the same proportion. He bought plated
silver ware and other things in proportion.

His sons and daughters are wearing
better clothes, buying automobiles and
enjoying luxuries of which he never
dreamed, but with few exceptions they are

advertising requires an entirely different
style of copy. The first class mentioned
(those who will demand sterling) would be
attracted more by distinctive style and
character than by anything else. The latter,
however (the man who is buying plated
ware), must be converted by good, strong
arguments to prove to him that to buy solid
silver is economy. The intrinsic value of a
solid article and the absolutely valueless,
worn-out plated article should be pointed
out. The present low prices of sterling and
the probable advance and similar arguments
must be used. Figure i illustrates a good
copy for the second class, and Figure 2 for
the first, and similar copy prepared along the
lines outlined will be productive of business.

Silverware must always continue one
(4 the leading lines of the jeweler and as
it never was more popular than at the
present time, the opportunities for sales
are accordingly great. We fear that the
trade generally do not take advantage of
the popularity of this ware to the extent
that they should.
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No. 00526
BEER SET
Nine Rings

No. 00516
BASS ALE

SET
Three Rings

No. 00528
WATER
SET

Five Rings

No. 00523
MINERAL
WATER
SET

Six Rings

No. 00530
WHISKEY

SET
Ten Rings

No. 00529
HIGH

BALL SET
Six Rings

VERANDA SETS A Seasonable Novelty
HIGHEST GRADE SILVER PLATE

HESE Veranda Sets are especially convenient and
attractive for country homes and clubs, but are useful
anywhere during the veranda season or when refresh-
ments are served at a distance from the source of supply.

As a novelty for the warm weather they will be very popular.
Holders with 00526, 00516 and 00523 sets may be used as

desired for Mineral Water (White Rock or Apolinaris), Ginger
Ale, Bass Ale or Beer (Budweiser or Schlitz).

NEW YORK

WRITE FOR PRICES

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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Advertising Sterling Silverware

The much talked of increased cost of
living is due to some extent, it is claimed, to
the fact that people of all classes are to-day
demanding things as necessities that only
a few years ago were luxuries. Every one
wants the best of everything, and while
many lines are profiting by this condition,
the jeweler continues to get things as
cheaply as possible and by no means gets
his share of this surplus of easy money.
Go back twenty years and compare the
selling prices of any line in your store.
Sterling silver to-day sells for only a trifle
more than plated silver did twenty years
ago. During this period the jeweler has
educated his trade to pay a little less each
year for his staple lines. They used to pay
$3 for a set of plated tea spoons. Then
$2.50, then $2, and $1.30; and now the
cry of all manufacturers is "we have
something cheaper than the other fellow."

Right now manufacturers and retailers
are awakened to the fact that they have
made a mistake in forcing this downward

Buy Sterling
Silverware

WENTY YEARS ago a dozen plated tea
spoons cost five or six dollars. To-day a
dozen sterling silver spoons can be bought

for only a few dollars more. The intrinsic value
of the metal is worth mote than the difference in
price.
Many use plated silver on their table as a matter
of custom. Years ago when sterling ware was sold
at prohibitive prices nearly everyone used plated
ware at least every day. To-day it is real econ-
omy to buy the best, even for daily use.
You can buy a whole outfit of table ware in ster-
ling silver, including six each knives, forks and
spoons of all sizes, for less than forty dollars. l'he
ml lowing list will give you some idea of the low
cost of sterling silverware today

Knives Per Set, $9.50 Up

Forks 7.25

Soup Spoons 4.11 .11

7.25 "

Table Spoons 11.00

Tea Spoons 3.50

Oyster Forks as a.
4.50

Salad Forks •■
7.50

.1

Butter Spreaders " 7.50

Serving Pieces, from $1.00 Upward

Call and see our plain and elilborate patterns of
sterling silver, and start collecting an outfit by
buying a few pieces at a time.

Blank & Co.
FIG.

trend in prices. To-day they are trying
to talk more quality and sell higher priced
goods. A concentrated effort along these
lines will put the jewelry business back on
the foundation that it once stood on and

•

K EYST ONE

with a much greater supply of money in
circulation the jeweler's income will be in
proportion to the present condition as com-
pared with those of the past, which has not
been true in many instances.

Right along this line the question of
selling more sterling silverware might be

May, 1910

still buying plated silverware because they
always thought that was good enough.
They are paying about one-half as much
for this silverware as the parent did and
could well afford sterling if its merits were
shown them.

To appeal to the two classes through

CHARACTER
IN SILVERWARE
q The mark sterling on a piece of silverware stands merely for the

metal from which the article is made. The character of the silverdepends on the ability of the designer and the skill of the workmen.The difference in price between the commonplace and the exclusive isonly enough to keep the more distinctive lines from becoming common.

c This season we are showing several new patterns of unusual merit.
Every line of these patterns is absolutely perfect. The proportion

of the handles, the size and shape of the bowls of the spoons and thetines of the forks, are just enough different to show the great care thathas been taken by the manufacturers to get up something to appeal to
people of good taste and artistic appreciation.

1111 To realize the class of these new patterns you must see them.We shall be pleased to have you call, whether as a intending
purchaser or just to see this beautiful silverware.

q Besides spoons, forks and serving pieces, all hollow ware is made
to match. Tea sets, vegetable dishes, platters, etc.

BLANK AND COMPANY

FIG. 2

considered. You have one class of trade
with means to gratify any desire and that
demands sterling silver wares; these people
you should encourage to buy the more ex-
clusive patterns and lines rather than show-
ing them the cheapest things you have.
There is another class, however, who could
afford to buy sterling silver, but who do
not because they have been educated that
plated ware was good enough, and these
people are the ones to whom you could
sell your staple popular-priced line of ster-
ling if you would approach them in the right
way. This class includes farmers, men
working on fair salaries and others of
similar conditions. The farmer of the
past generation sold his grain for a third
of what it is selling for to-day ; horses,
cattle, poultry, eggs and other products in
the same proportion. He bought plated
silver ware and other things in proportion.

His sons and daughters are wearing
better clothes, buying automobiles and
enjoying luxuries of which he never
dreamed, but with few exceptions they are

advertising requires an entirely different
style of copy. The first class mentioned
(those who will demand sterling) would be
attracted more by distinctive style and
character than by anything else. The latter,
however (the man who is buying plated
ware), must be converted by good, strong
arguments to prove to him that to buy solid
silver is economy. The intrinsic value of a
solid article and the absolutely valueless,
worn-out plated article should be pointed
out. The present low prices of sterling and
the probable advance and similar arguments
must be used. Figure i illustrates a good
copy for the second class, and Figure 2 for
the first, and similar copy prepared along the
lines outlined will be productive of business.

Silverware must always continue one
of the leading lines of the jeweler and as
it never was more popular than at the
present time, the opportunities for sales
are accordingly great. We fear that the
trade generally do not take advantage of
the popularity of this ware to the extent
that they should.
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HESE Veranda Sets are especially convenient and
attractive for country homes and clubs, but are useful
anywhere during the veranda season or when refresh-
ments are served at a distance from the source of supply.

As a novelty for the warm weather they will be very popular.
Holders with 00526, 00516 and 00523 sets may be used as
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No. 133058

Photograph Book of Our Complete Line
sent to the Trade on application

Get The Pairpoint Quality Craze
and

Consider the Commercial Value
of our

Artistic Electric and Gas Portables
in old brass and Antique finish,with
Dainty Hand-Painted Shades of
Exclusive designs.

The Pairpoint Corporation
 ORIGINATORS OF 

Pairpoint Cut Glass
and

Pairpoint Silver Plate

Factories and Main Offices

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
 BRANCHES 
New York - - - - 38 Murray Street
Montreal - - - 485 St. Catherine St. west
San Francisco - 717 Market Street

a.
•

Monogram Models for Gift Engravers
Of special value to the trade during the present month will be the world-
famed classic for engravers

Hornikers Engravers' Text-Book
A NEW EDITION of this masterful work is now ready and con-

tains twelve additional plates, making in all seventy-three separate plates,
each 12)(9% inches. This makes the original work so complete that further
improvement is impossible.

It shows many models of all kinds and combinations of letters and
inscriptions in every field of engraving work.

A copy of this book will be found at the engraver's elbow in every
first-class engraving shop in the United States, and it is even more necessary
in those of more modest standing.

Engravers tell us that the book will pay for itself in a few days during
the December rush.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt ofprice, $6.00

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
1 201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill. 809-8u-813 North i9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

IN STERLING SILVER TABLEWAR.E

which enjoys an enviable repu-

tation in the silver world and

is most preferable among ye

brides and ye good housewives

ROGERS, LUNT & BOWLEN CO.
SILVERSMITHS

GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
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1835
WALLACE
SILVER PLATE THAT
RESISTS WEAR

Our new Marquette Pattern
is the perfect embodiment of those
features which, combined, give to 1835
R. WALLACE Silver Plate a far greater
selling value than is possessed by any
other plated-ware. This design, notable

for its grace and simplicity, is one that will ap-
peal to cultured tastes.

Another point. It isn't sufficient to consider only
how much silver is deposited on a piece of plated flat-
ware how it is deposited and how it is finished are

equally important. Our method of applying sectional
plating in a separate solution on all parts most exposed to
wear, increases the wear-resistance three fold, and ren-

ders 1835 R. WALLACE Silver Plate the very best.

We guarantee that every piece of 1835 R. WALLACE Silver
Plate will give absolute satisfaction and we agree to replace
every piece of goods bearing the 1835 R. WALLACE trade-
mark, that does not give satisfactory service in any household.

You take no chances in selling 1835 R. WALLACE Silver Plate
that resists wear, for we stand behind it absolutely.

Send for our catalogue in which this
new "Marquette Pattern " is included

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.
WALLINGFORD, CONN.
Chicago San Francisco London

FROM
A MARBLE CARVING

A HIGH STANDARD IS THUS SET THE O-B RINGS

QUALITY (:•13 CHARACTER OB 14-K VALUE

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION TO SEE IF THIS HAS
BEEN MAINTAINED. YOUR JOBBER CARRIES OUR LINE

h ,1 N

POVPDEiE, 11
' PA fiC3 S-17-Viir-:rilArDF:
N. F._ -vv. 
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A NEW FEATURE IN

PRIZE CUPS AND TROPHY PLAQUES
ETCHED

No. 9180 No. 9175

SUITABLE FOR

VARIOUS EVENTS

We can furnish these cups and plaques from stock, with the etchings shown in illustrations,
emblematic of different events. This does away with the delay and increased cost of special work.

Cups are made in various sizes of styles illustrated.
Send for folder No. 1176K giving all particulars.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
In Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
NEW YORK

No. 9203

ANY OF THESE

CUPS OR PLAQUES

ETCHED WITH

ANY DESIGN SHOWN

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

No. 9190

No. 9199

OVAL PLAQUES

20 INCHES LONG

OBLONG PLAQUES

15 INCHES LONG
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TRADE MARK

Whiting Mf • Co.
Removal to _Br/ dgeport7 Conn.

I
T is with much pleasure and satisfaction that we announce

to the trade that our new factory, erected at Bridgeport,

Conn., is now completed and in operation. .

THE PLANT, situated on the line of the New York, New

Haven & Hartford Railroad, in East Bridgeport, is devoted

exclusively to the manufacture of sterling silverware. The

buildings are constructed and equipped on the most up-to-

date lines, with a view to the maximum of efficiency, which

will be evident in the prompt filling of orders and quick

handling of the general business of our customers.

THE BRIDGEPORT FACTORY will be the general busi-

ness headquarters of the Company, where all orders and

correspondence should be addressed.

THE NEW YORK SALESROOM will be maintained, as

heretofore, in the Silversmiths Building, 15 Maiden Lane.

WHITING MFG. CO.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE BRIDGEP ORT CONN.717 MARKET STREET ,

I
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N May 10th our Mr. Henry Freund
leaves for the European diamond

markets; we will have something of inter-
est to say regarding his purchases later on.
In the meantime we are prepared to take
care of all orders in loose and mounted
diamonds from our present stock, which is

quite extensive. We always sell goods at the lowest
market prices and should be pleased to send any-
thing that may be desired on memo. or otherwise.

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
"Sellers of Sellers"

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
ELK an EAGLE GOODS

A SPECIALTY

BELSCRIPT

MONOGRAM 

FOBS

In any style illustrated

MADE WHILE
CUSTOMER

WAITS

The mere fact of being
able to immediately
exhibit any monogram
desired, assures sales.
Every one beautiful,
artistic and worked in
relief.

Write for descriptive book-
let and price list 5.(3 letters) 5.(2 letters)

JOSEPH L. HERZOG Z, CO., MAKERS OF LK RINGS, 45-51 Rose St., NEW YORK
(Successors to LOUIS KAUFMAN & CO.) (Cor. Duane)

May, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

The Show Window

As in many other branches of publicity,
whether it is the inch space in a news-
paper, or a leaflet, the great error into
which so many retailers fall is that of over-
crowding, says the Mail Order Journal.
Goods in the economy of a
business occupy the same
position as do individuals in
the economy of a nation, and
overcrowding in a store
window kills the smaller and
often the most profitable of
the articles displayed. It has
happened that a single article
shown in a window has been
productive of more sales and
more profit than a whole
window ful would have been.
The human eye is not
capable in the frequently
too hurried glance which it
bestows upon a store win-
dow, of appreciating all the
merits of a vast display of
goods. It is much better to
call a halt by .arresting the
attention of the passer-by
by means of some single
article prominently displayed
than by a wilderness of dazzling variety.
The subject of single-article display has
been many times dealt with in trade publi-
cations, and all experience goes to show
that the simpler and more. pointed the
window show may be, the better it is as a
sale-producer. A general theme should run
through all window-dressing displays. Any-
thing which is calculated to distract the be-
holder's attention from that
subject should be discarded.
For example, the back of an
enclosed window may be
most eloquently draped in
colors, and electric lights
may be present in plenty,
but the passer-by will not be
led to buy goods on this ac-
count. The very newest
form of electric pendants
may, on dark days and dur-
ing evenings, be used to
light the window, but they
should be high up, out of
sight. Light should be re-
flected upon the goods
shown, but no retailer
wishes. the public to admire
the light and then pass on.

Goods exhibited in the
windows of the smaller
stores may well be priced

and named. Some people hesitate to walk
inside to inquire the price of an article
because they run the risk of being induced
to pay more than they wish to spend.

Every business requires a special and
distinct form of window dressing, and no
directions can be given which will cover
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Store and Window Illumination

When the first incandescent lamps were
made by Mr. Edison, the question of
efficiency was hardly considered in the
struggle to obtain a filament which would
not burn out after a few hours, and it was

only after the carbon fila-
ment had been more or less
perfected that the problem
of saving in the power re-
quired to operate the lamp
was taken up for solution.
The improvements in fila-
ment lamps have followed
the only line where success
could be hoped for in this
direction ; namely, in obtain-
ing materials for the filament
which would stand a higher
temperature than the carbon
filament and stand it without
damage for a length of time
which would make a lamp,
using such a substance for a
filament, a good commercial
proposition. The G. E. M.
lamp, the Nernst lamp, the
tantalum, osmium, tungsten,
and iridium lamps have all
been designed on the princi-

ple already stated of a higher temperature
for the luminous element, and their relative
efficiencies have followed mainly according
to the temperatures thus obtained. The
specific emissability of the various sub-
stances has entered into the problem more

or less, but the temperature factor has been
the important
is considered
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Waterman's ideal Fountain Pen
An Attractive Easter Window

the exigencies of every business. But con-
stant re-arrangement, freedom from dust,
clean and well-lighted windows, as well as
artistic price-tickets, are necessary in every
case.

The dust question is one that is deserv-
ing of special attention during the warm
season now at hand when this ever-present
nuisance is particularly trying and dangerous.

Easter Window of Armel Bros., Holton, Kans.

one. The flaming arc, which
an even more efficient light
than the ordinary arc lamp,
gains its advantage from the
physiological factor that its
temperature being the same
as the ordinary form of arc
lamp, when analyzed with
the spectroscope, shows prac-
tically the same component
parts as white light or sun-
light, still it is (as any one
can see with the naked eye)
much stronger than sunlight
in the violet and ultra
violet radiations. Now, the
luminous or flaming arc
simply employs for elec-
trodes carbons impregnated
with various metallic salts,
which, when heated by the
arc to the point of incan-
descence are specifically
strong in the yellow rays of
the spectrum.
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markets; we will have something of inter-
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In the meantime we are prepared to take
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The Show Window

As in many other branches of publicity
whether it is the inch space in a news-
paper, or a leaflet, the great error into
which so many retailers fall is that of over-
crowding, says the Mail Order Journal.
Goods in the economy of a
business occupy the same
position as do individuals in
the economy of a nation, and
overcrowding in a store
window kills the smaller and
often the most profitable of
the articles displayed. It has
happened that a single article
shown in a window has been
productive of more sales and
more profit than a whole
window ful would have been.
The human eye is not
capable in the frequently
too hurried glance which it
bestows upon a store win-
dow, of appreciating all the
merits of a vast display of
goods. It is much better to
call a halt by .arresting the
attention of the passer-by
by means of some single
article prominently displayed
than by a wilderness of dazzling variety.
The subject of single-article display has
been many times dealt with in trade publi-
cations, and all experience goes to show
that the simpler and more pointed the
window show may be, the better it is as a
sale-producer. A general theme should run
through all window-dressing displays. Any-
thing which is calculated to distract the be-
holder's attention from that
subject should be discarded.
For example, the back of an •

enclosed window may be
most eloquently draped in
colors, and electric lights
may be present in plenty,
but the passer-by will not be
led to buy goods on this ac-
count. The very newest
form of electric pendants
may, on dark days and dur-
ing evenings, be used to
light the window, but they
should be high up, out of
sight. Light should be re-
flected upon the goods
shown, but no retailer
wishes. the public to admire
the light and then pass on.

Goods exhibited in the •

windows of the smaller •

stores may well be priced

and named. Some people hesitate to walk
inside to inquire the price of an article
because they run the risk of being induced
to pay more than they wish to spend.

Every business requires a special and
distinct form of window dressing, and no
directions can be given which will cover
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the exigencies of every business. But con-
stant re-arrangement, freedom from dust,
clean and well-lighted windows, as well as
artistic price-tickets, are necessary in every
case.

The dust question is one that is deserv-
ing of special attention during the warm
season now at hand when this ever-present
nuisance is particularly trying and dangerous.
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When the first incandescent lamps were
made by Mr. Edison, the question of
efficiency was hardly considered in the
struggle to obtain a filament which would
not burn out after a few hours, and it was

only after the carbon fila-
ment had been more or less
perfected that the problem
of saving in the power re-
quired to operate the lamp
was taken up for solution.
The improvements in fila-
ment lamps have followed
the only line where success
could be hoped for in this
direction ; namely, in obtain-
ing materials for the filament
which would stand a higher
temperature than the carbon
filament and stand it without
damage for a length of time
which would make a lamp,
using such a substance for a
filament, a good commercial
proposition. The G. E. M.
lamp, the Nernst lamp, the
tantalum, osmium, tungsten,
and iridium lamps have all
been designed on the princi-

ple already stated of a higher temperature
for the luminous element, and their relative
efficiencies have followed mainly according
to the temperatures thus obtained. The

spec emissability of the various sub-

stances has entered into the problem more
or less, but the temperature factor has been

the important one. The flaming arc, which

is considered an even more efficient light
than the ordinary arc lamp,
gains its advantage from the
physiological factor that its
temperature being the same
as the ordinary form of arc
lamp, when analyzed with
the spectroscope, shows prac-
tically the same component
parts as white light or sun-
light, still it is (as any one
can see with the naked eye)
much stronger than sunlight
in the violet and ultra
violet radiations. Now, the
luminous or flaming arc
simply employs for elec-
trodes carbons impregnated
with various metallic salts,
which, when heated by the
arc to the point of incan-
descence are specifically
strong in the yellow rays of
the spectrum.
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markets; we will have something of inter-
est to say regarding his purchases later on.
In the meantime we are prepared to take
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The Show Window

As in many other branches of publicity,
whether it is the inch space in a news-
paper, or a leaflet, the great error into
which so many retailers fall is that of over-
crowding, says the Mail Order Journal.
Goods in the economy of a
business occupy the same
position as do individuals in
the economy of a nation, and
overcrowding in a store
window kills the smaller and
often the most profitable of
the articles displayed. It has
happened that a single article
shown in a window has been
productive of more sales and
more profit than a whole
window ful would have been.
The human eye is not
capable in the frequently
too hurried glance which it
bestows upon a store win-
dow, of appreciating all the
merits of a vast display of
goods. It is much better to
call a halt by ,arresting the
attention of the passer-by
by means of some single
article prominently displayed
than by a wilderness of dazzling variety.
The subject of single-article display has
been many times dealt with in trade publi-
cations, and all experience goes to show
that the simpler and more. pointed the
window show may be, the better it is as a
sale-producer. A general theme should run
through all window-dressing displays. Any-
thing which is calculated to distract the be-
holder's attention from that
subject should be discarded.
For example, the back of an
enclosed window may be
most eloquently draped in
colors, and electric lights
may be present in plenty,
but the passer-by will not be
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count. The very newest
form of electric pendants
may, on dark days and dur-
ing evenings, be used to
light the window, but they
should be high up, out of
sight. Light should be re-
flected upon the goods
shown, but no retailer
wishes. the public to admire
the light and then pass on.

Goods exhibited in the
windows of the smaller
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and named. Some people hesitate to walk
inside to inquire the price of an article
because they run the risk of being induced
to pay more than they wish to spend.

Every business requires a special and
distinct form of window dressing, and no
directions can be given which will cover
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struggle to obtain a filament which would
not burn out after a few hours, and it was

only after the carbon fila-
ment had been more or less
perfected that the problem
of saving in the power re-
quired to operate the lamp
was taken up for solution.
The improvements in fila-
ment lamps have followed
the only line where success
could be hoped for in this
direction ; namely, in obtain-
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which would stand a higher
temperature than the carbon
filament and stand it without
damage for a length of time
which would make a lamp,
using such a substance for a
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lamp, the Nernst lamp, the
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and iridium lamps have all
been designed on the princi-

ple already stated of a higher temperature
for the luminous element, and their relative
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to the temperatures thus obtained. The
specific emissability of the various sub-

stances has entered into the problem more

or less, but the temperature factor has been

the important one. The flaming arc, which

is considered an even more efficient light
than the ordinary arc lamp,
gains its advantage from the
physiological factor that its
temperature being the same
as the ordinary form of arc
lamp, when analyzed with
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tically the same component
parts as white light or sun-
light, still it is (as any one
can see with the naked eye)
much stronger than sunlight
in the violet and ultra
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THERE IS A DIFFERENCE
Between our Plain Gold Rings and others, because our process of manufacture

gives greater density of grain, hence a more lasting finish and better selling value.

TRY THEM AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

5 Shapes-22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K. Ask for Catalogue of Fancy Rings

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
2 MAIDEN LANE RING

RADE

MARK

MAKERS NEW YORK

The Japanese Cultured Pearl
Did you ever stop to consider its possibilities as a substitute for the costly 

Oriental gem?

You must remember that it is not an artificial pearl, but is as much the 
natural product

of the pearl oyster as any other genuine pearl.

It compares in beauty with the finest specimens of the Oriental variety, and 
will be used

without prejudice or hesitation by the most fastidious of pearl lovers.

The Japanese Cultured Pearl will in a great many instances serve the 
purpose of the

most expensive jewel at a cost that is but a fraction of its value.

The process of cultivating the Japanese pearl, while in itself involving 
great difficulties, can be easily understood. It is calculated to create

conditions that would stimulate the pearl-producing activity of the oyster, and 
consists in part of the following•

Into the shell of the oyster is inserted a mother-of-pearl ball, around whi
ch the mollusk deposits its nacreous pearly substance that constitutes

the beautiful akin of the pearl.
The difference between the Japanese cultured pearl and the ordinary 

natural pearl thus consists mainly in the fact that, whereas the nucleus
,

around which the latter is supposed to be built, finds its way into the 
organism of the oyster accidentally—the mother-of-pearl ball, which ser

ves as

a nucleus for the Japanese pearl, is inserted purposely.

IhrliApORstek'S of ?Tech:vans and nutnatfion StoeFi

68 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

PARIS PROVIDENCE IDAR

39 Rue de Chateaudun 212 Union Street 14 Hauntstrasse
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Sales of bar gold at the New
Gold for York assay office for the
Jewelry Trade jewelry trade, including bars

which were paid out for de-

posits to be used in the same trade, averaged

somewhat more than $2,000,000 a month during

the calendar year 1909. The total for the year

thus distributed for use in the arts was $24,-

581,260. The amount represented an increase of

over 26 per cent. beyond that of 1908, when for

the twelve months ending Dec. 31 the value of

bar takings was $19,475,168.
The monthly demands for two years, as

officially reported by Superintendent Foster, of

the assay office, were as follows:

1909. z9o8.

January   $1,783,404 $1,460,287
February   1,643,956 1,069,360
March   1,875,367 1,228,343
April   1,709,801 1,264,965
May   1,880,784 1,336,504
June   1,777,141 1,312,250
July 1,630,929 1,358,235
August   2,138,982 1,775,944
September   2,630,319 2,210,323
October   2,947,993 2,316,111
November   2,508,153 2,023,799
December   2,032,223 1,818,841

Total   $24,581,260 $19,475068

During January deliveries of gold for these

purposes through the same channel were valued

at $1,982,186, compared with $1,795,404 in Janu-

ary, 1908. In February, 1910, $2,011,032 was

taken, compared with $1,643,958 in February,

1909. In February, 1908, deliveries were as low

as $8,069,560, or barely half as large as in the

second month of the current year.
A committee of prominent New York busi-

ness men, composed of Messrs. Henry Clews,
Herman A. Metz, William Homan, L. A. Leon.
ard, A. H. Stoddard, R. H. Sexton and John J.
Amory called on Mayor Gaynor last month for
the purpose of discussing plans for a grand cele-
bration, to be called the New York International
Exposition, which it is proposed should be held
in New York some time in 1913 to commemorate
the 300th anniversary of the settling of Man-
hattan Island. The Mayor was requested to name
a Citizens' Committee of 500 to push the plans
and a banquet will be held shortly at which the
matter will be discussed at length.

About July 1st Kreis & Hubbard, manufac-
turers of umbrellas and canes, will open a sales-
room in the Silversmiths Building, 15-17-19
Maiden Lane. This branch salesroom has been
made necessary by rapidly expanding eastern
business following consistent advertising in trade

publications and other mediums of national cir-
culation. The many novelties for which Kreis &
Hubbard have a reputation in the umbrella trade
offer a chance for live dealers to build up a
profitable business in this line and become known
as headquarters in their town for fine umbrellas.
J. H. Ott, who represents them in the South,
will have charge of the eastern salesroom.

Oppenheimer & Stern, manufacturing jewel-
ers, 41 Maiden Lane, had a disagreement which
resulted in the appointment of Bernard Strauss
and Milton B. Rosenback receivers for the as-
sets of the firm by Judge Greenbaum, of the
Supreme Court in a suit brought by Julius Op-
penheimer against Marcus Stern for a dissolu-
tion of the partnership, which was formed on
January I, 1905. The bond of the receiver was
fixed at $25,000. It was stated that on April 12th
Mr. Stern took possession of all the merchandise,
valued at $18,000, and excluded Mr. Oppen-
heimer. Liabilities are stated to be $27,000 and
assets $3o,000 to $35,000.

William M. Welling, formerly of 49 Maiden
Lane, has moved to 17 Maiden Lane.

W. L. Stone, of the Gorham Manufacturing
Company, is in Europe to procure at first hand
a selection of sticks, canes, umbrellas and crops,
also novelties in umbrella and parasol handles,
pipes, etc., from the English, French, German
and Austrian markets.

Theodore Schisgall, 116-118 Chambers Street,
has added to his line of imported clocks and
novelties a full line of "Perier" Paris-made
opera, field and marine glasses and binoculars.
He has imported a complete stock of these
glasses, for which he is sole United States agent.
In order to properly display these glasses he
has added a number of new display show cases
and also more tables in his display room. An
entirely new lighting system has also been in-
stalled in the show rooms, consisting of heavy
brass fixtures fitted with high power "Mazda"
electric lights.

J. S. Neuberger, representing Theodore
Schisgall, 116-118 Chambers Street, left New
York on April 23d on a three months' trip West,
which will take him to the Pacific Coast. Mr.
Neuberger will make all the principal cities from
New York westward, calling on the jobbing
trade.

The report on synthetic sapphire made to
L. Heller & Son, 68 Nassau Street, by Professor
Alfred J. Moses, of Columbia University, has
unusual interest for the gem trade generally.
The professor's summing up is as follows: "The
chemical analysis shows the material submitted
to he nearly pure alumina (Al2 0,) with, how-
ever, a measurable quantity of titanic oxide.
The crystallographic and optical tests show that
the material submitted is crystallized and that
the cone by all tests is one homogeneous, faceless
(anhedral) crystal. The crystalline, optical and
other characters determined are closely those of
natural sapphire. In the absence of natural faces
or cleavages the crystalline system, as determined

by the optical tests, may be either hexagonal or
tetragonal. The parting figures, however, point
to the hexagonal system. Any two natural sub-
stances which were as nearly identical in chemi-
cal and crystallographic characters as the speci-
mens submitted and natural sapphires would be
called identical. The difference is one of origin."

Holland & Stein, Newark, N. J., will move
May 1st to 199 Canal Street, this city. The firm
will carry a full line of watches, clocks and
jewelry; also watch materials and jewelry sup-
plies.

On May ioth Henry Freund, of Henry
Freund & Bro., 71 Nassau Street, sails for
Europe. He will be away six or eight weeks and
during that time will visit the principal jewelry
markets of Europe. He expects to make exten-
sive diamond purchases in Holland.

Enjoined From 
Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro.
were last month granted a

Price-Cutting permanent injunction by the
Circuit Court of the United

States for the Southern District of New York
restraining Jacob J. Schmukler from cutting
prices on Ingersoll watches. The interesting
portion of the court decree is as follows:

It is further ordered, adjudged and decreed
not only that complainants' motion for temporary
injunction be and the same hereby is granted, but
also that said temporary injunction be and the
same hereby is made a perpetual injunction and
that same issue forthwith out of and under the
seal of this court directed to the said defendant,
Jacob J. Schmukler, his associates, attorneys,
servants, clerks, agents and employees perpetually
enjoining and restraining them and each of them
from directly or indirectly using or causing to
be used, selling or causing to be sold, except as
licensed and restricted by the complainants, any
watches embodying the inventions of the afore-
said Letters Patent No. 787,041, 855,950 and
926,329, or any of them, and more particularly
from directly or indirectly dealing in or causing
to be dealt in, selling or causing to be sold, com-
plainants' watches, including the Yankee watch,
except at prices in strict conformity with the
Ingersoll schedule of prices, a copy of the
schedule of prices now in force being annexed
hereto: And it is further ordered, adjudged and
decreed that the complainants recover from said
defendant their costs, charges and disbursements
in this suit to be taxed by the Clerk.

Striking by accident a secret
Hidden Jewelry spring that held a hollow
Unearthed pedestal in the old-fashioned

brownstone house at 543 Madi-
son Avenue, where the late Mrs. Theodore
Octavia A. Moss, widow of the veteran theatrical
manager, had resided many years, Beverly Kator,
a young grandson, had thrust upon his astonished
gaze jewelry, diamonds and other precious stones
worth $too,000 and making up one of the most
interesting collections ever found in this city.
Mystery attached to the precious collection.
Everyone who knew Mrs. Moss was aware that
she owned magnificent jewels. After her death
last January no trace could be found of any part
of her rich holdings. Her son, Royal E. Moss,
and her two grandsons, teverly and Randall
Kator, both of whom lived with their grand-
mother after the death of their own mother—
discussed the strange disappearance of the gems.
Nothing untoward was thought of the fact that
they could not be found, for Mrs. Moss was not
wont to take anyone into her confidence with
respect to her property, or any part of her per-
sonal business. She was her own manager, and
while her son knew she had been much given to
collecting precious stones and jewelry, he also
knew that she might readily have sold them
without his knowledge. Beverly Kator, who is a
student at Columbia University, came home last
month and started to make a search for the
diamonds. As he went through one of the rooms
he happened to stumble against a pedestal that
supported a work of art. Instantly a secret door
in the pedestal flew open. There, in the recess
was a dazzling array of gems—all the trinkets
and jewels that had been famous during the life
of his grandmother—who was noted as the
possessor of valuable treasures.

(Continued on page 717)
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THE BEST
SHIRT STUD

3R
PLAIN GOLD

POLISHED OR ROMAN FINISH
FOR

COAT SHIRTS

279
LINEN FINISH WITH

COLD BORDER

LARTER AUTOMATIC SHIRT STUDS
are specially adapted for coat shirts — because they are made with extra long

backs, with equal distance on each side of post, and equipped with strong

unbreakable coiled springs, which prevent studs working out or falling out

of a button-hole.

They are not the kind that have to be tugged or pulled into place — the

backs are absolutely automatic in action and can be inserted or removed

in an instant.

These illustrations are only four from 200 good patterns which we make in

14 K. gold filled, and all are sold at one uniform price. No matter what style

or for what occasion your customer may want a stud, you can find it in a

LINE OF LARTER AUTOMATIC SHIRT STUDS.

Every I,arter Automatic Shirt Stud is guaranteed, and in case of accident of

any kind, Larter & Sons will cheerfully give in exchange a new stud.

SOLD THROUGH ALL LEADING JOBBERS

LARTER & SONS

270
MOTHER OF PEARL WITH

IMITATION DIAMOND CENTERS

21-23 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK
41

INDESTRUCTIBLE

IMITATION PEARL
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Tiffany & Co. gained a victory
A Famous when the United States Cir-
Pearl Case cuit Court of Appeals held

that $25,000 worth of pearls
purchased at the Paris store by Morris Guggen-
heim, of the American Smelting and Refining
Sompany, were held to be dutiable at only to
per cent. instead of 6o per cent. assessed by the
Collector. The Board of General Appraisers
reversed the action of the Collector and has been
affirmed by both the United States Circuit Court
and the Circuit Court of Appeals. According to
Arthur M. King, counsel for Tiffany & Co., this
decision is final. An application for a writ of
certiorari for a review of the case by the
Supreme Court should have been made within six
months after the passage of the new customs act
on August 5, 1909. Tiffany & Co. paid the extra
so per cent. in duty under protest. The Guggen-
heim case is similar to the Leeds pearl case.
Mr. Guggenheim bought fifty-nine pearls at the
Paris store of Tiffany & Co., but they were de-
livered to him from the New York store. The
Government contended that the pearls constituted
a necklace, in which case they were dutiable at
6o per cent. The case has been pending since
1902.

Samuel Heller, of the New York office of L.
Heller & Son, accompanied by his family, sailed
for Europe on the Rotterdam on April 19th.
They will be absent for several months and while
abroad will travel extensively on the Continent.
Several evenings before his departure Mr. Heller
tendered a dinner to the office staff and their
wives and lady friends at Reisenweber's, in
Columbus Circle. There were about fifty guests
present. Mr. Heller was presented with a hand-
some pair of marine glasses by his guests.

The office of the Jewelers' 24-Karat Club of
New York were recently entertained at luncheon
by David Kaiser, president of the club.

A Good and Welfare Committee of the
Jewelers' Board of Trade has been appointed
by President M. D. Rothschild as follows : Louis
Cohn, of Henry Freund & Bros., chairman ; George
H. Tomes, of Cross & Beguelin, secretary; Henry
Blank, of Whiteside & Blank; Max Kallman, of
Lissauer & Co.; William F. Juergens, of the
Juergens & Andersen Co.; Robert W. Adams, of
T. W. Adams & Co.; Julius S. Oppenheimer, of
Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith ; Frank T. Sloan, of
Sloan 8z Co.; Theodore W. Foster, of Theodore
W. Foster & Bro. Co., and Matthias Stratton, of
Ailing & Co. The committee asks the co-opera-
tion of all of the members of the Board of Trade
and Chairman Louis Cohn hopes to receive many
valuable suggestions from them from time to time.

Hugo Baer, diamond importer, has moved
from 3 Maiden Lane to the fourth floor of 6
Maiden Lane.

The Oliver M. Farrand Co. have moved from
the ground floor of 3 Maiden Lane to larger
quarters on the second floor of i Maiden Lane.

The Whiting Manufacturing Co., silver-
smiths, are now located in their new plant at
Bridgeport, Conn., which was recently completed
at a cost of more than $65,000. The new building
is of the most modern construction and was
especially designed to meet the requirements of
the Whiting Company's line of work. The entire
force of 400 skilled workmen are now at work,
the majority of them having come up from the
old plant in New York. The general and execu-
tive offices of the company will in the future be
located in Bridgeport, but the New York. sales
and showrooms occupying the entire tenth floor
of the Silversmiths' Building, on Maiden Lane,
will still be maintained. This concern manufac-
tures sterling silverware exclusively and is one
of the largest of its kind in the country. It has
its Pacific Coast offices in San Francisco at 717
Market Street.

W. Green & Co., 81 Nassau Street, have re-

cently added several very handsome, large stand-

ing showcases to their fixture equipment. These

cases are practically all glass construction and
each one is individually lighted by several long,
narrow incandescent bulbs. They are fitted with
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plate glass shelves and add quite materially to the

appearance of the store.
M. Wolfe, the jobber of 9 Maiden Lane, has

just returned to New York from his regular
western spring trip, where he called on his
trade west and northwest of Chicago. While
there he took several days' rest at the famous
western health resort, French Lick Springs, in
Indiana.

Henry Ziruth, the chain manufacturer of
Newark, has moved his New York office from
9-11-13 Maiden Lane to the Silversmiths' Build-
ing, one door further east on the Lane.

Fred Brodegaard, of Fred Brodegaard &
Co., one of Omaha's principal retail jewelry
houses, spent a couple of weeks in New York
and vicinity last month. Mr. Brodegaard's main
object in making an Eastern trip was to attend

to some business interests for his firm, but he
did not overlook the pleasure end of it.

The Eastwood-Park Co., of Newark, have
moved their New York offices from the Jewelers'
Building to the nineteenth floor of the Silver-
smiths' Building.

Matthey Bros. & Mathez have moved from
the Hays Buildirg, 23 Maiden Lane to Room 15o1
in the Silversmiths' Building, where they will
have fine, light quarters fronting on the Lane.

The regular annual banquet of the Jewelers'
Bowling League will be held this year on the
evening of May 7th at the Broadway Central
Hotel.

Theodore Kuehl, of the Kuehl Clock Co.,
80-82 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, and one of his
representatives made their regular annual display
at the Astor House during April. They are
showing a large and varied line of cuckoo,
novelty and alarm clocks which they import from
European makers and Mr. Kuehl states that their
eastern trip this year has been unusually profit-
able. They spent between two and three weeks
in New York.

At the April meeting of the Jewelers' 24-
Karat Club, which was held at Castle Cave in
conjunction with the annual beefsteak dinner, it
was decided to hold the 1910 summer outing on
July 23d, at the Port-au-Peck Hotel, Long
Branch, and the next annual banquet at the Hotel
Astor on January 13th.

In sustaining a contention
Diamonds raised by the General Electric
for Tools Co., the board of United

States general appraisers holds
that under the provision of the tariff of 1909,
bort, a species of commercial diamond, is entitled
to free entry. General Appraiser Sharhetts, who
wrote the decision for the board, refers to the
fact that a similar issue arose under the Dingley
act. The general appraiser pointed out that when
the earlier decision regarding diamonds for in-
dustrial purposes was handed down by the board
the courts upheld the decision of free entry. The
board is convinced that the diamonds are not
intended by Congress to be taxable at to per cent.,
as alleged by the government. The decision says
that if Congress had intended that diamonds for
industrial purposes were to be regarded in the
same category with stones for jewelry and
decorative purposes they would have been pro-
vided for specifically in the new law with a
corresponding duty. As the new law stands, the
board believes that diamonds intended for tools
and similar uses are free of duty.

E. B. Lapham, New York manager for the
Seth Thomas Clock Co., is now receiving callers
in a handsome plate glass private office which
has recently been installed in the Maiden Lane
show rooms of this company.

Henry Zimmern & Co., who for the past five
years have occupied the building at 77 John
Street, have outgrown the capacity of that loca-
tion, have just moved to the building at 118
William Street, where they are now occupying
the second, third and fourth floors. This build-
ing affords them much larger and better space,
besides being well lighted from both front and
rear. A number of new fixtures have been added
to the new location and when completely settled

this firm will have one of the best equipped ma-

terial supply houses in existence. Zimmern &
Co. are among the largest exclusive dealers in
watchmaker's materials and tools and opticians'
tools in this country, being large importers and
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exclusive representatives for a number of large
European manufacturers. They sell only to the
jobbing trade and their goods are handled by
practically every jobber in materials and tools in
the country.

Asher Green, with M. J. Averbeck, 10-12
Maiden Lane, sailed April 20th on the Cunarder
"Lusitania" for a two months' trip abroad. Mr.
Green goes direct to London, where he will spend
some time, after which he will visit Paris, Ant-
werp, Amsterdam and Brussels. While abroad
he will keep his weather eye open for the latest
novelties in the jewelry line and expects to make
quite extensive purchases for his firm.

Beefsteak Dinner of Jewelers' 24-

Karat Club

The annual beefsteak dinner of the Jewelers'
24-Karat Club of New York was held at Castle
Cave, on Seventh Avenue, near Twenty-sixth
Street, on Tuesday evening, April 12th. The
affair this year was confined exclusively to mem-
bers of the club and between 90 and moo were
present. Upon arrival at the Cave each member
was given a huge cook's apron and cap which
he wore during the dinner. The feast was held
in the large double basement of the restaurant,
where canned goods and soap cases served for
tables and where napery, china and silverware
were conspicuous mostly by their complete ab-
sence.

The diners began to arrive at 6.30 and at 7.15
President David Kaiser announced that the
regular monthly meeting of the club would be
held before the slaughter of the steak took place.
Only routine business was disposed of, and that
in short order. When adjournment of the regu-
lar business meeting was announced the waiters
proceeded to "Do it now" by dispensing the sub-
stantial menu.

When the coffee was served Leo Wormser
and Charles F. Brinck passed around with long-
stemmed German pipes and Indian leather tobacco
pouches containing a box of Arcadia smoking
tobacco, which served as souvenirs of the oc-
casion.

During the dinner T. Arthur Baker, a young
man with a strong voice (and he needed it), sang
the popular songs of the day, the guests joining
in the chorus, each one being provided with the
customary chorus book. James Devins, a
monologist, told some funny stories, and "Musi-
cal" Huehn, a musical comedian, did an imitation
of Sam Bernard and performed feats on a bunch
of bells. F. D. Hewes, a magician, dressed in a
wonderful Oriental robe, made snow out of wet
tissue paper and changed the color of a silk hand-
kerchief several times, besides producing a num-
ber of large articles, such as pots of flowers, etc.,
from the folds of his garments, in a mystifying
manner. John F. Heaney, down on the bill of
fare as the "Irish Alderman," told a number of
stories about his very hard luck which were well
received.

Aside from the professional entertainers
there was practically no formal speaking, though
during the evening Col. John L. Shepherd was
called on and made a short speech in response to
a toast which was proposed to the "youngest
old man present." The Colonel admonished his
hearers to "paint rainbows on the troubles of the
other fellow that they might shine the brighter
for you."

At the close of the regular business meeting
Charles F. Brinck, who is the mainspring, fly
wheel, rudder and several other necessary adjuncts
to any 24-Karat affair, was presented with a
handsome Larter shirt set, consisting of three
buttons and a pair of cuff links all set with moon-
tso 

the 
Much credit for an enjoyable evening is due

dinner committee: Leo Wormser,
chairman •, Charles L. Power, Charles R. Jung,
William I. Rosenfeld and Percy H. Savory.

The many thousands of more than satisfied
watchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Our New Tool an Material Catalogue
The best and most complete book
of the kind we have ever published

BENJ. ALLEN C CO.
CHICAGO
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Judge George A. Carpenter,
Sensible Move in recently appointed to the
Receivership United States District Court,
Reforms has created somewhat of a

sensation among lawyers who
make a specialty of bankrupt cases, by declaring
that he will no longer observe the old-time cus-
tom of appointing receivers, except when neces-
sity demands, and then only upon a full exposi-
tion of the facts in the case. Judge Carpenter's
attitude comes as a climax to an agitation which
has been directed principally at a question
whether exorbitant fees have been derived from
bankrupt estates by receivers. This agitation has
also found its way into the halls of Congress
by the introduction of what is known as the
Sherley Uniform Bankruptcy Law, which raises
the indebtedness of an applicant for bankruptcy
proceedings from $300 to $500. Investigations of
the failures which have occurred in the jewelry
trade during the past two years would seem to
convince the careful observer that procedure in
the bankruptcy cases is deplorably loose and it is
to be hoped that if such is the case that Judge
Carpenter's attitude will be the beginning of a
sweeping reform. Receivers are too readily ap-
pointed and in a hundred and one ways lawyers
and receivers have been allowed to pick the car-
cass of an unfortunate enterprise to the bone.
Under the present laws receivers are invariably
paid more than the competent manager in the
going concern would be and bankruptcy lawyers
seem too prone to pounce down upon a business
in financial straits like hungry wolves on a flock
of frightened sheep. Attorneys who have made
bankrupt laws their specialty seem to agree that
the present law is too elastic and can be too
easily adjusted to suit professional amity and,
very often, judicial complacence, to the exclusion
of a just consideration for the disappearing in-
terests of owners or stockholders.

Chicago is to have a sane
A Sane Fourth Fourth this year, after a six

or eight years' agitation which
enlisted the press, the pulpit,

the city council, business men and, finally, a large
manufacturer of Fourth of July thunder. The
city will inaugurate its era of reason with a
military tournament and great civic demonstra-
tion, the former feature the result of the efforts
of the Chicago Association of Commerce. Not
only will this tournament be a fitting celebration
ill honor of the country's natal day, but it will
be a source of education and a patriotic inspira-
tion to the citizens of Chicago, and will attract
thousands of people to the city, as it will be the
most extensive tournament and public exhibition
ever engaged in by the regular army. The tour-
nament will start July 4th and will continue until
the r4th. About 2500 regular army troops from
every department of the army will participate.
The tournament will be under the direction of
Major General Grant. Captain Albert J. Bowley,

For Chicago

of Major General Grant's staff, in outlining the
army's plans for this tournament, explained that
it is meant to be an educational feature for the
people as well as an Independence Day celebra-
tion. The exhibitions will be held in Grant Park,
in an arena 600 feet long and 400 feet wide, with
a seating capacity for 40,000 people. A subscrip-
tion is being raised by the business men to defray
the expenses of the tournament. A limited num-
ber of seats will be reserved for those who sub-
scribe and the remaining seats will be free. The
programme will consist of all sorts of drills by
the infantry, cavalry, artillery, hospital corps, en-
gineering corps and every other department of
the army and will illustrate as far as possible the
soldier's life during actual warfare as well as
his routine life during times of peace. The rail-
roads will offer greatly reduced rates for the
entire tournament and it is expected to attract
thousands of merchants to the city. Chicago
jewelry jobbers are making extra preparations to
take care of visiting jewelers.

The Chicago Association of
Seek Trade Commerce will equip the lake
By Boat steamer Roosevelt for a unique

trade extension excursion.
Sixty members of the association, including
merchants, professional men, manufacturers and
wholesalers will compose the delegation. Several
of these will take their automobiles on the boat
in order that trips to inland towns may be made.
The trip will be confined to points on Lake
Michigan, Lake Superior, Green Bay and
Traverse Bay. The start will be made June 12th
and the boat will return to Chicago June 25th.
The Roosevelt has accommodations for 3500 ex-
cursionists. The delegation will carry its own
orchestra and ample provisions have been made
for the entertainment of visitors along the route.
The purpose of the trip is to study local condi-
tions and trade requirements and to broaden the
acquaintance of Chicago business men with the
merchants along the lakes.

News From the Trade

The Chicago jobbing trade has been apprised
of the sale of the Clayton Emerick jewelry stock
at Monroe, Wis., to Charles Kohli, who was
formerly connected with the Clifford Jewelry Co.
at Platteville, Wis.

Fred Sheridan, who is well known to the
Chicago and western trade, was in Chicago for
several days during the past month renewing old
acquaintances. He spent the early part of the
month in the East and during his stay there
added the E. A. Potter Company's line, which
he will represent on the Pacific Coast in con-
junction with several other lines.

A. G. Schwab, of Cincinnati, President of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association, was
in Chicago early in the month on business. He
reports that the Cincinnati jobbers are making
extra efforts for the success of the Jobbers' Con-
vention, which takes place in that city in June.

Wm. F. Juergens, of the Juergens-.Anderson
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Co., has been appointed a member of the Welfare
Committee of the New York Jewelers' Board of
Trade.

Fred Zeitz, of Zeitz Bros., returned early in
the month from an extended trip to Cuba. He
visited eastern factories before returning home.

Robbins & Appleton, selling agents for the
Waltham Watch Co., are sending out a letter to
the trade to the effect that the two thousand
movements which were recently stolen en transit
were without dials and requesting the trade to be
on the lookout for unusually large orders for
dials.

W. V. Gishlin, Chicago manager of the
Gorham Mfg. Co., made a trip to the factory
early in the month.

The Chicago trade has been apprised of the
opening of a new store at Honor, Mich., by
Robert W. Hitchcock, who was formerly with
W. L. Campbell at Manton, Mich.

The Gorham Mfg. Co. has instituted two
suits in Chicago alleging infringement of trade
mark. One suit is against Samuel Goldberg, a
jeweler on Congress Street, and the other
against George Sheppard, a Cottage Grove
Avenue jeweler.

In order to accommodate their increasing
business the Stein & Ellbogen Co. have been com-
pelled to take on additional space in the Colum-
bus Memorial Building and have taken a lease
for a term of years on a large room adjoining
their present quarters and will take out the inter-
vening partition.

J. S. Richter, representing Doran, Bagnall &
Co. and the N. Barstow Co., spent most of April
at the factories of his firms.

C. R. Taylor, a nephew of A. C. Taylor, of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is completing a course in
optics here and will shortly open a jewelry and
optical store at Ord, Nebr. He was formerly
in business at Burnwell, Iowa.

A. E. Madsen, of Rettig, Hess & Madsen,
exclusive watch jobbers, spent several days in
Chicago early the past month on his way to Hot
Springs, Ark., where he will spend a month. Mr.
Madsen makes his headquarters in Minneapolis.

W. S. Hyde has severed his connection with
the firm of George E. Marshall, Inc., and the
estate of George E. Marshall has purchased his
interest as well as that of A. S. True, secretary
and treasurer of the corporation. Mrs. George
—. Marshall was recently elected president of the
corporation.

L. W. Moser, formerly traveler for Otto
Young & Co., has retired from the jewelry busi-
ness and moved to Salem, Ill., where he and his
father have a 320-acre farm.

F. J. Krodel, a retailer at 1131 Lincoln
Avenue, Chicago, is closing out his business.

Willson & Co., manufacturing jewelers, will
move May rst from their present quarters in the
Western Book Concern Building to the fifth floor
of 78 State Street.

Fred Thearle, of C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.,
left early in April for a trip to Europe. He
expects to be gone about two months. He will
visit the diamond markets before returning home.

Anderson, McCarthy & Co. is the name of
a new mail-order jewelry house in Chicago, lo-
cated at 1519 Wabash Avenue. The concern is
incorporated under the laws of South Dakota and
is capitalized in Illinois at $2o,000.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, Cin-
cinnati, was in Chicago early in the month. He
was on his way to California to join Mrs. Gut-
mann. They will spend two months there.

G. W. Brown, for many years in business at
6249 Madison Avenue, Chicago, died early in the
month at his home.

Moses M. Gumbiner, a pioneer jeweler of the
Sotith Side, who hgs conducted a store at 448
West Sixty-third Street for many years, is pre-
paring to retire from active business.

Albert Mayer, of the Mayer Jewelry Com-
pany, of Seattle, Wash., stopped off several days
in Chicago the middle of the month on his re-
turn from an extended trip to Eastern factories.
Mrs. Mayer accompanied him.

The J. E. McCourt Jewelry Co. and Hamel &
Roehrig have consolidated their business under
the name of the McCourt, Roehrig, Hamel Corn-
pany.

(Continued on-page 721)
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What About May an June?

THIS IS AN IDEAL SUGGESTION
FOR A PRESENTATION CLOCK

Notice the Price

8-day Crystal Regulator Strike No. 3
Height, 18' t inches. Width, 9' t inches

Factory List   $47.5o

Our List Price

Assorted Patterns
$28.00

Don't delay your
with our assortment
will soon spell it the

HERE are no two ways about
it—the jeweler gets increased
business and increased success
only as his store increases

its service to the public and its reputation
for "being on the job" always with new
ideas—new styles—live suggestions—no
matter what the occasion.

May and June, the graduation and wedding
months, the season \ vhen new ideas and sug-
gestions are in greatest demand, are staring you
in the face. For your own sake—for your busi-
ness' sake—for your profit sake—don't fail to
provide for the increased business these months
will bring you.

Just at present all our energies are concen-
trated on presentation gifts, for commencement
exercises, weddings and engagements. We now
have an assortment of new ideas which will put
ginger in your May and June business. Every
one's a live wire----get in touch with them.
There's watches, the greatest assortment we ever
carried for commencement—diamonds for engage-
ments—cut glass for weddings and an extra-
ordinary line of sterling silver and presentation
clocks for the June brides.

preparations for May and June business any longer. Get acquainted
of new ideas NOW. Learn the true meaning of N-O-W and you
other way around; W-O-N.

NORRIS9 ALISTER & CO.
Heyworth Building, 42 Madison Street, CHICAGO

May, 1910

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 719)

Charles Hoefer, of Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Co., was in Chicago several
days the middle of the month on business.

Fred J. Roberts, retail jeweler at Lamoni,
Iowa, is closing out his stock and will remove to
Texas.

Milwaukee jewelers, through their local or-
ganization, are demanding a strict enforcement
of the city ordinance licensing auctioneers.
Thomas P. Moody, a well-known auctioneer of
Chicago, was recently arrested in that city and
fined $25 because of his alleged failure to secure
a license. Mr. Moody's defense was that he was
simply an employee of a regularly licensed auc-
tioneer, who was under contract to make the sale,
but the judge ruled that while the letter of the
law might possibly be observed by such an ar-
rangement, its spirit was nevertheless violated.
Mr. Moody will take the case to the State
Supreme Court.

John C. Pierik, of Springfield, Ill., one of the
best-known retail jewelers in the State, has sold
his stock at public auction and will permanently
retire from the jewelry business. The stock,
which was one of the largest in the State, was
purchased by the Brooklyn Purchasing Syndicate.
Mr. Pierik will engage in the real estate business.

Claude Seymour, manager of Otto Young
& Co., returned early in the month from an ex-
tended visit to California.

Rudolph Newman, of 4825 South Ashland
Avenue, recently returned from an extended trip
to Hot Springs. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Newman. It was erroneously stated in the April
KEYSTONE that they had left for a European trip.

At a meeting of passenger officials represent-
ing the railroads east of the Mississippi River, held
in Chicago last month, it was decided to make the
same reduced rates for summer tourists' excur-
sions to Chicago this summer as were inaugurated
last year. The rates will be in effect from June 1st to
September 31st, with a 30-day return limit, and will
be on the basis of a fare and a third, plus $2 for
the round trip, which represents a considerable
saving over the ordinary charges. Last summer's
rates were in the nature of experiments to offset
competition of the western roads, which have
made low summer rates for many years. The
eastern systems felt at first some hesitancy about
making any reduction, but the experiment proved
so successful in increasing traffic that it was de-
cided to take similar action this season.

The annual convention of the Oklahoma Re-
tail Jewelers' Association takes place at Okla-
homa City May 9th to 12th. This association is
one of the most enthusiastic in the West, al-
though one of the youngest. Its conventions have
always been extremely successful and extra
efforts have been put forth to make this one a
winner. The annual meeting of the Equality
Club will be held during the sessions of this
gathering. This organization is made up of
traveling representatives of jewelry manufac-
turers and jobbers and its main purpose is the
entertainment of jewelers who visit conventions.
Members of this organization who expect to at-
tend the Oklahoma convention are urged to send
their names to the secretary, R. R. Evans, 2944
Wabash Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

Charles M. Hall, formerly a retail jeweler
at Warfield, Wis., has accepted a position as
traveling representative for Henry Paulson &
Co. He will travel in Wisconsin.

G. W. Cureton, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of the Newell Mfg. Co., of Newark,
made a trip to the factory, where the company
recently opened an eastern office.

Frank T. Barton, Chicago and western rep-
resentative of the George N. Steere Co., returned
from an extended trip to the factory and made a
successful trip through the Northwest with his
new line.

B. C. Allen, of Benjamin Allen & Co., re-
turned early in the month from an extended trip
to Southern California.

Emil Noel, diamond broker in the Heyworth
Building, spent the greater part of April in Iowa
with his family, enjoying his annual vacation.
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J. A. Hardy, secretary of the Towle Mfg.
Co., spent the greater part of April at the com-
pany's Chicago office. Arnest M. Lunt, Chicago
manager of the company, made a trip through
the West during the past month with 0. F.
Samuelson, traveler for that territory.

Homer Bouchard, Northwest traveler for the
Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., St. Louis, returned to Chi-
cago early in the month and will remain here for
a month or so in the interests of his firm.

Frank M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co.,
died at the Vendome Hotel, this city, March
30th. Mr. Sproehnle had been identified with the
jewelry business in Chicago for over thirty years
and had a great many friends to whom the an-
nouncement of his death came as a great shock,
although not unexpected. He had been a long
and patient sufferer, his illness dating back over
three years. In the fall of 1907 he went to
southern California and spent the winter there,
returning to Chicago early the following spring.
The sojourn in California did not have the ex-
pected beneficial results and ever since his
return to Chicago he was confined to his home.
Mr. Sproehnle was an unusual type of the

Frank M. Sproeinile

self-made business man. He was born in Chi-
cago, February 28th, 1859, and graduated from
the Haven School at the age of 14 years, and
immediately after his graduation entered the em-
ploy of Norris, Alister & Co. as errand boy.
Being a man of unusual business qualification
his advancement was very rapid and at the age
of 23 years he was at the head of the financial
department of this jobbing firm. In 1882 he
engaged in the general jewelry jobbing business
under the firm name of F. M. Sproehnle & Co.
In 1897 the firm name was changed to Sproehnle
& Co. and the firm became exclusive watch job-
bers. Mr. Sproehnle was a man highly respected
by everyone who knew him. He had a kindly
disposition and was always thoughtful and con-
siderate of his friends and business associates.
At the funeral, which took place from the Ven-
dome Hotel, the entire jewelry trade of Chicago
was represented as a fitting tribute to the mem-
ory of one who had been an active factor in the
trade for so many years. A special meeting of
the Chicago Jewelers Association was held on
the day of his death and an engrossed set of
resolutions of sympathy and condolence was
ordered and sent to the bereaved widow and
daughter.

W. R. Cooper, of S. H. Clausin & Co.,
Minneapolis, spent several days in Chicago the
past month on his way to the Shriners' meeting
at New Orleans.

Robert Gracie, a well-known retail jeweler
of Loraine, Ohio, died early in the month at Mas-
sillon, Ohio, where he went for medical attend-
ance. He had been in business at Lorain since
1894, although his connection with the jewelry
trade of that city dates back over twenty years.
He is survived by a widow and six children.

The local trade was grieved to learn of the
death of Pierre F. Courvoisier, western traveler
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for Henry Ginnell & Co, of New York, which
occurred on the 12th inst. at his home at West
Hoboken, New Jersey. He had been in failing
health for the past year. Mr. Courvoisier was
well and favorably known in Chicago and the
West.

H. M. McAron, who was formerly associated
with J. W. Upsall at Watseka, Ill., will open a
jewelry store at Grey Bull, Wyo., in the near
future.

Herbert Cobb, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of the Daggett & Clap Co., spent the
greater part of the month at the company's
factory at Attleboro.

J. A. Lucas, well known in western jewelry
circles, died early in April at his home at 3447
Indiana Avenue, this city, after a three weeks'
illness. His death came as a surprise and shock
to his many friends in Chicago. Mr. Lucas had
represented A. H. Bliss, an eastern jewelry firm
in Chicago and the West for sixteen years. He
also represented A. Bushee & Co. and the Stand-
ard Chain Co. Mr. Lucas had been a long and
patient sufferer from rheumatism but endured
it with great courage and was often seen on
crutches making his regular calls on the trade.
He was 58 years of age and stood high in Masonic
circles, being a 32d degree Mason and a Mystic
Shriner. He was married about six months ago.

William A. Fay, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of the Potter & Buffinton Co., made a
trip to the factory early in the month and while
on his return to Chicago was summoned to
Bloomington, Ill., by a telegram announcing the
sudden death of Mrs. Fay's mother, Mrs. R. M.
Lander.

W. F. Smith, a wholesale jeweler of Des
Moines, Iowa, died very suddenly April 14th at
his home. He was well known in western jobbing
circles, having been in business at Des Moines
for about fifteen years.

Joseph H. Watts, of Ann Arbor, Mich., one
of the pioneer jewelers of Michigan, died very
suddenly early in the month after a stroke of
apoplexy. He was well known in Chicago job-
bing circles, having visited this market often. He
had been in business in Ann Arbor since 1852
and bore an enviable reputation as a citizen and
a business man. He is survived by two sons and
a daughter.

Theodore Kuehle, President of the Kuehle
Clock Company, made an extensive business trip
East early in the month.

The Blackstone, the splendid new Chicago
hotel on Michigan Boulevard, overlooking the
waters of Lake Michigan, was opened to the
public on the t6th inst. The silver service, which
was most favorably commented upon, was
specially designed and made by the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I.

Richard 0. Kandler, President of the
Jewelers' School of Engraving, has moved his
school to the eighteenth floor of the McCormick
Building, the new Michigan Avenue skyscraper,
where he will have increased facilities for in-
structing his students. In connection with his
school he will conduct an art and exclusive
jewelry store.

Ferdinand Hotz, diamond broker and jeweler
in the Stewart Building, has moved to the Mc-
Cormick Building, on Michigan Avenue.

Sam Hammond, of the Bell Jewelry Co., of
San Antonio, Texas, Was a visiting buyer in
Chicago the middle of the month.

William Sawyer, formerly in the jewelry
business at Belvidere, Ill., died the latter part of
the month.

John Grant, the Kansas City jeweler and
optician, has purchased a partnership in the Miss-
man Tool Co., of Kansas City. This company
was formerly known as the Missman School of
Engraving. The school feature has, however,
been dropped. The company will shortly open a
Chicago office.

H. G. Schramm, Pacific Coast representative
for the Stein & Ellbogen Co., returned the middle
of the month from an extended coast trip and
states that conditions in the far West warrant
the statement that business in this section of the
country will be very satisfactory this year.

(Continued on page 723)
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Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Sanitary Work Benches
These benches have numerous advantages, one of which is to maintain cleanliness, and as benches are raised
from floor, they prevent accumulation of dirt, etc., and make cleaning underneath easy. As shown in cuts,
these benches have solid, heavy legs and are built massively throughout. Wherever panels are used they
are 3-ply, which prevent splitting and warping and are practically unbreakable. Good hardware, best
lumber and best finishing and workmanship throughout.
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WATCHMAKER'S BENCH

No. 48. Solid Oak . . . . . $30.00
No. 49. Mahogany or Walnut finish 30.00

Drawers lock automatically.
Dimensions Length, 43 inches; depth, 26 inches ;

height to table, 38 inches.

•
17'4

WATCHMAKER'S BENCH

No. 52. Solid Oak  $9.00
No. 53. Mahogany or Walnut finish . 9.00
Dimensions:—Length, 27 inches; depth, 20 inches

height, 38 inches.

F. 0. B. CHICAGO

No charge for crating

Material Tray
with bottles, fitting large drawer

of benches, 48 to 51, can be

furnished at additional cost.

JEWELER'S BENCH

No. 54. Solid Oak   $14.00
No. 55. Mahogany or Walnut finish . 14.00
Dimensions:—Length, 44 inches; depth, 24 inches ;

height, 38 inches.

WATCHMAKER'S BENCH

No. 50. Solid Oak   $20.00
No. 51. Mahogany or Walnut finish 20.00

Dimensions :—Length, 44 inches; depth, 24 inches;
height, 38 inches.

JEWELER'S BENCH

No. 56. Solid Oak $9  50
No. 57. Mahogany or Walnut finish . 9.50
Dimensions Length, 27' inches ; depth, 24 inches ;

height, 38 inches.

SIX PER CENT. CASH DISCOUNT

C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE 00.
EVERYTHING IN WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING CHICAGO
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(Continued from page 721)

Reed & Barton, silversmiths in the Columbus
Memorial Building, moved the ist of May to
their new quarters in the Republic Building,
State and Adams Streets. L. H. Shafer & Co.,
who have been located in the Columbus Memorial
Building for several years, will move into the
quarters vacated by Reed & Barton.

J. H. Ramsay, of Aledo, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in Chicago during the past month.

Fred Marean, President of the Illinois Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, was in Chicago early
in the month on business and also in the interests
of the coming State convention which takes place
May 24th, 25th and 26th. Mr. Marean states
that he has received word that the president of
the New York Advertising Men's League would
address the convention on the general subject of
advertising and would specialize on jewelry ad-
vertising.

Reuben Mason, manager of the Potter-Buf-
finton Co., of Providence, made a business trip
through the West with William A. Fay, western
representative of the firm and also spent several
days in Chicago. Mr. Mason takes a very op-
timistic view of the business outlook and believes
that conditions are ripe for an excellent year's
business.

The annual convention of the Illinois State
Society of Optometrists takes place in the Palmer
House, this city, May tith and 12th. The ar-
rangements are entirely in the hands of com-
mittees composed of Chicago members of the
society. E. E. Arrington, of Rochester, N. Y.,
president of the New York State organization,
and one of the most prominent speakers on op-
tical legislation, will be present and address the
convention ; also Carl Fisk, of West Union, Iowa,
who engineered the optometry bill through the
Iowa Legislature. A banquet will be held the
last day. Very important business is to come
before this convention and it is hoped that as
many optometrists as possible will attend. Ses-
sions will also be held in the evening to accom-
modate the large number of Chicago optometrists
who are employed during the day.

A. L. Sercomb, Chicago manager of the In-
ternational Silver Co., has returned from a two
months' visit to California. Mrs. Sercomb ac-
companied him.

J. R. Chapman, of Oshkosh, Wis., was in
Chicago the middle of the month in the interests
of a new store which the firm of J. R. Chapman
& Co. will moVe into June ist. The new store is
directly opposite the old location. The store will
be equipped with complete optical parlors, dia-
mond room and a manufacturing department.

Kreis & Hubbard, well-known manufacturers
of umbrellas for the jewelry trade, have found
it necessary to open an eastern office. This office
will be located in the Silversmiths Building, New
York, and will be open for business July 1st.
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J. H. Ott, who traveled out of the Chicago
office and represented the firm in the South, will
be in charge of the new office.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Hirsch will sail April 23d
for an extended trip to Europe.

The Rochelle Clock and Watch Company,
which has been located at Rochelle, Ill., for
several years, has been purchased by the Colum-
bus Clock Co. and the factory and stock will
be moved to Columbus, Ohio. The Columbus
Clock Co. is a new corporation of Columbus
business men. Its capital stock is $15o,000. The
company will occupy the plant formerly occupied
by the old Columbus Watch Co.

Albert Brown, a retail jeweler at Lincoln,
Ill., was married April 14th to Miss Ada F.
Demling, of Atlanta, Ga.

Chicago Watchmakers' Society

The annual festival of the Chicago Watch-
makers' Society took place April 17th in King's
banquet hall. It was without doubt one of the
most successful affairs ever conducted by the
society, nearly 200 of the members and their
ladies and friends being present. The afternoon

was given over to
an informal recep-
tion and entertain-
ment, which was
most enjoyable. In
the evening an
elaborate banquet
was served, after
which an informal
dance was enjoyed.
This society was
organized eighteen
years ago and is,
no doubt, one of
the oldest societies
of its kind in the
country and prob-
ably represents a
higher average of
skill in its member-
bership than any

other society of watchmakers, nearly all of its
members occupying positions with the best-known
wholesale and retail jewelry houses of Chicago.
The society has been a potent factor in raising
the standard of the work of its members and of
horology in general. It conducts yearly exhibi-
tions, at which members may submit specimens
of their work and diplomas are issued should the
specimens show marked ability.

The society is in communication with the
Swedish Watchmakers' Society of Stockholm,
Sweden, with which it exchanges specimens of
workand reports. At the banquet Gus Erikson,
the president of the society, reviewed the work
done since its organization and urged the mem-
bers not to allow their interest in the work to
lag. Nels Nelson, one of the early members of

Gus Erikson
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the organization, also spoke along the same lines.
The society meets the fourth Wednesday in each
month. Its membership is limited to watch-
makers who speak the Scandanavian languages,
who have served
an apprenticeship
of at least three
years. Gus Erik-
son, Of 647 East
Sixty-third Street,
is president of the
society; John Jo-
hanzin, vice-presi-
dent, and John
Ohlson secretary
and treasurer. This
annual affair did
much to revive
the interest in the
society and con-
siderable progress
is expected during
the coming year.

It is gratify-
ing to note the
growing popu-
larity of organization among watchmakers. No
form o fassociation is so calculated to advance
the interests of the trade as these semi-educational
and semi-social societies. The possibilities for
good of such organizations might well be con-
sidered by the watch workers in all the large
cities. Those already in existence have proven
their worth beyond question, and the watchmakers
in the more popular cities who are without such
an organization are missing a fine opportunity.

John .Tohanzen

The Waltham Watch Company has entered
suit against Sears, Roebuck & Co., the well-
known mail-order house of this city, for viola-
tion of price contracts. The complaint alleges
violations of the contract under which certain
railroad movements of the company are sold, and
also charges infringement of patents. An in-
junction is asked restraining the mail-order
house from selling the movements specified at
less than the fixed selling price. A similar suit
has been brought by the Waltham Company
against Montgomery, Ward & Company, of this
city.

Slade & Weadley is the title of a new jobbing
firm at 156 Wabash Avenue. Mr. Slade having
been associated with Lapp & Flershem for twenty-
three years and Mr. Weadley for sixteen years,
both are well known to the trade. The new
firm's quarters in the Powers Building are a
portion of the old quarters of Lapp & Flershem.

An earnest effort is being made to induce the
jewelers of this city to join the Illinois Retail
Jewelers' Association previous to the convention
which will be held • at Springfield on May 24th,
25th and 26th. The effort, we understand, has
been attended with much success, some fifty new
members being secured.

Banquet of Swedish Watchmakers' Society of Chicago
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1 BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN

Wholesale Jeweler

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval

Diamonds, Watches

and Jewelry

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

Tools and Material

REED-BENNETT CO.

Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds

Tools, Material and Findings

BIRKENHAUER-
THOMSEN CO.

Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools

and Material

SISCHO & BEARD

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

F. L. BOSWORTH CO.

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

VEHON & GOODMAN

Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
S. H. CLAUSIN & CO. 14

REED-BENNETT CO.
BIRKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.
F. L. BOSWORTH CO.
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN
SISCHO & BEARD
VEHON & GOODMAN
ALBERT L HAMAN

Ai

14

14

it

St. Paul, Minn.
ti

It

ALBERT L. HAMAN

Exclusively

Watches and Diamonds
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NORTHWESTs

Business conditions in this section are all
that can be expected at this time of the year.
The Northwest has had one of the warmest
springs in many years, the temperature being as
high as 8o degrees a part of the time. The farm-
ing is almost a month earlier this spring than
usual.

Mahncke & Co., 914 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma,
Wash., are demonstrating their faith in the
future prosperity of Tacoma by the expenditure
of about $12,000 in remodeling their store, which
will, when completed, be one of the most beauti-
ful in the Northwest. The fixtures throughout
will be mahogany with onyx base. The entire
front of the store will be onyx with copper
trimming and so arranged that the onyx can be
illuminated at night. On the opening day they
will present their patrons with an expensive
souvenir plate decorated with a view of Tacoma
as it appeared in 1873.

M. S. Davis, who for many years was con-
nected with the P. A. Andrews store at 1134
Pacific Avenue, Tacoma, Wash., recently pur-
chased the Tacoma Jewelry Co.'s store. He has
added some new wall cases and replenished his
stock with high-grade jewelry. Mr. Davis has
many friends in Tacoma and will no doubt suc-
ceed in his new venture.

Charles F. Easton, a pioneer retail jeweler
at Bellingham, Wash., was recently injured at
that place by being knocked down by a street
car and hurled to the pavement. He was cross-
ing the car tracks behind a car and did not see
the other one approaching until it was upon him.
He was rendered unconscious but it is not be-
lieved that his injuries are fatal.

Albert Hansen, of Seattle, Wash., is making
a trip to California, combining business with
pleasure.

August Hansen, with C. A. Brown, at Ap-
pleton, Minn., is in Minneapolis taking a course
in engraving.

L. Metzger, of S. Jacobs & Co., Minne-
apolis, has just returned from New York, where
he spent about two weeks.

J. N. Roettger, of Richmond, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities during the past month transact-
ing business.

Ned Dockman, formerly of Dockman Bros.,
of Minneapolis, has taken charge of the watch
department of Jeffery & Harris, of that city.

Fred Drissler & Co., who are now located
at 412 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, will remove
May 1st to 610 Nicollet Ave. in the Medical
Block, where they will have much larger quarters
than they formerly occupied.

A. 0. Hover is going to open a jewelry store
at Powers' Lake, N. Dak.

Jake Marx, of D. Marx & Son, of St. Paul,
is on a pleasure trip with his wife.

W. E. Mowrey, the well-known St. Paul re-
finer, is again back at his office after being con-
fined to his home for almost a month with a
very severe attack of the grippe.

A. G. Scherf, jeweler of Red Wind, Minn.,
was in the Twin Cities during the past month,
buying his spring stock. Mr. Scher f reports
business as being very good.

R. L. Schlick, of Rice Lake, Wis., is another
of the Northwest jewelers whose business has
outgrown the old stand and April 1st he moved
to larger quarters.

R. M. Horr, of Lemmon, S. Dak., was a
recent visitor to the Twin Cities.

H. A. Lunda, jeweler at 119 Central Avenue,
Minneapolis, whose store was robbed a few
weeks ago, says he does not expect to recover
more than about half of the stock which was
stolen and which was valued at $1000 wholesale.
It has been found that much of the jewelry
was pawned in St. Paul and there has been con-
siderable difficulty in recovering it.

C. G. Canyon, of Mandan, N. .Dak., was in
Minneapolis visiting his son during the past
month.

J. M. Chalmers, jeweler at Lake City, Minn.,
was in the Twin Cities buying spring goods.

Louis Jaselwitz, now with Harry H. Green &
Bro., of Minneapolis, was successful in drawing
a claim on the Standing Rock reservation in
South Dakota. Mr. Jaselwitz will leave about
April 20th for his claim and spend a month there.
He intends to go there next fall to reside per-
manently.

M. E. Hamilton, of Bellingham, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities buying goods.

George H. Johantgen, of Minneapolis, was
recently called to Hector, Minn., to attend the
funeral of a relative.

L. R. Barnett, of Glendive, Mont., has sold
his jewelry business to Bert Johnson, of the
Glendive Drug Co., of that place. Mr. Johnson
has employed H. C. Johnson as his head watch-
maker. Mr. Barnett's store has occupied one-
half of the drug store.

F. H. Harm, jeweler at 387 Robert Street,
St. Paul, has just had a new front put in his
store, which is a great improvement. The door
which was formerly at one side of the front is
now in the center, dividing the front in two sec-
tions instead of one.

C. F. Sischo, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
made a business trip to Michigan during the past
month.

Louis Taussig, a jeweler. of Amsterdam, who
is making a tour of the world for the purpose
of studying the diamond situation as well as for
the pleasure of traveling, recently visited the
Twin Cities. Mr. Taussig reported that he had
found the diamond trade generally in good con-
dition.

Norman Shirley, son of T. A. Shirley, the
St. Paul engraver, was recently run down by an
automobile and had one shoulder broken, and
also received many bruises about his body, which
made it rather difficult for a while to tell just
how badly he was hurt, but he is now improving
slowly, giving hopes of recovery. So far they
have been unsuccessful in finding the party who
was driving the auto.

Joseph H. Green, of Harry H. Green & Bro.,
of Minneapolis, is planning to make a trip to
Paris this summer. He proposes to combine
business and pleasure and will spend some time
in looking over the jewelry stock in that city.
He will stop off in New York City on his way
home and select the fall stock for his firm.

H. H. Nerbovig, jeweler of Waseca, Minn.,
was in the Twin Cities buying goods during the
past month.

H. W. Abraham, of Wentworth, S. Dak.,
was a recent visitor to the Twin Cities.

J. C. Webber, formerly of Livermore, Iowa,
more recently manager of the material depart-
ment of I. Lachman & Co., has purchased the
jewelry business of L. A. Ferret, 4203 Fourteenth
Avenue, N. E., Seattle, Wash. Mr. Ferret will
enter the real estate field, with headquarters in
North Yakima, Wash.

W. S. Morley, one of the pioneer jewelers
of Seattle, Wash., has moved his stock to his
new store on Union Street, directly opposite the
Post Office.

J. M. Sullivan, formerly of Rockford, Ill.,
recently purchased E. P. Sundberg & Co.'s store
at Fargo, N. Dak. Mr. Sundberg will retire
from the jewelry business on account of poor
health.

R. D. Pettie, the leading jeweler of Renton,
Wash., recently remodeled his store, adding new
fixtures and a larger safe.

Carl Aderneuer, jeweler at 1323 First
Avenue, Seattle, Wash., is contemplating a trip
to Europe to settle an estate.

Charles E. Reed, engraver for B. R. Schwarz
& Bro., of Minneapolis, will leave in a short time
for his home at Long Creek, Oregon. He will
spend some time in the far West and is thinking
of starting in business for himself in that section
of the country.-

Albert Goodman, of Vehon & Goodman, of
St. Paul, recently made a trip to Duluth, Minn.,
where he was transacting business for the firm.
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William Krohn, of Anandale, Minn., recently
spent a week in St. Paul, having been called
there on account of the serious illness of his
father-in-law.

Charles Knorr is soon to engage in the retail
jewelry business in Ryder, N. Dak.

The Dunham jewelry store at New Rock-
ford, N. Dak., has been destroyed by tire.

A. Ferguson, formerly of New York, has
accepted a position with I. W. Mark, of St. Paul.

A. E. Paegel, of Paegel Jewelry Mfg. Co.,
of Minneapolis, and secretary of the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association, is making a trip
through the East and South, combining business
with pleasure. He went to New Orleans to
attend the conclave of the Ancient Order of
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, going thence
to New York by steamer, where lie will spend
about ten days.

Swan Olson, of Lemmon, S. Dak., was one
of the out-of-town jewelers to visit the Twin
Cities during the past month.

B. R. Schwarz, 305 Nicollet Avenue, Minne-
apolis, has taken his brother, M. L. Schwarz, into
partnership. The firm name will in the future
be known as B. R. Schwarz & Bro.

George Christensen, of Stillwater, Minn., has
accepted a position with M. L. Finkelstein, of
St. Paul.

Gus Ortman, head watchmaker for Bullard
Bros., of St. Paul, was on the sick list during the
past month, having a severe attack of the grippe.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of the

District of Columbia •

The very inclement weather prevented the
usual large attendance at the April meeting of
the Retail Jewelers' Association of the District
of Columbia, at the rooms of the Chamber of
Commerce, Twelfth and F Streets, N. W. A
quorum, however, being present, the meeting was
called to order by Vice-President Hutterly in the
absence of President Berry.

The application of Charles Schwartz, 824
Seventh Street, N. W., was presented and ac-
cepted unanimously.

A committee appointed to have rubber
stamps bearing the words "Member of Retail
Jewelers' Association of the District of Colum-
bia, Inc.," made their report and the stamps were
ordered to be bought and distributed among the
members to be used in connection with their
correspondence.

Messrs. Darr, Peyser and Kurtin reported
that the incorporation of the association had been
effected under the name of The Retail Jewelers'
Association of the District of Columbia, Incor-
porated.

Among the communications received by the
secretary during the month was the following,
referring to the purchase of class pins, emblems,
etc., by graduating classes from firms doing
business in cities other than Washington, from
the Chamber of Commerce:

"WHEREAS, The schools of the District of
Columbia are maintained by taxes paid by local
merchants and business men, as well as by the
share paid by the federal authority, and the
schools, private and public, through their com-
mittees solicit the merchants and business men
for advertising in various publications, as well

as for prizes and donations,
"Be It Resolved, That the Retail Trade Com-

mittee of the Chamber of Commerce strongly
urges upon the Board of Education, the principals

of the public and private schools and the pupils
themselves, the fairness of dealing with local
merchants, and that copies of these resolutions

be forwarded to all concerned, etc."
Other matters were brought to the attention

of the members, but being of considerable im-
portance were tabled, to be acted upon at the
May meeting.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale
of the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get
the genuine.—Adv.
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" A fixed selling price on an article, maintained by both the manufacturer and the
retailer, simplifies the whole question of salesmanship. It further largely eliminates
the so-called useless shopping done by many customers.

"IT IS AN INEVITABLE FACT THAT ALL WATCHES HAVING A FIXED SELLING
PRICE ' ARE MUCH EASIER SOLD THAN THOSE ON WHICH THE RETAIL JEWELER
SETS THE PRICE."

From an article by J. P. ARCHIBALD,
President of the National Association of Retail Jewelers.

The above tag is attached to every watch
that leaves our factory

ILICENS'E.
' ROBT. IL INGERSOLL & ORG., Makers,'
New Voik, Chicago, Loads., Si, Francisco.
Mechanism in ihis watch le Covered

by United States Patents and the
watch Is licensed and sold under and
aebject to the following condition,

Ina
os:ennt ecl 

salt, 
dp ti.rga ;he ead,:o oanntyr ol

vi-
olation of which.ficelise condition. re-
vokes and ,termInates all rishta and
license as to this and all other
watches of mskere In vlolator'a pos-
session and subjects the violator to
auit for infrindenient of said lettere
patent.
II Retailers may advertise and sell

only to buyers for use at 3c.). 0 0

-T*

2) No donation, discount, relate,
premium or bonus may be allowed or
given in connection with any sale.
31 Guarantee with date of sale en-

dorsed thereon to. accompany each
watch.

This is the Ingersoll-Trenton license label.
Part of every box in which the watch is sold.

A fixed selling price is not merely a help to sales —it
adds to your profits, too. Your customer cannot make you
reduce your price by telling you that he "can buy the same
thing cheaper at Smith's " if the article you are offering is
thus protected. You know it isn't so, and in nine cases out
of ten, you will sell him at the price asked.

Ingersoll-Trenton Watches are sold under this plan only.
Their price protection is not merely theoretical—it does not
merely cover the movement and allow the case to be sold
at any price—the complete watch is always protected and
cannot be sold by anyone at a less price than you ask.

Besides this, department stores and catalog houses are
not allowed to sell these watches. They can be sold by just
one class of trade and that is the responsible jewelers.

Isn't this real price protection?

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro
45 John Street
NEW YORK

•

304 Masonic Temple 360 Fremont Street
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

•••■•
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H. A. Norton, sales manager and also man-
ager of the advertising department of R. Wallace
& Sons Manufacturing Company, Wallingford,
Conn., is back at business after a severe attack
of grippe which kept him confined to the house
for over a week.

A. A. Ormsbee, of Taunton Pearl Works,
Taunton, Mass., is back from a winter's sojourn
in Florida, where he has been indulging in fishing
and kindred sports that abound in that region.

W. F. Nye, of New Bedford, Mass., has just
returned from a trip through the southern States
and to Cuba, where he went in quest of health
and recreation.

T. A. A. Burnham, 25 Broad Street, Bangor,
Maine, reports good business though he has been
at the jewelry manufacturing end of the business
but a short time.

The show windows of S. Bernstein, 551
Congress Street, Portland, Maine, were very
strikingly and tastily decorated last month. Sil-
verware, cut glass, diamonds, beautiful hair orna-
ments and hat pins, as well as a general line of
jewelry in their spacious show windows served
to attract unusual attention.

The McKenney Jewelry Company, Monument
Square, Portland, Maine, advertised the chantecler
jewelry, which is just the rage at present, in a
novel way last month. A real, live rooster was
placed in their show window, which served to
attract wide attention to this particular fad.

C. H. Pearson, treasurer of the Chelsea
Clock Company and the Boston Clock Company,
Boston, Mass., was a visitor to New York city
during the month of April.

The J. W. Colgan Company, Boston, Mass.,
report large sales on their product and credit a
great deal of this demand to the publicity they are
getting through THE KEYSTONE.

Frank H. Fahey, of Gillette Sales Co., Kim-
ball Building, Boston, Mass., has just returned
from a vacation trip.

W. W. Winship, 71 Summer Street, Boston,
Mass., have entirely remodeled their wholesale
department, which is devoted to salesmen's
sample cases and trunks.

H. G. Morris, 373 Washington Street, Bos-
ton, Mass., is giving considerable publicity to his
line of white sapphires, which are used quite ex-
tensively as substitutes for diamonds.

E 

hearty.

A. Cowan, of E. A. Cowan & Company,
373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass., is back
from a trip in the old country looking hale and

hear 

Ernest B. Allen, watchmaker and jeweler of
Port Elgin, New Brunswick, Dominion of
Canada, was a recent visitor to Boston buying up
goods for the spring trade.

Mr. Nelson, of N. C. Nelson & Co., jeweler,
of Concord, N. H., was recently in Boston.

Bonner D. Mason, traveling representative
for the Mason Box Co., of Attleboro, Mass., was
recently in Boston showing a large line of
jewelers' boxes for combination sets, individual
scarf pins, fancy pads for display, cards for neck
chains, pads for pendants and cuff link boxes.

E. F. Lilley, jeweler of Milford, Mass., was
a recent visitor to Boston. Mr. Lilley reports
business as being very good.

S. W. Baker, jeweler of Rockland, Mass.,
was a visitor in Boston. Mr. Baker is working
very hard to secure the passage of the new op-
tometry law for Massachusetts.

George H. Herrick, jeweler of the G. H.
Herrick Co., of Attleboro, Mass., has returned
from Florida, where he has been enjoying the
sunny climes of the South since last January.
Mr. Herrick reports a very good time and feels
much better after the greatly needed rest.

KEYSTONE

Mr. Myers, of the recent firm of Myers &
Franks, jewelers, ii Hanover Street, Boston, has
dissolved partnership with Mr. Franks by buying
out his share of the business. The business will
be carried on under the name of Alfred E. Myers.
Mr. Myers has been in business with Mr. Franks
over nine and one-half years and also several
years with the wholesale firm of M. Myers &
Co., 373 Washington Street. The Hanover
Street Store has been newly painted and reno-
vated.

. S. Gordon, jeweler of Laconia, N. H.,
was a recent visitor in Boston.

Arthur B. Grover was recently arrested at
the Crawford House on the complaint of Sol
Kanter, jeweler, who charges that Grover stole
$1640 worth of diamonds he had borrowed to
show to a supposed customer. Grover is 34 years
old and lives at No. 19 Dix Street, Dorchester.
Up to January 7th he had an office in the
Jewelers' Building, 377 Washington Street, where
Kanter is located. Kanter says that on January
7th Grover came to him and said : "A woman in
my office wishes to buy a diamond. Let me take
some to show her. " Kanter told the police that
he gave Grove five uncut stones and one set
stone and that Grover merely locked his own
office and left the building. The police have been
looking since for Grover. They finally caught
him and he is charged with the larceny of the
stones.

Pneumonia caused the death of Henry Mor-
timer Kimball, for nearly a quarter of a century
a permanent guest at the Hotel Vendome, Bos-
ton, and who was one of the best known and
most successful diamond experts in the world.

I. J. Carpenter, formerly with I. J. Carpenter
& Co., jewelers of North Cambridge, recently
bought an automobile.

A rain of rocks in Milton, Mass., recently
surprised some of the people in the Bispham
Building of that city. The blast of dynamite that
shattered a great bowlder on the, site of "Ye
Village Inn" caused great havoc in the district,
smashing windows of surrounding buildings,
loading Pierce Square with debris and creating
great excitement among householders through
the rain of rocks that landed on the house tops.
A piece of the bowlder, weighing 25 or 30 pounds,
entered the store of C. M. Howard, a jeweler,
shattering the big plate glass window, and
landed in a tray of valuable watches in the show
case, just missing the proprietor's head in its
passage. The adjoining stores were also dam-
aged to some extent.

Currier & Libby, jewelers of Amesbury,
Mass., have recently added optical parlors to
their store and report business as being very
good.

Mr. Lemay, jeweler, of Lemay Brothers,
Manchester, N. H., was a recent visitor in Boston
buying up stock for the spring.

C. M. Ohlson, engraver, of Lowell, Mass.,
was a recent visitor in Boston.

Albert E. Nye, jeweler, of Lawrence, Mass.,
was in Boston recently calling on the trade.

Mr. Saltmarsh, jeweler of Concord, N. H.,
was a recent visitor to Boston.

L. N. Hamlin, jeweler of Bromfield Street,
Boston, has purchased the stock of I. J. Car-
penter & Co., of North Cambridge, Mass. Mr.
Hamlin has remodeled the store in every way.
He raised the flooring of the show window so as
to make a better display. Mr. Hamlin will con-
tinue the jewelry work left by Mr. Carpenter
and will also take up the optical end of the store,
as he is an expert optometrist.

Three men suspected of having robbed the
Samuel E. Ulliain jewelry store at 1113 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, of $r8,000 worth of dia-
mond stick pins, rings and watches on February
28th were recently arrested in New York at
Goerck and Delancey Streets, after a rough and
tumble fight with the detectives. The men are
Jacob Goldberg, of 38 Goerck Street: Harris
Rothstein, of ii T Goerck Street, and James
Goldberg, Jacob's brother, of 30 Goerck Street,
New York. The detectives assert that the first
two men are on record in connection with other
burglaries. The detectives received information,
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the source of which they decline to give out, that
the three men were in the neighborhood of
Goerck Street and that they were suspected of
the robbery. The men made a hard fight against
arrest but were finally locked up at police head-
quarters. Directly after the robbery of the
jewelry store the superintendent of the Boston
police sent out broadcast over the country printed
information about the stolen articles and also a
description of the men. A negro porter who
happened to be near the jewelry store told the
Boston police that he saw three men at the
store on the night of the burglary and that one
of them was tall and heavy, one short and stout
and the third tall and slender. The three men
arrested answer to this description. When the
men were taken into custody to-day five watches
and many pieces of jewelry were found in their
possession. From Jacob Goldberg was taken a
watch, the number of which corresponds to one
of the numbers given in the printed list sent out
by the Boston police. Other watches were found
for which there was no description from Boston.
This leads the police to believe that the men have
been committing other burglaries. Mr. Ulliam
and a member of the police staff have gone to
New York to identify the property taken from
the men.

Anthony B. Mensing, representing Wilcox &
Evertsen, International Silver Company, suc-
cessors, was a visitor in Danbury, Conn., during
the middle of April.

Davis & Hawley, 996 Main Street, Bridge-
port, Conn., are increasing their retail floor space
by just double what they have at present. The
back wall of the store is being knocked out and
the room extended back. It then turns off at
an L, which will admit of two entrances if
such be desired. The china and cut glas depart-
ment, which is at present upstairs over the front
portion, will be brought downstairs and placed
in the new part, thus enhancing the chances of a
larger business in this class of goods. The up-
stairs portion will be used as the wholesale de-
partment of the company, which is one of the
growing departments catering to New England
jewelers. 

J. P. Handle, of the Handle Company, Meri-
den, Conn., spent several days in New York City
last month.

William Snow, advertising manager of the
International Silver Company, Meriden, Conn.,
was in Boston during the latter part of April.

Hubar & Company, 121 South Main Street,
Waterbury, Conn., are holding an auction sale,
disposing of quite a lot of inactive stock.

The New England Watch Company, Water-
bury, Conn., are marketing a new Alden series Y,
16 size, gentleman's watch. It is a high-grade,
double roller, lever movement, seven jeweled,
with breguet hairspring and other standard
features. These will be cased in nickel screw
cases, full bascine. A leaflet descriptive of this
new watch will be sent to any jeweler in good
standing upon application to the above company.

The Weidlich Bros. Manufacturing Co., for-
merly at the corner of Noble Avenue and
Sterling Street, Bridgeport, Conn., have moved
into their new factory at the corner of Florence
and Connecticut Avenues, same city. The new
factory is of brick construction, two stories in
height, containing many windows, which makes
ideal working conditions for the employees. The
office is finished in light wood trimmings for the
side walls and hard wood floors. The building
is sufficiently large to allow for expansion as the
business of this company increases, which from
present indications will not take long before every
nook and corner is occupied turning out the
product manufactured by this concern.

The Warner Silver Company, formerly at
zoo Cannon Street, Bridgeport, Conn., have
moved into the factory recently vacated by the
Weidlich Bros. Manufacturing Co., at the corner
of Noble Avenue and Sterling Street, same city.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Ado,
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No. 608

CUT CRYSTAL CASE
Bisque Figure

No. 2504

14-DAY STRIKE REGULATOR
Mirror Side Brackets

No. 55

CUCKOO CLOCK

No. 6113

WESTMINSTER CHIME

WE SHOW
the largest variety of

IMPORTED CLOCKS
in this country

FRENCH TRAVELING
CUCKOO
ALARM

No. 573
SWING PENDULUM

CHIME
REGULATORS
NOVELTY

"Foreign Make—American Guarantee"

THEODORE SCHISGALL
116-118 CHAMBERS ST. NEW YORK

The following are some of the prominent Jobbers showing our Complete Line

AISENSTEIN & WORONOCK, 22 Eldridge St., New York
LANE CLOCK & NOVELTY CO., 33 Maiden Lane, New York
HENRY PAULSON & CO., 156 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

" PERIER " PARIS
(Registered)

is the name of the Opera Glasses
we show.

"As good as the best—and costs less"
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that all European-made Clocks, no matter by whom manufactured, have to be
thoroughly examined before they are delivered to the consumer.
THIS IS THE EUROPEAN SYSTEM and no Foreign-made Clock is good
unless it is overhauled.
Being a practical Watchmaker, I could not possibly place on the market a Clock without knowing
that it is in good order, and, therefore, I have been for years past examining and overhauling every
Clock, no matter how cheap, before I have allowed it to leave my shipping room.

THIS IS THE RELIABLE AMERICAN SYSTEM
Thus I have established a demand for my Imported Clocks with the legitimate Jeweler who never
before wanted to touch an Imported Alarm Clock.

Now, some unscrupulous Jobbers, looking always for the cheapest, are importing through com-
mission merchants Clocks of inferior quality and throwing them on the market just as they arrive at
the docks without even looking at the contents of the cases, and in order to deceive the buyers are
using for these Clocks the names which I have adopted and used for years.

In order to protect the legitimate Jeweler from imposition, I have adopted and am
having registered a label, which is to appear on all boxes containing my Clocks.

Clocks without this label are inferior articles, thrown on the market at low prices and are not to be
compared to my guaranteed output.

THEODORE SCHISGALL
IMPORTER OF CLOCKS

"FOREIGN MAKE AMERICAN GUARANTEE"

116 - 118 Chambers Street
NEW YORK

The following are some of the prominent
Jobbers showing our Complete Line:

AISENSTEIN & WORONOCK
22 Eldridge St., New York

LANE CLOCK & NOVELTY CO.,
33 Maiden Lane, New York

HENRY PAULSON & CO.,
156 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

44-4(t)
K

'$‘344*
.MARK

Following are the names of some of our
Clocks which our Labels will bear:

"NEW YORK" Alarm
" WASHINGTON " Alarm
" CHICAGO " Alarm
" DOUBLE BELL" Alarm
" TWIN " Alarm
" REPEATING " Alarm
"PROGRESS " Rep. Alarm
1304 TIME
1307 ALARM

TRADE. MARK
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High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks

$140 •
ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

For $140M0
we give

you $500.00

service.

Can you

afford to be

without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

DESCRIPTION

Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

Guaranteed to prove satisfactory regardless of
weather conditions. Write us for reference.

iHOWN STREET CLOCK CO., Kenosha, Wis., April 18, 1910
Monessen,

Gentlemen: Enclosed find check in full to pay for street clock.
This is the best advertising proposition that I have gone up against espe-

cially to a Jeweler who has changed from an established location to a new store
building, which is my case.

The clock is giving good satisfaction and keeping fair time and I expect to
have it running very accurately in a few weeks.

I wish to thank you for the way you rushed my order. •
Yours truly, T. J. DALE

Place your order now for Fall delivery.
The best advertisement money can buy.

Write for particulars

Brown Street Clock Co.
Monessen, Pa.

Systematize Your
Repair Department

No branch of business can prosper nowadays without
system. If you wish to systematize your repair depart-
ment at the New Year begin by procuring the first
essential

The Keystone Record
Book of Watch Repairs

This book has space for sixteen hundred entries of
repairs with printed headings. It takes only a minute
to make each record, and the information is invaluable.

Price, $1.00

The Keystone Book of
Repair Guarantees

is a companion book now used by every progressive
repair department. The guarantee gives your customer
confidence in your work and assures his permanent
patronage. Price, Sr .00

Published by

THE KEYSTONE
PUBLISHING CO.

8og, 811, 813 North Nineteenth Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Hey wort h Ind g., Chicago

May, 1910

A Beautiful Silver Service

The custom of presenting silver services to
the warships was a happy idea and a most serv-
iceable one to the silversmithing industry of the
United States. The precedent established some
years ago in the pres-
entation of such
services by the States
and cities after which
the ships are named
is now being followed
without exception and
furnishes the talent in
designing with a mag-
nificent opportunity
for the display of
their genius. The
competitive manner
of awarding the con-
tracts and the liberal-
ity of the appropria-
tions also stimulate to
extra effort. The
drawings submitted in
each case are triumphs
of artistic designing
and even the unsuc-
cessful ones are well
worthy of preserva-
tion as embodying in
artistic unity the vari-
ous things symbolic of
the States. The latest
service of this char-
acter, and one of the
most notable, is that
to be presented to the
United States Battle-
ship South Carolina,
which will be fur-
nished by the Gorham
Mfg. Co., Providence,
R. I. The designing
is characteristic of the
art department of this
company in its appropriateness and artistic
conception.

The artist has chosen for his theme the
severe and pure style of the XVIII. century,
avoiding the earlier and more elaborate fashions.
This style, the basis of the Louis XVI. in France,
and in England of the Georgian, parent of our
own Colonial, permits of the plain monumental
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treatment, making its effect by purity of line and
form rather than elaborateness of decoration.
The severity of the theme has been relieved by a
free decorative treatment of the sources of South
Carolina's wealth as a State ; her flowers, fruits
and agricultural products giving a service mas-
sive and dignified in form, enriched by elements

the beautiful design and the most perfect execu-
tion as demanded in this service. Throughout,
classic simplicity of form, together with elegance
and refinement of ornamentation have been
sought, making the service architecturally chaste
in treatment. Features denoting the sources of
South Carolina's wealth as a State, and com-

memorating epochs
in her history, to-
gether with portraits
of some of her il-
lustrious sons, have
been incorporated in
the decoration. The
State and Navy seals
occupy prominent posi-
tions, while associated
with these through-
out the service, occur
as decorative features,
various products of
the State.

The decoration of
the various pieces is
by repousse and flat
chasing with but little
engraving or etching,
for the reason that
the flat chasing, prop-
erly executed, is done
for all time, while en-
graving or etching
will wear smooth.

Typical of the set
is the punch bowl here
shown, which has a
capacity of seven gal-
lons. The bowl is
round, with handles
representing two dol-
phins. The main dec-
oration on the body
of the bowl is mag-
nolia. On the front
appears a flat chasing
of the Battleship
South Carolina in

commission, together with portrait medallions of
Governor Rutledge and John C. Calhoun in
relief. On the reverse side is shown "Jasper
Planting the Flag" and medallion of Col. Pierce
M. Butler and Gen. Wade Hampton. The Ameri-
can and State flags are shown in enamel.

On the front side of the plateau in which
(Continued on page 735)

Punch Bowl, Plateau and Twenty-four Cups

characteristic of the State, but properly and ar-
tistically subordinated to the practical require-
ments of the pieces.

This treatment the artist believes to be ex-
ceptionally appropriate for this service in view
of the fact that it gave the first impulse for the
development of our Colonial style, and no more
worthy period could be chosen as inspiration for

.z.z.iniittrittrftl'ffr.frf. ..Rho.
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Silver Service presented to U. S. Battleship South Carolina
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No. 148 (Taft)
WESTMINSTER CHIME CLOCK

(Junghans)
Mahogany finished highly polished case. Inlaid with Mar-
queterte. Height, 17% inches ; width, 11% inches. Rich gold
engraved dial, 10 x 6 inches, with arabic figures and new shut-off
for silent and chime ; beveled glass. Eight-day movement, strik-
ing full Westminster Chime on the quarter hour and hour on
five tube-staffs. The richness of tone is unsurpassed.

ESTABLISHED GOLD MEDALS

FEBRUARY 1, 1878 CHICAGO
OMAHA
PARIS
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE

KUEHL
CLOCK COMPANY

SUCCESSORS TO

GEO. KUEHL & COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPOR I l■ RS

Black Forest Clocks
WORKS AT

Schonach and Hornberg, Bad-Schwarzwald, Germany

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE

80-82 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

OUR NEW CATALOGUE No. 20
for 1910 is ready. The most complete book showing Foreign Clocks.

No. 6548
ELEGANT SWINGING CLOCK

(Junghans)
Height, 14 inches. Eight-day time. Bronze

figure, Pendulum swings in two jewels.
Clock will run in any position

If you are looking for a style of clock you cannot find elsewhere, look in our Catalogue and
you will find it.

A Catalogue will be sent on application to any legitimate jeweler and goods can be ordered
through your jobber.

No. 842 TINY TIME

Height, 212 inches. 2-inch silver-plated
dial. One-day time. Nickel, Gilt, Cop-
per or Oxidized Case.

No. 840 DESK CLOCK
Height, 4 inches. 2-inch silver-plated dial. One-
day time. Nickel, Gilt, Copper or Oxidized Case.

No. 845 DESK CLOCK
with Alarm

Height, 534 inches. 2-inch silver-plated dial.
One-day time and alarm. Nickel, Gilt,
Copper or Oxidized Case.

May, 1910 T KEYSTONE

Annual Banquet of the 24-Karat
Club of Pittsburg

The second annual banquet of the Jewelers'
24-Karat Club of Pittsburg was held in the Fort
Pitt Hotel, that city, on the evening of March
29th. This magnificent hostelry in the city of
millionaires furnishes unexceptionable accommo-
dations for the most exclusive functions and the
jewelers' banquet was second to none thus far
held in this handsome banquet hall. Although
the 24-Karat Club is still in its infancy, it has
already worked wonders in creating and fostering
a friendly spirit among the Pittsburg trade, which
happy condition will be of material value to all
concerned. This spirit of friendliness was very
much in evidence at the reception which preceded
the banquet, when introductions and friendly
intercourse were the features. An enthusiastic
welcome was extended to the out-of-town guests,
who have since been diligently proclaiming the
hospitality of the Pittsburg brethren and the
brilliancy of the great banquet in the Fort Pitt.

The banquet hall was handsomely decorated
for the occasion and a band, nestled in palms and
plants, discoursed sweet music as the guests
entered. Rev. Dr. E. Trumbull Lee offered the
prayer and the banqueters proceeded to do justice
to the tempting menu.

After the coffee and cigars had been passed
President Steele F. Roberts welcomed the guests
and introduced Dr. Lee as toastmaster. The
good doctor in turn paid a tribute to the club and
its principles and introduced President Roberts
as the first speaker. It may here be stated that
it is to the enthusiasm and interest of Mr.
Roberts that the success of the club has been
largely due.

From his address, which was a masterpiece
in sentiment and presentation, we make the fol-
lowing extracts:

"At our banquet, one year ago, I had the
pleasure of presenting to you the infant Jewelers'
24-Karat Club of Pittsburg. Born in the land
of Vulcan, midst smoke and steam and clash of
iron and furnace glare, the child to-night cele-
brates the first anniversary of its birth. It has
been a strenuous year for this growing boy, but
now that it has been weaned I am gratified to

present for your critical inspection this magnifi-
cent yearling—a splendid specimen of the
jewelers' art—a robust, healthy child, sound in all
its members and wreathed in smiles—the Jewelers'
24-Karat Club of Pittsburg.

"The membership of the Jewelers' 24-Karat
Club of Pittsburg at this date is iso, there having
been added during the year fifty members—
among the addition being the good, rich, red,
blood of forty young men from the various
jewelry establishments in the city.

"In one year's time we have placed the
Jewelers' 24-Karat Club at par with the largest
and oldest business clubs in Pittsburg, and its
success simply demonstrates to us the potent
things that can be accomplished when an earnest,
intelligent body of men are united for a purpose.

f for no other reason, we should rejoice
that the organization of the Jewelers' 24-Karat
Club has been conducive of such a splendid spirit
of good fellowship among the jewelers in Pitts-
burg and adjacent cities and towns. It has placed
the jewelry merchants on a higher plane of busi-
ness ethics. The serpent's tongue competition
and all envy, strife and petty jealousies have been
eliminated and a new era of honorable competi-
tion among gentlemen of integrity and refinement
has been ushered in. We have been taught that
business is honest goods at honest prices, pre-
sented favorably to the right customer.

"A celebrated writer has said, 'Business is
not business. Business is making a good living
and making the world a better place to live in—
after that it is fun, real fun, as the man who is
running a successful, honorable business knows.'
When you really get into the spirit of the busi-
ness game—and experience its trials and defects
—and then the glory of its victory and success,
you will realize it is the best game in the world.
A long drive, a good brassie shot and approach
and a safe put and you win the trophy; a strike,
a spare and a strike and the game is yours; a
three-bagger and a home run in the ninth and
the Pirates win—it's the same old game—in life,
in business, in sports. The man who does not
enjoy his lifework is missing the whole point of
living.

"The man who does not see that doing his
work honestly and well is a distinct addition to
the sum of human comfort and happiness, is
missing the richest reward of his labors. We all
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seek the sunniest souls both in business and society,
the cheerful man invariably attracts, and so in the
field of merchandising the power to attract is a
matter of great importance. Though brains are
essential in business, other things beside pure
mental power are apt to count, and the greatest
o f these is an intense personality.

"Oh! the charm and delight of doing business
with a man ot good personality—a well-rounded
man—a man who is the soul of honor—a man
whose mind and heart are filled with all that is
pure and true and beautiful—a masterpiece of his
Maker. And you and I do occasionally meet
just such men—men who live in an atmosphere
above the petty details and annoyances of busi-
ness life and bask in a sunshine of perpetual good
cheer, men who do a successful business and
yet who just seem to live to make their cus-
tomers and friends contented and happy.

"In these days of intense commercialism we
are prone to forget the nobility and character of
the jeweler's calling and the influence and im-
press of its artistic development on the people.
Ruskin has said, 'Life without industry is guilt;
industry without art is brutality.'

"Many of us nave seen and read of the won-
derful creations of Lalique, the famous sculp-
tor goldsmith of Paris, whose marvelous pro-
ductions occupy a heretofore unattained and ex-
clusive position in the field of modern artistic
jewelry. All of the works of this Parisian genius
are technical masterpieces of such decorative
effect as can only be adequately attained by an
artistically endowed, highly sensitive and soulful
fantasy.

"From time immemorial the craft of the
goldsmith and jeweler has been deemed the most
honorable among all trades and pFofessions,
recognized and revered alike by the jewel-
crowned monarch on his throne and the humble
peasant bartering for a golden trinket in the
market place. In our museums we look with
wonder on the handiwork of the Assyrian gold-
smith and think of him as he sits in his tent,
deftly fashioning the spider-web threads of gold
into the most intricate forms of grace and beauty
to bedeck the fair maidens of his day and genera-
tion. And we, too, in these later days, have
caught the inspiration of the Egyptian and As-

(Continued on page 735)
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HALL CLOCKS
WALTHAM
Tubular Chimes

Our new catalogue, which is about ready for distribution, will

show one of the finest and most complete lines on the market.

Look Up Our Three-Chime Movement

Our "WILLARD" or "BANJO" Clock is a favorite in
the high-class trade.
Any jeweler desiring a first-class regulator will make no
mistake in ordering our No. 13, which will run, with
proper care, within five seconds a month.

Waltham Clock Company
Office and Salesroom : WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

Our Line of Umbrellas and Canes This
Year is Stronger Than it Ever Has Been

J

UST one of its many new features, interesting to the jeweler, is the
Louis XVI styles, in which is shown a number of engraved handles
that are interesting to the fine trade. 41, To be insured against

.competition, to be exclusive, and to be assured of a handsome profit,
recommend and display our" Perfect Detachable Handle Umbrella."
c We are the sole makers of the patented device which makes it dif-
ferent from the other styles on the market. Its talking points are simple
and convincing. 41 Our salesmen visit every part of the country, and
if you will write us at the Baltimore address, we will arrange to have
you see these styles that have been made exclusively for the jewelry trade.
ti. We stand back of everything we make, and wAl replace every piece
that fails to give entire satisfaction.

WHEN MAY OUR SALESMAN GALL? 

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD C& CO.
NEW YORK-353 Broadway

PHILADELPHIA 1011 Chestnut Street

SAN FRANCISCO-717 Market Street

Makers of "Perfect Sha pe " Umbrellas

Factory and Office, Baltimore and Howard Streets

BALTIMORE, MD.

May, 1910 THE

Annual Banquet of the 24-Karat Club

of Pittsburg

(Continued from page 733)

syrian gold workers, so cleverly evinced in the
exquisite creations of the past year in the plati-
num and gold fret work, spider-web and geo-
metrical designs, all so deftly wrought and fab-
ricated by the ingenuity and skill of American
craftsmen.

"The art of enameling is the acme of the
goldsmith's craft, and for decades we have made
obeisance to the wsthetic and classical productions
of European manufacturers, but there has de-
veloped in this country during the past few years
a coterie of enamel workers whose hand and
brain have wrought some marvelous creations in
transparent and translucent enamel, their work
vieing with the most expert foreign productioirs
in perfect technic, delicate coloring, shading, tone,
harmony and exquisite conception of its applica-
tion to platinum, gold and jeweled effects.

"I congratulate the art workers in enamel,
gold and platinum for their effort and success in
placing the fabricating jewelry in this country
on a higher plane of erudition, and applaud their
endeavor to create a sentiment and educate the
public to a more discriminating taste and artistic
conception of the beautiful in jewelry and jewels,
especially the unique, unconventional creations
that emanate from the hand, heart and soul of
the individual craftsman.

"Give this artist craftsman the gold—give
him his jewels and let him sit down and think—
let him weave into these golden strands his
different moods—let him conceive forms that
were before unknown, and in the grouping and
setting of gems his eye for color and arrange-
ment will be as faultless as the song of a bird.

"I know it is a difficult matter these days for
the manufacturer to eschew commercialism and
pass by the almighty dollar, but the possibilities
of art, science and culture to *the workers in
precious metals in America are yet as an undis-
covered country—the promised land from whose
borders the spies have just brought a foretaste
of the fascinating jewelry I have just described.

"Enter within the gates of this promised land,
0, manufacturer ! 0, craftsman ! and behold the
splendor and magnitude of this world of fantasy
ill fashion, form and design, to which all nations

peoples have paid tribute—Babylonian, As-
syrian, Egyptian, Etruscan, Roman, Greek,
Renaissance and Empire. Go gather the fruit
from this garden of art, science, wisdom and
learning—walk in its paths of beaten gold—
breathe the floral perfume of inspiration and
ambition—pluck the golden apple of the present
from the silver pictures of opportunity—collect
the undiscovered pearls of thought, delve into
the semi-precious stones that lie at your feet,
gaze upon the crystal fountain whose sparkling
spray of diamonds, rubies, emeralds and sap-
phires waft a bow of promise over your search
for knowledge. Visions of Tubal Cain, Pharoah,
Solomon, Queen of Sheba, Cleopatra, the Al-
hambra and mines of Golconda float before you—
the song of birds calls you to this enchanted abode
and all the muses of art and nature acclaim a
welcome to him whose inspired soul will weave
these thoughts and inspirations into beautiful
forms of jewels and jewelry, which will bring
esthetic joy to a multitude of art-loving people.

"Go forth, then, manufacturer and crafts-
man, conquering and to conquer in your field of
art and behold the day is dawning when all the
nations of the world will pay glowing tribute
to the peerless handiwork of American gold-
smiths."

The toastmaster next introduced Judge J. R.
MacFarlane, who responded to the toast, "As
Others See Us." He paid a very happy tribute
to the art of the goldsmith and silversmith, giv-
ing due credit to the jewelers for their work in
elevating the artistic taste of the public and cul-
tivating a love of the beautiful.

Col. John L." Shepherd, New York agent of
The Keystone Watch Case Co., responded to the
laconic toast, "Sand." The Colonel equalled his
Past post-prandial achievements, recalling many

KEYSTONE

historic cases of "Sand" and the part which this
rare commodity has played in the history of the
world. It is a far cry from Julius Cmsar to
Theodore Roosevelt, but the Colonel paid de-
served honor to both, his remarks being loudly
applauded.

The remarks of Dr. John A. Brashear, the
eminent astronomer, were particularly interesting
to the jewelers, inasmuch as he lauded highly
their achievement in perfecting timekeepers. He
had proof of this, he said, in a clock in his own
workshop which kept time with practically no
variation. He also referred to the forthcoming
visitation of Halley's Comet and gave his hearers
an insight into astronomy which will not un-
likely impel some of them to further study and
investigation.

The next speaker was J. T. Montgomery, of
the New York house of M. A. Mead & Co., who
responded to the toast, "Who Receives the Re-
ward?" He made use of the subject to point a
moral in the matter of advertising and the
adoption of the most modern merchandising
methods. He referred to the serious competition
with the jeweler created by other luxuries, such
as piano-players, automobiles, etc., and impressed
on his hearers the necessity of wakening up to
the situation and making still greater efforts to
hold and increase their trade. His advocacy of
greater publicity appealed favorably to those
present, his remarks being received with pro-
nounced applause.

A brief response to the toast, "The Other
Man," by Lee S. Smith, President of the Pitts-
burg Chamber of Commerce, brought the ora-
torical programme to a conclusion.

The souvenir menu was a handsome leather-
bound book, giving the names of the officers of
the club and the members of the several com-
mittees, as well as some interesting information
in regard to the organization and its purposes.
Another souvenir was a handsome leather watch
fob with a bronze carat as a charm.

The banquet committee, to whom much credit
is due for the success of the function, consisted
of F. A. Keating, August Loch, 0. C. Siedle,
S. F. Sipe, Harry Heeren, B. K. Elliott, C. S.
Wiley, D. L. Cleeland, Charles H. Holyland and
George L. West.

Prominent among the guests were David
Kaiser, President of the Jewelers' 24-Karat Club
of New York ; Ira D. Garman, President of the
Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association;
Charles W. Handier, President of the West
Virginia Retail Jewelers Association, and L. P.
White, of the Wholesale Jewelers' Association of
Philadelphia.

A Beautiful Silver Service

(Continued from page 731 )

the punch bowl stands appears the inscription :
"Presented to the Battleship South Carolina by
the State of South Carolina"; on the reverse
side: "Millions for Defence, Not a Cent for
Tribute."—Pinckney. There are places for
twenty-four cups, which have dolphin handles,
and also the State seal.

The capacity of the ladle is one-half pint.
On the top of the handle is the national seal in
enamel, surmounted by the eagle, conventionally
treated. The main decoration is the oak and
sunflower. At the connection of the handle and
bowl are two conventional dolphins. The panels
are divided by rope.

The centerpiece is oval in form and classic
in design. The eagle and prow of the ship are
treated in a very happy manner. On the front
is the State seal in enamel. The border is laurel
and dolphins. The four portraits are of Generals
Marion, Pickens, Sumter and Col. William
Washington. The principal decoration is pine.
The seal of the State is used on either side,
around which are branches of laurel. From the
center rises a vase ornamented with shell, rope
and laurel. The plateau is ornamented with
fruits of the State.

One of the most impressive pieces is the
pitcher, classic in form and decorated with con-
ventional laurel, shell and dolphins. The State
flag is shown on the front of the pitcher, sur-
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rounded by rope. The State and Navy seals
appear on the tray. Live oak and laurel are used
effectively as decorative features.

Laurel and dolphins in connection with the
State and Navy seals are used in the decoration
of the entree dishes. In the center of one is re-
produced, by flat chasing, the scene showing
"Marion's Dinner to the British Officers"; on the
other, "Mrs. Mott Offering Arrows to Destroy
Her Home."

"Is That Clock Right?"

One of the proverbial vexations associated
with the jeweler's work is the tantalizing query,
"Is that clock right ?" One of our subscribers,
Austin J. Sands, of Lamar, Mo., has made this
time-honored annoyance the subject of a poem
which will appeal humorously to many of his
brother jewelers, and which is as follows:

The watchmaker sat at his bench all day,
With tweezers and pliers working away,
Life seemed good, for the day was bright,
When someone asked, "Is that clock right?"
Then he swore  

A hundred people come in each day
And ask the question the same old way,
No matter what hour of clay or night,
Someone is shouting "Is that clock right ?"
And he swears  

He bought a clock of much renown,
'Twould keep the time for any town.
And thought as he went to bed that night
No one would ask "Is that clock right?"
And make him swear  

A Reuben walked into the store next morn,
Where the brand new clock did the wall adorn,
And said, his face with a smile alight,
"Are you quite sure that that clock's right?"
Still he swears  

Then he picked up a club both big and strong
And belabored that Reuben hard and long,
He cried as lie struck with all his might,
"No more will you ask 'Is that clock right?'"
And he swore  

Reuben arrived at Heaven quite late,
He glanced at the clock on the pearly gate,
And said to Saint Peter, all dressed in white,
"Say, Good Saint, is that clock right?"
Saint Peter  I ! I

The watchmaker died and the Devil thus wise
A fiendish punishment did devise,
So imps as they toast him on coals so bright,
Keep chanting at him "Is that clock right?"
And HE CAN'T SWEAR !Ill!

Advertising Aphorisms

Advertising is making the goods speak. It
is putting a truthful, animate tongue into inani-
mate merchandise.

Merchandise itself cannot lie. Sooner or
later its true character will develop—in its use—
in the satisfaction it gives to the owner.

When exaggerated or false statements are
made about goods it is a human tongue that talks
or a human hand that writes ; it is not the mer-
chandise that speaks—therefore it is not adver-
tising.

Advertising is also news—news more vital
to the family than nine-tenths of the so-called
news that goes into the newspaper.

Who makes the goods talk—whoever ex-
hibits the true nature and uses of an article of
commerce—whoever correctly and interestingly
tells the news about his merchandise—he is the
true advertiser.



We take rank in what ̀ICC do, not Tvhat we say. The Auctioneer makes his own pedigree. It is a great injustice to the
memory of those great salesmen who followed this work and left behind them splendid records, for a mere beginner with
half a dozen questionable credentials to keep harping, "What was the jewelry Auction business before I illuminated it with
my cultivated presence?" There have been many men who did leave behind some footprints, not only for their splendid
ability, but sterling worth, such as French, Burroughs, Havil and Rutherford, and scores of others. There are still some ̀Vire
7.C41TS„" a credit to the occupation. Among them I am not too modest to claim a place, backed by a record unequaled not
only for the number of sales, wide territory covered, quality and aggregate results in volume and profit.

SALES MADE DURING THE PAST 5 MONTHS
Ain now selling for T. R. J. Ayers & Sons, of Keokuk, Ia. This sale is made on account of the recent death of Mr. Ayers, notice
appeared in THE KEYSTONE. It is an Administrator Sale. The firm is one of the longest established Jewelry Houses in America.

KINGSBACHER BROS.
s■,1,1 St,,11 weeks for this old established firm, and under my management making one of

imetion in Pittsburgh.

A. KURTZEBORN Cc SONS
Stock consisting of $123,0oo. Only highest grade Diamonds, Sterling Silver,

only 14 Kt. gold goods, Mr. Kurtzeborn having been actively engaged in the
jewelry business fifty-two years. This sale continued for seven weeks.

M. SCOOLER CO.'S STOCK
This stock, consisting of 1647 pieces of the highest grade Diamond Mounted

jewelry, Patek-Philippe \Matches, etc., amounting to over $10o,000. Sold most
successfully to the trade in four days. My third sale for this firm.

of which

the most successful auctions ever held in this city, my fifth

BENJAMIN RICE
Tulsa, Okla.-A year ago I made a great sale in this progressive little city
and in returning repeated former success.

SWITZER BROS.
of Mt. Clemens, Midi. Closed out for the above firm the Kent stock, selling
every piece of goods in the store.

MIER JEWELRY CO.
Aberdeen, Miss. Have concluded a second very successful sale for this firm,
both made within two years.

SOME SALES MADE BY ME IN YEARS PAST, ALL TRIUMPHS
Mermod-Jaccard & Co., St. Louis  $ i oo,000
Duhme Bros., Cincinnati  75,000
Rogers Pollinger, Louisville  so,000
Geo. NV. Biggs, Pittsburgh  7o,000
NI. Scooler Co., New Orleans   123,000
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco  83,000
Keil & Hellich, Chicago  63,000
C. D. White & Co., NI iiicapo1is   40,000
flight & Fairfield. Butte  63,000
Pannier Bros., Los Angeles   42,000
D. II. Mc Bride, Akron  23,000
Freeman Jewelry Co., .,\tlant  40,000
F. B. Lewis Co., Cleveland  so,000
Oscar Heinze, Quincy 20,000

G. A. Schlechter, Reading  23,000

Sigler Bros., Cleveland 
Bocker & Lathrop, Syracuse 
J. H. Havil Estate, Hamilton, Ont 
T... J. Marks, Kansas City 
!turns, Barry Co., Nlemphis
Theo. L. Rugg, Des Moines 
Birely & Son, Oshkosh 
David Goldberg 
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland 
L. Luckhardt Johnston 
W. F. Kirkpatrick & Co. St. Joseph 
C. E. Buhre, Topeka 
W. H. McKnight & Sons, Louisville 
The Pairpoint Co., Chicago 
Chas. NV. Crankshaw, Atlanta 

more than 200 more from Maine

$100,000 .A. M. IIill, New Orleans $200,000
38,000 The Knickerbocker Co., New York  50,000
23,000 Morseman & Feagan Co., St. Paul  6o,000
6o,000 W. A. Gill, St. Louis  70,000
30,000 R. Van Kuren, Savannah  38,000
47,000 Ben Sands, Cleveland  40,000
29,000 Geo. P. Winder, Troy  28,000

Lippman Bros., Altoona  23,000
173,000 J. P. Stevens, Atlanta  23,000
27,300 Lissner Co., Los Angeles  33,000
23,000 A. M. Goldman, Seattle  38,000
28,000 Kennedy & Koesler, Detroit  31,000
30,000 Jos. Fields, Galveston  28,000
100,003 j. C. Melichamp, Atlanta  23,000
8o,o00 B. \Vingerten, Akron, 0.   33,000

to Vancouver

Since having by mutual consent and good will dissolved partnership with my former associate, I now have several able
assistants. My time is now being booked ahead into next Autumn, so write promptly. Correspondence treated strictly con-
fidential. All sales made on a commission basis.

I am now in a position to do more for my patrons than ever before. As to my reliability, I point with pride to a
record of fair dealing of 25 and more years. Will give references of leading manufacturers, jobbers, several banking houses,
commercial reports, and several hundred jewelers.

WILL BUY STOCKS AND ADVANCE MONEY, RENDER EVERY POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE

HERMAN G. BRIGGS, 
5132 Kimbark Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone, Hyde Park 4745

May, 1910

Local
Conditions

-r E

The reports from the Pacific
Coast wholesale jewelers for
April were very encouraging.
The sales totaled beyond their

expectations. This does not mean that there has
been a big increase in all lines of jewelry, but
the increase is partly due to. the ready sale of
diamonds. This, in view of the fact that all
classes of brilliants have advanced in price, speaks
well for conditions generally throughout the
Pacific Coast. The reports from the interior are
very encouraging; the rainfall has been more
than normal, and we thrive on rain. The old
slogan of a dollar a drop for rain will bring us
during the balance of this year all that we could
possibly expect. Both the jobbing and retail
trade are placing their advanced orders and from
all indications, as we read them, the future has
a very bright outlook. We have just passed the
fourth anniversary of the big fire and as far as
the business section is concerned all evidence of
this great conflagration has been wiped out.
Aladdin and his lamp have been outdone.

The California Promotion
Promotion Committee has appointed a
Committee great number of sub-commit-

tees who are doing all they
can to win the exposition in commemoration of
the opening of the Panama Canal away from
some of our lusty rivals on the Atlantic sea-
board. The delegation of Mystic Shriners who
attended their annual convention at New Orleans,
was the first advance party to go into the
enemy's stronghold to boost this city for the 1915
exposition.

C. J. Auger, one of the leading retail jewelers
of San Francisco, at a meeting of the board
of directors of the French Hospital Society of
San Francisco, was elected to the exalted position
of president of that model institute. Mr. Auger
is a native son whose store is located on Kearney
Street near Post and has been a director on the
hospital board since 1906.

Colonel A. Andrews, one of the best-known
of San Francisco's pioneers, celebrated his
eighty-sixth birthday last month. He is hale and
hearty and says he feels no older than when he
first came to San Francisco sixty years ago.
During his long residence here Colonel Andrews
has been identified with the jewelry business and
his establishment has been one of the show
places in the city, now located on Kearney Street
near Post. The Colonel's military record dates
from the Mexican War. He was appointed lieu-
tenant colonel on the staff of General Sutter back
in pioneer days and for almost half a century
has been a member of the staff of governors of
the State.

The Keystone Jewelry Co., who are located
at 756 Market Street, San Francisco, have finally
completed the improvements in their establish-
ment. The new balcony which has been installed
enables them to handle their optical and cut glass
departments to better advantage.

Thomas Lundy, the local retail jeweler, is
after many delays now established in his new
permanent location at 720 Market Street.

Fred Roth, accompanied by his wife, left San
Francisco on .the morning of April 14th for a
three months' trip abroad. While away Mr. Roth
will visit the diamond markets of Europe and
will purchase in the interests of the wholesale
jewelry house of M. Schussler & Co., of San
Francisco,

George F. Blakeslee has returned to his own
bailiwick in Tonopah, Nev., after having spent a
delightful vacation with his relatives in Los
Angeles, having stopped off a few days in San
Francisco, where he purchased largely for his
retail jewelry store in the above-mentioned mill-
ing town of Nevada.

Frederick Sheridan, the genial Pacific Coast
representative for a number of the large eastern
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manufacturers, has returned to the Coast after
an absence of six weeks. While East he annexed
the well-known line of E. A. Potter Co., which
he is now showing to his large following in the
principal cities on the Coast.

Alec Feldenheimer, of the California Jewelry
Co., diamond importers and cutters, who are
located in San Francisco, left for Europe on
April 14th, accompanied by his family. He goes
abroad to relieve L. 0. Levison, who has been
looking after the interests of the above company
for several months. It is the practice of this
enterprising concern to have one representative
calling on the diamond merchants of Europe con-
tinually and Mr. Feldenheimer will do this until
relieved at some future date by some other mem-
ber of the firm.

Mr. Siegrisd, who was formerly located at
North Bend, Wash., as a jeweler and practising
optician, has been in San Francisco for two or
three weeks and is looking for a location in this
vicinity with the object of opening up a new
first-class establishment.

Ed Bastheim, of the new wholesale jewelry
firm of Bastheim, Adams & Abel, which is located
in Los Angeles, has purchased the interest of his
two partners and will have the entire management
of the concern from now on.

R. Nordman, son of "Uncle Joe" Nordman,
has accepted a position with the wholesale and
manufacturing optical firm of R. Mohr & Son,
located at i5o Post Street, this city.

Joe D. Abrams, who is connected with the
well-known retail jewelry firm of A. A. Andrews,
has returned from a very delightful trip to New
Orleans. Joe was one of a large party that
visited this southern port with the local delega-
tion of Mystic Shriners at the recent convention.

Charles Adams and Clarence Abel, it is
rumored, are about to launch out in the whole-
sale jewelry business in Los Angeles. Both of
these gentlemen have been identified with the
wholesale jewelry interests in this southern city
for a number of years, latterly with the well-
known firm of Bastheim, Adams & Abel. THE
KEYSTONE joins their host of friends in wishing
them every success in their new venture.

L. Hoffman, who has been in the retail
jewelry business in Seattle, Wash., for a number
of years, has leased the store that was formerly
occupied by Marx & Co., on Third Street, near
Morrison, in Portland, Oregon.

Mrs. Gates, the wife of one of the leading
retail jewelers of Seattle, Wash., is on the road
to recovery after a very serious automobile ac-
cident, in which she had the misfortune to break
one of her arms.

We regret to report the death of James J.
Hoein, who was located in Antioch, Cal. THE
KEYSTONE wishes to extend sincere sympathy to
all of his relatives. He leaves a host of friends
who mourn his sudden death. The estate will be
managed by his nephew, who will carry on the
business to the best of his ability.

M. I. Goldstein, of the Pacific Jewelry Co.,
of this city, has been making an extended auto-
mobile trip over the old placer mining districts
of California. He has perfected a machine that
will extract all of the gold out of old placer
mining dumps.

Mr. Capo, of the Capo-Hohusen Jewelry Co.,
of Tucson, Ariz., was among the out-of-town
tradesmen in this market on a buying trip late in
April.

Stewart Taylor, who was formerly in the
retail jewelry business at Aetna Mills, Cal., has
opened a new retail jewelry store under the
Grand Central Hotel on Market Street, at Fell,
San Francisco.

W. H. Mitchell, of King City, .Cal., was
among the out-of-town tradesmen seen buying
in the local wholesale jewelry districts recently.

C. J. Noack, one of the leading retail jewelers
in the capital city of this State, paid a flying
visit to his friends in the wholesale trade last
month and while here ran across an old acquain-
tance with whom he learned the jeweler's trade
some thirty-five years ago.

Sanford Mayer, who was traveling in the
interests of Mayer & Weinshank, wholesale

jewelers of San Francisco, was taken ill suddenly
in Los Angeles last month. Mr. Mayer is a
nephew of Morry Mayer and has been in the
employ of his firm for the last four years. We
who know Sanford are all hoping for a speedy
recovery.

A. .Hansen, the leading retail jeweler of
Seattle, Wash., reached home after having spent
a two months' vacation, visiting with his friends
in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

C. Edward Innes, who committed suicide in
a Los Angeles hotel, Los Angeles, Cal., previous
to 1909 was connected with the local wholesale
jewelry trade in San Francisco and leaves his
many friends throughout the Coast dumfounded
and unable to give a reason for his act. He left
us with a very good name and was a man of
marked ability.

J. C. Wakefield was among the out-of-town
retailers in this vicinity late in April, buying mer-
chandise for his retail store in Healdsburg, Cal.

Annual Meeting Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association

As this issue reaches our readers the annual
meeting of the Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association
will be in session in Columbus, that State, and we
trust the attendance will fully equal the expecta-
tions of the officers. The programme for the
three days' convention is as follows:

Monday, May 2

Morning-Registration and getting acquainted.
Afternoon-

1.30, Convention called to order.
Reading of minutes of last meeting.
Annual report of secretary.
Treasurer's report.
President's annual address.
Report of delegates to National Convention

at Omaha.
Report of committee on trade interests.
Report of committee on trade qualities.
Report of committee on membership.
Appointment of committees.
"Selling Plans," J. R. Stebbins, of Ashtabula,

Ohio.
Discussion and round table talks.

Evening-
Theater party and entertainment.

Tuesday, May 3
Morning-

9.3o, "Forethought and Afterthought," H. C.
Carpenter.

Discussion led by J. G. Kapp, of Toledo, Ohio.
moo, "Thin Watches," Fred G. Gruen.
Discussion led by B. F. Phillips, of Akron,

Ohio.
Afternoon-

1.30, "Precious and Semi-Precious Stones,"
J. B. Osthoff.

Discussion led by Mr. Goodman, of Colum-
bus, Ohio.

2.30, Address, J. P. Archibald, President of
National Retail Jewelers' Association.

3.15, "Retail Jewelers as Shipbuilders," A. L.
Sackett.

Discussion led by J. R. Stebbins, of Ashta-
bula, Ohio.

4-00, "Watch Springs," C. T. Higginbotham.
Discussion led by Albert Zoellner, of Ports-

mouth, Ohio.
6.30, Banquet. President F. D. Ausman,

Toastmaster.

Wednesday, May 4
Morning-

10.00, Report of Resolutions Committee.
Communications and bills.
Unfinished business.
Election of officers.
New business.
Adjournment.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service, in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good Get the genuine.-Adv.



We take rank in 'What 'Ice do, not what we say. The Auctioneer makes his own pedigree. It is a great injustice to the
memory of those great salesmen who followed this work and left behind them splendid records, for a mere beginner with
half a dozen questionable credentials to keep harping, "What was the Jewelry Auction business before I illuminated it with
my cultivated presence ?" There have been many men who did leave behind some footprints, not only for their splendid
ability, but sterling worth, such as French, Burroughs, Havil and Rutherford, and scores of others. There are still some "live
wires," a credit to the occupation. Among them I am not too modest to claim a place, backed by a record unequaled not
only for the number of sales, wide territory covered, quality and aggregate results in volume and profit.

Am now selling for T. R. J.
appeared in THE KEYSTONE.

SALES MADE DURING THE PAST 5 MONTHS
Ayers & Sons, of Keokuk, Ia. This sale is made on account of the recent death of Mr. Ayers, notice
It is an Administrator Sale. The firm is one of the longest established Jewelry Houses in America.

KINGSBACHER BROS.
Sold seven weeks for this old established firm, and under my management making one of

auction in Pittsburgh.

A. KURTZEBORN & SONS
Stock consisting of $125,000. Only highest grade Diamonds, Sterling Silver,

only 14 Kt. gold goods, Ni r. Kurtzehorn having been actively engaged in the
jewelry business fifty-two years. This sale continued for seven weeks.

of which

the most successful auctions ever held in this city, my fifth

Tulsa, Okla.-A year ago
and in returning repeated

of - 1t. Clemens, Mich.
M. SCOOLER CO.'S STOCK every piece of goods in

This stock, consisting of 1647 pieces of the highest grade Diamond Mounted
jewelry, Patck-Philippe Watches, etc., amounting to over $100,000. Sold most Aberdeen, Miss.
successfully to the trade in four days. My third sale for this firm. both made within

BENJAMIN RICE
I made a great sale in this progressive little city
former success.

SWITZER BROS.
Closed out for the above firm the Kent stock, selling

the store.

MIER JEWELRY CO.
Have concluded a second very successful sale for this firs],
two years.

SOME SALES MADE BY ME IN YEARS PAST, ALL TRIUMPHS
Mennod-jaccard & Co., St. Louis 
Dulime Bros., Cincinnati 
Rogers Pollinger, Louisville 
Geo. W. Biggs, Pittsburgh 
M. Scooler Co., New Orleans
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco 
Keil & I lellieh, Chicago 
C. 1). White & Co., Minneapolis
Hight & Fairfield, Butte 
Pannier. Bros., Los Angeles 
1). II. Me Bride, Akron 
Freeman jewelry Co., Atlanta 
F. B. Lewis Co., Cleveland 
Oscar Heinze, Quincy 
G. A. Schlechter, Reading 

$100,000 Sigler Bros., Cleveland $100,000 A. M. Ilill, New Orleans $200,000
75,000 Bocker & Latin-op, Syracuse 38,000 The Knickerbocker Co., New York 50,000
50,000 J. H. Havil Estate, Hamilton, Ont 25,000 Morseman & Feagan Co., St. Paul 6o,000
70,000 1 J. Marks, Kansas City 6o,000 W. A. Gill, St. Louis 70,000
125,000 Burns, Barry Co., Memphis 50,000 R. Van Kuren, Savannah 38,000
85,000 Theo. L. Rugg Des Moines 47,000 Ben Sands, Cleveland 40,000

Birely & Son, Oshkosh 29,000 Geo. P. Winder', Troy 28,000
40,00040,000 David Goldberg Lippman Bros., Altoona 25,000
65,000 Sipe Sr Sigler, Cleveland 175,000 J. P. Stevens, Atlanta 25,000
42,000 L. Luckhardt Johnston 27,500 Lissner Co., Los Angeles 35,000
25,000 W. F. Kirkpatrick & Co., St. Joseph 25,000 A. M. Goldman, Seattle 38,000
40,000 C. E. Buhre, Topeka 28,000 Kennedy & Koesler, Detroit 31,000
50,000 W. II. McKnight & Sons, Louisville 50,000 Jos. Fields, Galveston 28,000
20,000 The Pairpoint Co., Chicago 100,003 J. C. Melicharip, Atlanta 25,000
25,000 Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta 80,000 B. Wingerten, Akron, O.  33,000

And more than 200 more from Maine to Vancouver

Since having by mutual consent and good will dissolved partnership with my former associate, I now have several able
assistants. My tulle is now being booked ahead into next Autumn, so write promptly. Correspondence treated strictly con-
fidential. All sales made on a commission basis.

I am now in a position to do more for my patrons than ever before. As to my reliability, I point with pride to a
record of fair dealing of 25 and more years. Will give references of leading manufacturers, jobbers, several banking houses,
commercial reports, and several hundred jewelers.

WILL BUY STOCKS AND ADVANCE MONEY, RENDER EVERY POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE

HERMAN G. BRIGGS, 
5132 KimTblariknAvrie.d, PC firk I4C74A5GO, ILL.
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SAN FRANCISCO
LETTEP,

Local
Conditions

The reports from the Pacific
Coast wholesale jewelers for
April were very encouraging.
The sales totaled beyond their

expectations. This does not mean that there has
been a big increase in all lines of jewelry, but
the increase is partly due to the ready sale of
diamonds. This, in view of the fact that all
classes of brilliants have advanced in price, speaks
well for conditions generally throughout the
Pacific Coast. The reports from the interior are
very encouraging; the rainfall has been more
than normal, and we thrive on rain. The old
slogan of a dollar a drop for rain will bring us
during the balance of this year all that we could
possibly expect. Both the jobbing and retail
trade are placing their advanced orders and from
all indications, as we read them, the future has
a very bright outlook. We have just passed the
fourth anniversary of the big fire and as far as
the business section is concerned all evidence of
this great conflagration has been wiped out.
Aladdin and his lamp have been outdone.

The California Promotion
Promotion Committee has appointed a
Committee great number of sub-commit-

tees who are doing all they
can to win the exposition in commemoration of
the opening of the Panama Canal away from
some of our lusty rivals on the Atlantic sea-
board. The delegation of Mystic Shriners who
attended their annual convention at New Orleans,
was the first advance party to go into the
enemy's stronghold to boost this city for the 1915
exposition.

C. J. Auger, one of the leading retail jewelers
of San Francisco, at a meeting of the board
of directors of the French Hospital Society of
San Francisco, was elected to the exalted position
of president of that model institute. Mr. Auger
is a native son whose store is located on Kearney
Street near Post and has been a director on the
hospital board since 1906.

Colonel A. Andrews, one of the best-known
of San Francisco's pioneers, celebrated his
eighty-sixth birthday last month. He is hale and
hearty and says he feels no older than when he
first came to San Francisco sixty years ago.
During his long residence here Colonel Andrews
has been identified with the jewelry business and
his establishment has been one of the show
places in the city, now located on Kearney Street
near Post. The Colonel's military record dates
from the Mexican War. He was appointed lieu-
tenant colonel on the staff of General Sutter back
in pioneer days and for almost half a century
has been a member of the staff of governors of
the State.

The Keystone Jewelry Co., who are located
at 756 Market Street, San Francisco, have finally
completed the improvements in their establish-
ment. The new balcony which has been installed
enables them to handle their optical and cut glass
departments to better advantage.

Thomas Lundy, the local retail jeweler, is
after many delays now established in his new
permanent location at 720 Market Street.

Fred Roth, accompanied by his wife, left San
Francisco on .the morning of April 14th for a
three months' trip abroad. While away Mr. Roth
will visit the diamond markets of Europe and
will purchase in the interests of the wholesale
jewelry house of M. Schussler & Co., of San
Francisco.

George F. Blakeslee has returned to his own
bailiwick in Tonopah, Nev., after having spent a
delightful vacation with his relatives in Los
Angeles, having stopped off a few days in San
Francisco, where he purchased largely for his
retail jewelry store in the above-mentioned min-
ing town of Nevada.

Frederick Sheridan, the genial Pacific Coast
representative for a number of the large eastern
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manufacturers, has returned to the Coast after
an absence of six weeks. While East he annexed
the well-known line of E. A. Potter Co., which
he is now showing to his large following in the
principal cities on the Coast.

Alec Feldenheimer, of the California Jewelry
Co., diamond importers and cutters, who are
located in San Francisco, left for Europe on
April 14th, accompanied by his family. He goes
abroad to relieve L. 0. Levison, who has been
looking after the interests of the above company
for several months. It is the practice of this
enterprising concern to have one representative
calling on the diamond merchants of Europe con-
tinually and Mr. Feldenheimer will do this until
relieved at some future date by some other mem-
ber of the firm.

Mr. Siegrisd, who was formerly located at
North Bend, Wash., as a jeweler and practising
optician, has been in San Francisco for two or
three weeks and is looking for a location in this
vicinity with the object of opening up a new
first-class establishment.

Ed Bastheim, of the new wholesale jewelry
firm of Bastheim, Adams & Abel, which is located
in Los Angeles, has purchased the interest of his
two partners and will have the entire management
of the concern from now on.

R. Nordman, son of "Uncle Joe" Nordman,
has accepted a position with the wholesale and
manufacturing optical firm of R. Mohr & Son,
located at 150 Post Street, this city.

Joe D. Abrams, who is connected with the
well-known retail jewelry firm of A. A. Andrews,
has returned from a very delightful trip to New
Orleans. Joe was one of a large party that
visited this southern port with the local delega-
tion of Mystic Shriners at the recent convention.

Charles Adams and Clarence Abel, it is
rumored, are about to launch out in the whole-
sale jewelry business in Los Angeles. Both of
these gentlemen have been identified with the
wholesale jewelry interests in this southern city
for a number of years, latterly with the well-
known firm of Bastheim, Adams & Abel. THE
KEYSTONE joins their host of friends in wishing
them every success in their new venture.

L. Hoffman, who has been in the retail
jewelry business in Seattle, Wash., for a number
of years, has leased the store that was formerly
occupied by Marx & Co., on Third Street, near
Morrison, in Portland, Oregon.

Mrs. Gates, the wife of one of the leading
retail jewelers of Seattle, Wash., is on the road
to recovery after a very serious automobile ac-
cident, in which she had the misfortune to break
one of her arms.

We regret to report the death of James J.
Hoein, who was located in Antioch, Cal. THE
KEYSTONE wishes to extend sincere sympathy to
all of his relatives. He leaves a host of friends
who mourn his sudden death. The estate will be
managed by his nephew, who will carry on the
business to the best of his ability.

M. I. Goldstein, of the Pacific Jewelry Co.,
of this city, has been making an extended auto-
mobile trip over the old placer mining districts
of California. He has perfected a machine that
will extract all of the gold out of old placer
mining dumps.

Mr. Capo, of the Capo-Hohusen Jewelry Co.,
of Tucson, Ariz., was among the out-of-town
tradesmen in this market on a buying trip late in
April.

Stewart Taylor, who was formerly in the
retail jewelry business at Aetna Mills, Cal., has
opened a new retail jewelry store under the
Grand Central Hotel on Market Street, at Fell,
San Francisco.

W. H. Mitchell, of King City, Cal., was
among the out-of-town tradesmen seen buying
in the local wholesale jewelry districts recently.

C. J. Noack, one of the leading retail jewelers
in the capital city of this State, paid a flying
visit to his friends in the wholesale trade last
month and while here ran across an old acquain-
tance with whom he learned the jeweler's trade
some thirty-five years ago.

Sanford Mayer, who was traveling in the
interests of Mayer & Weinshank, wholesale

jewelers of San Francisco, was taken ill suddenly
in Los Angeles last month. Mr. Mayer is a
nephew of Morry Mayer and has been in the
employ of his firm for the last four years. We
who know Sanford are all hoping for a speedy
recovery.

A. •Hansen, the leading retail jeweler of
Seattle, Wash., reached home after having spent
a two months' vacation, visiting with his friends
in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

C. Edward Innes, who committed suicide in
a Los Angeles hotel, Los Angeles, Cal., previous
to 1909 was connected with the local wholesale
jewelry trade in San Francisco and leaves his
many friends throughout the Coast dumfounded
and unable to give a reason for his act. He left
us with a very good name and was a man of
marked ability.

J. C. Wakefield was among the out-of-town
retailers in this vicinity late in April, buying mer-
chandise for his retail store in Healdsburg, Cal.

Annual Meeting Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association

As this issue reaches our readers the annual
meeting of the Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association
will be in session in Columbus, that State, and we
trust the attendance will fully equal the expecta-
tions of the officers. The programme for the
three days' convention is as follows:

Monday, May 2

Morning-Registration and getting acquainted.
Afternoon-

1.30, Convention called to order.
Reading of minutes of last meeting.
Annual report of secretary.
Treasurer's report.
President's annual address.
Report of delegates to National Convention

at Omaha.
Report of committee on trade interests.
Report of committee on trade qualities.
Report of committee on membership.
Appointment of committees.
"Selling Plans," J. R. Stebbins, of Ashtabula,

Ohio.
Discussion and round table talks.

Evening-
Theater party and entertainment.

Tuesday, May 3
Morning-

9.3°, "Forethought and Afterthought," H. C.
Carpenter.

Discussion led by J. G. Kapp, of Toledo, Ohio.
moo, "Thin Watches," Fred G. Gruen.
Discussion led by B. F. Phillips, of Akron,

Ohio.
Afternoon-

1.3o, "Precious and Semi-Precious Stones,"
J. B. Osthoff.

Discussion led by Mr. Goodman, of Colum-
bus, Ohio.

2.30, Address, J. P. Archibald, President of
National Retail Jewelers' Association.

3.15, "Retail Jewelers as Shipbuilders," A. L.
Sackett.

Discussion led by J. R. Stebbins, of Ashta-
bula, Ohio.

4.00, "Watch Springs," C. T. Higginbotham.
Discussion led by Albert Zoellner, of Ports-

mouth, Ohio.
6.30, Banquet. President F. D. Ausman,

Toastmaster.

Wednesday, May 4
Morning-

10.00, Report of Resolutions Committee.
Communications and bills.
Unfinished business
Election of officers.
New business.
Adjournment.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service, in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.-Adv.
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Conditions
Reassuring

to their earlier
splendid volume
provement is noted when comparisons are made

with last year. The heaviest movement is re-

ported in the medium class goods, the more ex-

pensive stuff not moving actively. There is no

question but that the present automobile craze is

having a decided effect upon the better lines of

jewelry, and this is especially true as to precious

stones. Not only are many people expending

their surplus funds for motor cars, where here-

tofore they sought diamonds and other gems, but

some who have diamonds are actually pawning

and selling them to raise funds with which to

buy cars. Several such cases are reported by

local jewelry houses within the past few weeks.

One party who was in need of funds learned an
object-lesson last month when he went to a
local bank to secure a loan. He offered a motor

car which he had paid $3000 for a short time

ago and the bank would not consider it. He then

pledged diamonds which he had owned for the

past twenty years and secured the desired funds.
On the whole there is little

Brides and complaint in any line of the

Graduates business, the spring proving a
good one. March, as usual,

was a trifle dull, but April is coming to the front

in good shape. There is considerable buying
already for June brides, graduation exercises
and other early summer functions. E. E. Hascall,

of the E. E. Freeman Company, said: "Wedding

business is picking up and we are well satisfied

with trade. It is getting better all the time. Dia-

monds are moving slowly."
"Business is fair," said E. Gross, of the Judd-

Gross Company. "It is considerably ahead of
last year. Medium goods are moving the most
freely."

The J. G. Kapp Commny reports a nice trade.
"Business is in good shape," said J. G. Kapp.
"Our reorganization sale was a complete success
and we moved a lot of goods. We are now
buying again. Trade is holding up well. It is
better than last year."

"We have noted a steady improvement in our
business," said Charles Kapp, of the Walcott &
Kapp store. "March was a little quiet but April
has opened up in good shape."

"Business is far ahead of last year," reported
L. Comlossy. "Our repair trade has been grow-
ing surprisingly. Every month shows a gain."

"Wholesale and manufacturing concerns,
both in jewelry and optical lines, say that con-
ditions are at least normal and that they note
constant improvement. In: face of these condi-
tions there, is naturally considerable optimism
among Toledo 'concerns.

The Judd-Gross ComPany, Of Toledo, has
been incorporated with an authorized capital stock
of $35,000 and will take over the retail jewelry
business which for many years has been con-
ducted on Summit Street. The company or-
ganized by the election of the following officers:
President and treasurer, Elias Gross ; vice-presi-

A highly satisfactory condition

is reported by jewelers through-

out this city. While some say

that trade has hardly come up
expectations, there has been a

of business and a marked im-

dent, Isadore Judd; secretary, S. S. Jordan. It
is understood that Morris Judd, who with his
wife is now traveling in Germany, will retire
from active participation in the business. This
business, one of the pioneers of this section, was
established in Washington, D. C., by Morris Judd
in the year 1861. In 1868 he removed his business
to Toledo, where it has ever since remained. In
1898, when room was made for partners the style
of the concern was changed to the M. Judd Corn-
pany, and later, in 19o9, it took the name of Judd-
Gross Company, continuing its partnership opera-
tions until the present time, when articles of
incorporation were filed. The new company will
continue in the present location and the store
rooms will be remodeled and otherwise improved
in the near future.

Because she could not resist the temptation to
steal a wedding ring belonging to Mrs. A. D.
Hill, of Summit and Cherry Streets, Toledo,
Rose Lewandowski, aged 19 years, was sentenced
by Police Judge Austin to serve thirty days in
the workhouse. The sentence was suspended
upon payment of the costs during good behavior.

The remains of Joseph Isenberg, the jeweler,
who died in Germany while prosecuting a vain
effort to regain his broken health, were brought
to Toledo for interment. The funeral was held
at the Glenwood Avenue home and the body laid
to rest in Eagle Point Cemetery. Mr. Isenberg
was engaged in the retail jewelry business in
partnership with his brother for several years
and his many sterling qualities had won for him
a popularity and prominence which makes the loss
deeply felt among his wide circle of friends.

L. B. Thompson, watchmaker at the Walcott
& Kapp retail jewelry store on Summit Street,
is confined to his home by Illness.

A letter from J. J. Freeman announces that
he and Mrs. Freeman are enjoying the California
outing to the fullest extent. They will return in
about three weeks.

A journey of s000 miles, after an absence of
five years, marked the coming of Frank Lipp, of
Stuttgart, Germany, who recently arrived in
Toledo to claim his bride, Miss Elizabeth Rassell,
daughter of Mrs. Nicholas Rassell, of 2727
Cherry Street. Mr. Lipp is a linguist, proficient
in German, French, English and Italian, and for
some time acted as interpreter for a large jewelry
concern, with branches in Italy and Germany,
and he has traveled extensively all over the con-
tinent. The romance began about eight years ago
when Lipp made his first visit to Toledo. The
wedding ceremony was performed by the Rev.
August Steffen, at St. Mary's Church, the bride
being attended by Miss Florence Pool and the
groom by Anthony Lipp. A breakfast was served
for the bridal party at The Farm following the
church ceremony. Owing to the recent death of
the bride's father the wedding was a quiet one.
Mr. Lipp ranks as a reserve officer in the German
army. The couple will locate in Toledo and will
be at home to their friends at 228 West Delaware
Avenue, after their return from a wedding trip.

Burglars recently entered the home of E. W.
Conley at Irma Flats, Toledo, and stole jewelry
and silverware to the value of about $300. The
same night the home of Dr. Liffring, on Madison
Avenue, was entered but little of value was taken.
The police have a description of the perpetrators.

Mr. Barnett, of the retail jewelry firm of
Barnett Brothers, at Seattle, Wash., stopped off
in Toledo to visit old friends, while en route to
eastern points.

M. E. VanDusen, watchmaker at the E.
Freeman Company store, was recently chosen
First Commodore of the Maumee Boat Club
Company, of Maumee. The concern was recently
incorporated with a capital stock of $t000, divided
into shares of $5 each. The company will erect
a new clubhouse this summer.

All over the country there is complaint of
the havoc which is being wrought by the .auto-
mobile with businesses in other luxuries. It is not
only the purchase of the machine, but also the
enormous expense of keeping it, which prevents
as liberal investment as heretofore in diamonds
and jewelry.

Word has been received that the new fur-
nishings for the A. J. Heeson jewelry store on
Summit Street are nearly ready for shipment and
will be sent on about the first of May. In the
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meantime the commodious rooms are being over-
hauled, a new front put in the building and other
improvements made. The store will be one of
the finest of its kind in the city when ready for
its new occupant. Mr. Heeson had expected to
be able to move from his present Adams Street
location to his new quarters about the 1st of May,
but has been delayed, so that the opening will not
occur until about the loth of the month.

P. E. Tracy and E. H. Rolfe were both losers
of family silverware and jewelry at the hands
of thieves who entered their residences. En-
trance was gained by means of a duplicate key
at the former and with a jimmy at the latter.
In addition to a lot of silverware, they secured
a gold watch, fob, chain and several stickpins.

William H. Broer, the Summit Street jeweler,
purchased a handsome E. M. F. "Thirty" touring
car a few days ago.

Miss Dorothy Freeman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Freeman, has gone to Chicago, where
she will spend some days visiting friends.

A 2% carat diamond stud, valued at $300; a
gold watch, chain and locket, valued at $5o, and
a necktie were the plunder of thieves who bur-
glarized the home of Robert G. Sayers, on Cherry
Street. A quantity of jewelry lying on the dresser
was undisturbed. The necktie minus the diamond
was found in an alley about 500 feet away from
the house. Two previous attempts were made to
rob the house.

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Libbey are expected home
in the near future from a winter's sojourn in the
bungalow at Los Angeles, Cal.

H. C. Cleary, optician at the William H.
Broer retail store on Summit Street, has moved
from i8o5 North Fourteenth Street to 1826 same
street. He has fully recovered from his recent
illness.

Charles G. Mitchell, formerly vice-president
of the optical firm of the L. Beckman Company,
has severed his connection with the firm and will
open a store at 507 Madison Avenue, where he
will share rooms with L. P. Christiancy, the
retail jeweler. C. W. Dean, formerly in the
Christiancy store, has accepted a position with
the L. Beckman Company. Mitchell was with
the Beckman concern for many years.

The Swigart Optical Company reports a very
fair trade at the present time. Toledo business is
quite brisk—in fact, much better than the outside
trade. On the whole, a very satisfactory con-
dition prevails.

Miss Mabel Oliver has fully recovered from
a severe ten-day illness and is again able to at-
tend to her duties at the William H. Broer store.

The Hull Bros. Umbrella Company reports
a splendid business thus far this year. "We have
shipped more goods than we did up to the 1st of
July last year," said Charles Roper in speaking
of conditions. "We now have orders on hand
to keep us busy until the regular spring season
begins. We have been putting on a bigger force
and are now training our new help for the fall
trade. We have not room for a single other man,
woman or child in the factory. If business con-
tinues to grow we will be forced to enlarge our
quarters to make room for the additional trade."

Guy Brower, formerly connected with the
Walcott & Kapp jewelry store, has- severed his
connection and accepted a position in the offices
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rail-
way Co.

F. C. Hull, of the Hull Bros. Umbrella Com-
pany, left recently for Washington points. He
will remain in the West for several months, re-
turning about the 1st of July.

A gold watch and chain, two pins, a gold
charm and bracelet and other jewelry, valued at
about $300, were recently stolen from the home
of George Beinke at I42 Delaware Avenue.

Joe Hillencanip, watehmakei at the Broer
store, is straightening out his fishing tackle pre-
paratory to taking a short vacation. It is re-
ported that wise fish in Ten Mile Creek have all
headed toward Lake Erie.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine
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A7.111140M) PAPER JEWELRY CASES will appeal to jewelers who build for future prestige. The illus-
tration shows a Brooch Case of our STANDARD " P " LINE, domed top, embossed leatherette paper, lined satin.

. A proper companion for the Dennison Standard " P" Case is the new DENNISON ROUNDED CORNER
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These cases and boxes are designed and finished for the jeweler who appreciates the subtle influence of a
high toned container. Perfect as only Dennison skill can produce, they leave on your every customer an impres-
sion which, the more powerful because unrealized, cannot but result in increased prestige and profit for you.
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New Orleans Letter

The great event of the past month in this
city was the Shriner's Convention, which proved
the greatest and most lively convention ever held
in New Orleans. The city properly anticipated
the greatness of the occasion and prepared for
the arrival of the visitors with elaborate decora-
tions and carefully planned hospitality. Natur-
ally, it was quite an opportunity for the jewelry
trade, who reaped a rich harvest on the sale of
Shriners' pins, buttons, badges, etc., large quan-
tities of which were furnished by some of the
local houses. Among the visitors was a goodly
proportion of retail jewelers, who took advantage
of the occasion to visit the local wholesale
houses and make purchases of stock. Leonard
Krower, the big wholesaler, made special prepara-
tion for the reception and entertainment of the
retailers. Part of his lower floor had been re-
modeled for the purpose and furnished with
desks and easy chairs for the comfort of the
visitors, the same courtesy being extended to all,
whether customers or not. Many of these made
extensive purchases from the several wholesale
houses and left the city well pleased with the
results of their visit and the hospitality shown
them.

New Orleans has started on a new era of
progress, which is largely due to the combined
efforts of the local manufacturing and wholesale
trades. A movement has been started to increase
the city trade in Mexico and Central America,
and a delegation was recently sent to the former
country to further this movement. One of the
delegates was Alfred J. Krower, of Leonard
Krower, who reported very favorable business
conditions at the points visited and also sent in
to his house a number of orders. Good results
are expected from this practical campaign.

T. Hausmann & Sons had a fine display in
their window. It depicted an Arabian scene,
which was very well executed. They also had
a beautiful Shriner emblem in front of their
establishment, which was illuminated night after
night and created very favorable comment.

A. B. Griswold & Co. exhibited an excellent
assortment of Shriner goods and silver. Their
windows were exceedingly attractive and they
report a very good business.

The local Shriners offered a prize for the
best window display made. It is the opinion of
a number of people that Coleman E. Adler is
entitled to it. He has for some time made a
display of silver coin jewelry and in order to
make an attractive exhibit he had a replica made
in his own factory of the New Orleans Mint. It
is a miniature building, over 8 feet wide and
6 feet high, an excellent representation of the
mint, not only the building, but the guard house,
the grounds and even the names of the streets on
which the mint is located. In front of the build-
ing he had a fine display of coin jewelry and
against the building he had bags of silver dollars
as they are turned out by. the mint. On top of
the building waved the United States flag, which
was kept in constant motion by an electric motor
back of the building. In the other window he
had a stuffed camel with elegant trappings, with
a miniature Shriner in full regalia riding on the
camel.

As to illuminations White Bros. had the best.
Their building was beautifully illuminated from
top to bottom in Shriner designs in different
colors, representing the colors of the Shriner or-
ganization.

The Hart Jewelry Co., which is located at
one of the most prominent corners, had a hand-
some display of souvenir jewelry and Shriner
designs. Their electric signs drew a great deal
of attention.

Altogether the jewelers are well satisfied
with the result and business was even better
than during carnival. Among the visiting
jewelers were the following : Leo Frank, W. J.
Kolter, A. S. Smith, A. P. Taliaferro, Joe
Sarphie, H. S. Banta, Dr. Solomon, H. W.
Ligete, A. C. Reiss, Joe Koen, P. Lewis, C. W.
Richards, H. E. Werner, Mr. Schamber, of
Meyer & Schamber; C. L. Partin, J. L. Mitchell,
E. Schultz.

Alfred J. Krower, of the firm of Leonard
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Krower, has returned from a Mexican trip after
an absence of six to seven weeks. He reports
very favorable business conditions. The travelers
of this house were all home for the Shriners'
Convention to entertain their friends and cus-
tomers.

A number of the local jewelers were very
busy manufacturing special orders in Shriner
medals, badges, buttons, pins, etc., among those
especially favored with large orders being T.
Hausmann & Sons and Coleman E. Adler.

With the march of improvements we notice
that Leonard Krower has perfected arrangements
whereby he will move to larger quarters. His
facilities for handling his constantly growing
business will be better than ever before and like-
wise will give him the opportunity to greatly in-
crease his manufacturing facilities.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance

The regular monthly meeting of the execu-
tive committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, April 8th, the following
members being nresent : Chairman Butts, Presi-
dent Sloan, Vice-Presidents Wood and Cham-
penois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and
Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden, Brown and
Stern. The following new members were ad-
mitted:

American Jewelry and Loan Co., Terre Haute, Ind.
Louis Amundsen, Marinette, Wis.
A. W. Biber, Spartanburg, S. C.
Buoy & Davedeit, Springfield, Ill.
Fidelity Jewelry Co., Terre Haute, Ind.
Joseph A. Kern, Terre Haute, Ind.
Ostermeier & Trunk, Springfield, Ill.
William Paul, Beecher, Ill.
Sturgell Jewelry Co., Paris, Ill.
Watts jewelry Co., Eugene, Oregon.
William Coleman, Deer Lodge, Mont.
A. H. Davis, Red Lodge, Mont.
W. C. Luhrsen, Red Lodge, Mont.
W. P. McCall, Geneva, Neb.
W. P. Mulholland, Livingston, Mont.
A. G. Onslow, Bozeman, Mont.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga.
Strange Jewelry. Co., Sherman, Texas.
H. A. Carlisle, Laurel, Mont.
John G. Barron, Hamilton, Mont.
E. E. Barber, Decatur, Ill.
E. W. Bassett, Jacksonville, Ill.
J. W. Boone, Atlanta, Ga.
Frank Curtis Co., Decatur, Ill.
W. C. Hall, Springfield, III.
Huck & Fitch, Schuyler, Neb.
Nelson & Anderson, Neenah, Wis.
Petter Jewelry Co., Hannibal, Mo.
S. H. Clausin & Co., Spokane, Wash.
Clem R. Le Master, Spokane, Wash.
F. X. Neuberger, Spokane, Wash.
Ritter Company, Spokane, Wash.
Sartori & Wolff, Spokane, Wash.
J. H. Reiner, Glencoe, Minn.
Silvers & Woods, Atlanta, Ga.
Boston Fountain Pen Co., Boston, Mass.
D. B. Bryan, Pasco, Wash.
W. P. Cart Co., Charleston, S. C.
Geo. H. Doherty, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Theo. Ernst, Ft. Madison, Iowa.
Keenze Jewelry Co., Franklin, La.
Otto Klug, Ellensburg, Wash.
Edw. B. Lewis, Pacific Grove, Cal.
Fred H. Nolte. Dexter, Iowa.
Sid. M. Swander, Des Moines, Iowa.
M. H. Symons, Seattle, Wash.
W. F. Taylor, Lind, Wash.
Bernard Bachmil, Seattle, Wash.
Jules L. Bandelier, Seattle, Wash.
B. A. Benson, Glenwood, Minn.
L. L. Berens Co., Bellingham, Wash.
Ludwig & Collins, Bellingham, Wash.
S. Sunel, Bellingham, Wash.
P. M. Peterson, So. Bellingham, Wash.
J. H. Crossley, Burlington, Wash.
King Jewelry Co., Cincinnati, „Ohio.
K. Knudson, Stanwood, Wash.
Henry Storms, Laredo, Mo.
Gustave Obrecht, St. Louis, Mo.
Arthur T. Swart, Bay City, Midi.
J. & C. N. Thomas, Savannah, Ga.
A. E. Richmond, Seymour, Texas.
E. L. Guthman, Youngstown, Ohio.
W. W. Appel & Son, Lancaster, Pa.
H. F. Steck, Owosso. Mich.
F. G. Pennington, Wymore, Neb.
Tappin & Gardner, Earlington Ky.

VV Iowa.
Welch, 

Hobson, Washington, 
Bonebrake, W. & Jwl. Co., Hutchinson, Kas.

T. M. Samuels, Los Angeles, Cal.
'W. W. C. Geary Co., S. Bethlehem, Pa.
J. H. Donner, Aurora, Neb.

The following rewards were paid:
No. 103.—To C. G. Hutchinson and Thomas

Coursey, of Geneva, N. Y., for the arrest and
conviction of Henry Lloyd, who smashed the
window in the jewelry store of L. H. Barth on
the afternoon of October 16, 19oo, and grabbed
a tray of watches with which he ran down the
street.
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No. 104.—To A. L. Rogers and Chief of
Police Frank McMahon, of Little Rock, Ark.,
for the arrest and conviction of Edward Murphy,
who broke in the show window in the jewelry
store of Charles S. Stifft on December 18, 1909,
and stole miscellaneous jewelry of the value of
about $150.

No. lo.—To Harry McCracken and Cor-
nelius Miller, of Newark Valley, N. Y., for the
arrest and conviction of Ernest L. Fairbanks,
who broke into the store of John S. Ayres on
December 24, Ica, and stole miscellaneous
jewelry to the value of about We.

No. Io6.—To Chief of Police William Mc-
Cartney, of El Reno, Okla., for the arrest and
conviction of James Billings, who smashed the
show window in the store of S. E. Brady on
March i8th and stole watches and jewelry to the
value of about $roo.

No. I07.—To Chief of Police John Stork, of
Medina, N. Y., for the arrest and conviction of
Bolslow Czarney, who broke into the store of
Charles F. Hurd on September 18, 1909, by cut-
ting out a panel in the back door and stole about
four or five hundred dollars' worth of silverware
and jewelry.

No. Io8.—To Officer John J. Sheehy, of
Chicago, Ill., for the arrest and conviction of
Harry Covington, a negro burglar, who broke
the show window in the store of Lewy Bros. with
a brick wrapped in a paper and stole two trays
of diamonds valued at about $3000.

No. Io.—To Louis Nebrich, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
and George Kuehn, of Cleveland, Ohio, for the
arrest and conviction of Arthur Hill and Frank
Jones, who smashed the show window in the
store of Frisch Brothers on October 13th and
stole a tray containing thirty-six diamond rings,
valued at about $2000.

Old Lace Reproduced in Jewelry
Nothing is too fine, nothing is too beautiful

for the modern jeweler to reproduce. Even the
intricacies of the lovely old lace patterns that
have been handed down by the lace workers of
Brussels and Buckinghamshire have come within
the province of the up-to-date jeweler and have
revolutionized his trade. Jeweled lace effects are
nothing short of a rage in Paris to-day.

Equally fashionable are the wonderful bows
and plaques of precious stones that are mounted
upon gun-metal net, or diamond net, which are
the favorite ornaments for brooches and neck-
laces to-day.

Needless to point out, such work must mean
that quite as much money is expended upon fine
workmanship as upon the jewels themselves.
Consequently though stones are smaller, jewelry
is not one whit less costly than of yore. • Indeed,
so difficult and so tedious is this particular form
of jewel tracery that four beautiful specimen
necklaces composed of oblong pieces of diamond
tracery, which measured about three-quarters of
an inch in length were sold the other day for
the enormous sum of $2,000 apiece, and, what
is more they were counted cheap.

Other luxuries are whole necklaces of this
delicate work. An excellent substitute is to be
had in the charming little plaques or medallions in
lattice work that are worn upon narrow bands of
black velvet ribbon, and are the most- fashionable
necklaces of the moment.

These plaques take the form of wreaths,
sprays, or a little basket filled with diamonds and
pearl leaves and flowers which are set in round,
oval or square rims of gold or platinum three
of them mounted on velvet makes an ideal neck-
lace for day or evening wear.

Need of Good Cuts
How often a man will spend hours in time

and quantities of gray matter in preparing the
text of an advertisement. He gets up a beautiful
layout and then spoils the whole thing by using
a poor cut. No matter how good your selling
talk nor how symmetrical your layout, the use
of a poor drawing will take away more than half
the pulling value of the space used.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.
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Will You Let a Penny
or Two Stand Between
You and a Bigger Business?

The Signing of the Coupon
Will Give You Ideas That Will

Make You

An Irresistible Combination

Three thousand retailers in all America may have
the advertising ideas we are putting in practice. Three
thousand—no more; our list is limited. This remarkable
advertising, combined with our permanent insurance, is
certainly an irresistible combination that no wble-awake
jeweler can overlook.

No Skimping in The Making a w.w.w.
s

There's a reason why the stones stay in W W W Rings.
There's no secret, nor "patent" process, nor private
"method" in good stone-setting. It's simply a plain,
traiglit ease of good work—hand work, by people who
know how, who get paid for knowing how.

We believe that stone-setting is the real test of the
quality of a ring business. You may almost say that
the character of the business might be read in the
stone-setfing. The real reason why the stones stay in

• W W W Rings is because we devote thought and energy
I o this particular branch of the business. We make
special effort to procure the most skilled of workmen.
If you want to see why W W W Rings are so pre-emi-
nent, why the stones stay in, and why in every other
way they give your customers satisfaction, study the
stone-setting. The excellence of our rings is not merely
what we say about them—it's in the rings.

The Factory Behind Three W

Insured Rings

Better known as THE LIGHT OF V EN
oftoo FACTORY-86 windows and 3 skylights. These

remarkable facilities bring us the choice of
America's skilled workmen. No other factory

No can possibly obtain superior workmen.
Consequently. Three \V insured rings are
made and set bv the best Ring Makers
and Stone getters in the world.
Three ANT Rings are the only per-
% manently insured rings in all the

world. It is one of various
AI" good reasons why you as a

progressive jeweler should
sell Three \V Rings if
S you are not already

doing so.
Gent !einem—Please send, abso-
lutely free, your book of Preparel %
Advertisements with newspaper cuts
and full information about tli wondOrfill %

mechanical trindow display that will attract
thousands to my window, which Is also given
away absolutely free.

41111/0

White,

Wile & Warner

Bulfalo, N. Y.

■
Name 

Address . . . .
• 

......

SUPREME
in Your Town

The Most Powerful Backing Any

Jeweler Ever Had is Yours!!
We not only make permanently insured rings—we do

more—we help you sell them. We do what no other
manufacturer does. What we are doing for the jeweler who
is fortunate enough to get WWW RINGS is so marvelous,
so startling, so phenomenal, that it will be a revelation
to the business world, and the envy of the jeweler who,
through his lack of foresight and progressiveness, did not
make arrangements to buy WWW insured Rings.

Permanent Insurance on W. W. W.

Rings Means Increased Sales to

the Retail Jeweler
Every WWW Ring is accompanied by a signed Guar-

antee. WWW Rings are the only rings that can be
bought with permanent insurance. The jeweler who
gets our line for the coming year will make a big catch—
he'll land the best thing in the jewelry business—the
one thing that will do more to create trade than anything
else ne could possibly do. Any dealer who offers his
customers WWW insured rings will get the best trade—
it doesn't fail; it has been proven a hundred times.

It Moves!! It Swings! It Almost

Talks! It Will Draw Thousands

To Your Window! It is Free!
111■11111■ IMMI

It Costs You Nothing!
This remarkable mechanical display stand is not for

sale. It is given away. It is given absolutely free to
the buyers of the famous Three NV insured rings. It is
beautiful in construction, handsome in appearance. In
a mechanical, fascinating way it proves to the people of
your community the important fact that the stones do
stay in Three 11/ Rings, and that you sell them.

Tear Out and Mail the Coupon To-day
It Insures You the Opportunity of Using
This Advertising for the Coming Holiday
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Mr. Jeweler, For Just a Moment Change

Places With the Man or Woman Who

Expects Buying a Ring

Just suppose that you want to buy a ring. Let us
suppose that there are a number of jewelry stores in your
city. Suppose one store among this number is the only
store in town allowed to sell the W W W insured Ring—
the only permanently insured ring in the world. Isn't
it natural that you would go to the particular store
selling the insured ring? Isn't it natural, that at the
same price, you would prefer to buy an insured ring
in preference to one without such an insurance? In
other words, place them side by side—a ring with a
certificate of insurance next to one without such a
written guarantee. Which ring would you buy? Of
course, the insured enc. Consequently, is it not natural
that your customer would do likewise? Is it not reason-
able and logical that the insured ring is the only one
for the live and progressive jeweler to buy? Since
W W W Rings are the only permanently insured rings
in the world, is it not to your interest to make arrange-
ments to sell them, if you are not already doing so?

W. W. W. Insured Rings Combined

with Our Modern Advertising

Appeals to the "Live-Wire

Jeweler',

This combination of ours cannot help but attract the
progressive jeweler. Such a combination cannot help but
bring success: Every man who has scratched his name
upon the tablet of time was a self-believer. To be suc-
cessful you must have boldness, confidence in self, am-
bition, daring and determination. The strength of our
wonderful proposition and the merits of our rings wid
make any man bold, confident, daring, determined—will
make any man successful. Be a self-believer. Only the
ambitious achieve, and ambition without initiative is a
useless possession—it has as much value as a gun without
ammunition. You have the ambition, we furnish the
initiative. We furnish the ammunition. Our methods
will increase your business—increase your profits. Your
success the coming year depends entirely upon the
methods you secure. Surely you will not deny yourself
the privilege of securing all this advertising—the privilege
of selling the only permanently insured ring in the world,
when it simply and only involves the signing of the
coupon.

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings in Which the Stones Do Stay In

Buffalo, New York
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John E. Beck has obtained the stock, fixtures
and good will of Oliver Warheim at rot North
Liberty Street. Mr. Beck will make various
changes in the store to comply with his own ideas.

D. A. Snyder is now well established in his
new store at 3426 Eastern Avenue. The building
in which the store is located was entirely re-
modeled by Mr. Snyder. The new front, with its
double windows and marble base is quite attrac-
tive. The fixtures are up-to-date and the store
is well lighted by both electricity and gas. The
new store has an optical department and a ma-
hogany partition makes an office room and repair
department. Mr. Snyder was formerly at 232
Eastern Avenue (No. 3430 under the new num-
bering system).

Leon Levi intends having one of the largest
and most modern jewelry stores in the city and
in order to do so has leased the building adjoin-
ing his present store, 309 West Lexington Street.
All efforts are being made for a speedy corn-
pletion of the work in putting the addition in a
suitable condition.

William Gorman, Jr., has about closed out
his stock at 212 .Park Avenue.

M. Koenigsberg, of 30 East Baltimore Street,
spent a portion of the month in New York City.

Jury duty has fallen to R. B. Smith, 204
North Gay Street. Mr. Smith would rather be
excused, as he is trying to find a little extra time
to devote to the interests of the local jewelers'
association. He has been placed on the enter-
tainment committee and with Messrs. Euler and
Bartholomee, is planning for the annual outing,
etc., soon to take place.

Jerome W. Schirm has opened an optical
department with Alfred A. Euker in charge, at
his store, 211 West Lexington Street. Mr. Euker
was formerly with Charles A. Euker & Co.

Hughes & Woodall, successors to William H.
Saxton, have also opened an optical department
in charge of Earl A. Bemis.

A general consensus of opinion gives one the
impression that trade conditions do not reach
the standard expected, although with the reforms
being instigated by the local jewelers' society
there will be increased profits, if not increased
sales.

Henry Schminke, 30 East Baltimore Street,
had brought to him for repairs a watch made by
Pere, Bordeau, France. The watch, it is claimed,
is in the neighborhood of 250 years old.

"Harman," West Lexington Street, have
opened a branch store at 434 Seventh Street,
N. W., Washington D. C. They have leased a
large half of Shapiro's music store and the
counters were loaded with bouquets carrying the
compliments and well wishes of their friends.

J. C. Justis, of 30 East Baltimore Street, met
with the loss of $500 through one of the boldest
acts known to the police department. While on
his way from the Continental Trust Company,
where he had drawn the money, to the store of J.
Frank Eline Co., electrical contractors, on the
second floor of 208 East Baltimore Street, he
stopped for a moment to look into a show win-
dow on the street floor. As Mr. Justis turned
from the window and standing half inside the
doorway starting to go up stairs, one of two
men seized him around the waist while the other
grasped his arm and turned him around. With
hurried remarks of apology and that a mistake
had been made they left the doorway and passed
up the street. Mr. Justis, bewildered for a mo-
ment, quickly realized that an attempt had been
made to rob him and upon putting his hand in
his pocket found they had been successful. The
police lay the work to professionals, as no others
would undertake such a deed, especially at noon
on a very busy thoroughfare and almost within
sight of the Traffic Squad policeman who stands
at the corner of Calvert and Baltimore Streets.

The police have spread a net for the apprehension

of the thieves but as no positive description

could be obtained this will be a very difficult

matter.
Jacob Gammerman, of 424 North Calvert

Street, is to be complimented on the aid he gave
the police in causing the arrest of Clarence

Howlett, alias Wilson Oliver Reeves, alias Ken-
neth Freeman, wanted in Washington, D. C., for
the larceny of $2o,000 in jewelry from Mrs.
Henry Bugher, by whom he was employed as a
butler. Howlett came to the store of Mr. Gam-
merman and first showing a one carat stone and
asking about having it set into a pin, later offered
it to him for a very small sum. Mr. Gammerman
recognized Howlett from a description sent out
by the Washington police and held him while the
local authorities were notified. His quick arrest
made it possible to recover almost all the jewelry.
Howlett is also wanted in New York for robbery.

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association

The executive committee of the Maryland
Retail Jewelers' Association held a semi-business
and social meeting in their rooms in the Royal
Arcanum Building in order to discuss certain
matters before they were presented at the regular
meeting. The membership committee being
present, that matter was brought up and plans
were inaugurated to increase the membership.
President Schirm took this occasion to impress
upon all the importance of having the name of
every retail jeweler in the State of Maryland
on the roster of the association and was assured
of increased efforts on the part of those re-
sponsible for the applications of new members.

A committee comprising Messrs. Smith,
Bartholomee and Euler was appointed to look
after the social welfare of the association and
the following half hour was given over to the
planning of the annual outing soon to be held
and much amusement was derived from the ideas
submitted for other surprises to be exploded in
the very near future.

The next subject was that relative to the
cutting of price. One of the members in his
turn pointed with pride to the fact that one of
Baltimore's most prominent jewelry stores had
in places in plain view of all customers neat but
positive signs bearing the words : "Strictly One
Price." This is indeed a thing which ill do
more toward the uplifting of trade conditions
than anything else, and it was entirely voluntary.

Promise is shown by others of the "big
fellows" to follow suit and the association's sec-
retary, F. J. Euler, is willing at all times to give
these same firms any information desired as to
how they may gain admittance to the association
and to share the benefits to be derived from such
an organization.

The greatest evil that the retail jeweler in
this State is constantly encountering is that of
"pocket dealing." Statistics show there are 287
men in this branch of the business, all making
a living. The elimination of this practice is re-
ceiving much attention at the hands of the asso-
ciation and all jewelers are requested to lend
their aid. Should this be accomplished it is but
a matter of thought to show how the business of
the legitimate jewelers will increase. The
jewelers pay taxes and the "pocket dealers" do
not. Strict legislation is required and will be
sought.

Several out-of-town jewelers spoke of the
conditions existing in other cities and their own
respective districts. Messrs. Smith and Bar-
tholomee, who had attended the last meeting of
the Retail Jewelers' Association of the District
of Columbia, gave ideas of the good work being
accomplished in the sister city, and if all the
complimentary remarks were true Baltimore is
the only city in the East where a $350 sale is
made that carries with it a profit of less than
$5 and where sales are made to keep the other
fellow out of it without regard to either profit
or cost.

Much of the evening was spent along social
lines and the matters referred to will be again
discussed at future meetings, to which all legiti-
mate jewelers are cordially invited.
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Salvatore Desio's new store at 926 F Street,
N. W., has been opened and the proprietor is
being congratulated on its general appearance
Occupying a three-story building; the first floor
for the sales department and office, the second
floor for the manufactory and repair department
and the third floor for a store and packing
room, ample space is obtained in which to carry
on the increased business of the firm. A large
electric sign on the front of the building which
can be seen for a long distance tells the passer-by
where "Desio" is located. The interior fixtures
and decorations are the same as may be found
in any first-class jewelry store in a first-class
city. The large electric lights above the show
window are a little out of the ordinary, as is
the sloping floor of the show window, which is
of hard, dark wood and draped with royal purple
velvet. Mr. Desio was located at 1012 F Street,
N. W., for a period of eighteen years, and for
twelve years prior to that time in the Riley
Building, Ninth and E Streets, N. W.

The "Jewel Box," formerly at 5303 F Street,
N. W., is now located at No. 1337 of the same
street. The front of the building and the greater
part of the interior has been remodeled.

C. H. Childs has had the front of the build-
ing at 703 Twelfth Street, N. W., torn out and
rebuilt, forming a bow-shaped window in which
has been laid a floor of mosaic. The interior of
the store has also been remodeled and repainted
and an electric lighting system installed.

"Harman," of Baltimore, has opened a Wash-
ington branch in the Shapiro Music Store, 434
Seventh Street, N. W. Mr. Harman was the
recipient of a large number of floral offerings
which completely covered his show cases.

Le Roy Rosenthal has severed his connec-
tion with Schmedtie Bros., establishing himself
in the jewelry repair business for the trade at
635 G Street, N. W.

A. D. Prince, of R. Harris & Co., was one
of the Mystic Shriners who made the pilgrimage
to Chattanooga, Atlanta and New Orleans.

John Hansen, proprietor of the store of
Schmedtie Bros., having been relieved from jury
duty, is taking a trip to Columbus, Ohio, and
surrounding cities.

W. A. Ramsay, 1221 F Street, N. W., has
returned from a trip through Florida and Cuba,
on which he was accompanied by his wife.

Representative Henry M. Coudrey, of
Missouri, has presented a bill before Congress
whereby it will constitute a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine of $25 for each offense, to
display a clock on any of the streets or avenues
in the District of Columbia unless the timepiece
is running day and night and within two minutes
of the correct time. Mr. Coudrey does not
say, however, whether that time shall be standard
or local, between which there is a difference of
eight minutes.

Among the prize cups given at the recent
dog show was that presented by Galt & Bro.,
1107 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest. There
were eleven cups and a number of other prizes,
but the "Galt" cup was the largest and most
attractive of them all.

Cephas B. Rogers, of Meriden, Conn., noted
in the silverware industry, who was struck by
an automobile while returning from a banquet

at the New Willard Hotel, March 28th, is re-
ported as improving. Mr. Rogers sustained a
fractured hip which fact coupled with his age
makes the injury painful and necessitated a long
stay in the George Washington University Hos-
pital. Mrs. Rogers is occupying an apartment at
the Hamilton Hotel.

Representative Coudrey, of Missouri, has
introduced a bill before Congress whereby the
wearing of a hat pin, the point of which extends
one-half inch beyond the crown of a hat, makes
the wearer liable to a fine. This bill is creating
quite a good deal of excitement among the
ladies, and those Congressmen who are married,
voting favorably on the bill, are liable to become
acquainted with "Home rule in the U. S." How-
ever, similar bills have been passed or are pending
in other States and it is looked upon here as a
law of the immediate future.

(Continued on page 744)
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The building boom here is causing a good
many of the jewelers quite a lot of trouble in
finding temporary locations. Nearly every square
in the business section has a building in course
of construction. The following jewelers were
forced to move: Enterprise Jewelry rank
C. Cosley, Jos. I. Schwartz, Harry H. 

Co.,
Vrumese,

Benjamin Frumese, and the Francois Jewelry Co.
Sam Hirst, Pueblo, Colo., has opened a

branch store, termed The Crescent Jewelry Co., at
205 North Main Street, that city, and has put in
a full new line of stock and fixtures, purchased
from the Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co., of Denver.

H. T. Higgins died at his home here, March
r6th, of pneumonia. Mr. Higgins had been in
the jewelry business, on the north side, for the
past 13 years. He was 59 years of age and cameoriginally from Augusta, Kentucky.

C. A. Syman, of Syman Bros., left April 9th
to take up a position with S. A. Andrews, Tacoma,
Wash.

Wolfe Hansen, head watchmaker with Boyd
Park, will take up his old position with M.
O'Keefe, May 1st, owing to Boyd Park's closing
out. M. C. Neilson, also with the above firm,will take up a position, after a short rest, with the
Salt Lake house.

R. L. Oakes, formerly of the RockyMountain Gem Co., has opened a jewelry manu-facturing and repairing shop at 1622 ArapahoeStreet.
The Colorado Horological Society have

started a class in balance truing under the super-
vision of E. Sundman, late of the Hamilton WatchCo., who was engaged in that capacity with thatfirm. The Waltham Watch Co. donated thesociety one hundred balances for this purpose.

The corner leased by Mr. Schwartz is nowoccupied by the Boyd Park Jwl. Co. Mr. BoydPark will retire from business in Denver, May1st. He is one of the early pioneers of this State,crossing the plains by foot in the early days. He
has been in the jewelry business in this city forover 25 years. At one time he operated storesin Denver, Leadville, Colo., Cheyenne, Wyo., andSalt Lake, Utah; but later drew out from Lead-ville and Cheyenne, and after May ist will haveonly the Salt Lake store. Mr. Park has madea fine record in Denver and his associates regretvery much his retiring.

L. L. Powell has sold his jewelry store,located at 1819 Welten Street, to Wm. W. Mace.Mr. Powell retires from business entirely outof debt and leaves shortly for Virginia.
The Enterprise Jewelry Co. have been run-ning an auction sale here this month to clean outsome of their old stock, and make room for ane.w line in their new location in the FosterBuilding.
H. 0. Jackson, president of the AmericanClock Co., of Chicago, has located permanentlyhere in Denver, owing to his wife's health, andhas fitted up a fine shop at his residence, 360Sherman Avenue. Mr. Jackson left April 9th forthe South, having a contract for some work thatwill keep him there about thirty days.
The Dennison Mfg. Co. have sent out an-nouncements of their new sample store openedup here in the Auditorium Hotel, Fourteenthand Stout Streets.
Abe Heitler, member of the jewelry firm ofJ. C. Bloom & Co., who has been spending severalweeks hi Hot Springs, Ark., for recuperation,sends word that he is much improved and will beready to return to work in a couple of weeks.
David Davis has returned from a live weeks'rest at the Boulder Sanitarium, and reports him-self perfectly well and ready to carry on hisbusiness.
C. P. Jackson and Sam Kurzweil, formerly ofF. A. Hardy & Co., have organized a wholesalemanufacturing optical company, termed the J.and K. Optical Co., and have started operationsat i031 17th Street. Both are experts in theirwork and will no doubt make a success.
The following members of the trade visitedthe city during the last month : Earl Kelly, ofC. P. Pettengill, of Boulder ; M. Q. West, ofColorado Springs; C. L. Beard, of Longmont ; L.E. Gardner, of Longmont ; W. H. Brannan, ofLoveland; Morris Black, of Hot Springs, So.Dak.; Mr. St. John, of F. N. Lupton, M. G.

McQueary, of Dexter; P. P. Clotworthy, of Estes
Park; Wm. Crocker, of Silverton; J. S. Bentley,
of Boulder; S. Salamon, of Platteville; A. F.
Witting, of Longmont; Henry Curtis, of Little.
ton; Alvin Herman, of Brighton.

The Gill-Alexander Electric Mfg. Co., of
Kansas City, has sold out to some Denver people,
who have transferred the plant to this city, and
will continue business under the name of Gill-
Alexander Electric Co., at 1622 Arapahoe Street,
and will continue to manufacture and sell all their
patent rights and do any special work. Mr.
Alexander, junior member of the old firm and
associated with the new, is an old time watch-
maker of high standing, and Wm. Fulton, 6ne of
the largest stock holders in the new company, is a
member of the firm of Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Company.

The stock of Wm. Hohneck, bankrupt,
appraised at $1500 was sold at public auction
here for $570, but at this writing the sale had
not been approved.

Mr. Miller, of Seth Thomas Clock Co., paid
the city a social visit this month. Mr. Miller is
on his way home, accompanied by his wife, from
a pleasure trip to California.

H. Weinberg, a jeweler, at 1715 Larimer
Street, received quite a shock April iith. In mak-
ing a visit to his basement, he found his son,
Cyril, lying on the floor in an unconscious state;
young Weinberg had been working near a tank of
gasoline, which had sprung a leak, and not think-
ing of the deadly effect of the fumes was over-
come, and was found by his father when impelled
by mere chance he entered the basement. In
trying to lift his son he came in direct line with
the escaping gasoline and at once discovered the
reason. He called the ambulance and rushed the
son home where he soon recovered and is now
apparently none the worse for his experience.

I. Zellar, of Durango, Colo., has sold out all
his interests in his jewelry store, and has left for
Connersville, Ind., where he expects to spend the
rest of his days in retirement.

Wm. Oppenheim of 929 Sixteenth Street, has
settled with his creditors for 33 1/3 cents on the
dollar from his petition of involuntary bankruptcy
filed in U. S. Court. Mr. Oppenheim is now
running an auction sale, conducted by Col. J. D.
Lewis, to reduce his stock and raise the money
necessary to settle with his creditors.

The jewelry firm of E. Michels & Bros., on
Sixteenth and Arapahoe Streets, have settled the
case of voluntary bankruptcy filed in U. S. Court
on Feb. 19th, 1910, by composition. They settled
for 25 cents on the dollar, and have placed cash
and notes in bank to cover all claims. They are
now conducting an auction sale.

Jos I. Schwartz, of 918 Sixteenth Street, has
obtained a three years' lease, with privilege of
extension at expiration, on the corner of Sixteenth
and Curtis Streets, and intends to make altera-
tions and add new goods, amounting to several
thousands dollars.

One of the most sought after and important
discoveries in the industrial world had its incep-
tion and is now being developed here in Denver.
It is the Lamon process for hardening copper and
steel. D. Lamon is now employed by the Lewis
Jewelers' Supply Co. and was a manufacturing
jeweler and watchmaker in this city for fifteen
years, and during that time had made a special
study of metallurgy. While attempting to soften
copper, he accidently hardened it, and had the
keen insight to appreciate his wonderful discovery,
and to have the compound he used analyzed. That
was three years ago, and since then he has per-
fected his process and now has had it patented.
This wonderful discovery which Mr. Lamon has
made will revolutionize the use of metals in the
commercial world. He is president of the com-
pany, incorporated under the laws of Colorado,
with a capital stock of $500,000, which is going
to make commercial use of his discovery, and the
Lamon patents which cover a process for temper-
ing copper and any other metals in any manu-
factured form. The process consists of heating
the metal almost to the melting point and then
immediately immersing it in this special solution,
to remain according to temper desired. Mr.
Larnou expects to leave shortly for New York
to settle negotiations with several large firms, who
want to use the process on a royalty basis, and
also to make arrangements for construction of a
large plant in Denver and other cities.

May, 1910
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A large delegation of Congressmen, diplo-
mats, the assistant secretary of the navy, naval
officers and ladies, has left Washington to attend
the presentation of the silver service to the
battleship "South Carolina," at Charleston, S. C.

After a lingering illness the death of Bendetta
Constantini occurred at his late residence, 136
Massachusetts Avenue, N. E. Mr. Constantini
was a native of Venice, Italy, coming to this
country many years ago and for more than forty
years was chief watchmaker in the employ of
Galt & Co , 1107 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
His record is a very creditable one and he was
quite well-known among the trade, who looked
upon him as an expert. He is survived by three
sons and one daughter.

Salvatore Desio met with an experience
which, as long as it did not prove a successful
one, may be looked at humorously. A stalwart
negro lad entered the store and requested to be
shown some high-priced watches. As F Street,
N. W., is not the district in which negroes trans-
act their business, the clerks turned him over to
Mr. Desio, who also was suspicious. The man
was shown a $50 and a $25 watch and told the
merits of each. He then requested that another
be shown him in order that he could make a
selection. Mr. Desio started to comply with the
request, going to the rear of the store to get the
watch, when the negro turned and ran out of the
store with Mr. Reed, a traveling man, close
behind him. After a long and exciting chase, in
which a large crowd joined, the negro was stopped
and after a struggle, was overpowered and
escorted to the police station, where the watches
were recovered.

Two women entered the store of E. G.
Hines, 921 F Street, Northwest, and requested
the clerk to show them some diamonds of a good
quality, which request was complied with. The
women examined the various stones and later
left with the remark that the husband of one
would call that afternoon and complete the
purchase. He did not put in an appearance, but
the next day a man asked to be shown some
high-priced solitaires. After considerable exam-
ination of the stones on his part, none of which
seemed to strike his fancy, he left with the
remark that he would "look a little further."
Shortly after—less than ten minutes—the clerk
in straightening out the tray noticed that a ring
valued at $350 was missing, and a two-stone
ring valued at about $60 reposed in its place,
and the police were immediately notified. The
way the trick was worked, evidently, was as
follows : The women looked over the rings and
picked out the most likely looking stone in the
tray, which by the way was the one stolen, and
memorizing the price mark characters and the
selling price in figures under the same, imparted
the information to the real thief who made a
duplicate, using the same colored silk to attach to
the ring and having the letters on the tag as
mentioned. After victimizing Mr. Hines, lie
called on the firm of M. Goldsmith & Son, and
this firm is now minus a solitaire valued at $400
and are holding a stone worth in the neighbor-
hood of one-tenth that amount which the gentle-
man left behind him. He is described as being
about 32 years of age, light hair, florid com-
plexion, wears eyeglasses, dresses in a dark blue
suit with black derby hat, well manicured and
gentlemanly in appearance, etc. When speaking
lie displays prominently, a gold-crowned tooth.
He has a two-carat solitaire on one hand and on
the other hand he wears a signet.

John A. Korman left the ranks of the
bachelors, taking Miss Yetta Cohen as his bride.
The wedding, though a private one, was attended
by large numbers of friends of both participants.
After the weddivg supper Mr. and Mrs. Korman
left for a trip to New York and Philadelphia.

Ray L. Parsons met with the loss of his
little girl by spinal meningitis and the sympathy
of the entire trade here is with him.

Thirty-one years' experience is a good excuse
to start a horological school and that fact and
the known ability of its founder, Mr. G. D.
Parsons, should make the Washington Watch-
makers' Institute a success.
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The building boom here is causing a good
many of the jewelers quite a lot of trouble in
finding temporary locations. Nearly every square
in the business section has a building in course
of construction. The following jewelers were
forced to move: Enterprise Jewelry Co., Frank
C. Cosley, Jos. I. Schwartz, Harry H. Frumese,
Benjamin Frumese, and the Francois Jewelry Co.

Sam Hirst, Pueblo, Colo., has opened a
branch store, termed The Crescent Jewelry Co., at
205 North Main Street, that city, and has put in
a full new line of stock and fixtures, purchased
from the Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co., of Denver.

H. T. Higgins died at his home here, March
16th, of pneumonia. Mr. Higgins had been in
the jewelry business, on the north side, for the
past 13 years. He was 59 years of age and came
originally from Augusta, Kentucky.

C. A. Syman, of Syman Bros., left April 9th
to take up a position with S. A. Andrews, Tacoma,
Wash.

Wolfe Hansen, head watchmaker with Boyd
Park, will take up his old position with M.
O'Keefe, May 1st, owing to Boyd Park's closing
out. M. C. Neilson, also with the above firm,will take up a position, after a short rest, with the
Salt Lake house.

R. L. Oakes, formerly of the RockyMountain Gem Co., has opened a jewelry mann-• facturing and repairing shop at 1622 ArapahoeStreet.
The Colorado Horological Society have

started a class in balance truing under the super-
vision of E. Sundman, late of the Hamilton WatchCo., who was engaged in that capacity with thatfirm. The Waltham Watch Co. donated thesociety one hundred balances for this purpose.

The corner leased by Mr. Schwartz is nowoccupied by the Boyd Park Jwl. Co. Mr. BoydPark will retire from business in Denver, May1st. He is one of the early pioneers of this State,crossing the plains by foot in the early days. Hehas been in the jewelry business in this city forover 25 years. At one time he operated storesin Denver, Leadville, Colo., Cheyenne, Wyo., andSalt Lake, Utah; but later drew out from Lead-ville and Cheyenne, and after May ist will haveonly the Salt Lake store. Mr. Park has madea fine record in Denver and his associates regretvery much his retiring.
L. L. Powell has sold his jewelry store,located at 1819 Welten Street, to Wm. W. Mace.Mr. Powell retires from business entirely outof debt and leaves shortly for Virginia.
The Enterprise Jewelry Co. have been run-ning an auction sale here this month to clean outsome of their old stock, and make room for anew line in their new location in the FosterBuilding.
H. 0. Jackson, president of the AmericanClock Co., of Chicago, has located permanentlyhere in Denver, owing to his wife's health, andhas fitted up a fine shop at his residence. 360Sherman Avenue. Mr. Jackson left April 9th forthe South, having a contract for some work thatwill keep him there about thirty days.
The Dennison Mfg. Co. have sent out an-nouncements of their new sample store openedup here in the Auditorium Hotel, Fourteenthand Stout Streets.
Abe Heitler, member of the jewelry firm ofJ. C. Bloom & Co., who has been spending severalweeks in Hot Springs, Ark., for recuperation,sends word that he is much improved and will beready to return to work in a couple of weeks.
David Davis has returned from a five weeks'rest at the Boulder Sanitarium, and reports him-self perfectly well and ready to carry on hisbusiness.
C. P. Jackson and Sam Kurzweil, formerly ofF. A. Hardy & Co., have organized a wholesalemanufacturing optical company, termed the J.and K. Optical Co., and have started operationsat 1031 17th Street. Both are experts in theirwork and will no doubt make a success.
The following members of the trade visitedthe city during the last month : Earl Kelly, ofC. P. Pettengill, of Boulder ; M. Q. West, ofColorado Springs; C. L. Beard, of Longmont ; L.E. Gardner, of Longmont ; W. H. Brannan, ofLoveland ; Morris Black, of Hot Springs, So.Dak.; Mr. St. John, of F. N. Lupton, M. G.

McQueary, of Dexter; P. P. Clotworthy, of Estes
Park; Wm. Crocker, of Silverton; J. S. Bentley,
of Boulder; S. Salamon, of Platteville; A. F.
Witting, of Longmont; Henry Curtis, of Little•
ton; Alvin Herman, of Brighton.

The Gill-Alexander Electric Mfg. Co., of
Kansas City, has sold out to some Denver people,
who have transferred the plant to this city, and
will continue business under the name of Gill-
Alexander Electric Co., at 1622 Arapahoe Street,
and will continue to manufacture and sell all their
patent rights and do any special work. Mr.
Alexander, junior member of the old firm and
associated with the new, is an old time watch-
maker of high standing, and Wm. Fulton, One of
the largest stock holders in the new company, is a
member of the firm of Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Company.

The stock of Wm. Hohneck, bankrupt,
appraised at $1500 was sold at public auction
here for $570, but at this writing the sale had
not been approved.

Mr. Miller, of Seth Thomas Clock Co., paid
the city a social visit this month. Mr. Miller is
on his way home, accompanied by his wife, from
a pleasure trip to California.

H. Weinberg, a jeweler, at 1715 Larimer
Street, received quite a shock April iith. In mak-
ing a visit to his basement, he found his son,
Cyril, lying on the floor in an unconscious state;
young Weinberg had been working near a tank of
gasoline, which had sprung a leak, and not think-
ing of the deadly effect of the fumes was over-
come, and was found by his father when impelled
by mere chance he entered the basement. In
trying to lift his son he came in direct line with
the escaping gasoline and at once discovered the
reason. He called the ambulance and rushed the
son home where he soon recovered and is now
apparently none the worse for his experience.

I. Zellar, of Durango, Colo., has sold out all
his interests in his jewelry store, and has left for
Connersville, Ind., where he expects to spend the
rest of his days in retirement.

Wm. Oppenheim of 929 Sixteenth Street, has
settled with his creditors for 33 1/3 cents on the
dollar from his petition of involuntary bankruptcy
filed in U. S. Court. Mr. Oppenheim is now
running an auction sale, conducted by Col. J. D.
Lewis, to reduce his stock and raise the money
necessary to settle with his creditors.

The jewelry firm of E. Michels & Bros., on
Sixteenth and Arapahoe Streets, have settled the
case of voluntary bankruptcy filed in U. S. Court
on Feb. 19th, 1910, by composition. They settled
for 25 cents on the dollar, and have placed cash
and notes in bank to cover all claims. They are
now conducting an auction sale.

Jos I. Schwartz, of 918 Sixteenth Street, has
obtained a three years' lease, with privilege of
extension at expiration, on the corner of Sixteenth
and Curtis Streets, and intends to make altera-
tions and add new goods, amounting to several
thousands dollars.

One of the most sought after and important
discoveries in the industrial world had its incep-
tion and is now being developed here in Denver.
It is the Lamon process for hardening copper and
steel. D. Lamon is now employed by the Lewis
Jewelers' Supply Co. and was a manufacturing
jeweler and watchmaker in this city for fifteen
years, and during that time had made a special
study of metallurgy. While attempting to soften
copper, he accidently hardened it, and had the
keen insight to appreciate his wonderful discovery,
and to have the compound he used analyzed. That
was three years ago, and since then he has per-
fected his process and now has had it patented.
This wonderful discovery which Mr. Lamon has
made will revolutionize the use of metals in the
commercial world. He is president of the com-
pany, incorporated under the laws of Colorado,
with a capital stock of $50o,000, which is going
to make commercial use of his discovery, and the
Lamon patents which cover a process for temper-
ing copper and ally other metals in any manu-
factured form. The process consists of heating
the metal almost to the melting point and then
immediately immersing it in this special solution,
to remain according to temper desired. Mr.
Lamon expects to leave shortly for New York
to settle negotiations with several large firms, who
want to use the process on a royalty basis, and
also to make arrangements for construction of a
large plant in Denver and other cities.
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A large delegation of Congressmen, diplo-
mats, the assistant secretary of the navy, naval
officers and ladies, has left Washington to attend
the presentation of the silver service to the
battleship "South Carolina," at Charleston, S. C.

After a lingering illness the death of Bendetta
Constantini occurred at his late residence, 136
Massachusetts Avenue, N. E. Mr. Constantini
was a native of Venice, Italy, coming to this
country many years ago and for more than forty
years was chief watchmaker in the employ of
Galt & Co , 1107 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
His record is a very creditable one and he was
quite well-known among the trade, who looked
upon him as an expert. He is survived by three
sons and one daughter.

Salvatore Desio met with an experience
which, as long as it did not prove a successful
one, may be looked at humorously. A stalwart
negro lad entered the store and requested to be
shown some high-priced watches. As F Street,
N. W., is not the district in which negroes trans-
act their business, the clerks turned him over to
Mr. Desio, who also was suspicious. The man
was shown a $5o and a $25 watch and told the
merits of each. He then requested that another
be shown him in order that lie could make a
selection. Mr. Desio started to comply with the
request, going to the rear of the store to get the
watch, when the negro turned and ran out of the
store with Mr. Reed, a traveling man, close
behind him. After a long and exciting chase, in
which a large crowd joined, the negro was stopped
and after a struggle, was overpowered and
escorted to the police station, where the watches
were recovered.

Two women entered the store of E. G.
Hines, 921 F Street, Northwest, and requested
the clerk to show them some diamonds of a good
quality, which request was complied with. The
women examined the various stones and later
left with the remark that the husband of one
would call that afternoon and complete the
purchase. He did not put hi an appearance, but
the next day a man asked to be shown some
high-priced solitaires. After considerable exam-
ination of the stones on his part, none of which
seemed to strike his fancy, he left with the
remark that he would "look a little further."
Shortly after—less than ten minutes—the clerk
in straightening out the tray noticed that a ring
valued at $350 was missing, and a two-stone
ring valued at about $60 reposed in its place,
and the police were immediately notified. The
way the trick was worked, evidently, was as
follows: The women looked over the rings and
picked out the most likely looking stone in the
tray, which by the way was the one stolen, and
memorizing the price mark characters and the
selling price in figures under the same, imparted
the information to the real thief who made a
duplicate, using the same colored silk to attach to
the ring and having the letters on the tag as
mentioned. After victimizing Mr. Hines, he
called on the firm of M. Goldsmith & Son, and
this firm is now minus a solitaire valued at $400
and are holding a stone worth in the neighbor-
hood of one-tenth that amount which the gentle-
man left behind him. He is described as being
about 32 years of age, light hair, florid com-
plexion, wears eyeglasses, dresses in a dark blue
suit with black derby hat, well manicured and
gentlemanly in appearance, etc. When speaking
he displays prominently, a gold-crowned tooth.
He has a two-carat solitaire on one hand and on
the other hand he wears a signet.

John A. Korman left the ranks of the
bachelors, taking Miss Yetta Cohen as his bride.
The wedding, though a private one, was attended
by large numbers of friends of both participants.
After the wedding supper Mr. and Mrs. Korman
left for a trip to New York and Philadelphia.

Ray L. Parsons met with the loss of his
little girl by spinal meningitis and the sympathy
of the entire trade here is with him.

Thirty-one years' experience is a good excuse
to start a horological school and that fact and
the • known ability of its founder, Mr. G. D.
Parsons, should make the Washington Watch-
makers' Institute a success.

HE Customer crtr4i puts confidence
in the jeweler ,1
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HE number of Keystone
Solid Gold Watch Cases
a jeweler sells depends
on his salesmanship.

Show your customer that there
is permanent investment value
in the solid gold case. You'll
find him meeting you more
than halfway. He knows the
Keystone Trade-Mark and what
it stands for.
And what is more, you are
adding to your prestige with
every sale.
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With the industrial conditions
Conditions in Detroit at high peak, the
Improved jewelry trade is enjoying a

measure of prosperity which
compares favorably with anything previously
known. The automobile industry is in a state
of activity which makes money plentiful and
\vhile the craze for purchasing automobiles may
'1urt the trade elsewhere, the exceeding profit-
ibleness of the auto business in Detroit has
ielped the jeweler greatly. Statements made to
-he city assessors show that Detroit firms are
carrying considerably larger stocks than in the
past. The spring trade is very good, with pros-
pects for May and June of the brightest, as a
lumber of notable weddings are announced. All
)ranches of the trade give the same report.

The fact that Detroit will
Many Big have the biggest convention
Conventions year on record is one bright

feature of the outlook. Larg-
est of all the gatherings is that of the Elks in
July, about a week prior to the national con-
vention of the retail jewelers. There will be a
constant succession of other conventions, how-
ever, from April to October and it is expected
that there will be many visitors in the city all
(luring the summer en route to the upper lake
resorts. This transient population can be de-
pended upon to accelerate business during the
summer season.

A great many changes of lo-
Changes of cation are taking place in the
Location trade. The most notable of

these is the remodeling of the
iew Wright, Kay & Co. building at the corner
of Woodward Avenue and Grand River Avenue.
This is a six-story building which has been used
by a department store and it will be thoroughly
made over. Wright, Kay & Co. will occupy the
basement and first floor with their retail business
and the sixth floor with their factory and
stationery department. The plans for the new
store are drawn after inspection of the best
retail jewelry establishments in the country and
the new shop is expected to be one of the hand-
iomest in the central portion of the country. As
Wright, Kay & Co. have a lease running for a
■,•ear more on their building on the Campus
VIartius, adjoining the Detroit Opera House, they
svill continue the business there until July or
kugust. The wholesale firm of E. H. Pudrith

Is to occupy one of the upper floors of the
.iew Wright, Kay & Co. building. This move is
In the nature of expansion and will bring the
Pudrith Co. into the new wholesale district
formed when the C. A. Berkey Co., Kunz &
Rogers and Mathauer & Koester all moved up
Woodward Avenue a year ago.

Noack & Gorenflo have also left the old
iistrict April 1st, going to a new location on
lefferson Avenue, just west of Bates Street. It
is probable that this firm will also move north-
ward within a year or two, although that cannot
)e officially said at this time.

Traub Bros., who have long been established
at 118 Woodward Avenue, take possession of the
four-story building at the southeast corner of
Woodward Avenue and Congress Street May r
and will entirely remodel it. They will have a
very fine display room on the first floor, the plan
providing for show windows all along the front
and side of the store and the interior will be
,xceptionally light and commodious.

J. H. Garlick has leased a new store at Too
Griswold Street, near the Garrick Theater but
will continue his business in the Walker Block,
further down Griswold Street, for a time. The
Walker Block is to be torn down to make way
for a large modern building, but the date of its
razing is not set. The L. Bonfield Jewelry Co.,
71 Woodward Avenue, is another which is in the

way of expansion. This firm has engaged mainly
in the retail trade but will now enlarge its whole-
sale operations. The store at 73 Woodward
Avenue has been leased and extensive alterations
are to be made which will greatly improve the
facilities.

W. A. Sturgeon, who has had a commission
store in the Majestic Building, has decided to
leave the jewelry business to go into the inanu-
facture of automobile accessories. He is a
veteran in the trade and his going will be re-
gretted. C. W. Henry, who has been associated
with Mr. Sturgeon, will also go into the auto-
mobile business.

The changes noted above come in addition
to an almost equally notable list of transfers and
enlargements which occurred last year, so that
it may be said that the jewelry trade in Detroit
has in almost all instances secured better and
more modern surroundings within the year and
a half. Where firms have retained their former
locations they have enlarged their quarters and
improved their facilities.

Preparations for the reception
Jewelers' and entertainment of the re-
Conventions tail jewelers during the time

of the national convention are
going on, with prospects of great success for the
social end of the affair. Included in the pro-
gramme will be a trolley ride over the Shore
Line to Lakeside Inn, on Lake St. Clair, for a
supper and a boat ride on the Detroit River.
The Detroit Retail Jewelers' Club holds regular
monthly meetings and its committees are busy
over the details of the convention. Practically
all the retail jewelers of the city are now mem-
bers of this club and it gives promise of being a
permanent institution, with beneficial results to
the trade.

The Ku-Kus are again active and will cele-
brate their rites during one evening of the con-
vention. Nelson K. Standart, who took a promi-
nent part in organizing the nest in Detroit, has
been again chosen to the place of Ku-Ku King
and can be depended on to see that there are bigdoing 

The Michigan association suffered a severe
loss in the death of Mrs. V. C. Morse, wife of
the secretary-treasurer of the association. Mrs.
Morse has attended the conventions of the asso-
ciation and taken a very important part in its
affairs, assisting her husband in the preparation
and reading of reports. She had also assisted
Mr. Morse in conducting their store at Ithaca,
Mich. Mrs. Morse was a woman of high
scholarly attainment and took a prominent part
in church and fraternal society work.

Joseph H. Watts, one of the oldest jewelers
in the State, died in Ann Arbor April 9th. He
was within two days of being 8o years of age
and had been in the jewelry business since 1851.
He was born in England but his parents came
to America while he was still a lad and he was
reared in Ypsilanti. He was engaged in business
up to the time of his death and bore an excellent
reputation in the community.

0. A. Chalk has opened a new retail store at
r433 Russell Street, Detroit.

The State Board of Examiners in Optom-
etry has been busy during April, the law re-
quiring all opticians to take out licenses before
May 1st. The State association will now take
measures to see that unlicensed persons are not
allowed to engage in the business.

The Detroit Board of Health is considering
the adoption of a clinic for diagnosing the eye
ailments of school children.

Henry Pitz has opened a handsome new
store in Kalamazoo.

A new store has been opened at Honor,
Mich., by R. W. Hitchcock, formerly with W. L.
Campbell, at Manton.

J. L. Chapman, of Ann Arbor, drove into
Detroit in his automobile one day in April, bring-
ing his family with him.

E. A. Cress, of Minden City, has retired
from business, his store and stock being disposed
of to P. J. Fischer.

E. A. Hodge, of Spokane, Wash., was in
Detroit some weeks ago on a visit. He was for-
merly located in Auburn, Ind.
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There has been a decided slump the past
month in the jewelry business. It seems rather
a difficult matter to offer a satisfactory explana-
tion. The weather conditions have been, for this
lake region, very good—warm and pleasant, with
plenty of sunshine. This served to bring out the
shoppers, but they were not buying jewelry.
There seems to be a pretty clearly defined belief
among the trade that the automobile craze is
making itself felt. The spending public who
can afford a car are putting their money into
this form of luxury rather than into other
channels. This automobile proposition is here,
however, to stay and the jeweler must accept it
as a permanent competing factor for his cus-
tomer's money. There are some towns, however,
that are benefiting by this craze. They are the
places that have the factories for autos. There
is so much money paid out in wages that it
makes all business good in these places.

Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hubbard and daughter
have just returned from a short trip to Atlantic
City and other eastern points.

H. W. Burdick has just returned to his duties
after a severe attack of tonsilitis.

George Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr Co.,
was in Pittsburg last month to attend the exer-
cises of the new athletic club of that city. Mrs.
Scribner accompanied him. Mr. Scribner was
recently elected a director in the Cleveland
Athletic Club.

William Davis, buyer for the Sigler Bros.
Co., has just returned from the pilgrimage made
by the local Shriners to New Orleans, Mr. Davis
is very active in the affairs of the order.

Gustave Burn, designer for the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., has just returned from a three
months trip to Europe, where he has been visit-
ing all the art centers getting new ideas on de-
signing.

S. Deutsch & Son, who for several years have
conducted a jewelry and leather goods store in
the old Arcade, and later in the Colonial Arcade,
recently got into financial trouble and their entire
stock was bought by the May Co., a large depart-
ment store. The sale was made for the benefit
of their creditors.

A number of Cleveland jewelers are prepar-
ing to attend the Retail Jewelers' Convention at
Columbus, which meets May 2d, 3d and 4th.

During- the past month the badly mixed
financial affairs of Ignatius Longtin, the well-
known jeweler on West Twenty-fifth Street, were
placed in the hands of his creditors for final
settlement. The creditors finally decided to ac-
cept this form of closing up the business. A bill
of sale was rendered to F. E. Bicknell, secretary
of the National Credit Men's Association. He in
turn appointed appraisers and now the stock,
fixtures and good will is for sale. The last in-
ventory of the store showed a stock valuation of
about $25,000. This valuation, however, was one
fixed on costs, not on values. The new appraisers
put the valuation at $85oo. Seven years ago
Mr. Longtin bought out the stock of Charles
Tuttle, jeweler, on Twenty-fifth Street, and for
several years things went along nicely. Then
a turn for the worse set in and conditions did
tiot improve. Mr. Longtin, before engaging in
the jewelry business, was a tea merchant and had
amassed a considerable fortune. It was all dissi-
pated in this last venture, which was new to him.

Frank J. Patton, the dean of the jewelers
Ill this city, will return in a few days from a
vacation of three months, spent in California.

The following jewelers were in town last
month : Benjamin Mosely, Willoughby ; H. H.
Brainard, Medina ; A. R. Kitnpton, Oberlin; A.
McDougal, Winnepeg; B. H. Broer, Toledo;
L. J. Goddard, Ravenna ; M. D. Johns, Akron;
W. H. Green, Ashtabula ; J. C. Dwyer, Newcastle;
E. E. Critz, Elyria.
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Trade conditions are reported to be season-
able and the traveling men on the road are doing
a fair business. According to the statements of
banks and trust companies doing approximately
83 per cent. of the business of St. Louis, com-
merce is tugging at the sails of finance. Gratify-
ing activity prevails at the reserve center of the
South and the West. The statements of these in-
stitutions announce that as compared with the
first quarter of 1909, the first quarter of 1910
shows an increase of $7,046,126, or 3.82 per cent.
in loans and discounts, and a decrease of $17,-
866,005, or 17.56 per cent. in cash and ex-
change, with a slight increase, amounting only
to $945,702, in total deposits, and an insignificant
increase, amounting only to $357,224, in the gross
receipts. The 1063 State banks, 130 national
banks and forty-six trust companies doing Busi-
ness in Missouri have gained in deposits $17,-
712,000 since last November.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co. held their
annual meeting and election of officers on April
nth. The following officers were elected: Presi-
dent, S. H. Bauman; vice-president, Edw. Massa;
second vice-president, Joseph Auer; third vice-
president, Joseph J. McKenna ; treasurer, Leo
Bauman; secretary, G. C. Kleinecke, the latter
being a new member of the firm and a well-
known local business man. He succeeds the late
W. H. Felchner.

S. H. Bauman, President of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., has postponed his annual trip
to Europe until the middle of June on account
of staying here to witness the completion of his
handsome new home in Kingsbury Place, one of
our exclusive neighborhoods.

Meyer Bauman, a director of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co. will leave about May 1st on a four
months' tour of Europe. A. L. Bauman, presi-
dent of this company, will leave the latter part
of May on a six weeks' business trip to Europe.
Morris Bauman, traveling representative, with
headquarters at Wichita, Kans., spent a week
here recently.

The Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.
had their Easter opening on March 28th, 29th
and 30th. Goodman King, president of this com-
pany, has been appointed a member of a com-
mittee of business men to assist in welcoming the
Fraternal Order of Eagles at their National Con-
vention, which convenes here August 20th. Mr.
King has also been appointed a member of the
committee on arrangements for the Farmers'
Convention, which begins May 2d.

S. E. Bamber, secretary of the Hess & Cul-
bertson Jewelry Co., returned recently from a
week's business trip to New York. Mr. Bamber
was recently elected a member of the board of
directors of the Traveling Men's Protective As-
sociation, Post A, this city.

M. Levy, who recently failed in business here,
has accepted a position as salesman for the Hess
& Culbertson Jewelry Co.

E. W. Bornemueller, of the J. Bolland
Jewelry Co., attended the Shriners' annual con-
clave at New Orleans week of April nth.

Henry Kaye, for fourteen years manager of
the A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co., has accepted a posi-
tion with the J. Bolland Jewelry Co.

Charles Aronberg, of the firm of Aronberg
& Schubach, 203 North Sixth Street, has pur-
chased the interests of his partner, Henry Schu-
bach, and will continue the business. His store
has been handsomely painted and decorated.

The Retail Jewelers' Association held their
monthly meeting at the Jefferson Hotel on Thurs-
day night, March 31st. Routine business was
transacted and the coming State convention of
the jewelers was discussed.

Louis Bauman, who represents Zach A. Op-
penheimer, the diamond importer of New York,
with headquarters here, returned on April 5th
from a lengthy trip through the Northwest.
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Louis G. Kurtzeborn, of A. Kurtzeborn &
Sons Jewelry Co., attended the Shriners' conclave
at New Orleans the week beginning April irth.

W. J. Beard, traveler for the Aller-Wilmes
Mfg. Co., has gone for a two months' trip
through Missouri, Illinois and Iowa.

James J. Burke, President of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., returned on April 7th
from a business trip to Chicago.

The Hurwitz & Jeffords Jewelry Co. have
opened a place of business in the Murphy Build-
ing, East St. Louis, Ill. The firm is composed of
I. U. Hurwitz and B. F. Jeffords. They will do
a general jewelry business.

J. B. Moore, traveler for the Elliott Jewelry
Co., left on April 4th for a two months' trip
through the western States. A. P. Wolff, traveler
for the same concern, left the same date on a
two months' trip through the southern States.

The F. G. Frey Jewelry Mfg. Co., in the
Globe-Democrat Building, are contemplating en-
larging their present location.

F. L. Jaccard, one of the most widely-known
jewelry travelers in the Southwest, will this year
complete thirty years of continuous service with

the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Company.
Twenty-nine years
ago he entered the
employ of this
company as a sales-
man. Demonstrat-
ing unusual sales-
manship ability
from the start he
was rapidly ad-
vanced until at the
present time he is
in charge of the en-
tire Southwest busi-
ness of the firm.
He makes his home
and headquarters at
Fort Worth, Texas,
and travels through
Arkansas, Louisi-

ana and Texas. There is scarcely a jeweler in
the Southwest who does not know Mr. Jaccard.

W. H. Felchner, secretary of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., of this city, died April 6th
after a lingering illness. He had been in poor
health for several years past and his death was
not unexpected, although none the less a shock
to his many friends. He had been bookkeeper
for this firm for sixteen years. Attention to his
work and loyalty to his employers were char-
acteristics of his life. During the sixteen years
of service he was absent from his duties but
three days and this was occasioned by an opera-
tion on his eyes. He was born in Germany and
came to this country when a young man. He had
a host of friends in and out of the trade who
will remember him as a man of sterling man-
hood and business integrity. The funeral took
place from the family residence, 3419 Hartford
Street. The pallbearers were chosen from among
his associates in the firm. Mr. Felchner was un-
married and is survived by a mother and sister.

M. B. Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., returned on April 1st from a two
weeks' trip through the Southwest. He left on
April isth on a two weeks' western trip.

Lawrence Oberting, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., left on April nth for a two
months' trip through Missouri and Iowa. A. L.
Blankenmeister, of the same firm, is now on a
month's trip through Arkansas and Oklahoma.

W. E. Tower, of Long & Tower, returned
April 9th from a month's trip through Okla-
homa and Arkansas. A. W. Long, same firm, left
April i2th for three months in the South.

I. T. Fuller, traveler for the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., left on April 3d for a month's trip
through the South.

On the night of April 4th an explosion, it is
supposed, in a manhole on St. Charles Street, be-
tween Broadway and Sixth Street, wrecked
a plate glass window in the store of the A. J.
Jordan Cutlery Co., half a block away. The
window was worth $300 and $200 worth of
cut glass was broken.

H. B. O'Brien, of the Alvin Mfg. Co., New
York, spent several days here during the month.

F L. Jaccard
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Frederick G. Heidmann, 24 years of age, a
jeweler at 3851 Easton Avenue, died April 4th.

The Vahlmann Jewelry Co., of East St.
Louis, Ill., has been incorporated for $1000 to
do a general jewelry and repair business. In-
corporators: M. Sondag, T. M. Webb and Anna
Vahlmann.

The Arkansas Diamond Co., owners of the
Reyburn-Stifft mine in that State, in a large
newspaper advertisement in one of our daily
papers recently offered their stock for sale at
$100 per share. Charles S. Stifft, the. well-known
jeweler of Little Rock, Ark., is the trustee for
the sale of the stock. Among the names given as
owners of stock were: Morris Eisenstadt, Presi-
dent of the Eisenstadt Jewelry Co.; Nelson Hag-
nauer, of the same firm; E. Jacobson, diamond
importer, New York ; John T. Fuller, late
manager of the Du Toits Pan Diamond Mine,
South Africa, and Charles S. Stifft, Little Rock,
Ark. Mr. Stifft recently spent several days here
selling the stock of the company.

On Saturday afternoon, March 21st, diamond
rings valued at $1105 were stolen from a show-
case in the store of Loftis Bros. & Co., jewelers
in the Carleton Building. The rings were twelve
in number and rested on a tray in the showcase.
The case can be opened only from behind the
counter. A stranger was seen in the store shortly
before the robbery was discovered.

A meeting of the stockholders of the Na-
tional Clock and Electric Mfg. Co. will soon be
held to vote as to whether they will increase the
capital stock of the company to $150,000.

E. Puellman, formerly with the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., has accepted a posi-
tion as traveler for the firm of William Weidlich
& Bro. H. H. Markley has also accepted a posi-
tion with this firm and left on April 20th on a
three months' trip through the South.

E. C. Weidlich, of the Weidlich Bros. Mfg.
Co., Bridgeport, Conn., and also of William
Weidlich & Bro., this city, is visiting here.

F. W. Drosten, President of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., returned April 17th from a
week's business trip to Oklahoma. Mr. Drosten
has been appointed a member of the committee
on streets by the Civic League.

Miss A. B. Falkenhaimer, formerly cashier
for the F. W. ,Drosten Jewelry Co. and an em-
ployee of that concern for fifteen years, has re-
signed to enter the floral business.

C. P. Hutchinson, Vice-President of the
Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co., was
elected an alderman in Webster Groves, Mo., at
the annual election held April 5th. Leo B. Lager,
salesman for this concern, returned recently from
a week's fishing trip down on the Tennessee River.

E. Vail & Co., the Wichita, Kans., jewelers,
have moved into their temporary quarters while
their new store is being built. It will be one of
the finest equipped jewelry stores in the country.

Herman Mauch served as a member of the
April Federal Grand Jury.

Charles Zens, a well-known watchmaker here,
has been confined at his home some time by illness.

J. E. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-
Kemper Supply Co., is home from a four weeks'
trip through Missouri and Kansas.

Trade visitors in town recently were: T. H.
Edwards, Clarksville, Mo.; H. M. Whitner,
Caruthersville, Mo.; Frank P. Nims, Warrenton,
Mo.; W. K. Urbani, Vandalia, Ill.; Robert Tetley,
Robert Tetley Jewelry Co., Farmington, Mo.;
James A. Bainbridge, Marion, Ill.; F. 0. Seidel,
Troy, Ill.; William Westphal, St. Charles, Mo.;
August Kalbitz, Red Bud, Ill.; N. P. Jensen,
Marissa, Ill.; C. S. Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind.;
Theo. Poppmeier, of Poppmeier & Son, Beards-
town, Ill.; C. Bergquist, Minneapolis, Minn.; John
Koetting, St. Genevieve, Mo.; Ed Jahn, Union,
Mo.; B. S. Hunt, Mayfield, Ky.; F. B. Thayer,
Memphis, Tenn.; J. M. Motsinger, Rector, Ark.;
J. H. Booth, Alton, Ill.; Edward Davidson, David-
son & Wardlaw, Oxford, Miss.; Fred Simon,
Collinsville, Ill.; Fred Herold, Jerseyville, Ill.;
Joseph Storthz, Little Rock, Ark.; Ennon Dick,
New Baden, Ill.; H. Chambers, Bonne Terre,
Mo.; F. W. Meisenheimer, Ava, Ill.; T. H. Vin-
yard, Piedmont, Mo.; Mr. White, the Krug-White
Jewelry Co., Staunton, Ill.; D. E. Guthrie, Ray-
mond, Ill.; E. E. Zimmerman and wife, Stoning-
ton, Ill.
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Go to Dover, the Man With Ideas

ONE-THIRD SIZE

Gold Inlaid Combs
Barrettes

Coronet Pins
Hat Pins

Etc.

The Originator of the
Gold Inlaid Comb

ONE-THIRD SIZE

GEO. W. DOVER JEWELRY CO.
JOBBING TRADE ONLY

0
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ONE-THIRD SIZE

A distinctive line of
RINGS, SCARF PINS

RIBBON
and

METAL FOBS

710 EDDY ST., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
GEO. W. DOVER, Sole Proprietor

TRADE MARK

INSIDE

ESTABLISHED

FIFTY-THREE

YEARS

9181

Recognized for over fifty years as the
STANDARD ARTICLE

in their line

GOODS DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE
JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Wightman & Hough Co.
PROVIDENCE :: :: RHODE ISLAND

to.A.koNVIa_
CATALOG

cxotrganurR v,„4

Mcelias

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
ESTAB • 1002

Chicago, III.

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 19 10 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison, Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Artistic Hand - Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, Will-I °OLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Another $10,000 stock of watches and
ewelry, "bought at prices almost absurdly low,"
vas offered by a local department store to the
,ublic in this city last month. The bargain
.tock contained "reliable watches and dependable
ewelry." As in all such cases the legitimate
.eweler lost sales. Again comes the question:
What is to be done to stop such "bargain" offer-
ngs and such advertising? Nothing but united
ffort on the part of the retailers will end such
leals. Every member of the Retail Jewelers'
Xssociation must realize that he must fight for

own as well as his brother's protection.
Laws must be enacted that will make advertising,
f proved fraudulent, punishable by the courts.
Vow is the time to commence a campaign that
will result in such a bill being presented to the
next State Legislature.

The Indiana Avenue Merchants' Association
has already accomplished much for that thor-
oughfare, although it is but a few weeks old.
The new jewelry store of Gray, Gribben & Gray,
at the point of the avenue, has added greatly
to the appearance. A few doors west comes the
iewelry store of W. F. Burns, which has been
repainted both inside and out. All the signs
have been regilded. For the past twenty-five
years Mr. Burns has been in the same location,
until his watch sign is one of the landmarks of
the avenue. A. C. Joss and E. J. Kappleler,
iewelers, are two of the live merchants on the
second square of the avenue. Arrangements have
been completed that will make the two blocks as
brilliantly lighted as Washington Street.

C. B. Dyer is turning out a number of large
orders for class and fraternity pins. A recent
lire in the clothing store adjoining the Dyer shop
filled the place with smoke but no real damage
was done.

John T. Gardner, traveler for Baldwin-
Miller Company, has been appointed a special
delegate from Council No. 4, United Commercial
Travelers, to attend the Grand Council U. C. T.,
to be held at Vincennes, Ind., May 20th.

Frank T. Pine, gold and silver refiner and
assayer, of Buffalo, N. Y., recently made a house-
to-house visit in Indianapolis buying up all the
old gold and silver he could induce the house-
wives to part with.

Ikko Matsumoto has just gone through
housecleaning. The shop has been brightened
up and rearranged and the office and display
room have been redecorated in a pleasing man-
ner. From April 9th to September the Matsu-
moto shop will be closed at noon on Saturdays.

A. P, Craft Company began April 1st to
Close the shop at noon on Saturday. Although
the retailers have found trade a little quiet the
Craft shop has continued to run full time and
with full force.

Robert A. Blackburn, general manager of the
International Metal Polish Co., reports the heavy
spring business as beginning unusually early this
year. The orders for automobile metal polish are
crowding the capacity of the plant, at the same
time the orders for Blue Ribbon silver polish
Show that the jewelers of the country are doing
their part to brighten up the trade.

Albert Lich, watchmaker, formerly in the re-
pair business in the State Life Building and
recently with Charles Mayer & Co., has decided
to locate in California.

Joseph Kernel, of the manufacturing firm of
Davis & Kernel, has returned from a two months'
trip through the West, much improved in health.

E. S. Williams. formerly of Terre Haute,
Ind., is now with J. P. Mullally on Monument
Place. Mr. Williams will assume the manage-
ment of the Mullally store.

Harry Sebel, traveler for Baldwin-Miller
Company, is again on the road after a slight
noeration on one of his feet. About a year ago
Mr. Seble sustained a painful injury to his foot
while practicing at the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium.
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Later the trouble became so pronounced that an
operation was decided upon.

E. M. Stevenson has opened a manufactur-
ing and trade repair ship in Room 46, Waverly
Building. Mr. Stevenson is an all-around work-
man, being a watchmaker, engraver, die cutter
and metal carver. He has recently placed upon
the market a transfer outfit for engravers.
With this outfit a letter can be transferred to
any surface, flat or curved, or it can be a reverse
transfer for die cutting.

J. C. Walk & Son have redecorated the ex-
terior of their store and their street clock. A
rich dark green with gold trimming has been
used with pleasing effect.

When Charles Snavely reached his store at
347 West Washington Street one morning last
month he found a bullet hole through the plate
glass in his show window. No one had heard
the shot and no clew to the perpetrator of the
deed could be found. The Snavely store is in
a building owned by Roman Oehler, a retired
jeweler. Unfortunately Mr. Oehler had allowed
his plate glass insurance to expire a short time
before.

John A. Elkins, copperplate engraver with
the Federal Engraving Company, has just fin-
ished one of the finest steel dies ever turned out
in this State. The large plate was made for the
heading of the Indianapolis Sun, a daily news-
paper. The hardest of steel was used. The
design consists of the words "Indianapolis Sun"
and a picture of the Soldiers' Monument and the
buildings surrounding it on the Circle. The view,
which is taken from a photograph, is beautifully
etched in relief. The plate is a splendid example
of the wonderful advancement made in the art
of die cutting. Mr. Elkins was formerly in the
jewelry and engraving business and is well-
known to the trade.

S. H. Cooper, house salesman for the F. &
M. Jewelry Company, with quarters in the Trac-
tion Building, reports spring trade as excellent
with his house, orders coming in from their
travelers in goodly number.

C. S. Wallace, house salesman for Baldwin-
Miller Company, has opened his summer cottage
at Broad Ripple and already shows the effects
of living in the country. He has gained several
pounds in weight.

C. W. Lauer, Sr., made a trip last month to
the Illinois and Northern Indiana customers of
C. W. Lauer & Co. He found trade conditions
very fair for April and the belief general that
1910 would be a good year for the jewelers.

City Councilman Rubens has "lined up"
many of the city jewelers and department stores
in favor of his hatpin ordinance, which seeks to
regulate the wearing of hatpins, prohibiting their
points from extending more than one-half inch
beyond the hat crown unless protected by a
sheath. After he had introduced the measure
Rubens learned that many jewelers had a false
impression of the ordinance—that some of them
thought they would have to cut off part of the
long pins or not offer them for sale. The coun-
cilman not only explained his measure but
showed samples of sheaths that can be used to
protect the points of even the longest pin. The
measure is likely to go into effect in a very
short time so many calls at the jobbing houses
are being made for the point protectors. Manu-
facturers who hope to sell hatpins in Indian-
apolis must not forget to provide them with
sheaths.

George Wright, President of the Wright-
Rich Cut Glass Company, of Anderson, Ind., and
Fred Bell, of Pittsburg, golf coach for the
Anderson Country Club, of which Mr. Wright
is an active member, are congratulating them-
selves upon a recent very narrow escape from
serious if not fatal injuries in an automobile
wreck, when Wright's machine crashed into a
telegraph pole near Marion, Ind. The accident
was due to the break of a knuckle on the steer-
ing apparatus while the machine was at full
speed. It swerved and shot off grade. Striking
a telegraph pole the front of the car was com-
pletely demolished. 'Bell was hurled through the
glass wind shield and Wright was jammed down
under the steering wheel. Both men were badly
bruised but escaped serious injury.

F. L. McKee, of Cloverdale Ind., has re-
covered from a recent severe illness that in-
capacitated him for business for several weeks.

0. P. Noison, of South Bend, Ind., has very
recently placed his jewelry store under the pro-
tection of the Jewelers' Security Alliance.

J. F. Meyers, of Muncie, Ind., and J. W.
Hudson, of Fortville, Ind., met at one of the
local manufacturing houses recently. Both men
were feeling pretty good over diamond sales that
they had each just made. Either one of the sales
would have done credit to the biggest diamond
merchant in the city.

H. S. Werneke, jeweler and optician of
Greencastle, Ind., was on this market stocking up
the home store.

M. E. Chastain, Roachdale, Ind., was a
recent buyer in Indianapolis. He considered his
trade quite un to normal for the season and the
trade outlook as very fair.

Brooks & Chapman, Madison, Ind., are
agents for Haviland & Co.'s china. The firm was
recently visited by J. D. Tonnola, traveling rep-
resentative from the Chicago office.

Jay D. Taylor, of Logansport, Ind., was an
April buyer on this market. He was also on
the outlook for a jewelry repairer and clerk.

T. U. Bonifield, formerly located at Warren,
I
'

nd. has removed his store to Kokomo, hid.
William Beatty, of West Lebanon, Ind., has

returned home after spending several months in
Florida, where he enjoyed a delightful winter,
which greatly benefitted his health.

Defur & Schlosser, at Wadesville, Ind., have
been succeeded by Defur & Wall, Mr. Wall hav-
ing bought the interest of Mr. Schlosser.

A handsome new zoo-pound watch and
jewelry sign has been placed over the front of
W. H. Todd's store, xo5 West Main Street, Madi-
son, Eht!idie.

st Ridgeway has Opened a watch repair
shop at Sheridan, Ind. J. F. Lisher, foftnerly at
Elwood, Ind. has removed to the same town.

C. F. 
Ind.,

of Veedersburg, and E. T.
Barnes, of Spencer, visited the city last month
and attended the Jeffersonian dinner. Both
gentlemen went home very much enthused over
the political outlook in the State.

L. D. Chapman & Company were burned out
during a fire that destroyed the Washburn Build-
ing, at Columbia City, a few weeks ago. The
loss amounted to $2500, partially covered by in-
surance.

J. H. Henkes, Vincennes, Ind., has purchased
the interest of his late partner, James Baker, in
the Henkes-Baker Jewelry Company, and will
continue the business under the name of the
J. H. Henkes Jewelry Company.

A clever swindler gathered up $J000 worth
of jewelry and other merchandise at Terre Haute,
Ind., last month by making purchases and having
the merchant call up a local bank to learn if his
check would be good. It was found the "J. A.
Allen" had $30oo in bank. Then he would decide
to let 'the purchase stand, saying he would return
to add to the articles selected. At one jewelry
store he took a $300 diamond ring in place of the
$roo ring he had at first selected. Checks were
given in payment of purchases, but when pre-
sented it was learned that J. A. Allen had with-
drawn his deposit and left town. Allen posed
as a secret service agent and made a favorable
impression personally.

G. C. DeCamp, of Shirley, Ind., was among
the recent buyers on the Indianapolis market.

J. M. Bonner, of Evansville, Ind., made a
recent business trip up the Ohio River to Cin-
cinnati.

Miss Carrie Weaver, of Knightstown, Ind.,
was a recent buyer on this market. Since the
death of her father, W. S. Weaver, which oc-
curred a few weeks ago, the daughter has as-
sumed the management of the business until it
can be sold.

William Leive, a well-known jeweler of
Aurora, Ind., died at his home in that city March
12th, at the age of seventy-two years. The
business which was established forty-nine years
ago will be continued by Mr. Leive's two sons,
Charles and William, both of whom had been
with their father for a number of years.

(Continued on page 751)
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Simmons Specialization
IS RESPONSIBLE FOR

SIMMONS SUPERIORITY

GOLD FILLED CHAINS

Since the seventies of the past century we have made
chains. Day after day and year after year we have specialized
in this one branch of the jewelry industry.

With basic stock made under our own supervision—with
a plant that is complete in every particular—and with a corps
of skilled workmen that time alone can gather, it follows log-
ically that we are in position to produce the best in chains.

And that we do. Simmons Superiority is recognized by
the trade at large. Simmons Chains are conceded to be the
best gold-filled chains on the market ; they are known sellers
and they are sanely guaranteed.

Consequently they deserve a place in all stores where
high-grade gold-filled goods are handled.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

NEW YORK OFFICE: 9-13 Maiden Lane

: : ATTLEBORO, MASS.

CHICAGO SALESROOMS : Heyworth Building

ar.

lay, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

NcKANSAS CITY
a nd the

GREAT
SOUTMEST

The Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association, the

,lissouri Retail Jewelers' Association and the

.Iissouri Society of Optometrists will hold their

oint convention in Kansas City June 20th, 21st

nd 22d. The convention promises to be one of

die most interesting in the history of the three

ssociations. The executive committee has been

vorking diligently to secure a good programme

,nd have a large attendance. The chief topic

of discussion among the optometrists will be the

proposed optometry bill.
The Arkansas Jewelers' and the Arkansas

Optical Association, which were consolidated last

year, will meet at Little Rock May loth and irth.

\ number of Kansas City houses will be repre-

,.ented at the convention.
C. W. Brokaw, a jeweler at Cameron, Mo.,

had his store entered by burglars April 1st and

several hundred dollars worth of goods stolen.

Samuel Bloom, traveling for the Meyer

Jewelry Company, was taken ill with appendicitis

in Oklahoma on his last trip and was brought

to Kansas City for an operation.
Louis Hayman and Julius Donald, of the

Meyer Jewelry Company, have gone to San

Francisco to spend the summer.
Harry W. Porter, of Porter & Wiser, will

leave June 1st for New York City to spend

several weeks.
Harry Berger, formerly with the Porter &

Wiser Jewelry Co., is now in the employ of W. F.

Kirkpatrick Jewelry Company in St. Joseph.

Louis Oppenstein, a retail jeweler, was re-

:ently elected to the upper house of the City

'1;ouncil on the Republican ticket.

Miss Lizzie Ackers, Miss Ida M. Fuller and

Miss May Cobleigh, of the Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Company, are out of town on their

Jacations.
E. L. Donaldson, covering Texas for the

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, was in off

)f his spring trip last month. He reports crop
-onditions *as unfavorable but business good.

E. H. Snow, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Jewelry Co., had his trunks badly damaged at
Kiowa, Kans., last month. An engine ran into
the rear end of the truck carrying the trunks,
smashing them open. Mr. Snow was obliged to
come into the house for an entire new stock.

G. H. Parsons, of Fayetteville, Ark., left last
month for an extended stay in New York.

Arthur Kroencke, formerly in business in
Concordia, rdiear,Mo., has been succeeded by HenryBie 

J. P. Barrett, of Concordia, Kans., has sold
a half interest in his business to Harry Forline,
formerly jph.moesrelywith the C. D. Smith Drug Co. in
St. 

J. L. Kirkpatrick, of Oakley, Kans., recently
sold his jewelry store to Sam Silverwood. Mr.
Kirkpatrick is now located in Hays City, Kans.

Announcement has been made of the birth of
a son to Mr. and Mrs. William G. Glick at Junc-
tion City, Kans.

The store of Benjamin Rice, of Tulsa, Okla.,
was recently entered and goods to the amount
of $1000 stolen.

Thieves entered the Eaton-Pease Jewelry Co.
store, io8 East Eighth Street, April 4th and took

several hundred dollars worth of goods with
them. Later the men were captured by Pinker-
tons and the goods recovered.

Ralph Davenport, in the engraving depart-
ment of the Porter and Wiser Jewelry Co., spent
last month in Wichita, Kans., visiting friends.

H. T. Chapman & Co. is a new firm at
Atoka, Okla. Mr. Chapman was formerly in
business at Caddo, Okla.

J. 0. Bates, of Manhattan, Kans., with his
wife visited in Kansas City last month.

T. M. James & Sons are making arrange-
ments to open a silverware room in connection
with their imported china and cut glass business

C. H. Neff, Jr., a St. Joseph jeweler, has
sold his stock to his father.

Ross R. Day, of Little River, Kans., recently
sold out to L. Roy Jack, formerly employed by
Richard Miller at McPherson, Kans.

0. A. Karnes, of Overbrook, Kans., has
sold out to B. E. and W. A. Garrison, of
Waverly, Kans.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Holder, of Wichita,
Kans., announce the birth of a daughter.

C. W. Morrell is a new traveler for the
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.

A. E. Gordon, of Shreveport, La., was in
Kansas City recently buying an opening stock
for a branch store which he intends to open at
Mena, Ark.

E. A. Reinholdt, a jewelry worker formerly
employed in Chicago, is now in the employ of
Hassig Bros.

J. R. Hendricks, in the watch repair business
in the Victor Building, has sold out to M. L.
Gibson, formerly in the employ of the Weurth
Co.

J. H. Williams, of Miltonvale, Kans., has
moved to Courtland, Kans.

L. G. Trombla, of Blue Rapids, Kans., has
succeeded to the business of Edward Stone.

A. C. Ball, formerly engaged in the jewelry
business at Hennessey, Okla., is now located at
Durango, Colo.

The Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association
will hold its annual convention at Guthrie May
9th, loth, iith and 12th.

Diamonds valued at $3000 were stolen prom
the Webb-Treyschlag Mercantile Company's
store by two men who escaped. While the store
was crowded in the afternoon a man entered and
went to the jewelry counter, feigning a desire
to purchase a diamond ring. A girl clerk took
a tray of diamond rings from the case and soon
another man came to her counter and asked for
a pair of silk hose, adding that he was in a hurry.
The other "customer" promptly told the girl to
wait on the newcomer. The clerk placed the tray
of diamonds back in the case and after locking
it laid the key on the counter and proceeded to
wait on the second customer. When she returned
to the jewelry counter two minutes later she
found both customers gone, the case unlocked
and the diamonds missing.

V. Q. Powell and wife, of Fort Scott, were
in Kansas City last month attending the
symphony orchestra concerts.

W. D. McCune and Forest Perkins, of the
Woodstock-Hoefer Jewelry Company, are taking
their vacations.

The following were out-of-town visitors at
the wholesale houses last month : Andrew Wilson,
Winfield, Kans.; C. E. Tieman, California, Mo.;
Edward Armel, Holton, Kans.; Claud Wheeler,
Columbia, Mo.; Paul Ketterer, Salina, Kans.;
W. C. Rau, Bison, Kans.; George A. Young,
Moberly, Mo.; J. E. Baker, Chelsea, Okla.; H. L.
Noe, Hill City, Kans.; Mr. Doolittle, of Beaulieu
& Doolittle, Sebetha, Kans.; Ed Hone, Blue
Rapids, Kans.; Lou Thomas, Topeka, Kans.;
A. L. Wilson, Hutchinson, Kans.; T. B. Mc-
Entire, Sweet Springs, Mo.; Carl Rucher, Em-
poria, Kans.; E. E. Russell, Altus, Okla.; Mr.
Armel, of Armel Bros., Holton, Kans.; C. L.
Dockhorn, Oskaloosa, Kans.; C. J. Keil, Clinton,
Mo.; W. J. Mulnix, Holden, Mo.; F. B.
Schroeder, Paola, Kans.; J. M. Coffman, Salis-
burg, Mo.; C. H. Bard, Sedalia, Mo.; W. S.
Berry, Molton, Iowa.; Carl Weber, Lexington,
Mo.; M. Berkson, Atchison, Kans.; A. J. Kibler,
Wellsville, Kans.
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F. 0. Brooks, retired jeweler and respected
citizen of Madison, Ind., died at his home in that
city the latter part of March at the age of 81
yehrs. Mr. Brooks was born in 1829 at Peter-
sahm, Mass., where he married in 1850 and
moved to Madison in 1852. He bought out the
jewelry business of B. H. Oliphant, which was
established in the early thirties. Mr. Brooks was
first associated in business with his brother, A. C.
Brooks, then with Henry Frevert and later with
Godfrey Dold. The firm of Brooks & Dold was
dissolved, each partner going into business for
himself. In 19oi Mr. Brooks built the present
handsome store of Brooks & Chapman and in
1905 sold his interest to his son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. John J. Chapman, and
retired from active business. He is survived by
three daughters, one of whom is Mrs. J. J. Chap-
man. Mr. Brooks enjoyed the reputation of
being one of the finest jewelers and best sales-
men the city of Madison has ever known. He
was a gentleman of polished manners and cour-
teous address. J. J. Chapman was appointed ad-
ministrator of Mr. Brooks' estate.

Henry Vollmer, of Princeton, Ind., has re-
turned from a business trip to St. Louis.

C. N. Hetzner, of Peru, Ind., passed through
Indianapolis last month on his way to the
Shriners' convention at New Orleans. Mr. Hetz-
ner never misses a convention and is never
happier than when wearing his fez.

Burhman Brothers is the name of -a new
jewelry and drug firm at Newcastle, Ind. Walter
A. I3tirlinian, formerly traveling representative
for Baldwin-Miller Company, has charge of the
watch and jewelry stock, while his brother, A. J.
Burhman, is the druggist. The many trade
friends of Walter wish him success in his new
venture.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Booth, of Tipton, Ind.,
visited relatives in Indianapolis last month. Mr.
Booth is the junior member of the firm of Booth
& Son, the well-known jewelers of Tipton. He
reported the removal of the business into tem-
porary quarters while a handsome new building
is being erected on the old site. In the new
building Booth & Son will have a beautiful room
arranged to meet the requirements of their busi-
ness. By September 1st they are promised the
new quarters.

Mrs. Charles Ham, of Frankfort, Ind., has
returned to her home after visiting friends in
this city. Mrs. Ham is the wife of Charles
Ham, the widely-known jeweler of Frankfort.

Finds Safe Containing $60,000

A large steel safe, containing diamonds and
money estimated to be worth between $5o,000
and $6o,00o, lost in the hurricane and tidal wave
which destroyed the town and seaport of Indi-
anola, in Calhoun County, Texas, in 1875, has
been recovered. from the gulf. Indianola was
situated on 'Powderhorn Peninsula, extending
from the gulf. The safe was owned by James
Williams, a 'jeweler, who packed all his valuables
and money in the safe, which with his home was
swept to sea.. He and his daughter lost their
lives. .•,

It was said. at. the time the safe contained
$75,000 worth of jewels and money,.and for many
years a reward of $lo,000 was offered for in-
formation of the treasure.

Frank Bauer, who has systematically
searched for the treasure fot many years, located
it nearly a mile from thcsite •dl the Williams
home. It was- in about. 'twenty feet of water
and buried several feet in the sand. By a magnet
the chest was located' and divers'uncovered it.

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.



MAKERS OF GOLD JEWELRY

to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

le i tre Hat Pins Baby Pins Veil Pins

Screw Earrings Ring Mountings Tie Clasps

Bead Neck Chains Locket Rings

Charms Festoons Barrettes

Neck Chains Emblem Goods Cigar Cutters

Vest Buttons Pocket Knives Lapel Buttons

Collar Buttons Rope Chains

Fob Seals Silver and Gold Match Boxes

Cameo Goods Gold and Silver Cigarette Cases

Silver and Gold Thimbles

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED AGAINST BREAKAGE
MADE IN 14 & 10K GOLD 14K PLATE STERLING SILVER

ALSO IN 10 K. PLATE

STERN BROS. & CO., 32-4-3 Gold Street,NEW YORK
avoid delay use local address, 33-43 Gold Street

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department : 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works. - - 142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES: Chicago. Ill., 103 State Street ; Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat ;
London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place
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STERN BROS. & CO., Gold Gold Street, NEW YORK
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Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department : 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works - - - 142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES : Chicago. III., 103 State Street ; Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat
London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place
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Dainty Watches for Commencement

Commencement furnishes to the jeweler his best oppor-
tunity of the summer. A pretty watch is now recognized
and coveted as the ideal graduation gift. Are you adver-
tising this fact, and are you prepared to profit by it ? You
will find at

HURLBURT'S
a comprehensive stock of small watches that will fairly fascinate feminine fancy.

Let us help you to reap your share of the commencement gift trade in watches,

which is growing each year.

H. 0. HURLBURT 0 SONS 14 SOUTH TEATH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

4210 PLA:N THIN CLOTH RRUSH

9211 • VELVET

4211E

New York-13 Maiden Lane
Chicago—Heyworth Bldg.
Canada—Kingston, Ont.

ILLUSTRATIONS ASOUT 1.3 SIZE
9222 F. THIN CLOTH BRUSH IN FOLDER

3073 MEN'S EXTRA NARROW HAIR BRUSH

ENGRAVED

IQuality
REGISTERED

Style'
Finish

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

These terms are truthfully

attributed to all goods bear-

ing the F & B trade - mark.

ROLLED GOLD PLATI;D

LOCKETS
CHARMS
NECK CHAINS
VANITY CHAINS
LORGNETTE CHAINS
CROSSES
PENDANTS
SCARF PINS
HAT PINS
BROOCH PINS
VEIL PINS
COLLAR PINS
BRACELETS
LINK BUTTONS

STERLING SILVER

TOILET AND
MANICURE GOODS
VANITY TRINKETS
VASES
PICTURE FRAMES
JEWEL CASES
NOVELTIES

100 RICHMOND STREET

• • PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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SOCIETY EMBLEMS
and Presen-bation Jewels Designed
and Hand Wrought for Lodges

Schools and Fraternities

E ISE N STADT MFG. Ca
SAINT LOUIS

SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases
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AVONDALE BELFAST DALTON

12% inches high io inches wide inches high i o inches wide I2T/2 inches high to inches wide

List, $5.30 List, $5.20 List, $5.00

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial. Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 9T/2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00

CONCORD
1344 inches hign 8./4. inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $15.00

Ili -1'11'1 .
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BRADFORD
14% inches high 91/2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., 1"1 Factories,?iForestville, Conn., U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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A NEW WATCH
FOR YOUR

SPRING TRADE

01758

759

Bigney's Hardened Surface
Mirror Finish Chains

16 SIZE Ready in May SERIES Y

FULL BASCINE NICKEL SCREW CASES

EXTREMELY THIN MODELS
REMARKABLY LOW PRICES

WE GUARANTEE every
article made in our factory

SOLID NICKEL . . $5.50
GOLD FILLED, 5 Yr. . . . . . 8.00
GOLD FILLED, 10 Yr. . . . . . 9.00

OXYDIZED STEEL, Jtd. Back . $7.00
SUBJECT TO KEYSTONE KEY AND 6 CASH DISCOUNT

STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE MOVEMENT
DOUBLE ROLLER LEVER ESCAPEMENT
7 JEWELS
BREGUET HAIRSPRING
BALANCE NICKEL ALLOY— not affected by heat or cold
TEMPERED STEEL SAFETY BARREL
EXPOSED TRAIN WHEELS
RED GILDED TRAIN WHEELS
EXPOSED PALLETS
RECOIL CLICK
PULL-OUT SET
FULLY GUARANTEED

L 728

L 593
With Mirror

A WATCH THAT IS SURE TO SELL
Our Missionary Salesmen and
Salesmen of the Leading Jobbers
Carry Samples of this New Watch

ASK TO SEE THEM

"ALD EN"
16 Size Series B B

20Yr. G. F. Cases,Jointed
NEW CASE DESIGNS
0. F., Semi-Basc., B. P.
0. F., Bascine, • . . $11.50
0. F., S. 13. & B., "
0. F., Semi-Basc., Eng. 12.50
Big.  B P 14  00
Htg., Eng. 15.50

Subject to Keystone Key
and 6 Cash Discount

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED BY NICKEL and GUN METAL

"HALES" and "PUTNAMS"
12 Size 18 Size

IDEAL OUTING WATCHES

In Dozen Lots

L 690

Ask your jobber for our
new creations in Lockets,
different from any other
make. They are most WE SELL THE WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY
beautiful.

OUR NIFTY AND UP-TO-DATE LINE OF SUPERB CREATIONS

WILL BE READY FOR THE FALL TRADE ABOUT APRIL 25th

AND THE LEADING JOBBERS
Less than dozen lots, $2.80 each

Pacific Coast Agents — B. W. FREER CO., San Francisco
Subject to Keystone Key
and 2‘; Cash Discount

>pf

01647
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"It Rings to Beat the Band."

°THE reason alarm clocks don't last longer is that they
aren't protected better. Most styles are top-heavy and

wobbly on their feet.—If you knock them over they're in
for the count.

But IRONCLADS are nine-lived. They can't keel
over and they can't be knocked out. They're bump-proof,
dust-proof, drop-proof. You couldn't hurt them unless
you tried.

Height 5 inches. Dial 21 inches. Weight 21- lbs.
Rings 35 seconds; can be shut off at will.—Display boxes sent upon request.

Dealers names printed free on dials in case lots of 21.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

Lessons in Horology
By JULES GROSSMANN,_ Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN L,ROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-
Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Continued from the April Keystone]

CHAPTER II

Lever Escapement

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ESCAPEMENT

405. The lever escapement is composed of three parts:
The escape wheel.
The anchor and fork.
The roller and roller pin.
Each of these parts is carried on an axis and the power is

transmitted from one to the other by different methods which
we will examine successively.

406. The escape wheel is carried by a pinion gearing in
the fourth wheel; its movement is made to the right. Its metallic
composition is steel, brass or other similar alloy ; in the latter
case an alloy which best resists magnetization is often sought.
The teeth of this wheel have most generally an inclined surface
at their end (Figs. 115 and 116) ; at other times they are ended
by a fine point (Fig. 117). These "inclines" or these points are
intended to act on the anchor to transmit to this piece the move-
ment with which the wheel is animated. In each of these cases,
the front of the tooth, that is, the plane projected along c d, forms

-4-

FIG. 115 FIG. 116

with the radius of the wheel ending at the point c an angle whose
opening varies with the construction (generally 24° for the kinds
most used).

The plane projected along the line c d is called the plane of
rest of the tooth.

The sur face projected along the line c e is called the impulse
surface of the wheel, or simply the incline of the tooth.

The number of teeth in the escape wheel is generally limited
to 15; in watches of small dimensions, it can be reduced to a
figure below this, in order to preserve the proper dimensions in the
anchor. In certain special cases it can be increased to 18. We
know, moreover, that the number of teeth depends on the number
of oscillations of the balance, and the numbers chosen for the
other wheels (134).

407. The anchor is an oscillating piece occupying an inter-
mediate position between the wheel and the balance. Its metallic
composition as well as that of the fork is generally made to ac-
cord with that of the wheel. Its form recalls the iron instrument
of the same name used on vessels, from whence, doubtless, its
name comes.

The anchor is terminated at each end by a lever commonly
called a pallet (Fig. II8) ; one, A, called the entrance pallet, the
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other, B, the exit pallet. These two pallets have their outer ends
formed by surfaces whose projections are represented by the
lines a a' and b b': these are the impulse surfaces of the anchor,
against which those of the wheel teeth act.

The movement of the wheel always taking place in the same
direction, that is to say to the right, one of these teeth acting
against the impulse surface of the entrance pallet of the anchor,
imparts to it a movement to the right, and on the other hand,
when it acts on the exit pallet it communicates to it a movement
to the left. The movement of the anchor is, therefore, alternate.

408. The surfaces projected along the lines a i and b k are
the planes of rest of the anchor. It is against these planes that
the points c of the teeth press, each in turn, when the escape-

FIG. 117

ment is at rest, that is, when the balance accomplishes the part
of its oscillation during which it is not in contact with the es-
capement.

409. The angle of rest is the angle c 0' a which the
anchor describes from the time when it leaves the position of rest
C until the edge formed by the intersection of the planes of rest
and of impulse coincides with the point of the tooth.

410. The angle of impulse is the angle traversed by the
anchor from the position in which one tooth commences to act on
its impulse surface to the point where this tooth leaves the pallet.

411. The angle of lift of the anchor is equal to the
angle of rest increased by the angle of impulse. Swiss manu-
facturers have adopted a value of to° for this angle; this figure
contains I to 2 degrees of rest and 8 to 9 degrees of impulse.

412. The lost motion is the angle traversed by the anchor
from the moment when the tooth leaves the impulse face of the
pallet to the moment when the fork encounters an obstacle called
the "banking," whose object is to limit the distance traversed by
the anchor. This angle, which should be as slight as possible,
is on account of the inevitable imperfections in the making of
the parts of the escapement, and the shakes of the pivots. It is
to insure the correct action of the escapement, but at the same
time is the cause of a loss of force.

413. The angle of lift Of the balance is the angle which it
describes from the moment of the first contact of the roller pin
with the notch of the fork to the moment when this contact
ends. This angle contains the two periods of unlocking and
of impulse and varies between the normal limits of 30 to 45
degrees.

414. The drop is the angle traversed by the wheel from
the moment when one tooth leaves the impulse plane of one of
the pallets to the moment of the stopping of the wheel, caused by
the contact of another tooth with the plane of repose of the other
pallet. There exists therefore two drops for the same tooth of
the wheel : the "inside drop" which is produced after the im-
pulse on the entrance pallet, and the "outside drop" at the end
of the impulse on the exit pallet. As in the preceding case, this
angle is a cause of loss of force, but is required for the security
of the action of the mechanism; its value should, therefore, be
restricted to what is absolutely necessary, only.

(Continued on page 763)
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Lessons in Horology
By JUI.ES GaossmANN, Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-

Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the

Lode Horological School.

[Continued from the April Keystone]

CHAPTER II

Lever Escapement

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ESCAPEMENT

405. The lever escapement is composed of three parts:
The escape wheel.
The anchor and fork.
The roller and roller pin.
Each of these parts is carried on an axis and the power is

transmitted from one to the other by different methods which
we will examine successively.

406. The escape wheel is carried by a pinion gearing in
the fourth wheel; its movement is made to the right. Its metallic
composition is steel, brass or other similar alloy ; in the latter
case an alloy which best resists magnetization is often sought.
The teeth of this wheel have most generally an inclined sur face
at their end (Figs. ii5 and 116) ; at other times they are ended
by a fine point (Fig. '17). These "inclines" or these points are
intended to act on the anchor to transmit to this piece the move-
ment with which the wheel is animated. In each of these cases,
the front of the tooth, that is, the plane projected along c d, forms

"It Rings to Beat the Band.
PTHE reason alarm clocks don't last longer is that they

aren't protected better. Most styles are top-heavy and
wobbly on their feet.—If you knock them over they're in
for the count.

But IRONCLADS are nine-lived. They can't keel
over and they can't be knocked out. They're bump-proof,
dust-proof, drop-proof. You couldn't hurt them unless
you tried.

Height 5 inches. Dial 21 inches. Weight 21 lbs.
Rings 35 seconds; can be shut off at will.—Display boxes sent upon request.

Dealers' names Printed free on dials in case lots of 21.

FIG. 115 FIG. 116

with the radius of the wheel ending at the point c an angle whose
opening varies with the construction (generally 24° for the kinds
most used).

The plane projected along the line c d is called the plane of
rest of the tooth.

The sur face projected along the line c e is called the impulse
surface of the wheel, or simply the incline of the tooth.

The number of teeth in the escape wheel is generally limited
to 15 ; in watches of small dimensions, it can be reduced to a
figure below this, in order to preserve the proper dimensions in the
anchor. In certain special cases it can be increased to 18. We
know, moreover, that the number of teeth depends on the number
of oscillatiOns of the balance, and the numbers chosen for the
other wheels (134).

407. The anchor is an oscillating piece occupying an inter-
mediate position between the wheel and the balance. Its metallic
composition as well as that of the fork is generally made to ac-
cord with that of the wheel. Its form recalls the iron instrument
of the same name used on vessels, from whence, doubtless, its
name comes.

The anchor is terminated at each end by a lever commonly
called a pallet (Fig. 118) ; one, A, called the entrance pallet, the
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other, B, the exit pallet. These two pallets have their outer ends
formed by surfaces whose projections are represented by the
lines a a' and b b': these are the impulse surfaces of the anchor,
against which those of the wheel teeth act.

The movement of the wheel always taking place in the same
direction, that is to say to the right, one of these teeth acting
against the impulse surface of the entrance pallet of the anchor,
imparts to it a movement to the right, and on the other hand,
when it acts on the exit pallet it communicates to it a movement
to the left. The movement of the anchor is, therefore, alternate.

408. The surfaces projected along the lines a i and b k are
the planes of rest of the anchor. It is against these planes that
the points c of the teeth press, each in turn, when the escape-

FIG. 117

ment is at rest, that is, when the balance accomplishes the part
of its oscillation during which it is not in contact with the es-
capement.

409. The angle of rest is the angle c 0' a which the
anchor describes from the time when it leaves the position of rest
C until the edge formed by the intersection of the planes of rest
and of impulse coincides with the point of the tooth.

410. The angle of impulse is the angle traversed by the
anchor from the position in which one tooth commences to act on
its impulse surface to the point where this tooth leaves the pallet.

411. The angle of lift of the anchor is equal to the
angle of rest increased by the angle of impulse. Swiss manu-
facturers have adopted a value of to° for this angle; this figure
contains I to 2 degrees of rest and 8 to 9 degrees of impulse.

412. The lost motion is the angle traversed by the anchor
from the moment when the tooth leaves the impulse face of the
pallet to the moment when the fork encounters an obstacle called
the "banking," whose object is to limit the distance traversed by
the anchor. This angle, which should be as slight as possible,
is on account of the inevitable imperfections in the making of
the parts of the escapement, and the shakes of the pivots. It is
to insure the correct action of the escapement, but at the same
time is the cause of a loss of force.

413. The angle of lift of the balance is the angle which it
describes from the moment of the first contact of the roller pin
with the notch of the fork to the moment when this contact
ends. This angle contains the two periods of unlocking and
of impulse and varies between the normal limits of 30 to 45
degrees.

414. The drop is the angle traversed by the wheel from
the moment when one tooth leaves the impulse plane of one of
the pallets to the moment of the stopping of the wheel, caused by
the contact of another tooth with the plane of repose of the other
pallet. There exists therefore two drops for the same tooth of
the wheel: the "inside drop" which is produced after the im-
pulse on the entrance pallet, and the "outside drop" at the end
of the impulse on the exit pallet. As in the preceding case, this
angle is a cause of loss of force, but is required for the security
of the action of the mechanism; its value should, therefore, be
restricted to what is absolutely necessary, only.

(Continued on page 763)
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage
charges are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from
which there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until
valuations are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is
immediately returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without
additional expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the
value of old gold (before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it
would have to be if they conducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants, and expenses
ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed

by the price of fine silver.

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your
bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the
firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves;
nor have they any means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on
others who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS
Established 25 years

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled
and proc,eds promptly remitted.

7
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256 Madison Street
Chicago, Ill.

May, 1910 T. E

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONI

(Continued from page 761)

Let us remark that in planting the escapement the equality of

the drops can be deranged by planting it too deep or too shallow.
415. The recoil of the wheel is the retrogressive angle

which it should traverse during the unlocking, that is to say,
while the anchor describes the sum of the angles of lost motion
and of rest.

416. The angle of draw is the angle f c i (Fig. 118)
formed by the plane of repose c i and the perpendicular c f
erected at the point of contact c on the line c 0'. On this angle
depends, therefore, the energy with which the anchor is main-
tained at rest by the pressure of the tooth at the point C, also
the difficulty of the unlocking and the recoil of the tooth.

417. The fork is a lever fastened on the anchor and par-
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jar, which may have the effect of disengaging the anchor from
the rest, the fork would then be pushed toward the opposite

side, and when the balance, brought back by the power of the
hairspring, should come to unlock the anchor, the pin, no longer
encountering the slot of the fork, would strike against the back
of the horns, and the watch would be stopped. This defect is
called the "overbanking ;" to prevent it, there has been added to

the escapement a very simple arrangement consisting of a cir-

cular roller, K, fastened on the balance staff and a "dart," inn,
fastened to the fork. In case of a tendency to unlock the anchor,
the dart, pressing against the outer edge of the roller, prevents

the fork from moving from one of its points of support, or bank-

ing, to the other.
420. Play of the Roller. In the ordinary condition of

FIG. 118

ticipating in its movement. It is terminated at one end by a
"slot" whose interior sides d c and b a (Fig. 119) act on the
roller pin in order to give the impulse to the balance. The horns
terminate the sides of the slot taking tooth forms, d g and a h.
The other end of the fork is most generally terminated by a
counter weight, intended to balance the system on the axis of the
anchor.

418. The roller pin is a piece P (Fig. i19) adjusted in a
"roller" which is fastened on the balance staff ; it takes part,
therefore, in the movement of the latter, and its function is to
receive the impulse given to it by the fork. The pin is generally
made of a hard stone, sapphire or ruby ; it is fitted perpendicu-
larly to the plane of the roller which carries it. The form of
the transverse section of this piece is variable; one finds it
elliptical, semi-circular, triangular, etc.

419. The banking parts are accessories whose object is to
prevent a defect which this kind of escapement would present if
it were not provided with them. While the balance accomplishes
the part of its oscillation beyond the contact with the escapement,
the anchor is maintained at rest by the pressure of a tooth of
the wheel acting against the plane of repose of one of the pallets.
In order to avoid opposing too great a resistance to the move-
ment of the balance, when the moment of unlocking arrives,
the value of the angle of draw is limited, and, in consequence
also, the force with which the anchor is maintained at rest. But
it may happen that the watch receives an exterior blow, a sudden

VIG. 119

the watch, the fork, being held against one of the bankings,
the dart should not touch the outer circumference of the safety
roller. The angle which the fork would have to traverse from
the banking to the moment of contact of the dart and the roller,
is called the "play of the roller." This angle should, evidently,
be less than the sum of the angles of lost motion and of rest, in
order that the tooth may never leave the plane of rest, while the
balance accomplishes its supplementary arc of oscillation.

421. Play of the Horns. In order to permit the fork to
pass freely from one banking to the other, during the periods of
unlocking and of impulse, a notch III N, is made in the small
roller opposite the position of the pin P. This open passage
would enable the fork to fall back, if an exterior shock happened
during the moment of the unlocking, or before the roller pin
had penetrated sufficiently into the slot of the fork, or, also,
before the outside edge of the roller could oppose itself to the
return of the fork after the impulse. In order to avoid this con-
tingency, the fork has been provided with horns, whose object
is to momentarily replace the action of the dart and roller, during
the passage of the notch M N in front of the dart. The play of
the horns, similar to the play of the roller, is the angle which the
fork can describe from its point of arrest to the moment when
the front of the horns come into contact with the roller pin. The
value of this angle is determined by the same considerations
which govern that of the play of the roller.

[TO BE CONTINUED]



When You Buy a New Haven Clock I I
YOU GET

A SOLID BRASS STANDARD MOVEMENT WITH
TURNED STEEL PINIONS—NO STEEL PLATES TO RUST

A SEAMLESS SOLID BRASS NICKEL-PLATED CASE STRUCK UP IN A DIE—NOT A TIN,
IRON, STEEL OR ZINC BAND MERELY JOINED TOGETHER

A CLOCK THAT WILL LAST YEARS AFTER THE CHEAP ONES HAVE WORN OUT

TATTOO
4,r -INCH CASE

ALARMS INTERMITTENTLY EVERY 20 SECONDS FOR 15 MINUTES ON A
4-INCH BELL-METAL GONG ON BACK. HAS SWITCH FOR STOPPING ALARM

1 1 1 111111

WRITE FOR PRICE

THE NEW LIAVEN ('LOCK CO.
IIEW HAVEN LONN.

MAKERS OF CLOCKS and MOVEMENTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

THE LADY RAG INE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in both
cylinders and levers.
Do not be prejudiced
against the cylinders,
as they are entirely
factory made, very
reliable and guaran-
teed to give satisfac-
tion.

"Art ought not to be made cheap."— Ruskin

Especially True
Applied to the Art of
Jewelers' Engraving

IT PAYS TO DO
GOOD ENGRAVING

(11 Line)

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine & Co., Exclusive Importers.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
37 Maiden Lane 103 State St.

P. H. REES, Principal
Author "Art of Engraving"

THERE IS NO BETTER

ADVERTISEMENT

May, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

Electricity and Magnetism
(CONTINUED)

No. 4

Electric Currents

We will now direct attention to the

important matter of electric currents.
Most of our writers on electrical matters
have no difficulty in making their explana-
tions understood of men who know as
much about the science as themselves. The
trouble the inexperienced reader encounters
is that the writer does not explain matters
so he (the reader) may understand. This is
particularly true as regards induced currents,
and, as the name indicates, in "induction
coils" the ability to comprehend the instru-
ment depends on one's knowledge of the
power which one electric current has in
producing (inducing) another.

Shortly after the discovery of the
galvanic battery the power it had to pro-
duce magnetism in iron and steel was
noticed. For illustration, if we pass an
electric current through a good conductor
surrounding a bar of iron, the bar becomes
magnetic as long as the current is passing.
If a steel bar is employed the steel becomes
permanently magnetic. The greater the
number of coils the more intense becomes
the induced magnetism in the iron or steel.
The similarity existing in the phenomena
exhibited by electricity and magnetism in-
duced scientists to adopt the belief that
magnetism is only a peculiar manifesta-
tion of electrical force or energy.

We have already shown
Attraction of in a former article how a
Parallel Cur- current is induced in a
rents Proved parallel wire forming a

closed circuit, and that the
current so formed is momentary and in
an opposite direction. A simple and effec-
tive apparatus for illustrating induced
currents can readily be gotten up of the

form shown in
Figs. I and 2. It
consists of a cop-
per wire, A, bent to
the form shown at
A A' A", Fig. 1.
The points a a are
attached to the
main wire, A, and

extend downward into the small hard-rub-
ber or ivory cups, c c, which contain mercury,
and also serve to convey an electric current
through the wires.

The small balls, b b, placed on the lower
ends of A A', serve to a little more than
counterpoise the weight. of the upper por-
tion of the wire, A". The idea of the
instrument is, if the wire, A, is allowed to
rest it will become quiet, and the balls, b b,
will sustain it in the position shown. The
facts are the wire, A, resting on the points,
a a, forms a sort of pendulum and the sup-
ports, B B, furnish means for sending a cur-
rent of electricity through the wire, A A" A,
and such electric current passing through
the wire, as indicated by the arrows, will
in no way disturb the equilibrium of the
balls. If now we place another wire of the
same form and under the same conditions
parallel with the first one, (A) as shown

Poor engraving is disastrous
to any business. Engraving
should be well, artistically
and quickly done without dif-

ficulty. Our course is especially prepared to this end. Our
method is thorough, complete and interesting. Personal
instructions. A practical business education in the Art. The
finest equipment. We are originators of and own the copy-
rights on the most valuable method known to modern art.

It pays to attend a " School Founded on Merit"

and made famous by HIGH-CLASS WORKMEN

e Rees School k APYORK
STEELE MEMORIAL BUILDING FOUNDED 1892

New Catalogue Soon. In the meantime write to-day for particulars

FIG. I

at D, Figs. 2 and 3, we shall then be able to
see how these wires will affect each other
when electrically excited. We should say
Fig. 2 is plan view of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3
is a side view in the direction of the arrow.

Let us next imagine the wire, D, is
arranged to form a closed circuit on its

supports like B B. Under these
conditions the wires, A D, will

A 121 repel each other from the mo-
mentary current induced in D.
If we pass a current through
both wires, A D, and the cur-

d Le rents run in the same direction,
they will attract each other ; if
in an opposite direction they

will repel each other and the wires, A D,
swing apart. Now if we coil a piece of
wire into a spiral, or solenoid as shown at
F, Fig. 4, and we send an electric current
through it, we create a magnetic excitation
in it which we can best study by means of
an iron or steel bar. The wire of which
the solenoid, E, is made should be of some
good conductor of electricity covered with an
insulating material like cotton or silk to
permit the coils to lie closely side by side.

If we should now place
Magnetic Cur- another coil of wire pre-
rents Illustrated cisely like E, but enough

smaller in the coils to
allow it to go readily inside of it, and should
connect the ends of this inner coil so as to
form an electric circuit we should have
all the phenomena produced which we did
in the parallel wires, A D. That is, we
should have a momentary current induced
in the inner coil which would fluctuate with

the current in the
 . outer one. If again

oF c • we should intro.-
6 

FIG. 3 duce a bar of soft
iron into the helix,

E, we should induce electric currents in
the iron which "returned on themselves ;"
that is, the induced currents in the iron
would run parallel with the primary current
in the wire.

Such currents are not transitory like
the currents in the copper wire, but continue
in the iron as long as the exciting influence
of the electric current is kept up in the
solenoid. But the instant the electrical ex-
citation in the solenoid ceases, the induced
parallel current in the iron ceases. If,
however, we change the iron bar, G, and
substitute a hardened steel one,
we have a new phase of mag- .s
netic phenomenon presented; (iv
the steel bar, instead of ceasing 1-7
to be magnetic on breaking the .
exciting electric circuit in the ..... p1.1
solenoid, continues to exhibit all
the characteristics of the iron 

FIG. 4

bar as excited by an electric current cir-
culating in the solenoid.

To the learner the question naturally
suggests itself, "What evidence have we
that the magnetism now existing in the steel
rod is a permanent current of electricity cir-
culating in atoms which compose the mag-
netized bar?" The reply scientists have to
offer is, "Because it comports itself pre-
cisely as a solenoid would in which electric
currents are known to be passing." We
assume in order to prove that electric

FIG. 2
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currents are constantly circulating in a
permanent steel magnet of the form shown
at G, Fig. 5, that such currents flow
in a circular direction at right angles
to its axis, as indicated by the arrows,
d d', Figs. 5 and 6, Fig. 6 being an
end view of Fig. 5. It is to be under-
stood these currents exist and act in
the atoms which compose the steel,
and do not exhaust the force which we
name magnetism, any more than the force
we call cohesion exhausts itself in holding
the particles together.

One of the evidences of an electric
current circulating in a permanent magnet
is to be found in an experiment readily per-
formed with the solenoid, shown at Fig. 4.
Let us connect the ends of the wire forming
this helix to the galvanometer, F, Fig. 4, by
wires, as shown at the dotted lines, H H'. If
we now approach one end of the permanent
magnet we have just been considering to
the solenoid as shown at the dotted
outline, G", Fig. 4, the needle of the S
galvanometer, F, is instantly deflected, FIG.-6
indicating a current being induced in
the closed circuit of which the solenoid,
E, forms a part. If we should form a helix
or solenoid of another piece of wire like
E and pass an electric current through and
present it in the same manner as we pre-
sented the steel magnet we would find it
to influence the galvanometer, F, in precisely
the same manner.

(TO DE CONTINUED)

a

d.
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Use of Transparent Carborundum as
Gems

A method of making transparent car-
borundum of a character that, when cut in
the regular manner like a diamond,
possesses a value as a gem, has recently
been discovered by Frank J. Tone, of the
Carborundum Company, of Niagara Falls,
N. Y. He has found it possible to produce
colorless, transparent crystals which have a
high index of refraction. The inventor
states that the index of refraction exceeds
even that of the diamond.

Carborundum, as is well known, is
silicon carbide and is made in the electric
furnace from sand, sawdust, coke and a
small quantity of common salt. At the
present time it is used as an abrasive and
is supposed to have a hardness exceeded
only by the diamond (and possibly boron
carbide).

By using pure materials and keeping
the carbon in the mixture as low as possible,
Mr. Tone has found that it is possible to
produce transparent crystals of carborun-
dum of great beauty. The mixture
employed for the purpose consists of the
following: Pure carbon, 30 per cent.,
silica, 57 per cent., sawdust, 9 per cent., and
common salt, 4 per cent. A special .man-
ipulation is 'carried on in the electric furnace
to produce the desired results in the way
of preventing the formation of an impure
product. By mixing a small quantity of a
metallic oxide, such as chromium oxide, in
the mass used for the charge, a colorless
crystal may be produced.—The Brass
World.
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inside of
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Price, 75c.

MISSMAN'S HAND-MADE GRAVERS
1. Square Graver, set up for hair lines. 7.
2. Square Graver,wide angle forshading, 8.
3. Spoon Graver, for shading. 9.
4. Ring Graver, for inside rings.
5. Square Graver, turned K.
6. Spoon Graver, for hair Hies.

Each Craver Ready for
Use and Guaranteed.

Your choice of sin of the
following twelve most
useful Gravers in case

for $2.75.

Set of Six in Box,
as Illustrated,
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ORDER
BY NUMBER
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11.
12.

Line Graver, narrow Our lines.
Line Graver, medium One lines.
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Flat Graver, extra narrow.
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Flat Graver, medium.
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Cause and Effect of a Watch Not

Taking the Correct Motion

A Repair

Oversight

Ry G. E. METCALF

As a rule not enough atten-

tion is given by the repair-

ing trade to the motion of

the watches. Many do not

realize that a watch can have too much

motion. Then again many do not know

what constitutes a correct motion ; in fact,

very little attention is given to this point,

provided the watch ticks. Frequently main-

springs are found in watches which are

better adapted for an alarm clock than the

delicate mechanism of a watch. The motion

of a watch is a very important factor in

the reliability of the timepiece, for if the

watch will not motion on either side as well

as on the edge with the fork uppermost, it

shows that it has defects, which in time are

liable to stop the watch. If there is too

much motion, it shows the mainspring is

strong provided a screw is not out of the

balance or hairspring caught up. The

jewel pin may come around and strike the

back side of the fork. A watch in this

condition will gain when striking, making

an unreliable timepiece.

The correct motion of an

adjusted movement wound

full should be as follows :

The balance should take

turns, and after running twenty-four

hours the balance should take i4 turns.

If the watch be an unadjusted or seven-

jewel wound full, the balance should take

1 1/4 turns. After running twenty-four

hours the balance should take one complete

turn. To ascertain the motion of a watch

3vind full and set upon edge with the fork

uppermost. Stop the watch by placing

a piece of peg-wood lightly against the

balance screws, and as the peg-wood is

removed note the position of the balance

arms as they pass a given point. If the

balance is stopped before it has finished its

arc, when released, the arms will slowly

come together. Carefully note the arms as

they gather headway and commence to draw

toward each other, and when they cross

each other it should be noted what they are

opposite, such as a jewel pin, screw, arm

of center wheel or regulator. When the

arms of the balance cross each other on

the new arc, the balance is making one

complete turn. If the motion is right one

arm will commence to draw away from the

other, and when the arms of the balance

have pulled away from the noted spot one-

half the distance from one arm of the

The Correct

Motion

K EVST ONE

balance to the other, the balance is making

one turn and a half.

A little practice may be necessary to

ascertain the motion correctly, but it is a

point that the watchmaker should become

familiar with, as the motion should not be

overlooked, being a big factor in judging

the condition of the watch.

The causes of a watch not

taking a correct motion and

probably stop are so numer-

ous that the writer will not

attempt to enumerate all, but will mention

the faults that may be overlooked through

oversight or lack of knowledge of the

escapement and train. All working parts

of a watch must have perfect freedom, not

in one position, but in several. The pivots

must be perfectly free with the dial up or

dial down or on edge, with fork uppermost.

In these positions the watch should take a

motion. Freedom is obtained to the differ-

ent parts by laying out the watch properly

to distance from one part to the other,

and by the different shakes and slide. • The

different shakes are as follows : -Side and

end shake, roller shake, jewel pin shake ncl

slide. Side and end shake is necessary for.

freedom to the pivots, motion and winding

wheel and barrel. Roller shake, jewel pin

shake and slide give freedom to the escape=

ment.

Cause of

the Defect

Excessive

Side Shake

It is necessary for freedom

that these exist on both

sides. It cannot .be excess-

ive as it would cause com-

plications. For instance, if there is

excessive side shake to the pallet arbor

pivot, the lock will be light on some teeth,

as it would fling the arbor out of upright.

The roller and fork action would be faulty

and the escapement would not be safe, and

the probability would be that the watch

would not motion and possibly stop. If

the side shake was on the top pivot the

fault would be greater as there is more

strain on the top pivot. If there was no end

shake or side shake to the pallet arbor,

there would be poor draft and poor motion

and a stopper would be the result. The

escapement is the cause of a large per cent.

of poor motion and stoppers, due partly to

the average repairer not thoroughly under-

standing the escapement.

In mentioning the faults

that would cause poor

motion and stoppers, the

writer will commence on

the escapement, and if there is a combina-

tion of faults it is needless to state the

results: Balance staff out of upright;

pivots bent, broken, rough or not round ; not

striking the end stones, thereby running on

Poor Motion

and Stoppers
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the cones instead of the pivots ; no end or side

shake to the pivot. Then again there may

be excessive end or side shake. Excessive

end shake might permit the balance to strike

the cock or regulator, possibly the pallet

bridge, top plate, barrel or center wheel.

Excessive side shake would cause the roller

or fork action to be faulty and the escape-

ment not safe. The watch would be liable

to stop with the fork uppermost, the staff

sprung and pivot lining up with each other.

The balance out of poise, beat, high or

low, striking in different positions with the

end shake taken up; out of true, screw

loose, liable to strike; lint or hair in screw

causing striking.

The hairspring not perfectly free in

all positions, striking balance arms, stud or

regulator pins ; not centered, circled, leveled

or true ; loose in the collet or stud, stud

or collet not firm; oil, dirt or rust on

spring; spring out of regulator pins or

caught up; spring or watch magnetized.

Jewels not the right size for the pivots,

.small or large, cracked, chipped, upright

or true in their settings; loose in the settings

or settings loose; end stones with flaws or

pitted, not firmly screwed down.

Jewel pin not the right size for the

fork ; slot broken ; set too far back or too

far forward, making the same effect as a

short or long fork, not upright or loose,

flat side not lining up with the passing

hollow ; long or short; if short, liable not

to pass through the fork slot ; if long,

danger of striking; the lower plate or

potance chipped, or shellac on the pin.

The guard pin missing or not firm, not

upright, not the right adjustments to give

safety or freedom on both sides of the

roller; long, striking the underside of the

balance; short, which would make the

escapement unsafe ; roller loose or the staff

out of diameter ; rust, burs or shellac on

edge; edge not polished.

The fork, high or low, striking in

certain positions with end shake taken up;

out of angle or broken; burs in fork slot.

The pallet out of upright, high or low ;

height right for scape wheel ; loose on the

arbor ; pallet arbor not perfectly free; ex-

cessive side or end shake; pivots bent or

broken; scp. tooth striking belly of pallet;

burs, hair or lint around escapement, caus-

ing trouble at times.

Escape wheel out of diameter, flat or

not firm on the pinion; teeth bent; burs on

the tooth ; tooth long or short ; excessive

side or end shake to pivots; out of upright;

dirt, sawdust or rust in the leaves of pinion ;

wheel and pinion not free in different posi-

tions; possibly the pivot holes may not be
(Continued on page 769)
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PROF IT
Is what you are in business for---"Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."
3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus
saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.
A " profit proposition "' straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

lliWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
NI We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

geWEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

-4,4„1-01

A i''1/441.1ii

YOU ARE STRIVING TO INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS.

— so are your competitors —
— therefore, it's a fight—and usually to a finish.
— the road to success is not one strewn with roses
— therefore, the wise man plans for the future.

COMMENCE A CONSTRUCTIVE CAMPAIGN. 

— with modern selling appliances.
— convert your store into a modern one, which means,
— saving of space—attractiveness
— and ease in handling your goods.

Give us a rough sketch of your store and the location of your present departments.
You will be surprised at the changes we can make. Our store planning depart-
ment is at your disposal—without cost. Our price, Quality considered, cannot be
duplicated by any other reputable concern in the United States

Write for Catalogue C-2

AND RAPIDSGrand Rapids Show Case Co GR. MICHIGAN

Branch Factory: LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON
New York Office and Showroom. 724 Broadway
St. Louis Office and Showroom, 1329-1331 Washington Ave.
San 

Our Own
San Francisco Office, 693 Mission Street Management

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORE FIXTURES IN THE WORLD

THE HALE
Watch
Protector
cYVIade of soft, specially-
prepared, non-tarnish-
ing leather in tan shades;
sizes 12, 16 and 18.

USED ON ALL
THE LEADING
RAILROADS

PRICE

$10.00 per gross
(Less than 7 cts. each)

OPEN

Ask Your Jobber or Write for Sample
MADE ONLY BY THE

HaleWatch Protector Co., PROVIDENCERHODE ISLAND

Landis School of Engraving

SPRING COURSE NOW OPEN
Summer Course will Open July 1st

If you wish to take a Course this Spring or
Summer please write us at once, and we will
assign and hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirety new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

1.4. Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only
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Cause and Effect of a Watch Not

Taking the Correct Motion

(Continued from page 767)

clean or pivots rough ; or not enough end

or side shake ; possibly a bur may be flung

into the pivot holes, provided it be a cheap

watch ; or the pivots bent.
Pallet stone loose, chipped, not per-

fectly set ; shellac on the locking or impulse

faces.

The lock strong, lock light ; poor draft;

drop unequal enough to strike, known as

close in or close out. Banking not open the

right distance to accommodate the escape

wheel ; banking screws cause trouble by

working loose at times ; then again in some

models, if screwed in too far, they strike

the escape wheel; possibly they are not the

right length; the fork may go over the end

instead of striking as they should. Then

again they may fling up a bur, striking the

fork.

The train not free in different positions

with the top plate or bridge screwed firmly

down ; barrel out of upright ; cap loose,

high or low, free on the arbor ; main wheel

teeth not bent or substances between the

teeth ; possibly there may be excessive side

shakes to pivot, thereby flinging the depth-

ing out ; possibly there may be no freedom

on one side; then there may be excessive

end shake, permitting some part to strike ;

the pinions and wheels may be out of up-

right with the side and end shake right,

which would cause bad depthing; pivots

bent, broken or rough ; sawdust, dirt or rust

in the leaves of pinions ; wheels true in

diameter and flat ; loose on the pinion ; teeth

bent or broken or substances between the

teeth ; height from one to the other right;

high or low, striking the burs on the teeth;

burs, hair or lint striking or between any

moving part; safety pinion cracked or loose.

The parts should be clean and pivot

boles pegged out and the pallet and pivot

stones oiled with the best watch oil obtain-
able. The dial, motion wheels and hands
cause trouble at times ; the dials may be off
center, permitting the hour wheel pipe or
fourth pivot to come against the dial;

possibly the bit may be loose or the dial
not firmly screwed down ; hour and minute

wheels not free, possibly out of diameter
or tooth bent or depthing bad. Then again
the hands may not be free in all positions;

possibly the center staff or fourth pivot

may be bent, thereby permitting the hands

to kitch or strike the dial when on the side ;

then the setting mechanism may not work

or has not been flung out, which would

cause the watch to carry the setting wheels.
At times the wrong screw is used which is

KEYSTONE 769

long, which will pass into the watch and

strike some moving part.
Last, but not least, is the mainspring;

the right width and strength for the watch;
free in the barrel, not upset, distorted, soft

or gummy. Any old thing will not go for

a mainspring in a watch.

Do Technical Schools Fit Men for
Business?

By JOHN HAYS HAMMOND, 10 Systent

To the extent that they furnish a

technical training that has a marketable
value.

A business house must necessarily

observe the laws of supply and demand. It

must produce only what it can sell. The

firms which keep in the most intimate touch

with their markets, dispose of their
products most profitably. The same law
applies to the technical schools. Like
business firms, the schools vary in effi-
ciency proportionate to the marketableness
of the training they produce.

The world of industry has a
Demand for steadily increasing demand
Specialists for specialists — for men

who are educated in special
technical lines. The schools are meeting
this growing demand by correspondingly
growing supply. But the stimulus for this
growth comes from without, from the man
who is doing work in the field rather than
from the theorist in the laboratory. The
closer these two elements keep in touch

with each other, the better the quality of
technical training fills practical require-
ments.

A business man who has an excellent
grade of goods, but because of lack of
selling ability cannot dispose of them to
advantage, is in the same position as the
technical school graduate who has the train-
ing but does not know how to put it to
practical use. The deficiency lies largely
with the technical schools, which offer no
instruction whatever in even the rudi-
mentary forms of business practice and
economics.

Training

Imperfect

the office men

In business terms, the pro-
duction departments of the
technical schools are ahead
of their selling forces, and
are not sufficiently in touch

with the nien in the field to know the con-
ditions of the market. The result is that
the training furnished by the technical
schools, excellent as it is theoretically, does
not always meet the practical requirements
of the employer in the outside world who is
working "on the job."

To increase the efficiency of the
technical schools, I believe that instruction

should be offered that would help the
graduate not only in finding his market, but
in selling his education most profitably to
himself and others. This may be done by
means of:

Increasing

Efficiency

Alumni committees, such as
a few schools have already
appointed, consisting of
successful graduates who

are familiar with the needs of industry and
through whose influence the courses of in-
struction may be modified to meet the con-
stantly changing requirements. Such com-
mittees could be, and in some few cases are,
factors not alone in directing the curricu-
lums to conform to the conditions to be met
in actual practice, but as a medium for
placing graduates in right positions.

Courses of instruction in the ordinary
practice of business, such as the average
man is called upon to meet. Such instruc-
tion should not be confined simply to forms
of bookkeeping and finance, but should
include the elements of industrial organiza-
tion and economics in sufficient 'detail to
give the student a "working diagram" for
the conditions which he will find outside—
a knowledge that usually comes through
costly personal experience. This waste
could be obviated by having the subjects
properly taught in the undergraduate
course.

Value of

Experience

Unquestionably technical
schools do fit men for busi-
ness, not only because they
give an education that has

in itself a marketable value, but because it
fits men to meet in a logical way the
problems that arise in real business, and
the best study of logic is the study of the
sciences based upon mathematics. But
practical experience is after all of primary
value, especially in technical work, and the
graduate without it must expect to "cash
in" on his training at a very considerable
discount at first.

It is the man who is doing the real
work who leads in the development of an
industry, not the theorist. In my opinion
the educators are behind the alumni ten
years in experience in the field and far be-
hind the alumni who have attained emi-
nence in their specialties.

But success in technical lines does not
depend merely upon technical knowledge.
It depends largely upon knowledge or
organization of economics and finance.
Education is not per se a guarantee of a
man's success in his specialty. It must be
combined with a broader knowledge of
business.
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These illustrations
show a few of the
many styles we
make. All Solid
Gold Front Goods
and backed by our
guarantee.

"S & C" SOLID GOLD FRONT GOODS
ALL HAND ENGRAVED

i,401,111P111111111111apb
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Ask your jobber to show you
the new 1910 "S & C" line
now being shown

1910

Every article is
stamped with the
letters "S & C "7
which assures the
buyer this guaran-
tee will be lived up
to by us.

SMITH & CROSBY MASSACHUSETTSFactory, ATTLEBORO
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Wheeling Metal Ceilings

The fact that the Baltimore Fire Department uses
Wheeling Metal Ceilings is sufficient endorsement.

FIRE-PROOF—DUST-PROOF—VERMIN-PROOF

SANITARY—ARTISTIC

EASILY ERECTED—PERFECT FITTING—PERMANENT

Can be fitted to any Room or Building. Let us figure upon your requirements.

Address Dept. "K" at nearest office for Personal attention.

Large Stocks at all Stores.

Wheeling Corrugating Company
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS

BOSTON CHATTANOOGA DETROIT

The great success of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School
is due to the finishing touch
it gives its students

Most any school can teach Watchmaking fairly well.
A few can teach it superbly well.
But the school that not only does teach superbly well

but adds to it a last touch of personality through great zeal,
patience and persistence, making it peculiar, unique, indi-
vidual, distinct and unforgettable, is the school that makes
artists of their students. It is that last undefinable touch that
counts—the last three seconds he knocks off the record—that
proves the man a genius.

This is what the St. Louis Watchmaking School does, and
it is therefore no wonder that any young man wishing to
become an artist selects the St. Louis Watchmaking School
for his studies.

Fathers, that were attending the St. Louis Watchmaking
School more than twenty-five years ago, are now sending
their sons to this school, which certainly is the best recom-
mendation a school can have.

If interested, send for our new catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Transferring Engraver's Designs

A subscriber requests in formation as to "the

best and most satisfactory method of transferring

engraver's designs." As we have frequent similar

requests we reprint the following from the trea-

tise, "Art of Engraving," the recognized standard

treatise on this branch:

The student should provide
Transfer Wax himself with a box of transfer

wax, for the making of which
there are different formulas, the following being
the best in practice: Three parts beeswax, 3 parts
tallow, I part Canada balsam, i part olive oil. As
to the art of transferring, the engraver is advised
in the first place to keep the wax clean. Many
engravers have the careless habit of leaving their
transfer wax uncovered and the dust makes it
gritty. When such wax is used on a highly pol-
ished gold or silver article the grit does a great
deal of harm.

Let us assume that we have a dozen tea-
spoons of one pattern to engrave. Having de-
signed the letters, using the transfer wax to
deaden the surface to design through, the letters
are then engraved on one spoon, but no deeper
than if the transfer were not to be made from
them. It is sometimes said that the design from
which a transfer is to be taken should be cut
deeper than any of the others; the student is
cautioned against this; they should all be cut
the same depth. The usual depth is sufficient to
hold wax to transfer from one to two dozen.

After the design is engraved
Mode of the surface is wiped off; then
Procedure with the point of a knife or

the point of the graver a small
quantity of wax is taken from the box and put
onto the spoon over the letters; then with the
finger the wax is rubbed into the incision, the
engraver exercising great care to fill the lines
of all the letters with the wax and wipe off as
much from the surface as is possible. The final
wiping of the surface can best be accomplished
by using the palm of the hand. The student
should be cautious to rub delicately, otherwise
the wax will be rubbed out of the incisions; the
theory, therefore, it will be observed, is to fill the
incisions with the wax even with the surface of
the metal and at the same time remove all the
wax from the surface. This is very easily ac-
complished if the precautions mentioned above
are exercised.

Next take a piece of substan-
Finding tial writing paper, dampened by
the Guide wetting it between the lips or

in a dish containing water;
the piece of paper should be larger than the spoon
handle. One corner of the wet piece of paper
should be placed over the spoon handle at some
selected point for a guide; if the spoon is a fancy
pattern, one of the ornamental edges of the
handle should be used as a guide, and then from
that point for an inch or two toward the end
of the handle another guide likewise selected
should be used so as to keep a perfect alignment,
while if the design was. a perfectly plain one,
after the paper is thoroughly pressed down it
should be trimmed off at the edges all the way
around with a pair of scissors, which would
answer as a guide for correspondingly placing
it on the other spoons; having thus found the
guide, the wet paper is properly placed and a
piece of dry paper is held down over the wet;
then, holding both papers firmly between the
thumb and index finger, burnish thoroughly.

Wherever students, in my ex-
A Common perience, have failed to obtain
Oversight good results in transferring,

investigation has proved that
the fault was entirely due to the fact that they
did not burnish the paper down sufficiently;
delicately rubbing a burnish over the paper is
not sufficient to press the paper down into the
engraved incisions. The burnishing should be
thorough. It will be necessary to bear on very
hard; in fact, so hard that frequently the paper
will, from the severe burnishing, crinkle up and,
in some cases, it is necessary to change the dry
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paper and use a second strip, of course, retaining
the original wet paper without removing it. This
is due to the fact that the paper is stretched by
the severe burnishing. When the engraver ex-
periences this difficulty lie can safely come to the
conclusion that he is burnishing the paper down
as it should be. Inferior paper will also cause
trouble, but good stiff writing paper and only
one strip of the dry paper over it, properly
burnished, will bring perfect results.

After having burnished the paper down se-
curely, as above mentioned, the dry paper is
removed and with the point of a knife the wet
paper is peeled off and it will remove the wax
from the engraved incisions and the letters will
be perfectly embossed in the reverse on the under-
side of the dampened paper.

Now we arrive at the point
Where Skill where a great many experience
is Needed difficulty. It is no more than

reasonable for a thoughtful
man to concede the fact that if one should place
the embossed impression in the reverse down
onto the first spoon and burnish it or press it
very hard with the index finger that it would
crowd out or squeeze out the wax forming the
letters, making each bar double its regular size.

If the writer were to state to a beginner or
a non-technical man that each of the twelve im-
pressions should be treated with a different
pressure in placing the paper onto the spoon
handle he would possibly doubt the ability of an
operator to exercise such perfect control of his
muscles as to make twelve different degrees of
pressure, but that is substantially what it amounts
to, therefore the reader will observe the necessity
of the operator placing the paper on the first
spoon to which the transfer is to be made by
pressing down or rubbing his finger over it very
delicately, a slight touch sufficing to obtain a good
impression. The next spoon should receive prac-
tically the same pressure, possibly a little more,
and so on through the entire dozen. It may be
in the eleventh or twelfth that it would be neces-
sary to rub the finger over the impression paper
very firmly. It is very easy to transfer from one to
two dozen spoons of a polished surface in this
manner. If the spoons are a satin or deadened
finish that number cannot be satisfactorily trans-
ferred; frequently a dozen can he, but more fre-
quently on a half dozen, but the process is so
quickly accomplished that even though a half
dozen could be transferred at one time the
process would be very rapid, but the student
should not think that it is possible to obtain only
a half dozen impressions on anything except a
very dull finish.

One of the most difficult ar-
Oval Surfaces ticks in jewelry to transfer is

oval surfaces, such as oval-
shaped plain cuff buttons. Experience leads the
writer to believe that the best process to ac-
complish this is to use a piece of pure rubber—
a block two inches square and one-half inch thick
will answer very well. This piece of rubber should
be thoroughly cleaned with alcohol or benzine;
then the first button to be engraved should be
filled with whiting and pressed firmly down onto
the rubber ; the rubber being soft and "sticky" it
will remove the whiting from the incisions, the
whiting adhering to the rubber; and by virtue
of the soft condition of the rubber the indentation
is made into it so that by putting a little of the
regular transfer wax over the surface of the
other button and pressing it down in the same
indentation made by the original, the whiting ad-
hering to the rubber will transfer to the wax on
the other button, thereby rnaking a perfect im-
pression.

We use both this and the paper
Both Methods method, but we believe the
Good latter to be preferable for

small articles where only one
or two impressions are desired; if the button is
flat on the surface the paper method would be
preferred, but if it is oval the reader will plainly
see that it is difficult to hold the paper onto the
surface without crinkling and it is difficult to
secure a proper guide. If the paper process is
to be preferred, we have found that the best
method is to trim the paper up close to the
transfer; this, of course, is to be done after the

transfer is made, then the proper position for the
monogram or initial can be seen easily. The
transfer paper, being small, should be handled
with a pair of tweezers and it can then be placed
directly in the center of the button. This process
is very satisfactory, but not as quick as the
former. The reader should use both this and
the rubber method and then exercise his own
judgment as to which is the better. As stated
before, the writer uses both and finds that either
is satisfactory. The rubber pads above men-
tioned, with a box of whiting, can be obtained
from any jobber for a small sum.

Tests for Platinum Imitations
The platinum of the present day is not the

same color as it was forty years ago, says The
Jeweler and Metalworker. At that time its color
was silver-whitish or grey, not fusible by or-
dinary means, or acted on by any fluxes. The
present-day platinum has a bluish shade of color
and cannot be soldered with fine silver—if it has
to support any strain after soldering—like the old
platinum could without breaking asunder at the
soldering place.

Pure platinum is very easy to recognize by
its weight being heavier than pure gold, bulk for
bulk. The only similar metals in color, none
being like it, are nickel, aluminum, worn silver,
zinc and cadmium; and a spot of dilute nitric
acid applied to the cleaned surface will decide
the matter at once. If the metal is real platinum
the acid will stand on it like water and have no
more effect, no discoloration or boiling up will
take place; but with nickel, zinc and cadmium an
immediate boiling up with fumes of nitrous gas
evolving will be at once perceived. With silver
a dark spot will be left by the acid, with more or
less green in it, according to the degree of stand-
ard. With aluminum or its alloys a little action
only is visible, yet sufficiently distinguishing to
avoid a mistake being made. The last, again, is
exceedingly light compared with platinum, the
former being the lightest commercial metal, whilst
the latter is the heaviest commercial metal, the
difference between the two being so great that
nobody accustomed to handling metals can be
mistaken in their identification.

A fragment of each metal may be subjected
to a blowpipe test on a piece of charcoal, when,
if zinc, cadmium or silver they become melted
quite easily, whereas platinum is quite tmmeltable;
and nickel, although much more difficult to melt,
can be distinguished by the color after melting,
which assumes a dark, dirty looking color, while
platinum does not change its appearance. Nickel,
however, is easily determined by the nitric acid
test.

Platinum and silver alloys are more difficult
to distinguish from real platinum than any of
the other metals, and while the nitric acid does
not act on most of these alloys the color of the
real platinum will be found to stiffer a little in
that all such alloys partake of a lighter shade of
blue down to a grey. A silver-platinum alloy
containing a large percentage of the former metal
can be detected by the blowpipe test by cutting
off a small portion, coating it well with borax,
placing it on a piece of wood charcoal and blow-
ing a fierce flame of gas with the mouth blow-
pipe, when it will melt into a bead, but real
platinum will not.
• These methods are perfectly reliable for test-

ing platinum and its alloys from those of other
metals without having to resort to a chemical
analysis. Platinum alloys with silver ill all pro-
portions, but silver loses some of its whiteness by
the association and becomes harder. Excess of
platinum renders such alloys infusible in a wind
furnace, such, for instance, as two parts platinum
to one part silver. I have, however, melted equal
parts of the two metals together in a wind fur-
nace so as to make a perfect alloy tinder con-
ditions which I designed for the purpose of ac-
complishing the object in view. Hot concentrated
oil of vitriol will dissolve the sillier from most
of these alloys and leave the platinum undis-
solved in the form of metallic grains.

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe, and you will
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—Adv.

f
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ZENITH
A WONDERFUL WATCH

. • ,,
MOVEMENTS . t ■ THERE ARE

,
FIT ALL SIZES OF ' SIX GRADES
AMERICAN CASES, , , o: ,, FROM 7 TO 21 JEWELS,
BESIDES A NUMBER '  . -.., ADJUSTED TO HEAT,
OF SWISS SIZES 

\ _ ' 
i., COLD AND POSITIONS

.

The ZENITH watch has taken prizes at Expositions and Observatory Contests,
and occupies a prominent position in the horological world. At the last Observatory
Contest, held at the Observatory at Neuchatel (Switzerland), the ZENITH watch
excelled all records made at that Observatory prior to January 1, 1909.

l'

.

3 MAIDEN LANESOLE 
NIUDNJIT9E11 EDMOND E. ROBERT NEW YORK

T[1[ ONLY PALLET JEWEL SETTER

elP
Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price, $2.00

MR.C.CULMAN,

Maplewood, Mo.
Dear Sir:— Jewel
setter to hand
"O.K." Have tried
and tested same
thoroughly to toy
satisfaction. Can
positively do
twice the amount
of work, in less
time, than with
any other make
which l have tried.
It does all you
claim and is sim-
ply a PIECE of
PER
Ain truly de-.4 lighted at finding

same, through your generous offer, etc. Will
always speak a good word for the Culman.
Thanking you very much, I our, Yours truly,

W. 13. WOODWARD,
1708 Pearl St., Nashville, Tenn.

OVER 1000 SOLD THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS

The ONLY SETTER separates the two jewels so that one can be
adjusted without danger of the other shifting. The ONLY SETTER is
fitted with practical gauges to determine the amount jewel is to be shifted,
eliminating guess work.

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance

Pivots without removing
the Hairspring or Roller
and protecting them while
the pivots are being pol-
ished.

C. CULM N
Pat. May 17, '04
Look for stamp

Price, $3.50
The chuck with over 5000 friends amongst practical watchmakers.
THANKS to their boosting, sales are ever increasing.
Made so that perfect pivot work can be done in 1-10th the former time.
For sale by all Jobbers In the U.S. and Canada

MONEY INVESTED IN CULMAN TIME-SAVERS A QUICK DIVIDEND PAYER.

1(ir Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair of Ears

C • CU LMAN Maple and Hazel Avenues
MAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

A GOOD SUBSTITUTE FOR GAS

• :1' ;1111111111111111111111111111(11M11111111111110111lill11111111111111riliiIIIIIIL, 

Attach our No. 9 FOOT BLOWER to the outfit illustrated • touch a match ti
blowpipe and a stroke of the bellows puts you above all gas troubles. t will generat(
sufficient gas to operate a small melting furnace also. Stop operating the bellows and
the expense stops. Price, complete with foot blower. $16.50. Write for catalog " 13. k '
describing it fully, also many other implements of interest to the Jeweler.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Bran
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 
SILVER POLISH in CREAM

Highest Quality and Efficiency
Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and 13ril-
Haut Lustre—Lasting Finish.

Also invaluable forCleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquire of your Jobber or write us direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything in the
Silver end Metal

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Lino
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
sent must send name and address—not for publication,
alt as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
aid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
■nswered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
":otes department for each year accompanies each Decent-
er number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
ndexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
,q similar questions may have been answered in previous

These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
lig to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
rid page on which the information may be found.

"Recoloring."—Will you please answer in
your "Workshop Notes" the best method of pro-
lucing brass solution liquid for recoloring old
watch wheels with good results and how to do it
;oithout battery or heat. Same for old watch plates,
come of different colorf—Make a solution by
boiling together four parts sugar of milk, four
parts caustic soda and ioo parts water; boil this
For fifteen minutes, then add four parts concen-
rated solution of sulphate of copper, stirring the
mixture constantly. Now let it cool to 79° C.
and lay the watch wheels in it for a short time,
when they will have imparted to them the ap-
pearance of yellow gold. It is hardly necessary
to add that the brass must be thoroughly cleaned
before immersing it in the solution. After im-
mersion rinse the pieces in clean cold water.

"Watch Tick."—Will you kindly tell me what
is the cause of a watch sometimes having a rough
and poor tick after removing and cleaning balance
cap. and hole jewels. I also have a great deal of
trouble in fitting new balance hole jewels to get
the watch to tick right, even after having balance
Pivots apparently well fitted.—One of two things
is certain; either the fault you mention, or its
cause, existed before you cleaned the jewels, or
else some incorrect way of doing your work
causes the trouble. It is not possible that cleaning
I he jewels could cause it. Maybe you do not
push the jewels down as far as they will go to
rest properly on their seats; this could result in
the pivot holes being left out of upright and the
pivots would consequently bind and run hard. If
the watch is all right mechanically before you
clean it and your work is done right, the motion
should be better than before it was cleaned. On
the other hand, certain defects, such as poorly
polished pivots, imperfect jewels, badly fitted
pivots, etc., will not be remedied by cleaning the
watch, but may be, if anything, more noticeable
after cleaning than before.

"Winding Wheel."—Why will the screw in
the crown winding wheel of the 16 size Elgin
run up tight after taking out the crown winding
wheel to clean? Give me some remedy for sante.—
Your question is stated quite vaguely, but from
one way we could understand it we believe that
you are in the habit of "overturning" the screw
thread—not entering the screw squarely in the
tapped bole. The only way to avoid this is to
use a very delicate and light touch at first, until
the screw is surely entered into the proper
threads in the hole. Another possibility is that
you mean that the winding work binds after
cleaning. This can be overcome by oiling every
working part in the winding mechanism. Some-
times workmen neglect some part of this; trouble
is sure to follow.

"Escapentent."—What is the advantage, if
any, in the straight line escapement? In railroad
watches what is the limit of variation in time-
keeping f—Looking at this matter purely from the
standpoint of advantage in the action of the
escapement, we will say that it makes no differ-
ence whether the escapement is straight line,
right-angled, or any angle between. But there

may be advantages in either one or the other of
these types in a particular movement, on account
of the general design of the movement, because
in some cases a right-angled escapement is neces-
sary in order to get the balance into the desired
location, while in other instances the straight
line type is needed for the same reason. Then,
too, some manufacturers may prefer one type
because it requires less work to produce it and
some use one style simply through "habit," we
might say. The closest timekeeping we know of
as required by any railroad system of watch
inspection is not over fifteen seconds per week;
some railroads make thirty seconds a week their
outside limit of error.

"Old Verge."—I have an old verge watch
with the lower dial wheel lost and wish to make
a wheel for this watch. Will you kindly tell
me how many teeth are required in its largest
diameter and also its center pinion?' The cannon
pillion contains twelve teeth and the upper dial
wheel that carries the hour hand contains forty
teeth. It is the lower dial wheel that is missing
and I should like to know how many teeth to
put in its largest diameter; also its center pinion.
—The first thing to observe in finding the tooth
numbers for the dial train is that the hour wheel
must make one turn while the cannon pinion
makes twelve turns. To accomplish this the teeth
in the two wheels multiplied together must give a
number twelve times the number given by the
leaves in the two pinions multiplied together.
The most convenient way of setting this down
is to set the wheel numbers and pinion numbers
respectively above and below a line which indi-
cates that the upper term is to be divided by the
lower. For instance :

30 X 40 1200 12
, Or -

10 X TO 100

which shows that the minute hand will make
twelve revolutions to every one revolution of the
hour hand. When one of the members of the
dial train is missing set down the remaining ones
and supply such numbers in the vacant spaces
until the proportion 12/I is secured, as in the
foregoing example. In the case you mention
we will have

40 X (?)

(?) X 12

12
must =--

Instead of carrying out the multiplication it is
easy to get the right numbers by simply bearing
in mind that one of the pinions divided into one
of the wheels must yield 3, and the other one 4,
because it takes 3 x 4 to make 12. In this case,
putting to in place of (?) below the line, will
give you a quotient of 4, and to put 36 in place
of (?) above the line will give you a quotient
of 3. Hence,

4 3
40 X36_ 12

IO X 12 —

The numbers for the missing minute wheel are
thus found to be 36 teeth and its pinion to leaves.

"Regulator."—I have a very large regulator.
I think the moventent is Swiss; case is a very
fine one of solid walnut, 8 feet in height and
hangs on the wall. I have taken the big brass
pendulum out and have put in a mercury pendu-
lum and have made a Graham escapement for
the movement instead of a pin escapement. I
made the pendulum myself. The rod and frame
for the jars are made of soft steel front a black-
smith shop. It has three jars made out of pieces
cut front an old bicycle frame, 13/16 inches in
diameter and 8Y8 inches in height, with steel
heads fitted in the ends. Should these jars be
airtight or not!' The columns of mercury are
about 8 inches high. There are thirteen pounds
of mercury in the jars and all the steel parts
together weigh three pounds. The clock gains from
one to three seconds per month. Do you consider
these proportions about right? And do you con-
sider this a good rater Clock hangs on wood wall
and stands the jar of a door within two feet of

the case. Pendulum swings three inches at bot-
tom. This rate is between cold and heat 200 to
W.—The pendulum and escapement you made
for your clock must be very well proportioned
and executed, because the rate you mention is
excellent and we congratulate you on your suc-
cess. The covers on the mercury jars need not
be truly air-tight, but should fit closely so as
to exclude dust from the mercury. They are
often made to rest by their own weight against
the top edges of the jars, but of course the bot-
toms of the covers and the tops of the jars should
be ground perfectly flat so their surfaces form
a continuous contact.

"Transformer."—Can I make a twenty-four
hour clock from an ordinary one-day clock that
beats half seconds by putting on a pendulum
that will beat seconds. Ant thinking of taking
out the springs and putting on a chain and weight
attachment that will run eight days. Will it work?
—You cannot change the clock as you sugges;:.
It would be necessary to put in a different train
to make use of a seconds pendulum, because the
pendulum and the train must be adapted to each
other to make the clock's dial and hands show
correct time. With the same pendulum different
trains would each show different time; with the
same train different pendulums would each cause
the train to show different time.

"Rubbing."—What is the cause and remedy
of the safety pin rubbing the roller table when
the safety pin is vertical and the watch is in beat
when the spring is entirely unwound? I have two
movements in that condition—a 16 size Elgin and
16 size Waltham. The ruby pin seems to strike
safely in the notch. The lever goes to the bank-
ings and the safety pin easily when the move-
ment is wound up, but the safety pin rubs hard
enough to stop the balance front vibrating and
the escape wheel moves back when the balance
is vibrated, with the spring let down.—The
trouble you describe is evidently the result of
defective "draw" in the escapement. For a full
discussion of this fault and instructions how to
remedy it see answers to "Remedy" in Workshop
Notes, January, 1910, KEYSTONE; "Motion," Sep-
tember, 1909; "Guard," April, 1909.

"Truing."—What is the best method of truing
in the round a one-piece or solid balance, say a
"New Era"? I realize that this is a case where
the work is worth almost as much, as the move-
ment, but, nevertheless, we have it to do or
lose a job and very often a customer, for I have
offered the customer a new movement for what
it would cost to repair the old one, but Ile wants
the old one repaired. I find that very often the
balance is out of true in the round and I like
to turn out a true balance even though it is a
cheap watch.—There are two ways in which you
can true a balance of the "New Era" type, which,
we will explain (for the benefit of those who may
never have seen one), is an imitation expansion
balance of the same shape as the true corn-
pensated balance, with screws in the rim, but the
rim is made only of one metal and is not cut
through at the ends of the segments. The
quickest way to true such a balance is to saw
the rim through at one end of each segment, then
proceed as in truing a real compensated balance,
which operation you doubtless understand, so we
will not occupy space in explaining it here. The
second method is to remove all the screws,
separate the balance from the staff and put the
balance up in your lathe in a wheel chuck. It
will be noticed that the hole in the center of the
balance runs out of true. Turn this out true and
fit a brass bushing; into this bushing fit the staff.
Of course, the untruth of the balance may be
caused merely by the rim being squeezed out of
shape, in which case it can be trued without
necessity for the work involved in either of the
two methods just described, by simply using the
calipers and bending bar. The more laborious
methods are necessary when the balance is out
of true from its center.
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
• MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE.MARK Reel

II Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

Sterling Silver Hat Pins Can also be used without seal, and if desired monograms can be engraved
ALL NEW DESIGNS for COLLEGE and HIGH SCHOOL TRADE.

in place of seal. SAMPLE AND PRICES ON APPLICATION

THE KINNEY CO 14 Blount Street, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
Manufacturers of College Jewelry, Class Pins and All Classes of Special Work. Qualities : Sterling, 10 and 14 Karat

MONOGRAMS Made to Order for
Belt Pins, Belt Buckles, Watch Fobs, Automobiles, Toilet
Articles, Leather Goods and all other purposes.

Made in 14 K. Gold, Sterling Silver, Gold Plate and Brass
STOCK INITIALS in all Sizes and styles

NOW is the time to order your stock of Letters for the Holidays
Send for Catalog THE J. W. COLGAN CO., Sudbury Bldg., Boston, Mass.
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;de-makers and Safe-breakers

,.n Interesting Battle Between Genius and
Perverted Skill

Without doubt one of the most fascinating
attles that is being waged—and one of which the
eneral public sees nothing—between the de-
enders and the enemies of society is the con-
inuous fight that has been going on for over
hundred years between the makers of safes and
aults in which are stored the wealth of the
ivilized world, and the burglar who is deter-
mined to force them open. it is a battle of wits
hat will continue until the end of time. No
matter how impregnable and apparently impene-
irable the manufacturer of safes may make his
products, it is only a question of months before
the burglar, armed with all the forces that science
and chemistry have placed within his reach, de-
molishes the formidable-looking mass of metal
and bolts and time-locks with some powerful
explosive, and goes calmly away in the dead of
night with his plunder.

if you doubt the truth of these
Bank Robberies remarks, just ponder for

awhile over the following cold
facts. Between September 22, 1908, and August
19, 1909, sixty-five banks in the United States
were successfully burgled, the total amount
stolen being $159,309.28. There were also un-
successful attempts on forty-two banks. In ad-
dition to this, the officials of fifteen banks were
held up by robbers at the point of the pistol and
relieved of $17,667.13.

When divided among the 122 banks men-
tioned above, the average loss is not great—
but when one considers the apparent ease with
which the money was secured, the matter be-
comes exceedingly grave. And the bare money
loss does not constitute the whole debit account,
since, as is obvious, considerable property is
destroyed in such raids. Costly vaults are fre-
quently damaged beyond repair, massive safes are
reduced to pitiful scrap iron and expensive office
furniture and fixtures totally wrecked.

The Original 
To start at the beginning, the

Strong Box 
first round in this war between
the criminal element and the
custodians of our treasure was

fought a hundred years ago, when oak boxes,
clamped with iron and furnished with formidable
clasps and locks, first aroused the cupidity and
taxed the ingenuity of the thief. The criminal
easily won in that first fight, by using as weapons
a fine saw and chisel—and he has won in prac-
tically every tight since. For the burglar to-day
will open a safe costing upwards of $3000 and
guaranteed dynamite- and burglar-proof with far
greater ease than his predecessor did the strong
boxes of a century ago.

His faith in oak chests thus rudely shattered,
the banker and merchant built great strong rooms
of bricks laid in cement, to which entrance was
gained by strong iron doors possessing ponderous
bolts and locks. To meet this new obstacle in his
path, the burglar studied the locksmith's art and
soon became so expert in picking his way into the
interior of these vaults that a new method was
necessary to frustrate him. The safe men now
built a vault entirely of steel, access to it being
obtained through a double door having two
locks, double hinges and many other interesting
contrivances calculated to cause perspiration and
profanity in the most persistent and expert
of cracksmen, and force him to admit that at
last he was beaten. Special steel plates were
made possessing great hardness and toughness
in order to resist the vastly improved tools of
the modern burglar. The metal used was of a
kind that could not be drilled through. So the
burglar dropped the use of the drill and resorted
to the jimmy. He would drive his wedge through
the crack between the door and the top of the
safe and so pry the door off.

Use of 
Then the safe makers invented

Explosives 
a system of overlapping flanges
and interlocking iambs. This
was a tough nut to crack, but

the criminal showed that he was fully equal to
the situation. He sat down and thought for a
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little while and then a brilliant idea came to him.
Nitroglycerine! There was the stuff that would
do the trick. Armed with a small vial of this
powerful explosive, which he could easily manu-
facture himself, the cracksman could force his
way into the strongest safe. He would scrape
off some of the paint or plaster that covered the
jamb and then pour his nitroglycerine or "soup"
drop by drop into the crevice of the door. A
hammer and percussion cap did the rest.

It was again the move of the safe-maker,
this time to invent doors that were liquid proof,
and on this occasion the manufacturer turned
his attention to armorplate, erecting his strong
rooms of this material. In some cases the rooms
were built of five layers of steel welded together.
But it wasn't a bit of use, for the scientific
burglar instantly invented a tool which cut
through them as easily as if they were so much
cardboard.

It began to look as though the
Modern Vault search for a safe which burg-
Construction lars could not open was like

the quest for the philosopher's
stone. For the burglar had demonstrated his re-
markable skill in exploding or cutting his way
through the hardest of steel plates. It was then
that the round door vault was adopted by the
leading national banks and trust companies. This
is a contrivance which has so far resisted all
attacks which have been made upon it. It would
be a difficult proposition for even an armed mob.

One of the best specimens of this type of
vault construction is that of the Chemical
National Bank in New York. This vault is
forty feet below the level of the street, the
foundation walls being of masonry and concrete.
In the vault itself the strong room rests on a
number of concrete piers. A narrow passage
runs right through the sides, and by an ingenious
arrangement of mirrors the watchman passing
along the gangway in front can see every part
of the back and sides, as well as the open niches
under the safe. The strong room itself weighs
300 tons, the walls being composed of five layers
of steel. The outer door—for there are two—
has a weight of six tons, is 16 feet high and 20
feet wide, the inner door being of proportionate
dimensions. A novel feature in connection with
this vault is that steam pipes run along the pas-
sages, and then in case of an attack upon the
bank, jets of steam can be made to play upon
the strong room, terribly scalding the burglars.
The cost of this vault was $15o,000, the doors
alone running into many thousands.

Another remarkable device
Tell-tale Wires used in the same vault for

contributing to the discomfort
of a criminal is the tell-tale, disguised tinfoil
curtain with which electrical wires are connected
from the janitor's room in the upper part of
the building. The mere pressure of a man's body
upon the wall of the strong room during unusual
hours will set bells of alarming loudness ringing.

These modern round-door safes and vaults
have forced the professional burglar to confine
his operations to the country banks—institutions
which cannot afford such costly protection. There
are in different parts of the United States still
about twenty thousand old safes in rural banks—
eggs full of rich meat on which the yeggman can
practice his art until they disappear.

It is, by the way, the "yegg"
The Dreaded who is to-day the most
Yeggman dangerous of all criminals.

Small communities with little
or no police protection are his legitimate prey,
and his success and escape come from his reach-
ing and leaving the scene of his crime by keeping
concealed in the daytime and traveling on foot
or on freight trains by night. He is utterly re-
gardless of human life, and when threatened
with arrest or detection will not have the slight-
est hesitation in shooting to kill.

It is only within recent years that burglars
have employed nitroglycerine, which they now
find such an irresistible persuader in opening
safes which are slow to respond to other means,
consequently it is only within the last few years
that safe-makers have guarded against this ex-
plosive in the construction of their safes. So
easy has nitroglycerine made the work of the
safe-breaker on all the old pattern safes that

it has beeii observed by the criminal authorities
that even common tramps have turned from mis-
demeanor to bank burglary. They have dis-
covered the significant fact that a vial of this
liquid key to wealth may be carried in their
vest pocket. Their eyes have thus been opened
to visions of sudden riches to be secured with
very little effort—and these visions have been
costly to the rural population.

Very unusual precautions are
Precautions taken to protect the treasure
in Banks of the great national banks of

the world. The most famous
of these is probably the Bank of England. In
the event of a mob overcoming the guards at
this historic institution, entrance into the vaults
would be blocked by large reservoirs of water.
Here is the largest strong room in the world.
The foundation, sixty-six feet below the level of
the street, is a bed of concrete twenty feet thick.
Above this concrete is a lake seven feet deep and
above that thick plates of iron, specially manu-
factured to resist both skill and force. Should
an attempt be made to force an entrance from
above, a similar bed of concrete would be met,
a similar lake, and similar plates of iron. The
doors are a foot thick, weigh four tons each
and are made absolutely undrillable.

These precautions are in striking contrast to
the security afforded by this institution in years
gone by. Imagine the feelings of the aristocrafic
directors of the Bank of England when, a number
of years ago, they received the following illiterate
scrawl:

"To Gentlemen off Bank England—You
think you is all safe and your bank is safe, but
I knows bettur. i bin hinside the Bank these last
2 nites and you nose nuffin about it. But I am
nott a theaf, so if yer will meet mee -in the
great squar room with all the moneys at twelf
2 nite Ile explain orl to yer. Let only 2 cum
alown, and say nuffin to nobody."

At first this letter was looked upon as a
joke, but the bank detectives stationed themselves
at night in the large room beneath the bank
called the Treasury where the bullion was kept,
for this was evidently the room referred to in
the letter. Nothing happened. A few days later
the directors received a heavy chest, and on open-
ing it they were thunderstruck to find it con-
tained a number of valuable documents which
had been deposited in the very room guarded
by the detectives. In the chest was a letter from
the wife of the previous writer stating briefly
that her husband had discovered a secret way to
get into the strong room. He was an honest
man but he would not disclose his secret while
detectives were there. He offered the directors
one more chance to meet him at midnight in the
room alone.

Feeling mightily uneasy in
The Mystery their minds, some of the
Explained directors kept the appointment.

Shortly after they got into the
vault a mysterious voice was heard which they
could not locate. It asked them to put out the
lights. They did so and a man appeared in the
room with a dark lantern in his hand. He
explained that he had been in the habit of enter-
ing the sewers when the tide was low to see if
any articles of value had been washed into them
and one night he found a strange opening leading
to a large square stone. He removed this and
discovered himself in the bank's treasury. It is
needless to say that he was well rewarded for
his honesty.

Until comparatively recent years the Bank
of France resorted to a very novel method of
protecting its bullion. This was nothing more
nor less than the employment of a force of
masons who walled up the doors of the vaults
in the cellar with hydraulic mortar as soon as
the money was deposited each day. The water
was then turned on until the whole cellar was
flooded. In order to effect an entrance the
burglar would have been compelled to have
donned a diving suit and demolished the cement
wall before he could get anywhere near the
cash. In the morning when the bank officials
arrived, the water was drawn off, the masonry
torn clown and the vaults opened again. Nowa-
days the bank is guarded night and day by
soldiers.—P. Harvey Middleton in The Akolm.
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The Cleaning of Metal Work

Address by S. El. BENOLTEL before the National Electro-
platers' Association.

The efficient and economical cleaning of
metal work of all kinds before plating, tinning,
dipping, galvanizing, japanning, etc., is a more
difficult problem than is generally considered by.
those who usually perform these operations. If
the scrub brush is used, the operation is an easy
one, but if the work is to be cleaned rapidly, with
a minimum amount of work with the smallest
amount of materials and without in any way
affecting the finish of the metal the proposition
then turns out in a great many cases to be a
rather difficult one.

The proper cleaner to use de-
The Cleaner pends not only on the character

of the material to be removed,
but also on the nature of the metal to be treated
and the operation that is to be performed on the
metal after it is cleaned. If a piece of brass
work is buffed and is to be lacquered, the cleaner
must be of such a nature that it will not in any
way affect the finish of the brass, so that after
it is cleaned the work can be immediately
lacquered and the work still have the appearance
of being properly finished.

If, again, a piece of iron is to be cleaned
for plating the proposition is a much easier one,
for most cleaners will not detrimentally affect its
finish. The cleaner used in this particular case
must have the property of cleaning the iron
rapidly without any scouring so that the work
will be chemically clean, otherwise the metal
deposited would be likely to peel off when the
article is buffed. If this same piece of iron is to
be cleaned between machine operations, or is to
be put away in stock or be packed for shipment,
the above cleaner would be entirely unsatisfactory
for it would clean the work so well that it would
soon rust and produce considerable trouble.

When you consider the large
Many Cleaners variety of metals that are to be
Necessary cleaned, such as iron, steel,

brass, bronze britannia, alumi-
num, soft metal, zinc, tin plate, silver plate, nickel
plate, etc., and when you consider the large
number of materials to be removed, such as
vegetable, animal and mineral oils, buffing com-
positions of all kinds, made up with a large
variety of binders, it can be readily seen that it
would be impossible to clean all classes of work
with the maximum efficiency and economy with a
few cleaners. Nevertheless this is what has been
really attempted by a number of concerns who
have hitherto handled this end of the business.
The more progressive manufacturers have, there-
fore, been compelled to do a lot of experimenting,
adopting that material which has given them the
best results. This, of course, does not necessarily
mean that the ideal cleaner for that particular
class of work was adopted.

While it would be impossible
Cleaners to explain in detail the proper
Classified cleaners to be used for all the

various classes of work as well
as the conditions that are met with in practice,
it would be interesting to give a general classifi-
cation of the line of cleaners that are ordinarily
used in the cleaning of metal work, and to give
you some idea concerning their general proper-
ties, their advantages and disadvantages and their
limitations. It will also be interesting to illustrate
with practical examples some of the conditions
that exist in the larger plants which would go
to show the advantages that these concerns
would gain by expert advice in this line -and to
show the general ignorance displayed regarding
the proper cleaners to be used under various
conditions.

All materials generally used for the cleaning
of metal work can be divided into four classes.
The first class contains those that clean by
solution, the second are those that clean by
emulsification, the third that clean by chemical

action, the fourth that clean by mechanical
action. A great many of the cleaners used really
belong to more than one class. Very often it is
difficult to place the cleaner in the proper class.
This classification, however, will be found useful
when making a systematic study of these materials.

The first class of cleaners, that
Cleaning by clean by solution, act by dis-
Solution solving the material on the

work, the material removed
dissolving in the cleaner used. To this class
belong such materials as benzine, alcohol, tur-
pentine, carbon tetra-chloride, etc. When these
cleaners are used, the particles removed are not
changed in composition and, therefore, remain
distributed through the entire mass of the cleaner.
Most cleaners of this kind are volatile and it is
therefore possible in a great many cases to distill
off the cleaners used which can be recovered
and the residue would then contain the articles
removed. Cleaners of this kind soon become
saturated with impurities and must be thrown
away or recovered by distillation. Benzine,
naphtha and kerosene are the cleaners belonging
to this group that are used to a great extent in
factories, cleaning metal work. They are very
objectionable owing to their being inflammable
and are not economical owing to their volatile
nature causing considerable of the material to be
lost by evaporation. They have the advantage,
however, of dissolving rapidly the bulk of the
material to be removed. They do not, however,
clean the work sufficiently well so that the articles
cleaned can be plated, tinned, lacquered, etc.

In the majority of cases where
Use of Benzine benzine is used for cleaning

metal work, it is adopted be-
cause the concerns do not apparently know of a
substitute for this article. Its use depends to a
great extent upon ignorance. After it is once
introduced in a factory for any kind of work it
is then greatly abused owing to its being con-
venient and because it cleans the work rapidly.
In the majority of cases other cleaners could be
used which would not be dangerous and would
be more economical. The reason articles cleaned
in this material cannot be plated is due to an
oily deposit which is left on the work after the
benzine has had a chance to evaporate. In a
great many cases benzine could be cut out en-
tirely and the second cleaner alone would prepare
the work satisfactorily, eliminating entirely the
first operation of using it.

A good illustration concerning the abuse of
benzine recently came to the writer's notice. A
factory (which is one of the largest of its kind
in the country) has a separate building devoted
to the cleaning of work in benzine. In that
building there were some thirty men employed
doing this kind of work. The amount of benzine
used was so great that they have a still in opera-
tion for the recovery of this material. One can
readily realize what would occur to the thirty
men in that plant if a fire once got started. When
the writer spoke concerning the advantage of
eliminating this material owing to the difficulty
in taking care of its insurance, he was advised
that they carried their own insurance. While this
concern was able to stand any losses that might
occur, still it certainly was their duty to eliminate
this article if it were only from the standpoint
of preventing the danger to which their men
were exposed.

The second class of cleaners,
Cleaning by which clean by emulsification,
Emulsification act by emulsifying or combin-

ing mechanically with the ma-
terials to be removed. To this class belong such
materials as soap or soap compounds which con-
sist of soap mixed with various chemicals and a
large variety of chemicals which do not combine
chemically with the material to be removed, but
which, nevertheless, exert a cleaning action.

When these cleaners are used, the articles
removed are not changed in composition. There
is absolutely no chemical action. The material
remOved remains mechanically mixed throughout
the entire cleaner. Cleaners of this kind soon
become saturated with the article removed and
must be thrown away ; but as a rule this class of
materials do not become contaminated as rapidly
as those belonging to the first class. They are
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generally of a non-inflammable nature and do
not, therefore, possess that objectionable featur.
of cleaners belonging to the first class. Thes.:
cleaners generally do not clean the work rapidl
and must be used hot. They therefore diffe
very materially in these two respects froc.
cleaners belonging to the first class. Thes
cleaners as a rule clean the work sufficiently wel
so that the articles cleaned can be plated, bu
if the proper cleaner is used the next cleane-
need only be used as a dip.

The third class of cleaners ac
Cleaners by chemically by combining witl
Chemical Action the material on the wonl.

forming an entirely differeni
substance. The new material formed goes into
solution. To this class belong such materials a:
potash, lyes, caustic soda, potassium cyanide
acids, etc. An example of this kind is when a
potash combines with an oil or grease making r.
soap which goes into solution. The soap being,
of course, entirely different from either the
cleaner or the article removed. Most cleaners of
this kind act rapidly, must be used hot and the
substances formed by chemical action on the
materials to be removed do not rapidly contami-
nate the vat. This kind of cleaners should
always be used wherever possible, as they are
generally the most economical in cost and the
most rapid and efficient in operation. When the
proper cleaners of this kind are used they gen-
erally clean the work so that they can be plated
without scouring. The work, of course, has to
pass through the proper dips before being ready
to plate.

Strange to say, a great many cleaners are
used belonging to this class which are supposed
to exert a chemical action but which do not act
at all chemically on the material to be removed.
As a result, the articles to be cleaned must be
scoured and if they are not scoured very often
the cyanide or acid dip cleans the work sufficiently
well so that they can be plated. There are a
great many cases where the acid or cyanide dips
are really the most important cleaner in the
operation.

The fourth class of cleaners act
Electrical by mechanically throwing off
Cleaners the material to be removed. The

electrical cleaners belong to this
class. The electrical current is passed through the
solution and gas is given off at the work which
helps the cleaning action of the solution. Materials
used as electrical cleaners generally belong to one
or more of the other classes. The best results
are obtained when they belong to the third class,
which means that they also clean by chemical
action. Unfortunately most of the electrical
cleaners that are used do not clean in this way,
their main virtue being due to the gas that is
produced at the work. Electrical cleaners are
generally used hot, and their main advantage is
due to their cleaning work rapidly. One of the
disadvantages results from the necessity of con-
necting them up electrically and because they
generally do not clean highly colored work made
up of oxidizable metals satisfactorily, as they
have a tendency to tarnish it. Electrical cleaners,
as a rule, should never be used when the work
can be cleaned without the use of the current, as
they complicate the cleaning operations and must
be more closely watched than when ordinary dips
are used. Where a large number of cleaning
tanks are in operation the electrical feature is
very objectionable.

Summing up the entire situation it is fair
to say that the careful study of the proper clean-
ers and methods of taking care of metal work
of all kinds preliminary to plating, dipping, lac-
quering, japanning, tinning, etc., is one that has
been greatly neglected and one in which there
is considerable room for improvement. It seems
that the most logical way to take up this matter
would be for manufacturing concerns to get in
touch with those who make a special study of
these operations, as well as those who have had
considerable experience and who are in a position
to make definite recommendations as to the
proper materials to be used. This would prevent
them from being compelled to try out all these
things which may be recommended to have some
merit.
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The Cleaning of Metal Work

Address by S. D. BENOLIEL before the National Electro-
platers' Association.

The efficient and economical cleaning of
metal work of all kinds before plating, tinning,
dipping, galvanizing, japanning, etc., is a more
difficult problem than is generally considered by,
those who usually perform these operations. If
the scrub brush is used, the operation is an easy
one, but if the work is to be cleaned rapidly, with
a minimum amount of work with the smallest
amount of materials and without in any way
affecting the finish of the metal the proposition
then turns out in a great many cases to be a
rather difficult one.

The proper cleaner to use de-
The Cleaner pends not only on the character

of the material to be removed,
but also on the nature of the metal to be treated
and the operation that is to be performed on the
metal after it is cleaned. If a piece of brass
work is buffed and is to be lacquered, the cleaner
must be of such a nature that it will not in any
way affect the finish of the brass, so that after
it is cleaned the work can be immediately
lacquered and the work still have the appearance
of being properly finished.

If, again, a piece of iron is to be cleaned
for plating the proposition is a much easier one,
for most cleaners will not detrimentally affect its
finish. The cleaner used in this particular case
must have the property of cleaning the iron
rapidly without any scouring so that the work
will be chemically clean, otherwise the metal
deposited would be likely to peel off when the
article is buffed. If this same piece of iron is to
be cleaned between machine operations, or is to
be put away in stock or be packed for shipment,
the above cleaner would be entirely unsatisfactory
for it would clean the work so well that it would
soon rust and produce considerable trouble.

When you consider the large
Many Cleaners variety of metals that are to be
Necessary cleaned, such as iron, steel,

brass, bronze britannia, alumi-
num, soft metal, zinc, tin plate, silver plate, nickel
plate, etc., and when you consider the large
number of materials to be removed, such as
vegetable, animal and mineral oils, buffing com-
positions of all kinds, made up with a large
variety of binders, it can be readily seen that it
would be impossible to clean all classes of work
with the maximum efficiency and economy with a
few cleaners. Nevertheless this is what has been
really attempted by a number of concerns who
have hitherto handled this end of the business.
The more progressive manufacturers have, there-
fore, been compelled to do a lot of experimenting,
adopting that material which has given them the
best results. This, of course, does not necessarily
mean that the ideal cleaner for that particular
class of work was adopted.

While it would be impossible
Cleaners to explain in detail the proper
Classified cleaners to be used for all the

various classes of work as well
as the conditions that are met with in practice,
it would be interesting to give a general classifi-
cation of the line of cleaners that are ordinarily
used in the cleaning of metal work, and to give
you some idea concerning their general proper-
ties, their advantages and disadvantages and their
limitations. It will also be interesting to illustrate
with practical examples some of the conditions
that exist in the larger plants which would go
to show the advantages that these concerns
would gain by expert advice in this line -and to
show the general ignorance displayed regarding
the proper cleaners to be used under various
conditions.

All materials generally used for the cleaning
of metal work can be divided into four classes.
The first class contains those that clean by
solution, the second are those that clean by
emulsification, the third that clean by chemical

action, the fourth that clean by mechanical
action. A great many of the cleaners used really
belong to more than one class. Very often it is
difficult to place the cleaner in the proper class.
This classification, however, will be found useful
when making a systematic study of these materials.

The first class of cleaners, that
Cleaning by clean by solution, act by dis-
Solution solving the material on the

work, the material removed
dissolving in the cleaner used. To this class
belong such materials as benzine, alcohol, tur-
pentine, carbon tetra-chloride, etc. When these
cleaners are used, the particles removed are not
changed in composition and, therefore, remain
distributed through the entire mass of the cleaner.
Most cleaners of this kind are volatile and it is
therefore possible in a great many cases to distill
off the cleaners used which can be recovered
and the residue would then contain the articles
removed. Cleaners of this kind soon become
saturated with impurities and must be thrown
away or recovered by distillation. Benzine,
naphtha and kerosene are the cleaners belonging
to this group that are used to a great extent in
factories, cleaning metal work. They are very
objectionable owing to their being inflammable
and are not economical owing to their volatile
nature causing considerable of the material to be
lost by evaporation. They have the advantage,
however, of dissolving rapidly the bulk of the
material to be removed. They do not, however,
clean the work sufficiently well so that the articles
cleaned can be plated, tinned, lacquered, etc.

In the majority of cases where
Use of Benzine benzine is used for Cleaning

metal work, it is adopted be-
cause the concerns do not apparently know of a
substitute for this article. Its use depends to a
great extent upon ignorance. After it is once
introduced in a factory for any kind of work it
is then greatly abused owing to its being con-
venient and because it cleans the work rapidly.
In the majority of cases other cleaners could be
used which would not be dangerous and would
be more economical. The reason articles cleaned
in this material cannot be plated is due to an
oily deposit which is left on the work after the
benzine has had a chance to evaporate. In a
great many cases benzine could be cut out en-
tirely and the second cleaner alone would prepare
the work satisfactorily, eliminating entirely the
first operation of using it.

A good illustration concerning the abuse of
benzine recently came to the writer's notice. A
factory (which is one of the largest of its kind
in the country) has a separate building devoted
to the cleaning of work in benzine. In that
building there were some thirty men employed
doing this kind of work. The amount of benzine
used was so great that they have a still in opera-
tion for the recovery of this material. One can
readily realize what would occur to the thirty
men in that plant if a fire once got started. When
the writer spoke concerning the advantage of
eliminating this material owing to the difficulty
in taking care of its insurance, he was advised
that they carried their own insurance. While this
concern was able to stand any losses that might
occur, still it certainly was their duty to eliminate
this article if it were only from the standpoint
of preventing the danger to which their men
were exposed.

The second class of cleaners,
Cleaning by which clean by emulsification,
Emulsification act by emulsifying or combin-

ing mechanically with the ma-
terials to be removed. To this class belong such
materials as soap or soap compounds which con-
sist of soap mixed with various chemicals and a
large variety of chemicals which do not combine
chemically with the material to be removed, but
which, nevertheless, exert a cleaning action.

When these cleaners are used, the articles
removed are not changed in composition. There
is absolutely no chemical action. The material
remOved remains mechanically mixed throughout
the entire cleaner. Cleaners of this kind soon
become saturated with the article removed and
must be thrown away; but as a rule this class of
materials do not become contaminated as rapidly
as those belonging to the first class. They are
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generally of a non-inflammable nature and di
not, therefore, possess that objectionable featur
of cleaners belonging to the first class. Thes••
cleaners generally do not clean the work rapidl •
and must be used hot. They therefore diffe
very materially in these two respects from
cleaners belonging to the first class. These
cleaners as a rule clean the work sufficiently wel
so that the articles cleaned can be plated, bu
if the proper cleaner is used the next cleaner
need only be used as a dip.

The third class of cleaners ac
Cleaners by chemically by combining witl
Chemical Action the material on the wort

forming an entirely different
substance. The new material formed goes intc•
solution. To this class belong such materials a:
potash, lyes, caustic soda, potassium cyanide
acids, etc. An example of this kind is when a
potash combines with an oil or grease making a
soap which goes into solution. The soap being,
of course, entirely different from either the
cleaner or the article removed. Most cleaners of
this kind act rapidly, must be used hot and the
substances formed by chemical action on the
materials to be removed do not rapidly contami-
nate the vat. This kind of cleaners should
always be used wherever possible, as they are
generally the most economical in cost and the
most rapid and efficient in operation. When the
proper cleaners of this kind are used they gen-
erally clean the work so that they can be plated
without scouring. The work, of course, has to
pass through the proper dips before being ready
to plate.

Strange to say, a great many cleaners are
used belonging to this class which are supposed
to exert a chemical action but which do not act
at all chemically on the material to be removed.
As a result, the articles to be cleaned must be
scoured and if they are not scoured very often
the cyanide or acid dip cleans the work sufficiently
well so that they can be plated. There are a
great many cases where the acid or cyanide dips
are really the most important cleaner in the
operation.

The fourth class of cleaners act
Electrical by mechanically throwing off
Cleaners the material to be removed. The

electrical cleaners belong to this
class. The electrical current is passed through the
solution and gas is given off at the work which
helps the cleaning action of the solution. Materials
used as electrical cleaners generally belong to one
or more of the other classes. The best results
are obtained when they belong to the third class,
which means that they also clean by chemical
action. Unfortunately most of the electrical
cleaners that are used do not clean in this way,
their main virtue being due to the gas that is
produced at the work. Electrical cleaners are
generally used hot, and their main advantage is
due to their cleaning work rapidly. One of the
disadvantages results from the necessity of con-
necting them up electrically and because they
generally do not clean highly colored work made
up of oxidizable metals satisfactorily, as they
have a tendency to tarnish it. Electrical cleaners,
as a rule, should never be used when the work
can be cleaned without the use of the current, as
they complicate the cleaning operations and must
be more closely watched than when ordinary dips
are Used. Where a large number of cleaning
tanks are in operation the electrical feature is
very objectionable.

Summing up the entire situation it is fair
to say that the careful study of the proper clean-
ers and methods of taking care of metal work
of all kinds preliminary to plating, dipping, lac-
quering, japanning, tinning, etc., is one that has
been greatly neglected and one in which there
is considerable room for improvement. It seems
that the most logical way to take up this matter
would be for manufacturing concerns to get in
touch with those who make a special study of
these operations, as well as those who have had
considerable experience and who are in a position
to• make definite recommendations as to the
proper materials to be used. This would prevent
them from being compelled to try out all these
things which may be recommended to have some
merit.
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Upon request we will send our photographic catalog
No. 20 by prepaid express.

Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway, including KARNAK BRASS,
Hand-Hammered Copper and BrassArt Goods,
Silver Plated Hollow Ware and Flat Ware,
Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks and Jewel Boxes

ORIGINATED BY

THE BENEDICT MFG. CO.
EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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The Howard Window Cards

THE window cards reproduced above are
made to help the jeweler in displaying

his stock of HoWARD Watches.
Each card drives home one compelling fact about

the HOWARD Watch. Short—simple—easy to read—
printed in dignified color designs that will catch the
eye from across the street.

Hook up your HOWARD stock with the HOWARD
sentiment in your community.

Write to the E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS for these cards.
Show them in your window—and be sure that your HOWARD
assortment is representative.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

THE HOWARD WATCH

The American returning from
Europe likely as not brings home

a HOWARD. Perhaps he better appre-
ciates this American Watch when he
finds it the finest practical timepiece
to be had in London, Rome, Paris or
Berlin.

To be sure, it has no chimes, no music box,
no cuckoo attachment, but it is marvellously accu-
rate in recording time— and the American is just
hard-headed enough to think that is what a watch

is for. Europeans also are becoming so sordid and
Americanized that they begin to think so, too.

This is quite a change from the day when the
rich American, buying here at home, insisted on a
European watch. Times change—and timepieces.

The HowARD Watch is the same price in all
countries, and it comes through the U. S. Custom
House duty free.

A HOWARD is always worth what you pay for it.
'The price of each HOWARD is fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached— from the 17-jewel (double-roller escape-
ment) in a "Jas. Boss " or "Crescent" gold-filled case at $4.o
to the 23-jewel in a 14. K. solid gold case at $1 5o.

Not every jeweler call sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your town
and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send

YOU a HOWARD hook of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for May. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000

rea(krs). It be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer I' Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store ?

779



EXCELSIOR WATCH

IT'S a great day for the jeweler when
the full possibilities of his Excelsior

stock comes home to him.
You find that new faces begin to

come into your store and that every Excelsior
sold makes other sales: Not of the watches alone—
but of jewelry and your other lines.

The Excelsior measures up to the purchaser's
expectations. It's human nature for him to be
enthusiastic over the jeweler who sold it to him.

There's an astonishing volume of trade among
people of moderate income just waiting for the
jeweler who finds the point of contact.

But try the Excelsior for yourself.
Stock liberally. The way to profit
by the demand is to be ready for it
when it comes.
The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels, quick
train and cut expansion balance with Breguet
hairspring. Stem-wind and pendant-set
(except 18-size hunting, lever-set).
Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and IS sizes—open

face and hunting. Plain polished, engine-
turned and fancy engraved cases of three
grades—Gold filled, zo year ;. Gold filled,

10 year ; and Silverode. Retail prices,
$4.5o to $1 Loo.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and sold com-

plete—with a printed price ticket attached that makes the price uniform everywhere
and assures you your rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J. NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,
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SWING RING WATCH CASES

DUST AND DAMP PROOF

Note Construction of Pendant

LEATHER
WAMER

F232

DUST PROOF NUT

Sectional View of Pendant

THE POPULAR PARAGON
JAS. BOSS stiffened Gold Watch Cases

SPECIALLY THIN AND COMPACT

MADE IN 16 SIZE AND 12 SIZE

AND IN 25 YEAR AND 20 YEAR

S• 0

F-237

JAS. BOSS stiffened Gold
Guaranteed for 25 Years

r ALI
TrAe-Mark F.231

S•lgo

PRICE-LIST
25 YEAR

Plain or E. T. Engraved

16 size . • • $15.30 $16.70
12 " . . • 12.60 14.00

20 YEAR

16 size 
Plain or E. T. Engraved

. . . $11.30 $12.20
12 " . 10.80 11.70

Subject to Catalogue discount

F— 4114

Artistic in Model
Correct in Construction
Perfect in Finish
Great Variety in Ornamentation

25 YEAR

The popular model for railroad men
and all others requiring a strong, service-
able case.

No jeweler's stock complete without

this justly popular line.

, We show a few staple styles of
eighteen size.

Sold by all leading wholesale dealers.

F - 411 5

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th & Brown Sts.

Philadelphia

Boston
New York
Chicago

Cincinnati
San Francisco

F-41I3
F- 4 I I 2

F.233

A.,BE9Rs's

F2 3 4

The thinnest, most com-

pact and most popular

open-face case made.

If you have not seen this

particularly attractive line,

order samples from your

wholesale dealer

J. BOSS
YEA

Trade-Mark

TEAR

Trade-Mark

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

Chicago San FranciscoNew York

13234
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Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Auto-
matic Holder very extensively in
the large Magazines of general
circulation and they have become
so well-known to the general
public that they are staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local
Papers. Send for Them.

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

78 Years' Experience

which goes into every Thimble
which we make. You will see to
it that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM &McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

arming- Coffee Percolatorowman
STARTING WITH COLD WATER, through its automatic circulating
process, you will have perfect coffee, near the boiling point, in a few minutes.
It also works equally well when starting with hot water. By this method
the coffee is never boiled but is distilled, which is the secret of making
delicious coffee. The GLASS COVER is so constructed that it will not
break while in use. This important feature is not possessed by percolators
of any other make.

COFFEE GOODNESS IS IN THE MAKING
The choicest blends of coffee can be spoiled in the making and any coffee can be made
a clear, healthful beverage if prepared in the MANNING-BOWMAN PERCOLATOR

WHAT WE CLAIM
Simplest in construction. Easiest to care for. No complicated parts to clog or get out
of order. Has no valves to foul and the pocket underneath the percolating tube is made
large so that it can be easily cleaned. The MANNING-BOWMAN Process is not ex-
celled by any known method for preparing coffee of the most delicious flavor.

Complete Line Ready for the Market in 1910
OVER ONE HUNDRED STYLES AND SIZES

Chafing Dishes Baking Dishes
Casserole Dishes Tea and Coffee Pots

Bath Room Fixtures
Planked Steak and Fish Holders

Hotel Ware, Etc.

Perfected

"New Construction'

Ly, 1910 T H

The Origin and Value of the
Carat-Weight

An Appeal for the Adoption of the Metric
Carat by Leonard J. Spencer, Assistant

in the Mineral Department of
the British Museum

The carat is a very ancient unit of weight
and was formerly used for weighing gold as well
as diamonds and precious stones. The Greek
weight xtpd.nov (ceratium) and also the Roman
siliqua were equivalent to 1/144 ounce, or 3 1/3
grains of our present weights; that is, only
slightly more than the present value of the carat
(about 3 1/6 grains).

Boetius de Boodt, Tavernier, and other
writers in the seventeenth century mention that
the carat (ceratium) is divided into four grains
(these grains being, however , "carat-grains,"
"diamond-grains," or "pearl-grains," and not the
ordinary grain). In 1750 David Jeffries states that
150 carats make about I ounce troy"; this value
of the carat is equivalent to 207.357 milligrams.
J. Mawe in 1823 gives 1511% carats = I ounce
troy; and P. Kelly in 1835 gives r5I% English
diamond carats = i ounce troy. There thus
seems to have been a tendency for the carat-
weight to decrease slightly in value in the course
of time; and a further slight decrease will bring
it to the metric carat to be mentioned below.

Since the carat-weight had its origin in the
use of certain hard leguminous seeds I thought
it would be of interest to ascertain the average
weight of such seeds. Fifty seeds taken at ran-
dom were weighed together, with the following
results:

Average weight per
seed in gra WS

Seeds of Ceratonia Siliqua (Linn)
(Chocolate-brown seeds of a flattened

pyriform shape.)

Seeds of Erythrina Corallodendron (Linn) 0.197
(Orange-red with black spot at one end;

reniform.)

Seeds of Adenanthera pavonina (Linn) 0.274
(Crimson; lenticular.)

Seeds of Abrus precatorius (Linn)
(Scarlet with black spot at one end;

ovoid.) This constitutes the Indian
rati, and is used at the present day
by the Indian goldsmiths for weigh-
ing gold.

The first two of these weights (0.197 grams
-= 3.04 English grains) approximate very closely
to the present value of the carat-weight.

Ceratonia Siliqua is the carob or locust tree,
he fruit of which is the well-known locust bean
or St. John's bread. The Greek name Kep6A-Lov
refers to the horn-like shape of the fruit pods;
and carat is an obsolete English name for Ole
seed. The seeds are remarkably constant in
weight and those taken from the ends of the
Pulpy pods are not smaller than those taken from
the middle. They would be quite suitable for
use as approximate natural weights for weighing
small objects. Both by their weight and their
name it is at once suggested that they are the
origin of the carat-weight (icepa:nay, ceratium),

" 
probably also of the Roman siliqua.
Another suggested origin of the carat is

from kuara, a native African name for a species
Of Erythrina or coral tree. This seems less prob-
able; and I find that the seeds of various species
of Erythrina are not so constant in size and
Weight as those of Ceratonia Siliqua.

We thus see that the carat is a very indefinite
unit of weight and this is all the more surprising
When we consider that it is used exclusively for
the weighing of such valuable objects as precious
stones. It would surely be to the advantage of
gem merchants and jewelers if some definite
standard were universally adopted. The carat is

arly a useful commercial unit, since precious
sti Hies are not of any considerable size, and those
in common use rarely exceed one or two carats
in weight. To express these small amounts in
terms of some larger unit (e. g., a gram) would
be less convenient in the trade. What is wanted
IS a unit of weight of approximately the same
value as the present carat, but one which bears
oine definite relation to standard weights.

0  197

0  094

COFFEE

No. 8293. SECTIONAL VIEW

MANNING-BOWMAN & CO., Meriden, Connecticut
NEW YORK, 25 West Broadway CHICAGO, 158 State Street SAN FRANCISCO, 150 Post Street
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Attempts to standardize the carat-weight
have so far not met with much success. An "in-
ternational carat" of 205 milligrams was proposed
in 1871 by the Syndical Chamber of Jewelers, etc.,
in Paris, and accepted in 1877 by the Syndical
Chamber of Diamond Merchants in Paris.

A metric carat of zoo milligrams, that is,
exactly one-fifth of a gram (= 3.08647 English
grains), has often been suggested and has
recently been definitely proposed by the Inter-
national Committee of Weights and Measures
and accepted at the fourth sexennial General
Conference of the Metric Convention held in
Paris in October, 1907.

The adoption of the metric carat would be
an excellent solution of the problem and by its
universal use the existing confusion would be
avoided. The difference between the old and the
new units is only slight, the metric carat being
approximately 2% per cent. less than the present
carat. This means that the weight of a particular
stone would be expressed by a slightly larger
number when weighed against metric carats than
when it is weighed against the present carat-
weights. At the same time a further advantage
would be gained by discardinv the awkward
fractions %, j4, TA, 06, 1/32, 1/64 in favor
of decimal fractions (tenths and hundredths).

For example, a stone of

2Vg I/I6 1/64 English (Board of Trade)
carats

= 0.452 grain
= 0.452 X 5 = 2.26 (approx. 25.,(1) metric

carats,
and a stone of

Ioo English (Board of Trade) carats
= 20.5304 grams
.= 20.53 X 5 = 102.65 metric carats.

The use of the metric carat has recently been
made compulsory by law in France; but unfor-
tunately the movement for its general adoption
receives little support in England. It may be
added that the English carat is not a legal unit
of weight under the Weights and Measures Act
of 1878, but that presumably the metric carat
would be covered by the Weights and Measures
(Metric System) Act of 1897.

Penciled Wood

Red Cedar Will be Exhausted Soon, Say
Government Experts

Recent conferences of representatives of the
Department of Agriculture with several lead
pencil manufacturers have resulted in plans for
testing new woods to find out whether they can
be used in the pencil industry. According to
some of the manufacturers, the supply of red
cedar, which furnishes practically all the wood
for the annual output of some 325,000,000 pencils,
will be exhausted within five years. A substitute
must be found which will whittle easily, which
shall contain a large amount of material free of
knots, which shall not be porous nor spongy, nor
unduly hard, and which shall occur in sufficient
quantities to meet the manufacturers' demands.

In view of this and at the suggestion of tlie
pencil makers, the forest service is to co-operate
in a test of a number of national forest woods.
Among those to be tried are Rocky Mountain
red cedar, alligator juniper, Western juniper, red-
wood, incense cedar, Western cedar, Port Orford
cedar and Alaska cypress. Wood specimens col-
lected from the national forests will be sent to
four leading manufacturers, who have agreed to
make pencils of them. The manufacturers will
keep a record of the tests and report to the forest
service the results, as well as their judgment as
to the fitness of the individual woods.

The forest service is assisting in this ex-
periment because there are on the national forests
large quantities of junipers and cedars which may
be suitable for pencil manufacture. For several
of these woods no very valuable use has yet been
discovered. Foresters believe that in the future
the woods from the national forests may, to a
considerable extent, come into use to supplement
the diminishing stock of Eastern woods, the
supply of which has received no protection.

Fire-Cracking of Gold During An-
nealing

Manufacturing jewelers frequently have
trouble with their gold during annealing on ac-
count of fire cracks, says The Brass World. It
is more apt to happen in tubing and rods than in
sheet and was far more prevalent in the past
than at the present time. Many manufacturers
have found that the use of a small quantity of
zirne 

cracks.
c th gold alloy is beneficial in preventingii 

Gold tubing is usually made by drawing a
round blank of sheet into a cup, then swaging
down to a tube shell, and finally drawing down
over a mandrel on draw benches. The lire-crack-
ing generally occurs after the tube has been par-
tially made.

The cause of fire-cracking is the brittleness
of the gold at the annealing temperature, and
this brittleness is usually caused by the presence
of oxide of copper in it. The customary alloy
for gold to reduce it to the karat condition is
copper and silver. The silver does not cause
any trouble, but as the copper oxidizes while
melting and as there is nothing to remove
it, it remains in the gold and causes the brittle-
ness. By the use of a small quantity of zinc
in the alloy, the oxide of copper is reduced and a
tougher metal produced. It is advisable, however,
on account of the small quantity used, to add it
ill the form of an alloy of copper and zinc.
This copper and zinc alloy is made up as follows:

Lake Copper 8% oz.
Bertha Zinc I% oz.

It is customary to pour the mixture, when
melted, into water to shot it, as it then forms
small pieces suitable for use. It is sold on the
market in this condition. 

The mixture of copper and zinc thus made
is used instead of copper in making up the karat
gold. To use ill making up the gold melt the
following formulas may be taken :

FOR 18K GOLD FOR 14K GOLD

 18 parts Gold 14 parts
  3 parts Silver 

4 p

arts
Aiollvllodeyr  3 parts Alloy  6 parts

The quantities of silver and alloy given,
however, may be varied to suit instances where
the color is desired red or yellow. The more
silver used, the yellower the alloy. The increase
in the quantity of the alloy results in a redder
shade. The alloy, however, is always used in
place of the copper and it is easy to make any
particular gold mixture by thus employing it.

The Relative Hardness of Pure Metals
A correspondent of The Brass World has

the following to say in regard to the hardness
of metals:

Some time ago I made some investigations
upon the hardness of various metals, and among
those tested manganese stands first. The list is
as follows : Relative hardness—(i) Manganese,
(2) Molybdenum, (3) Cobalt, (4) Chromium, (5)
Tantalum, (6) Iron, (7) Nickel, (8) Copper,
(9) Platinum, (so) Silver.

All of these samples were perhaps as pure
as could be prepared. The manganese, molybde-
num and chromium were reduced by aluminum.
The cobalt and nickel were in the form of sheet
and the tantalum in the form of wire about I mm.
in diameter. The tantalum wire seemed to con-
tain some very hard substance which would per-
sistently scratch glass. This was possibly an
oxide or nitride of the metal. It does not seem
possible that it was ;. carbide, since the metal
is reduced by the action of sodium on the tantalo-
fluoride of fluoride and afterwards melted in a
vacuum by a high tension electric current.

The hard particles in the tantalum metal
seem to be exceedingly small, but they evidently
exceed quartz in hardness. The carbide of
tantalum is very hard and this fact has given
the impression that the pure metal itself is
possessed of great hardness,—The Brass World.



Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Auto-
matic Holder very extensively in
the large Magazines of general
circulation and they have become
so well-known to the general
public that they are staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local
Papers. Send for Them.

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

78 Years' Experience 

which goes into every Thimble
which we make. You will see to
it that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking
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arming- Coffee Percolator owm a n
STARTING WITH COLD WATER, through its automatic circulating
process, you will have perfect coffee, near the boiling point, in a few minutes.
It also works equally well when starting with hot water. By this method
the coffee is never boiled but is distilled, which is the secret of making
delicious coffee. The GLASS COVER is so constructed that it will not
break while in use. This important feature is not possessed by percolators
of any other make.

COFFEE GOODNESS IS IN THE MAKING
The choicest blends of coffee can be spoiled in the making and any coffee can be made
a clear, healthful beverage if prepared in the MANNING-BOWMAN PERCOLATOR

WHAT WE CLAIM
Simplest in construction. Easiest to care for. No complicated parts to clog or get out
of order. Has no valves to foul and the pocket underneath the percolating tube is made
large so that it can be easily cleaned. The MANNING-BOWMAN Process is not ex-
celled by any known method for preparing coffee of the most delicious flavor.

Complete Line Ready for the Market in 1910
OVER ONE HUNDRED STYLES AND SIZES

Chafing Dishes Baking Dishes
Casserole Dishes Tea and Coffee Pots

Bath Room Fixtures
Planked Steak and Fish Holders

Hotel Ware, Etc.

Perfected

"New Construction"
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Me Origin and Value of the
Carat-Weight

Ao Appeal for the Adoption of the Metric
Carat by Leonard J. Spencer, Assistant

in the Mineral Department of
the British Museum

The carat is a very ancient unit of weight
and was formerly used for weighing gold as well
as diamonds and precious stones. The Greek

ight wail-Loy (ceratium) and also the Roman
siliqua were equivalent to 1/144 ounce, or 3 1/3
grains of our present weights ; that is, only
slightly more than the present value of the carat
(about 3 I /6 grains).

Boetius de Boodt, Tavernier, and other
writers in the seventeenth century mention that
the carat (ceratium) is divided into four grains
(these grains being, however , "carat-grains,"
"diamond-grains," or "pearl-grains," and not the
ordinary grain). In 1750 David Jeffries states that
-Iso carats make about i ounce troy"; this value
of the carat is equivalent to 207.357
J. Mawe ill 1823 gives 1504 carats = i ounce
troy; and P. Kelly in 1835 gives 1511/2 English
diamond carats .= I ounce troy. There thus
seems to have been a tendency for the carat-
weight to decrease slightly in value in the course
of time; and a further slight decrease will bring
it to the metric carat to be mentioned below.

Since the carat-weight had its origin in the
use of certain hard leguminous seeds I thought
it would be of interest to ascertain the average
weight of such seeds. Fifty seeds taken at ran-
dom were weighed together, with the following
results:

Average weight per
seed in grams

Seeds of Ceratonia Siliqua (Linn) o  197
(Chocolate-brown seeds of a flattened

pyriform shape.)
Seeds of Erythrina Corallodendron (Linn) 0.197

(Orange-red with black spot at one end;
reniform.)

Seeds of Adenanthera pavonina (Linn) 0.274
(Crimson; lenticular.)

Seeds of Abrus precatorius (Linn) 0  094
(Scarlet with black spot at one end;

ovoid.) This constitutes the Indian
rati, and is used at the present day
by the Indian goldsmiths for weigh-
ing gold.

The first two of these weights (0.597 grams
3.04 English grains) approximate very closely

to the present value of the carat-weight.
Ceratonia Siliqua is the carob or locust tree,

the fruit of which is the well-known locust bean
or St. John's bread. The Greek name ;cepa:nay
refers to the horn-like shape of the fruit pods;
and carat is an obsolete English name for the
seed. The seeds are remarkably constant in
weight and those taken from the ends of the
pulpy pods are not smaller than those taken from
the middle. They would be quite suitable for
use as approximate natural weights for weighing
small objects. Both by their weight and their
name it is at once suggested that they are the
origin of the carat-weight (Kepa.TLov, ceratium),
and probably also of the Roman siliqua.

Another suggested origin of the carat is
from kuara, a native African name for a species
of Erythrina or coral tree. This seems less prob-
able; and I find that the seeds of various species
of Erythrina are not so constant in size and
Weight as those of Ceratonia Siliqua.

We thus see that the carat is a very indefinite
Unit of weight and this is all the more surprising
When we consider that it is used exclusively for
the weighing of such valuable objects as precious
stones. It would surely be to the advantage of
gun merchants and jewelers if some definite
standard were universally adopted. The carat is
el( ariy a useful commercial unit, since precious

t.t Hies are not of any considerable size, and those
!ll common use rarely exceed one or two carats
Ill weight. To express these small amounts in
terms of some larger unit (e. g., a gram) would
k less convenient in the trade. What is wanted
Is a unit of weight of approximately the same
Value as the present carat, but one which bears
some definite relation to standard weights.

KEYSTONE

Attempts to standardize the carat-weight
have so far not met with much success. An "in-
ternational carat" of 205 milligrams was proposed
in 1871 by the Syndical Chamber of Jewelers, etc.,
in Paris, and accepted in 1877 by the Syndical
Chamber of Diamond Merchants in Paris.

A metric carat of 200 milligrams, that is,
exactly one-fifth of a gram (= 3.08647 English
grains), has often been suggested and has
recently been definitely proposed by the Inter-
national Committee of Weights and Measures
and accepted at the fourth sexennial General
Conference of the Metric Convention held in
Paris in October, 1907.

The adoption of the metric carat would be
an excellent solution of the problem and by its
universal use the existing confusion would be
avoided. The difference between the old and the
new units is only slight, the metric carat being
approximately 21/2 per cent. less than the present
carat. This means that the weight of a particular
stone would be expressed by a slightly larger
number when weighed against metric carats than
when it is weighed against the present carat-
weights. At the same time a further advantage
would be gained by discarding the awkward
fractions Y2, TA, TA, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64 in favor
of decimal fractions (tenths and hundredths).

For example, a stone of

2TA 1/16 1/64 English (Board of Trade)
carats

= 0.452 gram
0.452 X 5 = 2.26 (approx. 2TA) metric

carats,
and a stone of

roo English (Board of Trade) carats
= 20.5304 grams
= 20.53 X 5 102.65 metric carats.

The use of the metric carat has recently been
made compulsory by law in France; but unfor-
tunately the movement for its general adoption
receives little support in England. It may be
added that the English carat is not a legal unit
of weight under the Weights and Measures Act
of 1878, but that presumably the metric carat
would be covered by the Weights and Measures
(Metric System) Act of 1897.

Penciled Wood

Red Cedar Will be Exhausted Soon, Say
Government Experts

Recent conferences of representatives of the
Department of Agriculture with several lead
pencil manufacturers have resulted in plans for
testing new woods to find out whether they can
be used in the pencil industry. According to
some of the manufacturers, the supply of red
cedar, which furnishes practically all the wood
for the annual output of some 325,000,000 pencils,
will be exhausted within five years. A substitute
must be found which will whittle easily, which
shall contain a large amount of material free of
knots, which shall not be porous nor spongy, nor
unduly hard, and which shall occur in sufficient
quantities to meet the manufacturers' demands.

In view of this and at the suggestion of the
pencil makers, the forest service is to co-operate
in a test of a number of national forest woods.
Among those to be tried are Rocky Mountain
red cedar, alligator juniper, Western juniper, red-
wood, incense cedar, Western cedar, Port Orford
cedar and Alaska cypress. Wood specimens col-
lected from the national forests will be sent to
four leading manufacturers, who have agreed to
make pencils of them. The manufacturers will
keep a record of the tests and report to the forest
service the results, as well as their judgment as
to the fitness of the individual woods.

The forest service is assisting in this ex-
periment because there are on the national forests
large quantities of junipers and cedars which may
be suitable for pencil manufacture. For several
of these woods no very valuable use has yet been
discovered. Foresters believe that in the future
the woods from the national forests may, to a
considerable extent, come into use to supplement
the diminishing stock of Eastern woods, the
supply of which has received no protection.

Fire-Cracking of Gold During An-
nealing

Manufacturing jewelers frequently have
trouble with their gold during annealing on ac-
count of fire cracks, says The Brass World. It
is more apt to happen in tubing and rods than in
sheet and was far more prevalent in the past
than at the present time. Many manufacturers
have found that the use of a small quantity of
zinc in the gold alloy is beneficial in preventing
lire cracks.

Gold tubing is usually made by drawing a
round blank of sheet into a cup, then swaging
down to a tube shell, and finally drawing down
over a mandrel on draw benches. The fire-crack-
ing generally occurs after the tube has been par-
tially made.

The cause of fire-cracking is the brittleness
of the gold at the annealing temperature, and
this brittleness is usually caused by the presence
of oxide of copper in it. The customary alloy
for gold to reduce it to the karat condition is
copper and silver. The silver does not cause
any trouble, but as the copper oxidizes while
melting and as there is nothing to remove
it, it remains in the gold and causes the brittle-
ness. By the use of a small quantity of zinc
in the alloy, the oxide of copper is reduced and a
tougher metal produced. It is advisable, however,
on account of the small quantity used, to add it
in the form of an alloy of copper and zinc.
This copper and zinc alloy is made up as follows:

Lake Copper 8/2 oz.
Bertha Zinc 1T/2 oz.

It is customary to pour the mixture, when
melted, into water to shot it, as it then forms
small pieces suitable for use. It is sold on the
market in this condition.

The mixture of copper and zinc thus made
is used instead of copper in making up the karat
gold. To use in making up the gold melt the
following formulas may be taken :

FOR I81( GOLD FOR I4K GOLD

Gold 18 parts Gold 14 parts
Silver  3 parts Silver  4 parts
Alloy  3 parts Alloy  6 parts

The quantities of silver and alloy given,
however, may be varied to suit instances where
the color is desired red or yellow. The more
silver used, the yellower the alloy. The increase
in the quantity of the alloy results in a redder
shade. The alloy, however, is always used in
place of the copper and it is easy to make any
particular gold mixture by thus employing it.

The Relative Hardness of Pure Metals
A correspondent of 'The Brass World has

the following to say in regard to the hardness
of metals :

Some time ago I made some investigations
upon the hardness of various metals, and among
those tested manganese stands first. The list is
as follows : Relative hardness—(r) Manganese,
(2) Molybdenum, (3) Cobalt, (4) Chromium, (5)
Tantalum, (6) Iron, (7) Nickel, (8) Copper,
(9) Platinum, (to) Silver.

All of these samples were perhaps as pure
as could be prepared. The manganese, molybde-
num and chromium were reduced by aluminum.
The cobalt and nickel were in the form of sheet
and the tantalum in the form of wire about I mm.
in diameter. The tantalum wire seemed to con-
tain some very hard substance which would per-
sistently scratch glass. This was possibly an
oxide or nitride of the metal. It does not seem
possible that it was a, carbide, since the metal
is reduced by the action of sodium on the tantalo-
fluoride of fluoride and afterwards melted in a
vacuum by a high tension electric current.

The hard particles in the tantalum metal
seem to be exceedingly small, but they evidently
exceed quartz in hardness. The carbide of
tantalum is very hard and this fact has given
the impression that the pure metal itself is
possessed of great hardness.—The Brass World.
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G. LII P CO.
G. L. P. Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created

Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G. L. P. Co's cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us-G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the
interest of all the jewelry trade.

Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods made by the
G. L. P. Co., and realizing the jobber will insist that our new
samples for the fall trade are ready early, we have let neither time
nor expense so much as enter into this our determined effort to
comply with their wishes.

Insist on Your Jobber showing you the new goods that the
G. L. P. Co. will put on the market for the fall trade.

Having Received so Many Letters, and as they all practically read
the same, we quote from them: "This coming season, in your make
of goods we are going to give you the bulk of our business. Let
us know at once if we can depend upon your handling it."

Anticipating Just Such a Request from our more than busy spring
trade we have increased our manufacturing facilities to such an
extent that we can answer: "Absolutely and Positively, Yes."

By Placing Orders with Your Jobber for your fall stock early, it
insures your being in a position to carry a complete line of reliable •
goods and to make increased sales; and an absolute guarantee of
making for yoUrselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane atnv,Trii::, North Attleboro, Mass.
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Silver Plating Solutions in Germany,
and the Use of Barium Cyanide

for their Regeneration

By B. WENZELTIANN, ill The Brass World.

The object of this article is to enable the
silver plater to control and analyze his cyanide
silver solutions in person without being compelled
to invoke the assistance of a professional chemist.
Besides this, it is important for every possessor
of silver solutions that he be able, on the occasion
of his yearly stock-taking, to find out the exact
weight of the silver contained in them.

Every practical plater knows
Changes in that the work does not ter-
Solutions minate with the preparation of

the silver solutions. They are
subject to continual chemical changes which
take their origin in part in the action of the
electrical current, and in part in the susceptibility
for rapid decomposition of the aqueous solution
of the potassium cyanide. In addition, the
presence of carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere
is continually changing the top layers of the
silver solution into potassium carbonate and
hydrocyanic acid. Although a plater can form
an idea of the chemical changes of the solution
by observing the appearance of the anodes and
the work that is being plated, it does not indicate
that he can ascertain exactly what to do to restore
the solution to good working order when it
becomes cold or needs attention. Now in order
to eliminate all and any empirical experimenting,
and to enable a plater to have at all times a
clear knowledge of the chemical composition of
his silver solutions, he should not shun the trouble
of going to work according to the following:

Silver solutions that are prepared by means
of the double cyanide of silver and potassium*
must be tested as to their contents in :

I. Chemically pure silver.
2. Combined potassium cyanide.
3. Free potassium cyanide.
4. The whole potassium cyanide.
5. The potassium carbonate.

To effect this, the following operations are
required:

I. Take to c. c. of the solution from the
plating tank and pour into an ordinary beaker.

2. Add 20 C. c. of pure water to it and then
It) C. c. of ammonium sulphide. A black pre-
cipitate of silver sulphide is formed. The solu-
tion is allowed to settle for half an hour and
then a few drops more of the ammonium sulphide
are added to see if all of the silver has been
precipitated. When no more is thrown down
the contents are allowed to settle for a few hours.

3. The clear liquid which has then formed
on top is cautiously poured off and the remaining
drops sucked off with blotting or filter paper.

4. Repeat the pouring on of water, the set-
tling and the sucking off until the last traces of
the liquid no longer turn red litmus paper blue.

5. Pour 20 c. c. pure nitric acid on the black
deposit in the glass and warm on a water bath
or in any other desired manner. A hot plate
may also be used. Bring to a boil and vapors
will form in the glass. The boiling is continued
until the formation of vapor has ceased and the
particles of silver sulphide have dissolved.

6. Remove the glass from the water bath
or hot plate and add 50 c. c. of pure water and
ten drops of a strong solution of iron alum.

7. Fill a burette up to the "o" mark with a
tho solution of normal ammonium sulpho-
cyanate and place the beaker containing the
dissolved silver under it and allow the solution
to drop into it. Stir all the time with a glass rod.
The moment the solution shows a pink tint, stop.

8. Now read the figure on the burette to
which the ammonium sulphocyanate has fallen.
Suppose the pink color has been reached at the
figure 16.1. Then this figure multiplied by i.o8
gives the weight in grams of the pure silver
contained in I liter of the solution. In this
particular instance it would be

*In Germany the silver cyanide is used for making up a
silver plating solution, while in the United States silver chlo-
ride is generally employed.-EDITOR.
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It is now an easy matter to convert the
metric figures into gallons and pennyweights:

I liter = 0.26418 gallons
dwt. 1.56 grams.

Adjusting 
The I/to normal ammonium
sulphocyanate is made by dis-

Solution solving 7.6 grams of this sub-
stance in 800 c. c. of distilled

water. It is of the highest importance, however,
that this solution should be correctly adjusted.
These operations are necessary to ascertain it:

I. With a clean file, file off exactly 0.2 grams
of chemically pure silver from sheet of wire
that may be obtained and known to be pure, and
place in a beaker like that previously used.

2. Add to C. C. of nitric acid (equal parts of
water and C. P. acid) and heat until the silver
has dissolved and no more fumes are given off.

3. Remove the glass from the water bath
or hot plate upon which it has been heated and
add to drops of a strong solution of iron alum
in water (or a saturated solution).

4. Fill a burette up to the "o" mark with the
solution of ammonium sulphocyanate to be tested,
and place the beaker under it as before.

5. Allow the solution from the burette to
drop into the silver solution only, stirring all
the time with a glass rod, and until a decided
pink color has been given the solution.

6. The solution in the beaker will then have
assumed a pale pink color which is permanent
and indicates the end of the operation.

If the end reaction occurs when the figure
on the burette is at 18.4, the solution is right and
may be used for the regular determination of the
silver. If not, more or less of ammonium sul-
phocyanate will have to be added to the solution
previously made up to adjust it.

The amount of silver in a
Additional silver-plating solution can also
Method for • be determined after a method
Silver based on weight. To this

effect the manipulations de-
scribed under No. i and No. 4 are to be repeated.
This produces a black precipitate of silver sul-
phide. Then the following are necessary:

I. Place the black precipitate on a small
watch crystal (which has previously been
weighed) and put on a sand bath to dry out.

2. Now weigh the crystal with the dry pre-
cipitate and the difference between the two
weights will give the weight of the silver sulphide.
Suppose the weight of the silver sulphide is
0.3352 grams, then this weight, multiplied by
the figure 87 indicates the weight of the pule
silver contained in t liter of the silver-plating
solution. In this particular instance it would be
29.16 grams.

The combined potassium cyanide is deter-
mined by multiplying the amount of the solution
of ammonium sulphocyanate used (in c. c.) in the
determination of the silver, by the figure o.65.

16.1x o.65 = io.465.

That is to say, i liter of the solution contains
to.465 grams of combined potassium cyanide.

I. Put into a beaker or ordinary water
tumbler, i C. C. of the silver-plating solution to be
tested, dilute with 200 C. c. of pure water and
stir thoroughly with a glass rod.

2. Fill burette to the "o" mark with i/io
solution of normal silver nitrate, made by dis-
solving 17.5 grams of chemically pure silver
nitrate of 63.5 per cent. in i liter of distilled water.

3. Place the glass referred to in No. i under
the burette and allow the solution of silver
nitrate to drop slowly from the latter into the
glass. Stir with the glass rod. The solution of
silver nitrate is allowed to drop in until a slight,
bluish turbidity is formed which does not dissolve
on stirring.

4. Suppose that this bluish precipitate or
turbidity has appeared when the solution of
silver nitrate has reached the point 6.5 on the
burette. Then this figure 6.5, multiplied by 13,
gives the weight of the free potassium cyanide
contained in i liter of the silver-plating solution.
In this particular case, consequently, 84.5 grams.

The total potassium cyanide is determined
by adding the combined potassium cyanide con-
tained in i liter to the free potassium cyanide in
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I liter, the sum will be the total amount of potas-
sium cyanide in the silver-plating solution.

Potassium carbonate is the
The Potassium final product of the chemical
Carbonate decomposition that occurs in

the silver-plating solution and
contributes to the concentration of the bath. It
also causes the silver deposit to become rough,
especially on the sharp edges and prevents its
firm adherence.

The chemical process of determining the
weight is a tedious one, but the following simple
method may be recommended:

I. Take to c. c. of the silver-plating solution
and place in an ordinary test tube.

2. Dissolve some barium cyanide in water in
the proportion of 20 grams of barium cyanide
and too c. c. of water.

3. Allow the barium cyanide solution to
drop into the test tube. A white precipitate of
barium carbonate forms. Note how many drops
are required until no more white precipitate
forms. From this it is easy to calculate how
much of the solution of barium cyanide of the
same strength must be added to the silver-plating
solution to convert all of the potassium carbonate
into barium carbonate.

The use of barium cyanide in
Barium Cyanide the removal of the potassium

carbonate from a silver-plating
solution, and its consequent regeneration, has the
advantage that potassium cyanide is again formed
which dissolves and no foreign salts enter the
solution. A precipitated barium carbonate is
formed which may be allowed to settle or be fil-
tered off. If it is a matter of correcting a solution
used for silver-plating that does not work
properly, then the amount of potassium carbonate
must first be determined, and then converted with
barium cyanide into potassium cyanide and the in-
soluble barium carbonate. After this, one ana-
lyzes the solution for potassium cyanide when it
is seen that no further addition of potassium
cyanide to the solution is needed.

After the analysis for potassium carbonate
and potassium cyanide, proceed to analyze for
silver after one of the two methods previously
mentioned. If it is now shown that there is not
enough silver in the solution, then it is best to
add silver cyanide to it.

It now remains to be calcu-
Silver Cyanide lated how much silver cyanide

must be added to obtain a
stated weight of chemically pure silver in i liter
of solution. As commercial silver cyanide is fre-
quently adulterated, especially when it is the
product of the reclaiming of old silver solutions,
it is necessary to ascertain the percentage of
chemically pure silver in the silver cyanide in
question. This may be done as follows:

I. Dissolve 20 grams of silver cyanide in
moo C. C. of water and enough cyanide to take it up.

2. To determine the amount of chemically
pure silver in this liter, proceed exactly as
described for determining the amount of silver
in the solution for plating : Take to c. c. from
the solution of silver cyanide prepared and carry
out as before. If the amount of ammonium
sulphocyanate in the burette has fallen to 16.1,
for instance, this is to be multiplied by 1.o8 and
the product (17.4) means that 20 grams of the
silver cyanide in question contain 17.4 grams of
pure silver. In other words, the silver cyanide
contains 87.5 per cent. of pure silver.

Let it be assumed that a silver-plating solu-
tion of 250 liters is to be corrected and the
analysis has shown that i liter of it contains
17.5 grams of silver, and that the silver cyanide
to be used to enrich it is of 87.5 per cent. silver.
If it is desired that a liter of the silver-plating
solution shall contain 30 grams of pure silver,
then the 250 liters must contain a total amount of
250 x 30 = 7.5 kilograms of pure silver. Accord-
ing to the analysis, the solution contained, before
correction, 250 x 17.5 = 4375 grams of pure silver.
Consequently 7500 less 4375 = 3125 grams of
silver that must be added to it to bring up to the
desired strength in silver. Since according to the
aforesaid analysis the silver cyanide is 87.5 per
cent., it is really necessary to add 3785 grams
of this silver cyanide to the solution in order to
obtain the desired weight of 30 grams of silver
in a liter of the silver-plating solution.
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Butterfly 556

IRVING CUT
HONESDALE
Eastern and Western RepresEntatiye
Pacific Coast

AINew York City

Rich
Cut Glass
For Select Trade

OUR SPECIALTY is high-
grade ware that suits the
jewelry trade.

The PRETTY DESIGNS,
deep cutting and diamond
sparkle proclaim the
superiority of our product.

The QUALITY attracts and
the moderate price insures
quick sales and large profits.

It is IDEAL CUT GLASS
stock for jewelers of stand-
ing with refined patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale
and Big Profit Opportunity

GLASS CO., Inc.
PENNSYLVANIA

... THOS. H. QUINNEY, Honesdale. Pa.

. . . A, J. LEHRE, San Francisco, Cal.

. . . F. W. REICHENBACHER

Souvenir Fobs
Brooches and Hat Pins

HE illustration is but one ef
many of the Souvenir Fobs
we are making up for retail
jewelers throughout the

country. ("Historic Spots in your
town, Churches, Municipal Build-
ings, Points e Interest. Quill these,
and many more, we reproduce to your
special order.

PROFITS LARGE—COST SMALL
WRITE for SAMPLE and ESTIMATES

Full Line of CLOISONNE ENAMEL
JEWELRY on hand at the right prices.
OVIakers of Souvenir Hat Pins, Brooches

Cuff Links and Stick Pins

F. A. Herman Company Manufacturing Jewelers 

Melrose Highlands : Massachusetts

Mich=Cut is All Cut

If you want High-Grade Glass at the Right Price,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass that has Sparkle and Lustre,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass of Character and Skilled Work-
manship,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass covered by the broadest Guarantee
(if not satisfactory send it back),

BUY MICH-CUT

In a word, Mich-Cut has all the qualities prized and
sought after by the Connoisseur.

Write for Particulars

Michigan Cut Glass Co., kinlaT
MM.

The Herbeck-Demer

■ ,_

IrA

/
...1r. i

,
.

Vase No. 57. 11 in.

"CARNATION"

New York Office

MR. NEILSON

Company, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Popular Price
Cut Glass

HONESDALE, PA.

411, VASES are in special

demand at this season of

the year. We produce a large

variety of shapes in sizes from

6 to 20 inch.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

-37-39 Murray Street

RAMSAY, Mgr.

ALL HAND-CUT TUMBLERS A SPECIALTY
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A Form of Waste

Don't fret over the inconsequential, no-
account things—such as the trifling mis-
takes of a clerk, or the breaking of your
knife-blade, or a piece of annoying news.
Every time that you thus lose control of
your nerves or your temper you subtract
something from your vital forces and make
it more difficult for yourself to achieve
present success and secure future smooth-
going.

The writer has heard a jeweler confess
that he was "just worried sick" over a
badly-fitting show-case door, and has seen
him in fidgets over a smoking lamp. Every
such surrender to the trifling troubles is a
direct tax upon the energy which should
be put into handling the really big prob-
lems of trade.

The trouble with the worrying
merchant is that he does not give to each
event the right proportion of his attention,
according to the relative value of that
event. He does not discriminate between
essentials and non-essentials. He puts into
the selection of a line of cheap jewelry the
same intense thought as in deciding the
policy of a business. He loads a 10-inch
cannon for every assault, when often a
pocket-revolver would be more effective—
and sometimes even a pop-gun would do
the work.

Always maintain a reserve force, to
be called upon when a real emergency
arises, or when hard thinking needs to be
done. Don't fritter away your vitality over
petty matters. Take counsel of the
prophet: "If thou bast run with the foot-
men, and they have wearied thee, then
how canst thou contend with horses? And
if in the land of peace wherein thou trusted
they wearied thee, then how wilt thou do
ill the swelling of Jordan?"

Business Lies

"There is nothing so easy as lying,"
says the proverb; and David wrote, "All
men are liars." But it is probable that both
the proverb and the Hebrew King in-
cluded, not only the conscious, but the
unconscious lie, in these statements.

A word as to the unconscious lie, in
which there is no intention to deceive (and
"intention to deceive" constitutes the wick-
edness of the conscious lie) :

It is one thing to comprehend a fact
in all its bearings, and another to state it
in language that shall represent it with
exact fidelity. The faculty to do both be-
longs only to a mind singularly gifted and
finely balanced. Daniel Webster's success
rested in this power more than in his elo-
quence ; his failures can all be traced to
his attempts to make falsehood look like
truth.

Few of us deliberately lie consciously;
but our truths are half-truths, or distorted
truths, owing sometimes to carelessness but
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oftener to mental incapacity. The lenses
by which we apprehend our facts are not
properly adjusted, so that we see things
with a blur ; consequently we lie when we
make a statement, because language is even
less definite than apprehension. We there-
fore become liars unconsciously.

But it is the conscious liar, who
abounds in society and in business, of whom
we would speak.

The business lie is as old as human
history. "It is naught, it is naught," wrote
Solomon, "saith the buyer ; but when he
has gone his way, then he boasteth." It is
disheartening to think of the vast brood
of small, mean lies that are hatched daily
in business—the half-truths told, the whole
truths suppressed, the shocking lot of small
deceptions concerning quality, and all that
ilk. "If every lie told in the shops across
the counter," said some one, "were
nailed to the counter, as in the old days
were nailed counterfeit coins, there would
be no room for the display of goods."
So-called "sharpness" is rarely more than
the faculty of ingenious lying.

One of the worst forms of the con-
scious lie is the lying advertisement;
because it flaunts its wickedness in the sight
of all men, instead of confining its state-
ments to the individual man or woman who
faces the seller in personal speech. "The
finest stock ever shown in this city," "sell-
ing at less than cost," "greatest value ever
offered"—how the worn-out clapper rings
out the same old lies, how the type stretches
through the whole wide breadth of untruth!

Lying has come, with some, to be a
business habit; it is thought to be part of
the necessary machinery of trade. Promis-
ing definitely to have a job ready within a
certain time when the repairer knows it will
be a physical impossibility to get it out in
the time ; promising to pay a bill on a
certain date which had previously been
covered by another promise, or a 'half-
dozen more, none of which are seriously in
mind for fulfillment. 0, the circling hori-
zon of many a merchant's prospects is
plastered with pitiful promises which are
never conceivably possible of performance;
and the merchant knows it ! In heaven's
name, why does he do it ? in the name of
common sense, why does he persist in doing
it, when persistence means eventual loss of
trade ? "It's a queer world."

Don't

put last year's jewelry on new cards, and
advertise "I have just received" etc. It
is dangerous to play with fire. Some
keen eye will see and remember and you
will lose the confidence of that one, at
least;

be the last to subscribe to the street-
sprinkling fund. Be prompt in forward-
ing the general interest—and your own
advantage ; for the sprinkling will save
you loss from hurt of your goods by the
dust;

tell anybody, except the "marines," about
your "12-carat" and "16-carat" goods;

attempt to hold a good $15 clerk at a $xo
salary;

advertise a "large stock of bracelets, just
received," when your new bracelets are
represented by this item on a bill: "x/6
doz. ea. Brac., 5722, 5803, 61.1.9;"

put your card on a base-ball score-card, or
a church picnic program, simply because
it is "cheap"—it is not cheap advertis-
ing, measured by results;

talk about the bad taste of your competitor
in "running after" customers—for it may
sound as if you were being hurt by your
hustling rival;

resolve that you will not buy a certain line
of goods because the head of the firm is
a candidate on the other-party ticket, or
because he is an avowed Socialist, or for
any reason except the quality of his
goods, or his prices, or his business
methods ;

discuss the tariff with the farmer who never
concerns himself with matters that do
not concern the raising of crops;

try to sell old Miss Jones, the active church
worker and temperance "crank," after
you've "had one' with the drummer—
unless you've discovered something more
effective than cardamom seeds or cloves;

be scornful of the competitor who practices
these "dont's," and who is getting your
best customers—for thereby he proclaims
himself the quicker-witted of the two, and
the jeweler best deserving of the public's
good opinion.

True economy is not the avoidance
of expenditure but the provision against
waste. The successful merchant spends
liberally on the things that count for per-
manent advantage of the business, such as
good advertising, proper salaries, and the ,
best appliances for saving time and error;
but narrowly watches the avenues of
waste and makes provision against prevent-
able leakages.

The ambition to succeed is the main-
spring of all our activities. When our
ambition is great, it is a virtue ; when it is
petty, it is a vice. A petty ambition is
satisfied with the emblems of success ; a just
ambition achieves success itself. Success
is not in salary, nor great stock of merchan-
dise, nor much land nor many bonds. It is
the results obtained which determine the
measure of success—results which make
for individual growth and the general good.
When the man is strengthened, his moral
horizon enlarged, his view broadened, and
with his own development the nation is
enriched and humanity bettered, then an
ambition has been truly crowned with
success.

It is not best to take stock in the new
market house as long as you can use the
money profitably in extending your own
business. You know something about jew-
dry, but very little, probably, about
parsnips, calf's liver, and the inside methods
of boards of directors.
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BE A WINNER
YOU CAN WIN more customers by

selling SOUTH BEND WATCHES.
YOU CAN WIN  a fair, legitimate profit

on every sale by selling SOUTH
BEND WATCHES.

YOU CAN WIN in your fight against the mail-order houses and department
stores by selling the SOUTH BEND --- the one watch which has never
been sold to these unfair concerns.

You cannot lose and you are sure to win if you sell SOUTH BEND
WATCHES and co-operate with over 13,900 Legitimate Retail Jewelers.

South Bend Watch Company SOUTH BEND, IND.
MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE WATCHES HIGHEST QUALITY FILLED CASES

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
This is a ring stretching machine.
It will do the work and do it perfectly.
All kinds of rings --- wide, narrow, oval, flat,

plain or set can be sized on this machine
in two minutes.

It will save and make hundreds of dollars for you.
Get one on memorandum and try it.
Every day's delay is money lost.

JO-ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR SEND TO US DIRECT

Price, $16.00, Includes Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO., 6109 PENN AVENUEPITTSBURG, PA.DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.
AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark, N.J.
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.

Electric Flasher
Watch Signs

Every jeweler is known by his sign and
it is expected that you display a very
attractive one. Our sign will be an
ornament to your store and produce
good results by advertising you every
day in the year—they have oval metal

body with swell oval glass dials bent the
shape of a watch crystal. Sign is finished
in 22 K. gold leaf, has two flashing lights
inside which illuminate the opal colored
dials so that the black figures are plain
and distinct. Sign has a fine appearance
and made first-class in every respect.

Signs made in 26 and 32 inch diameter,
either for Post or for Hanging style.

Style of cut shown here:
No. 400, 26-inch sign, gold finish, $35.00
No. 402, 32-inch sign, gold finish, 45.00

ALSO MANY OTHER STYLES

CATALOGUE SENT FREE. ORDER OF ANY
WHOLESALE HOUSE OR

Grout's Excelsior Sign Co.
126 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO

Established 30 Years
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Economy in the Polishing and
Buffing Room

Tell a man that he can save
A Common money by reducing the speed

Fallacy of his polishing or buffing

lathes and he will, in many

cases, smile at you and shake his head; and pos-

sibly inform you that the amount of work his

men do depends upon the speed of their machines

upon which they work. In a measure this is

true and common sense tells us that it is useless

to attempt to do good buffing on a lathe running

at 1200 or 5500 revolutions a minute and do it as

rapidly as it should be done. But in this seem-

ingly unimportant matter of speed a little study

and time will save many dollars in the course of

a year. Usually the pulley is put on the shaft and

the buffing lathe is run at 3000 or more revolu-

tions a minute. A man is put to work and as

long as the amount and quality are right no fur-

ther thought is given the matter; and right here

is where it is time to do a little thinking and

figuring.

Power is a steady source of expense and the

greater the speed at which a machine is run the

more it costs to run it. Now if work can be

done as well on a buffing wheel running at 2300

revolutions a minute as it can upon running at a

higher speed (and experience has taught me that

it can) is it not a waste of money to run them

higher than the last-named figure? In short, for

all ordinary work, and I am strongly inclined to

say for all work, a buffing wheel should not run

more than 2200 or 2300 revolutions a minute.

Just to illustrate one instance

An Interesting of reducing speed on buffing

Experiment lathes without reducing the

amount or quality of the work

I had the speed of one of three lathes reduced

from 2800 to 2220 revolutions a minute without

informing the men working upon the machine

about it. At first the men did not notice the

difference, but they did notice that their wheels

balanced better and the machine rattled less, caus-

ing less vibration of the floor. It was also

noticed that they used less composition for the

same amount of work than when the machine

was run at a higher rate of speed. Isn't this little

matter of composition of some importance too?

I attribute the fact that less composition was

used to the lower speed. It is reasonable to sup-

pose that composition will adhere better to the

wheel and is less liable to be thrown off at the

lower speed than at the higher one.

For coloring nickel-plated brass goods, which

require only a very slight pressure when held

against the wheel, a machine running at 5900 or

2000 revolutions will do as well as one running

at a higher or greater speed.

What I have said about the

Polishing Lathes speed of buffing lathes can

also be said of polishing lathes.

For any polishing machine 5700 revolutions is

high enough; and even a greater saving can be

made by running the machine at the proper speed

than in buffing. The rattling of the machines to

pieces, the wearing out of the bearings and the

shaking of the floor so that a man can scarcely

stand upon it can all be reduced to a minimum

by running the polishing machines at the right

speed.
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In looking over many little wastes in the pol-

ishing or buffing room I have found that perhaps

the greatest of them is the time lost by workmen

"sawing" away on buffs 5 or 6 inches in diameter

and trying to get out as much work as could be
done upon a larger wheel. Yet in many plants a
buff must last the workman a stated length of
time. This is the poorest kind of economy.
Even in piece work shops this should not be
tolerated, for both quantity and quality of work

are sure to be influenced; and it should always be
borne in mind that the more work there is done

in a given time the cheaper it is done, whether
the workman is upon day or piece work.

I do not mean to say that
A Useful Hint buffing wheels should be thrown

away when worn down to 6 or
8 inches, but nearly every shop has small work
to do which can be done to advantage on very
small wheels. Give the workman a new wheel
when he needs it, use the old one where it can
be used to an advantage and you will be the
gainer by it. Small wheels—in fact, very small
wheels, made of either loose or stitched buff sec-
tions, can be used for coloring when they become
useless for any other purpose.

A great saving may be made in purchasing
buffs. Many men never buy a buff section that is
larger than io or 12 inches. A so-inch buff
section will make just as large a stub or hub as
a i6-inch one, hence there is just as much waste
in a small buff as in a large one, but the larger
buff, although costing more in the first place,
lasts longer, and when new will do more work
in a given time and fewer hubs will go to the
boiler room.—Joseph H. Hansjosten in The
Brass World.

Sun Starts Fire

Flames started in a novel manner in the
window of a Colorado Springs, Colo., jewelry
store. The reflection from the sunlight shining

on a brightly polished piece of silverware in one
of the display windows set fire to a window

card. A hole was burned through the card, but
before the decorations in the window ignited

the flames were discovered and extinguished by

employees in the store.

The Gyroscope as a Clock

In regard to the claim relating to the gyro-

scope not maintaining its position relative to the

earth, but relative to a fixed point in space, if

this be true, the gyroscope, operated by a small

motor and set on a balanced pivot, would make

an excellent timepiece, although slightly different

from those in present use, make only one revolu-

tion in twenty-four hours. The clock would, of

course, have to be set with the axis north and

south, so the gyroscope would, apparently, rotate

from west to east. It could also be geared so as

to denote the minutes and seconds and would

be absolutely accurate, with the exception of the

slight friction which would have the effect of

slowing the clock a trifle.

It occurs to me also that the same principle

might be made use of in maintaining the position

of astronomical telescopes, if the vibration could

be overcome, instead of the mechanical, clock-

work devices now in use.
To anyone who has the inclination to experi-

ment in this way, a timepiece of this character
would make an interesting toy and could be
very cheaply constructed. An ordinary toy elec-
tric motor should serve the purpose of a gyro-
scope.—Carl Ofsthun in the Scientific American.

First Watch and Clock

Since celebrations are the order of the day,
why not observe the sixth centenary of the in-
troduction of clocks? It was, we are told, in
1309 that the first clock known to the world was
placed in the tower at San Eustorgio, in Milan.

The greatest astonishment and admiration
were manifested uy crowds who came to see the
timepiece. In 1344 a clock was installed in the
palace of the nobles at Padua. This was a won-
der of mechanism indeed, for besides indicating
the hours, it showed the course of the sun, the
revolutions of the planets, the various phases of
the moon, the months and the fetes of the year.

The period of the evolution from the clock
to the watch was seventy-one years, not so very
long, all things considered, and the record of the
first watch is 1380. A half century later an
alarm clock made its appearance. This, we are
told, was looked upon by the peopla of that age
as "un instrument prodigieux."

The fortunate possessor of this clock was
Andrea Alciato, a councillor of Milan. The
chronicles have placed on record that this clock
sounded a bell at a stated hour and was lighted
automatically. How this was done we are not
told, but it must not be overlooked that until
about seventy years ago we had no means of
obtaining a light other than the tinderbox, so
that the Milanese must have been centuries ahead

of us in this respect.

Not much progress was made with the watch
until 1740, when the second hand was added.—
London Globe.

Hydrofluoric Acid and Synthetic
Sapphires

A subscriber asks "How should one test

synthetic sapphire with hydrofluoric acid? What

is its effect? Are there any other stones that can

be tested with it? How should one handle this

acid to avoid danger ?"

Hydrofluoric acid is a recognized gem test,

inasmuch as it quickly reveals paste imitations

of the high-grade stones. The following gems

are unaffected by the acid: Diamond, ruby, sap-

phire, spinel, emerald, aquamarine, precious topaz,

tourmaline, garnet and kunzite. The test should

not be used on turquoise and opal, as these gems

are eaten away by the acid. Neither should it be

applied to peridot and the quartz gems such as

amethyst, topaz, crystal, agate, etc., as the acid

dims the surface of the gems and necessitates

repolishing. Both the natural and synthetic ruby

as well as the natural and synthetic sapphire are

unaffected by the acid, which quickly attacks all

imitations made of paste.

This acid is a dangerous chemical to use and

should never be allowed to come in contact with

the skin, it being both corrosive and poisonous

and producing painful sores. To test a gem the

jeweler should hold the stone in the forceps and

immerse it one minute in the acid. On its re-
moval wash off the acid and observe the result.
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(The above appears on all our goods)

An Ad. for Your Home
Paper:

.re 'WA,. of 2i
.go, 1 42, for ta ,,,,, ,ctors an.. en ; rate 2.
a I.', ' to 28 cents per hour. Apply 1,„„.n 831 Ellicott

:17 Square, Buffalo, N. V. inlil8tf
and 'TA N1'1: D — Experienced Milli to lielirme in
; " inducing every customer making a "first" pur-

chase in my store to come back to make a "second"
purchase. Liberal sa ht lure to rig party. Address
"Jeweler," care of "News" Office.

W ANTED—Salesmen and collectors ;-;ialar••
commission • t'.e.' 'sf neat and polish,'

't Weo -

1ply
iul
CII

s..
feet t.
suitab
halter
wow
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sly

Undoubtedft vou have such an ad. running in
your paper "mentally." We can supply the
" Help."

It is "Quality" which will make the incidental
customer of "one purchase" become your
steady patron. At first it was a case of our
"Quality Line" seeking "The jeweler."
Since "we made good" in all our claims, it is
11 OW a case of "The Jeweler " seeking our
" Quality Line."

" There is a Reason."
We handle everything in the line of jewelry
except watches and rings.

We Frontier
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

" The House of Quality"

F. C. JORGESON & CO•
159 to 167 Ann Street :: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 107B
COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

"THE BEST OF NTEF2_17THINO"

Our Jewelers' Special

This is the most popular case we have ever
brought out for the jewelry store trade.
Write us for complete information about it.
Our prices will interest you.

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

Vimazth. &ow Gam Go:
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

New York Salesroom: 732 Broadway Boston Salesroom : 21 Columbia St.Frank Meyers, Manager A. K. Sibley, Manager
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Jewels of Advertising

The Progressiveness and Individuality of
Kansas City Reflected in Tasteful

Advertisements

Those who have the privilege of glanc-
ing- over the very excellent daily papers
published in Kansas City, Mo., have doubt-
less noticed the very neat announcements
I f leading jewelry stores in that city. We
reproduce below samples of these announce-
ments, clipped at random from a few
issues of the Kansas City papers, and for
attractiveness, appropriateness and advan-

--.....„.„.„ -
t 
.*
410,v,
,.......4-1

CAD Y, to' OLMSTEAD

DIAMONDS
—the inevitabhacholge of the e:thet:c

taotc after thorough cotnparipan vv:th
°them Private oamination invited.

Cady & Olmstead
jEWELRy CO,

WO9o- HUI Walnut tree:
A takelost Sent Ueon Req'u'eet

Wedding
Chests

An essential part of every
bride's dower is the chest of sil-
ver—it's daily use Is a constant
source of pleasure—and it be-
comes her most treasured pos-
session.

Jaccard silver is the silver
which grows more beautiful with
use. It is heirloom silver. It costs
no more than ordinary wares.

$50 Upwards a Chest
Send for our Illustrated Gift

Book.

ACICKV.
JEWELRY COMPANY.

1017-1019 Walnut t.

osomo■ ■11111016
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tageous use of the advertising space we
doubt whether they could be easily im-
proved upon. Each day the announcement
is changed in subject-matter and form,
yet an individuality is retained which makes
the advertisements readily identified by
readers.

Despite the educational campaign so
vigorously prosecuted in 'recent years in
the matter of advertising, there is still a
large number of the jewelers who fail to
profit to the maximum extent from the
advertising space which they use in their
daily papers, and to such we would recom-
mend a careful study of the sample
announcements here shown, with a view to

Violet
Vases
An Easter
Suggestion

A graceful, flower-like
vase of fihe quadruple
silver, gilt lined, 4 1-2
inches high

$1.00
Special Value.

AMV11.1b
JEWELRY COMPANY
1017-1019 Walnut St.

Expert
Watch Repairs
Eighteen months is the ex-

treme time which should be
allowed between the cleaning
of a watch. In that time the
best of oil dries and the work
of overcoming .friction, to-
gether with accumulating
dust, wears out the delicate
machinery and impairs its

• usefulness permanently.

Do not wait until your
watch begins to lose time be-
fore you have it ekamined.
Let us overhaul it for you.
All work guaranteed.

VOWN ft
JEWELRY COMPANY.

1017-1019 Walnut St.
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improving the character and enhancing the
results from their own advertising.

These advertisements illustrate a few
elementary principles and truths in modern
publicity. They show in the first place that
a small space may be so effectively used as
to produce results largely in excess of a
larger space utilized in the customary slip-
shod manner. They also illustrate the one-
thing-at-a-time principle which now rules
in the best advertising, and which is
especially imperative when a small space
is used. The daily change is also in ac-
cordance with the best publicity practiced,
and is particularly effective when the same
standard of attractiveness and force is
maintained in each change.

Fern Pots $ 1- 25
With Groviing Fern •

ROSE VASES
$1.25--$2.25

—two spe:ial Easter nov-
elties in Rise quad-
ruple silver plate

1.4

—and le
our daintily
band tinted

Easter Cards
Cady & Olmstead

JEWELRY CO.
1C09- JO I Walnut

A Csuloft Sent Upon Request

Jaccard-Waltham
Fine 17-jeweled . modern Wal-, ,
thani Movenieiii.with'patent mi-

crometlit regulator hi. a hand-

some 20tyear .gold filled case,

-$ 1 2 . 5 0
Absolutely gtfaranteed with a

double guarantee.

Mail orders fined.

°CARD

. COMPANy
I017-I019 Walnut S.

If

A growing Fern in the
daintiest of Silver Flower
Pots is the beautiful Easter
gift we offer for

$1:25
Heavy quadruple silver

with pottery lining.
Visitors are welcome to every

department of our store. '

1017-1019 Walnut Street.

An Ideal
Wedding Gift is
a Mantel Clock
They give a homelike air to

a zoom, which is lacking with-
out the clock.
Among the handsome new

.locks which we have just
2e1ved are:
French Clocks in Glass .and

Gilt. I
Bronze —Clocks.'
Mahogany Clocks.
Black Enamel Clocks.
Rock Crystal Clocks and
the Fatuous CHELSEA
Clock.

Visitors are welcome.

(ig(eprA\

JEWELRY COMPANY
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that there are five types of Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens. Each type is of that uniform
high quality which makes the name Waterman's Ideal represent success in fountain pen
making and selling. With one investment, one maintained price and one stock, backed by one
world reputation, one guarantee and one large organization, dealers have the great advantage
of supplying the ever-increasing demand for fountain pens. The demand that has grown from
the success of our Standard pens.
A well assorted stock, well displayed, secures the trade resulting from our extensive

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND SELLING SUGGESTIONS

L. E. Waterman Co., "3e Ten corner," NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Figuring Profits

THEE

Probably in all the science of retailing

there is nothing which is so often done

wrong where, like everything else, it ought

to be done right, than the figuring of the

percentages of profits, says Brains. This

subject, about which so many smart

business men have fallacious ideas, is very

clearly and comprehensively treated in But-

ler Brothers' new book, Success in Retail-

ing, as follows. It should save some of our

readers a large amount of money and per-

plexity:
Now, just a word about figuring net

profits. This is a point on which many

merchants go wrong.

A careless marchant we know of, who

was doing business under heavy expense—

he estimated it to be 25 per cent.—thought

he was breaking even on some of his

advertised lines, when he sold them at a

profit of 25 per cent. above delivered cost

—that is, actual cost plus freight.

One day the sheriff took

possession of his store, and

it took an expert account-

ant three whole hours to

demonstrate to Mr. Merchant that he had

actually lost 5 per cent. on these lines—

because he didn't know how to figure

profits. And the surprising fact has now

developed that many, many merchants have

been for many, many years figuring their

profit upon the wrong basis. If you were

to figure your cost of doing business on

your gross sales and your percentage of

profit on the price you pay for merchandise

—as many merchants are now doing—you

would be wrong, dead wrong.

If an article costs you $1.00 and you

sell it for 25 per cent. more than it costs,

or $1.25, and your cost for doing business

is 25 per cent., you have actually lost 5

per cent. on the transaction.

If an article costs you $1.00 and you

add 43 per cent. to its cost and sell it for

$1.43—and your cost of doing business

is 18 per cent.—you have not made the

difference between 18 and 43—or 25 per

cent.—not by any means. You have made

just 12 per cent.—no more, no less. Here
is the problem.

You pay 96 cents for an
The article and add 4 cents for
Problem freight, making a real cost

of $1.00. As you have de-

cided to make 43 per cent. your average

gross profit, you will sell the article for

$1.43, or perhaps $1.50.
Now, your cost of doing business is 18

per cent.; therefore you must charge 18

per cent. of your selling price against the

Losing Good

Money
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cost of the article. You would not take

18 per cent. of $Loo—for then you would

be figuring your expenses from cost—and,

as you know, your original 18 per cent. is

derived from your total sales, which is

the sum of your selling prices. You must

figure all percentages from the same data.

The percentages of gross and net profit and

the percentage of expense must be figured

from the selling price.

Eighteen per cent. of $1.43 is 26 cents.

It therefore cost you 26 cents to sell this

article. The actual cost then to you is

$1.26.
As you sell the articles for $1.43, you

make the difference between $1.43 and

$1.26, which is 17 cents. This represents

your actual profit in cents.

Right here is where you are apt to

go wrong—just where many experienced

merchants do. They assume that because

they have made 17 cents on an investment

of $1.00 that they have made 17 per cent.

But they are wrong.

If the cost of doing busi-
A Common ness is figured from the
Fallacy selling price — which it

must be—the profit—both

gross and net—must be derived from the

same figure, the selling price—or your cash

on hand and books won't tally.
Your actual investment—as far as

your profits are concerned—is not what

you have paid for goods—but what you

are able to sell them for. Therefore you

must figure your profits from your selling

price.
Since you will net 17 cents on this

sale of $1.43, you will actually make just

12 per cent. net—no more, no less.
Forty-three per cent. on delivered cost

or 30 per cent. on sales mean exactly the

same thing. Forty-three per cent. of $1.00

is 43 cents. Thirty per cent. of $1.43 is 43

cents. But as you must start from your

delivered cost to figure, you must add 43

per cent. to this cost to make 12 per cent.

—provided your expense is 18 per cent.

Many merchants figure that if they

want to make 12 per cent. net and their

expense is 18 per cent., that all they have

to do is to add the 12 per cent. plus the 18

per cent. or 30 per cent. to the cost and

sell the article for Ur. This is where the

mistake arises.

The merchant who buys an article for

$1.00 and sells it for $1.30 and whose

expenses run 18 per cent., makes only 5

per cent.—not 12 per cent.
Eighteen per cent. of $1.20

cents. Therefore the total cost is

and his actual profit is 6Y2 cents.

In the one case, where the figures are

is 23%

$1.23y2
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right, the profit is 17 cents—in the other,

where the figures are wrong, the profit is

but 6% cents.

This error in figuring has caused many

a merchant serious trouble—which you may

now avoid.
A careful examination of

Interesting Facts the table here shown may

develop some interesting

facts concerning your profit making.

Of course, no merchant nowadays

makes the mistake of taking his salary out

of his profits. The modern merchant pays

himself a regular salary—as he pays his

clerks or as he would earn elsewhere—and

this salary is, of course, included in ex-

penses, just as freight is included in cost.

If your cost of doing business is 15

per cent., or 16 per cent., as the case may

be, and you mark your goods at any of the

rates of percentages above cost indicated

by the black figures, your actual percentage

of profit is indicated by the figure directly

below.

COST OF DOING Bus' NESS i5% ON GROSS SALES,

Per Per Per l'er Per Per
Ct. C1. Ct. Ct. Ct. Ct.

Goods marked above cost....25 33 1/3
Actual per cent. of profit.... 5 io

40 44 50 l00
13 15 18 35

COST OF DOING BU S I NESS 16% ON GROSS SALES.
Goods marked above cost....25 33 I /3 40 43 so too
Actual per cent. of profit.. • • 4 9 12 14 17 34

COST OF DOING BUSINESS I7% ON GROSS SALES.

Goods marked above cost.... 25 33 1 /3 40 43 so too
Actual per cent. of profit... 3 8 II 13 16 33

COST OF DOING BUSINESS 18% ON GROSS SALES.

Goods marked above cost....z5 33 1 /3 40 43 so too
Actual per cent. of profit.... 2 7 10 12 15 32

COST OF DOING BUSINESS 19% ON GROSS SALES.

Goods marked above cost....25 33 1 /3 40 43 50 too
Actual per cent. of profit.... i 6 g 11 14 31

COST OF DOING BUSINESS 20% ON GROSS SALES.

Goods marked above cost ....25 33 I /3 40 43 so too
Actual per cent. of profit .... oo 5 8 io 13 30

A Town of Meerschaum

The town of Vallecas, in Spain, is

almost entirely built of meerschaum. Valle-

cas has on its outskirts great quarries of

meerschaum, too coarse for pipemaking,

and a meerschaum-built town is the result

—an ivory-white town that shines in the

Spanish -sun. Think of the possibilities for

color in the chimneys !

The Radium Watch

A watch is being marketed in Eng-

land, the dial of which appears in the dark.

In the light, the face of the watch looks

like that of any ordinary timepiece, and the

illumination is gained by putting a compo-

sition obtained from pitchblende in grooves

in the hands, and in dot-like depressions

opposite the hours. The composition con-

tains sufficient radium to cause a bluish-

green glow when placed in the dark. The

amount of radium in the pitchblende is too

minute to be even measured, consequently

the watch sells for about five dollars.



Jobbers, Attention!
Our men are now on the road with the largest and most beautiful line we have ever produced. The new
gold coloring effects, something different than you have ever seen, made up in original designs, will prove
good sellers this Fall. In justice to yourself, when selecting your samples for the coming season, you
should look our line over. It's most extensive, containing

New Maline Bow Pins (which have taken the place of Dutch Collar Pins),
Belt Pins, Hat Pins, Pendants, Brooches, Matinee Chains, Combs,

Braid Pins, Scarf Pins and Link Sets

It would take too long to explain the good points of all. The best and only way is to see them.
Don't forget to ask our salesmen to show you our new hat pin guard. It's a winner.

A. L. LINDROTH COMPANY

See Page 825.

Manufacturers of Jewelry and Novelties

North Attleboro : Massachusetts
 JOBBING TRADE ONLY 

HAT PINS
CHANTECLER, GUINEA HEN

AND PEACOCK

The bodies of the birds are of white stones of
great brilliancy, the tail feathers are of colored
stones either solid effect or arranged in alter-
nating colors. The shanks are also adorned
with colored stones, making a startling effect.
Green, Red, Blue are the colors or any others
used according to order received.
Write for sample immediately. Be the live
wire in your vicinity. The craze is on, stock
up and gather in some of the profits.

Joseph W. Heller Company
Manufacturers of White Stone Novelties

122 Eddy Street :: PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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JEWELERS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVfNG
21st Successful year in Day and Evening Courses.

1889 EST.
A Practical Trade School to learn General Engraving, etching, chasing, die cutting. jewelry design-
ing, etc. Also all other branches of the Jewelry Business and optics by special arrangement.

Send for new catalogue. Suite 1830-31 McCormick Building, Michigan Ave. and Van Buren St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Annual Meeting New Jersey

Retail Jewelers' Association

The New Jersey Retail Jewelers' Association

held its first annual meeting in the parlors of the

Continental Hotel, at Newark, on the afternoon

of Wednesday, April 13th. Though this young

association is but in its second year and has

only a small membership, there was a good. at-

tendance of members, as well as representatives

of several manufacturers.

The meeting was called to order at 2.30 by

President F. W. Rowe, of Trenton, and the

regular order of business was carried through.

After reading of the minutes of the previous

meeting several new members were admitted

and the reports of the secretary and treasurer

were read and adopted.
In his address President Rowe urged the

members of the association to get out and hustle

for new members by personal canvass and effort

in order that the association might grow and be-

come strong and influential with the least pos-

sible delay. He reviewed the aims of the associa-

tion and impressed on its members the necessity

of keeping the business on a high plane and re-

sisting the inroads which the department stores,

mail-order and other houses are threatening to

make upon it. He also dwelt on the advisability

of making Newark the headquarters of the as-

sociation for the reason that it is the principal

city in the State and because he felt that by so

doing the Newark retailers would become more

interested in the movement, thereby enlarging the

roster of the association. He then called on the

other officers in turn to express their views.

H. L. Rickey, of Trenton, first vice-president,

spoke of the jewelers' club in Trenton and of the

advantages of such clubs in all places, even

though they consist of only three or four mem-

bers. He spoke of the closer personal association

which he and his brother jewelers secured

through their trade club which meets regularly

every week. Mr. Rickey also favored Newark

as headquarters for the association.

John Harris, second vice-president, also

spoke briefly along about these same lines.

George E. Fort, secretary, reviewed the first

year's growth of the association and suggested

that a new staff of officers be elected who could

give the proper amount of time and attention to

the welfare of the association, with the object in

view of quickly building it up and securing a

membership which would embrace practically

every retailer in the State.

J. D. Lyons, of Morristown, treasurer, said

that his idea was that the retail jewelers of New
Jersey were greatly in need of a strong or-

ganization and that it is a case of "organization

or retrogression." He also suggested Newark as

headquarters.
A. G. Lee, representative of the Howard

Watch Co., being called on, said that he "liked to

listen to the troubles of the retailer and help to
straighten them out," but that he was no speaker.

W. E. Russell, representing the South Bend
Watch Co., expressed himself as a firm believer
in organization and hoped that the efforts of the
New Jersey Association would be successful.

Fred Pfleger, fourth vice-president of the

association, said he wanted to see the association

grow big and do it quick and that he believed

that it would do so, notwithstanding the small

start it had had.
President Archibald, of the National Asso-

ciation, was on hand to help things run smoothly

and talked for over an hour on the general ad-

vantages of trade organization and the benefits

to be derived therefrom. He dwelt mainly on the

fixed selling price and cited a number of well-

known products, such as the Waterman pen, the
Gillette razor, the Ingersoll watch and the Kodak
as big commercial successes which had been

made so as much through the fixed selling price

as anything else. He also spoke of a number

of the larger jewelers' clubs and associations

throughout the United States and explained the

advantages they enjoyed and the benefits which

they have brought to their members Among
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other things he criticized the members of the as-

sociation for not being better acquainted person-

ally with one another; told them they should

read the trade press carefully in order to keep

posted and to advertise their business locally.

His speech was interesting and entertaining and

he had a very attentive audience.
Col. John L. Shepherd, of The Keystone

Watch Case Co., was the next speaker and said

he did not think that the manufacturers' repre-

sentatives should be allowed to step into the

limelight on such occasions, but that the time

would be better spent in personal mixing, as the

members who came from a distance did not come

to listen to long prosy speeches, but to get better

acquainted with their fellow tradesmen and inter-

change business ideas with each other. Anyhow,

the Colonel said his long suit is not making

speeches, but telling stories, and he forthwith

proceeded to tell a number of very witty anec-

dotes, all of which were applicable to the time

and place. He said that there should be more

friendship in business and less enmity and that

the jeweler should think more highly of his line

of work than the most of them do—even though

there were more money in peanuts, meats, etc.,

as President Archibald had previously stated and

proved by statistics. He advised the jewelers to

brush up on their personal appearance and also

the appearance of their stores and make them-

selves and their places of business such that they

attract business; to carry good goods, not junk,

and so conduct the moral side of their business

that the question of the "guarantee" would be

one of person rather than of goods. He also

urged all the assembled jewelers to attend the

National convention to be held in Detroit during

the latter part of July.
J. T. Montgomery, New York manager for

M. A. Mead & Co., on being asked to make a few

remarks, jumped astride his hobby of "Adver-

tising" and gave the members some good advice

and useful information on that subject. He spoke

of a recent two months' trip in the South and

his observations during that trip, the result of

which is that he has come to the conclusion that

the jewelry trade does not measure up to other

lines when it comes to "boosting their own game."

Several new members were admitted to the

association, after which the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President,

F. W. Rowe, Trenton ; first vice-president, Con-

rad J. Brotherly, Newark ; second vice-president,

Charles Hartdegen, Newark ; third vice-president,

Sidney T. Holt, Newark ; fourth vice-president,

C. W. Bowman, Somerville; fifth vice-president,

Otto Roggenkamp, Elizabeth; secretary, George

E. Fort, Trenton ; treasurer, I. D. Lyons, Morris-

town. Delegates to the National Convention,

Charles Hartdegen, Newark, and John Harris,

Trenton ; alternates, F. W. Rowe, Trenton, and

Sydney T. Holt, Newark.
It was voted that the next annual meeting

should be held in Newark and that two days

should be devoted to the session instead of only

one. The exact date was left for the executive

committee to decide upon as it may be deemed

advisable to have the next annual at the same

time as that of the State Optometrical Society.

This young association, though but small as

to the number of its members, is composed of

men who are full of vim and enthusiasm, and

who propose to work for the betterment of their

organization until it shall include every reputable

jeweler in the State of New Jersey.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation

The South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation will hold its annual convention at Brook-

ings on July 14th and 15th. Quite an elaborate

program has been prepared and all the retail

jewelers of the State are urgently invited to at-

tend. There will be speeches, lectures, and social

entertainment in abundance and a rare treat is

promised all visitors. An earnest effort is being

made to materially increase the membership

previous to the convention, which is expected to

be the largest assemblage of the trade ever held

in the State.

Annual Meeting Iowa Retail Jewelers'

Association

By President N. NIELSON

The dates for the Iowa Retail Jewelers'

State Convention are June 28th, 29th, 30th and

July ist, and it will be held at Des Moines. This

is going to be a joint convention of the jewelers

and optometrists of the State. This combination

will enable every jeweler and optometrist to at-

tend both conventions by taking the one trip.

The executive committees of both associations

are now busy compiling the programme, which

will be one of the strongest and most attractive

ever gotten up, for by having both sessions in-

stead of the usual two session programmes, the

one can be made so much stronger by having all

the efforts concentrated on it. The Iowa Retail

Jewelers' Association has made a good gain in

membership since the last annual convention.

New members are joining constantly, which goes

to show that at last association work has got

a lasting hold.
The preparation for the convention means a

still more active campaign for members and I

want to urge upon each jeweler who as yet is

not a member to send in his application with his

check for three dollars to my office without delay

in order to have the application acted on and be able

to meet us at the convention as a full-fledged

member. There is every reason in the world why

every jeweler ought to become a member. Take

a look over the trade field and any reasonable

jeweler will agree with me that conditions have

greatly improved since our association was or-

ganized. These improvements have been .brought

about by the association through its ethics and

by letting it be known that jewelers have a right

to be considerate, and also through the aid of a

few loyal concerns who proved that things con-

sidered impossible a few years ago were entirely

feasible.
The band of faithful jewelers is constantly

growing, therefore you who are not yet a member

join us without delay and help us in the good

work, and also that you may reap the benefit of

all the good things to be had at our convention.

Our programme, to be sent you a little later, will

certainly convince you that you will be able to

absorb enough practical business ideas to make

you more money than you ever thought possible

in your community. As proof of this assertion

will point to a large majority of our jewelers

who are members. Whenever you find our cer-

tificate on the wall you find a progressive man

and one who, nine times out of ten, has absorbed

ideas at our conventions which have enabled him

to make money out of the community where he

used to think there was only a certain limited

amount to be had. This is accomplished easily

by using part business methods and part sales-

manship. I think our conventions are making

a better business man, a far better salesman, a

better workman and a still better citizen out of

you. Therefore, prepare to attend the convention

and by all means let us have your application if

you are not now a member.

Lima, Ohio, Jewelers Organize

At a meeting held last month the retail

jewelers of Lima, Ohio, formed a club for the

promotion of the social welfare and good fellOw-

ship among the trade. The sole aim of this

organization is sociability, and it will do much

in bringing the members in closer touch and help

the business in that city.
The club elected M. U. Basinger, chairman,

and J. W. Puetz, as secretary. The 
membership

consists of Hughes & Son, M. U. Basinger, J. W.

Puetz, R. D. McDonald, Schneider & Michael, J.

P. Hall, Chas. Tucker, Clark Ford, Harry Thew,

Clarence Reel and Joseph Daller.

F. D. Ausman, of St. Marys, Ohio, president

of the State Jewelers' Association, was present

and delivered an interesting talk apropos of the

event and aim of the newly formed club. His

remarks were received with great enthusiasm.
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Every Jeweler Should Know
That We Are Selling

DIAMONDS
AT PRICES THAT ARE FROM 15 TO 20 PER CENT.

BELOW THE PRESENT MARKET PRICES

We do not know how long we can continue the low
price, which has' not been advanced since last Fall, as
our diamond business is increasing wonderfully fast, and
when our next cutting (we make contracts for only the
best made and scientifically cut stones) is delivered we
may be obliged to raise our prices.

We have all grades. Send us your orders and compare our quality and prices.
Get posted and be prepared to furnish your share of the diamonds that will
be used during the next two months.

INCREASE YOUR BANK ACCOUNT. WE WILL HELP YOU

14 K. Ring Mountings at 90 Cents Per Dwt. Bearing Cut
READY FOR SETTING STONES

Hand finished and workmanship guaranteed absolutely the finest human skill can produce.
Weight of each mounting is properly proportioned to size of setting (but may vary a few
grains according to finger sizes), NOT CLUMSY, SUPERFLUOUS WEIGHTS OR
IRREGULAR THICKNESS OF PRONGS. We invite inspection and can positively
give you the best value for the least money for all size stones. It is up to you to do the rest.

TERMS, NET CASH, TEN DAYS

I 11111,, I

Skeleton, 2 et.
24 dwt,. per dozen.
2 dwt. $1.80 each

.1111111 1114.o: 01,1411 I

Skeleton, % of..
In dwts. per dozen.
I „ dwt. $1.20 each

Round
I et.. 4 dwt.
$4.05 inteh

Belcher
% et. 234 to 3 dwt.

$2.48 each

11111111111111111illli'.11',IIIIi.11111111111

Tooth
2 et. 63.:. dwt.
$5.85 each

Tooth
N, et. 2% to 3 dwt.

$2.48 each

A. C. BECKEN COMPANY CHICAGrO, ILL.
156 WABASH AVE.

DIAMOND IMPORTERS AND CUTTERS
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Annual Meeting West Virginia
Retail Jewelers' Association

Attended by the largest number of delegates
in the history of the organization, the fifth an-
nual convention of the West Virginia Retail
Jewelers' Association opened in Wheeling on
April sth, in the assembly rooms of the McLure
Hotel. During the day many matters of im-
portance were transacted, which included the
drafting of a bill which will have for its purpose
the disposition of uncalled for repair jobs This
bill will be presented to the Legislature at the
next session.

President Charles N. Rancher, of Wheeling,
called the convention to order shortly after 9
o'clock, which was followed by an address of
welcome by Hon. Charles Burdette Hart, who in
a very eloquent address on behalf of the citizens
of Wheeling extended a hearty welcome to the
visiting delegates. Following his address the
response was made by W. T. Eisensmith. The
business session was then started and after the
minutes of the last meeting were read and ap-
proved the convention settled down to business.
Reports of the secretary, treasurer and the re-
port of the committee on credentials were then
submitted. Following these reports the conven-
tion adjourned to see the exhibits placed on dis-
play by the manufacturing and wholesale trade.

Afternoon Session

The afternoon session opened at 1.30 P. M.,

at which a number of resolutions were intro-
duced and referred to the proper committee.

President Rancher then appointed the following
committees : Auditing—W. L. Jones, Martins-

burg, and Henry Zilliken, Wellsburg. Resolu-

tions—C. A. Keefer, of Grafton; J. H. Fester,
Piedmont, and T. A. Westmyer, of this city.

These committees will make their reports at a

later date.
A. L. Sackett, of the Rockford Watch Co.,

made an address on ''Retail Jewelers as Ship

Builders," which was very entertaining and in-

structive. Following his address the delegates

discussed the attitude ot the retail jeweler toward

the watch companies who supply the catalogue

houses with their product. This subject aroused

much comment and the delegates decided to pass

resolutions to ask the principal watch com-

panies to refrain from selling the catalogue

houses with their products.

K EYST ONE

A bill was then drafted which had for its
purpose the disposition of uncalled for repair
jobs. This bill will be handed to the Legislature
at the next session.

Col. J. L. Shepherd, representing the Keystone
Watch Case Co., then made a short and interest-
ing address after which the report of the rep-
resentatives to the National Association meeting
at Omaha in 1909, was made by C. A. Keefer, of
Grafton. At the conclusion of this business a
social hour was spent and interesting experiences
related. The meeting adjourned till next day
and the picture of the visiting delegates was then
taken standing in front of the Federal building.

Second Day

The second day of the convention opened in
the assembly rooms of the McLure on April 6th,
shortly after 9 o'clock. Resolutions were passed
favoring the passage of a bill establishing a
parcels post system in this country, providing

the bill is modified along the lines desired in
the resolution which follows:

Resolved, That this association, recognizing

the demand by the people at large, particularly

in the rural districts, for some sort of parcel

post, and realizing the fact that the majority
should rule in this, as in all other matters under

our form of government, therefore, we desire

as an association to express ourselves in favor

of such action upon the part of the Federal gov-

ernment and the Postoffice Department tending

to establish a parcels post service, carrying

packages at a rate to be established over rural

routes only, and that packages so carried must

be taken from such offices from which the rural

route carrying such packages starts, and all

packages so carried must bear the original post-

mark of the office where same was offered for

transfer and given to the rural carrier."

Following the drawing of the resolutions

officers for the ensuing year were elected.

President Charles N. Hancher, of Wheeling,

refused the reappointment to this office for

another term and W. L. Jones, of Martinsburg,

was elected. It was then decided to abandon the

office of treasurer and combine it with the office

of secretary, to which A. C. Thomas, of Sisters-

ville, was elected. The present list of vice-presi-

dents was elected to succeed themselves and are

as follows: C. E. Baab, Parkersburg; Henry

Zilliken, Wellsburg ; Ralph Ergard, Davis; C. A.

Keefer, Grafton, and W. T. Eisensmith, Charles-

ton. T. A. Westmyer, of this city and C. E.
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Babb, of Parkersburg, were elected delegates to
the national convention to be held at Detroit.
Henry Zilliken, of Wellsburg, and C. A. Beres-
ford, of Piedmont, were selected as alternates;
During the morning a number of short addresses
were made by representatives of the business
houses who have exhibits at the convention,
which were very interesting.

A letter from J. P. Archibald, president of
the National Society, was read at the close, after
which the convention adjourned.

With the delegates attending the State op-
ticians' convention, the jewelers boarded an Elm
Grove car shortly after 7.30 on the evening of
April 6th for The Oaks, where a banquet was
tendered.

The banquet hall was tastefully decorated
with palms and rubber plants, while the table
color scheme was yellow and white. Yellow
and white streamers led from the chandeliers to
the walls, while ferns in pots, trimmed with
yellow, and geraniums adorned the centers of the
tables.

There being no programme, Mr. J. Thomas
was asked to act as toastmaster, which duty
he performed in a very creditable manner.
Quite a number responded to his call and W. T.
Isensmith, of Charleston, spoke very enthusiasti-
cally on the convention and told of the optom-
etry bill that would come up at the next session
of the legislature and what it would mean to
both jewelers and opticians.

Col. J. L. Shepherd, of New York, who

stated that he was in his native city and State,

was the star orator of the evening, which proved
one of memorable enjoyment.

28,800,000 Checkers -

It seems inconceivable that two men can be
kept steadily employed the year 'round making

checkers. Yet that is what is done in a mill at
Bethel, Me.

The average output of checkers from this

mill is goo barrels. It has been as high as moo

and down to 600, but 800 is the average. This

does not sound very large, but when the figures

are worked out it is found to be a lot. In every

barrel shipped there are 30,000 checkers of the

ordinary size, while in 800 barrels there are

28,800,000, or 1,200,000 sets of twenty-four

checkers eac_h. That is to say, with the output

of this Maine mill 2,400,000 persons could be

playing checkers at the same time.

Group of West Virginia Retail Jewelers and Optometrist
s who attended the Convention
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No. 1488. QUADRUPLE PLATE
Height, 4' inch. Price, $5.00, list

(PATENT PENDING)

Individual Coffee Pot, Cream
Pitcher and Plate for Sugar,
fitting one into the other so
as to form one article.

5E1,11,5 47 5IIGHT

Gib
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No, 1488
Showing Separate Parts

Only one of many equally attractive articles made by

APOLLO SffLVIER C .
BEIRHARD RIICE95 50H5, PiropioneiloTro

WORKS { 139-141-143 North Tenth StreetBROOKLYN, N. Y. 544 Broadway, NEW YORK

WHERE DO YOU BUY YOUR DIAMONDS

When you are in the

market for diamonds,

bear in mind that we

import in the rough

the greater portion of

our diamonds and

polish them in our

own cutting works.

This means that we

can offer you better

values than you can

secure elsewhere.

Remember also that

we make a specialty

of repairing and re-

cutting diamonds. We

have special facilities

forhandling this work,

and take pride in the

way we execute it.

It will be to your

advantage to send this

work to us.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

Stein M, Ellbogen Company
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF AMERICAN WATCHES AND GOLD AND GOLD PLATE JEWELRY
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Can a Salesman be Taught?

Address before the Adcraft Club, of Detroit, Mich.,
by A. J. LAUVER.

Salesmanship has been van -
What is ously defined, but for our pun-
Salesmanship? pose to-night I like best the

definition which says that
salesmanship is impressing the worth of an article
upon the mind of a possible customer through
a thorough knowledge of and confidence in the
goods one is selling. Of course, this definition
presupposes a proper introduction and that the
prospective customer is willing to consider the
salesman's proposition. This vantage-ground
may be gained through tact, courtesy, resource-
fulness, personality or by the aid of a good ad-
vertising department, but if at this point the
salesman fails through lack of knowledge or lack
of systematic demonstration to impress his pros-
pect with the fact that he is offering something
of value and that he is able to tell wherein this
value lies and how it may be turned to the
profitable account of the buyer, he will not only
miss the sale, but most likely make it doubly hard
to secure a second attention.

The salesman must first sell himself or be
sold by someone who has made a success in his
line. It is also necessary for him to keep up his
enthusiasm by constantly renewing his belief in
the goods he is trying to sell. I once knew a
good specialty salesman who, whenever he began
to feel discouraged by lack of sales, would Make
it a point to call upon one or two of his best
users and induce them to talk to him about the
advantages of the machine he had sold them,
until the salesman began to feel genuinely sorry
for the poor fellows who had not bought because
they could not realize the value of his goods.

If your line of goods has
Merit of merit you don't want a sales-
the Goods man who is not convinced of

• that fact, and when he has
been educated to the point where he thoroughly
believes that if conditions were reversed and he
were in the place of the prospective customer he
would not hesitate to place the order, then he is
ready to educate his customer in turn and he will
do it by straightforward, convincing arguments,
which are convincing because the salesman be-
lieves absolutely every word he is speaking.

The principal difficulty with the salesman
who has been thoroughly educated to the value
of his goods is that in his enthusiasm he is apt to
take things for granted because to him they are
so self-evident that he forgets or neglects to
mention them. It is impossible for a prospective
customer to follow the salesman rapidly across
streams and chasms unless the salesman is careful
to prepare the necessary bridges. In illustration
of this point I have heard it said that one of the
officers of a large life insurance company failed to
secure an order for a $too,000 policy which was
secured later by a salesman. The man who took
the policy told the salesman that the reason he
did not sign for the first representative was be-
cause he talked about "Tontine" policies and used
other technical terms, which the prospect did not
understand. The second salesman had been care-
ful to use language which his prospect could
understand and by making himself understood
had secured the order.

The National Cash Register
A Practical Company have their largest
Lesson offices fitted with model stores

and when demonstrating to a
prospect who has never used a cash register the
prospective customer is asked to step behind the
counter and the salesman plays the part of a
customer in his store, buying articles with which
the prospect is familiar, paying for them with
real money which the prospect rings up on a cash
register, making the change from the cash
drawer, etc. How to do this might be told in
a few words, but the customer would not realize
so fully the simplicity of the transaction, nor
would he be so favorably impressed. The same
is true in the selling of automobiles. A few
minutes in the driver's seat is better than a few
hours' talk to help the prospect to learn the
action of the car and, incidentally, to make him
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feel he would like to own it. The point is, the
simpler you make your demonstration the more
effective it will be.

A salesman's education must include a sys-
tematic demonstration. Whatever you may have
to describe, let your best salesman make his best
demonstration and have his words taken down
by a stenographer. Let this be reproduced and
revised until all the good points have been
brought out in logical and consecutive order.
Then insist, if need be, upon the poor salesman
learning this demonstration, either verbatim or
so that each point will come up in its proper
turn and not be overlooked under any circum-
stances. It may be argued that the effect of a
salesman quoting the word of another in making
a demonstration will be to take away his indi-
viduality and make a parrot of him, but experi-
ence has proven that this is not true. If the
demonstration is thoroughly learned so that the
words come without effort, the salesman will be
able to devote his whole attention to his cus-
tomer and the effect of his words, which will be
uttered so naturally that it will be impossible for
the stranger to say that they were not original.

Look Busy 
These copied words should, of

and Interested 
course, be confined to the
demonstration of the goods
and I do not want to be

understood as recommending any set form of
approach or method of closing the sale, although
much concerning these points may be learned
in a school taught by a man of experience. One
successful teacher of salesmen considered it ad-
visable to instruct his pupils in regard to their
personal appearances and actions upon entering
a customer's place of business, advising them
never to enter a store smoking a cigar or chewing
a toothpick, nor to lean on the showcase or
sample display goods, but to look and act at all
times as though he were a busy man and that
his time was worth as much as that of the man
he expected to sell.

If you have any doubts as to the advisability
of schooling new salesmen in the things which
have been proven good by men of successful ex-
perience in the same line, these doubts will be
quickly displaced by listening to a mock demon-
stration by the two men to an imaginary cus-
tomer. If you who are familiar with the objec-
tions which have to be met in selling your goods,
will play the part of the prospective customer and
bring out these objections, you will have a good
chance of being surprised at the result. You will
probably wonder how the new man is able to get any
orders at all and why the older man is not able
to make more satisfactory replies to some of your
objections, you will see opportunities for increas-
ing the value of each by education. A good
demonstration will not get an order, but it is a
necessary part of the performance. Before ask-
ing the judge or jury to give a verdict to his
client, a good lawyer will sum up the evidence
and give a number of reasons why the decision
should be in his favor. A salesman must be able
to sum up the points brought out in his demon-
stration and clearly prove the wisdom of follow-
ing his advice.

In a good school lie will be taught how to do
this and your experienced salesman will fre-
quently be able to place a money value on his
points as they are brought out in the demonstra-
tion and be able to prove by the prospect's own
admissions that he cannot afford not to place the
order.

The ideal school of instruc-
The Ideal School tion to salesmen should include

the five elements of success—
health, honesty, ability, industry and a knowledge
of the business. Health is essential because a
man full of vitality is better able to meet and
overcome the objections advanced by the prospec-
tive customer and therefore simple rules of health
and habits of life might be taught with propriety.
Honesty in business does not mean that you
should not charge more than the market price
for your goods, but that you should be square
with your customer and not recommend a class
of goods which your judgment tells you are not
as good for his. purpose as something cheaper,
but on which you as a salesman would not make
so large a profit. The salesman who gains the
confidence of his customer by square-dealing and

secures the reputation for displaying good judg-
ment with respect to the goods he recommends
will not need to fear competition. Ability comes
from a possession of health, honesty, industry
and a knowledge of the business, and needs only
to be properly directed to bring success. In-
dustry is also essential, but must be along the
right lines to be effective.

The salesman's time counts most when he is
in the presence of prospective customers and the
new salesman can profit greatly from things
which may be taught by the man of experience
in his own line, who has learned to plan his
work so as to spend the minimum amount of time
in the office and increase the time which he is
able to devote to the actual selling of goods.
This brings us down to a knowledge of the goods
we are selling and what they will do and why
they should be purchased in preference to others.
This must be learned either in a few weeks by
the aid of a teacher, or in a few years, and after
many mistakes on the part of the salesman, who
secures his information only through personal
experience.

Some Ways to Hold Customers
We shall give ourselves no present concern

about different methods of gaining new cus-
tomers, but rather shall devote ourselves to con-
sidering ways and means of holding the trade
of those whose initial patronage has been won.

It is often more difficult to hold on to a thing
than it was to ga n it in the first place. A bird
in hand or a steady customer with cash in
pocket or credit in bank is worth a dozen un-
certain fellows in the commercial bush. As the
customer unit is the basis of all trade it is
clearly worth while to study the subject of the
single customer and to make definite plans to
hold the trade already coming your way.

Too many business firms make the grave
mistake of considering the word custom as a col-
lective noun—a single incoming tide of business,
which bears upon its crest, money enough to keep
the concern running and possibly yields at the
same time - fair percentage of profit besides.

It is a mistake, unfortunately the mistake
that causes many a failure. The custom of any
house is made up of individual purchasers and
the individual viewpoint of each class, at least,
must be considered if we are to put ourselves in
the other fellow's place and view our goods as
he views them. The man who succeeds to the
full limit of his possibilities must get that view-
point. The dog that always barked into the hole
into which he once saw a squirrel disappear,
caught no game, because the wise squirrel had
thought best to change his position.

The business of any kind must keep in close
and constant touch with the mental position of
the customer. If he does not buy as heavily as
formerly, why is it? Either his trade has fallen
off or he is buying part of his goods elsewhere.
If his trade has fallen off, ascertain the cause
and try to help him strengthen the weak place.

A well known shoe firm will not allow any
dealer to retain the agency for their goods who
does not conduct his business upon certain lines
and keep his stock and store in apple-pie order.
The agency, however, is not removed until every
effort has been made to help the dealer to be able
to handle them advantageously. If, for example,
a store is seen to be steadily falling down, the
situation is studied, the man frankly talked with,
and either helped to recover himself or the
agency removed. This takes tact, but tact is a
most necessary asset in business life. That firm
mentioned realized that the class of custom held
for their goods depended upon the character of
the business of the individual dealer handling
them, and their line of argument, together with
other sane ideas, has built up a giant industry.

If a customer is falling behind—is finding it
hard to pay his bills, study the situation and show
him how and where to rejuvenate it. It may
take a few hours of time and the exercise of con-
siderable diplomacy, but it will pay. Many a man
has gone down hill because there was no one to
put out a restraining hand at just the right mo-
ment. The success of the individual customer
means corresponding success for the source of
supplies.
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THE VOGUE OF THE LOVING CUP

LOVING CUPS LEAD IN FAVOR

[Sample article from daily press]

For formal presentation purposes, the
most popular form of gift at this time
seems to be the loving cup. The demand
for these cups has so grown in recent
years that special lines of them are pro-
duced by manufacturers. Time was
when these cups were so sparsely used
that they were made to order ; but dur-
ing the past few years the loving cup
has become almost a staple, and to-day
forms part of every pretentious jewelry
stock. This is due, in part, to the wider
prevalence of the gift-giving custom,
and also to the growth of outdoor
sports among the wealthy and pleasure-
loving classes. Nor is the demand con-
fined to the larger cities. In the smaller
towns, and even in the country, the lov-
ing cup is well known and has become a
popular form of gift. Its name com-
mends it as a token of personal regard,
and it is much used by all forms of
social and beneficial organizations, the-
atrical companies, boards of directors,
school and church trustees, etc. The
loving cup is also much in favor with
college societies and sporting clubs—in
short, every form of organization.

A Magnificent New Line of LOVING CUPS
which we have just placed on the market, will enable
the trade to take profitable advantage of the now universal
"Loving Cup" fad.

These cups are 
i

distinctive in style , original in design,
rich and artistic, yet so moderate n price as to insure
a fine profit.

There's prestige and publicity as well as profit for the
jeweler furnishing these goods. See our line and
know our prices before selecting your cup stock.

THREE QUALITIES — Electroplate, Copper and Bronze

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
I 

MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO - PLATE I

PacIfic Coast Agents : M. SELLER Cl CO., Portland, Oregon ; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.

New York Office: 1 West 34th Street Boston Office: Room 809 Jewelers' Building

May, 1910 T H e
How an Iowa Town of Eight
Hundred Inhabitants Increased
Its Business Fifty Per Cent.

A goodly number of KEYSTONE readers in the
western States know personally, or by reputation,
one J. W. Pilkington, of Des Moines, Iowa, a
well-known authority on modern retail mer-
chandizing and an ardent advocate of retail in-
terests. Among other organizations of retailers
addressed by him from time to time have been
several associations of retail jewelers on whom
he urged the adoption of up-to-date business
methods. One of the most unique and notable
achievements of Mr. Pilkington, however, was a
business-boosting experiment which he conducted
in Dexter, Iowa, the remarkable results of which
have been heralded throughout the business
world. The story of this achievement which
points a moral for every retail merchant and
every town that values progress is well told in
a recent issue of Harper's Weekly by Robert
Sloss, who writes as follows :

"Watch Dexter 1" That's what
The Slogan they said—those strips of com-

mon white print paper on the
fences. They stared the farmers in the face
suddenly one morning last summer, all along
the country roads for ten miles around the little
town of Dexter.

Everybody wondered why anybody should
watch Dexter. She had dozed along for many
decades, just like the other little towns that
nestle among the farm lands near her. She was
not larger than any of her neighbors, nor had
she hitherto dared to be more boastful than they.
There were only 86o people in Dexter, anyway.

The queer thing about Dexter was that all
her inhabitants had begun to watch one man.
His name was Pilkington—J. W. Pilkington, of
Des Moines. It was Pilkington's town that
inaugurated a famous system of government by
the people, which enables them, whenever they
like, to "butt in" on the management of the city's
affairs. No professional reformer, however, was
Pilkington. "The better element" had not in-
vited him to Dexter to inaugurate that sort of
Utopia. In fact, he hadn't been invited at all.
Though Des Moines was but thirty-five miles
from Dexter, no one there had met Pilkington
hefore he came. Yet it was Pilkington who
stood behind the slogan, "Watch Dexter." It was
Pilkington who would tell Dexter what to do
next. It was Pilkington who was running the
town as it never had been run before.

Pilkington had simply begun
A Business to "own" Dexter by a subtle
Proposition sort of benevolent assimila-

tion. Not that he is a philan-
thropist ; don't make that mistake about him.
He says he is not. He admits that it was simply
self-interest which made him take hold of things
In Dexter. Pilkington believes in self-interest.
He wanted to prove to the world that wonders
can be worked by any community which instead
Of crassly indulging its self-interest will learn
to manipulate it intelligently. In the effete East
Pilkington would be regarded as a "hustler." In
the West they know him for a live business man.
Therefore it was to the business men of Dexter
that Pilkington made his proposition. He knew
that if he once got them with him he could do
about as he liked in Dexter.

"What have you got a town for?" Pilking-
ton challenged fourteen representative merchants
and bankers when they first gathered to meet him.

"To live in, of course," they replied.
"What do you want to live in it for?" asked

Pilkington.
"To make a living," they finally agreed.
"And," supplemented Pilkington, "just as

good a living as you honestly can."
"Sign a contract with me," he urged the

merchants. "Let me manage the stores of this
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town for seven months and I'll boost Dexter
into such prosperity as she has never known
before. Any additional expense involved by my
management will be all mine; any increase in
your business, or betterment to your town, will
be all yours.

Dexterut 
what

merchants. 
do

you 
get out of it?" asked the

"Well, I want to prove a theory of mine,
and increase my business, too. Boosting is my
business," said Pilkington.

Business- 
The contract was signed and
Pilkington took charge of

Boosting things on the first of last
June. He didn't set himself

up as boss of the town, though. Avoid that
mistake about him, too. Pilkington disclaims
any bossing. He believes in moulding, not in
mauling, human nature. Hence his contract with
the merchants was extremely simple. He agreed
to open a branch office in Dexter and to main-
tain there constantly a manager and several as-
sistants. This manager was to write the adver-
tisements for all the stores and to dictate what
kind of special sales should be held and what
prices should be made in each. He was to direct
the merchants in the buying of stock and ar-
ranging it, to supervise the conduct of clerks and
plan with the merchants special occasions for
the town. The merchants agreed to furnish this
office with an inventory of their goods and with
daily reports of their sales. That was all they
were bound to do. For the rest, Pilkington,
through his manager, merely pointed the way.
The merchants didn't have to take his advice—
but they did take it. That was because Pilking-
ton began by manipulating their self-interest.

The first thing his Dexter office did was to
furnish all the stores with a modern type of
sales slip. Each evening when business was over
for the day, at 7 o'clock, Pilkington's manager
collected the slips used during the day. In the
office the sales of each clerk were tabulated and
the cash and credit business was totalled for
each store. Over against these totals were set
those for the same date of the previous year.
Next morning the first thing that confronted
the proprietor of each store was the sales slips
of the day before, together with an analysis of
them by Pilkington's manager. Thus for the first
time the self-interest of the business men of
Dexter received an intelligent diurnal stimulus.

Pilkington also had his man-
School for ager open a school for the
Salespeople salespeople of all the stores.

He put it up to them this way:
"You all want to make more money. Every one
in Dexter is going to make more money—but not
by sitting around. Suppose, instead of haunting
the back of the store wondering why the boss
doesn't raise your salary, and waiting for cus-
tomers to come and find you, you try to find a
customer in every man, woman and child that
comes in. There is going to be a good deal
of selling in Dexter from now on, and each one
of you, as well as your boss, will know exactly
how much you have sold each day. Those who
sell the most will be the best able to strike the
boss for a raise. Suppose you learn how to sell."
That was another of Pilkington's clever appeals
to self-interest.

It took about all of his first month, June,
for Pilkington to get the new system working
smoothly and thoroughly appreciated by the
merchants. Meanwhile, he was giving them
pointers. He was developing a business esprit dc
corps among these country storekeepers. No one
had ever thought of stopping to look in a store
window in Dexter. There hadn't been anything
to look at. So Pilkington sent down his expert
window-dresser twice a week, and his cunning
hand wrought a revolution along the business
street. Never had a store window in Dexter
been "dressed" before. People began to pause
and gaze at them. Pilkington also got the mer-
chants to agree that every Saturday should be
bargain day, and that each should hold special
sales of one or more lines of goods. He got
each store to agree that if a customer came
in from a point near or beyond one of the
neighboring towns, his attention should be called
before he left to the bargains offered in the

other stores. Thus wherever he went the ad-
vantages of doing his trading in Dexter were
impressed upon the visitor.

A local lodge took in an un-
Jewelers usual number of new members
Interested one night. Before they could

send to Des Moines for proper
insignia each initiate received a neat announce-
ment from one of Dexter's jewelers that a fresh
stock of pins, charms and buttons awaited his
inspection. The attention of the other jeweler
was called to a big wedding about to come off
ill one of the prominent families. Forthwith he
was helped to arrange a special display of articles
appropriate for gifts, and about a hundred
prospective wedding guests received engraved in-
vitations to come down and look it over. Thus
Pilkington taught the Dexter merchants to keep
their eyes open for trade opportunities and to
apportion these among themselves.

The meetings of the Dexter Commercial
Club, which had been perfunctorily social, began
to assume a new aspect. Pilkington was showing
that body some new ways of manipulating self-
interest to the advantage of its members and to
that of the town at large. "Why not offer three
prizes each month for the best kept lawns in
Dexter?" suggested Pilkington. The club put up
the money and the local paper announced the
contest. There was a rush to the hardware store
for lawn mowers. Forty new ones were bought
the first month. The helper in that store still
groans mentally when he remembers how hard
he had to work last summer sharpening all the
lawn mowers in Dexter. But the way the front
yards in that town began to improve was little
short of magical.

That was only a hint of what
Celebrating Pilkington was going to do
the Fourth for Dexter. "Did you ever

have a Fourth-of-July celebra-
tion here?" he casually asked the Commercial
Club. "Now and then, a sort of one, but nothing
to speak of," they replied. "Got a baseball team
in the town?" asked Pilkington. "Yes, but it
doesn't amount to shucks," they told him. "Why
not get the Letter Carriers' Band down from Des
Moines this year and whoop it up?" suggested
Pilkington. And they did.

The Fourth fell on Sunday, so they could
celebrate on Saturday. Weeks in advance the
baseball team woke to sudden activity and chal-
lenged one from a nearby town. You should
have seen those boys practicing on all the vacant
lots around Dexter to get up their "form"! On
the appointed day such a programme was carried
out as Dexter had never dreamed of. In the
morning there was a parade headed by the im-
ported band of twenty-four pieces. Every or-
ganization in the town turned out to march
around all the available streets; they paraded
down to School Park to listen to speeches and
the reading of the Declaration of Independence
and to see the ball game. As the cavalcade
passed down Main Street, by the reviewing stand,
judges awarded prizes for the most handsomely
decorated automobile and for vehicles drawn by
one, two and four horses. While the town was
digesting its dinner the band played national airs
on Main Street. Then again the populace
gathered in the afternoon for the races by old
men, fat men, boys and girls, and for the ten
yards and twenty yards free-for-all. In all of
these events prizes were offered, as well as in
the tug-of-war and in speed contests between
bicycles, ponies, horses and automobiles. There
were free street attractions all afternoon and a
band concert and free moving picture show at
night.

No special effort was made to
Day of sell goods in Dexter that day
Amusement and the stores closed down in

the afternoon. But about s000
people from miles around visited the town and
the sight of the crowd opened Dexter's eyes
to her own possibilities. The Letter Carriers'
Band was kept over Sunday and after the union
religious services suggested by Pilkington had
been held in the morning a sacred open air con-
cert was given in the afternoon. Then the mer-

(Continued on page 797)
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NEW col' ATTRACTIVE CLASS PIN DESIGNS
FOR LIVE WIRE JEWELERS
THE EMBLEMS shown in this advertise-
ment are all new, up-to-the-minute designs.
Shown in THE KEYSTONE for the first time.

(I, Look them over and note the careful
workmanship and perfection in detail.

q The originality shows at a glance. New
designs are in demand. You can get the
orders, Mr. Jeweler, if you show the Bastian
designs.

111 Where less than twelve pins are ordered,
there is an additional charge of $2.00 to the
total amount for special dies.

PRICE PER PIN, including Patent Safety Catches
When twelve or more are ordered

10 K. Gold, $2.50 14 K. Gold, $2.75
Jewelers' Discount, 25 per cent.

SEND FOR CATALOG

BASTIAN BROS. CO., 403 South Ave., ROCHESTER, N.Y.

LEARN ENGRAVING $5
For FIVE DOLLARS we send you a complete set of lessons, well illustrated,
in letter and monogram engraving on jewelry, silverware and other metals. These
lessons are prepared by an expert engraver of twenty-five years' experience and
explain sharpening and tempering tools, plain, bright-cut, wriggled and other
cutting ; engraving script and other letters ; leaf, block, ribbon and entwined mono-
grams, transferring, cementing and many other valuable tricks of the trade. We
also send you a set of gravers (sharpened), a good oil stone, a block to hold
lockets, watches, etc., which is also a perfect tool sharpener ; dividers ; 10 metal
plates ; 6 rings and 6 thimbles to practice on and a book of " Monograms and
Alphabets."

Book of Monograms and Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet combined with every other letter in script and block styles;
Script, Old English, Roman, Block, German, Hebrew and Greek Alphabets; Year-Date Mono.
grams; Ornamental Initials; Fancy and Ribbon Monograms. 1111.00 postpaid.

ASK FOR CIRCULAR AND FULL, PARTICULARS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 6o years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn & Co. MARIA

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

eDESELMS
WATCH
CHOOL

$30 Correspondence Course in Watch,
Clock, Jewelry Repairing and Engraving

FREE
Write for Particulars

293 PERRY STREET :: :: ATTICA, INDIANA
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How an Iowa Town of Eight Hundred
Inhabitants Increased Its Business

Fifty Per Cent.

(Continued from page 795)

chants went home to ponder over Pilkington's
method of manipulating self-interest.

Pilkington, however, had scarcely begun.
[he town was still talking of the Fourth-of-July
crowd when he sprang upon the Commercial Club
his plan for "Booster Day." He suggested that
t he merchants get together and issue a big broad-
side, in the middle of which they should tell in
teneral how they were going to boost Dexter
and, in particular, what Booster Day would bring
forth. Surrounding this "talk" were to be
printed the advertisements of the various stores,
all the same size, setting forth the bargains that
would be offered by each on "the big day." The
Commercial Club took up the plan with en-
thusiasm. The Letter Carriers' Band was im-
ported once more and the baseball team arranged
another game. Lectures by experts on scientific
farming and pure food were scheduled. This
time, however, the real attractions were furnished
by the merchants themselves, and Pilkington
helped them to set forth an array of bargains
that would startle the countryside.

Pilkington had not reckoned
Booster Day without his host. Booster Day

dawned and the farmers began
to drive in till every hitching post and horse shed
and available railing was tied up. Teams to the
number of 275 were counted in Dexter that day,
right in midsummer, when ordinarily one could
hardly get a man off the farm on any pretext
because of the haying and harvesting. But that
day you could get a fourteen quart granite dish
pan in Dexter for 15 cents at the hardware store.
Security stays for barbed wire fences were selling
for half price in the lumber yard. The furniture
man was selling rocking chairs at a fifth off.
At the drug store hammocks were going at three-
fourths of their regular price and box stationery
and talcum powder at half of theirs, while barn
paint and linseed oil were selling for a mere song.
Nearly every farmer's wife was going about the
street carrying a can of paint. The jeweler
cleaned out his stock of gold watches early in
he day and had to telephone to Des Moines for
more, which came down on the afternoon train.
It was the biggest day for trade that Dexter
had ever seen. Pilkington, of course, was there
from Des Moines to watch the fun and he
laughed to himself as he saw all the storekeepers
and salespeople of Dexter with limp collars, moist
shirts and beaded brows hustling on the hottest
day the year. They simply couldn't properly
handle the customers that crowded their stores,
not even with what Pilkington had already taught

I 

That day was a clincher for
Merchants the Pilkington regime in Dex-
Surprised ter. When the merchants had

recovered from it and read
Pilkington's summary of their business for July
they found that it had increased on an average
for the fourteen stores just 47 per cent. over the
business for the previous July. Some of the
stores ran as high as i to per cent. increase,
others 8o per cent. and over. No one needed any
urging to take Pilkington's advice in Dexter
after that.

Pilkington's mind, however, had "that large
aspect, looking before and after." It was far
from his purpose constantly to crowd Dexter
with yokels agape at the prospect of raree shows.
He was a real booster, was Pilkington, and what-
ever he boosted he wanted to stay put. He did
get the merchants to pull off two or three more
"big days" during his regime. For one of these,
with characteristic originality, he selected Friday,
the 13th of August, and advertised it as Dexter's
Lucky Day. In September a Red Letter Day was
heralded and held, and it was the record-
breaker for trade in the town. After Booster
Day, however, Pilkington advised the Commer-
cial Club to cut down amusement features and
to get people into the habit of coming in to
Dexter solely because of the advantages of trad-
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nig there. Pilkington didn't want a slump to
occur after he left. There was nothing specious
about Pilkington's boosting. In their broadside
advertising Red Letter Day, the merchants, fol-
lowing his advice, frankly announced that there
would be no free amusements in Dexter to at-
tract people. The stress was laid upon the
bargains offered. It was pointed out that when
anyone spent his money in Dexter it actually
meant "putting another hog in the hog lot." And
the people came with money in their pockets
expecting to spend it, and they did. The stores
did an even more remarkable business than
before; one, the largest of them all, which had
been in business for thirty years, sold $1200
worth of goods that day out of a stock worth
$18,000.

That is the story of how
Making Pilkington taught the mer-
Prosperity chants of Dexter, the bone and

sinew of her citizenship, to
brew prosperity with brains for the benefit of
themselves and for the town. But that is not all
the story. During Pilkington's regime of seven
months the stores of Dexter sold an average of
half as much again as they had for the same
period the previous year. One store increased
its business 210 per cent. Others made record
increases, and the clean average was 50 per cent.
increase for the fourteen emporiums of Dexter.
That was an achievement in itself for Pilkington,
especially in a village of but 86o inhabitants,
only thirty-five miles from Des Moines, capital
of the State; for Des Moines is a metropolis of
100,000, and a famous State Fair, together with
a remarkable military tournament opened by
President Taft, were being held in the midst of
Dexter's boosting. That is not enough, though,
to account for the fact that President Taft's train
stopped at Dexter, the only pause between Des
Moines and Omaha, and that there he made a
speech and was presented with souvenirs, while
twenty of the most meritorious and charming
young women of the town held up to his view a
mammoth banner with the magic words "Watch
Dexter" upon it, prepared by their own fair
hands.

It was not the unwonted pros-
General Uplift perity of Dexter which made

the President take off his
hat to the town. That might have become a
memory there with the termination of Pilking-
ton's contract, which ended January t, 1910. But
civic pride and contentment went hand in hand
with commerce in Pilkington's purview. The
grass-cutting incident is but a hint of the sweep
of his genius. "There are some pretty bad roads
leading into Dexter," he told the Commercial
Club early in his regime. "It's a pity they can't
be fixed up. It would be easier, then, for people
to drive in here to trade." That was as good as
bribing the common council. The merchants of
Dexter were a majority of that body, anyway. It
promptly passed ordinances and road repairing
began. It went a step further and ruled that
the business street should be dragged and
smoothed up every morning. While the citizens
were mowing their lawns into verdure and
crowds began to walk about the streets, Pilking-
ton pointed out that some of the sidewalks were
in pretty bad shape and the council turned its
attention to them. Now there are no more pave-
ments in Dexter of board or brick. They were
all torn up and modern concrete sidewalks were
put in their place.

Pilkington never lost a chance
Not all Business of putting something definite

up to Dexter. He was con-
stantly putting a keen edge on the community's
"social appetite." One of the first things he did
was to go into the public school and tell the pupils
and teachers that they ought to be proud of their
town and help make it a town to be proud of.
Thus the young idea was marshalled on the
side of "boosting." Pilkington suggested special
services for the churches, which so increased
their congregations that two of them decided
that they would have to put up more commodious
places of worship and these have been built.
Pilkington suggested a series of lectures and
demonstrations to give the farmers new ideas and
they were held. The Federal Department of

Agriculture got wind of this and asked for a
list of farmers in the neighborhood, to each of
whom they sent a treatise on the advantages of
draining their lands. The drain tile business
began to boom in Dexter; so did the farmers'
crops that year. That woke tip the local canning
factory, a large place in which not a wheel had
turned for two years before Pilkington came.
The canning firm saw good crops at their doors
and got to work. They did such a profitable
business that before winter they had closed
enough contrapts with the surrounding farmers
to keep the factory running full time next season.

Time would fail to tell of all the things
done and started in Dexter because of Pilking-
ton, and all without spending fabulous sums for
advertising. Pilkington proved that the town
would get plenty of free publicity if everyone
could be started boosting it because of his own
sel f-interest.

In response to grateful encomiums Pilking-
ton reiterated his principle. "I have tried," he
said, "to impress on the business men of Dexter
the necessity of studying the human mind and
learning how to handle human nature. And I
want to say to you that this thought carried into
the business life of any town will develop an
improved degree of intelligence. When people
begin to study, when they begin to see the beauty
of this old world, when they begin to try to
develop themselves, they are going to demand
better environments, better preachers, better read-
ing matter; and the whole thing comes up to-
gether."

"It is not revolutionary, it is not radical,"
said he. "It is nothing more than what all you
country merchants could do if you only would.
The trouble is you would rather find fault with
your neighbor, you would rather quarrel- with
your competitor, you would rather sit down and
curse the catalogue houses, than to get together
and work out your salvation in a business way."

Formation of Pearls
It has been shown by recent discoveries, said

Professor Denny, in his Sheffield University lec-
ture, on the t8th inst., on "Pearls and Parasites,"
that the nucleus of a pearl is usually the young
stage of a parasitic worm. This origin of pearls
has been demonstrated in practically all the pearl-
producing molluscs.

A feature of the Ceylon pearl fisheries has
always been their uncertainty and intermittent
character. In toot the Colonial Office asked
Professor Herdman to investigate the whole
problem, and one of the results of the inquiry
was the discovery that the "orient pearls" pro-
duced by the so-called pearl oyster, are formed
round a young stage of a kind of tapeworm.

The infant tapeworms make their way into
the oyster and the irritation they cause induces
the formation of pearls. These young parasites
never become mature in the oyster and to com-
plete their development it is necessary that they
shall enter a new and different kind of host, viz.,
a fish, which has been found to be a large ray,
which feeds upon oysters. The adult parasite
abundant in the stomach of the fish produces
eggs in enormous numbers, which leave the body
and hatch out young worms, which enter the
oysters.

It is thought that in some cases the young
tapeworm does not go direct from the oyster to
the ray, but travels by way of another host, the
file fish, which is one of the chief enemies of the
oyster. When this happens, the parasite bores
through the wall of the stomach and imbeds itself
in the flesh. The file fish must now be devoured
by a carnivorous ray if the parasite is to com-
plete its development and give rise to a new
generation of young parasites, which are set free
into the sea.

The chances are enormously against the
young parasite reaching its goal, i. e., the file
fish or the ray, and if it fails (owing to the
Oyster not falling a prey to either of the fishes
mentioned), its presence stimulates the oyster to
encase it in mother of pearl, which is deposited
layer after layer. In this way a pearl is formed.
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STUDENTS
will find Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain
Pen I ndispensable forjotting clown lecture
notes and for gene ral use in the classroom.
tL Drop it into your pocket, upside down
or anyway—it remains absolutely ink.
tight, and can't possibly leak.
SIL Another strong feature of this pen is
the fact that it writes when you want it
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Eleven years ago the Conklin blazed
the trail for self-filling fountain pens.
It's been the leader ever since. Scores
of self-filling pens have come and gone. The
Conklin has made good. Its eleven years of eon
stant satisfaction-giving is the strongest possible
guarantee of its merit and superiority.

offers greater sales possibilities for you. Filled by dipping in
any inkwell and pressing Crescent-Filler—and as easily
cleaned. Aside from its self-filling, self-cleaning advantages,
the Conklin excels in writing qualities. Writes smoother,
easier, is more dependable. High grade to the minutest
detail—and absolutely simple. No dissatisfied customers.

The Conklin and our "Sales Helps" will boost your
fountain pen department. Write for catalogue and dealer's
proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO., 94 Manhattan Bldg. Toledo, 0., U. S. A.
DENIER SAN FRANCISCO 117.NNIPEG

700 E & C Bldg. .579 Markel SI Man.

It is easy enough to SECURE a high-
salaried position, but it is not so easy to
hold it.

Our Attendance or
Home Study Course
will help you to GET and to HOLD it.

Write for prospectus, and state whether
/ interested in Attendance or Home Study

Course.

SALES THAT GET AWAY
cMany sales are lost, not because of inefficient clerks, but because people
do not see things which you have in stock which they would buy if such
goods had been attractively displayed.
111To overcome such losses install a set of

A 11-Glass Show Cases

WISCONSIN
INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

and you will be surprised at the result. There is no other case on the market that equalsthis one in beauty, strength, or selling power. It is made entirely of heavy plate glass
without frame, clamp or any metal part and enables the customer to see the goods dis-
layed in it to the very best advantage.
The Silent Salesman is made in a wide variety of size and shape, some with curvedglass front, fine outdoor cases, etc. Write us today for prices and particulars.

Address Department C.

Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT MICHIGAN
NEW YORK SALESROOM. 3 GREAT JONES STREET
  LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent

SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

N)VRIGHT PEN CO., 623 Wtoihingg— T. LOUIS, U.S.A.
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Business Value of a Good Letterhead

The letterhead is the outward sign by

which the inward quality of business houses

is being judged every hour of every day,

writes Evans Chandler, in Geyer's Stationer.

It rests largely with the stationer to help

business men to realize the possibilities of

the letterhead as a direct and powerful

advertising medium.
A letterhead is an essential

An Essential in business of any kind.
There may be no stenogra-

pher—there may be little except a desk,

a chair and a lot of ambition—but, with

these things, there must be letterheads.

When men begin to lay plans for starting

a business enterprise of any kind, one of

the first things said is, "Well, we must get

some stationery before we can go ahead."

If they realized how important a thing this

buying of stationery for their letters was,

they would call a Board of Directors' meet-

ing, or something like that, but they don't.

Why? Read along and the truth will come

out.
If any man wants to know how

valuable the letterhead is as an advertising

medium, let him find out how many letters

he sends out every year. That's the circu-

lation—the big factor in most advertising

—and it is better than any other kind of
circulation known to advertising, because

every personal letter sent out is read—the

matter at the top of the sheet is seen—
and it makes some kind of an impression
on the reader—perhaps not a conscious im-
pression, but some kind. That expression

"conscious impression" tempts us to get

aside into a discussion of the psychology
involved in certain kinds of advertising,

but that is another subject for another

time—we must get on without any side-

tracks.
A good many business

Sources of houses would be glad to
the Stationery change their stationery to

conform to modern ideas
and standards, but they want somebody to
make the suggestion, and that somebody
ought to be the stationer. No man really

knows what he ought to have in a certain

department of his business more or less
unfamiliar to him, until he gets an idea
from somebody who knows more about it
than he does—who is a specialist on some

particular thing. It is a whole lot easier
for the man doing the buying to send a boy
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around the corner with a sample, directing

the stationer to make up "ten thousand

more like this," than it would be for him

to work up something new. Also, he

probably doesn't know how.
This buyer might listen, though, if his

stationer came back to him and said : "This

is old-fashioned, or it is crude, or it is

wrong some way. It represents, perhaps,

what your business was fifteen years ago,

not what it is to-day. Let us offer you

some suggestions, and see if we cannot give

you something that will be an improvement,

and of which you can be proud. That's our
business, you. know. You are not getting
the full advantage of letterhead advertising.
Your stationery is misrepresenting your
house." Talk like that convinces. If you
don't believe it, give it a trial—but, wait a
minute, be sure that you can meet the
requirements before you become generous

with your services.
Every letterhead sent out

Speaks for should carry a message
the House concerning the firm of

which, for the time being,

it is the sole representative. That message

should tell the truth about the house in a

way which is unmistakably clear and con-

vincing. A crisp, clear-cut, appropriate

letterhead of character and quality—with

snap and fitness in the paper, and typewrit-

ing to match—makes an unconsciously

favorable impression on the receiver. It

tells him a story that he listens to whether

he realizes it or not. Certain letters stand
out pre-eminent in a pile of correspondence,
and the explanation frequently is in the
superiority of the letterhead, and the fine
general appearance of the letter.

The letterhead has its audience all to
itself. The average, methodical business
man appoints a certain time during the day
when he gives his mind exclusively to his
correspondence. When this time comes, the
door marked "Private" is shut tight, and
the word sent out that "if anybody calls, he
is not in." Think of the advantage of
being able to approach a man at a time like
this—when he has deliberately set aside
everything else, and is giving his concen-
trated attention to the letters before him,
and to the letterheads on which they are
written ; for, to reiterate, whether he is
conscious of it or not, each letter which he
reads makes an impression upon him, either
favorable or otherwise, aside from the
actual words written on the sheet.

And then, too, letterhead
advertising is permanent in
effect. Every letter sent
out by a business house

becomes a part of its history. When
received, it is carefully filed away with
others of its kind, and may be referred to
to-morrow, or a year from to-morrow. Its
power to help or hinder the standing of the
firm which it represents may extend over a
very long time.

Letterhead
Advertising

799

The tremendous development of adver-
tising as an art and a profession worthy
of the country's best talent has done much
for the letterhead, but nothing in compari-
son with what it will do. To design a good
letterhead is a useful and a diffictilt thing
—involving study and experience, and with
many factors to be considered—paper, style
of type, arrangement, etc. Improvement,
progress and new ideas—these are the
things which we want to keep in touch with
—these things are the order of the day.

Blotting Paper and Its Origin

Can any of us contemplate (asks a
writer in T. P.'s Weekly) what we should
do without the humble sheet of blotting
paper ? To some of us, at least, writing is
not to be undertaken unless the absorbent
paper is at hand. Yet there are people
living who, in their early clays, used to
dry the ink on their letters, not by means
of absorbent paper, but by sprinkling sand
through little pepper casters. Sometimes
for the same purpose they used that fine
white powder which is still to be found
amongst the requisites of a lawyer's office
—pounce. A glance at any old writing will
often reveal specks of sand sticking to the
letters, this being evidence of the manner
in which the ink was dried in those clays.
Imagine how difficult it would be for a busy
man to use pen and ink in these days if the
only method of drying the ink were by
means of sand or absorbent powder.

Blotting paper was discovered purely
by accident. Some ordinary paper was
being made one clay at a mill in Berkshire,
when a careless workman forgot to put in
the sizing material. It may be imagined
what angry scenes would take place in that
mill, as the whole of the paper made was
regarded as being quite useless. The pro-
prietor of the mill desired to write a note
shortly afterwards, and he took a piece of
waste paper, thinking it was good enough
for the purpose. To his intense annoyance
the ink spread all over the paper. All of a
sudden there flashed over his mind the
thought that this paper would do instead
of sand for drying ink, and he at once
advertised his waste paper as "blotting."
There was such a big demand that the mill
ceased to make ordinary paper, and was
soon occupied in making blotting only, the
use of which spread to all countries. The
result now is that the descendant of the
discoverer owns the largest mills in the
world for the manufacture of this special
kind of paper. The reason the paper is of
use in drying ink is that really it is a mass
of hair-like tubes, which suck up liquid by
capillary attraction. The art of manufac-
turing blotting paper has been carried to
such a degree, that the product has wonder-
ful absorbent qualities.

All blotting paper is made from rags.
The original blotting paper was of a pink
color, due to the fact that red rags were
used—rags which could not be used for
making the ordinary paper, as the color
could not be removed. Here was a method
for using the apparently useless matter,
and so for a long time pink was the pre-
dominant color.
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A SCHOOL UP TO DATE IS APPRECIATED
YEARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this cOuntry, they met with decided opposition by the majority of those inter-

ested in the jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and to-day it is generally
conceded by the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete knowledge of the work, and, at the

same time, hasten results. So much so is this a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of those who had had little or
none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 % of them have been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And many
who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their sons to these schools. Why ? Because they know that the school
offers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.

We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating will become a first-class work-
man. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physicians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of good
workmen turned out from a first-class Horological School will be found to be greater than the two professions mentioned above.

41, There is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS in HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want to
get it right, and it will pay you to investigate.this
truly great institution.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOG
and make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity

A POSTAL CARD
ADDRESSED HOROLOGICAL " Dept. K, PEORIA WILL GET YOU THE, DESIRED INFORMATION

laNDO

SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK

1064

Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

NEW

LEMAIRE OPERA
GLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH C& CO., Importers
CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles
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A Dispute Between Friends

BY JOHN TWEEZER

[The city jeweler, whose store is located in one of the
great metropolitan centers, visits his old chum, a
country jeweler, who is located in an interior town

of five thousand population.]

Country: "No, Billy, I can't see it. I
can't see why you should be willing to pay
such preposterous rentals, salaries and con-
tingent expenses in the big city, when you
might save so much of that expense by
going to a smaller town. Now let's see—
how much rent do you pay ?"

City: "Nineteen hundred dollars."
Country: "Je-e-rusalem! This big

room costs me only twenty a month, and is
half again bigger than yours. Why, man,
I've got a big profit just in the difference of
our rentals! And as for contingent ex-
penses —"

City: "As for all expenses, I'm 'way
beyond you, of course. I suppose I pay my
watchmaker twice as much, and my clerk
three times as much, as you pay yours.
The cost of living is much higher in the
city ; my help would starve on what would
furnish a comfortable living for them here;
but they must live. But then I get back
that difference in wages by the difference
in the quality of their work, which enables
me to charge higher prices than you could
ask or get."

Country: "I have got good help,
though ; the best in these parts."

City: "That's all right—your help
probably could not be better for your
needs; but it wouldn't meet my needs.
There are fewer fine watches around here,
fewer wearers who appreciate fine work;
consequently you could not profitably use
the highest skill, as I must. Same way
with the salesmen. The people who come
to my store average high in culture, breed-
ing and appreciation of the graces of life,
and the clerk who waits on them must have
refinement of manner and address, as well
as real salesmanship skill in selling to peo-
ple who know what's what. You trade
with a different class of people; simpler in
thought and habit, less sophisticated, un-
trained in knowledge of beauty in art;
possesses all the virtues, but lacking in
some of the graces. Your salesman, who
comes from among them, can meet them on
their level and be successful in selling them ;
my salesman, behind your counter, would
be a grotesque failure, not worth to you
half the wage yours receives. It is alto-
gether a question of environment."

Country: "But how about the rent
question? I think I've got you there."

City: "Well, that does seem a stickler
at first thought. I'm paying nearly eight
times as much rent as you, for a room con-
siderably smaller than yours—though you'll
admit you have more room than you need.
But let's consider. There must be some
compensations for me and for other city
jewelers, or we'd all move out to the small
towns."

Country: "Go ahead—but remember
that the only thing we have to consider is
our respective net profits at the end of
the year."
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City: "No, that is not the only ques-
tion. You've got to consider the possibili-
ties of growth of the business, no less than
the immediate results of the present. In
this small town you can't increase your
trade indefinitely, simply because your field
is limited—the people are not here, nor
rapidly increasing; while I can draw on a
population of a million. My success de-
pends upon my attracting, and holding, that
multitude ; and this opportunity to extend
my trade is one of the things I pay for
in rent and contingent expenses."

Country: "But, during the time that
you are reaching out for this increase of
customers, before you get it, you've got to
make ends meet and something more. So,
with your greater expenses, you must either
sell more goods than I do at the same price,
or the same quantity at a higher price. In
other words, in the second instance, you've
got to overcharge, and it is your customers
who pay the difference in our rentals. I
say, therefore, that the Country Jeweler is
the squarer dealer, because he does not
exact payment from the consumer for the
merchant's excessive expenses."

City: "Get out! You are talking
nonsense! If my customers pay more than
yours do, they do it knowingly and will-
ingly ; for they get what they want. If I
buy stock of unusually beautiful things
which are not found in your store, or in
my own competitors' stores, those who
want these distinguished and exclusive
things pay for them without a whimper.
You could not sell such things here; your
stock exactly suits your people. But then, I
couldn't sell your stock, in the city, on Swell
Street—it would "go" on the East Side,
but my store is not there. I would starve
with it even if I paid no rent at all ; if I
cut the prices to half of yours they would
still hang, until I shifted over to the East
Side. Really, the whole question is relative."

Country: "I see—you're right. These
are all relative questions—rent, price and
opportunity. We can't make comparisons
since we can't find a common basis
on which to build. But you must
agree that in the externals of the daily life
we of the country are 'all to the good.' The
big city is full of crooks, and I should
always be in mortal terror of being robbed;
the competition with the big department
stores, the aggravations practiced by the
shopping mob, the selfishness of a cityful
of strangers, the impossibility of establish-
ing your own individuality, the bang and
clatter and confusion—compare this with
the real happiness which springs from a
quiet and even way of life, the unconfined
air, the sincerity and unselfishness in
provincial communities, the personal ac-
quaintance with (or knowledge of) every
man, woman and child whom one meets—"

City: "Well, compare your bucolic
and sleepy life with the joy of live living,
the sense of being on the spot where things
begin, the---Hullo! There's my train.
Good bye, old man—come on to see me and
I'll show you a good time. So long!" (Exit
City.)

Country: "There goes old Billy, back
to the rattle and roar and smell and smoke!
Poor old Billy!"

8ot

Slipshod Advertisement Writing

Visiting a small interior town recently
I picked up the local weekly (I would have
spelled it "weakly," except that I would
have stolen the pun from some one else
who stole it from some one else), and came
across this line in the advertisement of
the jeweler of the town:

"Our $5.00 Watches are going faster
than ever."

I smiled "out loud." Did the jeweler
mean to urge as a great merit in his $5.00
watches that a great gait was the habit
thereof ? Time did not seem to fly in the
sleeply little town, and I could not help
but feel that it was a tactical mistake in
the jeweler to thus advertise to his slow-
going community—I feared that the sug-
gestion of speed might not appeal. More-
over, why should the jeweler announce the
faults of his goods? If the citizens knew
before (as the advertisement indicates)
that the jeweler's $5.00 watches were "fast,
and thus needed regulating, why should
he blazon the fact that they were now
"going faster?" Wasn't it to be construed
that he was either an inefficient watch-
maker who could not regulate his fast-
going watches, or an incapable merchant
who didn't know where to buy time-keeping
watches ? He was pierced by either one or
the other horn of his dilemma—and yet
he seemed to rejoice in the fact, and hast-
ened to spread the news ! He seems a queer
proposition.

I suggest that the jeweler push the
regulators of his $5.00 watches straight to
S ; or revise his advertising. If he keeps
on in the error of his ways he may be led
to duplicate another jeweler's advertise-
ment which I once came across:

"Everybody can't fix a broken watch."

Watch the wording of your advertise-
ments. Do not get into the habit of hasty
writing, in preparing your announcements;
and so you may escape making an ass of
yourself.

Some proverbs are mischievous in their
teachings. For instance: "All's well that
ends well." This is bad philosophy; for
nothing but its own justice justifies a deed.
Good never comes from evil, but comes
sometimes in spite of evil.

Again : "Never put off until to-mor-
row that which can be done to-day." We
should substitute should for "can." The
hasty doing of all that can be done to-day,
without allowing sufficient time for needful
consideration, has led to much unhappiness
on the morrow. And many things that can
be done to-day should be put off forever.

"Take a bull by the horns" is the
counsel of foolishness and indiscretion. A
better, and safer, proverb would be, "A
mule is tamest in front."

When you hesitate between right and
wrong, you are debating which end of the
burning match to hold. Your finger may
smother the fire, but it cannot avoid the
smut.

J. T.
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PROVIDENCE
and t h oz •-

ATTLEBOROSv,
Considerable bustle and activity were ap-

parent among the manufacturing jewelers during
the month of April. This was not due to the
volume of orders being sent in, although a slight
picking up in the mail-order end was noticeable
throughout the month, but to the fact that the
salesmen were in off the road getting together
their sample lines to take out among the trade
for its inspection. From the 20th of the month
up to the present writing, May 1st, trunks were
being loaded down with goods of a novel nature,
cases and trays being filled and schedules being
made out by the road men.

At the present writing practically all of the
salesmen are out and by the end of this present
month much can be told as to whether the de-
pressed conditions are to continue or whether
there is to be a turn for the better—a long-
hoped-for condition, but elusive to the extreme.

Many new designs have been produced; in
fact, it has been stated by more than one manu-
facturer that the panic had been the cause of
making many of them carefully take stock of the
goods they were producing and formulate ideas
of a novel nature to lure patronage. During the
busy season of 1906-7 not much attention was
given to producing new jewelry, as the demand
for the lines they were then producing was so
great they had no time to stop and think of
such a thing.

During the past month buyers from all over
the country have been infesting these parts, alert
and on the lookout for popular and ready sellers.
This has not been a hard task for them this
year for the reasons stated above.

A peculiar superstition which has ever been
prevalent among the manufacturers has crept,
seemingly, into the systems of the jobbers and
this, it is feared, may. make the latter cautious
and restrain them from ordering in large quan-
tities. It seems when a manufacturer has gotten
up a jewelry novelty that is having a big run
and orders are coming in two and three dozen
a clip, they do not endeavor to anticipate the
demand and carry a stock of them, but rest
content with making them up as the orders come
in. The reason is that it has been noticed by
many manufacturers that the minute they at-
tempt to anticipate the demand and stock up
ahead the demand drops off and they are often
hard put to get rid of stock they have built up
ahead of orders. This is mere superstition, but
so well founded that few even endeavor to an-
ticipate the demand to any great extent. It is this
same superstition that the manufacturers fear
has become instilled into the breasts of the
jobbers and instead of their ordering in two or
three gross lots, as they have done in boom
years, they will order in dozen lots and keep
sending in small orders to the factories, though
it may be they will use two gross or more during
a month. This cautiousness on the part of the
jobbing trade may hold back business conditions
until late in the fall, which will be hard lines for
the manufacturers.

The conditions in the silverware field are
highly encouraging, and have been for some time
past. Many are working overtime and all report
business far ahead of 19°9. Chains, particularly
of the finer sort for neckwear, are selling well
and the factories that produce this line of goods
are very busy.

That no evil is wrought without some good
coming from it is shown by the newly-patented
hatpin guards which are selling quite rapidly at
this writing. This device is made to fit on the
point end of the pin and is so ornamented as to
give the hatpin the appearance of having two
heads. The point is protected and thus gets
around the laws that have been passed in many
places against the use of hatpins protruding be-
yond the hat.

To meet the demands made by increased
business the Gorham Manufacturing Company
has contracted for a new building at its Provi-
dence works. It is to be of fireproof construc-
tion, 8o x 122 feet, thus adding nearly 10,000
square feet of floor area to the already im-
pressive plant. It is expected that the building
will be ready to occupy in July. Additional
electric power in the shape of a new direct con-
nected power unit is also under contract.

Leach & Miller, Attleboro, took advantage of
the 19th of April, which was a legal holiday in
Massachusetts—Patriots' Day—to install some ad-
ditional machinery to still further increase their
facilities.

Charles S. Morse, New York City salesman,
and Charles 0. Petty, western salesman for
Winthrop Manufacturing Company, Attleboro,
are at present covering their respective territories
among the jobbing trade.

Mr. Shepardson, of C. A. Marsh & Co.,
Attleboro, was a visitor to New York City last
month.

In the United States District Court in Boston
April 55th Patrick J. Cummings, head of the
manufacturing jewelry house of P. J. Cummings
Company, in Attleboro, was found guilty of using
the mails in a scheme to defraud. The plan
which Cummings is alleged to have worked con-
sisted in persuading men in different parts of the
country to become his agents in the sale of
jewelry, requiring them to put up $1200 to secure
the goods. A complicated. contract was signed
then between Cummings and the salesman, by
which, it was claimed by the prosecution, the
salesman's $1200 was soon in Cummings's hands
when the man failed to make good as a salesman.
A man named Gray, of Greensboro, N. C., was
instrumental in bringing the Cummings jewelry
selling plan to the notice of the Federal authori-
ties and Cummings was arrested last autumn.
Gray claimed that he answered an advertisement
which the Cummings people had had inserted in
a southern newspaper, and that after correspon-
dence he came to Attleboro and looked over the
Cummings plant. At that time Cummings and
Gray are said to have entered into an agreement
by which Gray became Cummings's agent at a
yearly salary of $1800, contingent upon certain
amounts of sales. Incidentally Gray put up $12oo.
After two months or so, it is claimed, Gray sud-
denly found himself without a position and with-
out the $1200. He notified the postal authorities,
with the result that a charge of using the mails
in a scheme to defraud was preferred against
Cummings and he was arraigned before the
United States Commissioner at Boston, the trial
date being set for this month. At the trial about
a dozen men appeared and testified to having been
salesmen in Cummings's employ on a basis
similar to that on which Gray began to work,
and with similar results. The Government claims
that Cummings secured about $25,000 from these
agents. Associated with Cummings, it is under-
stood, was a Boston man named Holloway. They
had offices at Boston. Holloway has been missing
for some time. No .sentence has been given in
Cummings's case as yet. It is understood that his
counsel will take the case to a higher court on
exceptions.

Holders of the 6 per cent. certificates of in-
debtedness of the Silversmiths' Company, which
certificates mature July 1, two, have received a
circular from the corporation which reads, in
part, as follows "For the purpose of retiring th6
certificates of indebtedness of The Silversmiths'
Company, maturing July t, 1910, and the financing
of the new factory for the Whiting Manufactur-
ing Company, the directors of the Silversmiths'
Company have authorized an issue of $3,000,000
of certificates of indebtedness of which it is pro-
posed to issue at the present time $2,000,000, cov-
ering a term of ten years, bearing interest at the
rate of 5 per cent, per annum, payable January
1st and July 1st in each year, of which $1,000,000
are to be retired during the ten years. These new
certificates are offered to the several holders of
the present certificates maturing July i, 191o, to
retire and take the place of such present matur-
ing certificates, and such amount as is taken by
them for such purpose will be offered to the
stockholders of The Silversmiths' Company and
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to the holders of the present maturing certificates,
subject to allotment in case of oversubscription."

A blaze started on the second floor of the
building occupied by the estate of 0. M. Draper
at North Attleboro, during the month of April.
It started in a box of "sweeps" in the machine
shop of this company and was discovered by
Herbert Rhodes, foreman of the Bishop Com-
pany, which occupies the third floor. Assistant
Engineer Preston D. White was in the building
and he directed the work of the men in fighting
the flames and succeeded in getting them out
when the department arrived.

Alderman John Kelso, 76 Dorrance Street,
Providence, has been appointed a delegate to the
Men's National Missionary Conference, to be
held in Chicago from the 3d to the 6th of this
month. It is feared that owing to the fact that
a meeting of the Aldermen will take place in the
time named for the conference he will be unable
to attend.

The Hale Watch Protector Company, 131
Washington Street, Providence, are giving great
publicity to their watch protector, which has won
trade favor in the past few years. The protector
is made of a soft, pliable, non-tarnishing leather
and is so constructed as to completely cover the
watch, protecting it from dust and yet permitting
the time to be readily ascertained by means of a
flap without removing the protector. A sample
with descriptive folder will be sent any jeweler
on request.

S. and M. Sandfelder, representatives of the
D. F. Briggs Company, of Attleboro, Mass., with
offices in the Victoria Building, St. Louis, Mo.,
were recent visitors to this company's factory,
where they got a line on the many new designs
this concern is putting out this year.

The Enterprise Jewelry Company, of Attle-
boro, are putting two new designs of white metal
goods on the market. Following the popular
craze they have had dies made to produce the
Chantecler hen pheasant in fob form and the
Chantecler to be used as a neck pin. Bangle
bracelets in three sizes and necklaces in two
sizes are also recent additions to their lines.

F. R. Sheriden, coast representative for
Austin & Stone, Attleboro, with an office in San
Francisco, Cal., was at the factory during the
month of April. J. E. Dunn, of this same com-
pany, has started out to cover the jobbing trade
in the Middle West.

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Robbins, of Attleboro,
have just returned from a two months' trip in
Florida and Cuba.

Charles M. Robbins Company, of Attleboro,
Mass., landed an order for 6o,000 Elk order pins,
which will be used as the official Elk reunion
badges at the Elk reunion to be held during the
summer at Detroit, Mich.

R. N. Dickie, of Jacksonville, Fla., has been
appointed southern salesman for the Charles M.
Robbins Company, Attleboro. Mr. Dickie enters
the employ of this company well equipped to
take care of the needs of the jewelry field,
having graduated from the ranks of the jewelry
business to his present position.

Property which has a frontage of I541/2
feet on Chestnut Street and 8o feet on Pine
Street, containing 17,000 square feet, has been
purchased by Waite, Thresher Company, of 61
Peck Street, Providence. This piece of property,
which is a most valuable site, will have erected
on it a modern fireproof building, which will be
used by this company for jewelry manufacturing
purposes. The building will have an entrance at
the corner of Pine and Chestnut Streets and
another at Abbott Street and Park Place, in
which direction the building will face. The
structure will be three stories in height and
provide ample expansion room for the rapidly
growing business of this company.

Joseph W. Heller, 129 Eddy Street, Provi-
dence, has purchased a 24-horsepower Black
Crow touring car which will undoubtedly prove
a source of pleasure to Mr. Heller during the
coming summer months.

Arthur 0. Ostby, superintendent of the
Ostby & Barton Co., 118 Richmond Street,
Providence, has just returned with his wife from
a two weeks' sojourn at Atlantic City.

(Continued on page 8o5)
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The Crown Novelty Company, of Leo-

minster, Mass., have moved their plant to 163

Pine Street, Providence, where they continue to

produce and enlarge on the same line of goods
formerly turned out in Leominster.

Tannebaum & Company, 21 Eddy Street,

Providence, are producing a line of indestructible

stones which are finding a ready market. These
stones are made to represent the various kinds

of precious stones now on the market and are

so constructed that they can be stepped on,

thrown to the floor or otherwise ill used and

will not break. The volume of orders being re-

ceived indicates that such a stone as this has
long been needed.

W. A. Fay, representative of Potter & Buf-

finton, 7 Eddy Street, Providence, with offices

in Chicago, was a recent visitor to his firm's
factory looking over the fall line of goods this

company has originated.
President Fred D. Carr presided over the

regular monthly meeting of the Manufacturing

Jewelers' Board of Trade, held April 35th, in

the rooms of the association at 42 Weybosset
Street, Providence. Three new members were

added to the list, which now numbers 257. The

manager of the office in New York City, Horace

M. Peck, reported on the opening of this branch.

It was expected that the question of extended

credit which is given the jobbers so freely by

the country over by the manufacturers would
come up for discussion but nothing was done

concerning this important question.
The name of Guinti & Pike Co., Attleboro,

has been changed to Guinti Manufacturing Co.

This company is making an extensive line of

leather fobs and novelties, which are finding a

ready market.
F. M. & J. L. Cobb, manufacturing jewelers

of Mansfield, are contemplating a New York

office. Elmer Vaselet will be in charge for this
company.

A banquet was given at the Park Hotel last

month to the members of the Austin & Stone

bowling team, who were the winners in the

Shop League. The members of the winning

team were French, Loffan, Harris, Nolan, Doran

and Captain Bulley.
Harold E. Sweet, of R. F. Simmons Com-

pany, Attleboro, has been made chairman of the

school committee in this place.
Albert S. Vennerbeck, of Vennerbeck &

Clase, 150 Chestnut Street, Providence, was a
visitor to the New York City trade last month

in the interests of his house.
Walter A. Griffith, treasurer of R. L.

Griffith & Son Co., 144 Pine Street, Providence,

who is an enthusiastic clubman, has been elected

president of the Edgewood Casino Club of this

city.
The traveling force of S. 0. Bigney & Com-

pany, Attleboro, are now among the trade show-

ing the latest creations produced by this company.

Walter Hopkins, salesman for C. H. Eden &

Company, Attleboro, who was recently at the

factory, has started out on his western trip.
The members of the New England Manu-

facturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association

were guests on April 5th of the Providence

Board of Trade, at a business men's smoker. An

address by James A. Emery, of Washington,

D. C., on "Business Men and Legislation," was

the feature of the evening enjoyed by all present.

H. N. Pervear Company, 289 Thurbers

Avenue, have entirely remodeled their factory

equipment and have resumed manufacturing at

this place.
The "Griptite," a patent hatpin protector

manufactured by Cory & Reynolds Company, 25

Congress Avenue, is having a large sale. The

"Griptite" fastener is so constructed as to fasten

on the point end of a hatpin, giving the pin the

appearance of a double-headed ornamental hatpin.

Joseph Fineberg, of Fineberg Manufacturing

Co., Attleboro, made a generous donation of land

to this town and the Selectmen of Attleboro

have voted to expend $5oo in fitting up the land

for a summer playground.

John T. Clark, formerly at 77 Page Street,

Providence, has removed to 119 Pine Street,
where he will continue to carry on his enameling
business.

The Allison Manufacturing Company, Attle-
boro, are putting on the market a line of

"Chantecler" jewelry which is creating a sen-
sation wherever shown.

Many of the manufacturing jewelers in
Attleboro took advantage of Patriots' Day, which
is a legal holiday in their State, to close down

Monday, the day preceding the holiday, and

spent both days overhauling machinery and put-

ting it in shape for the fall business, which their

salesmen are out now in quest of and which they
anticipate will prove quite large.

Freeman, Daughaday Company, Chartley,

Mass., are now using their new packing room,

which is two stories high and 70 feet square.

Mr. Wilmarth, of D. F. Briggs & Co., Attle-

boro, met with a rather painful accident last

month. He was attempting to tighten a nut that

had loosened on his automobile when the wrench

slipped, causing his hand to hit against the sharp

edge of some steel work on the automobile, caus-

ing a painful abrasion of the right hand. The
injured member is now on the road to recovery.

Aldrich Pearce, of F. T. Pearce & Company,

85 Sprague Street, Providence, has just returned

from an outing to New Orleans. Mr. Pearce
accompanied the Shriners of Providence, who

went to New Orleans for the annual conclave,

leaving on April 6th and returning on April 21st.

J. B. Pierce, of Harvey J. Flint Company,

59 Page Street, Providence, is convalescent from

an attack of double pneumonia which threatened
serious consequences for a time.

J. A. Lucas, for over sixteen years western
representative for A. H. Bliss Co., North Attle-

boro, passed away in Chicago on April 9th. For

the past three years Mr. Lucas confined his ac-

tivities to Chicago alone, but prior to that he

covered the whole of the West for this concern.

The deceased was 68 years old and leaves a wife.

He was born at Provincetown, Cape Cod, and

was a high degree Mason, as well as interested

in other lodges and societies.

A. Castiglioni, of Castiglioni Co., I 16

Chestnut Street, Providence, is an enthusiastic
automobilist and makes week-end trips into the

country now that the weather is so fine.
W. E. Ensign, of Williams & Anderson Com-

pany, 33 Broad Street, Providence, has just re-

turned from a trip through the Middle West.
S. 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney Company, At-

tleboro, was a visitor to Chicago last month.
Mr. Sohms, of Bates & Bacon, Attleboro, is

now out amongst the jobbing trade showing them

some very alluring designs for the fall.
F. J. Quinn has been added to the traveling

force of the Chapman Manufacturing Company,

Attleboro, to cover the West and Middle West.
George Flint has bought out the interests

held by N. B. Wales and W. R. Scarritt, Jr., in

the Harvey J. Flint Company, 59 Page Street,

Providence, and is now treasurer of the company.

Harvey J. Flint still retains the presidency and

will supervise the making of the high-grade line

this company puts out. The factory and office

are undergoing complete renovation and a coat

of paint adds a finishing touch to this operation.

William Loeb, of Rhode Island Ring Co., 21 Eddy

Street, Providence, is at present in the Middle

West. During the latter part of April Mr. Loeb

spent several days in Chicago.
Edward Hough, of Wightman & Hough, 7

Beverly Street, Providence, has returned from a

sea voyage to Jamaica, where he spent several

pleasant weeks in recreation.

Theodore W. Foster & Brother Company,

mo Richmond Street, Providence, report a very

busy spring. The demand for their product

seemed to be for the general line, no one thing

seeming to stand out as a specialty to which they

could lay the good business conditions.
Henry Lederer, of Henry Lederer & Brother,

ISO Chestnut Street, Providence, was a visitor to

New York City during the month of April.
A. B. Flag and G. A. Fox, representing A. L.

Lindroth Company, North Attleboro, Mass., are

now out among the jobbing trade showing their

new fall line.
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An Explanation

Los Angeles, Cal., April 19, 191o.

ED. KEYSTONE desire to submit, through
your journal, a statement of the facts in the
case of the complaints recently filed against my-
self and wife by the Hartford Insurance Com-
pany and the Southern Pacific Railway Company
in the matter of the claims made by me against
those corporations for the loss of one of my
traveling men's trunks containing upwards of
$11,000 worth of diamonds, precious stones,
loose and mounted, and other valuables.

On December 29, 1909, Harry Adams, a
traveling man in my employ, arranged to take
a northern trip to San Francisco, Sacramento,
Red Bluffs and other northern points, and on
this trip was entrusted with a trunk containing
some $11,000 worth of diamonds, pearls and
other merchandise. Mr. Adams's instructions
were to proceed to San Francisco, see the
wholesale trade in that city prior to January 1st
and on Monday, January 3d, to work Sacramento
and then proceed to different points in central
California with his stock. On January 3d, Mon-
day, being the first business day after January
1st, I received a letter from Mr. Adams stating
that the trunk had been lost in transit and that he
had been unable to locate same. I immediately
notified him to fully investigate the matter and
try and locate the trunk, which he was unable
to do.

In the regular course of business I filed a
claim against the Southern Pacific Railway Com-
pany and the Hartford Insurance Company under
a traveler's policy which I held with said com-
pany. The matter ran along for some little
time and the trunk was at last located in San
Jose, though having been looted of its most
valuable merchandise. The claim on the in-
surance company was pressed and the insurance
company caused the arrest of both myself and
wife upon the following statement:

They alleged that Mr. Adams, after having
checked the trunk, returned to the office and
placed the check together with his transportation
in the office safe for a few moments, where,
they attempted to prove, another check was sub-
stituted by me for the check of the trunk. Their
hypothesis then was that I sent my wife, Mrs.
Fink, to San Francisco, where she opened the
trunk, extracted the valuables and afterwards
checked the trunk to San Jose, where it was
found some weeks later. Unon the preliminary
hearing it was conclusively proven, first, that Mrs.
Fink was not in the office at the time Mr. Adams
returned with the check ; second, that the check
was not out of Adams's hands during the time
he was in the office, but on the contrary always
under his control ; third, that Mrs. Fink was not
out of Los Angeles during any of the time when
the prosecution attempted to prove her in San
Francisco. The prosecution's case was based en-
tirely upon an alleged identification of Mrs.
Fink. This alleged identification was made by
the porter and expressman of the Golden West
Hotel, in San Francisco, both of whom swore
that the woman who had the trunk in charge
was heavily veiled and wore goggles and was
otherwise disguised. Neither the porter nor
expressman saw the woman for more than a few
minutes. Upon the preliminary hearing some

fifteen or sixteen witnesses swore that Mrs. Fink
was in Los Angeles at the exact time when she
was supposed to have been in San Francisco.

They not only swore to her being in Los Angeles
during the time she necessarily must have been

in San Francisco to have looted the trunk as the
insurance company alleged, but substantiated

their statements by business and social appoint-

ments which they had had with Mrs. Fink on

that date.
Upon the hearing of the complaint of the

Hartford Insurance Company the Justice dis-

missed the charge, stating that he did not believe

any case whatsoever had been made out as

against either of the defendants. After a full

investigation of the matter the District Attorney

moved for the dismissal of the second charge,

based upon the complaint of the Southern Pacific

Railway Company.
Very truly yours, ALBERT'-FINK.
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Our Instruction is Practical;

by this we mean that everything we teach is
directly useful and necessary in your everyday
work.

You will be affected in three ways by a
course in our school:

FIRST, your money income will be increased;

SECOND, work which is now difficult will be
' made so easy that you will really ENJOY

doing it.

THIRD, instead of being glad for a mediocre
job at poor pay, you will be sought for by
men who need the highest skilled workmen
and are glad to pay the highest wages to
our graduates.

Write for our catalogue.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
OF WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and JEWELRY WORK

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

THE BUTTERFLY
ANOTHER HELLER CREATION

This Parisian novelty
has proven one of the
most popular sellers in
hair ornaments we
have ever made. The
delicate exquisite finish
It gives to the coiffure
has won It instant rec-
ognition.
Reorders are coming
in and shows conclu-
sively that you should
at least inquire about
this latest of hair orna-
ments for the Braid so
popular at present.

The bow is set on a 2-
prong shell hair pin,
and the sparkling
rhinestones, with a
sprinkling of either
amethyst, rose, olivine
or sapphire stones
makes It particularly
striking and attractive.
The hinge arrange-
ment allows it to con-
form to the shape of the
hair on which it is worn.

Send for Prices
and Sample

Joseph W. Heller Company 129 Eddy
Manufacturer of White Stone Novelties
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April is a quiet month in the jewelry trade

of Pittsburg. The season is betwixt and between,

and the interest among those seeking novelties

in the jeweler's line is usually at the lowest.

However, as a rule, the trade appears to be well

satisfied with the outlook for the spring and

summer. Buoyancy is noted in the basic

industries and employment of labor is general, in

fact so general that the demand is exceeding the

supply in this district. Advertising for men for

mill work and for the lumber camps and for

construction work is appearing. Every form of

industry is running under high pressure and it

was noted this month that pay rolls were un-

usually large. All these indications are harbingers

of better trading in the luxuries of life a little

later.
The run of business in the retail stores.

appears to be of the regular spring order. There
is not a large stock list apparent and the trade
appears to be meeting conditions wisely. Manu-
facturers and wholesalers are reporting prepara-
tions for an active season, with an early start
of road men out into the field.

An incident of much interest has been the
marriage on March 29th, of A. A. Gillespie, of
Gillespie Brothers, one of the leading retailers of
Pittsburg, to Miss Lucie V. Donohue, a popular
society young woman of Sandusky, Ohio. The
ceremony took place at the home of the bride
and was a quiet one. Miss Donohue is the
daughter of a prominent family in Sandusky.
The young couple started soon after for a three
months' trip abroad which will combine pleasure
with a little business, as during their absence Mr.
Gillespie will look up the usual stocks for the
fall and winter trade and arrange for their im-
portation to this country.

Gillespie Brothers have been enjoying a fair
spring business, seasonable, but not below the
normal. Spandau Brothers, of Smithfield Street,
on the morning of March 30th, suffered from an
attack by thieves, who took advantage of a
moment when police patrols were shifting and
smashed the large plate glass window in the
front of the store and got away with a lot of
wedding rings and diamond rings that had been
left on display over night. The store is within
a square of police headquarters and the job was
so neatly done that no trace of the thieves nor
of any witness to the act has been found. The
loss is estimated at $1,000 and as yet has proven
a mystery. It is such depredations as these that
are awakening the Pittsburg trade to the fact
that displays in windows left over night are
needless risks in spite Of what appears to be
perfect protection against the dangerous element
that gathers in cities. It is true that conditions
in Pittsburg are anything but satisfactory at this
time. Revelations made in the councilmariic in-
vestigations have brought to light conditions that
were not believed possible. Unrest and suspense
have followed and with all the talk, it is believed
that the undesirable class have been attracted to
the city for the while.

J. P. Steinman, who for some years was
located in Fifth Street, between Penn and Liberty
Avenues, has made a change of location this
spring and has opened a handsome store in the
Fulton Building in Sixth Street, near the bridge
to the North Side.

E. P. Robert's Sons report a very quiet but
satisfactory trade at this season, which has ear-
marks of an approaching betterment with the
opening of spring and summer.

Kingsbacher Brothers have taken possession
of their handsome new business home in Liberty
Avenue near Seventh Street. The store is ad-
mirably located for the wholesale trade, where
the largest number of traction 'car lines pass. Its
exterior is 110 more attractive than the interior
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where the fixtures and casing with the abundant
light and convenient arrangement of goods is
favorably commented upon. •The two floors
given over to the business are needed, judging
from the popularity of the house.

Heeren Brothers & Company are making a
fine display this month of silverware and report
trade satisfactory.

An event of some interest this month has
been the closing series of bowling contests by
the Jewelers' League, which took place on the
evening of April t8th at the famous Davis Alleys,
and to which were invited the members of the
24-Karat Club and their fair friends. The league
has been playing all winter, and the prizes for
the higher points were awarded by President
Steele Roberts, of the 24-Karat Club, who in
presenting the prizes referred to the growing
interest of the jewelers as a craft in each other.
The list of bowlers in the Jewelers' League holds
the names of prominent members of the trade.
The awards were announced according to the posi-
tion each occupied at the finish of the season.
These were as follows : Wattles, first; Lochs,
second; Terheydens, third; Diamonds, fourth;
Vilsacks, fifth, and Roberts, sixth. J. C. Craw-
ford, of the Wattles team, was presented with
the cup for the team, he baying rolled the best
individual team score. A cup was presented to
Charles Holyland, of the Diamonds, he having
rolled the high average score for the year. A
cup also was presented to F. Claton Stitt for the
high individual score for the season, while
another went to Charles Parlett, of the Roberts
team, for the high scores in four individual
games.

After the more formal exercises and pre-
sentation of prizes the jewelers and their fair
friends were entertained at a luncheon which
was hugely enjoyed by all present. About roo
made up the party and half of these were
ladies. The .social feature at • the conclusion -of
the bowling season was declared to be one of the
most pleasing incidents of the year.

DALLAS, TEXA(,)
LETTER

A. C. Schaief has purchased the jewelry
stock of Alfred M. Scott, McKinney.

E. W. Mitchell, Lampasas, has just returned
from a lengthy trip to California.

J. J. Spurlock, of the firm of Spurlock &
Secor, Beaumont, suffered a stroke of paralysis.

Joseph Astrican, Amarillo, has just closed
a deal with parties from Omaha, Nebr., for the
sale of his store and he will retire from the
jewelry' business.

R. M. Hopper, a watchmaker who had a
portion of the Green Drug Co.'s store, at Athens,
lost his complete outfit when this place burned.

Frank McMullen, who was employed as a
manufacturing jeweler by E. W. • Robinson,
Fort Worth, previous to the closing of this busi-
ness, is now with E. M. Leutwyler at Vernon.

S. H. Keavanaugh, Richmond, died last
month after a short illness.

Harry Tobler expects to open a first-class
jewelry store at Miles.

J. T. Herbert, Brandon, is removing to
Avoca.

Charles Smith, watchmaker formerly with
Charles Doty, Graham, is now with B. B. Poore,
Bridgeport.

George Prescott, a watchmaker well known
over the whole State of Texas, died about two
weeks ago at Lawton, °Ida., after a very brief
illness. He had been employed by N. A.
McDuffie, jeweler, but a short time when taken

Thomas Rudolph is now connected with T. H.
Park, Big-Springs, as watchmaker.

The Mexican Curio Store, owned by S.
Rabe, Commerce Street, San Antonio, was
robbed on the night of April 7th. Rubies, opals

and other jewelry to the amount of $1300 were
stolen. The police have no clue to the robbers.

Mrs. J. J. Breneke, wife of J. J. Breneke, a
prominent jeweler of Georgetown, died after a
lingering illness of several weeks.

Leo Gantert, Yoakum, suffered a loss by
fire on the 7th inst. Mr. Gantert's loss was com-
plete, as he had no insurance. Through the as-
sistance of friends he is restocking in another
location in the same town.

A young son of James Mitchell, watchmaker
for George Pfaeffle, Greenville, was severely
burned at Mart, Texas, by the explosion of a
gasoline engine.

Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Bahn, Austin, former
owners of the Bahn Optical Co., are leaving for
a -European trip of several months.

A negro was arrested in A. A. Everts Co.'s
store on Main Street, Dallas, while endeavoring
to steal a diamond ring. When detected he
stooped down and threw the ring along the
floor.

The statement in our last issue that Tekulski
& Freedman, of Shreveport, La., were moving
into a new location at 2871/2 Main Street, Dallas,
Texas, was misleading. The firm is opening a
branch store at the place mentioned, but will con-
tinue their present business in Shreveport as
heretofore.

Mr. Hawley, President of H. H. Hawley
Co., recently returned from a business trip
through Oklahoma and the Panhandle country.
Later he left on the Trades League excursion
through Southwest Texas.

Two young women entered H. W. Bounds'
store, Main Street, Dallas, and palmed two rings.
They were seen by one of the clerks who re-
fused to permit them to go and telephoned for
officers. One of the rings was recovered from
a woman's usual depository, her stocking. Both
women are of respectable Dallas families and it
is doubtful if a case will be made against them.

Six pieces of diamond jewelry, valued at
$1155 were stolen from the front window of the
Leffler Jewelry Co.'s store, Gainesville, between
7 and 9 o'clock P. M., March 27th. No evidences
were discernible as to the manner in which the
thieves gained access to the store. When Mr.
Leffler returned to the store about 9 P. M. the
articles were missing. A $350 reward was im-
mediately offered and one of the thieves was
captured in Kansas City, Mo., and some of the
articles recovered.

D. C. McCarthy, watchmaker for Henry
Iverson & Co., Corsicana, was in Dallas last
month.

R. L. Reese, Corsicana, was in town taking
a few days' vacation.

W. D. Biles & Bro., Buda, were in town and
purchased a complete outfit of watchmaker's
tools and supplies and a large line of jewelry,
all of which was paid for and left subject to
their order. They are now touring West Texas
looking for a desirable location.

W. W. Mitchell, Dallas, is having an auction.
R. L. Russell, Farmersville, has purchased

a new touring car.
W. F. Dietrich, Cleburne, came to town in

his auto and attended to his purchases, returning
to Cleburne the same night.

T. J. Peacock, Milford, has located at Ar-
lington.

The report that Walter & Hafner Jewelry
Co., of Hillsboro, Texas, had discontinued or
sold out their business is entirely erroneous. The
report probably originated from the fact that the
firm had disbanded as a corporation, but the
business will be continued • as the Walter &
Hafner Jewelry Co., unincorporated, with the
same management and same stockholders. The
stores will be conducted at Hillsboro, Smithville
and Teague, Texas, as heretofore.

It was stated in an item published in the
April number of THE KEYSTONE that the firm of
Wilson & Watson, of Anson, Texas, had dis-
solved and that J. M. Wilson assumed control.
This was an error, as Mr. Wilson has retired
and J. B. Watson has succeeded him in the
business.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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A MAN IS A POOR PROPHET AT HOME
Does Not Hold Good Here

2RO/4111. PROPMER

. DIAMONDS

WATCHES ̀,1 JEWELRY

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co„
Buffalo, N. Y.

Gentlemen:–

\ I 
..1,44Uh6■ OPTICAL GOODS

CLOCKS AND SILVERWARE

483 MAIN STREET

BUFFALO, N.Y. April 1st,  1910.

Although entirely unsolicited, it gives me great
pleasure to write to you regarding my unusual increase in my
ring sales since I handle your line. The QC 10 kt. ring has
certainly been a winner with me and although you guarantee to
replace any set, if lost, still I only had two customers come
back in five years, which certainly shows good workmanship.
I find the shanks of all your rings heavier and stronger than
most others and did not have one break on me yet. I believe
in the motto "Give credit to whom it is due."

Yours very truly,

This is one of hun-
  dreds of similar

letters received dur-
ing the year.

Eventually You Will
Handle Our Line ;
WHY NOT NOW?

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y. MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED see 10 K. RING  

BATES & BACON ATTLEBORO
MASSACHUSETTS

NEW YORK : 9 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO: 103 State Street

Makers of High-Grade Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets 
A REAL NOVELTY ! This Locket will open by pressing the spring—just like a Watch

ORDER BY NUMBER, OF YOUR JOBBER

MATINEE LOCKET CHAIN SINGLE SOLDER LINKS
t r 

-

,f•- • /,-..7.,1,21-1:0-77,-;,--

WATCH TOP

MIRROR LOCKET

G153/ L2175
.VgQ:114'4740, 

A..

60 INCHES
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Cincinnati jewelers will be
A Notable surprised and pleased to hear
Purchase that William S. P. Oskamp, of

The Oskamp Jewelry Com-
pany, purchased recently the property at the
northwest corner of Race and Seventh Streets
from Musco M. Robertson, who one year ago
took a perpetual lease upon the
ground from Mordecai M.
White and then started the
construction of the handsome,
eight-story patent tile front
building on that site. The
building faces 30 feet on
Seventh Street and has a front-
age of 97 feet on Race Street.
It is generally conceded by
local real estate and business
men to be one of the most
promising corners in the city
of Cincinnati. Mr. Oskamp
took a fifteen-year lease prior
to the razing of the old build-
ing, which occupied this corner,
and on the 15th of March for-
mally opened the handsomest
jewelry store and the finest
auto supply store rooms in the
city. The new building is of
handsome design, absolutely
fireproof and is built on a new
order of construction, consist-
ing of steel framing, all bolted
and encased in concrete. The
price, which it is understood
was paid in cash, has not been
made a matter of record, but it
is understood to have been over
$100,000. The Oskamp jewelry
store occupies the entire first
floor and basement of the
handsome new building.

Who is the man
Conscience who sent the Os-
Prompted kamp - Nolting
Payment Company, 411-417

Elm Street, a
New York draft for $i000 and
begged forgiveness for having
taken that amount from the
big wholesale jewelry concern
seventeen years ago? This is
a problem which the company
has been trying to solve ever
since the draft arrived at its
offices, but it is still as much a
mystery now as at first. The
receipt of the money from
this source created quite a
deal of interest in local jewelry
and financial circles. The draft
arrived April 1st and at first
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more. It has been a load all these years. You
will have time to get this collected by Friday,
and as a last favor I ask you to put this adver-
tisement in the personal column Sunday, April
3d : `Money received; will forgive.' If you do
not get the money in time put the advertisement
in Sunday, April loth, because I only get the
Sunday papers. Please forgive me and don't
fail to relieve my mind. P. S.—If you will not
forgive the interest I will work on to pay it back
to you." "This is a very strange case, indeed,"
said Charles A. Nolting, president of the com-
pany, in speaking of the draft. "The draft is
good, so there is no joke about the matter. I
do not remember a $r000 loss seventeen years
ago, but in a large business like ours such losses
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weather conditions and everything else being
favorable we expect to see it continue this way,"
said Mr. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Company,
big dealers in jewelers' supplies in the Merchants'
Building, Sixth and College Streets. "The road
men are sending in good orders," he resumed,
"and while there is some complaint from the
retailers because the farmers are too busy plant-
ing to go to town to buy goods, yet this is cus-
tomary for this time of the year."

The fact that a number of big
The Merchants' jewelry firms are already cosily
Building housed in the big, twelve-story

modern Merchants' Building,
at Sixth and College Streets, is beginning to at-
tract much favorable attention and the rumor

that the name of the building
may soon be changed to "The
Jewelers' Building" has added

some members of the firm
were rather prone to suspect
that the whole affair was
a joke, but the draft has proved to be good
and so this disposes of that theory. The draft
comes. from somebody signing the name of A. J.
Black, who says he was an employee of the
company seventeen years ago and took $1000 at
that time. The letter which accompanied the
draft—a very interesting plea for forgiveness—
's as follows : "About seventeen years ago your
firm had a loss of $1000, of which I was the
cause and got the money. It was a crooked deal
and I was always sorry for it and made up my
mind to pay you back. Am sending you the
money by enclosed draft. I know that you
ought to get interest, but I am not rich and I
have others depending upon me. It has taken
us many years to get this money for you and I
ask you to be merciful and forgive the interest
so that I will not have it on my conscience any

New Merchants' Building

are likely to occur; nor do I remember any man
in our employ seventeen years ago by the name
of A. J. Black. The man who sent us the draft
must have put that fictitious name on the outside
of the envelope on the ̀ return' space in order to
hide hi S own identity. We will surely forgive
the man the interest. At 6 per cent. the interest
would have amounted to $1042 by this time, but
the man writes he is poor and has others de-
pending upon him, so we are glad to overlook
that feature. In fact, we were very pleased to
receive anything at all, for we never expected to
receive $t000 from this source. It is a surprise
to us. If I could meet this man I should be very
glad to shake hands with him. How much better
the world would be if all men listened to their
consciences as faithfully as has this man."

"Business is very satisfactory and the

to the interest already dis-
played. The building is cen-
trally located, each floor is
light and contains all modern
equipments and conveniences.
An automatic fire sprinkler
system is installed in the build-
ing. The firms have splendid
elevator service, there being
three fast, large electric ele-
vators. The building is strictly
fireproof and the rooms are
large, containing 6000 square
feet of floor space on each
floor. The D. Jacobs Sons
Company occupies the first
floor, the E. & J. Swigart Com-
pany occupies the third and
fourth floors ; Albert Bros. will
soon move into the fifth floor;
Gebhardt Bros. occupy the
twelfth floor. Arrangements
are being made with other
iewelers who are seeking space
in the building.

There is perhaps no other
jewelers supply house in this
part of the country which has
cosier or better arranged quar-
ters than has the E. & J.
Swigart Company, on the third
and fourth floors of the Mer-
chants' Building. The fixtures
are absolutely modern ; the
rooms are large, well lighted,
sanitary and inviting. The
company occupies two entire
floors and. these two are con-
stantly the center of a beehive-
like activity. as customers come
and go and as the employees
send out goods to all parts of
the country. The two floors are
not any larger, however, than
their growing business requires.

Albert Bros., the well-
known wholesale jewelers who
occupy two floors in the build-
ing at Fourth and Plum, have
also experienced such an ex-
panding business that they,
too, have been compelled to
seek larger quarters where
they can take care of a larger
business and with greater

despatch and still have room to spread out. The
company would have occupied other floors in its
present old quarters but could not get them.
With the entire fifth floor of the Merchants'
Building, however, the company will have an op-
portunity to expand its business as rapidly as
opportunity presents. The arrangement of the
company's new fixtures will be second to none
in this part of the city, it is said.

Max J. Greenwald has succeeded to control
of the three Greenwald stores in the Emery
Arcade and says he will move to Walnut
Street soon. The corporation has been dissolved.
Greenwald is selling the stock at auction from
the jewelry store in Race Street, until recently
occupied by Rosen.

(Continued on page 81i)
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YOU CAN DO AS WELL
The above plate was designed and engraved by Mr. Donald G. Marshall,

of Portland, Maine. Mr. Marshall never had any experience in the art of
engraving before attending our College. He is loud in his praise of the
method of our teaching, and says nowhere could he have obtained as much
knowledge in the art of engraving in the length of time that he attended
our College. Ills plate is a piece of work that not only he, but we also are
proud of. We can teach you to do the same kind of work if you will giveus the opportunity.

Here is a Strong Statement
And
you more

we can prove the truth of it. We can teach
about practical engraving in less time
and with less expense than any other
engraving College in this country. If
you desire to learn the art of Engrav-
ing, we want you to attend our College.

We will guarantee you success. We have been teach-
ing the art of Engraving for over sixteen years, and
know how to make an expert Engraver of you in a
short time and with little expense. Send for our
Engraving prospectus; it will give you full informa-
tion ; it is free; a postal will bring it. Write to-day.

HERE IS
A

SAMPLE

The Philadelphia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA

F. W. SCHULER, Principal ESTABLISHED 1894

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets .
1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . .

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink .

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener.

$1.50

.75

.25

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler shouldhave
Because it saves time—and saves money
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polishyour rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproofand won't wash off.
No danger of getting the tags mixed

and getting them on the wrong ring.
The Ideal has a large, flat writing

surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
317 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 809)

Members of the National
Wholesalers' Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
Convention tion who attend the big annual

convention in Cincinnati in
June will be shown a splendid time. This is
promised by the Cincinnati committees on ar-
rangements and they intend to carry out their
intentions, regardless of expense. D. J. Gut-
mann, of the wholesale firm of L. Gutmann &
Sons, is chairman of the banquet committee and
he says he is perfecting an elaborate entertain-
ment for the visiting delegates. President A. G.
Schwab, of the association, head of the firm of
A. G. Schwab & Son, said matters concerning the
entertainment of the visitors are progressing
nicely, but he was unable to give out anything
definite at this time. He assured the jewelers,
however, that they will never regret having at-
tended the convention, as the entertainment
features will be carried out on a large and
costly scale.

"Our spring up to April has been away
ahead of anything we ever had," said D. J. Gut-
mann, of the well-known wholesale firm of L.
Gutmann & Sons, in the Traction Building. "Our
traveling men are starting on their second trip.
Mr. Payne will cover the South, Horwitz the
South and Southwest, Weinfeld, Indiana, Illinois
and Wisconsin, and Mr. Leubescher, the North-
west. The outlook is certainly promising."

D. J. Gutmann returned recently from a
New York business trip.

L. Gutmann & Sons are remodeling their
wholesale jewelry store interior and are adding
to its general inviting and natty appearance with
new decorations and other things.

"Business is fair with us," said John Hol-
land, of the John Holland Gold Pen Company.
The business prospects are good and while T
don't look for any boom, I think we will have a
good business this year. January and February
were not good, but March was good and April
also.

Nick 011inger, proprietor of a jewelry store
in upper Vine Street, was married April 20th.

Louis Greiner, optician with Adolph Jordan,
Fifth Street, joined the Cincinnati Optical Club
April t9th.

"We certainly have no fault to find," said
George Klein, of Klein Bros., wholesale jewelers,
Fourth Street. "Business is moving along very
nicely for us. 'Gene Frommeyer is simply out-
doing himself on the road. The outlook is very
encouraging."

Ed. Klein, of Klein Bros., is covering In-
diana and Ohio for W. H. Modrick, who is con-
fined to his home in Fort Wayne, Ind., with
typhoid fever. Mr. Modrick has passed the crisis
safely and his friends hope to see him back on
the road again in a few weeks.

George Gruen, of D. Gruen Sons Company,
sailed April 23d on the steamer Berlin for
Naples, to be gone three months on a pleasure
trip. He was accompanied by Mrs. Gruen.

Steve Leubescher, northwestern representa-
tive of L. Gutmann & Sons, was called to Mil-
waukee April 20th, his aged mother having died
at her home in that city.

F. L. Hornung, the well-known jeweler of
Brookville, Ind., is a baseball fan and he does not
deny it. He was here to see the opening game
between Cincinnati and Chicago, as he has been
for several years, and had the time of his life
seeing the Cincinnati team win from Chicago to
the tune of i to o in a ten-inning game. He
called on local jeweler friends before leaving for
home.

E. E. Mosman, of Bluffton, Ind., attended
the big spring meeting of the Shriners in New
Orleans.

J. Hahn, of Hahn and Oppenheimer, left
April 55th for a business and pleasure trip to
Europe.

Bingaman Bros., diamond dealers, Sixth and
Vine Streets, are installing a new steel ceiling
and balcony in their store.

Barker & Freisens, the old retail jewelry firm
in Central Avenue near Fourth Street, opened
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a gem of a retail jewelry store at 35 East Fifth
Street April 19th. The store is a little beauty.
The firm will sell paintings, which is a new de-
parture for retail jewelers here, it is said.

Andrew Alich, 930 West Liberty, has en-
larged his jewelry store and has added an optical
department.

The Gustave Fox Company, diamond jewel-
ers and manufacturers of secret order emblems,
especially Elk emblems, reported business as very
good and added that a large number of special
orders have been secured recently. The firm says
its road men, who just returned, did well and
report the business outlook as very fine.

N. H. Marcoffsky, well-known Huntington,
1AT. Va., jeweler, came to Cincinnati recently on
business and pleasure. He was very desirous of
seeing the ball game, but it rained and made it
impossible for the teams to have it out with each
other and Marcoffsky went home sad.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, went to
California recently, accompanied by Mrs. Gut-
man, for a two months' pleasure trip.

"Bill" Campbell, that good-hearted, jovial
jeweler of Bowling Green, Ky., has written a
local jeweler friend that "Fishing is fine; come
on down." The friend refuses to bite, however,
and claims he is too busy to go. The memory
of a duck hunt with "Bill" is still fresh in the
friend's mind and the friend is afraid "Bill" in-
tends to get even now.

Ernest Waldvogel, bookkeeper for B.
Greenwald, 514 Race Street, announced his mar-
riage recently.

Samuel Barker, of Salt Lake City, and
George J. Woods, of Denver, Colo., are now
traveling for Wallenstein, Mayer & Company,
local wholesalers. They will make their head-
quarters in Kansas City, Mo.

The Thoma Bros. Company, Fourth Street
dealers in jewelers' supplies, reported business as
very nice and the prospects as promising. Carl
Thoma returned late in April from Central Ohio.
Jerome started for a four weeks' trip through
Kentucky.

The Cincinnati Wholesale and Manufactur-
ing Jewelers' Association gave its quarterly din-
ner in the Sinton Hotel Thursday evening, April
21st. It was an enjoyable affair.

Mrs. Bauers, mother of John Bauers, of
Bauers Bros., Janesville, Ohio, died at her home
there recently.

The Cincinnati Nest, No. 2, Ku-Kus, held an
interesting meeting April 15th at the North
Cincinnati Turner Hall. It was decided to
initiate some candidates the third Friday in May.
Ray Reinstatler, son of Charles, Reinstatler, of
Central Avenue, and J. Buchtwald, of Pohlmeyer
& Roth, are to ask admission to the order. A
number of other candidates will be announced
later.

Because of ill health, Fred J. Kilp, engraver
in the Perin Building, has closed shop for a
year.

J. B. Murbach, of Elyria, Ohio, has turned
his business over to his son Fred, and will leave
for a year in Europe about May 1st, accompanied
by Mrs. Murbach.

"We are busy buying goods for the fall
trade," said Simon Lindenberg, of Lindenberg,
Strauss & Company, wholesale jewelers in the
Carew Building. "The lines are the most beauti-
ful we have seen for many years. Business is a
little better now than at this time last year. It is
always dull at this time of the year. The pros-
pects for fall business are fine."

C. Harpersberg, watchmaker at Middletown,
Ohio, is now employed as watchmaker by Richter
& Phillips, wholesale jewelers, Fifth and Vine.

Sig Strauss, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Com-
pany, returned April 21st from a buying trip in
New York. Mr. Struss will be at home a few
weeks now preparing the fall goods for the
traveling men.

Godfrey A. Braham, of A. & J. Plaut, bought
goods in the East late in April. Mrs. Braham
accompanied him.

Mr. Oaks, of the Oskamp Jewelry Company,
now cosily at home in its fine new quarters in
the big building at Race and Seventh Streets, re-
ported business as very satisfactory for the sea-
son and prospects as fine.
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E. B. 0. Smith, jeweler at Blanchester, Ohio,
sold his store and has become a farmer. His
fixtures were purchased by local jewelers.

Clem Hellebush is now identified with the
Oskamp Jewelry Company, Race at Seventh.
Mr. Hellebush's father was a well-known jeweler
here years ago.

"Business is very satisfactory," said Cliff
Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company, Lion
Building. "Business is now better than it has
been for three or four years. The outlook is
very good, indeed."

The building in which L. D. Chapman & Co.,
jewelers, were located in Columbus City, Ind.,
was destroyed by fire recently, but the firm saved
some of its stock. The loss is covered by in-
surance.

"Business is very nice with us," said Arno
Dorst, of the Dorst Company, manufacturing
jewelers in the Lion Building. "Business is hold-
ing up nicely and the outlook is very promising."

C. E. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, whole-
sale jewelers, left April loth for New Orleans,
accompanied by Mrs. Richter, to attend the
Shriners' big meeting there.

A. J. Heeren, of Toledo, Ohio, bought goods
here recently with which to stock his new store
in Toledo. He hopes to enter his new place
about May 1st.

Mrs. B. Zimmerman, wife of the well-known
Martins Ferry, Ohio, jeweler, died at her home
in Martins Ferry a few days ago. Death was
sudden.

Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers at the north-
east corner of Fourth and Plum Streets, reported
a very good trade condition and bright prospects
for fall business. The firm has leased the fifth
floor of the splendid new Merchants' Building,
at Sixth and College Streets, and expects to be
cosily at home there by the latter part of May,
so its many friends attending the national con-
vention can be properly taken care of.

Miss Lillie Dickert, an employee at the John
Holland Gold Pen Company's manufacturing
plant, was married recently to William Mc-
Caffrey, who is also an employee of the company.

A. G. Schwab, head of the wholesale jewelry
firm of A. G. Schwab & Son, was in Detroit and
Chicago late in April in connection with the get-
ting out of his immense catalogue. Mr. Schwab
said he has had favorable reports from Texas
as to a good fall business. The recent rain there
has helped business conditions materially, he says.

Louis Lange, of A. G. Schwab & Son, is on a
business trip in Ohio and West Virginia, and
Herbert C. Schwab is in Illinois and Indiana
They will be in from their trips early in May.

Julius D. Jacobs, of D. Jacobs & Sons Com-
pany, left April 17th for a two weeks' business
trip to Detroit, Cleveland and Toledo. This corn-
pany has offered special prizes to the members
of the Cincinnati Red baseball team having the
highest batting average for the season and a
special prize if they win the pennant.

Irvin Herman, of Herman & Loeb, is getting
up a wholesale jewelers baseball team here.

B. H. Davidson, Columbus, Ohio, is prepar-
ing to sell out and enter the real estate business,
it is said here. His brother Rawson sold out re-
cently.

Thomas Scott, of Farmersburg, Ind., will
visit his mother in England in May.

A. H. Soles, jeweler at Buchtel, Ohio, is now
postmaster there.

Victor Bogaert, Jr., of Lexington, Ky., son
of the prominent jeweler of the same name
there, called on Cincinnati jeweler friends re-
cently while passing through here on his way to
British Columbia, where he expects to buy and
operate a large fruit farm. He expects to locate
near Kamloops.

Joseph Scheff, head of the material depart-
ment of the E. & J. Swigart Company, Mer-
chants' Building, Sixth and College Streets, is
still buying. It's a fine new to-pound daughter
and mother and child are doing nicely.

"Business is nice," reported Gebhardt Bros.,
diamond cutters and manufacturers of diamond
jewelry, Merchants's Building. "We believe busi-
ness will be fine this year and are making prep-
arations accordingly."

(Continued on page 813)
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COMPLETE
LINES OF

CLARENCE F. BAYER BYRON L. I, STRASBURGER ALBERT PRETZFELDER

BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.
Importers 5 East 17th Street (Between Broadway and Fifth Ave.), NEW YORK Manufacturers

Our import lines for 1910 are now on the road and will be exhibited in all the large cities. Our lines are the largestand the most original ever shmim. q It would be to any live dealer's best interest to communicate with our NewYork office and get in communication with our representative in your territory.
OPERA AND FIELD GLASSES
LORGNETTES of Every Description in Large Variety
CIGARETTE CASES (in Solid Gold, Gold Filled,

Sterling, German Silver, Gun Metal and Leather)
GUN METAL NOVELTIES
NOVELTY JEWELRY
JET JEWELRY

SOLE AGENTS : "LA VOGUE

GARNET AND CORAL JEWELRY in Large Variety
MESH BAGS (Sterling and German Silver, Gun

Metal and Gilt. Very extensive lines)
CHIME CLOCKS
DESK AND TRAVELING CLOCKS in Large Variety
BRASS STATIONERY NOVELTIES

BINOCULARS," " LA VOGUE OPERA GLASSES,

DESK SETS, ETC.
SMOKERS' ARTICLES
FANS
MARBLE STATUARY
ELECTRIC AND GAS LAMPS AND
ELECTROLIERS, ETC.

" "LA VOGUE LORGNETTES"

WHITE •
METAL
GOODS

Two new designs holding public attention just
now: CHANT ECLER HEN PHEASANT
FOBS and CHANTECLER NECK PINS.

Also a new line of Bangle Bracelets in three
sizes and Neck Laces in two sizes. These will
prove popular sellers.

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, including SHIRT
WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY PINS, FOBS, NECK, BELT,
HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS, Etc., in Roman or Silver finish.

These goods ale furnished plain or engraved as desired.
Write and ask us for illustrations, prices and free samples.
This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON SPECIAL WORK

M' Enterprise
Jewelry Co.

Box 341

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

)4es

IT'S A Because it's a good, hon-
est ring. Solid Gold. Sells
for One Dollar. Hand-
some case given with first
doz. Mail a $. We will
mail a ring and return
the discount.

READ THIS 

Kinmundy, Ill., March 30, 1910.
CATLIN:

Dear Sir:—Exchange enclosed rings for sizes 4.!‘i and 5. I have only a small
number of your rings left, will want more soon.

Resp. Yours, H. A. BENNETT

Write to-day to

F. B. CATLIN, Winsted, Conn. 111111V'

It's Results That Count
"QUALITY—FINISH—ORIGINALITY "
are the results of taking a course at

The Newmeyer School of Engraving
As the training is strictly individual, all pupils entered at their convenience,upon arrangement.
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the maximum of attentionand the most rapid progress.

Class for beginners, who are brought to the highest point of proficiency, indesigning and engraving for practical work.
For "special " students, requiring coaching along deficient lines, or in thehigher branches.
We also have a comprehensive and "personal-practical " mail-course.

WRITE FOR OUR ARTISTIC BROCHURE

Ebe VC. L. 14ewineper %cboot of Enoraving
CLEVELAND, OHIO

CABINET OF TIMING WASHERS
Pronounced by some of the best watchmakers throughout the country to be the

handiest little outfit ever put on a watchmaker's bench. Cabinet containing 6 gross
Best Quality Timing Washers for all sizes and makes, sent postpaid to any part of the
country on receipt of $1.50.

Put your repair department on a paying basis by adopting our cabinets for
Balance Staffs, Hole Jewels and Roller Jewels.

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO., Waltham, Mass., U.S.A.
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State
Convention

The Pennsylvania Retail
Jewelers' Association, as an-
nounced in a previous issue,
will hold its annual conven-

tion in the Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, on
May 19th and 20th. Elaborate preparations for
the convention are being made by the officers
and committees ill charge and a most pretentious
souvenir book is being issued. It is confidently
expected that a membership of at least 250 will
assemble at the convention.

The officers feel confident that the meeting
will be one of the largest of the retail jewelry
trade ever held in the East and many subjects of
vital interest and importance will be discussed
and acted upon. In addition to the business
part of the programme and the lectures and dis-
cussions there will be abundant entertainment
provided for the visitors. On the evening of
the 19th all will attend a performance at Keith's
Theater and on the evening of the 20th a banquet
will be held at which the guests will include
many persons prominent in public life. It is ex-
pected that the Mayor of the city and Congress-
man J. Hampton Moore and others will address
the assemblage on the occasion.

During the past year the officers of this as-
sociation have been most zealous in forwarding
the work of the association, adding to the mem-
bership and endeavoring to rectify as far as they
could various trade grievances. They naturally
expect that the jewelers will respond by becom-
ing members and taking an interest in the work.

The Wholesale Jewelers' As-
Wholesalers' sociation of Philadelphia held
Association its first annual meeting on the

afternoon of March 28th in
the rooms of the Jewelers' Club. The reports
.presented by the various officers showed the
organization to be in a flourishing condition both
financially and in membership. The following
officers were elected: Louis Sickles, president;
William H. Hurlburt, of H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,
vice-president; A. Reed McIntire, treasurer, and
Robert L. Coates, of L. P. White, secretary.
Those selected to act as directors were: Alfred
H. Humbert, H. N. Tuttle and B. F. Williams.

At the conclusion of the meeting the mein-
bers proceeded to the Union League, where they
enjoyed their first annual banquet. The dining
room was handsomely decorated for the occasion,
which proved most enjoyable. President Louis
Sickles acted as toast-master and performed his
duties to general satisfaction. One of the chief
purposes of the organization, namely to foster
friendship among the members, was admirably
subserved. A spirit of brotherhood prevailed
throughout the evening and all felt closer to and
more trustful of one another at the close of the
banquet. Among those in attendance were: L.
P. White, Robert L. Coates, William Williams,
Horace N. Tuttle, Alfred Humbert, John G.
Blisard. Frank Ogden, S. R. Kamp, L. K. Beidler,
John Oberholtzer, C. Edgar Righter, Jr., J. B.
Bechtol, Richard M. Cooper, Andrew V Brown,
D. V. Brown, Louis Sickles, Fred H. Hurlburt,
William H. Hurlburt, Sol. Sickles, A. Reed Mc-
Intire and Edgar Brown.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors
elected at the last annual meeting of the stock-
holders of The Keystone Watch Case Co., the
same officers were elected with the addition of
L. M. Levy, as secretary. Mr. Levy has been
prominently connected with the sales department
of the company for many years.

Albert Sommer has announced to the trade
that he has severed his connection with the
Sommer Clock Company, Iii S. Eighth Street,
and gone into business for himself at 1626 N.
Eleventh Street, as a manufacturer of cuckoo
clocks and importer of clock novelties.

The annual shad dinner of the Philadelphia
Jewelers' Club will be given on the evening of
May 57th on the roof garden of the new Bing-
ham Hotel. Announcement cards have been

issued by the Board of Governors and a pro-
gramme of entertainment has been prepared for
the occasion.

Maxwell & Berlet furnished a unique silver
,tablet for the Haddonfield Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution. The
wood on which the tablet is mounted is part of
the British frigate, Augusta, which was sunk by
the Americans in the Delaware River in 1777.

E. J. Berlet, of Maxwell & Berlet, was re-
cently re-elected to serve as president of the
Walnut Street Business Mens' Association. Mr.
Berlet's popularity as well as his good citizenship
are evidenced in this re-election which will begin
his third term as president.

J. E. Caldwell & Co., and Bailey, Banks &
Biddle Co., continue quite busy with designing
and production of prize cups and trophies and
special pieces. The windows of these two firms
are frequently used to excellent advantage for the
display of art pieces of their own designing and
mann facture.

A pennyweight thief who seems to be an
expert in the art visited a number of stores in the
city last month and succeeded in purloining goods
from several. It is the plan of this thief, who is
a colored man, to substitute an imitation for the
genuine diamond ring, the imitation having a tag
similar to that of the genuine ring. The trade
are warned against this individual, who has so far
met with unusual success.
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Victor Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Bros., left
April 18th for the north, and Fred Krueger left
for the central States.

Miss Ruby Bertling, 20 years old, daughter
of John Bertling, the well-known jeweler, died
March 25th.

A. J. Miller has purchased the big building
in Main Street in Massilon, Ohio, and will re-
model the first floor for a fine retail jewelry
store, to be ready for occupancy about May 1st.

"Business is fine," said Edwin B. Jacobs, of
the D. Jacobs' Sons Company. "Our spring busi-
ness is very satisfactory and the outlook for the
fall trade is splendid."

James B. Carr, of the B. H. Stief Jewelry
Company, of Nashville, Tenn., called on Cincin-
nati friends recently on his way home from
New York.

C. Moler, jeweler at Nelsonville, Ohio, has
moved into his new location on the "Square."

Burglars entered Louis Dornseifer's jewelry
store at 4012 Hamilton Avenue, early April 18th
and got away with $117 worth of jewelry.

The Peck Company, a new jewelry company
for Cincinnati, has been incorporated for $10,000
by Walter Mayer, Albert C. Wallenstein, Louis
J. Peckner, R. Spritz and Henry A. Peck.

Sigmund Sommers, of the old firm of Som-
mers, Waldheim & Company, and who was in-
terested in the wholesale jewelry firm of Linden-
berg, Strauss & Company, left an estate worth
$220,486, according to appraisement.

The efforts to introduce the "more daylight"
movement in Cincinnati and to make it effective
by legislation in Council was defeated recently.
It was planned to move the clock an hour ahead
during the summer so men would get through
work an hour earlier in the evenings so they
might enjoy the sunshine and open air. It has
been pronounced as impracticable.

Members of the Cincinnati Retail Jewelers'
Association have agreed to close their stores at
6.30 on Tuesday and Friday evenings from May
1st to October 1st. They will close at any hour
they see fit at other times.

The interest of the late James Baker in the
Hennekes-Baker Jewelry Company, of Vincennes,
Ind., has been purchased by J. H. Hennekes and
will operate from now on as the J. H. Hennekes
Jewelry Company.

Gradison & Company, retail jewelers in Vine
Street below Fifth, were the victims of an un-
usual form of theft recently. Charles •Raiber, a
bartender and before that an insurance agent,
called at the More to look at some scarfpins and

later Gradison noticed that a diamond and ame-
thyst pin was missing and accused the man, who
vigorously denied the theft. An officer was
called and he was searched and the card was
found in another section of the show case. The
pins were discovered in the cellar with the gems
removed. The man evidently picked the jewels
from their mountings and then dropped the pin
through a register grating. He was fined $100
and given thirty days in the workhouse.

Receiver R. DeV. Carroll, of the Herman
Keck Manufacturing Company, filed an account
of his trust in the Federal Court here March
31st, showing that since he was appointed re-
ceiver, February 8, woo, receipts have amounted
to $19,759.65 and the expenditures $11,594.38,
leaving a balance of $8,165.27. This balance he
transferred to himself as a trustee. The Western
German Bank, of this city, has filed an inter-
vening petition ill the proceedings against the
Keck Company. The bank wants fifty-six dia-
monds which, it claims, were set aside to secure
the payment of notes aggregating $975, signed
by the FI. Graham Jewelry Company, of Hatties-
burg, Miss., to secure an indebtedness for that
amount due the Keck company, the bank having
bought the notes from the Keck company. The
Mississippi company paid the money to the Keck
company instead of to the bank, believing the
Keck company held the notes. The bank also
claims that the Keck company holds notes for
$2,894.42 for an indebtedness on the part of the
Lawrence Jewelry Company, of Claborne, Texas,
and it is claimed the Keck company assigned
four of them, amounting to $861.90 to the bank.
Since that time the Texas company went into
bankruptcy. The Keck company got one To per
cent. dividend and one 6.7 per cent. dividend and
the bank got its share of the first but not of the
last dividend, it claims, the latter being paid to
the receiver of the Keck company. The bank
wants its share of the second dividend. It was
decided to sell, April rgth, the entire balance of
the set and unset diamonds and other jewelry
and fixtures of the Keck and Duhme companies.
at public auction in separate lots by catalogue.
This was decided upon at a meeting of creditors
before Referee Charles T. Greve. On April 19th
the move to have the Duhme company recognized
as an independent corporation and not as a mere
branch of the bankrupt Keck company was be-
gun in the Federal Court through the women of
the Keck family. Mrs. Clara G. Keck sues as
administratrix of the estate of Herman Keck
and as guardian of Herman Keck, Jr., and Emma
and Amanda Keck sue on their own account.
The women claim the Duhme company was al-
ways considered by all the parties interested as
a separate corporation and that the members of
the Keck firm owned the stock as individuals. It
is stated that when the Keck company's troubles
first began Oscar Keck, president of the company,
suggested the plan by which the Duhme company
was ill fact made a branch of the Keck company,
but that the women were, in fact, ignorant of
what was being done and what would be its
effect upon their own interests. Oscar Keck's
plan was to raise the Duhme capital stock from
$roo,000 to $25o,000 and the Keck company's stock
to $5oo,000. The Western German Bank held the
Keck company's paper. Clara Keck says she
was deceived and that the transaction was a
fraud upon her son, Herman Keck, Jr. A dif-
ference of $14o,000 is alleged in an inventory
given her by Oscar Keck and another one fur-
nished later when the creditors took charge. The
court is asked to decree the Duhme company to
be a separate corporation and to hold that its
property does not belong to the Keck company or
its creditors.

Among the out-of-town retail jewelers who
were here late in April to buy goods were Ed
De Voss, of Wilmington, Ohio; E. E. Mosman,
Bluffton, Ind.; Dr. Vaughan, Morrow, Ohio;
A. M. Stamm, Williamsburg, Ohio; E. E. Bixel,
Bluffton, Ohio; A. J. Wahlratib, Dayton, Ohio,
and F. L. Hornung, of Brookville, Ind.

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.
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Hall Clock Specials
for Every Jeweler

THERE'S A PROFIT for
every jeweler wherever
located, whatever his re-
sources or class of trade, in
getting in touch with us in
the matter of hall clocks.
WE ARE THE LARGEST
MAKERS of hall clocks in America
and our product is the most varied. To
the small but enterprising jeweler we
can furnish at wholesale

Hall Clocks
For $6.00
And Upwards

To the large jeweler with a wealthy
and discriminating patronage we can
furnish

Durable
Construction

Rich
Finish

Hall Clocks
For $250
And Downwards

and to all other jewelers between these
extremes we can furnish styles and
prices to suit.
You will be especially interested in a
line of handsome clocks which sell at

Prices Ranging from
$60 to $80

and each sale means a substantial profit
to the satisfied customer.
No such hall clock proposition as this
has ever been placed before the trade.
We invite you to write us without
delay and leave the rest to us. Hun-
dreds of jewelers have done so and
found a new source of sales and
revenue.

Your Trade Will Want
the new line of studs and vest buttons
made by the same people that made the
One-Piece Collar Buttons famous. The

KREMENTZ
Bodkin-Clutch Studs ?Vest Buttons

4.1t=m dil=09..,),

OPEN CLOSED

that go in like a needle and hold like an
anchor. Will not rumple or mar the
stiffest shirt front. Absolutely solderless
and non-breakable. No springs or hinges
to break nor loose parts to get lost

Made in Krementz Rolled Plate as well
as in 14 K. Gold and set with diamonds,
emeralds, pearls, etc.— to suit all pocket-
books.

GUARANTEE
If for any reason whatever a Krementz Bodkin. 
ClutchStud or Vest Button ever gets broken, a new
one will be furnished in exchange without charge

An extensive advertising campaign will
make these goods as popular as the
Krementz Collar Buttons.

Write for Booklet— "Solid Facts"

KREMENTZ & Co.
NEWARK, N. J.

NEW YORK
1 Maiden Lane

SAN FRANCISCO
722 Shreve Bldg.
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by ELTON J. Buctu.KY1

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
well-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—EDI

Ill.—How to Apply for a Patent and Some-

thing as to Patent Rights

A correspondent suggests that one of
these articles present some practical
information as to the law of patents ; what
can be patented ; something as to how a
patent is applied for and what protection
it affords. From some knowledge on the
subject, I have reason to believe that a very
large percentage of the smaller and least
technical patents are applied for and ob-
tained by merchants and artisans who in
order to work with greater convenience in
their own business devise some little device
which they are finally persuaded to patent,
often with great profit to themselves. The
discussion of the subject, therefore, should
not be without interest and value.

There is no rule requiring
an applicant for a patent to
employ an attorney, but it

is usually much more practicable to do so,
especially in cases where technical descrip-
tions have to be filed. As a matter of fact,
the drawings in such cases, and often the
description of the invention, whatever it
may be, absolutely need to be done by a
patent draughtsman, if not by a patent
attorney, as the ordinary layman wouldn't
even know how to approach the task.
At the same time, no set form is necessary,
but the description needs simply to be clear
and precise. In some cases I have known
a layman of mechanical turn of mind to
frame a description to satisfy the patent
office, especially if the device is simple, but
it can be safely laid down as a rule that the
aid of an attorney or a draughtsman will
always be found more satisfactory.

A patent will be granted,
to use the language of the
law itself, for "any new and
useful art, machine, manu-

facture or composition of matter or
improvement thereon, or for a new or
original design." In other words, anything
within these classes which has not before
existed or been known. It must be an
actual invention, however, rather than a
mere mechanical novelty or an exhibition of
mechanical skill. Neither will the result of
a process be patented, but only the chemi-
cal or mechanical means by which it is
produced.

A patent will be granted for a recipe
or chemical process, provided it is new and
embodies real invention. In the past an
enormous number of recipes have been
patented, but the wisest inventors of such
things do not now patent them at all. The
risk is too great. There have always been
leaks in the Patent Office, and many times
the description of the process has escaped.
If it was especially valuable, the history
of patent litigation shows that there was
always somebody to seize and use it, plung-
ing the original patentee into tedious and
enormously expensive litigation, in which

As to Counsel

Things
Patentable

all the shrewd resources of the best patent
lawyers were used against him. The un-
lawful use of his invention meanwhile
going on in several parts of the country at
once. Literally hundreds of inventors of
recipes or chemical processes have been
robbed of the fruits of their labor in this
fashion, and for this reason inventions of
this sort are now very rarely patented. The
inventors keep them secretly locked in their
own breasts.

Another reason for keeping clear of
the Patent Office with inventions of this
class is that even if it can be kept from
leaking for the life of the patent—seventeen
years—it then expires and becomes public
property.

Making a little clearer the
Life of a Patent expression "life of a

patent," a patent is granted
for seventeen years and will not be renewed
unless the original patent was in some way
defective.

No man will be granted a patent on
anything, however valuable, which has been
in use more than two years from the date of
his application. This rule works out some-
times to great hardship. A client came to
me several months ago with an improve-
ment to the sewing machine, which he had
labored over for a long time, and which
would have partly revolutionized the in-
dustry and brought him in large sums of
money. Before putting him to the expense
of a patent application, I made some investi-
gation, and found that one of the large
sewing machine companies had been using
the device for more than two years, though
no patent had been applied for on it. I
was compelled to advise the client that his
application would inevitably result in
failure, and his long months of toil were
therefore practically wasted.

Neither will a patent be granted for
an invention which the inventor has
abandoned to public use ; that is, permitted
whoever wanted to use it, and this is so
whether the permission to use it is given in
so many words or by implication, and
whether it is given before or after the
application for patent is made.

Now, as to the actual appli-
cation. It is always pre-
ferable to have a search
made of the Patent Office

records, in advance of the application, in
order to learn, as near as can be, whether
the idea has been patented before. Ordi-
narily such a search can be obtained for $5,
and while it does not furnish an infallible
forecast, it at least throws some light on
the path ahead.

If the search appears to show that no
patent has been granted on this particular
idea, the application is filed. With it must
be sent the first fee of $15, which, inci-
dentally, is not returned if the patent is
refused.

The application for a patent consists
first of a petition addressed to the Com-
missioner of Patents ; second, of a specifica-
tion or description of the idea on which
patent is desired ; third, a claim, and fourth
an oath. The petition is formal, and simply
prays that patent be granted. The specifi-
cation or description is a clear, precise

Applying for
a Patent
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explanation or analysis of the idea, and
must be accompanied, whenever the cir-
cumstances will allow it, by drawings or a
working model. The test of the sufficiency
of drawings and description is that they
!mist be sufficiently clear and complete to
teach any person skilled in the particular
business to work the process described. If
the idea is a chemical process, the in-
gredients, proportions, manner of com-
pounding, etc., must be given in full. The
claim is simply an averment that the
applicant—or the applicant's assignor, if
there has been an assignment—has made
the invention.

The Final Fee
If the application is in
proper form the Patent
Office takes it under con-

sideration, and in due time either rejects or
allows it. If it is refused an appeal lies
to the Commissioner of Patents. If it is
allowed, the applicant receives notice to this
effect, and this is the time the final fee
must be paid. The patent will not be
issued until this is done. The final fee
is $20, which makes the total cost of the
grant $35 to the Government. Barring some
small expenses for notary's fees, pre-
liminary search, etc., this constitutes the
entire expense outside of attorney's fees.
What an attorney would charge cannot
even be approximated ; it depends -wholly
on the circumstances of each case.

During- the interval between the date
an application is filed and the date when
the Patent Office acts on it, the applicant
is permitted to protect himself if his device
is actually on the market, by labeling it
"Patent Applied For." This the law holds
notice to the world that the matter is under
consideration by the Patent Office.

A patent can be assigned
Assigning a either before being granted
Patent —when it is in the appli-

cation stage, in which case
the patent, if granted, will issue to the
assignee—or afterward. Or the patentee
can hold it in his own name and merely
issue licenses to others to operate under it.
If while an application is under way
through the Patent Office it is discovered
that somebody else has either patented it
before, or has a better right, through pri-
ority of use, to patent it now, the Patent
Office declares what is called an "inter-
ference," and the parties fight it out
among themselves.

The remedy of the holder of a patent
against an infringer is twofold. If he
has a case he can obtain an injunction
against him, and can also obtain an account-
ing of all profits made from the infringing
article. It is an extremely vital point of
patent infringement that the man who uses
or sells an article that infringes upon
another, although he is in complete
ignorance of the fact, is equally liable to
the holder of the patent with him who
made the infringement knowingly. Not
long ago, for illustration, a Western retail
dealer who had innocently bought a patent
scale from the manufacturer was sued
by another manufacturer who claimed that
the scale infringed upon his patented device.
The retailer lost his case and was com-
pelled to give up his scale and pay damages.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

Above cut shows a corner in the Jewelry
Store of Win. K. Sandberg Co.,

University Bldg., Chicago.

We have reached " Perfection "
in manufacturing Artistic Jewelry
Fixtures, Show Cases, Wall Cases,
Tables, etc.

You can profit by our experience of
more than a "Ouarter of a Century"
and let us design your store or any
changes you contemplate making.

Write us to-day for our
new loose leaflet catalogue

8

DO IT NOW
Place Your Orders for

FALL GOODS TO-DAY
and Thereby Insure an Early Delivery

Irons & Russell Co. of EmblemsManufacturers

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO OFFICE : 131 Wabash Avenue :: NEW YORK OFFICE 11 Maiden Lane
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Getting the Salesmen Together

The Value of Annual Conventions

The Conven-

tion Idea

By A. H. BARKERDING

The idea of holding con-
ventions is not a new one
as applied to religious
bodies, who have for years

followed the custom of coming together
annually, or oftener ; and shall we not say
they have set the example to the business
world, and that if so, it has certainly profited
well by it? In the commercial world a con-
vention is a comparatively new idea, but is
now the order of the day among business
interests of all kinds, and not limited to
getting together of representatives meeting
in convention to study the individual
interests of their particular line of business ;
it is now becoming very common for the
large business houses to hold individual
conventions yearly, at which time they bring
together their salesmen for the purpose of
exchanging experiences. This latter form
of convention is, in fact, becoming more
popular each year, and the idea is to be
very heartily commended. The few ,days
spent together in this way at some stated
period of the year are of more value than
can properly be estimated by mere observa-
tion ; it affords time for the opportunity of
getting together in a manner that would be
impossible at any other period ; therefore
its influence for good is invaluable, as the
exchange of ideas could never be obtained
in any other way.

It certainly affords the
means of bringing together
in closer friendly relation-
ship all of those engaged

in promoting the common interests of the
house with which they are connected ; it
affords an opportunity for real heart-to-
heart talks ; it opens up the salesman's
mind to his opportunities; makes him talk
more freely than he otherwise would ; we
get from him the story of his actual experi-
ences on the road; we give him our view-
point of the matter from the office; we try
to show him to what extent we are in
sympathy with his work. All of this it is
impossible to convey except when the
opportunity is afforded by a gathering
of this kind.

The salesman while in the field gathers
within himself certain ideas that it would
be difficult for him to convey in a letter;
in fact, he probably has not the time to do
it, and even if he did he would not know
just exactly how to express it in the manner
it appeals to him. Therefore, when he

A Modern

Necessity
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meets in convention he is given the
opportunity of talking about it ; he is then,
in fact, full of the subject and can talk
interestingly on those subjects which, in his
opinion, will advance the interests of the
house. At that time also he is giving
ideas and opinions to the other salesmen
assembled with him ; each, in fact, is giving
the other ideas, and when they go out
again among the trade they are better
equipped than ever to take up the problem
of selling.

Another great point of advantage is
bringing together the salesmen in intimate
contact with the heads of various depart-
ments ; they also get into closer intimacy
with the manufacturing end ; all of which
is of vital importance to them when they
are in the field.

The convention makes
possible discussion among
the salesmen themselves;
differences in methods are

brought out, and if it comes to a question
of which is the best to adopt, it affords
the opportunity then and there for the
heads of the house to decide just which
would be the best policy to pursue. It pro-
vides a time for discussing the best method
of arranging the expense account; the dis-
cussion of economy along certain lines,
which, perhaps, had not been considered
before, and without curtailing, in the
slightest, the usefulness of the salesmen.
The convention assists in showing the sales-
men the amount of co-operation the house
is giving them, the amount of actual
thought given by the house in aiding the
salesman to extend business in his terri-
tory ; it affords the opportunity for the
salesman to demonstrate what he has done
during the past year in the creation of new
ideas by which he has increased his trade.
Without the convention these ideas would
probably never get beyond that particular
salesman, and others without a knowl-
edge of it may not be doing nearly as well
as they otherwise would.

It is, therefore, the intermingling of
experience, of ideas and thoughts, that
gives the convention its value. Many of
the houses that have followed the custom
of holding conventions for several years
know that each one is better than the last,
therefore each one more valuable. Before
the inauguration of the convention there
were many houses with a staff of salesmen
who did not even know each other. Now
this lack of acquaintance, as can be shown,
is a matter of disadvantage, because experi-
ence easily shows that with a good
acquaintance established among the selling
force they can frequently help each other,

Instructive
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even though at a distance, but it requires
a certain intimacy to do that.

I have simply shown a few
of the more important
advantages afforded by the
convention; taken as a

whole, the advantages are so many that it
would be impossible to enumerate them all.
The advantages are apparent to those who
already know the situation, and they will
become apparent to those who study it.

And last, but by no means least, is the
final wind-up of the convention, when the
house tenders its farewell, in the form of a
banquet, when all gathered around the
festive board are given the opportunity of
dropping business for the time being and
cultivating those closer relations of friend-
ship and general good feeling, promoting,
in fact, a form of harmony that is bound
to do good, and helping to deprive business
of the sternness with which it is ordinarily
invested, making of it, in fact, a live human
sentiment, calculated to benefit all that come
within its reach. The benefits, therefore,
that are so plainly shown will inevitably
result in perpetuating the convention spirit
among all classes of business, and by doing
so establish a union of harmony and good
feeling that will be far-reaching in its
influence, and become, in fact, one of the
most powerful influences in the promotion
of human welfare.—Geyer's Stationer.

Many

Advantages

Credit Men's Good Work
The National Association of Credit

Men has issued the sixth of an instructive
series of leaflets on fire insurance, etc.

The first three of these leaflets dealt
with the necessity of insuring adequately;
of having fire insurance contracts strictly
applicable to the conditions of the risk ; of
dealing with only strictly responsible fire
insurance companies. The fourth and fifth
leaflets touched on the elements that go to
make up premium rates, and the duty of
merchants to help in reducing the chances
of conflagrations, respectively.

The sixth leaflet touches mainly on the
special clauses which fire insurance policies
contain, and among those referred to are
Three-Fourths Value clauses.

These are employed to prevent a
merchant, for example, from collecting
more than three-fourths of the value of his
entire stock, even if that entire stock was
destroyed by fire.

Some of such clauses not merely restrict
the amount of fire insurance which a policy-
holder can collect on his stock, to three-
fourths of its value, but go so far as to
restrict the amount of fire insurance which
he is permitted to "carry" on his stock to
three-fourths of its value 1

Merchants whose policies contain
Three-Fourths Value clauses, therefore,
will do well to read same very carefully
and to take due note of their provisions,
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C. A. Marsh & Co.
MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE GOLD-FILLED JEWELRY

THE LINE THAT RESISTS WEAR

This year our Fall Line is more varied and complete than
ever before. Our designer has embodied some new and
distinctive ideas into jewelry art and our new patterns are
bound to be popular sellers.
The Trade-Mark C. A. M. & Co. on your goods means
something—Highest Quality, Finest Workmanship,
Increased Trade and Lasting Satisfaction.
Let's get together and talk over profits for this coming
season. Profits for
you, Mr. Jobber, and
for the retailers that
handle our line.

F912 01460

D1270

Bracelets
A line that's a leader

with

QUALITY, REPU-

TATION and STYLE

its feature. This year

the styles are excep-

tionally startling.

OFFICE AND

Attleboro

Our Salesmen
are at
bidding

your

,..„-■•11)4N77

F919 0148201482

D1264

Chains
VESTS, DICKENS,
PONIES, LORGNETTES,

NECKS, FOBS

We illustrate one here that
is a new departure for us.
Reaches from the neck to
waist line, beautifully stud-
ded with stones and has a
striking Pendant attached
at lower end.

FACTORY

Massachusetts
F827 01429

Readers are requested to send for publication new
ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use of indi-
vidual readers, we do not hold ourselves responsible for
the views expressed.—EDITOR THE KEYSTONE.

Prices in Catalogues
ED. KEYSTONE :—The suggestions made by

your correspondent of Stockton, Kans., in regard
to prices in jewelers' catalogues, are much to the
point. I think this a very important question,
which should be acted upon by the trade without
delay. There is hardly anyone in this section of
the country who does not know the price of any
article listed in a catalogue, and I think it is un-
fair that the public should know what his goods
cost the jeweler when it is so easy to conceal the
price.

I think a good method would be to mark the
price in letters, as this plan would save the time
of looking up the confidential sheets; the jeweler
could then tell the price at once, while the letters
would have no meaning for the customer. I trust
there will be a change in the near future.

Yours truly,
Burdin, Mo. W. C. CASSITY.

Views of a Well-Known Watchworker
ED. KEYSTONE :—The subject of repairing

watches is constantly being gone over in THE
KEYSTONE and it seems to me that the very people
who should read and profit by those articles are
the very people who will not read the matter,
and who make the most caustic criticism of the
articles that are published for their benefit, even
if they do read them, and really I have about
given up trying to help the trade out by giving
them experiences and suggestions that would
inure to their benefit.

I am very much inter-
ested in the work of the
State associations of our
trade and it occurs to me
that in that direction is the
salvation of the jewelry
business. I hope that those
people who are so located,
and can do so, will keep
at the good work until they
accomplish their object, for
they will ultimately succeed
and then our business will
be placed on a much more
satisfactory basis than it is
at the present time. I
believe that organization
will do away with much
of the jealousies and aM-
mosities that seem to exist
among good men engaged
in the same lines in the
same towns and cities.

If they succeed in
making a success of the
State associations and build
up a strong national asso-
ciation they will be in a
position to remedy many
of the evils that now exist
—the regulation of the sale
of goods, the prices for
standard articles, etc. The
manufacturers would have
to conform to their best
interest and the standard of
workmanship would all be
regulated. I believe, there •-
fore, that in this way
most good to the trade
and the public can best be
secured.

In conclusion I wish
to remark, incidentally,

that I am fast recovering from a very aggravated
case of tuberculosis in this climate, and I am
at present more interested in the poor unfortu-
nates who are afflicted with that horrid disease
that I am in the trade, and if you have any
friends or relatives afflicted with it you can as-
sure them that if they come to the Southwest in
time they will stand a good chance to regain their
health. Doctors and medicine are of no particu-
lar value to persons with tuberculosis.

Yours very truly,
Tucson, Ariz. 0. M. HOWARD.

Jewelry Trade for the Jewelers
ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like to ask, through

the medium of your valued paper, a question:
Should a retail jeweler patronize a firm or manu-
facturer who sells to, or caters to, any trade other
than the legitimate jewelry trade? Is it not
about time that the trade should at last and for
all time wake up from its long "Rip Van Winkle
lethargy" and find out "where they are at," and
who are the fellows that are doing this class of
business? The truth and the facts can be soon
forthcoming. The more our brother jewelers
discuss this matter the better it will be for all
of us. Yours truly,
Akron, Ohio. J. P. H.

A Handsome Window Display

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am sending you, as a mat-
ter of interest to your readers, the photograph
of a window display which attracted much atten-
tion to my store. The central pedestal, as shown
in the picture, revolved three times per minute,
the motion feature adding considerable to the
effect. The color scheme was red and white,
which gave considerable life to the display.

I was much complimented upon the appear-
ance of the window and it certainly accomplished
its main object, which was to sell goods. My
watchmaker, Mr. Petty, did the mechanical part
and the idea was borrowed from your journal.
The picture may interest many of your readers,
particularly as it proved its value by increased
sales. Yours truly,
Hamilton, Bermuda. E. M. ASTWOOD.

Suggestions Wanted

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am a subscriber and wish
the trade opinion of the following: I am a
thorough watchmaker, understand complicated
work, fine jeweling, adjusting, escapement, fac-
tory and trade work. I am thinking of going to
the Northwest and am trying to find a sensible plan
to work on another basis than a straight salary.
I am receiving now $30 per week for engraving
and all watch repair work. How much more
should be added to my salary if I buy all material
for my own work? Or to consider a store where
I am the only workman. I should be pleased to
know some plan to overcome the difficulty in most
of the stores of "never having any material."

Then again, considering a store where a
mechanic could get all the work he could do.
If I would contract to do the work on a corn-
mission basis and furnish all material, the jeweler
furnishing the space for work bench, what per-
centage should he receive from all money for re-
pairs? One thing I am sure of is this, with me
furnishing my own material I could do three
times as much work as the crude way one finds
with old workmen of turning up staffs for
American watches, making settings, springs
and such like, when they can be bought for a
few cents and the job done better in a fourth
the time.

Yours truly,
F. W. S.

A Timely Suggestion
EDITOR KEYSTONE : I wish to ask the many

readers of THE KEYSTONE to try, through a united
effort, to induce the watch factories to make case
screws with whole heads. The half head case
screw is a relic of bygone days. They ruin the
beauty of the case as well as damage it by plough-
ing the metal away. Then comes the unsightly
washer to try and keep the movement tight. Let
us hear from the case people on this subject.

Yours truly,

Colinwood, 0. N. H. INoons.

Handsome Window Display 01 E. H. Astwood, Hamilton, Bermuda.
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THE ACME
AN ADJUSTABLE AND FLEXIBLE COLLAR SUPPORTER

31/2 INCHES

ADJUSTABLE TO ANY
LENGTH FROM
21N. TO 31/2.IN.

CYVIade of gold-filled, seamless wire.

CLCombines all the points as to quality, flexibility and adjustability.
111.Can be procured only through your jobber.

CORY et
FACTORY:

25 Congress Avenue

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

REYNOLDS COMPANY
Manufacturers

SAMPLE OFFICE:
253 Broadway, Room 205

NEW YORK CITY

WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

"PEER-OF-ALL" JEWELER'S CASE and TABLE, No. 3

If it's Practical Arrangements, Correct Designs, QUALITY qf
Material, Workmanship and Finish, at RIGHT PRICES, that
you are looking for, WE CAN SUIT YOU. NOT HOW
CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD ; AT PRICES THAT ARE
RIGHT—is the WINTER IDEA. c..,4sk Our Customers.

WINTER CATALOGUES — The Books That Show You

Sent Postpaid on Request. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "10A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co HIGH-GRADE. FIXTURE MAKERS
EST i1 /IL [SHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U.S. A. 

SALES AGENCIES

C. D. SMITH DRUG CO.
FELIX PARSON CO.  
FINLAY DICKS CO. -
R. H. BIRDSALL - -
MATTOON & KEPPEL -

- - - - ST. JOSEPH, MO.
DALLAS, TEXAS

Hamilton -13101.1, 
NEW ORLEANS,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

AI KI N-LAM B E R,T CO.

Appropriate

Graduation Gift Lines

If you have a line of Aikin-Lambert

manufactures, show them especially
for the Commencement Season; if you

haven't the line, get interested, send
for samples or catalogues. The best
made and most artistic line of useful

merchandise ever offered to the trade.
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J. C. Koempel has recently moved from Lake
Mills, Iowa, to Galena, Ill.

J. A. Reuling, Wymore, Nebr., has sold his
jewelry store to Frank G. Pennington, of that
place.

On Thursday, April 14th, an auction was
started at 511 Olive Street, of the stock of I. M.
Kosminsky, bankrupt, A. C. Wilson, trustee.

A. Itkin, Butte, Mont., is having an auction
sale which is being conducted by L. H. Dodd
& Co , the well-known jewelers' auctioneers.

A. Fischer, of White Hall, Ill., recently sold
out to C. E. Miller. William Fischer, who has
been conducting the business, has entered into
partnership with his brother at Beardstown, Ill.
The new firm will be styled Fischer Bros.

The firm of Price & Tompkins, Mattoon,
Ill., dissolved partnership on Apdil 6th, Mr.
Pprice retiring. The business will be continued at
the same location by Mr. Tompkins, who is
authorized to collect all out9tanding accounts
and to assume all liabilities.

E. N. Hewer, formerly of Yankton, S. Dak.,
is now located at Garretson, S. Dak. He bought
out J. S. Kirstein, of the latter place, and has
gone into business for himself. He had charge
of the jewelry and optical department of E. M.
Coates & Son, at Yankton, S. Dak., for four
years.

Charles J. Zens, for thirty-five years one
of the prominent watchmakers of St. Louis, died
on April t8th, at his home, after a lingering ill-
ness. He was known as one of the oldest and
best watchmakers in St. Louis. The funeral
took place on April 21st. The deceased leaves a
wife, two daughters and one son.

John G. Pfeffer, father of 0. J. Pfeffer,
President of the St. Louis Clock and Silverware
Co., one of the oldest and most esteemed citizens
of that place, died there April isth. The funeral
took place April 17th. He had been a resident of
St. Louis over fifty years. The deceased leaves
four sons and three daughters.

The rebate offered by the Merchants and
Manufacturers' Association of Baltimore, Md.,
this spring was a great success. Under the re-
bate system any merchant who buys more than
$12oo worth of goods in Baltimore has one-half
of his round trip fare returned to him. Several
of the larger wholesale jewelry houses were in
the rebate movement.

C. E. Range, of the Range Jewelry Co.,
Trenton, Mo., has issued a book of ready-made
advertisements for the use of his brother op-
ticians. Mr. Range has already on the market
a similar compilation for the use of jewelers.
His ability in the matter of advertisment writing
has been recognized and opticians can secure a
copy of the book without misgivings as to its
worth.

The business which for the past five years
has been conducted in Titusville, Pa. by Earl
J. G. Lovett, has been purchased by W. B.
urardner, who for the past two years has had
charge of the optical and repair departments of
the store. Mr. Gardner took possession April
1st. All correspondence for Earl J. G. Lovett
should be addressed to Alliance, Ohio, until
further notice.

The Coroner of Grundy County, Morris, Ill.,
has issued a notice of the finding of a dead body
in that vicinity which has so far been unidentified.
The watch found on the body may furnish a clue
to the identity. It is an 18 size, gold-filled, open
face, Crescent case, No. 128,142; the movement is
a Columbia, ti-jewel, No. 105,222. The repair
marks on the watch are several. One is No.

64,181 with letter "C" above the letter "B."
Another is 10,149 over letter "K" and another is
7,064 over letter "K." Still another is 6,304 over
the letter "K" indicating a residence of some time
where the last jeweler is located.

The current issue of the Trade Journal
Advertiser commends very highly the beautiful
catalogue of the South Bend Watch Company as
a specimen of the printer's and engraver's art.
"It is seldom," says this authority, "that such fine
work and skill are displayed in illustration."

The report that Walter A. Egermann, of
Aurora, Ill., was closing out his business had
no foundation in fact as Mr. Egermann has no
intentional whatever of retiring. He is meeting
with his customary success and regards trade
prospects for the present year as very favorable.

Mr. Levinson, of Morris Rosenbloom & Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., is now making a tour of the
European markets where he is purchasing
diamonds and precious stones. His home-coming
will bring large consignments of these for the
firm.

The Layman & Van Ness Co. have succeeded
the old firm of Layman & Straus Co., makers
of a general line of Io karat gold jewelry, in
Newark. Sidney C. Straus has withdrawn from
the company and is succeeded by Charles Van
Ness, who for ten years past has represented
the Codding & Heilborn Co., of North Attleboro.
Mr. Van Ness states that their lines will be im-
proved wherever they find improvement possible
and they expect to enlarge it for the fall and
holiday trades. The new company will occupy
the same New York offices as the old one, in
Room 1301, Jewelers' Building, 9-11-13 Maiden
Lane.

Curtis & Sons, Greely, Colo., pride them-
selves on one of the handsomest stores in that
section. The fixtures are golden oak, quarter-
sawed, and the showcases are plate glass through-
out. The wall cases are connected with a
mirrored recess and there is also a mirror in the
rear partition. Beyond this partition is a coin-
pletely equipped optical examination room and
also a workroom equipped with an electric motor,
gas appliances and other facilities for skilled re-
pairing. The store is well lighted, both with gas
and electricity. The entire establishment reflects
credit on the business capabilities of the proprie-
tors.

The St. Louis Jewelry Jobbers' Association
had a large and active meeting Tuesday night,
April loth, with President A. L. Bauman presid-
ing. The session took place at the Columbian
Club and after supper was served the meeting
was called to order. Different subjects pertain-
ing to the good of the trade were discussed. The
State laws which particularly apnly to the jewelry
trade were discussed and an effort will be made
to have them altered when in conflict with the
best interests of the jewelry trade It was the
unanimous sense of the meeting that this associa-
tion make special efforts to get in touch with all
the State retail associations, so as to work for
the mutual advantage of both organizations.

The M. Winter Lumber Company, Sheboy-
gan, Wis., well known manufacturers of
high-grade fixtures, report their business so
brisk that the plant has been running overtime
to meet the demand. This is indicative of pros-
perity among the trade and confidence in the
future of business. The company suggests that
those requiring Winter fixtures in the near
future should place their orders at as early a
date as possible in order that same may be filled
without delay. The production of fixtures of
this character calls for considerable time and the
makers are eager to do justice at the same time
to the jeweler and to their own reputation.
Such of the trade as contemplate improvements
would do well to provide themselves with one
of this company's catalogues, which shows plans,
illustrations and interior views with full specifi-
cations and prices. These books cost so much
by reason of the illustrations and information
given that copies are sent only to responsible
jewelers who have in view the purchase of high-
grade fixtures.
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J. W. Haltom, Forth Worth, Texas, one of
the most enterprising jewelers in the State, now
prides himself on the possession of one of the
handsomest retail stores south of Chicago.

B. F. Williams Co., Philadelphia, Pa., will
move about May 15th from their old quarters on
the second floor of 726 Chestnut Street, to the
Commercial Building, 807 Chestnut Street, where
they will have a more desirable location and in-
creased facilities for attending to their business.

A handsome 41-carat clear diamond has been
on exhibition in the window of the Castelberg
National Jewelry Company, 1o6 North Eutaw
Street, Baltimore, Md. The diamond is said by
members of the firm not only to to be the largest
diamond ever brought to that city, but the largest
ever imported into this country. It was bought
from a diamond-cutting house in Amsterdam. It
is said that it was originally the property of an
Indian Rajah who "went broke" and sold his
jewels.

Hagerstrom & Chapman is the name of a
new firm. in Newark, N. J., which is composed
of Maurice Hagerstrom, founder and former
president of the Hagerstrom Co., of Newark,
and Vernon Chapman, formerly eastern repre-
sentative of the Osmun-Parker Mfg. Co., of
Newark. The new firm will manufacture high-
grade gold and platinum novelties, and incorpora-
tion papers have been filed by M. Hagerstrom,
V. Chapman and L. Rose as incorporators. They
are occupying the entire third floor at 85 Col-
umbia Street, where they have plenty of room
and fine light.

F. M. Bookwalter, the well-knoivn business
man of Springfield, Ohio, whose hobby in his
leisure moments is the timing of fine watches,
has compiled a very convenient booklet of forms
and blanks for systematic time service records of
watches and other timepieces. Some thirty
years ago Mr. Bookwalter gave to the city of
Springfield a system of time signals similar in
some respects to the present practice of the
Western Union Telegraph Co. His private
astronomical observatory contained a first-class
fixed transit instrument and a combined clock,
keeping both mean side real and mean solar, or
local time. The clock was frequently closely
corrected by the transit of Nautical Almanac
fixed stars, tabulated for the use of navigators.
The clock was arranged electrically and mechani-
cally to automatically strike the bell of the central
station of the fire department, which was located
a half mile distant. The bell received one stroke
at each of the hours, viz., 6 A. M., 7 A. M., 12 Noon
and 6 9. M. These signals were adopted by busi-
ness houses and factories as their local standard
time. Later was established the time service
carried on by the Naval Observatory at Washing-
ton through the Western Union Telegraph Line,
with which our readers are familiar.

Window glass smashing is becoming a source
of great fear to the larger jewelers in Baltimore.
During the last two months a band of daring
thieves who have completely outwitted the local
police have been operating in that city. The com-
bined efforts of the police and the entire detec-
tive force have been unable to get the slightest
tangible clue to the thieves. Last month the win-
dow of the store of Mr. Konigsberg on Baltimore
Street, was smashed at night and $300 worth of
jewelry taken. This month the window of the
jewelry store of John W. Mealy & Sons Co., 18
West Lexington Street, was smashed and $r000
worth of diamond rings taken. Situated right
in the heart of the retail district, and when the
sun was already coming up, the daring thief, who
probably had an accomplice on guard, hurled a
paving block through the glass and extracted
the jewelry, which had been left in the window
by mistake. The Mealy store is situated several
doors from a large fur store which was robbed
several nights before and $5000 worth of furs
taken. Numerous other robberies have been re-
ported and the police confess their inability to
cope with the thief. A call of arms has been
sounded by the marshal and every possible effort
will be made to capture the thieves.
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ASK YOUR JOSEIR FOR

HART
Etruscan Jewelry

It's the kind You would buy for your
wife, your sister or your sweetheart.
Give your customers a chance to do
the same for theirs.

Hand made, from original designs.
Something that will appeal to your
best trade. A wide variety of pat-
terns and all good sellers.

HAT PINS, SASH PINS, BUCKLES
BEAUTY PINS COLLAR PINS

ETC., ETC.

If your Jobber hasn't them, write us and we will
tell you one that has

D. A. HART CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

Attleboro, Mass.
37 Maiden Lane, New York 910 Heyworth Building, Chicago

Address all Correspondence to Attleboro

CUCKOO CLOCKS
As Gifts for

June Brides
" There's No Gift Clock Like a

CUCKOO CLOCK"

BECAUSE our Cuckoo Clocks
are so admirably suited for
wedding gifts, they are im-

mensely popular for this purpose.
We make, on a quality basis, the
best selling line of Cuckoo Clocks
sold in America.

We have recently added a
number of striking inexpensive
designs in mission style especially
adapted for use in bungalows,
lodges, summer homes and
cottages. Our catalogue and
supplements cheerfully sent to any
dealer sending his request on his
business stationery.

AMERICAN CUCKOO-CLOCK COMPANY
Cuckoo Clocks .1114, Unusual Clocks

5TATION S. PHILADELPHIA

A Simplified Study of

Watch and Clock Escapements

A jeweler writes, " Is there any work
written on escapements explaining the sub-
ject without the frequent use of geometry

and mathematics ? " In answer, we wish to inform him and
his brother jewelers, that there is one and only one such
work, the well-known treatise,

Watch and Clock Escapements
The purpose of this treatise when first compiled was the teaching ok

horology to those who lacked a deep knowledge of mathematics and
geometry. It is generally considered the most masterly and exhaustive work
on escapements, and yet is so simple that it can be studied with pleasure and
profit by any bench worker.

"I am more than pleased with the book. It is the best I have ever
seen on the subject " writes T. Q. CHAPMA N, of Donaldsville, La.

" It is a grand book and cannot be beaten " writes S. L. CURRIE,
of Qypsum, Kans.

These are but types of the opinions universally held in regard to this
work. It covers thoroughly the lever, cylinder and chronometer escape-
ments and is admittedly much superior to any correspondence course on
this subject now available.

Over 200 illustrations illustrate the text and simfilify all difficulties.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1. 50(6s. 3d.)

PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North ryth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Alleged Jewelry Bankrupt Frauds

As we go to press a trade sensation has been

created by the arrest of nine persons by the De-

partment of Justice, Washington, D. C., the

charge being bankrupt frauds. Montgomery and

Greenville, Ala., are mentioned as the places of

operation and the methods are described as

follows:
"What purported to be a legitimate jewelry

store was started and large quantities of expen-

sive jewelry were obtained from firms in differ-

ent parts of the country. Shortly afterwards the

jewelry was removed from the store and a pre-

tense was made of shipping it to some other point

for the purpose of having a public sale. The

sale was duly advertised to take place at a given

date.
'In the meantime the building to which the

jewelry was pretended to have been shipped

was destroyed by fire, together with the packages

KEYSTONE

dated himself with Samuel Brown, a practical re-

finer, forming the firm of Brown & Dean. In

1895 a third partner was admitted to the firm in

the person of Herbert A. Capron, and the firm

was incorporated under the title of The Brown

& Dean Co., Mr. Dean being treasurer. The

deceased was an accomplished and enterprising

business man and was connected with several

other interests, though lately on account of the

condition of his health he paid somewhat less

attention to business cares than heretofore. He

leaves a widow, one brother and three sisters.

A New Diamond Holder

We show in the accompanying illustration a

new holder for handling loose diamonds which

the trade will find both effective and convenient.

The principle of the holder is on the same plan

as the push watch key. By pressing the top three

purporting to contain the jewelry in question.

The parties then went into bankruptcy and suc-

ceeded in relieving themselves of all their finan-

cial obligations. At a later date the jewelry which

was supposed to have been consumed in the fire,

but which in the meantime had been concealed,

was shipped to another part of the State and sold

at greatly reduced prices by parties connected

with the conspiracy.
"It also appears that, in carrying out these

operations, the parties involved have been guilty

of perjury, of the fraudulent use of the mails,

and possibly of violations of other laws of the

United States."

Newark, N. J., Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

The Newark retail jewelers held a meeting

at the Automobile Club of that city, on April

22nd, for the purpose of forming a Newark Re-

tail Jewelers' Association. After the adoption of

a constitution the following officers were elected:

President, Chas. Hartdegen ; vice-president, C. P.

Brotherly ; secretary, S. T. Holt ; treasurer, G. 3..
Busch.

The objects of the association are the promo-

tion of good fellowship and the general advance-

ment of the retail business in Newark.

Short speeches were made by C. P. Brotherly,

S. T. Holt, R. S. Schindel, H. Aurnhammer and

E. Andrus.

Death of Robert W. Dean

Robert W. Dean, treasurer of The Brown

& Dean Co., the well-known firm of refiners

at 102 Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.,

died suddenly on April 14th. The deceased had

spent three months in Florida and was on his

way home when death overtook him. As he

was still in the prime of life with a bright career

before him his death came as a severe shock

to his many friends.
Mr. Dean was born in 1867 and in 1891 asso-

prongs open and spring back, holding the diamond

securely. These prongs will hold any sized stone

and the gem is much more secure and much more

easily examined than when .it is held with a pair

of ordinary tweezers. Henry Paulson & Co., of

Chicago, have the exclusive sale of the device in

this country. Considering its moderate price,

simplicity of operation and efficiency, it will appeal

favorably to the trade.

Items of Interest

Wm. Maintien, of Maintien Bros. & Elliott,

has just returned from a trip on the road.

F. W. Gesswein, tools and supplies, has opened

a new store at 16 John Street, New York City.

Wightman & Hough, 7 Beverly Street, Provi-

dence, R. I , have opened up an office in the

Silversmiths' Building, 15-17-19 Maiden Lane.

James R. Gleason, of Robbins & Appleton, 23

Maiden Lane, New York, is taking an extended

vacation in the South for the purpose of rest and

recuperation.

Newark Brush Co., Newark, N. J., have

moved their factory and store to new quarters at

253 Mulberry Street, same city, where they have

greatly increased facilities.

Sidney C. Straus, formerly of Layman &

Straus Co., Newark, N. J., has associated himself
with the firm of Moore & Son, of the same city,

whom he will represent among the trade.

The Taylor Instrument Companies of

Rochester, N. Y., have moved their New York

salesrooms from 85 Chambers Street, to 31 Union

Square, corner of Broadway and Sixteenth St.

Louis Friedlander, of R. L. & M. Fried-
lander, 30 Maiden Lane, New York, is now on a

tour around the world. He finds time to keep up

communication with his friends through the

medium of picture postals.
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Frank M. Whiting & Co., of North Attleboro,

Mass., have moved their New York office from

320 Fifth Avenue to the fifteenth floor of the

Silversmiths' Building, 15- 17- 19 Maiden Lane.

The suite of rooms they have acquired will admit

of larger display of their line of sterling silver-

ware.

A creditors' petition in bankruptcy was filed

against the S. F. Myers Company, wholesale

dealers in jewelry and precious stones at 47 Maiden

Lane, New York. The business was carried on

by the firm of S. F. Myers & Co. up to August

1st, 1896, when the firm went into the hands of a

receiver with liabilities of over $1,000,000. The

present company was incorporated in August,

1896.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Miller, of McPherson,

Kansas, sailed on April 28th on the North Ger-

man Lloyd S. S. "Zieten" for Germany. They

will spend three months in visiting Mr. Miller's

old home in Fulda, and attend the Passion Play,

and then join a party for a tour of the British

Isles, returning to America the first of September.

In Mr. Miller's absence, the business will be in

charge of Miss Cora Martin and W. H. Widiger.

The Oklahoma State Optical Society will

meet at Oklahoma City in connection with the

Jewelers' State Association on May loth, nth,

12th and 13th. The first two days being devoted

especially to the Optical Convention. Among

those who will address the opticians are Dr. S.

W. Lane and Dr. W. B. Needles, of Kansas City,

Mo., H. J. Cook, president of the American Asso-

ciation of Opticians, and Thomas Gowenlock, of

the Kansas State Board of Optometry.

Do You Want

An Original, Exclusive

Advertising Service?

I can provide you with such a service—
interesting, convincing, persuasive newspaper
ads and follow-up letters written to meet
your particular requirements. Every ad and
every letter a real business bringer.
Ads that will get business for you now and in
the dull summer months.
Ads that will increase your sales of Silverware,
Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds, Cut Glass,
Clocks, Novelties, Optical and other Goods.
Ads that will increase your repair business.
So that you may prove my ability as an ad
writer, test thoroughly my ability to get
business for you, I make a special offer of a
three months' campaign-24 newspaper ads
and three letters—for Po. Order this trial
campaign. Then, like jewelers and opticians
in all parts of the country, you will want my
regular monthly service of newspaper ads,
letters, mailing cards, window cards,
circulars, etc.

" Your advertising matter is at hand and we are well
pleased with it. You may send us optical ads adver-

tising 'Folic, Kryptok and Violet Ray lenses and

calling attention to the ability of OUT optician, V. E.

Summers. Please send us letter on graduation gifts at

your earliest convenience."— M. S. LArrvori

JEWELRY CO. , Pittsburg, Kan.

Norman R. Williams
Specialist in Jewelry Store

Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago
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LEST YOU FORGET.
EMPIRE JEIYELlq..C.ASE CO.,

Mennfactu'rersbf
Patented aletallie.leuvelly Cases,

Silver Ware.Ceses and
Fine Pa.per Boxes.

146 48.5fl CIIIII011.

BUFFALO ff. Y.

"LOOSE LEAF MEMO FREE"
EMPIRE JEWELRY CASES

cost you 25 per cent. h•ss than wooden or fibre boxes ; they
retain their shape, will not get out of order, and that our
products GIVE SATISFACTION
is evidenced by the increased demands. They are made
with automatic springs, also pearl push button or Lift style,
in a wide range of covering material and lining.

WE GUARANTEE
them to meet all your requirements, and we will replace at
any time any box defective in material and workmanship.
If not acquainted with our line ask us to send you, free,
our booklet THE REASON WHY
that will interest you and will give some idea what we
.manufacture.

We would like to convince you that what we say is true,
and make you the following offer:

IF YOUR
JOBBER
CANNOT
SUPPLY YOU
WITH
" EMPIRE"
GOODS,
WRITE US

If you will send us your mail order, we will include withsame, FREE, a
HANDSOME SEAL GRAIN NOVELTY
THE EMPIRE LOOSE LEAF MEMO

Kindly fill out the coupon and send with order, in orderto obtain this memo.

COUPON
EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO., 146, 148, 150 Clinton St., Buffalo, N.Y.
Please send me with the enclosed order the " EMPIRE

LOOSE LEAF MEMO."
Name 

St. and No 
City and State  

NEVER DRIP
STRAINER Patented December 22, 1908

"NOT IN USE"
The SUPERIOR TEA and
COFFEE STRAINER

AFTER USING THE STRAINER HANGS DIRECTLY OVER BASE
WHICH CATCHES and HOLDS THE DRIPPINGS

EDWARD WARNER, Pres. and Treas. RUDOLPH J. WARNER, Secy.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE COMPANY
146.148-ISO Clinton Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

THE BEST YET!

"The Cox Watch Repair Record Book"

47

With Its "DOUBLE QUICK" Numbering System
Reduced Cut Showing Form Copyrig it, 1910, by ABTITUR M. Cox, McKinney, Texas

47

aware X KKIAF ADORKS, • K Nr101 
PENA. 01.11VXXL0 70

01

I  05
00

04

Size and Capacity of Double Page, 12 x 19 inches wide for 35 entries. Size of Book, 93/, x 12 inclieh.

The Cox Watch Repair Record Book with its " Double Quick" numbering system is exceedingly simple. It affords the keeping of a complete recordof all watch repairs and requires no more time than any ordinary Record Book. It is so arranged that a workman can refer to a job in 30 seconds or lesstime. It saves time and worry. For example: The workman repairs a watch and enters it on page 47, and on line 12. He would then place the number4712 in the back of the watch case. The first two figures indicate the number of the page, the second two figures the number of the line—simple, easy andconvenient. It frequently occurs that a watch is in the shop a second time within twelve months for repairs. It is only necessary to refer to the formerentry, place your last date of repairs in the "Second Repair " column and the repairs done in the column under " Remarks and thus the same number isused for both entries, thereby eliminating the necessity of making a complete entry of the new repairs and of making another number in the watch case.Full size of book 9 x 12 inches, bound in cloth, with genuine leather back and corners, made of best ledger paper. The book is very substantiallymade and will not warp or come to pieces. It is indispensable in any watch repair department.

Book of 60 pages, 1000 entries Si  50
" "120 " 2000 " 2 50
" " 180 " 3000 " 350
" '240 " 4000 " 450

SELLING DAILY AND PRAISED AS THE MOST COMPLETE BOOK FOR THE PURPOSE EVER PUBLISHED
If unable to obtain the book from your Jobber, write direct to Publisher for sample sheet and a list of the Jobbers now selling them.

ARTHUR M. COX, Publisher, Box 141, McKinney, Texas

1101B

,

(I, We've a new one. Our No. 300 patent strainer was
a big seller ; this will prove still better.

(LI It can be retailed for so cents and we sell it at a price
that gives a handsome profit to both jobber and
retail jeweler.

COur salesmen will show you this or write us and we
will tell you more about it.
We furnish electros to houses of repute desirous of
showing this seller in their new catalog.

"IN USE"
1 ,151,171d1

THE ABOVE SHOWS
HOW IT WORKS

HERE IS A WINNER

"DOLORIEVOGRAMS(PATENTED)N 
Gold or Silver Plated Bag Monograms, Belt
Buckles, and Gold Filled Fobs

RETAIL AT 
BIG MONEY IN IT FOR YOU 

$1. 00

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED THE DAY RECEIVED
ALL WESTERN ORDERS FILLED BY OUR CHICAGO BRANCH
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER TO
JEWELERS OF WINDOW OR SHOW CASE DISPLAY. WRITE
TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE; WRITE TO BOSTON.

JOHN L. DESLAURIES, MFG. JEWELER
43 WINTER STREET :: BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

SEE PAGE 792D

A. L. Lindroth Company
Manufacturers of Jewelry and Novelties

North Attleboro :: Massachusetts
  JOBBING TRADE ONLY  

WHY NOT YOU?
We have hundreds of graduates from our great school in all parts of the world, who are making a fine
living from the practice of optics. We have a correspondence course which can make you a thorough
optician, and enable you to test and fit eyes for glasses with the best opticians in the world. This course
on completion entitles you to diploma with degree " Doctor of Optics." It is a regular $25 college course
for only $8 (or $10 in foreign lands) which you can take by paying $2 for the first lecture and balance
$1 weekly. Others have taken it who are doing a big business. Why not you?

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.

The Pearce
Product 
Fit for the
President

Ought to be fit for your customers. It's at least worth an inspection. Our line of STERLING SILVER and GOLD FILLED PENCILS
is very complete. (I,We make a line of counter display cases containing PEARCE'S MONARCH FOUNTAIN PENS, in
various assortments. Cases come with one and two dozen assortments, are made of glass, bound with nickel trimmings, oak base
with trays plush-lined, oak-bound. Neat and attractive. Act as
silent salesmen. 41,We make a line of BRACELETS, THE
DEBUTANTE." Comes in four widths, made of high-grade,
gold-filled, seamless stock. Ask our salesmen to show you
our line or write us for further particulars about it.

F. T. Pearce Company, 85 Sprague St., PROVIDENCE,HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS

NEW YORK SALES OFFICE-180 Broadway
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SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt find efficient service
WRITE FOR SHIPPING STICKERS

Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

imoI Work promptly
dune at Eitir l'rices.

Best Almeria] used.
Reference given.
Est imates fit rnished.

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Sansom Street

(Second Floor I. ront

Philadelphia, Pa.
Bell Telephone

GASOLINE
LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Gives a 300 Candle•power Shadowless Light

Turns up or down, like gas, burns din; when not
iIt use, or can be turned tip instantly when
mure light is needed. It floods a 30 foot

space with a brilliancy like daylight.
Far clreaper than gas, kerosene or
electricity and so simple that anyone
Cull, use it. You can depend on it kir
years for any purpose demanding a
big, strong light. Catalogue K S tells
why. Scud for it now.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
Dept, 9

42 State Street, Chicago, III.

KLEIN BROS.
LAPIDARY CO.

72 Madison Street

Cor. State Street

CHICAGO : ILLINOIS

II. F. Wadsworth
Watch Case.
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Oid cases
Atiale New

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers

14 Calender St., Providence, R. I.

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION,LYNX,CAT,

EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent On selection to responsible
Al an u New rers, .Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price lists. Strictly Wholesale l'riees.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

Expert
Watch Repairing

FOR THE TRADE IS
OUR SPECIALTY

Jewelers near ATLANTA
will find our shop con-
venient and reliable. The

prices are reasonable and we guarantee
SATISFACTION.

No students or inexperienced men
employed.

THE BANTA-COLE CO.

5 S. Broad St., ATLANTA, GA.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

Loop

Watch Keys

1 4c
> Act44A 4":.,4:d t

,,

■.e.t■

.4f.e

ty/ \
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S'raio-rt..lt

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

Engravers, Notice
Names, Monograms, Lodge Emblems, etc.,
burnt in gold leaf by you in 30 seconds.

Every engraver can double his salary by being
able to burn names, monograms and lodge
emblems, on pocket-books, umbrellas, hat
bands, leather, silks, plush, etc., in gold leaf
while customer waits. You cuts do the work
as fine as an expert after 15 minutes practice.
Any lodge emblem stamp costs $8.00 ; they
never wear out. Send 50c. and get a sample
pocket-book with your name or monogram
and any lodge emblem showing work.

F. C. HAMPSON
336 East 19th Street, New York City j

L. 
lVhen writing to advertisers, kindly mention

The Keystone

REFINERS anD 
;"111t1IntiSmilvienr aarnIcyl

shape-solids or

Sweep Smelters ,I4tv141:dosi;ttriongusgohr
filings Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.

13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

WHITE SAPPHIRES
The very choicest of imported stock.

The nearest thing to a diamond.

These are very popular sellers at

present. Selection packages sent out to

responsible parties.

HENRY G. MORRIS
Successor to

GEO. E. KNAPP & CO.

Diamonds, Mountings and other Precious Stones

Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington St.
Room 73 BOSTON, MASS.

 111
INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95 of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

ABEL 0 BARRETT
Repaires and Makers of

Special Orders

47-49 Maiden Lane, New York
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

 II

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jeweirg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt A liey Stn. Corner 20th it reet

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42,1 Streets

NEW YORK

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
We give you first-class work at reasonable
charges, are fully prepared and competent
to care for your finest as well as ordinary
work.

N. JENSEN & 005
203 NEWTON BUILDING ST. PAUL, MINN.
Cor. Filth and Minnesota Sts.

'The Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

The Former Incorporated and Registered with
the Neu) York State Board of Education

offer the most complete courses in Ophthal-
mology, Optometry, Optics and preliminary
instructions for students entering the above
schools or medical schools. Special and evening
courses will be arranged to suit applicants.

Address

THEODORE F. KLEIN
185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1889 BERNE, 1E159

First-class RON OM ET ERS

of modern make on hand.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also line watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Saccuisor to 11.11. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
Tuns. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know
of no one who has a better genera] knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. He has also done
a great deal of tine and mould Mated watch repair-
ing for me, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. 11. II, HEINRICH.

ELECTRIC COMBINATION
POLISHING and BUFFING MOTORS

PLATING DYNAMOS

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School forWatchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and

Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye

Refraction.

For terms addles,

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

Tun KicvsTosig,

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Eift'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

Removal Announcement We desire to notify the trade of our removal fromRoom 87 to Rooms 609-10, Jewelers' Building.
Our new quarters are large and spacious, and we particularly would like to cater
to the needs of the New England jewelry field.

THE EMBLEM JEWELRY MANUFACTURING CO.
373 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

D. 
GOLDWASSER, IsAoacniuenerldnagsJe jweew12, 
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The Rheostat shown in illustration with all attachments
ready for immediate connection to electric lamp socket,
will make its own solutions in any color and do

ROSE-COLORING AND PLATING
from class pins to mesh purses. No batteries, no
belts, no trouble. For direct current, $4.00; for
alternating current, $5.00.

Send for interesting circulars.
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.W. A. SHERLOCKt SnF n o a.

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE BY OUR FACTORY

Cut size

L. D. ANDERSON JEWELRY CO.,230PeniiSt., Reuling, Pa.
Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle Jewelry, Abalone Shell Jewelry,

Class Pins with name of town , Flag Brooches and Fobs with name of town , Leaf Brooches and Fobs with nameof town.
Iron Pyrites Jewelry and other souvenirs made to meet the needs of winter and turnmer resorts. Send for Catalogue

tt,k.j.4

SHOWING HO

RwSHER

110JUSTED

WIDER

SCREW

HEAD

entestrAtuu...

SPECIAL NOTICE.— Thesr " maskers" are
curr, red kg railed Males Patent
No. 89.10 a, and all infringements
ill be prosecuted.

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance..
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c.; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

CASH PAID FOR
surplus stocks of DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY—or will buy
entire stocks. Business confidential. Bank references.

H. SCHWARTZ, 903 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

Established 1888

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand
Jewelers' Findings

( Jobbing Materials) for
52 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who
will be pleased to serve

Yost, hut be sure that the goods have the above brand on them Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.-- -Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

CIEO. H. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtucket, Rhode Island, U.S.A.
FACTORY:

110 11, J10118L11424111140_18M110
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches its diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to the minimum
We also tnake a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66. Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.
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DIAMONDS /And PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASH

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. CONE:N
1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Write for further information

-**2111000"

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.58 per Doz.
Names, 1.20

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

BLACK SHIELD
MAINS RINGS
WATCH AND CLOCK elk

SIVARTCHILD & CD. wIT".9,

mar SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stooks —400
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail

National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909.

pa.," MINIATURE PORTRAITS
COPIED FROM ANY PHOTO

Hand Engraving on Jewelry and Silverware

Etching —Portraits, Views, and

Decorative Designs 

Photo-Miniature Portraits on Watches

Portraits Painted in Colors on Ivory

The Goldstein Engraving Co.
45 Maiden Lane - - - New York

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
253 

MULBERRY STREET 
NEWARIC, N. J.

POii8hillg Set Comp
lete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHI
NG BRUSHES

SATISFALT1ON 
GUAIIANTELD Okt 

MONEY 
REFUNDED
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The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn ENGRAVING, tograsp the finer points of WATCHMAKING and OPTICS, finds it necessaryto spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a thoroughknowledge of the business. In less than a year's time this completeknowledge can be gained at our college ; each student receives indi-vidual and practical instructions. We get telegrams and letters everyday, offering positions to our graduates, which shows what practicalstorekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A positionawaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Ste., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

See our large advertisement, page 810

Watch Repairing for the Trade
/ am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.

H. J. SMITH, t3ergoniireticlinga
•

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for FRE E BOOK,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Boilable, ST. PAUL, MINN.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortmeut of Wells' Parket
Self-Gonlorming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid at once only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following prices:
I doz. 10 K. gold, $3.75; 1 doz. geld
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, Mc.

Samples of one small and one mediem-large gold
tilled and one metal adjuster will be sent for

st am ps or M. O. Address
CHESTER WELLS, Meshoppen, Pa.

‘. CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE
ee Artistic 5Ionogram and Letter
Engraving. (Hiding. Jewelry
and Watch Repairing. Send
for price-list.

UL,L,,STROM .dk CO.
Ashiand Nebraska

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Sliver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to lit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

COOPER 0% SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Package

PA.TE NTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
(.iuide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOOR

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, I). C.

•
'The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The 1., .1 practical and only ad-
Justabletine in,..nted. Pri ce ,$1. 60 per doz. For
saieby all w liolcsalejewelers and material houses.
Sample by 111101,25c; ill In1c.g,old,$1.00;141‹.81.25.
M. CROHN , Mg. &Int/U.48 &60 Maiden Lane,N.Y.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled On

WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our Ncw Price-List

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

Or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

list. sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins
For A

__413 Limited
Timo

$3.00 per Gross Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Malden Lane NEW YORK

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are chargedfor as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance mustaccompany all orders for advertise-ments and copy must reach us not laterthan the 25th of each month, for inser-

tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank cheek or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS In postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Addresfi,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809.811.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisemcnts, THREE CENTS Per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 25
cents.

WATCHMAKER, optician and engraver
wishes situation; 12 years' exp.; first-

class workman, own tools; state salary
paid in first letter. Address C. Haskins,
Saratoga, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER and engraver would like
steady position; can give good refs.

Frank Hyatt, Clearwater, Minn.

YOUNG man desires position as assistant
watchmaker; excellent clock repairer,

good salesman; American; 23 years of age,
strictly sober, own tools and best refs.
"Watchmaker," 319 Pacific Avenue, Jer-
sey City, N. J.

AS buyer or appraiser in first-class jewelry
store or high-grade loan office by young

man 30 years of age, married; good ad-
dress, best refs. "A 709," care Keystone.

GOOD, reliable and competent watchmaker
wants position; best of tools, good refs;

clean and neat; would go West or South.
"R 705," care Keystone.

BY young man, first-class engraver, at
once; able to do plain watch work and

wait on trade if desired; sample engraving
and refs. "S 704," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED refractionist, salesman and
watchmaker; graduate of two optical

colleges, wants to connect with AI firm;
single, best of refs. "G 706," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man, to years' retail exp., wants
position with manufacturer or wholesaler;

office or road: fine salesman, speaks .e.ng-
lish, French, German and Spanish; willing
to go abroad; now in California; corre-
spondence confidential. "S 692," care
Keystone.

AS watchmaker, fair engraver and some
knowledge of optics; young man, single,

have had several years' exp.; best of refs;
Middle West preferred. "C 693," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, engraver, plain stone-setter
and plain jeweler, salesman; town

25,000 or less; Ohio or West. Address
"No. 3," t83o McCormick Building, Chicago.

OPTICIAN and watchmaker and assistant
(not Jack-of-all-trades or porter); steady
position, Southwest; 17 years' exp. If in-
terested write "B 688," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchniaker, with 12 years'
exp. in repairing all kinds and grades

of watches, and 2 years' factory exp.
wants a good, steady position; also clock
and jewelry repairer; capable of taking
charge; age 27, married, no bad habits;
speak Swedish, English and some German;
now employed. "F 676," care Keystone.

COMPETENT watchmaker, jeweler and
salesman desires position in Colorado for

summer; experienced in railroad and high-
grade work; good habits and first-class refs.
"C 696," care Keystone.

BY Swiss watchmaker; ten months in
America; age 42, single; has own tools;

best refs., diploma of honor. Address J.
Quartier, Box 553, Searcy, Ark.

SITUATIONS WANTED

GOOD watchmaker and salesman, with to
years' exp. would like a good position;

I am a single man, 3o years old. "W
663," care Keystone.

BY young man, watchmaker and fair en-
graver; good refs. and no bad habits;

have watchmaker's certificate front State
association. M. D. Georgeson, Lake City,
Iowa.

Az watchmaker, long exp. in railroad work;
able to wait on the trade; good refrac-

tionist, wants position; good refs. "R 697,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER of rare ability, exception-

ally good on railroad watches; rapid;
can reduce the comebacks to a minimum;
excellent habits, good refs.; is now ready
for position. "R 698," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, an escapement expert;
20 years exp.; good refractionist; best

refs.; any part of United States. T. J.
Wilkinson, 25 South Fifty-fourth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG man, first-class ring chaser, let-
ter and monogram engraver desires per-

manent position at once; best of refs. "T
66z," care Keystone.

ASSISTANT watch repairer wants situa-
tion; age 27 years; one and one-half

years' exp. H. C. Blanks, Rock Island,
Tenn.

AS second watchmaker about June tat by
young man of 2o; southern Idaho or

near Seattle preferred. Address "Watch-
maker," Box 132, New Plymouth, Idaho.

WATCHMAKER desires permanent posi-
tion; 6 years' exp.; refs.; full set tools.

Jay M. Foreman, Sault Ste Marie P. 0.,

ABOUT July tat by watchmaker, jeweler,
engraver, salesman; first-class, all-around

man; 20 years' exp.; own tools, married;
Ar refs.; West preferred. "P 694," care
Keystone.

Ar WATCHMAKER wants position with
reliable house; young man, with eight

years' exp. in store, trade shop and factory;
can handle high-grade work; good habits,
reliable; good refs., own tools. Address,
Box 243, Elgin, Ill.

POSITION in Nebraska in drug and
jewelry store by good watchmaker, 19

years' exp. at bench, 6 years' exp. in
drugs and 15 years a graduate optician
and registered optometrist in State of
Nebraska. "H 65i," care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker and fair engraver, age
26; speaks English and German; good

salesman; salary expected $x5 per week,
with prospects for advancement. Address
William 1VIarx1 504 Enterprise Building,
Milwaukee, Wis.

A SITUATION after July is, 1910, as
watchmaker and salesman; have held

present position for i i years; ref., The First
National Bank, Wintersct, Iowa. Fred H.
Harris, Winterset, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, optician, engraver, 8
years' practical exp.; age 25, German

descent, single, no bad habits; West or
South preferred; only first-class position
and wages accepted. "K 652," care Keystone.

BY young man, age 21, 3 years' exp.;
can do all ordinary watch, clock and

jewelry repairing; engrave some and have
some knowledge of optics; ref. front pres-
ent employer. J. C. Koetting, Lamar, I1{o.

CARD engraver wants position with good
firm; can do jewelry engraving; best

refs.; samples. "S 669," care Keystone.

COMPETENT watchmaker desires posi-
tion; experienced on railroad watch

work; good salesman, first-class ref.; Wis-
consin preferred. Address "U 668," care
Keystone.

Ar WATCHMAKER, graduate optician,
plain engraver, jewelry and clock re-

pairer; prefer Wisconsin or Illinois. Ad-
dress "Z," care Pyper & Knox, Janesville,
Wis.

EXPERIENCED hustler wishes manufac-
turer's line for the Northwest and

Coast; state inducements; if you have the
goods I can get the business. Address
"F 683," care Keystone.
YOUNG man, 24 years, first-class, all-
aroued engraver and good second

watchmaker; own tools; state wages in
first letter; middle States preferred. A.
Kesel, Canton, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER and salesman, 20 years'
exp.; can take charge of repairs, make

prices; expert pivoter, jeweler, complicated
watches; educated, able to meet best class
of trade. "Watchmaker," 235% Middle
Street, Portland, Maine.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER and fair engraver desires
position at once. Address E. P. Garvin,

Morrison, Ill.

BY good watchmaker; good set of tools,
good refs. "Jeweler," 528 Jackson Street,

Sandusky, Ohio.

BY young man June 1st; watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver and optician; 7 years'

exp.; own all tools, first-class refs.; salary
$25. "K 680," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker and good, plain engraver,
fair jeweler, in or around Peoria, Ill.;

5 Years' exp.; $17.50 to start. "W 647,"
care Keystone.

FINE refractionist, does cutting, edging,
drilling and frame work; can take in

watch work and sell goods; capable of
handling particular, high-class trade; must
be first-class place; West. H. R. Tillotson,
483 East Elm Street, Springfield, Mo.

POSITION as second watchmaker and en-
graver by young man with s years' exp.;

good refs. Address L. S. Flory, Box 517,
Conneaut, Ohio.

WATCH and clock repairer, experienced
and reliable, with first-class refs., wants

position. Leverne Haner, General Deliv-
ery, McKeesport, Pa.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

GOOD workman who can engrave first
class, do all kinds of job repair work

and act as second watchmaker; must be
first-class; send photo, refs. and engraving
samples with reply; steady job to right
man at once. P. A. Goodnough, 710
State Street, Erie, Pa.

WESTERN salesmen, we have several good
side lines to offer. Men now calling on

jewelry trade address x8 Jacobson Block,
Denver, Colo.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician,
permanently. "P 622," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
one with experience at bench, 15 years

or over; wages $30 per week. "A 619,"
care Keystone.

SALESMAN having an intimate acquain-
tance with the live jewelers in the

larger cities; a liberal salary to the right
man. Address "A. D. 12," 1201 Heyworth
Building, Chicago.

EXPERIENCED salesmen on commission
basis in such States which are not yet

covered. Inquire Empire Jewelry Case Co.,
Buffalo.

FIRST-CLASS optician, engraver and dia-
mond and jewelry salesman; must be

capable of taking charge, of pleasing ad-
dress and no bad habits; permanent posi-
tion; refs. required. F. C. Hart, Tacoma,
Wash.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver and
salesman; young man, Norwegian pre-

ferred; good proposition, southern Wiscon-
sin city; send refs. and salary wanted. "E
675," care Keystone.

AN old-established house in Mexico City
wants German watchmaker capable of

good repair work on American and Swiss
watches; state age and exp. "K 686," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, one under-
standing optics preferred; give ref., exp.,

salary first letter. Wahl, 160 r South Meri-
dian Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

CLOCK and jewelry repairer, window trim-
ming, wait on trade and general work in

store; give salary expected and exp. in first
letter. Jay D. Taylor, Logansport, Ind.

WATCHMAKER and optician; young man
preferred; state wages. "G 681," care

Keystone.

AT ONCE, watchmaker and engraver;
permanent position, good wages; send

ref. and sample engraving in first letter.
Tillson Jewelry Co., Carrington, N. Dak.

BY June 1st, good watchmaker, engraver
and salesman; fine place for young man

wishing all-around experience and who ex-
pects to go in business some day for him-
self; $18 to $20 to start; must have good
refs. Willard Levee, Little Falls, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver, at
once; good, steady job; write full par-

ticulars in first letter. Hauser & UpDe-
Graff, Columbus, Ind.
- - --- ---
WATCHMAKER, optician and engraver to
go to Alaska; good wages; must pay

own fare. "M 650," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER, engraver and salesman;
good, steady position; State university

is located here and is good, lively little
city. Address Charles Maurer, Champaign,

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver, who understands optics and

waiting on trade; state salary and qualifi-
cations in first letter. Springfield Jewell),
Co., Springfield, Tenn.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and registered
optometrist of Nebraska; fine, permanent

position to a good man. "K 666," care
Keystone.

WANTED-Watchmakers who thoroughly
understand cleaning and repairing time

locks to travel as inspectors through east-
ern States; state age, exp., salary expected
and refs. in first letter; no others will be
considered and no learners wanted. The
Blake Bank Lock Inspection Co., Wor-
cester, Mass.

GOOD watchmaker and engraver; must be
good engraver and able to do plain

monograms; permanent position; send
sample engraving, ref. and salary wanted.
Phil H. Spohn, Greensburg, Ind.

YOUNG man for repairing, engraving and
second watchmaker; salary $15; must be

able to put out work right. H. E. Hemen-
way, Granville, N. Y.

WE want two good workmen at once; one
must be a first-class watchmaker and

the other a first-class watchmaker and
engraver; send samples of engraving and
refs. with application; good wages and
permanent positions for the right men.
The Plumb Jewelry Store, Des Moines,
Iowa.

lA'ATCHMAKER with tools to take care
of store and do light amount of bench

work; state wages and refs. in first letter.
Conley, Louisa, Ky.

AT once, a manufacturing jeweler. Bart-
ling & Nuckolls, Grinnell, Iowa.

TRAVELING jewelry salesman with ac-
quaintance in Indiana and Illinois to

handle a large general line for jobbing
house in Chicago. Address "A. D. to,"
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago.

A THOROUGHLY experienced salesman
with an established trade by general im-

porters of precious, semi-precious and imi-
tation stones. Address "N 655," care
Keystone.

JUNE 1st, first-class watchmaker, plain en-
graver, jeweler, wait on trade; about 32

years of age; neat appearance and gentle-
man; refs., sample engraving first letter.
"D 436," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; state
wages and send sample of engraving.

C. W. Reeler, Binghamton, N. Y.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
permanent position; send refs. and

sample engraving with first letter; $22 to
$25 per week. Huber & Bunker Co.,
Superior, Wis.

YOUNG man with some exp. to finish
trade; good opportunity to advance;

salary $8 to Sze per week. Howard Thomas,
Wenatchee, Wash.

EXPERT diamond setter for platinum
work; steady job; good refs. required.

Apply Fox Bros. & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, must be a good
engraver; permanent position for a

young man who wants to learn; give ref.
and exp. as well as salary wanted. Keith
& McChesney, Iowa City, Iowa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
hours 8 A. M. to 6 P. M., wages $25 to

$3o per week; send refs. and sample of
engraving. Charles E. Davis, Great Falls,
Mont.

YOUNG man, good monogram and letter
engraver; assist with repair work and

wait on trade; permanent position, fair
salary. C. S. Sands, Kirksville, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS retail salesman who has
had experience in fine store; good salary

and permanent position; send refs. and
photograph in letter. Syman Bros. Jewelry
Company, Denver, Colo.

ASSISTANT engraver, must have good
refs. Syman Bros. Jewelry Company,

Denver, Colo.

BY Los Angeles jobber, a good reliable
man who has a good acquaintance on

the Pacific Coast among the retail jewelers,
particularly in the northern part; a good
proposition for the right man. "M 711,"
care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MACHINE to engine-turn pencil cases.
"S 530," care Keystone.

WANT to buy small jewelry store in New
England States; Vermont or New Hamp-

shire preferred. "B 703," care Keystone.

PAWNBROKER wants partner with $15,-
000 cash; old established loan office; best

location in New York City; good stand
for pledging and selling; reason for want-
ing partner, one partner retiring. "A 684,"
care Keystone.

GOOD jeweler's safe; give description and
lowest cash price. J. B. Otto, Kings-

ville, Texas.

WANTED, pocket chronometer. Address
Box 475, Wichita, Kans.

OPHTHALMOMETER, electric, must be
in good shape and cheap. Box 296,

Miamisburg, Ohio.

WANTED-Good second-hand trial case.
E. J. Hall, Gilman, Ill.

WALL cases in first-class condition. E. J.
Avery, Grand Haven, Mich.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY and optical business, South
Side, Chicago; stock and fixtures invoice

$2000; all the work two men can do. Ad-
dress "R 611," care Keystone.

IN Denver, jeweler's complete factory,
best equipped west of Chicago for manu-

facturing emblem jewelry and silver
souvenir spoons. Great opportunity to
buy an established manufacturing business
in a beautiful, live, growing city that is
spending nearly $20,000,000 in new
buildings this year; it will take about
$5000. Thomas Penman, 1717 Stout Street,
Denver, Colo.

LEADING and oldest established jewelry
store in central Illinois city of 3o,000;

store is strictly modern and up-to-date;
diamond salesroom, cut glass room; abso-
lutely clean stock; stock and fixtures in-
voice about $40,000; business and prestige
of the store at its very best; owner wishes
to retire from business. "E 708," care
Keystone.

A SNAP for $r000-Watch, jewelry and
optical business in Burks Falls, On-

tario, Canada. The owner has made
enough to retire; splendid repair trade;
no other watchmaker in town of moo
population; nearest watchmaker 30 miles.
Healthy spot to live in and a great sum-
mer resort for tourists; cheap rent, fine
store, plate glass front, waterworks piped
into house; new building; everything AI
shape. Apply to S. T. Vanstone, Burks
Falls, Ontario, Canada.

JEWELRY and optical business; best loca-
tion in a hustling city of 7500 popula-

tion; western Indiana; up-to-date stock
and fixtures; invoice $4000; large payroll
and fine farming country. Address "II 700,"
care Keystone.

LARGEST store in town of 20,000 popula-
tion in heart of richest fruit belt in New

York; stock and fixtures, with tools and
material, about $5000; splendid opening for
right man. "P 3i8," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED, good paying jewelry store,
stock and fixtures in growing southern

California town of 12,000; finest climate on
earth; clean stock, good location, cheap
rent, lease; inventory value $7000, but can
reduce; must sell, poor health. J. F. Reed,
Santa Monica, Cal.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED, good paying
jewelry business in town 4000, eastern

Pennsylvania; good, clean stock, $2000 to
$2500; sales and repairing good; will bear
rigid investigation. Write for particulars
and reasons. "H 678," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry, optical and music business
in town of goo in western Iowa; fine

farming community; stock about $2000; can
reduce to suit purchaser; good reasons; a
fine chance. "W 682," care Keystone.

DRUG and jewelry business for sale; in-
vestigate; it will pay you if you want to

go into business. Address Lock Box 450,
Burlington, Colo.

JEWELRY store, old established, central
Illinois city about 2000; invoice about

$2000; up-to-date goods; fine point for good
watchmaker, optician and engraver; rich
territory. Write for information. "0 683,"
care Keystone.
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$2800-NEW jewelry and music stock;
good fixtures; established 1897; will re-

duce stock to suit; 25 per cent. discount
on remainder; no land trade; failing health,
must get out. Julius Anderson, Mora,
Minn.

WILL sell fixtures and lease, or entire
stock; can give you proposition, from

$2500 up to $8000; best location in thriving
city of is,000 population; best town in
South Dakota.. If you have not got enough
money, get your friends to help you out,
but don't miss this chance. 1909 sales
$14,000, good repair trade; stock turns over
three times yearly. Going into real estate
business. "C 662," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED 1884-Only jewelry and
optical business in a thriving town;

clean and up-to-date stock and fixtures;
paying business, best location, low rent; all
repairing one man can do; also building
lots at Pleasantville Terrace, N. J.; reason,
health. J. M. Norcross, Pemberton, N. J.

A HIGH-CLASS jewelry store, centrally
located in Waukesha, Wis.; an excep-

tional opportunity. For particulars com-
municate with M. Jacobson, attorney,
Waukesha, Wis.

STOCK, fixtures, invoice $1600, manu-
facturing town 10,000; northeastern Ohio;

monthly payroll $15o,000; new industries
building will employ r000 more men. "II
702," care Keystone.

WHOLESALE jewelry and optical busi-
ness; the stock and fixtures of this con-

cern can be bought at a low figure in
whole or in part on account of liquidation;
terms, one-half cash, balance notes with
security. "S 687," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in southwest Missouri
town of 3500; good stock, but can be

reduced, and time on part; death of pro-
prietor makes excellent opening for com-
petent watchmaker. Address Mrs. H. N.
Townsley, Pierce City, Mo.

$3000 STOCK and fixtures, etc.; fine town
in north part of Indiana; town of 1200,

good country all around; no competition;
location the best; store has steam heat,
electric lights and everything is up to date;
business run on strictly cash basis; all the
repair work one man can handle; cash or
bankable paper. For other particulars ad-
dress "W 665," care Keystone.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in county
seat town of /200 population; no com-

petition; invoice about $3000; neat new
oak fixtures, clean, up-to-date stock; all
bench work one man can do. Will sell the
business with or without tools, at the cost
price. Fine opportunity; this will bear in-
vestigation; reason for selling, other busi-
ness. Box 302, Lyndon, Kans.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business, prosperous Missouri manufactur-

ing town with rich farming country sur-
rounding; population over 10,000; stock and
fixtures invoice about $4500; can reduce
this to $2000; stock is exceptionally clean
and well assorted. For particulars address
"W 554," care Keystone.

IN one of the nicest towns in Massachu-
setts, outskirts of Springfield, jewelry

business, no competition; a grand oppor-
tunity for one who can do optical work;
nice store in brick building; clean stock,
good fixtures; about $2500; if you want a
good thing look this over. "B 69o," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in Ne-
braska; invoice about $55oo; can reduce,

hne farming country; best reason for sell-
ing; county seat, population about 3000;
investigation solicited. "S 695," care Key-
stone._ 
I WANT to go to California; will sell
my jewelry and loan business; a big bar-

gain, clears $200 a month. For particulars
address Fred Pell, Sr., Okmuigee, Okla.
IF you want a nice, clean stock and

fixtures about $5000, that clears $2500 a
year, write to George Knebel, Platteville,
Wis. Will sell or lease building.

A SNAP in Seattle for good watchmaker;
$800 if taken at once for stock, fixtures,

regulator, safe and best set of tools; all
repairs a man can do; selling reason, wife's
illness. "B 689," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in a good
town, stock invoice $3500; must sell at

once. 0. R. Mantele, Halstead, Kans.

STOCK and fixtures, about $3000, in fine
condition; established 20 years; fine

Michigan town; want to retire. "W 679,"
care Keystone.

(Continued on Pape 830)
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ESTABLISH F.13 manufacturing and retail
jewelry business; population 195,000;

good location and lease; also $6000 home;
sell outright or retain interest; best rea-
sons. "R 670," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business, estab-
lished 44 years; first-class stock and fix-

tures, invoice $4750; will discount price;
population 5000, fine location; going to re-
tire from business. M. Sherman & Sons,
Woodstock, Ill.

A GOOD business opportunity-Wishing
to retire will sell long-established,

profitable jewelry and stationery business
in manufacturing village; plenty of bench
work; only jewelry store in town. E. P.
Hopkins, Montour Falls, N. Y.

GOOD paying jewelry business in good
city of 5000 population in southwestern

Kansas; will invoice $4000, stock and fix-
tures; other business reason for selling.
Address "T 671," care Keystone.

JEWELRY stock, safe, fixtures and tools
cheap. Box 298, Carlinville, Ill.

JEWELRY. and optical business in good
Ohio manufacturing town of to,000;

best location; ill health cause for selling.
Address "B 677," care Keystone.

WHAT do you think of this? A business
for sale that does over $4000 in repairs

yearly; good sales, cheap rent, in the finest
city in the country; factory in square em-
ploying over 5000 persons. "D 603," care
.Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store, well estab-
lished, good location, in one of the

most prosperous cities in State. Address
Box 444, Stockton, Cal.

$8000 BUSINESS annually in a town with
brightest future of any town in the

South; good climate, good territory; watch
inspection; clean record for past and fu-
ture; only reason for selling jewelry busi-
ness, want to devote all time to optical
work; prefer selling to good man to keep-
ing help; would prefer to remain in store
and help pay rent; business built up on
honor, will sell on honor: if you have
$3000, talk; if not, saw wood. "P. S. 667,"
care Keystone.

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity-estaiblished
jewelry and optical business in the best

little town in Oregon; will invoice $6500;
$50oo will buy it-$2000 cash, balance in
secured notes. Address "C 673," care
Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town, with large
woolen mill and garment factory; rent

$to per month. Box 192, Bonaparte, Iowa.

0.01LY jewelry store in town of 1200;

fine farming section; invoice about $600;
plenty of bench work; central Illinois.
"M 656," care Keystone.

A FINELY located jewelry store in a
thriving Pennsylvania town of 8000

population; will sell on reasonable terms;
good reason for selling. Address C. W.
Laubenstein, Minersville, Pa.

SEVENTY cents on the dollar will buy
my up-to-date jewelry store in the new

oil well district of southern Illinois; will
take about $1200. For further particulars
write William M. Johnson, Centralia, Ill.

A MANUFACTURING and jobbing jew-
elers' shop, including valuable bracelet

plant; death of owner. Apply E. Brad-
dock, 719 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

$3000 CASH will buy a jewelry store in
a fast growing town of 2500 inhabitants

in southwest Texas; good location; will
lease building to buyer; good reason for
selling. II. Franke, El Campo, Texas.

FINEST little jewelry store in Texas, best
location in town of s000 inhabitants;

fine schools, railroad division points; pay-
rolls $60,000 month; shops here cost over
half million dollars; cleared over $5000 less
than two years; came here with nothing;
repair bench averages over $200 month;
will require about $4000; have other busi-
ness. "B 659," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in noted southern winter
and health resort town; year around

business; health and climatic conditions un-
surpassed; write for particulars. Box 212,
Southern Pines, N. C.

A GOOD paying jewelry business, estab-
lished 23 years, in town of 5000; no

opposition, good fixtures and can reduce
stock to suit purchaser. S. E. Kochen-
darfer, Hollidaysburg, Pa.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

WHY grind away for someone in the city
when you can buy a paying jewelry busi-

ness in clean Vermont town for $3000;
write for particulars. F. R. Seymour,
South Royalton, Vt.

GOOD jewelry business, side lines, 800
population; snap, owner sick. W. E.

Jenson, Northwood, N. Dak.

GOOD money-making jewelry and optical
business, established 20 years, in Vir-

ginia; over $8000 cash .business last year;
rent $15, repairs over $100 per month;
over 65 per cent. profit on business per
year; to quick purchaser will sell for
$3000; be quick if you want this. "H 658,"
care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry and optical store in grow-
ing manufacturing town of 2500 in north

central Pennsylvania; established is years;
best location; long lease at low rent; a
fine opportunity. Frank W. Hayes, Mon-
toursville, Pa.

JEWELRY, optical and lapidary business;
prominent corner, handsome fixtures, full

optical equipment, machinery and stock;
small, new stock jewelry; must sell ac-
count failing health; refs., wholesale
jewelers Los Angeles and local banks. F.
M. Taylor & Co., Pasadena, Cal.

ESTABLISHED i8 years, elegant jewelry
store, situated in a fast growing city of

65,000 population; fine fixtures, etc., $15,-
000 stock, which can be reduced to suit
the purchaser; business done last year
$18,000; reasonable rent, with four years'
lease; best location on the main street;
reason for selling, wish to retire, have
made enough money. For full particulars
address T. F. Ryan & Son, 203 High
Street, Holyoke, Mass.

THE best paying jewelry and optical busi-
ness in the city of Lincoln, Nebr., in the

largest department store; sale must be
spot cash; reasons for selling. "C 649,"
care Keystone.

BARGAIN if taken soon; good, clean
jewelry stock, in good Nebraska town of
500; stock invoices $1800, fixtures $350;

other business cause of selling. "T 648,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in Illinois,
established 30 years; population 5000;

stock, fixtures, etc., invoice $4500; can re-
duce; no old stock; practically no com-
petition; other business requires my time.
"II 645," care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store,
prosperous town of s000, California;

good surrounding country; best climate on
earth; stock and fixtures invoice $5o0o;
can reduce some if you wish it; big run
of repair work. Address "Opportunity,"
D 653, care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED paying jewelry and musi-
cal business in good North Dakota

county seat town of i leo; clean, up-to-date
stock and fixtures, about $2000; large ter-
ritory; good run of work, in good farming,
dairying and coal mining section; wife's
ill health reason for selling; no competi-
tion; don't write unless you have the cash
and mean business. "P 672," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY store, established since 186i in
railroad town, 2000 population; stock

and fixtures invoice $t5oo to $2000; in-
spector for B. & 0. S. W.; fine line of
work; good opportunity for right man.
Correspond Mrs. C. S. Cunningham, Flora,

ONE of the best paying jewelry and
optical businesses in Arizona; bench work

$150 per month; good trade, good town,
good, nice stock; new fixtures and every-
thing up-to-date; the school center of
Arizona; we have the normal, training,
high and public schools. Box 446, Tempe,
Ariz.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

EATON & GLOVER 20111 Century en-
graving machine; five sets of type, four

sets caps and small letters; Odd Fellows'
designs, scrolls, etc.; holders for um-
brellas, hollowware and all small articles;
good as new; price, $5o. Hardway &
Williams, Fort Smith, Ark.

A GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Com-
pany's modern, out-door electric flasher

watch sign, complete, with written guaran-
tee, at a bargain. "C 416," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LARGE jeweler's safe. Write for particu-
lars. E. W. Thompson, 3o8 Cass Street,

Cadillac, Mich.

ROLL top bench, lathe outfit, small. tools,
crystals, clock sign, etc., cheap. Dins-

more, Cambridge, Md.

WEBSTER-Whitcomb attachments com-
plete (except wheel cutter); little used,

like new; 25 per cent. list. H. M. Potter,
Williamsport, Pa.

WATCHMAKER'S outfit, trial case and
small safe; cause for selling, death. Mrs.

H. L. Simon, Tremont, Pa.

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 634,"
care Keystone.

JOHNSTON Optical Co. ametropometer,
good as new. Howard Thomas,

Wenatchee, Wash.

ONE post watch sign with spectacle sign,
post and iron complete, 38 inches. Bart-

ling & Nuckolls, Grinnell, Iowa.

H. H. HEINRICH chronometer, large dial,
good rater and in good condition; first

check for $85 takes it. F. J. Rigg, with
Ball Watch Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

EATON & GLOVER engraving machine,
guaranteed good working order, five sets

type; all complete, sell cheap. J. C. Bul-
lock, Princeville, Ill.

A FINE Frodsham chronometer. Charles
Roth, 835 Emerson Street, Denvei, Colo.

FIXTURES, bottles, cabinets, all corn-
plete for the material and supply busi-

ness; location in Pittsburg, established for
years; am offering fixtures and lease only,
or fixtures alone. "M 674," care Keystone.

BY virtue of an order of the Court of
Common Pleas of Hardin County, Ohio,

to me directed in the case of James A.
Morison, Guardian, vs. George V. Guyton,
I will offer for sale, at the door of the
Court House, in the City of Kenton, Ohio,
on the 14th day of May, 1910, at 2 P. M.,
the following described property, to wit:
One diamond scarf pin, consisting of a
stone approximately twenty-one (25) carats,
surrounded by eighteen (i8) smaller stones;
appraised value of same $1700. Terms of
sale, cash. E. J. Carey, Special Master,
Kenton, Ohio.

D STALK lathe, full set of attachments.
"E 657," care Keystone.

HAVE xis Modor Indian arrowheads;
will send subject examination; price $25.

C. H. Dunlap, Alturas, Cal.

A RARE opportunity-Grinding moulds
and machinery for opticians; cheap. Ad-

dress H. Abendroth, 4533 Greene Street,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

ONE of the best paying jewelry and op-
tical businesses anywhere; located in the

finest little city in southern Minnesota;
5000 inhabitants and surrounded by a rich
farming country; two colleges, city mail
delivery; stock and fixtures will invoice
$8000 to $9000; reason for selling, ill
health; will bear closest investigation.
A. 0. Hulberg, Northfield, Minn.

FIVE wall cases, three plate glass show
cases with French leg tables to match,

to feet each; watchmaker's screen; 18-foot
partition with plate glass mirrors; two
6-foot plate glass marble base floor cases,
all finished in dark oak and in good con-
dition; will sell cheap if taken at once; can
furnish cut if interested. Keith & Mc-
Chesney, Iowa City, Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NEW Century engraving machine; cost $96.
good as new; first cheek for $5o or will

trade for Geneva retinoscope and ophthal-
moscope complete; in good condition. Wil-
bert Peterson, Plainview, Texas.

JEWELRY and optical business in a live
city of 8000 population in Indiana; ma-

hogany fixtures; invoice $7500; good busi-
ness city and fine country; will exchange
for clear real estate, farm or city property;
prefer southern Texas. "H 701," care Key-
stone.

HAVE a five-room house, lot 6o x 267, well
located, in town, $2000; Bonner Port-

land Cement Co. payroll $5000 monthly;
t6 miles from Kansas City; mineral springs.
Give bargain at once and exchange for
jewelry. Box 157, Bonner Springs, Kans.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

ELECTRIC watch sign, show case, gold,
diamond scales, wire fencing. H. Lindsey,

Guthrie, Okla.

TWENTY-FIVE jewelers' trays, one mouse
clock, one old-time watch, two watch

racks; want a cash register, optical goods
or fixtures of any kind. Write what you
have. H. S. Young, Louisa, Ky.

HAVE new Ideal plating machine and good
piccolo; want street watch sign. "P 699,"

care Keystone.

I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box zoo,
Moorestown, N. J.

SOLID oak and walnut roll top benches,
two foot wheels, counter shaft, diamond

scales, polishing motor, foot polishing lathe,
plating machine, staking tools, engraving
block, ring stretcher. What have you?
Niveth Jewelry Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.

160 ACRES Dickey County, N. Dak., land
to trade for good jewelry store, or will

consider stock from wholesale house;
good well, small house, barn and fenced;
120 acres being broken for flax now; give
amount of separate lines, fixtures, time es-
tablished. L. C. Hull, Winterset, Iowa.

NICE, clean, up-to-date jewelry stock and
fixtures, in thrifty North Dakota town;

county seat, population 2600; invoice
$45oo; cash or North Dakota land; owner
going in real estate business. "E 644,"
care Keystone.

FINE 16 size Swiss repeating watch, 0. F.,
14 K. solid gold, new; for diamond. Box

418, Odebolt, Iowa.

SOUTH Bend watches and three Molly
storks and three diadems; all new and in

fine shape; for diamonds; send for
description list. Box 418, Odebolt, Iowa.

WILL trade for jewelry stock or sell for
cash 130 acres of land in Gladwin Co.,

Mich., ioo bearing fruit trees, 30 acres
under cultivation, balance hardwood timber.
Write A. McMillan, Salem, S. Dak.

ONE Eaton & Glover engraving machine,
complete with every attachment and four

sets type and lot of emblem plates and
ornaments; t Columbia $roo grade grapho-
phone and 40 o-inch records; lot of
jewelry and watches, show case trays,
F. H. Hardy & Co.'s optometer on stand,
lot of spectacles, lenses, etc., in traveling
case, I Seth Thomas regulator; will sell
cheap or trade for floor show cases or
counter cases in good condition. E. G.
Cumby, Flat Creek, Ala.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WANTED-Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

$25 REWARD for the return of very old
gold Swiss watch, about 6 size, open

face; it was taken from my store March
30, 1950. A. H. Russell, Weatherford,
Texas.

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
blanking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
noney by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PEE WORD

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila.

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke, es-
tablished 1870.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 800.

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stein wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham, Mass.

ALL your empty movement boxes-Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be re-
turned at our expense. Edward C. Saks,
Mansfield, Pa.

WE are making a specialty of railroad
watch repairing for the trade; we are

prompt and do our work right. F. E.
Force, 615 New England Building, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

OUR self-winding clocks make a good side
line for the jewelers; send for circulars.

Imperial Clock Company, Granite City, Ill.

WANTED-Watches, American movements.
Broadbent, 4 South Forty-second Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE original Lee's refinery, established
1833; best cash price for gold, silver and

platinum; will continue at the same old
stand, To5 South Second Street, Philadel-
phia. Prompt returns on express packages.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute guarantee scien-

tific instructions in all branches of wbrk
pertaining to fine or complicated watch
repairing. Read this carefully and you
will understand we mean what we say.
Students can learn more in our school in
one week than they can learn in any other
similar school in one month, because we
take special pains with each pupil and give
them individual instructions. Our gradu-
ates are earning salaries ranging from $20
to $35 per week. When desired we secure
positions for graduates. Our instructors
are artists in their line of work. Students
given the advantage of practice on actual
work. Write us. Tarbox and Gordon.

Too Late for Classification
SITUATION-Watchmaker, over 24 years'

exp., including store exp. and righting
standard watches. Address "E," care 65
Central Street, Battle Creek, Mich.

SITUATION Watchmaker, experienced
and reliable, with first-class refs., wants

position. John Thompson, 39 West James
Street, Lancaster, Pa.

HELP-Salesman wanted. Large retail
jewelry house has position open for man

with ability to sell watches or clocks; must
be familiar with either line; give age, exp.,
ref. and other information that will aid in
forming an opinion of your capabilities.
Address "C 712," care Keystone.

SALE-Good jewelry business in good town
near Portland; good opening for optician;

stock and fixtures will invoice $1500; write
for particulars. W. S. Young, Sheridan,
Oregon:

SPECIA L-"Experience and Ability"
wishes to interest "Capital" in retail

jewelry business; unlimited possibilities.
"H 710," care Keystone.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an

expert* A. JETTE
Establieked 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

EXPERT INSTRUCTIONS
ACCOUNT FOR OUR SUCCESS

CRNADION HOROLOGICHL INSTITUTE
S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.
H R Plavtner, Director Toronto, Ont.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, etc., of every size and de.crip-
t to n, made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 
83 NASSAU STREET

NEW YORK

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties, Etc., especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.
Any kind of repairing done.

53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

BAUMGARDNER & CO.
" The Little Watch Factory"

Practical Watchmaking for the Trade
131 Wabash Ave., Room 204

CHICAGO, ILL.

LEARN
JEWELERS
ENGRAVING
"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. M'e will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him n master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

WATCH REPAIRING
THE KIND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OWN

_LE±ApLE
W NSLOW, KRAUSE 8, CO.
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L. H. DODD & CO.
I...,.. H. DODD, formerly of

BRIGGS

SALES JUST RECENTLY MADE

Entire stock of the old firm of Wood Bros., Paris, Ill.,
including fixtures.

Entire stock of W. H. Booth,
Sioux Falls, S. D.

Have three of the most talented Auctioneers in
this business, who can furnish the very best of
references to assist me.

Consider, I am in a position to buy any stock

amounting from $1,000 to $50,000 or more for

Spot Cash.

I am now booking sales for this Spring and

Summer.

NEW YORK OFFICE

396=398 Broadway

& DODD

I am now closing out the entire stock of A. Itkin, Butte,

Mont. Stock inventories over $roo,000, consisting prin-

cipally of diamonds.

LONO

DISTANCE PHONE,

2906 DREXEL

I have made more successful and
larger sales than any other Auctioneer
in the past zo years. I can furnish
over 300 references from Leading

Jewelers, Manufacturers, Wholesale Houses, also
Banking Firms, I have transacted business for.

Write me if you contemplate having a sale.

L. H. DODD & CO.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

OFFICE, CHICAGO, ILL.

4607 Michigan Avenue

OUR LINE IS COMPLETE

Fine Leather Goods
I n the various styles and qualities that sell on their
merits. Our Catalogue No. i 2, just issued, illus-
trates a portion of the many styles we make.

Write to-day for catalogue and prices.

Chicago Art Metal Works  Manufacturers for the Trade  
67-69 Lake Street .*. Chicago, Illinois

4

C. W. BOWMAN
JEWELER'S AUCTIONEER

Nearly twenty years in the auction business. I am a
practical jeweler and know how to represent fine goods
intelligently. Reference from the leading jewelers of the
largest and smallest towns of the United States.
I know all the plans employed in the auction business and can use any
system best suited to the sale to he conducted. I guarantee you against
1055. I sell what you have in stock. Do not ask you to run in a lot of
trash for leaders. If for any reason you want to sell out or make a reduction
sale, write me fully and I will tell you how to proceed. Write any of
the jobbers of Kansas City as to my standing as an auctioneer. I refer
you to some of the leading jobbers: Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry
Co., Edwards & Sloane ;ewelry Co., C. B. Norton Jewelry Co., C. A.
Kiger Co., Merry Optical Co., E. F. Swinney, President of First National
Bank of Kansas City, Mo. Sales conducted for established jewelers only.
All correspondence confidential.

I will turn your hard stock into Cash. Will
write your ad. and give you full instructions
how to proceed. Will guarantee you will
not have any bad reaction after the auction
sale. Address all correspondence to

C. W. BOWMAN
408 Sharp Bldg., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
OFFICE TELEPHONE : - - - - No. 7592 MAIN, HOME PHONE
RESIDENCE TELEPHONE : - - No. 3343 SOUTH, HOME PHONE

fl

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction ?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

ca lover Coir i.any, Sayre, Pa.

Are You Wise riatt11:et2 Selling at the Lowest Prices?
Send

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No, 1, 0, 00 Eye

i■latle by the IMPROVED
All:1'110D

EXTRA FINISH
AV ELL TEM PERU)

111ti II 1.1" LUSTEREO

us your order and convince yourself.
No. l'er dozen
5525VT. i2 N., 1-10 Velvet Tip, Cable Frames . .
5524. 12 h., 1-10 Riding Bow . . 5.60
5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Fable " . . 7.00
5554. 14 K., 1-10 Hiding Bow • • 7.50
5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
E564. 01 K., 1-10 Riding Ih.w
I:505. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
5334. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5335. 10 K.. 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

IMPROVED GOLD FILLED 5191. 1-30 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $3.20 per Ooze'.
RIDING RIMLESS l'1194. 1-10 io K., 5,40 ; " 6.40

BOW MOUNTINGS E5504. 1-10 12 5.60 ; " 7.00 "

Ni,. GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS
A593. Offset 10 K., 1-10 Mountings • • . • $4.00 lex 01,  $5.130
A 553. Offset 10 K, 1-30 Mountings 3.00 l'ex OE. . 4.30

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Satisfied Owners of the AUDEMAIR ProveAUDEMAIR$10.00 to
Our Claim for the World Renowned Trial Case

List
933.00

Ni,. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22 x 11 in.
Alumni. flings, 1 1:2" in. diameter, Convex Polislit•ti,
Concave Gold Plated. Polished ‘Vootl. Removable Tray.

$85.00
Send for our Complete Catalogue

Other Styles

The)" Say " NO110 Better Made"

No. 1030. CONTENT*:
168 Lenses $29.70.-Net

LENSES. Periscopic Convex
Interchangeable Extra White Per dttz.

1st quid. 2rid
1 eye $1  20 $ .84
0 eye 1  26 .92
00 eye 1  40 1.05

Skeleton or Rimless

lat Qua'. Per doz.
3-hele 4.- hole

0 eye . . . $1,47 $1.54 $1.61
00 eye . . 1.54 1.61 1.68

2tel Qual. Per doz.
2-hole 3-11010 4-littlf•

0 eye . . $1.12 $1.20 $1.26
00 uye . . . 1.20 1.26 1.33

Cemented Ilifeesl, 1st (Mal.
"interchangeable" l'er doz.

eYe, $3.25 0 eye, $3.31 On eye, $3.45

A few of our BEST SELLERS

HIGH GRADE
ALUMNO
FRAMES
No. I, 0 or 00 Eye

WILL Ni nrsT OR
TARNISH

Ni. O'er dozen
6154 Riding Bow Temple   81.70
6152 Straight. Bow Temple   1.70
6155 hiding Bow '1'emple Cable 2  90

NICI:El, SII.V1...;, FINE GI:ADE
074 Riding I4t0v   1.30
075 Riding BOW Cable   2.50
660 Straight Temple   1.50

NICI:I:I. SILVER, 711:01I'M rill.1 DE
67-0.; Wiling Bow ......... . . . . 1.10
6611ii. Straight   1 10
ING Eyeglass Adjustable 1  70
585 Eyeglass Offset   1.70

KRYPTOKS and It Work. Send for NEW LIST. 6V,- cash only
Agents for STEVENS GOODS at Factory Prices. 6', cash

ALL OPTICAL MACHINERY and TOOLS FURNISHED AT LOW RATES

The New Improved " ILIKIT Sanitary or Shell

The Best and Most Durable Finger Piece Mounting Made
LOOKS RIGHT-FEELS RIGHT-STAYS RIGHT

 Great Reduction in Price 
Per. Doz. l'er jr.

Gold Filled Winless I lo-12 K.   $ 7.30 8 .74)
hold Filled Winless 1 :51-12 I:,  7.01)
Solid II K. Gold Rimless 1 5.414) 1.411)
Solid 10 K. (it'll'. Interchange:11de Frames   24.1)1) 9.41011
Geld Filled Interchangeable Frames 1 In-12 I: .   14/.30 1.1/0
ill Filled Interchangeable Erames 1 30-12 K. 4/ 51)

srip'xiAL ()FrEilt..-One stimple set of gold-filled 12 " Ilikit" nunintings, etched on

lemes, in neat velvm-lined I•Hse for fitting, 88.30 net.
I.in.uli.., rariii,htiii with goods i I. requested.
Those with rims are interchangeable, nnale in d 0 :inol 00 size Eye.
When ()Ile 11,.7.1.11 M. IIII/re HI, perch:Ism! Hi 1/1.1' Tillie we allow lo per cent. MI for cash.

Orders for $10.00 or more we will allow 102, instead of 6V, for cash, where discount is not stated

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY NE1Wal`A'1012RVIIITS.A.



L. H. DODD & GO.
BRIGGS & DODD

Entire stock of the old firm of Wood Bros., Paris, Ill.,

including fixtures.

I am now closing out the entire stock of A. Itkin, Butte,

Mont. Stock inventories over Sioo,000, consisting prin-

cipally of diamonds.

Entire stock of W. H. Booth,
Sioux Falls, S. D.

Have three of the most talented Auctioneers in
this business, who can furnish the very best of
references to assist me.

Consider, I am in a position to buy any stock

amounting from $1,000 to $50,000 or more for

Spot Cash.

I am now booking sales for this Spring and

Summer.

I have made more successful and
larger sales than any other Auctioneer
in the past 20 years. I can furnish
over 300 • references from Leading

Jewelers, Manufacturers, Wholesale Houses, also
Banking Firms, I have transacted business for.

•

Write me if you contemplate having a sale.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

Are You Wise tar= Selling at the Lowest Prices?

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

n the various styles and qualities that sell on their
merits. Our Catalogue No. i2,just issued, illus-
trates a portion of the many styles we make.

Write to-day for catalogue and prices.

Chicago Art Metal Works  Manufacturers for the Trade
67-69 Lake Street • Chicago, Illinois

Nearly twenty years in the auction business. I am a
practical jeweler and know how to represent fine goods
intelligently. Reference from the leading jewelers of the
largest and smallest towns of the United States.
I know all the plans employed in the auction business and can use any
system best suited to the sale to be conducted. I guarantee you against
loss. I sell what you have in stock. Do not ask you to ran ill a lot of
trash for leaders. If for any reason you want to sell out or make a reduction
sale, write me fully and I will tell you how to proceed. Write any of
the jobbers of Kansas City as to my standing as an auctioneer. I refer
you to some of the leading jobbers : Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry
Co., Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., C. B. Norton Jewelry Co., C. A.
Kiger Co., Merry Optical Co., E. F. Swinney, President of First National
Bank of Kansas City, Mo. Sales conducted for established jewelers only.
All correspondence confidential.

I will turn your hard stock into Cash. Will
write your ad. and give you full instructions
how to proceed. Will guarantee you will
not have any bad reaction after the auction
sale. Address all correspondence to

C. W. BOWMAN
408 Sharp Bldg., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
OFFICE TELEPHONE : - - - - No. 7592 MAIN, HOME PHONE
RESIDENCE TELEPHONE : - - No. 3343 SOUTH, HOME PHONE

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye

Made by I he I M PROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
1.:1,1, TEMPERED

111(111 IA LUSTERE)

us your order and convince yourself.
No. Per dozen
5525 NM 12 K. 1-10 Velvet Tip Cable Frames . .

5.60
• • • 7.00

7.50

5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
5525. 12 K. 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
5554. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
1,564. 10 IC, 1-10 Riding lh,v,
1555. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
5354, 10 K., 1-30 Rid ing Bow
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

. . 5.40
. . . 6.60

. . . 4.25

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

IMPROVED GOLD FILLED 5191. 1-3(1 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per Dozen

RIDING RIMLESS 1,594. 1-10 10 K., 5.40 ; " 11.40
BOW MOUNTINGS I 1,5504. 1-10 12 K.. 5.60 ; " 7.00 "

of our BEST SELLERS

WILL NOT RUST OR
TARNISH

N. GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS
 $4.00 $5.50A593. Offset. 10 K., 1-10 Mountings l'ex OF,

A563. Offs(d. ID K., 1-30 Mount ings . .00 'ex . l3 4.50

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Satisfied Owners of the AUDEMAIR ProveA UDEMA1R$10.00 to
Our Claim for the World Renowned Trial Case $135.00

List
933.00

No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22 x 11 in.
Alumni( Pings, 1 ilj" I ii. liatneter. Convex Polished,
Concave Gold Plated. Polished VV00(1. Removable 'fray.

Send for our Coniphte Catalogue of
Other Styles

TbeY Soy "None Bet er 31ade "
No. 1030. CONTENTS :
168 Lenses $29.70 Net,

LENSES. Periscopic Convex
Interchangeable Extra White ler doz.

It quid. 2nd quill.
$1  20 $ .84

I) eye I  26 .92
00 eye I  40 1.05

Skeleton or Rimless
let Qua]. Per doz.

2-111.1e 3-hole 4-hole
O eye . $1.47 $1.54 $1.61
00 eye . . . 1.54 1.61 1.68
2 n d goal. Per

2-110113 3-11111V 4-11111e

• 

eye . . $1.12 $1.20 $1.26
00 eye • . . 1.20 1.26 1.33
C.,inented Bifocal, 1st (Mal.
"Interchangeable" Per doz.
1 eye, $3.25 0 eye, $3.31 ml eYr, $3.45

No.
6154 Riding Bow Temple  
6152 Straight Bow Temple   1.
6155 Riding Bow Temple Cable 

NICKEL SILVEli, FINE GRADE
674 Riding Bow   1.
075 Riding Bow Cable   2.
661) Straight Temple  

NICKEL SI 'NEI:, mEtuum (111ADE
Riding Bow ......... . . . .

660(4 St ..eight
585 Eyeglass Adjustable  
585 Eyeglass Offset  

KRYPTOKS and R Work. Send for NEW LIST. 6% cash only
Agents for STEVENS GOODS at Factory Prices. 6'/, cash

ALL OPTICAL MACHINERY and TOOLS FURNISHED AT LOW RATES

The New Improved " ILIKIT Sanitary or Shell

nILIKIT"

The Best and Most Durable Finger Piece Mounting Made
LOOKS RIGHT-FEELS RIGHT-STAYS RIGHT

Per. I (oz.

Gold Filled Rimless 1110-12 R.   $ 7.50
(1°111 Filled Rimless 1410-12 K. '7.00
Solid 10 K. Gold Itintliiss 1 5.00
Solid 10 K. hold Interchangeable Frames   24.00
Gold Filled I nlerehangeable Frames 111,-12 K    I 0.50 1.00
(loll Filled Interchangeable Frames 1,30-12 K.   9.50

Ml'ECEAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold-filled 12 "Ilikit" mountings, etched on
lens...s, in nem velvel-linell ease for lilting, $9.50 Het.

rireular3 furnished with goods if
Those willi rims art( interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.
\\Alen ;me dozen or more ■11.1• purchased at 01,C time we allow 10 per rent. ow for cash.

Orders for $10.00 or more we will allow 10%, instead of 6'/( for cash, where discount is not stated

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY ?%1EZratanRInT.s.A.



COMMUNITY
SILVER,

REL. I ANCE
PLATE

eep
pedal Tabs

on

COMMUNITY SILVERANDRELIANCE PLATE
sales and see how
profits pile up for you

Both Community Silver and Reliance Plate are sold only on
a restricted price basis, hence cut-flu-oat competition is avoided
and eveiy sale counts —yields a sure andgenerous profit.

ONEIDA COMM uNrrx LTD. ONEIDA, NY.



This New
Minute Numeral

Dial
(MONTGOMERY PATENT)

With Upright Figures
was designed by the chief
watch inspector of a large
railway system, for railroad
men's use and is now sup-
plied on any of the

All
Figures are

Upright

5758596o 
5556 . . • .2

11
5?. 9 II

51 •
50,4*

49' IU48.
47.
46. 
45-a
44.

42 •
41'
40'
39'

si

38..
37
36
. 
1 •,

3534'3i 3y, oq

2 ' '' '''''

3

Railroad Models of the

Elgin
Watch

Each minute is numbered with clear, sharp,
upright figures. The figures of the even
five numbers in the minute circle are printed

in red. This dial is so well designed that the complete time is
read at a glance, doing away with even the momentary calculation
necessary with old style dials. Railroad men want Elgins with
this dial. The complete line of Elgin Railroad Watches with this
dial will be well advertised in railroad men's publications. Be
prepared to furnish them to your trade.

Write your jobber or this company direct.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

New York Office, General Offices,
15 Maiden Lane, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Ring Out the Old 833Ring In the New 
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms

as they do in other clocks?
We have some new ones, superior to

anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - oft" switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 63' inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off "

switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4-% inches. Case seam-

less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—Dial

B—Bell

D—Dust Cap
D—Movement.

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

 'MAR THIS OFF AND IVIAIL, TO-DAY 

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," " Long Alarm," " Alternator," " Di-Alternator," Siren," Vibrator " and " Rotator."
Yours truly,

ELIMINATED.

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

Name

Address



This New
Minute Numeral

Dial
(MONTGOMERY PATENT)

With Upright Figures
was designed by the chief
watch inspector of a large
railway system, for railroad
men's use and is now sup-
plied on any of the

All
Figures are

Upright
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Railroad Models of the

Elgin
Watch

Each minute is numbered with clear, sharp,
upright figures. The figures of the even
five numbers in the minute circle are printed

in red. This dial is so well designed that the complete time is
read at a glance, doing away with even the momentary calculation
necessary with old style dials. Railroad men want Elgins with
this dial. The complete line of Elgin Railroad Watches with this
dial will be well advertised in railroad men's publications. Be
prepared to furnish them to your trade.

Write your jobber or this company direct.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

New York Office,
15 Maiden Lane,

General Offices,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New833
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.
Height, 6N inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inehes. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with "Shut-off 'S
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 44 inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

i
A—Dial
B—Bell

C—Dust Cap
0—Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) . o 

Hour
lHe3iglt,6i Tncliimese , .Dial,4 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

 TEAR THIS OFF AND MAIL

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your a Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," " Long Alarm," " Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator " and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address
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BUYING YOUR 
WATCH STOCK

TO BEST
ADVANTAGE 

Our Reputation as a Watch House is built on our
comprehensive stock and good service. In making our prep-
arations we kept especially in mind the month of weddings
and commencements, which furnishes a special opportunity
for the wide-awake jeweler.

In Railroad Watches Nve are now showing an unusually
large stock of all the acceptable grades in Elgin, Waltham,
Howard and Hamilton, with a large stock of the standard
makes of cases.

In Complicated Watches and Specials
supply a// trade needs, our stock including chronographs,
horse timers, split seconds, repeaters, nurses' watches,
physicians watches, thin models, chatelaines, bench timers,
alarm watches, foot ball watches, etc., etc.

we can

•

Loose and
Mounted
Diamonds

Complete Stock
of Jewelry

Catalogue on
Application

Swigart Watch/ Optical Co.
328 330 332
SUPERIOR ST.

TOLEDO
OHIO

114

Give us atrial
and be your
own JUDGE

"Right Goods
sold at

Right Prices

Right Ways"

That's US

The Non-Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

Mtle

835rfA;7 1

Watches
Chains
Clocks

Community Silver

DULL SEASON AND MODERN JEWELERS
41, Jewelers who openly confess that there are seasons in their business when

there is "nothing doing, graduated a long time ago from a "school of

old fogyism."

L Live jewelers recognize no dull seasons—their sales prove it. They know that dull seasons

are sure to come, but they are ready for them. They put on an extra supply of steam

and look dull seasons square in the face. They are pushers—therefore they are successful.

4
1... The intelligent use of the Great American Jewelers' Catalogue will instill
" push " in you and your business. No jeweler is fair to himself, or does justice to his

business, who does not use this book and " push " six days in the week and fifty-two weeks in

the year. It's fun. Send for one and try it yourself.

THE OSKAMP - NOLTING COMPANY
411 - 413 - 415 - 417 ELM STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO



LATHES, BENCHES, FOOT WHEELS
COUNTERSHAFTS, GRAVERS

The Remarkable Sales we have had with our LATHE OUTFITS are certainly most excellent indicationsthat our efforts—to give the lowest possible prices and the most efficient and highest quality goods—have beenappreciated. We have arranged several combinations at tempting prices, but will be pleased to figure with youwhen you are in the market for a LATHE or an OUTFIT COMPLETE. Order from the " House of Quality."We have only the "Genuine."

Lathe Combination A $64.30 Net Cash

Cenuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every detail. Made of the best steel. Has hardspindles running in hardened steel bushings. Absolute concentricity ofcone, body, thread and hole. Full nickel plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Solid Oak Bench No.
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber andfinished in the best cabinet style. Will not warp or split. Hasten drawers that lock automatically ; apron drawer. vise restand chalk box. Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deepand 40 inches high.

Extra Quality Pivot Cravers
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the best that can be made.They are very hard and hold their points much longer than theaverage graver.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
Best in the market

LATHE OUTFIT B—Same combination asabove with Genuine Moseley Lathe—$64.30 Net Cash
MAINSPRINGS, BALANCE STAFFS and BALANCE JEWELS are the essentials of your watch repair department.Therefore, buy reliable goods—from the "House of Quality." Our materials fit properly ; we are prompt in filling orders; have experienced
clerks to fill them correctly, and carry an ample stock to fill them completely.

E. ISS. D.B. class 3

444ct S'

\Nkaki■ S NisrWtte

E. & J. S. Mainsprings
Our standard spring—and one that we have soldfor years with uniformly good results. We keepthem for practically all makes and grades ofAmerican watches. They are coiled and packed one-half dozen in a paper, and each spring is wrapped illanti-rust paper. Each wrapper is marked with style,width and strength of spring it contains, whichmakes a handy reference.

E. & J. S. Mainsprings, all styles and sizes
Per dozen   $ 1.25Per gross   14.25

E. & J. S. Balance Staffs E. & J. S. Balance JewelsAmerican made American madePer dozen $t  00 Per dozen

SMALL PARTS CAREFULLY MATCHED
We have the E. & J. S. brand of Jewels and Stairs for practically all makes and sizes ofAmerican watches.

$1  50

GENUINE FACTORY JEWELS, STAFFS and MAINSPRINGS
we have in stock for every American watch made—also a verylarge general assortment of genuine materials, all of which we sellat lowest factory prices. Train material and stem-wind parts wecarry in genuine only and do not have a piece of imported materialin our stock, so our customers can depend on receiving correctparts when ordering from us.

I.
One Dozen

Superior Special
MAINSPRINGS.
Sold only by E. & J. SWIGART,

CINCINNATI, OHM

Superior' Special Mainsprings
A fine spring with rounded edges, and absolutelycorrect in gauge for length, width and strength. Itis a "Superior" brand, in fact as well as name, andwe warrant it to ;Ova satisfaction.

Per dozen
Per gross
  $ 1.00

11  25SEND US YOUR ORDERS for TOOLS and MATERIALS. You will receive them correctly filled by return mail or express. Use our
TOOL, MATERIAL and OPTICAL CATALOGUE when making up your orders. We send it free of charge on request with business card.

The E. & J. Swigart Company, Cincinnati Ohio

Stop! Read!! Heed!!!
"A LITTLE PHILOSOPHY
IS A GOOD THING"

ET us reason together for a moment. If you have old
gold, silver, plated jewelry, sweeps, anything in fact con-

taining gold and silver, is this not a good time to collect

same and convert into cash ? If you have a collection of

old style and unsalable jewelry on hand, why not cull it out, turn it

into cash, put the proceeds into new and salable jewelry ? You must

realize the fact that "Your first loss is your best loss." "Economy is
wealth." This trite proverb is not new, but it is to the point. Save

your bench sweeps and polishings, save your floor sweepings, save your
filings, save anything that contains gold or silver. Now we are
coming to the point in our little argument. If you have anything to

sell, you want fair treatment. This we always endeavor to give.

Next, you want prompt returns. This we always give, as shipments

are valued the same day as received. Right here is where " Our

Plan" gives such general satisfaction. We value and remit for your
shipment same day as received. If it should not prove satisfactory,

we return consignment intact at our expense and pay all charges.

" Make us a trial shipment," and be convinced. Sweep Smelting a

specialty.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Arcade Building, SEATTLE, WASH, 20 John Street, NEW YORK CITY
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Green's Direct and Alternating Current Electric Combination Motor Lathes
VARIABLE AND SINGLE SPEED

For Polishing, Buffing, Drilling, Grinding, Sawing, Turning and Lapping
Our Polishing Motor Combinations comprise (no extra charge) Speed Regulator in base ofmotor, 5 new style patent adjustable interlocking chucks, adjustable to either right or left side usfollows : 2 for holding the brushes and buffing wheels, 2 for holding two sizes of grindstone or polish-ing wheels, 1 for holding burrs of various sizes, adjustable plug and 6 ft. of reinforced covered wireattached ready for use, which set is sufficient for average requirements.

Adjustable. Combination, Self-Starting, Noiseless, Enclosed
and Portable, with patented automatic interlocking solid
steel chucks, inst•ntly adjustable to either right or left side
of shaft. Have starting and stopping switch - regulator or
controller in base, as shown in cut. Requires lubricating
but once a year.
A , lean, simple, convenient and entire workshop in itself ;
llutely dust-proof, air and water tight and FULLY
m RRANTED. Cost to run, 1 to 5 cents per day, accord-
ing to size of Motor.

Manufactured by

NET PRICE-LIST F. O. B. NEW YORK

Voltage
Horse.
Power
Output

Horse.
Power
Rating

Direct
Current.
4 speeds

Alternating
Current.

4 to 10 speeds

Alternating
Current.
2 speeds

Type PriceType Price Type Price
52 to 110 -6 . 1.7 . 613 $27.00
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$45.00 . .115 " 220 -6 . 1-7 . 6B 30.00 49.00 . .1)2 " 110 .5 , 1-6 . 6C 30.00 50.00 . 3C . $35.50315 " 220 -5 . 1-6 . 6C 34.00 55.00 . 3C . 41.0052 " 110 .4 . 1.5 . 6D 35.00 55.00 . an . 44.00315 " 220 -4 . 1-5 . 6D 39.50 61.00 . 3D . 49.0062 " 110 -3 . 1.4 . 6E 50.00 70.00 . 3B . 50.00115 " 220 -3 .1.4 . 6E 55.00 75.00 . 313 . 60.0062 " 110 -2 . 1.3 . 60 63.00 85.00 . .30 . 65.00115 " 220 -2 . 1-3 . 60 69.50 92.00 . 30 . 72.0062 " 110 . 3-4 . 611 85.00 115.00 . .311 . 95.00115 " 220 . 3.4 . 611 93.50 125.00 . 311 . I 10.0052 " 110 1-2 . 1 . 6K 110.00 . . . . . . .115 " 220 1.2 . 1 6K 120.00 . . . . . . . .

Single Speed Motors Net Price52 to 110 Voltage, Direet Ct rrent, Type OA, $24.00I-6 H. P. 1 02 to 110 " Alternating " " 5A, 27.50
W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau St., New York City Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.Gentlemen :-We take pleasure in informing you that the combination polishing and buffing lathes, a numberof which we added to our plant some time ago, have proved both economic and satisfactory. We have had notrouble with these machines since installing them, and they have been satisfactory in every way.

Yours very truly, THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANYMarch 24, 1909 F. MINK, Chief Engineer
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
in the City of New York
Department of Chemistry

Feb. 9, 1909
THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.

81 Nassau St., New York City
Gentlemen :-In reply to your inquiry as to the

Adjustable Combination Electric Motor Polishing and
Buffing Lathe, installed a year ago in this laboratory,
would say that it is the most admirable piece of
machinery I know of, for the purpose intended. MY
Lathe gets the hardest kind of service, and often very
bad treatment, front inexperienced users, but it makes
no difference in its performance. It is rated at 1-5
H. P., but I am sure that it gives far more power. I
am entirely satisfied with our purchase.

Yours very truly,
(Signed) SAMUEL A. TUCKER

Professor of Electrochemistry

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO 81 Nassau
• 9

Makers of Individual and Portable Electric polishing, Buffing and Grinding Lathe Motors, Plating Dynamos, Dynamoters, Demagnetizers, Vertical Drills, Electric Chimes, Etc.

U. S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY
Washington, D. C., Jan. 7, 1909.

Gentlemen :-Your letter of the 15th inst. asking
if the 1909 Model Electric Polishing and Buffing
Motor recently supplied by you (in accordance to our
requisition No. 25, Sept. 28, 1908) to this nation was
satisfactory. and addressed to the Navy Pay Office,
having been referred to me for reply, I beg to say that
the motor has been passed by the Board of Inspectfon
and it is thought it will perform all the work for
which it was intended. Voucher in your favor in pay-
ment of this motor will be forwarded in a few days.

Very respectfully,
B. W. HODGES

Commander U.S.N.
To Acting Superintendent
THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.

81 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.

Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

I KURI
EYE

REMEDY

A CURE FOR SORE EYES
Red and Conjested Con-
junctiva or Inflamed Eyelids
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A Cure tor Sore Eyes.
red and coniestedcoa.
lunctlys, or Inflamed

lids.

Serial No. 178e4.

Manufactured for
F. D. GOULD 1.44

71-73 Nassau St N.Y.
Ii 

I
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F. D. GOULD, Sole Agent

Nos. 71-73 Nassau Street NEW YORK CITY

CATALOG
coaentmaidapaw

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
ESTAIS. tog,

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1910 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians

WHOLESALE AND
MANUFACTURINU JEWELF

Platinum LaVallieres
for diamonds and other precious
stones. Highest workmanship, strik-
ing designs along original lines. Also
a full line solid gold rings, pins, etc.,
at very lowest prices consistent with
quality. Repair work done by the
most expert and skilled labor that
money can get. Try us on this
branch of our work.

Send for our descriptive price-list

WM. 51. ORKIN
373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

NEW ASSORTMENT OF
PRESENTATION CARDS

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Box Contains 200 White Cards Beautifully 
Embossed in Gold with Various Mottoes

as Shown in Illustration. 
Size of Cards, 3 A" x 2

WIT°bovE
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BOX COMPLETE, AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, $1.00

BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS AND OILS
THE PRODUCT OF THE HIGHEST ATTAINMENT IN 

MAINSPRING AND OIL MANUFACTURING

afoot* ofa oto Ida do oto ddldo do ofo'ollo Ufo'olo ofcidto cts eta do 

ONE. DOZEN
'AillEtade

5.!

ELGIN 18 Size Class 3 to 6 No. 1343S3

PATENT APPLIED FOR.
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FOR ALL AMERICAN WATCHES

Per Dozen, $1.25 Per Gross, $13.50

Will not gum.

Is free from
acids. Climate
has no effect.
Every drop of
oil in the
bottle, even to

WATCH t the very last,
1DIL 

WARTCHILD 
is as good as

{S 
1 the first.

WATCH OIL
Per Bottle

25c.

CLOCK OIL
Per Bottle

25c.

SWARTCHILD Sc COMPANY
1H44Rs;g fuE3x' AND JEWELERS'
s6gjm 4t  HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. 

CHICAGO, ILL.
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100% PERFECT Watch 

Cl)

Glasses 100% PERFECT

Aim

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER cSe CO.
47 and 49 Maiden Lane, ININ)V YORK

100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HARD1NGIEE BROS.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFG0.13Y

HARUINGE BROS.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
Plain " 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
fitted to
any
style of
lathe

Four-Jawed Chuck 2" Price, $10.00
" " " " 12.00

ctt--

Price with Trefoti peep holes, $8.00
Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

If
st.,)

JEWEL NO CHUCKS
To fit sizes 38 or 50 wire chuck

Set o1 10 Brass, $1.50
" 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Price. each, $2.50Fitted to any at he

HARDINGE COMBINED

_

HING IDOL. DEPTHING TOOL MtPIC
Price with 2 arms, $2.50
" " 3 " 3.25
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Reversible 3 Jaw Chuck No. 27
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Sets of Echarco Gravers
containing the most useful shapes and sizes, including Handles. Pitt up in neat Morocco Box

No. 126. Set of  6 $273
127. ""12 4 75
128. ""  18 6 50

Cut is about 3. size

Octopus Engraving Block Attachment No. 85

Illustration is exact
size of Attachment

In order to perfect an attachment that would fit any engraving block, and, at the same
time, hold everything that came within the spread of the engraving block jaws, long study
was required to design the combination of gripping surfaces that are assembled in such a
small space.

This has long been considered an Impossibility, but the Octopus Attachment now stands
to disprove this pessimistic assionption. Our claim of pre-eminence for the Octopus Attach-
ment lies in its general construction and simplicity of operation. Its predominating features
are efficiency, rapidity, economy and adaptability to the wants of the engraver, who, foryears,
has been in need of au attachment that would relieve them of the encumbrance incurred by
the use of the numerous pegs and other appliances, and, furthermore, admit the many
articles ofjewelry and silverware that have previously been found impossible to hold.

The four adjustable pegs, as shown in the illustration, are inserted in the peg holes of
the engraving block, and the guide rod retains the two jaws in perfect alignment to each
other while in operation.

A partial list, showing articles that can he clamped and where held in this attachment,
is sent with each tool—a thoroughly well made tool tied finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $4.50

Self Centering Drill Chuck Step and Bezel Chuck combined

This new Universal Chuck with reversible jaws is the most practical on the
market. Outside diameter 62 In/1u. (234") capable of holding drills and wire from
the smallest up to 10 non.

Discs from 6 to 68 In/in. and Bezels from 12 to 66 m/m. can readily be held in
this chuck. Small illustration shows jaws reversed. A powerful special screw
driver is furnished with each Chuck.

Made for Webster-Whitcomb, Moseley No. 2, Rivett, Rivett Ideal, Whitcomb
No. 1 Geneva & Moseley No. 1 x 2 Lathes.

Price, each, $9.00

Pegwood Sharpener No. 3

A new attachment, designed for use on a watchmaker's lathe, which
sharpens pegwood to a hair point without breaking, and at the same
time gives the point the proper concave shape. The tool is held in the
lathe by an arbor fitting into a regular wire chuck as shown in the
illustration being steadied by the rest shown. The stick of pegwood
is rotated 14 hand while the tool is revolved in the lathe, producing a
fine, long, flexible point. With this tool the watchmaker can prepare
enough pegwqed for a day's or a week's work in a few moments, and
have every piece uniformly and evenly sharpened.

The tool is mechanically perfect, made of the best material, is
durable and cannot get out of order. For sharpening the cutters the
use of a fine Arkansas oil stone slip is necessary. Coarser abrasives
should not be used.

Price, each, $2.00

For Sale by All Jobbers in the
United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. 4,7E.49 Maiden CLIaTnye
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IMPROVED

"Three-in-One"
Staking Tool Mallet

(Patent Applied For)

The copper head and th(• riveting head are interchangeable. The steel head is stationary. This is the most
practical Staking Tool Mallet ever offered to the trade.

Price, 75 cents

Steel Reed

Copper Head

140,1 041.14V4 GAN 1,11,11 LIINTYLLE II1CAVE

SOMETHING NEW 
The Lebanon Patent Watch Glass Cabinet

The most complete ever ()fired. Stronger, although lighter
in weight. Ilas live drawers with metallic divisions and is made
i mm ti tiely-finished oak. Contains 1040 spa,es—ticarly 200 more
than any 01 her live-drawer cabinet on the market.

DIMENSIONS
Length overall, 27 In.;

width, 1134 In.; height, 13 in.
The Ugric and style of glaSS COnt allied in

etch compartment is indexed on the tipper
front edge of each drawer ; the Mils are in-
dexed on both upper side edges of each
drawer. Price $7. 50

Patented Dec. 29,190S

The Perfection Gold
Plating Solution

The Perfect ion Solution
Is the on ly one on the iwirket
which positively gives you
an Old Rose 1111(1 1101111111

Ii ni,Ii fl0111 t he satue bot
01 her makers of solution
claim to do the same thing
simply by overheating the
fluid. This is wrong and II e
finish is "muggy" looking.

The Perfection Solution
11:18 a coloring matter in it
that dyes e•.ery article put
in the solution and left long
enough to give an Old Rose
color. The Roman color is
obtained by taking the
article out ol am solution as
Booties thegoldisthoroughly
deposited and before t he
Old Rose dye has begun to
deposit.

Remember, Perfection
(bold coloring Solut ion is
put up in 32 oz. owl 16 oz.
Bottles and sold for $3.00
and $1.75 respecti v el y,
while inferior solut ion s
charge the same for pint and

pint bottles.

Ask Your Jobber For These Goods

Sole HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., Inc., Exclusive Wholesale
Distributers for 118 William Street

Agents, S. and Canada NEW YORK CITY

1,11111111111111111111
FULCRUM OIL
WILL NOT EVAPORATE
Want us to prove it ? Read this letter, sent to one of the big jobbers of the west, who were one
of the first to sell Fulcrum Oil and who have sold large quantities ever since they handled it.

Cascade, In.. April 7, 1910
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.,
Gentlemen :—The two bottles of Fulcrum Oil were received and we took one drop of the Watch
oil and one drop of the kind we had been (regretfully) using before and put them on a brass plate,
cleaned and put away in the sunshine under glass cover. On the second day the old oil had run
all over its plate, while the Fulcrum Oil was there, where we had put it, intact. After a week the
Fulcrum Oil was still intact, while the other oil was entirely evaporated ; nothing at all left. I was
astonished at the result. Here are the 70 cents to pay for the two bottles.

Yours very truly,
(Signed) ERNST VOGEL

This answers a query made to us occasionally, " Is Fulcrum Oil a Mineral oil ? " All mineral oil will evaporate.
Fulcrum Oil positively is not a mineral oil nor has it a trace of mineral oil in its composition.
Fulcrum Oil is the oil for you —if you don't want to do your work over the second time without pay.
35c. a bottle FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 per dozen

HENRI PICARD C? MERE
LONDON :: ENGLAND

Sole Export Agents FULCRUM OIL COMPANY FRANKLIN9 PENNSYLVANIA, U.S.A.
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THE DAWN of the Era of Genuine Material for American Watches
The watch companies have become alive to the question and many jewelers are beginning to recognize the fact that the life and

their best interests lie in maintaining the watch industry to a high standard. There is no longer any question but that 'the genuine
material is the best in measurement, accuracy and finish and the best for any jeweler to use.

The great question has been the securing of genuine material and recognizing the conditions, we were the first to take a decided
stand in furnishing the absolutely genuine material and backing same up with a positive guarantee so there would be no question, no
equivocation or possible chance for misrepresentation.

This is a fac-simile of the

guarantee that accompanies

every piece of genuine

material purchased from us.

Order of us and be sure.

tesi•

Nii400004)441449.4

guaranteed (genuine
Tim AfATERIAL IS GUARANTEED TO BE MADE AT THE WATCH FACTORY. THE
MANUFACTURERS Of THE WATCH FOR WHICH THIS MATER/Ai IS 'WENDED.,

HENRY PAULSON & CO., CHICAGO.

Imootto#404.4m>o,4. A,*Iik.#4.44400.1t

.1411.:ki:k1:1141:1",,W.WPTI 77 /777/707FrfriRa.7iTaariFFTrr7
raTFFFF-FraTECTITITtirrii/FVP/

1717717,77/7i311.717:71.7172.7;ii. .
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WHAT IT MEANS

It means not only that you get
the genuine material, but it
means a square deal every time.
It shows the earnest character of
our house in allowing no loop-
holes, no evasion from the abso-
lute truth.

Assortments of Genuine Material
Ideal systems. Every bottle numbered. No. 10 case, as illustrated, with 342 bottles containing
2 gross and 2 512 doz. genuine Balance Staffs and Balance Jewels. The best ever assembled.
Price, complete   $69.00
No. 1. 4 doz. genuine Elgin and Waltham Balance Staffs in 36-bottle cabinet, price, 6.86
No. 2. 4 doz. genuine Elgin and Waltham Balance Jewels in 36-bottle cabinet, price, 8.95
No. 3. 4 doz. genuine Staffs for all other watch companies in 36-bottle cabinet, price, 8.55
No. 4. 4 doz. genuine Balance Jewels for all other watch companies, price . . . . 7.86
No. 5. 8 doz. genuine Balance Jewels, all makes, in 96-bottle cabinet, price . . . . 16.95
No. 6. 8 doz. genuine Balance Staffs, all makes, in 96-bottle cabinet, price . . . 16.95

ALL MARKED AND NUMBERED

HENRY PAULSON & CO
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The Ideal Plating Machine 

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 1142, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and Should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6,%
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-.
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready.
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.
the thing to put
ROSE, GREEN,

plating all above
price charged for

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-
ment. We have been supplying them for some time to
jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals
necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to
put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains
of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid
solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength
and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

im IDEAL
PLATING SOLUTION

ROMAN
Prepared eapeciallt tor put.
nog factory flrn.fl 0 hard
and -.It solder repair, ,obs.

ninth on old or ahop•
ICWOil

Wili In,ure the fine.,
Enamel. Inntation or Pre.
mitt. Shane>
Every 12.oun,r bottle Gold
Plating Solution. Guar-
anteed It, coniam 45 grains
Chloride of Guld
Solution, NI-noshed In the
following
Rose. Roman. Red and
Green Gold. Silver.
Copper and Nickel.

RECOMMENDED

Yowl With

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

11,

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

W. & R.
" Improved Rolling Mill"

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price •

▪ 

$20.00

Can also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the country

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK

R. Gold Alloy
For Red Gold

R. No. 10 Gold Alloy
For Yellow Gold

C. P. Shot Copper .999 Fine
Used by particular people for particular work
A list of users will be sent on application

Jewelers' Brushes
of every description made under our own roof

Send for 600-page Illustrated Catalogue

American Oil & Supply Co.
Importers and Manufacturers of 

Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for
Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

NEWARK, N. J. CHICAGO
52-54-56 Lafayette Street Heyworth Building

845

No 3 D. G. Hand Mill—Flat Rolls

4 ft. Hand Draw Bench

Little Giant Ring Bender

 Plele
• IL-

77-n=

I

1/5 H. P. Electric Motor Polishing Head

ADD A PROFIT- MAKING
MANUFACTURING AND
REPAIR SHOP AND GAIN
THREE SOURCES OF REVENUE

FIRST— In the saving for yourself of the profits of the manu-
facturer and jobber on many lines of goods you regularly
carry in stock.

SECOND — In the manufacture of special articles of jewelry to
order for your customers. Unique designs—something that
cannot be bought elsewhere—always command ready sales
at large prices.

THIRD —In the repairing of old jewelry. This will bring people
to your store, people who may be induced to become buyers.

Less than $200.00 will buy the outfit illustrated, together with
the following:

No. 2 S. G. Hand Mill with square wire rolls.
Plain Ring Roll for Mill illustrated.
No. 1 Bench Shear and Rod Cutter.
Fibre-faced Hammer.
Ingot Mould.
Hardened Graduated Mandrel.
Pair Crucible Tongs.

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

THE W. W. OLIVER
MANUFACTURING CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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"CHAMPION" Plating Machine
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (10 Ounces) Roman Gold Solution1 /I Rose
1 " " Silver "
1 " Copper "

Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes, Enameled Plating Tank and Stand,
Wire, Instruction Book and one

"CHAMPION" Plating Machine for $15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating Machine Is equipped with such strengths of
eurrent as to enable any one to correctly do Roman, Rose, Green,
Red, Orange Rose, Antique Green, English, 14 or 18 K. Gilding,
Silvering. Coopering, etc., and obtain results equal to those of the
skilled plater.

The Champion Machine is simple, practical, always ready for use,
unfailingly correct, and just the machine for the Jeweler's needs.
Can be used with any good Plating Solution. The Batteries contained
therein are dry Cells, furnishing the regular currents necessary for PRICE, $15.00 NET CASHall the shades enumerated on the machine.

Anyone possessed of the least knowledge of plating knows that it is impossible to produce with the same current strength, the same shades on a
number of articles as he would on one or two; therefore, where the same shades are wanted on more or larger articles an increased current is required.
This Is provided for on the machine, and the turning of lever from contact point marked No. 1 to No. 2 accomplishes it.

The Batteries are connected for long life. Two cells are made to do the work of one, or in other words, where the life of one battery would supposedly
last one year, by this arrangement It would last two years. Dead batteries can be readily replaced by anyone at a small cost. The box which contains the
cols is made of oak, nicely finished, and has nickel-plated lever and other attachments. Weight, 30 lbs. boxed. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 0
inehes wide.

The Champion Plating Machine, fully guaranteed as represented, together with salts for ONE PINT each of ROMAN GOLD, ROSE GOLD, SILVER
and COPPER, Anodes, Tank, Stand, Wire, Instruction Book, etc., $15.00 net cash.
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ELEOTRO-PLATING SALTS FOR THE USE OF SMALL MANUFACTURING
AND RETAIL JEWELERS

Are scientific compounds containing in absolutely correct proportions and in DRY FORM the Gold, Chemicals and Neutralizer. Dissolve them in water
and your bath is at once ready for use. The required amount of everything has been provided. Anybody will be able to do good and correct work simply
following our directions. No VARYING of shades—they are INVARIABLY the same. The secret of plating lies in the proper plating solutions. The success
and quality of the deposit depends entirely on it. These Electro-plating Salts are the best known and most widely used and approved plating preparations.
They are universally conceded by all the leading manufacturers of jewelry as the greatest achievement in the production of colors and shades. They
have maintained their exalted position as the standard of superiority for unfailingly correct working, exquisite shades and easy production of same.

All you have to do is dissolve them in water and the plating bath is ready for use. Until you have tried the Plating Salts you can never realize their
many advantages. They have done away with the secrecy of plating, and with their use the novice can do equally as good work as the expert plater. :k11 the
fancy shades, such as the various Roses or Green Golds, French Gray, etc., have found their origin with these plating salts.

The In jewelers have been using them for eighteen years and all recommend them.
For the convenience of the small manufacturer or retail jeweler these salts are put up in quart sizes. The quart of gold salts is guaranteed to contain

at least truLLy AS MUCH OR MORE GOLD THAN THERE IS CONTAINED IN TWO QUARTS OF ANY OF THE LIQUID SOLUTIONS ON THE MARKET.
Roman Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution S4  50 Antique Green Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution. .$I.80
Red Gold 0   4.50 Egyptian Green Gold  5.00
Old English a/ I/ 

  4.50 Silver Salts, for half-gallon, $3.15; for 1 gallon 0.00
14 or 18 Karat Gold Id /6 

  4.50 French Gray Salts, for 1 gallon  2.50
Rose Gold 6/ 44 

  4.80 Copper or Brass Salts, for 1 gallon  2.50
Orange Rose 4 4 

  4.80 Silver Oxidizer 50 cents and $1.00
Green Gold   4.80 PRICES ARE ALL NET CASH

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette St., New York

Can be had of any jobber
or direct from the sole

manufacturer

Catalogs that sell your product mean
unlimited success. They make the
country your market.

Building business by means of a Cat-
alog requires a definite plan, carefully
formulated, persistently executecL

Success has crowned our efforts
because we are more than Catalog
builders — we are suggestors, design-
ers and pushers.  

We employ trained men, specialists
in Catalog work, who kno to
sell goods through the medium o
printer's ink. Our Catalogs are the
products of this trained organization.

They illustrate your goods and carry
the story to the people, ee ing them
in close personal touch wi
though located in the most distant
hamlet.

We offer you service that is differ-
ent—a satisfied customer ,
ute during the busy Holiday season.
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CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE
THAT OUR CATALOGS

BRING RESULTS

No. 135 PHONO ALARM CLOCK.
Height 7 in., dial 4 in.

There is no louder alarm made than our Phono
Alarnt,and we can prove it.

ESTABLISHED

FEBRUARY I. 1878

GOLD MEDALS

CHICAGO '
OMAHA
PARIS
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE

KUEHL CLOCK COMPANY
SUCCESSORS TO

GEO. KUEHL & COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

BLACK FOREST CLOCKS
WORKS AT

Schonach and Hornberg, Bad-Schwarzwald, Germany

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE

80-82 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

If you are looking for a style of clock you cannot find elsewhere., look in our Catalogue and
you will find it. A Catalogue will be sent on application to any legitimate jeweler and goods
can be ordered through your jobber.

MONOGRAMS Made to Order for
Belt Pins, Belt Buckles, Watch Fobs, Automobiles, Toilet
Articles, Leather Goods and all other purposes.

Made in 14 K. Gold, Sterling Silver. Gold Plate and Brass

STOCK INITIALS in all Sizes and Styles
NOW is the time to order your stock of Letters for the Holidays

Send for Catalog THE J. W. COLGAN CO., Sudbury Bldg., Boston, Mass.

(Copy of Original Letter.)

HAVERHILL, MASS.

Jan. 24, 1910.

ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen:—The past Christmas
season was by far the most success-
ful in the twenty-three years history
of our business. A large measure of
this success we attribute to the use of
your Catalogues, which we have used
the past two seasons, with eminent
satisfaction in each instance.

Very truly yours,

HORACE N. NOYES, Inc.

STORE OF liORACE N. NOYES, INC., HAVERHILL, MASS.

Write Us To-day for Particulars Regarding our System
We deal with the legitimate jeweler exclusively.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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YOU, Mr. Watchmaker,
know the value of any device that will save time
in your business.

Some time-saving devices do not raise the
quality of work done. These tools DO.

No. 408B. Adjusters' Stand

New and unique. Designed to hold a balance
cock with balance attached. Saves getting oil
from the top pivot into the coils of the hairspring.
Many a watch, otherwise in good order, runs
erratically from this cause. Think of the times it
is necessary to remove the balance cock in re-
pairing some watches. With the Adjusters' Stand
it may be done any number of times without
danger of oiling the hairspring,bending,or getting
dust or grit on the pivots. Then in applying
balance washers 1—but send for descriptive cir-
cular; that tells the whole story. You would make
no mistake, though, to order the tool at once.

Price, $1.75

No. 408C. Balance Pliers

Parallel jaw, self-opening; holds
all sizes of balances. Used in con-
junction with the Adjusters' Stand
in applying balance washers, etc.
Also in truing and poising balances
Atter you have trued and cleaned
the balance, you can make all nec-
essary alterations in the screws—
while held in these pliess—to poise
the balance, without touching it
with the fingers, or distorting in the
slightest degree. Either of the legs
may he readily detached. Tem-
pered smooth steel jaws with soft
renewable facings. Nickel-plated,
legs oxidized steel. Saves time.
Builds reputation.

Price, $1.25

ABOUT 34 ACTUAL SIZE

'1iIL• F. lFI 'nes

No. 423. Micrometer Screw Driver

Designed for turning the timing screws of watches

through exactly equal angles. It pays to be exact when
we perform such operations. Easier now to be exact

than to guess at it. The tool has graduated disk located
near the blade where it is in plain view while one is

operating on a screw. The cut shows the tool correctly

held.

Finished in oxidized steel and nickel-plate, celluloid

top.

ManufacturedKENDRICK & DAVIS CO.
Lebanon, New Hampshire

Send for the 1910 Catalog of Staking Tools, JUST OUT

Price, $1.00

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
37 Maiden Lane, New York

Wholesale Agents

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB NEW MODEL LATHE
406,THE VITAL, POINT

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this .a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners arc carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

PAT. APPLIED FOR

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . . $31.00
Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks (10 Chucks)  39.00
Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)  41.00
Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each  1.00

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB."

as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS
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The "REX"
ENGRAVING BLOCK

An engraving block of unquestioned superiority. Incomparable in
meeting the wants of the Engraver in either factory or store.

A 20-pound block of unlimited capacity, yet manipulated with
greater ease than any block made heretofore.

Pronounced indispensable by all who use it. Full descriptive
catalog sent upon request.

PRICE $20.00

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT
MAKER OF REX, IDEAL KEYLESS, MONARCH,

AND SPECIAL ENGRAVING BLOCKS

LION BUILDING CINCINNATI, OHIO

SUSSFELD, LORSOH & CO.
37 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS

A NEW DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING TOOLS WELLS' UNIVERSAL GRAVER

The above cut gives a general idea of the Wells' Universal
Engraving Tool. The crescent graver is held by means of a
clamping device and can be adjusted quickly and securely.

The crescent may be set at any angle to suit the operator, thus
enabling him to engrave flat, concave and convex surfaces with

perfect ease and a better control than is possible with any

other kind of tool.
The length of the graver remains the same throughout the

life of the tool ; it is in the fullest sense UNIVERSAL owing

to its uniformity of length, adjustability of angles and the

facility with which it is handled. It is readily adapted to all

kinds of work and inasmuch as the engraver has a .superior

degree of control and feel with this tool he is able to do the
work more quickly and accurately than is possible with any
other graver.

Pat. March 9th, 1909

The tools are so constructed that when sharpening the crescents
lay flat on the stone ; this assures a sharp cutting angle, and as
both ends of the crescent are ready for use the engraver has
two angles of different degrees to suit the work he has in hand.

The three styles of crescents are (i) sharp point, (2)
narrow flat, (3) wide flat. The tools are guaranteed to be
perfect in temper and quality.

PRICES
A — Patent handle with one crescent graver .

B — Patent handle with three crescent gravers

C — Three patent handles with three crescent gravers

D — Separate crescent gravers, each  

$ .75
1.00
2.00
.20

THE BELKNAP
ADJUSTABLE HAIR

SPRING TOOL
For making alterations or adjustments of all size Hair Springs. The tool serves as a gauge and holder and will save any watchmaker many times its cost

every week in making his work easier, quicker and more accurate. The tool is practical, simple and well made, and has been thoroughly tested by many

of our best workmen in factories and at the bench, and all pronounce it the best tool yet produced for this purpose and say it fills a long-felt want.

PRICE $1.00

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO. ii■Tiggv.P6LANa
WHOLESALE AGENTS
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The crescent may be set at any angle to suit the operator, thus
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SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO. liggIVO-IiNa
WHOLESALE AGENTS
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Attract Crowds to Your
Show Windows

0 

44

Do your show windows stand out among the others so prominently that people just
can' t resist stopping to examine the goods displayed?

The J-M LINOLITE SYSTEM floods every inch of a show window with such a clear, steady,
brilliant and even light and makes it stand out among its surroundings so prominently that
attention is irresistibly drawn to it. It shows up every detail of the goods displayed.

Yet J-M Linolite does not occupy valuable space, spoil the contour of the window, nor
dazzle the eyes of spectators, because it can be fitted inside the framework or back of the
vertical fillets, so that it only projects 1% inches into the window, and so that the source of
light is invisible from the outside.

J-M Linolite System of Lighting
is quicker, easier and cheaper to install than bulb lamps. It costs less to operate, because fewer lamps are required. One J-M Linolite Lamp givestwice as much useful light as a bulb lamp of the same candle-power, because the reflector throws all the light on the goods to be illuminated—noneis wasted. It is only necessary to run J-M Linolite fixtures as high as it is customary to dress the window, thus making another saving.Write nearest Branch for Booklet—or simply write your name and address on margin of this advertisement and mail it to us.

11:11timore
Boston

Buffalo
Chicago

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos Asbestos Roofings, Packings,and Magnesia Products ASSISTOS Electrical Supplies, Etc.

Cleveland
Dallas

Toronto, Ont.

Detroit London Milwaukee New Orleans Philadelphia San Francisco St. LouisKansas City Los Angeles Minneapolis New York Pittsburg Seattle
For Canada—The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Limited

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C. 933

 1
WATCH CASE
REPAIRING

JOINTING—TURNING—SPRINGING
ENGINE-TURNING — ENGRAVING

REFINISHING—POLISHING, ETC.

SPECIAL ORDER
WORK

SPECIAL HAND-MADE CASES—NEW
BACKS, BEZELS, ETC.—KEY-WIND
CASES CHANGED TO STEM-WIND

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING AND COLORING

N. J. FELIX & SONS ESTABLISHED 1865 

45 MAIDEN LANE - - NEW YORK CITY
PHONE —JOHN, 710

•
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage
charges are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from
which there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $250), remit 'full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until
valuations are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is
immediately returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without
additional expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the
value of old gold (before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it
would have to be if they conducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants, and expenses
ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed

by the price of fine silver.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your
bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the
firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves;
nor have they any means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on
others who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

47 John Street
New York

WENDELL AND COMPANY

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS
Established 25 years

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled
and proceeds promptly remitted.

,1E  
14, 4.1V'_4:1

256 Madison Street
Chicago, Ill.
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NICHOLSON FILE CO
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THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 6o years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn &Co.

TRADE

1850

MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK

1072

4.511111111b.
d ',41.—..11 11111 11.
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Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

L. LELONG & BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY Newark, N. J.

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southvv.st Corner-
HaIy any M,i1iH St.
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The Part Played by the Oil in the Running and Regulating

of Watches and Clocks

For some years the manufacture of watches has undergone a considerable development, and the public has a right to require the possibility

of these being regulated so as to lose or gain but a few seconds a month, but in order to attain this precision it is necessary that the watch-

maker should always remember that the part played by the oil is one of the most important and is of the most consequence in the running

and regulating of watches, in view of the infinitesimal quantity which may be put on the very delicate mechanism of the escapement, which

has to run faultlessly, even in extreme climates.
The selection of a good oil is, therefore, of the utmost necessity to the watchmaker who wishes to maintain his reputation.

In order that such oil may be perfect in quality, it is necessary to select the crude material with the greatest care. This is the most

vital point for the manufacturer. It, therefore, becomes necessary to reject vegetable, mineral and fish oils, as vegetable oils contain "fatty"

acids, which, when exposed to the air, quickly become solidified; mineral oils, not being precisely fatty oils, are too volatile, and fish oils

are also very volatile and quickly become sticky.
It has only been, after many years of experimenting and acquiring a thorough knowledge of the subject, possible to recognize, by prac-

tically applied chemical tests, the crude material which will give a faultless product and the best results.

"LA PERLE OIL" (an animal oil) is minutely purified and refined in accordance with a special process invented by M. Mirault, who

is a former pupil of the National School of Horology at Cluses, where he received a medal and diploma.

M. Mirault has for twenty years supplied the largest Watch, Clock and Chronometer manufacturers of Europe, which should be sufficient

commendation for the oil he manufactures.
Although possessing great lubricating power, the oil is very non-adhesive and does not gum. It is free from acids and does not become

green by contact with metals. It is not affected by either acids or alkalies.

To conclude, we may add that the "LA PERLE OIL" has gained the highest honors; Grand Diploma of Honor, Paris; Gold Medal,

London, 1908; Silver and Bronze Medals, Paris, Liege, Besancon, Cluses, etc., etc.

We appreciate the fact that you cannot make an experimental Laboratory out of your valuable workroom in order to test every oil

brought to your notice, but there would be little advancement in your economic methods if you refused to give this oil a trial. It has

been on the market since 189o, and. is, therefore, neither NEW nor EXPERIMENTAL.

PRICE—Watch, Clock or Chronometer Oil

20 cents per Bottle $2.00 per dozen Bottles

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

47=49 Maiden LaneHAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. NEW YORK CITY
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inohes deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains nod weights, Inside of ease andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co.
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate

The New Model Colloidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented. 
NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.THE MOSELEY LATHES are noted for their simplicity and effectiveness of construction and have been well and favorably known to theWatchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century, and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service under the mostexacting conditions and they have been found More Than Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Work-manship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECUREDby the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.
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To the Man
Who Has Old Gold

and Old Silver to Sell
If you knew positively of a concern who would pay you every penny your precious

metals were worth—and their value for same would come up to your own careful

estimate, that is the concern to whom you would be most likely to sell. Isn't it so?

Take Old Gold, Old Silver, Gold Filled Cases, Gold Plated Jewelry, Bench

Filings, Sweepings, etc.—the only way to discover whether you are on the right

track is to measure the amount of money you receive from us, by what you
have been getting elsewhere—from a concern which by reason of their impor-
tance justify a comparison of values.

Just because it's a man's habit to sell here or there it shouldn't be a fixed habit

unless the habit is fixed by the best returns for what he sells.
Certainly he should not be blinded by habit, or by prejudice either.

All that is asked of Thomas J. Dee & Co., that they come under this rule.

Therefore no jeweler should continue to pass us by simply because he
has never done business with us. It isn't fair to yourself to do that—it isn't

fair to us.
We can show you what we are doing for hundreds of other jewelers every

day—if you will only give us a chance.
Many new customers sending shipments to us every day show that people are

being continually moved by this impulse.
Increased business month after month proves it.
If we didn't make and hold new customers this increase would be a very

uncertain quantity, and we must give more for your goods, or we wouldn't get
new business in increasing volume.

You are bound to come to us sooner or later.

In human nature nothing tugs so hard as self-interest.
Why delay longer?
Send us your next shipment and decide the question for yourself.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. If our offer is not up to yours we will return ship-
ment intact, charges prepaid.

Returns for sweepings in from three to five days.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St.
Chicago, Illinois

Works, 317 E. Ontario St.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE d EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST

AlIT THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors—all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.
Let us tell you of our new selling Makers of Emblem RingsTire A. P. CRAFT CO. —and Special Jewelers— Indianapolis, Ind.plan. It will interest you

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that shouldyou need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shownon illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. netIS karat, 3 dwts., $1.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.3o per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET
DIAMOND SCALE
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TWENTY-FIVE million reading, thinking people—people who
want the good things of life and are generally able to get them

that is the kind of audience this advertising has each month.

MON SEYS

r -.....=.....;.-,--.,-,..

1 seven Jewels,

--•

Mo CLORE'S

More than one..half of Ii h %aid., nook in

this United States come Irmo these factui

„lt

SUCCESS

• 

_

C OS M ID P.JLI TAN

Fifteen Million
Human Hands

every elerr

Hob, II. IngerirAl h ohu Path&flUd.N.. n i

Rh. 11 low.rohl & ”■•■ F11,1/

7 •
EVERYBODYS

10.!

OUTLOOK

Inge.,T_ITe!.1tri"

ROW II !NIA ItS01 I. /I .

FOR WHOM IS THIS DEMAND CREATED?
"Responsible jewelers only sell the Ingersoll-Trenton Watches" is what

every Ingersoll-Trenton advertisement says—and it tells the whole
story.

The man who wants an Ingersoll -Trenton Watch must go to
the retail jeweler—he can get it nowhere else.

The jeweler who sells Ingersoll-Trenton Watches is not
in competition with mail-order houses, department stores or K.

any trade other than his own. He has the field entirely
/ Messrs.

to himself. Robt. H.
Ingersoll & Bro.Are you one of these jewelers? New York:

/ Gentlemen : As a respon-
sible jeweler I am entitled to

/ Ingersoll-Trenton business.
Please submit your proposition by

/ letter for my consideration.

• / Name

Street

New York Chicago San Francisco / Town

State

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro
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Diamonds
A recent purchase of the loose
diamond stock of a firm retiring
from business enables us to offer
some desirable goods at tempting
prices.
If you need any for stock or if
you have any special orders it
will pay you to write to us for a
selection.

We invite comparison

Baltimore St. and
Hopkins Place

Baltimore, Md.

"P

R"

"PERIER"
(REGISTERED)

IS THE NAME OF THE LINE OF
OPERA GLASSES WE HANDLE

R"

"AS GOOD AS THE BEST—
COST LESS" 

WE CARRY AN EXTENSIVE LINE OF
FRENCH AND GERMAN OPERA BAGS

Theodore Schisgall
116-118 Chambers Street NEW YORK

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs orsells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretchingmachine that will do the work. Time saved, ring sized while thecustomer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost, gold saved,no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. Rings brought into be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do thework. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size?This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and wedo not know of any man using it who would do without it. All kinds of rings—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the mostexpensive diamond--can be sized on this machine in two minutes. Thismachine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the dieand the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as littleas you want—no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelryhouses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trialfor ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it. All we askis that you give it a trial. Any jobber will furnish you one.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR SEND TO US DIRECT

Price, $16.00, Includes Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 PENN AVENUE
• PITTSBURG, PA.

DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.
AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark, N. J.
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.

jee DESELMS
WATCH
CHO OL

411S■
We accept only a limited number of students at a time in our

attendance school. Every bench is now occupied and most of them are
contracted for September and tne fall term.

If you think of attending a school write for our booklet and terms
now. Our correspondence lessons will be free to you if you expect
to attend our school.

Our booklet and literature explaining all is free for the asking.

293 PERRY STREET :: ATTICA, INDIANA

Do You Know
that the use of mono-
grams on personal
belongings is rapidly
increasing? Are you
getting your share of
the sales ?

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED A COPY OF OUR
CATALOGUE No. 10, WRITE FOR IT TO-DAY

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
67 LAKE STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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ENGRAVERS, ATTENTION 

THE UNIVERSAL ENGRAVING BLOCK (Complete)
A N D

THE UNIVERSAL COMBINATION ATTACHMENT (Fits All Blocks)

For over 20 years we have been engaged in designing and manufacturing Engravers' Tools. Our unequaled facilities for practical tests of each and every part
by skilled engravers, who stand at the top of their profession, have finally enabled us to perfect a simple, positive, practical and convenient combination that
meets ALL the requirements of the engraver.
The illustrations we present are only a few of the many combinations that can be made, as our space will not admit full details, nor allow us to. specify its
many advantages over all other blocks.
We want to say a word about the BLOCK itself, shown in Cut No. 1. Please notice the slope of the base, exactly the natural position for the hand. The
weight being in the center it will always retain its equilibrium at any angle. It has a hollow steel spindle running entirely through the block to hold hat pins,
a cone shoulder which runs in a ball-bearing, and can be raised to suit the convenience of the operator. We want to especially call your attention to the
large jaws, over twice the capacity of any other block.
Cut No. 3 is our Combination Attachment. This set of tools is the crowning feature. We claim, and our tests support us, that there is nothing in the
engravers' work where a block can be used that provision is not made to hold the work, and convenient for the operator.

This Set of Attachments Can Be Adjusted to Fit All Makes of Blocks and Accomplish the Same Variety of Work
In using the set of Universal Attachments on all other patterns of blocks, the cubes are held on the plates instead of on the jaws,

as shown in cuts No. 7, 12, 13, 16, 17

The following letters were taken at random from our mail, simply to illustrate what the users voluntarily say for this tool.

You are at liberty to correspond with any of them confirming it. 
Let

" This is to certify that I am using the Universal
Engraving Block, and it is giving perfect satisfaction.
Find it has many advantages over other blocks and it is
worth inquiring into the Universal Block before buying."

Yours very truly,
J. B. FRONTIS, Ridge Springs, S. C.

"I feel that I owe it to you to drop you a line of appre-
ciation for informing me of the new Universal Engraving
Block and Attachments. I used it all through the strenu-
ous Christmas season, when time is such a great factor
and know I saved much time and money thereby. Since
using the Universal Attachments I have never had to
cement up "any work at all, while formerly I often had

to resort to this dirty, time-wasting method of holding
work. I would advise all prospective buyers of blocks to
look up the merits of your new block before purchasing,
and am sure it will soon have many enthusiastic users."

Yours truly,
ROBERT E. McCLOSKEY, Renovo, Pa.

"I am using the Universal Block and Attachments
and think they are the best and most up-to-date tools
for the engraver who wants to do good woi k. I will
gladly recommend this block and attachment to any
one who inquires about them."

HERBERT N. HAMRIC, Lexington, Virginia.

" After using your new Engraving Block and Attach-
ments through the holiday season, I am more than
pleased with it. I've used it for all kinds of jewelry,
silverware, cups, brooches, mirrors, etc."

Respectfully,
ROBT. M. RICKERT, Statesville, N. C.

"I wish to express to you my high appreciation of
your Engraving Block. I have used one of them for some
time, and find it all and more than you claim, and would
advise all Engravers who wish to save valuable time
and do fine work to invest in a Universal Engraving
Block. They are certainly a fine addition to my busi-
ness, I can do the work with one of them in half the time
required by the ordinary method."

Very truly yours,
F. M. DEITZ, with D. C. Correll, Spartanburg, S. (1.

" After giving the new Universal Engraving Block a
thorough trial, I can conscientiously say that it is posi-
tively the best block made. The Universal Attachments
which accompany the block are a marvel of ingenuity
and simplicity and give the block a capacity and range
never dreamed of before, and contained in no other block
made. I would not give my Universal Block for a dozen
blocks of other makes if I had to use any of them in place
of mine." Yours truly,

W. H. JONES, Port Jefferson, N.Y.

" We all like the new block very much, and it is a
great time-saver." Yours truly,

H. B. POTTHOFF, Latrobe, Pa.

"I received the Universal Block yesterday, and I
thank you very much for informing of same. I think it is
the Eureka of all Blocks. It is perfectly satisfactory."

S. E. KOCHENDARFER, Hollidaysburg, Pa.

" I received the Universal Engraving Block 0. K.,
and am well pleased."

C. N. JONES, Parkersburg, W. Va.

"I am using one of the Universal Engraving Blocks
and thought I would give you a few of my impressions
of it. One of the nice features of this block, and one
which other block manufacturers do not pay sufficient
attention to, is the comfort or the "feel " of it. The
tapered top of base casts off the metal chips which fall
from the graver, leaving the top of base free and clean,
making a most comfortable bearing surface for the hand
to rest upon. The adjustable height feature makes the
block adaptable to all tastes and conditions, which is a
very important feature

' 
as one cannot do good work if at

all cramped for room. The proportions of the Universal
Block are perfect." Yours truly,

A. W, ARTER, Sunbury, Pa.

We want you to ask your dealer for prices on this complete tool, or the Combination Attachment (Cut No. 3)
separate, to fit your old block. If you have no regular dealer, or prefer, write direct to us

STEHMAN & SWAN MFG. CO., Inc., Lancaster, Pa., U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Engraving Blocks and Attachments, Gravers, Dentists' and Watchmakers' Lathes, etc.
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Everyday Needs at Lowest Prices
ZYLOLOID-Barrette Pins, Joints, Catches and Cements

LEATHER FOBS, " ROOSEVELT " FOBS, NICKEL FOBS
Gold Plated and German Silver HAT PIN STEMS, 8, 10 and 12-inch

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 8.

Height 7.
•

Height 8.

PARALLEL.
.••••'

LENTILLE.

PATENT GENEVA.,

Ato■■•■
EXTRA THICK NII-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Genevas . . $4.00 per gross; $ .40 per doz. Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.
/11.111i-c11:21-C  t

e
a hick 1.C41.2 .90 " 8 00 " .75 "

PRICE-LIST veosnc-xv .40 " Lentilles . . .12.00 " 1.25 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 " 

Antiques . .
Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH CILASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

Write for Discount

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price. 50 cents

itiNSPRINGS
Vor

siz,1A91114AM
No.1203_
VEO

1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Ciross

MAKMVUNAM\

A REouNT MAINSPRING CABINET
is gi ven FREE with your first order for I gross

Regent Imported American Mainsprings

New Model Webster.Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip
over Hand Rest and Tailstock.

Pull NickeI.plate. Price, $31.00
Which includes Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six 1,-inch Cement
Chucks and 9 ft. Round Belting.

Regent Specialties for American Watches

$ .75 dozen
7.50 gross

Jr&/ \
• ji\

-0-

•-0 

•-0-

•

'-0-

$ .75 dozen $ .75 dozen $ .15 dozen $ .10 dozen7.50 gross 7.50 gross 1.50 gross 1.00 gross

Oo

10
00
0 
0 

0

0 

Eastern Sole Agents for NEW ENGLAND WATCH MATERIAL

CROSS & BEGUELIN(A Corporation)

$ .20 dozen
2.00 gross

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 23 Maiden Lane New YorkSilver-Plated Ware, Etc.

THEODORE SCHISGALL
Importer of Clocks

116-118 CHAMBERS STREET

We show a larger variety of Clocks than all
other importers combined and we will be glad
to prove it. No import orders solicited--we
sell from stock. Look for our new " Foreign
Make-American Guarantee" label on boxes
containing our clocks.

TRADE MARK

NEW YORK

.4 
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The Celebrated
"NEW YORK" ALARM

Look for Our Label

No. 6117 Candelabras
WESTMINSTER for

CHIME " LOUVRE"

Western Sales Agents, HENRY PAULSON 6 CO., 156 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

'

" LOUVRE"
Eight-Day Half-Hour Strike

Parlor Clock

1111100-

4VATCI-
LOANED
RECORD:: CHECK

Apo)
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A

A

5
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MV T.. .. . ....
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CASE 

No 

E  REVERSE SIDE 

Watch Loan Check
Jewelers who are not familiar with this new loan

check are requested to order a sample for inspection.

The general opinion of jobbers and retailers is that

every jeweler should have them, and that it is one of the

best little things ever made to reduce his losses and simplify

his methods.

At $1.50 the dozen can you really afford to be without

them ? Order from your jobber in the U. S. and Canada,

or if you prefer, direct from this office.

WATCH LOAN CHECK CO.

Rock Island, Ill. U.S.A.

QUALITY

PRICE

SERVICE

SEND FOR
OUR

LATEST
CATALOGUE

No.
35

THREE
ESSENTIALS

Too little attention is given the big factor of

Quality in buying.

You will find in our Emblems-first of all-the

best grade of material - advanced method of

manufacture is used and our products are

stronger and of better finish than others on the

market.

Our Emblems cost less the majority of times

than inferior work made by other processes than

by our newer way of manufacturing Emblems.

We'll give you the goods when you want them,

as we are adding heavily to our equipment.

B. P. 0. ELKS-EMBLEMS

This is the time for Jewelers to stock up. The

coming Elks' convention at Detroit is certain to

give a decided impetus to sales.

If your jobber will not supply you with our

Emblems, write us direct.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
14-16 E. Fourth St.
CINCINNATI, 0.



LEST YOU FORGET.
EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.,

Mannifaqu'rera bl

Patented McLane jewelry Cases, '
Silver Ware Cases and

Fine Paper'Boxes.

J4 .149- Iso Clinton SI.

BUFFALO M. Y.

. re797rM797reelelNielsi,n.esen

LEST YOU FORGET
We want la call your attention M a few facts regarding

EMPIRE BOXES
They were originated some five or six years ago, and at first
manufactured only in a small way.

THEY ARE POPULAR
as they were from the start ; good, honest boxes at a far
lower price than dealers had been paying.
Improvements from time to time have increased this popu-
larity, so that to-day they stand

WITHOUT EQUAL
in material, workmanship, or appearance. We manufacture
our boxes in large quantities, reducing production cost.
through Our Patented Automatic Machinery.
When the above facts are considered it can easily be under-
stood why Empire boxes are. equal to and superior to other
makes of boxes. Compared to other makes of boxes—well,

there is no corn- EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.,
parison. 146, 148, 150 Clinton St., Buffalo, N. Y.
In order to get ac-
quainted with our
line we make you the
following offer:
If you will send us your
mail order we will include
with same, FREE, a

Handsome Seal Grain Novelty,
The Empire Loose Leaf Memo

Kindly fill out the coupon and
send with order in order to obtain
this memo.

Please send me with the en-
closed order, the " Empire
Loose Leaf Memo."

IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU
WITH "EMPIRE" GOODS, WRITE US

won't create

a permanently

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE COMPANY
trade unless the goods are right.

But when the goods are the best

that can be made, and when they

are extensively and intelligently

advertised, then there is an ever-

increasing demand. That is why

the sales of

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small — do not turn him down absolutely, send the
goods to me for a

Pt. String of Pearls  

Annual Conventions:

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association  898

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association  963

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association  891

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association  905

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association  977

Business Precepts Which Rule in German Trade  949

957Follow-Up Letter, The  

How Retailers Make Profits  

Items of Interest  

Jewelers' Advocate Industrial

Law for the Retail Jeweler  

New Goods  

News Letters:
Attleboro
Baltimore
Chicago  
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Denver

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 994 of this issue. Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN 1011 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LONDON, AUDREY HOUSE. ELY PLACE

WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

are growing larger every year.

Constant advertising, combined

with quality that is recognized

as the best, has brought about a

demand for K rem en tz Collar

Buttons that wide-awake retailers

find it profitable to cater to.

Are you in line to pro.* by the

advertising and the quality reputa-

tion of Krementz Collar Buttons?

951

987

939

949

991

 982
 971

887
 912
 973
 919
 917
 920
 971

883

911

 973
984

 982
909
981

 915

 865

 967

Indianapolis

Kansas City

New England

New York  
Northwest  
Philadelphia
Pittsburg  
Providence

St. Louis  
Toledo  
Washington,

Notable Trade Conventions

Precious and Semi-Precious

Profits on Your Investment

Programme National Convention at Detroit

Scan Insurance Policies

Specializing by Jewelers

Stationery Department

Technical Department:

Electricity and Magnetism  

How to Use Chloride of Zinc in

Lessons in Horology  

To Prevent "Sweating" Gold  

Workshop Notes  

The Policy of Pleasing Customers  

The Science of Salesmanship  

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

869

881

872

895

 961

To Protect the Unwary  

Tweezer's Talks, John  

What Is a Good Employer?

AFTER
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411110 silver plate became
the fashion in 1847, when

this famous brand of
spoons, forks, knives, etc.,
was first established.
On silver no mark con-

veys the same sense of worth
as that expressed by the
quality stamp

1847
ROGERS BROS. T PSL E
—which guarantees the
heaviest triple plate.

Patterns of this brand
are standard, and a
wedding gift may form he
nucleus of a complete set
that may be gradually
acquired in this
"Silver Plate
that Wears"

Sold by leading dealers.
Send lor Catalogue 93
showing designs.
Meriden Britannia Co.
(International Silver Co.,

Suocesnor)
MERIDEN, CONN.

New York Chicago
San Francisco

Throughout the Year
Our advertising does not cease during
the Summer months. Every advertise-
ment states that our ware is "Sold by
leading dealers." For many years our
publicity has been of this persistent
character. Every dealer that handles

1847 ROGERS BROS. X S
TRIPLE

ware gets the benefit of our continuous
advertising. He fails to get as much
benefit as he should, however, unless he
does his part in the way of window display
and the distribution of circulars and
"I 847 Girl" Post Cards, with his name
imprinted, and avails himself of the
many other advertising aids that we fur-
nish free of charge.

WRITE NOW FOR PARTICULARS

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

NEW YORK

(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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A Warning to Subscribers

IDESP1TE repeated warnings through
our columns and in our correspond-

ence with the trade, it occasionally comes
to our knowledge that jewelers are vic-
timized by swindlers who make a speciality
of collecting subscriptions for various
journals without any authority for so doing.
These subscriptions never, of course, reach
the offices of publication. The latest com-
plaints come to us from Pittsburg and
western Pennsylvania. We consequently
again warn the trade against paying sub-
scriptions for THE KEYSTONE or The Key-
stone Magazine of Optometry to any person
purporting to represent any subscription
agency, as no such person or agency has
any authority to collect subscriptions for
these journals. In some cases the name of
a fictitious subscription agency is printed
on the receipt given to the subscribers, but
more frequengy the only printed matter on
these receipts is the words "Received from."
This, in itself, should arouse the suspicion

of the trade. It is evident that some of
these swindlers use many aliases, as the
handwriting on some of the receipts is the
same, though the name in some instances
is different.

Do not give your dollar to any per-
son unknown to you or of whose identity
you are not positively assured, unless he can
show signed credentials from this office
authorizing him to solicit subscriptions for
our journals.

Notable Trade Conventions

0 RGANIZATION among the retail
jewelers has made such progress in

recent years that the voice of the trade con-
ventions may now be properly interpreted
as the voice of the trade at large. For this
reason special interest attaches to the reports
published elsewhere in this issue of the
annual meetings of a half dozen or more
State associations of retail jewelers. It is
noteworthy that in each instance the officers
were able to announce an increased mem-
bership, recruited to a gratifying extent
from those more or less exclusive jewelers
who were wont heretofore to look askance
at the organization movement. The con-
vincing argument of actual good accom-
plished has had its natural effect, and the
hesitancy on the part of some jewelers to
be identified with the trade associations has
to a large extent been overcome. Another
feature of the recent conventions very
noticeable to those in attendance was the
strong fraternal spirit manifested not only
among the members themselves but towards
the other branches of the trade.

Year by year the feeling of distrust
has been on the decline and there is a grati-
fying prospect that the culmination of the
convention season at Detroit will find this
feeling practically eliminated. We know,
in fact, of no more impressive proof of the
benefits of association among merchants in
the same line of business than in the case
of the jewelers' organizations. We, who

have attended trade conventions for the past•
twenty years, find the greatest change in
the fact that the honest but hasty malcontent
of a former day has given way to the broad-
minded merchant, characteristic of the
present, who has a proper appreciation of
his own rights and due consideration for the
rights of others. It is to the prevalence
and dominance of this spirit that present
day organization owes its chief strength
and its forceful influence with a14 branches
of the trade.

It would seem, indeed, as if we were
even now near the solution of the many
trade grievances bewailed so loudly in
former years, and the confidence and grow-
ing conviction among the jewelers that they,
through the medium of their organizations,
can bring about such solution in itself
presages an early victory. As a manu-
facturer at one of the conventions truly
stated, the retail trade as a body is the
arbiter of its own destiny. All that is
needed, he said, is harmony of action and
fidelity to those in the allied branches who
respond in good faith to its representations,
it may be at a temporary sacrifice.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found
reports of the meetings of the Ohio, Okla-
homa, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Illinois and
New York State Associations, and these
reports will be especially instructive and
inspiring to those who for some reason or
other are not yet affiliated with any organi-
zation. During June and July the following
conventions are scheduled to take place:

North Carolina State Association, at
Greensboro; June 14th and isth.

Virginia State Association, at Norfolk,
June 15th.

South Dakota State Association, at
Brookings; June 14th and 15th.

North Dakota State Association, Devil's
Lake; June i5th, thth and 17th.

Minnesota State Association, at Minn-
eapolis; June 15th and ioth.

Kansas and Missouri State Associa-
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tions, in joint convention, at Kansas City;
June 20th, 21st and 22nd.

Iowa State Association, at Des Moines;
June 28th, 29th, 30th and July 1st.

Colorado State Association, at Denver;

June 28th, 29th and 3oth.
Wisconsin State Association, at Mil-

waukee ; July 13th and 14th.
Texas State Association, at Waco;

July i8th, 19th and 20th.
Michigan State Association, at Detroit;

July 26th.
American National Association, at

Detroit ; July 26th to 29th.

This list is sufficiently formidable to

impress all concerned with the vitality and

permanence of present-day organization,
and is in itself the strongest argument in

• favor of membership in the various associa-
tions. There is no doubt that the present

season will show a very material addition
to the present membership, which is

important for a reason that may be over-
looked by many who now stand aloof. It
is recognized that the manufacturers and
jobbers are now proving the sincerity of
their offer to act in harmony with the retail
trade, and it is important from their point
of view that the organization should be as

comprehensive as possible as only in this
way can they expect the substantial returns
which should naturally reward their
friendly actions. The situation has now
resolved itself into a case of mutual fidelity,
and the stronger the organizations of manu-
facturers, wholesalers and retailers, the
better will this fidelity be assured.

The Study of Advertising Matter

'''. 
N his talk to the members of the Penn-

sylvania Retail Jewelers' Association
in convention assembled, President J. P.
Archibald, of the national organization,

referred to one subject which has rarely if

ever before been touched upon and which
is much more important than we are likely
to consider it on first thought. This was
the importance of studying, or at least
perusing, such advertising matter as is
mailed to the retail jewelers from other
branches of the trade. Comparatively few
have a just idea of the extreme care taken
in the compiling of advertising matter, or
the amount of thought and brain work
which even the most unpretentious leaflet
represents. As Mr. Archibald aptly stated,
in practically every piece of advertising
matter which reaches the jeweler through
the mail there is in some part of it a thought
which has a direct and valuable application
to the retailers' business. It is hot to be
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inferred that every statement made in such

advertising matter is to be accepted as

infallible, but the manner of its presentatioh,
the form of argument used, the brief, ex-
pressive phraseology, the catch phrases and
business thoughts—all these are educative
and of practical worth to every merchant
Avho himself advertises, and this means in
our time every progressive member of the
trade. Those who consign advertising
matter to the waste basket without even
glancing over it are missing a source of
valuable business information, the lack of
which, in the strenuous competition of the
time, will place the careless jeweler at a
disadvantage when compared with his more
methodic and interested competitor.

As one purpose of the convention is
to impress On the minds of those in
attendance the importance of matters
heretofore given little attention, Presi-
dent Archibald, in the remarks above re-
ferred to, gave the keynote to a subject
that might be profitably ventilated at every
meetings of jewelers.

Precious Stone Imports for Fiscal Year
Will Break All Records

WITH the present fiscal year now
nearing an end, it may be confi-

dently predicted that the imports of precious
stones and pearls for the twelve months will
surpass all previous records by possibly
several million dollars. In view of the
reported quietness in other lines handled by
the trade, more particularly watches, it
seems anomalous that the gem imports
should reach so large an aggregate. It
must to some extent be accepted as an indi-
cation of improving conditions, but probably
to a greater extent, it is suggestive of the
firm confidence in the future that now per-
vades the business world. It would seem to
be more in the nature of a preparation for a
great prosperity than merely to supply
present wants, and the figures, therefore,
should be a source of gratification and
encouragement to the trade at large.

It is now estimated that the imports
for the fiscal year will reach the enormous
total of $44,000,000, which will be consid-
erably in advance of the highest previous
record which was attained in 1906. Accord-
ing to the figures given out at the
Appraisers' Stores, the heaviest months for
these imports during the fiscal year, were
October, with a total valuation of $5,132,189
and July, with a total of $5,112,957. The
imports in the other months have ranged
from $2,811,132 in April to $4,541,6o6 in
January. The figures for August were
$3,262,099 ; September $3,318,341 ; Novem-
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ber, $3,626,891; December, $3,078,979;

February, $3,731,103 and March $4,525,264.

It is true that the increase in the valua-
tion of the gems received during the year

does not indicate quite a proportionate
increase in the quantity because of the fact
that prices have been constantly advancing.

The increase, nevertheless, has been re-
markable and significant, and is unques-
tionably the most hopeful and encouraging

feature of the trade situation at the present
time.

Merchants Associations and Com-
munity Catalogues

WE have before us an illustrated mail-

order catalogue of some 170 pages
which represents the materialization of a
new idea in the retail world. This compila-
tion, which is aptly described as a "com-
munity catalogue," has been issued by the

representative .retail merchants of Mason
City, Ia., for the purpose of acquainting the
buying public in that section with the goods
which they handle, their quality and
price. The "community" consists of re-
tail merchants in different lines, including
books, china, clothing, drugs, dry goods,
jewelry, furniture, hardware, harness and
shoes. A number of pages in the catalogue
are devoted to the wares of each merchant,
and these be uses to illustrate and describe
his leading specialties, the public being

informed that the articles listed are only
a few of the extensive variety carried
by each firm. An enterprising retail
jeweler in the town, one of our subscribers,
has filled some 20 pages of this catalogue
with illustrations, descriptions and prices. of
his goods, comprising watches, rings,
chains, fobs, lockets, bracelets, link buttons,
charms, emblem goods, silverware, cameras,
photographic sundries, etc. There is no
suggestion of bargains or price cutting in
this catalogue. On the contrary, in glanc-
ing over the • figures, we notice that the
prices quoted mean a good substantial profit.
This is a new method of fighting the large
catalogue houses, which is likely to produce
excellent results for the local trade.

The community catalogue idea is an
outcome of the present tendency in the
smaller towns to extend local organization
to include all merchants in different lines.
Elsewhere in this issue wil be found a

paper read at the annual meeting of the

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association, by

one of the trade on the subject of "Retail

Specializing." The idea is that the retailers

in any given town form a local association,

and that each limit his stock to his own

particular lines, thus enabling him to carry
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larger supplies and obtain better prices.

The druggist, for instance, will no longer

thin out his capital to include a line of

watches or jewelry, nor will the jeweler

invade the domain of the stationer, and so

with other lines. We do not know how

far the practicability of this idea has been

established, but its exploitation shows the

thought now being devoted to the better-

ment of retail merchandising and the placing

of the retail business on a sounder basis.

The paper referred to contains ideas that

will interest a large number of the trade,

and its application in certain towns and

under certain favorable conditions may

doubtless be an important factor in bringing

about the trade regeneration for which all

are now striving.

A Modern Alchemist

IT is right in line with the romance andawe, not to say the tragedy, associated

in all ages with the science of alchemy, that

the latest discovery of this character should

be revealed through the death of a

Prominent banker, accidentally hastened, it

is said, by a visit to the alchemist's

tnysterious laboratory. The unfortunate

accident brought world-wide fame to Dr.

Frederick W. Lange, a physician and

chemist of Scranton, Pa., who was heralded

as the discoverer of a method of transmut-

ing base into precious metals, and thus solv-

ing the time-honored problem of all the

ages. It now transpires that the newspaper

accounts were, as usual, greatly exag-

gerated ; nevertheless, Dr. Lange himself

confesses to important discoveries, which

mean partial transmutation at least, and are

of special interest to the jewelry trade. In

an interview, he said:

I have not been able to change base metal
into gold or silver. What I have done and all
that I claim to have done is to take a silver
matrix and by the process which I have dis-
covered produce more chlorides and nitrates of
silver than have ever been produced before. I
have produced TOO per cent., not as has been
stated, Too times more silver than existed before.
I have had the products of my work assayed
in New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago,
at the United States mint, and the reports all
show that it was pure silver. The latest report
came from Prof. Wallace of the University of
Pennsylvania, his analysis showing 85 per cent.
pure silver.

The discovery I have made is gigantic. I
cannot even estimate the value of it commercially
as applied to the arts of photography and elec-
tricity and the plating industry. The possibilities
of it are sufficient to daze one, but I have not
become flighty over it.

Dr. Lange said his anaylsis showed

traces of gold, but that he was unable to

explain its presence. He went on to express

a belief in the theory of inorganic evolution

and hinted at the possibility of a rearrange-

ment of the molecules of the elements to

produce new ones. Some of the nitrates, the

doctor said, he sent to Rochester, the home

of photography, where they stood the

keenest of all tests, the sun test. The

nitrates were also successfully tested there

in the plating industry. Just what may be

the benefit of the discovery to the trade or

the world at large is still a matter of con-

jecture.

The Detroit Convention

WE direct the attention of the organized

trade to the announcements else-

where in this issue by the president and

secretary of the American National Retail

Jewelers' Association in regard to the prep- •

arations being made for the Detroit conven-

tion. The outline of the programme as

furnished by the president is sufficient assur-

ance that the occasion will be a memorable

one in trade history, and the jeweler who

can conveniently attend, and fails to do so,

will be guilty of a serious sin of omission

against his business. As at the convention

in Omaha last year one of the days will be

named the "Manufacturers' and Jobbers'

Day," and will be given up to the discussion

of important questions by leading repre-

sentatives of the manufacturing and jobbing

trades. This is one of the most admirable

features of the modern conventions as it

brings together all branches of the trade

in friendly discussion of the various prob-

lems that arise. An address, for instance,

on the subject, "The Relation of the Whole-

sale Jeweler and the Retail Jeweler," by the

president of the National Wholesale Jewel-

ers' Association must necessarily be of deep

interest to all concerned, and it is so with

the other subjects and speakers. For the

first time in the history of trade organiza-

tion, the annual convention will find in

existence three national associations of the

three branches of trade—the manufacturing,

wholesale and retail—and all three will be

represented in this great gathering. The

existence of these associations greatly

facilitates the solution of all trade difficulties

as their representatives can meet and act

with authority on any grievance or alleged

grievance which may materialize in the

course of their business relations. As a

matter of fact, the associations were formed

for this purpose and mark a new era of

good feeling and mutual support.

As the convention will be held on the

week of July 26th to 29th, an excellent time

for vacation, the jewelers can serve a dual

purpose by their attendance. The country

furnishes no better place for a mid-summer

sojourn than the city of Detroit, and there

will be sufficient entertainment, free to the

visitor, to satisfy the pleasure seekers.
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Special railroad rates have been secured

on the various roads leading to that city,

and the officers give assurance of moderate

hotel charges.

Art in Jewelry Work

FOR many years we have been endeavor-

ing by exhortation and concrete ex-

ample to impress upon the trade the neces-

sity of greater attention to the artistic side

of their vocation if they wished to preserve

and emphasize the time-honored trade indi-

viduality. The art jewelry movement which

has made such headway in Europe in recent

years, did not meet with the same success

in our own younger country, but it has,

nevertheless, made an impression which

means much for the future. The absence

of facilities for technical teaching in this

country as compared with the European

nations, is one obstacle in the path of pro-

gress in art metal work. Steps have been

taken, however, which time may evolve into

the necessary facilities for our youth of an

artistic bent to gratify their tastes in this

respect. In a long and characteristically

intelligent article in the Providence Journal,

we are told:

Manufacturing jewelers and metal workers
in Providence and Attleboro are taking an active
interest in industrial education as a part of regular
school work. So deep is that interest that
attempts are to be made to have official heads
of school departments adopt some system in
connection with the regular school work whereby
boys may fit themselves for life in these rapidly
growing industries.

Jewelers who have given the present system
of manufacture of jewelry and novelties careful
consideration have come to the conclusion that
certain changes are necessary for the future wel-
fare of the industry. In the early history of
jewelry making in this city and Attleboro full-
fledged jewelers sat at the benches and turned
out batches of finished work. That is, they
carried the process of manufacture from the raw
material to the finished articles.

To do that workers must have been thor-
oughly schooled in the art. It is declared that
there are few old-time jewelers at the bench
at the present time. They have given way to a
new generation of workers, who have not been
thoroughly instructed in the manufacture in all
its branches. The time arrived when it was found
that the change in methods of preparation for
the business showed an increase in the cost of
production.

American boys who had not given sufficient
study to their vocation, found Germans and
Frenchmen coming in to take the more responsible
positions. The reason given was that the new
men were experts in their lines. They had de-
voted time to training themselves for the work.
They had the artistic sense and the education to
carry their ideas into execution. They produced
the fetching things in the market.

Those who have devoted time to the

study of the problem have designed a course

to occupy four years, the Providence

Journal informs us.
That the movement will have the sup-

port of the manufacturing jewelers goes

without saying, and the results anticipated

fully justify the magnitude of the plan

proposed.
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COLONIAL SERIES WATCHES

Colonial Series
Riverside M a): mus

Enamel Dial

Showing Enamel Dial

Showing Metal Dial

These watches are a noteworthy addition
to the Waltham line.

They are exceptionally thin and may be had with
enamel, silver finish or gilded metal dials of
artistic design.

Colonial Series appeal to the most critical buyers.

Movements to be had in five grades, viz:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS, 23 Jewels, Adjusted

RIVERSIDE, ig Jewels, Adjusted

ROYAL, 19 Jewels, Adjusted

No. 1425, i7 Jewels

No. 1420, .15 Jewels

All Colonial Series watches are cased and timed at the

factory. They are delivered to the trade in display

boxes. The retail selling price is fixed and plainly

printed on the contract notice which is placed in

the box with each watch before leaving the factory.

Equip your stock with these goods for spring trade.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Profits on Your Investment

The question of the return on an in-

vestment is one which should concern all

merchants. A good many men are conduct-

ing business at a positive loss who really

think that they are deriving a satisfactory

income. This question has been touched

on before in these columns and several

letters of inquiry have been received, princi-

pally about what would be considered a

satisfactory return on the investment.

In the first place a man must determine

how much he would be able to earn working

for some one else, and this must be the first

consideration in determining the value of

his business. There are a great many men

who are capable of earning a good round

salary who are absolutely incapable of con-
ducting their own business successfully.

Every one longs for the independence of
being one's own "boss," and the first
thought of nearly every one after he has
saved up a little money is to get into
business for himself. Every day you see
men fail in business who are good capable
men, able to earn a good salary working
for some one else, but unable to make
money conducting their own business. To
make a business pay, no matter how small,
a man must have a general knowledge of a
great many different things.

He may be a good mechanic and a poor
salesman; or he may have an unpleasant
personality. A man with a fair knowledge
of a number of things will usually succeed
better than a specialist in one line who
knows nothing about anything else.

But to get back to the earnings of a
business. A business is profitable when it
pays a clean six per cent. over and above
a salary allowance to the proprietor, or
equal to what he would be able to earn if
working for some one else. Suppose, for
instance, a man were earning twelve hun-
dred dollars a year. He has $5000 in cash
which is earning him 4 per cent. or $2oo a
year. His income is $1400 a year and he
is taking no risk with his money.

Now suppose he starts into business
for himself, and invests his money in a
stock of merchandise and fixtures. He
immediately reduces his actual worth proba-
bly twenty per cent. because the chances
are that if in ten days after he has estab-
lished himself in business, he should want
to convert his business back into cash, he
would have to sacrifice $r000 and maybe
more.

Of course at the very start of a new
business things might go a little slow, but
after six months or a year he should be
earning considerably more than his former
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salary ; or he has not bettered himself. Of

course this need not be cash that he can

draw out of the business. In every new

business unless started with unlimited capi-

tal, the proprietor must expect to limit his

personal expenses, and for a while receive

his dividends from an increased stock, or

a surplus fund for a rainy day. But after

a business is well established the proprie-

tor's earnings should equal at least six per

cent. in excess of a good salary and to con-

sider a business really much of a success

ten to fifteen per cent.—especially in smaller

stores.
Any good watchmaker can earn from

twenty to twenty-five dollars a week or

more. rf a watchmaker starts in business

in a small town with a stock of $2500 his

business should pay him at least $12oo to

$1500 per year, or he will be better off

working for a salary. A good many men

(principally those working for some one

else) harp on the independence of the man

in his own business. He can go and come

as he pleases, that is true; but if he is

going to succeed, his hours of labor will

far exceed those of the man on the salary.

One of our subscribers writes that his

net annual earnings on a business repre-

senting an investment of $5000 are about

$2000. }-Ie states that he has made no

salary allowance for himself, and asks

if this $2000 would represent the dividend

on the stock, or if a salary deduction should

be made. He should deduct a fair salary

for himself and the balance would thus

represent the earnings of his business. In

this case it would appear that this man were

running his business very successfully.

You see he could allow himself a salary of

$1500 per year and still show a clean ten

per cent. gain on his investment.

Every business should accumulate an

annual surplus during prosperous times.

This may be represented in an increased

stock or cash. If an adequate stock is

carried to supply demands and a business

is out of debt a part of the earnings each

year should be invested as a reserve fund

to fall back on in case of hard times. Many

jewelers have experienced prosperity and

adversity, and many stores were able to

pull through the hard times in years gone

by because they had a reserve either of

cash or stock, and while these years repre-

sented a loss, they were still able to keep

going, where had they drained their busi-

ness each year they would have had nothing

to go on.
Of course there is one other thing that

is a factor in measuring the success of any

business, and that is the personal pride and

satisfaction of doing things for yourself.
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A man might be willing to progress very

slowly and accumulate a much smaller

fortune than he would have in the employ-

ment of some one else if in the end he can

show a business, though it be ever so small,

clean and out of debt and standing high in

the estimation of the people among whom

he lives, and say : "That is mine—I built

it." Somehow that is vastly more satis-

factory to most of us than to own a bank

book representing three times the value and

say : "That is the savings from my wages.

I spent my life working for some one else."

The Policy of Pleasing Customers

As you go through the various retail

stores and note their offerings on counters

and in windows, it will strike you that for

the same quality of goods, prices every-

where are just about the same. "Why,

then," you say, "have certain stores de-

veloped into such wonderful institutions?"

writes Henry C. Lytton, in System. "What

factor has lifted them from the mediocre

class and made them distinctly successful ?"

You will find that it is not mere price,

important as economy may be to the buyer.

It is not only quality, essential as that may

be to the holding of trade. But it is some-

thing more. It is their deliberate, definitely

planned policy of pleasing customers and

of course primarily acting in an honorable,

fair manner.
At the very beginning let Inc say that

good values must be given to the public

as the foundation of any lasting success.

As advertising is one of the chief means

of coming into contact with the public,

every advertisement that goes out should

truly represent the house and should be

backed up fully by the goods it advertises.

And when special values are advertised,

the purchaser should know beyond the

shadow of a doubt that he is getting extra

value for his money.

But over and beyond the merchandise,

its mechanical manipulation and the adver-

tising of it, is the problem of handling the

public and pleasing it. The true test of

courtesy on the store's part comes not so

much at the time goods are sold as in the

handling of complaints and the affording of

little points in service. Every store meets

buyers with a smile and gracious treatment

—at least it should. But when you have

occasion to return or exchange goods, to

make a complaint regarding quality, or in

some way to try to obtain satisfaction for

a real or fancied grievance—how does the

store receive you ? With the same gracious

desire to please or with long face and

multiple objections? It is the treatment
(Continued on page 871)
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There are Sixty-
five Years of
Fine Workman-
ship Behind
Every Dennison
Case

Experienced artists de-
sign them. Skilled work-
ers make them. Only
Dennison could produce
them, every year a little
better, every year more
nearly resembling the fine
goods they hold.

For 1910 you should see
our new Octagon cases,
Colonial square-cornered
satin-lined cases, the hand-
some French cases, with

projecting edge, the

square or round-cornered

dome boxes, or the ever-
popular Standard "P"
case.

Examine them at our

nearest office. You'll

find them interesting.

2,42.4fl1izonM

Cases and Boxes to
Satisfy Discriminat-
ing Jewelers can Only
be Found in Dennison
Stores

Boston, 26 Franklin St.
New York — 2 stores — 15 John St.

Uptown Store, 15 West 27th St.
Philadelphia, 1007 Chestnut St.
Chicago, 25 Randolph St.
St. Louis, 413 North Fourth St.
Albany, N. Y., 59 Maiden Lane
Atlanta, Ga., 4th National Bank Bldg.
Baltimore, Md., 125 East Fayette St.
Birmingham, Ala., 309 Brown-Marx

Bldg.
Buffalo, N. Y., 680 Main St.
Butte, Mont., 410 Phconix Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 208 Andrews Bldg.,

5th and Race Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio, 717 Williamson Bldg.
Columbia, S. C., 713 Nat'l Loan and

Exchange Bank Bldg.
Dallas, Texas, 715 Praetorian Bldg.
Denver, Col., 1404 Stout St.
Detroit, Mich., 183 Shelby St.
Hartford, Conn., 36 Pearl St.
Indianapolis, Ind., 408 State Life Bldg.
Jacksonville, Fla., 616 Dyal-Upchurch

Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo., 210 Gumbel Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal., 629 Grosse Bldg.
Louisville, Ky., 220 Paul Jones Bldg.
Memphis, Tenn., 272 Randolph Bldg.
Meridian, Miss., 6th St. and 21st Ave.
Mexico, D. F., Apartado, 1724
Milwaukee, Wis., 47 Mack Block
Newark, N. J.. 705 Union Bldg.
New Orleans, La.,312 Canal-Louisiana

Bank Bldg.
Pittsburg, Pa., 109 Sixth St.
Portland, Ore., 615 Corbett Bldg.
Providence, R. I., 13 Journal Bldg.
Richmond, Va., 1124 Mutual Bldg.
Rochester, N. Y., 601 Granite Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal., 833 Market St.
Seattle, Wash., 410 Colman Bldg.
St. Paul, Minn., 136 Endicott Arcade
Toronto, Ont., 8 Wellington St., W.
Washington, D. C., 30 Metzerott Bldg.

THE TAG MAKERS

Works at South Framingham, Mass.
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The Policy of Pleasing Customers

(Continued from page 869)

received at this time that classifies the store

in the estimation of the customer.

Human beings are not like merchan-

dise, nor are they to be handled like mer-

chandise. Dealing with the purchasing

public is a problem in personality, and it is

through the point of contact, wherever it

may be, at the counter, through corres-

pondence or wherever service may be

rendered, that the favorable impressions are

created which ultimately constitute one of

the firm's greatest assets.
When a purchase is made the bUyer

will be either satisfied or dissatisfied with

his purchase and the treatment he receives.

The article taken away may give satisfac-

tion, while the treatment given the customer

before he finally makes his purchase may

drive his future trade away. The impres-

sions which coalesce into a firm's reputation,

like those which make up the reputation of

an individual, are formed by merest trifles.

At the very least a policy should be

adopted which more than meets the public

halfway. To begin with, the attitude of

inviting and encouraging the public to

make known any dissatisfaction with either

treatment or goods, goes a long way in

inspiring confidence. Once a dissatisfied

customer makes his grievance known, he

offers opportunity for the merchant to make

a lasting impression as to his fairness and

squareness. Of course no merchant can

afford to give the purchaser in every

instance all he asks for, but he can afford

to show liberality to such a degree that his

store will have an atmosphere of cheerful-

ness, courtesy and service.
When the public has learned through

experience that the name of a house is

synonymous with the treatment that gives

satisfaction, even though a clerk does fall

down occasionally the house is not blamed.

Rather the clerk is blamed for being out

of harmony with the house and the inci-

dent does not cause the customer to feel

any permanent resentment.
The wisest policy is for the merchant

to put the basis of settlement up to the

customer and to approach as nearly as

possible the buyer's idea of what a fair

settlement would be. After all, this is but a

matter of reciprocation; the merchant must

show as much confidence in the public as

he expects the public to have in him.

He is virtually putting himself in the

customer's place and getting the customer's

viewpoint. He is putting himself in a posi-

tion to treat the customer as he would like

to be treated under the same conditions.

KEYSTONE

Lastly, it is well to consider that how-

ever excessive and unreasonable the de-

mands of a customer may seem, in the vast

majority of cases, he is perfectly sincere

in his complaint, and any concession that

can rationally be made, even if the house

suffers a loss on that individual sale, is

in the long run sound business policy, a

factor toward ultimate success. A pleased

customer is always an advertisement. It is

the narrow-minded merchant who objects,

as he thinks, to being imposed upon by a

customer who demands some remuneration

from a supposedly unsatisfactory purchase,

but the broad, liberal and successful

merchant looks beyond and sees what a

benefit to him it is to do a favor for a

customer and even if he is imposed on by

two persons and the third one gets what he

is entitled to because he did not get the

values he expected to, then I say, rather be

imposed upon by the two customers, but be

sure the third one is a pleased and satisfied

patron, and he advertises your house far

and wide.

The Wedding Season Harvest

With the arrival of
again turns his attention
buyer of wedding gifts.
are equal the jeweler
who makes the best
display of his wares is
going to capture the
bulk of the business.
Not only is it im-
portant that the win-
dow be neatly and
attractively decorated,
but the store interior
should be given equal
attention. A 11 t 11 e
cases containing wares

suitable for wedding
gifts should be neatly
arranged to give the
best display possible
on top of the show cases should be grouped

cut glass, china, brass and pottery, so that

the minute a customer enters your store

dozens of suitable articles for wedding gifts

will meet their eye.

Your goods should be made to look as

distinctive as possible. That is, make them

look different from the wares of your com-

petitor. If you are handling the same

patterns in some lines, this may be accom-

plished by the arrangement or display

in cases. A name, too, makes quite an

impression on a customer. For instance

if you have a number of different pieces of

cut glass of the same design make use of

the name of the pattern, either the one given

June the jeweler
to attracting the
Where all things
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by the manufacturer, or a name that you

can originate.

In a window display a group of articles

in cut glass with a card reading, "The

beautiful new Marguerite pattern," makes

the goods appear classier than a sign, "Rich

cut glass," would. A customer often asks

the name of a particular cutting, and it

offers the salesman a great opportunity to

put a strong selling argument to name the

pattern and describe characteristics of the

designing and cutting of same.

This applies to other lines, particularly

brass, where ancient history may be intro-

duced to such an extent as to make a two

dollar jardiniere look like an antique

captured from the palace of some ancient

ruler. This is not to encourage misrepre-

sentation, but to describe shapes and de-

signs in such a way as to make your wares

distinctive.

A suggestion for a very attractive

window is shown in Figure 1. The center

section should be built up of two plate glass

shelves supported at the ends And in the

center to form steps as shown. This should

then be covered flat with cloth of some

delicate shade, light blue, pink or some

other color. Over this some light white

to each article and

FIG. I

cloth should be spread in puffs and under

the shelves a couple of electric lights placed.

In this section a display of cut glass should

be made. The effect at night is beautiful,

the electric light reflecting through the

cloth and lighting up the cut glass in a

most effective manner. The two ends of

the window may be built up in steps or in

an irregular way and covered with cloth of

the same shading as the colored cloth used

in the center section with a display of silver-

ware at one end and of jewelry at the

other. A few neat signs should be placed

in the window calling attention to the

goods as wedding gifts.

The advertising during the wedding

season should include the lines most suitable
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as wedding gifts and may also call atten-
tion to special lines. Not only are you
attempting to attract buyers in your line,
but you should also use arguments in your
advertising to show the superiority of silver,
cut glass, etc., as wedding gifts over furni-
ture, books, and similar things not included
in your stock. Figures 2 and 3 show

KEYSTONE

cheap advertising in the favorable impres-
sion it will make, and the comments it will

call forth in your favor.
Remember that at all times salesman-

ship is the prime factor in business. People
are much inclined to shop when choosing
a wedding gift, and after your attractive
window and newspaper advertising have

WEDDING GIFT SUGGESTIONS
In our store will be found hundreds of suitable articles for wedding
gifts. No matter how little or how much you wish to spend, you
will find some article here that will just exactly suit.

Following are a few suggestions from different departments:

STERLING SILVERWARE PLATED SILVERWARE
Patterns of distinctive style and character. Beautiful styles and lifetime quality.

Tea Spoons   Set, $ 3.00 upward Tea Spoons   Set, $1.50 upward
Soup 7.50 Soup 2.50  ,
Dessert Forks   " 7.50 " Table "    3.00 "

Knives   " 9.50 Knives and Forks . . . " 3.50 "
Table Spoons   " 11.00 " Sugar Spoons-Cream Ladles-Pickle Forks
Sugar Spoons-Cream Ladles-Olive Spoons and other small serving pieces, 50c. to $1.25

and other small serving pieces, 75c. to 3.00 Preserve Spoons-Meat Forks-Berry Spoons
Jelly Spoons-Berry Spoons-Meat Forks and and other serving pieces . . 75c. to $2.50

other serving pieces • • . . $2.00 to $10.00 Baking Dishes ..... . . . $3.50 upward
Bon Bon Dishes $ 2  00 upward Bread Trap's   3.00
Berry Bowls 15  00 Sandwich' 5  00 "
Sandwich Trays . . 

. 
. . . 15.00 " Fern Dishes-Pudding Bowls-Casseroles-

Lemon Dishes-Bread Trays-Card Trays- Coffee Sets and many other beautiful
Spoon Trays-and many other small and pieces of fine plated hollow ware,
large fancy pieces $2  00 to $50.00 $3.00 to $20.00

HAND-PAINTED CHINA
The famous "Painter" line.

Plates -Bowls- Tea Sets - Vases-Bon Bon Dishes, etc., in a great variety of floral and
white and gold effects, from $1.50 to $25.00.

CUT GLASS BRASS
Patterns that are different. A most practical and popular ware.

Berry Bowls $300 upward Jardinieres • ...... . . . $1.50 upward
Comports 2  00 Finger Bowls   Set, 3.00 '
Celery Trays   3.00 " Trays 1  50
Nappies 1  so " Candlesticks   1.00 "
Spoon Trays   2.00 " Desk Articles 1  00
Vases 1  50 " Fern Dishes 1  50
Cream and Sugar Sets - Wine Sets and Flower Baskets -Vases- Hanging Baskets

many other single pieces and sets, and dozens of other pretty articles in
from $2.00 to $35.00 brass, from   50c. to $15.00

CLOCKS
All Reliable Timepieces.

Cry,tal Mantle Clock, -Mahogany Colonial Clocks-Brass and Mahogany Alarms-A great
variety of styles. $4.00 to $25.00.

Beautiful Personal Gifts for the Bride
Toilet Article, jewelry-Opera Glasses-Umbrellas, etc., afford a large selection from which

to choose a more personal bridal gift.

  BLANK'S 

FIG. 2

several copies of different styles which may

be followed and applied to other lines than
those mentioned.

An important thing at wedding time is
the proper wrapping and delivering of
packages. First of all be sure that every-
thing is in perfect shape, nicely cleaned and
the price tag removed before it goes out.
Everything should be neatly boxed and

wrapped and tied with ribbon. You will

get more indirect advertising from the neat

appearance of your packages than in any

other way. A little extra expense to send

things out in first class shape will prove

brought them into your store, you must
exert every effort as a salesman to make
the sale.

■•■

Scan Insurance Policies

A contemporary draws attention to the
position of the Connecticut State Insurance
Commissioner, wherein he makes public this
noteworthy fact-that upon investigation
he found in certain insurance policies
clauses which were a violation of the Con-
necticut statute providing for the use of
its standard form of policy. In other words,
the policies he referred to contained special

June, two

clauses which the standard form of policy
-statutory ill Connecticut-does not con-
tain.

The Commissioner, therefore, ruled
that since Connecticut policy-holders are
likely to rely upon that law, the standard
fire insurance policy law of their State,
and therefore not carefully examine their
policies, any "necessary matter additional to
the standard fire insurance policy form
should be printed in the heading of the
policy, or at the end, in conspicuous type of
suitable size."

The need for this recommendation
furnishes still another proof, if one were

Wedding Gifts
In choosing a gift for the bride,
the article of your choice reflects
the interest you have shown in
the selection. There is such a
distinction about our stock that
any article selected here is recog-
nized as something out of the
ordinary. The great care that
we exercise in choosing our lines
makes it impossible for you to
select anything so commonplace
as to be classed with the ordinary
gifts. Call and see our wonder-
ful collection of unusual things,
and you will be much impressed
with the great variety of unusual
things that are so suitable as gifts
for the bride. These are by no
means expensive things. The
range in price affords a selection
for every size pocket book.
A few suggestions of extremely
popular lines now are the
following:

SILVER APPLIED GLASS
Beautiful designs in silver applied on glass.
A very attractive line, including-Bowls
and Dishes for all purposes-Teapot
and Pitcher Rests-Tumblers-Sherbet
Cups-Decanters-and fancy pieces of all
kinds, costing from $1.50 to $25.00.

SHEFFIELD PLATE
Reproductions of old English plate.
Heavily silver plated on a nickel base.
Very serviceable and a most popular line,
which includes Trays in all sizes-Vege-
table Dishes - Water Pitchers- Chop
Dishes-Candlesticks, etc.-ranging in
price from $4..00 to $50.00.

In all lines will be found equally large and
interesting assortments.

BLANK'S

FIG. 3

required, that in fire insurance and other
analogous matters the use of the greatest
care on the part of the policy-holders is
among the essentials. And this is all the
more true from the fact that the instance
cited is by no means the only case where
standard forms of policies have been found

•to be thus "doctored."

... *1.113.z.
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IN STERLING SILVER TABLEWARE

which enjoys an enviable repu-

tation in the silver world and

is most preferable among ye

brides and ye good housewives

ROGERS, LUNT & BOWL'
SILVERSMITHS

GREENFIELD, MASSACH USETTS, U. S. A.
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as wedding gifts and may also call atten-
tion to special lines. Not only are you
attempting to attract buyers in your line,
but you should also use arguments in your
advertising to show the superiority of silver,
cut glass, etc., as wedding gifts over furni-
ture, books, and similar things not included
in your stock. Figures 2 and 3 show

cheap advertising in the favorable impres-
sion it will make, and the comments it will
call forth in your favor.

Remember that at all times salesman-
ship is the prime factor in business. People
are much inclined to shop when choosing
a wedding gift, and after your attractive
window and newspaper advertising have

WEDDING GIFT SUGGESTIONS
In our store will be found hundreds of suitable articles for wedding
gifts. No matter how little or how much you wish to spend, you
will find some article here that will just exactly suit.

Following are a few suggestions from different departments:

STERLING SILVERWARE PLATED SILVERWARE
Patterns of distinctive style and character. Beautiful styles and lifetime quality.
Tea Spoons   Set, $ 3.00 upward Tea Spoons   Set, $1.50 upward
Soup 7.50 Soup   ' 2.50 '
Dessert Forks   " 7.50 " Table "   " 3.00 "

Knives   9.50 Knives and Forks . . . " 3.50 "
Table Spoons   " 11.00 " Sugar Spoons-Cream Ladles-Pickle Forks
Sugar Spoons-Cream Ladles-Olive Spoons and other small serving pieces, 50c. to $1.25

and other small serving pieces, 75c. to 3.00 Preserve Spoons-Meat Forks-Berry Spoons
Jelly Spoons-Berry Spoons-Meat Forks and and other serving pieces . . 75c. to $2.50

other serving pieces . . • . $2.00 to $10.00 Baking Dishes ..... . . . $3.50 upward
Bon Bon Dishes $ 2  00 upward Bread Trap's   3.00
Berry Bowls 15  00 Sandwich'   5.00 "
Sandwich Trays . . 

. 
. . . 15.00 " Fern Dishes-Pudding Bowls-Casseroles--

Lemon Dishes-Bread Trays-Card Trays- Coffee Sets and many other beautiful
Spoon Trays-and many other small and pieces of fine plated hollow ware,
large fancy pieces $2  00 to $50.00 $3.00 to $20.00

HAND-PAINTED CHINA
The famous "Painter" line.

Plates-Bowls-Tea Sets-Vases-Bon Bon Dishes, etc., in a great variety of floral and
white and gold effects, from $1.50 to $25.00.

CUT GLASS BRASS
Patterns that are different. A most practical and popular ware.

Berry Bowls   $3.00 upward Jardinieres ...... . . . $1.50 upward
Comports 2  00 Finger Bowls   Set, 3.00
Celery Trays 3  00 " Trays 1  so "
Nappies   1.50 " Candlesticks 1  00 "
Spoon Trays   2.00 " Desk Articles 1  00 "
Vases 1  50 " Fern Dishes 1  50 "
Cream and Sugar Sets - Wine Sets and Flower Baskets- Vases-Hanging Baskets

many other single pieces and sets, and dozens of other pretty articles in
from $2.00 to $35.00 brass, from   50c. to $15.00

CLOCKS
All Reliable Timepieces.

Crystal Mantle Clocks-Mahogany Colonial Clocks-Brass and Mahogany Alarms-A great
variety of styles. $4.00 to $25.00.

Beautiful Personal Gifts for the Bride
Toilet Articles--Jewelry-Opera Glasses-Umbrellas, etc. afford a large selection from which

to choose a more personal bridal gift.
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several copies of different styles which may
be followed and applied to other lines than
those mentioned.

An important thing at wedding time is
the proper wrapping and delivering of
packages. First of all be sure that every-
thing is in perfect shape, nicely cleaned and
the price tag removed before it goes out.
Everything should be neatly boxed and
wrapped and tied with ribbon. You will
get more indirect advertising from the neat
appearance of your packages than in any
other way. A little extra expense to send
things out in first class shape will prove

brought them into your store, you must
exert every effort as a salesman to make
the sale.

Scan Insurance Policies
A contemporary draws attention to the

position of the Connecticut State Insurance
Commissioner, wherein he makes public this
noteworthy fact-that upon investigation
he found in certain insurance policies
clauses which were a violation of the Con-
necticut statute providing for the use of
its standard form of policy. In other words,
the policies he referred to contained special
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clauses which the standard form of policy
-statutory ill Connecticut-does not con-
tain.

The Commissioner, therefore, ruled
that since Connecticut policy-holders are
likely to rely upon that law, the standard
fire insurance policy law of their State,
and therefore not carefully examine their
policies, any "necessary matter additional to
the standard fire insurance policy form
should be printed in the heading of the
policy, or at the end, in conspicuous type of
suitable size."

The need for this recommendation
furnishes still another proof, if one were

Wedding Gifts
In choosing a gift for the bride,
the article of your choice reflects
the interest you have shown in
the selection. There is such a
distinction about our stock that
any article selected here is recog-
nized as something out of the
ordinary. The great care that
we exercise in choosing our lines
makes it impossible for you to
select anything so commonplace
as to be classed with the ordinary
gifts. Call and see our wonder-
ful collection of unusual things,
and you will be much impressed
with the great variety of unusual
things that are so suitable as gifts
for the bride. These are by no
means expensive things. The
range in price affords a selection
for every size pocket book.
A few suggestions of extremely
popular lines now are the
following:

SILVER APPLIED GLASS
Beautiful designs in silver applied on glass.
A very attractive line, including-Bowls
and Dishes for all purposes-Teapot
and Pitcher Rests-Tumblers-Sherbet
Cups-Decanters-and fancy pieces of all
kinds, costing from $1. so to $25.00.

SHEFFIELD PLATE
Reproductions of old English plate.
Heavily silver plated on a nickel base.
Very serviceable and a most popular line,
which includes Trays in all sizes-Vege-
table Dishes - Water Pitchers - Chop
Dishes-Candlesticks, etc.-ranging in
price from 4.o° to $so.00.

In all lines will be found equally large and
interesting assortments.

BLANK'S
(1

FIG. 3

required, that in fire insurance and other
analogous matters the use of the greatest
care on the part of the policy-holders is
among the essentials. And this is all the
more true from the fact that the instance
cited is by no means the only case where
standard forms of policies have been found

.to be thus "doctored."
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IN STERLING SILVER TABLEWARE

which enjoys an enviable repu-

tation in the silver world and

is most preferable among ye

brides and ye good housewives

ROGERS, LUNT & BOWLEN CO.
SILVERSMITHS

GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
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No. B3058

Photograph Book of Our Complete Line
sent to the Trade on application

Get The Pairpoint Quality Craze
and

Consider the Commercial Value
of our

Artistic Electric and Gas Portables
in old brass and Antique finish,with
Dainty Hand-Painted Shades of
Exclusive designs.

The Pairpoint Corporation
 ORIGINATORS OF 

Pairpoint Cut Glass
and

Pairpoint Silver Plate

Factories and Main Offices

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
 BRANCHES 
New York - - - - 38 Murray Street
Montreal - - - 485 St. Catherine St. west
San Francisco - - 717 Market Street

arming-
owmanpulitY PRIZE TROPHIES,

LOVING CUPS, STEINS, Etc.

Made in SOLID Copper, with English Pewter

Mountings. Also of English Pewter throughout

DENATURED ALCOHOL GAS STOVES

COFFEE PERCOLATORS

CHAFING DISHES (wIwzmilimpwaY)

Manning, Bowman & Company
MERIDEN, CONN.NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

875

Medium Ladle

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1.
TRADE MARK )

Cold Meal Fork

The "Verona"
A complete line of this new handsome pattern in the STAR (*) BRANI) will be ready for delivery July 1, 1910.
The fact that every article in this brand of silver plated ware bears the celebrated

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1
[TRADE MARK I

guarantees the quality and durability of the goods. All regular pieces are plated A-1, XII (Sectional Plate).
Place your orders early to insure prompt delivery. Send for illustrated booklet showing full line, and other
useful advertising matter. STAR (*) BRAND goods are sold by us direct and by all leading jobbers.

MADE ONLY BY

ROGERS el BROTHER, Waterbury, Conn.
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)
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New York-13 Maiden Lane
Chicago—Heyworth Bldg THEODORE W FOSTER & BRCanada—Kingston, Ont.

QUALITY
Through all the great
variety of goods we make
runs that unvarying stand-
ard of quality which is a
source of pride to us and
satisfaction to our custom-
ers. We are constantly
o iginating LI e NV t h jogs,
and that is wh y t he Jeweler

Ito handles our line in-
variably enjoys the repu-
tation of being up to date.

Rolled Gold Plated
LOCKETS
CHARMS
NECKLACES
PENDANTS
BRACELETS
SCARF PINS
HAT PINS
BROOCH PINS
LINK BUTTONS

Sterling Silver
925 1000 Fine

TOILET SETS
MANICURE SETS
BABY SETS
SEWING SETS
TOILET ARTICLES
MANICURE ARTICLES
TABLE WARE
NOVELTIES
VANITY TRINKETS

0• CO., 

100 RICHMOND STREET

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Auto-
matic Holder very extensively in
the large Magazines of general
circulation and they have become
so well-known to the general
public that they are staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local
Papers. Send for Them.

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

78 Years' Experience

which goes into every Thimble
which we make. You will see to
it that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM &McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

126 129

1'71..,^4,0;trac:V3'

140

FROM
A MARBLE CARVING

A HIGH STANDARD IS THUS SET THE O-B RINGS

QUALITY C:113 CHARACTER OB 14-K VALUE

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION TO SEE IF THIS HAS
BEEN MAINTAINED. YOUR JOBBER CARRIES OUR LINE

PC? Air 7)A 0 IN

f\P1A1DP.A11 C S7ATF. I
—

/Th
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VANITY CHATELAINES

HE LATEST in sterling silver novelties.
Designed especially for the summer trade.
Made of 925 1000 fine sterling silver. The

above illustration shows one of the designs we
produce and contains

LEAD PENCIL, PUFF BOX, MEMORANDUM PAD,
COIN PURSE AND LIP ROUGE

We make other combinations, some containing
Vinaigrette, variously grouped, with the above,

IN THREE, FOUR, FIVE and SIX GROUPINGS

STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES
A new departure, at popular prices,
designed for dining-room adornment.

TOILET WARE and MANICURE SETS
Twenty-five years of specializing on this class of goods
enables us to show a most up-to-date line of popular sellers
this season. Write for further information about our
complete line, and

Send for Catalogue and Price-List

The James E. Blake Company
Look for our Monogram
stamped on evergarticle

Silversmiths
ATTLEBORO : MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK OFFICE 

- E Y3WW111-1DBVI 
LANE

CHICAGO OFFICE
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE - - 717 MARKET STREET

MONOGRAM
MODELS

The more exclusive a jeweler's patronage the
more profitable it is.

Style comes high, but stylish people are always
willing to pay the price.

Herein lies your opportunity.
For instance, society is especially critical and

exacting in the matter of engraving.

It's a question of excellence rather than of cost,
and only an artistic engraver can hold such patronage.

If you do engraving for the social set or desire
to do it, procure at once a copy of that wonderful
compilation of stylish lettering " Hornikel's Engra-
vers' Text-Book."

This portfolio represents
the standard of excellence

1 in monogram work.
Show it to customers and

it will make you trade ; use
it as a model and it will
insure big price work.

It's a mine of suggestion
for the high-class jeweler
who can't afford poor
engraving.

The work consists of sixty-one page plates of
letters and monograms, pretty patterns and all

manner of com-
binations—a 1 1
styles of mono-
grams for all
kinds of pur-
poses, for trays
cigarette a n d
ma t c h cases,
loving cups,
rings, fobs, etc.

A copy will be sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, 166.00 Ur as.)

FOR SALE BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 N. z9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

-
- WOM733j,-MMIITIAPr.:

01758

Bigney's Hardened Surface
Mirror Finish Chains

WE GUARANTEE every
article made in our factory
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L 728

L 690

Ask your jobber for our
new creations in Lockets,
different from any other
make. They are most
beautiful.

WE SELL THE WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY

Our chains for both men and women are not soldered with the so-called soldering
machine which makes the surface porous, but on the contrary, each link is carefully
soldered by hand. In this way we get a superior finish and our chains wear longer.

01647
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UNE is usually a satisfactory month for the jeweler. Graduations and
weddings help to swell his sales materially. He requires a good assortment
as the demand is frequently quite extensive, and often unexpectedly so.

We shall be glad to help you out with anything you may require in watches,
jewelry or diamonds, either loose or mounted. We always carry a large assort-
ment of extremely handsome and elaborate mounted diamond pieces in stock and
should be pleased to have you avail yourself of same. Write or wire us and goods
will go forward by return express.

Remember, our Trade-Mark, " THE ROSE" Ai) stands for Quality and
Excellence and is equal to a Government stamp.

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
ELK, EAGLE an MOOSE GOODS

A SPECIALTY

" SELLERS Qf SELLERS"

71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

BELSCRIPT

MONOGRAM

FOBS

In any style illustrated

MADE WHILE
CUSTOMER

WAITS

The mere fact of being
able to immediately
exhibit any monogram
desired, assures sales.
Every one beautiful,
artistic and worked in
relief.

Write for descriptive book-
let and price list

JOSEPH L. HERZOG c& CO., MAKERS OF LK RINGS, 45-51 Rose St., NEW YORK
(Successors to LOUIS KAUFMAN (.57 CO.) (Cor. Duane)

June, 1910 T 1-1 E KEYSTONE

Abstract of the Programme National
Convention of Retail Jewelers at

Detroit, July 26th to 29th

By PRESIDENT J. P. ARCHIBALD

The programme for the fifth annual

convention of the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association will be issued in
July through the trade press. We here give
an unofficial programme for the convention.
A number of men whom we have invited
to speak have not yet given. their assent.
Some of the speakers have not assigned
us titles of their addresses. As things stand,
we cannot give you an official programme
until July 1st. We expect to have present
at this convention all the men who have
consented to speak. On Monday evening,
July 25th, there will be held an informal
reception at the Cadillac Hotel, at which
time and place it is the intention for each
delegate and friend to meet everyone pres-
ent. On Tuesday morning, at 9 o'clock,
is the registration of delegates. At io
o'clock the convention will be called to
order and the invocation made by Rev.
George Elliott. The address of welcome
will be delivered by Philip Breitmyer,
Mayor of Detroit, and after the response
to the address of welcome by Joseph Mazer
and annual report by Claud Wheeler, the
first address will be by Steele F. Roberts,
of the credentials committee, to be followed
by the president's address and four other
addresses by retail jewelers.

From 8 to to P. M. it is contemplated
to have a public reception at the Cadillac
Hotel for all the people of Detroit. This is
to give that city an opportunity to review
the large displays made by the men taking
space for exhibits. On Wednesday, July
27th, is Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day.
At 4 o'clock P. M. there will be a trolley
ride to the park and a special dinner served
at 6 o'clock to all delegates and friends.
On Thursday morning, July 28th, there will
be the response of the special committees
and election of officers. The afternoon ses-
sion will be devoted to five addresses by re-
tail jewelers. At 8 o'clock P. m. there will
be a theater party.

On Friday morning there will be the
reading and the adoption of resolutions, un-
finished business and new business, and
adjournment at 12 noon. At 1.30 P. m. on
Friday there will be a boat ride up the
lake for the entire afternoon and evening.
On this boat there will be music and enter-
tainment for all the delegates and friends.
This will be one of the strongest and most
pleasant features of the convention. •

We wish to assure every retail jeweler
that this will be a very large convention;
that it will be the largest convention ever
held in our trade. We especially invite
every retail jeweler to attend this conven-
tion. We invite you to bring your wife
with you. We invite all jobbers and manu-
facturers and trade press and secular press
men to be at this convention. We urge to
this convention every jeweler, whether he
is a member, delegate or otherwise. We
urge every retail jeweler in the United
States to send in his application to his
State secretary and become a member. We
urge every member who has not paid his
dues to forward the amount at once to his
State secretary. In any State where there
is no State organization we respectfully
solicit your membership and ask you to
forward one dollar to Claud Wheeler,
Columbia, Mo. This will make you a
member of the National Association for the
year 1910. We urge every retail jeweler
who is not a member of the association to
send one dollar to Claud Wheeler, Colum-
bia, Mo., and secure a new door plate. This
should be placed upon your store door at
once. This is a sign of good fellowship
and that you are interested in the great
work of uplifting the retail jeweler.

We trust that every jeweler is now
beginning to make arrangements to attend
this great convention that will be held in
Detroit. Write now to the Cadillac Hotel to
reserve you a room. If you cannot secure
quarters at the Cadillac write to the Tuller
Hotel or the Ponchartrain, or other hotels
of the city of Detroit. You can secure ac-
commodations at any of these hotels. Re-
member that there will be a large crowd at
this convention.

We urge manufacturers and jobbers
who have not yet taken space to exhibit
their (mods at this convention to do so at
once. There are only a few spaces to be
sold. It is necessary to secure them soon
if you wish to get a place to exhibit your
goods.

From the large attendance at each
State convention and the intense enthu-
siasm at each of these conventions, it is
evident that the retail jewelers are awaken-
ing to their own interests. We trust that
this interest will be culminated in the in-
tensity of actions and presence at the De-
troit convention. You are cordially invited
to be present.

At the many State conventions to be
held during the present month, a trip to
Detroit should be suggested as a seasonable
vacation, by means of which the jeweler
could at the same time benefit his health
and his business. The programme will

comprise social features and entertainment
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sufficiently attractive in themselves to in-
duce a large number of the recreation
seekers to attend.

The programme for Wednesday, July
27th, Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day, is
as follows :

9.00 Music.
9.30 Call to order, announcements and

music.
9.40 Address, "Old Landmarks." Jacob

Bunn, President Illinois Watch Co.
10.00 Address, "Gold Filled Watch Case

Guarantees from Various View-
points." Charles W. Harman,
Secretary Fahys Watch Case Co.

10.25 Address, "Credits in the Retail Busi-
ness." S. D. Rider, Vice-presi-
dent South Bend Watch Co.

10.50 Address, "The Manufacturer's View-
point." Albert M. Dueber, Presi-
dent Dueber-Hampden Watch
Works.

1.15 Address, "The Progressive Jeweler."
Jacob Franks, President Rockford
Watch Co.

11.4o Address, "The Fixed Selling Price a
Benefit to the Retail Trade."
Charles F. Miller, President
Hamilton Watch Co. '

12.05 Announcements and adjournment.
1.30 Music and call to order.
1.45 Address, "The Relation of the Whole-

sale Jeweler and the Retail
Jeweler." A. G. Schwab, Presi-
dent of National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

2.05 Address,
H. A. Bliss, Manager Gorham
Manufacturing Co.

2.25 Address,
R. A. Kettle, Waltham Watch Co.

2.45 Address, "Good Fellowship in the
Trade." Guy V. Dickinson, Vice-
president Elgin National Watch
Co.

3.05 Address, "The Relation of the Manu-
facturer to the Public." Robert !
H. Ingersoll, New York, N. Y.

3.25 Address, "The Yellow Streak."
Ernest M. Lunt, Towle Manufac-
turing Co.

3.50 Announcements.
4.00 Adjournment to trolley cars.
4.00 Trolley ride to park.
6.00 Dinner at park.

It is to be hoped, in view of the plans
and programme for convention week, that
the trade's slogan in the interval will be
"On to Detroit." This beautiful city is the
largest automobile manufacturing center in
the world and also leads in the production
of many other human needs and luxuries.
Its manufactures in 1899 are calculated at
$220,000,000 and its bank clearings for the
same year were $780,000,000. This is quite
remarkable for a city with a population of
half a million people. It is the largest ship
building port on the Lakes and is said to be
growing faster than any other city in the
country. Surely all these attractions justify
the officers of the national association in
expecting the largest meeting ever held.
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UNE is usually a satisfactory month for the jeweler. Graduations and
weddings help to swell his sales materially. He requires a good assortment
as the demand is frequently quite extensive, and often unexpectedly so.

We shall be glad to help you out with anything you may require in watches,
jewelry or diamonds, either loose or mounted. We always carry a large assort-
ment of extremely handsome and elaborate mounted diamond pieces in stock and
should be pleased to have you avail yourself of same. Write or wire us and goods
will go forward by return express.

Remember, our Trade-Mark, " THE ROSE" tHr) stands for Quality and
Excellence and is equal to a Government stamp.

HENRY FREUND C/ BRO.
ELK. EAGLE on MOOSE GOODS

A SPECIALTY

" SELLERS Qf SELLERS"

71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

BELSCRIPT

MONOGRAM

FOBS

In any style illustrated

MADE WHILE
CUSTOMER

WAITS

The mere fact of being
able to immediately
exhibit any monogram
desired, assures sales.
Every one beautiful,
artistic and worked in
relief.

Write for descriptive book-
let and price list
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Abstract of the Programme National
Convention of Retail Jewelers at

Detroit, July 26th to 29th

By PRESIDENT J. P. ARCHIBALD

The programme for the fifth annual

convention of the American National Re-

tail Jewelers' Association will be issued in
July through the trade press. We here give
an unofficial programme for the convention.
A number of men whom we have invited
to speak have not yet given. their assent.
Some of the speakers have not assigned
us titles of their addresses. As things stand,
we cannot give you an official programme
until July 1st. We expect to have present
at this convention all the men who have
consented to speak. On Monday evening,
July 25th, there will be held an informal
reception at the Cadillac Hotel, at which
time and place it is the intention for each
delegate and friend to meet everyone pres-
ent. On Tuesday morning, at 9 o'clock,
is the registration of delegates. At io
o'clock the convention will be called to
order and the invocation made by Rev.
George Elliott. The address of welcome
will be delivered by Philip Breitmyer,
Mayor of Detroit, and after the response
to the address of welcome by Joseph Mazer
and annual report by Claud Wheeler, the
first address will be by Steele F. Roberts,
of the credentials committee, to be followed
by the president's address and four other
addresses by retail jewelers.

From 8 to 10 P. M. it is contemplated
to have a public reception at the Cadillac
Hotel for all the people of Detroit. This is
to give that city an opportunity to review
the large displays made by the men taking
space for exhibits. On Wednesday, July
27th, is Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day.
At 4 o'clock P. m. there will be a trolley
ride to the park and a special dinner served
at 6 o'clock to all delegates and friends.
On Thursday morning, July 28th, there will
be the response of the special committees
and election of officers. The afternoon ses-
sion will be devoted to five addresses by re-
tail jewelers. At 8 o'clock r. M. there will

be a theater party.

On Friday morning there will be the
reading and the adoption of resolutions, un-
finished business and new business, and
adjournment at 72 noon. At. 1.30 P. M. on
Friday there will be a boat ride up the
lake for the entire afternoon and evening.
On this boat there will be music and enter-
tainment for all the delegates and friends.
This will be one of the strongest and most
pleasant features of the convention. •

We wish to assure every retail jeweler
that this will be a very large convention;
that it will be the largest convention ever
held in our trade. We especially invite
every retail jeweler to attend this conven-
tion. We invite you to bring your wife
with you. We invite all jobbers and manu-
facturers and trade press and secular press
men to be at this convention. We urge to
this convention every jeweler, whether he
is a member, delegate or otherwise. We
urge every retail jeweler in the United
States to send in his application to his
State secretary and become a member. We
urge every member who has not paid his
dues to forward the amount at once to his
State secretary. In any State where there
is no State organization we respectfully
solicit your membership and ask you to
forward one dollar to Claud Wheeler,
Columbia, Mo. This will make you a
member of the National Association for the
year 1910. We urge every retail jeweler
who is not a member of the association to
send one dollar to Claud Wheeler, Colum-
bia, Mo., and secure a new door plate. This
should be placed upon your store door at
once. This is a sign of good fellowship
and that you are interested in the great
work of uplifting the retail jeweler.

We trust that every jeweler is now
beginning to make arrangements to attend
this great convention that will be held in
Detroit. Write now to the Cadillac Hotel to
reserve you a room. If you cannot secure
quarters at the Cadillac write to the Tuller
Hotel or the Ponchartrain, or other hotels
of the city of Detroit. You can secure ac-
commodations at any of these hotels. Re-
member that there will be a large crowd at
this convention.

We urge manufacturers and jobbers
who have not yet taken space to exhibit
their goods at this convention to do so at
once. There are only a few spaces to be
sold. It is necessary to secure them soon
if you wish to get a place to exhibit your
goods.

From the large attendance at each
State convention and the intense enthu-
siasm at each of these conventions, it is
evident that the retail jewelers are awaken-
ing to their own interests. We trust that
this interest will be culminated in the in-
tensity of actions and presence at the De-
troit convention. You are cordially invited
to be present.

At the many State conventions to be
held during the present month, a trip to
Detroit should be suggested as a seasonable
vacation, by means of which the jeweler
could at the same time benefit his health
and his business. The programme will

comprise social features and entertainment

sufficiently attractive in themselves to in-
duce a large number of the recreation
seekers to attend.

The programme for Wednesday, July
27th, Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day, is
as follows :

9.00 Music.
9.30 Call to order, announcements and

music.
9.40 Address, "Old Landmarks." Jacob

Bunn, President Illinois Watch Co.
10.00 Address, "Gold Filled Watch Case

Guarantees from Various View-
points." Charles W. Harman,
Secretary Fahys Watch Case Co.

10.25 Address, "Credits in the Retail Busi-
ness." S. D. Rider, Vice-presi-
dent South Bend Watch Co.

10.50 Address, "The Manufacturer's View-
point." Albert M. Dueber, Presi-
dent Dueber-Hampden Watch
Works.

11.15 Address, "The Progressive Jeweler."
Jacob Franks, President Rockford
Watch Co.

11.40 Address, "The Fixed Selling Price a
Benefit to the Retail Trade."
Charles F. Miller, President
Hamilton Watch Co. '

12.05 Announcements and adjournment.
1.30 Music and call to order.
1.45 Address, "The Relation of the Whole-

sale Jeweler and the Retail
Jeweler." A. G. Schwab, Presi-
dent of National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

2.05 Address,
H. A. Bliss, Manager Gorham
Manufacturing Co.

2.25 Address,
R. A. Kettle, Waltham Watch Co.

2.45 Address, "Good Fellowship in the
Trade." Guy V. Dickinson, Vice-
president Elgin National Watch
Co.

3.05 Address, "The Relation of the Manu-
facturer to the Public." Robert
H. Ingersoll, New York, N. Y.

3.25 Address, "The Yellow Streak."
Ernest M. Lunt, Towle Manufac-
turing Co.

3.50 Announcements.
4.00 Adjournment to trolley cars.
4.00 Trolley ride to park.
6.00 Dinner at park.

It is to be hoped, in view of the plans
and programme for convention week, that
the trade's slogan in the interval will be
"On to Detroit." This beautiful city is the
largest automobile manufacturing center in
the world and also leads in the production
of many other human needs and luxuries.
Its manufactures in 1899 are calculated at
$220,000,000 and its bank clearings for the
same year were $780,00opoo. This is quite
remarkable for a city with a population of
half a million people. It is the largest ship
building port on the Lakes and is said to be
growing faster than any other city in the
country. .Surely all these attractions justify
the officers of the national association in
expecting the largest meeting ever held.
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WE ELIMINATE RISK TO YOU
in buying Diamonds, because we positively guarantee every diamond we sell to be

precisely as represented.

HAVING EVERY GRADE
we can supply you with both ordinary and extra fine qualities at the very lowest prices.

MOUNTED GOODS
We make a full line of Mounted Pieces, all distinctive and stylish in design and all

Wheeler Workmanship.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS
TRADE

2 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

AMSTERDAM

MARK

Factory, BROOKLYN LONDON

The Synthetic Sapphire
"Hope Sapphire",

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

—a real, brilliant, deep velvety blue Sapphire, as rich and beautiful in color as the finest

natural Burmah.

To THE TRUE GEM LOVER, who values a gem not for its rarity, but its real qualities, the Synthetic

Sapphire appeals as much for its exceptional beauty, as for its genuineness.

ITS COST, at the same time, is such as to make the possession of this magnificent Sapphire a possi-

bility for one even of moderate means.

CONSIDER THIS and be sure to have a Synthetic Sapphire ready to

offer where a Natural Sapphire proves inaccessible.
WITH THE SYNTHETIC SAPPHIRE IN STOCK you are assured

of many a sale, which would not be made otherwise.
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Importers of Precious and Imitation Stones

68 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

. PARIS PROVIDENCE IDAR
39 Rue de Chateaudun 212 Union Street 14 Hauptatrasse

June, 1910 T E KEYSTONE

NEW YORK OFFICE OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 1102 JEWELERS' BUILDING, 9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK, May 28, 1910.

On May nith, on the invi-

Investigation tatipn of The Merchants' Asso-

of Express ciation of New York, the

Companies' Rates representatives of the follow-

ing prominent commercial or-

ganizations attended a conference in the associa-

tion's rooms, to consider the expediency of a joint

petition to the Interstate Commerce Commission

for an investigation of express rates and

practices, to the end that fair and just rates and

practices may prevail:

Merchants' & Manufacturers' Ass'n, Baltimore, Md.
Chamber of Commerce Boston, Mass.

. Chamber of Commerce; Cleveland, Ohio.
Board of Trade, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Merchants' Association, Indianapolis, Ind.
Board of Trade, Manchester, N. H.
Board of Trade, Newark, N. J.
Business Men's Association, New Haven, Conn.
Chamber of Commerce, New Haven, Conn.
Board of Trade, New Orleans, La.
The Merchants' Association of New York, N. Y.
Board of Trade, Portland, Me.
Board of Trade, Paterson, N. J.
Chamber of Commerce, Philadelphia, Pa.
Merchants' & Manufacturers' Ass'n, Philadelphia, Pa.
Eastern Millinery Association.
Chamber of Commerce, Pittsburg, Pa.
Board of Trade, Providence, R. I.
Chamber of Commerce, Richmond, Va.
Chamber of Commerce, Rochester, N. Y.
Chamber of Commerce Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse Traffic Bureau, Syracuse N. Y.
Chamber of Commerce, VVatertown, N. Y.
Board of Trade, Worcester, Mass.
Business Men's Association, Pawtucket, R. I.
Chamber of Commerce, Spokane, Wash.
Board of Trade, Bridgeport, Conn.

In addition to the organizations represented
by a delegate, the following bodies, by letter,
favored the proposed investigation by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission:

Chicago Association of Commerce, Chicago, 111.
Chamber of Commerce, Dayton, 0.
Iowa State Manufacturers' Ass'n, Des Moines, Iowa.
Merchants' & Manufacturers' Ass'n, Milwaukee, Wis.
Commercial Club, Minneapolis, Minn.
Chamber of Commerce, F.1 Paso, Texas.
Board of Trade, Indianapolis, Inc.
Chamber of Commerce, South Bend, Ind.
Board of Trade Savannah, Ga.
Commercial Club, Louisville, Ky.
Board of Trade, Springfield, Mass.
Chamber of Commerce, San .Francisco Cal.
Merchants' Exchange, San Francisco, 'Cal.
Merchants' Association, San Francisco, Cal.
Chamber of Commerce, Baltimore, Md.

The conference, which was in session all day,
adopted the following preambles and resolutions:

WHEREAS, The rates charged by the express
companies appear to be excessive as compared
with the service performed; and

Whereas, The practices of these companies

with reference to collection and delivery and
to regulations of various kinds appear to be un-
justly discriminative and otherwise in violation

of the Interstate Commerce Law ; and

Whereas, An analysis of the reports made

by the principal express companies doing business

in the United States to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and on file in the office of the latter,
indicates that the net earnings of the companies
are from more than 40 to about 125 per cent. per
annum on the value of the property in use for the
public service; and

Whereas, The Supreme Court of the United
States, in its decision in the Knoxville Water
Cases, has declared as a standard for the measure-
ment of the just earnings of public service cor-
porations that those earnings shall bear due
proportion to the fair value of the property
actually employed for the service of the public;
and

Whereas, If the earnings indicated by these
reports, on full investigation be practically sub-
stantiated, it is evident that such charges are
excessive and extortionate and should be reduced;
therefore, be it

Resolved, By this conference, representing
many of the principal business organizations
throughout the United States, that a petition be
prepared on behalf of these commercial organiza-
tions and such others as may subsequently join, to
be presented to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, praying that body to exercise the
authority vested in it by law, by conducting, forth-
with, an exhaustive investigation into the whole
question of the rates and practices of the express
companies, to the end that fair and equitable
rates and practices may be established.

To carry out the programme decided on by
the conference, a permanent executive committee
was created, with power to employ counsel, to
prepare and present the petition to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, and with full dis-
cretion to determine the breadth and scope of
the petition.

The delegates present at the conference, by
unanimous action not only pledged their respec-
tive organizations to join in the petition to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, but to assist
in every possible way in the preparation of sup-
plementary information and argument.

The executive committee will submit the
form of petition to the leading chambers of com-
merce, boards of trade and merchants' associations
throughout the country, to secure their concur-
rence in the action and their co-operation as
petitioners.

M. A. Mead & Co., 15-17-19 Maiden Lane,
have secured the services of Chas. Moore, for
several years with Sam. F. Sipe, of Pittsburg.
Mr. Moore starts out for Mead & Co. on June
1st and will cover Western Pennsylvania, Ohio,
the Virginias and other Southern States.

At the regular monthly meeting of Board of
Directors of the Jewelers' Board of Trade, held
May 12th, the following firms were unanimously
elected to membership in the board: Arizona
Turquoise Mines Co., New York City; ; Eisen-
stadt Manfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Slade &
Weadley, Chicago, Ill.

The Oneida Community, Ltd., who make the
"Community" and "Reliance" silver-plated table
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ware, will move their New York offices on July
tst, from 395 Broadway, where they have occu-
pied the entire ninth floor for the past five
years, to the 20th floor of the Silversmiths' Build-
ing, 15-17-19 Maiden Lane. This removal will
bring the Oneida Community right down into the
heart of the jewelry district where they will
at all times be in closer touch with the buying
trade. They will have a large and very hand-
some display room which will be fitted throughout
with the most modern and convenient fixtures of
solid mahogany, where they will show a complete
sample line of their goods. The floors will be
covered with genuine oriental rugs and it will
be what Dr. B. Dunn, of the Community's New
York office, aptly terms, "an office de luxe." From
their windows they will have an excellent view
on one end of Long Island as far distant as Coney
Island.

M. J. Averbeck, of to and 12 Maiden Lane, is
celebrating his twentieth anniversary as a whole-
sale jeweler on Maiden Lane. Beginning with
but one small room at 51 Maiden Lane, with only
oone clerk, practically no experience and with
none too large a capital Mr. Averbeck has, in
a comparatively short time, built up his business
until it is one of the largest in the general
jewelry jobbing line in the country. He now
occupies an entire double floor, with an office
for of 32 people and a traveling force of ten ssale-
men who cover pretty nearly the entire United
States. There is hardly a town of any consider-
able size that is not represented on Averbeck's
books by a jewelry account, and he keeps in close
personal touch with his trade at all times, there
being no harder worker in the whole force than
Mr. Averbeck himself. Last year when the local
branch of the Wholesale Jewelers'. Association
was organized, Mr. Averbeck was chosen its
first president. He is one of the most energetic
and enthusiastic "boosters" of the Merchants'
Association of the City of New York and has
been closely identified with other trade organiza-
tions. Mr. Averbeck attributes his success largely
to the fact that he has always been "on the job"
himself and that he has always tried to treat his
customers as he would like to be treated himself.
He also gives due credit to a loyal and energetic
staff of assistants.

Henry Lederer, of Henry Lederer & Bro.,
Providence, spent a few days in his New York
office, at 6 Maiden Lane, last month.

Louis Cohn, of Henry Freund & Bro., presi-
dent of the New York Wholesale Jewelers' Asso-
ciation and vice-president of the National Whole-
salers' Association, will attend the annual meet-
ing of the latter body at Cincinnati early during
the present month. After the Cincinnati meeting
it is Mr. Cohn's intention to spend a little time
in Chicago.

Wm. R. Gardiner, secretary of the Crossman
Co., 3 Maiden Lane, was called to Rochester
early in May to attend the funeral of his grand-
mother, who died in that city at a very advanced
age, of pneumonia.

Holland & Stein, material and clock dealers,
who were located at 45 Market Street, Newark,
for several years, have removed to tog Canal
Street, New York, where they have a very attrac-
tire store fitted up with handsome, new fixtures
and a complete stock of their line of goods. It
is their intention to serve their old Newark trade
just as well as of old, as one of the members of

the firm will make twice-a-week trips over to
Newark to call on the trade in that city.

E. E. Robert, importer of Swiss watches,
has recently entirely rearranged his offices at 3
Maiden Lane.

R. R. Fray, of the Fray Jewelry Co., Detroit,
Mich., was a visitor on Maiden Lane during May.

One of the features of the closing exercises
of the New York Evening High School for men,
held on May 13th, was an exhibition of work in
jewelry designing and execution done in the pub-
lic schools. On the occasion two Tiffany medals
were awarded to the two pupils who distinguished
themselves most in this line of work. The ex-
hibits included belt buckles, fobs, pendants and
miscellaneous pieces in silver and enamel; also
many pieces set with gems.

(Continued on page 888)
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"One of Man's Troubles Ended
"

is the title of our new booklet now on the press. It explains
the many advantages of the

LARTER AUTOMATIC SHIRT STUDS
with illustrations showing how easy they are operated fine half-
tone cuts, like those below, illustrate many new patterns in both
10 K. gold and 14 K. gold filled.
If you desire to handle the best made—best selling—and best pay-
ing article in men's jewelry, send us your name and address and
we will mail you a copy of this new booklet.
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The John T. Mauran Mfg. Co. and the Wol-
cott Mfg. Co., both manufacturers of Providence,
have moved their New York offices to the sixth
floor of 3 Maiden Lane.

The Wightman & Hough Co., Providence,
R. I., whose office in this city has been located at
3 Maiden Lane for the past twenty years, have
removed same to very much larger and more
commodious quarters on the nineteenth floor front
of the Silversmith's Building. The new quarters
are handsomely furnished with the most modern
office appliances, display fixtures and conveniences
for prompt attention to the growing patronage
of this office. The firm is one of the oldest in the
business, having passed the half century mark
three years ago last fall.

Jos. Leudan, of A. R. Katz & Leudan Co., will
be married to Miss Evelyn Schiff on May 26th,
at the Hotel Marie Antoinette. They will sail for
Europe on their honeymoon on May 28th by the
Deutschland, and will be gone about two months.
Before returning they will visit the diamond
markets.

Theodore Schisgall spent the latter part of
May in Chicago, Kansas City and one or two
other Western cities visiting the jobbing trade.

Warren G. Smith died at his residence, 161
Sixth Avenue, Brooklyn, on May 18th from a
complication of diseases, in his sixty-first year.
He was in the wholesale jewelry business for
thirty years at 170 Broadway, Manhattan. The
firm at first was J. W. Greene & Smith and later
Warren G. Smith & Co.

Abraham Hugo Rubenstein, son of I. M.
Rubenstein, of Rubenstein Bros., 14 Maiden
Lane, who was recently admitted to the bar, has
opened an office for the practice of the law at 14
Maiden Lane. Mr. Rubenstein is a graduate of
the Plainfield, N. J., High School and of the
New York Law School. He is a young man of
fine character and high education and has an
aptitude for his chosen profession that forebodes
a brilliant career at the bar.

M. J. Averbeck, 10-12 Maiden Lane, will at-
tend, by special invitation, the seventy-fifth an-
niversary of the founding of Marietta College,
at Marietta, Ohio, early this month. Among the
notables who will be present will be President
Taft and Governor Harmon, of Ohio. Mr.
Averbeck will also attend the convention of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association at Cin-
cinnati.

Lee Reichman and H. A. Reichman, of Reich-
man Bros., 65 Nassau Street, sailed for Europe
on Tuesday, May 3d.

Maiden Lane jewelers have sent out notices
to look out for three sets of crooks who are
defrauding dealers. One gang, consisting of two
women and a man, have improved upon the
methods used by so-called "pennyweight" thieves,
who visit jewelry stores and while examining
costly diamond and pearl jewelry substitute cheap
imitations. They are particularly clever, it is
said. Another gang against which a warning has
been issued is the sending of orders for jewelry
to be sent by C. 0. D. by express. The recipient
pretends to examine it when it arrives and then
refuses to pay for it. When it is returned it
is found that imitation diamonds have replaced
the real gems. This scheme has been worked
from towns in North Carolina and Gorgia.
The jewelers say two men connected with a
circus are the guilty ones. In the third game
barbers or bartenders are the usual victims. The
swindler, who carries quantities of imitation
stones, confides the information that he travels
for a big diamond firm, but that he is penniless
except for his stock of diamonds, and as he
must have money is willing to sell a fine gem
for half its value. In this way many have been
swindled.

The Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of
Trade, Providence, R. I., have announced the
opening of a New York office in Room 2012,

Silversmiths' Building, 15-17-39 Maiden Lane.
There has been installed a duplicate file of the
reports, and copies will be issued to the members
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uPon a receipt of signed inquiry blanks. New
York City and Newark members should send all
inquiries to the New York office. For quick
service telephone 1323 Cortlandt. The New York
representatives of members located elsewhere
may have access to the reports by showing an
identification card and signing an inquiry blank.
Copies of reports inquired for by representatives
will be mailed to the member's home office.
Identification cards will be issued immediately
upon request. Collections will not be handled
in the New York office and correspondence rela-
tive to such matters should be addressed to
Providence.

R. L. Oliver, a prominent citizen of Musca-
tine, Iowa, was among the western visitors to
the city last month. Muscatine, which may be
found by tracing with your finger down along
a map of the Mississippi River, is the place where
they make pearl buttons out of clam shells. "I
have heard," said Mr. Oliver, "that 70 per cent.
of the pearl buttons made in the United States
are manufactured in Muscatine. There are thirty
factories engaged in the business there. Some
only cut out the forms and some only do the
finishing. They have houseboats on the river
from which they fish for the clams. These are
the genuine fresh water clams from which they
often get the fresh water pearl. I heard of a
fellow who sold one of these pearls for about
$2000. I offered a man $500 for one he had
found in a clam. The way they fish is to put a
lot of hooks on a pole about three or four inches
apart. Then the pole is sunk to the bottom of
the river and the clams open their faces and
grab hold of the hooks and haven't the brains
to let go. It is not uncommon to see a fleet
of a dozen of these clam fishers on the river.
The meat of the clams is not edible and has to
be cleaned out before the shell is sold. Most of
the work in the button factories is done by girls.
They don't make the pearl vest buttons, I under-
stand, but simply the kind that is used on shirts
and underwear."

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

The summer meeting of the North Dakota
Retail Jewelers' Association will be held at
Devil's Lake, N. Dak., June 15th, t6th and 17th.
The officers are putting forth every effort to
make this meeting the most profitable the asso-
ciation has yet held. Speakers of prominence
in the trade have been secured for addresses and
subjects of importance to every member of the
trade will be brought up for discussion. These
features, combined with the fact that the city of
Devil's Lake, situated on the inland salt water
lake of the same name, is an ideal convention
city, should assure a large attendance.

A hall has been reserved for the use of
manufacturers and jobbers wishing to make dis-
plays, and those desiring space should com-
municate with the secretary at once, stating what
space they will require. There will be no charge
for space.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, May 13th, the following
members being present: President Sloan, Vice-
Presidents Wood and Champenois, Secretary
Noyes and Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden and
Brown. The following new members were ad-
mitted:

F. A. Bissinger, Wilmington, N. C.
R. G. Colvin Co., Everett. Wash.
S. K. Eaton, New Berne, N. C.
John Feinbloom, Seattle, Wash.
Nick Grad, Everett, Wash.
Hardy & Co., Seattle, Wash.
E. A. Langendorf & Co., Camden, N. J.
A. P. Miller, Everett, Wash.
T. F. O'Rourke, Charleston, S. C.
Otto Schanbacher Co., Newark, N. J.
H. M. Seaman Jewelry Co., Everett, Wash.
C. F. Winter, River Falls. \Vis.
C. P. Bechtel, Ft. Dodge, Ia.
Buechner Jewelry Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.
W. J. Burden, Wilson, N. C.
E. B. Churchwell, Wilson, N. C.
Furnald & Co., Carroll, Iowa.

Fred Gardner, Lincoln, Feb.
Garland-Fisher Co., Newark, N. J.
C. G. Grenzebach, Lincoln, Feb.
K. C. Koons, Beatrice, Neb.
M. F. Radebaugh, Beatrice, Feb.
M. Polsky, Lincoln, Neb.
Geo. W. Risier, Hopewell, N. J.
H. A. Dildine, Kearney, Neb.
H. G. Fisher, Freinont Ohio.
Jas. E. Green, York, Pa.
Flagerstrom & Chapman Co., Newark, N. J.
F. A. Hannis, York, Feb.
C. A. Hazlett, Kearney, Neb.
M. A. Keeport, Reading, Pa.
P. L. Lillie, Spring Valley, Wis.
Matz Brothers, Phila., Pa.
Gaston Moch, Montesano, Wash.
J. C. Myers, York, Neb.
R. D. Pettie, Renton, Wash.
A. Rose, Tacoma, Wash.
0. R. Stmenson, Olympia, Wash.
S. J. Stieglitz, Aberdeen, Wash.
C. M. Van Dyke Co., Tacoma, Wash.
C. J. Yardley, Greeley, Colo.
Abig & Warner, Newark, N. J.
Chas. II. Angell, Denver, Colo.
George Bell Co., Denver, Colo.
Samuel Bowley, Denver, Colo.
Crown Mfg. Co., Denver, Colo.
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.

DDenver Watch Case Co., enver, Colo.
J. I. Hansen, Denver, Colo.
A. F. Wehrle Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.
H. W. Wyman, Denver, Colo.
R. W. Conzet, Greenup. Ill.
L. E. Gardner, Longmont, Colo.
Gustav Stahl, New Rochelle, N. Y.
J. C. Riley, Marathon, Iowa.
C. W. Hoen, Clinton, Mo.
Carl Aderneuer, Seattle, Wash.
Dover & Pearl, Seattle, Wash.
C. E. Collins, Port Townsend, Wash.
Silas W. Eller, Zearing, Iowa.
W. C. Hall, Springfield. Ill.
J. W. Hamilton, Syracuse, N. Y.
Lewin Brothers, Buffalo, N. Y.
George Simon, Tacoma, Wash.
W. S. Williams, Ashland, Ill.
H. H. Garrison, Wilkesbarre, Pa,
Haakon Glasoe, Portland, Oregon. „
Goldstein Jewelry Co., Peoria, Ill.
John C. Grau, Pittsburg, Pa.
A. H. Higgins, Cass City. Mich.
Ben Salick Centralia, Wash.
Silverman bros., Portland, Oregon.
A. A. Woelfel, Centralia, Wash.
Arcularius & Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Fred G. Hayner, Colorado Springs, Colo.
H. E. Kapelke, Colorado Springs, Colo.
C. B. Lauterinan, Colorado Springs, Colo,
M. K. Myers, Colorado Springs, Colo.
T. M. Howells, Florence, Colo.
Tames A. McGee, Golden, Colo.
•Tohn Mertz, Chicago, Ill.
It. E. Reichem, Denver, Colo.
j. D. Russell, Canon City, Colo.
A. W. Snyder, Victor, Colo.
Chas. F. Ware, Brawley, Cal.
Zehner Jewelry Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Ben S. Backman, Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. Tillie Grossman, Portland. Oregon.
M. Jacobowsky, Portland, Colo.
M. W. Rubin, Portland, Ore.

PSellwood Jewelry Co., ortland, Oregon.
Duncan-Osterberg Co., Eau-Claire, Wis.
A. Judson & Co., Chicago,
Slade & Weadley, Chicago, Ill.
Theo. Waterbury Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Wheeler Mfg. Co., Newarlc, N. J.
Holland & Stein, New York City.
Charles Muth, Phila., Pa.
Geo. Kurz, Cleveland, Ohio.
Chas. I. Herron, Chicago, Ill.
Dayton-Boyson Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Sutton Jewelry Co., McCook, Feb.

The following rewards were ordered paid:

No. to.—To John Ernst, a private citizen,
and Officers John C. F. Culver and Henry G.
Brown for the arrest and conviction of Mary
Whalen, who broke into the store of John C.
Leppert, of Chicago, Ill., and attempted to steal
diamonds and jewelry out of the show window.

No. t.—To Officer Till Winkler for the
arrest and conviction of William Randall, who
broke into the store of M. T. Hazlett, Depue, Ill.,
on February Lith and stole miscellaneous
jewelry.

No. 112.—To Special Officer James W. Lau
for the arrest and conviction of Albert Baker and
William Matthews, alias William Robinson, who
broke into the store of Joseph Gumpert, of Phila-
delphia, Pa., on April Toth by smashing the show
window.

No. I3.—To Deputy Sheriff R. K. Dunham
and Joseph Lehner for the arrest and conviction
of Shaw Singleton, who broke into the store
of H. L. Dodge, Anacortes, Wash., on March
18th and stole miscellaneous jewelry.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.
Adv.
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Our New Tool an Material Catalogue
The best and most complete book
of the kind we have ever published

BENJ. ALLEN ei CO.
CHICAGO
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Room 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, May 28, 1910.

Evidences of a marked improvement in busi-
ness conditions in Chicago and the West were
apparent in all sections of the trade during the
last two weeks of May. The month opened with
very unseasonable weather which, naturally was
hostile to good trade conditions, but the middle of
the month brought an improvement in this regard
and while it was not ideal spring weather it
occasionally endeavored to resemble it. In Chicago
the retail trade has very little to complain of. The
large stores in the business center are having a
normal spring business and in many instances, a
substantial increase over last spring. In a
measure, the same is true of retailers in the
outlying sections of the city. The approach of
the commencement and wedding season left its
impression on the jobbing trade, and there has
been a healthy demand for those lines which are
best adapted for these occasions. Diamonds and
the better grades of jewelry and silverware seem
to be enjoying the most activity which may be
taken as a healthy indication. Taken all in all, the
jobbers are eminently satisfied with the results
of May business and the prospects for the future.
We have failed to find a jobber in Chicago and
the West, who has not the fullest confidence in
the remaining months of Iwo, nor have
we found any large jobber whose business thus
far in ioio, has not equalled that of the corres-
ponding months of 19o9 and in the majority of
cases it has exceeded it. Isolated cases have been
found, but only such as exist under even the
most promising conditions. Few failures have
been noted in Chicago or the West, none of more
than passing consideration. At the various State
conventions of jewelers' organizations there seems
to be a sentiment of satisfaction with trade con-
ditions—in fact, no untoward expressions on the
business outlook are to be heard. Having referred
to jewelers' conventions it won't be amiss to
mention the very hearty appreciation which these
organizations are expressing towards those manu-
facturers and jobbers who, by co-operation and a
careful survey of existing trade evils are
endeavoring to bring about improved conditions.
It augurs well for the entire trade for it bespeaks
better fellowship, closer business relations and a
stronger desire for co-operation. All of which
is a necessity for ideal conditions.

Eastern manufacturers' agents who have
covered this entire Western territory with their
new lines, bring back reassuring evidences. Job-
bers have bought in excess of last spring and the
manufacturer's agent who does not bring in such
a report is the exception. They all admit a
tendency on the part of the jobbers to hold down
their buying, but even in the face of this the
manufacturer fared far better this spring than
last. So far as future business is concerned
none is prophesying good business with more
assurance than the army of traveling salesmen
always in touch with this thriving Western
country. Taken all in all, even the most pessi-
mistic have no good reason to believe that the

jewelry business will not come into its own
during the remainder of this year.

The Illinois Manufacturers'
Theft Prevention Association, one of the largest
Bureau civic commercial organizations

in Illinois, is contemplating
starting a department to be known as the "Theft
Prevention Bureau." They state in their an-
nouncement regarding this department : "The
necessity of united action to minimize the evils
has been apparent for some time to the directors
and the creation of a bureau for the purpose of
carrying on the work and doing everything pos-
sible to protect the honest employee and to re-
move temptation from the weak and to prosecute
those who insist upon pursuing a dishonest course
has been given careful consideration. Probably
the most effective preventive that has been sug-
gested is the moral effect produced on dishonest
employees through the fact that prosecutions will
be conducted by some other agency than the em-
ployer and their acts given publicity. Many
people would not take a chance of committing a
theft if they knew there was no avenue of escape
open from punishment. When the avenue of
escape is absolutely closed, or nearly closed, as it
possibly can be, the temptation in a great many
instances is removed. It is not the purpose to
use the bureau to see how many prosecutions it
can conduct or how many can be effected
through it if members should see fit to use it
in that connection, but to use all the influence it
can to reduce wrongdoing."

The products of Chicago fac-
Chicago tories are to replace all other
Products to be lines of goods in the windows
Shown of the retail stores of the city

during one week in August, ac-
cording to the plans of the market co-operative
committee of the Chicago Association of Com-
merce. To call attention to the extent and variety
of the Chicago output a "Made-in-Chicago Week'
will be arranged by a large special committee
composed of representative men from all lines,
both merchants and manufacturers. The date of
the exhibit and other details will be decided at a
mass meeting of retailers which it is proposed
to hold soon. Already the State Street stores
have agreed to support the plan and the various
business associations in the north, south and west
of the city will lend their aid, it is expected.

News From the Trade

Frank Lewald, member of the firm of F.
Lewald & Co., wholesale jewelers at 187 Adams
Street, died May 3d in this city after a lingering
illness. He had been associated with the jewelry
interests of Chicago since 1882. Previous to this
time he was in the jewelry business in St. Louis.
He is survived by his widow and mother. Mr.
Lewald had been' a sufferer from diabetes for
the past ten years and just previous to his death
had engaged passage for an extended European
trip.

A. W. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., made
a trip through the firm's eastern territory and
also attended the convention of the Ohio Retail
jewelers, held at Columbus early in the month.

Carl J. Kruse, formerly in the Chicago of-
fice of the Bassett Jewelry Co., is now the west-
ern representative of the Charles E. Hancock
line.

J. W. Armbruster, of the Illinois Watch Co.,
enjoyed his annual vacation at French Lick, Ind.,
during the past month.

Sam Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., and
A. W. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., both of
Chicago, delivered addesses before the annual
convention of Illinois retail jewelers held at
Springfield late in the month. Mr. Swartchild
spoke on "Possibilities on Improving Repair De-
partment," and Mr. Sproehnle on "Retailing by
Wholesalers." These addresses will be found
elsewhere in this issue.

Walter Frazer Brown has severed his con-
nections with the Bannatyne Watch Co. and is
now on the Pacific Coast.

Joe DeMariano, a well-known diamond
broker of New York, was in Chicago several
days during the past month. He sailed late in the
month for European diamond markets.

Harry E. Farquharson has severed his con-
nection with the E. A. Potter Co. and will here-
after represent Leary & Penfold in addition to
E. D. Gilmore & Co. in Chicago and the West.

Will H. Beck, of Sioux City, Iowa, was a
welcome visiting buyer in the Chicago market
early in the month.

The police made a raid on the jewelry store
of I. Marks, 4718 State Street, early in the month
and it is reported that they found $3000 worth
of jewelry which is alleged to have been stolen.
His arrest followed.

M. J. Turawski & Co. have opened a new
jewelry store at 1625 West Forty-seventh Street.

Joseph Smaha, who has conducted a jewelry
store at 5I0 West Eighteenth Street for several
years, has moved to 725 Blue Island Avenue.

C. Bagley, a well-known jeweler of Duluth,
Minn., spent several days in Chicago during the
past month.

Otto Honecek, a jeweler at 1843 Blue Island
Avenue, sailed late in the month for an extended
European trip. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Honecek. They expect to be gone for several
months. Prior to their leaving Chicago they
were tendered a banquet by the members of the
United Chicago Bohemian Jewelers' Association
in one of the prominent restaurants on the West
Side.

W. G. Gardner, 3640 State Street, has en-
larged his store by removing a partition and he
has now twice the amount of floor space as
formerly.

Ignatz Brick, a jeweler at toxo Wellington
Avenue, died during the past month from cancer
of the stomach. Late in April he was picked
up unconscious near Blue Island Avenue and
Eighteenth Street and removed to a hospital,
where it was discovered he was suffering with a
cancer. The public administrator has taken
charge of his affairs.

Jacob Lund has moved from 3820 State
Street to 727 West Sixty-third Street. Charles
A. Anderson, who was employed by him, has
purchased the fixtures at the State Street loca-
tion and put in a new stock of goods.

Frank Lucansky has opened a jewelry store
at 3752 West Twenty-sixth Street. He was for-
merly employed by A. Klier.

E. R. Tyler, the well-known auctioneer, is
in charge of the sale of the J. C. Pierik stock at
Springfield, Ill.

Miss Jennie Johnson, for many years in the
office of Adolph Schwab, will be married early
this month to A. T. Carlson, a real estate dealer
of Evanston, Ill. They will take a honeymoon
trip to Sweden.

J. A. Reuter has accepted a position with
F. W. H. Schmidt as Iowa traveler.

A baby girl has been added to the family of
Al Happel, of F. C. Happel & Co.

Harry H. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., and
president of the Chicago Jewelers' Association,
returned the past month from an extended
European trip. His family accompanied him.

R. Silberberg and W. H. Downs, of Silber-
berg Bros., El Paso, Texas, spent several days
on the Chicago market while on their way to
eastern factories.

(Continued on page 889)
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CONSIDER THIS
You do not need a line of

goods nearly as much as you need

a "line of sales." When you

buy just "goods" you invariably

kill the dollars you paid for them

and convert your show cases into

mercantile morgues crowded

full of dead dollars.

Sales keep your dollars alive

and working. Your whole suc-

cess lies in the lone dollar. It

matters not whether its number

is one or one million, if it isn't

working and earning something

for you, it's useless.

This is the analysis every

article in our salesrooms must

pass befiwe we ask you to buy it.

We of-kr only the goods that

have the maximum earning

power not only some, but all.

It's the basic principle of our

business.

During June and July you

need a good "line • of sales." In

no other way can you get all the

possibilities out of the wedding

and graduation season. It's

dollars in your pocket to know

what we mean when we say we

have a "line of sales" for gradu-

ations and commencements.

Why spend your time drop-

ping empty buckets in empty

wells? Let us know what your

wants are. No matter whether

it's watches or jewelry for com-

mencements  diamonds fir en-

gagements  cut glass for wed-

dings, or clocks for June

we have them all in

Every one is a "sale."

I) rides,

stock.

Your

dollars attain their highest earn-

ing power when you buy- them.

Norris, Alister & Co.
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

June, 1910
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(Continued from page 887)

Alfred K. Potter, of the E. A. Potter Co.,
Providence, R. I., called on the trade in Chicago
and the West during the past month.

Ernest M. Lunt, Chicago manager of the
Towle Manufacturing Co., returned from an ex-
tended Pacific Coast trip. During his absence
J. H. Hardy, of the home office of the company,
was in charge of the local office.

L. M. Nystrom has accepted a pusition with
the American Silver Co. He was formerly with
the R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Co.

The local jobbing trade has been appraised
of the sale of the Cyrus Jarret stock at Luding-
ton, Mich., to Ambrose E. Knight, of Cleve-
land, Ohio.

It has been reported in the local jobbing
circles that R. B. Newton, for the past fifteen
years with E. P. Sundberg & Co., Fargo, N. Dak.,
has secured an interest in the M. A. Hagen store
in that town and that the new firm would be
incorporated as the M. A. Hagen-Newton Co.
Both concerns are well known to Chicago jobbers.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., visited
the firm's New York office early the past month.

The Chicago trade was very much grieved to
learn of the death of Jacob Dorst, of Cincinnati.
Mr. Dorst had many friends here who greatly
admired and esteemed him.

George S. Weiss, son of Frederick Weiss, a
well-known jeweler of this city, died very sud-
denly at Newark, N. J., early the past month.
Mr. Weiss was well known in Chicago and his
death is greatly regretted by his many friends
here.

At a recent election held in La Grange, Ill.,
Ben Schuette, a wholesale jeweler in the Hey-
worth Building, was elected justice of the peace.

The Chicago Housewrecking Company has
added a watch and jewelry department to its
regular business and will issue a catalogue.

W. F. McLain, formerly jewelry buyer for
Marshall Field & Company, and now with
Gimbel Bros., of New York, sailed May loth on
a European buying trip.

Karl C. Koons, of Beatrice, Nebr., was a
visiting buyer on the local market early in the
month.

H. D. Siebel, of Saginaw, Mich., was in Chi-
cago the past month in the interests of a new
store he will open in his city next fall.

J. B. Warren, sales agent for the Elgin
National Watch Co., spent several days in Den-
ver looking after the interests of the company
there and superintending the removal of a arge
electrical fountain sign from Denver to Omaha.
The sign is the one used at the Seattle Exposition.

The P. H. Bayson Jewelry Co., of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, has purchased the fixtures and
manufacturing equipment of the H. D. Cone
Co. and will operate the plant in connection with
its retail store.

Benjamin Allen & Co. have just issued a new
edition of their material catalogue. It far sur-
passes any of its predecessors and is without
doubt one of the best books of its kind ever
published. It is complete in every detail, pro-
fusely illustrated and printed on extra fine paper.
It contains everything in the material line that
may be needed by the watchmaker, jeweler and
optician. A copy will be mailed free to those
in the trade who have as yet not been supplied.

In the suit filed several months ago by the
Rockford Watch Co. against the Lincoln Watch
and Jewelry Co., of this city, the defendant com-
pany filed a demurrer alleging that a court of
equity had no authority to intervene. The argu-
ments on the demurrer were heard May loth.
Attorney A. Mayer, of the law firm of Mayer,
Meyer, Austrian & Platte, appeared for the Lin-
coln Watch and Jewelry Co. and argued that the
suit should have been brought in a court of law
instead of in equity. Attorney Ettelson, of
Schryler, Jameson & Ettelson, appeared for the
Rockford Watch Company. Judge Walker, of
the Superior Court, overruled the demurrer and
gave the defendant fifteen days to file their an-
swer. The Lincoln Watch and Jewelry Co. is a
catalogue and mail-order house selling watches.

The Rockford Watch Co. brought the suit to
restrain the Lincoln Watch and Jewelry Co. from
illustrating and offering for sale Rockford
watches. The Rockford Watch Co. does not sell
its product to mail-order concerns but sells direct
to the retailer only. In its original complaint the
Rockford Watch Co. alleges that the defendant
advertised Rockford watches willfully and wrong-
fully for the purpose of inducing the complain-
ant's customers to cancel their contracts and with-
draw their orders. It is further alleged that the
defendant never at any time had a supply of
Rockford watches and that they fraudently rep-
resented their source of supply, a reference being
made in the catalogue that they purchased all the
watches direct from the manufacturer.

The Stein & Ellbogen Co. are making exten-
sive improvements in their headquarters on the
fourth floor of the Columbus Memorial Building.
They have leased the adjoining room formerly
occupied by a number of manufacturers' agents.
The intervening partition has been torn down
and additional fixtures installed.

Fred G. Thearle, vice-president of C. H.
Knights-Thearle Company, returned late in the
month from an extended European trip, during
which he visited the diamond markets.

W. K. Sandberg & Co., retail jewelers in the
new University Building, 133 Michigan Avenue,
were forced into bankruptcy during the past
month. Mr. Sandberg is very well known to the
trade in Chicago and favorably regarded. He
has been connected with the trade here for
twelve or fifteen years and up until a year ago
conducted a general watch repair business to the
trade in the Columbus Memorial Building. About
a year ago he opened a retail establishment in
the University Building, installing very handsome
fixtures and about $14,000 worth of stock. His
forced assignment came after a hard struggle to
make both ends meet. Poor business and the fact
that his location was not suitable for the jewelry
business are held accountable for his failure.

The Rockford Silver Plate Co., of Rockford,
Ill., has just issued a handsome booklet showing
a number of advertisements suitable for retail
jewelers advertising in newspapers, electrotypes
of which will be sent any dealer upon request.

Keith & McChesney, well-known retailers at
Iowa City, Iowa, will move into a new location
during the coming month.

William Chambers, for several years in busi-
ness at Medora, Ill., has sold out and moved to
Vinita, Okla.

Wm. Fay, Chicago and western representative
of the Potter-Buffington Co., made a trip over
his entire territory during the past month and
reports business good, with excellent prospects for
fall trade.

Early in the month burglars threw a brick
through the plate glass front of the Frank Cur-
tiss Co., jewelers, at Decatur, Ill., and got away
with over $300 worth of diamonds.

W. C. Hall, a well-known retail jeweler at
Springfield, Ill., has been appointed watch in-
spector for the Illinois Central and the B. & 0.
roal roads.

Henri Didesheim has given up the manage-
ment of the Chicago office of Hipp, IDidesheim
& Co. and returned to New York. John LeFruit
is now in charge of the local office.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been apprised
of the organization of a new wholesale jewelry
firm at Madison, Wis., under the firm name of
F. A. Averbeck & Co. F. A. Averbeck and H.
H. Radcliff, both of Madison, are the members
of the firm.

L. Kahn, formerly with A. Hirsch & Co.,
of this city, is now representing H. Lederer &
Bro., of Providence, in Chicago.

The Chicago Auto Clock Co. has been in-
corporated in Illinois with a capital of $5o,000.
The incorporators are Adolph L. Brenner, Wm.
M. Lawton and Otto S. Knecht. The head-
quarters are to be in Chicago.

P. R. Hadley, formerly of Marshfield, Oregon,
was in Chicago early in the month purchasing
stock and fixtures for a new store he intends open-
ing in Clinton, Ind.

G. S. Titus is now representing A. Bushee
& Co., of Attleboro, in Chicago and the West, in
addition to his other lines.

R. F. Procknow and Carl T. Weilbezahn, of

the Ft. Dearborn Watch & Clock Co., enjoyed
a fishing trip to northern Minnesota the past
month.

Wm. M. Alister, of Norris, Alister & Co.,
enjoyed a two weeks' vacation at his summer home
at Oconomowoc, Wis.

M. Springer, a retailer at Imo S. Ashland
Avenue, has moved to larger and more convenient
quarters at 1546 West Twelth St. He has in-
stalled additional fixtures and fitted up very con-
venient optical parlors. His new quarters are
nearly twice as large as his former ones and
afford him much better facilities for displaying
his stocks.

Ira S. Wolff has resigned his position with
Despres, Bridges & Noel, and is now with S.
Slickauf & Co.

John S. Townsend, a well-known Wabash
Avenue retailer, presided at a banquet given
recently in this city by the Sons of St. George, of
which organization he is the president. Mr.
Townsend was on the programme of the Illinois
Retail Jewelers convention, to respond to the
address of welcome by Mayor John S. Schneph
of Springfield, but was prevented from attending
the convention by reason of a State meeting of
the Sons of St. George having been held at Joliet
on the opening day of the convention.

T. H. Dodd & Co., jewelry auctioneers, con-
ducted a sale for I. Kronberg at Little Rock,
Ark., during the past month.

Among Chicago jewelry buyers who visited
eastern factories during the past month were: J.
C. McMurphy and E. Walters, of Marshall Field
& Co.; Max Stone, of Stone & Co.; A. L. Stone
and R. Kahn, of Stone Bros.; Rudolph Eiseman,
of M. A. Eiseman & Bro.; Felix Sattler and J.
Graff, of Sattler, Richter & Co.; A Kunstader, of
Kunstader Bros., and A. T. Evans, of Butler Bros.

Carl Jackson has resumed his old position as
office manager for the M. S. Fleishman & Co.

Geo. Kendrick, a well-known retail jeweler
of Louisville, Ky., was in Chicago during the past
month, attending the annual laymen's missionary
convention.

The Chicago Art Metal Works, 67 Lake St.,
has just issued a handsome new catalogue of their
full line of leather purses, toilet sets, card cases
and belts. This catalogue is somewhat of an
innovation from the regular run of leather goods,
catalogues and will be found of much value and
interest to the jeweler. Every article is fully
illustrated and described. The line is manu-
factured with special regard for the retail jewelry
trade. Among the new things shown in this
book is a line of monogram belts for men and
women. The idea is novel and will no doubt
become very popular. A copy of the catalogue
will be mailed free upon request.

Thomas Weld, a Minneapolis retailer, was in
Chicago the middle of the month replenishing his

stockliobert Wilson, formerly Chicago and west-
ern representative of the Chas. E. Hancock Co.,
has resigned his position and has accepted a
similar one with the Homan Manufacturing Co.

Henry G. Pfardresher, Chicago and western
representative of the Eastern Jewelry Co., covered
his entire territory during the past month and
reports a marked improvement in business.

The L. E. Wahrman Co. has opened a new
western selling office at 189 South Clark Street,
in the Rector Building.

John C. Pierik, the Springfield jeweler who
recently retired from the jewelry business, was
in Chicago several ctays late in the month. He
was accompanied by E. R. Tyler, the auctioneer
who is now disposing of the stock.

Spaulding & Co., for many years at the
southeast corner of State Street and Jackson
Boulevard, have moved into their new quarters
in the McCormick Building, Michigan Avenue
and Van Buren Street. They have now the
largest and roomiest jewelry establishment in
the country and the most richly appointed west
of New York. There are two large salesrooms,
one on the first floor and one in the basement,
and a fully equipped manufacturing plant on the
twentieth floor. The lighting system is ideal.
The fixtures are of finest mahogany and marble.
The floors behind the counters are of cork, for
the comfort of the salesmen. The floor plan is
faultless.
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C. A. Marsh & Co.
MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE GOLD-FILLED JEWELRY

THE LINE THAT RESISTS WEAR
1=11w

Qualities There are two kinds of qualities:
the common, ordinary kind of
quality, which has no special

standard, and the C. A. M. , Co. quality, which has become
a recognized standard, maintained through years of consist-
ent endeavor.
With us the maintenance of this standard has been the first consideration—the
cost the secondary. The selling price is low, the quality being considered.
There may be other gold-filled lines a trifle lower in price, but none as low as the
C. A. M. M., Co. line, when the vital point—QUALITY-4s considered.
Wear-resistance is what must be considered in the purchase of gold-filled
The C. A. M. a Co. line con-
tinues to maintain its finish
long after other filled lines
have been discarded.
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(
Bracelets
A LINE THAT'S A LEADER

The designs this year are out
of the ordinary, and contain
all the elements that go to
make up the best there is in
the C. A. M. & Co. line.
We have a reputation to
maintain that is backed by the
Highest Quality that can be
put into a gold-filled line.
Drop us a line. Our salesmen
are at your bidding.

OFFICE AND

J Attleboro
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goods.

That is the point to con-
sider, Mr. Jobber and
Mr. Retailer.
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French Neck
Chains

We illustrate one here that
is a new departure for us.
Reaches from the neck to
waist line, beautifully stud-
ded with stones and has a
striking Pendant attached
at lower end.

Also VESTS, DICKENS,
PONIES, LORGNETTES,

NECKS, FOBS

FACTORY

Massachusetts
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Annual Meeting Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association

The Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association
has been very aptly termed the "live wire" of the
State organizations. Although it is still young it
has blazed a trail of trade reform that has at-
tracted the admiration of the entire trade of the
country. It is needless to add, therefore, that
the annual meeting, held last month, in Okla-
homa City, was an important trade event and
one of the most successful gatherings of jewelers
ever held.

The meeting, which was held in connection
with the optical convention, as reported in The
Keystone Magazine of Optometry, was called to
order on the morning of May 12th. The visit-
ing jewelers were formally welcomed by a rep-
resentative of the Chamber of Commerce, whose
address was a glowing tribute to Oklahoma, its
progressive cities and people. An appropriate
response was made by Secretary Holt, of Still-
water.

Routine business was then taken up and the
reports of the officers presented. These showed
the organization to be growing in strength and
were applauded by the members. President
Mazer then annointed the following committees:
Resolutions—W. C. Pfaeifie, Enid; J. W. Wink-
ler, Holdenville ; F. H. Robertson, Blackwell, and
A. P. Owens, Tulsa. Auditing—A. Y. Boswell,
Tulsa; J. B. Sheets, Blackwell, and F. W.
Holmes, Enid.

Several subjects of practical interest to the
trade were then discussed. One of these was
"How to Dispose of Old Stock." There was
much difference of opinion in regard to the
proper methods to accomplish this and it was
suggestive of the flourishing trade conditions in
Oklahoma that some of the members regarded
the matter as of little significance, claiming that
there was very little reason for the accumulation
of old stocic.

"How Shall We Obtain Uniform Repair
Prices?" was another of the subjects discussed,
and in the discussion too little attention seemed
to have been given to the matter of local as-
sociations, the one available instrument in bring-
ing about this reform. Some seemed to think
that the repair department could never be made
any other than a convenience and a means of
fostering the selling end of the business, while
others maintained that the department should and
could, if properly conducted, be made a profitable
branch of the business.

The members were entertained during the
morning session with a characteristic oration by
Col. John L. Shepherd, of The Keystone Watch
Case Co., the ambiguous title of which was
"Rainbows." The matter of the oration was suf-
ficiently variegated to justify its title, and at its
conclusion the eloquent Colonel was loudly ap-
plauded.

During the afternoon session the discussion
of various trade topics was continued and was
followed by an address by Fred Sands, of Kansas
City, who argued strongly in favor of universal
trade organization. The discussion on the mail-
order evil revealed a great change in trade sen-
timent, as this form of competition was re-
garded lightly by the members, who seemed to
consider it rather a local than a State matter.
President Mazer expressed the general opinion
that the best way to fight this evil was by keep-
ing a good stock, treating customers properly and
securing the confidence of the local public. The
important addresses of this session were those
by H. C. Carpenter, sales manager of the South
Bend Watch Co., and A. L. Sackett, advertising
and sales manager of the Rockford Watch Co.,
of Rockford, Ill. The former took as his sub-
ject, "Are You a To-morrow Man?," and the
latter "Retail Jewelers as Ship Builders." Mr.
Sackett said in part:

"I have for my subject this afternoon, "Re-
tail Jewelers as Ship Builders." I dare say that
you jewelers have been called almost everything
in your lives from blacksmiths, when you did
not repair a man's watch as he thought you
ought to do, to thieves, when someone returned
you a 20-year guaranteed case which only lasted
nine months ; but I am quite sure that never yet
have you been called ship builders. However,
I believe that you will agree with me when I am
through that you must, as jewelers, be ship

builders of the character I shall define if you
would succeed in life.

"I conceive that every man who desires to
sail life's sea safely and successfully must build
for himself a fleet in which to make this great
voyage, and for the purpose of bringing before
you the same thoughts which have been so force-
fully presented to you by other speakers, I have

cloaked mine for
this afternoon in
something of a
quaint subject, but
yet I believe one
with the most
practical applica-
tion. I take it
then, that the first
ship you must
build in getting
ready this fleet of
yours for life's
voyage, is Citizen-
ship. I mean by
this the building
of that better and
grander and nobler
citizenship which
makes you the
right kind of a
leader, which robs

you of selfishness and which makes you thought-
ful for the greatest good to the greatest number
in the community of which you are a part. A
citizenship which makes you loyal to your
country, loyal to your State, loyal to your city,
loyal to the street you live upon, and loyal to
the side of the street upon which you live. A
citizenship which makes you constantly consider,
not alone what you can make for yourself, but
how it is to be made, in your relation to your
fellowmen.

"It is unnecessary for me to say that after
you have built a citizenship such as that which
I have described, the next ship in the fleet that
it is necessary for you to have before you can
successfully make the voyage of life will not be
hard for you to build. Your citizenship, if of
the proper character, will make the building of
that grand ship of Friendship easy. Friendship,
that craft whose every motive power is a heart
throb, and whose every line has in it strength
and beauty, will be easily added to your fleet if
you have builded your flagship of citizenship as
you should have done."

The speaker then took up and discussed that
powerful ship of Goodfellowship, making a
strong application of this thought and showing
how this particular craft is built into and for
the business circles of our country by just such
effort as this association movement, which is now
being pushed by the jewelers of the country.

After treating the subject under its various
heads, as above indicated, the speaker closed with
Salesmanship, the most practical of all the
crafts which it was necessary to build, but yet
the one that would almost construct itself when
the others had preceded it.

The great speech of the convention was the
annual address of President Mazer, which closed
the afternoon session. The subject selected was
"Oklahoma, The Pacemaker," on which Mr.
Mazer spoke, as follows:

President Mazer's Address

"Just three years a go a handful of us were
gathered together discussing the advisability of
organizing a retail jewelers' association. And
as I look about me and see a few of those old,
familiar faces—faces which have grown dear to
me because of the fond recollections they bring
to my mind, I wonder how many of you, at that
time, imagined that to-day you could proudly
boast of the fact that you were a charter member
in the largest jewelers' association in the country
to-day?

"There were but fourteen or
Unpretentious fifteen of us present at that
Beginning time, but what we lacked in

numbers we made up in en-
thusiasm. Representative of the men who made
this great West ; representative of that indomit-
able spirit which enable you, as pioneers, to
blazon out a path for civilization and progress
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Joseph Mazer

to follow; you started in your new venture with
a determination to excel as noble as that which
ever heaved upward the bosom of man. With
you there was no yesterday ; it was all to-morrow.
The lower rungs of the ladder of success you
utilized but as a means of advancement to
greater things. You scorned the easy and beaten
paths. You had your own destiny to achieve,
and prompted by that splendid thought you com-
menced your ascent toward the sublime heights
where Victory sits enthroned. Higher and higher
you have climbed, and though you have passed
them all in the race for the top, still is your
eye cast ever upward, longing for that perfection
for which humanity should ever strive, even
though it never be attained, and as those below
glance upward they behold, in the dim distance,
Oklahoma—Oklahoma, the pacemaker. Okla-
homa who all are trying to catch.

"Let us figure what we did the
First Year's first year of our existence.
Work For a time, so far as outsiders

were concerned, we lay dor-
mant. Not a breath of life did we seem to
draw. Six weeks before the time set for our
next convention I received a letter from one of
the national officers offering to assist in putting
new life into the association. At the same
time I received a letter from our own secretary,
asking if I did not think that it would be a
good idea to try a little advertising to raise a
crowd. I replied by asking him to see that
every man in his own town became a member
and leave the rest to me. Other jewelers through-
out the State received similar letters and when
I did not hear from them I wrote again. When
at last one of them replied telling me of his suc-
cess I instructed him to go after jewelers in
other towns. And when meeting day rolled
around fully sixty of them attended.

"The jewelers who attended that meeting
learned that we had not been sleeping. They
heard me read letters from every manufacturer
of prominence in this country promising us sup-
port and co-operation. They learned for the
first time that the manufacturer, jobber and re-
tailer stood on common ground. They began
to realize that instead of having been asleep
we had been setting the pace. Instead of writing
roasting letters to manufacturers and jobbers we
were sending them appeals filled with the mes-
sages of good fellowship we wished to share
with them, and they reciprocated our proffers of
friendship and extended to us the fraternal hand.
We had set the pace and established a new
method for s'ecuring recognition, and the track
we left behind us made a path by which all
others have since marked their course.

"From that meeting also re-

The Fixed sulted the fixed selling price
Selling Price resolution; the first ever

passed by a State association.
We took it with us to Cincinnati and introduced
it before the national body. Did they accept it?
No! It was a new
deal to the dele-
gates present. They
could not follow
that kind of pace.
They had never
before met with
speed quite so diffi-
cultto follow. They
denounced the reso-
lution as imprac-
tical, and a good
friend of mine,
from one of the
northern States,
laughed with glee
when he saw the
Oklahoma boys
helpless in appar-
ent defeat. But
the seed we had
sown was begin-
ning to sprout.
Iowa adopted it ; other States adopted it ; manu-
facturers who formerly ridiculed the idea adopted
it, and to-day there is not a prominent watch
manufacturer in the entire country, with two
exceptions, who does not abide by the Oklahoma

(Continued on page 893 )

Secretary M. W. J. Holt
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VICTORY ALARM

IT

CALLS YOU
EVERY

MORNING

ALL
YOU DO IS
TO WIND IT
ONCE A WEEK

HEIGHT, 54 INCHES

WIDTH, 4% INCHES

DIAL, INCHES

CASE, 44 INCHES

SEAMLESS BRASS KNURLED

FRONT, WITH 4= INCH BELL

METAL GONG ON BACK

FINISH, NICKEL PLATED

When you arise you stop the alarm ringing by pushing in on button, marked " Stop Alarm." With
.the ordinary Alarm clock you stop the alarm from ringing by moving the switch to " Silent," but, if
on retiring, you neglect to push switch back to "Alarm," the clock will not alarm the next morning.

The Victory Alarm automatically operates the push button switch so that you do not need to
touch your clock but once a week to wind the time and alarm springs. This clock is also fitted
with an "Alarm" and "Silent" switch for use when time only is wanted.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS
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Annual Meeting Oklahoma Retail
Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 891 )

fixed selling price resolution in its entirety. Oh
how glorious it is to know that you are a pace-
maker instead of a follower.

"Let us jump another year to our con-
vention at McAlester. More displays than at
the national convention at Cincinnati. The great-
est attendance of any State convention during the
year. It was Oklahoma, the pacemaker, that
turned out that two-hundred crowd. It was
Oklahoma, the pacemaker, that secured those
wonderful displays. But it was the work we did
at that convention which I wish to dwell upon.

The Complete 
"You probably remember that
a resolution was introduced,

Watch Idea advocating the complete watch
in all grades in preference to

having the movements separate and cases
separate, which, after some debate, was finally
passed by this association. The president of the
national association heard about it and took
occasion to condemn the resolution before one
of the eastern State associations as being abso-
lutely impractical. Other States took the cue
and passed resolutions condemning the propo-
sition to put out a complete watch. But for all
of that the delegates from Oklahoma put it
before the leaders at Omaha, who first laughed
at the idea and afterward sympathized with us
when they saw we were in earnest.

"They told us that to adopt our scheme
would mean that each jeweler would be corn-
pelled to keep at least one movement of each
kind manufactured, and if each of these move-
ments were placed in a gold filled case it would
mean an investment of $13,000. Such an invest-
ment would, of course, be impossible for the
little fellow. In their enthusiasm at what ap-
peared to them as being so ridiculous, they lost
sight of the fact that if a dealer did not have
in stock one movement of each kind manufac-
tured when he bought his movements and cases
separate that there was no good reason why he
should have in stock one of each kind made
just because, under the new order of things, he
would buy his case and movement together. They
also failed to take into consideration the fact
that the average jeweler carries more cases than
he does movements and that his investment,
therefore, would actually be less. Furthermore,
looking at it from its worst conceivable stand-
point and presuming that the average stock con-
sists of fifty movements, it would have to be
admitted that such a stock would contain no
less than forty cases, and that the extra invest-
ment, if any, would be the difference between
the cost of forty cases and fifty cases, and not
the $13,000 they fondly deluded themselves into
believing.

"The whole trouble lay in the fact that Okla-
homa was setting too hot a pace. Oklahoma was
taking a stand never thought possible by the
others. They could not follow that kind of
reasoning. Certainly they were doing their best
to follow, but they couldn't stand the pace, and
when we eventually drew away from them, in
spite of their honest efforts to the contrary, they
decided that it was not reason which animated
the men propelling the quintet in front of them
and licthey refused longer to pursue.

"But what has time done to
Policy 
Vindicated 

vindicate our policy? Since
Oklahoma passed that resolu-
tion the South Bend people

have put out a complete watch. The Rockford
people have put out a complete watch. The
Elgin people have put out a complete watch.
The Waltham people have put out a complete
watch. The Hamilton people have put out a
complete watch, and all of them are continu-
ously adding to their product along that line.
Oh ! how glorious it is to know that you have
been a pacemaker instead of a follower.

"We have now reached the present conven-
tion and it remains for us to decide whether we
shall again adjourn as pacemakers or as fol-
lowers. To make my meaning clear I will tell
you the character of the resolution I would like
to see passed by Oklahoma. As all of you are
aware, there are many grades of filled cases on
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the market to-day. And whether they are good
or bad does not in any way seem to bother some
manufacturers, for they have no hesitancy in
guaranteeing them to last anywhere from twenty
to thirty-five years, whichever stamp is handiest
at the time the employee does the stamping.

"When you buy an automo-
Unreasonable bile do you receive a guar-
Guarantees antee that it will last you a

definite time, regardless of the
number of miles you run it? When you buy a
pair of shoes do you have them guaranteed for a
definite period, regardless of the number of steps
you take in them? When you buy a tailor-made
suit of clothes do you receive a guarantee that
it will last you so many weeks or months, re-
gardless of the character of the use you give it?
I think I am safe in saying that not an article
of merchandise in the entire category of things
useful to man as adornment or necessary to
science and commerce as invention or machinery
that has a definite statement of time attached,
regardless of the character of use which it may
receive, as has the watch case.

"If you sell your filled case to a plasterer
whose pockets are filled with grinding particles;
if you sell it to a college professor who is the
very personification of cleanliness, or sell it to
a grocery clerk, who is possibly a happy medium,
except for the extra bumps he gives it, the
length of life attached to that case is the same.
Ladies and gentlemen of the Oklahoma Retail
Jewelers' Association, I think the time has now
arrived when we must again show to the world
that Oklahoma is the pacemaker. The time has
arrived when we must, as jewelers, assume that
same position in the mercantile world to which
our superior training entitles us, but which our
own lack of initiative has so far prevented us
from obtaining. Let us rather tell the man that
the filled case we are selling him has a definite
thickness of gold in each of the lids and that
that thickness, if used with judgment, should
last him so many years. But also, let us tell
him that if he places that case against a grind-
stone that it will not last him more than so
many minutes. Let us explain to the shoeman
that in that manner does he sell us our shoes.
To the clothing man let us say that in the same
manner and under the same guarantee does he
sell us our clothes. The hardware man so sells
us and guarantees the edges of his planes or the
teeth of his saws. The automobile man, if he
guarantees anything at all, so guarantees his
tires, and thus could I continue indefinitely.

"Let us tell the man who
Stamp Thick- wishes to buy the filled watch
nese of Gold that we have several grades

of filled cases, not dependent
upon the luck which the fellow in the factory
had in reaching for the proper stamp, but en-
tirely upon the thickness of the gold on those
lids. Imagine, if you can, ladies and gentlemen,
how much of the business which now goes to the
mail-order houses, because they stamp poor five-
year cases twenty years, would then come to
your store. You would not have to handle the
cheapest filled case you could find, whose maker
was most careless with his stamps; you would
then buy the best, knowing that no irresponsible
firm could sell a cheaper case under the same
description. It would bring back the era of the
old Boss and Fahy case, the oldest of which have
more gold on them now, in spite of their thirty
or more years of wear than you can find on their
new product of to-day.

"I want to see a resolution passed condemn-
ing the practice of putting a stamp bearing a
limit of time within the case, and let that reso-
lution appeal to the national body and all the
case makers, to do what they can to have a law
passed, similar to the stamping law, which will
make it a crime to stamp anything but the
thickness of the gold in the lids. Pass that reso-
lution and give the other States a chance to
become accustomed to the pace, and when our
object is finally attained you will sell better cases
to your own customers, good cases to people
who were formerly mail-order customers, and a
whole lot of solid gold cases to those whom
jewelers have heretofore led to believe that filled
cases were better than gold ones, when every
jeweler who ever told that tale to a customer
knew it was not true.

"But enough of that for the present. The
subject will come up for consideration at a
later time, on which occasion I will gladly an-
swer any question which might be propounded
concerning it.

"Another subject which de-
Association serves your earnest considera-
Trade-Mark tion is the association trade-

mark. I would tell you more
about it now, but as the originator of the system
is here to speak for himself I will say nothing
beyond reminding you that within your own
hands lies the power to make your business what
you will.

"I have often been asked what I do when a
customer comes into my place and asks for
some well-known brand of goods whose makers
are not in sympathy with the association. I
have been asked to say whether I tell the cus-
tomer that I have something just as good or
whether I tell the customer that I have some-
thing better. For your information I wish to
state that I do neither. And at this point let
me digress for a moment. It is not what you
tell your customer, but how well you yourself
believe what you tell that counts. If you are
honest in what you say ; if you believe earnestly
that the goods you sell are as good or better
than any you can find elsewhere and can
honestly tell that to your customer, not because
you believe that honesty is the best policy, but
because you know honesty is not a policy and
never was, but an absolute necessity, then do I
defy anyone to tell me that there is anything I
cannot sell with such a thought and such knowl-
edge behind me. Honesty is not desirable be-
cause it is policy. Such a thought I consider de-
grading to man's better nature. I consider hon-
esty as being desirable because it is .a. principle.
For policies may come and policies may go;
policies may change, but principles go on forever.

'Now to return to the answer
Points on Selling I give customers asking for

brands of merchandise which
I do not carry. I do not say : 'I have something
just as good,' nor do I say, 'I have something
better.' I do say, however, and do so in the
nicest way I know how, 'Certainly not.' Im-
mediately I leave the customer under the im-
pression that I do not want to carry the goods
he asks for and it puts him on the defensive in-
stead of myself. He almost always then says,
'Why, isn't John Doe's brand of silverware
good?' To which I almost invariably reply,
'Well, I wouldn't say that it isn't all right, but
the proposition is this, I couldn't afford to carry
John Doe's silverware as long as I can procure
Bill Brown's. You see, after all, in case it
doesn't wear you don't intend to return it to
John Doe, but to me; therefore, if you hold me
responsible for its wearing qualities you must
permit me to have something to say about what
I shall sell.' But when I tell that to my cus-
tomer I believe it myself. I tell it in a way to
make the customer believe it, and with that corn-
bination I am safe to say that I lose as few
silverware sales as any man in this room, and
there isn't a dollar's worth of the so-called well-
known brands in my house.

"The gratitude you should show those manu-
facturers who have stood by you cannot be
overestimated. Some of them have made great
sacrifices to stand with the jeweler in his fight
for right and we should show our appreciation
in the only practical manner possible—by giving
them our support.

"And now, my friends, 1 wish
Relation to to touch upon your relation-
Each Other ship with each other. If you

have a competitor don't believe
everything your customers say about him. It is
not always true when you are told that your
business associate sells a certain watch for five
dollars which he had previously agreed to sell
for no less than six. Very often it is but a
scheme of the buyer to induce you to come down
ill your price ; and when the scheme fails, you
get to sell the watch just the same. And even
if it be true, it would be far better to speak to
him about it. There is no man so utterly de-
praved but what will feel ashamed of infuse] f
when his attention is called to the fact that he has
not lived up to his contract. But when you do call

(Continued on page 895 )
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Specializing by Jewelers

Address by S. LANDSTROM, before Oregon Retail Jewelers'
Association

The subject of specializing is one to which
I have given some thought. I have advocated the
system at the meetings of the business men's
league in my town, believing firmly that if the
merchants would handle more exclusive lines
they could all do more business on less capital.

Lebanon is a town that is typical of the
towns which most of you come from as far as
population and conditions of business are con-
cerned. I feel sure the large part of the mem-
bership of the association are in the towns and
not in the cities. I also believe that we are the
chief beneficiaries in the association. We must
say we have been rewarded with better condi-
tions in business, better pay for work done and
so on, but more than that, we have been rewarded
with something worth more than these, and that
is the fellowship and friendship formed in meet-
ing this way.

Business is more than piracy; it is, or should
be co-operation, and we will do well to not only
co-operate with our fellow jewelers, but with the
other merchants of our towns. This is the way
a town could do more business without increas-
ing the stock of merchandise.

Suppose you were a jeweler in Smithsville,
a town of two thousand people and you had
about $4000 invested in the business, but you had
this sum divided between several side lines so
there would only be a thousand-dollar stock of
goods which were strictly a jeweler's line, and
all the other merchants had branched out the
same way. This is not an unusual condition in
a town this size, as you often see a jeweler who
has such side lines as phonographs, sewing ma-
chines, millinery and stationery, and the druggist
selling jewelry and any line which the jeweler
is supposed to have.

When the merchants cut into each others'
lines this way they certainly cannot give the cus-
tomer the best service and prices possible. As
they cannot be specialists in all the lines they
cannot buy in large enough quantities of each
line to give the lowest price and they will not be
in harmony with each other. One merchant
hesitates to send a customer to another store in
the same town for anything he does not have,
as he may fear losing the customer when the
other man sells goods in the same line as he does.

But the greatest fault of this town is that
each store is more or less a duplicate of the
other, each merchant handling goods which are
mostly called for and goods which he thinks the
other merchant is making something out of,
and so there will be four or five places in town
where the customer could buy a certain article
and no place where another article could be had.
This is what drives people to the next larger
town to do their trading and the reason they
send to a catalogue house for so much goods.

"A jack of all trades is good at none," is a
saying which can be applied to merchandising.

Suppose these merchants would get liberal
and organize and co-operate with each other,
and you, Mr. Silversmith, get out of the millinery
and music business; Mr. Druggist get out of
the jewelry and other lines, and so on with all
the merchants in town.

Now you would have a $4000 stock of
jewelry, no two articles alike, and so with the
'rest of the merchants in their respective lines.
Isn't it reasonable that the town under these
new conditions would afford a much better se-
lection to choose from in any line than before?
It is reasonable that there would be from two
to three times the number of different articles
that there were before to select from, and this
without more money invested.

Under the old conditions you could not
handle diamonds or fine chests of silver, as you
had that money in side lines and it was your
duty to have the staple goods on hand, although
the other merchants had the same things. While
under the new condition you could have these
goods which there is the best profit in and you
would do that much good by keening so much
business at home; for you know that there is a
large per cent. of trade going away, and all that
is necessary to keep it home is a cleaner store,
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better service, right prices and good selection of
goods and you can meet these requirements by
putting all your capital and work in one line or
as few lines as possible.

If the clothier keeps his part of the business
at home it will help keep the jeweler's business
home, and the jeweler can do his part to keep
people from going away to buy, which will help
the whole town that much.

Let us, as jewelers, make a lead in this line
and not divide our interests just because we see
a man across the street make more money than
we do by handling another line. Perhaps he does
not make more than we do. He may only be
putting on an air of prosperity, as every mer-
chant should, and likely as not if we put in a
side line we would not do as well and we would
lose the influence of our neighbors across the street.

I think it our duty to do the best we can
for the welfare of our town, and while this may

S. Landstrom

be a new view of what is necessary to better
conditions you will admit that any steps that
the merchants would take in this line of co-
operation and specializing would mean more
business, would make room for more merchants
and more industries, and with this better schools
and with better schools better citizens and other
advantages.

I do not claim that it would be wrong to
add new lines and new industries if we have ex-
hausted the possibilities in the line we are in
and we could engage a specialist in that new line
to run it.

For example, one of our speakers yesterday
spoke of the relation of the optical business to
the jewelry business and said that it was es-
pecially suited to be managed in connection with
same, but that in order to have the optical de-
partment we must be experts and be able to give
it strict attention. This means that it will al-
most be necessary to have a man do that part of
the work or engage a watchmaker so we could
do the optical work ourselves.

These remarks of course deal with the small
jeweler especially, but can be applied in many
ways to any size business, and even to a large
city.

Colorado Retail Jewelers' Association

The officers of the above association an-
nounce that the annual convention will be held
at the Albany Hotel, in the City of Denver, be-
ginning Tuesday, June 28th, 29th and 30th. A
fine programme is being prepared for this oc-
casion and a number of jewelers from over the
State are invited to give interesting talks. There
will be a number of papers read that will be of
great interest, and an exchange of experiences
and knowledge will be one of the most interesting
features.

The committee having the social and enter-
taining features in hand has given the assurance
that there will be nothing neglected to make this
a reunion worth while to attend.

The jeweler who has never attended a con-
vention fails to realize the benefit to be derived
from mixing with his fellow workers in the
same business. What he can learn and the new

ideas he can get are worth more to him in dollars
than the membership fees will cost in a lifetime.
Wake up and do your share for your own in-
terest as well as those of your brother jewelers.
Think of the national organization, its officers
and the State organizations all over the country
and their officers, their sacrifices of time, money
and thought, and then ask yourself if you can-
not give your moral and financial support and be
a booster for the cause.

Right now is the time to send in your re-
mittance for the next year's dues. Sign an ap-
plication blank and with the five-dollar applica-
tion fee send it to the secretary and show your
brother jewelers that you are a booster and a
live wire and will give your help to correct the
trade abuses and elevate the standard of the
jewelry business.

Make all remittances to Fred F. Syman, sec-
retary and treasurer.

Annual Meeting Oklahoma Retail
Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 893)

his attention to it, do it kindly. Say no words in
heat or passion. Do not, with your remarks,
offend against the laws of decency and charity
nor overpass the boundaries of moderation and
you will be certain to have made him your
friend, who would no sooner think of again
violating your confidence than he would think of
stealing. Besides, he has his living to make just
the same as you have. You couldn't get all of
the business even if he wasn't there, and why
not let him have it instead of the mail-order
house? We all must and do live anyhow, why
not then do it in peace, good fellowship and
contentment ?"

On the evening of this day the members in
attendance at the convention were treated to a
banquet, which was much enjoyed by all. Presi-
dent Mazer acted as toastmaster and with his
usual ability and wit he succeeded in eliciting
speeches from a goodly number of those present.
Pride in their State was the keynote of the oc-
casion and Oklahoma was eulogized by her sons
in a manner overflowing with sincerity and
patriotism. The rapid progress from hovel to
skyscraper was told and retold, and elicited out-
bursts of applause.

At the opening session on Friday several
subjects of trade importance were discussed.
One of these was "Shall Watchmakers Be Com-
pelled to Pass Examinations?" While none ad-
vocated absolute compulsion, sentiment favored
some means of estimating the ability of the
watchmaker as an evidence of competency to
himself and his employer. To develop this idea
a committee was appointed with instructions to
report at the next annual meeting. The com-
mittee consisted of M. W. J. Holt, J. W. Winkler,
A. C. Campbell, W. C. Pfaeffle and L. Weisen-
berger.

Another subject discussed was "Should We
Place Values on Goods Sold by Other Jewelers?"
This was unanimously answered in the negative,
as such a practice is a great trade demoralizer
and can be used to evil purpose in cases of per-
sonal antagonism or unscrupulous competition.

J. H. Purdy, of Chicago, delivered an ad-
dress on "Retail Jewelers' Organizations." Mr.
Purdy was a pioneer in the movement and was
the originator of the idea of an association trade-
mark. He expressed extreme pleasure at the
progress the association was making and felt
confident that the combined action of the as-
sociations would ultimately result in achieving all
desired reforms.

At the closing session Tulsa was chosen as
the next meeting place and the following officers
were chosen : N. Robertson, Blackwell, president;
M. Young, Enid, vice-president ; Niles 0. Barn-
hill, El Reno, treasurer ; M. W. J. Holt, Still-
water, secretary; W. C. Pfaeffle, Enid, and M. A.
Boasen, Oklahoma City, executive committee.
Delegates to the national convention—A. Y. Bos-
well, Tulsa; M. A. Boasen, Oklahoma City;
M. W. J. Holt, Stillwater ; Michael Miesch,
Muskogee; N. Robertson, Blackwell.

The final number on the convention pro-
gramme was a theater party, which was attended
by the members and their lady friends.
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Annual Meeting Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association
In line with the progress made in the organi-

zation movement as evidenced by the various
State conventions held thus far, this year, the
Illinois gathering, held May 24th, 25th and 26th,
was a great improvement on all its predecessors.
The city of Springfield, where the convention was
held, is an ideal convention city and the hundred
and fifty jewelers who attended the gathering
spoke in terms of highest praise of the hospitality,
public spirit and civic pride which the city dis-
played in honor of the occasion.

The headquarters of the convention were in
the St Nicholas Hotel, while the sessions of the
convention ;111(1 the exhibits of the jobbers and
manufacturers were held in Arlon Hall, opposite
the hotel. The exhibits were a feature of the
convention, and were, by far, more varied and ex-
tensive than those of any other State convention.
The large hall was partitioned into booths on
three sides and in the center, as at the Omaha
national convention of last year.

City Attorney Ray Seeley, of Springfield,
welcomed the delegates on behalf of Mayor John
S. Schnepp, Paul Lackritz, of Chicago, re-
sponded. During the opening session the reports
of Secretary Geo. 13. Elhe and Treasurer Paul
Lackritz, both of Chicago, were read and
approved. They showed the organization in
flourishing condition and rapidly increasing in
membership. There are at present over 300
Illinois jewelers identified with the organization.

President Fred Marean, of Belvidere, to
whose untiring efforts much of the success of the
organization is due, presented a most interesting
and encouraging annual address in which he
rehearsed the work of the past year and suggested
a line of procedure for the future. Among other
things he said:

GENTLEMEN :—On the last day Of this con-
vention the president of the Illinois Retail
Jewelers' Association will ha "c reached the hap-
piest day of his official life; a day when after
two years of toilsome effort he can surrender
to other hands this great organization work.
Regretting that we have not accomplished more,
yet rejoicing that we have accomplished so much,
and firm in the belief that a foundation, good and
strong, has been laid upon which can rest greater
glories and victories yet to be achieved.

Financially the organization is in good shape;
it owes nobody and has some money laid up
against a rainy day. Our membership has in-
creased in two years from 17 to over 200 and
Illinois now holds third or fourth in membership.
The enthusiasm and interest existing in our
ranks testifies to the fact that organization in
Illinois has been justified by works and this in-
terest speaks well for our future success and
leads us to believe that organization in Illinois
ill point of members and things done is yet in its
infancy.

It would, no doubt, be proper and I am sure
it would be at least diverting for me to go into
a detailed account of the many complaints filed
with the association during the year. Big kicks
and little kicks, from members and from those
not members, have been filed with us. Every-
body tells their troubles to the president. They
have averaged about one a day for the year, but
in nearly every instance we have been able to
adjust the matters complained of to the entire
satisfaction of the retailer, and, I believe, of
both parties thereto. We have secured these re-
sults without resorting to strong-arm diplomacy,
but by conceding to others what we insist upon
for ourselves—gentlemanly treatment and a
square deal. All along the line there has been
during the past year a bettering of conditions
relative to the retail trade.

We work under more favorable opportunities
and the organization, by taking a manly stand
for our rights, has brought about this happy con-
dition of affairs. We now have more business
and more friends than we ever had before.

The jobber who refrained from retailing as
the result of organization efforts finds, perhaps
to his surprise, that he has more business and
more profits than when he sold at retail in com-
petition to the very man he had supplied with
goods as a jobber; the same prosperity has fol-
lowed those manufacturers who have desisted

from supplying goods to the mail-order house,
the department store and the transient peddler.
Advertisements used to look odd because they
read: "We sell to the retail jeweler only," and
"Buy your watch of a retail .jeweler"; now they
look odd without these words or a part of them.
They were put into the first advertisement as
an experiment. They go in now as a fixed
principle of business and I urge upon you and
upon retailers everywhere to so conduct your-
selves toward those manufacturers and whole-
salers who sell to retail jewelers only that they
will know we regard those words as a badge
of honor, the shibboleth which distinguishes our
friends from our enemies. The fixed selling
Price and the minimum selling price have come
to stay as modern business methods and are
among the noted advantages organization work
has secured for the retail merchant.

There are many things yet for organization
to accomplish and there are many things for or-
ganization to prevent, but the crying need of the
hour is for the retail jeweler, the retail grocer,
the retail druggist and the retailer of every other

sort and kind to
get together and
by one or divers
trade organizations
oppose with
1) 0 w e r and all
honorable means,
the enactment of a
parcels post law,
the passing of
which will wipe
half the retailers
off the earth in
five years. Not
only will a par-
cels post law put
hal f of the re-
tailers out of busi-
ness, but half the
towns will likewise
go to destruction.
The Government

now has a monopoly of the mail-carrying busi-
ness. It fixes its own methods, its own prices
for the work and yet every year shows millions
of a deficit, which must be paid from moneys
taxed from the people. If a parcels post law is
passed iiid the Government becomes a delivery
boy for all the mail-order houses now in the
country, and the countless others that such a
law and printers' ink will at once bring into ex-
istence, tlid the Government delivers these goods
at less than carrier's cost as it has and is now
carrying the mails, you and I will be destroyed
by this unfair competition, and as citizens we
will have to pay our part of what the Govern-
ment loses by delivering the goods at less than
carriers' cost.

Not only this, but when the Government be-
comes a delivery boy for the great cities the
smaller cities and the smaller towns will grow
smaller still as the volume of business transacted
in them grows smaller from year to year, real
estate values, and rental values in the smaller
cities will go down and down, the assessment
values for taxation purposes will grow less and
less, and while the retail jeweler will be forced
out of business every other sort of retailer will
see his trade stolen by the mail-order houses of
the larger cities. School revenues will be les-
sened and all revenues for public endeavor, for
streets, for lights, for water, for fire protection ;
everything that makes life livable in the smaller
towns will suffer from this law, because they
must be stopped or cheapened to meet the smaller
revenue derived from a depreciation in property
values. And the farmer who is pulling these
chestnuts from the lire for the city merchant's
benefit will learn when too late that destroying
his home town and his home merchant has des-
troyed a great part of the farm values around
the towns, and that with the local merchant
put out of business the mail-order man will make
prices unafraid of home competition and un-
scared by conscience.

I must not take more of your time on this
Proposition, but I earnestly believe it is a crisis
in the affairs of the retail trade everywhere and
of every kind, and it behooves the retailers of
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Fred Marean

this country to at once take action in an earnest,
intelligent opposition to the parcels post bill,
which makes Uncle Sam a delivery boy for the
mail-order houses of New York and Chicago, and
wipes you and I and the towns we live in off the
map.

You are undoubtedly aware that the National
Convention at Cincinnati took steps leading to
the adoption of a trade-mark for the association
retail jeweler. The idea is, I am convinced, a
good one, will protect us in trade, in our cus-
tomers, and will promote and perpetuate the
interests of organization. This feature will be
fully explained during the convention.

In conclusion I want to thank my fellow
officers and the various committees, the earnest
work of whom has brought success and rendered
it possible for Illinois to keep in the front rank
in organization work. ' We began two years ago
last month, on April 9, 1908; we now have a
good, substantial membership. We began with
trade conditions unsettled, the rights and privi-
leges of our organization were uncharted and
vague, yet we have secured advantages for the
retailer never before enjoyed—customers, trade
mid profits which without organization would
have fallen as prey to the peddler, the mail-order
commissioner and the mercantile scalper.

But our greatest pride is not in the financial
advantages which organization has wrought, but
is in the fraternal spirit, the good-will toward our
fellows, the realization that, in a sense, we are
our brother's keeper, which now pervades our
ranks. Organization has brought jewelers all
over the State to know each other better and to
love each other better, and has been the means
of driving away bickerings and backbiting. Or-
ganization has taught us that we cannot be happy
in solitude• 

' 
that success, to be success, must be

shared and enjoyed with others. Organization
has driven this truth home to our calling and to
every calling, "If 3imt would operate, you must
co-operate." Co-operation, organization—these
are the watchwords of success. We go up to-
gether or we go down together, and we have but
begun to realize the advantages, commercial and
fraternal, which we can derive from earliest co-
operative effort. Only the foundation has been
laid. It is my earnest hope that my successors
in this office will fight on and that you will give
them such earliest assistance as that we can will
greater victories than ever before.

We must continue to fight our own battles
and not those of other people. We must use logic,
not abuse; persuasion, not threats. Be earnest in
our own interests, yet remembering that others
have money invested in enterprises they wish to
have succeed.

In our dealings as an association, or as in-
dividuals if there ever comes a time when we
must make a choice, let the profits go and keep
our self-respect. These principles, well guarded,
will justify not only the founding, but the per-
petuation of our organization; will keen Illinois
in the front rank of progress and will justify
us as individuals in being proud that we are mem-
bers of the Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association.

C. F. Manahan, one of the prominent opticians
of Chicago, who has been active in the work of
strengthening the Illinois Society of Optometrists,
read a paper on the "Future of Illinois Optome-
trists."

During the morning session of the second
day, A. 'N. Sproehnle, of Snroehnle & Co., ad-
dressed the convention on "Retailing by Whole-
salers." Mr. Sproehnle treated this subiect from
every possible angle, fairly and impartially. His
address wvs listened to with close attention and
at its close he was enthusiastically applauded for
the sentiments lie had expressed on this subject
which is of ;;o vital importance to the retail trade.
A brief synopsis of his address follows:

"Tn all the meetings of the National Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association, in which association
have been somewhat active, this subject has been
discussed at length. T assure, gentlemen, thr
majority of the wholesalers do not retail and we
members of the National Wholesale Jewelers'
Association are trying to point out to those few
that do retail, its great disadvantage to them.
We are meeting with marked success and as a
result of our efforts there are quite a number
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Country Club, were the Jewelers were Entertained by the Illinois Watch Co.

who within the past few years have discontinued
this practice entirely. They have advised that
since adopting a non-retailing plan it has beep
to their advantage, and I am glad to say these
wholesalers have benefited materially by an in-
creased business from the retail jewelers—for
which as a member of the wholesale trade, I take
this occasion to thank you.

"You, gentlemen, can accomplish much
towards eliminating this abuse. Why should you
buy from jobbers who retail? They can offer you
no advantage over the old line house; further-
more they are your competitors. You cannot help
but know they do a large retail business and you
think because they will give you a little bettAT
price on some lines of goods you are therehy
saving a little money on your buying. I will say,
gentlemen, this is the dearest money you have
ever saved. The mere fact that some retailers
buy from them makes them wholesalers in the
eyes of the manufacturers. This condition is
largely up to you, and if you do not buy from
them they cease to be wholesalers and the manu-
facturers will not sell them.

"Furthermore, gentlemen, you do not do
justice to the old line houses who do a legitimate
wholesale business. Right here I want to say,
there are not nearly as many wholesalers who
retail as retail jewelers seem to believe, and
you can very easily prove what I say by making
the proper kind of tests.

"You all know of that natural tendency to buy
as cheap as possible. When there is anything
wanting in the household this thought strikes a
man, in any line, 'I wonder if I can't buy that
at wholesale.' 1-Ee wants a lawn-mower or garden
hose or something else. The first thought which
occurs to him is—where can I get it at whole-

sale? He remembers he has a friend in the hard-
ware business ttnd he goes over there and buys
what he wants and he believes lie is getting it at
a wholeSale price. Whether he does or not, he
feels under obligations to the hardware man. He
then argues that one good turn deserves another
and he invites Mr. Hardware-man to come home

President Richard Welting

to him when Ile wants anything in the jewelry
line. There is where the trouble lies.

"I used to believe this was a good way to
save money, but about twelve years ago we
adopted the policy of not retailing under any
circumstances. I found if I wanted to buy an
article at wholesale I had to reciprocate and sell
the man that did me a favor at wholesale prices."

One of the most instructive inspiring

addresses of the convention was made by Samuel
Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., Chicago. His
subject was the "Possibilities of Improving the
Repair Department." Mr. Swartchild tuts been
prominently identified with the watchmaking and
jewelry industry of the country for a great many
years and no better posted or more c;.tpable man
could have been selected to speak on this all-
important subject. Throughout his entire address
Mr. Swartchild emphasized the fact that repair
departments, as a general rule, are conducted
according to a standard which is far below what
the true standard ought to be. He made a strong
plea for a more thorough knowledge on the part
of the watchmaker and the repairer, of all the
rudiments and details which make up the suc-
cessful workman. This address will be found
in full elsewhere in this issue. Every jeweler
and watchmaker ought to read it.

VVin. I 1. Ingersoll, advertising manager of
Robert 1 ngersol 1 & Bro., spoke (in "Advert king."
Mr. Ingersoll is a prominent advertising specialist
and president of the "Advertising Mens' League
of New York City." "Advertising," said he, "is an
influence which arouses curiosity in people's
minds; it is not, simply just so much space. It
is the modern creative force, positive and potent,
a farce that has produced two blades of grass
where one has grown before. Advertising, like
charity, bcgins at home. Before you may ever
even hope to accomplish anything by advertis-
ing, your store must be right. Hot air don't go
in advertising ttnd the business man who mis-
represents his wares has no hope of ultimate
success. I sometimes fear that jewelers do not
regard their window displays with enough

(Continued on page 902 )
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HALL CLOCKS
WALTHAM
Tubular Chimes

Our new catalogue, which is ready for distribution, will show
one of the finest and most complete lines on the market.

Look Up Our Three-Chime Movement

Our "WILLARD" or "BANJO" Clock is a favorite in
the high-class trade.
Any jeweler desiring a first-class regulator will make no
mistake in ordering our No. 13, which will run, with
proper care, within five seconds a month.
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JUNE THE JEWELER'S HARVEST TIME
The present month, with its outdoor fever, its weddings,

commencements, preparations for summer pleasures,
games and sports, furnishes a special opportunity to
the jeweler for sales in all lines, especially watch

HURLBURT'S FOR WATCHES
Our stock of all the standard makes in
movements and cases was never quite so

complete as at present and comprises an unusual abun-
dance of every grade, kind and size of watch which the
varied activities of the season call for.

H. O. HURLBURT & SONS 14 SOUTH TENTH ST.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
f

F 447 1106

F 426291

The D. F. B. Co.
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FALL LINE
IS NOW READY

T IS COMPLETE in every detail and

embodies everything that is desirable in

novel designs, high quality and excellence

of finish, at prices that are right. Our sales-

men are now ready to show you our new

line, consisting of

Fobs Watch Chains
Pendants Chatelaines
Hat Pins Bracelets

Our famous CARMEN BRACELET which has

proven such a ready seller. Don't forget this

in stocking up the bracelet line.

Our goods are of the kind that sell themselves

wherever shown.

WE SELL THE JOBBING

TRADE ONLY

We D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO ;. MASSACHUSETTS 0

F 467 1118

NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

180 Broadway Heyworth Building

ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE

Victoria Building 62 Hatton Garden F 431 287
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importance. Just remember this one thought,
gentlemen, one hundred people see your window
displays where one reads your advertisement. If
your window display is not what it ought to be,
don't spend one dollar in tulvertising until you
have installed a new and up-to-dzite one, the best
in your town. You don't necessarily have to have
a large window, but you want one \\Midi Will dis-
play your goods to their best advantage. A
poor window display costs a great deal more to
maintain than a good one, because a poor dis-
play drives business away, while a good one
attracts it. Another thought—change your
window display at least once a week and always
have one central feature to it which stands out
head told shoulders above all else. Use good
taste in arranging your display and above all
don't regard the effort which is necessary to in-
stall a good display, as hard work. The store-
keeper may view this as hard work, but the true
merchant regards it as one of the most important
affairs of his business."

In discussing the matter of preparing news-
paper and magazine advertising he said that it
wasn't such a hard matter to prepare copy as most
people imagined. He outlined a number of sug-
gestions for the preparation of copy, chief of
which were: Leave plenty of white space on both
sides for a border and a little more at the bottom
than at the top. Don't allow the compositor to use
more than one style of type, if possible. Don't
misrepresent either by direct or implied statements
and above all have the goods in your stock. Instill
your personality in your advertising; always have
your advertisements appear in the same position
and always maintain your dignity in your copy.

A. L. Sackett, sales manager of the Rockford
Watch Co., spoke on "Retail Jewelers as Ship
Builders;" and Howard C. Carpenter, sales
manager of the South Bend Watch Co., on "Are
You a To-morrow Man?" President J. P. Archi-
bald, of the national organization, attended the
convention and spoke very encouragingly of the
good work which State and national organiza-
tions were doing.

The retailers were very happy to again see
in their midst H. E. Duncan, of the Waltham
watch factory, who was prominently identified
with the organization movement when it was first
launched in Illinois. He delivered a highly in-
structive lecture on "The Modern Watch, Ad-
justed to Heat, Cold and Position; Its Manufac-
ture and Proper Treatment."

The feature of the convention was the enter-
tainment tendered the visiting jewelers by the
Illinois Watch Co., whose factory is located at
Springfield. The entire convention, including
visiting jewelers, their ladies and friends, manu-
facturers' agents and jobbers' representatives,
were the guests of this company at luncheon at
the "Country Club," one of the most delightful
and picturesque spots in Illinois. The Illinois
Watch Co. band escorted the guests in
special trolley cars to the clubhouse and
rendered a most excellent programme of
classic and popular music on the lawn out-
side during the serving of the luncheon.
A very elaborate menu was served and the
clubhouse was most tastefully decorated in
honor of the occasion. It was the crown-
ing event of a most successful convention
and will always be recalled with pleasure
by those who attended it. That this timely
ind open-hearted hospitality on the part
of President Jacob Bunn and the other
members of the company, was appreciated,
was evidenced by the unanimous expres-
sions of those present to the effect that it
was the most enjoyable affair they ever
attended. The entire facilities of the club
were at the disposal of the company's
guests. Some played golf, others sat
around on the wide piazzas or on the lawn,
while others indulged in music and singing.
President Bunn was extended a hearty vote
of thanks for his thoughtful hospitality
and three rousing cheers.

The newly elected officers of this or-
ganization hold a novel distinction, in that
they were elected and inducted into office
on the piazza of this country club-
house, looking out upon the most grand
and picturesque scenery. It offered a most
unique setting which was referred to as prophetic
of the success of the incoming officers. They
are as follows: President Richard Weiting,
Peoria; first vice-president, J. S. Townsend, Chi-
cago; second vice-president, T. H. Craig, Cham-
paign; secretary, George B. Elhe, Chicago;
treasurer, Paul Lackritz. Executive committee:
F. W. Lorenz, Chicago; John Schmelzer, Cen-
tralia, and F. A. Marean, Belvidere. Sixteen dele-
gates and sixteen alternates to the national con-
vention at Detroit were appointed.

The resolutions committee then presented
the following report which was unanimously
approved:

Your committee on resolutions do not
recommend complete watches in all grades being
put on the market by watch companies.

Resolved, That we do recommend a fixed
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selling price on movements and cases separately.
Resolved, That we recommend that all watch

cases, as well as jewelry, which bear our trade
mark, shall also show the quality and the amount
of gold in each case, such as 14-1qt-4, 14-kli-mo,
to-kit-2o, etc.

Resolved, That we do not oppose the passing
of the parcels post bill.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of

Exhibit of A. & Z. Chain Company

certain jobbers selling at retail, also selling to
dealers in other lines, who are not in the legiti-
mate jewelry business.

Resolved, That we recommend that this asso-
ciation adopt some system by which our members
may be kept posted as to what jobbers are loyal
to the legitimate jewelry trade.

Resolved, That we also recommend that the
jobbers number their catalogues and keep a record
of who they are sent to, and that they fill no
orders which do not show the number of the
catalogues from which the goods are ordered.

Resolved, We extend our thanks to manu-
facturers, jobbers, trade press, jewelers, citizens
and Chamber of Commerce, of Springfield, and
all others who have aided in the success of our
convention.

Resolved, That we extend our thanks to our
officers who have served us so long and faithfully.
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Exhibit, of Hoeliford Silver Plait! Co.

We also extend a vote of thanks to the speakers
who have given their time to come lucre and
address us.

Resolved, That we thank the officers of the
American National Retail Jewelers Association
for their efforts in behalf of all State organiza-
tions and express our utmost confidence in our
National President, John C. Archibald, and thank
hiin for his able address made here.

(Signed) Richard Weiting
A. W. Johanson,
Duane G. Berry,
Geo. H. Tucker,
F. Lorenz.

Rockford was chosen as the next convention
city. The executive committee will determine
the dates.

The Exhibits
The exhibits were a special feature of the

convention. A spacious hall adjoining the room
in which the sessions of the convention were lucid
was set aside for them. Among the exhibitors
and those in charge of the displays were:

Rockford Silver Plate Co., L. A. Littlefield
and F. H. Leeds. This company distributed very
serviceable counter mats to the jewelers and a
handsome booklet containing their newest patterns.
Kronheim & Oldenbush, Louis Steinberg, metal
goods and novelties; Kreis & Hubbard, a full line
of their umbrellas and canes; Harry L. Loomis.
This exhibit was in one of the large sample rooms
of the St. Nicholas Hotel. Robt. H. Ingersoll &
Bro., W. H. Ingersoll, E. F. Crawley and A. I.
Daniels, Ingersoll-Trenton watches; Frederick
Stein, hand painted china, Fred Stein; Pickard
studios; Al. Bruckner; hand painted china; A. &
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Z. Chain Co., Geo. F. Garland. Mr. Garland
also made demonstrations showing the various
processes of manufacturing this well-known line.
Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., F. H. Drake; Weigle
& Rose, solid gold rings, Fred T. Weigle;
Oneida Community and Reliance Plate; Swart-
child & Co., Sam Swartchild and John Janson;
Allsoff Bros., rings, C. W. Thomas; Illinois
Watch Co., A. R. Weisz; South Bend Watch Co.,
Mr. Higgenbotham, H. C. Carpenter; R. Wallace
and Sons Mfg. Co., J. H. Nicalas and Robert H.
Martin; Eisentaat Mfg. Co., Nelson Hegnauer;
Van Dusen & Stokes Co., solid gold rings and
oriental effects, M ontague Mendoza; Johnson-
Carlson Cut Glas Ira A. Jones.

The Maryland Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

The Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
held a very interesting May meeting at their rooms
in the Royal Arcanum Building which, despite the
stormy weather, was well attended.

President J. W. Schirm, in calling the meet-
ing to order, commented upon the increased
interest in the doings of the association. That the
efforts of the association and its individual mem-
bers are bearing fruit is a fact, and again there
are a number of jewelers who have signified
their approval of the society in general and their
applications for membership are expected to be
forthcoming at the next monthly meeting. A
general discussion followed as to how the interests
of the society could best be furthered.

Secretary Euler submitted a letter relative
to the action taken by a certain manufacturing
concern in opposition to the Federal parcels post.

The members are in accord as to the danger to
the business of the retailer should the law be
passed, as it would give the mail-order houses in-
creased facilities in reaching the distant public.
Secretary Euler was directed to lend his aid,
however possible. Mr. Euler called attention to
the impossibility of the mail order houses satisfy-
ing their customers when it came to regulating
the watches which they sell.

President Schirm, Secretary Euler and
Messrs. Bartholomee and Wallenhorst were
appointed a committee to represent the associa-
tion at the meeting of the Pennsylvania Retail
Jewelers' Association to be held in Philadelphia,
and were directed to get in touch with the dele-
gates from the Retail Jewelers' Association of
the District of Columbia and ascertain their views
as to the desirability of holding the tot t National
convention at Washington, D. C. Should the
latter society approve, the Maryland delegates are
to broach the subject at the Philadelphia meeting
and to use their influence in obtaining the consent
of as many delegates as possible to aid them when
the matter is finally brought up at the 1910 con-
vention at Detroit.

The delegates have also been instructed to
invite officers and members of other State organi-
zations to visit Baltimore and address them at
their regular monthly meetings.

Matters of lesser importance were then
brought up following which no further business
appearing the meeting was declared adjourned
to enable the social welfare committee to com-
plete arrangements for the annual outing of the
association which will be held at Ocean City,
M.d., July 4th, 5th and 6th. An invitation is ex-
tended to all jewelers in the State to attend.
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Our Model Factory Creates
New Marve13 in Jewel Setting
Characterized by Originality
and Artistic Hand Craft,.

Third Annual Convention Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association
On the morning of May loth the lobby and

convention hall of the Imperial Hotel, Portland,
Oregon, presented a very busy spectacle, the oc-
casion being the annual convention of the Oregon
Retail Jewelers' Association, which proved one
of the most enthusiastic gatherings of its kind
ever held in any State. Among those in attend-
ance were the leading jewelers of the State at
large as well as the most prominent in the city
of Portland.

The officers who were at the helm during the
past year have worked hard and earnestly and
were surely pleased to look upon the wonderful
results of their efforts. At all sessions the con-
vention hall was crowded to its capacity and the
speakers were enthusiastically applauded.

President F. M. French, of Albany, started
the proceedings with his annual address, which
was delivered so well that there was no doubt in
the minds of those present that their leader is
in no small way responsible for the rapid progress
of the association. He said in part:

President French's Address

"One year ago when you honored me with
the presidency of this Association, I felt that I
was not the proper person to act as your chief
executive, for I could see that there was a diver-
sified opinion as to our good intentions, as we
were severely criticized by some of our leading
jewelers, and I want to say right here on the
start that that opinion still exists in the minds
of some of our prominent jewelers. Let me tell
you what a jeweler told me less than three weeks
ago. I was in a certain town and as I had an
hour before train time, I thought I would im-
prove the opportunity by doing a little missionary
work for the association. I was treated very
nicely by the first two I called upon, but the
third one, after I had solicited him to become
a member of the association, made this answer:
Your association don't amount to anything.' I
told him that he had no right to make a remark
like that, and, furthermore, a remark like that
would do him no good and that the association
could live without his joining it.

"Now, brother jewelers, this association is
not going to help one to the detriment of an-
other, but I honestly believe that if we will enter
into this work with a 'get together' spirit and
move in the matter, we can derive a great deal
of good.

"If you have been reading the trade journals
or talking with manufacturers' agents you can
readily see how willing they are to listen to the
suggestions of the retail jewelers' associations
of the various States. The power of these as-
sociations is unlimited when once they get fully
organized, and I am sure they will never abuse
this power. We must not forget the fact that we
are a young association and the success of our
work depends largely on the foundation that we
now build. So let us try our best to build that
foundation that our future work will be crowned
with success far beyond our fondest hopes. We
must not expect direct return in dollars and
cents from the start ; none of the older associa-
tions show it, but you can all see by the trade
journals that they are commanding the attention
of all the leading manufacturers and jobbers,
and if the manufacturer, the jobber and the re-
tailer can all get in touch with each other, then
there will be a revolution in the jewelry business
that will start some of the 'Don't-give-a-rap'
class into seeking admission into the association
on bended knee. The manufacturer, the jobber
and the retailer should be one great big family,
and all gather around the family table, as it were,
as often as possible, and there be open and
frank with each other, and if there is any trouble
between them settle it on a 'Give and take'
standard, without that ever killing cut and
'slash' price proposition.

"Let us look this matter squarely in the face,
and from a business standpoint compare our line
of trade with other lines, and note if we are up
to the standard. I am afraid if we were weighed
in the balance we would be found wanting. Each
one must examine himself before he is capable
of judging the other fellow. If we could only
educate ourselves, as well as our stay-away
brothers, up to the fact that one jeweler is not
poison to another, we would accomplish one-half

of our object, and before we adjourn I hope
someone will suggest a good antidote for this
imaginary poison.

"I. believe the first lesson a jeweler should
learn is self-respect. Gain a reputation of being
fair and honest. No man stands behind the
counter whose integrity is at stake as much • as
the jeweler. The greater majority of people buy
our line of goods upon the recommendation of
the salesman; be
honest with your-
self and with your
customers. Again,
we should all learn
that we must di-
vide the business
with our brother
jewelers in pro-
portion to the
stock carried. No
one jeweler can
control it all, so
why not get to-
gether and do a
straightforward,
legitimat e busi-
ness, which carries
with it a living
profit? Do not
give your profit
away in order to
close a sale. Let someone else make the sale
and take a chance on the next one.

"Oh, I wish you could all do business
in our beautiful city, for it is an object lesson,
worthy to be held up before any convention. We
have no agreement as to prices, but we do agree
as to opening and closing. We have no price-
cutting ; when we cannot get a living profit,
we do not make the sale. Let the other fellow
have it—we will get the next one, and when
Saturday night comes around we have just as
much money in the till and it represents a living
profit. It is just like one large store, only it is
conducted by four different people and in as
many different stores. I assure you that it is a
pleasure to do business in this way.

"Keep in touch with the younger set, es-
pecially the high school and college students. In
a short time you will find them to be your
best customers. By all means subscribe for two
or three good trade journals. Join your Mer-
chants' Protective Leagues; be a "booster" and
"boost" for your home town night and day."

The members were then welcomed by H. S.
Tuthill in behalf of the wholesale and manu-
facturing jewelers and opticians.

The response of Louis W. Bruns, one of
the leading retail jewelers of Portland, was
roundly applauded. Mr. Brims is very popular
with all the jewelers of the State and as head
of the local committee was quite a factor in

perfecting the ar-
rangements of this
meeting. Secretary
Charles H. Wil-
liams, of Condon,
who had been as-
signed the subject,
"State Organiza-
tion and the Need
of a National,"
spoke with enthu-
siasm and surety
maintained h i s
reputation as an
orator ; in fact, it
was a real treat
and it was evident
that his audience
appreciated this
number, for in
spite of the fact
that he spoke for

half hour cries of "go on, go on," came from
all corners when he attempted to conclude his
remarks. He said in part:

Secretary Williams' Address

"Brother Jewelers, it does us good to get to-
gether; it brings to our minds that the jeweler,
like all other beings of creation, possesses a certain
amount of creative power, hut unlike many other
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President F. M. French

Secretary C. H. Williams

branches of trade they never developed that
God-given fortune; and why? Because we were
all afraid to meet our competitors. The meeting
in conventions of the jewelers has already done
more to eliminate that antagonistic feeling than
all other things together.

"You have all noticed the fine advertising
done in the most prominent papers of the State
against the buying of watches from mail-order
houses. Are you aware that the States who have
an organization have been about the only for-
tunate ones? I also hope that you are giving
the credit for these accomplishments where they
rightly belong, and that is to the State and Na-
tional jewelers' associations.

"We sometimes meet with some jeweler who
meets our demand for his membership with this
answer 'Well, I'll wait and see if it will accom-
plish any good ; if it does I'll join.' Did you
ever stop to think that if all the jewelers had the
same spirit that there would not be any jewelers'
association in existence and that those jewelers
are accepting the benefits that have been derived
and are being derived every day from that source
without even offering a hand or the assistance ,
that their membership would give this association.

"The three great factors in our line of trade
are, first, the manufacturer; second, the jobber;
last, but not least, the retailer. Now, then, we
don't want the manufacturer to sell to the mail-
order house or the department store. Again, we
complain of the retailing jobber that in the large
cities is one of the greatest evils, yet it appears
we reserve ourselves the right to buy direct from
the manufacturer. Now then, I want to ask you
all one question : Has anybody a grievance in
that? Another question is : Is the jobber a ne-
cessity? If so, we will have to recognize his
rights if we expect to receive ours in return. I
bring this subject in under the head of organiza-
tion to enforce upon your minds the fact that our
demands must be founded upon fair and honest
business principles.

"It has been decided by very nearly all the
State organizations that the jobbers are a fixture
in trade and are here to stay. Therefore, it is
for this reason that we ought to meet together I
in these conventions and discuss the many little
things that feel to us like a burr in a soft wool
shirt. All our interests are identical and all we
need is one good and thorough understanding,
after which the bark of trade will float har-
moniously. And through State and national or-
ganization only can these things be accomplished,'
and they are being accomplished in other States, -
why not in Oregon, the land of the golden West?
So let us adopt the golden rule, and what would
be more appropriate than the golden rule in the
golden West?

"Let me give an example of what I mean by
organization. Suppose a gentleman comes into
your store and shows you a diamond that he
wishes you to value. After many questions on
the subject you learn that he bought it of your
competitor across the way. Now, then, what
should you do and say? If you are well organized
you will tell that gentleman that he bought the
stone at a reasonable figure and that the stone
is fully worth the price paid for it. If you are
not organized you will say that he was fleeced
and robbed and that had he come to you before
buying that you could have saved him many
dollars, while in the remote corner of your con-
science you know that he bought the stone right,
but your unorganized jealousy will not allow you
to do your competitor justice; and why? Simply
because as yet you are not the master of your
thoughts and actions.

"What is the result of your encounter with
that gentleman? Had you been master of your-
self and organized he would have gone out of
your place of business with a higher opinion of
you and the jewelers in general, and at some
future time, when in need of something in your
line, would likely have patronized you. But being
unorganized and having no control over your
thoughts and actions the result is very different.
First of all, the manner in which you talked to
him conveyed the fact that you were angry and
he set you down as a knocker, which in reality
you were His opinion of you and the jewelers

(Continued on page 407 )
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A PYRAMID STANDING UPON ITS APEX

is unstable, but business growth is different. We began at the
bottom and developed slowly but strongly. Our business to-day
has the stability that knowledge and experience  alone can give.

The LK factory is a laboratory of original ring-thought.
We employ the best artists and craftsmen in the business,
and every detail of work is carried out under the most rigid
supervision. The result is Ring Perfection --- LK Rings
every one of which is guaranteed by 24 years of fair dealing.

--

We Want Your Business

' 
WRITE US ABOUT LK RINGS

6 
JOSEPH L. HERZOG C& CO.

MAKERS OF LK RINGS

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK
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Retail Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 905 )

in general is much lower than it was when he
entered your store, and when he leaves it you
may be sure that you are not likely to see him
enter it again, as he thinks that all jewelers are
dishonest.

"Now, in the first place, what had you to
gain by knocking? Nothing, absolutely nothing;
the stone was bought and you could not sell him
another. All you could accomplish was to make
the customer dissatisfied with the stone, the one
who sold it to him and the lowering of the whole
jewelry craft in his estimation. On the other
hand, you could have sent the customer out
pleased with his purchase and with a good
opinion of the jewelers in general. That is what
I mean by organization. Remember that you will
always have competition, whatever you do, so
•why not all try to elevate (Air own craft instead
of trying to kill it by knocking."

"Manufacturers Establishing Retail Prices"
was the subject of an address by I. E. Staples,
of Portland. Mr. Staples is a "straight from
the shoulder" speaker and no doubt enlightened
many in the audience.

E. J. Jeager, of Portland, spoke at some
length on "Legislation." He advocated legislation
to protect the public and laws among the jewelers
themselves to place the business on a higher plane.

"The Relation of the Jeweler to the Op-
tician," an address by J. 0. Watt, of Eugene,
was one of the prize numbers and a fitting close
for one of the best sessions ever held in the
State.

The morning of the second day was con-
sumed by a "Seeing Portland" trip, which had
been arranged for the visitors by the local com-
mittee. The attendance at the afternoon session
was even greater than the opening day, but some
arrived too late for the picture which was taken
for THE KEYSTONE.

G. Heitkemper, one of Portland's oldest and
most prominent jewelers, was the first speaker.
He dwelt on points of general interest to the
jeweler and impressed his hearers very favorably.

KEYST ONE

C. Feldenheimer, I. Aronson and Frank
Heitkemper, of Portland, made short talks and
were applauded when they arose, as well as
when they closed their remarks.

The address by S. Landstrom, of Lebanon,
on "Specializing in Business" was an excellent
one and fully appreciated by his audience.

The "Question Box" brought out very inter-
esting discussions, in which all took part.

L. W. Bruns, of Portland; A. L. Larsen,
Silverton, and W. S. Reynolds, McMinnville, who
were appointed on the resolutions committee, re-
ported the following resolutions, which were
adopted as read:

Be It Resolved, That the various clock manu-
facturers be requested to co-operate with the
jewelers of the United States and, so far as
possible, confine the sale of their product through
the legitimate jewelry trade; and, further,

Be It Resolved, That the manufacturers of
silver-plated hollow and flatware be requested to
discontinue the practice of marketing their
product through other than the legitimate jewelry
trade; and, further,

Be It Resolved, That the names of all manu-
facturers who abide by the request be published
ill the monthly report to the members of the
association.

We would recommend that the committee on
legislation do all in their power to have laws
passed in this State making it a necessity for
the manufacturers of jewelry of all kinds, silver-
ware, both sterling and plated, to stamp their
product, and this stamp to show just what said
product is composed of. It should be considered
a felony to falsely stamp any such articles or
products.

We would recommend that a special com-
mittee be appointed on membership ; we would
recommend that we revise our Constitution and
by-laws; we would recommend that some pro-
vision be made to send a representative to the
National Convention and that means be pro-
vided for paying his expenses. We would recom-
mend a strong committee be appointed on needed
legislation ; would also recommend that the an-
nual convention be held in Portland the second
Tuesday and Wednesday in May and that the
executive board meet the second Tuesday in
February.
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Be It Resolved, That this Oregon Retail
Jewelers' Association extend to its president,
F. M. French, of Albany, its sincerest thanks for
the kind services rendered the organization for
the invaluable time given us.

Be It Resolved, That this Oregon Retail
Jewelers' Association extend to its secretary,
C. H. Williams, of Condon, its sincerest thanks
for the kind services rendered the organization
for invaluable time given us.

Be It Resolved, That this Oregon Retail
Jewelers' Association extend to the press and
trade journals its sincerest thanks for the kind-
ness shown the organization.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, F. M. French, Albany; first vice-presi-
dent, I. E. Staples, Portland; second vice-presi-
dent, J. 0. Watts, Eugene; third vice-president,
L. W. Bruns, Portland; secretary, Charles H.
Williams, Condon ; treasurer, E. J. Jaeger, Port-
land. Charles H. Williams was unanimously
chosen delegate to the national convention, with
instructions to do all in his power to capture
the national convention for Portland in 1911.
L. W. Bruns and other Portland jewelers have
signified their intention to attend the national
convention at Detroit to bring about that end.

The convention closed with a banquet ten-
dered the delegates at the Commercial Club by
the Portland jobbers and manufacturing jewelers
and opticians. The same enthusiasm and good
spirit which prevailed at all sessions of the con-
vention was still evident.

The Portland jobbers and manufacturers
were always in attendance and did everything in
their power to make the meeting a pleasant one.

The banquet was furnished by the following
Portland jobbers and manufacturers : Sinclair &
Boss, Butterfield Bros., H. S. Tuthill 73z Co., Wil-
liam Anderson, Mendelson & Co., Ross & Co.,
Fetty Bros., Gans & Cramer, B. E. Fiske, J. A.
Bristolious, manager Dennison Manufacturing Co.

The following representatives were present
looking after the interests of their firms : F. P.
Coulter, South Bend Watch Co.; B. E. Chapman,
Elgin National 'W atch Co.; C. D. Greene, Star
Watch Case Co.; W. B. Wood, Morgan & Allen
Co., San Francisco ; W. S. Metcalf, Plainville
Stock Co.; J. A. Bristolious, Dennison Manufac-
turing Co.

Convention of the Origon Retail Jewelers' Association
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A belated cold wave invaded this territory
during the latter days of April and it was so
severe that reports were circulated throughout
the country that the damage done would amount
to from $30,000,000 to $5o,000,000. Later returns
reduced these figures until they melted almost
entirely away and the facts are the damage done
will hardly create any embarrassment in trade
circles here at all. This is considered to have
circles here at all.

S. H. Bauman, President of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., expects to leave the latter
part of May on his annual buying trip to Europe
and will be away six weeks. Ed Massa, vice-
president of this firm, returned May 20th from
a ten days' trip through Illinois. Max Bauman,
of the same concern, will leave June 1st on a two
weeks' sojourn at French Lick Springs, Ind.
Joseph Auer, traveler for this firm, returned May
4th from a four weeks' trip through the South.
S. L. Loewenstein, also traveler, returned May 4th
from a four weeks' trip through Arkansas, Mis-
souri and Illinois and Charles Weltzmiller re-
turned on May toth from a four weeks' trip
through Kansas and Oklahoma. He is now in
the East on his vacation and will return June isth.

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., is planning to leave early in June
for his annual European buying trip. He will
be away about six weeks.

On the night of May loth the St. Louis Elks
Lodge had an open meeting and over too gold
hat-pins were distributed among the ladies, the
donor being Morris Eisenstadt, President of the
Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co., who is Exalted
Ruler of this lodge.

The quarters of William Weidlich & Bro.
have been undergoing alterations which give
them much larger display rooms. E. C. Weidlich,
of this firm and the Weidlich Bros. Manufactur-
ing Co., of Bridgeport, Conn., spent about a week
here and left for home May 4th, visiting Louis-
ville, Cincinnati, Detroit and other cities on his
way home. H. H. Markley, traveler for the
firm, left on May 12th for a month's trip through
Illinois. H. D. Wachholder, also traveler, arrived
home May 6th from a four months' trip through
Texas, Oklahoma and the South. He left May
20th for this same territory.

W. F. Wilmes, of the Aller-Wilmes Manu-
facturing Co., is out again on the road after
being confined at home ten weeks with a frac-
tured wrist.

J. W. Cary, of J. W. Cary & Co., leaves
in June to spend summer at the Michigan resorts.

The Maritz & Kober Jewelry Manufacturing
Co. have changed their firm name to the E.
Maritz Jewelry Manufacturing Co.

Lawrence Oberting, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., returned May 26th from a ten
days' trip in Illinois.

I. T. Fuller, traveler for F. W. Hoyt & Co.,
arrived home May loth from a six weeks' trip
through Missouri. He left on May 20th for a
trip through the same territory.

L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, returned
May 6th from a week's trip through Missouri.
He returned May 26th from a ten days' trip
through the South.

James J. Burke, President of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., returned on May 12th
from a short business trip to Chicago.

M. B. Lowenstein, of the R. Lowenstein
Jewelry Co., is home from a two weeks' trip
through Oklahoma and the Southwest. Samuel
Loebner, well and favorably known in the jewelry
trade here, is now house salesman for this firm.

J. E. Riley, salesman for the Gutfreund-
Kemper Supply Co., left on May 9th for a month's
trip through the South.

An involuntary petition for adjudication in
bankruptcy was filed here April 29th in the
United States District Court by Chase Morsey,
attorney for Clyde W. Wagner, Arthur H. Clark
mid B. Manovill, all of St. Louis, against August
Kurtzeborn, Jr., of 904 Olive Street. An order
was issued requiring Mr. Kurtzeborn to show

cause May 13th. A petition was also filed at the
same time for a receiver. Mr. Kurtzeborn con-
sented to the appointment of a receiver. The
assets were estimated at $21,500. The amount
of the liabilities were $30,482. P. W. Haberman
was appointed receiver and on May nth sold the
entire stock, including the fixtures, to the J.
Bolland Jewelry Co. for $9400. The latter firm
are conducting an auction of the purchased stock.
M. Kurtzeborn is a son of August Kurtzeborn,
of the August Kurtzeborn & Sons Jewelry Co.,
one of the oldest jewelers of this city, and was
formerly associated with his father in business
conducted at 308 North Sixth Street. He has
been in business for himself about a year. The
August Kurtzeborn & Sons Jewelry Co. is still
being conducted on the third floor of the Carleton
Building.

Geo. W. Oberting, Jr.
' 

son of George Obert-
ing, of Blankenmeister, Oberting & Co., died
here May i6th from an attack of pleurisy and
pneumonia. His father was called in off the road
on account of his serious sickness which, we
regret to announce, ended fatally.

On Monday night, June 6th, the St. Louis
Retail Jewelers Association will give a boat ex-
cursion down the Mississippi River on the City of
Alton. The etnire membership has been ap-
pointed a committee to see that everybody who
attends has a good time.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. have
leased the fifth floor of their building to the
Masonic Club of St. Louis for five years. This
firm recently made a magnificent $800 silver
loving cup which was presented to John J.
O'Connor, the manager of the St. Louis Browns
Baseball Club by a number of his friends and
admirers of this city. The cup has been on ex-
hibition in the store window of this firm for some
weeks and it has created great admiration.

S. E Bamber, secretary of the Hess & Cul-
bertson Jewelry Co., has been elected a delegate
to the annual convention of the Travelers' Pro-
tective Association, to be held in Chattanooga,
Tenn., in June.

The Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.
celebrated their eighty-first anniversary the week
beginning May 9th. They offered a 15 per cent.
discount on Dutch silver and other merchandise.
This firm furnished the menu cards used by the
Traffic Club on May 4th at their dinner to Presi-
dent Taft, who was a visitor here. F. A. Durgin,
in charge of the silver dearptment, has been con-
fined at home for some time with a severe attack
of rheumatism. He is now reported convalescing.
W. B. Lauman and E. J. Dorn, two of the sales-
men who have been down at the firm's branch at
Hot Springs, Ark., for some time, both returned
home on May 7th.

The J. Bolland Jewelry Co. have just corn-
pleted a $500 silver cup for the St. Louis Golf
Association, which is to be competed for annually.
The winner can only claim its ownership until
the next tournament. This firm also sold a very
fine gold watch to be awarded the winner of the
great Marathon race of the Missouri Athletic
Club, near the end of the month.

P. E. Kern, a jeweler of Skagway, Alaska,
spent several days here on his way home from
the East.

Louis P. Aloe, President of the A. S. Aloe
Co., was a member of the April Grand Jury.

Heidman & Co., of 3850 Easton Avenue, have
sold out to August W. Koch.

A petition in bankruptcy was filed in the
United States District Court on May loth by
Andrew W. Long and Isabella F. Tower, com-
posing the jewelry firm of Tower & Long, in the
Holland Building. The firm's debts amount to
$2535.63, unsecured claims. The assets amount to
$3709.20, the greater amount bad debts due from
customers.

At the recent annual meeting of the directors
of the F. W. Drosten Jewelry Co. it was voted
to transfer stock to three of their old attaches
in appreciation of their services. Those so favored
are George V. Stieffel, of the diamond depart-
ment ; William A. Hecker, of the watch depart-
ment and J. Jackson Hagen, of the jewelry de-
partment. This action makes them partners in
the corporation and members of the advisory com-
mittee. The election then proceeded, with the fol-
lowing result : President, F. W. Drosten; vice-
president, R. Drosten ; second vice-president,
George V. Stieffel ; treasurer, W. G. Drosten ;

secretary, W. A. Hecker; assistant manager, J.
Jackson Hagen.

A. Maschmeyer, President of the Masch-
meyer-Richards Silver Co., returned recently
from an extensive trip through the South. E. A.
Schoenle, also traveler for this company, re-
turned recently from a western trip.

The A. J. Wild Jewelry Co. have moved
from the corner of Tenth and Pine Streets to
205 North Seventh Street.

Theodore Eagle has moved from the corner
of Broadway and Walnut Streets to the corner of
Seventh and Olive Streets. He was at his former
location 25 years.

G. W. Townsley, connected with H. N.
Townsley, of Pierce City, Mo., recently died at
that place.

Charles Zens, one of our oldest watchmakers,
died on April t8th, aged 62 years. The funeral
took place on April 20th.

Leo Lager has resigned from the Whelan-
Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co. to take a watch-
making course in the St. Louis Watchmaking
School.

John A. Gerts, salesman for the Whelan-
Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co. returned recently
from a week's sojourn in the Ozark Mountains
of Missouri.

The Steiner Jewelry Co., of St. Louis, has
been incorporated for $81oo, fully. paid. Incor-
porators: C. Steiner, 75 shares; George F.
Poertner, 5 shares; F. L. Steiner, I share.

Joseph Astracan, a jeweler of Amarillo,
Texas., was a visitor here recently endeavoring to
dispose of his business on account of bad health.

C. S. Stifft, the well-known jeweler of Little
Rock, Ark., was a visitor here on May nth on his
way home from New York, where he Went in the
interests of the Arkansas Diamond Mining Co.

Augusta Hettel, mother of Charles R. Hettel,
President of the C. R. Hettel Jewelry Co., died
on May 3d and was buried on May 5th.

Fred Grimm, 6o years old, a jeweler, shot
and killed himself on the afternoon of May 6th
at his boarding house, 3533 Lindell Avenue. He
was said to have been in the employ of a northern
jewelry firm.

Herman Cerf, vice-president of the M. Bonn
Jewelry Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., and of M. Bonn
& Co., here, was a recent visitor to the city.

A very fine gold watch, presented to Dr.
Calvin M. Woodward, dean of the engineering
department of Washington University, at a ban-
quet at the Planter's Hotel, recently, was pur-
chased from the Mermod, Jaccard & King
Jewelry Co.

The members of the St. Louis Association
held their annual election and gave an informal
dinner last night at the Mercantile Club, with 250
members and guests attending. C. C. Robertson
was elected president, W. H. Grimes vice-presi-
dent, John R. Cooke treasurer.

A story comes from Galveston that diamonds
worth $300,000 have been smuggled across the
border from Mexico and Government Secret
Service agents believe they have a clew to the
man who tricked the Mexican and American
customs inspectors. It is said this is the fourth
illegal transportation of diamonds, but the other
three were for smaller amounts.

The Jewelers' and Opticians' Association of
Arkansas met in annual session at Little Rock,
Ark., May tith. The following officers were
elected : Opticians—C. E. Castleberry, Little Rock,
Ark., president ; T. J. Ellis, Jonesboro, Ark., vice-
president ; Mrs. H. F. McFadden, Stuttgart, Ark.,
secretary-treasurer. Jewelers—T. J. Ellis, Jones-
boro, president ; S. D. Sprott, Monticello, Ark.,
vice-president ; C. H. Carmichael, Booneville,
Ark., secretary-treasurer.

Among the well-known trade visitors here
during the month were : J. E. Mackey, Bismarck,
Mo.; T. B. Morris, Perry, Mo.; Adam Ha fner
and N. G. Ha fner, De Soto, Mo.; H. A. Tune-
horst, Jerseyville, Ill.; Jacob Bersche, Waterloo,
Ill.; Edward Barefield, Prescott, Ark.; Lester
Lawrence, Galesburg, Mo.; J. B. Hayden and
wife, Topeka, Kans.; M. E. Schmidt, of Gmelich
& Schmidt, Booneville, Mo.; A. P. Wolff,
Murphysboro, Ill.; L. Woolford, Baldwin, Il.;
G. S. Hagy, Vernon, Tex.; J. C. Futtrall, Fayette-
ville, Ark.; Mr. Heinrichs, of Heinrichs &
Chambers, Jefferson City, Mo.; T. H. Gadsden,
Portage, Wis.; R. Moss, Owensboro, Ky.; V.
Rice, Carterville, Ill.
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F. L. BOSWORTH CO.

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
'CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

REED-BENNETT CO.

Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds

Tools, Material and Findings

LEWIS FINKELSTEIN

Wholesale Jeweler

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval

ALBERT L. HAM AN

Exclusively

Watches and Diamonds

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO

Diamonds, Watches

and Jewelry

. H. CLAUSIN & CO.

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

Tools and Material

BIRKENHAUER-
THOMS,EN CO.

Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools

and Material

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
S. H. CLAUSIN 8c CO. 46

REED-BENNETT CO.
BIRKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.
F. L BOSWORTH CO.
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN
SISCHO & BEARD
VEHON & GOODMAN
ALBERT L HAMAN

It 66

SISCHO. & BEARD

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

VEHON & GOODMAN

Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry
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Business throughout this section has been
about as good as could be expected for this time
of the year. The farmers began seeding from
one to two weeks earlier this spring than usual.
The Northwest has suffered considerably during
the past month from a drought, which is being
broken by a heavy rain at this writing.

One of the most unique and up-to-date
catalogues now being presented to the retail
jewelers is that gotten out recently by A. L.
Haman, wholesale watch and diamond house,
St. Paul, wherein all the different makes of
railroad watches are listed, with a telegraph code,
which simplifies ordering to such a degree that
any watch movement or case can be described in
one word, that being the code word. This will,
no doubt, be of great service and a money-saver
to those who frequently have calls for watches
which they are out of at that time and who wish
to telegraph their order. The catalogue also
contains a key to the wholesale price, which is
quoted with each movement and the retail selling
price in plain figures, the latter being the prices
fixed by the different manufacturers to insure
uniformity in price to all purchasers.

E. J. Sloan and S. D. Sloan, formerly at
Ironwood, Mich., have started in business at 370
Minnesota Street, St. Paul. They will do trade
watchmaking. The firm name is Sloan Bros.

E. P. Sundberg, jeweler of Fargo, N. Dak.,
accompanied by his wife, returned to their home
recently after a two months' tour of the South.

The Carleton Jewelry Co., of Marshfield,
Oregon, sold their showcases and fixtures to the
Red Cross Drug Co. and are now out of business.

The Henry Bockstruck Co. of St. Paul, has
succeeded to the business of H. Bockstruck,
located at II East Seventh Street. The new firm
was recently incorporated with a capital stock of
$8o,000.

The new St. Paul Hotel, in St. Paul, has
been completed after being in course of con-
struction for over a year. The completion has
been marked by the installation of some ex-
quisite silverware made especially for that institu-
tion.

The Jobbers' Association, of St. Paul, has
made arrangements with the railroad companies
to give the out-of-town merchants a reduced
fare to the city at certain periods during each
year, whereby the association pays the reduction
to the railroads This special opportunity will be
for merchants only and their ticket certificates
must be indorsed by the association and vali-
dated before they are able to secure the return
ticket at the reduced rate.

L. Harmison, of Hoquiam, Wash., has sold
out his business at that place. Mr. Harmison had
been in business about five years.

A. E. Paegel, jeweler of Minneapolis, at-
tended the gathering of the Mystic Shrine re-
cently held in New Orleans.

M. L. Cohen, of the firm of M. L. Cohen &
Co., of Minneapolis, is expected to return to his
home soon, after a two months' trip through the
South.

W. Hanscom, of the Hanscom Jewelry Store
at Pendletotn, Oregon, recently purchased an
automobile which he will use for both business
and pleasure.

R. M. Horr, who bought the Meyers business
at Lemmon, S. Dak., was one of the out-of-town'
retailers seen in the Twin Cities during the past
month.

K. E. Kylo, of Prescott, Wis., was in the
Twin Cities during the past month buying goods.

K EYST ONE

Peter Alstad, formerly with White & Mac-
Naught, of Minneapolis, has accepted a position
with George W. Wooley, manufacturing jeweler
of St. Paul.

William Cohen is again back in the store of
L. J. Wilk & Co., of Minneapolis, after an ab-
sence of three months due to an attack of rheu-
matism. Mr. Cohen visited the springs at West
Baden, Ind., in an effort to regain his health, but
failed to get relief there and went to Shakopee,
Minn., where he took mud baths at the Mudcura
Sanitarium. He derived much benefit from the
latter and is again enjoying good health.

W. R. Cooper, of S. H. Clausin & Co., of
Minneapolis, made a trip to New Orleans, where
he attended the conclave of the Mystic Shriners
recently held at that place. He stopped off in
Chicago on his return.

Henry B. E. Young, of Chicago, is making
a short visit to Minneapolis, where he was for-
merly located in the jewelry business. Mr. Young
plans to spend the summer at Lake Minnetonka.

Gust. Chellin, Litchfield, Minn., was in Min-
neapolis during the past month buying autos.
Mr. Chellin intends to establish an automobile
business as a side line to his jewelry business.

Al W. Field, of Portland, Oregon, has moved
his stock and fixtures to his new location, 28
North Sixth Street.

Alexander J. Barnes, traveling salesman for
F. L. Bosworth & Co., of Minneapolis, and Miss
Ora Ells, also of that city, were married recently
and went to Minot, N. Dak., for their wedding
journey. Mr. and Mrs. Barnes will reside in
Minneapolis.

T. A. Shirley, manufacturing jeweler and en-
graver of St. Paul, has been called to Canada
on account of the serious illness of his father.

Dave Willis, formerly in the employ of the
Gittelson Jewelry Co., Minneapolis, has gone into
the cigar and confectionery business again, hav-
ing secured a location at the Southern Theater
in South Minneapolis.

Carl Thayer, of Minneapolis, has moved his
store from 15 South Fourth Street to 604 Henne-
pin Avenue.

One of the latest Twin City jewelers to pur-
chase an automobile was Max Blumencranz, of
the Blumencranz Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis.

F. W. Seaman, watchmaker and jeweler of
Hastings, Minn., was one of the out-of-town re-
tailers to call on the Twin City jobbers during
the month. Mr. Seaman reports business as
being all that can be expected at this time of the
year.

P. M. Kohl, at 305 Nicollet Avenue, Minne-
apolis, has been making some very extensive im-
provements in his manufacturing establishment,
which was seriously damaged by fire last March.
He has installed six new individual motors, also
an improved plating outfit, dynamo and hydraulic
press. The shop has also been rearranged and
made as thoroughly up to date as possible, the
improvements costing about $r2oo. The firm title
has been changed from Johantgen & Kohl to
P M. Kohl.

I. Halsman, of Portland, Oregon, who was
formerly in the retail business, has started a
wholesale establishment in the Hamilton Block,
of that city.

F. J. Conner, watchmaker and jeweler of
Hamline, St. Paul, has put in a new line of
jewelry. Mr. Conner just started up recently
and seems to be meeting with good success.

Wallace Loring has accepted a position with
B. F. Simpson & Co., of Minneapolis. Mr.
Loring was formerly employed by L. C. Gaus &
Co., of that city.

Mr. Blyback, manager of the jewelry depart-
ment of William Donaldson & Co., Minneapolis,
will leave in June for a visit to his old home
in Norway. Mr. Blyback will be gone about
three months.

W. W. McGuire, of Northfield, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities buying goods during the past
month.

C. M. Thomsen, of the Birkenhauer-Thom-
sen Co., of Minneapolis, and Charles Weigel have
sold their interests in the Trans feroid Co. to
H. N. La Greide, who will continue the business.

9"

R. D. Pettie, jeweler and optician of Rinton,
Wash., will put aside the cares of business for a
week and visit the Rose Carnival in Portland,
Oregon. Mr. Pettie will soon wed one of Port-
land's most popular young ladies.

J. P. Hoeltgen, jeweler of Belle Plaine,
Minn., called on the jobbers of the Twin Cities
during the past month, buying goods for his store.

J. M. Irwin, formerly with Meyer Bros., of
Seattle, Wash., has accepted a position as sales-
man for I. Holsman & Co., at Portland, Oregon.

Charles E. Read, formerly employed as en-
graver by B. R. Schwarz, of Minneapolis, has es-
tablished himself in business at Long Creek,
Oregon.

F. R. Levy, of the Levy Jewelry Co., Min-
neapolis, has moved his stock to Dickinson, N.
Dak., where he will engage in business.

Earl Barker, of Bemidji, Minn., made a trip
to the Twin Cities during the month in his auto-
mobile, a distance of about 220 miles.

S. H. Lindquist, of Camden Place, a Minne-
apolis suburb, will move into a new store which
is being erected, where he will install a new stock
and new fixtures and fittings.

C. 0. Querna, of Madison, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities recently on business.

L. Nalty, of 0. H. Arosin's jewelry store, St.
Paul, has been on the sick list.

The County Commissioners of Tacoma,
Wash., contemplate installing a four-dial clock
in the Court House tower at that place.

Mr. Elliott, of the firm of Moody, Baker,
Elliott Co., Ellsworth, Wis., was seen among the
out-of-town trade in the Twin Cities during the
past month.

William P. Plockner, of Benson, Minn., was
also in the Twin Cities on business during the
month.

-Earl St. Horr, formerly manager of the ma-
terial department for Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
called on the Twin City jobbers during the past
month in the interest of the American Oil and
Supply Co., of Newark, N. J.

A. S. St. Marie has resigned his position
with C. McCullen, of Underwood, N. Dak., and
is looking for a position in or near the Twin
Cities. The cause for his resigning was due
to the climate.

The following out-of-town retail jewelers
and opticians were seen in the Twin Cities during
the past month: F. W. Seaman, of Hastings,
Minn.; D. Watterston, Garner, Iowa ; W. W.
McGuire, Northfield, Minn.; Peder Gaalaas, of
Stillwater, Minn.; H. 0. Thomas, Hampton,
Iowa ; W. J. Downie, Britton, S. Dak.; K. E.
Kylo, Prescott, Wis.; J. P. Hoeltgen, Belle
Plaine, Minn.; C. G. Sorensen, of Clarkfield,
Minn.; E. A. Barker, Bemidji, Minn.; Willliam
Plockner, Benson, Minn.; Mr. Schmid, of Can-
non & Schmid, Fargo, N. Dak.; T. J. Thompson,
Barron, Wis.; Paul T. Hunziker, Jordan, Minn.;
A. S. St. Marie, Underwood, N. Dak.; A. 0.
Hulberg, Northfield, Minn.; A. G. Anderson,
Oakes, N. Dak

New Alloys

Modern chemistry enables man to make over
some of the most useful metals very much at his
will and greatly to his profit. Dr. W. Rosenhain,
in England, recently made a report on the prop-
erties of new alloys of copper, aluminum and
manganese, which show remarkable peculiarities.
An alloy of 88 per cent. copper, 9.99 per cent.
aluminum and 2.01 per cent. manganese showed
enormous tensile strength, a cold-drawn bar hav•-
ing a yield point of 40.88 tons per square inch,
and an ultimate stress of 52.08 tons per square
inch. Another alloy is so hard that it can take
a cutting edge sharp enough to sharpen a lead
pencil. The British Admiralty is experimenting
with these alloys to determine their resistance
tO corrosion in sea water.

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.
Adv.
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Wrapped in a piece of paper a bunch of dia-monds worth considerably over Woo was kickedabout in a South Norwood Street car Tuesdayevening, May loth, until taken in charge by Con-ductor Moeller. The diamonds are the propertyof C. T. Swoope, jeweler at 1135 MadisonAvenue, Covington, Ky. Swoope did not dis-cover that the package had slipped from his lapuntil he reached Fountain Square and in tenminutes time he had the Cincinnati and Norwoodpolice departments looking for the "stolen" goods.He called up the car barns and the conductorwho was just coming in with his car handed thedirty bundle to the clerk, not knowing what it

contained, who handed it to Swoope. No, Swoopedid not say "Thank you, Mr. Conductor," nordid he say "Here, have a smoke," and then handhim a punk bar cigar, as such cases usually ter-minate, but he bought the conductor a $6o goldwatch which he had been admiring but could not
afford, and gave the clerk a $2 bill.

The Cincinnati police and local jewelers arerejoicing over the arrest here on Friday, May13th, of a colored man who, the police say, ad-
mits he is Clinton Jackson. The police say he is
recognized by the police of the country as oneof the cleverest "pennyweighters" alive. A
pennyweighter is one who enters a jewelry store,asks to be shown some diamonds and then, con-
cealing one or two stones, makes an excuse toget out of the store and away before the loss is
discovered. The police say Jackson is an ama-teur slight-of-hand man and can easily flick a
stone up his sleeve by snapping his fingersagainst a gem. Jackson has served four peniten-
tiary terms and a long workhouse term in Cin-cinnati. Eighteen years ago three robberies ofthis kind were committed in Cincinnati andJackson, who was suspected and arrested, escaped
because evidence was lacking. Jackson was ar-
rested by Detective Allen, who arrested him
eighteen years ago. He claims he was just
passing through the city and did not intend to
remain here. The police are holding him for a
few days while they ask other cities if he is
xvanted.

Frank Herschede, of the Frank HerschedeCompany, Fourth Street jewelers, is taking anactive part in the effort to make the Ohio Valley
Exposition this coming fall a pronounced success.As chairman of the committee on Governmentexhibits and as chairman of the committee on
general exhibits he has made several trips to
Washington, D. C., and says the Government
exhibits will be the most extensive, perhaps, out-side of the Government exhibits at the world's
fairs.

Much interest is being shown by local jew-elers in the fact that a remarkable collection ofrare examples of the silversmith's art will be
shown at the Ohio Valley Exposition this fall in
Cincinnati. Unique and artistic examples of thework of oriental silversmiths of ancient and
modern times will be a striking feature. Many
of the pieces which will be shown won prizes
at the world's fairs in Paris, Vienna, Melbourne
and the United States. Original specimens of the
work of the famous French silversmiths of
Louis XVI's time and of the English masters of
the time of Queen Anne will also be shown. It
is claimed some of these pieces were once owned
by monarchs and that others bear the marks of
many of the most noted peers of the eighteenth
century. Rare ceramics, including a dinner
service of Limoges enamels, said to be the finest
ever made, and translucent dinnerware from
Russia will also be displayed.

The Cincinnati Retail Jewelers Association,
at a meeting held April 29th, decided to close
their stores every Tuesday and Friday evening at
6.30 o'clock, beginning May 1st and continuing
for the summer months, to give their clerks two
nights off each week.

A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Sons,
wholesale jewelers, said business was quiet dur-
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mg the middle of May but that the outlook is
very promising and that the firm is preparing for
a good fall trade.

C. N. Hetzner, of Peru, Ind., called on Cin-
cinnati friends recently while returning from
the Shriners' conclave in New Orleans.

The Lindenberg & Fox ball team was sched-
uled to play a picked team of Cincinnati letter
carriers Sunday, May 22d.

A. C. Wallenstein, of Wallenstein, Mayer &
Company, has purchased a Chalmers-Detroit
touring car.

At a meeting of the Cincinnati Wholesale
Jewelers and Manufacturers' Association, held
May r9th, it was decided to close at noon on
Saturdays during June, July and August.

George Gruen, of the Gruen Watch Com-
pany, accompanied by Mrs. Gruen, is spending
several weeks in Italy. D. Gruen will sail June
4th on the Amerika for Germany and Switzer-
land. He will return in September.

A. G. Schwab reported arrangements for the
Wholesale Jewelers' Convention in Cincinnati
June 9th as "progressing nicely."

Milford G. Fox, of the Gustave Fox Co.,
went to Chicago May loth on a business trip.
He will be in the Pacific Coast States for two
months on business.

Ed Klein, of Klein Bros. Company, whole-sale jewelers, said business has been very fairwith the firm. Ed Klein returned about the
middle of May from northern Indiana and Ohio,
and left May 17th for a two weeks' trip through
southern Indiana. Eugene Frommeyer, of the
firm, returned May 13th from an Illinois trip
and left May 15th for Ohio.

Simon Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss& Company, wholesale jewelers in the CarewBuilding, accompanied by Mrs. Lindenberg, willleave June loth, the day after the WholesaleJewelers' Convention, for a three weeks' trip to
Atlantic City and eastern cities. They will meetin New York their newly-married son, Alvin
Lindenberg, who will be married June 1st to
Miss Reba Markstein, of Cincinnati. The couple
will spend the honeymoon in the East and will
live in Indianapolis on their return. Mr. Lin-
denberg is a member of the D. Summers Furni-
ture Company, of Indianapolis, and is prominent
in the business and social world, not only in
Indianapolis, but in Cincinnati, where he has
scores of friends. Miss Markstein, the bride-
elect, is a charming young woman and a social
favorite here.

W. S. King, watchmaker for the Thoma
Bros. Company, Fourth Street dealers in jewelers'
supplies, went fishing May Isth in the Little
Miami River at Foster's Crossing, the first time
since 188o, he said. He caught a fine string of
bass.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, whole-
sale jewelers, accompanied by his family, re-
turned Sunday, May 22d, from a two months'
pleasure trip in California.

The initiation of candidates was the princi-
pal item of business transacted by Cincinnati
Nest No. 2, Ku-Kus, at the last meeting. The
evening was concluded with a smoker.

Fred Saul, of Chattanooga, was buying goods
in Cincinnati in May.

"Business in the staple lines is holding up
nicely," said Mr. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart
Company, dealers in jewelers' supplies, in the
Merchants Building, Sixth and College Streets.
"Our road men are getting the average amount
of business for this time of the year. We are
increasing our stock considerably with new goods
in expectation of a big fall business. I believe
there will be a healthy increase in all lines of
business in the early fall."

"Business is very good for this time of the
year," said D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann &
Sons. "Each month is showing an improvement
over last year. We expect a record fall."

D. A. Lamb, of Wilmington, Ohio; W. Thien,
Winchester, Ky.; B. Martin, Trinidad, Colo.;
L. Monfried, Louisville, Ky. •, Louis Schomer, of
Joseph Simon & Co., Middletown, Ohio, were
in Cincinnati buying goods about the middle of
May.

Leonard Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
diamond jewelers, spent the day, May 14th, at the
Laughery Club and left May t6th for French
Lick Springs at West Baden for a few days.
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The firm reports business as fair and prospects
as being good.

Arne Dorst, head of the Dorst Company,
manufacturing jewelers in the Lion Building,
said "Business is very good for the time of the
year and the outlook is promising."

The Thoma Bros. Company closed their
place of business May 12th to attend the funeral
of Jacob Dorst, of the Dorst Company. Jerome
and A. J. Thoma attended the obsequies. Carl
and Fred were on the road and could not get
home. -

"Business is better than we hoped for; the
spring trade has been far beyond our expecta-
tions," said J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry
Company, manufacturing jewelers in the Lion
Building.

A. J. Heesen was buying fixtures for his
new Toledo, Ohio, store late in April.

S. Strauss, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Corn-
pany', is now a devotee of the saddle. He has a
fine saddle horse and takes a spin every morning.
He says he is enjoying the sport immensely.

"Business is good; we have all the orders we
can swing," said John Holland, of the John
Holland Gold Pen Co. "Rubber is very high
and is hard to get. It has been advanced x5 per
cent. in the past five or six weeks and pure gum
has been advanced 300 per cent. in the last year
according to reports I have heard. The auto-
mobile tire makers are taking nearly all the
rubber which now comes into this country, thus
making it hard on the other fellows."

Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, wholesalers,
are busy getting in new goods and getting stocks
ready for the salesmen. The firm says their
various fall lines will be the best they have ever
carried. Mr. Parrish is in Ohio and Mr. Hahn
will be in Indiana the latter part of May.

A. C. Toepfert, identified with A. & J.
Plant, is slowly recovering from an illness which
has kept him confined to his home since the
first of the year.

Otto Cruetz, of the Cruetz Plating Company,
Lion Building, is president of the Monarch Tool
Manufacturing Company, of this city, which
makes gasoline marine engines.

Among the Cincinnati jewelers who went to
Columbus, Ohio, to attend the Ohio Retail
jewelers' Convention, are A. J. Thoma, of the
Thoma Bros. Company; Peter Henry, of Peter
Henry & Son; C. E. Richter, of Richter &
Phillips; Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, and
Ed Klein and Eugene Frommeyer, of the Klein
Bros. Company.

The D. Jacobs Sons Company's baseball team
defeated the Lindenberg & Fox team at the
Hewitt Avenue grounds Saturday, May 55th, by
a score of 12 to 2.

L. J. Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
went to Chicago on business early in May.

Wallace Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Corn-
pany, was in New York City for two weeks late
in April.

Friends of George Fruh, jeweler at Brighton,
are much concerned because of the report that
Mr. Fruh is suffering from an attack of heart
trouble.

L. J. Pechner, of the Peck Company, Okla-
homa City, Okla., was in Cincinnati about the
middle of May to buy gods and fixtures for a
new store. He went East also. He was accom-
panied by Mrs. Pechner.

J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
Lion Building, had as his guests Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M. Haynes, of Chillicothe, Ohio, during
the May festival. Mr. Haynes is a member of
the firm of Henn & Haynes.

Mrs. George Lockhorn, wife of George
Lockhorn, a traveling man for the Clemens-
Oskamp Company, is ill at her home in Mooney
Avenue, Hyde Park.

Rudolph Jacobs & Company is now in new
quarters at 22c West Fourth Street. The com-
pany has given up the retail jewelry business
and will hereafter do only a wholesale business.

Fire which Etarted in a restaurant next door
damaged the jewelry store of L. D. Clapham, of
Columbia City, Ind., to the extent of several
hundred dollars. The damage was covered by
insurance.

Henry Hahn and Mrs. Hahn are spending a
vacation at Atlantic City. They will return about
June 1st.

(Continued on page 913)
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Wrapped in a piece of paper a bunch of dia-
monds worth considerably over $1000 was kickedabout in a South Norwood Street car Tuesday
evening, May loth, until taken in charge by Con-ductor Moeller. The diamonds are the propertyof C. T. Swoope, jeweler at 1135 Madison
Avenue, Covington, Ky. Swoope did not dis-cover that the package had slipped from his lapuntil he reached Fountain Square and in ten
minutes time he had the Cincinnati and Norwoodpolice departments looking for the "stolen" goods.He called up the car barns and the conductorwho was just coming in with his car handed thedirty bundle to the clerk, not knowing what it
contained, who handed it to Swoope. No, Swoope
did not say "Thank you, Mr. Conductor," nor
did he say "Here, have a smoke," and then handhim a punk bar cigar, as such cases usually ter-
minate, but he bought the conductor a $60 gold
watch which he had been admiring but could not
afford, and gave the clerk a $2 bill.

The Cincinnati police and local jewelers are
rejoicing over the arrest here on Friday, May
13th, of a colored man who, the police say, ad-
mits he is Clinton Jackson. The police say he is
recognized by the police of the country as one
of the cleverest "pennyweighters" alive. A
pennyweighter is one who enters a jewelry store,
asks to be shown some diamonds and then, con-
cealing one or two stones, makes an excuse to
get out of the store and away before the loss is
discovered. The police say Jackson is an ama-
teur slight-of-hand man and can easily flick a
stone up his sleeve by snapping his fingers
against a gem. Jackson has served four peniten-
tiary terms and a long workhouse term in Cin-
cinnati. Eighteen years ago three robberies ofthis kind were committed in Cincinnati and
Jackson, who was suspected and arrested, escaped
because evidence was lacking. Jackson was ar-
rested by Detective Allen, who arrested him
eighteen years ago. He claims he was just
passing through the city and did not intend to
remain here. The police are holding him for a
few days while they ask other cities if he is
wanted.

Frank Herschede, of the Frank Herschede
Company, Fourth Street jewelers, is taking an
active part in the effort to make the Ohio Valley
Exposition this coming fall a pronounced success.
As chairman of the committee on Government
exhibits and as chairman of the committee on
general exhibits he has made several trips to
Washington, I). C., and says the Government
exhibits will be the most extensive, perhaps, out-
side of the Government exhibits at the world's
fairs.

Much interest is being shown by local jew-elers in the fact that a remarkable collection of
rare examples of the silversmith's art will be
shown at the Ohio Valley Exposition this fall in
Cincinnati. Unique and artistic examples of the
work of oriental silversmiths of ancient and
modern times will be a striking feature. Many
of the pieces which will be shown won prizes
at the world's fairs in Paris, Vienna, Melbourne
and the United States. Original specimens of the
work of the famous French silversmiths of
Louis XVI's time and of the English masters of
the time of Queen Anne will also be shown. It
is claimed some of these pieces were once owned
by monarchs and that others bear the marks of
many of the most noted peers of the eighteenth
century. Rare ceramics, including a dinner
service of Limoges enamels, said to be the finest
ever made, and translucent dinnerware from
Russia will also be displayed.

The Cincinnati Retail Jewelers Association,
at a meeting held April 29th, decided to. close
their stores every Tuesday and Friday evening at
6.30 o'clock, beginning May 1st and continuing
for the summer months, to give their clerks two
nights off each week.

A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Sons,
wholesale jewelers, said business was quiet dur-
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mg the middle of May but that the outlook is
very promising and that the firm is preparing for
a good fall trade.

C. N. Hetzner, of Peru, Ind., called on Cin-
cinnati friends recently while returning from
the Shriners' conclave in New Orleans.

The Lindenberg & Fox ball team was sched-
uled to play a picked team of Cincinnati letter
carriers Sunday, May 22d.

A. C. Wallenstein, of Wallenstein, Mayer &
Company, has purchased a Chalmers-Detroit
touring car.

At a meeting of the Cincinnati Wholesale
Jewelers and Manufacturers' Association, held
May igth, it was decided to close at noon on
Saturdays during June, July and August.

George Gruen, of the Gruen Watch Com-
pany, accompanied by Mrs. Gruen, is spending
several weeks in Italy. D. Gruen will sail June
4th on the Amerika for Germany and Switzer-
land. He will return in September.

A. G. Schwab reported arrangements for the
Wholesale Jewelers' Convention in Cincinnati
June 9th as "progressing nicely."

Milford G. Fox, of the Gustave Fox Co.,
went to Chicago May loth on a business trip.
He will be in the Pacific Coast States for two
months on business.

Ed Klein, of Klein Bros. Company, whole-
sale jewelers, said business has been very fair
with the firm. Ed Klein returned about the
middle of May from northern Indiana and Ohio,
and left May 17th for a two weeks' trip through
southern Indiana. Eugene Frommeyer, of the
firm, returned May 13th from an Illinois trip
and left May 15th for Ohio.

Simon Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss& Company, wholesale jewelers in the Carew
Building, accompanied by Mrs. Lindenberg, will
leave June loth, the day after the Wholesale
Jewelers' Convention, for a three weeks' trip to
Atlantic City and eastern cities. They will meet
in New York their newly-married son, Alvin
Lindenberg, who will be married June 1st to
Miss Reba Markstein, of Cincinnati. The couple
will spend the honeymoon in the East and will
live in Indianapolis on their return. Mr. Lin-
denberg is a member of the D. Summers Furni-
ture Company, of Indianapolis, and is prominent
in the business and social world, not only in
Indianapolis, but in Cincinnati, where he has
scores of friends. Miss Markstein, the bride-
elect, is a charming young woman and a social
favorite here.

W. S. King, watchmaker for the Thoma
Bros. Company, Fourth Street dealers in jewelers'
supplies, went fishing May 15th in the Little
Miami River at Foster's Crossing, the first time
since 188o, he said. He caught a fine string of
bass.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, whole-
sale jewelers, accompanied by his family, re-
turned Sunday, May 22d, from a two months'
pleasure trip in California.

The initiation of candidates was the princi-
pal item of business transacted by Cincinnati
Nest No. 2, Ku-Kus, at the last meeting. The
evening was concluded with a smoker.

Fred Saul, of Chattanooga, was buying goods
in Cincinnati in May.

"Business in the staple lines is holding up
nicely," said Mr. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart
Company, dealers in jewelers' supplies, in the
Merchants Building, Sixth and College Streets.
"Our road men are getting the average amount
of business for this time of the year. We are
increasing our stock considerably with new goods
in expectation of a big fall business. I believe
there will be a healthy increase in all lines of
business in the early fall."

"Business is very good for this time of the
year," said D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann &
Sons. "Each month is showing an improvement
over last year. We expect a record fall."

D. A. Lamb, of Wilmington, Ohio; W. Thien,
Winchester, Ky.; ,T. B. Martin, Trinidad, Colo.;
L. Monfried, Louisville, Ky. 

' 
• Louis Schomer, of

Josenh Simon & Co., Middletown, Ohio, were
in Cincinnati buying goods about the middle of
May.

Leonard Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
diamond jewelers, spent the day, May 14th, at the
Laughery Club and left May t6th for French
Lick Springs at West Baden for a few days.
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The firm reports business as fair and prospects
as being good.

Arne Dorst, head of the Dorst Company,
manufacturing jewelers in the Lion Building,
said "Business is very good for the time of the
year and the outlook is promising."

The Thoma Bros. Company closed their
place of business May 12th to attend the funeral
of Jacob Dorst, of the Dorst Company. Jerome
and A. J. Thoma attended the obsequies. Carl
and Fred were on the road and could not get
home. -

"Business is better than we hoped for; the
spring trade has been far beyond our expecta-
tions," said J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry
Company, manufacturing jewelers in the Lion
Building.

A. J. Heesen was buying fixtures for his
new Toledo, Ohio, store late in April.

S. Strauss, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Com-
pany', is now a devotee of the saddle. He has a
fine saddle horse and takes a spin every morning.
He says he is enjoying the sport immensely.

"Business is good; we have all the orders we
can swing," said John Holland, of the John
Holland Gold Pen Co. "Rubber is very high
and is hard to get. It has been advanced 15 per
cent. in the past five or six weeks and pure gum
has been advanced 300 per cent. in the last year
according to reports I have heard. The auto-
mobile tire makers are taking nearly all the
rubber which now comes into this country, thus
making it hard on the other fellows."

Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, wholesalers,
are busy getting in new goods and getting stocks
ready for the salesmen. The firm says their
various fall lines will be the best they have ever
carried. Mr. Parrish is in Ohio and Mr. Hahn
will be in Indiana the latter part of May.

A. C. Toepfert, identified with A. & J.
Plant, is slowly recovering from an illness which
has kept him confined to his home since the
first of the year.

Otto Cruetz, of the Cruetz Plating Company,
Lion Building, is president of the Monarch Tool
Manufacturing Company, of this city, which
makes gasoline marine engines.

Among the Cincinnati jewelers who went to
Columbus, Ohio, to attend the Ohio Retail
jewelers' Convention, are A. J. Thoma, of the
Thoma Bros. Company; Peter Henry, of Peter
Henry & Son; C. E. Richter, of Richter &
Phillips; Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, and
Ed Klein and Eugene Frommeyer, of the Klein
Bros. Company.

The D. Jacobs Sons Company's baseball team
defeated the Lindenberg & Fox team at the
Hewitt Avenue grounds Saturday, May T5th, by
a score of 12 to 2.

L. J. Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
went to Chicago on business early in May.

Wallace Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Com-
pany, was in New York City for two weeks late
in April.

Friends of George Fruh, jeweler at Brighton,
are much concerned because of the report that
Mr. Fruh is suffering from an attack of heart
trouble.

L. J. Pechner, of the Peck Company, Okla-
homa City, Okla., was in Cincinnati about the
middle of May to buy gods and fixtures for a
new store. He went East also. He was accom-
panied by Mrs. Pechner.

J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
Lion Building, had as his guests Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M. Haynes, of Chillicothe, Ohio, during
the May festival. Mr. Haynes is a member of
the firm of Henn & Haynes.

Mrs. George Lockhorn, wife of George
Lockhorn, a traveling man for the Clemens-
Oskamp Company, is ill at her home in Mooney
Avenue, Hyde Park.

Rudolph Jacobs & Company is now in new
quarters at 22E West Fourth Street. The com-
pany has given up the retail jewelry business
and will hereafter do only a wholesale business.

Fire which started in a restaurant next door
damaged the jewelry store of L. D. Clapham, of
Columbia City, Ind., to the extent of several
hundred dollars. The damage was covered by
insurance.

Henry Hahn and Mrs. Hahn are spending a
vacation at Atlantic City. They will return about
June 1st.

(Continued on page 911)
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HE whole question comes
to this -- Can the jeweler
afford to identify his store
with anything less than the
highest known standards?

In Solid Gold Watch Cases espe-
cially it's hard for the jeweler to sell
anything but the best—even once in
a while—without injuring his stand-
ing as an expert whose advice is to
be taken without question.
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tions as to quality when you feature
Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases.
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(Continued from page N2 )

Mrs. Howard, mother-in-law of Julius Bose,
bookkeeper for the E. & J. Swigart Company,
lied at her home in Norwood May x8th after
a long illness. She was 72 years of age.

The Victor Bogaert Company, Lexington,
Ky., retail jewelers, has materially improved its
;tore by putting in a new front and adding con-
tiderable space to the interior. Mr. Victor
Bogaert left for Europe about the middle of May.

Albert C. Wallenstein, of Wallenstein,
Mayer & Co., has been chosen manager, captain
tnd pitcher of the Wholesale Jewelers' Baseball
League.

Albert Simon, of R. Simon, Springfield, Ohio,
)ought goods in Cincinnati late in May. He was
.00king for a watchmaker while here.

A fine little daughter has arrived at the
.tome of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fox, of Fox Bros.
de Co.

Joseph Noterman, Race Street diamond im-
2orter and jeweler, attended the Kentucky State
Conclave of Knights Templar in Winchester, Ky.,
May x8th and 19th.

G. M. Braham, of A. & J. Plant, accom-
panied by Mrs. Braham, are home from a visit
to Atlantic City.

M. Schwab, of the M. Schwab Jewelry Corn-
)any, was a Cincinnati representative to the St.
Louis convention of the Grand Lodge of the
13'nai B'rith, May 8th.

Mr. Fred and Mrs. Sophie Selmeier, the
ienerable parents of George Selmeier, secretary
)f the E. & J. Swigart Company, celebrated their
,olden wedding anniversary at their home at 286
West Fifth Street, Covington, Ky., May 17th,
iurrounded by their children, relatives and scores
)f friends. John Selmeier, of Selmeier & Peck,
I:incinnati manufacturing jewelers, is a son, as is
Ilso Henry Selmeier, of Hetch & Selmeier,
-nanufacturing jewelers of Louisville, Ky. Mr.
Selmeier is 76 and his lifemate is 73 years of age.

Cincinnati jewelers have learned that B. W.
Martin, of Harriman, Tenn., contemplates selling
)ut his jewelry business.

Edwin B. Jacobs, of the D. Jacobs Sons
,:ompany, is confined to his home with an attack
,f the grippe.

G. F. Gallup, of Cattletsburg, Ky., called on
.:incinnati friends recently while on his way to
2alifornia for a few weeks' visit.

Jeweler friends of George Link, of 1711
Tine Street, gave him a "housewarming" recently
vhen he moved into his new Fairview Heights
tome.

George Hugger, of Ironton, Ohio, was buy-
ng goods here May t8th.

Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers, expect to be
a home on the fifth floor of the Merchants'
luilding, Sixth and College Streets, by June 1st,
where they will receive their jeweler friends
luring the big convention to be held here early
n June. The firm reports a good outlook for
:all business.

Herman Lange, Vine Street jeweler, ac-
:ompanied by Mrs. Lange and their daughter,
,ailed for Europe May 19th. They will be gone
hree months.

The mother of C. W. Bennett, of the Her-
;chede Company, died recently in Charlotte, N. C.

Lee Horn, traveling representative of Lin-
lenberg & Fox, is riding Highland Lodge No.
'66, K. of P.'s goat. He says he is fast becoming
I rough rider.

Sol Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., sailed on the
<:ronprincessin Cecile April 26th for a four
nonths' buying trip in Europe.

Cincinnati jewelers have heard with regret
)f the death, April 27th, of George Charters, for
tearly sixty years a watchmaker and jeweler in
Xenia, Ohio. J. Thorburn Charters, a son, will
:ontinue the business.
, Everett Schipper, 23, a brother of Harry
chipper, Hamilton, Ohio, jeweler, was accident-

ally drowned May 3d in the Ohio River at
Aurora, Ind., while working about a new launch.

KEYSTONE

The Mitchell Building Company, from which
the Keck and Duhme jewelry companies have
been renting the big Fourth Street store, has
notified Trustee R. DeV. Carroll not to remove
or sell the showcases in the store or the big
street clock, as the company claims they are a
part of the real estate and cannot be removed.
The clock and cases together are worth several
thousand dollars, it is claimed.

Charles Rosen, former Cincinnati retail
jeweler, and his brother-in-law, M. Levine, for-
merly Rosen's store manager, returned to Cincin-
nati May 1st to answer charges preferred against
them. Rosen closed his store at 528 Race Street
last Christmas and disappeared. He was then
thrown into bankruptcy. The receiver claimed
everything of value had been removed from the
store. Rosen was located in Los Angeles and
was arrested on a charge of attempting to de-
fraud his creditors. It is claimed he shipped
about $5000 worth of jewelry to Aberdeen,
S. Dak., in the name of a fifteen-year old girl,
and that it was found there in charge of Levine,
who was arrested on the charge of aiding Rosen
in his effort to defraud creditors. Rosen re-
newed his bond May 2d here and pleaded not
guilty to the conspiracy charge. As Levine
furnished bond at Aberdeen he did not have to
give a new one. The case will be heard during
the October term of the Federal courts here.
Rosen returned without requisition papers being
served on him.

Death of Jacob Dorst

Jacob Dorst, one of the most widely known
jewelers of the West, died at his home in Cin-
cinnati May 9th. He had been ailing for several
months, although his true condition was known
to many of his friends. Nevertheless, the an-

Jacob Dorst

nouncement of his death came as a great shock
to the trade. No man among the jewelers was
more beloved and esteemed than Mr. Dorst. In
many respects he came to be regarded as the
dean of the Cincinnati trade.

He was born in Waldheim, Germany, in 1849,
and emigrated to America with his parents in
1851, immediately locating in Cincinnati. He
traveled extensively in his early days as a
jewelry salesman and there is scarcely a town
of any size in the country where he was not
known. He was a whole-souled, whole-hearted
gentleman, with a jovial disposition and always
had a hearty word of good cheer and welcome
for every one. As a boy he worked for Max
Nathan, who was then a wholesale jeweler in this
city. Later he accepted a position in the material
department of Duhme & Co., this city, and finally
accepted a road position with this firm. In the
early 8o's he accepted a road position with Keller
& Untermeyer, of New York, and traveled over
the entire South and West. In 1888 he joined

953

with Joseph Jonas in organizing the firm of
Jonas, Dorst & Co., mahufacturing jewelers, in
this city. In 1897 this firm was succeeded by
Dorst & Co., which in 1904 was incorporated
under the name of The Dorst Co.

The funeral was held from the family resi-
dence, 377 Howell Avenue, May 12th. The Cin-
cinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and Manufacturers'
Association attended the funeral in a body. The
active pall bearers were Albert Seibert, George
Bohrer, Julius Greyer and John Daller. The
honorary pall bearers were Dietrich Gruen,
Aaron Herman, Ed Albert and Samuel Peck.

A special meeting of the Cincinnati Whole-
sale Jewelers' and Manufacturers' Association
was called for the purpose of drafting resolu-
tions of regret and condolence to the bereaved
family. During his life Mr. Dorst was a promi-
nent Mason and a member of Cincinnati Corn-
mandery Knights Templar, and these organiza-
tions assisted in the funeral services. In addi-
tion to his connection with the jewelry trade
Mr. Dorst was also vice-president of the Aragon
Building Association and vice-president of the
Hamilton County League of Building Associa-
tions, and was very active in other business or-
ganizations and German societies. For the past
six or eight years the business of The Dorst Co.
has been in charge of Arno Dorst, the only
surviving child, and he will continue in charge.
A widow, formerly Miss Caroline Mohn, also
survives him. THE KEYSTONE joins the many
friends of Mr. Dorst in their expressions of
sympathy and condolence to the surviving mem-
bers of his family.

Missouri and Kansas Joint Convention

The present indications are that the joint
meeting of the Missouri and Kansas Jewelers at
the Baltimore Hotel, in Kansas City, on June 20th,
21st and 22nd, will be a record-breaker, writes
Mr. Wheeler. The programme as arranged will
be of great benefit to all who attend. The corn-
mittee has arranged subjects for discussion that
must interest every man who desires to go
forward. There will be very little technical dis-
cussion. We are going to try to boost the busi-
ness end of the business. Advertising, system,
costs and profits will be handled by men who
are competent to help us all. No one who tries
to advertise his business should fail to hear P. S.
Harris on the subject of advertising on the
morning of the first day, and the talk by Claude
Range on "Business System," in the afternoon.
If you feel that you can attend the meeting only
one or two days be sure that Monday is one of
them. It is going to be the big helpful day.

The Baltimore Hotel has offered us every
facility for making the meeting a success. A
large room has been provided for the holding
of the meetings. If the exhibitor will apply in
time the management will endeavor to place all
on the same floor, so that it will be easy for the
visitors to inspect all the exhibits. We sincerely
hope that many manufacturers and jobbers will
be present with their lines. No financial aid
is asked by the Missouri and Kansas Associations
in any form whatever, but we hope to see the
exhibits there. In arranging the programme we
have provided time when the jewelers will be
free to visit the exhibits. There was some mis-
understanding along this line last year, but we
want it distinctly understood this year that
exhibitors are not only welcome, but urged to
come to the meeting. No formal invitation will
be issued anyone to exhibit, no more than this
letter, but I hope this will suffice to bring many.

While we cannot state at this time what will
be the evening programme, we can assure every

oiie 

that splendid entertainment will be offered
for Monday and Tuesday nights. You owe it to
yourself and the jewelry business to come to
this meeting and brush up a little. Get out of the
rut.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. the genuine.
—Adv.
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Solid Gold Watch Cases

T
HE whole question comes
to this -- Can the jeweler
afford to identify his store
with anything less than the
highest known standards?

In Solid Gold Watch Cases espe-
cially it's hard for the jeweler to sell
anything but the best—even once in
a while—without injuring his stand-
ing as an expert whose advice is to
be taken without question.
There's no doubt about your inten-
tions as to quality when you feature
Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases.
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(Continued from page 912 )

Mrs. Howard, mother-in-law of Julius Bose,
bookkeeper for the E. & J. Swigart Company,
lied at her home in Norwood May i8th after
a long illness. She was 72 years of age.

The Victor Bogaert Company, Lexington,
Ky., retail jewelers, has materially improved its
,tore by putting in a new front and adding con-
hderable space to the interior. Mr. Victor
Bogaert left for Europe about the middle of May.

Albert C. Wallenstein, of Wallenstein,
Mayer & Co., has been chosen manager, captain
md pitcher of the Wholesale Jewelers' Baseball
League.

Albert Simon, of R. Simon, Springfield, Ohio,
sought goods in Cincinnati late in May. He was
:ooking for a watchmaker while here.

A fine little daughter has arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fox, of Fox Bros.
St Co.

Joseph Noterman, Race Street diamond im-
porter and jeweler, attended the Kentucky State
Conclave of Knights Templar in Winchester, Ky.,
May 18th and loth.

G. M. Braham, of A. & J. Plant, accom-
panied by Mrs. Braham, are home from a visit
to Atlantic City.

M. Schwab, of the M. Schwab Jewelry Com-
pany, was a Cincinnati representative to the St.
Louis convention of the Grand Lodge of the
13'nai B'rith, May 8th.

Mr. Fred and Mrs. Sophie Selmeier, the
venerable parents of George Selmeier, secretary
)f the E. & J. Swigart Company, celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary at their home at 286
West Fifth Street, Covington, Ky., May 17th,
surrounded by their children, relatives and scores
)f friends. John Selmeier, of Selmeier & Peck,
Cincinnati manufacturing jewelers, is a son, as is
Ilso Henry Selmeier, of Hetch & Selmeier,
manufacturing jewelers of Louisville, Ky. Mr.
Selmeier is 76 and his lifemate is 73 years of age.

Cincinnati jewelers have learned that B. W.
Martin, of Harriman, Tenn., contemplates selling
mt his jewelry business.

Edwin B. Jacobs, of the D. Jacobs Sons
Company, is confined to his home with an attack
)f the grippe.

G. F. Gallup, of Cattletsburg, Ky., called on
Cincinnati friends recently while on his way to
California for a few weeks' visit.

Jeweler friends of George Link, of 1711
Vine Street, gave him a "housewarming" recently
,vhen he moved into his new Fairview Heights
mme.

George Hugger, of Ironton, Ohio, was buy-
ng goods here May i8th.

Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers, expect to be
it home on the fifth floor of the Merchants'
Building, Sixth and College Streets, by June 1st,
vhere they will receive their jeweler friends
luring the big convention to be held here early
n June. The firm reports a good outlook for
all business.

Herman Lange, Vine Street jeweler, ac-
mmpanied by Mrs. Lange and their daughter,
sailed for Europe May loth. They will be gone
hree months.

The mother of C. W. Bennett, of the Her-
schede Company, died recently in Charlotte, N. C.

Lee Horn, traveling representative of Lin-
lenberg & Fox, is riding Highland Lodge No.
66, K. of P.'s goat. He says he is fast becoming
rough rider.
Sol Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., sailed on the

ironprinzessin, Cecile April 26th for a four
nonths' buying trip in Europe.

Cincinnati jewelers have heard with regret
)f the death, April 27th, of George Charters, for
tearly sixty years a watchmaker and jeweler in
Xenia, Ohio. J. Thorburn Charters, a son, will
:ontinue the business.

Everett Schipper, 23, a brother of Harry
Schipper, Hamilton, Ohio, jeweler, was accident-
ally drowned May 3d in the Ohio River at
kurora, Ind., while working about a new launch.
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The Mitchell Building Company, from which
the Keck and Duhme jewelry companies have
been renting the big Fourth Street store, has
notified Trustee R. DeV. Carroll not to remove
or sell the showcases in the store or the big
street clock, as the company claims they are a
part of the real estate and cannot be removed.
The clock and cases together are worth several
thousand dollars, it is claimed.

Charles Rosen, former Cincinnati retail
jeweler, and his brother-in-law, M. Levine, for-
merly Rosen's store manager, returned to Cincin-
nati May 1st to answer charges preferred against
them. Rosen closed his store at 528 Race Street
last Christmas and disappeared. He was then
thrown into bankruptcy. The receiver claimed
everything of value had been removed from the
store. Rosen was located in Los Angeles and
was arrested on a charge of attempting to de-
fraud his creditors. It is claimed he shipped
about $5000 worth of jewelry to Aberdeen,
S. Dak., in the name of a fifteen-year old girl,
and that it was found there in charge of Levine,
who was arrested on the charge of aiding Rosen
in his effort to defraud creditors. Rosen re-
newed his bond May 2d here and pleaded not
guilty to the conspiracy charge. As Levine
furnished bond at Aberdeen he did not have to
give a new one. The case will be heard during
the October term of the Federal courts here.
Rosen returned without requisition papers being
served on him.

Death of Jacob Dorst
Jacob Dorst, one of the most widely known

jewelers of the West, died at his home in Cin-
cinnati May 9th. He had been ailing for several
months, although his true condition was known
to many of his friends. Nevertheless, the an-

Jacob Dorn

nouncement of his death came as a great shock
to the trade. No man among the jewelers was
more beloved and esteemed than Mr. Dorst. In
many respects he came to be regarded as the
dean of the Cincinnati trade.

He was born in Waldheim, Germany, in 1849,
and emigrated to America with his parents in
1851, immediately locating in Cincinnati. He
traveled extensively in his early days as a
jewelry salesman and there is scarcely a town
of any size in the country where he was not
known. He was a whole-souled, whole-hearted
gentleman, with a jovial disposition and always
had a hearty word of good cheer and welcome
for every one. As a boy he worked for Max
Nathan, who was then a wholesale jeweler in this
city. Later he accepted a position in the material
department of Duhme & Co., this city, and finally
accepted a road position with this firm. In the
early 8o's he accepted a road position with Keller
& Untermeyer, of New York, and traveled over
the entire South and West. In 1888 he joined

with Joseph Jonas in organizing the firm of
Jonas, Dorst & Co., manufacturing jewelers, in
this city. In 1897 this firm was succeeded by
Dorst & Co., which in 1904 was incorporated
under the name of The Dorst Co.

The funeral was held from the family resi-
dence, 377 Howell Avenue, May 12th. The Cin-
cinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and Manufacturers'
Association attended the funeral in a body. The
active pall bearers were Albert Seibert, George
Bohrer, Julius Greyer and John Daller. The
honorary pall bearers were Dietrich Gruen,
Aaron Herman, Ed Albert and Samuel Peck.

A special meeting of the Cincinnati Whole-
sale Jewelers' and Manufacturers' Association
was called for the purpose of drafting resolu-
tions of regret and condolence to the bereaved
family. During his life Mr. Dorst was a promi-
nent Mason and a member of Cincinnati Com-
mandery Knights Templar, and these organiza-
tions assisted in the funeral services. In addi-
tion to his connection with the jewelry trade
Mr. Dorst was also vice-president of the Aragon
Building Association and vice-president of the
Hamilton County League of Building Associa-
tions, and was very active in other business or-
ganizations and German societies. For the past
six or eight years the business of The Dorst Co.
has been in charge of Arno Dorst, the only
surviving child, and he will continue in charge.
A widow, formerly Miss Caroline Mohn, also
survives him. THE KEYSTONE joins the many
friends of Mr. Dorst in their expressions of
sympathy and condolence to the surviving mem-
bers of his family.

Missouri and Kansas Joint Convention

The present indications are that the joint
meeting of the Missouri and Kansas Jewelers at
the Baltimore Hotel, in Kansas City, on June 20th,
21st and 22nd, will be a record-breaker, writes
Mr. Wheeler. The programme as arranged will
be of great benefit to all who attend. The com-
mittee has arranged subjects for discussion that
must interest every man who desires to go
forward. There will be very little technical dis-
cussion. We are going to try to boost the busi-
ness end of the business. Advertising, system,
costs and profits will be handled by men who
are competent to help us all. No one who tries
to advertise his business should fail to hear P. S.
Harris on the subject of advertising on the
morning of the first day, and the talk by Claude
Range on "Business System," in the afternoon.
If you feel that you can attend the meeting only
one or two days be sure that Monday is one of
them. It is going to be the big helpful day.

The Baltimore Hotel has offered us every
facility for making the meeting a success. A
large room has been provided for the holding
of the meetings. If the exhibitor will apply in
time the management will endeavor to place all
on the same floor, so that it will be easy for the
visitors to inspect all the exhibits. We sincerely
hope that many manufacturers and jobbers will
be present with their lines. No financial aid
is asked by the Missouri and Kansas Associations
in any form whatever, but we hope to see the
exhibits there. In arranging the programme we
have provided time when the jewelers will be
free to visit the exhibits. There was some mis-
understanding along this line last year, but we
want it distinctly understood this year that
exhibitors are not only welcome, but urged to
come to the meeting. No formal invitation will
be issued anyone to exhibit, no more than this
letter, but I hope this will suffice to bring many.

While we cannot state at this time what will
be the evening programme, we can assure every
one that splendid entertainment will be offered
for Monday and Tuesday nights. You owe it to
yourself and the jewelry business to come to
this meeting and brush up a little. Get out of the
rut.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.
—Adv.
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White, Wile & Warner
Buffalo, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN:
Please send, absolutely free, your book of

Prepared Advertisements with Newspaper

Cuts and full information about the won-

derful meehanical window display that will

attract thousands to my window, which is

also given away absolutely free.

Name

Address

Our Work Merely Begins After We Have

Finished Making a Good Ring

Our Work Really Begins in Assisting You

To Sell Our RINGS

A New Order of Things!

Times have changed. With this change
business methods have been revolution-
ized. We believe it is just as much our
duty to help you increase the sale of your
Rings—as it is our duty to make good
Rings.

The First Requisite in

Good Ring Making

You cannot make a good Ring unless
you employ good workmen. Conse-
quently good workmen are the first
necessary steps to good Ring making.
Skilled workmen naturally seek those
factories that offer the most in health
and happiness. The W W W factory is
known the world over as the Light-of-
Heaven Factory—a factory of fresh air
and sunshine. Health and happiness
are afforded its employees—its working
conditions are ideal — the consequence
of which is that every W W W Ring
reflects these conditions in every inner
detail—it is the Ring for the critical,
intelligent jeweler. .

We have it for you—we have a Ring
that will stand the most severe test. It
will stand the test of comparison of
price—it will stand the test of perfect
finish—and above all else it will stand
the most RIGID test you can possibly
give it regarding Stone Setting. No
test can be too severe—for every
W W W Ring passes a critical inspec-
tion before leaving our factory.
W W W Rings are made for Responsible
—Strictly Wide-Awake Jewelers—for
Jewelers who appreciate a finely made
Ring at a Reasonable Price.

Ask For Our Book of

Modern Advertising—

it is free

We issue a book—" What and How to
Advertise"— which tells what the pro-
gressive Jeweler wants to know—it gives
many valuable suggestions. It tells how
to advertise Watches—Cut Glass and
Silver as well as Rings. It cannot but
help the Jeweler who wants " to get

An Irresistible Combination ,ahead."

to the "Knowing" Jeweler

Good Rings —Permanently Insured
Rings—and good advertising are a com-
bination every wide-awake Jeweler seeks.

Sign the coufion and mail to-day. You

will get the book absolutely free and full

information regarding our novel mechan-

ical window display.

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings in Which the Stones Do Stay In

Buffalo, New York

June, 1910 'T II E

Washington (D. C.) Letter

Representative Sabath, of Illinois, has intro-
duced a resolution providing for a Congressional
committee to investigate the business of express
companies engaged in interstate commerce.
Such a committee will be empowered to inquire
into many details, including the relationship be-
tween the express and railroad companies, the
capital stock, etc., its ownership and its market
value, the extent of competition in carrying of
mails, the express companies' share paid for
literature published in the endeavor to defeat the
establishment of a parcels post, etc. This reso-
lution is the outcome of the recent merchants'
meeting in New York, at which it was declared
that standing express rates were excessive and
that Congress should be called upon to have them
lessened should an investigation prove such ac-
tion legitimate.

Cephas B. Rogers, of Meriden, Conn., who
was recently injured by an automobile, has so
far recovered as to be enabled to go to Boston,
accompanied by Dean Borden, who attended him
during his stay at the George Washington Uni-
versity Hospital. Mr. Rogers, with the aid of
crutches, will be able to get about as soon as his
strength returns. His injuries consisted of a
complex fracture of the right hip and the negro
chauffeur who alone was to blame for the acci-
dent is being held by the authorities, charged
with reckless driving.

A bill giving the Court of Claims authority
to hear cases wherein the infringements of pat-
ents are concerned and giving the said court the
additional authority to determine and award com-
pensation for such infringement has been favor-
ably reported to the House of Representatives by
Chairman Peters of the House Committee on
Patents.

Due to the systematic pilfering of Charles
Gordon, a colored porter employed by Shaw &
Brown, trio F Street, Northwest, they have been
relieved of several thousand dollars' worth of
silverware. On complaint of the firm two detec-
tives were put on the case, which culminated in
the porter's arrest. Upon being questioned Gor-
don admitted that his guilt extended over a
period of several years and implicated an Italian
shoemaker, residing in the rear of his shop, 124 F
Street, Northwest., Antonio Girardi. The latter
was arrested on the charge of receiving stolen
goods and material to the value of $730 was re-
covered from his home. Upon visiting other
places the detectives succeeded in obtaining ad-
ditional property, bringing the amount to ap-
proximately $t000, and other recoveries are ex-
pected to be made. Gordon and Girardi are being
held for the action of the Grand Jury.

The breaking of scaffolding, which was
being used in construction work, completely de-
molished the show window of the store of Louis
Callisher, 917 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,
and scattered the entire jewelry display about the
sidewalk. Alterations to the building adjoining
that in which is located Mr. Callisher's store hav-
ing been completed, the workmen had started to
remove the timbers in the scaffold when several
of the uprights fell, landing against the awning
in front of Mr. Callisher's store. The awning
frame was not strong enough to hold the mass
of wood so the crash of glass followed. A
large crowd soon collected but the police and
the workmen were able to protect the jewelry.
However, damage was done to the extent of ap-
proximately $2oo. The glass was insured and
was replaced in a very short time without any
interference to business.

A professional gang of crooks successfully
ransacked the offices of ten Washington dentists,
carrying off with them a very large quantity of
platinum and high carat gold, which may eventu-
ally be offered for sale to some jewelers or
pawnbrokers.

There has been on exhibition for some time
in the window of B. P. Rickenbacker, 1213 G
Street, Northwest, the loving cup presented by
the Swiss of this city as a prize in the National
Rifle Tournament, to be held at Bern, Switzer-
land, in July. Mr. Rickenbacker was recently
elected president of the local Swiss society.

KEYSTONE

Leon Chapius will be the Washington representa-
tive at the tournament.

Messrs. Hutterly, Prince and Duehring were
the local association representatives at the meet-
ing of the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion May 19th to 21st.

Clarence Howlett, alias Oliver Reeves, alias
Kenneth Wilson, who appropriated jewelry to the
value of $20,000, the property of Mrs. Frederick
Bugher, the wife of the deputy police commis-
sioner of New York, who was visiting friends
in this city, has been sentenced to serve four
years in the Federal prison at Leavenworth,
Kans. All of the jewelry was recovered, some
from the pawnshops of New York and other
cities, the balance from among the crags in the
rocks of the palisades of the Hudson, in which
he had secreted his treasures as a boy. The
prompt manner in which the Washington police
circularized the country, thereby causing the
prompt apprehension of Howlett, shows the
efficiency of both the method employed and of
the department itself.

Rudolph Richmill intends to give up his
store at 417 Seventh Street, Southwest, having
opened a new one at 12o11/2 E Street, Northwest.
Mr. Richmill was formerly located in this
vicinity and not only expects to get back his old
patronage but to bring with him that of the
residents of the southwest district. For the pres-
ent he will operate both stores.

J. W. Woodward has moved from 514 Four
and a half Street, Southwest, to a larger, better
laid out and lighter store at 611 Seventh Street,
in the same district. Mr. Woodward intends later
to make numerous alterations to this latter lo-
cation.

Wade Sampson, who recently endeavored to
steal two watches from the new store of S. Desio,
926 F Street, Northwest, has been given a sen-
tence of eighteen months in the penitentiary.
Sampson, a stalwart and fairly prosperous look-
ing young negro, called on Mr. Desio and asked
to be shown some high-priced watches. He was
given two for examination and requested a third
to be enabled to make a decision as to which one
he would take. Mr. Desio in complying with the
request turned his back on the negro, who im-
mediately ran out the door with the two watches.
George Reed, of Larter & Co., New York, who
was waiting to interview Mr. Desio, gave chase
and his cries of "stop thief" caused the appre-
hension of the negro.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of the
District of Columbia, Hold Round

Table

The following invitation was sent to every
jeweler in the District of Columbia early last
month:

Mr. Archibald, president of the National
Retail Jewelers' Association, as well as other
officers of the organization have frequently
recommended that jewelers meet occasionally
at the "round table" in an informal way, believ-
ing that matters pertaining to the general welfare
can best be advanced by discussion at these social
meetings.

You are cordially invited to spend an even-
ing with your fellow jewelers at the residence
of Mr. Julius H. Duehring, 6o9 H Street, N. W.,
Tuesday evening, May 17th, at 8 o'clock.

Remember this is not to be a meeting of the
Retail Jewelers' Association, and while we believe
it to be to the interest of every jeweler to become
a member, you will not be urged to join. This is
to be purely a social gathering to which all the
jewelers of the city are invited. Whether you
belong to the association or not, you will be
heartily welcome. So come and enjoy yourself
with your brother jewelers, get acquainted and
you will find that the other jeweler is a good
fellow and not your enemy.

Come and join hands, our interests are
identical. Come and let's pull together for our
mutual benefit. There'll be music, recitations and
vaudeville stunts by some of the jovial jewelers,
and last, but not least, there'll also be refresh-
ments, so come and bring that neighboring
jeweler.

The invitation was signed by Secretary
Julius H. Duehring, Vice-president A. 0. Hutterly
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and Treasurer S. S. Prince, of the District of
Columbia Association, and at the meeting all
promises were fulfilled. That the guests thor-
oughly enjoyed themselves was evidenced by the
fact that it was nearly midnight before they
separated.

The evening was given over more to the
telling of stories relating to the amusing side
of the jewelry trade than to the usual routine
business. However, some time was allowed for
a discussion as to the policies to further the best
interests of the trade.

Among those present were: vice-president,
Hutterly; treasurer, A. D. Prince; secretary,
Duehring; Messrs. John Hansen, W. J. Kettler,
G. D. Parsons, B. Greenberg, Max Greenberg,
Carl Petersen, Jr., Charles Zanner, I. Saks,
Joseph Baum, Charles Schwartz, G. W. Spier,
J. R. Fearno, Salvatore Desio, Gustave Pauls,
William H. Oringe and others.

"Come to the Detroit Convention!"

By SECRETARY CLAUD WHEELER

A few lines about the National Association
may be of interest to your readers. It almost
looks too good to be true. If indications count
for anything the meeting at Detroit this year
will be double any meeting we have ever had'
both in numbers present and interesting pro-
ceedings. With the meeting more than two
months off the interest among manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers is at the top notch. All
the spaces for exhibit purposes except six have
been reserved and I am sure that before the time
comes exhibitors will be anxious for space.

In every case where a State meeting has
been held a large number of new members are
reported. The increase in membership this year
promises to be much greater than in any previous
year. I have recently received the dues of many
members-at-large, that is, members of unaffiliated
States. There are hundreds of jewelers in un-
affiiliated States who should be enrolled as mem-
bers of the National. Any jeweler in a State
where there is no affiliated organization can
become a member of the National and receive
a certificate by sending one dollar to this office.

A great many members seem to have for-
gotten to send to this office a dollar for the door
plate. All those who have, write that they are
pleased with this plate and glad to place it on
their door and let the public know they are one
of the progressive ones and members of their
trade organization.

I want to again urge upon State secretaries
the necessity of reporting National dues promptly
to this office. Not a week goes by but what some
jeweler writes a complaint about his 1910 certifi-
cate. We cannot issue these until 1910 dues are
sent to this office by the secretary. Too many
State officers think they are too busy.

Come to the National meeting in Detroit in
July and you will go home pleased with yourself
and all the world. The president is preparing
a programme that will be a feast, and the
Detroit jewelers are arranging a series of enter-
tainments in and about that beautiful city on the
water that will far surpass anything we have ever
had. There will be included a trolley ride to
Lakeside Park with a dinner at the park, a theater
party, and a half day on the boat. All of these
will be free to members attending the meeting.

The exhibit features will be better this year
than ever before. The leaders in nearly every
line of our trade have reserved space and every
facility possible is going to be offered for the
purpose of having the visiting retailers see this
exposition which is on the first floor of the
Cadillac Hotel. A diagram of the exhibit space
will be printed in the programme showing the
location of every exhibitor who takes space in the
association exhibit. Every department of our
trade will be represented in this exhibit and a
visit to this room will beat several weeks spent
in any market. This one feature will repay any
jeweler who attends the National convention
this year.

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe and you will
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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SPECIALISTS IN

WHITE STONE
JEWELRY

That's our reputation, and it's backed by
HELLER individuality. We design and
originate. Our goods are sellers and prof-
itable sellers, too. That's what you are
mostly interested in. We herewith
reproduce a few of our extensive line.
There's many more and we'd like to show
you them. It's up to you. Get in touch
with us and we will get in touch with you.

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE

AND PRICES

THE VALUE OF GOOD SHOW CASES
A really good show case makes an old store look new, and a new

store look more inviting than ever. Customers are unconsciously im-
pressed by high-grade fixtures. From the appearance of the interior
they judge the worth of the store.

are made of genuine quarter-sawed oak, although sold at plain oak
prices. The best grade of plate glass and nickel trimmings is used.
They are beautifully finished—are simple, substantial and durable. They
are the product of men who don't know how to make an inferior case.
Quincy cases NEVER GROW OLD. Shipped K. D. to save trans-
portation charges.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita. Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Dallas, Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

Artistic Hand -Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

It is easy enough to SECURE a high-
salaried position, but it is not so easy to
hold it.

Our Attendance or
Home Study Course
will help you to GET and to HOLD it.

Write for prospectus, and state whether
interested in Attendance or Home Study
Course.

WISCONSIN
INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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The jewelry trade in this city
Trade Situation is hardly up to the average,

even for the spring season.
Dealers in the smaller towns have done better
than the city merchants. Collections have been
slow. It is difficult to find a perfectly satisfactory
explanation for the slump. The weather has been
good, crop conditions favorable, factories running
and money plenty, but the jewelers feel that they
have not been getting their full share. Without
doubt the craze for buying automobiles is having
a bad effect on the jewelry trade. The people
who can afford to own automobiles are spending
their money in that form of luxury, while the,
people who cannot afford the luxury are buying
regardless of the consequences. A statement
made by the Secretary of State showed that the
people of Indiana had spent approximately
$65,000 during the month of April for auto-
mobiles. In former times much of that money
would have been spent in jewelry and diamonds.

June promises to be a busy month, when wed-
ding presents, graduating gifts and prizes will
be in demand.

The principal business streets
New Lighting and avenues of the city have
System been provided with a beautiful

and artistic lighting system.
Ten artistic iron standards, five on each side of
the street, have been erected. Each standard con-
tains five incandescent bulbs in ground glass, the
effect is very brilliant and beautiful. The annual
cost is assessed against business concerns at the
rate of $1.05 a foot frontage. Unfortunately
the standards have in several instances, been
placed too near the stieet clocks, thus obscuring
the dials from me direction. This is the case
with the clocks of J. FI. Reed, Charles Mayer &
Co., J. C. Walk & Son, and H. C. Comstock.

More than one hundred lead-
Booming ing industrial plants of Indi-
Indianapolis anapolis were viewed, May 14th,

by traveling salesmen (repre-
senting every manufacturing or jobbing establish-
ment of the city) who took an excursion around
The Belt Railroad as guests of the Indianapolis
Trade Association. The day was filled with
genuinely enthusiastic boosts for Indianapolis as
a trade center. The association entertained the
traveling men in order that they might be
thoroughly equipped with a greater knowledge
of the business enterprises of the city and spread
that knowledge over the territory they cover.
There were two trains of ten car loads each,
carrying 1400 "Live Wires," as the association
termed the commercial travelers. At every in-
dustrial plant much enthusiasm was shown as the
train approached, whistles were blown, flags waved,
signs hoisted and workmen lined up in front of
plants.

After the excursion the "Live Wires" were
marched, headed by a brass band, to the German
House where a monster banquet was spread.
Speeches were made in behalf of a greater Indi-
anapolis. One of the speakers said in part: "I
do not care how bright the mahogany furniture
in the office may be, nor how much energy is put
into use, there is no business that can succeed
unless it has an up-to-date selling force. The
office may get chesty occasionally and the manager
may look into the plate glass mirror and wonder
how even the Deity could create such a perfect
being as he, but if it weren't for you traveling
men he would would shrink into such insignifi-
cance as to resemble Tom Thumb." The day
ended with a firm determination on the part of
every traveling salesman to do his part to "Put
Indianapolis on the map."

Mrs. Walburga Oehler, administratrix of the
estate of her husband, the late Andrew Oehler,
Is closing up the estate. She has sold the busi-
ness block at 20 S. Delaware Street for a con-
sideration of $3o,000. It is a four-story building
which Mr. Oehler owned and in which he estab-
lished a retail jewelry store in 1864. An auction
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sale is now being held of the entire stock of
jewelry, watches, optical goods and furniture.
Mr. Oehler left three sons, but only one of them,
William, was connected with the stofe; he will
retire temporarily from the trade. With the clos-
ing of the Oehler store the oldest retail jewelry
business in the city passes out of existence.

H. H. Bishop, president of the Indiana Retail
Jewelers' Association, sent his family to .the
Pacific coast last month for an indefinite period.
The health of his young son demanded a change.

Baldwin-Miller Company will complete their
annual inventory of stock by June first. At this
writing all hands are busy. M. J. Bieber, head of
the material department, has called in his road
representatives until June first.

The fishing fever violently attacked several
members of the trade last month. J .C. Walk
and Charlie Kiefer had excellent luck at Lake
Maxinkuckee, in spite of cold stormy weather.
J. E. Reagan and S. T. Nochols report fine
catches at Lake Wawasee. Ikko Matsumoto
proved his skill several times at Lake Manitou,
while John Gardner managed to land a good
string of bass from any old stream or lake into
which he found time to cast a line.

C. F. Schmidt, traveling representative for
Robert Neuman, of Cincinnati, visited the city
trade last month.

May was a busy month with Charles W.
Lauer & Company when the annual invoice was
taken. The result was very satisfactory, showing
that the firm had enjoyed a profitable year. This
firm, on the ninth floor of the State Life Build-
ing, has grown in a quiet but steady way that has
been very gratifying to its promoters. The out-
look for the next year's business is full of
promise. Alfred Pahud, a nephew of C. W.
Lauer, has recently taken a position as house
salesman with the firm.

Ikko Matsumoto has opened his summer
home on Lake Manitou, in the northern part of
the State. He will spend the week-end with his
family all during the summer.

Charles Mayer & Company have put in a line
of high-grade automobile clocks that are meeting
with a ready sale.

Gray & Taylor, installment jewelers, have
removed from 365 to 353 Massachusetts Avenue.
They have taken one side of a large room
occupied by a musical firm. John Agnew is the
watchmaker with the firm.

Charles R. Kluger has added several new
cases and fixtures to his store on "Fountain
Square."

Mark Davis, of the manufacturing firm of
Davis & Kernel, has recently purchased an auto-
mobile.

H. 0. Cobb, trade engraver and jeweler,
in the State Life Building, has recently installed
several modern pieces of shop furniture and made
other improvements in his quarters.

John A. Dyer, formerly with his brother
Charles B. Dyer, (Arts and Crafts Shop) on
Massachusetts Avenue, has accepted a position
as head of the copperplate department of the
Stafford Engraving Company of this city.

Henry A. Winn finished a general watch in-
spection trip over the Indianapolis Southern
Railroad last month. Mr. Winn's family recently
returned from Los Angeles, Cal., where they
spent the winter.

Berg & Graf, is a new manufacturing firm
located at 50 Virginia Avenue. Both men are
experienced workmen and learned their trades in
the Old Country. For the past five years Albert
Berg has been with Carl L. Rost as watchmaker
and engraver. Otto Graf was formerly in
partnership with F. C. Bonnet. The firm is pre-
pared to do all kinds of special order work and
repairs.

Johns & Hickman, who opened a special
order shop at 516 Massachusetts Avenue, a few
months ago, have removed to 232 on the same
thoroughfare. They report business as very good,
but found a more central location better for
their business.

I. C. Crane, jeweler, on Virginia Avenue, is
building a modern home on Highland Drive, a
location that is becoming very popular for pretty
modern residences. Mr. Crane's son-in-law,
Arthur Hutto, a well-known trade engraver, re-
cently built a home in the same location.

J. C. Sipe has engaged passage from New
York to Amsterdam, July 2nd. The trip will be
purely a business one for the purpose of making
his annual purchasing visit to the diamond marts.

Chris Bernloehr & Bro. will remove June first
from 16 E. Washington Street, second floor, to
room 607 on the sixth floor of the I. 0. 0. F.
Building, the lease on the old quarters having
expired. The new location is considered quite
as desirable. The firm is rapidly cutting out
many lines and will eventually become an exclu-
sive watch and diamond house. June 12th Chris
Bernloehr will sail for a three months' trip to
Europe. He will buy diamonds in Amsterdam
and make store purchases in other European
markets.

On account of delays in the remodeling of
his new building on N. Illinois Street, Carl L.
Rost will remain at the old store about a month
longer, continuing his "removal sale," which is
rapidly reducing the stock. All the new fixtures
and furniture have been delivered and will be
placed in position as quickly as the workmen
are out of the way.

Gray, Gribben & Gray have placed large
electric signs over the entrance to their new
store at the point of Indiana Avenue and Ohio
Street. Being on the point the signs can be read
from a long distance and several directions. One
of the side walls is almost entirely covered with
an attractive watch sign, "Old Father Time," as
used by the Elgin National Watch Company,
occupies the center of the sign.

Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Herron are both expert
whist players. Mrs. Herron attended the
Woman's Whist League of America which was
held in Chicago, May 12th and 13th.

J. E. Reagan, of Baldwin-Miller Company,
and E. M. Craft, of A. P. Craft Company, made
business trips to Chicago last month.

Edward J. Kappeler, 338 Indiana Avenue,
has hanging on the wall in his jewelry store, two
interesting old advertising prints. The pictures
are panel in shape, framed in narrow walnut
frames and of an exact size. One advertises a
silver watch case and anti-magnetic shield. In
the picture are two women and a man. The
style of the clothes, the furniture and draperies
would indicate a period some forty years ago.
The other picture advertises a cuff and collar
button. A woman surrounded by flowers and
birds is standing on an opened lever button.
These pictures have attracted considerable atten-
tion, Mr. Kappeler came in possession of them
several years ago when he purchased the stor,e
from the heirs of Leonard Schurr, who had the
store for many years.

Geo. E. Fogas of Fogas Brothers, 546 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, has been untiring in his efforts
to have the new street lighting system extended
to the block in which the Fogas store is located.
There is but one other jeweler on the block,
A. Streng, at 505, who also worked to secure
the improved lighting system.

A beautiful automobile trophy, designed and
executed in the art shop of Charles B. Dyer, of
Indianapolis, was made for the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway Company. It is a sterling silver
helmet, to be contested for in the race meets to
be held, during the season, on the speedway. The
winner will receive a weekly salary of $75 as
long as he holds the helmet. The body of the
helmet is a patent leather cap. On the front is
a sterling silver plate, ornamented with a bronze
wheel and two silver wings, just above this orna-
ment is etched and engraved in high relief, an
automobile. At the sides of the front piece
are bronze wheels and silver wings. The
letters on the wheels and wings are all
hand-made. The feathers that compose the
wings are made separately, by hand, and
soldered together. From the top of the cap,
through a bronze wheel, fly the speedway colors
in red and white silk ribbons. The cap weighs
one and a quarter pounds. The skilled workman-
ship and artistic details are credited to the ex-
quisite handiwork of George G. Dyer, father of
Charles B. Dyer. Mr. Dyer has been com-
missioned to make 150 police and guard badges
for the Speedway Company. The badges will
consist of large shields on which will be mounted
the same design of bronze wheel and two silver
wings as on the front of the prize helmet.

(Continued on page 919)
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G. L. P. Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created

Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G. L. P. Co's cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us—G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the
interest of all the jewelry trade.

Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods made by the
G. L. P. Co., and realizing the jobber will insist that our new
samples for the fall trade are ready early, we have let neither time
nor expense so much as enter into this our determined effort to
comply with their wishes.

Insist on Your Jobber showing you the new goods that the
G. L. P. Co. will put on the market for the fall trade.

Having Received so Many Letters, and as they all practically read
the same, we quote from them: "This coming season, in your make
of goods we are going to give you the bulk of our business. Let
us know at once if we can depend upon your handling it."

Anticipating Just Such a Request from our more than busy spring
trade we have increased our manufacturing facilities to such an
extent that we can answer: "Absolutely and Positively, Yes."

By Placing Orders with Your Jobber for your fall stock early, it
insures your being in a position to carry a complete line of reliable
goods and to make increased sales; and an absolute guarantee of
making for yourselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane arttv21::, North Attleboro, Mass.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page 917)

William Weickman, a well-known watch-
maker at 1046 S. East Street, will shortly leave
lor a trip to Europe. He will be accompanied
hy his wife who has been an invalid for some
iime. The trip is planned for her health.

J. P. Mullally has hung a large watch sign
wer his jewelry store entrance in Monument
Place. E. H. Seyfriedt has charge of the watch
:-epair department in the Mullally store.

Henry D. Burgheim, jeweler and optician,
who is now temporarily located at 40 N. Illinois
Street, has obtained a ten-year lease for the
huilding at 132 West Washington Street. The
huilding will be remodeled, a new front put in
mid an elevator added. The ground floor will
he occupied by the Burgheim wholesale and retail
iewelry and optical house.

Clarence James, formerly watchmaker with
J. P. Mullally, Indianapolis, has accepted a similar
position with C. W. Kiser, at Newton, Ill. Mr.
James made most of the trip from Indianapolis
to Newton on his motorcycle.

John T, Gardner, the popular road salesman
for Baldwin-Miller Co., was a delegate to the
State Convention of the United Commercial
Travelers, held at Vincennes, Ind., May 20th
and 21st. Mr. Gardner is Past Grand Counselor
of the Indianapolis Lodge and was presented with
a handsome gold badge as Past Grand Officer.

C. N. Hetzner, of Peru; E. E. Mosiman, of
Bluffton, and W. J. Morris, of Jeffersonville,
were in Indianapolis May idth, to attend the
dedication of Murat Temple, Ancient Arabic
Order Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. More than
2,000 members of the organization attended the
dedication. The building, both inside and out,
is replendent in its Moorish majesty. Crescent,
scimiter and star in burnished beauty glittered
from the towering minaret, and at night the
minaret was a blaze of glory with its numerous
electric lights. In the afternoon 190 new members
were initiated into the mysteries. Of this number
was J. F. Kiser, proprietor of the Muncie Plat-
ing Company and a retail jeweler. The Muncie
delegation of Shriners was very large and every
man in it determined to do his best for Mr. Kiser.
Upon reaching Indianapolis Mr. Kiser was bound
in ropes, hand-cuffed and marched to the Temple,
amid the cheers of his admiring friends. The
moment the initiation mysteries began there were
loud cries of "Kaiser, Kiser, of Muncie;" then
the fun began. Mr. Kiser was treated to all the
esoteric ceremonies, and proved himself to be a
brave man, worthy to don a fez.

It falls to the lot of few people to be able to
say, as does Godfrey Dold, a veteran watch-
maker and jeweler, of Madison, Ind., that he
has seen Halley's Comet twice. First in 1835,
when a small boy, and again in 191o.

Dickey & Morris, formerly in business at
Louisa, Kentucky, bought out the old established
tewelry store of Bernhart Maier, at Edinburg,
fnd., May 1st, and will continue the business in
the same store room in which Mr. Maier was
!ocated for the past twenty-two years. In locat-
ing in Indiana both Dickey and Morris have re-
turned to their native State. Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Maier came to this country from
Germany and at first located at Louisville; eight
years later they settled in Edinburg and built
Ip a very prosperous jewelry business. A few
,-ears ago Mrs. Maier returned to Bavaria to
visit her old home, now that Mr. Maier has given
up business, a move that was prompted by ill
health and failing eyesight, he and his wife will
sail May 24th for an indefinite sojourn in Europe,
visiting relatives in the old home, witnessing the
Passion Play at Oberammergau and later going
to Southern Europe.

Thieves committed a series of robberies in
the town of Tolleston, a little town near Gary,
Ind., last month. Among the stores robbed was
that of D. D. Greenwald, $500 worth of jewelry
was taken. No clew.

The friends of Adamar Rufle, jeweler of
North Manchester, Ind., have gotten up a peti-
tion, signed by thousands, to present to Gov.
Marshall urging the appointment of Mr. Rufle
as Commissioner of Fisheries and Game in
Indiana. The position was vacated by the resig-

nation of the Rev. Z. T. Sweeney, of Colum-
bus, Ind.

"The City Book Store," at to5 West Main
Street, Madison, Ind., is now located in a splendid
store room that is admirably adapted and fitted
to meet the requirements of the respective lines
of specialties that are handled there. William H.
Todd manages the jewelry, silverware and optical
lines; Charles R. Eaverson, one of the oldest and
best known watchmakers in the southern part
of the State, sells the new watches and keeps the
old ones in repair. Miss Johnson has charge of
the books, magazines, stationery and school sup-
plies. Travelers say that the store is very attrac-
tive since it has been refitted and new signs put
up on the front of the building.

T. F. Sharp has removed his watch repair
business from Dugger to Vicksburg, Ind.

Raymond H. Manzey has opened a jewelry
business at Dana, Ind. He was formerly with
F. L. Bryant in Indianapolis.

Adolph Porpus, formerly located in Cin-
cinnati, is now doing bench work for F. L. Bryant
on N. Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis.

The first fresh water pearl, reported this
season, was found last month in White River
near Rivervale, Ind. The pearl weighed forty-
three grains and is valued at $2000. The fish:r-
man who found it came very near selling it for
$150. Later he refused $t000 for it.

F. J. Garrett, manager of Burton Brothers'
jewelry Company, at Komoko, Ind., was on this
market last month replenishing stock. He re-
ported work plenty, sales good, local industries
running full time and no dull times in sight. The
Komoko store is a branch of Burton Brothers'
jewelry store on the Circle in Indianapolis.

Thomas Scott, jeweler of Farmersburg, Ind.,
sailed for England the first of May to spend the
summer with his mother.

Phil H. Spohn, the well-known jeweler of
Greensburg, Ind., reports business as very good
and that he is on the outlook for a first-class
watchmaker and engraver.

J. W. Thompson, Danville, J. A. Pickett,
Newcastle and A. W. Owen, Greenwood, Ind ,
were in Indianapolis May 9th and attended the
first circus performance of the season.

Allen & Company, of Hagerstown, Ind,
have been succeeded by F. M. Whitesell, who will
continue the business at the old stand.

Will E. Kader, watchmaker with Bauchert
& Axline, at Noblesville, Ind., made a recent
purchasing trip to this market in the interests of
his employers.

Luther Davis, of Fairmount, Ind., was in
town last month on business connected with the
home store.

W. R. Fisher of Kirklin, Ind. came to Indi-
anapolis last month to buy goods 'for his jewelry
store. He has enjoyed a fair trade all spring.

E. S. Stierwalt, formerly located at Gosport,
Ind., is now filling the position of watchmaker
with H. D. Burgheim on N. Illinois Street in
Indianapolis.

L. J. Savage, of Macy, Ind., was a recent
welcome visitor at the local jobbing houses.

W. G. Young, of Jeffersonville, Ind., was in
Indianapolis last month as a delegate to the
State convention of the Order of Eastern Star.
Mr. Young called at the jobbing houses and did
some buying for his jewelry store.

August Anderson, of N. Salem, Ind., bought
a bill of goods on this market last month.

A. Benton, of Heller & Benton, Alexandria,
Ind. was called to Oakland City, Ind., last month
by the death of his father.

Daniel Beauchamp, has resigned his posi-
tion with Hoffman & Lauer in the State Life
Building, and taken up farming in Ohio.

W. E. Inman, well-known jeweler of Bloom-
field, Ind. spent a day in Indianapolis the latter
part of May.

It is rumored that a large cut glass factory
will soon be established at South Bend, Ind.

I. Grohs, of the I. Grohs Jewelry Company,
in the State Life Building, has returned from a
successful selling trip to Louisville and through
Kentucky.

Wolf & Howard, jewelers and optic;ans of
Rochester, Ind., were buyers on this market last
month. Besides jewelry, optical goods and china
Wolf & Howard handle pianos and musical in-
struments. They report trade as very good.

Denver Letter

Abe Heitler, partner of J. C. Bloom & Co.,
has returned from a six weeks' rest at Hot
Springs, Ark. Al Morris, formerly of M. A.
Eiseman & Bro., of Chicago, has taken a road
position with this firm.

J. F. Barnhart, of Clayton, New Mexico, has
formed a partnership with his brother in that
city and will continue business under the name
of Barnhart Bros.

Chas. Kneling and Emery Dcwalt, both of
Denver, have started in the jewelry business in
Idaho Falls, Idaho.

H. F. Upp, of Ogden, Utah, has bought the
store of W. L. Burwell, of that city, and con-
solidated it with his other store.

G. W. Webb has bought the store of H. T.
Higgins, deceased, at 3010 Zuni Street, of this,
and is now running it in connection with his
other store, located at 1525 East 34th Avenue.
He intends to employ another man to run the
new store.

C. A. McMullen, formerly of Brush, Colo.,
has bought the store of Wm. P. Jones, at Fort
Lupton, Colo., and will continue the business
there.

J. C. Bloom & Co. have just sold a very
elegant fob and Moose charm which was pre-
sented to Col. Bert B. Bloom, national organizer
of the Royal Order of Moose, at a banquet given
in his honor at the Albany Hotel, May loth.

J. I. Hensen has furnished his store with a
fine new wall case and floor case, and is making
other alterations. He now has a very elegant
and up-to-date store.

Gerry Lawrence, of the Lewis Jewelers.' Sup-
ply Co., has returned from a two weeks' bear
hunt in the Rockies, but luck was against him.

Frank P. Shapiro has taken a position with
A. M. Hyman of this city. He was formerly
employed by the 1.1. W. Shapiro Jewelry Co.

N. N. McLean, of La Mar, Colo., has
bought out his brother's interest in their jewelry
store there and is now running it in his own
name. He was in the city last month buying
new goods.

J. H. Knickerbocker, a prominent jeweler for
many years in Salt Lake City, has sold out his
business and will manage the store of Crescent
Jewelry Co., of Ogden, Utah, from now on,

S. Bearsh has just started the Uncle Sam
Loan Co. in Rock Springs, Wyo.

As a result of a quarrel over a debt of $700
two men were seriously wounded April 23rd,
when E. Abeyta shot J. A. Jaramillo, a prominent
attorney, and John Holler, a jeweler, in the
latter's store in Trinidad, Colo. Holler had placed
a bill in the hands of the attorney who brought
suit against Abeyta and his wife. A meeting was
arranged in Holler's store, and it was thought
the case would be settled outside of court, but a
lively quarrel started soon after the four met.
Mr. Abeyta brought his wife with him, and ignor-
ing her presence, drew a revolver after a heated
argument and commenced shooting at the two
men. Two bullets struck Jaramillo, one in the
right arm and one in the left side of the abdomen.
Holler received two bullets in the left lung and
was in a critical condition for a while, but is
reported improving now.

The store of Ben Cohn & Bros., Leadville,
Colo., has been bought by the Morris Cohn Jew-
elry Co., of Denver, and they are continuing the
business under the old name with Win. Hert as
manager.

Heny Lindeman, the stone man, took a trip
to New Orleans on pleasure and to attend the
Shriner's convention. He took a boat trip
through the Gulf of Mexico and returned home
by way of Galveston.

L. F. Cornwell, of Pueblo, Colo., has received
the appointment of general time inspector for the
Denver & Rio Grande and Missouri Pacific Rail-
roads. This position was formerly held by Mr.
Huguenin, of St. Louis, Mo.

Leo Supe has taken a road position with
Chas. Wathen & Co. of this city. He is on an
extended trip through the Northwest now.

J. C. Bloom & Co. have sold and delivered
the official badges the Elks will use at their
annual convention to be held at Detroit.

(Continued on page 920)
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This city is looking forward with much
pleasure to the big joint convention of the
Missouri and Kansas Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion and the Missouri Society of Optometrists
be held here June 20th, 21st and 22d.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jaccard left May 20th
for New York, whence they sailed for Europe.

The wholesale houses have been closing at
o'clock on Saturdays during the past month and

will do so during June, July and August.
N. J. Gurney has moved his stock to 117

East Eleventh Street. The new store is the
smallest, but one of the most artistic on Petticoat
Lane. The decorations and fittings are harmo-
nious and every piece of jewelry whether expen-
sive or inexpensive, seems to have been selected
with great care. The tiny store is a model of
good taste in the jewelry business.

J. C. Filhome, formerly representing a Chi-
cago house, is now on the road for the Meyer
Jewelry Company.

Samuel Bloom, of the Meyer Jewelry Corn-
pany, who has been seriously ill with appendi-
citis is traveling again for the house.

J. R. Hendricks, in the Victor Building, has
sold out his repair shop to M. L. Gibson. Mr.
Hendricks expects to devote his entire time to
the manufactur of "Photolene."

John W. Brown, who has been in the employ
of the D. B. Ward Jewelry Company for the past
four years, died April 28th, at the Wesley Hos-
pital, after an operation for peritonitis. Mr.
Brown was 27 years of age and had been in the
jewelry business six years, first learning his trade
under the late Tom W. Roe. A mother and
brother survive. -

Virgil K. Morgan, of the C. B. Morton
Jewelry Company, is on a fishing trip in Texas.

B. B. McCormick, of Chilhowee, Mo., re-
cently opened a new jewelry store.

J. H. Searfodd & Son is the firm name of
a new jewelry concern at Odessa, Mo.

E. H. Morgan and W. C. Schuman repre-
sented the C. B. Norton Jewelry Company at
the Oklahoma Jewelers' convention.

Abe Tival, watchmaker for B. Marks, sailed
May 6th for his former home in Germany.

L. M. Dumford, of Toronto, Kansas, has
sold out his jewelry business to H. A. Charters.

George N. Graybeal, of Lamed, Kansas, has
succeeded to the firm of Stoner and Graybeal.
The store, under new management, will be re-
modeled this summer.

G. A. Leffler, of Iola, Kansas, is taking a
course at the Missman School of Engraving.

Peter F. Kern, a jeweler from Skagway,
Alaska, was a visitor in the city last month. He
is touring the central and western States.

J. D. Crum, of Onaga, Kansas, was in Kansas
City last month buying an opening stock.

The M. M. White Jewelry Company, of
Tishomingo, Okla., recently suffered a small loss
by fire.

James Fream, formerly with the McDuffle
Company, of Lawton, Okla., is now in business at
Sapulpa, Okla.

P. F. Murray, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company, is spending his vacation in Warrens-
burg, Mo.

Arthur Mizell, formerly of Prairie View,
Kansas, is now located at Polson, Mont.

W. F. Ozeskleba, of Sylvan Grove, Kansas,
has sold his business to H. Blyth. Mr. Blyth
was formerly in the employ of Mr. Ozeskleba.

Chas. W. Beebe is a new jeweler at Eldorado
Springs, Mo.

Geo. W. Fuller, formerly with a Denver
house, is now in the employ of Porter and Wiser.

M. T. Chapman & Co. is a new firm at Atoko,
Okla. Mr. Chapman was located formerly at
Caddo, Okla.

Frank G. Mitchell, of Marshall, Mo., has filed
a petition in bankruptcy for the benefit of his
creditors. Mr. Mitchell had been in the jewelry
business in Marshall for more than thirty years.

The safe in the Brocaw jewelry store at
Carmen, Okla., was recently broken open and
$1500 worth of goods stolen.

Tobias Brunner, a jeweler at 718 Walnut
Street and Mrs. Brunner are receiving felicita-
tions on the birth of a son.

Frank Bangs represented the Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co. at the Oklahoma convention.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, Texas, has sold out
his stock to Clyde T. Moore.

A. J. Roberts, watchmaker for N. W. Huff-
man, of Harrington, Kansas, has moved to Caney,
Kansas.

Miss Florence Blunt, with the D. B. Ward
Jewelry Co., is away on a two weeks' vacation.

Harry Hershfield has purchased the stock of
the John Rupp estate at Atchison, Kansas.

Harvey Bros. have purchased the stock of
A. A. Nilson at Denison, Texas. Mr. Nilson will
continue as manager.

The jewelry store of G. M. Coulton Bros. &
Co. was robbed recently of several hundred dol-
lars worth of goods.

Taylor & De Hart of Vail, Ia., have sold
their stock to E. L. Clayton.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Miller, of McPher-
son, Kansas, sailed last month for a five months'
visit and tour in Europe.

H. K. Herbert, who has been in the jewelry
business for the past forty-three years in Eldo-
rado, Kansas, recently sold his stock to J. H.
Williams, of Clarksville, Mo. Mr. Herbert was
compelled to discontinue on account of ill health.

George Greenbaum, formerly with Porter
& Wiser, and later with an Oklahoma City firm,
is again with the Kansas City house.

A display of ancient and modern Egyptian
jewelry recently attracted a great deal of atten-
tion to the Jaccard Jewelry Company's windows.

The following called at the wholesale houses
last month : W. W. Pace, Greenridge, Mo.; L.
S. Slocum, Corning, Ks.; Mrs. Cale of the Lan-
yon Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Ks.; J. B. McDear-
mon, Carterville, Mo.; J. L. Potts, Marceline,
Mo.; H. C. Hansen, St. Mary's, Ks.; E. E.
Foreman, Greenleaf, Ks.; Mr. Baird of Green-
wold and Adams, Tucson, Ariz.; W. S.
Noble, Drexel, Mo.; J. D. Crum, Onaga, Ks.; C.
J. Keil, Clinton, Mo.; H. I. Zinn, Hutchinson,
Ks.; G. H. Church, Oak Grove, Mo.; George A.
Young, Moberly, Mo.; Lou Thomas, Topeka,
Ks.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; J. M.
Coffman, Salisbury, Mo.; J. H. Whitehead,
Liberty, Mo.; L. E. Delampy, Parkville, Mo.; R.
R. Smithers, Cameron, Mo.; R. P. Rasmussen,
Edgar, Neb.; Mr. Vining of Vining & Recht,
Norton, Ks.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.;
W. B. Wheeler, Lakin, Ks.; Mr. Yelvington of
Yelvington & Hall, Joplin, Mo.; P. H. Holmes, of
Maltbie & Holmes, Le Platte, Mo.; B. G. Gus-
tafson, Lawrence, Ks.; Fred Dryden, Lee's Sum-
mit, Mo.

Denver Letter
(Continued from page 919)

Dwight Miller, who has been engaged as
material man with the E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co.,
has given up his position and returned to
Columbus, Ohio, his old home.

The Kleeman Jewelry Co., owned by L.
Lowenheim, has been bought by M. Soloman &
Bressler, owners of the Enterprise Jewelry Co.,
and they have moved the latter store in with
the Kleeman store as a temporary location until
the new Foster Building is completed, where they
have obtained a lease on one of the stores.

M. J. Holt, formerly of the Neetham Jewelry
Co., Logan, Utah, has bought the Peters Jewelry
Co., of Brigham, Utah, and is conducting the
business under his own name.

H. L. McLaughlin, of W. W. Hamilton Jew-
elry Co., has returned from a ten weeks' trip
to the Northwest and reports business very good.
Mrs. McLaughlin accompanied him.

The store of C. 0. Hunter, deceased, at Ft.
Collins, Colo., has been bought by E. 0. Jones,
his watchmaker for many years.

June, 1910

W. W. Hamilton, of the W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Co., made a very successful business trip
around the Horn this month.

Roy Steward, of F. P. Steward & Son, Love-
land, Colo., was married last month to Miss
Stella Marie Keller of that city. They took their
wedding trip through the State and are now at
home in Loveland.

The home of Roy L. Smith, of the R. L.
Smith Jewelry Co., Delta, Colo., was blessed with
a baby boy last month.

L. W. Walker, the Jason Street jeweler, is
spending a month's vacation in California.

Mr. Mundy, formerly with A. Hahn, of Du-
rango, Colo., has taken a position with J. N.
Crocker, at Rock Springs, Wyo.

C. L. Clark, with the Ed. Lehman Jewelry
Co., has left on his regular trip through Wyo-
ming, Montana and the Northwest.

M. Myers, of Boston, was taken sick while
in Denver this month and left for his home.

F. P. Allen, president of the Bohn-Allen
Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife and son and
two friends, were victims of an automobile acci-
dent here last month near Clonmel, when their
auto almost turned turtle, but lit on its side and
was saved by the wind shield, which prevented
any further turning. The occupants were thrown
out of the car and rolled down a fifteen-foot
embankment into a barbed-wire fence. Mrs. F.
P. Allen was the only one seriously hurt, receiv-
ing a deep cut under the right eye and on the nose.

G. W. Ridley has bought the store of Ramsey
Optical Co., Estate, at Grand Junction, Colo., and
will continue the business in the same location,
at 442 Main Street.

H. H. Frumess has moved to his new loca-
tion at 620 r6th Street, from 906 i6th Street.

Ewald Velhagen, of Alamosa, Colo., was in
the city on his way to Cleveland, Ohio, accom-
panied by his wife, to spend a vacation.

W. D. Woodrow, of Greeley, Colo., has
moved to Lasalle, Colo., and reports business
good.

J. 0. Hoffman, of Ft. Collins, Colo., has been
spending a few weeks in California.

M. D. Goldner, of Birmingham, Ala., has
taken a position with Chas. H. Clark & Co., of
Denver, as watchmaker.

L. K. Hallock, manufacturing jeweler, form-
erly in business for himself here, has taken
charge of the manufacturing and repair depart-
ment of A. Hahn, Durango, Colo.

Jas. E. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Co., is on his regular trip through the Northwest.

The Boyd Park Jewelry Co. have closed their
doors on Denver trade after a successful period
of over 25 years. What little remains of their
stock has been shipped to Salt Lake, Utah
Mr. Jos. I. Schwartz, who has leased the store
of the above firm, is putting in a new plate glass
front and new interior decorations and these, with
his fine new fixtures, will make one of the finest
jewelry stores in the city. He has also fitted up
a new modern shop in his store.

V. L. H. Mildenstine died at his home bere,
May trth, of nervous prostration and brain fever,
caused by overwork. He was a fine cornetist and
played with an orchestra evenings after doing a
day's work in the store. He was employed at the
time of his death by the Tammen Curio Co.,
and previous to this worked for eight years with
Paul Haber!, where he learned the jewelry trade.
He was about 36 years of age and leaves a wife
and daughter 3 years old.

The fcllowing out-of-town jewelers, from
this State, were in the city during the month:
Isadore Erlich, of Lafayette; Mr. Rudman, of
Rudman and Gottberg, Cripple Creek; H. D.
Spencer, of Elizabeth; Mrs. I. L. Morgan, of Ft.
Morgan; Mrs. E. A. Eaves, of Idaho Springs;
I. 0. Glazier, of Greeley; Lloyd Gardner, of
Longmont ; W. H. Brannan, of Loveland ; H. G.
Petty, of Ft. Collins; W. H. Dow, of Ft. Mor-
gan; J. D. Bentley, of Boulder ; Henry Curtis, of
Littleton; Alvin Herman, of Brighton; L. F.
Cornwell, of Pueblo; H. A. Scribner, of Scribner
& White, .of Pueblo; E. L. Peisar, of Glenwood
Springs.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.

INSPIRED BY ME DORI TIVE MB Of-ANCIENT 1155TRIA

THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE reached its highest development
during the reign of King Assur-bani-pal in 668-626 B. C. The
people of this ancient nation were far advanced in metal work,
both Gold and Silver. They also excelled in the Art of Gem
Cutting and Engraving.

Archological research has brought to light most exquisite exam-
ples of the Arts of these early craftsmen. The most potent emblem of
Assyrian Art was the Sacred Winged Bull, typical of the union of the
greatest intellectual and physical powers.

This and other characteristic symbols in combination with hand-
mounted Antique Gems form the chief enrichment of our original and
highly artistic line of ASSYRIAN GOLD, by far the most strikingly
beautiful effect ever produced in any line of Novelties.

Original in outline and finish, historically correct in
ornamentation, each piece possesses an unusual individu-
ality that is bound to make it a successful seller.

Upon request we will send our photographic catalog
No. 20 by prepaid express.

Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway, including KARNAK BRASS,
Hand-Hammered Copper and BrassArt Goods,
Silver Plated Hollow Ware and Flat Ware,
Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks and Jewel Boxes

ORIGINATED BY

THE BENEDICT MFG. CO.
EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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This city is looking forward with much

pleasure to the big joint convention of the

Missouri and Kansas Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion and the Missouri Society of Optometrists

be held here June 20th, 21st and 22d.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jaccard left May 20th

for New York, whence they sailed for Europe.

The wholesale houses have been closing at

I o'clock on Saturdays during the past month and

will do so during June, July and August.

N. J. Gurney has moved his stock to 117

East Eleventh Street. The new store is the

smallest, but one of the most artistic on Petticoat

Lane. The decorations and fittings are harmo-

nious and every piece of jewelry whether expen
-

sive or inexpensive, seems to have been select
ed

with great care. The tiny store is a model of

good taste in the jewelry business.
J. C. Filhome, formerly representing a Chi-

cago house, is now on the road for the Meyer

Jewelry Company.
Samuel Bloom, of the Meyer Jewelry Com-

pany, who has been seriously ill with appendi-

citis is traveling again for the house.

J. R. Hendricks, in the Victor Building, has

sold out his repair shop to M. L. Gibson. 
Mr.

Hendricks expects to devote his entire time t
o

the manufactur of "Photolene."

John W. Brown, who has been in the employ

of the D. B. Ward Jewelry Company for the pa
st

four years, died April 28th, at the Wesley Hos-

pital, after an operation for peritonitis. Mr.

Brown was 27 years of age and had been in 
the

jewelry business six years, first learning his tra
de

under the late Tom W. Roe. A mother an
d

brother survive. •
Virgil K. Morgan, of the C. B. Morton

Jewelry Company, is on a fishing trip in Te
xas.

B. B. McCormick, of Chilhowee, Mo., re-

cently opened a new jewelry store.
J. H. Searf odd & Son is the firm name of

a new jewelry concern at Odessa, Mo.

E. H. Morgan and W. C. Schuman repre-

sented the C. B. Norton Jewelry Company 
at

the Oklahoma Jewelers' convention.
Abe Tival, watchmaker for B. Marks, sailed

May 6th for his former home in Germany.

. L. M. Dumford, of Toronto, Kansas, has

sold out his jewelry business to H. A. Charters.

George N. Graybeal, of Lamed, Kansas, has

succeeded to the firm of Stoner and Grayb
eal.

The store, under new management, will be
 re-

modeled this summer.
G. A. Leffler, of Iola, Kansas, is taking a

course at the Missman School of Engraving.

Peter F. Kern, a jeweler from Skagway,

Alaska, was a visitor in the city last month. 
He

is touring the central and western States.

J. D. Crum, of Onaga, Kansas, was in Kansas

City last month buying an opening stock.

The M. M. White Jewelry Company, of

Tishomingo, Okla., recently suffered a small 
loss

by fire.
James Fream, formerly with the McDuffle

Company, of Lawton, Okla., is now in business a
t

Sapulpa, Okla.
P. F. Murray, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry

Company, is spending his vacation in Warrens
-

burg, Mo.
Arthur Mizell, formerly of Prairie View,

Kansas, is now located at Poison, Mont.
W. F. Ozeskleba, of Sylvan Grove, Kansas,

has sold his business to H. Blyth. Mr. Blyth

was formerly in the employ of Mr. Ozeskleba.

Chas. W. Beebe is a new jeweler at Eldorado

Springs, Mo.
Geo. W. Fuller, formerly with a Denver

house, is now in the employ of Porter and Wi
ser.

M. T. Chapman & Co. is a new firm at Atoko,

Okla. Mr. Chapman was located formerly at

Caddo, Okla.

Frank G. Mitchell, of Marshall, Mo., has filed

a petition in bankruptcy for the benefit of his

creditors. Mr. Mitchell had been in the jewelry

business in Marshall for more than thirty years.

The safe in the Brocaw jewelry store at

Carmen, Okla., was recently broken open and

$15oo worth of goods stolen.
Tobias Brunner, a jeweler at 718 Walnut

Street and Mrs. Brunner are receiving felicita-

tions on the birth of a son.
Frank Bangs represented the Edwards &

Sloane Jewelry Co. at the Oklahoma convention.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, Texas, has sold out

his stock to Clyde T. Moore.
A. J. Roberts, watchmaker for N. W. Huff-

man, of Harrington, Kansas, has moved to Caney,

Kansas.
Miss Florence Blunt, with the D. B. Ward

Jewelry Co., is away on a two weeks' vacation.

Harry Hershfield has purchased the stock of

the John Rupp estate at Atchison, Kansas.

Harvey Bros. have purchased the stock of

A. A. Nilson at Denison, Texas. Mr. Nilson will

continue as manager.
The jewelry store of G. M. Coulton Bros. &

Co. was robbed recently of several hundred dol-
lars worth of goods.

Taylor & De Hart of Vail, Ia., have sold

their stock to E. L. Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Miller, of McPher-

son, Kansas, sailed last month for a five months'

visit and tour in Europe.
H. K. Herbert, who has been in the jewelry

business for the past forty-three years in Eldo-

rado, Kansas, recently sold his stock to J. H.

Williams, of Clarksville, Mo. Mr. Herbert was

compelled to discontinue on account of ill health.

George Greenbaum, formerly with Porter

& Wiser, and later with an Oklahoma City firm,

is again with the Kansas City house.
A display of ancient and modern Egyptian

jewelry recently attracted a great deal of atten-

tion to the Jaccard Jewelry Company's windows.

The following called at the wholesale houses

last month: W. W. Pace, Greenridge, Mo.• L.

S. Slocum, Corning, Ks.; Mrs. Cale of the an-

yon Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Ks.; J. B. McDear-

mon, Carterville, Mo.; J. L. Potts, Marceline,

Mo.; H. C. Hansen, St. Mary's, Ks.; E. E.

Foreman, Greenleaf, Ks.; Mr. Baird of Green-

wold and Adams, Tucson, Ariz.; W. S.

Noble, Drexel, Mo.• J. D. Crum, Onaga, Ks.; C.

J. Keil, Clinton, Aio.; H. I. Zinn, Hutchinson,

Ks.; G. H. Church, Oak Grove, Mo.; George A.

Young, Moberly, Mo.; Lou Thomas, Topeka,

Ks.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; J. M.

Coffman, Salisbury, Mo.; J. H. Whitehead,

Liberty, Mo.; L. E. Delampy, Parkville, Mo.; R.

R. Smithers, Cameron, Mo.; R. P. Rasmussen,

Edgar, Neb.; Mr. Vining of Vining & Recht,

Norton, Ks.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.;

W. B. Wheeler, Lakin, Ks.; Mr. Yelvington o
f

Yelvington & Hall, Joplin, Mo.; P. H. Holmes, of

Maltbie & Holmes, Le Platte, Mo.; B. G. Gus-

tafson, Lawrence, Ks.; Fred Dryden, Lee's Sum
-

mit, Mo.
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Dwight Miller, who has been engaged as

material man with the E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co.,

has given up his position and returned to

Columbus, Ohio, his old home.
The Kleeman Jewelry Co., owned by L.

Lowenheim, has been bought by M. Soloman &

Bressler, owners of the Enterprise Jewelry Co.,

and they have moved the latter store in with

the Kleeman store as a temporary location unt
il

the new Foster Building is completed, where th
ey

have obtained a lease on one of the stores.

M. J. Holt, formerly of the Neetham Jewelry

Co., Logan, Utah, has bought the Peters jewelrx

Co., of Brigham, Utah, and is conducting the

business under his own name.
H. L. McLaughlin, of W. W. Hamilton Jew-

elry Co., has returned from a ten weeks' trip

to the Northwest and reports business very good.

Mrs. McLaughlin accompanied him.
The store of C. 0. Hunter, deceased, at Ft.

Collins, Colo., has been bought by E. 0. Jones,

his watchmaker for many years.
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W. W. Hamilton, of the W. W. Hamilton

Jewelry Co., made a very successful business trip
around the Horn this month.

Roy Steward, of F. P. Steward & Son, Love-

land, Colo., was married last month to Miss

Stella Marie Keller of that city. They took their

wedding trip through the State and are now at

home in Loveland.
The home of Roy L. Smith, of the R. L.

Smith Jewelry Co., Delta, Colo., was blessed with

a baby boy last month.
L. W. Walker, the Jason Street jeweler, is

spending a month's vacation in California.
Mr. Mundy, formerly with A. Hahn, of Du-

rango, Colo., has taken a position with J. N.

Crocker, at Rock Springs, Wyo.
C. L. Clark, with the Ed. Lehman Jewelry

Co., has left on his regular trip through Wyo-

ming, Montana and the Northwest.
M. Myers, of Boston, was taken sick while

in Denver this month and left for his home.

F. P. Allen, president of the Bohn-Allen

Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife and son and

two friends, were victims of an automobile acci-

dent here last month near Clonmel, when their

auto almost turned turtle, but lit on its side and

was saved by the wind shield, which prevente
d

any further turning. The occupants were thrown

out of the car and rolled down a fifteen-foot

embankment into a barbed-wire fence. Mrs. F.

P. Allen was the only one seriously hurt, receiv-

ing a deep cut under the right eye and on the nose.

G. W. Ridley has bought the store of Ramsey

Optical Co., Estate, at Grand Junction, Colo., and

will continue the business in the same location,

at 442 Main Street.
H. H. Frumess has moved to his new loca-

tion at 62o i6th Street, from 906 i6th Street.

Ewald Velhagen, of Alamosa, Colo., was in

the city on his way to Cleveland, Ohio, accom-

panied by his wife, to spend a vacation.
W. D. Woodrow, of Greeley, Colo., has

moved to Lasalle, Colo., and reports business

good.
J. 0. Hoffman, of Ft. Collins, Colo., has been

spending a few weeks in California.
M. D. Goldner, of Birmingham, Ala., has

taken a position with Chas. H. Clark & Co., of

Denver, as watchmaker.

L. K. Hallock, manufacturing jeweler, form-

erly in business for himself here, has taken

charge of the manufacturing and repair depart-

ment of A. Hahn, Durango, Colo.
Jas. E. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply

Co., is on his regular trip through the Northwest.

The Boyd Park Jewelry Co. have closed their

doors on Denver trade after a successful period

of over 25 years. What little remains of their

stock has been shipped to Salt Lake, Utah

Mr. Jos. I. Schwartz, who has leased the store

of the above firm, is putting in a new plate glas
s

front and new interior decorations and these, with

his fine new fixtures, will make one of the finest

jewelry stores in the city. He has also fitted up

a new modern shop in his store.

V. L. H. Mildenstine died at his home here,

May nth, of nervous prostration and brain fever,

caused by overwork. He was a fine cornetist and

played with an orchestra evenings after doing a

day's work in the store. He was employed at the

time of his death by the Tammen Curio Co.,

and previous to this worked for eight years with

Paul Haberl, where he learned the jewelry trade.

He was about 36 years of age and leaves a wife

and daughter 3 years old.

The fcllowing out-of-town jewelers, from

this State, were in the city during the month:

Isadore Erlich, of Lafayette; Mr. Rudman, of

Rudman and Gottberg, Cripple Creek; H. D.

Spencer, of Elizabeth; Mrs. I. L. Morgan, of Ft.

Morgan; Mrs. E. A. Eaves, of Idaho Springs;

I. 0. Glazier, of Greeley; Lloyd Gardner, of

Longmont ; W. H. Brannan, of Loveland; H. G.

Petty, of Ft. Collins; W. H. Dow, of Ft. Mor-

gan; J. D. Bentley, of Boulder; Henry Curtis, of

Littleton; Alvin Herman, of Brighton; L. F.

Cornwell, of Pueblo; H. A. Scribner, of Scribner

& White, .of Pueblo; E. L. Peisar, of Glenw
ood

Springs.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.

INSPIRED BY THE DECORATIVE MB Of-ANCIENT ASSTRIA

THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE reached its highest development

during the reign of King Assur-bani-pal in 668-62
6 B. C. The

people of this ancient nation were far advanced in
 metal work,

both Cold and Silver. They also excelled in the Art of Gem

Cutting and Engraving.
Archaeological research has brought to light most ex

quisite exam-

ples of the Arts of these early craftsmen. The m
ost potent emblem of

Assyrian Art was the Sacred Winged Bull, typical 
of the union of the

greatest intellectual and physical powers.

This and other characteristic symbols in combinati
on with hand-

mounted Antique Gems form the chief enrichment
 of our original and

highly artistic line of ASSYRIAN GOLD, by far t
he most strikingly

beautiful effect ever produced in any line of Novelti
es.

Original in outline and finish, historically correct in

ornamentation, each piece possesses an unusual indiv
idu-

ality that is bound to make it a successful seller.

Upon request we will send our photographic catalog

No. 20 by prepaid express.

Full line on display at our New York Office,

409 Broadway, including KARNAK BRASS,

Hand-Hammered Copper and Brass Art Goods,

Silver Plated Hollow Ware and Flat Ware,

Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks and Jewel Boxes

ORIGINATED BY

THE BENEDICT MFG. CO.
EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.



THE HOWARD WATCH

NY HOWARD jeweler will tell you that
the quality standard of his watch

sales has jumped twenty, fifty, a hundred
per cent since he began to feature the
HOWARD Watch.

The American consumer is always traveling
on the up-peak in his purchases.

Fine merchandise has a fascination for him.

Show him that the real stuff is there—and
the price becomes a secondary matter.

Every man knows the sixty-eight years' career

of the HOWARD Watch—the finest practical timepiece

in the world.

Show the HOWARD Watch—a representative assort-

ment that will identify your store with the HOWARD

reputation and prestige.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

THE HOWARD WATCH

When you hear someone criticise
the railroads, just remind him

that our American roads are the best
and safest in the world. They employ
the most intelligent men and have them
use the finest watch—the HOWARD.

What do you think, for instance, of a road
that, over a period of ten years, carried nearly
two hundred million passengers without a
single one killed as the result of a train acci-
dent; and that during the three worst months

of last winter, had a punctuality record of
94-As% for its inbound train service ?

That road—the Lackawanna—is one of
the 180 railroads that officially adopted the
HOWARD Watch for their time-inspection
service.

Lives depend on the accuracy of train-
men's watches, and the best is not too good
for the American railroad man.

A HOWARD IS always worth what you pay for it.
The price of each HOWARD is fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached—from the 17-jewel (double-roller escape-

ment) in a "Jas. Boss " or "Crescent" gold-filled case at $4.0

to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $15o.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your town

and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send
you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for June. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

AVONDALE
I2V2 inches high io inches wide

List, $5.30
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BELFAST
I21/2 inches high lo inches wide

List, $5.20
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DALTON
1.2/2 inches high i o inches wide

List, $5.00

8-day, Striking the Hour and I falf -hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial. Hain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 914 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00

CONCORD
53:54 inches high 84(1 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $15.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO
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BRADFORD
T4/2 inches high 9,/, inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Class. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

Main Office Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.S , and Factories,

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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WE TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING

OUR NEW 12 SIZE LEVER

FAMOUS THE WORLD OVER AS THE

TWO DOLLAR WATCH
NOW FITTED WITH LEVER MOVEMENT

NO ADVANCE IN PRICE

CASES
SEMI- BASCINE
OPEN- FACE

NICKEL AND GUN METAL

$32.40 Per Dozen
Consumer's Price

Nickel—$2.00

Consumer's Price
10 yr. G. F.—$5.00

$2.80 Each

METAL DIALS -- Gilt, Silvered or Black
10 cts. extra, each

Prices Subject to Keystone Key and 2

Consumer's Price
Gun Metal—$2.00

5 year Gold Filled Cases $5  00
10 " 4 t 4 t t t 6  00

Metal Dials—No Extra Charge

Prices Subject to Keystone Key and 6 ',, Cash Discount

MOVEMENT
JEWELED

LEVER ESCAPEMENT
Hardened and Polished Pinions

All Wheels Machined to Absolute Accuracy

A Genuine Watch
not a clock

Accurate Reliable Durable Consumer's Price
5 yr. G. F.—$4.00

Series B. B. Series Y.

Double Roller Lever Escapement
7 Jewels—Breguet Hairspring
Tempered Steel Safety Barrel

and other standard requirements

Nickel, 0. F. (Y.) .... $ 5.58
Oxy. Steel " (Y.)   7.00
5 yr. G. F.,- (Y.)   8.00
10 yr. G. F.,- (Y.)   9.00
20 yr. G.F.," (B. B.) . .   11.50
20 yr. G.F.,Htg. (II. B.) .   19.00

Subject to Keystone Key and 6

ORDERS SUPPLIED PROMPTLY BY

The New England Watch Co.
WATERBURY, CONN.
AND THE LEADING JOBBERS

Pacific Coast Agents — B . W. FREER CO.— San Francisco

"Elfs''and‘`Cavours"
10 Ligne 15 Ligne

Chatelaine and Belt Watches
Dainty Models

Many Beautiful Case Designs

OPEN-FACE or HUNTING
Solid Gold —Gold Filled — Sterling

Silver - Nickel— Gun Metal

Prices

$3.20 to $17.00
Subject to Keystone Key and



EXCELSIOR WATCH

THE jeweler is apt to overlookthe importance of the boys' trade.
Yet the boys of to-day are the men of
to-morrow your customers for life if you get their
confidence with their first purchase.

There's no business insurance like the good will
of the rising generation.

Feature the Excelsior Watch to the boys of your
town— their parents and friends.

Display the Excelsior. Advertise it. Tell about
its accuracy its essential fineness its durability in
face of the hard usage the boy is likely to give his watch.

The Excelsior will make good the best you can
say about it.

The Excelsior is made and adjusted as finely
as most watches that sell for twice the price.
Seven jewels, quick train and cut expansion
balance with Breguet hairspring. Stem-wind
and pendant -set (except 18 -size hunting,
lever-set).
Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and i8 sizes—open face
and hunting. Plain polished, engine-turned
and fancy engraved cases of three grades—
Gold filled, 20 year ; Gold filled, io year;
and Silverode. Retail prices, $4.50 to $1 i.00.
Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the fac-
tory, adjusted in its own case and -sold com-
plete—with a printed price ticket attached
that makes the price uniform everywhere and
insures your rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory
for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,



Lessons in Horology
By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, of. Lode, Switzerland, and

GHERMANN ROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-
Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Lock Horological School. •

[Continued from the May Keystone]

422. Action of the Lever Escapement. Let us suppose
the balance, at the beginning of its oscillation, that is to say
pushed aside from its position of repose an angle equal to half
the amplitude of the oscillation. If it is released from this posi-

the motive force, whose action communicated to the wheel a
movement to the right ; its speed rapidly accelerates, the plane
of impulse of the tooth comes into contact with that of the
anchor. There is then produced a new shock which has the
effect of increasing the speed of the anchor. Since the fork
and the pin have a common movement, the acceleration in the
speed of the anchor breaks the contact which existed between
the pin And the side of the slot which it drove, and the opposite
side of this slot strikes the pin, producing in its turn, a shock
which increases the speed of the balance. Everything is then
prepared for the impulse; the plane of the wheel acts against
that of the 'anchor, and, simultaneously, the fork acts on the
pin, increasing progressively the speed of the balance, until the

surface of impulse of the tooth leaves
that of the anchor. The wheel then
traverses the angle of drop, and one
of its teeth falls on the plane of re-
pose of the other pallet. The balance
continues its movement until the
spring, which acts in a contrary di-
rection during the semi-oscillation
ascending, and the various passive re-
sistances, have destroyed the move-
ment. Identically the same actions
are reproduced in the opposite direc-
tion, and so on, continuously.

423. One can thus divide the
working of the lever escapement into
two actions which we will examine
separately : First, the action of the
wheel on the anchor, then that of the
fork on the roller pin.

424. Action of the Wheel on
the Anchor. Except during the very
short interval which immediately suc-
ceeds the recoil of the wheel, during
the unlocking, and during the period
of drop, the wheel remains constantly
in contact with the anchor. This con-
tact occurs therefore during the
periods of repose, of unlocking and of
impulse. Amid these various actions,
that of the impulse is the one which
penults the greatest variety in its
constriiction.

425. As has been said, the
impulse of the wheel to the anchor is
affected through the medium of in-
clined planes ; these planes are movable
around the respective centers of the

two parts, and their direction remains tangent to the circum-
ferences concentric with the two axes.

It is easy to find out that there are three methods of arrang-
ing the inclined planes by distributing them on the wheel and on
the anchor :

First. The inclined plane is found entirely on the anchor,
and the wheel teeth are pointed.

Second. The inclined plane is found laid Off on the wheel
teeth, and the anchor pallets are reduced to two small pins.

Third. The inclined plane is found partly on the wheel
and partly on the anchor.

426. The arrangement which gives the whole of the in-
clined plane to the anchor appears to be the oldest ; this system
is found most generally in English watches. From whence comes
the name by which it is often designated, English lever escape-
ment. (Plates III and IV.)

(Continued on page 931)

it Rings to I3eat the Band."

TT'S a snap to sell an IRONCLAD. It has so many selling points
—tangible visible selling points you jewelers can point out—striking

convincing, talking points you jewelers can talk about.

If it sells not at sight, it'll sell on hearing. Bring one on the counter—point
out how sturdily it stands, how mightily it's shielded, how huskily it's built.

Make them weigh it, make them set the alarm off, make them stop
it—make them wind the alarm tight and see how long it rings, how true
it rings, how loud it rings, then say "One Fifty, please" and bring down another.

"Tell them to bring it back next year for oiling."
Packed 12 in a box with advertising matter. Dealers' names printed free on dials in lots of 24.
Height 5 inches. Dial 21 inches. Weight 21 lbs. Rings 35 seconds; can be shut off at vvill.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

tion it traverses, in the first place, the supplementary arc of oscil-
lation, during which it is not in contact with the escapement.
During this passage, the spring acts on the balance, continually
increasing its speed to the moment when the roller pin encounters
the fork. There is then produced a shock, which has the effect
of instantly putting the fork and the anchor in motion. This shock
makes the balance, moreover, lose a part of its speed ; the roller
pin draws the fork and the anchor, and the movement of the plane
of repose makes the wheel recoil until the edge formed by the
intersection of the planes of repose and of impulse just coincides
with the point of the tooth. At this moment, the wheel, animated
with a movement to the left, continues in this retrograde move-
ment during a very small angle, on account of the speed acquired.
During this time, the anchor continues to be drawn by the
balance ; there exists, therefore, an instant during which the
wheel is not in contact with the anchor. The backward move-
ment of the wheel is soon destroyed, however, by the action of

(929)

R. %rossitiann.



SOUTH BEND RAILROAD WATCHES

N329iiyf  N323
The New South Bend Railroad Models Now Ready for Delivery

With the placing upon the market of the
new South Bend Railroad Models comes the
opportunity for every retail jeweler to increase
his trade on South Bend Watches.

All that the most exacting railroad require-
ments demand is embodied in these new railroad
models. The building of these watches in our
factory has been an interesting event. Every
workman in our employ knowing that all the
finesse and skill known to the watchmaking craft
was put into Nos. 323 and 329, watched with
eagerness the results in the final tests.

Skilled watchmakers now in our employ who
have worked in all the different factories where
high grade watches are made, marveled at the
remarkable performance of these watches while
undergoing the tests which proved them fit for
the most rigid requirements in service.

Never before in their experience had they
seen such true and accurate timepieces.

It has taken brains, skill, time and money to
make these new railroad models what they are.
Immediate shipment can be made on orders and
we take extreme pleasure (and believe that we
are entitled to a feeling of pride) in being able to
offer you such fine specimens of railroad watches.

The jeweler who handles South Bend
Watches now has the opportunity to broaden
out in the sale of our goods, which means bigger
profits and more satisfied customers.

The jeweler who does not handle South Bend
Watches is losing opportunities that bring golden
returns.
We have twenty-four traveling salesmen

upon the road the year round covering the entire
United States, but don't wait for one of our sales-
men. Time is too precious when the oppor-
tunity comes to make more money and more
satisfied customers.

The time to act is now.
CUT HERE

South Bend Watch Co.,
South Bend, Indiana.

I desire full particulars of your new Rail-
road models Nos. 323 and 329.
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(Continued from page 929)

This construction has an un-
favorable side : the shape of the
wheel teeth (Fig. 117) forces
the construction of the anchor to
be such that the drops may be
sufficient to allow the pallets to
pass freely behind the back of
the tooth which has just escaped.
For this reason, the drops become
greater than in the system with
divided levers. This is an un-
desirable condition, because it is
the cause of quite an important
loss of force ; if, for example the
wheel traversed 12° during one
oscillation of the balance, and ,
if, of these twelve degrees, two
are given up to the drop, the /
sixth part of the force is thus(
used up in an absolute loss.

An advantage of the escape-
ment with pointed teeth is that,
in "cutting" the teeth of the
wheel, the latter becomes exactly
round ill its circumference; one
is thus able to give them less rest,
which cannot be done with club
teeth.

427. The lever escape-
ment with the impulse plane
carried by the wheel teeth is a
very simple construction. It is
used in some kinds of pocket watches and in certain systems of
alarms. It is known under the name of pin escapement (Plate

VII). Its principal disadvantages are the thinness of the anchor
pins, generally made of steel, the size and the inequality of the
drops and the difficulty in keeping oil on the points of contact.
It has been attempted in some systems to furnish the

It. roasmann.

•we

PLATE IV

anchor with jewel pins, but without great practical results.
428. The lever escapement with the impulse plane di-

vided between the tooth and the pallets of the anchor, is the one
of the three kinds which is most frequently used. It is often
called the Swiss lever escapement, or still better, escapement with
divided lifts. It has the advantage of a greater economy of

motive force, for the drops can
be very much diminished (Plates
V and VI). The wheels are also
less delicate than are those with
pointed teeth.

429. Action of the

Name 

Town 

State

PLATE V

Fork on the Roller Pin. The
characteristic feature of this part
of the escapement is that the
fork and the pin come into con-
tact only during the periods of
unlocking and of impulse ; during
the supplementary arc of oscilla-
tion, the balance remains apart
from the escapement, which gives
to this mechanism all the advan-
tages of a detached escapement.

The mechanical combination
of a lever, such as the fork,
acting on another lever, whose
center of movement is the axis
of the balance, and whose ex-
tremity is formed by the roller
pin, cannot admit of important
variations in its construction.
The principal differences consist,
in fact, only in the shape and
disposition of the pin, or also,
in the arrangement of the
bankings.

430. The double. roller
escapement is arranged in the
same manner as the one which

(Continued on page 983)
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• MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE•S1ARK REGISTERED

Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

"PEER-OF-ALL" JEWELER'S CASE and TABLE, No.9

If it's Practical Arrangements, Correct Designs, QUALITY
Material, Workmanship and Finish, at RIGHT PRICES, that
you are looking for, WE CAN SUIT YOU. NOT HOW
CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD; AT PRICES THAT ARE
RIGHT—is the WINTER IDEA. cjIsk Our Customers.

WINTER CATALOGUES—The Books That Show You
Sent Postpaid on Request. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "10A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co.
HIGH-GRADE FIXTURE MAKERS

ESTABLISHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, W IS C ON SIN, U. S. A.

Souvenir Fobs
Brooches and Hat Pins

HE illustration is but one e
many of the Souvenir Fobs
we are making up for retail
jewelers throughout the

country. (Historic Spots in your
town, Churches, Municipal Build-
ings, Points e Interest. CA11 these,
and many more, we reproduce to your
special order.

PROFITS LARGE—COST SMALL
WRITE for SAMPLE and ESTIMATES

Full Line of CLOISONNE ENAMEL
JEWELRY on hand at the right prices.
OVlakers of Souvenir Hat Pins, Brooches

Cuff Links and Stick Pins

(Continued from page )31)

we have described (419) ; a
safety roller K (Fig. 119) is
secured on the staff underneath
the impulse roller which carries
the pin ; the dart m n is fastened
to the fork and parallel to it.

431. The single roller
escapement has only one disk
fulfilling the two duties of carry-
ing the pin and preventing the
premature banking of the fork.
A hollow made in this roller, in
front of the pin, gives a passage
for the dart as in the preceding
case (Plate IX).

In some kinds of watches,
principally in English or Ameri-
can watches, the dart is formed
by a brass pin fastened very
near the bottom of the slot in
the fork, and perpendicularly to
the plane of the latter. In other
kinds, this dart is formed by
filing the fork in such a manner
as to leave a projecting wedge.

432. During the periods
which immediately precede or
succeed the contact of the pin
with the fork, the dart and the
double or single roller could fail
of their purpose, if the eventual
contact of the horns with the pin
action.

These extremities should be sufficiently long so that the
safety of the action may be continuous from the dart to the
horns ; and to avoid the butting resulting from some defect of

did not take the place of this

Ii.drosimann.

PLATE VI

construction, such a form is given to the horns that the space
contained between the pin and the horns increases progressively
to their extremity. The form which suits is therefore that of
a spiral of Archimedes.

Let us further add that the

F. A. Herman Company Manufacturing Jewelers 

Melrose Highlands : Massachusetts

axis and the outer circumference
of the roller should be perfectly
concentric, and the latter thor-
oughly polished in order to re-
duce to the minimum the friction
resulting from the accidental
contact of the dart.

433. The roller in is
made in various shapes; it is
important to give to this piece
a profile which will allow as
little loss of force as possible
during the transmission.

In some old constructions,
one finds a cylindrical pin; it is
easy to recognize that this shape'
is undesirable, the transmission
of the force being submitted to
an increased loss both in the un-
locking and at the end of the
lift.

In quite a large number of
Swiss watches, an elliptically
shaped pin is used (Fig. 122).
The most advantageous shapes,
however,, are the semi-cylindrical
ones (Fig. 120) and triangular
(Fig. 121). The square shape
(Fig. 123) or rectangular is less
frequent. We will speak later
on of the double pin system
which also gives excellent
practical results.

434. If we now compare
double and single roller systems'

.(Continued on page.935)
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re-eminently-
the Jewelers Watch

erfect
rice Protected
rofit Winning

caffordWec Co. ZOI:
.o,cR`Orct:11C.

We Can Make You a Master

of your trade. That must come first; success

always follows, whether in business for yourself,

or as a workman for another.

You will be affected in three ways by a

course in our school:

FIRST, your money income will be increased;

SECOND, work which is now difficult will be

made so easy that you will really ENJOY

doing it.

THIRD, instead of having to "hunt" for a

mediocre job at poor pay, YOU WILL BE

SOUGHT FOR by men who need the high-
est skilled workmen and are glad to pay
the highest wages to our graduates.

Our instruction is not only practical, but
THOROUGH. Write for our catalogue.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
OF WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and JEWELRY WORK

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Hors etimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for

Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41 Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, n Maiden Lane
 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 
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(Continued from page 933)

it is easy to see the advantage of

the former over the latter.
First. The circumference

described by the point of the

dart penetrates further into that

of the roller in the former than

in the latter case.
Second. For this penetra-

tion to be sufficient in the single

roller, the angle of lift of the
balance must not be too small.*

Third. The contact of the

dart with the edge of the roller

is more apt to produce a butting

in the case of the single roller

than with the safety roller, the

oscillations of the balance which

is subjected to it would therefore

be more affected by the use of

a single than a double roller.
These considerations are

sufficient to make the double

roller escapement more desirable

than one with single roller.
435. Combination of the

Two Actions. The action of

the wheel on the anchor and that

of the fork on the roller being

susceptible of examination inde-

pendently of each other, it fol-

lows that each construction of

wheel and anchor, can be

employed with each system of fork, in ord
er to form a complete

lever escapement. One can, therefore, mak
e quite a large variety.

The relative positions of the three centers of movem
ent

can vary within certain limits ; be placed 
on the same straight

line, or along two straight lines, forming any angle, often
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approaching a right angle. Such combinations are
 called among

manufacturers straight line lever escapement and side lever

escapement.
436. To Draw the Lever Escapement. The g

eometrical

drawing of the lever escapement permits one to 
determine the

proportions of the parts of this construction. Before entering

into the details of the design, let us regard the q
uestion from

the general point of view.
437. In the first place, it is necessary to note a dis

tinction

in the position occupied by the points of rest of
 the pallets, with

We wilt see later on that large angles of 
lift produce in the lever escapement

the defect that is called "the stop on the 
lift."

PLATE IX

II.arossman.

relation to the center of the anchor. These points may be at

equal distances from the center or be placed in su
ch a way that

the middle of the pallets are at equal distances 
from this same

center. In the first case, the two arms of the anchor ar
e of

unequal length and in the second they are about the
 same length;

in the first case, for the same angle of rest and d
raw, the diffi-

culty of unlocking remains the same, while in th
e second this

resistance will be different on each pallet. The differ
ence in the

position of the points of rest with relation to the ce
nter of the

anchor gives us then:

First. The anchor with equidistant rests.

Second. The anchor with equidistant pallets.

The fact that in the escapement with pointed teeth 
the in-

clined planes of the pallets are longer than in the e
scapements

FIG. 122
FIG. 123

with divided lifts has led to the choice of the a
nchor with equi-

distant pallets for the first of these construction
s ; in the second,

the two dispositions are used impartially.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Short Run."—I have an 18 size, 7 jewel
Waltham watch on my bench which I sold about
three months ago. I ant unable to make this
watch run more than sixteen or eighteen hours.
I have taken out the mainspring and put in a new
one without any results. I have looked the watch
over very carefully and it seems to be all right
every way only it will not run long enough. Dur-
ing the time it runs it has a good motion and
keeps good time while running. Can you give
me any information that will help me in this
mattert—It is possible you have put in a main-
spring a little too wide. In 18 size Waltham
springs there are the No. 2203 and No. 2205 in
Most common use. On the Dennison mainspring
gage the 2203 measures 20 in width and the 2205
is width. 21. The springs look to be about the
same width and as they are both sold as 18 size
it would. be easy to get one too wide, unless you
gage your springs before putting them in. (See
answer to "Crystals" in August, 1909, Workshop
Notes.) If your mainspring is of correct width
maybe there is a dent on the barrel or cover
which prevents the spring from fully unwinding.
Again, the barrel cover may not be perfectly
level, so that one side of the spring is "pinched"
between the top and bottom walls of the barrel.
The cause of your trouble is quite sure to be
something of this nature.

"Scape."—I have been a watchmaker for
twenty years, yet I have never before come
across a watch that would stop like the one I
am going to describe. It is an r8 size, 17 jewel
Rockford. The cannon pinion of this watch has
to be a little tighter than most watches. Now
when I put a little power on the train and backed
the hands up the scape backed up and stuck in
just the position as shown in accompanying
drawing. I turned the hands forward and gave
it a shake and it would not start, but stuck com-
pletely, the pallet on back base of tooth and
guard pin on table. Yet you see it does not
bind on banking pin. I closed up banking and
bent guard pin back, then it would overbank.
I opened the banking wider than originally and
bent guard pin forward, then it would still stop,
as per drawing. Most watches will tick back-
wards, but this one would not. The roller table
is not rough. I have fixed it without touching
the cannon pinion or scape wheel teeth. I won't
say how I did it, but I would like to know what
yOU or any watchmaker would have done to
remedy it. It was a puzzle why the scape would
stay back wills power on it and free to run. This
drawing is as good as to have the watch itself,
and an explanation of such an extraordinary
stopping will be quite interesting to some watch-
makers. I did not even reset the pallets, as they
were set right, the watch being an adjusted one.—
We cannot agree with you that to inspect your
sketch is "as good as to have the watch itself";
in fact, without the watch to examine we can
only guess unsatisfactorily at "what may have
been," as it is surely a quite unusual case as you
describe it. There are several possibilities we
could name, but what would be the benefit to
readers of Workshop Notes in our doing so?
If the watch still had the interesting fault you
mention we would suggest that you send it to us
so we could diagnose it and explain what we
found wrong and how to right it; but as you say

you have already corrected the fault we can
hardly do this, and we will ask you to write an
account of your experience with the watch, which
we would be very glad to publish for the benefit
of other watchmakers, to whom it would doubt-
less be interesting.

"Balance Wheel."—Will you kindly explain,
through your Workshop Notes, the best method
to follow in truing a balance wheel when out
of round? We experience considerable trouble
along these lines with the cheap grade move-
ments.—The first thing to consider is the truing
caliper best to use. The older method is to hold
the balance in a caliper of the Swiss variety,
generally made of light-weight brass; the work-
ing ends of the caliper arms are filed flat and a
slight V-center punched or countersunk in each.
These centers support the pivots by their ends.
The caliper is used to hold the balance in while
rotating it to detect where it is out of true; when
the place and amount of error is noted, the
balance is taken out of the caliper to bend it
true. The newer (American) method is to use
a stout caliper made of heavy metal and having
steel heads on the ends of the arms, so shaped
that instead of running on the ends of the pivots
the balance runs in. the caliper supported by the
bases of the pivots. The Swiss caliper points are
shown in cross-section at a and the American
at b (Fig. x).

FIG. I a

The advantage in the American type is that
the bending of the balance can be done without
removing it from the caliper, thus saving a great
deal of time.

Two necessary adjuncts to the caliper are the
"index" and the bending bar. The index is the
pointer which is held against the caliper arms
and brought up close to the balance rim to show,
when the balance is rotated, where the error is.

FIG. I b

Some calipers have the index fastened adjustably
to them; with others the index is separate and
is simply laid against the caliper each time it is
used. There is hardly any advantage in one kind
over the other, although some workmen claim
there is, but it is simply a matter of getting ac-
customed to the use of either kind. The bending
bar is a small piece of flattened brass or German
silver wire with two notches cut in near the end,
about 2 mm. deep, and wide enough one of them
for the rim of the balance and the other for
the arm.

To true a cut or expansion balance put it
in the caliper and bring the index near to the
top of the rim. Rotate the balance with light
pressure from a finger, keeping the caliper very
firmly closed. Hold the caliper so there is a
background of light color, say a piece of white
paper on the bench, and observe how the rim
alternately comes toward and away from the
index as you rotate it. When it is nearest the
index stop turning the balance, and with the
bending bar applied to one of the arms of the
balance bend downward the high part of the rim
and try again with the index, repeating this until
the balance is true "in the flat." The first trial
with the index should be directed to the two
parts of the rim at the ends of the arms, beside
the cuts, to see whether the arms are of equal
height. If not, bend them equal before truing
elsewhere. When you are sure the rim segments
are equally high at the arms, take each segment
and true it, either up or down, until the index
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shows that the entire rim is true in the flat.
Try using the fingers first to bend. the rim up or
down before resorting to using the bending bar
on the balance arms.

Now we are ready to true the balance "in
the round." Put the index close to the side of
the rim, just clear of the screws—of course, we
mean that the point of the index is to almost
touch the side of the rim (not the ends of the
screws). Rotate the balance and observe, by the
index, where the rim deviates from a true circle.
If the error is the result of a bend at the place
where the segment is united with the arms, or a
very gradual, even bend is noticed, it can gen-
erally be best corrected by bending with the
fingers. If a short, decided bend is necessary,
the wide slot in the truing bar must be used.
If the rim is bent badly or in an angular manner,
or in a compound curve, take out all the screws
before truing; care must be taken that they are
replaced in the same holes when the job is
finished.

Sometimes it can be seen at a glance that the
balance is badly out of true in the round and
not much so in the flat. In this case, first true
it roughly in the round, then perfectly in the flat,
then finish truing it in the round. Ordinarily,
true first in flat and then in round. After each
truing, whether in flat or round, verify the other,
because sometimes to true in the flat will "knock
out" the balance in the round, and vice versa.

One condition must be noted in using Ameri-
can calipers—the pivots must be perfectly true
(in the same axis) with the shoulders which
bear in the caliper tips, else the balance will run
true in the caliper but untrue in the watch.

A good plan is to have, in addition to the
American caliper, one of the Swiss style (which
cost only about 15 cents), because it shows the
trueness, or otherwise, of the pivots right from
their ends. To "spin" a balance in the Swiss
caliper for this purpose it is best to strike
it with a soft brush, which will not injure it as
a smart blow with a finger might do. For in-
struction how to true imitation expansion bal-
ances, see answer to "Truing" in this department,
May KEYSTONE.

"Platinum Solder."—Can you give me some
information in regard to platinum solder; for in-
stance, the soldering of a platinum vessel?—
Soldering ordinary platinum vessels is commonly
done with platinum itself as the soldering ma-
terial or with pure gold, using the oxhydrogen
blowpipe or its equivalent melting flame. Gold
has the disadvantage that it melts at a lower
temperature than the platinum, and under tern-
peratures to which crucibles or other vessels
may be subjected it melts and leaves the crack
open. One authority recommends closing the
crack with a mixture of platinum powder and
turpentine oil, then to heat the joint to a white
glow, and in this condition to hammer the parts
together. Another method, applicable where the
crack is on the edge, consists in hanging a nar-
row strip of platinum sheet over the crack, then
placing the article in the fire, heating it white
hot and hammering if necessary. Another
authority says a small hole may be closed by a
rivet made of platinum wire, welded after ham-
mering both heads closely. For larger holes a
patch is made of platinum sheet.

"Inquirer."—I have in my possession a 12
size Elgin watch, 15 jewel, which I repaired some
time ago, but after the party wore it for a while
it stopped running. I again repaired it for him,
but as soon as he had the same on his person it
stopped again. T wore it myself for a few days
and it ran fine. It has a good motion but stops
about 5.30 o'clock and I can't find any catch.
Can you give me any pointers on it, or shall I
send the watch to your—Since to instruct you
how .to locate an error the nature of which we
could only guess at would require many times
more space than we can devote to Workshop
Notes, we are willing to examine the watch and
report to you what we find, if you send it to us
by prepaid express.

MAKING GOOD
ON THE GUARANTEE

T
HE only real guarantee in a
Gold-filled Watch Case is
the tested integrity of the
manufacturer behind that
case.

Rig t in your own town you will
find "Jas. Boss" and "Crescent" Gold-
filled Watch Cases that have been
in service long enough to outwear
their guarantee twice over.
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Subscrilwrs wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must sill(' name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Short Run."—I have an 18 size, 7 jewel
watch on my bench which I sold about

three months ago. 1 ant unable to make this
watch run more than sixteen or eighteen hours.
I Inive taken out the mainspring and put in a new
one without any results. I have looked the Tuatch
over i'17_1' carefully and it scents to be all right
every way only it will not run long enough. Dur-
ing the time it runs it has a good motion and
keeps good time while running. Can you give
me any information that will help me in this
matter?—lt is possible you have put in a main-
spring a little too wide. In 18 size Waltham
springs there are the No. 2203 and No. 2205 in
most common use. On the Dennison mainspring
gage the 2203 measures 20 in width and the 2205
is Withil 21. The springs look to be about the
same xx,idth and as they are both sold as 18 size
it would be easy to get one too wide, unless you
gage your springs before putting them in. (See
answer to "Crystals" in August, 1909, 'Workshop
Notes.) I f your mainspring is of correct width
maybe there is a dent on the barrel or cover
which prevents the spring from fully unwinding.
Again, the barrel cover may not be perfectly
level, so that oil( side of the spring is "pinched"
between the top and bottom walls of the barrel.
The cause of your trouble is quite sure to be
something of this nature.

"Scape."-1 have been a watchmaker for
twenty years, yet I have never before come
across a zcatch that would stop like the one I
am going to describe. It is an 18 size, 17 jewel
Rockford. The cannon pinion of this watch has
to be a little tighter than most watches. Now
ichen I put a little power on the train and backed
the hands up the scape backed up and stuck in
just the position as shown in accompanying
drawing. I turned the hands forward and gave
it a shake and it -...•ould not start, but stuck com-
pletely, the pallet on back base of tooth and
guard pin on table. Yet you see it does not
bind on banking pin. I closed up banking and
bent guard pin back, then it would overbank.
1 opened the banking wider than originally and
bent guard pin forward, then it would still stop,
as per drawing. Most watches will tide back-
wards, but this one would not. The roller table
is not rough. I have fixed it without touching
the cannon pinion or scape wheel teeth. I won't
say how I did it, but I would like to know what
3iou or any watchmaker would have done to
remedy it. It zoos a puzzle why the scope would
stay back with power on it and free to run. This
drawing is as good as to have the watch itself,
ono' an explanation of such an extraordinary
stopping will be quite interesting to some watch-
makers. I did not even reset the pallets, as they
Tuere set right, the watch being an adjusted one.—
We cannot agree with you that to inspect your
sketch is "as good as to have the watch itself";
in fact, without the watch to examine we can
only guess unsatisfactorily at "what may have
heen," as it is surely a quite unusual case as you
describe it. There are several possibilities we
could name, but what would be the benefit to
readers of Workshop Notes in our doing so?
I f the NViltC11 Still had the interesting fault you
mention we would suggest that you send it to us
so we could diagnose it and explain what we
found wrong and how to right it; but as you say
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you have already corrected the fault we can
hardly do this, and we will ask you to write an
account of your experience with the watch, which
we would be very glad to publish for the benefit
of other watchmakers, to whom it would doubt-
less be interesting.

"Balance Wheel."—Will you kindly explain,
through your Workshop Notes, the best method
to follow in truing a balance wheel when out
of round? We experience considerable trouble
along these hues with the cheap grade move-
ments.—The first thing to consider is the truing
caliper best to use. The older method is to hold
the balance in a caliper of the Swiss variety,
generally made of light-weight brass; the work-
ing ends of the caliper arms are filed flat and a
slight V-center punched or countersunk in each.
These centers support the pivots by their ends.
The caliper is used to hold the balance in while
rotating it to detect where it is out of true; when
the place and amount of error is noted, the
balance is taken out of the caliper to bend it
true. The newer (American) method is to use
a stout caliper made of heavy metal and having
steel heads on the ends of the arms, so shaped
that instead of running on the ends of the pivots
the balance runs in. the caliper supported by the
bases of the pivots. The Swiss caliper points are
shown in cross-section at a and the American
at b (Fig. 1).

FIG. IC

The advantage in the American type is that
the bending of the balance can be done without
removing it from the caliper, thus saving a great
deal of time.

Two necessary adjuncts to the caliper are the
"index" and the bending bar. The index is the
pointer which is held against the caliper arms
and brought up close to the balance rim to show,
when the balance is rotated, where the error is.

FIG. ib

Some calipers have the index fastened adjustably
to them; with others the index is separate and
is simply laid against the caliper each time it is
used. There is hardly any advantage in one kind
over the other, although some workmen claim
there is, but it is simply a matter of getting ac-
customed to the use of either kind. The bending
bar is a small piece of flattened brass or German
silver wire with two notches cut in near the end,
about 2 mm. deep, and wide enough one of them
for the rim of the balance and the other for
the arm.

To true a cut or expansion balance put it
in the caliper and bring the index near to the
top of the rim. Rotate the balance with light
pressure from a finger, keeping the caliper very
firmly closed. Hold the caliper so there is a
background of light color, say a piece of white
paper on the bench, and observe how the rim
alternately comes toward and away from the
index as you rotate it. When it is nearest the
index stop turning the balance, and with the
bending bar applied to one of the arms of the
balance bend downward the high part of the rim
and try again with the index, repeating this until
the balance is true "in the flat." The first trial
with the index should be directed to the two
parts of the rim at the ends of the arms, beside
the cuts, to see whether the arms are of equal
height. If not, bend them equal before truing
elsewhere. When you are sure the rim segments
are equally high at the arms, take each segment
and true it, either up or down, until the index
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shows that the entire rim is true in the flat.
Try using the fingers first to bend. the rim up or
down before resorting to using the bending bar
on the balance arms.

Now we are ready to true the balance "in
the round." Put the index close to the side of
the rim, just clear of the screws—of course, we
mean that the point of the index is to almost
touch the side of the rim (not the ends of the
screws). Rotate the balance and observe, by the
index, where the rim deviates from a true circle.
If the error is the result of a bend at the place
where the segment is united with the arms, or a
very gradual, even bend is noticed, it can gen-
erally be best corrected by bending with the
fingers. If a short, decided bend is necessary,
the wide slot in the truing bar must be used.
If the rim is bent badly or in an angular manner,
or in a compound curve, take out all the screws
before truing; care must be taken that they are
replaced in the same holes when the job is
finished.

Sometimes it can be seen at a glance that the
balance is badly out of true in the round and
not much so in the flat. In this case, first true
it roughly in the round, then perfectly in the flat,
then finish truing it in the round. Ordinarily,
true first in flat and then in round. After each
truing, whether in flat or round, verify the other,
because sometimes to true in the flat will "knock
out" the balance in the round, and vice versa.

One condition must be noted in using Ameri-
can calipers—the pivots must be perfectly true
(in the same axis) with the shoulders which
bear in the caliper tips, else the balance will run
true in the caliper but untrue in the watch.

A good plan is to have, in addition to the
American caliper, one of the Swiss style (which
cost only about 15 cents), because it shows the
trueness, or otherwise, of the pivots right from
their ends. To "spin" a balance in the Swiss
caliper for this purpose it is best to strike
it with a soft brush, which will not injure it as
a smart blow with a finger might do. For in-
struction how to true imitation expansion bal-
ances, see answer to "Truing" in this department,
May KEYSTONE.

"Platinunt Solder."—Can you give me sone
information in regard to platinum solder; for in-
stance, the soldering of a platinum vesselr—
Soldering ordinary platinum vessels is commonly
done with platinum itself as the soldering ma-
terial or with pure gold, using the oxhydrogen
blowpipe or its equivalent melting flame. Gold
has the disadvantage that it melts at a lower
temperature than the platinum, and under tem-
peratures to which crucibles or other vessels
may be subjected it melts and leaves the crack
open. One authority recommends closing the
crack with a mixture of platinum powder and
turpentine oil, then to heat the joint to a white
glow, and in this condition to hammer the parts
together. Another method, applicable where the
crack is on the edge, consists in hanging a nar-
row strip of platinum sheet over the crack, then
placing the article in the fire, heating it white
hot and hammering if necessary. Another
authority says a small hole may be closed by a
rivet made of platinum wire, welded after ham-
mering both heads closely. For larger holes a
patch is made of platinum sheet.

"Inguircr."—I have in my possession a 12
size Elgin watch, 15 jewel, zvhich I repaired some
time ago, but after the party wore it for a while
it stopped runn;ng. I again repaired it for hint,
but as soon as he had the same on his person it
stopped again. 1 wore it myself for a few days
and it ran fine. It has a good motion but stops
about 5.30 o'clock and I can't find any catch.
Can you give me any pointers on it, or shall I
send the watch to your—Since to instruct you
how ,to locate an error the nature of which we
could only guess at would require many times
more space than we can devote to Workshop
Notes, we are willing to examine the watch and
report to you what we find, if you send it to us
by prepaid express.
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Electricity and Magnetism
(CONTINUED)

No. 5

Storage Batteries
Before we proceed farther with our

experiments in magnetism we will describe
how to construct a storage battery. We do
this from the fact that it does not pay an
amateur to keep in operation a large number
of cells, or to go to the expense of a plunge
battery. The storage battery most readily
constructed and also as efficient as any, is
the Plante, so named from its inventor,
Gustave Plante. Let us imagine that we
desire power enough to run a watch-
maker's lathe. Now it would require quite
a number (about 24) of crow's foot cells
to run an efficient motor for a watchmaker's
lathe.

But we can manage in this way :—
Suppose we wish to economize, we can use
three crow's foot cells to charge an accumu-
lator, which would allow us to use one
lathe about 3 hours per day, and we do not
think a watchmaker will average two hours
a day of lathe work. By using a storage
battery we can allow electrical energy to
accumulate very similarly to what would be
the case if we had a small stream of water
to run a mill. The stream by itself would
he quite insufficient, but if we should con-
struct a dam which would hold back the
water, and allow it to accumulate in fact,
we could get four times the power for one-
fourth the time. Exactly the same results
we obtain by the use of a storage battery.

With water, the dam would leak some
the water, evaporation would carry

away a trifle more, so that in actual fact
and practice we would not realize four
times the power for one-fourth of the time.
In a similar way electricity stored would
waste, but we could realize enough to run
one lathe with.. To make a Plante storage
battery we procure some sheet lead 1/16"
thick, 6" wide, and 36" long. For each
storage cell we require two such pieces; one
to represent the positive and one the nega-
tive pole of our battery. These pieces of
sheet lead are placed one on the other and
rolled up into a spiral.

It is important that these
sheets of lead when rolled
up together should not touch
one another in the coils,

and to prevent this we place strips of India
rubber to keep the coils separate. The
dotted lines in Fig. I, at c, show how the
rubber strips are placed before the sheets
are rolled up. Fig. 2 shows the coils rolled
up, the wide space with crosslines repre-
senting the rubber strips which should be

Making a

Storage Cell
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about 5/2 an inch wide and thick. These
strips of rubber should be a little longer
than the lead sheets to prevent the
lead from coming into metallic contact at
any point. Fig. 3 also shows the disposition
of the lead plates and rubber strips ready
for rolling up. This figure (Fig. 3), is a
section of Fig. I, on the dotted line e, and
as if seen in the direction of the arrow f.
For making the connections a strip is cut
about g the way across from the lead
sheets B, and folded back, as shown at
dotted lines 17, Fig. 1.

It may be well to say that sheet lead for
use in such an accumulator cannot be

'

FIG. I FIG. 2

soldered, as the acid used in the cell would
attack the solder. When sheet lead is
joined for such purposes the uniting edges
are "burned" together, that is both edges
of the lead are fused by means of a tinner's
soldering copper until they unite—a pro-
cess precisely similar to what is called
"sweating" in jewelers' work. In making
the lugs shown at b, d, Figs. I and 2, they
are arranged so as to extend above the
surface of the dilute sulphuric acid in the
storage cell, as shown in Fig. 4, where D

c
1.8:

71

FIG. 5

represents the glass cell and B the coils of
sheet lead. To keep the coils from separat-
ing these bands of elastic rubber can be
placed as shown at h, Fig. 4.

The great drawback to the
use of such a storage bat-
tery, is, it requires so much
time to "form" it; that is,

to get the surface of the lead into the
proper chemical condition to receive and
store the electrical energy. The process of
forming can be greatly facilitated by first
submitting the rolled up coils to the action
of a 20 per cent. solution- of nitric acid and
water for about 24 hours, then removing
and rinsing when the coil B is placed in the
cell, as shown at Fig. 4, and the cell filled
up to the dotted line g, with a mixture of
sulphuric acid and i part water, To in all
by measure: The forming can be further
quickened by roughening the surface of the

Preparing

the Lead

lead plates by means of a piece of coarse
file drawn to a dark straw color; and then
placing the sheet of lead on a thick and
flat plank and laying the bit of file on the
sheet lead and striking it with a mallet.
This process is continued until the entire
surface of the lead is roughened.

A better and also a more rapid plan is
to make a mill of steel, shaped as shown
at Fig. 5. Such a mill should be about
of an inch in diameter and the same length
between the dotted lines i i. The edges n n
are produced by turning in a lathe, so as to
bring them to an acute angle, as shown.
The cut represents the mill of the correct
size and form. The angles or edges at n n
should be about like the edges of a pretty
thick-edged pocket knife, say about an angle
of 12 degrees. Such a mill is hardened,
and the bearings a a' placed in a forked
handle like a knurling tool, in order that it
can be rolled over the surface of the sheet
lead when spread out on a flat plank.

The mill A is rolled back and forth
across the sheet lead in contrary directions
until the surface is cut into immeasnrable
lines. There is 4 process in use for making
storage batteries in which the lead sheets
are perforated with many holes and the
holes filled with a paste composed of sul-
phuric acid and red lead. Such plates are
liable to have such filling fall out and give
no end of trouble. If a lead plate is
roughened as directed and the battery
properly formed, it is very enduring.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Ferro-Silicon

This material, now largely used to
improve the physical qualities of steel,
possesses peculiarities which render it, in
some conditions, dangerous. Attention was
first drawn to this fact in 1907, when it was
discovered that ferro-silicon gave off
poisonous emanations and was liable at
times to cause explosions. In 1908 the
death of five persons on a ship carrying a
cargo of ferro-silicon was ascribed to its
action. Investigations were then set on
foot, and the report of the local govern-
ment board in England on the subject has
just been published. The material is an
alloy of iron and silicon, but there appears
to be no chemical union. Singularly
enough, the dangerous gases are produced
most abundantly when the percentage of
silicon is about 50, but if the percentage is
above 70 there appears to be no danger.
The investigators recommend that the trans-
port and storage of ferro-silicon be confined
to grades in which the percentage is below
30 or above 70.
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Electricity and Magnetism
(CONTINUED)

No. 5

Storage Batteries
Before we proceed farther with our

experiments in magnetism we will describe
how to construct a stdrage battery. We do
this from the fact that it does not pay an
amateur to keep in operation a large number
of cells, or to go to the expense of a plunge
battery. The storage battery most readily
constructed and also as efficient as any, is
the Plante, so named from its inventor,
Gustave Plante. Let us imagine that we
desire power enough to run a watch-
maker's lathe. Now it would require quite
a number (about 24) of crow's foot cells
to run an efficient motor for a watchmaker's
lathe.

But we can manage in this way :—
Suppose we wish to economize, we can use
three crow's foot cells to charge an accumu-
lator, which would allow us to use one
lathe about 3 hours per day, and we do not
think a watchmaker will average two hours
a day of lathe work. By using a storage
battery we can allow electrical energy to
accumulate very similarly to what would be
the case if we had a small stream of water
to run a mill. The stream by itself would
be quite insufficient, but if we should con-
struct a dam which would hold back the
water, and allow it to accumulate in fact,
we could get four times the power for one-
fourth the time. Exactly the same results
we obtain by the use of a storage battery.

With water, the dam would leak some
of the water, evaporation would carry
away a trifle more, so that in actual fact
and practice we would not realize four
times the power for one-fourth of the time.
In a similar way electricity stored would
waste, but we could realize enough to run
one lathe with. To make a Plante storage
battery we procure some sheet lead 1/16"
thick, 6" wide, and 36" long. For each
storage cell we require two such pieces; one
to represent the positive and one the nega-
tive pole of our battery. These pieces of
sheet lead are placed one on the other and
rolled up into a spiral.

It is important that these
sheets of lead when rolled
up together should not touch
one another in the coils,

and to prevent this we place strips of India
rubber to keep the coils separate. The
dotted lines in Fig. I, at c, show how the
rubber strips are placed before the sheets
are rolled up. Fig. 2 shows the coils rolled ,
up, the wide space with crosslines repre-
senting the rubber strips which should be

Making a

Storage Cell
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about an inch wide and thick. These
strips of rubber should be a little longer
than the lead sheets to prevent the
lead from coming into metallic contact at
any point. Fig. 3 also shows the disposition
of the lead plates and rubber strips ready
for rolling up. This figure (Fig. 3), is a
section of Fig. r, on the dotted line e, and
as if seen in the direction of the arrow f.
For making the connections a strip is cut
about 3/4 the way across from the lead
sheets B, and folded back, as shown at
dotted lines b, Fig. I.

It may be well to say that sheet lead for
use in such an accumulator cannot be

ri 
C
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FIG. I FIG. 2

soldered, as the acid used in the cell would
attack the solder. When sheet lead is
joined for such purposes the uniting edges
are "burned" together, that is both edges
of the lead are fused by means of a tinner's
soldering copper until they unite—a pro-
cess precisely similar to what is called
"sweating" in jewelers' work. In making
the lugs shown at b, d, Figs. i and 2, they
are arranged so as to extend above the
sur face of the dilute sulphuric acid in the
storage cell, as shown in Fig. 4, where D

FIG. 4

It

FIG. 5

represents the glass cell and B the coils of
sheet lead. To keep the coils from separat-
ing these bands of elastic rubber can be
placed as shown at h, Fig. 4.

The great drawback to the
Preparing use of such a storage bat-
the Lead tery, is, it requires so much

time to "form" it; that is,
to get the surface of the lead into the
proper chemical condition to receive and
store the electrical energy. The process of
forming can be greatly facilitated by first
submitting the rolled up coils to the action
of a zo per cent. solution of nitric acid and
water for about 24 hours, then removing
and rinsing when the coil B is placed in the
cell, as shown at Fig. 4, and the cell filled
up to the dotted • line g, with a mixture of
sulphuric acid and I part water, To in all
by measure: The forming can be further
quickened by roughening the sur face of the

lead plates by means of a piece of coarse
file drawn to a dark straw color ; and then

placing the sheet of lead on a thick and
flat plank and laying the bit of file on the
sheet lead and striking it with a mallet.
This process is continued until the entire
surface of the lead is roughened.

A better and also a more rapid plan is
to make a mill of steel, shaped as shown
at Fig. 5. Such a mill should be about 3A
of an inch in diameter and the same length
between the dotted lines i i. The edges n n
are produced by turning in a lathe, so as to
bring them to an acute angle, as shown.
The cut represents the mill of the correct
size and form. The angles or edges at n n
should be about like the edges of a pretty
thick-edged pocket knife, say about an angle
of 12 degrees. Such a mill is hardened,
and the bearings a a' placed in a forked
handle like a knurling tool, in order that it
can be rolled over the surface of the sheet
lead when spread out on a flat plank.

The mill A is rolled back and forth
across the sheet lead in contrary directions
until the surface is cut into immeasnrable
lines. There is a process in use for making
storage batteries in which the lead sheets
are perforated with many holes and the
holes filled with a paste composed of sul-
phuric acid and red lead. Such plates are
liable to have such filling fall out and give
no end of trouble. If a lead plate is
roughened as directed and the battery
properly formed, it is very enduring.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Ferro-Silicon

This material, now largely used to
improve the physical qualities of steel,
possesses peculiarities which render it, in
some conditions, dangerous. Attention was
first drawn to this fact in 1907, when it was
discovered that ferro-silicon gave off
poisonous emanations and was liable at
times to cause explosions. In 1908 the
death of five persons on a ship carrying a
cargo of ferro-silicon was ascribed to its
action. Investigations were then set on
foot, and the report of the local govern-
ment board in England on the subject has
just been published. The material is an
alloy of iron and silicon, but there appears
to be no chemical union. Singularly
enough, the dangerous gases are produced
Most abundantly when the percentage of
silicon is about 50, but if the percentage is
above 70 there appears to be no danger.
The investigators recommend that the trans-
port and storage of ferro-silicon be confined
to grades in which the percentage is below
30 or above 70.
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Jewelers Advocate Industrial
Training

ivestigators Say Present Methods in Jewelry
and Novelty Factories Have Become
Burdensome Because of Absence

of Workers in Skilled Art

Manufacturing jewelers and metal workers
ii Providence and Attleboro are taking an active
iterest in industrial education as a part of regu-

1 ir school work, says the Providence Journal.
0 deep is that interest that attempts are to be
made to have official heads of school depart-
] lents adopt some system in connection with the
regular school work whereby boys may fit them-
selves for life in these rapidly-growing industries.

Jewelers who have given the present system
of manufacture of jewelry and novelties careful
consideration have come to the conclusion that
certain changes are necessary for the future wel-
fare of the industry. In the early history of
jewelry-making in Providence and Attleboro full-
fledged jewelers sat at the benches and turned
out batches of finished work. That is, they
carried the process of manufacture from the
raw material to the finished article.

To do that workers must have been thor-
oughly schooled in the art. It is declared that
there are few old-time jewelers at the bench at
the present time. They have given way to a
new generation of workers, who have not been
thoroughly instructed in the manufacture in all
its branches. Evolution in the manufacture
began about a quarter of a century ago with the
Introduction of various labor-saving devices.
Men who did not have any particular training in
the working of metals were set at work at the
benches. When the older men went out the
younger set were found to be lacking in the first
principles of the art. It is declared that a large
number of workers were making jewelry, not
because of any particular love of the labor, but
because of the good wages.

The time arrived when it was
Facing a found that the change in
Problem methods of preparation for

the business showed an in-
crease in the cost of production. It was found
costly to experiment with men who had not
learned the first principles. More or less experi-
mental work had to be resorted to in all shops.
'Mat increased the burdens of the financial de-
partment. That condition has gone on, according
fp some manufacturers, until the industry has
tound itself face to face with the problem of
ifleeting stiff and growing competition.

American boys, who had not given sufficient
Audy to their vocation, found Germans and
Frenchmen coming in to take the more responsible
Positions. The reason given was that the new
men were experts in their lines. They had de-
voted time to training themselves for the work.
They had the artistic sense and the education to
carry their ideas into execution. They produced
he fetching things in the market. Lack of
'.ducation on the part of the American workers

the shops placed them at great disadvantage.
['he positions that paid the best were held by
those who had been trained.

Germans and Frenchmen, before they make
,Lpplications for positions in the jewelry industry,
.‘s a general thing have been apprentices in their
,tome land. All they have to say to the mann-
acturer is that they have served their time and
can produce the goods. It does not take long for
them to give an exhibition of their ability. They
!lave no difficulty in disposing of their labor,
['he trouble lies in the fact that when one manu-
tacturer gets such a workman other manufac-
turers are after him as soon as they learn of his
Whereabouts.

The men who are in that class are seldom
nut of employment, while on the other hand men
who have not served an apprenticeship in in-
lustrial institutions abroad or in shops where the
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system of apprenticeship is in vogue, annually
find themselves out of employment from one to
five months.

Those who are interested in
Change manufactures, the rising gen-
Necessary eration and the school system

of the country, have arrived at
the conclusion that some change must be made to
better prepare young manhood for their own
future well-being, as well as the future success
of jewelry-making, silversmithing and other in-
dustries. Plans for the better instruction of
young men in these lines at first were considered
visionary, but when carefully considered by
certain instructors were declared to be of real
benefit to students and the nation. Modified plans
have been introduced in high schools and those
who are interested in the solution of present con-
ditions in Providence and its environs are going
to attempt to convince heads of school depart-
ments that something of this kind could be made
of great value ill connection with the regular
high school work.

A complete plan for work of this character
appears strange to those now taking interest in
such educational extension. It is declared that
a half-time course could be arranged that would
be teachable and useful to boys. The mechanical
engineers of Providence, through the president,
Edwin C. Bliss, are emphatic in the belief that
some such scheme as the Fitchburg plan, which
has been so successful in that city, could be made
to operate to the advantage of all jewelry making
centers.

Conferences with some of the leading
jewelers of the community have brought out the
fact that while the questions involved have been
under consideration by the New England
Jevvelers' and Silversmiths' Association, and
many believe in the plan, no definite suggestion
as to how to move in the matter has been made.

Those who have devoted time to the study
of the problem have designed a course to occupy
four years of a boy's time similar to the course at
Fitchburg. The modifications of the subjects
would not be quite the same in all cases as for
the machinists, but the same idea would be fol-
lowed. Each study taught which could be made
to bear directly on the jewelry industry would
be so modified as to be related to the operation
in the shops, while at the same time there would
be introduced into the course several subjects
that are not now taught. .

This change of the course to fit the need of
the trade is the essential part of the school end
of the plan, and might be used in connection with
any trade.

High School 

The course proposed will be
Longer than 

school session, but not longer
longer than the regular high

than sessions in some existing
educational institutions. There is little chance
for study in school, however, as it is felt that
the boy can be taught only the lesson of the
commercial world by having enough work to do
to keep him busy all of the time that he is sup-
posed to devote to the course. He is therefore
provided with work by the shop during school
vacation.

Those who feel that this is an extra long
course will remember that the ordinary high
school boy has time to attend various amuse-
ments in the afternoon as well as in the evening,
while the worker can get his recreation only on
Saturday afternoon or evening, yet the worker
who looks after his health is probably as healthy
as the school boy. There is. said to be no danger
of overworking a boy if his hours of actual labor
are less than eight.

The course proposed for the first year in-
cludes the study of mathematics, English, current
events, American history, civil government,
drawing and designing, bookkeeping, physics and
physical geography. The studies for the second
year include English, industrial history, history
of art, drawing and designing, chemistry, mechan-
ism and current events ; third year, English,
mathematics, drawing and modelling, metallurgy,
transportation and cost-keeping, mechanism and
current events; fourth year, English, advertising,
industrial history, modelling and designing, metal-
lurgy and precious stones, current events, selling
and computing.

The mathematics will be a thorough review
of arithmetic, elementary algebra, abridged plane
geometry and the elements of trigonometry. The
English will be very much the ordinary course,
except that the things written about in composi-
tion work will be such as the boys are likely to be
most interested in. There will be more practice
in commercial letter writing than is usual in high
school work.

Current events is a new subject to be listed
by itself, but it is the intention to keep the boy
in touch with the work being executed in the
world about him, particularly in that branch of
labor for which he is fitting. This will aid him
to express himself well and clearly.

Those who attempt the work
Trial Period and find themselves unsuited

for it, will be forced to drop
out at the end of the trial period. To provide for
those and to give a general knowledge upon
which to base the study of elementary geology,
which will come in the work of metallurgy and
precious stones, a course in physical geography is
included. With the bookkeeping in the course
for the first year, and by taking these at the
same time in the industrial course, his work
would be such that he could with little trouble
go on into the second year if he could not con-
tinue in the line he first tried. Physics is taken
for several years in order to give thoroughly the
principles of the subject, especially heat, color,
mechanics and electricity. Mechanism is really
work in mechanical movements and machine
analysis, with practice in the discussion of the
causes of machine losses. This study is felt to
be necessary to all who are to operate machinery
of any kind.

Drawing is emphasized. On the adininistra-
tive side of the work will be given a course in
spelling, cost-keeping, transportation and adver-
tising, so that the student may have some idea of
the way the product is handled out of the shop.
This will give added interest to the work and
make it °possible to pick out those who are pos-
sessed of the best business ability.

Chemistry comes into the
Chemistry course early. The course given
Included in detail has in it those

branches which the Germans
have found to be necessary in their continuation
and trade schools. A good executive, who knows
the needs of the shops and is a good instructor,
would be able to arrange for the boy in a de-
partment of the school without interfering with
the regular course.

It is declared that the plan would cost little
and at the same time the task of the superintend-
ent or principal would not be increased materially.

Machinists have agreed to take apprentices,
and those who have been considering the ques-
tion with jewelers in Providence and Attleboro
are of the opinion that manufacturers in that in-
dustry will join at an early day. The manufac-
turing jewelers of Newark have recognized con-
ditions and have agreed to adopt a system of
apprenticeship which shall be uniform and give a
definite course. To keep abreast of Newark
manufacturers in Providence realize that similar
action will soon become imperative.

Polonium

Madame Curie and Monsieur Debierne have
succeeded in isolating the rare element polonium
by treating pitchblende with hot hydrochloric acid.
From several tons of pitchblende they obtained
only one-tenth of a milligram of polonium. The
substance has been known for the past ten years,
but has not hitherto been obtained in a pure state.
About 5000 times as much radium as polonium
can be obtained from the same quantity of a
radio-active mineral. Polonium also breaks up,
or decays, 5000 times as rapidly as radium, and
its activity, weight for weight, is in the same
ratio. The radiation of polonium is entirely •in
the form of alpha rays. Chemists are now
greatly interested in the apparent evidence given
by these experiments that polonium changes into
lead. Professor Rutherford says that another
of the products of its decomposition should be
helium.
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for —"Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."
3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus
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REMELT YOUR GOLD SCRAP
Do you know that with

the expenditure of a few
cents for gas, you can melt
up all your precious metals
and pour them into ingots
ready for use? The furnace
illustrated will melt up to half

 - 
pound of gold or silver in 10-
minutes, starting all cold.
Larger sizes will be found

illustrated and described in our catalog "B.k.," which is yours for the
asking. Better write to-day. It contains much that is of vital interest
to the Jeweler.

No. 40-A Furnace . . . $3.50
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from the users of 1-4 CLOCK OILS.
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United States have found it to be the finest oil ever put on
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M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swzirtchild & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Nonillion Bros. Co., an Francisco, Cal.
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L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City,
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Don't accept cheap substitutes;
there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

LEMAIRE OPERA
GLASSES

LEMAI RE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH M, CO., Importers
NEW CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles
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Why Watch Springs Break

The following article by James E.
raser, in the Scientific American, is the

I test contribution to the controversy as to
hy watch springs break:

It was with an amateur's
interest that I read the dis-
cussion in your pages as

"Why watch springs break." As the
question apparently still remains unsettled,
feel tempted to contribute some additional

v iews on the subject.
Formerly clock springs were finished

very rough, giving the convolutions con-
siderable frictional grip upon each other.
l'or this reason, when running down, there
\vas a very audible shuffling sound within
the clock every few minutes, indicating the
propelling force was spasmodic. Not only
so, but the ticking sound of the escapement
decreased in loudness as the time was pro-
longed from the last loosening of the coil.
To regulate this it occurred to me to apply
a more unctuous lubricant to the spring to
prevent the said friction. The result of so
doing was a gratifying uniformity of tick
--but only for a few hours—until the
spring broke.

After the third experience of this kind
I ceased to regard it as a mere coincidence,
and applied no oil if there was suf-
ficient to prevent rusting already on the steel.

The uncoiling of a watch
Uncoiling spring and of the kind of
of Spring clock spring that has just

been described differs in
that the watch spring unwinds from the
ititside of the coil, while the clock spring
arbor backs up and unwinds from the center

I the coil. For this reason the latter is not
subjected to a breaking from contraction
dile to cold, as there is always some room

ir the contraction to take place—excepting
a possible momentary period just after
\t inding. The same is not the case with a
atch spring.

If over-lubrication is destructive to the
ructure of steel in a clock spring, by

pindering all the convolutions continually
ttive and under unremitting strain, the

:ti-ne would also apply to a watch spring.
■ t'atch springs being smaller than those in-
t nded for clocks are naturally proportion-
Ity stronger and may endure the strain
inger, but that it is detrimental is probable.

I .ut oil on a watch spring is absolutely
iicessary solely to provide for this thermo-

t..atic movement which can only take place
ick and forth, to and from a fixed point

- -the arbor. Yet the wearying strain on a
,tring due to over-lubrication can only be a
mtributory cause to the prevalent breaking
this part. Experience goes to show that

lie most frequent time for breakage is from
al hour to three hours after winding, and
riat the most frequent position of fracture
1. just outside of the annealed tip attached
ti t the arbor.

C. lock Springs

hange of
1 emperature

Thus the owner takes his
watch from his pocket,
where its temperature was,
say, 8o deg., and winds it

until it brings up hard. The coil is then
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central and solid upon its arbor, which is
held fast by a pawl and ratchet.

In a little while the wearer of the vest
containing the watch removes it, hanging
it on the back of a chair while he retires for
the night. The temperature of the watch
gradually falls to, say, 6o deg. Has con-
traction been provided for? The morning
will disclose. If the coil has not been
wound too tightly on, if some time has
elapsed before cooling to enable it to draw
on what has been paid out, or even if the
rate of cooling and consequent contraction
has not exceeded the rate of release due to
the movement of the works, the spring may
escape. But what surprised the writer is
not the breakages but the length of service
many springs attain.

When one considers that the greatest
movement of contraction is on the outside
of the coil, because of its greater area, that
the coil has just been rendered taut and
rigid by winding, and that then a powerful
contracting force is added thereto, princi-
pally on the outside of the circle where the
leverage is greatest, it is not difficult to rea-
lize what an unendurable strain takes place
close to the fulcrum, the arbor, for the
spring is then but a solid lever.

The fracture of a spring
in many places is also not
hard to understand, if we
imagine a spring stretched

to its elastic limit by contraction from cold
with no slack to draw upon, each turn of
the spring, from the outside inward, at an
ever-increasing tension An inner turn
snaps, instantly contracts, and by that pro-
cess increases the spreading or expanding
trend of its temper. The change is alto-
gether too rapid to permit of any uncoiling
movement, and the force thus added to the
adjacent surrounding strand fractures that,
gathering force with each succeeding
fracture until, like a "Prince Rupert's drop,"
the pent-tip strain comes to rest with ex-
plosive suddenness.

That the pieces display magnetism does
not necessarily indicate that it was pro-
duced from external influence, but rather
that it was evolved by excessive strain and
retained by the steel by virtue of its hard-
ness, as is similarly evidenced by many
machinists' tools subjected to severe service.

Regarding the preference
Summer of springs to break in the
Breakage summer months, is it not

sufficiently evident from the
following causes?

I. The more constant and wearying
strain due to the better lubricating effect of
warm oil.

2. The increased solidity of the coil
when wound up, due to a thinner film of
oil between the convolutions, also due to
warmth.

3. The looser texture and greater pro-
portional shrinkage of a warm spring com-
pared with a cool one.

As to the remedy for this uncertainty of
time-keepers, it would seem sufficient to
provide for the longitudinal expansion and
contraction of the springs, and the simplest
way would be to make them of metal in-
sensitive to these changes. Such an alloy

Breakage in
Many Places
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has been described in Scientific American
Supplement, No. 1714, by M. Guillaume,
which he calls "Invar" and is composed of
steel with an admixture of 36 per cent.
nickel. It is used for spiral springs, pendu-
lums and graduated scales for instruments.
The fact that it does not rust should com-
plete its adaptability to this purpose, as then
it could be used without lubricant and thus,
except for a short portion at one time, be
relieved of continuous and active strain.

Just how the nickel com-
ponent will affect its per-
manency of temper remains

to be proven, but even if it retains sufficient
recoiling force for its purpose for five years
only, it would at least give warning of its
waning strength and not leave its owner in
the lurch.

Another possible remedy which modern
practice would indicate as quite feasible
would be to carbonize the rods or plates,
from which the springs are drawn, from one
side only. The result woffld be, when
chilled, a hard side (for the inner side) and
a soft or elastically tough side (for the outer
side) with a general benefit of greater
spring power with improved tensile
strength.

Watchmakers will tell you that the
breaking of mainsprings saves many good
watches from having their pivots cut off
from sheer wear, and the views of the
manufacturer need not be consulted, but the
ordinary citizen would prefer to have the
spring as reliable as the rest of the watch.

The Remedies

Anode Surface

It is quite common for platers to err
in the use of too small a number of anodes
particularly in the case of nickel solutions
in which a greater anode surface is
necessary than in any other in common
use. The economy is followed simply on,
the score of cost, but it is false economy, as,
the metal deposited must come from some
source, and if it does not come from the
anodes, the solution is robbed.

In the case of a nickel solution, the
anodes do not give up their metal freely
and as much surface as possible must be
employed. Theoretically, were there no
secondary reactions, an anode surface equal
to that of the cathode would be all that is
required, and in the case of silver this
proportion answers. With nickel, however,
it is not true, and there is always a.
certain amount of passive surface exposed,
that which is inert and that which has
become coated with a deposit which masks
the reaction, so that a large excess of
surface is required. Let it be said that too
much anode surface cannot be obtained in a
nickel solution, and those who are success-
ful in maintaining it see that there is an
ample number of anodes.

With too few anodes, the nickel is not
given off from them as fast as it is de-
posited ; but, instead, the nickel is robbed
from the solution and free sulphuric acid
left. The balance is thus disturbed and
sooner or later, unless remedied, the bath
goes wrong.
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I WANT TO TELL YOU
that there is as much difference between Horological Schools

as there is between Solid Gold and Gold-plated jewelry.

We have been conducting our College over sixteen years on the
Solid Gold basis. Our method of teaching Watchmaking, Engraving
and Optics is thorough, practical and up to date; the kind of instruc-
tions we give you cannot be had at any other College.

11 I want to send you our prospectus. It will give you some informa-
tion that will be of great value to you ; it will tell you how simple
and easy it is to learn the different branches of the jewelry business
by our method of teaching; it will tell you how hundreds of young
men doubled, and, in some cases, tripled, their salaries after completing
our course.

C. Send for the prospectus to-day ; it will be a stamp well invested.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SC HUL ER, Principal

—ESTABLISHED 1894—
Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

(COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER)

THE LADY RACINE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in both

cylinders and levers.

Do not be prejudiced

against the cylinders,

as they are entirely

factory made, very
reliable and guaran-

teed to give satisfac-

tion.
(11 Line)

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine & Cn  • 9 Exclusive Importers

NEW YORK CHICAGO
37 Maiden Lane 103 State St.

THE ONLY PA [LET JEWEL SETTER

Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price, $2.00

OVER 2000

MR.C.CULMAN,

Maplewood, Mo.
Dear Sir:— Jewel
setter to hand
'0.K." Have tried
and tested same
thoroughly to my
satisfaction. Can
positively do
twice the amount
of work, in less
time, than with
any other make
whichI have tried.
It does all you
claim and is sim-
ply a PIECE of
PERFECTION.
Am truly de-
lighted at finding

same, through your generous offer, etc. Will
always speak a good word for the Culman.
Thanking you very much, I am, Yours truly,

W. B. WOODWARD,
1708 Pearl St., Nashville, 'Fenn.

IN USE EVERY DAY

The ONLY SETTER separates the tw,
Jewels so that one can be adjusted with
out danger of the other shifting. Th.
ONLY SETTER is fitted with practice
gauges to determine the amount jewel i
to be shifted, eliminating guess work.

The Stream of Reorders Tells The Tale

Torpedo Pendant Washer:
(Ears)

fill a long-felt want, a quick and antis
factory way of closing worn ears. N
soldering. The Knurling prevents turn
ing, the shoulder gives a firm seat. As-
sorted to stop loss of time in fitting. Jus-
the thing for cheap cases, quick, neat and
durable, made of steel; gilt or nickeled.

641.80 per asst. of 6 doz.

For sale by all Jobbers In the U.S. and Canada

MONEY INVESTED IN CULMAN TIME-SAVERS A QUICK DIVIDEND PAYER.

Air Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair

C. CULMAN Maple and Hazel AvenuesN, MAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

une, 1910 TJ-IE

To Prevent Sweating' Gold

A drilled or "plugged" coin has become
something of a curiosity, says a writer in
the New York Times. Every one remem-
bers the inconvenience of these mutilated
coins. It was a matter of daily occurrence
to find one's self in possession of a silver,
gold or even nickel coin defaced in this
way. Sometimes the hole was filled with
Some baser metal; often it was left open.
This system of mutilating coins had the
advantage, however, of being perfectly
obvious, and no careful person need be
deceived.

Nowadays the work of de-
Clever facing coins is reduced to
Methods a fine art. The old, crude

method of plugging the
coins will not suffice, since the general pub-
lic and the government are far more
intolerant of the practice than ever before.
If the precious metal is to be robbed from
the coins it must be done so cleverly that
even the expert will be deceived. It no
longer pays to mutilate nickel or even silver
coins, so, except in exceptional cases, it is
only the gold coins which are mutilated.
This practice, commonly known as "sweat-
ing," requires considerable skill, and the
ingenuity displayed is often amazing.

The "sweating" must be done in such
a way that the coin will appear perfect, even
to the closest observer. The Federal Gov-
ernment will not permit any gold coin to
circulate the weight of which is below the
point of legal tolerance, which is fixed at
one-half of one per cent. If a coin is found
to be lighter than this it is stamped with a
large L, to indicate its lightness, and is
returned to the bank or the individual who
last handled it. The only redress of the
owner is to have the coins sent to Washing-
ton to be reminted. The owner must
stand the loss in weight, which is often
considerable. In cases where the coin has
been "sweated" an investigation may follow,
with criminal prosecution.

One of the most insidious
methods of "sweating," and
perhaps the most difficult of
all to detect, is the electro-

plating method. The gold coins are placed
in a chemical bath and part of the gold is
detached by electricity and deposited on
some other object. In this way the gold is
removed with perfect evenness from all
parts of the coin. The letters and general
design or the milling may be slightly dulled
in the process, but only as it might be from
general wear and tear. The lightness of the
coin will be detected by the scales at the
Treasury, but in the meantime such a coin
may pass from hand to hand for a long
time without arousing suspicion. It is
obviously exceedingly difficult to trace the
offender.

Another baffling method is to split
the coin and remove the gold from the
inner surface. The hole is then filled up
with some baser metal, so that the weight
will be the same, and the two sides are then
welded together. It is possible to take one
dollar's worth of gold or more in this way
from a $20 gold piece. If the work be

Electroplating
Method
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skillfully done it is impossible to detect such
a coin by its weight, and the only clue will
be in some flaw of the milling. Naturally
it takes a trained, experienced eye to pick
out such a coin. Meanwhile, the gold piece
has probably circulated for days or even
months, and it is exceedingly difficult to
trace the offender.

One of the commonest
Preserving methods of "sweating" is
the Dust to shake up a number of

gold coins in a chamois
bag and preserve the dust and microscopical
particles which have been loosened. The
bag is first moistened so that the gold will
adhere to it, and is afterward burned and
the gold assayed. The bruises or dents on
the coins will appear to have been made in
the ordinary handling. The profit from
this treatment is small, but many people
seem to find profit in it. The question
arises if the ingenuity and labor thus ex-
pended would not bring a larger return if
devoted to some legitimate work.

The men who handle the gold be-
come marvelously expert in detecting the
"sweated" coins. In handling millions of
dollars' worth of gold, a defaced coin will
rarely get past them. The coins are spread
out in trays before them and turned over,
and the light coins picked out. A slight
flaw in the milling, a dulled appearance of
the lettering, or a suspicious nick on the
surface will be quickly identified. As a
final test the scales, which will weigh a
single hair, are resorted to, and if the
slightest discrepancy can be found every
coin is examined separately until the faulty
one has been discovered.

How to Use Chloride of Zinc in Melt-
ing Aluminum

The use of chloride of zinc as a flux
in melting aluminum has now become ex-
tensive, as it has proved to be the best
known material for the purpose. Those
who do not use it do not realize how
satisfactory it is, and how much improve-
ment it is capable of making in the
aluminum.

The function of chloride of zinc as a
flux in melting aluminum lies in its property
of dissolving the oxide that forms on the
surface when melted. Those who have
melted aluminum are fully familiar with

the amount of oxide that forms on the top
of the metal. This oxide is not loose or

in the form of powder so that it can be
readily skimmed off, but is entangled in the
metal so that a thick, pasty mass is formed.

The result is that in skimming, a large
amount of clean metal is unavoidably
wasted and it is difficult to obtain a clean
surface. The quality of the castings then
suffers as this entangled oxide enters with
the metal, but in the solid metal is hardly
noticeable. While the casting may have a
good appearance, it is lacking in strength
on account of this oxide. The use of
chloride of zinc, therefore, serves to in-
crease the strength of the aluminum when
cast.

It may be said that the use of chloride

of zinc as a flux in melting aluminum ac-
complishes three things :

I. It reduces the amount of dross.
2. It produces clean castings.
3. It increases the strength of the cast-

ings.
The manner of using chloride of zinc

could scarcely be more simple. When the
aluminum has been melted, a small piece
of this material is thrown on the surface
and the metal at once vigorously stirred.
The effect is immediately noticeable. The
surface takes on a mirror-like appearance,
if sufficient chloride of zinc has been used,
and it is ready for pouring. When the sur-
face is bright and clean, a sufficient quantity
of chloride of zinc has been added, but if it
is still covered with dross, an additional
quantity must be used.

The quantity of chloride of zinc needed
for clearing the surface of molten aluminum
is quite small and, in fact, is so small that
its cost is a matter of practically no
importance. Even were it an expensive
material, (which it is not) it could still
be used on account of the great benefit de-
rived from it. Ordinarily the cost is almost
too small to take into consideration in
figuring the expense of melting.

The method of procedure in using the
chloride of zinc is to purchase it iniumps.
These should be kept in a closed bottle or
jar, as it has a great affinity for water and
soon becomes liquid. While the liquid may
be used, the lumps are far better and easier
to handle. When the aluminum has melted,
take a piece of the chloride of zinc about
the size of a walnut and throw on the
surface. Handle it with tongs as it will
injure the fingers after a time and cause
the skin to crack. Now stir vigorously. A
considerable quantity of smoke will be given
off, but it will soon subside and the sur face
of the metal can be seen. This amount of
chloride of zinc will usually suffice, but if
the aluminum is not clean more must be
added. It will usually take but very little
to accomplish the results—generally an
ounce or two will serve to give the de-
sired mirror-like surface to the molten
metal. In this connection it may be said
that after the chloride of zinc has been
added, there is a slight boiling on the
surface on account of the reaction which
follows; the chloride of zinc turns black
and floats to the side of the crucible, the
oxide becomes powdery and can be readily
skimmed off, so when the metal is ready to
pour, it is as bright and clean as the surface
of molten tin.

The formation of smoke is an objec-
tion, of course, to the use of chloride of
zinc ; but as it can be used while the
aluminurn is in the furnace, the smoke goes
up the chimney. Even when used in the
foundry, after the pot has been pulled from
the fire, the amount of smoke is so small
that it soon passes away and causes no in-
convenience. It is no more harmful than
the -smoke from brass melting (fumes of
oxide of zinc) and founders who use it
have never complained about it. The re-
sults are so satisfactory, that what few
undesirable features there are about it, can
be easily overlooked.—The Brass World.
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.

The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the marhet.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

Trained Men in Demand

F. H. REES. Director

In this day and age fine work is de-
manded. The fine workman gets the
business. Do the finest work, enjoy
the easiest hours, join the class of the
most respected—by being an expert.

It pays to do good work. 

We Can Increase Your Business
We Can Increase Your Salary

The Rees School
OF ENGRAVING
AND WATCH REPAIRING

affords advantages that cannot be secured elsewhere. We teach General

Engraving, Card Engraving, Die Cutting, Cutting for Enamel Coloring,

Diamond Setting, Watch and Clock Repairing. We teach everything

necessary to know in a jewelry store.
Be a master of your business; the poor workman fails, the fine

workman wins.
Ours is a strictly high-class institution, equipped with the best; finest

location, finest building, in a beautiful city. Everything the Best. Write

me, I want to tell you about a school 22 years old, founded on merit.

If you will drop us a card we will send you free of charge our new
beautiful School Catalogue; also catalogue of our own make of gravers,

" The Rees Special," the finest tool made.

Even if you cannot come, write us; we have a suggestion of interest to you.

THE REES SCHOOL Steele Memorial Building
ELMIRA, N. Y.

THE STORE BEAUTIFUL
means the store successful. We can reinodel your store

along lines so artistic and practical you could not conceive

it possible. Let us submit you plans—you can then decide.

CATALOGUE C-2 SENT ON REQUEST

Grand Rapids Show Case Co. 
GRAND RAPIDS

MICHIGAN

Branch Factory : LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON

NEW YORK OFFICE and SHOWROOM, 724 Broadway Under Our Ow

ST. LOUIS OFFICE and SHOWROOM, 1329-1331 Washington Ave. J Management

  SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 693 Mission Street  

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORE FIXTURES IN THE WORLD

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, L.,117e-110e New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

June, 1910

A String of Pearls

The String Used and How They are Strung—

Drilling—Telling Genuine from False

Every now and then a story is printed

about the loss of a valuable string of pearls

through the breaking of the cord on which

they were hung and their slipping off and

scattering over the floor or sidewalk. Those

who know anything about the stringing

of pearls, however, always read these tales

Nv ith incredulity, because nowadays, as a

general thing, only false pearls or those of

small price are strung without a knot being

tied between each of them, so that if the

cord breaks no more than one can fall off.

It is common belief that because of

their great value pearls are strung on some-

thing durable, like catgut or wire. As a

matter of fact such material is never

employed. There is no beauty to a string

of pearls that looks wiry or stiff. It must

be flexible to the highest degree, otherwise

all its graceful effect will be lost. Up to

the time of the introduction of surgeon's

silk for pearl stringing nothing had been

found that would absolutely meet the re-

quirements of strength and flexibility.

That the most valuable pearls are

to-day strung on cords of surgeon's silk is

clue to the suggestion of a woman employee

of a New York jewelry house.
Surgeon's silk—the thread

What the Silk Is that is used for sewing up

cuts and wounds—is a soft,

round strand of pure white silk which is

woven, not twisted. The weave, when

viewed under a magnifying glass, closely

resembles that of fine silk braid and is

capable of only a small degree of expansion.

This thread is produced in several diameters

or grades, which makes it all the more

desirable for pearl stringing. These are

numbered, instead of being lettered like

ordinary sewing silk, and are wound on

small cards like darning cotton.

When the young woman's idea was

first adopted it seemed as though it would

prove impracticable, owing to the quantity

of surgeon's silk manufactured being in-

sufficient to meet the new demands from

the jewelers. It was also very expensive.

But the idea was such a good one, and the

surgeon's silk was so much superior to

anything ever tried before, that in time it

was found possible to secure it in sufficient

quantities and at wholesale prices.
The principal safeguard

against loss, however, is in
the method of stringing:

An intricate system of

knotting the thread between each pearl is

employed. This prevents the escape of

Safeguard

Against Loss
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more than one jewel should the thread

break. This knotting is done with tweezers

and is a task that requires great skill. There

must be no unsightly gaps between the

knots and the pearls, and the whole when

finished must be immaculate in its white-

ness. The tiny knots, instead of detracting

from the beauty of the necklace, enhance

it ; for they look like seed pearls alternating

with the larger ones. Knotting • lengthens

the necklace also, and is often resorted to

for that purpose.
When a strand .of a certain length is

desired and the number of large pearls is

not sufficient, imitation pearls of the exact

size and color are often substituted. Some

of these imitations will deceive the eye of

any but the most expert.

Of course the knotting between each

pearl means a lot of extra trouble and ex-

pense. Some owners of pearls object to

this additional cost—occasionally to their

sorrow.

An Object

Lesson

A rich New York woman

started off to spend the

week-end with some friends

in the country not long ago.

It was midwinter and the snow was deep.

She decided at the last moment to wear a

valuable string of pearls and put it on out-

side her dress ; but of course beneath her

cloak. The pearls were strung in the old

way, loose, without knots between.

She noticed that her pearls were safe

when she got into the sleigh at the end of

her railway journey ; but when she entered

the house and took off her wraps she dis-

covered that they were gone. By that time

the coachman had driven to the stable,

which was some three hundred yards from

the house. The hostess telephoned im-

mediately to the stable ; but a careful search

of the cutter revealed no trace of the

missing jewels. As the string was worth

forty thousand dollars, a systematic search

was started for them at once.

Thereupon the servants began shovel-

ing the snow at each end of the line and

melting it in large kettles. This labor took

several days ; but was rewarded by finding

the pearls, one by one, along the path of

the sleigh.
The next time this woman had her

pearls strung she had them knotted in the

most approved fashion.

It often happens that the

Drilling and largest pearls have the

Stringing smallest holes drilled

through them ; for every

grain that is taken from the pearl reduces

it in weight. In such cases, however, the

risk of the cord breaking is increased, owing

to the slenderness of the thread and the

Shari) edges of the pearls cutting through it

quickly.
Stringing pearls is never done with a

needle. A needle is not yielding enough

to pass through very small holes, and the

doubling of its diameter at the eye makes

its use impracticable. Therefore the end

of the thread is sharpened to a very fine

point, which is waxed stiffly enough to be

used exactly as a needle would be.

Ordinarily pearl stringing is mechani-

cally difficult and also requires taste and

judgment. The pearls may have to be re-

arranged in order to improve their general

appearance. In the laying out of collarets,

especially, a great deal of skill is required.

In the first place, the collaret must fit

exactly. This seems comparatively easy ; but

it is not. A pattern is always fitted before-

hand ; but it is rarely the case that the

result is satisfactory. Some necks call for

straight collars and others slightly curved.

The same care is given to the fitting of a

collaret as to the set of an expensive

gown, and it has to be tried on and changed

and adjusted as many times.

Dividers are used to gage the exact

position in which the vertical diamond bars

that support the strands of pearls should

be placed. Endless care and judgment may

be given to laying out the pattern for one

of these baubles and getting the measure-

ments absolutely exact; but when it comes

to be fitted there is sure to be trouble. It

may be too tight at the bottom and too

loose at the top, or perhaps the ends may

not even meet at all.
The pearl stringer's eye

becomes practised in the

detection of real and imita-
tion pearls. One glance is

usually sufficient. A genuine pearl has a
hard look. It presents a sort of shell-like
surface with an indescribable blush. This
blush is so cleverly counterfeited in wax
imitations that even those who are ac-
customed to handling pearls day after day
are likely to be deceived.

In one of the large New York jewelry
houses last winter a customer purchased
a hand-painted miniature set in a frame of
imitation pearls. On examination it was
found that several of the pearls had been
slightly defaced, and the whole thing was
sent to the manufacturing rooms for
repairs. By chance it came under the eye of
one of the pearl stringers, who instantly
detected four genuine pearls in the circle
of imitation ones about the picture. The

frame had passed through a dozen expert

hands without anyone noticing the presence

of real pearls. No one could account for

their being there. If they had not been

detected, the purchaser of the frame would

have had a bargain ; for the four genuine

pearls were worth many times more than

the picture and the rest of its setting.—Sun-

day Magazine.

Telling Real

from False

ri
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"With General Electric Mazda Lamps"

You can cut in two your lighting bills. A

glance at the typical small installation

below shows why.

DETAILS With carbon
filament lamp

10

16

160

2.8 KW.

840 Kw.

$84
$ 8

Total cost per year . . (Carbon) $84 (Mazda) $38

Number of lamps in installation  

Candle-power of each lamp  

Total candle-power  

Electric current required for day of 5 hours burning

Amount required per year (300 days) .

Current cost at loc. per kilowatt  

Cost of lamps per year (one renewal each) .  

With General
Electric

Mazda Lamps

5
32

160
.

300 kw.

$30

Every day you are without General Electric MAZDA

lamps you are paying more than you should for electric

lighting in proportion to the number of lamps used.

These lamps are supplied in all sizes and types by

lighting companies and electrical supply dealers every-

where.
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The Street Clock Speaks

By JOHN TWEEZER

"I do not understand why I am not

more vain. Certainly a well-behaved clock,

on the top of a tall post on the side-walk,

has excuse for vanity of the most flagrant

sort ; for men, women and children, how-

ever high their social position, however

great their wealth or fame or power, must

'look up to me. I attract more attention

than any other stationary body in the com-

munity. Therefore my keeping my hands

always before my face is an exhibition of

modesty such as this vain world nowhere

else displays.

"For there can be no dispute of the

fact that I occupy an exalted place in the

community—standing, as I do, full fifteen

feet above the crowd of hurrying humans

on the pavement below. I am with them,

but not of them. I am lifted above their

petty heartburnings, their narrow views of

life, their envies and strifes. In this higher

atmosphere my vision is clearer than the

vision of those who grope around in the

dust and mists beneath me. High thinking

comes of this 'high' living. The true philo-

sopher, like Simon Stylites of old, views

humanity from the top of a pillar.

"The sense of responsibility presses on

me constantly, as on all others in positions

of authority. For all sorts of people con-

sult me on all sorts of business, at all hours

of the day and night. The bridegroom

hurrying to his wedding looks up confi-

dently at my benign face, and my hands

long to stretch over his head in blessing.

The mourner in the funeral carriage looks

at me out of sad eyes and notes the hour of

her melancholy journey. The bustling man

of business hurries his pace at my sugges-

tion, else he will miss his engagement. The

rosy-cheeked school-boy consults me as to

whether he has time for another game of

'knuckle down;' the grimy workman takes

warning from my frowning face against

stopping at the corner saloon ; the laughing

young couple mend their pace at sight of

me, for fear the curtain will rise before they

reach the theater. All who are concerned

in the pleasures of life, as all who are tied

by its duties, consult me constantly for

admonition, advice or encouragement. Some

are pleased by what I tell them, some are

disturbed, some are indifferent ; all hear the

impartial truth, whether they heed it or not.

Whatever their moods, whatever their

errands, they turn to me in confidence of

the honesty that was put into my soul by

my maker.
"How needful it is that I should be
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reliable ! The whole community would be

generating suspicions, if I were not honest.

Whatever the crookedness of the human

creatures who administer the town's affairs,

I, at least, must be above reproach. If I

should lie, the morals of the whole town

would suffer ; for I am the conspicuous

example of lying or truth, in the public eye.

Even if I lied only a little, the example

would be bad ; and a public clock habitually

given to lying must speak a low state of

morals in the community which it serves.

"Patience is one of my highest virtues.

The rain beats upon me all through the

year ; the sun in summer, and the snow in

winter, alternately try to fry and to freeze

me; but I cannot move from the spot to

which I am anchored. I would give some

of My shiningest gilt for the privilege of

looking down the street that crosses the

corner below ; I sometimes think that I

should be willing to change places even with

a watch, if its owner lived in that neigh-

borhood. But these are the rare lapses from

my philosophical attitude—these the unfre-

quent twinges of regret in a life devoted to

teaching and preaching.

"Preaching? Yes, daily and hourly, to

all who look me in the face. When a young

roan saunters along listlessly he sees in my

face a stern rebuke for his waste of the

treasure of time. When an old man looks

at me anxiously and mutters, "What ! the

day half gone," I counsel him not to

squander all the pleasures of life by too

anxious thought for wealth which will pass

to thankless heirs. I have a word of cheer

or blame for each one of the thousands who

daily lift eyes to my honest face.

"Here comes the jeweler to wind me

up. Alas, I must depend upon a despised

human creature for my very existence—

for a renewal of my heart-beats and for all

that makes possible the deliverance of my

truths ! This subservience to mere man is

most humiliating to one of my high estate;

and now I can understand why I am not

more vain."

Living Up to One's Liabilities

A young merchant went to a bank to

arrange for a loan, the banker knew the

moral worth of the young man, his good

business methods and bright prospects ; and

the loan was agreed to. But afterward the

old banker leaned over his desk and said,

"Billy, if I had not known you so well you

would not likely have succeeded in borrow-

ing of me." "Why ?" "Because your clothes

are dreadfully shabby. Nobody but a very

rich man should undertake to borrow money

in a suit that was worn out two years ago."

The banker's dictum was too sweep-

ing, to he sure ; but the story tells the

popular deference that is paid to appear-

ances. The "hard up" man, who is cunning,

is thus led to believe that the way to

preserve one's financial standing is to live

up to — not one's income, but — one's

liabilities.
The old-fashioned injunction to

practice economy in order that one may

live within one's means has given way to

the proposition that if you owe five thou-

sand dollars you should "put up a bold

front" and live as though you had ten

thousand in the bank—on the theory that

this appearance of prosperity will dazzle

creditors and make them lenient.
I saw an item the other day in the paper,

announcing the bankruptcy of a citiie.n‘,;: The

statement of his finances was this.: ;"Lia-

bilitie8, $8415.30; assets, $375, consisting of

personal clothing and a diamond stud."

An illustrated sermon was embodied in the

last three words. I fancy I saw the man

before his bankruptcy; dressed in the top-

notch of fashion, generous of cut flowers

with the ladies, knew the best horse in the

livery-stable, could double-discount any one

at billiards, and his flashing big stud was

the outward and visible sign of vast un-

scheduled resources. His business life was

a gigantic game of bluff. An easy manner

and a new hat "carried him through" with

the tailor, and the tailor's beautiful decora-
tion of the man carried him through with
his landlady ; and the aunt on whom he
banked knew that Jimmy must be pros-
perous, for diamonds were expensive.

But who, except the Jimmies them-
selves, know what it costs in peace of mind
to live up to one's liabilities ? Who but
Jimmy could tell the strain on one's mental
vitality to live a champagne life on a beer
income ? Did Jimmie's diamond never burn
a hole in his very heart?

We human creatures suffer from "hard
times" in periodical seasons, to be sure, but
between these lean years stretch decades of
abounding prosperity. We can stand the
few years of strain, because they are sand-
wiched between the fat years of gain.

But consider the unhappy condition of
one who never knows other than a con-
tinuous round of the very hardest of "hard
times." Such a one is the old gentleman
whose traditional attire is a scythe, an hour-
glass, a fore-lock and an air of responsi-
bility, known as Father Time. Look at the
facts : A clock strikes Time ; express trains
run on Time ; the bandmaster beats Time;
prisoners "do" Time ; race-horses run
against Time ; a file of soldiers mark Time;
the boss of a working gang "lays out"
Time ; and the loafer, finally, kills Time.

Verily, we humans should not complain

of an occasional streak of hard times when
Father Time has to submit to a continuous
per formance.
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by Fracat J. BUCKLRY1

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
well-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—En.]

IV—How to Tell When a Scheme is a Lottery

I have been requested to devote one
of the articles of this series to discussing
the principles which make lotteries of
certain schemes for increasing trade, and
which by the same token make such schemes
illegal and dangerous to the user. Every
retail merchant is offered by various con-
cerns schemes which comprehend awarding
prizes by chance, and very often he evolves
schemes of his own along the same line.
Very frequently he is puzzled to know
whether the given enterprise is against
the lottery laws, and I am hopeful that I
can help him decide.

A merchant who is con-
sidering a scheme which he
thinks may violate the
lottery laws has two sets of

laws to think of. First, the laws of his
own State, and second, the laws of the
United States, which touch him chiefly
through the question of mails. Every State
in the Union except Delaware forbids any
scheme which partakes of the nature of a
lottery. Delaware permits lotteries to oper-
ate under license, but the privilege is seldom
applied for or granted. In the main the
provisions of the State laws as to lotteries
are the same. In Connecticut, Indiana,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts,
Missouri, New Hampshire and New York,
the State statute even goes so far as to
make it illegal to advertise where a scheme
in the nature of a lottery is to be held.

The United States statutes, which, as
stated, act on lottery schemes chiefly by clos-
ing.the mails to them, provide that no postal
card, circular, newspaper, pamphlet or pub-
lication of any kind advertising or exploit-
ing a scheme which partakes of the nature
of a lottery shall be sent through the mails.
This law is very rigidly enforced. In a
case in which I was interested some months
ago, an entire edition of a country news-
paper in which a local hardware dealer had
advertised a guessing scheme was thrown
out of the mails.

Two fundamental elements
What is a combine to make a given
Lottery? scheme a lottery, and unless

both are present the plan is
not illegal : First, the award of the prize,
whatever it is, must be made by pure
chance, and second, the person who takes
the chance must pay for it, either directly
or indirectly.

When I say that the award must be
made by chance I mean that skill or judg-
ment must not enter into it at all. If skill
or judgment does enter into it the plan is
not a lottery, even though those partici-
pating paid for the privilege.

For instance, the contestants in a
scheme in which a prize is to be awarded
for the best composition is not a lottery,
because the award depends on the skill of

State and
Federal Laws

the contestants. Awarding a prize to the
person receiving the most votes on account
of beauty, popularity, etc., is not a lottery,
because the decision does not rest on chance.

Neither is a scheme of awarding prizes
for the closest forecast of some future event,
such as an election, a lottery, where the
forming of the estimate depends on
knowledge and research.

On the contrary, all such schemes as
awarding prizes to holders of certain
numbers are pure lotteries and violate both
State and Federal laws, always provided
that the contestants pay in some direct or
indirect way for the chance. I was recently
consulted about a case well in point. An
itinerant vender of schemes offered a
number of retail merchants a plan by which
a clock was to be placed in the window,
wound to go to a certain time. Each
customer was then given a card bearing a
different hour and minute and the person
holding the card showing the number closest
to that at which the clock stopped received
the prize.

The scheme was pro-
Limitation nounced a lottery because
Unlawful only persons buying goods

could compete. In other
words, in order to acquire the chance of
winning, a person had to become a customer
of the store and thus pay out money for
the privilege. The fact that he received
full value for his money outside of the
chance makes no difference; the law holds
that the chance was nevertheless paid for
by the purchase.

That introduces the second element
that must be present in order to constitute
a scheme a lottery ; it must be paid for
directly or indirectly. With the lottery pure
and simple the contestant paid his money
for the chance and got nothing else. In
schemes of the nature of lotteries he may
get full value for his money beside the
chance of winning the prize ; that is not
important if he is refused the chance
unless he buys goods.

Within the last few months
Stringent Postal the post-office has closed
Regulations the mails to several

schemes, such as missing
word or missing line schemes, because in
every case the merchant using them refused
to permit anybody but customers to par-
ticipate. Among those were schemes to
sell packages of tea, candy, coffee and other
merchandise containing prizes of unequal
value or coupons which might or might not
entitle the holder to a prize. These were
all thrown out because only those giving
money for the package could share in the
drawing.

If these schemes had been open to
everybody—customer or no customer ; in
other words, if everybody could have
guessed when the clock would stop, or if
everybody, purchaser or not, could have
obtained a card bearing a number, the plan
would have not been a lottery either under
State or Federal laws.

The laws of the States substantially
agree with those of the Federal Government
in holding that the two fundamental ele-
ments here described must be present in
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order to constitute a lottery, so that what is
here set forth is good law for th; whole
United States.

Business Precepts Which Rule in Ger-
man Trade

There is an immense amount of wisdom
packed into the following set of maxims,
translated from a German contemporary:

I. Begin no business until you have
the necessary capital at your disposal for
establishing the enterprise on a substantial
basis. Wait and save until you have
enough money for a successful start.

2. Do not start business in a place
because it happens to please you, but study
the local conditions, and only establish your-
self where they are of such a nature as to
indicate prospective success.

3. Buy no business which has failed,
or which has been given up by its owner for
lack of prosperity. The old stock will be
like so.much lead around your feet.

4. It is not pleasant to have debts, but
it is better to owe money for a new and
good installation than to lose it in an
old one.

5. In the choice of a location, do not
think that the lowest rent is the cheapest, or
that you can hunt up customers if they do
not come to you. It is cheaper to pay a
high rent than to lose time in going round.
Of course the rent must be in proportion
to the available means, but the location
chosen should be a good one in all respects.

6. Consider your opponents to be
honorable people, and do not believe every-
thing the customers tell you about them. It
is a bad habit, but the privilege of
customers to play off competitors against
each other.

7. Treat your customers in a decorous
and honorable manner ; do not deceive them
by misrepresentation, and do not be too com-
municative about your business secrets.

8. Insist on cash payments from un-
known persons, and with every one restrict
credit as much as possible. Of ten long
credit customers, one will take you in, and
you will lose with that one all you have
made out of the other nine. Be particularly
cautious with new customers, who pay small
bills quickly, and then give large orders
without any cash payment being stipulated.

9. Engage capable assistants and pay
them satisfactory wages. Treat them well,
so that they may take an interest in your
business. Do not act towards them in a
narrow-minded manner, but do not be too
indulgent. Make inquiries about their
capacity and then require each one to do
his best.

ro. Pay your discounts punctually and
see that you get your cash discounts.

II. Do not tell what profit you are
making, as you will thereby only invite
competition.

12. When you have made your own
position secure, do not be narrow-minded
with your colleagues but allow them to
profit by your experience.
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How Retailers Make Profits

Interesting Information for Young Business
Men—Quick Turnovers and Big Profits
—The Philosophy of Advertising—

Business Arithmetic

A good beginning is a chief factor in all

life's undertakings and it is especially so in retail

merchandising. Quite a large percentage of

young men enter the retail business without
proper appreciation of what modern merchandis-

ing means or the many factors essential to the

achievement of maximum success. While the
following article by Alphonsus P. Haire, in The
Saturday Evening Post, has no special relation to

the jewelry trade, it contains much valuable in-

formation for all retailers, jewelers included:

A bright young chap with
A Question plenty of grit and several
of Percentage years of successful merchan-

dising experience decided to
go into business in a town of, say, 18,000 popu-
lation. He laid in a splendid line of goods. His
store was fitted out in most superb fashion. It
was centrally located. In a word, no fault could
be found with him personally, or with his store,
or with his stock. Yet he failed in six months!
The only reason why he didn't fail in three
months was that friends, not understanding the
situation, kept him supplied with money. Why
did he fail? He was a good salesman. He had
many friends who patronized his store ex-
clusively. His location was good and his stocks
marked accurate time with the brisk march of
fashion. But he was not a statistician. He did
not understand that the most vital element in
mercantile success is not the volume of the
financial outgo and income, but the relation
which the one bears to the other. Business to-
day is done on a basis of comparison and per-
centage. It costs one firm twenty-five per cent.
of its total sales to carry on its business.
Another firm can operate for fifteen per cent.,
while the expenses for a third may amount to
upward of thirty-five per cent. It all depends
upon the conditions under which each business
must be carried on. But whatever the percentage
may be, it should be intelligently analyzed and
regularly charged to the proper accounts.

Good merchandising consists
The Seven- in keeping stocks low—and in
Per cent. Rule motion. Our friend above

mentioned did not realize this.
While his trade was brisk stocks accumulated
fast on his shelves, because he sought to intro-
duce all the extreme novelties of the season be-
fore first disposing of the older things. Conse-
quently the older things stuck and his working
capital was quickly tied up in stagnant merchan-
dise. He tried to run his business on a basis
of fancy or intuition rather than on facts. This
is a fault of too many small retailers. They
should take a leaf out of the city merchant's
book.

One of the big New York stores has a
unique system. Everything is conducted on a
percentage basis. All goods that go into this
store are charged, first of all, seven per cent.
This is called the profit percentage, and all cal-
culations in which the cost of merchandise plays
a part are based on the actual cost of the mer-
chandise plus this seven per cent. In this way
the house effectually insures itself a profit of at
least seven per cent. on all goods handled.

The operating expenses of the store amount
to twenty-three per cent. of the gross sales.
This twenty-three per cent, is distributed among
certain fixed charges—rent, light, heat, delivery,
"dead help" and depreciation. These amount in
all to about ten per cent. The remainder, thir-
teen per cent., is devoted to the variable expenses
of advertising and labor.

Outside of this twenty-three per cent. no
provision is made for profit. The house satisfies
itself with the original seven per cent. addition
to the net cost at the start. Each department
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head can.make a bigger profit than this, however,
by juggling with his appropriation of thirteen
per cent, for advertising and labor. I f he keeps
his clerk hire down to, say, five per cent., a
generally accepted average, he will have eight
per cent. to devote to advertising. But if his
labor costs him from eight to eleven per cent.
his advertising must be cut down proportionately.
If both advertising and help are kept below the
thirteen-per-cent. appropriation, all that is saved
goes to the credit of the department.

The idea of the system is to
Quick Turnovers keep all stocks in motion—
and Big Profits to make as many turnovers as

possible. Two ends are served
by the policy. The merchandise is kept up to
date and greater profits accrue to the house.
Granted, seven per cent. per annum would hardly
be a sufficient return to induce any business man
to risk his capital and expend his energies in the
retail field. The percentage, though, is made in
every turn of the stocks. To demonstrate: Let
it be assumed that a stock is turned in its en-
tirety on an average of six times a year. This
is a fair average for live stores near the big
retail markets. Some New York stores turn
their stocks as often as once a month, though for
stores in the West and South, perhaps, four or
five complete turns a year would be a better
average.

Now, supposing that the buyer expended his
entire appropriation of twenty-three per cent. and
sold his stock at its marked cost, his business
would yield a profit of seven per cent. on each
complete turn. Six turns a year would yield an
annual profit of forty-two per cent. If this
buyer had succeeded in keeping his clerk hire
down to five per cent. and his advertising down
to five per cent. for each month throughout the
year, his department would be credited with an
extra thirty-six per cent. at the end of the year.
Added to the forty-two per cent. profit figured
out above, his showing for the year would be a
clear profit of seventy-eight per cent. By
shrewd buying and closer economies even larger
profits than this might be made.

The profits of the small
Profits of country merchant do not com-
Country Stores pare favorably with these big

percentages. One general
merchant, in a town of 9500, makes an average
profit of $2500 on a capital stock of $25,000.
Another seems satisfied with making $4500 with
a stock valued at $30,000. A third fixes his re-
turns at $7000. His stock represents an invest-
ment of $75,000.

There are several reasons why the profits of
the small retailer are not larger. A study of his
methods reveals, in the first place, lack of
system. Operating expenses are not figured
down to the nice point arrived at in large de-
partment stores. He does not always know just
how much it does cost him to do business and
consequently his margin of profit is often too
narrow. Sometimes the absence of competition
begets reactionary methods. He falls into a rut.
Stocks are allowed to accumulate until changes
in fashion necessitate sharp price concessions on
the old goods, reductions that are not always
met by commensurate provisions in the price
standard of the new goods. The possibilities of
the show window are more generally neglected
than otherwise, while store interiors seem dead
and uninviting.

One young merchant, for in-
Small Beginnings stance, investing $800 in a
of a Thriving stock of goods, located in a
Business town of about 1500 population.

His stock consisted almost en-
tirely of five and ten cent goods, with a few
of the higher priced and bulky goods added.
His storeroom was 20 by 70 feet. His goods
were spread out to make as big a showing as
possible and filled the room so completely that
visiting drummers usually guessed the value of
the stock to be $1500. This man went into busi-
ness resolved to win. He knew that he had a
hard job—that expenses, both business and per-
sonal, must be figured in pennies, not dollars.
Being a bachelor, and a bit of a carpenter, he
partitioned off a little room in the back of the
store for his own use. He allowed _himself for

living expenses just $10 a week. His sales for the
first year ran from $io to $35 a day, or about
$7500. Fortunately, he was able to do most of
the selling himself. He had a girl helper for busy
days, and three at holiday time. He paid for his
help 75 cents a day. He kept on the hustle all of
the time, and in some way or other he managed to
get the time to dust, sweep, wash windows and
write advertisements. He had to. Roughly speak-
ing, his expenses for the first year ran about as
follows :

Rent, 12 months at $30 $ 360
Salary to self, 52 weeks at $io  520

Extra help  16o
Advertising, per cent. of total sales  115

Heat and light  90
Depreciation on fixtures  30
Miscellaneous expenses  150

$1425
This merchant's expenses the

His First Year first year ran about nineteen
per cent. on his total sales. As

his average gross profit ran a little bit more than
thirty per cent. on sales, he found that he had
cleared in actual cash about $9oo. Thus, after
paying all of his expenses and himself a salary
of $io a week, he was able to reinvest in his
business quite as much as his capital stock. At
the beginning of the second year he was able
to put $15oo back into the stock.

This second year the sales ran about $10,000.
He indulged in the luxury of a steady clerk and
an extra one on busy days. His advertising for
the second year went up automatically, at the
rate of one and a half per cent. on his total sales.

The greater business forced him to use all
the room and, therefore, he moved his personal
-effects outside of the store. This second year he
cleared about $15oo over and above all expenses.
He grew, one department at a time, until to-day
he has a store in which any one of the dozen
departments has a larger stock than he had in his
entire store at the beginning.

Another prospective Wana-
Another maker started in business in a
Illustrative Case town of about 2000 people,

with a stock costing about
$1500. He economized almost as closely as the
smaller merchant did. He paid himself $12 a
week and had one clerk at the beginning  His
expenses for the year ran about as follows:

Rent, 12 months at $35 $ 420
Salary to self, 52 weeks at $12  624
Salary to clerk, 52 weeks at $4  208
Extra help  170
Advertising, about 1% per cent. on sales  165
Heat and light  130
Depreciation on fixtures  60
Miscellaneous expenses  175

Total expenses $1952

His total sales for the business year were
about $1t,000, making his percentage of expense
about eighteen per cent. As this man averaged
thirty per cent. gross on sales, he cleared about
$1300 the first year over and above expenses and
his own salary.

A third man started in business in a city of
about 18,000 population, with a capital of $5000.
He rented a large double store, 48 x 90 feet, in
the center of the town and had it attractively
fitted up with substantial oak fixtures. His, ex-
penses for the first year ran about as follows:

Rent, $100 per month
Salary to self, $75 per month
Wages to clerks, four girls at $3.50  728
Wages to one boy, $5 per week, 52 weeks  260
Extra help, 520 days at 50 cents  260
Advertising, I% per cent. on sales
Heat and light  200

Depreciation on fixtures  mo
Miscellaneous expenses  250

 $1200

900

375

Total expenses $4273

As this man did a business of about $25,000
his expenses ran about seventeen per cent. on

...(Continued. on page 953)
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ALL HAND ENGRAVED

These illustrations
show a few of the
many styles we
make. All Solid
Gold Front Goods
and backed by our
guarantee.

Every article is
stamped with the
letters " S & C "
which assures the
buyer this guaran-
tee will be lived up
to by us.

Ask your jobber to show you
the new 1910 "S & C" line
now being shown SMITH & CROSBY

Mich=Cut is All Cut

If you want High-Grade Glass at the Right Price,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass that has Sparkle and Lustre,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass of Character and Skilled Work-
manship,

BUY MICH-CUT

If you want Glass covered by the broadest Guarantee
(if not satisfactory send it back),

BUY MICH-CUT

In a word, Mich-Cut has all the qualities prized and
sought after by the Connoisseur.

Write for Particulars

A NEW LINE OF

BANGLE BRACELETS in three sizes
and NECK LACES in two sizes.

THESE WILL PROVE POPULAR SELLERS

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, including
SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY PINS,
FOBS, NECK, BELT, HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS,
Etc., in Roman or Silver finish.

These goods are furnished plain or engraved as desired.
Write and ask us for illustrations, prices and free samples.

This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON SPECIAL WORK

4111, Enterprise
Mr Jewelry Co.

Michigan Cut Glass Co., LMILNHICINAg
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How Retailers Make Profits

(Continued from page 951)

sales. His net profits for the year were about
$2300 over and above all of his expenses, includ-
ing his own salary.

Lack of faith in the powers of advertising
is as much to blame for the poor showing of the
average small retailer as anything else. Even
where liberal advertising is done it betrays lack
of logical preparation and execution. This is
where the big retailer shines. The shrewd
fashion in which he directs his newspaper cam-
paigns is worthy of careful study.

The test of an advertisement
Investment in in the retail field is the amount
Advertising of business it brings as corn-

pared with the amount done
on the same day of the previous year. A good
retail advertisement should not cost more than
seven per cent. of the total sales of that day.
The small advertiser does not, as a rule, spend
anything like seven per cent. for advertising pur-
poses. Indeed, only too often lie does not know
how much he really does spend. If he secures
a large volume of business through advertising
he is satisfied, not always remembering that the
cost of the publicity might foot up to ten or
twelve per cent., an unprofitable figure. On the
whole, the amount of money devoted to adver-
tising in small towns and cities, especially
throughout the West and up in Canada, is too
small. Many stores do not spend more than one
per cent. for publicity work. One house, in a
town of 6000, doing a business of about $5o,000
annually, holds its advertising expenditures
down to $700. This, we might say, is inadequate.
An appropriation of $moo or $12oo should not
under normal conditions be excessive for a town
of 6000. True, an unchanging population of
from 6000 to to,000 cannot profitably be worked
too aggressively, yet there are many legitimate
promotion ideas which the public in small towns
take to kindly, and they can be put into execution
at a cost of not more than three to five per cent.
of the total sales.

Under average conditions beginners should
spend from one to one and a half per cent. of
their annual sales in newspapers, circulars and
other forms of printers' ink advertising. On a
business of $15,000, for instance, this gives from
$150 to $225 to be spent in advertising proper.
Perhaps two per cent. would be better.

Window 
For all retailers the window

Displays 
is a powerful medium. There
is a retail store in Chicago
that is said to spend $8o,000 a

year on window displays alone. If it pays the
largest store in the largest city to put time,
energy and money into its window displays it will
pay the smallest store in the smallest city rela-
tively as well. In fact, the merchant in the
small towns has an exceptional chance of beating
the game by the use of his window displays—he
has so little competition.

Having once determined how
Spending the much he can afford to invest
Appropriation in advertising, the merchant

should proceed to apportion
the sum—to lay out a schedule as a working
basis. Let us assume, for the sake of illustration,
that a merchant decides to invest about $225.
This will give him approximately $18 a month
to spend in different forms of advertising as he
deems best. But there are some months in which
he will not want to spend the entire $18. During
the holiday season he will probably want to spend
much more than $18. His schedule for adver-
tising should run about as follows :

January . 
February  

$18 July  $T5

April   
March   

20 August   18
12 September   12
15 October   12

May   15 November   30
June   20 December   40

Of course, the amount of newspaper space
and printed matter this money will buy will de-
pend absolutely upon conditions. Newspaper

space in small towns costs all the way from five
or six cents an inch—single column—to 25 cents
an agate line—there are fourteen agate lines to
the inch—depending upon size of town, circula-
tion, and so on. Printing prices for circulars and
the like vary greatly, but are apt to be lowest in
the smallest places, where union scales and high
rents are unknown.

But the most important prob-
Computation lem is encountered when the
of Profits merchant sets about the com-

putation of his profits. This
is a rock on which many mercantile ships are
wrecked. One careless merchant, who was doing
business under heavy expense—he estimated it to
be twenty-five per cent.—thought he was break-
ing even on some of his advertised lines when
he sold them at a profit of twenty-five per cent.
above delivered cost— that is, actual cost plus
freight. One day the sheriff took possession of
his store and it took an expert accountant three
whole hours to demonstrate to Mr. Merchant that
he had actually lost five per cent. on these lines—
because he didn't know how to figure profits.
And the surprising fact has now developed that
many merchants have been for many years figur-
ing their profits upon the wrong basis. If one
were to figure his cost of doing business on his
gross sales, and his percentage of profit on the
price paid for merchandise—as many merchants
are now doing—he would be dead wrong.

I f an article costs $1 and is
Some Business sold for twenty-five per cent.
Arithmetic more than it costs, or $1.25,

and the cost for doing busi-
ness is twenty-five per cent., the dealer has actu-
ally lost five per cent. on the transaction. If an
article costs $i and the dealer adds forty-three
per cent. to its cost and sells it for $1.43, and the
cost of doing business is eighteen per cent., he
has not made the difference between eighteen
and forty-three—or twenty-five per cent.—not by
any means. He has made just twelve per cent.—
no more, no less.

Here is the problem : The dealer pays 96
cents for an article and adds four cents for
freight, making a real cost of $1. As he has
decided to make forty-three per cent. his average
gross profit, he will sell the article for $1.43, or
perhaps $1.50. Now, his cost of doing business is
eighteen per cent; therefore he must charge
eighteen per cent. of his selling price against the
cost of the article. He would not take eighteen
per cent. of $i—for then he would be figuring
his expenses from cost—and as already stated,
his original eighteen per cent. is derived from
the total sales, which is the sum of the selling
prices.

All percentages must be
Figuring figured from the same data.
Percentages The percentages of gross and

net profit and the percentage
of expense must be figured from the selling price.
Eighteen per cent. of $1.43 is 26 cents.
It therefore costs 26 cents to sell this article.
The actual cost then to the dealer is $1.26. As
the articles are sold for $1.43 there is made the
difference between $1.43 and $1.26, which is 17
cents. This represents the actual profit in cents.
Right here is where one is apt to go wrong,
where many experienced merchants do go wrong.
They assume, because they have made 17 cents
on an investment of $1, that they have made
seventeen per cent. But they are wrong. If the
cost of doing business is figured from the selling
price—which it must be—the profit, both gross
and net, must be derived from the same figure,
the selling price, else the cash on hand and books
won't tally. The actual investment, so far as
profits are concerned, is not what has been paid
for the goods, but what the goods can be sold
for. Therefore profits must be figured from the
selling price. Since 17 cents will be netted on
this sale of $1.43, there will actually be made
twelve per cent. net—no more, no less. Forty-
three per cent. on delivered cost, or thirty per
cent. on sales, mean exactly the same thing.
Forty-three per cent. of $r is 43 cents. Thirty
per cent. of $1.43 is 43 cents. But as the dealer
must start from his delivered cost to figure, he
must add forty-three per cent. to this cost to
make twelve per cent.—providing his expense is
eighteen per cent.
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Misleading 
Many merchants figure that if

Calculations 
they want to make twelve per
cent. net and their expense is
eighten per cent., all they have

to do is to add twelve per cent. plus the eighteen
per cent. or thirty per cent. • to the cost and sell
the article for $1.3o. This is where the mistake
arises. The merchant who buys an article for $1
and sells it for $1.30 and whose expenses run
eighteen per cent., makes only five per cent.—not
twelve per cent.

Eighteen per cent. of $1.30 is 23/2 cents.
Therefore the total cost is $1.23 and the actual
profit is 6!,Z cents.

There are various other methods of com-
puting profits. Some stores try to sell goods
at exactly invoice price, plus the cost of selling,
depending for their profit on their discounts, the
five, six or seven per cent. allowed for cash
payment. The policy in such stores is, of course,
as with the Brooklyn store referred to, to keep
stocks always in motion, so that these discounts
may be secured as often as possible during the
year. Most stores, however, require profit
above the cost and operating expenses, irrespec-
tive of any discounts.

To Protect the Unwary
The Legislature of Virginia has recently

enacted a measure whose operation merchants
everywhere will follow with great interest.

According to this new law anyone in Vir-
ginia who issues—that is, puts into circulation—
a "check" on a banking or other financial institu-
tion wherein (at the time the "check" is there
presented) he has not to his credit a sufficient
amount to make it good, will be regarded as
having issued the "check" with intent to defraud,
and will, therefore, be deemed guilty of larceny
of the amount involved.

In all of the States having laws aimed to
discourage the utterance of "N. G." checks the
statutes make intent to defraud an essential to
conviction. In this Virginia statute, be it noted,
special pains are taken to get around this oft-
encountered obstacle to the punishment of the
guilty party.

For the protection, however, of those who
may have innocently issued a "check" for too
large an amount, the new Virginia law contains
this proviso : "Before it will be taken for granted
that the issuer of such a 'check' has uttered it
with intent to defraud, he is to be afforded an
opportunity to personally make it good—and only
after he then proves unable to do what is re-
quired of him is the new law to prevail against
him."

Nuggets of Wisdom
Everything you do to boom your town—to

develop public spirit—is just so much invested to
good advantage. Everything that helps a town,
helps you. Everything that harms the town,
harms you. Be ever a factor for harmony.
Avoid factions and contentions. He who serves
his community serves himself.

The business that is advertised only in the
busy season is the kind that does business only
in that season. Haphazard advertising is perhaps
better than none, but it is very little better. The
man who expects to do business every day in the
year should advertise that way. He should re-
member that he is dealing with a fickle public;
that its memory is short ; that the man who greets
them every morning with an announcement of
his wares, a discussion or a description of them,
has the advantage of the man who meets them
semi-weekly, or not so often.

It is not necessary to join two lodges, three
religious organizations and four political clubs
in order to succeed. A joiner dissipates his
energy. He uses a blunderbuss and fires without
taking aim. Friends worth the having can't be
made by organization. You can't tie people to
you by artificial bonds.
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The great success of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School
is due to the finishing touch
it gives its students

Most any school can teach Watchmaking fairly well.
A few can teach it superbly well.
But the school that not only does teach superbly well

but adds to it a last touch of personality through great zeal,
patience and persistence, making it peculiar, unique, indi-
vidual, distinct and unforgettable, is the school that makes
artists of their students. It is that last undefinable touch that
counts—the last three seconds he knocks off the record—that
proves the man a genius.

This is what the St. Louis Watchmaking School does, and
it is therefore no wonder that any young man wishing to
become an artist selects the St. Louis Watchmaking School
for his studies.

Fathers, that were attending the St. Louis Watchmaking
School more than twenty-five years ago, are now sending
their sons to this school, which certainly is the best recom-
mendation a school can have.

If interested, send for our new catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
ST. LOUIS, MO.

F. C. JORGESON & CO•
159 to 167 Ann Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 107B

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

"TI-W BEST OF 1VER:VT1-11NO"

(The above appears on all our goods)

An Ad. for Your Home
Paper:
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of 21
TV 42, for co,,,ctors au, en ; rate 2.
to 26 cents per hour. Apply ha 831 Ellicott
Square, Buffalo, N. Y. in1118tf
AA/ANT ED — Experienced man to help me ill
" inducing every customer making a "first" pur-
chase in my store to come back to make a "second"
purchase. Liberal salary to right party. Address
"Jeweler," care of "News" Office.
WANTED—Salesmen and collectors ; salar"
" commission t nr neat and polish.,

-̂ 2 Wee. "

feet b.
au i tab
hat ter
won'
me'

Undoubtedly you have such an ad. running in
your paper "mentally." We can supply the
" Help."

It is "Quality" which will make the incidental
customer of "one purchase" become your
steady patron. At first it was a case of our
"Quality Line" seeking "The Jeweler."
Since "we made good" in all our claims, it is
now a case of " The Jeweler" seeking our
"Quality Line."

"There is a Reason."
We handle everything in the line of jewelry
except watches and rings.

We Frontier
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

"The House of Quality"
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Interesting Views of Advertising
by America's "Highest Paid

Editor"

Arthur Brisbane Relates Some Instructive Per-
sonal Experiences in the Publicity Field

It is currently reported, with what truth
we know not, that Arthur Brisbane, of the
Hearst editorial staff, is the highest paid
editor in the world. Whatever doubt may
exist as to the dimensions of his salary,
there is none as to his ability to write, yet
this accomplished master of expression con-
fesses that the most difficult kind of writing
is the writing of advertisements. From an
address delivered by him before the Chicago
Advertising Association we reprint the fol-
lowing interesting extracts:

To write advertisements is
the most difficult thing in
all the business of writing
because when you write an
advertisement successfully

you must, to begin with, overcome a man's
reluctance to read you. You must interest
him in what interests you. I can interest
people in my stuff in the papers quite easily
when I write. For instance, I wrote an
editorial the other day in New York. I
saw that the Senators down in Washington
had put up a sign in their restaurant saying
that no tips must be taken by the waiters.
I suggested it would be more valuable to
the United States if the waiters would put
up a sign in the Senate saying that no tips
must be taken by the Senators. When I
had my luncheon yesterday at Schlegel's a
very nice young German waiter took this
editorial out of his pocket and he said,
"This is in the pocket of every waiter in
Chicago." I dare say that is exaggerated, but
I noticed when I had my luncheon at Del-
monico's in New York, before I left to take
the 3.30 train, one of the waiters there,
whom I have known for a good many
years, came over and handed me this.

It is not very difficult to write edi-
torials that are successful ; all you have to
do is to tell the people about themselves,
about how they feel.

I had an editorial in the
paper yesterday in which I
pointed out that a man
with his head in the air

cannot think—some of you perhaps saw it.
Now, I think men waste their time smoking,
because when they smoke they throw their
heads back, and they cannot possibly think.
To think, a man puts his head down—he has
got to, because you have to put the blood
in your front brain—that is natural. That
editorial I heard from at this table.

Advertisments

Versus

Editorials

Editorial on

Smokers
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(Laughter). Now that is very easy to write,
because you are smokers, and you are in-
terested in this proposition.

When you write an advertisement you
have a very different thing.

I tell employers—(I know
a good many of the biggest
advertisers—in fact, I have
written a few advertise-

ments myself, occasionally write one for
some personal friend)—and I will tell you
now it is the hardest possible work, and
it is so hard that it reminds me of an experi-
ence that I had with a friend of mine,
Thomas A. Edison. It may interest you if
you are in his line of work. He decided
to give up advertising the Edison phono-
graph and to let it sell along in just its
regular way. I told him he should go along
and push it. I told him what I thought
ought to be done to push this particular
thing, which I consider one of the greatest
benefactions in his particular line. I told
him how. He sent the president of his
company to see me and this man said, "If
you will write those advertisements we will
take five pages and put them in the Evening
Journal. Now I like to do what I can for
the business department. I am perfectly
aware the business department pays my
salary, Hearst doesn't pay it, the men in
the business office, the advertisers, the suc-
cessful merchants, they have to pay it. I
said, "All right, I will do that, but it is a
lot of trouble, and if you print those five
pages in the Evening Journal it will cost
you $1,000 a page, which is our rate to
print them, and I will charge you $1,000
a page to write them, which is reasonable
enough as a sample." (Laughter).

Now, I have in my desk a
contract from the Edison
Phonograph Comp a n y,
which was signed nearly two

years ago, and I have not yet written the
five pages. Every time I think of it it gives
me the shivers—to think of turning out
really five pages of advertising copy. I
rather think now I shall never write them.
I am perfectly certain how it ought to be
done, but to do it is very difficult. I could
write you an editorial on the subject. I
could interest you in Edison's personality,
but when it comes down to accomplish,
when you have got to prepare a statement
in plain English, which is more easy to
write than to read, when you have to do
that and make a man interested after he
has finished reading, that is a very hard
proposition.

There is no writing more difficult,
which has greater temptation to foolish
writing, than in the advertising business.

Phonograph

Advertising

A Unique

Contract

A man who writes advertisements has all
kinds of difficulties. First he knows or
sees the buyer. He knows he must get
into that man's mind, his ideas—that is the
thing. Then he sees the man who employs
him, the seller. Now a man may be a
magnificent manufacturer of suspenders
and a poor judge of writing, and when a
man's whole life is wrapped up in sus-
penders he wants an advertising agent who
will make it clear that when Alexander
invaded Asia he had suspenders in his
mind. That is the size of it. They want
their own business glorified. They don't
want it treated in a small suspender way.
That is one of the difficulties of an adver-
tising writer.

Then a great many go into
Advertising advertising writing—that is
Specialists being done more and more

in the hiring of specialists,
who don't understand writing. You may
be a very good business man, and you may
understand mediums. You may do almost
everything, except write a sentence in a
way that a man will read and understand,
and then you cannot make a success of the
business. It is a very hard business.

Now as to the importance of adver-
tising. A man who advertises a business
properly is a benefactor, and helps to
economize money for the people. If a man
can manufacture a million things and sell
them, he can afford to sell them more
cheaply than if he makes and sells only a
thousand.

The old-fashioned man imagined that
when he bought an advertised article he
paid for the advertising. The modern man
knows that is false, that the value is in the
goods and that they are just as cheap.

A Unique Window Display

No window exhibit seems to interest
the public more than the boy and bees, says
the New York Sun. A young man stands
in the sunny window of a Madison avenue
drug store while myriads of bees climb up
and down the plate glass. His temerity
seems none the less from the fact that many
of the bees seem unable to resist the tempta-
tion to crawl into the fly trap which this
exhibition is supposed to advertise. Appa-
rently the young man has no fear of the
bees. They do not even light on his body,
but seem to interest themselves only in
flying toward the sunny window and then
getting themselves into the irresistible, trap.
So interested are they in getting toward the
sunshine that they do not even escape into

the drug. store when the frequent opportu-
nities offer themselves.
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Lockets! Lockets! Lockets!
A peep at our line will develop a look, a
look will develop a longing, and a longing
will develop a purchase—the purchase will
be a step taken in the right direction.
We have one of the most proficient
designers in the jewelry business to-day,
and we do not hesitate to say that if you
add to your line a few of the Lockets that
we now have on the road, they will prove
to be a big incentive to your customers.

It is our customers that we wish to please
and by so doing gratify ourselves.

Take a peep and derive a benefit.

FONTNEAU i COOK CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
15 Maiden Lane 1203 Heyworth Building

987 2716
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What is a Good Employer?

What is a good employer ? One of
the best qualifications of a good employer
is a uniform disposition—that sweet temper
and good humor so well told in the maxim,
"Speak gently ; it is far better to rule by
love than by fear."

First of all, to command consideration,
and if the employer wishes to succeed and
earn the sincere co-operation of his em-
ployees, he must have a well-defined system
of his own.

Reciprocity of good treatment will lead
to the attainment of the greatest efficiency.
This should always be the main motive, for
it will increase the interest of all employees
in the business, thus creating a friendly and
favorable mental attitude of each toward all.

An employer whose aims
are modern and liberal

a Chance should give his employees
the opportunity of putting

their impressions, suggestions and ideas
about the management of his business into
practice and give them sufficient latitude so
that they may initiate, create and promote
new ideas after submitting them to him for
approval. By this method they take greater
interest in seeking new problems and en-
deavoring to solve new ideas.

Andrew Carnegie, the multi-million-
aire, did once, in his original way, give this
as the principal reason of his success in
business. "I would like," said he, "to have
inscribed on my tombstone these words:
'Here rests a man who has known the way
to surround himself with men much more
clever than himself.' "

One must be a good physi-
ognomist to discover the
fitness and the special
qualities of others so as to

place them in the right place, and in order
to have them produce the greatest amount
of labor possible and utilize properly the
cleverness and the energy such persons
possess, thus to be surrounded with men of
knowledge in the management of his busi-
ness.

One must know men and judge them
righteously. But I am compelled to state
here that this faculty is not given to every-
body. The French proverb which says
"who embraces too much feebly holds"
can be applied to men of superior men-
tality as well as to limited intellects. I.
ask every one of you to always keep pres-
ent to your memory the great Gospel
saying,. "do unto others as you would
have done unto you," and never forget
the time when, probably, you were your-
selves employees.

The co-operation of the
entire staff is an absolute
necessity to the success of
a business firm, and this

will be obtained only by securing the com-
plete confidence of your employees, and by
finding the means of making them accom-
plish their duty for the satisfaction they
derive therefrom and also for the interest
they have for yourself. When you shall
have succeeded in inculcating these ideas

Give Employees

Judging Clerks'
Capabilities

Co-operation
Necessary

KEY- STONE

in the minds of all your staff, the manage-
ment of your business will be greatly
facilitated.

Let the employer love his staff as the
laborer loves his union. Have we not seen
workingmen remain idle rather than accept
lower wages than those fixed by the union.
Why is this? The workingman has been
educated from his very first working days
with that esprit de corps—that loyalty to
his confreres which teaches him that it is
his duty to be idle and suffer hardship and
starvation itself rather than accept a lower
price for his own individual labor—which
would injure the condition of the labor
market for all his fellows. He knows
that his first duty is loyalty to the cause of
labor, and that the second is to himself.

In case of trouble, a solution will be
easily reached by the employer who is
broad-minded enough and sufficiently wise
to know that he cannot illtreat his employees
without wronging his management and in-
juring himself. Then, and not until then,
will co-operation between employer and
employees be efficient.—House Furnishing
Review.

The Follow-Up Letter—How and How
Often

We will have to concede that it pays
to follow up a prospect, writes C. Von
Weller, in The Novelty News. The ques-
tion is how much shall we follow up and
how shall we do it ? The phrase follow-up
is generally expected to mean "will follow
up one attempt to secure an order with
another." The theory that it will pay is
founded on principles of psychology and
proved by experience. Unconsciously a
prospect may think that, if you do not value
your proposition sufficiently to insist upon
presenting it repeatedly until you either
get the order or learn it is impossible, you
yourself cannot value your proposition very
highly—therefore, why should he? If you
had quit at the first attempt that you made to
win your wife, she would have been
justified in figuring that you did not want
her very badly. That you want an order
hard enough is part of the problem ; that
you prove to your prospective customer
that you want it is essential. I have no
patience with the ancient theory that it is
not a question of what you want but what
your customer wants. Modern psychology
teaches that the first element of the sale is
that you want the order and that you want
it hard enough. I have seen many an order
secured without any selling argument,
merely the constant, persistent statement of
the salesman that he wanted your business.

As to how many follow-up
letters it will pay you to
send, that will depend
entirely upon the proposi-
tion. In a follow-up letter

system you have the disadvantage of not
knowing the state of your prospect's mind.
He may be on the verge of sending you an
order and one more letter will do the trick.
I do not believe in a follow-up system of
letters that provides for one argument
following another. I believe your first
selling letter should be written with all

How Many
Follow-up
Letters?
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your strength and with all the arguments
that you can muster. When you write your
first follow-up letter I would advise for-
getting that you had to write a second
letter. Write that first one just as if that
letter was going to be your last, that the
sale depended upon your effort then and
there. The second follow-up letter—well,
you can cross that bridge when you get
to it.

A most careful study should be given
to the preparation of the selling thought
and the appearance of the letter. Your
selling talk should embody every reason
that you know of that could possibly influ-
ence the sale. It should be put up in the
language and style that you, of your experi-
ence, know is best suited to the class of
people that you are selling to, or, better
still, to the individual you are trying to sell
to, if you can secure any idea of his
character from his correspondence, which
is very often possible.

One of the most important
Have the Letters considerations should be
Look Well the mechanical appearance

of your letter. It is the
only thing with which you have to appear
to your prospect's eye, and you, as a sales-
man, will know that very often the effect
on the eye determines the chance for a
sale. It would be just as foolish to- advise
your traveling salesmen to dress cheaply,
in bad taste and carelessly as to send out a
cheaply printed imitation typewritten letter.
In the first place, your letterheads should
be suggestive of that which you have to
sell, but should not be ornate or fussy and
the paper should be of good quality and of
a genteel tone. Then a letter should bear
all the earmarks of a personally dictated,
typewritten, signed letter. If your prospect
figures that your chance of selling him is
not worth the trouble of dictating a per-
sonal letter, then you cannot expect him to
think much of your proposition.

You have to feel sure of
Don't Waste yourself when you com-
Stamps on mence to figure the cost
Poor Letters .per letter. The assumption

that you may only get a
small percentage of the business is evi-
denced by the fact that you are economizing
on your presentation of your case. You
want to keep always in mind this fact—
it costs just as much to mail a cheap letter
as it does a good one. Your postage on
one thousand letters is $2o.00 and the
stationery and enclosures together with the
work of addressing and reproducing the
letter will bring the cost up to from $32.00
to $4o.00 or more, according to the quality
of paper, the number of enclosures and
workmanship. The difference of a dollar
or two in the cost of the letter itself is small
compared with the total cost and the in-
creased returns from the high-class repro-
duction prove it& economy.

If the same care and energy and
intelligent thought be put back of the
preparation of your follow-up letters as you
expect your salesman to put into his work
then you will get results. I have known
cases of a properly prepared series of
follow-up letters winning orders against
salesmen on the ground.



A SCHOOL UP TO DATE IS APPRECIATED
YEARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this country, they met with decided opposition by the majority of those inter-

ested in the jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and to-day it is generally
conceded by the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete knowledge of the work, and, at the

same time, hasten results. So much so is this a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of those who had had little or
none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 % of them have been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And many
who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their sons to these schools. Why ? Because they know that the school
offers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.

We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating will become a first-class work-
man. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physicians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of good
workmen turned out from a first-class Horological School will be found to be greater than the two professions mentioned above.

(I, There is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS in HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want to
get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this
truly great institution.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOG
and make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity

A POSTAL CARD tt HOROLOGICAL " Dept. K, PEORIA, ILL., WILL GET YOU THEADDRESSED DESIRED INFORMATION

The Herbeck-Demer

. 1$151- 3. ,
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Vase No. 57. 11 in.
"CARNATION"

New York Office

MR. NEILSON

Company, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Popular Price

Cut Glass

HONESDALE, PA.

ia, VASES are in special

demand at this season of

the year. We produce a large

variety of shapes in sizes from

6 to 20 inch.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

37-39 Murray Street

RAMSAY, Mgr.

ALL HAND-CUT TUMBLERS A SPECIALTY

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

JUNE—the month of Roses, Commencements and
Weddings—The JEWELERS' HARVEST

Unless you have Bought Right and Worked
along Economic Lines in Operation and Equip-
ment your " Harvest " will all go to pay bills.

WHEELING METAL CEILINGS
ARE TRUE ECONOMY ALONG ARTISTIC LINES

Used by the Largest Jewelry EstaNishment in all New England
We can save your Money, too

01,Ic Dept. " K" at nearest office. Large stocks at all stores

Wheeling Corrugating Company
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS

BOSTON CHATTANOOGA DETROIT
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Some Open Replies

In accordance with our practice, which

has been so acceptable to readers of THE

KEYSTONE, we here make open answer to

such inquiries from subscribers as are of

general interest to the whole body of our

readers, in the hope that the replies may

meet the problems of many another than the

correspondents who framed the particular

questions.

My finances require that I buy many
small bills, instead of "stocking up" several
times a year with large bills—the distribu-
tion of the dates thus enables me to secure
some cash discounts. Consequently, I am
frequently "out" of needed items before I
knoTo it; and besides, sometimes my poor
lnemory tricks me into ordering the same
thing twice. I think I pay too much ex-
pressage on my repeated small orders, and
that I have not properly systematized my
buying. What would you suggest?

Provide yourself with a little blank-
book. In it jot down the "short" items in
your stock before the last piece is sold.
Study the relative demand for each kind of
goods made by any one manufacturer—
thus, as to how many brooches you sell in
proportion to lace-pins, cuff-buttons, &c.;
then order at one time the right proportions
of each of these kinds from that manu-
facturer, so that they will "run out" in
about the same time and you can again
order at one time. The quantities of each
need not be large, but by this plan you will
save expressage; and by "checking up" and
dating as you order, on the margin of your
blank-book, you will escape the risk of
ordering the same thing twice.

The most economical plan for you, as
to expressage, would be to concentrate
your buying on one jobber, who could
forward to you in one package all your
current needs.

We highly commend your idea of dis-
tributing your purchases through repeated
small bills, under the financial circumstances
stated by you, as you thus can avail your-
self of the opportunity to "average" your
bills and secure cash discounts which might
be lost if you bought only a few big bills
each year ; besides, you protect yourself
from accumulations of "dead" patterns and
keep in touch with the newest things.

When is "the psychological moment" to
come down in price, in making the sale—
when the customer first says she thinks the
price high, or when she finally moves away
from the counter without buying?

If you had read your KEYSTONE faith-
fully in the past, you would know that that
"moment" never would arrive; for we have
always urged that the best policy for the
jeweler in the end, is to fix a fair and proper
selling-price and then stick to it, though
"she," and a procession of she—s, "moved
away from the counter without buying."
Experience proves that in time she will
come back and "stay" with the jeweler who
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sells "right goods at right prices in right
ways."

Is there no law to COMPEL jobbers and
manufacturers to ship goods promptly,
when a certified check accompanies the
order? I have missed several sales because
goods were not shipped at once—some-j
times two weeks have passed before they
came, and once six weeks. Could I not
rcc over damages?

No, dear sir. There is no law that
compels anybody to sell to anybody else, or
to ship in a specified time, unless a contract
or agreement between the buyer and seller
so provides. The punishment of the offend-
ing seller (who has not contracted) is not
through the law, but through your dis-
pleasure ; for you will withdraw your trade
from such.

When goods are delayed two to six
weeks in shipment the reasonable probability
is that the wanted items are scarce in the
market and not procurable before. If such
could be proved to be the fact, you would
have no recovery even if you had a contract;
for the law never requires the impossible.

I offended a travelling salesman to-day,
(and probably through him the big jobbing
house that employs him) by ordering him
out of my store, when my bookkeeper told
me aside, that the t. s. had asked whether I
had as yet settled for his firm's last monthly
statement. This firm is my chief source of
supply, and I will feel lost if they cut me
off. Did I make a mistake?

You did exactly right, and you need not
fear the firm's displeasure ; for the salesman
did a grossly improper thing in going for
information to your clerk on the delicate
matter of your credit, thus affecting the
dignities of your position in his eyes. The
salesman should have been informed by his
house whether the account was open to an
additional bill ; or in the last resort, the sales-
man should have asked you as to the current
account ; there was no possible excuse for
his going to your clerk. In justice to your-
self and to the jobbing house you should
write them the facts in the case. Depend
upon it, they will "go for" that salesman.

I live a long way from the jobber who
supplies me, and it takes an express package
four days to get to me. Would it not be
proper for me to count from the day goods
ARE RECEIVED by me, in calculating the cash
discount?

No. The jobber's printed terms should
apply alike to all his customers, whether
they lived next door to him or at the other
side of the continent ; an exception in your
case could be claimed by another and this
would make endless bother in the jobber's
bookkeeping. Besides, if it takes so long
for his express package to get to you it
would take quite as long for your check to
get to him; so you see it is an even thing all
around.

I have been offered the chance to print
my advertisement on the back of our trolley
"exchange" tickets, in consideration of my
paying the cost of printing and numbering
the tickets. This cost would be consider-

able, as the quantity is one million. Would
this advertising pay?

It would not. Not one person in a
thousand ever reads an "exchange" ticket;
not one in ten thousand reads another after
reading one. Consequently you would have
to take your slender chance of finding one
reader out of a thousand in a receptive
mood one time. The cost of the advertise-
ment would be out of all reason, against
results.

A stranger asked me to sell him a dia-
mond ring in my stock, price $85, and to
wait two weeks for the money, he putting
up his almost new Howard watch in a gold
case, easily worth $125 at retail. My clerk
had seen the fellow in my coin petitor's store
—and my competitor is a crook, I think. I
refused the proposition. Was I a chump to
miss the opportunity to make this sale?

You were wise. The watch may have
been stolen—in which case you would likely
have been "out" a diamond ring; or the
stranger may have been in collusion with
your rival, who might have got you in
trouble for violating a State or local law
in acting as pawnbroker without a license.
Never sell a stranger except for cash.

In my absence front the store my clerk
sold a piece of silver to a lady for $30
instead of the correct price, $25. The piece
had not been marked, through oversight,
and the clerk GUESSED the price. It was a
standard pattern and can easily be identified
in other stores; so I am in trouble lest the
overcharge be discovered. Unfortunately,
the clerk does not know the name or address
of the lady; nor does. she know that the
piece was unmarked and the price
guessed at.

You are in an embarrassing situation,
but here is an opportunity (the kind
Napoleon joyed in) to turn misfortune into
profit. You may or may not be able to
reach the lady, and so correct your error:
but you can reach the public in your effort
to correct the error, and so make a convinc-
ing demonstration of your square-dealing.
Advertise in your local newspaper thus:

"If the lady (name and address un-
known) who bought a silver   at
my store on the morning of   will
kindly call at the store or communicate with
me, she will have $5.00 returned to her
from the amount she paid. Through some
oversight (the like of which never happened
before in my business) this particular piece
of silver had not been marked with its cost
or selling price, and my clerk had to guess
the price ; and he guessed wrong. All my
silverware of the general description of this
piece is marked at a uniform, reasonable
profit and is never sold at more or less
than one unvarying percentage of profit.
The lady will therefore confer a very great
favor if she will enable me to correct the
only error of the kind that has occurred,
within my knowledge, during the history of
this store."

And if the lady turns up for her $5.00,
you ought to tiulak her (to yourself 1) for
giving you the opportunity to thus turn an
accidental error into a permanent public
advantage.
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-OUNTAIN PEN

OF

HAND-
SOME
DISPLAY
CASES
FURNISHED
TO THE TRADE

HIGHEST
MERIT

DEMANDED

VERY WHERE

MADE IN

EVERY

STYLE

AND

SIZE

MADE ALSO IN
SELF-FILLING
STYLE

WRITE FOR SAMPLES
AND PRICES

Aikin Lambert Co
ESTABLISHED 1 /3 6 al-

15 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

THE SELF-FILLING PEN
YOU CAN BE SURE OF

Eleven years ago the Conklin blazed
the trail for self-filling fountain pens.
Its been the leader ever since. Scores
of self-filling pens have come and gone. The
Conklin has made good. Its eleven years of con-
stant satisfaction-giving is the strongest possible
guarantee of its merit and superiority.

NON-LEAKABLE

FOUNTAIN PEN

STUDENTS
will find Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain
Pen indispensable for jotting down lecture
notes and for gcneraluse iu the classroom.
41 Drop it into your pocket, upside down
or anyway—it remains a bsolutely
tight, and can't possibly leak.
II Another strong feature of this pen is
the fact that it writes when you Want it
to, thereby avoiding the delay caused by the slow and
imperfect link -flow so common in ordinary pens.
MOORE'S Is not nided to certain qualities of fluid like,
but will carry any grade even to India ink. Buy a
MOORE today and enjoy the satisfaction that other
users of this pen are enjoying.
If your dealer hasn't it, send us his name and address,

and we will roman' him an assortment from which you
ran choose. PRICES 82.50 up.

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADANis, CI:RUING 8. POSTER, SELLING AGENTS

ICS DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis School of Engraving

Self-
Filling

Fountain Pen
offers greater sales possibilities for you. Filled by dipping in
any inkwell and pressing Crescent-Filler—and as easily
cleaned. Aside from its self-filling, self-cleaning advantages,
the Conklin excels in writing qualities. Writes smoother,
easier, is more dependable. High grade to the minutest
detail—and absolutely simple. No dissatisfied customers.

The Conklin and our "Sales Helps" will boost your
fountain pen department. Write for catalogue and dealer's
proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.. 94 Manhattan Bldg. Toledo, 0., U. S. A.
DENIRR SAN FRAN( ISCO WINNIPEG

700 E & C Bldg. 579 Market St Man

M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

L. Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mall Course given. Attendance only

SUMMER COURSE NOW OPEN
Fall Course will Open Sept. 1st

If you wish to take a Course this Summer or
Fall please write us at once, and we will assign
and hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern CDR-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

WRIGHT PEN co., 623 WashIngtST. tEINIeS, U.S.A.
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Ji STATIONERY
DEPARTMENT

What a Stationery Clerk Ought to
Know

Here is a list of examination questions

for the stationery clerks, writes C. G. Gar-

retson in the Inland Stationer. If the hold-

ing of their present position depended upon

their passing this test, how many of them

would soon be seen carefully scanning the

"help wanted" columns of the newspapers?

I. Which material predominates in
high-grade correspondence papers, cotton or
linen?

2. How is the water-mark placed in
paper?

3. Why does some white paper turn
yellow in the course of a few years?

4. How can you compare various
papers as to strength without the aid of a
testing machine?

5. In what kind of papers is a long
fiber preferable?

6. How did the term "bond," as
applied to paper, originate, and what does it
mean?

7. What is the difference in texture
between "laid" and "wove" papers?

8. How is the "fabric finish" pro-
duced?

9. Why do different sized envelopes
vary so in price, when in many cases the
amount of paper used is practically the
same?

Di What is meant by "animal siz-
ing" and "loft drying?"

The writer will wager that ninety per

cent. of those who sell writing-paper over

the counter to the consumer, be they pro-

prietors or salesmen, would "flunk" misera-

bly on this examination. And after doing

so they would say in extenuation, "What is

the use of our knowing these things?"

Let's stop and consider.
Supposing you were selling automo-

biles. Supposing your prospective customer

asked you whether your car had a selective

sliding gear, or a multiple disk clutch.

Supposing you were forced from your

ignorance to answer, "I don't know about

that, but the machine runs well and is sell-

ing rapidly," etc. What kind of an auto-

mobile salesman would you be, anyhow?

The successful salesman is the sales-

man who knows his wares from A to Z. The

average customer desires information about

the article of which he is considering the

purchase. Even though he may not ask

for it, he will not object if it is given him.

He may become interested not only in his

purchase, but in the article itself, and his

better acquaintance with it and the process
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of its manufacture will perhaps result in

more frequent subsequent purchases. At

the same time, the salesman by his ability

and willingness to talk understandingly

injects his personality into the transaction,

helps to make a friend for the store, and

thus accomplishes an act the results of which

may be far-reaching and well worth while.

But how is this information to be

obtained?
It is my firm belief that every dealer

in stationery should make it a point to

visit a paper mill, as well as a plant where

the paper is manufactured into stationery.

To say nothing of the personal pleasure to

be derived from such a junket, the knowl-

edge and enthusiasm that he would generate

would be bound to have a telling effect. He
may be sure that he would be cordially
received at the institutions that he visited

because the manufacturers fully appreciate

the necessity of the retailer having a thor-

ough knowledge of his wares. Their in-

terest is, of course, more or less selfish,

because they know that the education he

receives under their tuition will result in

bigger stationery orders later. Many sta-

tionery dealers could arrange their vacation

trips so that a paper mill could be included

in their itinerary. Is not this worth con-

sidering?
But in cases where such a trip is

impossible the stationer may gain much of

the desired information in another way.

Practically all the large stationery plants

maintain an advertising department, and

the greater part of the work of these de-

partments is to keep in touch with the

retailer, furnishing him with data, advertis-

ing plans and material intended to increase

his stationery business. They are prepared

to give him any information he may desire

along this line, and their chief cause for

worry is that they are not called upon more

often. If the dealer is asked by the con-

sumer a question that he cannot answer, let

him write at once to the house whose paper

he carries. The chances are that the re-

quired intelligence will be forthcoming by

return mail.

Still another source of information is

the traveling representative. If he is "right

on the job" he will have at his tongue's end

an answer to any question that may be put

by his customer. If this is not the case he

is in line for a session "on the carpet" at

the home office, provided a rumor of his

ignorance happens to reach headquarters.

(Perhaps there may be meat in this article

for "ye knight of ye grip," although it was

not intended for him.)

To summarize, then, the man or woman

who would sell paper must know paper-
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must be able to answer any reasonable

question concerning it that the purchaser

may ask. This information may be obtained

"without money and without price," and the

stationery dealer who is keeping up with

the procession is going to get after it.

Care of Show Cases

The position of a show case has some-

times a great deal to do with breakage, and

cases must always be set level or there is an

uneven strain on some part of the case,

which is liable to cause a break at any time,

and when the case is not setting on a level

foundation the doors will not close properly

and tightly.
Particularly is this the case with the

all-glass show case now so deservedly popu-

lar. Although there is one style now made

that is fastened together with patent corner

clamps, without holes in the glass, that is
practically unbreakable through this cause,

as the corners permit of a certain amount

of movement when the case is not level,

it is a general rule that all cases must be

set perfectly level.
Again, beware of the all-glass case

that is fastened together by metal bolts

through holes in the glass, as if it is placed

near a radiator or register it is almost sure

to break through any sudden heat or cold,

owing to the unequal expansion of the

glass, which brings the bolt in contact with

it and precipitates a crack. Here, again,

the corner clamp is better, as it allows a

certain amount of movement, as stated

before.
If a crack does happen in plate glass

from whatever cause, it is possible to pre-

vent its spreading in some cases by cutting

a small, short scratch with a glazier's dia-

mond directly at right angles to the crack.

Glass should always be handled with

care, and when shelves of plate glass are

taken from a show case to clean they

should always be carried on edge and rested

against a wall in the same manner.

To clean plate glass, use the old,

familiar mixture of liquid ammonia, one

ounce ; alcohol, one ounce ; whiting, one

ounce, and water to make one pint. Rub

on glass with a sponge, and when dry rub

off and polish with a soft cloth or chamois.

The modern merchant must never over-

look the advertising value of handsome
fixtures, especially clean, tasteful and bril-
liant show cases. The finest stock will lack
an inviting appearance if displayed in a
dusty or worn receptacle, whereas even the
poorest stock will seem presentable when
displayed in a handsome modern show case.
Those who are unacquainted with the latest
ideas in such furniture should procure cata-
logues from the fixture houses advertised in
this journal.

ii
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"The
Trio"

PRICES
TO RETAIL
FROM

$12.50
UP

Write for
Samples

The KREIS &
HUBBARD TRIOS
shown here are of
Mahogany Color Pim-
ento (piano finish) with
14 K. gold trim, taffeta
silk covers, extra close
rolling. Two straps of
rich black pigskin go
with each set.

A Brand New Idea
From Kreis & Hubbard

You know how popular Kreis & Hubbard
Bridal Pairs have been. Well, here's something
even better.
A man's and a lady's umbrella and a cane—all
three matching.
They come in a fine assortment of styles corn-
prising beautiful woods and rich mountings—
all of Kreis & Hubbard quality, the highest.

NOW'S THE TIME TO SELL 'EM
Kreis & Hubbard Trios make an ideal gift for
June weddings. They enable you to show gift-
seekers something out of the beaten path—a
gift that will prove a pleasant surprise to man
and woman— a gift that will never go out of
style, nor outlive its usefulness.
This is only one of several equally attractive
leaders shown in our Fall and Holiday line now
ready. Be sure to see this line before purchas-
ing any umbrellas elsewhere. It is designed
for fine jewelry trade and this year breaks all
records in clever styles, new ideas and values
offered.
We need not say more to those who are
familiar with our goods. To those who have
never handled them we extend our urgent invi-
tation to call at any of the offices mentioned
below when in the market, or drop us a line
asking to have our man see you.

KREIS & HUBBARD
Manufacturers of "The Jeweler's Line" of Umbrellas

FRANKLIN and JACKSON STREETS : CHICAGO

r NEW YORK SALESROOM: 15 Maiden Lane
After July 1st: 1908 Hversmiths Bldg.

SEATTLE SALESROOM: 456 New York Block

Third Annual Convention Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association
The third annual convention of the Ohio

Retail Jewelers' Association, held at Columbus,
Ohio, May 3d, 4th and 5th, evidenced in many
ways the progress which the organization move-
ment has made during the past year. It was
without doubt the most successful State conven-
tion of jewelers ever held in Ohio—not neces-
sarily from the standpoint of attendance, but
rather from the standpoint of enthusiasm mani-
fested and the interest shown by the members
and the unusually high standard of the papers
read; also the unbiased manner in which many
of the leading trade problems were discussed.

The Ohio organization has been laboring under
a number of serious obstacles, which for a time
had threatened the growth of the organization
as compared to other State organizations, but
these have happily been eliminated and Ohio is
destined to have one of the strongest organiza-
tions in the country. The report of the secretary
showed that the organization had increased ma-
terially in membership during the past year and
that the officers were confident that the associa-
tion was just entering that period in its career
when jewelers throughout the State were begin-
ning to recognize in it a potent factor for good
in the trade and that as a consequence of
this rapidly increasing sentiment the
prospects for a large increase in member-
ship during the next year were very
bright. The attendance was not so 'large
as was hoped, but what was lacking in
numerical strength was more than made
up by the excellent papers and the lively
discussion.

President Ausman's annual address
was very timely and to the point and a
most excellent resume of the relations
of jewelry organizations to the jewelry
trade and the individual manufacturers,
jobbers and retailers who compose it.
Every jeweler, whether or not he be a
member of this organization or any
other, should read this address.

Address of President Ausman

"GENTLEMEN :—I welcome you to
this, our third annual convention. I am
pleased to see so large an attendance
and am glad to look into your cheerful faces
and give you a hearty greeting. I see faces
that are familiar at every convention of jewelers
and I see faces that are new and strange to con-
vention atmosphere. The old faces have been
the backbone of our success, the new faces are
the hope of the future.

"Why are we here ? We are here to meet
our brothers in the trade. We are here to dis-
cuss trade conditions. We are here to seek
advice from our more experienced brothers and
through them broaden our knowledge. We are
here to meet with the representatives of manu-
facturers and jobbers, thereby cementing more
firmly the good spirit existing between us, and
we are here to show our faith in organization
without which, in my opinion, the future of the
jewelry business would not present a very flat-
tering outlook.

"There has always been a great number of
organizations among jewelers. Almost all of
these, however, were associations of other
branches of the trade than retailers. All of
these seem to be prosperous and all seem to
have the element of . permanence. Strange that
it should be so different with the retail branch
of the trade. In the years gone by associations
of retail jewelers were organized to meet and
die with startling rapidity. Jewelers of twenty
years ago, who at that time sought to be active
in association work, labored, only to see their
efforts meet with failure. In later years others
again took up the work and their only reward has
spelled failure.

"Continued oppression and increasing trade
abuses resulted finally in the organization of the
National Retail Jewelers Association at Roch-
ester, N. Y., in i906, since which time, through
the wise management of the very excellent of-
ficers who have been at the head of the National
Association, organization has spread through the
affiliated States from the Atlantic to the Pacific;

from the Gulf to our northern border, until we
have to-day an organization of retail jewelers
that can present a front as strong as that of a
Gibraltar.

"Founded, as it is, not on fanatical ideas or
'big stick' methods, but on a basis of sound busi-
ness justice, sane ideas and common sense
methods, do you, brother jewelers, realize the
benefit the trade is enjoying as the result of this
organization work? The changed attitude of
the retailing jobber ; the declaration of the oldest
and largest watch company to restrict the chan-
nels of distribution entirely to the legitimate
trade; the large number of jewelry and silver
houses who are letting it be known that in the
future their product will be distributed through
the retail jeweler ; the restricted minimum selling
price with a living profit, and a large number of
other innovations which I grant you are familiar
with, are all results of the good and efficient
work brought about by the National Association
of Retail Jewelers.

"Do you, Mr. Jeweler, appreciate the work
that is being done for you and your business by
the officers of the State and national association?
From the experience that I have had the past

President F. D. Attatnan

and no jeweler is so small that he does not
need it.

"We want to become more strongly organized
in this State. We desire that every jeweler of
this State become a member. You must not leave
the securing of these to your officers alone. Every
one of you should assist in this work. Get to-
gether locally, form local clubs. Get all the
jewelers in your vicinity to join. When you find
someone whom for local reasons you are not able
to land, get your State officers in touch with
this man. They will be glad to assist you, but do
not throw the entire burden of building up this
organization on your officers. Our largest cap-
tains of industry, large men of the commercial
world, who pride themselves on business tact and
ingenuity, have long ago realized the value of as-
sociation and I believe the time has now come
that the men of the jewelry craft get busy and
do likewise. I appeal to you, gentlemen, that
when you leave this convention you will do so
with a determination that you will see to it that
every jeweler in your locality sends in his ap-
plication for membership. Build up this organi-
zation so strong that we can go to the Detroit
convention with a report that Ohio, as in every-

thing else, leads the State associations of
retail jewelers.

"At the Cedar Point convention you
passed a resolution instructing the execu-
tive committee to take immediate steps
looking to the establishment of an asso-
ciation journal to be published by and
under the immediate control of the State
organization. This resolution found some
opposition in the committee, but as the
opposition was in the minority the reso-
lution was presented to and adopted by
the convention.

Your executive committee took up
this matter at once. While we found
some encouragement and support for a
journal, we found that invariably when
men carefully deliberated and viewed the
proposition from all angles, they reached
the conclusion that it would be a very
unwise move on the part of the associa-
tion to embark in the publishing field.
We found at the Omaha convention the

sentiment against an association journal almost
unanimous. I interviewed the national officers
and many of the delegates to that convention on
the subject and in every instance they agreed that
it would be antagonistic to our cause to publish
an association journal. I have always opposed an
official journal.

"I will now quote from President Archibald's
address at Omaha on 'The Official Organ,' which
reflects my sentiments on this question :
" 'This organization has not the financial

means to publish an official organ and draw the
money from the treasury. The moment we pub-
lish a journal and seek advertising we lessen
the dignity and cause of our organization. The
moment we seek advertising for a journal pub-
lished by our association we hold over the ad-
vertiser a pressure that is unpleasant. Again,
when we seek advertising those to whose business
methods the organization should be most opposed
will be the first to become liberal advertising
patrons. Every advertiser in an official organ
carries with his advertising the right to be let
alone or he will not advertise. In fact, this kind
of advertising is more a matter of policy than
true business methods.
" It is not possible to publish an official organ

without it being either a one-man power, which
must be narrow and bigoted, or it will be con-
trolled by a faction which will counteract the
good it might do. The editors of trade papers
should be educated, men, literary men, scientific
men, broad-minded men, men of determined will
power and men of judgment. The editor of a
trade journal must live above personal likes and
dislikes. He must have no axes to grind. He
must live above aggrandizement. Such an editor
has not appeared among the rank and file of the
retail jewelers.

"The jewelry trade is fortunate in the char-

(Continued on page 984)

Secretary A. L. '1 home

year I am inclined to believe that a large number
of you do not. Many of you fail to send in
your dues without putting your overworked sec-
retary to the trouble of sending you notices. My
personal appeals to many of you to assist us to
build up the membership by calling on your
friends and acquaintances remained unanswered
and unnoticed. This in a large measure pre-
vented us from reporting a larger increase in
membership.

"When your present officers assumed control
we found a depleted treasury. We decided on a
personal appeal to the members to use their in-
fluence to increase the membership. When that
failed there was nothing that we could do but to
rest on our oars and hope for the future. We
have noticed that it takes money to interest the
very jewelers whom you through association
work will benefit most.

"I therefore recommend that this convention
take such steps as are necessary to increase the
dues to $3.00 per year. This will enable your
officers to work out some plan looking to in-
creased membership which is so necessary to
continue the good work. Look over reports of
State meetings held the past few months as re-
ported in the trade journals. It is clearly evident
that the best class of jewelers in the several
States are affiliating with the associations. The
cobwebs are being brushed aside and there is an
awakening taking place in the minds of the men
of the craft who can see better things for the
jeweler in the future.

"I appeal to you, Mr. Jeweler, of this great
State of Ohio, the mother of presidents, that you
show your worth ; that you do your duty in the
great cause with which we are contending by at
least giving your officers your moral support by
joining hands with this association. Our success
can only be measured by the support that you
give us. No jeweler is so big that he can say
that an organization of this kind is not necessary,
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acter and quality of its trade journals and we
found each and every one of them loyal to the
cause of organization, very liberal in the space
devoted to association news and, in my judg-
ment, cover the field so completely that there
is no room for an official association journal.
Your executive committee, at a meeting held at
Toledo, last August, decided at that time to in-
definitely postpone the matter of establishing an
association journal.

"I feel that I would not be doing my full
duty in this address if I did not touch on this
much talked-of and much heard-of question—the
one thing which so many of us refer to as the
very foundation of all our troubles. Many
jewelers that I have talked to will spring mail-
order competition before you fairly get warmed
up. They start a tirade on the manufacturer and
jobber for doing business with the mail-order
house. They believe that if they Can stop the
manufacturer and jobber from furnishing goods
to the mail-order house that everything will be
lovely. I agree with them to this extent, That
it will help some,' but that alone will not eradi-
cate the evil. Do you ever stop and think how
much we jewelers ourselves are responsible for
this mail-order competition? When we consider
the character of the jewelry business, founded
as it is on confidence and integrity; when we
see our neighbors and acquaintances in our com-
munity patronize the mail-order house, has it
ever occured to you that part of the trouble might
lie within you yourself? You of course realize
that to be successful the jeweler must have first
of all the confidence of the people of his com-
munity. Without that confidence no jeweler can
be permanently successful. Now let me ask, how
many of your customers that you know to have
confidence in you will send to a mail-order house
for a watch, diamond or any article of value?
I challenge you to mention just one such cus-
tomer.

"If you reflect, I think that you will agree
with me, but remember, I said a customer who
had implicit confidence in you. Now is it not our
duty if we want to be successful jewelers, to so
conduct ourselves in our business that we will
have that confidence of all the people in our
community? Of course, none of us are infallible.
There are in every community some people
whom we cannot win into our confidence, but
these few should be such a small minority that
we need not worry about them. Ignorance as to
the qualities of our wares and our prices by
the public generally and confidence in the dealer
backed by sufficient stock are the two things that
should give any jeweler a big advantage over
mail-order competition.

"I do not fear mail-order competition. When
I come in competition with mail-order prices I
can meet them if necessary, but in my experience
I find that in most instances I can make the sale

at a good profit. We can do it if we handle our
prospect with tact and judgment. In his ignorance
as to qualities your customer fails to trust him-
self and you have a big advantage over the far-
away mail-order house if you deal with your
customer so that you win his confidence. If we
supply the wants of the public well then the
public recognizes us in well-earned and a
willingly paid profit.

"The jeweler with his small individual busi-
ness, who observes his confidential relation to his
trade, need have no fear of the large mail-order
combinations. Let each of us devote our entire
time to our individual business and give that
business the attention that it requires, then the
mail-order proposition need not cause us any
fear of being thrown into bankruptcy.

"We must learn to become better merchants
rather than better mechanics. We must meet
competition with the drygoods store, the hard-
ware store and the racket store with the same
weapon that they use on us—not price-cutting,
but skilful merchandising. The day that the
jeweler can sit over the workbench, with a glass
in his eye, endeavoring to put eighteen thousand
beats in a fourteen-thousand beat watch are past.
We must study the buying and selling end of our
business. We must learn how to turn our stock
more frequently and we must learn the value
of the cash discount. If we learn, first, how to
get the confidence of the people in our com-
munity; second, how to properly buy and sell
our wares, and third, the value of the cash
discount, we need have no fear of competition
from any source.

"These are things that many of us learn
through close association at the State and na-
tional meetings, and therein lies the great value
of these meetings. We must endeavor to con-
vince our stay-at-home brothers of their mis-
conception as to the value of organization. Show
them where they are losing trade and prestige,
and when you succeed in doing that, conditions
will better themselves in the jeweler's field."

J. R. Stebbins, of Ashtabula, reported on be-
half of the delegates who represented Ohio at the
Omaha convention of the national association.
The Ohio delegation went to this convention in-
structed to work for an official organ and during
the course of his remarks Mr. Stebbins referred
to these instructions and stated that the senti-
ment at the national gathering was so strongly
against the establishment of an official organ that
the Ohio delegation's efforts to bring this matter
to a successful issue were unavailing. Mr.
Stebbins characterized the Omaha convention as
the "greatest, grandest and best gathering of re-
tail jewelers ever held."

H. C. Carpenter, sales manager of the South
Bend Watch Co., spoke on "Forethought and
Afterthought" and delivered a most helpful and
interesting address. Mr. Carpenter's talks are
always welcome at jewelers' conventions and al-
ways well received.

One, of the most interesting papers on the
opening day of the convention was one by J. R.
Stebbins, of Ashtabula, on "Selling Plans." Mr.
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Stebbins is one of the most enthusiastic workers
in the Ohio Association and a jeweler who has
made selling plans an especial study. His address
follows :

"Selling Plans"

"Of all the different branches of retail mer-
chandising I think there is not one which has so
few really successful stores as in the jewelry
business. This is so very true of our jewelers as
a whole that it has been said of us that we rank
with the blacksmith in commercial rating, and
though I have never made a study of the matter
I am sure there is some foundation for that state-
ment.

"To be really successful we must do more
than get a good living as we go along. We must
do business enough to create some wealth in
excess of a good living or we cannot claim to be
successful at all.

"Many, and I dare say most, of our retail
jewelry stores cannot be dignified by a greater
name than watch repair shops. True, there are
hosts of them that have good stocks of mer-
chandise and are in a position to deliver to their
patrons almost anything they might want, but
they don't have the dein-and that will turn over
their stock hardly once per annum.

"What's the matter? Well, I am sorry to
state that some are too careless to even ask that
question. Mr. Jeweler still sits at his watch
bench with his eyeglass in his eye still, though
he has been roasted times without number, and
still his good friends are obliged to put up with
his 'I'll wait on you in a minute' when they enter
his store.

"I plead for a change. Business can't be done
that way. A good repair trade is a paying thing
to be sure, but it is rightfully a mere necessary
adjunct to our business. We must move our
merchandise, buy more and better, keep up to
date, interest the people of our community, and
not only supply their wants, but actually create
desire for more and better goods, and to do this
we must have selling plans, and that means that
the head of the institution must lay down his
eyeglass and tweezers for others to use, for he
can make his time worth more than $30 per week.

"By the time a man has fought his way
along to the place where he has attained the dis-
tinction of being the head of a store of his own,
he has learned enough of the art of buying to
suit the needs of his patrons, so that buying is a
second nature to him and it is easy enough. Do
I hear some one utter that old, worn-out business
axiom, 'Merchandise well bought is half sold.'
Well, that axiom was never more true than it is
this minute; but more merchants have wrecked
their little barks on that axiom than any dozen
business difficulties. The real science of business
is in selling, not in buying. There is somebody
that would like to own almost everything that
was ever manufactured, but it takes a real busi-
ness man nowadays to find the buyer and make
the sale.

"But I hear some of you asking, 'What plans
shall be made?' Well, the plans should be simple
at first, as your means at hand are limited, and
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as your means grow the plans must grow too,
and faster than your business, or it will stop
and retrograde before you realize that anything

has happened. Plan a selling campaign, arrange

every little detail ahead of time ; think it over,

dream it over, build on it, and when the time
comes, work that plan.

"Many a man has made plan after plan and
discarded them all while his business went drift-

ing down stream, until it finally came to the dam
and flowed over into the pool of destruction.
Make your plan and work it out. Don't hesitate

for an instant regarding whether or not the
public will 'take to it.' Make them see it as you

want them to see it. You can't always make a

ten strike, but with a little practice on the plan-

ning and working of your business you can soon

get so proficient that that old hesitation about

whether or not the plan is good will be a thing

of the long distant past with you and you will

be on 'Easy Street' for sure and almost rub-
bing your eyes in the wonder of how you got
there.

"Last fall we remodeled our store; new fix-
tures, largely increased stock, redecorated outside
and inside, and put up a nice post clock on the
sidewalk. We thought an opening would be a
good thing, but we had tried openings before and
they were never as really satisfactory as we
wanted this occasion to be. One day a traveling
salesman came in and during our conversation
suggested that we give away a little sheep bell

with our name on it as a souvenir. It seemed

like a crazy idea at first, but as he elaborated

on the plan we saw that there was a possibility

in it and immediately set things going for a 'Bell
Opening.' To make a long story short—for it
was a long and elaborate plan that led up to that
memorable night last December 4th—we made a
killing for sure. Many times we had our mis-
givings; the plan didn't look very dignified for

the would-be leading jewelry store of the county,

but we set our teeth to the bits and worked that
plan to the finish, and you should have seen the

people come to that opening! They fairly
stormed the front entrance and we were afraid
at one time that the windows would be crushed,
until a strong man succeeded in getting them
lined up going and coming, when that difficulty
was past. We many times thought we were in-
sane in buying two barrels of the little bells, but
they were all gone in an hour and a half and

people were asking for more for the next two
hours. It was the biggest opening our city has

ever seen and all done by a little retail jeweler.

After it was over we were showered with com-
pliments by neighbor merchants and compli-
mented with column-long write-ups by the news-

papers, and business till we couldn't rest. This
goes to show that it isn't so much the plan as it

is the working of it.

"You all know how hard it Is to get a factory

to change the model of some article they are

making. It costs them money to change; they

prefer to work out their plan. Just so it should

be with the merchant—first make the plan and

then work it out."
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"Thin Watches"

"Thin Watches" was the subject of an ad-
dress by Fred G. Gruen, of the Gruen Watch Co.,
of Cincinnati, America's pioneers in thin watches.
The subject of thin watches has never been dis-
cussed in previous conventions and Mr. Gruen
brought out a number of novel and interesting
features. His address was in part as follows:

"The subject of thin watches to many of this
generation is a comparatively new one, although
very thin watches have been worn by our great
grandfathers. The present very thin watches are
the outcome of a demand for something different,
at the same time neat, convenient and practical,
just as in the time of our forefathers. In those
days some very expensive watches were made, but
owing to the lack of the modern stem wind,
necessitating the winding of such watches with
a key post, these soon came into disuse. The old
key wind posts were so short that they soon
wore out at the corners, thereby destroying their
power to wind. This and the inability to repair
soon brought them into disrepute. Modern con-
struction and many improvements evolved the
new very thin watch, a practical, strong, durable
and easy-to-repair watch—one that is mechani-
cally correct.

"Thinness in watches has been accomplished
by different manufacturers in many ways, some
securing time results as good as in larger watches,
while others have secured thinness by sacrificing
timing qualities. Of the latter are those who
procure thinness by crowding the train wheels
closely together and by not having an inside dust
cap to the case. The danger of making the
wheels thin and crowding them so closely to-
gether so that there is barely tissue paper room
between is that when the pivots wear wheels will

tilt, causing them to rub, or a careless watch-
maker is apt to slightly bend them when cleaning,
thus spoiling the watch.

"The leaving out of the inside cap is also a
feature that accomplishes thinness at the expense
of good service. The cap keeps out the dust, pro-

tects the works, for the keeping out of dirt is

more important in thin watches than larger ones,
owing to the smaller gearing. Then again, by
spreading the dial and lower plate, extending the

case, makes a watch look thin to the eye, without
really being a very thin watch.

"The watches most satisfactory in every way
are those with a train construction, so that the
wheels never can come together under any cir-
cumstances; that have plenty of room, having the

barrel so placed that the stem-wind wheels come
on top and thus having a cover to the barrel and
wide mainspring, with strong stem-wind wheels,

so the teeth cannot break, and then an inside cap

to the case to keep out the dust, thereby protect-
ing the works. Such a watch has then the space

for a roomy breguet hairspring, so essential for
adjustments, in conjunction with a good weight
balance, made possible through the motive power

derived from the wide mainspring.
"There is almost no limit to thinness, one

might say, in watches. Why some are made in

Switzerland thinner than a dollar, case and works

combined. The Swiss have really produced won-
ders in this field. In fact, they are the only
people making a really very thin watch, not men-
tioning the ultra-thin watches, which are mainly
sold as a novelty.

"Moderately thin watches are being produced
quite successfully in America, but I doubt if it
will ever be possible to produce what is known
as really very thin watches, owing to the scarcity
of the skilled workmen.

"Large watches are easily produced by ma-
chines, but when it comes to the very thin watch
it is a different matter, for they have to be ma-
chine-made, hand-finished by skilled watchmakers.
Ladies' very thin watches have only been made
in Switzerland. While they give on the average
very good satisfaction for what is expected of a
lady's watch, time is sacrificed somewhat for the
style. They can be made to keep time, but it
takes a very good watchmaker to properly handle
them, and any dealer selling a lady's very thin
watch certainly wants to guard himself against
any too strong statements, warranting better re-
sults than the dealer knows his goods will main-
tain.

"Speaking of guaranteeing time reminds me
that so many dealers when selling fire off all their
ammunition on a cheap watch, so that in many
instances they spoil their chances for sales of
better goods. I have often heard dealers say that
a 15 jewel will run with a few seconds variation,
so that he has nothing to say for his 21 jewel.

"If a man wants precision time he should
pay for it and you should not attempt to give it
to him in a 'cheap article, for you only invite
trouble, because it cannot be had. The facts
stated clearly and the customer told positively
that the better the grade the better satisfaction
for his money, wins you a satisfied customer and
more profits. The quality remains long after the
price is forgotten and no matter what he paid he
wants results.

"Having talked about the mechanical side,
we will turn our attention a trifle to the com-
mercial side of thin watches.

"While the thin watch business has come
to stay, the sales of the 16 and 12 size will not
diminish. They have their permanent field, but
the thin watch supplies a new field. It is the
dealer's opportunity to revive the watch trade
business, create new business by just so much
as he sells in thin watches. He can approach
every person about buying a new watch. Almost
everybody has a watch, but here you have your
opportunity to create a new desire. There is no
reason why a person should not buy several
watches in a lifetime or have a watch for every-
day wear and another for dress.

"Create trade, the same as they do in other
avenues of business; cater to this desire for style
and you will find yourself selling more watches
in all sizes."

"Precious and Semi-Precious Stones"

The most interesting number on the entire
programme was an address on "Precious and
Semi-Precious Stones," by J. B. Osthoff, travel-

(Continued on page 569)
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acter and quality of its trade journals and we
found each and every one of them loyal to the
cause of organization, very liberal in the space
devoted to association news and, in my judg-
ment, cover the field so completely that there
is no room for an official association journal.
Your executive committee, at a meeting held at
Toledo, last August, decided at that time to in-
definitely postpone the matter of establishing an
association journal.

"I feel that I would not be doing my full
duty in this address if I did not touch on this
much talked-of and much heard-of question—the
one thing which so many of us refer to as the
very foundation of all our troubles. Many
jewelers that 1 have talked to will spring mail-
order competition before you fairly get warmed
up. They start a tirade on the manufacturer and
jobber for doing business with the mail-order
house. They believe that if they Can stop the
manufacturer and jobber from furnishing goods
to the mail-order house that everything will be
lovely. I agree with them to this extent, 'That
it will help some,' but that alone will not eradi-
cate the evil. Do you ever stop and think how
much we jewelers ourselves are responsible for
this mail-order competition? When we consider
the character of the jewelry business, founded
as it is on confidence and integrity; when we
see our neighbors and acquaintances in our com-
munity patronize the mail-order house, has it
ever occured to you that part of the trouble might
lie within you yourself? You of course realize
that to be successful the jeweler must have first
of all the confidence of the people of his com-
munity. Without that confidence no jeweler can
be permanently successful. Now let me ask, how
many of your customers that you know to have
confidence in you will send to a mail-order house
for a watch, diamond or any article of value?
I challenge you to mention just one such cus-
tomer.

"1f you reflect, I think that you will agree
with me, but remember, I said a customer who
had implicit confidence in you. Now is it not our
duty if we want to be successful jewelers, to so
conduct ourselves in our business that we will
have that confidence of all the people in our
community? Of course, none of us are infallible.
There are in every community some people
whom we cannot win into our confidence, but
these few should be such a small minority that
we need not worry about them. Ignorance as to
the qualities of our wares and our prices by
the public generally and confidence in the dealer
backed by sufficient stock are the two things that
should give any jeweler a big advantage over
mail-order competition.

"I do not fear mail-order competition. When
I come in competition with mail-order prices I
can meet them if necessary, but in my experience
I find that in most instances I can make the sale
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at a good profit. We can do it if we handle our
Prospect with tact and judgment. In his ignorance
as to qualities your customer fails to trust him-
self and you have a big advantage over the far-
away mail-order house if you deal with your
customer so that you win his confidence. I f we
supply the wants of the public well then the
public recognizes us in well-earned and a
willingly paid profit.

"The jeweler with his small individual busi-
ness, who observes his confidential relation to his
trade, need have no fear of the large mail-order
combinations. Let each of us devote our entire
time to our individual business and give that
business the attention that it requires, then the
mail-order proposition need not cause us any
fear of being thrown into bankruptcy.

"We must learn to become better merchants
rather than better mechanics. We must meet
competition with the drygoods store, the hard-
ware store and the racket store with the same
weapon that they use on us—not price-cutting,
but skilful merchandising. The day that the
jeweler can sit over the workbench, with a glass
in his eye, endeavoring to put eighteen thousand
beats in a fourteen-thousand beat watch are past.
We must study the buying and selling end of our
business. We must learn how to turn our stock
more frequently and we must learn the value
of the cash discount. If we learn, first, how to
get the confidence of the people in our com-
munity; second, how to properly buy and sell
our wares, and third, the value of the cash
discount, we need have no fear of competition
from any source.

"These are things that many of us learn
through close association at the State and na-
tional meetings, and therein lies the great value
of these meetings. We must endeavor to con-
vince our stay-at-home brothers of their mis-
conception as to the value of organization. Show
them where they are losing trade and prestige,
and when you succeed in doing that, conditions
will better themselves in the jeweler's field."

J. R. Stebbins, of Ashtabula, reported on be-
half of the delegates who represented Ohio at the
Omaha convention of the national association.
The Ohio delegation went to this convention in-
structed to work for an official organ and during
the course of his remarks Mr. Stebbins referred
to these instructions and stated that the senti-
ment at the national gathering was so strongly
against the establishment of an official organ that
the Ohio delegation's efforts to bring this matter
to a successful issue were unavailing. Mr.
Stebbins characterized the Omaha convention as
the "greatest, grandest and best gathering of re-
tail jewelers ever held."

H. C. Carpenter, sales manager of the South
Bend Watch Co., spoke on "Forethought and
Afterthought" and delivered a most helpful and
interesting address. Mr. Carpenter's talks are
always welcome at jewelers' conventions and al-
ways well received.

One, of the most interesting papers on the
opening day of the convention was one by J. R.
Stebbins, of Ashtabula, on "Selling Plans." Mr.
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Stebbins is one of the most enthusiastic workers
in the Ohio Association and a jeweler who has
made selling plans an especial study. His address
follows:

"Selling Plans"

"Of all the different branches of retail mer-
chandising I think there is not one which has so
few really successful stores as in the jewelry
business. This is so very true of our jewelers as
a whole that it has been said of us that we rank
with the blacksmith in commercial rating, and
though I have never made a study of the matter
I am sure there is some foundation for that state-
ment.

"To be really successful we must do more
than get a good living as we go along. We must
do business enough to create some wealth in
excess of a good living or we cannot claim to be
successful at all.

"Many, and • I dare say most, of our retail
jewelry stores cannot be dignified by a greater
name than watch repair shops. True, there are
hosts of them that have good stocks of mer-
chandise and are in a position to deliver to their
Patrons almost anything they might want, but
they don't have the demand that will turn over
their stock hardly once per annum.

"What's the matter? Well, I am sorry to
state that some are too careless to even ask that
question. Mr. Jeweler still sits at his watch
bench with his eyeglass in his eye still, though
he has been roasted times without number, and
still his good friends are obliged to put up with
his 'I'll wait on you in a minute' when they enter
his store.

"I plead for a change. Business can't be done
that way. A good repair trade is a paying thing
to be sure, but it is rightfully a mere necessary
adjunct to our business. We must move our
merchandise, buy more and better, keep up to
date, interest the people of our community, and
not only supply their wants, but actually create
desire for more and better goods, and to do this
we must have selling plans, and that means that
the head of the institution must lay down his
eyeglass and tweezers for others to use, for he
can make his time worth more than $30 per week.

"By the time a man has fought his way
along to the place where he has attained the dis-
tinction of being the head of a store of his own,
he has learned enough of the art of buying to
suit the needs of his patrons, so that buying is a
second nature to him and it is easy enough. Do
I hear some one utter that old, worn-out business
axiom, 'Merchandise well bought is half sold.'
Well, that axiom was never more true than it is
this minute; but more merchants have wrecked
their little barks on that axiom than any dozen
business difficulties. The real science of business
is in selling, not in buying. There is somebody
that would like to own almost everything that
was ever manufactured, but it takes a real busi-
ness man nowadays to find the buyer and make
the sale.

"But I hear some of you asking, 'What plans
shall be made?' Well, the plans should be simple
at first, as your means at hand are limited, and
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as your means grow the plans must grow too,

and faster than your business, or it will stop

and retrograde before you realize that anything

has happened. Plan a selling campaign, arrange

every little detail ahead of time; think it over,

dream it over, build on it, and when the time

comes, work that plan.

'Many a man has made plan after plan and

discarded them all while his business went drift-

ing down stream, until it finally came to the dam

and flowed over into the pool of destruction.

Make your plan and work it out. Don't hesitate

for an instant regarding whether or not the

public will 'take to it.' Make them see it as you

want them to see it. You can't always make a

ten strike, but with a little practice on the plan-

ning and working of your business you can soon

get so proficient that that old hesitation about

whether or not the plan is good will be a thing

of the long distant past with you and you will

be on 'Easy Street' for sure and almost rub-

bing your eyes in the wonder of how you got

there.
"Last fall we remodeled our store; new fix-

tures, largely increased stock, redecorated outside

and inside, and put up a nice post clock on the

sidewalk. We thought an opening would be a

good thing, but we had tried openings before and

they were never as really satisfactory as we

wanted this occasion to be. One day a traveling

salesman came in and during our conversation

suggested that we give away a little sheep bell

with our name on it as a souvenir. It seemed

like a crazy idea at first, but as he elaborated

on the plan we saw that there was a possibility

in it and immediately set things going for a 'Bell

Opening.' To make a long story short—for it

was a long and elaborate plan that led up to that

memorable night last December 4th—we made a

killing for sure. Many times we had our mis-

givings; the plan didn't look very dignified for

the would-be leading jewelry store of the county,

but we set our teeth to the bits and worked that

plan to the finish, and you should have seen the

people come to that opening! They fairly

stormed the front entrance and we were afraid

at one time that the windows would be crushed,

until a strong man succeeded in getting them

lined up going and coming, when that difficulty

was past. We many times thought we were in-

sane in buying two barrels of the little bells, but

they were all gone in an hour and a hal f and

people were asking for more for the next two

hours. It was the biggest opening our city has

ever seen and all done by a little retail jeweler.

After it was over we were showered with com-

pliments by neighbor merchants and compli-

mented with column-long write-ups by the news-

papers, and business till we couldn't rest. This

goes to show that it isn't so much the plan as it

is the working of it.

"You all know how hard it Is to get a factory

to change the model of some article they are

making. It costs them money to change; they

prefer to work out their plan. Just so it should

be with the merchant—first make the plan and

then work it out."

"Thin Watches"

"Thin Watches" was the subject of an ad-

dress by Fred G. Gruen, of the Gruen Watch Co.,

of Cincinnati, America's pioneers in thin watches.

The subject of thin watches has never been dis-

cussed in previous conventions and Mr. Gruen

brought out a number of novel and interesting

features. His address was in part as follows :

"The subject of thin watches to many of this

generation is a comparatively new one, although

very thin watches have been worn by our great

grandfathers. The present very thin watches are

the outcome of a demand for something different,

at the same time neat, convenient and practical,

just as in the time of our forefathers. In those

days some very expensive watches were made, but

owing to the lack of the modern stem wind,

necessitating the winding of such watches with

a key post, these soon came into disuse. The old

key wind posts were so short that they soon

wore out at the corners, thereby destroying their

power to wind. This and the inability to repair

soon brought them into disrepute. Modern con-

struction and many improvements evolved the

new very thin watch, a practical, strong, durable

and easy-to-repair watch—one that is mechani-

cally correct.
"Thinness in watches has been accomplished

by different manufacturers in many ways, some

securing time results as good as in larger watches,

xvhile others have secured thinness by sacrificing

timing qualities. Of the latter are those who

procure thinness by crowding the train wheels

closely together and by not having an inside dust

cap to the case. The danger of making the

wheels thin and crowding them so closely to-

gether so that there is barely tissue paper room

between is that when the pivots wear wheels will

tilt, causing them to rub, or a careless watch-

maker is apt to slightly bend them when cleaning,

thus spoiling the watch.

"The leaving out of the inside cap is also a

feature that accomplishes thinness at the expense

of good service. The cap keeps out the dust, pro-

tects the works, for the keeping out of dirt is

more important in thin watches than larger ones,

owing to the smaller gearing. Then again, by

spreading the dial and lower plate, extending the

case, makes a watch look thin to the eye, without

really being a very thin watch.

"The watches most satisfactory in every way

are those with a train construction, so that the

wheels never can come together under any cir-

cumstances; that have plenty of room, having the

barrel so placed that the stem-wind wheels come

on top and thus having a cover to the barrel and

wide mainspring, with strong stem-wind wheels,

so the teeth cannot break, and then an inside cap

to the case to keep out the dust, thereby protect
-

ing the works. Such a watch has then the space

for a roomy breguet hairspring, so essential for

adjustments, in conjunction with a good weight

balance, made possible through the motive power

derived from the wide mainspring.
"There is almost no limit to thinness, one

might say, in watches. Why some are made in

Switzerland thinner than a dollar, case and works

combined. The Swiss have really produced won-

ders in this field. In fact, they are the only

people making a really very thin watch, not men-

tioning the ultra-thin watches, Nvhich are mainly

sold as a novelty.
"Moderately thin watches are being produced

quite successfully in America, but I doubt if it

will ever be possible to produce what is known

as really very thin watches, owing to the scarcity

of the skilled workmen.
"Large watches are easily produced by ma-

chines, but when it comes to the very thin watch

it is a different matter, for they have to be ma-

chine-made, hand-finished by skilled watchmakers.

Ladies' very thin watches have only been made

in Switzerland. While they give on the average

very good satisfaction for what is expected of a

lady's watch, time is sacrificed somewhat for the

style. They can be made to keep time, but it

takes a very good watchmaker to properly handle

them, and any dealer selling a lady's very thin

watch certainly wants to guard himself against

any too strong statements, warranting better re-

sults than the dealer knows his goods will main-

tain.
"Speaking of guaranteeing time reminds me

that so many dealers when selling tire off all their

ammunition on a cheap watch, so that in many

instances they spoil their chances for sales of

better goods. I have often heard dealers say that

a 15 jewel will run with a few seconds variation,

so that he has nothing to say for his 21 jewel.

"If a man wants precision time he should

pay for it and you should not attempt to give it

to him in a 'cheap article, for you only invite

trouble, because it cannot be had. The facts

stated clearly and the customer told positively

that the better the grade the better satisfaction

for his money, wins you a satisfied customer and

more profits. The quality remains long after the

price is forgotten and no matter what he paid he

wants results.
"Having talked about the mechanical side,

we will turn our attention a trifle to the com-

mercial side of thin watches.
"While the thin watch business has come

to stay, the sales of the 16 and 12 size will not

diminish. They have their permanent field, but

the thin watch supplies a new field. It is the

(healer's opportunity to revive the watch trade

business, create new business by just so much

as he sells in thin watches. He can approach

every person about buying a new watch. Almost

everybody has a watch, but here you have your

opportunity to create a new desire. There is no

reason why a person should not buy several

watches in a lifetime or have a watch for every-

day wear and another for dress.
"Create trade, the same as they do in other

avenues of business; cater to this desire for style

and you will find yourself selling more watches

in all sizes."

"Precious and Semi-Precious Stones"

The most interesting number on the entire

programme was an address on "Precious and

Semi-Precious Stones," by J. B. Osthoff, travel-

(Continued on page 9a9)
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Our Line of Umbrellas and Canes This
Year is Stronger Than it Ever Has Been

J

UST one of its many new features, interesting to the jeweler, is the
Louis.XVI styles, in which is shown a number of engraved handles
that are interesting to the fine trade. 41 To be insured against

competition, to be exclusive, and to be assured of a handsome profit,
recommend and display our " Perfect Detachable Handle Umbrella."
(I. We are the sole makers of the patented device which makes it dif-
ferent from the other styles on the market. Its talking points are simple
and convincing. 41. Our salesmen visit every part of the country, and
if you will write us at the Baltimore address, we will arrange to have
you see these styles that have been made exclusively for the jewelry trade.
€, We stand back of everything we make, and will replace every piece
that fails to give entire satisfaction.

 WHEN MAY OUR SALESMAN CALL ? 

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD C& CO.
NEW YORK-353 Broadway

PHILADELPHIA-1011 Chestnut Street

SAN FRANCISCO-717 Market Street

Makers of "Perfect Shape " Umbrellas

Factory and Office, Baltimore and Howard Streets

BALTIMORE, MD.

THIS GUARANTEE GOES WITH THE SALE OF EVERY ONE OF OUR RINGS
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This guarantee has been in force for over ten years, and "We have made good " every time. If you want to increase your ring sales, handle the
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10 K. RING 
MFG. CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
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Precious and Semi-Precious
Stones

Address by J. 11. OsTirorF before Ohio Convention

I have been given a very broad subject by

your president, who has favored me with the

privilege and honor of speaking to you on the

subject of "Precious and Semi-Precious Stones."
Not only has your
worthy president
invited me to ad-
dress you, but he
has virtually
forced me to speak
on this subject,
and in starting
out, I wish to say,
that what I do
not know about
this subject would
fill a good sized
volume.

In order to
boldly launch upon
the subject we will
start with dia-
monds —the queen
of the gems. They
are precious be-
cause of their

scarcity, their hardness, their brilliancy, their
display of prismatic colors and their clearness.
The first question which confronts us is, what
are diamonds composed of? All chemists agree
that the diamond is pure carbon, crystallized
carbon. There are other mineralogical substances
which contain carbon, for instance, charcoal and
graphite; but there is this one great distinction,
namely, that the diamond is pure crystallized
carbon, while the others contain carbon in some
other form. How the diamond comes to be in
this state, or exactly how it is formed is an un-
ravelled mystery to man, although man had made
diamonds in an electrical way, but of a very
small size.

The discovery of diamonds is ancient, India
being the first place of their discovery. The
India diamonds are known to experts as the
finest and most precious, and some of the largest
and finest specimens have come from India
mines. The Great Mogul, or Kohinoor, was found
in the India mines. By the way, the word
Kohinoor means "mountain of light."

The Hindoo idols have some of the finest
gems in existence imbedded in their crowns.
Fabulous collections of diamonds are to be found
in Hindoo temples and shrines. Mining of dia-
monds in India is mostly in river beds and valleys
and in alluvial deposits along the rivers.

In 1725 the discovery of
Brazilian Brazilian diamonds was made.
Diamonds The gold miners washing gold

in the State of Bahia made the
first discovery. These miners were entirely
ignorant of the value of these stones, and their
true value was not known until three years later
when they were taken to Lisbon and pronounced
diamonds of the first water. These South
American mines had been worked close on to two
centuries. There are four distinct deposits of
diamonds in South America. The similarity of
the surroundings of the India and South Ameri-
can mines are striking, as both are found in river
beds and alluvial deposits. Nature has worked
peculiar and wonderful feats by the pot holes
or kettles formed in the rocky basins of the
rivers. The current washes the rough diamonds
along the bed of the river and these are gathered
in the pot holes. Instances have been known
where from five to ten thousand carats have
accumulated in these pockets.

It looked for a while as
South African though the world would starve
Diamonds for the want of diamonds,

until 1867, when the South
A (Heal] diamond mines were discovered. Accord-
ing to history, a certain Dr. Riley, a traveler, was
traveling through the Transvaal and stopped over-
night with a family named Jacobs. In the morn-
ing he arose and to his surprise found a little
Miss Jacobs playing with a radiant stone which

J. B. Osthoff
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threw forth a great light. The neighbor's

children were likewise playing with a bean bag

made up of perhaps from no less than moo

carats of small rough diamonds. But they being
ignorant of what they were playing with, sold to

Dr. Riley for a nominal sum the rough diamond
containing nearly 22 carats. Dr. Riley sent this

to Cape Town, from there to London and later

to Paris, where he received $2500 for it. The
surrounding conditions of African diamond mines

are entirely different from other diamond mines.

The South African diamonds are found in

volcanic cones. These cones had a rise from

ten to fifteen feet before mining was begun. It

was a common thing in early days of South

African mining for a farmer to plow up diamonds.

After the discovery of diamonds in South Africa

there was a vigorous rush into the Orange Free

State and the Transvaal countries and the

miners, bent upon amassing a great fortune,

suffered greatly from the arid conditions of the
country. The mines, together with the great
onrush of miners, who were attracted to the

south of Africa diamond fields, were a source

of great trouble to the Boers, and they finally

sold out their interests to the British Government

for $45o,000.

Treasure 
It is my humble opinion that
had it not been for the dis-

Makes War covery of the diamond and
gold mines in South Africa,

there would never have been the bloody war

between the Boers and the British. So in spite

of the fact that we may consider the diamond

the queen of gems, and of great commercial

value in our business, it has nevertheless, been

the indirect cause of much misery and suffering

and of the loss of countless lives.
At first, these mines were laid out as claims

similar to those laid out by western mining pros-

pectors in our own country. In working these

claims it became a source of much annoyance, by

reason of the fact that they were so close together

that the owner of one claim couldn't work his

claim to advantage without trespassing upon his

neighbor's claim. As a result, the British Gov-

ernment passed a law establishing a fifteen foot

drive-way between the claims, and nature once

more defied man-made laws, and this wall, as it

were, soon crumbled and fell onto the adjoining

claims. It was then that the present diamond

syndicate was organized by an American named

Barney Barnato and an Englishman, Cecil Rhodes.

These two master minds forced all claims into

one organization and thus made syndicate mining

not only possible but profitable.
The inrush into South Africa caused the set-

tlement of the town of Kimberly which is now

one of the largest cities of South Africa. The

Kimberly mines and the DeBeers mines are

within a short distance of Kimberly, and a

number of other very valuable mines are located

within a short radius of this city.
In the trade stones are known

The Mines by the name of the farm upon
which they are found. For

instance, Jaeger after Jacobs's farm; DeBeers

after DeBeers; and the river diamonds on

account of the fact that they are found along

river beds. The plateau upon which the Smith
African diamonds was found is 4,000 feet above

sea level. Sonic time ago the miners had pene-

trated into the earth as deep as they dared

go. At present some of these mines have a.

shaft 1200 feet into the earth, in order to enable

the miner to work the blue clay deposits, to be

found at that depth. The Kimberly mine pro-

duces 90 per cent. of the diamonds found in

South Africa, and South Africa produces go per

cent. of the world's supply of these precious

stones. The Kimberly mine produces mostly

yellow goods; the others are of finer grades. The

Excelsior which contains 925 carats was dis-

covered in South Africa. Up to a few years ago

this diamond was the largest specimen discovered,

but since its discovery the Premier mine has been
discovered, and in this mine was found the

famous Culinan diamond, which in the rough

contained 3,024 carats. It was cut into two

large and several smaller stones and presented to

the late King of England.
The rough diamond is of practically little

use until fashioned into a perfect cut stone. A
perfect cutting is known as a star and double
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brilliant cutting of 56 facets, one-third top and
two-thirds base, having a table girdle and culet.

There are other than orna-
Diamonds for mental purposes for which
Drilling diamonds are used and many

industries outside of jewelry,
in which they fill a commercial necessity ; but in
these instances they are used in their rough
state. I want to say right here that many dia-
monds which have found their way into jewelry
would be serving a better purpose were they
working in a stone drill or safely imbedded in a
glass cutter. In diamond drills only the imper-
fect crystals are used, known as carbonada. It
may be a revelation to some to know that many
of the great engineering feats in the construction
of tunnels are made possible only by the use of
rough diamond crystals in the point of the drill.

Diamonds are found in almost every color.
The extreme red and the blue are of priceless
value. It may be news to many to know that
there are diamonds of such extreme color, but
such is the case, although the perfect specimens
are very rare. The Hope diamond is one of the
bluest stones ever found, being nearly the shade
of a sapphire. The imperfections of a diamond
are many. Among the most common are "carbon
specs," "shivers," "feathers," "cloudy," "milky,"
"lusterless," and last but not least, a "greasy
luster," which is most noted in the Premier dia-
monds. The color of the Premier stone is
of brownish cast, but it also shows a bluish cast
from the front. The color is known in the trade
as "Kerosene blue."

The diamond in the rough state is not to be
admired as a precious stone, and it requires a
cutting to make it a thing of beauty. Cutting
originated in India, but there they cut. only the
natural facets, but of late years, in a crude way
the European cutting. The art of cutting has
now reached its highest state of perfection, and
the cutters of to-day are scientific, knowing how
to cover a great many of the natural defects and
how to bring out the natural qualities of the
stone.

The ruby, the sapphire and
The Ruby emerald, and the oriental ame-

thyst and oriental topaz are of
one family, the corundum. Do not confound
corundum with carborundum, which is a manu-
factured product composed of charcoal, sand and
lime, fused by electric current. The rubies of the
oriental or pigeon blood type are found in Burma,
India. They are usually small, but occasionally
are found weighing from 17 to 50 K. If a ruby
has the true pigeon blood color, which I may liken
to a deep carmine color, they are of priceless value,
and they are much sought after by crowned heads
for their collections of gems.

Next in line is the emerald.
The Emerald Its crystallization is different

from the sapphire or ruby.
The best specimens are found in South America
and their finest color is to be compared to the
meadow in the spring—a rich green velvety color.
Their discovery must have been ancient, as they
were known to the Greeks, Romans and Ethi-
opians ; many of the finest specimens in the world
having been found in the ruins of these countries.
Unfortunately, the emerald is very seldom found
perfect, and when perfect is, I might say, price-
less, especially the larger ones.

Next in order comes the
The Sapphire beautiful blue sapphire with

its velvety oriental color,
which is found in Siam at an elevation of 14,000
feet. The finest colors are the Berlin and corn-
flower blue. They have a velvety appearance and

rich in semi-transparent color. The oriental
amethyst is of a very rich color and is also

found in Siam and parts of Russia. It also
belongs to the corundum family, but I must
caution you not to confuse this species with the
common quartz amethyst as the latter is a dis-

tinct species.
Sapphires are found in amost every color

and in almost every country, but the oriental

sapphire is found only in Siam. In the United

States, Montana has supplied a great variety of

color. I have forgotten to mention when dis-
cussing diamonds, that they are found the world

over. Besides the three countries mentioned, they

(Continued on page 965)
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IMPORTANT
Do not let your stock run itself. Keep in close touch with it,
and by means of records anticipate its wants, for a well selected
and neatly kept stock insures QUICK SALES.

 Irons 8z Russell C, of EmblemsManufacturers

Chicago Office
131 Wabash Ave.

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS New York Office
11 Maiden Lane

Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

' The Originator of the
Gold Inlaid Comb

Gold Inlaid Combs
Barrettes

Coronet Pins
Hat Pins

Etc.

A distinctive line of
RINGS, SCARF PINS

RIBBON
and

METAL FOBS

710 EDDY ST., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
GEO. W. DOVER, Sole Proprietor

JOBBING TRADE ONLY
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Third Annual Convention Ohio Re-
tail Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 965)

ing salesman for the well-known diamond firm
of Joseph Noterman & Co., Cincinnati. In spite
of the fact that precious and semi-precious stones
form an important part of every jeweler's com-
mercial life, there is, perhaps, no other article
which finds a place in every well-appointed
store, regarding which so little positive and
definite information is possessed by the average
jeweler, than precious stones. Those who heard
this address were fortunate. It was a plain, con-
cise and complete resume of the precious stone
industry, full of interesting and helpful sugges-
tions. Mr. Osthoff is an expert in his line and,
in addition, a very fine speaker. The address is
published in full elsewhere in this issue.

J. P. Archibald, of Blairsville, Pa., president
of the national organization, was present at this
convention and was a close observer of its de-
liberations. In addressing the convention Presi-
dent Archibald referred very forcefully to the
lack of jewelry advertising to the consumer by
jewelry manufacturers. Mr. Archibald, who is
always alive to opportunities to better jewelry
trade conditions, has made an exhaustive study
of this question and by investigation has found
by actual count that in every two hundred ad-
vertisements in the general magazines there are
only three articles advertised that are to be
found in a retail jewelry store. He expressed
the opinion that jewelry manufacturers ought to
be urged to keep pace with the manufacturers
in other lines in being alive to their advertising
opportunities to the consumer. President Archi-
bald also made a strong appeal to the jewelers,
urging them to raise the standard of the trade
and also the personal and social standing of the
jeweler in his community. Speaking along this
line he said:

"A dirty or disorderly store cannot hope to
make a big success nowadays. No matter
whether you have a big or a small store you will
sell more goods if you keep your stock and
your store clean and tidy. Since I have been
president of your national organization I have
called upon hundreds of retail jewelers in every
section of the country. Some of the stores are a
disgrace to the trade and the personal appearance
of some of the proprietors would stamp them
more as members of a street cleaning brigade
than as retail jewelers. Gentlemen, you want
to bear in mind that your store and stock must
bespeak a standard of order and tidiness equal to
the standard of the most fastidious person that
enters your store. It is not enough that your
store be up to your standard in this connection,
because your standard may be too low.
Women, as a rule, have the highest standard
and they are very often your best customers, so
don't be content with keeping your store up to
a man's standard of cleanliness, but up to a
woman's. A tidy and cleanly person will never
trade in an untidy store if he can help it, and
the chances are ten to one that he can help it.
We all recognize outward orderliness as an in-
dication .of inward virtue. We may not know it,
but we do nevertheless. Don't think for a
minute, gentlemen, that these things are over-
looked by the people who enter your store. Don't
forget that every salesman who calls upon you
observes these things and forms his impression,
and let me tell you, it gets back to the credit
department of his institution and it is considered
when you ask for credit. Cleanliness and order-
liness are direct assets. They mean money in
your pocket from a standpoint of credit and
sales. Then, besides, it is fine to be clean."

A. L. Sackett, advertising and sales manager
of the Rockford Watch Co., spoke on "Retailers
as Ship Builders." Mr. Sackett's face is very
familiar to all Ohio jewelers, especially to those
who have taken an active part in association
work. In his address, Mr. Sackett compared
the retail jeweler to the ship builder, starting to
build a fleet of ships. The ships he selected for
the retail jewelers' fleet were citizenship, sales-
manship, friendship, courtship, good fellowship
and, above all, good salesmanship. His address
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was a strong appeal to the retail jeweler not to
confine his existence to the small confines of his
store, but to do his duty to his community by
taking active part in all civic affairs and thus be-
come a good citizen by always having a good
word and a pleasant smile for everyone, thus
building his "friendship" and "good fellowship,"
and studying the art of selling goods, thus com-
pleting his fleet with salesmanship.

The committee on resolutions presented a
report, the chief feature of which was an appeal
to the retailers to pay more attention to the reso-
lutions passed by the convention and to regard
them as the platform of the party and to en-
deavor to live up to the spirit and letter of them.
The resolutions as reported by the committee are
as follows:

Resolved, That we, the Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association in convention assembled, commend
all manufacturers and jobbers who by their co-
operation are aiding the retail jeweler to correct
the many trade evils with which we have been
contending, and that we pledge the continuance of
our support to such manufacturers and jobbers.

Resolved, That we urge the definite support
by our members of our resolutions as an indica-
tion of our policies, and that a copy of all our
resolutions dating back to 19°7 be sent to our
entire membership.

Resolved, That the thanks of this convention
be extended to H. C. Carpenter, Fred Gruen,
J. B. Osthoff, C. T. Higginbotham and to A. L.
Sackett for their highly instructive addresses and
the hotel management and the trade press which
have so largely contributed to the success of this
convention.

Resolved, That we extend to the manu-
facturers and jobbers of Columbus our sincere
thanks for their banquet entertainment.

Resolved, That we extend to the officers of
the American National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion our confidence in their ability and the very
able manner in which they have conducted the
affairs of the national organization; that we
recognize in Mr. J. P. Archibald a leader who
is broad enough to protect our interests and
diplomatic enough to prevent any friction be-
tween manufacturers, jobbers and retailers. Also,
that we tender him a vote of thanks for his very
able address at this convention.

Resolved, That we express our thanks to the
Thoma Bros. Co. for donating the convention
badges, and to the manufacturers and jobbers
who favored us with their presence.

A banquet at the Southern Hotel, where the
gathering was held, marked the closing of the
convention. The banquet was a most successful
affair, over a hundred jewelers and their ladies
being present. At the close of the banquet the
affair was turned into a stag smoker and the
jewelers enjoyed a couple of hours of real
sociability.

All the officers were unanimously re-elected
for the coming year. They are as follows: Presi-
dent, F. W. Ausman, St. Mary's; first vice-presi-
dent, H. R. Boving, of Lancaster ; second vice-
president, J. W. Puetz, of Lima ; secretary, A. L.
Thoma, Piqua, and treasurer, G. J. Daum, Port
Clinton.

Delegates to the convention of the National
Retail Jewelers' Association were elected as fol-
lows: A. D. Amsden, Ashtabula; G. J. Daum,
Port Clinton ; J. R. Stebbins, Ashtabula; F. D.
Ausman, St. Mary's; H. R. Boving, Lancaster;
A. L. Thoma, Piqua. Alternates are, F. H. Pit-
kin, Andover; Frank Deinlein, Columbus ; A. L.
Thoma, Piqua; Henry Dehnel, Sandusky; N. U.
Basinger, Lima, and E. Sensenbrenner, Circleville.

The manufacturers and jobbers were well
represented at this convention, many of them
having exhibits at the entrance of the convention
hall. Among the exhibitors were the South Bend
Watch Co., represented by H. C. Carpenter and
Mr. Higgenbotham; the Rockford Watch Co., by
A. L. Sackett; the New Haven Clock Co., by
R. P. Coughlin, the "Tattoo Man"; Benedict
Manufacturing Co., by W. A. Van Patten ; Tut-
hill Cut Glass Co; Lindenberg & Fox, by Edgar
Fox; the Thoma Bros. Co., by A. J. Thoma;
Henry Ginnell & Co., by Albert H. Bonnet.

On the last day of the convention the visiting
jewelers were the guests of the White-Haines
Optical Co. at luncheon at the Merchant's Club.

Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

(Continued from page 967)

have been found in Borneo, Lapland, New
Zealand, Alaska and the United States. Arkansas
has come to the front of late, but the amount and
quality have as yet not been discerned.

Next in order would naturally
The Opal come the oriental opal which is

found in Hungary. The finest
specimens in the world come from that country.
Australia also furnishes some and in North
America, New Mexico, but not of so fine a
quality. It might naturally be asked, why does
color in an opal show as it does? It is caused by
the fissures in the stone. Opals contain a per-
centage of water which causes this irradiancy of
color. It is very noticeable that during dry
weather an opal does not show its color as
brilliantly as during damp weather. This is
caused by the moisture in the opal drying out.
Ignorance and superstition once condemned
opals as ill-omen, but give me a bunch of opals
and I'll take my chances with the bad luck.

Next is the turquoise. The
The Turquoise finest in color is the Persian,

which is a delicate sky blue
color. Its coloring matter is sulphate of copper.
The green blue specimens are the rule, and the
fine blue, a rarity. All the stones I have men-
tioned are considered precious and semi-precious
stones. The fine and rare ones are precious and
the poorer ones semi-precious. There are others
too numerous to mention, such as hiddenite,
which is found in North Carolina and named
after Prof. Hidden, its discoverer; aquamarines,
euclase, zircon, epidote, olivine, Tourmaline,
kuntzites, chrysolites, etc., etc.

I might mention before closing, the garnet
family which produces quite a few gems for the
jewelry trade, such as hyacinth red and alman-
dine. These are cut in faceted stones, table-
shaped and also cut in carbuncle shapes. Since I
have referred again to the question of cuttings,
I will state here that the corundum species are
mostly cut in table shapes, as such cutting gives
a better display of their color.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

Spurred on by the announcement that Presi-
dent J. P. Archibald, of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association, will be present at
the joint meetings of the North Dakota Retail
Jewelers' Association and the North Dakota
State Optical Association, local officers are fast
completing arrangements for the big session
which takes place at Devil's Lake on June 15th,
i6th and 57th, and which will be one of the
most important of its kind ever held in the
Northwest.

The officials of the two associations are very
optimistic over the prospects for the meeting,
especially since the telegram of acceptance was
received from Mr. Archibald, as this is the first
time that a national president has journeyed so
far West to attend a State association meeting.
it will require about 3000 miles of traveling for
Mr. Archibald to make the visit to North Dakota,
but he regards this field as one worthy of the
time and attention.

But even without the presence of the national
president, the annual meetings of the organiza-
tions this summer could not but be successful, as
a programme of the most elaborate nature has
been arranged. Prominent speakers of this and
other States will address the retail jewelers and
opticians on subjects which bear special interest
for them.

Then in addition to the business sessions the
people of Devil's Lake have arranged to care
for their guests in a royal manner and they
promise that nothing will be left undone to give
the members of the two organizations the best
time ever.

The programme, as outlined, calls for sep-
arate sessions of the two associations each day,
the jewelers meeting in the forenoon and the
opticians getting together in the afternoon. In
the evening the two associations have joint ses-
sions for the purpose of enjoying the hospitality
of the jewelers of Devil's Lake.
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A Hall Clock for Every Home
Every home yearns for a hall clock—the cottage no less than the mansion.

Every customer, therefore, is a hall clock customer, if you can suit his taste and
his pocket. We are

Universal Providers in Hall Clocks
Our product—the largest in the world—is so varied as to suit the wealthiest
customer of the most exclusive jewelry store, as well as the close-buying trade
of a country town. In quality and price our line runs all the way

From $500.00 to $15.00
each, the best value at the price. Jewelers have been especially successful with
our handsome line of

TRADE SPECIALS AT $60.00 to $80.00
a unique offer which means a large profit. If you are eager to take advantage
of the hall clock vogue—and you can if you will—write us without delay.

WE CHALLENGE COMPARISON IN GOODS AND PRICES.

Colonial Manufacturing Co., Zeeland, Mich.,
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Oscar Samuels, of J. Engle & Co., is traveling
through the South in the interests of his firm.
The trip will cover a period of six weeks.

Fred J. Euler, the popular secretary of the
Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association, has about
completed the removal of his stock from his old
store at too North Charles Street, to the new
one at ro8 North Eutaw Street. Mr. Euler has
had the entire front of this latter building torn
down and a patent front erected in its place.
The majority of the interior fixtures are new
and his stock has been largely increased. A
general scheme has been carried out in mahogany
and Mr. Euler is doing everything possible to
make the new store up-to-date in every respect,
and it looks as though he will be successful. A
newly installed electric system adds to the
natural light, giving an attractive appearance in
general.

The Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
through its entertainment committee have an-
nounced July 4th, 5th and 6th, as the date of
their annual outing, which will be held at Ocean
City, Md.

Many of the friends of J. C. Yates, watch-
maker with M. Oppenheim & Son, 122 West
Baltimore Street, will be surprised to hear of his
long stay in the hospital and of his having under-
gone an operation, the result of his having slipped
and fallen, fracturing his knee.

S. & M. Katz, of iu North Charles Street,
are preparing to move from that address to the
store now occupied by the Roller Optical Co., at
305 North Charles Street. That this firm is
rapidly growing is evidenced by this move, as the
new quarters are much larger than the old. The
Roller Optical Co. will still continue doing busi-
ness in Baltimore, removing as soon as a suitable
site can be obtained.

Edward Oppenheim, of the firm of M. Oppen-
heim & Son, 122 West Baltimore Street, is re-
ported as being critically ill with a form of kidney
trouble, which seems to be gaining ground. His
friends wish him a speedy recovery, though such
an illness is liable to last over a long period.

H. S. Kealhofer, of the Merchants' and
Manufacturers' Association, was the representa-
tive of this city at the national convention of
commercial organizations, held in New York City
last month, and was one of the many who strongly
advocated an investigation of charges by the
various express companies, which the Interstate
Commerce Commission will be requested to make.

The addition and alterations which Leon Levi
is making to his store at 309 West Lexington
Street, one of the city's many show places, are
rapidly nearing completion. That the firm is
increasing its business is readily borne out by
the fact that Mr. Levi added a store as large as
his present quarters.

J. E. Beck, who recently took over the busi-
ness of 0. D. Warheim, at log North Liberty
Street, has completed such alterations as he
deemed necessary and has increased the stock and
put in new cases. The store with its present
facilities, it being located directly opposite
the station of the Washington-Baltimore trolley
line, should bring success to its owner.

The bowling teams representing the Mary-
land Retail Jewelers' Association, have changed
their place of meeting to the "Plaza," Fayette
Street, near St. Paul Street. Wednesday even-
ings are given over to the sport and all jewelers
are invited to attend and join in the fun.

Charles Kahn will soon have completed the
necessary alterations and the stocking of his new
store at 2327 Pennsylvania Avenue.

Shirley & Co., 753 West Baltimore Street,
have added Herbert Strowble to their force and
have designated him to cover their Pennsylvania

Messrs. Schirm, Euler, Bartholomee and
Wallenhorst represented the local society at the
meeting of the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers'
Association, held in Philadelphia last month.
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Part of the credit for the arrest and convic-
tion of Clarence Howlett, the butler who stole
jewelry to the value of $20,000 from Mrs. Fred-
erich Bugher, wife of the deputy police commis-
sioner of New York, is due Joseph Gammerman,
jeweler of this city. He recognized Howlett from
a description sent out by the Washington Police
when the latter called on him and offered for sale
a diamond ring at a fractional part of its value,
and who notified the authorities of the fact that
he was in his store. Howlett received a sentence
of four years in the Federal prison at Leaven-
worth, Kansas, and Mr. Gammerman will receive
a reward of $2oo offered for the man's capture.

Hennegen-Bates Company, 7 E. Baltimore
Street, have had on exhibition in their store the
large punch bowl and ladle and fruit bowl manu-
factured by them, which was presented to Charles
C. Magill, foreman of the January term grand
jury, by his fellow jurors upon completion of
their service on the 6th ultimo.

NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

A. G. Herbert, jeweler of New Bedford,
Mass., was a recent Boston visitor.

F. N. Gassett, jeweler of Bridgewater, Mass.,
was recently visiting the Boston trade. Mr.
Gassett reports good business in that section.

Mr. Sancton, of the Sancton & Herrick
Jewelry Co., Oldtown, Maine, has dissolved part-
nership with Mr. Herrick by buying out his
share of the business. Mr. Sancton is an optom-
etrist and will keep up the optical department as
well as the jewelry.

F. L. Parkhurst, jeweler of Fitchburg, Mass.,
was a recent visitor in Boston.

0. T. Brown, of Oldtown, Maine, has retired
from the jewelry business in that city.

Robert B. Johnson, jeweler of Waltham,
Mass. recently buried his uncle.

AL Hughes, representing the Bishop Co., of
North Attleboro, Mass., was recently in Boston
showing a large line of chains to the jobbing
trade.

C. F. Bero, jeweler of Burlington, Vt., is
gaining slowly after a long illness.

Mr. Herrick, formerly of the Sancton &
Herrick Jewelry Co., of Oldtown, Maine, re-
cently bought out the business of 0. T. Browne,
of Oldtown, and will continue same.

Mr. Wright, jeweler for the firm of L. Kim-
ball & Son, Haverhill, Mass., was a recent visitor
in Boston.

F. S. Gray, optometrist of Rochester, N. H.,
has moved into the store formerly occupied by
the Tilton Jewelry Co., of that city. Mr. Gray
has added a complete line of jewelry and will
continue the business of this company.

Harry G. Wright, jeweler of Salem, Mass.,
was recently in Boston. Mr. Wright is able to
resume his duties again after recovering from a
severe attack of the grippe.

The Studio Jewelry Co., formerly of to6
Tremont Street, Boston, have moved into new
and larger quarters at the corner of Tremont
Street and Temple Place. Mr. S. W. Goldberg,
who is proprietor and manager of this store,
reports trade as good as might be expected for
this time of year. The store has an entrance on
Tremont Street and one on Temple Place, also
four large plate glass windows, two on each
street. These are tastefully decorated with cut
glass, jewelry and optical goods. This company
also expects to do a large optical business.

George H. Geitteridge, jeweler of Maynard,
Mass. was a recent visitor in Boston.

The wholesale department of H. W. Win-
ship, 71 Summer Street, Boston, is being entirely
renovated and decorated and when finished, with
its white coat of paint, will present a very
pleasing appearance. So great is the demand for
sample trunks and cases that this concern is
three weeks behind in filling orders.

Daniel Pratt's Sons, 53 Franklin Street, Ros-

ton, have taken the New England agencies for
the Seth Thomas Tower Clocks. A specimen
tower clock is at present in their store encased
in glass and running.

L. C. Paul, of the Paul Manufacturing Co.,
Boston, Mass., makers of the Cando Silver
Polish, has left for a four months' trip through
Europe in search of health. While there he will
take in, among other things, a trip to the Holy
Land.

C. W. Des Lauries, father of John Des
Lauries, 43 Winter Street, Boston, passed away
on May 7th at his home in East Weymouth,
Mass., death being due to a complication of
diseases. In his day Mr. Des Lauries was one
of the brightest and cleverest shoemakers in the
country and was reported to be one of the high-
est-priced workmen for that class of labor.

W. C. Galvin is representing H. G. Morris,
373 Washington Street, Boston, in New England
territory. Mr. Galvin is well acquainted with
the New England field. He is at present out
among the trade showing a line of reconstructed
rubies, white sapphires and peridots.

J. Ohamian, 373 Washington Street, Boston,
has rearranged his shop equipment, enabling him
to work and handle the customers to better ad-
vantage.

Waltham Clock Company, of Waltham,
Mass., have issued a new catalogue which reflects
the dignity and beauty of the line they manu-
facture. The cover is of a mottled grayish
effect within which one finds some very beauti-
ful reproductions of chime clocks, hall clocks,
regulators, Willard or banjo clocks, office and
marble clocks. At the inside back cover is a
pocket made for the purpose of holding some
loose leaves of the reproductions and the price
list, so that one can show the catalogue to pro-
spective customer of this class of goods without
revealing the cost. A line dropped this company
by any reputable jeweler will bring one of these
catalogues by return mail.

A patent on a novel alarm clock has been
assigned to the New Haven Clock Company, of
New Haven, by W. E. Porter.

One of the oldest jewelers in New Haven,
Samuel H. Kirby, is convalescing at his home
from a severe illness.

Frank B. Chace, 373 Washington Street,
Boston, made a trip through eastern New Eng-
land last month.

After an illness of some six or eight days
last month Miss Helen Crowley, assistant cashier
for Smith, Patterson Co., Boston, is back once
again at her desk.

J. H. Watson is in charge of the clock, china
and bric-a-brac department of Bigelow, Kennard
& Co., Boston, taking the place of A. W. Har-
rington, who recently resigned.

Arthur L. Stern and bride, both of Lynn,
Mass., have just returned from a wedding trip
through the middle Atlantic and Southern States.

Walter H. Forbes is at present representing
Smith, Patterson Co., of Boston, in northern
New England, taking the place of P. G. Baker,
who is convalescing from a recent illness.

Louis M. Nystrom, of Chicago, has become
allied with the American Silver Company, of
Bristol, Conn. Mr. Nystrom was for many years
in the Chicago office of the R. Wallace & Sons
Manufacturing Co.

The announcement of the annual summer
vacation at the Waltham Watch Factory was
posted recently and those who have been antici-
pating a layoff of from a month to ten weeks, in
accordance with the rumors persistently floated,
were agreeably surprised to find that three weeks
and two days was to be the extent of their
vacation. The factory will close Thursday even-
ing, June 30th and reopen Monday morning, July
25th. This means that there will be a loss of
only a few days more than is usual in the long
summer vacations. While there probably will not
be any great revival in the watch business im-
mediately after the summer vacation, it is antici-
pated that by September the conditions will be
much more favorable than they have been since
the great slump in business in 1907.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale
of the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get
the genuine.—Adv.
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Pearce's Monurdi CIPI, Fountain Pen.

.
DISPLAY CASES
SILENT SALESMEN FOR YOUR COUNTER
The vacation season is here and there will be a steady
demand from now on for fountain pens and fancy pencils, on
the part of your customers. Why not stock up with Pearce's
Monarch Fountain Pens and Pearce's Gold-Filled and Ster-
ling Silver Pencils? These reproductions show our fountain
pens suitably arranged in counter display cases, variously
assorted in one and two-dozen lots. Cases are made of glass,
bound with nickel trimmings, oak base with trays plush-
lined, oak-bound. At least send us a postal for further
information about our line or ask our salesmen to show
you it.

F. T. PEARCE COMPANY
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS

85 Sprague St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK SALES OFFICE—I80 Broadway

LOCKETS ONLY

(vokif
ESTABLISHED

53 YEARS

No. 9234

Our new designs, shapes and sizes in lockets represent
all the latest and most popular styles in this specialty

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY NEW YORK OFFICE

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 15 MAIDEN LANE

HEDGE 101

Rich
Cut
Glass
FOR SELECT
TRADE

OUR SPECIALTY is high-grade ware that suits the jewelry trade.

The PRETTY DESIGNS, deep cutting and diamond sparkle
proclaim the superiority of our product.

The QUALITY attracts and the moderate price insures quick
sales and large profits.

It is IDEAL CUT GLASS stock for jewelers of standing with
refined patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale and
Big Profit Opportunity,

IRVING CUT GLASS CO., Inc.
HONESDALE PENNSYLVANIA
Eastern and Western Representative: THOS. H. QUINNEY, Honesdale, Pa.
Pacific Coast Representative: A. J. LEHR& San Francisco, Cal.
New York City Representative: F. W. REICHENBACHER

A THOROUGH SCHOOL
We would impress the fact in the strongest way that the course in Optics offered by " The American Optical College " is
complete and thorough. Technical terms are avoided and only simple and exact language is used. You can have this
complete course by correspondence without in any way neglecting your daily duties.
We were one of the first schools in the world to enter the correspondence field, and have kept the standard high, while making
the work easy to understand by any person of ordinary intelligence. Our school is incorporated and chartered and is legally
authorized for the work it is doing. The success of our graduates and the complete satisfaction they are giving in the fitting of
eyeglasses has led many who were graduates of other schools to take our course. In many instances vhey have said, " Nothing
so complete was ever taught to us before." Write and secure our regular $25 college course by correspondence for only $8
(or $10 in foreign countries). You may pay $2 down and the balance $1 weekly and have full benefit of our system of " quiz
and answer." Address

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE Detroit, Mich.
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The important trade event in this city last
month was. the annual convention of the Pennsyl-
vania Retail Jewelers' Association, which brought
to the city a large number of jewelers from all
parts of the State. The convention, a report of
which will be found elsewhere in this issue, was
the most largely attended and successful in the
history of jewelry trade organization in this State
and reflected much credit on the zeal and enthu-
siasm of the officers, all of whom were re-elected.
Many of the local jobbers or their representatives

iwere n attendance at the convention and joined
in the welcome extended to the out-of-town visi-
tors. Quite a number of the latter took advan-
tage of the opportunity to visit the wholesale
stores and make seasonable selections of stock.

The Merchants' and Manufacturers' Associa-
tion of this city, which was organized for the
advancement of the commercial interests of
Philadelphia and the extension of its trade and
commerce, is meeting with much success in
achieving these ends. This organization has es-
tablished the custom of making itineraries
through the State. The members, who are lead-
ing merchants and manufacturers, making per-
sonal calls on the trades in which they are in-
terested in the towns and cities visited. Rep-
resentatives of the manufacturing and wholesale
jewelry and optical interests belong to this as-
sociation and take part in these itineraries, paying
friendly visits to the jewelers and opticians and
discussing trade matters of interest to both. In
this way the out-of-town trade make the per-
sonal acquaintance of the proprietors of the
establishments whose representatives call on
them. A more friendly feeling is thus created
and business relations are fostered and strength-
ened. Among the jewelry firms who are mem-
bers of the association are M. Sickles & Sons,
H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, B. F. Williams Co.,
Joseph B. Bechtel & Co., S. Kind & Sons, L. P.
White, Horace N. Tuttle Co., Ritter, Kahn &
Co. The firms of D. V. Brown and McIntire,
Magee & Brown Co. represent the optical in-
dustry in the membership. The next itinerary
will take place on June 14th, 15th and t6th, when
stops will be made at a number of towns and
cities in Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Mary-
land.

B. F. Williams Co., formerly at 726 Chestnut
Street, are now handsomely located in larger
and more desirable quarters at 807 Chestnut
Street, where the firm has increased facilities to
attend to its growing trade. The new quarters
are modern in every respect, having elevator
service, a handsome private office for the display
and selection of goods by trade patrons, and up-
to-date fixtures and conveniences in every de-
partment.

Louis Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, is re-
joicing over the arrival at his home of a to-pound
boy, who presented a first appearance on Satur-
day, May 21st.

During the past month the jewelry store
windows on Chestnut Street held the passing
throngs in admiration of the magnificent displays
of prize cups, trophies and special pieces of many
kinds, designed and executed by these houses.
j. E. Caldwell & Co. exhibited prizes for the
Harrisburg Club Automobile Endurance Contest,
which took place May 9th, loth and nth. This
firm had also on display the cups and shields for
the American Rowing Association Races and also
the first prize for the power boat race from this
city to Havana. The bronze figure presented
to Anthony J. Biddle by his athletic friends also
attracted much attention while on display. Many
other special pieces were shown, all of which
were a delight to the admirers of art metalwork.

Bailey. Banks & Biddle Co. had also on ex-
hibition a large silver loving cup for the Harris-
burg Automobile Club endurance contest. The
firm also had on display the prizes presented at
the third annual endurance run of the Norris-
town Automobile Club, held May t8th and Toth.
These included a handsome colonial hall clock,

a copper tankard and a shield of hand-beaten
copper and silver. A chief attraction also was
the Van Rennselaer cup for the Yachtsmen's Club
motor race between Philadelphia and Havana.
The cup is of solid silver on an ebony base and
stands 22% inches high. The crossed flags are
enameled in colors.

The Hoover & Smith Co., Thirteenth and
Walnut Streets, had on display last month the
prize cups for the relay races of the University
of Pennsylvania. This firm has found the pro-
duction of prize cups, trophies and special pieces
a profitable branch of its business this year.

Z. J. Pequignot, the well-known Philadelphia
house which enjoys the exclusive right of
handling the sacred vessels of the Catholic
Church, executed an unusual order recently in
providing a large number of gifts for a new
bishop of the Philippine Islands from this city.
The gifts comprised a magnificent pectoral cross,
four inches square, set with diamonds and ame-
thysts, a ring symbolic of episcopal authority, and
a solid gold chain seventy-two inches long, set
with diamonds and amethysts. The beautiful gifts
were presented to the new bishop immediately
after his consecration in this city.
• Francis B. Wallen, the enterprising jeweler

of Camden, N. J., is vice-president of the Busi-
ness Men's Improvement Association of that
city and chairman of the publicity committee.
Mr. Wallen, who is recognized as an expert ad-
vertiser, takes a leading part in every movement
for the advancement of the interests of the city.

Abe Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, sailed
for Europe on May nth on the Mauretania and
will visit the diamond markets at Amsterdam,
Antwerp, Paris and London.

Louis Stern and family will sail for Europe
this month on the Cincinnati, of the Hamburg-
American Line. They will visit Berlin and other
points of interest, passing the summer on the
continent.

A testimonial banquet was given on May 14th
at the Majestic Hotel to Freeland W. Kendrick,
Potentate Lulu Shrine, A.A.O.M.S., which was
participated in by the following retail jewelers:
C. F. Rudolph, Wilmington; J. L. Weed, West
Chester; Edgar Garman, Coatesville; Harry
Greenwald, Philadelphia, and Theodore Beck,
Philadelphia. A beautiful gold and platinum dia-
mond ring was presented to Mr. Kendrick by
members of the Lulu Shrine. At the recent con-
clave at New Orleans Mr. Kendrick was honored
with the office of Imperial Outer Guard by the
Imperial Divan, which means future promotion
to the head of the order.

J. 'Warner Hutchins returned last month
from a pilgrimage to the old world, on which he
had been accompanied by J. Clifford Wilson,
Mrs. Wilson and daughter. The party sailed on
February t8th on the Caronia, of the Cunard
Line, and journeyed through Egypt, visiting
Alexandria, Cairo, Luxor, Assouan. They en-
joyed a ride up the Nile and many side trips,
one of which was a visit to Thebes by camel,
where they viewed the tombs of the kings. On
the return trip they visited Naples, Rome, Venice,
Florence, Milan, Luzerne, Paris, Amsterdam and
London. Mr. Hutchins, who has made many
trips to Europe, says that this last exceeded all
others in interest and historic association. The
visit to Egypt he found peculiarly pleasurable, as
a peculiar interest attaches to this link between
ancient and modern civilization.

Alterations and improvements will be made
this summer in the new quarters of the Jewelers'
Club, which will add greatly to the attractive-
ness and conveniences of the club rooms. The
contract has been awarded for these alterations.

Greenwald & Bonnaffon have moved from
their old quarters at 8o6 Chestnut Street to more
desirable and commodious quarters in the Penn
Mutual Building, where they have increased fa-
cilities and all modern conveniences for prompt
attention to their growing business.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club gave its
twelfth annual shad dinner on the Bingham Hotel
roof garden, on the evening of May 17th. This
social function was attended by nearly 200 mem-
bers and guests who thoroughly enjoyed the din-
ner and accompanying entertainment. Instead of
the usual speech-making, there was a vaudeville
performance by professional talent, supplemented
by vocal efforts by members of the club.
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There is a condition in the retail trade that
is hard to understand. It is the quiet condition
of business. One could easily imagine that we
were in the midst of a panic if the volume of
retail trade were any criterion 'to go by. What
we need now is a new prophet to tell us the
trouble and to lead us "out of Egypt."

The jewelry trade is not alone in this torpid
condition; other retail lines in this city are
similarly affected. The dry goods, piano, rug
and clothing dealers are all complaining.

The convention of the Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association was largely attended and a number
of local jewelers were at the gathering. J. R.
Stebbins, of Ashtabula, took a prominent part
in the meeting. Other jewelers who 'were promi-
nent from northern Ohio were L. A. Ott, of
Mansfield, and F. L. Yorney, of Mt. Vernon.

The recent trade excursion given by the
wholesale board of the Chamber of Commerce
was a decided success. Among the party was
H. W. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdictc Co.,
and Gilbert Sigler, of Sigler Bros. Co. The well-
known jewelry travelers, Jack Spindler and
Walter Miller, were also in the party.

George W. Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr
Co., was recently elected to the committee for
building the new athletic club. This clubhouse
is to be built on an air lease that begins at the
fifth floor and extends upwards for ten stories.
This is the first lease of this nature to be made
in this city and runs ninety-nine years. It is
located at Twelfth Street and Euclid Avenue.

Ben Sands, jeweler on Sixth Street, was the
central figure in a big realty deal that went
through last month. He and others took over
for ninety-nine years the corner of East Sixth
Street and Euclid Avenue. This corner is now
occupied by Weber's Cafe. It is intended to
build a business block on the site inside of three
years. It is one of the most prominent corners
in the city.

Sterling B. Hubbard, of the Cowell & Hub-
bard Co., went to Chicago last month to ac-
company Mrs. Hubbard on the first stage of her
trip to California. Mr. Hubbard paid a social
call on the jewelers of the Windy City while
there.

The financial affairs of Ignatius Longtin have
been settled. The entire stock and fixtures were
bid in by Mr. Longtin for a consideration of
$5000 and he resumed business at his old stand
on West Twenty-fifth Street.

Lloyd D. Collar, bookkeeper for Scribner &
Loehr Co. for the past ten years, has resigned.
He enters a different field of industry—that of
fancy tile manufacture.

The Solomonson Optical Co., a concern doing
a jewelry and optical business at 731 Euclid
Avenue, were burglarized last month and about
$800 worth of silverware and jewelry taken. It
was apparently the work of professionals, and a
clean job.

Al G. Schmutte has gone to Evansville, Ind.,
to spend several weeks with his family. Mr.
Schmutte has been with the Scribner & Loehr
Co for the past year.

Arthur D. Weed is again in the traveling
harness with the Bowler & Burdick Co. He left
last month for a trip through the State.

F. Van Buskirk, one of the well-known jew-
elers of this city, but for several years past
engaged in the manufacture of brass goods, has
bought an interest in a hotel in Elyria and will
turn genial boniface from now on.

George Voerg, jeweler, 2401 Woodland
Avenue, has sold out to A. J. Leinwand, a young
man who has been his watchmaker for several
years.

T. C. Herrick, Conneaut, Ohio, was burned
out last month.

J. C. Sharer, Alliance, Ohio. has added an-
other to his string of stores. This time he has
opened a branch in Akron.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO,

Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

Above cut shows a corner in the Jewelry
Store of Wm. K. Sandberg Co.,

University Bldg., Chicago.

Chicago, Ill
We have reached " Perfection
in manufacturing Artistic Jewelry
Fixtures, Show Cases, Wall Cases,
Tables, etc.

You can profit by our experience of
more than a "Quarter of a Century"
and let us design your store or any
changes you contemplate making.

Write us to-day for our
new loose leaflet  catalogue

Combs Hat Pins Brooches
THE MOST VARIED AND
LINE OF THESE GOODS EVER

It will pay you to get in touch with our goods.
you appreciate the original way in which we produce
of popular-priced sellers. The kind that move and do
or in the show case.

COMPLETE
PRODUCED
An inspection will make
our line. The line is one
not linger on the shelves

Transparent Enamel Brooches, Stars, Crescents, etc., made
to retail from 25c. up.

Gold Front and Oriental Combs, artistically decorated with
white stones, made to retail from $1.00 up.

Hat Pins, Spike, Mushroom, etc., made to retail from 50c. up.
Write us for information about our extensive line and we will put you in

touch with a jobber in your locality that carries it

Providence Manufacturing Company
Calendar and Mason Streets

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND
SOLD THROUGH JOBBERS

1.
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E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Manufacturers Sterling Effects
in Plate

Otto Young & Co.
Chicago, III. Silversmiths' Building

New York

June, 1910 T 11 E KEYSTONE

The Science of Salesmanship

Many excellent truths on the art as

well as the science of selling are told in a

contribution to Collier's, by Hugh Chalmers,

who is recognized as one of the most

accomplished salesmen of the time. The

following extracts are interesting:

Salesmanship is a science

and it is also an art. There

is a certain fund of knowl-

edge relating to the pro-

fession of salesmanship, and a certain lot

of principles by which the salesman, con-

sciously or unconsciously works, which

amount to a science. By the art of sales-

manship I mean the actual practice of selling

goods—the actual calling on customers, the

displaying of samples, the presentation of

selling arguments, the taking of orders—

the application in business life of the

knowledge comprising the science. Be-

tween the science of salesmanship and the

art of selling there is much the same differ-

ence as between studying law in a university

and practicing it in a court.

A great many men who understand the

principles of scientific salesmanship are not

successful salesmen. They come short in

the application—in the practice. There are

a great many people who can see in their

minds beautiful pictures, and who under-

stand pretty well the principles on which

rests the painter's art, who can never paint

good pictures. They lack the skill for the

perfect application of abstract principles

to concrete work which alone results in

true art. For art is doing as opposed to

knowing. It is the acme of man's accom-

plishment in any line of activity, whether

it be selling goods or painting pictures.

If I were asked to define

salesmanship, I should say

that, "It is simply making

the other fellow feel as you

do about what you have to sell." That is

about all there is to it. You go into a man's

office with something to sell. You feel that

this man ought to possess, through their

purchase from you, this thing that you have

to sell. But the man you have called to see,

who sits with an air of cool defiance behind

the breastworks of his desk, is in a directly

opposite state of mind. He feels that he

ought not to possess, through purchase

from you, the thing you have to sell. Now

the only possible way you can make the

sale is to tnake that man's mind come

around into agreement with your mind. It

is not even a case where you can meet your

opponent half way ; you cannot make even

a small compromise and still make a sale.

You have got to sell him completely or you

An Art

and Science

What Is

Salesmanship?

don't sell him at all ; you must pull him full

i8o degrees around the circle.

A salesman must be in good physical

condition all the time. Just like a racehorse,

he must be ready to go when the bell rings.

There was a time not many years ago when

most salesmen injured their health with too

much drinking and smoking and eating.

But there is not so much of this nowadays ;

good salesmen have come to do most of

their work in the salesroom instead of in the

bar-rooms. Good health influences others

in your favor. It is a prime factor in bring-

ing your prospect's mind around into agree-

ment with your mind.

The second requisite is

Honesty and Honesty. A man in busi-

Ability ness is nothing short of a

fool who is anything but

honest. A salesman who is not strictly

honest has no chance at all in the long run.

Modern business has made honesty popular.

After all, there is nobody in the whole world

who knows a man is honest but a man him-

self. Your wife thinks you are honest, and

it is a mighty good thing to keep her

thinking that way, but she couldn't prove it

to save her soul. The only response to the

question, "Am I an honest man ?" comes

from deep in the man's own heart, and he

only knows whether the answer is what it

should be.
In order for a man to be a successful

salesman he must have a strong mental

equipment. He must have a keen mind,

and, for the want of a better word to

express this requisite, let us call it Ability.

When you stop to think of it, men do not

differ very much in their general make-up.

As a rule, most men have two legs, two

arms, two ears, a nose, a pair of eyes and

a mouth, and, considering the height, men

weigh about the same. The difference is in

their brains, ability can be developed in a

salesman. It can be developed by what Ile

reads, by study, by the company he keeps.

After Ability should be

Initiative. That is the

quality which leads a man

to do things without being

told. After a surgeon has you on the

operating table and has made his incision, he

can't say, "I must go look in a book and

see if I am proceeding right on this fellow."

No; after he cuts in, he has got to finish,

whether it's your finish or his finish. Per-

haps he finds conditions which he did not

imagine. Then he must act quickly ; that

is initiative. Every day of a salesman's

life he is confronted by all sorts of un-

expected conditions when he must act, if

at all, upon his own initiative.

Tact is another requisite. Tact is the

Initiative

and Tact
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ability to tell a man the truth about himself

without giving him offense. Tact never

jumps out of a window until it sees a pillow

to light on below. It is the ability to get

along comfortably with many different sorts

of people, and it is pretty hard to describe

it any further than this. Some men have

it or acquire it, and some others do not have

it, or cannot get it, and the latter class

will never make successful salesmen.

Thoughts are intangible and yet they

are very real, and they produce tangible

results. Selling is just like throwing

thoughts. You throw thoughts from your

mind into the prospect's mind, trying to

bring him around to your point of view.

Now, you cannot any more throw insincere

thoughts at a man and have him catch sin-

cere thoughts than you can throw an apple

and have him catch a baseball. He is going

to catch just what you throw if he catches

anything at all. Hence Sincerity is a prime

requisite for a successful salesman. Sin-

cerity not only makes friends—it holds

them.
The best salesmen are those

Industry and who are always trying to

Enthusiasm become better salesmen.

They are the men who are

trying to learn and to improve. They are

the men with the open minds. Open-

mindedness is the willingness to accept

suggestions. The man who knows it all

is standing on the banana peel placed by the

fool-killer who is awaiting for him with a

club just around the corner.

The last of the requisites is Enthusiasm.

A man might have honesty, health, ability,

initiative, knowledge of the business, tact,

sincerity, industry and open-mindedness,

yet without enthusiasm he would not be a

success. .Enthusiasm is the white heat that

fuses all of these other qualities into one

effective mass. A little illustration : take

a piece of blue glass and a sapphire. You

can polish that glass until it has a surface

as smooth and hard as the sapphire's. But

when you look down into them you see

thousands of little lights shining up at you

out of the sapphire that you can't see in the

blue glass—and you never can get out of

the blue glass those little tongues of flames

which just seem to leap out as you look

at the sapphire. What these little lights are

in the sapphire, enthusiasm is in the man.

Some men are almost irresistible; it is

because enthusiasm radiates from their

features, beams from their eyes, and is

present in their actions. A man might be

made to order with the proper proportions

of all these other nine things I have

mentioned and yet, if he lacked enthusiasm,

he would only be a statue.

.11
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For Evening Dress Wear
the particular man wants every
little detail of his apparel of the

utmost nicety.

THE KREMENTZ
BODKIN CLUTCH
Studs and Vest Buttons

CLOSED 7
Enter the button hole or eyelet as

easily as a needle—do not muss

the shirt in the slightest, and when

in position hold firmly until pur-

posely released. No loose parts

to get lost. No hinges nor solder

joints to break.

ENTER LIKE A NEEDLE
HOLD LIKE AN ANCHOR

If you cater to careful dressers

yOU should handle these studs,

for there are no others just as

(rood.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW BOOKLET

"SOLID FACTS"

KREMENTZ a co.
NEWARK NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK: - - 1 MAIDEN LANE
SAN FRANCISCO : 722 SHREVE BLDG.

LEARN ENGRAVING
For FIVE DOLLARS we send you a complete set of lessons, well illustrated,
in letter and monogram engraving on jewelry, silverware and other metals. These

lessons are prepared by an expert engraver of twenty-five years' experience and

explain sharpening and tempering tools, plain, bright-cut, wriggled and other

cutting ; engraving script and other letters ; leaf, block, ribbon and entwined mono-

grams, transferring, cementing and many other valuable tricks of the trade. We
also send you a set of gravers (sharpened), a good oil stone, a block to hold

lockets, watches, etc., which is also a perfect tool sharpener ; dividers ; 10 metal

plates ; 6 rings and 6 thimbles to practice on and a book of " Monograms and

Alphabets."

Book of Monograms and Alphabets

Every letter of the alphabet combined with every other letter in script and block styles;
Script, Old English, Roman, Block, German, Hebrew and Greek Alphabets ; Year-Date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials; Fancy and Ribbon Monograms. $1.00 postpaid.

ASK FOR CIRCULAR AND FULL PARTICULARS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

Hand Engraving

on Jewelry and

Silverware 

ETCHING 

Portraits, Views, 

a nd Decorative 

Designs 

COPIED FROM ANY PHOTO

Photo-Miniature 

Portraits on 

Watches 

Portraits Painted 

in Colors

on Ivory

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

N D

SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

Annual Meeting Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion, which now claims a larger membership than

any other State organization, met in annual con-

vention in the Continental Hotel, Philadelphia,

on May loth and 20th. The earnest work of the

officers and the unusually handsome programme

which had been distributed among the trade in

the State were successful in bringing together a

very large attendance.
The convention was called to order by Presi-

dent Ira D. Garman at io A. M. in parlor C of

the historic hotel, on May 19th. Mayor Reyburn

formally welcomed the members to the city and

hoped that their visit would be so pleasant and

profitable that they would ever be eager to re-

turn. President Garman then addressed the con-

vention, saying:

President Garman's Address

"Fellow jewelers, two years ago the present
officers of this association believed that by pru-
dence and good management the jewelers of our
State could be organized for our protection the
same as other lines of business are organized,
and accepted a responsibility which to some
seemed in vain. From a very small beginning
of about fifty members—to-day we are reaching
the 400 mark—our membership, comprising the
best jewelers in our line in the State and rep-
resenting millions of dollars, all ready to do
something for their protection. That we have
succeeded, there is no doubt. The aim of our
association has been toward moderation and not
to antagonize and stir up strife or ill-feeling, but
to bring all closer together as merchants and
friends. Our aim has been to work in harmony
with manufacturer, jobber and retailer.

"In proof that many believe this is the right
way, we would call your attention to the organi-
zation recently formed by the jobbers of the dif-
ferent States, the National Jobbers' Association
and, more recently, the Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, all striving the same as ours for their own
protection. The requirements of a jeweler are
most peculiar. No business requires more confi-
dence than ours. That our trade is suffering
from lack of this there is no doubt, but in meet-
ing more frequently we can overcome these diffi-
culties from which we have suffered for years.

"We have invited to this meeting manufac-
turers, wholesalers and retailers from this and
other States and everyone attending is free to
speak and say anythMg of good for our cause.
This convention is for jewelers and to encourage

them in their business. We believe that every
one should make a fair and legitimate profit and
would ask that the manufacturer refuse to sell

to anyone refusing to maintaln a fair rate. We

believe to-day there is a greater effort being made

along these lines than ever before, and with cool

heads and prudent management of our work,

every association working together and at times
gathering together the leading association work-

ers, manufacturer, jeweler, jobber and retailer,

great good can be done for our entire trade.
"Our lives and capital have been devoted to

our business and we have been separated so long

that the time is now ripe. All must work to-

gether or allow our business to pass from us

and flow in other channels than that where it

belongs. Again, I would say, be faithful to our

cause and work together and be honest to your-

selves and neighbors and feel that you individu-

ally have an interest in this work and that we

may not only have the largest, but the best

association in the entire country."

After the president's address the routine

business was proceeded with. Treasurer P. G.

Diener, of Harrisburg, presented the financial

report and claimed that the association had on

hand the largest balance of any such organization

in the country, and that its number of paid-in

members also exceeded the record of any other

State. This information was received with ap-

plause, more particularly as quite a number of

those present did not yet figure in the member-

ship roll but were enrolled later.

Secretary C. S. Wiley, of Pittsburg, then

presented the minutes of the last meeting and

his report for the year, the latter revealing in an

impressive way the growing strength of the as-
sociation. He told at some length what had been

accomplished in the direction of ameliorating

trade grievances, and especially the suicidal prac-

tice of price-cutting on staple goods. When he

announced, in conclusion, that the membership

of the association was nearing the 400 mark there

was loud applause among the members.
President Garman read a number of letters

from individuals and organizations, extending

words of encouragement to the association and

pleading for harmonious work in the interest of

the entire trade.
Professor James Cattell was then introduced

and in a magnificent oration paid one of the most

beautiful tributes to the City of Philadelphia that

it had ever been the good fortune of those present

to hear. He recalled the history of the city, its

growth and present civic importance. In his

references to the visits of Abraham Lincoln to

the city he touched a tender chord in the breasts

of those present, many of whom were surprised,

as well as pleased, to learn that the martyred

president had frequently sat in the same room

in which the convention was held. It was also

stated that King Edward, the late lamented

British monarch, had also been in the same room.

Professor Cattell ended his tribute with a mag-

nificent peroration, which called forth an out-

burst of applause.
President Garman then appointed several

committees, the committee on resolutions con-

sisting of C. H. Hambly, chairman; William Sut-

ton, Henry F. Seltzer, I. A. Deisher, F. L. Davis,

P. G. Diener, E. L. Rinkenbach. The auditing

committee consisted of George S. Katz, chairman;

George C. Child and William Kemmerer.

Thursday Afternoon Session

The afternoon session was called to order by

President Garman at 2 o'clock. Secretary Wiley

then presented the report of the delegates to the

Omaha convention, which report gave a very

pleasing account of that successful meeting and

embodied the important resolutions then adopted.

The report, which was signed by Secretary C. S.

Wiley and Steele F. Roberts, was accepted with

applause. Presiden Garman then referred at

some length to the work of the association and

its present high status among the trade organiza-

tions and introduced President J. P. Archibald,

of the American National Retail Jewelers' As-

sociation, who is also a member of the Pennsyl-

vania association, as the first speaker of the ses-

sion. Mr. Archibald began by referring to the

record of Pennsylvania in jewelry trade organi-

zation in the past and told of the future of

promise and achievement indicated in the present

large membership. He stated that in the Key-

stone State, at least, the more wealthy class of

jewelers ha daccepted membership in the associa-

tion, with the result that the aggregate member-

ship represented more capital than that of any

other State. He estimated the capital represented

as between $io,000,000 and $2o,000,000, with the

better class of jewelers still coming in. He

highly complimented the officers for the good

work which they had accomplished, more particu-

larly the president and secretary, giving as evi-

dence of their activity the magnificent souvenir

programme prepared for the occasion.

Mr. Archibald then proceeded to answer the

vexatious query, "What has organization done

for us?" and in so doing, paid a glowing tribute

to the assistance given by the press. He strongly

recommended the members to get publicity in

their local papers, to read and support their trade

journals and to advertise well and liberally. He

referred to the pleasant relations which have

been created between manufacturer, jobber and

retailer, and also to the good feeling now existing

among the retailers themselves. He deprecated

the use of the word competitor, suggesting "busi-

ness associate" as a preferable term under the

new dispensation, and that all live up to this title.

He stated that it was his intention to call a

general council of the officers and leading spirits

in the manufacturers', jobbers' and retailers' or-

ganizations, for the purpose of cultivating a bet-

ter understanding of what is due to all three as-
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sociations and fostering the pleasant relations
between them now existing.

He strongly advocated the fixed selling price
idea, while expressing opposition to the complete
watch policy advocated by some of the trade.
He contended that a fixed selling price could be
placed on the case as well as the movement, and
that this accomplished, the problem would be
satisfactorily solved. He deprecated the small
profits with which some of the trade were satis-
fied and compared conditions in the jewelry busi-
ness very disadvantageously with conditions in
other branches of merchandising in which a

profit double or treble that which the jeweler

receives is quite usual.
He pleaded strongly for an extension of the

round table movement to every city and town
as the best solution of local problems and the
best feeder of trade organization. He also in-
vited those present to make the pilgrimage to
Detroit for the national convention, which he
predicted would be the most successful yet held.
He considered that many of the jewelers up to
this time had tied themselves too closely to the
bench and paid too little attention to merchan-
dising. Many, also, of them were negligent of
their personal appearance and lost prestige on
this account. He was enthusiastic, however, on
the progress that had been made and quite op-
timistic as to what the near future will accom-
plish to remedy the remaining evils. He argued
in favor of the manufacturers advertising to the
consumers and thus aiding in the correction of
trade for the retailer. In this connection, he said:

"I have made an investigation in more than
zoo periodicals for goods advertised to the con-
sumer. I find that there are advertised about
three articles sold in a retail jewelry store to
every 200 articles in other lines of merchandise.

"The manufacturer, by his persistent adver-
tising to the consumer, has created a general
demand for his goods.

"There is no doubt but that in the years just
passed the consumer is looking for many of his
articles of purchase for presents in other stores,
such as the hardware, furniture, drug, dry goods

and department stores. It is now the great task

to turn the channel back to the retail jeweler.

The demand for our goods must be created in

the consumer. The manufacturer and the jobber

can both help us.
"A public demand is created for every article

that the manufacturer advertises to the people

continuously and persistently. It is then the

duty of the retailer to stimulate a local demand

by advertising."
Col. John L. Shepherd, New York agent of

The Keystone Watch Case Co., was then called

upon and volunteered a wealth of sound advice

based on his long trade experience. He main-

tained that the retail jeweler was the arbiter of

his onw destiny, that the jewelers themselves

were primarily responsible for the grievances of

which they now complain and that the remedy

lay entirely in their own hands. He pleaded

strongly for harmony and brotherhood among

the retailers, and urged extension of the or-

ganization movement, even to the small towns,

in which a local association could regulate the

matter of trade prices, etc.
Charles M. Robbins, the well-known emblem

and badge manufacturer, of Attleboro, Mass.,

was then called upon and pleaded for a higher

standard of integrity and sincerity in the business

world, and especially among retail jewelers. No

branch of trade, he said, called to a greater

degree for the confidence of the public, and he

was gratified to observe that this confidence was

given in greater degree each year. There was a

time in the past history of the trade when the

public, generally, might have been doubtful of

the integrity of the retail jeweler, but this clay,

he was pleased to state, had largely passed away.

A. L. Sackett, of the Rockford Watch Co..

Rockford, Ill., then addressed the meeting and

contended, in opposition to the views expressed

by President Archibald, that the time had nut

come for the jeweler to lay aside his eyeglass.

This glass, he said, was his visible diploma, and

a powerful argument and advertisement in his

(Continued on 979)
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The Matinee Lorgnette Locket and Chain

NEW YORK OFFICE —15 Maiden Lane

Something new, ornamental and
useful as the locket contains a
mirror and place for picture. This
is our latest creation and has
jumped into favor from the start,
as our salesmen now on the road
showing an extensive line of these
goods are meeting with great suc-
cess. Our "If for ANY Reason"

guarantee on all our goods, the
strongest guarantee ever placed on
a piece of plated jewelry, assures
you of getting the standard of

quality and worknianship. Put
yourself in touch with our iiiewew

season's line, as it contains a 

i 

and complete assortment of brace-

lets, lockets, fobs, vest chains, coat

chains, pendants) guard chains and

neck chains.

We sell the wholesale trade only

Watch for our new line of

genuine platinum plate pendant

necks, mounted with white stones.

Warning to Trade
We take this opportunity to

nod fy the trade that a patent on
our Matinee Lorgnette Locket
with handle attached is now
pending in the Patent Office at
Washington. Manufacturers and
dealers are hereby warned that to
manufacture or handle the same
unauthorized by us will be an
infringement upon our rights,
which we will protect to the full
extent of the law.

AUSTIN & STONE
Attleboro, Mass.

A RSOLD St Itaarow, Patent Attorneys

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Chronicle Building
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favor in the minds of the public. He pleaded for
a higher degree of citizenship and local patriot-
ism among the jewelers, urging them to take an
active interest in all matters connected with their
town, their district and their street. In this way
their names will become better known and the
confidence of the public will be more readily
secured.

C. T. Higginbotham, of the South Bend
Watch Co., also pleaded strongly the cause of the
jeweler as a skilled mechanic. He expressed
regret that among the workers at the bench
theory was very generally overlooked. While
practical knowledge is undoubtedly necessary, he
contended that a knowledge of theory was very
essential if the watch worker was ambitious to
improve himself and make the most of his skill.
He deplored the lack of salesmanship, frequently
noticeable among the jewelers. There were, he
said, two classes who sold goods—one class,
salesman ; the other, mere slot machines. He
pleaded for better prices for repair work, which
prices could be obtained through the medium of
a local organization. Every repair department,
he said, could and should be made a paying
branch of the business. He told of the remark-
able progress made in the science of horology
and its application to timepieces in the past ioo
years, stating that there was no watch then in
existence which would stand the present test of
railroad inspection.

The members were presented with tickets for
a performance at Keith's Theater in the evening,
which was attended by several hundred jewelers
and their lady friends.

Second Day

At the morning session of the second day
a number of matters of vital importance to the
trade were discussed, chief among these being
the subject of advertising. The chief speaker
on this subject was J. T. Montgomery, manager
of the New York branch of M. A. Mead & Co.
In the course of an eloquent plea for better
advertising, he said:

"You have merchandise that should be in
every cultured home," he declared. "You should
interest people in good, substantial jewelry, such
as our forefathers purchased and treasured.

"Where is the spirit and sentiment of years
ago when our fathers purchased i8-karat gold
watches? You have let that business get away
from you. Cheap jewelry is making the old sen-
timent disappear. There is too much pushing
of cheap goods.

"A real watch is a hallmark of gentility.
Our fathers thought it was. You should be
ashamed to offer cheap articles. Eighty per cent.
of the jewelry business is made up of gifts; sen-
timental presents. You cannot cut prices and
keep up a reputation. The one-price store is the
one that stands out in the community with a
reputation that the people will respect. They
will appreciate the name on a box sent from
such an establishment."

Mr. Montgomery added that jewelers do not
put "selling arguments" in the newspaper. They
limit their advertisements too much to business
cards, he said, instead of proposing some article
for sale that would attract customers and regain
some of the "lost sentimental business."

Colonel J. Warner Hutchins, of this city,
second vice-president of the association endorsed
Mr. Montgomery's statements and told of the
jewelry business abroad.

"Seventy per cent. of European travelers,"
he said, "are Americans. An enormous amount
of money is taken from America annually and
spent among foreign jewelers for souvenirs to
bring home. The jewelers abroad advertise and
mark their goods in plain figures. Their sales-
people are polite on the continent and some of
their virtues could very well be copied by the
trade in this country. They show all the goods
in the store, whether you wish to buy or not,
and the proprietor sees you to the door and
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politely asks you to come back if you do not
see something to your liking elsewhere."

Colonel Hutchins then reverted to the ad-
dress of Mayor Reyburn at the opening session
and advised his hearers to "join the boomers'
club."

"In this age of criticism," he said, "it is so
easy for us to find fault because we do not see
things as others see them. If you will not speak
well of yourselves and your neighbor, who will
do it for you?"

Owing to the fact that the jewelry trade is
suffering through competition of a "free lance"
class of jewelry dealers, who carry their stock
about with them, and who are not established
regularly in business, thereby escaping the pay-
ment of mercantile taxes, the convention decided
to take measures toward compelling such dealers
to pay taxes as other dealers do. In accordance
with this decision, the convention adopted a
resoluticin denouncing the practice as in violation
of the State laws, and suggesting that the execu-
tive committee be authorized to take up the mat-
ter with the State authorities.

In connection with this grievance, attention
was called also to the practice of some railroad
companies in compelling their employees to buy
their watches, not in the open market, but at
certain places and of certain persons specified
by the company. In view of these assertions the
convention adopted a resolution "that we em-
phatically condemn the practice of certain rail-
roads in controlling the sale of watches to their
employees through other channels than the legiti-
mate retail jewelers, and we request that this will
be corrected by the watch companies."

Charles W. Summerfield, secretary of the
Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association, of
Philadelphia, addressed the convention and
pleaded with those present, with a view to having
the association join with the other commercial
bodies in forcing an investigation of freight and
express rates. His argument was favorably re-
ceived and a resolution embodying his views was
unanimously adopted. A vote of thanks was
presented to Mr. Summerfield and he was unani-
mously elected an honorary member of the as-
sociation.

A letter was read from H. V. S. Lord, chair-
man of the executive committee of the Mer-
chants' Legislation League of Pennsylvania, ask-
ing the convention to appoint a delegate to at-
tend a discussion of the revision of the corpora-
tion and revenue laws of Pennsylvania in
reference principally to the mercantile tax. The
president was empowered to select a representa-
tive.

F. W. Rowe, Trenton, N. J., president of the
New Jersey Retail Jewelers' Association, gave an
interesting talk to the members at this session,
chiefly on the technical end of the business.

At the afternoon session there was an ex-
tended discussion on the subject of admitting to
membership in the association those in charge
of the jewelry departments in the large depart-
ment stores. While very strong arguments were
made in favor of their admission, there seemed
to be at this time a constitutional barrier in the
way and no definite action was taken. A change
was made in the by-laws, making the definition
of a retail jeweler eligible for membership the
same as that used in the by-laws of the national
association.

Secretary C. S. Wiley, of Pittsburg, intro-
duced the subject of bringing the annual con-
vention of the National Association to that city
in 1911. He assured those present that the Pitts-
burg trade would do everything possible towards
this end and were willing to contribute most
liberally to make the convention a success. It
was also suggested that the Pennsylvania, Ohio
and West Virginia associations hold their annual
meetings in Pittsburg at the same time. The as-
sociation gave full endorsement to Mr. Wiley's
view and the delegates to the national conven-
tion at Detroit will advocate Pittsburg's claim.

The election of officers was then taken up,
with the result that all who served during the
past year were unanimously re-elected, as follows:
President, Ira D. Garman ; vice-presidents, John
M. Roberts, J. Warner Hutchins, I. A. Deisher,
W. F. Steinmacher, George S. Katz ; secretary,
C. S. Wiley ; treasurer, P. G. Diener. The fol-
lowing were elected delegates to the convention
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of the National Association in Detroit : H. F.
Seltzer, Charles H. Hambly, William Sutton,
George S. Katz, Ira D. Garman, Philadelphia;
P. G. Diener, Harrisburg; I. A. Diesher, Read-
ing; C. S. Wiley, Pittsburg. Alternates—G. A.
Schlechter, Reading; H. Garman, Coatesville;
John M. Roberts, August Loch, Steele F. Roberts,
W. F. Steinmacher, John M. Roberts, Pittsburg;
E. J. Faust, Allentown ; J. Warner Hutchins,
George C. Child, F. C. Bodie, Philadelphia.

The Banquet

A peculiarly pleasing feature of the conven-
tion was the banquet given on the evening of the
second day, in the Continental Hotel. The at-
tendance was large, the menu exceptional and the
atmosphere was laden with the spirit of con-
viviality and good fellowship. Ex-Mayor Wil-
liam B. Smith acted as toastmaster and acquitted
himself in this capacity with his usual eclat. He
called the attention of those present to the fact
that they were dining in the room adjoining one
which King Edward once occupied when he was
Prince of Wales, on his visit to the United States.

On October 9, I86o, said Mr. Smith, the Re-
publican party was celebrating the victory of
Andrew G. Curtin, who had been elected Gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania. A triumphal parade of
Republicans took place, in which Mr. Smith par-
ticipated and which in the course of its march
passed the Continental Hotel. While the pro-
cession was passing the hotel a young man ap-
peared at one of the windows and saluted the
paraders. It was the future King Edward.

Among the other speakers were Hon. John
E. Reyburn, Mayor of the city; President Gar-
man, J. Warner Hutchins, Charles M. Robbins,
of Attleboro ; Rev. Clarence Bispham, President
J. P. Archibald, of the National Association;
Charles W. Summerfield, secretary of the Mer-
chants' and Manufacturers' Association of Phila-
delphia, and L. P. White.

This most enjoyable social function ended
what all conceded to be the most successful
jewelers' convention in the history of the State.
Unusual efforts will be made during the ensuing
year to increase the membership and the hope
was expressed and applauded that next year's
convention would find the association with a
membership considerably over moo.

The resolutions read and adopted were as
follows:

Resolved, That we do not favor manu-
facturers selling complete watches except in
special high grade movements.

Resolved, That this association favors and
urgently requests that manufacturers establish
a fixed selling price for watches, cases, move-
ments, and all standard goods handled by the
legitimate retail jeweler.

Resolved, That we emphatically condemn the
practice of certain railroads in controlling the
sale of watches to their employees through other
channels than the legitimate retail jeweler, and
we request that this will be corrected by the watch
companies.

Resolved, That we again condemn the practice
of manufacturers and jobbers sending net prices
in open mail, and we request that the trade
journals discontinue the practice of advertising
net prices in their journals.

Whereas, The legitimate retail jewelers' busi-
ness is seriously injured by the "vest pocket"
man who is doing business without the expense of
mercantile tax or rent and other expenses, and
robbing the jeweler of the business that rightly
belongs to him who nays the taxes and other
legitimate expenses of doing an honorable busi-
ness, and when, as this method of doing business
is not only detrimental to the jeweler, but it is
also a violation of the laws of our State which
provides for a tax from all merchants ; there-
fore, be it

Resolved, That it is the sense of this asso-
ciation that this harmful practice be stopped, and
that to this end we would suggest that our execu-
tive committee be authorized to take up this
matter with the State authorities.

Resolved, That we deplore the practice of the
retail jewelers placing the value of goods, as we
consider this a detrimental practice to the busi-
ness ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That all legitimate jewelers refrain
from this practice.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
E desire to notify the trade of a recent change in
our company. The Poole Estate have bought out

the interests of outside parties and will from now on manage
the business for the best interests of the trade throughout
the country.

It will be the endeavor of the new management to main-
tain the same high standard that has made

Poole Electro-Plated Ware

the leader in its particular line and to still further perfect
the product in order that the trade may get the very best
obtainable in this character of goods.

We are now at work on some new original designs for
the Fall, and in the next issue of THE KEYSTONE we will
reproduce one of the many new ideas we are turning out.

The secret of slow sales in silverware is unwise selection.
Don't be unwise, but write us for further information about
the new goods.

The new 1910 line will comprise an endless array of artistic designs, both

in salable articles of everyday use and in ornamental pieces

POOLE SILVER COMPANY
Manufacturers of
FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO-PLATE Taunton, Massachusetts

Pacific Coast Agents : M. SELLER & CO., Portland, Oregon ; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.
New York Office : I West 34th Street Boston Office : Room 809 Jewelers' Building
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An improved tone is reported in the local

jewelry trade and business generally is looking

up. June engagements, weddings and commence-

ments are boosting local sales somewhat and a

fair trade is reported along that line. Repair

business is active. Manufacturing and wholesale

jewelers take an optimistic view of the situation

and report a healthy condition all over their sur-

rounding territory. "We find staple jewelry in

novelties is selling well, especially the cheaper

grades," said President B. H. Broer, of the B. H.

Broer Company, "but in my opinion the automo-

bile business is cutting into the jewelry trade,

particularly the sales of diamonds. This comes

not so much from the original cost price of auto-

mobiles as from the extremely high cost of their

maintenance and operation. The man who used

to spend his spare money in diamonds for his

wife is now using it to make trips and pay ex-

penses. Diamonds, however, are beginning to

move more readily again and I expect to see a

live demand before the season is over. People

must come to realize that prices are advancing

and later on this will bring results. While

watches are not reported generally to be moving

as readily as might be wished, we have found an
active demand, especially in ladies' watches.
Prices are holding strong among legitimate
dealers, although there is some cutting, as is
always the case, but the amount is not large. We
have complete confidence in the future and as a
result we have the largest stock we have ever
carried. This year, which closed in April, was
not a bad one for us and we expect this year to
be still much better. It is necessary, however, to
strive hard for what trade you get." Retailers
claim to be doing a far better business than they
did last year at this time. There is an air of
prosperity about all the local stores and improve-
ments are general, indicating at least normal con-
ditions.

J. J. Freeman, President of the J. J. Freeman
Company, and wife have returned from a three
months' pleasure tour of the Pacific Coast. They
visited Los Angeles, with its surrounding towns
and beaches, returning by way of San Francisco,
Salt Lake City, Colorado Springs and Denver,
stopping off long enough to take in the sights
by the way. "The West is fine, the country beau-
tiful and while there is little boasting, all the
jewelers of that section have a fair amount of
business. Since returning on May 12th I find
that trade is coming up at our store. Precious
stones are moving nicely, as is silver, china and
cut glass. Gold jewelry is a trifle dull, except
what we manufacture ourselves. Trade in the
manufacturing department is brisk and our full
force is kept busy on full time. My own health
is mo per cent. better than it was before I went
West."

By means of skeleton keys the flats of Joseph
Schall and G. Knight, on the third floor of the
Latimer apartments, were entered recently by
thieves, who stole a quantity of jewelry. Among
the loot were three gold watches, three gold pins,
three gold bracelets, two necklaces, one of which
was set with pearls, a chain and other jewelry.
The job was pulled off in broad daylight, between
2 and 4 in the afternoon. No arrests have been
made.

Edward Ford, head of the Ford Plate Glass
Works, of Toledo, recently underwent an opera-
tion in New York City for the removal of a
cataract. The operation was successful and it is
expected that the eye will be comparatively
sound when the wound is healed.

S. S. Jordan, of the Judd-Gross Company,
has returned from a business trip to Philadelphia,
Washington, Baltimore, Harrisburg and Pitts-

burg. He reports business apparently good in
the East and everyone satisfied with present con-
ditions.

Word comes from Kenton, Ohio, that the big
L. G. Wooley diamond will be sold at bankruptcy
sale. The 21-carat stone is valued at $1o,000 and
was secured by Wooley in a business trade. The
diamond is encircled in the brooch by eighteen
smaller stones.

The vetoing of the Ohio optometry bill, which
successfully passed the house and senate, was a
great disappointment to the optometrists of the
State. All had been very earnest in their advo-
cacy of this legislation and so strong was the
pressure and argument which they wielded, that
the. bill passed house and senate with substantial
majorities. It was expected that these majorities
would have a favorable influence on the Gov-
ernor and his veto was consequently quite. a sur-
prise. Renewed efforts will be made to place
the law on the statute books at the next available
opportunity, when success will be practically
certain.

Charley Kapp, of the Walcott & Kapp retail
store, reports an unusual run in the sales of
telescopes and field glasses as a result of the
coming of Halley's comet. The coming of the
heavenly visitor has been made the occasion for
extensive window displays of all kinds of field
glasses and telescopes, not only at their store,
but at the various jewelry houses. It is reported
that the sale of these goods has been general
in this section and the Swigart Watch and Op-
tical Co. and other houses have found difficulty
in supplying the abnormal demand.

E. Gross has been laid up for several days
with an affection of the eyes. While no serious
results are apprehended the ordeal is a painful
one.

A. J. Heeson, the retail jeweler, is now in
possession of one of the most beautiful stores
in the City of Toledo. His removal from his old
location on Adams Street to his new quarters at
315 Summit Street, was accomplished last month.
The building was specially fitted for his occu-
pancy, an entire new front being constructed, of
handsome curved design, presenting one of the
most inviting outside appearances in the city.
The interior has been fitted out with superb new
wall cases, numerous counters, a liberal new
stock and the whole lighted up with fifty-eight
tungsten lights. The place presents a decidedly
artistic appearance. Mr. Heeson needs no intro-
duction to Toledo jewelry buyers, having been in
business in this city for years.

W. H. Broer, Summit Street retail jeweler,
was called to Cleveland last week by business
matters.

George W. Liebius, formerly manager with
Hull Brothers, umbrella manufacturers and well
known in Toledo business circles, has accepted
a position with the E. H. Close Realty Company.

He has assumed his new duties and his many
friends predict success in his new field.

William F. Broer, secretary and treasurer

of the Merrill & Broer Company, has returned
from a trip to the Bermudas. He was accom-
panied by Mrs. Broer, the trip covering a period

of five weeks.
A handsome gold medal contributed by J. S.

Esely, a local jeweler of Leipsic, Ohio, was

awarded to Miss Ruth White as the winner of an
oratorical contest between the Websterian and

Emersonian literary societies of the Leipsic High

School. The Board of Education acted as judges.
W. A. Rankin, manufacturing jeweler, re-

ports business as exceptionally good, especially in

specially ordered stuff of high class. He has

just completed a handsome chain with pendant

set with pearls and diamonds, to cost $r000, and

another diamond pendant with miniature set with

diamonds, at a cost of $300. He reports local

trade a little indifferent.
It never rains but it pours for Samuel Ruben,

the East Side victim of a $600 diamond swindle

which was pulled off a short time ago. Last

month he suffered the loss of his household

effects, including a $175 sealskin coat belonging

to his wife, as the result of a fire originating

from a leaky gas meter in a closet. Ruben a

short time ago paid $600 in cash to two swindlers

for a pair of glass earrings, supposed by him to

be of great value.
Fifty-four years ago the father of Judge
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George F. Pendleton, of Findlay, Ohio, gave him
a watch as a reward to induce him to teach his
first term of school, he being then 15 years of age.
The only condition imposed was that he carry
it so long as it kept good time. This silver watch
was carried through the civil war and it is still
carried by the Judge, who claims that it now
keeps as good time as the day he got it, more
than half a century ago.

One of the most attractive window displays
seen here for a long time is that at the store
of the Judd-Gross Company. It is in the form
of a small locomotive engine in action and ad-
vertises a watch sale, intended to bring in the
railway men's trade. That it has proven a success
as a drawing card was evidenced on Saturday,
when it became necessary to place policemen in
front of the building to prevent complete con-
gestion of one of the busiest thoroughfares of
the city. The firm reports not only an active
movement of watches, but that there are more
colored precious stones being sold than for a
long time.

Charles G. Mitchell, formerly prominently
connected with the L. Beckman Company, op-
ticians, is now nicely located at his own stand
on Madison Avenue. His trade has opened up
in good shape and has fully met all expectations.

C. K. Merrill,. of the Merrill-Broer Company,
is now the proud possessor of a handsome new
Chalmers-Detroit touring car.

Another burglary was recently committed in
Toledo when thieves broke into the home of
Harry Meiling, Highland Flats, where they se-
cured a gold watch, a number of chains, a fob,
and several valuable Masonic emblems. The same
night the home of Mrs. M. Duncan was rifled
and a silver watch, a locket, gold chain and
plain gold ring taken. The thieves have not
been arrested.

The B. H. Broer Company is getting out a
booklet for distribution, illustrating new de-
signs and showing what is selling readily.
Among other novelties shown are silver chain
purses, lockets and long chains. The booklet is
now in the hands of the printer.

Repairing a Mirror

We doubt whether an amateur can patch the
amalgam back of a mirror so as to make a satis-
factory job, says the Druggist's Circular, but we
know of nothing to prevent one from experiment-
ing along this line if he wants to, and here is
some advice which may be of assistance to the
experimenter:

First. Clean the bare portion of the glass by
rubbing it gently with fine cotton, taking care to
remove any trace of dust and grit. If this clean-
ing be not done very carefully, defects will appear
around the place repaired.

With the point of a penknife cut upon the
back of another looking-glass around a portion
of the silvering of the required form, but a little
larger. Upon it place a small drop of mercury ;
a drop the size of a pin's head will be sufficient
for a surface equal to the size of the nail. The
mercury spreads hninediately, penetrates the
amalgam to where it was cut off with the knife,

and the required piece may now be lifted and re-
moved to the place to be repaired. Then press

most difficult part of the operation. Then press

lightly the renewed portion with cotton; it

hardens almost immediately, and the glass pre-

sents the same appearance.
Second. Pour upon a sheet of tinfoil about

3 drains of quicksilver to the square foot of foil.

Rub smartly with a piece of buckskin until the

foil becomes brilliant. Lay the glass upon a
flat table, face downward ; place the foil upon the

paper over the foil, and place upon it a block of

wood or piece of marble with a perfectly flat

gdlanasisiged portion of the glass; lay a sheet of

surface; put upon it sufficient weights to press

it down tight; let it remain in this position a few
hours. The foil will be then adherent to the

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service, in the hands of both

the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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The A & Z Chain Co., 116 Chestnut Street,

Providence, have moved their New York office,
formerly at 168 Nassau Street, to 73 Nassau
Street.

A unique way of stopping a thief who had
committed robbery at the jewelry store of Wil-
liam H. Elliott, 18 Broad Street, Pawtucket, was
made use of last month by a policeman in that
city, when he pointed a bicycle whistle at the
thief. It being semi-darkness the instrument re-
sembled a revolver and stopped the thief. Wil-
liam J. Elliott, son of the proprietor, waited
Upon the man when he entered the store, which
was about 8.15 o'clock, and brought out a tray
of rings, submitting them for inspection on top
of the show case, as the man had asked to see
some diamond rings. The clerk had occasion to
step to the rear of the store to consult with his
father a moment and before doing so had moved
the rings back to the rear of the show case. As
Mr. Elliott was returning to take up business
with the stranger again the party remarked, as
he moved toward the door, "Excuse me a minute
as I am going across the street." This aroused
the suspicion of William, which was shared by
his brother Henry, another son, and happening
to glance at the tray noticed that a diamond ring
valued at $65 was missing. The cry of "stop
thief" went up, both sons pursuing the man,
and ended up with the man being stopped by
the policeman.

The New York office of the H. D. Merritt
Company, of North Attleboro, will be in the
charge of Robert Clampitt.

C. Ray Randall, of C. Ray Randall & Co.,
has just returned from a trip through the West
in the interest of his business.

W. H. Torton, of H. A. Kirby Co., 85
Sprague Street, Providence, has just returned
from a trip through the Middle West in the in-
terest of this company.

A beautiful touring car has been purchased
by William H. Thurber, of the Tilden, Thurber
Company, Providence.

Louis Stearns, of L. Stearns Co., 144 Pine
Street, Providence, is convalescent at Atlantic
City, where he has gone in order to build up his
health after a severe illness.

In order to facilitate delivery of their pro-
ducts the Rueckert Manufacturing Co., Provi-
dence, have purchased an auto delivery wagon.

Edward L. Lewis has been appointed travel-
ing representative for William Bens Co., 95
Chestnut Street, Providence, to take the place of
N. F. Kazlow, who has severed his connection
with this company.

Roy King, one of the genial representatives
of Ostby & Barton Co., Providence, has been
sending in very good orders from the firm's trade
in the Northwest.

A new jewelry store has been opened at 63
Westminster Street, Providence, under the name
of the Westminster Jewelry Company.

George N. Steere, of the George N. Steere
Co., Providence, has just returned from a busi-
ness trip through Canada in the interest of his
concern.

A license has been awarded by the State
Board of Public Roads of Rhode Island to
Samuel M. Nickolson, of the Nickolson File
Company, Providence, to operate a touring car.

L. Kohn, formerly with H. Hirsh, of Chicago,
has been appointed to represent in that territory
Henry Lederer & Bro., whose factory is at 150
Chestnut Street, Providence.

The State Board of Public Roads has given
a registration certificate to the Gorham Manufac-
turing Co. to operate a new touring car.

A large farm has been purchased by Joseph
Finberg, of Attleboro, at Touisset Neck, Warren,
R. I.

W. A. Hopkins has severed his connection
with the electroplating concern of Hopkins &
Cannon, Inc., 78 Friendship Street, Providence.

The Inlaid Co., Inc., of Providence, has

opened an office at 294 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,
where Robert P. Murphy and Thomas L. Har-
ratty will make their headquarters.

R. J. Wilson, formerly with Charles E.
Hancock, has taken up a position with the Homen
Manufacturing Co.

Theodore W. Foster, of Theodore W. Foster
Co., roo Richmond Street, Providence, who is an
enthusiastic automobilist, has arranged an itin-
erary of auto trips throughout New England
which will keep him busy during the summer
fnonths.

A new concern to manufacture a general
line of roll plate and gold filled novelties has
been started at 113 Point Street, Providence, by
George E. Munson, for many years with the
Roberts Manufacturing Co., of Pawtucket,
under the firm name of George E. Munson & Co.

Frederick Sheridan and John Hillinger will
represent C. H. Ballou & Co. on the Pacific
Coast and in Chicago and vicinity respectively.

Cloisonne Enameling Co. is the name of a
new concern starting in business at 301 Pearl
Street, Providence. The partners in this com-
pany are George Whitman, for many years fore-
man for W. J. Feeley and later of the enameling
department of the Shepard Manufacturing Co.,
Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts, and Henry A.
Tingley and Albert H. Nickerson.

Tannenbaum & Co., dealers in precious and
imitation stones, 21 Eddy Street, Providence,
were visited by a fire last month which did con-
siderable damage. The effective work of the
automatic sprinkler stopped the blaze before it
had gained much headway and the fire was prac-
tically out by the time the firemen arrived.

A New York branch has been opened by the
Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of Trade of
Providence. Miss Florence M. Kean, of Brook-
lyn, daughter of the late John Kean, who as sales-
man for the Ostbv & Barton Co. was wel.1 known
will be in charge of the office, under the direction
of Horace M. Peck, manager of the board.

A very modern shop is being fitted up at
236 Aborn Street, Providence, by the American
Roll Gold Leaf Co., which was recently incor-
porated under the laws of Rhode Island, with
a capital stock of $150,000, all paid in. Herman
Waterhouse is president and R. C. Ranskald is
treasurer. The directors are Claramon Hunt,
Herman Waterhouse, R. C. Ranskald, Alfred
Harrison and Carl Page. • The incorporators were
Claramon Hunt, of North Attleboro; Charles D.
Windsor and Courtland F. Allen, Winthram,
Mass. The modern facilities with which the shop
is being fitted will be used for the purpose of
manufacturing gold leaf in rolled form for
various purposes.

Stephen J. Clulee, of the Bay State Optical
Co., Attleboro, who had one of his eyes injured
a month ago, has returned from Boston and is
at present convalescing at his home.

W. H. Lyons, of C. D. Lyons Co., Mansfield,
is an enthusiastic base ball player and opened up
the season at this place a month back by catching
the first ball pitched by Editor White, of the
Mansfield News.

The defeat of the fifty-four hour bill in
Massachusetts, which was before the Senate of
that State for some time, was very pleasing to
the manufacturers in the jewelry business of
that State. Had the bill passed in the form
suggested it would have been a big blow to
jewelry interests and would have at the same
time deprived many workers of the opportunity
to get a few hours extra work in during the busy
times, which has helped out greatly to offset the
shorter hours that are sometimes in vogue.

The James E. Blake Co., Attleboro, closed
down for inventory during the early part of May.
At present they are very busy turning out their
line of sterling silver Vanity Chatelaines, for
which they have worked up quite a reputation.

A new catalogue is being gotten up by D. F.
Briggs, of Attleboro, Mass., and will soon be
ready for distribution.

Joseph Finberg, of the Finberg Manufac-
turing Co., has just returned from a trip through
the West.

William A. Cook, representing Fontneau &
Cook Co., Attleboro, is at present on the Pacific
Coast visiting the trade.
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S. G. Mandalian, of Mandalian & Hawkins,
North Attleboro, was at the factory during the
month of May.

The Improved Seamless Wire Co., of Provi-
dence, have bought out the plant and good-will of
the old-established house of Edwin Lowe Gold
Plate Co., thus closing out one of the oldest
concerns in the jewelry business and one which
was founded in 1850. This company will con-
tinue to make the line and furnish to the old
customers of the Lowe Co., as heretofore.

A new concern has been formed at 8o Clif-
ford Street, Providence, under the firm name of
the L. & M. Co., and is composed of Samuel
Lipsey and Samuel White, who will manufacture
a general line of electroplate goods.

The firm of Brown & Mills was dissolved
last month by Mr. Brown disposing of his in-
terest to Fred J. Mills, who will continue the
business under the old firm name. It is rumored
that Mr. Brown will be a partner in the Gil-
breth-Brown Co., at Eddy Street.

E. H. Elliott, of the firm of Elliott &
Douglas, of Chartley, Mass., has withdrawn from
this firm, selling his interest to the other mem-
bers of the firm. The business will be carried
on under the firm name of Elliott & Douglas and
will be composed of Harry C. Brant, William F.
Douglas, Elinor E. Lane and Charles H. Card.

Max S. Lazarus, David Bocher and Joseph
Monchin, all of Providence, have been incor-
porated under the laws of Rhode Island with
the firm name of the Union Jewelry Co., at 25
Calendar Street. They have a capital stock of
$6000 and will manufacture and sell jewelry and
novelties, with a factory at 26 Fountain Street,
Providence.

Henry Lederer, of Henry Lederer & Bro.,
ISO Chestnut Street, Providence, was a visitor
in New York City during May.

F. V. Kennon, of J. T. Mauran Manufac-
turing Co., 61 Peck Street, Providence, spent
several days in New York City during the early
part of May.

C. H. Cooke Co., 61 Peck Street, Provi-
dence, have moved up one flight in the building
they now occupy, to larger, lighter and more
spacious quarters. The new quarters are about
twice the size of th eold and plenty of room has
been given for the expansion of the business,
which is increasing rapidly. The offices are finished
in hardwood and present a very tasty and pleas-
ing appearance.

S. J. Greene, of Payton & Kelly Co., 31
Sabin Street, Providence, was a visitor to the
metropolis last month.

M. Harzberg, of Goldsmith & Harzberg, 43
Sabin Street, Providence, has just returned from
a trip through the West, where he found busi-
ness conditions very good.

A. Bushee, of A. Bushee & Co., 37 County
Street, Attleboro, Mass., returned from a three
weeks' stay in Chicago during the early part of
May. While there he succeeded in securing
G. S. Titus to represent the house in Chicago,
the West and Northwest.

J. M. Fisher & Co. have moved from Union
Street, Attleboro, to the Leach & Garner Build-
ing, on Pearl Street, same place. The new fac-
tory is located on the second floor and is of
much larger dimensions than the old. The
offices are particularly attractive and the building
being fireproof, there is little to be feared from
fire.

On the morning of May 12th one of the best
known clock makers in Providence, Asa Morse,
died at his residence, 141 Richmond Street. The
deceased was about 6o years of age and death
was said to be due to cerebral hemorrhage.

George L. Paine, of George L. Paine Corn-
pany, North Attleboro, reports business as very
good and the factory busy filling orders.

Harold Waite, of J. J. Somer & Co., North
Attleboro, is at present at the factory, having just
returned from a business trip.

A number of friends of Howard Ballou
were entertained at his cottage at Lake Archer
during the month of May. Mr. Ballou is with
R. Blackinton & Co., North Attleboro.

C. D. Lyons, of C. D. Lyons Co., Mansfield,
was a visitor to Providence during the month
of May.
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Frank L. Baker, of Paye & Baker, North
Attleboro, is making a trip to the Coast in the
interests of his house. Mrs. Baker is accom-
panying him.

George I. Wheeler, manager for the W. & S.
Blackinton Company, North Attleboro, observed
his fifteenth wedding anniversary last month.

G. K. Webster, George W. Cheever and
Edgar L. Hixon were placed upon a committee
by the finance committee of North Attleboro to
investigate the buying of the H. F. Barrows
estate for town pruposes.

Frank M. Whiting & Company, of North
Attleboro, have secured the services of Willard
Sunderland as western salesman. Mr. Sunder-
land comes well recommended as a salesman
of ability, although he has never had a jewelry
line to handle before. He will cover the terri-
tory formerly taken care of by the late James
Baker.

Alfred K. Potter, of E. A. Potter Company,
Providence, was a visitor to Chicago during the
early part of May.

Jewelry buyers and salesmen coming from
all over the country and having occasion to stop
over in Providence will hail with delight the
recent improvements and renovations the Nar-
ragansett Hotel has undergone. For over a
year this hotel has been in a process of remodel-
ing and it is rumored that over half a million dol-
lars has been expended in making it one of the
most up-to-date and modern hotels in New Eng-
land States. The renovation of this hotel fills
a long felt want amongst the traveling fraternity
that had occasion to visit Providence and put
up over night. The foyer has been finished in
leaf gold with maroon painted trimmings. The
innumerable tungsten lights illuminate on this
gold ornamental work casting a glow like unto
daylight. Adjoining the foyer is a new cafe
fixed up in the most modern fashion. Meals are
served a la carte and an orchestra of young
ladies serves to while away the time while the
diners eat. The ladies' parlors have been entirely
overhauled, being covered with heavy velvet car-
pets and furnished with large chairs of the easy
sort, which produces a sense of pleasure and
relaxation as one sinks into them. The walls are
beautifully ornamented and oil paintings by well-
known artists are hung all about. The old
American dining room is being made into a ball-
room and banquet hall and when finished will be
a most beautiful piece of work of artistic con-
struction. The writing room where many of the
traveling boys go to write their numerous sweet-
hearts and, incidentally, send in reports to the
house, has also been entirely redecorated and
an air of quietness and refinement pervades the
apartment. In this room one will find a steno-
grapher also at one's service. The two hundred
and fifty rooms that this hotel has for sleeping
quarters have been entirely overhauled, tele-
phone service placed in every room and beds that
rest the weary man have been installed. Of this
number 175 are equipped with baths. It has been
the aim of the management in equipping each
room to so construct it as to make it seem
homelike in every respect. Clean linen, hot water
and page service have been put on a basis of
efficiency. This mecca of jewelry buyers for
many years past extends a hearty welcome to the
sojourner in Providence, assuring him of every
comfort.

Arthur Silverman, of Silverman Bros., 550
Chestnut Street, Providence, is at present making
a western trip in the interests of his house.

Young Bros., 722 Eddy Street, Providence,
are bringing out a number of new specialties for
display purposes.

C. J. Kruse has been appointed salesman to
represent C. E. Hancock Company, 7 Beverly
Street, Providence, in Chicago and vicinity.

George H. Holmes, of George H. Holmes &
Co., 185 Eddy Street; Fred Aldred, of B. H.
Gladding Company, and E. Tudor Gross, all of
Providence. were delegates to a convention of
the New England Committee on the Atlantic
Deeper Waterways, held at Boston during May,
and called together by the Massachusetts Board
of Trade. The object of the meeting was to dis-
cuss plans for the National Convention of the
Deeper Waterways Committee, which will be
held during the latter part of August. During

the evening a dinner was held, at which J. Hamp-
ton Moore and Congressman Small were present.
Mr. Holmes and the others represented the
Providence Board of Trade.

M. Wilmarth, of D. F. Briggs Company, At-
tleboro, reports conditions as very promising for
this fall.

Aldridge G. Pearce, of F. T. Pearce Co., 85
Sprague Street, Providence, was a visitor to
New York City during the month of May.

Theodore W. Foster, of Theodore W. Foster
& Bro. Company, roo Richmond Street, Provi-
dence, was a delegate from this city to the Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers, held in New
York City May r6th, 17th, r8th.

Austin & Stone, Attleboro, report a very
busy season. During the fore part of May this
company was compelled to work thirteen hours
a day in order to turn out the orders coming in.
They are having a large demand for their Matinee
Lorgnette Lockets, of which they have recently
produced several new patterns.

A very fine line of metal fobs for summer
use are being marketed by the Bassett Jewelry
Company, ror Sabin Street, Providence. These
fobs are up-to-date in every particular. It is
claimed they are leaders in their line.

W. B. Peck, of Waite-Thresher Company, 61
Peck Street, Providence, has just returned from
a western trip in the interests of his firm.

Edward Hough, of Wightrnan & Hough, 7
Beverly Street, Providence, paid a visit to the
New York trade during May.

Mr. Reynolds, of Corey & Reynolds, 25
Congress Avenue, Providence, has just returned
from Bridgton, Maine, where he has been spend-
ing a two weeks' sojourn at his summtr resi-
dence, Camp Tanglewood. Mr. Reynolds ex-
pects to sell this favorite camping spot and move
further up the lake to a more isolated location,
where he can enjoy the beauties of the lake un-
disturbed.

Arthur C. Stone, President of the Metal
Products Corporation, 36 Garnet Street, Provi-
dence, has just returned from an extended busi-
ness trip through the West.

A new coloring business has been started at
35 Garnet Street, Providence, by Frank W.
Grant, for many years employed by some of
the leading concerns of this city.

A. Rogers and W. L. Stone, of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, have returned from a
two months' trip in Europe, where they went in
search of novelties for the particular lines of
which they have charge.

The National Association of Manufacturing
Jewelers are sending out a leaflet explanatory of
what the purpose of this association is. Clippings
from trade papers have been taken and em-
phasis put on the most important things to con-
sider when contemplating this new association
and its work. Harold E. Sweet, of R. F. Sim-
mons Co., of Attleboro, is one of the prime
movers in furthering the cause of this organiza-
tion.

Fred Dobra, of Dobra Brothers Company,
Attleboro, was the victim of a painful accident
last month. While riding on a trolley car the
car jumped the track, throwing him out. His
hands were terribly cut and internal injuries
sustained. At present he is convalescing at his
home.

The regular monthly meeting of the directors
of the Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of Trade
was held at the rooms of the association, 42 Wey-
bosset Street, Providence, on May 20th.

A new concern, called the United States
Electro Deposit Company, has been started at
234 Chestnut Street, Providence. Ralph Myer,
for many years in the coloring denartments of
various manufacturers in this locality, is at its
head.

Asa Cushman, superintendent of H. A.
Kirby's factory, 85 Sprague Street, Providence,
for over twenty years, recently resigned his posi-
tion. Mr. Cushman was the recipient of a very
handsome easy chair upon his leave-taking.

Frank .P. Daughaday, of the Freeman-
Daughaday Company, Charlton, recently made an
extended motor trip through western Massachu-
setts amongst the Berkshire Hills.
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The Metal Products Corporation have been
adding additional machinery and equipment at
their factory, 1012 Eddy Street, Providence, in
order to keep up with the demand for their
goods. 1

Adams & Kahn, 129 Eddy Street, Provi-
dence, have incorporated to manufacture jewelry,
with a capital of $1o,000. The members of the
corporation are Frederick A. Adams, Edgar A.
Kahn and Thomas A. Carroll.

Elaborate preparations have been made on
the part of the Federal Government for the
prosecution of the alleged jewelry bank-
ruptcy frauds which were recently unearthed in
Montgomery, Ala., by a committee appointed by
the Jewelers Board of Trade of New York.
More than zoo witnesses have been summoned
from all parts of the country to appear before
the grand jury at Montgomery, which is to in-
vestigate the matter. The grand jury began its
investigations on May 23d.

J. A. Foster & Co., 69 Dorrance Street,
Providence, claimed to have sold 1373 wedding
rings during the year of 19o9. In that year 1546
marriages took place, so that this company prac-
tically supplied 89 per cent. of all the people
getting married.

C. M. Dunbar, of Cook, Dunbar, Smith
Company, 85 Sprague Street, Providence, who
is Commodore of the Rhode Island Yacht Club,
of this city, opened the season for this club dur-
ing the middle of May. Commodore Dunbar
is an enthusiastic seaman and owns a 40 horse-
power 57-foot motor boat, which he will use
on the annual cruise of this club, which takes
place July 23d to 3ist, this year.

John Kelso, 76 Dorrance Street, Providence,
has been very active in city government affairs
during the past month. Mn1 Kelso is an active
member of the Board of Aldermen of this city
and helps to formulate and pass many of the
useful enactments for the benefit of the people
of Providence.

It has been announced in Attleboro circles
that Mrs. Fannie M. Tappan, widow of William
C. Tappan, has sold to Charles H. Tappan her
interest in the D. F. Briggs Company, and in the
factories and real estate formerly owned by
Tappan Brothers. The transaction is said to be
one of the largest executed in Attleboro in some
time. The D. F. Briggs Company is one of
Attleboro's largest and most successful jewelry
concerns. It was organized a number of years
ago and in 18or was established as a co-partner-
ship between William C., now dead, and Charles
H. Tappan. in 18o4 James Humes became a
partner with the Tappan brothers and in 1899 he
retired. The business was conducted by the
Tappan brothers until r9o7, when the death of
William C. occurred. Since that time his interest
has been in the hands of his wife. During the
past few years Tappan brothers purchased con-
siderable real estate in Attleboro, including the
D. F. Briggs factory, the concrete factory on
Union Street, the former Leach & Garner factory
and the old steam-power building which was re-
cently torn down. These buildings comprised
the estate of the late J. M. Bates and are located
near the Attleboro railroad station. Through the
transfer of Mrs. W. C. Tappan's interests, Charles
H. Tappan becomes the sole proprietor of the
D. F. Briggs Company. Mrs. Tapnan recently
donated $6o,000 to the Attleboro Y. M. C. A. for
a building as a memorial to her husband.

Charles C. Henry, for over forty years an
employee of the Gorham Manufacturing Com-
pany, Providence, died at his home, 846 Rugby
Street, last month. He was a member of the
Silversmiths' Mutual Aid Society. For the past
five years his health had been poor and three
years he had been under the doctor's care and
unable to work.

Arthur B. Viall, connected with J. A. Foster
Co. for the past sixteen years, died at his home,
69 Dorrance Street, Providence, duirng the month
of May.

Captain Harry Cutler, Major Howard D.
Wilcox, Lieutenant George B. Hebden, Sergeant
George A. Manchester, Frank L. Barrows and
George W. Rhodes, of Providence and vicinity,
were among those who enjoyed the trip to Rich-
mond and Washington during the month of May
with the First Light Infantry.
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The Local
Situation

Unquestionably the backward
season has had something to
do with the dampness found

in the spirits of the average retail jeweler in
Pittsburg during the past month. Cold and
dreary days, with the public clinging tenaciously
to their warmer garments, and even to the fire-
sides, suspended thoughts of the approach of
spring and summer outings and events that in
their nature send thoughts and desires into the
jewelry shops. However, with this fact un-
denied, there was admittedly a fair average of
businesi done, and with the weddings and other
social features keeping up a demand for novel-
ties and necessities, such as the trade handles, not
a few were able to look satisfied. The most
general comment was that stocks are low and
there are few if any carrying heavy burdens of
this kind. But where there is more sunshine
than usual at this season is in the manufacturers'
shops. The outlook, according to this branch
of the trade, is good. The wholesalers are also
optimistic as a rule. The future looks good to
them, as every indication points to a brisk sum-
mer and fall season.

Business conditions in Pittsburg territory are
not bad. There has been a hesitancy noted in
many lines of trade peculiar to Pittsburg and
new orders for steel, iron, coke and lumber ap-
pear to be slow at present. However, every pro-
ducer has sufficient business on the books to
operate to the utmost capacity and the actual
scarcity of labor continues a factor in the market.
Before there is any hope of catching up in the
orders there is expected to he a second spurt
ahead in new business. Already indications point
that way in many leading industrial lines. As a
rule, too, collections have been found satisfac-
tory during the past month. In some instances
large corporations report them above the average.

Since the opening of May the
Labor Troubles long drawn-out struggle be-
Settled tween the coal miners and

operators has terminated and
every mine in the district is running in full. This
recalled 40,000 men to work and made that great
pay-roll active. It loosened money not a little
among the retail trade in many quarters that
drifted back into the city. There is practically
no labor disputes unsettled that are effective in
the industrial lines to-day. Again since May 1st
there have been surprisingly few changes noted
in the location of the jewelry trade in Pittsburg.
About all the shifting about has been completed,
at least in the commercial centers. Suburban
sections see slight alterations, but not important
ones. Some of the leading retailers say, that
more changes would have come had not land-
lords relented in their demands and offered
terms more within reason for the tenants.

A backward May is not an easy month for
the dealer to meet in a proper display of goods
for the public eye. However, there have been
some brilliant examples of skill and care in this
matter. There has been a run to antiques and
new lines of novelties as a rule. The clock
makers have shown themselves wide awake in
this respect, many new designs and features
being shown this year. Antique cased clocks in
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brass, silver, copper and other metals, and vary-
ing in size were new things seen on Fifth Avenue
this month. Cut glass novelties and new shapes
and designs are next in popularity. Leather
goods are a close third. Art goods of the higher
order, mostly imported, have given way to other
lighter forms of wares.

There is talk of some summer outings by the
24-Karat Club members this season and a good
time is in prospect.

The advertising season is
A Hopeful Spirit quiet for the trade with the

exception of that personal
method of mail and direct appeal, and this is
being conducted in a clever manner with good
results. Sam F. Sipe is preparing for his annual
visit across the ocean. Gillespie Brothers are
represented over there at present. The theater
season is approaching a close and the fact that
the New Theater Company of New York found
it profitable to stop over a week in Pittsburg
this month shows that the social end of the
world in this smoke-ridden community is still
at home and not quite ready to flit away to the
summer resorts and abroad. Heeren Brothers &
Company report factory business in good shape.
The big house is also doing well from a whole-
sale and retail standpoint. E. P. Roberts & Sons
report a quiet run of business for the month, but
signs of increasing interest and in the buying
movement as the season wears on. W. W.
Wattles' handsome store in Wood Street is bend-
ing its energies toward the novelty lines with
great success. Thier, Cross & Beam are working
up their sample lines and are extremely busy in
their enlarged quarters in the Empire Building.
G. B. Barrett Company report trade fair and im-
proving to some extent.

Many of the important houses are repre-
sented on the Trade Extension excursion of the
Chamber of Commerce which started last month
on a special train through the Eastern Pennsyl-
vania districts as far as Altoona and Midland,
visiting every important town and city along a
well laid-out route, where the Pittsburg merchants
are personally greeting the trade and fraternizing
with them.

Pittsburg's great bond issue to carry dn
stupendous improvements in the business district
has received a setback by appeals from dis-
gruntled politicians and the work of changing
grades of main thoroughfares is likely to be put
off another year. In a way, this has been satis-
fying, as the torn-up condition of streets is not
pleasant to contemplate at the time that business
commences to revive and needs all encourage-
ment that is possible to give. However, the
jewelry trade as a whole is found in the front
rank in urging forward this important work that
must result in the end to the benefit of all.

Pittsburg is nearing the end
The Graft of its graft crusade. It has
Crusade been a bitter one for the hon-

est mil though-fl citizens and
some severe jolts have been experienced in con-
fidence in humanity. The end, however, it is
felt, has justified the means. Much that has
gone out about the conditions found to exist has
grossly exaggerated the actual facts and while
the jewelers have been pretty unanimous that
these public exposures have had their influence
on business generally, and even have permeated
their own trade, the truth is following slowly
and surely and a better name is coming to the
community, because it has shown that it will not
stand the evils that were found to exist, even
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though for the time it has brought a blush of
shame to those who have the good of the whole
people at heart. A gratifying feature of the
whole matter has been that not one member of
the jewelry trade has become enmeshed in the
scandals that have followed and which seemed
to permeate almost every line of business at
times.

Opinion is apparently pretty well defined re-
garding the fall and winter season to come in
the jewelry line. It is that stocks will be fairly
well filled up by that time, as there is a dis-
position to count on a general revival of business
as the year advances. Road men are hovering
about and report the situation in suburban dis-
tricts as improved. This situation interests the
wholesaler and manufacturer and gives hope of
a more active season.

Providence Letter

(Continued from page 983)

Cards are out announcing the engagement of
George Nerney, of the Bay State Optical Corn-
pany, Attleboro, to Miss Edith Osgood, of North
Attleboro.

E. M. Bliss, of Bliss Bros. Co., Attleboro,
was elected president of the Attleboro Y. M. C. A.
at its annual meeting during the month of May.

The marriage of Clara Wildman Valentine,
of Attleboro, to Ralph F. Gibbs, a prominent
jeweler and die-cutter of the same place, was
celebrated on the evening of May nth. Miss
Wildman was for a number of years employed in
a confidential capacity with Bates & Bacon.

Eli Bodreau, employed by J. M. Fisher &
Co., Attleboro, was the victim of a painful ac-
cident last month. While working at an emery
wheel the wheel burst, flew up and hit him in
the chin, causing a bad wound and loosening his
teeth

The Irons & Russell Company, 95 Chestnut
Street, Providence, have entirely renovated,
cleaned and painted their entire factory, a space
comprising some 45,000 square feet. The spring
housecleaning was done during the recent shut-
down of the plant, thus affording the painters
every opportunity to do the work thoroughly.
Special study was made to select the proper
colors for painting the side walls and machinery
that would give the greatest amount of reflected
light, yet at the same time be restful to the eyes
of the workmen. With this fact in mind a heavy
tinted Rice's mill white paint with a gloss finish
was used to paint the side walls and a tinted
shade of green was used to paint the machinery.
The work benches were left in their natural
colors. The stockroom has been entirely re-
varnished, while the coloring room is painted
with a special white enamel paint which accom-
plishes the purpose desired of getting the greatest
amount of light in this room. The machinery
equipment has been entirely overhauled and
many additional and time-saving devices have
been added. The blower system which takes the
residue from the buffing wheels and deposits it in
a waste box, has been internally equipped with
steam coils covered with asbestos. These steam
coils furnish heated air throughout the blower
system and at various points throughout the fac-
tory specially-constructed converging pipes,
adjustable to any position, have been installed,
which makes it possible for the bench hand to
place a wire basket containing the articles to be
dried under the mouth of the pipe and in a few
seconds the strong, hot and dry flow of air ac-
complishes the desired result. This does away
with the old-time, slow process, sawdust box sys-
tem of drying. In the enameling room an auto-
matic motor-driven enamel grinder has been
installed, encased in a glass case, to nrevent the
dust from getting into the solution. The factors,
is located on the ton floor of the Irons & Russell
Building and is eq■iinped with a lame number of
windows, which allows a commanding view of
the city and water for four or five miles about.
At present some 200 hands are employed.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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A Masterpiece of Art Metal
Work

The illustration reproduced below gives
a very imperfect idea of the artistic beauty
and richness of the new pastoral staff or
crozier in silver gilt recently presented by
his old classmates to the Right Rev. John
J. Nilan, D.D., Bishop of Hartford, and
made by the Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence,
R. The staff which is a most ornate ex-
ample of the 'Romanesque period, is set with
jewels, enamels and filigree work, like the
beautiful originals which we see in use on
high festivals in the great cathedrals in
Europe, when a prelate gives his blessing.

The designer has taken as his model
the best examples of such masterpieces of
the eleventh and twelfth centuries which
have never been equalled in any period in
church metal work. This crozier will take
rank both in design and craftsmanship with
the best examples of any period of ecclesi-
astical ware. The head of the staff is in
the form of a shepherd's crook, in the center
of which is a Maltese cross, the whole being
studded with jewels and enameled. The
canopy, which is under the crook, reveals

the figures of The Master, Blessed Virgin
and Child, and six Apostles, St. Peter, St.
Paul, St. Andrew, St. Matthew, St. James
Major and St. James Minor. At the top of
the canopy .stands the figure of an angel
holding a shield which is enameled, and
bears the sacred monogram "I. H. S.,"
(Icsus Hominunt Salvator, Jesus, Saviour
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of Men). The knob below is also enameled
and jeweled and the staff is all silver gilt.

The product of the 'Gorham Co. in
ecclesiastical goods is world-famed, includ-
ing many of the most artistic and expensive
pieces ever made. The company enjoys, in
fact, a unique reputation in this exceedingly
select class of art metal work.

Beautiful Knights Templar Badge
The accompanying illustration shows in

an imperfect way the beautiful official badge

to be used at the 31st Triennial Conclave
of Knights Templar, which will be held in
Chicago in August. The badge is the work
of the Shepard Al fg. Co., Melrose High-
lands, Mass., who received the contract for
their manufacture and who expect to pro-
duce 13,000 of them. It is claimed by the
manufacturers that this is the finest badge
of its kind that has ever been made, and the
elaboration of the design and execution of
the detail would seem to fully justify this
claim. The symbolism is worked out in
most artistic manner and the coloring, which
does not appear in the illustration, adds
greatly to the beauty of the badge.

A Handsome Jewel

The handsome jewel pictured on the
right was presented to President Ta ft
by the Train Service Men of the United
States, Canada and Mexico, in appreciation
of his attendance as their guest at the meet-
ing in Worcester, Mass. The jewel is a
reproduction of the official badge in 14-K.
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gold. The amount was raised by subscrip-
tion among the four brotherhoods and
represents the individual contribution of a
majority of the Worcester members. It is
an excellent specimen of the graver's art
and brought forth favorable comment
wherever shown.

The jewel is 554 inches long and two
inches wide. In the center of the top bar,
which is two inches wide, is an engraving
of the official seal of the United States in
colors; to the left of the seal is an engrav-
ing in miniature of the capitol at Wash-
ington, and to the right an engraving of the
White House.

From the top bar is hung by golden
chains a medallion, two inches in diameter,
a reproduction in gold and enamel of the
official badge.

The number of the engine, as is
prominently seen on the number plate, is
"two." Around the rim of the medallion,
in blue lettering, is "Meeting of Train Ser-
vice Men of the United States, Canada and
Mexico, Worcester, I ass., April 2-4, 1910."
On the back of the medallion, in engraved
script, is this inscription. "Presented to
William Howard Taft by the Railroad Men
at Worcester, Massachusetts, April 3rd,
191o."

Midway between the top bar medallion
is suspended a reproduction of the official
seal of Worcester, with a raised heart
enameled in red. Around the edge, in blue
enameled letters, is the inscription: "Wor-
cester a Town, June 22, 1722; a City,

Feb. 29, 1848." A wreath surrounds it. On
the rear of the top bar back of the center of
the official seal is the name of the manufac-
turers : "Gard Co., Worcester. 14-K."

The medal is enclosed in a 6Y2 by 3%
inch leather case, with cover working on
two hinges and closed with a patent catch.
The inside of the case is of lavender plush.
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The Local Unquestionably the backward
Situation season has had something to

do with the dampness found
in the spirits of the average retail jeweler in
Pittsburg during the past month. Cold and
dreary days, with the public clinging tenaciously
to their warmer garments, and even to the fire-
sides, suspended thoughts of the approach of
spring and summer outings and events that in
their nature send thoughts and desires into the
jewelry shops. However, with this fact un-
denied, there was admittedly a fair average of
businesd done, and with the weddings and other
social features keeping up a demand for novel-
ties and necessities, such as the trade handles, not
a few were able to look satisfied. The most
general comment was that stocks are low and
there are few if any carrying heavy burdens of
this kind. But where there is more sunshine
than usual at this season is in the manufacturers'
shops. The outlook, according to this branch
of the trade, is good. The wholesalers are also
optimistic as a rule. The future looks good to
them, as every indication points to a brisk sum-
mer and fall season.

Business conditions in Pittsburg territory are
not bad. There has been a hesitancy noted in
many lines of trade peculiar to Pittsburg and
new orders for steel, iron, coke and lumber ap-
pear to be slow at present. However, every pro-
ducer has sufficient business on the books to
operate to the utmost capacity and the actual
scarcity of labor continues a factor in the market.
Before there is any hope of catching up in the
orders there is expected to be a second spurt
ahead in new business. Already indications point
that way in many leading industrial lines. As a
rule, too, collections have been found satisfac-
tory during the past month. In some instances
large corporations report them above the average.

Since the opening of May the
Labor Troubles long drawn-out struggle be-
Settled tween the coal miners and

operators has terminated and
every mine in the district is running in full. This
recalled 40,000 men to work and made that great
pay-roll active. It loosened money not a little
among the retail trade in many quarters that
drifted back into the city. There is practically
no labor disputes unsettled that are effective in
the industrial lines to-day. Again since May 1st
there have been surprisingly few changes noted
in the location of the jewelry trade in Pittsburg.
About all the shifting about has been completed,
at least in the commercial centers. Suburban
sections see slight alterations, but not important
ones. Some of the leading retailers say, that
more changes would have come had not land-
lords relented in their demands and offered
terms more within reason for the tenants.

A backward May is not an easy month for
the dealer to meet in a proper display of goods
for the public eye. However, there have been
some brilliant examples of skill and care in this
matter. There has been a run to antiques and
new lines of novelties as a rule. The clock
makers have shown themselves wide awake in
this respect, many new designs and features
being shown this year. Antique cased clocks in
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brass, silver, copper and other metals, and vary-
ing in size were new things seen on Fifth Avenue
this month. Cut glass novelties and new shapes
and designs are next in popularity. Leather
goods are a close third. Art goods of the higher
order, mostly imported, have given way to other
lighter forms of wares.

There is talk of some summer outings by the
24-Karat Club members this season and a good
time is in prospect.

The advertising season is
A Hopeful Spirit quiet for the trade with the

exception of that personal
method of mail and direct appeal, and this is
being conducted in a clever manner with good
results. Sam F. Sipe is preparing for his annual
visit across the ocean. Gillespie Brothers are
represented over there at present. The theater
season is approaching a close and the fact that
the New Theater Company of New York found
it profitable to stop over a week in Pittsburg
this month shows that the social end of the
world in this smoke-ridden community is still
at home and not quite ready to flit away to the
summer resorts and abroad. Heeren Brothers &
Company report factory business in good shape.
The big house is also doing well from a whole-
sale and retail standpoint. E. P. Roberts & Sons
report a quiet run of business for the month, but
signs of increasing interest and in the buying
movement as the season wears on. W. W.
Wattles' handsome store in Wood Street is bend-
ing its energies toward the novelty lines with
great success. Thier, Cross & Beam are working
up their sample lines and are extremely busy in
their enlarged quarters in the Empire Building.
G. B. Barrett Company report trade fair and im-
proving to some extent.

Many of the important houses are repre-
sented on the Trade Extension excursion of the
Chamber of Commerce which started last month
on a special train through the Eastern Pennsyl-
vania districts as far as Altoona and Midland,
visiting every important town and city along a
well laid-out route, where the Pittsburg merchants
are personally greeting the trade and fraternizing
with them.

Pittsburg's great bond issue to carry dn
stupendous improvements in the business district
has received a setback by appeals from dis-
gruntled politicians and the work of changing
grades of main thoroughfares is likely to be put
off another year. In a way, this has been satis-
fying, as the torn-up condition of str'eets is not
pleasant to contemplate at the time that business
commences to revive and needs all encourage-
ment that is possible to give. However, the
jewelry trade as a whole is found in the front
rank in urging forward this important work that
must result in the end to the benefit of all.

Pittsburg is nearing the end
The Graft of its graft crusade. It has
Crusade been a bitter one for the hon-

est an:1 though': fi;1 citizens and
some severe jolts have been experienced in con-
fidence in humanity. The end, however, it is
felt, has justified the means. Much that has
gone out about the conditions found to exist has
grossly exaggerated the actual facts and while
the jewelers have been pretty unanimous that
these public exposures have had their influence
on business generally, and even have permeated
their own trade, the truth is following slowly
and surely and a better name is coming to the
community, because it has shown that it will not
stand the evils that were found to exist, even

though for the time it has brought a blush of
shame to those who have the good of the whole
people at heart. A gratifying feature of the
whole matter has been that not one member of
the jewelry trade has become enmeshed in the
scandals that have followed and which seemed
to permeate almost every line of business at
times.

Opinion is apparently pretty well defined re-
garding the fall and winter season to come in
the jewelry line. It is that stocks will be fairly
well filled up by that time, as there is a dis-
position to count on a general revival of business
as the year advances. Road men are hovering
about and report the situation in suburban dis-
tricts as improved. This situation interests the
wholesaler and manufacturer and gives hope of
a more active season.

Providence Letter

(Continued from page 983)

Cards are out announcing the engagement of
George Nerney, of the Bay State Optical Com-
pany, Attleboro, to Miss Edith Osgood, of North
Attleboro.

E. M. Bliss, of Bliss Bros. Co., Attleboro,
was elected president of the Attleboro Y. M. C. A.
at its annual meeting during the month of May.

The marriage of Clara Wildman Valentine,
of Attleboro, to Ralph F. Gibbs, a prominent
jeweler and die-cutter of the same place, was
celebrated on the evening of May nth. Miss
Wildman was for a number of years employed in
a confidential capacity with Bates & Bacon.

Eli Bodreau, employed by J. M. Fisher &
Co., Attleboro, was the victim of a painful ac-
cident last month. While working at an emery
wheel the wheel burst, flew up and hit him in
the chin, causing a bad wound and loosening his
teeth.

The Irons & Russell Company, 95 Chestnut
Street, Providence, have entirely renovated,
cleaned and painted their entire factory, a space
comprising some 45,000 square feet. The spring
housecleaning was done during the recent shut-
down of the plant, thus affording the painters
every opportunity to do the work thoroughly.
Special study was made to select the proper
colors for painting the side walls and machinery
that would give the greatest amount of reflected
light, yet at the same time be restful to the eyes
of the workmen. With this fact in mind a heavy
tinted Rice's mill white paint with a gloss finish
was used to paint the side walls and a tinted
shade of green was used to paint the machinery.
The work benches were left in their natural
colors. The stockroom has been entirely re-
varnished, while the coloring room is painted
with a special white enamel paint which accom-
plishes the purpose desired of getting the greatest
amount of light in this room. The machinery
equipment has been entirely overhauled and
many additional and time-saving devices have
been added. The blower system which takes the
residue from the buffing wheels and deposits it in
a waste box, has been internally equipped with
steam coils covered with asbestos. These steam
coils furnish heated air throughout the blower
system and at various points throughout the fac-
tory specially-constructed converging pipes,
adjustable to any position, have been installed,
which makes it possible for the bench hand to
place a wire basket containing the articles to be
dried under the mouth of the pipe and in a few
seconds the strong, hot and dry flow of air ac-
complishes the desired result. This does away
with the old-time, slow process, sawdust box sys-
tem of drying. In the enameling room an auto-
matic motor-driven enamel grinder has been
installed, encased in a glass case, to nrevent the
dust from getting into the solution. The factory
is located on the top floor of the Irons & Russell
Building and is eqftinped with a large number of
windows, which allows a commanding view of
the city and water for four or five miles about.
At present some zoo hands are employed.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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A Masterpiece of Art Metal
Work

The illustration reproduced below gives
a very imperfect idea of the artistic beauty
and richness of the new pastoral staff or
crozier in silver gilt recently presented by
his old classmates to the Right Rev. John
J. Nilan, D.D., Bishop of Hartford, and
made by the Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence,
R. I. The staff which is a most ornate ex-
ample of the Romanesque period, is set with
jewels, enamels and filigree work, like the
beautiful originals which we see in use on
high festivals in the great cathedrals in
Europe, when a prelate gives his blessing.

The designer has taken as his model
the best examples of such masterpieces of
the eleventh and twelfth centuries which
have never been equalled in any period in
church metal work. This crozier will take
rank both in design and craftsmanship with
the best examples of any period of ecclesi-
astical ware. The head of the staff is in
the form of a shepherd's crook, in the center
of which is a Maltese cross, the whole being
studded with jewels and enameled. The
canopy, which is under the crook, reveals

the figures of The Master, Blessed Virgin
and Child, and six Apostles, St. Peter, St.
Paul, St. Andrew, St. Matthew, St. James
Major and St. James Minor. At the top of
the canopy .stands the figure of an angel
holding a shield which is enameled, and
bears the sacred monogram "I. H. S.,"
(Jesus Hontinum Salvator, Jesus, Saviour
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of Men). The knob below is also enameled
and jeweled and the staff is all silver gilt.

The product of the 'Gorham Co. in
ecclesiastical goods is world-famed, includ-
ing many of the most artistic and expensive
pieces ever made. The company enjoys, in
fact, a unique reputation in this exceedingly
select class of art metal work.

Beautiful Knights Templar Badge
The accompanying illustration shows in

an imperfect way the beautiful official badge

to be used at the 31st Triennial Conclave
of Knights Templar, which will be held in
Chicago in August. The badge is the work
of the Shepard Mfg. Co., Melrose High-
lands, Mass., who received the contract for
their manufacture and who expect to pro-
duce 15,000 of them. It is claimed by the
mann facturers that this is the finest badge
of its kind that has ever been made, and the
elaboration of the design and execution of
the detail would seem to fully justify this
claim. The symbolism is worked out in
most artistic manner and the coloring, which
does not appear in the illustration, adds
greatly to the beauty of the badge.

A Handsome Jewel

The handsome jewel pictured on the
right was presented to President Taft
by the Train Service Men of the United
States, Canada and Mexico, in appreciation
of his attendance as their guest at the meet-
ing in Worcester, Mass. The jewel is a
reproduction of the official badge in 14-K.
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gold. The amount was raised by subscrip-
tion among the four brotherhoods and
represents the individual contribution of a
majority of the Worcester members. It is
an excellent specimen of the graver's art
and brought forth favorable comment
wherever shown.

The jewel is 5/4 inches long and two
inches wide. In the center of the top bar,
which is two inches wide, is an engraving
of the official seal of the United States in
colors ; to the left of the seal is an engrav-
ing in miniature of the capitol at Wash-
ington, and to the right an engraving of the
White House.

From the top bar is hung by golden
chains a medallion, two inches in diameter,
a reproduction in gold and enamel of the
official badge.

The number of the engine, as is
prominently seen on the number plate, is
"I910." Around the rim of the medallion,
in blue lettering, is "Meeting of Train Ser-
vice Men of the United States, Canada and
Mexico, Worcester, Mass., April 2-4, 1910."
On the back of the medallion, in engraved
soript, is this inscription. "Presented to
William Howard Taft by the Railroad Men
at Worcester, Massachusetts, April 3rd,
191o."

Midway between the top bar medallion
is suspended a reproduction of the official
seal of Worcester, with a raised heart
enameled in red. Around the edge, in blue
enameled letters, is the inscription: "Wor-
cester a Town, June 22, 1722 ; a City,

Feb. 29, 1848." A wreath surrounds it. On
the rear of the top bar back of the center of
the official seal is the name of the manufac-
turers : "Gard Co., Worcester. i4-K."

The medal is enclosed in a 6Y2 by 3Y2
inch leather case, with cover working on
two hinges and closed with a patent catch.
The inside of the case is of lavender plush.
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THE KEY FOR YOUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT

ENCYCLOPEDIA
9/ REPAIR PRICES for
Watchmakers and Jewelers

Compiled and Copyrighted by SAMUEL SWARTCHILDHANDBOOK of uniform charge prices for the Repair Department, describing, illustrating and an equitable charge price on all
repair jobs on Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware, Optical Goods, Music Boxes, Phonographs, Pipes, etc., a charge price on
any job that may come to your repair department.
The work of the many Jewelers' Associations, both National and State, has shown conclusively the urgent need of a uniform

set of prices for the repair department.
The Encyclopedia gives you the same security of profit on every repair job that you now have on any piece of merchandise going through
your stock where cost and selling price are known. In both cases you positively know the margin of profit.
The Encyclopedia is only sold on an agreement that it is for the sole use of the purchaser or his employees, for their personal use in the
transaction of business with their customers, and in a number of instances may be shown to the customer, convincing him thereby of the
fair treatment he is getting, and in a number of cases explaining the detail of a repair job, the extent of which he is ignorant.
Each copy of the Encyclopedia is numbered and registered and the name of the purchaser appears in
gold leaf on the front cover of same. The Encyclopedia is finely printed on 140-pound enameled
paper, beautifully illustrated and bound in flexible Morocco. Price, $3.00
Address all
Subscriptions to SAMUEL SWARTCHILD HEIMH CHICAGO
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IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable informition

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW-UP-TO-DATE-FLASHING-SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
Permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

New Hat Pin Point Protector

In view of the continued sway of the elongated hat pin and the
passage of ordinances in a number of cities calling for protectors to be

used on these pins, the trade will be interested in a new device here
illustrated, for the protection of the public against possible danger from

the points of the pins. This protector is made by Cory & Reynolds Co.,
Providence, R. I., and not only justifies its name, "Griptite," but is

"GRIPTITE"
HAT.PIN.POINT

PROTECTOR*
PAT. DEC. 7-1909

sufficiently ornamental to add rather than detract from the beauty of the

hat pin. Another useful article for which fashion has created a market,

made by the same company, is an adjustable and flexible collar supporter,

constructed from gold filled seamless wire. This supporter is known as

the "Acme" and can be adjusted at any length from 2 to 31/2 inches. As

the season is now here when such novelties as these are in special demand,

it will be opportune for the trade to get acquainted with them.

A New Engraving Tool

The accompanying illustration gives a general idea of a new tool

of interest to the trade, known as Wells' universal engraving tool. The

crescent graver is held by means of a clamping device and can be adjusted

quickly and securely and the crescent may be set at ally angle to suit the

operator. The length of the graver remains the same throughout the life

of the tool which is readily adapted to all kinds of work. The tools are

so constructed that when sharpening the crescents lie flat on the stone;

I.,,. March 9th, i9o9

this assures a sharp cutting angle, and as both ends of the crescent are

ready for use the engraver has two angles of different degrees to suit the

work he has in hand. These gravers are being furnished to the trade

by Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., New York, ill three styles of crescents : Sharp

point, narrow flat and wide flat.

Novelties in Spoons

Two spoon novelties that will appeal very favorably to the purchas-

ing public, have just been placed on the market by the International

Silver Co., Meriden, Conn. One of these is a birth month spoon, the

decoration on the tip of the handle representing the flower associated with

each particular month. These spoons are graceful in design and perf
ect

in executon, and their souvenir and sentimental character will doubtl
ess

assure for them a ready sale. The other novelty is a spoon with similar

decoration, but which has in addition, the
name of the city engraved in the bowl, as
shown in the accompanying illustration.
The engraving is very handsomely exe-
cuted and adds a local touch to the
souvenir which makes it all the more
appreciated and increases its saleability
accordingly. These spoons bear the "1847
Rogers Bros." trade-mark, which is a
further valuable factor in their sale. In
this age of birthday celebrations and
present giving, such goods have taken the
character of staple stock.
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New 8-Day Time Alarm

As an alarm clock is a bed room essential of millions in this work-
a-day world, it is quite natural that much talent should be devoted to its

improvement. The latest is known as the "Victory" alarm and is the

product of the New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn. One object in

alarm clock improvement is to combine a maximum of service with a

minimum of attention and the new clock is notable in this respect. When

11.1pa
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the sleeper is aroused, he stops the alarm by pushing a button. It will

be remembered that ill the ordinary alarm clock, the alarm is stopped by

moving a switch, but if on retiring, the person neglects to push the switch

back, the clock will fail to alarm next morning. The Victory alarm
automatically operates the push button switch so that it is not necessary

to touch the clock but once a week to wind the time and alarm springs.

The clock is provided with an "alarm" and "silent" switch for use when

the time only is needed. This clock has excellent talking points for the

salesman and the trade will no doubt find it a profitable addition to their

stock.

A County Association in Maine

The retail jewelers of Aroostook County, Me., met in Presque Isle
Wednesday, May II, 1910, for the purpose of organizing a county asso-
ciation. The meeting was called to order by Arthur F. Goodhue of Fort
Fairfield, he having been chiefly instrumental in the movement leading
to the organization. Mr. Goodhue stated that the object in forming
such an association was to promote acquaintance and good fellowship
among the members, and particularly that they as well as the public
may be benefitted by an exchange of ideas touching matters affecting the
trade. The organization, he said, was in no sense intended to operate as
a combination against the public interest, but wholly in the interest of
customers of the members of the association, for the reason that it
would place the business on an improved footing.

The following list of officers was chosen: President, Arthur F.
Goodhue, Fort Fairfield; vice-president, George W. Young, Blaine; tras-
urer, Howard 0. Spencer, Caribou; secretary, E. I. Waddell, Presque Isle.

Quite a number of those present took part in the friendly discussion
which followed the organization of the association and intense good
feeling was manifested by all. It was conceded that the complete regenera-
tion of the jewelry trade must ultimately depend on local town or county
organization as only through the instrumentality of such could satisfactory
profits be fixed and fair prices for repair work maintained.
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Panama-Pacific
International
Exposition

Thursday, April 28th, will
stand out as a historical date
in this city. On that day the
boosters of San Francisco, in-

side of two hours, subscribed over $4,000,000 for
stock for the Panama-Pacific International Ex-
position. If the game had not been called on
account of darkness the subscription lists would
have gone far beyond the above-mentioned
figures. However, the subscription lists were
held open and up to the time we go to press there
has been a very material increase on the figures
and we feel quite sure that the entire capital stock
of $10,000,000 will be subscribed before the first
day of June, this year. The committee of forty
that has been East interviewing the President and
others in Washington, D. C., has returned with
assurances that all possible that can be done by
our political friends in the East will be done to
give us our wishes. This community has had
the reputation of having its several interests
divided against themselves in the past, but we,
in this meeting at the Merchants' Exchange, have
given demonstration of what can be done when
all pull together. We would like to have space
to give a full list of the subscribers, but we would
need more than an entire page of space for this
purpose. We will mention just a few: The Hotel
Men's Association, one-quarter of a million, and
the Knights of the Royal Arch, a quarter of a
million. It would not surprise the writer to see
subscriptions from the three transcontinental
railroads (the Western Pacific, Sante Fe and the
Southern Pacific) for a like amount each. The
members of the jewelry trade will not be forced
to take their hat off to any particular industry
in this territory. Among some of the subscribers
your correspondent has fished out the following
who have helped along this enterprising project:

Shreve & Co.  $25,000
Radke & Co.  2,000
Rothschild & Hadenfeldt  soo
Morgan & Allen Company  3,000
Eisenberg, A. & Co  1,500
Field & Walton  250
Dinkelspiel, J S   500
Auger, C. J.  500
Brilliant Jewelry Co  5,000
Ahlers, H. C   500
Andrews, A., Diamond Palace 2,000
Baldwin Jewelry Co.  3,000
Greenzweig, Geo. & Co  i,000
Hall, A. I. & Son  3,000
Hammersmith & Co   i,000
Hirschman & Co  i,000
Krementz & Co  500
Nordman Bros. Co  3,000
Abrams, Henry M  500
Freer, Burr W.  500
Mayer & Weinshenk  i,000
Browne, W. J  250
Lundy, Thomas  500
Mulls & Lochbaum Co  250
Brunn, K.  250
Jacobs, Henry A  5oo
Giacobbi, Louis A.  250
Fulton, W. S.  roo
California Jewelry Co 4
Deremer & Co.  

5:000000

Shirpser, Max L.  250
Macey Jewelry Co.  250
Zenovich, Sam  200
Judis, Alphonse & Co.  1,500
Schussler, M. & Co  3,000
Sorenson Company  r ,500
Levy, M L  500
Carratt & Green  1,500
Keystone Jewelry Co.  250
Lazarus, L. A   250
Macowsky, J.  250
Satnttels, A. S. Co  250
Werner Brothers  250
Graves, W. E   500
Laundrum, W. R  soo
Young, Julius A   soo

Myers, R. & L. Co. $ 250
Abrams, Max  250
Knophmacher, A. & Son  250
Bullion, A. H   250
California Optical Co  i,000
Hirsch & Kaiser  1,000
Berteling Optical Co.  too
Kahn, Henry & Co.  i,000
Dorrance, Battin Co  500
Dessenfant, George A.  250
Kahn, George A  500
Lezinsky, Fred L.  250
Johnson, W. R. Optical Co  200
Glindeman, William  too
Spiro, J. H.  50
Cohn, H. & Co.  2,200
Mayerle, George.  200

$76,150

That the building operations of San Fran-
cisco for last month showed an increase of 59
per cent. over those of the same month a year
ago is a striking evidence of the solid character
of this city's reconstruction. San Francisco is a
vastly more nearly complete new city this year
than it was last year, yet it is building at a still
faster rate than then. The point is important in
comparing the statistics with those of other cities.

Alphonse Judis, the well-known diamond im-
porter of San Francisco, during his recent
European purchasing trip picked up in the old
world diamond markets a rarity in the way of a
gem. The black diamond in question weighed
2134 karats. The peculiarity of this stone was in
having a high-class white brilliant imbedded in a
black diamond, making a freak gem that is not
run across very often.

Carroll B. Crawford, the jeweler and op-
. tician who was formerly located at 223 Eleventh
Avenue, has moved his establishment to 3028
Sixteenth Street, near Mission, this city.

M. K. Giant, one of the leading retail jewelers
of Vallejo, Cal., sailed into this port recently.
This retailer came to town on a purchasing trip
and reported the conditions as very fair in his
vicinity.

P. C. Pulse & Co., who were formerly located
at Thirteenth and Washington Streets, Oakland,
have opened a new high-class establishment at
1059 Broadway. The new location is on one of
the busiest trade streets and we feel that the
firm will meet with success in the new location.

L. A. Giacobbi, the wholesale dealer in semi-
precious stones in this city, purchased and moved
into his new home on Eighth Avenue near Cali-
fornia Street.

Ralph Friedman, one of our enterprising re-
tail jewelers, is now visiting the wholesale jewelry
center in and around New York City. Ralph
expects to return in about six weeks with a
complete stock of new high-grade merchandise
for his customer's future wants.

We regret to report the death of Mrs. Fred
S. Davis, who passed away early last month.. Mr.
Davis, who has been for a number of years with
the Nordman Bros. Co., was away for his health
and was called home suddenly and arrived before
his wife passed away. The funeral ceremony
was attended by a host of sorrowing friends. Mrs.
Davis was the daughter of one of the old-time
wholesale San Francisco jewelers. THE KEY-
STONE joins in expressing regrets to the bereaved
husband and son.

W. E. Graves, the San Francisco agent for
the Watson Newhall Co., left his place of busi-
ness on May 12th and is now visiting their home
establishment in the East. Before he returns to
his office he will call on his large following
throughout the Pacific Coast.

Leon Carrati and family are spending a
month's vacation at the Deerpark Inn on Lake
Tahoe. During Mr. Carrau's absence the whole-
sale jewelry establishment of Carrau & Green
is under the able management of Walter Green.

Andrew Armer, who is best known as one
of the old firm of Armer & Weinshank, material
dealers, is back with us. Andy has bought a
partnership in the wholesale jewelry firm of J. S.
Lehrberger & Co. and will make their office his
headquarters in the future.

Alphonse Judis and family have closed up
their palatial residence in San Francisco and will
spend the summer months in their villa, Rose
Valley, Marin Co., Cal.
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T. J. Cordi and wife, who are located in
Roseville, Cal., in the retail jewelry business,
were in this market on a buying expedition last
month.

Frank Heitkemper, who has been associated
with his father in the retail jewelry business in
Portland, has bought out his brother's interests
ill the retail jewelry store in Klamath Falls, Cal.,
formerly conducted under the name of G. H.
Heitkemper, Jr.

N. M. Bailey, retail jeweler of Rio Vista,
called on a number of his friends in the whole-
sale jewelry trade and while in this city bought
a new five-seated Buick and ran it himself from
here home.

A. W. Huggins, of the wholesale jewelry
firm of A. I. Hall & Son, returned to his place
of business after an absence of six weeks. While
away Mr. Huggins called on practically all of the
manufacturing jewelers in the East.

J. J. Wilson, the Shreve of Dunsmuir, paid
his semi-annual visit to this market and pur-
chased stock.

H. C. Zapf, the pioneer retail jeweler of
Grass Valley, Cal., paid this market a visit last
month. Mr. Zapf reports business in his com-
munity as being very good. All of the mines in
his vicinity are working full time and he looks
for a very satisfactory year's business.

A. H. Witmann, Jr., and wife, arrived in
San Francisco on May 6th and Mr. Witmann im-
mediately placed himself in the hands of the
surgeons at Mount Zion Hospital and was
operated upon for appendicitis. We are pleased
to say that the operation was successful and
Mr. Witmann is progressing nicely. He is as-
sociated with his father in the retail jewelry busi-
ness in Pomona, Cal.

E. V. Saunders, of the firm of A. I. Hall &
Son, is paying his annual visit to the customers
of his house throughout the northern territory.
This trip he makes annually, but it was delayed
a little this year, in view of the fact that the
management of the above jobbing house was
Upon his shoulders during Mr. Huggins' recent
eastern factory visiting trip.

Two more subscriptions for the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition funds, to be held
in San Francisco in 1915, were made by the em-
ployees of Shreve & Co. One hundred of the
factory force subscribing $1980 and one hundred
and twenty-eight of the store force subscribing
$2840.

The Telechronometer
At the annual electrical exhibition in Chicago

this year an ingenious device was shown for
measuring the time that a telephone is in use.
The machine bears some resemblance to a gas
meter. The removal of the receiver from the
hook puts the meter in connection with the motor
at the central office, and the hands on the dial
begin to move as soon as the operator answers
the call, and continue to register the time until
the receiver is again hung up.

Regulating Time by Radio-Telegraphy
The possibility of employing signals sent by

wireless telegraphy to correct the time of chro-
nometers and clocks has long presented itself to
many minds, and not long ago a practical test
was made between two great transatlantic steam-
ships in mid-ocean, which thus exchanged their
chronometer times. One was found a few
seconds in error. Messrs. Claude and Ferrie
have just reported to the Paris Academy of
Sciences the results of their experiments with
wireless time-signals between Paris and Mont-
souris, showing that the method is capable of
furnishing compar;sons within a limit of error
of less than one one-hundredth of a second. The
experiments are to be continued between Paris
and Brest by means of the great installation of
the Eiffel Tower.

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Readers are requested to send for publication new
ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use of indi-
vidual readers, we do not hold ourselves responsible for
the views expressed.—EDITOR Ma KEYSTONE.

Regulator and Tools

EDITOR KEYSTONE: In your issue Of THE

KEYSTONE for May, on page 701, under the title

of "Starting .a Jewelry Business with $1000 Capi-

tal," you give a list of fixtures in which are two

items I cannot rationalize with the fact that the

proposition is to conduct a first class repair shop.

The items are, one regulator $10; one outfit of

necessary tools, $40.
Can a regulator be bought for $1o, and can

the necessary tools for this first class repairing

be bought for $40?
As I have been asked by a number of young

men to make a list of what I call necessary tools

and such list foots about $15o, will it be too much

trouble to ask your expert to give a list of what

tools he considers necessaTy for such a workman

to own to do general repairing in a first class

manner.
Believe me, I do not ask this out of idle

curiosity, but as many young men start out with

what I consider an entirely inadequate set of

tools, and their work reflects their needs, such a

list from an authoritative source such as THE

KEYSTONE might set some struggling watchmaker

thinking that more and better tools make more

and better work.
Very Truly Yours,

Newtonville, Mass. C. A. RICHARDSON.

Our correspondent's letter brings up a ques-
tion which is of such general interest that we
invite trade discussion on the subject. It is a
matter which cannot be very well regulated by
the view of any single individual and an intelli-
gent discussion of it would prove highly instruc-
tive. We will give liberal space to the views of
competent mechanics on this important subject.
En.]

"Do Technical Schools Fit Men for

Business?"

EDITOR KEYSTONE : lIie article, -DO TIN:hit:Cal

Schools Fit Men for Business?" by John Hays

Hammond, quoted from System in the May

KEYSTONE, is for several reasons misleading awl

in order to prevent your readers getting any

erroneous ideas from it, I ask that you publish

this letter, which will correct the wrong impression

the article may have created in some minls.

In the first place, Mr. Hammond's article was

meant to apply only to universities and colleges

which teach civil and mechanical engineering;

not to watchmaking schools. I have often myself

noticed the facts which he mentions, and have

Seen how graduates of engineering schools are

disappointed generally in that their school train-

ing has not made them familiar with the practi-

cal business aspects of their work. The term

"Technical School," in its broad sense, means

any school in which students are taught how to

do work of some kind. But often it is under-

stood as meaning solely engineering schools; it

is in this sense that Mr. Hammond uses it • The

danger is that some readers of THE KEYSTONE may

not know of this distinction in the use of the

KEYSTONE

term, and may be led to think that Mr. Ham-

mond means watchmaking schools, which he does

not ; I will venture to say lie knows nothing about

them ; his line of work is entirely engineering.

In the school with which I am connected, not

only is the mechanical work taught practically,

but in addition the students have the benefit of

lectures given in the school by prominent business

men on such subjects as, "Business relations

between workman and employer:" "Starting in

business for yourself," etc.; the school finds posi-

tions for all of its graduates, and they are capable

of holding the positions, so it will be seen that

Mr. Hammond's article needs this comment in

order to avoid creating a wrong impression.
Yours Truly,

JOHN J. BOWMAN,

the Ezra 17. BOWInalt Technical School of

It'atchmaking and Engraving, Lancaster, Pa.

Regulator from Pendulum Movement

EDITOR KEYSTONE : I tVillIT to tell "Trans-

former" how to make a regulator of any ordinary

pendulum movement. Make a mark on the scape

wheel and note the number of seconds for one

revolution. Make your pendulum about 40 inches

long. Note how many swings this pendulum

makes in the same time and cut that many teeth

on your new scape wheel, and there you are.

But if you want an easy job cut off half the

teeth on the scape wheel of a to inch pendulum

clock and it will require a pendulum about go

inches long because the time increases as the

square of the distance.
Yours Truly,

Browning, Mo. A. J. HAMILTON.

Old Gold Buyers

EDITOR KEYSTONE: The visit of a "new"

old gold buyer this morning again reminds us

of the increased number of travelers engaging in

this business, and like all others this one seems

especially intereSted in the purchase of old filled

cases.
We are in doubt if the old gold value in a

worn filled case is worth the expense of stripping,

and are curious to know if these people make the
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profit in exchanging these cases for new ones
through some dishonest retailer.

If such is the case we believe a little publicity
and discussion among trade organizations would
be of mutual benefit as we cannot think a repu-
table jeweler would knowingly be a party to this
kind of a game and expect the case-maker to take
care of him in the matter of a legitimate guar-
antee. Very Truly Yours,

THE WATCH SHOP CO.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

Define "Legitimate Jeweler"
EDITOR KEYSTONE: ID view of the fact that SO

many of the factories are confining their lines to
what they term "the legitimate jeweler," and •
that person or firm does not seem to have been
well defined; would it not be well to get the
feeling or sense of the trade in some manner
best known to yourself as to the query: "Who
is the legitimate jeweler?"

My personal answer would be: One who has
learned the jewelry business before entering it
for himself, who is a watchmaker or who opened
up business with a watchmaker to begin with.
One who carries a jewelry stock as his principal
line, the term jewelry stock meaning, watches,
clocks, jewelry, silverware, cut glass and all •
goods generally handled by large jewelers.

Not one who carries jewelry, watches, etc.,
as a side line and who has been forced to get
some one to come in and do repair work on com-
mission or otherwise, or be forced out entirely
by the legitimate jeweler who understands the
business.

I do not consider a drug store, department
store, or any one carrying jewelry as a side
line, even though they employ a watchm4er, as a
legitimate competitor or regular jeweler.

You can be of great benefit to the little
fellow struggling against this class of competi-
tion by getting the sense of the trade expressed
in a manner which will be thoroughly understood.

Yours.Truly, C. M. A.

A Jeweler's Unique Vehicle

Notwithstanding the extraordinary progress
which has been made in recent times in the matter
of transportation, the use of primitive and crude
methods is still necessitated under certain con-
ditions in some parts of the country. An inter-
esting illustration of this is shown in the ac-
companying picture of jeweler T. J. Thompson,
of Barron, Wis., on his way to the lumber camps
with watches for the boys. The muscular canine
in the traces can draw with ease the jeweler and
his baggage.

Jeweler T. J. Thompson, Barron, Wis.



EMPHASIZING OUR STOCK AND SERVICE
(0 On the approach of the graduation and wedding season we desire to emphasize the advant-
ages of relying upon us for your wants.
43 We have selected our stocks with the utmost care and consideration for your needs. Our
ambition has always been to offer the trade the widest opportunities in the matter of STOCK
and SERVICE. We leave nothing undone to give you just what you want, at the time you
want it.
Our stocks of DIAMONDS, WATCHES, SOLID and FILLED JEWELRY, SILVER-

WARE, CUT GLASS and STERLING NOVELTIES is complete in every detail and
leaves nothing to be desired.

11 Our service is as complete and accurate as thirty-two years of active experience and
systematic endeavor can make it.
qi We wish to serve you in any way possible and solicit your orders either through our
travelers or by mail and assure you of the most seasonable and up to date stocks and the
most accurate and reliable service.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers :: Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Newest in Mantel Clocks
Bird's Eye Maple Cases,
to sell at popular prices
This illustrates one style

of our new line of Mantel
Clocks, made in a variety of
shapes, in bird's eye maple
and mahogany.
The cases are built in our

own cabinet shops, the
movements being imported.
The clocks are high grade

throughout. They are so popularly priced
that they will sell in goodly numbers, at the
same time assuring a good profit.

A special folder illustrating this line is in prep-
aration and will be sent to jewelers requesting it.

No. 2M. Height, 12 inches,
bird's eye maple case,
cream-tinted porcelain dial,
cathedral gong, 8-day im-
ported movement.

AMERICAN CUCICIO-COCK COMPANY
Cuckoo Clocks oll;der Unusual Clocks

STAT I ON S. PHILADELPHIA:

S.

QUALITY TALKS, No. 1
TO MANUFACTURERS

It is strange that many manufacturers pay little attention to QUALITY
of stock they put into articles they make, and give such great attention
to designs, aiming to fashion the stock in original, catchy ways. Of
course the latter is important but the former must likewise be considered.
Logic begun wrongly ends up wrongly. Jewelry made of poor stock
will be about as right as bad logic.
Beautiful designs appeal to the eye, QUALITY and WEAR of stock
appeal to the pocketbook. The latter brings the greatest reorders.
We make a complete line of Seamless Wire, Rolled Gold Plate and
Seamless Tubing.

QUALITY is our standard.
Backed by the KNOW HOW " in producing our stock.
We want to tell you more about it.
Drop us a postal as to your wants.'
Say you saw our message in The Keystone and want to know more
about our goods. It will pay us both to get together.

COOK DUNBAR SMITH COMPANY
85 SPRAGUE STREET

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

QUALITY SPECIALISTS IN
Seamless Wire, Rolled Gold Plate QUALITY

OUR STANDARD SEAMLESS TUBING OUR STANDARD
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INTEREST

William Brown, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has

opened in the jewelry business at 129 Hazle

Street.

Holbrook Mfg. Co., Attleboro, Mass., have

moved to 31 Union Street, from 20 Forest Street,

this place.

W. M. Canaday, of New York City, has

accepted a position with Reed & Barton, Taunton,

Mass., to take charge of the advertising.

Jerome Fleisher & Company, formerly at 21

Eddy Street, Providence, R. I., have moved to the

eighth floor of the Lapham Building, same city.

W. H. Saart, of W. H. Saart Company, Attle-

boro, Mass., met with the loss of his brother,

Frank Saart, and his mother, also, last month.

W. M. Upright, of the Benedict Manufac-

turing Co., East Syracuse, N. Y., has been re-

cently calling on his firm's trade in the North-

west.

E. R. Tyler, the well-known jewelers'

auctioneer, is now conducting a large auction sale

of the stock of John C. Pierik, of Springfield,

Illinois.

B. T. Van De Car, of the firm of Van De

Car & Jasmann, Medford, Ore., has purchased the

interest in the firm of J. G. Jasmann, and is now

sole proprietor.

The Joseph Welf & Sons Co.. 2225 Ontario

Street, Cleveland, Ohio, have been awarded the

contract to furnish the tower clock for the May

Co., of that city.

A. Castiglioni, of Castiglioni Company, I 16

Chestnut Street, Providence, R. I., has just re-

turned from a trip including Buffalo, Pittsburg

and New York City.

L. J. Heintz, of Heintz Brothers, Buffalo,

N. Y., who has been traveling in Europe for

the past three or four months with Mrs. Heintz,

is expected home the latter part of June.

William D. Triplett, Ironwood, Mich., has

moved into larger and more commodious quarters

at No. 204 Suffolk Street, where he will have

better facilities for attending to his growing

business.

Mr. Anschen, of A. & Z. Chain Company,

r6 Chestnut Street, Providence, R. I., has just

undergone an operation on his nose for the

purpose of relieving severe headaches from which

he has suffered.

C. A. Keefer, of G. W. Loar & Co.
' 
Grafton,

W. Va., made a recent trip North, in the course

of which he visited New York and Philadelphia.

Mr. Keefer's firm has planned extensive improve-

ments in the store in the near future.

Thomas Adams, Marshall, Mo., formerly a

partner in the firm of Mauch & Adams, of that

city, died May 13th, at the age of seventy-five

years. The deceased was a merchant of sterling

integrity and highly respected.

George Voerg, the well-known and long es-

tablished jeweler of Cleveland, Ohio, retired from

business on May 1st, after a career of forty

years in the jewelry trade, thirty of which were

passed in the same store in Cleveland. tlie previous

ten having been spent in Madison, Ohio.

Owing to labor difficulties Kelly & Steinman,

who have manufactured cut glass for the past

twenty years at Honesdale, Pa., have moved from

that place to Deposit, N. Y. The Wayne Cut

Glass Co. have also moved from Honesdale to

Tonawanda, N. Y., for the same reasons.

Wm. Loeb, of Rhode Island Ring Co., 21
Eddy Street, Providence, R. I., has left for a
trip through the South. He expects to be gone
for six or eight weeks, touching as far South as
New Orleans.

The E. Ingraham Company, of Bristol, Conn.,
manufacturers of clocks and clock cases, has

given out the contract for the erection of an

additional four-story brick structure 6o by 75 feet.
It will be used in part for manufacturing pur-
poses and in part for a storehouse.

A. H. Pond & Co., jobbers of Syracuse,

N. Y., have moved from the White Memorial

Building, on East Washington Street, where

they have been located for the past five years,

to the second floor of the Snow Building, on

South Warren Street, just around the corner

from their old place.

A. B. Warner, of White, Wile & Warner,

ring makers, 285 Washington Street, Buffalo,

N. Y., who has been visiting the western trade

as far West as the Pacific Coast during the past

two or three months, has been sending in some

good orders to his firm, with the result that they

are working full time.

W. Lenz, father of A. G. Lenz, Osakis,
died recently of a stroke of apoplexy. The de-

ceased was born in Dameritz, Germany, sixty-

seven years ago and worked at the bench twenty-

six years. He was the oldest business man in the

town of Osakis and highly regarded for his ability

as a mechanic and strict integrity.

The New Haven Clock Co., New Haven,

Conn., has issued a neat little house organ, entitled

"The Junior," in honor of the Junior Tattoo, the

company's well-known intermittent alarm clock.

The purpose of the little publication is said to be

"to place. three alarm clocks where now there is

only one," and we trust that it will accomplish

its purpose.

The Bronze group which is to be placed

on the South African Memorial at Toronto,

Canada, was shipped from the foundries of the

Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., for the un-

veiling, which took place May 24th. W. S. All-

ward is the sculptor. The General Custer statue,

E. C. Potter, sculptor, which is to be unveiled at

Washington, D. C., next month, has also been

shipped from the Providence foundries.

The Poole estate, consisting of A. E. Poole

and M. L. Poole, have bought out the interests of

Mrs. W. W. LeMaire, nee Poole, in the Poole

Silver Company, Taunton, Mass. A. E. Poole is

president and treasurer and has announced his

intentions of not only upholding the standard now

maintained in Poole Electro Plate, but if possible

to still further raise the standard for this line of

goods. At this writing this company is at work

planning some original designs for the fall. The

offices throughout the country will be main-

tained as in the past.

W. T. Chase, of C. H. Cooke Company, 6r

Peck Street, Providence, R. I., was given a very

agreeable surprise last month. On entering his

office one morning shortly after moving from the

second floor to the third of the same building,

he found three large, handsome bouquets of

flowers. One, a mixture of carnations and other

flowers, came from the employees of the shop;

another, a large bunch of stock Gilli flowers, came

from the office and counting force, and the third,

a large horse shoe of beautiful white roses 
with

the word "Success" attached thereto, came f
rom

his partner. Mr. Chase was deeply touched by 
this

manifestation of good will.

At the recent annual meeting of the F. W.

Drosten Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo., for the

election of officers, the Board of Directors an-

nounced their intention of transferring stock to

three of their old attaches, in appreciation of

their faithful services. Those to be so favored

are Georges V. Stieffel, of the diamond depart-

ment ; William A. Hecker, of the watch depart-

ment, and J. Jackson Hagen, of the jewelry de-

partment. This action makes them partners in

the corporation and members of the advisory

committee. The election then proceeded, with

the following result : President, F. W. Dro
sten ;

vice-president, R. Drosten ; second vice-president,

Georges V. Stiffel ; treasurer, W. G. Drosten;
secretary, W. A. Hecker; assistant manager, J. J.
Hagen.

A new cut glass company has just been
organized at Honesdale, the following having

been selected as officers: James Dunnigan,

president ; Louis Afford, vice-president ; John
O'Hea, treasurer, and Edward A. Hartung, secre-
tary. In addition to the above, six other men
will be members of the co-operative concern.
They have leased the Farnham Building on Spring
Street and have installed the necessary frames
and machinery.

C. C. Graham, J. F. Kane and A. I. Patton
recently returned to Syracuse, N. Y., after an
extended trip abroad in the interests of the Bene-
dict Manufacturing Company at East Syracuse.
Mr. Graham was in Australia four months. Mr.
Kane covered England and Mr. Patton was in
Cuba and Mexico. They found trade conditions
excellent, with large buyers very much in favor
of American products. The Benedict salesmen,
twenty in number, have been at the factory for
one week of last month. They report healthy con-
ditions in all parts of the United States and
Canada. The plant is being operated to its
capacity.

Early in July the traveling force of T. G.
Hawkes & Co., Corning, N. Y., will leave head-
quarters to cover their territories in various
parts of the country, calling on the jewelry trade
with an unusually complete line of cut glass
which Hawkes & Co. have been working on dur-
ing the slack season. In conversation with a
KEYSTONE representative Mr. Townsend de M.
Hawkes stated that his company is still adhering
strictly to their old-established policy of selling
only to the legitimate jewelry trade and also of
making their goods entirely from solid blanks,
not using any pressed blanks whatever. Their
traveling force consists of eight or ten salesmen
who will cover the entire United States this
summer and during the early fall.

Silas H. Tanner, formerly connected with
the Gorham Mfg. Company, of Providence, R. I.,
is now covering the territory of Alaska in the
interests of the Gorham Company's Pacific Coast
office, 140 Geary Street, San Fancisco. When

he reaches his farthest western point, which is
Nome, he will be as far west from San Fran-

cisco as San Francisco is from New York. The

San Francisco office of the Gorham Company,

140 Geary Street, is now displaying a very attrac-
tive line of "Martele" goods, which are proving
interesting to all dealers who visit. their new

permanent quarters Geo. F. Miller, representing

this company in the six leading cities of the
Pacific Coast, had a very satisfactory business in
Os Angeles and is now visiting the cities of Port-
land, Seattle and Tacoma.

A. H. Pond & Co., wholesale jewelers, Syra-
cuse, N. Y., have moved their offices and sales-

rooms to the second floor of the Snow Building,
214-216 South Warren Street, where they have
larger floor space, giving greater facilities and

enabling them to carry larger stocks. The new

quarters are also provided with commodious and

handsomely furnished private offices and dia-

mond rooms. The change was made necessary

by the increased business in the cut glass, clock

and silverware departments of this company.

James F. Coombs, with Almer, Coe & Co.,

opticians, 74 State Street, Chicago, is receiving the

sympathy of his friends on the loss of his parents

under exceptionally sad circumstances. The

couple died at his home on the morning of April

ith, from asphyxiation. They had retired early

the previous evening and not until 5.40 the follow-

ing morning was the fatality discovered. Mrs.

Coombs detected the ordor of gas in the hall

and fearing that something had happened, called

her husband. A stifling gaseous odor met him

as he entered the room where lie found the 
gas

jet slightly turned on. It was then he discovered

his parents had been overcome in their sleep 
by

the gas. It is believed that Mr. Coombs, upon

turning off the gas when retiring, had. probably

unconsciously slightly turned it on again.
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Possibilities of Improving the
Repair Department

Paper read by SAMUEL SWARTCIIILD, Of SWEiriChild Si CO.,
Chicago, before the annual convention of the Illinois

Retail Jewelers' Association

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN :—It affords
me considerable pleasure to have the honor of
speaking to such a representative body as that
which is before me. I assure you that in coming
into the presence of so many of the retail jewelers

of the State of
Illinois, I appre-
ciate the fact that
I am in the pres-
ence of those with
whom I have many
interests in com-
mon. You are
aware of the fact
that I am not a
lecturer, nor do I
claim to be a
public speaker in
any way, however
Unpretentious. My
tongue is not "the

Samuel Swartchild pen of a ready
writer," and justhere •I wish to apologize for the fact that I havenot the gift of spontaneous eloquence and thatfor this reason I have had to appear beforeyou fortified with my speech in manuscript.

Someone may ask, "What right has anyoneto appear in this assembly who is not by naturequalified for a place on the rostrum?" In an-
swer to this unspoken query I beg to state thatmy only defense is to be found in the fact thatthe subject to be dealt with is one to which I
have devoted much time and careful considera-
tion.

SUBJECT OF INTEREST TO EVERY JEWELER
The subject to which I wish to call your

attention is 'Possibilities of Improving the Re-pair Department." Improvement is always de-sirable, but not always desired to such an extentas to secure its attainment.
Are there possibilities of improving the re-

pair department? You will agree with me whenI say there are such possibilities. But you maynot acquiesce so readily when I state, as I do,that not only are there such possibilities, but thatthe time is ripe to put them into effect.
The most vital question is, "How can therepair department be improved so as to make ita source of increased revenue?" This we mightcall financial improvement. This can be attainedin di herein ways, such as increasing the amountof work turned out. However, this is fraughtwith the danger of increasing the quantity to the

detriment of the quality. Another way in which
the repair department might be made to yield
increased profits is by reducing the expenses, and
thereby leaving a larger margin for the proprie-
tor. This is not always advisable and should
only be resorted to in cases where there is actual
loss. •

PRICES IN RELATION TO WORKMANSHIP
The remedy that I am here to suggest and

would so improve the repair department as toput it on a basis where prices will compare favor-ably with skilled workmanship—prices that would
fairly compensate. Many may think that an in-
novation such as I suggest is premature and
although you may see the justice of having better
and more uniform prices you do not feel that you
are ready to take decisive action in the matter.
Some hope aimlessly for improvement, but do not
use the just and proper means at hand to remove
(or even remedy) the difficulty. Rest assured,
the time is bound to come when the prices of
watch repairs will be in just and fair proportion
to the labor, time and skill needed.

Gentlemen, it is up to this assembly and
others of like nature to force the issue so as to
adjust this matter of repair prices. As the change
will have to be made some time, why leave it to
a future generation? Why not make it in this
generation? Why not make it now? There is
an old adage with which we Are all familiar,
which says, `Never put off till to-morrow what
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can be done to-day." Apply this to the matter
under discussion and instead of putting off the
adjustment of repair prices till the "to-morrow"
of future generations, face the problem in the
"to-day" of the present, with the determination
to solve it once and for all. Better and more
uniform prices in the repair department, with the
success which I predict for it, will have a sur-
prisingly helpful influence on your general jewelry
business, to its betterment.

THE DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED
•Let us face some of the difficulties. One isthat the man who takes in repairs is too apt toplace a mental value on the watch (or whateverit may be) to be repaired, based on the knowl-

edge of the cost of the article, always makinga considerable allowance for deterioration caused
by usage. Let me say this, that when a man
takes his watch to you to get it repaired it is
quite unnecessary for you to estimate its value
to you. What is of more importance, is what
value does the owner place on it, and is it in your
power to put it in such condition that its valuewill be increased to its owner. Nine times outof ten he thinks his watch is just "it" and ifyou have the spare time and the willingness to
listen he will talk volumes about his watch.

If you succeed in improving an old watchthat has become erratic; that is to say, if you puta watch into condition so it will serve its owner
faithfully as a timepiece, he will value it morehighly than ever before and he will think moreof you for your skill than lie will think of the
extra dollar or fifty cents you charged him.
Time has value (I mean the time you give the
other fellow to put in his pocket), and if a watchwill keep time after it has been in your handsyour customer will place on it a financial value.

Another difficulty is that some men are so
afraid that if they do not touch rock bottom in
naming a price for a repair job that they willlose it and the other fellow will get it. If therewere standard prices in every shop this difficulty
would entirely disappear, and not only is this so,but such prices would tend to establish a more
friendly feeling among local jewelers, which is
very greatly to be desired.

TREATMENT OF OLD CUSTOMERS
Another difficulty is this: A jeweler who hasbeen in business for years and whose principal

customers are men who have dealt with him foryears and who know his scale of charges nearlyas well as he does. Those old-time customershave long since become his friends, so that thejeweler does not like to raise his prices, fearingthat he might lose his friends. Here we face areal difficulty, but nevertheless one that is not
unsurmountable. Take your customers intoyour confidence; explain matters in such a waythat the very fact that he is an old customer and
friend will assist you to convince him that the
advance in price is nothing more than just, andyou will, in most cases, not only retain your cus-
tomers, but will increase his friendship. And so
the difficulties fade away when looked at in a
proper light, just as the mist fades in the pres-
ence of the morning sun.

CAREFULLY ESTIMATE ON EVERY JOB
Another possibility of improving the repair

department is by carefully estimating every watchjob before you venture to name your price. This
has been advocated by some of our most promi-
nent men and I doubt not has had a beneficial
effect. Notwithstanding the advice so often given,it is still quite a common practice with some toignore the necessity of estimating. Believe me
when I state that it is an absolute necessity tothe financial success of the repair department to
have each watch job carefully examined before
the price is fixed. You may take in a watch, open
the case (handling most carefully, as you should
in the presence of your prospective customer),
insert a loop in your eye and "look wise" as a
Philadelphia lawyer, but science has not dis-
covered an optical instrument capable of assist-
ing you to determine the condition of the pivots
or whether the mainspring is capable or not of
discharging its duty in an efficient manner.

What should be done is this. Request your
prospective customer to leave the watch for the
purpose of examination, always setting a definite
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time for him to call. Then at your leisure ex-
amine the watch carefully, piece by piece,. as-
certain the condition of the mainspring, pinions,
pivots, etc., and then either re-assemble the parts
or place them in a job box, having made a care-
ful memorandum of all defects, and then you are
in a position to state your price and to talk in-
telligently to your patron.

If there are any of you in this assembly who
are in the habit of basing your charge on your
customer's ability to pay, rather than on the
actual requirements of a job, just test the advis-
ability of estimating and you will find that it pays.1 would venture to say that it would be better
to lose a job now and then rather than take
chances that all that is required is cleaning or a
mainspring, or such things that can be deter-
mined at a glance.

BETTER WORKMANSHIP
There is another possibility of improving the

repair department, and that is the possibility of
improving it mechanically. Mosto of what I
have already stated has its bearing on this sub-
ject. Better prices would enable you to give your
employees greater remuneration, and this would
attract to this field of labor men of higher ability
and would also act as an incentive to those in the
business to excel in their vocation.

I f work is taken in at too low a figure, it is
difficult to persuade the average wage-earner to
do a job to the best of his ability, regardless of
the price called for on the tag. But if the price
charged is in proportion to the amount of work
to be done, he will in almost every instance exert
every effort to turn the job out in the best pos-
sible condition. Every man (worthy the name)is anxious to see his employer receive a fair
return for his work. A job that is to be donefor one dollar will usually be rushed through
in the time allotted to that amount.

BETTER PRICES MEAN BETTER WORK
Most watch repairers endeavor to double

their wages, so that if you pay a man at the rate
of 50 cents an hour he naturally wants one dol-
lar's worth of work in an hour, or at least he
is anxious to make his work tell at that rate
per week. So that from these and the many
other arguments that will readily occur to your
minds, it is quite apparent that better prices for
repairs, done by better-paid mechanics, will mean
the positive assurance of mechanical improve-
ment.

In conclusion I beg to thank you for the very
patient and kind attention which you have given
me. I trust that my words have helped the cause
that has for many years occupied much of my
tulle and attention. If any words of mine have
helped any one of you gentlemen I am well re-
paid for any slight effort I have made.

There is a matter I am desirous of bringing
to your attention at this time and I trust you will
not feel that I am in any way imposing on you
when I state that it is one in which I am per-
sonally and financially interested. Were it not
for these two facts I would hesitate. One is that
your president has urged me to make the state-
ment which I am about to make with your kind
permission, the otlfer is the fact that what I am
about to confide to you is right in line with the
subject we have been discussing. I am about to
place a book on the market which I have been
working on for a considerable time. I have just
received the first complete copy from my pub-
lishers. Since then two complete copies have
been sent to Washington. The book will be
ready for delivery in the very near future.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF REPAIR PRICES
The title of my book is "Encyclopedia of Re-

pair Prices" and is a systematized work, showing
prices for such work as comes in the retail
jewelry store. For many years I have been con-
nected with the jewelry and kindred trades. The
work is the result of Tong and varied experience
in these trades and of much thought and fre-
quent consultations with those considered best
able to advise on the various subjects dealt with.
It epitomizes the varied information and usages
which have come directly under my personal ob-
servation through a career which has brought
me in close daily connection with the retail
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jeweler and watch repairers of this country. My
frequent visits to Europe have also afforded me
unexcelled opportunity to judge of the subject
matters under discussion from the standpoint of
European experts.

The intent and purpose of the work is that
it may act as a guide to the establishing of stand-
ard and fair prices, rather than that of ar-
bitrary prices. The object of the work is to help
elevate the retail watch and jewelry business to
the high place to which it belongs, and by so
doing to benefit the retail jewelers, the skilled
mechanics and the general public.

GUIDE TO STANDARD REPAIR CHARGES

Owing to the different commercial conditions
prevailing in the various States and towns in the
country, and the diverging environments by which
the retail jeweler finds himself confronted, it is
almost impossible for one set of prices to meet
the requirements of all. Notwithstanding these
undoubted facts, the book will serve as a guide
and will very materially assist each (no matter
what surrounding conditions may be) in arriving
at a systematic standard of prices for himself.

There is no doubt in my mind that the work
will be of universal value to our craftsmen in
assisting each and everyone to adopt a scale of
charges, the standard of which must be based
Oil conditions existing in his own immediate
neighborhood. Better prices will result in better
mechanics, and this again will help to bring
about a higher standard of efficiency among the
workmen and better feeling among local watch-
makers. Repair work will be done in a much
more conscientious and efficient manner. The
public will get better value for money expended
Oil repairs and the trade as a whole will surely
benefit through the higher standard and, conse-
quently, enhanced satisfaction of the public.

With the low scale of charges the retail
jeweler cannot afford to pay the mechanics fair
living wages. Higher remuneration would at-
tract men of ability to this field of labor. The
same consideration, and the entry of such ad-
ditional high-grade labor, would be an incentive
to our present craftsmen to excel in their vo-
cation.

ONLY COMPETENT WATCHMAKERS CONSIDERED

At the present time mechanics who work
for a daily wage recieve better wages than the
watch repairer, notwithstanding the many reasons
why this condition should be reversed, such as
the superior mental and manual ability required
by the horologist, that is not an absolute necessity
to success in other callings. Then again, con-
sider the number and expense of tools used by
every watch repairer. He has to invest a capital
of a considerable amount before he is equipped
for work. The cost of tools usually required by
the watchmaker as compared with the cost of
tools necessary in other trades, is in the ratio
of one hundred to one.

The work of one man is worth more than
that of another. In order to meet this difficulty
in compiling my encyclopedia on prices the man
of less than average mechanical knowledge has
been necessarily disregarded. It is intended for
men who are capable of successfully handling
railroad watches, for opticians who are able to
correct defective vision, and for jewelry repairers
who turn out their work in the condition in which•
it came originally from the manufacturer's hands.
To the men of this class in the retail jewelry,
watch repairing and optical trades in general, the
encyclopedia of repair prices should prove of
interest and value.

Monster Clock of Novel Construction

Another mammoth tower clock with features
never before found in any large time telling
machine, has been constructed for the United
States Post Office, Court House and Custom
House at Newbern, N. C. This massive timepiece
is the work of the Seth Thomas Clock Co ,
Thomaston, Conn. The principal and unique
feature of this wonderful clock is the arrange-
ment of the dials, which are without numerals to
indicate the hours. Instead they have twelve
opalescent glass disks. These will show white in
the day time and there will be an electric light in
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an aluminum reflector back of each disk that will
show at night, making twelve lights to indicate
the hours. There are windows in the building
behind each dial to permit the renewing of the
lights.

The dials may be revolved to bring the several
lights where they may be reached through the
window. A hand wheel and gearing is provided

Cloek by Buy

in the building back of each dial to revolve it,
also a locking device to retain the dial in its
proper position after changing the lights. The
frame of the dial is wrought iron construction,
similar to bridge work construction, with cast
metal circles to hold the disks and minute spaces.

This revolving of the dial is a distinct innova-
tion in dial construction and is the only clock

Clock by Night

in the world known to have this feature. The
hands are specially designed, being of cast
aluminum, each carrying an electric light near
to its point, also an electric light at the hub of
the hands. These lights are too Watt power light,
which show red at night so as to distinguish them
easily from the dial lights. The time at night
will be read by the location of the red lights.

Special contact rings are provided, with brushes
and wiring to convey the current.

The movement will strike bells giving the
hour the same as all tower clocks. The clock
machinery is made especially powerful to carry
the great hands with the wiring and lights
attached. The four dials will weigh three toils
and the clock complete will weigh at least five
tons. The dial can be read about two miles
distance. This clock was made under the super-
vision of Arthur Gordon.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Ass'n Convention

By PRESIDENT N. Niat.sua

This year's convention is a joint affair of
the optometrists' and jewelers' associations and
will be held on June 28th, 2oth, 30th and July 1st.
From every indication and in particular, judging
from correspondence received from members in
every corner of the State, this year's attendance
promises to far exceed any previous year's rec-
ord. Both associations have made excellent gains
in membership in the past year. The greater ma-
jority of jewelers recognize the necessity of or-
ganized efforts and the need of meeting at least
once a year at conventions ill order to exchange
ideas and learn how the other fellow succeeds

At the joint meeting of both executive
boards, held at Des Moines, May 5th, the follow-
ing plans were decided on : The large convention
hall ill the Coliseum will be used ; one-half of the
space will be used for convention purposes, and
as the attendance will be large, a seating
capacity of 500 has been provided for, with a
possibility of adding another too shbuld the
first provision not be sufficient, which, from pres-
ent indications, is quite possible. The other half
of the hall has been divided up into suitable
spaces for display booths, making all told eigh-
teen booths to be rented for the four days, at the
rate of 18 cents per quare foot. The sale of
space is left in the hands of George J. Fiege, 407
Locust Street, Des Moines, Iowa.

As the attendance will be greater, on account
of the joint convention, than any one hotel could
possibly accommodate, it was deemed best to
engage a separate hall. A complete programme
will be mailed to the jewelers of the State in a
few days. An idea of the excellent programme
is gleaned from the following: Claud Wheeler,
Secretary American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, Columbia, Mo., on national associa-
tion matters; Mack A. Hurlbut, Ex-President
American National Retail Jewelers' Association,
Fort Dodge, Iowa, on "Taking in Watch Work";
J. M. Nabstedt, member Executive Board, Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association, Daven-
port, Iowa, on "Changes Needed to Make Asso-
ciations an Absolute Success"; E. A. Lewis, of
Des Moines (one of the leading jewelers of the
State), on "The Cost of Doing Business"; Ben
R. Vardaman, Merchants' Trade Journal, Des
Moines, Iowa, on "The Art of Making a Sale";
H. C. Carpenter, sales manager South Bend
Watch Co., South Bend, Ind., on "Observations
on What Ails the Jewelers' Credit"; Charles T.
Higginbotham, consulting superintendent South
Bend Watch Co., South Bend, Ind., on "Adjust-
ments to Heat, Cold, Positions and Tsochro-
nism"; George J. Fiege, Des Moines, Iowa, on
"Fundamental Rules on Designing"; F. Black-
ledge, Des Moines, Iowa, on 'Sign Card Writ-
ing ; Fred J. Edgar, member Executive Board
Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association, on "The
Value of a Short Course in Watchmaking."

Every man placed on the programme is an
absolute authority on the subject chosen and
their reputation ill nearly all instances is nation-
wide. Additions to the list will be made of other
names of equal prominence. Make provision to
stay the full four days. The last day will be as
good as the first. Let convention week be part
of your vacation. It will be the most pleasant
and most profitable one you have ever spent.

The many thousands of more than satisfied
watchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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DIAMONDS Esindi PRECIOUS STONES
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. .J. C01-111

1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Established 1891

Write for further information

A simple, convenient and entire
workshop in itself.

1 Adjustable to incandescent light
or power circuit.

t

Interlocking
Collar

GREEN'S
Combination Electric

!Wierlocking
Pulley With Adjustable Automatic

and Interlocking Steel
Chucks, fitting either right
or left side of shaft.

Dust-proof, air and water tight.

The W. Green Electric Co.

POLISHING AND BUFFING
MOTORS AND PLATING

DYNAMOS

81 Nassau Street, New York

Don't Buy Until You Try
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give the package to your express
my expense. Price, $12.00

agent,
for the gross

I will send you one gross
of hole jewels (imitation),
well assorted and holes by
sizes, express paid. You
can try these for fifteen
days, and are at liberty to
use ten ; at the end of that
time, if you do not want
them (for any reason),

to be returned to me, at

NN'itli this gross of jewels I will give you one top section, one intermediate section and one
base sect ion of my sectional material cabinet.

I apacity of one section is 144 bottles, and would hold ten or t welve gross of halance jewels.
Other sections furnished as needed with my goods. Balance stall's, mainsprings, plate

.je‘vels, roller jewels, end ,jewels.

W. C. BONNEY ... Keokuk, Iowa

G. F. Walsworth
Watch Case,
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

01.1 (14015
made New

Silversmiths'
Building
131.13 7
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constant ly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER .St WOOD, Manufacturers
14 Calender St., Providence, ILL
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Watch Keys
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A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.— Thrse, "riershers"
1,1,1,41 I., it, SIttics Pelle III

So. S16,3 all infri...1,a,
lw S. prosecuted. URiCti, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.

MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

FOR SOUVENIR SPOONS AND ENGRAVING
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING

WATCH MATERIAL, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
AT THE BEST PRICES

E. L. DEACON JEWELRY CO., DENVER, COLO.

There is Money
in selling a good line ot

fine leather goods in con-

nection with jewelry. If

you are interested in the

dollars and cents side of

this question write for

Catalogue No. 12, with

discounts.

Chicago Art Metal Works
c75IFR. FOR THE TRADE

67 LAKE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
253 MU

LBERRY STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AGO F ELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GIJARANTELD OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

1.

ats
• .

e'l'sttlot

490.
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ESTABLISHED 1889 THE RICHARD 0. KANDLER, PRES. 0 pc,t,

JEWELERS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING (eL G̀C
21st Successful year in Day and Evening Courses.

A Practical Trade School to learn General Engraving, etching, chasing, die cutting, jewelry design-

ing, etc. Also all other branches of the Jewelry Business and optics by special arrangement.

Send for new catalogue. Suite 1830-31 McCormick Building, Michigan Ave. and Van Buren St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

EST.

cit.:fly:LAB! wor,

1889

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

The Former Incorporated and Registered with
the New York State Board of Education

offer the most complete courses in Ophthal-
mology, Optometry, Optics and preliminary
instructions for students entering the above
schools or medical schools. Special and evening
courses will be arranged to suit applicants.

Address

THEODORE F. KLEIN
185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

The Crohn Patent SafetyGuard

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-

just:dile one invented. Price,$1. 50 perdoz. For
saleby al I wholesalejewelers and material houses.

S(tmpleby mail,25c; in 101(.gold,;i1.00; 14 K.$1.25.

M. CROHN , Mkr. Ilinvtr. 48 &BO Malden Lane,N.Y.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortment of Wells, perfect
Self-Conforming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid at once only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following prices:
I doz. 10 K. gold, $3.75; I doz. gold
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, He.

Samples of one small and one med Min-large gold
Ii lled and one metal adjuster will be sent for
59e., stamps or M. O. Address

CHESTER WELLS. Meshoppen, Pa.

KLEIN0BROS
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72
E. MADISON
STREET

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
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EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

COOPER CiSI, SON

721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

THE "KNU" WAY

Original Compound

TRADE-MARK

Copy

" Engravers' Transfenne 
f•

,j1. plastic compound for transferring designs
from one article to another. As many as 20
copies can be made from one impression. Will
not injure any metal. Will not harden.

50 Cts.— TWO SIZES —$1.00
ALL JOBBERS

PLASTIC COMPOUND CO., Mfr's
41 4 Street, So. Minneapolis, Minn.

AWARDS FOR
H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
Cen ono°, 1893 PARiS, 1889 BERNE, 1859

First-class CiotosomErERS
of modern make on hand.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
.Also tine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Succelmor to II. II. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

I have employed Mr.
C. REDFERN to

my entiresatisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know

of no one who has a better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. Ile has also done

a great deal of tine and complicated watch repair-

ing for me and I can recommend him to anyone

desiring h'is services. H. II. HEINRICH.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

/77 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortiandt A ney Sts. Corner Nth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st. and 42,1 Streets

NEW YORK

Diamonds Tourmalines

Sapphires Peridots

White Sapphires Aquamarines

Pearls and Reconstructed Rubies
A big selection always on hand. Selection

packages sent out on approval to responsible

parties.

HENRY G. MORRIS
Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington St.

Room 73 BOSTON, MASS.

MAIL COURSE
for Watchmakers who cannot personally

attend the

Washington Watchmakers' Institute
A practical course of studies by an expert
watchmaker with many years of teaching
experience. Particulars free.

GEO. D. PARSONS, Principal

715 K St., N. W. Washington, D. C

SPECIAL PRICE 

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE

SANGER'S

EMERY RING

BUFFS

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention to probably patentable. Connnunlen.
Lions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK OD Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
pedal notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Jimerican.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lamest cir-
culation of nny selentItIo journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $L Bold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co 313Ieroulway, New YorkBranch °Mee. 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

REFINERS anD
995

/
of Gold,Silver and
Platinum in any
shape-s 0 I i ii s or

Sweep Smelters sli„...eupi.,(1c8thtri°u gusgohr
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 13 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

,. LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE
Artist to Monogram and I,et t er

Engraving. Gilding. Jewelry
and Watch Repairing. Send

for price-list.

ULL,STRONI 6k CO.

Ashland Nebraska

GASOLINE
LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Gives s 300 Candle-power Shadowless Light
'Finns up or down, like gas, burns dim when not

in use, or can he turned up instantly when
inure light is Illeelled. It floods a 30 foot

strwr with a brilliancy like daylight
Far cheaper than gas, kerosene or
electricity and so simple that anyone
can use it. Von can depend on it for
years for any purpose demanding a
big, strong light. Catalogue K S tells
why. Send fur it now.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
Dept. 9

42 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

TUE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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FOR FIFTY DOLLARS we will Teach
You to Do First-class Engraving
A THREE MONTHS' COURSE in our Engraving Department will make such
an Engraver of you that you can do in a satisfactory manner the engraving that
would have to be done in the average jewelry store. This should interest you.
You can look this country over, and nowhere will you find an institution whose
students become first-class Engravers in so short a time. It is our method of
teaching and years (16) of experience that count. Send for our Engraving
Prospectus. It will give you full information. It is yours for a postal.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sta., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
  See ad ■Ill I •  

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE BY OUR FACTORY

Cut % size

L. D. ANDERSON JEWELRY CO., 230 Peon St., Reading, Ps.
Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle Jewelry, Abalone Shell jewelry,

Class Pins with name of town, Flag Broochesand Fobswith nameof town. Leaf 13roochesand Fobs with nameof town.
Iron Pyrites jewelry and other souvenirs made to meet the needs of winter and summer resorts. Send for Catalogue

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

JEWELRY 1:;2.PAIRING
SPECIALISTS ON DIAMOND MOUNTINGS and SPECIAL EMBLEM WORK

SOLID GOLD ONLY. Write for further information.

THE EMBLEM JEWELRY MANUFACTURING CO.
Rooms 609-10 JEWELERS BUILDING BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Manufacturing Jewelers, Diamond Mountings and Gem Satting,D. GOLDVVASSER, Society Medals, Jewels and Badges

41741111. ±[- E!
,111qt-TI [14111411111

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Pilltr.$?..3:11.11 D2g.
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

'

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St„ Providence, R. I.

CASH PAID FOR
surplus stocks of DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY-or will buy
entire stocks. Business confidential. Bank references.

H. SCHWARTZ, 903 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

The Century Temple Former
FINELY FINISHED IN POLISHED BRASS

For forming bent or unbent temples to either side. No
more worry as to right or left side. To change bent
temple firEtscrewit in f rame and pull it out straight through
your fingers, which can be done with any temple ; hold
former in left hand, pave ball of temple in two holes and
then turn former around temple one turn and you will
have perfect ear shape and bent to side wanted. Ask your
jobber or I will send on receipt of PRICE, 35 CENTS,
in postage stamps or M. 0. prepaid. Address

A. L. SCHLIENTZ 506 CLINTON ST.
DEFIANCE, OHIO

BLACK SHIELD
MAINS RINGS
SWWARTATCCHHILOA & C 

CLOCKND 

C PI I. 0 L

Tior SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stooks-WI
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.
Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL) 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL..
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909.

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties, Etc., especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.
Any kind of repairing. done.

53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, etc., of every size anti descrip-
ion , made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 83 NASSAU STREETNEW YORK

Watch Repairing for the Trade
I am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.

H. J. SMITH, 
lo3esFlynorInBeuls,111nga

SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service
WRITE FOR SHIPPINO STICKERS

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on select ion to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. tstricily Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

P A. -rEN-rs
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Guide," the finest book paid imbed for Inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. IVIOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
ally photograph

Or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card RD d price-

int sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
under heading "Situations Wanted."

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
tive words. Addit ional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under :ill headings except "Situations

1Vanted." T II BEE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advert kement.
To insure Insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for ad% ertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month. for inser-
tion in the following mont les issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amount s.

If answers are to be forwarded
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name avid address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 vent s (special Issues 25
vents) if they (ICS ire a copy of I he paper
in which t heir advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement Inserted for less theft 25
tents.

YOUNG man, age 22, with 4 years' store
experience; can do all lands jewelry,

clock work and low-grade watch repairing;
good salesman ; wish position in or near
Texas; under watch inspector preferred,
where there is chance to learn high-grade
watch repairing; best of refs.; salary not
the main object. "II 777," care Keystone.

AN experienced traveling salesman is open
for a position for southern territory; best

refs. Address "P 715," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, plain engraver; three
diplomas in optics; age 22; nineteen

months' school exp.; moral habits, good
ref; would like position where I could get
knowledge of entire business, practice in
optics; central States preferred; will start
with moderate wages. George N. Stark,
Hotel, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

BY a first-class jeweler and engraver. En-
graving preferred, but will do bench

work if wanted. Lewis L. Cremer, 2664Main, Peoria, Ill.

BY young man as engraver; best refs.
Address "H765," care Keystone.

AS assistant watchmaker and clock repairer
by boy with some experience and full set

of tools; Nebraska preferred. Arthur Mun-
son, Loomis, Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, expert of all kinds
Swiss, American watches and clocks.

"E 718," care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker, clock and jewelry
repairer ; store and factory exp.; own

tools; best of refs.; can wait on trade.
R. D. Johnston, Hagerman, N. Mex.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, op-
tician; school and trade exp., five years;

own tools; 3o, single, ambitious, reliable,
good wdrk, neat, orderly; best refs; July
1st ; from Kansas west preferred. L.
Ralston, 206 S. Elmwood, Peoria, Ill.

BY watchmaker and engraver, as second
watchmaker; good habits and refs.; some

tools; two and one-half years' exp. "D
728," care Keystone.

WANT to work one year or eighteen
months and then buy jewelry store in

Indiana, Ohio or Kentucky. William M.
Smith, Leesburg, Ohio.

It Y good watch, clock and jewelry re•
oairer, wishes steady positions. , have lathe

nad all tools. "D 719," Kcare eystone.

SALESMAN wants to represent manu-
facturer as manufacturer's agent on

Pacific Coast; state proposition fully in
first letter. "V 714," care Keystone.

TRAVELING salesman with Los Angeles
as headquarters wants position with

wholesale house; am experienced and can
sell anything in the jewelry line. "V 713,"
care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, jeweler and engraver; will
send sample of engraving by request; can

give ref.; also have some knowledge of
optics. "B 722," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER, opticians, salesman; zo
years' exp.; capable of managing store;

first-class refs. "H 725," care Keystone.

BY young man, 21 years of age, watch-
maker, jeweler and plain engraver; small

amount of exp.; can furnish best refs. '
Address "K 726," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker, young man, 3 years' exp.;
sober, good ref.; would start at $15 per

week. R. B. Roberts, 207 East Third
Street, Pine Bluff, Ark.

YOUNG man, It years' retail exp., wants
position as traveling salesman; Minne-

sota, North and South Dakota preferred;
good salesman, best of refs. "B 735,"
care Keystone.

PERMANENT position with first-class
house by expert watchmaker and me-

chanic. Address "G 734," care Keystone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, clock and jewelry
repairer; own tools; 18 months exp.;

Al refs. furnished. "M 733," care Keystone.

BY Az cut glass salesman, with factory of
medium-priced glass; established trade in

Texas and Oklahoma; good reasons for
change; at present employed. Address
"S 732," care Keystone.

AS engraver by a young woman; first-class
work only; best refs. "C 731," care

Keystone.

BY expert manufacturing jeweler and en-
graver; 25 years' exp.; open for position

June or July with first-class house within
Middle West. "B 73o," care Keystone.

AI WATCHMAKER, engraver and gradu-
ate optician, can do clock and jewelry

work and wait on trade; own bench and
tools; best ref.; want position July zst.
Address "Watchmaker," smo South Twenty-
first Street, Birmingham, Ala.

AS appraiser or salesman with pawnbroker;
years' exp. with present employer.

"L 727," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED man to take charge of
store, with prospects of partnership; age

38, good habits and refs. "T 739," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, engraver, can do jewelry re-
pairing and some stone-setting; situation in

Ohio preferable. Address "Box 223," Bell-
ville, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician, capable
of taking charge; 20 years' exp.; gilt-

edge refs. Address "W 741," care Key-
stone.

FIRST-CLASS letter and monogram en-
graver wishes position at once; can do

card plate engraving; refs., samples. Ad-
dress "S 742, care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler or engraver;
American, age 43, 20 years' exp.; first-

class refs. W. A. Harper, 3t5 East Third
Street, Greenville, Ohio.

BY expert watchmaker, jeweler and en-
graver; permanent position with a first-

class retail store; salary $28; State of
Washington preferred. Address "S
care Keystone.

RETIRED jewelry merchant with estab-
lished trade and large following would

consider a proposition to represent a re-
liable diamond and jewelry house on a
strictly commission basis; can furnish the
best of refs., cash or bank security. Ad-
dress Applebaum & Kahn, Room 44, 182
State Street, Chicago.

BY first-class watclunaker in New England
or New York, where good work will be

appreciated; graduate optician, plain en-
graving. Address "P 747," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, with over zo
years' exp., desires to make change; want

position in first-class, up-to-date store; coin-
petent to take full charge repairing depart-
ment or would accept position on the road;
have had road exp.; can come at once;
best of refs. Address "L. B. R.," 280
Lake Avenue, Battle Creek, Mich.

WATCHMAKER of Ar class, expert on
railroad and complicated watches; rapid

and reliable; long exp. fine lathe work and
duplicating parts. "R. 749," care Keystone.

HIGHEST grade workman on American
and imported watches; age 38; American,

good appearance; best ref. and life's exp.
in jewelry business. C. R. Shanar, Knox,
Pa.

GRADUATE refractionist and shopman,
competent to develop business, wants

position or would communicate with parties
desiring to instal optical department. E.
Hilbron, 431 East Thirty-first Street,
Chicago.

SITUATIONS WANTED

IN California or Colorado by October 1st,
fine watchmaker and engraver; can do

diamond mounting; 9 years' exp., married;
strictly temperate. W. C. McFadden, Cam-
bridge, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and salesman;
first-class knowledge of optics; married;

open for position June r5th; at present
employed; salary $25 per week. W. J.
Roulston, Austin, Minn.

MANUFACTURER or jobber, young man
with 6 years' retail exp. desires position as

salesman; acquaintance in Chicago; best of
refs. Address "N 746," care Keystone.

AS assistant watchmaker, 3 years' exp.;
own tools; desire position under Am

watchmaker; Ohio preferred. Elmer B.
Schnieder, Kenton, Ohio.

YOUNG man, good watch and clock re-
pairer; 2% years' exp.; Minnesota, Wis-

consin or North Dakota preferred; best
refs.; own tools. Fritz Sutherland, 901
Rice Street, St. Paul, Minn.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver, 30
years of age, desires position August 1st;

good optician and salesman; At on railroad
work, competent to take charge. "W 755,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, own tools, wishes posi-
tion in eastern State; 4 years' exp.; has

taken course in watchmaking school;
salary $18 per week. Turner, South Hill, Va.

FIRST-CASS watchmaker and optician;
expert on railroad and fine watches,

wants position where there is a chance
to become interested. Address "C 758,"
care Keystone.

By watchmaker; store and railroad exp.;
also will work on clocks and jewelry if

necessary. W. E. Downie, 120 Beloit
Street, Delavan, Wis.

WATCHMAKER and jewelry repairer
wants to make a change; steady and re-

liable, with years of exp. at the bench and
store; Ohio or Indiana preferred. "S 761,"
care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, 25 years' exp.; speak Ger-
man and English. H. Otthofer, Lan-

caster, Pa.

BY young man as watch and clock maker;
5 years' exp.. best refs. Address "D

740," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS IIEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WATCHMAKER, optician and engraver to
go to Alaska; good wages; must pay

own fare. "M 650," care Keystone.

TRAVELING jewelry salesman with ac-
quaintance in Indiana and Illinois to

handle a large general line for jobbing
house in Chicago. Address "A. D. Do,"
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago.

FIRST-CLASS clock repairer to work in
shop and deliver clocks to homes. Ad-

dress, with refs. and state salary expected.
Lawrence L. Moore, Co., Leary Building,
Seattle, Wash.

WATCHMAKER, first-class bench man ; no
other services required. Address, with

refs. and state salary expected. Lawrence L.
Moore Co., Leary Building, Seattle, Wash.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
salesman; permanent position; $25 per

week; send refs. and photo with first letter.
Sartor Jewelry Co., 139 South Thirteenth
Street, Lincoln, Nebr.

FIRST-CLASS manufacturing and jobbing
jeweler; permanent position to good man;

send refs. and photo with first letter; state
salary expected. Sartor Jewelry Co., 139
South Thirteenth Street, Lincoln, Nebr.

YOUNG man, with exp. on watch work,
capable of waiting on trade; good oppor-

tunity to finish trade under good workinan;
give refs. and salary wanted. "0 763,"
care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and graduate op-
tician ; one of good appearance and habits;

wages $24 per week and more if worth it;
permanent position to the right man, with
chance of interest in concern; send samples
of engraving, photo, ref. and full particu-
lars In first letter. The Sundberg Co.,
Fargo, N. Dak.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver; July
and August; Chautauqua summer resort.

Elfred Overton, Westfield, N. Y.

TRAVELING salesman to represent us in
Illinois. Address, stating former exp.

and amount of sales. Otto Young & Co.,
I leyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

HELP WANTED

APPRENTICE to learn the trade under an
old-established workman; work will be

mostly on watches and clocks; refs. as to
character required. D. L. Brown, Sparta,
Mich.

SALESMEN calling upon the retail trade
to carry a side line of onset semi-precious

gem stones; send refs. with answer. "K
724," care Keystone.

SOON after June 1st, young man, neat
appearance, who can do good script let-

ter and monogram engraving; good watch
and clock repairing; does not use tobacco
or intoxicants; willing to work and "make
good"; send photograph and sample en-
graving in first letter. M. B. Gordon,
Braymer, Mo.

TWO traveling salesinan for first-class gold
and gold filled jewelry line; one for

North and South Dakota and Minnesota,
one for Colorado, Texas and California.
Charles L. Trout & Co., 2 Maiden Lane,
New York City.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, must be
first-class man, sober and reliable; job

permanent; send samples of engraving and
refs., together with salary expected, in first
letter. Clement B. Coffin, 404 Pike Street,
Seattle, Wash.

MAN for South and one for far West to
carry side line new jewelry novelties for

jewelry trade only; can easily clear $50
a week. "Y 771," care Keystone.

GENERAL repair man for clock and
jewelry work; steady position; salary

from $12 to $18 per week; state age, exp.
and ref. Lochman Bros., Springfield, Ill.

EXPERIENCED salesman on commission
basis inn such States which are not yet

covered. Inquire Empire Jewelry Case Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

MEN thoroughly familiar with time locks,
combination locks and bolt work to

travel in the East; state age and salary
expected; give refrs, as to character and
honesty, which must be of the highest; no
letters except those giving above informa-
tion will be considered. The Blake Bank
Lock Inspection Co., Worcester, Mass.

GOOD watchmaker and engraver, able to
do plain monograms; permanent position;

send sample engraving, ref. and salary
wanted. A. R. Staufenbeil, Dubuque, Iowa.

FOR the right man a position at good
salary and as long as you want it, in a

city where life is worth living; I want a
first-class watchmaker-an expert-one that
can restore any watch to its original con-
dition ; prefer one that can engrave; my
shop is away from store, so it is up to
you to run it as though it was your own.
The Biggest Little Store in Town, 64 Grand
River Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

MAN to take a line of white stone hat-
pins, cotnbs, brooches, etc., in Pennsyl-

vania as a side line; first-class goods; retail
trade. "P 737," care Keystone.

WANT experienced young man; applicant
must have this combination; good retail

salesman with busines ability around my
store; good watch repairer; some knowledge
of diamonds, watches and jewelry; neat,
honest, reliable; want refs. from last two
places employed; steady, year-around place;
$17 to start, $20 if worth it. Nat Ruggles,
high-class American loan office, watches and
diamonds, 734 Superior Avenue, N. E.,
Cleveland, Ohio. •

WATCHMAKER. capable of handling rail-
road inspection and doing high-grade rail-

road watch work; cover salary, ref. and
exp, in first letter. J. W. Clarke, Rosen-
bloom Block, Syracuse, N. Y.

YOUNG man to do clock and jewelry re-
pairing, wait on trade and general 'work

in store; exp. and wages expected in first
letter. J. D. Taylor, Logansport, Ind.

AT once, all-around man ; watchmaker, fair
engraver and some knowledge of optics.

"R 759," care Keystone.

A GOOD watchmaker; one that can wait
on trade. C. Aug. Carmany, Coatesville,

Pa.

JEWELRY repairer and engraver; one who
can assist on watch work preferred; state

salary wanted and give refs. P. G. Diener,
408 Market Street, Harrisburg, Pa.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler who can
speak Slavish or Polish; steady position.

Joseph Jashenosky, Clarksburg, W. -Va.

YOUNG man, learn or finish trade (better
than all schools); rare opportunity, watch•

making, Address Charles Reiss, leading
watch trade repairer, a Maiden Lane, New
York.
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WATCHMAKER and engraver; salary $25
weekly. Havre Jewelry Co., Havre,

Mont.

GOOD watchmaker and clock repairer; a
good, all-around man, permanent position,

good wages; must give good ref. both as
to character and ability as a workman.
Address "F 770," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
wait on trade; pleasant and permanent

position to steady, competent anon. "D
767," care Keystone.

JEWELRY salesman for Virginia, West
Virginia, Tennessee and points in Georgia

and Alabama to fill position recently re-
signed by E. V. Black; fall line ready
June 20th; established trade, exceptional
opportunity; refs. and exp. necessary.
Ritter, Kahn & Co., rang. Arch Street,
Phila., Pa.

WE have side lines for men now calling
on jewelry trade in western States; good

lines. Address 18 Jackson Block, Denver,
Colo.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, optician and en-
graver; must pass State optometric ex-

amination; own tools; permanent position
to man of ability; no learners wanted; will
pay top notch salary; state exp., age and
refs.; send, if possible, photo in first letter;
modern city in western Montana. Address
"K 764," care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANT to buy small jewelry store in New
England States; Vermont or New Hamp-

shire preferred. "B 703," care Keystone.

WANTED, pocket chronometer. Address
Box 475, Wichita, Kans.

MARINE chronometer, watchmakers' lathe,
optical trial case, engraving machine or

other goods; send full description; stamp
for list. Jenkins' Exchange, Chicago.

WANTED-First-class watchmaker and
jeweler to locate in first-class optical

store on Main Street, New Rochelle; use
of window for display; success assured right
party. M. Hansen, 0.D., r90 Main Street,
New Rochelle, N. Y.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

EWELBY and optical business, South
Side, Chicago; stock and fixtures invoice

$2000; alll the work two men do. Ad-
dress "R 61i," care Keystone.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED, good paying
jewelry business in town 4000, eastern

Pennsylvania; good, clean stock, $2000 to
$2,soo; sales and repairing good; will bear
rigid investigation. Write for particulars
and reasons. "I-I 678," care Keystone.

DRUG and jewelry business for sale; in-
vestigate; it will pay you if you want to

go into business. Address Lock Box 450,
Burlington, Colo.

ESTABLISHED 1884-Only jewelry and
optical business in a thriving town; clean

and up-to-date stock and fixtures; paying
business, best location, low rent; all repair-
ing one man can do; also building lots at
Pleasantville Terrace, N. J.; reason, health.
J. M. Norcross, Pemberton, N. J.

WHOLESALE jewelry and optical busi-
ness; the stock and fixtures of this con-

cern can be bought at a low figure in
whole or in part on account of liquidation ;
terms., one-half cash, balance notes with
security. "S 687," care Keystone.

IF you want a nice, clean stock and fix-
tures, about $5000, that clears $25oo a

year, write to George Knebel, Platteville,
Wis. Will sell or lease building.

ESTABLISHED manufacturing and retail
jewelry business; population 195,00o;

good location and lease; also $6000 home;
sell outright or retain interest; best rea-
sons. "R 670," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in good
Ohio manufacturing town of 10,000;

best location; ill health cause for selling.
Address "B 677," care Keystone.

GOOD watch and jewelry business, cash
only; in Central Iowa town about 2000 ;

best location, rent reasonable; light and
furnace heat furnished; will invoice about
$1100, can reduce; best reasons for selling;
will write particulars. "G 716," care Key-
stone.

(Continued on page 998)
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(Continued from page 997)

JEWELRY and optical store, well estab-
lished, good location, in one of the most

prosperous cities in State. Address Box
444, Stockton, Cal.

A FINELY located jewelry store in a
thriving Pennsylvania town of 8000

population; will sell on reasonable terms;
good reason for selling. Address C. W.
Laubenstein, Minersville, Pa.

WHY' grind away for someone in the city
when you can buy a paying jewelry busi-

ness in clean Vermont town for $3000;
write for particulars. F. R. Seymour,
South Royalton, Vt.

ONLY jewelry store in town of 5000; sales
for 1909 $8000; sales from January 1st

to May ist, this year, $3850; new business
opened May, 1908; stock is all new and
clean; will invoice about $5o0o, fixtures
$1000; center of fruit and truck growing
district; three railroads, local watch inspec-
tors for T. & N. 0., with too watches to
care for; fine repair business, good oppor-
tunity for experienced man with capital
sufficient to handle it. Spurlock, Martin-
dale Co., Jacksonville, Texas.

JEWELRY and optical business in a grow-
ing town of 12,000 inhabitants in north-

ern California; yearly sale $18,000; good
run of bench work; good optical business;
stock inventories $20,000, can be reduced
to suit purchaser. Address "A. E. to,"
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

JEWELRY business in town of 15oo;
stock invoices $t000; splendid location for

practical workman. Z. F. Bourke, Runge,
Tex.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures in live town
of 3000, central Iowa; watch inspection,

with Soo railroad men on list; clean, up-to-
date stock, fine run of bench work. Ad-
dress "K 723," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business; railroad
and manufacturing town in central South;

5000 people, mild climate; stock and fix-
tures $4000; time inspection; good terms;
own building; will make rent satisfactory;
18 years' confinement and want to get out-
side; if you have catarrh this is the place
for you. "M 720," care Keystone.

GOOD business opportunity-An old, well-
established paying jewelry business in

one of the best old towns in the South;
stock invoices $12,000 or can reduce stock
to cash customer; best reasons for selling
or would consider half partnership to the
right man; he must be a watchmaker who
can do jewelry jobs, etc., or an optician
and engraver, with best refs. Address
"Jeweler," care Carrier 59, Richmond, Va.

JEWELRY and kodak business in live
town of 3000; best location in town;

competition light; invoice about $11oo.
Box 483, Malden, Mo.

ONE of the cleanest stocks on the market
in best farming district and corn belt in

Illinois. Will invoice about Woo. Did
$8983.25 worth of business last year. Can
reduce stock about 2000. Will rent store-
room or also sell. Prefer to rent. Will
retain fixtures and rent with store. Own
several other buildings and wish to retire
from business. Investigate. "H 427," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in south-
east Alabama town of 3500 population;

$3000 will buy it; only jewelry store in the
county; did $75oo in r9o9; all repair work
one man can do; healthiest town in Ala-
bama; a well-established and well-paying
business, on two railroads; fine opening for
young man; good reason for selling; will
either sell or keep optical department; will
give possession any time before September

1910. Write for particulars. "P 615,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, so years in business,
24 years in this city; four railroads, no

old goods. Write me, lease room five
years. C. A. Trowbridge, Rapid City, S.
Dak.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED, good paying
jewelry and optical business; yearly sales

about $8000; stock and fixtures could be
reduced to $3000 or to suit buyer; a scarce
opportunity and at a right price if bought
at once; reason for selling, health failing
and outside interests. Box 26o, Archbold,
Ohio.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business; stock and fixtures will invoice

$5000; reason for selling, owner in ill
health and cannot attend to same; good
repair trade; 15 years in location; will
sacrifice to a quick buyer. Mrs. A. Engel-
mann, 1970 Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

WELL-ESTABLI S 1 IED jewelry, optical,
music and postcard business; only jeweler

in town of 1000; stock and fixtures invoice
$2000; good run of repair work. J. Wm.
Hull, Taneytown, Md.

ACCOUNT of poor health will sell the
interest of one of two partners in money-

making jewelry business, southern Arizona;
requires $8000 to $11,000. Address "E
766," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in Boise,
Idaho; stock invoices about $12,000; can

be reduced; good location on Main Street;
two years' unexpired lease; rent reason-
able; stock is first class and a good busi-
ness; reason for selling, death of husband.
Address A. F. Plenkner, 815 Main Street,
Boise, Idaho.

AN exceptional opportunity to secure the
leading jewelry store in the metropolis

of Colorado's bonanza fruit country; town
population 12,000, in center of fine fruit
district; stock and fixtures 8,16,00o, clean
and well selected; local railroad inspector;
big watch and repair business; write us for
further information. W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Co., Box 1413, Denver, Colo.

JEWELRY store, established eight years;
stock and fixtures invoice $9000; good

location, rent reasonable; made enough,
must retire on account of failing health;
population 15,000 Americans; healthy
climate, high altitude; big profits from sales
and repairs; light competition; will give in-
ducements to a practical man with $3000
as partner and manager. Address Joseph
Astracan, Amarillo, Texas.

JEWELRY stock in best city in central
Michigan; a snap for a good man; nice,

clean stock, best location; reasonable rent
and lease as long as you wish. Address
"P 736," care Keystone.

FIVE hundred dollars for fixtures and lo-
cation; seaport city in Washington, and

no better town in the State; two new rail-
roads building; cash only; obliged to sell.
"R 748," care Keystone.

FINE location in one of the best towns in
lower Michigan for a live, practical

jeweler, with or without stock; business es-
tablished; prospects are fine; if you are in
a dead town shake it and come to one
where there is business. Address "M
care Keystone.

WHO gets this? Buy my fixtures only and
step into good jewelry business; live

Wisconsin town; act quick. "W 751," care
Keystone.

FINE jewelry and optical business in
beautiful growing town of 3000; no coin-

petition; will sell fixtures alone, $50o cash;
other business, must sell; don't write unless
you mean business. N. D. Randall, Butler
Co., Zelienople, Pa.

A REAL opportunity of a fortune; $9000
worth of up-to-date, staple watches,

jewelry, diamonds, rings, sterling, cut
glass, clocks; fine fixtures and safes and
good will for $55oo cash to a quick buyer;
city 17,500 population; modern, in Pennsyl-
vania; stand best; established 35 years;
fine reputation; the good will alone is
worth the price asked; reason, other busi-
ness. Address "R 769," care Keystone.

AN $8000 jewelry and optical business in
Virginia; the strictest investigation so-

licited; price $3000. Address "H 768,"
care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED watch, jewelry and
optical business in southern city of 65,0oo

population; no dead stock, fine location,
good repair business; a money-maker for a
live young man; it only takes a few hun-
dred dollars to handle it; good reason for
selling. For full information address
"Jeweler," care J. H. Mednikow & Co.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

HALF interest in a $25,000 jewelry store
in city of 80,000 population in Minne-

sota; stock is clean and up-to-date; fixtures
good as new; plate glass wall and counter
cases, oak, cut glass room, good location,
five-year lease; rent reasonable; done but a
well recommended jeweler need apply; will
give good reference and reason for selling;
I am not offering an encumbered store, but
want a good, clean man who I can trust
with the business. "R 750," care Keystone.

$1500 CASH will buy my stock and fix-
tures; Michigan town, x800 population;

express office in connection; fine oppor-
tunity. Box 2, Union City, Mich.

JEWELRY and optical store, well-estab-
lished; good location in one of the best

cities in Illinois. Address "U 753," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

LEADING store in Passaic, N. J.; popula-
tion 55,000; 12 miles from New York

City; an opportunity of a lifetime for the
right man; requires $2000 to $5000. Ad-
dress Rubenstein Bros., 14 Maiden Lane,
New York.

$2000 BUYS paying jewelry store in Il-
linois town of 120o; can reduce; fine lo-

cation, 20-foot plate glass front; bears close
investigation; good reason for selling. "V
757," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry business in Indiana
town, 3000 population; centrally located;

invoices about $3000 to $3500; all good,
clean, new stock; repair work all one man
can do; rent reasonable; 3-year lease.
"C 762," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town of Soo; fine
farming section; small stock; central

Iowa. "S 760," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and repair
business doing good business in western

New York town; natural gas; expenses low;
fine fruit and farming country; only
jewelry store in town; stock and fixtures
will invoice $2000, but will sell at bargain,
as I wish to care only for my eye prac-
tice. "L 756," care Keystone.

A RARE chance, swell little jewelry store
in the Southwest, must be sold at once

account of sickness; only established one
year and cleared $3000; everything new
and fine; plate glass and mahogany fixtures;
railroad watch inspection; 5000 population,
$70,000 payroll. Invoice about $3000. Ad-
dress "G 754," care Keystone.

BUSINESS, stock and fixtures in town of
12,000; all new stock, about $5000; big

run of watch work; established 20 years;
can reduce stock to suit purchaser; have
more than I can attend to; must be for
cash. Josiah Beck, Provo, Utah.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

A GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Com-
pany's modern, out-door electric flasher

watch sign, complete, with written guaran-
tee, at a bargain. "C 416," care Keystone.

ONE Farrell safe, one 8-foot oak showcase,
sixteen assorted Dennison trays to stack;

almost new. 1006 North Twenty-seventh
Street, Camden, N. J.

KEYSTONES, March i898 to March 1910
-12 years; best offer takes them. A. M.

Neff, New Market, Va.

THE Keystone from 1887 io the present
time, except three or four copies short;

best offer takes them. John Nicholson,
Centerville, Iowa.

BY virtue of an order of the Court of
Common Pleas of Hardin County, Ohio,

to me directed in the case of James A.
Morison, Guardian, vs. George V. Guyton,
I will offer for sale at the door of the
Court House in the City of Kenton, Ohio,
on the t6th day of June, 1910, at 2 P. H.,
the following described property, to wit:
One diamond scarfpin, consisting of a stone
approximately twenty-one (21) carats, sur-
rounded by eighteen (18) smaller stones;
appraised value of same $1700; terms of
sale cash. E. J. Carey, Special Master,
Kenton, Ohio.

STREET clock, Seth Thomas make, per-
fect condition; cost $450, will sell $225;

closing out entire business. Address A. E.
Siedle, jeweler, E. E. Pittsburg, Pa.

TOOLS-The complete equipment of an
old, health-broken, once scientific watch-

maker; American lathe, all attachments; in-
voice and true description; self-addressed
and stamped envelopes only noticed. "H,"
Box zo6, Gonzales, Texas.

THREE cuckoo clocks; two cost $8.50 each,
one cost $18.5o; one regulator, fine pin

tooth escapement, mercury pendulum, in
oak case, good as new, cost $140; one
mediameter, one prysoptometer. F. W.
Sellers, Wellington, Kans.

NEW Century engraving machine, style A,
on iron stand; complete set of type, No.

1, 6, 13, 14; bird designs and linograph
letters, ring holder an dhollowware attach-
ments for $50, F. 0. B. Convoy, Ohio.
A. M. Sherrick.

REASONABLE-Several 6-foot plate glass
mahogany showcases and tables; prac-

tically new. J. F. Carr, Portsmouth, Ohio.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I HAVE unimproved property In flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box too,
Moorestown, N. J.

STANDARD Optical Co.'s handy outfit
lens grinding machine, automatic edge

grinder, diamond drill, diamond lens cutter,
polishing head, all on iron table, cost $290
to $3oo; also alternating electric motor, cost
$50; in fine condition, used short time;
good stock uncut cylinder, compound and
concave lenses; also too dozen insert lenses,
0 and 00 sizes; one Standard prisopto-
meter, new; watchmaker's bench, Boley
lathe, engraving block, lot of tools; one
large Louis XIV style watch sign; one
small watch sign, Regina music box, West-
minster chime mantel clock, mahogany case;
brand new high-grade bicycle; one Colum-
bia bicycle, slightly used. Will sell or trade
all or any part; want cash, diamonds or
American watches, or what have you?
Harry E. Heckart, Springfield, Mo.

WILL trade 120 acre fruit farm, fourteen
miles southeast of Oklahoma City, Okla.;

consideration $3500, for jewelry stock; what
have you? Will pay cash for difference, if
any. For particulars write J. H. Umbaugh,
Cleveland, Okla.

TYPEWRITERS, cameras, stereopticons,
film, old repeating and other watches, dia-

monds, jewelry and optical goods; can use
optical trial case, watchmaker's lathe,
marine chronometers, moving picture ma-
chines, or what? List for stamp. Jenkins'
Exchange, Chicago.

AN old-established jewelry business in a
live manufacturing and railroad town of

9000 inhabitants; stock and fixtures will in-
voice $26,000; will sell at a bargain or ex-
change for farm real estate or city prop-
erty; poor health and outside interests rea-
son for selling. It will pay you to investi-
gate this offer. Address or apply at 309
North State Street, Litchfield, Ill.

SMALL Oliver gold rolls in first-class con-
dition; lot of watchmakers' and jewelers'

material; crystal cabinet, complete with
crystals; all in good condition; for cash,
motorcycle, rifle, or what have you?
"P 752," care Keystone.

ONE-FOURTH horsepower electric motor,
equipped to run watchmaker's lathe or

polishing; cost $35, will sell cheap or
trade for out of repair American move-
ments. Rockwell, Room to, Coney Island
Building, El Paso, Texas.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

MY sectional material cabinet is always
complete, but never finished; always room

at the top for another section; add as
needed. Bonney, Keokuk,

I PAY 20 per cent. more than anyone else
for your surplus diamonds, watches and

jewelry; money sent by return mail; bank
refs. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill.

KEEP your things where you can find
them; my sectional material cabinet will

do this for you. Bonney, Keokuk.

CHARLES REISS, expert trade watch-
maker. 15 Maiden Lane, New York.

SEND 25 cents for big box of new and
only preparation known to keep dust and

moisture from eyeglasses. H. L. Trask,
Crawfordsville, Ind.

SHIP chrono. for sale; in fine con-
dition; price $50. W. H. Enhaus & Son,

31 John Street, New York City.

SPECIAL NOTICES

SECOND-HAND American watches in good
running order; 18 size, 45 off short list;

6 size, 45 off; 16 size, 35 off; will average
nice condition; cases and movements; 7 to
17 jewel; a few bargains in diamond set
lockets, bracelets and rings; sent C. 0. D.
subject to examination. Nat Ruggles,
American pawnbroker, 734 Superior Ave-
nue, N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
s= Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. j. L. Clarke, es-
tablished 1870.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 958.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re:

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham, Mass.

ALL your empty movement boxes-Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be returned
at our expense. Edward C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa.

WE are making a specialty of railroad
watch repairing for the trade; we are

prompt and do our work right. F. E.
Force, 615 New England Building, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

JEWELERS, have you seen those button
bracelets, eleven diamonds set for $25?

Biggest thing ever seen for the money;
also lockets, horseshoe stick pins, cluster
ring and pins, etc. They certainly will sell;
$35 to $6o per karat; sent C. 0. D. subject
to examination. Nat Ruggles, American
pawnbroker and diamond merchant, 734
Superior Avenue, N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.

WE sell our self-winding movement sep-
arate without case if wanted, $5.65 and

up. The Imperial Electric Clock Co.,
Granite City, Ill.

CASH paid for all kinds watch glasses,
watch keys, watch cases, watches, move-

ments, chronographs, watch and clock ma-
terial, insulators, clocks, Yankee watches,
etc.; no quantity too large. John Remillard,
Carrier 40, Springfield, Mass.

OUR self-winding clocks make a good side
line for the jewelers; send for circulars.

Imperial Clock Company, Granite City, Ill.

FINEST window advertising display for
jewelers known; twelve beautiful colored

plates all different; size 8 x ii inches, of
gem and ornamental stones, rough and cut;
over eighty subjects in Nature's true colors;
price $1.25, postpaid. C. H. Andrus,
artist, Enosburg Falls, Vt.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute have applications

far in excess of what they can supply.
Jewelers know they do not graduate stu-
dents to get rid of them as the cheaper
schools do, hence the constant demand and
excellent wages offered. All of our full
term students in optics pass the State Boards
of Optometry. References, any watch
company or optical house. Write for pros-
pectus. Tarbox & Gordon.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an

ev"11. A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

"The School of Quality"
clump HOROLOGICHL INSTITUTE
S.W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.
H. R. Playtner, Director Toronto, Ont.

BAUMGARDNER & CO.
" The Little Watch Factory"

Practical Watchmaking for the Trade
131 Wabash Ave., Room 204

CHICAGO, ILL.

"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

WATCH REPAIRING
TUE KIND YOU GAN GALL YOUR OWN

h. 
m„,,x1N,T,t,i.,RAN,Ausc &co.

CMG:AO, I

AN EXPERT ADVISER ON
WATCH WORK

is always valuable to the repairer.
A book which admirably serves
this purpose and which you can
have always at hand for reference
in case of doubt or difficulty is

The Watch Adjuster's

Manual
the standard treatise on adjust-
ments and higher watch work.

Sent postpaid to any part of Me
world on receipt of price,

$2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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L. H. DODD AND CO.
JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS

Sales made since I dissolved partnership

Entire stock of A. Itkin, Butte, Mont. Best sale

ever made in that city.

Wood Bros., Paris, Ill.-their

entire stock.

Entire stock of W.H. Booth,

Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

just closed 4 weeks' sale for I.

Kronberg, of Little Rock, Ark.,

the largest ever made in that city.

The entire stock of the Meikel Co., Port

Arthur, Out.

Now selling at 187 Wabash Ave., Chicago, for

White & Coch, $50,000 stock of cut glass and

art goods, the largest stock of the kind ever

sold in Chicago.

I have three of the most talented auctioneers in the

business who can furnish the best of references.

L. H. DODD, formerly of BRIGGS & DODD

xvith my late associate in January, 1910

THE

Long Distance Phone, 2906 Drexel

CONSIDER

I give you the services of two auctioneers at

the same price of one.

Write me if you contem-

plate having a sale. All

correspondence strictly

confidential.

I have made more successful and larger sales

than any other auctioneer in the past 20

years. I can furnish over 300 references

from leading jewelers, manufacturers, whole-

sale houses, also banking firms I have

transacted business for.

L. H. DODD & CO.
Office, 4607 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

New York Office, 396=398 Broadway

THE AUCTIONEER
"Who Sells the Goods You Wish Sold"

TYLER'S
Methods Sell

the Goods

TYLER'S
Methods Make

the Profits

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102 156 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO :: ILLINOIS
Xs.

.V

MOROSS

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-Brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE

PROFITS ON ALL

SALES

No goods misrepre-

sented. Over twenty

years' experience. I

thoroughly understand

the price of goods

without asking, which

saves time and money.

No Stock Too Large;
None Too Small

All correspondence

strictly confidential.

I am a practical Watchmaker and Jeweler and understand the business
thoroughly, which saves time and money.

I start a Sale on August 15th for one of the finest Jewelry firms in the
State of Michigan.

J. V. MO ROSS
New Baltimore, Mich.

I will pay the highest cash price for any Jewelry Stock and Fixtures.
If you wish to conduct a sale, write me and secure a dating for now or later.

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this Nvork, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

ARE YOU WISE

HALLEY'S COMET
AS SEEN Ai A V 1311i BY ONE OF ()Iit REPRESENTATIVES.
THERE 15 tarrt.E POSSIBILITY 01, TROUBLE FROM TIlL COMET.

HALLEY'S COMET IS A FRIEND-Not an Enemy. It should be given a hearty wekoum
WE WILL GIVE YOU THE SAME. CALL IN AND SEE US.

Great
Reduction
In Price

to the fact that We Are Selling at the LOWEST PRICES?
SEND US YOUR ORDERS and convince yourself. A few of Our Best Sellers:

Don't Buy a Trial Case until you see the

Polished Wood Tray, Removable
No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22 x11 in.

Munro° Rings, 1.% in. diameter, Convex Polished,
Concave Gold -Plated-.

AUDEMAIR
10 Per Cent. Discount for Cash

Send for our Complete Catalogue of
Other Styles

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
From $10 to $85

For office in Oak and Leather, also
traveling. With divisions for Stock
and Lenses. We offer a trial ease,
known as the Special.

See descriptions and contents.
Over Twelve Thousand (12001 Satisfied
Owners cf the AUDEMAIR Prove Our Claim for
the World Renowned Trial Case

AUDEMAIR810.00to
$85.00

They Say "None Better Made"
No. 1030. CONTENTS: 168 Lenses,
Good Revolving Frame, $29.70 net

Orders for 810.00 or more we will
allow 10 per rent. discount instead of
6 per cent. for cash.

AGENTS FOR STEVENS & CO., INC., GOLD FILLED GOODS AT rAcrotty PRICES
EX WORK. KRYPTOKS AND STEVENS QUALITY, 6 ri CASH ONLY

OPTICAL GLASS IN CHUNKS FOR DISPLAY AT 30 CENTS A POUND
ALL OPTICAL GOODS AND MACHINERY FURNISHED AT LOWEST PRICES

NEW " ILIKIT " Sanitary or Shell
In Gold and Gold Filled Mountings and With Rim or Frames.

ionsSZ,EnICnIcAntLve0treritiiRwa-e0.1elefoterhitptliengst,ds(8tf.5gooll:il;fit.11ed 12 "Ilikit" mountings, etched on
l'er. lom. Per Pr.

Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 IC.   $ .70

When one dozen or more are purchased nt one time we alio 10 ter eent.Ssitt7;:4115:13jensh.

Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K.  
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless 1.40

83.00 eachReisner's Improved Lens Measure at

Improved "ILIKIT" Eyeglass Frames
Per doz. Per Pr.

Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable . . $24.00 $2.00
Gold Filled Interchangeable 1 1.1-12 K.,1 0.50 Imo
Gold Filled Interchangeable 1 30-12 E., 0,50
The Best and Most Durable Fingerpicee 'Mounting Made

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye
Made by the IMPROVED

lhllSTI101)
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED

' IIIGI1LV LUSTERED

V5525. 12 K., 1-10 Frames, Velvet Tip, Cable Per dozen
Temples $7  AO

5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow . 
. 
. Frames . 5.60

5525. 12 K., 1.10 Riding Bow Cable " • • • '7.00
1,564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow . . . 5.40
1,565. 10 K., 1-10 Ridi eg Bow Cable " . . 6.00
5354. 10 IS., 1-30 Riding Bow • • . 4.00
5355. 10 K.. 1-30 Riding Bow Cable " . 5.00

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

GOLD and GOLD FILLED RIDING BOW

MOUNTINGS
1194 Per doz.
10 K., Gold Riding Bow Mountings, 821.75

F155114
1-10 12K., Riding Bow Mountings, 5.60

F594 I able, 7.10
1-10 10K., Hiding Bow Mountings, 5.40

5194 Cable, 6.80
1-30 10K., Riding how Mountings, 4.20

Cable, 5.20

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
CATALOGUE CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS



on or or about July first., our NewYork office
will be removed. io he new
Silversmiths' Building; Maiden Lane
here we will have excepiio- rfacilifies for display-

ur line ancl be easily accessible io the -trade.
ON EI DA COMMUNITY LTD.



BALANCE JEWEL
with olived hole

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

11=MININIM

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

Polished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen
Polished $1.50 Per Dozen

Gauged
or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

TO THE RETAILER :

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE: GENERAL OFFICES:
15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.
Height. W, inches. Dial, 44 inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with "Shut-
off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43/a inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 41/a inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—Dial
B—Bell

C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) . m 

Hour
Height,6i 

Time, Repeating Alarm, 
solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

 TEAR THIS OFF' AND MAIL,

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
nlleifuTtoekc, esvezhf ifttaerngseei,cxtssfser otr 

case.
elv e mAteuetei7;tewiotlrt

view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 43‘ inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," " Long Alarm," " Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and " Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address
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with °lived hole
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TO THE R ET A I LER :

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
YOU pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE: GENERAL OFFICES:
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Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?
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We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut - off" switch.
Height, 6N inches. Dial. ,PA inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43-2' inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off" switch. Height, 63', inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 44 inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4.% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED,

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—Dial
B—Bell

C—Oust Cap
D—Movemant

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.). oHe3iglht,o 6uir Tnclitmese , . 

Repeating Alarm, 
solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.TR 

Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

 TEAR 'THIS OFF AND MAIL,

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm. rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
' Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4; inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," " Long Alarm," " Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator " and " Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address
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A Io K. LINE THAT IS 10 K.

JUST A MOMENT
OF INSPECTION WILL CLEARLY ILLUSTRATE

LOOK FOR THIS

TRADE-MARK

The Character,
Originality, and
Varied Choice
of Design, in

Crosses
and

Pendants
which we are offering
to the trade.

Each piece represents
an Accomplishment.

The result of Superior
Workmanship and
Finest Quality.

Our Trade - Mark
stamped on every
piece is

Our Guarantee and
Your Protection

The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co.
64 NASSAU STREET •• ••

•• • • NEW YORK CITY
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Watches Watches Watches
When placing your Fall Order, remember that we have the Finest Line Ef

GOLD and FILLED CASES, HOWARD, LORD ELGIN
and COLONIAL WALTHAM COMPLETE WATCHES
that was ever shown the Retail Trade. cAlso remember that we are

THE HOUSE OF SIMMONS CHAINS
OUR LATEST ADDITIONS ARE

ONEIDA COMMUNITY SILVER and THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH LINE
YOU WILL MAKE NO MISTAKE BY WAITING TO SEE OUR IMMENSE LINE

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
JOBBERS IN WATCHES AND CHAINS LANCASTER, PA.

The New Term
And Twenty-first School

Year—Begin on September
1st, When All Who Intend
Entering Should Be Present

OUR STANDARD IS THE

HIGHEST—AND SO IS

OUR REPUTATION

4LTHIS IS THE SCHOOL OF QUALITY, it standsin a class by itself, for instance, it doesn't "hedge," it tells
just how long it takes (regardless how much or little money
the prospective student has) to turn out an exceptionally apt
student as a good watchmaker, and that time is two years,
and we accept no student without previous experience for
shorter periods. The shortest time for which those with
apprenticeship experience are admitted is six months.

4LDIPLOMA REQUIREMENTS: To enter forDiploma the student must be able to properly execute
all kinds of repairs, and in addition make the calculations and
plans, and from them the necessary cutters, mills, laps, etc.,
and construct from the raw metals their masterpiece— a
watch with an extreme position error of five seconds, in five
different positions, one day's run in each— the full list of
our drawings must also be co m pleted ; then, to get the
diploma, the prescribed examination must be passed.

If interested in an Exceptional School, write for Circular.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
LI. IL PLAYTNFR

Director S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.
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Tools Lathes Engraving Blocks
of greatest efficiency and most reliable makes. We always have the latest and best tools and time-saving devices, and
can make immediate shipments. Order from the "House of Quality," and you will receive highest quality goods at
our unusually low prices.

:JO

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
PRICES ON WEBSTER-WHITCOMB AND MOSELEY LATHES

LATHE, with Taper Chuck, Stircw Chuck, 6 .1,4-in. Cement ( luicks, Tip-over T-Ifest,
9 0. Round Belting and Chuck Box  $31.00

LATHE, as above arid 6 Wire Chucks, 2 Wheel Chucks (10 Chucks) .. .... 39.00
LATHE, 1LS above and 10 Wire Chucks (12 ('hucks)  41.00
LATHE, as above and 15 Wire Chucks (17 (hucks)   46.00
LATHE, as above find 20 Wire Chucks (22 Chucks)   51.00
LATHE, less Tailstoek, deduct $6.50 fir' above prices.
Wire Chucks, each 81  00 Wheel Chucks, each $1  00
Snyder Bezel Chuck 8  00 Universal Face Plate 9  00

Reversible 3-Jaw Chuck No. 270

Each   $9.00
self-Centering Drill Chuck Step and Bezel Chuck combine(' .
This new Universal ('h tick with reversible jaws is the most practical on the market. Out-

side diameter 62 mitn (2%,), capable of holding drills and wire from the smallest up to 10
Discs from 6 to 58 nem., tuld Bezels from 12 to 65 mlin., can readily be held in this chuck.

Small illustration shows jaws reversed. A powerful special screwdriver is furnished with each
chuck.

Made for Webster-Whitcomb, Moseley No. 2, Rivett, Rivet Ideal, Whitcomb No. lt
Geileva & Moseley No. 1 x 2 lathes.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE
on THE E. & J. S. GENUINE BOLEY LATHE

makes it all the more desirable

PREMIER LATHE

Complete   $23.35, net cash
'1'lle best medium-price lathe ever put on the market.
Combination consista of 6 split chucks, 2 step chucks, 1 cement and 1

screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting and chuck stand.
This is a most attractive lathe, full nickel-plated and absolutely true

and one that we can safely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
Size of lathe: Length, 12 inches ; bed to center, 2 inches. Extra

attachments can be added at. any time as they interchange perfectly.

Sheldon's Patent Hairspring
Collet Remover

For removing collet a ithout distorting the hair-
spring or bending the balance.

Each, 81.25

Roller Replacer No. 100
Each, $2.00

For replacing table

rollers in quick and safe

manner.

Thbf tool permits

complete control ; the

lever is very powerful,
and rollers are readily
driven in place without

danger of cracking the
roller or injuring the

pivots. Nickel plated
and damaskeened.

E. F. B.

Caliper

No. 37

Each, $3.25

This Caliper is of the

very latest design, hav-

ing set screw spring

and legs, which make

it possible to put down

work without removing

wheel. Can be used

As. ill' or without legs.

All prices
not quoted net
are less 6 %
for cash

Our Mail Order
Department

is prompt and accurate
in the filling of all orders,
whether large or small.
With our large stock to
select from, and experi-
enced clerks to take care
of it, we are confident
that we can satisfy and
please the most critical.
Give us a trial.

No. 3 Rex Engraving Block

Complete wit:i aftachmente, $18.80, net cash
This engraving block is the latest design, built, for engravers that

appreciate a well-made, reliable and practical tool. It is equally good
for holding large or small, heavy or :ight work, and can also be used
by die sinkers to advantage. The weight of the revolving parts rests in
hall-bearings, makifig them turn with the greatest of ease and smooth-
ness. Veight. of Week, so shown, 20 to. rids. Full descriptive catalogue,
which gives full specifications and details of the block, sent on muscat.

We send our TOOL, MATERIAL and OPTICAL CATALOGUE to the legitimate trade
upon receipt of request with business card

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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HILLSBORO, KANS., June 6, 1910.
Gentlemen

let you know that the amount you remitted for
Old Gold and Silver will be satisfactory. Hope to send
you some more in the near future. I remain, with thanks,

J. HOEPPNER.

HOLTON, KANS.,
May 25, 1910.

Gentlemen :-
Your check for $76.16 is

entirely satisfactory, being a
little above our estimate.

ARMEL BROS.

DETROIT, MICH.,
May 16, 1910.

Gentlemen :-
R eceived Ten 75 100

Dollars in settlement for B:Il
5 1210. Thanking you for
prompt remittance, we remain,

TRAUB BROS.

,to

BATON ROUGE, LA.,
May 25, 1910.

Gentlemen :-
Check to hand, accepted.

Two Dollars better than I
expected.

S. L. SCHUESELER.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
May 17, 1910.

Gentlemen :-
Check for $22.75 received.

Same is more than I expected.

S. DOLENIN.

Gentlemen :-
Our estimate of value of the old gold and silver we

sent was $22.50 ; of course, check for $22.92 was very
satisfactory. Thanks for prompt remittance.

R. V. KUMM & SON.

ATLANTA, GA., May 4, 1910.
Gentlemen :-

We received check for $20.59 all 0. K. and will
say we are satisfied with the amount you sent us. Thank-
ing you for past favors. We may have something else
for you in the future, oblige,

GEO. T. McCURDY.

FORT SMITH, ARK., May 18, 1910.
Gentlemen :-

Remittance received and am very much satisfied
with same, as I am with every remittance from you. I find
in dealing with you everything turns up better than I
look for. Thanking again, I am,

DAVID JACOBS.

A FEW REASONS
why it will pay you to
ship your old gold, silver
and sweeps to us.

FIRST --- We pay market price for silver and
platinum.

SECOND --- We pay 4 cents per karat for
gold.

THIRD --- We buy sweeps, plated scrap, filled
cases-anything, in fact, containing gold
or silver.

FOURTH --- We make returns for gold and
silver the same day as received.

FIFTH --- We smelt and make returns for
sweeps promptly.

SIXTH --- If our offer on gold, silver and filled,
etc., does not come up to your expecta-
tions, we return consignment in same
condition as received and pay all charges.

SEVENTH --- Because 99 out of every 100
who ship to us are satisfied and we are
sure you will be.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
SMELTING & REFINING CO.
905 Heyworth Bldg., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
WORKS: 59th and Throop Streets Chicago, Illinois

20 John Street, NEW YORK Arcade Building, SEATTLE

PITTSBURG, KANS., June 14, 1910. DEER LODGE, MONT., May 31. 1910.
Gentlemen :-

Yours of 28th inst., at hand with check as stated.
Same is satisfactory to us, and we thank you for prompt
attention.

WM. COLEMAN.

FARMER CITY, ILL.,

June It, 1910.

Gentlemen :-

Your check all O.K.,
better than I figured it would

be.
BEN. OVERSTREET.

SO. HAVEN, MICH.,

June 4, 1910.
Gentlemen:-

Your 
estimate and check

for gold scraps amounting to

$110.17areentirely satisfactory.
TALL BROS.

HANNIBAL, MO.,

June 14, 1910.
Gentlemen :-

You r check for Four

Dollars and Forty Cents ($4.40)

in payment for the Gold Rags

I sent you, received, for which

please accept mythanks; your

check was very satisfactory

and I can recommend you to

all who have old gold, etc.,

to dispose of. Again thanking

you for your promptness in

sending check,

JOHN P. BIRD, Jr.

PLAIN VIEW, TEX.
May 27, 1910.

Gentlemen :-
Check for $57.44 received,

and will say entirely satisfactory;
more than expected. Thanks.

A. J. DUTTER.

HUMBOLDT, S. D., May 24, 1910.
Gentlemen :-

Your letter and also draft received and will say
that I am very well pleased and I only wish I had
another batch to send you.

N. P. PETERSEN.

SOME TESTIMONIALS FROM A FEW OF THE SATISFIED ONES

■
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No 3 D. G. Hand Mill--Flat Rolls

b.st,D1,11!1!RIPt.,

4 ft. Hand Draw Bench

Little Giant Ring Bender

1 5 H. P. Electric Motor Polishing Head

ADD A PROFIT- MAKING
MANUFACTURING AND
REPAIR SHOP AND GAIN
THREE SOURCES OF REVENUE

FIRST— In the saving for yourself of the profits of the manu-
facturer and jobber on many lines of goods you regularly
carry in stock.

SECOND — In the manufacture of special articles of jewelry to
order for your customers. Unique designs—something that
cannot be bought elsewhere—always command ready sales
at large prices.

THIRD —In the repairing of old jewelry. This will bring people
to your store, people who may be induced to become buyers.

Less than $200.00 will buy the outfit  illusiraled, together with
the following:

No. 2 S. G. Hand Mill with square wire rolls.
Plain Ring Roll for Mill illustrated.
No. 1 Bench Shear and Rod Cutter.
Fibre-faced Hammer.
Ingot Mould.
Hardened Graduated Mandrel.
Pair Crucible Tongs.

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

THE W. W. OLIVER
MANUFACTURING. CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

1007

No. J228

"TRUMP
Engraving Block

Price, Complete, $5.75
Less 6 for CaSh

Box of Attachments accom-
panying the Trump Engraving
Block. Fully Nickel Plated.
Highly Finished.

1)1

11
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No. J431

SET OF 30 BURS, $3.85
',so; for cash

No. H1037

THE HUMMER
NEW MONOGRAM

SAW MACHINE

SPEED

ACCURACY

TIME-SAVER

Price, $16.50
Less 6; for cash

Can be used in every case instead of the hand saw. 
Permits both hands to handle the work with

ten-fold speed and absolute accuracy.

For making all sizes and kinds of monograms, belt
-pins, buckles and fobs ; for cutting away

superfluous solder, and for watchmakers in sawing plate 
or wire, where often a file is used.

Size 9" x9" x 3". Well made and finished. All joints, spindles and wearing parts are case-

hardened and guaranteed.

Run by twist belt connected with any small foot or motive po
wer, requiring no more power

than an ordinary watchmaker's lathe.

Leather
Coat Chains

With Pearl

Button

Att
No. H1055—Flat Braid, black Leather, white Mother of Pearl Butto

n, per doz.,

No. H1056— " " tan
Less Keystone Discount

$3  00
3  00

No. H1057—Flat Braid, black Leather, white Mother of Pearl Button, per d
oz . ,

No. H1058— " " tan
Less Keystone Discount

$400
400

No. H1059—Flat Braid, black Leather, two strand, white Mother of Pearl B
utton, per doz., . $4.50

No. H1060— " " tan 
64 16 16 

" . 4.50

Less Keystone Discount

SWARTCHILD Sc COMPANY
THuEpLAFIRLy_GESHTOWL JA.sTCaHMAINIKERTSH' VwJEcyfrzELLERcS; HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
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100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

f?is

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER, & CO.
47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

The Ideal Plating Machine 

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
t h e IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to put
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 634
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 120z. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-
ment. We have been supplying them for some time to

jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals

necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to
put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains

of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid  
solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength

and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.
To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these

solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

Roller Replacer No. 1

I 009

Reversible 3=Jaw Chuck
No. 27

PHIMIEW 
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Gold Solution
MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

ROMAN
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Gold Solution 
MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold
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MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

GREEN
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You can do
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DO YOUR OWN PLATING
Factory Finishing with " CARO " GOLD

Made from PURE 24 K. GOLD

The slippiest, cheapest and most effective, GOLD SOLUTION on the market.
Pays 1000 0 profits to the live jeweler who uses it.
It is radically different from any other solution, viz.:

IS CLEAR—Showing purity.
Contains No Copper—which insures rich yellow coloring.
Contains NO ARSENIC—which prevents fading and changeableness.
SIMPLE—Directions on each bottle.

PRICES:

FOR

GOLD
SOLUTION

SOLUTION

Roman—I 2 oz. bottle
Rose— 12
Green— 12

Pure " CARO " Gold ANODE
Will work in any solution. An anode made of pure 24 K. gold with gold top.
By having this gold top the whole anode can be used without injuring the solution.

PRICE OF ANODE, COMPLETE

" CARO " STRENGTHENER
Refreshes weakened gold solutions. Makes them work like new.

PRICE of I oz. bottle

$1  CO

$ " 7

This tool was designed especially
for replacing Table Rollers in a
quick and safe manner.
Heretofore this was accomplished

on the staking tool or other sets of
punches, but it is well known that
this is not satisfactory. This tool
permits complete control, the lever
is very powerful, and rollers are
readily driven in place without
danger of cracking the roller or
injuring the pivots, and in half the
time usually taken for this work.
itis nicely finished iu nickel plate

and damaskeened.

Price, each $2  00

()\-
' - 

Fig!.

Self Centering Drill Chtick,Step and

Bezel Chuck Combined.

This new Universal Chuck with reversible jaws

Is the most practical on the market. Outside

diameter 62 m'in. (234"), capable of holding drills

and wire from the smallest up to 10 tufm.

Discs from 6 to 58 m/m., and Bezels from 12 to

65 mut., can readily he held in this chuck. A

powerful special screwdriver is furnished with

each chuck.

Made for Webster-Whitcomb, Moseley No. 2,
Rivett, Rivett Ideal, Whitcomb No. VA, Geneva di

Moseley No. 1 x 2 lathes.

Price, each   $9.00

" Facility " Jewel Chucks
TRADE—MARK

!;,„ . 
/////

Fi 2.

The " FACILITY " Jewel
Chucks enable the operator to
abjust the jewel setting to the
exact depth for turning either
outside diameter or shoulder of
the jewel setting. They are madeg to fit No. $8 wire chuok of the
Whitcomb, Webster-Whitcomb,
Hopkins, Moseley, Boley and
other imitation lathes. They
will fit the No. 24 wire chuck of
the Itivett lathe. Besides, they
are so constructed that the exact
depth can be regulated by means
of the adjusting screw " B,"
which passes through the entire
length of the chuck, and is ad-
justable front either end by the
screwdriver slot "b," without
removing the suh-chuck front
the lathe. This adjusting screw
which regulates the depth, is
made of hollow wire, and en-
larged sufficiently on the face to
allow the opening of or polish-
ing the holes when necessary.

They are now put up in two
assortments, sets of six and sets

f 
seven. 

to 18 S.7,P, while sets
of
sen include an extra small

and .1 :wet Series Waltham Jewels. A descriptive
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IDEAL
PLATING SOLUTION

ROMAN
Prepared enpecialli for put-
ling factory finish on hard
and .oft solder repair jobs.
new finish on old or shop-
worn iewelry
Win not injure the finest
Enamel, Imitation or Pre-
cious Stones
Every 11-ounce bottle Gold
Matins Solution. Guar-
emitted io con tain 45 grains
Chloride of Gold
Solutions furnished In the
following
Rose. Roman. Red and
Green Gold. Silver.
Copper end Nickel.

RECOMMENDED

To Tio Wood WOO

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

kT-APPLrDF013' PAT .ApPO5
No. 62. No. 63.

Echarco Loupes are a. pt tette? aniefieesr hre 
eyeglasses.
wateht:ak e a 

if 
nd can let,ezsi eeedt h

ion 
wl:trh with-

out 
.es, the frame is hung over the lens, if used will' eyeglasses, slide the frame behind the rehs

of eyeglass. Made with single and double lenses.

PRICES:
No. 62 Single Lens, 1 in. focus  each,$ .75
  .. .60

00   " .E0
No. 63 Double Lens 75

Frames are of best material, nickel plated, and lenses are of finely polished stock.

Pegwood Sharpener No. 3

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A new attachment, designed for use on watch-
maker's lathe, which sharpens pegwood to a hair
point without breaking, and at the same time gives
the point the proper concave shape. The tool is held
in the lathe by an arbor fitting into a regular wire
chuck as shown in the illustration, being steadied
be the rest shown. The stick of pegwood is rotated
by hand while the tool is revolved in the lathe,
producing a fine, long, flexible point. With this
tool the watchmaker can prepare enough pegwood
u• a day's or a week's work in a few moments, and

have every piece uniformly and evenly sharpened.
The tool is mechanically perfect, made of the

best material, is durable and cannot get out of order.
For sharpening the cutters the use of a fine Arkan-
sas oil stone slip is necessary. Coarser abrasivt s
should not be used.
PRICE, each $2 Co

Sets of 'e contain nil sizes from 0
chuck n a ef tr mo size Hampden
printed list is sent with each set.

No. 18, Set of 6

No. 19, Eet of 7
Single ChucI-s, each  

.F. B.&

:

$3  00
3  50
60

For Sale by All Jobbers in the

United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. 4N7E- 4 9 Maiden

YORK

   
CITY

e
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100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

f$11•'

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

1-1 
&AMMEL, RIGLANDER CO.

47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

100% PERFECT Watch

co
co
CD
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Glasses 100% PERFECT

The Ideal Plating Machine 

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, cornpact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to put
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-
ment. We have been supplying them for some time to

jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals
necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to

put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains

of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid

solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength
and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

TH E IDEAL
MATING SOLUTION

ROMAN
Prcpared especj,ltIopu.

*11 ling factory finish on hard
14 and .oft solder repair ,obs,
,nve:rvnfijn,,,11,,oyn old , sbon-

Will not injure the finest
cEnr hlztation or Pre.io 

Every 12.ounce bottle Gold
PlatInp Solution. Guar-
anteed lo contain 45 grain.
Chloride of Gold
Solutions furmshed In the
following doj

t
00 Rose. Roman, Red and
',r Green Gold, Silver. '/1

Copper and %/„
PCCOPMLMDICII

oo 

Ts lbw W. 
WOi

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE '44-

10 '4,

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Roller Replacer No. I Reversible 3=Jaw Chuck
No. 27
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Id Solution
MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

ROMAN

MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

ROSE GREEN
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DO YOUR OWN PLATING
Factory Finishing with CARO" GOLD SOLUTION

Made from PURE 24 K. GOLD

The simplest, cheapest and most effective, CIOLD SOLUTION on the market.
Pays 1050 9f profits to the live jeweler who toles it.
It is radically different from any other solution, viz.:

IS CLEAR—Showing purity.
Contains No Copper—which insttres rich yellow coloring.
Contains NO ARSENIC—which prevents fading and changeableness.
SIMPLE—Directions on each bottle.

PRICES:
Roman-12 oz. bottle
Rose— 12 " "
Green— 12 " "

Pure "CARO" Gold ANODE
Will work in any solution. An anode made of pure 24 K. gold with gold top.
Ity having I his gold top the whole anode can be used without injuring the solution 

PRICE OF ANODE, COMPLETE  

" CARO " STRENGTHENER

$l  50
I  50
I  50

$1.00

Refreshes weakened gold solutions. Makes them work like new.
PRICE of I oz. bottle   $

i‘1"-APPL.'DFC3F l'AT.APPLE) F

No. 62. No. 63.

Echarco Loupes are a boon for the watchmaker, and can be used with or with-out spectacles or eyeglasses. If used ill C011neet ion wit to spec-
tacles, the frame is hung over the lens, if used with eyeglasses, slide the frame behind the lehs
of eyeglass. Matte with single and double lenses.

PRICES:
No. 62 Single Lens, I in. focus  each, $ .75

11 ..." 11 " .60
2, 2N, 3, 3%, 4, 4;14 or 5 " "   "
No. 63 Double Lens   " .75

Frames are ef best material, nickel plated, and lenses are of finely polished stock.

Pegwood Sharpener No. 3
A new attachment, designed for use on watch-

maker's lathe, which sharpens pegwood to a hair
point without. breaking, and at, the same time gives
the point the proper concave shape. The tool is held
in the lathe by an arbor fitting into a regular wire
chuck as AIM II in tile illustration, being steadied
bv t he rest shown. The stick of pegwood is rotated
by hand while the tool is revolved in the lathe,
producing a fine, long, flexible point. With this
tool the watchteitker can prepare enough pegwood
fnr a day's or a week's work in a few moments, and
have every piece uttiformly and evenly sharpened.

The tool is mechanically perfect, made of the
hest material, is du rahle and cannot got out of order.
For sharpening the cutters the use of a tine Arkan-
sas oil stone slip is necessary. Coarser Mortis', s
should not be used.
pRICE, each $2  1')

This tool was designed especially
for replacing Table Rollers in a
quick and safe manner.

heretofore this was accomplished
on the staking tool or other sets of
punches, but, it is well known that
this is not satisfactory. This tool
permits complete control, the lever
ts very powerful, and rollers are
readily driven in place without
danger of cracking the roller or
injuring the pivots, and in half the
I hoe usually taken for this work.

It is nicely finished in nickel plate
and damaskeened.

Price, each $2  00

Self Centering Drill Chlick,Step and

Bezel Chuck Combined.

This new Universal Chuck with reversible jaws

is the most practical on the market. Outside

diameter 62 on'tn. (2%"), capable of holding drills

and wire from the smallest up to 10 nn/m.

Discs from 6 to 58 in/m., and Bezels from 12 to

65 mini., coin readily he held ill tills chuck. A

powerful special screwdriver is furnished with

each chuck.

Made for Webster-Whitcomb, Moseley No. 2,

Rivett, Rivett Ideal, Whitcomb No. 11„ Geneva &

Moseley No. I z 2 lathes.

Price, each   $9.00

" Facility " Jewel Chucks
TRADE-31 A RIC

• 
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Sets a or on sin all sizes (Yon 0
chock no a le f o. 000 size Iltionta en
printed list is sent with each set.

Tho " FACILITY" Jewel
Chucks enable the operator to
abjust the jewel setting to the
exact depth for turning either
Ott tside diameter or shoulder of
the jewel setting. They are made
to fit No. 38 wire chuck of the
Whiteomb, Webster-Whitcomb,
Hopkins, 'Moseley, Boley and
other imitation lathes. They
will fit the No. 24 wire chuck of
the Rivett lathe. Besides, they
are so const meted t hat t lie exact
depth can be regulated by means
of the adjusting screw "13,"
which passes through the entire
length of the chuck, and is ad-
justable front either end by the
screwdriver slot " b." without
removing the sub-chuck from
the lathe. This adjusting screw
which regulates the depth, is
made of hollow wire, and en-

" larged sufficiently on the face to
allow the opening of or polish-
ing the holes when necessary.

They are now not up in two
assortments, sets of six and sets
of seven.

to 18 size. while sets of seven include an extra small
and Jewel Series Waltham Jewels. A descriptive

PI'ZICES :

No. 18, Set of 6 $3  00

No. 19, Set of 7

Single Chuc' can  60
3  50

For Sale by All Jobbers in the

United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER St CO. NEW47-4 9 Maiden

YORK

    
CITY
I ne
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Make Your Show Window Your Best Advertisement

Well displayed merchandise in a brightly lighted show window will bring many more buyers into a store than any other form of
advertising at anywhere near the cost. But no matter how attractive the display may be, the effect is lost if not properly illuminated.

No method of illumination will light show windows so brightly and uniformly, and at such a low COST, as the J-M LINOLITE SYSTEM.
It consists of tubular electric lamps, having 12-inch centers, placed end to end in a powerful reflector.

J-M Linolite System of Lighting
occupies such a small space that it can be fitted inside the framework of a show window, or back of the fillets, without being visible
from the outside. As the entire filament is placed in the focus of a powerful reflector and the reflector throws all the light on the goods
displayed, a 16-c. p. Linolite lamp gives 40 c. p. of useful likhl just where ii is wanted, instead of 16 c. p. scattered in all directions

as with bulb lamps.
J-M LINoLim is also well adapted for lighting show cases, pictures, etc.

Baltimore
Boston

Buffalo
Chicago

BOOKLET TELLS THE WHOLE STORY—SHALL WE SEND IT?

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos
and Magnesia Products

.5.B.Es os. Asbestos Roofings, Packings,
Electrical Supplies, Etc.

Cleveland Detroit London Milwaukee New Orleans Philadelphia San Francisco St. Louis
Dallas Kansas City Los Angeles Minneapolis New York Pittsburg Seattle

For Canada : THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Toronto, Ont. Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C. 809

OLD PLATED WARE, BRONZE FIGURES, STERLING SILVER, ETC.,
REPAIRED AND REPLATED TO LOOK EQUAL TO NEW

GOLD PLATING, SILVER PLATING, OXIDIZING,
POLISHING, LACQUERING

Before Repairing

We furnish any size new BRISTLE
BRUSHES, CELLULOID COMBS,
CUTICLE KNIVES, BUTTON
HOOKS, NAIL POLISHERS, ETC.,
and fit same to any shape mountings.
CHATELAINE BAGS repaired

and relined with Silk, Chamois, Suede
or Kid.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES for
special Sterling Silver pieces furnished.

Work called for and delivered.

L. LELONG d BROTHER

After Repairing

LOUIS J. MEYER
1104 and 106 South Eighth St.
PHILADELPHIA

ESTABLISHED 1892

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING for the TRADE'

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

SWIGART'S FOR SPECIALS

The Watch
You Didn't Have
in Stock

The Watch
Your Jobber
Can't Supply

The Swigart Watch Stock differs from all others in its

comprehensiveness. It includes the out-of-the-ordinary

watches not handled by most jobbing houses the product

of the most noted watch factories of the world watches

of every style and for every purpose—chronographs, horse-timers,
split seconds, repeaters, nurses' watches, physicians' watches, thin models, chatelaines,

bench-timers, alarm watches, football watches, etc. In addition to the

largest stocks of the Elgin, Waltham, Howard, Hamilton

and Excelsior movements and Crown, Boss, Crescent gold-

filled and Keystone solid gold cases.

Loose and
Mounted

Diamonds

Complete Stock
of Jewelry 328 330 332

SUPERIOR ST.
Catalogue on
Application TOLEDO

OHIO
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WATCH CASE
REPAIRING

SPECIAL ORDER
WORK

JOINTING—TURNING—SPRINGING

ENGINE-TURNING — ENGRAVING

REFINISHING—POLISHING, ETC.

SPECIAL HAND-MADE CASES—NEW

BACKS, BEZELS, ETC.—KEY-WIND

CASES CHANGED TO STEM-WIND

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING AND COLORING

N. J. FELIX & SONS
ESTABLISHED 1865

45 MAIDEN LANE _ __ NEW YORK CITY
PHONE —JOHN, 710

11E1E11
atchmakers, Jewellers Fine Mot Makers
enerally: in facl everybody who uses

files on particular work, require files
of the highest possible qualify. The

EXTRA [X* F] FINE
SWISS PATTERN

ARE UNEQUALLED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
Mao'e //7 our immense factOry by highest akilleo' workmen. Carried
in stock by the most progressive dealers. Used and preferred
bf a rapidly increasing  number of critical consumers:.... ........

NICHOLSON FILE U.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

111 11111
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The Part Played by the Oil in the Running and Regulating

of Watches and Clocks
For some years the manufacture of watches has undergone a considerable development, and the public has a right to require the possibility

of these being regulated so as to lose or gain but a few seconds a month, but in order to attain this precision it is necessary that the watch-
maker should always remember that the part played by the oil is one of the most important and is of the most consequence in the running
and regulating of watches, in view of the infinitesimal quantity which may be put on the very delicate mechanism of the escapement, which
has to run faultlessly, even in extreme climates.

The selection of a good oil is, therefore, of the utmost necessity to the watchmaker who wishes to maintain his reputation.
In order that such oil may be perfect in quality, it is Aecessary to select the crude material with the greatest care. This is the most

vital point for the manufacturer. It, therefore, becomes necessary to reject vegetable, mineral and fish oils, as vegetable oils contain "fatty"
acids, which, when exposed to the air, quickly become solidified; mineral oils, not being precisely fatty oils, are too volatile, and fish oils
are also very volatile and quickly become sticky.

It has only been, after many years of experimenting and acquiring a thorough knowledge of the subject, possible to recognize, by prac-
tically applied chemical tests, the crude material which will give a faultless product and the best results.

"LA PERLE OIL" (an animal oil) is minutely purified and refined in accordance with a special process invented by M. Mirault, who
is a former pupil of the National School of Horology at Cluses, where he received a medal and diploma.

M. Mirault has for twenty years supplied the largest Watch, Clock and Chronometer manufacturers of Europe, which should be sufficient
commendation for the oil he manufactures.

Although possessing great lubricating power, the oil is very non-adhesive and does not gum. It is free from acids and does not become
green by contact with metals. It is not affected by either acids or alkalies.

To conclude, we may add that the "LA PERLE OIL" has gained the highest honors: Grand Diploma of Honor, Paris; Gold Medal,
London, ioo8; Silver and Bronze Medals, Paris, Liege, Besancon, Cluses, etc., etc.

We appreciate the fact that you cannot make an experimental Laboratory out of your valuable workroom in order to test every oil
brought to your notice, but there would be little advancement in your economic methods if you refused to give this oil a trial. It has
been on the market since t89o, and is, therefore, neither NEW nor EXPERIMENTAL.

PRICE—Watch, Clock or Chronometer Oil
20 cents per Bottle $2.00 per dozen Bottles

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL 9 RIGLANDER & CO. 41\17E= 49 Maiden
YORK
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"CHAMPION" Plating Machine
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16 011IleeS) Roman Gold Solution
1 " Rose
1 " Siker
1 " Copper

Cold. Silver and Copper A les, Eninneled Plating Tank and Stand,

Wire. Instruction Book and 111IP

" CHAMPION" Plating Machine for $15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating 3Iachine is l'1111i1/111•41 \\AU' S111'11 St rengths Of

current as to enahle any one to correctly 110 1{ lllll an. Itose, Green.

Red. Orange Itose, Antique Green, English, II or 18 K. Gilding,

Silvering, t'oppering-, etc., awl obtain results equal to those Of the

',killed plater.
The Chang • 31achine is simple, pratWal, always retttly for use,

unfailingly correct, and just tlw machine for the .leweler's needs.

uran be used with any g I Plating Solid' . flatteries contained

therein are dry t'ells, furnishing the regular currents necessary for

iit tII( shades enumerated 011 tilt` 111111.11i111`.

,•;• og
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..,V11111111011
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POMA
NGL1SK

18 KARAT
SILVER

PLATING SALT

I PINT
(is ouNE

ROMM4
GOLD
SOLuTION

11.
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ROSE '11
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RED
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INSTRUCTIONSON
ELECTRO PLATING
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TI NG 5A ,., PLATING SALT
0111' 113"CNT

(16 ousct..1

I'd, ROSE
II GOLD

I! • SOLUTION

PRICE, $15.00 NET CASH
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A nyone pos,ossed of no, least knowledge of plating ltnowS that it is impossible to produce with the same current strength, the s • shades on It

!mower or II i•t i,I,. III ho would oil t)TI( • or two; therefore, where the $ame shades are wanted on Inure or larger articles

This is provided for In I /JP ni:14.11 i 011(1 lie ( urn j lvyer fro111 (.011111,t 110111E 111:111:141 NO. I to No. 2 accomplishes it.

It,, Batteries are conneeled for long life. Two cells are made to do the work or ono. or in other '1%111'11' Hu. tiro of one tottery would supposedly

last (we V(;II tv this it W011111 1:ISt tWO years. Dead batteries can be readily replaced by anyone at a small cost. The box which contains the

cells is 01011e of oak, nicely finished, and hits Mel:el-plated lever and other attachments. Weight, :in lbs. boxed. Size, 18 imdies long, inches high and ti

inches wide.
'I ile Champion Plating :Machine, folly guaranteed as represented, together with salts for ONE PINT each of ROMAN (

 01.1), 110$E GOLD, SILVER

and COPPER, Anodes, Tank, Stand, Wire, Instructitm Iloolo, ete., $15.00 net cash.

an increased current is required.

ELEOTRO-PLATING SALTS FOR THE USE OF SMALL MANUFACTURING
AND RETAIL JEWELERS

.1re scientific compounds containing in absolutely correct proportions and ill DRY FDRAI the Gold. Chemicals and Neutralizer. Dissolve them in water

and your Cit Ii is 'al once ready for use. The 11.411111141 111110111a of everything has heel! provided. An'.1I y.13- will ho :dile lo ilo good ond correct work simply

following our directions. No Y.% It Y I NG of shades- they ;Ire INV.%1011t1,1" the sante. 'I'lle si•Cret Of 11i:11 111g HI'S ill 1111. I/111114.F 111iIE illg S111111 14111S. T114. S111,0,11•4

111I4i 1111:11i1y of the deposit depends entirely on it. These Electro-plating Salts are the best known and most widely used and approved plating pre
parations.

They :ire universally coni•eiled by all I he leading manufacturers of jewelry as the greatest achievement in tin production of colors and shades. They

have maintained their exalted position as the standard of superiority for unfailingly correct working. exquisite :dnatles and easy production of sante.

.\ I I you have to it,, is dissolve thew ill WIlt(IP II WI the platitc, bath is ready for use. rittil you have tried the Elating Salts y1111 Vil 11 ileVer li•ttilZe their

many :1(1v:tillages. They have done away with the secrecy of illating. and with their use the novice con 
it,, equally as good NN 41Fli :IS the expert plater. All the

fancy shades, such lis i110 V111011S li.1)SPS 1/1. ( i 'Veil I i11111S. FITIleil Gray, 01%. 11:11'4` 1.11111111 their origin with these plating salts.

It,,, 1,,1,wir1iouriii, .1,-,v,.iers 11:1V1 ilel`11 using, 1114111 for eighteen years And all iwoitiniend them.

For the conveilielice or the slo:111 in:miff:ill II Per tor reltiii 1oWPIPI* t III'S(' 4111S tIIT 1.111 1111 ill illItIll SIZOS. 1111` quart or gold sillts is guaranteed to contain

a t least or 1.1.y .v4, m 1(11 tll: 314.11LE (1OLI) THAN TilEit.E IS CONT.VIN ED IN TWO torAirrs OF A
NY Or".IPIIE LIQUID SOLUTIONS ON 'rill; 3I.titliI,.T.

Itoman Gold Salts for 1 quart SOIlltion $1.50 Antigun, Green Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution -81.80

lied Gold   1.50 Egyptian Green Cold  5.1111

Old English tit 
" 1.51) Silver Salt s, for half-gallon, 153.15 ; for 1 gallon 6.00

I 1 or 18 liarat Gold 
/II SI 1.511 French Cray Salts. for 1 gallon  9.50

Itose Gold 
/I 
  1.80 Copper or Brass Salt,4, for 1 gallon  9.50

Orange Rose   1.80 Siker Oxidizer 50 cents and 151.011

Green Gold " "   -1.80 PRICES ARE ALL NIA' (*.%tiII

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette St., New York

Can be had of any jobber
or direct from the sole

manufacturer

R. Gold Alloy
For Red Gold

R. No. 10 Gold Alloy
For Yellow Gold

C. P. Shot Copper .999 Fine
Used by particular people for particular work

A list of users will be sent on application

Jewelers' Brushes
of every description made under our own roof

Send for 600-page Illustrated Catalogue

American Oil & Supply Co.
 Importers and Manufacturers of 
Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for
Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

NEWARK, N. J.
52-54-56 Lafayette Street

CHICAGO
Heyworth Building

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs or
sells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretching
machine that will do the work. Time saved, ring sized while the
customer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost. gold saved,

no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. kings brought in

to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do the

work. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size?

This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and we

do not know of any man using it who would do without jt. All kinds of rings

-wide, narrow. oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the most
expensive diamond-can be sized on this machine in two minutes. This

machine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the die

and the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as little

as you want-no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelry

houses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trial

for ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it. All we ask
is that you give it a trial. Any jobber will furnish you one.

THIS TOOL WILL BE DEMONSTRATED IN SPACE 2, EXHIBITION HALL, AT 
THE

NATIONAL RETAIL JEWELERS CONVENTION Al DETRorr,iuLY 26th to 2
9th.

Ate) ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER includes Machine,

OR SEND TO US DIRECT Price, $16.00, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 PENN AVENUE
• 9 PITTSBURG, PA.

DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.
AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark, N.J.
E,DWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland. Oregon.

ARE YOU PROGRESSIVE?
IF SO, YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR CATALOG SYSTEM

0

Do You Want a Catalog That Will

"Really Double Your Holiday Sales"?
IF SO, WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

Our "Catalog System" Represents the Best of Modern

Advertising Skill and Scientific Salesmanship and

is one that will "Really Get the Business" for you.

fi
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ONLY A FEW OF THEM
These pictures represent only a few of the many pros-

perous jewelers who are using our Catalog System. The
dots on the map above indicate the location of our customers.

If you are skeptical about our System, let us send you
names and addresses of some of our customers. They
will tell you what it has done for them.

GET READY NOW FOR THE HOLIDAYS
We Solicit Inquiries from Legitimate Jewelers

THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO., Cleveland, Ohio
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"CHAMPION" Plating Machine
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16 Ounces) Roman Gold Solution1 0 Rose di

I ad ad Silver di

1 " Copper
Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes, Enameled Plating Tank and St a nil,

Wire, Instruction Book and one

" CHAMPION" Plating Machine for $15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating Machine is equipped with such strengths of

current as to enable any one to correctly do Roman, Rose, Green,
Red. Orange Rose, Antique Green, English, 14 or 18 K. Gilding,

Silvering. Coopering, etc., and obtain results equal to those of the

skilled plater.
The Champion Machine 18 simple, practical, always ready for use,

unfailingly correct, and just the machine for the Jeweler's needs.

Can be used with any good Plating Solution. The Batteries contained
therein are dry Cells, furnishing the regular currents necessary for

all the shades emnnerated on the machine.
Anyone possessed of the least knowledge of plating knows that it Is impossible to produce with the same current 

strength, the same shades on a

number of articles as he would on one or two; therefore, where the same shades are wanted on more or larger articles an
 increased current is required.

This is provided for on the machine, and the turning of lever from contact point marked No. 1 to No. 2 accomplishes it.

The Batteries are connected for long life. Two cells are made to 00 the work of one, or in other words, where the life of one battery 
would supposedly

last one year, by this arrangement it would last two years. Dead batteries can be readily replaced by anyone at a small cost. The box which contains the

cells is made of oak, nicely finished, and has nickel-plated lever and other attachments. Weight, 30 lbs. boxed. She, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6

Inches wide.
The Champion Plating Machine, fully guaranteed as represented, together with salts for ONE PINT each of ROMAN GOLD, 

ROSE GOLD, SILVER

and COPPER, Anodes, Tank, Stand, Wire, Instruction Book, eto., $15.00 net cash.
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PLATING SALT

,
(16 OUNCES)

ROMAN
GOLD
sourrior.

PRICE, $15.00 NET CASH

ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS FOR THE USE OF SMALL MANUFACTURING
AND RETAIL JEWELERS

Are seientific compounds containing in absolutely correct proportions and in DRY FORM th
e Gold, Chemicals and Neutralizer. Dissolve them in water

and your bath is ' at once ready for use. The required amount of everything has been provided. Anybody will be able to do good and
 correct work simply

following our directions. No VARYING of shades—they are INVARIABLY the same. The sec
ret of plating lies in the proper plating solutions. The success

and quality of the deposit depends entirely on it. These Electro-plating Salts are the best known and most widely used and approved plating pr
eparations.

They are universally conceded by all the leading manufacturers of jewelry as the greatest achievement in the production of colors 
and shades. They

have maintained their exalted position as the standard of superiority for unfailingly correct working, exquisite shades and easy production of same
.

All you have to do is dissolve them in water and the plating bath is ready for use. Until you have tried the Plating Salts you can never realize their

many advantages. They have done away with the secrecy of plating, and with their use the novice can do equally as good work
 as the expert plater. All the

fancy shades, such as the various Roses or Green Golds, French Gray, etc., have foun
d their origin with these plating salts.

The manufacturing jewelers halve been using them for eighteen years and all recommend them.

For the eonvenience of the SO11111 manufacturer or retail jeweler these 9alts are put up in quart sizes. The quart of gold salts is guaranteed to contain

at least FULLY AS MUCH OR MORE GOLD THAN THERE IS CONTAINED IN TWO QUARTS OF
 ANY OE THE LIQUID SOLUTIONS ON THE MARKET.

Roman Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution $4.50 Antique Green Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution ..$4.80

Red ()old 0 0   4.50 Egyptian Green Gold  5.00

Old English di . 
  4.50 Silver Salts, for half-gallon. $3.15; for 1 gallon 6.00

14 or IS Karat Gold de Id 

d 
  4.50 Freneh Gray Salts, for 1 gallon  2.50

0 0
Rose Gol   4.80 Copper or Brass Salts, for 1 gallon  2.50

Orange Rome di di 
  4.80 Silver Oxidizer 50 cents and $1.00

Green Gold . . 
  4.80 PRICES ARE ALL NET CASH

Can be had of any jobber
or direct from the sole

manufacturer

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette St., New York

R. Gold Alloy
For Red Gold

R. No. 10 Gold Alloy
For Yellow Gold

C. P. Shot Copper .999 Fine
Used by particular people for particular work

A list of users will be sent on application

Jewelers' Brushes
of every description made under our own roof

Send for 600-page Illustrated Catalogue

American Oil & Supply Co.
Importers Manufacturers ofand

Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for

Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

NEWARK, N. J. CHICAGO

52-54-56 Lafayette Street Heyworth Building

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs or
sells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretching
machine that will do the work. Time saved, ring sized while the
customer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost, gold saved,

no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. Rings brought in
to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do the
work. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size?
This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and we
do not know of any man using it who would do without it. All kinds of rings
—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the most
expensive diamond—can be sized on this machine in two minutes. This
machine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the die
and the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as little
as you want—no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelry
houses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trial
for ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it. All we ask
is that you give it a trial. Any jobber will furnish you one.

THIS TOOL WILL BE DEMONSTRATED IN SPACE 2, EXHIBITION HALL, AT
 THE

NATIONAL RETAIL JEWELERS CONVENTION AT DETROIT,JULY 26th t
o 29th.

6irORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER Includes Machine,

OR SEND TO US DIRECT Price, $16.00, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO
6109 PENN AVENUE

• PITTSBURG, PA.
DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark, N.J.
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.

ARE YOU PROGRESSIVE?
IF SO, YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR CATALOG SYSTEM

Do You Want a Catalog That Will

"Really Double Your Holiday Sales"?
IF SO, WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

Our "Catalog System" Represents the Best of Modern

Advertising Skill and Scientific Salesmanship and

is one that will "Really Get the Business" for you.
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ONLY A FEW OF THEM
These pictures represent only a few of the many pros-

perous jewelers who are using our Catalog System. The

dots on the map above indicate the location of our customers.
If you are skeptical about our System, let us send you

names and addresses of some of our customers. They

will tell you what it has done for them.

GET READY NOW FOR THE HOLIDAYS
We Solicit Inquiries from Legitimate Jewelers

THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO., Cleveland, Ohio
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TOOLS
EVERY WATCHMAKER SHOULD HAVE

Why not order NOW?

CARBORUNDUM WHEEL

AND MOUNT

Fitted to any lathe

Price, $3.50

Single Wheels, each, 50 cents

UNIVERSAL WHEEL CUTTER. Price (2 spindles), $45.00

EXACT SIZE

IMPROVED ROLLER REMOVER
Price, $1.75

TRIPOD (to fit any chuck) for polishing screw head
Price, $3.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue 

HARDINGE BROS.
3133-35 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO

UNIVERSAL

IDLER

Price, $8.00

4pRD I N G 1%05.
L CHICAGO.

A MI

SQUARING FIXTURE. Price, $5.00

TTHE
• 11-7;:7;3,-E71-11A7v11-;S'7■7,- -

I f:--11:-...'.1.1'\7.1"C:-.);---■:71.1:n74.1'S
Z.1 1 .."
BtR E& CO

TheW B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

-

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand

The prices on
are not higher 14
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows: 4.20.,

Genevas 
'Q.
  $ 4.00

MI-Concaves 
MI.Concaves, Extra .Thick . :   

140..0000

Flat Parallels .... .   8.00

Flat Concaves, Extra Thick. 

:  : 111522...000000Lentilles
Flat Concaves . .

Patent Genevas . . . . . 8.00
Lunettes   3.00

Discount. 6 per cent.

ti IV B & C glasses
ty than other and

brands, and are
t`q leading jobbers€1, States as fol-

°0# Per gross Per doz.
$ .40
.40
.90
.75
1.25
1.00
1.25
.75
.25

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B I C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, MD WILL ALWAYS BE the leading 

brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so

that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. 
Four-fifths of the case manutacturers are using them 00 account of their accuracy and

 perfect roundness. They used to

buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out tile wisdom of the old proverb, 
"The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money ilnd give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not 
using them), try the W B & C and don't he deceived by bluffing and humbugging

advert iseinenis, showing II lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in exist
ence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in 

one day, and never heard

from afterwards. IT IS A GOO MD RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WINCH IS THE W B & C

WE WERE

THE FIRST

and

unless recently
imitated

the only ones to
offer an
Absolute
Guarantee

with all Genuine
Material.

1THIS MATERIAL" S.;16 111 ANZEr 7EDgrT0.1 EiMADE TITH
MANUFACrUREll il or ri41 Arig AbY 'HI rag

I I

011::11I

Jewelets Repair Kit e

“Ten MINIS

t

Jewelers'
Repair Kit

For combs or barrettes.

Contains one dozen joints,

assorted; one dozen

catchel, assorted; one

dozen pin tongs, assorted,

and one bottle of cement.

43c. net cash

7 

ehind the GtIlg .%‘tell.I di
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WHAT

IT MEANS

It means not only

Genuine Material

but the same prin-

ciple pertains to

anything you buy

from us. It means

a Square Deal

every time.

O."

The New

Clock Hand Remover
Simple and practical.
25e. each net

'

THE NEW DIAMOND OR STONE HOLDER
Works like a push key. By pressing the head three steel prongs protrude and will grasp a stone from 5 carats to

one as small as 1/32. Handy for both buyer and seller of diamonds. Stone cannot be dropped and can be viewed

at any angle. Price, 90e. net cash.

HENRY PAULSON & CO.

Cooling Breezes

Without Electricity

with our new air motor fan. May be

used anywhere. Height to center of

shaft, 18 inches.

Price, with gas burner, 916.60 net

Price, with alcohol burner, 16.60 "

Price, with gasoline burner

and tank, 19.50 "

Pill in this blank
ane/ 
In

mail i* Es,p_

YOUr

Send me

1000,page3Z nearly

Signed 
ak)glie

7-6-wo

ere

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
Do not forget we want you to have our Catalogue of nearly 1000 bright, live pages—the best ever

issued—and* we want your patronage, too.



Look for the line if you would

increase your sales and please
your customers. It contains

Quality, Style, Value
and it is the line
that is the line.

Our Salesmen Are Now Out

SELECTION PACK AGES

SENT TO RESPONSIBLE

JEWELERS

• NVIIIII-IIWIVIIVIIPIPTMrlYNFNITV"siF■FNINFIF1VIVNiVNYWNVIIVIrIF 

CLOSING OUT

OMEGA
Movements and Watches

BELOW COST
On account of discontinuance of the line

EDMOND E. ROBERT INTE\i‘V1 sgiEl 
LANE

TOI9

An Advertisement WRITTEN Our Jewelers
(The following are extracts from letters received by us. Each one illustrates a partic-

ular feature of the Ingersoll-Trenton proposition. We have prefixed each letter with

a question the kind of questions the jeweler not familiar with the I-T is most

likely to ask)

Do Ingersoll- Trentons keep accurate time?
Gentlemen:— We are pleased to say that we have used your Ingersoll-Trenton watches and they

give excellent satisfaction. One ran four weeks without setting with a variation of less than one minute.
C. E. DALEY, Danbury, Conn.

Is the I-T really sold only through jewelers? 
(An acknowledgment from a jeweler of a mail order which was delivered

through him and for which he received the profit)

Gentlemen:—Your letter of recent date, also bill and watch, have come to hand. I received watch

last night and delivered it this morning to Mr. Lenhart for Mr. Wilber A. Smith.

Your protection to the retail jeweler in this matter leads me to believe that you are very sincere

in your plan.
You may send me one movement of the same grade, and were I able at this time, I would order

more, but I cannot.
I thank you for your consideration toward me in this matter, and I will try to push your product

from now on and believe it will prove very beneficial to you and me.

What kind of a seller is the I-T watch?
(Extract from a note from Lancaster C&, Co., Greenville, Tenn.)

We are selling more I-T watches than any other 7-jewel watch, and possibly

7-jewel watches combined.

W. C. HUDSON.

as many as all other

Is there anything more about the I-T Watch YOU want to know?

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
New York Chicago

San Francisco
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A Square Deal in Business
We do not expect a 'squarer deal ' from retailers than we offer them in the

Great American Jewelers' Catalogue.
Every retailer has an intrinsic, personal and business right to the lowest price, the best
quality, the largest selection and the quickest service. That's the essence of the 'square
deal ' between jobbers and retailers.

We do not want you to take it for granted that you get these advantages in this catalogue.
We want you to make accurate and minute comparisons and prove them to yourself.

Thousands of retail jewelers use it, not like some people take medicine—when they're
sick--but regularly, for business nourishment. A dollar-and-cents opportunity passes you
by every time you don't use it.

The Oskamp=Nolting Co., CINCINNATI, OHIO

JUST OUT! This practical hand-book on the use of the Staking Tool;
written by a practical watchmaker experienced in this line.

STAKING TOOLS
AND HOW TO --

‘4"40ke
VY4,:s*:
*/*

The book is substantially and neatly bound in cloth of extra
quality. It has 163 pages, 90 of which are devoted to
diagrams and matter pertaining to the use of the staking
tool, and kindred subjects.
Every progressive watchmaker will want one, and we
make it easy for him to have it. Only 75 cents.

MICROMETER STOP No. 424
Quickly attached to any staking tool punch. Will enable you to do the
work with absolute precision. With it you can drive that escape wheel
to the desired position, the first time ; no time lost in guessing and
repeated trials.

The man—you—who repairs the most delicate
and accurate machine known—the modern
watch—should be provided with suitable
tools, to do his work quickly and perfectly.

Investigate the advantages and novel features
of the Micrometer Stop; the new book men-
tioned above has something to say on the
subject.

To fit K. C61, D. and Rivett punches,
Price, $3.50

Unless otherwise ordered, we send them to fit
K. CS. D. punches.

MANUFACTURERS

Lebanon, New Hampshire
37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

  Wholesale Agents  

A New Era in Lighting
The perfection of the G-E _MAZDA Lamp marks the "greatest

advance in electric lighting since Edison's invention of the

incandescent lamp."

This new lamp more than cuts in two the former cost of electric lighting,

making it possible for every jeweler to flood his store with a wealth of light

of real sunlight quality.

MAZDA LAMPS
To produce the same amount of light as the electric bulb commonly in

use, the G-E MAZDA Lamp requires only 1-3 the current. The 32 candle

power carbon filament lamp and the 32 candle power G-E MAZDA require

II2 watts and 40 watts of electric current respectively.

Be sure you see the famous G-E monogram on all these lamps, which

are supplied by lighting companies and electrical supply dealers everywhere.

General Electric Company
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

2455
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE OF EMBLEM RINGS AT A MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER

Scottish
Rite

11111111111mi

ANY FINGER IZE  AT $11.00 Lis-r

No.III I I I 11111111111iDno 2'75

1 fr
R. of P. ilIiiHUiIiHhIiri No. 272 Woodnien rninium No 289 B R. No. 248. 

THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—average 5 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors. We will send you anyorder—any finger size—at $11.00 list. THE BEST RING ON THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

Let us tell you of
our new selling plan THE A. P. CRAFT CO. MaaknesSopfeEcilTlbleewineltriyn" Indianapolis, Ind.

"MADE IN GRAND RAPIDS"
411 THAT is one reason why our display cases are superior to all
other cases.

4LGrand Rapids is a "furniture city--the skilled artisans of several
generations ago, engaged in the production of high-class furniture in
Grand Rapids, transmitted their peculiar skill to their sons and grandsons,
most of whom are engaged in the industry here to-day.
lf,Grand Rapids Show Cases are the product of experts whose ability
is due to training received at the master hands of their fathers and
grandfathers.

IQ Our cases represent, therefore, the height of show case attainment.
(I, They are simple, artistic and substantial; and every merchant should
have our catalog before buying.

Grand Rapids Show Case Co. %InliT.,V1
Branch Factory: LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON
New York Office and Showroom, 724 Broadway }Under Our OwnSt. Louis Office and Showroom, 1329-1331 Washington Ave.San Francisco Office. 693 Mission Street Management

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS of STORE FIXTURES IN THE WORLD

• •

The great success of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School
is due to the finishing touch
it gives its students

Most any school can teach Watchmaking fairly well.
A few can teach it superbly well.
But the school that not only does teach superbly well

but adds to it a last touch of personality through great zeal,
patience and persistence, making it peculiar, unique, indi-
vidual, distinct and unforgettable, is the school that makes
artists of their students. It is that last undefinable touch that
counts—the last three seconds he knocks off the record—that
proves the man a genius.

This is what the St. Louis Watchmaking School does, and
it is therefore no wonder that any young man wishing to
become an artist selects the St. Louis Watchmaking School
for his studies.

Fathers, that were attending the St. Louis Watchmaking
School more than twenty-five years ago, are now sending
their sons to this school, which certainly is the best recom-
mendation a school can have.

If interested, send for our new catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
ST. LOUIS, MO.

THIS IS WHAT MOST INTERESTS3
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When all is said and done it is the size of the

check that interests you most.

If you could get a bigger check from

one man than from another you would be

foolish to overlook it.

Every dollar counts. We might talk for a hundred years about
giving you top notch prices, but until you actually find out that we
do this neither you nor we can get together.

We need your Old Gold, Silver, Sweepings, etc. Our Crucibles

are hungry for them. We cannot get too much. Our market is

never glutted or overstocked. Our furnaces have to be kept going

and our difficulty is to get enough to keep our Smelter busy.

Necessarily to increase the volume of our business we must draw on

people who are yet to become familiar with our method of doing business.

and quickerWe can give you higher prices for your goods
service — than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This is the biggest kind of a claim.
Make us prove it.

Call us to the witness stand to offer necessary proof in the size of our

check. Make us face you in your own court and make us fish or cut bait.
If we fail the worst that can happen to you is that we will return your ship-

ment intact —charges prepaid.

Why not try us with your next shipment? You can't lose and have much

to gain.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners

Office, 67 and 69 Washington Street Works, 317 E. Ontario Street

Chicago, Illinois
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The Newest in Mantel Clocks
Bird's Eye Maple Cases,
to sell at popular prices

This illustrates one style
of our new line of Mantel
Clocks, made in a variety of
shapes, in bird's eye maple
and mahogany.
The cases are built in our

own cabinet shops, the
N. 2M. Height, 12 inches,
bird's eye maple case,
cream-tinted porcelain dial, movements being imported.
cathedral gong, 8-day im-
ported movement. The clocks are high grade
throughout. They are so popularly priced
that they will sell in goodly numbers, at the
same time assuring a good profit.

A special folder illustrating this line is in prep-
aration and will be sent to jewelers requesting it.

AMERICAN CUCKOO-CLOCK COMPANY
Cuckoo Clocks cilF1t, Unusual Clocks

3TATION 3. PHILADELPHIA

THERE IS NO QUESTION WHEN IT

COMES TO

BRAND GOLD AND SILVER
SOLDER

THE LADY RACINE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in both
cylinders and levers.
Do not be prejudiced
against the cylinders,
as they are entirely
factory made, very
reliable and guaran-
teed to give satisfac-
tion.

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine Sc Co., Exclusive Importers
CHICAGO

103 State St.
NEW YORK

37 Maiden Lane

fife DESELMS
WATCH
&CHOOL

P

We accept only a limited number of students at a time in our
attendance school. Every bench is now occupied and most of them are
contracted for September and the fall term.

If you think of attending a school write for our booklet and terms
now. Our correspondence lessons will be free to you if you expect
to attend our school.

Our booklet and literature explaining all is free for the asking.

293 PERRY STREET :: ATTICA, INDIANA

Railroad Watch Inspectors
Here's an Opportunity

SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
AND WE WILL MAIL YOU 3 DOZEN

HALE WATCH PROTECTORS
If they do not sell we will send you return
postage. Costs you nothing to try them. Big
profits in it for you. Don't delay—send to-day.
A display card with each 3 dozen.

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence :: Rhode Island

FALL 1910
Opens another chapter in the rapid advancement of
progress toward excellence. Modern taste in jewelry
demands not only artistic conception, but also
solidity and purity in the material utilized.

THE EMBLEMS HEREWITH ILLUSTRATED have won
popular favor. They are executed in 14 K. gold,
and of three times the thickness of the ordinary
class of goods on the market, which prevents the
bending of the metal and breaking of the rich
French enamel which we use in the manufacture of
these goods.

THE DIFFERENCE IN PRICE between our substantial
article and the flimsy product is so small that the
preference is readily accorded our superior
Emblems.

If your jobber will not supply you,
send to us direct.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

4c01,0.
/ •
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M RETAIL JEWELER

OYOU WANT
SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

e10-12 Maiden Lane.N.Y.Citye

VACATION TIME 
is the time for rest and recuperation for more profitable work to follow. Why not take up the easy and

fascinating study of OPTICS by correspondence in your idle moments, preparing yourself to become an

expert in testing and fitting eyes for glasses ? Few professions are more profitable. None are more easily

learned. Our complete $25 college course is offered by correspondence for $8 ($10 in foreign countries),

and can be secured and begun on a first payment of two dollars. The superiority of this course is evidenced

by the fact that we are the oldest correspondence school of optics in the world.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, DETROIT, MICH.

No. 666

HOW WE DO IT
It is a conspicuous fact that no other make begins to give

so much more for the money. The reasons are these:
Our factory is equipped with modern automatic machin-
our own patents 1. Each machine is adapted to its

particular duty, and performs it in a quick, economical way.
Fly these machines our boxes are made neat and uniform.

The boxes are so satisfactory that the demand has
multiplied ten times over in the past five years.

THE LARGEST JEWELERS

in the country are numbered among our most satisfied
customers, and they are the severest critics. Empire boxes
satisfy them.

Would it not be wise for you to investigate our claim of
better boxes for less money than you are now using?

We are constantly adding new articles to our line, and
make more styles of boxes than any concern in the United
IcStates.

catch 

ta

chour

r  y y

eye.

e have a New La Valliere box, No. 216, covered in
leatherette, that is a winner, the style of which will

We have a little booklet, "The Reason Why," containing
cuts of most of the boxes we make, that we will send you
free, upon request.

We will also send you the name of the jobber nearest to
you that can supply you with Empire cases.

If you will send us your mail order we will include with
the same, "The Empire Loose Leaf Memo.," cut of which is
here shown.

EDWARD WARNER, Pres. and Treas. RUDOLPH J. WARNER, Secy.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE COMPANY
1-1 6.148-150 Clinton Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly fill out the coupon and send with
order, in order to obtain this memo.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.,
146, 148, 150 Clinton St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Please send me with the enclosed order
The Empire Loose Leaf Memo.

Name

City and State

St. and No 
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate

The New Model Colloidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented. 

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.THE MOSELEY LATHES are noted for their simplicity and effectiveness of construction and have been well and favorably known to theWatchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century, and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service under the mostexacting conditions and they have been found More Than Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Work-manship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY--THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECUREDby the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

ENCYCLOPEDIA

Repair Prices

Wa ich mak(rawelers

SAMUEL - WARTCHILD

THE KEY OF SYSTEMATIC CHARGES
IN YOUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of Repair Prices for the
Watch and Jewelry Trade

by SAMUEL SWARTCHILD

The Encyclopedia contains itemized uniform prices
to be charged for repair jobs on watches, clocks,
jewelry, silverware, optical goods, music boxes, phono-
graphs, pipes, etc.
A price for every conceivable job at a reasonable
(though profitable) amount.
The encyclopedia is finely printed on 1 40 lb. enameled
paper, beautifully illustrated and bound in morocco.
Owing to the difficulty of adequately describing the
nature and value of the contents of the Encyclopedia,
a copy will be sent on a thirty day trial to any jeweler,
at his request. Prepaid,

Price, $3.00

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
HEYWORTH BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Guarantee Your Watch Repairs
and gain the confidence of your customers. The best and
simplest way to do this is to procure a

Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
which contains 200 printed forms with stubs. These guar-
antees are very carefully worded so as to give your cus-
tomer faith in your ability and skill, and yet lsafeguard
yourself. All the most progressive watch repairers now
use these guarantees. Send for sample.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (vs. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Do You Know
that the use of mono-
grams on personal
belongings is rapidly
increasing ? Are you
getting your share of
the sales?

IF YOU HAVE NOT
RECEIVED A COPY OF
OUR CATALOGUE No. 10,
WRITE FOR IT TO.DAY.

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
67 LAKE STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

I{ )27
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage
charges are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from
which there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $250), remit f ull value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until
valuations are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is
immediately returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without
additional expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the
value of old gold (before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it
would have to be if they conducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants, and expenses
ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed

by the price of fine silver.

,p7;viEpRiicaAw.T.i
lll111- It CIRRI 

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your
bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the
firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves;
nor have they any means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on
others who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS
Established 25 years

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled
and proceeds promptly remitted.

•
„r,-171M1=!

.0

U,G  • ' 
• , 
256 Madison Street

Chicago, Ill.
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The Perfection Gold Plating Solution

%P1ODU(NG

OLDROSE^-.ROMAN
l'INISMFROM3AM1 BOTTLE

The Perfection Solution is the only one on the
market which positively gives you all Old Rose and
Roman finish from the same bottle. Other makers
of solution claim to do the sante thing simply by
overheating the fluid. This is wrong and the finish
is " muggy " looking.

The Perfection Solution has a coloring matter
In it that dyes every article put in the solution and
left long enough to give an Old Rose color. The
Itotnan color is obtained by taking the article out
of the solution as soon as the gold is thoroughly
deposited and before the Old Rose dye has begun
to deposit.

Remember, Perfection Gold Coloring Solution
Is put up in 32 oz. and 16 oz. Bottles and sold for
$3.00 and $1.75 respectively, while inferior solu-
tions charge the same for pint and pint bottles.

Improved "Three-in-One" Staking Tool Mallet
(Patent Applied For)

The copper head and the riveting head are interchangeable. The steel head is stationary.
This is the most practical Staking Tool Mallet ever offered to the trade.

Price, 75 cents

VICTORY SPECTACLE REPAIR CLAMP

Steel Head

Copper Head

z01,0\ .2,NE:is.z,s„.0.4esmlwwwww.WesqiNso.keNos,.47,...0\vyNowN.4.1XeNeic.1.%;w.,\!,,WIS0WI.S0_,e.SIZSO),0
vAdlOW.WIWW.,X1WW: en/qk

This is the only spectacle repair clamp that will hold rim and rimless
spectacles and eye glasses while soldering broken frames and nose
bridges. Will last a life time; made of brass, nickel-plated.
Full directions with each clamp.

PRICE 75 CENTS

Ask Your Jobber For These Goods

:t5, HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.onc.,
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"SUPERIOR" MAINSPRINGS Price, $1.25 per doz.
This well-known brand is worthy of its name :
Superior in FINISH, Superior in QUALITY, Superior in TEMPER.Exclusive Wholesale

Distributers for
U. S. and Canada 118 William St., New York City

'11 ELK TEETH
JUST AS THEY COME FROM
THE INDIAN AND HUNTER
ALL SIZES, white and colored tips.
Any number wanted. On selection to
manufacturers. Come to the right
source for supplies.

Mt. Lion, Lynx and Eagle Claws
for Emblem Work

DIMENSION, CABOCHON GEMS FOR RINGS, SCARF PINS, ETC.
Every sort of fine Gem Minerals in the rough for Gem Cutters.

ALL STRICTLY WHOLESALE PRICES

Largest Dealer in Elk Teeth in the World. Importer of Gem Goods
Price-list free L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dak.

SUPREMACY IS

"Quality--Finish--Originality"
in the SUPERLATIVE degree

Demonstrated by our pupils' output
and shown in their latest plates.

FEATURES OF OUR TRAINING:

Class Limited to Eight---
Strictly Individual Training-
Short Terms For "Specials" Brochure and Pupils'

.Plates on Request

be illewmeper Scboot of Engraving
NEW ENGLAND BUILDING : : CLEVELAND, OHIO

WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
GOLD AND SILVER ELECTRO-PLATER

51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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OUR 25th ANNIVERSARY
SOME INTERESTING FACTS and ILLUSTRATIONS

P
ROGRESS has marked all the years since our
small beginning until to-day when we are celebrat-
ing our 25th Anniversary.

A quarter of a century ago we began in the very modest
premises shown in the adjoining illustration. We had
only two watchmakers to constitute our entire staff.

To-day we occupy 8000 sq. ft. of floor space and have
40 employees.
Many customers who dealt with us 25 years ago are
still doing business with us now.

Special
50c. each

Above cut shows 'A size

Special
50c. each

The "ANNIVERSARY WATCH"
16 SIZE STEM WIND AND STEM SET

THE OCCASION is pleasant not only to us, but we wish to make it
as interesting and profitable to the trade.
We are issuing an “ANNIVERSARY CATALOGUE" to be reads'

about the 1st of August. It will contain many Anniversary Leaders and
altogether will offer exceptional values.
Special interest will attach to our epoch-making "Anniversary Watch," afford-
ing the most generous value of any time-piece now at the trade's disposal.

Write for Catalogue

AISENSTEIN & WORONOCK
DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, WATCHES, CLOCKS AND NOVELTIES

WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' TOOLS AND MATERIALS

NEW YORK22 ELDRIDGE STREET •• •• ••

•• •• ••
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WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO

SELL
You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry-
large or small-do not turn him down absolutely, send the
goods to me for a

SPOT CASH
OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 1156 of this issue. Write for further information.

1011 CHESTNUT STREETJ. J. COHEN PHILADELPHIA, PA.
AMSTERDAM, TULPSTRAAT 10 ESTABLISHED 1891 LONDON, AUDREY HOUSE, ELY PLACE

A simple, convenient and entire
workshop in itself.

1._..,t Adjustable to incandescent light, or power circuit.

1, Interlocking
Collar

".6.IE 1st!

GREEN'S
Combination Electric

POLISHING AND BUFFING
MOTORS AND PLATING

DYNAMOS

1"14:14‘ulligy With Adjustable Automatic
and Interlocking Steel
Chucks, fitting either right
or left side of shaft.

Dust-proof, air and water tight.

NET PRICE-LIST
F. 0. B. NEW YORK

tif-w GtfetiittfOri
W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.,
81 Nassau St., New York City.

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
Gentlemen:- We take pleas-
ure in informing you that the
combination polishing and
buffing lathes, a number of
which we added to our plant
some time ago, have powed
both economic and satisfactory.
We have had no trouble with
these mach i nes since installing
them, and they have been satis-
factory in every way.

Yours very truly,
THE KEYSTONE
WATCH CASE CO.,

F. MINK,
Chief Engineer.
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Ingle Speed Motors
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THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau St., NewYork

vorm_NINia.
CATALOG

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
E STA El •

Chicago, III.

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1910 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gord & Morri Wholesale Jewelers and Opticiansson, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.on 

WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
a complete and practical guide in adjusting watches and chronometers for
isochronism, position, heat and cold. 376 pages, with 56 illustration.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world, on receipt of price, $2.60 (Kis. 5d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8o9-811-813 North ti9th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, Lalf la).y6e-t1t e 0S t , New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

h

The Same Guarantee
that has made the Krementz Collar
Buttons so popular with discrimi-
nating purchasers goes with

KREMENTZ
BODKIN-CLUTCH STUDS

CLOSED

They go in like a needle

Hold like an anchor
Absolutely solderless and practically unbreakable

No loose parts to get lost

No hinges or springs to break

---

The Rolled Plate Line are made of regular Krementz

14 K. gold-rolled or "sweated" and not soldered to

the backing. There's more gold than in any other

plated shirt studs. Made in four sizes. We illustrate

the largest and smallest sizes.

 GUARANTEE 
If for any reason whatever, a Krementz Bodkin-
Clutch Stud or Vest Button ever gets broken, a new
one will be furnished in exchange without charge.

You've no reason to fear dissatisfied customers when

we hack you up with a guarantee like that.

Let us send you our new booklet, "Solid Facts"

KREMENTZ & CO.
NEWARK N. J.

NEW YORK-1 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO-722 Shreve Bldg.
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Extensive 
Advertising
Campaign

During the Fall months
we shall use more adver-
tising space than ever
before. Our plans call
for a number of covers
in colors and other im-
portant positions.
Every dealer that handles

1847 ROGERS BROS. X S
TRIPLE

"Silver Plate that Wears"

will profit by our general
advertising, if he does his
own part.
Make window displays of

"1847 ROGERS BROS."
goods, use the electrotypes
we provide free of charge for
advertising in your local
papers, make use of the
"1847 Girl" post cards, cir-
culars with your name im-
printed, signs, posters, etc.
Prepare for this Fall cam-

paign and be ready to do
your part.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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Adjustment of Trade Differences by
Arbitration

THE progress of jewelry trade organi-
zation has reached an ideal condition

in the existence of three separate bodies
representing the three branches of the trade.
At the forthcoming national convention, all
three will be represented and the occasion
will have unique interest for this reason.
The sanity of organization management
in recent years has created and fostered a
feeling of brotherhood and mutual depend-
ence which has been gradually drawing the
several branches of the trade closer together
and cultivating that spirit of mutual fidelity
necessary to continued harmony. In his
admirable address at the annual meeting
of the National Wholesale Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, President A. G. Schwab said : "The
day of agitation, boycotts or blacklisting is
past. Why should not questions of econo-
mics or differences in trade be settled by
arbitration ? I recommend the creation of a
board of arbitration, consisting of mann-

facturers, wholesalers and retailers, to con-
sider and settle all disputes and grievances
arising in the jewelry trade."

This is the spirit of the 20th century
in a nutshell, and all will heartily endorse
the wish of President Schwab that the in-
coming administration of his Association
"still further augment the good fellowship
and establish a more complete and har-
monius understanding between all branches
of the jewelry trade." With all influences
so favorable, discretion and mutual confi-
dence are especially to be desired. As
President Schwab stated, it can hardly be
expected that all differences and questions
can be reconciled or adjusted in one year,
and it would be quite unreasonable on the
part of anyone concerned to entertain such
an expectation. The machinery to accom-
plish this, however, is now in motion and the
progress being made leaves no ground for
impatience or dissatisfaction.

An Era of Trade Purification

IN addition to the present organized
endeavor to secure various trade re-

forms, a movement has also been started
for trade purification in other directions,
including smuggling and fraud in manu-
facture. As told elsewhere in this issue
the Precious Stone Importers' Protective
Association has offered a very substantial
reward for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of any person smuggling
precious stones for business purposes. This
reward will be io per cent. of the foreign
market value of the smuggled goods, and
will not be less in any instance than the
substantial sum of $25oo. The Association
was stimulated to more vigorous action by
the continued increase in diamond smug-
gling at the instance of unscrupulous gem
dealers. As a legal basis for the Associa-
tion's work, a bill was introduced in
Congress providing that a record of their
transactions shall be kept by all merchants

who import or sell diamonds, and that such
record shall be open at all times to govern-
ment inspection. The records will, accord-
ing to the provisions of the bill, be very
complete, including a description of the
gems, the date of importation, the date of
sale and the names of the purchasers. The
matter of inspection is so regulated as to
obviate any unnecessary inquisition into the
business of those affected, except when
there is good reason to suspect that fraud
against the government has been committed.
The fact that many dealers seem to dispose
of a much larger quantity of gems than
they are reputed to have imported, and that
many of the sales are made at prices which
mean demoralization of the market to some
extent, leaves no doubt as to the explanation
—the smuggling of the goods and non-
payment of duty. It is expected that the
substantial reward and the contemplated
legislation will have the effect of greatly
curtailing the wholesale smuggling which
has been accomplished successfully, despite
the highly creditable watchfulness of the
government authorities.

Another step in the direction of trade
purification is the institution of proceedings
against persons violating the gold stamping
law of the State of New York. At a recent
meeting of the Good and Welfare Com-
mittee of the New York Jewelers' Board of
Trade, one of the subjects discussed was the
violation of the gold stamping law of the
state, and a committee was appointed to
consider the subject with a view to prose-
cuting and punishing those guilty of such
violation. Vigorous action to this end by
so strong an organization would be a very
salutary influence, and we have no doubt
that the Board could secure the earnest co-
operation of other strong organizations in
its laudable efforts to enforce the provisions
of the law. Dead-letter legislation is in-
finitely worse than no legislation at all,
and the stamping laws have, we fear, up to
the present been worthy of this discreditable
classification.
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Patents and Industrial Progress

S our readers are very well aware,
some of them greatly to their cost,

our patent laws have very serious imperfec-
tions. These imperfections and the
remedies are very lucidly stated in an article
in the North American Review entitled
"Patents - and Industrial Progress," by
William Macomber, who is a recognized
authority on this subject. The writer of
this article only repeats a well known truth

when he says that the granting of a patent
does not always mean the protection which

the inventor should expect, nor is it in all

cases an evidence that the invention is novel

or valuable. As this condition of affairs is
most discouraging to invention, which has

so very important a bearing on industrial
progress, it seems little less than a crime
against industry that such a situation should
continue to exist.

That the imperfections of our patent

system can be remedied is admitted by all

and Mr. Macomber suggests, as we have
time and again suggested in these columns,

the first step towards this end, namely to

allow the Commissioner to use the surplus

the Patent Office has earned to erect and

equip a plant adequate to the needs of the
department, and to co-operate with the
Commissioner in a revision of the fee
schedule to materially increase the revenue

without additional cost to the patentee.

The Patent Office has been earning money

to such an extent that it has a large surplus,

and the Commissioner should be allowed to

use these earnings of his department to

make these changes and improve its effi-

ciency.
Another admirable suggestion by Mr.

Macomber is that there be established in

Washington a Court of Patent Appeals,

that to this one court every appeal should

be taken and that the decision should be
final. This court would, of course, be corn-

posed of judges who had been trained in

and were recognized experts in patent laws.

The decision of this court would definitely

settle the question of the legality of any
disputed patent and obviate further litiga-

tion. This, indeed, would seem to be the

only satisfactory solution of the patent
problem, and the present enormous costs
entailed by the contending litigants and by

the government would also be obviated as

well as the uncertainty and delay which

now hamper the makers and users of dis-

puted patents. The procuring of a patent

is now admittedly much more expensive

than it should be, and there would seem to

be no justification for this in view of the

fact that the patent office is the one gov-

ernment department which not only pays

its way, but makes a substantial profit.
Inventors, as a rule, are a very deserving
class who too frequently lack in business
capability, and it is a duty of the govern-
ment to secure to them as far as possible
the rewards that may be due their genius.

Two Stars Added to the Flag

AN event of unusual historic importance
was the admission last month of the

territories of New Mexico and Arizona to
the sisterhood of States. Their admission
increases the number of stars in the flag to
48, and places under a uniform system of
government the entire mainland territory of
the United States. The admission to
statehood leaves no territories in the main-
land between the Atlantic and Pacific and
the Canadian and Mexican boundary lines
with the single exception of the District of
Columbia, which is under control of Con-
gress. There still remain Alaska, the
Hawaiian Islands, Porto Rico and the
Philippines, but these are outside the solid
geographic unity of the 48 States of the
Union. THE KEYSTONE has a large number
of valued subscribers in New Mexico and
Arizona, and we heartily join in the national
congratulation of these territories on the
new distinction which has been conferred
upon them.

Investigation of Express Companies'
Charges

UNDER the aggressive leadership of
the Merchants' Association of New

York, the mercantile interests of the country
are urging a rigid investigation of express
rates by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion on the grounds that these rates are
excessive. The large net earnings of these
companies would seem to bear out this con-
tention, and their relations as carriers to the
commercial and industrial interests of the
country make such an investigation de-
sirable, if not imperative. The following
figures used to maintain the contention of
merchants show how costly is the express
services : For a one-hundred-pound pack-
age from New York to Yonkers the express
company charges the shipper 5o cents.
Of this the railroad gets nearly 24 cents;

the company gets a little more than 26
cents, presumably for collecting and deliver-
ing the package. From New York to
Buffalo the charge is $1.25 ; the railroad

gets 6o cents, and the express company gets

65 cents for exactly the same service it
rendered the shipper to Yonkers. From

New York to San Francisco the rate is

$14.50, divided in this way: to the railroad,
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$6.92 ; to the collecting and distributing
company, $7.58.

We are told that the earnings of the

companies range from 43 to 125 per cent.

a year on liberal capitalizations. From 1903

to 1907, inclusive, the Adams Express

Company paid dividends of io per cent.

per annum; and in June, 1907, an extra
dividend of zoo per cent. in bonds was paid.

Wells, Fargo & Co. added, in February,

1910, an extra dividend of 300 per cent. to

its annual io per cent. These figures may

not represent the exact earnings of the
company, but they furnish prima facie
evidence of charges which quite justify
investigation by such a competent body as

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Postal Savings Banks to be Established

OF the laws passed during the last

session of Congress, the one of most

general interest is that authorizing the
establishing of Postal Savings Banks by

the government. Under this law anybody

over ten years of age will be able to open

an account at one of the postal banks. No
deposit of less than $1 will be received,
although the postmaster is authorized to

sell special 10 cent stamps which later may

be turned in after ten have been collected as

a credit of $1 on the depositor's account.

No individual may deposit more than $roo

in any calendar month and no account shall

exceed $500. The government will pay 2

per cent. interest on deposits.

Under the terms of the law it will

remain with the trustees of the postal

savings bank deposits—the Postmaster-

General, the Attorney-General and the Sec-

retary of the Treasury—to decide what post

offices shall be authorized to receive de-

posits. It is not expected that the system

will be applied at the start to all parts of

the country. The main purpose of the legis-

lation is to establish banking facilities for

poor people in parts of the country which

now lack savings depositories. The trustees
may in the beginning, it was said, establish

postal banks in one or two cities of the first

class, in one or two of the second class and

so on down through the several classes.

The trustees then may study the results of

the system for a few months in those special

cases before attempting to apply it more

generally.

The system is designed to draw out the
money which is now hoarded and to en-

courage saving among the poor. It has been

the contention of the President and other

advocates of the bill that the most of the
postal savings bank deposits will consist of
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money that at present never reaches the
banks. On this ground they have argued
that the system about to be inaugurated
would not inter fere with the present bank-
ing business of the country, but would
on the other hand draw out many millions
of dollars which may be used in great
crises.

Record-Breaking Imports of Precious
Stones

T MPORTS of precious stones, as reported
by the customs officials, already have

put above $45,000,000 the valuation for the
fiscal year which will end June 3oth. The
highest prior record was $43,602,476 in
1907. More than 95 per cent. of these im-
ports came through the port of New York,
the local total in 1907 being $41,112,371.

About 85 per cent. of the imports of
jewels in the present fiscal year was made
up of diamonds. One-third of these have
been in the rough. The customs authori-
ties never give information as to the weight
of the rough and the cut stones imported.
Importers say that about 75 per cent. of the
cut diamonds now come from Amsterdam
and Antwerp, in which cities about 13,000
men, women and children are employed in
cleaving, cutting and polishing the stones.

In those cities and in Paris are cut
almost all of the smaller brilliants, which
are classed by the dealers as "melee," and
which are used in great numbers by manu-
facturing jewelers of the Maiden Lane
district.

These stones are made as small as
one hundred to a carat and as a carat is
about the size of a small pea, the work of
putting fifty-eight separate facets on every
tiny diamond is of the most painstaking
character, often ruining the sight of the
wOrkmen.

The diamond dealers in New York say
there is no profit in employing Americans
to cut the smaller sizes and inferior grades.
The workmen here get much higher wages
than those of Europe, and work is made
cheaper there because much of it is done in
the homes.

The United States of South Africa

AN interesting happening of the past
few weeks was the official proclama-

tion of a new state or federation, comprising
four colonies of South Africa, namely the
Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal and
the Orange Free State. The proclamation
was issued in Pretoria where eight years
before the agreement which terminated the
war between the British and the Boers was
signed. The new federation has special
interest for the jewelers by reason of the

fact that it is the greatest diamond and
gold producing country in the world, having
in fact a practical monopoly in diamond
production.

The Government of the federation will
consist of a Governor General and Execu-
tive Council appointed by the Governor and
Senate and House of Assembly. The
Senate shall consist of forty members
chosen for ten years ; eight members being
appointed by the Executive Council, 32 by
the provincial legislatures, 8 by each. The
House of Assembly shall consist of 121
members, comprising 51 from the Cape of
Good Hope, 36 from the Transvaal and 17
each from the Natal and the Orange Free
State. In case of difference between the
two houses, the question at issue shall be
decided by a majority of a joint assembly.

It is a matter of historic interest that
the first Governor General of the new
State is a son of the great statesman,
William Ewart Gladstone, and that the
first Premier is General Louis Botha, one
of the heroes in the Boer forces in their
historic struggle with the British Army.
The territory of the new State covers an
area of about 480,000 square miles and has
a population estimated at 5,500,000 in round
numbers. The most important of the States
or provinces is Cape Colony, which has
considerably more than half the entire area
and not far from half the total population.
The total foreign commerce of the colonies
composing the new State may be put ill
round numbers at over $800,000,000, so
that from the outset it will hold a respec-
table place among the commercial nations
of the world. The United States of
America extends greeting to her younger
sister in South Africa.

Legislation to Abolish Fixed Selling
Prices

BEFORE the adjournment of Congress,
a bill was introduced which has special

interest for the jewelry trade. This
measure is entitled "A bill to prevent trusts
or combinations from controlling the market
value of merchandise, produce and commo-
dities." In the Senate calendar the bill is
known as No. 8503 and in the House
calendar as No. 26,501. The provisions of
the measure are comprehensive in scope, and
apply to individuals and firms as well as
combinations, the purpose being to prevent
the fixing of a selling price on any article
handled in interstate commerce.

Probably no reform established in recent
years appealed so favorably to the retail
jewelry trade as the fixed selling price policy
which effectively equalized competition and
enabled every jeweler who handled a fixed
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price article to secure a fair profit. For
this reason the fixed selling price move-
ment has received the unqualified endorse-
ment of the jewelers' organizations at their
conventions, and the introduction in Con-
gress of the measure above mentioned has
in consequence greatly aroused the trade.
It has been denounced by resolution at the
conventions where its provisions were dis-
cussed, and the jewelers at large have been
called on to use their endeavor to prevent
its passage into law. Such a resolution was
passed at the representative convention of
the Missouri and Kensas Associations in
Kansas City and a similar resolution will
be doubtless be passed by the national con-
vention at Detroit. Now that the retail
jewelers through the medium of organiza-
tion are gradually ameliorating the con-
ditions complained of in the past, it be-
hooves them to be alert that those who
benefited by the former conditions of de-
moralization do not undo the good work
now being accomplished, greatly to the
benefit of all three branches of the trade.

Largest Exports of Manufactures
XPORTS of manufactures in May were
larger than in any earlier month in the

history of our export trade, and for the full
fiscal year 1910 will be larger than in any
earlier fiscal year. The total value of manu-
factures exported in the month of May
was $71,000,000, including in this term
both manufactures ready for consump-
tion and manufactures for further use in
manufacturing, and for the eleven months
ended with May amounted to $699,000,000,
indicating that June, the twelfth month of
the year, will certainly bring the record for
the fiscal year 1910 above that of any of its
predecessors. The total value of manu-
factures exported in the full fiscal year 1907
was $740,000,000 ; in 1908, $75o,o0o,000 ;
in 1909, $671,000,000, and for the fiscal year
1910 seems likely to materially exceed the
high record of 1908. Should the June
exports of manufactures equal those of
May, for which the figures are just at hand,
the total for the fiscal year 1910 would
amount to $77o,000,000. In the eleven
months ended with May manufactures form
44 per cent. of the exports.

Not only will the values of manufac-
tures exported in 1910 exceed that of any
earlier year, but the value of manufacturers'
materials imported will also be larger than
in any earlier year. The total value of
manufacturers' materials imported in the
eleven months ended with May is
000,000, and for the month of May $65,-
000,000, indicating that the total for the full
year will be fully $85o,000,000.
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Minute Numeral Dial
( Montgomery Patent)

WALTHAM
Railroad Dials

Silver Finish Dial

Special attention is called to these new dials suitable for railroad service.

The Minute Numeral Dials are supplied without extra charge, the Silver

Finish Metal Dials at a slight extra charge on the following movements:

18 SIZE AND 16 SIZE VANGUARD
18 SIZE AND 16 SIZE CRESCENT ST.
NO. 845
16 SIZE RIVERSIDE
NO. 645

The dull white silver surface with the bold figures and heavy marks renders these silver finish

dials unusually legible. Practical trials have clearly demonstrated that for the exacting
requirements of railroad service they are much superior to the same style of enamel dials.

The Minute Numeral Dial (Montgomery Patent) was designed by a prominent watch
inspector. The advantage of this dial is that, by means of the minute numerals, the
exact time may be seen at a glance.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Making the Repair Department
Successful

Assuming that the. fundamental rules of
conducting a repair department success-
fully are followed (that is, first class work
and promptness and fair charges) there
is always the possibility of doing more in
this department and if a great enough
quantity of repair work can be secured,
this will prove the most profitable branch
of the business.
Watch repairing in any well established

business is pretty sure to be profitable.
One man can surely earn a fair salary, and
if enough work comes in, two or three
may be employed, but in the shop, there
are many seasons when a man can't earn
his salary unless he can put in his spare
moments at manufacturing or other work.
As a matter of fact, in the ordinary store
in a small city, unless the shop man is an
engraver or unless he will devote spare
moments to refinishing stock or other store
work, it is most likely that the average run

There Is a Right
and a Wrong Way
to Do Everything

YOU might as well have
your jewelry repaired
properly when the cost
is no greater.
II, A good many think that a simple job
like putting a new pin in a brooch can
only be done one way, and that it makes
no difference where the work is done.

111. Next time you have some jewelry to
repair, bring it here and you will see the
difference. We take just as much pains
with a ten-cent job as we would with
one costing as many dollars.

11,Every article of jewelry left here to
repair is polished and refinished like
new, and you will be surprised at the
transformation of some of the old pieces
of jewelry that you are about ready to
throw away.

BLANKS
ST. JAMES : OMAHA

FIG. I

of ordinary repair work will not justify
more than a very meager salary.
A good many jewelers taking their en-

tire repair business, that is watch, clock
and jewelry repairing, will declare that it
shows a good profit, but if they were to
keep a careful shop record, cost of mate-

rial used, etc., a good many would prob-
ably find a loss.
One reason that it is so hard to increase

the run of work in the shop is that people
with small jobs (a ring to sokler, a new
pin on a brooch and similar work) will
step into the nearest store and you will
find many of your best customers having
repairing done at your competitors'.
Of course, extra care in polishing and

finishing will bring results. Money spent
in newspaper advertising, or in any other
way will not begin to bring the same re-
turn as an equal amount allowed in extra
time spent in polishing and refinishing a
ten-cent pin tongue job. Many repair men
make the mistake of slighting the little
jobs.. If they fit a new pin into a brooch,
they figure that they only get ten or fif-
teen cents and that they can't afford to
spend much time polishing it up. It is this
mistake as much as anything that makes
your customers patronize the nearest store.
No piece of jewelry should ever leave a
shop regardless of repairing charge, until
it is as perfectly finished as is possible.
This will prove the fundamental step to
increasing your shop work. Your watch
repair business will build itself. If you
employ a first class watchmaker of pleas-
ing personality your customers will go out
of their way to bring their watch to your
store because it is of greater value than
some little trinket of jewelry, and the
amount involved for repairing is much
greater than for the jewelry work.
As stated above, it is assumed that yo:ir

charges are fair and your service prompt.
Now with extra pains in finishing up
work, you will surely find a gratifying in-
crease in your shop.

Another important thing is intelligent
receiving of work. Don't trust the office
boy to take in work merely because the
amount involved is small. As you esti-
mate the charge, explain the difference be-
tween hard and soft soldering. If a
charge for some piece of work appears
high, explain how it is necessary to re-
move stones and replace them again, or
whatever the cause of the apparent high
charge. Always make a definite price for
repairs at the time the article is left. If
some work you have done does not satisfy
your customer, make it satisfactory, even,
if necessary, at a loss.
A "before and after" display in your

window now and then will attract the at-
tention of people to your repair depart-
ment. Take a number of pieces of jew-
elry ill duplicate (old stock will do) and
display one in a mutilated condition and
the other in perfect new shape. Tag each
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before and after and the cost. For in-
stance, take two set rings, one broken, and
with two or three sets out, and the other
perfect. On the broken one place a tag
reading-, "before" and on the new one, a
tag reading "after, cost 75c."

"It Looks
Just Like
NEW"

This was the expression of a lady when
she called to get a brooch that she had
left here for a new pin.
The brooch was polished and refinished.
The new pin was properly fitted and,
as she said, it was really new again,
and the charge was ten cents!
How many old pieces of jewelry have
you got lying around that a few cents
would make as good as new aid put
into service again?
Collect some of this old jewelry and
bring it down and get an estimate on
the cost of fully repairing.
Our work is above comparison, our
service prompt and our charges
reasonable.

BLANKS
CHICAGO :: :: ILLINOIS

FIG. 2

Your newspaper advertising should of-
fer arguments as to why it pays to bring
repair work to your store. Advertisements
similar to Figs. i and 2 should be run fre-
quently. It should be your aim to show
your customers in every way that you es-
pecially desire their small jobs. By force-
ful arguments in the papers, by catchy
window displays, by intelligent receiving of
work, by reasonable charges and by ab-
solutely first class work, teach them to
come out of their way to have things done
just exactly right.

Undoubtedly nine out of ten jewelers
will find by careful figuring that their shop
is not making them much money, and they
will find that it won't make them anything
unless they can keep their workmen good
and busy all day and every day, and the
only way to do this, is to offer service so
far superior to that of your competitors,
that people will not drop into the nearest
store with their work, but will go out
of their way to you because they have
found that it pays.
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Relations of Manufacturer, Job-
ber and Retailer

Manufacturer, jobber and retailer rep-

resent three distinct branches of business

and each branch assumes a policy which is

flexible enough to suit buyer or seller un-

der different conditions. That is, the man-

ufacturer sells exclusively to the jobber,

unless he has a chance to sell a good retail

bill for cash. The jobber wholesales ex-

clusively unless he can cultivate a little re-

tail trade without his customers finding it

out, and the retailer criticises this state of

affairs and yet helps it along by buying

from the manufacturer whenever he gets

a chance, and by continuing to patronize

the retailing jobber. This condition exists

not alone in the jewelry business, but to a

greater or less extent in all lines. To

eliminate the evils would require either a

closer adherence to the truth by all busi-

ness men (which is unlikely) or an organ-

ization combining all branches so strongly

as to fully protect the honest dealer and

force the unprincipled ones to be honest.

The manufacturer who sells the jobber and

tells the jobber that he does not sell direct

to the retailer, is dishonest if he does sell

the retailer. The jobber who represents

himself as an exclusive jobber and does

retail business is dishonest. The retailer

may well beware of such concerns. There

are dozens of honest manufacturers and

jobbers, and the retailer should protect the

honest jobber and the jobber the honest
manufacturer. No reputable manufacturer

of a line for the jobber has any business
selling direct to the retailer or to the re-
tailing jobber. Both the State and National
Associations declare that the retailing
jobber is a detriment to the best interests
of the trade. Manufacturers should take
them off their jobbing lists and retail jew-
elers should refuse to patronize them un-
til they had quit offering goods at retail.
This would be the first step toward the
regulation of trade, which would be a de-
cided improvement over things as they are
now, but there are a great many other
things to change.
For instance, in the last few years, the

catalogue has greatly extended the limits

of trade for the big city jeweler. This, of

course, has been very hard competition for
the small town jeweler to meet. The great
variety of patterns shown in the catalogue
afford a selection far in excess of his
stock. But he knows that he has a better
opportunity to sell his customers, so be
busies himself studying the big retailers'
catalogue and offers to order any article
shown in the catalogue at the price quot-
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ed. He refers (we will use this as one ex-

ample) to a toilet set. A customer wants

the hair brush to this set. He has seen

the same pattern illustrated in one of his

jobber's catalogues, so he turns to it to

send in the order. To his surprise, he

finds that it will cost him $4.50 less the

cash discount—plus expressage, which will

amount to at least as much as the cash

discount. The retail firm whose catalogue

he has, quotes this brush at the same price,

$4.5o, and prepays the expressage. He is

up against competition that he cannot

meet. He is forced to be dishonest to

make a profit. He must tell his customer

that the brush in the retail catalogue is of

inferior grade when he knows that it is ex-

actly the same. The fact of the matter is

that the manufacturers of jobbers' lines

sell to big retailers direct, thus giving them

an unfair advantage over the small jeweler.

A full-page advertisement of a big retail

jeweler in a prominent magazine last fall

showed fully a dozen articles manufactured

by a firm whose goods are handled by

almost every jobber. A hair brush offered

in this ad. at $4.50 is shown in several Chi-

cago jobbers' catalogues, and listed at $9.

In other words, it costs the small jeweler

just as much as it does the retail customer.

Let the small jeweler write this manufac-

turer requesting to be sold direct, and he

will receive a courteous letter stating that

"we manufacture exclusively for the job-

bing trade. You can purchase our goods

from your jobber." The big jeweler, how-

ever, is a welcome customer and the job-

ber stands for this discrimination without

a murmur.
Of course, there are manufacturers in all

lines who go direct to the retail trade. They

do not seek the trade of the jobber and

they have but one price for large and small

dealers alike. A striking example of the

fairness of this policy was shown in the

same advertisement referred to above, in

which were illustrated three sterling silver

teaspoons of staple pattern. One priced

at $1.25 costs 75 cents—another at 8o cents

cost 50 cents, and the third at 75 cents
cost 47 cents. The small dealer can sell

at these prices, and if placed on an equal

basis with the larger stores, he can com-

pete in every line. He must, however, to
a great extent, depend on the jobber for

certain lines of goods. The jobber's stock

contains the large general assortment

which represents the choice of hundreds of
manufacturers' lines, and it would be im-
possible for any of these single manufac-

turers to travel successfully into smaller

towns. There are enough jobbers in the

country to use their output, and the job-
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bers and retailers alike should demand

that they discontinue the policy of selling

the big retail stores or cut out their line.

If any of the manufacturers happen to get

into the jobber's territory in selling the re-

tailer direct, the jobbers are quick to enter

their objection, but if the store is too large

for the jobber to sell, he does not figure

far enough ahead to see that his customers

in the smaller towns are going to suffer
from these goods being shown in the large
retailer's catalogue.

The first step in the regulation of this

evil is for the retailer to patronize the hon-

est jobber, the one who does no retailing,
and who will protect him against the pos-
sibility of unfair competition, and for the

jobber to patronize those manufacturers
who will stick to their legitimate field, and
will help protect the jobber's customers,
and for the manufacturer to declare his
policy and stick to it without any discrim-
ination. It is not likely that any perma-
nent good can be done unless a joint or-
ganization can be formed. If representa-
tive men from the three branches of the
business would get together and talk over
the undesirable features of the present con-
dition, plans could be formulated for a per-
manent organization which would regulate
things, and be to the decided benefit of all
concerned.

An Historical Window Display

A window display which will attract at-
tention, and which can be easily trimmed
might be called an historical display. Any
jeweler who has been in business for a
good many years has seen the evolution
in every line, but it has been so gradual
that he does not, unless he has given it a
little thought, realize how great this
change has been and how it might be ap-
plied to advantage in advertising. The
first step necessary in preparing for the
"historical display" is to gather together
all the old "relics" possible. Old-time
watches of different periods, old jewelry,
clocks, silverware, etc. After a neat base
of velvet has been draped in the window,
arrange the "relics" along with new goods
of the same class and make descriptive
cards for each. For example, take watches.
Get one watch of as early a date as
possible, another of a later date, and so
on, showing each step up to the most mod-
ern watch. Describe each, giving the date
of manufacture, the number of jewels and
the selling price at that time. You can
easily see that the comparison will show
people that they are getting much better

(Continued on page 1039)
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Leakage in the Jewelry
Business

There is no business of any size that
does not experience during the year a
"leak" of large or small proportion that
no system will fully overcome. Those con-
cerns who have realized this have been able
by careful management to overcome this
loss partially, but there is probably no
business that, when the year is closed, shows
every dollar of profit that the difference
between the purchase price and the selling
price would indicate should have been
earned.

In the jewelry business there is one
source of loss that is not so apparent in
other lines. This is the expense of deliver-
ing goods after they are sold. Paper
boxes, cases, wrapping paper, rubber bands,
twine, etc., are much more of an item of
expense with jewelers than they often rea-
lize. If a jeweler is careless in entering his
expenditures, he is liable to find that some
of these items which are really expense,
have crept into his merchandise purchase
columns. Even, however, if this is not the
case, you will find often that you are using
boxes for articles where the cost of the
box is a big proportion of the amount of
the profit. Another thing is shipping goods
for customers. Suppose you sell a customer
a cut-glass dish for $3 that costs $2, your
profit is 50 per cent. on the cost price. You
ship this for the customer and prepay
express charges which amount to $1. This
is added to the charge of the bowl, making a
charge of $4 and a cost of $3, or only one-
third profit instead of one-half.

Few concerns enjoy an increasing busi-
ness and a similar increase in profits. This
is because prosperity has a tendency to
encourage carelessness and wastefulness.
If you would get all the profits that are
coming to you, you must watch your little
items of expense. Your rent, insurance,
taxes, salaries, etc., cannot be reduced,
therefore you must look .to some other
source for your saving.

If you are considering your repair work
as all profit above the salary of your work-
men, you should class your purchase of
material as an expense item.

Of course there is bound to be con-
siderable depreciation in your stock value
during the year, but you can get some idea
of what this amounts to when you in-
ventory, but the thing that will cause more
wonder and worry at the end of the year
will be your carelessness in entering all
items of expense during the year.

Suppose you have a ten thousand dol-
lar stock and do $15,000 of annual busi-
ness. Your profits on different lines, we
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will say, should average about fifty per
cent. or one-third of the volume of business
$5,000. If you have bought $io,000 worth
of goods during the year and your ex-
penses, as you have them entered, were
$3,500, you would expect to find your stock
on hand still worth $1o,000 and your
business should show a net gain of $15oo.
When you inventory, you find but $9500
stock on hand ; in other words there has
been a leak of $500. How do you account
for this leak?

Above were mentioned some of the
sources of a leak of this kind. Other causes
are breakages. Articles that you have taken
out of stock and kept no record of. Sales
without profit to relatives, etc. Every
business has this leak. Maybe you have
discovered it and have succeeded to a great
extent in eliminating it. In any event this
is an item that must be considered in basing
your cost and figuring your profits. If
you have constantly been trying to sell your
goods on a narrower margin, fearing com-
petition, and your business hasn't been
paying out satisfactorily, you will have to
find some means of stopping this unseen
annual expense or you must make more
profit.

You must figure that every piece of
goods in your stock is worth ten per cent.
above its actual cost to cover delivery ex-
pense, cost of carrying, etc., and your
relatives should expect to pay this advance.
When you personally take an article from
your stock, you should charge it to your-
self on the same basis, so as to have a record
of everything that goes out of your store.
If you do not deem it wise to install rather
complicated systems or records into your
business, at least keep track of the small
details. Keep your expense items all
separate and don't confuse them with ex-
penditures for merchandise.

Don't be afraid to charge a fair profit.
Your competitor is just as anxious to make
money as you are, and unless your average
profit will exceed your cost of doing busi-
ness by a considerable amount, you are not
going to come out much ahead.

Of course you can't charge an
exorbitant profit, but don't deceive your-
self into thinking that if you figure a fifty
per cent. advance on something, that all this
profit is going to be there when the end
of the year comes. Besides the expenses
that you figure during the year, you must
make allowance for pretty nearly ten per
cent. besides to cover those losses of which
you have no record.

Strict attention to such calculations is
absolutely necessary to successful merchan-
dizing.
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An Historical Window Display

(Continued from page 1038)

value today. Clocks may be shown the
same way. Of course, in showing the
watches and clocks, the movements should

be displayed, and, if possible, they should
be running.

Sterling silver offers a splendid compari-
son. Take old hand-made spoons com-
pared with modern designs at a third the
cost. Spectacles also show a marked
change as does silver plated ware. Cut
glass offers a decided contrast in price
from ten or fifteen years ago, and the
changes in jewelry offer an almost unlim-
ited field for the display. It should not be
the intention, however, to show how much
cheaper things are now, but rather how
much better things may be had now at a
certain price. A newspaper advertisement
calling attention to the display might be
worded as follows and run rather as a
reader than a display ad.
"A jewelry history is protrayed in the

window display at Blanks, thii week.
Watches, silverware and jewelry of all pe-
riods during the last century are shown
and it is surprisng to see the wonderful
changes that have taken place. For thirty
or forty dollars a decade ago, a very crude
and uncertain time-piece could be purchas-
ed, while today, even a less amount buys a
watch that keeps practically perfect time.
Like comparisons are shown in other lines.
It is a most interesting exhibit and well
worth walking a long distance to view.
"Mr. Blank has been associated with

jewelry business for fifty years and he says
he conceived the idea of making this
unique display as he thought of the won-
derful transformation during his business
career."

"If your window display is not what
it ought to be, don't spend one dollar in ad-
vertising until you have installed a new
and up-to-date one, the best in your town,"
said W. H. Ingersoll. "You don't neces-
sarily have to have a large window, but you
want one which will display your goods to
their best advantage. A poor window dis-
play costs a great deal more to maintain
than a good one, because a poor display
drives business away, while a good one
attracts it. Another thought—change your
window display at least once a week, and
always have one central feature to it which
stands out head and shoulders above all
else. Use good taste in arranging your dis-
play and above all don't regard the effort
which is necessary to install a good display
as hard work."
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Invitation to Detroit Convention

In the name of the American National

Retail Jewelers' Association I, as the chief

executive, hereby extend an invitation to all

manufacturers, wholesalers and jobbers of

watches, jewelry and kindred lines to be
present at the Fifth Annual Convention

to held at the Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, Michi-

gan, July 26, 27, 28 and 29, 1910.
We desire your presence at this con-

vention. We bid you a hearty welcome.

We ask your co-operation and esteemed
fellowship.

For the first time in the history of trade

organization the annual convention will find

in existence three national associations of

the three branches of trade—manufacturing,

wholesale and retail—and all three will be

represented in this great gathering. Repre-

sentatives of all three will make addresses

on this memorable occasion. The existence

of these associations will greatly facilitate

the solution of all trade difficulties, as they

can meet and act with authority on any

alleged grievances which may materialize

in the course of their business relations.

This convention should mark a new era

of good feeling and of mutual support.
Again we extend to you an urgent in-

vitation to be present at this convention and

we beckon you to come.
Sincerely yours,

J. P. ARCHIBALD,
President American National Retail Jewelers'

Association.

Legal Notice as to Election of Officers

This is the formal and legal thirty-

day notice to all members of the American

National Retail Jewelers' Association that

the regular annual election of officers will

be held on Thursday morning, July 28th, at

10 :30 o'clock at Detroit, Michigan, instead

of the first Tuesday of August as directed

ill the charter of this association. We re-

serve the right to waive this notice to

another hour or to another day of the same

week while this meeting is in legal session.
J. P. ARCHIBALD,

President American National Retail Jewelers'
Association.

Official Programme of the Convention

[By PlIESIDENT J. P. AnottuALI))

The Fifth Annual Convention of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association will
convene at Detroit on Monday evening, July 25th.
The official programme is hereby given in detail.
There may be one or two omissions or additions
to this programme. A number of retail jewelers
have failed to respond to my urgent request to
assign topics for addresses. These have been
omitted from the official list, since the time limit
has expired for their names to appear in the
official programme.

I trust every retail jeweler in the United
States will read this entire programme over with
care. It should appeal to every thinking man.
Notice the veriety of themes and topics that will
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be discussed at this convention. We think we
have a very high class of men to represent the
trade on this programme.

We wish to call special attention to Wed-
nesday, July 27th, which is Manufacturers' and
Jobbers' Day. We will have twelve addresses given
during this day. These men are all presidents or
managers of their respective manufacturing or
Jobbing houses. We wish to emphasize the fact
that we have on our programme for the first
time, the president of the new organization called
the National Association of Manufacturing Jew-
elers. We also have for the first time, the presi-
dent of the National Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion. We contemplate this day to be a revelation
in the trade. We believe that the themes of this
day will open up a new field for our serious
consideration. We believe it will bring the retail
jewelers and the manufacturers and the jobbers
in closer relationship.

Since this is the last issue of the trade
press before the meeting at Detroit, we wish to
urge each State to send its full quota of delegates
to this convention. It is important that each
State should be represented with its full vote.
Do not permit some trivial excuse to keep you
away. It is worth what it will cost you to attend
this convention. The cost of attending this con-
vention will be made up ten times over in your
first year's business. '

We wish to assure every retail jeweler that
this convention will be made up of the best class
of jewelers in the United States. We wish to
assure the retail jewelers of this country that the
men who are addressing this convention are repre-
sentative men.

We invite all retail jewelers of the United
States whether they are delegates or otherwise,
or even if they are not members of any State
association, to be present at this convention. This
meeting is for the upliftng of the jewelry craft
To the jewelers who do not attend the conven-
tions of retails jewelers, we make a strong appeal
for your presence. The day is past when a retail
jeweler can isolate himself in his own community
and think that he can do business. The new busi-
ness methods and selling policies of the present
decade are such that a man must come in touch
with his brothers in the business. These conven-
tions are the college commencements for us.

We invite to this convention all manufac-
turers, wholesalers, jobbers, traveling representa-
tives of the trade, the trade press and the secular
press. The doors of our convention are thrown
wide open to you. We have no secrets to keep.
This convention will be one of business and
pleasure.

If any member owes dues for the past year,
we trust that he will send the amount to his State
secretary at once. We hope every retail jeweler
who is not a member of his State association will
at once send his money to his State secretary and
become a member.

To the retail jewelers of any State not
affiliated with the National Association, we in-
vite you to send $1 to the national secretary,
Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Missouri, and if found
worthy, you will be made a member of the
National Association.

Every retail jeweler is cordially invited to
bring with him his good wife. The jeweler's wife
is an important factor in his business. To her
must be attributed much of the success of our
business. Bring her to this convention.

The City of Detroit is the City by the Lakes
—a most beautiful summer resort. No one need
fear that he will suffer from extreme tempera-
tures. This city is an ideal spot in which to
spend a pleasant vacation. This city has beautiful
parks and waterways. This city has large, com-
modious hotels that can accommodate delegates by
the thousand. This city is a convention city. We
wish to suggest that each person should write for
reservation of rooms at the Cadillac Hotel now.
If you cannot secure rooms at this hotel, they
can be gotten at the Ponchartrain and Tuller and
other leading hotels of the city.

We wish to call the attention of the retail
jewelers of this nation to the large exhibition of
watches, jewelry, silverware, cut glass, tools,
novelties and many other kindred lines in jewelry
that will be on display on the first floor of the
Cadillac Hotel during the entire week of the con-
vention. This should be a treat to every person
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who attends the National Convention. All these
lines will be in charge of experts of the respective
companies. A great fund of knowledge rests in
store for those who make a study of the exhibits.
On Tuesday evening of the convention, these
exhibits will be thrown open to the public between
the hours of 8 and io o'clock. It is expected that
many thousand people will pass through to view
this great exposition of jewelry, diamonds,
watches, cut glass and china. This public exhi-
bition should create a stimulus for the purchase
of goods in the local jewelry stores of Detroit
by the Detroit people. This public exhibition
should also encourage the manufacturers and job-
bers who make a display of goods.

As yet, we have not been notified that there
will be any excursion rates during the week of the
convention. The Chairman of the Transportation
Committee is Charles W. Warren, Detroit, Michi-
gan. Those desiring any definite information con-
cerning transportation should write Mr. Warren.
If excursion rates can be secured, all will be
notified in time.

If any retail jeweler who is a member of the
National Association has not secured his new
door-plate, he should at once send $1 to the
national secretary making the request for a door-
plate. It will be sent to you prepaid. Every
member of the association should have his door-
plate in the most prominent place in his store.
This is the emblem of our fraternity.

We wish to impress upon all retail jewelers
that the organization movement is not at a stand-
still. We believe that a great work has been done
through the various State organizations. We be-
lieve that the National Association has brought
many results during its existence. We are only
in the beginning of our work. The "harp string
of progress" has only been sounded. Co-opera-
tion has been our watchword all these years. We
believe that this is the plan to carry out in a
successful administration.

We wish to thank the trade press for their
hearty support to organization work during. the
year. We wish to thank the trade press, for
their loyal support to the President of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association.
We wish to thank the manufacturers and jobbers
for their words of commendation and for their
hearty co-operation. We wish to thank the many
loyal retail jewelers who have assisted in the
work of the year. These all leave most plesant
remembrances—never to be forgotten.

Again we make our last appeal to you to
be present at this national convention. We wish
it to be a great jewelry trade congress. This it
will be if every retail jeweler does his part. The
success of this great convention rests very largely
in the hands of the delegates. Your presence and
your hearty co-operation is the keynote to the
success of this great meeting. We ask your pres-
ence, your good wishes and your hearty support
in the work of this convention.

Last, but not least, we extend our sincere
appreciation for the good work done by the
Detroit Retail Jewelers' Club. We thank you one
and all.

Programme

MONDAY EVENING, July 25, 1910

Monday, July 25th, 8 to 9 P. M., President's In-
formal Reception in Cadillac Hotel.

TUESDAY, July 26th

9.00 Registration of delegates.
9.30 Music.
10.00 Call to order. Invocation by Rev. George

Ellott, D.D., Detroit.
10.10 Address of welcome by Philip Breitmeyer,

Mayor of Detroit.
10.25 Greetings—Charles W. Warren, Presi-

dent Detroit Retail Jewelers' Club.
10.30 Response--Joseph Mazer, Oklahoma.
10.50 Report of National Secretary, Claud

Wheeler, Missouri.
11.10 Address—"Conquering and to Conquer,"

Steele F. Roberts, President E. P. Roberts
& Sons, Pittsburg, Penna.

I 1.55 Announcement of committees.
12.00 Announcements and adjournment for

lunch.
(Continued on page 1049)
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have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Home
Journal, Good Housekeeping, etc., and will continue to see
them right along.

Annex this valuable publicity to your business by stock-
ing Hawkes Cut Glass. This will focus attention on
you, draw to your store the people who can afford
superior articles, and greatly increase your trade in every
department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass is evident to all.
It is cut from the said blank--not pressed. The difference
in the finished product is unmistakable.

The pressed blank is dull, lustreless, and has the appear-
ance of a cheap, moulded article. It is easily detected by
passing the fingers over the inside which is slightly raised
wherever the cutting is deepest.

Hawk es
Cut Glass
is genuine cut glass, absolutely flaw-

less. It has a brilliant lustre equaled

only by that of the diamond and is as

clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus

insuring a uniform color. This gives

us a distinct advantage over the great

majority of our competitors who have

to buy their blanks from promiscuous

sources.

Pressed or figured blanks are sold to
cut-price department stores. Jewelers
who handle such goods have to meet
this competition, and, at the same time,
cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is not sold to de-
partment stores ; only to the legitimate
jeweler. Hawkes dealers are therefore
protected from price-cutting and are
able to satisfy those critical buyers who
want the best and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut

glass business slip by ? Please write us for further information.

T. G. HAWKES & CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

Grand Prize Paris Exposition
DORRANCE-BATTIN CO., Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
genuine
without

trade-mark
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Invitation to Detroit Convention

In the name of the American National

Retail Jewelers' Association I, as the chief

executive, hereby extend an invitation to all

manufacturers, wholesalers and jobbers of

watches, jewelry and kindred lines to be

present at the Fifth Annual Convention

to held at the Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, Michi-

gan, July 26, 27, 28 and 29, 1910.
We desire your presence at this con-

vention. We bid you a hearty welcome.

We ask your co-operation and esteemed

fellowship.
For the first time in the history of trade

organization the annual convention will find

in existence three national associations of

the three branches of trade—manufacturing,

wholesale and retail—and all three will be

represented in this great gathering. Repre-

sentatives of all three will make addresses

on this memorable occasion. The existence

of these associations will greatly facilitate

the solution of all trade difficulties, as they

can meet and act with authority on any

alleged grievances which may materialize

in the course of their business relations.

This convention should mark a new era

of good feeling and of mutual support.

Again we extend to you an urgent in-

vitation to be present at this convention and

we beckon you to come.
Sincerely yours,

J. P. ARcHinALD,
President American National Retail Jewelers'

Association.

Legal Notice as to Election of Officers

This is the formal and legal thirty-

day notice to all members of the American

National Retail Jewelers' Association that

the regular annual election of officers will

be held on Thursday morning, July 28th, at

10 :3o o'clock at Detroit, Michigan, instead

of the first Tuesday of August as directed

ill the charter of this association. We re-

serve the right to waive this notice to

another hour or to another day of the same

week while this meeting is in legal session.
J. P. ARCHIBALD,

President American National Retail Jewelers'
Association.

Official Programme of the Convention

[By PRESIDENT J. P. Anculuntn]

The Fifth Annual Convention of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association will
convene at Detroit on Monday evening, July 25th.
The official programme is hereby given in detail.
There may be one or two omissions or additions
to this programme. A number of retail jewelers
have failed to respond to my urgent request to
assign topics for addresses. These have been
omitted from the official list, since the time limit
has expired for their names to appear in the
official programme.

I trust every retail jeweler in the United
States will read this entire programme over with
care. It should appeal to every thinking man.
Notice the veriety of themes and topics that will

be discussed at this convention. We think we
have a very high class of men to represent the
trade on this programme.

We wish to call special attention to Wed-
nesday, July 27th, which is Manufacturers' and
Jobbers' Day. We will have twelve addresses given
during this day. These men are all presidents or
managers of their respective manufacturing or
jobbing houses. We wish to emphasize the fact
that we have on our programme for the first
time, the president of the new organization called
the National Association of Manufacturing Jew-
elers. We also have for the first time, the presi-
dent of the National Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion. We contemplate this day to be a revelation
in the trade. We believe that the themes of this
day will open up a new field for our serious
consideration. We believe it will bring the retail
jewelers and the manufacturers and the jobbers
in closer relationship.

Since this is the last issue of the trade
press before the meeting at Detroit, we wish to
urge each State to send its full quota of delegates
to this convention. It is important that each
State should be represented with its full vote.
Do not permit some trivial excuse to keep you
away. It is worth what it will cost you to attend
this convention. The cost of attending this con-
vention will be made up ten times over in your
first year's business. '

We wish to assure every retail jeweler that
this convention will be made up of the best class
of jewelers in the United States. We wish to
assure the retail jewelers of this country that the
men who are addressing this convention i,re repre-
sentative men.

We invite all retail jewelers of the United
States whether they are delegates or otherwise,
or even if they are not members of any State
association, to be present at this convention. This
meeting is for the upliftng of the jewelry craft
To the jewelers who do not attend the conven-
tions of retails jewelers, we make a strong appeal
for your presence. The day is past when a retail
jeweler can isolate himself in his own community
and think that be can do business. The yew busi-
ness methods and selling policies of the present
decade are such that a man must come in touch
with his brothers in the business. These conven-
tions are the college commencements for us.

We invite to this convention all manufac-
turers, wholesalers, jobbers, traveling representa-
tives of the trade, the trade press and the secular
press. The doors of our convention are thrown
wide open to you. We have no secrets to keep.
This convention will be one of business and
pleasure.

If any member owes dues for the past year,
we trust that he will send the amount to his State
secretary at once. We hope every retail jeweler
who is not a member of his State association will
at once send his money to his State secretary and
become a member.

To the retail jewelers of any State not
affiliated with the National Association, we in-
vite you to send $1 to the national secretary,
Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Missouri, and if found
worthy, you will be made a member of the
National Association.

Every retail jeweler is cordially invited to
bring with him his good wife. The jeweler's wife
is an important factor in his business. To her
must be attributed much of the success of our
business. Bring her to this convention.

The City of Detroit is the City by the Lakes
—a most beautiful summer resort. No one need
fear that he will suffer from extreme tempera-
tures. This city is an ideal spot in which to
spend a pleasant vacation. This city has beautiful
parks and waterways. This city has large, com-
modious hotels that can accommodate delegates by
the thousand. This city is a convention city. We
wish to suggest that each person should write for
reservation of rooms at the Cadillac Hotel now.
If you cannot secure rooms at this hotel, they
can be gotten at the Ponchartrain and Tuller and
other leading hotels of the city.

We wish to call the attention of the retail
jewelers of this nation to the large exhibition of
watches, jewelry, silverware, cut glass, tools,
novelties and many other kindred lines in jewelry
that will be on display on the first floor of the
Cadillac Hotel during the entire week of the con-
vention. This should be a treat to every person
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who attends the National Convention. All these
lines will be in charge of experts of the respective
companies. A great fund of knowledge rests in
store for those who make a study of the exhibits.
On Tuesday evening of the convention, these
exhibits will be thrown open to the public between
the hours of 8 and 10 o'clock. It is expected that
many thousand people will pass through to view
this great exposition of jewelry, diamonds,
watches, cut glass and china. This public exhi-
bition should create a stimulus for the purchase
of goods in the local jewelry stores of Detroit
by the Detroit people. This public exhibition
should also encourage the manufacturers and job-
bers who make a display of goods.

As yet, we have not been notified that there
will be any excursion rates during the week of the
convention. The Chairman of the Transportation
Committee is Charles W. Warren, Detroit, Michi-
gan. Those desiring any definite information con-
cerning transportation should write Mr. Warren.
If excursion rates can be secured, all will be
notified in time.

If any retail jeweler who is a member of the
National Association has not secured his new
door-plate, he should at once send $1 to the
national secretary making the request for a door-
plate. It will be sent to you prepaid. Every
member of the association should have his door-
plate in the most prominent place in his store.
This is the emblem of our fraternity.

We wish to impress upon all retail jewelers
that the organization movement is not at a stand-
still. We believe that a great work has been done
through the various State organizations. We be-
lieve that the National Association has brought
many results during its existence. We are only
in the beginning of our work. The "harp string
of progress" has only been sounded. Co-opera-
tion has been our watchword all these years. We
believe that this is the plan to carry out in a
successful administration.

We wish to thank the trade press for their
hearty support to organization work during the
year. We wish to thank the trade press, for
their loyal support to the President of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association.
We wish to thank the manufacturers and jobbers
for their words of commendation and for their
hearty co-operation. We wish to thank the many
loyal retail jewelers who have assisted in the
work of the year. These all leave most plesant
remembrances—never to be forgotten.

Again we make our last appeal to you to
be present at this national convention. We wish
it to be a great jewelry trade congress. This it
will be if every retail jeweler does his part. The
success of this great convention rests very largely
in the hands of the delegates. Your presence and
your hearty co-operation is the keynote to the
success of this great meeting. We ask your pres-
ence, your good wishes and your hearty support
in the work of this convention.

Last, but not least, we extend our sincere
appreciation for the good work done by the
Detroit Retail Jewelers' Club. We thank you one
and all.

Programme

MONDAY EVENING, July 25, 1910

Monday, July 25th, 8 to 9 P. Nr., President's In-
formal Reception in Cadillac Hotel.

TUESDAY, July 26th

9.00 Registration of delegates.
9.3o Music.
10.00 Call to order. Invocation by Rev. George

Ellott, D.D., Detroit.
10.10 Address of welcome by Philip Breitmeyer,

Mayor of Detroit.
10.25 Greetings—Charles W. Warren, Presi-

dent Detroit Retail Jewelers' Club.
10.30 Response--Joseph Mazer, Oklahoma.
10.50 Report of National Secretary, Claud

Wheeler, Missouri.
11.10 Address—"Conquering and to Conquer,"

Steele F. Roberts, President E. P. Roberts
& Sons, Pittsburg, Penna.

11.55 Announcement of committees.
12.00 Announcements and adjournment for

lunch.
(Continued on page 1049)
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have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Home
Journal, Good Housekeet5ing, etc., and will continue to see
them right along.

Annex this valuable publicity to your business by stock-
ing Hawkes Cut Glass. This will focus attention on
you, draw to your store the people who can afford

superior articles, and greatly increase your trade in every

department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass is evident to all.
It is od from the solid blank--not pressed. The difference
in the finished product is unmistakable.

The pressed blank is dull, lustreless, and has the appear-
ance of a cheap, moulded article. It is easily detected by
passing the fingers over the inside which is slightly raised
wherever the cutting is deepest.

Hawkes
Cut Glass
is ,irenuine cut glass, absolutely flaw-

less. It has a brilliant lustre equaled

only by that of the diamond and is as

clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus

insuring a uniform color. This gives

us a distinct advantage over the great

majority of our competitors who have

to buy their blanks from promiscuous

sources.

Pressed or figured blanks are sold to
cut-price department stores. Jewelers
who handle such goods have to meet
this competition, and, at the same time,
cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is vol sold to de-
partment stores ; only to the legitimate
jeweler. Hawkes dealers are therefore
protected from price-cutting and are
able to satisfy those critical buyers who
want the best and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut

glass business slip by ? Please write us for further information.

T. G. HAWKES & CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

 Grand Prize Paris Exposition 
DORRANCE-BATTIN CO., Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
genuine
without

this
trade-mark
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Made for ye housewives of

refined taste at ye silver

shop of

Rogers, Lunt Ef Bowlen Co.
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4282 MIRROR

4289 HAIR BRUSH

4311 COMB

4300 SCISSORS

New York-13 Maiden Lane
Chicago—Heyworth Bldg.
Canada—Kingston, Ont.

9204 MILITARY BRUSH

4301 51;!-1NCH CURVED HAT BRUSH

4:117 BUFFER

4322 PUFF BOX

4328 OINTMENT

4320 NAIL PASTE

4330 TOOTH-BRUSH BOTTLE

4337 COLOGNE

9391 KNIFE FILE

9343 CORN KNIFE

4359 CUTICLE KNIFE

4302 TOOTH BRUSH

The
Twentieth
Century

is the name of one
of our three new
patterns for this
season. The com-
plete line of Toilet
and Manicure Arti-
cles in this pattern
is now ready. The
Twentieth Century
bids fair to be one
of the best, if not
the best, selling pat-
terns we have yet
produced.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. ., ;D:3 ig TIT1v DM OE NNDC .ECO I.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

Get The Pairpoint Quality Craze
and

Consider the Commercial Value
of our

AliLikt\\
(/

Artistic Electric and Gas Portables
in old brass and Antique finish,with
Dainty Hand-Painted Shades of
Exclusive designs.

No. B3058

Photograph Book of Our Complete Line
sent to the Trade on application

The Pairpoint Corporation
ORIGINATORS OF  Factories and Main Offices

Pairpoint Cut Glass NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
 BRANCHES 
New York - - - - 38 Murray Street
Montreal - - - 485 St. Catherine St. west
San Francisco - - 717 Market Street

and

Pairpoint Silver Plate

OS

•

NEW
9 MAIDEN LANE

AGO
103 STATE ST

C
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Y.0 CAN W
Just what you mean by a " monogram " fob if you have BELSCR1PT " MADE WHILE YOU WAIT " Monograms, otherwise your
customer has to guess what you are trying to sell and you have to guess whether you will make the sale—sometimes bad guesses both
ways. If you cannot do better, it is well enough to talk monograms and make sketches, but while you are doing it, the customer changes
his mind and you miss the sale. With Belscript Monograms, you can show the finished monogram then and there and clinch the sale
while the clinching is good. It is the right method as opposed to the wrong method—sales on the spot as against speculating in future
possibilities.
Then, omvenience. No thinking and tinkering. Every conceivable monogram ready with little more trouble than handing it out. Just
like selling rings—not a problem in designing and manufacturing as heretofore.
These reasons compel the progressive jeweler to carry Belscript Monogram Fobs. Don't wait until every one but you has them.
Fall in line now.

COMPLETE BELSCRIPT FOB OUTFITS

including handsome black velvet display pads as illustrated, and other matter, at prices
that are easy on the user and profitable to you.

dA4 irov&3 4, JOSEPH L. HERZOG C& CO.. 
MAKERS OF LK RINGS

oe"

Write for illustrated descriptive price-list

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK

1047

FROM EVERY POINT OF VIEW
LK RINGS

Will Bear Inspection.
And you do not have to use a magnifying glass to see their value.

THE LK MARK

is a big thing here, but a bigger thing on a ring, because it is the final
expression of ring excellence and sums up 24 years' conscientious work in
ring development. We have the best known facilities for making rings,
and the wit and skill to use them to the best advantage. The net result is
LK Rings—always a paying purchase for the retail jeweler.

The blindest man is he who will not see.
Do not shut your eyes to the merits of

LK RINGS

JOSEPH L. HERZOG a CO.
MAKERS OF LK RINGS

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK
Memorandum Packages Sent on Request
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COMING YOUR WAY
Our salesmen will shortly depart for the road with lines of Jewelry, Watches and Diamonds,

such as are seldom shown. Mr. Henry Freund has returned from Europe after making extensive
purchases, and we have been busy in his absence assembling our complete stocks. He, as well
as the other members of our traveling force, will show such an assortment of "Sellers' that it
will be well worth your while to wait with your purchasing until one of them calls on you.

Our goods move quickly and our Trade-Mark "THE ROSE" • insures satisfaction
to you and your customers.

HENRY FREUND C BRO.,
ELK, EAGLE AND MOOSE GOODS A SPECIALTY

"Sellers of Sellers"

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK •

Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Auto-
matic Holder very extensively in
the large Magazines of general
circulation and they have become
so well-known to the general
public that they are staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local
Papers. Send for Them.

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

78 Years' Experience

which goes into every Thimble
which we make. You will see to
it that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM &McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
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Invitation to Detroit Convention

(Continued from page 1040)

5.30 Call to order and music.
1.45 Report of credentials committee, C. S.

Wiley, chairman, Pennsylvania.
2.00 President's address-J. P. Archibald, Penn-

sylvania.
2.35 Address-"The Splitting of Time at the

U. S. Naval Observatory," Andrew 0. Hut-
terly, Washington, D. C.

3.00 Address-"Unmistakable Sings," Senator
Henry Zilliken (jeweler), Wellsburg, West
Virginia.

3.20 Address-"Inspiration and Expression," J.
R. Stebbins, Ashtabula, Ohio.

3.40 Address-"Gems," J. B. Osthoff, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

4.10 Address-"The Men of Jewels," Col. John
L. Shepherd, New York City.

4.30 Announcements and adjournment.

TUESDAY EVENING

8 to io P. m.-Public exhibition of all displays,
at the Cadillac Hotel, for delegates, ladies, visitors
and the public.

WEDNESDAY, July 27th
Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day

9.00
9.30 Call to order and announcements.
9.40 Address-"The Progressive Jeweler," Jacob

Franks, President Rockford Watch Co.
50.05 Address-"Gold Filled Watch Case Guar-

antees from Various View Points," Charles
W. Harman, Secretary Fahys Watch Case
Company.

10.30 Address-"Credits in the Retail Business,"
S. D. Rider, Vice-president South Bend
Watch Co.

10.50 Address -"The Manufacturers' View
Point," Albert M. Dueber, President Due-
ber-Hampden Watch Works.

ILE) Address-"The Old Landmarks," Jacob
Bunn, President Illinois Watch Co.

11.30 Address-"The Fixed Selling Price a Bene-
fit to the Retail Trade," Charles F. Miller,
President Hamilton Watch Co.

11.55 Announcements.
12.00 Adjournment for lunch.
1.30 Call to order and music.
1.40 Address-"Recipes for Power," Robert E.

Budlong, President National Association
Mann facturing Jewelers, Providence,
Rhode Island.

2.00 Address-"The Relation of the Wholesale
Jeweler to the Retail Jeweler," A. G.
Schwab, President National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, Cincinnati, Ohio.

2.25 Address-"The Community of Interests,"
H. A. Bliss, Manager Gorham Silver Com-
pany, New York City.

2.50 Address-"Relations Between Watch Man-
ufacturers and Retail Jewelers," R. A.
Kettle, Waltham Watch Co.

3.15 Address-"Good Fellowship in the Trade,"
Guy V. Dickinson, Vice-President Elgin
National Watch Co.

3.40 Address-"The Relation of the Manu-
facturer to the Public," Robt. H. Ingersoll
(Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bros.), New York
City.

4. to Announcements.
4.15 Adjournment and trolley ride to Park.
6.00 Dinner at Park.

Music.

THURSDAY, July 28th

9.00 Call to order and music.
9.10 Report of Executive Committee.
20 Report of other committees.

(a) Auditing Committee.
(b) Deceased Members.
(c) Committee on President's Address.
(d) National Auxiliary Finance Com.

10.30 Election of Officers.

KEYSTONE

moo Announcements and adjournment for
lunch.

1.30 Call to order and music.
1.35 An opportunity will be given to extend in-

vitations for the next annual convention
city.

2.15 Address-"With What Measure Ye Mete,'
Fred W. Pilcher, Missouri. •

2.35 Address-"Profit and Expense," D. Sharp,
South Dakota.

2.50 Address - "Watchman, What of the
Night?" F. A. Marean, Illinois.

3.10 Address-"Watchmakers' Short Course and
Examination," N. Neilson, Iowa.

3.30 Selection of place for convention.
4.30 Announcements and adjournment.

THURSDAY EVENING

8 P. M. Theatre Party.
9.30 Call to order and music.
9.45 Reading of resolutions.
10.00 Adoption of resolutions.
10.45 Unfinished business.
11.15 New business.
11.45 Farewells.
12.00 Adjournment.
1.30 Boat ride for the afternoon.

Fifth Annual Convention North Caro-
lina Retail Jewelers' Association

The fifth annual convention of the above
organization was held in Greensboro on June
14th and 15th. The convention was formally
called to order by President R. C. Bernau on the
morning of the 14th, but as quite a number of the
members had not yet reached the city, the ses-
sion was informal in character. No effort was
made to follow the regular programme and in-
stead the session was devoted to a uniform dis-
cussion of a number of matters of trade interest.
This departure from the regular order of things
proved highly interesting and instructive and
the session was altogether a most profitable one.

The convention was again called to order at
3 P. m., when over fifty members of the trade
were in attendance, a fairly satisfactory repre-
sentation. President Bernau delivered his annual
address, which covered in detail all the matters
to be considered at the convention. He spoke at
some length on the necessity of a strong or-
ganization as a working basis for any successful
agreement among the members of the trade as to
prices or policy. He complimented the State
organization on its growth in the past five
years and urged on those present the advisability
of working earnestly to make the rate of growth
still greater in the coming years. He contrasted
the limited field of usefulness of a State organi-
zation as compared with the national association
and spoke most encouragingly of the great good
for the trade generally accomplished by the latter
body. Among the reforms secured he mentioned
the growth of the fixed price movement and the
refusal of some manufacturers to sell to mail-
order houses. He advocated strongly uniformity
of price, not only for repairs, but also in the sale
of goods and the maintenance of such prices as
mean substantial profits. More important than
all, he said, was the good feeling created among
the trade by the association and the better under-
standing of the situation obtained by attendance
at the meetings.

A letter from President Archibald, of the
national organization, was then read and its sug-
gestions were given much consideration, chiefly
that in regard to whether watches should be sold
complete or the cases and movements separate.

Vice-president William G. Frazier then de-
livered a very instructive address on organization
and the good which it will accomplish. He
pointed out as an instance of this good the better
feeling now existing between watch manufac-
turers and the trade generally. He recognized
a disposition on the part of these manufacturers
to stick more closely to the jewelry trade and
to give them somewhat more of a square deal
as the medium of distribution of their product.
He also instanced the good feeling existing among
the members of the trade and urged that all
work together to elevate the standard of the
jewelry business, which he regarded as the most
exclusive branch of merchandising.

Then followed a very interestirm discussion

on the question "Shall We Have a Uniform Price
List for Repairs: ' Almost every member present
expressed some views in regard to this matter,
but it was the general belief that the establishing
of such uniform prices was a matter rather for
local associations than for the State organization.
Local conditions, it was understood, would be an
obstacle in the way of general uniformity
throughout the State, but that each town and
city could establish uniform rates for itself.

C. T. Higginbotham, of the South Bend
Watch Co., then delivered his interesting address
on mainsprings. The profuse use of illustrations
added greatly to the instructive worth of the
address, which was listened to with close atten-
tion. The interest taken in it was renected in the
many questions asked the speaker who, in every
instance, furnished lucidly th • information de-
sired.

In the evening the visiting. jewelers were en-
tertained at a banquet at the Hotel Clegg by S.
Schiffman and R. C. Bernau. This social func-
tion proved most enjoyable and the excellent
menu was followed by the customary wealth of
post-prandial oratory, chiefly of an extemporary
character.

Second Day

The morning session was called to order by
President Bernau at 9.30 and the routine busi-
ness of the association was taken up. The or-
ganization was shown to be in an excellent con-
dition financially and the increase in membership
for the year was most gratifying.

Considerable difference of opinion developed
in regard to the question of selling complete
watches or selling the movements and cases
separately, the matter being finally settled by the
adoption of the following resolution:

Resolved, That the delegates to the national
association be instructed by the North Carolina
association to use their own discretion in voting
upon the suggestions of President Archibald rela-
tive to selling of movements in cases complete
or separate.

S. Clay Williams, attorney for the local
association of retail merchants, then delivered an
interesting address on the subject of organiza-
tion. This was followed by what was by all odds
the most instructive feature of the convention,
namely, an address and demonstdation on watch
repairing by President Bernau. Mr. Bernau is
known as one of the most accomplished watch
workers in the United States, his knowledge of
the subject being thorough and masterly. By
actual demonstration he impressed his views
clearly on those present, many of whom were
enthusiastic over the value of the instruction
given. Questions were freely asked and as freely
answered.

C. T. Higginbotham then delivered his sec-
ond address, the subject being "Escapements."
He used the mammoth model with which many
of our readers are familiar and in this way added
greatly to the lucidity of his explanations. Dur-
ing recess a lunch was partaken of and many
of the members took advantage of a car ride
furnished by the North Carolina Public Service
Company.

At the final session the following resolution,
presented by Fred N. Day, was unanimously
adopted:

Resolved, That the retail jewelers of North
Carolina will not buy the product of any whole-
sale house or manufacturer who sells to any other
than a regular retail jeweler ; that the secretary
of this association shall be notified of any such
instances now existing and that he be instructed
to make a full investigation of all cases reported
and notify each member of the association of his
findings.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, Fred N. Day, of Winston-Salem; vice-
president, W. H. Leonard, Salisbury; secretary
and treasurer, W. G. Frazier, Durham. Executive
committee-R. C. Bernau, B. R. Jolly, of Raleigh,
with the officers as ex-officio members. The dele-
gates named for the national convention are:
A. L. Wilcox, B. R. Jolly, W. H. Leonard, R. C.
Bernau, S. Schiffman and A. W. Dula.

The convention next year will be held in
Winston-Salem, the date to be fixed by the execu-
tive committee.

The legislative committee named to look after
legislation of interest to the trade consists of S.
Schiffman, Fred N. Day and Frank N. Jolly.



Invitation to Detroit Convention

Our salesmen will shortly depart for the road with lines of Jewelry, Watches and Diamonds,
such as are seldom shown. Mr. Henry Freund has returned from Europe after making extensive
purchases, and we have been busy in his absence assembling our complete stocks. He, as well
as the other members of our traveling force, will show such an assortment of "Sellers" that it
will be well worth your while to wait with your purchasing until one of them calls on you.

Our goods move quickly and our Trade-Mark "THE ROSE" insures satisfaction
to you and your customers.

ELK, EAGLE AND MOOSE GOODS A SPECIALTY 71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Auto-
matic Holder very extensively in
the large Magazines of general
circulation and they have become
so well-known to the general
public that they are staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local
Papers. Send for Them.

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

which goes into every Thimble
which we make. You will see to
it that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking

(Continued from page 1040)

Call to order and music.
Report of credentials committee,
Wiley, chairman, Pennsylvania.
President's address—J. P. Archibald, Penn-
sylvania.
Address—"The Splitting of Time at the
U. S. Naval Observatory," Andrew 0. Hut-
terly, Washington, D. C.
Address—"Unmistakable Sings," Senator
Henry Zilliken (jeweler), Wellsburg, West
Virginia.
Address—"Inspiration and Expression," J.
R. Stebbins, Ashtabula, Ohio.
Address—"Gems," J. B. Osthoff, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.
Address—"The Men of Jewels," Col. John
L. Shepherd, New York City.
Announcements and adjournment.

8 to 10 P. m.—Public exhibition of all displays,
at the Cadillac Hotel, for delegates, ladies, visitors
and the public.

WEDNESDAY, July 27t11
Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day

9.00 Music.
9.30 Call to order and announcements.
9.40 Address—"The Progressive Jeweler," Jacob

Franks, President Rockford Watch Co.

10.05 Address—"Gold Filled Watch Case Guar-
antees from Various View Points," Charles
W. Harman, Secretary Fahys Watch Case
Company.

10.30 Address—"Credits in the Retail Business,"
S. D. Rider, Vice-president South Bend
Watch Co.

50.50 Address —"The Manufacturers' View
Point," Albert M. Dueber, President Due-
ber-Hampden Watch Works.

11.10 Address—"The Old Landmarks," Jacob
Bunn, President Illinois Watch Co.

11.30 Address—"The Fixed Selling Price a Bene-
fit to the Retail Trade," Charles F. Miller,
President Hamilton Watch Co.

I 1.55 Announcements.
52.00 Adjournment for lunch.
1.30 Call to order and music.
1.40 Address—"Recipes for Power," Robert E.

Budlong, President National Association
Mann facturing Jewelers, Providence,
Rhode Island.

2.00 Address--The Relation of the Wholesale
Jeweler to the Retail Jeweler," A. G.
Schwab, President National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, Cincinnati, Ohio.

2.25 Address—"The Community of Interests."
H. A. Bliss, Manager Gorham Silver Com-
pany, New York City.

2.50 Address—"Relations Between Watch Man-
ufacturers and Retail Jewelers," R. A.
Kettle, Waltham Watch Co.

3.15 Address—"Good Fellowship in the Trade,"
Guy V. Dickinson, Vice-President Elgin
National Watch Co.

3.40 Address—"The Relation of the Manu-
facturer to the Public," Robt. H. Ingersoll
(Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bros.), New York
City.

4.10 Announcements.
4.15 Adjournment and trolley ride to Park.

Dinner at Park.

KETCHAM &McDOUGAILL
MANUFACTURERS

Call to order and music.
Report of Executive Committee.

Report of other committees.
(a) Auditing Committee.
(6) Deceased Members.
(c) Committee on President's Address.
(d) National Auxiliary Finance Com.

Election of Officers.

Announcements and adjournment for
lunch.
Call to order and music.
An opportunity will be given to extend in-
vitations for the next annual convention
city.
Address—"With What Measure Ye Mete,'
Fred W. Pilcher, Missouri.
Address—"Profit and Expense," D. Sharp,
South Dakota.
Address —"Watchman, What of the
Night?" F. A. Marean, Illinois.
Address—"Watchmakers' Short Course and
Examination," N. Neilson, Iowa.
Selection of place for convention.
Announcements and adjournment.

9.30 Call to order and music.
9.45 Reading of resolutions.
10.00 Adoption of resolutions.
10.45 Unfinished business.
11.15 New business.
11.45 Farewells.
12.00 Adjournment.
1.30 Boat ride for the afternoon.

Fifth Annual Convention North Caro-
lina Retail Jewelers' Association

The fifth annual convention of the above
organization was held in Greensboro on June
14th and 15th. The convention was formally
called to order by President R. C. Bernau on the
morning of the 14th, but as quite a number of the
members had not yet reached the city, the ses-
sion was informal in character. No effort was
made to follow the regular programme and in-
stead the session was devoted to a uniform dis-
cussion of a number of matters of trade interest.
This departure from the regular order of things
proved highly interesting and instructive and
the session was altogether a most profitable one.

The convention was again called to order at
3 P. m., when over fifty members of the trade
were in attendance, a fairly satisfactory repre-
sentation. President Bernau delivered his annual
address, which covered in detail all the matters
to be considered at the convention. He spoke at
some length on the necessity of a strong or-
ganization as a working basis for any successful
agreement among the members of the trade as to
prices or policy. He complimented the State
organization on its growth in the past five
years and urged on those present the advisability
of working earnestly to make the rate of growth
still greater in the coming years. He contrasted
the limited field of usefulness of a State organi-
zation as compared with the national association
and spoke most encouragingly of the great good
for the trade generally accomplished by the latter
body. Among the reforms secured he mentioned
the growth of the fixed price movement and the
refusal of some manufacturers to sell to mail-
order houses. He advocated strongly uniformity
of price, not only for repairs, but also in the sale
of goods and the maintenance of such prices as
mean substantial profits. More important than
all, he said, was the good feeling created among
the trade by the association and the better under-
standing of the situation obtained by attendance
at the meetings.

A letter from President Archibald, of the
national organization, was then read and its sug-
gestions were given much consideration, chiefly
that in regard to whether watches should be sold
complete or the cases and movements separate.

Vice-president William G. Frazier then de-
livered a very instructive address on organization
and the good which it will accomplish. He
pointed out as an instance of this good the better
feeling now existing between watch manufac-
turers and the trade generally. He recognized
a disposition on the part of these manufacturers
to stick more closely to the jewelry trade and
to give them somewhat more of a square deal
as the medium of distribution of their product.
He also instanced the good feeling existing among
the members of the trade and urged that all
work together to elevate the standard of the
jewelry business, which he regarded as the most
exclusive branch of merchandising.

Then followed a very interestin,, discussion

on the question "Shall We Have a Uniform Price
List for Repairs: ' Almost every member present
expressed some views in regard to this matter,
but it was the general belief that the establishing
of such uniform prices was a matter rather for
local associations than for the State organization.
Local conditions, it was understood, would be an
obstacle in the way of general uniformity
throughout the State, but that each town and
city could establish uniform rates for itself.

C. T. Higginbotham, of the South Bend
Watch Co., then delivered his interesting address
on mainsprings. The profuse use of illustrations
added greatly to the instructive worth of the
address, which was listened to with close atten-
tion. The interest taken in it was reflected in the
many questions asked the speaker who, in every
instance, furnished lucidly th • information de-
sired.

In the evening the visiting jewelers were en-
tertained at a banquet at the Hotel Clegg by S.
Schiffman and R. C. Bernau. This social func-
tion proved most enjoyable and the excellent
menu was followed by the customary wealth of
post-prandial oratory, chiefly of an extemporary
character.

Second Day

The morning session was called to order by
President Bernau at 9.30 and the routine busi-
ness of the association was taken up. The or-
ganization was shown to be in an excellent con-
dition financially and the increase in membership
for the year was most gratifying.

Considerable difference of opinion developed
in regard to the question of selling complete
watches or selling the movements and cases
separately, the matter being finally settled by the
adoption of the following resolution:

Resolved, That the delegates to the national
association be instructed by the North Carolina
association to use their own discretion in voting
upon the suggestions of President Archibald rela-
tive to selling of movements in cases complete
or separate.

S. Clay Williams, attorney for the local
association of retail merchants, then delivered an
interesting address on the subject of organiza-
tion. This was followed by what was by all odds
the most instructive feature of the convention,
namely, an address and demonstdation on watch
repairing by President Bernau. Mr. Bernau is
known as one of the most accomplished watch
workers in the United States, his knowledge of
the subject being thorough and masterly. By
actual demonstration he impressed his views
clearly on those present, many of whom were
enthusiastic over the value of the instruction
given. Questions were freely asked and as freely
answered.

C. T. Higginbotham then delivered his sec-
ond address, the subject being "Escapements."
He used the mammoth model with which many
of our readers are familiar and in this way added
greatly to the lucidity of his explanations. Dur-
ing recess a lunch was partaken of and many
of the members took advantage of a car ride
furnished by the North Carolina Public Service
Company.

At the final session the following resolution,
presented by Fred N. Day, was unanimously
adopted:

Resolved, That the retail jewelers of North
Carolina will not buy the product of any whole-
sale house or manufacturer who sells to any other
than a regular retail jeweler; that the secretary
of this association shall be notified of any such
instances now existing and that he be instructed
to make a full investigation of all cases reported
and notify each member of the association of his
findings.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, Fred N. Day, of Winston-Salem; vice-
president, W. H. Leonard, Salisbury; secretary
and treasurer, W. G. Frazier, Durham. Executive
committee—R. C. Bernau, B. R. Jolly, of Raleigh,
with the officers as ex-officio members. The dele-
gates named for the national convention are:
A. L. Wilcox, B. R. Jolly, W. H. Leonard, R. C.
Bernau, S. Schiffman and A. W. Dula.

The convention next year will be held in
Winston-Salem, the date to be fixed by the execu-
tive committee.

The legislative committee named to look after
legislation of interest to the trade consists of S
Schiffman, Fred N. Day and Frank N. Jolly.
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LASTING FINISH
is a distinctive feature of our Plain Gold Rings. This and their fineness of metal and shape make themgenuine trade builders because they never disappoint the buyer. He gets a first-class ring and he knows it.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY RING TO BE PLUMP ASSAY
The man who sells Wheeler Rings makes friends of his customers. Let us have your next order.
5 SHAPES — 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K. CASK FOR CATALOGUE OF FANCY RINGS.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING (,0i MAKERS2 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK
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NEW YORK OFFICE OF THE KEYSTONE
Room 1102 JEWELERS' BUILDING, 9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK, June 28, 1910.

At a meeting of our Board
Scholarships of Directors of the Jewelers'
for Jewelers Board of Trade, held on June

9th, a communication was re-
ceived from the Pratt Institute offering five
scholarships to the Board and the directors passed
the following resolutions:

WHEREAS, Pratt Institute is maintaining a
course in jewelry and silversmithing on a thor-
oughly practical, professional and trade basis, and

Whereas, It is important that apprentices
should have the opportunities afforded by this
course to the end that they may become skilled
and thus help to maintain a high standard as
workers in jewelry and silversmithing, and

Whereas, the Trustees of Pratt Institute have
generously placed at the disposal of The Jewelers'
Board of Trade, of New York, five scholarships
of two years each for a period of five years, mak-
ing ten annual scholarships after the first year,

Be It Resolved, That the Directors of The
Jewelers' Board of Trade, of New York, thank-
fully accept and avail themselves of the privilege
of distributing these scholarships to deserving
young men.

Be It Further Resolved, That this matter be
referred to our committee on good and welfare
with instructions to formulate plans to bring
these scholarships to the attention of manu-
facturers, and to make rules insuring a constant
supervision by the Committee for the Board of
Trade.

This is of great interest to the members
and in accordance with this resolution the Good
and Welfare committee will formulate plans to
bring these scholarships to the attention of the
manufacturers.

The matter of increased
Express Rates express rates was also brought

before the board in a com-
munication received from the Associated Com-
mercial Organizations of the United States and
the following resolution was passed:

WHEREAS, Some of the express companies
have recently increased their rates on jewelry
packages shipped from Eastern points, and

Whereas, The rates generally charged by
express companies appear to be excessive as com-
pared with the services performed, and

Whereas, A committee of Associated Com-
mercial Organizations of the United States has
been formed for the purpose of presenting a
petition to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
praying for an exhaustive investigation into the
whole question of rates and practices of express
companies to the end that fair and equitable rates
and practices may be established,

Resolved, That The Jewelers' Board of
Trade heartily approves of the formation of this
committee and pledges its support to carry out
the purposes of the conference held in the rooms
of the Merchants' Association of New York, on
May nth, Iwo.

Merchants' reduced rates to New York city
from Trunk Line and Central Passenger terri-
tories have been authorized for the Fall, 1910,
Meetings of The Merchants' Association of New
York. The special rate will be a fare and one-
half for the round trip, being granted on the cer-
tificate plan. The rates will be effective from
each territory on sixteen selling dates, arranged
in four series of four each, as follows:

Trunk Line territory—July 16-19, inclusive;
Aug. 13-16, inclusive; Aug. 27-30, inclusive; Sept.
10-13, inclusive, with fifteen-day return limit.

Central Passenger territory—July 9-12, inclu-
sive; July 23-26, inclusive; Aug. 6-9, inclusive;
Aug. 20-23, inclusive, with thirty-day return limit.

The States of New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, a large part of West
Virginia, Virginia north of and on the line of
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia, is a rough geographical de-
scription of Trunk Line territory. The rate does
not apply from points less than 100 miles from
New York city.

The Central Passenger Association has juris-
diction over points west of (but not including)
Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Suspension Bridge and
Salamanca, N. Y.; Pittsburg and Allegheny, Pa.;
Bellaire and Marietta, 0.; Wheeling, Charleston
and Huntington, W. Va., and points on and north
of the Ohio River and east of the Mississippi
River, and south of an imaginary line from Keo-
kuk, Ia., to Chicago, Ills., including Cincinnati,
Louisville, all towns in Kentucky on the Chesa-
peake and Ohio Railway, St. Louis, Keokuk, Chi-
cago, Southern Peninsular of Michigan, and Ca-
nadian towns on the Michigan Central Railroad
and the Wabash Railroad.

The Merchants' Association of New York re-
duced fare circular, which will be issued the lat-
ter part of this month, will also announce that
during the present Summer Season Tourists'
Fares, somewhat lower than the merchants' fare
and one-half on the certificate plan, will be in
effect to New York from portions of Central
Passenger territory, principally the western sec-
tion, the return limit on the tickets being thirty
days. The circular will suggest that merchants
in Central Passenger territory coming to New
York consult their ticket agent to learn if the
Summer Tourists' fare has been authorized from
their town and, if so, if it is less in amount than
the merchants' rate.

The Southern Jewelry Travelers' Associa-
tion, which was organized some months ago, held
its first annual outing and clambake on Satur-
day, June 18th. Some thirty members and
guests were in attendance. The party went by
the Sandy Hook boat to Atlantic Highlands,
viewing enroute the naval parade in honor of
Colonel Roosevelt. On arriving at the Highlands
the party was taken by train and trolley to
Pleasure Bay, in the vicinity of which the outing
was enjoyed. Various sports were indulged in,
chief of which was a baseball game, after which
a fine dinner was served. The party returned by
train, which arrived at Jersey City late in the
evening.
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Morris Lissauer, southern salesman for
Louis Strasburger's Son & Co., is spending a va-
cation at Atlantic City. Mr. Lissauer is the
popular vice-president of the Southern Jewelry
Travelers' Association.

A. Eliassof, manufacturing jeweler, So Nas-
sau Street, has moved -into larger and better
equipped quarters on the second floor of the same
building. Increasing business necessitated this
change of quarters.

Louis Kahn, of L. & M. Kahn & Co., sailed
ifKoarhnEurope last month, accompanied by Mrs.

Among the prominent trade visitors to the
city last month was Leonard Krower, well-known
wholesale jeweler of New Orleans, La. Mr.
Krower's business has expanded very materially
in the past few years, necessitating continued en-
largement of his quarters. While in this city
he made extensive purchases of goods and also
secured considerable skilled help for his enlarged
establishment in New Orleans.

The United Self-winding Electric Clock Co.,
of Manhattan, was recently incorporated to manu-
facture electric self-winding clocks. The capital
is $ioo,000 and the incorporators are C. P. Baw-
man, A. J. Bawman and M. N. Leavenworth.

The Jewelers' 54-Karat Club, which had ar-
ranged for its annual outing last. month, has
postponed same until July 23d.

The Maiden Lane Outing Club held its sum-
mer outing at Staten Island on Saturday, June
4th. The programme was of the usual character,
comprising games and sports of many kinds. A
dinner was served to the party at Bachman's,
after which the return journey was made.

Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co.,
182 Broadway, sailed for Europe last fnonth. Mr.
Nissen, who was accompanied by his wife, will
make an investigation while abroad as to the
methods employed in smuggling gems with a
view to prevention.

Leopold Lehman has withdrawn from the
firm of Lazarus, Rosenfeld & Lehman, importers,
of this city. The title of the firm will hence-
forth be Lazarus & Rosenfeld, and the business
will be conducted as heretofore.

M. Goodfriend, of Goodfriend Bros., 9
Maiden Lane, sailed for Europe last month and
will remain abroad six weeks. He will spend
some time in the Paris office of the firm and
visit the various European markets.

M. J. Averbeck, io Maiden Lane, attended
the National Wholesale Jewelers' Association
meeting at Cincinnati last month.

The National Electroplaters' Association of
the United States and Canada held its first annual
smoker at Schuetzen Hall, this city, on Friday,
June loth. The function proved most enjoyable,
the programme including lunch and a vaudeville
entertainment. This organization is ranidly in-
creasing in membership and exnects soon to have
suitable permanent quarters for its own use.

Louis Cohn, of Henry Freund & Co., 71 Nas-
sau Street, attended the annual meeting of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association of Cin-
cinnati last month. Mr. Cohn was elected first
vice-president of the organization.

Moses Sachs, a jewelry salesman on the
East side, was murdered on June 17th and his
lifeless body placed in a trunk, which was found
in the hallway of a house on Goerck Street. It
was only a short time before the body was found
that Sachs' two sons, Isidor and Moses, Jr., had
gone to police headquarters to report that their
father had left home the day before with $2000
worth of jewelry in his possession and had not
returned. The police found that the rope-bound
trunk containing the body had been left at 51
Goerck Street by an expressman. The janitress,
not knowing to whom it belonged, asked the
police to remove it. The trunk was taken to
the nearest police station, where the body, bent
double with the head against the knees was dis-
covered in the trunk. Examination disclosed that
Sachs had died of a bullet wound in the head, the
pistol having been thrust into his ° mouth and
pointed upward. 

S. H. Ashe, salesman for the Roy Watch
Case Co., 23 Maiden Lane, and Miss Florence
Sitnonson were married on June 6th. They spent
a three weeks' honeymoon among the Thousand
Islands.

(Continued on page 1051)
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Exclusive Pattern in Electro-Plate
This sample toilet set, from our new line for the coming season, shows our success in duplicating sterling silver richness of

design and finish in our well-known

POOLE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE

3008

This beautiful sample set will impress on you the importance of becoming acquainted with our new line, which is exactly
suited to the demands of the trade and public at this time, comprising originality and art in design, sterling richness in
finish, high durable quality and

MODERATE, QUICK-MOVING PRICES

Poole Silver Company,
Pacific Coast Agents : M. SELLER & CO., Portland, Oregon ; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.
New York Office : I West 34th Street Boston Office : Room 809 Jewelers' Building

Manufacturers of
FINEST QUALITY OF
ELECTRO-PLATE Taunton, Massachusetts
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A. R. Katz, of A. R. Katz & Leudan Co.,
left June 7th on the steamer Kaiser Wilhelm II
on a visit to the European diamond markets and
will be gone about two months.

At a meeting of the finance committee of
the Jewelers' Board of Trade, held April 28,
1910, it was decided to address a communication
to the members of the board for the purpose of
having them vote for or against a proposition
to change the dates of issuing the ref ei ence book.
This proposition was submitted to the members
and 391 replies were received, as follows : T.vo
hundred and fifty-one for March 1st and Sep-
tember 1st; eighty-six no choice; fifty-four
January 1st and July 1st, etc. Therefore, in ac-
cordance with this vote, the boLk will be issued
on March 1st and September 1st. The next is-
sue of the reference book will therefore be Sep-
tember 1, 1910.

N. E. Treat and C. G. Mergue, the western
and eastern representatives of the Gorham Co.
in its leather goods department, he just re-
turned. from extensive trips and report very en-
couraging conditions for the continued demands
of goods made of leather. Travelers both on
land- and sea more and more during the vaca-
tion season demand an increasing number and
variety of articles for their comfort or as a
matter of necessity. The Gorham Co. are con-
stantly adding to their lines and the growth
of the leather department is most impressive.

Simon Terrace and his brother-in-law, M.
Cohen, 281 Grand Street, were brought before
Magistrate Harris, in the Essex Market police
Court, on a charge of violating the gold stamp-
ing law of New York State. The proceedings
were instituted at the instance of the National
Stamping Law Committe, who found that they
had made and sold bracelets stamped 14-karat
which assayed between 5 and zo karats. They
were held for trial at special sessions by the
magistrate, bail being fixed at $300.

Aisenstein & Woronock, the jewelry jobbers,
of 22 Eldridge Street, are celebrating the 25th
anniversary of their business. Beginning in a
very small way with only two watchmakers as
their entire working force and in one small room
they have gradually increased their business until
now they employ 40 people and occupy a build-
ing comprising 6000 square feet of floor space.
They do a large mail-order business with the
jewelry trade and keep in close touch with their
distance customers at all times by means of
personal correspondence and monthly bulletins.
They state that they have on their books the
accounts of a great many jewelers who have done
business with them constantly during the whole
period of 25 years that they have been in busi-
ness. To commemorate this anniversary they
will issue in a short time an attractive catalogue
which they will call their "Anniversary Cata-
logue."

Jos. L. Herzog & Co., 45-51 Rose Street, are
now furnishing with their Belscript Monogram
outfits a large display easel for showing the
monograms made up. It is made of handsome
black silk velvet and from a gold rod at the
top of the easel hung half a dozen silk ribbon
fobs with various styles of monograms. Though
these monograms have been on the market but a
short time their sale has been very large as they
can be put together in but a moment's .time and
do away with the delay in connection with order-
ing a monogram having to be made to order at
some distant factory.

Vigorous Anti-smuggling Campaign
Inaugurated

Rewards Offered and Preventive Legislation
Sought

Precious stone importers have started a.s
active campaign to reduce the amount of whole-
sal esmuggling that is done every year despite
the vigilance of the customs inspector. Diamond
smuggling has ever been one of the problems of
the customs service, they claim, but during the
past few years it has grown alarmingly and is
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doing great harm to the trade. While no definite
figures can be obtained, the importers believe that
many million dollars worth of gems are brought
into this country annually without payment of
duty. By offering large rewards for information
leading to conviction of smugglers, the importers
hope to reduce the practice to a great extent.

Rewards which will in no case
Reward Offered aggregate less than $2,500,

were announced last month by
the Precious Stone Importers' Protective Asso-
ciation, which was formed last winter for the sole
purpose of reducing the amount of smuggling by
a number of prominent New York jewelry im-
porters. They believe that the smuggling of
jewelry is being done in most cases for business
purposes and the jewels thus received free of
duty are being sold at a much less rate and
tend toward a lowering of the standard main-

lied by jewelers all over the city, and in fact
the entire country.

The association, in making the annourcement
of rewards for information leading to the convic-
tion of smugglers, stipulated that the offense must
be committed before May 1, 1911, and that the
prosecution proceedings must be begun within
six months after the commission of the offense.
To receive the reward a claim must be filed within
half a year after the conviction. The associa-
tion will undertake the prosecution of the smug-
glers and has employed an attorney for that pur-
pose. They will go to the limit in pressing the
cases, and with the large number of convictions
that are expected to follow the importers antici-
pate that the alarm will spread and the practice
will cease.

The large rewards for the information will
in the opinion of the association, produce a sort
of spy system which will greatly aid the customs
inspectors in uncovering cases of attempted smug-
gling. The rewards will be upon a basis of ten
per cent. of the foreign market value of the
goods smuggled, with the minimum reward not
less than $2,500.

Ludwig Nissen who sailed for
Legislation Europe last month, is presi-
Sought dent of the Importers' Protec-

tive Association. A if r e d
Krower, vice-president of the association, said
that the importers have decided upon offering
rewards for information leading to the conviction
of smugglers as a step directly in line with their
support and campaign for the Vreeland bill in
Congress. This will come up before the next
session and the importers are confident that it
will be passed. The bill provides that every
dealer in precious stanes must keep a record of
diamonds or other jewels which he buys and sells,
and must have his books open for immediate in-
spection, when called upon to explain a sale or
purchase of certain goods which are suspected
of being smuggled.

The text of the bill is as follows:

A Bill to Regulate the Importation of Precious
Stones, and for Other Purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, that from and after the
passage of this act every person engaged in the
business of importing or dealing at wholesale or
retail in diamonds or precious stones shall, imme-
diately upon receiving such goods, either im-
ported, purchased in this country, or consigned,
enter in a book for that purpose a record of all
diamonds or precious stones so imported or pur-
chased by him or consigned to him. If such dia-
monds or precious stones are imported by him,
he shall state in such hook the name of the
shipper, the date of purchase, the price paid there-
for, the name of the vessel by which imported,
and the date of entry at the custom house. If
said goods have been purchased from or con-
signed by importers or dealers in this country,
he shall enter in said book the name of the per-
son or firm from whom the goods were purchased
or by whom they were consigned, the date of the
purchase, and the price paid. He shall also enter
in said book the names of the persons to whom
he has sold any of said goods and the date of
sale. He shall also state in every case, whether
of sale or purchase, the quantity bought or sold,
and such description of the goods as will identi-
fy them by commercial names and by weight
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in carats. The term "precious stones" as used
in this act shall include diamonds, rubies, sap-
phires, emeralds and pearls. The provisions of
this section shall apply to all stock on hand at the
time of the passage of this act, which must be
inventoried in the book herein provided for in
like manner as if subsequently imported, pur-
chased or consigned.

Sec. 2. That the book directed to be kept by
Sec. 1 shall be written in the English language,
and shall be kept at the office where said im-
porter or dealer transacts business, and shall be
at all times open to the inspection of officers
of the revenue; and such importer or dealer shall
at any time, upon the written order of the col-
lector of the port or collection district in which
such business is carried on (which order must
recite that it is made by special authorization and
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury), fur-
nish to the revenue officer who presents such '
order a written copy or transcript of all or any
portion of said book, which transcript shall be
verified by the oath of said importer or dealer
that the transcript so furnished is in all respects
correct and true, and said importer or dealer shall
at the same time exhibit to such officer, and to
any expert accompanying such officer, any dia-
mond or precious stone shown by said statement
to be in his possession.

Sec. 3. That the terms "firm" and "person"
used in Sec. 1 and 2 of this act shall include all
copartnerships, associations and corporations.

Sec. 4. That every person who makes a false
entry in the books provided for in Secs. 1 and 2
hereof, or omit any entry hereinbefore required
to be made, or who causes or procures the same
to be done, or who fraudulently cancels, obliter-
ates, or destroys any part of said books, or re-
fuses to provide and keep said books, or refuses
to produce the same when required by any officer
of the revenue, or to furnish the copy or trans-
cript hereinbefore provided for, or to show an
officer of the revenue or expert accompanying said
officer the precious stones described in said state-
ment on demand, shall be fined not less than
$500, nor more than $5000, or imprisoned not less
than six months nor more than two years.

REWARD
For the Conviction of

Smuggling Precious Stones

The Precious Stone Importers' Protective

Association hereby offer a reward for infor-

n. Ition leading to the arrest and conviction of

any person smuggling precious stones for

business purposes.

The reward will be xo% of the foreign

market value of the smuggled goods, but in

no event less than the sum of Twenty-five

Hundred Dollars ($25oo).

The reward will be paid upon the con-

viction of the offender, provided that the

commission of the offense shall have takett

place before May I, 1911, and prosecution

proceedings are commenced within six months

after the commission of the offense and reward

is claimed within six months aEte. conviction.

For further particulars address George

Whitehead, Secretary, 12 John Street,

New York.

LUDWIG NISSEN, Pres.
GEORGE WHITEHEAD, Sec.
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Diamonds

LOur latest direct importation of diamonds-,,has reached us. It represents the choicest
selections from the great markets of
Europe, purchased at lowest cash prices,
which enable us to offer jewelers
unequalled opportunities.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO

July, 1910 THE
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WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
ROOM 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, June 28, 1910.

The closing days of June re-
Business Outlook flected considerable improve-
and Crop ment over the business condi-
Conditions tions of the previous month.

All fears of a general
tightening up of money in Chicago and Western
financial circles seem to have dissipated them-
selves, and all the leading mercantile agencies
credit the money market in Chicago and the West
with being easier at the present than it has been
for several months. One fact is strikingly
noticeable among the jewelry jobbers of the
West, namely, that business confidence among
them is gaining in strength every day. Doubts
and uncertainties as to future business do not
seem to be in evidence anywhere. Manufactur-
ing agents who visit this section are emphatic
in their predictions as to the future. They admit
that while the jobbers have bought rather freely,
there has been a general tendency not to buy
beyond immediate needs. Ordinarily this might
be construed as proving a lack of confidence on
the part of the buyer. Such, however, is not the
case. Jobbers are simply making progress slowly
but the more certainly. Their stocks are now in
better shape than they have been for years.
Goods that have been in stock for years have
been worked off in one way or another. They
have bought carefully up to the present time
with an apparent desire to fill immediate needs
only, and they will buy somewhat later than usual
for the fall and holiday trade or rely upon re-
orders. Conditions such as these are eminently
satisfactory. They bespeak no temporary booni
or season of cheap credit and over-buying with
their contingent harmful after-effects, but instead
indicate a careful and certain business awakening
brought about by a general revival of confidence
and activities in all lines, backed up by sure, sane
and conservative business methods. The jewelry
trade in this Western country is now approaching
the healthy prosperity of which conditions such
as now prevail here are the harbingers. As
corroborative evidence of these expressions, con-
sider the present status of collections. They are
invariably excellent; in fact one large Chicago
jobber has stated that he has never seen collec-
tions better than they have been during the past
month. This may not, and no doubt is not, the
experience of all Western jobbers, but it is never•
theless true that complaints about collections are
conspicuously absent.

The large retail stores in Chicago report a
good business. There has been a healthy demand
for seasonable goods and the prospects for the
future are excellent. The advent of seasonable
weather has done much to stimulate business in
all lines and this has made a perceptible difference
in the retail jewelry business.

Western crop conditions are most excellent.
The harvesting season has fairly begun in Okla-
homa and has reached the Kansas line and for
some time to come the reports from the harvest
field will be studied as closely as those from the

baseball fields. The June report of the depart-
ment. of agriculture states that there is
promise of the largest spring wheat, oats and
barley crop ever produced in this country. There
is a proviso to the report, however, and that is
that none of the mishaps occur such as droughts,
deluges or untimely frosts which the bears in
the pit dread so much and which the bulls make
the most of. But since this report was issued
everything seems to have been comparatively
serene. Rain is needed in several sections of
the West and Northwest, but there is no alarm
over a drought as yet. Corn is later this year
than last. Because of the cold weather it was
late in being put into the ground, and after it
had sprouted the continued cold retarded growth.
Consequently replanting has been necessary in
many places. But warm days are in sight now
and with ordinarily favorable weather the crop
should produce equally as well per acre as
last year.

Early in June the Cincinnati Enquirer, one
of our most conservative dailies, printed an ex-
tensive report on the crop outlook in twenty-
two States in the Mississippi Valley. This report
was compiled after a thorough canvass of every
agricultural section in these States by staff cor-
respondents. The report is most promising. Its
recapitulation shows that approximately I 15,-
000,oco more bushels of corn are in sight this
year than last and 35,000,000 more bushels of oats.
Kansas and Nebraska were unfortunate with their
fall-sown wheat, and both have heavily increased
their corn acreage, and Kansas quite as much her
oat area. Texas and Oklahoma show enormous
increases of corn acreage, Texas Jo per cent.
and Oklahoma almost as much. This is due to
the vast expansion of agricultural interests in
those States and the breaking of new ground.

Several Southern States have added to their
corn acreage hundreds of thousands of acres.
This is the result of the diversification of
crops, which has taken quite a hold on the
South in recent years. Particularly is this true
of the increase of Southern corn acreage. In-
deed, so great is the enthusiasm of South Carolina
that the agricultural interest there have adopted
a slogan for this year : "Fifty million bushels
of corn in 1910." The record yield for that State
is 37,000,000 bushels. With her increase of
320,000 acres and an expected yield above the
average—for the condition of corn in the South
is much more favorable than north of Mason and
Dixon's line at this time—there is every reason
to believe the 50,000,000 bushel crop will be made.
Tennessee, North Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Georgia and Alabama also show large increases
of acreage. But Texas leads with 400,000 acres
more planted than in 1909, and Missouri is next
with an increase of 394,604 acres. Corn is crowd-
ing King Cotton closely on his Southern throne.

The Chicago branch of the International
Harvester Co., whose crop reports are considered
the most extensive and authoritative of any cor-
poration in the world, has also compiled and
issued a report over the signature of its general
manager. It confirms the government reports and
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is in harmony with report quoted above. These
indications all go to prove that nature and the
natural resources of this great Western country
will contribute graciously to a bountiful crop
which is the cornerstone of our national prosperity.

Arrangements for Chicago's
Chicago first demonstration of the re-
Market Day sources of the home market by

way of an exhibition in the
retail stores progress satisfactorily. The Market
Co-operation Committee of the Chicago Asso-
ciation of Commerce has settled the essential
terms with the State Street Association, and it is
agreed that the week of August 15-20 shall be
designated as Chicago market week, wherein the
windows of the retail stores of the downtown
district shall be displayed goods made or con-
trolled by Chicago manufacturers. Extensive ad-
vertising will be given this project by the
Market Co-operation Committee, which will issue
to Ioopoo country merchants a special illustrated
booklet demonstrating Chicago to be both the
Great Central Market and Great Central Summer
Resort.

Jewelry traveling salesmen
A New Hotel who visit cities in Illinois will
Liability Law be interested in learning the

details of a law recently passed
by the Illinois Legislature limiting the liability of
hotelkeepers to $250 ill case of thefts or loss of
baggage, etc., while guests at a hotel in this State.
It succeeds a law which has been on the statute
books of this State 48 years and few of the travel-
ing public know of its existence. The old law
made hotelkeepers responsible for all valuables
left in their care by guests. All a guest had to do
was to turn over his valuables and money to the
clerk, who would put it in an envelope and place
it in the hotel safe. That done, the responsibility
was up to the hotelkeeper. Now, it is different.
A guest entering a hotel late at night with a
grip or trunk full of valuables must get a special
contract for its care from the hotelkeeper him-
self before the latter is responsible. It is no
longer sufficient to turn them over to the clerk
or even to get a receipt from the clerk. A
"special contract" from the hotelkeeper is what
the new law provides. If the guest simply turns
them over to the clerk to be taken care of, he can
recover only $250, in event that any are lost or
stolen. One other important difference is that the
new law contains a regular table of baggage
values, limiting the responsibility of the landlord.
The landlord, according to this law, shall not be
held responsible for more than $150 for a trunk
and its contents left in his care, not more than
$50 for valises and traveling cases and their con-
tents, not more than $to for boxes, parcels and
packages and their contents, and not more than
$50 for "all other miscellaneous effects, including
wearing apparel and personal belongings."

More than 1,500 corporations
Many in Chicago and within the juris-
Corporations diction of Internal Revenue
Fail to Report Collector Henry L. Hertz are
Under New Law each subject to fines of from

$5,000 to $topoo because they
have failed to file returns of their financial condi-
tion and earnings with the revenue collector under
the provisions of the corporation excise tax. In
addition to the fines provided for by law for de-
linquents, each negligent corporation, it is de-
clared, is also subject to a penalty of 5o per
cent. additional tax. Collector Hertz has already
sent out warnings to the delinquents, yet many
have not heeded the notice. The collector has
sent out his final warnings. The new letters to de-
linquents in addition to calling attention to the
previously stated penalties, state that unless the
corporation submit their,reports to the collector
of internal revenue within ten days after July
nth, another 5 per cent. will be added to the
penalty tax and interest of i per cent a month
will also be collectible. Under the law which
provides for a taxing of corporations to the
extent of i per cent. of the gross earnings above
$5,000 every corporation should have filed a return
with the Internal Revenue Collector of each
revenue division showing financial status, earn-
ings, and other details, on or before March 1st
of this year. "The penalties are severe and
should be severe if the law is to be made en-

(Continued on page 1057)
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SOMETHING ABOUT
DIAMONDS

The selling of diamonds is
only half the game—the other
half is the buying. So don't
watch your diamond sales with
any sharper eyes than you
watch your diamond "buys."

Don't blame the diamonds or
the sales until you have satis-
fied yourself that you and
the buying are not at fault.
Modern salesmanship is one
of the brightest gems in
modern merchandising, but
never forget that it gets its
brilliancy from safe buying.

There is many a jeweler who
keeps wishing that he could
improve his diamond sales.
He invariably buys diamonds
with a bit of uncertainty and
is therefore compelled to sell
them with more uncertainty.

Half of your success in buy-
ing diamonds is to know where
you get the best "certainty"

value for your money. The
other half consists in buying
there. It's a simple proposi-
tion, but it spells SUCCESS.

We have built our diamond
department on "certainties"
and "confidence"—not only
gained, but maintained. The
best expert judgment and 43
years of active business
experience stand behind
every diamond we sell.

Just now we have an excep-
tional line of "certainties" in
half, three-quarter and carat
sizes in all grades. You can
hunt for diamond bargains in
every nook and corner in the
diamond buying field, but you
can't beat these "certainty"
bargains.

There's your opportunity.

Norris, Alister &Co.
Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Illinois
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forceable," said one revenue officer. "However,
as this is the first year of the law's application,
it is quite likely the government will be lenient to
a considerable extent."

News From the Trade

Window thieves threw a brick through the
window of Charles J. Simons & Bro.'s store, No.
3020 East Ninety-second Street, and secured
about $1oo worth of diamonds and jewelry.

John V. Deeny, a retailer of Marinette, Wis.,
well-known to the Chicago jobbing trade died
very suddenly at his home June 15th. He had
been in business for many years at Marinette,
Wis. and Menominee, Mich.

NI. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., watch
jobbers, left the middle of the month on a visit
to his fruit farm in Montana.

Louis Manheimer left late in the month for a
three months' sojourn in Europe.

The Chicago offices of the American Optical
Co. have been moved from the Chicago Savings
Bank Building to the twelfth floor of the People's
Gas Light Building, Adams and Michigan Ayes.

Miss Charlotte Virginia Thearle, only
daughter of Fred G. Thearle, of C. H. Knights-
Thearle Co., was married June 14th to Henry D.
Sulcer at the home of the bride's parents.

Louis Engel made a trip to New York early
in the month in the interests of the diamond
department of A. C. Becken Co.

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., de-
livered an address before the joint convention of
Missouri and Kansas Jewelers at Kansas City late
in the month on "How to Increase the Repair
Department," an account of which will be found
in another section of this issue.

Julius Kohler, a prominent jeweler of Fort
Smith, Ark., who was well and favorably known
to the Chicago jobbing fraternity was killed in a
runaway accident near his home June 15th. His
wife and child were also in the accident but
escaped unhurt.

The E. Howard Clock Co. recently installed a
large self-winding balcony clock in the new
Casino at Lincoln Park.

Ike Kuh, with A. W. Sproelinle & Co., en-
joyed his annual vacation in Colorado.

Holsman 8z Alter, Chicago jobbers, are placing
a new watch on the market called the "La Salce.'
It is made in 6, i6 and 18 sizes.

Jos. A. Salick, a jeweler at Watertown, Wis.,
died at his home June 14th, at the age of 55 years.
He was formerly in business at Appleton, Wis.

Will H. Beck, a prominent jeweler of Sioux
City, Ia., stopped off in Chicago several days on
his return from an Eastern trip.

Miss Margaret Adele Seymour, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Seymour, was married the
past month to F. Thomas Morris at St. Peter's
Episcopal Church.

The International Silver Co. have leased the
tenth and eleventh floors of the Kesner Building
which is now under course of construction at
Madison Street and Wabash Avenue. It is ex-
pected that the building will be ready for occu-
pancy September 1st. A number of jewelry job-
bers intend leasing space in this building.

H. J. Kleckner, formerly with C. D. Peacock
and later with E. V. Roddin, is now connected
with the Fred D. Jones Co., of New York.

Geo. H. Thomas, Chicago and Western repre-
sentative of the Shepard Manufacturing Co.,
has on exhibition in his office in the Heyworth
Building, the official badge of the Triennial Con-
clave of Knights Templar which takes place in
this city in August. The badge is a very elabor-
ate one and consists of five pieces in three sections.

The annual convention of the Wisconsin Re-
tail Jewelers' Association takes place in Mil-
waukee, July 12th, 13th and 14th.

Gus. Weinfeld, formerly traveler for the
Stein & Ellbogen Co., and now with L. Gutmann
& Sons, Cincinnati, spent a week in Chicago call-
ing on his friends.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been notified
that Robert King will shortly open a store at
Cheney, Kan. He was formerly in the material
business at Wichita, Kas.

P. Savolainen, of Virginia, Minn., was a
visiting buyer on the local market late in the
month.

F. E. Blackburn & Co. have recently issued
a handsome booklet showing the latest designs in
fraternity emblems.

The Becks Jewelry Co., of Michigan City, Ind.,
formally opened their new store early the past
month. Miss Kate Becks, who manages the busi-
ness has shown much enterprise in selecting the
location and appointments for the new store,
which is a vast improvement over the old location.
Beautiful souvenirs were given away at the open-
ing and fully one thousand people visited the store
on the opening day.

F. B. Harris, of Lincoln, Neb., spent several
days on the local market while on his way East
to board a steamer for a three months' European
trip. His wife and son accompanied him.

A. J. Ludwig, a retailer at Waterloo, Ia., was
in Chicago on a buying trip late in the month.
Mrs. Ludwig accompanied him.

Chas E. Thistle, salesman with Woodstock-
Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Co., of Kansas City,
was married June nth to Miss Emogene Barton,
at the home of the bride's parents in Kansas City.
Mr. Thistle is well-known in the Chicago trade
and has many friends who extend him best wishes
for much happiness.

Two men and two women who entered and
left Waukegan in a big automobile held up C. F.
Ingalls & Bros.'s jewelry store about 9 o'clock
on the night of June i8th and stole 4000 wGrth
of diamonds and a quantity of money. The
automobile was stopped at the nearest corner
and the two women got out and entered the
jewelry store. One of them asked permission
to use the telephone and the other engaged the
one clerk in the store in conversation. The
machine was then driven to the front of the
store and the two men entered. They drew
revolvers and began ransacking the jewelry eases.
Seventy-five diamond rings were taken and all
the money in the cash drawer. The quartette
then left the store, entered their machine and
drove away rapidly.

Window thieves, who have comnitted many
depredations in Chicago during the past year,
especially within the loop district, Pgain broke
loose last month. A half dozen or more of
such cases have been reported to the police
during the last two weeks. The store of C.
Izenstark & Sons, 96 Van Buren Street, was a
victim the middle of the month. Apparently the
thieves waited for an elevated train to pass
and then amid the rattle and rumble of the
wheeles threw a heavy hammer through the
window and secured about $3oo worth of dia-
monds. The store of A. A. Bastar, on West
Twelfth Street, had a similar experience, as did
a number of stores on South Halsted Street.
The police are of the opinion that the same
gang of thieves is doing all the work. Thus
far the police have been unable to uncover any
clues, but they have redoubled their efforts and
strenuous efforts will be -made to put a stop to
their depredations.

H. G. Schramm, the well-known western
traveler for the Stein & Ellbogen Co., returned
early in the month from an extended Pacific
Coast trip and enjoyed a much-needed rest be-
fore starting out again.

John R. Lilja, the veteran diamond buyer
for Benj. Allen & Co., returned early in the
month from the European diamond markets.

C. Pierson, formerly watchmaker for Rowe
Bros., and J. M. Washburn, formerly with the
American Clock Co., have entered into a partner-
ship under the name of the Racine Watch Co.,
and will conduct a watch and jewelry business
at 4547 Racine Avenue.

Sam Wechter, of S. Wechter & Co., is on an
extended European trip.

Isidor Wiggenharn, a well-known western
jewelry traveling salesman, died at his home in
Waterloo, Wis., early last month. He was 43
years of age.

The McIntyre Watch Co. has received the
completed plans for its factory which will be
located at Kankakee, Ill., and the work of con-
struction will be commenced shortly.

E. Strassburger, a North Clark Street
jeweler, will install a street clock in front of
his store. The clock is the product of the
Seth Thomas Clock Co.
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E. A. Gardner, western representative of
E. A. Bliss & Co., is in Europe on a pleasure
trip. Mrs. Gardner accompanies him.

"Jim" Donnelley, western traveler for A. W.
Sproehnle & Co., enjoyed his annual vacation at
his old home in Lancaster, Pa., during the past
month.

The western office of Robt. H. Ingersoll &
13ro. has been moved from the Masonic "I' emple
to the seventh floor of the Powers Building.

Miss Irene Eppenstein, daughter of M. C.
Eppenstein, of the Illinois Watch Case Co., was
married early the past month to Leo B. Simon-
son, of New York. The wedding, which was
a very elaborate affair, took place at the Eppen-
stein home in Elgin. The bride is the only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eppenstein and is
well known in social circles in Chicago and Elgin.
Mr. and Mrs. Simonson will spend their honey-
moon in Europe, after which they will make
their home in New York.

Herbert Crompton, buyer for the L. B. Bau-
man Jewelry Co., of St. Louis, was in Chicago
on a short visit with his parents.

John G. Leiner, of the clock and silver
department of Benj. Allen & &Co., was married
June 22d to Miss Martha Wells, of Goderich,
Ontario, Canada. The wedding took place at
the bride's home. Mr. Leiner has a host of
friends in the Chicago and western trade who
will be pleased to receive this intelligence and
who will join in wishing him abundant happiness
and success. THE KEYSTONE wishes to join in
these expressions. Before returning to Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. Leiner will visit eastern Canadian
points on their honeymoon.

W. C. Penfold, of Leary & Pen fold, of
Providence, R. I., spent several days in Chicago
during the past month. He made -a western
trip in the interests of fall business.

A. G. Cole, formerly in business at Mount
Carroll, Ill., has moved to Jacksonville, Fla.,
to engage in the jewelry business.

Among the Chicago jobbers who attended
the jobbers' convention at Cincinnati the past
month were B. C. Allen, A. W. Sproehnle,
Harry Cohen and Fred G. Thearle. They were
loud in their praises of the success of the gath-
ering and of the entertainment accorded them
by the Cincinnati jobbers.

Maurice Paxson, formerly in the jewelry
business in Chicago, died early in June at Eden,
N. Y., his old home. He was 43 years of age.
A year or so ago his health failed and last sum-
mer Ile moved back to his old home. He had
been in Chicago twelve years.

S. E. Dickson, formerly the Chicago and
western representative of the Adelphi silver Co.,
has resigned that position to become the Chicago
and western representative of the John T.
Mauran Manufacturing Co.

Frank Loedicke has opened a new jewelry
store on North Avenue, near Cleveland Avenue.

Carl Oesterle, of Joliet, Ill., was in the city
early in the month purchasing a complete set of
new fixtures which he will install next fall.

The recently organized firm of Slade &
Weadley has been changed to a corporation, with
a capital stock of $21,000. H. M. Tenney has
been admitted into the business. Mr. Tenney
was formerly a traveler for Lapp & Flershem.
He will work. in his old territory.

David Rosenblooln, a retail jeweler at 1230
South Halsted Street, has filed a petition in
bankruptcy alleging liabilities of $22oo as
against assets of $400.

R. A. Kettle, of the Waltham Watch Co.;
G. V. Dickinson, of the Elgin National Watch
Co.; Jacob Franks, of the Rockford Watch Co.,
and Ernest M. Lunt are the members of the
Chicago trade assigned to the programme at the
Detroit convention of retail jewelers which
takes place July 25th to 29th.

The H. S. Diamond Co. has been incor-
porated to do business in this State. The capital
stock is $5000. H. Schwartz, of 903 Heyworth
Building, is president of the company.

The jobbing trade here has been notified of
the dissolution of the partndrship conducted
under the name of Hass & Parker, at Wagoner,
Okla. M. G. Parker will continue the business

Time, tide and test have told the true tale
of the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get
the genuine.—Adv.
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THE NEW INTERCHANGEABLE CHARM
CONTINUED APPLICATION of thought and energy to the maintaining of
a live line, combined with the highest standard of quality, will eventually lead to
success. Therefore, keep your emblem stock well supplied with salable goods from

ManufacturersIrons & Russell Co.of Emblems
Chicago Office THREE COMPLETE STOCKS New York Office
131 Wabash Ave. 11 Maiden Lane

Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A New Line of Gentlemen's Tie Clasps
Every pattern is attractive and they will prove

GREAT SUMMER SELLERS

2324 2317

r.

2326 2305

The above cut shows only a few of the large number of patterns in this line. They are of the regular " S C&, C " SOLID
GOLD FRONT HAND ENGRAVED GOODS and are backed by our guarar tee.

Ask Your Jobber for Them

SMITH & CROSBY FACTORY

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Joint Annual Convention Missouri and Kansas Retail
Jewelers' Associations

The joint convention of the Missouri and
Kansas retail jewelers and the Missouri opticians
was held June 20th, 21st and 22d at the Balti-
more Hotel, Kansas City, Mo. It was the great-
est gathering ever held in the history of the
organizations of the two States. The programme
carried out was of unusual interest and value and
the Kansas City jobbers were royal in their
entertainment of the visitors. Over two hundred
retail jewelers and opticians were present, which
constituted the largest convention ever held in
these two States.

The reports of the officers of the various
organizations showed them to be in most excel-
lent condition both as regards finances and in-
creasing membership. The report of the secre-
tary of the Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association

• was especially gratifying. It showed that during
the past year seventy applications for member-
ship has been received and that there was a sub-
stantial amount in the treasury to take up the
work of the coming year.

The Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association
voted to affiliate with the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, which is a great step
in advance for this organization. The Missouri
opticians met in the forenoons and the
jewelers of the two States held joint sessions
in the afternoons.

At the opening sessions of the jewelers'
meeting P. S. Harris, of the mail-order
house of Harris, Goar & Co., Kansas City,
presented a paper on "Advertising." The
selection of Mr. Harris for a place on the
programme of the convention was criticised
by some, who believed that a retail jewelers'
convention was not the place for the ex-
ploitation of a mail-order concern, and more
especially for a criticism of the business
methods used by the legitimate jewelry trade
in its efforts to combat the mail-order busi-
ness. The majority of the jewelers, how-
ever, viewed the address as instructive from
an educational standpoint and as the per-
sonal opinion of the head of a large mail-
order concern which naturally would be in
opposition to policies of legitimate jewelers.
While the speaker took the liberty on several
occasions to digress from his assigned sub-
ject long enough to administer what might
be termed a verbal castigation to those manu-
facturers and jobbers who have taken a stand
against mail-order houses, this was viewed as an
unwarranted attack, not substantiated by facts.
Stripped of this biased verbiage, however, there
were many good points ' which every retail
jeweler can profitably take to heart. This was
the first occasion since the organization move-
ment was launched that an exponent of the
mail-order plan of conducting a business has
ever appeared before a convention of jewelers.
It was a bold and novel plan, and as President
Claud Wheeler remarked after its delivery, Mr.
Harris was placed on the programme with the
sole idea of affording the jewelers an oppor-
tunity of listening to the other side. As far as
the mail-order business is concerned, no better
defender of this faith tould have been selected.
The address was listened to with respectful at-
tention despite its occasional stinging candor.

At a later session L. A. Sackett, sales man-
ager of the Rockford Watch Co., and Howard
C. Carpenter, sales manager of the South Bend
Watch Co., replied to Mr. Harris's address.
They both took radical exception to some of
Mr. Harris's remarks and emphatically denied
the inferential attacks made upon their com-
panies by Mr. Harris.

are the activity of the capital invested and the
lasting qualities of the goods sold. To illustrate,
the ordinary family will use a sack of flour a
week. The grocer invests approximately $1.50
and sells at a profit of 15 cents a sack. That
money is invested and re-invested fifty-two times
a year at a gross annual profit of over 500 per
cent. This line of reasoning will apply to a
certain extent to the grocer, dry goods, clothing
and drug stores and anywhere the goods are
used up and must be bought again. I believe that
the assessed valuation of the jewelers in Em-
poria is well up to that of the grocery stores
and you know how often a jeweler turns his
stock. Summing this idea up, it simply means
that it is fair that we have a better profit. Now
in urging a better profit, I do not mean robbery.
But you ought to have a good average profit
and when you sell some staple for about what
it costs you at the factory, you must make it up
on something else.

"In speaking of profit, how do you gauge
the value of an article. Do you add a certain
per cent. to the cost? I want to suggest to you
that the cost of an article is not always a true
gauge of it's value. To illustrate: Swamp Root

the Missouri Association, spoke on "Business
System." His remarks showed a careful and
painstaking study of this all-important subject
and it proved of unusual interest and value. Mr.
Range's excellent address will be published in
full in our next issue.

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild Sr Com-
pany, Chicago, the veteran tool and material
dealer, read a most helpful and instructive paper
on "How to Increase the Repair Department,"
published on page 1107 of this issue.

Tuesday morning's session was given over
entirely to Missouri opticians. Ludwig Schultz,
of Appleton City, spoke on "The Blessings of
Vision"; Dr. W. F. Bailey, of Kansas City, on
"Strabismus and Ocular Paralysis," and C. A.
Jarvis, of Kansas City, on "Eye Accommoda-
tion"

organization, presented the time-
jhttiheooewnnored president's report. Instead, they pre-

either President Wheeler, of the Missouri
ers' Association, nor President Armel, of

sented a few timely suggestions. President Ar-
mel, of Kansas, spoke very encouragingly of
the future of his organization and stated that
many improvements had been brought about dur-

ing the past year in the way of altering trade
abuses, through the efforts of the State or-
ganization. President Wheeler referred as
follows to the Missouri organization:

"It is very gratifying to me to know
that the Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers
has grown as it has in the two years that I
have served as your president. Yet I fear
that I have not done all I could have done.
There are so many good jewelers in the
State who should be in this society, but the
efforts I have made failed to interest them.
I want to assure you I have tried. My heart
has been in the work and I have given it lots
of time. I wanted to be worthy of the honor
conferred on me and the expression of con-
fidence you gave in twice electing me presi-
dent of this organization.

"During the past year I have not known
how to go after the man who is not a mem-
ber of the society. Formerly we argued the

s'n benefit of organization in promoting our wel-
fare and securing the needed reforms in the
trade. This is no longer a subject for dis-

cussion. Everybody knows it and the fellow who
does not come into the association and help by his
presence or financial contributions is either an
entirely dead one or realizes that the workers and
helpers cannot possibly secure to themselves these
various benefits without getting him an equal
share. I have also discovered a field of mission-
ary work for some of the trade journals. Ac-
tually, I have been surprised to find how many
pretending jewelry merchants do not subscribe
for a trade journal. What chance have we of
making a member of a man who does not even
read about the business?

"The Missouri Society continues among the
leaders of the national association both in num-
bers and work done. We must strive to main-
tain our position and it means work for all of
us. Officers alone cannot do much. I am very
grateful for the assistance I have had during my
time as president, but without meaning to criti-
cise, I hope you will do more to help my suc-
cessor with the work. There have been many
times when the work was discouraging and
seemed to promise little. There is an indifference
that there should not be. It is not alone in
Missouri, I dare say, not as bad in Missouri as
in some of the States. Even the officers in some
States seem to be indifferent except at meeting
time. You may be surprised to know that I have
written as many as six letters to the secretary of
a sister State organization and have not had a
single reply.

"I want to tell you how to help in the work
which we are organized to do. You do not have
to make speeches. All you have to do is go
home and conduct your business on the plan of
the Golden Rule. My experience and observation
in the organization work convince me that we
have not so much to fear from the mail-order
houses and department stores as we have of one
another. We have made out one another thieves

C. E. RANGE H. L. RAINES
President Missouri Jewelers' Ass'n Secretary Missouri Jewelers' As

Making Business Pay

The afternoon session was opened with an
address by C. J. Ricker, Emporia, Kans., on
"Making Business Pay." He spoke in part as
follows :

"Profitable business propositions are based
upon the gross amount of business done—the
gross profit—the cost of doing business, and
from these you get the net result or profit. Two
elements which surely ought to be constantly
watched, but which are many times overlooked

is said to cost the makers less than io cents per
bottle. We pay $1.00 for it. Other patent medi-
cines are as profitable. Are the people being
robbed? I have seen statements, signed by
people I know, saying that certain remedies had
done them good beyond the power of Toney
to pay. If these people think this, what is the
real value of the drugs? I want to illustrate
this a little further and in another way. A friend
of mine sold a ladies' suit for $36 that cost
him $12. In a discussion of what I called high-
way robbery he told me that my wife could not
buy the material at retail and have the suit made
for much if any less than the price at which
he had sold it. Then he explained to me the
alteration costs, the necessary reductions in price
upon those left when the best were picked out
and convinced me that considering the profit
upon the lot of suits, it was reasonable. Another
illustration : If I should come to you and have
you make me an alarm clock or possibly a 7
jeweled watch, what would you charge me for
them? Fifty times what you sell them for to-day
would not cover the cost and they would not
compare with to-day's product. The Standard
Oil Co. has reduced the cost of its products a
great deal, but not so much but it could reduce
them a great deal more if it wanted to do so.
In other words, while it has helped the people it
has helped itself more. To a great extent we
jewelers pass everything in the way of a reduc-
tion in price along to the consumer. It's simply
up to you to do some figuring.

Claud Wheeler, President of the Missouri
Retail Jewelers' Association, read a very inter-
esting and instructive paper on "Cost of Selling,"
published on page 1063 of this issue. Mr. Wheeler
has made a special study of this subject for
several years and formulated his address after
a systematic investigation.

Claude Range, the newly-elected president of

(1059)
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and humbugs until I am astonished that the public
retains any confidence. If a man buys a watch
of another jeweler and comes into your store
with it you gain nothing by telling him he has
been cheated; that you would have done better,
etc. You may discredit the other jeweler, but
have done yourself no good. He may bring the
watch to you later to be repaired and if it stops
from some cause he will go to some other jeweler
and find out that you are a fraud. Boost your
own business with all the power that is in you,
but do not knock another jeweler or his work.
Your business will be much more substantial if
built by your own efforts than if built upon the
ruins of some business you help tear down.

"Strive to be better business men. Study the
principles of business and apply them. i was very
much humiliated recently while talking with the
representative of a very large concern which
manufactures a line of goods which most jewelers
handle. It is not a line, however, that is in any
way dependent upon jewelers. It is a house
which gives a low net cash price. I asked him
why they did not place the line with more
jewelers; why they did not solicit more business
from jewelers. "Too much risk," he said, "our
prices are very close and we must have the
money and cannot carry a customer." Continuing,
he said, "You know the average jeweler is not
a merchant." Do you want to know why we do

not always buy as low and therefore find diffi-

culty in selling as low as some stores which we

criticise? The answer is found in the remarks

I just quoted. Whenever we conduct our busi-

ness in a way that the manufacturing world and

wholesalers generally see that we are up on busi-

ness principles and are applying them strictly as

up-to-date merchants, we will have all the advan-

tages which others now seem to have.
"The dues of this society should be $3.00 a

year instead of $2.00. The organization cannot

be maintained along the policies adopted last

year and under which this meeting is held unless

you do raise the annual dues. It surely is worth

25 cents a month to every jeweler in the State

to have the organization. If the benefits are not
worth many times that amount the whole thing

is a failure and you had as well disband. Aside

from the work which is being done in correcting

trade abuses the organization is worth many times
its cost to every member. Attending one meeting
will repay you many times. If a jeweler gets no
good out of these organizations it is his own fault.

"I expect to see Missouri have ten votes in
the national meeting this year and I hope there
will be twenty-five or thirty there to decide how
the votes shall be cast. There seems to be an
understandng that only delegates should go to
the national meeting. Every retail jeweler in the
country should go. Each State has one vote for

each twenty members
there is no limit to the
trom any one State. I
represented."

or fraction thereof, but
number which may attend
want to see Missouri well

Repair Charges

Anderson Blanton, of Paris, Mo., read an
interesting paper on "Repair Charges," in which
he stated that the average jeweler did not pay
enough systematic attention to his repair depart-
ment. He strongly advocated the establishment
of a uniform schedule of repair charges compiled
with special consideration to the size of the cities
in which they are to prevail. He said:

"One of the most essential things in the de-
partment is to make a thorough examination of
the job before making a price to the owner, and
I believe it a good idea to examine the watch
before the eyes of the man, as it impresses him
that you thoroughly understand the business and
instills a confidence in him he otherwise may not
have. I think it very poor policy to accept a
watch from a customer, put on your eyeglass
and scan the watch, look wise and tell him it
needs cleaning or possibly a jewel is broken or
maybe the fourth pinion is bent, and you will
put it in order for a dollar and a half, when
seven out of ten times he is not satisfied with
such an examination and feels you are not inter-
ested enough in the work to look the watch over
carefully and perhaps you may do the repairing
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lin as careless a manner. Again, how many have

taken watches on such an examination and when
going over it afterwards found cracked plate
jewels, loose pallet stones, bent pivots, escape-
ment out of order and either call to the customer
for more charges or do perhaps $3.00 worth of
work for only $1.50. Never make a second
charge. If you agree to repair the watch for a
certain amount do not tell him you found extra
work to be done and will have to make extra
charge; it impresses him either you are
trying to work him or don't understand your
business.

"As to the charges that should be placed on
work we find about as great a variance as there
are kinds of work. For instance, one man
charges 50 cents, another 75 cents, another $1.00
and still others $1.50 to clean a watch. What
would seem at first thought to be a fair price
in one locality would be a losing proposition in
another, but I don't believe anyone makes money
cleaning a watch for less than $1.50. In order
to get at the cost to turn out the work, let us
figure what it costs in a small town and the cost,
of course, will be more in proportion in larger
towns or cities. Labor is the greatest expense
and a watchmaker draws from $18.00 to $2500
per week. Rent, heat and light come in for their
share, varies according to size of town or city,
interest on investment, tools, bench, etc., and de-

preciation of same. In looking over my repair
register I find the greater per cent. of watches
need cleaning; second, mainsprings; third, bal-
ance jewels; fourth, balance staffs ; fifth, bent
fourth pinions; sixth, roller jewels.

"Calculating workmen on a basis of $20.00 per
week and eight hours per day, we find labor costs
41 cents per hour; rent, heat, light, on basis of
$36.00, 15% cents hour; interest on tools, etc. and
depreciation, 2 1/3 cents per hour ; material, as
alcohol, benzine, oil and paper, 3 1/3 cents; totai,
61 1/3 cents per hour.

"Now the average time to clean a watch is
one hour and you will lose probably twenty min-
utes in taking in watch, looking it over, checking
and recording and find we have I 1-3 hours in-
vestment, which costs 81 1/3 cents, and if we are
getting only $1.00, have not made any money,
counting responsibility in holding and risk of
breakage while in our possession, while at $1.50
would be making fair profit; high grades should
be $2.00. Then comes mainspring, average time
required, twenty minutes taking in, checking, put-
ting in mainspring and recording, find 1/3 hour
time at 61 1/3 cents, our labor will be 21 cents
with spring at 121/2 cents and we have 33rA cents
expense and allowing for breakage a charge of
$1.00 is too small, while $L5o would be a profit-
able job; to and 21 jewel should be $2.00. B.d-
ance jewels, genuine, cost $2.00 to $4.00 and ex-

amination, fitting jewel, recording, etc., will take
thirty minutes, % hour's work at 61 1/3 cents
per hour will be 31 cents, I jewel 25 cents, total
55 cents. The general price is $1.00; high-grade
$1.50. Balance staff, average $2.50 dozen, genuine
and require about x hour's time for examination,
fitting, adjusting, assembling and recording and
find expense I hour's work 61 1/3 cents, staff 25
cents, 86 cents, and we get $2.00 to $3.50, accord-
ing to grade; $2.50 is the general price, for high
grades $3.50. Bent fourth pinions take up twenty
minutes for examination, straightening, polishing,
assembling and recording, and we have 1/3 hour
expense, or 21 cents, and we charge $1.00, which
is small charge, as we risk breaking pivot and
then must put in new pinion. Roller jewels cost,
genuine, 6o cents dozen and require hour's
time to complete. Our expense, including jewel,
is 35 cents, and $1.00 general price.

"I might go on down the line and figure out
various kinds of work, but this would be imposi-
tion on your valuable time and I believe a tabu-
lated schedule should be adopted by a committee
appointed for this work and suggest the com-
mittee be selected, one from city of first class,
one from city of third class and one from fourth
class city or country town, and trust the sense
of this convention will be toward establishing a
uniform price list. This uniform price list can
never become a realization unless we can have
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and humbugs until I am astonished that the public
retains any confidence. If a man buys a watch
of another jeweler and comes into your store
with it you gain nothing by telling him he has
been cheated; that you would have done better,
etc. You may discredit the other jeweler, but
have done yourself no good. He may bring the
watch to you later to be repaired and if it stops
from some cause he will go to some other jeweler
and find out that you are a fraud. Boost your
own business with all the power that is in you,
but do not knock another jeweler or his work.
Your business will be much more substantial if
built by your own efforts than if built upon the
ruins of some business you help tear down.

"Strive to be better business men. Study the
principles of business and apply them. I was very
much humiliated recently while talking with the
representative of a very large concern which
manufactures a line of goods which most jewelers
handle. It is not a line, however, that is in any
way dependent upon jewelers. It is a house
which gives a low net cash price. I asked him
why they did not place the line with more
jewelers; why they did not solicit more business
from jewelers. "Too much risk," he said, "our
prices are very close and we must have the
money and cannot carry a customer." Continuing,
he said, "You know the average jeweler is not
a merchant." Do you want to know why we do

not always buy as low and therefore find diffi-

culty in selling as low as some stores which we

criticise? The answer is found in the remarks

I just quoted. Whenever we conduct our busi-

ness in a way that the manufacturing world and
wholesalers generally see that we are up on busi-

ness principles and are applying them strictly as
up-to-date merchants, we will have ll the advan-

tages which others now seem to have.
"The dues of this society should be $3.00 a

year instead of $2.00. The organization cannot

be maintained along the policies adopted last

year and under which this meeting is held unless

you do raise the annual dues. It surely is worth

25 cents a month to every jeweler in the State

to have the organization. If the benefits are not

worth many times that amount the whole thing

is a failure and you had as well disband. Aside

from the work which is being done in correcting

trade abuses the organization is worth many times
its cost to every member. Attending one meeting
will repay you many times. If a jeweler gets no
good out of these organizations it is his own fault.

"I expect to see Missouri have ten votes in
the national meeting this year and I hope there
will be twenty-five or thirty there to decide how
the votes shall be cast. There seems to be an
understandng that only delegates should go to
the national meeting. Every retail jeweler in the
country should go. Each State has one vote for

each twenty members or fraction thereof, but

there is no limit to the number which may attend
trom any one State. I want to see Missouri well
represented."

Repair Charges

Anderson Blanton, of Paris, Mo., read an
interesting paper on "Repair Charges," in which
he stated that the average jeweler did not pay
enough systematic attention to his repair depart-
ment. He strongly advocated the establishment
of a uniform schedule of repair charges compiled
with special consideration to the size of the cities
in which they are to prevail. He said:

"One of the most essential things in the de-
partment is to make a thorough examination of
the job before making a price to the owner, and
I believe it a good idea to examine the watch
before the eyes of the man, as it impresses him
that you thoroughly understand the business and
instills a confidence in him he otherwise may not
have. I think it very poor policy to accept a
watch from a customer, put on your eyeglass
and scan the watch, look wise and tell him it
needs cleaning or possibly a jewel is broken or
maybe the fourth pinion is bent, and you will
put it in order for a dollar and a half, when
seven out of ten times he is not satisfied with
such an examination and feels you are not inter-
ested enough in the work to look the watch over
carefully and perhaps you may do the repairing

!in as careless a manner. Again, how many have
taken watches on such an examination and when
going over it. afterwards found cracked plate
jewels, loose pallet stones, bent pivots, escape-
ment out of order and either call to the customer
for more charges or do perhaps $3.00 worth of
work for only $1.50. Never make a second
charge. If you agree to repair the watch for a
certain amount do not tell him you found extra
work to be done and will have to make extra
charge; it impresses him either you are
trying to work him or don't understand your
business.

"As to the charges that should be placed on
work we find about as great a variance as there
are kinds of work. For instance, one man
charges 50 cents, another 75 cents, another $1.00
and still others $1.5o to clean a watch. What
would seem at first thought to be a fair price
in one locality would be a losing proposition in
another, but I don't believe anyone makes money
cleaning a watch for less than $1.5o. In order
to get at the cost to turn out the work, let us
figure what it costs in a small town and the cost,
of course, will be more in proportion in larger
towns or cities. Labor is the greatest expense
and a watchmaker draws from $18.00 to $2500
per week. Rent, heat and light come in for their
share, varies according to size of town or city,
interest on investment, tools, bench, etc., and de-

preciation of same. In looking over my repair
register I find the greater per cent. of watches
need cleaning; second, mainsprings; third, bal-
ance jewels; fourth, balance staffs; fifth, bent
fourth pinions; sixth, roller jewels.

"Calculating workmen on a basis of $20.00 per
week and eight hours per day, we find labor costs
41 cents per hour; rent, heat, light, on basis of
$36.00, I5,/2 cents hour; interest on tools, etc. and
depreciation, 2 1/3 cents per hour ; material, as
alcohol, benzine, oil and paper, 3 1/3 cents; total,
61 1/3 cents per hour.

"Now the average time to clean a watch is
one hour and you will lose probably twenty min-
utes in taking in watch, looking it over, checking
and recording and find we have i 1-3 hours in-
vestment, which costs 8t 1/3 cents, and if we are
getting only $1.00, have not made any money,
counting responsibility in holding and risk of
breakage while in our possession, while at $1.5o
would be making fair profit; high grades should
be $2.00. Then comes mainspring, average time
required, twenty minutes taking in, checking, put-
ting in mainspring and recording, find 1/3 hour
time at 61 1/3 cents, our labor will be 21 cents
with spring at 12% cents and we have 33V2 cents
expense and allowing for breakage a charge of
$1.00 is too small, while $1.5o would be a profit-
able job; to and 21 jewel should be $2.00. Bal-
ance jewels, genuine, cost $2.00 to $4.00 and ex-

amination, fitting jewel, recording, etc., will take
thirty minutes, hour's work at 61 1/3 cents
per hour will be 31 cents, I jewel 25 cents, total
55 cents. The general price is $1.00; high-grade
$1.50. Balance staff, average $2.50 dozen, genuine
and require about i hour's time for examination,
fitting, adjusting, assembling and recording and
find expense i hour's work 61 1/3 cents, staff 23
cents, 86 cents, and we get $2.00 to $3.50, accord-
ing to grade; $2.50 is the general price, for high
grades $3.50. Bent fourth pinions take up twenty
minutes for examination, straightening, polishing,
assembling and recording, and we have 1/3 ho,ir
expense, or 21 cents, and we charge $1.00, which
is small charge, as we risk breaking pivot and
then must put in new pinion. Roller jewels cost,
genuine, 6o cents dozen and require V2 hour's
time to complete. Our expense, including jewel,
is 35 cents, and $1.00 general price.

"I might go on down the line and figure out
various kinds of work, but this would be imposi-
tion on your valuable time and I believe a tabu-
lated schedule should be adopted by a committee
appointed for this work and suggest the corn-
mittee be selected, one from city of first class,
one from city of third class and one from fourth
class city or country town, and trust the sense
of this convention will be toward establishing a
uniform price list. This uniform price list can
never become a realization unless we can have
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local organization and uphold the suggested list
proposed by the committee."

Major B. Gordon, of Bramer, Mo., spoke on
"Profitable Side Lines." "I have found this to
be true of side lines," said Major Gordon, "that
they are a great factor in bringing people into the
store. They go a long ways towards interesting

the people and help greatly to make your window
display attractive. There are many side lines
which a jeweler may profitably carry, but each
jeweler must decide this for himself, but he must
be careful not to select a line which will have the
slightest tendency to lower his dignity as a
j eweler."

T. L. Combs, of Omaha, a member of the
Executive Committee of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association, was present and
gave a general talk on national association affairs.
He predicted that the Detroit convention would
be the greatest gathering of retail jewelers in the
history of the trade and urged every jeweler to
make it a point to be present. He said in part:

"To me the possibilities of the National As-
.sociation seem almost limitless but to classify
them I would say they are principally construc-
tive and disseminative in application of the
American needs and the superb American spirit
of brotherhood and fraternity in which it was
formed five years ago. The splendid lot of fel-
lows who responded to the call of the craft, met
in Rochester, planned, argued, wrangled and even
fought before agreeing upon the outline and style
of the National Association; ushered into ex-
istence an organization that looks now to be much
like a true fraternity and more like a warm-
hearted puritanical community impelled by the
natural impulses of brotherhood and self-help;
spurred on by the occasional stings and injuries
of the everyday trade abuses, unlimited fakirs
and vest pocket leeches and our association al-
ready seems destined to live for good and gather
its membership from far and near, the highways
and byways, and to lead a general array of both
great and small, through bloodless victories, to
trade communions of significance and success.
We are highly enthusiastic over our magnificent
organization and its natural possibilities. I see
within the scope of my subject first the formal,
informal and more or less intimate acquaintance
between fellow jewelers, manufacturers, jobbers,
road salesmen and clerks is assured; by which
(in the dealings of trade) understanding and
satisfaction is made easy and misunderstanding
and disagreement is avoided. That feature alone
would relieve and perhaps free many of the em-
barrassments and bondages (within the trade)
existing to-day and permit and encourage a freer
and more frequent visitation between the market
makers and the retail salesmakers.

"The acquaintanceship made possible by the
association between those in different departments
of the industry is even more important and ef-
fective between local and surrounding fellow
jewelers than among the general trade, for the
control and removal of petty selfishness, aggra-
vating envy and commercial strife in the smaller
places, and it is even so in the larger cities where
department store competition is coupled with the
unfriendliness of non-associating jewelers and
which unfriendliness is further developed by the
fiendish effect of shoppers who intentionally mis-
quote or carelessly lie about the other fellow's
prices. I wish that all the cities or towns could
benefit as much as Omaha has by local organiza-
tions. We have accomplished wonders already
and we have only directed our attention to two

things so far, sterling silver and the valuing of
goods; and all our boys are unanimous in saying
we have never had a season's business with as
little irritation as in the last year and it was the
spirit of the national convention held in Omaha,
last August, that gave us the impetus and I am
certain that what we have accomplished can be

President C. II. Paxton

easily done by others and the undertaking will pay
a thousand fold in returns. •

The national influence of the association is
readily seen in the organization and frequent con-
sultation of the working and thinking manufac-
turers and jobbers (in recognition of us and our
efforts) as also by the growing importance that
attaches to the offices of our president and secre-

First Vice-president J. Q. A. Sheldon

tary ; now filled by the most restless, fearless and
ambitious pair of sons of the gold and silver
craft to be had: Their creeds and deeds are pro-
lific and already well enriched with trade progress
and appreciation and the only pity is that the
finances of this great organization is not sufficient
for self-support so that we might with proper
dignity present to, and enjoy with, these officers
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the splendid honor they have won without in-
flicting it upon them at a purchase price. It is
said the end justifies the means, and we might
offer this as congratulatory solace to them, but
the trouble is the end isn't always in this world

"Brother jewelers, let's help construct a com-
plete organization that shall be an honor to the
craft and the nation that shall advocate and instill
the true spirit of co-operation and reciprocity
nation-wide; that shall be able to exemplify the
new-born virtue of high, efficient service instead
of keen and killing competition, or rather let's
institute a head and heart contest that shall have
for its one object the giving to all of a better
service rather han a bigger bargain. We will
make it an association that shall have the digni-
fied respect and support of every reputable jeweler
of our land, which bulwark would enable us to
gather information and inspiration from and
disseminate to the broad expanse and remotest
crannies of our trade interests throughout the
nation."

President Archibald, of the American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, was unable
to be present at this convention, but sent a tele-
gram voicing his regrets and urging the conven-
tion to go on record as opposed to the bill now
before Congress making it unlawful to establish
and maintain a fixed selling price on any corn-
modity. A resolution to this effect was unani-
mously adopted.

The Missouri Association elected the follow-
ing officers: President, Claud Range, Trenton,
Mo. 
' 
• first vice-president, Charles Manch, Mar-

shall, Mo.; second vice-president, Anderson Blan-
ton, Paris, Mo. • secretary and treasurer, H. L.
Raines, Maryville, Mo.

The delegates to the national convention are:
T. H. Edwards, Charles Tieman, Anderson Blan-
ton, Charles Mauch, M. E. Schmidt, George Porth,
J. R. Mercer, Herman Mauch, Otto Buder, John
Feitler, Claude Range. Alternates—F. H. Pilcher,
C. E. Read, Charles Bichsel, R. A. Walker, W .W.
Whiteside, Otto Kluber, Charles Sands, J. A. Zim-
merman, Louis Meyer, D. F. Carpenter.

The joint convention passed the following
resolutions:

Resolved, That we are in favor of fixed
selling prices on all high-grade watches, and that
we are against Senate Bill 8303 and House Bill
26301, which is against fixed prices.

We advise you to investigate the policies of
the jobbers from whom you buy and cut from
your list the jobber who sells at retail, and who
is practically in competition with you. Help and
assist with your patronage, the legitimate jobber,
who helps and protects you.

We advise that all grievances be placed in
the hands of the officers of the association before
the annual meetings when possible.

The election of officers for the Kansas Re-
tail Jewelers' Association resulted as follows:
President, C, H. Paxton, Paola; first vice-presi-
dent, J. Q. A. Sheldon, Manhattan; second vice-
president, A. A. Marvin, Blue Rapids; secretary
and treasurer, Carl J. Ricker, Emporia.

The selection of the delegates and alternates
to the national convention was left with the
newly-elected president, and the selection of the
next convention city was left with the executive
committee, which consists of the newly-elected
officers.

The Kansas City jewelry and optical jobbers
were very gracious in their entertainment of the
visiting jewelers and gave them the best time they
ever had at a State convention. They were given
a theater party one evening and the next evening
were tendered a Dutch lunch at the Coates
House, after which they were taken to Electric
Park in special cars and taken through the
various concessions. The following Kansas City
jobbers served on the entertainment committee:
Fred Sands, chairman; Mr. Nelson, W. G. Riggs,
George H. Edwards, R. L. Hassig, Oscar Dryer,
C. A. Kiger, C. L Merry, Louis Meyer, Frank
Missman, W. B. Needles, N. Dak.; Mr. Nevin,
C. B. Norton, Henry Porter, D. B. Ward, C. C.
Hoefer, 0. A. Reed, Mr. Siegrist.
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The Cost of Selling

Address by CLAUD WHEELER before Joint Convention of
Missouri and Kansas Retail Jewelers' Associations

While the subject assigned me for this oc-
casion is "The Cost of Selling," I shall take
the opportunity to say a few things along other
lines which I hope will be of some interest. In
these days when so much is being said about

iconservation of natural resources t behooves
us to give some thought concerning this subject
as applied to our own business. Our resources
are many and we should study to know what they
are and how we can best use them.

There is not enough educational work being
done among the retail dealers of this country.
This is not only so among the jewelers, but all
lines of trade. Have you observed of late how
the farmer is being trained to get all there is out
of his land? The government is sending bulle-
tins to them and men to attend their institutes
to tell them of improved methods. Trains are
being fitted up to go over the line of railroad
and teach the farmer to farm. Until recently
there has been no effort to improve farming. The
retail jewelers need training too, in a business
way, but there is no government to send out
trains and men. We must do it ourselves, and the
question is, "Will we?" So many jewelers seem
absolutely indifferent to what the future will be.
I know of several who do not even take a trade
paper.

The retail business is a scien-
Jewelers' title problem and we should
Shortcomings study to solve it. Jewelers write

and tell me that they have not
time to attend conventions of retail jewelers.
These are the exception, however, because I am
sure there is not another line in which the ma-
jority of retailers are giving as much attention
to organization work as the jewelers. And I am
pleased to note that our meetings are getting to
be more and more along educational lines than
formerly. A very successful jeweler, C. D. Pea-
cock, of Chicago, says : "Usually when a man
falls short of success the trouble lies in some
specific direction. It may be bad judgment in
buying; it may be poor selling methods; it may
be improper handling of people. Whatever the
fault, I believe men could educate themselves
out of it if they really resolved to do so and
went about it intelligently." I firmly beneve that
and think that before we attribute our trouble
to conditions created by others we should look
well to ourselves and to our business methods.
Too few of us have a definite purpose in our
business. We are satisfied to let it drag along
from year to year as long as we do not have
our doors closed by the sheriff. There are lots
of jewelers who keep themselves down because
of their mean, narrow, selfish selves. They will
never reach out and build themselves up for fear
someone else will be benefited. They never get
any bigger. Big fellows are growing up all
around us and w e must get hold of the bigger
business ideas and put them to work in our little
business. We cannot compete unless we do. Wemust now all the time what we are doing. Rightnow the question of the future of the retail busi-ness is being discussed seriotisly. No matter howit is looked at, all agree that the problem is goingU resolve itself down to the fellow having theability and is doing things. It will not be a ques-tion of stock so much, neither will it be a ques-tion of prices, but entirely a question of men.Are we willing to put forth the effort requiredto make us better merchants? If we don't dothis it is a matter of time until we retire withouthonors. The time is past when a jewelry storecan be conducted as it was years ago and makea success. And you need not content yourselfwith the thought that times will change and thosegood times return when you could sell a few
goods at a big profit and give no thought ..o
expense.

There are three things to con-
Points for sider : buying our goods, selling
Consideration our goods and the expense of

selling them. And a whole lot
depends on the cost of selling them. Buying
goods is important, but by no means is it the
most important. Our success depends on the

selling end. I saw a jobber's advertisement the
other day and he said, "Buy the goods that sell."
I would change that to read, "Sell the goods that
you buy," but be careful in the buying. Experi-
ence to-day teaches us that goods well bought
are not half sold. I want to emphasize the
selling end. A waste in this part of your busi-
ness can never be remedied by shrewd buying.
No matter how shrewd you are at buying, if the
selling end is neglected or weak you will not
succeed. Go after this part of it, and if you
apply your energy rightly you will not have to
depend on cutting prices or selling at no profit te
dispose of your goods. Train yourself in selling
and train your clerks to do the same and business
will succeed.

And now comes the part of
Cost of Selling the business which I wish to

discuss—the cost of selling.
No matter how much you sell or what the margin
of profit is you will not make any money if the
cost of selling is too great. And you must know
your business—every detail of it, if you would
cost of selling is too great. And you must know
your cost of selling if you would know whether
the business is paying you.

Some years ago I read in a business maga-
zine which comes to my office an editorial which
started me to thinking and also to working. The
first paragraph was, "Judge a business not by
its volume, its turn-over, but by its earnings, its
profits. Get the NET." How many of us get
the net of our business ? There is but one way to
get the net and that is to know what it cos s
to do business. And I do not mean by this the
approximate cost, or an estimate. Someone has
written that a few cents in a cost figure, in a
job estimate, in a profit percentage, mark the
line between solvency and bankruptcy, success
and failure. Get your information, not from the
approximate, the probable, the perhans, but from
the precise, the actual, the definite. Be exact.

There has been a great deal written in the
trade papers about figuring profit, cost and ac-
counting, stock turn-over and all this, but no one
has, so far as I know, undertaken to tell us how
to know what it costs to sell goods. Without this
knowledge we are working in the dark. We know
whether we have made money during the year
but we do not know if some line of goods or
department has been robbed of part of its profit
to pay the losses on something else. If possible,
every article should bear at least as much
profit as it costs to do business. Do you know
what it cost you to sell a dollar's worth of good,,
last year? Lack of this knowledge is one of the
prime factors in most business trouble. I am
positively astonished sometimes to learn how
little many merchants know about their business.
I could not sleep if I did not know about my
business, but perhaps many could not sleep if
they knew about their business. I certainly re-
member when I first began to know the net, to
know exactly where I stood all the time. And
yet I thought I was making money.

Merchants in all lines are be-
Cost Knowledge ginning to realize the necessity
Necessary of knowing what it costs to do

business. It takes an accurate
cost knowledge to-day to be able to meet close
competition. About a year and a half ago at a
joint meeting of jobbers and dealers in hardware
and implements, held in Kansas City, a committee
was appointed to investigate conditions and recom-
mend remedies for such abuses as could be met
by organized effort. When this committee, which
was appointed to suggest plans for bettering the
relations between manufacturer and jobber and
dealer, by the removal of those things considered
as trade abuses, began to investigate, it found
that the most important cause of unsatisfactory
conditions was the lack of systematic account-
ing and knowledge as to the cost of doing busi-
ness. For the past few years we have been de-
voting much time as individuals and associations
to correcting the unsatisfactory conditions, and I
wonder if a committee appointed from our asso-
ciation would find the same state of affairs among
the jewelers. I dare say yes, and even worse
than in other lines. I believe that if most of us
would figure this whole thing out and get at the
exact net we would find that we are not making
money out of the business, and that we could
loan the money we have invested and work for a
salary to a better advantage financially.
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Let us suppose a case : A
An Illustrative jeweler located in a fairly
Case good town has a stock of

goods worth $8000 and occu-
pies a building worth $2000, which he owns, and
does not owe any money on either stock or build-
ing. He does a business this year of $fo,000.
The cost of the goods sold is $60oo. He has a
gross profit of $4000. Now his running expense,
outside of help, will be about $12oo. He pays for
regular help $720. This makes $1920 expense, as
the most of us figure, leaving him a profit of
$2080. This looks pretty good, but is it? Sup-
pose we figure what his $10,000 would earn at
interest. $600 to say the least, which leaves him
only $1,480 for his salary and profit. Or the
chances are he could loan the $8000 for $48o
and rent the building for $23 a month, which
really brings his salary and profit down to $13oo.
Let's say he is not an expensive man and place
his salary at $1000. That gives us $300 for profit.
Is that enough profit for a $10,000 business? It
really cost this man $3700 to do business, or 37
per cent. of his sales. It cost him 37 cents for
each dollar's worth of goods sold. You can figure
out how much he made on the sterling silver
which the manufacturer advised him to sell on a
margin of 33 per cent. added to the cost. On
every $4.00 worth sold he made $r.00, or in
other words, 23 per cent. And so on through all
his sales. He really lost money on every article
that was sold at less than 6o per cent. added to
the original cost of the article.

It will be no trouble for you
Importance to verify these figures from
of Records your own business if you care

to take the trouble. The great
trouble with all of us is that we do not figure
enough items in figuring the expense. of doing
business. We do not keep systematic records
so that we know what we are doing all the time.
After carefully going into the matter the com-
mittee which I mentioned earlier reported some
of the causes vitally affecting this matter. Among
these were:

First—The great lack of systematic record-
keeping, to enable the business man of to-day to
know exactly where he is "at" all the time and to
know whether he is gaining or losinr before the
annual inventory is taken.

Second—No attempt in many cases to keep
expense items separate from other expenditures,
so that the increase or decrease of expense can
be watched.

Third—General failure to include in the cost
of doing business such important items as:

Interest on capital employed (as it would
earn if loaned out).

Salary for proprietor, partners or members
of their family employed in the business
(such as they would earn if employed by
others).

Rent for building owned by the firm and
used by them (such as it would bring if
rented to others).

Depreciation—Reduced value of carried-
over stock and wear and tear on tools,
equipment, building, etc.

Fourth—The fixing of selling prices by an
estimated per cent. sunnosed to cover cost and
profit without proving such percentage by actual
cost figures.

Fifth—The error in figuring costs and profits
by per cent. on invoice instead of selling price.
(If sales amounting to $1o,000 are made at an ex-
pense of $20oo the percent. to add to cost to cover
this is 23 per cent. and not 20 per cent.

It would be impossible at this
Devise a System time to devise a system that

would fit all cases. I believe
that any jeweler who will investigate this matter
and give it sufficient thought can devise a plan
that will enable him to arrive at the facts in his
business. One reason why no plan can be given
for all is that there are so many different condi-
tions among the dealers. First, there is the
dealer of limited capital who does all his own
work except in rush seasons and who frequently
has a very limited knowledge of accounting, or
the disposition to do it. Second, is the jeweler or
watchmaker who is just starting and has littleor no business experience whatever, to whom any
advance over invoice price and express charges

(Continued on page 1054)
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A Bill to Prevent the Fixing of Selling
Prices Introduced in Congress

A bill with the manifest purpose of preventing
the establishing of fixed selling prices on
merchandise of any kind was introduced in both
houses at the recent session of Congress. The
provisions of the bill are as follows:

A Bill to Prevent Trusts or Combinations from
Controlling the Market Value of Merchandise,
Produce or Commodities.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-

resentatives of the United States of America, in
Congress assembled. That from and after the
passage of this act it shall be unlawful for any
individual, firm, company, corporation or asso-
ciation to enter into, continue, or maintain any
combination, agreement or arrangement of any
kind, express or implied, or any other act in re-
straint of trade or commerce among the several
States, or with foreign nations, with any other
individual, firm, company, association or corpora-
tion, which does or tends directly or indirectly
to fix at any standard or figure, whereby its price
shall be in any manner controlled or established,
any article of merchandise, produce, or commodity
or commerce, or to make or enter into or execute
or carry out any contract, obligation, or agree-
ment of any kind or description by which they
shall bind or have bound themselves not to sell,
dispose of, or transport any article or commodity,
or article of trade, use, merchandise, commerce,
or consumption below a common standard figure,
or by which they shall agree in any manner to
keep the price of such article at a fixed or gradu-
ated figure, or by which they shall in any man-
ner establish or settle the price of any article or
commodity or transportation between them or
themselves and others to preclude a free and un-
restricted competition among themselves or others
in the sale or transportation of any such article
or commodity, or by which they shall agree to
pool, combine, or unite any interest they may have
in connection with the sale or transportation of
any such article or commodity that its price might
in any manner be affected.

Sec. 2. That each and every person, company
or corporation, their officers, agents, representa-
tives, or consignees, who, either directly or in-
directly, violate any of the provisions of this act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on
conviction thereof shall be subject to a fine of not
less than $1000, nor more than $5000, or shall
be imprisoned not exceeding one year, or both
fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the
court ; and any person so forced or constrained or
affected by a violation of this act shall have and
recover as liquidated damages from the person
convicted of a violation thereof the sum of $5000.

Since its introduction in Congress, the above
measure has been discussed and roundly de-
nounced at various conventions of the retail jew-
elers' associations. Resolutions were passed in
a number of instances calling for the defeat of the
measure as being opposed to the best interests of
the trade. The bill is said to have been in-
spired by the mail-order interests whose commer-
cial practices are interfered with to some extent
by the policy of the fixed selling price.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders

of the Waltham Watch Company

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Waltham Watch Co., which had been adjourned
from a previous date, was held on June loth, at
the factory in Waltham, 93,656 shares of stock
out of a total of 12o,000 being represented. The
transaction of routine business was first given
attention by the meeting. Four new names were
added to the directorate, these taking the place of
J. W. Appleton, R. C. Robbins, E. A. March and
A. K. Sloan. The new directors are Augustus
P. Loring, Charles W. Leonard, Arthur Lyman
and Horace E. Hildreth. Ezra C. Fitch, Francis
R. Appleton, William L. Putnam, I. Tucker Burr,
Harry P. Robbins and Conover Fitch, of the old
directorate, were re-elected. At the first meet-
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ing of the directors, Ezra C. Fitch was re-elected
president of the company, and Francis R. Apple-
ton, vice-president. Royal Robbins was re-elected
treasurer at the stockholders' meeting. This in
compliance with a Massachusetts law which pro-
vides that presidents and vice-presidents of cor-
porations be elected by the directors and the
treasurer by the stockholders. Charles E. Phelps,
of New York, was named as auditor.

The new directors, Messrs. Loring, Hildreth,
Leonard and Lyman, are men of large interests
in Boston, and are prominent in New England
industrial and financial circles.

The contract with Robbins and Appleton,
who had been for fifty years selling agents for
the company was terminated by mutual consent.
The offices in Boston, Chicago, New York and
Montreal will be transferred on July 1st to the
Waltham Watch Co., who will thereafter dis-
tribute its product direct to the trade.

A. R. Harmon, who has had charge of the
company's London office, will be manager of the
New York office. E. C. Fitch, Jr., manager of
the Boston and Montreal office, and R. A. Kettle,
manager of the Chicago office, will continue in
their present positions.

The factory at Waltham is now closed for
the annual vacation and repair period, to be re-
opened July 25th.. The company looks forward to
increased activity during the coming six months
of the present year. Stocks on hand have been
much reduced and there are evidences of material
increase in the demand.

The Cost of Selling

(Continued from page 1063)

looks like a profit. Thirdly, is the old dealer
who began business in the days of large profits,
who keeps account of the purchases and sales,
but who has never gone into the cost-finding of
business. Fourth, is the dealer with a large
stock who does not go into cost-finding far
enough to realize that the lines on which he
makes a good profit are carrying other lines on
which he is making little or no profit.

I expect to hear the argument
Business that the expense will be just
Fallacies the same whether you sell the

memorandum diamond at 5
per cent. or 10 per cent. as if you made no sale
of the diamond, and whatever profit you make
is clear profit. If much of this kind of business
is done in a year you will find out that the cost
of selling has been greater and either your salary
is reduced or the profits disappear. Such an ar-
gument is either made ignorantly or in an effort
to justify yourself for doing something you know
is not right. Every article handled in a store
should bear its part of the cost of selling. The
thing to do is to find out from the actual figures
just what per cent. it costs to run your business
and when you mark a new article add enough per
cent. to cover that selling cost and leave a little
profit. If your cost of selling is too high to
permit a per cent. of this kind, it is evident that
your cost of doing business is too much and needs
your attention very badly. You cannot sell goods
below the cost of doing business and succeed.
Neither can you sell goods at a higher price than
your neighbor or associate. Success depends to-
day on reducing the cost of selling to the lowest
point. In order to do this you must know the
cost of selling. You must know the total of each
item which goes to make up this cost of selling.

And after you have found this out do not
make the mistake of adding the per cent. of doing
business to the cost of your article. Suppose it
costs you one-fourth of your sales this year to do
business. You purchase an article for $2oo and
add 30 per cent. to the cost to pay for the cost of
doing business, which is 25 per cent. and 5 per
cent. for your profit. You sell the article for
$26o. Let's see what the profit is. It costs one-
fourth of your sales to sell goods. One-fourth of
$26o is $65. Add this to the cost of the article,
$2oo, and you will find you have lost $5.00 instead
of making 5 per cent. If your cost of selling
is 25 per cent. you must add 33 1/3 per cent. to the
net cost of an article to pay the cost of selling.
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Gross sales are used to figure the cost of selling
and you should use the selling price in figuring
the per cent. of profit.

There are two ways of reduc-
Reducing ing the cost of selling. One
Selling Cost is to cut out some of the ex-

pense and the other is to in-
crease the sales. To mark all your goods at a
higher price might result in doing the very op-
posite to which you desire, namely, to increase
your net profit. If you mark the goods too high
your sales fall off and the expense remains the
same. Profits have been reduced to the minimum
now and the best way to reduce the cost of selling
is to increase the gross sales.

I take for granted that some of my hearers
will want to figure this thing out for their busi-
ness and I am going to offer a few suggestions
which may help you arrive at the true state of
affairs. I hope you will do this one year if you
never do it again. This may not be possible the
first year if you have not been keeping a strict
itemized expense account. If you have not, begin
at once and when you start your new year and
take invoice list up the following suggestions to
arrive at the cost of doing business.

I. Charge interest on the net amount of your
total investment at the beginning of your business
year, exclusive of real estate.

2. Charge rental on all real estate or build-
ings owned by you and used in your business at
a rate equal to that which you would receive if
renting it to others.

3. Charge in addition to what you pay for
hired help, an amount equal to what your
services would be worth to others; also treat in
like manner the services of any member of your
family employed in the business and not on your
regular pay roll.

4. Charge depreciation on all goods carried
over on which you will have to make a less
price on account of change of style, or which is
damaged.

5. Charge depreciation on building, tools, fix-
tures or anything else which suffers from age, or
wear and tear.

6. Charge amounts subscribed or donated
which is a result of being in business.

7. Charge all fixed expense, such as insur-
ance, taxes, water, light, fuel, etc.

8. Charge all incidental expense, such as ex-
press, freight, postage, office expense, drayage,
telegrams, telephone, advertising, canvassing, of-
fice supplies, etc.

9. Charge losses of every kind, such as bad
debts on your books, articles lost or stolen during
the year.

10. Charge money paid for collections.
II. Charge any other expense which you may

have and which is not enumerated above.
12. When you have ascertained what the sum

of all the above items amounts to and have
proven it correct, you have the total expense for
the year. If you divide this total figure by your
total gross sales, you will have the per cent. A
has cost you to do business.

To find your net profit or loss on any article
sold take this per cent. and deduct it from the
selling price of the article, then from the re-
mainder subtract the wholesale cost of the article
and you .have it. That you will be surprised
there is no doubt. Go over the selling prices
of the articles you have in stock and use the same
method and see where you stand as to profit. If
it does not look good, put the selling price on a
profitable basis.

Some Useless Clerks

Clerks who "talk shop" outside the store and
among friends.

Clerks who patronize the "flowing bowl"
during leisure hours.

Clerks who draw their salary and trade with
their competitors.

Clerks who "don't give a continental'
whether the ship sinks or not.

Clerks who come a few minutes late and
leave a few minutes early.
. Clerks who find it easier to get rid of a
customer than to make a sale.

Clerks who talk over business affairs of their
own while the customer stands and waits to be
served.
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Prizes for Triennial Grand Encampment of Knights
Templar

Among the magnificent prizes that have been awarded in this country
for skill, none probably will outrank the remarkable trophies in sterling
silver recently compkted by Reed & Barton as first prizes for the thirty-first
triennial grand encampment of Knights Templar in Chicago. These prizes
for the 1910 Knight Templar conclave, which \yin be held in August, mark
the utmost effort so far made by grand encampment committees to stimulate
interest in drill among the Knight Templar commanderies of the United
States. The prizes will be awarded to the commanderies whose proficiency
in the drill is adjudged most perfect. One first prize goes to a commandery
in Chicago, another to the most proficient commandery in Illinois outside
Chicago, another to the winning commandcry outside Illinois. These three
first prizes alone have a valuation of several thousands of dollars and they
are flanked by costly second and third prizes in addition to numerous gold
and silver medals for individuals.

Most striking of these three magnificent trophies is the great sterling.
silver shield, here illustrated, 58 x 30 inches, which will be awarded as first
prize to the successful contestant among the Cook County commanderies in
Illinois. it is designed to form a crusader's shield of massive silver on a
heavy base shield of fine mahogany. The silver inner shield is embellished
with relief decoration, consisting. of a border of exquisitely rich foliated
scroll work. The cross is decorated with roses modeled in relief and upon
the center of the cross is the Knight Templar emblem in silver, gilt and
enamel. Crowning the shield is a large helmet also in pure silver, with
feather and crest and richly foliated mantling, all treated boldly in full
relief. Pendant from the helmet is a silver chain in which are linked the
fourteen shields of the Chicago commanderies, typifying the closeness of
their bond. The beauty of this trophy is beyond mere description.

More exquisite in detail, though not so striking in massive splendor,
is the sterling first prize,
as reproduced below
which will be awarded to
the winning commandery
outside of Illinois. This is an ingenious

sterling combination
centerpiece, 29 inches
high. It is cleverly
designed so that the
upper portion may be
removed and mounted upon the pedestal as a low centerpiece, leav-
ing the main body of the piece for use as a libation font or punch
bowl. The body of the bowl, which is gold-lined, is embellished on
the front with the Knight Templar emblem, treated in gilt silver and
enamel, with a laurel wreath, emblem of victory. The bowl is sup-
ported on a sturdy stem on which are modeled decorative fruit trees
—the pomegranate, emblem of fruitfulness, alternating with the
apple, symbolical of the choice between good and evil. Standing
guard before the trees are four knights in armor, supported on
brackets formed from eagles. On the base are the fourteen shields
of the Chicago commanderies with sprays of oak and acorn,
symbols of strength and hospitality, the four lion supports typifying
courage. Rising from the bowl the superstructure is modeled out
into four bosses between which are shields with the sword, the cross
and the crown. The shields are four, to correspond with the four
knights below and symbolize the trial and reward awaiting each.
Surmounting the whole composition is the equestrian group of
St. George and the Dragon, symbolizing the triumph of good over
evil. The remarkable completeness of detailed symbolism in this
trophy sets it apart as one of the silver masterpieces.

A less elaborate, but no less exquisite sterling libation set of
twenty-five pieces will be awarded to the winning commandery in
Illinois outside of Cook County. The set consists of ewer, 14%
inches high, twelve goblets and twelve candlesticks. On the front
of the ewer is displayed the Knight Templar emblem in enamel, with
the helmet. On each side is a shield with sword and cross, all in
relief. Helmet and mantling, which are striking examples of fine
modeling, surmount the cover. The handle is enriched with sym-
bolical grape decoration. The goblets and candlesticks are decorated
with the emblem and helmet, treated in relief, and the goblets are
gold-lined. The set of twenty-five pieces makes a rich display and
the beautiful lines of all the pieces are in themselves a worthy artistic
achievement.Combined Centerpiece and Punch Bowl

Sterling Silver Shield
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A Bill to Prevent the Fixing of Selling
Prices Introduced in Congress

A bill with the manifest purpose of preventing
the establishing of fixed selling prices on
merchandise of any kind was introduced in both
houses at the recent session of Congress. The
provisions of the bill are as follows:

A Bill to Prevent Trusts or Combinations from
Controlling the Market Value of Merchandise,
Produce or Commodities.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-

resentatives of the United States of America, in
Congress assembled. That from and after the
passage of this act it shall be unlawful for any
individual, firm, company, corporation or asso-
ciation to enter into, continue, or maintain any
combination, agreement or arrangement of any
kind, express or implied, or any other act in re-
straint of trade or commerce among the several
States, or with foreign nations, with any other
individual, firm, company, association or corpora-
tion, which does or tends directly or indirectly
to fix at any standard or figure, whereby its price
shall be in any manner controlled or established,
any article of merchandise, produce, or commodity
or commerce, or to make or enter into or execute
or carry out any contract, obligation, or agree-
ment of any kind or description by which they
shall bind or have bound themselves not to sell,
dispose of, or transport any article or commodity,
or article of trade, use, merchandise, commerce,
or consumption below a common standard figure,
or by which they shall agree in any manner to
keep the price of such article at a fixed or gradu-
ated figure, or by which they shall in any man-
ner establish or settle the price of any article or
commodity or transportation between them or
themselves and others to preclude a free and un-
restricted competition among themselves or others
in the sale or transportation of any such article
or commodity, or by which they shall agree to
pool, combine, or unite any interest they may have
in connection with the sale or transportation of
any such article or commodity that its price might
in any manner be affected.

Sec. 2. That each and every person, company
or corporation, their officers, agents, representa-
tives, or consignees, who, either directly or in-
directly, violate any of the provisions of this act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on
conviction thereof shall be subject to a fine of not
less than $1000, nor more than $5000, or shall
be imprisoned not exceeding one year, or both
fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the
court ; and any person so forced or constrained or
affected by a violation of this act shall have and
recover as liquidated damages from the person
convicted of a violation thereof the sum of $5000.

Since its introduction in Congress, the above
measure has been discussed and roundly de-
nounced at various conventions of the retail jew-
elers' associations. Resolutions were passed in
a number of instances calling for the defeat of the
measure as being opposed to the best interests of
the trade. The bill is said to have been in-
spired by the mail-order interests whose commer-
cial practices are interfered with to some extent
by the policy of the fixed selling price.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders
of the Waltham Watch Company

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Waltham Watch Co., which had been adjourned
from a previous date, was held on June toth, at
the factory in Waltham, 93,656 shares of stock
out of a total of 120,000 being represented. The
transaction of routine business was first given
attention by the meeting. Four new names were
added to the directorate, these taking the place of
J. W. Appleton, R. C. Robbins, E. A. March and
A. K. Sloan. The new directors are Augustus
P. Loring, Charles W. Leonard, Arthur Lyman
and Horace E. Hildreth. Ezra C. Fitch, Francis
R. Appleton, William L. Putnam, I. Tucker Burr,
Harry P. Robbins and Conover Fitch, of the old
directorate, were re-elected. At the first meet-
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ing of the directors, Ezra C. Fitch was re-elected
president of the company, and Francis R. Apple-
ton, vice-president. Royal Robbins was re-elected
treasurer at the stockholders' meeting. This in
compliance with a Massachusetts law which pro-
vides that presidents and vice-presidents of cor-
porations be elected by the directors and the
treasurer by the stockholders. Charles E. Phelps,
of New York, was named as auditor.

The new directors, Messrs. Loring, Hildreth,
Leonard and Lyman, are men of large interests
in Boston, and are prominent in New England
industrial and financial circles.

The contract with Robbins and Appleton,
who had been for fifty years selling agents for
the company was terminated by mutual consent.
The offices in Boston, Chicago, New York and
Montreal will be transferred on July 1st to the
Waltham Watch Co., who will thereafter dis-
tribute its product direct to the trade.

A. R. Harmon, who has had charge of the
company's London office, will be manager of the
New York office. E. C. Fitch, Jr.., manager of
the Boston and Montreal office, and R. A. Kettle,
manager of the Chicago office, will continue in
their present positions.

The factory at Waltham is now closed for
the annual vacation and repair period, to be re-
opened July 25th.. The company looks forward to
increased activity during the coming six months
of the present year. Stocks on hand have been
much reduced and there are evidences of material
increase in the demand.

The Cost of Selling

(Continued from page 1063)

looks like a profit. Thirdly, is the old dealer
who began business in the days of large profits,
who keeps account of the purchases and sales,
but who has never gone into the cost-finding of
business. Fourth, is the dealer with a large
stock who does not go into cost-finding far
enough to realize that the lines on which he
makes a good profit are carrying other lines on
which he is making little or no profit.

I expect to hear the argument
Business that the expense will be just
Fallacies the same whether you sell the

memorandum diamond at 5
per cent. or To per cent. as if you made no sale
of the diamond, and whatever profit you make
is clear profit. If much of this kind of business
is done in a year you will find out that the cost
of selling has been greater and either your salary
is reduced or the profits disappear. Such an ar-
gument is either made ignorantly or in an effort
to justify yourself for doing something you know
is not right. Every article handled in a store
should bear its part of the cost of selling. The
thing to do is to find out from the actual figures
just what per cent. it costs to run your business
and when you mark a new article add enough per
cent. to cover that selling cost and leave a little
profit. If your cost of selling is too high to
permit a per cent. of this kind, it is evident that
your cost of doing business is too much and needs
your attention very badly. You cannot sell goods
below the cost of doing business and succeed.
Neither can you sell goods at a higher price than
your neighbor or associate. Success depends to-
day on reducing the cost of selling to the lowest
point. In order to do this you must know the
cost of selling. You must know the total of each
item which goes to make up this cost of selling.

And after you have found this out do not
make the mistake of adding the per cent. of doing
business to the cost of your article. Suppose it
costs you one-fourth of your sales this year to do
business. You purchase an article for $200 and
add 30 per cent. to the cost to pay for the cost of
doing business, which is 25 per cent. and 5 per
cent. for your profit. You sell the article for
$26o. Let's see what the profit is. It costs one-
fourth of your sales to sell goods. One-fourth of
$26o is $65. Add this to the cost of the article,
$200, and you will find you have lost $5.00 instead
of making 5 per cent. If your cost of selling
is 25 per cent. you must add 33 1/3 per cent. to the
net cost of an article to pay the cost of selling.
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Gross sales are used to figure the cost of selling
and you should use the selling price in figuring
the per cent. of profit.

There are two ways of reduc-
Reducing ing the cost of selling. One
Selling Cost is to cut out some of the ex-

pense and the other is to in-
crease the sales. To mark all your goods at a
higher price might result in doing the very op-
posite to which you desire, namely, to increase
your net profit. If you mark the goods too high
your sales fall off and the expense remains the
same. Profits have been reduced to the minimum
now and the best way to reduce the cost of selling
is to increase the gross sales.

I take for granted that some of my hearers
will want to figure this thing out for their busi-
ness and I am going to offer a few suggestions
which may help you arrive at the true state of
affairs. I hope you will do this one year if you
never do it again. This may not be possible the
first year if you have not been keeping a strict
itemized expense account. If you have not, begin
at once and when you start your new year and
take invoice list up the following suggestions to
arrive at the cost of doing business.

I. Charge interest on the net amount of your
total investment at the beginning of your business
year, exclusive of real estate.

2. Charge rental on all real estate or build-
ings owned by you and used in your business at
a rate equal to that which you would receive if
renting it to others.

3. Charge in addition to what you pay for
hired help, an amount equal to what your
services would be worth to others ; also treat in
like manner the services of any member of your
family employed in the business and not on your
regular pay roll.

4. Charge depreciation on all goods carried
over on which you will have to make a less
price on account of change of style, or which is
damaged.

5. Charge depreciation on building, tools, fix-
tures or anything else which suffers from age, or
wear and tear.

6. Charge amounts subscribed or donated
which is a result of being in business.

7. Charge all fixed expense, such as insur-
ance, taxes, water, light, fuel, etc.

8. Charge all incidental expense, such as ex-
press, freight, postage, office expense, drayage,
telegrams, telephone, advertising, canvassing, of-
fice supplies, etc.

9. Charge losses of every kind, such as bad
debts on your books, articles lost or stolen during
the year.

It). Charge money paid for collections.
IL Charge any other expense which you may.

have and which is not enumerated above.
12. When you have ascertained what the sum

of all the above items amounts to and have
proven it correct, you have the total expense for
the year. If you divide this total figure by your
total gross sales, you will have the per cent. A
has cost you to do business.

To find your net profit or loss on any article
sold take this per cent. and deduct it from the
selling price of the article, then from the re-
mainder subtract the wholesale cost of the article
and you .have it. That you will be surprised
there is no doubt. Go over the selling prices
of the articles you have in stock and use the same
method and see where you stand as to profit. If
it does not look good, put the selling price on a
profitable basis.

Some Useless Clerks

Clerks who "talk shop" outside the store and
among friends.

Clerks who patronize the "flowing bowl"
during leisure hours.

Clerks who draw their salary and trade with
their competitors.

Clerks who "don't give a continental"
whether the ship sinks or not.

Clerks who come a few minutes late and
leave a few minutes early.

Clerks who find it easier to get rid of a
customer than to make a sale.

Clerks who talk over business affairs of their
own while the customer stands and waits to be
served.
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Prizes for Triennial Grand Encampment of Knights
Templar

Among the magnificent prizes that have been awarded in this country
for skill, none probably will outrank the remarkable trophies in sterling
silver recently completed by Reed & Barton as first prizes for the thirty-first
triennial grand encampment of Knights Templar in Chicago. These prizes
for the 1910 Knight Templar conclave, which will be held in August, mark
the utmost effort so far made by grand encampment committees to stimulate
interest in drill among the Knight Templar commanderies of the United
States. The prizes will be awarded to the commanderies whose proficiency
in the drill is adjudged most perfect. One first prize goes to a commandery
in Chicago, another to the most proficient commandery in Illinois outside
Chicago, another to the winning commandcry outside Illinois. These three
first prizes alone have a valuation of several thousands of dollars and they
are flanked by costly second and third prizes in addition to numerous gold
and silver medals for individuals.

Most striking of these three magnificent trophies is the great sterling
silver shield, here illustrated, 58 x 30 inches, which will be awarded as first
prize to the successful contestant among the Cook County commanderies in
Illinois. It is designed to form a crusader's shield of massive silver on a
heavy base shield of fine mahogany. The silver inner shield is embellished
livith relief decoration, consisting of a border of exquisitely rich foliated
scroll work. The cross is decorated with roses modeled in relief and upon
the center of the cross is the Knight Templar emblem in silver, gilt and
enamel. Crowning the shield is a large helmet also in pure silver, with
feather and crest and richly foliated mantling, all treated boldly in full
relief. Pendant from the helmet is a silver chain in which are linked the
fourteen shields of the Chicago commanderies, typifying the closeness of
their bond. The beauty of this trophy is beyond mere description.

More exquisite in detail, though not so striking in massive splendor,
is the sterling first prize,
as reproduced below
which will be awarded to
the winning commandery
outside of Illinois. This is an ingenious

sterling combination
centerpiece, 29 inches
high. It is cleverly
designed so that the Sterling Silver Shield

upper portion may be
removed and mounted upon the pedestal as a low centerpiece, leav-
ing the main body of the piece for use as a libation font or punch
bowl. The body of the bowl, which is gold-lined, is embellished on
the front with the Knight Templar emblem, treated in gilt silver and
enamel, with a laurel wreath, emblem of victory. The bowl is sup-
ported on a sturdy stem on which are modeled decorative fruit trees
—the pomegranate, emblem of fruitfulness, alternating with the
apple, symbolical of the choice between good and evil. Standing
guard before the trees are four knights in armor, supported on
brackets formed from eagles. On the base are the fourteen shields
of the Chicago commanderies with sprays of oak and acorn,
symbols of strength and hospitality, the four lion supports typifying
courage. Rising from the bowl the superstructure is modeled out
into four bosses between which are shields with the sword, the cross
and the crown. The shields are four, to correspond with the four
knights below and symbolize the trial and reward awaiting each.
Surmounting the whole composition is the equestrian group of
St. George and the Dragon, symbolizing the triumph of good over
evil. The remarkable completeness of detailed symbolism in this
trophy sets it apart as one of the silver masterpieces.

A less elaborate, but no less exquisite sterling libation set of
twenty-five pieces will be awarded to the winning commandery in
Illinois outside of Cook County. The set consists of ewer, 14%
inches high, twelve goblets and twelve candlesticks. On the front
of the ewer is displayed the Knight Templar emblem in enamel, with
the helmet. On each side is a shield with sword and cross, all in
relief. Helmet and mantling, which are striking examples of fine
modeling, surmount the cover. The handle is enriched with sym-
bolical grape decoration. The goblets and candlesticks are decorated
with the emblem and helmet, treated in relief, and the goblets are
gold-lined. The set of twenty-five pieces makes a rich display and
the beautiful lines of all the pieces are in themselves a worthy artistic
achievement.Combined Centerpiece and Punch Bowl
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Semi-Annual Meeting Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association

The semi-annual meeting of the above or-
ganization was held in the West Hotel, Minne-
apolis, on June isth and 16th. From 9 A. 3,1 to

10 A. M. On June 15th a reception was given to
the visiting jewelers who registered and received
their badges. The meeting was called to order
Lt to A. m . by President Emil Geist, and the
minutes of the last meeting were read and ap-
proved. This was followed by presentation of
the reports of the secretary and treasurer, which
were adopted.

President Geist then appointed the follow-
ing as resolutions committee: F. B. Logan, chair-
man ; A. E. Barker, C. A. Sherdahl, F. W. H er-
per and A. J. Kruger.

A lively discussion took place as to the
amount of dues paid to the national association.
Mr. Harper insisted that the dues should be 50
cents per capita for the tuitional and urged that
the delegates to the tuitional convention he in-
structed to have the dues reduced accordingly.

The finance committee, consisting of Messrs.
Logan and Nelson, made the following report :
"We, the Finance Committee, respectfully report
that the books of the secretary and treasurer
are in lirst-class condition and correct, and we
have no recommendations to make."

Motion was made and carried that an
evening session be held on account of the great
amount of business to be transacted, which it
was considered impossible to transact in two ses-
sions.
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short of a 20 or 25 year case. It makes against
good business if jewelers tell customers that
tilled goods are better than solid goods.

"I hope you will not take it seriously if I men-
tion the attitude of the National Jewelers' As-
sociation with regard to the tariff. This atti-
tude was, as it seemed to me, rather too passive,
as the association should have placed itself on
record as being against a further raise of tariff
and against additional obstacles put in the way
of getting good things from other countries
which the American people want here. I believe
ill a square deal all
around. I hope
this will he one of
our best meetings
held and again I
wish you ,d1
hearty welcome."

A. E. Barker
was then intro-
duced by the presi-
dent and gave a
m 0 s t instructive
a n d i iteresting
talk on "Merchan-
dising-as It Exists
To-day and What
It Will Be in the
Future."

John S. Taylor
was then intro-
duced and del i v-
ered a line discourse on "Salesmanship," which
v'as much appreciated by the jewelers in attend-
ance. He was followed by H. C. Carpenter, the
sales manager of the South Bend Watch Co.,

The grievance committee then reported whose subject was "What Has the Association
grievances of several members who complained Done For the Retail Jeweler?" It is needless to
that son-le of the jobbing houses of the Twin state that Mr. Carpenter has much to say in
Cities were selling to hardware stores the same favor of organization and strongly urged the
goods that they were selling to the jeweler. The trade to hecome members of the State association.
matter was turned over to the secretary, who
was requested to communicate with these firms
and report their reply to the executive board.

The membership committee reported the
election of two new members, G. L. Gunderson,
of Granite Falls, Minn., and F. W. Estabrooks,
Coleraine, Minn. The meeting then adjourned.

The afternoon session was called to order
at 2 P. m., when President Geist delivered his
annual address, as follows

President Emil Geist

The President's Address
"Again the jewelers of Minnesota are as-

sembled to confer upon things necessary to their
business and I take great pleasure in bidding
you all a hearty welcome and express a wish that
you may derive benefit from this summer meeting.

• It is an old adage 'That many minds know
more than one, and if there is Nvillingness to
imnart knowledge to others it can't fail that we
will all return home NV ith the satisfaction of
Ii n avig learned something that may be needful to
us.

"But, even if this should not be the case, the
opportunity to see and greet and shake hands
with many who are in the same life-calling
us is sufficently interesting to make it worth
a visit to the Twin Cities of St. ilaul and Min-
neapolis. Since you have elected me presiding
officer I shall abstain during this meeting to
make motions or push any particular measure,
but cannot refrain from saying that I should like
to see the jewelers of the great State place
themselves on record again as lwing for the
raising of the level of the merchandise they sell.
Quality is always essential in the family as in the
watch trade, and it is this which makes us, and
retail jewelers get the preference over others
\vho are not as legitimate in this business as we
think we are.

"We seek always to give our customers the
best in the market for their money and we also
seek to get things made which are not yet made.
One of the latter, for instance, is that we
should insist ill getting steel escape wheels in
all grades of watches; a brass or gold wheel is
of good service in the train of watch wheels, but
t3 serve in an escapement a steel wheel is the
proper thing. Then we should discourage the
making of inferior watch cases and sell nothing
less than either solid gold or silver cases, and if
tilled goods are demanded we should sell nothing

The evening session was called to order at
8 P. NI . by Vice-President C. S. Sherdahl. The
rest dutions committee presented its report, which
was unanimously adopted, the resolutions beingas lanws:

WHEREAS, Certain wholesale houses known
as general store wholesale houses, who sell all
lines of goods, are in the habit of issuing cata-
logues with full lines of watches, clocks, jewelry
and silverware, and

Whereas, The custom is a manifest injury to
the regular jeweler, therefore be it

Resolved, That we protest against any sys-
tem of wholesaling that mixes the jewelers'
lines with the general store lines, and

/?eso/ved, Fur-
ther, that we rec-
ommend to the of-
ficers 0 f t h e
American Na-
tional Retail
J meters' Associa-
tion that they tahe
th is matter up
with the whol c-
oolers' and manu-
facturers' associa-
tions to the end
that said manu-
facturers may be
induced to refuse
to sell such firms
as may still insist
on cataloguing the
jewelry lines in
such an indis-
crim iii ate manner,
and be it further

Resolved, That whereas the sale of clocks by
the regular trade has become so difficult. on ac-
count of the policy pursued by the manufac-
turers, that we recommend to the officers of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association
the advisability of con MI Itat 1011 With the various
clock manufacturing companies, with a view to
getting the clock business back in the legitimate
channels of trade.

Resolved, Further, that whereas the sale of
watch cases has developed into misleading and
unreliable guarantees as to the length of time
the gold will remain on a case %vith ordinary
wear and usage, we recommend to the standard

Secretary A. E. Paegel
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watch case manufacturers that they drop the
"Term of year guarantee," as now used, and
place in lieu thereof the thickness of gold, to-
gether with the quality. Be if further

Resolved, That we, the Minnesota Retail
Jewelers' Association, do commend the Minne-
sota Commercial Federation as being the proper
commercial body to take charge of any and all
bills that it may become necessary to have
enacted into laws by the Legislature of this
State ; and be it further

Reso/ved, That we endorse the fraudulent
advertising bill, the peddler's license bill and the
to per cent. garnishment bill, as proposed by the
federation.

Resolved, Further, that we favor the market-
ing of movements and cases separately.

Resolved, That we hereby express our thanks
to Sischo & Beard for their liberal contribution
for entertainment purposes, and that we express
our appreciation of the action of the Twin City
J obbing houses vtdio have discontinued the prac-
tice of retailing and recommend that the mem-
bers show this appreciation by favoring these
firms with their business.

The election of delegates to the national
convention was next in order and the following
were elected : A. E. Paegel, Emil Geist, S. J.
Vasler, A. E. Harker, C. .A. Scherdahl and 1.
Reiner.

A proposition to raise the dues from $3.00
to $5.00 a year was then considered, but it was
finally decided to defer action until the February
meeting. It was moved and carried that the as

have one meeting each year, Imhich will
be the regular annual meeting. The dates fixed
for this meeting next year are February 14th,
15th and loth.

A vote of thanks was extended to the South
Bend Watch Co. and the Crescent Watch -Case
Co., and the meeting was adjourned.

On the following day, at IO A. m., cars con-
taining the jewelers left the West Hotel for
Wildwood, White Bear Lake, where a picnic
lunch was served, the afternoon being spent in
playing a game of baseball, the jewelers and
opticians • furnishing the contesting nines, the
former being victorious. A. E. Barker, of Min-
neapolis, was the winner of the tub race and
I. Reiner, of Hutchinson, was the winner of the
running race, the most exciting event of the day.
The mile boat race was won by A. E. Paegel
and the half mile swimming race by C. A. Sher-
dahl.

President Geist, whose summer residence is
at White Bear, entertained the ladies during the
day with his launch.

The association wishes to extend thanks to
all committees for their able work and also to
Sischo & Beard, of St. Paul, for the band fur-
nished by them for the entertainment.

Resolutions Passed by North Dakota
Retail Jewelers' Association

In addition to resolutions thanking all those
who in any Nuay aided the itiiitiil convention thi
following. hearing on trade matters, were unani-
mously adopted :

Resolved, That we do not recommend com-
plete watches in all grades being put on the
market by the Nvatch companies, but that we d.)
recluumend a fixed selling price on movements
and cases separately. And be it

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
certain jobbers and manufacturers selling at retail
and to dealers in other lines who are not in the
legitimate retail jewelry business, and we would
recommend that this association adopt some
system by which its members may be kept posted
as to which maaufacturers and jobbers are and
which are not loyal to the legitimate retail jewelry
trade. And be it further

Resolved, That we do vigorously condemn the
bill now before Congress entitled, "A Bill to Pre-
vent• the Establishment of Fixed Selling Prices,"
and known as Senate Bill No. 8503 and House
Bill No. 26501, believing it to be detriniental to
the best interest of our business and to the
general public.
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artistic designing. Simple
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outline and ornamentation,
it rivals Sterling Silver in
distinction, and harmon-
izes perfectly with the
richest of table settings.

Ready for delivery August 15th.

Ask your Jobber.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD
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History of Jewelry Trade Organization in the United States
and What it is Endeavoring to Accomplish

Beginning of the Organization Movement—The First National Association, Its History and Disintegration—The Present National
Organization and Its Affiliated Societies.

It is now confidently predicted that the con-
vention of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, to be held in Detroit July 26-29, will
be the largest and most important meeting of
jewelers in the history of the trade. It is ex-
pected, in fact, that this convention will mark
a new epoch in the organization movement and
a material advance in trade reform. In view
of this and as a matter of timely interest, the
writer will recall the more important facts in
the history of jewelry trade organization, hav-
ing been intimately associated with the move-
ment for many years.

The history of organization
Story of among the jewelry trade is
Organization correctly dated from the year

1882, when was organized the
Watchmakers and Jewelers' Association of
Ohio. It is a notable coincidence that this
was the year THE KEYSTONE first saw the light
as a little four-page folder. The next State or-
ganization to materialize was the Pennsylvania
Retail Jewelers' Association, which came into
existence in February, 1889, under the name of
the Philadelphia Jewelers' Association. In
March, 1890, this association was chartered
under the laws of Pennsylvania as the Nation-
al Retail Jewelers' Association, the purpose of
the organization being the advancement and
protection of the interests of the retail jewel-
ers. The next important State association to
be formed was the Missouri Retail Jewelers'
Association, which was organized in St. Louis
in the early part of 1890 and has been in con-
tinuous active existence ever since. Illinois
followed with a State association.

The leader in the organiza-
The National tion movement at that time
Ass'n Idea was Arthur S. Goodman, a

Philadelphia jeweler, who
was president of the Pennsylvania association.
It was the ambition of Mr. Goodman to ex-
tend organization into all the States of the
Union, so that in time the entire trade of the
country would be organized into State societies,
with a national body to insure unity of action.
The Ohio organization does not seem to have
taken kindly to Mr. Goodman's scheme of
amalgamation. The project was more favor-
ably considered by the Missouri association,
and this organization sent seven delegates to
the Pennsylvania society's convention in 1891,
with the purpose of considering the advisa-
bility of forming a national association and ex-
tending the movement into other States.

At this early date the three
existing State associations,
though not affiliated, were
quite active in the work of

advancing and protecting the trade. Then, as
now, the organizations were partly educative,
the Pennsylvania association having a lecturer
on optics and also a lecturer on horology, both
of whom were men of eminence in their special
lines. Social reunions were also a feature of
the organizations.

From time to time many trade grievances
were attacked and some at least remedied.
For instance, in 1891, the Ohio association
made a vigorous and successful attack on lot-
tery watch clubs, and the Pennsylvania asso-
ciation followed on similar lines. These or-
ganizations also made assays that created con-
siderable interest among the trade. In 1891
the trade was aroused by the large number of
watches which were finding their way into
the hands of the consumers through the agency
of letter-carriers who acted as agents for watch
clubs and instalment houses. The Pennsyl-
vania association took prompt action in the
matter and communicated with the post-office
department, with the result that the practice
was suppressed.

Education and
Reform

In January, 1892, the project of amalgamating
all the State associations was again discussed.
President Goodman, of the Pennsylvania asso-
ciation, was the leader of the movement and went
to St. Louis in February, 1892, to discuss with the
Missouri jewelers the project of forming a
national organization. In this same year a num
her of the jewelers of Alabama met and formed
an association, Mr. Goodman assisting at the first

Views in Detroit, the Convention lily

meeting. Delegates from the Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Missouri and Illinois associations met
ill Pittsburg on July 18, 1892, and it was here
decided that a permanent national organization
be formed, under the name of the National
Retail Jewelers' Association of the United
States. The officers of the new national asso-
ciation were as follows: Arthur S. Goodman,
Philadelphia, president; H. H. Mithoefer, Cin-
cinnati, first vice president; Herman Mauch, St.
Louis, second vice president; Wm. Bryant,
Chicago, third vice president; Ed. Lohmeyer,
Newport, Ky., treasurer; W. F. Kemper, St.
Louis, secretary. A constitution and by-laws

(1073)

were adopted, which went into effect January 1.
1893.

First Annual 
The national organization

Convention 
started out hopefully, and
other State societies were or-
ganized from time to time.

The question of holding the first national con-
vention was easily decided, owing to the fact
that the World's Fair was then being held in
Chicago. The convention was held on July
loth, 20th, 21st, ill the Masonic Temple in that
city, the States of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,
Missouri and Alabama being represented. The
application of the Mississippi society to join
the national was received during the conven-
tion. In February, 1894, steps were taken to
form a State association in Iowa and a meet-
ing was held on April 3, when the Iowa Re-
tail Jewelers' Association was duly organized.
The Nebraska trade formed a society in that
State, which later affiliated with the national
organization. The New York State associa-
tion was organized at this time through the
efforts of President Arthur S. Goodman, of the
national body. In May, 1894, the jewelers of
NIilwaukee, Wis., held a preliminary meeting
to discuss the formation of a State association,
with the result that a meeting was held on
June 13th, when a State organization was
effected and affiliated with the national body.

The second annual conven-
Second Annual tion of the National Retail
Convention Jewelers' Association was

held in Cincinnati, July 18
itl(1 19, 1894, and was preceded by the Ohio
State convention, which was held on July 16th
and 17th. At the national convention every
State association then in existence was repre-
sented by delegates. Delegates were also pres-
ent from an organization which existed at that
time called the National Association of Watch
Jobbers, an organization which promised to do
much good by co-operation with the retail as-
sociations, but which was soon disbanded.

In November, 1894, a circular was issued
calling a meeting of the retail jewelers of Mas-
sachusetts for the purpose of forming a State
association. This meeting was held on No-
vember 14, 1894, and the State organization
effected, which promptly affiliated with the
national. The State associations took much
interest in the matter of passing the stamping
laws to regulate the stamping of articles of gold
and silver. and many States passed such laws
as a result of the agitation. The educative
character of the organization at this time is
well evidenced in the titles of papers read at
the conventions: "How to Increase Profits,"
"Future of the Retailer," "Behind the Scenes
in a Jobbing House," "Methods of Advertis-
ing," "Window Dressing and Care of the
Store." We recall that one of the rules adopted
by the Nebraska association early ill 1895 re-
quired the members to make a charge for the
valuation of jewelry, and this rule is still up-
held by many members of the trade.

The third annual convention
Other Annual was held in St. Louis, on July
Conventions 17, 18, 19, 1895, when Herman

Mauch, of that city, was elect-
ed to the presidency to succeed Mr. Goodman,
who had died earlier the same year. It is in-
teresting to recall that this convention reported
favorably on the matter of a national stamping
law, such as was passed later by Congress.

The fourth annual convention of the asso-
ciation was held at Atlantic City, N. J., on July
14. 15, 16, 1896. when Richard O'Neill. of Lin-
coln, Nebr., was elected president. The fifth
and last annual convention of. the old national
association was held in Detroit, Mich., on July
19 and 20, 1897. Very few State societies sent
delegates to this convention, and neither the

(Continued on page 10751
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THE M THAN MERELY
4GUARANTEED"RINGS

White,
Wile &
Warner

Buffalo, N.Y.

ttentlemen :
Please send, abso-

lutely free, your book
of Prepared Advertise-
ments with Newspaper
Cuts and full information
about the wonderful mechan-
ical window display that will
attract thousands to my window,
which is also given away abso-
lutely free.

Name 

.Ithlress

We Seek the Critical Jeweler We Seek the Jeweler Who Can Dis-

tinguish the Difference Between a Perfect and an Imperfect Ring

A guaranteed ring means absolutely nothing- to the retailer who " really

knows," unless that ring can pass the most rigid and critical examination
of the experienced mechanic.
It must stand the most severe test known to the skilled workman—a
guaranteed ring means nothing, unless it is so perfectly made and set,
that it is worthy of a guarantee.
If it cannot pass that examination of perfection,the guarantee is a farce.
W W W Rings are guaranteed for the reason that they are so
perfectly made that the most exacting can find no fault.
We ask every buyer of W W W RINGS to look at them care-
fully with a glass.
Each ring must bear that inspection. W W W RINGS can
pass the examination of the most critical, for the reason that
they are made by wonderfully skilled experts—every one a
master of his craft.
W W W RINGS are more than merely "guaranteed " Rings—
they are rings worthy of a guarantee.

17.■•■■•■•=404

If You Want a Chance, Take One

The best way to get a chance is to take one.

The signing of this coupon is your chance—it is your opportunity to asso-

ciate yourself with a modern, successful ring house that does startling things

—a house that assists the retailer in increasing his business.

The signing of the coupon does not obligate you in the least—it simply

gives you the chance to learn of the benefits we have to offer to.the retailer

who is wide-awake, and Who fully realizes that in these modern days of

keen competition, it requires new thought—new blood—new energy to suc-

cessfully fight those obstacles that seem to obstruct success.

Wit and grit are keys to which all locks must submit—the signing
of the coupon offers you the wit and the grit for the coming Holiday
bt isiness.

Do not delay. Sign the coupon to-day.

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings in Which the Stones Do Stay

Buffalo, New York

July, 1010 THE

History of Jewelry Trade Organization
in the United States

(Continued from page 1073)

president nor secretary put in an appearance.
The decay of the national organization was Si)
manifest that the Missouri delegation presented
resolutions proposing its disbandment, but,
after discussion, these resolutions were defeat-
ed by a few votes. The organization, however,
was disbanded as an organization of retailers
pure and simple, the title being changed to the
National Jewelers' Association of the United
States, to which manufacturers and wholesalers
could be admitted as associate members. The
Missouri delegates subsequently resigned their
membership in the association, and it was gen-
erally understood that the organization was at
least temporarily defunct, although officers
were elected. Several of the State associations
continued in more or less active existence,
chief among these being the Missouri society,
which has been in active and continuous ex-
istence since its first organization.

The revival of organization
New Era of among the jewelry trade,
Organization which culminated in the pres-

ent national association, may
be dated from the organization of the Michigan
Retail Jewelers' Association in September,
1902, or rather from January, 1904, when this
association broadened its field and aims and
changed its name to the American Retail Jew-
elers' Association, with a membership recruited
not only from Michigan, but from neighboring
States. In March, 1904, the now flourishing
Minnesota association was organized, and soon
other States began to follow suit. The Iowa
Retail Jewelers' Association was reorganized
in 1905, and soon became one of the strongest
State bodies. In 1906 associations were or-
ganized or reorganized in the following States:
Alabama, Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, Ne-
braska, North Carolina, North Dakota, Penn-
sylvania, Oklahoma, South Dakota and West
Virginia, with other States rapidly falling in

As already stated early in
New National 1904 the Michigan Retail
Association Jewelers' Association changed

its name to the American Re-
tail Jewelers' Association and accepted mem-
bers from outside States. The laudable pur-
pose in view was to have one representative or-
ganization which could speak for all the or-
ganized trade. This action on the part of the
Michigan association did not, however, appeal
favorably to some of the other State societies
which claimed the right to be consulted in the
formation of such a representative body. It
soon developed that in order to secure a gen-
uine national association composed of affiliated
State societies, all the latter should be con-
sulted and take part in its formation. The
Michigan (American) association, very com-
mendably took the initiative in this action and
a meeting of delegates from all State associa-
tions was held on the occasion of the big optical
convention held at Rochester on July, 1906.
This proved a very important meeting, and
was appropriately presided over 'by President
Max Jennings, of the American (Michigan) as-
sociation. In the various sessions held there
was much vigorous discussion and not a little
dissension, but the differences were finally
adjusted and the new national organization
launched under the compromise name of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion. The honor of being first president was
appropriately conferred on Max Jennings, of
Michigan, and I. M. Radabaugh, of Minnesota,
was unanimously elected secretary, and E. H.
Dunbar, of Massachusetts, treasurer. A vice
president was nominated and elected from each
of the affiliating State associations. The fol-
lowing list of vice presidents tells the State
associations which were then in affiliation with
the national body: W. B. Ankeny, for Iowa;
D. L. Davies, for Nebraska; L. M. Derby, for
New York; T. A. Westmeyer, for West Vir-
ginia; George Yeoman, for Georgia; J. P. Arch-
ibald, for Pennsylvania; A. E. Paegel, for Mm -

f
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nesota; D. G. Gallette, for South Dakota; R. C.
Bernau, for North Carolina; C. T. Tilson, for
South Carolina; H. M. Ryman, for Texas; Fred
C. Newhall, for Massachusetts; S. M. Strain,
for Illinois; A. B. Hull, for Michigan; S. Kron-
holtz, for Connecticut; H. C. Cook, for Ten-
nessee.

The second annual conven-
Second Annual tion of the American Nation-
Convention al Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion was held in Chicago on
September 23 to 28, 1907, President Max Jen-
nings in the chair. In his opening speech the

The Lighthouse, Detroit

president announced that there were then more
than thirty State associations in existence, some
twenty of which were organized during the
previous year. Nearly all of these were affili-
ated with the national body. The total mem-
bership of the National Association at that
time was 740. An attractive feature at this
convention was the numerous exhibits by
wholesalers and manufacturers.
The work of this convention was marred by

a serious blunder in the recommendation of a
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law which would materially change the entire
system of railroad watch inspection and re-
sult in taking this work largely out of the hands
of the jewelry trade. The blunder was prompt-
ly exposed, however, and was remedied at the
next convention, when the resolution in regard
to the matter was rescinded. The organization
was taught a salutary lesson by this blunder,
which placed them in an unenviable position
of not knowing what was to its own best in-
terest. This lesson was taken to heart, and it
is safe to say that future conventions will be
more chary of misleading influences. The elec-
tion of officers resulted as follows: President,
Mack A. Hurlbut; first vice president, J. P.
Archibald; second vice president, C. H. Wil-
liams; secretary, I. M. Radabaugh; treasurer,
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R. C. Bernau. The salary of the secretary was
advanced at this convention to $350 per year.

Chief among the recommendations of the
convention was the following:
We believe the national and State stamping

laws should be amended to include plated and
filled goods; all such to be stamped with qual-
ity and amount of precious metal and name or
trade-mark of the makers. We believe that if
such laws were in force and the stamped guar-
antee left off by the manufacturer and left with
the individual retail jeweler to guarantee or not
as he elects, that all manufacturers could make
a fair profit without the friction from unfair
and dishonest manufacturers.

The committee also commended the watch
manufacturers for establishing a minimum sell-
ing price on certain high-grade movements.

The third annual convention
Third Annual was held last year in Cin
Convention 

-
cinnati on August 3 to 7,
1908, and proved to be the

largest and most important gathering of the
retail trade held up to that time. Eastern and
western manufacturers and jobbers contrib-
uted largely to the success of the occasion by
installing elaborate exhibits. The secretary
announced in his report that there were forty-
three active associations of the trade, one na-
tional, twenty-nine State, and thirteen local or-
ganizations. Of these twenty-three State as-
sociations were in affiliation with the national
body and several others were expected to fall
in line. The membership, he stated, compris-
ing that of the affiliated associations, was close
to 2000.

The
T 

chief subject of discussion at this con-
vention was the proposed law in reference to
the stamping of gold-filled cases. -

As previously stated, the action of the Chi-
cago convention, recommending a law to reg-
ulate the matter of railroad watch inspection,
was rescinded, the resolution stating that the
convention favored a uniform system of watch
inspection, conducted on lines similar to those
then in use, and that they did not favor any
State legislation pertaining to the subject. The
Executive Committee was empowered at this
convention to establish a Bureau of Assays.
The officers elected were as follows: President,
J. P. Archibald; first vice president, A. E.
Paegel; second vice president, C. H. Williams;
secretary, S. Callison, and treasurer, R. C. Ber-
nau.

The fourth annual conven-
Fourth Annual tion of the National Associ
Convention 

-

ation was held in Omaha,
Nebr., August 2 to 6, 1909.

This convention set a new standard for associ-
ation work and raised the national organization
to a plane of usefulness, much beyond that
previously reached. Exhibits proved, as in
tilt previous convention, an attractive feature
of the occasion and an entirely new feature of
the program was a "Manufacturers' and Job-
bers' Day," when addresses were delivered by
leading members of these branches of the
trade. The papers read and the addresses
made were unusually high grade and instruc-
tive in character and here for the first time
there was manifested a spirit of complete har-
mony among the several branches of the trade,
which spirit all agreed to foster and strengthen
during the coming years. The new policy of
the fixed selling price was highly commended
by the convention and its extension strongly
advocated. The complete watch question was
also considered for the first time, as was also
the question of an association trade mark.

At this convention, J. P. Archibald, of
Blairsville, Pa., was unanimously re-elected
president, and Joe Mazer, of McAlester, Okla-
homa, second vice president. Jacob Nabstedt,
of Davenport, Ia., was elected second vice
president, and Claud Wheeler, of Columbia,
Mo., secretary. A. B. Hull, Belding, Mich.,
was elected treasurer.

The Detroit convention, to be held July 26
to 29, will be the next mile stone in the prog-
ress of the organization movement, and the
work already accomplished in behalf of the
trade will give unique importance to this gath-
ering.
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There are Sixty-
five Years of
Fine Workman-
ship Behind
Every Dennison
Case

Experienced artists de-
sign them. Skilled work-
ers make them. Only
Dennison could produce
them, every year a little
better, every year more
nearly resembling the fine
goods they hold.

For 1910 you should see
our new Octagon cases,

Colonial square-cornered
satin-lined cases, the hand-

some French cases, with
projecting edge, the
square or round-cornered

dome boxes, or the ever-
popular Standard "P"
case.

Examine them at our
nearest office. You'll

find them interesting.

Cases and Boxes to
Satisfy Discriminat-
ing Jewelers can Only
be Found in Dennison
Stores

Boston, 26 Franklin St.
New York — 2 stores-15 John St.

Uptown Store, 15 West 27th St.
Philadelphia, 1007 Chestnut St.
Chicago, 25 Randolph St.
St. Louis, 413 North Fourth St.
Albany, N. Y., 59 Maiden Lane
Atlanta, Ga., 4th National Bank Bldg.
Baltimore, Md., 125 East Fayette St.
Birmingham, Ala., 3C9 Brown-Marx

Bldg.
Buffalo, N. Y., 680 Main St.
Butte, Mont., 410 Phcenix Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 208 Andrews Bldg.,

5th and Race Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio, 717 Williamson Bldg.
Columbia, S. C.. 713 Nat'l Loan and

Exchange Bank Bldg.
Dallas, Texas, 715 Praetorian Bldg.
Denver, Col., 1404 Stout St.
Detroit, Mich., 183 Shelby Et.
Hartford, Conn., 36 Pearl St.
Indianapolis, Ind., 408 State Life Bldg.
Jacksonville, Fla., 616 Dyal-Upchurch

Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo., 210 Gumbel Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal., 629 Grosse Bldg.
Louisville, Ky., 220 Paul Jones Bldg.
Memphis, Tenn., 272 Randolph Bldg.
Meridian, Miss., 6th St. and 21st Ave.
Mexico, D. F., Apartado, 1724
Milwaukee, Wis., 47 Mack Block
Newark, N. J., 705 Union Bldg.
New Orleans, La.,312 Canal-Louisiana

Bank Bldg.
Pittsburg, Pa., 109 Sixth St.
Portland, Ore., 615 Corbett Bldg.
Providence, R. I., 13 Journal Bldg.
Richmond, Va., 1124 Mutual Bldg.
Rochester, N. Y., 601 Granite Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal., 833 Market St.
Seattle, Wash., 410 Colman Bldg.
St. Paul, Minn., 136 Endicott Arcade
Toronto, Ont., 8 Wellington St., W.
Washington, D. C., 30 Metzerott Bldg.

THE TAG MAKERS

Works at South Framingham, Mass.

July, 1910

ST. LOUIS
? LETTER

THE KEYSTONE

Trade conditions throughout this territory
have been somewhat impaired by the very pro-
tracted spell of unseasonable weather which has
lasted for several weeks. Business is improving,
however, and the weather conditions have grown
more favorable. Crops throughout these parts
are in a most excellent condition, and it is gen-
erally believed they will be harvested.

A. L. Bauman, president of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., left for New York on June 18th,
from which point he sailed for Europe on his
annual purchasing trip. He will be away eight
weeks.

aurice Bauman, traveler for L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., is home from a two weeks' business
and pleasure trip to Colorado.

Jas. N. Boyd has accepted a position as sales-
man with the L Bauman Jewelry Co., and will
represent them in Texas with headquarters in
Texas, vice H. M. Hubbard, resigned.

F. J. Bross, traveler for the L. Bauman Jew-
elry Co., will return July 1st from a ten days
fishing trip to Chandlersville, Ill. J. H. Cromp-
ton, buyer for the same firm, returned on June
13th from a short trip to Chicago.

Leo E. Bauman, secretary of the. Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., was presented with an eight-
pound girl at his home on June 9th.

John Hays Hammond, of Transvaal diamond
mine fame, spent a day here recently on his way
East from a trip to Mexico.

The Aller-Wilmes Jewelry Co. has been in-
corporated with a capital of $100,000 Incor-
porators: Harry S. Aller, 998 shares; Arthur J.
Lee and Alice Kaltmeyer, 1 share each, to do a
wholesale jewelry business. This firm repre-
sents the consolidation of the Aller-Newman-
Wilmes Manufacturing Co. and the Lee-Kehl
Manufacturing Co. under the new name of the
Aller-Wilmes Jewelry Co. Both of the old
companies are manufacturing jewelers and are
located in the Globe-Democrat Building. The
new concern is to continue the manufacturing
business and add a wholesale jewelry business.

A. F. Eisenbeiss, traveling salesman for the
Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., returned June 13th from
a month's vacation which was spent at Hot
Springs, Ark.

Albert Frech, of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.,
accompanied by his wife, is now in Rochester,
Minn., where Mrs. Frech is receiving treatment
from a prominent specialist of that place.

F. W. Hoyt, president of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., returned in June from a trip through
the Southwest. He will leave about July 1st
for a trip through Northern Missouri.

Jas. J. Burke, president of the Brooks Jew-
elry and Optical Co., returned June 25th from a
business trip to Chicago. Mr. Burke recently
purchased a 30 horse-power Chalmers-Detroit
touring car and has been making some enjoyable
trips in it. A. V. Umbrecht, traveler for this firm,
returned June 24th from a three weeks Westera
trip.

M. B. Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., returned June 23rd, from a several
days business trip to Chicago. R. Loewenstein, of
this concern, left on June 24th for a ten days
trip through the Southwest.

Goodman King, president of the Mermod-
Jaccard-King Jewelry Co., will sail early in
July on a two months' business trip to Europe.
His family wlil spend the summer at Riddeford
Pool, Me.

The Mermod-Jaccard-King Jewelry Co.
recently completed a very fine silver loving cup
for the friends of A. G. Robyn, a well-known
musical composer of this city, who left for New
York. The cup was presented to Mr. Robyn at
a farewell banquet tendered him at the Hotel
Jefferson one night recently.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. have
leased the seventh floor of their building to a
prominent tailoring firm of this city.

S. E. Bamber, secretary of the Hess & Cul-

hertson Jewelry Co., returned Saturday, June 18th.
from a week's trip to the Travelers Protective
Association National Convention, which was held
at Chattanooga, Tenn., June 14th, 15th and 16th.

The National Jewelry Wholesale Jobbers'
Convention at Cincinnati this month was attended
from here by A. L. Bauman, president of the L.
Bauman Jewelry Co.; Edw. Massa, vice-presi-
dent of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.; F. L.
Steiner, secretary of the St. Louis Clock and
Silverware Co.: F W. Hoyt, president of the F.
W. Hoyt Jewelry Co. and W. F. Kemper, of the
Gutfreund-Kemper Supply Co. All speak very
highly of the excellent treatment they received
from the Cincinnati jobbers.

The river excursion given by the local asso-
ciation of retail jewelers was a very enjoyable
event. It was given in connection with the de-
parture of Jos. M. Ebeling, president of the local
association, who left for Europe the following
day. The affair was very well managed and
those in attendance expressed a great deal of
appreciation. Herman Mauch was chairman of
the arrangements and E. C. Zerweck was secre-
tary. Half of the members were on the reception
committee and half on the floor committee.

Jos. M Ebeling, president of the local jew-
elers' assocation, and a well-known jeweler, left
for New York on June 7th, from which point he
sailed on White Star Steamship "Baltic' for a
three months tour of Europe.

Samuel Kober, representative of Jacob
Strauss & Sons, is spending several weeks here.

F. W. Miller, formerly with A. Kurtzeborn,
Jr. has accepted a position as salesman with S.
Ruby.

L. W. Brown, salesman for S. Ruby, is out
again after being confined at home ten days on
account of sickness.

George F. Bentley, representing the Elgin
National Watch Co., was one of the guests of the
local association on their boat excursion June 6th.

E. M. Hurst, formerly with Linz Bros.,
Dallas, Tex. has accepted a position as traveler
with Wm. 

Tex.,
& Bro., and is now on a two

months' trip through the Southwest. E. Puellman,
traveler for the same concern, returned June 6th
from a several weeks trip through Iowa and
Missouri. He left on June 12th for a two
months' trip through the Northwest. Henry F.
Hines, traveler for the same concern, is now on
a four months' trip to the Pacific Coast. H. D.
Wachholder, formerly traveler for this firm has
resigned to accept a similar position with the
Watson & Newell Co.

In a fire in Texarkana, Ark., on May 22nd,
the jewelry store of L. Punch was damaged to the
extent of $1200. Insurance, $600.

Frank Hudnell, a dealer of Bath, Ill , re-
cently purchased the largest pearl ever found in
the Illinois River from a fisherman. The pearl is
described as a "double saucer" and weighs 85
grains. Mr. Hudnell paid $1500 for it.

One of the most attractive exhibits of the
electric show held here recently at the Coliseum
was that of the National Clock and Electric Mfg.
Co., 

The 
tIsiiescrceittya

.ry of State of Texas recently
announced the forfeiture of the permits to do
business in that State and the charters of moo
foreign and domestic corporations for failure to
pay the annual franchise tax to the State. This
tax was due on May 1st.

A perfectly formed and colored pearl, weigh-
ing 48 grains, was found in a mussel shell at
Kampsville, Ill., on the Illinois River, by Theo-
dore Bick. He sold it to a pearl buyer for $woo.
A number of other large pearls have been found,
but none approaching that sold by Bick.

Among the prominent visitors here recently
were: W. J. Averbeck, of New York, who came
from the Cincinnati convention to visit his sister
and call on the trade; Mr. Sweet, of R. F. Sim-
mons & Co., and Mr. Hamilton, a well-known
jeweler of Denver, Col.

The Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.
had a very attractive display of electroliers at the
electric show held at the Coliseum recently.

A. Kurtzeborn, Jr., formerly in business for
himself here, has accepted the position of sales-
man with the J. Bolland Jewelry Co.

The J. Bolland Jewelry Co. has just com-
pleted the manufacturing of nine more silver cups
of smaller size for the St. Louis Golf Association
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in connection with the large one made for them
last month. This firm has also manufactured a
fine cup for the third annual automobile owners'
reliability run.

Miss Edith Blankenmeister, sister of 0. F.
Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister, Oberting &
Co., was married here on June 8th to Harry
14Iarschuetz, a young business 1111111 of this city.

Maschmeyer, president of the Masch-
meyer-Richards Silver Co., returned recently from
a month's business trip to the manufacturing
points of the East.

The following delegates Will represent the
local jewelers' association at the Kansas City,
Mo., State convention on June 20th, 21St and
22nd: Herman Mauch, E. C. Zerweck, John F.
Zeitler, Win. Chlanda and J. B. Boos. Other jew-
elers from here will probably attend.

E. F. Maritz, of the Maritz Jewelry Co. and
wife, recently entertained the office force and
heads of the departments of the firm at their
home. A very pleasant evening was enjoyed.

Herman Mauch and 0. H. Kortkamp, presi-
dent of the E. H. Kortkamp Jewelry Co., returned
recently from Hannibal, where they attended th,2
annual State convention of the Knights Templar

Charles Aronberg, 207 North Sixth Street,
was recently married to Miss. Blanche Silver-
stone, a popular young lady of this city. They
have just returned from their wedding trip.

At the May meeting of the Associated Re-
tailers the members approved the recommenda-
tion of the directors that the stores be closed on
the Fourth of July all day, and on Labor Day,
September 5th that they close at t P. M. Practi-
cally all the leading jewelers here belong to this
association.

James McDonald smashed a window in the
store of the Zerweck-French Jewelry Co., re-
cently and grabbed a chronometer and ran away.
He was arrested later while trying to sell the
same. He turned out to be a professional window
smasher, and a warrant charging him with
burglary in the second degree was sworn out.

James Hogan hurled a stone through the. dis-
play window of the Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson
Jewelry Co. recently. He was arrested before
stealing anything. On investigation it was shown
that he had been released from jail in January
for the same offense. He was sentenced to six
months in the penitentiary.

C. S. Aehle, secretary and treasurer of the
Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co., has
leased a cottage at Piasa Bluffs, Ill., for the
summer for his family.

Frederick W. Drosten, president of the F. W.
Drosten Jewelry Co., and W. H. Hettel, were
guests at a recent dinner given to Edmund P.
Creecy, late chief of police, at the Mercantile
Club. Mr. Creecy was the recipient of a fine
silver loving cup from his friends.

L. A. Fassett, Weiss & Fassett, returned
June I ith from a week's trip through Iowa. Max
Weiss, same firm, left on June 21st for an ex-
tensive trip through the Southwest.

I. T. Fuller, traveler for the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., left June 9th for a month's trip
through the States of Missouri and Kansas.

J. E. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-
Kemper Supply Co., returned June 5th from a
four weeks' trip through the Southwest. He is
now on his vacation and will return about
July ist.

Alma L. Paul, cashier for the Elliott Jewelry
Co. has returned from a week's vacation spent
at Vandalia,

Louis Sartor, formerly of the Sartor Jewelry
Co. of Lincoln, Neb., has accepted a position as
traveling salesman for the Elliott Jewelry Co.
and will represent them in the States of Missouri,
Kansas, Arkansas and Oklahoma.

J. S. Bunting, formerly with F. H. Ingalls,
well and favorably known, has opened a first-class
jewelry store at the Southwest corner of Vande-
venter and St. Louis Avenues.

W. J. Beard, traveler for the Aller-Wilmes
Jewelry Mfg. Co., returned June 4th for a
two months' trip through Missouri and Illinois
lie is now spending the month of June on his
vacation at his home in Defiance, Ohio.

Loftis Bros. & Co., of this city have opened
a branch in the Colomo Building, East • St.
Louis, Ill.

(Continued on page 107)



For Every Collar Button Need
Of the careful and particular dresser, we have a style and
size of button that exactly suits the requirements.

Krementz Collar Buttons
are as perfect as it is possible to make them ; so strong they
cannot break ; their quality is guaranteed and a new one is given free for every one
damaged from any cause. "Men who know" always ask the dealer for Krementz
Collar Buttons. Are you in line to supply the demand for every size and every style
of the Collar Buttons that

" The Button Ilud's Insured "

Always Give Satisfaction 

KREMENTZ & COMPANY
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK, 1 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO, 722 Shreve Bldg.

LOCKETS ONLY

ESTABLISHED
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No. 9234

Our new designs, shapes and sizes in lockets represent
all the latest and most popular styles in this specialty

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY NEW YORK OFFICE

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 15 MAIDEN LANE

MONEY-MAKING SHOW CASES
(IT It would be a revelation to some merchants to know what a difference
there is in the selling power of different show cases. By far the most
profitable one of all is the

A 11-Glass Show Case
q This is because of its attractive appearance, which also adds attractiveness
to the goods displayed in it. Every part cf the Silent Salesman is heavy
plate glass put together without the use of frame, bolt or screw. It is a
strong, rigid case—no more durable one to be had.

(if Shall be pleased to assist you with advice or suggestions based on our
long experience, if desired. Also want to send you printed matter and
prices of outdoor or indoor cases. Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT : : MICHIGAN

Get our Book on Modern Store Front Construction

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 43 EAST EIGHTH STREET
LEO.A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent
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The Colorado Horological Society held its
first annual meeting Monday, June 6th. Several
important matters were brought up and settled.
The treasurer's report for the year was presented
and proved very satisfactory to all. It showed
the club in very good standing and there is no
doubt that the society is growing in popularity
and doing a great deal of good among the
watchmakers of the State. The election of of-
ficers for the new year was held and the follow-
ing were elected to office: President, J. I. Hansen;
vice-president, W. H. Rankin; secretary, A. Kauf-
man; treasurer, W. C. Hansen, and sergeant-at-
arms, A. Swanson.

Charles Robinson has taken .a position with
William Oppenheim, of Denver.

The Wholesale Jewelers' Association held
their annual meeting here May 31st and the
following were elected to office for the year
of 191o: Ed Lehman, president; Charles B. Lewis,
vice-president; Charles Watkin, treasurer, and
T. B. King, secretary. T. B. King was also
elected executive committeeman to represent

iDenver n the national association.
The following out-of-town jewelers were

in the city buying goods last month : F. R. Crocker
of Grand Junction, Colo.; F. F. Lewis, of Sugar
City, Colo.; J. S. Bently, of Boulder, Colo.; G. R.
Sager, of Weldona, Colo.; E. P. Clotworthy, of
Estes Park, Colo.; P. A. Bowers, of Center, Colo.;
I. 0. Glazin, of Greeley, Col.; J. Freshman, of
Victor, Colo.; C. J. Yardley, of Greeley, Colo.;
Mrs. Ewes, of Idaho Springs; J. F. Barnhart, of
Clayton, N. Mex.; D. H. Spencer, of Elizabeth,
Colo.; V. W. Cummings, of Pagosa Springs,
Colo.; H. Ellithorpe, of Colorado City, Colo.;
C. L. Beard, of Longmont, Colo.; C. C. Stone, of
Fort Collins, Colorado; Henry Curtis, of Little-
ton, and A. Herman, of Brighton.

A Mexican entered the store of Harry Slat-
kin, at 1225 Seventeenth Street, one day last
month and asked to be shown some diamond
rings. The clerk brought out a tray of them
and the Mexican slipped two of them in his
jacket when he thought the clerk wasn't looking,
bpt the latter happened to see him and accused
him of it. The thief at once ran out of the door
and up the street, dropping one of the rings. He
was caught by an officer a short distance from the
store and sent to headquarters, where he was
searched, but they were unable to find the other
ring. He will be held, however, until a thorough
investigation can be made.

P. A. Wagner, of Denver, is spending several
weeks in Idaho in the interest of his mine there,
located near Stanley.

D. G. Hall, of this city, has taken a position
with J. Jessup & Son, San Diego, Cal.

C. A. Bruck, engraver, formerly with Boyd
Park, has taken a position with the Bohm-Allen
Jewelry Co.

T. L. Drake, manager of the Boyd Park
Jewelry Co., has taken an office in the Cornada
Building and will remain there until the corn-
pany's books are settled up.

J. H. Knickerbocker, of Salt Lake City, re-
ported last month as selling out, has asked for
an extension from his creditors and will remain
in business for the present.

Ben Cohn and Jacob Cohn, formerly in the
jewelry business in Leadville, Colo., are now
running a fine store in Seattle, Wash.

Miss M. M. Schmoeger, of J. C. Bloun & Co.,
is spending an extended vacation with her folks
in the East.

W. D. Woodrow, formerly of Greeley, has
moved his store to La Salle, Colo., and reports
a very good business.

E. 1. Jones, formerly of Denver, but now lo-
cated in St. Joe, Mo., paid the city a visit last
month on his return trip • from California. Mr.
Jones was accompanied by his wife.

C. E. Miller, formerly of Leadville, has
taken charge of G. W. Webb's other store, lo-
cated on the north side.

Mr. Joseph Shoemaker, of Arnada, Colo., has
sold his store to Walter James, of Elgin, Ill., who
is conducting business at the old stand.

Wolf Hansen, with M. O'Keefe, returned
this month with his bride, formerly Miss A.
Neilson, of Chicago. They will make their home
in Denver.
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B. 0. Salisbury has taken a position as watch-
maker with Joseph I. Schwartz.

H. L. Bushing has taken a position with R. L.
Reiche, of this city.

W. E. Dotty, formerly with A. Hahn & Co.,
Durango, has taken a position with the Johnson
Jewelry Co., of Colorado Springs. Colo.

Vin W. Cummings, of Del Morte, was in
the city last month. He is just recovering from
a six months' sickness and is improving very
nicely.

One of the most valuable and finest trophies
ever offered in the State is a beautiful solid silver
loving cup, designed and being made by Syman
Bros. Jewelry Co., of Denver, one of the finest
jewelry stores in the West. The cup is offered
by the Irrigation Committee for a national oat-
growing contest. The cup must be contested for
five times and won three times by same contestant
before it becomes his property. The cup stands
40 inches high and is made of Colorado silver.
It is mounted on a 24-inch ebony base. A sheath
of oats surmounts the cup and directly under is
a beautiful seal of Colorado. A famous Col-
orado harvesting scene occupies the center of
the cup and the bottom and two handles also
represent sheaths of oats. The cup is valued at
$1000. The next contest is to be held in Col-
umbus, Ohio. The above firm are also making a
beautiful ebony and silver inlaid gavel, to be
presented to the president of the Colorado Re-
tail Hardware Dealers' Association, who have
their convention here this month. It has beauti-
ful scroll and filigree silver mounted over the
ebony with seal of State and association emblems
on the handles.

J. C. Bloom & Co., of Denver, are exhibiting
a very beautiful and valuable display of fine and
fancy cut diamonds in their windows this month.
The collection is valued at over $1oo,000 and
every precaution is being taken to safeguard it.
A special officer is on duty and an additional in-
surance is added to the stock.

H. L. McLaughlin, of the W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Co., has Just returned from a very suc-
cessful business trip through the Northwest.

L. W. Walker, of 772 Jason Street, surprised
his friends here by bringing home a wife from
California, where he has been spending his vaca-
tion.

J. Mavle, of Rawlins, Wyo., has just re-
E.

turned with his bride, formerly Miss Elizabeth
Roth, of Norwalk, Ohio, where they were mar-
ried last month.

A supposed customer entered the store of
the Morris Jewelry Co. here the evening of June
4th and asked to be shown some diamonds. Mr.
Cohn, the proprietor, brought out two or three
trays but none seemed to suit. Finally Mr. Cohn
brought out a tray of the finest stones in the store,
valued at $2000. The man finally said he would
take a cetrain stone and at the same time grabbed
the tray and rushed for the door. Mr. Cohn drew
a revolver and begun firing, but the thief paid no
attention and ran out the door and up a stairway
leading to the second floor. The shots attracted
an officer nearby who rushed to the store and
with Mr. Cohn followed un the stairs. They were
told by some roomers that he had gone down a
back stairway into the alley, but when they
reached it he was nowhere in sight. They were
told by some people in the side street they had
seen a man running down the street, but had paid
no attention, not knowing the reason. This was
the last ever seen of him. The robbery was evi-
dently very carefully prearranged. A robbery
very similar to this occurred in Louisville, Ky., at
the store of Rogers & Krull and it is expected
the same man committed it. Mr. Cohn describes
the thief as being about 5 feet 8 inches tall,
rather stout build and medium complexion. He
wore a ugh two-piece suit, a white soft shirt and
a light felt hat.

Ernest Dahlin, with J. S. Lewis & Co., of
Ogden, Utah, and formerly of Denver, expects
soon to enter the matrimonial circle and spend his
wedding trip in Denver with his folks.

Fred J. Barnes is successor to Leon F.
Molinelli, of Pocatello, Idaho. Mr. Molinelli is
now city clerk of that city.

Jesse Sanborn, of the Pacific Coast, has ac-
cepted a position with A. J. W'ipperman, of
Idaho Falls, Idaho.

A. L. Hughes, formerly with C. H. NOrton,
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Idaho Falls, Idaho, has opened up a fine new
store in Blackfoot, Idaho, and is much pleased
with the business.

Mitchell Smith has returned to his old home
in Baker City, Oregon, having been with H. P.
Kizer, of Wiser, Idaho, about one year.

E. H. Pugh has sold out his business in
Buhl, Idaho, to A. E. Goodman and has ac-:
cepted a position with H. P. Kizer, in Weiser,
Idaho.

E. E. Teape, of Sandpoint, Idaho, has opened
up a fine new store in Weiser, Idaho.

0. R. Bagby has sold out his business at
Wendall, Idaho, to R. J. Coats, of Kansas, and
is now visiting his friend, W. R. Strother,
jeweler, of Payette, Idaho.

Dennis & Riddell, both recently with J. T.
Laughlin, of Boise, Idaho, have opened up a
manufacturing and watchmaking shop at 204
Moele Building, of that city, and report a very
good business.

Charles Williams, formerly with COn W.
Hesse, of Boise, Idaho, has accepted a position
with Ed F. Fowler, of that city.

The wholesale jewelry men of Denver have
returned from the national convention, held in
Cincinnati June 7th to nth and report a very
successful convention throughout. They all wish
to express their appreciation of the jobbers of
Cincinnati for the excellent time they had and the
fine way they were entertained while there.

C. McDonald, of the Bohm-Allen Jewelry
Co., recently elected second lieutenant of
Troop C, is spending a couple of weeks at the
Officers' Training School, at Fort Riley, Kans.,
receiving instructions for the practice march and
maneouvers to be held at Fort Douglas, Wyo.,
in July.
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Brener & Co. have opened up as manu-
facturing jewelers at 408 Globe-Democrat Build-
ing, the formal opening taking place June 8th. S.
Brener, well-known to the trade, having been
in business here before, is the head of the firm.

A fine sterling silver cup presented by his
friends to E. P. Creecy, retiring Chief of Police
here, was made by the Hess & Culbertson Jew-
elry Co. It was a fine piece of workmanship.

W. Liebig, with the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co., has resigned to enter another line of
business.

The John C. Pierik Co., Springfield, Ill., have
sold out their goods at auction and Mr. Pierik
will retire from business. He is one of the oldest
jewelers of that city.

Robert Mitchell and his brother, of Carrollton,
Mo., have purchased the jewelry business of L.
G. Clark, of that city.

H. W. Kellerman, cashier for the Eisenstadt
Mfg. Co., for the past seven years, has resigned
and on July 1st will accept a position with the
F. W. Hoyt Jewelry Co., of this city.

Well-known trade visitors here during the
month were: Carl Shepard, Hannibal, Mo., ac-
companied by wife ; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs,
Mo., accompanied by wife; H. M. Kissel,
Metropolis, Ill.; W. K. Urbani, Vandalia, Ill.;
Mrs. Fred Marcus, Denison, Tex.; J. F. Stewart,
Albion, Ill.; Wm. Smith, Cairo, Ill.; A. S. Simth,
Birmingham, Ala.; J. Schneider, O'Fallon, Ill.;
E. E. Gibson, Marissa, Ill.; C. Burkhardt, Red
Bud, Ill.; E. C. Laughlin, St. Charles, Mo.; Roy
Goulding, Alton, Ill.; F. J. Pratt, Festus, Mo.;
E. Zimmerman, Stonington, Mo.; J. Fikuart,
Frankford, Mo.; Mrs. Armstrong, Brownwood,
Texas ; L. A. Bunch, Herron, Ill.; Mr. Smith,
Rush & Smith, Mt. Carmel, Ill.; Geo. Porth and
his son, of Geo. Porth & Son, Jefferson City, Mo.;
John G. Weber, Marine, Ill.; Fred Simon, Collins-
ville, Ill.; A. S. Higbee, Roodhouse, Ill.; J. W.
Strain, Carrollton, Ill.; E. L. Meyer, St. Charles,
Mo.; T. H. Edwards, Clarksville, Mo.; L. J.
Empfield, Paragould, Ark.; J. W. Bader, Blythe-
ville, Ark. (on his way to West Baden, Ind.) ; C.
S. Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind.; Henry Crossman,
Duquoin, Ill.; Ed. Vail, Wichita, Kas.; Chas. S.
Stifft, Little Rock, Ark. (on his way East) ; J.
R. Ray, Ray & . Dilworth, Salem, Mo ; R. D.
Worrall, Mexico, Mo.; E W. Sartor, president
of the Sartor Jewelry Co., Lincoln, Neb.
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"Buyers' Week," June 14th, 15th and 16th,
was a great event in the commercial history of
this city. The Indianapolis Trade Association
extended an invitation to the merchants of the
State to be their guests during the three days.
The invitation was very generally accepted, over
7500 merchants spending one or more days in
Indianapolis, and while it was not expected that
much buying would be done, many nice orders
were taken and bills • of fall goods sold. The
chief object was to show the visitors a good
time. The visitors were given complimentary
tickets to a number of entertainments. Tuesday
they were presented with tickets to the base ball
game between Indianapolis and Kansas City. A
section of the grandstand had been reserved and
a committee of the Trade Association was on
hand to see that their guests were properly cared
for. A band concert was given before and after
the game. Wednesday afternoon the visitors
were invited to see the aeroplane races at the
Motor Speedway, and in the evening they at-
tended the Hippodrome vaudeville and circus.

Thursday the programme included a trip to
the top of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument,
where a splendid view of the entire city could
be obtained. The entertainment ended Thursday
evening with a concert and smoker at the
Maennerchor roof. garden, from 8.30 to 11.3o.
Cigars and refreshments were served during the
entire evening. The last entertainment offered a
splendid opportunity for the Indianapolis busi-
ness men and the visitors to meet socially and
to become better acquainted. Baldwin-Miller
Company are the only members of the trade who
have a membership in the Trade Association.
During the week the following out-of-town
jewelers were their guests : F. C. Sheldon and
Harry Major, of Shelbyville; J. K. Maxwell and
wife, of Otterbein ; C. K. McCain, Kokomo;
H. H. Bowman, Brookston; J. A. Miessen &
Son, Cicero; B. F. Spencer, Remington ; W. M.
Nye, Warsaw; C. E. Wright, Linden; Alton
Evans, Spiceland; J. W. Thompson, Danville;
F. J. Harvey and wife, Markle; J. H. Barnes,
Greenfield; G. F. Cooper, Mooresvule: Emil
Rossicr, Martinsville ; Lou Kemper, of Kemper
Brothers, Greentown ; A. W. Owen, Greenwood;
D. S. Whitaker and his watchmaker, Mr. Ster-
ling, Lebanon ; W. H. Markle, Rigdon ; F. G.
Vogt, Mishawaka; Carl Brimhall, Summitville;
M. Sidwell & Son, Elwood; 0. P. Ream, Hart-
ford City; H. E. Kinnear, Marion; W. Hud-
son, Fortville; W. H. Smith, Jamestown; George
F. Long and wife, New Richmond; Mr. Kersey,
of Campbell & Kersey, Darlington ; Ed Steven-
son, Darlington ; W. E. Inman, Bloomfield; Will
Haseltine, Kokomo ; Aaron Pursel, Noblesville,
and Pedro Webb, City Clerk of Warsaw and a
watchmaker, formerly with W. M. Nye, at War-
saw.

A display of gems of unsur-
A Notable passable beauty held the at-
Opening tention of a steady throng of

callers at the opening, June
isth and 16th, of the new store of Carl L. Rost,
25 North Illinois Street. • Palms, roses and cut
flowers assisted in the general decorative scheme,
while the entire store was brilliant in the beau-
tiful display of watches, jewelry, silverware and
cut glass. Among the floral decorations were
noticed a number of beautiful palms from I. N.
Fox, of Cincinnati; a magnificent horseshoe made
of roses and ferns, from D. Gruen Sons & Co., of
Cincinnati, and a massive basket of roses from
Baldwin-Miller Company, of Indianapolis. To
each of these offerings were attached cards of
congratulations and best wishes.

Just ten years ago Carl L. Rost removed his
'ewelry business from Crawfordsville, Ind., to
Indianapolis. During the ten years Mr. Rost
conducted his business in a small room, but not
Oil a small scale. Almost from the first it was
evident that the auarters were too small to meet
the demands of a rapidly increasing patronage.
The present quarters are over four times the
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size of the old. Handsome mahogany wall and
show cases and modern fixtures and conveniences
of all kinds are arranged for the convenience and
comfort of both the salespeople and customers.
Four watchmakers' benches are at the entrance
to the room ; then comes the display space, with
a double line of cases; back of that space is lo-
cated the office and a tine room for showing dia-
monds; this room is flooded with daylight as
long as it lasts and brilliant electric light when
the sunlight fails. A large and thoroughly
equipped workshop, with windows on the rear
alley, occupies the extreme rear of the room.
Mr. Rost has every reason to be proud of his
spacious and magnificently appointed establish-
ment. He is not "The man who stood still," as
his record of successful effort. proves. Emil
Kernel, head watchmaker, came from Craw-
fordsville with Mr. Rost and fills the position of
"right-hand man."

The A. P. Craft Company report business
as very good and judging from the business for
the first half of the year, Iwo promises to be
the best the firm ever enjoyed. Trade on their
special line of emblem goods has kept the full
shop force busy. A new hydraulic press has
been installed and the old drop hammer done
away with.

C. B. Dyer has been awarded the contract
to furnish the medals to be presented to the win-
ners in the State National Guards' Shoot.

Harry Sebel, traveling representative for
Baldwin-Miller Company, will add some Ken-
tucky and Tennessee territory to his old route
this fall. His spring business was very satis-
factory.

A wedding of interest to the trade will take
place July 5th, when Charles B. Dyer, of In-
dianapolis, will be united in marriage to Miss
Nancy Brown, of Shelbyville, Ind. The honey-
moon will be spent in northern Wisconsin. Mr.
Dyer has won a widespread reputation for
hand-wrought jewelry of arts and crafts designs,
as well as for the artistic trophies and medals
turned out by his shop. THE KEYSTONE extends
hearty congratulations and best wishes to the
prospective groom and his bride.

E. M. Stevenson, 46 Waverly Building, has
a large and enthusiastic class in metal work and
handmade jewelry. Mr. Stevenson's classes are
conducted on the scholarship plan, the holder of
a scholarship being entitled to as many lessons
as lie or she may desire.

J. C. Sipe, a diamond merchant on North
Meridian Street, will leave for Europe July 2d
Oil his annual diamond buying trip. During June
he offered a to per cent. discount on all diamonds
sold at his store.

Carl F. Walk, of J. C. Walk & Son, will
sail early in July for a European trip of several
months' duration. He will be accompanied by
his wife and the trip will be one of both recrea-
tion and business. Mr. Walk will visit the dia-
mond markets.

During the last week in May Charles Mayer
& Company conducted a "Cut Glass Sale." In
the window was an attractive line of cut glass
and a glass cutter from the Wright-Rich Cut
Glass Company, of Anderson, Ind., worked from
9 A. M. to 5 P. M. The window display attracted
much attention and the sale was a decided suc-
cess.

William Reeder, formerly from Greenup,
has accepted the position of watchmaker with
The Reliance Loan Co., on South Illinois Street.

The smallest jewelry and optical store in the
city is "The Gem," at 123 South Illinois Street.
It is owned by William A. Markus & Co. and
does a profitable retail and wholesale business
in spite of the small quarters.

Harry Evard, who is associated with his
father, J. E. Evard, in the watch and jewelry
business on East Market Street, is slowly re-
covering from a short but critical illness.

The jewelry business of the late Andrew
Oehler, 20 South Delaware Street, has been
wound up. All the stock left after an auction
sale was bought by parties in the East and
shipped out of town.

Chris Bernloehr & Brother are very nicely
settled in their new quarters, 606-607 I.O.O.F.
Building. The tirm has found upstairs rooms
very desirable for their watch and diamond busi-
ness.

Louis Bowman, Texas representative for the
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1. Grohs Jewelry Company, in the State Life
Building, took his vacation last month in a
pleasure tour that included New York, Philadel-
phia and Norfolk, Va. He was accompanied by
his wife.

Baldwin-Miller Company finished their an-
nual stock-taking the 1st of June. The year's
business had been very satisfactory and pros-
pects for the coming year look very promising.
Travelers for the firm will soon be on the road
again with a full line of fall styles. June 1st
the firm began closing at noon on Saturdays.

Albert Zoller, head of the silverware depart-
ment of Charles Mayer & Co., has returned from
a purchasing trip to Europe. Mr. Zoller bought a
general line of goods besides silverware, clocks,
brass and leather goods, fine china and art pot-
tery.

Henry A. Winn, "The Arcade Jeweler," has
sold out to the Zerweck Jewelry Co., of St.
Louis. The new firm, with G. W. Stoehr, manager,
will do business under the name of the Capitol
City Jewelry Company. They will continue to do
the official time inspection for all the New York
Central Lines at this point. E. M. Carr, watch-
maker with H. A. Winn, will continue in the
same position with the new firm.

Charles W. Lauer, Sr., of Charles W. Lauer
& Co., has sold his interest in the wholesale ma-
terial house of Hoffman & Lauer to his former
partner, W. J. Hoffman, who will continue in
the same location on the ninth floor of the
State Life Building. H. A. Winn, who sold out
to the "Capitol City Jewelry Company," has as
sociated himself with W. J. Hoffman in the
material business.

Clarence Polinsky, formerly with Frank
Smith, of Cincinnati, is now with Fletcher M.
Noe, on North Illinois Street.

Joseph Kernel has sold his interest in the
manufacturing business of Davis & Kernel to
his partner, Mark Davis, and located in Omaha,
Nebr. Mr. Davis will continue at the old stand.

John D. Day, watchmaker with H. C. Scher-
gens, has put ill an electric motor that runs his
watchmaker's lathe.

Louis Feller, an East Washington Street
jeweler, reports a very gratifying trade on gifts
for the graduating season. Mr. Feller is very
much pleased with the new city lighting system.
Since the new standards have been erected on
his block he finds that an increase in trade can
be directly traced to the improved lighting of the
street and good window displays. People passing
out of regular business hours stop to admire the
display and very often make their selection of
articles before coming into the store.

William Springhorn, watchmaker with
Charles Mayer & Co., attended the skat tourna-
ment held at Detroit last month. Mr. Spring-
horn is a member of the executive committee
of the American Skat Congress. •

A new watch repair shop has been opened
in Room 817, K. of P. Building, by S. D. Crane
& Co. The firm is prepared to do all kinds of
expert watch repairing for the trade.

L. E. Bing, for twenty-three years with
Ravelstad Brothers, of Elgin, Ill., has recently
located ill Indianapolis and is employed as watch-
maker and engraver by Carl L. Rost, 25 North
Illinois Street. •

Joseph E. Reagan, of Baldwin-Miller Com-
pany, and Charles W. Lauer, of C. W. Lauer &
Company, attended the meeting of the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Association, held in Cin-
cinnati last month. Mr. Reagan was re-elected
a member of the executive committee to serve
for two years. Both gentlemen considered it
a very successful meeting. Mr. Lauer grew very
enthusiastic ill Eis praises for the Cincinnati job-
bers, declaring that in genuine hospitality and
good fellowship they broke all records, sparing
neither time nor money to entertain the visiting
jobbers.

Ikko Matsumoto has disposed of his stock
of staple jewelry and will hereafter confine his
attention exclusively to designing and making the
exquisite hand-wrought jewelry that has won him
an enviable reputation among the metal artists
of this. country.

A. L. Purpus, watchmaker with F. L. Bray-
ant, on North Pennsylvania Street, visited his
former home ill St. Mary's Ohio, last month.

(Continued on page PM)
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"Buyers' Week," June 14th, 15th and 16th,
was a great event in the commercial history of
this city. The Indianapolis Trade Association
extended an invitation to the merchants of the
State to be their guests during the three days.
The invitation was very generally accepted, over
7500 merchants spending one or more days in
Indianapolis, and while it was not expected that
much buying would be done, many nice orders
were taken and bills • of fall goods sold. The
chief object was to show the visitors a good
time. The visitors were given complimentary
tickets to a number of entertainments. Tuesday
they were presented with tickets to the base ball
game between Indianapolis and Kansas City. A
section of the grandstand had been reserved and
a committee of the Trade Association was on
hand to see that their guests were properly cared
for. A band concert was given before and after
the game. Wednesday afternoon the visitors
were invited to see the aeroplane races at the
Motor Speedway, and in the evening they at-
tended the Hippodrome vaudeville and circus.

Thursday the programme included a trip to
the top of the Soldiers' and Sailors Monument,
where a splendid view of the entire city could
be obtained. The entertainment ended Thursday
evening with a concert and smoker at the
Maennerchor roof. garden, from 8.30 to 11.30.
Cigars and refreshments were served during the
entire evening. The last entertainment offered a
splendid opportunity for the Indianapolis busi-
ness men and the visitors to meet socially and
to become better acquainted. Baldwin-Miller
Company are the only members of the trade who
have a membership in the Trade Association.
During the week the following out-of-town
jewelers were their guests : F. C. Sheldon and
Harry Major, of Shelbyville; J. K. Maxwell and
wife, of Otterbein ; C. K. McCain, Kokomo;
H. H. Bowman, Brookston; J. A. Miessen &
Son, Cicero; B. F. Spencer, Remington ; W. M.
Nye, Warsaw; C. E. Wright, Linden ; Alton
Evans, Spiceland; J. VV. Thompson, Danville;
F. J. Harvey and wife, Markle; J. H. Barnes,
Greenfield; G. F. Cooper, Mooresville : Emil
Rossier, Martinsville; Lou Kemper, of Kemper
Brothers, Greentown; A. W. Owen, Greenwood;
D. S. Whitaker and his watchmaker, Mr. Ster-
IMg, Lebanon ; W. H. Markle, Rigdon ; F. G.
Vogt, Mishawaka; Carl Brimball, Summitville;
M. Sidwell & Son, Elwood; 0. P. Ream, Hart-
ford City; H. E. Kinnear, Marion ; I. \V. Hud-
son, Fortville; W. H. Smith, Jamestown ; George
F. Long and wife, New Richmond; Mr. Kersey,
of Campbell & Kersey, Darlington ; Ed Steven-
son, Darlington ; W. E. Inman, Bloomfield; Will
Haseltine, Kokomo; Aaron Purse], Noblesville,
and Pedro Webb, City Clerk of Warsaw and a
watchmaker, formerly with W. M. Nye, at War-
saw.

A display of gems of unsur-
A Notable passable beauty held the at-
Opening tention of a steady throng of

callers at the opening, June
i5th and loth, of the new store of Carl L. Rost,
25 North Illinois Street.. Palms, roses and cut
flowers assisted in the general decorative scheme,
while the entire store was brilliant in the beau-
tiful display of watches, jewelry, silverware and
cut glass. Among the floral decorations were
noticed a number of beautiful palms from 1. N.
Fox, of Cincinnati; a magnificent horseshoe made
of roses and ferns, from D. Gruen Sons & Co., of
Cincinnati, and a massive basket of roses from
In Company, of Indianapolis. To
each of these offerings were attached cards of
congratulations and best wishes.

Just ten years ago Carl L. Rost removed his
'ewelry business from Crawfordsville, hid., to
Indianapolis. During the ten years Mr. Rost
conducted his business in a small room, but not
On a small scale. Almost from the first it was
evident that the nuarters were too small to meet
the demands of a rapidly increasing patronage,
The present quarters are over four times the
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size of the old. Handsome mahogany wall and
show cases and modern fixtures tiicl conveniences
of il I kinds are arranged for the convenience and
comfort of both the salespeople and customers.
Four watchmakers' benches are at the entrance
to the room ; then comes the display space, Avith
a double line of cases; back of that space is lo-
cated the office and a tine room for showing dia-
monds; this room is flooded with daylight as
long as it lasts and brilliant electric light when
the sunlight fails. :\ large and thoroughly
equipped workshop, with windows on the rear
alley, occupies the extreme rear of the room.
Mr. Rost has every reason to be proud of his
spacious and magnificently appointed establish-
ment. He is not "The man who stood still," as
his record of successful effort. proves. Emil
Kernel, head watchmaker, came from Craw-
fordsville with Mr. Rost and fills the position of
''right-lou ((I man."

The A. P. Craft Company report business
as very good and judging from the business for
the first half of the year, 1910 promises to be
the best the firm ever enjoyed. Trade on their
special line of emblem goods has kept the full
shop force busy. A new hydraulic press has
been installed and the old drop hammer done
away with.

C. B. Dyer has been awarded the contract
to furnish the medals to be presented to the win-
ners in the State National Guards' Shoot.

Harry Sebel, traveling representative for
Baldwin-Miller Company, will add some Ken-
tucky and Tennessee territory to his old route
this fall. His spring business was very satis-
factory.

A wedding of interest to the trade will take
Place July 5th, when Charles B. Dyer, of In-
dianapolis, will be united in marriage to Miss
Nancy Brown, of Shelbyville, hid. The honey-
moon will be spent in northern Wisconsin. Mr.
Dyer has won a widespread reputation for
hand-wrought jewelry of arts and crafts designs,
as well as for the artistic trophies and medals
turned out by his shop. THE KEYSTONE extends
hearty congratulations and best wishes to the
prospective groom and his bride.

E. M. Stevenson, 46 Waverly Building, has
a large and enthusiastic class in metal work and
handmade jewelry. Mr. Stevenson's classes are
conducted on the scholarship plan, the holder of
a scholarship being entitled to as many lessons
as lie or she may desire.

J. C. Sipe, a diamond merchant on North
Meridian Street, will leave for Europe July 2d
on his annual diamond buying trip. During June
he offered a to per cent. discount ou all diamonds
sold at his store.

Carl F. Walk, of J. C. Walk & Son, will
sail early in July for a European trip of several
months' duration. He will be accompanied by
ii is wife and the trip will be one of both recrea-
tion and business. Mr. Walk will visit the dia-
mond markets.

During the last week in May Charles Mayer
& Company conducted a "Cut Glass Sale." In
the window was an attractive line of cut glass
and a glass cutter from the Wright-Rich Cut
Glass Company, of Anderson, Ind., worked from
9 A. M. to 5 P. M. The window display attracted
much attention and the sale was a decided suc-
cess.

William Reeder, formerly from Greenup,
has accepted the position of watchmaker with
The Reliance Loan Co., on South Illinois Street.

Tile smallest jewelry and optical store in the
city is "The Gem," at 123 South Illinois Street.
It is owned by William A. Markus & Co. and
does a profitable retail and wholesale business
ill spite of the small quarters.

Harry Evard, who is associated with his
father, J. E. Evard, in the watch and jewelry
business on East Market Street, is slowly re-
covering from a short but critical illness.

The jewelry business of the late Andrew
Oehler, 20 South Delaware Street, has been
wound up. .All the stock left after an auction
sale was bought by parties in the East and
shipped out of town.

Chris Bernloehr & Brother are very nicely
settled in their new quarters, 6o6-6o7 I.O.O.F.
Building. The tirm has found upstairs rooms
very desirable for their watch and diamond busi-
ness.

Louis Bowman, Texas representative for the
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1. Grohs Jewelry Company, in the State Life
Building, took his vacation last month in a
pleasure tour that included New York, Philadel-
phia and Norfolk, Va. He was accompanied by
his wife.

Baldwin-Miller Company finished their an-
nual stock-taking the 1st of June. The year's
business had been very satisfactory and pros-
pects for the cooling year look very promising.
Travelers for the firm will soon be on the road
again with a full line of fall styles. June ist
the firm began closing at noon on Saturdays.

Albert Zoller, head of the silverware depart-
ment of Charles Mayer & Co., has returned from
a purchasing trip to Europe. Mr. Zoller bought a
general line of goods besides silverware, clocks,
brass and leather goods, fine china and art pot-
tery.

Henry A. Winn, "The Arcade Jeweler," has
sold out to the Zerweck Jewelry Co., of St.
Louis. The new firm, with G. W. Stoehr, manager,
will do business under the name of the Capitol
City Jewelry Company. They will continue to do
the official time inspection for all the New York
Central Lines at this point. E. M. Carr, watch-
maker with H. A. Winn, will continue in the
same position with the new firm.

Charles W. Lauer, Sr., of Charles W. Lacier
& Co., has sold his interest in the wholesale ma-
terial house of Hoffman & Lauer to his former
partner, W. J. Hoffman, who will continue in
the same location on the ninth floor of the
State Life Building. H. A. Winn, who sold out
to the "Capitol City Jewelry Company," has as-
sociated himself with W. J. Hoffman in the
material business.

Clarence Polinsky, formerly with Frank
Smith, of Cincinnati, is now with Fletcher M.
Noe, on North Illinois Street.

Joseph Kernel has sold his interest in the
manufacturing business of Davis & Kernel to
his partner, Mark Davis, and located in Omaha,
Nebr. Mr. Davis will continue at the old stand.

John D. Day, watchmaker with H. C. Scher-
gens, has put in an electric motor that runs his
watchmaker's lathe.

Louis Feller, an East Washington Street
jeweler, reports a very gratifying trade on gifts
for the graduating season. Mr. Feller is very
much pleased with the new city lighting system.
Since the new standards have been erected on
his block he finds that an increase in trade can
be directly traced to the improved lighting of the
street and good window displays. People passing
out of regular business hours stop to admire the
display and very often make their selection of
articles before coming into the store.

William Springhorn, watchmaker with
Charles Mayer & Co., attended the skat tourna-
ment held at Detroit last month. Mr. Spring-
horn is a member of the executive committee
of the American Skat Congress. •

A new watch repair shop has been opened
in Room 817, K. of P. Building, by S. D. Crane
& Co. The firm is prepared to do all kinds of
expert watch repairing for the trade.

L. E. Bing, for twenty-three years with
Ravelstad Brothers, of Elgin, Ill., has recently
located in Indianapolis and is employed as watch-
maker and engraver by Carl L. Rost, 25 North
Illinois Street.

Joseph E. Reagan, of Baldwin-Miller Com-
pany, and Charles W. Lauer, of C. W. Latter &
Company, attended the meeting of the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Association, held in Cin-
cinnati last month. Mr. Reagan was re-elected
a member of the executive committee to serve
for two yea:-s. Both gentlemen considered it
a very successful meeting. Mr. Lauer grew very
enthusiastic in his praises for the Cincinnati job-
bers, declaring that in genuine hospitality and
good fellowship they broke all records, sparing
neither time ncr money to entertain the visiting
jobbers.

Ikko Matsumoto has disposed of his stock
of staple jewelry and will hereafter confine his
attention exclusiv?ly to designing and making the
exquisite hand-wrought jewelry that has won him
an enviable reputation among the metal artists
of this country.

A. L. Purpus, watchmaker with F. L. Bray-
ant, on North Pennsylvania Street, visited his
former home in St. Mary's Ohio, last month.

(Continued on page WO
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KEYSTONE
Solid Gold Watch Cases

VERY buyer of a fine watch
is a possible customer for
a Keystone Solid Gold
Watch Case.
You only need to handle
him properly switch his

mind from price over to the permanent
value of the solid gold case.
And every time you feature Keystone
quality you build up the public confi-
dence in your store.
The public is very uncompromising
in its judgments as to the jeweler's
reliability. Solid Gold Watch Cases are
one of his lines where lax standards
are sure to score against him.
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Jubilant is the word which best describes
the mental attitude of Toledo jewelers as a body.
Business is rushing in Toledo and has been
throughout the entire month of June. In fact
many retailers claim that they have never had
a better June trade than they have enjoyed this
season, and wholesalers also make excellent re-
ports of conditions throughout this section. Out-
of-town jewelers have proven liberal patrons for
all sorts of goods and not a day passes but brings
not only mail orders but visits from jewelers
from the surrounding cities and villages who
come in person to select goods. An encouraging
feature of the jewelry business in general is the
tendency lately very marked to buy high-grade
goods Nvhether diamonds, silverware, or just
trinkets for personal adornment.

For several seasons jewelers have felt dis-
couraged over the fact that when business came
at all it was of a cheap order, the cheaper the
better. This has now become history and better
grade goods in all lines are in demand. At the
present time silverware, both hollow and flat is
moving well, being in great demand for wed-
dings, while rings are also enjoying a season of
great prosperity, being in demand not only for
weddings but for graduation gifts as well. There
has been throughout the month of June a strong
demand for watches, presumably for graduating
presents and these are of a high-class also. Small
coin purses and large lockets attached to chains
are selling well. Diamonds are reported generally
to be moving well, karat goods being specially
strong.

Ordinarily the optical business takes a slump
during June and later, but this season it has held
up remarkably and seems even stronger now than
earlier in the season. Prices are being well main-
tained and a good class of stock is moving. The
weather has been propitious for this business
throughout the month, but ever since the hot
weather has arrived there seems to be no tendency
toward a dropping off of the activity which has
characterized the entire month.

When officers arrested Robert Edwards, of
Cleveland, and Tom Murray. a marine fireman
from "all-over," as suspicious persons they found
their pockets bulging with jewelry, among which
were 76 rings, six watches, 12 watch chains, and
some cuff buttons. A few moments after the
arrest was made a complaint came in from
James Hallen's pawnshop, on Cherry Street.
which had been robbed of considerable jewelry
The plunder taken from the two suspects was
identified by Hallen as his property.

L. T. Rogers, optician for the Leavitt Optical
Co., will leave about July ist for Detroit, where
lie will attend the Elks convention, after which
he expects to visit eastern points. He will be
gone for a couple of weeks.

Irving Franks, of Basch & Co., accompanied
by his wife is •taking a vacation trip. They will
visit New York and other eastern points.

Archibald Hetelbrake, of Wm. H. Broer's,
where he holds a position as watchmaker, is
planning a vacation trip through northern
Michigan.

L. C. Minke, watchmaker, employed by A J.
Heeson, spent Wednesday at Detroit, taking in
the ball game.

Carl R. Irwin, of Toledo, traveler for the C.
G. Alfred Co., of New York, is home for his
vacation.

E. H Minke., of the repair department at L.
Beckmann's Optical Parlors, left for Cincinnati
where he will spend his vacation. He is accom-
panied by his wife and family.

George Markay, of City Park Ave., while on
his way home about 9.45, recently, was held up
by a couple of men who relieved him of his gold
watch after beating him badly about the head and
face. The matter was reported to the police, but
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the watch has not yet been located nor the thievcs
tiipreliended.

"Business in all lines is line," said J. J. Free-
man, smilingly. "Diamonds are moving splendidly
and just let me say it is the hetter grades that
are moving. Our china department and cut glass
department are crowded with buyers, and goods of
this class have never sold better with us than right
now. This has become an important adjunct to
our business and we are building up a large
and substantial trade in these lines." Just now this
store is featuring Libbey Rock Crystal, a new
production of the Libbey Cut Glass Co. Minton
china is also reported to be moving unusually
well.

Harry Tibballs, of Toledo, traveler for the
Mandeville, Carrot & Crane Co., of New York
City, has finished up his trip and will leave in a
few days for the East, where he will visit the
factory and also enjoy his vacation. thus com-
bining in a happy manner both business and
pleasure.

Rudolph Broer, of the Wm. H. Ilroer Co., is
contemplating a trip to Deliver in the near future.
He will be accompanied by his brother-in-law,
Ray Munn, of Cleveland. They expect to be
gone about four weeks and will spend the time
fishing.

Mrs. Frank Miller, of Maplewood Ave., re-
cently lost a quantity of silverware, a gold watch
chain, a necklace, gold bracelet and several rings.
The gems, she asserts, were stolen from her home
over a Sunday, recently. The matter was re-
ported to the police, but no trace has yet been
found of the burglars.

J. W. Williams and Charles DeRan, travelers
for the Merrill-Broer Co., are busy figuring out
where to spend their vacations which they expect
to take the first of July.

An attempt to carry out what might have
proven a very clever jewelry swindle recently came
to naught in this city. Wm. H. Broer, the
Summit Street jeweler, was picked as the victim
by the swindler who evidently underestimated the
Sherlock Holmes proclivities of the jeweler.
Representing himself as a prospective diamond
purchaser C. \V. Carter, alias C. W. Kreiter, aged
51 years, who now claims to be a bricklayer, hailing
from St. Louis, Mo., called at the Summit Street
jewelry house and requested to be shown several
valuable diamonds. Prior to this time and be It
the arrival of Mr. Broer at the store, the stranger
called and asked to be shown some gold watches.
Mr. Broer's son who was in charge of the place
told the man the watches were locked in the
safe which would be opened by his father in a
short time. Upon his return he announced that he
had decided to purchase a couple of diamonds
and after inspecting a number of gems selected
two diamonds, each valued at $150, requesting
that a clerk accompany him to his residence
where his wife would inspect the jewels and if
they proved satisfactory payment would be made
for them. He claimed to live at No. 911 Madi-
son Ave. Instead of sending a clerk as requested
Mr. Broer placed the diamonds in his pocket
and accompanied the man to the place where he
claimed to live. Mr. Broer's suspicions were
immediately aroused on entering the rooms to
find that the lower part of the house was not
furnished. The stranger requested him to remain
in the hall 'while he proceeded up stairs to his
supposed wife's apartments. In a short time he
returned and annotmcing that his wife was
dressing asked to he permitted to take the dia-
monds to her for her inspection This request
was very promptly and emphatically refused,
and after some parleying the man said the deal
would have to be postponed and that he would
call with his wife at the store during the after-
noon. Upon further investigation at the instiga-
tion of the jeweler the police discovered that the
supposed home of the prospective purchaser was
a vacant house. Carter was later discovered in
a saloon and placed under arrest. He gave two
addresses, one St. Louis, Mo., the other Inde-
pendence, Kansas. A thorough investigation of
the affair is being made, and the police believe
they are on the trail of -a -noted crook.

At L. Beckmann's optical store business is re-
ported as unusually good for this season of the
year. "We are having the best June we have
ever known," was the statement made. New
drills, cutters, stones and edging machines have

I een added to the manufacturing department
which have greatly increased the facilities of this
company.

Jerome Phelps, of Morenci, Mich.. who
came to Toledo hunting a job, selected tin un-
safe napping place at the corner of Monroe and
Superior Streets, recently. Upon arousing front
his siesta he discovered that his watch had been
stolen while he slept. Thomas Blake, uf Chicago,
was arrested and charged with the theft upon
the testimony of Gerald Cullen, a Pustal Tele-
graph messenger boy. who 6t11d the court he saw
Blake take the watch. He was 'tumid over to
the Grand Jury.

A. J. Heeson is feeling line and declares his
new quarters on Summit Street will bring him
a greater degree of success than he ever dared
dream. "Business has been far abuve my expec-
tations since moving into the new quarters," said
he, "and I haven't a complaint to make in the
livorld." The new store is fitted up in an elegant
manner and everything is spick and span and new,
the line line of silverware and jewelry being
well displayed in the newest and most up-to-date
as well as handsome display counters and shelves.

Wm. H. Broer is having the front of his
store repainted and a number of improvements
made that will enhance the beauty of his plac.2 of
business considerably when completed.

M. Merrill, of the \ lerrill & Bruer Co., is
planning a two weeks' trip to Cleveland, Canton,
Akron and Massillon in his new Chalmers-
Detroit automobile. He expects to start im-
mediately after the Fourth and will be accom-
panied by his family. A delightful trip is antici-
pated.

The Retail Merchants' Board of the Chamber
of Commerce have decided upon a regular outing
day of their own to be enjoyed on July 20th.
Local jewelers will cut no small figure on this
occasion J. G. Kapp, Sr., a prominent retail
jeweler, is a member of the committee appointed
to arrange a programme of field sports, com-
prising three-legged races, fat and lean men's
races and various other unique races, the
mercliants themselves being the contestants.
caterer will be engaged for the occasion and
the merchants with their wives and families
will go to Sugar Island on one of the White Star
steamers where the celebration will be held.

J. Frame and Jos. Teip have removed theit
combination jewelry and umbrella store to a
fine large room in the new Pioneer Building on
Superior Street from their former quarters on
St. Clair. The St. Clair Street location was poor,
as that locality was given over almost wholly to
wholesale concerns, while the Superior Street
store is located in one of the best sections of
the city, outside of Summit Street. The niov
was made last month and the store is now fitted
up in good shape and ready for business. Mr.
Frame is finding business good while the Teipel
Co. are selling parasols with a vengeance since
the warm weather arrived. Fancy parasols in
linen and silk are leading the market, while de-
tachable handle umbrellas are moving splendidly,
especially in the $1.5o and $2.00 grades.

The Leavitt Optical Co. reports business
much better than is usual at this season of the
year and expect a continuation of this happy
state of affairs, business seeming to improve as
the days go by. Even the scorching weather has
not notably NVCakellCd trade conditions.

"Our wholesale business for the month of
June has given us eumplete satisfaction," said C.
K. Merrill, of the Merrill & Broer Co. "We
have never had a better season for diamonds
and I doubt if our books will record a June in
which we sold SO Many diamonds as we have this
year. Not only are the sales plentiful, but good
stones are the ones in demand, and in fact better
goods are being sold all along the line. June has
come along finely in the watch line, this probably
being due to the fact that it is the month of school
commencements. The watches sold are of a high
grade as is most everything now in demand.
Silver coin purses on chains and other such
trinkets are in brisk demand while silverware is
moving vvell, weddings being responsible for the
big demand in this line of goods. Fur several
weeks past out-of-town buyers have been Hocking
into the city and we are doing a good mail order
business as wfill."

(Continued on page low)



VERY buyer of a fine watch
is a possible customer for
a Keystone Solid Gold
Watch Case.
You only need to handle
him properly switch his

mind from price over to the permanent
value of the solid gold case.
And every time you feature Keystone
quality you build up the public confi-
dence in your store.
The public is very uncompromising
in its judgments as to the jeweler's
reliability. Solid Gold Watch Cases are
one of his lines where lax standards
are sure to score against him.
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Jubilant is the word which best describes
the mental attitude of Toledo jewelers as a body.
Business is rushing in Toledo and has been
throughout the entire month of June. In fact
many retailers claim that they have never had
a better June trade than they have enjoyed this
season, and wholesalers also make excellent re-
ports of conditions throughout this section. Out-
of-town jewelers have proven liberal patrons for
all sorts of goods and not a day passes but brings
not only mail orders but visits from jewelers
from the surrounding cities and villages who
come in person to select goods. An encouraging
feature of the jewelry business in general is the
tendency lately very marked to buy high-grade
goods whether diamonds, silverware, or just
trinkets for personal adornment.

For several seasons jewelers have felt dis-
couraged over the fact that when business came
at all it was of a cheap order, the cheaper the
better. This has now become history and better
grade goods in all lines are in demand. At the
present time silverware, both hollow and flat is
moving well, being in great demand for wed-
dings, while rings are also enjoying a season of
great prosperity, being in demand not only for
weddings but for graduation gifts as well. There
has been throughout the month of June a strong
demand for watches, presumably for graduating
presents and these are of a high-class also. Small
coin purses and large lockets attached to chains
are selling well. Diamonds are reported generally
to be moving well, karat goods being specially
strong.

Ordinarily the optical business takes a slump
during June and later, but this season it has held
up remarkably and seems even stronger now than
earlier in the season. Prices are being well main-
tained and a good class of stock is moving. The
weather has been propitious for this business
throughout the month, but ever since the hot
weather has arrived there seems to be no tendency
toward a dropping off of the activity which has
characterized the entire month.

When officers arrested Robert Edwards, of
Cleveland, and Tom Murray, a marine fireman
from "all-over," as suspicious persons they found
their pockets bulging with jewelry, among which
were 76 rings, six watches, 12 watch chains, and
some cuff buttons. A few moments after the
arrest was made a complaint came in from
James Hallen's pawnshop, on Cherry Street.
which had been robbed of considerable jewelry
The plunder taken from the two suspects was
identified by Hallen as his property.

L. T. Rogers, optician for the Leavitt Optical
Co., will leave about July 1st for Detroit, where
he will attend the Elks convention, after which
lie expects to visit eastern points. He will be
gone for a couple of weeks.

Irving Franks, of Basch & Co., accompanied
by his wife is •taking a vacation trip. They will
visit New York and other eastern points.

Archibald Hetelbrake, of Win. H. Broer's,
where Ile holds a position as watchmaker, is
planning a vacation trip through northern
Michigan.

L. C. Minke, watchmaker, employed by A J.
Heeson, spent Wednesday at Detroit, taking in
the ball game.

Carl R. Irwin, of Toledo, traveler for the C.
G. Alfred Co., of New York, is home for his
vacation.

E. H Minke, of the repair department at L.
Beckmann's Optical Parlors, left for Cincinnati
where he will spend his vacation. He is accom-
panied by his wife and family.

George Markay, of City Park Ave., while on
his way home about 9.45, recently, was held up
by a couple of men who relieved him of his gold
watch after beating him badly about the head and
face. The matter was reported to the police, but
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the watch has not yet been located nor the thieves
apprehended.

"Business in all lines is fine," said J. J. Free-
man, smilingly. "Diamonds are moving splendidly
and just let me say it is the better grades that
are moving. Our china department and cut glass
department are crowded with buyers, and goods of
this class have never sold better with us than right
now. This has become an important adjunct to
our business and we are building up a large
and substantial trade in these lines." Just now this
store is featuring Libbey Rock Crystal, a new
production of the Libbey Cut Glass Co. Minton
china is also reported to be moving unusually
well.

Harry Tibballs, of Toledo, traveler for the
Mandeville, Carrol & Crane Co., of New York
City, has finished up his trip and will leave in a
few days for the East, where he will visit the
factory and also enjoy his vacation, thus com-
bining in a happy manner both business and
pleasure.

Rudolph Broer, of the Win. H. Broer Co., is
contemplating a trip to Denver in the near future.
He will be accompanied by his brother-in-law,
Ray Munn, of Cleveland. They expect to be
gone about four weeks and will spend the time
fishing.

Mrs. Frank Miller, of Maplewood Ave., re.
cently lost a quantity of silverware, a gold watch
chain, a necklace, gold bracelet and several rings.
The gems, she asserts, were stolen from her home
over a Sunday, recently. The matter was re-
ported to the police, but no trace has yet been
found of the burglars.

J. W. Williams and Charles DeRan, travelers
for the Merrill-Broer Co., are busy figuring out
where to spend their vacations which they expect
to take the first of July.

An attempt to carry out what might have
proven a very clever jewelry swindle recently came
to naught in this city. Wm. H. Broer, the
Summit Street jeweler, was picked as the victim
by the swindler who evidently underestimated the
Sherlock Holmes proclivities of the jeweler.
Representing himself as a prospective diamond
purchaser C. W. Carter, alias C. W. Kreiter, aged
51 years, who now claims to be a bricklayer, hailing
from St. Louis, Mo., called at the Summit Street
jewelry house and requested to be shown several
valuable diamonds. Prior to this time and before
the arrival of Mr. Broer at the store, the stranger
called and asked to be shown some gold watches.
Mr. Broer's son who was in charge of the place
told the man the watches were locked in the
safe which would be opened by his father in a
short time. Upon his return Ile announced that lie
had decided to purchase a couple of diamonds
and after inspecting a number of gems selected
two diamonds, each valued at $150, requesting
that a clerk accompany him to his residence
where his wife would inspect the jewels and if
they proved satisfactory payment would be made
for them. He claimed to live at No. 911 Madi-
son Ave. Instead of sending a clerk as requested
Mr. Broer placed the diamonds in his pocket
and accompanied the man to the place where lie
claimed to live. Mr. Broer's suspicions were
immediately aroused on entering the rooms to
find that the lower part of the house was not
furnished. The stranger requested him to remain
in the hall 'while lie proceeded up stairs to his
supposed wife's apartments. In a short time he
returned and announcing that his wife was
dressing asked to be permitted to take the dia-
monds to her for her inspection This request
was very promptly and emphatically refused,
and after some parleying the man said the deal
would have to be postponed and that Ile would
call with his wife at the store during the after-
noon. Upon further investigation at the instiga-
tion of the jeweler the police discovered that the
supposed home of the prospective purchaser was
a vacant house. Carter was later discovered in
a saloon and placed under arrest. He gave two
addresses, one St. Louis, Mo., the other Inde-
pendence, Kansas. A thorough investigation of
the affair is being made, and the police believe
they are on the trail of a 'noted crook.

At L. Beckmann's optical store business is re-
ported as unusually good for this season of the
year. "We are having the best June we have
ever known," was the statement made. New
drills, cutters, stones and edging machines have

been added to the manufacturing department
which have greatly increased the facilities of this
company.

Jerome Phelps, of Morenci, Mich., who
came to Toledo hunting a job, selected an un-
safe napping place at the corner of Monroe and
Superior Streets, recently. Upon arousing from
his siesta he discovered that his watch had been
stolen while he slept. Thomas Blake, of Chicago,
was arrested and charged with the theft upon
the testimony of Gerald Cullen, a Postal Tele-
graph messenger boy, who told the court lie saw
Blake take the watch. He was bound over to
the Grand Jury.

A. J. Heeson is feeling line and declares his
new quarters on Summit Street will bring him
a greater degree of success than he ever dared
dream. "Business has been far above my expec-
tations since moving into the new quarters," said
he, "and I haven't a complaint to make in the
world." The new store is fitted up in an elegant
manner and everything is spick and span and new,
the fine line of silverware and jewelry being
well displayed in the newest and most up-to-date
as well as handsome display counters and shelves.

Wm. H. Broer is having the front of his
store repainted and a number of improvements
made that will enhance the beauty of his place of
business considerably when completed.

M. Merrill, of the Merrill & Broer Co., is
planning a two weeks' trip to Cleveland, Canton,
Akron and Massillon in his new Chalmers-
Detroit automobile. He expects to start im-
mediately after the Fourth and will be accom-
panied by his family. A delightful trip is antici-
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day of their own to be enjoyed on July 20th.
Local jewelers will cut no small figure on this
occasion J. G. Kapp, Sr., a prominent retail
jeweler, is a member of the committee appointed
to arrange a programme of field sports, com-
prising three-legged races, fat and lean men's
races and various other unique races, the
merchants themselves being the contestants. A
caterer will be engaged for the occasion and
the merchants with their wives and families
will go to Sugar Island on one of the White Star
steamers where the celebration will be held.

J. Frame and Jos. Teip have removed their
combination jewelry and umbrella store to a
fine large room in the new Pioneer Building on
Superior Street from their former quarters on
St. Clair. The St. Clair Street location was poor,
as that locality was given over almost wholly to
wholesale concerns, while the Superior Street
store is located in one of the best sections of
the city, outside of Summit Street. The move
was made last month and the store is now fitted
up in good shape and ready for business. Mr.
Frame is finding business good while the Teipel
Co. are selling parasols with a vengeance since
the warm weather arrived. Fancy parasols in
linen and silk are leading the market, while de-
tachable handle umbrellas are moving splendidly,
especially in the $1.50 and $2.00 grades.

The Leavitt Optical Co. reports business
much better than is usual at this season of the
year and expect a continuation of this happy
state of affairs, business seeming to hnprove as
the days go by. Even the scorching weather has
not notably weakened trade conditions.

"Our wholesale business for the month of
June has given us complete satisfaction," said C.
K. Merrill, of the Merrill & Broer Co. "We
have never had a better season for diamonds
and I doubt if our books will record a June in
which we sold so many diamonds as we have this
year. Not only are the sales plentiful, but good
stones are the ones in demand, and in fact better
goods are being sold all along the line. June has
come along finely in the watch line, this probably
being due to the fact that it is the month of school
commencements. The watches sold are of a high
grade as is most everything now in demand.
Silver coin purses on chains and other such
trinkets are in brisk demand while silverware is
ntoving well, weddings being responsible for the
big demand in this line of goods. For several
weeks past out-of-town buyers have been flocking
into the city and we are doing a good mail order
business as well."

(Continued on page 1O8)
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A SUPERB LINE
of Solid Gold and
Gold Filled Heads

for Canes
and

Umbrellas
Every up-to-date jeweler now needs to keep always
on hand a good selection of different styles and

patterns of gold heads. They are staple stock.

We have a line that will appeal to the most

fastidious taste—Prince of Wales, Polo and Opera
Crooks or Dome and Octagon heads in a wide vari-
ety of exquisite patterns, delicately hai:d chased.

Our
Umbrellas
are Equipped
with the
Famous K. & H.
Detachable
Feature

Or may be had without
it if desired.

(Lc_Any of the handles shown here

may be had on genuine black ebony

mounts. Write for illustrated price list

and description. Our line is too extensive

to quote prices here.

The fall and holiday showing of Kreis C-&.,

Hubbard umbrellas is full of surprises.

You will want to see the Chantecler Styles.

Don't wait for our man, but drop us a line

to-day and we will have him call.

For quick sales now, write for samples of

our Vacation Umbrellas. A newspaper

electro free with first invoice.

NOTE
Our MR. GEO. S. WEBB

will be at the Hotel Cadillac,

Detroit, during the week

July 17-23, to attend the Con-

vention of the National Retail

Jewelers' Asso. of the U. S.

MANUFACTURERS

KREIS & HUBBARD The Jewelers' Line CHICAGO : ILLINOIS
FRANKLIN and JACKSON STS.

NEW YORK SALESROOM: 15 Maiden Lane, 1908 Silversmiths Bldg. SEATTLE SALESROOM: 456 New York Block
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There has been a marked improvement in
husiness during the past month. The weather
has been ideal for summer which has brought
the people out to spend their money for summer
goods. In fact locally, we experienced in one
day the transition from cold, rainy conditions to a
high temperature with all its discomforts. Imme-
diately all flocked to buy light clothes, summer
jewelry, etc. The number of weddings locally
has been a great stimulus to our branch of trade.
There was also a very noticeable increase in
graduation presentations. Some of the stores
reporting very large sales in this line of gift
giving, watches, necklaces, bracelets, brooches
and bar pins having the greatest call.

A. T. Hubbard and family left last month for
their summer home on the St. Lawrence. Mr.
Hubbard expects to put in a full three months
this year away from business cares.

Capt. R. E. Burdick has sailed for Europe
on his annual trip to the markets abroad.

L. M. Sigler, president, and W. H. Kennon,
secretary of the Sigler Bros. Co., sailed last month
for Europe. This is the first trip that Mr. Kennon
has made abroad for his concern and he expects
to combine a few side trips for pleasure while
away. He will go to Italy, Switzerland, the Tyrol
and Austria.

H. W. Burdick, vice-president of the Bower
& Burdick Co. spent several days last month in
Cincinnati attending the annual convention of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association. He
reports a very successful meeting. Several weeks
ago Mr. Burdick's oldest daughter was married
to an enterprising young financier, who is cashier
of one of the flourishing banks of the new State
of Oklahoma.

Quite a few of our local jewelers are getting
the auto fever. The last one to fall a victim is
Chas. Ramp, the well-known bachelor of the
Scribner & Loehr staff. Charles will now find
out how popular he is. In fact, an auto is now
the open sesame to popularity.

W. D. McVitty, of Hastings, Florida, was in
town last month for a short visit before going to
Montreal, where he spends six months of the
year with the Burke Co. Mr. McVitty was for
many years connected with our local concerns,
but left here several years ago to take up potato
farming in the State of Florida. Six months he
is a farmer, the rest of the time in the jewelry
business and he makes a success of both.

Geo. Scribner and family last month visited
his daughter in Passaic, N. J. He also called on
the trade in New York ; upon his return he joined
the squad that went to Pittsburg for the athletic
events which our local men ran away with. Mr.
Scribner takes a prominent part in athletic as-
sociations and is a great boomer of all out-door
sports.

Will Wagner, of Wagner, Cohn & Gilger Co.,
Hippodrome Building, has just returned from a
long Western trip and reports a very satisfactory
business.

Chas. F. Groth, secretary and treasurer of the
Cowell & Hubbard Co., was in New York and
Philadelphia recently on a short vacation.

Mr. Higley has taken the position of book-
keeper for the Scribner & Loehr Co.

D. W. Hull, a pioneer jeweler of Warren,
Ohio, has decided to retire from the jewelry busi-
ness and has disposed of his stock to two of his
former employees, who will continue the business
at the location.

A. E. Oyster, Alliance, has sold his store to
E. J. G. Lovett, who was formerly located at
Willoughby and later at Titusville, Pa. Mr.
Oyster will locate in the Southern States as his
health has not been good lately.

The Crosby Jewelry Co., a concern doing
business on Euclid Avenue near Sixth Street,
have sold their entire stock to the May Co., a
large department store, who are closing the stock
out at 50 cents on the dollar. The Crosby Co.
were dealers in imitation jewels and had been
located here a number of years. The sharp corn-
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petition of the department stores had made it un-
profitable to continue the business.

The following jewelers were seen in town
last month: G. L. Guenther, Bellevue; W. J.
Higgins, Shelby; Nelt Barr, Ashland ; M. Backen-
stos, Niles; W. J. Lowry, East Palatine ; E. D.
Davis, Kent; Chas. Savage, Elyria ; G. F. Elgin,
Kent; Hale Bros., Cuyahoga Falls ; C. W.
Bechtol, Galion; W. E. Fisher, Lorain ; Robt.
Miller, Lorain ; E. E. Critz, Elyria ; Mr. Dex-
heimer, Bedford ; C. E. Hill, Akron ; Miss Lan-
phere, Willoughby.

SAN FRANCISCO,
LETTER

Since the memorable initial meeting of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, when
over four million dollars was subscribed in-
side of two hours, the subscriptions to the
middle of June totaled the enormous sum
of seven million dollars. It looks very much
as though Congress would award this exposition
to San Francisco, although our fellow citizens of
New Orleans are giving us a good run for our
money. If the government in Washington de-
cides on this city, the entire project will be
financed by local Californians without any Federal
aid as far as finances are concerned.

Ed. Hubacek, retail jeweler, who was form-
erly located at 2964 24th St., in the Mission dis-
trict of San Francisco, has fitted up a new first-
class establishment and moved into same at 2860
the same street.

Andrew Armer, formerly of the firm of
Armer & Weinshank, has become a member of the
firm of J. S. Lehrberger & Co., and in the future
the business will be styled Lehrberger, Armer
& Co.

J. Wisenberger, the well-known retail jeweler
of Los Angeles, whose store is located at 453 S.
Broadway, has just returned from a diamond and
novelty purchasing trip through Europe. Mr.
Wisenberger brings back with him a large line of
goods that are suitable for his high-class trade.

Jules H. Lacroix, director of the United
States Agency of the Omega Watch Co., of 2/
and 23 Maiden Lane, New York, passed through
San Francisco en route to Los Angeles, last
month. Jules incidentally paid his respects to
THE KEYSTONE representatives, with whom he was
associated for many years prior to Iwo.

Julius Wise, who has been connected with the
wholesale jewelry jobbing interests in San Fran-
cisco for a number of years, has accepted the
Pacific Coast agency for the well-known manu-
facturing jewelry firm of Fontneau & Cook
Co., Attleboro, Mass. Mr. Wise will call upon
the wholesale jewelers with this line throughout
the entire Pacific Coast.

L. C. Koburg, our genial stout friend, was in
this city recently buying jewelry for his retail
establishment which is located in Healdsburg,
Calif.

John Hammersmith has been approached by
the Automobile Association of California in rela-
tion to officiating at the second annual Portola
Road Race. The suceess of the first large road-
meet in California was due in a measure to Mr.
Hammersmith's efforts.

C. E. Diebenkorn, who was formerly em-
ployed by one of the wholesale jewelry houses in
Cincinnati, Ohio, has accepted a position with
the wholesole jewelry firm of E. Bastheim Co.,
of Los Angeles. Clarence will canvass the city
and the nearby towns in the interests of his new
employer.

Fred Dorrance has accepted a position as head
salesman with the pioneer retail jewelry firm of
Montgomery Bros., Los Angeles. Mr. Dorrance
formerly traveled in the interests of the whole-
sale jewelry firm of the Dorrance, Battin Co., of
San Francisco.

The Nordman Bros. Co. are receiving a flood
of congratulatory letters from a host of retail
jewelers through the entire Eastern section of the
United States. These letters are caused by the
very attractive monthly that is issued by this
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house under the progressive name of The ll'estera
Jeweler.

A. Eisenberg, Sr., accompanied by his wife,
spent his usual month's vacation at Bryon Springs
and is now back at his place of business greatly
benefited by the waters of this well-known resort.

Harold Jacobs, manager of the wholesale
jewelry and diamond firm of A. Judis Co., has just
returned from spending a very delightful vaca-
tion in the Yosemite. It is needless to say that
Mrs. Jacobs accompanied Harold on this outing.

L. Burger, who is connected with the retail
jewelry trade in Los Angeles, paid his friends in
this city a social visit in the early part of June.

Harry Frutig, the pioneer retail jeweler of
Gilroy, Cal., paid this market his annual visit in
June and bought freely while here.

Lehrberger, Armer & Co. have had their
offices at 704 Market Street, San Francisco, re-
tinted and their furniture gone over.

Charles Hayden, who was formerly located
in Oakland and latterly of Bolder, Col., is back
in this vicinity looking for a location.

H. C. Ahlers, the well-known jeweler of Post
St., this city, entered his fast stepping horse at
the recent race meet that was held in the Stadium
in Golden Gate Park.

H. L. Gruber, who was formerly in the em-
ploy of the J. P. Trafton Co., has accepted a posi-
tion with the new wholesale jewelry firm Adams
& Abel Co., of Los Angeles. Mr. Gruber will
solicit trade in and around Los Angeles.

J. J. Wilson, the Shreve of Dunsmuir, spent
a week in San Francisco in June and bought a
fair-sized stock while here.

S. J. Furman is the newest employee of the
E. W. Reynolds Co., Los Angeles. This gentle-
man was formerly in the employ of F. C. Hart, of
Tacoma, Wash., and will fill the positidn of
salesman for his new employer.

Montgomery Bros., the pioneer retail jewelry
establishment of Los Angeles, are contemplating
extensive alterations in their high-class estab-
lishment on Broadway at Fourth Street. The
new floor plan will give this house one of the
finest display rooms on the Pacific Coast.

Leon Carrau and family are spending a month
at Deer Park, Lake Tahoe, California.

Lichtenstein Bros. have sold out their Oak-
land establishment to L. Bernstein. The latter
was formerly the manager of the retail jewelry
store of Mr. Goldwater, of Oakland.

John W. Pugh, who conducted a retail jew-
elry store in Reedly, Cal., was among the out-of-
town tradesmen seen buying in the wholesale
jewelry district in this city.

Fred Roth, the diamond expert of M.
Schussler & Co., wholesale jewelers of San Fran-
cisco, writes from the diamond markets of Europe
that he will be home about the first of August
with a fine assortment of gems that he has picked
up during the three months that he has been
away from his office.

Malcolm Lundy, the son of the well-known
retail jeweler, Thomas Lundy of this city, was
paid a visit by the stork on Sunday, June 12th. It
is a girl, weight eleven pounds. We are pleased
to say that Mrs. Lundy and her daughter are
progressing nicely. Send your congratulations to
Malcolm.

Louis Hayman is acting as city salesman for
the material department of the Nordman Bros.
Co. Mr. Hayman was formerly in the employ
of the Mayer Jewelry Co. of Kansas City, Mo., .
and is sure to be popular with the trade.

F. W. Willett, the Watsonville retail jeweler,
snent a few days in this city recently on a stock-
buying expedition.

Both the Lichtenstein boys, who were located
in the retail jewelry business in San Francisco
and Oakland, are now in Bakersfield looking up a
location preparatory to opening a retail jewelry
store in that new progressive oil metropolis.

J. G. Guard was among the out-of-town
jewelers on a buying trip in this market in
June. Mr Guard's establishment is located at
Maricopa, California.

M. Markarain, the retail jeweler of Fresno,
Cal., was also among the out-of-town buyers in
this market in June.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular and this is due to the great care taken m
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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NEW YORK : 9 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO: 103 State Street
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BATES & BACON ATTLEBOROMASSACHUSETTS

Makers of High Grade, Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets

Bates & Bacon's BRACELETS are the
"BEST" in Quality, Design and Finish

4i,We are
equipped
to make
Bracelets
in any

size

Quality Throughout

IS TO BE HAD IN THE

Cosa ovrve • Comovvers

SHOW CASES AND FIXTURES

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR WANTS 

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELRY OUTFITS

Iffintazth efund. 63a41
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

New York Salesroom: 732 Broadway Boston Salesroom: 21 Columbia St.
Frank Meyers, Manager A. K. Sibley, Manager

It is easy enough to SECURE a high-
salaried position, but it is not so easy to
hold it.

Our Attendance or
Home Study Course
will help you to GET and to HOLD it.

Write for prospectus, and state whether
interested in Attendance or Home Study
Course.

WISCONSIN
, INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
\' Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Artistic Hand - Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH °OLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page um)
George F. Long, New Richmond, Ind., made

Ilk last trip to Indianapolis in the new Jackson
t.inring car which he has just purchased. Mr.
1..ifigi is an expert driver and encountered no
difficulties on the run. He was accompaniel

his wife.
H. H. Bowman, of Brookston, Ind., is selling

out his jewelry business to engage in a different
hoe of trade.

Mr. and Mrs. John Chapman, of Brooks &
Chapman, Madison, Ind., visited the Cincinnati
market just prior to the wedding and graduating
season. The purchase of goods suitable for
those gift-giving occasions was the object of the
trip.

A. H. Kellogg, jeweler at Clinton, hid., was
burned out May 30th when a destructive fire
damaged the business portion of the town. Mr
kellogg's loss amounted to $5000, with an in-
surance of $3500.

E. M. Wilhite and wife, of Danville, Ind.,
recently attended a performance given by
Theodore Thomas's Orchestra in Indianapolis.

Wilhite is one of the prominent retail
jewelers of the State. His wife is a musician
(if pronounced ability.
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M. E. Chastain, of Roachdale, Ind., was a
visitor on this market last month, when he
bought a nice bill of goods for the home store

Andrew S. Orr, age 59 years, for years a
prominent jeweler and public-spirited citizen of
Greenfield, Ind., died at his home in that city,
June 7th, of enlargement of the heart. He was
a member of the Christian church, the Masonic
fraternity and devoted to his home and the
widow and three children who survive him. It
was Mr. Orr's wish that his daughter, Miss Clara,
assume charge of the store and keep it until
his oldest son finishes school and can relieve
her. Miss Clara Orr is a very capable young
woman, who graduated from the city high school
a year ago. Since then she has given her
father more or less assistance in his business
and it is the belief of her friends in the trade
that she will make a success of the undertaking.
THE KEYSTONE extends sympathy in the loss of
her father and best wishes for her success. Lee
Thornton, watchmaker for the Orr store, will
continue in the same position.

E. R. Whiteledge, watchmaker for G. V.
Brown, of Flora, hid., made a recent business
trip to this market in the interest of his em-
ployer.

C. M. Hunnicutt, jeweler of Rockville, Ind.,
made a pleasure and business run to Indianapolis
in his automobile last month. He was accom-

Charles J. Kiefer (on .111't right) and Julius C. Walk tin the eenter), two Indianapolis kwelnrs. with a part of their tire-
days' "catch " at Lake Ma xiit kuokee, Ind. There are fifty-nine fish, dm largest a 4%-poulid nig mouth bass, and the next in
tight a 44-pound Plank bass.

A wedding that united two prominent fami-
lies of Columbus, Ind., and one that was of in-
terest to the jewelry trade, occurred recently
Mien Miss Lillian Marie Rost, daughter of Mr.
:Hid Mrs. Herman L. Rost, was married to H.
Karl Volland, a nephew of Mrs. Carl L. Rost,
of Indianapolis. The wedding was celebrated at
the home of the bride's parents. Among the at-
te,idants were Miss Helen Irene Rost, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Rost, of Indianapolis;
'Miss Florence Rost, a sister of the bride, and
larl L. Rost, a brother of the bride. Among the
guests from Indianapolis were Mr. and Mrs.
arl L. Rost and Mr. and Mrs. E. Kernel. Both

the Columbus and Indianapolis Rosts are promi-
m nt retail jewelers and E. Kernel has long been
associated with the Indianapolis house. Carl L.
Rost, of Columbus, is in business with his father,
H. L. Rost.

T. A. Anderson, of Bedford, Ind., was a
recent welcome visitor on this market.

Lewis Horning, of Brookville, Ind., is re-
irted to be well on the road to recovery from

the effects of a serious automobile accident that
his friends at first feared might prove fatal.

J. F. Kiser, of Muncie, Ind., has been mak-
ing extensive improvements in his silver-plating
Plant. It has been enlarged and otherwise im-
proved. Additions have also been made in the
Jewelry store.

A. G. Schmutte, with Scribner & Loehr Com-
pany, at Cleveland, Ohio, visited his family in
Evansville, Ind., last month.

panied by his wife, who found the trip very en-
joyable.

J. B. Stogdill & Son, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
have recently moved into a part of a handscme
new store room on West Berry Street.

Isaac Booth, '72 years young, a widely-
known jeweler of Tipton, Ind., has just com-
pleted a sort of post-graduate course of engrav-
ing with George G. Dyer, of Indianapolis. Mr.
Booth has been a very fair engraver for years
but grew ambitious to do better and more up-to-
date work, so decided to perfect himself in the
art. His progress was quite remarkable and
highly pleasing to both himself and his instructor.
Mr. Booth's keen wit and cheerful disposition
won him many friends while in Indianapolis.

Monroe Ewing, jeweler of Ridgefarm,
was a welcome buyer on this market last month.
He reported business as very good, especially so
at the graduating season, when almost as many
gifts were sold as at Christmas times.

A fine baby boy was a recent arrival at th€
home of jeweler L. M. Olmsted at Milan, Ind.

A. A. Graham, of Mt. Vernon, Ind., is again
at his store after a long and serious illness that
kept him in a hospital for weeks.

E. J. Rittenour, of the Rittenour Jewelry
Company, of Union City, Ind., made a quick run
to this city last month in his automobile and
returned with a bill of goods for the home store.

Kruckemeyer & Cohen, of Evansville, Ind.,
have a new musical clock that hangs over the
entrance to their store. The clock strikes the
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quarters, halves and three-quarters and chimes
the hours. Just over the dial is an artistic ad-
vertisement of the firm name. This new and at-
tractive timepiece replaced the old street clock
that stood for many years in front of the store.

Word comes from Owensville, Ind., that Dr.
Pepper, of Mt. Carmel, Ill., has ready a ship-
ment of Wabash River pearls valued at $8o,000.

An Indiana jeweler says he is thinking of
putting in a small stock of the latest jewelry
novelty from Germany. It is a special type of
ring for divorced and widowed persons. The
claim is set forth for these curious innovations in
rings is that they save the wearers, especially the
feminine sex, from embarrassing or painful ex-
planations and delicately inform other interested
persons of their circumstances.

Charles A. Rigdon, jeweler and Mayor of
the City of Warsaw, Ind., was elected at the
recent State convention of the Fraternal Order
of Eagles held at Richmond, Ind., State secre-
tary of the order.

Toledo Letter

(Continued front page mu)
Albert Fraser, one of the smoothest burg-

lars and jewelry thieves who ever operated in
this section of the country, recently made his
escape from the Ohio penitentiary. He was sent
up from Toledo a year ago last February for the
burglarizing of the residences of Edward Ford
and A. J. Secor, where he secured large quanti-
ties of valuable jewelry. Judge Chittenden
sentenced Fraser to serve 15 years in the Ohio
penitentiary, he having a long and dark criminal
record. A short time ago he wrote a lettei- to
Judge Chittenden announcing that he would
write occasionally and inform the court of his
progress, signing his missive, "yours hopefully
and cheerfully." Judge Chittenden is now
anxiously awaiting a further report of his
progress.

Nearly half a hundred local wholesalers and
manufacturers recently made a "trade exten-
sion tour" in automobiles through Northwestern
Ohio, Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana
The trip extended over five days and many cities
and towns were visited where the glad hand was
in every case extended. At South Bend, hid.,
a banquet was enjoyed by the "Toledo Boomers,"
as they were called, and at Wauseon, Ohio, on the
return trip they were met by the Mayor and a
delegation of citizens who escorted them into the
town where they were given a warm welcome,
including speeches on the public square and other
expressions of goodwill. Several miles from
Toledo they were met by Mayor Brand Whit-
lock and a delegation of Toledo citizens in auto-
mobiles who escorted them back home and would
have banqueted them at Secor had they not
been an hour behind time, making the hour too
late. C. K. Merrill, of the Merrill & Broer Co.,
made one of the party traveling in his new
Chalmers-Detroit car. Said Ile: "It was a fine
trip, although pretty hard work. I believe the
effect was good and that the wholesalers of
Toledo will reap great benefit from the extension
trip. The affair was purely of a social nature to
promote good fellowship and I believe will accom-
plish all that was expected of it. Another trip
is being planned for the near future and some
member of our firm will surely attend."

On Wednesday evening W. E. Broer, presi-
dent of the B. F. Broer Co., of St. Clair Street,
was united in marriage to Nell E. Motter, the
charming daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Mot-
ter, of Toledo. The wedding, which was a quiet
one and attended only by the immediate rela-
tives and close friends of the young couple, took
place in the beautiful new home which the groom
had prepared for his bride on the River Road.
Rev. Schuette, of St. Paul's Lutheran Church,
performed the ceremony. The attendants were
Miss Hazel Motter, sister of the bride, and Miss
Nina Kinzert, acting as bridesmaids, and B. F.
Broer and C. F. Broer, as groomsmen. The
beautiful rooms were made more than usually
lovely by profuse decorations of flowers and
greenery, and a luncheon was served to the guests
after the ceremony, which took place at eight
o'clock.
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a. L. P CO
G. L. P. Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created

Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G. L. P. Co's cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us—G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the
interest of all the jewelry trade.

Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods made by the
G. L. P. Co., and realizing the jobber will insist that our new
samples for the fall trade are ready early, we have let neither time
nor expense so much as enter into this our determined effort to
comply with their wishes.

Insist on Your Jobber showing you the new goods that the
G. L. P. Co. will put on the market for the fall trade.

Having Received so Many Letters, and as they all practically read
the same, we quote from them: "This coming season, in your make
of goods we are going to (rive you the bulk of our business. Let
us know at once if we can 

give
upon your handling it."

Anticipating Just Such a Request from our more than busy spring
trade we have increased our manufacturing facilities to such an
extent that we can answer: "Absolutely and Positively, Yes.,,

By Placing Orders with Your Jobber for your fall stock early, it
insures your being in a position to carry a complete line of reliable
(r ;: goods and to make increased sales; and an absolute guar antee of
b 6

making- for yourselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane atnZfrfiC, North Attleboro, Mass.
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Some of the Northwestern States are suffer-
ing a great deal this summer as a result of the
drought which now prevails in this section of the
country, and some fear is expressed that the crops
may fall far short of their usual yield. The spring
and early summer rains were not sufficient this
year to fill the lakes, rivers and other small
streams with fresh water and at the present writ-
ing, all are very low; in fact the Mississippi River
has not been as low for many years. Business
conditions, however, are as good as can be ex-
pected for this time of the year.

Vacations are the main issue at present, and
if all plans along this line are carried out during
the next two months, the Twin Cities population
will be scattered to all parts of the country.

One of the most luxurious special trains that
ever left the St. Paul Union Station, was that
which left Sunday morning, June 12th, carrying
St. Paul wholesalers, manufacturers and bankers
to the number of thirty-eight, accompanied by a
band of twenty-five pieces and several railroad
representatives, to make a six days' trip through
northern Minnesota. The trip is being made
under the auspices of the St. Paul Jobbers' and
Manufacturers' Association, the object being to
visit places of business and become better ac-
quainted with the business men and the resources
of the sections in which they live. The slogan of
the "expedition" is, "Northern Minnesota has a
future—St. Paul is out to help." The members of
the party will lose no opportunity to boost St.
Paul, and emphasize the importance of their
home city as the great jobbing and manufacturing
center of the Northwest. C. F. Sischo, of Sischo
& Beard, accompanied the excursion, represent-
ing the wholesale and manufacturing jewelers
of St. Paul.

John V. Deeny, a well-known jeweler and
business man, of Mariette, Wis., died at his home
in that city at 7 o'clock Monday morning, June
6th. While Mr. Deeny had not enjoyed the best of
health during the past year, yet he had attended
to his business regularly of late and on Saturday
before his death remarked that he felt better than
Ile had for Years. But during the night he was
taken suddenly ill and Sunday morning at to
o'clock he had a sinking spell, from which he did
not rally, remaining in a state of coma until death.
Mr. Deeny is survived by his wife and one son;
his parents, two sisters and nine brothers, one
of whom is a jeweler in St. Paul.

W. S. Palmer, of Prescott, Wis., was in the
Twin Cities on business during the past month.

Rudolph Gaalaas, of Stillwater, Minn., was
seen in St. Paul among the visiting trade during
the past month.

Theo. Strutz, of Watertown, S. D., is going
to locate in Midland, S. D., where he will do
watch repairing until fall, when he will put in a
line of jewelry and watches.

N. Jensen, trade watchmaker, at 203 Newton
Building, St. Paul, has added another watchmaker
to his force.

H. J. Gillet, of Hubbell, Mich., has accepted
a position as watchmaker, with the Hendrickson
Jewelry Co., at 517 Wabash St., St. Paul.

J. H. Roetger, of Richmond, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities on business during the past month.

William Hall, watchmaker for Cohn Caeser,
of Stillwater, Minn., is taking a course of engrav-
ing under the direction of F. A. Shirley, the well-
known St. Paul engraver.

C. E. Carlson, one of St. Paul's well-known
jewelers, left June r3th for a pleasure trip through
the Western States. He will visit Colorado
Springs, Yellowstone Park, Los Angeles, Seattle,
Spokane and all other leading cities in the West.
Mr. Carlson will be gone about four weeks. This
will be the first vacation he has taken for five
years.

Geo. F. Peacock, of St. Paul, manufacturer
of pearl goods, has removed to 1089 Marshall
Avenue.
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G. V. Williams and wife, of Cannon Falls,
Minn., were in the Twin Cities during the past
month spending a part of their vacation.

Miss Blanche Huber, of Sischo & Beard,
St. Paul, has left the employ of this firm. Miss
Huber will be married the first part of July.

The Guaranty Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis, is
planning to extend its operations by opening a
store on Robert St., St. Paul, August 1st, and also
one in Duluth, if they can secure a suitable loca-
tion in that city. S. Eppenstein will be in charge
of the store in St. Paul.

M. Oreck, of Duluth, Minn., was recently in
the Twin Cities, buying a stock of goods for his
new store at To E. Superior St., Duluth. Mr.
Oreck was formerly in business at Tacoma, Wash.
He went to Chicago after visiting the Twin Cities.

C. A. Bailey, of Butterfield, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities during the past month buying goods
and attending to other business matters.

F. Meyer, jeweler and watchmaker, of Cold
Springs, Minn., was in the city on business dur-
ing the past month.

Herbert Welker, watchmaker for F. G. Peter-
son, of River Falls, Wis., was seen in the Twin
Cities, visiting jewelers last month.

C. R. Holmen, of Cohen Bros., Minneapolis,
went to New York to attend the convention of
the American Union of Swedish Singers, held
there May 23rd.

Miss Katherine O'Brien, of the optical de-
partment of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, will spend
two weeks in Glendive, Mont., on her vacation.

George Hellin, jeweler and optician of Des
Moines, Iowa, is visiting his brother-in-law, in
St. Paul.

C. 0. Mowrey, formerly employed as watch-
maker at W. M. Stone's, at Minneapolis, has ac-
cepted a position with F. A. Defiel, East Seventh
Street jeweler, St. Paul.

The Minneapolis police recently arrested two
men who were peddling cheap jewelry on the
street, and were obstructing traffic.

C. C. Payn, of Ontario, Ore., has moved
from the First National Bank Block to a new loca-
tion nearby.

J. B. Kraus of Sumner, Wash., has moved to
larger quarters located in a more central district
of the town than where he formerly was.

Elmer Larsen, engraver of Minneapolis, has
been forced to seek larger quarters on account of
the growth of his business. Mr. Larson has
added two more men to his force of employees.

L. S. Dahl, of Kent, Ore., has closed his store
at that place for the purpose of going to Seattle,
where he will work at his trade until fall, at
which time he will return to Kent and reopen his
store.

W. Loring has left the employ of L. C.
Gans & Co., of Minneapolis, to take a position
with B. F. Simpson & Co., of that city, as head
shipping clerk.

A fire which recently broke out in the store of
Carl Adler,Taker City, Ore., did damage amount-
ing to about $1o,000. The loss, however, is fully
covered by insurance, and Mr. Adler is making
preparations to resume business as soon as the
adjusters make their report and the store can be
repaired. About $8,000 worth of stock was locked
in the safe and was uninjured by the fire.

A. D. Goodman and family of Vehan &
Goodman, St. Paul, have gone to Duluth, Minn.
Mr. Goodman intends to combine business with
pleasure for a time.

M. C. Nathan has accepted a position as
traveling salesman for Vehan & Goodman, St.
Paul.

red Olm, head watchmaker for M. L.
Finkelstein, 112 and 114 E. 7th St., St. Paul, has
gone to Chicago to spend a few days, combining
business with pleasure.

Charles J. Russell, formerly with C. Vander-
sort, of Marmouth, N .D., is starting in business
for himself at Baker, Mont. He was in the Twin
Cities during the past month buying goods for his
new store.

Mr. and Mrs. William M. Stone, of Minne-
apolis, have gone to their cottage at Cedar Lake,
located about five miles from Annandale, Minn.,
where they will spend about six weeks.

J. B. Hudson, of J. B. Hudson & Son, of
Minneapolis, recently made a two weeks' business
trip through the East in the course of which he
visited New York and Chicago.

The National Cut Glass Mfg. Co., of Mimic-
apolis, recently filed articles of incorporation, with
a capital stock of $100,000. The incorporators
are Peter Thompson of Minneapolis, and John C.
Elzy and Irvin A. Crocker, of St. Paul.

E. M. Schwenke, jeweler, of New Richmond,
Minn., was in the Twin Cities buying goods and
attending the optometrists and jewelers' con-
vention, held in Minneapolis, June 54th, t5th
and 16th.

H. J. Heram, of. Elbow Lake, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities on business during the past month.

E. J. Rhodes was in the Twin Cities on busi-
ness during the past month. He was going to
visit his mother in Iowa for two or three days
and from there proceed to Jamestown, N. D.,
where Ile will go into the jewelry business for
himself.

Following are the names of some of the Twin
City visitors during the past month : L. J. Kor-
stad, Zumbrota, Minn.; M. Morrison, Osage,
Iowa; E. M. Schwenke, New Richland, Minn.;
H. J. Heram, Elbow Lake, Minn.; F. C. Schisler,
Winthrop, Minn.; Louis Howatt, Superior, Wis.,
C A. Bailey, Butterfield, Minn.; G. G. Foster,
Truman, Minn.; Herbert Welker, River Falls,
Wis.; G. V. Williams, Cannon Falls, Minn.; Wil-
liam Hall, Stillwater, Minn.; W. S. Palmer, Pres-
cott, Wis.; F. Meyer, Cold Springs, Minn.; j. If.
Roetge, Richmond, Minn.; Rudolph Gaalass, Still-
water, Minn.; C. H. Hankins, Le Suer Center,
Minn.; L. P. Maier, Olivia, Minn.; H. M. Rogers,
Waseca, Minn.; Oscar Holmes, Cambridge, Minn.;
F. W. Seaman, Hastings, Minn.; W. W. Mc-
Guire, Northfield, Minn., and Peder Gaalaas, Still-
water, Minn.

Wireless Mysteries

While science is engaged in solving mysteries
it is at the same time creating new ones
even more puzzling. Wireless telegraphy fills
the impalpable ether with news and gossip and
makes witchcraft seem commonplace, yet It
presents some singular features that are ob-
scure even to the experts. For instance, it is
discovered that a wireless station works bet-
ter by night than by day. Why? Nobody
knows. Says a writer in the Revue Scientifique
(Paris):

"Mr. Marconi at first attributed it to some
influence exerted by the sun's light on the
antenna itself. He now believes rather that the
upper air, which we know is always very rich
in ions produced by the ultraviolet solar rays,
absorbs during the day the energy emitted by
the station.

"The effect would seem to be rather com-
plex; it depends on the wave-length of the
Hertzian radiations used; it decreases when
this wave-length increases. By using radia-
tions of great wave-length (five miles), Mr.
Marconi has ever been able to show that the
energy received during the day may exceed
that received by night—just the opposite of
what usually occurs. Here we may possibly
have a solution that will enable us to lengthen
the radius of action of a station independently
of what may be gained by increasing the power
of the electric plant that serves to produce the
energy. • Unfortunately it is not easy to pro-
duce these waves of great length.

"At other moments, at sunrise and sunset,
the waves of small length are preferable, and
the region of the earth's atmosphere between
light and darkness is the seat of phenomena
—doubtless electric—which interfere greatly
with communications made across this zone.
"No satisfactory explanation of these singu-

lar facts is yet forthcoming."

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.
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MA DEIN /4 & 101f COLD-H(310K PLATE-STERLING SILVER
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED AGAINST BREAKAGE

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
To avoid delay use local address, 33-43 Gold Street

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department: 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works: ----- 142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES : Chicago, Ill., 103 State Street ; Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat ; London, Eng., Audrey Pouse, Ely Place

STERN BROS&CO  4111111/~1111211/ 

VANITY SETS IN GOLD AND SILVER

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Fobs, Bracelets, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins,
Baby Pins, Veil Pins, Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Locket Rings, Bead Neck
Chains, Charms, Festoons, Barrettes, Emblem Goods, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives,
Lapel Buttons, Vest Buttons, Collar Buttons, Rope Chains, Silver and Gold Thimbles. Silver and
Gold Match Boxes, Fob Seals, Cameo Goods, Gold and Silver Cigarette Cases, Alberts, Class Rings

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
POPULAR PRICES 33-43 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK
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611URIBURT'S FOR WATCHES" •
has become a century-old trade proverb.
This year we have beaten all past records
in the volume of our watch stock and the
comprehensiveness of the lines represented.

Everything that is reliable in watches, with prompt

service, liberal treatment and assured satisfaction.

H. O. HURLBURT & SONS 
14 South Tenth Street

3 PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Master of Adjustment
is the highest paid watch worker. Without this accomplishment

the man at the bench is a mere mechanic, and neither his work

or standing command the remuneration or consideration due the

skilled, practical horologist. There's hope for every watch

worker in the world-famed work

THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
1111MailIIILIM■ This book is a complete and practical guide for watch-

makers in adjusting watches and chronometers for isochronism,

position, heat and cold. It contains a thorough exposition of the principles on which adjust-

ments are based and the methods followed in practice. It is the best book ever written on

high-class horological craftmanship.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $2.50

PUBMsITED BY

The Keystone Publishing Co., 811 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, 111.
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Annual Convention New York
Retail Jewelers' Association

As our last issue was going to press the an-
nual convention of the New York State Retail
Jewelers' Association was being held in Rochester.
The convention was called to order at the
Powers Hotel at to o'clock, A. M., Thursday,
May 26th. Following the opening prayer by Rev.
James M. Hutchinson, the delegates were given
a warm welcome by Mayor Edgerton in behalf
of the city, and Roland B. Woodward, on behalf
of the Chamber of Commerce. James J. Ernisse
made the response.

The rest of the morning session was taken up
with the executive business, consisting of the
hearing of the reports of officers and committees.
These showed satisfactory progress made by the
organization, both in adding to the membership
and in accumulating the necessary finances.

At this session there was a vigorous dis-
cussion of the advisability or otherwise of the
State association becoming affiliated with the
national body. Opinions seemed to be pretty
evenly divided in the matter and the session ended
without any formal action being taken.

In the afternoon forty automobiles carried
the delegates around the city in a gay parade.
All the chief points of interest were visited and
the outing from start to finish was of a most
enjoyable character. All the automobiles carried
flags and pennants and the visiting delegates ex-
pressed unqualified appreciation of the great treat.

The chief social function of the convention
took place on the evening of the first day, when
over 200 members and their friends sat down
to enjoy a banquet in the dining room of the
Powers Hotel. Judge Lynn presented Harry C.
Goodwin, who was invited to speak, not so much
of his jewels of gold and silver as because of
his jewels of speech. Willis K. Gillette told
them all about the slogan, "Do It for Rochester";
Rev. Herbert D. Deetz spoke of "The Jeweler
From an Outsider's Standpoint"; Miss Hazel
Smith, a child prodigy with the violin, played
a solo; Henry F. Schlegel sang "Three for Jack,"
by Squires, and as an encore gave Tosti's "My
Dreams." There was a clever burlesque on Poe's
"The Raven," called "The Dutchman's Raven."
Moll's Orchestra furnished a programme of
music during the dinner.

Charles E. Sunderlin, secretary of the as-
sociation, was at the head of the local committee
which had the arrangements for the banquet in
charge.

The instructive part of the programme was
left for the second day and during the first ses-
sion addresses were delivered as follows:

"The Retailing Jobber," Benjamin T. Ash,

Binghamton ; The Repair Department," a Neces-
sary and Profitable Adjunct of Every Jewelry
Store," Thomas J. Routledge, Elmira; "Buying
Stock," H. Y. Burlingham, Sherburne; "What
Constitutes a Fair Profit," E. W. Frost, Syracuse;
"The Local Organization, Its Advantages," John
C. Yung, Buffalo; "Satisfied Customers," member
of Albany association; "Trade-marks and Quali-
ties," E. M. Baringer, Gloversville.

These addresses proved a regular course of
instruction in the jewelry business and were much
appreciated by those in attendance. A similar
programme was continued in the afternoon, when
the following addresses were made: "Employer
and Employee," William A. O'Donnell, Utica;
"Competition and Corporation," F. M. Thrasher,
Rochester; "Keeping Up Appearances," Charles
J. Dale, Plattsburg.

Later' in the session the following officers were
elected: President, Charles T. Evans, Utica; first
vice-president, E. M. Baringer, Gloversville; sec-
ond vice-president, E. T. Scheer, Rochester ; third
vice-president, Albert Zillion, Buffalo; fourth
vice-president, W. A. O'Donnell, Utica; fifth vice-
president, T. J. Routledge, Elmira; secretary,
Charles E. Sunderlin, Rochester ; treasurer,
Charles A. Crouse, Syracuse. Buffalo, was the
*choice for the next annual meeting.

The brief history of the organization and its
activities are well told in the following report
of the membership committee:

At the organization of our association in
Utica, March 25, 1909, many members were en-
rolled. These members returned to their homes
filled with enthusiasm and confident that our
association was a success.

Convinced of the value of organization they
at once busied themselves with its interests and
invited their neighbor jewelers to join. Circular
letters were sent by the secretary to the jewelers
throughout the State explaining the objects of
the association. Application blanks were en-
closed asking them to join, and soon jewelers
from all parts of the State applied for admission
to the association. Before sending these circu-
lar letters a careful investigation was made by
the jewelers in the State, only desirable legiti-
mate retail jewelers being asked to join. Our by-
laws state clearly only such can be admitted.

Within a short time local associations were
formed in Syracuse, Albany, Elmira and Bing-
hamton. Buffalo, Rochester and Utica • had local
associations before the State organized and added
many new members.

In many other places much active work has
been done. The committee mentioned these,
they being the larger centers. We are informed
each of the local associations is in a flourishing
condition and much benefit socially and finan-
cially has been derived by the members.
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We encourage the formation of local asso-
ciations; the most direct is thus obtained, and
as most members of local associations desire to
become members of the State association our
membership will increase rapidly, and in a short
time all the desirable jewelers in the State will
be enrolled in our association.

At present our membership is 167. Our
membership roster, which all of you have re-
ceived, gives the names and addresses of all up
to May 1st, since which time fourteen applica-
tions for membership have been received.

The association is to be congratulated on this
splendid growth in so short a time. There is,
however, much more to be done with over 700
jewelers in the State who are eligible to mem-
bership.

We wish to call the attention of the members
to the fact that it is a duty you owe yourselves
to see to it that every desirable legitimate retail
jeweler in your communities joins the association.
Most of the work of securing new members must
be done by you, and we ask of you to give the
same and even greater support to the officers of
the new year than you have done in the past.

The following were among the resolutions
adopted:

Resolved, That we extend our sincere thanks
to the jewelers of Rochester for their magnani-
mous hospitality, and also to our brother jeweler,
J. T. Eimsse, for the use of his store as head-
quarters. •

Resolved, That the officers and executive
committee of this association be reimbursed for
traveling expenses incurred during the past year,
and, be it further

Resolved, That hereafter their traveling ex-
penses shall be paid out of the treasury when
actually engaged in association work.

Resolved, That the officers be empowered to
incorporate this association under the name of
the "New York Retail Jewelers' Association," and
adopt a suitable design for a seal.

Resolved, That the members of this associa-
tion be strongly urged to buy only such goods
as are stamped by trade-mark and quality.

Resolved, That this association establish a
list of non-retailing jobbers for the use of its
members only, and urge upon the members of
this association to patronize only such as appear
on this list.

Resolved, That we most heartily commend
the administration of our president, Charles T.
Evans, and trust that he will continue to lie of
even greater benefit to the association in the
future ; that we appreciate the untiring efforts of
our secretary, C. E. Sunderlin ; Treasurer C. A.
Crouse, and also their executive committee for
the work in the interest of our association.
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Bigney's Hardened Surface
Mirror Finish Chains

WE GUARANTEE every
article made in our factory

L 728

)

Ask your jobber for our
new creations in Lockets,
different from any other
make. They are most WE SELL THE WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY
beautiful.

Our chains for both men and women are not soldered with the so-called soldering
machine which makes the surface porous, but on the contrary, each link is carefully
soldered by hand. In this way we get a superior finish and our chains wear longer.

01647

irhe):4irtli of an liZtrit
Artistic Originality, Clever Conceptions and

Irreproachable Workmanship in
Pearls and Precious Stones

6isenstaell 111,9. (go.



THE KEYSTONE

Annual Meeting of the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Asso-

ciation

The formation of a national board of arbi-
tration consisting of representative members of
the various sections of the jewelry industry for
the purpose of settling all questions of disputes
and grievances was suggested by President A.
G. Schwab, of the National Wholesale Jewelers'
Association, at the annual meeting of that body
held in Cincinnati, June 9th and Toth. This

suggestion was em-
bodied in President
Schwab's annual
message and was
received with ap-
proval by the job-
bers and the repre-
sentatives of the
National Associa-
tion of Manufac-
turing Jewelers
and of the Ameri-
can National
Retail Jewelers'
association w h o
attended the con-
vention as guests
of the jobbers.
The jobbers ummi-
mously decided to
act on the sugges-

tion and President Schwab was empowered to ap-
point the members to represent the wholesalers'
association, and to take such other action as is
necessary. President Archibald, of the National
Retailers' Association, was present and expressed
himself as in thorough accord with President
Schwab's suggestion. He will recommend the
appointment of such a board to the national re-
tail convention which takes place late in July at
Detroit. The members of the manufacturing
jewelers' association who attended this convention
will submit the suggestion to their association.

In past years both the retailers' and jobbers'
associations have appointed various committees
whose intents and purposes were in accordance
with those of the suggested board of arbitration,
but for various reasons they have not been pro-
ductive of the desired results. In most instances
they were but temporary committees of but one
year's standing at best, and the members of the
committees scarcely had the details of a mooted
question well in hand, before the personnel of the
committee was changed, to the detriment of
progress. It is planned to make this board of
arbitration a permanent institution representative
of all the interests of the trade and to chose its
members from among the membership of the
three national bodies. The plan is still in

embryo, but it
is • expected that
the details will
work out as soon
as the suggestion
receives the offi-
cial approval of
the two other
national organiza-
tions.

The conven-
tion was the third
annual gathering
of the association
and was very well
attended and a
great success in
every particular.
The sessions were
held in the Sinton
Hotel. The city

of Cincinnati which years ago earned an enviable
title as a great convention city, outdid itself in
hospitality and the local jobbers strained every
effort and succeeded beyond measure in extend-
ing a welcoming band and a good time to the
visiting jobbers. Incidentally, it may be stated
that in recent years Cincinnati has made most
remarkable progress in the development of the
jewelry business and industry. Its product and
sales now reach a very large figure with a field
of patronage covering the entire country.

President A. G. Schwab

Secretary George II. Edwards

In opening the convention President Schwab
of A. G. Schwab & Sons, Cincinnati, presented
his annual report which was as follows:

President Schwab's Address
'It is just a year ago that you did me the

great honor of electing me as your presiding
officer. I had no voice in your action at that time
and am therefore not to blame for the mistake
you made in selection. You probably meant it

• well, and I will therefore, though it is rather
late, thank you now for your kind and consider-
ate treatment.

Another year in the brief history of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association is about
at an end, and I beg to offer you my felicitations
on the auspicious outlook for the future.

The question naturally arises, what have we
accomplished during the past year? What benefits
have we derived? What reforms have we in-
augurated or established? What special improve-
ments in the general conditions of the trade have
we brought about during our stewardship?
Modesty and a sense of justice to others prevents
me from claiming too much credit for the admin-
istration of the past year. Much credit for the
general improved conditions of the wholesale
jewelry trade is due to the founders of this or-
ganization.

Scarcely two years ago a few jobbers in the
middle West conceived the idea of forming an
association of this kind for the general good of
the trade. At that time chaos prevailed in all
branches of the business. Many manufacturers
overlooked the established distinction between
wholesale and retail jewelers. Regardless of
everything but the solvency of the purchaser,
they sold indiscriminately in the smallest quanti-
ties in overstocked localities to any person willing
to buy and able to pay.

We have not, nor do we. dispute the right and
privilege of every person to choose his customers
wherever he pleases. But no person should so
exercise his individual privileges as to bring con-
fusion, dissatisfaction and disintegration upon the
co-ordinate branches of his trade, and without
economic advantage to the general community.

It was therefore necessary that something
should be done to protect the jewelry trade from
further disruption. The retail jewelers banded
together in a National Association and sought
to correct some complaints or grievances against
the wholesale jewelers. The jobbers seemed to
have their troubles, so to speak, in all directions.
Conceding that there is always,room for improve-
ment or betterment of conditions in all trades, I
dare say that the troubles seemed to be rather
magnified through lack of mutual understanding
and through misconception.

Through the efforts of this association,
though but a few years in existence, much good
has been accomplished and a decidedly better
feeling and understanding all around has been
established. The manufacturers realize that
their interests and these of the wholesaler jew-
elers are closely identified; that the latter have
certain rights and claims which the manufacturers
should respect. As evidence of their understand-
ing of the economic needs of the jewelry trade,
they have recently organized an association com-
posed of manufacturers, whose declared policy is
to sell their output exclusively through the whole-
sale jewelers .

In my opinion the day for agitation, boycotts
or blacklisting is past. There does not seem to
be any good reason why there should be any
serious friction between the different branches of
the trade. When great matters of state, questions
of territorial difference and rights among great
nations can be settled and adjusted by arbitration,
why should not questions of cconomics and dif -
ferences in trade be settled by arbitration with
equal satisfaction? I would therefore recommend
or suggest a board of arbitration, consisting of
representatives of manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers, to consider and settle all questions of
dispute or grievances arising in the various
branches of the jewelry trade.

It can hardly be expected that all differences
and questions can be reconciled or adjusted in
one year, but the general good feeling and fellow-
ship existing to-day between the three branches
of the trade—the retailers, jobbers and manu-
facturers—as compared with former conditions is
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so marked, that we feel we have cause to. con-
gratulate ourselves on the progress made in so
short a time.

It should be the aim and effort of the in-
coming administration to still further augment
the good fellowship and establish a more corn
plete and harmonious understanding between all
branches of the jewelry trade.

The past year has been, generally speaking, a
prosperous one and the outlook for a healthy and
increased volume of business for this fall is
certainly most promising. If under such condi-
tions the manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers
do not receive a fair remuneration for their goods
and efforts, there would seem to be no cause
for it but a local
trouble. I venture
to say of the
jewelry business
that so far as the
labor and efforts
incident to it are
concerned, there is
no class of mer-
chants in any line
of business that I
can think of, that
give to their cus-
tomers more in-
trinsic value with
smaller percentage
of profit than
does the jewelry
merchant.

Few articles
of luxury retain
their intrinsic value as do articles in our line
Articles of gold and silver always have some
cash value in fair proportion to their original
cost, and pearls, diamonds and precious stones
generally enhance in value from year to year

Possibly for this reason, statistics show that
with the advance of civilization the demand for
jewelry increases. Thus, in countries, like ours,
the use of jewelry and kindred ornaments is
steadily on the ascendant, and the encourage-
ment and prospects the greater for those en-
gaged in this traffic. For those reasons we feel
justified in taking an optimistic view of the
future of our chosen occupation in life.

I cannot close my remarks without express-
ing again my appreciation for the great honor You
conferred on me in the past, my hearty thanks
for the good will and support rendered to me by
my colleagues on the executive committee and my
best wishes for the future welfare of our organi-
zation.

President Schwab's remarks were received
with enthusiastic approval and were followed by
a special vote of thanks and three rousing cheers
which echoed through the hotel corridors. The
jobbers decided to send a committee of six to the
Detroit Convention of the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association and left the appointment
of this committee to the president with the proviso
that he was to be ex-officio a member of the corn-
mittee. The committee as named includes : A. G.
Schwab, Geo H.
Edwards, Edwin
Massa, C. A'. Ber-
key, B. C. Allen
and D. J. Gut-
mann. President
A. G. Schwab
was unanimously
re-elected presi-
dent. The other
officers for the
coming year are •
Secretary, Geo. H.
Edwards, Edwards
& Sloane Jewelry
Co , Kansas City,
Mo.; first v i c e-
president, Louis
Cohn, Henry
Freund & Bros.,
New York ; second
vice-p residen t,
Fred Thearle, C. H. Knights-Thearle Co., Chi-
cago Ill.; treasurer, Louis Sickles, M. Sickles &
Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Executive Committee—B. C. Allen, Chicago,
I11.; C. S. Kiger, Kansas City, Mo.; A. L. Bau-
mann, St. Louis, Mo.; T. B. King, Denver; D. C.

Louis Cohn
First Vice-president

Fred Thearle
Second Vice-president
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Percival, Boston, Mass.; E. A. Eisele, Buffalo, N.
Y.; J. E. Reagan, Indianapolis; C. A. Berkey,
Detroit, Mich ; F. L. Bosworth, Minneapolis,
Minn.; H. W. Burdick, Cleveland, Ohio; M. J.
Averbeck, New York ; A. Y. Huyler, New York;
Philip Present, Rochester, N. Y.; Leonard
Krower, New Orleans, La.; Claude Seymour,
Chicago, Ill.; A. W. Sproehnle, Chicago, Ill.

Immediately after the election of officer Fred
G. Thearle, of C. H. Knights-Thearle Co , Chicago,
presented President Schwab with an ivory and
ebony gavel as a token of esteem and appreciation
from the visiting members.

During the afternoon of the closing day
President Archibald, of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association, addressed the jobbers
on matters of mutual interest. He expressed
himself as in thorough sympathy with the aims
and objects of the jobbers' association and happy
to note the increasing spirit of co-operation be-
tween the various organizations and attributed it
to the work of organization. Chicago was chosen
as the next convention city.

The jobbers of Cincinnati were royal enter-
tainers and they set a new standard for the enter-
taining of conventions which convention cities in
the future will have a difficult task to equal. The
visiting members were tendered a luncheon at
the Sinton Hotel, Wednesday noon, and Thursday
noon at the Bismark. Wednesday evening the
jobbers were entertained at dinner at 3.-50 and
enjoyed a band concert by Weber's Band. This
was a most pleasant affair and will be long re-
membered by those who attended. The chief
feature of this occasion was the very elaborate
menu which was served and the menu card which
was gotten up in the shape of a hunting case
watch. On the outer lid side of the menu card
was the following inscription :

As competitors we strive with might,
For all the business there is in sight;
But for the good cause of our association,
We stand for unison in every relation.

When opening the menu card the guests were
confronted with this greeting:

To the guests who are assembled here,
We extend most cordially a hearty cheer;
Be merry and enjoy yourselves,
And place all troubles on the shelves.

The service can best be understood by read-
ing the menu which was as follows:

Spring Chicken by Chantecler. Fall 1910
Potatoes from the Kimberley Fields

Asparagus a la Maiden Lane
Salad au Topaz Dressing

Ice Cream in Gold and Filled Cases
Cakes Mounted with Precious Jewels

Lavalierre de la Celery
Olives from the Emerald Isle
Almonds in Vanity Boxes

Detached from Breeze Chains
Creme de Perle of India

White Fish with Spike Hat Pins
Cucumbers 925 Fine

As the Menu has run its course,
There are cigars without much force;
If a spring breaks down the line,
A cup of coffee will fix it fine.

The visiting members were enthusiastic in
their praise of this novel entertainment and
especially the menu card and the service. The
menu card was gotten up by Sig Strauss, of Lin-
denberg, Strauss &Co. The banquet Thursday
evening was the gala event of the social side of
the convention and it was beyond doubt the most
elaborate affair ever undertaken in Western jew-
elry circles. It was served in the large banquet
hall of the Sinton Hotel. About two hundred
members and guests were present. The menu was
very elaborate and the service faultless. The
menu card was an elaborate souvenir bound with
golden sheepskin with the monogram printed in
gold and tied with leather thongs. The inside
pages contained the menu, toasts, songs, list of
officers, committees and members, interspersed
with picturesque views of Cincinnati.

During the banquet a magnificent silver lov-
ing cup was presented to the Cincinnati members
of the National Wholesale Jewelers' Association
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by the visiting members. Mr. A. W. Sproehnle,
of Chicago, made a felicitous presentation speech
to which President Schwab feelingly responded.

The personnel of the various committees of
Cincinnati jobbers having the arrangements for
the convention in charge were as follows :

Reception Committee—S. Lindenberg, Edgar
Fox, Louis Albert, I. Oppenheimer, A. Herman,
Eli Gutman, Edward Richter, Louis Rauch,
Herbert C. Schwab, Jerome Thoma.

Entertainment Committee—A. J. Thoma,
Jacob Frohman, Julius Jacobs, Walter Meyer, L.
Loeb, E. M. Klein, Wm. Pfleuger, Sig Strauss.

Finance Committee—Edward Albert, S. Lin-
denberg, Jos. Noterman, John Solar, Ferd.
Phillips.

Louis Sickles

Executive Committee—Chas, A. Nolting, D.
J. Gutman, S. Lindenberg, A. J. Thoma, Edward
Albert.

Banquet Committee—D. J. Gutman, Chas. A.
Nolting, Julian G. Schwab, Jos. Noterman, A. J..
Thoma, Jos. Voss.

The manufacturers and manufacturers' agents
who attended the convention included : R. E.
Budlong, president of the National Association
of Manufacturing Jewelers, of S. K. Merrill &
Co., Providence, R. T.; H.. E. Sweet, secretary-
treasurer, N. A. M. J., of R. F. Simmons & Co.,
Attleboro, Mass.; F. D. Carr, of Ostby & Barton
Co., president Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of
Trade, Providence, R. I.; J. P. Archibald, presi-
dent American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation; G. V. Dickinson, vice-president Elgin
National Watch Co.; R. A. Kettle, general agent
Waltham Watch Co.; Albert Dueber, president
Dueber Watch Case Co.

Virginia Retail Jewelers' Association
The second annual meeting of the Virginia

Retail Jewelers' Association was held at the Lyn-
haven Hotel, Norfolk, Va., on June itIi, 1910.
There were a number of jewelers present from all
parts of the State. Nearly every jeweler in Nor-
folk joined the association at this meeting, and
we bid fair to having an exceptionally good meet-
ing next year. Reports from the various officers
were received and applications voted on in the'
morning session. At the evening session the
committee on resolutions presented a number of
resolutions, which were discussed, with the result
that the following resolutions were adopted:

WHEREAS, Manufacturers of watch move-
ments are selling certain of these movements as
complete watches, and whereas the adoption of
the plan by all manufacturers would be incon-
venient to retail jewelers, therefore

Be .it resolved, That we do not approve of
complete watches in all grades, as we believe it
would be an injustice to the retail jewelers to be
compelled to purchase complete watches, and not

be allowed to change the movements from case to
case to suit his convenience, and also that we do
approve of a minimum fixed price on all move-
ments and all cases separately.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
certain jobbers selling at retail; also selling to
dealers in other lines who are not in the legitimate
jewelry business, and would welcome some system
by which the members of the jewelers' associations
all over the country might keep posted as to what
jobbers are loyal to the legitimate jewelry trade.

Resolved, That we do not favor the passage
of the Parcels Post Bill.

Resolved, That we, the members of the Vir-
ginia Retail JeweIrs' Association, feel that it has
been beneficial to us in our business and social
relations to be organized into an association, and,
therefore, urge all the jewelers of the State to
become members of our association and the
national association.

Resolved, That we again condemn the practice
of manufacturers and jobbers sending net prices
in open mail, and we request that the trade
journals discontinue the practice of advertising
the net prices in their journals.

Resolved, That we also recommend that the
jobbers number their catalogues and keep record
of those to whom they are sent, and that they fill
no orders which do not show the number of cata-
logue from which the goods are ordered.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing term : C. S. Sherwood, president, Ports-
mouth, Va.; E. F. Jakemen, first vice-president,
Norfolk, Va ; H. L. Lang, second vice-president,
Staunton, Va.; S. S. Kaufman, third vice-presi-
dent, Fredericksburg, Va.: W. D. Martin, fourth
vice-president, Rocky Mount, N. C.; D. B.
Ryland, fifth vice-president, Lynchburg,. Va.; S.
D. Hardy, secretary, Norfolk, Va.; J. S. James,
treasurer, Richmond, Va.

Members of Executive Committee—F. R.
Ford, and Jacob Bennett, of Norfolk, Va.

It was decided to have the next meeting on
the 4th Wednesday of June, 1911, at Norfolk, Va.

Resolutions of thanks were adopted as
follows:

Be it resolved, That this association extend to
its president, A. F. Jahnke, Jr., of Richmond, its
sincerest thanks for his services rendered the
association and for the valuable time given us.

Be it resolved, That this association extend to
its secretary, treasurer and executive committee,
its sincerest thanks for their services rendered the
association and for the valuable time given us.

Be it resolved, That association extend to the
press and trade journals its sincerest thanks for
the kindness, and interest, shown the association
for the past year.

Resolved, That the thanks of this association
be and are hereby tendered to the several members
of our craft for their able addresses and dis-
courses of matters of interest to our association,
and that we commend the action of the national
association during the past year.

The meeting was brought to a close with a
banquet served in the main dining room of the
Lynhaven Hotel.

A New Treatise on Jewelry Making
Now that the art and craftsmanship move-

ment has taken a firm hold in the United States,
a timely publication is a handsome cloth-bound
volume of nearly 300 pages, entitled "Simple
Jewelry," by R. L. B. Rathbone, which the author
describes as "A practical handbook dealing with
certain elementary methods of design and con-
struction written for use of craftsmen, designers,
students and teachers." While this treatise will
be found very instructive by even the most skilled
art metal worker, it is primarily intended for be-
ginners, and with this purpose in view the tech-
nical chapters are written in such a way as makes
them intelligible even to those who are entirely
without any actual knowledge of the subject. The
treatise is copiously illustrated with handsome
half-tone cuts, showing jewelry in the making
and completed. Also the tools used and the
methods of procedure. The book is published by
D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, and can be had
from this office on receipt of price, $2.00 net.
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ATTLEBOROS

Manufacturers
Enjoy Outing

Despite the fact that the
weather was not the best sort
for the holding of an outing,

the members of the New England Manufacturing
Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association, some 350
strong, enjoyed a dinner at
Field's Point and a trip down
the bay as far as Prudence Island
on the afternoon of April nth.

The original plan called for
a street parade through the
downtown section of the city.
This project was abandoned
owing to the rain. The com-
mittee had arranged to have the
American and State flags carried
at the head of the line, with the
banner of the society carried be-
tween the two, and every man
in line bearing a miniature ban-
ner of the organization.

A short parade was how-
ever made from Masonic Temple
to the wharf, at which the
steamer Warwick was boarded.
Representative Harry Cutler, a
former president of the organi-
zation, was chief marshal and
had for his aides Frank B. Rey-
nolds, Audridge G. Pearce, J.
Allan Buffinton, Capt. George H.
Sykes and J. Thomas Inman.

The band of the First Coast
Artillery Corps headed the line
and provided music during the
remainder of the trip. At Field's
Point dinner was served and
later the party boarded the
steamer and took a trip around
Prudence Island. The arrival in
this city was two hours earlier
than planned, as it had been de-
cided to abandon the proposition
to sail around Beaver Tail.
Lunch was served on the boat
and entertainment was provided
by the band and a troupe of
colored actors.

On the return tc this city
President George H. Holmes, of
the association, sent the follow-
ing wireless to Henry G. Thresher,
of the firm of Waite &
Thresher, who is en route for
Europe on the Hamburg-Ameri-
can Line's steampship Cincin-
nati: "To Henry G. Thresher,
by wireless : Officers and mem-
bers of association assembled at
Field's Point, wish you bon voyage and extend,
through you, our compliments to crowned heads
of Europe and our home-coming Roosevelt."

Another prominent jeweler, N. B. Barton, of
the firm of Ostby & Barton, came from Europe
on the same steamer as Mr. Roosevelt.

The outing was arranged by the following
executive committee : Harry M. Mays, Ralph C.
Thompson and Edward B. Hough.

The annual outing of the
Gorham Clerical clerical force of the Gorham
Force Outing Manufacturing Company was

held at the Warwick Club on
Narragansett Bay, Saturday, June 4th. A special
car was in waiting at the works, and promptly at
12:15 more than seventy-five of the clerks,
together with John S. Holbrook, vice-president;
E. F. Aldrich, of the Board of Directors ; Wm.
E. Keyes, assistant treasurer ; F. C. Lawton, gen-
eral superintendent, and Messrs. W. C. and
William Codman, head designers, started on the
half-hour trip to the pleasant grounds of the
Warwick Club. On arriving there luncheon was
served, after which a baseball game between the
Bendicts and the Bachelors was promptly started.
It resulted in a victory for the married men by
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score of ii to io, in spite of the backing of the
"boys" by William Codman, who has great ability
to pick winners in the national game. The mis-
cellaneous sports followed and were run off
promptly and with fine spirit resulting as follows:
Dash, G. P. Stoecker; 3-legged race, C. R. Blaine
and R. C. Herrick ; shot put, G. P. Stoecker ; foot-
ball kick, H. M. Giles ; baseball throw, G. P.
Stoecker; spoon and egg race, A. H. Kingsford;
sack race, F. R. Westell ; blind-fold race, A. H.
Kingsford; guessing contest, L. Hadfield.

A Rhode Island clam bake was served a little
after four o'clock. The arrangements were in
charge of a most competent committee, and there

is confident that the coming season is going to be
very satisfactory.

Frank B. Reynolds, of Providence, is sum-
mering at Bridgeton, Maine, with his family.

The Ballou Manufacturing Company, of
Attleboro, was incorporated last month under
the laws of Massachusetts with a capital stock
of $5o,000. The officers are T. W. Cash, presi-
dent; C. A. Murphy, secretary and sales manager,
and A. E. M. Ballou, treasurer.

James E. Blake, of Attleboro, celebrated his
59th birthday last month, When he received the
customary flood of congratulations and many
gifts from his host of friends.

The factory of Bates &
Bacon, Attleboro, will be closed
for one week from Saturday,
July i6th, to Monday, July 25th.

The plant of Bole & Field,
makers of pearl novelties at 8o
Clifford Street, was sold last
month by order of the assignee.
James R. Bole was the purchaser
and will continue the business
under the title of Ocean Pearl
Manufacturing Co.

The Baird-North Co., Provi-
dence, is erecting an addition to
its plant at Broad Street and Lex-
ington Avenue. It has also
greatly. improved the appearance
of the premises in both the archi-
tectural and landscape features.

William G. Lawton, of the
Gorham Mfg. Co., was in at-
tendance at the annual conven-
tion of the National Federation
of Gosnel Missions held in New
York City last month.

William Whiting, formerly
a jeweler of this city and widely
known among fraternities, died
last month at the age of 83 years.
The deceased was born in Nor-
wich, Conn., in 1828. In 1852 he
went to Providence, obtaining
employment with the firm of
Stone & Weaver, manufacturing
jewelers, with whom he re-
mained for eleven years. He was
later employed by the Gorham
Mfg. Co., and when the Civil
War broke out, he took to the

'field. Upon his return, he re-
entered the jewelry industry.
He was noted for his musical
talent and was a prominent mem-
ber of several bands of national
reputation. He belonged to the
Masons, Odd Fellows, Knights
of Honor, Grand Army and other
organizations.

Harry Cutler, of the Cutler
Jewelry Co., Providence, was in
New York early in the month
attending a dinner given by Jacob
Schiff, in honor of a prominent
denizen of Great Britain who is

sojourning temporarily in this country.
Robert E. Budlong, Fred D. Carr and Harold

E. Sweet attended the annual meeting of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association held at
Cincinnati last month. The trio represented the
newly formed national association of manufac-
turing jewelers.

The employees of the Sterling Silver Mfg.
Co., held their outing early last month on Pru-
dence Island, when various sports were indulged
in and a luncheon was served. The opportunity
was taken advantage of to present a pair of field
glasses to the superintendent of the factory, Carl
Henrickson, who was about to leave for a trip
to Europe.

Frederick A. Otis has joined the order of
automobilists in this section and is guiding in
masterly fashion a new 40-horsepower machine.

Walter H. Durfee and family are passing the
hot season at their summer cottage at Matunuck
on the Rhode Island coast.

The magnificent equestrian statue of Count Casimir Pulaski, which was cast by the
Gorham Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I., was recently unveiled at Washington,
D. C., on which occasion tributes were paid to this distinguished patriot of Poland who
aided the American people at the time of the nation's birth. President Taft, Secretary
Dickinson and a number of other distinguished men took part in the ceremony. Francis
Pulaski, a lineal descendant of the Count, came to this country from Poland for the purpose
of attending the unveiling exercises.

was not a semblance of a "hitch" from first to last.
The afternoon was thoroughly enjoyed by every-
body present, and all voted it a huge success.
Such gatherings as this add greatly to the enthu-
siasm and esprit de corps in this important part of
the great organization to which its members belong.

A certificate of incorporation was issued on
June 6th to the D. F. Briggs Co. under the laws
of the State of Massachusetts. At the time of
incorporation the stockholders consisted of
Charles H. Tappan, F. C. Wilmarth and David
L. Low, who constituted the board of directors.
The first-named was elected president, the sec-
ond vice-president and the third secretary and
treasurer. The circumstances will not require
any change in the style under which business was
carried on and the policy of the former owners
will be continued. The capital stock authorized
by the terms of the corporation consists of four
thousand shares common and five hundred pre-
ferred, of par value of $1oo each, and this stock
has all been issued.

George F. Miller, who represents the Gor-
ham Company in the six leading cities of the
Pacific Coast, has returned to his field after a
visit to New York and Providence. Mr. Miller

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.
Adv.
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Another Innovation in Clock Manufacturing
As Great a Leader as the Famous TATTOO

THE

VICTORY ALARM
uIGHT -I-NAY TIME
LIGHT 1.1AY ALARM

IT CALLS YOU EVERY MORNING
ALL YOU DO IS TO WIND IT ONCE A WEEK

HEIGHT, 5 INCHES WIDTH, 4 INCHES
DIAL, 4 INCHES CASE, 4 INCHES

SEAMLESS BRASS KNURLED FRONT, WITH 4-INCH BELL
METAL GONG ON BACK. FINISH, NICKEL PLATED

When you arise you stop the alarm ringing by pushing in
on button, marked "Stop Alarm." With the ordinary Alarm
clock you stop the alarm from ringing by moving the switch
to "Silent," but, if on retiring, you neglect to push switch
back to "Alarm," the clock will not alarm the next morning.

The Victory Alarm automatically operates the push
button switch so that you do not need to touch your clock
but once a week to wind the time and alarm springs. This
clock is also fitted with an " Alarm " and " Silent " switch
for use when time only is wanted.

SOLE
MANUFACTURERS

THE NEW
liEW

yommeimi)

AVEN ('LOCK CO.
AVEN UONN.

U. S. A.

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41. Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane

 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

Do You Remember
Last Christmas Season
—the awful rush of extra work ? The
hardest thing was to get help on
engraving—it was impossible to get it
all done, either in the store or by sending
it out. Much business was lost thereby.

NEXT CHRISTMAS YOU WILL BE "UP
AGAINST IT " AGAIN, UNLESS YOU
prepare now to take care of the extra engrav-
ing. Now is the time, when business and work
are slack, to take our special short course
in Engraving; this is so planned that you can
quickly get back to the store, and, on what we
have taught you, practice during spare time so
that when the rush comes you will be ready
for it. This course should be taken advantage
of by the clerk, the watchmaker, or the
jeweler himself. It means more money to
any one of these. Write for information about
this special engraving course, and catalogue.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
OF WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and JEWELRY WORK

LANCASTER :: :: PENNSYLVANIA
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The departure of cold weather from Pitts-
burg last month was without mourning among
its citizens, and the jeweler was among the most
vociferous in his adieux. June with its abnormal
rain has not been of a character to bring busi-
ness into the camp with any degree of animation.
True, weddings have been numerous. The daily
list of marriage licenses has been startlingly
long and among them have been some of the
real "Smart Set," who have stirred up things.
The wedding present season was, therefore, fully
equal to the normal, and in many of the stores it
was above this. Along with the wedding season
comes the annual Sewickley Heights horse show
season and things "horsey" are appearing in some
of the leading stores. Hardy & Hayes for in-
stance had a fine display of diamond horse-shoes
and gold riding outfits. The arrangement of
prize cups and other prize decorations for the
show in the window of this store as well as a
goodly showing in other stores has been com-
mented upon.

But aside from these incidents
Improving and commencement days, there
Business has been a good business con-

sidering the general state of
the weather. Of course tennis and golf have
been out of the question to any extent. Contests
of this kind are late in starting. There are some
good events scheduled soon, however. The
summer outings which have been held in check
for some weeks are bound to burst forth with
more than ordinary vigor because of their delay.
Each form of summer events brings its own
line of business, and novelties suitable for each
are appearing as a fresh evidence of summer
in the display windows and show cases. Then
has also come the announcements of impending
trips abroad by jewelers, for the usual market-
ing of the season. Sam F. Sipe is preparing
for his trip to the diamond markets and is adver-
tising his special sales of diamonds before going
in July. Incidentally he issued a little souvenir
to let his friends and customers know he was still
among them. It was a circular letter and blotter,
and under a separate cover was an envelope
opener. Mr. Sipe has made so many trips across
the ocean that he has almost forgotten the number
and has to stop and count them occasionally. In
discussing business this month he expressed the
opinion that it was not only holding its own, but
was vastly improved over a year ago. Buying was
more satisfactory in the outlying districts, and
the small town dealers were calling for some of
the best grades of jewelry for special customers,
showing that money is easing up and that luxuries
are in demand. But aside from this evidence Mr.
Sipe is able to see in general business conditions
a strong undertone that promises of a brisk
trade for the coming fall and winter.

Gillespie Brothers have issued
Trade Activity their summer special sales

notices, and mementoes of the
European trip of one of this famous house are
on their way across the sea at this time to the
Pittsburg customers. It is one of those clever
methods of keen;ng the customers' minds °c-
c- .ionallv centered on their stores, so that when
the holiday season arrives they will seek out
the dealer who remembered them during the
summer. A glance in the windows of such
shops as E. P. Robert's Sons, and W. W. Wattles
i dicates the silver sentiment of the trade, for
silver novelties are given the front place. In
the wedding line are fine showings of art goods
of domestic and imported type.

The trade in general is casting eyes on a
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11CW building projected for down-town Pitts-
burg. It is the complete remodeling of the
great T. C. Jenkins warehouse at the foot of
Fifth Avenue, facing Liberty and Penn Avenues
and Fifth Avenue and which has been abandoned
to retail business because of the change in the
nature of that district. The owners are turning
this mammoth structure into a modern arcade
with two arcade ways in the center. There are
to be mo stores within the building and i,000
offices for tenants. The structure, being in the
h...art of the retail district, looks good to the
retail trade and inquiries regarding its avail-
ability for jewelers are already being made.

A bit of interesting advertis-
Interesting ing the oast month was
Advertising noted in the display in Hardy

8z Hayes' windows of a copy
of the old Pittsburg Chronicle, of 1841, announc-
ing the birth of the Prince of Wales, later King
Edward VII of England. This aged and some-
what dilapidated paper made interesting reading
during the time that public interest was centered
unon the monarch's death and funeral. Inci-
dentall-- it is noted in Pittsburg that the British-
American residents of Western Pennsylvania
are collecting a fund at present to found a
research department for the Tuberculosis Hos-
nital in Pittsburg as a memorial of the late King
and the fund is expected to reach $25,000 in the
near future.

The trip made by the Chamber of Com-
merce trade boomers for Pittsburg at the close
of May, proved a surprising success to the
zoo or more tourists including several of the
jewelry trade. One of the committee in charge
of the week's travel, in a special train through
Northern and Central Pennsylvania was Sam
Sine, and he won the reputation of being in
more places at one time than any one in the
crowd. Another similar tour will likely be made
in the fall. Others of the trade who have taken
advantave of these tours are George B. Barrett
Company and Heeren Brothers & Company.

The Saturday half holiday
Vacation Season season is at hand and a

majority of the retailers in the
jewelry trade, at least in the down-town section,
expect to close their stores at noon during July
and August. Vacation season is near also, and
the clerical forces are arranging dates for their
annual pilgrimages to the seashore and
mountains. The department stores are making
an elaborate display of cut glass this summer
and bargain sales are not infrequent. The re-
tailer of the regular trade is therefore not
pushing his own stock to any extent. There is
a disposition, however, to make some considerable
showing of the higher grade of clocks and some
excellent displays are noted. Kingsbacher's
took the lead in this respect during the past
month in their new store in Liberty Avenue.
This house is also making a fine showing in
bronzes of both imported and domestic class.

Taking general business con-
Good Prospects ditions into account, the cool-

ing fall has a pleasing outlook.
The steel trade is recovering from the lethargic
status of the early spring, and an influx of new
business has started many of the great plants in
Pittsburg into full operation with an accumula-
tion of orders that promise to make things likely
for the remainder of the year. The Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, which
made its report for May, showed an increase in
volume of business and a total for the month
of $4,250,000 or over $50,000,000 a year. It was
the largest month's business in the history of the
comnany. The Westinghouse Machine and the
Westinghouse Air Brake companies have both
beaten all records in business this year. Pipe and
tube mills are loaded with about all the business
they can care for and the structural steel plants
have been holding back on new business because of
the crowded condition of their order books. The
coal trade in the bituminous fields is held to be
the best it has been in years with every possible
ton to be mined being sold in advance during the
lake season. Labor is so well employed that its
influence on mercantile trade is expected to be
most pronounced as the year wanes in spite of
the depression of weather conditions on the
mental view of the average business man.

Financial conditions are reported in excel-
lent shape. Stock market dealings are on a
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strong footing and prices are advancing. Bankers
report a healthful demand for commercial loans
and a fairly easy money market, so that the
merchants are able to provide for their fall and
winter necessities. Generally the jewelers report
stocks at low ebb and contemplate a fair amount
of buying for the fall.

Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, June loth, the following
members being present : Chairman Butts, Vice-
presidents Wood and Champenois, Secretary
Noyes, and Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden,
Brown and Stern. The following new members
were admitted:

Bancroft & Bancroft, Vancouver, Wash.
J. J. Beauregard, Vancouver, Wash.
Coovert & Carter, Vancouver, Wash.
.A. M. Kay, Vancouver, Wash.
Pacific Jewelry and Optical Co., Vancouver, Wash.
A. W. Clark, Colorado City, Colo.
Frank C. Oakes, Onaway, Mich.
Joseph Nocerino, Pasadena, Cal.
H. Y. Zui, Portland, Oregon
J. Alanko, Astoria, Oregon
A. H. Harris, Dallas, Oregon
F. A. Hegner, Blue Island, Ill.
C. F. Libby Hillsboro, Oregon
Mattsson's Jewelry Store, Clatskanie, Oregon
L. M. Raymond, St. Anne, Ill.
James Robertson, Carlton, Oregon
L. Schmidt Jewelry Co., Ltd., Braddock, Pa.
Noah C. Twist, New Berlin, Ill.
D. A. Wardle, McMinnville, Oregon
R. S. Adamsky, Cheyenne, Wyo.
A. Cline, Salt Lake City
Eugene Greenwood, Laramie, Wyo.
L. Grossman, Salt Lake City
E. 0. Lindgren, Salt Lake City
C. E. Reese Jewelry Co., Salt Lake City
S. Salmenson, Salt Lake City
A. J. Scare & Son, Salt Lake City
J. Shapiro, Salt Lake City
Uncle Frank's Loan Office, Salt Lake City
H. L. White & Son, Salt Lake City
John Smalley, Ogden, Utah
Charles H. Smith, Ogden, Utah
Charles H. Smith & Co., Ogden, Utah
Nels Sorenson, Ogden, Utah
Fred W. Powers, Ashland, Ky.
B. D. Bubb, Montgomery, Pa.
Brown & Armstrong Co., Washington D. C.
Burstow, Kollmar Co., Newark, N. J.
H. M. Elsner, Loup City, Nebr.
Stuart E. Kelley, Farmer City, Ill.
H. Blatt, Portland, Oregon
C. Christensen, Portland, Oregon
D. Linguist, The Dalles, Oregon
H. C. Madsen, Cottage Grove, Oregon
Rogers Brothers, Portland, Oregon
Philip Rosumny, Portland, Oregon
D. J. Scholl, Cottage Grove, Oregon
Frank E. Carlguist, Leavenworth, Wash.
E. Roland Crofut, Danbury, Conn.
C. H. Hartman, Hanover, Pa.
Louis Mande, Philadelphia, Pa.
Theodore C. Mertz, Newark, N. J.
S. S. Stacey, Whitefish, Mont.
Adolph Ulmer, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
Lee H. Diehl, Shippensburg, Pa.
S. R. Snyder, Chambersburg, Pa.
J. S. Pieringer & Co., Bedford, Iowa
A. W. Cross, Boston, Mass.
Henry Beissenherz, Concordia, Mo.
Cline & Landau, Salt Lake City
Layman-Van Ness Co., Newark, N. J.
J. Jashenosky, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Forstrom & Lindgren Co., Chicago Ill.
L. E. Reinsch, Buffalo, N. Y.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
No. 14.—To the Chief of Police of Dayton,

Ohio, for the arrest and conviction of William
Ward, who broke into the store of Walter C.
Bowers and stole about $5oo worth of diamond
rings.

No. i 55.—To detectives U. M. Speer, Robert
A. Patton and Frank Bell, for the arrest and
conviction of John Ranakoski, who broke into
the jewelry store of Charles Sloan, of Home-
stead, Pa., on May 9th, and stole several diamond
rings and a watch.

No. 116.—To Chief of Police Frank S. Burt,
of Wichita, Kas., for the arrest and conviction
of Eddie Dunn and Reuben Kuntz, who broke
into the jewelry store of J. C. Hadler on May
r3th and stole an assortment of ladies' rings.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service, in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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The Baltimore Silversmiths' Manufacturing
Co. have purchased the two-story structure lo-
:ated in Church Lane, between St. Paul, Lexing-
ton, Saratoga and Charles Streets. The build-
ing will be used by them as their manufactory.

E. M. Oppenheimer, of 121 Wert Baltimore
Street, has so far recovered from his recent ill-
ness as to be able to attend to his business as
usual.

After being located at 13 West Lexington
Street for a number of years Sisco Bros. find
that they must have larger quarters and are
therefore moving to 304 North Howard Street.
This latter store is much larger and they will be
able to more readily handle their ever-increasing
business.

The Welch & Bro. Co. have completed the
sale of their stock at 330 North Charles Street
and will permanently retire from the jewelry
business.

beorge Boucheimer spent several days in
Philadelphia last month.

Among the marriages which have taken place
in this city during the past month was that of
Max Grumbacher and Miss Daisy Altshul. Mr.
Grumbacher is the genial proprietor of the Bon
Ton store, of York, Pa. Miss Altshull was a
resident of this city.

Leon Levi, 666 West Lexington Street, is
moving his goods from that address into the
building next door, upon which alterations have
been comnleted and the worianen will proceed to
remodel the former to make it conform to the
latter. With the two stores as one Mr. Levi will
have one of the most modern jewelry stores in
the South.

S. Ruman, 133 North Gay Street, is selling
out his stock of jewelry preparatory to giving
up his business. Mr. Ruman states he will not,
probably, leave his present location, but will
cease handling jewelry and will take over some
other line of merchandise.

The Electro Clock Co. were among the ex-
hibitors at the Engineer's Convention at Harris-
burg, Pa. They were represented by S. C. Vin-
cent, secretary of the company, and the exhibit
created no little interest.

A watch about 200 years old, on exhibition
in the store of George Walter, 24 West Lexing-
ton Street, has attracted considerable attention.
The watch, which was made by Julian Le Roy,
watchmaker to the King of France in the seven-
teenth century, formerly belonged to the Earl
of Seaforth and later to Lady Mackenzie, wife
of Sir William Montague Muir Mackenzie, and
finally coming into the possession of C. B. Lem-
mon, this co- . ie .moy died in 1758.

Among the new stores opened in this city is
that of Jacob Goldstein, who is now located at
710 Broadway.

Thomas E. Sanford reports the sad loss of
his mother, who passed away from complication
of diseases at the advanced age of 76. Mrs.
Sanford has been in bad health for the past wo
years and at the time of her death was visiting
friends at Rock Hall, Kent County, Md.

The Florence Silver Plate Co. are now well
established in their new quarters at ro8-110
West Lombard Street. The building at this ad-
dress has but recently been completed and the
Florence Company have leased the second and
third floors and they now have ample floor space
in which to conduct their rapidly-growing busi-
ness.

J. Shapos, 145 North Gay Street, has moved
to 624 East Baltimore Street, at which address
he will have a larger store. Mr. Shapos intends
taking over additional lines and will make a
specialty of the sale of pawnbrokers' pledges.

Louis E. Kaiser, who has succeeded to the
business of H. Bealmear & Co., South Baltimore
Street and East Broadway, reports the comple-
tion of several large contracts for watchmakers'
clocks and time-recording devices, of which lines
he makes a specialty. Mr. Kaiser was formerly
located at 2 East German Street.
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H. Dearing, 309 Broadway, is another of the
jewelers who has been drawn for jury duty,
which duty Mr. Dearing considers to be more of
a hardship than an honor, as it keeps him away
from his business the greater part of the day.

Louis Rubin, at one time employed in the
business of his father at 237 North Gay Street,
has received his medical degree from the Uni-
versity of Maryland.

Jacobi & Co., doing a manufacturing jewelry
business at 17 West Saratoga Street, by a peti-
tion filed in the Circuit Court by William T.
Jacobi, through hi sattorney, John P. O'Ferrall,
is now in the hands of a receiver and a sale is
being made of the stock. The petition states
that the firm is insolvent, that its liabilities to un-
secured creditors amount to about $6000, and that
Mr. Jacobi holds promissory notes to the value
of $450 for loans made by him to the firm. The
assets consist of machinery, silverware and out-
standing accounts, which about equal the liabili-
ties, but there is no available capital to further
carry on the business. Mr. Jacobi is a son of
the late August Jacobi and was associated with
his father under the title of A. Jacobi & Son.
He later entered the firm of Jacobi & Jenkins and
upon the death of his father withdrew from this
latter and started in business for himself, con-
tinuing until the time of incorporation, June 23,
1908.

The news of the death of Charles M. Rowe,
which occurred at his home in Cockeysville, Md.,
early in June, will be received with regret by his
many friends throughout the State. Mr. Rowe
came to Cockeysville from Whitehall and for
twenty-seven years was connected with the
jewelry and optical business. Mr. Rowe was a
widower, without children, 67 yea s of age and
had been ill for about six weeks.

S. & M. Katz have moved into the building
formerly occupied by the Roller Ontical Co., at
105 North Charles Street. The rapidly-growing
business of this firm has demanded more space
for the manufacturing denartment, which fact
caused their removal from in North Charles
Street.

•

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
The June meeting of the Maryland Retail

Jewelers' Association, held by them in their
rooms in the Royal Arcanum Building, Balti-
more, was more on the order of a social gather-
ing, as everyone present was anxious to hear the
report of the committee who attended the con-
vention of the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation.

The meeting came to order with President
Schirrn in the chair and the secretary proceeded
with the usual preliminary business, reading of
correspondence received, etc.

The membership committee rendered their
report on the applications of Ernest D. Sturmer,
Easton, Md., and J. Davis, Havre de Grace, Md.,
which report being favorable it was accepted and
Messrs. Sturmer and Davis duly elected to mem-
bership.

Under the head of reports of officers, J. J.
Bartholomee proceeded to give those present an
entertaining account of the convention and the
royal welcome given them during their stay in
Philadelphia and the pictures which he showed
them bore out his statements as to the "good
time" they all had had. Secretary Euler followed
Mr. Bartholomee and his remarks were simply
in concurrence with those already made.

In commenting upon the report of these gentle-
men, President Schirm pointed out the benefits to
be derived from the attendance at conventions
with a view to having as large a number of
Maryland jewelers attend the Detroit convention
as possible.

Under new business complaint was made that
a certain firm dealing in watch cases and move-
ments had been sending local jewelers catalogues
and pamphlets through the mail in open envelopes
(as second-class matter) and that the prices,
being in plain figures, people other than jewelers
were allowed to become acquainted with same.
The opening and reading of this circular matter
allowed those through whose hands it passed to
make offers to those of the trade for any ma-
terial they desired and when advised that the
nri,e offered was out of the question replied that
the cost price was a certain amount and they
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thought what they offered was high enough. A
letter will be sent the firm in question advising
them in the matter and it is hoped that any other
firm who may read this column will, in future,
send their catalogues as first-class mail matter.

A protest was entered against the cutting of
price on the part of one of the members of this
association. The protest was accompanied by a
request for prompt action, as the association does
not countenance matters of this nature and it is
not conducive to the good-will now obtaining
throughout the membership. Messrs. Schirm,
Bartholomee and Euler were appointed to wait
upon the member in question and call his atten-
tion to the matter.

In calling attention to the fact that the next
meeting of the association will be held at Ocean
City, Md., President Schirm stated that the com-
mittee in charge were in error as regards the
dates of same and the meeting would be held
July 3d, 4th and 5th. Special accommodations
will be obtained for all the jewelers desiring to
attend and it is hoped that a large number will
avail themselves of this opportunity to leave the
city and spend the few days with the rest of the
"crowd."

By a unanimous vote it was decided to con-
tribute the amount of $ro to the Fresh Air Fund,
under the auspices of the Baltimore News, and
to forward to the latter their best wishes for the
success of their charitable undertaking.

There being no further business to be trans-
acted the meeting was declared adjourned.

An Appeal for Thoroughness
Never were opportunities so numerous or

tempting as to-day. There is more wealth than
ever before. Money is helpless without brains to
manage it, and so there is a greater demand for
brains than ever before. The big combinations
of capital want men of brains to carry on their
great enterprises and the men of small capital
have to have men of ability too or they cannot
hold their own in the struggle. There are lots
of men who want jobs, but there are not so many
who want work. I happen to be on both sides of
this job business. I am an employer and I have
in my department a number of employees. Occa-
sionally I have to increase or change my office
force and it is a task to find people who can really
help.

I had a good position vacant about fifteen
months ago and ran a long advertisement in the
daily papers telling exactly what kind of a man
I wanted. The place was worth a good salary
to the right man on the start and as much more
as he chose to make it.

The advertisement gave enough information
to show that the place was a most desirable one,
and it asked enough information to show whether
the applicant was the right sort or not. There
were over eighty answers. Over half of those
who answered did not give me the information I
wanted about themselves, the letters were care-
lessly written, many words misspelled, many
errors in grammar were made, so they went into
the discard.

I finally got down to five, and here is how
they turned out: One man told me at the start
that he had used an assumed name for some
reason—I don't know what it was for I did not
wait for him to tell. If he would lie about his
name he would lie about bigger things.

One man did not come at the hour arranged
to see him and when he did show up later he did
not explain so that was about all for him.

One man acted as if he knew more about
the job than I did. I am willing to hire a man
who knows more than I do, but I do not want
him to rub it in. Between the other two I had
a hard time choosing, but I finally took the
higher-priced man and he has made good.

Eighty people wanted the job, and seventy-
eight were not fit for it. I was lucky to get 

imy man out of the first eighty. That s a little
better than the usual proportion. Most of the
workers are unfit for the places they try to
fill. Look for a stenographer and nine times in
ten you will get one that can't spell, or won't
think.

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe and you will
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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The past spring season has been one of the
most successful in the history of Texas. Crops
of all descriptions are advanced and the wheat
has already been harvested. Rain has fallen in
sections where none has been seen for two or
three years and bumper crops are looked for.
These conditions are naturally good for the
jewelers, a large number of whom are far-
sighted enough to make preparations for the
increased trade. The orders being placed with
the manufacturers and importers far exceed those
of any similar period. The enlargement of the
Dallas wholesale and jobbing houses will be a
large factor in the "Home Industry Idea," for
nowhere has the retailer become imbued with
this spirit to the extent that the Texan has.

The retail jeweler can come to Dallas with
a knowledge that his every want can be supplied
from the stocks now being carried there. Dallas
boasts of having a wholesale jewelry house with
more floor space than any firm of like kind in
the United States and with having a material
and supply house larger than any south of Chi-
cago, and comparable even with those in the
latter city. For this reason vast sums that usu-
ally go North and East (and remain there) are
going to be spent in the Southwest, and stay
there, and will assist in upbuilding this great em-
pire. At no time have prospects been brighter.

S. Parks, Artesia, N. M., has purchased the
stock of R. W. Rowe, Hagerman, same State.

Edward Stone has purchased George Week's
stock of jewelry at Artesia, N. M.

R. W. Rowe, Hagerman, N. M., has been
compelled to give up his business on account of
tuberculosis.

K. E. Clarke has removed from Pfleuger-
ville to Elgin.

H. P. Perkins, Huntsville, is now located in
Venus.

W. W. Mitchell, 378 Main Street, Dallas, has
been having an auction for the past six weeks
to assist in closing out his entire stock, the build-
ing in which he is located to be torn down to
make room for a larger and more modern struc-
ture.

George H. Cline, who was formerly con-
nected with J. N. Wallace, Gutherie, Okla., is now
with the Osage Drug and Jewelry Co., Paw-
huska, Okla.

C. B. Sargent, Baird, has gone to Snyder,
Texas, and has become connected with the
Graham Drug Co.

John Johnston, of Big Springs, was in
Dallas making purchases.

L. Daiches, Laredo, spent a week in Dallas
replenishing his stock and renewing old ac-
quaintances.

D. C. McCarthy, Corsicana, was called to his
father's bedside last month, serious doubts being
entertained for his recovery. Mr. McCarthy, Sr.,
is superintendent of the Cotton Belt Railway, at
Tyler.

H. W. Bounds, jeweler, Dallas, was slightly
injured by being struck over the left eye with
the point of a buggy shaft when a spirited horse
ran into the side of his auto. Strange to say, the
horse and buggy were practically uninjured,
while the front of the auto was pretty badly
smashed.

A negro who was employed by the A. A.
Everts Co., Dallas, as porter, was arrested for
the theft of a $5o ring from that company. His
trial r:sulted in his being sentenced to six
months on the county road.

H. L. Fteph, Arlington, has established
him elf at Venus.

W. W. Matthews, Wills Point, has purchased
an interest in the skating rink at that place.

G. C. Newton, Waxahachie, and William
York, Bonham, both made trips to Dallas in their
aut s to attend to business.

J. H. Powell, Bertram, is taking a month's
vacation.

A. Burton, Merkel, was in Dallas prepara-
tory to an extended trip through California.

The home of W. P. Thurmon, Dublin, was
burned a week ago, the loss being $12oo, with
$500 insurance.

Ezell Bros., jewelers, Hamlin, have sold
their stock to W. H. Gilbert.

W. A. Shook, Sherman, has moved to Paris.
C. K. Goodman, Childress, is advertising

his business for sale, as he is compelled to take
his wife, who is sick, to California.

C. G. Morrison has located in E. H. Hen-
ning's old stand in Aransas Pass.

A. 0. Bowdon, Marlin, spent a week in town
making heavy purchases.

Ray De La Mater, McAlister, Okla., was
married two weeks ago and is now off enjoying
his honeymoon.

B. 0. Glass, Denison, suffered a heavy loss
by fire, his stock of jewelry and tools being lost.
There was no insurance.

A. L. Watson, of Jones & Watson, Kirbyville,
was married to Miss Ida Dowling, Beaumont,
June 9th. They will make their future home in
Kirbyville.

John Bucher, Hillsboro, made an auto
trip to Dallas last month.

John A. Guthrie, who has had charge of the
jewelry department in T. B. Bond's store, Hills-
boro, was married June 23d to Miss Hester
Thompson, Hillsboro.

Since the sale of the Linz Co.'s wholesale
business the building in which the retail depart-
ment is located is known as the Joe Linz Build-
ing, with Clarence Linz as manager.

The following were in town during the past
month: E. F. Schindler, Ferris; T. Johnson,
Snyder; L. Tschumy, Galveston; John Weckert,
Garland; Henry Iverson, Corsicana; C. B. Pitt-
man, Ennis; George Maus, Mansfield; Edward
Haselwood, Nacogdoches; T. J. Stansel, Atlanta;
Mrs. Mollie Armstrong, Waco; Noah Deal, Ar-
lington; R. H. Austin, Jacksboro.

David S. Hawkins, watchmaker and optome-
trist, has returned from a visit to South Carolina
and is again with D. Goodwin, McKinney.

Two youthful thieves burglarized the
jewelry store of D. Davis, Sanger, Texas, of
$1100 worth of jewelry and escaped without any
trouble. A posse was formed next morning and
bloodhounds put on the trail. After a chase of
eight or nine miles they were surrounded in the
brus4 and surrendered when covered by the rifles
of the pursuing crowd. They were conveyed to
the Denton County Jail and are now being held
without bail awaiting trial.

The firm of Linz Bros., wholesale jewelers of
Dallas, is a thing of the past. This old firm, which
has been practically a landmark in the State,
has gone the road of many another successful
house. After years marked with exceptional
success, with no thought of retirement from the
active business life of which it was such a vital
factor, the acceptance of an offer made by a
rival firm came as a surprise to all connected
with the trade and we doubt not that it was
more or less of a surprise to those most vitally
interested. Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, the purchasing
firm, felt that their business had grown to the
point where the absorption of their rival's business
was a necessity. Therefore, negotiations were
inaugurated to encompass this end. A satis-
factory arrangement was arrived at and a sale
quickly followed, and on May 1st, this year,
Linz Bros. Jewelry Co. went out of existence
and in its place came the Shuttles Bros. &
Lewis Co., whose stock combined with the above
doubles the efficiency of the latter company, who
have moved into their new five-story fireproof
building on the corner of Commerce and Martin
Streets. This firm has by this deal been placed
in the front ranks with the largest wholesale
jewelers in the United States. Their new building
is a model in arrangement and equipment, being
erected especially for the wholesale jewelry busi-
ness, and its every detail is thoroughly systemati-
cal, from the diamond and watch departments to
the display rooms for heavy goods. Thoroughly
modern and practical throughout it is indeed, a
home to be proud of. They are now checking out
six salesmen and are extremely optimistic over the
present outlook for a banner year in Texas
and the Southwest. They have retained M. Gluck,
formerly manager, and Messrs. Ed Weil and
Marcus Bairwald, who represented Linz Bros.
on the road. Mr. Shuttles, the president, has just
returned from a trip to the Eastern factories.
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H. S. Hewitt, jeweler and optician, of Brock-
ton, Mass., has quite recovered from a recent
attack of inflammatory rheumatism, from which
he has suffered quite a while.

F. L. Parkhurst, jeweler and optician, of
Fitchburg, Mass., recently paid a visit to New
York City on pleasure and business combined.

E. M. Tasker has opened an optical office at
95 Russell St., Waltham, Mass., where he is fully
equipped to do an up-to-date optical business. Mr.
Tasker also carries a full line of watches, clocks,
jewelry and silverware.

The Bangor Jewelry and Optical Co., of
Bangor, Maine, have recently made additions to
their store, making a larger front and putting in
new show windows, and remodeling the store in
general.

H. S. Harris, jeweler and optician of Bath,
Maine, recently had a small loss in his store,
caused by a fire from an overheated chimney in
the rear. The most of the damage was done by
smoke and water. The fire occurred in the night
and the firemen forced an entrance by breaking in
the door. After the fire Mr. Harris had a fire
and smoke sale. The damage done was not great
and the store was well insured.

The firm of Harwood Bros., wholesale jew-
elers and opticians, of 403 Washington St., re-
cently had an exciting time with a clever snatch
thief named Edward Whalen. The police say that
he is one of the cleverest workers of the "penny-
weight" and "substitution" games in jewelry stores
in the country. He was arrested through the
cleverness of Fred Harwood, a member of the
firm of Harwood Bros., after, it is alleged, he
had taken a diamond pin. A dozen charges are
awaiting Whalen in Boston alone, and he is out
on parole from Trenton, New Jersey, on a similar
charge. He has nearly thirty aliases under which
he has been arrested and has served sentences
in Sing Sing, Newark and Trenton, as well as the
House of Correction in Boston.

U. C. Smith, jeweler and optician of the
firm of U. C. Smith & Co., opticians and jewelers,
of Brockton, Mass., recently visited the jobbing
trade of Boston.

Mr. Lemay, jeweler and optician of Eemay
Bros., Manchester, New Hampshire, was a recent
Boston visitor.

Harwood Wells has resigned his position as
optometrist with the firm of A. E. Myers, jew-
elers and opticians, of Hanover St., Boston, Mass.

Mr. Fairchild, of Middletown, Conn., has
sold his jewelry stock on account of being
seriously ill.

D. R. Nichols, watchmaker and optician of
Worcester, Mass., has recently opened a new
office in the State Mutual Building of that city

Among the recent visitors to Worcester was
Fred S. Neff, of Providence, Rhode Island.

C. S. Proodian, jeweler and optician of Wor-
cester, Mass., was a recent visitor in Boston, call-
ing on the jobbing trade and buying up goods for
his summer store at Nantucket, Mass., which he
opened about the moth of June for the summer
season. He also had his store remodeled in the
latest style, with a modern examining room and a
new front.

A. E. Covelle & Co., of Boston, Mass., have
not as yet received any clue to their recent
burglary, when they lost several hundred dollars
worth of goods.

A. E. Myers, jeweler and optician, formerly
of the firm of Myers and Franks, has recently
added a wholesale department in the jewelry line,
and also a new office for the transaction of the
same. Mr. Myers was in the wholesale business
before he took up the retail. Mr. Myers recently
sent out 10,000 circulars to as many graduates
in the Boston schools; announcing to them that
he was well prepared to show an excellent line of
suitable gifts for that time of the year.

Herbert H. Rice, optometrist of Boston, has
accepted a position with the firm of A. E. Myers,
Hanover Street.
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Hall Clock Profits
FOR EVERY JEWELER

The jeweler who harbors the delusion that he can't

handle Hall Clocks profitably should Write to us

at once.
We will show him how he can add materially to

his income and prestige with clocks that suit his

trade.

lim".111 EXCLUSIVE TRADE SPECI
ALS

FROM $60.00 to $80.00

Our product—the largest in the world—is so varied as to

suit the wealthiest customer of the most exclusive 
jewelry

store, as well as the close-buying trade of a country t
own.

In quality and price our line runs all the way

From $500.00 to $15.00

each, the best value at the price. We have opened a 
new

opportunity to thousands of jewelers. Get in line with the

progressives.

COLONIAL MANUFACTURING CO.
ZEELAND, MICH., U.S.A.

LOCKET HANDLE

THE LATEST UMBRELLA
NOVELTY

41 

Sentiment is a valuable aid to
serviceability in the sale of articles for
personal use. An ideal combination
of both is found in the new umbrella
with locket handle.
III.The large illustration shows the
handle with locket closed. The small
illustration shows the head of handle
with locket open.
1111This idea will appeal forcibly to all
umbrella purchasers and irresistibly
to the many who purchase umbrellas
for gifts. This novelty is especially
adapted for the umbrella stock of
jewelers with refined and discrimi-
nating customers.

E: At this season of travel and out-of-
door life there is special demand for
our

PERFECT DETACHABLE

HANDLE UMBRELLA

which the trade have found the best
seller in the umbrella line. Our
patent covers the detachable feature
in a manner greatly superior to all
others, which we can prove to you
and which you can readily explain to
customers.
41. One of our most seasonable spe-
cialties is a line of Louis XVI styles
with engraved handles, especially
intended for fine trade.

COUR SALESMEN visit every part of the country,

and if you will write us at the Baltimore address, we

will arrange to have you see these styles that have

been made exclusively for the jewelry trade.

Siegel, Rothschild &  Co.
Makers of "Perfect Shape.' Umbrellas

Factory and Office: Baltimore and Howard Streets

BALTIMORE :: MARYLAND

NEW YORK: 396 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut St.

SAN FRANCISCO: - . 717 Market Street
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Milford Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
reported the firm's factory as having all the or-
ders it can turn out. Leonard Fox, of the firm,
took a trip to Indianapolis June 55th in his auto-
mobile and returned June 18th.

Percy Flynn, formerly with E. & J. Swigart,
is now with Otto Zoellner & Co., at Portsmouth,
Ohio.

J. L. Michael, who opened a new retail
jewelry store in New Vienna, Ohio, was in Cin-
cinnati recently buying stock.

The D. Jacobs Sons Company baseball team
defeated the team of Lindenberg & Fox at the
Rockdale Avenue ball grounds June 5th by a
score of 13 to 12.

Joseph Noterman attended the graduation
exercises of the Miami Military Institute, at
Germantown, Ohio, where his son Edgar is en-
rolled.

George A. Klein, President of Klein Bros.
Company, is again at work after his recent ill-
ness. He was confined to his home three weeks.

J. L. Whisler, of Marion, Ind., was buying
goods here recently.

John J. Otting, for twenty-five years book-
keeper for Herman & Loeb, is now with the Ger-
man Mutual Fire Insurance Company here.
When he left Herman & Loeb the firm gave a
dinner in his honor and he received several fine
presents.

Cliff Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
played left field for the "Greys," business men
of the sixth floor of the Chamber of Commerce
at the Chamber of Commerce annual outing at
the famous Laughery Club. The manner in which
he covered that position would have made many
a national league star sick with envy.

H. M. Chaffee, traveling salesman for Albert
Bros., spent his vacation in Shelton, Conn., late
in June.

Harry Goetz, of Chicago, traveling repre-
sentative of Albert Bros., was confined to his
room at the Rand Hotel here for five days last
month with a severe attack of indigestion.

A. G. Schwab, head of A. G. Schwab & Son,
well-known wholesale jewelers, said his house is
busy and that his traveling men are getting ready
to go on the road. He adds that the indications
are for a good business this fall.

The Thoma Bros. Company, Fourth Street
dealers in jewelers' supplies, reported a good
business. Carl, the youngest of the brothers, is
happy, for he is fishing at Eaton, Ohio. Accord-
ing to the letters he is writing home he is catch-
ing some fine bass, but his friends always remark
that Carl is on a fishing trip. The firm predicts
a good fall business.

Cliff Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
is in the semi-finals for the Kroger Cup at the
Avondale golf links. The finals will be played
off July at.

Prominent Cincinnati jewelers were visited
recently by Alfred Sanders, senior partner of
Lees & Sanders, of Birmingham, England, when
Mr. Sanders passed through here on a tour of
the United States.

"Business is 0. K. and the outlook is very
nice," said Arno Dorst, head of the Dorst Com-
pany.

Edwin B. Jacobs, of D. Jacobs Sons Com-
pany, has returned to business after his long
illness.

Charles F. Sentz, of Clifton Forge, Va., was
buying goods here recently.

C. P. Williams, in the watch and optical
business in Covington, Ky., has moved his busi-
ness to Erlanger, Ky.

Cliff Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
said business has slacked up a little for the sum-
mer, but that the fall outlook is encouraging.

Fred A. Willet, of E. & J. Swigart, cele-
brated his twelfth wedding anniversary June 55th.

Announcements have been issued for the
wedding June 21st of Eli Doenitz, of Defiance,
Ohio, a traveling representative of E. & J.
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Swigart. Harry Netter, also traveling for this
company, attended the wedding festivities.

Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers now in the
Merchants' Building, reported business as fair
for this time of the year, with a good outlook
for future business. The firm's road men left
July 5th for their respective territories. Robert
J. Seifert will cover Kentucky and Tennessee;
H. M. Chaffee western Ohio and Indiana, and
Harry Goetz eastern Ohio and eastern Kentucky.

Klein Bros., Fourth Street wholesale jewelers,
reported the outlook for fall business as good.
W. H. Snyder, formerly of the Jewelers' Manu-
facturing Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, is now
interested in the firm and will represent them in
Indiana, Illinois and Michigan.

Simon Lindenberg, of the wholesale jewelry
house of Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, Carew
Building, left June loth accompanied by Mrs.
Lindenberg for a three weeks' business and
pleasure trip to New York.

Having recovered from an attack of ap-
pendicitis, Charles Glass, identified with A. & J.
Plaut, has returned to his duties.

Sig. Strauss, August Newstedt, Nathan Hahn
and W. E. Parrish have started on their regular
business trips for Lindenberg, Strauss & Com-
pany.

Arthur S. Pflueger, son of William Pflueger,
of Joseph Noterman & Company, is now with
Jensen, Herzer & Jeck, Nashville, Tenn., as
watchmaker.

E. and Lawrence Herschede, sons of Frank
Herschede, the well-known jeweler, took a promi-
nent part in the local arrangements for the an-
nual Glidden tour, which started from Cincin-
nati. Lawrence is president of the Herschede
Motor Car Company and Ed is president of the
Cincinnati Automobile Dealers' Association.

Aaron Plant, of A. & J. Plaut, accompanied
by Mrs. Plant, attended the graduation exercises
at Vassar, where their daughter Constance was
graduated with high honors. They spent two
weeks at Atlantic City following the college fes-
tivities and returned home early in July.

The E. & J. Swigart Company, Merchants'
Building, reported a nice run of business the
past month and said the volume of trade has
increased very materially. J. W. Solar, of the
firm, is out of town on a little trip.

Miss Edith Atkinson, for some time book-
keeper for Hahn & Oppenheimer, Emery Arcade,
became the bride of Louis Kaiser on June 8th.

The Mesch-George Jewelry Company will be
located in its new quarters in the third floor of
the Siggins' Block, Fountain Square, by July 1st.

he 

firm was formerly Mesch & Willman, and
was located at Fourth and Main Streets. Louis
J. George, of North Star, Ohio, is the new part-
ner.

Announcements are out for the wedding
June 30 of Miss Norene Linskey, a clerk for
E. & J. Swigart, to E. M. Downard, of Coving-
ton, Ky.

Elmer Kloker, clerk for William Preuer,
Seventh Street, will go to the lakes on his vaca-
tion the latter part of June.

D. J. Prince, of Jacksonville, Fla.. has opened
a white stone store in Fifth Street near Vine.
Jack Raphael, of Chicago, has opened a similar
store at 324 West Fifth Street.

Joseph Posner, who has traveled for a local
house for some time, is now identified with L.
Gutmann & Sons, and Wallace Horwitz, who has
been with the Gutmann firm, has severed his
connection and is now identified with a New
York house. Mr. Posner will cover the territory
formerly covered by Mr. Horwitz.

Clem C. Daller has severed his connection
with the Clemens-Oskamp Company, f Vine
Street. He was secretary and manager of the
company. He is said to have other business in-
terests of a different nature, to which he will
devote his entire time from now on. He is
succeeded in the firm by John Daller.

Harvey Philips, son of Fred Philips, of
Richter & Phillips, who has been in the firm's
office for the past three years, is now on the
road for the firm.

Sol Fox, of Fox Bros. & Company, who is
on a buying trip in Europe, has sent the house a
fine shipment of pearls.

Suit has been filed by Richard Donahue, a
jeweler, of 3211 West Eighth Street, against the
Cincinnati Traction Company for $500o damages
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for injuries received when thrown to the ground
from a car he was boarding at Eighth Street.

A. & J. Plaut has leased the entire third
floor of the new Schmidlapp Building, which is
being erected in East Fourth Street. The lease
is for a term of ten years. The company will
move into its new quarters early in the fall.

Leonard J. Fox, of the Gustave Fox Com-
pany, spent ten days at French Lick Springs,
Ind., recently.

J. F. Harsch, formerly of Vincennes, Ind.,
but now of San Diego, Cal., interested in mining
precious stones, called on old friends in Cincin-
nati recently. His friends gave a dinner in his
honor while he was here.

D. Gruen sailed June 4th on the Amerika
for Europe. He will be there until fall. In
Germany he will meet George J. Gruen, of the
firm, who, accompanied by his wife, has been
on a cruise through the Mediterranean.

While Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers, were
moving their stock of goods from their old quar-
ters at Fourth and Elm Streets to the new Mer-
chants' Building, Sixth and College Streets, early
in June, several clocks, chafing dish spoons and
other valuable ware disappeared. The firm is-
sued a warrant for the arrest of five men em-
ployed by the rigging company which had the
moving contract, charging them with knowing
something about the disappearance of the prop-
erty. The city detectives say they have recovered
all of the property.

John A. Herschede, of the Herschede Hall
Clock Company, left Cincinnati June 12th for
the East on a combined business and pleasure
trip. Mr. and Mrs. Herschede have been mar-
ried fifteen years.

Albert Bros. are now cosily at hpme in their
fine big store on the fifth floor of the new Mer-
chants' Building, Sixth and College Streets. The
larger quarters will give the firm a better op-
portunity to care for its rapidly growing trade.
Scores of old customers and friends called to
inspect the firm's new home during the conven-
tion here recently.

Irwin Lucius, son of Charles W. Lucius, a
director of the Frank Herschede Company, was
married June 1st to Miss Helen Muehlmutt,
daughter of Adolph Muehlmatt, manufacturer
of jewelers' dies and findings in the Lyon Build-
ing, at the home of the bride's parents. The
happy pair left immediately after the ceremony
for a honeymoon in the lakes. They will make
their home in Rochester, N. Y., where Mr.
Lucius is an electrical engineer.

Judge Sater, of the U. S. District Court, on
May 23d ordered new bonds of $z000 each, to
be furnished by Charles Rosen and his brother-
in-law and former manager, Joseph Levine.
Their bondsmen had asked to be released. They
gave new bonds. Their cases will be tried in
October.

A. M. Plaut, of the American Jewelry Com-
pany, left about the middle of June on a business
trip through Tennessee, Kentucky and Georgia.

George L. Link was elected vice-president of
the Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association May
27th, to fill the vacancy caused by the resigna-
tion of L. E. Dornseifer. The association en-
dorsed the stand taken by the clerks on closing
two nights a week at 6.30. Charles Wenning
was admitted to membership.

Alvin Lindenberg, son of Simon Lindenberg,
of Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, and Miss
Reba Markstein, of this city, were married on the
evening of June xst at the Sinton Hotel. The
bridal pair left immediately after the wedding for
a honeymoon in the St. Lawrence River region.
The groom is a prominent Indianapolis, Ind.,
business man, being associated with D. Sommers
& Company, a big furniture concern there. The
wedding was one of the prettiest of young Cin-
cinnatians this season. The bride is a strikingly
beautiful young woman and is widely known in
social circles.

Robbers entered the jewelry store of John
Messner, at Hamilton, Ohio, on the night of
June loth and took several hundred dollars'
worth of goods.

Charles Payne, of L. Gutmann & Sons, is
spending his vacation in Indiana. Steve
Leubescher, of the same firm, is spending his
vacation at Lake Minnetonka, Minn.

(Continued on page 1104)
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A goodly number of the more desirable
customers of the jewelry stores are now making
their departure for mountain and seashore, and
the exodus will naturally have a quieting effect
on the local trade. There are very few com-
plaints, however, in regard to the general condi-
tions inasmuch as the city's industries are now
quite prosperous and the wage earning population
In good financial condition. The vacation season,
however, will be somewhat of a drain on their
resources which will have its effect on local busi-
ness. The wholesale houses report a satisfactory
demand and increasing confidence on the part of
the visiting retailers, many of whom make busi-
ness calls while on their way to the seashore.
All look forward to a good fall business and
purchases are on a liberal scale accordingly.

R. M. Cooper & Son, 721 Sansom Street,
have made considerable improvements in their
establishment, including the installation of a
number of new fixtures which will increase the
attractiveness and facilities of the store.

J. E. Caldwell & Co., are fortunate in having
a superabundance of attractive window display
pieces in their product of prize cups, trophies,
medals, etc. Among those on display last month
were silver cups and gold medals for the Cape
May Golf tournament ; prizes for the regatta of
the Schuylkill Navy, consisting of a varied assort-
ment of medals and shields ; prize cups for the
regatta of the Philadelphia Canoe Club and
shields for the annual run of the Automobile Club
of Philadelphia ; also prize cups for the Hunting-
ton Valley Golf Club tournament held at Rydal, Pa.,
and silver cups for the West Jersey Horse Show
which was held at Collingswood, N. J., last month.
Never before has this firm been awarded so many
contracts of this character, which is a unique
tribute to its reputation for the production of
special pieces of original design.

Among those of the trade who sailed for
Europe last month were Mr. Samuel Kind, of the
firm of S. Kind & Sons. He was accompanied
by Mrs. Kind.

The second Trade Expansion Excursion was
held the middle of the month, when local
merchants and their representatives visited a large
number of cities in adjacent States. Those com-
prising the excursion are highly pleased with the
welcome which was extended to them at all points
and expect that great good to Philadelphia trade
will result from these trips through adjacent
territory.

Coroner Ford, a local jeweler, who has for
many years been prominent in politics, is taking an
active part in a movement to secure public play
grounds in the northeastern section of the city
where his home and business are located.

Albert A. Abrams, who conducted a pros-
perous optical establishment at Tenth and Arch
Streets, died suddenly last month at his home in
this city. The deceased was quite successful in
business and had been prominent in several Jewish
organizations. As he was still several years on
tl e right side of the half century mark his death
was somewhat untimely and is supposed to have
been caused by heart failure.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. had on dis-
play last month a large number of prize pieces,
especially designed and made for championship
contests by various outdoor organizations. Among
these were the prizes for the championship tennis
tournament, prizes and trophies for the cricket
team known as the Philadelphia Pilgrims, silver
cups for the annual races of the Rose Tree Fox
Hunting Club and many other special pieces in
various artistic forms, including beautiful trophies
for the spring races at Point Breeze track. This
firm has filled an exceptionally large number of
contracts for such pieces this season, the produc-
tion of which has now become in itself a large
industry.

The Northern Trust Co. has been granted
letters testamentary on the estate of the late
Christopher Loeffler, the local jeweler. This
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Trust Company is settling up the affairs of the
estate and wishes to be informed of all claims,
also to receive all indebtedness without delay.

Blair & Crawford expect to move into their
new store at Twelfth and Walnut streets this
month. The establishment has been richly fur-
nished and is being stocked with a great array of
standard goods in all lines.

Louis Sickles, of the firm of M. Sickles &
Sons, was honored by being re-elected treasurer of
the. National Wholesale Jewelers' Association at
the recent annual meeting in Cincinnati.

L. P. White, a local wholesale jeweler, also
attended the National Wholesale Jewelers' Asso-
ciation meeting.

McIntire, McGee & Brown Co., manufactur-
ing and wholesale opticians, had an interesting
exhibit at the annual convention of the American
Medical Association held recently in St.
Louis, Mo.

A well-known jeweler in this city passed away
early last month in the person of Charles E.
Smith, who conducted the well-known retail store
at Eighteenth and Market Strets. The deceased
was son of C. R. Smith, whose name is still
retained in the firm title. The business was estab-
lished in 1837 and has always enjoyed a high
standing, both with trade and public. The
deceased was 67 years. old at the time of his
death and had been in ill health for manys
months previous. He ceased to take an active
interest in the affairs of the store at Christmas
last, being incapacitated for such duty by physical
inability. The business will be conducted as here-
tofore without change of title by G. W. Martin,
the general manager, who had practically entire
charge for the past two years.

Cincinnati Letter

(Continued from page Ha.t)

Federal Judge Sater on May 26th filed an
order in the U. S. District Court here to the
effect that the assets of the Duhme Jewelry
Company shall be applied to the payment of the
debts of the bankrunt Herman Keck Manufactur-
ing Company after all the creditors of the Duhme
company shall have been paid. The judge holds
the two concerns were practically one and the
same company and that the debts of one were
the debts of the other. The Duhme company's
assets amount to about $2oo,000 and will cover
the debts of each company. The assets have
been turned over from Receiver R. DeV. Carroll,
of the Duhme company, to Trustee Carroll, of
the Keck company. He was instructed to keep
separate accounts for each concern. Carroll re-
ported to the court on June loth that he had
turned over to himself as trustee of the Keck
company all the assets of the Duhme company
which had come into his possession and also that
he has $65,562.41 cash belonging to the Keck
estate, in his possession as receiver. His report
shows that on February 8, 19og, there was in
bank $24,857.42; that from the sales and other
sources there was $97,084.26. making a total of
$121,941.68. He said there had been spent $56,-
380.86, leaving a balance of $65,560.82. The sale
of the assets of the Duhme and the Keck com-
panies began June 14th and was concluded June
t8th. It is said that the sale netted about
$6o,000, according to estimates. Several large
diamond and jewelry manufacturers and mer-
chants from various parts of the country were
present during the sale. The machinery was sold
first, then the office furniture and fixtures, and
then the uncut diamonds and jewelry. On June
t8th the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals an-
nounced that the appeal of the Keck case from
the lower courts will be the first case to be
heard at the October term, which is the next
sitting of the court.

Two men almost killed Abe Levine, 26, a
pawnbroker at 325 West Sixth Street, on the
morning of May 26th in his place of business
while they were attempting to get away with dia-
monds and valuables they had stolen. He was
struck repeatedly over the head with a piece of
gas pipe but gamely called for help, his cries at-
tracting the attention of two detectives, who
later picked up two men who registered as Er-
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nest En feld, 29, of Memphis, Tenn., and Edward
Palmer, 23, of Charleston, S. C. Palmer con-
fessed, the police say, that they came here a few
days before with the intention of robbing some-
body or some place

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons,
wholesale jewelers, says business is very satis-
factory and that he is looking for an excep-
tionally good business this fall and has laid in
an extra large stock of platinum diamond-set
jewelry.

Charles Becker, of the Philadelphia Watch
Case Works, said the fall business is good.

Armstead Kline, of Muncie, Ind., and W. C.
Klein, of Connersville, Ind., were buying goods
in Cincinnati late in June.

Ed M. Klein has returned from a business
trip through Indiana.

Fred W. Powers, Ashland, Ky., jeweler,
whose store was robbed there May 14th, identi-
fied his property in Cincinnati May 23d, it hav-
ing been recovered by Cincinnati detectives.
Powers says the property located here consti-
tutes only a small part of that whi h was stolen.
Two other jewelry stores and photogranhic supply
houses were broken into at the same time and
property stolen. Robert Turner, alias Wilson,
arrested here, has been turned over to the Ash-
land police.

Julius Hahn, of Hahn & Oppenheimer, whole-
sale jewelers in the Emery Arcade, returned
June gth from a trip to Europe and left for
New York at once on a business trip. He will
return home about July 1st.

Emnloyees of the Clemens-Osxamp Com-
pany, Vine Street jewele, s, presented Clem Dal-
ler, of the firm, with a beautiful loving cup when
Mr. Daller recently severed his connections with
the house.

Frank Herschede, George Newstedt, Clem
Daller, E. Klein, the optician, and Cliff Miller,
wholesale jeweler, enjoyed the annual outing of
the Business Men's Club at Laughery Island
recently.

The Frank Herschede Company has secured
an allotment of a large snace in the Ohio Valley
Exposition buildings for the display of its hall
clocks and jewelry during the big exposition to
be held here this fall.

To fish with a hook is fun,
To fish with a net is business.

Our Jewelers'
Catalogs are
BUSINESS NETS

We make Catalogs for Retail
Jewelers,

We make Cuts for Catalogs,

We make complete electro-type
Plates for Catalogs.

Write if you invest $4o or more
in advertising per year.

A. H. Ulrich El Co.
- 625-631 ULLRICH BUILDING

EVANSTON :: ILLINOIS
Our check system gives you a carbon copy record
of every job you accept, it enables you to deliver
jobs without the check to owner, it bluffs the
finder of the lost check. has been in use ten years.
the cost is one seventh of one cent per job.

TRADE-MARK TRADE-MARK
"JAS. BOSS" GOLD-FILLED "CRESCENT" GOLD-FILLED

'IDENTIFY your store
(with Jas. 13 oss"and
trescenfGold-filled Watch
Cases. The handsomest
and best-rounded line
known to the trade
Keystone Standa,rd
through and through

THE KEYSTONEWATCH CASE COMPANY
Philadelphia

NewYork Chicago Sanfrancisco



IT'S A MATTER
OF REPUTATION
VIGHT Thousand alert retail

jewelers sell only Crescent
andUas. Boss' Gold-filled Watch
Cases.They will tell you that
the public confidence and good-
will in the'Boss"andeCrescenf
Trademarks is one of their most
valuable assets—And that no
jeweler can afford to tie up his
reputation with goods that have
not earned an assured place in
the consumer's mind.

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY
Philadelphia

NewYork Chicago San Francisco

•
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Washington (D. C.) Letter

R. Harris & Co., Seventh and D Streets,
N. W., have been very successful lately in ob-
taining orders for prize cups, medals, etc., among
which was a very handsome punch bowl and
five large loving cups which were offered as
prizes by the Washington "Post" in their Auto-
mobile Reliability Run, all of which prizes were
of sterling silver. They also furnished a quan-
tity of gold, silver and bronze medals and the
loving cup offered as prizes by the Washington
Business High School i.,umni Assuciation at
their recent athletic meet.

With a window display showing a large line
of jewelry novelties and standard goods of per-
sonal adornment the Peerless Co. opened their
store at 525 Seventh Street, N. W. The new
store is of fairly good size, with the usual ma-
hogany display cases and fittings, well lighted
and attractive in appearance. In addition to the
jewelry line the Peerless Co. will carry a stock
of cutlery and sporting goods.

Ellis Luber, 505 Four and a Half Street,
S. W. has filed a voluntary netition in bankruptcy.
Mr. Luber has been complaining for some time
past of the condition of his business. The store
was formerly that of M. Kahn.

That the business of the Washington Clock
and Watch Repair Co., 1223 H Street, N. E., is
on the increase is borne out by the fact of their
being required to obtain additional space. They
have one of the walls of the present store torn
out and the space on the other side of it will be
put in shape for use as an optical department,
which will be in charge of T. F. Callahan.

The Piney Branch Bridge will soon have
erected upon it four of the six bronze tigers,
each weighing nearly a ton, which are being cast
by the Gorham Co. The sculptor, A. Phimster
Proctor, used for his models the striped beasts
in the Bronx Park, New York. The other two
tigers are for presentation to the Princeton Uni-
versity.

Victor Gulli has removed his stock and ma-
chinery from 521 Fourteenth Street, N. W., to
519 of the same street. The latter store is much
larger and lighter and better laid cut for a retail
Jewelry store

The jewelry trade is being represented in the
athletic field this year by the two strong base-
ball teams of Berry & Whitmore and D. N Wal-
ford, playing in the Commercial League.

Steinman Bros., doing a pawnbrokers' busi-
ness at 1232 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., held a
successful auction sale of their unredeemed
pledges. W. B. Williams & Co. were the auc-
tioneers.

Salvatore Desio has completed the sale of
such stock as was left by him at his old store,
1012 F Street, N. W., when he removed to his
present location at 926 F Street, N. W.

Castelberg National Jewelry Co., 935 Penn-
sylvania Avenue, N. W., have on display in their
window a glass jar containing precious stones,and the public have been invited to call at the
store and register their guesses as to how man-
stones are in the jar. They have advertised this
contest quite extensively in the daily papers, mak-ing it plain that it was not necessary to make a
purchase to be eligible to win the prize, a gold
watch. They only have to go into the store to
register their guesses.
settsE. . D. Cole, formerly of 311 Seventh Street,
S. W., has given up his business at that locationand has left the city. It is reported, however,that Mr. Cole will probably locate in Massachu-

Giving as a reason that they opened theirnew building, 5207 G Street, N. W., too late inthe season (March 28th), Bissells Bazaar are ad-
vertising the sale of their entire stock and fix-tures and also of the lease which they hold onthe building put up especially for them. The firmformerly did a strictly retail jewelry business butup° cofnnletion of this building branched outand added a line of women's wear.

The manufacturing jewelry business of
Robert E. Leding, who suddenly died early in
January, will be carried on by Carl W. Ledingin the Central Building, Ninth Street and Penn-
sylvania Avenue, N. W. This business is overa quarter of a century old and the firm has made
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quite a specialty of government contracts and is
now busy completing a number of such orders.

Dwyer & Weigle, 81o% Ninth Street, N. W.,
narrowly escaped losing a portion of ther stock
tecently by one of their neighbors scaring away
two men who had broken one of the side win-
dows in an attempt to burglarize the shop.

Carl A. Doubet, 1402 Fourteenth Street,
N. W., reports having spent a very enjoyable
three weeks' vacation throughout Pennsylvania,
having visited Meadville, Bradford, Phoenixville
and Youngstown, Ohio.

A. G. Smither, who was formerly located in
this city, has entered the employ of the Flory-
Royal Co., Newport News, Va.

J. R. Fearno, 2134 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N. W., has been awarded the contract for regu-
lating, winding and repairing the clocks of the
Post Office Department for the fiscal year of
1911, succeeding A. 0. Hutterly, who received
the award last year.

The new building being put up at 815 G
Street, N. W., upon completion will be occupied
in part by Louis Abrahams, now located at 433
Ninth Street, N. W. The new store is being
modeled to meet the requirements of his business.

J. A. Covelle, of Boston, spent a portion of
his vacation in this city accompanied by his
family. Mr. Covelle is the watch and clock
inspector of the Boston & Maine Railroad.

An interesting decision has been handed
down by Justice Robb of the Court of Appeals
in the case of Berry & Whitmore Co., vs. The
Adams Express Co. The Berry & Whitmore
Co. brought suit aginst the defendant express
company for the loss through pilfering by an
employee of the latter, of a diamond brooch de-
livered to them for transportation ; value not
stated on the receipt. The lower court awarded
the plaintiff the full value of the brooch, not-
withstanding the printed contract receipt limits
the amount to be covered in case of loss to $5o
unless the valuation be declared at time of ship-
ment. The express company appealed the case,
but Mr. Justice Robb being of the same opinion
as was expressed in the lower court, refused to
set aside the verdict, he holding that otherwise
a public carrier would be permitted to justify its
conversion of goods entrusted to it on the ground
that its liability was fixed by contract.

The Retail Jewelers' Association, Dis-
trict of Columbia

One of the most interesting and most
largely attended meetings of the year was held
by the Retail Jewelers' Association of the District
of Columbia in the rooms of the Columbia Turn
Verein, 926 M Street, N. W., obtained through
the efforts of Secretary Duehring, the rooms usu-
ally occupied by the association at the Chamber
of Commerce not being available at this time.
Postal cards were sent to every jeweler with the
urgent request to be present, which resulted in a
very large number turning out. Very important
matters, some of them of interest to the local
jeweler only were brought up for settlement, and
each item in its turn elicited numerous remarks,
all of which were valuable in that they contained
some very good ideas.

Owing to the unavoidable absence of the
President, Mr. Berry, he being called out of the
city, A. 0. Hutterly presided and in calling the
meeting to order made what he was pleased to
call, a few remarks, curtailing the same on ac-
count of the large amount of pressiag business
which must necessarily be handled.

The names of A. C. Krebs, 325 Pennsylvania
Avenue, S. W., was duly acted upon by the mem-
bership committee. The name of L. Goldberg,
doing business at 239 John Marshall Place, was
proposed, as was that of E. G. Hines, 921 F
Street, N. W., both of which were given to the
membership committee for report.

Letters also were read pertaining to the pro-
test made by the association in the matter of the
cutting of prices on silverware and the report
received not being considered satisfactory, fur-
ther action will be taken.

The present roster of the association shows
a membershin of 41, which is a majority of those
doini business within the confines of the District
of Columbia. This number does i.Ot include the
new names proposed but does include a few of
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the jewelers who are now under suspension due
to their neglect in not promptly remitting their
yearly dues. These will probably be reinstated
before the next meeting.

Amongst the correspondence had during the
interval since the last meeting was n letter from
the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers ' Association,
acknowledging receipt of a resolution passed,
thanking them for the courteous treatment ac-
corded those members of the local society who
attended their convention.

The L. Goldberg above mentioned as an ap-
plicant for membership being present at this
meeting as a guest gave the members an account
of the arrest of Max J. Reiner, of Baltimore,
on the charge of selling jewelry: without a license
and asked the aid of the association in prosecut-
ing the man. It seems that Reiner has been com-
ing to this city for quite some time past and by
offering goods at a very low figure (54 K. goods
at o cents a pennyweight), succeeded in having
various customers of other firms return goods
already purchased. Other local merchants doing
a credit business of course felt the loss in trade.
Messrs. A. 0. Hutterly, A. D. Prince, John
Hansen and W. J. Kettler were appointed a corn-
mittee to attend the trial of Reiner and were
directed to make arrangements to eliminate this
kind of competition. Messrs. Salvatore Desio,
J. R. Fearno and S. M. Selinger were appointed
to co-operate with the former mentioned com-
mittee and to present the case to the Chamber of
Commerce and the Board of Trade in the en-
deavor to have the present license fee of peddlers
of $25 raised to an amount more nearly equitable
with the personal tax of the local merchants.

Upon invitation of the reception committee
of the Columbia Turn Verein the members then
adjourned for brief recess in order to witness
the gymnastic exhibition given in conjunction with
the lawn party being held on the grounds and the
jewelers were treated to what was indeed a rare
exhibition of skill.

Upon reconvening after the .recess the chair
annointed the following committees, they to hold
office until the next general election :

Trade Interests—A. D. Prince, C. A. Gold-
smith, John Hansen. Legislation—G. W. Spier,
E. A. Harris, C. A. Doubet. Qualities—Charles
Zanner, Victor E. Desio, Milton Baer. Mem-
bership—W. J. Kettler, J. R. Fearno, Joseph
Baum. Sick Committee—G. D. Parsons, C. H.
Childs, A. D. Bestor. Deceased Members—
Charles Schwartz, C. F. Plitt, I. Saks.

The matter of prices for repair work being
brought up, Vice-president Hutterly was asked
to give the members his views on the matter of
regulation, to which he replied in part as follows :

"It is just as easy to get $2.00 for -ur work
as it is to get 50 cents. When taking in a watch
for cleaning don't be so hasty in setting your
price, and I would suggest that instead of 'clean-
ing' you use the words 'placing the watch in
adjustment.' This goes much further and creates
a better impression on the customer and lie will
more readily pay your charge. Why should not
the jewelers advance their prices when everyone
else does? The continual cry of 'the high cost
of living' does not appeal to the patrons of
our trade and yet we have to live. It goes with-
out saying that you should give value for money
you receive but see to it that the remuneration
compares favorably with the amount and quality
of the labor and stock expended, but remember
that cheapness, whether as to nrice or workman-
ship will not bring new, or help you to hold old
trade."

G. D. Parsons and others followed Mr. Hut-
terly and some good advice and facts were given
the members, and upon completion thereof it
was agreed that the jewelers were just as much
underpaid as were the other tradespeople, and
efforts should be made tending toward their bet-
terment.

A. 0. Hutterly, J. H. Duehring, G. D. Par-
sons, Carl A. Doubet, J. R. Fearno, Victor E.
Desio, W. J. Kettler, William Oringe, Carl Peter-
sen, S. M. Selinger, A. D. Bestor, M. B. Korman,
Salvatore Desio, John Hansen, Bradley S. Dixon,
M. Greenberg, A. C. Krebs, Joseph Baum, W.
Nordhoff and C. F. Plitt.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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"Ah! It Certainly is a Pleasure to do
Business with a Firm Like That"
The above is what our customers say about us
after they have tried our " System."
No doubt you would like to know what it is.

Well, Our System is This

We pay the largest price for Old Gold, Silver and
Platinum that can be paid.
We value and remit for your shipment same day
as received.
If it should not prove satisfactory we return con-
signment intact, and It Costs You Nothing.
t‘ We make a specialty of Smelting and Refining."
Give us a trial.

W. E. MOWREY
SWEEP SMELTER AND REFINER

Ryan Building, ST. PAUL, MINN.

N. B.—Watch for this adv. next month. Something New

QUALITY TALKS, No. 2
TO MANUFACTURERS

Proper equipment is on of the most essential things in producing high-
grade stock for jewelry.

One may have a vast amount of machinery and tools for producing
stock, but unless the equipment is selected with expert judgment the
amount of equipment will not produce the fine quality of stock so much
in demand by the manufacturers.

We have men of ability, specialists, trained to pick the proper equip-
ment and keep it up to date.

That is what makes our stock so far superior to use than other products.

We are constantly installing new and improved devices to produce still
better goods than we ever produced before. This means that the
manufacturer gains by our methods.

No matter what grade is desired, 1-4 or 1-1 50—I o Karat or 18 Karat
—the quality for that grade is of the very highest.

The price no higher than the ordinary grades.

Drop us a postal as to your wants. We want to tell you more about
our product.

COOK DUNBAR SMITH COMPANY
85 SPRAGUE STREET

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

Is

QUALITY
OUR STANDARD

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY
Seamless Wire, Rolled Gold Plate

SEAMLESS TUBING I OUR STANDARD

WHITE •
METAL
GOODS
A NEW LINE OF

BANGLE BRACELETS in three sizes
and NECK LACES in two sizes.

THESE WILL PROVE POPULAR SELLERS

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, including
SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY PINS,
FOBS, NECK, BELT, HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS,
Etc., in Roman or Silver finish.

These goods are furnished plain or engraved as desired.
Write and ask us for illustrations, prices and free samples.

This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON SPECIAL WORK

411, Enterprise
1111F-) Jewelry Co. c-ik--i.3:A6

Box 341

1111.111C; ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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How to Make the Repair Depart-
ment a Success Financially

Address by
vention

SAMUEL SWARTCHILD before the Joint Con-
of the Missouri and Kansas City Retail

Jewelers' Associations

The subject that has been allotted to
me is "How to Make the Repair Depart-
ment a Success Financially." If we look
around us to-day, in the commercial world
(especially in the more successful institu-
tions), we become impressed with the fact
that there is a certain system which stands
out prominently, and that this system is
closely connected with success. I am there-
fore justified in stating that we need system
in the repair department to make of it a
financial success.

System means to place things together
in their proper order. When applied to the
repair department it is each man's duty to
ascertain for himself what placing together
in proper order means, and what the best
methods are. When these problems are
solved and put into effect the system has
been evolved.

Things to be
Considered

There are some prominent
things which have to be
considered and which must,
of necessity, be embraced in

a system which can be properly adapted to
the repair department so as to tend to its
financial success, minor details of which
must be developed to suit exacting circum-
stances. There are three fundamental
necessities :

I. Knowledge—Mechanical or other-
wise.

2. Equipment—Such as tools, machin-
ery and mechanical devices.

3. Repairing Supplies—Such as watch
material, findings, etc.

Knowledge of a business, craft or pro-
fession, no matter what it may be, is, of all
things, most important. The repair man
should never be satisfied with his attain-
ments and should never lose an opportunity
to learn something new, or a new way of
doing a job which is an improvement on the
old way. You may know more than the
other fellow, but he may have some knowl-
edge that you have not, and may be willing
to impart that knowledge.

To be successful a man must use his
knowledge intelligently. The simple
things are those that often cause most
trouble. The proper adjustment of the
hands on a watch Is very simple, and yet
if neglected, through want of being sys-
tematic, the watch will fail. "Only the
hands caught," is a common expression,
"only" emphasized as if that is not bad
enough, when considered in relationship
with the result. "Only" a bit of loose dirt
that happened to be in the case caught in
the escapement. Just as if these things
were trifles, simply because easily remedied.

I assure you that anything
that will cause a watch to
stop that has been entrusted
to you for repairs is

serious—sometimes very serious. For in-
stance, a man takes his watch to Mr. Smith
for repairs the customer is in a very great

Little Things

Important
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hurry and insists on having it promised for
next day. He returns, receives his watch,
pays his bill and departs. Next morning he
consults his watch, finds it stopped, not
knowing that it is only the hands caught.
He immediately thinks he has been badly
treated by the jeweler and decided not to
return, so he takes his watch to another
man, who sees the difficulty at a glance and
asks his customer to call later in the day,
which he does. In the meantime the second
jeweler adjusts the hands (or whatever he
has found amiss) and when the owner of
the watch returns he pays a second fee.

Many times during the day he anxiously
consults his watch and is pleased to find it
running; he makes frequent visits to the
second jeweler's window and finds that his
watch is on time with the chronometer.
Who gets the credit for the really good
work done on that watch? The man who
really did the work, but for lack of proper
attention to minor details failed to serve his
customer in a satisfactory manner? or the
man who makes a slight correction? The
latter reaps the benefit of the former's
knowledge. Moral : Put your knowledge
into effect in every detail.

Proper equipment is neces-
sary to the financial suc-
cess of the retail depart-
ment. A good mechanic

can never do his best work without proper
tools. No matter how well he does
his work with proper tools he can always
do better work with better tools. Proper
equipment means the possession of fools in
good condition, which necessitates the re-
placing of those that get imperfect, such as
files, brushes, gravers, etc. Proper equip-
ment also means adding new tools from
time to time, as desirable ones are put on the
market to meet a real want.

To be properly equipped the
mechanic must not only pos-
sess a complete set of prac-

tical tools, but also he must keep them in
such a condition that they will always be
available for immediate use. A man who is
anything of a mechanical genius will invent
and make tools and contrivances to assist
him in his vocation. You might just as well
send soldiers to battle without the proper
munitions of war and expect them to van-
quish the enemy as to expect a watchmaker
to be successful in his calling without the
proper equipment of his craft. There are
mail-order houses who advertise "A com-
plete outfit of watchmaker's tools (with in-
struction thrown in) for $13.95. This
may appeal to the village genius, but not to
a properly qualified watch repairer.

This is another kind of
Carefully equipment and while I do
Selected Stock not claim for it equal im-

portance with the equip-
ment just spoken of, it is, nevertheless, of
such grave importance that the jeweler who
has the proper interest in his repair depart-
ment cannot afford to overlook or slight.
Keep a carefully selected stock of material
and findings on hand for which you may
reasonably expect to have a demand.

Most jewelers realize the necessity of

Proper

Equipment

Care of Tools
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carrying a stock of watch crystals, care-
fully arranged in proper system. All up-to-
date jewelers now carry a full line of watch
mainsprings. These two lines are sufficient
to show what might be done with a complete
stock, judiciously selected and systematically
arranged. Many who carry a fair stock of
crystals and mainsprings fail to carry other
staples in a proportion to the demand that
exists for them. Such staples as balance
staffs, balance jewels, crowns, stems and
sleeves, and many other items, in watch
and case material, are of almost equal
importance with the other two staples re-
ferred to, and for lack of which valued
customers are delayed, and all for want of
a little forethought.

Estimate every watch job.
As I dwelt on this subject
to some length in my talk
at the Illinois convention at

Springfield, I wish to emphasize what I then
stated. It is of the greatest importance to
take every watch movement apart and care-
fully examine each separate part before
naming your price. It will pay ; it will pay
big. It will otherwise pay the proprietor
by increasing his receipts of the repair de-
partment. It will pay the employed me-
chanic by making his services of greater
value to his employer. It will pay the cus-
tomer in that he will have his work done
more thoroughly, and that whatever the
price, he will feel that he receives its equiva-
lent in work. It will do all this and will
also put you in a position to know what
parts you may require, so as to avoid undue
delay and a possibility of having to lay the
job aside after it is started.

What is at the present time
most conspicuous by its ab-
sence from the repair de-
partment, and for which

there is a most urgent need, is a proper
system of repair prices. In this there seems
to me to be the most noticeable lack of
proper system to be found anywhere. How-
ever, the jewelers of this country seem to
partly recognize the seriousness of the situa-
tion and have begun to recognize the ne-
cessity of being awake to their own interests
in this matter, nevertheless there seems to
be a shrinking from taking a decisive step.
All that is needed is concerted action, which
if once taken would never be regretted and
would result in a greatly increased revenue
from the repair department. The charges
on watch and jewelry repairs could be in-
creased 25 to 50 per cent., and thereby
greatly benefit the retail jewelers and em-
ployers, and not only that, but would ulti-
mately be appreciated by the general public.

To meet this urgent need
of the jeweler I have re-

Department cently published a book
which I have called "Ency-

clopedia of Repair Prices." In this book
will be found carefully considered prices
for every conceivable job that is at all likely
to come into the hands of a jeweler, or has
a price attached, which is in just proportion
to the time, labor and skill required. The
prices are such as to enable you to pay those
who may be in your employ fair
w a ues.

Estimate on
Every Job

System of
Pricing Repairs

Book for Repair
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Advertising as a Factor in the
Jewelry Business

Extracts from Address by P. S. HARRIS before the Joint
Convention of the Missouri and Kansas Retail

Jewelers' Associations

The jewelry business is a distinctly favored
branch of our diversified mercantile pursuits. In
no other class of business can the young man
write the word merchant after his name so easily
and so quickly as in the jewelry business. With-
out capital and without previous experience he
can rent bench room in any store anywhere, and
that act alone is a license entitling him to full-
fledged membership in our fraternity, and per-
sonally, I am glad of it.

Hundreds of young men join our ranks every
year with nothing in the way of resources except
possibly a screw driver and a pair of tweezers,
and so long as they don't pawn these and keep
unfurled to the breeze their banner, inscribed
"Expert watchmaking done here," they can buy
any American-made watch as cheap as the largest
retail store on earth, and yet we complain that
the factories do nothing for the jewelry business.

Where is there another busi-
Peculiarities of ness where quantity does not
the Business govern the price? Where is

there another business where
the young man from the meanest crossroads
town in the jungles of the Everglades, or from
the remotest lumber camp in the pinerics of the
North, without capital and without resources, can
go on the open market and buy standard merchan-
dise at the lowest possible price, enabling him to
successfully compete with the oldest, largest and
best established dealers of the country? Let the
same young man go into the grocery business or
the drygoods business, or any business except the
jewelry business and see how far he will get with
no resources except his dotted vest and picadilly
shoes. The truth is that we jewelers have grown
up under so many special customs and privi-
leges, guaranteed and given us by the jobbers and
the manufacturers, that we no longer look upon
them as a matter of courtesy and favor, but as
a matter of right and of course.

Indeed, the jobbers and manufacturers have
so long given an ear to our every wish and whim
that some of us not only want them to guarantee
the goods, the price and the quality, but with
every shipment send the names and addresses of
a sufficient number of customers with the cash in
their pockets to take the goods off of our hands
within a stipulated period at a guaranteed speci
fled net profit.

Talk about shelter for a favored class! The
whole jewelry business is made up of one con-
tinuous chain of protection. No other class of
merchants has been so petted and coddled by the
American jobber and the American manufacturer;
no other class of merchants are extended such
liberal credit in comparison with the capital in-
vested, and certainly no other business is so well
protected in price, quality and profits.

There was a time when skilled
From Hand labor was the basis of the
to Machine watchmaking industry and the

watch business the foundation
of all jewelry business, and in a limited way this
is perhaps true to-day, but to a very large degree
the old-time artisan and the old-time professional
in all lines have lost their prestige and hypnotic
power to automatic machinery and are being
rapidly absorbed or eliminated by that broader
and modern vocation known as commercialism.

The key to the special privileges which were
once ours by right was taken from us by those
of our own number who produced the first ma-
chine that could do the work faster and better.
Years of apprenticeship are no longer a necessary
requirement, but in lieu thereof we must be
skilled in the laws of sale and distribution, in
advertising, in business and in the ways of the
world. When automatic machinery commercial-
ized the watchmaking industry watchmakers
ceased to be watchmakers, and the jewelry busi-
ness lost its old-time license to special privileges.
Factory-tested meant men bested and this great
process of evolution has revolutionized our busi-
ness and swept away every vestige of right so
long accorded us by reason of our special skill
and mechanical wit.
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The factory has said to you
New Instrument and to me and to every other
of Progress watchmaker in the land. As

watchmakers you have out-
lived your usefulness ; your jobs have been ab-
sorbed or eliminated, but we have not left you
without a vocation; we have provided a better
and more profitable business for you, for in the
doing of these greater things a newer and better
way was opened to you—the field of sale anddis-
tribution, over the gateway of which is written
the eleventh commandment, Advertise, and from
which the white hand of progress sends you
greetings and beckons you to come.

And if you show the same careful skill in
your advertising and the selling end of your busi-
ness that you did while sitting humped up over
your bench you will make dollars where you
formerly made cents, and your business will
grow so fast and you will become so prosperous
that that you will have no time to get jealous of '
your neighbors, to complain of your jobber or
find fault with factory policies. You will be at
peace with yourself and the world and everything
will look well to you.

You will be selling so many
The Jeweler's goods and making so much
Salvation money that you will say to

your competitors, your job-
bers and the factory, "Sell whom you please and
make all the money you can, for I am running
my business to suit myself and I am making it
pay. I am writing and sending my customers my
own messages every day and every week and I
am making it my business to know every one of
them personally. I not only find out what they
need but I create new needs for them by talking
up and showing my own goods. I buy my goods
as low as any one and if I have to I can sell them
as low, but I am not in business for that purpose.
I am in business for a profit and the bigger profit
the better, and if after I have advertised and
educated my people to my business and talk to
them face to face and then cannot sell them, you
mail-order fellows will have mighty slim picking
in my territory."

Advertise, that is the salvation of every one
of you retailers. Follow it day in and day out.
It will accomplish more for you in a year's time
than conventions can accomplish for you in a life-
time. Follow the eleventh commandment and
work out your own salvation by selling more and
better goods. Follow that Biblical injunction, "To
let your light so shine that the whole world may
know," but if not the whole world, surely every
man, woman and child in your trade territory.

Do not advertise just occa-
Advertise sionally; not just on special
Continuously occasions; not just once a year,

and that before Christmas,
when everybody will buy something anyway, but
keep at it winter and summer, rain or shine.
Believe, and educate the public to believe, that
you are the only jeweler; tell them about your
goods and why they are better; tell them how
a watch is made and why one grade is better than
another ; tell them about your gold goods and
why all solid gold is not of the same value; tell
them about your gold-filled goods and how gold-
filled stock is made, and explain why your $10
one-tenth stock fobs are cheaper than the other
fellow's at $6, but which are only one-twentieth
stock. Build up your own business, not by run-
ning your neighbor's down, but by running yours
up ; not by cutting prices, but by talking and
educating the public to a better quality.

If I were to come to your
Starting a town and open a store I will tell
New Store you what I would do. I would

first rent a store room and I
would get the best location I could, but if the best
location was high and my pocketbook was low,
and if it became a question of choice between
the finest corner without advertising or the worst
location with advertising, I would take the adver-
tising and the poorest location every time.

And second, I would see the newspaper men
and arrange for my advertising, because adver-
tising is more important than your stock of mer-
chandise. You know you can buy goods any time,
but you don't buy them to keep and without a
well-defined selling plan, backed by intelligent
advertising they will be left on your hands and
your bills will remain unpaid.

And third, I would buy my stock with special
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attention to quality, designs and the best adver-
tised brands, because such goods are the easiest
sold, and I would buy them of the biggest job-
ber nearest home, becouse in a pinch the big man
can help you, while the little fellow can't.

And fourth, I would employ my help as
needed, but certainly not until I had my store,
my advertising and my stock well in hand, because
until you have created a demand for your goods
and your way of doing business, you'll have no
need for help.

I would never show a .heap
Maintain article until I had to do so or
Quality lose the sale. The reason some
and Price merchants don't sell more high-

class goods, on which there is a
better profit, is because they have allowed their
customers to educate them downhill instead of the
merchant educating the customer uphill. You can
always come down, so start at the top, and be-
sides, it is always complimentary to customers
to show them the best you have. I might adver-
tise leaders, and if I did I would have the goods
exactly as advertised, but the salesman who made
a practice of selling them would never get his
salary raised.

I would not, as a rule, meet competition by
cutting the price. I would talk quality and show
the customer where if he could buy three or four
suits of clothes a year at an expense of $x5 to
$35 each, that he surely could afford to buy a
high-class watch that is guaranteed to last him
a lifetime.

If the other fellows didn't object, I would
be a joiner. I would join and attend every society
and association where I thought I could get an
idea that would help my own business.

For more than twenty years
Mail-order retailers have declared that
Houses mail-order houses were inter-

lopers—a leech upon the body
commercial, and should not exist, and for more
than twenty years mail-order houses have con-
tinued to grow and thrive. You have talked to
their faces and you have talked behind their
backs ; you have said at the convention and you
have said at home that they did not contribute
to your local church, that they paid no local taxes
and had no interest in your local community, and
yet in spite of all of your protesting mail-order
customers have trebled in the past ten years.
What is the reason for all this phenomenal
growth? I will tell you. The mail-order man
has religiously followed the eleventh command-
ment. He has advertised in season and out of
season, and you have not.

And did it ever occur to you
Creating Trade that whatever effect the mail-

order house may have on the
general merchant that the effect on the local
jeweler is not as harmful as it might seem? Did
it ever occur to you that the advertising of the
mail-order man was educational and created more
new business in your locality than was taken
from you? Did it ever occur to you that it is
estimated by the mail-order men themselves that
for every watch order they rceeive their cam-
paign of education makes three sales and that the
local jeweler or some other house gets two of
them? Did you ever stop to think that the retail
jewelers have sold double the number of watches
since the mail-order houses have gone into the
business, and that these sales have increased in
proportion to the activity of the mail-order man?

The truth is that there is not a watch factory
in the country to-day selling the retailer direct
as a matter of choice. To know 27,000 jewelers
scattered throughout the country, ro,000 of
whom probably have not a commercial rating
warranting the opening of accounts with
strangers ; to call on them with a single line
three or four times a year, and to know them
well enough to handle their accounts at a profit,
is a cumbersome, expensive task, if not an im-
possible one.

But when this vast territory and large num-
ber of dealers are divided up among two or three
hundred jobbers, handling all lines of jewelry,
each having his own force of travelers that have
made the same territory for years and become
personally acquainted with every dealer in that
territory, without reference to Dun or Brad-
street, they have learned who to sell and who to
trust, and the problem of sale and distribution
becomes a comparatively easy matter.
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ITEMS

INTEREST

W. T. Irvine, of LaCrosse, Wis., spent several
days in New York during June.

Oscar W. Maynard, Miami, Fla., made a trip
to Havana last month and witnessed the finish of
the motor boat race from Philadelphia to that
city.

F. L. Wells, Marion Center, Pa., is building
a hew two-story jewelry store and installing a
plate glass front, new counters, show cases and a
large safe. The improvements indicate that Mr.
Wells continues to enjoy prosperous business.

F. M. French, of Albany, Oregon, has been
succeeded by F. M. French & Son, the latter hav-
ing been recently admitted to a partnership in the
business. The French firm enjoys a very pros-
perous business, with which the new partner has
been connected for the past ten years.

Perry, Stone & Fulcher, of Pittsfield, Mass.,
opened a new jewelry and stationery store in the
remodeled Riley Building at the corner of North
and Depot Streets. Only standard stock in all
lines will be carried in the new establishment,
which has been arranged, fixtured and stocked
on the most modern plan.

R. G. Kaplan, Williamsport, Pa., has opened
a" new jewelry store at his old stand, 6 Market
Square. For attractiveness in its furnishings Mr.
Kaplan's store is not equaled by any jewelry es-
tablishment in that section of the State. The
interior is finished entirely with mahogany, the
walls, show cases, woodwork are extremely rich
and pleasing in appearance. The business for-
merly conducted by Mr. Kaplan has been trans-
ferred to 316 Market Street.

At the annual meeting of the directors of the
Mohawk Jewelry Company, Schenectady, N. Y.,
held June 9th, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: President, Saul Polakoff ;
vice-nresident, H. Graubart; secretary and treas-
urer, Samuel Graubart. The newly-elected presi-
dent has acted as secretary and treasurer since
the organization of this company and his election
as president was prompted by the fact that he
has had the management of the business of the
corporation since its establishment and the direc-
tors feel that the success of this enterprise is due
to a large extent to his ability and hard work.

The Dalhart Jewelry Co., of Dalhart, Texas,
pride themselves on having the best equipped and
finest furnished jewelry store in the Panhandle.
They have just installed thirty-two feet of one-
quarter sawed golden oak wall cases with mirror
connection. The show cases are "American
Beauty" design and plate glass throughout. At
the rear of this handsome store is the most corn-
plete optical department to be found in that sec-

' tion. The store is lighted throughout with 500-
candlepower Tungsten lights and the show win-
dow is one of the most attractive of the town,
being filled at all times with the latest novelties
known to the jeweler's art. The prospects for
this wide-awake firm are very bright indeed.

The Dennison Manufacturing Co. have
opened new Canadian headquarters at 8 Welling-
ton Street, West, Toronto. Located on the street
floor, with two attractive windows, they will be
able to exhibit their large line of fine paper
boxes, jewelry and silverware cases, trays, find-
ings, etc., to much better advantage than when in
the Traders' bank Building and serve the trade
more conveniently. The growth of the Dennison
Manufacturing Co. since 1844, when E. W. Den-
nison put together the first jewelry box made in
America, has been phenomenal. To-day, beside
six large buildings in Boston, New York (up-
town and downtown), Philadelphia, Chicago and
St. Louis, the Dennison Comnany maintain thirty-
three branch offices in the United States, one in
Canada, one in Mexico, and are represented by
Cooper, Dennison & Walkden, Ltd., in London.
From all these offices salesmen travel over the
entire country and from London large orders for
fine boxes are received every year.

One of the oldest established business con-
cerns in Jamestown, N. Y., is the jewelry business
of John C. Mason, which is known as the "Bee
Hive." The original "Bee Hive" was established
in 1849 by L. L. Mason, who built up a successful
trade. Later the business was removed to a more
desirable building and located at 305 Main Street,
which is one of the prettiest jewelry stores in that
section.

Jacob Matter, Palacios, Texas, wishes infor-
mation of the following stolen goods : one 18 size,
open face, 7-jeweled, nickel movement, No.
14,338,057, Elgin; one 16 size, open face, gold
filled case, No. 9,142,887, Philadelphia Watch Case
Co.; one Belcher ring mounting .that has never
been mounted, made by. J. R. Wood & Sons, of
New York. A reward is offered for the recovery
of the goods.

The E. H. H. Smith Silver Co., Bridgeport,
Conn., has just completed the new fireproof ad-
dition to its factory. The work of construction
has been going on for the past three months, the
materials used being brick, steel and cement.
The general offices of the company will be located
on the first floor, while the entire upper story will
be given to the stockroom of the concern and
fitted with steel shelves, thus allowing a splendid
opportunity for protecting against fire the large
stock of finished goods always on hand.

The Maritz Jewelry Manufacturing Co., St.
Louis, Mo., furnished a pretty button which was
distributed among the guests at the recent Re-
tail Jewelers' boat excursion in that city. The
button showed the copyriffhted trade-mark of
the Maritz company, which consists of a ring,
the setting being the heads of a young couple
in the act of kissing. The idea seemed most ap-
nropriate to the excursionists, who appreciated
the romantic suggestiveness of the design and
much osculation resulted.

The Duke Jewelry Company, of Fayetteville,
Ark., successors to the J. L. Duke Jewelry Co., a
firm established in 1866, has recently been incor-
porated with a paid-up capital of $12,000 and a
surplus of $3000. B. H. Barnes, formerly of
Trenton and De Soto, Mo., holds half the stock
and becomes president and manager. The heirs
of J. L. Duke, the founder of the business, re-
tain a half interest. The new firm have put in
new and beautiful fixtures and largely increased
their stock, and now have one of the most de-
gant jewelry stores anywhere in the South.

D. F. Sullivan, president and manager of the
Sundberg Co., jeWelers, at Fargo, N. Dak., has
been awarded the contract to furnish the silver
service to be presented to the battleship which
has been named after that State. The service,
which will be designed and made by the .Gorham
Manufacturing Co., Providence, R. I., will con-
sist of forty-one pieces and must be ready for de-
livery by October 1st. The contract price is
$9000. The design will be artistically symbolic
of the -State, its physical characteristics and his-
tory.

South Dakota Jewelers' Association
The meeting of the South Dakota Retail

Jewelers' Association opened at • Brookings,
S. Dak., June 14th, at 1.45 P. M. By unanimous
vote L. B. Huston, of Highmore, was elected
and acted as presiding officer for the meeting.
Mr. Brooks acted as substitute for the Mayor,
W. H. Leighty, and welcomed the visitors to the
city.

Mr. Voedisch not being present a letter from
him was read by D. Sharp.

Mr. Sackett then addressed the audience in
a few words in relation to plans for the meeting
of next year, and how to arouse more feeling and
interest among the jewelers in other States and
cities.

A motion was made and carried that the
speeches be left until the evening session, more
members then being present.

Short talks by Messrs. Sharp, Nelson and
Larson were given upon interesting topics. Mr.
Sharp spoke of the benefit and profit of a cash
business as compared with a credit business.
Messrs. Nelson and Sackett spoke on the advan-
tages of jewelers' examining boards. Mr. Archi-
bald gave a short address upon the benefits of a
thorough education in connection with the sub-
ject above mentioned.
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Mr. Sharp then read several letters from
members of the association who sent greeting,
and in reply greetings were sent by the associa-
tion.

A resolutions committee was then appointed
by the presiding officer. Those appointed were:
D. Sharp, George C. Gunderson and D. K. Cole.

A motion was then made that a committee
appear before the local papers and request them
to have a write-up of the proceedings of this
meeting and have it published in all the papers of
the State. The meeting was then adjourned.

A banquet was held on the evening of June
14th, Hon. Philo Hall acting as toastmaster. The
toasts included : "The Press," "The State of
South Dakota," "The Relation Between the
Clergy and the Jeweler," "Why Jewelers Do Not
Attend Church," etc. The function was a magni-
ficent success, the oratory being especially enter-
taining and edifying.

The first session of the following day was
presided over by W. M. Hoskins. The minutes
of the annual meeting of the year 1909 were read
and approved.

Applications for membership were as follows:
J. H. Nelson, E. H. Preigh, J. O. Peterson, E. H.
Beatty, Mr. Tommerassen, Mr. Harris, Mr. Van-
derbone, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Tommerassen, Mr.
Ringley, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. McCullough, W. M.
Hoskins, Mr. Nelson and James Ruan. Seven-
teen applications were received. It was moved
and seconded that the applicants be accepted and
enrolled as members of the association.

The constitution was amended to increase
the dues from $2.00 to $3.00 per year on and after
July i, 1911.

Motion made and seconded and carried that
the semi-annual meetings be abandoned. -

Election of officers was now in order and
W. M. Hoskins was elected president by unani-
mous vote. D. K. Cole, of Woonsocket, was
elected by acclamation as first vice-president and
Ormund Larson, of Bowdle, second vice-president.
D. Sharp was elected secretary and E. H. Beatty
as treasurer.

One member of the executive committee was
elected in place of R. W. Kelner, whose .term
expired, and C. F. Paige was so honored.

The following four delegates were named for
the national convention at Detroit : W. M. Hos-
kins, D. Sharp, D. K. Cole, A. V. Voedisch. These
were elected by acclamation. Alternates—J. H.
Noe, L. D. Huston, J. C. Gunderson, E. P.
Heamer.

The resolutions committee offered the follow-
ing resolution, which was adopted without change:

Resolved, That the thanks of this association
be extended to the manufacturers and jobbers for
the interest they have taken in our association.

Resolved, That we do not favor manufac-
turers selling complete watches, except in snecial
high-grade movements.

Resolved, That this association favor and
urgently request that manufacturers establish a
fixed selling price for watches, cases and move-
ments and all standard goods handled by the
legitimate retail jeweler.

Resolved, That we emphatically condemn the
practice of certain railroads in controlling the sale
of watches to their employees through other
turers selling complete watches, except in special
channels than the legitimate retail Jeweler, and
we request that this be corrected by the watch
companies.

Resolved, That we again condemn the nrac-
tice of manufacturers and jobbers sending net
prices in open mail and we request the aid of the
jobbers and manufacturers in correcting any and
all of the abuses now existing in the jewelry
and watch business and that we use any honor-
able and legitimate means to this end.

Resolved, That we deplore the practice of the
retail jeweler placing the value on goods, as we
consider this a detrimental practice and recom-
mend that all legitimate jewelers refrain from
this practice.

Resolved, That we favor and desire a fixed
selling price on watches, made in movement and
cases separately.

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.
Adv.



ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

Above cut shows a corner in the Jewelry
Store of Wm. K. Sandberg Co.,

University Bldg., Chicago.

We have reached " Perfection "

in manufacturing Artistic Jewelry

Fixtures, Show Cases, Wall Cases,

Tables, etc.

You can profit by our experience of

more than a "Quarter of a Century"

and let us design your store or any

changes you contemplate making.

Write us to-clay for our
new loose leaflet catalogue

No. 677. 35 cents

No. 664. 35 cents

Advertising Cuts
THAT SUGGEST THE GOODS

Cuts suggestive of the goods themselves are
the best advertising, illustrations. Universal
experience has proved this. A watch cut will
catch the eye of the person who needs a
watch, and it is so with other lines.

AT NOMINAL PRICES
We have had prepared for use by the trade
small cuts of this character which will catch
the eye, suggest the idea and occupy a very
small space.

SEND FOR SHEET gf ILLUSTRATIONS

AND PRICES

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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A Traveling Man Tells Why He
Has Been Successful

One of the most successful traveling
men in the country when recently asked to
what he attributed his unusual success, made
the following interesting confession:

"I attribute my success chiefly to my
confidence in my line, confidence in myself
and, above all, to my ability to size up hu-
man nature. The latter asset is invaluable
to a man on the road and if a fellow does
not naturally possess it, his first determina-
tion should be to cultivate it. Every one
of my customers is a problem to me, and
it is in finding the solution to this problem
that I derive the greatest amount of pleas-
lire and profit. We who are accustomed to
meeting every type of mankind in the course
of our journeys, learn to instinctively judge
men, and seem to know at the first hand-
shake how to approach them to the best ad-
vantage. There are those who appreciate
the funny story and there are those who
do not; there are those who want to get
-down to business immediately, and there are
others who like to discuss all sorts of other
topics before they think about your waiting
order book. Each buyer must be under-
stood and each one must be humored to a
certain extent. It is the finding out how to
-do this that makes life on the road an
ever-varying delight.

"You speak of the articles that we sell
and place a certain selling price upon that
must be observed by the retailer ; this is the
best thing that can happen to all concerned,
as it gives the large and the small man the
same opportunity to make a legitimate profit
on the article. It also gives them the benefit
of all of the advertising that our firm does
through the various publications. I realize
that many merchants object to the jobber
restricting his selling price, but, in the long
run, he is really the gainer and his largest
competitor is powerless to undersell him.

"It takes a well-posted man to keep
abreast of the value of all of the various
sorts of merchandise. For this reason good
men are becoming scarce and, owing to this
fact, the salaries paid are better now than
ever before.

"We frequently find buyers deserting
their departments to go on the road. To
me the road was always alluring, but my
advice to any man who has a good position
with a future is that he should consider the
step at length before adopting a road
career. It is true that there is an unlimited
future in store for the hustler, providing
that he has the right line, and it is mighty
essential, therefore, to be satisfied beyond
the shadow of a doubt, that you are begin-
ning with the right sort of house. No mat-
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ter how clever a salesman may be, he will
be unable to make good unless he has a
well-established firm to back him and to
encourage his efforts. A part of a sales-
man's duty is to cement the relations be-
tween the retailer and the house which he
represents. To do this he must make every
patron a personal friend. Personally, I can
say that I have not made a single enemy
in the trade. I try to be cheerful \ en I
least feel like it.

"I am glad to say that all of the boys
■vhom I meet, and who are engaged in sell-
ing competitive lines, will all have a good
word to say for me, because in my whole
life I have never knocked another fellow's
goods, nor have I intentionally `queered'
him. Even when I was a buyer, it was im-
pressed upon me to always extend a cordial
greeting to the drummers who came into
my department."

An Employer's Ten Commandments

A Chicago man who has a large mini-
ber of employees under him has posted up
in the various departments of his establish-
ment cards which bear the following terse
rules.

Rule I—Don't lie—it wastes my time
and yours. I'm sure to catch you in the end
and that the wrong end.

Rule II—Watch your work, not the
clock. A long day's work makes a long day
short, and a day's short work makes my face
long.

Rule III—Give me more than I expect
and I'll pay you more than you expect. I
can afford to increase your pay if you in-
crease my profits.

Rule IV—You owe so much to our-
selves that you can't afford to owe anybody
else. Keep out of debt or keep out of my
shops.

Rule V—Dishonesty is never an acci-
dent. Good men, like good women, can't
see temptation when they meet it.

Rule VI—Mind your own business and
in time you'll have a business of your own
to mind.

Rule VII—Don't do anything here
which hurts your self-respect. The em-
ployee who is willing to steal for me is
capable of stealing from me.

Rule VIII—It's none of my business
what you do at night. BUT if dissipation
affects what you do next day and you do
half as much as I demand, you'll last half
as long as you hoped.

Rule IX—Don't tell me what I'd like
to hear, but what I ought to hear. I don't
want a valet to my vanity, but I need one
for my dollars.

Rule X—Don't kick if / kick—if you're

worth while correcting, you're worth Nv hile

keeping. I don't waste time cutting specks

out of rotten apples.

Fire Insurance a Credit Protection

With goods continually coming to your

store, be sure to have your maximum stock

insured so that if your property should be

destroyed by fire, you can discharge your

indebtedness in full and start in business

again with your supply house anxious to

give you extended credit, and to set you

Ill) on your feet again, says the Boot and
Shoe Recorder.
The possibilities of total loss through

causes beyond the control of the retailer

makes the necessity of ample fire protec-

tion a measure of vital interest to dealer
and manufacturer. It is customary for

salesmen to inquire of a customer if his

stock is fully insured, and the retailer
should take his question in the spirit it is

given, a healthy inquiry about a protection

to both.
No business man can undertake a risk

more fraught with danger than to dispense

credit among those who carry no fire in-
surance, for the element of good charac-

ter and business capacity would be of no

avail in preventing loss under such condi-

tions.
The capital invested very frequently rep-

resents the merchant's all, and it is rarely

that a retailer uninsured who suffers a fire

loss is able to discharge his indebtedness in

full. A sufficient amount of insurance is

another thing, and it is the duty of the

salesman to advise his customer that a lit-

tle more insurance than $2000 is needed

to cover a $10,000 stock.
The little homely truths should be kept

to the front—the rat and the loose match,

the neglected chimney, the oily rag in the
dusty corner, the repair corner debris and
blackings—all total up an amount of loss
that few can realize.
The fire losses of the United States are

larger than those of any other country in
the world, and yet our fire apparatus is the
best in the world. The loss averaged $750,-
000 per day last year. For the first eight
months of last year it was approximately
$136,000,000, or nearly $28,000,000 more
than it was in the same period of the pre-
ceding year.
These huge sums are absolutely wasted

and instead of being increased, as they are,
they can be reduced by more care on the
part of the people. The retailers who have
suffered a loss by fire know of the hard-
ship entailed : the loss of stock and of store
together with the loss of time and of future
business.
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YOUR alloying troubles were ours before we perfected
our Guinea Gold Alloy. Melting over and over—Gold
brittle and harsh in the working— Cracks in anneal-

ing—Dull surfaces on the bright cuts.

" Omega " Guinea Gold Alloy " Omega" Purified Shot Copper
Guinea Gold combines readily with the Gold in Omega Purified Shot Copper is prepared to give

any proportions. Makes a homogeneous alloy the manufacturing jeweler a brand of Copper of
with one melt. assured standards and purity. It is made of

Gold alloyed with Guinea Gold is a full rich copper selected from the finest brands that come
color. It works freely under the rolls and in the into the market. Melted, purified and shotted.
press —will not crack in the working or the fire. Sieved into uniform sizes and packed in duck bags

Its long, compact grain cuts bright and clear of 10 pounds each. Omega Purified Shot Copper is
under the graver. And it polishes to a brilliant convenient to use. It is kept free of dust, dirt and
surface without waste. oxidation.

Guinea Gold comes granulated—put up in duck The granules melt quickly and yield an alloy of
bags of 5 pounds or 10 pounds — or boxed in bulk. known composition and working qualities.

Write for generous working samples of Guinea Gold Alloy and Omega Purified Shot Copper—and our Booklet B.,
"Formulae for Alloying Gold," a series of working formulae prepared by our chief metallurgist. No charge.
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A Mid-Summer Window

A window which brings the passer-by to
a sudden halt by reason of its unusual char-
acter, and holds attention through being a
burlesque of local conditions, is worth
while. Such a window, for the extremely
hot season, is here suggested. It will set
half your town to grinning and make your
store a subject of general conversation.

Lay a sheet of looking-glass on the bot-
tom of the window; surround it with "dia-
mond"-powdered cotton, to simulate snow.
In one corner stand a small evergreen
tree, its base surrounded by cotton as
around the "lake," and its boughs sprin-
kled with the same imitation of snow. A
house of card-board similarly snow-strewn,
might fill another part of the window.

Get little figures of men, boys and girls
at the toy-store. They should be jointed,
or flexible, so that they can be bent into
various attitudes. Dress these figures to
indicate very cold weather. Put some of
them on the mirror, in an attitude of skat-
ing; have others in the cotton as if snow-
balling; put a group under the evergreen,
crouching over a fire made of little sticks
and red tinsel.
In front of the house put a toy horse-

and-sleigh, of fair size. A few tiny pieces
of jewelry, such as nail-scissors, thimble,
ring, brooch, lace-pin, etc., should be ar-
ranged in and out of the sleigh, as if they
had been displaced when the driver went
into the house. The small pieces should
be as Christmas-3 as possible, suggesting
gifts.
Put a large thermometer conspicuously

in the foreground, with a MF' pointing to
the top of the mercury. On a card, stuck
in the imitation snow, inscribe

"IN THE SWEET By AND By !"
Men and women will mop their brows in

front of the window and smile at that
promise; and you will benefit by your
burlesque of the weather.

What You Should Know

There are a few important laws that
every business man should know familiar-
ly, because they concern his daily business
life. We append a few of the vital ones,
shorn of their legal verbiage for quick
comprehension. We would remind read-
ers of the legal maxim : "Ignorance of the
law excuses no one."
Each individual in a partnership (except

in the case of "special" partners) is respon-
sible for the whole of the debts of the firm.
The acts (concerning the business) of

one partner bind all the other partners.
A contract made on Sunday can not be

enforced.
A contract made with one under age,

or with a lunatic, or with one who has a
general reputation for weak-mindedness is
void.

It is a fraud to conceal a fraud.

KEYSTONE

No "consideration" is sufficient if it is
illegal in its nature. ( Many "failures" are
upset because of this law.)
A receipt for money is not always con-

clusive.
An agreement without a consideration

is void.
The law compels no one to do impossi-

bilities, if the impossibility can be estab-
lished by evidence.

A note made on Sunday, or by a minor,
or by a very drunken person, is void.

Notes bear interest only when so stated.

If a note is lost or stolen, it does not re-
lease the maker, provided the considera-
tion for which it was given and the amount
can be proved.
A signature made with a lead-pencil is

legal. (The objection to it is practical, in
that there is clanger of erasure or oblitera-
tion.) •
The maker of a check has a right to de-

mand that the check be presented for pay-
ment within twenty-four hours. ("Presen-
tation" can be effected by depositing it in
a local bank, for cash or credit.) If the
check is held for a longer period than sev-
eral days, and the bank at which it is made
payable fails meanwhile, the loss falls upon
the holder, if the maker of the check in-
sists. The law requires that checks be
presented "without unreasonable delay."

The "law of finding" should be known
better. This law was declared over a hun-
dred years ago and it is well to note the
case and the decision:

A visitor to a store found a wallet con-
taining a sum of money on the floor. He
handed the wallet with its contents to the
merchant, to be returned to the owner.
After three years (in accordance with the
statute then in force) the finder demanded
the wallet and the money from the mer-
chant—the owner having failed to show
up, after advertising for him. The mer-
chant refused to deliver the found wallet,
on the ground that it was found on the
merchant's premises. The finder brought
suit.
The court decided that against all the

world but the owner the title of the finder
is perfect. The receiver of an article found
is only a trustee, first of the owner, then of
the finder if the owner does not appear.
Just as the finder has no right to keep an
article against the owner, so the receiver
has no right to keep it against the finder.
The most he can do is to make a proper
charge for his responsibility and care as
trustee.

The price of the article is especially
in the mind of the purchaser when buying;
but its quality is his particular concern, once
it is in his possession. The matter of
purchase only consumes some minutes or
less than an hour ; hence, price passes
quickly out of the mind, but pos-
session continues through years ; it is a
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constant test of the representations made
by the seller ; it is a perpetual witness as to:
the quality of the merchant's standard.
What a wise thing, therefore, for the jew-
eler always to urge the best goods upon
the buyer, and argue quality before price!.

Keep something in reserve, in making
the sale. Do not give the whole argu-
ment at once; keep back a point or two.
to answer objections and to push the hesi-
tant over the edge of conviction. The lit-
tle additional point in the last resort, may
effect the sale. Keep something in re-
serve—it isn't prudent to wholly depend
on one suspender. You may not need the
extra suspender, but it will come handy if
you do.

Remember These Twelve Things

I. The value of time. You may regain
your capital. if you lose it, by diligent and
effective application of the lessons of your
experience; but time lost is lost forever.

2. The worth of character. In the last
analysis, character is the biggest asset in
any business. It is the one piece of prop-
erty which never depreciates in value but
is worth more and more with each year of
its use.

3. The improvement of talent. It com-
pounds its quantity and improves its quali-
ty by its own exercise.

4. The virtue of patience. There is no
defeating the man who "stands by", for
"all things come to him who waits."

5. The power of kindness. It wins when
the lash fails and continues to win long
after the first impulsive influence has
passed.
6. The success of perseverance. The tor-

toise beat the hare in the race because it
never for a moment "let up." "There's
nothing like keeping everlastingly at it."

7. The real joy in congenial work. The
only really unhappy, whether they be rich
or poor, are the idle.

8. The Veauty of simplicity. Externals
do not count. "Frills" make a show, but
they do not add to the strength of charac-
ter. The real ornaments of life are the
simple virtues.

9. The influence of example. The
preacher tells the way—the doer shows the
way. Practice is better than precept—if
the practice is praiseworthy ; for bad ex-
ample, it must be remembered, is as potent
in leading as is good example.

ro. The 1.14sdont of economy. The man
who saves makes more than he saves ; for
he makes a habit—and habits make the
man.

The obligation of duty. Your con-
cern should not only be for what you get,
but what you do for what you get.

12. The joy of originating. He is a hap-
py man who is first to do the best thing
in the best way.
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OUR alloying troubles were ours before we perfected
our Guinea Gold Alloy. Melting over and over—Goldy, brittle and harsh in the working— Cracks in anneal-

ing—Dull surfaces on the bright cuts.

"Omega" Guinea Gold Alloy "Omega" Purified Shot Copper
Guinea Gold combines readily with the Gold in Omega Purified Shot Copper is prepared to give

any proportions. Makes a homogeneous alloy the manufacturing jeweler a brand of Copper of
with one melt. assured standards and purity. It is made of

Gold alloyed with Guinea Gold is a full rich copper selected from the finest brands that come
color. It works freely under the rolls and in the into the market. Melted, purified and shotted.
press -- will not crack in the working or the fire. Sieved into uniform sizes and packed in duck bags

Its long, compact grain cuts bright and clear of 10 pounds each. Omega Purified Shot Copper is
under the graver. And it polishes to a brilliant convenient to use. It is kept free of dust, dirt and
surface without waste. oxidation.

Guinea Gold comes granulated—put up in duck The granules melt quickly and yield an alloy of
bags of 5 pounds or 10 pounds — or boxed in bulk. known composition and working qualities.

Write for generous working samples of Guinea Gold Alloy and Omega Purified Shot Copper—and our Booklet B.,
"Formulae for Alloying Gold," a series of working formulae prepared by our chief metallurgist. No charge.
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A Mid-Summer Window

A window which brings the passer-by to
a sudden halt by reason of its unusual char-
acter, and holds attention through being a
burlesque of local conditions, is worth
while. Such a window, for the extremely
hot season, is here suggested. It will set
half your town to grinning and make your
store a subject of general conversation.

Lay a sheet of looking-glass on the bot-
tom of the window; surround if with "dia-
mond"-powdered cotton, to simulate snow.
In one corner stand a small evergreen
tree, its base surrounded by cotton as
around the "lake," and its boughs sprin-
kled with the same imitation of snow. A
house of card-board similarly snow-strewn,
might fill another part of the window.

Get little figures of men, boys and girls
at the toy-store. They should be jointed,
or flexible, so that they can be bent into
various attitudes. Dress these figures to
indicate very cold weather. Put some of
them on the mirror, in an attitude of skat-
ing; have others in the cotton as if snow-
balling; put a group under the evergreen,
crouching over a fire made of little sticks
and red tinsel.
In front of the house put a toy horse-

and-sleigh, of fair size. A few tiny pieces
of jewelry, such as nail-scissors, thimble,
ring, brooch, lace-pin, etc., should he ar-
ranged in and out of the sleigh, as if they
had been displaced when the driver went
into the house. The small pieces should
be as Christmas-y as possible, suggesting
gifts.
Put a large thermometer conspicuously

in the foreground, with a [GBF' pointing to
the top of the mercury. On a card, stuck
in the imitation snow, inscribe

"IN THE SWEET BY AND By !"

Men and women will mop their brows in
front of the window and smile at that
promise; and you will benefit by your
burlesque of the weather.

What You Should Know

There are a few important laws that
every business man should know familiar-
ly, because they concern his daily business
life. We append a few of the vital ones,
shorn of their legal verbiage for quick
comprehension. We would remind read-
ers of the legal maxim : "Ignorance of the
law excuses no one."
Each individual in a partnership (except

ill the case of "special" partners) is respon-
sible for the whole of the debts of the firm.
The acts (concerning the business) of

one partner bind all the other partners.
A contract made on Sunday can not be

enforced.
A contract made with one under age,

or with a lunatic, or with one who has a
general reputation for weak-mindedness is
void.

It is a fraud to conceal a fraud.

KEYSTONE

No "consideration" is sufficient if it is
illegal in its nature. ( Many "failures" are
upset because of this law.)
A receipt for money is not always con-

clusive.
An agreement without a consideration

is void.
The law compels no one to do impossi-

bilities, if the impossibility can be estab-
lished by evidence.

A note made on Sunday, or by a minor,
or by a very drunken person, is void.

Notes bear interest only when so stated.

If a note is lost or stolen, it does not re-
lease the maker, provided the considera-
tion for which it was given and the amount
can be proved.

A signature made with a lead-pencil is
legal. (The objection to it is practical, in
that there is danger of erasure or oblitera-
tion.)

The maker of a check has a right to de-
mand that the check be presented for pay-
ment within twenty-four hours. ("Presen-
tation" can be effected by depositing it in
a local bank, for cash or credit.) If the
check is held for a longer period than sev-
eral days, and the bank at which it is made
payable fails meanwhile, the loss falls upon
the holder, if the maker of the check in-
sists. The law requires that checks be
presented "without unreasonable delay."
The "law of finding" should be known

better. This law was declared over a hun-
dred years ago and it is well to note the
case and the decision:

A visitor to a store found a wallet con-
taining a sum of money on the floor. He
handed the wallet with its contents to the
merchant, to be returned to the owner.
After three years (in accordance with the
statute then in force) the finder demanded
the wallet and the money from the mer-
chant—the owner haying failed to show
up, after advertising for him. The mer-
chant refused to deliver the found wallet,
on the ground that it was found on the
merchant's premises. The finder brought
suit.
The court decided that against all the

world but the owner the title of the finder
is perfect. The receiver of an article found
is only a trustee, first of the owner, then of
the finder if the owner does not appear.
Just as the finder has no right to keep an
article against the owner, so the receiver
has no right to keep it against the finder.
The most he can do is to make a proper
charge for his responsibility and care as
trustee.

The price of the article is especially
in the mind of the purchaser when buying;
but its quality is his particular concern, once
it is in his possession. The matter of
purchase only consumes some minutes or
less than an hour ; hence, price passes
quickly out of the mind, but pos-
session continues through years ; it is a
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constant test of the representations made,
by the seller ; it is a perpetual witness as to
the quality of the merchant's standard.
What a wise thing, therefore, for the jew-
eler always to urge the best goods upon
the buyer, and argue quality before price!,

Keep something in reserve, in making
the sale. Do not give the whole argu-
ment at once ; keep back a point or two
to answer objections and to push the hesi-
tant over the edge of conviction. The lit-
tle additional point in the last resort, may
effect the sale. Keep something in re-
serve—it isn't prudent to wholly depend
on one suspender. You may not need the
extra suspender, but it will come handy if
you do.

Remember These Twelve Things

I. The value of time. You may regain
your capital, if you lose it, by diligent and
effective application of the lessons of your
experience ; but time lost is lost forever.

2. The worth of character. In the last
analysis, character is the biggest asset in
any business. It is the one piece of prop-
erty which never depreciates in value but
is worth more and more with each year of
its use.

3. The improvement of talent. It com-
pounds its quantity and improves its quali-
ty by its own exercise.

4. The virtue of patience. There is no
defeating the man who "stands by", for
"all things come to him who waits."

5. The power of kindness. It wins when
the lash fails and continues to win long
after the first impulsive influence has
passed.
6. The success of perseverance. The tor-

toise beat the hare in the race because it
never for a moment "let up." "There's
nothing like keeping everlastingly at it."

7. The real joy in congenial work. The
only really unhappy, whether they be rich
or poor, are the idle.

8. The 'beauty of simplicity. Externals
do not count. "Frills" make a show, but
they do not add to the strength of charac-
ter. The real ornaments of life are the
simple virtues.

9. The influence of example. The
preacher tells the way—the doer shows the
way. Practice is better than precept—if
the practice is praiseworthy ; for bad ex-
ample, it must be remembered, is as potent
in leading as is good example.

10. The wisdom of economy. The man
who saves makes more than he saves ; for
he makes a habit—and habits make the
man.

II. The obligation of duty. Your con-
cern should not only be for what you get,
but what you do for what you get.

12. The joy of originating. He is a hap-
py man who is first to do the best thing
in the best way.
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Combs Hat Pins Brooches
THE MOST VARIED AND COMPLETE
LINE OF THESE GOODS EVER PRODUCED

It will pay you to get in touch with our goods. An inspection will make
you appreciate the original way in which we produce. our line. The line is one

of popular-priced sellers. The kind that move and do not linger on the shelves

or in the show case.

Transparent Enamel Brooches, Stars, Crescents, etc., made
to retail from 25c. up.

Gold Front and Oriental Combs, artistically decorated with
white stones, made to retail from $1.00 up.

Hat Pins, Spike, Mushroom, etc., made to retail from 50c. up.

Write us for information about our extensive line and we will put you in
touch with a jobber in your locality that carries it

Providence Manufacturing Company
Calendar and Mason Streets

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND
SOLD THROUGH JOBBERS

HEDGE 101

Rich
Cut
Glass
FOR SELECT
TRADE

OUR SPECIALTY is high-grade ware that suits the jewelry trade.
The PRETTY DESIGNS, deep cutting and diamond sparkle

proclaim the superiority of our product.
The QUALITY attracts and the moderate price insures quick

sales and large profits.
It is IDEAL CUT GLASS stock for jewelers of standing with

refined patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale and

Big Profit Opportunity)

IRVING CUT GLASS CO., Inc.
HONESDALE PENNSYLVANIA
Eastern and Western Eepresentative: THOS. H. QU1NNEY. Honesdale, Pa.
Pacific Coast Representative: A. J. LEHR& San Francisco, Cal.
New York City Representative: F. W. REICHENBACHER

No. 292. 4-pint Jug " Carnation'

A
Winner!

This design is all deep miter-cutting, which insures a brilliancy
that is lacking in partly edged or engraved designs.

We produce over one hundred different articles in this design--
every one a seller!

Order a few pieces and be convinced I Prices medium!

The Herbeck-Demer Co., Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

POPULAR PRICE CUT GLASS
HONESDALE, PA.

NEW YORK SALESROOM 1 37-39 MURRAY STREET
Mr. N. RAMSAY, Mgr.

ALL HAND-CUT TUMBLERS A SPECIALTY!
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E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Manufacturers Sterling Effects
in Plate

Otto Young & Co. Silversmiths' Building
Chicago, Ill. New York

July, 1910 THE KEYSTONE:

The Ignorance of Solomon the
Wise

By JOHN TWEEZER

It must be a great strain upon one's in-

tellectuals to have to sustain the reputa-

tion of being a Wise Man; and all these

ponderous philosophers and proverb-mak-

ers bear witness to the wear of the pose

—for sometimes they fall a little short of

our expectations. Benjamin Franklin

once or twice disappoints the Franklin

worshipper in "Poor Richard's Sayings";

I have even seen a loyal Roycrofter nod

over Elbert Hubbard; and now comes the

shocking moment when one must question

whether Solomon the Wise was all that

has been claimed for him. Our doubts are

born of a scientific study of the habits of

ants, in connection with Solomon's injunc-

tion to the sluggard to "consider her ways

and be wise."

Solomon's observation of the ways of

this active insect was probably confined

to the fact that it got up at some prepos-

terously early hour, worked twelve hours

a day throughout a joyless lifetime, and

by exercising every possible economy and

foregoing the lures of the bargain-counter

was able to lay by considerable store of
worldly goods for its heirs to quarrel over.

Now, Solomon was the busiest man of

his day. He had a big temple contract on
hand; there was always a pile of dress-

makers' bills at his elbow to be audited,

and several thousand wives constantly
clamoring for shekels for shopping; there

were questions of state requiring careful

thought and a daily stunt of proverb-mak-

ing to be done in order that his reputation

for wisdom be justified. He had too many
irons in the fire to give much time to in-

vestigating the physical and mental pro-

cesses of ants. He knew, of course, the
risks attendant on drawing conclusions
from superficial observations; but who was

there to question the conclusions of one

who "spoke as with authority"—Who would
investigate the investigation of the Wisest

Man ? So I can fancy a complacent smile

of satisfaction on Solomon's face as he
concluded the daily proverb dictation to his
stenographer with "Go to the ant, thou
sluggard, consider her ways and be wise,"
and a quiet chuckle as he viewed the pros-
pects of his reputation through the curling
smoke of a Pittsburgh stogie.

Alack for Solomon! Wisdom concern-
ing ants, it would seem, is a thing apart
from the general store of knowledge—a
realm which one may not enter and leave

with a hop-skip-and-jump, but which must
first be contemplated afar off and prepared
for with all the seriousness that goes
into the building of a temple or financing
two thousand wives. A later and more
thorough observer of ants was Solomon's
undoing.; and the gospel of the latest dis-
pensation, that of Sir John Lubbock, says,
"Go to the ant, thou anybody, consider her
ways and do otherwise."

Sir John establishes the fact that ants
are pirates and thieves—affording, in this
respect, an example to the mock-auction
fakirs who enter a town and leave in a
month, after disturbing the established us-
age as to the price of silver-plated ware,
but not serving as an inspiration to honest
merchants. Moreover, they are slave-
holders ; and as a further 'discredit to their
moral nature he proves that they are sel-
fish. If one finds an accessible sugar-
bowl he keeps the fact to himself; gorges
himself with the sweet, removes every trace
of the incriminating stuff from his person
and meekly and hypocritically takes his
place at the family table for food to stay his
raging hunger. No United States Senator
during a tariff debate could show a more
complete indifference to the general inter-
ests nor a firmer determination to look out
for Number One.
But the blackest feature of ant character

remains to be disclosed. If he finds a
wounded ant loaded down with valuable
movable property he shows his solicitude
for the poor unfortunate by promptly re-
lieving him of his burden—carrying it into
his own domicile and giving the wounded
a fatal bite by way of thanks.

Altogether, it would seem that the unin-
formed, who would go to the ant to "con-
sider her ways and be wise," might acquire
such kinds of knowledge from his observa-
tions as would insure for him an ingath-
ering of superfluous shekels but would
not improve his prospect of eventually
wearing a halo and twanging a harp in the
eternal presence of Solomon in all his
glory.•
Wherefore I conclude that Solomon

lacked something of knowledge in counsel-
ing on the subject of ants, and something
of wisdom in enjoining the human creature
to "consider her ways" as an example to
follow. Since the Wise (ant) Man of the
Nineteenth Century has proved that the
ant is piratical, greedy, selfish and lacking
in sympathy for the unfortunate, we must
conclude that even Solomon had his "off
clays," and that proverb-making has its
dangers as well as its delights.

Sips of Soda

Society above the Arctic Circle must
be very dull during the summer months.
Fancy being denied the last conversation-
al resource, "Is it hot enough for you?"

Did the prophets talk about the weather?
When Noah was gathering up groceries
and canned goods preparatory to his
sailing to the top of Mount Ararat, did
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he gaze meditatively at the heavens and
remark to the coffee clerk, "Looks a lit-
tle like rain?" Did Abraham and Socrates
and Rameses concern themselves about
"storm centres," and "barometric pres-
sure ?" When King Solomon's two thou-
sand assorted wives fared forth in quest
of spring bonnets, was it with some mis-
givings as to the forecast in the Jerusa-
lem Dispatch, promising "increasing area
of high humidity ?" Did the ancients make
faces, as we do, at the man who "ran" the
weather?

The highest duty, with the thermometer
at 96 degrees, is to keep cool. All the
virtues lie behind that injunction. For the
time, the body asserts its demand as su-
preme and the mind and soul must sit on a
back seat. To sit in one's shirt-sleeves
remove one a league from the consequences
of original sin. There is some faint re-
lation between swelter and swear, as every
acute mind admits. It is difficult to real-
ize one's inherent depravity when one is
batting mosquitoes with one hand and mop-
ping his neck with another; the sufferer
is too apt to interpret conditions as the
punishment before the crime. The only
hope for one's spiritual welfare, at such
times, is in a falling thermometer.

Thin men do not get full credit for
their share in the inconveniences of hot
weather. Our sympathies always go out
to the fat fellow. He always makes ex-
cessive demonstrations of his stewing;
tilts his hat on the back of his head, blows
like a porpoise, fans furiously and openly
appeals, by his manner, "Pity me, good
people ! See how hot I am ! Whew !" If
the thin man did as much he would be
laughed at for his airs. But the misery
of suffering is not as to square inches;
and the unfairness of this partiality of
sympathy is in the fact that the public
never considers that if the fat man is more
uncomfortable in summer, he is propor-
tionately happier in winter.
As far as I can see, the thin man has

the right to a grouch.

Some ingenious philosopher has advanced
the theory that the reason the days are
longer in summer and shorter in winter is
that "heat expands and cold contracts." It
is too hot to go into the subtleties of such
an argument.

It is an interesting fact that the word
"grocer" originally meant a wholesale
dealer of any kind—whether he dealt in
provisions, furniture, jewelry, dry goods
or anything else which was sold "en
grosse"; that is to say, in unbroken pack-
ages. This early meaning- of the word
"grocer" has passed entirely. What a sen-
sation it would make, and what making-
fun of his "mistake," if one of our prom-
inent jewelry jobbers should advertise in
THE KEYSTONE as a Grocer I Yet he would
be historically correct and would have the
"laugh" on those who laughed.—J. T.
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Helpful Hints for Business
Helpers

Charles Lamb said that when he reached
his office fifteen minutes late he always
went away half an hour earlier so as to
make the matter right. This was a joke.
The chronic late is always marked on the
time book for a lay-off when times get
"scarce." Your interests are the interests
of the house, and theirs are yours—be on
time, says Elbert Hubbard in The Philistine.
As to the habit of getting everything

packed and ready for a quick scoot when
the bell rings, this does not mean for you
a raise. Work as if you owned the place
—and perhaps you may. And when you
come to your work go to work, even if it
be five minutes before time. This habit
marks the difference between the youth
who is going to be foreman and the others
who have no luck.
To guy visitors or give short, sharp, flip-

pant answers even to stupid or impudent
people is a great mistake. Meet rudeness
by unfailing patience and politeness and
see how much better you feel.
The man with the savings bank habit is

the one who never gets laid off ; he's the
one who can get along without his employ-
er but his employer cannot get along with-
out him. The savings bank habit means
sound sleep, good digestion, cool judg-
ment and manly independence. The most
healthful thing I know of is a savings bank
book—there are no microbes in it to steal
away your peace of mind. It is a guar-
antee of good behavior.
The man who endured everything from

rude customers and got even by selling
them a bill may not have been actuated by
the best motives, but his policy was right.
Always be circumspect and courteous.

Bear the faults of some, the impoliteness
of others, and pardon everybody sooner
than yourself. Responsibilities gravitate
to the person who can shoulder them, and
power flows to the man who knows how.

Employees should be dignified in deport-
ment, and not wrestle, hug, trip, jostle.
These things all make an impression on
customers, and a bad impression.

Never conceal unfinished work under
blotters in pigeonholes or drawers, depend-
ing on memory to find it. If necessary to
leave unfinished work, it should be placed
on the desk in sight, under a weight. so
if you do not come back in the morning
the other man will know just where things
are and what to do.
Never use letter paper or envelopes to

figure on or for memoranda—it shows you
do not realize that the first requisite in
business is economy. The same rule ap-
plies to burning of lights that are not
needed ; whether there is a meter or a "flat
rate" makes no difference—avoid waste.
There are valuable positions always op-

ening up in any progressive concern. Be
ready to be promoted. Promotions go
straight to the cheery, intelligent worker.
Learn from your mistakes, but don't cry

over them. We best redeem the past by
forgetting it.

Do not disparage rivals, nor run down
another man's goods. If you do not know
what to say, say nothing. To repeat an
unkind remark is as bad as to invent a
lie.
Read the advertisements of your house

and without butting in, know what other
departments are doing.

Enthusiasm is a lubricant that makes the
wheels of trade go round ; a grouch is sand
in the bearings. Enthusiasm, like factory
melancholia, is catching.

Proper Pricing an Essential

It is a significant fact that writers of ar-
ticles naming the percentage of gross prof-
it which they feel ought to be obtained on
the lines about which they are writing al-
most invariably omit to state whether the
percentages they name are based on cost or
on selling price, says the Dry Goods Econ-
omist. The distinction, of course, is a
highly important one, for, as we are sure,
all these contestants must know that a
gross profit, for example, which is equal
to 33 1-3 per cent. on the cost price of an
article represents only 25 per cent. on the
selling price of that article.
And when they get together and discuss

gross-profit percentages, merchants often
seem to overlook this every-day truism.
After all, however, to think or say that to
obtain a certain average percentage of
gross profit on the selling price of a cer-
tain department's goods, all one need do is
add a certain corresponding percentage to
the bill-price of its goods, is to touch a
very ticklish subject only from the outside.
For consider the number of factors which
enter into the gaining or losing of profits.
To show a satisfactory result, a merchant

must, of course, sell his goods at prices
which will not only cover all his merchan-
dise costs and all his expense costs, but
will leave him also the proper margin for
his net profit. Too many merchants, how-
ever, still overlook important items. That
is to say, they either forget, or do not
properly take into consideration, such
items as their expenditures for inward
freight, expressage, cartage, etc.; their loss
of interest and other losses on over-due
accounts, their losses through the deterio-
ration of their stocks, their fixtures, and
their other equipment. Again, because
they own their store premises they fail to
count rent as one of their expenses. They
take no account of the expense they incur
through loss of interest by carrying too
heavy stocks, and, finally, they do not take
the value of their own work properly into
account.
Taking such and other similar items

properly into consideration and then re-
membering the various leakages which oc-
cur in practically every store, the sagacious
retailer realizes that the merchant or de-
partment head who really wants to produce
an average gross profit of, say, 25 per
cent. on the selling price of his goods must
do considerably more than merely add the
corresponding 33 1-3 per cent. to the bill-
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price of those goods. As a matter of fact,
he does not stick to any "arbitrary" per-
centage. He knows that he must sell his
goods individually at prices which his ex-
perience and knowledge tell him he can
obtain for them promptly and with satis-
faction to his customers. And in fixing on
many of his selling prices, to an extent at
least, he disregards what these goods may
have cost him!
He knows, too, the danger involved in

carrying too long at "big" prices goods
which depend for their profitable sale upon
their novelty, rather than their intrinsic
value. He also knows that his more sta-
ple goods—with the value of which the
majority of his customers are more or less
familiar—must not be marked too high.

Let us then again remind those of our
readers, who have not yet mastered this
matter of proper cost computation, that the
careful merchant gives proper attention to
every condition which makes for and
against a large profit, and, as suggested,
marks every lot of merchandise, not mere-
ly according to its bill-price, but in accord-
ance with its individual merits.

It goes without saying that competition
and other factors, too, must be duly taken
into account. And he is the able retailer,
then, who succeeds in satisfying his cus-
tomers that his prices, qualities and styles
are "right," while he at the same time re-
tains a fair net profit to recompense him
for his efforts.

Study Other Stores

Merchants hold different views as to the
best times to remodel the store or make
alterations. Some of America's most suc-
cessful retailers are strong believers in hav-
ing this kind of work done during busy
periods. They hold that the sight of car-
penters and painters, yes, and even of ma-
sons and plumbers, if need be, within the
store gives customers and visitors a good
impression; indicating that the concern is
live and progressive and at all times de-
sirous of giving its clientele the best pos-
sible service.
Most merchants, however, prefer mak-

ing important alterations during periods
of lessened activity. It is, therefore, dur-
ing the months of July and August, or
during January and February, that work
of this kind is accomplished by the ma-
jority of stores. No doubt, many of our
readers now have tinder contemplation
some changes of this character. We be-
lieve, therefore, the following suggestion
is timely and will prove useful to such.
Make your vacation not only recreative,

but remunerative in another way, by visit-
ing a number of stores which are either
wholly new, or wherein noteworthy im-
provements have been recently made. That
you do visit the famous stores when you
are in the market and obtain many hints
from such establishments as to equipment,
arrangement, etc., we doubt not. But the
average merchant might derive still more
benefit were he to make it a point to also
visit stores more closely approximating his
own in size and in other particulars.
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( The above appears on all our goods)

The "Pure Goods" Law
is not yet a Law

of the Land
It is, though, the standard by which our
goods are made up. Should you ask
any of our customers for the assay of
any of our goods, this would be a
synopsis:

Quality  333%
Style . . .   333% 

1000 

-9-99 
(-1 fine

"Popular" Demand, 333% t)

Our goods comprise "Quality," "Style"
and " Popularity." The "Three Graces" to
bring you customers and dollars.
We have six men on the road to intro-
duce you to our"Three Graces"and their
1)ewitching smiles of Prosperity.

ge Frontier
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

"The House of Quality"

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
159 to 167 Ann Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 107B

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

641'11-1E BEST OF .\7"eR,VirlIING"

FOLLOW THE LEADER!
The large retail stores of the country do not buy fixtures or

anything else without full investigation. So other stores can
follow their example with safety when purchasing fixtures.
The reason why many of the big stores buy

Qaxeti 5006at Ca400
is that they have confidence in their intrinsic worth. They know these cases
are made of genuine quarter-sawed oak (not "plain" oak) ; that the metal
trimmings and other materials are first-class ; that the workmanship is that of
"artists;" that Quincy Special cases do not get dilapidated and shabby, that
they improve the appearance of the store ; and that they show the goods so
they will SELL.

Every retailer who is anxious to equip his store with the best there is, at
prices no higher than usually charged for orcFnary cases, should write for a
copy of "Fixtures," our printed salesman. It will interest you.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Dallas, Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.
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An Historic Bejeweled Fan

The Japan-British Exposition is now
the attraction in London. The Japanese ex-
hibits, as might be expected, are marvel-
ously interesting, and the most interesting
are those related to the jewelry trade. In
the Hall of Japanese Industries, says the
Goldsmiths' Review, the Mikimoto Pearl
Store, the headquarters of which are in
Tokyo, have a fascinating exhibit, where,
in addition to the clever display of the
various stages of pearl fishery, a good as-
sortment of specimens of pearl-set jewelry
is also shown. Mr. Mikimoto is the sole
concessionaire of the Japanese pearl fish-
eries, and the industry gives constant em-
ployment to some hundred people, rising to
300 in the planting and collecting seasons.
These terms need some short explanation.
The essential difference between culture
and natural pearls is that the natural pearl
is formed by the secretion of the oyster
round the foreign substance which has en-
tered the shell by accident, while Mr. Miki-
moto has in his culture pearl industry un-
dertaken to assist nature by inserting a
foreign substance in the shape of a small
sphere of mother-of-pearl or a small natural
pearl. •The mollusc deposits successive
layers of pearl tissue and pearls of the maxi-
mum weight of 12 grammes have been ob-
tained in this way. These are generally
round and of very good shape, the colors
being pink or silver, the former, however,
being exceedingly rare.

What is known as the planting season
takes place in the summer, the following
being the method of cultivating the pearls.
When the spats or young oysters are three
years old they are taken out of the sea and
a scientific stimulus is applied to those liv-
ing oysters. They are then regularly
planted in the beds, where they remain for
four years. The collecting takes place dur-
ing the winter months, the divers bringing
UP the oysters and collecting them in
baskets. These are afterward very care-
fully examined, and as a general rule about
13 per cent. are found to be pearl-bearing.
The shells are used for the manufacture
of mother-of-pearl articles, while the part
of the oyster which is fit for human con-
sumption is exported to China.

The beds extend 50 nautical miles
in the Bay of Ago, and also in the Bay of
Gokasho on the southeast coast of Japan,
and the beds are approximately 20 feet be-
low the surface of the sea. The divers em-
ployed are chiefly women, it being found
that they carry out the work more satis-
factorily than men.

The jeweler who uses pearls largely
will be interested in the 'comparison in
prices between the natural and the culture
pearls. The culture pearl is weight for
weight more than 50 per cent. cheaper than
the natural pearl.

Our illustration is of the "Gumbai
Sen," or the celebrated war fan. This is
exhibited by Mr. Mikimoto. The original
was brought some 300 years ago from
Korea, and was the property of Toyotomi
Hideyoshi, one of the most noted Japanese
heroes. and it is now kept among the price-

less treasures of the Japanese Imperial
House. Mr. Mikimoto having seen it, at
once conceived the idea of making an exact
copy of it, using Japanese culture pearls.
He spent many years in selecting specimens
of exquisite shape and luster, and through
the kindness of T. Matano San and Vis-
count M. Inaba, he was enabled to make a
perfect reproduction of it. This war fan is
embroidered with gold threads on a ground
of "Tstizureno Nishild'• silk on both 'sides

"Gimbal See," or War Fan

and there are 805 pearls of splendid color
and luster mounted on it. The handle is of
pure gold and the fan is of considerable
size, being i x • inches wide and 20 inches
long.

Sense—Common and Preferred

By HUGH CHALMERS. in System

The only difference between a RUT
and a GRAPE is in the WIDTH and the
DEPTH.

Up-to-date to-day will be out-of-date
to-morrow unless you have an open mind
and keep up with the Procession.

* * * *
The man who "KNOWS IT ALL" is

standing on a banana peel placed there by
the Fool Killer who is waiting just around
the corner.

The Lawyer who reads the most law
books and keeps up-to-date on Law, is, as a
rule, the BEST lawyer. The same is true
of a Business man.

1 would just as soon be stopped by a
janitor as by a general manager. The
chances are that the janitor KNOWS more
about what he wants to tell me than the
general manager does.

* * * *

The Brain-Power developed in a fac-
tory counts for more than the Horse-Power.

* * * *
The inventor of the phrase, "AL-

WAYS ON THE JOB" did a good day's
work. Keep busy.

Know the important things in your
business and concentrate on them. Leave
the less important things to others.

* * * *

The things which an executive can ac-
tually do himself amount to nothing. It is
what he can get OTHERS to do that
counts.

Men who handle other men succeed
just in proportion as they can Intelligently
direct their efforts.

* * * *

The man who always pats you on the
back is giving your stock a False Boom;
look out for a SLUMP some day.
' Tact means more the WAY you say it

than what you have to say.
* * * *

Accept criticism because it is your
FRIEND. Your enemy will Flatter you.

Men are affected by everything you
say or do.

Insincerity has taken a few orders, but
it never HELD a job long.

* * * *
Honesty means what a man thinks as

Nv ell as what he does. And a man is noth-
ing short of a fool nowadays who is not
ABSOLUTELY honest.

* * * *
Throwing thoughts at a man is noth-

ing more nor less than throwing something
tangible at him. And be catches just what
you throw him. It is impossible to throw
insincere thoughts at a man and have him
catch SINCERE thoughts.

* * * *
When honesty is the greatest qualifica•-•

tion put up to me concerning a man, I say:
"He was BORN that way, and if that is
ALL he has got he has not developed any-
thing since."

ENTHUSIASM is the white heat
which fuses all a man's business qualities—
ability, initiative, knowledge, tact, industry
and the rest—into one EFFECTIVE whole.

Without enthusiasm a man is only a
STATUE.

* * * *
The man who doesn't get some corn-

fort and some enthusiasm out of his daily
work is in a BAD way.

What we call initiative in a business
man is called skill in a great surgeon. It
is knowing the NEXT move and making it
at the RIGHT moment.
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METAL FOBS FOR SUMMER WEAR
BASSETT'S 10 KARAT LINE

There is a pro-
flounced and grow-
ing warm-weather
demand for metal
fobs of good qual-
ity, attractive de-
sign and proper
workmanship.

L Bassett 10 K.
and gold-filled fobs
satisfactorily meet
all the above re-
quirements. They
are painstakingly
made, are positively
right in quality and
price, and are LIVE
SELLERS.

Especially is
that true of the
few new patterns
here shown.

(IL Write for more
information about
our line.

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturers of Fine Gold Jewelry and Plated Chains

Aborn and Mason Streets, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
New York Office, 37 Maiden Lane

Minneapolis Office, 1116 Lumber Exchange
Chicago Office, 510 Columbus Building
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Review of the Diamond Trade
and Industry

In his annual review of the diamond trade and
industry, Consul General Henry W. Diederich, of
Antwerp, Belgium, says that during the year re-
cently closed events moved very rapidly all the
world over; there was progress and improvement
in every direction. It was a veritable diamond-
boom year. He writes:

A new diamond producing
New Diamond country that had been discov-
Fields ered the year before seriously

entered into competition with
the older ones in supplying the market with raw
material. Of late years the diamond output of
South Africa—the most important producing cen-
ter of the world—may be regarded as having
practically come from three groups, the De Beers,
the New Jagerfontein, and the Premier. There
are others, but they are of little importance. Of
the great trio, the De Beers is, of course, the
most important. All these are strictly bound to
deliver their output to the Diamond Syndicate
at London, which dominates the sales of rough
diamonds to the cutters in Antwerp, Amsterdam,
and elsewhere, thus forcing up the prices of fin-
ished diamonds out of all proportion to their
actual cost value.

Such was the condition when suddenly, in
May, 1908, the discovery was announced of a new
diamond field, also in South Africa, near Lueder-
itz Bay, in the German colony of Southwest
Africa. At first little attention was paid to these
rumors, but soon that country was overrun by
venturesome parties all scraping for diamonds, a
large number of which were actually found. The
German government established law and order
during the past year, and a temporary arrange-
ment was made whereby a syndicate in Berlin,
comprising a number of leading banks, is to con-
trol the entire output of this new field, and to
turn over to the government a large portion of
the profits. Whether or not the London Diamonli
Syndicate offered to take over the German dia-
monds on the same terms and conditions as it did
De Beers and others, the offer, if made, appar-
ently met with a refusal, as the Germans prefer
to not only monopolize the output of these new
mines, but at the same time to also gradually
build up an entire diamond industry of their own,
from delivery of rough stones to supplying the
finished product to the market.

Meanwhile another German
To Work combination has been formed,
the Mines and is now negotiating with

the government for the pur-
pose of working the mines on terms to suit the
government, guaranteeing to it not less than 80
per cent. of the profits. Thus the German peo-
ple, who had to sacrifice many lives in their
South African province, now have a fair chance
of having at least the money and time spent for
the protection and improvement of the colony—
said to amount to about $50,000,000 or $60,000,000
—refunded in good time, with handsome interest.

Since the present Berlin syndicate took charge
of the mines, about a year ago, up to October,
1909, about 273,701 carats of diamonds were de-
livered to them, which were sold for $1,900,300,
of which $873,800 were covered into the public
treasury. In the meantime the prices have been
advancing, and for the first nine monthly ship-
ments they averaged per carat as follows—$5.34,
$6.49, $6.54, $6.40, $6.79, $6.69, $6.77, $7.19 and
$8.02. At present the average production in each
month amounts to 45,000 carats.

The German South African
Size, Quality diamonds are not large, as a
and Cutting rule. Some few were found of

17%, 1034, 8 and 41/2 carats:
stones of 1 carat are not rare; but by far the
most average only one-third. Though some of
these stones—but not many—are yellow or red or
green or blue, most of them could vie with the
clearest water for transparency and color, and
possess a wonderful luster, oftentimes glistening
like dewdrops when found in the sand. Being
not so hard as the British South African dia-
monds, there is less waste in cutting, and there-
fore the German stones are very popular with
the diamond cutters. The cost of production of
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rough stones at the German African mines, too,
is very low, averaging from 50 cents to $2 per
carat, while the average in the British South Afri-
can mines ranges from $4 to $5 per carat.

As Germany is not yet able to prepare in home
establishments all the rough diamonds so sudden-
ly harvested from the colony for the market, a
large part of the South African output was
turned into the hands of a syndicate of diamond
merchants at Antwerp, which has become one of
the great centers of the European diamond in-
dustry, to be cut and polished and made ready
for the trade. It is said that this syndicate took
over 90,000 carats of such rough stones at $6642.
This large addition of raw material gave a great
impetus to the work done at the numerous dia-
mond factories in this city during the past year,
creating an increased demand for both labor and
wages. Even the less skillful workmen were re-
ported to be receiving much larger wages than
the usual average, which is $15, to $16.50 per
week.

The craft of diamond cutters
Wages of have had their vicissitudes, and
Diamond Cutters prior to 1870 wages were so

small that cutters who had
families could scarcely make both ends meet.
The amount of rough stones imported from In-
dia and Brazil, then the only sources of supply,
was so small that the men were only busy during
seven or eight months in. the year. It was not
until the discovery of the mines in South Africa
that the situation changed. In a few months'
time wages were quadrupled, and the production
went on increasing. These were the halcyon days
for the diamond cutters, many of whom earned
$240 to $300 a week. The news of big wages
spread rapidly abroad, and recruits to the dia-
mond industry at Antwerp were legion, bringing
about, naturally, a decrease in wages by the sup-
ply becoming greater than the demand. However,
the diamond cutter today receives a remuneration
which, though much reduced, is still much larger
than that earned by workmen in any other in-
dustry, and this enables him to live in compara-
tively easy circumstances.

It is practically impossible to
How Work determine the average of the
Is Divided daily or weekly wages paid the

Antwerp cutters, as they vary
according to the ability and industry of the work-
man and to many other trade conditions. How-
ever, the manufacturers give the work out to a
cutter, who assumes all responsibility, whether he
does the work himself or by and with the aid
of assistants and apprentices. On small stones
the cutter works alone, but on larger ones it is
not infrequent to see a cutter employ as many
as ten to fifteen artisans, to whom he pays fixed
wages, but whose work he superintends. When
about to polish larger stones, the cutter frequent-
ly divides the work, giving, for instance, the four
first facets from top to bottom to one man, to
another the following four facets, finally having
the gem finished by his most competent help.
Small stones are generally intrusted to cutters
who have just completed their apprenticeship,
but are not yet sufficiently skilled to handle the
larger stones. These are given only to the experi-
enced workmen who have the fullest knowledge of
their trade and enjoy the confidence of the mas-
ter cutters.

The diamond cutter therefore is a labor con-
tractor, indeed, whose profits increase or dimin-
ish according to the rapidity with which he does
his work. Eliminating the master cutters who
employ assistants, I learned that the returns to
the ordinary diamond cutter who undertakes and
completes his work himself average between $15
and $30 per week for nine hours work a day and
no work on Sundays. This indicates a very pros-
perous condition of this industry at Antwerp at
the present time.

As is well known, the traffic in
How the Trade rough stones is centered in
Is Carried On London, as nearly the entire

product of the mines of the
Cape of Good Hope is in the hands of a pow-
erful syndicate there, from whom the manufac-
turers are obliged to get their supply. Every
week the mail from the Cape brings thousands of
carats of rough diamonds, just as they come out
of the mines. These stones are sorted in Lon-
don into lots, according to their quality and size,
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and then offered for sale to merchants and manu-
facturers, who, in order to judge of the value of
the rough diamond, must possess great practical
and theoretical knowledge of the article. The
principal factors determining the value of the
diamond are its color, its purity and the regu-
larity of its form. The color is valued accord-
ing to its rarity. Purity appears to be the most
essential quality, because every flaw diminishes
the value of the stone, and furthermore, only 5
per cent. of the production of the mines are abso-
lutely pure. Regularity of form also plays an
important part in the valuation of a diamond,
because upon this depends, more or less, the
quantity of waste in cutting and the size of the
finished article. Therefore, in judging large
rough diamonds, the dealer has to proceed with
the greatest caution, for any slight flaw, which
one might think to be merely on the surface, and
consequently easy to remove, may, in the process
of cutting, penetrate the whole diamond and oc-
casion serious loss.

In buying and selling diamonds the weight of
the gems has much to do also in determining their
price, and this weight is gauged by a scale pe-
culiar to this trade only.

Mete diamonds are the small
Standard Unit mixed ones weighing less than
Needed one-fourth of a carat or 1

grain. After this weight the
dealers usually count by grains, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
up to 12 grains, after which the term carat is
used. That is to say, a carat is equal to 4 grains,
but it is not customary among merchants to
speak of carats tinder 12 grains. Thus: One-half
carat is 2 grains, 2% carats are called 10 grains,
etc. However, the unit weight used for the sale
and purchase of the diamond is the carat, which
equals about 205 5-10 milligrams, though the
weight differs in different countries. The carat
of France is the lightest, that of Leipzig a trifle
heavier, and that of Holland and Antwerp the
heaviest. This difference in the weight of the
carat has led to many difficulties, and an attempt
has been made time and again to reach a uni-
versal standard, but the conservatism of some
markets and the false pride of others have pre-
vented complete success in this direction. There
has been a strong movement to introduce the
metric carat, which would do away with all the
difficulties arising from lack of uniformity. The
metric system is already legally adopted in France
and Spain, while in Belgium and Holland strenu-
ous efforts are being made to bring about legis-
lation with this object in view. The greatest
opposition, however, is met with in England, and
as the largest market for rough diamonds is in
London there is little hope of the metric carat
becoming universal until British prejudice has
been overcome.

Not all diamonds are what
Brilliants they seem. There are two
and Roses kinds —the real diamonds,

called the "brilliants," and the
"roses," the latter of which are used to meet the
popular demand for diamonds in spite of higher
prices. In my former report on this subject I
explained that in the cutting of diamonds the
rough crystals are first examined, and as far as
possible they are chipped into shape by tiny
wedges before being actually cut and polished
on the revolving wheel. The various flakes thus
chipped off are themselves cut and polished to
the best advantage, to form "rose" diamonds,
while the bulk of the crystal is cut into the "bril-
liant." Obviously, then, roses are cheaper and
also less bright than brilliants ; but their judicious
use, either with brilliants or with colored stones,
enables manufacturers to produce articles which
readily take the public fancy, and which, by the
trade, are used to replace wholly or in part the
all-brilliant goods of the earlier times, and very
effectively, too.

With regard to the cost of the
Selling diamonds, certain parties have
Prices tried to establish prices by a

scale, sliding in proportion to
the size of the diamond. Nothing, however,
could be more arbitrary, inasmuch as the value
of diamonds, besides the ordinary fluctuations
caused by supply and demand, depends on thick-
ness, length, transparency, color, purity, polish
and country of origin.



( THE SELF-FILLING PEN)
YOU CAN BE SURE OF
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Eleven years ago the Conklin blazed
the trail for self-filling fountain pens.
It's been the leader ever since. Scores
of self-filling pens have come and gone. The
Conklin has made good. Its eleven years of con-
stant satisfaction-giving is the strongest possible
guarantee of its merit and superiority.

7

Self-
Filling

Fountain Pen
offers greater sales possibilities for you. Filled by dipping in
any inkwell and pressing Crescent-Filler—and as easily
cleaned. Aside from its self-filling, self-cleaning advantages,
the Conklin excels in writing qualities. Writes smoother,
easier, is more dependable. High grade to the minutest
detail—and absolutely simple. No dissatisfied customers.

The Conklin and our "Sales Helps" will boost your
fountain pen department. Write for catalogue and dealer's
proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG.CO" 94 Hanhaftan Bldg. Toledo, 0.. U. S. A.
DENVER SAN FRANc-r.s-co

700 E & C Bldg. 579 IllarZel .Si 51,1,1

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 60 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn & Co.

TRADE

1850

MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers a GOLD CHAINS 0r 0.very ki

SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

WRIGHT PEN 23 Washington AvenueCO.• ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.

Useful

in the

Library,

Office

or when

Traveling

Combination Pencil Holder, Cigar Cutteran Envelope Opener

Another of the large line of our original specialties that will sell
wherever shown. Increases interest in your lines and earns
a liberal profit. The practical uses of this holder are at
once apparent to everyone: Pencils may be used to the
end, magazine pages conveniently separated, letters
opened, cigars well cut, etc. There isn't a man who would
not appreciate one of these holders. Show them to your
trade and see. Made in silver, gold plate and solid gold.

Write for information

Aikin-Lambert Co., 15-19 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

*2.50
AND UP

MOORE'S
NON-LEAKABLE FOUNTAIN PEN

IT'S THE PERFECT SERVICE 1 ha I Moore's always gives that
has made enthusiastic friends for it everywhere. Ask any owner of a
Moore's what he or she thinks of it. You will find them in all pets of the
world. $2.60, $3.60 and up. Ask your dealer.

THE AMERICAN FOUTITMN PEN CO.
BOSTON. MASS.
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dJ STATIONERY
DEPARTMENT

Experiences That Have Influenced
Sales

From a collection of personal exper-

iences related by customers and published

in Geyer's Stationer we select the follow-

ing as applying as well to the jeweler-

stationer or other merchant as to the

stationer :
It was only a small order,

Courtesy Keeps but the stationer from
Customers whom I had purchased it,

noticing, I suppose, that I
already had an umbrella and another pack-
age to carry, offered to deliver it—and I
gladly allowed him to. If he had not made

the offer, I should probably have carried
the things home myself, with no further
thought of the store where they had been
bought. Instead, the remembrance of the
cordiality of the dealer stayed in my mind.
When the package was delivered, I found
enclosed a neat card, attractively printed,
on which were these words:
"The articles in this package are pre-

sented for your approval, just as they were
before you purchased them. If, for any
reason, they prove unsatisfactory, we shall

be glad to replace them promptly and with-

out question." That is all there was. Sim-

ple things, both, but I have been trading
at the store ever since.—E. C.

What Lost

a Customer

I stopped at a small sta-
tionery store some weeks
ago—one not in my own
neighborhood, and with

which, therefore, I was totally unfamiliar.

I wanted to buy two or three picture post-
cards. The card rack was near the front

of the store, and I stopped there to exam-
ine some of the cards. The clerk, a man,
was standing in the rear of the store, talk-
ing very animatedly to a young lady. He

glanced up at me as I came in—rather de-
precatingly. I thought—but he went right

on talking, not minding my interruption

at all. I picked out the cards I wanted,
and then stood for at least 'five minutes,
waiting for him to finish his conversation.
Finally, I walked back to where he was,
stood beside him for a moment, and then
he reluctantly paused long enough to take
my money and make the sale, immediately
taking up the thread of his conversation
again. Well, you say, it was only a few
cents for two post-cards. True enough,
but if there had been another stationery
store near by I should have tried that in
preference next time.—A. B. A.

Some time ago I made a

Clerk That purchase in a stationery
store where I had never
been before. The clerk

was courteous—I got exactly what I want-
ed promptly, and left. About a week later
I yisited the same store again to buy
something. The same clerk saw me at
once, and, as I reached the counter. said:

Keeps Trade

"Weren't you in the store last week ?" I

thought a moment and said, "Yes, I think

it was last week?" "You bought a box of

envelopes and some typewriter paper,

didn't you ?" I remembered then that that

was just what I had bought. "Well," he

said, "didn't you forget a package when

you left?" Again I thought, and had no
recorection of having left anything be-

hind. He said : "There was a gentleman

here on Tuesday of last week, the day you
were here, and when he went out he left

a package of considerable value on the

counter. When I saw you come in I hoped
that I had found the owner."
Now, you may possibly think that this

story isn't worth telling, because it misses

Largest Electric Sign in the World

its point—the package not being my prop-
erty. But you are wrong, because the thing
which pleased me and which I haven't
forgotten, was the fact that the clerk
remembered me—that he remembered ex-

actly what I had purchased, and on what
day—and that he seemed elated in the
hope that I was the owner of a valuable

package which had been carelessly left be-

hind, and which would probably have be-

come his property if its owner were not
found. If a stationer should ever ask me

where he could locate a good clerk I might

tell him about this one, and then I think

that I would tell his employer not to let
him go, for if he did, I should probably

transfer my trade to the man who hired

him. Clerks of this kind are assets which
dealers can ill afford to lose.—H. D. C.

Bad Policy
Illustrated

There is a book store of
wide reputation in the city
where I live. I am very
fond of books. I visited the

store one day not long ago and asked for a
particular book which they did not have—
first bad impression, though very slight.
They suggested another book which might
serve as a substitute. I bought it, the
price being $4.00. I took it home, glanced
carefully through it, and found that it was
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not what I wanted at all, being totally dis-

similar to the book for which I had orig-
inally asked—second bad impression, not

quite so slight. The next morning I took

it back—in the same wrapper in which I
had purchased it originally—and told the
clerk that it was not what I wanted, and
asked him either to take the book back, or
to suggest something more nearly like the
one which I first wanted. We finally de-
cided upon a book which cost $1.50. I nat-
urally expected to receive $2.50 in cash,
the difference between the prices of the

books, and the new book, in return for the
unsatisfactory one, and I finally did, but
only after a very unsatisfactory and
more or less humiliating talk with a rather
flippant clerk, who said, among other
things : "It is the policy of this house never
to give back money on returned books;
the most we ever do is to give a credit
slip." Finally, an appeal to the manager
brought the money and the book—third
bad impression, not slight at all. I haven't
bought any books anywhere since. Ques-
tion : Will I go to that particular place
next time? I was confirmed in my judg-
ment some days after this thing occurred,
when I heard a friend say : "I dislike the
Whole policy of the house"—mentioning
the store where I had made the purchase.
—M. W. P.

Chariots of Fire Will Race in the Air

The accompanying illustration shows
the location and advertising display for -
Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens, among
other standard manufactures, on the most
unique and largest electric sign that has
ever been constructed.

In order to give the reader an idea
of comparison, there are nearly 20,000
bulbs used in this sign, while the largest
sign now on Broadway it is understood has
not more than 2000 bulbs.

The sign is built on top of the Hotel
Normandie, at Thirty-ninth Street and
Broadway, in a position where it can be
seen for many blocks. The structure is 6o
feet high and 90 feet long. The idea of the
sign is to reproduce a Roman chariot race,
with reviewing stands on which there are
large crowds cheering the first charioteer
to victory. Ahead of the first chariot will

be five Roman cavalrymen. The wonderful
electrical device in this sign will, at night,
represent the horses galloping madly, with

manes and tails blowing in the wind. The
wheels will rapidly revolve with the full ef-

fect of the chariot race passing at great
speed.

The general effect is that of a stage
setting with the drop curtain lowered one-

third, and on this curtain will appear the ad-

vertising of some of the largest manufac-

turers in the country, under a standing head-

ing of "Leaders of the World." There will

be three lines of letters in the advertising,

and each line will be four feet high.
It requires 600 horsepower to generate

the electricity for this sign and more than

500,000 feet of wire will be required to

complete it. The cost of .the complete sign

is about $400,000.
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Lockets! Lockets! Lockets!
A peep at our line will develop a look, a
look will develop a longing, and a longing
will develop a purchase—the purchase will
be a step taken in the right direction.
We have one of the most proficient
designers in the jewelry business to-day,
and we do not hesitate to say that if you
add to your line a few of the Lockets that
we now have on the road, they will prove
to be a big incentive to your customers.

It is our customers that we wish to please
and by so doing gratify ourselves.

Take a peep and derive a benefit.

FONTNEAU COOK CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK
15 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO
1203 Heyworth Building

987 2716
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by ELTON J. BUCKLEY ]

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
well-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—En.]

V—The Law as to Buying Fixtures on Installments

It is probable that for every large store
fixture, such as cash registers, computing
scales, coffee mills, and so on, that is sold
for cash, twenty are sold on some install-
ment proposition. In the great majority
of cases the buyer, or the lessee, of these
fixtures has little or no knowledge of his
legal status under the often complicated
contracts which he is compelled to sign.
He places his signature on the paper which
is presented to him, receives his fixture,
and everything goes smoothly as long as
he continues to pay the installments. But
if anything should happen to prevent him
from paying an installment, or if he should
get into any business difficulties, at once
Ile is in great confusion as to whether the
fixture is really his, or just what his posi-
tion concerning it is.

The following is a typical
installment contract for
the purchase of a fixture.
It is in use by one of the

largest houses of its kind in the United
States and has been repeatedly tested and
construed in the courts. It is a fair type
of the contract used by fixture houses all
over the country:

Installment
Contract

To the  

Please
0. B.  
dress •  

  to me (or us) F.
at the following ad-
as soon as possible,

one   as described
herewith, which I hereby agree to lease
from you for the term of  months,
and promise to pay therefor, as rent, the
sum of   Dollars, in monthly in-
stalments of   Dollars, the first
instalment of rent to be paid upon the exe-
cution of this agreement, and the balance to
be paid as evidenced by note hereunto at-
tached.

I also agree that upon the expiration of
said term I will surrender to you said
  in good condition, ordinary wear
and tear excepted.

It is the express condition of the above
offer that I am to have the privilege, after
the expiration of said term and the surren-
der of said  to you, of purchasing
same upon the payment to you of One
Dollar.

And it is further agreed, that in case the
lessee shall fail to pay any instalment of
hire when due, or shall fail to perform any
of the lessee's covenants herein contained,
and the lessors shall not avail themselves
of the right to retake possession of the
said property before the expiration of the
term aforesaid herein given him (the les-
see), then and in such case the whole hire
for the whole of said term shall become
due and payable, and the lessee hereby au-
thorizes and empowers any attorney of any
Court of Record of Pennsylvania or else-
where to appear for and enter judgment
against him (the lessee) for the whole
amount of the hire unpaid, with costs of
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suit, release of errors, without stay of
execution, and with 10 per cent. added for
collecting fees; and the lessee hereby waives
and releases all relief from any and all
appraisement, stay or exemption laws of
any State now in force, or hereafter
to be passed.

Jr IS EXPRESSLY AGREED THAT THIS SHALL
NOT BE COUNTERMANDED.

THIS LEASE COVERS ALL AGREEMENTS BE-
TWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO.

(OT we) HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND
THE ABOVE LEASE AND HEREBY ACKNOWL-
EDGE RECEIPT OF DUPLICATE.

Accepted :   Co.

By  
Agent.

Signed  

The object of this article is to inform re-
tail merchants who buy fixtures on con-
tracts of this sort as to just where they
stand under it.

Conditional
Sale

When manufacturers of
fixtures started to sell
them on installments their
first plan was what was

frankly known as a conditional sale. They
supplied the fixture not on anything that
purported to be a lease, but upon a con-
tract which provided that the sums paid
should be installments upon the purchase
price, and not rent. The most important
provision was that while the buyer should
have possession and use of the fixture, the
title—that is, the legal ownership—should
not pass until the purchase price had been
fully paid.
These contracts were held valid by

courts everywhere, though they were not
especially favored. The trouble with them,
however, from a manufacturer's stand-
point. was that in many States it was held
that the buyer who had paid a part of the
installments obtained an interest in the
fixture of which the manufacturer could
not deprive him. It was also held in many
places that the buyer's creditors could at-
tach a fixture on which some of the install-
ments had been paid, thus depriving the
manufacturer of the power to take it back.
In some places the buyer could even sell
the fixture and pass good title before the
installments were fully paid.
Then the manufacturers decided not to

sell the fixture at all, but only to lease it.
This, they thought, would place them in
the same commanding position that the
owner of any rented property is in. In
other words, the tenant has no legal inter-
est in it, except his lease, and cannot sell
or dispose of it, or claim it as his own no
matter how much money he has paid on
account. Furthermore, if all the install-
ments except the last were paid, the manu-
facturers argued that if that went unpaid,
they could seize the fixture again and the
buyer would have no redress and could
not even recover the money he had paid.
So that practically all the manufacturers

who sell fixtures on installments now use
the lease plan, of which the above is typi-
cal. Unfortunately, however, the law does
not everywhere support them in their plan.
Except in two States. Pennsylvania and
Alabama, the courts all hold that in spite
of the use of the lease form, the transac
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tion is really a conditional sale and cannot
be changed into anything else by simply
calling it a lease.

It will be noted from the
Form

of 
above form that the com-

Lse plete form of lease is used,
even the provision calling

for the return of the fixture at the end of
the term. This, of course, is a merest
form, adopted simply to preserve the fic-
tion of a lease, since it is perfectly under-
stood between the parties that if all the
installments are paid the fixture will never
be taken back. In Pennsylvania and Ala-
bama the courts will uphold a transaction
of this sort as a lease if the exact form
of lease is used, but everywhere else they
do not. They call it a conditional sale, and
provide that under these contracts the buyer
is not merely a renter, liable to lose all he
has invested if he fails to pay one install-
ment, but a buyer who secures a conditional
title ; that is, a good title, if he satisfies the
condition and pays all the installments.

In jurisdictions where these transactions
are upheld as leases, the buyer, or lessee
as he is called, acquires no title whatever,
hut is in the exact position of any other
tenant. Let him fail to pay one install-
ment and the fixture can be taken back.
Usually, as in the above form, the manu-
facturer gives himself two options: (I) he
can either take the fixture back and retain
the money paid, or (2) he can waive his
right to do that and let the thing go along
until all the installments are due, when
he can get judgment for the whole. In
other words, he can treat it as a lease or a
sale.

No Title
to Fixture

In jurisdictions where the
contract is held to be a
conditional sale, the buy-
er's status is very clearly

defined. He gets no title whatever until
the installments are paid. He cannot sell
the fixture, nor pledge it in any way, and
his creditors cannot attach it. A few States
hold otherwise, notably Kentucky, Illinois,
Maryland and Pennsylvania.
Where the transaction is held to be a

conditional sale, the courts are not agreed
as to the right of the buyer to recover the
back installments if Ile defaults and the
seller takes the fixture back. Most juris-
dictions hold that he cannot get his money
back, though some permit him to recover
it, less a reasonable compensation for wear
and tear while he had the fixture in use.
Some manufacturers have over-reached

themselves in these installment transac-
tions. Not long ago one large concern
which had sold a fixture to a Philadelphia
retailer who defaulted on one installment
attempted to take it back on the ground
that it had only been leased, and at the
same time entered judgment for the pur-
chase price, on the ground that the retailer
had bought it. This inconsistent position
was at once punctured by the court, who
ruled that the manufacturer must stand in
one place or another; that if the fixture
had been sold it could not be taken back,
and if it had been leased no action for the
purchase price could be brought.
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THIS GUARANTEE GOES WITH THE SALE OF EVERY ONE OF OUR RINGS
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This guarantee has been in force for over ten years, and "We have made good" every time. If you want to increase your ring sales, handle the

GUARANTEED 
QUEEN CITY RING

10 K. RING 
MFG. CO., Buffalo, N.Y.

N D 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for thz consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

WHOLESALE ANI)
MANUFACTURING JEWELE z

Platinum LaVallieres
for diamonds and other precious
stones. Highest workmanship, strik-
ing designs along original lines. Also
a full line solid gold rings, pins, etc.,
at very lowest prices consistent with
quality. Repair work done by the
most expert and skilled labor that
money can get. Try us on this
branch of our work.

Send for our descriptive price-list

W M. J. ORKIN
373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

'We've ciot it : : : : : Poti neeb it
A Complete illustrated Daialogue arid Drive

-OVER 800 DESIGNS—
OF PRE1ENTATION JEWELS, BADGES AND EMBLEMS

FOR ALL SECRET SOCIETIES

SEND FOR IT AT ONCE. : : CHARGE. tiii.ERA it/SC(11,NT

IT Will Help YOU Get Ilti‘sirtess

THE C. G. BRMi:MAR CO., Manufacturing Jewelers
to and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK, N. Y.

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 

SILVER POLISH in CREAM

Highest Quality and Efficiency

Containa No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-
liant Lustre—l.ssting Finish.

Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquile of your ,lott!ter or write us direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything in the
Silver and Metal

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Lew
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Simplicity in Window Decora-
tion

Changes in the methods of dressing
show windows are constantly taking place,
but most of these changes come about so
gradually that we sometimes fail to see
where we are being led, writes A. A.
Koester, the well-known expert, in the
Merchants' Record and Show Window. It
is the very slowness with which the methods
change that sometimes deceives us and leads
us astray. We accept fashions that have
come to us through gradual evolution be-
cause each succeeding change is but a
variaton of something to which we have
already become accustomed, whereas, if all
the intermediate steps were eliminated, and
the style were presented as something en-
tirely new, we would see it in an entirely
different light.

Changing Ideas
Some ten or twelve years
ago window dressing was
something very different

from what it is to-day. At that time there
were comparatively few high-class floral
decoratives to be had and the window
dresser had to rely largely upon his own
ingenuity and cleverness to design and make
everything that he used in his windows.
Someone found that cheesecloth could be
puffed easily and with good effect and
everybody hailed the discovery with joy
and proceeded to fill his windows with
cotton cheesecloth in all the variegated
colors of a June flower garden. The use
of cheesecloth grew gradually until it was
used almost universally. It was the main
feature of all sorts of displays in big and
little stores. After having been worked to
death cheesecloth was discarded.

The elaborate and heavy
scrolls and fancy frame
work of a few years ago
have also passed away, as

have the complicated mechanical butterflies,
stars and other old style motion windows.
Yet each one of these was considered good
in its day and the men who devised them
were clever trimmers. There can be no
doubt that some of the old-fashioned
windows attracted great crowds, but the
merchant of to-day appraises the value of
a crowd in front of his windows in pro-
portion to the sales that are made.

In the opinion of the writer there is
a gradually growing tendency toward the
overelaboration of window displays. The
decorative features are too involved and
too ornate to best serve the purpose for
which they are intended. Backgrounds
are made with such elaborate details that
whatever merchandise may be shown is
completely overshadowed. The interest of
the beholder is centered upon the window
dresser's work rather than upon the goods
that are to be sold. There is another criti-
cism that may be made against the over-
elaborate background in a good many cases,
and that is, the subjects chosen for repro-
duction are not suitable for the compara-
tively limited confines of the show window.

Out-of-Date
Trims
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This applies particularly to some of the
architectural schemes of decoration that are
now so popular. Columns and figures that
might serve admirably as embellishments
for the front of some magnificent building,
do not always lend themselves to the adorn-
ment of a show window with equal attrac-
tiveness. There needs always be a sympathy
between the background and the merchan-
dise that is to be shown in front of it.

Another objection to the
heavy background is that
it usually takes up more
room than it should. It also

costs more than is necessary and requires
too much time and labor in the preparation.
It is not the intention of the writer to con-
demn all elaborate window settings. There
are some occasions when it is desirable to
use the windows as general advertisements
of the store rather than to sell goods. At
such times, the merchandise is but a detail
of the general scheme of decoration. These
occasions, however, are rare. And another
thing that the trimmer in the average store
should consider is that settings which might
appear appropriate for some of the im-
mense city department stores would appear
ridiculous when attempted with cheap
materials in a smaller window. Much de-
pends upon the store.

The writer's opinion of an ideal
window for. all everyday occasions, is one
that has a neat background, neutral in de-
sign and color, with some slight decorative
effect to take away its bareness and give it
a little color and life. To this add some
dainty and graceful feature in the form of
a small stand or table of unusual design
decorated with flowers, plants and ribbons
gracefully arranged. Take this sort of a
simple setting and add to it ready to wear
merchandise handled with a careful regard
for color and arrangement and the window
will sell far more goods than one with a
much more elaborate arrangement.

At this season the jewelers must not
lose sight of the decorative value of fresh
flowers, which frequently can be had at
little or no expense. A few vases of freshly
cut flowers in store or window are very
pleasing to the eye and appeal favorably to
all who pass or enter the establishment.

As to
Backgrounds

Double-Deck Jewelry Display

A new method of displaying jewelry
and small wares is described in the Dry
Goods Economist. The principal feature is
a double-deck arrangement, which not only
gives the merchant nearly twice the display
surface, but enables him to reach every
article shown.

The fixture is composed of thirteen
mahogany uprights, which can be raised or
lowered nine inches. Upon these uprights
is built, in six detachable sections, a base,
to which a card rack is attached upon the
front edge, allowing a display of two rows
of carded jewelry. On top of this base
is a velvet-covered display platform made
in three sections, each step removable, to
facilitate the removal of the entire platform
from the window, but so constructed that
each step interlocks, presenting a solid front.
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The platform is constructed in the
shape of three curves, the center, five steps,
the two ends, four steps. The display sur-
face of each step is three inches on the
flat, the face of each step is made slanting
to allow a display stand to lean up against
it without toppling over.

Another new feature in jewelry win-
dow trimmings are the chain, fob and hat-
pin racks displayed on the two front cor-
ners and the left-hand side. These are
constructed of genuine mahogany, made so
that they can show the goods to the public
at any angle desired.

This platform can be made to fit any
shape of window. The construction of the
platform and the base is skeleton, being
covered with velvet only up to where it
shows and is made throughout of basswood
and whitewood, insuring strength and
lightness.

Clippings on Trade Subjects

In a recent issue we suggested the de-
sirability of keeping a scrapbook of clip-
pings or an index of pointers culled from
daily newspapers, trade journals, etc., and
which gave any promise of future use, says
Farm Machinery.

In every issue there is apt to be one or
more articles in which you are particularly
interested—in fact, trade papers are a mine
of information, but in reading them it is
impossible for one to remember every good
thing unless he has some method of refer-
ence.

Papers are filed or laid away and when
the time comes to use the particular infor-
mation the paper has either been mislaid or
the reader has forgotten in which paper
or issue the article appeared.

This means a loss of time going
through a pile of papers and you may not
find it at all, losing a valuable idea or an
imperfect carrying out of a plan from mem-
ory.

Trade papers, as a general rule, are
read hurriedly by busy men until some-
thing strikes them which they would like to
dwell on a little later.

Wouldn't it be a hundred times better
if each particular article were indexed so
that you could lay your hands on it at any
future time at a minute's notice?

The idea of which you retain but a
faint recollection is brought before you in
a clear manner once more. One index will
serve to cover all papers, so that it will not
be necessary to have more than one index
for reference to everything he has been
interested in in a trade paper.

Identification marks should appear op-
posite each item, showing in which paper
it appeared.

If you don't care to go to the expense
of a card index, a scrap book will answer
the purpose just as well, although a card
index is very easily made, as you can buy
index card systems for about $2.50, or you
can make them yourself, cutting them from
heavy cardboard about five inches wide and
inserted in an ordinary candy box of suit-
able size. The division letters should be drawn
on large enough so that they can be readily
seen.
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Jewelers vs. Jewelry Thieves

Ingenious Devices and Methods Used by the
Jewelry Trade to Guard Against Theft.

Mysterious thefts of a diamond necklace and
a valuable diamond ring from the workshop of
a Fifth avenue jewelry concern a few weeks
ago, says a writer in the Chicago Inter-Ocean,
called attention to a fact which is not generally
known. There is no business so hazardous as
the jewelry business. Money can be protect-
ed, physically and otherwise, but it is almost
impossible to safeguard gems and gold in a
factory or a store. It would seem that the cash
thief had an advantage. Actually the odds are
in favor of the inside or outside purloiner of
jewelry.

A banker does not exhibit samples of money
to customers, nor does he have show windows
filled with bundles of currency. The bank em-
ployee is checked by bookkeeping, is bonded to
perform his duties faithfully and is shadowed
by detectives at more or less regular intervals,
so that his life is under pretty complete in-
spection. On the other hand, a large jewelry
establishment has the wealth of Ormus scat-
tered-around miscellaneously, value more con-
centrated than the eagles of the bankers, han-
dled daily by hundreds of employees and cus-
tomers.

No ordinary bonding company, it is said,
will insure the honesty of a jewelry worker,
clerk or salesman. The risk is apparently too
great for any insurers except Lloyds. Nor
will the companies guarantee against loss by
sneak thieves, window-smashers or "penny-
weighters."

The Jewelers' Security Alliance, which is
the leading trade organization and employs
the Pinkertons by the year, only professes to
look after safe burglaries committed against
its members outside of business hours.

The ordinary customer of a
Customary great jewelry house is not
Precautions aware of the multifarious pre-

cautions which are taken—
though often in vain—to guard against his
and other persons' possible lapse from honesty.
Every step he takes and every movement that
he makes is watched. In a small place there
are mirrors so arranged that the proprietor
can keep his customers constantly in view,
while in the large establishments the army
of salesmen, floorwalkers and private detec-
tives observes the actions of visitors. The
man who is directly showing goods to a cus-
tomer does not indeed watch the customer,
but the latter need not flatter himself, since
the eye of the salesman is ever glued on the
objects he is displaying.

It is said that a proprietor once tested a
new clerk, who was showing goods to a cus-
tomer, by firing a toy pistol behind his back.
The clerk turned around and was dismissed
from his job. A good salesman would not turn
around for an earthquake; he would first of
all seize the valuables and put them in a safe
place. Of course, gem thieves are not credited
with the ability to cause seismic disturbances,
but they have been known to start riots. and
alarms of fire in order to distract the attention
of their victims.

Access to the show cases of
Large the large establishments is
Establishments barred by neat but securely

locked grilles of bronze. If
you ask to have stickpins or brooches shown
you the salesman will show you a few, and
only a few, at a time. If you wish to inspect
loose stones, whether diamonds, rubies or
pearls, you cannot examine them in the main
parts of the establishment. You are escorted
to a little cabinet in the rear, about three
times the size of a telephone booth. Here are
two chairs and a little stand. The door of
the passageway to the cabinet is locked behind
you and the cabinet door is shut. Then the
salesman opens the packet of loose stones be-
fore you. The top of the cabinet is open and
there is a gallery overlooking it. Perhaps
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there is no one armed with an opera glass,
watching you from that gallery, but then, again,
there might be some one.

You ask to see another paper or tray of
stones. The salesman retires with the first
paper, and just to make sure that you have
not abstracted or substituted a gem, despite
his vigilance, weighs the lot and finds whether
it tallies to a hair with its previous weight.
You may dress like a millionaire and look like
a bishop, but it is the duty of the salesman to
assume that you are a crook. In fact, there
is extra suspicion against the opulent or epis-
copal types, for in such a guise jewel thieves
often masquerade.

At the employees' entrance on the side
street you may see heavy metal doors like
those of a bank, only larger, to permit the
passage of the firm's delivery motor cars.
These delivery cars, in which valuables are con-
veyed, are entirely inclosed and well locked
in the rear. They are loaded and unloaded in
the basement of the building, being carried
down or tip on an interior elevator.

If you could pass two or three
watchmen and timekeepers
who eye you through peep-
holes in locked doors, and

ascend to the jewelry shops of a certain large
concern at the top of the building, you would
see some interesting precautions. There is
a cage of steel bars in which girls are sorting
and stringing pearls. Other smaller cages con-
tain individual workmen or small groups of
workmen engaged in mounting gems, hammer-
ing and engraving ornaments of gold and the
more precious metal, platinum. The method
of caging workmen is said to be new and not
practiced outside of this particular establish-
ment.

Here there are not only cages, but all per-
sons on the floor not confined in them are
warned to keep away from them. Employees
from other departments may not enter the
floor without having special business. The
weight of the gems and gold received by each
workman is credited to him, and the valuable
material is locked up at night in a safe equipped
with a burglar alarm device. In the case
of a $5000 necklace the weight of material may
be checked up daily, with a calculated allow-
ance for waste. In any event there is a check-
ing up when the job is finished.
The water in which jewelry workers wash

their hands and faces is too valuable to be
allowed to run directly into the sewer. It is
carried off into sluices, like those used in placer
mining. and the riffles catch not a little gold
dust, diamond chips and diamond dust. Even
the aprons of the workers hold enough gold
dust to make it worth while to burn them peri-
odically and extract the precious metal.

A few years ago a building in Newark, N. J.,
which is a jewelry manufacturing centre, was
to be replaced with a new structure. It had
long housed jewelry concerns and its wood
work was believed to be impregnated with
gold dust. All the floors, beams and window
frames were carefully burned in a special furn-
ace and the ashes yielded about $10,000 worth
of gold.

The estimate of the average waste on a job
only prevents large thefts on the part of a
dishonest workman. While placing a stone
in its setting the man may gouge out several
dollars' worth of gold or platinum from the
interior of the setting and keep that much ma-
terial for himself.

The greatest opportunity for
Temptations to dishonesty, however, is in
Substitute the substitution of inferior or

lower weight gems. In order
to guard against substitution some apprehen-
sive customers who have stones to be mounted
or reset patronize small shops, where they can
watch the workmen handle their gems, or at
least where they can wait for the job to be
done in a few hours' time.

The employer himself is often baffled by
mysterious losses due to substitution. There

iwas a case of a necklace broken up n order
to use the stone separately. On reweighing
stones and setting there was found to be a

Caging the
Workman
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considerable shortage. The same thing hap-
pened again with another necklace. Yet the
stones seemed to be all there, and there was
no evidence on which to proceed against the
workman involved.

Substitution which is absolutely undetect-
ible is possible in the first stage of manu-
facturing rough diamonds, which is cleaving or
splitting them, after which they are cut and
polished. Most of the $15,000,000 to $20,000,-
000 of rough diamonds imported yearly in this
country are handled in seven factories in New
York and Brooklyn. When a cleaver receives
a large stone to split, it is possible for him to
substitute for a piece thereof a stone of his
own and thereby gain one-quarter to one-half
of a carat, valued at between $25 and $100. The
most expert can rarely tell whether a split
stone is the product of one particular rough
diamond, and it is quite impossible to identify
a cut and polished gem with its rough original.

About 35 per cent. of the
Waste In weight of the stones is al-
Manufacture lowed for waste in man-

ufacture, and the pilferings
of one or two workmen might go on indefinitely
without raising the general average of waste
and thereby exciting suspicion. Individual
checking would in the long run discover a per-
sistent thief of weight, but it would not prevent
a cunning substitutor from replacing flawless
stoles of fine color with inferior gems.

Practically, there must be complete reliance
Oil the honesty of the diamond workers and.
they are known to be as generally honest as
they are skilled and intelligent. There are 400
diamond cutters in the New York district and
their wages are from $30 to $65 a week. These
are not the kind of men who would submit to
being caged in factories or to being searched
at intervals or being put under espionage, if
they were aware of the latter fact. Many of
them work at home.

In one of the Newark jewelry factories,
where 1200 men and girls are at present em-
ployed, some office boys were found a few years
ago to be gathering up small bits of gold, sell-
ing them collectively and enjoying the proceeds
in a club which they established. In one fac-
tory the gold given out to the girls, is checked
by an equal weight of small lead shot in a bot-
tle, the finished work and waste gold being af-
terward compared with the bottle of shot.
The worker does not know the precise
weight of her raw material, and has less
chance of abstracting some of the gold with
safety from detection. There is sometimes a
chance for dishonesty on the part of the man
who makes the alloys of precious metals. He
may put a little less gold and a little more sil-
ver or copper into the furnace.

A special bulletin to jewelers of advice how
to avoid sneak thief losses was recently issued
by the Jewelers' Security Alliance. An abstract
of this advice follows:

The holiday season is the
The Holiday harvest time for crooks. Al-
Season ways have at least a boy with

you in the store all the time.
Keep show cases locked. Don't lose sight of
valuable goods for a single instant. Don't show
valuable goods in trays. Don't turn your back
on a customer without first removing the
goods. Observe strangers carefully for pe-
culiarities so that you can identify them after-
wards. Keep a light burning in the store all
night. Have an electric bolt on the door to
shut a thief in the store by pressing a button
and a connection to ring an alarm bell outside.

To guard against window smashers, hang
by wires an extra sheet of heavy plate glass
a short distance behind the window pane. This
does not prevent a view of the goods from the
outside, but it foils the smasher when he
reaches for the jewelry through the broken
pane. Protect the side panes also, for crooks
use hooks to get valuables. A lining of sheet
iron should be placed in the bottom of show
windows to prevent burglars from boring up
from the cellar.

Evidently the jeweler is exposed to plenty
of hazards, and it would not be strange if
he were found to be more nervous and earlier
gray haired than other men.
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KARNAK BRASS
A Modern Application of Ancient Egyptian Art

Without question the most extensive and popular
selling line of Art Brass on the market to-day.
Upon request we will send our photographic
catalogue by express prepaid.

FREE FREE

CUTS AND COPY FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

( BOOKLETS FOR DISTRIBU-
TION TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

A full line of KARNAK BRASS on display at our
New York Office, 409 Broadway, also Hand-Hammered
Copper and Brass Goods, Silver Plated, Hollow and
Flat Ware, Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, etc.

-:--
ORIGINATED BY
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3 LEADERS 
THAT PAY

BOTH YOU AND US

"ALDEN"
16 Size Series B. B.

20-year Gold Filled—Jointed Back—Open-Face and Hunting

Double Roller Lever Escapement —7 Jewels—Breguet Hairspring—Cut 
Expansion Balance—

Tempered Steel Safety Barrel—Exposed, Bridged Pallet
Full and Semi-Bascine Cases

"ALDEN "—B. B.
Plain and Engraved Gases

Consumer's Prices
$9.00 to $11.25

OUR

LEVER

LINE

$11.50 to $15.50
Subject to Keystone Key aqd

"ALDEN"
16 Size Series Y

Nickel--Screw Back and Bezel—Open-Face

Double Roller Lever Escapement-7 Jewels—Breguet 
Hairspring -

Tempered Steel Safety Barrel—Nickel Alloy Balance,

not affected by heat or cold—Exposed Pallet
Full and Semi-Bascine Cases

$5.50 to $9.00
Subject to Keystone Key and 6

"ALDEN "—Y
Plain and E. T. Cases

Consumer's Prices
$4.00 to $7.00

FULLY GUARANTEED

BELT AND CHATELAINE

LADIES' WATCHES

"Elf"—"Cavourff

10 Ligne 15 Ligne

DAINTIEST LITTLE MODELS
ON THE MARKET

All Standard Case Metals
Designs to suit all tastes

$6.40 to $32.00
Subject to Keystone Key and 6

" HALE"
The Outing Watch

Plain and E. T. Cases

Consumer's Prices
$2.00 to $5.00

"HALE,"
12 Size

Nickel—Semi-Bascine—Snap Cases

Lever Movement—Jeweled—Pinions hardened

and given an unusually high polish so as

to reduce friction to a minimum

All wheels machined to absolute accuracy

A GENUINE WATCH
In Dozen Lots (Per doz.), $32.40
Less than dozen lots (Each) $2  80

Subject to Keystone Key and 2

SECURED FROM

The New England Watch Co.
WATERBURY, CONN.
AND THE LEADING JOBBERS

Pacific Coast Agents—B. W. FREER CO., San Francisco

Our Material Cabinet
contains an assortment of
parts most frequently needed
—put up in air -tight glass
bottles, ready for use.
Assortment arranged to suit

Special Requirements.

WONDERFULLY HANDY FOR
THE WORK BENCH

$10.00
Subject to Keystone Key and 6 4
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases
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AVONDALE
12V2 inches high to inches wide

List, $5.30

8-day, Striking the Hour told

BELFAST
1 2 I/4 inches high to inches wide

List, $5.20

Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iyeroid Dial.

DALTON
I2V2 inches high to inches wide

List, $5.00

Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high WA inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00

CONCORD
133/4 inches high WI inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $15.00
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BRADFORD
I41/2 inches high g,/, inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO Main Office
• and Factories, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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THE NEW HOWARD
RAILROAD MODEL

Twenty-one Jewels

THE immediate recognition accorded
  to the new 21-Jewel HOWARD Lever-

setting Watch shows that the prominent
railroad men who urged the importance
of this model spoke well within the facts.

Railroad service is known as being the most exact-
ing duty demanded of a watch.

And not only among the railroad men themselves.

America is proud of the rigid requirements that make

her railroads the fastest and safest in the world.

The Time Inspectors of 18o of the leading railroads
of America have officially certified and adopted the
H °WARD Watch.

Be sure to show this new model in your HOWARD

stock. Twenty-one jewels. Five position adjustment.

HOWARD special hard-tempered Balance. Balance pivot and
Train pivots designed and tempered to withstand jar and
vibration —finished to admit of the closest position

adjustment. Plates and Bridges in the new white finish.
Your HOWARD jobber can supply you.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

THE HOWARD WATCH

When you hear someone criticise
the railroads, just remind him

that our American roads are the best
and safest in the world. They employ
the most intelligent men and have them
use the finest watch—the HOWARD.

What do you think, for instance, of a road
that, over a period of ten years, carried nearly
two hundred million passengers without a
single one killed as the result of a train acci-
dent; and that during the three worst months

of last winter, had a punctuality record of
94f% for its inbound train service ?

That road—the Lackawanna—is one of
the 180 railroads that officially adopted the
HOWARD Watch for their time-inspection
service.

Lives depend on the accuracy of train-
men's watches, and the best is not too good
for the American railroad man.

A HOWARD is always worth what you pay for it.
The price of each HOWARD is fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached—from the 17-jewel (double-roller escape-

ment) in a “Jas. Boss " or “Crescent" gold-filled case at $40

to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at SI 50.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your town

and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send

you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for July. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will 
be interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer 1' Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store?

r33



RE is an all-the-year-round profitH ERE for the store
The Excelsior Watch a timepiece
that you can recommend with a free
mind and sell at a price that the average man or boy
can afford.

Jewelers who are featuring the Excelsior will tell
you that the trade is constant. And that the present
sure profit on the Excelsior is not the only gain.

Every Excelsior sold makes other sales not for
the watch alone, but all through the jeweler's stock.

Stock a representative line of Excelsiors. Display
them. Tell your townsmen about their accuracy

The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels, quick train and
cut expansion balance with Breguet hairspring.
Stem-wind and pendant-set (except IS-size hunt-
ing, lever-set).
Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes—open face and
hunting. Plain polished, engine-turned and
fancy engraved cases of three grades—Gold
filled, zo year ; Gold filled, io year ; and

. Silverode. Retail prices, $4.50 to $1 Loo.
Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the factory,
adjusted in its own case and sold complete—
with a printed price ticket attached that makes
the price uniform everywhere and insures your
rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory
for literature.
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"It Rings to Beat the Band."

TT'S a snap to sell an IRONCLAD. It has so many selling points

—tangible visible selling points you jewelers can point out—striking

convincing, talking points you jewelers can talk about.

If it sells not at sight, it'll sell on hearing. Bring one on the counter—point

out how sturdily it stands, how mightily it's shielded, how huskily it's built.

Make them weigh it, make them set the alarm off, make them stop

it—make them wind the alarm tight and see how long it rings, how true

it rings, how loud it rings, then say "One Fifty, please" and bring down another.

"Tell them to bring it back next year for oiling."

Packed 12 in a box with advertising matter. Dealers' names printed free on dials in lots of 24.

Height 5 inches. Dial 21 inches. Weight 2# lbs. Rings 35 seconds; can be shut off at will.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

Lessons in Horology
By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-
Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Continued front the June Keystone]

438. The number of teeth embraced by the anchor, that is

to say, the number of teeth occupying the angle comprised be-

tween the two radii of the wheel, extending to the points of rest

on the circumference described through the points of the teeth,

is generally 272 for a wheel of 15 teeth. The angular interval

which separates two consecutive teeth is in this case

360° --- 24° ;15
consequently

2.5 X 24° = 600.

If the wheel has a different number of teeth, 18 for example,

one will have
360°
18 

200;

on admitting 3Y1 teeth unbraced by the anchor, the angular space

comprised between the straight lines connecting the points of

rest on the circumference with the center of the wheel will be

3.5 X 200 = 700.

It is not desirable, in the escapements or pocket watches, to

increase this angle beyond that limit, because the length of the

lever arms increases as well as that of the inclined planes, and the

moment of inertia of the piece becomes too great. It would be

proper in these cases to diminish the angles of lift and rest, of the

anchor.
439. The natural position of the center of the anchor is on

a straight line tangent to the wheel at the point of rest. This

center should therefore be found at the point of intersection of

the two lines A 0' and B 0' perpendicular to the radii of the

wheel 0 A and 0 B passing through the points of rest (Fig.

124).
If the radius R of the wheel is known, one can determine

the distance D, between the centers, by means of the formula

D=
Can. 30°

If, for example, one wishes to represent an anchor escape-

ment the radius of whose wheel is 150 mm., one will have:

D
cas. 3o° •
150

The calculation gives:

log: 150 = 2.17609
— log cas. 300 = 9 93753 — 10

2.23856 corresponding number 173.2.

D = 173.2 mm.

One can also have as data, the distance between the centers,

and find the radius, R, of the wheel. In this case, from the point

0, one lays off two angles A 0 0' and B 0 0', 300 each ; from

the point 0' one drops perpendiculars on each of the sides, A 0,

(1137)

and B 0, and the distance from the center of the wheel to the

foot of these perpendiculars gives the radius sought.
One can calculate this value by means of the formula

R = D cos. 30°.
If D =_- zoo mm., one will have

log D = 2.30103
+ log eas, 30 °= 9 93753 — TO

2 23856 corresponding number 173.2.

R = 173.2 nim.

440. The angle of lift of the anchor varies, practically,

between 8 and 12°. For our drawings, we will adopt its mean

0
FIG. 124

value of ro°. In this value is included that of the angle of rest,

which we will admit equal to 10 or Iy2°.
441. The angle traversed by the wheel during one oscilla-

tion of the balance is equal to half of the distance which separates

two consecutive teeth. For awIlleel of r5 teeth we have

360°

2 x 5

and for a wheel of 18 teeth
360°

2 18

The drop is included in this angle ; we will estimate it at
2°, in the drawing of the escapement with pointed teeth, and r°

in that of the escapement with divided lifts. For a wheel of

15 teeth, the angle traversed by the wheel during one impulse

will be, therefore, according to the case, so or I I degrees.

442. First. To Draw the Escapement with Pointed

Teeth. Let us suppose the radius 1? of the wheel as known.

From the point 0 as center, one describes a circumference with

this radius (Plates III and IV, see June KEYSTONE) and one lays

off from the center an angle of 600 ( 438). At the points where

the sides of this angle cut the circumference, one erects perpen-

diculars on these sides. The intersection of these perpendiculars

B 0' and C 0' gives the center of the anchor 0'. Let us, then,

lay off the angles traversed by the wheel. From the line B 0

( Plate III) and with the point 0 as summit draw the angle B 0 A

of 100 and a similar angle C 0 D, from the line C 0. Upon

deciding to represent the tooth at rest, on the entrance pallet, we

could at the same time itAcate the angle of drop D 0 E (2°),

WhiC11 will give the wheel the required passage of 12° during one

oscillation of the balance.
(Continued on page 1189)

— 12°,

10°.
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RECEIVED REPAIRED

GOLD MESH BAG and PURSE REPAIRING
Repairing mesh, hard soldering links, according to

site of break and number of links required, $1.50 to $5.00
6

1 new joint on side of frame 
4

 1.50
2 new joints on sides of frame   1.50 ." 2.50
1 new ball snap on one side of frame 1.25 " 2.00
2 new ball snaps on frame  2.50 " 4.00
Repairing push piece on spring snap .75 " 1.50
New lock spring inside of frame   .75 " 2.00
Soldering bearings and setting stonesin frame, each   I .50 " 3.00

Straightening frame and repairing
New balls on bottom of mesh to match, each .
Extra for recoloring frame on all hard solder jobs.
Recoloring gold purses, small

" medium
61 " large

New yellow silk or ki‘l lining in chain purses
An extra charge of 50 cts. is made for removing and

the silk or kid lining on hard solder and recoloring jobs.

$1  00 to $3.00
0.35 " 0.75
1.00 " 2.50
1  50 " 2.50
2  50 " 4.50
4  50 " 7.50
1.25 " 2.00

refitting

SILVER, GERMAN SILVER and PLATED MESH BAG
and PURSE REPAIRING

Repairing mesh or fish scales, not soldered . . $0.50 to $1.75
Repairing mesh, hard soldering links, according to

size of break and number of links required 1 00 "
1 new joint on side of frame  50 "
2 new joints on sides of frame  75 "
1 new ball snap on one side of frame  50 "
2 new ball snaps on frame  75 "
Soldering two eyes on frame for chain . • . .  50 "
Lengthening chain on frame or new chain, per foot 1 25 "
New balls on bottom of mesh to match, each .  15 "

3.00
.75
1.25
.75
1.25
1.00
2.50
.25

Regilding frame only
Gilding purses, small" medium size

" large
Lining purse with silk or kid (white

$0  75 to $2.00
1  00 " 2.00
200 " 3.00
3  50 " 6.00

or yellow) . 1.25 " 2.00

All chain purses are cleaned, gray-finished or whitened like
new when repaired. An extra charge of 50 cts. is made for
removing and refitting the kid or silk lining on hard solder and
gilding jobs.

Net prices are quoted above. Preserve this page for your own and your employes information.

GOLD and SILVER VANITY CASES STRAIGHTENED, REPAIRED and RECOLORED

New Mirrors and Powder Puffs fitted. Monograms and Crests engraved or enameled

WENDELL Ci COMPANY
General Repairers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

45, 47 and 49 John Street
NEW YORK Two Wonderful Shops

256, 258 and 260 Madison Street
CHICAGO

July, 1950 T p

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page ILO

In the case of the drawing of the escapement with equi-
distant pallets (Plate IV), the sole difference lies in the fact of the
division of the angle of ro° into two equal parts, one on either
side of the lines B 0 and C 0.

One then draws the angles of rest, of draw and of lift, of the
anchor. Let us connect, for this purpose, the points B' and C'
with the center 0' (Plate IV) by straight lines (on Plate III the
lines B 0', and C 0' already exist), and lay off the angles of
rest B 0' L (Plate III), B' 0' L (Plate IV). Finally let us erect
a perpendicular at the point B (or B') on the line B 0' (or B'
0') and from this line with the point B (or B') as summit, lay
off the angle of draw F B G (or F B' G) 15°. The side G B
prolonged until it meets the line 0' L determines the point L,
horizontal projection of the perpendicular edge formed by the
intersection of the planes of repose and of impulse of the entrance
pallet. One finally connects the point A with the center 0' by
a straight line, from which with 0' as summit, one lays off the
angle A 0' P of 500. The point of intersection of the arc A
P described from the point 0' as center, with the line 0' P, de-
termines the point P which one connects with L to form the hori-
zontal projection of the impulse plane of the entrance pallet of
the anchor. One then draws the line P X, parallel to or slightly
inclined toward L G.

The exit pallet is obtained by laying off the angle of impulse
C 0' N (or C' 0' N) of 9° and adding to it the angle of rest
M 0' N of r". One describes from the point 0' the arc C R
( or C' R) and at the point R one erects the perpendicular R
H on the line 0' M; from this line, with R as the summit, one
lays off the angle of draw, H R K, whose side R K is prolonged
until it meets the line 0' N at the point S. On connecting S
with D, one obtains the projection of the inclined plane of the
exit pallet, both in length and in direction.

The wheel is easily drawn; the flank of the tooth B V forms,
with the radius Q B, an angle of at least 24°. Having indicated
this angle, one divides into three equal parts the arc B E, and
each of the divisions gives the interval between two points of
consecutive teeth, since one has

= 
72° 

24° = 3
600

.
3 5

The remainder of the drawing of the anchor and the wheel
has no other fixed rule than that of lightness and elegance of
shape.

443. Second. To Draw the Escapement with Di-
vided Lifts. Having the radius R, of the wheel, given, one
determines the distance of the centers in the same manner as in
the previous.case. We will admit here a drop of r° and we will
thus obtain, for a wheel of 15 teeth, an angular passage of

12° -- 1°
during one impulse.

The plates V and VI represent this system, the first for the
anchor with equidistant rests and the second for the anchor with
equidistant pallets. In the first case the angle of r° is laid off
to the right of the points of rest, B and C (since the wheel turns
from left to right), in the second case it is divided into equal
parts, one on the right and one on the left of the radii 0 A and
0 D (Plate VI).

With the exception of this difference, similar moreover to
that which we have found in the construction of the anchor with
a wheel with pointed teeth, the drawings of the two cases are
alike and we will describe the first only (equidistant rests).
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After having constructed the angles B 0 A and C 0 D of
I°, one lays off the angles C 0' N of 9° and N 0' M of C.
From the point 0' as center, one describes the arc C S, and
erects the perpendicular S H on the line 0' M. From this per-
pendicular and with the point S as summit one lays off the
angle H S K of 15° (draw) and prolongs the side K S to the
point I, the intersection of the lines K S and 0' N. One then
connects the points I and D by a straight line. Up to this point,
the drawing is analogous to that of the escapement with pointed
teeth, the inclined plane I D could, in fact, be completely carried
by the anchor.

In the present case, it should be divided between the anchor
and the wheel. This division can be made in a more or less
arbitrary manner-that is, one can set apart half of the inclined
plane for the wheel tooth and the other half for the anchor
pallet, or one-third for the wheel and two-thirds for the
anchor, etc.

We will adopt, here, the division giving 2/5 of the plane
to the tooth and 3/5 to the pallet. In consequence, we will
divide the line I D into five equal parts, and, with the point 0
as center, we describe a circumference passing through the point
V, the second division starting from D. This circumference
gives the total dimension of the wheel, and the line D V. the
inclined plane of the tooth in size and in direction. Through
the point V, one draws a line parallel to K I, and has, thus, the
exit pallet.

To obtain the entrance pallet, one lays off, from the point
A, the inclined plane of the tooth; through the point U one
describes, from the center 0' an arc ; connects V with 0' by a
line, from which, with 0' as summit, one lays off the angle U
0' X of 10° (total lift of the anchor). From the line B 0',
one lays off the angle of rest B 0' L, I°. One draws F B per-
pendicular to 0' B and the angle of draw F B G of 15°. The
side G B, prolonged to L, gives a point which we connect with
J by a straight line, I L; this line will be the projection of the
impulse plane of the entrance 'pallet of the anchor. Through
the point J one afterwards draws a parallel to G L and one will
thus have the representation of the entrance pallet. This shows
the tooth at rest and completes the drawing as in the preceding
case. One admits likewise an inclination of 24° for the front of
the tooth, on the radius of the wheel extending to the point B
of this tooth.

The plates, V and VI, represent the anchor in its two extreme
positions, which positions are easily shown in a drawing.

ITO BE CONTINUED]

Soldering of Electroplating Connections

In the wiring of electroplating tanks, a poorly soldered con-
nection is inferior to one wound with fine wire and taped with
adhesive tape, while a joint properly soldered is the most satis-
factory connection known, writes "S. G. W." in The Brass World.

Heavy copper wire or rods, such as those used in carrying
the heavy currents in an electroplating room, are difficult to solder
with an ordinary soldering iron and soldering acid. The acid
has a tendency to gum up and burn on and renders it quite
difficult to make a good, solid joint. By the use of soldering
paste and a gasoline torch, however, it becomes possible to heat
the wire to the necessary temperature so that the solder will flow
readily and "sweat" into the joint. The soldering paste is made
as follows: Take r oz. of muriatic acid and dissolve in it all the
metallic zinc it will take up. Then stir into it one pound of
vaseline (or its equivalent petrolatum) until an intimate mixture
is made. This paste does not spatter when used, nor does it
corrode the copper after the joint has been finished. It is also
useful for many other soldering operations.
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Edison Advises Young Men to
Take Up Electrical Work

"The world has taken nothing more than
a single step in the discovery and use of elec-
tricity. The countless ways in which the
strange force is used are as nothing to what is
to come. Wait—wait a few years and we will
see what the real use of electricity really
means."

These words from wizard Thomas A. Edi-
son are consistent with his reputation for mak-
ing startling statements, writes Andrew Bax-
ter in Chicago Tribune. Every time Edison
speaks the world expects to hear something
revolutionary. But it is doubtful if ever the
great little man of Orange, N. J., made a
statement calculated to stir the world of elec-
trical science as will this one. When Edison
speaks the electrical world listens, for it ac-
knowledges him as the dean of inventors and
the master of all in applying electricity in all
ways.

His announcement that the world has
merely taken one step in the use of electricity
is startling in itself, when one considers the
great part electricity plays in modern life;
but when he says that we stand on the brink
of electrical discoveries such as the world
has not dreamed of, and that the next few
years will see progress in discoveries that will
revolutionize the world's motive power, he
astounds rather than surprises.

The science of electricity, ac-Electricity Still cording to Edison, is in the
in Infancy infant stages of knowledge

and application. The age of
electricity, says he, has not arrived. It is
soon coming. Wherefore he points out the
value of an electrical career to the ambitious
young man of today. Says Mr. Edison in the
June number of Popular Electricity:

"Sometimes fathers come to me, or write
to me, about their sons, and want to know if
in view of the fact that so much of the field
of work is already occupied by electricity I
would recommend it as a career. It is as-
sumed by them that all the great electrical
inventions have been made, and that nine or
ten billions of dollars is about all that elec-
tricity will stand in the way of investment.
Well, if I were beginning my own career
again, I should ask no better field in which
to work. The chances for big, new electrical
inventions are much greater than before the
telegraph, the telephone, the electric light and
the electric motor were invented, while each
of these things is far from perfect. We shall
have easily $50,000,000,000 of money in elec-
trical service in 1925, and five times as many
persons will then be employed in electricity as
now, most of them in branches for which we
have not yet got even a name.

"Look at the simple chances of improve-ment in what devices are known today. They
are endless. About 100,000,000 carbon fila-ment lamps are made here every year, muchthe same in all essentials as a quarter of acentury ago. We must break new ground.Lately the art has gone back to metallic fila-
ments, bringing down to one-third the amountof current needed for the same quantity of
light. That is only a step. The next stage
should he to one-sixth, and, as Steinmetz says,

KEYSTONE

carbon is still in the game, for many of its
qualities render it superior to metal. It is the
same way with electric heating and cooking
appliances, ingenious even now, and better than
any other means; but ten years hence they
will be superseded and in the museums with
bows and arrows and the muzzle loaders.

Mark Set for 
"As for the electric motor,
it will not be perfectly util-

the Motor ized until everything we now
make with our hands, and

every mechanical motion, can be effected by
throwing a switch. I am ashamed at the num-
ber of things around my house and shops that
are done by animals—human beings, I mean—
and ought to be done by a motor without any
sense of fatigue or pain. Hereafter a motor
must do all the chores.

"Just the same remarks apply outdoors.
For years I have been trying to perfect a
storage battery and have now rend&ed it
entirely suitable to automobile and other work.
There is absolutely no reason why horses
should be allowed within city limits, for be-
tween the gasoline and electric car no room
is left for them. They are not needed. Thecow and the pig have gone and the horse isstill more undesirable. A higher public idealof health and cleanliness is working towardsuch banishment swiftly; and then we shall
have decent streets instead of stables madeout of strips of cobble-stones bordered by side-walks. The worst use of money is to make afine thoroughfare and then turn it over tohorses.

"Electricity is the only thing I know thathas become any cheaper the last ten years,and such work as I have indicated, tending
to its universal use from one common source,
is all aimed, consciously or insensibly, in this
direction. I have been deeply impressed with
the agitation and talk about the higher cost
of living and find my thoughts incessantly
turning in that direction. Prices are stag-
gering! Before I becanie a newsboy on the
Grand Trunk Railroad I raised and distrib-
uted market garden 'sass' grown at the old
home at Port Huron, Mich., and made many
a dollar for my crude little experiments thatmy mother with great doubt and trepidationlet me carry on. Thus, with early experi-ence as a grower and distributer, reinforcedby fifty years of inventing and manufactur-ing, I am convinced pretty firmly that a largepart of our heightened expense of living comesfrom the cost of delivering small quantities tothe 'ultimate consumer.'

"My poor neighbors inBurden On Orange pay four or five timesWrong Shoulders what I do for a ton of coal
because they buy in suchsmall quantities; and thus the burden falls onthe wrong shoulders. This appeals to my sel-fishness as well as to my philanthropy, for theworking man hasn't much left to buy my phono-graph or to see my moving pictures with if allhe makes is swallowed up in rent, clothing andfood.

"The inventions for handling these com-modities, weighing them, wrapping them, anddelivering them to the consumer, will reducethe handling expenses to a minimum on every
article handled. A few electro-magnets con-trolling chutes and hoppers and the thing is
done. I wonder the big 5 and 10 cent stores

don't try the thing out, so that even a small
package of coal or potatoes would cost the
poor man relatively no more than if he took
a carload. If I get the time I hope to produce
a vending machine and store that will deliver
specific quantities of supplies as paid for on
the spot.

"The possibilities for the use of electricity
for these practical purposes are endless. The
field is practically untouched. The next few
years will see discoveries that will startle even
the most sanguine of electrical inventors."

The astounding part of Mr.Inventor Predicts Edison's utterances, however,New Power comes in his predictions of a
new kind of power. In an

interview he predicts that the next great in-vention will be in the domain of motion inthe ether—he dreams of a discovery of some
new method of agitating the molecules besidesthe thing we call electricity, as he puts it, butin the meantime the developments of electri-
city will be going ahead by leaps and boundsand will be changing the whole system ofpresent-day power.

What the new motive power will be the in-ventor cannot say, but it will be somethingthat will be discovered by accident, somethingthat will occur to one of the five senses—as,for instance, radium and the X ray were dis-
covered through the sense of light. '

"Another big advance in the electrical fieldwill be most likely along the line of high effi-ciency in the wind motor, which will producepower for isolated communities, and there is hopefor the sun motor in the arid regions."
"Do you believe, as Leonarde da Vinci

says, that the right motor will solve the aero-
plane problem?" the inventor was asked.

"Well, the motor solved the aeroplane prob-
lem in the first place," he said. "The problem
of making the aeroplane safe and commercial
will be due to some change in the aeroplane."

"Is it possible that the twentieth century
may hold as many surprises as the nineteenth?"was the next question, and the still vigorousinventor was emphatic in answering in theaffirmative.

"Progress in electricity will continue dur-ing the next twenty-five years," he said. "Thedemand for everything is unlimited.
"We haven't got far," he says; "there areany quantity of forces around us, but we won'tfind them unless something happens whichbrings them to one of our five senses. Thereare any number of undulations in the etherright here in this room, but what they are wedon't know. To demonstrate: I once tookdinner with a learned professor of physiologyof the University of Berlin, and I waggled myforefinger at him and asked him what made itmove. He couldn't tell. There you have aform of motion that we don't know anythingabout—we don't know what it is.
"And so there is yet to be a discovery inthe domain of motion in the ether that wewill be able to carry on wires to great dis-tances and perhaps afford power, but I can-not guess what it will be."
Edison at 64, keen-eyed, clear-headed, and

as active as a man of 35, busied with experi-ments on phonographic records, and with hiscement house, has ideas on eating, sleepingand exercising which will demolish a great
(Continued on page 1148)
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*IN 13) rY402-4 Rings. ;p
TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

Trade-Mark
M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

A TEST 0' FULCRUM OIL
BY WITTNAUER & CO.
of Paris and Geneva, one of the largest watch factories of Europe.

Here is a translation of the letter, it needs no explanation:

FULCRUM OIL CO. April 19, 1910
Gentlemen : Supplementing our letter of recent date,

we would advise that our " Majestic" Works write us
that the sample of FULCRUM OIL which they tried
recently gave entire satisfaction. This oil keeps well, and
they speak of it generally in the highest terms.

Very Willy yours,
(Signed) WITTNAUER & CO.

FULCRUM OIL IS THE OIL FOR YOU IF YOU WANT THE BEST

For Sale by All Jobbers35 cents a bottle

E111111IMERIN

I

$3.75 per dozen

FULCRUM OlL COMPANY, Franklin, Pa., U.S.A.
HENRI PICARD a% FRERE, LONDON, ENGLAND, SOLE EXPORT AGENTS

YMMI1=■■•••■••..-

THE MISSMAN
Engraving Block
Price, $13.50

MISSMAN'S IMPROVED WATCH OILER

Patented

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

Price, 415 cents

MISSMAN'S

Ring Clamp,

for Engraving
inside of

Ring

Price, 75c.

SALES OFFICE
ATWOOD BLDG.

CHICAGO

Nita-a

MISSIV1AN TOOL CO.

MISSMAN'S HAND-MADE GRAVERS

1. Square Graver, set up for hair lines.
2. Square Graver,wide angle for shading.
3. Spoon Graver, for shading.
4. Wog Graver, for inside rings.
5. Square Graver, turned up.
6. Spoon Graver, for hair lines.

Each Graver Ready for
Ilse and Guaranteed.

Your choice of six of the
following twelve most
useful Gravers In case

for $2.75.

Set of Six in Box,
as Illustrated,

$2.75

ORDER
BY NUMBER

7. Line Graver, narrow fine lines.
8. Line Graver, medium fine lines.
9. Gouge Graver, small round.
10. Flat Graver, extra narrow.
11. Flat Graver, narrow.
12. Flat Graver, rnerlium.

FACTORY
BAIRD BLDG.
KANSAS CITY
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How Gold is Shipped from
America

The movement of gold is not always a free
one. European bankers object to depleting their
store. Therefore, whenever the burden of such
a movement can be thrown upon another country,
it is done. The United States is the only really
free market for gold, and while its export is
subject to certain regulations by the Treasury
Department, still these are not such as to deter
exportation when exchange rates reach a point
where this is possible. It is absolutely impossible
to get money from the Bank of France unless
that institution is willing to let it go. At times
they are willing to part with some of it, but
charge a price ranging from one dollar a thousand
to one and two per cent. The fact that the notes
of this bank are payable either in silver or in
gold gives it perfect control of the precious met-
al in its vaults. If one presents paper there and
demands redemption the bank may offer silver
five-franc pieces, which are legal tender through-
out France. Germany positively refuses official-
ly to part with gold. Much of it is taken out
of the country at times, but this is gathered tip
in small lots. Such a proceeding is unusual, but
it is effected whenever conditions warrant it.

Practically the only gold ob-
Robbing Peter tamable in England is that
to Pay Paul which comes from the mines

in • South Africa. It seems
there is an understanding between the Bank of
England and the mine owners that the former
shall have the first choice on the arrival of the
gold, providing it meets any price that is bid
for the same. This is why London is the only
market where there is a fluctuation in the price
of gold. Naturally, while this never falls below
the legal status it sometimes rises considerably
above it. In the United States the precious metal
can be obtained at the assay offices throughout the
country upon deposit of gold certificates, plus a
nominal charge of forty cents per $1000 for the
cost of refining and preparing the gold in bars.
It has been advocated that this charge be placed
upon a sliding scale in order to prevent the ex-
port of gold. It would be useleas to attempt to
restrict the export of gold in any way, since, if
the arbitrary charge on bars be placed too high,
the result would be that, instead of the bars go- '
ing out of the country, the minted coin would go,
which would be a more serious loss.

When a gold export movement
Getting Ready becomes imminent there is
to Ship quite a feverish activity in the

offices at both ends of the line,
as well as on the Street. Rapid-fire cabling is
done; steamship offices are called up in order to
make freight arrangements. Then insurance is
secured. Coopers have to be ordered ahead with
their material, which consists of small sized kegs,
together with a good supply of sawdust. Team-
sters are instructed to be on hand to the min-
ute. Nor will every teamster do, by any means.
They are all specialists—the coopers, the team-
sters, and everyone else connected with the me-
chanical part of the business. When everything
is in readiness some very lively team work will
be shown. But training and experience make the
master, and it is surprising with what celerity a
shipment of, say, $2,000,000 of gold is sent on its
way.

All is now ready, waiting for the word of
command. This is held back to the last minute,

as conditions may have changed over night so
that the shipment will not be necessary But
nothing has happened and the word is passed
along the line. The assay office having been
previously notified, a detailed statement is
banded out by the government authorities and
a sedate, trusted messenger approaches the
cashier of the bank, almost with fear and
trembling. The emotional condition of the mes-
senger is justified. The cashier parts with his
good money with the greatest reluctance. The
act of separation is generally accompanied by
an explosion of one sort or another, according
to the conditions of the money market. But at
last the Rubicon is. crossed. Our phlegmatic
trusty carries in the hollow of his hand a small
package of gold certificates—the open sesame of
the government vaults. The gold is handed out
in slabs some six inches long, four wide and two
thick. On each is stamped the exact weight,
fineness, and the seal of the assay office. The
bars are checked off by numbers as delivered
and placed in stout canvas baskets, some ten to
the basket, and whisked away to the bank pack-
ing room as fast as possible.

Here they are again checked
Cost of Shipping and with a rapidity that is as-
$2,000,000 tonishing, placed in kegs, each

bar in a sawdust bed of its
own to prevent loss in weight by abrasion. It
is aimed to have about $50,000 in each keg.
When a keg is properly filled it is headed and
nailed up by the cooper, then passed on to the
sealer and marker respectively, and inside of two
hours the whole shipment is ready to be taken
to the pier. The procession now starts. There is
no blare of trumpets or other fuss, no armed
guard, simply an ordinary truck with at few men
standing up, holding on to the supports. When
the wagon reaches the pier the precious metal is
immediately taken to the strongroom of the
steamer under the charge of the purser. The
merry dance now being finished, let tis see what
we must pay the piper. The steamship company
receives $3125; the insurance company $1000; the
trucktvan $60; the coopers and helpers $20—a
total of $4205. It is this expense added to the
rate of exchange, as against the price obtainable
for gold on the other side, which determines the
gold export point. Coming the other way the pro-
cess is reversed. In addition. allowance is made
for loss of interest while the metal is in transit.—
Saturday Evening Post.

Edison Advises Young Men to Take
Up Electrical Work

(Continued from 114I )

many fads and fancies, coming as they do
from a real human dynamo of energy that
has run with undiminished power for so many
years.

Example of
His Belief

of exhaustive

His rugged health and his
enormous capacity for work
indicate that his beliefs set
well upon him. In this day

walking he remains one of the
most enthusiastic automobilists in the coun-
try, with a string of half a dozen cars in his
garage, and while his home is within five
minutes of his laboratory at Orange, N. J., he
prefers riding there in a car to using his legs.

"I don't believe in exercise, aside from that
entailed by a man's. or a woman's occupa-

•
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tion," he declares. "Considei ing the human
body as a dynamo, it takes in enough fuel
to supply its needs in the ordinary discharge
of its occupations.

"People don't know how to feed the human
dynamo; they are killing themselves over-
eating. They eat because it gives them pleas-
ure. Considering the human body in the light
of a dynamo, again, if people eat just enough
to supply it properly and keep it going right,
they would eat about one-third what they do
now.

"I eat just enough to keep my weight con-
stant. If I find I am falling off in weight I
increase my eating; if I am taking on flesh
I reduce my amount of food. I don't believe
there is any such thing as brain food. I eat
everything. I don't restrict my diet, except
in point of quantity. I eat little—four or five
ounces a meal—and I eat any time I feel
hungry. I go to my meals regularly, but if
I do not feel hungry I leave the table without
eating.

"I sleep six hours a day, and sleep at any
time and any place—in a boiler factory if I am
sleepy.

"The greatest invention in
Improvement in the electrical field, in my
Telephoning judgment, was the dynamo;

then the telephone, and then
the incandescent light as a unit. Df all hu-
man inventions, not my own, I would rather
have invented the steam engine, because of
what it has accomplished for civilization.

"There will be a vast improvement in the
telephone, especially as to volume of sound
and clearness of articulation. Today you can-
not send a message over the telephone which
carries a lot of—say Hungarian names. The
articulation ought to be better than on the
phonograph, and I think that the telephone
will eventually displace telegraphy on rail-
roads.
"My invention which is most likely to re-

ceive the homage of posterity is the phono-
graph, because of its sentimental side. We
have now reached a point in the development
of the phonograph and the moving picture
where we can make the picture sing and speak
naturally, and the public will get this inven-
tion in the near future.

"The more light you have the more light
you want. And the possibilities of electricity
seem unlike almost everything else—unlimited.
What the farmer produces is limited, but the
demand is always strong upon him.

"As to the various methods of applying
the means, there is, of course, a question
which is best. There will likely always be a
tussle between the slot, trolley and the storage
battery 

Most 

tteroycar, for instance." 
nIn response to a uestion by

H 

Frank W. Frueauff, president
Difficult Work of the National Electric Light

Association, who had gone to
Orange to urge Mr. Edison to attend the
twenty-fifth annual convention at St. Louis,
during which there will be an "Edison day,"
the inventor declared that of all his work the
whole incandescant light and motor system was
the most difficult.

"The public sees only the electric light,"
he said. "They do not appreciate the dif-
ficulties of the details. I sweat blood for six
years, and took out 130 patents on various
systems, but the light itself is all that is apparent
to the general public."

Mr. Edison expresses the belief that steam
has reached the point of its highest develop-
ment, especially on the railroads, unless they
widen the gauges, and declared that the use of
electricity will become general.
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S 0 UTH BEND RAILROAD WATCH ES

No 329 rniVt No 323

The New South Bend Railroad Models Now Ready for Delivery

With the placing upon the market of the

new South Bend Railroad Models comes the
opportunity for every retail jeweler to increase

his trade on South Bend Watches.
All that the most exacting railroad require-

ments demand is embodied in these new railroad
models. The building of these watches in our

factory has been an interesting event. Every
workman in our employ knowing that all the
finesse and skill known to the watchmaking craft
was put into Nos. 323 and 329, watched with
eagerness the results in the final tests.

Skilled watchmakers now in our employ who
have worked in all the different factories where
high grade watches are made, marveled at the
remarkable performance of these watches while
undergoing the tests which proved them fit for
the most rigid requirements in service.

Never before in their experience had they
seen such true and accurate timepieces.

It has taken brains, skill, time and money to
make these new railroad models what they are.
Immediate shipment can be made on orders and
we take extreme pleasure (and believe that we
are entitled to a feeling of pride) in being able to
offer you such fine specimens of railroad watches.

The jeweler who handles South Bend
Watches now has , the opportunity to broaden
out in the sale of our goods, which means bigger
profits and more satisfied customers.

The jeweler who does not handle South Bend
Watches is losing opportunities that bring golden

returns.
We have twenty-four traveling salesmen

upon the road the year round covering the entire
United States, but don't wait for one of our sales-
men. Time is too precious when the oppor-
tunity comes to make more money and more
satisfied customers.

The time to act is now.
CUT HERE

South Bend Watch Co.,
South Bend, Indiana.

I desire full particulars of your new Rail-
road models Nos. 323 and 329.

Name 

Town 

State

JL

— SOUTH BEND RAILRQAO WATCH ES I Li
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Electricity and Magnetism
[CONTINUED]

No. 6

Storage Batteries—(Continued)

The idea in using the edged roller
shown at Fig. 5, in our last article, was to
thoroughly roughen the surface of the lead
plates so as to form a spongy surface on the
lead. We spoke in our last preceding
article of how to use the roughing roller, but
we feel as though we did not lay enough
stress on the importance of thoroughly
cutting the surface into innumerable tine
lines or channels crossing each other at all
sorts of angles. About the most practical
chemical battery to employ for storing such
an accumulator is the crow's foot cell, which
is too well-known to require a description
here.

Batteries of the crow's foot type, with
cells 6 x 8 inches yield an electromotive force
of about one volt. Each cell of a storage
battery has an electromotive. force of a
trifle over 2 volts and will afford current of
I ampere for six hours for each square
foot of surface. The crow's foot cells will
have to be connected "in series," that is, the
cells will have to be coupled together so the
zinc of one is connected to the copper of
the next, and so on, as shown in Fig. 1,
where..,4 A A represents the crow's foot bat-
teries and B the storage cell.

Three crow's foot cells, so connected,
will give an electromotive force of about
3 volts and half an ampere current ; and as
our storage plates being 6 inches by 36
inches contain a foot and one-half of posi-
tive surface, will consequently yield 472
amperes for 2 hours at 2 volts' pressure,
and it would require but IY2 hours' use of
one lathe to exhaust one storage cell if we
used a current of 6 amperes at 2 volts'
pressure. It would be better economy to
employ two storage cells, each containing
lead sheets 6 inches wide and 24 inches long,
thus affording one square foot of positive
surface. In this case it would require one
3-crow's foot cells 24 hours to store the two
cells ; which in turn would give us two
hours' run of a motor consuming 2 volts
and 6 amperes of current. And in case we
had a heavy job of turning we could couple
up both storage cells and get 4 volts'
pressure for one hour.

Where two storage cells were employed
we could have one of them attached to the
crow's foot cells constantly, except, of
course, in such cases as we found advan-
tageous to employ both storage batteries on
our motor for heavy turning. We would
say to those inexperienced in electrical
matters that a crow's foot battery is not
what is termed an open circuit battery.
What is meant by the term "open circuit"
is, the chemicals (10 not go to waste except

when the electrical current is passing. For
instance, in a Leclanche battery, with the
zinc thoroughly amalgamated, if the cir-
cuit is left open, that is, the outer circuit is
not connected to do work, there is no
chemical action and consequently the zinc
is not dissolved.

While in reality a little waste is going
on, still, in a broad sense, no chemicals are
used up except when the current is passing
and the battery is doing work. On the
crow's foot battery the action is constant
whether the circuit is closed or not ; but by
calling in the aid of the storage cells we
can get better practical service than if we
employed an open circuit battery, because in
the latter case we should be compelled to
use such a large number of cells—about
18 Leclanche cells would be required, and
even with this number of cells we could
not increase our power for a spurt as with
the storage cells and crow's foot battery.
The expense of maintaining the three
crow's foot cells would be only about 50

m.

cents per month, and 18 Leclanche cells
would cost at least three times this amount
for the • same time.

In charging such storage
Charging cells we first place the lead
Storage Batteries sheets rolled up as described

in a former article, in a
solution of equal parts, by measure, of water
and nitric acid, and allow them to soak
for about twenty-four hours, after which
the lead sheets and glass cell are thoroughly
washed in pure water. The lead coils are
now ready for the storage cell. Such cells
should be of glass and any glass vessel
a trifle over 6 inches deep will answer. Half
gallon glass fruit jars will do by cutting
off the neck where it commences to narrow
down. This can readily be done by starting
a check in the glass with a three-square
file and leading the check so started around
the neck of the jar by laying a red hot poker
upon it and revolving the jar.

This will be better understood by in-
specting Fig. 2, where we show at C a glass
fruit jar, and in cutting off the top we
commence by starting a little check or split
ill the glass at d by filing in the direction
of the dotted line e. As soon as the tiniest
fracture is visible we apply the red hot
poker, laying it across the jar and directly
over the little check in the glass. The idea
will be understood by inspecting Fig. 3,
which shows a view of the operation seen
in the direction of the arrow f, Fig. 2. The
tiny check produced by the file is supposed
to be opposite the dotted line at d, Fig. 3,

and the poker, F, applied as shown, i. e.,
lying across the jar and touching it a little in
advance of the tiny fracture, which will as
soon as the glass expands from the heat of
the poker, extend to the point where the
poker touches the glass. Now by slowly
revolving the jar, C, in the direction of the
arrow, g, the split in the glass can be carried
entirely around when the top of the jar
above the dotted line, e, will drop off. A
touch with a file around the top to destroy
the sharp cutting edge and a very nice
glass cell is provided. A cross of wood
clipped in melted parafine should be laid in
the bottom of the jar on which the lead
coils are to rest. The sticks of which such
a cross is made should be triangular in
transverse section with one of the sharp
edges up for the coils of lead to stand
upon.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Agitated Plating Solutions
Much hue and cry has been made

within the past few years about the
enormous advantage of agitated plating
solutions, and it has resulted in an accom-
panying agitation of the plating trade.
Many platers, who are always active to
grasp a new idea, think it is otie of the
necessary improvements in the plating
room.

Allow us to suggest that it will be
found advisable to look into the matter
before adopting it. There are many
instances in which it will fall short of pro-
ducing- the desired results. Like all new
ideas, time discloses bad features as well
as good ones.

In an acid copper solution which, by
the way, was the first upon which agitation
was used, it has been found excellent and
is extensively employed. It allows a very
high current density to be used and with
the accompanying rapidity of deposition.
As far as can be learned, there is no objec-
tion to its use. In nickel solutions it is also
used with both good and bad results. In
order to use it successfully in this instance,
the solution must be kept as free of iron
as possible and in a normal condition.
Filtering is stated by some to be unnec-
essary, while others believe that it must be
done.

In the cyanide solutions, agitation is the
least desirable as it serves to expose the
solution to the air and results in aeration
and decomposition of the cyanide. It is
of far less importance in a cyanide plating
solution than in other instances previously
mentioned.

Theoretically, an agitated solution is
correct, and when properly conducted is
capable of producing excellent results, but
one should first find whether it is really
necessary and whether it is capable of
improving the work. As far as cyanide
solutions are concerned, the best form of
agitation is that which takes place by mov-
ing the work which is being plated as it is
done in silver plating flat-ware. The solu-
tion is then less disturbed, and bubbles of
gas on the work are removed and the solu-
tion is constantly mixed.—The Brass World.
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for —" Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing cf movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition" straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

aWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
wilWe want an authorized agent in
every locality.

VeWEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

ROW PALLET JE E1 SETTER

Look for stamp— it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price, $2.00

OVER 2000

M R. C. Cu LMAN,

Maplewood, Mo.
Dear Sir:— Jewel
setter to hand
"O.K." Have tried
and tested same
thoroughly to my
satisfaction. Can
positively do
twice the amount
of work, in less
I ime, than with
any other make
which! have tried.
It does all you
claim and is sim-
ply a PIECE of
PERFECTION.
Am truly de-
lighted at finding

same, through your generous offer, etc. Will
always streak a good word for the Culman.
Thanking you Very much, I ant, Yours truly,

W. B. WOODWARD,
1708 Pearl Si,, Nashville, 'Penn.

IN USE EVERY DAY

•4'

(Fr'110

The ONLY SETTER separates the two
jewels so that one can be adjusted with-
out danger of the other shifting The
ONLY SETTER is fitted with practical
gauges to determine the amount jewel is
to be shifted, eliminating guess work.

The Stream of Reorders Tells The Tale

Torpedo Pendant Washers
(Ears)

fill a long-felt want, a quick and satis-
factory way of closing worn ears. No
soldering. The Knurling prevents turn-
ing, the shoulder gives a firm seat. As-
sorted to stop loss of time in fitting. Just
the thing for cheap cases, quick, neat and
durable, made of steel; gilt or nickeled.

$1.50 per asst. of 6 doz.

For sale by all Jobbers in the U.8. and Canada

MONEY INVESTED IN CULMAN TIME-SAVERS.A QUICK DIVIDEND PAYER.

It:7)' Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair

C • CULMAN Maple and Hazel Avenues
MAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

AMR,
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Trained Men in Demand

F. H. REES, Director

In this day and age fine work is de-
manded. The fine workman gets the
business. Do the finest work, enjoy
the easiest hours, join the class of the
most respected—by being an expert.

It pays to do good work. 

We Can Increase Your Business
We Can Increase Your Salary

The Rees School
OF ENGRAVING
AND WATCH REPAIRING

affords advantages that cannot be secured elsewhere. We teach General
Engraving, Card Engraving, Die Cutting, Cutting for Enamel Coloring,
Diamond Setting, Watch and Clock Repairing. We teach everything
necessary to know in a jewelry store.

Be a master of your business; the poor workman fails, the fine
workman wins.

Ours is a strictly high-class institution, equipped with the best; finest
location, finest building, in a beautiful city. Everything the Best. Write
me, I want to tell you about a school 22 years old, founded on merit.

If you will drop us a card we will send you free of charge our new
beautiful School Catalogue; also catalogue of our own make of gravers,
" The Rees Special," the finest tool made.

Even if you cannot come, write us; we have a suggestion of interest to you.

THE REES SCHOOL Steele Memorial Building
ELMIRA, N. Y.
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LEMAIRE OPERAGLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH C&, CO., Importers

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

NEW CATALOGUE upon appl:cation to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles

July, 1910 THE K EYST ONE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Chronometer."—(1) Is a chronometer con-
sidered a more accurate timepiece than a good
gridiron, compensated, or mercury pendulum
clock f—The most accurate type of timepiece is
a clock with mercurial pendulum.

(2) Is it possible for a detached lever escape-
ment of the higher grade watch to keep accurate
time fora long period of time, say for one or two
years without variation, if the timepiece was hung
in gimbals and treated just like a chronometer?
—You cannot make a timepiece with detached
lever escapement keep as good time as a chro-
nometer by hanging it in gimbals, because the
gimbals are only an accessory; the main reason
for the superiority of the timekeeping of the
chronometer lies in the design of its escapement.

(3) Do irregularities of the train and main-
spring have anything to do with the rate of a
chrononreterf—The isochronal adjustment of the
balance-spring should, between reasonable limits,
correct the evils resulting from varying power,
but of course makers strive to make the train
as nearly perfect as possible, notwithstanding.

(4) Does the thickening of the oil have any-
thing to do with the rating of a fine chronometer?
—On the chronometer escapement the thickening
of the oil has less effect than on any other kind of
escapement, because it has less parts on which oil
must be used; only the balance and escape-wheel
pivots are oiled, the impulse-parts run without
oil.

(3) Does altitude have any effect on the
rating of a fine chronometerr—A considerable
change of altitude, higher, will make a chro-
nometer run faster.

(6) Is there any chronometer manufactured
in the United States?—By far the greater
number of chronometers are made in Europe,
England taking the lead in their production.
American makers have been few and far between.
One of the best American makers was William
Harpur, whose shop was in Philadelphia about
fifty years ago. H. H. Heinrich, of New York,
made good chronometers up to the time of his
death, just recently; his successor is Charles A.
Geissler, 102 Fulton Street, New York.

"Setting Clock."—Please ten Inc what to do
with a clock that is troubled in this way: I can
set the clock with the regulator and inside of
twenty-four hours, it will gain ten minutes. Then
it will run for weeks and never gain or lose a
minute.—Before we can form an opinion as to the
cause of the trouble, we must have a description
of your clock—there are hundreds of kinds of
clock movements, and we must know of which
type yours is.

"Unset Jewel."—Kindly explain in detail
iuhat is the best method of setting an "unset" jewel
in a watch plate.—We will first take the case in
which a plate jewel in a watch is broken or
cracked and it is desired to replace it. Take a
blunt pegwood point and, pressing on the outside
(the side with the oil cup in it of the jewel,
force the cracked or broken jewel out of its seat.
lf hand-pressure is not sufficient to move it, tap
the pegwood moderately with a hammer. Clean
all fragments of stone carefully out of the jewel
seat, then "open the bezel." This means to
straighten the sides of the hole so as to allow of
the replacing of a jewel in it of the same diameter
as the original jewel. A fter you have pushed out

the old jewel (which generally comes out in
several pieces) the bezel, which is the portion of
the hole which is counterturned so as to make
the metal (at the open end of the jewel seat)
thin enough to burnish over the jewel edge, is
nearly always partly bent down, and must be
opened up so that the hole is straight; to do
this, use a jewel-bezel opener (Fig. I). Insert

FIG. I

the point of the tool to the bottom of the jewel
seat, then separate the jaws, with the thumb-
screw, and rotate the tool several times, after
which the seat will be ready to receive the new
jewel, which should be of a diameter sufficient to
completely fill the seat; if the jewel is smaller,
you will be unable to seat it true and in "upright."

The next step is to burnish down or "close"
the bezel. This can be done either with an
ordinary burnisher (a rounded-off polished piece
of steel) or with a jewel-bezel closer, made like
the opener shown in Fig. I except that the
points are concave and are pressed down on the
bezel and the tool rotated to crimp the jewel into
its seat'.

The second case which may occur is one in
which you would set a jewel in a plate where no
jewel had been before. To do this you should
use a universal faceplate (Fig. 2). Clamp the

FIG. 2

watch-plate in the faceplate by the movable jaws,
a, a, a, and fasten the jaws in position by the
thumb nuts, b, b, b, but before tightening the
jaws, put the center (c) against the watch-plate
exactly at the point where you want the center
of the jewel to come. The center is moved to
and from the plate by the knob d, which pro-
trudes beyond the chuck-closing spindle at the
back end of the lathe head. After the watch-plate
is centered and fastened, drill a hole in it of some-
what less diameter than the jewel, then turn a
seat for the jewel, then turn a groove around the
hole so as to make a "bezel." Put the jewel in
the seat and with a burnisher (holding the jewel
in place with a pointed stick of pegwood) close
the bezel, running the lathe slowly. It is a help
to put a little beeswax on the burnisher. After
the jewel is securely burnished in, turn the watch-
plate around, re-clamp it and "strip" the .metal
away from the jewel on the outside of the move-
ment, leaving, of course, metal enough so as not
to weaken the security of the jewel in its seat.
The subject of stripping is treated in detail in
"Workshop Notes," March, 1909, and July, 1907,
fully illustrated.

•

"Pendulum."—I have an 8-day Sessions clock
movement which I wish to make into a 15 or 16
inch pendulum. The pendulum is nOW PA inches.
Kindly inform me how I can make the change so
that clock will run correctly. Measurements are
from center post to bottom of pendulum. The
movement is in a mantle clock and I wish to put
it into an old-fashioned 0. G. clock case.—Count
the teeth of all the wheels and the leaves (or
wires) of all the pinions, from the center wheel
to the escape wheel, and measure their diameters.

1147

Send us this information and we will inform you
further how to proceed, or if it is advisable to
attempt the alteration you propose. We can say
ill advance, however, that it is quite sure to prove
impracticable because the train will have to be
altered to match the vibration number of the pro-
posed pendulum, and even if this can be done the
expense is quite sure to exceed the cost of an
entire new movement with a pendulum of the
desired length.

"Missing Wheels."—How can I find out the
missing wheels of the following dial wheels:
Cannon pinion., lo leaves; .minute wheel, 40 teeth;
.rninute wheel pillion, 12 leaves; hour wheel miss-
ing, of this also; cannon pinion, 9 leaves; minute
wheel, 27 teeth; minute wheel pillion, 12 leaves.

I think the minute wheels in these watches
do not belong to them for I have never seen
such dial wheels yet. The former is a verge and
the latter a Swiss lever. Also kindly inform me
how I can successfully demagnetize watches with
a Boettger and Wittig denurgnetizing machine.
At times I have great difficulty in getting out the
magnetism and sometimes in one pull I have all
out, while in some case.s. I have to work over an
hour and still can't get it out.—In the first ex-
ample, the missing hour wheel will have to have
36 teeth. In the second case, the new hour wheel
must have 48 teeth. For a full explanation of
how to find these numbers, see answer to "Old
Verge," in "Workshop Notes," page 773, of the
May KEYSTONE. With a little practice it is easy
to make these calculations mentally, without
setting down any numbers; the thing to remember
is that one pinion number divided into one wheel
number must give it quotient of three, and the
other pair must give four as a quotient, because
the entire dial train must show a prdportion of
12 to I and it takes 3 X 4 to equal 12. For
instance, in the first example you give, you can
see at a glance that to into 40 equals 4; then you
must have a number into which 12 will go 3 times,
which is 36; hence 36 is the required number of
teeth in the missing wheel. Concerning the de-
magnetizers, we will say that all demagnetizers
vary in the effects they produce on magnetized
watches; perhaps we should rather say that the
watches vary in susceptibility to the corrective
influence of any demagnetizer; however that may
be, the fact remains that sometimes one has to
work a long time to get the magnetism in a watch
sufficiently neutralized, while at other times the
first use of the machine does the work. I f it
doesn't, all that can be done is to try it again and
again until the maximum of correction is reached.
Of course we take it for granted that your
machine is in good order. Occasionally you will
strike a watch in which with all your efforts there
still remains a trace of magnetism, but not enough
to spoil ordinarily good time-keeping.

"Rust."—Please send vie a recipe for remov-
ing rust from bridge and plate screws.—It is a
very easy matter to remove rust from steel, and
we will explain how, but first we must impress it
on you that there is only one way to remove the
pits which are left after the rust has been dis-
solved, and that is to grind down the surface of
the steel until the pits are removed. The surface
may then be refinished as it was originally, by
polishing or "graying" it, bluing it, or "snailing"
it. Workmen sometimes seem to be looking for
some sort of bath or preparation which will,
after immersing a rusted piece in it, restore the
surface to its original condition. This is impossi-
ble. Rust is an oxide and the process of oxidation
is converting part of the steel into the rust; the
steel so converted is eaten out of the surface and
the "pits" remain ; no solution or process can fill
them up with steel again, so the thing to do is to'
grind down to a new surface. For removing the
rust, ordinary kerosense (refined petroleum) ia
very effective. Immerse the rusted parts in it
for several hours—say over night ; this penetrates
the rust and loosens it, and a little brushing with
a stiff bristle-brush or a brass scratch-brush will
finish the job. Any way you do this, however,
there will be spots of varying depth where the
rust was. Your question doesn't indicate that
you want information on polishing steel ; if you
do, write again to this department.

-
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?WATCHMAKING
and its

OPPORTUNIT S

The
Oppor-
tunities
for First-class
Watchmakers,
Engravers and
Opticians
are greater to-day than at any time in the
history of the jewelry business, and I
predict that the demand will far exceed the supply
in the very near future. Even to-day a great many
jewelers are employing second-class workmen at
second and third-class wages, because they cannot
find first-class men.

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Give up that $6.00 job and attend our
College, September 1st, 1910, which is
the Opening of our Fall Term.

Take our course of WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
OPTICS and a good salaried position is a certainty to you. We
will teach you thoroughly, practically and in a short space of time.
As soon as you have finished our course a position is awaiting you at
twice or more the salary you are now receiving—besides, your work
will be easier. The problems in watchmaking that now appear diffi-
cult to you will be as simple as A, B, C. Besides, the increase in
salary. Isn't it a great satisfaction to a man to feel that he is really
master of his trade? There is no institution in this country that can
teach you to master WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
OPTICS, as quickly or with as little expense as we can. We have
been doing it for over sixteen years and know how. Send a postal
for our prospectus, which will give you full information. Do it
to-day. Better make arrangements to attend our College at the
beginning of the Fall Term, September 1st, igto.

The Philadelphia
College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
F. W. SCHULER, Principal ESTABLISHED 1894

COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

When such Institutions as Luna Park, at Pittsburg, use many Thousand
Square Feet of Wheeling Metal Ceilings, there is more than mere " Paper "
Reasons.

Service—Beauty—Durability—Ease and Speed in Erection
Freedom from Repairs—Fire-Proof--Sanitary—Economcal.

Suitable for Every Kind of Room or Building. No order too large; none too small.

We can satisfy your most exacting Requirements. For Personal attention,

address Dept. "K." at nearest office. Large Stocks at all Stores.

Wheeling Corrugating Company
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS
BOSTON CHATTANOOGA DETROIT

WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

The "ARGYLE " DESIGN JEWELERS' OUTFIT

If it's practical arrangements, cor,ect designs, QUALITY gf

material, workmanship and finish, at RIGHT PRICES, that

you are looking for we can null' you. Not how cheap,

but how good, at prices that are right, is the Winter Idea.

tilsk our customers.

WINTER CATALOGUES—The Books That Show You
Sent Postpaid on Request. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "10A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co.
HIGH-GRADE FIXTURE MAKERS

ESTABLISHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U.S. A.

THIS

Zinc Dust In Recovering Gold from
Cyanide Solutions

Zinc has the property of precipitating gold
from cyanide solutions, and it is possible, by
employing it, to recover all but a trace of gold
from them. It is useful, therefore, in reclaim-
ing the gold from old plating solutions. For
this purpose, there is nothing better than fine
zinc chips as they present a large surface and
are easily removed from the solution, but in
many instances they are difficult to obtain. In
place of it zinc dust may be used. This ma-
terial may always be obtained from dealers
and is cheap.

The method of using the zinc dust in the
gold plating solution is to place it in the
cyanide solution from which the gold is to be
recovered and stir frequently. The amount
needed, is small. From Y2 to 1 oz. to the gallon
of plating solution will suffice. The operation
is carried out cold, and after the zinc dust has
been added, stir from time to time and allow
to remain several hours. Then the gold will
have been. precipitated on the zinc. Siphon off
the clear liquid and add clean water. Stir and
allow to settle. Then siphon off the clean
solution „as before. This is repeated several
times until the zinc has been washed. The best
method to follow at this point is to filter and
wash well, although not absolutely necessary.

The zinc dust remaining has the gold pre-
cipitated on its surface. To remove the zinc
and leave the gold it is treated with dilute
nitric acid. Equal parts of pure water and pure
nitric acid are used. Do not use commercial
acid, as it is apt to contain a little chlorine
which will form aqua-regia and dissolve the
gold. The zinc dust is placed in a porcelain
dish and the nitric acid added and the whole
warmed until no more action takes place. Then
add more of the dilute acid to see if everything
has been dissolved, and if no further action
takes place the operation is completed.

Now add twice the amount of water that
there is solution in order to prevent the acid
from acting on the filter, and allow to settle,
then pour off the clear liouid and filter the
rest through filter paper in a glass funnel.
Wash a number of times with clean water and
the pure gold will be left. It is usually in the
form of a black powder, on account of its fine
state of division. If desired, it can be melted
down in a clay crucible with a little borax as
a flux and a button of the pure gold will be
left. If it is desired to make chloride of it, the
melting is unnecessary, although preferable as
it enables one to see if pure and yellow.—
The Brass World.

Dip Silvering

Much.dip silvering is done upon small brass
and copper goods and is a cheap and easy
method of silver plating without any electric
current. The success of the operation is in
the use of the right dip. It is easily made,
but many persons do not use the right propor-
tions of materials in making it. The secret of
success lies in the use of no free cyanide in
the solution. The cyanide used should take
up all of the silver nitrate that it will dissolve.
An excellent formula and one extensively used
is as follows:

Solution A
Water   1 gallon
Silver nitrate, crystals  % oz.

Solution B
Water   1 gallon
Potassium cyanide   1 lb.

Add Solution B to A (pour the potassium
cyanide solution into that of the silver ni-
trate) little by little with stirring. A precipi-
tate is at' first formed which then is dissolved.
When no more of the precipitate will dissolve,
add no more. If any precipitate remains un-
dissolved after vigorous stirring, then add a
little more of the cyanide until it just barely
dissolves. The object is to use just enough of
the cyanide solution to dissolve the silver ni-
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trate and no more. In this manner no free
cyanide is present. Use the solution hot at a
temperature of about 150 degrees F.

If the dip contains much free cyanide, the
silver will come dull and yellow. By using no
free cyanide, it will deposit on the work in a
perfectly white and bright condition. The
secret of bright dip silvering is to have no free
cyanide.—The Brass World.

Carborundum as a Gem
According to the Brass World, Frank J.

Tone has discovered a method of producing
colorless transparent crystals of carborundum
(silicon carbide). These crystals are said to
have an index of refraction exceeding that of
the diamond. The mixture employed for the
purpose consists of the following: Pure car-
bon, 30 per cent.; silica, 57 per cent.; sawdust,
9 per cent., and common salt, 4 per cent. A
special manipulation is carried on in the elec-
tric furnace to produce the desired results in
the way of preventing the formation of an
impure product. By mixing a small quantity
of metallic oxide, such as chromium oxide, in
the mass used for the charge, a colorless
crystal may be produced.

Cyanide of Silver in Making Up Sil-
ver-Plating Solutions

Although the majority of silverware manu-
facturers in the United States who carry on
silver plating use chloride of silver in making
up their silver plating solutions, the indica-
tions point to the fact that it is only a matter
of time, perhaps, when it will be abandoned
and cyanide of silver used in its place.

As far as the actual character of the silver
deposit is concerned, it has never been shown
that the cyanide of silver gives any better de-
posit than the chloride, but its advantage lies
in other directions. In the first place, it is
theoretically correct while the chloride is not.
When chloride of silver is dissolved in potas-
sium cyanide, silver cyanide and potassium
chloride are formed by the interchange of rad-
icals. The potassium chloride is an inert salt
and simply fills the solution with useless mate-
rial. A plating bath made with the chloride
of silver will not last as long, before it be-
comes useless, as one which is made from the
cyanide of silver.

The other objection to the use of chloride
of silver is that chlorine is given off at the
anode to a slight extent. Its only effect, how-
ever, seems to be that it attacks the iron
hooks and anode rods (when the latter is im-
mersed in the solution) and corrodes them
after a time so that a poor connection results.
With cyanide of silver this does not take
place. In the case of the chloride of silver,
the action is slight, but in time it is quite
manifest.

For ordinary work, it is hardly advisable
for platers who are using the chloride of
silver to give it up for the cyanide. The
chloride is so easily made, that it offers an
inducement to use it. For the finest classes of
work. however, it would seem that the cyan-
ide of silver offers advantages that will re-
pay for the trouble in making it. In England
and Germany it is extensively employed, and
some large concerns in the United States use
it, but the majority use the chloride because
it is more easily prepared.—The Brass World.

Oxyacetylene Welding
It is only recently that the oxyacetylene

flame, directed by blowpipe, has come into ex-
tensive use in England for welding purposes.
Within the past 18 months its application to
the repairing of boilers and the hulls and gear
of ships has begun to be seriously developed.
The temperature of the flame is about 6000 de-
grees Fahrenheit. In the automobile industry
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the process is extensively employed for mak-
ing petroleum tanks, as it does away with riv-
ets and solder. It is also widely used in garage
repair shops, and for the construction of bi-
cycle frames, steel tanks and metal casks.
It is effective in welding up cracks and breaks
without the use of rivets and for attaching
flanges. It is admitted that very skillful work-
men must be employed in order to avoid a
serious lack of homogeneity in the weld. Very
careful purification of the acetylene gas is
also necessary.

Some Popular Fallacies

THAT A DIAMOND NEVER WEARS OUT.

It is altogether an error to suppose that
diamonds will not wear out. In the shops of
wholesale glaziers, where the diamond is in
constant use, one is worn down in a month or
six weeks, so as .to require resetting, after
which, with the same wear, it usually lasts
another month and then becomes useless. It
may, however, be presumed that such dia-
monds travel over some miles of glass before
they are worn out. It is likewise a singular
and interesting fact, that only the natural point
of the diamond will cut, whilst that obtained
by polishing will not cut glass.

THAT` SAPPHIRES ARE ALWAYS BLUE.

It is true that the name sapphire is usually
restricted to the blue variety, but red, green,
white, violet and yellow sapphires also are
found. They are all slight variations of the
mineral corundum which is next to the dia-
mond in the scale of hardness.

THAT CATGUT IS MADE FROM THE INTESTINES OF
CATS.

The etymology of this word is obscure.
Dr. Brewer ascribes it to a contraction of "cat-
tle-gut." Another form is "cattling gut." The
Century Dictionary says, "Catgut does not
seem ever to have been prepared from cats'
intestines, and the word is, consequently, sup-
posed to stand for `kitgut,' by confusion of
'kit,' a little cat, with 'kit,' a fiddle."

But whatever the derivation, it is quite cer-
tain the intestines of cats are not used for the
manufacture of catgut, the intestines of sheep
being the source of the raw material, though
those of the horse are occasionally used.

THAT GERMAN SILVER CONTAINS SILVER.

It is the "white copper" of China, intro-
duced into Europe by the nation noted for its
bands, and does not contain any silver. the
following being its usual composition:—

Copper, 4 parts, by weight
Nickel,. 2 " "
Zinc, I put "

These proportions are varied by different
makers, and sometimes a small quantity of
lead, and even iron, is added.

It has been suggested that the word is
German = akin to, as in "cousin-german," but
this is wrong, for in that case German silver
would be written with. a small g, which it is
not. It is called German silver because first
made in Europe at Hildberghausen in Germany.

THAT THE SO-CALLED "DUTCH CLOCKS" ARE MADE
IN HOLLAND.

"The wooden clocks which we erroneously
call 'Dutch' are nearly all made in the Black
Forest, and are, indeed, German clocks. The
village of Freyburg is in the centre of this
manufacture, whence wooden clocks are ex-
ported `to the number,' it is said, 'of 180,000
yearly, under the name of Dutch clocks, not
only throughout Europe, but even to America
and China.' Shakespeare, with his wonted ac-
curacy (Love's Labor Lost, act III scene 1),
calls these clocks rightly, thus:—
" 'A woman, that is like a German clock,
Still a-repairing, ever out of frame,
And never going aright."



A SCHOOL UP TO DATE IS APPRECIATED
Y

EARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this country, they met with decided opposition by the majority 
of those inter-

ested in the jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and to
-day it is generally

conceded by the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete knowledge of the 
work, and, at the

same time, hasten results. So much so is this a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of those 
who had had little or

none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 5 of them have been connected with the business before entering a school 
of this kind. And many

who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their sons to these schools. Why ? Because they know that the school

offers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.

We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating will 
become a first-class work-

man. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physicians of every student that they turn out, and the 
percentage of good

workmen turned out from a first-class Horological School will be found to be greater than the two professions mentioned above.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOG
and make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your 

earning capacity4[[. There is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS in HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want to
get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this
truly great institution.

A POSTAL CARD WILL GET YOU THE

ADDRESSED HOROLOGICAL " Dept K PEORIA ILL• y sy DESIRED INFORMATION

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our tt IDEAL" CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSION,S:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf

12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-

mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 Welles deep
Inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and

shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

$Net price, $58.00. Worth 70.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory
Made and sold by

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

fulv ll C) T H E

How to Make Chloride of Gold

Chloride of gold is prepared by dissolving tine
gold in "Aqua-Regia," and this is made by mix-
ing together nitric acid and hydrochloric acid in
certain proportions. Aqua-Regia is the Latin
name for "king of waters" or "Royal water," as
it was called by the old alchemists, because it
was the only mixture which would dissolve their
gold. Neither nitric acid nor muriatic acid (hy-
drochloric acid) will dissolve gold alone, but
when the two are mixed the gold gradually be-
conies dissolved. Both acids must be procured
in the strongest possible condition, otherwise
their solvent power is much weakened and the
gold is with difficulty dissolved.

There is no hard and fat rule as regards
the exact proportions to be used of the two
acids, but more commonly the following propor-
tions have been found to be the best—

Hydrochloric acid   2 parts.
Nitric acid   1 part.

These acids must only be mixed together at
the time wanted, for if they were mixed and
placed in a bottle they would almost immediately
begin to react uPon each other, chlorine gas would
be set free, or liberated from the muriatic acid,
and the stopper blown out of the bottle by the
evolved gaseous vapors, and this action goes on
until all the chlorine gas has become expelled
from the muriatic acid, and the liquid would
then have no dissolving powers for gold.

But when the gold is put into the freshly
prepared aqua-regia, the dissolving of the metal
is effected by the free chlorine which is liberated
uniting directly with the gold to form chloride
of gold. The red-brown fumes which then es-
cape are a mixture of nitric oxide and chlorine
gases, which take no part in the dissolving of
the gold. The proportions of the two acids are
such for dissolving gold as to make the muri-
atic acid the stronger, and this is proven when
the liquid solution of gold is evaporated, for the
muriatic drives off the last portion of nitric acid,
and a salt of gold chloride only is left. This is
why nitrate of gold is unobtainable.

In making pure neutral chloride of gold, how-
ever, two evaporations are necessary in order to
be sure that the last traces of nitric acid have
been expelled. The safest and most convenient
way of dissolving gold is to place the required
quantity of gold in a glass flask with a long
neck, and to pour upon it the aqua-regia. To
dissolve 1 oz. of fine gold it usually requires
about VA ozs. of aqua-regia ; but this will de-
pend upon the strength of the acids employed.
and also, if much evaporation goes on while the
solution is being effected, more may be required.
The dissolving of the gold may be hastened by
placing the flask upon a sand-bath heated by a
gas jet beneath.

When the gold has all become dissolved the
solution should be carefully poured into a porce-
lain evaporating dish, and having placed this on
a sand-bath, apply gentle heat until nearly all
the acid is expelled and the solution becomes
thick and syrupy. It will then assume a red-
dish hue, and the dish should at that stage be
gently moved round and round so as to spread
the solution over a larger surface of the interior
of the dish. In this manner the evaporation of
the acid is assisted without damage to the gold
chloride, for if it became too dry some of the
gold would return to the metallic state by losing
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its requisite portion of chlorine, and require to be
again treated with aqua-regia in order to dissolve
it.

When absolutely pure neutral chloride of gold
is desired, it is usual, after the first evaporation,
to add • water until the mass goes into solution
again, and a second evaporation is then made.
The gold salt can at the end of this operation
be put into a bottle and preserved for any future
use, or it can be dissolved in water with the
view of making a gilding solution.—The Jeweler
and Metalworker.

Self-Lighting Electric Alarm Clock

The ingenious electrical apparatus recently
designed by Prof. R. Rubosq at Bayeux,
France, and pictured in the accompanying il-
lustration, is intended to perform the funct.on
of awakening a sleeper and of lighting an elec-
tric lamp, to assist him in rising. By extin-
guishing the lamp, a platinum wire is brought

to incandescence on which any other lamp can
be lighted in case the owner of the apparatus
has no electric plant at his disposal.

As seen in the illustration, the apparatus
consists mainly of a small wooden box with a
primary battery or two pocket accumulators.
This box is provided on its sides with different
devices, viz., to the left (1) the handles and
disengagement device, in front (2) the alarm
with the index for actuating it, and to the right
(3) the bell mechanism with the lighting de-
vice for the platinum wire. On the cover, the
lamp is located with its reflector and a small
resistance, which opposes the slight resistance
of the platinum wire to the higher resistance
of the incandescent lamp. The apparatus com-
prises essentially three parts—the actuating de-
vice, the disengagement device, and the trans-
mission.

The actuating device, on which the working
of the whole mechanism depends, consists
simply of a slotted copper index PP', carrying
at its end a stop which can be adjusted to any
point on the dial. This index is so designed
that the minute hand may pass over it with-
out touching it, whereas the hour hand, on
coming into contact with it, closes the circuit.
The mechanism proper of the alarm clock need
not be altered in any way. In fact, any ordi-
nary alarm clock can be used, its mechanical
operation being reserved for the case of a
breakdown in the electrical arrangement.

The disengaging device is equally simple.
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It consists of a double electromagnet and three

levers, represented in the illustration to the

left (1). This electromagnet will act by attrac-

tion immediately on what is called the "dis-

engagement lever," D, which communicates,

first, through a slot with the lever c, which

actuates the lighting circuit (represented in full

lines) and, secondly, through a projection with

the lever C, Nv hich actuates the bell circuit

(shown in dotted lines).

From the above, it will be readily under-

stood how the mechanism operates. By switch-

ing in the lever c, the circuit interrupted at

b, and, by switching in the lever C, the other

circuit is broken at C". The switches are then

brought into their proper position, viz.: B into

the position B", and e into the position e", and,

finally, the actuating index is brought into con-

tact with the hour hand of the alarm.

The inside terminals AA' will then be con-

nected with the two terminals of the small

battery contained in the box, the electric cur-

rent taking the following course: From A to

B, B. B". C. C" to the electromagnet E, over
F, the body of the alarm, and then over the
hour hand to P, K, H and A'. As the elec-

tromagnet at the same moment attracts the

disengaging lever D, the lever c is again

brought into contact with b by a spring con-

nected to it, and the lighting current, coming

from aa will go directly to the lamp,. whereas

the lever C, becoming disengaged, drops into

the position C", leading the current through

another circuit to A', while traversing the bell

arrangement; the latter does not stop ringing

before the switch B has been brought back to

its disengaging contact B'. If, now, the switch

C be put back to e', the lamp is extinguished,

:Ind by pushing it on to e" there is lighted

the platinum wire, the luminous intensity of

which is controlled by a small rheostat, located

in the cover. The sleeper must obviously get

up to stop the alarm.—Scientific American.

Producing Polished Nickel Plated
Work in the Plating Barrel

In nickel plating work in the plating bar-

rel, in which the goods are tumbled in the same

manner as in a tumbling barrel, the surface

fails to come out with the polished nickel

that is desired, says the Brass World. There

is usually a slight film or tarnish upon it that

does not give the goods the appearance de-

sired. When the nickel solution is properly

made and contains boracic acid, this stain is

not as pronounced as it is from a solution that

is not in good condition; but even under the

best of such conditions the deposit is not as

bright as desired.
One concern engaged in the manufacture of

small metal goods and which operates plating
barrels for nickel plating the work, has found
that if small pieces of felt or canvas are
placed in the barrel with the work and tum-
bled with it during the plating, the surface of
the nickel plated goods will be well polished
after the plating operation has been com-
pleted. The felt simply buffs the surface of
the work while it is being plated and it is
then delivered from the barrel with a much
better surface than when no felt is used.

The reason for using the felt is that it is
soft and will not scratch the work. Canvas
will answer but not quite as well as felt.
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE•MARK REGISTERED

41 Special attention given to the

execution of special orders for

hand made cases. Prompt

delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE • •

• • NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

Landis School of Engraving

SUMMER COURSE NOW OPEN
Fall Course will Open Sept. 1st

If you wish to take a Course this Summer or

Fall please write us at once, and we will assign

and hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-

venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are

the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting

and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed

with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you .

could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

M. 1_4, Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

THE OIL
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS

from repair work by using R & L Watch Oil,
which positively will not gum. You may be the best
workman in your State, but if you use poor oil
your work will come back to be done over. Use
R & L Oil for watch and clock work and your
profits will be real profits.
R & L Oil will not gum, cut or blacken pivots.

This has been demonstrated all over the United
States. Not one complaint. No better oil, nor as
good, at any price.

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle.
Made only by Carried by all the leading jobbers.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO JEWELERS' 
BUILDING

.p BOSTON, MASS.

PRICES HAD TO BE ADVANCED

No. 9 Foot Blower, $5.00

and we had no alternative. We shall
continue to use the pure up-river para
rubber for our Foot Blower disks, not-
withstanding its great advance in cost.

It was quality that built up the reputa-

tion our Foot Blowers enjoy,and we shall

stick to the quality. The " BUFFALO
DENTAL MFG. CO." stamped in the
wood on each Foot Blower is a sure
sign you are getting the best money
can procure. Look for it, and insist
upon having it. Write for catalog " B.
K " illustrating and describing all our
manufactures that are of interest to the
jeweler.

BUFFALO DENTAL MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Polishing Motor, $14.00
Alternating or Direct Current Ifs H.P.Motor,
with 2 attachments andvariable speed lever,
at $14.00 to introduce them.

Electric Socket Fan, $7.00
Alternating or Direct Current, 8-inch
fan to screw into ordinary lamp
socket, at $7.00 to introduce them.

July, 1910 TI-IE KEYSTONE

United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by
Wm. N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

952,890.—Hatpin attachment. Charles J. Edla-
vitch, Baltimore, Md. Filed September 3,
1909. Serial No. 516,000.

A hatpin guard comprising a base portion
provided with a recess, a tuft of bristles secured
in said recess, said bristles having been treated
with rosin to increase their frictional properties,

a guide member secured to said base portion,
said guide member having a flaring mouth and a
recess constituting a housing for said bristles,
and being provided with a restricted portion
against which the bristles may be wedged by the
entrance of the hatpin.

951,506.—Jewelers' bench. William J. Meyer,
Chicago, Ill., assignor to Swartchild & Co.,
Chicago, Ill., a corporation of Illinois. Filed
June 4, 1908. Serial No. 436,593.

I. A work bench comprising a bench top a
having a recess e, a block h separately engage-
able with different marginal parts of said recess,

and an apron drawer i beneath the recess in
the bench top in position to receive material fall-
ing from the locations of said block.

2. A work bench top, a block upon the work
bench top, an apron drawer disposed beneath the
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block, an openi tg being provided in said drawer,
and a receptacle adapted to receive particles
through said opening and from which receptacle
said particles may be removed.

99,535.—Engraver's tool. Alfred S. Koch, Lan-
caster, Pa. Filed April 16, 1909. Serial No.
490,370.

An instrument comprising a handle with a
straight under and inside wall, a cutting tool
lying in said handle with its lower edge along
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said wall and having a projection on its upper
surface, a longitudinally movable clamping mem-
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ber adapted at different places to engage the
aforesaid projection and by its movement to
clamp the tool in rigid contact with said wall.

950,499.—Tweezers. Eugene C. Wells, Stockton,
Cal., assignor of one-half to George H.
Dietz and one-half to Edward L. Wright,
Stockton, Cal. Filed April 16, 1909. Serial
No. 490,233.

An article of the class described, comprising
a blank of sheet material having a perforated
middle portion folded centrally of the perforation
to bring the end portions of the blank into regis-

tering resilient

the outer end 
spaced relation, 

por-
tions of said sides
extending at an
oblique angle with
relation to the in-
ner portion, the
extremities being
curved andpointed,
said sides being

/a provided with en-
larged lateral ex-
tensions adjacent

to their extremities, the central portion of the
device being adapted to be held between the palm
and middle fingers of the hand of an operator,
and the extremities being adapted to be grasped
between the thumb and forefinger for extraction
of splinters and similar operations.

•
Moseley Lathes are of the very best material

and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.

BAG INITIALS I N 
AND
AI  ATZELSE S

Gold plated on brass, sterling silver, and lacquered brass. Have you realized the
importance of carrying a complete stock of these bag initials ? We supply you with
the most artistic lettersof guaranteed COLGAN Quality. These letters are shipped
in gross assortments with a stock cabinet. We can offer special prices on all orders
for these letters received during July and August. We will mail our complete
Catalogue of monograms and initials upon
request. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. The J. W COLGAN CO. BINTNigh'ilcA:

Direct Current Type

Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.

WRITE FOR IT TO-DAY WITH

You can add to your
profits by selling our
line of fine leather
goods in connection
with jewelry. It is
designed especially to
meet the require-
ments of your trade.
Our catalogue No. 12
illustrates and de-
scribes many good
numbers.

DISCOUNTS

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
67 LAKE STREET •••• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
REPOINTING DIAMOND RINGS and STONE SETTING—SPECIAL EMBLEM
WORK SOLID GOLD ONLY. Write for further information.

THE EMBLEM JEWELRY MANUFACTURING CO.
ROOMS 609-10 JEWELERS BUILDING BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

,-, Manufacturing Jewelers, Diamond Mountings and Gem Setting,D. GOLDWASSEm, Society Medals, Jewels and Badges

4))

Pat. applied
for

The Century Temple Former
FINELY FINISHED IN POLISHED BRASS

For forming bent or unbent temples to either side No
more worry as to right or 1.-ft side. To change bent
temple firqscrew it in frame and pull itout straight through
your fingers, which can be done with any temple; hold
former in left hand, pace ball of temple in two holes and
then turn former around temple one turn and you will
have perfect ear shape and bent to side wanted. Ask your
jobber or I will send on receipt of PRICE, 35 CENTS,
in postage stamps or M. 0. prepaid. Address

A. L. SCHLIENTZ 506 CLINTON ST.
DEFIANCE, OHIO

EST 1889

ItAs;q0:14■Earp
cHicAG°

ESTABLISHED 1859 THE RICHARD 0. KANDLER, PRES.

JEWELERS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING .qk'
21st Successful year in Day and Evening Courses.

EST.A Practical Trade School to learn General Engraving, etching, chasing, die culting,jeweiry design-
ing, etc. Also all other branches of the Jewelry Business and optics by special arrangement.

Send for new catalogue. – MASuite 1830-31 McCormick Building, Michigan Ave. and Van Buren St.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
Permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

A Handsome Shooting Trophy

The Brookhart
Trophy which we
illustrate herewith,
is a very fine ex-
ample of the silver-
smith's art. It was
ordered through the
Plumb Jewelry Store,
Des Moines, Iowa,
and specially de-
signed and made by
the Gorham Mfg.
Company at Provi-
dence. It is i8A
inches high and holds
9 pints. Mr. Brook-
hart, the donor, is a
prominent attorney of
Washington County,
Iowa, for many years
captain of the Iowa
State Rifle Team and
General Inspector of
Rifle practice. The
winner last year was
Sergeant Don A.
Pruessuer, Company
D, 53rd Infantry, one
of the members of
the Iowa State Team
who shot in the
national match. The
trophy is given for
annual competition
and was competed for
this year on June
29th.

A Useful and Ornamental Pocket Novelty
The accompanying illustration shows a new combination pencil holder,

cigar cutter and envelope opener which has just been placed on the market
by Aikin-Lambert Co., New York. Seldom has so much serviceability
been afforded in so small an article. Pencil holders separately are a very

popular item in the trade, particularly in the gift line. Pencil users find
them to be not only convenient but economical in that the pencils may
be used down to the extreme end. This bolder, however, combining as it
does an envelope opener or paper cutter and cigar clipper will appeal still
more strongly to the purchasing public and would seem to have all the
qualifications of a ready seller. The holders are made in silver, gold plate
and solid gold and are pretty to look at as well as convenient in service.

A New Alarm Clock

The latest candidate for a
place of honor in alarm clock
stock is the product of the West-
ern Clock Mfg. Co., La Salle, Ill.,
and is called "Big Ben." This
new clock is seven inches tall with
a 41/2 inch dial. It rings con-
tinuously for eight minutes and
intermittently for fifteen and has
a large back bell. The large dial
is clearly visible from a distance
and it has also large, easy winding
keys. The case has a slightly
reclined position which gives the
clock a beautiful appearance and
it is suspended on three points
instead of two as usual. This
clock is sold to the jewelry trade
only and carries a fixed selling
price, factors which will appeal
favorably to our readers.

Case Presented
The Dennison Manu-

facturing Co. recently
made to order for the
City of Toledo, Ohio, the
very handsome brooch
case herewith illustrated.
This case of royal red
morocco, lined yellow
(the royal colors of
Spain), suitably in-
scribed in gold leaf and
containing a fine dia-
mond studded gold
brooch, was later pre-
sented to the Queen of
Spain through the
Spanish Ambassador.
Toledo still keeps alive
by appropriate celebra-
tion its association with
Spain, which accounts
for the pretty present to
the young Queen.

The jewelry placed
in this case and the
other presents to the
Queen were made by a
Toledo jeweler of great
reputation.

_Tilly, 1910

to the Queen of Spain

An Attractive Umbrella Novelty

The latest novelty in umbrellas is the locket handle
as shown in our illustration. It would seem quite diffi-
cult to inject sale-making sentiment into an umbrella,
but this has been accomplished by Siegel, Rothschild &
Co., Baltimore, Md., in this new line. The locket idea
is one that will appeal with special force to the trade
as it puts their umbrella stock right in harmony with
their regular jewelry wares and affords them a talking
point that should influence many sales.

The same manufacturers have placed on the market
for the coming season an entirely new line of their
"Perfect Detachable Handle Umbrella," the merit of
which is now so widely known. The excellence of the
detachable idea as patented by them is generally
recognized and makes a useful argument in furthering
sales. As umbrellas differ from most of the regular
jewelry stock in that they must be regarded as a neces-
sity, the trade should find a supply of these handsome
styles a very desirable addition.

Smallest Fountain Pen in the World

In recently visiting the L. E. Waterman Company,
New York, we were shown the latest novelty of the
Waterman line, which is indeed an interesting product.
The new No. 000 pen is the smallest perfect fountain

pen ever produced. The accompanying illustration
shows this pen in its actual size. It is perfect in every
respect, being an exact replica of the pens of regular
size. The spoon feed, clip-cap, cone-shaped holder and
every feature of the _familiar styles of Waterman's
Ideals are reproduced in this wonderful little pen.

New Trade-mark of Interest to the Trade

In order to distinguish his line of imported clocks and to give them
an individuality, Theodore Schisgall, Ii6-1T8 Chambers Street, New York,
has adopted and had registered. at Washington a trade-mark which will
hereafter appear on the boxes containing clocks of his importation. This
trade-mark, as here shown, will be printed in red and over it in black
letters will appear the name of the clock contained in the package.

As this matter of trade-marks is one of extreme importance to the
jeweler each one should make it his duty to keep posted on the marks and
their meaning. Frequently they are the sole guide to quality and reliability.

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

Tb e Former Incorporated and Registered mith
Me New York State Board of Education

offer the most complete courses in Ophthal-
mology, Optometry, Optics and preliminary
instructions for students entering the above
schools or medical schools. Special and evening
courses will be arranged to suit applicants.

Address
THEODORE F. KLEIN

185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

Tre Crohn Patent SafetyGuard

For Scarf Pins, i Studs and Lace\?..111"%
practical a nd only ad-Ping, The most

justable one invented. PrIce,S1. 60 perdoz. For
saleby id I wholesalejewelers and mato ,ri at houses.
Sam:itchy 111111,25e: in 10 K.gohl,$1.00; I 4(51.25.
M.CROHN, Mkr.idindr. 48 & 50 Maiden Lane,N.Y.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortment of Wells' Perfect
Self-Conforming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid at once (only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at. the following prices:
1 doz. 10 K. gold, $3.75; 1 doz. gold
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, Bk.

Samples of one small and one mel loin-large gold
filled and one metal adjuster will be sent for
50e., stamps or M. 0. Address

CHESTER WELLS, Meshoppen, Pa.

KLEIN0BROS
LAPIDARY 0 CO
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EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Sliver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our !sits*, Price.List

HORACE J. SMITH
WATCH REPAIRING 

FOR THE TRADE

313 Flynn Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa

\N flWNIRS!
4.7

%/
CATCHY

ENGRAVING
• in SPOON BOWLS at

Popular Prices
4: I ENGRAVELET US A SAMPLE
41.,.;.• '9 Artistic Monogram and Letter

Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

ILJL,L,STROM atik CO.
Ashland Nebraska

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

I 1st sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Loop
Watch Keys
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A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established ISMS

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Pre,tical Lye
Refraction.

For terms addles,'

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties. Etc., especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.

CLOCK REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

BAUMGARDNER & CO.
-"Che Little Watch Factory ”

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKING
FOR THE TRADE

Satisfied Customers over Many States

Chicago (sWerWsmtr:■ jUlg) Illinois

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Otto-
nometers, etc., of every size anti descrip-
tion , made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 83 NASSAU STREETNEW YORK

REFINERS opflaOtoilndu,Smi I vier 
anyan?

shape-solids or
Wi)iat,insaionguagnhr

Sweep Smelters
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IM PORT ER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

Handy
Lamp
GASOLINE
LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Gives a 300 Candle power Shadowlesz light
Turns up I it down, like gas, burns dim when not

in use, or can be turned up instantly when
Inure light is needed. It floods a 30 foot

space with a brilliancy like daylight.
Far cheaper than gas, kerosene or
electricity and so simple that anyone
can use it. Yearns depend on it for
years for any purpose demanding a
big, strong light. Catalogue K S tells
why. Send for it now.
BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.

Dept. 9
42 State Street, Chicago, III.

1 155

COOPER a SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Packeile

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Semi for catalogue NEW YORK

Diamonds Tourmalines
Sapphires Peridots
White Sapphires Aquamarines
Pearls and Reconstructed Rubies
A big selection always on hand. Selection
packages sent out on approval to responsible
parties.

HENRY G. MORRIS
Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington St.

Room 73 BOSTON, MASS.

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

077 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt A Dey Sta. Corner 2011, Street

223 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

1141i42'
F'' 014

ig:4,741

Makers of

TOWER anD STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

THE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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FOR FIFTY DOLLARS we will Teach

You to Do First-class Engraving
A THREE MONTHS' COURSE in our Engraving 

Department will make such

an Engraver of you that you can do in a satisfactory manner 
the engraving that

would have lobe done in the average jewelry store. This should interest you.

You can look this country over, and nowhere will you find an 
institution whose

students become first-class Engravers in so short a time. It is our method of

teaching and years (10 of experience that count. Send for our Engraving

PrupeCtUS. It Will give you full information. It is yours for a postal.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  See ad on page LIS  

FOR SOUVENIR SPOONS AND 
ENGRAVING

WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING

WATCH MATERIAL, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

AT THE BEST PRICES

E. L. DEACON JEWELRY CO., DENVER, COLO.

=4,-ii;11■111. -Frardilt r.riniqnj =IP
••r -a'

'4411412ariePY

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Wir'$?:21TDRL

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

494

-ci"rcins P.4 \(24,0

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

INFSPOT CASH for Jewelry Stocks-VC
1 PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for 

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get 
money by return mail

National bank references upon request. IF offer is not 
satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO
, ILL.

llyou should be in Chicago with your stock, make 
appointment with me

by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office 
telephone Central 6909.

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE RE OUR 

FACTORY

Cut 8,4 size

I.. D. ANDERSON JEWELRY CO., 230 Pena St., Radios, Pa.

Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle Jewelry, Abalone Shell Jewelry,

Class Pins with name shown, Flag Brooches and Fobs with nameof town, Leaf 
Broochesand Fobswith nameof town,

Iron Pyrites Jewelry and other souvenirs made to meet the needs of winter and 
summer resorts. Send for Catalogue

BLACK SHIELD
MAINS RINGS
WATCH ANC) C LOCK elk 

ISWARTCHILD & CO. PITS ‘i 

WATCH LOAN
CHECK

grille loss of one loan
watch would cost more,
perhaps. than all the
checks you need.

$1.50 the dozen

All material houses sell
them. but you may order
direct.

WATCH LOAN

-=

i■VATC1.
LOANED
RECORD.- CHECK

c•.6*

• APL.D.

OBVERSE SIDE

CHECK CO.,

A

A

E  REVERSE SIDE

Rock Island, III.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

NMEN/MMI..

DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH

Anpraisements made for estates or individuals

Established 1891 J. J. COI-IEN

Write for further Information 1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SHOWNLOW

WASHER.

ADJUSTED

uhLIER

5.71.

MEAD
440

.ArL.flOfltY. .01

SPECIAL NOTICE.- Meer " washers" are
eon red hy Unihd ,..lates Patent
No. SU,,,.3/.0,, um/ all infringements
'cell be prosecuted.

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.

MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.

PRICES: Gross, 51.50; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c.; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD. Manufacturers

14 Calender St., Providence, R.I.

G. F. Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Old cases
Mado New

Silversmiths'
Building
131-13 7
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn white you learn.
Write for FREE BOOK,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
l'ostal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe &dining, ST. PAUL, MINN.

P.A.T EINTTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'

Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

VVIVII. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

rFREE TO ENGRAVERS'
Send name address and 5e. in stamps

to cover postage and printing, and

receive FREE INSTRUCTIONS for
engraving Celluloid, Ebony, Ivory,

Pearl, Tortoise, Shell, etc.
Also directions for filling same with

26 different colors and tints. Write

to-day. Beat the other fellow to it.

H. W. THOMPSON
Art Designer and Engrave

L
Dept. A 481 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. _j

nwARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
253 

MIILDERRY STREET 
NEWARK,

------

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AMID 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GGARANTR1sU OR 

'SIDNEY 
REPUNDRD

Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
live words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, Initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure Insertion, remittance must

aecompan y all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month. for inser-
tion in the following month's Issue.
Send blank cheek or draft, or postal

or express money order for 6E00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
It answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING Co.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 25
cents.

HIGHEST grade workman on American
and imported watches; age 38; American,

good appearance; best ref. and life's exp.
in jewelry business. C. R. Shanar, Knox,
Pa.

Az WATCHMAKER, graduate optician,
plain engraver; long exp. on all kinds

of watch work; prefer Wisconsin or Il-
linois. Address "K 814" Prospect Ave.,
Janesville, Wis.

NORTHERN Illinois graduate in optom-
etry; also competent watchmaker and

engraver wishes to locate with reliable
firm that does railroad inspecting of
watches or has an extensive optical busi-
ness. Address Lock Box 345, Mason, Mich.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
stonesetter for work in the West; first-

class refs.; mountains or further West pre-
ferred. "F 825," care Keystone.

FINE railroad watchmaker, optician, fair
jewelry repairer, salesman; 6 years' exp.,

mostly with inspectors; quick, accurate
workman; married, age 3o; ref. U. S.
Webb, Corbin, Ky.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, all-around man;
15 years' exp., store and factory; capable

managing store; New England States pre.
ferred; best refs.; tools. Address "S 823,"
care Keystone.

THIRTY years' experienced watchmaker,
capable of taking charge of repair de-

partment; age 5o, married; do not drink;
salary $18; now employed; wish perma-
nent position. M. Robinson, Marshall,
Mich.

At WATCHMAKER, optometrist regis-
tered by examination, and show card

writer; fair engraver; to an honorable and
reasonable firm I offer my services at $30.
"M 773," care Keystone. 

YOUNG man, seven years' retail store
exp., desires position; general clerk and

bench man. Address "N 818," care Key-
stone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, engraver,
jewelry and clock repairer; i year exp.

in store, five months at Bradley Horologi-
cal School; good refs. J. Hook, 2213 Main
Street, Peoria, 111. 

THOROUGH and rapid repairing watch-
maker on all watches, escapement and

complication; want position for September;
$25 week; best refs. "Watchmaker," 63
Boston Street, Newark, N. J.

BY one of the best all-around men; good
watchmaker, nice engraver; optician,

diamond setting, jewelry repairing i high-
class salesman well posted in the jewelry
line, 15 years' exp.; no bad habits, good
appearing, married; would accept position
on the road through western territory. Ad-
dress "H 819,0 care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman on Pacific Coast
with manufacturer's line; thoroughly fa-

miliar with fine jewelry. "M 827," care
Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker wants position in
Washington or Oregon; 35 years old;

best refs. r'M 828," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

REERACTIONIST, watchmaker, engraver;
own trial case, instruments and tools;

reliable firm in New Jersey or eastern
Pennsylvania; single, reliable, ambitious.
Address "S 821," care Keystone.

PERMANENT position by sober young
man of 25, as watchmaker; 7 years' exp.;

all tools, good refs., no tobacco; also do
plain engraving; wanted by September
15th; Florida preferred; state hours and
full particulars. Address "H 804," care
Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain en-
graver; good workman; West or Mid-

dle West preferred. Address "F 802,"
care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, op-
tician; ii years' exp.; have all tools;

prefer Southwest or Mexico; fine work-
man, capable of taking full charge. BCpC
183, Douglas, Ariz.

YOUNG man as engraver and jewelry re-
pairer; can give refs. and has had busi-

ness exp. James B. Gilmore, 129 North
Orange, Peoria, Ill.

AS second watchmaker by young man,
American; 27, single; graduate; 4 years'

exp.; ref. from last employer; central
States preferred; temperate. Carl Tolliver,
Noble, Ill. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, over 20 years'
exp., wants position in first-class, up-to-

date store; competent tn take full charge
repairing department; expert on railroad
and complicated watches; rapid and re-
liable; best refs.; can come at once. Ad-
dress "L. B. R.," 280 Lake Avenue,
Battle Creek, Mich.

BY watchmaker of 24, single; 2 years'
bench exp. in Europe and graduate of

Bradley Horological Institute; experienced
on French traveling and other complicated
clocks; speaks French; graduate optician,
no trade exp.; a little engraving. Address
93,0 care Box 535, Nelsonville, Ohio.

At WATCHMAKER, jeweler and en-
graver, first-class, all-around man, good

salesman and optician; want steady posi-
tion; sober; can give good refs.. Address
"A. L. M.," 5o7 South Cincinnati Avenue,
Tulsa, Okla. 

WATCHMAKER, optician, salesman wants
situation at once; capable to take charge

of store or repair department. Carl E.
Stokoe, Globe, Ariz.

AS watchmaker, clock and jewelry repairer;
2 years' exp.; own tools; At ref. fur-

nished. C. C. Munsterman, Morrisonville,

BY a watchmaker and engraver of i9
years' exp.; prefer Oregon, Washington

or Arkansas. Address Box F' 1498, Globe,
Ariz.

HONEST, ambitious young man, capable
of doing all ordinary jewelry repairing

and watch work desires permanent post.
tion. W. S. Hartzell, 524 Fredonia Ave.,
Peoria, Ill.

WATCHMAKER with good man; will
furnish tools, bench and fine regulator;

t4 years' exp, doing all kinds of repair-
ing, watches, clocks and jewelry•, will work
for $1oo month; refs. exchanged. Address
"C 8o5," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker, jeweler and engraver;
sample of engraving if required. H. N.

Anderson, 2213 Main Street, Peoria Ill.

BY young man as engraver, assistant
optician and watchmaker; jewelry re-

pairer; At salesman; 7 years' exp.; sober
and reliable; 6 years with present employer;
salary $18 weekly; South or West pre-
ferred. Address "P 798," care Keystone.

IN Northwest by first-class watchmaker,
jeweler and salesman; all-around man;

for ability shows a watch he has made;
place must be up to date; refs. r'N. A. B.,"
Box 21, Berne, Ind.

EXPERT watchmaker, jeweler and mann-
facturing jeweler, engraver, stone and

diamond setter, window trimmer; first-class
house only, at once or fall; top notch
wages. Address "L 799," care Keystone.

WATCIIMAKER and engraver, 18
years' exp.; steady, do not use tobacco

or intoxicants; desire to locate permanently
with some reliable jeweler in desirable
part of California or southern Oregon; 1,25
per week; At ref. "S 789," care Keystene. 

AS appraiser in first-class loan association;
good refs. as to ability, character, etc.

"L 772," care Keystone. 

EXCEPTIONALLY fine watchmaker,
jeweler and engraver desires to make

a change; 20 years' exp. on high-grade
work; western Washington preferred;
salary $25. Address "S 797," care Key-
stone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician, plain
engraver; 4 years' exp. in watch work

and jewelry; own tools; best refs; nation-
ality, Norwegian. "0. N.," 2213 .'dam,
Peoria, Ill.

At WATCHMAKER, steady position in
the State of Tennessee; large exp. and

best of tools; single, speaks German and
English. Braun, care Weber, 2258 West
Twenty-second Street, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and clock repairer, to
years' exp.; single, best refs.; will fur-

nish fine set tools. Address Charles K.
Ibsen, 81 East Sixth Street, Oswego, N. Y.

GOOD watchmaker, optician and en-
graver, 31; 12 years' exp., good habits;

industrious, steady, capable of taking
charge of store. A. P. Lytle, Eau Claire,
Mich.

AS assistant watchmaker; 2 years' exp.;
can do good plain watch work; have

tools; want $12 per week salary. T. F.
Sharp, Linton, Ind.

IN or near St. Louis, Mo.; age 22, 3
years' exp. at watch, clock and jewelry re-

pairing; good engraver, good salesman,
good appearance; speak German and Eng-
lish; salary not main object. "W 787,"
care Keystone.

AS assistant watchmaker and engraver;
have 3 years' exp. on watch, clock and

jewelry work; 2z years old; best refs. Ad-
dress "S 784," care Keystone. 

BY young man ready to leave Bradley
Horological Institute; have no bad

habits; can give best refs.; am a fair en-
graver, can do all ordinary watch work
and jewelry repairing. Don F. Kugler,
2112 Main Street, Peoria, Ill. 

BY fine engraver, good watchmaker and
salesman of neat appearance; no bad

habits and is well recommended; desires
permanent position. "P 777," care Key-
stone.

PERMANENT as first-class watchmaker
and jewelry repairer, with chance to

finish engraving under competent man;
will go to any State; best ref. "X 224i"
care Keystone.

AS watchmaker, first-class, experienced en
railroad and complicated watches; so

years at bench, no bad habits; best ref.
Address "P 776,0 care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, experienced and re-
liable, with first-class refs., wants posi-

tion. John Thompson, 39 West James
Street, Lancaster, Pa. 

YOUNG man of 19, as watchmaker,
jeweler and engraver, with best of refs.

"A. W. H.," 202 Washington Avenue, Lud-
ington, Mich. 

ENGRAVER, jeweler and clock repairer;
5 years' exp., wants an opportunity

to learn watch work. Landis School of
Engraving, Detroit, Mich.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING TI1REE CENTS PER WORD

TRAVELING jewelry salesman with ac-
quaintance in Indiana and Illinois to

handle a large general line for jobbing
house in Chicago. Address "A. 1). to,"
iso) Heyworth Building, Chicago.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, salesman and
engraver; single man preferred; perma-

nent position. $30 per week. Address
",It 783," care Keystone.

YOUNG man desirous of learning the
jewelry business; reply, stating age, exp.

and salary expected; first-class ref. re-
quired. A. E. Anderson, Broken Bow,
Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, must be a good man;
no students. J. L. Whisler, Marion, Ind.

WATCHMAKER, one who can engrave
and repair jewelry; west Texas. Ad-

dress "P 811," care Keystone. 

SALESMAN calling on retail trade to
carry side line gold and silver-plated jewel

cases; fine commission; state territory and
exp. P. A. Coon Silver Mfg. Co., Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

TRAVELER for Pennsylvania; estab-
lished trade, excellent opportunity; exp.

and ref. necessary. Ritter, Kahn & Co.
10'4 Arch Street, Philadelphia. 

ENGRAVER, young man with some exp.
lettering, monograms, enamel cutting,

etc., such as is generally done in manu-
facturing jewelry shop. Kennedy & Co.,
312-314 North Sixth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

YOUNG man with one or two years'
exp. to finish trade; a good place can be

given when through. Address George C.
Heap, 5 to Prince Street, Knoxville, Tenn.
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HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER, one who understands
repairing of complicated watches; also

to take charge of optical room; neat ap-
pearance and able to wait on customers;
steady position to right man. Scheller,
The Jeweler, 250 Market Street, one
block below Broad, near Mulberry. 

FIRST-CLASS jewelry repairer and en-
graver, $25 a week; permanent position

for settled man; send refs and sample of
engraving. C. L. Ruth & Son, Montgom-
ery, Ala. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, optician and
jeweler; must be registered to practice

optometry; permanent position; state
salary. Louis Kades, Newburgh, N. Y. 

GOOD watchmaker, fair engraver and op-
tician; young man ambitious to go into

business for himself in the near future;
good salary. Address "M 824," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER one who can take charge
of store in my absence; prefer man who

can speak Swedish. C. C. Bacon, St.
Charles, Ill. 
YOUNG man of pleasant appearance, with
knowledge of refraction and experienced

in edging lenses and general light shop
work can obtain a steady position in an
old-established optical business in the
middle West; right party will be given an
opportunity to secure shares in the busi-
ness; applicants will please send photo
with detailed account of themselves. "C
785," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver, young
man, good habits; send sample of en-

graving and refs. Willis B. Gardner,
Titusville, Pa.
AT once, first-class watchmaker and en-

graver; state salary wanted; send refs.
in first letter; permanent position to right
man. V. J. Pekor, Columbus, Ga. 
ABOUT September 1st, watchmaker, jew-

eler, engraver; first-class, all-around man,
own tools; single, reliable; send photo
and sample engraving in first letter; per-
manent position; state salary wanted.
Frank Johnson, Key West, Fla. 
FIR-ST-CLASS retail salesman; one ac-
customed to fine trade. J. Jessop &

Sons, San Diego, Cal. 

COMPETENT and experienced salesman
in the East, South and extreme West

to handle a cut glass line, either a set line
or otherwise, on commission; very attrac-
tive proposition. Michigan Cut Glass Co.,
Lansing, Mich. 

ENGRAVER, first-class on emblems and
jewelry; chasing, enamel cutting, letter-

ing and designing; good salary and perma-
nent position to man that can fill above
requirements; state refs. and send samples
of work. Address Hassig Jewelry Com-
pans', 914 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, 111o.
EXPERIENCED retail jewelry salesman

with knowledge of optics, and good win-
dow trimmer; salary $25 per week. Apply
with refs., J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala. 
AT once, all-around man, watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver and salesman; steady

position long as wanted; $18 per week to
start. Simons Jewelry Co., Davenport,
Iowa.
A GOOD watchmaker; refs., etc. John P.
Nelson, Wenatchee, Wash. 

WE desire to get into communication with
a man to call on jewelry trade in Mis-

sissippi, Alabama, Louisiana and Florida,
and who is at liberty to carry a high-grade
side line. For further particulars ad-
dress "R 794," care Keystone. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;

married man preferred; permanent po.
sition to right man; ref. and salary in first
letter. J. R. Lucas, Ogalalla, Nebr. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver at
once, of good habits and competent to

take charge; state exp. and salary expected,
also enclose samples of engraving, photo
and refs. J. M. Chalmers, Lake City,
Minn.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; perma-
nent position to reliable man; must do

some jewelry work and wait on trade. R.
B. Ankeny & Co., Mt.  Vernon, Ohio. 
FAIR watchmaker and plain engraver;
must be unmarried and under 25 /eats

of age. L. J. Weiler, Carbondale, Ill. 
EXPERIENCED salesman on commission

basis in such States which are not yet
covered. Inquire Empire Jewelry Case Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED
UNDER Tills HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WISH to buy stock up to date, in city of
o,ocio to 3o,000-$5000 to o,000-on

river or lake. Address "G 82o,' care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man with small stock of jewelry;
wants to go any place in the West. "P'

826 " care Keystone.

(Continued on page ix,58)
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(Continued from page 1157)

YOUNG watchmaker and engraver, with
$1000 capital; 15 years' exp.; speaks

German and English, wishes to hear of a
good location. Address "S 806," care
Keystone.

TO buy a small store building, size about
16 x 40, in a good location in fair-sized

town, where an opportunity exists for an
experienced watchmaker, etc.; New Eng-
land seacoast preferred or will be in-
debted to anyone for information of a
fair location. Address Box 233, Ouarry-
ville, Pa.

G. A. BAILEY, of West Brookfield, Mass.,
has invented a new method and imple-

ments for jewel setting, saying he will de-
posit $300 with $loo that any man will put
with it, the same to be paid to the one that
will invent and make better tool or tools
for same purpose. Further particulars by
mail (to contestant) as to cost, etc.

AMERICAN electric clock, suitable for
church, about 2 to 3 feet in length. J. F.

Butler, Potsdam, N. Y.

WILL pay $1o,000 cash for a good jewelzy
store in nice city in Central States, Il-

linois preferred. Ben Overstreet, Farmer
City, Ill. 
ENGRAVING machine, must be a good
one and cheap. Fred II. Nolte, Dexter,

Iowa.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

WHOLESALE jewelry and optical busi-
ness; the stock and fixtures of this con-

cern can be bought at a low figure in
whole or in part on account of liquidation;
terms, one-half cash, balance notes with
security. "S 687," care Keystone.

A FINELY located jewelry store in a
thriving Pennsylvania town of 8000

population; will sell on reasonable terms;
good reason for selling. Address C. W.
Laubenstein, Minersvile, Pa. 

JEWELRY and optical business in south-
east Alabama town of 3500 population;

$3000 will buy it; only jewelry store in the
county; did $7500 in i9o9; all repair work
one man can do; healthiest town in Ala-
bama; a well-established and well-paying
business, on two railroads; fine opening for
young man; good reason for selling; will
either sell or keep optical department; will
give possession any time before September
1, 1910. Write for particulars. "I 61[5,"
care Keystone.
FIVE hundred dollars for fixtures and lo-

cation; seaport city in Washington, and
no better town in the State; two new rail-
roads building; cash only; obliged to sell.
"R 748," care Keystone.

HALF interest in a $25,000 jewelry store
in city of 8o,000 population in Minne-

sota; stock is clean and up-to-date; fixtures
good as new; plate glass wall and counter
cases, oak, cut glass room, good location;
five-year lease; rent reasonable; none but a
well recommended jeweler need apply; will
give good reference and reason for selling;
I am not offering an encumbered store, but
want a good, clean man whom I can trust
with the business. "R 75o," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store, well-estab-
lished; good location in one of the best

cities in Illinois. Address "U 753," care
Keystone.
FINE little jewelry store ca partner

wanted; old stand in the suburb. Wacch-
makers, Jewelers' Association, 126 State
Street, Chicago. 
A GOOD-PAYING jewelry store located
in the business section of Los Anglees,

Cal., with long lease at very low rent.
Apply to S. Meyer & Co., wholesale
jewelers, Los Angeles, Cal.

SMALL established store in large long
store i finest town in Arizona; to 000

population, growing fast; rent $20, includ-
ing light and show cases; repairs average
$175' monthly; only takes $300 to handle
this; reason for selling, sickness of wife;
best location in town, snap for good re-
pair man. "C 796," care Keystone.

LOOKING for man who has $20,000 cash
or equivalent to buy my interest in old-

established jewelry business; handsome
profits yearly; has advantageous future;
don't answer unless you mean business.
Address "II 813," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business, fast growing northern Ohio

town; population 35oo; nvoice $2000; will
sell fixtures alone, $3./5. Addtess "W
814," care Keystone.
ONLY Jewelry and optical business in

progressive town of 3000; requires $iono
cash; good railroad watch rcpair work,
healthy climate. Address Box 124, Pala-
cios, Texas.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

UP-TO-DATE jewelry store, good line of
repair work; balance of stock on hand is

solid gold; solid silver flat ware, toilet
sets, watches; three floor names, 8 feet
long two counter cases, 6 feet long, one
large safe, one street clock, two dials, 30
inch. Stock and fixtures invoiced $2600
net; will sell for 90 cents on the dollar.
E. I. Brown, Princess Anne, Md.

ON account of old age will sell stock
and fixtures and jewelry, worth $6000 to

$7000; 25,000 inhabitants; established 20
years; good location, will sell at discount.
Write for particulars, Box 313, Danville,
Va.

STOCK and fixtures in town of illoo;
four factories, best of farming country,

about $z 5oo cash required. 1 ock Box a,
Union City, Mich. 

JEWELRY and optical business in
eastern Washington; population 1600;

reduce stock to suit. Address oT 81v,"
care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, also optometrist-jew-
elry and optical store, well stocked, lat-

est fixtures; small expense; established six
years; sure money-maker in live Nlaine
town of 3000, with 18,000 to draw from;
sickness. "P 8io," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry business in fin,,,,t
city in the country, clearing big inoney

every year; big snap, investigate. Address
"D 812," care Keystone. 

ONLY Jewelry store in town of 3,,,,o;
nice up-to-date fixtures, clean stock; well-

established business; good run of repair
work. Factory and railroad town payroll
average $40,000 monthly; local time in-
spector for railroad; invoice about $35oo;
better investigate this proposition. Box
96, Leslie, Ark. 
ESTABLISHED business, over 75 years;

stock and fixtures clean and up to date,
in fast growing agricultural and manu-
facturing town in the Piedmont section of
South Carolina; population about to,000,
three railroads; and books will show an-
nual sales for past eight years of from
$18,000 to $33,000; good run of repair
work and a money-maker; stock invoices
about $12,000 and want to give possession
by or before September mst. Will make
terms for part with responsible parties, and
particulars and reasons for selling on ap-
plication. Address "W 807," care Key-
stone.
ONLY jewelry, optical and, music business

in town of 900 in western Iowa; fine
farming community; stock about $2000,
can reduce to suit purchaser; good reasons;
a fine chance. "W 682," care Keystone.

THE best Jewelry store in the best 3000
and growing town in the best part of

central Oklahoma; if you mean business
and have some money get busy; no idlers
wanted. Address "WI' 815," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in town of about 6000;
stock invoices about $4000, fixtures $450;

will sell or lease building. For particulars
address George Knebel, Platteville, Wis.

$ to,000 WILL buy Jewelry . business, es-
tablished fourteen years, in prosperous

lead and silver mining town; s000 popu-
lation; business done last year $i5,000; net
profits $5000; will do better this year. I
can reduce stock to $5000 and want $5000
for the two-story building, 25 x 6o on
25 x 75 foot lot; the best corner in the
town; eight-room house over store, in-
cluding a modern bathroom; investigate
this, a rare opportunity. C. M. Hodgson,
Park City, Utah. 

A GOOD Jewelry business, clean, new
$2000 stock; reason for selling, poor

health; what is your cash offer? Julius
Anderson, Mora, Minn.
PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical busi-

ness, established in 1888; in a beautiful
city, estimated population 2000, in western
southern Minnesota, in a fine agricultural
district; well-selected and up-to-date stock;
enjoy trade from neighboring towns; all
the bench work one man can do; stock,
material and fixtures at invoice; will sell
or lease store as desired; owner wishes to
retire from business; only one other small
stock in drug store; no auctioneer propo-
sition considered. For particulars address
Box 777, Canby, Minn. 
UP-TO-DATE jewelry store in Hudson,

Mass.; trolley center of 38,000 people;
best location, excellent fixtures, clean, well-
selected stock; famous for years as "Moss-
man's"; buy now for cash and buy right;
I am going into another business. L. P.
Brigham, Hudson, Mass. 

BEST established optical business in min-
ing and manufacturing county seat city

in Pennsylvania of 75,000 population, with
trolley-connected suburbs of 300,000; rea-
sons for selling, failing health; also have
sonic jewelry stock and show cases; will
sell both together or separate; cheap if
sold at once. Address "R 8ot," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

ONLY jewelry and variety store in cream
of the corn belt of northern Indiana,

population 1200; nearest competitor 16 miles;
brick TOMO 20 X 70; rent 815 per month;
a money-maker; long time on good paper,
as I do not need the money; invoice about
$2000. Box 143, Kewanna, Ind.

HAVE decided to sell my stock on account
of ill health and old age; have been

here in the jewelry business for over 30
years and carry stock of about $3500 to
$4000; am willing to sell for 25 per cent.
less than cost for cash; Floresville is a
very good place for a jeweler; no com-
petition. L. K. Nowierski, Floresville,
Texas.

ESTABLISHED jewelry store in Phila-
delphia, well located; does good repair-

ing business. Address "B 781," care Key-
stone.

ONLY jewelry and optical business in
town of 500 southern Oregon; fine

farming section; stock and fixtures will
invoice about $3000; all bench work one
man can do; will discount invoice price
20 per cent. for cash. "B 795," care Key-
stone.

ONLY paying jewelry and music store
in growing North Dakota county seat

town of moon; stock and fixtures $2200, can
reduce; large territory, good run of work,
no competition; selling on account wife's
ill Eealth; don't write unless you have cash
and mean business. Address "P 800,"
care Keystone.

AN old-established jewelry store doing a
good business; this is for sale on account

of old age; if you are looking for a bar-
gain investigate this; about $5000, can re-
duce._A. J. Hamilton, Arthur, Ill.

WILL sell the fixtures and reduce the
stock of my $8000 jewelry business in

Virginia for $1800 if taken in July for
cash; closest investigation solicited. Ad-
dress "H 793," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town 1400 lo-
cated west central Illinois; stock, tools

and fixtures will invoice $3500; reason
for selling, failing eyesight. Address G. H.
Wilson, Griggsville, Ill.

JEWELRY store and fixtures in live town
of zoo° in northeastern Kansas; reason

for selling, ill health. Address G. E. Kim-
mel, Centralia, Kansas.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business in thriv-
ing southwest Arkansas town of 4000;

at present the terminus of De Queen and
Eastern Railroad; Kansas City Southern
road is making this a division point; stock
and fixtures invoice about $5000, can re-
duce; other business reason for selling.
Address Fry 8z Alston, De Queen, Ark.

A GOOD established jewelry and optical
business in one of the best towns of 4000

people in Oklahoma; one other good man
in town and the best kind of a com-
petitor; this proposition is for a short
time only. Address "D 786," care Keystone.

STORE-Watches, jewelry, optical goods;
established 15 years rent $12 per month;

living room in rear; watch repairs $100
per month; stock fixtures, good will com-
plete; $15oo cash; wish to retire; located
Bronx, New York City. Address "D 791,"
care Keystone.

AN old-established business; only jewelry
store in Ohio town of 1200; invoice

$2500 can reduce; cash only. "M 779,"
care keystone.

ONLY jewelry and optical store .in grow-
ing town of 2500; north central Pennsyl-

vania; established m5 years; best location,
long lease; a golden opportunity to go
into business for yourself. Frank W.
Hayes, Montoursville, Pa.

$3000 REQUIRED for an up-to-date pay-
ing jewelry store located in northern

Indiana; no competition, new fixtures and
stock in fine shape; all the repair work one
man can do; a very good chance to step
into a well-established business. E. W.
Welch, Churubusco, Ind.

GOOD paying jewelry business; fine ma-
hogany fixtures; established 14 years; up-

to-date stock; for sale for cash; best loca-
tion in city; population 35,000; good manu-
facturing town; fine surrounding farming
country; long lease on store; other busi-
ness reason for selling. Address Wm.
Hellfach, 322 Main Street, La Crosse, Wis.

to YEARS' optometry practice, central
Michigan city of 65,00o; practice and

office as it stands, $800; a sacrifice; poor
health the reason. "E 809," care Key-
stone.

STOCK and fixtures of small jewelry
store in new live mining town; bench

work averages $10o a month; failing eye-
sight reason for selling. J. H. Bluntach,
Marble, Minn.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

THE ONLY jewelry and repairing busi-
ness in a manufacturing village of

3500, central New York; reason, other in-
vested business. Address "R 8o8 " care
Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

1\10SELEY lathe, 43 chucks, bench and
tools new, $75. C. E. Hecox, Ilion,

N. Y.

56-HOUR Bliss chronometer, No. 2868;
guaranteed first-class condition; excel-

lent rate; will sell for $175. W. C. Han-
sen, 827 Fifteenth Street, Denver, Colo.

NEW Century engraving machine with six
alphabets and attachtnents complete; in

first-class condition; will sell cheap. A.
Lagerstrom, Cannon Falls, Minn.

JEWELRY fixtures and tools; splendid
corner; exceptional opportunity in beau-

tiful Pasadena; refs., wholesale jewelers
Los Angeles; $1000 to $ t sou required;
must sell account failing health. F. M.
Taylor, Pasadena, Cal.

LATHE at a bargain. Address "N 822,"
care Keystone.

CHEAP for cash, jeweler's outfit-one
diamond scale, engraving block, trial

case, lathe, demagnetizing instrument and
vises, and a thousand other small tools
all nearly new. Edith Strohm, Ceresco,
Mich.

TRIAL Case, A0Co., best grade and con-
dition, Geneva lens gauge and acces-

sories, $40; worth double. Babbitt, Derry,
N. H.

MERRY mediamneter, series B new; cost
$8o, first check $6o takes it. Merry

office trial set, No. 3132, complete with
Geneva lens gauge, all new; cost $58; best
cash offer. Johnson ametropometer, slightly
used $10. One No. 2 Stero Brownie
camera, $1.50 printing frame, three trays;
want diamond scale or what have you?
George W. Knight, San Marcos, Tex.

GENUINE Webster-Whitcomb universal
head; slide rest, swing jeweling rest;

pivot polisher, etc.; fine condition, like new,
cheap. "P 816," care Keystone.

HERRING-HALL-MARVIN safe, new and
in perfect condition; cost $16o, will sell

for $too cash or exchange for $125 worth
of diamonds or watches. E. J. Burn,
Waynesville, N. C. 
ANTIQUE grandfather's clocks; show
moon and calender; flint lock guns. J.

Bartlett, Jonestown, Lebanon County, Pa.

ONE 12 D. Kelton's roller plate press,
cost $i5o; x Kelton No. 3 embossing

press, cost $75; used few times, just about
good as new. Address "B 792," care Key-
stone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box ioo,
Moorestown, N. J.

McINTYRE 1909 model auto buggy, 11/2
inch solid rubber tires, 14 h. p. double

cylinder motor; almost new and in good
condition; top, side curtains and horn com-
plete; will exchange for diatnonds. W. B.
Elliott & Bro., Camden, Ark.

ON account of peculiar reasons I want either
an associate or sell or exchange large and

increasing customership with or without
stock ($t000) now or later on; splendid
prospects for the future; situated in rap-
idly growing, beautiful city in central
State. I started business while the panic
was in ft.11 sway two years ago, now too
much business; actual income $1700; a
widower, $1 years, desiring to marry.
Address "1 778," care Keystone.

ONE roll top oak bench, good as new;
one foot wheel, one lathe, Webster-

Whitcomb, with chucks; one set complete
staking tools, too pieces; one engraving
block and small tools, all as good as new.
Burridge & Connett, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

NEW $100 trap grade Parker shotgun to
exchange for ship chronometer; must be

in fine condition. The Tuttle & Parchall
Co., Plattsburgh, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

FOR sale or exchange for jewelry or
optical business, twelve 25 foot residence

lots, finely located, in Guymon, Okla.;
county seat town, has electric lights and
waterworks; lots are located between busi-
ness section and new college addition and
will be good property; only $1000. Ad-
dress owner, Ira Stutzman, Winfield, Kans.

ALL new stock goods in banjos guitars,
zithers, autoharp, cellos, piccolos, drums,

accordeons, triple silver-plated double bell
euphoniums, talking machine cabinets and
supplies, optical goods, material, watch
glasses, fountain pens, one Peckham ring-
stretcher, three regulators, dressmakers'
supplies, lot of 2 oz. lacquered ointment
boxes. Following in good condition,
slightly used: Two wall cases, two 8 foot
show cases on tables, one 6 foot glass
floor case, one polished brass mouldings,
jewelry and umbrella case, two watch
benches, two polishing lathes; one New
Century engraving machine on cabinet,
one watch sign, one foot wheel lathe and
lot of tools and lot of show case trays.
Above for cash and American new watches.
Address "P 788," care Keystone.

REAL estate to exchange for a 4o 11, p.
mountain car. De Clark, Emmett,

Idaho.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS II EAD1NG THREE CENTS PER WORD

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

I PAY 20 per cent. more than anyone else
for your surplus diamonds, watches and

jewelry: money sent by return mail; bank
refs. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill.

CHARLES REISS, i5 Maiden Lane, New
York. Largest, busiest trade watch re-

pairer. Can beat them all! Correspond.

10,000 WATCH movements, every size,
make, description, key or stem; Swiss

and English cases, fitted up with key or
stem movements, high grades; chronometers
for watchmakers' benches; key cases al-
tered to stem; correspondence promptly
answered. Charles Reiss, leading trade
watchmaker, is Maiden Lane New York.

WATCHMAKERS, jewelers, send in
your applications; help or situations

wanted. Watchmakers', Jewelers' Associa-
tion, 126 State Street, Chicago.

WATCHMAKERS and jewelers, 25 cents
(in coin) will secure you formula and

directions for removing broken off screws
in watch plates, spectacle frames, etc., with-
out injuring plates or threads; works
quickly, polishes. Address "Watchmaker,"
Box 14, Mercer, Pa.

I HAVE a proposition to offer you if you
wish to dispose of your business. Ad-

dress Box 147, Minneapolis, Minn.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke, es-
tablished 1870.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page tip.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

BUSINESS NOTICES

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham, Mass.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

WE sell our self-winding movement sep-
arate without case if wanted, $5.65 and

up. The Imperial Electric Clock Co.,
Granite City, Ill.

OUR self-winding clocks make a good side
line for the jewelers; send for circulars.

Imperial Clock Company, Granite City, Ill.

CASII paid for all kinds watch glasses,
watch keys, watch cases, movements,

chronographs, watches (including Inger-
soils), watch and clock material, jewelers'
findings, clocks, etc.; no quantity too
large. John Remillard, Carrier 40, Spring-
field, Mass.

GARMOE & CRAWFORD watchmakers
for the trade, Oelwein, Iowa. Send

trial package.

SHIP chronometers for sale, in fine con-
dition; price $5o, $75, $moo. W. H.

Enhaus & Son, 3 t John Street, New York
City.

FINE Swiss pocket chronometer movement,
in fine condition; 18 size, bridge move-

ment, key winder in nickel case, price $15.
Enhaus & Son, 31 John Street, New York
City.

SPOT cash and highest prices paid for
diamonds and watches; will make quick

returns; national bank refs. M. Iralson,
Masonic Temple, Chicago.

WANTED-Watches, American move-
ments. Broadbent, 4 South Forty-second

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute have applications

far in excess of what they can supnly.
Jewelers know they do not graduate stu-
dents to get rid of them as the cheaper
schools do, hence the constant demand and
excellent wages offered. All of our full
term students in optics pass the State
Boards of Optometry. References, any
watch company or optical house. Write
for prospectus. Tarbox & Gordon.

LEARN
%JEWELERS
ENGRAVING
"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

' WATCH REPAIRING 'L,m1146 KIND YOU GAN CALL YOU R OWN
W INS LOW* KRAUSE 8 CO.

_Gni cs,70.11.4.

Established 1899

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Lancaster, Pa.
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SLAbE, TENNEY & WEADLEY
(FORMERLY WITH LAPP & FLERSHEM)

DON'T THROW ASIDE YOUR 1910 CATALOGUE
The Old Firm may be out of business, but WE ARE HERE TO STAY,

and can fill your orders for

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks, Cut Glass,
Umbrellas, Fountain Pens, Gold Pens, Pearl Holders, etc.
Engraving, Jewelry and Watch Repairing Also Special Jewelry Manufacturing

A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU that we can furnish goods exactly as illustrated. Order by page and number of article

156 WABASH AVE. (POWERS BUILDING), CHICAGO

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

Sales made since I dissolved partnership with my late associate in January, 1910

Just closed out the entire stock of White and Coch, 185 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, of over $50,000 of cut glass and hand-painted china, the
largest sale of the kind ever made in Chicago.

Entire stock of A. Itkin, Butte, Mont.
Best sale ever made in that city.

CONSIDER
I give you the services of two auctioneers at the same
price of one.

Phave three of the most talented auction-
eers in the business who can furnish the
best of references.

Wood Bros., Paris, 111.-their entire stock.

Entire stock of W. I I. Booth, Sioux Falk, S. 1),Ik.
Write me if you contemplate having a sale.
correspondence strictly confidential.

Just closed 4 weeks' sale for I. Kronberg, of Little
Rock, Ark., the largest ever made in that city.

The entire stock of the Aleikel Co., Port Arthur, Ont,

I have made more successful and larger sales than any
other auctioneer in the past 20 years. I can furnish
over 300 references from leading jewelers, manufac-
turers, wholesale houses, also banking firms I have
transacted business for.

MADE IN SOLID GOLD, SILVER GILT, REAL SHELL, CELLULOIDWILL CALL IT THE "OXFORD." Diameter, 42 mm. Round, with Handle for Ribbon

WORK--QUALITY AND PRICE RIGHT
GIVE US A TRIAL AND BE CONVINCED

FIELD AND MARINE GLASSES,
TELESCOPES, READING GLASSES

ARE YOU WISE

Send for NEW LIST on
FRAMES AND LENSES

LENSES Can Ship at Once.Immense Stock on Hand. 

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25.usual advance on strong numbers.
1Vhere lint otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 f .
Per dozenPeriscopic Convex, 1 eye .   lot quint., 81.20 2d qual., 8 .84Periscopic Convex, 0 eve   " 1.20Periscopic Convex,  00 eye   1.40 II 

1.05II Q11■1111y Double f covex I eye Interchangeable, 70e. tel dozen.

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WI' ITE

to the fact that We Are Selling at the LOWEST PRICES?
SEND US YOUR ORDERS and convince yourself. A few of Our Beat Seller,

Don't Buy a Trial Case until you see the

AUDEMAIR10 Per Cent. Discount for Cash
Send for our Complete Catalogue of

Other Styles
THE ACME OF PERFECTION

From $10 to $85
For office in Oak and Leather, alsotraveling. With divisions forStock

and Lenses. We offer a trial case,
known am the Special.

See descriptions and contents.
Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Satisfied
Owners (tithe AUDEMAIR Prove Our Claim forthe World Renowned Trial Case

AUDEMAIR$10.00to
$85.00They Say 6̀  None Better Bade"

No. 1030. CONTENTS: 168 Lenses,
Good ltevolving Frame, ;29.70 netPolished Wood Tray, Rmeovable

No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22x 11 in. Orders for $10.00 or more we willAlumni:, Rings, 134 in. diameter, Convex Polished, allow 10 percent. discount instead ofConcave Gold Plated-. 6 per cent. for NIA.

AGENTS 1011 STEVENS & CO., INC., GOLD FILLED ( iooDs AT FACTORY P1ttccs
Rx WORK. KRYPTOKS AND STEVENS (11.A 1.1TY. 6O CASH ONLY

OPTICAL CLASS IN CHUNKS FOR DISPLAY ao CENTS A POUND
:YEE OPTICAL TOOLS AND MACHINERY FURNISHED AT LOWEST PRICES

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE

NEW " ILIKIT " Sanitary or ShellIn Gold and Gold Filled Mountings and With Rim or Frames.
SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold-filled 12 "MIER" mountings, etched on

l'er. Doz. Per I'r.
$ 7.50 19 .To
7.00

15.00 1.40

lenses, in neat velvet-lined ease for fitting, *8.tiO net.Gold Filled Rimless 1110-12 K.  
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless  

When one dozen or more are purchased nt one time we allow 10 per cent. nit for cash.
Iteisner's Improved Lens Measure at 

Improved " ILIKIT " Eyeglass Frames
Per doz. Per l't.Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable . . *34.00 *3.00(iold Filled Interchangeable 1/10-12 K., j 0.50 1.00Gold Filled Interchangeable 1130-12 K., 9.50

The Best and Most Pomade Fingerpteee Mounting Made

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. I, 0, CO Eye
Made by the IMPROVE')

METHOD
EX'flt A FIN 'SIT
WELL TEMPEREil

1111; IlLY LUSTER t.

1525, 12 K., 1-10 Frames,Velvet Tip, Cable
Tetnples

5524. 12 K., 1 Riding Bow . . Frames
5525, 12 K., 1 Riding Bow Cable "
1,564. 10 K., 1 Riding how
1,565. 10 IC., 1 Riding Bow Cable
5354. 10 K., 1 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K.. 1 Riding Bow Cable

l'er Ilozett
$7  AO

. . 0.611
• • 7.011
• . 0.40
. (1.61)

. . . 4.00
• • 0.00

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

GOLD and GOLD FILLED RIDING BOW
MOUNTINGS

1194 l'er ,ton.
10 K., Gold Riding Bow Mount ings, $121.75F6594
1-10 12 K., Riding Bow Mountings,

F694 Cable,
1-10 10K., Riding Bow Mountings,

5194 Cable,
1-30 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings, 4.20

Cable, 0.20

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKCATALOGUE CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING 
MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS
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BALANCE JEWEL
with olived hole

-.11■111

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

Polished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

'J. 'o THE RETAILER :

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

1>=' combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen
Polished $1.50 Per Dozen

Gauged
or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:
15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Some Old Fogy Customer May Call You Down
if you don't stock the Old Style Cylinder Case Alarm with bell on top. Hence we make several patterns, and they are the best of their
class. It required no mental effort, however, for the

WISE ONES
to recognize the superiority of the " Clock with the Concealed Bell." That's why we have been busy making Siren, Vibrator and Rotator
clocks. The baby is entitled to a good time, too, so we make an iron case which withstands all his assaults front, rear or flank, and we
didn't stop at that. We are now prepared to give you

A REAL OLOOK

Nothing cheap or common about the Dryad.
Price about the same as the ordinary cylin-
der case clock, but the Dryad has class.

ADMIRAL. 30 Hour Time, Twelve Minute Alter-
nating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Enameled Iron
Case. Height, 5% inches. Width. 5 inches. Dial, 334
inches, solid brass, silvered. Alarm rings alternately
every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with "shut-
off " switch.

SEE CUT OF INTERIOR

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off"
Isewssitbchra.ss H. neiicgkhetie6d% inches. Dial, 4% filches. Case seam.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with
"Shut-off" switch. Height. 634 inches. Dial, 4% inches.Case highly

RHour 30 
polisb ed.

ATime,Repeating Alarm,
rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes,
with "Shut-off" switch. Height, 634 inches. Dial, 434inches. Case seamless brass, nickeled.

DRYAD. Thirty Hour Time, Twelve Minute
Alternating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Case in
three finishes, brass, copper and nickel. Height, 634
inches. Width, 4 inches. Metal dial 334 inches. Bell
contained entirely within case. Patent dust cap to
protect movement and render case dust proof. Alarm
rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes, with "shut-off" switch. Packed 24 clocks in
a box (8 brass, 8 copper and C nickel finish.)

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—Dial

C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 434 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height. 6 inches. Dial,
434 inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

WRITE US FOR COLORED ILLUSTRATIONS (SHOWING CLOCKS IN ACTUAL COLORS),
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION AND PRICES

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
' Shut-off" switch. Large bell Inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 434 Inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

The E. INGRAHAM COMPANY BRISTOL I;



BALANCE JEWEL
with ()lived hole

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

c=

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

Polished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen
Polished $1.50 Per Dozen

Gauged
or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

To THE 1ZE1'AILER :
You realize beyond question that the main

cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
\\Till supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:
15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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Some Old Fogy Customer May Call You Down
if you don't stock the Old Style Cylinder Case Alarm with bell on top. Hence we make several patterns, and they are the best of their
class. It required no mental effort, however, for the

WISE ONES
to recognize the superiority of the " Clock with the Concealed Bell." That's why we have been busy making Siren, Vibrator and Rotator
clocks. The baby is entitled to a good time, too, so we make an iron case which withstands all his assaults front, rear or flank, and we
didn't stop at that. We are now prepared to give you

A REAL. CLOCK

Nothing cheap or common about the Dryad.
Price about the same as the ordinary cylin-
der case clock, but the Dryad has class.

ADMIRAL. 30 Hour Time, Twelve Minute Alter-
nating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Enameled Iron
Case. Height, 5% inches. Width. 5 inches. Dial, 31
inches, solid brass, silvered. Alarm rings alternately
every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with "shut-
off " switch.

SEE CUT OF INTERIOR

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off"
switch. Height. 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass, nickeled
THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with
"Shut-off" switch. Height. 63. inches. Dial, 434 inches.Case nickeled and highly polished.
ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm,
rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes,
with "Shut-off" switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4%
inches. Case seamless brass, nickeled.

DRYAD. Thirty Hour Time, Twelve Minute
Alternating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Case in
three finishes, brass, copper and nickel. Height, 64
inches. Width, 4 inches. Metal dial 34 inches. Bell
contained entirely within case. Patent dust cap to
protect movement and render case dust proof. Alarm
rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes, with "shut-off" switch. Packed 24 clocks in
a box (8 brass, 8 copper and C nickel finish.)

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A

B

A—Dial
B—Bell
C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See Interior view.) o 

Hour 
) He3ight,6uir 

Time. 
.Dial,4% inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.
Repeating Alarm. rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve

minutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

WRITE US FOR COLORED ILLUSTRATIONS (SHOWING CLOCKS IN ACTUAL COLORS),
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION AND PRICES

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

The E. INGRAHAM COMPANY OiTigguil
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A 10 K. LINE THAT IS 10 K.

Past Present Future
The PAST is EVERYBODY'S The PRESENT is OURS The FUTURE is YOURS

LOOK FOR THIS

TRADE MARK

The wide-make jeweler
has no time for what
was. He is interested
in what is and what
will be.

We produce what is ac-
knowledged as the finest
appearing, quickest sell-
ing and most serviceable
10K. line of gold jewelry
on the market. A 10K.
line that is 10K.

What will be your
choice for the coming
season, is for vou to
decide.

Our large assortment of

Link Buttons Waist Sets

Brooches Crosses

Scarf Pins Combs
Lockets Fobs

Pendants Tie Clasps

Baby Pins Neck Chains

Handy Pins Lorgnette Chains

will interest you.

The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co.
64 NASSAU STREET

FACTORY
251 N. J. R. R. Avenue, Newark, N. J.

NEW YORK CITY

I 1()3

Watches Watches Watches
When placing your Fall Order, remember that we have the Finest Line ef

GOLD and FILLED CASES, HOWARD, LORD ELGIN
and COLONIAL WALTHAM COMPLETE WATCHES
that was ever shown the Retail Trade. cAlso remember that we are

THE HOUSE OF SIMMONS CHAINS
OUR LATEST ADDITIONS ARE

ONEIDA COMMUNITY SILVER and THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH LINE
YOU WILL MAKE NO MISTAKE BY WAITING TO SEE OUR IMMENSE LINE

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
JOBBERS IN WATCHES AND CHAINS LANCASTER, PA.

Watchmakers' Schools Catechism
(Q) Why were watchmakers' schools established ? (A) Apprenticeships are obsolete

and the call is for competent workmen.

(Q) The object of the school then should be not only to supply workmen, but
better workmen ? (A) Exactly.

((2) How long does it take the very best student who could enter to become a
competent workman ? (A) Not less than two years.

(Q) Can any school teach the trade in a year ? (A) Decidedly not, the student would not know enough to
know how little he really knew.

((2) I see you have lectures and also classes in drafting, what is that for ? (A) To give our students that
comprehensive knowledge which is possessed by the expert.

(Q) I see your best students made watches as their masterpieces, of what use is that ? (A) That is the
supreme education possible to give, this is one of the few schools in the world which can teach that
work. Above is a tourbillion chronometer in 16 size, by one of our students, he won a prize in Phila-
delphia, Pa., for that.

(Q) Is there a demand for your graduates? (A) Twenty-five calls for every one we can supply.

The New Term and Twenty-first School Year
Begin on September 1st, when all who intend entering should be present

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
IL R. PLAYTNER

Director S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., Toronto, Ont. CIRCULARS
FREE
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THE E is so well and favorably known that it is accepted as the. & J. S. QUALITY standard of excellence. Our Prices, too, are acknowl-
edged the very lowest that can be offered on high quality goods. With these two facts in view

' 
our

Lathe Combinations which are made up of the most dependable Lathes, Benches, Countershafts, Foot
Wheels and Gravers, should be of immediate interest to you at the unusually low figure we are now
quoting them. Write for further information. Order from the "House of Quality."

Lathe Combination A—$64.30 Net Cash

Cenuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every It Made of the best steel. Has hard
apindles runoing in hardened steel bushings. Absolute concentricity of
cone, body, thread and hole. Full nickel plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Solid Oak Bench No. 1
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber and

finished in the best cabinet style. Will not, warp or split. has
ten drawers that lock automatically ; apron drawer. vise rest
and chalk box. Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deep
and 40 inches high.

Extra Quality Pivot Gravers
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the hest that can be made.

They are very hard and hold their points much longer than the
average graver.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
Itest in the mai ket

LATHE COMBINATION B—Moseley Lathe with same outfit as above—$64.30 Net Cash

Lathe Combination C

SOLID OAK BENCH No. 2

A well built, bench, will not warn or split. has eicht drawers,

apron drawer and chalk box. Size, 33 inches high; 40 inches long

and 26 inches wide.

Only $35.50 Net Cash

PREMIER LATHE
The best medium-price lathe ever put on the market.
Combination consists of G split chucks, 2 step chucks, 1 cement and I

screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting and hack stand.
This is a most attractive lathe, full nickel-plated and absolutely true

and one that we can safely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
lice of lathe : Length, 12 inches ; bed to center, 2 inches. Extra

attachments can be added at any time as they interchange perfectly.

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12
Nickel plated; black pulleys

FOOT WHEEL No. 1
Grooved

OUR STOCK OF BOXES, CARDS, TAGS, DISPLAY TRAYS, Etc., is unlimited. We can ship
your orders by return express. Send us a trial order and be convinced of our ability to serve you
in a way that will merit your future orders. Ask for a copy of our General Supply Catalogue.
We send it prepaid to the legitimate trade upon receipt of request with business card.

THE E. J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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HILLSBORO, KANS., June 6, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

I'll let you know that the amount you remitted for
Old Gold and Silver will be satisfactory. Hope to send
you some more in the near future. I remain, with thanks,

J. HOEPPNER.

,v0

HOLTON, KANS.,
May 25, 1910.

Gentlemen
check for $76.16 is

entirely satisfactory, being a
little above our estimate.

ARMEL BROS.

DETROIT, MICH.,
May 16, 1910.

Gentlemen :—
Received Ten 75100

Dollars in settlement for B:Il

512 10. Thanking you for
prompt remittance, we remain,

TRAUB BROS.

BATON ROUGE, LA.,
May 25, 1910.

Gentlemen :—
Check to hand, accepted.

Two Dollars better than I
expected.

S. L. SCHUESELER.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
May 17, 1910.

Gentlemen :—
Check for $22.75 received.

Same is more than I expected.

S. DOLENIN.

Gentlemen :—
Our estimate of value of the old gold and silver we

sent was $22.50 ; of course, check for $22.92 was very
satisfactory. Thanks for prompt remittance.

R. V. KUMM & SON.

ATLANTA, GA., May 4, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

We received check for $20.59 all 0. K. and will
say we are satisfied with the amount you sent us. Thank-
ing you for past favors. We may have something else
for you in the future, oblige,

GEO. T. McCURDY.

FORT SMITH, ARK., May 18, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

Remittance received and am very much satisfied
with same, as I am with every remittance from you. I find
in dealing with you everything turns up better than I
look for. Thanking again, I arc,

DAVID JACOBS.

A FEW REASONS
why it will pay you to
ship your old gold, silver
and sweeps to us.

FIRST --- We pay market price for silver and
platinum.

SECOND --- We pay 4 cents per karat for
gold.

THIRD --- We buy sweeps, plated scrap, filled
cases—anything, in fact, containing gold
or silver.

FOURTH --- We make returns for gold and
silver the same day as received.

FIFTH --- We smelt and make returns for
sweeps promptly.

SIXTH --- If our offer on gold, silver and filled,
etc., does not come up to your expecta-
tions, we return consignment in same
condition as received and pay all charges.

SEVENTH --- Because 99 out of every 100
who ship to us are satisfied and we are
sure you will be.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
SMELTING & REFINING CO.
905 Heyworth Bldg., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
WORKS : 59th and Throop Streets Chicago, Illinois

20 John Street, NEW YORK Arcade Building, SEATTLE

PITTSBURG, KANS., June 14, 1910. DEER LODGE, MONT., May 31, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

Yours of 28th inst., at hand with check as stated.
Same is satisfactory to us, and we thank you for prompt
attention.

WM. COLEMAN.

FARMER CITY, ILL.,

June It, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

Your check all 0 K.,

better than I figured it would

be.
BEN. OVERSTREET.

,v0

SO. HAVEN, MICH.,

June 4, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

Your estimate and check

for gold scraps amounting to

$110.17areentirely satisfactory.

TALL BROS.

HANNIBAL, MO.,

June 14, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

Your check for Four

Dollars and Forty Cents ($4.40)

in payment for the Gold Rags

I sent you, received, for which

please accept my thanks; your

check was very satisfactory

and I can recommend you to

all who have old gold, etc.,

to dispose of. Again thanking

you for your promptness in

sending check,

JOHN P. BIRD, Jr.

PLAIN VIEW, TEX.
May 27, 1910.

Gentlemen :—
Check for 557.44 received,

and will say entirely satisfactory;

more than expected. Thanks.

A. J. DUTTER.

HUMBOLDT, S. D., May 24, 1910.
Gentlemen :—

Your letter and also draft received and will say
that I am very well pleased and I only wish I had
another batch to send you.

N. P. PETERSEN.

SOME TESTIMONIALS FROM A FEW OF THE SATISFIED ONES
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TOOLS
EVERY WATCHMAKER SHOULD HAVE

Why not order NOW?

UNIVERSAL WHEEL CUTTER. Price (2 spindles), $45.00

EXACT SIZE

IMPROVED ROLLER REMOVER
Price, $1.75

CARBORUNDUM WHEEL
AND MOUNT

Fitted to any lathe
Price, $3.50

Single Wheels, each, 50 cents

UNIVERSAL
IDLER

Price, $8.00

i[
Ar2DIictNS

Go. 
t3Q05.

cH‘ 

A

TRIPOD (to fit any chuck) for polishing screw head
Price, $3.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue 

HARDINGE BROS.
3133-35 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO SQUARING FIXTURE. Price, $5.00

WATCH CASE
REPAIRING

JOINTING—TURNING—SPRINGING

ENGINE-TURNING—ENGRAVING

REFINISHING—POLISHING, ETC.

SPECIAL ORDER
WORK

SPECIAL HAND-MADE CASES—NEW

BACKS, BEZELS, ETC.—KEY-WIND

CASES CHANGED TO STEM-WIND

/MOW

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING AND COLORING

N. J. FELIX & SONS ESTABLISHED 1865 

45 MAIDEN LANE — - NEW YORK CITY
PHONE—JOHN, 710

167
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"BLACK SHIELD" MAINSPRINGS
Are manufactured for us only
by the oldest and most reputa-
ble maker in Switzerland.

The Product of the Highest
Attainment in Mainspring
Making.

Are guaranteed in every
respect. No better can be
had at any price.

FOR ALL WATCHES

Per Dozen $1.25 Per Gross $13.50 Per Gross, with Cabinet, $15.00

HOLD-ON
HAT PIN CLUTCH

You slide the clutch on, it does the rest.
Impossible to lose a valuable hat pin.
Keeps hat on straight. Protection against
injury. Just the thing for automobiles.

PER DOZEN

No. K 120. Gold Plated - - $2.50
No. K 120A. Silver Plated - - 2.50
No. K 120B. Gold Plated, set

with assorted color stones 3.00

Black Shield Oils
The Product of the Highest Attain-

ment in Oil Manufacturing.
Too Much Care Cannot be Taken

in Selecting the Right Oil.

It's the LIFE-BLOOD
of a Watch

It will not gum. It is free from
acids. Climate has no effect. Every
drop of oil in the bottle, even to the
very last, is as good as the first.

TRY IT AND CONVINCE YOUR-
SELF THAT IT IS THE BEST

WATCH OIL
Per Bottle, 25 cents

CLOCK OIL
Per Bottle, 25 cents

Finger Piece Spring
FITTED WITH SCREW

WILL FIT ALL STYLES OF FINGER PIECE

EYEGLASS MOUNTINGS

No. M 69. GOLD FILLED, Per Dozen, $0.75

New E'..ig1and Watch Co..tvlaierlol.

1.5 00 ASSCItirSILNT•

NEW ENGLAND
Material Assortment

No. G50 Price, $5.00

Complete Cabinet with Contents

No. Name of Part Series

1 \V i tiding Arbor II II P11 Spr,ing   I, 3
2   G, I.
3 ,. 14 ci 14 41 

  Z

4 ,. 0 II It g

5
6
7
8

1111

Click Springs  

41

46
  A
I, G

  Z, S, 0
  A
I, (4 

  0
  A

Z, s, 0
5, S,

S,
I,

gl Sg it 
  G,

SI 11 1g 41 gg 
5, 5, 0

21 " " " "   A
22 Hour and 'Minute Hands  I, J
23   G, L
24 " "
27 " " "
26 " " "   0
27 0 0 0   A
to Balance Staffs  I, J
  G, L

31
  0

33 Escape Wheel and l'inion   G, L
34
35
36   0
37   1,3
38 Mailiprings  I, J, K
39 . 14, I.
40 y,()
41
42 41 
 A

Contents of No. G50
New England Material Cabinet

9 "
10 Wil ding Wheel Click Spring  
11 ..
12
13
14
15 Upper Balance Hole Jewel and Cap Jewel
16 Lower Balance Hole Jewel  
17 End Stone Screw wills Jewel  
18 Pillar and Case Screws  
19

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'

1S,H UPPLY HOUSE IN THE WORI.-C, HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. 6c WABASH AVE. CHICAGO. ILL.
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100% PERFECT Watch 

a)ci)
Cl)
cd

Glasses 100% PERFECT

fer

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

Tools 0) Quality

"W & R" and ,
"OPTIMUS" Brands

For Mechanical and
Manufacturing Opticians

11111100m

11 11
oph

It (II((((

The Pliers shown represent a few of the styles made

expressly for Optical Trade. Price, each, 75 cents

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

WORTHINGTON & RAYMOND
102-104 Fulton Street :: NEW YORK

...■■•••■•■•

LEMAIRE OPERA
GLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD.

SUSSFELD,

USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

LORSCH C-8), CO., Importers
NEW CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Large Variety in All

the Latest Styles

1169

Roller Replacer No. 1 Reversible 3=Jaw Chuck
No. 27

A

Wheel Cutting, Grinding and Drilling Attachment No. 2
This tlaturr. when bolted to a slide rest is adjustable to nny conceivable position and most

use'lli for Wheel Cutting, Grinding, Drilling, Snelling, Tapping of Threads, Grinding of

Reamers, etc.
1 he spindle Is hardened and hollow. It will take any number of wire chuck from No 8 to

Ne. 72 for drilling, etc. Illustration A shows the spindle in a horizontal position, while B

show= the attaehtnent with spindle in vertical position for wheel cutting, etc.
We furnish 2 Arbor Chucks with each tool, one for grinding wheel and one for wheel

cutlers. The wrench is of correct size for the bolt hen clamping attachment to side rest.
Finely Nickel-plated    each, 520.00

(Above price does not include Slide Rest).

A FINE TOOL AT A MODERATE PRICE.

GoM Solution
MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

ROMAN

MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

CIC.I.......mw(Xf(.

GOM S011itin

MADE FROM

Pare 24 Kt. Gold

La11111,11

GREEN

DO YOUR OWN PLATING
You can do Factory Finishing with " CARO" GOLD SOLUTION

Made from PURE 24 K. GOLD

The s)mplest, cheapest mid most effective, GOLD SOLUTION on the market.
rave loon % profits to he livejeweler who uses it.
It is radically different from any outer sedition, viz.:

IS CLEAR—Showing par' iy.
Contains No Copper—which insures rich yellow coloring.
Contains NO A ItAENIC—which prevents fading and changeableness.
SIMPI.E—oirections on each bottle.

PRICES:
Roman-12 oz. bottle $1  5 0
Rose— 12 4. I  r0
Green— 12 44 " 1  50

Pure "CARO" Gold ANODE
Will work in any solution. An anode made of pure 24 IC. gold with gold top.
By having this gold top the whole anode 01411 be used without injuring the solution.

PRICE OP ANODE, COMPLETE $1  00

" CARO " STRENGTHENER
Refreshes weakened gold solutions. Slake them work like new.

PRICE of 1 oz. bottle $  85

This tool was designed especially
for replacing Table Rollers in a
quick and safe manner.
Heretofore this was accomplished

on the staking tool or other sets of
punches, but it is well known that
this is not satisfactory. This tool
permits complete control, the lever
is very powerful, and rollers are
readily driven in place without
danger of cracking the roller or
Injuring the pivots, and in half the
time usually taken for this work.
It is nicely flnishedin nickel plate

and damaskeened.
Price, each $2  00

Self Centering Drill Chuck, Step and
Bezel Chuck Combined.

This new Universal Chuck with reversible Jaws
is the most practical on the market. Outside

diameter 62 m/m. (23."), capable of holding drills

and wire from the smallest up to 10 na;ni.

Discs from 8 to 58 m/m., and Bezels from 12 to
85 mini., can readily be held in this chuck. A

powerful special screwdriver is furnished with

each chuck.

Made for Webster-Whitcomb, Moseley No. 2,

Rivett, Rivett Ideal, Whitcomb No. 134, Geneva es
Moseley No. 1 x 2 lathes. "

Price, each   $9.00

Diamond and Stone Setting Tool No. 85. (Pat. applied for

The only tool that will do the work correctly and quickly

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years experience, will 
do the

work they are intended for with absolute perfection, whether in the 
hands of an

experienced or inexperienced workman. In eight seconds after adjustment in

lathe will cut a smooth seat for any stone from 1/16 to 2 
carats.

Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are indestructible. Will fit

in Chucks Nos. 28 and 44.
'1 he greatest labor-saving device ever Invented in the 

line of stone setting

ctitteis. Put up in neat block and box.
Automatic machinery ii d improved method of manufacturing permit price

reduction to $4.00 per set, but the quati.y is main tamed.

For Sale by All Jobbers in the

United States and Canada

47

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER St CO. NEW YORK 
MycoaiRdeKn ;Tye
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Move the Light Down to the Goods!

1!!

National Cash Register Co.'s New York Store
Windows Lighted by Linolite Installed Along the Floor

When you \ ViSh to read at night, you don't get xo or 14 feet
away from the light. You get close to it, because you know that
the farther away you go the less light you get.

Yet, in lighting show-windows with bulb lamps the light is
usually installed up near the ceiling and the goods placed on the
floor, ordinarily from io to 14 feet away from the light. That
means that more light is required to illuminate the goods than
would be necessary if the light were moved down near the goods.

Bulb lamps can not be placed at the bottom of a show-window
because they would spoil its appearance and occupy too much
valuable space.

Linolite System of Lighting
occupies such a small space that it can be installed on the floor of the window, back of the framework or back of the vertical fillets,
without being visible from the outside. All the light is thus thrown just where it is needed. The reflector can be adjusted to focus
the light on any particular object or point.

Fewer Linolite Lamps are required to light a show-window, which means a reduction in the lighting expense, as well as a more
all ractive display.

Baltimore
Boston

Buffalo
Chicago

WRITE NEAREST BRANCH FOR BOOKLET.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos
and Magnesia Products

fp. Asbestos Roofings, Packings,
Electrical Supplies, Etc.

Cleveland Detroit London Milwaukee New Orleans
Dallas Kansas City Los Angeles Minneapolis New York

For Canada: THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Toronto, Out. Montreal, One. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C.

Philadelphia San Francisco St. Louis
Pittsburg Seattle
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If it's a
Watch
You'll

Find it at
Swigart's

159 to 167 Ann Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

• MAKERS OF HIM-I-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 10713

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

The Best in Show Cases

IS THE CRYSTAL ALL PLATE GLASS CASE

We have recently equipped a great many
jewelry stores in different sections of the country
with these cases and fixtures, and should be pleased
to give prospective customers the names of up-to-
date merchants who have our work in use, upon
request.

WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG AND PRICES

Vasa/A eficrur Ga/a Go:
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

New York Saksroom: 732 Broadway Boston Salesroom: 21 Columbia St.
Frank Meyers, Manager A. K. Sibley, Manager

SPECIALS FROM THE NOTED

WATCH FACTORIES

OF THE WORLD
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UNUSUAL AND COMPLICATED WATCHES
are now much in demand. The mania for record-smash-

ing has given even to a fraction of a second an importance.

that may be world-wide. As there is profit and prestige

in the sale of such timepieces, every jeweler should know

where the reliable kind can be procured immediately and

without fail.
We make a specialty of

Chronographs, Horse - Timers, Split Seconds, Repeaters,
Nurses' and Physicians' Watches, Thin Models, Chatelaines,

Bench-Timers, Alarm Watches, Football Watches,

and all manner of unusual timepieces.

In addition to the above, we have ready for fall trade

a most comprehensive stock of Elgin, Waltham, Howard,

Hamilton and Excelsior movements, and Crown, Boss,

Crescent gold filled and Keystone solid gold cases.

LOOSE AND MOUNTED DIAMONDS.
COMPLETE STOCK OF JEWELRY.

Catalogue on Application

Swigart Watch & Optical Co.
328-330-332 SUPERIOR STREET - - - TOLEDO, OHIO
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JUST OUT! This practical hand-book on the use of the Staking Tool;
written by a practical watchmaker experienced in this line.

The book is substantially and neatly bound in cloth of extra
quality. It has 163 pages, 90 of which are devoted to
diagrams and matter pertaining to the use of the staking
tool, and kindred subjects.
Every progressive watchmaker will want one, and we
make it easy for him to have it. Only 75 cents.STAKING TOOLS

AN D H OW 0
MICROMETER STOP No. 424

Quickly attached to any staking tool punch. Will enable you to do the
work with absolute precision. With it you can drive that escape wheel
to the desired position, the first time; no time lost in guessing and
repeated trials.

The man—you—who repairs the most delicate
and accurate machine known—the modern
watch—should be provided with suitable
tools, to do his work quickly and perfectly.
Investigate the advantages and novel features
of the Micrometer Stop; the new book men-
tioned above has something to say on the
subject.

To fit K. c-61, D. and Rivett punches,
Price, $3.50

Unless otherwise ordered, we send them to fit
K. a D. punches.

3

KENDRICK & DAVIS CO.
MANUFACTURERS

Lebanon, New Hampshire

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

  Wholesale Agents  

DON'T STAND BETWEEN YOURSELF
4:11. There is only one retail jeweler in this entire country that the GREAT
AMERICAN JEWELERS' CATALOGUE cannot make money for,

and he is the retailer who won't let it do this for him.
qf The thinking, the experimenting, the blood-sweating has already been done

for you. This book brings to your store in compact form the best ideas of
the combined jewelry markets of the world. It's already in use in thousands
of stores.

qi Why not sweep postponement aside and give your ambitious, red-blooded
self this vital help that it needs. Yesterday's methods are not good enough

for to-day's results.

(if A postal to us brings it.

The Oskamp Nolting Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

11111111E1_
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Duplex Base Anti-Friction
Engraving Block

NICKEL PLATED

Designed by an Engraver for Engravers
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THE GENUINE

are stamped

on top of the base

A HIGH-CLASS BLOCK made of the best material, the mechanical work
being first-class throughout. They are manufactured by Mr. Ad. Muehlmatt, the
well-known maker of high-grade Engraving Blocks.

Complete, including 26 attachments, leather pad, etc., $6.00.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. LOOK FOR THE MAKER'S STAMP

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB NEW MODEL LATHE
4*THE VITAL, POINT

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

PAT. APPLIED FOR

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting .  
Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks ( 10 Chucks)  
Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks ( 12 Chucks)  
Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each  

$31.00
39.00
41.00
1.00

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB?'

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS •
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CLOSING OUT

OMEGA
Movements and Watches

BELOW COST
On account of discontinuance of the line

EDMOND E. ROBERT N 1\71/ AI DEN

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at OHC(
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL CASE.It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled pin te-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DImENsioNs:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 itiolles deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth 870.00

Salesroom, Office and FactoryUnion. Show Case Co• 56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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If You're Doing A Good Business,
and Don't Care About Increasing Your Profits, You Have
No Use For Our Catalog System for Retail Jewelers

(COPY OF ORIGINAL LETTER)
THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio. SOUTH BEND, IND., March 14th, 1910.

Genllemen:—For the third consecutive season we have demonstrated to our entire satisfaction that your Catalog System is the
best advertising medium any retail jeweler can adopt.

Our December sales were far in excess of the previous holiday season, and the business for the year the largest in our history.
The merchandise sent us was first class it) every respect and proved popular with our trade.

That 1,ve are entirely satisfied with the proposition, it is only necessary to say that we have just placed an order with your
Mr. Arnstine for double the quantity of Catalogs used last year and a full complement of the merchandise illustrated.

I loping this letter will prove of service, we are, Yours trul V, CALVIN K. CLAUER.

If you want to make more profit and double your sales, write us to-day for samples and particulars

WE SOLICIT INQUIRIES FROM LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

 le,0011111110riginators of The Exclusive CataloY Method for Retail jewelers
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.Trade-Mark

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

A World Beater The New Conforming Point
"PRACTICAL" Stone Setting Tool

(PATENT PENDING)

Combined Setter and Beader for Rings, Studs, Scarf Pins, Ear Screws, etc.
The only practical tool on the market for setting all kinds of stones.

With this new tool any jeweler or watch maker can set a stone both rapidly and securely. It is non-slipping, having a conformingpoint provided with a combined push tip and beader.
To perform a perfect stone setting job, place the article in a clamp, holding it firmly against the bench, holding the tool as shown incut. Next bring over the tips with the tool fitted over them, using an upward pressure, thus preventing any danger of chipping astone through slipping.
Made cf et:a high grade hardened steel mounted in Rubberoid handle. Price 50 cents.

The
Perfection
Gold Hating
Solution

^ex,
pERFEGT ION
GOLD

- COLORING SOLUTION

In,PRODUCING0,-, BOTH
OLDROSD,..ROMAN
FINISHFROMSAMEBOTTLE

DERECTION3.

"or
\irri -

AI)

A \

Have you any old shopworn pieces in your stock which do not move?
Then try a bottle of PERFECTION SOLUTION and replate them yourself at a small cost in money and time. They will be at once trans-formed into new Old Rose or Roman finishes and easily salable. Remember the Perfection Solution has been on the market for 14 years,
during all that time it has never failed to please. Why waste your time with an inferior article when you can buy the best solution
made and with the best reputation. Do not be deceived by the claims of other makes. Every 32 ounce bottle of Perfection Solution
contains 45 grains of pure 24 K. Gold. Its dyeing properties are a part of the ingredients and give to each article plated that beautiful
Old Rose finish which is unequalled by factory work and not possible with any other make on the market. Especially bear in mind
that the quart bottles contain 32 ounces and the pints 16 ounces, and sell for $3.00 and $1.75 respectively. Why pay $1.50 for 10 or12 ounce bottles for nothing but a plain chloride and cyanide of potash solution, which any one can make from the usual receipts furn-
ished by the trade papers. SPECIFY PE ,ZFECTION IN YOUR NEXT ORDER of solution and you will know the reason why you
have had troubles before with other makes. Every Bottle Guaranteed as Represented.

VICTORY SPECTACLE REPAIR CLAMP

This is the only spectacle repair clamp that will hold rim and rimless
spectacles and eye glasses while soldering broken frames and nose
bridges. Will last a life time; made of brass, nickel-plated.
Full directions with each clamp.

PRICE 75 CENTS

Ask Your Jobber For nee Goods

SZnts, 
IT ZIMMERN & Co., Inc.,

i;.s-t 4)
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"SUPERIOR" MAINSPRINGS Price, $1.25 per doz.
This well-known brand is worthy of its name :

Superior in FINISH, Superior in QUALITY, Superior in TEMPER.

Exclus:ve Wholesale
Distributers for 118 William St., New York CityU. S. and Canada

REMOVAL NOTICE

MERCHANTS BUILDING, SIXTH STREET BETWEEN VINE AND RACE STREETS

AFTER 12 years of successful operation in the Wholesale Jewelry line,on the corner of Fourth and Plum streets, we recently removed to this
building on Sixth street. We now occupy its entire fifth floor-6,000 square
feet—and have greatly increased our stock in many departments. We are
therefore in better shape than ever to execute orders.

Having installed a Repair Department, we are well equipped for taking
good care of Job Work for our out-of-town customers.

To Retail Jewelers who come to the Ohio Valley Exposition we extend
a cordial invitation to call and make themselves at home.

 SEND NOW FOR OUR 1911 CATALOG 

ALBERT BROTHERS
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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The Part Played by the Oil in the Running and Regulating

of Watches and Clocks
For some years the manufacture of watches has undergone a considerable dgvelopment, and the public has a right to require the possibility

of these being regulated so as to lose or gain but a few seconds a month, but in 'Ace to attain this precision it is necessary that the watch-
maker should always remember that the part played by the oil is one of the most important and is of the most consequence in the running
and regulating of watches, in view of the infinitesimal quantity which may be put on the very delicate mechanism of the escapement, whichhas to run faultlessly, even in extreme climates.

The selection of a good oil is, therefore, of the utmost necessity to the watchmaker who wishes to maintain his reputation.
In order that such oil may be perfect in quality, it is necessary to select the crude material with the greatest care. This is the most

vital point for the manufacturer. It, therefore, becomes necessary to reject vegetable, mineral and lish oils, as vegetable oils contain "fatty"
acids, which, when exposed to the air, quickly become solidified; mineral oils, not being precisely fatty oils, are too volatile, and fish oils
are also very volatile and quickly become sticky.

It has only been, after many years of experimenting and acquiring a thorough knowledge of the subject, possible to recognize, by prac-
tically applied chemical tests, the crude material which will give a faultless product and the best results.

"LA PERLE OIL" (an animal oil) is minutely purified and refined in accordance with a special process invented by M. Mirault, whois a former pupil of the National School of Horology at Cluses, where he received a medal and diploma.
M. Mirault has for twenty years supplied the largest Watch, Clock and Chronometer manufacturers of Europe, which should be sufficient

commendation for the oil he manufactures.
Although possessing great lubricating power, the oil is very non-adhesive and does not gum. It is free from acids and does not become

green by contact with metals. It is not affected by either acids or alkalies.
To conclude, we may add that the "LA PERLE OIL" has gained the highest honors : Grand Diploma of Honor, Paris; Gold Medal,

London, 19°8; Silver and Bronze Medals, Paris, Liege, Besancon, Cluses, etc., etc.
We appreciate the fact that you cannot make an experimental Laboratory out of your valuable workroom in order to test every oil

brought to your notice, but there would be little advancement in your economic methods if you refused to give this oil a trial. It has
been on the market since 189o, and is, therefore, neither NEW nor EXPERIMENTAL.

PRICE—Watch, Clock or Chronometer Oil
20 cents per Bottle $2.00 per dozen Bottles

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. N47E=49 MaidenCLIaTnve
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toWido-awthoMerchant
who SEES th@Efficienc
and INVESTICATESthe
Economy Qf tho

General Electric

Mazda Lamp
Knows it for art absolute
Necessity in his Store

The display of the cleverest window trimmer is outshone by his

inferior competitor's IF his competitor's window is LIGHTED

BETTER.

The BEST merchandise is passed up if your customer

SEE its full VALUE.

The G-E MAZDA Lamp has completely revolutionized store light-

ing—has already proven a tremendous factor in its power to attract people

in many hundreds of leading stores.

The aitn of every live merchant, store superintendent and window trim-

mer is—the GREATEST EFFICIENCY with the greatest ECONOMY.

The ECONOMY is—that it does this without adding ONE CENT

to your lighting bill:

Isn't it OBVIOUS why the demand for G-E MAZDA Lamps is spreading to

every city from Maine to California?

cannot

We have some store light-
ing facts and a live "show
me" proposition for every
merchant aiming at effic-
iency and economy in his
store lighting.

Not only TWO TO
THREE TIMES
THE LIGHT, BUT
BETTER LIGHT,
AND AT NO
HIGHER COST.

Your request will bring it
instantly. Simply state
your business and size

of your store and ask
for an efficient lighting
plan.

General Electric (*any
SALES OFFICES IN
ALL LARGE CITIES SCHENECTADY, N. V.

2642
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A simple, convenient and entire

workshop in itself.
In_l, Adjustable to incandescent light

or power circuit.
s'4"

interlocking
Collar

GREEN'S Combination
ELECTRIC

Polishing anDBuffing Motors,
Plating Dynamos and

Dynamotors
Interlocking

Pulley With Adjustable Automatic
and Interlocking Steel
Chucks, fitting either right
or left side of shaft.

Dust-proof; air and water tight.

PRICE-LIST
F. 0. B. NEW YORK

w. GREEN ELECTRIC CO..
81 Nassau St., New York City.

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
Gentlemeni-We take pleas-
ure in informing you that the
combination polishing and
buffing lathes, a number of
which we added to our plant
some time ago, have proved
both economic and satisfactory.
We have had no trouble with
these machi nes since installing
them, and they have been satis-
factory in every way.

Yours very inn y.
THE KEYSTONE
WATCH CASE CO.,

F. MINK,
Chief Engineer.

vow.e
Hanle.
posv.,
Output

Horse.
pow,

Rating

Direct
Current,
4 speede

Alternating
Current.

4 to 10 speeds

Alternating
Current.
2 tweeds

Type Price Type Price Type Price
es to 110

115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
-52 " 110
115 " 220
Si " 110
115 " 220
62 " 110
1I5 i. 220
112 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220

-6
-6
-3
-5
-4
-4
-3
-3
-2
-2

14
1-2

1-7
1-7
1-6
1-6
1-5
1-3
1-4
1-4
14
1-3
3-4
3-4
1
1

6B
1511
6C
SC
60
Si)
613
6E
60
60
611
6H
6K
6K

$27.00
30.00
30.00
34.00
35.00
39.30
50.00
55.00
63.00
69.50
85.00
93.50
110.00  
120.00  

. 213

. 7B

. 7C

. 7C

. 7D

. 70

. 7E

. 7/5

. 70

. 70
711
711

145.00
49.00
150.00
55.00
55.00
61.00
70.00
73.00
85.00
92.00
115.00
125.00

3G
SC
ID
311)
an
311
JU
30
SH
3H

.

$35.50
41300
44.00
49.00
50.00
60.00
63.00
72.00
95.00
110.00
. . .

. . . .

iiigle Speed Motors
14 H. P. 

VoltaglutroVif,i rreot, T.:ye OA, 224.00
Ne Price

5A. 2740

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau St., NewYork

BAG INITIALS I N 
AND
DL STYLESES

Gold plated on brass, sterling silver, and lacquered brass. Have you realized theimportance of carrying a complete stock of these bag initials ? We supply you withthe most artistic lettersof guaranteed COLGAN Quality. These letters are shippedin gross assortments with a stock cabinet. We can offer special prices on all ordersfor these letters received during July and August. We will mail our completeCatalogue of monograms and initials upon
request. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

4111.

a

WHOLESALE AND
MANUFACTURINO JEWELE

Platinum LaVallieres
for diamonds and other precious
stones. Highest workmanship, strik-
ing designs along original lines. Also
a full line solid gold rings, pins, etc.,
at very lowest prices consistent with
quality. Repair work done by the
most expert and skilled labor that
money can get. Try us on this
branch of our work.

Send for our descriptive price-list

W M. J. ORKIN
373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
a complete and practical guide in adjusting watches and chronometers for
isochronism, position, heat and cold. 376 pages, with 56 illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world, on receipt of price, $2.50 (ios. 5d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8o9-811-813 North igth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The J. W. COLGAN CO

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 6o years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all Unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn & Co.

TRADE

1850

SUDBURY BLDG*
• BOSTON, MASS'

-  _ 

No 3 D. G. Hand Mill-Flat Rolls

DESEDIS
WATCH
CHO OL

MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers or GOLD CHAINS of every kiiiil

We accept only a limited number of students at a time in our
attendance school. Every bench is now occupied and most of them are
contracted for September and the fall term.

If you think of attending a school write for our booklet and terms
now. Our correspondence lessons will be free to you if you expect
to attend our school.

Our booklet and literature explaining all is free for the asking.

293 PERRY STREET :: ATTICA, INDIANA

_

1/5 H. P. Electric Motor Polishing Head

ADD A PROFIT- MAKING
MANUFACTURING AND
REPAIR SHOP AND GAIN
THREE SOURCES OF REVENUE

FIRST- In the saving for yourself of the profits of the manu-
facturer and jobber on many lines of goods you regularly
carry in stock.

SECOND - In the manufacture of special articles of jewelry to
order for your customers. Unique designs-something that
cannot be bought elsewhere-always command ready sales
at large prices.

THIRD -In the repairing of old jewelry. This will bring people
to your store, people who may be induced to become buyers.

Less than $200.00 will buy the outfit illustrated, together with
the following:

WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
GOLD AND SILVER ELECTRO-PLATER

51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

4 ft. Hand Draw Bench

Little Giant Ring Bender

No. 2 S. G. Hand Mill with square wire rolls.
Plain Ring Roll for Mill illustrated.
No. 1 Bench Shear and Rod Cutter.
Fibre-faced Hammer.
Ingot Mould.
Hardened Graduated Mandrel.
Pair Crucible Tongs.

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

THE W. W. OLIVER
MANUFACTURING CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE d EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST

Scottish 
Rite

Knight
Templar

Masonic

B P 0.
Elk

IKE No. 265

No. 268

U.E
HhlIIIIr i1: pop lin No. 297

K of P. No 271

ge
1-- 
THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled-----rings all enameled in appropriate colors—all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.

Let us tell you of our new selling
plan. It will interest you. The A. P. CRAFT CO Makers of Emblem Rings

•, —and Special Jewelers-- Indianapolis, Ind.

THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate

01110111 , - I
---

The New Model Colloidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented.

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.THE MOSELEY LATHES are noted for their simplicity and effectiveness of construction and have been well vnd favorably known to theWatchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century, and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service under the mostexacting conditions and they have been found More Than Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Work-manship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY--THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECUREDby the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET
DIAMOND SCALE

WINTER FIXTURES
THF, STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

The "PFISTER " DESIGN JEWELERS' OUTFIT

NOT HOW CHEAP but HOW GOOD at the right prices is the WINTER
IDEA. IF you are looking for QUALITY FIXTURES at prices that are right
we want to figure with you. If you need fixtures it will pay you to visit
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN.

WINTER CATALOGUES —The Books That Show You
Books That You Need and Will Keep Sent on Receipt of 25c.
The most complete works of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of
Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thous-
ands of dollars. Size 9 x 12, three volumes. 600 pages complete.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "1A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co.
HIGH-GRADE FIXTURE MAKERS

ESTABLISHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U.S. A.

JOBBERS
CAN CONSISTENTLY RECOMMEND

The Gustave Fox Co.'s
EMBLEMS
TO THE TRADE

Retailers can with confidence

recommend them to their cus-
tomers.

They pay the retailer a good

profit and give the consumer

entire satisfaction.

A manufacturing experience of 40 years

combined with a constant desire for im-

provement have placed

The Gustave Fox Co.'s EMBLEMS
FAR IN ADVANCE OF ALL OTHER EMBLEMS

GENERAL OFFICES

14-16 E. FOURTH STREET CINCINNATI, 0., U. S. A

L. LELONG & BROTHER

tirrk
tuil 7,11

Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southw Co rrier
11-11Ettsy an? Mnr.sha.111

New-ark, N. J.
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EXCELSIOR ELGIN HOWARD WALTHAM STANDARD

Look for the line if you would
increase your sales and please
your customers. It contains

Quality, Style, Value
and it is the line
that is the line.

Our Salesmen Are Now Out

SELECTION PACKAGES

SENT TO RESPONSIBLE

JEWELERS

NEW ENGLAND KEYSTONE CRESCENT INGERSOLL

THE HIT OF THE SEASON

"Du-North" Pocket Compass

Look for

name

" DU-NORTH"

on

Compass

Quality

Guaranteed

Accept

no other

make

U. S. Army Pattern—Built Like a Watch

Solid White Metal Hunting Case; Silvered Metal
Dial; Bar Needle; Jewel Bearing; 1" Diameter.

JUST THE THING FOR
Automobilists, Travelers and Sportsmen.

$1.50 each by mail post paid.

Send for 600 page Illustrated Catalogue

American Oil & Supply Co.
Importers and Manufacturers of 

Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for
Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

NEWARK, N. J. CHICAGO
52-54-56 Lafayette Street Heyworth Building

•

•

YOUR STORE IS JUDGED
cConsciously or unconsciously, everyone who comes into your store passesjudgment upon it and their continued patronage is guided thereby. Tomake it a store that people will take pleasure in visiting, install

t9fe4ie arecfrit A 11-Glass Show Cases
(111\lot only will they add refinement to the store's appearance, but they will
also enable you to largely increase your sales by bringing to people's fav-
orable attention goods that would not otherwise be seen.
clThe Silent Salesman is made entirely of fine plate glass without bar,
clamp or bolt, and is the strongest, most artistic case ever produced. Out-
door cases a specialty.
¶Write for prices and catalog, addressing Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT MICHIGAN

Get our Book on Modern Store Front Construction

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 43 EAST EIGHTH STREET
 LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent  

We were the first to guarantee all Genuine material
1185

It admits of no doubt as to what you are getting

The MAMMAL IS VOCRIVINTID 75 DC .1,40f AT .rcw TACIONT.TIff
NANUFAC7D0f-NS OF The WATCH FOR WINCH nus Irorevozo,

HENRY PAULSON &CO., CHICAGO

IMAITNI41 IS OLIA:7ANIUD 70 Iff.M417f AT TIlf MITCN FACTORT,77If
MAN0fACTUNf NS Of Mr WATCH ION NNICII THIS OffrITNAL'ASIN11.47.

• HENRY PAULSON & CO., CHICAGO

r 4

v. 0 4,ir 41.

Good work is the only kind that pays. Your reputation is sustained by using the best material, the Genuine. Our guarantee accompanies all our Genuine
material, leaving no loophole for evasion from the absolute truth. It means not only an assurance of Genuine material, but the same principle pertains to everything
you buy of us. It means a square deal every time.

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
WITH PHOTOLENE

We are headquarters and distributors

of this boon to the Jewelry Trade

41. A SAMPLE of this work laid in your show
window will bring you a daily income of $2.50

per job, amounting to many dollars. Besides,

Photolene is a wonderful advertisement.

411, PHOTOLENE is the

only permanent method to

transfer photographs to

watch cases or dials,

glass and chinaware,

etc. It is the only

method that combines

rapidity in execution

with permanency in

result. Simply follow

directions, no experience

;17-m:7;  (7 ;(77 r737175:77r -FP

Assortments of Genuine Material
Ideal systems. Every bottle numbered. No. 10 case, as illustrated, with 342 bottles
containing 2 gross and 2 5 12 doz. genuine Balance Staffs and Balance Jewels. The
best ever assembled. Price, complete   $69.00
No. I. 4 doz. genuine Elgin and Waltham Balance Staffs ill 36-bottle cabinet, price, 6.86
No. 2. 4 doz.. genuine Elgin and Waltham Balance Jewels in 36-bottle cabinet, prive, 8.95
No. 3. 4 doz. genuine staffs for all other watch companies in 36-bottle cabinet, price, 8.55
No. 4. 4 (107.. genuine Balance Jewels for all other watch companies, price   7.86
No. 5. 8 doz. genuine Balance Jewels, all makes, in 96-bottle cabinet, price . . .  16.95
No. 6. 8 doz. genuine Balance Stuffs, all makes, in 96-bottle cabinet, price 16  95

necessary.
ALL MARKED AND NUMBERED

(I, The work requires 15 or 20 minutes. Anyone can thus transfer without the slightest difficulty

and at trifling expense any photograph to watch dial, case or any other similar surface.

Price per bottle, $1.00

Sendri teiny
1000 

signed 
Page 

Catalogue

and man it, or send

ot 
uhrisubeallra:k

in YoUr card.

Do not forget we want
you to have our Cat-
alogue of nearly 1000
bright, live pages- -the
best ever issued- -and
we want your patron-
age, too.

HENRY PAULSON & CO.
156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO



The "CHAMPION" Plating Machine With Solutions
A Complete Plating Outfit Guaranteed to-------------------

PLATING
MACHINErl n 

}VITRO
likr  

ROMAN
GOLDSOLUTION
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Work Correctly in every detail, containing:

Plating Salts for INIaking 1 Pint (16 Ounces) Roman Gold Solution
1 " Ro.e
1 " Silver
" Copper 44

Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes, Enameled Plating Tank and Stand,
Wire, Instruction Book and one

"CHAMPION" Plating Machine for $15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating Machine is equipped with such strengths of
current as to enable any one to correctly do Roman, Rose, Green,
Red, Orange Rose, Antique Green, English, 14 or 18 K. Gilding,
Silvering, Coppering, etc., and obtain results equal to those of the
skilled plater.

The Champion Machine IS simple, practical, always ready for use,
unfailingly correct, and just .the machine for the Jeweler's needs.
Can be used with any good Plating Solution. The Batteries contained
therein are dry Cells, furnishing the regular currents necessary for
all the shades enumerated on the machine.

It is impossible to produce with the same current strength, the
same shades on a number of articles as on one or two; therefore,PRICE, $15.00 NET CASH where the same shades are wanted on more or larger articles an
increased current is required.Every plating dynamo or plating machine must have a rheostat (switchboard) for regulating the current. To deposit on a small surface of work aweaker current is required than for a larger one. All tills Is provided for on The Champion Machine and the turning of lever from contact point markedNo. 1 to No. i2 accomplishes it.

The Batteries are connected for long life. Two cells are Made to do the work of one, or in other words, where the life of one battery would supposedlylast one year, by this arrangement it will last two years. Dead batteries can be readily replaced by anyone at a small cost. The box which contains thecells is made of oak, nicely finished, and has nickel-plated lever and other attachments. Weight, 30 lbs. boxed. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6 inches wide.The Champion Plating Machine, fully guaranteed to do as represented, together with salts for ONE PINT each of ROMAN GOLD, ROSE GOLD, SILVERand COPPER, Anodes, Tank, Stand, Wire, Instruction Book, etc., $15.00 net cash.

OUR ELECTRO PLATING SALTS AND PLATING SOLUTIONS
are the best known and most widely used and approved plating preparations. They are universally conceded by all the lending manufacturers of jewelry as thegreatest achievement in the production of colors and shades. They have maintained their exalted position as the standard of superiority for unfailinglycorrect working, exquisite shades full eatiy prOlilleti011 for 18 years.

PRICES OF PLATING SALTS:
Roman Gold Salts for 1 qnart Solution $4.50 Antique Green Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution. .$4.80
Red Gold
Old English
14 or 18 Karat Gold
Rose Gold
Orange Rose
Green Gold

46

44 
  4.50 Egyptian Green Gold fl 00
  4.50 Silver Salts, for half-gallon, $3.15; for 1 gallon 0.00
  4.50 French Gray Salts, for 1 gallon  2.50
  4.80 Copper or Brass Salts, for 1 gallon  2.50
  4.80 Silver Oxidizer 50 cents and $1.00
  4.80

CAN BE HAD OF ANY JOBBER OR DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

ed

/I

CO

fi

44

PRICES OF PLATING SOLUTIONS:
Quart

Roman, Red, Karat, Old English Gold $3.00
Rose Gold, Green or other Fancy Shades  4.00
Silver or French Gray Solution  2.00
Silver Oxidizer, large bottle, $1.00; small • .50

PRICES ARE ALL NET CASH

U. S. Electro Chemical Company  Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette St., New York

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO

SELL
You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small—do not turn him down absolutely, send the
(roods to me for a

SPOT CASH
OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 1355 of this issue. Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN 1011 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AMSTERDAM, TULPSTRAAT 10 ESTABLISHED 1891 LONDON, AUDREY HOUSE, ELY PLACE
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Mw RETAIL JEWELER

00 YOU WANT
. SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

el0 -12 Maiden Lane . N .Y. City

MR RETAIL JEWELER

00 YOU WANT
SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers  Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

' M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

e 10 -12 Maiden Lane . N.Y. City e

lie Mu RETAIL JEWELER

00 YOU WANT
. SELLERS

'The Un-Common Sort
[ at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

,Io-l2 Maiden Lane. N .Y. City e

D5231 D5234 D5208 0S222 D5206

D5123 DS22 D5230 DS71 D572 D5232,/

I want to talk to the  Retail Jeweler who believes good luck

lies mostly in doing what his competitor is thinking of

doing. I can show him how to get New Business.

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer and Importer 10-12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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ZENITH
A Wonderful Watch

In the Annual Competition of Chronometry
at the Astronomical Observatory of
Neuchatel, Switzerland, under State Patron-
age and Control in 1909 this Watch beat all
previous records at that Observatory

BY A LARGE MARGIN

DIAMONDS
JOS. NOTERMAN 6 CO.
Cincinnati Ohio

MOUNTINGS
in

PLATINUM
an

14 K. GOLD

Special Order Work for the

Diamonds Recut

Trade

Illustration of Record-Breaking Chronometer

The ZENITH has taken prizes at Exposi-
tions and Observatory Contests and occupies
a very prominent position in the Horologi-
cal World.
There are Six Grades of Movements, from
7 to 21 Jewels, adjusted to heat, cold and
positions. These movements will fit all
sizes of American Cases, besides a number
of Swiss sizes.

EDMOND E. ROBERT  Selling Agent 
3 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

A NEW MOVEMENT
 AMERICAN MADE 
ONE THAT YOU CAN MAKE A PROFIT ON

11

6, 16 or 18 Size
EACH

$1.90

6, 16 or 18-Size
EACH

$ . 9 0

THE LA SALLE
In three sizes, 6, 16 and 18 size. Open Face are Pendant Setting. Hunting areLever Set. The biggest value in the movement line that has ever been offeredthe retail jeweler in an American-made low-priced movement. Our new La Salle
is a %-plate, highly damaskeened and superiorly finished, is a genuine 11 jewel
movement. has two exposed winding wheels, po'ished and gilded, four pairs of
top jewels and settings, the 18 and 16 sizes have patent whiplash regulator. The
jewel cups are gilded, and we absolutely guarantee this to be the greatest value
at our price ever offered the trade. Order samples and if you don't think so,
return them to us at our expense.

Each $1.90

HOLSMAN & ALTER
Wholesalers and Jobbers of Everything in
WATCHES, JEWELRY, ETC.

176-178-180 East Madison St. Chicago, Illinois
P. S.—Write for our Catalogue; mailed to Retail Jewelers only on application.
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Our Fall Line is Ready
LARGER, BETTER. MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Those of you who are familiar with our line know what that means. If
you have never seen our line we feel confident it will be of benefit to you to
inspect same, and it will be a pleasure for us to show it to you in our sales-
rooms here, or if more convenient for you, we will have our representative
call on you if you will drop us a line.
In order to make room for our LARGE LINE OF NEW GOODS
it is necessary for us to SACRIFICE SOME STAPLE GOODS we
have on hand, and of which we have too many for immediate use—
consequently a visit from you at this time will be profitable for you.

THIS IS ONLY ONE OF THE NUMEROUS BARGAINS

5650
Nickel Open-Face
American Watches

16 Size. Our Price,
$12.00 doz. net

Regular Price, $18.00 doz. net

12 Size Thin Model. Our Price, $15.00 doz. net
Regular Price, $21.00 doz. net

ALL ORDERS FILLED IN ROTATION. NO FAVORITES. FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

Manufacturers and Jobbers
of everything used by the
Retail Jeweler

726 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia
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Bechtel's Veribest
•

Mainsprings

ONE VER I B EST DOZEN
RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS040 FOR JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NAME WALTHAM

SIZE. 8 Ete 6 2215 CLASS

/ z

4?)W-Zil' / 

■

Hot Weather and Electrical Storms are severe tests for Mainsprings. "The Veribest" have
stood all tests remarkably well; a trial order will soon convince

Price, in Dozen lots, $1.25 ; in Gross lots, $13.50
(Cash Discount E)y

JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO., Inc. 725 Sansom St., Philadelphia

NOTE—We have changed the name of our Universal Block and Combination Attachment to

The Swan Engraving Block and The Swan Combination Attachment

JUST A FEW POINTS OF MERIT TO THINK ABOUT. FOLLOW US:
Cut No. 1. Large sloping base, furnishing a comfortable position for the hand.

The weight is in the center, and is so shaped that it will retain its equilibrium
at any angle. The Top or Head is circular in shape and the right size to
properly fill the hand, and no matter how far apart the jaws are adjusted the
hand hold remains the same. Now look at those large jaws, 3" in diam.
closed, and can be opened to 4 1 4", making it possible to handle a large
variety of work as shown in cuts Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16.

Notice how easily it holds the larger articles, cuts Nos. 7, 12, 13, 16, 17. Not a
single illustration shows its full capacity, there is always room for something
larger.

Cut No. 2 represents 36 assorted Pegs and Pins, in a handsome walnut case.
Cut No. 3. The Swan Combination Attachment, the crowning feature. No

springs or unreliable wire appliances. No dirty cement work or similar time-
wasting nuisances. Simply—Two Plates, Two Cubes and Four Pins. Always
ready, instantly adjusted, and will hold the work firm, and exactly where
you want it.

This Set of Attachments Can be Adjusted to Fit All Makes of Blocks and Accom-
plish the Same Variety of Work.

In using the attachment on all other patterns of blocks, the cubes are held on the
plates instead of on the jaws, as shown in cuts Nos. 7, 12, 13, 16, 17.

We are also the sole manufacturers of the Stehrnan Engraving Block, and over a Hundred Varieties of Gravers.
If any additional information is wanted do not hesitate to write us, as we cheerfully answer all inquiries. You will be surprised at the price we are able to sell this

complete outfit, or the Attachment separate to fit your old block.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR PRICES, OR, IF YOU PREFER, WRITE DIRECT TO US

Manufacturers of Engraving Blocks,
Holding Attachments, (iravers'
Bench Lathes, Etc. Stehman 0 Swan M'fg Co., Inc., Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.
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Your Trade Will Want

the new line of studs and vest buttons

made by the same people that made the

One-Piece Collar Buttons famous. The

KREMENTZ
Bodkin-Clutch Studs ?Vest Buttons

OPEN

C:D

(---'—'541):.-------1> V

CLOSED

that go in like a needle and hold like an

anchor. Will not rumple or mar the

stiffest shirt front. Absolutely solderless

and non-breakable. No springs or hinges

to break nor loose parts to get lost

Made in Krementz Rolled Plate as well

as in 14 K. Gold and set with diamonds,

emeralds, pearls, etc.—to suit all pocket-

books.

GUARANTEE
If for any reason whatever a Krementz Bodkin-
Clutch Stud or Vest Button ever gets broken, a new
one will be furnished in exchange without charge

An extensive advertising campaign will

make these goods as popular as the

Krementz Collar Buttons.

Write for Booklet "Solid Facts"

KREMENTZ & Co.
NEWARK, N. J.

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

SAN FRANCISCO

722 Shreve Bldg.
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No. 113

SANDWICH PLATE

Engraved

Complete Dinner Service

To Match
BEVERLY PATTERN

in Flatware

The sandwich plate illustrated above is part of a complete line of Sterling Silver
Hollowware to match our "Beverly" flatware pattern. This pattern is proving
wonderfully successful, and the fact that the same design may be had in all pieces
makes it a most profitable line to handle.

49-51 West 34th Street

Write for illustrations and prices

WILCOX & EVERTSEN
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)

Meriden, Conn.

NEW YORK
9-19 Maiden Lane

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this

journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 31 Philadelphia, August, 1910 No. 8
Copyright, taro, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Epoch-making Detroit Convention

HE
Pr 

 fifth annual convention of The
American National Retail Jewelers'

Association has passed into history, and it
can be truthfully said of it that it was by
far the most important of the quintet of
annual gatherings thus far held by the
national organization. A liberal proportion
of our space in this issue is devoted to a
report of the proceedings and the very
valuable papers read at the convention, and
we commend a careful perusal and study
of both to the entire trade. Such perusal
must needs remove from the mind of any
unconvinced jeweler the last remnant of
doubt as to the elevating character of the
organization, its worth as an agency of
instruction and advancement and its capa-
bility to bring about all the reforms which
the retail trade have heretofore sought in
vain. A Rip Van Winkle jeweler who went
to sleep at a convention of a quarter of a
century ago would in truth be surprised at
the new order of things revealed to him

by the Detroit convention. Instead of the
distrustful spirit which prevailed in the past
among the several branches of the trade,
he would find a trinity of associations
actuated by a single motive—the better-
ment of trade interests and the conservation
of trade resources. Here for the first time
would he find the representatives of the
organized wholesalers and organized manu-
facturers working hand-in-hand with the
organized retailers to solve satisfactorily
the various trade problems, lending by
their presence eclat and importance to the
big gathering and voluntarily furnishing
advice and friendly counsel. At Detroit the
dream of arbitration materialized for the
first time, and this perhaps more than any-
thing else made the convention unique in
the history of trade organization.

T N past issues, we strongly urged our
readers to attend this convention if cir-

cumstances at all permitted, and we can now
only sympathize with those who were de-
prived of the education, inspiration and
acquaintanceship found at this great gather-
ing. As a result of the meeting it is safe to
say that never before did all three branches
of the trade so thoroughly understand one
another or so thoroughly appreciate the
rights which are the due of each.

The display of talent reflected most
creditably on all three associations and the
practical character of the papers and
addresses revealed thorough mastery not
only of the exigencies of the trade situa-
tion, but of up-to-date, intelligent mer-
chandising. This spirit of progress, so
happily characteristic of the age in which
we live, was grandly in evidence not alone
at the Detroit convention but at the many
annual meetings of State associations. The
list of subjects treated included every con-
ceivable phase of merchandising and tech-
nical training, and the papers, as published
in our columns, have placed in the hands of
the trade at large a wealth of practical in-

formation which should mean added dollars
to the income of every thinking and pro-
gressive jeweler.

WE are pleased to accord our hearty
endorsement to the flattering but

well-deserved compliments paid at the con-
vention to the record made by Mr. J. P.
Archibald during his double term as presi-
dent of the organization. The ex-president
was peculiarly fitted for the pogition by a
somewhat unique combination of qualifica-
tions—an inspiring enthusiasm in his work
and deep faith in its possibilities, an intelli-
gent grasp of trade conditions ; an appeal-
ing and forceful yet unassuming person-
ality; and, above all, a breadth of view
which meant the acceptance and considera-
tion of all sides of the various questions in
a tolerant and judicious spirit. It is well
within the facts to say that Mr. Archibald
made two blades of grass to grow where
only one grew before, and merits in full
measure the recognition and honor accorded
the good husbandman. The remarkable
progress made by the association during his
double term is the most eloquent tribute
to the excellence of his stewardship, and the
organization is happy in the knowledge
that it will have in the future as in the past,
the benefit of his sane counsel, earnestness
and unselfish devotion.

One of the most important duties which
devolved on the convention was the selection
of a successor to Mr. Archibald, and the
very satisfactory manner in which this duty
was performed was highly creditable to the
sanity and wisdom of this representative
gathering-. We know of no one who better
typifies all that is best in the retail jewelry
business than the new president, Steele F.
Roberts. Like his predecessor, he is an
enthusiast in the matter of organization
and his ambition is that every day of his
term shall mean progress for the associa-
tion. Prominent among those who have
achieved an unusual success in the retail
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jewelry field, he has the prestige of high
standing both as a merchant and a jeweler.
His accession to the presidency indicates,
indeed, an upward and onward trend which
will mean a more potential and more repre-
sentative, as well as a larger, organization.
Mr. Roberts is also one of those who takes
pride in the glory of the jeweler's craft, of
the history of which he has made a deep and
sympathetic study, and his presidency will
no doubt mean material progress not only
in the mercantile reform but also in the
direction of genuine art craftsmanship, for
which there is a most promising field in this
country.

The re-election of Secretary Wheeler
was a just tribute to his excellent admin-
istration of the office during the past year,
and his wider experience and knowledge of
conditions will assure even greater useful-
ness during his second term.

Banks Alive to Cheap Jewelry
Schemers

C OMPLAINTS still continue to reach
us in regard to the successful opera-

tions of the assortment jewelry schemers
whose methods are now familiar to all
branches of retail trade. These schemers
represent that their assortment jewelry can
be sold at a large profit, that the jeweler or
other merchant can pay for same at his
convenience and that such of the jewelry
as cannot be sold will be taken back. On
these terms merchants are asked to sign
so-called "acceptances" which turn out to
be promissory notes. Having obtained pos-
session of these notes they are promptly
transferred to a third party, frequently, it
would appear, to a bank. When the notes
become due, the mechant finds that he must
pay the bank or other third party, the
schemers having by the transference
eliminated themselves from the transaction.
This passing of these acceptances or notes
to a third party is the feature of the scheme
which is most troublesome to handle, and
if this feature could be suppressed the
operations of these swindlers would be
checked as the merchants could in most
cases offer a strong defense.

Our contemporary, The Grocery
World, in an article on this subject states
that it is informed by a correspondent that
the banks are beginning to realize that they
have been used as a cat's paw by these
jewelry concerns, and are now alive to the
false position in which they have been
placed by their relationship to the swindlers.
There is consequently a likelihood that they
will henceforth refuse to accept any notes
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of this character. The Iowa correspondent
referred to is quoted as saying:

You have no idea of the stir there is here on
account of so much trade paper being turned into
the banks, which was taken by certain houses
which have a great deal of trouble with the re-
tailers throughout the country. The banks and
capitalists have awakened to the fact that it is
not popular to take such paper.
. The skin-game jewelry'houses of this country
are having pretty hard sledding of late. Most of
them would be compelled to go out of business
if they could not sell, discount or borrow on their
trade paper which they get from retailers. As
soon as the banks and capitalists refuse to take
this paper, they will be up against it financially;
a position which is hard to overcome. Banks and
financial men are just beginning to discover that
the paper they have been taking is not what
they had an idea it was.

It is high time that the operations of
these swindlers were suppressed, and it is
to the discredit of any financial institution
to have any part in this trickery. Many of
the jewelers have ,been greatly imposed on
by these people and as a result have suffered
in reputation and capital, but their number
is comparatively few compared with those
ill other branches of business who have been
victimized by the alluring promises of large
profits and no risks.

Record Importations of Precious Stones

WHILE the automobile is held re-
sponsible for a very serious decline

in the consumption of watches and possibly
other lines handled by the jeweler, the
mania for the "machine" would seem to
have affected little, if at all, the consump-
tion of precious stones and pearls. As pre-
dicted in our last issue, the importations of
these for the fiscal year ending June 30th
exceeded all previous records, reaching the
vast total of $44,885,o57, several millions
in excess of the highest previous record
which was was in 1906. Of the total value
the cut gems and pearls was a little over
$34,000,000, while the uncut stones reached
the large figure of nearly $1t,000,000. The
latter total was over twice the value of the
uncut imports in the previous year. The
extraordinary revival in the precious stone
trade since the panic year of 1907 is im-
pressively indicated in the comparison of
the total importations for the past three
fiscal years, which were as follows:

Fiscal year I909-1910 
if igo8-19o9 
it

" 19o7-1908'

$44,885,057
27,354,003
15,557,866

The foregoing statistics are a sufficient
earnest that the opening of fall trade will
find a strong gem market with a most
promising season for the sale of precious
stones, which continue to advance in price.
Since the first of the present year, diamonds
with the exception of melee, have advanced
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about 15 per cent.; to per cent. of this,
within the past three months. Moreover,
there is a prospect of a still further advance
on sizes from one-half to one and one-
half carats.

ALL doubt as to the immediate future
firmness of the market has been set

aside by the announcement from England
that the contract between De Beers Con-
solidated Mines, Limited, and the London
Diamond Syndicate has been renewed for
three years. The De Beers controls the five
great diamond-producing mines of South
Africa—the De Beers, Kimberley, Ben f on-
tein, Wasselton and Du Toitspan. In addi-
tion to these the Jagersfontein Mine of the
Orange Free State sells its product through
the London Diamond Syndicate. It was
also announced that a working agreement
has been made by the diamond syndicate
with the Premier Mine of the Transvaal,
the only large mine outside the combination.
Negotiations, it is said, are also being con-
ducted by the syndicate with the new
German mines in Southwest Africa, which
are now producing smaller-size stones in
considerable quantity.

This combination of circumstances
seems to indicate that investment in
diamonds would be quite safe, both for the
trade and the public. The former will be
safeguarded against deterioration in the
goods or price and the advantages of buying
on a rising market are well known. The
assurance of an increased value, which can
be made to customers, is an excellent sell-
ing argument and altogether the situation
in the gem market would seem to be ideal.

Foreign Commerce of the United States

THE fiscal year, ending June 3oth, was
a remarkable one in the history of our

foreign commerce though it did not quite
reach the record year of 1907. The exports
of merchandise for the year aggregated a
total of $1,744,966,2o3, a sum 4.9 per cent.
larger than in the preceding year, but 7
per cent. below the record fiscal year 1907.
Imports aggregated $1,557,854,854, a gain
of 18 per cent. over 1909 and of 8 per cent.
over the hitherto record year 1907. The
total foreign trade in 1910 was $3,302,-
821,057, a gain of II per cent. over 1909,
but a decrease of three-tenths of i per cent.
from the record year 1907. The excess
of exports over imports in 1910 was
$187,111,349, as against an excess of
$351,090,880 last year and $666,431,554 in
1908. It is likewise the smallest excess of
exports shown since 1896.

The examination of the government
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report presents three features of special in-

terest. One is the immense increase in the

import trade, bringing the aggregate of this

branch of foreign business up to the largest

total ever recorded. Another is the heavy

loss shown in exports of farm products,

especially of foodstuffs, and the third is the

as heavy increase in exports of manu-

factured goods, which with high prices for

raw cotton caused exports as a whole to

exceed those of the preceding year, though

they fell behind those of 19o8 and 1907 and

barely equaled those of 1906.

PrHE marked reduction in the excess 
of

exports over. imports is due to a fall-

ing off in the exportation of foodstuffs and

an increase in the importation of manu-

facturers' materials. The value of food-

stuffs exported in the eleven months for

which detailed figures are available was

$346,000,000, against. $413,000,000, in the

corresponding months of the preceding

year and $490,000,000 in the corresponding

months of 1908. On the import side manu-

facturers' materials show an equally strik-

ing increase, their value in the eleven

months ending with May of the present

year being $793,000,000, against $6o8,000,-

000 in the corresponding months of 1909

and $517,000,000, in the corresponding

months of 1908. Thus exports of food-

stuffs show a decline of 30 per cent. when

compared with 1908, while imports of

manufacturers' materials show an advance

of over 50 per cent. in the same time.

History of Trade Organization

IN an article under the above caption inour last issue, we dated the history of

the jewelry trade organization in the

United States from the year 1882, when a

jewelers' protective association was formed

in Ohio. Since then, an esteemed sub-

scriber, W. F. Bingham, of Monticello, Ia.,

has taken issue with us on this statement,

and has fully substantiated his position by

forwarding to us a printed report of a meet-

ing of the retail jewelers of Iowa, at

Marshalltown, on March 19, 1879, when

was organized the Retail Jewelers' Protec-

tive Association of Iowa. It is interesting

to recall at this time what the retailers

regarded as their chief grievance some

thirty years ago. The purpose of the Iowa

association of that time was stated, as

follows:

"We, the undersigned, retail jewelers of
the State of Iowa, believing it is for our mutual
interest to meet together for the interchange of
horological knowledge, and that it is necessary
for us to take some measures that will restrict
the injudicious distribution of catalogues, price-
lists, discount sheets, etc., by jobbers who neither
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recognize our rights as retailers, nor the princi-
ples that goven all honorable business relations;
and realizing as we do, that the depression in our
trade is in a great measure due to this cause,
earnestly invite the retail jewelers of the United
States to co-operate with us in our efforts to
protect ourselves from what has become a
dangerous monopoly of the retail jewelry trade
of this country by the so-called jewelry jobbing
houses. We also invite the attention of the manu-
facturers to the justice of our demands, believing
that it is their duty as far as lies in their power,
to protect us in the sale of their wares, as it is
through the retail dealers that their goods reach
the masses. In view of these facts, and to the
furthering of these ends, we establish this asso-
ciation."

We congratulate the Iowa trade on

its record in organization. The facts above

stated are a further argument in favor of

the leadership claimed by the Iowa jewelers

in the work of trade reform.

Express Companies May Limit

Liability

IN our last issue, we referred to the

country-wide movement to force an in-

vestigation of the Express Companies with

a view to compelling a reduction or some

equitable regulation of the present charges.

In the meantime, these companies have

achieved a triumph in the courts of New

York which our readers would do well to

keep in mind. Only a few weeks ago,

the New York Court of Appeals sustained

the right of the express companies to limit,

by a clause in the receipts issued by them,

their liability for loss to $50 upon shipments

the value of which is not given. The Hep-

burn amendments of 1906 to the interstate

commerce act provides:

Sec. XX.: "That any common carrier, rail-
road or transportation company receiving property
for transportation from a point in one State to
a point in another State shall issue a receipt or
bill of lading therefor, and shall be liable to the
lawful holder thereof for any loss, damage or
injury to such property caused by it or by any
common carrier, railroad or transportation corn-
pany to which such property may be delivered or
over whose line or lines such property may pass,
and no contract, receipt, rule or regulation shall
exempt such common carrier, railroad or trans-
portation company from the liability hereby
imposed."

It has been contended on behalf of the

shippers that this provision made invalid the

$50 limitation clause incorporated in all

receipts issued by express companies, but

this has been disputed by the companies.

THIS issue has been fought through

several courts in New York State.

The lower court held the $50 limitation

invalid. The Appellate Division reversed

this decision and sustained the right of the

express companies to impose the limitation.

The case having been carried to the Court

of Appeals, that court has affirmed the

judgment of the Appellate Division that the

language of the Interstate Commerce Act
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does not preclude express companies from

limiting their liability for loss to $50, when

the value is not stated.
The courts of a number of other States

do not agree with the New York Court of

Appeals as to the principle of limitation of

liability for loss by a common carrier, many

decisions holding that such limitation cannot

be imposed under the statutes of the States

in which those decisions were rendered.

The present case, however, involves the

construction of a Federal statute, and the

decision of the New York Court of Appeals

is among the first authoritative construc-

tions of this provision of the Interstate

Commerce Act. In view of the opposing

judicial views of the various State courts,

the question cannot be considered settled

until it has been passed upon by the United

States Supreme Court. In the meantime,

however, the $30 limitation is held lawful

by the Court of Appeals.

Systematizing the Repair Department

0 NE of the subjects which was given

special attention at the summer

conventions was the repair department.

It would seem as if the bench work

branch of the jewelry business had been

going from bad to worse until it was

retained by many jewelers solely because

it was deemed a necessary adjunct of the

business. This demoralization was partly

due to a superfluity of incompetent watch

workers which cheapened the market for

this form of labor, partly to increasing com-

petition and the consequent cutting of

charges to a profitless minimum, and partly

to the absence of a proper system. Probably

also the importance of the repair department

was minimized by the arguments of con-

vention speakers who urged the jewelers

to pay more attention to the selling end

of the business.
This unsatisfactory situation has been

considerably cleared up by very intelligent

papers and addresses at the conventions in

which it was argued that the repair de-

partment can and should be made a highly

profitable branch of the business. Properly

conducted it must also be a valuable feeder

and advertisement of the retail end. As it

is unreasonable if not ruinous in this age

of competition to run any branch of busi-

iess as a profitless convenience, the repair

department which means only a loss of

time, money and effort were much better

discontinued and the work passed along

to regular trade repairers. As a result of

recent teaching, however, we may well

expect a great change for the better in the

Management of the bench work branch.
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Colonial Series
Riverside Maximus

Enamel Dial

Showing Enamel Dial

Showing Metal Dial

These watches are a noteworthy addition
to the Waltham line.
They are exceptionally thin and may be had with
enamel, silver finish or gilded metal dials of
artistic design.

Colonial Series appeal to the most critical buyers.

Movements to be had in five grades, viz:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS, 23 Jewels, _eldjusted
RIVERSIDE, ig Jewels, Adjusted
ROYAL, 17 Jewels, Adjusted
No. 1425, 17 Jewels
No. 1420, .15 Jewels

All Colonial Series watches are cased and timed at the
factory. They are delivered to the trade in display
boxes. The retail selling price is fixed and plainly
printed on the contract notice which is placed in
the box with each watch before leaving the factory.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Record of a Jewelry Business in a
Single Book

In years gone by jewelers were gener-
ally considered poor merchants, due prob-
ably to the fact that the average jeweler in
those days was an expert workman who
devoted most of his time to the mechanical
part of his business. The modern jeweler,
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applicable to a smaller store which may be
kept up without much extra work and gives
a very thorough and accurate record.

In the first place a book should be se-
cured (it must be made to order at an
expense of about $12.00) with pages ruled
and printed like Figures r, 2 and 3, pages
I and 3 being single pages and 2 extending
across a double sheet. These pages should

EXPENSE MONTH OF
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each day in a convenient box and collected
together at the end of the day. The first
entries in the record book should be on the
purchase page. At the head of each column
should be entered the inventory value of the
goods in stock in this line. There should
also be a list prepared of the classification
of expense. For instance advertising in-
cludes newspaper and booklet advertising,

1 9_
_
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however, is quite different. He is just as
keen and wide-awake as any other mer-
chant, and in fact must be even more so
because to-day there is perhaps no more
difficult business to conduct profitably than
the jewelery business. Naturally he de-
mands up-to-date methods and systems,
and you will find that the larger stores
to-day especially are so thoroughly systema-
tized that they run like a great machine.

FIG. I

each have enough lines to devote one page
to a month and the book should include
enough pages to cover a period of five or
six years.

To start this system each line of goods
handled must be itemized, such as gold
jewelry, plated jewelry, etc. Odd side lines
like fans, Thermos bottles, safety razors, etc.,
should be included with some general classi-
fication. A sales record must be kept each

material used in show window, contributions
to celebrations, etc. Store expense includes
telephone, wrapping paper, twine, boxes,
etc., and so on, covering every expense.
All money paid out on expense account
should be entered in the regular cash book
and then carried from there into the special
record book.

By consulting Fig. x you will easily
see how the expense entries are made and

DAILY SALES MONTH OF 1 9_
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What is possible in a large store, however,
with a great number of employees, is not
practical in a smaller one and many of these
systems that will work perfectly in the
larger business require entirely too much
detail and too much extra help for the
smaller dealer.

One of the most essential records is one
which will show the condition of the stock
and the daily expense fully itemized, and
the following is a description of a system

FIG. 2

time anything is sold. If a cash register
is used which issues a ticket for each sale,
the record may be kept on this ticket. If
not a pad of sales slips should be provided
and each sale entered fully giving the
article's cost and retail price. For example
if a solid gold brooch which cost $2.00
is sold for $3.00, a ticket should be filled out
as follows :

"Solid Gold Jewelry, Cost $2.00, Retail
$3.00." These tickets should be deposited

PURCHASES MONTH OF

what a through record of expenses this is.
By referring to Fig. 2 you will see that
under each heading are double columns.
From the daily sales slips should be entered
in the first column the total cost of the
goods sold in that department each day,
and in the second column the retail price.
The repairing items should be figured
as total profit and all purchases of material
entered as expense under the heading

(Continued on page Mc)
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Savers of Time and Space
JEWELERS' ROLL TISSUE AND CUTTERS

On counters or under wrapping tables. Insure neat wrapping and of great convenience, especially
during the Christmas rush. Nickel plated.

7;1 in. size, with rm. roll of Grass Bleached tissue, $2.50
20 in. " " 12/5 " " " " " 3.85

Jewelers' Show-Case Racks
Nickel plated. Strongly riveted. Compact and very attractive. Can be used outside or inside

show-case, and will display in the space ordinarily occupied by one tray the contents
of four trays. A great help in grouping or classifying jewelry and silverware

Rack without trays, $4.25
Rack with four good quality velvet-lined trays, $11.75

)/(1. 4 1 /II / 6011 /
THE TAG MAKERS

26 Franklin St.

BOSTON

15 John St.
15 West 27th St.
NEW YORK

1007 Chestnut St.

PHILADELPHIA

25 Randolph St. 413 No. Fourth St.

CHICAGO T. LOUIS

Sample Offices in thirty-four American and Canadian cities. Representatives in London and Mexico
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Specialty Advertising in the
Show Window

The average jeweler with only one or

two show windows usually devotes the space

to a general display. As a rule this is a de-

sirable plan, but it is surprising what a great

feature an occasional window devoted to

some special line will prove to be. Such a

window should only remain in a few days

and to be of any value it should be so elabor-

ately gotten up as to readily attract the

passer-by. Of course it will seem like a

good deal of work for a short display, but

it will be time well spent in the comment it

will create.
Figs. i and 2 offer suggestions for two

special windows which are well adapted for
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should rest on a pile of rocks and around
them the sea may be represented by light

blue silk puffed to represent waves.

At the front of the window a number

of small sail boats should be arranged, all

sailing in the same direction, one very much

in the lead of the others. On the sail of

the front boat should be a sign reading:

"Blank's Diamonds Win." On the sails of

the other boat signs as follows should be

printed : "Poorly Cut Diamonds," "Off

Color Diamonds," "Badly Flawed Dia-

monds," etc. At the back of the window

and so arranged as to be in the direct rays

of the lighthouse light, stand a couple of

trays of diamond rings and a few diamond

set brooches and other fancy pieces with a

small card, "First Quality Diamonds Only,"
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fly flags bearing the wording: "Blank's
Time," and in the front of the window a
sign reading, "Railroad Watches. We Sell
All the Good Makes."

These special windows will attract
much attention, and the greatest part of the
work can be done at odd times so that the
actual putting in of the display won't take
much time.

Similar ideas may be carried out for
other lines successfully.

Confidence in One's Self

Said a Western traveling salesman:
"I knew a merchant out in our section who
went into bankruptcy. It was a crushing
defeat for him, and when the auction bell

FIG. I

special lines. No. i represents a scene of

the ocean with a couple of lighthouses. The

most difficult part of this display is the sky.

Cut two strips the length of the window

and connect by securely tacking pasteboard

of such a width that when one strip is nailed

to the top and front of the window, the

other may be nailed at the back a few feet
further down and the pasteboard will form

a domed or arched top to the window.
Before this is placed in the window,

however, it should be covered with a sky

blue paper and a great number of small stars

should be cut through and then covered

with white paper ; above this, too, in the

window should be placed several electric

lights so that at night the stars will be

illuminated.
The lighthouses may be built of paste-

board or wood and should be made to look

as much like a stone-built lighthouse as
possible. Each should be wired and an
electric light placed in the top of each with

a reflector that will direct the rays to a

given spot in the window. The lighthouses

or some similar phrase. The effect of this
display is beautiful and its advertising
value to your diamond department very
great.

Fig. 2 shows a good watch display. The
same sky effect may be used as in Fig. I and
the lower part should represent a railroad
track showing two stations. Each with a
clock tower, the clock being in reality a
watch placed so that the dial only is visible
in the tower. The base of the window may
be of real grass sod and the roadbed of the
railroad of small rocks and cinders. The
stations may be built of pasteboard and
printed to represent brick or a frame
structure. A small toy train should be on
the track and the whole effect should be as
natural as possible. Along the track should
be small boards representing the usual ad-
vertising signs you see along railroads and
above each should be suspended a watch of
railroad grade, showing movement in glass
case, and on the miniature signbord should
be lettered a description of the watch and
the price. From the station towers should
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FIG. 2

had rung for the last time before his store
his character had faded away as completely
as the dying tones of his business. His old
aggressiveness had been replaced by a
servile humility.

"Thinking he had lost the old selling
ability acquired on the road, he soon was
back at his first trade, on a bookkeeper's
stool. For three years he scratched away at
uninteresting figures and might be there yet
if one of his old road friends had not lifted
him out of his brooding regret and put
enough ginger into his wilted ambition to
induce him to apply for a sales job with
his house. To-day the once defeated man
is the second best salesman for his house.
Three years of high-salaried work were lost
to him because he did not appreciate his
own ability or know how to look for a posi-
tion.

"A man should always look for work
ill businesses with which he is familiar. And
then there are two factors to be considered
together—never separately. One is present
compensation, the other is future prospects.
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Regulating the Special Sale

One or two sales a year are, as a rule,
a very desirable thing to clean up stock.
One great objection to a general sale is the
great quantity of desirable goods that are
sold at a sacrifice and the comparatively
small number of slow sellers that are dis-
posed of.

A suggestion for a sale that will over-
come this difficulty somewhat and at the
same time prove a good advertising feature
for a sale, is to offer the staple things as
special inducements from clay to day, and
not include them regularly in the sale at
large reductions.

The sale may be made general and
alluring discounts offered on profitable and
unsalable things, and small reductions only
be made regularly in lines where the profit
is small and where the goods will have to
be replaced if sold.

For instance, take jewelry, cut glass,
novelties and other lines where the profit
is large or where you wish to cut down your
stock and offer these at discounts of 25 to
33 1/3 off. Watches, sterling silver and

lines where the profit is small offer at only
5 to to per cent. discount. Then each day
in your newspaper advertising offer on sale
on the following day only some staple thing
which should be a ready seller at a great
reduction.

Figs. i and 2 offer suggestions for
newspaper copy that illustrate the idea. The
special leaders should be shown in the
window also, accompanied by a card stating
that the goods will be offered on sale on the
following day only at a certain price.

This is the plan followed by department
stores in conducting their sales. The
special value is intended to attract people
into their stores with the thought that they
will probably buy other things before going
out.

During a sale much goods should be
shown on top of the show case bearing large
cards giving the special sale price. The
display in the window should be changed a
good many times, not necessarily the whole
display, but things should be changed from
day to day.

Your usual spring and fall sale should
cover a period of about two weeks and dur-

ing this time you should advertise
freely. Let your advertisements call
attention to real values that you offer
and not be merely an announcement
of the sale going on. The staples
that you choose to run as leaders
each day should be articles of moder-
ate price, and something for which
there is a steady demand.

Don't be afraid to cut out your
profit on the articles offered as
specials. Remember that a dozen
women carrying home real bargains
will give your sale more advertising
than a good many dollars would get
in any other kind of advertising.
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B.BLANK Jewelry Company
916 MAIN STREET

Flo. 1—Reduced to one-third the original size

Record of a Jewelry Business in
a Single Book

(Continued from page 1197)

"shop." The total retail price, less
the total cost, gives the profit for the
day. Each page should cover one
month and the total monthly profit
less the total monthly expense gives
the net profit for the month.

Fig. 3 illustrates the page which
provides a record of stock on hand at
al ltimes. The original entry gives
the stock on hand at the adoption of
the system. As goods are received
each day, the total of the bills should
be entered under the proper heading.

August, 1910

Thus at the end of the month, a grand
total of stock on hand plus purchases is
given. Now from the daily sales page
carry forward the cost of goods sold in
each department, and deduct this from the
total on the purchase page and you have

$2.75
For six knives and
six forks. Finest
quality p'ate-hand
finished. No better
plain knives and
forks made at any
price. Our regular
price is $3.50 per
set. During our
sale only we offer
these at

2.75

AT
BLAN
SALE

FIG. 2

an exact record of the stock on hand. With
the figures that this record provides, you
can easily make a statement of your finan-
cial condition each month. You can also
see from year to year in what departments
your sales are increasing or falling off, and
you will have a splendid check on your
expense account.

In the back of this book should be left
a number of blank pages for monthly state-
ments, which should be entered as follows:
assets, fixtures (put down each month as a
fixed sum), cash on hand and in bank, book
accounts, stock on hand, easily figured by
adding to total inventory value the purchases
for the month less cost of goods sold for
the month—and any other available assets,
liabilities, money owed for merchandise
and loans. If this book is carefully kept, it
will be almost a perfect record.
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Five Million Women
have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Home Journal,
Good Housekeeping, etc., and will continue to see them right along.

Annex this valuable publicity to your
business by stocking H awkes Cut Glass.
This will focus attention on you, draw
to your store the people who can afford
superior articles, and greatly increase
your trade in every department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass
is evident to the discriminating buyer.
It is cut from the solid blank—not
pressed or figured.

The figured blank is a pressed .blank,
that is, the pattern is pressed into the
glass and then smoothed and polished
over. It is easily detected by passing
the fingers over the inside of the arti-
cle, which is slightly raised wherever
the pattern is deepest.15 INCH PLATE. PANEL PATTERN

(Design Patented)

Hawkes Cut Glass
is genuine cut glass, absolutely flawless. It has

a brilliant lustre equaled only by that of the

diamond and is as clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus insuring

a uniform color. This gives us a distinct
advantage over the great majority of our corn-

petitors who have•to buy their blanks from
promiscuous sources.

Pressed or figured blanks are sold to cut-price
department stores. Jewelers who handle such
goods have to meet this competition, and, at the
same time, cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is not sold to department
stores; only to the legitimate jeweler. Hawkes
dealers are therefore protected from price-cutting
and are able to satisfy those critical buyers who
want the best and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut
glass business slip by? Please write us for further information.

T. G. HAWKES & CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

Grand Prize Paris Exposition

This
fnuts-mark
cut on

every
piece

DORRANCE-BATTIN Co., Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
genuine
without

I his
trade-mark
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Regulating the Special Sale

One or two sales a year are, as a rule,
a very desirable thing to clean up stock.
One great objection to a general sale is the
great quantity of desirable goods that are
sold at a sacrifice and the comparatively
small number of slow sellers that are dis-
posed of.

A suggestion for a sale that will over-
come this difficulty somewhat and at the
same time prove a good advertising feature
for a sale, is to offer the staple things as
special inducements from day to day, and
not include them regularly in the sale at
large reductions.

The sale may be made general and
alluring discounts offered on profitable and
unsalable things, and small reductions only
be made regularly in lines where the profit
is small and where the goods will have to
be replaced if sold.

For instance, take jewelry, cut glass,
novelties and other lines where the profit
is large or where you wish to cut down your
stock and offer these at discounts of 25 to
33 1/3 off. Watches, sterling silver and

KEYSTONE

lines where the profit is small offer at only
5 to to per cent. discount. Then each day
in your newspaper advertising offer on sale
on the following day only some staple thing
which should be a ready seller at a great
reduction.

Figs. i and 2 offer suggestions for
newspaper copy that illustrate the idea. The
special leaders should be shown in the
window also, accompanied by a card stating

that the goods will be offered on sale on the
following day only at a certain price.

This is the plan followed by department
stores in conducting their sales. The
special value is intended to attract people
into their stores with the thought that they
will probably buy other things before going
out.

During a sale much goods should be
shown on top of the show case bearing large
cards giving the special sale price. The
display in the window should be changed a
good many times, not necessarily the whole
display, but things should be changed from
day to day.

Your usual spring and fall sale should
cover a period of about two weeks and dur-

ing this time you should advertise
freely. Let your advertisements call
attention to real values that you offer
and not be merely an announcement
of the sale going on. The staples
that you choose to run as leaders
each day should be articles of moder-
ate price, and something for which
there is a steady demand.

Don't be afraid to cut out your
profit on the articles offered as
specials. Remember that a dozen
women carrying home real bargains
will give your sale more advertising
than a good many dollars would get
in any other kind of advertising.

10 T050 PER CENT
TO 50 PER CENT10 

DISCOUNT ON B L A NJ li S DISCOUNT ON
EVERYTHING —•_ EVERYTHING

ANNUAL SPRING SALE
For Two Weeks Commencing Saturday, June 18
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B.B LANK Jewelry Company
916 MAIN STREET

no. 1—Reduced to one-third the original size

Record of a Jewelry Business in
a Single Book

(Continued from page 1197)

"shop." The total retail price, less
the total cost, gives the profit for the
day. Each page should cover one
month and the total monthly profit
less the total monthly expense gives
the net profit for the month.

Fig. 3 illustrates the page which
provides a record of stock on hand at
al ltimes. The original entry gives
the stock on hand at the adoption of
the system. As goods are received
each day, the total of the bills should
be entered under the proper heading.

August, I910

Thus at the end of the month, a grand
total of stock on hand plus purchases is
given. Now from the daily sales page
carry forward the cost of goods sold in
each department, and deduct this from the
total on the purchase page and you have

$2.7.5
For six knives and

six forks. Finest

quality p'ate-hand

finished. No better

plain knives and

forks made at any

price. Our regular

price' is $3.50 per

set. During our

sale only we offer

these at

2.75

AT

BLAN K'S
SALE

FIG. 2

an exact record of the stock on hand. With
the figures that this record provides, you
can easily make a statement of your finan-
cial condition each month. You can also
see from year to year in what departments
your sales are increasing or falling off, and
you will have a splendid check on your
expense account.

In the back of this book should be left
a number of blank pages for monthly state-
ments, which should be entered as follows:
assets, fixtures (put down each month as a
fixed sum), cash on hand and in bank, book
accounts, stock on hand, easily figured by
adding to total inventory value the purchases
for the month less cost of goods sold for
the month—and any other available assets,
liabilities, money owed for merchandise
and loans. If this book is carefully kept, it
will be almost a perfect record.
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Five Million Women
have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Horne Journal,

Good Housekeeping, etc., and will continue to see them right along.

Annex this valuable publicity to your
business by stocking Hawkes Cut Glass.
This will focus attention on you, draw
to your store the people who can afford
superior articles, and greatly increase
your trade in every department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass
is evident to the discriminating buyer.
It is cut from the solid blank—not
pressed or figured.

The figured blank is a pressed blank,
that is, the pattern is pressed into the
glass and then smoothed and polished
over. It is easily detected by passing
the fingers over the inside of the arti-
cle, which is slightly raised wherever
the pattern is deepest.15 INCH PLATE, PANEL PATTERN

(Design Patented)

Hawkes Cut Glass
is genuine cut glass, absolutely flawless. It has

a brilliant lustre equaled only by that of the

diamond and is as clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus insuring

a. uniform color. This gives us a distinct

advantage over the great majority of our com-

petitors who have•to buy their blanks from

promiscuous sources.

Pressed or figured blanks are sold to cut-price

department stores. Jewelers who handle such

goods have to meet this competition, and, at the

same time, cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is not sold to department

stores; only to the legitimate jeweler. Hawkes

dealers are therefore protected from price-cutting

and are able to satisfy those critical buyers who

want the best and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut

glass business slip by? Please write us for further information.

T. G. HAWKES CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

Grand Prize Paris Exposition

This
trade-mark

cit on

every
piece

DORRANCE-RATTIN CO., Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
genuine
without.

Ill

t rade-mark
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184/ ROGERS BROS.
TRAM MAR,

designs are the equal of
the best Sterling silver
in pattern, finish and
general excellence of
making — the result of
over sixty years' ex-
perience.
There are other

makes of Rogers goods,
but only one "1847
Rogers Bros." Every
piece absolutely guar-
anteed

THE SHARON
is the latest and one of the handsomest patterns made in the

"1847 ROGERS BROS.!: TRIPLE
brand. Staple pieces, hollow handle cutlery and some of the fancy pieces are now ready for de-livery. A complete line in this new pattern can be supplied shortly. We advise an early order.

New York

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO. (International Silver Co., Successor), Meriden, Conn.
Chicago San Francisco

OUR LATEST PATTERN IN FLATWARE

111! rA:CAM
A true example of the Colonial Period, portraying the dignified

simplicity which was the charm and beauty of Colonial craftsmanship.

This combined with the well-known

"ROCKFORD QUALITY"
places the line in the highest class.
Sold to the Retail Jewelry Trade exclusively.

Stand by those who stand by you

ROCKFORD SILVER PLATE CO.
ks, 4..

(cc'c ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS2?)

I 203
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WA
TRADE

STERLING
HE SAXON—a new and dis-
tinctive Sterling pattern with
the " Wallace" stamp.

Its marked beauty and origi-
nality of design are certain to win the
appreciation of those whose artistic
taste always finds expression in their
selection of distinctive tableware.

Complete service now ready 

The SAXON Pattern will be widely
exploited to consumers in the Fall.
High - class mediums, reaching practi-
cally every prospective silver- buyer in
the country, will tell about the SAXON
pattern.

Send for price list and sample booklets for
local distribution, containing your own imprint.

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.
Wallingford, Conn.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

dation-
-51/7terg
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"DO
YE

If one of your best customers should ask
you this question, would you be prepared?

If you haven't Ye Monticello pattern in your stock write at once to

Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co., SILVERSMITHSGREENFIELD, MASS.

Don't Lose Profitable Sales!
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BELSC IPT
" Made While You Wait"

MONOGRAM FOBS
Compel acceptance because they precisely nieet a situation that will assist every jeweler, namely, the making of handsome monograms
instantly at reasonable cost.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM passed the experimental stage long ago ; it is a tried and approved success, used by jewelers everywhere
with the utmost satisfaction to themselves and their customers.

Then, too, the exceptional beauty of BELSCRIPT letters helps. There is nothing crude or hurried about them. We employed the best
of designers. The result is the maximum of simplicity, convenience and beauty at minimum cost.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM is as great an advance over the old way of making monograms as the railroad is over the stage coach.

It is the sure, rapid, easy and profitable way and as such should be adopted by you.

Write for display pad of BELSCRIPT FOBS here illustrated, to be had on memorandum for your
inspection at our expense.

f66.

s 
JOSEPH L. HERZOG C& CO.

00,

Illustrated descriptive Price List sent on request

MAKERS OF LK RINGS

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK

1207

(AN EXCLUSIVE LK DESIGN)

THE LK NGS
(TRAIDL. MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE)

IF YOU KNEW
as much about LK RINGS as we do, your orders would flock to us
like small boys to a cherry tree.

We Are Reputation Builders
For 24 years, we have been building up the reputation of LK Rings
--- pushing it a little higher each year, until to-day LK Rings are
above criticism---the final product of knowledge, energy, experience
and the finest tools that money can buy or ingenuity construct.
Our men and methods are right and so are our goods and prices.

LK RINGS

are the kind of rings it pays to buy --- the always-satisfactory kind.
If you don't believe it, try them and see.

Write for memorandum package of rings in
which you are most interested

LK RINGS

JOSEPH L. HERZOG C& CO.
MAKERS OF LK RINGS • 5

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK



EWELERS to-day are meeting on a common footing—feeling that their interests are similar
j and co-operation the most effective method of successful merchandising.

We have always worked on this theory and endeavored in every way to co-operate with our
customers in making their business profitable. We select our goods with the greatest care, see
that they are well made—and always worthy of our guarantee. We give prompt service. We
try to anticipate your wants, and supply them promptly. We always have goods which are
distinctive and exclusive—and on which the dealer can make a proper margin of profit.

Briefly, we consider your interest Ours, and govern ourselves accordingly.

HENRY FREUND C./ BRO.
"Sellers Qf Sellers"

Our Trade-Mark "THE ROSE"

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

stands for Quality and Excellence, and is equal to a Government stamp

4438 HAIR BRUSH

4444 MILITARY BRUSH

4440 7-IN0H CLOTH BRUSH

New York-13 Maiden Lane
Chicago—Heyworth Bldg.
Canada—Kingston, Ont.

9455 BONNET BRUSH

4464 LADIES COMB

4480 BUFFER

4464 PUFF BOX

4503 KNIFE FILE

0524 TOOTH BRUSH

4451 7-I5CH THIN CLOTH BRUSH

4432 FANCY MIRROR

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.,
 MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

2_525252SES—eSES25252.52SESE5252SREES252.5ESE525-25252E2S2SESE525252.52525Z52.-52.525252.52.525252525-ESESESI

Greek
Beauty
As shown in our
new Grecian Pat-
tern Silverware
There is one distinctive ad-

vantage about a conven-

tional design in anything

intended for daily use—it

never becomes wearisome.

For this reason the Greek

Key Border is especially

adapted to the Sterling

Silver Toilet Set. The

Grecian Border in Gray

Finish with the center pol-

ished makes a striking con-

trast. We are now ready
with a complete line of

Toilet and Manicure Arti-

cles irk this new Grecian

Pattern.

100 RICHMOND STREET

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

[ng

August, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

Mother-of-Pearl

Shell Divers and Value and Uses of the Product

Consul Julius D. Dreher, of Tahiti, furnishes
the following information concerning the mother-
of-pearl industry in the South Seas, especially
that of the Society Islands:

Mother-of-pearl shells are found on the
Pacific coasts of North and South America, in
the islands of the Pacific Ocean, in the Philip-
pines, on the coasts of Australia and in the
adjacent islands, on the coasts of India and in
the islands of the East Indian Archipelago, in
the Persian Gulf, in the Red Sea, and in Zanzi-
bar. These shells, which form an important ar-
ticle of commerce, are largely used for making
buttons and the handles of fruit, dessert and
pocket knives; for inlaying furniture, musical
instruments, Japanese lacquer work, European
lacquer, and papier mache work; in manufactur-
ing a variety of small and fancy articles. In
Russia mother-of-pearl is used for ornamenting
church vestments, and in Austria for making
beautiful jewelry ; in Italy high relief cameos are
carved on mother-of-pearl shells, and in Turkey
allegorical and ornamental designs are engraved
on large polished shells which are known as
Jerusalem shells. Natives of a number of tropical
islands make ornaments of the shells and in the
south Pacific they use mother-of-pearl fish hooks,
which are so bright that no bait or other lure
is necessary.

In the colony of Tahiti mother-
Formation of of-pearl shells are found chiefly
the Archipelago in the Tuamotu (or Low)

Archipelago, which embraces
the Tuamotu (or Paumotu) and the Gambier
Islands, and extends in a southeasterly and
northwesterly direction for moo miles, the great-
est width of this belt of islands being 300 miles.
With only a few exceptions the eighty-two islands
composing this archipelago are now low-lying
atolls of coral formation, narrow strips of land
forming a chain of islands and islets, in most
cases separated by passes of water and stretches
of partially submerged coral reefs. These islands
and coral reefs together inclose lagoons, some of
which are of considerable extent, the largest, that
of Rangiroa, being 40 miles long and 20 miles
wide. At nineteen of these islands are passes
which enable schooners of ordinary size to enter
the lagoons. The total area of the eighty-two
islands is 345 square miles and the population
is a little more than 5000, which is scattered over
about half the number of islands, the rest not
being permanently inhabited. The cocoanut palm
flourishes throughout the archipelago and other
trees of small size and a good deal of shrubbery
is found on most of the islands. The soil being
unfit for cultivation the people for the most part
live on cocoanuts, fish and bread made of
American flour, except during the diving season,
when other articles of food, including canned
meats, are consumed. The natives have an in-
genious method of catching fish in June, July
and August by building narrow passes with coral
stone pens which the fish enter through long
narrow openings.

While shells are produced in
Where the Shells all the islands, they are found
are Produced of good quality and in paying

quantities in fewer than one-
fourth of the lagoons. The time for the opening
and closing of the diving season, which usually
lasts from the first of May to the first of No-
vember, and the names of the islands open for
the season are published months in advance in the
Official Journal of Tahiti, together with the regu-
lations to be observed and the penalties for their
violation. The large islands are divided into
three sections, only one of which is open during
a season, and the small lagoons also are open
only once every three years. This year there will
be open thirteen sections and lagoons, some of
the latter being insignificant. Bef•re the opening
of the season Papeete merchants send to the
islands schooners laden with supplies, which are
stored in portable houses built chiefly of cor-

rugated iron. The shells in the lagoons are re-
garded as the property of any natives of the
colony who will dive for them, but as almost all
the good divers live in the Tuamotus, they reap
the profits of the diving season. The schooners
transport the divers and their families from
other islands to those open for taking the shells.
These people carry with them pigs or hogs,
bread and other things to give to the islanders
among whom they are to live for some months.
The merchants advance supplies to the divers and
also furnish them lumber to make their boats,
each of which is constructed of three boards of
California redwood and provided with an out-
rigger to steady it in the lagoon. For an anchor
a piece of lead fastened to a small rope is used.
If an open island fails to yield satisfactorily the
houses, supplies and people are removed to other
islands where better results may be obtained.
During the season a favorite island presents a
lively scene with its encampment of as many as
moo men, women and children.

The hours for diving are from
Diving for Shells 9 to 2. The diver paddles his

canoe out into the lagoon and
anchors it, and if he happens to hit upon a good
place he may not move his boat during the live
hours. A basket to hold the shells is let down
by a rope tied to the boat. On the end of
another small rope, also tied to the canoe, is a
piece of lead weighing from i to 20 pounds.
The diver, who wears only a narrow loin cloth,
places one foot upon the lead, with the rope be-
tween his toes, stretches the rope with one hand
held against his chest, utters several loud yells
to empty his lungs, refills them quickly with pure
air and descends rapidly, feet foremost, to the
bottom of the lagoon. His goggles exclude the
water and enable him to see from 12 to 15 feet.
He tears the shells from their support, usually a
piece of dead coral, to which they are firmly
fastened. He may fill the basket with 30 to 35
pounds of shells at once and he may have to dive
several times to fill it. When his time is up the
diver ascends by means of the rope and immedi-
ately wipes himself dry with a towel. He rests
and warms himself in the sun from ten to fifteen
minutes before going down again. A good diver
will go down from twenty to twenty-five times
in the five diving hours. As the basket is filled
it is drawn up and the shells are emptied into the
boat. The man's wife or some other member
of his family, who accompanies him in the canoe,
occupies herself by opening the shells, putting
the contents in a bucket and washing the shells,
from which she also removes the barbs. Having
finished the diving for the day the man assists
the woman in her work. The matter in the
bucket is crushed in the hands and then thrown
overboard. A part of the mollusk is good to eat
when thoroughly boiled, then fried in canned
butter and served with a wine or white sauce, but
the natives care little for it, especially as they
have plenty of money during the season to buy
other food. While he is gathering the shells the
diver often comes up to get a harpoon to spear
fine fish, which he is easily able to do, as the
fish seem to pay no attention to his presence and
movements in the water. In this way he helps
out his scanty larder. After a good breakfast
the diver eats very little until 6 o'clock, when
he is ready for a substantial meal and sound
sleep.

This colony has the best divers
The World's in the world. They dive all
Best Divers the way from 6 to 120 feet

(rarely more) in their work
and remain under water a minute and a half
for the average man, two to two and one-half
minutes for a good diver, and three minutes for
a few exceptional experts. Among the pearl
divers of Ceylon the highest record is no sec-
onds. Diving for shells is hard and wearing
work. Like many other industries it exacts its
toll of human life. At the beginning of each
season the nose and ears of the diver bleed when
he comes up out of the water and sometimes he
vomits blood. His eyes become affected and
paralysis of the arms and legs is not uncommon.
He is at his best between the ages of zo and 25;
after 30 he begins to decline and is able to dive
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less and less as he grows older, Boys who wish
to become divers for shells begin to practice soon
after entering their teens. Between 15 and 17,
when they have not yet learned the limit of
their capacity, they occasionally stay down a little
too long and give out before the boat is reached
by the rope. It is said by those well informed
that half a dozen men usually lose their lives
in this manner during each season.

More than thirty diving machines were im-
ported from the United States and used during
the seasons of 1903 and 1904, but the authorities
feared that the supply of shells might be depleted
and the use of machines was interdicted before
the merchants realized any net profits from their
use. Two years ago ten machines were sent back
to San Francisco, ten others are stored in an
old cotton gin house in Papeete, while the rest
are in different places in Tahiti.

The finding of pearls in the mollusks adds a
singular fascination to the hard work of the
toilers in the deep. Occasionally the rare black
pearl is found, but nearly all the pearls are of
the usual color and not many of them are of any
considerable size. The pearl buyers show no
little activity in going the round of the islands
to make purchasers, but no statistics are kept
and the dealers are reticent as to the extent of
their business. It is estimated that about $20,000
is paid for the pearls found in a season. As the
pearls, as well as the shells, are the perquisites
of the divers, the best of the men are able to
make from 5000 to 7000 francs ($965 to $1351)
during a season; but the average diver probably
realizes about 3000 francs ($579), chiefly from
the sale of shells to the agents of Papeete mer-
chants who are on the ground for that purpose.

Mother-of-pearl shells are the
Character of calcareous covering of the
Shells Produced bivalve pearl oyster Melea-

grina margaritifera. This mol-
lusk thrives best in lagoons where it is pro-
tected from heavy seas and shifting sand. It is
necessary for it to have some sort of support,
such as dead coral, stones, or wood, to which it
may attach its shell by means of its byssus.

The shells produced in this colony are of
the black-edged variety and are the best of the
kind found in the world. As they are all brought
to Tahiti for exportation they are known in the
markets of the world as Tahiti black-edged shells.
The dark edge is from a half to three-fourths of
an inch in width. The rest of the inside is of a
bright pearly appearance, with iridescent hues
around a wide border, including the dark edge,
the play of these shifting rainbow colors being
extremely beautiful as the shell is moved in the
light. Many fine large specimens of these shells
may be seen in Tahiti homes where they serve
as ornaments. The smaller ones would make
attractive dessert plates. The outside of the
shells is quite rough, but it also takes a fine polish
and then reflects iridescent hues as effectively
as the bright inside does. The largest shells come
from the Gambier Islands, which are only four
in number, not counting insignificant islets. A
French scientist gives an account of a pair of
these shells that measured io 4/5 inches in width
and 13 inches in length and weighed 12 pounds;
but shells of that size are extremely rare. I have
seen a pair only half an inch less in width and
length, but they are not heavy shells. The divers
are forbidden to take and merchants to export
shells that measure less than 4 inches wide in
the clear; that is, not including the outer jagged
edge which projects beyond the pearly part. Most
of the shells exported average about 6 inches in
width and weigh from 6o to 8o pounds to the
too single shells, though of course, many are
considerably wider and heavier.

Local schooners bring the
Exports of Shells shells in bags or in bulk to

Papeete, the commercial center
of the colony. The work of assorting the shells
according to size and quality is done chiefly by
native women, who also help to pack them in
strong boxes with a capacity of about 225 pounds
each. Nearly all Tahiti shells are shipped by way
of New Zealand to London, which is the world's
greatest market for this article of commerce.
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OUR EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES
enable us to offer Diamonds of every grade and size at lowest prices,
and our reputation is an absolute guarantee that every diamond we send
out is precisely as represented.

MOUNTED GOODS

We have everything for the Retail Jeweler, all Wheeler Workmansh5.
NEW PATTERNS IN BANQUET RINGS AND LA VALLIERES

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS

2 MAIDEN LANE

AMSTERDAM

TRADE

MARK

Factory, BROOKLYN

NEW YORK

LONDON

e

You Cannot Stamp a Stone
as you do, for instance, a piece of Jewelry. But you can give it a distinctive character by select-ing first-class material and by employing the best art of the Lapidary. Our

RECONSTRUCTED RUBIES and our
SCIENTIFIC WHITE SAPPHIRES

are thus made. Hence there I's a difference. Our

HOPE SYNTHETIC SAPPHIRE
is not only unique because of its magnificent qualities, but it is the onlj) Sapphire of its kind.When you buy Synthetic Rubies or Sapphires or Whites, be sure you examine the quality carefully.You can get the best, if you insist on it,

AND AT THE SAME COST.
If the stone is clear and brilliant and well shaped, you can be sure that it is made by

....
Importers of Precious mnd Emitation Stones

68 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK
PARIS PROVIDENCE IDAR

39 Rue de Chateaudun 212 Union Street 14 Hauptstrasse

WRITE FOR FOLDER ON JAPANESE CULTURE PEARLSAN OXYHYDROGEN FURNACE
IN OPERATION
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NEW YORK, July 29, 1910.

Large numbers of the out-of-
Reduced town trade took advantage of
Railroad Rates the reduced railroad rates to

visit the city last month and
make fall purchases. Several opportunities to
take advantage of these reduced rates still re-
main for out-of-town buyers. A fare and one-
half for the round trip means a considerable re-
duction and is well worthy of the attention of
those who realize the advantage of selecting their
stocks in New York, which is now the greatest
jewelry market in the world. On the trunk
line territory the dates for reduced fares are
August 13th to r5th inclusive, August 27th to 30th
inclusive, and September loth to 13th inclusive,
with 15-clay return limit. On Central Passenger
territory, August 6th to 9th inclusive and August
20th to 23rd inclusive, with 30-day return limit.
Special summer tourists' fares, somewhat lower
than a fare and a half for the round trip, have
been made from the middle West, far West and
Southwest, in effect until September 30th. All in-
formation in regard to these opportunities for
cheap travel can be obtained by communicating
with the Merchants' Association, 54 Lafayette
Street, this city, or by interviewing your local
ticket agent.

A report reached Maiden Lane last month
from Johannesburg, South Africa, of the finding
of another large diamond at the Premier mine.
The gem is said to weigh 191 carats and is de-
scribed as a pure white stone, absolutely flawless
and measuring two inches long by about three-
fourths of an inch thick. It tapers in breadth
from one and one-fourth inches to three-fourths
of an inch at the smallest end and is estimated
to be worth $15o,000, uncut. A Maiden Lane
authority said that, judging from the description
of the uncut stone, the largest perfect diamond
which could be cut from it would be pear-shaped
but that it may be found more profitable to cut
it into smaller gems. The Premier mine became
world famous in January, 1905, when the Cullinan
diamond was discovered there by Mr. Wells.
This gem, the largest ever found, weighed 3,032
carats in the rough.

Last month many of the trade heard with
regret of the death of Georges Agassiz, the
originator of the famous Agassiz watch, which oc-
curred on July 15th at his home in Switzerland.
The deceased was the son of an eminent watch
manufacturer who was connected with the
Longines factory, and he followed in the paternal
footsteps. As a young man he visited this
country, combining business with pleasure, and
made the acquaintance of the New York trade.
Later he established his factory in Switzerland
for the manufacture of high-grade watches. He
was a nephew of the world-famed naturalist,
Louis Agassiz, and like his distinguished uncle,
was deeply versed in the natural sciences.

One of Asher Green's stores at Salisbury, N.
C., suffered somewhat from an early morning

fire on July 26th. The damage to the building

was quite large, but the jewelry stock suffered but
little. Mr. Green's manager, C. G. Theiling, will
be in New York about August loth to buy fall
and holiday stock for the store.

For the purpose of education and to interest
the public in the history of the short ancient
street which bisects the block bounded by Broad-
way, Maiden Lane, Nassau and Liberty Streets,
and known as Liberty Place, several of the busi-
ness men located thereon have caused to be placed
on the Liberty Place wall of the store, corner
of 18 Maiden Lane, a handsome square wall
shield bearing the following legend:

HISTORY OF LIBERTY PLACE

Up to the English conquest (1664), a country
lane beyond New Amsterdam, leading to a
brookside path, called "Maagde Paatje" (Maiden's
Path).
Maiden Lane was surveyed and constructed

in 1696.
After 1664, named Green Alley, and later

called Green Street.
From 1704 to 1740 the First Quaker Church

was on this alley.
Up to 1844 the name was Green Street.
In 1844 the name was changed to Little Green

Street.
In 1849 again changed to Liberty Place.

The artistic lettering, etc., was contributed
by the Forman Company; the wooden shield was
made by James C. Hoe Sons, and the data was
collected by John Frick, all long located on the
historic street. The Liberty Street end of
Liberty Place is now marked on the westerly side
by the palatial building of the Chamber of Com-
merce and on the easterly side by the newly
completed thirty-one story building of the Liberty
Tower.

The National Gas Blast Co., manufacturers
of small gas blasts for jewelers and opticians,
have moved from 20 Gold Street to 88 John
Street, where their offices and shipping rooms
occupy the entire third floor and their manufac-
turing department the fourth floor. They have
about four times as much space as in their old
location.

A. R. Katz, of A. R. Katz & Leudan Co., dia-
mond importers, 87 Nassau Street, returned to
New York on July 12th on the Kronprinzessin
Cecelia from a six weeks' trip to the diamond
markets of Europe and Paris and London.
Joseph Leudan, of the same firm, returned from
Europe with his bride on July 19th on the
Kronprinz Wilhelm. After spending their honey-

moon in Switzerland and Paris, Mr. and Mrs.
Leudan met Mr. Katz in Amsterdam before re-

turning home.
M. Wolfe, 9 Maiden Lane, returned to New

York on July 6th from a month's trip to Europe.
After visiting the diamond houses in Antwerp,
where he bought his stock of loose stones, he
made flying trips to Paris and London. He saw
everything worth seeing in Paris and while there
invested in several art works. On July t6th he
left New York for his western trip, on which he
will be absent about two months, calling on his
trade in the West and Northwest.
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Word was received last month from Mont-
gomery, Ala., that the seven Shreve Brothers and
two others had been indicted by the Federal
Grand Jury and that their trial has been set for
the October term of Court. This was after the
examination of about 300 witnesses. The
Jewelers' Board of Trade has been very active
in this matter and has appropriated a consider-
able sum from its "Fighting Fund" to secure
these indictments.

Lohis Friedlander, of R. L. & M. Friedlander,
30 Maiden Lane, New York City, accompanied
by his wife, has just returned from a trip around
the world. Most of their time was devoted to
India, Burma, the Malay States, China and
Japan. On their return from the Pacific Coast
to New York they made a tour of Yellowstone
Park.

Richard Friedlander, of R. L. & M. Fried-
lander, 30 Maiden Lane, New York, sailed on
Saturday, July t6th, on the Lapland for Amster-
dam to purchase diamonds.

Arthur Marson, manufacturer of jewelers'
findings, has moved from 23 Marshall Street,
Newark, N. J., to 112-116 Arlington Street, where
he has larger and better quarters than before.

J. T. Montgomery, manager of the New York
office of M. A. Mead & Co., spent several days,
including the Fourth of July, in Chicago.

The factory of the Eastwood-Park Co.,
Newark, N. J., was closed for annual vacations
and clean-up during the week of July 4th to 9th.

E. B. Lapham, New York manager for the
Seth Thomas Clock Co., sailed from here on
Saturday, July 9th, for a six weeks' trip abroad.
Mr. Lapham goes on business in the interest of
his company and will visit the principal com-
mercial centers of Europe before he returns to
New York.

A petition was circulated among the trade in
the Maiden Lane district to close all day Satur-
day, the 2d of July, thereby giving an opportunity
for a three-day holiday over the Fourth. This
petition was signed by a majority of the bigger
houses with the result that the jewelry district
was very quiet for the three days. On account
of the extreme heat which prevailed in New York
at this time this holiday was very acceptable.

Robert Steadle, manager of the material de-
partment of Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., 37 Maiden
Lane, is taking a three weeks' vacation.

Sam Zimmern, of Henry Zimmern & Co.,
material and tool importers, 116 Williams Street,
is making his regular annual western trip for
his firm. He left New York on July 13th and
will visit every city of any importance and size
between New York and San Francisco, returning
to New York about September 1st.

The traveling force of Joseph L. Herzog &
Co., 45-5r Rose Street, left New York the latter
part of July to call on the trade in their various
territories. Herzog & Co. have made extensive
additions to their line of gold rings and say that
they have never in their entire history shown so
complete or attractive a line as this season.

Phillip Fried, of the office force of L. Heller
& Son, 68 Nassau Street, spent a two weeks' va-
cation at Lake Hopatcong, up in the Jersey
mountains, the latter part of July.

W. H. Ingersoll, of the New York office of
Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro., was one of the rep-
resentatives of his firm who looked after the
interests of the I-T watch at the Detroit con-
vention.

H. A. Bliss represented the Gorham Company
at the American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation convention at Detroit the last week of
last month and was one of the speakers at the
convention.

Henry Freund, of Henry Freund & Bro., 71
Nassau Street, returned from the European dia-
mond markets late in June, where he purchased
an extensive stock of stones. He is now on the
road showing this stock to the trade. Freund &
Bro.'s regular traveling force left to cover their
various territories about the middle of July with
an unusually large and complete assortment of
jewelry. This firm has acquired a very optimistic
temperament and is looking forward to a good
season's business this fall.

(Continued on page 1213)
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Do Do you realize that many of your competitors
are reaping additional profits by carrying a
select line of

New York Letter

Silver Plated Fancy Goods and
Novel Things in Hollow-ware?

,Exira dividends are earned in many stores through profits made on
articles other than watches, jewelry and diamonds. Your cus-
tomers will be glad to buy their fancy articles for gifts from you.
Why not let them ? Do you prefer to let them go elsewhere or
will you put in a line which is in big demand?

We manufacture complete lines of Hollow-ware and Fancy Goods, including
Serving Sets, Casseroles, Shaving Stands, Mirrors, etc., etc.

Write for illustrated catalogue and sheets

APOLLO 5ffLVER CO.
BERNARD) IMICED5 SON5, nropu-ficegon-o

139-141-143 North 10th St.,WORKS t BROOKLYN, N. Y.
No. 1541

544 Broadway, NEW YORK

John Holland Self-Inking Fountain Pens
Patented Nov. 21, '05; May 29, '06. Others Pending

Our fountain pens that fill themselves have been on the market
for a number of years and are demonstrated successes. The filling
arrangement is simple and positive; the soft rubber ink containers
are of the finest rubber ever produced and their average life is
estimated at 7 or 8 years.

The very latest idea in fountain pen construction is shown
in bottom cut of this ad.
A safety cap fitted to either style of self-filler without extra cost, which prevents
leakage, however or wherever the pen may be carried. Wri/e for .Aarticulars.

Est'd 1841

The John Holland Gold Pen Co„
127-129 E. 4th St., CINCINNATI

Sleeve Filler

;
REls'-k— '1

JOHNH LLANDMA1(ER,, •
, CIA PA,7: 1Y- 25 ,

`-1

(Continued from page 1211)

Secret Service agents recently
Sweating visited Maiden Lane in an cf.
Gold Coins fort to trace swindlers who are

working an ancient method of
coin sweating. The coins are put in a burlap bag
and shaken vigorously for an hour or so. The
result is that tiny pieces of the metal are knocked
off the surfaces and edges and cling to the tex-
ture of the bag. After the coins have been
shaken sufficiently they are taken from the bag
and passed into circulation, apparently no more
worn or battered than most of the metal money
that has been in circulation for a year or two.

The burlap bag is burned and this leaves
the gold dust, which is gathered up and melted.

The circumstances point to jewelers or jewelry
workmen as the only class of men who have the
technical knowledge which would enable them to
collect the gold dust and sell it. The sale of the
melted gold arouses no suspicion, as gold scraps
and dust are regularly sold to refiners who make
a business of extracting the metal from the sweep-
ings of the shops.

The Sub-Treasury and the Treasury Depart-
ment at Washington have been getting back of
late large quantities of gold coins, many of them
not long out of the mint, which were short in
weight from 5 to 15 per cent. and which to ex-
perienced eyes seemed more cut up, scratched and

battered than are coins when subjected to only
ordinary wear and tear. Under the microscope it

became evident that these coins had been handled
with violence and the large number aroused sus-
picion.

The greater number of the maltreated coins

were of the $20 gold denomination and some of

them lacked $2 or $3 or more in actual value of
gold.

Special agents were sent here from Washing-

ton to investigate and they got clues to the in-

dustry of shaking the coins in burlap bags.

Among the good orders filled by the W.

Green Electric Co. was one for thirty-five motors

for the recently enlarged diamond cutting works

of L. & M. Kahn & Co., 29 and 31 Gold Street,

and ten large polishing motors and plating dyna-

motors for Larter & Sons, at their factory in

Newark.
W. L. Elias, manager of Cross & Beguelin's

material department, is spending his vacation dur-

ing the month of August touring
around the Thousand Islands in the
St. Lawrence River. In order to
make the tour thoroughly he expects
to spend about an hour and a half
on each of the islands.

Albert Pretzfelder, President of
the Bayer & Pretzfelder Co., 5 East
Seventeenth Street, returned to New
York on July 23d from a five and
one-half months' trip on the road in
the interests of his firm, which took
him as far West as the Pacific Coast.
Mr. Pretzfelder says that never in
the years that he has been selling
goods on the road has he had so
successful a trip as this one. He
will remain in New York until the
holidays to entertain visiting out-of-
town buyers and to show a new line
of imported novelties and metal
goods which his firm has just re-
ceived from Europe.

To celebrate the twenty-fifth an-
niversary of their business Aisen-
stein & Woronock, 22 Eldridge Street,
loaded their forty five employees
into ten taxicabs early in the morn-
ing of July 7th and took them all
down to Brighton Beach. After
spending the morning on the beach
they adjourned to the front veranda
of Reisenweiber's Casino restaurant,
which had been previously reserved,
where a big dinner was served. In
the afternoon the vaudeville show
at Brighton Beach Music Hall was

taken in and at night Coney Island and its
various sights and attractions were "done" in
complete style.

J. C. Peers, of Rockford, Ill., accompanied
by his wife, reached New York last month on
the last lap of an eighteen months' trip around
the world. Starting westward from Rockford,
after leaving San Francisco, they visited the
Hawaiian Islands and from there, via China and
Japan, they visited nearly every country in the
world. They report a very enjoyable and inter-
esting trip.

Among the out-of-town visitors to Maiden
Lane during the past month were: C. J. Monson,
Jr., New Haven, Conn.; R. Brandt, Athens, Ga.;
Fred Saul, Chattanooga, Tenn.; B. Rudd, Ilion,
N. Y.; A. H. Zoeller, representing A. 0.
Schuster, Wilmington, N. C.; G. M. Bailey,
Uniontown, Pa.; R. D. Grover, Corning, N. Y.;
F. F. Fulcher, with Perry, Stone & Fulcher, Pitts-
field, Mass.; K. Barrett, Detroit, Mich.; Samuel
Gordon, Oklahoma City, Okla. Representatives
of D. L. Auld & Co., Columbus, Ohio, and Silver-
berg Bros., El Paso, Texas, also paid the New
York jewelry market a visit during July.

Asher Green, with M. J. Averbeck, 10-12
Maiden Lane, is keeping bachelor's hall in his New
York home, his wife and two sons being away
on a trip across the Continent. They left New
York the first part of July and will not return
much before it is time for the two boys to enter
school for the winter. The oldest son was honor
man in his class at high school and was offered a
scholarship, but his father decided that as he
is able to pay his son's way he feels that the
scholarship should go to some other boy who
might not otherwise be able to get a Cornell
education. The son will enter Columbia in the
fall.

Theodore Schisgall, 116-ri8 Chambers Street,
is taking a two weeks' vacation in the Catskill
Mountains, of Greene County, New York. From
there he will go to Atlantic City, where he will
spend another week before returning to his New
York office.

The Roy Watch Case Co. gave the employees
of their factory in Brooklyn a day's outing on
July 6th. The male employees were taken to
New Dorp, Staten Island, where the day was
spent in the open. The big feature of the day
was a ball game between the bachelors and the
benedicts of the factory. The score was i6 to II
in favor of the boys who travel in single harness.
The prize was a handsome silver loving cup pre-
sented by the company. Other athletic feats were

indulged in and the winner of each event was
presented with an appropriate prize. The young
lady employees were given an outing the same
day at Brighton Beach.

C. B. Brown, of Omaha, Nebr., accompanied
by his wife and daughter, visited the jewelry
houses on Maiden Lane in July.

The members of the 14-Karat Club following
the example of their 24-Karat brethern in the
trade, held their annual outing and field day last

month at New Dorp, Staten Island. On the
programme was the inevitable ball game and in
addition a number of athletic contests. After the
programme a dinner was given to the party after

which they returned home enjoying on the way,

an improvised concert.
Henry Lederer, of Henry Lederer & Bro.,

Providence, spent the last few days of July in his
New York office on Maiden Lane.

An important decision in regard to the duty
on imitation precious stones of unusually large
size was handed down last month by the Board of
General Appraisers. The decision, which states
that there is now no limitation as to size under
the tariff law, is as follows: On the evidence
we find the merchandise covered by these pro-
tests to be imitations of precious stones, intended
to be used in the manufacture of jewelry. The
appraiser in his special report states that the
imitation precious stones covered by protest sev-
erally exceeded one inch in dimensions, and the
collector assessed duty thereon at 45 per cent. ad
valorem under the provision of Par. 109 of the
tariff act of 19°9 for manufactures of paste. The
collector's action would have been correct under
the tariff act of 1897 by reason of the limitation in
Par. 435 thereof as to dimensions of precious
stones. The present act, however, imposes no
limitations as to size, the only requirement speci-
fied being that imitations of preciouA stones shall
be suitable for use in the manufacture of jewelry.

It is well-known that for brooches an imitation
precious stone two inches long by one or one and
one-half inches wide might be an appropriate
setting, and it is also underst000d in trade that

there are many varieties of imitation precious
stones small enough in dimensions to admit of
their being set in jewelry, yet which are never

so set, their designed and intended purpose of use

being purely utilitarian. Having found that the
merchandise in this case was designed and in-

tended for use in the manufacture of jewelry, we

sustain the protests claiming 20 per cent. ad

valorem duty thereon under Par. 449 of the
present tariff act, the collector's decision in each

case being reversed.

Outing of employees of Roy Watch Case Co.'s Factory

Button Filler
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Our 1910
Diamond Importation

Jewelers visiting Chicago should by all
means call and inspect our 191 o importa-
tions of diamonds. No jeweler who wants
to buy to the best advantage can afford
to overlook this opportunity.

From the standpoints of both quality and
price our 1910 importation is distinctly
worthy of the attention of all jewelers,
and they are invited to call while in
Chicago and make inspection.

There will be a good demand for diamonds
this Fall-therefore stock should be replen-
ished at an early date.

Look through our diamond stock before
purchasing.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO
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WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING
CHICAGO, July 28, 1910.

The past month has been one
Trade Conditions of preparation and its close

found most of the traveling
representatives of western jobbers out in their
respective territories. Many of the jobbers have
placed additional men on the road and all seem
confident that fall business will be excellent.
From the standpoint of volume of business July
compared favorably with the corresponding
months of previous years. General conditions in
other lines throughout the West show healthy
activity and this is especially true of manufactur-
ing industries. The outcome of 1910 crops is
proving to be somewhat of a puzzle, but there is
no occasion for pessimistic expression, as the
monthly bulletins issued by the Department of
Agriculture are emphatic in saying that the har-
vest fields will yield a good return, although they
admit that some sections of the West were hard
hit by droughts. Manufacturers' agents report a
steady demand for their goods, mostly through
reorders. Most of them will start on their fall
trip between the 1st and 55th. The triennial
conclave of Knights Templar takes place in Chi-
cago from the 8th to the 14th. The business
streets of Chicago will be in gala attire for this
occasion and it is expected that fully 300,000
visitors will be in Chicago that week. This will
no doubt stimulate business in general and the
retail jewelry business wll no doubt enjoy a good
share of it. Many of the downtown jewelry
stores are preparing special decorations and mak-
ing special attractions of emblem goods.

The Central Passenger Asso-
Reduced ciation has granted a special
Railroad Rates rate to Chicago from all points

within its territory of one and
one-half fare. The rate does not apply in cases
where the fare to Chicago is less than $2.00.
Buyers wishing to take advantage of these rates
must secure a certificate from their local agents.
The tickets for these special rates will be on sale
the following dates: Dates for buying tickets-
August 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, 31st, September 1st,
2d. Dates for returning home-August 31st, Sep-
tember 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, loth.
Dates for buying tickets-September loth, 1th,
12th, 13th, 14th, 95th, t6th. Dates for returning
home-September 14th, 95th, t6th, 17th, 18th,
19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th.

From the 15th to the 20th of
Chicago Market August the loop district of
Weak Chicago will resemble a modi-

fied world's fair, according to

plans just completed by the Chicago Association

of Commerce, on which it has been working for
months. It will be known as "Chicago Market
Week." At a conference held recently between
the market co-operation committee of the asso-
ciation and the State Street Association, it was
agreed that every store on State Street, in the
loop district, will give up its window space

during the time above mentioned to the display

of articles either manufactured in Chicago or

controlled by Chicago capital. As soon as this
agreement was made letters of invitation were
sent to each of the four hundred merchants in
other parts of the loop district, bidding them to
a luncheon at the Great Northen Hotel June 28th
and explaining the nature of the affair. The
State Street jewelry stores have joined in the
plan. Thousands of buyers from other cities
are expected in Chicago during the latter part of
August. Every store will have its windows filled
with articles made or controlled by Chicagoans.

The idea is to produce in

Display of Chicago an exposition of

Local Industry reciprocity as well as to in-
struct the people of this city

regarding the enormous extent of the manufac-
tures of Chicago. Other cities have conducted
industrial expositions at which various manu-

factures were displayed under one roof. Here

will be shown a new idea, open to the inspection

of everyone and displayed in such a manner that
no cne can fail to see and understand. The

various merchants will vie with each other in

making their displays attractive and prizes will

be awarded. Simultaneously with the announce-

ment of these plans, the Association of Com-

merce is issuing 150,000 handsome illustrated

booklets describing the exposition, which are

being sent over the country. Special rates have
been granted by the railroads for the week of the
exposition and every effort will be made to bring

to Chicago as many merchants and buyers from

other cities as possible.
Chicago will pass from the

The Great triumph of the military tour-

Templar nament of July to the triumph

Conclave of another event, quasi-mili-
tary, in August. From August

8th to August 13th Chicago will entertain the

Thirty-first Triennial Conclave of the Grand

Encampment of Knights Templar of the United

States. Preparations for this event have been

progressing in the hands of various local com-

mittees of the order since the last encampment

at Saratoga. It is expected that the conclave will

draw to Chicago about 250,000 visitors and that

the grand parade will assemble in line about

40,0430 uniformed and marching Knights. What

this amounts to as a spectacle any person with

imagination can realize. In architectural adorn-

ment State Street will be treated as a Court of

Honor and there will be a grand commanders'

arch at La Salle Street, an entrance arch on

Michigan Boulevard, near Park Row, while

special side decorations will define the so-called

Templar Way on State Street, which way will

be dominated by a noble arch, bearing figures

both mounted and afoot. It is understood that

the hotels of Chicago have now pledged their ac-

commodations for conclave week.

News From the Trade

Herbert W. Allen & Co., of this city, have

brought suit against Edward A. Merriman, a

jeweler at Joliet, Ill., to recover on $500 worth

of diamonds sent to the jeweler on memorandum
.
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A few days after the diamonds were received by
the jeweler his store was robbed and among the
loot were the diamonds. The transaction being
a memorandum the jeweler contends that the
title remained vested in the consignor. He main-
tains he used ordinary care to protect them
against loss and that he therefore cannot be held
responsible for their theft. The outcome of the
case will be watched with much interest.

Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen Co.,
left early in the month on his annual European
diamond buying trip.

E. R. Tyler, the well-known Chicago auc-
tioneer, has closed out the entire jewelry stock
of 5. C. Pierik at Springfield. The sale was
closed the middle of the month.

M. A. Cohen, of Rettig, Hess & Madsen, Chi-
cago watch jobbers, attended the annual vacation
of the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association,
held in Milwaukee July 12th to 14th.

Charles Hoefer, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Co., Kansas City, spent a day
in Chicago late in the month on his way to
northern Wisconsin, where he will enjoy his
summer vacation with his family.

P. W. H. Haupt & Co., a jeweler of Bartles-
ville, Okla., died July gth at Sulphur Springs,
Ark., where he had gone for his health. He was
well known to the Chicago jobbing fraternity.
He is survived by a widow, two children and a
brother, who is also a jeweler.

L. L. Sachs has discontinued his jewelry store
in the Mentor Building.

The Range Jewelry Co., of Trenton, Mo.,
has just completed extensive alterations and im-
provements in its store and it is now a model
of its kind. A new optical office has been in-
stalled and a comfortable rest room provided.
Claude Range was in Chicago late in the month.

J. M. Rockter, a retailer at 1313 West Madi-
son Street, was recently the victim of an unusual
theft. While he was absent from his store he
left his daughter in charge. A lad in knee
trousers entered the store and handed Miss
Prockter a fourteen-line Le Maire opera glass,
which he said a neighboring jeweler asked him
to deliver. He then engaged the young lady in
conversation about diamonds and asked to see a
tray containing diamond rings. When Mr.
Prockter returned he missed a $35 ring. As yet
he has been unable to learn who the opera
glasses were from, as the neighboring jeweler
said he did not send it over. The glasses were
new and delivered without a case.

Louis Tschutny, of Galveston, Texas, was in
Chicago early in the month on a buying trip.

Alvin Bauman, of the Bauman Jewelry Co.,
St. Louis, paid a visit to a number of his friends
in the Chicago trade late in the month.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been notified
of the opening of a new store in Green Bay, Wis.,
by J. B. Cauwenworth.

Gustave Preusser, one of Milwaukee's
pioneer jewelers and the founder of the C.
Preusser Jewelry Co., of that city, died at his
home recently at the advanced age of 81 years.
He retired from active business in 1888 and since
that time he devoted much of his fortune to
charity. He was very well known to the trade in
Chicago.

H. A. Saunders and D. A. Wilkins, of the
Chicago office of Ostby & Barton, were at the
factory in Providence early in the month.

Creditors of N. S. McGilvray & Co., diamond
merchants, filed an involuntary petition in bank-
ruptcy July 20th, asking a receiver for the firm
and alleging insolvency. Attorneys for the
creditors are seeking to find McGilvray, who is
said to be out of the State. It is charged that
the liabilities of the firm exceed its assets by
$9000. McGilvray's business methods are attacked
by the creditors, who assert he has sold between
$8000 and $1o,000 of the firm's stock at 80 cents
on the dollar and that he voted himself a salary
when the company could not pay dividends. The
firm has been conducting an instalment diamond
and jewelry business at 209 State Street.

D. H. Keene, a well-known jeweler of Fort
Worth, Texas, was in Chicago early in the month
accompanied by Mrs. Keene. From here they
enjoyed an auto trip to New York.

(Continued en page 1217)



YOU ARE TAKING NO CHANCES
When You Rely Absolutely on Our Lines

This fall more than ever before our lines will represent the latest and best
there is in DIAMONDS, WATCHES, SOLID GOLD and FILLED
JEWELRY, CUT GLASS, STERLING NOVELTIES, etc. We make
this statement guardedly and feel confident that you will be convinced when you
inspect them. We endeavor to gain your confidence and business by merit alone.
The essence of this is BETTER STOCKS and BETTER SERVICE. This
we can assure you of. To offer you the BEST STOCK and the IDEAL
SERVICE has always been, and always will be, our ambition.

Depend on us for
diamonds. We im-
port in the rough
and polish in our
own cutting works
the greater portion
of our diamonds.
This means that you
are safe in relying
on the prices we
quote you. They
are better values
than you can secure
elsewhere.

Count on us also
to do your repair-
ing and re-cutting
of diamonds. This
is our specialty and
we have special
facilities for hand-
ling this work, and
take pride in the
way we execute it.
It will be greatly
to your advantage
to send us this
work.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

Our travelers are in the field. Every one of them is an experienced jewelry man. You
may rely upon them. We cannot emphasize too strongly the advantages of looking over their
lines. We are confident that they will surprise you with their thoroughness and up-to-dateness.

We are prepared at all times to execute your mail orders with accuracy and despatch, and
wish you to feel that we take a personal interest in your business.

Stein & Ellbogen Company
DIAMOND CUTTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

August, 1910
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B. R. Fisher, 701 Heyworth Building, left
early in the month on an extended trip to
Europe.

The Chicago trade learned with deep regret
of the sudden death of James Caldwell, one of
the best known silver men in the West, which
occurred July 14th in his room at the Illinois
Athletic Club, of heart failure. Although he had
been in poor health for some time and under
a physician's care, his death was very sudden and
a severe shock to his many friends. He had
left the club and was crossing the street to attend
the army tournament when he collapsed and had
to be carried to his room. He came to Chicago
in 1894 as the agent of Rogers & Hamilton and
the Derby Silver Co., and later added the line
of Simpson, Hall & Miller. No man was better
known in the Chicago and western trade than
Mr. Caldwell. He possessed sterling business
qualities and striking personal characteristics,
which won him a host of friends. He always
had a smile and a word of good cheer for his
friends and everybody he met was a friend. He
was born in Charlestown, S. C., and was 52 years
of age. Most of his life was spent in the silver-
ware business. The funeral services were held
the Sunday following his death. The active pall
bearers were chosen from among his associates
in the Chicago office of the International Silver
Co., and the honorary pall bearers from among
the members of the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion. The remains were taken to Baltimore, Md.

I. L. Lake, for many years with the Chicago
office of -Robbins & Appleton, left early in the
month for New York to assume charge of his
new position as manager of the New York office
of the Waltham Watch Co. Just before he left
his associates in the Chicago office presented him
with a beautiful silver dish as a token of their
esteem. During his long service in the Chicago
trade Mr. Lake has made a host of friends.
They all regret to see him drafted into eastern
service, but nevertheless wish him abundant suc-
cess and hope to see him soon and often in dear
old Chicago.

Oscar D. May and J. H. Malone, both of
whom were formerly with Moore & Evans, have
entered the jewelry mail-order field under the
firm name of May & Malone. Their headquarters
will be in Room 1209, Heyworth Building.

At the recent annual meeting of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association, Harry W. Hahn, of H. F.
Hahn & Co., was re-elected president ; B. C. Al-
len, of Benj. Allen & Co., vice-president, and J.
Milhenning, secretary-treasurer.

A. W. Long, formerly of the material firm
of Tower & Long, St. Louis, has been added to
the traveling force of Henry Paulson & Co; Mr.
Long has had an extended experience in the ma-
terial business and will prove a valuable addition
to this well-known firm's traveling force.

The manufacturing firm of Pokras Bros.,
Masonic Temple, has been dissolved. M. A.
Pokras has renewed his former partnership rela-
tions with A. Massover under the firm name of
A. Massover & Co.

A new jewelry store has been opened on
Twenty-second Street near Kedzie Avenue by
J. Hoar.

A. W. Johanson, one of the most widely
known jewelers on the North Side, announces
that he will open another store at Belmont and
Sheffield Avenues. The location is a most excel-
lent one. Solid mahogany fixtures will be in-
stalled. The store will be opened September 1st.
Mr. Johanson will continue his store at 869 Wells
Street.

Theodore Kuehl, President of the Kuehl
Clock Company, has purchased the business of
the Anion Manufacturing Company, makers of
guitars, mandolins and banjos. A stock company
has been formed, of which he is president and
the business will be continued under the name of
the American Guitar Co. It is one of the largest
concerns of its kind in the country.

R. Silverberg, of Silverberg Brothers, El
Paso, Texas, was in Chicago the middle of the
month on his way East.

K EYSTONE

M. C. Jensen, of the well-known firm of Jen-
sen, Herzer & Jeck, Nashville, Tenn., was in
Chicago late in the month on business. He an-
nounces the enlargement of their store, which
will make it one of the largest and most richly
appointed stores in the South. It is 40 x 90 feet
and occupies three floors and a basement.

Herman J. Thiel, head of the engraving de-
partment of Montgomery, Ward & Co., was mar-
ried recently to Miss Mary Rogers, daughter of
Prof. George A. Rogers, a prominent optician
of Chicago. They will make their home at 3645
Irving Avenue.

John A. Cunningham, representing Marshall
& Co. Providence, R. I., and the Remington
Manufacturing Co., Attleboro, has given up these
lines and will discontinue his office in the Hey-
worth Building.

Homer Bouchard, formerly city salesman for
Sproehnle & Co., and now with the Eisenstadt
Manufact-Kring Co., spent nearly the entire month
in Chicago preparatory to leaving on his annual
Northwest trip.

John Schmelzer, well-known retailer at Cen-
tralia, Ill., spent several days in Chicago the
middle of the month combining business with
pleasure. His wife and family accompanied him.
They were on their way to Wisconsin, where they
will enjoy a vacation with relatives.

The Chicago Chain and Manufacturing Co.
is the name of a new manufacturing concern re-
cently incorporated in Illinois. The incorpor-
ators are H. A. Chadwick, James E. Higgins and
Jacob P. Easter.

Charles M. Snell, of South Bend, Ind., was
in Chicago the middle of the month on a buying
trip.

L. Bach, of Bach & Co., watch jobbers, in the
Heyworth Building, enjoyed his vacation in the
White Mountains in New Hampshire during the
oast month and also spent a few days at Atlantic
City.

Loftus Bros. & Co. have opened a branch
store at Gary, hid., in charge of Harry Cavell.

Emil Noel has purchased the entire stock of
L. Brick, deceased, who formerly conducted a
retail store at IMO Willington Avenue. The sale
was made by the public administration. Mr.
Noel and family enjoyed a week's vacation at Ot-
towa Beach, Mich., late in the month.

A. Breiming, for several years with the
Schrader-Wittstein Co., has resigned his position
to accept one with the Western Watch Case Co.,
of this city.

Emil Schaffer, 306 State Street, left late in
the week on an eastern trip. He will follow his
vacation with a buying trip.

H. M. Kirrel has purchased the jewelry busi-
ness of Theo. Schottle at Metropolis, Ill., and
will continue same.

H. C. Morse has purchased the business for-
merly conducted by Sam W. Crane at Kilbourn,
Wis.. and will continue it.

John T. Lacey, formerly of East Liverpool,
Ohio, will shortly open a store at Manteno.
He was in the Chicago market early in the month
purchasing his opening bill.

T. L. Coombs, the well-known Omaha re-
tailer, stopped off a day in the Chicago market
late in the month on his way to the Detroit con-
vention.

A. C. Becicen, of the A. C. Becken Company.
returned late in the month from an extended
eastern business trio.

Joe Reagan, of the Baldwin-Miller Co., In-
dianapolis, Tnd., was in Chicago late in the month
calling on his many friends here and attending
to some matters of bosines. The Chicago trade
is always glad to see Mr. Reagan.

The Chicago lobbing trade has been apprised
of the death of William 0. Silvery, who was for
many years in the retail business at Lee and
Middleport, Ohio. He had been in business at
Middleport since 5887. He was 67 years of age
and is survived by two daughters and one son.

Notice has been received here that H. L.
Weatherwax, formerly of Hatton. N. Dak., has
onened a store at Williston, N. D,k.. in the loca-
tion formerly occupied by the Williston Jewelry
Comnany.

George Titus, well known manufacturers'
agent, has taken on the leather goods line of the
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Chicago Art Metal Works and made his first dis-
play at the Detroit convention.

Swartchild & Co., material jobbers, are work-
ing on the last section of their new catalogue.
They have been hard at work on it for several
months past, which will result in offering to the
trade at the time of its distribution in the near
future one of the most complete and comprehen-
sive publications ever issued in the interests of
the materials needs of watchmakers, jewelers and
opticians.

C. D. Peacock, the State Street jeweler, has
erected a mammoth electrical flashing sign on the
roof of the building in which his store is located.
The sign shows a peacock surrounded by hun-
dreds of varied colored lights and is one of the
most elaborate in Chicago.

The Elgin National Watch Co. has donated a
most handsome and elaborate silver loving cup
as one of the prizes to be awarded at the annual
automobile races at Elgin, Ill.

While one man engaged Martin Springer in
conversation in the latter's jewelry store at 5546
West Twelfth Street, two others cut a hole in the
front window and stole a tray of diamonds
valued at $3000. The men fled east on Twelfth
Street pursued by a crowd of men and women,
but they succeeded in making their escape.
While Mr. Springer was pursuing the two men
the man who engaged him in conversation gath-
aelrseod. up watches and rings and made his escape

Much curiosity was aroused in Chicago
jewelry circles early in the month by the publica-
tion of an item in the daily press to the effect
that the body of Henry Rusking, believed to have
been a jeweler at Ft. Wayne, Ind.

' 
was found in

the Saginaw River near Bay City, Mich. He had
committed suicide by shooting. A letter ad-
dressed to Otto Young & Co.

' 
of this city, was

said to have been found on his body. Claude
Seymour, manager for Otto Young & Co., says he
knows no one of such a name and also that the
letter was never delivered to him.

The Waltham Watch Co. has announced the
discontinuance of the arrangements whereby
Robbins & Appleton acted as selling agents for
the company. All the business of Robbins &
Appleton will be turned over to the Waltham
Watch Co. and the company will hereafter sell
direct to the jobber. By virtue of the change Mr.
Lake, who for many years has been with the
Chicago office of Robbins & Appleton, takes
charge of the New York office for the company
and R. A. Kettle remains in charge of the Chi-
cago office.

Bert Fosmer, city salesman for F. A. Hardy
& Co., is receiving the congratulations of his
many friends in the trade upon the arrival of a
baby girl in his home.

Bulk Sales Laws
A decision was recently rendered by the

Supreme Court of the United States involving
the constitutionality of the bulk sales law of
Michigan. This is a statute which requires
certain conditions to be fulfilled before the sale
and purchase of an entire stock of merchandise
can be valid.

The decision holds that the Michigan statute
is constitutional, the ruling being similar to that
handed down by the same court in regard to the
bulk sales law of the State of Connecticut. There
are now only eight States, viz., Alabama,
Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, South
Dakota and Wyoming, which have not yet enacted
laws of this nature. And we have no doubt that
the National Association of Credit Men, which
has had much to do with the enactment of these
laws, will be encouraged to work harder than
ever for the desired legislation in the States
named.

Every reputable retail concern is deeply
interested in legislation of this character, seeing
that the placing on sale in his town of a "bank-
rupt" stock which has been acquired by the last
purchaser at a figure far below its real value tends
to temporarily create a very serious form of
competition.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF
OUR CATALOGUE

Some salesmen are almost clever

enough to sell elephants for

household pets. That's why so

many shrewd jewelry buyers have

bought themselves into bank-

ruptcy. They bought the goods

at the right prices, but they bought

too much or out of season.

The "dye-in-the-wool" salesman

is largely responsible for these

crimes against honest merchan-

dising. The safe buyer is he who

settles for himself what he wants

and when he wants it, and re-

fuses to be influenced by any-

thing but hard facts.

The safest way to accomplish this

is to use our catalogue. It's the

modern buying medium and

marks the advancement in jewelry

buying from the bow and arrow

stage to the Winchester 44 stage.

It's the "Blue Book" of jewelry

needs a jewelry encyclopedia

to be kept close at hand for all

occasions a text-book for be-

ginners and post-graduates alike.

It's not a suave and diplomatic

drummer that influences you, but

a silent salesman that guides your

judgment. You make up your

mind just what you need just

when you want it, and send us

your order. That's the essence

of good buying and it's also

business insurance.

This book is our greatest stock

in trade and we back it unre-

servedly with every inch of our

forty-five years of business ex-

perience. The prices quoted in

it are rock bottom. Not an

article is shown that hasn't our

guarantee and that of the manu-

facturer behind it. Only com-

plete lines are shown. It leaves

no room for doubts and uncer-

tainties. It's impossible to com-

pile a more complete or safer

buying guide..

You will discover a new pur-

chasing power if you use it. If

you haven't got one send for

one. It means better system

in buying and better profits in

S elling.

Norris, Alister &Co.
Heyworth Building,. Chicago, Ill.

Second Annual Convention Colorado Retail Jewelers' Association

As our last issue was going to press, the
second annual convention of the Colorado Retail
Jewelers' Association was in session in Denver.
The meeting was a very successful one and served
the purpose of infusing considerable additional
vitality into the State association, increasing the
membership and creating a greater interest in the
possibilities of organization work.

The convention was called to order at io.3o
on the morning of June 28th by President A. J.
Stark, who delivered the customary address of
welcome and explained the satisfactory work of
the association. He strongly urged on the trade
of the State the advisability of becoming members
and seeing for themselves the great advantages
accruing from organized effort.

The reports of the secretary and treasurer
were then read, and as both were of a very satis-
factory character, they were unanimously adopted.

One of the members, E. L. Peiser, deplored
the poor showing made at the convention by the
trade in Denver, and his remarks resulted in the
appointment of a committee to visit the jewelers
of the city with a view to interesting them in the
convention.

At the afternoon session, President Stark
appointed the following committees: Auditing
Committee: W. F. Plambeck, H. H. Frumess,
John Rushiner. Resolution Committee: D. J.
Kramer, L. F. Cornwell, J. C. Bloom and C. D.
Allen.

The president then introduced W. F.
Plambeck, of Denver, who had been the
association delegate to the national conven-
tion at Omaha last year. Mr. Plambeck
made a detailed report of the labors of that
convention which were published in full in
this journal at that time. He referred in
a commendatory way to the door-plate
scheme of the national organization and his
remarks were very favorably received by
the meeting. It was moved, seconded and
adopted that it was the sense of the con-
vention that the members should send the
national secretary $1.00 each for the plate
and make use of same.

President Stark then introduced L. F.
(..ornwell, of Pueblo, who addressed the
convention on the subject, "Watch Inspec-
tion and Its Relation to the Jeweler."
Mr. Cornwell began by recalling the de-
moralized condition of the trade at the
time the watch inspection system was intro-
duced, referring especially to the encroachments
made on the jewelers' preserve by department
stores, hardware stores, premium houses, etc. He
recalled the happy idea of maintaining a fixed
selling price which all railroad inspectors had
to live up to. This, of course, was necessary to
prevent the railroad employees from dickering
and bargaining with different inspectors in differ-
ent towns with a view to securing cut rates.
Continuing, he said:

The men soon learned the price and they
knew they could not be had for less. They there-
fore quit haggling. The factories did not limit
their watches to inspectors, or to one dealer in
a town, but all could have them at the same price
if they sold at the established schedule, so all
dealers put in a line of those watches and talked,
pushed and sold them at a fair profit. R. R.
Watch Inspection created a market for hundreds
of thousands of watches throughout the country
at a time of business depression generally.

While the inspector had an advantage and
could sell on credit, the employee with cash in
hand usually went to his regular jeweler and
bought his watch and in buying a high grade
watch he would also want a good chain and
charm. The result was that while it made good
business for the inspector, it also greatly in-
creased the sales of all jewelers, not only in
watches but in other lines as well.

Railroad watch inspection continued to grow
in popularity until all roads were obliged to safe-
guard their interests by adopting it. It has each
year attained a higher standard of excellence until
it has reached the point of nothing less than five
position watches with breguet hairsprings, steel
escape wheels and double rollers. These speci-
fications call for higher grade workmanship, and
while with the old 7 and 15 jewel movements, it
was not an unusual thing for a customer to come

in and want to buy a mainspring for 35 cents
saying he could put it in himself. These new
models with extra jewels and motor barrels,
require a skilled mechanic to handle them, and
no one realized this fact quicker than the watch
companies.

The handling of watches requires special
skill and training to make a permanent success.
The old established manufacturers have set to
work to win back the hearty support of the legiti-
mate dealer for their goods. They no longer
permit net prices to be published and sent broad-
cast over the country. They have withdrawn
their goods from catalogue houses and depart-
ment stores, have put their attorneys at work and
found that the selling price of a patented article
can be controlled through various hands, even
down to the pockets of the consumer or user.
They have, therefore, established an ironclad
retail price on all their railroad watches, many
companies putting the selling price on their entire
lines. They are spending many hundreds of
thousands of dollars in magazine advertising in
educating the people that the place to buy a watch
is from your home jeweler. While in your own
City of Denver their advertising bill with daily
papers to say nothing of electric signs, is as
large as all the jewelers put together.

That is what organization has done for us,
and yet there are a few jewelers who when

President L. F. Cornwell

which deduct store expenses and cost of material,
which has increased to $2.50 for proper propor-
tion, leaving you daily a net profit of $1.00 on
your workman. It will be readily seen that the
jeweler is only making one-fourth of what he
formerly did. Therefore I contend that under
present conditions the charge for overhauling 7
to 17 jeweled watches should be $2.00 or more,
and 1g to 23 jeweled should be $2.50 or more.
Balance staffs were formerly fitted for $1.50 to
$2.50, but now with double rollers the price should
be $3.50 to $4.50. A watchmaker is the highest
grade mechanic there is as regards training re-
quired, money invested in tools, and yet he does
not receive as much for his work as does a
mason, bricklayer, printer, carpenter, plumber or
almost any artisan requiring much less time to
master his trade and with one-tenth the expense
for tools and equipment.

With a view to the adjusting and standardiz-
ing of repair prices I wish to call your attention
to a little volume here, which is as essential to the
retail jeweler as is the cash register to the
average merchant. It is worth many times its
cost every year in enabling a merchant to show a
customer clearly that a price charged on some
job is arrived at intelligently and not by the
merchant's judgment of the customer's ability to
pay. I know that a great many jewelers look at
the customer instead of the job when they make

their prices, but here is a little work that
has taken years of hard study and thought
to formulate, and is the most complete
book of its kind in the trade. It is pub-
lished by my old-time friend of 30 years
acquaintance in the jewelry trade, Mr.
Samuel Swartchild, of Chicago, and is
entitled "Encyclopedia of Repair Prices for
Watchmakers and Jewelers."

I realize that no hard and fast rule can
be laid clown for each job that comes to
our repair department and that in different
sections of the country, prices vary on some
work and that prices have to be shaded on
certain grades of watches. Yet this is a book
that can be shown to the customer and a
better price obtained, and still have the
customer satisfied that he is being fairly
treated and if he understands that it is the
adopted schedule of the State association
lie will not be inclined to shop around.

I would respectively ask that all our
members consult their own best interests

by procuring a copy of the work and recommend
that it be adopted by the Colorado Retail Jewelers'
Association as the price standard of this asso-
ciation.

It is needless to add that the address of Mr.
Cornwell was highly interesting and instructive,
and on its conclusion the speaker was loudly
applauded.

The committee appointed to interest the local
trade in the convention then reported and several
new members were added to the roll as a result.

The "Question Box" was next opened and
furnished a number of subjects for warm dis-
cussion. One of these seemed especially inter-
esting to the members, namely, the question of
wholesale houses retailing goods. After pro-
longed discussion, in which many members took
part, a motion was made and adopted that a
committee of three Denver members and two out-
of-town members be appointed as a conference
committee to act in conjunction with the whole-
salers with a view to arriving at some under-
standing on this question. The following com-
mittee was appointed by the president : L. F.
Cornwell, of Pueblo; J. Rushmer, of Pueblo; H.
B. Kortz, of Denver ; Chas. Doersam, of Denver
and W. F. Plambeck, of Denver.

In the evening the members of the association
and their wives, as guests of the Denver Nugget
Club, met at the Albany Hotel and were taken
in a special car to Lakeside where they witnessed
the opera "Mikado," which was much enjoyed by
all in attendance.

Secretary Fred F. Sytnan

approached to join our association and pay their
clues, will say, "Oh, I have no time to attend
and hear a few agitators spout hot air. I believe
in every one running his business to suit himself,
etc.," but, brother jewelers, let me tell you that
the small amount contributed to our association
is the best money you have ever spent in ad-
vertising.

One of the most important features of the
railroad watch inspection in relation to the jew-
eler is the repair department. Railroad watch in-
spection has done more than anything else to
elevate the standard of excellence in watch re-
pairing. Formerly a man was considered a watch-
maker if he could fix a watch so it would run,
but railroad inspection requires a variation not
to exceed 7 seconds for different positions or 30
seconds per week under all conditions of service.

With the new model watches a workman
cannot turn out as many jobs in a day as formerly,
and this brings us to the price of watch re-
pair work. Before railroad watch inspection was
established we used to pay a watchmaker $12 to
$18 per week, $20 to $25 was considered very
fancy wages, but now $18 dollars is the minimum
and $35 to $40 the maximum. Let me ask you,
brother jewelers, what should be the price of
watch work to-day as compared with a few years
ago, if you have to pay one-third more wages to
your men and they turn out one-third less work
at the end of the day. As an example, suppose
you formerly had a man at $3 per day who
could turn out six watches a day at $1.50 or a
total of $9.00, which shows you a profit of $6.00
from which deduct $2.00 for proper proportion
of the store expense and cost of material used,
leaving you a net profit of $4.00. While at the
present you pay your workman $4.50 per day
and he turns out but 4 railroad watches at $2.00
or total of :.00, leaving you a profit of $3.50 from
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Second Day

The morning session of the second day of the
convention was called to order at 10.30 A. M.,
by President Stark, when D J. Kramer, of Salida,

(Continued on page 1221)
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Watch Profit
How

AND
oNDGet It

is explained in a care-
fully worked out scheme
known as

The Mead Method
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

of the most thoroughly studied out plan
of assisting the retail jeweler to sell
watches.

More than six months' time has been
employed in consulting with the retail
jewelry trade and in perfecting the
details of The Mead Method.

We offer two plans:
1st. We are prepared to publish for you a beauti-

ful watch catalog, handsomely illustrated
with half-tones. One you will be proud of and one
the public will keep. It will not only create a demand
for watches but will advertise you as the live jeweler.

The best thing about this catalog is that tve carry
the stock for you, to be delivered on demand.

NOTE. — We supply this scheme to only one
jeweler in a community, so act quick and secure it for
your store.

2nd. We will publish for you a duplicate of our
Jobbing Catalog, elaborately and beauti-

fully illustrated, omitting our name throughout and
imprinting yours on cover, substituting the retail price
throughout, making it your own catalog, a reference
book for your watch department. It will standardize
prices and make it easy for you or your clerks to sell
watches at a fixed price or to take an order for
specially or extra fine goods without a moment's
hesitation. We back this catalog with a complete stock
of the goods and will furnish special watches on
memorandum for you to make the sale.

ms Barnett
atthes, Diamonds
-and Jewelry

3 Front St., Lewistown, Indiana

,eValtielvSFerdet..4,PFVeltrielt

111,Rfri.

COVER OF RETAILER'S CATALOG ± ACTUAL SIZE 7" x

Don't Lose Sales or Profit but use

THE MEAD METHOD

Write to-day for full details and don't make any plans for your fall goods until you have considered the
METHODS OF THE JOBBING HOUSE THAT HELPS

M. A. MEAD & COMPANY
17 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK
AMERICA'S OLDEST and LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE WATCH JOBBERS

Ask for Our Splendid New Fall Catalog. Write To-day
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was introduced and reviewed trade conditions
throughout the State. He opened his address by
denouncing price cutting as poor business policy,
both for the price cutter and the trade generally.
He was particularly severe on what he termed
"sarcastic advertising" which, he stated, never did
any business any good, even the largest mercantile
house. "Sarcasm," said he, "is not appreciated
by the general public. Use your energy in ex-
plaining the quality of your goods, how they are
made, the style, finish and wearing qualities;
spend your time getting more literature into the
hands of the people; remember that your brother
jeweler is human and if you go too far with the
game, something is liable to happen." He then
referred to trade conditions in different towns in
the State, as follows :

Leadville jewelers
are on very friendly
terms, but would be
benefited if they would
attend one of the State
conventions and get
better acquainted.

Glenwood jewelers
ire busy supplying the
tourists trade and be-
lieve in live and let live.

Grand Junction, one
of our prosperous cities,
is well supplied with
jewelers and a very
friendly feeling exists.
They are looking for-
ward to a very pros-
perous fall trade.

Delta jewelers are
once more peaceable, a
condition they had not
experienced for years.

Montrose is a
beautiful little town in
the western part of the
State, surrounded
largely by black alkali
and the goat industry,
but has been made
prominent by President
Taft's appearance in the
district at the opening of the Gunnison Tunnel.
It is the home of Walter Farrell, the famous
traveling man and one of the local jewelers there.
It is needless to say that peace and harmony
reign supreme among the jewelers of that city,
as Walter is out of the city most of the time.

Gunnison has two existing jewelry signs, the
doors are locked a part of the time and the occu-
pants were never known to leave the valley.

Hotchkiss and Peonia boast of well equipped
Jewelry stores for the size of the towns.

Ouray is the most picturesque town in the
State and is well represented by the old wheel
horse in the jewelry line, H. C. Witherspone, who
has a hobby for high class jewelry and diamonds
for the miners.

Telluride is strictly on the map in the jew-
elry line with big stocks of high grade mer-
chandise, in solid gold chains, charms and watches
and diamonds.

Durango unfortunately has been very promi-
nent in the southern part of the State owing to
the fact that it has been the central figure in a
price cutting contest, but we are glad to say it
Is being redeemed, and we hope our brother
tradesmen down there will study the Golden
Rule: "Do by others as you wish to be done by,"
and not, "Do them before they do you."

Silverton has its ups and downs in the life of
trade, being a mining camp and part of the time
snowbound.

Alamosa is well represented in the jewelry
line by the prosperous firm of Valhagen Bros.

Aspen is among the quiet towns, supports one
Jeweler, where it once had the largest stocks in
the State.

Trinidad is one of the live towns in the
State, is well equipped with congenial jewelers
and boasts of one of the State officers, E. L.
Allen.

C. C. Patton, of Canon City, is not connected
with the large stone building they have up there,
but is one of the most prosperous jewelers of the
State, has a very beautiful store, and made his
presence very numerous last year at Lakeside
during our convention there.

Florence has a monopoly on the oil business
of the State, and is well supplied with jewelers.

Pueblo is one of the big towns which need
the help of the association, as much as any town
ill the State, not particularly from the standpoint
of prices, but to promote more of a friendly
feeling with our State convention work. One
member of the craft told me lie did not think the
State convention was of any account. This is the
class of people we must do a little missionary
work on. Pueblo has some of the biggest
boosters, and some who are willing to let the
other fellow do it all.

Cripple Creek and Victor jewelers are doing
their average amount of business considering the
time of year and condition of the camp.
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The committee appointed to wait on the
wholesalers then made their report. The result of
the discussion on same was the drafting of the
following letter which was unanimously agreed
upon:

We respectfully request that the wholesaler
will sell goods only to a customer being a con-
sumer upon a written order from a legitimate
jeweler or the one in authority accompanied either
in person or with a card and a written order, the
retailer to take the money for the transaction
and the wholesaler to charge the merchandise to
the jeweler, except in cases where the jeweler is
not entitled to credit, the out-of-town jeweler to
send his customer with a written order and also
notify the wholesaler of the transaction, and the
wholesaler agreeing not to sell goods at retail
except as herein stated.

The election of officers was then taken up
and the following were elected for the ensuing
year : L. F. Cornwell, of Pueblo, president; D.

A group of jewelers at the Colorado

While the tourist season is still light in Color-
ado Springs, yet some excellent business has been
reported, but we are looking forward to the time
when our brother jewelers of the English city can
get behind our State movement and make a little
more noise.

Central City seems to be off the map so far
as our State association is concerned. Brother
Rapin and others had better get into the band
wagon; there will be some instrument for them to
play.

J. A. McGee, of Golden, is not ashamed of
his colors and wants to see the interests of the
trade advanced.

H. G. Petty and C. C. Stone, of Ft. Collins,
believe in speaking as they pass and are sure trade
conditions have been advanced as a result of this

Boulder is a very prosperous town, but the
jewelers seem to be quite exclusive and have a
horror of seeing their names on our association
list.

W. H. Brannan, of Iveland, is a prosperous
jeweler and vice-president of our association. He
believes in staying with a good thing, and looking
into the future, and is being assisted by his
brother jeweler, W. J. Crosby.

Longmont is being looked after by Lloyd E.
Gardner, who seems to be a substantial member
of the craft.

S. W. Haney, of Evans, seems to have the
confidence of the people, as lie has been able to
pay his dues to the association.

Leon Harrison, of New Windsor, seems to
have heard of the good work that is going on
through the country by our association, and has
been with us from the start.

W. H. Lyman, of Holyoke, believes our asso-
ciation a good thing and wants to see the matter
pushed along.

Convention

J. Kramer, of Salida, vice-president; Fred Syman,
of Denver, secretary.

E. L. Peisar, of Glenwood, and C. Doersam,
were elected members of the executive committee.
The place to hold the next convention was then
considet ed, Pueblo and Glenwood presenting
claims for the honor, but it was finally decided
that the convention should again meet in Denver
in 1911.

Messrs. Rushmer, D. J. Kramer of Salida,
and W. F. Plambeck of Denver, were elected
delegates to the national convention at Detroit,
with the following alternates: E. L. Allen, of
Trinidad, W. E. Mount, of Pueblo and J. C.
Bloom, of Denver.

The following were named as a grievance
committee: Fred Syman, Charles Doersam and J.
C. Bloom.

The committee on resolutions then reported
the following which were adopted:

Resolved, That we recommend a standard
price on standard cases and movements separ-
ately, and that we do not endorse complete
watches being sold by the manufacturers, except
in certain high grade watches ill filled cases as
approved by the national association.

Resolved, That we endorse the action of the
watch case companies in fighting the mail-order
houses. 

Resolved, That we endorse the action of the
higher principles of merchandising and below the
professional dignity of the jewelry craft for its
members to furnish estimates of value on any
article of merchandise purchased from another
store, and we recommend that our members evade
making such estimates.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
certain wholesalers selling at retail ; also selling

(Continued on page 1224)
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Watch ProfitAND
How to Get It

is explained in a care-
fully worked out scheme
known as

The Mead Method
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

of the most thoroughly studied out plan
of assisting the retail jeweler to sell
watches.

More than six months' time has been
employed in consulting with the retail
jewelry trade and in perfecting the
details of The Mead Method.

We offer two plans:

1 We are prepared to publish for you a beauti-st. ful watch catalog, handsomely illustrated
with half-tones. One you will be proud of and one
the public will keep. It will not only create a demand
for watches but will advertise you as the live jeweler.

The best thing about this catalog is that we carry
the stock for you, to be delivered on demand.

NOTE. — We supply this scheme to only one
jeweler in a community, so act quick and secure it for
your store.

2 We will publish for you a duplicate of ournd. Jobbing Catalog, elaborately and beauti-
fully illustrated, omitting our name throughout and
imprinting yours on cover, substituting the retail price
throughout, making it your own catalog, a reference
book for your watch department. It will standardize
prices and make it easy for you or your clerks to sell
watches at a fixed price or to take an order for
specially or extra fine goods without a moment's
hesitation. We back this catalog with a complete stock
of the goods and will furnish special watches on
memorandum for you to make the sale.
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was introduced and reviewed trade conditions
throughout the State. He opened his address by
denouncing price cutting as poor business policy,
both for the price cutter and the trade generally.
He was particularly severe on what he termed
"sarcastic advertising" which, he stated, never did
any business any good, even the largest mercantile
house. "Sarcasm," said he, "is not appreciated
by the general public. Use your energy in ex-
plaining the quality of your goods, how they are
made, the style, finish and wearing qualities;
spend your time getting•more literature into the
hands of the people; remember that your brother
jeweler is human and if you go too far with the
game, something is liable to happen." He then
referred to trade conditions in different towns in
the State, as follows:

Leadville jewelers
are on very friendly
terms, but would be
benefited if they would
;mend one of the State
ci inventions and get
I ietter acquainted.

Glenwood jewelers
ire busy supplying the
iurists trade and be-

lieve in live and let live.
Grand Junction, one

of our prosperous cities,
is well supplied with
jewelers and a very
iriendly feeling exists.
"l'hey are looking for-
ward to a very pros-
perous fall trade.

Delta jewelers are
-nee more peaceable, a
'minion they had not

i•xperienced for years.
Montrose is a

beautiful little town in
the western part of the
State, surrounded
largely by black alkali
and the goat industry,
but has been made
prominent by President
Taft's appearance in the
district at the opening of the Gunnison Tunnel.
It is the home of Walter Farrell, the famous
traveling man and one of the local jewelers there.
It is needless to say that peace and harmony
reign supreme among the jewelers of that city,
as Walter is out of the city most of the time.

• Gunnison has two existing jewelry signs, the
doors are locked a part of the time and the occu-
pants were never known to leave the valley.

Hotchkiss and Peonia boast of well equipped
jewelry stores for the size of the towns.

Ouray is the most picturesque town in the
State and is well represented by the old wheel
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horse in the jewelry line, H. C. Witherspone, who
has a
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high class jewelry and diamondsfgrs

Telluride is strictly on the map in the jew-
dry line with big stocks of high grade mer-

; 
chandise, in solid gold chains, charms and watches
and diamonds. 

Durango unfortunately has been very promi-
; nem in the southern part of the State owing to
the fact that it has been the central figure in a
price cutting contest, but we are glad to say it

! Is being redeemed, and we hope our brother
tradesmen down there will study the Golden

' Rule: "Do by others as you wish to be done by,"
; and not, "Do them before they do you."

Silverton has its ups and downs in the life of
trade, being a mining camp and part of the time
snowbound.

Alamosa is well represented in the jewelry
line by the prosperous firm of Valhagen Bros.

the State.
jeweler, where it once had the largest stocks i
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Aspen is among the quiet towns, supports one

Allen.
and boasts of one of the State officers, E. L.

Trinidad is one of the live towns in the
State, is well equipped with congenial jewelers

C. C. Patton, of Canon City, is not connected
with the large stone building they have up there,
but is one of the most prosperous jewelers of the
State, has a very beautiful store, and made his
presence very numerous last year at Lakeside
during our convention there.

Florence has a monopoly on the oil business
of the State, and is well supplied with jewelers.

Pueblo is one of the big towns which need
the help of the association, as much as any town
in the State, not particularly from the standpoint
of prices, but to promote more of a friendly
feeling with our State convention work. One
member of the craft told me he did not think the
State convention was of any account. This is the
class of people we must do a little missionary
work on. Pueblo has some of the biggest
boosters, and some who are willing to let the
other fellow do it all.

Cripple Creek and Victor jewelers are doing
their average amount of business considering the
time of year and condition of the camp.
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The committee appointed to wait on the
wholesalers then made their report. The result of
the discussion on same was the drafting of the
following letter which was unanimously agreed
upon:

We respectfully request that the wholesaler
will sell goods only to a customer being a con-
sumer upon a written order from a legitimate
jeweler or the one in authority accompanied either
in person or with a card and a written order, the
retailer to take the money for the transaction
and the wholesaler to charge the merchandise to
the jeweler, except in cases where the jeweler is
not entitled to credit, the out-of-town jeweler to
send his customer with a written order and also
notify the wholesaler of the transaction, and the
wholesaler agreeing not to sell goods at retail
except as herein stated.

The election of officers was then taken up
and the following were elected for the ensuing
year : L. F. Cornwell, of Pueblo, president; D.

A group of jewelers at the Colorado Convention

While the tourist season is still light in Color-
ado Springs, yet some excellent business has been
reported, but we are looking forward to the time
when our brother jewelers of the English city can
get behind our State movement and make a little
more noise.

Central City seems to be off the map so far
as our State association is concerned. Brother
Rapin and others had better get into the band
wagon; there will be some instrument for them to
play.

J. A. McGee, of Golden, is not ashamed of
his colors and wants to see the interests of the
trade advanced.

H. G. Petty and C. C. Stone, of Ft. Collins,
believe in speaking as they pass and are sure trade
conditions have been advanced as a result of this
familiarity.

Boulder is a very prosperous town, but the
jewelers seem to be quite exclusive and have a
horror of seeing their names on our association
list.

W. H. Brannan, of Iveland, is a prosperous
jeweler and vice-president of our association. He
believes in staying with a good thing, and looking
into the future, and is being assisted by his
brother jeweler, W. J. Crosby.

Longmont is being looked after by Lloyd E.
Gardner, who seems to be a substantial member
of the craft.

S. W. Haney, of Evans, seems to have the
confidence of the people, as he has been able to
pay his dues to the association.

Leon Harrison, of New Windsor, seems to
have heard of the good work that is going on
through the country by our association, and has
been with us from the start.

W. H. Lyman, of Holyoke, believes our asso-
ciation a good thing and wants to see the matter
pushed along.

J. Kramer, of Salida, vice-president; Fred Syman,
of Denver, secretary.

E. L. Peisar, of Glenwood, and C. Doersam,
were elected members of the executive committee.
The place to hold the next convention was then
considei ed, Pueblo and Glenwood presenting
claims for the honor, but it was finally decided
that the convention should again meet in Denver
in 1911.

Messrs. Rushmer, D. J. Kramer of Salida,
and W. F. Plambeck of Denver, were elected
delegates to the national convention at Detroit,
with the following alternates: E. L. Allen, of
Trinidad, W. E. Mount, of Pueblo and J. C.
Bloom, of Denver.

The following were named as a grievance
committee: Fred Syman, Charles Doersam and J.
C. Bloom.

The committee on resolutions then reported
the following which were adopted:

Resolved, That we recommend a standard
price on standard cases and movements separ-
ately, and that we do not endorse complete
watches being sold by the manufacturers, except
in certain high grade watches in filled cases as
approved by the national association.

Resolved, That we endorse the action of the
watch case companies in fighting the mail-order
houses.

Resolved, That we endorse the action of the
higher principles of merchandising and below the
professional dignity of the jewelry craft for its
members to furnish estimates of value on any
article of merchandise purchased from another
store, and we recommend that our members evade
making such estimates.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
certain wholesalers selling at retail; also selling

(Continued on page 1224)



WHERE TO BUY

Diamonds,
Jewelry,
Silverware,

Watches, Clocks,
Implements, Tools

ABEL BROS. & CO.,
58 Nassau Street

THOS. W. ADAMS & CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

C. G. ALFORD & CO.,
II John Street

ALVIN MFG. CO.,
52 Maiden Lane

AMERICAN GEM & PEARL CO.,
14 Church Street

THE ANSONIA CLOCK CO.,
99 John Street

M. J. AVERBECK,
10-12 Maiden Lane

J. B. BOWDEN & CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.,
10-12 Maiden Lane

CARTER, HOWE & CO.,
9-13 Maiden Lane

CROSS & BEGUELIN,
23 Maiden Lane

WM. B. DURGIN CO.,
55 Maiden Lane

HENRY FREUND & BRO.,
71-73 Nassau Street

R. L. & M. FRIEDLANDER,
30 Maiden Lane

THE GORHAM CO.,
Fifth Ave. and Thirty-sixth St.
15 Maiden Lane

L. HELLER & SON,
68 Nassau Street

HEYMAN & KRAMER
65 Nassau Street

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.,
9-13 Maiden Lane

JUNG & KLITZ
I Maiden Lane

The KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.,
64 Nassau Street

JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.,
12 Maiden Lane

JONAS KOCH,
37-39 Maiden Lane

KREMENTZ & CO.,
I Maiden Lane

LARTER & SONS,
21-23 Maiden Lane

THE MAUSER MFG. CO.,
298 Fifth Avenue

ENOS RICHARDSON & CO.,
21-23 Maiden Lane

TOWLE MFG. CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

CHARLES L. TROUT & CO.,
2 Maiden Lane

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.,
It West Thirty-second Street

WILLIAM J. WARD,
13 Maiden Lane

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.,
2 Maiden Lane

N. H. WHITE & CO.,
21-23 Maiden Lane

WHITING MFG. CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

J. R. WOOD 8c SONS,
2 Maiden Lane

Come to New York
To do Your Buying

COPYRIGHT UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

The New Penna. R. R. Depot, New York

NEW YORK TAKES CARE OF VISITORS.
Splendid hotels, unequalled railroad facilities, and
the most elaborate and varied lines of merchandise
constantly open for inspection, make it the ideal city
for a trip combining business and pleasure.

YOU CAN DO MORE AND BETTER
BUSINESS, see more interesting sights and be
better entertained in New York than in any other
city. New York gives you your money's worth,
always, be it in business or pleasure.

REDUCED FARES

Special Summer Tourists' Fares, somewhat lower
than fare and one-half for the round trip, have been
made from the Middle West, Far West and South-
west, in effect to Sept. 3oth, 191o. For details,
write to The Merchants Association, 54 Lafayette
St., New York, or to your local ticket agent.
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Joint meetings of the jewelers' and opticians'
associations have been more in fashion this year,
as it was found that the attendance was consid-
erably increased in this way, in addition to the
fact that a considerable number who are mem-
bers of .both associations are much convenienced
by the joint convention idea. The annual meet-
ing of the Iowa brethren at Des Moines included
both jewelers and optometrists, and was one of
the most successful so far held in any State. The
convention dates were June 28th to July ist and
the programme was so arranged that the two
sessions of June 28th and the morning session
of June 29th were given over to the optometrists,
who made excellent use of this time in the trans-
action of business, the reading of valuable papers
and the devising of plans for the betterment of
the profession.

The optometrists' convention was opened by
President Karl Fisk, who, in his annual address,
told the story of optical progress during the year
with special reference to the work of the Iowa
association. His leadership in the movement to
secure an optometry law for the State enabled
him to discourse with special intelligence on the
matter of optometry legislation, and all were
pleased to accept his assurance that the Iowa law
was working very satisfactorily.

The reports of the officers were presented
and showed the organization in a strong condi-
tion, both as to membership and finances. Sec-
retary Feige reported that the membership roll
had now 231 members in good standing and that
the prospects of increased membership were very
bright.

At the afternoon session, on June 28th, an
interesting address was delivered by Dr. E. H.
Hazen, of Des Moines, whose name is already
familiar through our columns to all optometrists.
Dr. Hazen took as his subject "Expansion. of the
New Profession" and gave a very glowing ac-
count of the progress made in the optometry
world in recent years.

W. A. Brooks elucidated the very interesting
subject, "Why I Took the State Examination."
The address was a tribute to and an appeal for
higher education in optometry. He urged upon
those present the importance of taking the ex-
amination and the good use which could be made
of same in increasing both their patronage and
prestige.

H. 0. Smith read an interesting paper on
"The Optical Department in a Jewelry Store,"
a subject of deep importance to the members of
the jewelry trade present. A large proportion
of the more progressive jewelry stores now have
optical departments, but not all reach to the full
the benefit which should accrue from these de-
partments. Mr. Smith's paper gave some very
excellent pointers in this direction, which were
carefully noted by those present and which will,
no doubt, be of service to them.

The treat of the day followed in a very in-
teresting clinic by Dr. W. H. Needles, of Kansas
City, who lucidly explained the best testing
methods evolved by experience. This clinic was
a course of practical instruction for many of
those present and appreciated accordingly.

On the evening of the first day a very inter-
esting lecture of special value to the jewelers was
delivered by Charles T. Higginbotham on "Ad-
justment to Heat, Cold, Isochronism and Posi-
tion." As Mr. Higginbotham is a master hand
at instruction of this character it is needless to
add that his address was highly appreciated.

Second Day

The first session of the second day was also
taken up by the optometrists, who listened with
attention to several very instructive papers. One
of these, entitled "Handling the Patient," was read
by J. G. McMasters, who illustrated his ideas
by selecting one of the audience as a would-be
Patient. An address on "Ophthalmology" was
delivered by J. G. McManus and was followed
by an interesting discourse on "The Human
Brain," by Dr. C. M. Post.

On the afternoon of the second day Presi-
dent Nielson called the jewelers' convention
proper. He delivered a very interesting annual
address, in which he reviewed the history of the
organization with special reference to the work
of the Iowa Association. He expressed satis-
faction with their achievements during the five
years which the organization has been in exis-
tence, and was gratified to announce that the
membership was increasing each year. He
pointed proudly to the leadership of the Iowa
Association in bringing about trade reforms,
their prominent part in combating the mail-order
evil, their pronounced opposition to retailing
wholesalers and their efforts to instruct and ele-
vate the members both in the technical and busi-

ness ends of their
calling. He paid a
tribute to the trade
press for its good
work in aid of the
associations and in
furthering their
programme of re-
forms.

As the father
of the Iowa idea
of giving a course
in watchmaking for
the benefit of the
members of the as-
sociation, President
Nielson was grati-
fied to announce
good results from
this innovation,
which was, of

President N. Nielson course, as yet too
young to show its

full value. He congratulated the organization
on its independent spirit and referred proudly to
the fact that the convention paid its own ex-
penses and was under no obligation to whole-
salers or any outside interest. He administered
a verbal castigation to those who refused to join
the organization, but who were always willing
to reap the benefit of its work. The programme
of reform, he said, was as yet far from comple-
tion, which was shown by the large number of
grievances brought to his notice during his term
as president. He urged upon all without fail to
become members without delay and thus help
along the momentum of the reform movement.

President Nielson then appointed committees,
as follows : Reception committee—L. P. Hinson,
J. M. Goldstone, F. W. King. Auditing commit-
tee—Lincoln H. Bucks, L. J. Wendell, R. A.
Williams. Banquet committee—E. A. Lewis,
E. H. Carey and
Arthur C. Hanger.
Committee on reso-
lutions — Mack A.
Hurlburt, William
Gooding, Fred J.
Edgar.

One of the
most instructive
papers read was on
the subject, "The
Value of the Short
Course in Watch-
making." The
author of this paper
was Fred J. Edgar,
who elucidated the
association plan for
bettering the work-
men by practical
instruction. T h e
manner in which
his views were received showed that the idea
struck a responsive chord in those present, as-
suring that the plan of instruction will be con-
tinued and that certificates of competency will
be issued which will have a value both for the
watchmaker and the public, as it will increase
the prestige of the former and be an assurance
of competency to the latter.

"The Art of Making a Sale" was explained
at considerable length by B. R. Vardaman, who
intimated that this was one of the branches to
which the jewelry trade should devote special

Vice-President John Hands
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attention. He referred to the dual nature of the
jewelers' work, partly mechanical and partly
mercantile, and the tendency to allow the former
to interfere unnecessarily with the latter. He
argued that if the jeweler paid more attention
to the mercantile end of his business, particu-
larly the art of salesmanship, he would find a
material improvement in his income. He paid a
glowing tribute to business as a civilizing agent
and impressed on his hearers the necessity of a
deeper knowledge of its principles. He explained
clearly the various factors essential to a suc-
cessful and satisfactory sale and tried to con-
vince his hearers that the practice of the art was
much more easy and pleasant than was generally
supposed. He advised a persistent study of hu-
man nature, cultivation of memory, the building
up of a personality and the other qualities which
appeal favorably and forcefully to customers.

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co.,
Chicago, then delivered a very instructive address
on the repair end of the jewelry business. He
advocated a better systemization of the repair de-
partment and argued that there was no reason
why this branch of the business should not be
liberally profitable. He explained in detail what
he understood as the best system to follow and
one which he knew from experience would bring
satisfactory results. The jewelers seemed to pay
special attention to this practical discourse and
there is little doubt that many of the ideas ex-
ploited by Mr. Swartchild will be put into prompt
practice.

On the evening of this day the optometrists
held another session to listen to an interesting
paper on the "Violet Rays," by W. W. Maggerall.
The title of this paper was quite familiar to those
present, but not all thoroughly understood ex-
actly what the violet ray meant. This was cleared
up satisfactorily in the lecture, which, although
something apart from the ordinary course of
study, was much appreciated. This paper was
followed by an illustrated lecture on the
"Anatomy and Physiology of the Eye and Brain,"
by Dr. C. M. Post, whose mastery of this subject
enabled him to give very valuable instruction to
his hearers.

Third Day

At the first session on the morning of Thurs-
day, June 30th, President Nielson read a tele-
gram from Claud Wheeler, of Columbia, Mo.,
secretary of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association, extending a greeting and
wishing unstinted success to the Iowa Conven-
tion. He expressed regret at his inability to be
present, but strongly urged all who possibly could
to attend the national convention at Detroit.

"Modern Equipment" was the subject of the
first address which was by T. L. Combs, of
Omaha, President of the Nebraska Retail
Jewelers' Association. Mr. Combs made very
clear the necessity for a fine equipment in such
an establishment as a jewelry store where the
fixtures should necessarily harmonize to some
extent with the richness of the goods. He re-
ferred to the great progress made by the trade
in recent years on store improvements, which
made it all the more imperative that those who
lacked in this respect should attend to the matter
without delay. He also advocated improvement
in the service, as modern competition made good
service an absolute essential of success in any
branch of business.

"Tact and Forethought in Business" was the
subject of an address by H. C. Carpenter, sales
manager of the South Bend Watch Co., who
took advantage of the opportunity to congratulate
the associations on the work which they were
doing in elevating the trade and increasing the
capability of the jewelers as merchants.

A. L. Sackett, of the Rockford Watch Co.,
followed with an address on "Ruts," in the
course of which he covered, in his usual inter-
esting manner, a variety of subjects related to
the jewelry trade.

A very interesting address, entitled "Funda-
mental Rules for Designing," was delivered by
George J. Feige, who impressed on those present
the necessity of the jeweler paying much more
attention to the artistic end of his business. This

(Continued on page 1224)
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is a matter, unfortunately, in which the American
trade do not size up to their foreign brethren.
They seem, as a rule, to have an exaggerated
idea of the difficulties of art jewelry designing
and are deterred on this account from undertak-
ing what they consider a laborious and time-
consuming task. Mr. Feige's address showed the
fallacy of this idea in the simple explanations
which he gave of the principles of art designing
and the value of such knowledge.

On the afternoon of Thursday, June 30th, the
optometrists wound up the business of their con-
vention and passed a resolution favoring a chair
of optometry in the State university, after the
manner of that just established by Columbia
University, New York City. Harry P. Holmes,
of Des Moines, reviewed at considerable length
the Iowa optometry law and its working.

The election of officers of the optical as-
sociation followed and the following were elected
for the ensuing year : President, George J. Feige,
Des Moines; vice-president, W. H. Replogle,
Shenandoah ; secretary and treasurer, George L.
Goodale, of Lenox. Vacancies in the board of
directors were filled by the following: A. C.
Hanger, of Des Moines ; L. J. Wendell. C. A.
Cole, of Winterset, was elected a member of the
examination board.

Later the election of officers of the jewelers'
association was held, with the following result :
President, N. Nielson, Harlan ; vice-president,
John Hands, Iowa City ; secretary and treasurer,
Fred J. Edgar, Eldora. Executive committee—
G. S. Goldstone, Bennett ; E. A. Shepard, of
Oakland, together with the officers in an ex-
officio capacity.

Later in the evening a banquet was given
at the Bismarck Café, which proved a very en-
joyable function. Col. John L. Shepherd, of The
Keystone Watch Case Co., acted as toastmaster
and brief addresses were delivered by many of
those present. Fellowship and conviviality had
free sway throughout the evening, which was
much enjoyed by all present.

Fourth Day

The convention was brought to a close on
Friday morning with a general discussion of
matters of interest to the trade. The resolutions
of general trade interest submitted by the resolu-
tions committee and adopted by the association
were at follows :

Whereas, For years this association has de-
plored the mechanical inefficiency of some of its
workmen and the low rate of compensation there-
by established, and having recognized this condi-
tion as one of great detriment to the craft, and,

Whereas, This association in previous con-
ventions assembled, has attempted by resolution
and the appointments of committees to establish
the standard repair list, and also,

Whereas, After years of labor and at great
expense of time and by collaboration on the part
of some of the best authorities in the country,
such a list has been compiled. Be it, therefore

Resolved, That we, the Iowa Retail Jewelers'
Association, in convention assembled, do hereby
adopt this list, known as the Encyclopedia of Re-
pair Prices, as a standard list for Iowa, and urge
its daily use by membership, and, be it further

Resolved, That the association, through its
delegates, urge upon the American National Re-
tail Jewelry Association, at the Detroit conven-
tion, the adoption of this list as a standard guide
for the United States, and also, be it

Resolved, That, recognizing the value of the
work to our craft, we express our appreciation
to its compiler, Samuel Swartchild, and thank
him for his efforts in our behalf.

Whereas, The short course in watchmaking
conducted by the association last March, proved
to be a great benefit to those who attended, and
if followed would, we believe, become a very
profitable branch of association work; therefore,
be it

Resolved, That we heartily endorse that
course and suggest that the proper step be taken
to conduct similar courses and examinations an-
nually and recommend other State associations
to do the same.

Whereas, There has, during the past year,
been a still further advance in the plans and
policies intended to correct certain evils and
abuses connected with the selling of watch move-
ments; be it, therefore

Resolved, That we, the Iowa Retail Jewelers'
Association, in convention assembled, do extend
to those vk ho are responsible for these plans for
the betterment of the trade at large, our thanks,
and that we recommend that the retail jewelers
of Iowa show a proper appreciation of these
valuable services in their behalf.

Whereas, The bill known as House Bill
26503, and Senate Bill 8503, has been introduced
in our national congress, which would forbid the
establishing by manufacturers of fixed minimum
retail prices, and,

Whereas, This association has already gone
on record as favoring the policy of certain fixed
prices, and,

Whereas, Such a law would be detrimental
to the interest of all retailers and holders of pat-
ents, therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the Iowa Retail Jewelers'
Association, in convention assembled, do hereby
declare ourselves as opposed to such legislation
and instruct our delegates to the national con-
vention at Detroit, to call the attention of said
convention to the dangers of such legislation and
to seek to induce them to oppose it.

Whereas, The question of complete watches
is considered one of vital importance to the trade
by the Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association, in con-
vention assembled, be it

Resolved, That while we are heartily in favor
of the complete watch in certain styles and
grades, at the discretion of the manufacturers,
we wish to go on record as opposed to a policy
of marketing all watches and movements as com-
plete watches.

Whereas, Our efforts have been successful
in inducing manufacturers in all our lines, except-
ing clocks, to adopt the policy of marketing their
products through legitimate channels, be it

Resolved, That we regret to admit that we
have so far been unable to gain the co-operation
of any of the clock manufacturers, and, be it
further

Resolved, That we instruct our secretary to
inaugurate a correspondence to the end that we
may secure such a co-operation.

Resolved, That Iowa desires to ratify and
endorse the resolution fathered by Nebraska,
looking to the establishment of a higher and more
consistent minimum retail selling price on sterling
silverware.

Whereas, Many evils and abuses arise in the
watch case trade through the improper use of
the time guaranteed; therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Iowa Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation, in convention assembled, that we do
most strenuously object to such abuses, and that
we urge the adoption of a quality stamp in lieu
thereof, and that our delegates to the national
convention be instructed to advocate this plan,
and, be it further

Resolved, That our secretary be instructed
to forward a copy of these resolutions to each
of the watch case manufacturers.

Whereas, We believe that this association
should welcome all real improvements in me-
chanical construction; be it

Resolved, That the secretary be instructed to
write each of the movement manufacturers that
we fully endorse the round head case screw and
find it a great convenience to ourselves and to
our customers.

Whereas, Large benefits to this association
and to the trade in general, and a large part of
the success of the association, have been due to
the assistance of the trade press, be it, therefore

Resolved, That we extend our thanks to the
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trade press for their liberal attitude and assist-
ance in our work, and, be it further

Resolved, That it is a source of great satis-
faction to us, the retail jewelers of Iowa, that
we can now lay aside all thought of an official
organ.

Whereas, The officers of the national asso-
ciation have worked both faithfully and success-
fully for the benefit of our craft; be it hereby

Resolved, That we, the Iowa Retail Jewelers'
Association, in convention assembled, extend to
them our heartiest congratulations, and hereby
express our appreciation of their efforts, and, be
it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to President Archibald and Secretary
Wheeler.

Second Annual Convention Colorado
Retail Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page t221)

to dealers in other lines who are not in the legiti-
mate jewelry trade.

Resolved, That we recommend that this asso-
ciation adopt some system by which the mem-
bers may be kept posted as to what jobbers are
loyal to the legitimate jewelry trade.

Resolved, That we commend the action of the
American Waltham Watch Co. in fighting the
mail-order houses.

Resolved, That we endorse the action of the
national organization for the work accomplished
in the past year.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
the trade journals advertising net prices.

Resolved, That members of this association be
strongly urged to buy only such goods as are
stamped with trade-mark and quality.

Resolved, That this association establish a list
of non-retailing jobbers for the use of its mem-
bers only, and that the members of this associa-
tion be urged to patronize only such firms as
appear on the list.

Resolved, That the retail jewelers patronize
the local jobber to as great an extent as possible,
prices and conditions being equal.

Resolved, That we take up the matter of re-
stricted selling price on all standard makes of
sterling and plated ware and recommend that the
national organization be requested to take this
matter up with the manufacturers.

At 7.30 P. M. the members and visitors met in
the lobby of the hotel where a reception was
held and later all adjourned to the udnquet hall
where supper was served. President Cornwell
acted as toastmaster and many speeches were
made by those in attendance, including members
of the Retail Jewelers' Association, the State
Optical .Society and the Denver Nugget Club.
After the banquet, the floor was cleared and danc-
ing and singing were indulged in until the wee
sma' hours of morning when the party broke up,
everyone delighted both with the work of the
convention and the hospitality extended them
while in the city.

Taking money for services one does not
render is no different in principle from taking
goods for which he gives no equivalent. There
is a short, unpleasant term that fits either.

Timely window trims impress the trade with
the fact that you are abreast with the times—
even sometimes when you are a wee bit be-
hind, eh?

Buyers who are waiting in the market for
lower prices feel something like Pat and Peter,
who, seeing a large plate glass window put in
said: "We may as well go home, for they're
not going to let it fall."
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E DOUBLED our advertising appro-
priation this Fall to help you double
your sales of

COMMUNITY and RELIANCE
SILVER, PLATE
These two lines of plated ware have achieved a tremend-

ous success ; they are widely and favorably known. The
purpose of this unprecedented advertising campaign is, there-
fore, not merely to bring our line repeatedly to the attention
of every woman in the country, but to so convince her of its
merit and service value, that when buying gifts or outfitting
her home, her first and only thought will be—Community
Silver, or Reliance Plate.

To accomplish this end we have secured in addition to
large inside space in all the leading magazines this Fall,
outside back covers in full color, during the best buying
months, of the Ladies Home Journai, "Delineator.'
"Designer," "New Idea," and Housekeeping Magazines.
This phenomenal list will insure the

Unusual Interest of

Fifty Million Buyers

For reproductions of our more important Fall advertisements, see following pages.
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is becoming known to every consumer in the country as the

RELIANCE, PLATE
immediately profiting by the Oneida Community s reputa-
tion for honest value, now occupies also a well-established
position as a thoroughly reliable popular priced plated ware.

These two lines do not conflict—they merely supple-
ment each other. The dealer, therefore, who carries both
Community Silver and Reliance Plate not only has salability,
satisfaction and profit assured, but covers the whole plated
ware field with a complete and clean-cut selling proposition.

Ask Your Jobber!

ON EI DA , 1\1 Y.

on Reliance Plate is the same as on Community Silver and is
on both lines.

Fifth Annual Convention of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association

The Eifth Annual Convention of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association marked
a new epoch in the history of jewelry organiza-
tion and established a new standard by which the
success of future gatherings is to be judged. As
a vital force for the elimination of trade condi-
tions inimical to the best interests of the jewelers
in general and for the fostering and maintenance
of those reforms which have for their ultimate
aim the uplifting of the entire craft to a higher
and more dignified plane of commercial prestige,
it surpassed all its predecessors. Primarily, it
was a retail jewelers' convention, but the meet-
ing partook more of the nature of a conference
of jewelry interests,—a congress, as it were, of
representatives of the various sections of the
trade, meeting under the auspices of the national
retailers' organization, with a common purpose
in mind—the betterment of trade conditions, not
only for one section but for the trade in general,
It witnessed the culmination of five years of ef-
fort on the part of organization leaders, to bring
about a spirit of fraternal unity among the vari-
ous interests of the trade and a sharper and better
defined demarkation of those paths of commer-
cial ethics which manufacturer, jobber and re-
tailer alike may tread without trespassing upon
the rights of the other. This spirit of fraternal
unity—of regard for the rights of others, had its
inception at the Omaha Convention. Since the
date of that memorable gathering the National
Association of Manufacturing Jewelers has been
formed; the National Wholesale Jewelers' Asso-
ciation has held several important meetings and
all of the State retailers' associations have held
their annual meetings. Throughout the deliber-
ation of the past year's meetings of manufactur-
ers, jobbers and retailers alike, there has been
the positive assurance that the most vital force
necessary to a better understanding of trade con-
ditions, to the eradication of trade evils and the
bringing about of a more just consideration of
the rights of others, was this spirit of fraternal
unity. At Detroit this spirit enjoyed its full
fruition and the convention adjourned with this
Spirit still in the ascendency and destined to be
the one conciliating force which will unite the
three sections of the trade in a closer and more
harmonious alliance. It was the crowning event
of five years of association effort.

Mayor's Address of Welcome

Detroit has always been a great convention
city, but it outdid itself in the entertainment of
this convention. Mayor Phillip Breitmeyer wel-
comed the visitors in an address overflowing with
genuine old-fashioned hospitality. During th2
course of his address, the Mayor stated that the
coming to Detroit of the convention had been a
revelation to him inasmuch as he learned for the
first time that his city was more of a manufac-
turing center for jewelry than he ever before
imagined. He was referring to the exhibit made
by Detroit manufacturing jewelers.

The response to the Mayor's address of wel-
come was made by Joe Mazer, of McAlester, Okla.,
vice-president of the National Association. Mr.
Mazer began by apologizing for the inadequacy
of his oratorical ability, although his abundance
of the latter was well known to all present. With
characteristic ingenuity, he found a means of

complimenting Mayor Breitmeyer, by recalling his
visit to Detroit when humanity was considerably
excited over the rush of Halley's Comet towards
our little planet. Mr. Mazer said:

I was in Detroit at the time and every
paper was filled with remarkable stories of thec( 

All kinds of conjectures were ram-
pant as to what would happen in case the
scientific wonder would so far forget himself
as to attempt to brush a fly from off his head
with his million miles of tail, and countless
thousands feared the noxious gases, which
would envelop the earth in broad zones of
death.

Personally, I was never much worked up
or afraid of Halley's Comet, for I tread the
straight and narrow path that leads to virtue
and seltzer water. My conscience is clear.
Like a majority of jewelers who are active in
association work, I have always given the
world a pretty square deal, and expected, in
case anything did happen, to receive similar
treatment in the next. Consequently, it was
with no little pleasure that I accepted the in-
vitation of Mr. Breitmeyer and Mr. Warren

Joseph Mazer

to climb to the top of the water tower of this
beautiful city and examine this much-talked-of
wonder while it was at its zenith.

It was probably 2 o'clock in the morning
when we reached the top of the tower, and
while waiting for the cornet to appear, we
spoke of many subjects, and eventually drifted
to jewelers' conventions. When I asked Mr.
Breitmeyer's opinion on the subject Ile said:
"I have welcomed many conventions, have seen
them go through their routine, elect their of-
ficers and adjourn, but not one of them but
what did what all other conventions had done
before them. I want the jewelers to do some-
thing that is different. I know that as soon
as any one does anything out of the ordinary
that he is hooted or condemned by those peo-
ple who are slaves of conformity and rule. I
believe in trying to be right, brave and hon-
est. Some people cannot even be right, or
brave, or honest, except by a set of rules. A
set of rules, which were probably made by
some poor souls who died before railroad
trains, or telegraph, or telephone, or wireless,
or automobiles were ever made or thought of.

"Such rules are as silly to-day as the can-
dle light which was used in making them. I
believe in making rules under the happier,
richer and more enlightened conditions under
which we live, and sincerely trust that when
the jewelers' convention adjourns that it will
have done things, not because their grand-
fathers had done them, but because under all
modern conditions they should be done."

Mn. Mazer then told how as drowsiness
overcame him, the comet overhearing the con-
versation, rushed towards them and revealing
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itself as the spirit of a former jeweler, expati-
ated eloquently on the wonders which happened
Oil this planet since its previous visit in 1835.
Running over the gamut of earthly happenings in
that period from the fall of Napoleon to the for-
mation of the National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, it said in regard to the latter:-

. "On my last visit the jeweler, from a com-
mercial standpoint, was on a par with the shoe-
maker. Grudgingly would he leave his bow
lathe when a customer came in .to ak about
a ring or pin. It was with a sigh of genuine
relief that he would return to his bench to
complete his pivoting job, and he would pray
and hope and pray again that the customers
would stay away until after he had finished his
work. Then they were not troubled with mail
order houses. They had never heard of dol-
lar watches. They sold solid gold or solid silver.
Advertising was considered undignified. Ai
plain price mark was an acknowledgment of
charlatanism. Good window displays were un-
dreamed of, and a one-price policy seemed as
impossible to the jewelers in those days as the
107. complete watch seems to be to some of them

"To-day, I note with admiration your or-
ganization. I marvel at your harmony. I
look at the members of the Detroit Jewelers'
Club and wonder whether there is another set
of men in this country who could duplicate
what they will do for the coming convention.
But let me tell you what I expect to find on
lily next visit ill 1985.

"The horse will be legislated off the streets
because of his uncleanliness, as is the cow
and the pig to-day. Airships will cross the
great Atlantic in thirty-six hours as easily as
the steamboat now does it in six days. The
earophone will be in every man's pocket for
instant communication with his neighbors. The
seeoscope will make it possible for all to look
upon the absent faces of those they love. The
writograph will immediately transmit your or-
der to your jobber or manufacturer. Tene-
ment districts will be replaced by modern De-
troits, Oklahoma will lend from its surplus
wealth to its Eastern sisters. Partisanship
will be unknown. except to children, who will
read about it in their school histories. In the
museum the warship will rest side by side with
the instruments of torture used during the
Inquisition. The women will then have gained
the right to vote and the superstition of creeds
and dogmas will have vanished from this
earth.

"In matters pertaining to the jewelers' as-
sociation the Vice-president will never be ex-
pected to make the response to the address
of welcome, unless he is actually capable of
holding down his job. Delegates will not pledge
their support to a candidate three minutes
after they reach the convention, or even be-
fore they get there, but wait until just before
election thne and then vote for the man whom
they honestly and sincerely believe best able
tel fill the position, regardless of whether they
ever thought of him before or not. Promo-
tion in office will be based upon ability, and
not upon the ancient superstition of seniority,
a superstition which ought to be killed at
your next convention.

"The repair end of the jewelry business
will then be as thoroughly divorced from the
niercantile end of it as is the case in the shoe
busihess to-day. I know I make you squirm
when I say it, but think it over, not once or
twice, but many dozen times before you de-
cide I am wrong. I know you are not ready
for it now, but on my last visit you were not
ready for marking goods in plain figures, you
were not ready for the 'one price to all' prin-
ciple, you were not ready to advertise, and
you were not ready for lots of other things,
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which to-day are considered as the funda-
mental requisities of all successful institu-
tions.

"The jeweler who will place a value upon
the merchandise bought from his competitor,
or tell a customer how much a ring or watch
is worth, which the customer claims a friend
of his wants to sell or pawn to him, will be
as rare as a seven-headed calf. As the jewel-
ers in those days will be unable to get free
engravers, they will never do free engraving
any more than the house builder does free
painting. A filled case will be guaranteed to
have a certain thickness of gold, and it will
depend upon the care the customer gives it
as to how long it will last. You will never
loan your customer a watch while his is being
cleaned any more than the laundry will lend
you a shirt while yours is being washed. Only
the disreputable will not be members of the
association. Everybody will bring their wives
to the meetings,. everybody will pay their dues
on time and Claud Wheeler will receive
prompt answers. to his letters.

"There are lots of other things I would
like to tell you, but I am afraid I might in-
fringe upon the speech of the grandest presi-
dent an association ever had, your Mr. Archi-
bald. There is one thing, however, that I do
want you to do. I want you to tell the boys
at Detroit what you said before I butted in
and also what I told you to-night. I feel
certain that when they hear it they will gather
themselves in a circle, and clasping each others'
hands in the grip of that grand brotherhood
which the millennium is expected to produce,

will pronounce a vow with you, saying: I,
as a member of the State and national Jew-
elers' Association, in the presence of this
august body, do most solemnly and sincerely
promise and vow that I will hereafter con-
tinuously and strenuously endeavor to do all
the right things, under all circumstances, which
in this talk it was implied I should do, and
to avoid all errors and frailties, which in it I
heard censured and condemned. And may my
customers who are in my city be with me or
forsake me, as I keep, or fail to keep, this
solemn avow."

Steele F. Roberts, president of E. P. Roberts
& Sons, one of the largest jewelry concerns of
Pittsburg, Pa., read a most inspiring paper on
"Conquering and to Conquer," throughout the
course of which the speaker made a strong appeal
to the individual jeweler, to strive for a higher
standard of mercantile efficiency and personal
usefulness for good in his community and not
to be content with simply "doing business." Mr.
Roberts's fine address is published elsewhere in
this issue.

President's Address

At the opening of the afternoon session
President John P. Archibald, of Blairsville, Pa.,
presented his annual report. It was an exhaus-
tive resume of the history of association effort,
a straightforward, plain and conservative deline-

ation of trade conditions and more particularly
of trade abuses, the responsibility for many of
which he placed at the door of his brother jew-
elers. The aims and ambitions of the National
Association are set forth in this annual report and
every jeweler, whether he be identified with the
association movement or not, should study this
address, which was as follows:

Another year has passed into memory.
Another convention season has come. This con-
vention marks the fifth milestone of this associa-
tion. To this, the Fifth Annual Convention of
the American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, we bid you all a happy greeting and a
royal welcome.

It is in keeping with this occasion to give a
brief summary of the organization movement in
the jewelry trade. The history of organization
dates back to the year 1882, when Ohio organized
the Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association. The
next State to organize was Pennsylvania in 1889
and was chartered as the National Retail Jewelers'
Association in 189o. The Missouri Association
was formed the same year. Illinois and Alabama
followed with State associations. In 1892 dele-
gates from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Missouri and
Illinois met in Pittsburg and formed the National
Retail Jewelers' Association. The first national
convention was held in Chicago, July 1893. Soon
after Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin and New York
organized associations and affiliated with the
national.

The second National meeting was held in
Cincinnati, July 1894. The same year Massa-

chusetts organized and affiliated with the national
association.

The third national convention was held at
St. Louis, July 1895. The fourth national con-
vention was held in Atlantic City, New Jersey,
July 1896. The fifth and last national convention
was held at Detroit—this very city—in July 1897,
at which time neither the president nor the secre-
tary put in an appearance. At this meeting the
national organization virtually disbanded.

What a contrast there is in this meeting
to-day with the one held exactly thirteen years
ago in this city of Detroit.

The revival of organization began in Michi-
gan in 1904, only seven years later, when it formed
the American Retail Jewelers' Association. And
mark you—this city of Detroit was the center of
this new organization spirit.

In 1906 was formed our present national asso-
ciation. At the close of the first year we had
678 members; at the close of the second year
we had 1780 members; at the close of the third
year we had about 2900 members. We have to
date about 3500 members.

During the present year Kansas affiliated with
the national association. Many more States could
have been organized and affiliated this year if our
finances had warranted the expenditure. It takes
more money to organize any State than we get
the first year. Nevertheless, we must push
forward with the organization until every State
is within our ranks.

It has been demonstrated that the annual
dues of One Dollar from each member will not
pay expenses and organize new States. To assist
in this work, a resolution was adopted at the

last national convention empowering the presi-
dent to appoint a national auxiliary finance com-
mittee, whose duty it is to solicit voluntary sub-
scriptions from retail jewelers. This money is to
be used for specific purposes such as organization,
legislation and matters of national importance.
The committee has been appointed and they are
at work. The responses to the appeal for volun-
tary subscriptions from one dollar to five
dollars have not been general. We trust
that each retail jeweler who believes that all
States should be organized, and who believes that
organization is helping him, will respond to the
appeal of the auxiliary finance committee. We'
wish to put forth a strong effort to organize
all States, and to put new life into some of the
States already organized. It will be necessary to
send an officer of the national association to assist
in this work. The necesary expenses of this
work should be taken from the auxiliary fund.

A RETROSPECTIVE GLANCE

It is unnecessary to give more than a brief
synopsis of the work of this association. Every
man should be familiar with this work. Seven
States have affiliated with this association in the
past two years. A growing sentiment for organi-
zation in the trade is the report from all parts
of the country. This is the keynote to success—
interest, sympathy and enthusiasm—all of which
are awakening to a high degree. Competitors in
business now meet each other in friendly relations,
and have lessened jealousy and price cutting on
goods.

The wholesale houses that sell you goods are
more careful to whom they sell. Those who issue
catalogues, are more careful who receive them.

The jobbers have almost entirely ceased sending
out discount sheets except under sealed mail.
Legitimate firms have nearly all ceased selling
goods to the catalogue house and have cancelled
large orders when they ascertained the destiny of
their goods—the mail order house. Some manu-
facturers have placed a restrictive selling price on
jewelry, silverware, china, watches and many
other lines to protect the legitimate retail jeweler.
At least two sterling silver manufacturers sell
their goods exclusively to the retail jeweler with
a restrictive selling price. There is a restrictive
minimum selling price on at least three brands
of silver-plated flat ware. Some silverware
makers sell the retail jewelers only. Some of our
best gold filled chain, locket and bracelet makers
require their jobbers to sell the legitimate jewelers
only.

Five of our watch companies have a fixed
selling price on every movement. All the other
companies have a fixed selling price on all high
grade movements. Many of these companies have
adopted the policy of selling to the retail jewelers
only.

The oldest and largest watch company
adopted a policy which restricts their channels in
distribution of watches wholly to the retail
jewelry trade. All wholesale dealers are enjoined
not to sell directly or indirectly to any others than
retail jewelers. They further request mail order
houses and similar concerns to omit listing their
watches in their catalogues. These declarations
carried out will place the watch business in the
proper desired channel. We believe an honest
effort has been made to maintain the policy.

Great praise should be given all those com-
panies that took the advance step in protecting
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the retail jeweler by means of a fixed selling price,
and in confining the sale of their goods to the re-
tail jeweler. Due credit should be given all those
companies that have taken a forward step to pro-
tect the retail jeweler.

Jobbers all over this country are ceasing to
retail goods and thus are protecting our interests.
Everywhere the legitimate jobbers are notifying
the trade that they sell at wholesale and to retail
jewelers only. •

Words of commendation should be given
those watch companies who have gone into the
courts to maintain the rights of the fixed selling
price. Equal praise should be given those watch
companies who have gone into litigation to main-
tain their policies concerning the advertising of
their goods.

FWELERS SHOULD JOIN STATE AND NATIONAL

ASSOCIATIONS

Every retail jeweler who honors his occupa-
tion and who desires to see his business grow,
should join in organization work. Every branch
of industry is organized. Single handed, the jew-
eler can do nothing for himself or his calling.
He who prefers to stand alone at this time is
untrue to himself, his calling and the people.
Many retail jewelers have demonstrated that they
are willing to let others work for their advance-
ment without contributing either their time or
money for the service. This class of jewelers are
those who have not joined associations.

The jeweler who desires to do his duty both
as a man and a merchant must see that the condi-
tions to-day, on moral as well as commercial
grounds, require his identification with all associa-
tion effort for his advancement. There are over
two hundred State and national officers giving
much time and energy and even money to better
the conditions of the entire trade. The offi-
cers are in need of your support and you
need their support. One jeweler can do
little alone. It is by the uniting of forces
that results can be accomplished. "The primary
benefits of organization lie in making the members
acquainted with one another, in cultivating the
feeling of brotherhood, eliminating friction, dis-
pelling misapprehension, and creating the fraternal
spirit." No member of the trade can become a
member of this organization without feeling his
position strengthened and his self-reliance forti-
fied. No man can attend these meetings without
becoming a better man, as well as a more re-
sourceful business associate.

The annual State conventions which have just
closed were attended with signal success. Evi-
dence is given that the trade in general is rapidly
becoming more and more of a single mind on
topics of trade discussion. The time is speedily
approaching when no retailer who is alive in the
jewelry business may afford to keep outside the
great organization movement. Large and small
merchants are mingling together to protect and to
promote the interests of all, and each is receiving
benefits from association with the other. "A
powerful army is being mustered that can know
no defeat; for when might and right are arrayed
together, the combination is invincible."

MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MANUFACTURER,
JOBBER AND RETAILER

For many years past the retail jewelry trade
has blamed and censured the manufacturer and
the jobber for all the abuses in the trade. Since
the organization spirit has taken hold of the three
branches of trade, a new spirit prevails. It is
with great joy and much pleasure that we greet
the manufacturer and the jobber to-day. It is an
advanced step in high diplomatic life to have with
us at this convention, the president and the dele-
gates from the National Association of Maim-
facturing Jewelers. It is indeed with equal delight
that we welcome at this convention, the president
and delegates of the National Wholesale Jew-
elers' Association. It is indeed the crowning
glory of this year's work to sec in this assembly
as one of us, the manufacturer and the jobber
ready and willing to confer on all matters for our
mutual benefit. Possibly the greatest work of
this year is the consummating of the good feeling
among the different branches of the trade. We
are so close together that we have had heart-to-
heart talks. Such talks will conquer the greatest
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enemy. It is recognized that the manufacturers
and the jobbers are now proving the sincerity of
their offer to act in harmony with the retail trade.
"The situation has now resolved itself into mutual
fidelity, and the stronger the organizations of
manufacturers and jobbers and wholesalers and
retailers, the better this fidelity will be assured."

For the first time in the history of trade or-
ganization, we find in existance three national
associations of the three branches of the trade,
the manufacturing, wholesale and retail, and all
three are represented in this great gathering. All
three branches of trade will address this con-
vention. The existence of these associations
greatly facilitates the solution of all trade diffi-
culties. The representatives of these three bodies
can meet and act with authority on any grievance
which may materialize in the course of their busi-
ness relations. This convention marks a new era
of good feeling and mutual support.

In order to further the harmonious relation
existing to-day, we concur in the recommenda-
tion made by the president of the National Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association in the suggestion of a
Board of Arbitration, consisting of representa-
tives of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers
to consider and settle all questions of dispute
or grievance arising in the various branches of the
jewelry trade. I would therefore recommend that
this association delegate to the national executive
committee of our association the power to act as
a committee on arbitration. Since our association
is the oldest one of the three, I would recom-
mend that our executive committee be authorized
to call a joint meeting at a place designated,
within ninety days,. at which meeting a committee
from the executive board of the National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturing Jewelers and a com-
mittee from the executive board of the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Association, and a similar
committee from the executive board of the
National Retail Jewelers' Association meet. The
purpose of this meeting would be to further the
interests of the three branches of trade and to
harmonize all differences.

JEWELERS CLUBS OR ROUND TABLES

Every town, city or county can have a local
jewelers' club or round table. Such organizations
have been founded in many cities and towns dur-
ing the past year and it is gratifying to note that
in most cases meetings are held quite frequently.
At these meetings, the jewelers become acquainted
and get to know each other as men.

It is not feasible for State or national asso-
ciations to meet oftener than once a year. The
intervals between meetings are too long. Interest
cannot be kept up unless we have some means
to get the members together. The jewelers' clubs
seems to solve the whole question. The unit
of organization is and must be the jewelers' club.
If this association is to live and flourish and per-
petuate itself into history, there must be a strong
incentive used to organize and keep up jewelers
clubs in all cities and towns. I see in the
jewelers' club meeting a great chain that can be
woven from man to man until the whole jewelry
trade becomes unified.

I enjoin you to organize a club in every town,
city and county. Attend the meetings of your
club and learn who are your business associates.
Discuss state and local conditions. Agree on all
questions that will be beneficial to yourselves.
By these mutual agreements, many dollars will be
made by every man and your conscience will not
smite you. Make the social feature in your jew-
elers' club a strong feature. The large jeweler
and the small jeweler should meet on a common
business level with common business sense. Again
I say, the life of this great organization move-
ment must be kept a-fire in the jewelers' club.
Shall we do it?

PARCELS POST

We believe that the passage of a parcels post
law would do a great injustice to all classes of
retail merchants. We believe it is the duty of
this association to go on record in a strong reso-
lution against the enactment of any parcels post
legislation. We believe the executive committee
should be instructed to take whatever steps they
deem necessary to assist in the prevention of the
passage of a parcels .post law,
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UNIrORM REPAIR LISTS

It might seem to me that approximate uni-
form prices for repairs might be adopted in each
State or by this association that would be
equitable to both the retail jeweler and the con-
sumer. This must be worked out slowly. The
same price cannot always be charged for repairs
in a small country town as can be charged in a
large city; for reasons that are known to all.
However, we believe in adopting a schedule on
repairs to be placed in the hands of all retail
jewelers and to be used as a guide in fixing the
price on repairs.

UNCLAIMED REPAIRS

In every retail jewelry store there are a large
number of watches and articles of jewelry left
for repairs that have never been lifted. Every
jeweler wants to get rid of the responsibility of
keeping these goods and also wants the money
due for the repairs.

Very few States have laws that will legally
safeguard the jeweler who disposes of goods.
In many cases where jewelers have sold the
goods and the owner demanded them, the jew-
eler was compelled to pay exorbitant prices for
the goods sold, even though many years have
elapsed.

Many jewelers have taken the risk and sold
the goods by advertising them. Some give a
printed check on which due notice is given that
the goods must be lifted within a certain time.
Legal opinions differ as to this manner of satisfy-
ing the demands of the law.

This convention should go on record again
urging each State association to prepare a law
and endeavor to have the same passed, giving the
privilege to every retail jeweler to sell all goods
left for repairs after six months. This privilege
is accorded the express companies to dispose of
unclaimed baggage. If each State association
would endeavor to pass a law giving the right to
sell unclaimed repairs, the same could be enacted.
It will require a little activity on the part of the
members of each State association to pass a law.
Will you do your part?

MANUFACTURERS SHOULD ADVERTISE TO THE
CONSUMER

After a careful investigation, we find that
less advertising to the consumer is done by
manufacturers who sell to the jewelry trade than
by those in almost any other line of business. By
actual count we find in every two hundred ad-
vertisements there are three articles advertised
that are carried in the retail jewelry store. The
demand for our goods must be created in the con-
sumer. The manufacturer and the jobber can
both help us very much. A public demand is
created for every article that the manufacturer
advertises to the public continuously.

We need this help to change the tastes of
the public to our line of goods. The success of
the retail jeweler makes success for the manu-
facturer and the jobber. Every dollar spent in in-
creasing a company's business brings returns to
the retailers who sell its goods. The success is
mutual as the profit of the one is measured by
the prosperity of the other. The makers of goods
should arouse interest in the purchasers, through
newspapers, periodicals and other mediums to help
the retailer to make the sales. The manufac-
turers should assist in creating the demand for
the goods and the retailer must do his share of
advertising to stimulate a local demand. Thus we
ask the manufacturers and jobbers to enlarge
somewhat upon their means of advertising, creat-
ing a demand for our line of goods and urging
the public to go to the retail jewelry store for
their gifts.

Due credit should be given especially to those
watch companies and silverware companies who
are advertising to the public through the periodi-
cals and the daily press.

THE STUDY Or ADVERTISING MATTER

The retail jeweler possibly does less adver-
tising than any other class of merchants. To him
we make an appeal that lie give more attention
to advertising.

Every piece of advertising matter received
through the mail, contains some thought and brain
work. The form of argument used, the brief
catch phrases and business thoughts are of practi-
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cal worth to every merchant. Do not consign any
advertising matter to the waste-basket until you
have looked over it and gleaned the idea that was
intended to be expressed. From the advertising
matter that comes into our stores daily, there can
be gathered enough good ideas to formulate the
best system of up-to-date advertising. Remember
that advertising is the mainspring and motor
power of modern business.

CONFLICTING DATES

It is the sense of this association that no con-
flicting dates of State convention meetings should
occur. The executive committee have urged time.
after time that each State write to the national
secretary before selecting convention dates. This
was only partly adhered to by State officers. A
few conflicting dates have occurred this year.
The National association can offer no apology
for those conflicting dates. The State officers
have not complied with the request made by the
executive officers. We trust that each State officer
will accept the suggestion and write the national
secretary before dates are set for coming State
conventions. Make the office of the national
secretary a national clearing house. May we ask
that this suggestion be complied with.

FRAUDULENT ADVERTISING

One of the greatest evils at the present time
is the fraudulent advertising of goods. Some
manufacturers make cheap jewelry, cheap watch
cases and kindred goods and sell them for what
they are not. Mail order houses, department
stores, general stores and even some jewelry
stores advertise goods misrepresenting their
quality. It has been brought to our notice at
different times that some stores advertise discon-
tinued watch movements and second-hand move-
ments as standard stock, the cut in price being
attributed to various causes. This is also true
with reference to many other lines of goods
handled in a jewelry store. This misrepresenta-
tion of goods should be a misdemeanor and
should be punished by law. All we ask is a law
to enforce truthfulness, to protect the people from
imposition.

There should be a national as well as State
laws making it a misdemeanor to advertise any
goods that are not exactly as represented. Our
association should put forth all honest efforts to
have such a law enacted. Public sentiment must
be aroused to the necessity of such laws. Uni-
versality of trade organization has given to the
jewelers a power which gives them now abundant
opportunity to exercise a great power in behalf of
the public, as well as of the trade. Every member
of this association who knows of such misrepre-
sentations, should supply samples of the adver-
tising to the officers of this association.

I believe that a concerted effort taken by this
national association, reinforced by each State
association, can have a law passed which will
make fraudulent advertising by any one a misde-
meanor. We believe that the executive officers
of this association should be empowered to have
a special law drawn up and endeavor to have the
same passed.

HOROLOGICAL LAWS

Horological education is absolutely necessary
to keep the American watchmaker abreast of
modern times. We favor horological laws that
will require the watchmaker to pass a State exam-
ination under a competent board. Let us urge
better preparation of our mechanics. Let us re-
quire more fundamental education for our ap-
prentices. Let us require years of service at the
bench. Then let each apprentice pass a satis-
factory examination. We would have no scarcity
of skilled watchmakers to-day if there were a
standard of requirement; for a high standard
always brings earnest seekers for the standard.
We commend the State of Wisconsin for estab-
lishing a watchmakers' examination two years
ago. This course has been productive of much
good to the jewelers in the State. Any other
State having a watchmakers' examination should
receive due credit.

WATCHMAKER'S SHORT COURSE AND EXAMINATION

We wish to commend the "Watchmaker's
Short Course and Examination" as held in the
State of Iowa from March 14th to 19th last. This

course was held under the direction of an examin-
ing board appointed by the State president, and
also made voluntary with the retail jewelers in
the State. The course gave practical instructions
in watch repairing of the more difficult order.
Also provided for lectures on salesmanship, store
methods and such like. In fact, it is a sort of
post-graduate course to those who wish to
improve their efficiency as watchmakers and
salesmen.

If all States would adopt some such plan
and hold a course of instruction once a year,
a great uplift would take place in the jeweler's
work. Every retail jeweler should take advantage
of such a course of instruction. This is practical
education. "It is education that makes the great
difference in mankind." We urge that during
these short courses that practical lectures on
salesmanship, store keeping, the cost of doing
business and discounts be given much prominence.
Also that a general conference be made a strong
feature.

COMMENDATION

A few words of commendation and encour-
agement should be extended to the diamond
importers who are endeavoring to curtail the
wholesale smuggling of precious stones. The

J. P. Archibald

Precious Stone Importers' Protective Association
have offered a substantial reward and have con-
templated legislation to reduce the smuggling of
precious stones.

The crime of smuggling has become so
serious to honest imparters and to the jewelers
throughout the country, that the aforesaid organi-
zation was formed to grapple with the evil in an
effective manner. Smuggling should be con-
demned.

The New York Jewelers' Board of Trade
should be commended and encouraged in the
contemplated work of enforcing the stamping law
of New York State and bringing offenders to
justice. I believe each State should have uniform
legislation with reference to the stamping laws.
I believe this association should use some effort
to assist and co-operate in the work of securing
uniform legislation in all States.

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS

In accordance with the provisions of the
constitution of this association, one year ago, we
elected sixteen honorary members. These men
served their days of apprenticeship and became
masters of the art. They are venerable men.
They have come down to us from a former
generation. Such men are yet known to many
of us. It would be but a tribute to their useful
lives and to their posterity for this association
to make them honorary life members. The
names of venerable retired retail jewelers should
be presented to the executive committee for con-
sideration to-day. Let us do homage to those of
our craft who are shadowing the evening hours
of life.
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CODE OF ETHICS

A code of ethics is a set of rules governing
human actions. The retail jeweler should live a
code of ethics in everyday life. He can elevate
himself to the highest plane of mercantile and
professional life if he will live up to a sensible
code.

These rules should cover the pricing of goods
bought elsewhere, treatment of business asso-
ciates, jobbers, manufacturers and customers.
The code should include uniformity in prices, ap-
prenticeship, credits, discounts and engraving.

We think each State association should adopt
a code and send a printed copy to each member
of the association. Make it optional with the
member whether he shall adopt it. This will
assist to raise the. standard of the craft. I will
make a few suggestions:

"Do not value goods purchased from another
jeweler."

"Be on friendly terms with your business
associates."

"To your customers, speak only praise of
your business associates."

"Deal with the manufacturers and the jobbers
as you wish your customers to deal with you."

"Do not be a price cutter."
"Be honest with yourself and all with whom

you deal."
"Be polite, pleasant, and thoughtful."
"Be cleanly; and be neatly dressed."
"Win the confidence of your community and

cherish it."
"Live each day in business as though it were

your last day."

COST OF DOING BUSINESS

It seems that there is a vague idea in the
jewelers' mind as to the cost of doing business.
Some jewelers say it costs them 15 per cent. to
do business; others say it costs them 20, 25 and
as high as 33 per cent. Very few seem to know
exactly how much it does cost to do business.

The retail jeweler must reduce the cost of
doing business; or turn his stock more times in
a year; or get more profit for his goods. All
these would be profitable adjuncts to our busi-
ness. All three can be improved if the real facts
are laid bare. Therefore we recommend that
this convention instruct the executive committee
to appoint a committee of two retail jewelers to
make a complete investigation by mail, of the
cost of doing business. This committee shall sub-
mit a list of questions to at least moo retail
jewelers all over the United States whose rating
shall be from $2,000 to $5o,000 each. The ex-
pense of this investigation shall be paid by the
national association. This committee shall make
a complete report one year hence to the national
convention.

TRADE-MARK

This association adopted a trade-mark, which
is placed upon jeweler's goods, wares and mer-
chandise in a manner that will enable jewelers
who are members of this association to determine
quality and source of such goods. These marks
will guaran.tee the quality to correspond with the
quality marked thereon. The goods bearing this
trade-mark shall be sold only to members of this
association. The manufacturers chosen to make
and dispense these goods shall be chosen by a
committee selected by this association. Members
of this association should give due consideration
to the trade-marked goods.

EDUCATION NEEDED

The retail jewelers need education. The re-
tail jewelers need training in business methods.
The teacher in the public schools must attend edu-
cational meetings even in vacation time to keep
abreast of the times. The lawyer, the minister
and the physician must be students in their lines
if they wish to gain eminence in the professions.
Even the farmer is being taught how to farm.
How to do intensive farming is the question with
the modern farmer.

The retail jeweler should study the scientific
problems in the trade. He should study sales-
manship. He should study art. He should be an
originator in artistic lines. He should be a judge
in the artisan's craft. His knowledge of art
should be so valuable that the lover of beautiful
goods will purchase from him because he knows
you speak with the authority of a master artisan.

We wish to impress upon the retail jewelers
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the necessity of greater attention to the artistic
side of their own vocation if they wish to pre-
serve and emphasize the time-honored trade indi-
viduality.

The retail jeweler can improve himself in all
these lines if he reads the trade press; if he
studies; if he thinks; and if he attends the jew-
elers' conventions. What do you think of a retail
jeweler who does not take a trade paper? Wbat
do you think of a retail jeweler who never attends
a jewelers' convention? What do you think of
a member of this association who has no door
plate and who is ashamed to display his certifi-
cate? What do you think of a member of this
association who will not pay his dues? What do
you think of a retail jeweler who never discounts
his bills and expects his jobber to carry him?

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

The American boys who are going through
our schools and colleges should have an oppor-
tunity to take industrial education in our lines
as a part of their chosen school work. The official
heads of school departments in all large towns
and cities should adopt sonic system in connec-
tion with the regular school work whereby boys
can fit themselves for life by means of industrial
education. We as representative men of many
States, should promulgate these ideas in our own
respective cities and States.

CONDEMN THE BILL

A bill was introduced into the last Congress
known as Senate Bill No. 8503 and House Bill
No. 26501. The purpose of this bill is to prevent
the fixing of a selling price on any article handled
in interstate commerce.

This association has gone on record in former
conventions in favor of a fixed selling price.
Every retail jewelers' association in the land be-
lieves in it. No doubt this convention favors a
fixed selling price. Therefore we recommend
that this convention go on record in a strong
resolution against the passage of Senate Bill No.
8503 and House Bill No. 26501. We further
recommend that the executive committee be in-
structed to use all reasonable means to prevent
the passage of this law at any time.

THE COMPLETE WATCH

We do not favor the manufacturer selling
complete witches except in the high grade move-
ments. Some of the reasons we assign against
complete watches in all grades are these: Our
investment in watches would necessarily be much
increased. It would bring about undesirable com-
binations between case and movement manufac-
turers. It would place the case manufacturer at
the mercy of the movement manufacturer. It
would divert to the mail order channel the output
of case companies who were not invited into the
alliance. The liberty and discretion of the jew-
eler would be curtailed by his being forced to
handle an undesirable case in order to get a
desired movement. It would force merger of the
watch case and watch movement industries.

Nearly all State conventions of retail jew-
elers have "resoluted" in unmistakable terms,
against the complete watch, except in high grade
movements. This convention should so record its
verdict.

THE STAMPING OF WATCH CASES

We believe the time has come when the case
manufacturers should stamp the thickness of gold
in the case. We believe the case manufacturers
should use their influence to have a law passed
making it obligatory to stamp the thickness of
gold in the lid of the case. The time limit could
be retained until the public becomes accustomed
to the new order of things. We believe the case
manufacturers should adopt such a policy volun-
tarily. What company will make the start?

We recommend that this convention go on
record in favor of such a law.

THE FIXED SELLING PRICE

No reform established in recent years appeals
so favorably to the retail jewelry trade as the
fixed selling policy, which effectively equalizes
competition and enables every jeweler to secure
a fair profit. The fixed selling price has received
the unqualified endorsement of the jewelers' or-
ganizations. Every branch of trade is appreciat-
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ing more and more the importance of a fixed
selling price. Price maintenance is rated by all
classes of the trade as the one solution of the
problem of cut prices. For price cutting destroys
profit, breeds distrust, robs the consumer of
quality, and fosters commercial debauchery.

Manufacturers in drugs, hardware, dry goods
and other trades, pronounce from experiencee the
maintenance of fixed prices productive of the
greatest advantages to all classes of trade.

It has been demonstrated time after time
that any article protected by either patent or
trade-mark can be sold at a fixed selling price.
in all court decisions thus far rendered, the
courts have made it clear that when the govern-
ment grants a patent it intends to do more for the
patentee than to give him the right to make and
sell his article for a limited time. The inference
from the decisions of the courts and grant of
government patents, is that the maker of a com-
modity which is protected by patent or trade-
mark, has the exclusive right of using and sell-
ing the article; and has the right to impose his
own conditions---to set the price with profit and
to maintain it. It is further assumed that who-
ever buys and sells the article agrees to all the
conditions and restrictions of sale.

We desire•a fixed selling price with a living
profit on standard articles in silverware, on all
watch movements, gold filled watch cases and
other standard goods.

We desire each watch company to put a
fixed selling price on each watch movement. We
desire each watch case company to put a fixed
selling price on each gold filled case.

Every watch company admits they can put
a fixed selling price on the watch movement.
Most of them have done so.

Some watch case companies contend they
cannot fix and maintain the price on gold filled
watch cases. If they patent the case or any part
of the case, or copyright the design of the case,
they can fix and maintain the price. The solution
of this matter rests with the case manufacturers.

Your president would be ungrateful to this
association if he did not express to you his appre-
ciation of the high honor conferred upon him
in twice electing him president of this association.
I wish to thank you for the honor. With this
distinguished honor, there have been large re-
sponsibilities and incessant labors. I presume
that very few have comprehended the responsi-
bilities of this office. We have aimed at fairness
to all interests. We have attempted to be broad-
minded in all our decisions. We have held the
reins of conservatism in both hands. We have
guided this association to the best of our ability.
We wish to impress upon this association the
great importance of carrying forward this work.
We wish to emphasize the neccessity of being con-
servative yet progressive.

It is with pleasure that we thank the trade
press for their loyal support to organization work
throughout the year, and also to the president
of this association. We appreciate the kindly
feeling that they have extended to us in this
work.

We wish to thank the secretary of this asso-
ciation, and also the other officers for the
assistance and the loyal support they have given
me in this work. We wish to thank the State
officers and the members of this association for
their words of encouragement and for their
honest labors for the perpetuity of this organi-
zation.

We take this occasion to thank most heartily
the Detroit Retail Jewelers' Club for the able
manner in which they have handled this great con-
vention problem.

May this association continue to grow in
power and efficiency. May its influence be ex-
tended wider and wider till the most glorious
achievements in commercial life shall have been
accomplished.

A most interesting paper on "The Splitting
of Time at the U. S. Naval Observatory" was
read by Andrew 0. Hutterly, of Washington, D.
C., vice-president of the Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion of the District of Columbia. It proved a
most valuable educational feature of the program
and brought out many points hitherto unknown
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to the jewelers and watchmakers in regard to the
scientific method of arriving at the correct time.
His paper will be found published in full with
illustrations on another page.

Unmistakable Signs

In introducing Senator Henry Zilliken, of
Wellsburg, West Virginia, President Archibald
spoke of him as a jeweler who wielded an influ-
ence that extended beyond the narrow confines of
his store and into the legislative halls of his
State. Senator Zilliken is either a born optimist
or a made one. His subject was "Unmistakable
Signs." He recognized the evils which existed
in the jewelry trade but expressed faith in the
individual jeweler to overcome them when once
he arrived at a true understanding of their im-

port. The Senator said

The very kind invitation of our worthy
and energetic president to address you was
accepted by me with great pleasure, espe-
cially as the subject he chose for me is right
in line with my predisposition to look at the
bright side of life, and to anticipate better
things in the future, even if the present is sat-
isfactory and good.

One of the strongest signs of still better
times in the future, in the jewelry trade, is
this meeting itself, bringing together masters
of the craft from almost every State in the
Union, to meet and become acquainted, to in-
terchange thoughts and ideas that will bring
about mutual progress and improvement, and,
above all, to learn that friendship and co-opera-
tion are much better and more agreeable, and
decidedly more profitable, than envious com-
petition and trying to underrate your brother
jeweler.

But is it not an unmistak-
Non-Retailing able sign of a better condi-
Wholesalers tion coming in the trade, to

notice the unanimity with
which the "Knights of the Grip" assure you
that their house never sells at retail or to
the dry goods trade? And, is it not a positive
proof to you of the value of this association,
to see how anxious they are to assure you
that their skirts are clear of any violation of
the rules of this association? And when you
learn, every once in a while, that this jobber
or that one has been cut off the list for retail-
ing or selling to the outside trade, or that a
watch company has entered suit to prevent
a mail order house, or department store, from
selling under price, is it not a sure sign that
you are pursuing the right path and slowly but
surely helping to improve your own and your
fellow-jewelers' chance to make a living and
to have a few of the enjoyments of life on
the side? For it is given to but few of us
retail jewelers to ever become rich enough to
retire, but I suppose we all hope to see the
time coming when we can discount all of our
bills and have enough ahead to visit this beau-
tiful City of the Straits every summer, and
enjoy the breezes that blow over the unsaltedse 

The better times that are
The coming to the retail jewelers
Fixed Price of the United States are

surely indicated by many un-
mistakable signs, and the most prominent of
these is the inclination of the public now to
want the quality of the goods the chief con-
sideration. The active advertising campaign
prosecuted by some of the watch companies
is bearing fruit, .and it is much easier now to
sell high-grade goods to your customer than
it was a few years ago, and the fact that these
high-grade goods are sold at a fixed price, in-
suring a reasonable profit to the retailer, has
proved a great boon to the trade. It is a
pleasure and satisfaction to handle these
goods, and it is accomplishing a great amount
of good in placing the retail jewelry trade on
a safe foundation. It is a pleasure, indeed, to
note the fact that a great change of heart has
taken place in the conduct of some of the
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large factories. That they have at last ar-
rived at the conclusion that some channels of
trade are safer and more conducive to per-
manent prosperity than others, and that the
good-will and well-being of the retail jeweler
is eventually the deciding factor in making
the large manufacturer of watches prosperous
or otherwise.A ndhit

his connection, too much weight
cannot be placed on the old maxim, "Help
those who are trying to help you," and if you
are bound to kick, be sure to kick the right
one at the right time and on the right spot.

There are also many other lines of goods
that the retail jewelers handle beside watches,
in which the fixed retail price is proving a
great boon and we want to do all that is pos-
sible to encourage the tendency in this direc-
tion. The manufacturer will soon discover that
the retailer will push those goods on which he
can make a living profit, and will be bound by
self-interest to co-operate with him in improv-
ing the line and making it more saleable, and
confining it to the legitimate channels of dis-
tribution.

Another of the unmistakable
Higher signs is the fact that not
Quality only in watches, but in all

classes of goods the jeweler
handles. the demand is for the better class of
goods in all lines. Sterling silver flat ware is
now an almost everyday demand, and can be
sold to the customer at only a slight advance
over the price that good plated goods com-
manded thirty years ago. You all will agree
with me that it is only the best grade of cut
glass that the jeweler has any demand for,
while the day of the filled ring, the gilt chain,
the five and ten-year filled case in the jewelry
store has gone, never to return, we hope. Let
the dry goods and hardware stores handle
them, but do not pollute your show cases with
such goods. They will cheapen your entire
stock. Make quality your first object and im-
press your customer with the idea that he is
a discriminating judge of quality, sell at a
fair price, and you are bound to win in the
race for commercial success. Whenever you
sell an article to a customer, remember that
that customer will have more money to spend
in the future and that you want him to come
back to you pleased and ready to trust you
again. Think of the pleasure it gives you to
have an old customer bring a daughter or a
son in, refer to the quality of the goods you
sold him or her twenty-five, thirty or thirty-
five years ago, and ask you to sell them some-
thing just as good, something that will give
equal satisfaction. Truly, the memory of the
quality will remain long after the price is for-
gotten. Those of us who live in small towns,
away from the burly-burly of city life, enter
into close relation and friendship with many
of our customers. We see the little girls grow
up, have sweethearts, become wives, mothers
and grandmothers. We watch the boy that
first brought in his toy engine, or air-gun to
repair, grow up to manhood and enter into a
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business or professional career, and many of
them remain friends and customers through
life, just because we treated the little girl or
boy right at the start. The retail jeweler must
inspire trust and confidence if he would suc-
ceed, and if he justifies this trust and confi-
dence, reasonable success is always sure to
follow.

The elevating influence of
Elevating our Association has shown
Influence itself at every State meeting

that I have ever attended,
as it is based on ideas of sound busi-

ness and common sense in the conduct of
business, it is bound to improve the condition
of the retailer in every way. We are not
trying to interfere with any other person's
business, only attending to our own, endeavor-
ing to place it on a higher plane, preaching
to our members that square dealing is the
foundation of success, and that courtesy and
kindness are the weapons with which to meet
our competitors. The more frequently we
meet with our brothers in the trade, the
stronger we are impressed with the fact that
they are really good fellows, trying to earn an
honest living, that every good thing that helps
them to success will better our condition if
we make the right effort, and, above all, that
everything that tends to make the trade as a
whole, prosperous and healthy, will improve
the condition of every individual member.

If we could only impress
Value of each individual retail jeweler
Organization in the land with the value of

this Association to him, very
few would be outside of the fold; and if we
could persuade a larger number of our mem-
bers to attend the State and local meetings,
we could bring many to join us, who now
seem indifferent about doing so. We have a
much better chance to persuade the doubtful
ones now, than those had who started this
Association, and kept it alive for years, with
very little to show for the constant effort and
persistent labor that they gave to the cause.
We can show much good already accomplished,
and the promise of much more in the fu-
ture that will be of direct advantage to the
retail jewelers of the United States. But of
much more value than any direct pecuniary
benefit is the meeting with the brothers of the
craft socially, having a friendly chat with
them about business and pleasure, ancl finding
out what really good fellows they are and
how very much their ideas and ours agree
about many points of the business. But of
how much more value it is to us, when they
advance ideas different from those we enter-
tain, give us their reason and often lead us
to adopt new modes of doing business, or of
making changes here and there in conduct of
business, stock or fixtures that we had never
thought of before. I have never yet attended
a State meeting that I did not get some
pointer of value to carry home with me that
more than repaid all expenses by making me
an increased profit, saved time or reduced
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labor. When you look further at the advan-
tage it is to meet the various representatives
of the factories here and see their goods; have
them explain to you the latest improvements
in their lines, and give you the reason why
they are introducing this new model, or rec-
ommending that new style, or have their tech-
nical men explain to you the latest wrinkles
ill horological science, the great value of these
meetings will impress you with irresistible
force, and the knowledge you gain will be of
great value to you in the conduct of your
business. Intelligent co-operation of all the
branches of the trade will eventually be
brought about by this association unless all
signs fail, and let us bend our energies to
snake these signs prove true prophets. Let
us demand just and fair treatment from those
who sell us their goods. Let us also deal justly
and fairly with those from whom we buy. But,
above all things, let us deal honestly and
squarely with the one who will eventually have
the last and most important say in the matter,
the one who buys from us, the ultimate con-
sumer, and all will be well.

Inspiration and Expression

J. R. Stebbins, of Ashtabula, Ohio, secretary
of the Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association, and one
of the hardest workers in association work, spoke
on "Inspiration and Expression." He regarded
as synonymous "inspiration" as he defined it with
"suggestion" as now understood in the world of
psychology. He said:

About twenty years ago a practicing phy-
sician of Nancy, France, by the name of Lie-
bault, announced his discovery of a new law of
psychic phenomena which he called sugges-
tion, and a little later Dr. Thomas J. Hudson,
then of Washington, D. C., published his fa-
mous book, "The Law of Psychic Phenomena,"
which deals largely and lucidly with sugges-
tion, and it might be well for us to consider
some of Dr. Hudson's argument that we may
get his idea before us.

Dr. Hudson's argument is that the human
mind is of a dual nature, and he designated
the divisions as objective and subjective, since
which time the science of psychology has
received its greatest impetus. With that por-
tion of the mind called objective we perceive
the world about us, its media of observation
being the five physical senses: hearing, seeing,
tasting, smelling and feeling. The subjective
mind makes its observations by means inde-
pendent of the physical senses and operates
the best when they are in complete abeyance,
as exemplified by the hypnotic subject in a
state of somnambulism. It perceives by in-
tuition, is the seat of emotions and the store-
house of memory. It receives its impressions
from another person, or from one's own ob-
jective mind by means of auto-suggestion.

When a customer enters your store he
comes for a certain, definite purpose, his dual
mind being at that time as nearly at a bal-
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ance as it ever gets, and you can easily arouse
the objective or subjective by argument on
the one hand, or by tactful suggestion on the
other. Through scientific methods, which are
now well taught, it is possible to quickly estimate,
or "size up," as we call it, the customer
in such a thorough manner that the best
form of suggestion to lead him can be known
quite quickly.

The memory of the subjective mind is said
to be perfect, and this point is of greatest
practical value to the scientific salesman. In
dealing with a customer it is quite possible to
develop future business of a definite nature by
the right use of suggestion to his subjective
mentality, and the good effect can be relied
upon with perfect confidence if some unfore-
seen calamity does not intervene. It is well
known that a person cannot be thus led
against his will, but the customer who enters
your store is a willing customer, and it only
remains for you to properly read him to make
the sale, which can be done by traversing the
path of least resistance through his peculiar
mentality.

You may, and often do, find that you
haven't the exact article called for, but you
have provided an article for the purpose in-
tended, which you, by the knowledge of your
business, know to be superior. Your case is
now straight and true, and you have the right
to make such positive suggestions as seem
fitted to inspire the customer to part with his
money, though it might be a greater amount
than he had intended to spend. In selecting
such merchandise, let the merchant see to it
that he does not allow selfish motives to dic-
tate, for he who best serves the public, re-
ceives the greatest patronage. When a new
customer comes into the store with such an
equipment, he learns to have confidence in it,
and by trusting to the superior knowledge of
that institution he becomes a regular patron,
and when he or his family, or friends, want
anything in that line, it is the first place to
which they go.

This fact is trite to all merchants, but few
have thought far enough to discover the rea-
son or underlying principle that the phenom-
enon might be repeated oftener. The first
thing necessary is to know well your busi-
ness—know it so well and so thoroughly that
you become inspired with it in all its details.
The second thing is to be able to express
your knowledge to your customers in such
a manner that he is inspired to spend his
money with you and constantly express his
confidence in you by coming again and again.
The third thing necessary is sympathy with
humanity.

This subject is considered of so much
importance that its development is now in-
teresting some of the greatest minds of our
times, and finds expression in spoken, as well
as written salesmanship or advertising. Manu-
facturing concerns have long since seen the
possibility of securing to their product the
initial stages of sale through their national
advertising campaigns. Vast amounts of
money are being spent in all lines of manu-
factured goods to do nething but secure the
attention of the consumer, while some go even
further in effort and expense to secure desire,
and even resolve, and oftentimes are quite
successful in getting the consumer to go to
the local dealer and demand the particular ad-
vertised article, and accept no other. This is
all accomplished by the right use of the power
of suggestion.

"Gems" was the subject of an address by
John B. Osthoff, traveling salesman for Jos.
Noterman & Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Ost-
hoff is an authority on this subject and his ad-
dress proved of much value to the jewelers, for
he treated it from a scientific standpoint. His
address served to give the retailer a better under-
standing of the previous store end of his busi-
ness. His address will be found in full on an-
other page.

KEYSTONE

The Men of Jewels
Col. John L. Shepherd, known to every jew-

eler interested in the association movement, spoke
on "The Men of Jewels." His appearance before
the convention was the signal for prolonged
applause. His address found a responsive chord
in the hearts of his audience. The Colonel spoke
from years of close intimacy with the retail jew-
elry trade of the entire country. He confined his
remarks to careful analysis of the conditions re-
sponsible for many of the trade evils, now ex-
isting in the jewelry trade. He spoke in part as
follows:

A long and careful observation of the evils
that beset our trade to-day leads me to the un-
avoidable conclusion that they are largely due
to the manufacture and sale of worthless jew-
elry, and the lack of confidence that jewelers,
as a rile, have in their competitors. These
evils are capable of redress, but the remedy
lies with you. It is not in the power of manu-
facturer or jobber to help you in these things.
And this Association that brings you together
is the first great step in the right direction,
and I trust that I shall be able to show to
you a few of the evils in putting the honest
manufacturer and jobber in competition with
the makers of spurious goods and unscrupu-
lous dealers. The public know nothing of
the goods you offer them, except as you in-
form them. This is a fact you must admit.
Admitting this, how can manufacturer or job-
ber be responsible for the evils that curse
the trade, as is charged? The jobber is your
friend. Your success means his, and it is
certainly not in his interest to build up an
unscrupulous competitor in your town against
you. It would be foolish to do that, and the
fact that you have such competition is largely
due to the fact that you have given character
and dignity to a class of goods that should
never be allowed to rind room in the show
case of a jeweler whose name alone gives
to them a standing that they could never
achieve, and which, like the viper that has
been warmed into life, stings to death the one
that gave it protection. You should let the
maker and dealer of dishonest goods make
their own market, something that they can
never do, so long as you have the confidence
of the public, and when you have lost this,
you had better look for pastures new.

Now, gentlemen, I am here to talk to
you as a business man about the evils that
you have associated yourselves together in
order that you may remedy them, and the fact
that there is such an organization is in evi-
dence that there is a wrnng that needs to be
righted. What is this wrong? What is this
remedy? If we know the first, we may learn
the second. Is it the fault of the manufactur-
ers, the jobbers, or is it a wrong that all par-
ticipate in?

I ask you, was there ever a trade that held
the public so completely in its power as to a
knowledge of its wares, and was there ever
in the world a trade that profited so little
by reason of this fact? There is an old saw
floating around the world that says, "All that
glitters is not gold." This, however, was
only true before the advent of the American
jewelry manufacturer, who has discovered how
to make gold jewelry without the use of the
precious metal at all. To almost every cus-
tomer that comes in your store, all that glit-
ters is gold, especially if your individual repu-
tation is like that of Caesar's wife—above sus-
picion. The lady who enters the dry goods
store often knows more about the quality of
the silks and laces than does the young man
behind the counter, but what does she know
in your store? Nothing. She is at the mercyof your apprentice boy. That you have not
taken advantage of this ignorance on the partol the public is more of a compliment to
your honesty than it is to the up-to-date
business methods of your outside rivals who
have been attracted to the jewelry trade justby reason of this state of affairs.
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The clothing dealer of your town uses
worthless jewelry, in order to foist equally
worthless clothing upon the backs of the peo-
ple. The cigar dealer finds it to be of great
value in inducing his customers to smoke the
vilest of cigars. The candy dealer finds it to
be of valuable assistance in disguising his glu-
cose that the people think he is feeding them
sugar. The editor finds that the cheap jew-
elry and watches are the best inducement
that he could offer the public to get them to
read his silly paper.

Now, were 1 to say that all these things
were your fault, you would, doubtless, think
me crazy. But they are largely the fault of
the retail jeweler, and he has contributed to
it in this way. He has encouraged the manu-
facturer of this class of goods by placing them
side by side with the goods of honest manu-
facturers; he has given to them his good
name and reputation. It is only of late years
that you have had all these things to contend
with. And it has grown, and will grow, with
every reduction of price and debasement of
the goods. And as business men, you know
that the cheaper an article becomes, the greater
the competition to sell it to the public, for the
reason that it takes less capital to embark in
the trade. No man labors with his muscle
if he can live by his brains, and all that pre-
vents almost any intelligent man from going
into business for himself is the lack of capital,
but with the cheapening of goods there comes
the long looked-for opportunity. To object
to this may seem selfish, but it is human and
in conformity with that unwritten but inex-
orable law of the survival of the fittest.

The retailer says that he does not en-
courage the debasing the quality of the goods.
And regrets all such steps. And this is true
indirectly, but you do it in this way: For
years you have been dealing with a reliable
house, who have furnished you with a line of
goods that has made your name synonymous
with honor and integrity among your neigh-
bors. Finally, there comes along a represen-
tative of the house that is unable to compete
with the honest methods of the jobber with
whom you have been dealing, and offers you
similar goods, in looks, and you buy them.
Then, when the traveler for the old firm comes
alcmg he is told that his goods are too high-
priced, and that you have bought elsewhere,
and any arguments he may offer that the
goods are inferior to those he has sold you for
years are often met with the reply that the
goods look as well, and the public won't know
the difference. The traveler writes this to his
firm who, in order that they may not lose
your trade, lay in a stock of these goods
or requests his manufacturer to make a simi-
lar line in order to meet with this unbusi-
ess-like and dishonest competition. These

goods arc sold to your competitor, you both
sell them cheaper to the public, your profits
were less, as were those of all concerned, from
the poor workman at the bench to the manu-
facturer: The public was forced into buying
these goods and the doors of the retail jew-
dry trade opened a little wider. to the man
devoid of principle. Now, I feel sure that had
the legitimate retail jeweler turned his back
upon the maker and seller of these snide goods
he would have put a stop to the greatest curse
that ever fell to the lot of any trade, and
this class of goods would have found its proper
place in the push cart of a street peddler, for,
I am sorry to say, it has found its counterpart
of the goods that lie in the show case of the
retail jeweler.

Ef you believe in an organization of jewel-
ers for jewelers you must see to such things
as these. You must have greater respect for
your competitor, who is honestly your com-
petitor, and remember that mutual respect
means mutual confidence, and unless there
is respect and confidence there can never be
'success.

Many jewelers ask for the protection of
the manufacturers. This I think they are
powerless to grant, and that protection, if
there is such a thing, must come from you
to them, as I have endeavored to show you
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that the manufacturer only gets at the public
through you. Both you and the jobber stand
between them and the public, and the reputa-
tion of any manufacturer is just what you
make it, and when the twenty thousand or
more retailers of this country learn this thor-
oughly and make use of it, the days of dis-
honest competition will be over. A man may
spend thousands and thousands of dollars in
advertising his wares, and one word from you
across your counter blasts his reputation in
the mind of the buyer. To deny this would.
be to deny your influence with your customers
upon a matter that the average man is sup-
posed to be as ignorant about as is an English-
man about America. But a word from you
in favor of the goods of an irresponsible
party puts them in the possession of your cus-
tomer along with your honor and reputation
as a business man, and to you alone it is upon
whom the people depend for the informa-
tion that they believe about the things they
buy.

Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day

Wednesday was "Manufacturers' and Job-
bers' Day," and was, in one sense, the great day
of the gathering. It was the first time in the
history of jewelry trade organizations that all
three sections of the trade were officially repre-
sented at a retail jewelers' convention. In a meas-
ure the entire trade was represented at the Omaha
meeting, but the National Association of Man-
ufacturing Jewelers was not in existence at that
time, and such manufacturers as were present
came only on the solicitation of President Archi-
bald and not as the officially accredited represen-
tatives of the manufacturers. No wiser pro-
visions were ever made on the program of a re-
tailers' convention than those providing for a
Jobbers' and Manufacturers' Day. They have
been directly responsible for the feeling of good
fellowship which has found its way into the vari-
ous branches of the jewelry trade within the past
year or so, and for that spirit of fraternal unity
which will eventually solve many of the intricate
problems of jewelry commercialism.

The first manufacturer to address the con-
vention was Jacob Franks, president of the Rock-
ford Watch Co., of Rockford, Ill. His subject was
The Progressive Jeweler." In opening his re-
marks Mr. Franks paid a glowing compliment to
the organization movement and expressed the
opinion that the raising of the standard of the
jewelry business would eventually come through
the efforts of organization. His address will be
found on another page in this issue.

Filled Case Guarantee

The subject of "Gold Filled Watch Case
Guarantees from Various Points of View" was
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treated by Charles W. Harman, Secretary
Fahys Watch Case Co. Mr. Harman said:

The history of time guarantees in watch cases
began with the manufacture of gold filled cases.
Prior to this time there was no occasion for
time guarantees, as the quality and thickness of
the precious metal used could easily be ascertained
by either consumer or retail jeweler. With the
introduction of gold filled cases, however, there
was introduced an element of mystery, as it is
physically impossible for either the public or the
dealer to ascertain the thickness of gold used in
these cases without mutilating or destroying the
case. If time guarantees had not been given with
gold filled cases I am certain that this line of
manufacture would still be an infant industry and
not worthy of your attention. Furthermore, it is
soundly maintained that not only has the time
guarantee been responsible for the success and
growth of this industry, but in an article in which
the wearing quality cannot be actually tested,
except in the course of years, it is only fair to the
dealer and public that the manufacturer who
produces the goods should give a guarantee back-
ing up his faith in their wearing qualities.

There is probably no other line of manu-
facture in which the giving of time guarantees
is a general custom, nor ally in which good faith
is so generally practiced. I congratulate you
that you are in a line of business in which the
manufacturers, as a class, not only guarantee but
make good their guarantees without 'quibbling.
The liberality of the manufacturers in reference
to making good their guarantee has, however,
led to many abuses.

What does a time guarantee
What a in a gold filled case mean?
Guarantee Means Does it mean that when a

watch is dropped from the top
of a telegraph pole and the case is badly damaged,
a new case should be given in exchange without
charge? Does it mean that when a watch is run
over by a wagon and the case smashed a new
case should be given in exchange without charge?
Does it mean that when a case which originally
had a solid gold bow has worn through on some
other part and is sent in for exchange, with a
brass or nickel bow, a new case with gold bow
should be given without charge? These are only
samples of claims made to the manufacturers very
frequently.

I take it that the time guarantee in a gold
filled case relates purely and simply to one thing,
which is, that the gold on the case is of sufficient
thickness to wear the specified time without ex-
posing the base metal, and if the gold should
wear through within the time specified, a new
case should be given with cheerfulness and with
out hesitation or cost. Is it not reasonable that
when the reputable manufacturers mean to be fair
and just, that you should be equally fair to them,
and not ask them to do anything that you would
not be willing to do were you in their place?

The stamping of guarantees in
Stamping of filled cases removes some of
Guarantees in the more serious abuses on the
the Case part of unscrupulous manu-

facturers and dealers, as it is
not nearly so easy to stamp a guarantee in a case
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as to print a guarantee. There are, however, still
some abuses and it is a well-known fact that there
are many cases put on the market which were
not made in good faith as far as guarantees are
concerned. These abuses will never be eliminated
by legislation preventing stamping of any
guarantee in filled cases. A year or two since
a movement was on foot to enact federal legis-
lation to this effect. Some of the independent
manufacturers opposed this legislation and de-
feated it as they believed in the right of each
reputable and honest manufacturer not only to
make gold filled cases which would wear a
specified time, but also to stamp such guarantee
in his goods as long as such guarantee was made
in good faith. Has it ever occurred to you that
such legislation would probably prevent any new
gold filled case manufacturer from getting a
foothold in the market? Have you ever coupled
this theory with the fact that certain manufac- ,
tuners now seeking control or monopoly very
strongly favored this legislation? And has it ever
occurred to you that if such legislation was
enacted and some corporation could get control
of the filled case situation, either by purchase of
competitors or by crowding them out of business,
that they could not only prevent new competition,
but could eventually leave the burden of making
guarantees good upon the shoulders of the retail
dealer?

I am glad to belong to the
Equal school which still believes in
Opportunity the good old American princi-

ples of liberty and giving every
man an equal opportunity according to his merits.
I am reliably informed there are manufacturers
who stamp zo-year guarantees in 5-year cases. I
am also informed there is one manufacturer who
has stamped a lot of mo-year cases with the word
"Permanently." The purpose of reputable manu-
facturers is not primarily to guarantee their
products, but to make such goods as they are
satisfied will wear a certain time and then in good
faith to make and back up the guarantee. It is,
therefore, not the main thing for the retailer
to simply look at the guarantee, but to know the
maker of the guarantee.

To illustrate a condition which exists, I have
here in my possession a circular in which are
advertised certain cases guaranteed to wear for
25 years. A comparison of prices shows this
brand in 18s. Screw B. & B. to be $3.70 net, or
$1.56 less than the 18s. 25-year of another brand
made by the same works of this company, and
$3.72 less than the 18s. 25-year made by other
works of the same company. Here are three dif-
ferent priced cases made by the same company
with the same guarantee. Is it a fact that the
guarantee of 25-years is equally good in the case
for $3.70 as in the case for $7.42?

Is this not a fair question for you to ask of
these manufacturers? How are you to compete
if you handle the high-priced 25-year cases and
your neighbor handles the lower-priced 25-year
cases, all of which are made by the same company
and guaranteed for the same number of years?
These are questions you are entitled to have
answered.

While time guarantees will continue to be
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stamped in cases, there may be some additional
safeguards which will tend to eliminate evils and
prevent frauds which are injurious alike to manu-
facturers and retailers. I refer now to the
stamping of the thickness of the gold stock used
in the manufacture of gold filled cases. If there
were legislation requiring in all cases in which
there was a time guarantee that the thickness of
the gold be stamped in the case as well, it would
go far to assigt the retail jeweler in his competi-
tion with fake goods. An expression from your
convention on this line would, I believe, have
great weight.

The value of a guarantee de-
Integrity of the pends primarily on the in-
Manufacturer tegrity of the manufacturer.

Certainly the financial strength
and good reputation of a large corporation is of
great value in a filled case guarantee. Just as
truly is the financial strength and integrity of
an individual of great value in a filled case
guarantee, with the additional strength that comes
with the element of personal pride and reputation,
which goes with the name of an individual.
Doubly strong therefore is the guarantee which
has back of it the combination of corporate finan-
cial strength and the name of an individual, with
the pride of name and family. This can best be
illustrated by referring to our late friend, John
C. Dueber, the head of a great corporation, whose
son is with us to-day, and, who not only on
account of business and moral reasons, but also
out of respect for the good name of his father,
stands ready to make good the guarantee made
by the Dueber Company,

In Grecian mythology there was a goddess
named Nemesis; who personified that righteous
indignation which punishes the arrogant and un-
righteous abuse of prosperity. When the Persians
faced the Greeks on the Plains of Marathon;
confident in their power and previous success, it
is said they boasted that Nemesis had fled to
Mount Olympia. In a short time, their haughty
boast turned into a panic, and after their defeat
in battle, Nemesis pursued them with relentless
fury. Nemesis still lives and will pursue with
like fury and vengeance those manufacturers who
disregard right, and, in the flush of prosperity,
forget the Golden Rule and endeavor to evade
their just responsibilities.

One of the most thorough and thoughtful
addresses of the day was delivered by S. D. Rider,
vice-president of the South Bend Watch Co. Mr.
Rider spoke with years of experience behind him,
both as a retailer and as a manufacturer. His
subject was "Credits in the Retail Business." His
address was valuable in more ways than one. In
the first place it gave the retailers an insight into
the thoroughness with which a jobber or manu-
facturer looks up the credit of a prospective cus-
tomer before opening an account with him and
the watchful eyes they keep on his store, his
stock, his standing in the community and the
progress he is making. In the second place Mr.
Rider's address demonstrated to the retailers
that good credit is the foundation of good busi-
ness. The address will be found in full on an-
other page of this issue,

The Manufacturer's Viewpoint

Albert M. Dueber, president of Dueber-
Hampden Watch Co., delivered an address on the
subject, "The Manufacturer's Viewpoint." He
said:

I am expected to discuss "The Manufac-
turer's Viewpoint," but before I attempt to show
you some of the things the manufacturer sees
from his point of view I want to say that I have
long ago come to the conclusion that a mistaken
idea exists as to the position of the manufacturer.
His is not a bed of roses, and I hope when I
have finished the few meager remarks I shall
endeavor to make that you may leave here feel-
ing that the manufacturer is not to blame for all
the sins of our business, and that in the future,
when your are prone to lay the blame for events

and conditions upon his shoulders, you will stop
and consider the many trying situations which con-
front him, and look upon him with a degree of
compassion.

The first and foremost propo-
Manufacturer's sition which the manufacturer
Considerations must consider is his plant, his

organization and his workmen,
for it is the efficiency of his organization and the
skill of his workmen upon which he must rely
for the quality of his product, and I may say
that it is or should be the policy of every manu-
facturer to place quality in his merchandise above
all else. With hundreds of people employed,
dozens of different departments to be looked
after, there arise a multitude of perplexing ques-
tions for determination each day. The manu-
facturer must always be alert and watchful to
keep his product up-to-date and up to standard.

He must think of the up-keep of his plant
and his buildings, which entails each year an ex-
pense amounting to thousands of dollars. He has
to meet the ever-increasing burden of taxation—
municipal, county, State and Federal. He must
be careful that his overhead charges are kept
within bounds. He must make his workrooms
attractive, sanitary, and as healthful as possible
for his workmen, and must pay the highest wages
the business will stand, in order that his people
may be contented and happy, and thereby render
the best service, and last, but far from least, he
must meet each week the ever-approaching pay
roll, and share with the people he employs their
misfortunes and sorrows by being of whatever
assistance he can to them at all times. A thou-
sand and one things demand the attention of the
manufacturer, about which the outside world is
entirely ignorant.

But after the product is mann-
Marketing factured and safely deposited
the Product in the great vaults of his insti-

tution the manufacturer finds
himself just rounding the first curve in his race
for industrial success. He is now confronted by
the problems incident to the selling end of the
business, and I am frank to say that the selling
end is the great problem in the watch business
to-day. We hear a great deal of discussion in
regard to the best system for marketing watches.
The present prevailing method, which is for the
manufacturer to market his product through
jobbers, has its advantages and its disadvantages.

A manufacturer with a large daily produc-
tion is in an entirely different position than the
manufacturer with a comparatively small daily
production. The jobbing system is advantageous
in that it enables the manufacturer to dispose
of his product in large quantities with compara-
tively few accounts. The jobbers, by reason of
years of endeavor, have worked up their business
and are able to market watches through estab-
lished channels, with their other lines, at re-
duced expense when compared with the equip-
ment and organization a manufacturer would
require in order to put in operation an equally
effective system.

But the jobbing system has,
The Jobbing perhaps among many others,
System one great disadvantage in my

judgment, for it serves to keep
the manufacturer out of close touch with the re-
tail jeweler who, after all, is the great mainstay
of our business. Many misunderstandings arise,
where the manufacturer is wrongfully blamed,
simply because he has no opportunity to meet the
retail jeweler face-to-face and talk the situation
over with him. The manufacturer is compelled
to rely upon the jobbers to look after his interests
with the retailer, and the jobber, who may handle
a number of lines, may for some reason be hostile
to the particular manufacturer against whom the
retailer lodges a complaint, or he may be indif-
ferent. He may even promise to bring the matter
to the attention of the manufacturer, and care-
lessly, or by reason of indifference, fail to do so,
and the net result of it all is that the manu-
facturer is very often accused of being indiffer-
ent to complaints, when he has never been given
a hearing. For my own part I only wish that I
might have the time to visit and become person-
ally acquainted with every retail jeweler in this
country, but as that is impossible, I will have
to do the next best thing by getting acquainted
with as many as I can.
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Price cutting is one of the
Price Cutting things which gives every man-

ufacturer more or less concern,
because it is all-important to the legitimate manu-
facturer that he maintain as well as establish the
stability of his product. A manufacturer. is often
blamed because the prices on a certain line of his
merchandise are being cut, when he is in a way
powerless to control the situation. For instance,
a jobber may have a large quantity of a certain
class of goods on hand and, finding himself in
need of ready money or in temporary financial
straits, unload the stock at cut prices, or, again,
he may be content with a very small margin of
profit and cut prices at every opportunity, until
the manufacturer is almost driven to desperation
by the situation which results.

Another great thorn in the flesh of the
legitimate manufacturer is the unscrupulous
merchant, whether he be a manufacturer, jobber
or retailer. To manufacture an honest product
containing an honest commercial value, and then
to find yourself competing with a dishonest
product of little or no real commercial value, is
very discouraging to say the least. The retail
jeweler who has had to compete with the auction
house will fully understand what I mean.

Every device known to art has been brought
into play to destroy the stability of this business,
by manufacturing and placing upon the market
inferior goods with false and fraudulent mark-
ings, all for the purpose of unlawful gain and to
the great detriment of the consumer as well as
the legitimate manufacturer and dealer. The re-
sponsible companies, who are all well known to
you, have for years used their best endeavors
and expended large sums of money to the end
that the business might be legitimatized and fraud
ill the working of the precious metals reduced to
a minimum.

The provisions contained in the new tariff
law, requiring that the name of the manufacturer
and the country of origin, together with the num-
ber of jewels and adjustments, be indelibly
stamped on all imported watch movements, will
go a great way toward eliminating the frauds and
misrepresentations practiced by auction houses
and unscrupulous dealers, all of which should
inure to the final benefit of the honest retail jew-
eler, jobber and manufacturer.

Competition in the manufac-
Competition in ture of merchandise regulates
Manufacture both its quality and its price.

Eliminate this competition
and the jobber and the retail jeweler will find
themselves at the mercy of the dominant manu-
facturer. The quality in the merchandise will
vanish, but the prices either remain the same or
be materially increased. I believe in the open
door policy in selling merchandise. I believe in
it because in my judgment any other policy means
the ultimate destruction of this business so far
as any real profit to the retail jeweler or the inde-
pendent manufacturer and jobber is concerned.

The retail jeweler has the power to materi-
ally assist in enforcing this open door policy,
because when all is said and done, the retail jew-
eler really determines what brand of goods his
customer will buy. It is upon his recommenda-
tion that the customer relies. If you believe in
freedom, if. you have in your hearts the Ameri-
can spirit, if you are ambitious for permanent
success in your business, you will find, if you
give it careful consideration, that the open door
policy is the only road you call afford to follow.

I bdieve also in peace, but if there is to be
war let it be war to the bitter end rather than sac-
rifice a single principle of the right. Many
things may occur to shake one's faith; for
instance, your old customers may come to you
with tears in their eyes and say: "We are
commanded to do no more business with you.
You have always been upright and honorable in
your dealings with us during our many years of
business association. Our personal relations have
been such that we feel the deepest of personal
attachment for you and for your companies, but
we are commanded to no longer deal with you.
We have been threatened and coerced until we
have been compelled to yield, but we want to tell
you that to deliver this message to you is one of
the saddest duties we have been called upon to
perform during our long business career." Not
pleasant news to receive, to say the least, yet in
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the face of situations such as this we still have
faith; we will keep up the good fight, and, with
the assistance of those who believe in the right
and who have the courage of their convictions,
we expect to conquer.

Jacob Bunn, president of the Illinois Watch
Co., of Springfield, Ill., was to have addressed the
convention on "Old Landmarks." The conven-
tion was disappointed, however, ill not having an
opportunity of listening to Mr. Bunn. President
Archibald received a telegram from him in which

he sent his regrets at not being able to attend
the convention and stating that he was unavoid-
ably detained in New York.

"The Fixed Selling Price—a Benefit to the

Retail Trade," a subject which has been for sev-
eral years, and is at the present time, engrossing
the attention of thoughtful jewelers throughout

the country, was well handled by Charles F'. Mil-

ler, president of the Hamilton Watch Co., Lan-
caster, Pa. His address will be found in full on
page 1273 of this issue.

Relation of the Wholesaler to the Retail Jeweler

President A. G. Schwab, of the National

Wholesale Jewelers' Association, was the first
speaker of the afternoon session. The appear-
ance of Mr. Schwab on the platform of the con-
vention was the signal for prolonged applause.
His address was on the subject, "The Relation of
the Wholesale Jeweler to the Retail Jeweler." It
was a most fair and just analysis of the relations
which have existed in the past and exist now
between those two important branches of the
jewelry industry and set forth in clear and un-
mistakable terms the ideal conditions, those which
both the jobbers and the retailers are endeavor-
ing to bring about. His address was as follows:

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—While I
fully appreciate your kindly reception as a
personal compliment and for which I thank
you most heartily, I take it that this enthu-
siastic demonstration on your part is rather
Etti evidence of the friendly sentiments which
you entertain towards the National Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association and its representa-
tives.

When I was in New York City in March
last I received a letter which was forwarded to
me from my office, in which your honorable
president invited me to attend this convention
here to-day. I explained to him the embar-
rassing position I was in. that I did not know
who was likely to be elected as my succes-
sor at our meeting in June, and that it would
place the new president ill a peculiar position
to find the place he would be expected to oc-
cupy on this occasion already filled by some
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one else. But Brother Archibald is not so
easily discouraged. Nothing would satisfy
him but that I would promise to come here
whether I was president of the National Asso-
ciation or not. I was up against it, and here
I am. I assure you that I feel most highly
honored at being invited to be here, and it
affords me the greatest pleasure and satisfac-
tion to be with you.

Your president also insisted that I give the
subject on which I would speak to you, and I
selected one with which I am more familiar
than any other, "The Relations Between the
Wholesaler and Retail Jeweler," but, frankly
speaking, there is not much to it. Since the
recent meeting at Cincinnati, where the presi-
dent and representatives of the Manufacturers'

• A. G. Schwab

Association from Providence and also' your
president honored us by their presence and we
compared notes, there is really not much to
say on the subject I had selected. There seems
to be such harmony of opinion, such clear un-
derstanding and friendly feeling between us
that it looks as if we were all one family, each
working out a certain branch, all intended for
the common good. The three branches of the
jewelry business, the manufacturers, jobbers
and retailers, seem to realize their respective
spheres of usefulness towards each other more
than ever. Each recognizes that our interests
are closely identified and that one really needs
the other.

These associations have had a wonderful
effect in educating their members, who now
understand each other better than ever, and
have helped greatly to cement and foster the
friendly relations which should and do exist
right now between us all.

At our recent meeting in Cincinnati our
Mayor, who addressed the delegates and
guests at a banquet, said: "After reading the
first paragraph of the constitution and the ob-
ject of the National Wholesale Jewelers' As-
sociation, viz.: 'To foster and promote a feel-
ing of fellowship and good-will among its
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members, and on broad and equitable lines to
advance the welfare of the wholesale jewelry
trade of the United States,' if you had formed
your Association for no other purpose than
that it would be a sufficient and good reason
for your existence."

But, gentlemen, we are not satisfied with
that. We know that there are at times ques-
tions and matters on 'which we differ some-
what, needing explanation or consideration,
which can only be successfully explained and
worked out by our getting together and talk-
ing these matters over in a rational and con-
servative manner. And it is for this purpose
that I advocated the establishing of a Board
of Arbitration to consider the questions
about which we may honestly differ. Your
president gave me the assurance while in Cin-
cinnati that he was heartily in favor of such
a proposition and I sincerely hope you will
appoint a committee which will meet jointly
with similar committees from the .Manufactur-
ers' and Jobbers' Associations, to consider
questions of this kind.

It has been said that the importance of the
jobbers' occupation or middleman's position is
very much on the wane. That may be true
in many lines of business, but I do not believe
that ally of us will live to see the day when
the wholesale jeweler will not be a very useful
and helpful friend to the retailer. Did you
ever consider what an undertaking it would be
for a retail jeweler who carries a stock of
goods, say, from $5000 to $10,000 or more, to
go East, where the manufacturers reside, and
select an assortment of goods from perhaps
50 or 100 or more manufacturers in order to
procure a well-selected stock? And what an
expense and inconvenience it would incur to
get the goods together? And did it ever occur
to you gentlemen what a job it would be to
finance your business if you would have 50
or 100 accounts to consider? In my opinion it
would not make any material difference
whether you were able to pay cash for all your
purchases or whether you bought them on
time—the trouble would be just the same,
and the expense of securing the goods equally
as great. Do you realize what a convenience
it is for you to have the representative of a
good jobbing house come to your store, bring
the goods right to your door and enable you
to select just what you actually need and
supply your wants thus, without any trouble,
without any loss of time and without any ex-
pense to you?

Many manufacturers, nearly all in our
line, who have tried to sell goods direct to
retailers, have found out by experience that
they can market their output considerably
cheaper through the jobber than by selling to
the retailer direct, that they would either
have to get more for their goods or sell larger
bills than the retailer could afford to buy, ,and
that it is economy on their part to sell through
the jobbers only. Naturally the jobber or

(Continued on page 1237)

"True Time For A Life Time"—

OCKFORD WATCH COMPANY
FACTORY ROCKFORD ILL.
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Exhibit of Swartchild & Co. Exhibit of Rockford Watch Co.
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distributing agent for these goods is entitled
to that cost-difference which the manufacturer
would have to add were he to visit each town
to place his product.

And why should not the jobber entertain
the most friendly feeling and interest in the
retailer as his customer? Isn't it perfectly
natural that you want to see your patrons
prosper so they can buy goods of you? •And
yet I have heard some retailers express pecu-
liar ideas about this subject. The best way
to get along is to have confidence in the house
or firm you deal with, just as you like your
customers to have confidence in you, and if
you find them unworthy of it, do as your cus-
tomers do to you if you abuse their confidence.

There are certain trade abuses that could
be considered, such as the complaints we have
heard expressed in reference to jobbers sell-
ing goods at retail, which should be regulated
and remedied, and the complaints on the part
of the jobbers in reference to the abuse of
credit which they experience from some cus-
tomers, but I feel I am encroaching upon
your time and can safely leave these subjects
rest for some future occasion.

As a matter of principle and fairness, no
regular wholesaler should place himself in
direct competition with his customers, and the
remedy of this practice lies entirely in the
hands of the dealer. On the other hand, is it
right that customers should ask their jobbers
to sell them goods on such long time, say, six
months or more, and allow 6% cash discount,
and that the retailer should take all the money
he takes in during the fall season and buy goods
in other lines

' 
such as cut-glass, solid silver,

clocks, etc. etc., and pay no money on ac-
count for die jewelry and watches, etc., which
he buys? Of course, this does not apply to
every one. Some do pay their bills promptly
and are inclined to be more reasonable. If
the jobber wants to buy his goods right, he is
expected to pay cash for them or discount
them promptly, and if the retailer does not
pay promptly for his goods he is not entitled
to that discount. Our transactions should be
On fair and equitable lines. These matters, I
feel, would be proper subjects to be consid-
ered by a Committee on Arbitration to dis-
cuss and evolve a sclution which would
fair and equitable to the manufacturer, jobber
and retailer.

Gentlemen, there are several of my col-
leagues here who have come a great distance
and who are aching to unbosom themselves;
in fact, it devolved upon me to make only the
preliminary remarks from a jobber's stand-
point and, as usual, the good speakers, the
orators, are reserved for the last. They can
give you solid 24-karat facts or deliver them
to you like 24-karat gold-plate of one-fiftieth
stock. I must, therefore, give way to them.
Once more I want to thank you for the honor
accorded to me in asking me to be your guest
and for the very kind and friendly spirit which
you have shown to us as the representatives
loifontbe National Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-

"The Community of Interests" was the sub-
ject of an address by H. A. Bliss, manager of the
Gorham Company, of New York. In his re-
marks Mr. Bliss brought out the fact, and em-
phasized it very strongly, that the three branches
of the trade are not necessarily dependent on or
independent of, the other, but rather, that the
three are interdependent—that the success of
one is the success of the other and that whatever
is good for the progress and success of the entire
trade in general cannot be inimical to the best in-
terests of any one portion of it, He also brought
out many salient points on the subject of credits
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and the buying of stocks, more especially the over
buying. His address, which is worthy of much
consideration, will be found in full on another
page of this issue.

Watch Manufacturers and Retail Jewelers

R. A. Kettle, of the Waltham Watch Co.,
spoke on the "Relation Between Watch Manufac-
turers and Retail Jewelers." His address was
one of the features of the day. • His subject was
one of vast importance to the retailer jeweler and
in many ways served to help the jeweler to a
better understanding of the relations which exist
between the watch manufacturer and himself. His
address was as follows:

I am here on the very cordial and flatter-
ing invitation of your president, to speak
briefly, but in the abstract, on the relations
between the watch manufacturer and the re-
tailer, but first I must embrace this oppor-
tunity to thank the members of the national
association and all other dealers throughout
the country who have so generously written
us during the past year, indorsing our coin-

R. A. Kettle

mercial policy, and pledging their co-opera-
tion zind support. Your sentiments have been
very gratifying to my people.

Now as to the text, which
Mutual was not of my own selec-
Assistance tion. I interpret the word

"relations" to mean the atti-
tude of one towards the other, whereby one
may assist the others in a mutual capacity.
That being so, then indeed the relations must
be harmonious, not hostile, in order to be
helpful, one of confidence, and a desire for
advancement. You will agree that in these
days the people want the means of knowing
the correct time, and in response to this de-
mand, companies have been organized and
factories have been built and equipped at
great expense, to manufacture watches, which
is a business in itself; on the other hand, the
distributing or selling of watches to the ulti-
mate consumer is another business, but these
vocations, though different in character, are
closely allied in successful pursuit, and they
should pull together. What, then, is the sen-
sible and practical channel through which to
distribute good watches, so that they may
reach the pocket in the condition in which
they are delivered from the factory? And at
a satisfactory return? Without doubt it should
be exclusively through the established retail
watchmaker-jeweler, and. that means the class
of merchants who are now assembled here
this afternoon, and not through the large mer-
cantile concerns, who sell all sorts of mer-
chandise by catalogue to the public, at prices
which no regular jeweler could afford to meet
and thrive.
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There are other reasons for
Mechanical this declaration. The fitness
Accomplishments of the retail jeweler as a

watch distributor consists
largely in the fact of his ability to properly
understand and care for the delicate mechan-
ism which makes a pocket watch reliable as a
timepiece. This cannot be done by a cobbler
or a blacksmith. It is, therefore, to be ex-
pected that the watch manufacturer will, as
far as practicable, co-operate with and protect
the retailer in his endeavor to secure a rea-
sonable profit, also to give him all possible aid
in making sales, by advertising to the public,
and ill other ways to create a popular demand
for watches. Further, the manufacturer will
furnish reliable goods, and will claim for them
no merit which they do not possess, and will
be ready to make good whatever he claims; in
other words, he will keep faith with the jew-
eler. So much for the manufacturer.

Now on the part of the
Faith in the 

Now
retailer, it is fair

Manufacturer and reasonable to expect that
in response to the attitude of

the manufacturer, as I have indicated, he
will in turn give the manufacturer credit for
sincerity. If he discovers, or at least thinks
he observes, things which are not in accord
with the statements of the manufacturer, he
should be bound to investigate and ascertain
actual facts and conditions before passing
judgment. He should also keep faith with the
manufacturer. and among other things realize
that the establishing of minimum selling prices
is made, not in view of any one man's .idea
nor conditions in any particular loc.ality. But
in view of the conditions of the country as a
whole, and dealers as a class. Much thought
and deliberation were given to the question of
equitably establishing minimum retail quota-
tions on high-grade movements and complete
watches, and I think that the consensus of
op■nion of the retailer is that they are about
right, affording him a substantial profit in all
instances. Also please understand that the
problems of the manufacturer are great, and
that his point of outlook is such that his field
of vision is large, and that it is much less dif-
ficult for him to appreciate your situations,
than for you to comprehend his. By carefully
observing these suggestions, we will be able
to bring out and constantly exercise the best
that is in both of us. Let us act in sincerity
and hearty sympathy, so as to view the differ-
ent situation from the other's position.

Referring to my statement
Art of that the retail jeweler is the
Salesmanship only proper distributor of

watches, it may now be in
order to make a few remarks pertaining to the
art of salesmanship, which, when properly de-
veloped, will always promote substantial rela-
tions between the watch manufacturer and the
retail jeweler. To succeed in any line of busi-
ness one must aim to cultivate a following of
satisfied customers, customers who will come
back at all times, and patronize every depart-
ment of his establishment. Is that not a sound
statement? If so, one of the best means of
accomplishing such an end in your particular
craft is to always advocate the sale of good
watches—that is, watches that are honestly ad-
justed to temperature and positions, these two
features. as you all know, being distinctively
necessary in any good watch.

Do not hesitate to ask your
Good Watches price, affording a reasonable
At Fair Prices profit, to which you are justly

entitled, keeping in mind that
the cost of any article for personal use or
adornment is soon forgotten, when the quality
of the article, especially a watch, .proves to be
accurate, reliable and durable. These general
remarks may be confirmed by looking into the
records of the 1.•rosperous retail watchmaker-
jewelers throughout the country, as I have per-
sonally clone many times, and in every instance
I found that there was a very large sales per-
centage of the better watches.
In this connection it is estimated by those

(Continued on page 1289)
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Ut Quocunque Paratus
Does the above mean anything to you?
It does to us, for when translated from
the Latin into everyday United States
it means

Prepared for Every Event
Let us "ut quocunque paratus" you,

or, as we translate it,

EVERYTHING SOLD OR USED
by the

RETAIL JEWELER

C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE CO.

INIMMOmeNOMM!.. 

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS

WATCHES DIAMONDS JEWELRY
TOOLS AND MATERIALS

CHICAGO
EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE 
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who ought to know, that the sales of the finer
watches could be increased fully 25% at the
vxpense of the cheaper ones, if the man behind
the counter would first, last and always em-
phatically recommend a watch that is adjusted
to temperature and positions. Many a con-
sumer goes into a jewelry store to buy a watch
calculating to pay $50 to $75, and comes away
with a $20 one, having been told that it has all
the scientific and mechanical features necessary.
Let me admonish you to go back home and
instruct your salesmen never to offer an unad-
justed watch to a prospective buyer unless he
particularly asks for it.

Now a word in reference to
Use Genuine your repair department. Use
Material genuine material only in all

repairs; the cost of the genu-
ine article at present is not much more than
that of the imitation. In doing this you will
help to increase your list of satisfied customers,
and further assist the watch manufacturer to
preserve his reputation and good-will, which is
so often criticised because of the many move
ments that are practically ruined by the ill-fit-
ting of worthless imitation parts. The watch
manufacturer earnestly solicits your assistance
in these seemingly small matters, but I think
you will agree that they are of as much im-
portance to yourselves as to him.

Guy V. Dickinson, vice president of the
Elgin National Watch Company, spoke on
"Good Fellowship." His address was out of
he ordinary and found a responsive chord

in the hearts of his hearers. Among other
things, he said:

I appreciate the compliment of being in-
vited a second time to speak at your conven-
tion, and I find that the interest I expressed
at the meeting in Omaha, in the watch repair-
ing branch of the business, is being shared by
all increasing number of your association
members. We can never learn too much about
our business. The more thorough our educa-
tion in our chosen vocation, the more con-
siderate and tolerant we are with those whose
experience, or lack of experience, leads them
to differ with us. It is also true that through
a thorough understanding of our trade and
trade conditions, we appreciate what can, or
cannot, be accomplished, and when we meet
competition founded upon inexperience, self-
ishness, or poor judgment, we then are not
alarmed, as we know that it cannot obtain for
a great length of time. The direction of this
thought, "Good Fellowship in Trade," will, if
properly applied, materially assist in sur-
mounting many of the obstacles against which
all are struggling. "Good Fellowship" means

K EYST ONE

an understanding of the heart-throbs of men
and women—their hopes, joys, ambitions,
tasks, needs and desires; without this sympa-
thetic feeling our work will be self-centered
and narrowed in its scope.

I believe your organization will accom-
plish as much good from the social side of
your meetings as you will from the academic
discussion of your trade problems. When we
learn, through association, that John Smith;
our competitor, is not inherently bad, but is
willing to meet us halfway in our efforts to
make profits, and is just as deserving of local
patronage as ourselves, we will take his corn-
petition into account as a spur to the adoption
of better business methods, to hold our posi-

Guy V. Dickinson

tion. We will then remember that the Golden
Rule is not a dream, or a theory, but a fact
that is being put into practice.

When "Good Fellowship" shows his
comely head above the structure erected by
prejudice, we can feel secure in the under-
standing that we have ceased to be a thrower
of bricks and are using them for building pur-
poses, as originally intended. Adverse criti-
cism, that is prompted by snap judgment, is
not a sign of either strength or wisdom, and
it is by this getting together that we learn the
other man's point of view and find that if he
ever had a forked tail and horn, he has learned
to dress to cover them, but the chances are
that he never had them—they were simply
creatures of our own imagination. The farther
we go into the study of motives, the more we
are disposed to the opinion that big businesses
are founded on some shrewd interpretation of
public demands and not on the theory to in-
jure the other fellow. The tendency of the
times is fair dealing in business, and every
successful concern both realizes and puts into
practice as much as possible this touch of
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good fellowship, which I believe so desirable
in an organization of any size and character.
The practice of good fellowship will discover
many truths that are not always naked to our
mental vision. We will learn, by feeling the
pulse and exhausting the experience of one
another, that what we thought so desirable
yesterday may be of doubtful value to-day and
obsolete to-morrow, and that we cannot oc-
cupy a space in the middle of the road unless
we are willing to keep up with the procession,
which to-day is moving very fast, and without
much consideration for the feelings of the in-
dividual who stands in the way. If we stop to
consider the questions of the clay as they are,
and not as we think we would like to have
them, we will readily see the value of co-oper-
ation and good fellowship." as they will do
much to accomplish our wish for better con-
ditions.

All over this round world of ours there is
an uprooting of preconceived notions of busi-
ness, and two of the great factors responsible
for the changes are the modes of travel and
intercommunication through the great inven-
tions and economies of space and time. We
are brought closer together to-clay—in a sense.
we are nearer to Shanghai, China or Sidney,
Australia or Cairo, Egypt, than a few years
ago we were to Boston. This annihilation of
time and space will finally bring all nations
and individuals into a better understanding
and closer harmony of thought and action—
all in the direction of "Good Fellowship."
We must realize that we are not entirely free
agents and our independence is more a mat-
ter of imagination than of fact. We cannot
restrict the operations of the other fellqw with-
out in a degree restricting our own. We may
find it is very easy to discuss academically the
ether man's troubles and problems, but we
are seldom willing to apply the same micro-
scopic investigation to the subject affecting
our own well being. This is where "Good
Fellowship" gets in its friendly work. If we
are at all receptive mentally and have a nor-
mal supply of the milk of human kindness, we
cannot but feel more than a passing interest
where our affections are aroused. These meet-
ings should teach us that opposition, incon-
siderately applied, is a break to the wheels of
progress. We may not always realize it, but
the advancement of everything in civilized life
is under a control that we cannot fathom, but,
to the student of human progress, is evident
in everything we do. We may cry out as
loudly as we please that we are being hurt,
but no one stops to bind up our wounds—the
inevitable movement upward and onward, as
directed by some invisible power, continues. I
remember some years ago reading a book by
Dr. Ely, called "Ecco Coelum"—"Behold the
Heavens," which told of the beauties of the
heavens and planetary systems, each system in
tune with its controlling sun and part of a
still larger system—these many suns and many
systems all traveling in harmony. A beautiful

(Continued on page 1241)

Exhibit of The Benedict Mfg. Co. Exhibit of South Bend Watch Co.
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That we assure those watch manufacturers who have recognized the jewelers as the only people
who should retail their products, and are conducting a campaign of advertising for the retail jewelers'
benefit, that we appreciate their efforts in our behalf and recommend that all jewelers handle only
such lines. Resolution at the last convention of North Dakota Retail Jewelers.
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of a watch is important. It means sure profits, quick sales and satisfied customers.
People do not " shop around " for an article that has a fixed price. But a fixed selling
price does not, in itself, bring business.

is even more important ; bringing as it does the buyer right into your store all ready to
buy, it saves you time, trouble and your own advertising and sales expenses.

RESTRICTING THE SALES TO RETAIL JEWELERS ONLY

is also important. It eliminates at once the crushing competition of the mail order
house and department store and places the jeweler in competition only with those
facing the same conditions as himself.

Ingersoll-Trenton watches give you not only all three of these advantages to
their fullest extent, they add a fourth, too :---

We help you sell Ingersoll-Trenton

watches after you have bought them

The picture shown above is just one of the things we furnish, and
every display of Ingersoll-Trenton's that you make in your window
means watches sold.

Messrs.
Robt. H.
Ingersoll
& Bro.

NEW YORK

Gentlemen: Please tell
me briefly, by letter, the
important features of the
Ingersoll-Trenton proposition,
its cost, profits, etc.

We can help lay out a campaign that will sell Ingersoll-
Trenton watches for you.

Just mail the attached coupon back to us and we'll tell
you about it.
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thought was suggested to Dr. Ely in this les-
son of the heavens—that the center around
which these many systems revolve and from
which is exercised their control might be the
Divine force from which emanates all life and
harmony. So it may be and probably is with
our social or business lives—we are all de-
pendent upon one another and some higher
power. No matter what we may think to the
contrary, we cannot get away from the con-
trolling force that does exist, but which we
do not always realize. It obtains in everything
we do, feel, hear, taste and smell—it must be
in harmony, and when we lose harmony we
lose the keystone of the arch erected on the
foundation of "Good Fellowship."

Robert H. Ingersoll, of Robert H. Ingersoll

& Bro., New York, was to have spoken on

'"rhe Relation of the Manufacturer to the

Public," but a telegram was received by him

stating that he was unable to attend the con-

vention.
Thursday's Session.

Mr. Barker, of Alinneapolis, chairman of

the Auditing Committee, reported that the

members of the committee had checked over

the books of the secretary and treasurer and

found them correct. They complimented Sec-

retary Claud Wheeler and Treasurer A. B.

Hull on the systematic methods they used in

keeping the financial affairs of the association

in good order.
The Chairman of the Committee on De-

ceased Members reported that during the past

year no member of the association had died.

Steele F. Roberts, chairman of the National

Auxiliary Finance Committee, reported that

his committee had to date collected $288. Sub-

scriptions to this fund are entirely voluntary

on the part of retailers and the money is to

be used for the securing of new members.

Election of Officers.

Steele F. Roberts, president of E. P. Rob-

erts & Sons, Pittsburg, Pa., is the newly-

elected president of the national organization.

His election was unanimous and was followed

by cheers and applause which echoed and re-

echoed through the corridors of the hotel. He

was placed in nomination by Joseph Mazer,

in a stirring nomination speech, such as only

the.man from Oklahoma can make. Mr. Bar-

ker, of Minneapolis, seconded the nomination

of Mr. Roberts and expressed the opinion that

should he be elected he would materially add

to the prestige and standing of the organiza-

tion. Charles N. Williams, of Condon, Ore-

gon, placed J. L. Coombs, of Ombaha, in nomi-

nation, which was seconded by N. Neilson, of

Iowa. At this juncture, Mr. Coombs arose and

stated that lie had a name which he wished

to present to the convention. For a moment

there was absolute silence. As Mr. Coombs's

remarks gradually led up to the fact that Mr.

Coombs would indorse the candidacy of Mr.

Roberts, the convention became uneasy, and

when he finally did withdraw his name in favor

of Mr. Roberts the convention burst into a tumult

of applause which lasted for several min-

utes. The election of Mr. Roberts by accla-

mation then followed. The newly-elected

president was then escorted to the platform.
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He was visibly affected by the honor which the

convention accorded him and by the great

ovation which attended it. He pledged him-

self to work unreservedly for the success of the

organization and stated that he would use

every effort to enlist the as yet unorganized

States in the work of the national associa-

tion.
Joe Mazer then moved that the convention

suspend the rules and elect J. L. Coombs vice

president unanimously and by acclamation,

which was carried with cheers. The other of-

ficers elected are as follows: Second vice

president, George H. Tucker, of Chicago; treas-

urer, Oliver M. Artes, Evansville, Ind.; secre-

President Steele F. Roberts

tary, Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Mo., mem-

bers of the Executive Committee, J. R. Steb-
bins, of Ashtabula, 0., and C. A. Kiefer, of

Grafton, W. Va.
Fred W. Pilcher, of Mexico, Mo., delivered

a very interesting and instructive address,

choosing for his subject, "With What Measure

Ye Meet." A brief synopsis of his address fol-

lows:

In Missouri we have that habit of asking for
an ocular demonstration of things, hence I ap-
preciate to an unusual degree this privilege
of listening to so many good words of advice
and encouragement and seeing so many displays
and mingling with So many "live ones" of the
jewelry trade.

It takes the thoughts and experiences of
others to fill up the gaps in our own lives, and
while their successes encourage and enlighten
us, their failures, it must be admitted, take
something from the sting which we felt under
like circumstances. Hence, this exchange of
thought helps all around, and not the least
of that help is the fraternal feeling engendered
by these meetings, a feeling which enables
us to put away that old childish spirit which
says, "Get off the ladder that I may climb."
We are learning that it is not necessary to pull
down another in order to raise ourselves. Often
the hand that reaches out to a brother proves
in turn the touch which enables us to keep our
own balance, and the word of commendation
for a competitor is "casting bread upon the
waters," and will at least bear more fruit than
the knock, which, as a rule, is generally cast.

When it comes to wielding
Champion the hammer, the jeweler car-
Knocker ries the banner. From the

mightiest manufacturer to
the lowliest watch tinker, it is -ever the cry

of the kettle calling the pot black. The manu-
facturer of the 34-K. line gives out that his is
the only plumb 34-K. line on the market, and
intimates the others won't assay over 10. The
to-K. man accuses his brothers of using any-
thing from brass to 6K.

The case manufacturers with the "perpet-
ual guarantee" and the "pinch-back" makers
with their guarantees of "unlimited satisfac-
tion," on down the line to the one screw-
driver watchmaker with his accusation of steal-
ing of jewels, putting in brass roller pins and
taking hairs from hairsprings, are all adding
their knocks to the continuous anvil chorus,
until it seems there is no one on the square in
the jewelry business but thou and me—and
even thou art a little crooked.

Why is it we can't say a good word for
something we haven't had a hand in making
or in selling? It's hard to admit, but it seems
we can't, and therein, I firmly believe, is one
of the greatest sources of hard feelings which
lead up to price-cutting, lack of confidence and
numerous other ills of the trade. None of us
are sprouting wings, and self-interest lies first
in every man's make-up, and rightly so, but
fair, square dealing, alike with customer and
competitor, with a word of good cheer, will
do a great deal towards bringing about the
ideal condition we are striving for.

I believe the little antagon-
Every One isms between competitors
A Competitor are more often the result of

fear than of spite. Competi-
tors with us always mean the other fellow,
forgetting we are all competitors, each of the
other, and to see our competitors' real self it
is often but necessary to look into the mirror.

To view yourself as a competitor, to feel
that in a measure you were setting the pace,
would be a tremendously stimulating view.
When we realize that others have the same
right to compete with us as we with them, we
have learned an important lesson, one that will
help us boost rather than knock.

Remember we are selling our merchandise
and not ourselves, and that our competitor is
selling his merchandise and not himself, and
if we have more ability than he, we should
show it in service and not in envy. There are
very few men who do not admire the man
who surpasses them in a fair open way and
by superior skill, but to be beaten by trickery
always awakens a desire to get even.

This is a wonderful era of
An Idea prosperity, of progress, of
Of Progress advancement along every

line. People live better,
think better, and in a business way at least do
better than a few years ago. The homes are
better, the places of business are better, the
modes of travel and communication are bet-
ter. Why, we feel a little awed when we think
of flying machines, wireless telegraphy, etc.,
and begin to wonder where this thing is going
to stop. But it is not going to stop. The hard-
est thing in creation is turning back. We see
these works of advancement not alone in the
city. It is through the country, in the small
villages, everywhere, until the feeling gets
possession of us that the world has on her
gala clothes, but not for play, let me tell you.
It takes all the energy, push, thought and con-
centrated action that we can command, to
keep in the race, and when all has been said.
it's "diamond cut (hiamond," the "survival of
the fittest," in the competitive world of to-
day.

It is claimed that 90% of those engaged
in the retail business fail. If true, this is a lit-
tle staggering. But why do they fail? Fail-
ures do not happen; successes do not happen.
Both arc made, and yet it is impossible many
times for us to tell why we succeeded or why
we failed.

There is no infallible code of
Essentials rules governing business, but
of Success honesty, sincerity and jus-

tice. They are the fundamen-
tal principles of every successful business.
Shrewd practices may profit for the time

(Continued on page 1243)
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HALL CLOCKS
WALTHAM
Tubular Chimes

Our new catalogue is now ready for distribution and shows
one of the finest and most complete lines on the market.

Look Up Our Three-Chime Movement

Our "WILLARD" or "BANJO" Clock is a favorite in
the high-class trade.
Any jeweler desiring a first-class regulator will make no
mistake in ordering our No. 13, which will run, with
proper care, within five seconds a month.

Waltham Clock Company
Office and Salesroom : WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK °E FREE"MODERN"PEVA SIGNS
IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To-day--- It will give you much valuable information

BE TIIE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW- UP-TO - DATE - FLASHING - SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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l'eing, but an advantage gained that is not just
ill prove its own undoing. The strength of
he business depends upon the justice of those
ho conduct it.
To make a sale and gain an enemy is poor

liusiness. We cannot make money off of our
, nemies. We have got to possess the confi-
ence and good-will of our customers, and to
lin them should be our constant aim.

It doesn't hurt us one bit to forget our-
Ives just enough to take a real heartfelt in-
rest in our customers, and let that interest

be genuine, too, not the milk-and-water kind
(hat shows its make-up as plainly as an ac-
tor's paint and wig. Better a gruff handshake
than a watery smile. Don't pretend, but be
sincere and be earnest. Whatever you do, put
your heart into it. That push, shove and get-
there strain in a man's make-up comes from
his heart, and earnestness will carry us over
inore difficulties than any other element of
personality. It is the salesman who possesses
this irresistible earnestness who makes the
most friends and gets the best results.

But what creates earnest-
Value of ness? The confidence in our
Confidence goods, the knowledge that we

carry a line we will not
perjure ourselves to recommend. Confidence
ill ourselves and in the community in which
we reside. And, again, it is the feeling that
we are building for ourselves, while not losing
sight of the fact that to build for ourselves,
we must build for others.

We are all in business to make money,
lor it is by this standard our success or failure
is measured, and we should stand together
and demand a fair profit for our service and
ares.

I think as a body we jewelers are a little
too timid, and stand back and let the other
fellow reap the harvest that in part at least
should belong to us. Instead of the cheap set
ring being carried in the $150 mink muff, it
should be the diamond solitaire in a pair of
woolen mittens. Instead of the $100 tailor-
made gown, and the French creation that sets
ou back from 50 to 75 per, it should be a
diamond brooch or a locket and chain. In-
stead of the six-cylinders that burn up more
money than the U. S. Navy, it should be the
cliamond corsage or diamond tiara, etc., and so
on down the line.

It's hard to admit, but it seems that while
we have been quarreling among ourselves that
we have lost out in the race for pelf, and have
;Allowed the automobile manufacturer, the
clothier, the furniture man and the dry goods
man to infringe on our rights. They have
educated the buying public upward to higher
Prices and better qualities, whereas our course
has been downward to lower prices and poorer
qualities. And who's to blame? We know the
consumer can exist without our goods. We
know equally well that he wants them. So
it's up to us to get together and create within
thonnotthheersdesire to get that want in preference

N. Nielson, of Harlam, Ia., who has been

a strong exponent of the movement for the

establishment of laws for the examination of

watchmakers, read a paper on "Watchmakers'

Short Course and the Examinations." It is

doubtful whether any jeweler interested in the

work of organization has taken more interest
in this subject than has Mr. Nielson, and his

paper 
follows:
rwill be read with much interest. It isas 

The subject which I am to talk on does
not mean a great deal to you, perhaps, who
are either master craftsmen in the watch-mak-
ing trade or employ such workmen to take
care of that branch in your store. Yet it is
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one of the fundamental branches of the trade
and the corner-stone in our business structure;
in particular on this side of the ocean, where
the watch and jewelry businesses have be-
come so thoroughly fused, that to separate the
two branches would be almost as impossible
as to separate a man from his shadow.

I need hardly state that the greater num-
ber of jewelry stores in existence in this coun-
try to-day will have to go back for the very
beginning of their existence to the time the
founder laid the corner-stone, so to speak, by
placing his bench and outfit of tools, which
practically constituted all his earthly posses-
sions, in some window, and then swung his
sign to the breeze, informing the public that
John Doe offered his services as an expert
watch repairer.

In practically all cases of this
Question sort, it was only a question
of Skill of whether this new man had

.• the skill required to properly
take care of the work handed in by the public
or not. If he made good on this it was then
a question as to the extent he was able to
develop his business ability to cope with all
the requirements needed, in order to increase
the trade and make the store grow; his ability
in this direction would determine to what ex-

N. N. Nielson

tent he would prosper and succeed. The same
evolution is going on to-day before our very
eyes, and am quite certain there is no one
present in this audience who would wish it
otherwise. All this proves beyond doubt that
our profession is in reality the very seed and
beginning of the trade, whose business it is
to adorn humanity from the humblest servant
to the proudest millionaire.

Watchmaking, the term usually used for
watch repairing, being the foundation and be-
ginning of our jewelry trade. it is fitting that
we should give this the attention that it de.
serves, and if possible aid and assist in keep-
ing the efficiency of our craftsman up to the
requirements demanded at the present time
and also the future, for on the skill of these
men will depend the future greatness of our pro-
fession and to a large extent the degree of success
of the jewelry trade in its ever-present fight
against all opposition in the battle of the "survival
of the fittest." As a race horse will travel
faster when there are other horses on the
track to set the pace, so will a craftsman exert
himself to improve and excel, when he has
the chance to compare himself with other men
of his class. In the past, such a comparison
could not be had, for the reason that no pro-
vision for this has been in existence.

In consideration of this fact.
Iowa Examining the Iowa Association stepped
Board forward and created an Ex-

amining Board for the State
This Board conducted an examination in
watchmaking at the June convention a year
ago. This taught us that it requires more than
that to make it of the utmost value to the
parties who wish to take the examination and
improve themselves in the craft. So for this
reason, in the month of March, this year, we
decided to adopt a one week's short course in
watchmaking for the benefit of those who were
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fairly well advanced in the profession, but
yet lacked the finishing touches to make them
teally good workmen. This was followed on
the last day of the course by an examination
as to proficiency, and, I am happy to be able
to report it a decided success in every way.
I shall only briefly give you an outline of
what we did.

Our short course consisted of one week's
actual bench work under expert instruction.
To this was added lectures on different topics,
such as, "How to Take in Watch Work," and
other equally important features that would
benefit any workman, whether in the employ
of another or running his own store. The
Association furnished benches, countershafts
and motor power. The students brought
lathes and all small tools. On the examination
we had no precedent to follow, so it fell to
Mr. Hurlbut, of Fort Dodge, and myself to
devise ways and means for proper examination
in actual bench work. I am confident you will
all agree with rue when T say that any work-
man who understands the escapement of a
modern American watch and demonstrates
that he can set it up in condition to pass rigid
inspection has watchmaking mastered, at least
that was cur decision. Therefore, we selected
this for our examination.

Every student was handed a
Practice movement with the pallet
and Theory stones and roller jewel re-

moved, banking pins turned
out and guard pin bent back. The work was
then judged on ten different counts, each one
representing a possible 100%. The second part
of the examination consisted of ten practical
questions that any first-class man ought to
know. These were to have written answers,
each question representing a possible 100%.
The lowest possible average of both examina-
tions permitted to pass was 75%.

As I am only allowed 20 minutes for my
talk on this subject, I shall not go into fuller
cietails at this time. However, should anyone
desire to have still further information, I will
be glad to explain more fully after finishing
this address, or at some future time.

The value of a short course of this kind
is unquestioned. I have in my possession
the most flattering letters received from some
of the parties who took the course, stating
what a great benefit it was to them in getting
the finishing touches, which under ordinary
circumstances would have taken years to get
through the ordinary channels. Just to show
you what our State Convention thought of it, I
will, with your permission, read the resolutions
passed at our last convention at Des Moines.

Whereas, The Short Course in Watch-
making, conducted by the Association last
March proved to be of great benefit to those
who attended, and, if followed, would, we be-
lieve, become a very profitable branch of As-
sociation work; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we heartily indorse that
course and suggest that proper steps be taken
to conduct similar courses and examinations
annually, and recommend other State Asso-
ciations to do the same.

Business conditions are con-
Usefulness of stantly undergoing changes,
Association and we must adapt ourselves

to these changing conditions
or be eliminated from the business world. As-
sociation affairs are even now undergoing great
changes, although we may not realize this to
the fullest extent as yet. However, such being
the case, the Association Must adjust itself to
these conditions or run great danger of being
left by the wayside.

It was the realization of the fact that
united effort on our part was required to
stem the tide of the jewelry business from
going into other channels for distribution; that
was one of the main causes of creating the
present National Association a few years ago.
Conditions along these lines are now rapidly
improving on account of the aggressive poli-
cies so vigorously carried out by our national
officers. So far, well and -good; but, gentle-
men, did it ever occur to you that the most

(Continued on page 1245)



OUR STOCK OF LOOSE AND MOUNTED DIAMOND GOODS
ALWAYS COMPLETE

SEND TO US FOR YOUR SPECIAL " MEMORANDUM " CALLS

ESTABLISHED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY
92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

Memorandum Diamond
Packages Sent on Request
of Jewelers of Approved
Credit.

ts We can help you. Your stock must not only be complete but it must be well
selected. You take no chances when you look over our line with this end in
view. Our stocks have been carefully selected and are complete in every detail,—
STYLE, QUALITY, SALABILITY. Our travelers are in the field and it will
pay you to look over their lines. You will find in these lines everything in
American Watches, and the very latest in Solid Gold and Gold Filled Jewelry
and Seasonable Novelties—in fact, anything for the up-to-date jewelry store.

Watch, Diamond and Jewelry Merchants
103 STATE STREET
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irritating of these causes which made the ex-
istence of our Association a necessity, are now
rapidly disappearing, and, in consequence, we
\Vill in a short time be confronted with the
problem of how to hold our old members and
also at the same time add new ones.

Therefore, let us begin now to provide for
the future by giving our members things
which were not to be had before the Associa-
tion came into existence. In order to fully
explain what I refer to I shall here repeat
what I advocated in my address at our con-
vention in Des Moines four weeks ago. What
I am going to say may be a new creed to you,
but I con assure you that should you fail to
agree with me it will only be a question of a
short time until you will. Gentlemen, so far
we have divided everything equally between
members and non-members, but we are not
bound to continue this policy, and it is only
a question of time until the Association will
be forced to act on this and reserve some of
the Association's benefits for our members
only, and, in fact, the very existence of our
Association will eventually depend on just how
far the coming officers will be able to create
new benefits in one form or another, that will
be special inducements for our members to
continue with us, and for others to join us.

When we act on these ques-
Question tions and carry them through
of Membership the question of membership

will be practically solved, and
it is the only policy that will in the long run
be able to save our Association from the sad
fate of so many similar movements we have
had in the past. Philanthropy on the part of
a few men may be able to give great enter-
prises a start, but it seldom has the will and
power to keep them going and no fraternal
organization of any size was ever known to
be a success except where special benefits were
provided exclusively for the members only.

The Iowa Association will begin to carry
into effect the policies I am advocating by
furnishing our short course in watchmaking
free to our members and making a charge to
oili. non-members. This may be only a small
beginning, but other policies will be added
along these lines as we progress and as fast as
we are able to devise them. Gentlemen, I
feel satisfied that after you turn this over in
your minds, you will see as clearly as I do the
straight road that leads to permanent asso-

:f
action success, and this is the highway we will

be compelled to travel sooner or later if we
do. not want to go back to the conditions that
existed at the time this Association came to

Resolutions.
The closing session of the convention was

given over mostly to the passing of resolu-

tions. The committee handed in its report,
which was read by A. W. Anderson, of Neenah,
Wis. It was adopted by sections as present-
ed with but one change. The resolutions are as
follows:

I. Resolved, That we invite an early, well-
established and nublicly-advertised mark of dis-
tinction between good and had watch cases;
and recommend the stamping Of the thickness
ch- percentage of gold contained in the case, in
addition to the present time guarantee stamp
in gold-filled watch cases, and that their sale
be limited to the legitimate jewelry channels.

2. Resolved„ That we do not favor com-
plete watches where no privilege is conceded to
the legitimate retail jeweler for exchange of
cases.

3. Resolved, That we favor a minimum
retail selling price on movements, cases and
complete watches, but deplore the tendency
of some manufacturers to advertise retail
prices that do not afford adequate profits to
the retail jeweler.

4. Resolved, That, recognizing the evil of
fraudulent advertising to our interests, we
condemn such, and ask all reputable advertis-
ing mediums to consider well the legitimacy
of all copy before publishing the same.

5. Resolved, That we favor the establish-
ment of a Parcels Post Law, through the rural
routes and through the local carriers from the
place of origin.

6. Resolved, That we favor ascertaining
as near as possible, for statistical use, the cost
of conducting a retail jewelry business in the
different localities of the United States, and
that a committee of investigation be appointed
as recommended in the president's annual ad-
dress.

7. Resolved, That we favor the disposi-
tion of some sterling silver manufacturers to
have their products retailed at fair profits
through the retail jeweler; and we request the
various sterling silver manufacturers of Amer-
ica to create and establish uniform minimum
selling prices on their products to be observed
by all retailers, and to adopt an effective pol-
icy of dealing with violators of established
prices.

8. Recognizing the efforts of the Diamond
Importers' and the Precious Stone Importers'
Protective Association to prevent the smug-
gling of diamonds, and believing smuggling
detrimental to our business by unsettling val-
ues and causing unfair competition; be it

Resolved, That we commend these efforts
and promise our support and co-operation.

9. Resolved, That we favor the forma-
tion of local clubs of retail jewelers who shall
affiliate with their State Associations, and that
applications from all jewelers in locally organ-
ized districts must come through and bear the
sanction of the local club.

10. In recognition of the importance of

the action of the National Wholesale Jewel-
ers' Association and the National Association
of Manufacturing jewelers in appointing
Boards of Arbitration, be it

Resolved, That this association authorize
its Executive Committee to act as a Board of
Arbitration with like Boards of the above, and
similar trade associations.

II. Resolved, That we again commend
those manufacturers and jobbers who have
shown their loyalty to the retail jeweler by
confining their trade and product within legiti-
mate channels and ask the members of the
A. N. R. J. A. to show their loyalty in return.

12. Resolved, That we express our heartiest
thanks to President Archibald, Secretary
Wheeler and all officers for their untiring zeal
and sacrifices made for the welfare of this
Association, and we desire to express our firm
belief that all retail jewelers have materially
benefited thereby.

Resolved, That we unanimously express
our sincere appreciation to all exhibitors, to
the Detroit Jewelry Clubs, the management of
the Hotel Cadillac, the Trades Press, speakers,
musicians and singers, and all others for their
assistance toward making this, our Fifth An-
nual Convention, a decided success.

(Signed) Chas. H. Williams, Chairman, Ore.
Max Jennings, Mich.
T. L. Combs, Neb.
A. F. Jahnke, Jr., Va.
W. L. Jones, W. Va.
Chas. F. Artes, Ind.
A. W. Anderson, VVis.
A. L. Thoma, Ohio.
H. F. Seltser, Pa.
J. E. Gmelich, Mo.
0. L. Keith, Ia.

The following. recommendations were
brought in by the Resolutions Committee:

In view of past experiences and many well
meant views for facilitating future progress
and profitable sessions, the Resolutions Com-
mittee recommends the completion of the Re-
tail Craft matters before kindred trade inter-
ests at future conventions.

We recommend that this Association have
the resolutions of this convention printed for
distribution to desiring members, trade- inter-
ests and for reference between and at future
sessions.

The Assay Committee recommended that
one member of the Association be appointed
to handle assays of articles sent to the com-
mittee, he to send the article in question to
the United States Assay Office, and return its
report, together with his own, to the person
making the application for assays.

The Assay Committee also recommended
that resolutions be passed requesting all mem-
bers to refuse to buy any article handled by
the retail jeweler having neither a trade mark
nor name stamped or engraved upon it.

(Continued on page 1247)

Exhibit of C. F. Monroe Co. Exhibit of Rockford Silver Plate Co.
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Post or Sidewalk Clocks
$140.00

ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

For more than seventeen years we have made the manu-

facture of

For $140.00

we give

you $500.00

service.

Can you

afford to be

without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

Pierced Metal Monograms
our specialty, one-fourth of the lifetime allotted to mankind

has been devoted to improving ourselves in the art of

designing, chasing, engraving and sawing them. It is this

experience, together with constant attention, that enables us

to produce more artistically designed and better made

monograms than the manufacturer who only makes one

occasionally, and to offer them to the trade at such reason-

able prices. Our catalogue No. 10 tells all about them.

Write for it to-day ; it's worth while.

August, 1910

Fifth Annual Convention American
National Retail Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 1245)

The. committee on the president's address

made the following recommendations:

That the Executive Committee be author-
ized to call a joint meeting of the committee
of the three national organizations for the pur-
pose of furthering the interests of the trade
and harmonize all differences.

The formation of jewelers' clubs in all
cities and towns or in counties wherever pos-
sible.

That the various States endeavor to se-
cure laws, enabling them to sell all articles
left for repairs, and not called for within six
months.

That due credit and support be given the
watch, silverware and jewelry manufacturers
who create a demand for their goods from the
consumer by advertising direct to the con-
sumer in the different magazines and periodi-
cals.

We particularly recommend that each
State Association and also the National Legis •
lative Committee endeavor to secure a law
prohibiting fraudulent advertising.

We recommend the adoption of a Watch-
makers' Short Course and examination in each
State.

We recommend the adopt;on of a "Code
of Ethics," as suggested. and that the secre-
tary send copies to each State secretary for
adoption at the next State meeting.

That this convention go on record as op-
posed to the complete watch except in the
higher grades.

That this Association request the manu-
facturers to establish a fixed selling price on
all watch movements, filled cases, silverware
and other standard goods, and that every ef-
fort be made by the Legislative Committee
and all State organizations to prevent the pas-
sage of the bill prohibiting the making of a
restricted selling price, and which is known
as Senate Bill No. 8503 and House Bill No.
26501.

And, finally, that this convention adopt
resolutions commending the president, secre-
tary and the other officers for their disinter-

Our line of

DESCRIPTION

Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
so you can be sure to get a delivery before
the Holiday season ? We will ship any day
you say. Write us for copies of what others
say about its time - keeping qualities and its
value as an advertiser.

The Best Advertisement Money Can Buy

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

LEATHER GOODS
consisting of Card Cases, Bill Books, Hand Bags, Toilet

Sets, Jewel Cases, Ladies' Belts, Gents' Belts, etc., is

designed to meet the requirements of dealers that make a

specialty of selling only goods of real merit—not how cheap,

but how good. Every article is made in our own factory

and we make ourselves responsible for material and work-

manship, thus assuring you sound values and prompt

delivery. Our catalogue illustrates and describes many

numbers that will interest you, and we offer remarkably

good values for prices asked. Write for catalogue No. 12.

PROVIDENCE R, I.

A I 'ill' Vm..nt• , ^

'fiNit
J10

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street : : : CHICAGO, ILL.

Exhibit of Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr.

ested loyalty and untiring efforts in behalf of
the 'Association during the past year.

National Convention in 1911

At this juncture President Charles W.
Warren, of the Detroit Jewelers' Club, stated
that at a special meeting of the club it was
unanimously decided that the club's entire
membership, consisting of forty-four mem-
bers, affiliate with the national organization.
This action came as the direct result of this
convention.

When it came to the matter of choosing the
place for the holding of the next convention,
two cities, Pittsburg, Pa., and Richmond, Va.,
and one resort, Cedar Point, 0., were in the
field. Richmond won, after a burst of South-
ern oratory that stampeded the convention. W.
A. F'. Jahnke, one of the Virginia delegates,
brought with him a committee of two promi-
nent business men of Richmond, W. T. Dab-
ney, manager of the Richmond Chamber of
Commerce, and W. A. Bennett, a member of
the City Council. Richmond entered the race
as a "dark horse," and Mr. Dabney's hospitable
and sincere invitation won the day for the
Southern city.

John P. Archibald, the retiring president,
was presented with a 14-inch silver loving cup
by the convention. The presentation speech
was made by Joe Mazer. In thanking the con-
vention for this token of their esteem, Mr.
Archibald stated that he would always cherish
it as one of the most valuable of his posses-
sions.

President Archibald then called Steele F.
Roberts, the newly-elected president, to the
chair and turned over his gavel to him with
a few words of good wishes for the future
administration. Mr. Roberts responded feel-
ingly and paid a high tribute to the West for
originating and fostering the association move-
ment and stated that it would be his endeavor
to enlist into this work the efforts of the best
retailers in the East and the South.

This closed the fifth annual convention of

the American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation—one which will be long remembered by

those who attended it. It was a success, a

great success. The jewelers left Detroit feeling

that they had accomplished much for the gen-

eral good of the trade and that as individuals

they had been greatly benefited by once more

meeting together with manufacturers and job-

bers and discussing matters of mutual interest.

Delegates of the Jobbers' Association.

The convention was honored on Manu-

facturers' and Jobbers' Day by the presence of

the official jobbers' representatives, which in-

cluded President A. G. Schwab, of Cincinnati;
D. J. Gutman, of Cincinnati; B. C. Allen, of
Chicago; Edwin Massa, of St. Louis. The job-

bers expressed themselves as greatly pleased
with the reception tendered them and spoke in

very high terms of the work done by the asso-
ciation and of its prospects of success in the
future.

The Exhibits

There have been exhibits at every meeting
of the national association, but this is the first
time that this important feature of the conven-
tion has been controlled entirely by the associa-
tion. At one meeting the exhibit space was
"farmed out" and at others it was controlled by
the city in which the convention was held. This

year space was secured from the Cadillac Hotel
and arranged and sold by the national associa-
tion. The wisdom of this policy was conclusively
demonstrated by the excellence and high standard
of the exhibits. The exhibit hall was on the
first floor and was very convenient for both the
jewelers and the general public. One evening
was set aside for the inspection of the exhibits by
the general public and thousands of Detroit citi-
zens visited the exhibition hall.

The Rockford Silver Plate Co., of Rockford,
Ill., occupied one of the most prominent booths
at the convention and displayed its entire line of
silver plated ware, including the company's new
pattern, "The Fair Oaks," and a number of
pieces of flat ware fresh from the factory and
never before shown. The exhibit was in charge
of L. A. Littlefield, general manager of the com-
pany, Chas. B. Wilhite and F. H. Leeds.

Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro. had one of the
most unique and attractive exhibits at the con-
vention. It was the most original idea ever
carried out at a convention and it proved to be
a most excellent medium of publicity for the
Ingersoll-Trenton watch. The exhibit was in the
form of a miniature jewelry store with a display
of Ingersoll-Trenton watches in the window.
The exhibit was in charge of Wm. Ingersoll, the
advertising manager of the firm; Geo. F. Eber-
hard, the manager of the Ingergoll-Trenton
factory, and A. L. Daniells, manager of the
Chicago office.

Stein & Ellbogen Co., jobbers of Chicago,
showed their complete line. It was most tastily
arranged in one of the large parlors and received
many favorable comments from the jewelers.
Dave Ellbogen and W. H. Harton were in charge.

The Elgin National Watch Co. had a very
attractive booth and exhibited a full line of their
watches. The exhibit was in charge of Hamilton
B. McKinley and W. D. Kee. Chas. Elliott, at
the head of the material department, showed a
complete line of the company's material.

The Rockford Watch Co.'s exhibit was in
charge of L. A. Sackett and J. M. Rosenback.

The J. J. Freeman Co., of Toledo, Ohio, had
on exhibition their universal watch winder. Mr.
Hascall and M. E. Van Dusen explained the ad-
vantages of this new contrivance.

The Waltham Watch Co. had an unusually
interesting exhibit, the central feature of which
was an enlarged working model of their 23-

(Continued on page 1288a)
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Exhibit of Robert H. Ingersoll & 73ro.
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READY BY
SEPTEMBER OUR FALL CATALOG READY BY

SEPTEMBER

contains many seasonable suggestions that will be of help to you in selecting your holiday stock.

One hundred and sixty pages devoted to Jewelry, Emblems, Silverware, Watches and Diamonds.

Firstly and foremost however is jewelry, gold and gold-filled of the best sort.

We are right in the jewelry center. The fountain of all good things.

That's why our stock is always up to date and a bit ahead of the other fellow. We keep our

finger on the pulse of business and gather in all the original things as fast as they come out. But

why tire you. Send for our new 1910 Catalog and learn for yourself.

Do it to-day. Don't delay.

THE ALBERT WALKER COMPANY
BACKED BY HALF CENTURY OF CATERING

TO DISCRIMINATING JEWELERS

152 WEYBOSSET STREET :: PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Advertising Cuts
THAT SUGGEST THE GOODS

Cuts suggestive of the goods themselves are
the best advertising illustrations. Universal
experience has proved this. A watch cut will
catch the eye of the person who needs a
watch, and it is so with other lines.

AT NOMINAL PRICES
We have had prepared for use by the trade
small cuts of this character which will catch
the eye, suggest the idea and occupy a very
small space.
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Business generally among the wholesalers in
t! s market has a very bright outlook. The orders

out of town are coming in at a very fair
r .e and so that all of the retailers on the Pacific

ast may have prompt service the entire whole-
jewelry trade has discontinued the Saturday

:ernoon half-holiday. There has been no sud-
d n spurt in business but the increase has been
a 4-radual one and we feel that it will be so from
Ii Nv until the holidays. The wholesalers are
1,..ying to take care of an increased business and
' feel quite sure that even with their increased

0.(lers there will be a shortage in November and
.cember in quite a number of the leading

staples.
The clearings of the San Francisco banks

aL' L;regated $347,382,000 during one week in
Ny, showing an increase of 30.9 per cent. over
ti,e corresponding period of 1909. The clearings

t the Oakland banks reached the sum of $3,427,-
non, a 6x per cent. increase. All the other cities
of the Coast make a good showing, but none of
them begins to exhibit an increase approaching
that of the two money centers on the bay.

Governor Gillette has issued a requisition on
the Governor of Nevada for the return to Butte
Ctinty of J. H. Kennedy and W. H. Schewan,
under arrest at Reno for embezzlement. They
are accused of having appropriated to their own
u‘e $500 which was taken in gold bullion from
the Southern Cross Mine of the Edel Mining
( ompany, which they worked under contract.
The Governor of California also issued a requisi-
tion on the Governor of New York for the re-
titrn to San Francisco of Phillip Epstein, alias
Philip Schuman, who while manager of Uncle
llse's loan office in Oakland is said to have em-
1), izled money and jewelry worth $156.15.

On the night of July 5th burglars broke into
the Bacon Block on Washington Street, Oakland,
a,n1 burglarized twenty-five different establish-
twins, among which was the Herbert B. Kin-
c.■td Jewelry establishment. Most of the ex-

nsive jewelry was kept in a safe, but the safe
1\ :is full and some of the jewelry was left out in
the office. Just what the loss is the proprietor
11,s been unable to state as yet.

Genial John Hood, the retail jeweler of
S 'Ina Rosa, Cal., was among the out-of-town
(1 ;tiers on a buying trip to this market recently
companied by his son.
Meyer, Cahn & Talbott, wholesale jewelers,

11, anttfacturing opticians and material dealers,
I the tenor of a recent announcement to the
t ade. This merger is made up of the Cahn
ttndard Optical Co., S. Meyer & Co. and Gil-

1 re Lee. They are doing business in Los
ngeles, occupying the entire fourth floor at 512
'nth Broadway. The new concern will use a
agnificent floor space amounting to 7500 square
Ct.
The large electric sign of the Elgin Watch

Co. on Market Street has been equipped with a
zel over the surface of the large clock in the

■ Titer of the sign. This was necessary, as the
i':.avy winds affected the time-keeping qualities.
The hands on the clock weigh eighteen pounds
A L The new bezel over the clock is eleven
et square, made of two and one-half inch

! hannel iron with meshed wire glass one-half 
thick.
J. Jessop & Sons have let the fixture contract

ir their new store that they contemplate open-
1 ;1■4 in their new building, that has just been com-
Pleted at Sixth and B Streets, San Diego. This
i:ioneer jewelry firm hopes to be settled and ready
1')r business long before the holiday rush.

F. Willis Sharp, one of Oakland's leading
retail jewelers, is back at his place of business on
Fourteenth Street after having spent a well-
earned vacation in Carson City, Nev.

Rocco Mateeucci, of the well-known retail
Jewelry firm of Castagnetto and Mateeucci, who
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are located on Montgomery Avenue, San Fran-
cisco, has just returned from a well-earned vaca-
tion of one month.

H. J. Malliet, maker of artistic jewelry, who
was formerly located at 664 Pacific Building, has
moved into a fine new establishment in the Com-
mercial Building, Market Street, San Francisco.

W. H. Mitchell, who conducts a retail jewelry
store in King City, Cal., paid his quarterly visit
to the wholesale jewelry trade in this city in the
latter part of July.

C. A. Fox was among the out-of-town
tradesmen in this market recently, buying a stock
of merchandise for his new retail store which
is located in the new oil town of Taft, in south-
ern California.

Albert Stone, who is connected with the well-
known retail jewelry firm of A. & C. Felden-
heimer, who are located in Portland, Oregon,
spent his vacation in the vicinity of San Fran-
cisco and called upon one of the leading jobbing
houses in San Francisco while here.

Melvin Nordlinger, of the firm of S. Nord-
linger & Sons, the Los Angeles retail jeweler,
paid a visit to his relative, Alphonse Judis, in
San Francisco, while en route home from Reno,
Nev.

D. F. Badgley was among the out-of-town
retailers seen in the wholesale jewelry district.
Mr. Badgley was buying goods for his store in
Livermore, Cal.

The Pioneer Diamond House, under the
management of A. Samuels, has opened a very
attractive retail jewelry store at 242 Kearney
Street, San Francisco.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Ducommum, who are inter-
ested in the' retail jewelry business in Watson-
ville, Cal., paid this city a visit in July and re-
plenished their stock while here.

Ben Fershstand, of the new oil city, Taft, re-
tail jeweler, was also among the out-of-town
tradesmen in this city recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Landsberger have just
returned from a two weeks' vacation spent in
Lake County, Cal. This trip has been a continua-
tion of a bridal trip and Henry is now back on
the job with the well-known wholesale firm of
M. Schussler & Co.

Roland H. Jacobs, proprietor of the Globe
Jewelry Co., which is located at Globe, Ariz.,
spent a month's vacation in this vicinity, ac-
companied by his wife and daughter. Roland
was formerly connected with the well-known
wholesale jobbing firm of Alphonse Judis Co.
and renewed a number of old acquaintances while
here. Before returning to his home he spent
quite some time at one of the popular seaside
resorts just outside of Los Angeles.

J. W. Ray has purchased the retail jewelry
store of E. Chivers, which is located in Los
Gatos, Cal.

The Carlquist Bros. have opened a fine new
up-to-date retail establishment in Ashland, Oregon.

Newton Moore, accompanied by his wife,
visited a number of friends in San Francisco in
July and bought quite some merchandise for his
jewelry store, which is located at 354 South
Broadway, Los Angeles.

C. P. Jacobs, retail jeweler of Vallejo, Cal.,
was in this market on a buying trip late in July.
Mr. Jacobs reports business in his section as
having a very bright outlook. His home city
is the feeder for the United States Naval Station,
which is located opposite Vallejo on Mare Island.

George Ducommum, who is in the retail
jewelry business in Bakersfield, Cal., was seen in
the wholesale jewelry district in this city in July.

E. V. Saunders, who is interested in the
wholesale jewelry jobbing firm of A. I. Hall &
Son, has just returned from his annual visit
after calling upon all the retail jewelers in the
northern section of the Pacific Coast that do
business with his firm. Mr. Saunders reports
the outlook throughout the Northwest as very
promising for a good fall business.

E. W. Reynolds, the well-known wholesale
jeweler of 342 South Broadway, Los Angeles,
met with a painful accident early in July. Mr.
Reynolds will not be detained from business al-
together, as his broken wrist will not be serious
enough to keep him away from his duties. THE
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KEYSTONE wishes to sympathize with him and
hopes for his speedy recovery.

This is an invitation to every retail jeweler
on the Pacific Coast to send in their business
cards to the wholesale jewelry firms of A. I.
Hall & Son and the Nordman Bros. Co., iso
Post Street, San Francisco—that is, if they care
to receive the new catalogues that will be is-
sued by these two enterprising firms on or about
the first day of September.

A. I. Hall & Son, Inc., have recently taken
on the celebrated make of hall clocks that are
manufactured in Cincinnati, Ohio, by the Her-
schede Hall Clock Co.

Fritz Barkarn, who has been connected with
the California Jewelry Co., of San Francisco, for
about ten years, has just returned from Europe,
where he has been the last two years delving
into the science of cutting of diamonds. It is
needless to say that his host of friends in the
wholesale jewelry trade were glad to welcome
him home after his long absence.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance

The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, July 8th, the following members
being present : Chairman Butts, Vice-presidents
Wood and Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secre-
tary Noyes, and Messrs. Alford, Bowden, Brown
and Stern. The following new members were ad-
mitted:

Geo. A. Butt, Medford, Ore.
Wm. Dupen & Son, Chico, Cal.
Haubrich Bros. Co., Marysville, Cal.
T. S. Luckey & Co., Eugene, Ore.
Norman Company, Newark, N. J.
B. T. Van Be Car, Medford, Ore.
A. E. Wilson, Newberg, Ore.
E. D. Carter, Laramie, Wyo.
Carter Jewelry Co.,, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Julius Jensen Provo, Utah.
Tony arsen, Itock Springs, Wyo.
S. Selka, Salt Lake City, Utah.
A. A. Sindelar, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
A. Sorensen, Salt Lake City, Utah.
H. F. Upp, Ogden, Utah.
M. M. Bovard & Son, Phila., Pa.
G. W. Greene & Son, Woodland, Cal.
L. A. Shalet, Phila., Pa.
W. H. Taylor & Co. Newark, N. J.
Harry Weir, Phila,
C. F. Burger, Phila., Pa.
J, M. McGee, Blackwell, Okla.
Samuel Neubarth, Newark, N. J.
Amos Plank, Hutchinson, Kas.
F. G. Schuler, Phila., Pa.
Banta-Cole Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Sol. Brodkey, Omaha, Neb.
Thos. L. Elder, New York City.
Sol. Jacobson, Phila., Pa.
Masufacturing Jewelry Co., Phila., Pa.
Nat. Mosk, San Frascisco, Cal.
W. L. Spooner, Phila., Pa.
Oppenheimer-Brussel Imp. Co., New York City.
W. Fenimore & Co., Phila., Pa.
Est. of R. Pinkstone, Phila., Pa.
Slade, Tenney & Weadley, Chicago, Ill.
L. Lyle Bentz, Martinsburg, W. Va.
Tames De Wit, Pella, Iowa.
tiarrett-Fourline Jewelry Co., Concordia, Kas.
Hugglis & Baugh, Riverside, N. J.
T.. Roy Jacks, Little River, Kas.
C. II. Hartmas, Mineola, N. Y.
Fred Krueger, Shelbina, Mo.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
No. 117. To Marion Woods and Officer

Boggs, of Columbus, Ohio, for the arrest and
conviction of Samuel Johnson, who smashed the
window at the store of N. G. Knight & Co., of
Galion, Ohio, on May 6th, and was captured in
Columbus while trying to sell some bracelets
which he had stolen, and was sentenced to solitary
confinement at hard labor in the Penitentiary for
one year.

No. 118. To Special Officer F. L. Colwell,
Detective Thomas Gallagher and Officer Overlies,
for the arrest and conviction of Peter Juhl and
David Johnson, who broke into the store of H.
A. Lunda, of Minneapolis, Minn., on March 7,
I910, and stole watches and jewelry to the value
of about $1,000; a large part of which was re-
covered ; the burglars being sentenced to 9 years
each at hard labor in the State's prison at Still-
water.

The chairman reported that John Bingham,
alias "John Burton," one of the sneak thieves who
robbed the store of E. A. Merriman, of Joliet, Ill.,
while the manager was absent at lunch, had been
convicted of another crime at Los Angeles and
sentenced to six months' imprisonment.



EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS IN

DIAMONDS

WE have always been known as a house that
pays particular attention to diamonds. It
has always been our ambition to give the

trade dollar for dollar in diamonds as well as in all
other lines.

In the future as in the past, we will always succeed
in giving a 24K. fine value on every diamond we sell,
but right now we are in a position to offer exceptional
value and when we say exceptional we do so with a
full knowledge of what the word means.

41, While in the East recently our Mr. S. H. Bauman
purchased for cash the entire government seizure of
diamonds smuggled into this country by Isaac
Marcuson.

(I. This was an unusually advantageous purchase,
both as a matter of price and quality and we invite
your inspection.

(I Without enumerating, our lines include everything
you may need in the line of DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND JEWELRY. Our travelers are in the field
and you miss the best opportunity to inspect the corn-
pletest line of ideas in Fall jewelry ever assembled, if
you fail to look over their trunks.

Do not forget that we value your correspondence.

  u,/

COMMERCIAL BLDG. ST. LOUIS
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Reports from all the jobbing houses show
that trade is good and that the conditions
throughout the South, Southwest and West are
satisfactory. Reports from the Northwest are
quite favorable and though there are some fears
as to the crop in that section, the travelers are
sending in good orders. Vacations have been
the order of the day during this month in both
jobbing and retail circles.

S. H. Bauman, President of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., returned home on July 5th
from a ten days' trip to New York. While there
he purchased from Lee Reichman, the importer
and dealer in diamonds, a large lot of diamonds
that had been smuggled into this country by a
man named Isaac Marcuson, of New York, who
had purchased them from an Antwerp diamond
dealer and had not paid for them. The diamonds
were placed with Mr. Reichman to sell.

Ed Massa, vice-president of Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Co., who is now on a trip through
Kansas and Oklahoma, will return early in
August and accompanied by his wife, will leave
on a tour through Yellowstone Park. Max
Bauman, of this concern, is now on a two
weeks' trip to Mackinac Island and other Michi-
gan resorts. J. J. McKenna returned on July
ith from a week's fishing trip up in Illinois.

Joseph Auer, traveler, left on July 17th on a
two weeks' trip through the South. F. L. Jac-
card, Texas traveler for this firm, was a visitor
here during the month and left on July i8th
for Fort Worth, Texas, his headquarters, from
which point he will make a several weeks' trip
through the State.

Miss Daisy Pecaut, assistant buyer for Bau-
man-Massa Jewelry Co., accompanied by Ellen
Sweeney, assistant bookkeeper, leaves August 2c1
for a two weeks' sojourn at South Haven, Mich.

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., returned on July iith from a two
weeks' business trip to New York. He is ex-
pecting to leave any day on a five weeks'
European trip. C. L. Stange, traveler for this
concern, left on July 17th for a seven weeks'
western trip. Morris Bauman is now on a two
months' trip through the West and South.

Morris Eisenstadt, President of the Eisen-
stadt Jewelry Co. and also Exalted Ruler of the
local lodge of Elks, returned July rEith from a
week's trip to Detroit, Mich., to attend the annual
national convention of that organization at that
place. J. M. Friede, first vice-president of the
Eisenstadt company, returned July 20th from a
short business trip to New York.

George J. Hess, President of the Hess &
Culbertson Jewelry Co., will leave in August
on a vacation.

E. J. Helmerichs, foreman of the factory of
the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co., has re-
signed to go into business for himself. He will
be succeeded by Daniel E. Mulholland, an expert
manufacturing jeweler of experience, from New
York.

Goodman King, President of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., left for New York
on July 23d, from which point he sailed for
Europe on a six weeks' trip. E. C. Eiseman,
salesman for this firm, who was recently operated
on at a hospital, has resumed his duties again.
The employees of this concern are enjoying their
vacations in turn.

S. D. Culbertson, vice-president of the Hess
& Culbertson Jewelry Co., is now sojourning at
Waloon Lake, Wis., and he will be joined August
2d by S. R. Culbertson, his son, also of the same
firm. S. E. Bamber, secretary of this company,
will leave August r5th on a two weeks' business
and pleasure trip to New York. C. L. Horace,
manager of the watch repairing department, re-
turned recently from a two weeks' automobiling
trip through the East. Fred Hyke, salesman,
returned July 25th from a two weeks' vacation.

E. J. Helmerichs, late foreman of the Hess
& Culbertson Jewelry Co. factory, and well and
favorably known here, has purchased an interest
in the firm of the Lee-Kehl Manufacturing Co.,
manufacturing jewelers in the Globe-Democrat
Building here. The firm name will be The Lee
& Helmerichs Manufacturing Co., Mr. Kehl hav-
ing retired some time ago.

J. E. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-
Kemper Supply Co., returned on July 15th from
a two weeks' vacation spent at his old home,
Marietta, Ohio. He leaves about August 1st on a
three weeks' trip through North Missouri.

John B. Foster, a jeweler of Monroe, La.,
announces that his business will be conducted
in the future under the firm name of Young-
blood, Foster & Co. Mr. Foster was formerly
connected with the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co.
for seven years.

The leading jewelry stores of the city are
closing at 5 P. M. during the week and at x P. M.
on Saturdays during the months of July and
August.

Walter M. Bonn, secretary of the Bonn
Jewelry Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., and also secretary
of the M. Bonn Co. here, was a recent visitor.

F. W. Hoyt, President of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., will return about August ist from
a two weeks' business trip to New York, I. T.
Fuller, traveler for this concern, left on July
7th on a month's trip through northern Missouri
and Kansas. M. H. Cox, traveler, is now on a
three months' trip through Texas. H. W. Kel-
lersman has been elected secretary of the com-
pany.

Charles S. Erber, of the Erber Jewelry
Manufacturing Co., returned July 2d from a
week's business trip to New York.

Samuel Kober, traveler for Jacob Strauss &
Sons, left on July loth on a two months' trip
through Texas and Colorado. This firm will
close up its business by January 1, igi 1, due
to failing health of one of the members.

Max Weiss, of Weiss & Fassett, returned on
July 8th from a three weeks' business trip
through the South. L. A. Fassett, of the same
firm, returned July 24th from a week's trip to
points in Iowa.

Julius Newmann, formerly of the Aller,
Wilmes & Newmann Jewelry Co., is making his
headquarters temporarily at the office of Weiss &
Fassett.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., is now on a six weeks' trip
through Missouri and Kansas. George Oberting,
same firm, is on a six weeks' trip through Mis-
souri and Illinois. Lawrence Oberting is on a
six weeks' trip through Missouri and Iowa.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., is home from a two weeks' trip
through Arkansas and Texas.

Miss Willie Nixon has been appointed stock
clerk for the Elliott Jewelry Co.

Clifford Porth, son of George Porth, the
Jefferson City, Mo., jeweler, has just entered
the St. Louis Watchmaking School to learn en-
graving.

0. H. Kortkamp, President of the E. H.
Kortkamp Jewelry Co., is spending several weeks
at Chautauqua, Ill., where he has a cottage
rented for his family for the season. George H.
Konert, secretary of the same concern, is home
from a two weeks' fishing trip down in Arkansas.

H. F. Hines, traveler for William Weidlich
& Bro., is spending a few weeks here and will
leave about August 1st for a six weeks' trip
through the middle West and North.

Edward Netzheimer, foreman of the E.
Maritz Jewelry Manufacturing Co., is home
from a two weeks' vacation spent in Iowa.

W. F. Wilmes, of the Aller-Wilmes Jewelry
Co., is now on a two months' trip through Kansas
and Oklahoma. W. J. Beard, same firm, is now
on a two months' trip through Missouri, Illinois
and Iowa.

A. Kurtzeborn, Sr., of A. Kurtzeborn &
Sons Jewelry Co., left on July loth for Battle
Lake, Minn., where he will remain until the
middle of September.

The local branch of the Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation will not hold any meetings during the
summer months, owing to the warm weather.
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C. P. Hutchinson, secretary of the Whelan-
Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co., returned July
nth from a two weeks' vacation. C. S. Aehle,
vice-president of this concern, returned recently
from a ten days' vacation spent at Chautauqua,
III. William C. Hines returned July 24th from a
two weeks' vacation, which was spent at Bidde-
ford Pool, Maine. John A. Gerst, salesman
for this firm, has returned from a two weeks'
vacation spent at Geneva Lake, Wis.

W. G. Drosten, son of F. W. Drosten, of
the F. W. Drosten Jewelry Co., returned July
18th from a three weeks' visit to the Michigan
lake resorts. Frank W. Hagen, salesman, re-
turned on July 20th from a two weeks' vacation
spent in the West. E. J. Poursine, in charge
of the silverware department, and C. D. Spindler,
salesman, are home from a two weeks' vacation
spent in the Ozark Mountains of Missouri.

James J. Burke, President of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., returned recently from
a business trip to Chicago.

0. J. Pfeffer, President of the St. Louis
Clock and Silverware Co.; Julius Wendl and
Joseph Auer, the latter two of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., returned recently from a
successful fishing trip upon the Illinois River.

The magnificent solid silver cup that was
presented to Miss Helen Gould recently on her
birthday anniversary, was manufactured here by
the Mermod-Jaccard & King Jewelry Co. It
was contributed by the different railroad branches
of the Y. M. C. A. on the Gould railroad lines.

Herman Mauch, the well-known jeweler, was
selected as treasurer of the Patriotic Independ-
ence Day Association which was recently organ-
ized here to celebrate the Fourth of July on a
safe and sane basis. •

In a recent severe rain storm at Hot
Springs, Ark., Mr. Rinaldo, a jeweler, suffered
about $300 loss.

Edward Craig, alias Link, was arrested in
Oklahoma City, Okla., recently in connection with
the robbery of the jewelry store of Gustav
Scholl, 5253 South Broadway, last August, when
Scholl was struck over the head with an iron
bar by one of three men who stole a tray of
diamonds. His condition for a time was critical.
Dave Reagan and William Wertz, who were ar-
rested at the time, are serving five-year sentences
at the State Penitentiary.

L. W. Brown, with S. Ruby, returned re-
cently from a two weeks' trip to Boston and
Attleboro, Mass.

Harry W. Sipple and Harry M. Jaye, of the
J. Rolland Jewelry Co., spent several days in
Chicago recently.

The John F. Zeitler & Sons Jewelry Co., of
this city, has been incorporated with a capital
of $1o,000, fully paid. The incorporators are:
John F. Zeitler, William T. Zeitler and Walter
A. Zeitler.

F. L. Steiner, secretary of the St. Louis
Clock and Silverware Co., returned July 23d
from a two weeks' auto trip to Chicago. A. H.
Mark, of the same firm, is home from a two
weeks' vacation spent in the Ozark Mountains of
Missouri.

Walter D. Coles has ben reappointed referee
in bankruptcy for the seventh term of two years.
Mr. Coles was first appointed in 1808, when the
Federal bankruptcy law went into effect, and has
held the position ever since.

Visitors here during the month were : R. D.
Worrall, Mexico, Mo.; J. W. Strain, Carrolton,
Mo.; George Tetley, Robert Tetley Jewelry Co.,
Farmington, Mo.; R. Arth, Collinsville, Ill.;
C. S. Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind.; Thomas Ed-
wards, Clarksville, Mo.; Henry Croessman, Du-
quoin, Ill.; Fred Simon, Collinsville, Ill.; E. W.
Sartor, President of the Sartor Jewelry Co., Lin-
coln, Nebr.; J. A. Bader, Blytheville, Ark.; Frank
Hunter, with C. A. Schnak, Alexandria, La.;
Fred Herold, Jerseyville, Ill.; F. Anshutz, Shen-
andoah, Iowa; T. Tschumy, Galveston, Tex.;
F. 0. Leidel, Troy, Ill.; T. H. Vinyard, Pied-
mont, Mo.; Otto Burklund, Moberly, Mo.;
A. S. Higbee, Roodhouse, Ill.; William Westphal,
St. Charles, Mo.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe and you will
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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It was a merry party of about
Outing of 500 persons which boarded the
Wholesale steamer Greenland Saturday
Jewelers' and afternoon, July x6th, for an
Manufacturers' outing at Phoenix Grove, a
Association beautiful sylvan spot on the

Kentucky shore of the Ohio
River above Coney Island. The staunch craft
was crowded to the guards as "Admiral" Ed
Croninger gave the captain orders to cast away,
and as the boat stuck her nose into the current
a cheer broke out from the crowd of almost soo
men and women, boys and girls, manufacturers,
wholesalers and employees of the manufacturing
and wholesale houses. The cheer was answered
by a large crowd of sightseers on the Ohio shore
and was echoed back by the green hills on the
Kentucky side.

The boat was soon under way and, instic-
tively, the younger members of the party found
their way to the second deck and into the big
dance hall, where a string orchestra played
splendid dance music. With a rush the younger
folks were tripping the light fantastic from one
end to the other of the big boat, while the older
persons looked on. The music and the graceful
dancing of the boys and girls soon became in-
fectious, however, and before the first dance had
been concluded conservative manufacturers and
wholesalers themselves were lost in the maze of
mirth and music.

The dancing did not cease until the steamer's
gang plank was lowered at the Kentucky resort's
landing, and in short order the merrymakers
were tripping ashore and making for the big
clubhouse. Having deposited their wraps they
broke away from the clubhouse and soon the big
dance hall at the resort was echoing to the or-
chestra's music and the voices of the scores of
happy men, women and boys and girls. While
many danced, others played ball, and slaked
their thirst at a refreshment stand, the women
in the party being supplied with brick ice cream.
and lemonade in the dance hall. Many old friend-
ships were renewed among the employees and
many new ones were formed, and the passing of
time was brought to the attention of all only by
the sweet clanging of the resort's dinner bell.
Dinner was ready; a typical Kentucky country
Spring chicken dinner, with "all the trimmin's,
and it is needless to say that nobody had to be
coaxed to take a place at the snowy-white tables
in the big dining hall in the club house. Be it said
in honor of the proud young fowls who gave up
their lives that others might be made glad that
no better ever tried patiently to learn to crow or
to cackle.

Soon after the first bunch of jewelers and
employees had finished their ice cream, cake and
steaming hot coffee, the first steamer to make its
return trip to the city pulled in, and was soon
on its return trip with a goodly number. The
majority of those present, ho Never, remained
over until the 9 o'clock boat and enjoyed im-
mensely the ride down the river in the moon-
light and the cool of the evening, the shower
of the afternoon having made the atmosphere
delightfully cool and clear.

Everybody enjoyed the day to the fullest
extent and all were loud in their thanks to the
outing committee for the good time provided
for them. The outing committee consisted of
Chairman A. J. Thoma, of The Thoma Bros.
Company ; Joseph Noterman, of Joseph Noter-
man & Co., who was committeeman in charge
of the grounds and the chicken dinner; Arno
Dorst, of the Dorst Co., who was in charge of
the music ; Ed H. Croninger, manufacturing
jeweler, was in charge of the steamers, and C. E.
Richter, of Richter & Phillips, who had charge
of the baseball games and other sports.

This was the first outing ever given by the
Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and Manufac-
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turers' Association and because it was such a
success there is already general talk of plans for
an even bigger picnic next summer.

During the shower of the afternoon it de-
veloped that not only can the employees of the
Cincinnati jewelry houses make jewelry and at-
tend to the various departments of a big whole-
sale house, but that they have talent along other
lines—the writing of poetry, for instance.

While the rain was coming down Miss Myrle
Rhonemus, second vice-president of the "0. N. G.",
which stands for the Oskamp-Nolting Girls, and
Miss Anna Fisher, one of the seventeen members,
wrote the following lines, entitled, "The Lamen-
tation of the 0. N. G. Girls." It follows:

"0, fudge! I judge this smudge won't budge until this
day is over,

A shame to rain and spoil the game we were to have
in clover.

To think that drink of pink lemon ink with ice cream
on the side

We were to share right then and there beside a free
boat-ride.

And there, again, just look at them fine hats and skirts
and waists

That we, you see, put on to be admired by all the place.
Turns all our gall into a squall to think to have them wet.
Just look! that crook of weather cook keeps up that

raining yet.
Let's hope that soak will quit or croak, at least won't

do no harm,
And the sun, that bum, will soon now come, then we'll

not give a darn."

The sun, stung at this reproach for having
hidden away behind the shower's clouds, came out
immediately and smiled all the more sweetly for
the remainder of the evening, just to make up
for lost time, and the "0. N. G." were happy.

William Gist, colored, seized a watch case
from George Fruh's jewelry store at 1107 Har-
rison Avenue July 56th and started to run away,
but was caught by a posse of men and boys.

T. B. Lippett, formerly with P. D. Freeman,
of Ashland, Ky., is associated with F. D. Lamp-
man, Mackinac Island, for the summer.

The expectations of a number of attorneys
for the awarding of big fees to them were
dashed to the ground June 24th when Judge
Sater, in the Federal Court, used his little hatchet
with telling effect on bills they presented for
services alleged to have been rendered in the
long-drawn-out case of the Keck and Duhme
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Jewelry company cases. Bills were cut almost
in half, the judge declaring they would have to
be reduced to what is fair and reasonable, ac-
cording to regular business standards. Receiver
Carroll, himself an attorney, the court said, was
expected to carry on the affairs of the trust with-
out the help of special legal counsel, and the only
doubt in the matter was as to whether the lawyers
employed were entitled to anything at all. Judge
Sater also remarked that attorneys for the re-
ceiver acted as counsel for the creditors. He
cut the attorneys' fees to $2250.

Attorney Dudley V. Sutphin, of Cincinnati,
claims, through an alleged confession by Jesse
Varnes, of Fostoria, Ohio, that the mystery sur-
rounding the theft of a trunk containing $8000
worth of jewelry of The Thoma Bros. Company,
on September 8, 5904, at Fremont, Ohio, is in
a fair way to be cleared up. He has filed a suit
for $topoo against two men alleged to have been
mentioned by Varnes in his confession to having
stolen the trunk and to having buried part of the
jewelry, later selling it in small lots throughout
the State. It is claimed the case will cause some
interesting developments among the best people
of Fostoria, as Varnes implicates some promi-
nent persons.

The young son of Mrs. A. Boirsky, of
Charleston, W. Va., has been receiving treat-
ment here for a broken nose. He was injured
during a baseball game in his home town.

The "0. N. G." girls, of the Oskamp-Nolting
Company, Elm Street, an organization of seven-
teen young women employees of the wholesale
firm for "profitable pleasure," enjoyed a tally-ho
ride to Clovernook June x8th. On Thursday,
August 4th, they will meet at the Palace Hotel
to initiate new members. Following-the business
session the young women will have a dance. The
officers and members of the organization are:
President, Bertha Etter ; first vice-president, Ruth
Taylor ; second vice-president, Myrle Rhonernus;
treasurer, Dolly Woodyard ; corresponding secre-
tary, Anna Steinhardt ; secretary, Nora Davis;
Anna Fisher, Pauline Seidel, Jessie Smith, Edith
Rogers, Katherine Hartman, Hattie Weisner,
Mary Newcomb, Clara Falls, Norma Best and
Mrs. Walter Schinkal.

(Continued on page 1255)

Excursion Boat Greenland, which carried the Jewelers on Outing
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ABOVE ILLUSTRATIONS show the WEAK POINTS of the present Watch Bows
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(Continued from page 1233)

W. W. Howe, of the Loring-Andrews Com-
my, accompanied by his family, is spending
.e summer at their summer home at Sturgeon
oint, Canada.

George J. Gruen, of the Gruen Watch Corn-
any, was expected home from Europe about the

• id of July. Mrs. Gruen accompanied him on
Lis tour abroad.

William Ueberschlag, head of the Cincinnati
■ratch Case Repair Co., was a delegate from
ellevue, Ky., to the Knights of St. John con-

Nention at Cedar Point recently.
John Holland, Jr., and Robert Holland, of

tie John Holland Gold Pen Company, will leave
carly in August for a month's fishing in Georgian
Bay, Canada.

S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,
has returned from a visit to his son, Alvin Lin-
denberg, in Indianapolis. Alvin Lindenberg was
recently married to Miss Reba Markstein, of this
city. Mr. and Mrs. Simon Lin-
denberg visited Atlantic City also
after their visit to Indianapolis.

Miss Nettie Schroer, steno-
grapher for Wallenstein, Mayer
& Co., left late in July for a va-
cation in the country.

Walter Mayer, of Wallen-
stein, Mayer & Co., just returned
from a western business trip, says
the wheat and corn crops look
very promising.

The Oriental Cut Glass Com-
pany, of Toledo, Ohio, was in-
corporated July r6th for $15,000
by John H. Fisher, Emil Krall,
Victor Gustayson, Max M. Seidel
and W. J. Skehan. The company
will manufacture cut and en-
graved glassware.

A. G. Schwab, of A. G.
Schwab & Sons, said business
with his firm is moving along
nicely; that all his men are on the
road and are doing a good busi-
ness. He said business is much
better than at this time last year.

Edward Simper, the Vine
`;treet jeweler, is displaying to
1 is jeweler friends a rare piece of
.welry. It is a large pin repre-
mting the Goddess of Music playing a harp.
tmmered from 22 carat gold, weighing about
) pennyweights. The wings and the fringe. of

Lie drapery are set with over 250 diamonds, rang-
ig from to 1/32 of a carat in weight. The

I arp is set with about fifteen pearls. A story
oes with the pin to the effect that a European
ionarch presented it to a famous musician.

So heavy has traffic become in the Harrison
nilding, East Fourth Street, because of the
-ies 

side 

jewelry
mcerns, that the owners of the building are

ce there of several large wholesale jewel

!aiming to instal another big electric elevator.
his will result in taking off a small portion of
corner of the room in each of the offices on

de of the building, but this will not cause
.uch inconvenience and the added service will be
-eatly appreciated.
Hahn & Oppenheimer, wholesale jewelers in

le Emery Arcade, will move into the fourth
)or of the Robertson Building, at the northwest
mner of Seventh and Race Streets about August
,t. The e firm's growing business makes it im-
,trative that larger quarters be secured.

A.ts. G. Schwab, head of the wholesale firm of
G. Schwab & Sons, left late in July for At-

Lntic City and the East, accompanied by Mrs.

ch

Edward Metzger has moved from Liberty

vhIda rM1 

Cerresontral Avenues to Linn and Baymiller

.

Henry Fox, of Fox Bros & Co., accompanied

tree

Fox, are spending their vacation at

Frank Smith, Cincinnati's first pawnbroker,
"ied June 24th in a private hospital in Clifton
rom the effects of a broken hip sustained about

WACHTER BALL BEARING BOW
(NEVER COMES OUT)

Patented in U. S. A. July 25, 1905, May 21, 1907, March 30, 1909. Patents pending. Patented in Foreign Countries.

When buying watch cases insist on cases with The Wachter Patent Pendant and Bow.

Watch cases in gold, gold-filled and silver with stationary or swivel Wachter Ball Bearing Pendants and Bows are already on the market.

SHOULD YOUR JOBBER NOT HAVE THEM IN STOCK WRITE TO US, WE WILL SEND TO YOU A LIST OF THOSE WHO HAVE.

USE WACI ITER BOWS FOR REPAIRING PURPOSES. MADE IN ALL SIZES.

OUTING C
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two years ago. He was 74 years of age. He
leaves his entire estate to his wife and his sons
will conduct the business.

Fox Bros. & Co. are in receipt of a cable-
gram from Sol Fox, of the firm, saying he has
engaged passage on the Kaiser Wilhelm II, which
sailed July 2oth from Southampton. He is due
to arrive in Cincinnati July 28th. He has spent
four months in the diamond markets. He is ac-
companied by Mrs. Fox.

A. C. Hummel, formerly in the Arcade, is
now city salesman for the Dennison Manufactur-
ing Company here.

Burton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Company, will
sail for the diamond markets of Europe about
the middle of August.

Cincinnati creditors of Herman E. Promnitz,
of Van Wert, Ohio, who went into bankruptcy
recently, have agreed to accept his offer of 25
cents on the dollar.

Anthony Westhoff, of the Frank Herschede
Jewelry Company, is spending his vacation in
Indiana.

S. B. Roberts, of the clock department of the
Marshall Field Company, visited the Herschede
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spent a few days in Columbus and Worthington,
Ohio, recently.

L. Gutmann & Sons, wholesale jewelers, an-
nounce that all its men are on the road and are
sending in good orders; that the outlook is very
promising and that the firm is carrying an un-
usually large line of new goods.

S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss &
Company, wholesale jewelers, said their firm's
July business was fair but that the prospects for
fall business are good ; that all of the company's
five men are on the road and are doing well. S.
Lindenberg has just returned from an Indiana
trip and will make another trip in that State
at once.

Wehrly & Hoke, of Portland, hid., retail
jewelers, are remodeling their store and putting
in new fixtures.

The Thoma Bros. Company, . dealers in
jewelers' supplies, announce that it is looking for
a big fall business. All its men started on the
road the last week in July—Fred, Jerome andC 

W. R. Hale, Jr., of Greenville, S. C., stopped
in Cincinnati July loth on his way home from

Detroit, Mich., where he took a
four months course in engraving.

H. C. Reed, Blanchester,
Ohio, was in Cincinnati late in
July.

The Gustave Fox Company,
diamond jewelers, stated that
business is good and that its men
will go on the road soon. The
firm has added ten men to its
shop force in the past two weeks
because of large orders..

Klein Bros. Company, Fourth
Street wholesale jewelers, said
business is opening up fine. The
firm expects to do a large busi-
ness this fall.

J. T. Scott, of the old jewelry
firm of J. T. Scott & Co., of New
York City, and until recently in
charge of the Gorham Company's
New York office, is now with
The Gustave Fox Company, of
Cincinnati and will start on the
road about August 1st.

G. H. Mohlman, of Lafayette,
Ind., was in Cincinnati recently.

Mr. Richter, of Richter &
Phillips, wholesale jewelers, said
business is good with his firm;
that the men are all on the road

and are sending in good orders.
Gebhardt Bros., diamond jewelers, in the new

Merchants' Building, are very busy and say the

outlook is promising for a continued good run

of business.
Mr. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, accom-

panied by Mrs. Richter, spent their vacation at

Ocean City, N. J., recently. Mr. Richter is telling

some dandy fish stories, but his friends recei
ve

them with a smile.
Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers in the Mer-

chants' Building, say business is good ; that a
ll

their men are sending in orders and that it loo
ks

as if they will have good business this fall.

F. N. D. La Mater, manufacturing jeweler

and optician of Wichita, Kans., was in Cincinnati

late in July looking for an Ohio location.

Frank Wagner, of E. Wagner & Son, Free-

man Avenue, is receiving congratulations. It's

a fine boy.
J. W. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Compan

y,

jewelers' supply dealers, said the company's men

are ready to go on the road and that he loo
ks

for good business.
George Selmeier, of the E. & J. Swigart

Company, left July 21st for a vacation in New

York, accompanied by Mrs. Selmeier.
Mrs. Schlenker, of Hickman, Ky., visited

Cincinnati friends while on her way to Eaton,

Ohio, to spend some time with relatives.

OMMITTEE CINCINNATI WHOLESALE JEWELERS' AND MANU
FAC-

TURERS' ASSOCI TION

Ed. Richter A. J. Thoma
Arno forst Jos. Noterman

Ed. Croninger

Hall Clock Company's factory here recently and
pronounced the line of clocks the finest he has
ever seen.

R. R. Lusk and wife, of Utica, Ohio, were
here buying stock and fixtures for their new
store. Their old store was burned out some time
ago.

A meeting of the officers of the Frank Her-
schede Jewelry Company, Fourth Street, was

scheduled to take place Saturday, July 23d, to
organize for the new year. The company an-
nounces it has just completed a very successful

year.
George Nagel and Mrs. Nagel have returned

from a visit to St. Louis, Mo.
Sol Silverstein, of Denver, Colo., opened a

new store there July loth. He bought stock and

fixtures for it here recently.
The Frank Herschede Jewelry Company will

have a fine exhibit of clocks and special exhibi-

tion pieces of silver and fine diamond jewelry

at the Ohio Valley Exposition this fall in Cin-
cinnati.

M. J. Greenwald has enlarged his jewelry

store at 25 Arcade by adding an extra store room
adjoining it.

J. A. Hopkins, Hamilton, Ohio, jeweler,

died July 3d.
Miss Catherine King, saleswoman for several

years at the John Holland Gold Pen Company's
store, was married late in July to a Mr. Tarbeck,

a Lexington, Ky., druggist.
L. Treel, of Huntington, W. Va., was in Cin-

cinnati recently buying stock for his store. He

suffered from a bad fire some time ago.
John Holland, Sr., of the John Holland Gold

Pen Company, accompanied by Mrs. Holland,

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to

make repair work profitable, and they are secured

by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.

Adv.
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By far the most importantThe Big Festival week of all the year, from the
standpoint of general businessin Kansas City, comes early in October, when thecity throws its doors wide open and welcomes thethousands of visitors from its trade territory tothe "Priests of Pallas" celebration. For morethan twenty years this fall festival has been cele-brated here and there is no apparent diminutionin interest as the years go by. During the weekthe business concerns of Kansas City keep openhouse for all their customers and other visitorsand Kansas Cityans make it their business tosee that all strangers have a good time.

Preparations have been going on for manymonths to provide entertainment features nextOctober and the merchants have donated withunusual liberality. This year it is proposed tofollow the example of Chicago and other largercities in providing a military tournament for theweek. Kansas City is most favorably situatedto carry out this plan. At Fort Leavenworth,.only thirty miles up the Missouri River from thecity, is the largest infantry garrison in theUnited States. Other branches of the service alsoare well represented. An effort is now beingmade to secure the consent of the War Depart-ment to send troops here for the festival week.
Kansas City merchants are enthusiastic overthe prospects of welcoming to the city in Octoberthe greatest crowds in the history of the week.In addition to the military tournament there willbe the historic night parade of the "Priests ofPallas," with electric floats; an aviation meet,general distribution of free theater tickets, aformal ball and a bal masque. Many other thingswill combine to make the coming October festivalunusually attractive to the people of Kansas City'strade territory.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hoefer, with theirdaughters, Miss Eunice and Mary Louise, arespending the month of August at their summerhome at Plum Lake, Wis.
Dr. C. C. Stevenson, of Pittsburg, Kans., wasrobbed July 5th of $25oo worth of diamonds.Dr. Stevenson locked his jewelry store at noonand went to dinner. He was gone just thirtyminutes and during that interval the thieves en-tered the store, sorted the diamonds from theshow cases and broke the safe. The missingjewelry is eighteen diamond rings, seventeen dia-mond brooches, three pairs of earrings, one tiepin and four shirt studs. The thieves were par-ticular to take nothing but the diamonds.Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Cady and their daughter,Mrs. S. M. Daniels, have gone to Macatowa Parkto spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jaccard and their sister,Miss Bendino Hudson, who have been travelingabroad this summer, will sail for home August2oth,
William H. Haupt, who has been in thejewelry business in Bartlesville, Okla., sincet9o3, died July oth at Sulphur Springs, Ark.,

where he had been taken on account of ill
health. Mr. Haupt entered the jewelry business
with his brother in Peabody, Kans., in 1872, butin 1903 they dissolved partnership, William
Haupt going to Bartlesville, Okla. A wife and
two sons, Charles and Raymond, survive.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Mercer will spend
the months of August and September at their
summer home on Long Island.

F. W. Waschau, a Kansas City watchmaker,
has received a patent on a stop attachment for
phonographs.

W. H. Martin, of Beaver City, Nebr., en
route to his old home in Howard, Kans., visited
relatives in Kansas City.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schwandt, of Holden,
Mo., are spending the summer in travel abroad.

The office force of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co. has been engaged in getting material
ready for the new fall catalogue.

Louis Megerde, Jr., of Richmond, Mo., is
taking a course of watchmaking and engraving
in Kansas City.

Otto Brefold, a jeweler at Concordia, Kans.,
was quietly married in Kansas City last month
at the Cathedral. On account of a recent be-
reavement in the bride's family only a few friends
were present.

The Cady & Olmstead Jewelry Co. is re-
modeling the front of its store. The entrance
will be directly in front instead of at the side,
as formerly, making two smaller display windows
in place of one. The long window has been
difficult to dress artistically.

Corey L. Mann has sold his business in Bald-
win, Kans., and with his family has gone to
California for a permanent residence.

William Terwilliger
' 

of the Meyer Jewelry
Co., has returned to his home in New York City
for a visit.

L. Yauslin has sold out his business at Ax-
tell, Kans., to G. Rothfelder and has bought the
jewelry store of C. S. Mann at Baldwin, Kans.

George Hale, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., has
returned from a two weeks' visit in Marshall, Mo.

W. C. Spier, formerly in business at Mount
Vernon, Mo., has bought the business of E. E.
Branch, 218 West Twelfth Street, Kansas City.

W. S. Hake and E. H. Filson have succeeded
to the business of A. J. Sands at Lamar, Mo.
Both Mr. Hake and Mr. Filson are young
jewelers from Pontiac, Ill.

Miss Hoheschild, of the D. B. Ward Jewelry
Co., is taking a two weeks' vacation in the Ozark
Mountains.

Felix Fricks, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., re-
turned from a five weeks' stay in New York.

D. F. Kirk, of Grove, Okla., recently sold
out his business at auction.

E. L. Jones, formerly in business at Omaha,
has taken charge of the watch department of
W. F. Kirkpatrick & Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

Miss Hattie Quick, stenographer of the
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., was married last
month to Fritz Frank. The house presented her
with a dozen teaspoons.

Carl Ricker, of Emporia, Kans., is spending
the summer on the Pacific Coast.

William P. Howard, who has been in the
employ of the C. A. Kiger Jewelry Co. since
1903, recently accepted a position as manager of
the Commerce Building, Tenth and Walnut
Streets.

M. H. Meyers, formerly a student at the
Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School,
is now in the employ of George Franks at Dex-
ter, Kans.

W 
. R. Conner is a new jeweler at Atchison,

Kans.
C. A. Whitney, a Wichita jeweler, is making

a motor trip to Colorado.
C. H. Youngblood, formerly a student of

the Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving
School, is now in the retail business at Rossville,
Kans.

The majority of the employees of the Porter
& Wiser Jewelry Co. took their vacations last
month. Peter Spink went to Chicago ; John
Dougherty to Denver; David Pfeffer to St.
Joseph, Moad L. Mar to Nevada, Mo.; Eugene
Mill to Abilene, Kans.; Miss Rose Belair to
Plattsburg, Mo., and Harry Green to the Ozark
Mountains.

W. H. Queentnan has purchased a half in-
terest in the jewelry store of W. A. Seaman at
Gothenburg, Nebr.

George F. Scarr, of Portsmouth, Nebr., with
his wife, is spending several weeks on the
California Coast.

W. C. Ernest is a new jeweler at Brayiner,
Mo.

Mrs. Sarah E. Mitchell and son, Robert, of
Carrollton, Mo., have purchased the stock of
L. G. Clark.

J. W. Talbot, of Nevada, Mo., who discon-
tinued business several months ago and went
West for his health, has returned and has opened
a new store and handsome optical parlors.
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W. N. Ingraham, of Mooreland, Okla., has
purchased the business of B. H. Rhoads.

Thirty diamonds, valued at $27oo, were re-
cently stolen from the Amos Plank jewelry stort
at Hutchinson, Kans.

A. B. Regnier is a new salesman for tilt.
Jaccard Jewelry Co.

Max Arnstein, after an absence of si c
months, is again in the employ of the Porter
Wiser Jewelry Co.

The following were visitors at the wholesalt
houses last month : J. 0. Van Vorhis, Osawa-
tomie, Kans.; J. H. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.;
Ed Fraser, Leavenworth, Kans.; S. Beizenher2,
Concordia, Mo.; E. A. Church, Claremore, Okla.;
N. D. Brotchie, Scandia, Kans.; Theo. Burkhardt,
Trenton, Mo.; W. H. Pontius, of F. E. Pirtle fz
Co., Anthony, Kans.; F. E. Pirtle, Council Grove,
Kans.; J. A. Zimmerman, Warrensburg, Mo.;
H. A. Tibbals, Emporia, Kans.; George Parth,
Jefferson City, Mo.; James Pizinger, Hoisington,
Kans.; E. R. Kennedy, La Crosse, Kans.; T. L.
Hutton, Urich, Mo.; W. T. Brown, Sterling,
Kans.; Sam Friedberg, Topeka, Kans.; Ed Ar-
mel, Holton, Kans.; C. E. Tieman, California,
Mo.; Claude Range, Trenton, Mo.; H. L. Raines,
Maryville, Mo.; Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Mo.;
Frank E. Fearl, Hutchinson, Kans.; C. J. Keil,
Clinton, Mo.

How to Sell Goods Faster
The faster you can sell goods the more you

can sell, says a writer in the Macey Monthly.
The more you sell the more valuable you

are to your employer.
One big fundamental help in rapid fire sales-

manship is knowledge of the goods.
Yes, you say, but I know my stock. Do you,

though? Are there not a score of questions a
day put to you which you can only meet with
generalities that don't strike fire?

Haven't you caught yourself or been caught
by your customers substituting bluffs for facts?

Isn't it true that you ought to know too more
talking points about your line? Look it over
right now.

Well, how shall you learn more?
I'll tell you one method I used with good

results. I took the magazines and I studied the
ads of the merchandise I sold.

What a breezy optimism I gained! What a
fund of honest pointed selling helps! What a
lot of confidence and self-respect showed itself
in my salesmanship!

Then I wrote the manufacturers for their
catalogues and pamphlets, and I just ate up the
facts about my goods.

Strange to say, some of the others never
knew where I got all of my information and
enthusiasm.

You know it isn't hard for anybody to talk
when one is full of the subject.

You'll find advertisers and manufacturers
only too glad to supply you with any information
you ask. You'll never regret the time and stamps

Let me tell you it was a real pleasure to
tackle a cranky customer. You know a crank is
usually simply one who knows what he wants. It
was a real pleasure to talk to such a person, who
was after cold facts when I had them all ready
pigeonholed in my head.

I began to wonder why some salesmen could
sell anything, but frankly, I was just as bad until
I got to finding out what I was paid to sell. The
only excuse I can muster was that like many
salesmen I ran in a rut—did just like the others—
and received just the same pay as the others.

Do you want a bigger bunch of bills in your
pay envelope? Then get out of the crowd—edu-
cate yourself as every lawyer and doctor and real
business Iran is doing—by reading constantly
about your business and the new factors in it.

I know that ill the last few years salesmen
and saleswomen are getting into the study habit
and are giving serious thought to ad and cata-
logue reading

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service, in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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to sell a solid
gold watch case

is to show the Keystone
Trade-Mark and Guar-
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By far the most important
The Big Festival week of all the year, from the

standpoint of general businessin Kansas City, comes early in October, when thecity throws its doors wide open and welcomes thethousands of visitors from its trade territory tothe "Priests of Pallas" celebration. For morethan twenty years this fall festival has been cele-brated here and there is no apparent diminutionin interest as the years go by. During the weekthe business concerns of Kansas City keep openhouse for all their customers and other visitorsand Kansas Cityans make it their business tosee that all strangers have a good time.
Preparations have been going on for manymonths to provide entertainment features nextOctober and the merchants have donated withunusual liberality. This year it is proposed tofollow the example of Chicago and other largercities in providing a military tournament for theweek. Kansas City is most favorably situatedto carry out this plan. At Fort Leavenworth,only thirty miles up the Missouri River from theCity, is the largest infantry garrison in theUnited States. Other branches of the service alsoare well represented. An effort is now beingmade to secure the consent of the War Depart-ment to send troops here for the festival week.
Kansas City merchants are enthusiastic overthe prospects of welcoming to the city in Octoberthe greatest crowds in the history of the week.In addition to the military tournament there willbe the historic night parade of the "Priests ofPallas," with electric floats; an aviation meet,general distribution of free theater tickets, aformal ball and a bal masque. Many other thingswill combine to make the coming October festivalunusually attractive to the people of Kansas City'strade territory.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hoefer, with theirdaughters, Miss Eunice and Mary Louise, arespending the month of August at their summerhome at Plum Lake, Wis,
Dr. C. C. Stevenson, of Pittsburg, Kans., wasrobbed July 5th of $25oo worth of diamonds.Dr. Stevenson locked his jewelry store at noonand went to dinner. He was gone just thirtyminutes and during that interval the thieves en-tered the store, sorted the diamonds from theshow cases and broke the safe. The missingjewelry is eighteen diamond rings, seventeen dia-mond brooches, three pairs of earrings, one tiepin and four shirt studs. The thieves were par-ticular to take nothing but the diamonds.Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Cady and their daughter,Mrs. S. M. Daniels, have gone to Macatowa Parkto spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jaccard and their sister,Miss Bendino Hudson, who have been travelingabroad this summer, will sail for home August2oth.
William H. Haupt, who has been in thejewelry business in Bartlesville, Okla., since1903, died July 9th at Sulphur Springs, Ark.,where he had been taken on account of ill

health. Mr. Haupt entered the jewelry business
with his brother in Peabody, Kans., in 1872, but
in 1903 they dissolved partnership, William
Haupt going to Bartlesville, Okla. A wife and
two sons, Charles and Raymond, survive.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Mercer will spend
the months of August and September at their
summer home on Long Island.

F. W. Waschau, a Kansas City watchmaker,
has received a patent on a stop attachment for
phonographs.

W. H. Martin, of Beaver City, Nebr., en
route to his old home in Howard, Kans., visited
relatives in Kansas City.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schwandt, of Holden,
Mo., are spending the summer in travel abroad.

The office force of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co. has been engaged in getting material
ready for the new fall catalogue.

Louis Megerde, Jr., of Richmond, Mo., is
taking a course of watchmaking and engraving
in Kansas City.

Otto Brefold, a jeweler at Concordia, Kans.,
was quietly married in Kansas City last month
at the Cathedral. On account of a recent be-
reavement in the bride's family only a few friends
were present.

The Cady & Olmstead Jewelry Co. is re-
modeling the front of its store. The entrance
will be directly in front instead of at the side,
as formerly, making two smaller display windows
in place of one. The long window has been
difficult to dress artistically.

Corey L. Mann has sold his business in Bald-
win, Kans., and with his family has gone to
California for a permanent residence.

William Terwilliger, of the Meyer Jewelry
Co., has returned to his home in New York City
for a visit.

L. Yauslin has sold out his business at Ax-
tell, Kans., to G. Rothfelder and has bought the
jewelry store of C. S. Mann at Baldwin, Kans.

George Hale, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., has
returned from a two weeks' visit in Marshall, Mo.

W. C. Spier, formerly in business at Mount
Vernon, Mo., has bought the business of E. E.
Branch, 218 West Twelfth Street, Kansas City.

W. S. Hake and E. H. Filson have succeeded
to the business of A. J. Sands at Lamar, Mo.
Both Mr. Hake and Mr. Filson are young
jewelers from Pontiac, Ill.

Miss Hoheschild, of the D. B. Ward Jewelry
Co., is taking a two weeks' vacation in the Ozark
Mountains.

Felix Fricks, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., re-
turned from a five weeks' stay in New York.

D. F. Kirk, of Grove, Okla., recently sold
out his business at auction.

E. L. Jones, formerly in business at Omaha,
has taken charge of the watch department of
W. F. Kirkpatrick & Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

Miss Hattie Quick, stenographer of the
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., was married last
month to Fritz Frank. The house presented her
with a dozen teaspoons.

Carl Ricker, of Emporia, Kans., is spending
the summer on the Pacific Coast.

William P. Howard, who has been in the
employ of the C. A. Kiger Jewelry Co. since
19°3, recently accepted a position as manager of
the Commerce Building, Tenth and Walnut
Streets.

M. H. Meyers, formerly a student at the
Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School,
is now in the employ of George Franks at Dex-
ter, Kans.

W. R. Conner is a new jeweler at Atchison,
Kans.

C. A. Whitney, a Wichita jeweler, is making
a motor trip to Colorado.

C. H. Youngblood, formerly a student of
the Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving
School, is now in the retail business at Rossville,
Kans.

The majority of the employees of the Porter
& Wiser Jewelry Co. took their vacations last
month. Peter Spink went to Chicago; John
Dougherty to Denver; David Pfeffer to St.
Joseph, Moad L. Mar to Nevada, Mo.; Eugene
Mill to Abilene, Kans.; Miss Rose Belair to
Plattsburg, Mo., and Harry Green to the Ozark
Mountains.

W. H. Queentnan has purchased a half in-
terest in the jewelry store of W. A. Seaman at
Gothenburg, Nebr.

George F. Scarr, of Portsmouth, Nebr., with
his wife, is spending several weeks on the
California Coast.

W. C. Ernest is a new jeweler at Braymer,
Mo.

Mrs. Sarah E. Mitchell and son, Robert, of
Carrollton, Mo., have purchased the stock of
L. G. Clark.

J. W. Talbot, of Nevada, Mo., who discon-
tinued business several months ago and went
West for his health, has returned and has opened
a new store and handsome optical parlors.

August, 191)

W. N. Ingraham, of Mooreland, Okla., has
purchased the business of B. H. Rhoads.

Thirty diamonds, valued at $27oo, were re -
cently stolen from the Amos Plank jewelry store
at Hutchinson, Kans.

A. B. Regnier is a new salesman for the.
Jaccard Jewelry Co.

Max Arnstein, after an absence of si:
months, is again in the employ of the Porter 4z
Wiser Jewelry Co.

The following were visitors at the wholesale
houses last month : J. 0. Van Vorhis, Osawa-
tomie, Kans.; J. H. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.
Ed Fraser, Leavenworth, Kans.; S. Beizenher,,
Concordia, Mo.; E. A. Church, Claremore, Okla.
N. D. Brotchie, Scandia, Kans.; Theo. Burkhard.,
Trenton, Mo.; W. H. Pontius, of F. E. Pirtle
Co., Anthony, Kans.; F. E. Pirtle, Council Grove,
Kans.; J. A. Zimmerman, Warrensburg, Mo.;
H. A. Tibbals, Emporia, Kans.; George Parth,
Jefferson City, Mo.; James Pizinger, Hoisington,
Kans.; E. R. Kennedy, La Crosse, Kans.; T. L.
Hutton, Urich, Mo.; W. T. Brown, Sterling,
Kans.; Sam Friedberg, Topeka, Kans.; Ed Ar
mel, Holton, Kans.; C. E. Tieman, California,
Mo.; Claude Range, Trenton, Mo.; H. L. Raines,
Maryville, Mo.; Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Mo.;
Frank E. Fearl, Hutchinson, Kans.; C. J. Keil,
Clinton, Mo.

How to Sell Goods Faster
The faster you can sell goods the more you

can sell, says a writer in the Macey Monthly.
The more you sell the more valuable you

are to your employer.
One big fundamental help in rapid fire sales-

manship is knowledge of the goods.
Yes, you say, but I know my stock. Do you,

though? Are there not a score of questions a
day put to you which you can only meet with
generalities that don't strike fire?

Haven't you caught yourself or been caught
by your customers substituting bluffs for facts?

Isn't it true that you ought to know ioo more
talking points about your line? Look it over
right now.

Well, how shall you learn more?
I'll tell you one method I used with good

results. I took the magazines and I studied the
ads of the merchandise I sold.

What a breezy optimism I gained! What a
fund of honest pointed selling helps! What a
lot of confidence and self-respect showed itself
in my salesmanship!

Then I wrote the manufacturers for theit
catalogues and pamphlets, and I just ate up the
facts about my goods.

Strange to say, some of the others never
knew where I got all of my information and
enthusiasm.

You know it isn't hard for anybody to tall,
when one is full of the subject.

You'll find advertisers and manufacturers
only too glad to supply you with any information
you ask. You'll never regret the time and stamps

Let me tell you it was a real pleasure to
tackle a .cranky customer. You know a crank is
usually simply one who knows what he wants. It
was a real pleasure to talk to such a person, who
was after cold facts when I had them all ready
pigeonholed in my head.

I began to wonder why some salesmen could
sell anything, but frankly, I was just as bad until
I got to finding out what I was paid to sell. The
only excuse I can muster was that like many
salesmen I ran in a rut—did just like the others—
and received just the same pay as the others.

Do you want a bigger bunch of bills in your
pay envelope? Then get out of the crowd—edu-
cate yourself as every lawyer and doctor and real
business wan is doing—by reading constantly
about your business and the new factors in it.

I know that in the last few years salesmen
and saleswomen are getting into the study habit
and are giving serious thought to ad and cata-
logue reading.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service, in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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to sell a solid
gold watch case

is to show the Keystone
Trade-Mark and Guar-
antee stamped inside.
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Solid Gold Watch Cases

USTOMERS draw no
hair-splitting distinc-
tions as to reliability
in a jeweler—any more
than in a bank.
If he is not featuring

the highest known type in any
line why isn't he?
Your customer knows the Keystone
Solid Gold Watch Case as the finest
article it is possible to produce.
The Keystone Standards are a
positive asset for every jeweler
who identifies his store with them.
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The month of July was a most
A Good Month satisfactory one in both the

jewelry and optical business in
this section. Some of the local dealers say that
it begins to look like old times again, and busi-
ness so far this month has held the pace set last
month. While an occasional complaint is heard,
for the most part trade has settled down to a
regular and highly satisfactory condition. The
movement of jewelry has not been confined to the
light stuff, but has been running to moderate
priced goods largely, with a fair sprinkling of
diamonds and other precious stones and con-
siderable real high class ware. It is noticeable
that gems are more active than for some time,
and this is taken to mean that money is easier
and that people of wealth are not pursuing so
cautious a policy as they were some time ago.
Some very fair diamonds have been sold recently,
and sales of smaller stones have been frequent.
Watches also have been selling readily, and in
fact cut glass and all of the better stuff has
proven good property.

Some of the retailers say that the month of
July was really the best month they ever had,
while some say that they have had no better busi-
ness since the holiday trade. On the whole it
may be said that retail jewelry business has
picked up immensely here during the past few
months, and especially during the past few weeks.
Repair work is also on the boom, most of the
benches being far behind with their work, and
everyone reporting plenty to do in that line.
This is the dull time for wholesalers and manu-
facturers, most of the salesmen being in off the
road just at present, but all agree that indications
point to some very lively fall trade and prepara-
tions are being made to meet what is felt to be
a certain increase i nthe country demand. Optical
business has been exceptionally good for the past
couple of weeks according to local reports, and
those connected with road work say that there is
unusual activity in optical goods all over this
section of the country. There is plenty of
optimism connected with the optical as well as
the jewelry business and a season of prosperity
is anticipated all around. People are well em-
ployed at good wages and while the cost of living
has somewhat increased, steady employment is
furnishing considerable surplus money. Alto-
gether the situation is a most pleasing one and
few complaints are heard.

With very few exceptions the jewelers of the
city will close their desks and attend the Retail
Merchants' First Annual Field Day and Outing,
to be held at Put-in-Bay on July 20th. George
Kapp, Summit Street jeweler, has been one of
the chief promoters of the affair which promises
to outdo anything of the kind ever pulled off here.
A huge tough paper sack accompanies each two
dollar ticket, and is designed to hold "your hat,
cigars and baseball." On this sack is printed in
glaring colors the unique programme which will
be carried out by this "grandest, most gorgeous,
glorious, glittering galaxy of stars." The cukoo
clock provided by George Kapp will regulate the
movements of the procession, while the official
chronometer of J. J. Freeman will regulate the
sports. Among other features will be an exhibi-
tion of high and fancy diving, at the bathing beach
by Prof. George Kapp. The picnic will be a stag
affair.

J. J. Sanburn, a solicitor, was placed under
arrest in Toledo on a charge of having sold a
piece of polished glass to Henry Textor, a saloon
keeper, under the representation that it was a
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genuine diamond of the value of $350. Textor
gave $325 for the supposed gem some months ago.

Announcement has been made of the coming
marriage of Miss Lelia Ethlyne Powell, daughter
of Mrs. Josephine Powell, to Robert LeRoy
Turner of Toledo. The ceremony, which will be
a private one, occured on Saturday, July t6th.
Mr. Turner is manager of the Swigart Watch and
Optical Co., and well-known throughout this
section where he enjoys much merited popularity
The bride is also prominent in social circles. The
couple will leave after the ceremony for a trip to
Detroit and Chicago, where they will proceed by
water to Frankford, after which they will spend
the balance of a three weeks' honeymoon at
Crystal Lake. They will be at home to their
friends at 514 Norwood Avenue, Toledo, after
August isth.

An attractive and novel electric street sign
has been erected by the Isenberg Brothers Corn-
pany, in front of their retail jewelry store at No.
322'4 St. Clair Street. It is constructed of 274
electric lights, in "T" shape, and will bear the
trade-mark of the concern.

J. D. Rowland reports business as growing
better all the time. June and July have been
especially satisfactory. A number of nice dia-
mond sales recently have helped out the general
trade.

Gerald Gross, of Bloomsburg, Pa., has been
visiting at the home of his uncle, E. Gross. of the
Judd-Gross Company.

A smooth young crook did a prosperous
business with Toledo young women as his victims
a few days ago. Miss Emma Curson was the
first to suffer by his operations. When nearing
her home at 533 North Huron Street she was
accosted by the young man who offered her $too
for a diamond ring she was wearing. She agreed
to sell it for the price and the man counted out
the money, which he rolled in a handkerchief and
handed to her to keep until he could take the
ring to a jeweler for inspection with the under-
standing that if the ring was worth the money
he would not return. He disappeared and the
girl sat with the handkerchief in her hand for
half an hour waiting for the prospective purchaser
to return. It then occurred to her mother to
examine the contents of the roll, which revealed
a choice roll of tissue paper. Half an hour
later the same man generously offered to supply
change for a $20 bill belonging to Miss Rosie
Rubin, at Beech and Canton Streets. When she
examined her change she found that she had $4.,
instead of $20, and the generous manipulator was
again out of sight. A little later Miss Fannie
Dego, of 614 Washington Street, lost $to in a
similar manner to the smooth man. In the mean-
time Miss Curson had related her tale of woe to
a friend, Earl Allhide, of Plymouth Street, who
started in pursuit of the crook. He soon located
the man on Canton Avenue, where he grabbed
him and called for the police, but before their
arrival a crowd of young ruffians had rescued
the prisoner who quickly made his escape, and
has not since been located.

Umbrella manufacturers and dealers report
an unusually nice trade recently. H. N. Zeluff, the
Adams Street dealer, said "Business is line. I
have all the business I could take care of ever
since the first of April." Other concerns report
similar conditions.

Mr. and Mrs. George Kapp recently drove
through by motor car to Ann Arbor, Mich., where
they attended the graduating exercises, their son
Frank A. Kapp, being a member of the graduat-
ing class.

Louis Beckman, Jr., of the Beckman Optical
Company, has been in Chicago for the past sev-
eral days, attending to matters of business for
the firm.

William Walcott, of the jewelry firm of Wal-
cott & Kapp, has been confined to his home with
a slight indisposition for the past couple of weeks.

S. S. Jordan, of the Judd-Gross Company,
has rented a cottage at Toledo Beach, and with
his family will enjoy the cooling breezes of that
famous resort during the summer. He makes
the trip to and from his place of business each
day.

A. J. Heeson, the Summit Street jeweler, was
among the thousands of Toledoans who attended
the big Elks' convention at Detroit last month.

A sensational replevin suit was recently
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instituted at Cleveland, by H. Boasburg & Co., of
Buffalo, who some time ago sold two diamond
cluster rings to Miss Kate Blancke, an actress.
While playing in Toledo Miss Blancke's mind
suddenly succumbed to overstrain, and securing
an automobile she ordered the chauffeur to drive
her to Cleveland. On her arrival in Cleveland it
developed that the actress had no funds and at
her suggestion she pawned the diamonds for
$200 to pay expenses. The rings which are said
to be worth about $800 were purchased on the
installment plan. A search of the safe of Charles
Scheigold, pawnbroker, failed to reveal the gems.
The Buffalo firm wants the rings back and $700
damages. In the meantime Miss Blancke has
been committed to the State Hospital in Toledo.

"We notice an improvement right along,"
said Charley Kapp, of the retail firm of Walcott
& Kapp. "June trade was exceptionally satis-
factory and July thus far has been splendid also."

E. Gross, of the Judd-Gross Company, spent
a couple of days in Detroit this week, where he
took in the Elks' convention.

What might have proven a serious accident
occurred to Mrs. J. J. Freeman, wife of the
head of the J. J. Freeman jewelry house, recently,
when she was knocked to the pavement and in-
;tired by a passing bicyclist on Summit Street.
She had just alighted from he rauto when she
saw the rider approaching and stopped for him
to pass. He evidently did not notice her and
ran directly into her. He quickly picked up his
wheel and mounting rode rapidly away without
stopping to see how badly his victim was injured.
Mrs. Freeman was carried into a nearby meat
market and later removed to her home. No bones
were broken and there were no internal injuries.
She is confined to her bed suffering from shock
and bad bruises.

Mrs. I. Kopelman and son Herbert left re-
cently for Preston Springs, Canada, where they
will enjoy a month's outing at that famous resort.

Frank A. Kapp, son of George Kapp, jeweler,
who was elected secretary of the Kapp Company,
and had expected to enter into active connection
with the Toledo concern upon his graduation
from Ann Arbor, has yielded to a tempting offer,
from Herbert Spencer, Bartlett & Co., a large
hardware concern of Chicago, and has gone to
that city to assume his new duties.

L. Beckman, head of the Beckman Optical
Company, has so far recovered from his recent
illness as to again be able to attend to his duties
at the Adams Street store.

Most of the selling force of the Swigart
Watch & Optical Company are making prepara-
tions to start on the road during this month.
Five men will out before the 20th. A splendid
prospect for fall business is in sight.

William Kapp, of the Kapp Company, started
on an auto trip to Cleveland last month.

Norman E. Hascall and M. F. Kratt, of the
J. J. Freeman Company, spent a couple of days
at the Elks' convention at Detroit last month.

Recent letters from M. Judd and wife who
are spending several months abroad, announce
that they are enjoying the best of health. They
state that they will leave Carlsbad for a trip
through Austria. They will not return before
Autumn.

A valuable diamond ring recently disappeared
from the home of Mrs. William Brown, 343
Boston Street. It was stolen from a handbag
which was lying on the kitchen table. Nothing
else was taken, and the thief has not been appre-
hended.

Stanley B. Hodgins, of the I. Kopelman
store, is enjoying a month's vacation, fishing at
Curtis, Michigan.

"We had one of the biggest Julys in the
history of the store," said S. S. Jordan, of the
Judd-Gtoss Company. "Diamonds of moderate
size are moving nicely and mesh bags have been
exceptionally strong.'

Arthur -Armstrong, watchmaker at the George
Kapp Company store, is enjoying a few days vaca-
tion fishing in the North.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.
—Adv.
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Solid Gold Watch Cases

USTOMERS draw no
hair-splitting distinc-
tions as to reliability
in a jeweler—any more
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than in a bank.
If he is not featuring

the highest known type in any
line why isn't he?
Your customer knows the Keystone
Solid Gold Watch Case as the finest
article it is possible to produce.
The Keystone Standards are a
positive asset for every jeweler
who identifies his store with them.
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The month of July was a most
A Good Month satisfactory one in both the

jewelry and optical business in
this section. Some of the local dealers say that
it begins to look like old times again, and busi-
ness so far this month has held the pace set last
month. While an occasional complaint is heard,
for the most part trade has settled down to a
regular and highly satisfactory condition. The
movement of jewelry has not been confined to the
light stuff, but has been running to moderate
priced goods largely, with a fair sprinkling of
diamonds and other precious stones and con-
siderable real high class ware. It is noticeable
that gems are more active than for some time,
and this is taken to mean that money is easier
and that people of wealth are not pursuing so
cautious a policy as they were some time ago.
Some very fair diamonds have been sold recently,
and sales of smaller stones have been frequent.
Watches also have been selling readily, and in
fact cut glass and all of the better stuff has
proven good property.

Some of the retailers say that the month of
July was really the best month they ever had,
while some say that they have had no better busi-
ness since the holiday trade. On the whole it
may be said that retail jewelry business has
picked up immensely here during the past few
months, and especially during the past few weeks.
Repair work is also on the boom, most of the
benches being far behind with their work, and
everyone reporting plenty to do in that line.
This is the dull time for wholesalers and manu-
facturers, most of the salesmen being in off the
road just at present, but all agree that indications
point to some very lively fall trade and prepara-
tions are being made to meet what is felt to be
a certain increase i nthe country demand. Optical
business has been exceptionally good for the past
couple of weeks according to local reports, and
those connected with road work say that there is
unusual activity in optical goods all over this
section of the country. There is plenty of
optimism connected with the optical as well as
the jewelry business and a season of prosperity
is anticipated all around. People are well em-
ployed at good wages and while the cost of living
has somewhat increased, steady employment is
furnishing considerable surplus money. Alto-
gether the situation is a most pleasing one and
few complaints are heard.

With very few exceptions the jewelers of the
city will close their desks and attend the Retail
Merchants' First Annual Field Day and Outing,
to be held at Put-in-Bay on July 20th. George
Kapp, Summit Street jeweler, has been one of
the chief promoters of the affair which promises
to outdo anything of the kind ever pulled off here.
A huge tough paper sack accompanies each two
dollar ticket, and is designed to hold "your hat,
cigars and baseball." On this sack is printed in
glaring colors the unique programme which will
be carried out by this "grandest, most gorgeous,
glorious, glittering galaxy of stars." The cukoo
clock provided by George Kapp will regulate the
movements of the procession, while the official
chronometer of J. J. Freeman will regulate the
sports. Among other features will be an exhibi-
tion of high and fancy diving, at the bathing beach
by Prof. George Kapp. The picnic will be a stag
affair.

J. J. Sanburn, a solicitor, was placed under
arrest in Toledo on a charge of having sold a
piece of polished glass to Henry Textor, a saloon
keeper, under the representation that it was a
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genuine diamond of the value of $350. Textor
gave $325 for the supposed gem some months ago.

Announcement has been made of the coming
marriage of Miss Lelia Ethlyne Powell, daughter
of Mrs. Josephine Powell, to Robert LeRoy
Turner of Toledo. The ceremony, which will be
a private one, occured on Saturday, July 05th.
Mr. Turner is manager of the Swigart Watch and
Optical Co., and well-known throughout this
section where he enjoys much merited popularity
The bride is also prominent in social circles The
couple will leave after the ceremony for a trip to
Detroit and Chicago, where they will proceed by
water to Frankford, after which they will spend
the balance of a three weeks' honeymoon at
Crystal Lake. They will be at home to their
friends at 514 Norwood Avenue, Toledo, after
August 15th.

An attractive and novel electric street sign
has been erected by the Isenberg Brothers Com-
pany, in front of their retail jewelry store at No.
3221/2 St. Clair Street. It is constructed of 274
electric lights, in "T" shape, and will bear the
trade-mark of the concern.

J. D. Rowland reports business as growing
better all the time. June and July have been
especially satisfactory. A number of nice dia-
mond sales recently have helped out the general

Gerald Gross, of Bloomsburg, Pa., has been
visiting at the home of his uncle, E. Gross. of the
Judd-Gross Company.

A smooth young crook did a prosperous
business with Toledo young women as his victims
a few days ago. Miss Emma Curson was the
first to suffer by his operations. When nearing
her home at 533 North Huron Street she was
accosted by the young man who offered her $100
for a diamond ring she was wearing. She agreed
to sell it for the price and the man counted out
the money, which he rolled in a handkerchief and
handed to her to keep until he could take the
ring to a jeweler for inspection with the under-
standing that if the ring was worth the money
he would not return. He disappeared and the
girl sat with the handkerchief in her hand for
half an hour waiting for the prospective purchaser
to return. It then occurred to her mother to
examine the contents of the roll, which revealed
a choice roll of tissue paper. Half an hour
later the same man generously offered to supply
change for a $20 bill belonging to Miss Rosie
Rubin, at Beech and Canton Streets. When she
examined her change she found that she had $4
instead of $20, and the generous manipulator was
again out of sight. A little later Miss Fannie
Dego, of 614 Washington Street, lost $to in a
similar manner to the smooth man. In the mean-
time Miss Curson had related her tale of woe to
a friend, Earl Allhide, of Plymouth Street, who
started in pursuit of the crook. He soon located
the man on Canton Avenue, where he grabbed
him and called for the police, but before their
arrival a crowd of young ruffians had rescued
the prisoner who quickly made his escape, and
has not since been located.

Umbrella manufacturers and dealers report
an unusually nice trade recently. H. N. Zeluff, the
Adams Street dealer, said "Business is fine. I
have all the business I could take care of ever
since the first of April." Other concerns report
similar conditions.

Mr. and Mrs. George Kapp recently drove
through by motor car to Ann Arbor, Mich., where
they attended the graduating exercises, their son
Frank A. Kapp, being a member of the graduat-
ing class.

Louis Beckman, Jr., of the Beckman Optical
Company, has been in Chicago for the past sev-
eral days, attending to matters of business for
the firm.

William Walcott, of the jewelry firm of Wal-
cott & Kapp, has been confined to his home with
a slight indisposition for the past couple of weeks.

S. S. Jordan, of the Judd-Gross Company,
has rented a cottage at Toledo Beach, and with
his family will enjoy the cooling breezes of that
famous resort during the summer. He makes
the trip to and from his place of business each
day.

A. J. Heeson, the Summit Street jeweler, was
among the thousands of Toledoans who attended
the big Elks' convention at Detroit last month.

A sensational replevin suit was recently
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instituted at Cleveland, by H. Boasburg & Co., of
Buffalo, who some time ago sold two diamond
cluster rings to Miss Kate Blancke, an actress.
While playing in Toledo Miss Blancke's mind
suddenly succumbed to overstrain, and securing
an automobile she ordered the chauffeur to drive
her to Cleveland. On her arrival in Cleveland it
developed that the actress had no funds and at
her suggestion she pawned the diamonds for
$200 to pay expenses. The rings which are said
to be worth about $800 were purchased on the
installment plan. A search of the safe of Charles
Scheigold, pawnbroker, failed to reveal the gems.
The Buffalo firm wants the rings back and $700
damages. In the meantime Miss Blancke has
been committed to the State Hospital in Toledo.

"We notice an improvement right along,"
said Charley Kapp, of the retail firm of Walcott
& Kapp. "June trade was exceptionally satis-
factory and July thus far has been splendid also."

E. Gross, of the Judd-Gross Company, spent
a couple of days in Detroit this week, where he
took in the Elks' convention.

What might have proven a serious accident
occurred to Mrs. J. J. Freeman, wife of the
head of the J. J. Freeman jewelry house, recently,
when she was knocked to the pavement and in-
;tired by a passing bicyclist on Summit Street.
She had just alighted from he rauto when she
saw the rider approaching and stopped for him
to pass. He evidently did not notice her and
ran directly into her. He quickly picked up his
wheel and mounting rode rapidly away without
stopping to see how badly his victim was injured.
Mrs. Freeman was carried into a nearby meat
market and later removed to her home. No bones
were broken and there were no internal injuries.
She is confined to her bed suffering from shock
and bad bruises.

Mrs. I. Kopelman and son Herbert left re-
cently for Preston Springs, Canada, where they
will enjoy a month's outing at that famous resort.

Frank A. Kapp, son of George Kapp, jeweler,
who was elected secretary of the Kapp Company,
and had expected to enter into active connection
with the Toledo concern upon his graduation
from Ann Arbor, has yielded to a tempting offer,
from Herbert Spencer, Bartlett & Co., a large
hardware concern of Chicago, and has gone to
that city to assume his new duties.

L. Beckman, head of the Beckman Optical
Company, has so far recovered from his recent
illness as to again be able to attend to his duties
at the Adams Street store.

Most of the selling force of the Swigart
Watch & Optical Company are making prepara-
tions to start on the road during this month.
Five men will out before the 20th. A splendid
prospect for fall business is in sight.

William Kapp, of the Kapp Company, started
on an auto trip to Cleveland last month.

Norman E. Hascall and M. F. Kratt, of the
J. J. Freeman Company, spent a couple of days
at the Elks' convention at Detroit last month.

Recent letters from M. Judd and wife who
are spending several months abroad, announce
that they are enjoying the best of health. They
state that they will leave Carlsbad for a trip
through Austria. They will not return before
Autumn.

A valuable diamond ring recently disappeared
from the home of Mrs. William Brown, 343
Boston Street. It was stolen from a handbag
which was lying on the kitchen table. Nothing
else was taken, and the thief has not been appre-
hended.

Stanley B. Hodgins, of the I. Kopelman
store, is enjoying a month's vacation, fishing at
Curtis, Michigan.

"We had one of the biggest Julys in the
history of the store," said S. S. Jordan, of the
Judd-Gi oss Company. "Diamonds of moderate
size are moving nicely and mesh bags have been
exceptionally strong.'

Arthur Armstrong, watchmaker at the George
Kapp Company store, is enjoying a few days vaca-
tion fishing in the North.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.
—Adv.
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NEW YORK : 9 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO : 103 State Street BATES & BACON ATTLEBORO

MASSACHUSETTS

Makers of High Grade, Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets

Bates & Bacon's BRACELETS are the
"BEST" in Quality, Design and Finish

61- PAT B.793
7 IN.WIDTH7/IGIN.
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41We are
equipped
to make
Bracelets
in any

size
PAT. B.900.

SIZE 71/21N.WIDTH'41".

Bell Them!
What did the women carry out of your store at your

last opening ? Who saw the souvenirs afterward?

Who heard them ? Who talked about the opening

weeks later ? Why not make them all talk ? Why not

Bell Them!
Merchants in large and small cities will use my bells this

year for opening souvenirs—they know that it pays to

Bell Them!
Souvenir cow bells, the daintiest, cutest souvenirs
ever put out. Unique, inexpensive, taking—ringing
advertisements that women are eager to possess.

Be the bell man in your town—start a letter to me

this afternoon.

A. E. WUESTEMAN
" The Bell Man"

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

jli ..,DLUE RIBBON
1 iptafE;_EPAOMLISIP .

..'P.-vrE,n r.;.:'.;.'erwrcc‘kv

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 

SILVER POLISH in CREAM

Highest Quality and Efficiency
Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-
liant Lustre—Lasting Finish.

Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquire of your Jobber or write no direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything
and

thiag in the
Metal

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Liao

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

In spite of the fact that the normal mid-
, mmer lull in the business life of the city pre-

ils and the vacation season is at its height,
ere is a much healthier tone to trade than there
is last month. Crop conditions are promising

, id dealers are waiting in anticipation of a lively
; vakening in the commercial activity as soon as

C summer months are over.
The Financier, of New York, lists five In-

anapolis banks whose individual resources
aotint to $5,000,000. A fine showing for the
tpital city of Indiana.
H. H. Bishop, of Indianapolis, President of

t e Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association; C. N.
It etzner, of Peru; Walter H. Mellor, of Michi-
j: til City, and Oliver M. Artes, of Evansville,
w ill attend the fifth annual convention of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association,

be held in Detroit the last of July. This party
w ill be joined by a goodly number of brother
jewelers from Indiana and are expected to "do
Imliana proud." President Bishop has been as-
sured that a seat in a fine motor boat has been
rt served for his use and that many other good
things will be coming his way.

Chris Bernloehr, of C. Bernloehr & Bro.,
sailed for Europe July 14th. His passage had
been engaged for June but a most inopportune
summons to serve on a jury made the postpone-
ment of the trip necessary. Besides purchasing
diamonds Mr. Bernloehr may come home with an
automobile of German make. Charles A. Bern-
Mehr, watchmaker for the firm, has returned
from a visit to Springfield, Ill. For several years
Ir. Bernloehr was employed in the inspection
department of the Illinois Watch Factory and
still has many friends among the factory boys,
who made his visit very pleasant.

J. C. Davenport, proprietor of the "Best
Plating Company," 104 North Delaware Street,
lms been bringing his business before the notice
()I the public in a unique way. He has a hand
C trt pushed through the city streets, completely
hidden by two show cases (filled with samples

plating) and placards. On top of the show
se is perched a small "dummy" that shakes its
sad and bears a placard printed "I don't have
talk, our goods speak for themselves." Samples
battered old hollow and flatware, as well as

autifully replated pieces, are in the cases and
id on top. Around the sides of the cart are
'cards printed, "We can refinish anything ex-
)t a tarnished reputation." "Just a few samples
our refinishing." 'Don't throw the old things

vay, they can be restored." An old before-the-
darky pushes the cart, entertaining the

owds that follow him with quaint southern
diteness. The company has just finished a $i2oo
1) of replating flat and hollowware for the Eng-
h Hotel Cafe in this city.
.The International Metal Polish Company, of

(lranapolis, have been having an excellent busi-
ss in the West. On August 1st their western
presentative will make a trip to the Pacific
■ast. Robert A. Blackburn, general manager
the company, reports a very good business in
parts of the country.
Baldwin, Miller Co.'s full traveling force

Is on the road with fall goods by the last week
June and did a big business for October de-

'cry. Judging from the amount of business
.ne on the first trip J. E. Reagan, manager,
vs that he feels justified in predicting a fine
11 and holiday trade.
Goodman & Co., wholesale dealers and im-

rters in jewelry novelties, have moved from
)1edo, Ohio, to 401 Majestic Building, Indian-
olis. The firm sells to jewelers only and will
represented in Indiana, Ohio and Illinois by
Goodman, and in northern Indiana and Michi-
n by Harry Palman. Lee Horn will have charge
the house stock, assisted by Miss Goodman.

ne entire store force was brought by Mr. Good-
!) an to this city from Toledo.
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Will Hoffman, of Hoffman & Lauer, whole-
sale material dealers, says that business has been
very good for this season. The usual lull during
mid-summer has failed to materialize up to the
present time.

George W. Kiefner, traveling salesman for
C. W. Lauer and Hoffman & Lauer, spent his
vacation last month on a fishing trip in southern
Indiana. C. W. Lauer & Co. will begin their
fall road business the last week in July.

Frank Reber, of the manufacturing firm of
Lang & Reber, in the Claypool Building, is re-
covering from a severe attack of heat prostration.

Leo Krauss, jeweler-optician on North Il-
linois Street, has recently purchased a fine tour-
ing car and is planning a number of pleasure
trips for the summer.

The 5 o'clock closing movement has more
followers this year than ever before.. Among
the retail jewelers who have joined the movement
are; Chris Bernloehr & Bro., F. L. Bryant, H. A.
Comstock, Capital City Jewelry Company, H.
Cohen & Sons, C. B. Dyer, F. M. Herron, L. F.
Kiefer & Son, W. A. Lorentz, L. D. Mauzy,
Fletcher M. Noe, Carl L. Rost, Jack Rodgers,
J. C. Walk & Son and Charles Mayer & Com-
pany. The jobbing jewelry houses close at 5
o'clock daily and at noon on Saturdays.

J. P. Mullally, a member of the Adscript
Club, of Indianapolis, is a very liberal user of
printer's ink and gets off a number of very catchy
ads. The following is one of his latest:

DAY BY DAY
The maiden priced a diamond ring,

It sparkled like the SUN.
She liked the diamond very much,
But didn't have the MON.

The maiden had no time to lose,
And folded up her ones and TUES.

"I've got a scheme," she coyly said,
"I'll go and find a beau and WED.

She bundled up in cloaks and furs
And lisped, "I'll charm the noble THURS.

She didn't have so long to try,
For she found him at an oyster FRI.

And on her dimpled finger fat
He slipped the diamond while they SAT.

J. P. MULLALLY, Diamond ImporterJewelereLnxor
28 Monument Place

Howard M. Goold, for a number of years
engraver with J. C. Walk & Son, has resigned
that position to engage in copperplate engraving
with the lithographing firm of Oval & Koster,
in this city.

The New York Silverware Company has
opened an Indiana office in Room 219, Saks
Building, on Washington Street. E. B. Greenberg
will be manager of the office and do more or less
traveling throughout the State.

0. N. Allen, head salesman with the Sipe
diamond establishment, has been left in charge
of the business during Mr. Sipe's purchasing trip
abroad.

Arthur Hutto, engraver in the State Life
Building, has been awarded the contract to do all
the engraving for the Indianapolis Speedway
Company. He has recently finished some beauti-
ful engraving on the $1o,00o Wheeler & Schebler
trophy and on seven other auto trophies, as well
as a large number of badges. The great num-
ber of prizes, trophies, badges, etc., presented
by the Speedway managers nrakes their engrav-
ing work a contract to be sought after and Mr.
Hutto is to be congratulated upon securing it.

The many trade friends of Julius C. Walk
are glad to see him at his store again after several
weeks' illness.

Fletcher M. Noe and wife are enjoying an
extended vacation in Colorado. On August 21st
they will be in St. Louis to attend the national
convention of the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
Mr. Noe has been elected to almost every office
in the order and is now Deputy Grand President
of Indiana.

Charles A. Beck, formerly with the Fidelity
Watch Company, has opened a watch repair busi-
ness in connection with the manufacturing
jewelry shop of Johns & Hickman, 232 Massa-
chusetts Avenue. Mr. Beck is one of the best
known watchmakers in the city.
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J. E. Evard removed his jewelry store from
East Market Street to 104 Monument Place in
the English Hotel Building, August 1st. Three
years ago Mr. Evard, an acknowledged horo-
logical expert, resigned his position with J. C.
Walk & Son to engage in business for himself
and during the three years he has enjoyed a
steadily-increasing business. The new quarters,
with new furniture and fixtures, will be four
times the size of the old store. Harry Evard has
returned from a camping trip, fully recuperated
from a serious illness, and has taken up his con-
nection with his father's business.

A locket made from a silver dollar dated
i889 was lost in the streets of Indianapolis last
Christmas by a young lady of Sullivan, Ind. July
8th it turned up in Sullivan, when it was taken
in at one of the stores and refused at the State
Bank. How it got there is not known, but it
easily passed for a good coin.

The Capital City Jewelry Company had their
heaviest watch inspection work last month. It
was a general inspecticm for all the New York
Central lines at this point. G. W. Stoehr, man-
ager, has been making a specialty of window
displays of watches.

F. L. Bryant, jeweler in the Denison Hotel
Building, is conducting his annual "Plate Sale."
The store is noted for the beautiful line of
china plates sold for card prizes, etc.

George S. Kern has redecorated the exterior
of his store and big street clock at 7 North Meri-
dian Street.

Gray, Gribben & Gray have two of the larg-
est and most prominent watch signs, on the sides
of their building, in the city. The store room is
located on the point where Indiana Avenue and
Ohio Street run into Illinois Street. The posi-
tion of the store gives a splendid view of the
signs from a long distance and from several
directions.

A. P. Craft, of the A. P. Craft Company,
spent the month of July in touring in his auto-
mobile. He stopped at several of the lakes in
the northern part of the State to enjoy a day
or two fishing and also made a number of social
calls upon the customers of the house.

Max Lang, of Lang & Reber, has the sym-
pathy of the trade in the death of both his parents
within a few weeks. The senior Mr. Lang and
his wife lived in the East.

Allen 0. Pickett, formerly of this city, now
doing watch work for J. L. Kiser, of Muncie,
Ind., was in this city last month on his return
from a visit to his father, J. A. Pickett, a well-
known jeweler of Newcastle, Ind.

Will C. Schaefer, formerly located in In-
dianapolis, is now doing bench work for Sam H.
Sferchi, of Terre Haute, Ind.

W. H. Boxman, jeweler and stone setter, has
recently taken a position with Fletcher M. Noe,
on North Illinois Street.. Mr. Boxman was
formerly with the Washburn Jewelry Company
at Anderson, Ind.

Charles Cheney, until recently located at
Auburn, N. Y., has accepted the position of chief
engraver for Julius C. Walk & Son.

Mrs. Anne Hays, for many years with J. C.
Walk & Son, and well known to the trade
travelers, is now located at Salem, Oregon.

Perry M. Slauter, watchmaker with George
S. Kern, is back from a fishing trip in the south-
ern part of the State.

Alfred Pahud, house salesman with C. W.
Lauer & Co., is spending his vacation in camping
on one of the lakes in the northern part of In-
diana.

C. W. Lauer, Sr., of C. W. Lauer & Co., vis-
ited trade friends in Martinsville, Ind., over the
Fourth of July.

The family of J. E. Reagan, manager of
Baldwin, Miller Company, is spending the sum-
mer in their cottage near Ludington, Mich.
Later in the season he will join them for several
weeks' vacation.

J. H. Reed, jeweler at 38 West Washington
Street, will spend most of the summer at his
cottage in the hills of Brown County, Ind. Will
Reed will have charge of the store, assisted by
his brother, Harry, who is a student at Purdue
University.

(Continued on page 1261)
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LOCKETS ONLY

No. 9277—plate
" 952—Ster. Sil.

ESTABLISHED

54 YEARS

One of our latest and popular designs in
Vanity Lockets

 SEND FOR NEW CATALOG 

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY NEW YORK OFFICE

15 MAIDEN LANEPROVIDENCE, R. I.

QUALITY TALKS, No.3
TO MANUFACTURERS

SEAMLESS WIRE and SEAMLESS TUBING require care-
ful attention as to material and workmanship from the base
metal up. The superficial appearance of this character of stock
does not indicate its quality.
In the making of Seamless Wire the selection of the proper
base metal and alloy is absolutely necessary.
We use nothing but the very best grade of base metal and
alloy obtainable without regard to price.
Couple this with 24 Karat Government Assay Gold that we use
for this kind of material and the result is the highest perfection
ever attained in making SEAMLESS WIRE.
The quality and workability of this stock are assured, due to
the skill, material and expert care taken in producing it.
In SEAMLESS TUBING this careful attention as to detail pro-
duces a stock free from pit holes, due to poor gold or poor
metal, or blisters, due to poor workmanship.
Our aim is to give a better sort of product for jewelry purposes.
Send for quotations. It will pay us to get together.

COOK DUNBAR SMITH COMPANY
85 SPRAGUE STREET

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

QUALITY SPECIALISTS IN
Seamless Wire. Rolled Gold Plate

OUR STANDARD SEAMLESS TUBING
QUALITY

OUR STANDARD

BIG MARGIN OF PROFIT

EXCLUSIVE TRADE SPECIALS
from $60.00 to $80.00

HALL CLOCK SALES
are easily made—if you handle the right kind of
clocks. Show your customer a clock that is richer
and better than he would expect to purchase at
twice the price, and a big-profit sale is assured.
We can supply you with that kind of clock.
In quality and price, our line runs all the way

from $500.00 to $15.00,

all superior to any other clocks on the market at
the price. A postal to us will bring you a hall
clock proposition that will swell your chest and
your income. There may still be time to slide in
ahead of your competitor. Write to-day.

Colonial Manufacturing Co.
ZEELAND, MICH., U.S.A.
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Quite a number of local merchants have sig-
:led their intention of entering the competition
be held by the Loyal Order of Moose, in con-

, •ction with their convention, to be held this
ointh. Cups are to be given as prizes to the

tree best decorated buildings.
Leon Levi, 309 West Lexington Street, has

turned from Atlantic City, at which resort he
)ent his vacation period. All the construction

;. id the work of fitting up the new and old
,res having practically been completed, Mr.

I evi was enabled to avail himself of a much
n-eded rest.

It will no doubt come as a surprise to the
cal trade to hear that F. H. Svejda, of the firm

of Svejda Bros., 2024 Ashland Avenue, has de-
scrted the ranks of the bachelors, but this news

really a month old now.
The executors of the estate of the late

Charles M. Rowe, in settling up the affairs con-
nrcted with his jewelry store at Cockeysville,
Md., discovered several watches that had been
awaiting their owners for over a year. A fire
broke out in the home of a T. B. Richardson, of
that place, early in January, 1909, and when it
was extinguished it was found that the house
had been robbed and one of the above watches
w as engraved with the name of Mrs. Richardson,
although it bore a tag with the name of Sterrett.
he police were notified and a card sent to Ster-

rett, asking him to call for the property. Upon
identifying it as his own he was arrested and
placed in the Towson jail. Sterrett is a negro.

closing up the affairs of Mr. Rowe the
slore and its contents were sold to L. Doeder-
hug, who for some time was employed as watch-
maker by J. G. Gehring & Son, 42o North Gay
Street. 

Messrs. S. & N. Katz are now well estab-
h.lied in their new store at 105 North Charles
Street, to which they removed from iii North
harles Street in order to obtain more room

U] which to conduct their rapidly growing busi-
ness. The store is an attractive one and far su-
perior to the quarters they formerly occupied.

Oscar Caplan has returned from a two weeks'
trip throughout the East, accompanied by his
w fe. Among the cities they visited were New
ork, Providence and Atlantic City.

Maurice Reeder, of the M. L. Reeder Co.,
4,, West Lexington Street, is reported to have
s.. far recovered from his recent illness as to
tit' enabled to leave the hospital, where he under-

r Ilt an operation and his condition is reported
rapidly improving.
The local detective bureau, upon the arrest
William and Edward Collins, have succeeded
.recovering a diamond ring valued at $1oo.

.1 Its ring was recently stolen from the show case
It the pawnshop of Isaac L. Livingstone, 626
F St Baltimore Street, and while endeavoring to

Pose of it they excited suspicion and caused
ti •ir arrest. The men denied the charge of theft,
.ting that they had been given the article by a

0 .r,ro woman, but they will be held nevertheless,
iding an examination.

, Among the proposed additions affecting the
ii velers, it is rumored that Nathan Gutman will
;0'1 another store on West Lexington Street
a' 1 that the Baltimore Bargain House will soon
el 'et a twelve-story warehouse. This latter firm
des a very large mail-order business and their
P1 sent quarters, they state, are not large enough

t

t( allow of the efficient handling of their business.
S. Salabes & Co., 675 West Baltimore Street,

h, Id their annual sale of unredeemed pledges late
la month.

Sisco Bros. are now well established in their
\V store on North Howard Street and 0. D.

■■ areheim is getting along pretty well in his new
P1 ice at 919 Third Avenue, Hampden District.

The "Mysterious Clock" in the window of
W illiam J. Miller, 28 East Baltimore Street, is
attracting considerable attention and numerous
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guesses are had by the passers-by as to what
"makes it go."

Among the new stores recently opened is
that of Mrs. Catherine R. Larkin, at 1313 West
Baltimore Street. The store is neat and shows
a woman's hand as regards draperies, signs, etc.,
and looks more like an office. Mrs. Larkin is not
afraid of the alleged hoodoo "13" and is more
of the opinion that it is a good luck sign. She
now carries an additional small line of bric-a-
brac and brass goods, owns the entire building,
and as soon as trade warrants will put in a
watchmaker.

Harold, the son of Frank A. Piersohn, was
quite ill, the result of a hemorrhage, which fact
prevented Mr. Piersohn from attending the an-
nual outing of the local society after he had made
plans to do so.

Henry M. Thompson, chairman of the traffic
commission of the Merchants' and Manufac-
turers' Association, has returned from New York,
where he attended the express rate conference as
delegate of the business associations of this city.
He states, regarding the alleged excessive ex-
press rates, that the Interstate Commerce Corn-
mission will be appealed to to make an investiga-
tion in the matter, with a view to substantially
reducing the present tariffs. It is also alleged
that the express companies have formed a corn-
bination in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Law.

The Heer-Schofield Co., 223 Church Lane,
have completed the installation of the machinery,
etc., which they recently purchased at the re-
ceiver's sale of the A. Jacobi & Co. plant. Some
time ago this firm also purchased the adjoining
building at 213-219 Church Lane and they intend
using the entire block in their silverware manu-
facturing business.

The Merchants' and Manufacturers' Associa-
tion has sent out 30,000 invitations to the mer-
chants of Maryland to attend "Merchants' Week,"
to be held in Baltimore August 22d-29th. It is
expected that a large number will accept and
every effort will be made to prove that Baltimore
is the most hospitable city in the country and
that it is a good place for the merchants to pur-
chase their goods. J. George Gehring, of the
firm of John G. Gehring & Son, 420 North Gay
Street, jeweler, was at one time president of the
association.

Washington (D. C.) Letter

George V. Hunt, who for the past nine
years has been connected with his uncle, John T.
Hunt, previous to which time he was connected
with the firm of A. Cohen & Co., both of this city,
has taken over the store of the late Alfred
Worch, 1912 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. Mr.
Hunt has put in new show cases, cleaned the
store up by the addition of paint, etc., and now
has very neat quarters. He is a young man, full
of energy and should meet with success in his
new venture.

A. 0. Hutterly, 732 Seventh Street, N. W.,
has added two large bench lathes to his present
equipment.

A local department store is advertising rings
"that cannot be detected from those costing
hundreds of dollars"; "gold shell rings which
usually sell at $2.00 to $3.00 at the little shops"
for the sum of 25 cents.

L. Calisher, 917 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.,
received the order for the diamond-studded Elks'
emblem offered by the "National Forum" to the
most popular member. The charm is on ex-
hibition in his window.

A. D. Prince has returned from Cedarhurst,
L. I., where he spent his vacation.

John Hansen has left for Cincinnati, Cleve-
land and Detroit, at which latter city he will at-
tend the national convention as delegate of the
Retail Jewelers' Association of the District of
Columbia. A. 0. Hutterly will also attend, he
having been invited to address the meeting.
Messrs. G. D. Parsons, A. D. Prince and Carl
Peterson were also elected as delegates and
alternates.

Julius H. Duehring reports having had a
very pleasant vacation at Mathias Point, Va.,
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where he was a member of a camping party. Al-
though he spent considerable time fishing, no
large stories have as yet been received from him.

Roy Lupton, engraver in the employ of
Schmedtie Bros., will spend the last three weeks
of the month at Atlantic City.

The Saks Optical Company, 7o8 Seventh
Street, N. W., are advertising in the daily papers
that a coupon valued at ten cents will be given
with each dollar purchase during the months of
July and August. The coupons will be redeemed
after August 1st for either cash or merchandise.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page 1259)

The Biggs Antique Company, of Richmond,
Va., has been holding a sale in this city under
the management of W. A. Bass. The collection
included a number of rare old pieces of brasses,
cut glass and Sheffield silver.

E. W. Welch, of Churubusco, Ind., is going
out of the jewelry business. His stock and fix-
tures are for sale.

Charles M. Hunnicutt, jeweler-optician of
Rockvile, Ind., was called to this city last month
to attend the funeral of his nephew, Charles
Hunnicutt, a prominent coal merchant of In-
dianapolis.

J. W. Bader, a well-known retail jeweler of
Blytheville, Ark., is spending several weeks at
West Baden, Ind., trying the mineral waters for
his health.

J. L. Whisler, of Marion, Ind., was a recent
visitor in Indianapolis. He reported business as
very good and that he was on the outlook for a
good watchmaker.

Mr. Dickey, of Edinburg, Ind., stopped in
Indianapolis on his return from his old home
at Monon, Ind., where he spent the Fourth of
July. On May 1st Dickey & Morris bought out
the jewelry business of B. Maier, at Edinburg,
and report a very satisfactory trade from the day
they took possession of the store.

Albert Craig, of Bicknell, Ind., was a recent
buyer on this market.

A. L. Harriott, of Muncie, Ind., is congratu-
lating himself upon the recent unsuccessful at-
tempt of burglars to break into his store on South
Walnut Street.

J. W. Hudson, of Fortville, Ind., was met
in Indianapolis just after the Fourth of July.
He was closing up a nice diamond sale.

Charles F. Kapes, a jeweler of St. Paul, Ind.,
recently displayed in his window "Curious Some-
things Always on a Jump." No one knew just
what to call them. There were about 150 of them
in a small glass vial. In some respects they re-
sembled mustard seed. On each side is a small
projection not larger than the point of a pin.
The "whatever-they-are" remind the casual ob-
server of popping popcorn. They are constantly
on the jump. The inside of these curious jumpers
is full of a whitish matter and have every ap-
pearance of being very much alive: They were
taken by Mr. Kapes from the bark of an oak
tree. No one has yet ben found who is able to
tell what they are, but they kept a crowd around
the jewelers' window for several days.

The jewelry business of H. C. Klein Sons
Company, of Muncie, Ind., has recently been
incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000. The
directors are A. M. Klein, Frederick S. Klein
and D. M. Klein.

J. F. Schafer and family, of Brookville, Ind.,
have returned from a long automobile trip
through the West. The tour was most enjoyable
and was made without an accident of any kind.

Joseph T. Head, an enterprising young
jeweler on Virginia Avenue, is hustling to get
the merchants on his block to adopt the new
city lighting system. He has no idea of giving
up until the lights are an assured fact.

Twenty-five dollars have been offered by the
Indianapolis Commercial Club for the word or
phrase most appropriate to describing the new
street lighting system. It is like New York
City's "Great White Way."
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Consider the Jewelry Business
from your customer's standpoint. The ability

to please your customer and retain his patron-

age depends on the class of goods you carry.
Cheap, shoddy jewelry which sells at fancy

prices .and momentarily reaps you large profits

will not tend to increase your business nor fill

your coffers with much of this world's goods.
You must keep your finger on the pulse of the people's wants

and cater to them. You must buy goods not which you think
will please them because they please you, but goods known
through years of popularity to be the biggest sellers and which
meet the public's approval.

The C. A. M. & Co. line, Me line that resists wear, has
built up an enviable reputation for quality, style and service.

It has met the most exa.cting tests in all directions.

Retail jewelers everywhere have found the line to be a big
seller and a good profit-maker. Their customers come back to
them year after year because they have found the goods to be

just as represented.
The reason for so many failures in the jewelry business is

because many jewelers cater to their own desires and wishes.

The successful jeweler stocks his store with pleasing, wear-
able, snappy goods. The C. A. M. & Co. line is the kind that
recommends itself and brings in his customers' friends. The
C. A. M. & Co. line will always be found in the store of the
successful jeweler.

. Jobbers all over the country are now out preparing you for

the coming season. All live jobbers carry the C. A. M. & Co.
line and will take pleasure in showing it to you.

Ask to see the C. A. M. & Co. gold-filled jewelry and see
that this trade-mark is on every piece.

C. A. Marsh & Co.
MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE GOLD-FILLED JEWELRY
 THE LINE THAT RESISTS WEAR 

OFFICE AND 
FACTORY: Attleboro, Massachusetts 76871N884
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Detroit wholesale and retail dealers enjoyed
an excellent summer trade until early last month,
when it was sadly diminished by the Elks re-
union. Merchants of all kinds figured that the
hundred thousand visitors would spend a lot of
money in the stores, and the jewelers counted on
selling large quantities of souvenirs. The crowd
came and spent plenty of money, but not in the
jewelry stores. Retail business was absolutely
dead for a week, and the wholesale dealers re-
port just the usual business. When the reunion
was over business assumed its normal condition.
Detroit business men are optimistic over the out-
look for fall trade, and indications seem to point
to a prosperous period.

K. Barit has returned from a business trip
to New York.

Barnum & Earl, of Traverse City. are adding
greatly to the appearance of their store by in-
stalling new fixtures and re-decorating.

Edward W. Krainbrink, traveler for C. A.
Berkley & Co., who was critically ill with appendi-
citis for several weeks, has recovered, and has
resumed his duties on the road. C. L. Fuller,
traveler for the same firm, has also started out
on his fall work.

C. H. Morgan, in business for several years
at Petersburg, Mich., has removed to Carleton.
Frank Trudeau has closed out his business in
Frederick and removed to Boyne City.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Schirmer, of Saginaw,
left July 4th for a trip of several months in
Europe.

Charles Pettit, of Harbor Beach, who has
been in financial trouble for several weeks, is en-
deavoring to settle with his creditors at 33 cents
on the dollar.

S. M. Cooley, of Flint, has recently in-
stalled new fixures, which include wall and floor
cases of mahogany.

Fire caused a small loss to the stock of N.
Schrebnick, No. 989 St. Aubin Ave., on July
3rd. The loss was covered by insurance.

The receiver for F. H. Schinke, of Pember-
%rifle, O., who assigned several weeks ago, has
settled with the Detroit creditors at 25 cents.
Only one or two Detroit wholesalers were caught
for small amounts.

Matthew Flachsmann, jeweler at No. 1185
Gratiot Ave., was robbed of $85 in cash and $265
in jewelry Saturday through the medium of an
ancient trick. While one man in a buggy engaged
Flachsmann in conversation in front of the store,
another cut out a screen at the rear, opened the
safe and made away with the valuables.

Wright, Kay & Co. have a large force of
men at work on the extensive improvements and
alterations they are making in their new buildirg
at the corner of Woodward and Grand River
Ayes. This firm promises to have one of the
finest retail establishments in the country when
the work is completed. Messrs. Wright, Kay and
Kelsey have spent several weeks' in Chicago, New
York and Philadelphia getting ideas and the best
of these they will embody in their new store.
The store will be ready early in September.

The Retail Jewelers' Club recently entertained
the officers of the Jewelers' Board of Trade at a
<linner given in the rooms of the Detroit Boat
Club. The affair was most enjoyable, so say
those who were present. Last week the members
of the Jewelers' Board of Trade were hosts at
a similar affair given for the retailers at Log
Cabin Inn.

President Claud Wheeler, of Columbus, Mo.,
head of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, and A. B. Hull, of Belding, Mich.,
secretary, arrived in the city early last month and
spent several days preparing for the convention
of the association which was held the last week
in the month. "I am positive judging from the
reports I have received from nearly every State
in the Union that the convention will be the
largest we ever held," Mr. Wheeler said. "The
Space reserved for exhibitors at the Hotel Cadil-
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lac has all been taken, and this feature of the
convention promises to be a record-breaker."

The convention of the Michigan State Jew-
elers' Association will be held in Detroit at the
same time, but they will have no individual pro-
gramme, and will join with the larger body in
both business and social sessions.

The following out-of-town visitors called on
the wholesale trade during the past month: Fred
Wagner, Monroe; Max Jennings, Mt. Clemens;
W. F. King, Jr., Adrian ; J. F. Davis, Fenton;
Charles Adama, Carleton; C. W. Chainberlain,
Farmington; F. A. Stengel, Marion, 0.; H. P.
Shane, Bancroft ; L. W. Berle, Wayne; W. C.
Morse, Grand Ledge; V. C. Morse, Ithaca ; 0. H.
Lutz, Ithaca; R. G. Hinkley, Holly; M. L. Green,
Mt. Clemens; C. N. Coe, Romeo; John Turek,
Wayne; J. S. O'Rourke, Richmond; L. A. Stehle,
Linden; J. T. Eddington and E. V. Allison,
Pontiac; F. Hamilton, Stockbridge and A. E.
Winans, Chelsea.

PITTSBURG
LETTER

With the retailers in the jewelry trade clos-
ing their stores at 5 o'clock in the afternoon and
at noon on Saturdays, the midsummer situation
is about as usual and is lacking in any special
feature that would cause slight breezes of in-
terest. A good many of the trade are taking
their vacations and store and shop forces are
down to the smallest numbers of the year. The
spirit of reaching out for new business in many
instances is being given a little rest also, owing
to the general industrial lull, no doubt. The
mills are working less than 8o per cent. and some
as low as 70 per cent. of capacity. Men are tak-
ing their turns in employment and the only real
hustling appears to be in the coal mining in-
dustry, where the demand is the best in years
and prices for fuel at a better level than for a
long time.

But the quieter situation in labor circles, with
a lack of interest in strikes, is encouraging. The
optimism of commercial Pittsburg iS strong in
the face of the dullness on hand just now. Rail-
road construction work is making inroads on the
idle army of labor. There is a shortage of
miners and pay rolls in the totals run pretty
high for summer months. Glass manufacturers
talk of advancing prices and say stocks are low.
Coke ovens, which were suspending operations
for a time, are resuming slowly and increasing
tonnage and financial interests are not worrying
much, the securities market reflecting a healthful
state of mind among the investors.

P. C. Gillespie, of Gillespie Brothers, who
has been spending the past three months in
Europe with his bride, returned home this
month, landing in New York on July 2d on the
steamship Amerika, and has been busy at work
with the listing of his new imported stock that
was secured during his visit abroad, for the
coming fall and winter trade. Mr. Gillespie, be-
sides enjoying a splendid time on his honeymoon,
attended to business matters too. He discussed
at some length the conditions of trade as he saw
them, particularly in Holland, Belgium, Austria,
Germany, England and Paris. The diamond
market, Mr. Gillespie semed to believe, was hold-
ing its own, and while Europeans are holding
back somewhat in business awaiting the arrival
of American buyers, they report a fair business
and were confident of the future. Gillespie
Brothers have prepared for a brisk trade this
fall and winter and speak of the present condi-
tion as encouraging.

W. W. Wattles's handsome store is showing
its fine line of novelties this summer in attractive
form. The vacation novelty stock has had a good
run and this was especially the case with silver-
ware. In some shops there has been a leaning
toward leather novelties and the unique forms
of toilet articles and traveling outfits. But at
this time there is no single feature being brought
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out. There is an impression among the trade
that stocks to-day are more varied and cover a
wider range than at any time in the past.

J. M. Roberts has maintained an interesting
illuminated advertising sign along the route of
the Fifth Avenue car lines, which has caused
comment, it being a huge diamond of many
colored lights revolving as a "setting sun," and
at night glistening for a great distance in the
darkness. Under it is the well-displayed name
of that well-known house.

Incidentally, no little favorable comment was
heard this summer over the clever "Dutch"
wooden shoes that came across the sea to the
friends of Gillespie Brothers as a memento of
the trip abroad of P. C. Gillespie and which
told without words of the strange little country
from whence they came.

Sam F. Sipe, who is still abroad, is expected
home during the next few weeks. With him
will come his annual importation of diamonds
for the fall and winter, which will come direct
through the Pittsburg custom house.

George B. Barrett Company reports trade
fair for this season and prospects good for the
fall, judging from the sentiment of the retailers
throughout the Pittsburg district.

E. P. Roberts & Sons are having the usual
summer run of business and the store in Fifth
Avenue is exceedingly attractive in its display
of fine wares. The decorative features in the
windows are holding the attention of many pros-
pective shoppers even in the hot weather.

Spandau's and Terheyden's, in Smithfield
Street are making attractive showings of novel-
ties in their windows. The Terheyden windows,
always noted for their art goods, are exception-
ally fine this year.

The retailers report the watch trade as quiet,
at this time, while wholesalers say it is quite
satisfactory. The early buying for the fall and
coming winter season has been best in the agri-
cultural districts. Industrial towns are, how-
ever, waking up to some extent and will soon be
heard from. Some of the trade are viewing
with some concern the increasing tendency among
people of ordinary means, to turn their spare
cash into automobiles and thus curtail on other
expenditures. This fever has grown to such an
extent in Pittsburg territory that it is causing no
little comment. Frank admissions are reported
by old-time customers of many of the trade
that automobile expenses are preventing the
usual purchases in other lines of luxury. Indeed,
some say that it has already curtailed in vacation
trips and other forms of midsummer pleasures
to an extent that the stay-at-homes are making
business in domestic lines more brisk than for
years at this period.

Building operations in Pittsburg have con-
tinued fairly active. The amount of extensions
and remodeling exceeds many former seasons.
The actual new construction work is where the
hold-back policy is more pronounced. This ac-
tivity has not reached into the jewelry circles to
any extent this year and but few changes are
noted among the shops and wholesale establish-
ments.

Platinum and Gold
The recent high prices of platinum have led

to extensive searches for this rare metal in the
United States. Last year, says Mr. David T.
Day, most platinum was produced in the neigh-
borhood of Oroville, California, where it is found
in the ratio of one to 5oo of gold. But near
Surf, in Santa Barbara County, it is found in the
ratio of two to one of gold, and at Cape
Blanco, Oregon, a deposit has been found where
the ratio of platinum to gold is five to one. On
the west coast of Washington platinum is com-
paratively abundant in the ratio of one to io and
one to 15 of gold. At present the useful accumu-
lations in the United States are limited to a
mine in southern Wyoming, a group of mines
in eastern Nevada, and about seven deposits in
connection with placer mines on the Pacific Coast.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.
—Adv.
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Bell Them!
What did the women carry out of your st(
last opening ? Who saw the souvenirs
Who heard them ? Who talked about th
weeks later ? Why not make them all talk?

Bell Them!
Merchants in large and small cities will use my
year for opening souvenirs—they know that

Bell Them
Souvenir cow bells, the daintiest, cutest s
ever put out. Unique, inexpensive, taking—
advertisements that women are eager to p
Be the bell man in your town—start a letter to me

this afternoon.

A. E. WUESTEMAN
" The Bell Man"

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

ATTLEBORO
MASSA
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Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Ce.ntral Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

41

_ --Adger
.,, —ports a very good business in

parts of the country.
Baldwin, Miller Co.'s full traveling force

w s on the road with fall goods by the last week
Ii June and did a big business for October de-
li\ r•ry. Judging from the amount of business
dc le on the first trip J. E. Reagan, manager,

.s that he feels justified in predicting a fine
fa 1 and holiday trade.

Goodman & Co., wholesale dealers and im-
p, rters in jewelry novelties, have moved from

ledo, Ohio, to 401 Majestic Building, Indian-
aP )lis. The firm sells to jewelers only and will
be represented in Indiana, Ohio and Illinois by
B. Goodman, and in northern Indiana and Michi-
ga 1 by Harry Palman. Lee Horn will have charge
of the house stock, assisted by Miss Goodman.
TI e entire store force was brought by Mr. Good-
'a, n to this city from Toledo.
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.auges. The great num-
uer ot prizes, trophies, badges, etc., presented
by the Speedway managers makes their engrav-
ing work a contract to be sought after and Mr.
Hutto is to be congratulated upon securing it.

The many trade friends of Julius C. Walk
are glad to see him at his store again after several
weeks' illness.

Fletcher M. Noe and wife are enjoying an
extended vacation in Colorado. On August 21st
they will be in St. Louis to attend the national
convention of the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
Mr. Noe has been elected to almost every office
in the order and is now Deputy Grand President
of Indiana.

Charles A. Beck, formerly with the Fidelity
Watch Company, has opened a watch repair busi-
ness in connection with the manufacturing
jewelry shop of Johns & Hickman, 232 Massa-
chusetts Avenue. Mr. Beck is one of the best
known watchmakers in the city.
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J. E. Evard removed his jewelry store from
East Market Street to 504 Monument Place in
the English Hotel Building, August 1st. Three
years ago Mr. Evard, an acknowledged horo-
logical expert, resigned his position with J. C.
Walk & Son to engage in business for himself
and during the three years he has enjoyed a
steadily-increasing business. The new quarters,
with new furniture and fixtures, will be four
times the size of the old store. Harry Evard has
returned from a camping trip, fully recuperated
from a serious illness, and has taken up his con-
nection with his father's business.

A locket made from a silver dollar dated
1889 was lost in the streets of Indianapolis last
Christmas by a young lady of Sullivan, Ind. July
8th it turned up in Sullivan, when it was taken
in at one of the stores and refused at the State
Bank. How it got there is not known, but it
easily passed for a good coin.

The Capital City Jewelry Company had their
heaviest watch inspection work last month. It
was a general inspection for all the New York
Central lines at this point. G. W. Stoehr, man-
ager, has been making a specialty of window
displays of watches.

F. L. Bryant, jeweler in the Denison Hotel
Building, is conducting his annual "Plate Sale."
The store is noted for the beautiful line of
china plates sold for card prizes, etc.

George S. Kern has redecorated the exterior
of his store and big street clock at 7 North Meri-
dian Street.

Gray, Gribben & Gray have two of the larg-
est and most prominent watch signs, on the sides
of their building, in the city. The store room is
located on the point where Indiana Avenue and
Ohio Street run into Illinois Street. The posi-
tion of the store gives a splendid view of the
signs from a long distance and from several
directions.

A. P. Craft, of the A. P. Craft Company,
spent the month of July in touring in his auto-
mobile. He stopped at several of the lakes in
the northern part of the State to enjoy a day
or two fishing and also made a number of social
calls upon the customers of the house.

Max Lang, of Lang & Reber, has the sym-
pathy of the trade in the death of both his parents
within a few weeks. The senior Mn. Lang and
his wife lived in the East.

Allen 0. Pickett, formerly of this city, now
doing watch work for J. L. Kiser, of Muncie,
Ind., was in this city last month on his return
from a visit to his father, J. A. Pickett, a well-
known jeweler of Newcastle, Ind.

Will C. Schaefer, formerly located in In-
lianapolis, is now doing bench work for Sam H.
>ferchi, of Terre Haute, Ind.
W. H. Boxman, jeweler and stone setter, has

ccently taken a position with Fletcher M. Noe,
n North Illinois Street.. Mr. Boxman was
nmerly with the Washburn Jewelry Company
Anderson, Ind.
Charles Cheney, until recently located at

'Thum, N. Y., has accepted the position of chief
graver for Julius C. Walk & Son.
Mrs. Anne Hays, for many years with J. C.

alk & Son, and well known to the trade
velers, is now located at Salem, Oregon.
Perry M. Slauter, watchmaker with George

S. Kern, is back from a fishing trip in the south-
ern part of the State.

Alfred Pahud, house salesman with C. W.
Lauer & Co., is spending his vacation in camping
on one of the lakes in the northern part of In-
diana.

C. W. Lauer, Sr., of C. W. Lauer & Co., vis-
ited trade friends in Martinsville, Ind., over the
Fourth of July.

The family of J. E. Reagan, manager of
Baldwin, Miller Company, is spending the sum-
mer in their cottage near Ludington, Mich.
Later in the season he will join them for several
weeks' vacation.

J. H. Reed, jeweler at 38 West Washington
Street, will spend most of the summer at his
cottage in the hills of Brown County, Ind. Will
Reed will have charge of the store, assisted by
his brother, Harry, who is a student at Purdue
University.

(Continued on page 1261
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NEWYORK : 9 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO: 103 State Street BATES & BACON ATTLEBOROMASSACHUSETTS

Makers of High Grade, Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets

Bates & Bacon's BRACELETS are the
"BEST" in Quality, Design and Finish

PAT.B.900.
SIZE 63/41N.WIOTH

(We are
equipped
to make
Bracelets
in any

size

Bell Them!
What did the women carry out of your store at your
last opening ? Who saw the souvenirs afterward?
Who heard them ? Who talked about the opening
weeks later ? Why not make them all talk ? Why not

Bell Them!
Merchants in large and small cities will use my bells this
year for opening souvenirs—they know that it pays to

Bell Them!
Souvenir cow bells, the daintiest, cutest souvenirs
ever put out. Unique, inexpensive, taking—ringing
advertisements that women are eager to possess.
Be the bell man in your town—start a letter to me
this afternoon.

A. E. WUESTEMAN
" The Bell Man"

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 
SILVER POLISH in CREAM

Highest Quality and Efficiency
Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-
liant Lustre—Lasting Finish.

Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquire of your Jobber or write us direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything in the
Silver

a 
nd Metal

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Line
•

Artistic Hand - Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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In spite of the fact that the normal mid-
, 'miner lull in the business life of the city pre-
\ .iils and the vacation season is at its height,
I iere is a much healthier tone to trade than there
as last month. Crop conditions are promising
,id dealers are waiting in anticipation of a lively

; wakening in the commercial activity as soon as
I le summer months are over.

The Financier, of New York, lists five In-
( lanapolis banks whose individual resources
mount to $5,000,000. A fine showing for the
apital city of Indiana.
H. H. Bishop, of Indianapolis, President of

I le Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association; C. N.
11 etzner, of Peru; Walter H. Mellor, of Michi-
in City, and Oliver M. Artes, of Evansville,

in attend the fifth annual convention of the
.` merican National Retail Jewelers' Association,
.t, be held in Detroit the last of July. This party
0 ill be joined by a goodly number of brother
jowelers from Indiana and are expected to "do
I udiana proud." President Bishop has been as-
sured that a seat in a fine motor boat has been
r,.served for his use and that many other good
things will be coming his way.

Chris Bernloehr, of C. Bernloehr & Bro.,
c tiled for Europe July 14th. His passage had
!wen engaged for June but a most inopportune
summons to serve on a jury made the postpone-
ment of the trip necessary. Besides purchasing
diamonds Mr. Bernloehr may come home with an
automobile of German make. Charles A. Bern-
1ehr, watchmaker for the firm, has returned
from a visit to Springfield, Ill. For several years
Mr. Bernloehr was employed in the inspection
d partment of the Illinois Watch Factory and
m ill has many friends among the factory boys,
\ ho made his visit very pleasant.

J. C. Davenport, proprietor of the "Best
Plating Company,' 104 North Delaware Street,
Lis been bringing his business before the notice

I" the public in a unique way. He has a hand
C irt pushed through the city streets, completely
h ,dden by two show cases (filled with samples
" plating) and placards. On top of the show
se is perched a small "dummy" that shakes its
.ad and bears a placard printed "I don't have

t. talk, our goods speak for themselves." Samples
battered old hollow and flatware, as well as

L autifully replated pieces, are in the cases and
1 id on top. Around the sides of the cart are
acards printed, "We can refinish anything ex-

(' !it a tarnished reputation." "Just a few samples
( our refinishing." 'Don't throw the old things
a vay, they can be restored." An old before-the-
ar darky pushes the cart, entertaining the
owds that follow him with quaint southern
)liteness. The company has just finished a $r2oo
b of replating flat and hollowware for the Eng-

1 ,h Hotel Cafe in this city.
The International Metal Polish Company, of

1 ,dianapolis, have been having an excellent busi-
.ss in the West. On August 1st their western

r presentative will make a trip to the Pacific
?ast. Robert A. Blackburn, general manager

I the company, reports a very good business in
I I parts of the country.

Baldwin, Miller Co.'s full traveling force
v as on the road with fall goods by the last week

June and did a big business for October de-
I. Try. Judging from the amount of business
ine on the first trip J. E. Reagan, manager,

S ys that he feels justified in predicting a fine
I 11 and holiday trade.

Goodman & Co., wholesale dealers and im-
■rters in jewelry novelties, have moved from
oledo, Ohio, to 401 Majestic Building, Indian-

a oHs. The firm sells to jewelers only and will
h represented in Indiana, Ohio and Illinois by
I- Goodman, and in northern Indiana and Michi-
g ,n by Harry Palman. Lee Horn will have charge
0 the house stock, assisted by Miss Goodman.
he entire store force was brought by Mr. Good-

flan to this city from Toledo.
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Will Hoffman, of Hoffman & Lauer, whole-
sale material dealers, says that business has been
very good for this season. The usual lull during
mid-summer has failed to materialize up to the
present time.

George W. Kiefner, traveling salesman for
C. W. Lauer and Hoffman & Lauer, spent his
vacation last month on a fishing trip in southern
Indiana. C. W. Lauer & Co. will begin their
fall road business the last week in July.

Frank Reber, of the manufacturing firm of
Lang & Reber, in the Claypool Building, is re-
covering from a severe attack of heat prostration.

Leo Krauss, jeweler-optician on North Il-
linois Street, has recently purchased a fine tour-
ing car and is planning a number of pleasure
trips for the summer.

The 5 o'clock closing movement has more
followers this year than ever before.. Among
the retail jewelers who have joined the movement
are : Chris Bernloehr & Bro., F. L. Bryant, H. A.
Comstock, Capital City Jewelry Company, H.
Cohen & Sons, C. B. Dyer, F. M. Herron, L. F.
Kiefer & Son, W. A. Lorentz, L. D. Mauzy,
Fletcher M. Noe, Carl L. Rost, Jack Rodgers,
J. C. Walk & Son and Charles Mayer & Com-
pany. The jobbing jewelry houses close at 5
o'clock daily and at noon on Saturdays.

J. P. Mullally, a member of the Adscript
Club, of Indianapolis, is a very liberal user of
printer's ink and gets off a number of very catchy
ads. The following is one of his latest:

DAY BY DAY
The maiden priced a diamond ring,

It sparkled like the SUN.
She liked the diamond very much,
But didn't have the MON.

The maiden had no time to lose,
And folded up her ones and TUES.

"I've got a scheme," she coyly said,
"I'll go and find a beau and WED.

She bundled up in cloaks and furs
And lisped, "I'll charm the noble THURS.

She didn't have so long to try,
For she found him at an oyster FRI.

And on her dimpled finger fat
FIe slipped the diamond while they SAT.

J. P. MULLALLY Diamond Importer, and Jeweler

28 Monument Place

Howard M. Goold, for a number of years
engraver with J. C. Walk & Son, has resigned
that position to engage in copperplate engraving
with the lithographing firm of Oval & Koster,
in this city.

The New York Silverware Company has
opened an Indiana office in Room 210, Saks
Building, on Washington Street. E. B. Greenberg
will be manager of the office and do more or less
traveling throughout the State.

0. N. Allen, head salesman with the Sipe
diamond establishment, has been left in charge
of the business during Mr. Sipe's purchasing trip
abroad.

Arthur Hutto, engraver in the State Life
Building, has been awarded the contract to do all
the engraving for the Indianapolis Speedway
Company. He has recently finished some beauti-
ful engraving on the $ro,000 Wheeler & Schebler
trophy and on seven other auto trophies, as well
as a large number of badges. The great num-
ber of prizes, trophies, badges, etc., presented
by the Speedway managers makes their engrav-
ing work a contract to be sought after and Mr.
Hutto is to be congratulated upon securing it.

The many trade friends of Julius C. Walk
are glad to see him at his store again after several
weeks' illness.

Fletcher M. Noe and wife are enjoying an
extended vacation in Colorado. On August 21st
they will be in St. Louis to attend the national
convention of the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
Mr. Noe has been elected to almost every office
in the order and is now Deputy Grand President
of Indiana.

Charles A. Beck, formerly with the Fidelity
Watch Company, has opened a watch repair busi-
ness in connection with the manufacturing
jewelry shop of Johns & Hickman, 232 Massa-
chusetts Avenue. Mr. Beck is one of the best
known watchmakers in the city.
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J. E. Evard removed his jewelry store from
East Market Street to 104 Monument Place in
the English Hotel Building, August 1st. Three
years ago Mr. Evard, an acknowledged horo-
logical expert, resigned his position with J. C.
Walk & Son to engage in business for himself
and during the three years he has enjoyed a
steadily-increasing business. The new quarters,
with new furniture and fixtures, will be four
times the size of the old store. Harry Evard has
returned from a camping trip, fully recuperated
from a serious illness, and has taken up his con-
nection with his father's business.

A locket made from a silver dollar dated
1889 was lost in the streets of Indianapolis last
Christmas by a young lady of Sullivan, Ind. July
8th it turned up in Sullivan, when it was taken
in at one of the stores and refused at the State
Bank. How it got there is not known, but it
easily passed for a good coin.

The Capital City Jewelry Company had their
heaviest watch inspection work last month. It
was a general inspectipn for all the New York
Central lines at this point. G. W. Stoehr, man-
ager, has been making a specialty of window
displays of watches.

F. L. Bryant, jeweler in the Denison Hotel
Building, is conducting his annual "Plate Sale."
The store is noted for the beautiful line of
china plates sold for card prizes, etc.

George S. Kern has redecorated the exterior
of his store and big street clock at 7 North Meri-
dian Street.

Gray, Gribben & Gray have two of the larg-
est and most prominent watch signs, on the sides
of their building, in the city. The store room is
located on the point where Indiana Avenue. and
Ohio Street run into Illinois Street. The posi-
tion of the store gives a splendid view of the
signs from a long distance and from several
directions.

A. P. Craft, of the A. P. Craft Company,
spent the month of July in touring in his auto-
mobile. He stopped at several of the lakes in
the northern part of the State to enjoy a day
or two fishing and also made a number of social
calls upon the customers of the house.

Max Lang, of Lang & Reber, has the sym-
pathy of the trade in the death of both his parents
within a few weeks. The senior Mr. Lang and
his wife lived in the East.

Allen 0. Pickett, formerly of this city, now
doing watch work for J. L. Kiser, of Muncie,
Ind., was in this city last month on his return
from a visit to his father, J. A. Pickett, a well-
known jeweler of Newcastle, Ind.

Will C. Schaefer, formerly located in In-
dianapolis, is now doing bench work for Sam H.
Sterchi, of Terre Haute, Ind.

W. H. Boxman, jeweler and stone setter, has
recently taken a position with Fletcher M. Noe,
on North Illinois Street.. Mr. Boxman was
formerly with the Washburn Jewelry Company
at Anderson, Ind.

Charles Cheney, until recently located at
Auburn, N. Y., has accepted the position of chief
engraver for Julius C. Walk & Son.

Mrs. Anne Hays, for many years with J. C.
Walk & Son, and well known to the trade
travelers, is now located at Salem, Oregon.

Perry M. Slauter, watchmaker with George
S. Kern, is back from a fishing trip in the south-
ern part of the State.

Alfred Pahud, house salesman with C. W.
Lauer & Co., is spending his vacation in camping
on one of the lakes in the northern part of In-
diana.

C. W. Lauer, Sr., of C. W. Lauer & Co., vis-
ited trade friends in Martinsville, Ind., over the
Fourth of July.

The family of J. E. Reagan, manager of
Baldwin, Miller Company, is spending the sum-
mer in their cottage near Ludington, Mich.
Later in the season he will join them for several
weeks' vacation.

J. H. Reed, jeweler at 38 West Washington
Street, will spend most of the summer at his
cottage in the hills of Brown County, Ind. Will
Reed will have charge of the store, assisted by
his brother, Harry, who is a student at Purdue
University.

(Continued on page 1261)
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LOCKETS ONLY

ESTABLISHED

54 YEARS

No. 9277—plate" 952—Ster. Sil.

One of our latest and popular designs in
Vanity Lockets

 SEND FOR NEW CATALOG 

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY NEW YORK OFFICE

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 15 MAIDEN LANE

QUALITY TALKS, No.3
TO MANUFACTURERS

SEAMLESS WIRE and SEAMLESS TUBING require care-
ful attention as to material and workmanship from the base
metal up. The superficial appearance of this character of stock
does not indicate its quality.
In the making of Seamless Wire the selection of the proper
base metal and alloy is absolutely necessary.
We use nothing but the very best grade of base metal and
alloy obtainable without regard to price.
Couple this with 24 Karat Government Assay Gold that we use
for this kind of material and the result is the highest perfection
ever attained in making SEAMLESS WIRE.
The quality and workability of this stock are assured, due to
the skill, material and expert care taken in producing it.
In SEAMLESS TUBING this careful attention as to detail pro-
duces a stock free from pit holes, due to poor gold or poor
metal, or blisters, due to poor workmanship.
Our aim is to give a better sort of product for jewelry purposes.
Send for quotations. It will pay us to get together.

COOK DUNBAR SMITH COMPANY
85 SPRAGUE STREET

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

QUALITY SPECIALISTS IN
Seamless Wire, Rolled Gold Plate

OUR STANDARD SEAMLESS TUBING
QUALITY

OUR STANDARD

BIG MARGIN OF PROFIT

EXCLUSIVE TRADE SPECIALS
from $60.00 to $80.00

HALL CLOCK SALES
are easily made—if you handle the right kind of
clocks. Show your customer a clock that is richer
and better than he would expect to purchase at
twice the price, and a big-profit sale is assured.
We can supply you with that kind of clock.
In quality and price, our line runs all the way

from $500.00 to $15.00,

all superior to any other clocks on the market at
the price. A postal to us will bring you a hall
clock proposition that will swell your chest and
your income. There may still be time to slide in
ahead of your competitor. Write to-day.

Colonial Manufacturing Co.
ZEELAND, MICH., U.S.A.

, agust, 1910 T HE

Quite a number of local merchants have sig-
I Jed their intention of entering the competition
t be held by the Loyal Order of Moose, in con-
ft with their convention, to be held this
month. Cups are to be given as prizes to the
three best decorated buildings.

Leon Levi, 309 West Lexington Street, has
returned from Atlantic City, at which resort he
spent his vacation period. All the construction
and the work of fitting up the new and old
st)res having practically been completed, Mr.
Levi was enabled to avail himself of a much
needed rest.

It will no doubt come as a surprise to the
local trade to hear that F. H. Svejda, of the firm
of Svejda Bros., 2024 Ashland Avenue, has de-
serted the ranks of the bachelors, but this news
is really a month old now.

The executors of the estate of the late
Charles M. Rowe, in settling up the affairs con-
nected with his jewelry store at Cockeysville,
Md., discovered several watches that had been
awaiting their owners for over a year. A fire
broke out in the home of a T. B. Richardson, of
that place, early in January, 1909, and when it
was extinguished it was found that the house
had been robbed and one of the above watches
was engraved with the name of Mrs. Richardson,
although it bore a tag with the name of Sterrett.
The police were notified and a card sent to Ster-
rett, asking him to call for the property. Upon
identifying it as his own he was arrested and
placed in the Towson jail. Sterrett is a negro.
Unon closing up the affairs of Mr. Rowe the
store and its contents were sold to L. Doeder-

ttir

Street.
Messrs. 

who for some time was employed as watch-
maker by J. G. Gehring & Son, 420 North Gay

Messrs. S. & N. Katz are now well estab-
li,hed in their new store at 105 North Charles
Street, to which they removed from iii North
Charles Street in order to obtain more room
In which to conduct their rapidly growing busi-
ness. The store is an attractive one and far su-
p( tior to the quarters they formerly occupied.

Oscar Caplan has returned from a two weeks'
tnll throughout the East, accompanied by his

ie. Among the cities they visited were New
t-k, Providence and Atlantic City.
Maurice Reeder, of the M. L. Reeder Co.,

41 West Lexington Street, is reported to have
Si far recovered from his recent illness as to
bc enabled to leave the hospital, where he under-
\\ Iltanopimerpartoiovingnand his condition is reporteda 

rapidly 
The local detective bureau, upon the arrest

(1, William and Edward Collins, have succeeded
,recovering a diamond ring valued at $loo.

:1 I is ring was recently stolen from the show case
11,1 the pawnshop of Isaac L. Livingstone, 626

Baltimore Street, and while endeavoring to
di pose of it they excited suspicion and caused
til ir arrest. The men denied the charge of theft,
St ting that they had been given the article by a
n( ro woman, but they will be held nevertheless,
Pr ,ding an examination.
, Among the proposed additions affecting the
le Tiers, it is rumored that Nathan Gutman will
ad another store on West Lexington Street
IL 1 that the Baltimore Bargain House will soon
Cr et a twelve-story warehouse. This latter firm
(1' 's a very large mail-order business and their
pi sent quarters, they state, are not large enough
to Wow of the efficient handling of their business.

t
, S. Salabes & Co., 675 West Baltimore Street,
:, 1 mthoenitrhannual sale of unredeemed pledges latelt1 

Sisco Bros. are now well established in their
v store on North Howard Street and 0. D.

1\ areheim is getting along pretty well in his new
Pl. ce at 919 Third Avenue, Hampden District.

The "Mysterious Clock" in the window of
W'lliam J. Miller, 28 East Baltimore Street, is
attracting considerable attention and numerous
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guesses are had by the passers-by as to what
"makes it go."

Among the new stores recently opened is
that of Mrs. Catherine R. Larkin, at 1313 West
Baltimore Street. The store is neat and shows
a woman's hand as regards draperies, signs, etc.,
and looks more like an office. Mrs. Larkin is not
afraid of the alleged hoodoo "13" and is more
of the opinion that it is a good luck sign. She
now carries an additional small line of bric-a-
brac and brass goods, owns the entire building,
and as soon as trade warrants will put in a
watchmaker.

Harold, the son of Frank A. Piersohn, was
quite ill, the result of a hemorrhage, which fact
prevented Mr. Piersohn from attending the an-
nual outing of the local society after he had made
plans to do so.

Henry M. Thompson, chairman of the traffic
commission of the Merchants' and Manufac-
turers' Association, has returned from New York,
where he attended the express rate conference as
delegate of the business associations of this city.
He states, regarding the alleged excessive ex-
press rates, that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission will be appealed to to make an investiga-
tion in the matter, with a view to substantially
reducing the present tariffs. It is also alleged
that the express companies have formed a com-
bination in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Law.

The Heer-Schofield Co., 223 Church Lane,
have completed the installation of the machinery,
etc., which they recently purchased at the re-
ceiver's sale of the A. Jacobi & Co. plant. Some
time ago this firm also purchased the adjoining
building at 213-259 Church Lane and they intend
using the entire block in their silverware manu-
facturing business.

The Merchants' and Manufacturers' Associa-
tion has sent out 30,000 invitations to the mer-
chants of Maryland to attend "Merchants' Week,"
to be held in Baltimore August 22d-29th. It is
expected that a large number will accept and
every effort will be made to prove that Baltimore
is the most hospitable city in the country and
that it is a good place for the merchants to pur-
chase their goods. J. George Gehring, of the
firm of John G. Gehring & Son, 420 North Gay
Street, jeweler, was at one time president of the
association.

Washington (D. C.) Letter

George V. Hunt, who for the past nine
years has been connected with his uncle, John T.
Hunt, previous to which time he was connected
with the firm of A. Cohen & Co., both of this city,
has taken over the store of the late Alfred
Worch, 1912 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. Mr.
Hunt has put in new show cases, cleaned the
store up by the addition of paint, etc., and now
has very neat quarters. He is a young man, full
of energy and should meet with success in his
new venture.

A. 0. Hutterly, 732 Seventh Street, N. W.,
has added two large bench lathes to his present
equipment.

A local department store is advertising rings
"that cannot be detected from those costing
hundreds of dollars"; "gold shell rings which
usually sell at $2.00 to $3.00 at the little shops"
for the sum of 25 cents.

L. Calisher, 917 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.,
received the order for the diamond-studded Elks'
emblem offered by the "National Forum" to the
most popular member. The charm is on ex-
hibition in his window.

A. D. Prince has returned from Cedarhurst,
L. I., where he spent his vacation.

John Hansen has left for Cincinnati, Cleve-
land and Detroit, at which latter city he will at-
tend the national convention as delegate of the
Retail Jewelers' Association of the District of
Columbia. A. 0. Hutterly will also attend, he
having been invited to address the meeting.
Messrs. G. D. Parsons, A. D. Prince and Carl
Peterson were also elected as delegates and
alternates.

Julius H. Duehring reports having had a
very pleasant vacation at Mathias Point, Va.,

where he was a member of a camping party. Al-
though he spent considerable time fishing, no
large stories have as yet been received from him.

Roy Lupton, engraver in the employ of
Schmedtie Bros., will spend the last three weeks
of the month at Atlantic City.

The Saks Optical Company, 708 Seventh
Street, N. W., are advertising in the daily papers
that a coupon valued at ten cents will be given
with each dollar purchase during the months of
July and August. The coupons will be redeemed
after August 1st for either cash or merchandise.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page 1255)

The Biggs Antique Company, of Richmond,
Va., has been holding a sale in this city under
the management of W. A. Bass. The collection
included a number of rare old pieces of brasses,
cut glass and Sheffield silver.

E. W. Welch, of Churubusco, Ind., is going
out of the jewelry business. His stock and fix-
tures are for sale.

Charles M. Hunnicutt, jeweler-optician of
Rockvile, Ind., was called to this city last month
to attend the funeral of his nephew, Charles
Hunnicutt, a prominent coal merchant of In-
dianapolis.

J. W. Bader, a well-known retail jeweler of
Blytheville, Ark., is spending several weeks at
West Baden, Ind., trying the mineral waters for
his health.

J. L. Whisler, of Marion, Ind., was 'a recent
visitor in Indianapolis. He reported business as
very good and that he was on the outlook for a
good watchmaker.

Mr. Dickey, of Edinburg, Ind., stopped in
Indianapolis on his return from his old home
at Monon, Ind., where he spent the Fourth of
July. On May 1st Dickey & Morris bought out
the jewelry business of B. Maier, at Edinburg,
and report a very satisfactory trade from the day
they took possession of the store.

Albert Craig, of Bicknell, Ind., was a recent
buyer on this market.

A. L. Harriott, of Muncie, Ind., is congratu-
lating himself upon the recent unsuccessful at-
tempt of burglars to break into his store on South
Walnut Street.

J. W. Hudson, of Fortville, Ind., was met
in Indianapolis just after the Fourth of July.
He was closing up a nice diamond sale.

Charles F. Kapes, a jeweler of St. Paul, Ind.,
recently displayed in his window "Curious Some-
things Always on a Jump." No one knew just
what to call them. There were about 550 of them
in a small glass vial. In some respects they re-
sembled mustard seed. On each side is a small
projection not larger than the point of a pin.
The "whatever-they-are" remind the casual ob-
server of popping popcorn. They are constantly
on the jump. The inside of these curious jumpers
is full of a whitish matter and have every ap-
pearance of being very much alive : They were
taken by Mr. Kapes from the bark of an oak
tree. No one has yet ben found who is able to
tell what they are, but they kept a crowd around
the jewelers' window for several days.

The jewelry business of H. C. Klein Sons
Company, of Muncie, Ind., has recently been
incorporated with a capital stock of $r5,000. The
directors are A. M. Klein, Frederick S. Klein
and D. M. Klein.

J. F. Schafer and family, of Brookville, Ind.,
have returned from a long automobile trip
through the West. The tour was most enjoyable
and was made without an accident of any kind.

Joseph T. Head, an enterprising young
jeweler on Virginia Avenue, is hustling to get
the merchants on his block to adopt the new
city lighting system. He has no idea of giving
up until the lights are an assured fact.

Twenty-five dollars have been offered by the
Indianapolis Commercial Club for the word or
phrase most appropriate to describing the new
street lighting system. It is like New York
City's "Great White Way."
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Consider the Jewelry Business
from your. customer's standpoint. The ability

to please your customer and retain his patron-

age depends on the class of goods you carry.
Cheap, shoddy jewelry which sells at fancy

prices and momentarily reaps you large profits

will not tend to increase your business nor fill

your coffers with much of this world's goods.
You must keep your finger on the pulse of the people's wants

and cater to them. You must buy goods not which you think
will please them because they please you, but goods known
through years of popularity to be the biggest sellers and which
meet the public's approval.

The C. A. M. & Co. line, the line that resists wear, has
built up an enviable reputation for quality, style and service.

It has met the most exacting tests in all directions.

Retail jewelers everywhere have found the line to be a big
seller and a good profit-maker. Their customers come back tcl
them year after year because they have found the goods to be
just as represented.

The reason for so many failures in the jewelry business is
because many jewelers cater to their own desires and wishes.

The successful jeweler stocks his store with pleasing, wear-
able, snappy goods. The C. A. M. & Co. line is the kind that
recommends itself and brings in his customers' friends. The
C. A. M. & Co. line will always be found in the store of the
successful jeweler.

. Jobbers all over the country are now out preparing you for
the coming season. All live jobbers carry the C. A. M. & Co.
line and will take pleasure in showing it to you.

Ask to see the C. A. M. & Co. gold-filled jewelry and see
that this trade-mark is on every piece.

C. A. Marsh & Co.
MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE GOLD-FILLED JEWELRY
 THE LINE THAT RESISTS WEAR 

OFFICE AND Attleboro, MassachusettsFACTORY:

F91901482

7687/N884
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Detroit wholesale and retail dealers enjoyed
an excellent summer trade until early last month,
when it was sadly diminished by the Elks re-
union. Merchants of all kinds figured that the
hundred thousand visitors would spend a lot of
money in the stores, and the jewelers counted on
selling large quantities of souvenirs. The crowd
came and spent plenty of money, but not in the
jewelry stores. Retail business was absolutely
dead for a week, and the wholesale dealers re-
port just the usual business. When the reunion
was over business assumed its normal condition.
Detroit business men are optimistic over the out-
look for fall trade, and indications seem to point
to a prosperous period.

K. Barit has returned from a business trip
to New York.

Barnum & Earl, of Traverse City. are adding
greatly to the appearance of their store by in-
stalling new fixtures and re-decorating.

Edward W. Krainbrink, traveler for C. A.
Berkley & Co., who was critically ill with appendi-
citis for several weeks, has recovered, and has
resumed his duties on the road. C. L. Fuller,
traveler for the same firm, has also started out
on his fall work.

C. H. Morgan, in business for several years
at Petersburg, Mich., has removed to Carleton.
Frank Trudeau has closed out his business in
Frederick and removed to Boyne City.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Schirmer, of Saginaw,
left July 4th for a trip of several months in
Europe.

Charles Pettit, of Harbor Beach, who has
been in financial trouble for several weeks, is en-
deavoring to settle with his creditors at 33 cents
on the dollar.

S. M. Cooley, of Flint, has recently in-
stalled new fixures, which include wall and floor
cases of mahogany.

Fire caused a small loss to the stock of N.
Schrebnick, No. 989 St. Aubin Ave., on July
3rd. The loss was covered by insurance.

The receiver for F. H. Schinke, of Pember-
ville, 0., who assigned several weeks ago, has
settled with the Detroit creditors at 25 cents.
Only one or two Detroit wholesalers were caught
for small amounts.

Matthew Flachsmann, jeweler at No. 1T85
Gratiot Ave., was robbed of $85 in cash and $265
in jewelry Saturday through the medium of an
ancient trick. While one man in a buggy engaged
Flachsmann in conversation in front of the store,
another cut out a screen at the rear, opened the
safe and made away with the valuables.

Wright, Kay & Co. have a large force oi
men at work on the extensive improvements and
alterations they are making in their new buildivg
at the corner of Woodward and Grand River
Ayes. This firm promises to have one of the
finest retail establishments in the country when
the work is completed. Messrs. Wright. Kay and
Kelsey have spent several weeks' in Chicago, New
York and Philadelphia getting ideas and the best
of these they will embody in their new store.
The store will be ready early in September.

The Retail Jewelers' Club recently entertained
the officers of the Jewelers' Board of Trade at a
dinner given in the rooms of the Detroit Boat
Club. The affair was most enjoyable, so say
those who were present. Last week the members
of the Jewelers' Board of Trade were hosts at
a similar affair given for the retailers at Log
Cabin Inn.

President Claud Wheeler, of Columbus, Mo.,
head of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, and A. B. Hull, of Belding, Mich.,
secretary, arrived in the city early last month and
spent several days preparing for the convention
of the association which was held the last week
in the month. "I am positive judging from the
reports I have received from nearly every State
in the Union that the convention will be the
largest we ever held," Mr. Wheeler said. "The
Space reserved for exhibitors at the Hotel Cadil-

lac has all been taken, and this feature of the
convention promises to be a record-breaker."

The convention of the Michigan State Jew-
elers' Association will be held in Detroit at the
same time, but they will have no individual pro-
gramme, and will join with the larger body in
both business and social sessions.

The following out-of-town visitors called on
the wholesale trade during the past month : Fred
Wagner, Monroe; Max Jennings, Mt. Clemens;
W. F. King, Jr., Adrian; J. F. Davis, Fenton;
Charles Adama, Carleton; C. W. Chamberlain,
Farmington; F. A. Stengel, Marion, 0.; H. P.
Shane, Bancroft; L. W. Berle, Wayne; W. C.
Morse, Grand Ledge; V. C. Morse, Ithaca ; 0. H.
Lutz, Ithaca ; R. G. Hinkley, Holly; M. L. Green,
Mt. Clemens; C. N. Coe, Romeo; John Turck,
Wayne; J. S. O'Rourke, Richmond ; L. A. Stehle,
Linden; J. T. Eddington and E. V. Allison,
Pontiac; F. Hamilton, Stockbridge and A. E.
Winans, Chelsea.

PITTSBURG
LETTER

With the retailers in the jewelry trade clos-
ing their stores at 5 o'clock in the afternoon and
at noon on Saturdays, the midsummer situation
is about as usual and is lacking in any special
feature that would cause slight breezes of in-
terest. A good many of the trade are taking
their vacations and store and shop forces are
down to the smallest numbers of the year. The
spirit of reaching out for new business in many
instances is being given a little rest also, owing
to the general industrial lull, no doubt. The
mills are working less than 8o per cent. and some
as low as 70 per cent, of capacity. Men are tak-
ing their turns in employment and the only real
hustling appears to be in the coal mining in-
dustry, where the demand is the best in years
and prices for fuel at a better level than for a
long time.

But the quieter situation in labor circles, with
a lack of interest in strikes, is encouraging. The
optimism of commercial Pittsburg is strong in
the face of the dullness on hand just now. Rail-
road construction work is making inroads on the
idle army of labor. There is a shortage of
miners and pay rolls in the totals run pretty
high for summer months. Glass manufacturers
talk of advancing prices and say stocks are low.
Coke ovens, which were suspending operations
for a time, are resuming slowly and increasing
tonnage and financial interests are not worrying
much, the securities market reflecting a healthful
state of mind among the investors.

P. C. Gillespie, of Gillespie Brothers, who
has been spending the past three months in
Europe with his bride, returned home this
month, landing in New York on July zd on the
steamship Amerika, and has been busy at work
with the listing of his new imported stock that
was secured during his visit abroad, for the
coming fall and winter trade. Mr. Gillespie, be-
sides enjoying a splendid time on his honeymoon,
attended to business matters too. He discussed
at some length the conditions of trade as he saw
them, particularly in Holland, Belgium, Austria,
Germany, England and Paris. The diamond
market, Mr. Gillespie semed to believe, was hold-
ing its own, and while Europeans are holding
back somewhat in business awaiting the arrival
of American buyers, they report a fair business
and were confident of the future. Gillespie
Brothers have prepared for a brisk trade this
fall and winter and speak of the present condi-
tion as encouraging.

W. W. Wattles's handsome store is showing
its fine line of novelties this summer in attractive
form. The vacation novelty stock has had a good
run and this was especially the case with silver-
ware. In some shops there has been a leaning
toward leather novelties and the unique forms
of toilet articles and traveling outfits. But at
this time there is no single feature being brought
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out. There is an impression among the trade
that stocks to-day are more varied and cover a
wider range than at any time in the past.

J. M. Roberts has maintained an interesting
illuminated advertising sign along the route of
the Fifth Avenue car lines, which has caused
comment, it being a huge diamond of many
colored lights revolving as a "setting sun," and
at night glistening for a great distance in the
darkness. Under it is the well-displayed name
of that well-known house.

Incidentally, no little favorable comment was
heard this summer over the clever "Dutch"
wooden shoes that came across the sea to the
friends of Gillespie Brothers as a memento of
the trip abroad of P. C. Gillespie and which
told without words of the strange little country
from whence they came.

Sam F. Sipe, who is still abroad, is expected
home during the next few weeks. With him
will come his annual importation of diamonds
for the fall and winter, which will come direct
through the Pittsburg custom house.

George B. Barrett Company reports trade
fair for this season and prospects good for the
fall, judging from the sentiment of the retailers
throughout the Pittsburg district.

E. P. Roberts & Sons are having the usual
summer run of business and the store in Fifth
Avenue is exceedingly attractive in its display
of fine wares. The decorative features in the
windows are holding the attention of many pros-
pective shoppers even in the hot weather.

Spandau's and Terheyden's, in Smithfield
Street are making attractive showings of novel-
ties in their windows. The Terheyden windows,
always noted for their art goods, are exception-
ally fine this year.

The retailers report the watch trade as quiet,
at this time, while wholesalers say it is quite
satisfactory. The early buying for the fall and
coming winter season has been best in the agri-
cultural districts. Industrial towns are, how-
ever, waking up to some extent and will soon be
heard from. Some of the trade are viewing
with some concern the increasing tendency among
people of ordinary means, to turn their spare
cash into automobiles and thus curtail on other
expenditures. This fever has grown to such an
extent in Pittsburg territory that it is causing no
little comment. Frank admissions are reported
by old-time customers of many of the trade
that automobile expenses are preventing the
usual purchases in other lines of luxury. Indeed,
some say that it has already curtailed in vacation
trips and other forms of midsummer pleasures
to an extent that the stay-at-homes are making
business in domestic lines more brisk than for
years at this period.

Building operations in Pittsburg have con-
tinued fairly active. The amount of extensions
and remodeling exceeds many former seasons.
The actual new construction work is where the
hold-back policy is more pronounced. This ac-
tivity has not reached into the jewelry circles to
any extent this year and but few changes are
noted among the shops and wholesale establish-
ments.

Platinum and Gold
The recent high prices of platinum have led

to extensive searches for this rare metal in the
United States. Last year, says Mr. David T.
Day, most platinum was produced in the neigh-
borhood of Oroville, California, where it is found
in the ratio of one to 500 of gold. But near
Surf, in Santa Barbara County, it is found in the
ratio of two to one of gold, and at Cape
Blanco, Oregon, a deposit has been found where
the ratio of platinum to gold is five to one. On
the west coast of Washington platinum is com-
paratively abundant in the ratio of one to to and
one to 15 of gold. At present the useful accumu-
lations in the United States are limited to a
mine in southern Wyoming, a group of mines
in eastern Nevada, and about seven deposits in
connection with placer mines on the Pacific Coast.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.
—Adv.
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10 and 14 K. Gold 10 and 14 K. Plate Sterling Silver
Absolutely guaranteed against breakage

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
To avoid delay use local address, 33-43 Gold Street

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department : 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works : - - - - 142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES : Chicago, Ill., 103 State Street ; Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat ; London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

Rings
Brooches

Lockets

Scarf Pins
Fobs

Bracelets

Studs
Crosses

Link Buttons

Hat Pins
Baby Pins

Veil Pins

Tie Clasps
Screw Earrings
Ring Mountings

Locket Rings
Bead Neck

Chains

Charms
Festoons

Barrettes

Emblem Goods
Neck Chains

Cigar Cutters

Pocket Knives
Lapel Buttons

Vest Buttons

Collar Buttons
Rope Chains

Silver and
Gold Thimbles

Silver and Gold
Match Boxes

Fob Seals
Cameo Goods

Gold and Silver
Cigarette Cases

Alberts

Class Rings

Vanity Sets

In Gold
and Silver

• • •:•••••44■• •• 000 •9 • •••■•■•••■6.4.44,bi■ o ,,,

,

• ..•41.*■,4 11.4i oo • • 4 "

STERN BROS. & CO.
Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

POPULAR PRICES

 33-43 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK 
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Retail Jewelers are not making the sales of, or the profit
on, Scientific Rubies and Sapphires that they should ,

kaSittiiLti.tAil

1
 eir '

because a few jewelers have familiarized themselves with the character, beauty
and wearing qualities of choice, scientifically made Rubies and Sapphires.
because so many inferior grades of stones have been sold as Scientific Rubies,
Sapphires and White Sapphires which have proven unsatisfactory that the con-
fidence of the trade has been destroyed.
because Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have never been presented in a manner
which would convince the consumer that the stones were as represented.

To assist the Retail Jewelry Trade in making more
Sales and Better Profits

we are importing and offering direct the 4.1m, quality Scientific
Rubies, Sapphires and White Sapphires

each one of which we guarantee to be of the same chemical composition as the natural stone.
The most important of the raw material which composes both is alumina; the coloring
principle in the rubies being chromium oxide and in the blue sapphires titanic oxide. The
40 Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have essentially the same specific gravity, structure,

hardness, transparency, brilliancy, magnificent color and beautiful velvety gloss as the
natural stones. They differ from the latter in no respect save origin, having been produced
under artificial instead of natural conditions.

Each unmounted 41M. Scientific Ruby or Sapphire is placed in a regular precious stone
paper with the above guarantee engraved thereon. Each mounted stone is accompanied
by an engraved guarantee having a description of the article and the name of the Retail
Jeweler written in it. These guarantees are signed

Viti6 sa> geono
This not only inspires the confidence of, but gives jewelers the opportunity to familiarize
themselves and acquaint their customers with the nature, beauty and quality of the stones.
It also enables them to effect many profitable sales and satisfy the purchasers that the
stones are exactly as represented.

These stones are to the medium class of buyers what diamonds and natural
rubies and sapphires are to the very fine trade. They last as long, wear as well,
and give the same satisfaction to them that natural stones give to the fine trade.

Selections gladly sent for inspection with list of prices and illustrations of
sizes and shapes.

These stones are not sold to Department Stores or Mail Order Houses

WENDELL AND COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

45, 47 and 49 John St. 256, 258 and 260 Madison St.
New York Chicago
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In the selection of your stock for the coming 00
holiday season you should insist, Mr. Retailer, 0 t

0 1
on at least an inspection of 0

k.1)0 8
The D. F. B. Co. g ,, 0,,,o'o .'\too
line of gold filled jewelry. A line far more extensive this ktA

year than ever before containing original designs and 0
tb,)patterns not shown by any other house. An inspection
V

means to buy. The designs are snappy and right up to k)
the mark, ready sellers and large profit makers. Pleased 6

4.-.■
customers are what you want and a varied selection of

The D. F. B. Co. goods means pleased patronage the
year round. The line contains
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Fobs Watch Chains
Pendants Chatelaines
Hat Pins Bracelets

F 481 1115

E6

- 4

449
A 98

Contemplation of your bracelet stock for the holidays should include

a line of the famous Carmen bracelet. The one bracelet that has
outlived all others due to the phenomenal sale it still continues to

have.

WE SELL THE JOBBING
TRADE ONLY

The D. F. BRIGGS C OMPANY
ATTLEBORO .•• MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE

F 487/C2 180 Broadway Heyworth Building Victoria Building 62 Hatton Garden 1/ 414299
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WE GUARANTEE
every article made in
our factory.

L 593
With Mirror

We Sell the Wholesale Trade Only

BIGNEY'S MIRROR FINISH
hardens the surface and makes for durability

Ask your jobber for our new creations.
Our travelers will have the newest things that ever
happened on their August trip. Watch out for them.

Our chains for both men and women are not soldered with the so-called soldering machine which makes the
surface porous, but on the contrary, each link is carefully soldered by hand. In this way we get a superior
finish and our chains wear longer.

'

JEWELRY REPAIRING
MATCHING, ALTERING.

GOLD CHAIN FILLING,REPAIRING
MAKING OVER..

STONES,STONE SETTING &CUTTING.
WATCH CASE MAKING, REPAIRING

REMODELING.
GOLD AND SILVER PLATING.

STERLING AND PLATED WARE
REPAIRING AND RN EWING.
ENAMELING ac, POLISHING.
LETT ER,MONOGRAM AND
ORNAMENTAL ENGRAVING.
SPECIAL ORDER WORK...,.

This Talisman will help you every time it is asked to do so.
It will make your employes, who listen to all it says, more valuable men.
Keep it always before you when it comes, and increased success will attend your efforts.
You need not hesitate to refer to it before your customers, as retail prices are quoted

therein (subject to trade discount).
Our name appears only in a few inconspicuous places.
It will come to you some lucky day in September.

WENDELL AND COMPANY
GENERAL REPAIRERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

TWO
WONDERFUL

SHOPS

47 JOHN STREET
NEW YORK

256 MADISON STREET
CHICAGO
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HEARTS DIAMONDS

We have won the warm appreciation
of our. trade by the originality
of our set-tangs in Precious
Stones, co

Special designs for every purpose

EISENSTADT MFG_ CO...r
S a int) Lou is , S-A.
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Fixed Selling Prices—A Benefit
to the Retail Jeweler

Address by CHARLES F. MILLER, President of the Hamil-
ton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa., before Annual

Convention American National Retail
Jewelers' Association at Detroit

The subject allotted me of "Fixed Selling
Prices and Its Benefit to the Retail Trade," is,
indeed, a most important one to every retail
jeweler, as well as the jobber and manufacturer.
I will try to prove to you that it is the only
redeeming feature in the field of merchandising,
and I consider that no business is more worthy
of fixed selling prices, and thereby producing a
fair profit, than the retail jewelry business, and
especially when the watch department is con-
sidered.

To my mind there are certain
Jeweler's reasons that make the retail
Business a jeweler stand very much
Public Trust higher in this community than

the retail merchants of any
other line and I consider that the honor among
the retail jewelers of America is greater to-day
than that shown by the twelve apostles of old.
The reasons referred to are these :

First—Because he deals in high money values.
Second—Because he must be thoroughly

educated in his business, which requires time,
skill and experience.

Third—Because more money is invested in
his business to the amount of his sales than in
any other retail business that I know of.

For the reasons just mentioned I feel that
the retail jewelers hold a position of trust in
the community in which they live and are cer-
tainly entitled to any reasonable profit which the
fixed selling price plan will create for them.
It would be hard to find anyone who buys a
piece of jewelry, no matter how small it may be,
in a department store and leave that store feeling
confident that it was real gold and that he re-
ceived full value. This is true of jewelry, and
more so of watches. I merely mention this to
emphasize my feelings that the retail jeweler
holds a position of trust.

The fixed selling price plan
Basis of Suc- to-day is regarded by all the
cessful Business large corporations as the most

important point in establishing
and maintaining a standard in business. In
every line it is conceded that where legitimate
profit ends, swindling begins. A prominent dry-
goods man said to me a few weeks ago that he
decided not to sell any goods hereafter that did
not have their prices protected. A jeweler or
watch repairer spends years of time and hard
work to educate himself to do the work properly.
Is he then not entitled to a legitimate profit,
which only the fixed selling plan can assure him?

From the cheapest article of food, which
sells for 12 cents a dozen, or a spool of thread
at 6 cents, and the many other necessaries, as
well as luxuries of life, up to an automobile,
which costs as much as the average American
home, the fixed selling price plan has done a
world of good to the workmen that are em-
ployed in making the goods, to the agent intro-
ducing them and to the store that sells them, as
well as to the manufacturer, all have profited in
right proportion and the consumer has purchased
an article that has a fixed commercial value. In
more than two hundred articles of merchandise
made and sold in America the plan of fixed selling
price has been in sudcessful operation for more
than ten years, and during the past three years
the courts of America and England have granted
injunctions against price cutters and when bitterly
fought and carried to the Supreme Court, de-

cisions were rendered sustaining the rights of
the manufacturer to have fixed selling prices for
his goods. Time will not permit giving you the
details of the many cases that have resulted to
the great benefit of the retailer.

Even the consumer now feels
Cultivates Public absolutely safe in sending any
Confidence of his family to the store with

a given amount of money to
procure the article desired, knowing that he will
not be overcharged and that the prices are fixed
by the manufacturer. By that I prove that the
fixed selling prices introduced an element of
safety that could not exist without it, and it has
a widespread effect in establishing and maintain-
ing the confidence of the purchasing public in
every line where it is used. I therefore feel
that the retail jewelers of America should hail
with great delight the time when all of the watch
and case manufacturers will establish a fixed
selling price for all of their goods, and I sin-
cerely hope that all the retail jewelers will see

Charles F. Miller

the wisdom of maintaining such prices and there-
by raise to a still higher standard the business
which they can so justly feel proud of.

John Jacob Astor, founder of the wealthiest
family in the City of New York, was fortunate
in many things, but in nothing more than early
in life he appreciated the value of mercantile in-
tegrity. No more laudable inscription could be
carved on his monument than the following
words of one who knew him well : "He never
asked but one price and he never departed from
it."

If I may be permitted at this
Fixed Price time to refer to the experience
Movement of the Hamilton Watch Com-

pany, which I have the honor
to represent and who are the pioneers of fixed
prices and who for many years stood alone in
the effort to protect the retail jeweler, and whose
cardinal principles have been the maintaining of
prices and selling only to the legitimate jewelers,
and who as early as 1893 made the fixed selling
price plan the corner stone of their business.

This company realized that the day had come
when the retail jeweler should have a voice in
what should and what should not be for their
general good and individual interest, and after
talking with a great number of leading jewelers
in all parts of the United States as to what their
profit should be on a watch, all agreed upon a
certain percentage of profit and expressed the
hope that prices would be maintained, which
would make their business more of a pleasure,
but without exception, they said it could not be
done. For a few years it looked to the man-
agement of this company like a wonderfully
complex problem for anyone to solve and that
the desired result could not be obtained, but they
continued with their untiring efforts and enor-
mous expense and one day, in a moment of il-
lumination, we awakened to the great realization
that it could be done, feeling that what looked
like a failure would surely result in a grand
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success, and in the spring of 1894 we bought
back, in Sedalia, Mo., our first watch which was
offered at the cut price of $19.00 from $24.00,
and have since spent thousands and thousands of
dollars in purchasing back our watches at ma-
terial advance from jewelers who did not main-
tain prices. We are so firmly of the opinion
that the fixed selling price is the only safe
method that we have adopted the same plan of
fixed prices for our complete watches. It must
be remembered, however, that we do not compel
our friends to buy our watches complete, but
have been asked by many hundreds to furnish
them in that way.

The jeweler in Sedalia, Mo.,
What Experi- who cut the first Hamilton
ence Has Shown watch in 1894 was put on the

undesirable list for two years,
and after guaranteeing to maintain the regular
prices which his brother jewelers themselves
have made, we again supplied him, and he has
since become the most prosperous jeweler in that
section. A few years after he started selling
Hamilton watches again he sent us a picture of
his beautiful and well-stocked store and a picture
of his comfortable home, saying, "I got this all
from the lesson taught me by your company to
maintain fixed selling prices." No matter how
humble the condition of any jeweler or watch
repairer is, we have only asked him to do what
was good for himself and we have done our best
to serve all of you right.

A few months ago I sent a catalogue to the
retail jewelers, as you all know, enclosing a letter
asking for an acknowledgement, and from Ply-
mouth Rock, on the east, to the Golden Gate, on
the west, and from Alaska and Canada, on the
north, to Mexico, on the south, we have re-
ceived thousands of letters telling us how fully
they appreciate our plan of fixed selling prices
and keeping our watches from illegitimate chan-
nels, and that these principles have won us their
confidence and support and that they believe we
are thoroughly honest in our efforts to maintain
prices. I wish time would permit me to read
you some of these letters. It might be con-
sidered, in a way, immodest for me to tell you
that we have more than 12,000 of these letters
in our possession, nearly all of which speak of
the credit due us for establishing the fixed
selling price plan and keeping our watches from
all undesirable channels. Mercantile integrity,
meritorious goods, fair and honorable treatment
of the trade and fixed selling prices are the
guide posts on the path that leads to peace,
comfort and prosperity.

In conclusion I beg to say
Maintenance of that it is our experience that
Fixed Prices 98 per cent. of the jewelers of

America are maintaining our
fixed prices. I believe you all have had ex-
perience in selling at cost or very close margins
and I am sure such experiences are not con-
ducive to your comfort and happiness. I am
looking forward with great hopes and anticipa-
tions that the result of this organization will
help each member to see the importance of con-
tinued unity on the point of maintaining fixed
selling prices and that all of the watch and case
manufactureres establish fixed selling prices for
the jewelers of America whose known and ac-
knowledged intelligence fully demands the pros-
perity and comfort that is sure to follow.

Safe Built to Confine Radium
What is said to be the most ingenious safe

ever constructed has just been completed for the
British Radium Corporation. The problem pre-
sented to the manufacturers was not only to
construct a safe that would bid defiance to
burglars, but which would, at the same time, pre-
vent the escape of the radium.

Radium emanations will pass through the
thickest and hardest steel. So the inner coffer
of the safe was made of lead three inches thick,
inclosed within a burglar-proof steel shell.

The safe is designed to hold TOO pounds of
radium, valued at $5,000,000,000. The weight of
the safe is one and one-half tons.
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Jewelry Salesmen and Their
Precious Wares

Those who in their travels about this country
meet a quiet-mannered man carrying a black bag
of peculiar design would probably be surprised
to learn that the inconspicuous person whom
they have taken for a storekeeper from a small
interior town on the way back to his home is
really the salesman for a big firm of jewelers in
New York, with anywhere from two to three
thousand dollars worth of gems in a wallet in
his pocket and with at least $50,000 worth of mis-
cellaneous jewels in a trunk in the baggage car
ahead, says the New York Times.

There are thousands of these
Don't Proclaim men covering the trade routes
Their Calling of this country, and it is be-

cause one of the first lessons
they learn is to keep the nature of their calling
secret that the public knows so little of them.
As a matter of fact, there is no calling under
the sun so replete with adventure as that of the
drummer for a jewelry house, but because of the
temptation his grips offer to thieves he is careful
to keep his experiences to himself, lest they sug-
gest a profitable field to crooks on the outlook
for easy plunder.

The young man entering the jewelry business
is invariably surprised at the lack of safeguards
with which he is surrounded. Before he is em-
ployed his references are carefully looked up and
once satisfied of them he is made absolutely
free of the office. It comes as a tremendous
shock to the newly-employed clerk to have the
head of the sales department take him over to
the line of safes and, pulling out the drawers as
if they contained so much tin, show him the lo-
cation of thousands of dollars' worth of gems.
One young man who had been employed by a big
manufacturing ring house long enough to learn
the ropes, thinking to 'make an impression on the
head of the firm, asked for a private interview
one day.

"Mr. Jones," he said, "I feel
Chances of that I should let you know that
Robbery I have discovered a way in

which you can be robbed of
thousands of dollars' worth of stock without
knowing it." "My dear boy," the merchant re-
plied, "I haven't a doubt of it. I can probably
show you a hundred that you haven't discovered
yet. When we put you in charge of that safe
we had decided that you were honest, and I trust
you will never do
anything to make us
think our confidence
was misplaced."

It is upon his
judgment of human
nature that the
manufacturing jew-
eler relies to protect
him from thievery
within his own office,
and it is surprising
how seldom a mis-
take is made. Once
in a while a young
man will go astray
through the tempta-
tion of having so
much wealth right
at hand, but these
cases are so rare as
to be hardly worth
considering. An em-
ployee of one of the
great manufacturing
firms in Maiden Lane
is under no conscious
espionage and as a
result comes to lose
sight of the tremen-
dous value of the
goods lying strewn
about on the tables
in the inclosures be-
hind the railings.

While the clerk may not be conscious of any
espionage so long as he follows the ordinary
paths of the respectable young man, if he should
become sportive in his tendencies he is likely to
have a boy tell him on his arrival at the office
some morning that the managing member of the
firm would like to see him.

"Mr. Smith," the manager will say, "I under-
stand you were at the races yesterday."

"Yes, sir," the sensible youth will say, if it
is true.

"We have good reason to suppose that you
bet heavily, Mr. Smith," the firm member may
say. "Now, while we have no desire to interfere
with the freedom of action of any of our em-
ployees, at the same time, bearing in mind the
fact that your salary is small, we feel it is only
just to point out to you the extreme danger of
gambling for a young man."

The young man, if he is very new to the
business, may wonder how the firm came to know
of his little flier. If he is not so new or consults
one of his sophisticated associates he will learn
that he has come under the watchful eye of one
of the agents of the Jewelers' Protective Asso-
ciation, which makes it a business to become
familiar, through its agents, with all the men,
from the lowest to the highest, employed in the
diamond district. The officers of the association
are no respecters of 'persons and they are quite
as prompt to report a member of a firm to his
partners as the humblest worker in their employ.

All jewelry firms are members
Protective of this association through an
Association annual payment and the work-

ing of the system has been so
perfected that the members do not have to give
any thought to it. The association keeps track of
the new men taken on by the firms and quietly
watches their movements. If the men do nothing
out of the ordinary they are never bothered, or
if their wrongdoing 18 not of such a nature as
to reflect on their honesty the firm never hears
of it. The minute a youth begins to go astray
in the jewelry business, though, he may make up
his mind that he is probably arousing the sus-
picion of a secret agent of the association.

This espionage is not confined alone to men
ill the city, but is even more alert on the lines
of travel laid down for the drummers. Some-
times the clerks at the hotels where the drum-
mers stop are members of the association and
report back to their employers the indiscretion
of their guests. Drummers are noted for their
talkativeness, and the jewelry salesman is no ex-
ception to the rule.

August, 1910

First Annual Outing of the Repre-
sentatives of the International

Silver Company

The International Silver Co., of Meriden,
Conn., tendered its salesmen and other repre-
sentatives an afternoon's outing at Light House
Point, near New Haven, Coml., on June 30th, and
to say that everyone experienced a very enjoyable
half day out in the open would be expressing the
situation very mildly indeed.

Promptly at noon three trolley loads of jolly
good fellows, all employed in the service of the
International Company, to the number of 240,
pulled out from the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.
station at New Haven, bound for Light House
Point, which is a grove located on the shore of
Long Island Sound, just outside of New Haven.
After a three-quarters of an hour's ride the
destination was reached and the party detrained.
An hour for social intercourse had been set aside
previous to the serving of a fine shore dinner,
which was scheduled to take place promptly at
1.30, but an unexpected delay occurred and it was
fully an hour later when more than 200 hungry
salesmen and factory and department managers
sat down to feast side by side with the executive
officers of their company.

The menu consisted of clam chowder, steamed
clams, boiled fish, lobsters, brown bread and
Budweiser. At each plate was a fragrant car-
nation pink and an artistic souvenir programme.
This latter, very elaborately gotten up for such
an occasion, contained half-tone cuts of twenty-
five men prominent in the company's affairs and
of the various factory buildings, together with
a short history of the company and its aims and
intentions. Its foreword contained "a cordial
welcome to the company's representatives as-
sembled together for this friendly reunion," and
an expression of the company's appreciation of
"the opportunity to express thanks and apprecia-
tion for the faithful services of every individual
in every department." The back cover of this
souvenir consisted of a sealed pocket, which con-
tained a handsome silk American flag of good
size.

When the dinner had been taken care of in
a manner thorough and artistic the cigars were
passed around, encased in leather cigar cases,
bearing the company's monogram in gold and
underneath this the date, "June 30, IgIo." Ac-
companying the cigars were souvenirs of the oc-
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c. sion, consisting of sterling silver match boxes,
Cl the front side of which were embossed the
S me monogram and the year, "I9I0."

C. H. Tibbits, third vice-president of the
C. mpany, acting as toastmaster, introduced Presi-
li it George H. Wilcox, who was given a great

ition. He disclaimed any ability as a speaker,
t for a few minutes gave his men a heart-to-

I art talk, expressing his appreciation of their
1, .,-alty and conscientious work.

After Mr. Wilcox came Andrew J. Forbes,
t] .c oldest salesman on the force. Mr. Forbes,
i10 is 8o, but does not look it, started in the
verware business as a boy of II and has

been at it continuously ever since. He has been
C. ,nnected with the Meriden Brittania Co. for
more than sixty years. He read a very humorous
hit of verse of his own composition on the
"lovely" life led by the traveling man.

Following Mr. Forbes, George C. Edwards,
■ ice-president of the company, spoke on "Com-
hMation and Co-operation." There were several
others down for speeches on various subjects,
but the delay in serving the dinner necessitated
the cutting short of the original programme.

This was the first annual outing of the com-
pany's representatives, but if the success of this
first attempt is to be any criterion there will be
many more to follow in the coming years.

The affair was managed by C. H. Tibbits, of
Wallingford, and judging from the smoothness
With which every detail was carried out, he must
have had previous experience in this same line.

The day was ideal for such an outing, which
offered a fine opportunity for executives and
representatives to get together and have a fine,
sociable time away from the routine and cares
of business detail.

Those who took part in the outing were as
follows :

George H. Wilcox, President
George C. Edwards, First Vice-president
C. A. Hamilton, Second Vice-president
C. H. Tibbits, Third Vice-president

George Rockwell, Secretary
George M. Curtis, Treasurer

S. L. Barbour
\V. J. Millen
C. D. Munson
Andrew Andrews
C. B. Peets
II. H. Stockder
John M. Harmon
F. H. Cushing
C. A. Sherman

Mills Dillaway

• C. K. Decherd
E. P. Golden
George Foote
Oliver Swan
C. H. Fisk
H. P. Vibert
W. H. Furniss
L. E. Wilcox
A. H. Currier
Roy Gaines

W. T. Loud
De Forrest Ely
A. L. Halstead
Ferguson Mead
W. T. Hoyt
W. F. Michael
C. R. Downs
J. 13. Beach
R. H. Beckley
R. L. Kintz
J. D. Pettingill
Frank Thompson
H. G. Payne
Jas. T. Cunningham
A. E. Hall
K H. Stetzer
E. H. Williams
R. J. Dorman
A. A. Clark
Geo. Hughes
H. P. Baker
A. Barker
C. A. Barnum
I. E. Beach
Arthur Bradshaw
J. E. Bucher
J. Arthur Cope
\V. S. Dudley
C. B. Flood
C. V. Fuller
L. E. Greulich
E. J. Greulich
H. S. Hardin
A. J. Lasher
J. F. McDonnell
A. B. Mensing
W. H. Rowland
W. Taylor Smith
H. L. Stevenson
G. C. Tibbals
H. 0. Vanderburg
W. C. 'Wood
Chas. Phillips
J. A. Johnston
H. R. Curtis
Jesse M. Curtis
W. H. Race
F. N. Wilcox
K. J. Bemis
R. L. Clark
J. A. Davis
H. W. Gaines
F. R. Perkins
F. W. Thompson
C. F. Goodwin
J. H. Dunham
R. H. Buck
W. P. Fogel
Chas. Herder
J. K. Caldwell
W. F. Adams
A. E. Alexander
W. A. Conkling
A. J. Forbes
J. J. Feenerty
W. C. Lippus
H. L. Sherman
G. L. Swett
H. E. Vincent
J. H. White
W. H. Rice
H. C. Butler
Ed. P. Dreher
G. A. Bain

W. H. Gaines
Fred. M. Stevens
L. C. Clark
A. R. Haist
Jas. W. Tobin
W. J. Hayden
W. E. Blakeslee
E. K. Samson
Hugh Byrnes
B. L. Loudon
W. A. Goodrich
R. F. Andrews
C. H. Graesser
F. B. Northrop
J. R. Cottrill
S. L. Hubbard
John Dean
Arthur Eginton
Alfred Kintz
John Clulee
Geo. E. Flint
W. A. Brooks ,
Geo. D. Belknap
G. J. Duplesis
Arthur H. Flint
H. W. B. Michaels
W. A. Pelton
W. FL Carter
J. R. Garttman
E. S. Stevens
Evarts Stevens
A. Nerdrum
Thos. Shanley
H. J. Martin
Geo. E. Savage
A. L. Stetson
R. F. Bacon
J. 0. Wells
Wm. McAdie
C. V. Fuller
A. J. Rowley
C. F. Pritchard
J. W. Medley
J. J. Brangan
Win. H. McLintock
Raymond A. Dickson
Fraray Haiti
Nelson P. Hinman
Lester E. Stevens
C. R. Gardiner
Max R. Sternberg
R. W. Millard
W. H. Stannis
G. H. Yeamans
F. A. Camp
E. S. Thompson
C. H. Brown
W. C. Cook
A. B. Savage
. H. Kelsey
. W. Beacham
. E. Hinsdale

R. T. Collett
A. Unkles
H. H. Walker
W. G. Snow
Sherman Johnson
A. A. Bradshaw
W. S. Hull
John Hill
B. B. Collyer
\V. R. Coe
R. R. Kintz
L. B. Hall

S. H. Lesser
J. 0. Nye
Wm. T. Smith
E. E. Shaw
J. W. McClannin
C. T. Barbour
John P. King
W. R. Elliott
A. E. Hobson
J. L. Dalgleish
J. C. Pitel
W. H. Barbour
C. W. Perry
C. S. Barbour
C. H. Smith
Geo. Berry
J. H. Hinckley
Geo. Ohl
C. H. Stocker
Sarni. Stohr

Wm. B. Campbell
R. F. Baker
A. Bernhard
W. B. Blanchard
R. B. Bronson
H. P. Caswell
A E. Chalker
N. W. Cranshaw
W. Lester Curtis
Geo. C. Devaul
C. J. King
G. J. Knell
L. N. Mitchell
F. J. Mueller
W. T. Rightmyer
Chas. H. Miles
C. W. Perkins
Walter G. Reeves
John B. Reid
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Writing Business Letters
What constitutes a good business letter?

Briefly, we may say the thought, the presentation
of the thought, the mechanical arrangement, and
the stationery.

Many letters are wholly devoid of real
thinking—the same old set of bald platitudes,
absolutely stale, withered and lifeless; the worn-
threadbare generalities that everyone knows by
tote. Countless quantities of these communica-
tions are flooding the mails and filling the waste
baskets. Nearly every new writer starts in with
the time-worn stock opening, follows it along
with the aged stock ideas and closes with the
tame stock ending.

Originality, personal touch, individuality;
one's real self can be thrown into the business
letter and charm it with magnetic life. Some-
times it takes charm to draw forth the order.
This cannot be done in an off-hand, rambling way.

A salesman studies his argument carefully
before calling on his prospect ; a business cor-
respondent should do no less. If there is only
one worthy idea in the letter let that idea have
full sway and nothing else. Form stipulates:
"1 our valued favor of recent date at hand, etc."
If this must be used get away from it in the
second sentence and say something. It is pleas-
ing to note that some modern business writers
are dropping the stilted phrases and plunging to
the core of the idea in the first sentence—more
of this later.

The thought of the letter should be well in
mind before the writing is attempted. Make it a
live, breathing thing ; a definite entity that takes
hold on your very being—then, though you may
be a poor writer, there will be live substance to
your letter. The old idea that anything worth

doing at all is worth
doing well is backed
up by the results of

Annual Outing of Salesmen of International Silver Co.

carefully-studied let-
ters.

The thought should
be conceived in its
entirety, in its logical
development and pre-
sentation, and 'then,
perhaps, though not
likely, it can be dic-
tated with success.

The method of
presenting the thought
of the letter is of
in u c h importance.
Nearly all business
correspondence i s
written with the ob-
ject of convincing the
receiver. With this in
mind the viewpoint of
the recipient should be
the main considera-
tion ; far more so than
that of the sender.
"How will he take
it ?" should be the
central idea. Every
man is interested in
his own affairs; an
outsider can drop in
and tell reams about
himself; what he has,
what he does.
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BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO

Diamonds, Watches

and Jewelry

. H. CLAUSIN & CO.

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

Tools and Material
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Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds
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LEWIS FINKELSTEIN

Wholesale Jeweler

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval
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Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools
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F. L. BOSWORTH CO.

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
'CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.
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SISCHO & BEARD

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

VEHON & GOODMAN

Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry

ALBERT L. HAMAN

Exclusively

Watches and Diamonds
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NORTHWEST

The reports from the crops through the
:orthwest indicate a shrinkage compared with
few weeks ago, due to the drought which has
revailed in this section of the country for
everal weeks past. However, the consensus of
pinion is that on a whole the crops are in
tiny good condition and an average crop is
xpected this fall after all. North Dakota will
affer most, while Minnesota and South Dakota
ill experience a lesser amount of damage. It
expected, however, there will be greater con-

ervatism in buying as a result of the doleful
iredictions.

Jewelers are warned against a man who rep-
resents himself as traveling for the Pittsburg
I ypewriter Co., but whose real occupation seems
be passing bogus checks. The man called on

Cohen Bros., of Minneapolis, recently and giving
his name as R. E. Bawles, succeeded in per-
suading them that he was a genuine representa-
tive of the Pittsburg Typewriter Co. and got them
to cash a check to the amount of $30, drawn on
the typewriter company. When the check was
sent in for payment Cohen Bros. were informed
that the typewriter company was unacquainted
with any such person. It was learned later that
the alleged Mr. Bowles had performed a like
trick at several other stores in Minneapolis. He
is described as being a man about 26 years old,
5 feet 8 inches in height and weighing about uo
pounds; he was smooth shaven, of fair com-
plexion and well dressed.

Otto Huffmeire, of A. L. Haman & Co.,
St. Paul, and Miss Minnie Radueraz, also of St.
Paul, were married June 22d. The wedding took
place at Shakopee, Minn.

J. W. Cohen, of Cohen Bros., Minneapolis,
has gone to the Yellowstone Park on a pleasure
trip. Mr. Cohen will be gone about four weeks.

W. E. Mowrey, the well-known St. Paul
smelter and refiner, reports a rapidly growing
trade patronage and well merits this evidence of
trade appreciation. He is a refiner of many years

perience and has a most comprehensive
i.owledge of metals.

Oscar Holmes, jeweler of Cambridge, Minn.,
\—Is in the Twin Cities recently buying new
low cases and stock for his new store at
imbridge. Mr. Holmes has been obliged to
,we to larger quarters owing to the increase

I business. He will have a very up-to-date store
his new location.
Among those who were off on vacation trips

ming the last month was W. F. Renich, of
irchner & Renich, Minneapolis, who spent three
'eks in Chicago.
L. J. Wilk is planning to open an optical

partment in his new store on Sixth Street,
inneapolis. C. C. Tankel, formerly employed
Samuel Schaffer, will have charge of the new
partment.
S. Davis, jeweler of Ravensdale, Wash., has

ked the police to aid him in locating a sales-
an who was formerly in his employ. Accord-
g to Mr. Davis the salesman started out from
at place May 23d with a grip filled with jewelry
d watches and has not been seen or heard of
Ice.
A. A. Schepi, manager of the material de-

rtment for S. H. Clausin & Co., of Minne-
olis, has been spending his vacation at Cincin-
ti, Ohio.
John Baline, jeweler, of Parker's Prairie,

Inn., was in the Twin Cities during the past
)nth buying goods.
S. H. Clausin and F. L. Bosworth, of Min-

apolis, recently attended a meeting of the na-
inal jobbers at Cincinnati, Ohio.
H. A. Lunda, 119 Central Ave., Minneapolis,

I lose store was recently robbed of considerable
I welry, is proving to be much more fortunatet an most of those who are robbed. Mr. Lunda
as robbed of about $5050 worth of stock, in-

( uding diamonds, watches, fountain pens, brace-
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lets and diamond lockets. He has thus far re-
covered all the bracelets and fountain pens, and
some of the lockets, watches and jewelry, amount-
ing to about $500 worth in all. The most valu-
able piece which was stolen was a watch set
with a 4-carat diamond. This has not yet been
found, but Mr. Lunda is still frequenting the dif-
ferent pawnshops with a hope of recovering it.
Peter Jewel and David Johnson, the two men
who committed the robbery, have each been sen-
tenced to serve nine years in the Minnesota State
Penitentiary at Stillwater.

John Martison, jeweler of Stillwater, Minn.,
was in St. Paul recently doing some buying and
looking after some other business matters.

J. L. Allen, traveling salesman for F. L.
Bosworth Co., of Minneapolis, was recently mar-
ried in Canada. After a short trip he and his
bride will come to Minneapolis, where they will
make their future home.

Adolph Leber, brother to W. C. Leber and
formerly in the employ of the R. G. Winter
Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis, recently suffered
a sunstroke while alighting from a street car
near his home in that city. He was taken
to his home and a physician called. After treat-
ment he seemed to recover, but later in the day
while at his sister's home he complained that
he did not know where he was. He was again
taken home and treated and remained all right
for a few days, when he became violently insane
from the effects of the heat. After being ex-
amined it was decided that it would be best to
take him to a private sanitarium at Rochester,

here he was placed under the care of
Dr. 
Minn.,

Mayo.
L. Holmes, casemaker for B. R. Schwarz &

Bro., of Minneapolis, visited his brother, Oscar
Holmes, at Cambridge, Minn., during the past
month.

B. E. Gillett, jeweler of Hubbell, Mich., will
be married about August 1st and will spend about
a week in St. Paul, visiting his brother, who
works for the Hendrickson Jewelry Co., after
which he and his bride will take a trip to the
Coast.

Fred Greene, of Buffalo, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities during the past month on business.

J. Axness, formerly with A. L. Haman, of
St. Paul, recently bought out Martin John-
son's jewelry store at 947 Payne Avenue, St.
Paul, and will conduct the business at that loca-
tion. Mr. Axness is a young man who will make
good and we join his many friends in wishing
him success.

A. J. Krueger, jeweler of North Branch,
Minn., was one of the out-of-town retail jewelers
seen in the Twin Cities during the past month.

Ray Walker, of the material department at
Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, spent a week's vacation
with home folks at Fond du Lac, Wis., during
the past month.

A. 0. Hover, of Powers Lake, N. Dak.,
stopped off in St. Paul to buy some goods on his
way to the East on a business trip.

E. M. Schwenke, of New Richland, Minn.,
was in the Twin Cities during the month on busi-
ness.

0. H. Arosin, jeweler of St. Paul, was con-
fined to his home several days during the past
month with an attack of Bright's disease.

B. H. Ballard has gone to the Coast on a
pleasure trip. Mr. Ballard will spend several
weeks traveling through the western States,
taking in all the most prominent places which
are of interest to the traveler.

George W. Wooley, one of St. Paul's leading
manufacturing jewelers, spent several days dur-
ing the past month fishing at Lake Beauty, near
Long Prairie, Minn.

W. A. Lawhead, secretary of J. B. Hudson
& Son, of Minneapolis, is spending a month's va-
cation at Walker, Minn., where there is excellent
fishing.

I. D. Allen, jeweler of Cooperstown, N. Dak.,
recently took a trip to the western section of
Montana, where he spent several days hunting.

Dave Jeffery, of Minneapolis, is in Grand
Forks, N. Dak., looking after some business
interests.

Harold Johnson, formerly employed in some
of the Minneapolis retail stores, is now under
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arrest at Glendive, Mont., on a charge of ap-
propriating and selling valuable watches and
other jewelry.

S. H. Clausin, of S. H. Clausin & Co., Min-
neapolis, is visiting his. son, I. B. Clausin, in
Spokane, Wash., where S. H. Clausin & Co. have
a branch house in charge of C. B. Clausin.

One of the late jewelers to purchase an
automobile in the Twin Cities is Benjamin L.
Gittelson, of Minneapolis, who recently bought a
five-passenger touring car. Mr. Gittelson is a
member of the Gittelson Jewelry Co., of Min-
neapolis.

Art Williams, manager of the optical depart-
ment for Sischo & Beard, at St. Paul, made a
business trip to Willmar, Minn., during the past
month. Mr. Williams says his department is
increasing over last year in volume of business,
and he feels confident that business conditions
will not be so depressed as many predict.

One of the most important changes to take
place among the Twin City jewelry trade recently
was made when John D. Bodfors, of Minneapolis,
incorporated his business, selling his stock to a
number of his friends and forming the John
D. Bodfors Co. One of the new members of
the incorporation is Fletcher McDonald, who for
a number of years traveled through Minnesota
and North Dakota as a representative of the
Aaron E. Johnson Jewelry Manufacturing Co.

George Burk has purchased the stationery
and engraving department of the Jacobs Jewelry
Co., of Minneapolis, and in the future this will
be conducted independently, although it will oc-
cupy the same quarters with the jewelry company
as before.

Arthur Kaufman, with the Jacobs Jewelry
Co., has returned from Grand Forks, N. Dak.,
where he has been spending his vacation.

F. W. Harper, jeweler of Clarkfield, Minn.,
was also one of the out-of-town retailers who
was seen in the Twin Cities.

Peder Gaalaas, jeweler of Stillwater, Minn.,
was making a business call in the Twin Cities
during the past month.

To fish with a hook is fun
To fish with a net is BUSINESS
Our catalogs are business nets

Will you pay
FIVE CENTS EACH
for a show window

in every home in town ?
Then write to us at once.
We make Jewelers'
Catalogs—

We make Cuts for Catalogs

and complete electrotype
Page Plates for Catalogs.

A. H. Ullrich Le co.
- 62.5-63i ULLRICH BUILDING

EVANSTON :: ILLINOIS
Our check system gives you a carbon copy record
of every job you accept. it enables you to deliver
jobs without the check, it bluffs the finder of the
lost check, has been in use ten years, the cost is
one-seventh of one cent per job.



Here is the Proposition That Will Increase
Your Holiday Business 
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Success or Failure—as Proved Ten Thousand Times—Depends Largely

Upon the Methods You Employ in Procuring Your Christmas Business

W W W Rings are Made by Master Workmen

W w W Rings are more than merely " guaranteed " rings.

They are rings made so well that they are worthy of a
guarantee.

We ask you to distinguish the difference between a merely
" guaranteed " ring and one that is made so perfectly

that it entitles it to a guarantee.

The knowing Jeweler readily distinguishes the
difference.

Our life is devoted to the making of such good
rings that even the most critical can find no fault.

W W W Rings are worthy of a guarantee, for
the reason that they are made by skilled,
thorough workmen, by workmen who are
masters of their craft.

Skilled workmen naturally seek those
factories that offer the most in health
and happiness.

The W W W Factory is known the
world over as "THE LIGHT OF
HEAVEN FACTORY"—a
factory of fresh air and sunshine.

Health and Happiness are
afforded its employees—its

JI working conditions are
ideal—the consequence of
which is, that every
www Ring reflects
these conditions in
every inner detail—it
is the ring for the
critical, intelligent
Jeweler.
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White,
Wile &
Warner

Buffalo, N.Y.

Gentlemen :
Please send, abso-

lutely free, your hook
of Prepared Advertise-
ments with Newspaper
Cuts and full information
about floe wonderful mechan-
ical window display that will
attract thousands to my window,
which is also given away abso-
lutely free.
Name 
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Get a Master's Aid in Planning

Your Holiday Campaign

The one thought of every Jeweler is, " How
am I going to do a large Holiday business?"

We believe that we have solved the problem
for the Retailer.

We believe that our unique, original and
progressive ideas are exactly what the
modern retail Jeweler requires.

We have devoted thought and energy to
these plans of ours.

As every Jeweler knows, our business is the
making of the famous WWW Rings " In
Which The Stones Do Stay."

However, in addition to the making of good
rings, our business is the planning of Adver-
tising Campaigns for the Retailer, without
cost to him.

For this year we have suggestions that can-
not help but appeal to the Jeweler who
realizes the necessity of having something
new and different, when talking to the peo-
ple of his community, at the beginning of the
Holiday business.

Our plan is CO-OPERATION with the
RETAIL JEWELER.

We believe in being progressive.

We believe in being aggressive.

Our methods are so different and so wholly
new, we are sure they cannot help but favora-
bly impress every Jeweler who seeks Success.

Conservatism ceases to be a virtue when it
stifles enthusiasm.

Energy and Imagination are both meant for
use—Inaction rusts the vitality of our ability.

Do not allow your ability to be rusted u.
your Energy to become inactive.

Take advantage of what we offer.

The signing of this coupon gives you t Ic
opportunity of learning the modern metho IC
that will positively increase your Christrr.
business.

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings In Which the Stows

Do Stay

Buffalo, New York

Operations were resumed dur-
Busy Season ing the second week in July
Ahead in nearly 50 of the largest

jewelry and silversmith fac-
tories in Providence and the Attleboros, which
closed down their plants July zd for the annual
overhauling and summer vacation periods.

The whistle recalled operatives estimated at
over 5000 to the bench and machine, refreshed
by their to days vacation and ready to pitch into
the business of the last half of the year 1910.

During the to days the factories were idle
the various concerns had gangs of workmen
employed in making changes, improvements, re-
placing belts and pulleys and generally overhaul-
ing the plants. The closing was not for the pur-
pose of curtailment of production or because of
trade depression.

Judging from late reports sent out by authori-
ties in the jewelry trade the operatives returned
to a busy six months of work. It is generally
expected that the fall rush of trade will open on
time and that the last half of Ica° will bring a
healthy, brisk business which may even exceed the
first half. It is estimated that January, February,
March, April, May and June of this year wit-
nessed an increase of about to per cent. over
last year's business in the corresponding period,
here and in the Attleboros.

The closing period was the first extensive
shut-down put into operation this summer under
the uniform closing schedule brought about in
the jewelry trade by the New England Manu-
facturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Associa-
tion. Most of the firms which adopted the period
between July znd and uth were the larger Rhode
Island factories, although there were some Attle-
boro firms which stopped their machinery at the
same time.

In speaking of the trade oppor-
Jewelry in Siam tunities in Siam, Consul Gen-

eral G. Cornell Tarler in the
"Daily Consular and Trade Reports," emphasizes
the point that the cheaper class of American jew-
dry, such as is manufactured so extensively in
Providence and Attleboro, would find a large
market in that country. The importations into
Siam of jewelry from the United States are not
mentioned in the customs figures for last year,
although the report shows that large amounts
were brought in from other countries. In the
opinion of the Consul General, synthetic or re-
constructed precious stones would find a large
market among Siamese jewelry lovers, while there
would also be a great demand for the cheaper
forms of American jewelry. In the manufacture
of the latter class of ornaments Providence and
Attleboro lead all other cities of this country.
For the higher class of gems, jewels and semi-

precious stones, it is stated that there is always
a demand at the palaces of His Majesty and of
the Princes and nobles of Siam.

The semi-annual convention of
Gorham the Gorham Co.'s travelers
Travelers' was held at the Providence
Convention works on Thursday and Fri-

day, July 21St and 22d.
Nearly fifty of the men came from all parts of
the country and the business meetings, over which
the vice-president, John S. Holbrook, presided,
were most successful. Suggestions made by the
travelers as the results of experiences during
the past season, were taken up, discussed and
acted upon and the new lines for the coming
season were exhibited. Thursday's session ended
at 3 o'clock, at which time, accompanied by
J. F. P. Lawton, all boarded a special car for
Narragansett Pier, which was reached at 5
o'clock. After a swim in the ocean, participated
in by almost everybody, the party met at the
Casino, where dinner was served on the veranda.
The return trip was made by moonlight and it
was voted that the outing had been most suc-
cessful. There were present:

NEW YORK

H. A. Bliss
E. J. Dingee
W. V. Ghislin
J. D. Little
W. L. Stone
W. N. LeCato
Robert Loch
Charles Siegman
A. F. Belcher
H. C. Berdan
J. S. Curren
H. B. Deans
W. C. Haas
F. C. Hecker
J. T. Kelley
John Laffey
H. C. Lambord
A. McVoy
W. F. Paxson
J. E. Pickop
R. H. Shepard
H. I. Wright
P. M. Pardee
C. R. Parker
E. B. Midlen
R. S. Smoot

G. C. FHB
E. A. Cordery
J. II. Listman
W. S. Willis
T. G. Jewett
J. A. Irons
R. L. Arnold
R. S. Atwood
H. A. Sawyer

PROVIDENCE

J. S. Holbrook
J. F. P. Lawton
E. F. Aldrich
F. C. Lawton
W. E. Keyes
William Codman
F. M. Graham
C. N. Lawton
T. A. Coyle
R. I. Dunce
C. M. Howard
E. A. Truelove
E. J. White
R. I. Blanchard
F. Moran
W. S. Stone

E. J. Walther is on a central Western trip
for the D. F. Briggs Company, of Attleboro,
showing a new line of fobs and other chains and
also booking big orders for the Carmen bracelet.

Julius Wise, with offices at 704 Market St.,
San Francisco, has been appointed the Western
representative of Fontneau & Cook Co., of Attle-
boro. W. A. Cook, of this company, is taking an
indefinite vacation at Hot Springs, Arkansas,
where he has gone in quest of health.

Frank Fontneau, of Fontneau & Cook Com-
pany, Attleboro, has just completed an automobile
trip to Montreal, Canada, and return.

John Marsh, of C. A. Marsh & Co., Attleboro,
is at present out among the jobbing trade with
a snappy line of C. A. M. & Co. goods, designed
especially for the fall and holiday season.

Owing to increasing demand for their produ
the Chas. M. Robbins Co., Attleboro, have been
compelled to add 6000 square feet of floor space

to their present plant. This means about 50
per cent. addition space to that they already have
in use and is divided up into two floors. One
floor will be given over to the enlargement of the
enameling room while the other will be devoted
to tool and die work.

W. H. Saart Company, Attleboro, have taken
over the whole floor formerly occupied by Hol-
brook Mfg. Co. The additional space has allowed
the enlarging of the office, packing room and
factory.

Beginning with the fall months Wightman
& Hough, 7 Beverly Street, Providence, will begin
an educational campaign to the ladies of the
United States, particularly the young ladies The
object of this educational campaign is to acquaint
the gentle sex with the beauty and value of wear-
ing lockets, particularly Wightman & Hougn
lockets, which have set a standard in the locket
world. In carrying out this campaign this com-
pany will use the Ladies' Home Journal and similar
leading papers going directly to women In
conducting this campaign Wightman & Hough have
had in mind both the jobber and retailer, particu-
larly the latter, believing it will prove much easier
to dispose of a greater volume of lockets by
creating a demand through such a campaign. A
new booklet for the trade showing a complete line
of their best selling lockets for the fall and
holiday season is ready for distribution and may
be had by writing for same.

C. D. Cook, of Cock, Dunbar, Smith Company
85 Sprague Street, Providence, has just returned
from a York State trip.

Frank T. Pearce and Aldredge Pearce, of F.
T. Pearce Company, 85 Sprague Street, Provi-
dence, spent several weeks at Green Lake, Maine,
during July.

D. C. Sanne, manager of the Kinney Corn-
pany, 14 Blount Street, Providence, made a trip
to Michigan during July.

F. J. Dunn, Chicago representative for J
A. Dunn & Co., Dunn & Rodenberg and Aetna
Optical Co., all of 14 Blount St., Providence, is
in the East visiting his folks. Mr. Dunn speaks
very highly of the business propensities of the
Western buyers.

R. E. Budlong, of S. K. Merrill Co., 116
Chestnut Street, Providence, and family; are
spending the summer at Peaks Island, Maine.

Edward Hough, of Wightman & Hough, 7
Beverly St., Providence, was away on a fishing
trip during five days in July.

The Hale Watch Protection Company, 135
Washington St., Providence, are receiving many
inquiries from railroad watch inspectors as to
the merits of the watch protector this company
makes. Being designed for railroad work and
kindred lines the company is having no trouble
in placing their product with this class of
jewelers.

Fred Crosby, of Smith & Crosby, Attleboro,
spent ten days on Cape Cod in quest of health
during July.

G. H. Lawrence, of the Enterprise Jewelry
Co., Attleboro, has entirely recovered from a
heat stroke which occurred during the latter part
of June.

(Continued on page 1280)

Group of Gorham Travelers who attended the Convention
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The tradesmen in various lines will be inter-
ested in the "Home Beautiful and Fashion Show"
which will be held in the Auditorium here Sep-
tember 26th to October 2d, at which will be
exhibited the latest fashions in all articles worn
by men, women and children, from the most
necessary clothing to the finest and most expen-
sive articles of adornment in jewelry, etc. The
exhibit is in charge of J. Francis Miller, general
director, Room 102, 1624 Curtis Street.

James E. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelers'
Supply Co., returned this month from his regular
ten weeks' trip to the Northwest and reports a
very successful trip.

Hough Washburne, of Syman Bros. Jewelry
Co., is the proud father of a to-pound boy, who
arrived July t2th:

A beautiful cut glass vase and silver loving
cup were on exhibition here in one of the win-
dows of the Bohm Allen Jewelry Co., offered
by a committee for the best decorated residence
and business house here on July 4th. The vase
was for the residence and the cup for the busi-
ness house.

Ray Morehead, of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Co., accompanied by his mother, is spending
several weeks in California and reports he is
having a fine time.

Ralph Beeman, of Joseph I. Schwartz, has
just returned from an extended trip through the
East. He spent several days in his old home
at Chillicothe, Mo.

M. A. Hipsch, formerly in : the jewelry
business in Danville, Ill., has opened up a fine
new store in Alamosa, Colo., and thinks his
prospects are fine.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. An-
derson, of Syman Bros. Jewelry Co., was visited
by the stork in June and left them an 8 -pound
boy, and they are certainly two proud parents.

The silver loving cup offered by the irriga-
tion committee for the national oat-growing con-
test is now on display in one of Syman Bros.'
windows and is attracting a great deal of atten-
tion, especially from the farmers throughout the
State.

Jacob Berman has just completed alterations
and a new plate glass front in his store at 1307
Seventeenth Street and now has one of the most
up-to-date stores in the city.

C. L. Clark, of the Ed Lehman Jewelry Co.,
made a very successful trip around the horn last
month. C. A. Begthol, of the same firm, was
very much pleased with his trip through the State.

Myron Shugard, of the Lewis Jewelers'
Supply Co., spent his vacation in the mountains
at Tampa this year and assisted the government
to extinguish a large forest fire near Tampa.

Fred Syman, of the Syman Bros. Jewelry
Co., is spending a few weeks at his summer home
in the mountains. He is putting in most of his
time fishing, as he is an expert in this line, hav-
ing caught the largest prize-winning trout of the
season, which gave him an hour and a half battle.

Ernest Dahlin, of J. S. Lewis & Co., Ogden,
Utah, was in the city last month spending his
honeymoon with his bride and visiting his folks.

The annual meeting of the Denver Nugget
Club was held June 21st and a large and en-
thusiastic audience was present. A great deal
of important business was transacted and the
following officers elected to office for the en-
suing year: President, J. C. Bloom ; vice-presi-
dent, George Hirt; secretary and treasurer, A. I.
Hoffman.

George Smith, formerly with J. C. Bloom &
Co., has moved to San Francisco with his family
and will make that his permanent quarters.

E. Valhagen, of Alamosa, Colo., spent sev-
eral days in town last month on his return trip
from the East, where he has been spending
several weeks.

R. E. Hawkins, of the Ed Lehman Jewelry
Co., spent a couple of weeks in Columbus, Ohio,
this month as a delegate of the U. C. T. and re-
ports having a fine time.

Joseph Michels, of the firm of Michels Bros.
Jewelry Co., died here June 6th. Mr. Michels
has been in ill health for some time and his
death has been more or less expected.

L. A. Abramson is now located in his new
store on Seventeenth Street. He has fitted up
a first-class store and reports a good business.

A. L. Seipel has just moved to his new
quarters in Stout Street and thinks he has a
much better location than formerly. He has
sent notices of his removal to all his customers.

Max Gusy, formerly of this city, has dis-
continued business and moved to Chicago per-
manently.

.The Denver Nugget Club held their regular
meeting July 12th and a large and enthusiastic
audience was present. Big preparations are being
made for an excellent programme for their next
meeting on August 9th.

Clarence Pennell, of the Range Jewelry Co.,
of Trenton, Mo., accompanied by his wife, spent
a few days in the city this month. They are
en route to California.

Phil Kline, of the S. Kline Jewelry Co., of
Los Angeles, Cal., stopped over a few days this
month on his return trip from New York.

Theo. Syman, of the Syman Bros. Jewelry
Co., spent a few days at his summer home this
month. He is making some alterations and ex-
pects to have a big house-warming soon.

The following out-of-town jewelry trade was
in the city buying goods during the last month:
Mrs. A. F. Witting, of .Longmont, Colo.; F. A.
Curtis, of Castle Rock, Colo.; Henry Curtis, of
Littleton, Colo.; Alvin Herman, of Brighton,
Colo.; N. C. Figley, of Salida, Colo.; Mr. Bit-
terly, with A. W. Snyder, of Victor, Colo.; E. N.
Totten, of Idaho Springs, Colo.; A. Rapin, of
Central City, Colo. •, E. Valhagen, of Alamosa,
Colo.; T. M. Howells, of Florence, Colo.; P. J.
Cariboni, of Longmont, Colo.; Leon Harrison,
of New Windsor, Colo.

Daniel Weil, formerly of the I. C. Weil
Jewelry and Curio Co., has given up his position
here and is now associated with the National
Cash Register Co., New York.

A. C. Luce, of the Watson-Newall Silver Co.,
has just returned from a trip around the State
and will leave about August 1st on another short
trip.

Miss Grace Harvey, of the W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Co., is spending her vacation in Salt
Lake City this year and is having an elegant time.

D. W. Shepard, of the Shepard & Bowldy
Jewelry Co., of Rupert, Idaho, has bought out Mr.
Bowldy's interests and will continue business
under the name of D. W. Shepard.

Providence Letter
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F. H. Adams, of Adams & Kahn, 129 Eddy
St., Providence, has just returned from an auto-
mobile trip through lower Rhode Island. E. E.
Kahn, of this company, is back at business once
more after a sojourn in Sea Girt, New Jersey.

Theodore W. Foster & Brother Company, TOO
Richmond St., Providence, were shut down for
seven days during the early part of July for the
purpose of overhauling and preparing the
machinery for the fall rush. During the shut
down orders piled up so high that it was a week
or more before they could take care of the con-
stantly incoming flow.

Col. S. 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,
Attleboro, spent several days at his old home
town, Amherst, Nova Scotia, during July. Col.
Bigney made the trip particularly to take part in
the activities of Old Home Week in his birth-
place.

Fontneau & Cook Company, Attleboro, have
closed down until August 8th. During the two
weeks that the factory is closed the office force
are spending a most enjoyable time on the Kenne-
beck River, Maine, camping out.

The Irons & Russell Relief Association, of
Irons & Russell Company, 95 Chestnut St , Provi-
dence, chartered the steamer Sagamore on July
9th and took a sail down the bay to Island Park.
It was the usual annual outing of the Relief Asso-
ciation, and the occasion of much jollity and
good fun. Athletic games, a shore dinner, boat-
ing, swimming and dancing served to while away
a pleasant day. About TOO people took part in
the day's programme of fun and recreation.
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Bates & Bacon, Attleboro, were closed down
from July t6th to July 25th.

Samuel M. Nicholson, of the Nicholoson File
Company, Providence, is spending the summer at
Narragansett Pier.

An 18-horsepower autocar has been added to
the garage of Baird-North Co., Broad Street,
Providence, for delivery purposes.

Charles Heller, manager here in Providence
for L. Heller & Son, has just returned from his
vacation trip.

The Regent Jewelry Company, 5 Winslow
Street, Providence, is the name of a new jewelry
concern recently started in business.

The box and case departments of the Gor-
ham Manufacturing Co., Providence, comprising
too members, held their annual outing last month
at Boyden Heights, where they indulged in a
clambake and field sports.

An atempt to enter the Doran Building, at
150 Chestnut Street, Providence, where there are
many jewelry concerns, was frustrated by the
quick action of David Short, the watchman, who
saw three Italians trying keys on the front door.
The watchman at the time was standing across
the street and started toward them, whereupon
the three fled.

James R. Stone, of the White Stone Jewelry
Company, of Providence, is back in town nurs-
ing a badly injured leg and various bruises on
different parts of the body, the result of a head-
on collision on the Lake Shore road, between
Detroit and Toledo, when an express train ran
into a freight train.

E. Ira Richards is at present spending the
summer in North Attleboro.

John T. Mauran Company, 61 Peck Street,
Providence, have added Ray Thompson, a well-
known salesman to their staff. Mr. Thompson
was traveling for C. Ray Randall & Co., of
North Attleboro, for many years.

The Inlaid Company, formerly at Cyr Street,
have moved into their new two-story fireproof
brick building at To85 Broad Street, just recently
completed. The building is i6o feet long and
57 feet wide, adjoining which are brick vaults
with iron doors, used for storing the surplus
stock of celluloid. A two-story wooden build-
ing, 50 feet long and 30 feet wide, is in the
rear of the building proper and is used for the
storage of packing boxes. The entire plant is
steam-heated and equipped with automatic fire
sprinklers.

Charles Pickford, formerly salesman for
F. P. Schofield & Co., New York and Newark,
has been added to the traveling staff of the
Bassett Jewelry Co., To' Sabin Street, Providence.

E. B. Shepard, manager for the Providence
branch of Albert Lorsch & Co., is stopping with
his family at the Lyman House, Seaconnet Point,
for the summer.

E. A. Remington, of Carter, Quarnstrom &
Remington, of Attleboro, accompanied by his
wife, left for Montreal in July and from there
expects to make Glasgow, Scotland.

The annual outing pf the employees of
Austin & Stone was indulged in during the
month of July, a sail down the Providence
River serving to While away the time.

The R. F. Simmons Company, of Attleboro,
closed down on July 30th for the purpose of
overhauling machinery, preparatory to the fall
rush of business. They will resume operations
on the eighth of the present month.

Charles T. Paye, of Paye & Baker, North
Attleboro, was confined to his home for several
days last month.

R. Blackinton & Company, North Attleboro,
are adding 6000 square feet to their present
factory. The addition is a veritable maze of
windows, getting a north light, making it highly
advantageous for the employees. The addition
has long been needed and is due to the volume
of business this concern has enjoyed for some
time back.

The A. & Z. Chain Company, 116 Chestnut
Street, Providence, are exploiting a new per-
fected fob guard, so constructed as to prevent
the lever of the guard from ever falling out.
The ears that protect the contacting points of the
lever are solid with the base of the guard and
hold the lever in securely when in operation or
relased.

TO MAKE ITS
TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

41ASE1055"GOLD-9LLED •CRESCENAOLD-FILLED

BIGGEST IMPRESSION c 3

II VOUR assortment of "Jas.Bosg1 and "Crescent'' Gold-Filled
Watch Cases must be repre-
sentative-so that you can fit any
customer right out of stock.
You can make your selection

C 3C 3 from over ThreeThousand patterns
in "B o s d'and."Cre s cen-CCases
All sizes -Plain Polished,Engine

3 Turned and Hand Engraved and
Decorated-at a full range ofprices.

rder"Jas.B o ss''and"Cre scent!'
Gold-Filled Watch Cases
from your jobbers. C 3

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY
Philadelphia

NewYork Chicago SanFrancisco
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'Jas. Boss"and "Crescent"
Gold-Filled Watch Cases

are made and sold on the
C 3 Basis that The retail

Jeweler has his customer's
interests at heart—and

C 3 an active -trade purpose in C
upholding -the highest and
most dependable standards

C 3 Hook up your store with c
'Boss"and"Crescen-t"Quality.
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A. E. Poole, of Poole Silver Co., Taunton,
[ass., has been spending several weeks at Cottage
ity, a favorite summering place.

Cohannett Silver Co., Taunton, Mass., closed
Jr two weeks during August.
W. C. Henry, of Waltham Clock Company,

Waltham, Mass., and family are spending the
trnmer at Egypt on Cape Cod, at his seashore
Atage.
H. E. Alsterlund & Co., 387 Washington St.,

toston, Mass., are having their shop and office
4 lithely renovated.

The engagement of Wm J. Orkin, of 373
Washington St., Boston, Mass., and Miss Minnie
ltubinovitz, Worcester, Mass., has been an-
t ounced.

The R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., Walling-
ford, Conn., have just completed a thorough
modern addition to their present factory measur-
ing 128 feet in length and 32 feet in width, four
stories high. The top floor will be used for an
addition to their present plating department, the
added facilities being especially required for the
,ectional plating they apply to their 1835 R.
Wallace Silver Plate, the "silver plate that resists
\tear." The third story is one of the most
splendid die-sinking rooms ever equipped for the
accommodation of the skilled craftsmen who do
this class of work. The second-story will be de-
■ tted to their hotel hollow ware, the added space
Ieing necessary to provide for the rapidly in-
easing business they are doing in the hotel line.

h he lower floor consists of the die vaults and an
up-to-date restaurant for the accommodation of
I left employees.

The International Silver Company, Meriden,
Olin., report much building going on among their
trious factories. The floor space of factory

' [" has been increased 50 per cent., while that of
tctory "A" has been increased 25 per cent. The
lditions are of modern brick construction, and

. tsolutely fireproof.

R. B. Johnson, jeweler of Waltham, Mass.,
Is recently put a large clock in his show window
hich tells the standard time of eight different
Juntries. This clock attracts a great deal of

• tention.
C. E. Mudget, of Enosberg Falls, Vermont,

as a recent Boston visitor.
Vivian W. Hills, jeweler, of Norway, Maine,

at the shore enjoying a vacation with his family.
Geo. L. Whitehouse, of Dover, New Hamp-

lire, spent his vacation at Wells Beach, Maine,
Id spends his week-ends there also. Mr. White-
)Use reports good fishing.
H. I. Belcher, buyer for the jewelry depart-

cut in Jordan, Marsh & Co., of Boston, Mass.,
touring Europe.
J. S. Blondin, jeweler of Woonsocket, Rhode

land, was recently on a fishing trip.
W. A. Jarrett, optometrist for the estate of
V. Guertin, of Pawtucket, Rhode Island, re-

'fitly enjoyed a vacation.
David B. Hastings, the oldest watch and clock

/ taker in the South End section of the city of
oston, died last month at the home of his
aughter, 74 Park St. West, Roxbury. He was

' 7 years of age.
Mr. Sherer, engraver at 373 Washington St.,

Boston, Mass., is enjoying a month of auto tour-
ing throughout Maine.

A. W. Greely, jeweler of Ellsworth, Maine,
recently suffered a paralytic shock in his right
side, but is rapidly regaining the use of the same.

William M. Thayer, jeweler of Belfast,
Maine, has bought a new Maxwell touring car.

E. F. Welch, jeweler of Westboro, Mass.,
recently spent a few weeks' vacation touring
Maine in his auto.

A. F. Rivard, jeweler of Taunton, Mass., is
spending a few weeks' vacation in Montreal,
Canada.

A bullet from a 32-caliber revolver crashed
through the window of the jewelry store of

George M. Bailey on Irving St., Malden, June

21 st, and passed within a few feet of the owner's
head, embedding itself in the wood work in the
rear of the store. Two customers in the store at
the time were standing at the show case and
they mmediately ran out, but could see no one
in the direction that the bullet came from. The
police were notified.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Cook, of Provincetown,
Mass., were recent visitors in Boston.

P. H. Kimball, jeweler of Newburyport,
Mass., has quite recovered from a severe attack
of typhoid fever.

Mr. Larabee, optometrist for H. R. Wood-
ard, of Norwich, Conn., is able to be with his
family again. He has been quarantined from
them because they had scarlet fever.

DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

The wholesale houses in Dallas have experi-
enced the most successful summer month's busi-
ness in their history, and even though we are
passing through one of the hottest spells ever
recorded in this section the forces are working
to their limit to keep up with the increasing
orders due to the demand on the retailer by the
farmers who have made more money this spring
than do many merchants in the course of the year.
The displays made by the retailer are more in
keeping with the present day "get-there" policy
than at any previous time, and as one walks past
their stores evidences of an unusual prosperity
seem to pervade every detail. Numerous wed-
dings during the past month aided in a great
measure to swell the jeweler's receipts. Not only
is the jewelry trade benefitting by this prosperity,
but every trade catering to rural trade.

Fred Wagner, Cement, Okla., suffered a par-
tial loss by fire.

W. I. Brittain, jeweler, Grand Prairie, is now
engaged in the real estate business, his jewelry
business being a secondary consideration.

J. Y. Myers, Stamps, Ark., has sold his busi-
ness to J. D. Burson and has moved to Miles,
Texas, purchasing the bankrupt stock of Arthur
Cramer.

T. J. Stansel, jeweler and optician, Atlanta,
has just announced the fact that he and a party
named Lovelace have purchased The Atlanta
News and are publishing that paper.

J. W. Keeling, jeweler, Mineral Wells, has
disposed of his business and is now engaged in
the automobile business in his home town.
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J. W. Howell, Denton, has located in Wichita
Falls, temporarily, but is looking for a more suit-
able location.

C. A. Bowron, Plainview, suffered a loss by
fire last month, though it was more inconvenience

the damage. 
anloss,as the insurance was sufficient to coverh 

We regret to announce the death of Perry
McCune, proprietor of the McCune Drug and
Jewelry Co., Tulsa, Texas.

H. H. Hawley, Dallas, is enjoying a short rest
at Huntsville, Texas.

Leo Gantert, Yoakum, was adjudged a bank-
rupt on June 28th.

George L. Taylor, New Orleans, is seeking a
location in Texas, preferably in the western
country. He has covered almost the entire State
in his search, but seems more particularly im-
pressed with the Panhandle district, which is
growing amazingly.

J. A. Jensen, Weatherford, who disposed of
his stock at that place, is now located in Tisho-
mingo, Okla., and is doing business under the
firm name of Jensen & White.

M. W. Walker, Waxahachie, spent a week's
vacation fishing in a lake about twelve miles from
his home town. He reports the capture of a
large number of fine specimens.

Charles Biles, one of the Biles Bros., who
but lately located in Floydada, was in Dallas
making heavy purchases with which to increase
their stock.

A very unfortunate incident connected with
the fire in N. Becker's jewelry store, San An-
tonio, whereby the latter's loss amounted to $500,
was the fearful injuries incurred by three firemen,
one of whom is not expected to recover.

A. H. Leavitt, Marietta, Okla., was a recent
visitor and remained a week.

B. B. Poore, Bridgeport, stopped here both
going to Galveston and on his return. His re-
laxation from his business lasted ten days.

L. V. Kenney, Houston, spent a few days
h 

R. L. Russell, Farmersville, came to town
in his auto.

Other visitors included : W. B. Kinne, Gaines-
ville; M. W. Walker, Waxahachie; H. H. Haw-
ley, Stamford; T. H. Benninger, Cleburne; W. F.
Dietrich, Cleburne; B. B. Poore, Bridgeport;
C. F. Wendell, Longview ; L. H. Walter, Hills-
boro; A. Burton, Merkel; Charles Abbott,
McKinney; A. Weatherford, Plano; G. C. New-
ton, Waxahachie; W. R. Jay, Rockwall; Sam
Wilhoit, Forney; B. Gorman, Winnsboro; J. R.
Weckert, Garland; J. T. Vaughan, Graham;
B. M. McGregor, Ferris; Henry Iverson, Cor-
sicana ; C. B. Pittman, Ennis.

Marcus Baerwald, Shuttles Bros. & Lewis'
salesman, has been ill for several weeks.

I. A. Benford, representing Picard & Bro.,
London, England, paid a visit to the wholesale
houses here, seeking an outlet for their overpro-
duction and evidently picked Texas out as
promising territory.

C. K. Darling, Houston, was visited by
burglars on the night of the 15th inst. Between
fifty and sixty watches were stolen, valued at
about $300. No clue to the robbers has been
found.

Hall Shuttles, President of Shuttles Bros. &
Lewis; H. J. Ritter, treasurer H. H. Hawley Co.;
Charles Moore and George Moore, of Moore-De
Grazier Co.; C. L. Norsworthy, President C. L.
Norsworthy, Inc.; Hugh Campbell, manager
Dallas branch of the Merry Optical Co., and J. P.
Morgan were in attendance at the Texas Retail
Jewelers' Association convention at Waco.

The jewelry store of H. D. Leffel, of San
Angelo, Texas, was burglarized on the night of
July 3d and a large amount of diamond jewelry
stolen. A liberal reward has been offered for the
recovery of the goods and the apprehension of the
burglar.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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G. L. P. CO.
G. L. P. Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created

Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G. L. P. Co's cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us—G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the
interest of all the jewelry trade.

Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods made by the
G. L. P. Co., and realizing the jobber will insist that our new
samples for the fall trade are ready early, we have let neither time
nor expense so much as enter into this our determined effort to
comply with their wishes.

Insist on Your Jobber showing you the new goods that the
G. L. P. Co. will put on the market for the fall trade.

Having Received so Many Letters, and as they all practically read
the same, we quote from them: "This coming season, in your make
of goods we are going to give you the bulk of our business. Let
us know at once if we can depend upon your handling it."

Anticipating Just Such a Request from our more than busy spring
trade we have increased our manufacturing facilities to such an
extent that we can answer: "Absolutely and Positively, Yes.

By Placing Orders with Your Jobber for your fall stock early, it
insures your being in a position to carry a complete line of reliable
goods and to make increased sales; and an absolute guarantee of
making for yourselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane

Main Office
and Works, North Attleboro, Mass.
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Retail trade during the past month has been
somewhat quiet owing to the absence from the
city of a large proportion of the population. A
lull in retail business is generally expected at the
height of the vacation season, but the wholesale
trade report considerable activity, the purchases
of stock indicating confidence in a good fall trade.
Quite a number of retail jewelers, who corn-
bined a brief sojourn at the seashore with a
visit to the wholesale trade of this city, have kept
the latter quite busy considering that the houses
were short-handed owing to the absence of some
of their members on vacation.

E. T. Chase, of the J. E. Caldwell & Co.,
arrived home on July 8th on the Cunard Steamer
Mauretania. While in Europe he visited Paris,
Geneva, the Black Forest, London, and other
centers of special trade interest.

D. V. Brown, manufacturing and wholesale
optician, of this city, made a trip to New England
last month when he visited a number of his
friends in that section.

L. J. Meyer, accompanied by his wife, spent
a very agreeable vacation on the well-known trip
which incudes visits to Niagara Falls, Montreal,
Quebec, etc. They enjoyed very much the
pleasant contrast between the comfortable Cana-
dian climate and that prevailing in this city at the
time of their departure.

Gabriel H. Mayer, proprietor of George
Mayer & Co., manufacturing opticians, 728 San-
som Street, dined a number of his oldest and
most trusted employees at Green's Hotel. A
pleasant feature of the occasion was the an-
nouncement during the evening of a profit-shar-
ing plan, in virtue of which a portion of the net
profits of the business will hereafter be set aside
for, distribution among all faithful, energetic and
capable employees who have been in the service
of the firm for a period of not less than two
years.

Jacob J. Cohen, Ion Chestnut Street, sailed
for Europe on July 23rd to visit the diamond
markets of Paris, London, Antwerp and Amster-
dam. During his absence, his office will be open
as usual for the regular transaction of business.

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. had another busy
month in the designing and manufacture of
special orders for trophies, cups and other prizes.
This firm furnished the prizes and trophies for
the Ventor City Yacht Club; two bronze shields
for the Tenth Infantry, New York National
Guard; campaign medals for the United States
Marine Corps; the challenge championship tennis
cup presented by the Crestmont Inn, Eagles'
Mere, Pa., and many other orders of like char-
acter.

T. C. Kremer, Phcenixville, was accorded
great praise for his float in the parade held there
during the annual celebration known as "home
week." Mr. Kremer was a leading spirit in the
management of the celebration, which proved a
great success.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. were awarded the con-
tract for furnishing the prize cups for the tour-
nament given by the Cape May Golf Club, also
the cups given as prizes by the North Wildwood
Automobile Club for the races held on July 4th.
This firm also filled the contract for prizes to be
awarded at the yacht races to be held in Sea
Isle City and many other orders for special pieces
for similar purposes.

The McIntire, Magee & Brown Co., manufac-
turing and wholesale opticians, will occupy after
August 1st the entire building at 723 Sansom
Street in which they are now located. Heretofore
they occupied three floors and the basement and
will henceforth have the use of the two additional
floors. This will mean a greatly increased force,
a material addition to the mechanical equipment
and increased facilities. This expansion was
necessitated by the rapid growth in their patron-
age and the greatly accelerated development in the
optical field.

CLEVELAND
I LETTER

The first six months of the year have passed
and one can make a very satisfactory resume of
the results of all industries for this part of the
country. First of importance to us, is our branch
of jobbing and retail jewelry. Generally speaking
it has been satisfactory to all concerned. There
were periods of stagnation for several weeks,
but these were followed by equal periods of fine
trade. In other lines of industry there cannot be
so optimistic an expression. It is safe to say that
the iron ore and steel trade is the leading factor
of commercial activity in this part of Ohio. This
branch has not been up to the high water mark
that had been predicted. In fact there is less
tonnage on the Lakes at this time than there was
last year. In fact there are 40 large freight boats
in this harbor out of commission. The railroads,
however, are not complaining. It is a great
question to supply even traffic enough to meet
the demands of shippers.

The past month has seen several important
changes in the jewelry business of the city. The
most important is the one made by Burt Ramsay
in the store in the Schofield Building. For some
time past the balance of the ground floor has been
leased to the Standard Drug Co., and they desired
the balance occupied by Mr. Ramsay. The nego-
tiations have been going on for over a year.
Finally such a large offer was made for the lease
that it was accepted and the stock of jewelry and
silverware is being sold at auction by jewelry
auctioneer Herman G. Briggs. Mr. Ramsay will
remove the balance of stock not sold to his orig-
inal store in the Colonial Arcade, where he will
continue as heretofore; this store having been
continued all these years.

The Webb C. Ball Co. are fast putting the
finishing touches to their new store room on
upper Euclid Avenue and it is now expected that
they will move in in a few weeks.

J. H. Heiman, jeweler in the old Arcade
Building on Euclid Avenue, is building a very
palatial home on Euclid Avenue in East Cleve-
land.

• Richard 0. Carter, for many years with Burt
Ramsay, has resigned and will open a retail store
in the Taylor Arcade the first of the month. Mr.
Carter for many years has been connected with
local jewelers and has had many years experience
in the business.

Mrs. Sterling B. Hubbard, who has been
visiting her parents in California, will return
next week. Mr. Hubbard has just returned from
a fishing trip to the St. Lawrence, where he was
the guest of his father, N. T. Hubbard on their
Island Haddesseh, near Alexandria Bay.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Scribner, of Scribner &
Loehr Co., has just returned from a motoring trip
to New York and vicinity. His son Clarence
accompanied them.

C. F. Groth, secretary and treasurer of the
Cowell & Hubbard Co., has leased a cottage at
Linwood Park for August and will take his
family there for the balance of the summer.

L. J. Binder, the well-known jewelry sales-
man, has gone on a canoe trip to the Ohio River
with a congenial party of enthusiastic fishermen.

The following jewelers were in town last
month: W. C. Fisher, Lorain ; E. E. Critz,
Elyria; H. H. Brainard, Medina; Mr. Wolf,
Wadsworth and Mr. Zang, Alliance.
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Dialogue in an Oklahoma Jewelry
Store

A farmer enters the store and addresses the
watchmaker : " 'Mornin' neighbor." "Good morn-
ing, sir," replied the watchmaker.

"Fine day to-day," continued the farmer, "but
its tolerable warm and looks as 'o it might rain.
Say, Boss, got a old watch here an' it's been the
best timekeeper I ever see." "Yes? Good time-
keepers are scarce in this vicinity," said the watch-
maker. "It stopped a-goin'," said the farmer,

an' I took it to one of these here jewelers up
the street, and he stole all o' the jewelry out of
it and he charged me $2.50, an' it don't go now."
"Well, that is too bad, indeed," said the watch-
maker. "I want you to start it to goin', but I
won't pay a cent on it ; just start it to goin',
that's all I want," said the farmer. "My friend,
let me look at your watch."

The farmer hesitates a little, but finally hands
over the watch. The watchmaker puts on his
loupe and very wisely proceeds to investigate the
premium watch. Upon examination we find that
the hairspring is in a terrible tangle and the lever
is in upside down, but to cap it all, the lever has
been fitted with a pair of wooden pallet stones,
in which the teeth of the escape wheel would im-
bed themselves at each chance impulse of the bal-
ance.

"Well," said the watchmaker, "the jewelry
has all been taken out, the earrings, bracelets and
belt pins are all gone, so I cannot fix it. Take
it back to the man up the street and make him
put them all back."

This is an actual occurrence.

The Pearl Hunters' Superstition

The pearl hunters of Borneo and the adjacent
islands have a peculiar superstition. When they
open shells in search of pearls they take every
ninth find, whether it be large or small, and put
it into a bottle, which is kept corked with a dead
man's finger. The pearls in the vial are known
as "seed pearls" or "breeding pearls," and the
native Borneose firmly believe that they will re-
produce their kind. For every pearl put into
the vial two grains of rice are thrown in for the
pearls to "feed upon." Some whites in Borneo
believe as firmly in the superstition as the natives
do, and almost every hut along the coast has its
"dead finger" bottle, with from nine to fifty
seed pearls and twice that number of rice grains
carefully and evenly stowed away among them.
That no results follow does not dim the super-
stition.

Lack of a Comma Cost a Fortune

Some people think that a comma doesn't
amount to anything, in writing, and even lawyers
in their legal documents seldom use them, but
here is a case where one would have saved a
small fortune, if it had been used in a cable-
gram:

"The omission of a single comma from a
cablegram received in Paris last week by an
American woman from her husband, a rich New
Yorker, cost him just $25,000.

"The woman had seen a beautiful diadem set
connection with placer mines on the Pacific Slope.
jeweler and decided that she must have it. She
got the jeweler to give her an option on it, until
she could communicate by cable with her hus-
band. She wired that the price of the diamond
was $18,000 and asked if she might buy it.

"A few hours later she got this reply : 'No
price too high.'

"In the original message there was a comma
between the words 'no' and 'price,' but the mark
was dropped on the way to Paris.

"The devoted wife took the message literally
and bought a still more beautiful gem, paying
just $25,000 for it."

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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The Coming Season
DON'T read this unless you want to know something that will be to

your profit. You want something elaborate and beautiful in the line of
Rhinestone Mounted Combs and Hat Pins made up in original designs for
the Fall Season. You know that these goods always sold, and from the
present indications, this Fall will be the biggest and most prosperous season
ever seen.

IjJ This cut hardly does justice to the goods, so, in order to see them, write
us NOW--before you lay this aside—and we will put you in touch with the
Jobber in your locality who carries our line.

cJ Our line comprises Mounted Combs, Barrettes and Hat Pins in
Beautiful Rhinestone and Filigree effects—from popular prices up to the
most expensive.

Providence Manufacturing Company
 Providence, Rhode Island 

The Newest in Mantel Clocks
Bird's Eye Maple Cases,
to sell at popular prices
This illustrates one style

of our new line of Mantel
Clocks, made in a variety of
shapes, in bird's eye maple
and mahogany.
The cases are built in our

own cabinet shops, the
movements being imported.
The clocks are high grade

No. 2M. Height, 12 inches,
bird's eye maple case,
cream-tinted porcelain dial,
cathedral gong, 8-day im-
ported movement.

throughout. They are so popularly priced
that they will sell in goodly numbers, at the
same time assuring a good profit.

A special folder illustrating this line is in prep-
aration and will be sent to jewelers requesting il.

AmeRicAri CLICK0O-CLOCK COMPANY
Cuckoo Clocks .1-41-,t, Unusual Clocks

5TATION 3. PHILADELPHIA

HEDGE 101

Rich
Cut
Glass
FOR SELECT
TRADE

OUR SPECIALTY is high-grade ware that suits the jewelry trade.

The PRETTY DESIGNS, deep cutting and diamond sparkle
proclaim the superiority of our product.

• The QUALITY attracts and the moderate price insures quick
sales and large profits.

It is IDEAL CUT GLASS stock for jewelers of standing with
refined patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale and
Big Profit OpportunitY

IRVING CUT GLASS CO., Inc.
HONESDALE PENNSYLVANIA
Eastern and Western Representative: THOS. H. QUINNEY, Honesdale, Pa.
Pacific Coast Representative: A. J. LEHR& San Francisco, Cal.
New York City Representative: F. W. REICHENBACHER

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects 
in Plate

Otto Young & Co. Silversmiths' Building
New York

Manufacturers
of

Chicago, Ill.
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Readers are requested to send for publication new
ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
Interest to the trade. As this page is for the use of indi-
vidual readers, we do not hold ourselves responsible for
lie views expressed.—EDITOR THE KEYSTONE.

Lessons on Engraving
ED. KEYSTONE :—I would suggest that you

give a course in engraving in your journal, as
everything has to be engraved these days and
such a course would be very much appreciated
by every jeweler. I would suggest that you give
jewels engravers use for the different kinds of
letters ; then give specimens or cuts of the differ-
ent kinds of letters and monograms and the
proper way to design the same.

Yours truly,
East Liverpool, Ohio. • R. A. N

[The subject of engraving was thoroughly
covered in our columns some time ago in a serial
which has been reprinted in book form under the
title "The Art of Engraving," which may be had
from this office on receipt of price, $5.50. This
book is admittedly the most authoritative and
comprehensive treatise on the subject. The author
is a recognized expert on engraving and one of
the most experienced teachers of the art. Every
step from the rudiments to the most complicated
work is systematically and lucidly explained with
copious illustrations.—ED1

Unsealed Mail Matter
En. KEYSTONE :—Through the columns of

THE KEYSTONE I wish to speak of one great trade
evil. Nearly every circular or catalogue I have
received from manufacturers and wholesalers
through unsealed mail has a discount sheet in-
side stating, in large type, that there is 5o% off
or the prices are just doubled.

A great many jewelers do not think about
these discount sheets and throw them in a place
where the public get hold of them.

Why not say "Prices according to Keystone
ey." Every jeweler knows, or should know, what
Keystone Key" means, thereby eliminating any
'anger of the prices becoming known to the

Yours truly,
Durango, Colo. C. A.-BALL.

Cutting Tools
En. KEYSTONE :—As one who has worked

orty-six years at the bench it has been my ex-
)erience as an engraver that an old file properly
empered makes the best cutting tool. It seems
o have that degree of toughness which is absent
.n other grades of steel. My process is to first
lraw the temper of the file, then allow it to cool
,lowly. I use soft coal or charcoal for heating,
hen file to shape, making the cutting end of
'raver small so as to save labor in sharpening;
hen heat again to almost a white color and
)lunge the blade into oil. I now clean and polish
';e0 as to grade temper in drawing down. For
utting on hard or tough metal I draw to a dark
Town or purple—the last is best in most cases.
Co cut on soft metal draw to a light straw. A
low temper for hard metal, the reverse for soft
Inetal. In sharpening the high temper steel give

K EYST ONE

it 45 degrees, the low temper 2o to 25 degrees.
The art of engraving is creating more interest
with the trade at the present time than ever be-
fore. No machine or contrivance of any descrip-
tion can ever displace a good workman. The in-
creasing number of engraving schools, also the
large variety of improved tools are evidence of
this fact. Good engravers are in great demand
everywhere and at good wages. In my next article
will give my experience with whetstones. I have
a collection that would fill a museum.

Yours truly,
Stamford, Conn. GEORGE WE.

Cruxes in Watch Work

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the answers to queries in
your "Workshop Notes" in June KEYSTONE I
noticed two questions, the first of which, by "Short
Run," related to an 18 size Waltham movement
running only 18 hours and had been in use only

three months. It may be possible that the wind-
ing pinion is split (see Fig. r), which will cause
it to open out and bind the pinion arbor in its
bearing and bind it so tight as to make it seem as
though the spring were fully wound, when in
reality it is only wound up a fraction of the total
amount.

The second question, by "Scape," related to
an unusual case of stoppage when turning a
tightly-fitting cannon pinion backwards. I think
you should have printed the sketch which the
querist mentions sending you with the remark
that "the drawing is as good as having the watch
itself." It seems to me this may easily be true
and would have enabled your readers to see the
exact conditions under which the stoppage took
place. From the description given I take it that
the escapement was bound and stopped, as per
Fig. 2, which shows the guard jammed against
the roller and the heel of the escape tooth jammed
and caught on a projection of the pallet frame,
from which it did not release when the power was
applied in the forward direction, as shown by the
arrow in Fig. 3. The fault in this case is that
the frame of the pallet comes too close to the
wheel and should be ground off to the line, as
shown in Fig, 3. This nicely illustrates one of the
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numerous little points which bring home the im-
portance of even the smallest detail in the design
of the lever escapement.

Yours truly,
Toronto, Ont. H. R. PLAYTNER.

Filled Cases and Cheap Overalls
ED. KEYSTONE :—Having had the following

experience happen to me some three or four
times, and thinking that it would benefit some of
your readers to hear of the cases, I will explain
what I think is of some value to them, especially
those that live in the West.

I have sold to a few customers a standard 20
year gold filled watch case, and wherever these
cases have been sold to a party that is wearing
a pair of overalls of some cheap make the cases
will turn very black ; that is they will tarnish and
look worse than a brass case. Now after using
a little polish on them they will resume their
rightful color and look as well as ever. But
of course the customer in a number of cases
will become unreasonable and say that the case
is made of brass. I had an instance of the above
happen to me recently and had great difficulty in
convincing the party that the case was all right. I
sold the case the previous week and party has been
carrying same at work on a threshing machine
and of course wore one of the cheaper brands
of overalls. I attribute the cause of these happen-
ings to the acids used in setting the dyes in
coloring the materials for the goods. What do
you think about it? This has happened to not
only one brand of cases, but to several of the
leading brands. Would like to have your opinion,
and if some other party has a better solution to
the above would like to hear from him.

Respectfully,
Coldwater, Kans. FRED J. MILLER.

Jewelers Home and Sanitarium
ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like the opinion of

the trade on my idea of a co-operative sanitarium
and home for invalid and superannuated "jew-
elers." I know of no such home and know there
are a large number who could be greatly benefited
by such an institution. A suitable tract of land,
in, say South Idaho or Utah, where climate is
ideal, could be secured at nominal cost, the in-
stitution started on a small scale and developed
as funds came in and accommodations were
needed. It would be possible to reduce the cost
of living to a very small per capita amount.

By raising fruit, vegetables, poultry, etc., and
operating a small dairy the cost of balance
necessary to comfort would be small, especially, if
bought at wholesale. I would be willing to
donate balance of my life to organizing such an
institution and know of two or three good men
who would assist. I also know of a good physi-
cian who would donate his services. A small
monthly or quarterly contribution from members
would support and develop the project. Every
retail watchmaker and jeweler would be eligible
to membership, and be entitled to accommodations
at nominal cost or free, if destitute.

Very truly,
Yreka, Cal. S. A. ST. CYR.

ED. KEYSTONE :—In reply to "Watch Shop
Co.," in regard to old filled cases, would say that
I sell old filled cases which I entirely destrny
and reserve all bezels. I have kept a complete
record of all cases thus sold as to make, size, 0.
F. or Htg., and how long used, also condition of
case. The price that I receive for same, having
sold to three different refiners, ranges anywhere
from $2.00 to $4.75 for Boss cases. Of course
the $4.75 was for 18s htg., 14-k., not much used,
but smashed in railroad accident. I have been
satisfied with estimate from refiners.

Yours very truly,
St. Louis, Mich, W. T. MEEN.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.

Our quality "High"

Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

" Colonial" Four Hundred Wall Cases joined by mirror recess

We manufacture the most complete line of
medium-priced Show Cases, Wall Cases and
Jewelry Fixtures of any manufacturer in the
United States. Let us prove it.

Our Prices " Low"

Ask for our new loose leaflet catalogue
showing 1910 designs.

No. ii Special Show Case and Table

0
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0
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Gold, Silver and Platinum
We buy and refine anything containing these metals. And as we have an up-to-

date refining plant we are able to give every lot of stuff our ihersonal attention.

We expect to please you and keep you pleased by giving you full value and a

little for good measure.

CHECK BY NEXT MAIL

No sale unless you are satisfied ; and if not, consignment will be returned, "Charges

Paid," of course.
Send us your Old Gold, Silver, Platinum, Rolled Plate, Filled Cases and Filings:

Polishings, Floor Sweeps and Bench Sweeps are our specialties, and a trial will

convince you this is no " hot air " talk.

RYAN BUILDINGWT. E. MOWREY ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
  SWEEP SMELTER AND REFINER  

012 UF-( 71.5)
ELIEE-arar-J.EiLra-r7C51E-1'KTa- WE_ 1WE z-LM
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Mention to Detail in Salesman-
ship

A sales manager one day asked me this ques-

tion, "What one thing above all others do you

try to impress upon your men on the road?"
Ayr it es William F. Hypes, sales manager for
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, in System.

The answer was easy. "I try to make them
understand," I said, "that ability to sell is not

the only quality needed in a salesman. To show

them that simple ability to land orders will not
qualify them for our sales force unless at the
same time they follow the instructions of the

house and attend promptly to the details of the
work."

Every day that I sit at my
Attention to desk and watch reports come
Instructions in from the men in the field, I

wish I had a more forcible
way of saying or demonstrating the truth of that
same statement, for I know that some of those
men must learn it sooner or later through sad
experience. Every time I see new men start out
with their samples I wish it again, for I know
that some of them are going to fail because they
do not realize the importance of the warning.

Time after time I have seen the brilliant
beginner fall down for no other reason than that
lie let his own magnetic ability to take orders
blind him to the necessity of keeping picked up
the shag ends of the business. And again and
again I have seen the mediocre man develop
into a star because he recognized instructions
from the house as commands—demanding im-
mediate execution—and was just as particular
about his daily details as about the size of his
orders.

Of this routine work one
Checking Up phase overshadows in import-
Samples and ance all the rest. No one
Prices omission on the salesman's

part causes more trouble for
all parties concerned than his neglect in checking
up his samples and price list with the house bul-
letins on stock shortages and price changes.
Done promptly upon receipt of the house notices
this work is a comparatively simple matter; al-
lowed to run until several bulletins have accumu-
lated, it is one of the salesman's chief bugbears.
Failure to check up is the certain forerunner of
orders for goods that cannot be delivered and the
making of price quotations which will get them
into serious trouble.

Let me illustrate. A salesman starts out
on the road with his sample cases, catalogue and
special price lists. In order that he may truly
epresent his firm there must be demonstrated an
litimate spirit of co-operation between him and
the house. The house must keep constantly in-
iormed of his movements and his business. trans-
actions; and he must, of course, keep in the
closest possible touch with the home office.

The first of these requirements is fulfilled
through the orders that he sends in and his daily,
weekly and special reports as regards his sales,
Ins routes of travel, his expense and condition
of trade in certain localities or with certain
dealers. Every one of these reports meets careful
disposition in the house. The orders are booked
for delivery, special contingencies in trade are
met as judgment dictates and the personal record
Of the salesman's movements is carefully noted
In the sales manager's office.

Now in turn, for the sales-
'Keeping Posted man's benefit, the house sends

out each day or week a bulle-
tin of information and instructions. There is a
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general statement of trade conditions as gathered
from hundreds of reports and viewed from the
perspective standpoint of the house. There is
advance information on styles and fashions and
new talking points that have been developed re-
garding certain goods either in the house or by
other men on the road. But specifically and most
important of all, these bulletins list those goods
which for any reason have been exhausted or
called off sale, and those other goods on which
it has been found necessary or advisable to
change the price quotations.

If the salesman acts upon this information
with an attentiveness corresponding to that
which the house accords his reports, what will he
do? He will immediately correct his price book,
special price lists and catalogues and at the
earliest possible opportunity will check up his
samples, discarding or marking out those with-
drawn from sale.

This, admittedly, is detail work, distasteful to
many an easy-going salesman, who depends upon
the charm of a strong personality to entice large
orders into the book. But it is an essential—
an absolute essential—to the man who wants to
secure the confidence of his house and his cus-
tomers and score a permanent success in his
work.

If he does it promptly each time he receives
a weekly or a special notice of stock and prices
change, he is always sure of the accuracy of his
quotation, he knows that every order he takes
is a bona fide order and can be filled at the house.

But, how about the other, the
Taking it Easy "take-it-easy" salesman? He

glances over his house notices
and tosses them into his sample case for future
attention. Next morning or a week later he
drops down the line. He lands a big order and
books it all with never a thought as to whteher
it can all be delivered. His own samples and
price lists indicate no "outs" and while he is in
conversation with his customer he has neither
time nor inclination to refer to his bulletins. The
result is that several items go on the order that
have been called off sale in the house—and three
kinds of trouble are immediately started.

The first man affected is the manager of the
department where the order is received. Here
is a request for goods which have been unavail-
able for some time and he knows positively that
every man on the road has been informed of the
shortage. He has the salesman's receipt showing
the date such information reached him. He gives
free expression to his opinion of such work and
reports the salesman's inexcusable oversight to
the sales manager.

But that is not all. He must write the cus-
tomer, explaining as best he can that the goods
were out when his order was received. Possibly
he tells him when the goods are expected in stock
again and suggests a substitute in the meantime.
At best it is a diplomatic operation.

Then comes the second bit of
Disappointed trouble—the customer receives
Customers the letter of explanation and

his order, short the much-
needed goods. Righteous disappointment puts
down a black mark in his mind against both the
salesman and the house, and the dealer is that
moment removed one degree further off from
becoming a permanent customer.

Possibly he takes immediate occasion to
complain direct to the house. At least he has op-
portunity to express himself the next time his
order is solicited. How many salesmen have had
that unpleasant experience of walking in on a
supposedly dependable source of a good order,
only to find that the order has just gone into the
book of a persistent rival? Yet it happens that
way every day for no other reason than that a
promised shipment failed to come. "Why should
I buy of you," says the dealer, and justly, "and
have my order accompanied by the uncertainty
of its delivery, when I can buy of Brown & Co.
and be sure of getting my goods?" And indeed,
why should he?

And then the third batch of trouble, the
concentration of the two previous complaints—
it comes properly directed at the salesman him-
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self. He comes in from the road and finds on
his sales manager's desk not one, but a half
dozen complaints due to these omissions—orders
that could not be filled, prices quoted that could
not be confirmed, specific evidence that the
details of his road work have been neglected.
His sensational initial orders, his record-breaking
days are forgotten in that moment by the sales
manager, who is seeking not only to make sales,
but to inspire the confidence of every dealer to
build up a permanent trade.

"But I was too busy," explains
A Poor the salesman, "I have been
Explanation selling goods day and night.

Would you expect me to waste
an hour of valuable time on this work when I
could be selling three or four hundred dollars'
worth of goods?"

But has he been selling goods in the strictest
sense? Is the sale worth while if it necessitates
a negligence that breeds complaints and dissatis-
faction in the trade? I believe there is not a
sales manager dealing with the general trade
who would not rather see a somewhat smaller
order that can be filled with absolute satisfaction
than a record-breaker that is going to bring an-
other load to the complaint department and make
demands upon the diplomacy of every man who
touches it.

An hour in the sample room with the week's
bulletin and a blue pencil would save a hundred
errors. I can recall a dozen men, with every
prospect of becoming brilliant salesmen, who
failed absolutely because of this one thing. I am
reminded just now of one in particular who came
to grief through this single omission of duty. He
had been out for a Chicago drygoods house a year.
He was popular with the trade and his sales were
good. Then complaints began to straggle in.
Their sales manager suspected where the trouble
lay, but the road man had received instructions
repeatedly on the subject and he was given a
time extension in which to brace up.

Suddenly he was taken ill. His sample cases
were shipped in from his last stopping place and
the sample department manager went over them
with customary care. And therein lay the in-
evitable difficulty. Not an "out" had been
checked off in three months. Not a price quota-
tion changed.

Six weeks later, when the
A Business Loser salesman came out of the hos-

pital he called at the house
and received his check and congratulations on
his recovery. But he was no longer one Of the
firm's salesmen. As a plain business proposition
the house could not afford to keep him; he was
a business loser, not a business builder.

Some of the things I have said here may
seem strong, but if there was any way of making
salesmen realize the importance of this warning
I would make my statements stronger still. If
men on the road would only remember that there
is more to a sale than the mere sale itself ; that
an order rightly handled should always be the en-
trance to more business, that a customer is not a
real customer until absolute confidence makes the
salesman and the house in his eyes his business
partners, then they might realize that one com-
plaint may lose a firm's most valued customer,
that one detail omitted may lose business that can
never be regained, and that sooner or later his
own negligence will lose him his position.

Artificial Frost-Work on Windows
The frost work on glass can be permanently

imitated by sifting white enamel powder on a
sheet of glass and then exposing it on an iron
plate cooled to below the freezing point to water
vapors. The latter crystallizes in the well-known
ice blossom or crystal form, uniting at the same
time with the enamel powder, which on drying,
forms the frost work. The enamel powder must
afterwards be burned in.

Epsom salts, I part, is dissolved in 2 parts
beer and the window pane evenly coated with the
mixture, by means of a sponge. If the windows
are not jarred they will be covered with crystals,
deceptively similar to the ice blossoms.
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A New Line of Gentlemen's Tie Clasps
Every pattern is attractive and they will prove

GREAT SUMMER SELLERS

2315 2325

Cret

2324 2317 2326 2305

The above cut shows only a few of the large number of patterns in this line. They are of the regular " S (&, C " SOLID

GOLD FRONT HAND ENGRAVED GOODS and are backed by our guarantee.

Ask Your Jobber for Them

SMITH & CROSBY, ATTL
IRA W. SMITH

Broadway Central Building
LOS ANGELES

PACIFIC COAST AGENT

FACTORYE 

MASS.

METAL
WHITE •

GOODS
This line of popular priced sellers needs no further

introduction. They retail for a reasonable price,

and there is a large margin of profit for the dealer.

Brooches, Fobs and Stick Pins are moving fast

just now.

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, including
SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY PINS,
FOBS, NECK, BELT, HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS,
Etc., in Roman or Silver finish.

These goods are furnished plain or engraved as desired.
Write and ask us for illustrations, prices and free samples.

This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON SPECIAL WORK

Enterprise
Jewelry Co.

Box 341

AT'TLEBORO, MASS.

ft

Souvenir Fobs
Brooches and Hat Pins

HE illustration is but one if

many of the Souvenir Fobs
we are making up for retail

jewelers throughout the

country. 41Historic Spots in y( ur

town, Churches, Municipal Bui,d-

ings, Points ef Interest. CAM the ;e.

and many more, we reproduce to yUf

special order.

PROFITS LARGE—COST SMALI
WRITE for SAMPLE and ESTIMATE

Full Line of CLOISONNE ENAMEL
JEWELRY on hand at the right prices
OVIakers of Souvenir Hat Pins, Broochet,

Cuff Links and Stick Pins

F. A. Herman Compary Manufacturing Jewelers 

Melrose Highlands : Massachusetts

August, 1910 E

Fifth Annual Convention American

National Retail Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 1247)

jewel maximus model. This was the first time

this model has ever been shown at a retail jew-

elers' convention. It is stated that it took the

services of an expert mechanic over a year to

build this model. A. S. Flint and Mr. Clugston
were in charge of the exhibit.

Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co. had a neat and
very tastily arranged exhibit of their sterling

ware, one of the attractive features of which was

a small dinner table decorated very daintily with

flowers and beautiful linen. It showed off to
most excellent advantage the sterling table ware

of this firm. The salesmen at the convention
who represented the firm, included R. J. Kelley,

W. T. Kelley, H. H. Kelley, G. G. Steele and

Chas. H. Merrifield.
The Pairpont Corporation had two exhibits,

one in the exhibit hall and the other in one of the

hotel's large parlors. They showed their full

line of cut glass electric and gas portables and

silver plated and deposit ware. The exhibit was

in charge of E. P. Frank, 0. H. Hull, A. 0.

Waterman and W. E. Phinney.

The Waltham Horological School had a large

booth in the exhibit hall. It was in charge of

G. G. Storey, assisted by E. H. Swain. The full

line of materials manufactured by the School

was shown. The representatives presented each

of the visiting jewelers with a very substantial

and serviceable seal leather card and bill book.

The South Bend Watch Co. had one of the

large booths at the end of the exhibit hall. In

the background was a large canvas oil painting

of the company's factory. The exhibits of this

company always prove interesting to the jewelers.

The full line- of the company's watches and also

its materials were shown. The company was rep-

resented at the convention by S. D. Rider, vice-

president of the company; H. C. Carpenter, sales-

manager ; Mr. Heagenbotham, George E. Potter,

F. M. Younglove and Chas. J. Tompkins.
The Hamilton Watch Co. displayed its full

line of watches and presented each of the visiting

jewelers with an alligator leather card and cur-

rency book.
The Chicago Art Metal Works, represented

at the convention by George Titus, displayed a

full line of its monograms, monogram buckles and

leather toilet and traveling cases. The leather

goods department of this company is a new

venture, but its success was fully demonstrated

by the very favorable comments made by all

jewelers who visited the display.
Lazarus & Weil, manufacturers of Chicago,

showed a complete line of their rings, in one of

the booths. The exhibit was in charge of E.

Weil and B. H. Berson.
E. L. Webb & Co., of West Liberty, Iowa,

occupied a booth and made demonstrations with

the Swein ring moulder. L. W. Swein was in

charge.
Community Silver was represented by G. Ray-

mond Noyes, of the Chicago office, and J. H.

Cragin. The entire line of this well-known

product was on exhibition.
Powers & Mayor, of New York, had a very

elaborate exhibit of diamond jewelry, including a

number of very valuable pieces. J. W. Mayer and
F. C. Kopf were in charge.

Kahn & Co., of Newark, N. J., displayed their

line of solid jewelry. C. H. Davidson was in

charge.
McPherson-Rattbaud Co., of Providence, had

two displays of their lines at the convention, one

in the exhibit hall, one in one of the hotel parlors.

C. H. Davidson was in charge.
C. F. Monroe Co., represented by Jul

Knoblauch, showed their complete line of cut

glass and hammered brass novelties in one of the

hotel parlors. It was a most attractive display.

John B. Ash, of Rockford, Ill., known as the

"Ebony King," showed his full line of ebony

toilet and traveling sets.
The Depasse Mfg. Co. showed its full line

of sterling deposit ware ; among which were a

number of new ideas which proved of much

interest to the jewelers.
The Frank Jewelry Mfg. Co., of Detroit,
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had on exhibition a full line of their stick pins.
The line received many very favorable comments
from the jewelers. This exhibit proved a revela-

tion to many of the Detroit people on the evening

the exhibit hall was open to the public.

The Benedict Mfg. Co., of East Syracuse, N.
Y., had a most beautiful exhibit at the Pont-

chartrain Hotel, being unable to secure sufficient

space at the Cadillac to show its complete line.

The company's line always proves of much in-

terest to jewelers as it always contains the very

latest in Karnak brass, Assyrian gold and Aztec
metal ware. Mr. Van Patten was in charge.

Holmes & Edwards Silver Co. had one of the

largest sterling plated ware exhibits at the con-

vention. Among one of its several features was
a magnificent solid silver chest for a complete
dinner set. The company presented the jew-

elers with a souvenir spoon of the convention,

suitably engraved. Jas. T. Cunningham and Karl

H. Stezer represented the company.

The Alvin Manufacturing Co. had a very

beautiful booth in the exhibit hall in charge of

Mr. Talbot and showed a full line of this well-

known sterling ware.
Kreis & Hubbard showed a complete line of

umbrellas and canes manufactured especially for

the retail jewelry trade.

A. C. Hunt, of J. R. Woods & Sons, repre-

sented his firm at the convention and showed an
interesting collection of diamonds and other

precious stones.
Mr. Oughton, of the Jennings Bros. Mfg. Co.,

was at the convention in charge of an exhibit of

the company's jewel boxes, clocks, candlesticks

and art metal yware.
Displays of the lines of Kratz, Smith &

Co., Honesdale, Pa.; Empire Cut Glass Co., Flem-

ington, N. J.; Rochester Cut Glass Co., Rochester,

N. Y., were in charge of F. B. Tinker, of the

Chicago office.
R. Wallace & Sons were represented by J.

H. Nicolas and R. H. Martin.

The Pickard Studios, Chicago, had a beautiful

display of their hand-painted china in charge of

Anna Pickard Atkins and Al Bruckner.

Other manufacturers' agents at the conven-

tion included Julius Armbruster, of the Illinois

Watch Co.; Mr. Herge, of the New York

Standard Watch Works ; A. G. Lee, of the

Howard Watch Works ; William Gallittb, of the

Crescent Watch Case Works ; James P. Banner

and Robert Herrman, of D. Gruen, Sons & Co.,

Cincinnati ; Mr. Westlak, of the horological de-

partment of the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

Peoria, Ill.; J. C. Newman, of Jonas Koch, New

York, who bears the distinction of having been

the youngest salesman at the convention ; D. N.

Wells, of Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr.. Providence,

R. I.; E. C. Rhodes, of the Rhodes Window Dis-

play Outfit Co., Chicago; J. W. Neuwirth, of

Ciner & Seeleman, New York ; J. Wade Bailey

and Ira E. Jones, of the Johnson-Carlson Cut

Glass Co., Chicago.

The Entertainment Features

Detroit is a most delightful convention city.

It has a countless number of interesting and

historic places within its boundaries and in its

suburbs, chief of which are its parks and its lake

and river drives. These attractions all assisted in

making the stay of the jewelers pleasant. The

Detroit Jewelers' Club made ample provisions

for the entertainment of their guests. The entire

convention was taken for a delightful trolley

ride to Lakeside Park where a dinner was

served in the evening. Another evening the visit-

ing jewelers attended a theatre party at the

Temple Theater, and on the last afternoon of

the convention all those in attendance were taken

for a steamboat ride on the Detroit River. The

scenery along the river is most delightful and

inspiring and the ride will long be remembered

by those who enjoyed it.

The hundreds from all parts of the country

journeyed homewards, spreadin^ as they went,

the fame and hospitality of Detroit, the city t
hat

manufactures more automobiles than any other

city in the world. Detroit's machines can be

found in almost every country upon the glo
be,

from the $500 runabout to the $8000 limousi
ne.
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The Splitting of Time at the
U. S. Naval Observatory

Paper read at Detroit Convention by ANDREW 0.
HUTTERLY, Washington, D. C.

Having been asked by our worthy president

to make an address at this meeting, as I am
somewhat acquainted with the work at the U. S.

Naval Observatory
at Washington, D.
C., I thought that
perhaps a talk on
time as they de-
termine it at the
observatory, along
with a description
of their standard
clocks, the rating
of chronometers,
torpedo boats,
watches, etc.
would be of in-
terest to you. As
jewelers we are
supposed to have,
or to know the
correct time. This
is becoming a
m ore important
thing in our busi-
ne.ss life, especially so to the jewelers that are

railroad time inspectors. With the improved

adjusted watches of to-day, and the demand for

better running watches, the time as sent out over

the Western Union and Postal Telegraph lines

becomes an absolute necessity.
Time is measured by successive

Measurement phenomena recurring at regu-

of Time lar intervals. The only astro-
nomical phenomenon which

rigorously fulfils this condition is the earth in

its rotation on its axis.
We have three different kinds of time,

sidereal, solar and mean solar time. Sidereal time

is that which is used by astronomers ; solar time

is that which we have in the sun dial, which,

unless corrected, varies sixteen minutes or more

during certain months of the year, fast at one

time and slow the other ; mean solar time is that

which we as jewelers are more particularly inter-

ested in. Mean solar time marks the average

interval of the return of the sun to the same

meridian and which has been adopted and called

civil time. The U. S. Naval Observatory has a

division of time service from where the standard

mean time is sent each day at noon, holidays and

Sundays excepted.
The instruments used to get correct time are

a meridian transit, which is a telescope mount
ed

similar to a civil engineer's transit, with which y
ou

all, no doubt, are familiar, with the exception that

this transit is rigidly mounted on stone piers a
nd

the telescope is some 6 to 8 feet long and ot
her

parts in proportion, and has cross hairs near 
the

eye piece. The other necessary instruments are

a chronograph, and a clock with an electric circ
uit

breaker or contact.
The chronograph is an instrument consisting

of a train of wheels actuated by a weight and a

regulating governor, which revolves a brass drum

about 7 inches in diameter and about 15 inches

long. This drum, which revolves once in each min-

ute, has clamped on it a sheet of paper ; a pen car-

riage actuated by a screw runs parallel to the

axis of the drum and mounted on this pen

carriage is an electromagnet, to the armature of

which is fastened a pen. The electromagnet of

the pen carriage, being connected with the circuit

of the clock, will cause a series of breaks in 
the

line that the pen marks on the paper as the dr
um

carrying the paper revolves.
In this electric circuit of the clock a telegraph

key is placed so that, when the key is closed

the pen on the chronograph will record this.

The observer, having selected a fixed star, sets

his transit to the right ascension and proper

declination. The time is always taken from

fixed stars in place of the sun, as is popularly

supposed. The telescope being in position to

intersect this star, the observer takes his position

at the eye piece of the transit telescope and wa
its

(Continued on page 1288c)

Andrew 0. Ifutterly
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A New Line of Gentlemen's Tie Clasps
Every pattern is attractive and they will prove

GREAT SUMMER SELLERS
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The above cut shows only a few of the large number of patterns in this line. They are of the regular " S C62, C " SOLID

GOLD FRONT HAND ENGRAVED GOODS and are backed by our guarantee.

Ask Your Jobber for Them

SMITH & CROSBY, ATTL
IRA W. SMITH

Broadway Central Building
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METAL
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GOODS
This line of popular priced sellers needs no further

introduction. They retail for a reasonable price,

and there is a large margin of profit for the dealer.

Brooches, Fobs and Stick Pins are moving fast

just now.

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, including

SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY PINS,
FOBS, NECK, BELT, HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS,
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jewel maximus model. This was the first time

this model has ever been shown at a retail jew-

elers' convention. It is stated that it took the
services of an expert mechanic over a year to
build this model. A. S. Flint and Mr. Clugston

were in charge of the exhibit.

Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co. had a neat and

very tastily arranged exhibit of their sterling

ware, one of the attractive features of which was

a small dinner table decorated very daintily with

flowers and beautiful linen. It showed off to

most excellent advantage the sterling table ware

of this firm. The salesmen at the convention

who represented the firm, included R. J. Kelley,

W. T. Kelley, H. H. Kelley, G. G. Steele and

Chas. H. Merrifield.
The Pairpont Corporation had two exhibits,

one in the exhibit hall and the other in one of the

hotel's large parlors. They showed their full

line of cut glass electric and gas portables and

silver plated and deposit ware. The exhibit was

in charge of E. P. Frank, 0. H. Hull, A. 0.

Waterman and W. E. Phinney.

The Waltham Horological School had a large

booth in the exhibit hall. It was in charge of

G. G. Storey, assisted by E. H. Swain. The full

line of materials manufactured by the School

was shown. The representatives presented each

of the visiting jewelers with a very substantial

and serviceable seal leather card and bill book.

The South Bend Watch Co. had one of the

large booths at the end of the exhibit hall. In

the background was a large canvas oil painting

of the company's factory. The exhibits of this

company always prove interesting to the jewelers.

The full line- of the company's watches and also

its materials were shown. The company was rep-

resented at the convention by S. D. Rider, vice-

president of the company ; H. C. Carpenter, sales-

manager ; Mr. Heagenbotham, George E. Potter,

F. M. Younglove and Chas. J. Tompkins.
The Hamilton Watch Co. displayed its full

line of watches and presented each of the visiting

jewelers with an alligator leather card and cur-

rency book.
The Chicago Art Metal Works, represented

at the convention by George Titus, displayed a

full line of its monograms, monogram buckles and

leather toilet and traveling cases. The leather

goods department of this company is a new

venture, but its success was fully demonstrated

by the very favorable comments made by all

jewelers who visited the display.
Lazarus & Weil, manufacturers of Chicago,

showed a complete line of their rings, in one of

the booths. The exhibit was in charge of E.

Weil and B. H. Berson.
E. L. Webb & Co., of West Liberty, Iowa,

occupied a booth and made demonstrations with

tclhtearSgew.ein ring moulder. L. W. Swein was in

Community Silver was represented by G. Ray-

mond Noyes, of the Chicago office, and J. H.

Cragin. The entire line of this well-known

product was on exhibition.
Powers & Mayor, of New York, had a very

elaborate exhibit of diamond jewelry, including a

number of very valuable pieces. J. W. Mayer and

17, C. Kopf were in charge.

charge.

& Co., of Newark, N. J., displayed their

line of solid jewelry. C. H. Davidson was in
c 

McPherson-Rattbaud Co., of Providence, had

two displays of their lines at the convention, one

in the exhibit hall, one in one of the hotel parlors.

C. H. Davidson was in charge.
C. F. Monroe Co., represented by Jul

Knoblauch, showed their complete line of cut

glass and hammered brass novelties in one of the

hotel parlors. It was a most attractive display.

John B. Ash, of Rockford, Ill., known as the

"Ebony King," showed his full line of ebony

toilet and traveling sets.
The Depasse Mfg. Co. showed its full line

of sterling deposit ware ; among which were a

number of new ideas which proved of much

interest to the jewelers.
The Frank Jewelry Mfg. Co., of Detroit,
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had on exhibition a full line of their stick pins.
The line received many very favorable comments
from the jewelers. This exhibit proved a revela-

tion to many of the Detroit people on the evening

the exhibit hall was open to the public.

The Benedict Mfg. Co., of East Syracuse, N.
Y., had a most beautiful exhibit at the Pont-

chartrain Hotel, being unable to secure sufficient
space at the Cadillac to show its complete line.
The company's line always proves of much in-

terest to jewelers as it always contains the very
latest in Karnak brass, Assyrian gold and Aztec

metal ware. Mr. Van Patten was in charge.

Holmes & Edwards Silver Co. had one of the
largest sterling plated ware exhibits at the con-

vention. Among one of its several features was

a magnificent solid silver chest for a complete

dinner set. The company presented the jew-

elers with a souvenir spoon of the convention,

suitably engraved. Jas. T. Cunningham and Karl

H. Stezer represented the company.

The Alvin Manufacturing Co. had a very

beautiful booth in the exhibit hall in charge of

Mr. Talbot and showed a full line of this well-

known sterling ware.
Kreis & Hubbard showed a complete line of

umbrellas and canes manufactured especially for

the retail jewelry trade.
A. C. Hunt, of J. R. Woods & Sons, repre-

sented his firm at the convention and showed an

interesting collection of diamonds and other

precious stones.
Mr. Oughton, of the Jennings Bros. Mfg. Co.,

was at the convention in charge of an exhibit of

the company's jewel boxes, clocks, candlesticks

and art metal ware.
Displays of the lines of Kratz, Smith &

Co., Honesdale, Pa.; Empire Cut Glass Co., Flem-

ington, N. J.; Rochester Cut Glass Co., Rochester,

N. Y., were in charge of F. B. Tinker, of the

Chicago office.
R. Wallace & Sons were represented by J.

H. Nicolas and R. H. Martin.

The Pickard Studios, Chicago, had a beautiful

display of their hand-painted china in charge of

Anna Pickard Atkins and Al Bruckner.

Other manufacturers' agents at the conven-

tion included Julius Armbruster, of the Illinois

Watch Co. • Mr. Herge, of the New York

Standard Watch Works ; A. G. Lee, of the

Howard Watch Works; William Galliub, of the

Crescent Watch Case Works ; James P. Banner

and Robert Herrman, of D. Gruen, Sons & Co.,

Cincinnati ; Mr. Westlak, of the horological de-

partment of the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

Peoria, Ill.; J. C. Newman, of Jonas Koch, New

York, who bears the distinction of having been

the youngest salesman at the convention ; D. N.

Wells, of Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr. Providence,

R. I.; E. C. Rhodes, of the Rhodes Window Dis-

play Outfit Co., Chicago ; J. W. Neuwirth, of

Ciner & Seeleman, New York; J. Wade Bailey

and Ira E. Jones, of the Johnson-Carlson Cut

Glass Co., Chicago.

The Entertainment Features

Detroit is a most delightful convention city.

It has a countless number of interesting and

historic places within its boundaries and in its

suburbs, chief of which are its parks and its lake

and river drives. These attractions all assisted in

making the stay of the jewelers pleasant. The

Detroit Jewelers' Club made ample provisions

for the entertainment of their guests. The enti
re

convention was taken for a delightful trolley

ride to Lakeside Park where a dinner was

served in the evening. Another evening the visit-

ing jewelers attended a theatre party at the

Temple Theater, and on the last afternoon of

the convention all those in attendance were tak
en

for a steamboat ride on the Detroit River. 
The

scenery along the river is most delightful a
nd

inspiring and the ride will long be remember
ed

by those who enjoyed it.

The hundreds from all parts of the country

journeyed homewards, spreadin^ as they wen
t,

the fame and hospitality of Detroit, the city 
that

manufactures more automobiles than any other

city in the world. Detroit's machines can be

found in almost every country upon the glob
e,

from the $500 runabout to the $8000 limousin
e.
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The Splitting of Time at the
U. S. Naval Observatory

Paper read at Detroit Convention by ANDREW 0.
HUTTERLY, Washington, D. C.

Having been asked by our worthy president

to make an address at this meeting, as I am

somewhat acquainted with the work at the U. S.

Naval Observatory
at Washington, D.
C., I thought that
perhaps a talk on
time as they de-
termine it at the
observatory, along
with a description
of their standard
clocks, the rating
of chronometers,
torpedo boats,
watches, etc.
would be of in-
terest to you. As
jewelers we are
supposed to have,
or to know the
correct time. This
is becoming a
more important
thing in our busi-
ness life, especially so to the jewelers that are

railroad time inspectors. With the improved

adjusted watches of to-day, and the demand for

better running watches, the time as sent out over

the Western Union and Postal Telegraph lines

becomes an absolute necessity.
Time is measured by successive

Measurement phenomena recurring at regu-

of Time lar intervals. The only astro-
nomical phenomenon which

rigorously fulfils this condition is the earth in

its rotation on its axis.
We have three different kinds of time,

sidereal, solar and mean solar time. Sidereal time

is that which is used by astronomers; solar ti
me

is that which we have in the sun dial, which,

unless corrected, varies sixteen minutes or more

during certain months of the year, fast at one

time and slow the other ; mean solar time is th
at

which we as jewelers are more particularly inter-

ested in. Mean solar time marks the average

interval of the return of the sun to the same

meridian and which has been adopted and called

civil time. The U. S. Naval Observatory has 
a

division of time service from where the standard

mean time is sent each day at noon, holidays a
nd

Sundays excepted.
The instruments used to get correct time are

a meridian transit, which is a telescope mo
unted

similar to a civil engineer's transit, with which 
you

all, no doubt, are familiar, with the exception th
at

this transit is rigidly mounted on stone piers 
and

the telescope is some 6 to 8 feet long and 
other

parts in proportion, and has cross hairs near 
the

eye piece. The other necessary instruments are

a chronograph, and a clock with an electric 
circuit

breaker or contact.
The chronograph is an instrument consisting

of a train of wheels actuated by a weight and a

regulating governor, which revolves a brass drum

about 7 inches in diameter and about 15 inch
es

long. This drum, which revolves once in each min-

ute, has clamped on it a sheet of paper ; a pen car-

riage actuated by a screw runs parallel to the

axis of the drum and mounted on this . pen

carriage is an electromagnet, to the armature of

which is fastened a pen. The electromagnet 
of

the pen carriage, being connected with the circ
uit

of the clock, will cause a series of breaks in 
the

line that the pen marks on the paper as the 
drum

carrying the paper revolves.
In this electric circuit of the clock a telegraph

key is placed so that, when the key is closed

the pen on the chronograph will record this.

The observer, having selected a fixed star, sets

his transit to the right ascension and proper

declination. The time is always taken from

fixed stars in place of the sun, as is popularly

supposed. The telescope being in position to

intersect this star, the observer takes his positi
on

at the eye piece of the transit telescope and 
waits

(Continued on page 1288c)
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The Splitting of Time at the U. S.

Naval Observatory
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ith key in hand, for the star to come into view

In the field of the telescope. As it comes along he

waits for it to touch the first wire, when he

presses the key. It is recorded on the paper of

the chronograph. He repeats this from five to

time times, the number of wires being different

in different transits. By means of the chrono-

graph, with its record of the second beats of the
clock and the extra marks or breaks caused by

his closing the telegraph key, he shows the exact

time when the star crosses the spider wires in the

eye piece of the telescope. By removing the paper
;ind placing a scale with the necessary division
marked upon it, he can read off the amount the

clock is fast or slow to a hundredth of a second.

He can do this as accurately as we can measure
inches on a foot rule.

The clock used is one of two
The Clock Used standards which is kept in the

clock vault. They are fastened
to stone piers set solidly in the earth and are

free from any part of the floor or building to
eliminate vibration, and there are two distinct and
separate rooms, one inside the other built around

these clocks, and all are inside this brick vault.
On the inside wall of the inside clock room is
fastened the electric thermostat which is so sensi-
tive that a tenth of a degree of temperature will

cause it to act by closing the electric circuit. The
temperature is kept at 82 degrees Fahrenheit by
means of coils of pipes around and between the

rooms, which are heated by water, the finer
temperature being regulated by four electric
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Riefler's Astronomical Clock

lights. The vault being underground, the
temperature during the summer never reaches
82 degrees.

When the temperature falls a fraction of a
degree, the thermostat immediately closes the
electric circuit. This opens a gas valve and by
means of a small pilot light the gas furnace is
lighted and the water in the pipes heated. As
soon as the temperature rises to the proper height
the gas is shut off by the thermostat and remains

Riefler clock escapement

P, Agate stones
C, Knife edges
A, Pendulum support and verge
F, Suspension Spring
K, Lining up screw

so until the temperature falls again. The light-
ing of an Edison bulb electric light immediately
is shown on the thermograph and by the ther-
mostat.

These clocks are made by the
The Riefler famous Riefler at Munich in
Clocks Bavaria, Germany. They have

round cylindrical glass cases,
have ground surfaces, are sealed air-tight,
and are run in a partial vacuum. To maintain
this constant vacuum the temperature must be
kept at a constant fixed height, or the change in
temperature will cause the remaining air in the
clock case to expand or contract, which would
cause a corresponding gain or loss of time due
to the fact that as the pendulum swings in a
denser or rarer atmosphere, it loses or gains as
the case may be. All these refinements of tem-
perature and vacuum may seem unnecessary to
those not acquainted with the subject, but when
the splitting of seconds into hundredths or thou-
sands is called for, they are absolutely necessary,
and it is remarkable as shown by the rates of
these clocks how well they do perform. We speak
of a hundredth of a second. Just stop and think
how small it is. We cannot comprehend it. We
are all familiar with a second, but try to divide it
into hundredths. Yet by means of the chrono-
graph we can do it very readily.

These clocks are the finest known to science
to-day. The glass case has a hole drilled through
it, through which the winding and contact wires
are sealed. They are electrically wound, that
is, a weight on a lever arm is raised by the arma-
ture of an electromagnet, and a pawl or click
engages on a rachet wheel, the circuit being
closed by the weight in its descent. There are the
usual number of wheels up to the escape wheel.
The most advanced improvement of these clocks
is in the escapement by the peculiar manner in

which motion is imparted to the pendulum. The
pendulum hangs on a suspension spring as in all
ordinary clocks. The difference is that the top
support of the pendulum spring rests between a
pair of knife edges on agate stones, at right angles
to the swing or oscillation of the pendulum.

You can readily understand that as the
pendulum swings from one side to the other, the
spring will rock the support of the top of the
suspension spring. This rocking of the support

of the top of the suspension spring unlocks the
escapement arms, which are fastened to the sup-

port and are shaped similar to a visible French

clock escapement. The arms have jewels similar

to the jewels in French clocks, but .are arranged

to engage two escape wheels, one directly behind
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the other. These escape wheels are shaped, the
front one like the ordinary dead beat escape
wheel, and the rear one like a ratchet wheel with
the teeth to the rear of its motion.

The pallets are set with the flat portion to
engage the dead beat escape wheel and the round
portion engages on the ratchet escape wheel. This
causes the pallet and arms to move up the incline
of the ratchet teeth until the flat portion of the
pallet arrests its motion at the end of the
ratchet tooth and against the dead beat escape
wheel tooth. The same thing takes place on the
other pallet. The pendulum swinging from left
to right, the right pallet being locked, comes to
the center of oscillation, after swinging another
half degree of arc, it unlocks the pallet, because
it carries the support of the suspension spring on
its knife edges, and the pallets being part of this
support, the pallet unlocked allows the opposite
pallet to engage on the ratchet wheel tooth, and
bends the suspension spring to the left, the pendu-
lum continuing its motion until the end of its
swing, when it returns to the right and receives
the force of the bend of the suspension spring. It
returns to the center of oscillation and a half
degree of an arc beyond, it unlocks the left hand
pallet and the suspension spring is bent to the
right, by the action of the pallet on the right hand
side. By this means the pendulum is kept in
motion and has absolutely nothing touching the
rod or bob, giving us the ideal or perfectly free
pendulum, which is the condition that will give
the nearest to perfect time.

These clocks will run for
Marvellous weeks at a time with but two
Accuracy or three hundredths of a

second variation. The Stan
third Riefler No. 151 ran for the last three months
with a variation of only 7 hundredths of a second,
from May 15th to July t5th, the greatest apparent
variation for 24 hours was three hundredths of a
second, and it is a question whether this three
hundredths was a clock error.

f the observatory had for three months no
star sights to verify this clock, and would have

Riefler clock escapement, showing angle of locking face

sent out the time according to this rate, the error
would have been less than a tenth of a second,
in all this time.

These standard clocks are never set after
they are set up and sealed. They are made to
lose about a half to three-quarters of a second
per day before being sealed, and when air is
pumped out to a partial vacuum the clocks gain
this one-half second, because a pendulum swing-

ing in a lighter or rarer atmosphere gains time,

and this fact enables the regulating of the clocks,

if the clock loses time, more air is pumped out

(Continued on page 1288e)
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vita it runs correctly, or to a few hundredths

t.t. a second per day.
The pendulum rod is made of an alloy of 36

jr cent. nickel and 64 per cent. of iron, with

;I small per cent. of. Tungsten to make the alloy
btunogeneous. This alloy is called “Invar" by
I ..e inventor, Dr. Guillium, Director of the Inter-

tional Bureau of Standards at Sevres, near
cAris, France. This alloy gives a remarkably
Imv coefficient of expansion and is admirably
suited for pendulum rods. There is some slight
expansion which is easily compensated for and

the maker, Riefler, claims that they will not vary
more than one thousandth of a second for about

one degree Farenheit.
The observer having verified

Transmitting the rate of the standard clocks,
the Time Service compares
these clocks with its standard

Clock

ker clock and from these clocks the transmit-
ting clock is set correctly each day at 11.30 A. M.

and at five minutes of noon the Western Union
and Postal Telegraph wires are looped or con-
nected with the transmitting clock and by means

of switches and relays at the observatory the
seconds are sent out over the telegraph wires.

The transmitting clocks of which there are
two', so that in case one is disabled, the other one
can be used, have electric circuit breakers, which
cause the seconds to be ticked off and are repeated
through numerous relays in the various cities
from Maine to Florida and through all the East-
cm section of the country, where the various time
balls in the cities are dropped. The time is
sent as far West as Ogden, Utah; Boise, Idaho;
New Orleans, La., and Galveston, Texas. The
time for the Western States is sent out by the
Mare Island Observatory, when it is noon at San
Francisco.

In the time service, besides
Chronometer the sending out of the noon
Tests signal, the rating of chro-

nometers and torpedo boat
watches takes place. In the latter part of Decem-
ber the various chronometer makers send those
chronometers to the observatory that they wish
to go into the trial tests.

These chronometers with all the chronome-
ters that have been repaired and put in perfect
order, which are owned by the government, are
all put through the trial tests together.

This test consists of running them in the
temperature room at a temperature of 90 degrees
for a period of seven days. The daily rate is
taken; the temperature is lowered to 85 degrees,
the rate taken again for seven days, down to 70,
3. 50 degrees; they are run for fourteen days at

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

heavy, open faced, silver cases, about 20 size or
larger and have fine lever escapements, with up
and down dials to indicate the state of the main-
spring, either wound up or run down. Some of
these watches run the chronometers a close race
for first place in the trials. They are all of
foreign manufacture. This is due to the fact
that none of our American watch factories make
an up and down dial, and this is essential for
them to have. It is my opinion that this up and
down dial would be a very excellent thing for
our watch companies to adopt, especially for
railroad grades. I think that you all will agree
with me, that such a dial on an engineer's or
conductor's watch would be a distinct advantage,
as he can tell at a glance at the dial of his
watch if it has been wound at the proper time.

The chronometers and torpedo boat watches
rated at the observatory are for the U. S. Navy
and are issued to the various battleships, trans-
ports and torpedo boats. Each first-class battle-
ship has three Standards and one Hack. These
Hack chronometers are old Standards, which are

not considered good enough for standards. They

Riefler clock pendulum support

C. knife edges
S S', pallet jewels

are used in getting time ashore and on deck.
The torpedo boat watches are issued to the

torpedo bOats. In the vibrations of these small,

swift vessels, the rates of chronometers are inter-

fered with, because of the slow motion of the

box chronometer balances, and these watches

give very good results in their place.
In sending the chronometers
to the various ships, great care
is taken with them that they
may suffer no injury in their

transportation to the ship. The chronometer

movement, with its brass bowl, is removed from
the case, they are
placed in round cor-
rugated pasteboard
boxes, and are packed
in cotton, and six or
eight are placed in a
basket. A naval offi-
cer is detailed to take
these chronometers

by train or boat to whatever port the battleship
or vessel may be stationed. They are all regu-
lated to standard time and set to Greenwich
meridian time, which is five hours faster than our
Eastern standard time. On board ship they are
compared daily. If in port, either by time balls,
or the time is taken from the telegraph, or if in
reach of wireless, by that method.

I trust that my talk may have been of interest
to you and that you may receive some benefit
from it, by getting a better idea of how time
is determined and sent out, and I hope that some
day our small association at Washington may be
in financial shape to invite the American National

• Association to hold its convention in our city,
where we have many things of interest to the
retail jewelers. Our National Government has a
Bureau of Standards that some day will take up
the rating of our American watches. There has
been some work done along this line, but the
watch manufacturers are not coming forward
with their watches to be rated, because there is
no demand for this at present.

Transporting
Chronometers

Section of chronograph record, showing star observation
s with scale for measur-

ing. The regular breaks are clock seconds, the irregular breaks 
the star as it touched

the spider wires of the telescope. The scale shows the star as 82 hundredths of a

second after that certain clock second.

5o degrees, when the temperature is changed to
55 degrees, then to 70 and so on back to 90. The
rate being taken every day, the chronometers
are then taken from the temperature room and
placed in cases in the chronometer room, where
they are rated for the balance of the period.
fhis trial takes six months to complete. All
the new chronometers that pass the trial are

bought by the government.
For each chronometer the rates are worked

out on a rate sheet and a curve drawn which

shows the rate which the chronometer will have
at a certain temperature, so that a navigator on

board ship can tell from the temperature what
the rate of his chronometer is. The government
buys the twenty chronometers making the best
showing and pays from $250 to $350 for them.
Chose having the best rates receive the $350 prize.

The torpedo boat watches go
rorpedo Boat through the same trials and
\Vetches receive the same ratings and

cards. The prices paid for
these watches are $90 to $125. They are in large
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Items of Interest

J. F. Brokaw, of Ripley, W. Va., conducts a
branch establishment at Ravenswood, Jackson
Co., with optical parlors.

Norbert Berth has bought out the interests of
his aunt, Mrs. Therese Bertl, whose establishment
is at 46 Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J., and is
now proprietor of the business.

J. L. Freund and family, St. Louis, Mo., have
left for a trip to Buffalo, N. Y., Thousand Isl-
ands, Atlantic City and other Eastern resorts.
They will remain East six weeks.

• At 4.30 A. M., on June 29th, the show
windows of August Rack & Bro., 1129 Vleit St.,
Milwaukee, Wis., were broken into and watches
and jewelry to the value of about $2oo were
stolen.

The show windows of the Kenwood Jewelry
Shop, 1344 East 47th St., Chicago, were broken
into early Saturday morning, July 9th and goods
to the value of about $200 were stolen. The local
police and the Pinkerton agency are trying to
locate the robbers.

H. L. Weatherwax, formerly of Hatton, N.
D., has opened a store at Williston, N. D.
Previous to starting on his happy venture at
Hatton, Mr. Weatherwax was in the employ of
S. Jacobs & Co., Minneapolis, Minn., for ten
years.

L. H. Dodd & Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
the well-known jewelers' auctioneers, have just
finished what is claimed to be the most successful
sale ever held in Iowa, disposing of the stock of
W. H. Beck, of Sioux City. Mr. Dodd is now
conducting a midsummer sale for W. T. Fqitham,
of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich,

W. W. Oliver Publishing Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
has issued Bulletin No. to, which describes and
illustrates the Crown dental rolling mill, which
was primarily intended for the dental profession,
but which is admirably adapted for the use of the
jeweler, assayer, etc. Jewelers will find it to their
advantage to procure from this company the leaf-
let with price-list, descriptive of this mill.

The Ignatius Longtin Co., is the title of a
new concern located at 1929 West Twenty-fifth
Street, Cleveland, Ohio. The company received
its charter last January and was incorporated
with a capital stock of $25,000. The officers are
president and treasurer, Ignatius Longtin; vice-
president and manager, Archie Atrope; secretary,
Ignatius Longtin, Jr.

The W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau Street,
New York City, competed for and received the
government contract and completed the order
for several 1910 model Green's polishing and
buffing motors for the new torpedo station at
Newport, R. I., and have received notice that all
the machines have been passed by the Board of
Inspection as perfect and satisfactory.

As subscribers from time to time request in-
formation in regard to American made chronom-
eters, we wish to inform all such that T. C.
Redfern is successor to H. H. Heinrich, the well-
known chronometer maker, and Mr. Redfern's
address is 552 Herkimer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Redfern was for many years a co-worker
with Mr. Heinrich and is an expert in this line.

F. K. Baier, the well-known jeweler of
Salina, Kan., died on July 14th from heart
trouble and a complication of ailments from
which he had suffered for several years. The
deceased was one of the pioneer residents of
Salina and such was the esteem in which he was
held that his demise, though not unexpected, was
a great shock to the entire city. He was noted for
his rigid integrity, and had built up a very pros-
perous business.

The Leonard Jewelry Co., of Kidsley, Kans.,
suffered to the amount of $2oo from a robbery
which was perpetrated in their store between the
hours of t and 4 A. sr., on July 14th. The safe
was not disturbed, the thieves paying their entire
attention to the show cases from which they took
jewelry, watches, fountain pens and sterling
novelties and toilet articles. The local police
are working on the case, but so far have not
obtained any definite clue.

(Continued on page 1288/i)
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The Community of Interests

Paper read before the Detroit Convention by 11. A.
Buss, General Manager the Gorham Com-

pany, New York

I suppose I may safely assume that my experi-
ence has also been yours and that, at one time
or another, each one of you, in the course of a
business transaction, has met with the remark,
"But, or course, there's no room for friendship
in business." Here is one of those plausible half-
truths that do more mischief than a downright
misstatement.

Friendship as a Factor in Business •

"No room for friendship in business?" Why,
without friendship business itself could not exist.
It is founded on credit, and what is credit but
friendship? Its superstructure is mutual confi-
dence, and are not confidence and friendship
synonymous terms?

More than two centuries ago a witty French-
man, whose wit was always spiced with a touch
of worldly wisdom, defined friendship as "A recip-
rocal adjustment of interests and an exchange
of good offices—a species of commerce out of
which self-love hopes to gain something." This
maxim of the great La Rochefoucauld bears very
directly upon my subject, "The Community of
Interests."

There can be no community of our interests
until they have been reciprocally adjusted and
reciprocity, surely, means an exchange of good
offices. Nay, more, we can very easily transpose
the other terms of the Frenchman's maxim, and,
while he defines friendship as a species of com-
merce, we can spell it out that commerce is no
more and no less than a species of friendship.

Nor does his concluding epigram seem half
so cynical when we thus turn it around. In every
business transaction it is taken for granted that
both sides hope to gain something. I know
always do. It is because I hope to gain some-
thing for the company I represent that I am talk-
ing to you now, and that you are listening to me
so courteously means, I take it, that you hope
somehow to advantage yourselves in a business
way. I hope we shall neither of us be disap-
pointed.

The Present a Transitional Period

Now, gentlemen, you will agree with me that
we are passing through a period of commercial
transition. Wherever we turn we see the old
order changing and giving place to the new,
and, speaking generally, this change is in the di-
rection of a concentration of all business inter-
ests in the hands of a few and a loss of their
commercial independence on the part of the many.

That the jewelry trade with its centuries-
old record of dignity and renown—the trade
which has given to Kings their counsellors, to
Republics their patriots, and to both their artists
of distinction—that this trade has been scarcely
affected by these changes should be to us all a
source of self-gratulation.

Status of the Trade

To-day there are in this country, in propor-
tion to its population, more prosperously indepen-
dent jewelers in active business than at any
previous time in its commercial history. The last
report of the Director of the Mint tells us that
in 1907 there were used in the industrial arts,
over forty million dollars worth of gold and
over twenty-four millions of ounces of silver
bullion. This is nearly 30 per cent. of the world's
consumption of gold in the arts and over 25 per
cent. of its consumption of silver. Now the
greater portion of this enormous mass of bullion
when it has passed into the service of the arts
is distributed to the public by the jewelry trade.
And yet al one time there was no trade which
seemed more likely to fall under the disintegrat-
ing influence of the department store and the
"Mail Order Man." That it has withstood these
influences is very largely due to one strong indi-
viduality among the manufacturers. More than
a score of years ago he realized the identity of
interest in this regard, between retailer and whole-
saler, and, with persistent energy and unflinching
determination, he helped to erect that barricade
against the forces of unfair competiton behind
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Nvhich you are to-day conducting your business
with a satisfying freedom from apprehension.

The National Stamping Law

Then there is that later campaign, waged
largely in the interests of the retailer, in the con-
duct of which the company I represent has also
played a somewhat prominent part—The National
Gold and Silver Stamping Law, which, after more
than a decade of agitation, was enacted in 1906

. and became operative on June 13, 1907, benefits
the retailer in his dealings with the manufacturer
equally as much as it benefits the consumer in
his dealings with the retailer. More than this,
however, it benefits you by instilling confidence
in, and respect for, your wares and by thus in-
creasing in the eyes of the public your already
high reputation for fair, honest and straight-
forward dealing.

Now here are two instances in which, in
matters of great moment, the retail trade has
profited by the loyal attitude of the manufacturing
interests. But, gentlemen, loyalty should beget
loyalty and if we, for I am speaking as a manu-
facturer's representative, ask you to remember
this, it is with the assured consciousness that in
helping us you are also helping yourselves.

Work for State Stamping Laws

In the case of the Stamping Law, for in-
stance, the work is by no means finished. The
Federal law governs all interstate transactions, it
is true, but only in a few States has a law been
passed that is the complement of this Federal
statute. It is for you, then, to help forward in
every way in your power the agitation for which
we were in the beginning so largely responsible.

You can do this by refusing to deal with
manufacturers the integrity of whose stampings
has been called into question. You can do all
in your power to punish when a case against them
has to be proved. Above all you can do your
utmost to press forward the passage of an effec-
tive stamping law in your own State. Rest
assured that whatever assistance you give us, di-
rect or indirect, you are helping to increase the
confidence of the public in the jeweler.

Loyalty to Those Who Are Loyal.

But thcre are other ways in which you can
help us while helping yourselves, other ways in
which you can repay loyalty with loyalty. There
is for instance the ever-present question of the
maintenance of prices. Chief Justice Salmon P.
Chase, when, in the sixties, this country was dis-
cussing the qi estion of the resumption of specie
payments, put the matter in a nutshell. He wrote
to Horace Grceley, "The way to resumption is to
resume." So the best way to price-maintenance
is to maintain prices. Fair prices, and fair
prices only, mean fair profits, which neither hinder
legitimate sales nor close the door to available
opportunity.

On the other hand any attempt to carry on a
prosperous business and to promptly meet just
obligations when the margin of profit is in-
sufficient, is predoomed to irretrievable failure.
All reputable manufacturers, and I speak with
knowledge, have but one price. This they strictly
maintain whether they are dealing in hundreds of
dozens or in fractions of a single dozen.

A Real Community of Interests

So I see no better way for this association
to justify its existence than by impressing its
members with a sense of the real community of
their own interests. This will encourage them to
loyally maintain only such prices as allow a fair
profit; to recognize that in disloyalty there are
no degrees, for an infinitesimal "shading" of
prices is as unfair as a substantial "cut" and,
finally, when it conies to a question of price,
will lead them to disregard all the talk they may
hear of what their competitors are thing. The
train who does business on too small a profit
margin is no real competitor.

Let me interrupt myself for a moment, while
on the subject of competitors, to tell you of a
card I recently saw on a friend's desk. It bore
the neatly printed legend, "If your competitor
talks about you put him on your payroll. Never
mind what he says so long as he talks." So,
bear in mind that when you talk about your com-
petitor you are doing him an appreciable service.
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Again you must remember, gentlemen, that as
manufacturers our interest in our goods is not
at an end when we have sold them to you. If they
stay on your shelves they are profiting neither
you nor us. We, as well as you, want to see them
in the hands of the lately much-talked about
"Ultimate Consumer."

Here again is where we can help each other.
We can try to so gauge public taste that our de-
signs shall not only be artistically attractive but
readily salable. You can help us by listening to
the criticisms and noting the opinions of your
customers and repeating them to us when you
come to see us.

A Personal Visit to Market

Let me insist on the advantage it is to you
to personally visit the market at least once a year.
You not only get better acquainted with the goods
you have in stock, but you gain a general idea of
the more elaborate patterns which are at your
disposal when you are called upon to meet special
demands. You can also satisfy yourselves as to
the ability and willingness of the manufacturer
to supply you with drawings and photographs and
give you estimates should the necessity arise.
Speaking for my own firm I can say that, at all
times, we are gratified to place at your intimate
disposal, freely and without cost, the entire Gor-
ham resources, artistic as well as mechanical.

It is for us, again, to give every adventitious
aid to the selling of our goods by the preparation
of attractive literature, well arranged catalogues,
effective illustrations and so forth. It is for you
to see that such of these as are sent to you for
distribution are judiciously brought to the notice
of your customers.

It is impossible to overestimate the value in
actual sales that attention to this one detail may
create. Price lists, catalogues, photographs and
illustrations should be systematically recorded
and kept in such convenient order that any sales-
man in your employ may be able, at the busiest of
times, to instantly produce them for the benefit of
customers and give, if required, an intelligent
estimate. Price lists, too, must be kept up-to-
date, for such are the variations in the prices of
raw material that confusion and annoyance may
arise if the prices quoted to a customer are taken
from some catalogue that ought to have been
superseded by a more recent one.

A Word to Salesmen

This leads me to say a word on the subject of
salesmen generally. I have always been a sales-
man myself and in charge of other salesmen and I
know how difficult it is to arouse their interest in
aught else but the immediate demand of the
customer. To sell what is asked for is no sign
of real salesmanship. But unless the salesman
knows your goods thoroughly he will find. it
difficult to exhaust the selling possibilities of even
the average situation. If on the other hand, he
knows something about the methods and the
reputation of the maker of the goods he is sell-
ing, if he knows at once where he can put his
hands on any article that may be called for, if
he knows from whom he can secure some par-
ticularly important piece on approval; then he
may easily stimulate the customer's half-expressed
desire for "something a little better" and thus do
more for you with that one customer than the
uninformed man would with a dozen.

But in order to sell, it is first necessary for
you to buy. Judicious buying is the basis of suc-
cessful salesmanship, and the community of our
interests can only be preserved if you buy the
right thing, at the right time, and from the right
person. This is not so obvious as it may appear.

Intelligent Selection of Stock

To buy tbe right thing you must put into
stock only whet your business calls for in each
line, and so avoid burdening it with a large
interest account due to the overpurchasing of
slow-selling goods. But as a weans to this end
it is necessary to systematically classify your
merchandise so that you may definitely decide as
to the maximum end minimum amounts of each
you can afford to carry. Then you will not be buy-
ing silverware and clocks when you are really
selling diamonds and watches, or vice-versa.

An expert systematizer, by the way, arranges
(Continued on page 1288(/ )
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Gems

THE KEYSTONE

Address by JOHN E. OSTHOFF, of Cincinnati, before
Detroit Convention

The laboratory where all gems are con-
structed is dear Mother Earth, under the guidance
of the unsurpassed chemist, "Nature," whose laws
are exact. When or how this or that gem was
formed is a mystery,. for nature guards well its

secrets. But the
Liliputian chemist
"Man" has tried
to coax and force
this necromancer
to divulge so he
could imitate. The
curtain is dropped
leaving him again
in darkness. If lie
does make a near
gem it goes with
a stigma, "imi-
tation."

The elements
in which gems are
composed are the
common elements:
carbon alumina,
silica, soda, lime,
lithia, sulphu r,
potash, iron, cop-

per, nickel, oxygen, nitrogen, etc., etc. Last, but
not least, water, for under the wizard's hand
this in gemland works wonders.

We will now consider the
The Diamond "Queen of all Gems," the dia-

mond. It is formed with one
and only one element, crystallized carbon; same
substance as graphite, charcoal or coke. When
absolutely without color or any foreign enclosures
it is pure crystallized carbon. Its hardness is
greater than steel and it is termed adamant,
meaning unconquerable. It is a phenomenal
mineral; there is nothing like it in luster,
brilliancy and display of prismatic colors in the
mineral world.

Most African diamonds are yellow or brown.
The next predominating color is green; this color
is found in the Brazilian diamond; reds in many
shades such as cherry red, peach blossom and
aurora red; blue only in two shades, light and
sapphire blue. The Hope diamond is a fine
specimen of this last color also all shades
of grey. A well formed black diamond is
a rarity.

Freak formations are many crystal within
a crystal; enclosures of flakes of gold, iron, mica,
cavities containing fluid or gas. One quarter of
diamonds are colorless; one quarter slightly tinted
;Lnd one half of deep shades.

Where are they found? In
Where Diamonds nature's gigantic storehouses,
Are Found nestling in some majestic

snow-capped mountain range
or verdured valley, or some bounding, rushing
mountain stream or river. Here water plays an
important part in separating the gems from the
diamondiferous rock, and here •they are found
without the labor of mining. In some of the
river beds have been found "pot-holes or devil-
holes," made by the action of pebbles and water.
In some of these searchers have found from five
to ten thousand carats.

In nearly every country in the world dia-
monds have been found. India has the distinction
of ancient discovery. From its mountain streams
;Old valleys gems of the purest water have been
taken, including the ruby and sapphire. So ex-
tensive were the deposits that India was known
as the "Treasure of Gems." So plentiful were
they that the shrines, temples and idols of the
Hindoos were adorned with the finest. Some
Rajahs have fabulous collections. Most of the
crown jewels are from India, such as the Kohi-
noor, Great Mogul, Orloff, the Shah and many
others. This wealth caused nations to envy her,
and made for her no end of trouble.

In 1725, another treasure box was found in
Brazil, in the fastness of a mountain forest in a
wild mountain torrent in the States of Minas
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Geraes and Bahia. The diamonds were of a tine
color.

Similar conditions surround
The African the diamond finds of India and
Mines Brazil, as in both countries

they are found in river sand
and alluvial deposits. In neither place has the
mother rock been found. Finding of the diamond
in South Africa in 1867 showed nature had an-
other treasure box of gems. It brought to Cape
Town miners and prospectors from all quarters.
From here they took the trails to the Vail river
800 miles away. It required a strong heart, for
the difficulties and tribulations were numerous
in this tropical climate. Goddess Fortune led on.
The history of the .sufferings of man and beast
was written on the trail by their whitened bones.
the difficulties and tribulations were numerous
Du-toitspan caused the big inrush. With
want and untold sufferings many perished. New
mines were found in rapid succession; De Beers,
Coleburg Kopje, now called Kimberly. All these
mines surround the town of Kimberly. This
town was founded by the miners, and is now a
city of fifty thousand inhabitants.

South Africa produces ninety per cent. of the
world's output and the Kimberly mines ninety
per cent. of that. Complications arose about
mining claims, so consolidation was arranged.
It is now known as "The De Beers Consolidated
Mines." In these mines shafts are sunk to fifteen
hundred feet so as to reach the blue ground. If
it had not been for the diamond, South Africa
would not have as history, the Boer War.

Next in importance are some
The Ruby of the most beautiful and

valuable gems, including the
ruby and sapphire. They are known as the
mineral corundum. This mineral includes some
of the most beautiful gems known. It is oxide of
crystallized alumina. The metal aluminum be-
longs to this family.

The ruby is widely distributed, but clear
transparent material suitable for cutting is found
only in Burma, Siam and Ceylon. When of the
incomparable pigeon blood or pure carmine color
and transparent it is then of extreme value.
Large specimens of this description are priceless.
The ruby is the mcst valuable of the corundum
I amily.

The blue corundum is of a rich blue velvety
color The finest specimens come from the Zans-
kar Mountains of India, eleven thousand feet
above sea level. Most peculiar of the corundum
family is the alexandrite. in daylight it is a
beautiful dark green, in artificial light a columbine
red. It was named after Czar Alexander, as it
was discovered on his birthday. The green and'
red are also the colors of Russia.

Without doubt the emerald is
The Emerald the oldest gem known, for the

Ethiopians, Egyptians and
Romans used it for adornment, for they have been
found in the tombs of the Egyptians and un-
earthed at Pompeii and Herculaneum. The
peculiar color characteristic of an emerald can be
likened to the green meadow spring. Fine stones
possess a beautiful deep green, velvety color. It
is rare when one is found without a blemish.
When absolutely so with color and luster perfect,
it becomes priceless. The finest specimens and
deposits are found in Columbia, South America.

The gem that contains all
The Opal colors is the noble opal, with

its display of delicate colors
which play on the surface, a feature not in any
other gem. The stones that show a brilliant dis-
play of color have most value. The minute
fractures and the water of its composition bring
about wonderful blended combinations of colors.
The Hungarian opals are the finest.

By the gems mentioned you can see what
nature's chemist has done. I have mentioned
some of the important gems, but there are others,
too numerous to mention: turquoise, amethyst,
topay, tourmaline, garnets, hiddenite, agates and
so forth.

All these are the wizard's handwork and are
of little use to man until his experience, educa-
tion, knowledge, genius and artistic developement
bring forth their hidden luster, colors and beauty.
The art of cutting and polishing enhances their
value as precious gems.
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(Continued from page 128Sf)

the average jeweler's stock under nine heads,
ranging from art ware to watches, and it is inter-
esting, from my point of view at least, to note
that this authority recommends that silverware
should form about 20 per cent. of the entire
value of the jeweler's stock.

Taking Advantage of Opportunties

To buy at the right time implies that the
character of your purchases shall be seasonable.
The intelligent manufacturer always takes into
consideration the varying whims of the moment
and you, if you are discreet, will take advantage
of this fact. You will make adequate provision for
the gifts called for by the June weddings, for the
trophies which the season of athletic sports de-
mands, and so on and so forth.

Finally, to buy from the right person means
that, to put it very familiarly, you should know
your friends and stick to them. Who are your
friends? Well. I have heard jewelers complain
that the fact that a brother jeweler in the same
city carries the same pattern of silverware creates
an undesirable competition. Yet they will take no
pains to see that they buy only those goods which
are sold exclusively to their own trade.

They forget that the fact that the goods are
carried by a brother jeweler of itself puts a
stamp of quality upon them which no department
store or dry goods man can confer.

The Line of Time Datings

-There is such a thing, too, as a false friend.
Within the last few years it has become a-custom
with some manufacturers to offer the jeweler time
datings of six or even twelve months on his
purchases. This is not true friendship, for the
practice is bound to result in financial loss to
manufacturer as well as to dealer. The apparent
liberality encourages over-purchasing, especially
if there has been no systematic classification by
the jeweler of his merchandise. The jeweler, per-
haps, does not realize that these long credits are
as much of an obligation as a note at the bank
and are taken into equal consideration by the
mercantile agencies. Yet pay day is bound to
come and, when it does come, the chances are
that the time, long as it may seem, has not been
long enough to allow of the goods being turned
into money. Better, by all means, to discount all
your purchases, even if you have to borrow from
your bank to do so. You know that all manu-
facturers will give you 5 per cent. at 30 days and
you don't pay your bank much more than that
per annum.

Confine Your Patronage to a Few Houses

Finally it is a part of wisdom to confine your
purchases to a few houses. In looking over the
details of trade assignments, a task which is one
of my least pleasant duties, I am always struck
by the fact that in a majority of cases the un-
fortunates are those who have traded very indis-
criminately.

In all I have said I have spoken to you,
very frankly, as a Gorham man, from a Gorham
standpoint, and with the interests of the Gorham
corporation very much at heart.

It has been said that corporations have no
soul. This may be so or may not—I cannot tell.
It is certain at least that such a charge cannot be
levelled at the individuals who control the
destinies of some corporations.

It is a matter of current knowledge, for in-
stance, that you of the jewelry trade, have, and
for a long generation have had, no sincerer, no
wiser, no more useful friend than the president
of the Gorham Company. Of my own knowledge
I can add, that to him, as to all his managers of
departments, the words "Community of Interests"
are no mere sounding phrase. They convey, on
the contrary, a very vital meaning.

That meaning is exemplified in his belief, an
expression of which he desires me to convey to
you, that the Gorham interests, as indeed the
interests of all the leading manufacturers, are in-
dissolubly connected with the interests, individual
and collective, which are so ably represented by
the American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation.
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Credits in the

T H E

Retail Business

Address by S. D. RIDER,
Bend Watch Co., at

Vice-president of the South
the Detroit Convention

The term credit is one that is somewhat mis-
understood by a vast majority of merchants. The
term credit really signifies confidence and large
and liberal credits are usually extended to those
who have proven by their past records that they
can be relied upon to meet their obligations
promptly when due.

There are a certain class of
A False retailers who seem to think
Impression that it is the duty of the jobber

or manufacturer to carry their
accounts until such time as it is convenient for
them to pay their bills, and this condition has
been brought about largely through the actions
of the wholesalers, who have been so eager to
secure and hold customers that they have re-
sorted to almost any means to secure and hold
customers that they have resorted to almost any
means to secure this result without fully con-
sidering the consequences. For instance, jewelers
frequently write that their bills are past due but
that they do not care to pay them at that time,
as they have not as yet sold the goods purchased,
or, in other words, they expect the wholesaler to
carry their stock for them until sold. Naturally,
the manufacturer desires to retain their good
will and many times grants concessions that he
cannot afford to.

You say, "How does this affect my credit?"
Simply in this way : Sometime in the future you
will desire to purchase goods from a jobber or
manufacturer with whom you have had no
previous experience. He will make inquiries
either through the commercial agencies or to
some one from whom you have been buying
goods previously and if you have been lax in
meeting your bills or have neglected to discount
same the only honest reply that can be made to
the inquiry is: "Somewhat slow in paying bills."
What is the effect? The wholesaler who has
sold you the goods makes this notation on his
records concerning you and if Ile decides to ex-
tend you a credit it is for a limited amount and
the account when due is watched very closely and
you are immediately pressed for payment.

Now, let's look at the case
Discounting Bills from another viewpoint. Sup-

pose you had always dis-
counted your bills and paid every account
promptly, made no unjust claims for shortage
or claimed discounts that you were not entitled
to. In that case every firm from whom you
have purchased goods could answer all inquiries
with three words, but the most powerful words
known to the vast army of officials that have to
do with the assigning of credits in the large
number of establishments in this country, and
those words are: Discounts all bills.

Those words, gentlemen, are an open
sesame into the markets of the world and no
matter how small or how large a business you
are doing, if you discount all bills every firm
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from the
Gulf to the Lakes will be anxious to open an
account with you for any reasonable amount.
But I hear you say, "My capital invested will not
permit my discounting my bills." Did you ever
stop to figure out how much additional capital
would be required to discount your bills and
how much you would save each year if you
secured this capital?

I dare say that many of you have never done
this, but let me suggest to you that when you
get home you total up your indebtedness and see
what it would cost you to secure enough addi-
tional capital to enable you to discount all these
bills and you will be surprised at the profit you
would make by this transaction.

Right here let me give you an
Instructive illustration of the value of dis-
Illustration counting bills. Several years

ago a young man of my ac-
quaintance entered a western city and embarked
in the retail business with a total cash capital of
$1500 that by frugality he had saved from his
small salary. He rented a store at $1250 per
year for five years and then proceeded to pur-
chase as many goods as he could pay for. He
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also cultivated the acquaintance of the cashier
of the bank where he did his business and a
few weeks after opening his store borrowed a
sum of money from the bank and increased his
stock.

He had rented a large store room and his
limited capital did not allow him to carry as
large a stock as he desired, but he persisted in
discounting all bills and buying close. At the
end of the first holiday season it was necessary
to fill his store shelves and counters with empty
boxes, as his stock was cleaned out, but he was
able to pay off his loan at the bank and had a
surplus besides.

The next year he borrowed a larger sum,
but continued to discount his bills. Everyone was
anxious to sell him and his credit was gilt edge
and in a few years he had increased his stock
in the original store to over $15,000 and opened
several branch stores, and to-day is connected
with several strong financial institutions in the
city in which. he resides.

You may say "that sounds
Business Should good, but how am .t going to
Fit Capital do it?" I say, "Make your

business fit your canital."
First, no man should go into business unless he
has a reasonable amount of money and above
all be sure he knows something about the business
that he is entering into. Then he should buy
only as many goods as he is reasonably sure that
he can pay for and discount all his bills.

Starting out with a certain capital he should
estimate the amount of business that he feels
he should be able to do monthly. Deducting
from this his store and personal expenses he
should then buy only as many goods as he can
reasonably expect to pay for promptly when due.

He should keep a careful record of all goods
purchased when they are to be shipped and when
he can save his discounts. Then limit his
purchases absolutely. to the amounts that he has
estimated will be available for paying bills from
month to month, and he is sure to win. If his
sales are better than he anticipated he can buy
more goods. He can send in mail orders for the
most profitable sellers. On the other hand if his
sales are less than anticipated, purchases should
be curtailed, but every effort should be made to
stimulate his sales so that they will equal the
amount estimated.

More failures in the retail
Blunder of business are caused by over
Over Buying buying than from any other

one cause, and many a man
who would otherwise be a successful retailer has
been handicapped all through his life because,
through lack of knowledge or judgment, he
purchased more goods than he could pay for
during the early part of his business career, there-
by injuring his credit to an irreparable degree.

There are also many retailers who are to-day
extraordinarily successful, and this is due to the
fact that they have jealously guarded their credit,
while other men of equal merchandising ability
have been complete failures because they have
not realized the necessity of conserving their
credit, and have lost the confidence of those from
whom they could secure the most 'desirable mer-
chandise and have finally dropped out of the race.

One more point that is very
Agency important and that is the
Statements giving of statements to Com-

mercial Agencies or to the
individual inquiries. Many merchants seem to
feel that they should not be expected to do this.
Let me ask you, how is the jobber or manu-
facturer going to be able to do justice to you in
extending credit if you refuse to honestly inform
him concerning your financial conditions.

Many a man who is entitled to unlimited
credit is handicapped immeasurably by his re-
fusal to make a statement to the Commercial
Agencies and remains a small dealer all his life,
when with the proper credit rating he would be
entitled to purchase direct from the largest whole-
salers.

Remember that the concern selling to thou-
sands of customers cannot possibly know each
one personally, but must rely on cold-blooded
facts as gleaned from numerous inquiries in order
to intelligently extend credit ratings.

I heartily wish I could impress upon every
retailer through this broad land the fact that the
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Commercial Agency and Credit Men of big insti-
tutions are not their enemies, but wish to do
justice to everv one, and if properly informed can
be of vast assistance to the retailer in building
up his business.

In granting or determining
Value of credits as much if not more
Reputation consideration is given to a

man's reputation for honesty,
integrity, and business ability as to the amount
of money he has invested. The amount of in-
surance carried is also considered very carefully,
but if a man or firm refuses to make a state-
ment there immediately comes into the mind of
the credit man the thought that this man has
something to conceal and further and very search-
ing investigation is made before finally passing
upon the amount of credit to be extended. The
entire business of this country is conducted
largely upon credit or confidence, and individual
co-operation with organizations that make the
gathering of this information their business
should be looked upon with favor by every re-
tailer as it is ultimately to his advantage to
impart this knowledge.

Items of Interest

(Continued from page 1288e)

P. T. Ives, the well-known jeweler of Meri-
den, Conn., accompanied by Mrs. Ives, recently
returned from a trip to Europe. The feature of
the trip which seemed to be most pleasurable to
Mr. and Mrs. Ives was a sojourn in Ireland, at
the beautiful home of M. P. Bolster, who is
prominent across the water as grocer and tea
merchant on a large scale. Mr. Ives brought with
him many interesting souvenirs of his trip.

Keith & McChesney, of Iowa City, Ia., now
boast of one of the handsomest stores in that
city. The store-room is 30 by 120 feet and has
steel ceiling, marble floor and front, large plate
glass windows; large out-door chime clock, new
solid mahogany fixtures and a special crystal
room for cut glass. The members of the firm,
as the store improvements indicate, are enterpris-
ing and accomplished young men, for whom a
much greater success may be anticipated in the
future.

A very interesting and instructive talk was
delivered to the students of the St. Louis 'Watch-
making School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.,
and their invited guests, the jewelers and watch-
makers of the city, on June 20th, by Chas. T. Hig-
ginbotham, Consulting Superintendent of the
South Bend Watch Co., South Bend, Ind. In the
course of his talk Mr. Higginbotham urged very
strongly upon the younger members of the craft
to put forth every effort to elevate the science
of horology, one of the oldest sciences extant,
and impressed on them the necessity of constant
study in theory and practice to elevate the posi-
tion for which there exists to-day too small a
remuneration. Credit is due the management of
the school for securing the services of Mr. Hig-
ginbotham for the timely and up-to-date lecture
given for the. benefit of the students of this in-
stitution.

The recently established Mitchell Jewelry
Co., of Carrollton, Mo., since opening in business
May 1st of this year, reports satisfactory trade
with bright prospects. This company succeeded
L. G. Clark, who had been the leading jeweler of
Carrollton for over twenty years past. The
manager, R. D. Mitchell, was in the employ
of Mr. Clark for more than seven years, and has
a thorough knowledge of the business in every
department. The store now has the annearance
of an up-to-date city jewelry store and Mr.
Mitchell is very happy over his prospects for a
good fall and Christmas business. Mrs. Sarah
E. Mitchell, mother of R. D., is a silent partner
in the business and through her great interest in
Christian benevolent and orphan home work, she
has won many friends and has been a great help
to the business. She is 64 years old, but as
active as a girl of 16. R. D. Mitchell graduated
from the Carrollton, Mo., high school in Igo°,
with high honors, and after teaching school for
three years decided to learn the jewelry business
and has worked at that trade to the present time.
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by ELTON J. BUCKLEY]

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
well-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—En.]

VI—How to Safely Make a Promissory Note

There is one extremely important phase
of the law of negotiable paper, ignorance
of which is at the bottom of most of the
troubles in which retail merchants find
themselves on account of the signing of
promissory notes, etc. Naturally, the law
of negotiable instruments is a large subject,
and cannot be covered in an article of this
scope. It is the present purpose to con-
sider only the one phase referred to—the
effect which negotiability has upon the
rights of the maker of the note, or in other
words, the man who signs it.

Probably 99 per cent. of all
the promissory notes which
are sent abroad as evidences

of debt are made in this form : "To John
Jones or order." This makes the note ne-
gotiable; that is, gives it that fundamental
quality of all negotiable paper which per-
mits it to be passed from holder to holder
by the making of endorsements upon the
back. And it is this quality of negotiability
which so often puts the maker of notes into
a predicament from which he can escape
only by payment, in spite of the fact that
he may have a perfectly good defense
against the payee ; that is, the person in
whose favor the note was originally made.

Let us suppose a case for
the purposes of illustration:
John Jones, a retail mer-
chant, buys a horse of Wil-

liam Smith for $2oo, giving a promissory
note for the entire amount, payable in
thirty days to "William Smith or order."
The horse is warranted sound and kind in
every respect. Before the note matures
Jones finds that the horse is neither sound
nor kind, but on the contrary a vicious,
worthless animal not worth $50. Jones
congratulates himself on not having lost
anything, since he has paid no cash for it,
and can, as he thinks, refuse to pay the note
at maturity. But this is where the quality
of negotiability which he gave to it by mak-
ing the note to "William Smith or order"
(lefeats him. If William Smith still has
the note Jones has a good defense against
it on the ground of breach of warranty.
And if he can prove absolute fraud on
Smith's part in the sale of the horse he may
under certain circumstances be able to use
his defense against any holder of the note,
no matter how many hands it has passed

The Usual Form

An Illustrative

Case

through. Proving fraud, however, is next
to impossible in most such cases. If fraud
cannot be proven and Smith has had the
shrewdness to transfer the note to some
other person, Jones will not be allowed by
the court to introduce a single word of his
defense in evidence.

The theory on which this principle rests
is that permitting the maker's defense to
follow a note through several hands would
inter fere with the note's perfect negotiabil-
ity. Therefore a maker may defend—on
most grounds—only against the original
payee.

Bona Fide

Transfer

In order to oust Jones'.
defense, Smith's transfer
must be bona fide, however,
but only as to the person

who takes it. Smith may have known about
the principle involved, and may have
passed the note for the deliberate purpose
of cheating Smith out of his defense, but
that makes no difference if the new taker
took it in ignorance that there was a
defense and paid value for it. Smith could
either have discounted the note at some
bank in the regular way, in which case the
bank becomes the new innocent holder for
value, or he can sell it to another individual
in the same way. No matter who is the
new taker, if he knew nothing of any de-
fense which Jones might have, and gave
value for the note, he can collect it from
Jones, and, to repeat, the latter will be help-
less as if he had no defense at all.

Very often the transfer is hot bona
fide at all, but is made simply to get the
advantage of the principle above explained.
In that case, Jones could defend on the
ground that the whole transaction was a
fraudulent scheme to deprive him of his
defense, and that the supposed new taker,
in whose name the suit was brought, was
not an innocent bona fide holder for value.
If that can be proven—though in many
cases it cannot be, although it may be a
fact—Jones can use his defense just as
he could had the note not been transferred
at all.

A Trade Abuse
The greatest users of this
negotiable principle are the
fake collection agencies, the

jewelry schemers, etc., who prey upon the
retail trade. These gentry will obtain
promissory notes from their victims for
some service to be performed or goods to
be delivered in the future. The merchant
freely gives the note, arguing with himself
that he can refuse to pay it if the service
is not performed or the goods delivered.
The payees of the notes, however, promptly
transfer them to some third party, mythical
or not, and thus the makers must pay them
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at maturity whether the consideration has
been forthcoming or not.

Naturally the maker of a promissory
note who is thus compelled to pay a note
for which full consideration has not been
given can sue the original payee for the
amount of which he was defrauded, but as
a rule the workers of this trick place them-
selves in a position where a suit against
them will yield nothing.

Is there any way in which
a man may make a promis-
sory note safely so that this
principle may not be used

against him ? Yes, by making the note
assignable instead of negotiable. This is
accomplished by making the note payable
to "John Jones," not "John Jones or order."
This changes its character—as to the right
to transfer it from hand to hand—corn-
pletely. It can still be transferred, but
the transfer is an assignment and not a
negotiation, and an invariable feature of an
assignment is that the assignee—the new
taker—takes it subject to all the defenses
which the original maker had against the
original payee. If in the horse case cited
above Jones had made his note payable to
"William Smith," Smith could have as-
signed it to somebody else, that somebody
else could have passed it along again, and
this process could have continued any num-
ber of times, but when the last holder sued
Jones on the note he (Jones) could still
bring up his defense that the horse was not
what it was warranted to be.

Something ought also to be

.
Accommodation said along this line regard-
Notes ing accommodation notes.

An accommodation note is
one given, as its name implies, as an accom-
modation and without consideration. For
instance, John Jones is a capitalist. William
Smith is a little short financially, and he
borrows Jones's name to raise money on.
The transaction may be worked through an
accommodation note, which Jones makes in
the regular way and gives to Smith. If
Jones is ignorant of the law of accommo-
dation notes he will argue that there is no
risk, because Smith gave him no value for
the note, and therefore cannot sue on it.
But this is where he may be entirely wrong,
for if Smith transfers the note to an in-
nocent holder for value the new taker can
collect it from Jones, and the fact that it
was without consideration will not be al-
lowed to come into the case which the new
taker brings.

Worth

Remembering

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Credits in the Retail Business

Address by S. D, RIDER, Vice-presiden t of the South
Bend Watch Co., at the Detroit Convention

The term credit is one that is somewhat mis-
understood by a vast majority of merchants. The
term credit really signifies confidence and large
and liberal credits are usually extended to those
who have proven by their past records that they
can be relied upon to meet their obligations
promptly when due.

There are a certain class of
A False retailers who seem to think
Impression that it is the duty of the jobber

or manufacturer to carry their
accounts until such time as it is convenient for
them to pay their bills, and this condition has
been brought about largely through the actions
of the wholesalers, who have been so eager to
secure and hold customers that they have re-
sorted to almost any means to secure and hold
customers that they have resorted to almost any
means to secure this result without fully con-
sidering the consequences. For instance, jewelers
frequently write that their bills are past due but
that they do not care to pay them at that time,
as they have not as yet sold the goods purchased,
or, in other words, they expect the wholesaler to
carry their stock for them until sold. Naturally,
the manufacturer desires to retain their good
will and many times grants concessions that he
cannot afford to.

You say, "How does this affect my credit?"
Simply in this way: Sometime in the future you
will desire to purchase goods from a jobber or
manufacturer with whom you have had no
previous experience. He will make inquiries
either through the commercial agencies or to
some one from whom you have been buying
goods previously and if you have been lax in
meeting your bills or have neglected to discount
same the only honest reply that can be made to
the inquiry is: "Somewhat slow in paying bills."
What is the effect? The wholesaler who has
sold you the goods makes this notation on his
records concerning you and if lie decides to ex-
tend you a credit it is for a limited amount and
the account when due is watched very closely and
you are immediately pressed for payment.

Now, let's look at the case
Discounting Bills from another viewpoint. Sun-

pose you had always dis-
counted your bills and paid every account
promptly, made no unjust claims for shortage
or claimed discounts that you were not entitled
to. hi that case every lirm from whom you
have purchased goods could answer all inquiries
with three words, but the most powerful words
known to the vast army of officials that have to
do with the assigning of credits in the large
number of establishments in this country, and
those words are Discounts all bills.

Those words, gentlemen, are an open
sesame into the markets of the world and no
matter how small or how large a business you
are doing, if you discount all bills every firm
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from the
Gulf to the Lakes will be anxious to open an
account with you for any reasonable amount.
But I hear you say, "My capital invested will not
permit my discounting my bills." Did you ever
stop to figure out how much additional capital
would be required to discount your bills and
how much you would save each year if you
secured this capital?

dare say that many of you have never done
this, hut let me suggest to you that when you
get home you total up your indebtedness and see
what it would cost you to secure enough addi-
tional capital to enable you to discount all these
bills and you will be surprised at the profit you
would make by this transaction.

Right here let me give you an
Instructive illustration of the value of dis-
Illustration counting bills. Several years

ago a young man of my ac-
quaintance entered a western city and embarked
in the retail business with a total cash capital of
$1500 that by frugality he had saved from his
small salary. He rented a store at $1250 per
year for five years and then proceeded to pur-
chase as many goods as he could pay for. He
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also cultivated the acquaintance of the cashier
of the bank where he did his business and a
few weeks after opening his store borrowed a
sum of money from the bank and increased his
stock.

He had rented a large store room and his
limited capital did not allow him to carry as
large a stock as he desired, but he persisted in
discounting all bills and buying close. At the

iend of the first holiday season t was necessary
to till his store shelves and counters with empty
Loxes, as his stock was cleaned out, but he was
able to pay off his loan at the bank and had a
surplus besides.

The next year he borrowed a larger sum,
but continued to discount his bills. Everyone was
anxious to sell him and his credit was gilt edge
and in a few years he had increased his stock
in the original store to over $15,000 and opened
several branch stores, and to-day is connected
with several strong financial institutions in the
city in which lie resides.

You may say "that sounds
Business Should good, but how am I going to
Fit Capital do it?" I say, "Make your

business fit your canital."
First, no man should go into business unless he
has a reasonable amount of money and above
all be sure he knows something about the business
that he is entering into. Then he should buy
only as many goods as he is reasonably sure that
he can pay for and discount all his bills.

Starting out with a certain capital he should
estimate the amount of business that lie feels
he should be able to do monthly. Deducting
from this his store and personal expenses he
should then buy only as many goods as he can
reasonably expect to pay for promptly when due.

He should keep a careful record of all goods
purchased when they are to be shipped and when
he can save his discounts. Then limit his
purchases absolutely to the amounts that he has
estimated will be available for paying bills from
month to month, and lie is sure to win. If his
sales are better than lie anticipated lie can buy
more goods. He can send in mail orders for the
most profitable sellers. On the other hand if his
sales are less than anticipated, purchases should
be curtailed, but every effort should be made to
stimulate his sales so that they will equal the
amount estimated.

More failures in the retail
Blunder of business are caused by over
Over Buying buying than from any other

one cause, and many a man
who would otherwise be a successful retailer has
been handicapped all through his life because,
through lack of knowledge or judgment, he
purchased more goods than lie could pay for
during the early part of his business career, there-
by in iuring his credit to an irreparable degree.

There are also many retailers who are to-day
extraordinarily successful, and this is due to the
fact that they have jealously guarded their credit,
\011ie other men of equal merchandising ability
have been complete failures because they have
not realized the necessity of conserving their
credit, and have lost the confidence of those from
whom they could secure the most 'desirable mer-
chandise and have filially dropped out of the race.

One more point that is very
Agency important and that is the
Statements giving of statements to Com-

mercial Agencies or to the
individual inquiries. Many merchants seem to
feel that they should not be expected to do this.
Let me ask you, how is the jobber or manu-
facturer going to he able to do justice to you in
extending credit i f you refuse to honestly inform
him concerning y(wr financial conditions.

Many a man who is entitled to unlimited
credit is handicapped immeasurably by his re-
fusal to make a statement to the Commercial
Agencies and remains a small dealer all his life,
when with the proper credit rating he would be
entitled to purchase direct from the largest whole-
salers.

Remember that the concern selling to thou-
sands of customers cannot possibly know each
one personally, but must rely on cold-blooded
facts as gleaned from numerous inquiries in order
to intelligently extend credit ratings.

T heartily wish I could impress upon- every
retailer through this broad land the fact that the
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Commercial Agency and Credit Men of big insti-
tutions are not their enemies, but wish to do
justice to ever' one, and if properly informed can
be of vast assistance to the retailer in building
up his business.

In granting or determining
Value of credits as much if not more
Reputation consideration is given to a

man's reputation for honesty,
integrity, and business ability as to the amount
of money he has invested. The amount of in-
surance carried is also considered very carefully,
but if a man or firm refuses to make a state-
ment there immediately comes into the mind of
the credit man the thought that this man has
something to conceal and further and very search-
ing investigation is made before finally passing
upon the amount of credit to be extended. The
entire business of this country is conducted
largely upon credit or confidence, and individual
co-operation with organizations that make the
gathering of this information their business
should be looked upon with favor by every re-
tailer as it is ultimately to his advantage to
impart this knowledge.

Items of Interest

(Continued from page 1288 e)

P. T. Ives, the well-known jeweler of Meri-
den, Conn., accompanied by Mrs. Ives, recently
returned from a trip to Europe. The feature of
the trip which seemed to be most pleasurable to
Mr. and Mrs. Ives was a sojourn in Ireland, at
the beautiful home of M. P. Bolster, who is
prominent across the water as grocer and tea
merchant on a large scale. Mr. Ives brought with
him many interesting souvenirs of his trip.

Keith & McChesney, of Iowa City, Ia., now
boast of one of the handsomest stores in that
city. The store-room is 30 by 120 feet and has
steel ceiling, marble floor and front, large plate
glass windows; large out-door chime clock, new
solid mahogany fixtures and a special crystal
room for cut glass. The members of the firm,
as the store improvements indicate, are enterpris-
ing and accomplished young men, for whom a
much greater success may be anticipated in the
future.

A very interesting and instructive talk was
delivered to the students of the St. Louis Watch-
making School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.,
and their invited guests, the jewelers and watch-
makers of the city, on June 20th, by Chas. T. Hig-
ginbotham, Consulting Superintendent of the
South Bend Watch Co., South Bend, Ind. In the
course of his talk Mr. Higginbotham urged very
strongly upon the younger members of the craft
to put forth every effort to elevate the science
of horology, one of the oldest sciences extant,
and impressed on them the necessity of constant
study in theory and practice to elevate the posi-
tion for which there exists to-day too small a
remuneration. Credit is clue the management of
the school for securing the services of Mr. Hig-
ginbotham for the timely and up-to-date lecture
given for the. benefit of the students of this in-
stitution.

The recently established Mitchell Jewelry
Co., of Carrollton, Mo., since opening in business
May 1st of this year, reports satisfactory trade
with bright prospects. This company succeeded
L. G. Clarlc, who had been the leading jeweler of
Carrollton for over twenty years past. The
manager, R. D. Mitchell, was in the employ
of Mr. Clark for more than seven years, and has
a thorough knowledge of the business in every
department. The store now has the appearance
of an up-to-date city jewelry store and Mr.
Mitchell is very happy over his prospects for a
good fall and Christmas business. Mrs. Sarah
E. Mitchell, mother of R. D., is a silent partner
in the business and through her great interest in
Christian benevolent and orphan home work, she
has won many friends and has been a great help
to the business. She is 64 years old, but as
active as a girl of x6. R. D. Mitchell graduated
from the Carrollton, Mo., high school in ngoo,
with high honors, and after teaching school for
three years decided to learn the jewelry business
and has worked at that trade to the present time.
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by ELTON J. BUCKLEY]

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
well-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—En.]

VI—How to Safely Make a Promissory Note

There is one extremely important phase
of the law of negotiable paper, ignorance
of which is at the bottom of most of the
troubles in which retail merchants find
themselves on account of the signing of
promissory notes, etc. Naturally, the law
of negotiable instruments is a large subject,
and cannot be covered in an article of this
scope. It is the present purpose to con-
sider only the one phase referred to—the
effect which negotiability has upon the
rights of the maker of the note, or in other
words, the man who signs it.

Probably 99 per cent. of all
the promissory notes which
are sent abroad as evidences

of debt are made in this form: "To John
Jones or order." This makes the note ne-
gotiable; that is, gives it that fundamental
quality of all negotiable paper which per-
mits it to be passed from holder to holder
by the making of endorsements upon the
back. And it is this quality of negotiability
which so often puts the maker of notes into
a predicament from which he can escape
only by payment, in spite of the fact that
he may have a perfectly good defense
against the payee; that is, the person in
whose favor the note was originally made.

Let us suppose a case for
An Illustrative the purposes of illustration:
Case John Jones, a retail mer-

chant, buys a horse of Wil-
liam Smith for $2oo, giving a promissory
note for the entire amount, payable in
thirty days to "William Smith or order."
The horse is warranted sound and kind in
every respect. Before the note matures
Jones finds that the horse is neither sound
nor kind, but on the contrary a vicious,
worthless animal not worth $50. Jones
congratulates himself on not having lost
anything, since he has paid no cash for it,
and can, as he thinks, refuse to pay the note
rit maturity. But this is where the quality
'if negotiability which he gave to it by mak-
ing the note to "William Smith or order"
lefeats him. If William Smith still has
he note Jones has a good defense against

it on the ground of breach of warranty.
And if he can prove absolute fraud on
smith's part in the sale of the horse he may
iinder certain circumstances be able to use
his defense against any holder of the note,
110 matter how many hands it has passed
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through. Proving fraud, however, is next
to impossible in most such cases. If fraud
cannot be proven and Smith has had the
shrewdness to transfer the note to some
other person, Jones will not be allowed by
the court to introduce a single word of his
defense in evidence.

The theory on which this principle rests
is that permitting the maker's defense to
follow a note through several hands would
inter fere with the note's perfect negotiabil-
ity. Therefore a maker may defend—on
most grounds—only against the original
payee.

Bona Fide

Transfer

In order to oust Jones'.
defense, Smith's transfer
must be bona fide, however.
but only as to the person

who takes it. Smith may have known about
the principle involved, and may have
passed the note for the deliberate purpose
of cheating Smith out of his defense, but
that makes no difference if the new taker
took it in ignorance that there was a
defense and paid value for it. Smith could
either have discounted the note at some
bank in the regular way, in which case the
bank becomes the new innocent holder for
value, or he can sell it to another individual
in the same way. No matter who is the
new taker, if he knew nothing of any de-
fense which Jones might have, and gave
value for the note, he can collect it from
Jones, and, to repeat, the latter will be help-
less as if he had no defense at all.

Very often the transfer is not bona
fide at all, but is made simply to get the
advantage of the principle above explained.
In that case, Jones could defend on the
ground that the whole transaction was a
fraudulent scheme to deprive him of his
defense, and that the supposed new taker,
in whose name the suit was brought, was
not an innocent bona fide holder for value.
If that can be proven—though in many
cases it cannot be, although it may be a
fact—Jones can use his defense just as
he could had the note not been transferred
at all.

A Trade Abuse
The greatest users of this
negotiable principle are the
fake collection agencies, the

jewelry schemers, etc., who prey upon the
retail trade. These gentry will obtain
promissory notes from their victims for
some service to be performed or goods to
be delivered in the future. The merchant
freely gives the note, arguing with himself
that he can refuse to pay it if the service
is not performed or the goods delivered.
The payees of the notes, however, promptly
transfer them to some third party, mythical
or not, and thus the makers must pay them
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at maturity whether the consideration has
been forthcoming or not.

Naturally the maker of a promissory
note who is thus compelled to pay a note
for which full consideration has not been
given can sue the original payee for the
amount of which he was defrauded, but as
a rule the workers of this trick place them-
selves in a position where a suit against
them will yield nothing.

Is there any way in which
a man may make a promis-
sory note safely so that this
principle may not be used

against hint ? Yes, by making the note
assignable instead of negotiable. This is
accomplished by making the note payable
.to "John Jones," not "John Jones or order."
This changes its character—as to the right
to transfer it from hand to hand—com-
pletely. It can still be transferred, but
the transfer is an assignment and not a
negotiation, and an invariable feature of an
assignment is that the assignee—the new
taker—takes it subject to all the defenses
which the original maker had against the
original payee. If in the horse case cited
above Jones had made his note payable to
"William Smith," Smith could have as-
signed it to somebody else, that somebody
else could have passed it along again, and
this process could have continued any num-
ber of times, but when the last holder sued
Jones on the note he ( Jones) could still
bring up his defense that the horse was not
what it was warranted to be.

Something ought also to be
said along this line regard-
ing accommodation notes.
An accommodation note is

one given, as its name implies, as an accom-
modation and without consideration. For
instance, John Jones is a capitalist. William
Smith is a little short financially, and he
borrows Jones's name to raise money on.
The transaction may be worked through an
accommodation note, which Jones makes in
the regular way and gives to Smith. If
Jones is ignorant of the law of accommo-
dation notes he will argue that there is no
risk, because Smith gave him no value for
the note, and therefore cannot sue on it.
But this is where he may be entirely wrong,
for if Smith transfers the note to an in-
nocent holder for value the new taker can
collect it from Jones, and the fact that it
was without consideration will not be al-
lowed to come into the case which the new
taker brings.

Worth

Remembering

Accommodation

Notes

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Has the Chantecler Vogue Struck Your Town?
It's Coming Prepare by Ordering a Stock of Chantecler Umbrellas

August, 1910

Business System for Jewelers

Paper read at Kansas City Convention by CLAUDE RANGE,
President Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association

There are two reasons for this meeting
here to-day ; one is, to relax our minds
from the daily grind and enjoy the little

pleasures at-
tendant to the
convention. The
other is, to
gather up the
little ideas and
suggestions of-
fered by our
fellow jewelers
—take them
home and put in
practical use. I
do not mean to
use every plan
that is sug-
gested here as a
matter of ex-
periment, for a

great many plans that have been suc-
cessfully used by you would not be suited
to my business, and vice versa. It requires
the keen, tactful side of the merchant to
select that which is practical for his own
business. It makes no difference how
large a store he may have or how conserva-
tive he may be in his policy there is some
one smaller in business caliber that is
capable of giving him some helpful sug-
gestions.

The John Wanamaker store
Mammoth De- in New York and the Mar-
partment Stores shall Field store in Chicago

are the commercial won-
ders of our continent. Carefully system-
atized in every department these colossal
business houses are operated so effectively
that they have reached the zenith of modern
scientific storekeeping; and yet neither of
them are the intuition of any one man.
On the contrary, it is the ideal organization
of an army of employees, generalled by
managers and accountants whose plans are
adopted and practically put in use. Each
clerk having some specific part to perform
and every one responsible for his part. It
is evident that many storekeepers receive
their most practical ideas from the casual
remarks of customers, or from little sug-
gestions made by their clerks. Now there
are some jewelers here to-day that think
their clerks are only the cogs in the me-
chanical part of their business affairs and
to believe them capable of offering any sug-
gestion for improving conditions would be
preposterous. Perhaps the very man who
will be the successor of your present
business is now employed by you—if you
are not getting all the latent power of his
brain you are not getting all you are pay-
ing for.

If you have never tried the
Letter to Clerks experiment of addressing a

personal letter to your
clerks I would suggest when you go home
to write each one, from the janitor to the
head watchmaker, a neatly typewritten let-

Write
for
Samples

Paris
Styles
for
Up-to-Date
Jewelers

Shown Exclusively in America by
Kreis & Hubbard

These goods are distinguished by a new
French etching of unique character and design
which has the appearance of being applied.
Neither photographs nor words can do justice
to its delicate richness. The styles are varied

enough to please all tastes, and the prices will.

enable you to make attractive profits.

The timeliness of Chantecler styles, in view
of the vogue created by Rostand's play, which
took Paris by storm, will make Chantecler

Umbrellas quick sellers and mark as thoroughly

up-to-date the store that first offers them.

Show that you are a leader in your town by

displaying Chantecler Umbrellas now.

We will include with first orders one or

more newspaper electros suitable for advertising

Chantecler Umbrellas and other Kreis & Hubbard

novelties.

Don't miss our fall and holiday line now on

the way to you. Wait for it. If our man

has never called, drop us a postal and we will

have him do so or send samples for you to

select from.

We Make the Only Practical Detachable Handle
and Our Umbrellas May Be Had With or Without It

KREIS & HUBBARD, Manufacturers of The Jeweler's Line
New York Salesroom 1908 Silversmiths Bldg./i 15 Maiden Lane Franklin and Jackson Sts., CHICAGO Seattle Salesroom

456 New York Block

Claude Range
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ter, send the same by mail and have it read
similar to this:

Mr. 
Head Watchmaker,

Range Jewelry Co.
Dear Sir:

Believing in the efficiency of our sales force,
and knowing that timely suggestions often help
to make a successful business, I am writing you
for your candid opinion and ten suggestions that
will increase the business earnings of this store.

That there must be some expense attending
any business proposition, and knowing there is
often a leak or needless expense, I am asking
you for five more suggestions for reducing any
needless expense or at least curtail the same as
you see it from your standpoint.

Your written answer will be expected on my
desk Monday morning. Should you fail to
respond I am to understand that you are either
not interested in the business or do not care to
give it any outside attention. I am,

Very respectfully yours,

If you are not well repaid for your
trouble in making this experiment it is be-
cause you are the head of a very undesirable
organization that needs changing in either
the head or the working force. You might
discuss knotty business problems with your
employees day after day, week after week,
and not bring out half the practical ideas
you will by a letter of this kind which
appeals direct to their earnestness in your
affairs and make them think.

That the coming jeweler
System will be one who has a thor-
Essential oughly organized system in

the management of his busi-
ness goes without saying. Our profits are
gradually diminishing, while the modern
methods of business constantly add a little
more each year to our expense account,
necessarily forcing us to increase our
volume of business by intensive salesman-
ship or introduce every feature that is
feasible for systematic merchandising. The
jeweler of to-day sells more goods than
were sold in former years, and in the same
way the future jewelry establishment must
do a larger amount of business than we are
doing at this time; this can only be accom-
plished by thorough system. There are but
two results of any systematic plan—one is
to shorten work and the other to create
business. There should be enough "short
cuts" in your daily work to counterbalance
the labor needed in some other system for
increasing sales, and we have tried to
equalize the forms that will follow with this
idea in view.

In . a successful retail
Organized jewelry management there
System are five primary features

essential to systematic or-
ganization. They are : Buying, Selling, Ad-
vertising, Stock Keeping and Accounting,
and while not mentioned in order of their
importance I shall take them up in the
manner most convenient. The three most
practical methods for tabulating systems of
any kind are, loose leaf books, record
books and the card index. The record
book is seldom used except for short
descriptions or completed filing. The loose
leaf book for long descriptions and the
card index for obtaining information
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quickly, like the finding of a name, address
or price. It usually takes all three of these
methods to properly systematize a business.

One of the most important records for
a merchant to keep is his annual inventory.
Insurance companies require it before they
will settle a claim, and I have in mind a
friend who lost all he possessed in a fire
by failing to keep his invoice book in a
fireproof safe. If you have no safe, keep
your inventory at home.

The amount of insurance a
jeweler should carry is a
mooted question. If there
is no imminent danger then

there should be no necessity of carrying
any, but the uncertainty often proves disas-
trous to an over-confident jeweler, who de-
plores the carrying of sufficient insurance.
In my judgment the risk should cover all
merchandise not safely enclosed in vaults
or fireproof safes, as well as a full amount
on the fixtures. If the insurance rate in
your locality is so high as to be prohibitive,
I would advise any jeweler to move his
place of business to a more secure location,
as you cannot afford to take a risk the in-
surance company considers doubtful. While
there are scores of good insurance com-
panies that write full risks, we prefer to
have our policies issued in amounts of
$1000 each, and in this way pass them
around to different agents. To be sure they
are concurrent in every way we have had
printed a block of descriptions that are
used by the agents as inserts for the policy,
and also sent in at renewal time to each
company for their record. If you leave
the copying of your policy to different
agents from one year to the other, it will
no doubt resemble, after a few transfers,
the translation Mark Twain tells about in
his "frog story."

The form we have will fit almost any
jewelry business.

$1,000.00 On their general stock of merchan-
dise, consisting of watches, clocks, jewelry, dia-
monds, optical goods, chinaware, silverware and
all other goods, not more hazardous, kept by-
them for sale, including goods sold by them, but
not delivered, and customers' watches, clocks and
jewelry on hand for repair by them, but not
delivered, and for which they may be legally
liable, all the while contained in the first story
and basement of the two-story brick, metal-roofed
building, situated in the original town of Trenton,
Missouri, known as No. 618 Water Street, San-
born's 1906 Fire Map.

Lightning, Iron Safe and Inventory Clauses
attached.

Permission is hereby given and granted the
assured to keep on premises one gallon of gaso-
line or benzine for cleaning purposes and to be
kept in metallic safety cans.

Attached to and forming a part of policy
No  of the  
Insurance Company.

Dated this   day of  

Jewelers'
Insurance

19 •

We always make our insurance on fix-
tures, tools and materials separate from the
stock of goods.

There is one little book
The Want Book seldom used by jewelers,

and yet it can be made the
most important record of the whole estab-

(Continued on page 1290
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LOCKET HANDLE
THE LATEST UMBRELLA

NOVELTY

Q. Sentiment is a valuable aid to
serviceability in the sale of articles for
personal use. An ideal combination
of both is found in the new umbrella
with locket handle.
IliThe large illustration shows the
handle with locket closed. The small
illustration shows the head of handle
with locket open.
(This idea will appeal forcibly to all
umbrella purchasers and irresistibly
to the many who purchase umbrellas
for gifts. This novelty is especially
adapted for the umbrella stock of
jewelers with refined and discrimi-
nating customers.
41 At this season of travel and out-of-
door life there is special demand for
our

PERFECT DETACHABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLA

which the trade have found the best
seller in the umbrella line. Our
patent covers the detachable feature
in a manner greatly superior to all
others, which we can prove to you
and which you can readily explain to
customers.
41. One of our most seasonable spe-
cialties is a line of Louis XVI styles
with engraved handles, especially
intended for fine trade.

OUR GOODS ARE PUT IN FINE INDIVIDUAL CARTONS

gr OUR SALESMEN visit every part of the country,
-..and if you will write us at the Baltimore address, we
will arrange to have you see these styles that have
been made exclusively for the jewelry trade.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co. Makers of "Perfect Shape" Umbrellas  

Factory and Office: Baltimore and Howard Streets
BALTIMORE :: MARYLAND
NEW YORK: 396 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut St.
SAN FRANCISCO:   717 Market Street

(The above appears on all our goods)

The "Pure Goods" Law
is not yet a Law

of the Land
It is, though, the standard by which our
goods are made up. Should you ask
any of our customers for the assay of
any of our goods, this would be a
synopsis:

Quality  333% 999
Style   333%  % fine
"Popular" Demand, 333% 1000

Our goods comprise "Quality," "Style"
and " Popularity." The "Three Graces" to
bring you customers and dollars.
We have six men on the road to intro-
duce you to our"Three Graces''and their
bewitching smiles of Prosperity.

Zre Frontier
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

"The House of Quality"

 _4
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The Comforts of the Stay-at-
Home

By JOHN TWEEZER

The Man-Who-Can't-Get-Away is apt
to rail at fate when all the world and his
wife are debating whether it shall be the
shore or the mountains and reading sum-
mer resort advertisements and studying
timetables. The sight of neighbor Scoot
heading for the train with Mrs. Scoot and
the grinning little Scoots is not soothing
to the Man-Who-Can't. The sun seems
more glaring from that moment; the dust
seems more insinuating; the monotony of
the daily grind is more aggravating.

And yet, if he looks on the situation
with a philosophic eye there are many
compensations for the Stay-at-Home. He
may not bathe in the salt sea, but there is
still a bathtub handy—and ample room to
dress in afterward; the view from the
mountain top is denied him, but he can
look on a beautiful meadow if he takes the
trouble to walk around to the other side of
Jones's hill, and though no hotel orchestra
assists him through his dinner, mayhap the
little German band may serenade his street
or the organ grinder reel off a delirious
waltz. And best of all, he need not spend
huge bales of bank notes in the effort to
have a "good time" ; need not be bound by
the thrall of the "proper" clothes and the
"correct" social form, but may assume the
comfort of shirt sleeves in' the privacy of
the back yard while the summer resort vic-
tim is fighting mosquitoes in a nine-by-
twelve.

There is no occasion to lament even
when he finds the Scoots' names on the
passenger list of an outgoing European
steamer, for he can walk the deck of the
ferryboat with less contingent liability to
seasickness. Is a knowledge of ship
shuffleboard essential to human happiness?
Can the foghorn compare as a musical
achievement with the sunrise crow of
the Shanghai under the kitchen window?
Are there not sweeter girls to be seen on
shore than all the mermaids that are in-
visible at sea ? Besides, the Stay-at-Home
may dress rationally, while the man on ship-
board is driven by fashion into wearing
such caps and coverings as, seen on your
street at home, would make the electric
cars to shy and the paving stones to rise
in mutiny.

The returning traveler himself is the
best witness to the compensations of the
Stay-at-Home. Note the glad light in his
eye as he rounds the corner and sees his
own house again. Hear his raptures : "Ah,
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here's comfort ; here's room to swing
around ! My, how cool these big, tree-
shaded rooms are, and what a relief to live
outside a suitcase again ! Becky, where are
my old slippers ; where's my dear, nasty
old pipe? Ah, this is the real thing!" He
stands self-convicted—an imposter who
tried to cheat himself with the notion that he
was having a good time at a summer resort,
while morally convinced that he was getting
only so cents on the dollar out of his in-
vestment. Notice the thoughtful way he
pulls his moustache when you tell him of
the fun on the fishing party, or the bully
time you had on the week's camping with
Tom and Hen and the Shattuck boys. His
conscience is whispering to him, "Thought
you'd have a better time with strangers,
did you ?—you old humbug, you miserable
make-believe !"

Yes, the Stay-at-Home can joy in the
possession of that "calm content" which
lies at the base of all human satisfactions.
For him the comforts of the unfettered
daily life, the unrestrained indulgence of
personal whims in the ordering of hours
and dress ; the consistency of conduct in
living the simple life. No hothouse pleasure
his, no strained and forced enjoyment, no
artificial and odorless flower of gayety—
no, no!

All of which sounds like an argu-
ment, but it will not make one convert to
the Stay-at-Home philosophy—because the
tone of conviction is wanting in the
preacher, since he himself is not converted!
As long as the sun climbs into his summer
zenith and curling waves beckon, and
mountain breezes blow their blandish-
ments, so long will men turn from desk and
counter and listen to the tempter, though
a thousand Tweezers argue against the
summer resort.

After all, the only compensation of the
Stay-at-Home is that in another year he
may be able to break away from bondage.
His comfort is not in philosophy, but in
hope.

Goodbye, I'm off to the shore!

History by Snapshot

The historian of the future has "an
easy job." The strongest and most vital
historical material is being gathered daily
into the plate-holders of the snapshotter.
History is being "written," day by day,
by the kodak—and it is accurate history.

The future reader will have the un-
deniable proofs of the four-by-fives how
the people of this day dressed, how they
lived, how their houses were adorned—the
most intimate details of their daily lives
will be accurately portrayed. He will look
on great historic scenes as they were looked
on by contemporary observers—the crown-
ing and burial of kings, the weddings of
the great, the disasters by flood and fire—
all that fixes the attention of living folk.
He will see how our presidents walk and
talk and ride over fences and shoot lions;
how things are made in factories, .how
buildings are erected, how crowds look and
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act, how the whole social machine operates.
If the history of the past had been il-

luminated by these "live" illustrations what
readjustments would have to be made in
our present points of view ! I should like
to see faithful photographs of scenes in the
domestic life of the Greeks and Romans—
fancy a snapshot of Romulus and Remus
at their lupine luncheon ! What a satis-
faction it would be to know that Washing-
ton stood up recklessly in that little boat
which bumped its way through the ice on
the Delaware ! The question as to whether
it was Shakespeare or Bacon who wrote
the plays would be definitely determined by
a photograph which showed the author in
the act ; and we might even learn who it
was that "struck Billy Patterson," and
measure the extent of that tragedy.

There can be no such troublous doubts
in writing future history. The difficulty
will be to reject so much that is valuable in
the pictorial material at hand. The
chronicler will suffer from an embarrass-
ment of riches.

The historian of the future has a cinch.

The Earthly Paradise

The reading matter in the average
magazine of to-day is almost invariably
pessimistic. "Muck-raking" has brought
to light such gruesome horrors in the politi-
cal, business and social life of the nation
as to almost justify the comment of an un-
critical reader, who remarked. "Well, hell
seems to have broken loose and got on
earth."

But in the same magazines is evidence
that we are living in an earthly paradise.
Turn to the advertising pages. Here is
sunshine for every despairing soul. There
never were prettier girls anywhere than
eat candy on the advertising pages, or chub-
bier babies partaking perseveringly of
patent foods, or happier households than
those which gather around a new kind of
lamp, or more brilliant parties than as-
semble here to enjoy the latest invention
in self-playing pianos or transcendant talk-
ing machines, or more perfect Apollos than
are here attired in Braid and Buttons fall
suits. The advertising world is a place of
perfect happiness, of perfection even in
trifles, of music and light and sport and
delightful new books and absolutely safe
investments. The only problem ever pre-
sented in its cheery columns is how to get
enough money to buy all the things adver-
tised ; and even then satiety would be im-
possible, for there is always a new adver-
tisement of just the thing your very soul
has longed for through unavailing years
until now.

To return from the enchanted pre-
cincts of the advertising world to the
sterner and drearier aspects of real life, as
represented in the reading pages of the
magazine, is to come down with "a dull,
sickening thud."

"The good die young"—or else they
outgrow it.

J. T.
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This is our new, modern plant, equipped with every up-to-date facility for the
making of high grade

Jewelry Store Fixtures and Show Cases
either from our own designs, or according to your individual specifications.
Tell us your requirements, and let us submit an estimate.

Send for Our Catalogue

JOHN HOFMAN COMPANY ROCHESTER, N. Y.
14 LEIGHTON AVENUE

Collar Button Quality
is more sought by particular men than
collar button cheapness. They know
that when they buy

Krementz Collar Buttons
they get the best that can be made—the collar button that can't be broken—
with a new one free if damaged from any cause. Wide-awake retailers have
learned that collar button customers ask for KREMENTZ Buttons. Are you in
line to supply your trade with the Quality Collar Buttons, the kind their customers want?

KREMENTZ & COMPANY
PARKS BROS. & ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY SAN FRANCISCO
722 Shreve Bldg.
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Business System for Jewelers

(Continued from page 1291)

Ii hment. I refer to the "Want Book."
v, e often have calls ,for articles not to be
I ,und in our stock, no matter how pre-
t utious the store may be ; the demand can
•ly be calculated by immediately putting
record for the information of the buyer.

I is also essential that staple goods are not
tirely sold out before reordering. The

" Vant Book" answers as a daily reminder.

The most important feature of busi-
II system is salesmanship—whether now,
Ii retofore or hereafter. Hundreds of

,oks have been written on the science of
s• lesmanship, yet I hardly believe any one
U them is responsible for the making of a
S lesman. The magnetism of a successful
c.erk or traveling salesman is due entirely
t• • his own personality and you cannot get
personality out of books. We only get sug-
gestions from those who are the most pro-
ficient, and no two jewelers make their
sales in the same way. I have known sales-
men to hold their customers spellbound
\ hile they related some entertaining story
nd then effect a sale that would make you
marvel at their proficiency. If I should
undertake to tell a story before a prospec-
tive sale was made I should lose that cus-
tomer's trade forever.

The selling of jewelry and
Record of Sales kindred lines probably re-

quires more technical rec-
••rds than any other business. It is essen-
tial that every jeweler keep a record of
rach diamond sold, for his own protection
as well as that of the customer. This
ecord is also helpful in the making of ex-

, flanges for larger stones after the original
price and weights are forgotten.

The using of too many records in busi-
ess is as undesirable as to be too brief.
or that reason we condense our various

.riethods whenever practicable or convenient.
,:onstantly look for methods to reduce the
,umber, where it can be done, without in-
ury to the system. All of our watch sales
re now recorded in the same book with the
epair watches. The numbers are continu-
,us, and with the only difference—watches
old are recorded in red ink, while repaired
vatches are entered in black. This does
'way with an extra book.

The "Dollar down and dol-
lar a week" method of
selling goods by various
concerns in the larger cities

las compelled the jewelers in a manner to
tdopt some rational way of competing
vhen the business was encroaching upon
he jewelry trade. Even in the smaller
fities there are many persons who would
nake weekly or monthly payments on
:ewelry where under other conditions they
night not buy at all. It is evident that
here will be some grief in this mode of
;ening goods, but if you are in a mining
listrict or railroad center a certain amount
)f credit must be extended, and if you con-
sider your customer the least doubtful or
very slow in paying, you should not hesi-
tate in suggesting to him at the time of

natallment

'oiling
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purchase that he must execute a lease as
an act of good faith. The one we use, par-
tially borrowed from a mail-order house,
reads as follows.

Retail contract Range Jewelry Com-
pany, Trenton, Missouri. •

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRES-
ENTS, That I, the undersigned,  ,
residing at No   Street, in
the City of  County of
 , State of Missouri,
have this day leased and rented of RANGE
JEWELRY COMPANY the following chattels,
viz  • , valued at
 Dollars ($ ) Title
thereto to remain in RANGE JEWELRY COM-
PANY, and as rent thereof I have this day paid
said RANGE JEWELRY COMPANY the sum
of   Dollars ($ ),
being one   rent in advance, and I
agree to pay as further   rental
in advance at their office, 314 Water Street, Tren-
ton, Mo., the sum of   Dollars
($ ), on the   day of each
and every   hereafter, until I
have paid as rental the sum of  
Dollars ($ ), and in default of any rent
payment as aforesaid I promise to return said
chattels to RANGE JEWELRY COMPANY in
as good condition as when received, the necessary
wear only excepted.

After having paid as rent for said chattels
the sum of   Dollars ($  ),
I shall have the right to purchase said chattels
upon payment to said RANGE JEWELRY COM-
PANY of the sum of twenty-five cents.

I have read this contract and made no verbal
agreement contrary to above conditions.

Dated this   day of  
19

Witness.

The use of this blank will cover most
emergencies and any that it fails to cover
you should leave unsold. Many a pros-
perous jewelry business has been ruined
by too much latitude in credit. Better be
among the ro per cent. of successful mer-
chants than the 90 per cent. of failures.

A complete business system
Repair is built up of smaller ones.
Department There is no one method

that makes a successful
business organization but it includes the
composite strength of all. In the repair de-
partment the satisfaction is found in the
way work is received and delivered. The
profit is the difference in the amount taken
in and the cost of operating. Every system
installed in this department to lessen work
will indirectly lessen the operating expenses.
A great many watchmakers, especially in
railroad cities, make a practice of loaning
a customer a watch while his is left for
repairs. This is customary in some stores
to gain time for repairing whether the
customer really needs the watch or not.
The usual method for recording a watch
loaned is to mark it on the repair tag or
else attach another tag with description of
watch loaned, which involves considerable
work at the time as well as confusion on
delivery. Every standard loaner, common
loaner or exchanging watch on our watch
rack has a tag with the name, number of
movement, case and cost of same recorded,
either attached to the original watch or to
the one whose owner has the watch bor-
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rowed. In this manner we always have
the information at invoice time or any other
time, of loaning watches.

The tag we use for this purpose is
made from a metal-rimmed Dennison mer-
chandise tag, a cheap swivel to which is
attached a toggle chain and inserted in the
eyelet of the tag. Watch inspectors usually
having in use quite a number of standard
movements can designate their railroad
loaners by putting a red ink line just inside
the metal rim, which easily distingui hes
them from the others by a glance at the
watch rack.

We have found it advantageous to both
the repair department and the customer to
send out an on-hand notice of goods that
have been in the repair department very
long. Our form is typewritten and reads
as follows :

Mr.
California, Mo.

My Dear Sir:
We beg to call your attention to the key

wind watch which you left with us "some time
ago" for repairs. It has undoubtedly escaped
your memory. We would be very glad to have
you call for it within the next few days, as a
number of repairs of this nature have accumu-
lated and it is necessary for us to make some
disposition of them, as they are encroaching upon
our space.

The charges for the work amount to $2.50
and as the article is worth a great deal more
than this we hesitate in disposing of it until we
have brought the matter to your attention.

Yours very respectfully,
Range Jewelry Co.

The letter usually has its good effect,
as the slight suggestion of disposing of the
article is sure to bring in the owner.

Every merchant has a di f-
Profits and ferent method of figuring
Expense his profit and expense that

is peculiar to his own busi-
ness and to his alone.

To those who do not possess a
modern cash register I would suggest as
a substitute a daily sales record like we use
and find an excellent system for recording
sales and costs. The sheets for this record
are I I x 14 inches, tabulated and put up in
gummed blocks with two side perforations
for filing in the binder after balancing the
day's business, which usually consumes but
ten or fifteen minutes time. The columns
of the record show when footed up, the
cash sales, credit sales, total sales, profit,
collections, expense, cash paid out, cash in
drawer, and with no more effort in making
at the time of sale than would be in enter-
ing up an ordinary sales ticket. If more
data is required from the sales record the
system is unlimited in furnishing informa-
tion. By deducting each day from the
original inventory the amount of goods sold
as determined in the cost column, and add-
ing the daily invoices of newly-purchased
goods, we have the amount of stock on
hand each day. By deducting the collections
daily from the accounts we have on our
ledger the first of the year. and adding the
chare-e sales of each day's business we can
ascertain the amount of credit on our
ledger for any day in the year.
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For the Hot Weather Market
Simmons New Lapel Button Chains
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For Sale by All
Leading Jobbers

4

1„ Gold-filled Lapel
Button Chains are at-
tractive, stylish, moder-
ate priced and practical
—and for these reasons
they sell more readily
at this time of year than
any other class of
Chains.

(I, The Lapel Button
Chains shown in the
accompanying illustra-
tion possess all the
meritorious features of
what is best in chain con-
struction and they have
the added value of be-
ing absolutely new in
design.

There are no better chains
made.

There is no better time to
handle them.

Hence the reason why

They Deserve a Place in
Your Place.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and Works, ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
New York Salesrooms Chicago Salesrooms
9-13 Maiden Lane 42 Madison Street (Heyworth Bldg.)
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Fire Protection at Reduced Rates

New Suggestions for Saving Money on the
Insurance You Pay

The live Retail Trade Board of the
City of Boston has compiled a valuable ar-
gument showing how factories, business
houses and stores can save money on fire
insurance, says the Boot and Shoe Recorder.
The brief suggestions may be put in opera-
tion at small cost and demand the most
simple apparatus. They are commonsense
hints in regard to general conditions exist-
ing in shoe factories and shoe stores in
every part of the country, and some, at
least, are applicable to each and every one.
They are given after full and deliberate in-
vestigation, and measure up to the stand-
ards placed by the fire underwriters and
used to determine insurance rates. The in-
surance protections and safeguards men-
tioned are of mutual benefit because they
help considerably to get a lower rate and
give the company additional security. Your
risk is improved, thereby making the cost
less. Look them over and see if you can't
make a saving with a little more care of
details.

You Can Save on Your Rate

Three cents by laying sheet iron be-
tween the floors.

One cent by laying waterproof paper
between the floors.

Five cents by inclining and water-
proofing floors to shed surplus water.

Seven cents by making your grade
floor fireproof.

Three cents by fireproofing each ad-
ditional floor (up to 25 cents).

Three to seven cents by covering mer-
chandise with tarpaulin each night.

One to three cents by putting stock on
slides or platforms 6 inches high.

Six to ten cents by occupying an entire
building.

Three to seven cents by putting stock
exclusively on grade floors.

One to four cents by putting stock ex-
clusively on grade basement and second
floors.

Fifteen per cent. (put on for the San
Francisco conflagration) by constructing a
fireproof building, or

Fifteen per cent. by installing sprinkler
service.

Thirty to fifty per cent. by installing a
sprinkler equipment with proper supervision
and watchman or automatic alarm.

You Can Also Make a Saving by

Plastering ceilings and walls of old
buildings.

Using fireproof paint instead of or-
linary.

Fireproofing mansard roofs.
Insisting on better risks being main-

tained by other renters in the building.

"Added for Faults of Management Easily
Corrected"

Boiler unsafe $o.15
Ceiling or partitions, cloth or paper... Jo

KEYSTONE

Elevator shaft, bottom used for closets.  50
Elevator or other shafts communicating

with roof space 25
Elevator doors poor or poorly hung...  Io
Fire pails needed, poor position or not

full  10
Fire doors needed, in poor condition or

poorly hung io
Furnaces unsafe 15
Gas jets, swinging or unprotected, one. Jo
Hatches needed, in poor condition or

not closed io
Holes (shaft, belt or pipe) in walls or

floors, too large. 10
Kerosene lamps, unsafe, one io
Kerosene used to sprinkle floors 25
Metal barrels with metal covers needed

for sweepings 15
Open lights in show windows 25
Passageways blocked or less than 3 feet

wide . 15
Plastering broken 10
Presses, zinc required under io
Rubbish, empty boxes, etc., on roof, in

yard, alleys, window recesses or under
sidewalk gratings To

Sawdust on floors or sawdust spittoons  25
Screens poor, on skylight io
Shutters needed, in poor condition or

not closed. io
Stairways blocked or closed 15
Steam pipes in contact with wood or

combustible material  to
Stove pipes through window, roof, or

wall, not protected i  oo
Stoves unsafe or need protection under-

neath  15
Untidiness  25
Walls, cloth or paper to
Waste cans needed or poor 15
Waste boxes needed or in poor position Jo
Windows blocked 15
Windows broken or left open without

screens  itc)

Suggested Store Rules

Have boxes of sand near motors, ele-
vators, etc.

Oil waste to be kept in safety cans only.
Cleansing fluids, oils and other liquids

of an inflammable nature should be pur-
chased in small quantities and kept in
safety cans made purposely for them.

Only safety lanterns to be carried by
watchmen.

Employees must not smoke or carry
matches in the store.

Post conspicuously the location of the
nearest fire alarm boxes.

One hand extinguisher means three
pails.

One hand extinguisher may save your
store.

All waste paper should be baled instead
of placing it in bags.

A hand baling machine may be secured
at small cost.

Keep the rats and mice out of the
building. They have caused fires.

Form a fire brigade, even if there are
only two people in your store.

Remember—a pine partition varnished
is excellent material for a fire.
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Value of Initiative

Initiative is the most valuable asset in
business. It is the secret of progress—
this power of constructive thinking. It is
thought that, when crystalized into action,
brings results. Elbert Hubbard says:
"Initiative is doing what needs to be done
without being told." The man who uses
his head and mixes brains with his work is
the man who forges ahead. "Brains in-
fluence brains." He has the spirit of initia-
tive. It is the hidden constructive power
that lies in the creative part of the brain.
The difference between the man who digs
the ditch and the man who bosses the job
lies in the power of initiative. The banker
who uses initiative usually gets more and
better deposits than the one who allows
the faculty to lie dormant. The business
man—either the manufacturer or the mer-
chant—will do a bigger business with it
than without it. The salesman—the "busi-
ness getter"—"the man who furnishes the
steam that pushes the piston," will sell more
goods with initiative than his companion
without it. It was the initiative spirit in
the late Harriman that made it possible for
him to connect the Atlantic with the Pacific,
the North with the South, by means of a
railroad. It gave James J. Hill the title of
the empire builder. Marshall Field built
the biggest store in the world through the
exercise of this faculty. Without it the
name of Wanamaker would never have been
heard of. It gave $5000 to the man who
originated the term "Uneeda Biscuit." Mc-
Cormick used his initiative power and revo-
lutionized the problem of farm labor.
Senator Beveridge has said that over three-
fourths of our young lawyers to-day who
"set up a practice" in different parts of the
nation fail because they have no initiative—
no power to go after business.

The business man who has the power
of initiative and is honest is usually in
earnest about his work. He has the quality
of intense earnestness. It is this zeal that
causes him to understand his business.
Earnestness means enthusiasm. In glanc-
ing over the pages of the notable works
of "Who's Who in America" and "Who's
Who in the World," one can very easily
comprehend the full meaning of the words
intense earnestness, or enthusiasm. The
names of all the men recorded in these
useful volumes would never have been there
had they not shown an interest or an en-
thusiasm for their work. The enthusiasts
with capacity are the really great men in
business, in law and in education. The man
who can generate enthusiasm in his busi-
ness and impart that spirit to his subor-
dinates and his salesmen is the most effec-
tive power in the business world.
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Mr. Retail Jeweler:

To prove to some of the doubtful ones that advertising

pays, we are taking this way of asking you to send us your

name and address, giving the name of the jobber through

whom you wish goods sent, so that we can place you on our

mailing list for the new catalog we are about to issue.

Thank you.

Dept. A

IRONS & RUSSELL CO.
 Manufacturers of Emblems 

95 Chestnut St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THIS GUARANTEE GOES WITH THE SALE OF EVERY ONE OF OUR RINGS

Oesle 49/—

a GUARANTEED TO BE 10 K. SOLID GOLD,ezna/weopeeceocesziee /We

de4 Its de"; ()rt. caul, I,C:P7711 FOR 

EVEROF •4l 
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lase cud: Xpeoettee, we we/ 4,0/ace evrps dlasse,

tEEN 
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This guarantee has been in force for over ten years, and "We have made good" every time. If you want to increase your ring sales, handle the

GUARANTEED 
QUEEN CITY RING

10 K. RING 
MFG. CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
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*Conquering and to Conquer'

Address of STEELE F. ROBERTS, Pittsburg, Pa., before
the Detroit Convention

When our forefathers signed the Declaration

of Independence it was a question of all hanging

together. When the organization of the Ameri-

can National Retail Jewelers' Association was

first launched the retail jewelers of the country

said they would be hanged if they would join.

But like all wise men when, after a few years,

the jewelers discovered that the association was

a boon to their business they were all anxious

to get in on the ground floor and the number of

wise men has been increasing every year since.

And now we assemble here at Detroit, a year's

march nearer the inspiring goal when this as-

sociation, "Conquering and to Conquer," shall

have seated in its convention delegates from

every State in the Union, representing a member-

ship of 10,000 retail jewelers.
It is an inspiration to stand

An Association before such an intelligent body
to be Proud Of of the flower of the jewelry

profession in America—men
who have assembled here for the laudable pur-
pose of concentrating their energy, time and gray
matter into the working out of a plan to solve
trade conditions, harmonize grievances and uplift
the mental, moral and financial condition of every
retail jeweler in the United States.

I congratulate you delegates who, represent-
ing a present membership of 3500 jewelers from
thirty different States, have come to Detroit to
express your loyalty and fealty to the craft and
intend by your personal efforts to make this the
most successful of our national conventions. I
congratulate President Archibald, who as a con-
quering hero, went into the States and cities in
a missionary capacity and proclaimed the glad
tidings of salvation to the retail jewelers through
the American National Retail Jewelers Associa-
tion and gathered several hundred members into
the fold. I congratulate him on his diplomacy
and tact in presenting our grievances to the manu-
facturers and the happy concessions attained, and
on the thuosand noble acts and deeds achieved,
to the honor and lasting benefit of the association.
I congratulate the officers of the association, who
are of that sterling quality, who quietly make
good for their splendid work during the year.

At the beginning of this, our
To Make fifth annual convention, we
Jewelry History have entered upon a period

fraught with great possibilities.
This convention is not called together as a mu-
tual admiration society ; it is here to do things—
to make jewelry history that will redound to the
welfare and profit of every jeweler in the land.
This association is the crystallization of the
needs and wants of the retail jewelry trade for
the past thirty years—a clearing house of ideas
that have been tested by successful merchants
under every condition.

The character of an organization is known
by the character of its members and we, as an
intelligent body of men, united for a worthy
purpose, should give the association our most
earnest thought, care and labor, that it may take
its fitting place among the foremost commercial
organizations in this country. May our fidelity
and zeal for the success of this association ever
dwarf any animosity or personal ambition to dic-
tate or control its offices or policy, but united
may we constantly strive for the common weal.

It is said that true greatness is measured by
what men do to make other men better, and so
with our splendid association, it speaks to every
Jeweler in the land, great and small, rich and
Poor, and asks him to cast his lot with us and
united, elevate our business to a higher plane of
merchandising and promote fraternity and good
fellowship among the craft. Looking into your
faces I see the spirit of men who believe in them-
selves and their professions—whose grasp of

present conditions and future possibilities enable
them to take up the challenge of the bard who
wrote:

"Where are the men to match these mountains?
Where are the men to match these plains?
Men with empires in their purpose
And new eras in their brains!"

In the United States there are
Magnitude of the 19,000 retail jewelers in 3100
Jewelry Trade cities and towns, whose annual

sales aggregate $14o,000,000.
There are 670 jobbers and wholesale jewelers,
with annual sales of $21,000,000. Statistics col-
lected by the United States Census Bureau from
the manufacturers of watches, jewelry, silver and

Steele Roberts

kindred lines for the year 1905, corrected and re-
vised by data gathered from the manufacturers,
trade journals and boards of trade in the several
States are as follows:

Class Facto's Empl's Capital

Watch movements  i5 12,000 $23,650,000
Watch cases  18 5,ioo 17,700,000
Gold jewelry 1023 26,400 39,678,000
Silver & gold plate 420 6,28 zo,568,000
Sterling silver  98 8,58o 23,901,000
Clocks   38 7,904 9,703,000
Watch and clock

material  17 620 2,425,000 4,287,000

Production
$16,750,000
12,000,000

53,225,000

12,130,000

20,701,000
8,868,000

Total  2629 66,885 $127,625,000 $127,970,000

Importation of diamonds for fiscal year of 1910
(estimated)  $45,000,000

Importation of watches, clocks, silver and
jewelry for fiscal year of 1910 (estimated) 6,000,000

Total  $51,000,000

Making the grand total annual amount of
business transacted by the retailers, jobbers,
manufacturers and importers of watches, dia-
monds, jewelry, silver and clocks in the United
States $34o,000,000.

It is estimated that 20,000,000 people in the
United States (aside from the dealers) have in
their possession diamonds, watches, jewelry and
silver to the amount of $6,000,000,000.

Behold, retail jewelers, what
What Your your industry has wrought.
Industry Has You have made possible in the
Wrought jewelry world this vast ex-

panse in manufacturing, mer-
chandising and importing. You are a unit, a
potent factor, a link in this endless chain of
commerce and industry. You are the outlet, the
distributor, the consumer finder. Your daily sales
are the potent current that keeps the wheels of
the factories moving, the thousands of mechanics
employed and the millions of dollars of capital
profitably invested.

In addition to the maximum number of 59,000
full-fledged jewelers I have quoted, we have
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8000 near-jewelers, including the vest-pocket
brigade and several regiments of "fly-by-night"
skirmishers and "merry-go-round" solicitors.

Now, lest we become unduly
Organization a elated over the wealth and
Melting Pot magnitude of the jewelry

trade, let us take up some of
the important details and factors that go to make
a successful jewelry business and progressive as-
sociation 

-

How stands the retail jeweler in comparison
with other merchants in his city? What is his
status ? What is his civic, commercial and moral
rating? The jeweler should be the foremost citi-
zen in his city or town—the prosperous man, the
well-to-do man, the leader in commercial, social
and civic affairs; honored, respected and revered
by all. This popularity, intelligence and grasp of
public affairs in the commonwealth should elect
him to the Legislature, where his marked ability
would eventually be rewarded by a seat in the
halls of Congress. And, although the lawyers
have seemingly pre-empted the presidential chair,
we shall some day cast aside all precedents and
customs and place in the White House, at Wash-
ington, the noblest citizen of all trades and pro-
fessions—a 24-karat jeweler.

Some retail jewelers say their
Rip Van Winkle town is a dead one; that
Jewelers people walk by their shops and

read their sign as though it
were an epitaph on a tombstone. If so, it is up
to you to make your town a live one; step out
into the arena of the public square, make a bon-
fire of your weather-beaten sign and shutters and,
to make sure that you are alive to the situation,
go and sit down on the burning embers for a
moment—thent get busy.

Make your front door as attractive as a
nickelodeon, start the music of your personality,
get the people inside and show them not the
moving pictures of a mail-order catalogue, but
the real goods in your show cases; put a new
film in your cranium, turn on the current of
your persuasive eloquence and the people will
throng into your store, buy the highest-priced
goods, pay you a good profit and thank God you
are not as other men in your town.

In former years the complaint
The Four has been that the average
Stepping Stones jeweler was not progressive,

not abreast of the times, lacked
business energy, had not that 74-karat, hardwood
finish quality, that he had no initiative, which is
nothing else than the ability to do for oneself,
think for oneself, start something, keep it moving
and bring it to a climax.

All this has been changed now and there is
hope, there is a future, there is a shining road
to success for every ambitious craftsman—for the
watchmaker toiling at the bench, the jewelers in
the small towns, the jeweler in a city side street,
the jeweler in the avenue—for every jeweler,
great and small.

And these are the four decisive steps that
shall lead you to the goal—the American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, the trade
journals, modern business methods and a deter-
mination to win.

There is a tide in the affairs
Hitch Your Am- of jewelers, taken at its
bition to a Star flood, leads on to fortune and

training, courage, patience and
aptness for the business is the tidal wave that
shall sweep you into affluence and renown. The
hand of the diligent maketh rich and the wise
jeweler never speculates. To the well-balanced
jeweler there is practically no limit to his trade
possibilities if in addition to a modern store and
saleable goods he adds a mighty stock of busi-
ness enthusiasm. Love your business—it is your
name, your glory, your sign among the people.
Bubble over with it in season and out of season;
eat, drink and sleep jewelry; engrave it on your
bones, read the trade journals ; hitch your ambi-
tion to a star; fear no competition; look for
new worlds to conquer and let your goal be a
million and the White T-Touse.

Don't pay any attention to the jeweler who
tells you that there are no opportunities these
days. He was with us fifty years ago and he

(Continued on page I30)
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AMelter's time is too valuable to spend in melting and
remelting — trying to make the Gold combine with
scrap or inferior alloys. Besides, as you know, you

lose gold with every melting.

"Omega" Guinea Gold Alloy
Guinea Gold combines readily with the Gold in

any proportions. Makes a homogeneous alloy
with one melt.

Gold alloyed with Guinea Gold is a full rich
color. It works freely under the rolls and in the
press — will not crack in the working or the fire.

Its long, compact grain cuts bright and clear
under the graver. And it polishes to a brilliant
surface without waste.

Guinea Gold comes granulated—put up in duck
bags of 5 pounds or 10 pounds — or boxed in bulk.

VII • P.ti"Omega/, Purified Shot Copper
Omega Purified Shot Copper is prepared to give

the manufacturing jeweler a brand of Copper of
assured standards and purity. It is made of
copper selected from the finest brands that come
into the market. Melted, purified and shotted.
Sieved into uniform sizes and packed in duck bags
of 10 pounds each. Omega Purified Shot Copper is
convenient to use. It is kept free of dust, dirt and
oxidation.

The granules melt quickly and yield an alloy of
known composition and working qualities.

Write for generous working samples of Guinea Gold Alloy and Omega Purified Shot Copper—and our Booklet B.,"Formulae for Alloying Gold," a series of working formulae prepared by our chief metallurgist. No charge.

THE RIVERSIDE METAL COMPANY

MOE

MAKERS OF JEWELERS' METALS
RIVERSIDE, N. J.

THE WELL-DRESSED STORE
will win out over its badly-appearing competitor every time. ft will attract abetter and more profitable class of trade, and will be able to sell a better andmore profitable class of merchandise.
You ought to be a "quality" merchant—your store should make every visitorfeel its class and distinction. To do this it should be equipped with

Qtaxeti$0ex-tat C44.2.0
These cases represent the highest type of show case art, combined with prac-ticability, economy and durability. Made of genuine quarter-sawed oak, theycost no more than plain oak cases. The metal trimmings and all othermaterials are the best we can buy. The workmanship is unsurpassed. We putinto Quincy cases and Quincy fixtures the highest value, which is why theyNEVER GROW OLD AND SHABBY.
Hundreds of particular stores are equipped with Quincy Special Cases. Ourcatalog, "Fixtures," shows a complete line for every purpose, with photo-graphs of stores equipped. Get a copy today.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Dallas, Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

f

If your Ceiling is High, a Bold Massive Design is
what your Store Requires.

Wheeling Metal Ceilings give that Distinctive Artistic Appearance
Save you Money.

SANITARY—DECORATIVE—PERMANENT—FIRE-PROOF—
ECONOMICAL

Suitable for All Kinds, Sizes and Shapes of Rooms or Buildings.
Ask us questions. Address Dept. "K." at nearest office.

Large Stocks at all Stores.

Wheeling Corrugating Company
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS
CHATTANOOGA DETROIT

ad
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The Jeweler and the Quality
of His Stock

E tracts from an address by J. B. PETERSON before North
Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

The question that presents itself to the
weler in this State, and I suppose every

oilier State is, what shall be the quality

of the stock he shall carry? Shall it be
all of good quality or of inferior quality?
Shall he carry a quality of goods that will
enable him to compete in prices with the
catalogue houses, or shall he keep a stock
that, to use a slang expression, is "all wool
and a yard wide," and that will stand the
tcst of time and wear? Shall he keep one
grade of goods for the regular customer
and one for the stranger who comes into
his store, but who he never expects to
SOC again, or shall he keep only select goods
—goods of quality?

Minds may differ on these proposi-
tions, but in my mind we should carry but
one class of goods, and that is, goods
of high quality, that can be depended upon
a:, being all that they are represented to be;
gods that will satisfy the buyer and make
o f him, not an enemy, but a friend. By this,
I do not mean that all goods should be of
the same quality; we all know that some
buyers want the most expensive goods,
while the great majority of our customers
are persons of moderate means and must
content themselves with the medium-
priced articles—but I do mean that we
should handle goods of good quality and
goods that will give satisfaction. The price
itself is a small item as a rule, so long

the quality is there. No matter if the
price charged is high, if the articles bought
are of high quality they will give satisfac-
tion and the purchaser will be satisfied. No
matter how low the price charged for the
article, if it becomes "brassy" or turns
out "no good" the purchaser is dissatisfied
awl will have it in for the person who
sold him the goods.

We should not only keep
honest goods of good quality, but
Representation we should at all times tell

our customers just what
0 ir goods are and what they can ex-
l),!ct from them—never misrepresent your
a, tides. The average buyer knows little
(' nothing about the quality of the goods
p.irchased from a jeweler. He has to
tIcpend upon the word of the man from
Nt horn he buys and judge from the price
ll is paying what the quality of the
goods really is. He can tell, however,
hether a watch will run and keep

Iloie after he has had it for a while; he
know whether or not the gold on his

ring wears off, and he will know in the
course of time whether the diamond he

bought for his best girl was the real thing
or a paste imitation. Knowing that he
must depend upon the credibility of the
seller, the customer will buy from the man
upon whom lie can depend and from whom
he knows he will get what he asks for and
not a cheap imitation. It is on these grounds
that we must fight the catalogue houses.

A party came into my place
of business some time ago
with what he supposed was
a fine i8-karat gold ring

and asked how much it was worth. I
weighed it and found that it weighed 4 dwt.
and told him what I would sell him a ring
of the same weight for so much. He re-
plied that I was "high" on my rings, so I
tested his ring in order to determine the
probable basis for the low price which he
had evidently paid. I found that his ring
was between 8 and 9 karat and was
stamped 18 karat. That ring lacked quality
and the seller had the quality of dishonesty
in a very large degree. If we can convince
our customers that our goods have quality
and they learn that the goods of the cata-
logue houses are poor in quality as well
as cheap in price, we will get the trade
every time. If, however, we degrade the
quality of our goods we place ourselves on
the level with these houses. I presume that
you have heard the story of the merchant
who instructed his clerks never to make
a sale unless they could justify their action
with a quotation from the Bible. One day
this worthy man observed one of his clerks
selling a very inferior article for a high
figure to a stranger. After the sale was
made the merchant stepped up to his clerk
and inquired whether he could justify such
an act by a quotation from the Bible.
"Certainly," replied the clerk, "She was a
stranger and I took her in."

This is the motto of the
Give a catalogue houses, and the
Square Deal only way which we can

expect to overcome their
competition is by giving ourselves and our
customers a square deal. Not only should
we keep goods of quality—good quality
and nothing else—but we should educate
our customers to appreciate the fact that
it pays to buy such goods every time, even
though the price may be higher than that
of poorer goods. Take time to explain to
him or her, as the case may be, that buying
the goods of poor quality is a waste of
money and a source of aggravation. Point
out to the customer that a poor article of
jewelry or other goods will be unsatis-
factory and a cause of bad language, while
the article of good quality will be a thing
of beauty and a joy forever. We owe this
duty to ourselves as well as to the general
public.

Let me repeat, that we should never
misrepresent the quality of what we have
to sell. To do so will lose trade. Any busi-
ness built upon misrepresentation is built
upon shifting sands, while the business that
is built upon honesty and integrity, though
small at first, is founded on the solid rock
of business success. No jeweler should
recommend a piece of goods unless he is
positively sure that it is all right, and when

An Illustrative
Case
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properly handled will give satisfaction. If
each of us reach the point where when
there are presents to buy for friends,
medals to offer, or prizes to purchase, the
buyers will answer the perplexing question
of "What shall I get ?" by coming to us
and relying on our judgment and experi-
ence, at least as to the quality of the
articles, our success will be assured. This
is the point which we one and all should
be able to reach.

The success of our business
depends not alone on the
quality of goods handled,
but also on the quality of

the man at the head of the business. If he
is honest, attends to business, and thus
holds his customers, keeps a good stock of
goods and advertises judiciously, there is
no reason why, in this rich and growing
State, he cannot make money. We often
hear jewelers say business is poor. As a
rule, I believe the fault in such cases is
with the man and not with the business. A
certain jeweler in Boston was asked how
he managed to make such a success of his
business, and replied, "I can tell you the
secret of my success in a few words : Be
honest, attend to business and hold your
customers." This rule we can surely follow.

In closing let me urge upon you td put
ultimate success above monetary. gain ; to
handle goods of good quality, and only
such goods ; to educate the public in the
wisdom of buying good quality articles ; to
represent our goods as they are at all times,
and to thus place our profession on a
higher and more profitable plane.

What Brings
Success

Making Good

Nothing is so much on the mind of the
average business man as the question as to
whether he is "making good." From the
man highest up down to the man at the foot
of the ladder, it is the same old grind.
Keep plugging, or fall behind is the uni-
versal law.

Moreover, no matter what a man's
business, and no matter how much or how
little money he is making, each man believes
he has the toughest job on earth, and he
wishes he only had Bill Jones's job—then
how happy he would be.

But he wouldn't. He would be wishing
he had Sam Brown's job then.

If you are dissatisfied, resign, quit,
vamoose! Go get another job. But first
go off by yourself and think things over.
Are you doing your best where you are?
Can't you do more than you are doing?
Have you done everything you ought to
have done? If not, take a fresh grip on
yourself and get busy. Stick to what you
know.

One of the arts of making good con-
sists in squeezing all of the juice out of a
lemon you've got.

In fact, another of the arts of making
good consists not only in being satisfied
with what you've got, but also in being
dissatisfied with the way you're taking
advantage of your opportunities. Do
more than you are paid to do. Fit your-
self for bigger things.—The Hub.
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Lockets! Lockets! Lockets!
A peep at our line will develop a look, a
look will develop a longing, and a longing
will develop a purchase—the purchase will
be a step taken in the right direction.
We have one of the most proficient
designers in the jewelry business to-day,
and we do not hesitate to say that if you
add to your line a few of the Lockets that
we now have on the road, they will prove
to be a big incentive to your customers.

It is our customers that we wish to please
and by so doing gratify ourselves.

Take a peep and derive a benefit.

FONTNEAU COOK CO.
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"Conquering and to Conquer"

(Continued from page 1299)

will still be around preaching the same rot fifty
years from now. There never was a time, nor
will there ever be a time when opportunities are
so many and so great as to-day. If you have
it in you to succeed, lack of present-day oppor-
tunities will not stand in your way.

Taking the whole world into consideration,
there are 3000 weddings every twenty-four
hours in the day. Jewelers, think of the gift
opportunities.

The country is growing, the jewelry trade
is growing. Every boy born yesterday means a
customer for a watch. A few years hence every
girl born this morning will wear a diamond ring
before she is out of her teens. Prolific nations
make prolific jewelers.

A cleaner, more honorable,
The Jeweler's self-sacrificing merchant never
Profits lived than the average retail

jeweler, but when it comes to
a question of profit on his goods, he is the
most slipshod, spinal columnless, palsified coward
and hypocrite that ever stood behind a counter.
His average net profit is as tangible as the fog
that rises over these lakes each morning, but in
the minds of the public this same profit has a
Shylockian air of about so° to zoo per cent.

A word of warning to the retail jewelers
in the large cities, whose annual sales aggregate
$100,000 to $1,000,000, to whom the wail of the
small jewelers in the cities and towns for trade
protection is as sounding brass and tinkling
cymbal. Let me warn you that the old-time
slogan of large sales and small profits has been
exploded by the most progressive merchants in
this country. You may treble your sales, but un-
less in the aggregate such sales show a margin
of profit above your fixed charges and running
expense, your labor and trade expansion will
have been in vain.

We shall continue to live in a fool's paradise
as long as we shut our eyes to the fact that to
conduct a successful business each sale must
show a margin of net profit. The average town
or country jeweler is a merchant prince in the
matter of prices compared to the pauper prices
obtained by some of the large jewelers in the
metropolitan cities.

Whence comes the glory, honor or hope of
future reward to a jeweler who, knowingly, sells
his goods for a less percentage of profit than pays
his fixed charges or running expense. If there
was such a thing as a committee to revise
profits there is just one man in the United States
fitted to fill the position of chairman of that
committee—a man who could whip the weak-
'kneed, vacillating jewelers into line for their
own protection, and that man is the grand old
patriarch, Joseph G. Cannon.

In righteous indignation we
Mail-order and cry out against the mail-order
Department houses, department stores and
Store the multitude of fakirs that
Competition prey on our business. Falsi-

fiers, nefarious schemers and
enticers who bait their traps with misleading
catalogues and exaggerated advertisements, and
who as a thief in the night steal into the cities
and towns and beguile the legitimate trade of
the retail jeweler.

The department store owners and managers
are adepts in the art of legerdemain. They ad-
vertise a cut price on a few hundred dollars'
worth of watches and jewelry which they put up
their sleeve and when asked for cannot be found,
but bluff you with the conventional trick of pull-
ing out men's, women's and children's apparel
and offering it at a profit of so° to 200 per cent.

To meet this kind of competition and average
up profits it may be that the retail jeweler will
have to devote the second floor of his building
to ladies' gowns and millinery and the third floor
to men's clothing.

I believe there is only one way to reduce
the competition of the mail-order and department
store to a minimum, and that is to make the
reputation of your store, the superiority of your
goods and your advertising and personality of
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such dominant power that the public will be
drawn irresistibly to your place of business in
preference.

Advertise, advertise, advertise; unlimber
your tact, diplomacy and personality; convince
your customers that there is no place like their
home town to buy goods, and then give them
attractive, up-to-date goods at a fair price, and
the battle against the mail-order and department
stores is won.

We read and hear so much
No Advance in about discriminating tariff, in-
Jewelry Prices creased price of merchandise

of every description and high
cost of living. Why, do you know, fellow
jewelers, that with the one exception of dia-
monds, every article in the jewelry store of to-
day is offered to the public at a price so to 20
per cent. less than it was thirty years ago, and
sold at a smaller percentage of profit than any
other like commodity on the face of the earth.
We talk about Andrew Carnegie and Mr. Rocke-
feller being philanthropists and public bene-
factors. Why they cannot be mentioned in the
same class with the philanthropic, self-sacrificing
jeweler, who daily donates a thousand services
gratis and lives, toils and dies that the public
may find pleasure in the buying and possession
of his merchandise, while he and his family eke
out a frugal existence from the meager crumbs
of profit that fall from the buyer's purse.

Like the Southern gentlemen
Complete who believed in prohibition
Watches but was against its enforce-

ment, I believe in complete
watches up to a certain point. I can see no
cause for complaint for certain grades of move-
ments being cased complete; in fact, I think
it is a decided advantage to have them so. Our
mistake is in attempting to carry in stock many
grades of the fifteen different watch companies
in the United States. All that is necessary to
carry in stock is the makes of three or four
watch companies whose movements give the best
wearing and timing results and then concentrate
your selling efforts on their merits. Most watch
buyers care nothing about jewels, complex regu-
lators and the dozens of technical points
jewelers spring on them. What they want is an
accurate timepiece, no matter who the maker
and they are willing to pay a fair price and take
your word for it.

The jewel question is a great sale wrecker.
Keep away from it after once mentioned. You
know it takes more than jewels to make a watch
keep time. Fifty jewels will not make a badly
constructed watch run properly.

It is not the appearance of the watch case,
the movement or the jewels, but the expert
salesman that keeps the skilled mechanics in the
watch factories employed in making high-grade
movements. It is not more watches nor better
watches, but better salesmen that is wanted in
the jewelry business.

There is a psychological moment in the mind
of all watch buyers which if once clinched you
can sell them any make of watch you wish and
let that make be the watch that keeps the most
accurate time and pays the largest profit. Along
with complete watches, let us have complete men,
educated, permanent, abiding jewelers, well poised
and balanced, perfectly adjusted to the buying,
selling and conducting of a modern jewelry
establishment.

Dollar watches are trade
Cheap Watches suicide to the legitimate
Trade Suicide jeweler. They should never

have been placed on sale in a
jewelry store. The proper place for their sale
is in a hardware or notion store. Life is too
short for a jeweler to sell and guarantee a
dollar watch. Well, some may say, why may I
not have the 25 cents profit instead of letting it
go to the dealer in other lines? It will help buy
bread for my family. Yes, that is true, but it
was never intended that a jeweler's family should
live on bread alone.

Raise the quality of the watches you sell;
create a demand for better watches; use your
watchmaking brains in demonstrating to the cus-
tomer that a watch is not a toy, but a mathe-
matically and scientifically constructed timepiece
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that will last a lifetime if properly cared for.
A cheap watch lowers the reputation of both
buyer and seller.

The manufacturers should
Fixed Selling foster and encourage the
Prices policy of a fixed minimum

selling price on all goods—
watches, clocks, jewelry and silver. If it has
been legally demonstrated that a manufacturer
can fix and maintain, according to law, a fixed
selling price on other commodities, we should
certainly be able to do so on many specified
articles in the jewelry trade.

As a question of protecting trade-marks,
quality and styles, this matter of a fixed mini-
mum selling price is becoming more imperative
to the manufacturers each year. I congratulate
the manufacturers of watch movements and cases
on the splendid success they have achieved in
making and maintaining a fixed selling price on
their production. Your ennobling act lifted the
American watch business from the slough of
loss and despair to the higher plane of honorable
merchandising and legitimate profit and blazed
the path and made feasible a fixed selling price
for all jewelry commodities.

With abundant capital, mod-
Manufacturers ern factories and scientific
Must Find methods competition among
a Market the manufacturers in our

trade has been rife during
recent years, with keen rivalry in production,
styles and prices, and in the struggle for suprem-
acy it will simply become a survival of the fittest.
I can understand that the manufacturer must find
a market for his product and unless he can mar-
ket the product through the legitimate jeweler he
must find other channels.

Unless the capacity of a manufacturer is ab-
normally large the retail jewelers by advertising
and concentrated effort should so endeavor to
increase the demand for the consumption and dis-
tribution of goods of merit as to entirely absorb
the manufacturer's productions. But should the
manufacturer increase his output or capacity be-
yond the buying or consuming power of the
jeweler and the public demand and unload his
surplus to the mail-order, department stores and
such like at a cut price, then the burden of treach-
ery and guilt is on the manufacturer and equity
and justice is out of the question for the retail
jeweler in his endeavor to uphold the trade-mark,
price and quality of the manufacturer's goods.
With the manufacturers it is simply a question,
"Shall I sell my goods in moderate quantity to
a jeweler, who will be a life-long customer, or
shall I sell a large invoice of goods to a depart-
ment store this year, who next year will abso-
lutely refuse to buy my goods at any price?"

Gentlemen, I believe the day is coming when
a certain number of watch and case makers,
jewelers and silversmiths will confine the sale
of their product exclusively to the mail-order and
department stores and refuse to sell to the
regular retailer or jobber and this, to my mind,
is the best solution of the vexatious problem.

The spirit of us jewelers
The Trade should be immeasurably proud
Journals when we recall the splendid

support given this association
by our trade journals. I know that I echo the
sentiment of every member of this organiza-
tion when I say that the loyalty of our trade
journals has made possible the phenomenal
growth of this association. To be an up-to-date
jeweler it is just as necessary to be a subscriber
to several trade journals as it is to have a stock
of goods in your store.

Think of the latent literary talent developed
among the members of our association, as evinced
in the pages of our trade journals. We are
grateful and proud of the fact that our jewelry
periodicals are the peers of all trade journals
in this country. "Long live the proprietors,
editors and men behind the pencil."

This association now has about 35oo mem-
bers and by the end of the year we hope to see
the number increased to 5000, and if the plans of
the membership campaign fund committee are
supported this association will meet in New
York City, three years hence, with a grand en-
rollment of ro,ono members.
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To the Clerk: Don't Blab

The clerk who talks too much can do
more harm in an evening than his employer
can mend in a year.

The clerk that says least outside the
store is wisest. His judgment is not
trained and though he "means well" he
may make a slip in speech that will be ex-
pensive to the merchant.

There are sharp fellows who want to
know your employer's cost mark, or the
amount of his sales, or how much Mrs.
Smith paid for the bracelet. What they
learn from you will be used by a competitor.
There are rascals who want to know the
personal habits of your employer, the system
of protection of the valuables, the times
when a large diamond stock is held on con-
signment, the practice as to the number of
clerks in the store at the noon hour. What
they learn from you will be helpful to a
gang of thieves.

Don't blab; don't speak of these things
to your brother, or your best girl. Keep
your mouth shut and your eyes and ears
wide open. Remember that even the posi-
tion of office boy is a trust.

Talk of the store only to your em-
ployer. At times you might suggest to him
that if he would permit you to tell your
friends of the arrival of a lot of beautiful
new things, or of a line offered at a bargain,
it might help sales ; since the personal word
spoken to a hearer is more compelling on
the attention than the printed advertisement.
But the times and manner of these out-of-
store speakers should always be dictated by
the employer.

There is a true story of a clerk who
applied for a position with a great mer-
chant, while the clerk was still connected
with a rival concern. He was promptly
asked, "Where does Jones buy those ladies'
handkerchiefs that he sells so many of ?"
The applicant answered, "You must ask
Mr. Jones, sir ; I am not yet engaged by
you." The great merchant's eye lit up. "I'll
take you, young man—I want faithful help
around me." In the end the clerk who re-
fused to blab, when the refusal might have
cost him the opportunity for a profitable
change of masters, became one of the firm.

Don't blab. Some facts may leak out
of your blabbing which might work very
serious harm to your employer—and to
your own reputation as a "safe" clerk.

Strengthen Your Weak Spot
Nearly every jeweler does some one

thing very well. It may be that he has a
special knack of displaying goods; or of
hard soldering ; or of making friends ; or of

financing his business ; or of interpreting the
taste of his community. He may possess
every qualification for success in trade
except one; and that one shortcoming may
block his path. Therefore, if he would suc-
ceed he must strengthen his weak spot so
as to bring it to the average of his general
strength.

The strength of a chain is that of its
weakest link only ; the depth of a channel
is its shallowest place. So the real strength
of a merchant who has large ambitions is
only the strength of his weak spot, what-
ever that may be. His limitations are
described by that particular element of
weakness.

His difficulty is to realize his weakness;
but he must be brought to perceive it—else
how can he cultivate the barren area?

It involves the necessity of laying
aside his self-esteem for an hour or two
and coldly taking an inventory of his busi-
ness faculties in search of the weak spot.
He must put aside the pleasant conscious-
ness that he is the finest watchmaker in
town and inquire into his capacity as -an
advertiser ; or his reputation as an adver-
tiser must not blind him to the fact that he
is deficient in organizing systematic methods
of store management ; or his conceded
energy should not conceal his lack of pa-
tience; or his admitted possession of taste
and tact should yield to the admission of
his deficiencies in financing his affairs. In
other words, he must shut his eyes to his
good qualities in the determined effort to
open them on his suspected bad qualities.

"Know thyself," said the ancient sage.
The merchant's undertaking should be to
find out the good things that he does not
possess ; and if he goes about this search
humbly and sincerely the half of his trouble
is over. If he has the courage to attempt
this introspection—to turn the light from
the broad highway of his virtues into the
narrow paths where lurk the black imps of
his business character—to put aside the
contemplation of the things he can do and
heroically set out to find the things he can
not do (or cannot do well), he will soon
grow into greater strength by strengthening
these weak spots and will add immensely
to the sum total of his vital force in business.

Sending Stamps by Mail
When you have occasion to pay a bill

under one dollar and decide to send stamps
in payment, keep in mind the man at the
other end of the line in these hot, muggy
days, for his soul's welfare. Look to it that
the stamps do not reach him stuck unyield-
ingly on the paper, and that you do not
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thus unintentionally send your correspond-
ent on the broad way which leadeth to
destruction—for it is laid down in the com-
mandments that a man shall not swear, ex-
cept to the peril of his soul.

If you have no paraffined or oiled
paper at hand in which to enclose the
stamps, you have still another way to pre-
vent the sticking—unless you are bald as a
billiard ball. Simply give the gummed side
of the stamp a wipe on your hair and let
it go at that. It will reach your correspond-
ent ready for use. The natural oil on your
hair will sufficiently coat the gum to prevent
its sticking.

If you are so hopelessly bald that you
cannot produce the oil mat, and if there is
no obliging clerk at hand to lend his capil-
lary abundance, buy a money order—or go
out of business until cold weather comes.
You have no defence on Judgment Day,
otherwise.

Hunting Trouble
There is nothing so easily found as

trouble. It is always "lying around loose,"
and often falls in a man's way when he isn't
looking for it ; and if he is looking for it,
it is sure to turn up. The man who wants
it is always successful in his search.

It is even easier to find fault than to
find trouble; for it can be found where it
does not exist. The fault which seems to
exist may only be a speck on the observer's
eyelash.

Heaven help the trouble-hunter and
fault-finder ! He lives among cobwebs, and
mold, and bad smells. He forgets that it
was beautiful yesterday, but is quite sure
it will rain to-morrow. He sold lots and
lots of jewelry in the past six months,
but is confident there will be no holiday
trade worth speaking of. He hears a sob
when he should be listening for a song.

The trouble-making, fault-finding man
is a nuisance to himself and an affliction to
his friends. He is a living sorrow in a
world that is full of sunshine. He is a
human contradiction of the plans of
Nature. Placed in a world for a few brief
years every rational instinct should lead him
to make the most of his stay. He is invited
to be happy ; but he shuts his eyes to his
opportunities and deliberately hunts out
reasons for being miserable.

"If to hope over-much is an error,
'Tis one that the wise have preferred;

For how often have hearts been in terror
Of evils that never occurred!"

Capital and labor are partners ; capital-
ists and laborers are not. Capital is under
no moral obligation to labor after agreed
upon wages have been paid ; beyond that
point one enters merely the domain of
private conscience, individual sympathy,
personal generosity.

INSPIRED BY ME DECORATIVE ART5 OFANCIENT /ISSTRIA
THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE reached its highest development
during the reign of King Assur-bani-pal in 668-626 B. C. The
people of this ancient nation were far advanced in metal work,
both Gold and Silver. They also excelled in the Art of Gem
Cutting and Engraving.

Archaeological research has brought to light most exquisite exam-
ples of the Arts of these early craftsmen, The most potent emblem of
Assyrian Art was the Sacred Winged Bull, typical of the union of the
greatest intellectual and physical powers.

This and other characteristic symbols in combination with hand-
mounted Antique Gems form the chief enrichment of our original and
highly artistic line of ASSYRIAN GOLD, by far the most strikingly
beautiful effect ever produced in any line of Novelties.

Original in outline and finish, historically correct in ornamenta-
tion, each piece possesses an unusual individuality that is bound to
make it a successful seller.

ASSYRIAN GOLD is a moderate priced gold-plated
line made particularly to take the place of the old Ormulu
Gold, which has been on the market for years.

Upon request we will send our photographic catalog
No. 20 by prepaid express.

Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway, including KARNAK BRASS,
Hand-Hammered Copper and BrassArt Goods,
Silver Plated Hollow Ware and Flat Ware,
Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks and Jewel Boxes
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THE BENEDICT MFG. CO.
EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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To the Clerk: Don't Blab

The clerk who talks too much can do
more harm in an evening than his employer
can mend in a year.

The clerk that says least outside the
store is wisest. His judgment is not
trained and though he "means well" he
may make a slip in speech that will be ex-
pensive to the merchant.

There are sharp fellows who want to
know your employer's cost mark, or the
amount of his sales, or how much Mrs.
Smith paid for the bracelet. What they
learn from you will be used by a competitor.
There are rascals who want to know the
personal habits of your employer, the system
of protection of the valuables, the times
when a large diamond stock is held on con-
signment, the practice as to the number of
clerks in the store at the noon hour. What
they learn from you will be helpful to a
gang of thieves.

Don't blab; don't speak of these things
to your brother, or your best girl. Keep
your mouth shut and your eyes and ears
wide open. Remember that even the posi-
tion of office boy is a trust.

Talk of the store only to your em-
ployer. At times you might suggest to him
that if he would permit you to tell your
friends of the arrival of a lot of beautiful
new things, or of a line offered at a bargain,
it might help sales ; since the personal word
spoken to a hearer is more compelling on
the attention than the printed advertisement.
But the times and manner of these out-of-
store speakers should always be dictated by
the employer.

There is a true story of a clerk who
applied for a position with a great mer-
chant, while the clerk was still connected
with a rival concern. He was promptly
asked, "Where does Jones buy those ladies'
handkerchiefs that he sells so many of?"
The applicant answered, "You must ask
Mr. Jones, sir ; I am not yet engaged by
you." The great merchant's eye lit up. "I'll
take you, young man—I want faithful help
around me." In the end the clerk who re-
fused to blab, when the refusal might have
cost him the opportunity for a profitable
change of masters, became one of the firm.

Don't blab. Some facts may leak out
of your blabbing which might work very
serious harm to your employer—and to
your own reputation as a "safe" clerk.

Strengthen Your Weak Spot
Nearly every jeweler does some one

thing very well. It may be that he has a
special knack of displaying goods; or of
hard soldering; or of making friends ; or of
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financing his business ; or of interpreting the
taste of his community. He may possess
every qualification for success in trade
except one; and that one shortcoming may
block his path. Therefore, if he would suc-
ceed he must strengthen his weak spot so
as to bring it to the average of his general
strength.

The strength of a chain is that of its
weakest link only ; the depth of a channel
is its shallowest place. So the real strength
of a merchant who has large ambitions is
only the strength of his weak spot, what-
ever that may be. His limitations are
described by that particular element of
weakness.

His difficulty is to realize his weakness ;
but he must be brought to perceive it—else
how can he cultivate the barren area?

It involves the necessity of laying
aside his self-esteem for an hour or two
and coldly taking an inventory of his busi-
ness faculties in search of the weak spot.
He must put aside the pleasant conscious-
ness that Ile is the finest watchmaker in
town and inquire into his capacity as 'an
advertiser ; or his reputation as an adver-
tiser must not blind him to the fact that he
is deficient in organizing systematic methods
of store management ; or his conceded
energy should not conceal his lack of pa-
tience ; or his admitted possession of taste
and tact should yield to the admission of
his deficiencies in financing his affairs. In
other words, he must shut his eyes to his
good qualities in the determined effort to
open them on his suspected bad qualities.

"Know thyself," said the ancient sage.
The merchant's undertaking should be to
find out the good things that he does not
possess ; and if he goes about this search
humbly and sincerely the half of his trouble
is over. If he has the courage to attempt
this introspection—to turn the light from
the broad highway of his virtues into the
narrow paths where lurk the black imps of
his business character—to put aside the
contemplation of the things he can do and
heroically set out to find the things he can
not do (or cannot do well), he will soon
grow into greater strength by strengthening
these weak spots and will add immensely
to the sum total of his vital force in business.

Sending Stamps by Mail

When you have occasion to pay a bill
under one dollar and decide to send stamps
in payment, keep in mind the man at the
other end of the line in these hot, muggy
days, for his soul's welfare. Look to it that
the stamps do not reach him stuck unyield-
ingly on the paper, and that you do not
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thus unintentionally send your correspond-
ent on the broad way which leadeth to
destruction—for it is laid down in the com-
mandments that a man shall not swear, ex-
cept to the peril of his soul.

If you have no paraffined or oiled
paper at hand in which to enclose the
stamps, you have still another way to pre-
vent the sticking—unless you are bald as a
billiard ball. Simply give the gummed side
of the stamp a wipe on your hair and let
it go at that. It will reach your correspond-
ent ready for use. The natural oil on your
hair will sufficiently coat the gum to prevent
its sticking.

If you are so hopelessly bald that you
cannot produce the oil mat, and if there is
no obliging clerk at hand to lend his capil-
lary abundance, buy a money order—or go
out of business until cold weather comes.
You have no defence on Judgment Day,
otherwise.

Hunting Trouble
There is nothing so easily found as

trouble. It is always "lying around loose,"
and often falls in a man's way when he isn't
looking for it ; and if he is looking for it,
it is sure to turn up. The man who wants
it is always successful in his search.

It is even easier to find fault than to
find trouble ; for it can be found where it
does not exist. The fault which seems to
exist may only be a speck on the observer's
eyelash.

Heaven help the trouble-hunter and
fault-finder ! He lives among cobwebs, and
mold, and bad smells. He forgets that it
was .beautiful yesterday, but is quite sure
it will rain to-morrow. He sold lots and
lots of jewelry in the past six months,
but is confident there will be no holiday
trade worth speaking of. He hears a sob
when he should be listening for a song.

The trouble-making, fault-finding man
is a nuisance to himself and an affliction to
his friends. He is a living sorrow in a
world that is full of sunshine. He is a
human contradiction of the plans of
Nature. Placed in a world for a few brief
years every rational instinct should lead him
to make the most of his stay. He is invited
to be happy; but he shuts his eyes to his
opportunities and deliberately hunts out
reasons for being miserable.

"If to hope over-much is an error,
'Tis one that the wise have preferred;

For how often have hearts been in terror
Of evils that never occurred!"

Capital and labor are partners ; capital-
ists and laborers are not. Capital is under
no moral obligation to labor after agreed
upon wages have been paid ; beyond that
point one enters merely the domain of
private conscience, individual sympathy,
personal generosity.

INSPIRED BYRE DECOKATIVE MIS OFINCIENT 1155TRIA
THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE reached its highest development
during the reign of King Assur-bani-pal in 668-626 B. C. The
people of this ancient nation were far advanced in metal work,
both Gold and Silver. They also excelled in the Art of Gem
Cutting and Engraving.

Archwological research has brought to light most exquisite exam-
ples of the Arts of these early craftsmen, The most potent emblem of
Assyrian Art was the Sacred Winged Bull, typical of the union of the
greatest intellectual and physical powers.

This and other characteristic symbols in combination with hand-
mounted Antique Gems form the chief enrichment of our original and
highly artistic line of ASSYRIAN GOLD, by far the most strikingly
beautiful effect ever produced in any line of Novelties.

Original in outline and finish, historically correct in ornamenta-
tion, each piece possesses an unusual individuality that is bound to
make it a successful seller.

ASSYRIAN GOLD is a moderate priced gold-plated
line made particularly to take the place of the old Ormulu
Gold, which has been on the market for years.

Upon request we will send our photographic catalog
No. 20 by prepaid express.

Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway, including KARNAK BRASS,
Hand-Hammered Copper and BrassArt Goods,
Silver Plated Hollow Ware and Flat Ware,
Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks and Jewel Boxes

ORIGINATED BY

THE BENEDICT MFG. CO.
EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THIS TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

CONSPICUOUS
AMONG THE SAMPLES OF OUR

MISSIONARY SALESMEN JUST STARTING ON THE FALL TRIP
IS THE

NEW LEVER "HALE"1, 
SIZE - 12 SIZE

The

$2.00
Outing Watch

Solid Nickel Cases

11 lit 1111111111111_ 1111,11111111,11;,1 1 1,1

$32.40
PER DOZEN

Less than Dozen Lots $2.80 Each
Subject to KCYStOtle Key and ,Z; Cash Discount

A Genuine Watch

Ask to See It
JEWELED GUARANTEED

NOT A CLOCK
Accurate Reliable Durable

AVONDALE
121/2 inches high lo inches wide

List, $5.30

BELFAST DALTON
121/2 inches high io inches wide 121/2 inches high io inches wide

List, $5.20 List, $5.00

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial. Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS

1.1A.,1,,,i1Lioilld 1,1)i. I 11 I I I
I

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 91/2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00

CONCORD
1344 inches hign 83i inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $15.00

,

111 111111111111111 11 1111111111111g11 1111111111 1 111111111111111111 1111

_

BRADFORD
141/2 inches high WA inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

CONSUMER'S
PRICE

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., and Factories, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane

Pacific Coast Agents:
B. W. FREER CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

We Can Fill Your
Orders Promptly

The New England Watch Co WATERBURY• CONNECTICUT
AND THE LEADING JOBBERS  
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THE HOWARD WATCH

FOR every man who asks for a
HOWARD Watch of his own

accord — there are a dozen who could be
led to buy the HOWARD by active sales-
manship

By showing the HOWARD in the window.

By talking the HOWARD bringing to a head

all that the man knows and believes about the
HOWARD and turning it into buying impulse.

The facts about the HOWARD Watch are a

matter of common knowledge.

The public confidence in the HOWARD is based

on its record of things accomplished. Its sixty-eight years'

career as the finest practical watch in the world.

Make your store HOWARD headquarters. Show

a striking assortment of HOWARDS — that will prove

your confidence in the buying power of your public

and their appreciation of the best to be had.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

THE HOWARD WATCH
ON the Ship's Bridge all over the

Seven Seas—you'll find the
HOWARD Watch. Not only- in
American ships. The HOWARD is
the finest practical watch in the world.
The Navigating Officer guides the ship. Ob-
servin g the altitude of the sun or aheavenly body
with his sextant, and instantly noting the time on
his watch, he gets the data for working out the
position of his ship—its longitude and latitude.

His watch roust run second for second with
the ship's chronometers. /I few seconds' error
in time may make all the difference between
a free channel underkeel and a sunken reef.
The HOWARD is the closest rating watch in

the world. The HOWARD position adjustment
holds good through the rolling and pitching
of the steamer.

A HOWARD Watch is always worth what you pay for it.
The price of each HOWARD is fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached—from the 17-jewel (double-railer escape-
mevt) in a "Jas. Boss" or "Crescent" gold-filled case at Ao
to the 23-jewel in a 14. K. solid gold case at $150.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your town
and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. H, and we will send

you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for August. It reaches 7,500,000 sttbscribers (about 30,000,000
rea(Iers). It will be seen by every man in your commumly who can afford to buy a zoarch. .S'ome of them lw interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store ?
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EXCELSIOR WATCH

TH E Excelsior is the one watch
that you can sell to people of small

means with a certainty of satisfying
the buyer and doing justice to your
own reputation.

The Excelsior Watch has 7
jewels, quick train and cut expan-
sion balance with 13reguet hair-
spring. Stem-wind and pendant-
set (except i8-size hunting, lever-
set).

Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and IS
sizes — open face and hunting.
Plain polished, engine-turned and
fancy engraved cases of three
grades—Gold filled, 20 year; Gold
filled, io year; and Silverode.
Retail prices, $4.5o to $11.00.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the factory,
adjusted in its own case and sold complete.

Feature the Excelsior Watch. Stock a good
assortment and display them. Talk about them
in your advertising. You'll be gratified at the
sales--and the good will they bring you.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory
for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,
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Big Ben

The Jewelers' Alarm.

BIG BEN is the first and only alarm
sold exclusively to jewelers. He

is without exception the finest sleep-
meter made— the best looking, the
best built, the best running.

Big Ben is a beautiful, thin model
alarm clock, standing 7 inches tall and
mounted in a reinforced triple plated
case. He is fitted with big strong easy
winding keys, clean cut heavy hands
and a large open winsome dial, dis-
tinctly visible across the largest room.

Big Ben rings just when you want

and either way you want, intermit-
tently for fifteen minutes, continuously
for eight, and he rings with a jolly
full-tone ring that will arouse the drow-
siest sleeper.

Big Ben is rigidly inspected, six
days factory timed and tested. He
works only for jewelers and then only
for certain jewelers—those that agree
to sell him for at least $2.50.

We pay his railroad fare on all
orders for a dozen or more, we brand
him with your name in lots of 24.

Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4!, inches. Intermittent or Long Alarm.
Dealers' names printed free on dials in lots of 14. Freight allowed on orders for one dozen or more.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

1,y JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, andHERMANN UROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro.Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of theLode Horological School.

[Continued from the July Keystone]

Let us note that in drawing the escapement with equidistant
pallets, we .should connect the points of rest B and C (Plate 6)
weth the center 0' of the anchor and that the angle C 011/ of
impulse of the anchor should be laid off from the line C 0'.
Likewise for the entrance pallet we should lay off from the line
B 0' the angle of rest ill 0' N of the anchor.

444. To Draw the Pin Escapement. In this system
the inclined plane is found laid off entirely on the tooth of the
wheel (427). For greater simplicity in manufacturing the anchor
is generally made with the pins placed at equal distances from
the center ; this method, however,
presents the inconvenience of
producing unequal drops, which
one can easily perceive on exam-
ining the drawing (Plate 7). Let
us admit for our drawing a
wheel with i8 teeth ; the number
of teeth embraced by the anchor
will be 3Y2. We will, conse-
quently, have

360°
--is X 3 5= 70°.

From each side of the line of
centers one therefore lays off an
angle of 35°. Suppose, also, that
the radius of the wheel extend-
ing to the commencement of the
tooth be R =-. 150 mm. From
the points A and B one erects
perpendiculars 0' A and 0' B
to the sides 0 A and 0 B of the
angle of 700 ; one thus obtains
the center 0' of the anchor. The
diameter of the pins, sufficient
for practical purposes, is con-
tained in an angle of 252°, hay-
lug its summit at the center of
the wheel, and one determines
the position of the center of the
entrance pin by the angle of rest,
.4 0' D, of I% ° ; the intersection ........(,. the side 0' D with the line
0 A 'gives this point, D.

The pin being thus found in
It position of rest, one draws
the line 0' C tangent to its cir-
cumference and from this line the
total angle of lift of the anchor C 0' M = Ie. The intersection
Of the line 0' M with the arc described around the point 0' by
the center, D, of the pin gives the point through which the
exterior circumference of the wheel teeth should pass. The
angle traversed by the wheel at each oscillation of the balance is
(.■ tia.1 to -22CL° = I 0° , on admitting a nominal drop of 10, the
hue 0 E, 9° removed from 0 A, will determine the point E of
the tooth, by its intersection with the exterior circumference of
the teeth of the wheel (one can prove that the actual drop is
greater since it is composed of this angle of 1° increased by the

angle which contains half the thickness of the pin).*
The front of the tooth, otherwise called its plane of repose,

forms an angle of about 16° with the radius of the wheel; one
draws the side 0 H in such a way as to make it tangent to the
pin, and one connects, by a straight line, the point large E with
the point where the prolongation of this side intersects the ex-
terior circumference of ,the wheel. One thus obtains the impulse
plane of the tooth. The back of the tooth is inclined in such
a way as to fulfil the two conditions of lightness for the wheel
and solidity for the teeth.

The position F of the exit pin is easily determined by means
of the arc of a circle B F, and by placing the pin tangent to the
exterior circumference of the teeth of the wheel.

445. To Draw the Graham Anchor Escapement.
Although this drawing, from a logical point of view, should be
presented with those of escapements with frictional rests, to
which it belongs, its great similarity to the systems which we
are studying authorizes us to admit it here.

In a clock with pendulum beating seconds the number of

H. qroasmann.

PLATE VIII.

teeth in the escape wheel is generally 30 (153) and the anchor
nearly always embraces 7Y2 teeth, therefore

360°.
30

Here, as in the preceding cases, one can construct the.anchor with equidistant rests, or with equidistant pallets. Let
'This angle is not equal on both sides, since at the entrance lift, the pin andtooth are approaching each other; while at the exit lift, on the contrary, they arereceding from each other, hence the difference in the effective value of the drops inthis system.

(Continued on page 1310
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THE

JUNIOR TATTOO

THE JUNIOR TATTOO

Read What
the

People Say
"I have had one of the New Haven

Clock Company's intermittent Tattoo
clocks for the past three years and it
never fails to do its duty."

MRS. W. H. LYONS,
1178 43d Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"I own a Junior clock and would
not be without it."

BESSIE M. STOWE,
Bayview St., South Norwalk, Conn.
"We have used a Junior Tattoo

;Aid it has solved the problem of
how to get up on time."

Miss JESSIE POWELL,
1528 Mt. Vernon Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

"I f there is one thing more than another that I dislike it is early
rising. As soon as the old alarm stopped sounding I usually turned
over for one more nap, usually to my sorrow. But use the Junior
Tattoo, as we have for over a year and you cannot get to sleep again,
as it is so persistent that you are wide awake in spite of yourself. I
call recommend it to the early riser."

MRS. JAMES H. SAMMONS,
30 Cliff Street, Canajoharie, N. Y.

"Over a year ago I purchased a Junior Tattoo clock from a
local dealer and would not be without one if I could help it. I have
found it to be all that it is recommended to be."

MARGARET HARRINGTON,
Bedford Hills, N. Y.

"My experience with the Junior Tattoo is that it is so insistent
:old persistent that you have to get up, and with the feeling that you
would like to throw it out the window."

Mks. A. F. CUM M I
70 Columbia Avenue, Hampton, Va.

"The Junior Tattoo is one of our prized possessions. It certainly
is an insistent and altogether splendid alarm clock."

Mits. Wm. DEMAREST,
239 Somerset Street, Plainfield, N. J.

"The Junior Tattoo is certainly an improvement over the old style
alarm clock and my husband finds one just the thing when traveling,
as it can easily be slipped into the suit case and is reliable."

MRS. J. R. PHILLIPS,
4201 Okenwald Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

"I can't say that T love the Junior Tattoo, but it's only just to
say that for its nefarious purpose nothing better was ever invented. "By this clock, termed by some of us a perfect nuisance, our male
f you are one of those sleepy mortals whom the ordinary alarm members are roused each day to begin their daily tasks, and for this

clock doesn't move, just get a Junior and set it out of arm's reach.L- clock we say it has accomplished more than any other clock that we
say on the chiffonier—and then go peacefully to rest, for you'll get have ever used."
up all right." MRS. WAYNE HANSON,

2219 North Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
"The Junior Tattoo is all that it claims to be. No more sleep

for the lazy boys when the Junior gets its work in."
MRS. DAVID HAMMOND,

Sparrowbush, N. Y.
"The Junior Tattoo fills a long-felt want in our household."

MRS. ELIZABETH W. MEGGETT, Wethersfield, Conn.

JUNIOR TATTOO IN LEATHER CASE
(FULL SIZE)

"We have used a Junior Tattoo for nearly two years and are
delighted with it, as we find it perfectly reliable. We are obliged
to rise early, therefore we use it every day. It would arouse the
soundest sleeper. MRS. C. C. NICHOLS,

Stephenville, Texas.
"Being for many years an Army lady, I have seen the Junior Tattoo

clock used most successfully to awaken the soldiers to be up and
ready to attend reveille. Also to awaken the officer of the guard to
visit his sentries. MRS. MASON,

3591 Fort Street, San Diego, Cal.

"I have had experience with the Junior Tattoo and can reCom-
mend it. We have had one in constant use for over three years
without any repairing." MRS. C. G. SPENCER,

1409 Stevens Avenue, Flat 4, Minneapolis, Minn.

"The Junior Tattoo certainly deserves its name—Tattoo, and is
also insistent. There is nothing to do but get up and put a stop to it.
As an alarm clock there is nothing to equal it in my opinion."

ELDA LuLSI.EY,
216 Pennsylvania Avenue, Dallas, Texas.

STOCK NOW FOR

YOUR FALL
CAMPAIGN

ELEANOR R. MORRISSEY,
52 Buena Vista Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.

"The Junior Tattoo is one of ins' daily friends. I could not get
along without it. It is splendid to put under the pillow when a nurse
wishes to be awakened to give a medicine. It is so insistent and yet
not loud enough to be heard by the patient."

GEreraunit M. SMALL,
New York Hospital, New York City.

THE NEW 11AVEN CLOCK CO.
ilEW hAVEN UONN.

U. S. A.

August, 1910 rr HE

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 1313)

us consider the one most frequently used—equidistant pallets.
Suppose (Plate 8) the radius of the wheel equal to 135 mm.
From each side of the line of centers let us lay off an angle of
450, and let us determine the center of the anchor as in the

360preceding cases. The wheel advancing an angle of x 30 = 6°
at each oscillation, let us subtract from this value a drop of I°
and on each side of the lines 0 A and 0 B let us lay off angles
of 23/°. Let us also indicate the angle of drop, F 0 K.

The angle of lift of the clock is very frequently equal to 2°,
comprising IY20 of impulse and 3/2° of rest. Let us, then, connect
the point of rest, C, with the center of the anchor, and from
the line 0' C extend the angle of rest, C 0' H. From the line
0' D lay off also the angle D 0' I of 2° and from the center
of the 'anchor describe arcs of circles passing through the points
C and D. Joining by a line the intersections H and I of these
arcs, and of the lines 0 H and 0 I, one will obtain the impulse
plane of the exit pallet in size and direction. The entrance pallet
is determined in a very simple manner, by connecting the point
E with the center of the anchor and by laying off from the line
0' E the angle G 0' .E of IX° ; the intersection of the line 0' G
and of the arc passing through the point E determines a point
of the projection of the impulse plane of the pallet, the other
point is, necessarily, at F. The inclination of the plane of rest
of the tooth has no condition to fulfil except to leave a free
passage to the corners of the pallets during the traversing of
the supplementary arcs. An angle of 12° formed by this plane
and the radius, can be considered as minimum.

446. To Draw the Fork and Rollers. Suppose 0 and 0'
(Plate 9) the centers of the balance and of the anchor. Let us
lay off from the line 0 0' two angles; one from the center 0',
.equal to half the angle of lift of the anchor, say 20 ° 5°, the
other from the center 0 and equal to half the angle of lift of the
balance. Through the point of intersection p of the sides of
these angles and with the point 0 as center, let us draw a cir-
cumference. We then represent the form which we wish to give
to the roller pin (433), symmetrically with relation to the line Op.
In the two drawings shown in the plate we have admitted a semi-
cylindrical pin for the double roller system and an elliptical pin
for the single roller. In the first case, the center of the circum-
ference of the pin is found at the point p; in the second this
point is situated at the center of the drawing of this piece. The
dimensions of the pin are determined by taking into account the
necessary solidity of this jewel.*

Practically one can admit a size of o.5 mm. as sufficient for
the escapement of a watch of 43 mm. (19 lines), in which the
distance of the center of the anchor from that of the balance
is about 6 mm. One then constructs the notch in the fork, taking
care to give to the sides of contact a direction slightly convergent
towards the free end of this piece. In practice this form is known
under the name of "eagle's tail"; it enables us to avoid an excess
of drop at the beginning of the impulse, but should not be
exaggerated. There still remains for us to determine the length
of the sides of the notch and the form of the horns of the fork.

The length of the notch is determined by the course of the
outer part of the roller pin, in order that the latter may pass
at a minimum distance, equal to twice the side shake of the
pivots from the end of the notch. In the most unfavorable con-
dition—that is to say when the two mobiles are pressed toward
.each other—they each approach the other half the side shake of
The pivot; one will thus have a side shake for safety. We can
admit a side sake of the pivot equal to 0.0125 mm., therefore

2 side shakes = 2 X 0.0125 0.025 mm.
If, for example, we have in a watch of 43 mm. a distance

from the center of the anchor to that of the balance equal to
6 mm., increased 200 mm. in the drawing, we will have in this
case an increase of

200

6 = 33

•I.et us remark that a large pin performs the unlocking more easily, since it is
effected nearer the line of centers, but, on the other hand, the beginning of the
impulse is produced further from this line than with a small pin.
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times the natural size. The linear distance between the end of
the notch and the outermost point of the roller pin should there-
fore be

33 33 • • • X 0.025 = 0.833 • •

or 4/5 of a millimeter in round numbers.
To determine the outer shape of the horns, let us note that

they should gradually spread from the circumference described
by the outermost point of the roller pin, without, however, the
shake of the horns becoming greater than the sum of the angles
of rest and lost motion. The exact form, corresponding to this
data, would be, for this reason, that of an arc of a spiral of
Archimedes, which one can replace by the arc of a circle, with
radius slightly greater than that of the circumference described
by the outermost point of the roller pin, and whose center
would be shifted from 0 to 0' and symmetrically on the other
side.*

The length of the horns should be such that this shake can
be effected with sufficient safety when the shake of the roller
no longer acts ; that is to say, during the passage of the dart in
the circumference of the roller which carries the pin. The two
figures in Plate 9 represent this pin at the moment when the shake
of the horns should succeed the shake of the roller.

In the double roller system the diameter of the small roller
is three-fifths that of the large one.

The shake of the roller, in the double or single roller systems,
as well as the shake of the horns, should be equal to at least twice
the shake of the pivot.

TRANSMISSION OF THE FORCE FROM THE WHEEL
TO THE ANCHOR

447. In the study of gearings we have examined the trans-
mission of the force by the wheelwork, determining the loss
which it undergoes on account of the friction of the teeth ranges,
and of the pivots. Before following out this study for the es-
capements we will summarize the question in the following way:

Upon winding a watch, the hand gives out a certain me-
chanical work which is stored up in the molecular system of the
barrel spring. At each oscillation of the balance this spring
gives off a part of this work, which is carried from the barrel
to the escapement, through the intermediary of the wheelwork.
The escapement transmits the force thus received to the balance.
This work cannot be effected without undergoing a certain loss,
due to the friction of the pivots, the gearings and of the parts of
the escapement, through drops and shocks, by the inertia of the
mobiles, etc.

ci)
FIG. 125

Undoubtedly one of the great problems of theoretical
horology is the one whose purpose is thus to follow the force
during its transmission from the part which produces it to the
one which utilizes it.

We have established the formulas by means of which one
can easily calculate, for each mobile successively, the value of
the force which is transmitted to it, taking the friction into
account (339,353). We will thus suppose the value of the
moment of this force as known, with relation to the axis of the
escape wheel, and we will now propose to determine this moment
with relation to the axis of the anchor.

448. Determination of the Moment of the Force with
Relation to the Center of Movement of the Anchor. Sup-
pose 0 the center of the wheel (Fig. 126) and 0' that of the
anchor. Let us regard in the first place the contact of a tooth with
the exit pallet, and suppose c any point of contact.

Admitting that at the instant considered the two mobiles
are animated with a uniform movement, we would have equality
between the algebraic sum of the moments of force acting on the
wheel and the sum of those which act on the anchor.

•For the practical construction of the form of the horns, an excellent means is
to use a piece of round steel, cutting out a section from the center (part shown ht
shaded lines, Fig. 125) and then bringing together the two segments A sod B. Oa
being this instrument for the grinding, and final polishing of the horns, one obtains
the form desired.

(Continued on page 1317)
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PROF IT
Is what you are in business for —"Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus
saving your time is " profit," 4—No " price cutting " competitors.
A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

llWrite for booklet of facts and figures.We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

geWEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TWAOC•111APIS RICII

41. Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE • •
• • NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

1 THE MISSMANEngraving Block
Price, $13.50 Patented

MISSMAN'S IMPROVED WATCH OILER

Price, 45 cents

MISSMAN'S
Ring Clamp,
for Engraving

inside of
Ring

Price, 75c.

M1SSMAN'S HAND-MADE GRAVERS
1. Square Graver, set up for hair lines.
2. Square Graver,wide angle for shading.
3. Spoon Graver, for shading.
4. Ring Graver, for inside rings.
5. Square Graver, turned up.
6. Spoon Graver, for hair lines.

Each Graver Ready for
Use and Guaranteed.

Your choice of six of the
following twelve most
useful Gravers In case

for $2.75.

Set of Six in Box,
as Illustrated,

$2.75

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

SALES OFFICE
ATWOOD BLDG.

CHICAGO

ORDER
BY NUMBER

7. Line Graver, narrow fine lines.
8. Line Graver, medium fine lines.
9. Gouge Graver, small round.
10. Flat Graver, extra narrow.
11. Flat Graver, narrow.
12. Flat Graver, medium.

MISSMAN TOOL CO.
FACTORY

BAIRD BLDG.
KANSAS CITY

August, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page 1315)

Let us for the time being subtract the force of friction and
designate by P the moment of the force which animates the wheel
and by Q the moment of that which, acting on the anchor, op-
poses a resistance to the movement of the first. The wheel, con-

3'

FIG. 126

sequently, receives at the point of contact, C, a normal force, N,
arising from the action of Q. The direction of this force will be
shown by the form of the surfaces in contact, since it should be
normal to them. It acts from c towards b and has the tendency
to make the wheel turn in the opposite direction to its movement.
Consequently, if we will consider P as positive, N will be negative,
and its moment will be expressed by

— N 0 b.

P—N Ob= o,

P = IV. 0 b.

On the anchor acts, first, the force whose moment is Q,
which we will consider as positive, then the normal force N',
equal to N, because of the equilibrium considered. These two
forces N and N', acting in contrary directions to each other, will
have the same alignment. The moment of N will be

One can then place

or

— NI. 0' b'

and one will have the sum

Q — 0' b' = o
or

(2) Q = N'. P.

Dividing (I) by (2), one will obtain

P N 0 b b
Q N'. 0' b' 0' b''

On account of the similarity of the two triangles 0 b t and
0' b' t one can place

Ob 01
0' b' 0' t

and, on designating the line 0 t by r, and 0' t by r', it will become

(3) '
or, also,

(4) Q = P •

449. If the value of P remains constant, Q does not
change, as long as r and r' remain the same ; that is to say, if
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the point t, at which the normal cuts the line of centers, is not
displaced.

We thus arrive at the fundamental principle of the theory
of gearings, which we have declared in these terms (203) : "In
order that the transmission of force by gearings may remain
constant, it is necessary that the acting surface of the teeth-ranges
be formed by such curves that at any instant of the movement the
normal common to the point of contact, passes always through
the same point of the line of centers, which is the point of
tangency of the primitive circumferences."

If this condition is fulfilled the movement of the wheel and
anchor will be effected as that of two cylinders, with radii
r and tangent at the point t, and leading each other by simple
adhesion.

450. At the exit pallet we will thus have an exterior
gearing, since the two mobiles turn in opposite directions, while
at the entrance pallet the gearing would be interior, the two
mobiles turning in the same direction.

451. We know that the condition recalled above (449)
can be fulfilled in gearings, by different curves ; but here enters
into consideration a second condition—that is to say, the same
form of tooth should, practically, be able to suit as well for the
exit pallet as for the entrance pallet.

452. The realization of a uniform transmission of force
by the lever escapement can be obtained, simply, by means of a
wheel with pointed teeth, for which the horizontal projection of
the impulse plane can be considered as a point. One knows, in
fact, that a normal to a point can take any direction. A certain
drop is nevertheless always necessary ; its minimum of. 2° for a
flat wheel necessarily entails, therefore, a loss of 1/6 of the
force (414, 441).

One could, is is true, combine with a flat wheel a ttoth
range perpendicular to its plane, in a similar manner as in a
verge escapement, and for a theoretical study, regard the pro-
jection of the point of the tooth as a point. In this case only
the solution of the question could be complete, but the practical
application of this combination would not remain less difficult
to realize, for reasons easy to be shown.

453. To Draw an Escapement with Pointed Teeth,

Giving a Uniform Transmission of Force. The form of the
surfaces in contact can, according to the theory of gearings, be
obtained in various ways, which all give the same result when
the form of the tooth is known, as is here the case. For the
conditions established any one of the methods which we have
explained (208 and the succeeding, 377) may be the simplest
to use.

For the problem which we propose to consider, the simplest
method is the direct application of the principle, according to
which the relation of the angles traversed by the two mobiles
should remain constant.

Let us admit, as previously, that the angle of lift of the
anchor should be 100, in which we include the angle of rest of I°.
We thus obtain 9° of lift, or of impulse, traversed by the anchor
during the action of the wheel. The wheel of is teeth
traverses at each oscillation of the balance an angle of 12°,
from which we have to subtract a drop of 2°.

The wheel, therefore, traverses a)°, while the anchor
traversed 9°.

If one wished, under ordinary conditions, to limit the drop
to the smallest amount possible, one could, in the escapement
with equidistant rests (Plate 3), make the interior drop a half
degree less, for the reason that the arc of a circle described by
the extremity of the entrance arm, during the passage of the
angle of rest, is shorter than that which the extremity of the
exit arm describes for the same angle. Plate Id) does not take
this difference into consideration.

As it should be made so that the relation of the angles
traversed remains constantly in the ratio of 9 to 10, the wheel
should, therefore, traverse I° while the anchor will describe .9° ;
if the wheel traverses half of I° the anchor should traverse
the half of .9°. This relation should exist however small the
angles described may be.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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,Let us Lend you
a helping Hand

SEA OF UNFAIR
COMPETITION

he land of better profits
and more satisfied Customers

Get out of the sea
of unfair competition and

get a firm footing on the land
where you can make better

profits and more satisfied customers.
We can help you do this---
By giving you absolute protection

against the Mail Order Houses, Depart-
ment Stores and all such unfair com-
petition---

By giving you a watch that when
sold will remain sold ---

And by actually helping you to
create more business and to sell more
watches.

HERE IS OUR HAND---
NOW LET US HELP YOU

Just a line will bring you our latest price
list and discounts on all grades includ-

ing our new specially designed rail-
road models and information that
will be of interest to you as a legit-
imate retail jeweler.

"To-morrow will always
be yesterday."

SOUTH BEND
WATCH COMPANY

OVIAKERS OF HIGH GRADE WATCHES
HIGHEST QUALITY FILLED CASES

SOUTH BEND :: INDIANA

OULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance

Pivots without removing
the Hairspring or Roller
and protecting them while
the pivots are being pol-
ished.

C CULMAN
Pat. May 17,'04
Look for stamp

Price, $3.50
Now made (to fill the many requests) to take complete

Alarm Clock Balances. Price, $4.00 net

THEORY PALLET JEWEL SETTER

Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price, $2.00
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THE NAME EXPLAINS IT ALL
OVER 2000 IN USE EVERY DAY

For sale by all Jobbers in the U.S. and Canada
MONEY INVESTED IN CULMAN TIME-SAVERS A QUICK DIVIDEND PAYER.

Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair of Ears

C. Cu LMAN Maple and Hazel Avenues
I MAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Hors etimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

C. Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE (St CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, n Maiden Lane
 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 
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Electricity and Magnetism
(CONTINUED)

No. 7

Storage Batteries for Electroplating

A dynamo is by all means the most
economical source of electricity, provided
we have the power to run it ; but where we
have to run such dynamo by hand the cost
favors the chemical battery. Before we
proceed further with the detail description
of charging our storage batteries we will
talk a little about electricity in the work-
shop. We have in such workshop two
principal uses for electricity : (I) for light-
ing; (2) for gilding; also silver- and nickel-
plating. As far as electric lighting is con-
cerned it is folly to attempt it except we
have at least a motive force equivalent to one
horse-power.

For gilding, especially coloring, a little
dynamo is the source of electric current, as
such jobs only require a few seconds, or at
most a few minutes in the solution. It is
when it comes to silver- and nickel-plating
that a dynamo requires to have some source
of power attached to it. A man does not
like to stand and turn a dynamo crank for
three or four hours to plate a dozen or two
spoons when he feels as though he might
be applying his time to better advantage
somewhere else. A man power, when pro-
duced by steam, really costs less than one
cent an hour.

Motive Power

Needed in a

Workshop

For this and other reasons
we would urge on all our
readers who would make at-
tempts at electroplating to
first of all put in steam or

other power. Naturally, the reader asks if
there is no way to avoid this expense. We
reply, there is, to a limited extent, and it is
by the use of storage batteries that we can
accomplish this result in the most satisfac-
tory manner. Let us first get down to
definite figures and understand exactly the
quantity of electricity we require to do our
work.

For copper deposition we require an
E. M. F. of from two to five volts; for
silverplating we require about two or three
volts ; for gilding, one to six volts, except
in destroying fire coat, when we can make
use of io to 20 volts; for nickelplating,
about six volts ; i. e., we require such elec-
trical force to get a proper deposit. Now,
the strength of current to do the work,
i. e., make a given quantity or weight of
deposit, is measured by amperes. We can
compare electricity in this case to a water
power where we require so much "head"
to get the pressure necessary to run one
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wheel ; and when it comes to work we re-
quire such a quantity of water under this
head. Now, amperes in electricity repre-
sents the same 4s the number of cubic feet
of water afforded in an hour.

As for instance, to deposit 17 grains
of copper we must have two volts pressure
and one ampere of current; with silver 6o
grains will be deposited for one ampere of
current; gold (Roman) requires about two
volts pressure and one ampere of current
to deposit 110.3 grains; nickel will require
six volts pressure and one ampere of cur-
rent to deposit 16.7 grains of the metal.
Each of the deposits is for one hour of
time. All chemical batteries, except the
storage battery, such as we have been
describing how to make, are subject to fluc-
tuations which in many cases are hard to
account for even by the experienced opera-
tor.

In the system we propose we do away
with such uncertainties by using a battery
(the storage), which gives a constant cur-
rent of unvarying force, and we can couple
up such storage battery so as to get any
voltage we require. With all the chromic
acid batteries there is an inconstancy which
is very vexatious, and besides such batteries
require constant attention. Not so with
the crow's foot cell. It is slow, but sure,
with a constant pressure of about one volt.
With three crow's foot cells we can store
up the electricity generated in twenty-four
hours in one or more storage cells and use
as much or as little as we please.

If we have three storage
How to Connect cells we can connect them
Storage Cells in series and thus get six

volts pressure and io am-
peres current for one hour, or one ampere
current for ten hours. Coupled in this way
we have ample electric power for nickel-
plating. These storage cells, of the size
described, when full-charged will deposit
about one-third of an ounce of nickel in an
hour, which as we all know will do a pretty
respectable quantity of nickelplating. It
takes some little experience to run a
storage cell, but we know of no business
requiring skill but what uses up time to
perfect a knowledge of it. If we keep a
record of how many ampere hours we have
used out of one of our storage cells we
will know just how long it will take to
fill it again.

For illustration let us imagine we have
three 6 x 8 inch crow's foot cells. Such
cells yield about half an ampere current at
one volt pressure and one storage cell gives
two volts, and if we connect the three
crow's foot cells to the storage in series
we will force into it one-half an ampere
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of current at two volts pressure, and if the
storage cell has one square foot of positive
surface it will require twelve hours to fill
it to its full capacity. When we use this
storage cell, i. e., take the electricity out of
it, we will get a six ampere current for
one hour, or one ampere of current for six
hours. It will be seen that we can store
two such cells every twenty-four hours.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

The Price of Pearl
Dealers in, and users of, hafting ma-

terial are being very much exercised at
present over the continued rise in the price
of mother-of-pearl, says a British con-
temporary. Since March of last year the
price has gone up, roughly speaking, about
25 per cent., and there is nothing to indi-
cate that the process of inflation is likely to
stop. There is no question involved here
of a diminishing supply, as in the case of
ivory, for the supply of shells, practically
inexhaustible, is only governed ly the
vicissitudes of the weather. The rise in
price is solely owing to the demands of the
American buyer, who is in a position to •
outbid all his competitors at the London
sales. While the use of pearl is in Sheffield
for the most part confined to scales and
handles, it is in America being increasingly
used for a variety of purposes which are
calculated to constitute a permanent charge
on the supply of the material. While, there-
fore, the normal price of pearl, is likely
to be higher than formerly, it does not fol-
low that present prices will permanently
prevail. The manipulation of the market
by the dealers at the London sales has a
tendency to accentuate the situation, but
there is reason to believe that buyers will
ultimately prove equal to the occasion.

Uses of Platinum
Platinum wire, which is both soft and •

malleable, together with platinum dishes,
is largely used in scientific work. Plati-
num welds readily and can be soldered with
gold. Platinum is an important metal for
the dentist, who uses an alloy of 25 per
cent. of platinum and 75 per cent. of silver.
A variety of the metal known as "spongy"
platinum can be prepared, and that has the
remarkable property of absorbing gases
and, in certain cases, causing their re-action
upon one another and upon itself. This
property of platinum has been utilized com-
mercially in one form of an automatic gas
lighter, it being found that when a stream
of cold gas is allowed to impinge on a frag-
ment of "spongy" platinum the platinum
gradually becomes red hot, so that the issu-
ing stream of gas is ignited.
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HERE IS A LETTER WORTH READING

35c. a bottle

FRED A. KESLER
Jeweler & Optician

FULCRUM OIL CO., Franklin, Pa.
Gentlemen:—Find enclosed herewith 70c. for two bottles of oil received this morning.Fulcrum oil is not a new thing to me, as I have been using it ever since it was first ad-vertised by jobbers. About that time I was having trouble with the oil I had been usingand had been testing several different makes.

When I saw this new oil advertised I ordered a bottle immediately and the most severetests I could apply failed to show any of the usual defects, so I have used it with entiresatisfaction ever since.
Yours respectfully,

(signed) FRED A. KESLER

Watch Inspector Frisco Railroad

Ellsworth, Kansas, April 4, 1910

" The most severe tests fail to show any defects," that's what everyonesays who uses FULCRUM OIL.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 per dozen
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FULCRUM OIL COMPANY, FRANKLINPENNSYLVANIA, U.S.A.HENRI PICARD & FRERE. London, England, Sole Export Agents.
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CANDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

Polishing Motor, $14.00
Altel nating or Direct Current 3/8 H.P.Motor,
with 2 attachments and variable speed lever,
at $14.00 to introduce them.

Electric Socket Fan, $7.00
Alternating or Direct Current, 8-inch
fan to screw into ordinary lamp
socket, at $7.00 to introduce them.

Direct Current Type

Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.

Made only by

THE OIL

DON'T BLAME ANYONE
but yourself, if you are having watch oil troubles.
Thousands of watchmakers and jewelers all over
the United States have found it to be the finest oil
ever put on the market. Will not gum, cut or
b acken pivots. Insures lasting satisfaction to
your customer and saves you money, because by
using R & L Oil you don't have to do good
repair work over again. TRY IT at once.

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle.
Carried by all the leading jobbers.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., JBE B 1LX 1ST.

Ever Burn Your Finger 

B. 'BURFALO;N.1
— 

Size, 8 x 23 x 1 in. thick

No. 124 Magnesium Soldering Block,
15 cents each

By mail - - - 20 cents

holding hot clamps while trying
to solder those little irregular
shaped pieces with a blowpipe?
DON'T DO IT AGAIN ; send
us 20 cents in stamps and we
will mail you one of our MAG-
NESIUM SOLDERING
BLOCKS, intended for just such
emergencies.

They are better than charcoal
blocks or the ordinary solder.
ing block, because they reflect
the heat, and are loose enough
to admit of work being pinned
on.
Write for our catalog "B. k''

listing many other ingeniou,
devices for jewelers' use.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY 106-110
Lafayette St., New York, U.S.A.

ASK YOUR J011111.12 TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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Application of High-Pressure
Gas to Furnace Work

Many years of experience in
Waste of Gas the employment of coal gas
for Heating for heating and melting pur-

poses have led me to the con-
clusion that the methods commonly employed are
not only wasteful of gas, but are incapable of
giving anything like a constant temperature,
where that is desired, or heating apparatus to the
same temperature in the same time in consecu-
tive operations, said A. W. Onslow, before the
London Society of Chemical Industry. With the
ordinary burner and gas of the same composition,
the variation in time of heating a given furnace
to a certain temperature may vary in consecutive
days as much as two hours. It is impossible for
the best of workmen to judge of the temperature
or heating power of a flame by its appearance, or
to regulate the air supply to a gas supplied di-
rectly from the main in which the pressure is
constantly changing. Many times I have observed
the erratic behavior of gas-fired furnaces using
raw gas from the main-variations of from 1200
to moo cubic feet per hour not being at all un-
common—with now and then an explosion, owing
to irregular air supply. When such an accident
occurred, several neighboring furnaces were gen-
erally put out of action.

To obviate these irregularities
High Pressure and fluctuations, I employ a
Gas Lighting high pressure gas capable of

working up to 16o inches of
water. High pressure gas lighting has a limit of
about 6o inches water pressure. Air is drawn in
at ordinary atmospheric pressure in both cases.

A rotary exhauster and compressor draws
the gas from the mains and supplies it at any
desired constant pressure to the burners. Any
surplus gas is passed back again; and, therefore,
does not interfere with the pressure as delivered
from the burner nozzles, nor is it registered
again in the meter. Variations of pressure in the
mains have no effect. Until gas is supplied from
the works at high pressure, a small apparatus
similar to this is necessary if high pressure gas
is to be employed. In Birmingham (England)
Dr. Davidson, the chief chemist to the Corpora-
tion, and Mr. Barrett, the lighting superintendent,
seem to be alive to the possibility, and a high
pressure gas main is now being installed in that
city. The gas meters for high pressure seem to
present some difficulties, however.

Assuming the maximum con-
A Constant sumption of gas in a small
Pressure plant to be 500 cu. feet per

hour, and that too inches
pressure is sufficient to meet all conditions, the
valve acts directly the machine is put to work,
and if 300 cu. feet of gas is used, the surplus 200
feet is by-passed back into the inlet main. The
pressure would, therefore be a constant one,
whether one foot or 500 were consumed. The
gas pipe need only be one-half the usual size,
or half the size of the compressor outlet. The
inlet pipe to the compressor should be of full
size. Having fixed the compressor, any tempera-
ture can be obtained by simply turning on the gas
tap. Assuming the highest temperature required
to be 2600 degrees F. or thereabouts, too inches
should suffice and that can be the standard
pressure.

It might be argued, why not
Crucibles a TOO inches for moo degrees
Consideration F. as well as 2600 degrees F?

It has been found at very high
pressures crucibles are liable to be melted or
.distorted and for certain purposes it is better to
-work with gas under known conditions rather
than increasing the temperature too rapidly and
over-heating some part of the article. With
TOO inches pressure it is possible to soften the
ordinary plumbago crucible in 30 minutes. There
are, of course, cases where the pressure has
necessarily to be raised and lowered. In the
manufacture of glass, for instance, to cwt. or 20
cwt. crucibles should be treated at 6o inches
pressure for 12 hours to melt the composition;
90 inches for 6 hours are required to refine the
glass, followed by a drop down to 40 inches
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for emptying. This process has been found to
work by the clock perfectly, and only the cost
of town's gas has prevented its general adoption.
If gas at I shilling 3 pence per topo cubic feet
could be obtained, glass could be made more
cheaply by its aid than with coke at 15 shillings
per ton.

In the melting of lead in cast-iron pots, 20
inches pressure is quite sufficient; but if it is
obligatory to use too inches pressure, the heating
must be by radiation and not by playing directly
upon the iron kettle.

A Rough and Ready Galvanic Battery

Hy A. J. JAsmAN, in Scientific American

The best battery for experimental work in the
workshop or laboratory is one of the rough-and-
ready type that will give a moderate current of
electricity of say three or four amperes with an
electromotive force of 1.5 to 3 volts. Such a bat-
tery is suited for the exciting of a powerful
electromagnet, for magnetizing purposes, operat-
ing an induction coil, and for electro silver plating,
electro brassing, or electro coppering either by the
hot or cold process, and for electro gilding. The
following description will enable anyone who can
handle woodworking tools to construct such a

, 01(1'1'1111111
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battery consisting of two cells, capable of being
coupled so as to give the current of one large
cell or in series so as to yield the current of one
cell and the electromotive force of two. This
latter plan is the one best suited for coppering,
brassing or electro nickeling. This type of battery
has been used, and is still used by the writer for
all the purposes mentioned, for over five years,
so it has been put well to the test of experience.

The wood used in making the battery must
be thoroughly well seasoned. An old board that
has been kept years in an office or a loft will prove
to be just the thing required. The board should
be i inch thick. Cut a strip 5 feet long and 8
inches wide. Plane this smooth all over and then
cut three pieces 131/2 inches long, and three pieces
51/2 inches long. The latter will form the ends and
central division of the battery. The side pieces
must be grooved so as to receive these pieces
with a very nice fitting joint as shown in Fig. 1.
The bottom piece must be made as shown in Fig.
2, with two pieces of wood cut exactly 5 inches
square, this size being the inside measurement of
each cell. These squares must be held in place
by means of screws that are inserted from the
underside of the bottom board and penetrate to
within 1/4. inch of the outer surface of the squares.
They should also be coated with a thick shellac
varnish (not glue) before being fastened in place.
The grooves in the side pieces and the ends of
the division pieces must also be well coated with
thick shellac varnish, after which the pieces
should be driven tightly together and held by
nails or screws. Nails driven diagonally make the
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best job because they will draw the woodwork
together more firmly than screws, and resist direct
strain better. The object of using shellac is to
insure a perfect acid-proof joint, and the 5-inch
square pieces where pressed into position form a
bottoms so firm that no acid liquid will penetrate.

When the battery has been put together it
must be lined on the inside with a coating of
burning-hot pitch. Use an old saucepan to melt
the pitch in. Pour some into one of the cells
and tilt the battery first one side then another
until all four sides have been submitted to the hot
pitch. Pour the pitch back into the saucepan, take
a strip of square or flat iron, make one end red
hot, and press this well into the corners and
around the joints at the bottom, so as to secure
a perfect coating of pitch at these joints. Now
pour the hot pitch into the cell again so as to be
sure that all parts are. well covered. Treat the
second cell in like manner. Having the case now
well put together, finish the outside by giving it
two coats of shellac varnish mixed with crocus
(oxide of iron). This paint will resist the acid
solution used in the cells and give quite a nice
finish to the work. To complete the battery pro-
cure two zinc cylinders 7 inches high, 31/2 inches
inside diameter, and inch thick. Also two round
porous pots 3 inches diameter and 7 inches high.
Also two carbon plates or blocks 7 or 8 inches
long, 1/2 inch thick, and 2 inches wide. Attach two
brass battery clamps to these with a strip of sheet
copper folded over the top of the carbon block.
This is an important item. Its use will protect
the brass clamp from being corroded by the acids.
The zinc cylinders can be purchased with a copper
strip and binding screw attached. The zinc cyl-
inders must be amalgamated by dipping them into
sulphuric acid I part, water 8 parts, and then rub-
bing all over inside and outside with quicksilver.
Place these zincs in the wooden vessel. Make up
a mixture of sulphuric acid r pint, water 8 pints in
a stoneware pitcher, and allow it to become cold.
In another vessel make a mixture of water 4
pints, bichromate of sodium of potassium 12
ounces, sulphuric acid half a pint. Allow this
also to become cold. The battery is now charged
by pouring the bichromate mixture into the
porous pots, around the carbon blocks, and then
pouring the sulphuric acid mixture into the out-
side space around the zinc cylinders. The battery
is now ready for any purpose required and will
keep in good action for about six hours con-
tinuously. When not in use the zinc cylinders
must be removed and placed into a stoneware
crock filled with water, and the bichromate mix-
ture must be returned to the vessel it was
made in. The carbon block can also be stood
on end upon blotting paper or in a wide-mouthed
pickle bottle. The sulphuric acid mixture can be
allowed to remain in the wooden battery cell.
For intermittent use such a battery will work well
for months and meet every requirement for small
work, either in the workshop or laboratory. No
amount of hard use will injure it, if well put
together as described. No acid solutions will
affect it, although the liquid may be left in the
cells year in and year out.

Nitric Acid From the Air
A note of warning has just been sounded in

England concerning the backwardness in that
country of the development of methods of pro-
curing nitrogen compounds from the atmosphere
by means of electricity. It is pointed out that
not only do these methods, which are beginning
to be employed all over Europe, offered a supply
of fertilizing material to take the place of natural
nitrates, but that nitric acid itself can be made
from the nitrogen of the atmosphere, and this
acid is essential for the manufacture of the high
explosives required for modern guns. The sig-
nificant question is asked : When other countries
are rendering themselves independent of outside
sources of this material, what would be Eng-
land's situation, in case of war, if it had to de-
pend for the ability to fire its guns on materials
brought thousands of miles across the sea?

Time, tide and test have told the true tale
of the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get
the genuine.—Adv.
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The above plate original size 20 x 22 inches was designed
and engraved by Mr. EDWIN DE-LA-PORTE of Oconto, Wis.

No Engraving School in this Country can teach you to do
such work as this in as short a time or with as little expense as
we can. You can't realize what beautiful pieces of work these
plates are, they look more like the work of an engraver with
years of experience instead of a student attending our Engrav-
ing department a few months.

If you want to learn engraving, attend our College September
1, 1910, and we will make an engraver of you before the holiday
season rolls around.

What would you give to do as well?

How much more money would your em-
ployer pay you if

you were a first-class engraver ? Better learn how. We can
teach you and it won't take long by our methods.
The demand for good, practical watchmakers, engravers
and opticians is increasing every day. We have more ap-
plications for our graduates than we can  
fill. There is not a Horological College
in this country that is better equipped to
make a thorough, practical, watch-
maker, engraver and optician of you than
we are. We have the teachers who are
experts. Up-to-date methods, tools and
appliances, and have had over 16 years' experience in teach-
ing. Write today for our Prospectus. It gives full
information.

September 1, 1910 is
the opening of our Fall
Term
Be sure to be with us on that
date. as we take but a limited
number of students.

The Philadelphia College
Broad and Somerset Streetsof Horology PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal. COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER. ESTABLISHED 1894.

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs or
sells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretching
machine that will do the work. Time saved, ring sized while the
customer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost, gold saved,

no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. Rings brought in
to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do the
work. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size?
This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and we
do not know of any man using it who would do without it. All kinds of rings
—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the most
expensive diamond—can be sized on this machine in two minutes. This
machine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the die
and the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as littleas you want—no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelry
houses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trial
for ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it. All we askis that you give it a trial. Any jobber will furnish you one.

49I'ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR SEND TO US DIRECT

Price, $16.00, Includes Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 PENN AVENUE
• 9 PITTSBURG, PA.

DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.
AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark. N. J.
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.

W. & R.
" Improved Rolling Mill"

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price $20.00

Can also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the country

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Watchworker."—(I) Is there a demagnetizer
on the market that will generate its own current
and do the work 0. K., for watches and tools?
We have no electric system to connect one up.—
The Simplex watch demagnetizer, illustrated in
the catalogue of Otto Young SE Co., Chicago, con-
tains dry batteries which supply the current
needed, and no connection from an outside source
is required. Boettger's demagnetizer is also made
to be used with batteries as well as with a current
from an outside circuit.

(2) Why cannot a watch be cleaned with ben-
zine, brushing dry (no chalk) and pea out holes
thoroughly, or washing watch with good soap
and water, dry in dust and peg out thoroughly?
—The reason benzine alone is unsatisfactory for
cleaning watches is that it often leaves a sort of
dull film over the work, and simply dry brushing
does not entirely remove this. To make a thor-
oughly bright, clean job of it, the best and really
the quickest way is to use benzine (to remove
the old oil and dirt), then a solution of cyanide of
potassium (to remove tarnish and brighten the
metal), then wash with soap and water and a
brush (to remove the cyanide, and any dirt which
the two preceding operations may have missed)
next rinse in clear water (to remove the soap),
then immerse for a few seconds in alcohol (to
allow the water to drop away from the parts),
and lastly, shake the pieces in boxwood sawdust,
(to absorb the alcohol). It is well to lightly
brush the parts with a soft brush, to remove any
minute particles of sawdust which may be cling-
ing to them. This is the surest way to make a
perfect job of cleaning. There are cases in which
it may be excusable to use only benzine, but
never except on the cheapest and most ordinary
watches, such as the imitation American move-
ments, "dollar" watches, and the like.

(3) Is it not the custom after putting a watch
through the cyanide process, to take out the plate
jewels and caps (21 jewel watch) and clean them
with benzine? Then if benzine cleans jewels, why
will it not clean the entire watch?—There is a
difference between the surface of a jewel, and a
metal surface; the exposed metal of the settings
gets the benefit of the cyanide cleaning before the
jewels are removed; then the jewels are removed
so as to clean between them, and benzine suffices
for this because the metal of the settings is
already bright and sparkling. Pegging out the
holes removes the benzine "film" from them.

"Plate Jewel." Will you kindly advise me as
to the best method to open the hole in a plate
jewel when it is too small for the pivot f—The
best way is to use jewel broaches, which are
simply tapered copper wires charged with dia-
mond powder. If you do not wish to make them
yourself you can buy them of tool dealers, but it
is an easy matter to make them yourself by filing
the wire slightly tapered, then laying it on a plate
of hardened steel on which you have spread a
coating of diamond powder mixed with oil, then
with another plate of steel laid on top of the wire,
roll it back and forth until the surface of the
wire is well covered with particles of the diamond
dust; the rolling drives them into the soft copper,
and they are firmly seated therein while their
sharp exposed corners form a rasp to grind
away the stone in the jewel hole. You will need
diamond powder of a coarse grade for grinding
and of finer grade for polishing the hole after
grinding.

"Tooth Cutter."—Can you tell me how to cut
the inside teeth of enclosed cut of quarter rack.
I can cut the outside all right, but my wheel
cutter cannot work the inside teeth.—The only
way we can suggest to use an ordinary wheel
cutter to cut the inside teeth of a quarter rack
for a repeater, is to use a cutter of the smallest
diameter possible, and cut out part of the teeth
of the rack; that is, cut out one side of the teeth.
Of course you cannot cut them clear through on
account of the part of the rack above the teeth,
preventing the cutter-arbor from passing the edge
on which you are working. By the use of good
judgment you can set your cutter so that you
can get out at least half the metal from the tooth
spaces, then with an escapement file of suitable
shape you can finish the teeth. This file must
have a "safe-edge" (ground smooth), to be used
against the straight sides of the teeth. In using
this method you simply use your wheel cutter to
mark out the teeth and give you a starting point
from which to work, so as to be sure of getting
the spacing perfect. Of course, you could also
cut the teeth fully by machine by making the rack
in two pieces, but would run greater risk of not
getting them right than by the first method.

"Thermometer Clock."—Can you tell me how
to keep a self-recording thermometer clock in
order? If I clean and put regular clock oil on it,
it will run 0. K. a short time, then it will get to
running too fast and has no motion. Is there
some special oil to use on it? The clock is made
by Draper Mfg. Co., N. Y. I will appreciate it
if you can give me any information. It is used
in a dry kiln.—We would advise you to write to
the Draper Mfg. Co. direct and get the benefit
of the special experience they have had with
their product running in high temperatures. It
may be that they have some special oil for the
purpose and they would be only too glad to tell
you what it is.

"Shellac."—I have been having trouble in
setting roller jewels. The shellac I use does not
hold very well after the table is cleaned of surplus
shellac. I use shellac purchased from material
houses, also kind purchased from drug stores.
Isn't there something that can be mixed with the
shellac to keep it from being quite so brittle—
You probably use too much shellac; then the
shock of breaking off the surplus loosens the
shellac in the hole for the roller jewel. The best
way to prepare the shellac is to take a flake cf
it (buy it in flake form instead of granulated or
liquid) heat it until soft, then pull it into a long
"string;" when this has hardened, break it into
pieces of convenient length, heat the roller table,
and apply one of these thin "pencils" to the jewel
hole until it is not. quite filled with shellac ; insert
the roller jewel, straighten it up, and in many
cases you will have no surplus shellac to re-
move, or at least very little. Be sure to first have
the hole perfectly cleaned of dirt or old shellac.

"Puzzled."—I have an I8-size New Erie, 7
jewel nzovement, No. 5,862,074. It loses rI
minutes in one hour, but by the second hand it
gains about .ro seconds in one hour. The canon
pinion is tight on center pinion. The canon pinion
has 12 teeth, the hour wheel has 48 teeth, the
minute wheel has lo and 30 teeth. Can you tell
me where the trouble ist—There must be a wheel
or pinion with an incorrect number of leaves or
teeth somewhere between the fourth pinion and
center wheel. The seconds hand makes one turn-
in a minute, while the minute hand makes one
turn in 6o minutes. The minutes hand turns with
the center pinion, while the seconds hand turns
with the fourth pinion. The actual timekeeping
train of a watch begins with the center wheel,
because the center pinion simply carries power
from barrel to the center arbor, without affect-
ing the rate at which the hands turn, so we count
the center wheel, third pinion, third wheel, and
fourth pinion. Multiply the wheel teeth numbers
together, then the pinion-leaf numbers together,
then divide the former product by the latter; the
result should be 6o, because the fourth pinion
turns 6o times while the center wheel turns once.
If you use the method of multiplying and divid-
ing by cancellation, you can quickly detect the in-
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correct number, and replace it with one which
will bring the proper proportion of 60 to I, and
after putting in a wheel or pinion in accordance
with the corrected number found, the watch will
keep the same time as shown by the minutes and
seconds hands—in other words, they will "travel
together."

"Caked Oil."—I have a quantity of watch
mainsprings that are in bunches of 200; the
springs have been oiled ond oil has caked. In
order to remove caked oil, springs will have to
soak three or four days. Is it policy to use ben-
zine or naptha to remove oil? Inasmuch as I am
afraid that springs will get rusty, I wish to re-
move the caked oil, then dry off the springs and
then re-oil. In re-oiling the springs to prevent
rust, what is a good oil to use?—Benzine, naptha
or kerosene will dissolve the gummed oil; it will
be perhaps necessary to rub the springs finally
with a rag to take off the last traces of oil,
and the springs may then be oiled with any good
oil of non-evaporating qualities. Nye's sperm oil
(not watch oil) is good; one of the most re-
markable oils we have ever tested, is, for non-
drying qualities, the "Canary Gun Oil," sold by
Wm. Read & Sons, 107 Washington St., Boston,
Mass.

"Rounding Out."—I sometimes mount plate
jewels for upper plates. How are the settings col-
ored to match the factory jewels? In closing up the
holes in a plate how can the holes be broached
perfectly uprightl—To match gold settings, you
must either make your settings of gold of similar
color, or make them of brass and have them gold-
plated. The exact color depends on how the gold
is alloyed, but settings are practically all 'made
of the usual color of gold, which is a "red" shade,
as distinguished from yellow gold. Sometimes
settings are of deeper color than the original color
of the metal; this is from the effects of the
oxygen in the air, and the metal must be re-
polished, or cleaned with solution of cyanide of
potassium, to bring it to its natural color. This
may be true of either brass settings or low-
karat gold. Of course, such tarnished settings
must be restored to their original color before an
attempt is made to match them. To close holes
perfectly upright, you must use either a universal
face-plate or a Swiss uprighting tool. For in-
structions for using the face-plate, see answer to
"Unset Jewel" in Workshop Notes, page 1147,
July KEYSTONE.

"Cleaning Brass."—I should like to . know
how to clean brass movements that have gone
black with age and dirt. Would it be wise to
dip them in any solution, or what is the best
thing to use with hand brushes?—To remove the
black tarnish brush over the plates with solution
of cyanide of potassium, then wash thoroughly
with soap and water and polish the plates with
putz pomade; peg out the holes carefully so that
none of the polish remains in them. This polish
can be bought of any hardware dealer. The
cyanide solution is made by dissolving in water
some lump cyanide of potassium—there is no
definite proportion necessary, because for some
purposes a stronger solution may be needed than
for others—a piece of cyanide about the size of
a walnut to a pint of water is a fair average
proportion.

"Magnetized."—I have one Swiss 16 size
Knickerbocker Watch Co. movement for repair
at hand; nickel balance and anti-magnetic hair-
spring. The watch is loaded with electricity up
to the nut. I have one of the best demagnetizers
and have tried several times to take it out, but
never succeeded yet. Could you help me out by
telling me what to do in this case?—See answer
to "Missing Wheels" in the July KEYSTONE (the
second part of the answer). In addition we sug-
gest that if you cannot -get results after reading
the answer mentioned try demagnetizing the
pieces separately, securing them to a piece of
wood to make it convenient to pass them through
the machine; if even this fails, as a last resort
heat the steel parts red hot, reharden and re-
finish them. This latter process is, of course,
very expensive, but never fails of complete
efficacy.
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When all is said and done it is the size of the
check that interests you most.

If you could get a bigger check from
one man than from another you would be
foolish to overlook it.

 I P1 Every dollar counts. We might talk for a hundred years about
giving you top notch prices, but until you actually find out that we
do this neither you nor we can get together.

We need your Old Gold, Silver, Sweepings, etc. Our Crucibles
are hungry for them. We cannot get too much. Our market is
never glutted or overstocked. Our furnaces have to be kept going
and our difficulty is to get enough to keep our Smelter busy.

Necessarily to increase the volume of our business we must draw on
people who are yet to become familiar with our method of doing business.

We can give you higher prices for your goods and quicker
service — than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This is the biggest kind of a claim.
Make us prove it.

Call us to the witness stand to offer necessary proof in the size of our
check. Make us face you in your own court and make us fish or cut bait.

If we fail. the worst that can happen to you is that we will return your ship-
ment intact charges prepaid.

Why not try us with your next shipment? You can't lose and have much
to gain.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners

Office, 67 and 69 Washington Street

Chicago, Illinois

505••

Works, 317 E. Ontario Street
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k Model Electro-Plating Plant

A model electroplating plant has just
been laid down by the National Cash
Register Co., at Dayton, Ohio, a descrip-
tion of which will doubtless interest many
of our readers. Nearly all the metal work
used in connection with cash registers is
plated, the outside of the cabinet for ap-
pearance's sake and the interior mechanism
for protection against rust.

The plating department is
rhe Layout on the fifth and top floor

of one of the buildings, says
the Electrical Engineer, and occupies a floor
pace 540 x 6o feet. The sides of the

liuilding are composed mostly of windows
8 x 8 feet each, and these, together with
the elevation, give abundance of light and
ventilation. The latter is further improved
by ten powerful exhaust fans in the side
walls and four in the ceiling of the dip
room.

In the main room are 105 plating
tanks, each equipped with individual
rheostat, voltmeter and ammeter, thus giv-
ing absolute control of the pressure and the
current. Ninety-three tanks are devoted to
"wire-work"—that is, the plating of com-
paratively large pieces, rods, plates, etc.,
which are hung suspended by copper wires
twisted around the cathode rod. The other
twelve tanks are fitted with wicker-work
baskets, which are slowly revolved in the
electrolyte. Each basket has capacity for
two or three pailfuls of small inside parts,
bolts, nuts, etc.

In addition to the plating outfit, several
cleaning tanks are provided. These are
connected direct to, the line, without meters
or rheostat. The castings to be cleaned
are cathodes, as in the plating process, and
the violent bubbling of hydrogen speedily
loosens up the oil, polishing powder, scale
and other discolorations. Iron and steel
only are treated in this way, as an automatic
method for satisfactorily cleaning bronze
does not yet seem to have been discovered.
Bronze castings are soaked in soapy water,
scrubbed with a hand brush and dipped in
weak lye water.

The acid dipping room, 20 x 6o feet,
contains one elliptical dipping tank, at
which two gangs of men can work simul-
taneously, and one straight tank for one
gang.

Pickling tanks for hydrofluoric, sul-
phuric and muriatic acid pickles are in a
smaller room set apart from the other sec-
tions, and the fumes are carried off by fans.

The lacquer room, 120 X 6o feet, is
used in coating the register cabinets or out-
side casings. It contains ten glass ovens
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7 X 20 feet, steam-heated, for baking the
lacquer.

A complete chemical laboratory in
another building has rendered valuable
service in the plating department and has
also effected a considerable economy in the
operation of the entire works.

The following plating solutions are
employed:

For nickel, the double suphate of nickel
and ammonia is used, 30,000 gallons being
in use.

For copper, (a) copper cyanide and
(b) copper sulphate are employed, the
quantities being 2600 and 6000 gallons, re-
spectively. •

For silver, the cyanide of potassium
and chloride of silver is used, 800 gallons
being the amount of solution.

For zinc plating, 4000 gallons of com-
mercial sulphate of zinc acidulated with a
little sulphuric acid are used.

For cleaning, crude potash and car-
bonate of potash and carbonate of soda are
employed.

The total amount of standard solutions
in use is 47,200 gallons, besides several
hundred gallons of other solutions which
are maintained for experimental purposes.

The method of running
through a piece is about as
follows : The finished cast-
ing is received from the

machine shop and dipped in a mixture of
sulphuric and nitric acid to remove the scale
and stains ; then, if a cabinet part, it is sent
to the polishing room to be scratch-brush
polished and buffed. It is then returned
for plating.

Nickel plate can be applied direct to
any metal without a preliminary coating of
copper, as was formerly thought necessary.

A very low voltage is being used for
nickelplating, I g volts on wired work. This
is to avoid pitting, and to make a softer
coat, which will take the polish better. The
time needed is from an hour on cabinets
to three hours on interior parts which re-
ceive considerable wear.

Zinc, on the other hand, can be put on
very rapidly, 6 volts being used on wired
work and about io minutes being required.

One tank of zinc plating work will keep
one man constantly busy. ,Eight to io volts
are used on barrel galvanizing.

Copper plating requires first a cyanide
solution to act as a "binder," that is to form
a preliminary alloy to which the first coating
will adhere. This goes on slowly, but about
one minute on brass castings will be enough
for the coat. Iron and steel take longer.

A transfer is then made to the faster
acid sulphate solution for the heavy run.

When the copper is to receive an oxi-
dized finish the piece, after removal from

Notes on

Methods
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the sulphate tank, is washed in clear water
and dipped in pentasulphuret of potassium
(the commercial ."liver of sulphur") long
enough to get a blue-black color.

It is taken out smutty, and is then
scratch-brushed with a brass brush in order
to bring out the luster of an oxidized finish.

The high parts of the work are then
finally relieved with a felt or cotton buff
wheel so as to bring out the contrasting
copper effects.

Silver plating is used largely on the
counter wheels to give a greater contrast
with the black lettering. The silver coating
is put on in about five minutes, after a heavy
base coat of nickel of some half-hour's time
has been deposited.

The electrical equipment to
supply the large amount of
current needed is rather
interesting, as it includes

machines of various makes and different
age.

Six direct-current motor-generator sets
are used, the line voltage running '225 volts
and the Speeds from 450 to 850 r.p.m. on the
different sets.

The latest addition to the equipment, as
well as the largest and most recent in design,.
is a 4,000-amp. machine. The overload
capacity of this unit is 50 per cent., which
brings the output to 6,000 amps. There are
several interesting features connected with.
this machine which may be mentioned.

The set, together with switchboard and
control apparatus, is installed in a small
frame housing erected especially for it on.
the roof of the main building, where it is
removed from the acid fumes and has a.
generous supply of fresh air. The arrange-.
ment has proved so satisfactory that the
other machines are to be moved up also.
The motor-generator set is constructed in
three sections, a ioo h. p., 225-volt motor
driving the two generators, one on either
side, through flexible leather couplings.
The normal rating of each generator is.
2,000 amps. at 6 to 12 volts, and it is com-
pound wound. This winding has been
found more satisfactory than straight shunt,
as it is impossible to locate all the supplied
tanks near enough to the generators to pre-
vent a considerable voltage drop on full load.

A few advantages of the double gener-
ator arrangement are the following:

Better efficiency on light loads, as one
section may supply all the current and the
other run with the field off, so that the latter .
then remains unloaded.

Two voltages furnished, which is
necessary when work of different classes,
such as zinc and nickel, is being done.

High voltage obtainable. The two
machines may be conveniently connected
in series to furnish 24 volts. This may be
useful in cleaning wood, though as at
present arranged 12 volts is used and con-
sidered satisfactory.

When the rearrangement of the various
generators is completed, it is intended to use
one end for cleaning and the other for plat-
ing operations.

Low-Voltage
Generators
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Get in Right. Start with the New School Year, September 1, 191)

A School
Up to Date is
Appreciated

YEARS ago when Horological
schools were first inaugurated
in this country, they met with

decided opposition by the majority
of those interested in the jewelry
business and its kindred trades.
However, this feeling has disap-
peared from the field in most cases,
and to-day it is generally conceded
by the broadminded that the
HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the
only way to attain a complete
knowledge of the work, and, at the
same time,hastenresults. So much
so is this a fact that whereas in the
early days the student body was
made up of those who had had little

Group of Students in the Horological Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute, taken May 15, 1910
or none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 % of them have been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And manywho are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their sons to these schools. Why ? Because they know that the schooloffers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating will become a first-class work-man. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physicians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of goodworkmen turned out from a ,first-class Horological School will be found to be greater than the percentage of successful graduates in the two pro-fessions mentioned above.

QThere is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS in HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute.
is getting the best results possible, if you want to
get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this
truly great institution.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOGand make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity
A POSTAL CARD WILL GET YOU THEADDRESSED HOROLOGICAL " Dept. K, PEORIA, ILL., DESIRED INFORMATION

THE LADY RACINE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in both
cylinders and levers.
Do not be prejudiced
against the cylinders,
as they are entirely
factory made, very
reliable and guaran-
teed to give satisfac-
tion.

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine & Co., Exclusive Importers

NEW YORK CHICAGO
37 Maiden Lane 103 State St.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

NI. I-4o Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

Fall Course Opens Sept. 1st
If you wish to take a Course this Fall please

write us at once, and we will assign and hold a

place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern c311-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We ave
the founders of a new system in the Art of cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowi,1
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

Fine Grade Ruby an Sapphire
Balance Jewels

TO FIT ALL MAKES AMERICAN MOVEMENTS
FINELY POLISHED AND FINISHED BALANCE

STAFFS TO MATCH

$1.00 per Dozen each
"J A P " GUARANTEED MAINSPRINGS for American Watches

$1.25 per doz. $15.00 per gro.

JOHN A. POLTOCK, 79 Nassau StreetNEW YORK, N.Y.
FINE WATCH MATERIAL, WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

My Motto: Noi alluring discounts, but quick and accurate service with high-grade goods.
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How to Make a Hall Clock

The hall clock shown in the illustration
should be made of plain oak. The following
pieces will be needed to make it:

2 Back posts, I% by I% by 81 in., S-4-S
2 Front posts, i% by I% by 21 in., S-4-S
2 Front posts, I% by I1/2 by 44 in., S-4-S
Io Front and back horizontals, VA by i% by IS

in., S-4-S
to Side horizontals, 1% by 1% by II in., S-4-S
I Face, 3i by 14 by 14 in., S-4-S

Front doors-

4 Rails, g by I% by 18 in., S-4-S
4 Stiles, g by 1% by 12 in., S-4-S
4 Horizontal mullions, 3/16 by 94 by i i in., S-4-S
4 Horizontal mullions, 3/16 by 54 by II in., S-4-S
4 Vertical mullions, 3/16 by g by 15 in., S-4-S
2 Vertical mullions, 3/16 by by 15 in., S-4-S
B ack—
I Piece, by 14 by 21 in., S-4-S
2 Pieces, by 14 by 18 in., S-4-S
4 Horizontal mullions, 3/16 by Y8 by 14 in., 5-4-S
4 Vertical mullions, 3/16 by 54 by 20 in., 5-4-S
Top side panels-
2 Pieces, by 9% by 14 in., S-4-S
8 Horizontal mullions, 3/16 by Y8 by 93/a in.,

S-4-S
6 Vertical mullions, 3/16 by 5i by 14 in., S-4-S__
2 Middle side panels, Y,1 by 9% by 20 in., S-2-S
Lower side panels
8 Vertical mullions, 3/16 by g by 18 in.,

5-4-S
8 Vertical mullions, 3/16 by 54 by 18 in., 5-4LS
8 Horizontal mullions, 3/16- by • by 9% in.,

5-4-S
8 Horizontal mullions, 3/16 by by glA in.,

S-4-S

If the worker will take the trouble to com-
bine the different lengths of pieces having like
thicknesses and widths into pieces of standard
lengths, Ile will be able to save himself some
expense at the mill with no more work for him-

self'Begin work by shaping the ends of the posts
as indicated in the drawing. Lay out and cut the
mortises for the tenons of the horizontals or
rails. These mortises need not be deep if the
joints are to be reinforced later with lag screws
as in the clock shown. They may be what are
known as stub tenons and mortises. The tenons
are not more than V2 in. long, just enough to
keep the rail from turning about.

Next lay out and cut the tenons on the rails.
Bore the holes for the lag screws, being careful
to bore on adjacent surfaces so that the holes
will miss each other. Use a by 3-in. lag screw,
boring the hole in the tenon with a bit the
full depth the screws is to enter.

The side panels should be fitted into grooves
in the rails, so before the frame is put together
these panels should be squared up and the grooves
cut in the rails and posts at the proper places.

The mullions of the lower side panels, it will
be noted, are specified and .3.4 in. wide. The

in. pieces are for the central parts of the frame
and the others for the outside. The frame is to
be made 1/8 in. larger all around than the dis-
tance between the posts and between the rails so
that it may be set in grooves cut in the posts and
the rails to a similar depth, Vg in. This is true,
also, of the mullions of the front doors. Square
up the shelves so that they may be set into grooves
in the adjacent rails. The middle shelf is to have
an overhang and will rest upon the rails.

The mullions of the top side panels are all
of the same width, and it is not intended nor
necessary to set their frame into grooves in the
posts. The wood panel back of them gives ample
strength.

It is a good plan not to groove the panel
upon which the figures are placed, and which
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becomes the face of the clock. It is better to fit
this piece in and fasten metal or wood buttons
on the back side so that it can be readily taken
off to get at the clock movement from the front.

Make the doors, tenoning the rails into the
stiles and grooving both to receive the mullioned
framework of 3/16 in. stuff.

Put the whole frame together, using good
hot glue for the joints. When the glue has dried
sufficiently to allow the clamps to be taken off,
fit the doors and hinge them. Butterfly surface
hinges look well and are the easiest to apply.

Thoroughly scrape all the surplus glue off
and sandpaper the parts preparatory to applying
the finish.

To finish, apply one coat of mission oak
water stain. When dry, sandpaper lightly, using
No. oo paper. Apply a second coat, diluted with
an equal amount of water. Sand this lightly and
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put on a very thin coat of shellac to keep the
filler color, which follows, from discoloring the
high lights. When the shellac has had time to
harden, sand lightly and put on a coat of paste
filler. Use light filler, colored with umber and
Venetian red in the proportion of 12 oz. of
umber, and oz. of red to 20 lb. of filler. The
directions for apply the filler will be found on
the can labels. On the hardened filler apply a
thin coat of shellac. Sand the shellac lightly
and put on several coats of some good floor wax,
polishing well according to the directions on the
can. This is what is known as a mission oak
finish and is quite popular for this type of
furniture design.

The metal figures for the dial come with
the clock movement. Some of the movements
come already set in boxes of wood so that all .one
needs to do is to shape the projecting ends of
the wood containing boxes and fasten them to the
frame with screws from the back. A clock with
dial figures, eight-day movement, striking the
hours and half hours, with cathedral gong, can
be bought for $4, possibly less.—Popular
Mechanics.
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Lion in Astronomy and Symbolism
"The sun glows in the Lion," says Seneca,

meaning that when the sun enters the sign of
Leo, at the summer solstice, the highest tempera-
ture of the year is experienced. We may say, on
the other hand, that the Babylonian astrologers,
thousands of years ago, placed the king of beasts,
the fiery sand ferocious lion in that part of the
zodiac which the sun enters at the summer sol-
stice. The constellation which is called Leo
bears very little resemblance to the outline of a
lion. Probably the name was originally applied
only to its principal star, Regulus. It is to this
constellation in the zodiac that we owe the count-
less water-spewing lions' heads, which are found
in ancient and modern fountains, because in the
latter part of July, while the sun is still in the
sign Leo, the Nile is at its highest level. Further-
more, the lion's head with widely open jaws is
in itself very suitable for the mouth of a fountain
or water spout. This decoranve motif was em-
ployed universally throughout the Greco-Roman
world. Lions' heads are found used in this way
at Athens, Ephesus, Olympia, Agrigentum, and
countless other places. It is not quite certain that
this employment of the lion's head originated in
Egypt, Curtius describes an Assyrian bas-relief
from Bairan, showing water streaming from a
ring-shaped vessel. A lion stands as if on guard
on either side of the fountain. The water clock,
which was used in judicial proceedings, had the
form of a lion and a name which means the
guardian of the stream. Hence the idea of pro-
tection may have been the origin of the associa-
tion of lions with fountains, and this custom may
have originated in Asia.—Scientific American.

Interesting Experiments
The alloys of iron with metals other than

those which enter into the composition of cast
iron and steel have been little studied. In order
to ascertain if any of these alloys possess useful
electrical properties, Burgess and Aston have
made a series of experiments with alloys of
iron with arsenic, bismuth, and antimony. The
iron which they employed was obtained by the
electrolysis of very pure Swedish iron. The
metals were melted together in the electric
furnace in a crucible of magnesia. The alloys
were cast into bars, which were subjected to
various thermal treatments, and were investigated
for magnetic •permeability and hysteresis. The
results show that the presence of antimony in
iron always injures the mechanical strength of
the metal, and sometimes makes it worthless.
Small quantities of arsenic improve the magnetic
properties of iron and increase its electrical re-
sistance. Bismuth produces the same effect, but
it must be added in larger quantities than arsenic.

Long Distance Stethoscope

Mention was recently made of a combined
stethoscope and telephone relay, by which the
heart beats of a patient in London could be heard
in the Isle of Wight. In a paper read before the
British Institute of Electrical Engineering, S. G.
Brown, the inventor, described the construction
of this relay. It comprises a gap of 0,000,000,5
centimeter between platinum electrodes. The
current of a dry cell will flow across this micro-
scopic break ,but any slight variation in this
distance will vary, greatly, the current passing
across the gap. The principal difficulty en-
countered was the question of preserving a gap
of such microscopic proportions. It was evi-
dently impossible to maintain the gap mechani-
cally, but a system has been devised whereby the
gap is automatically maintained by the current
itself. Despite the delicacy of the adjustment,
the relay may be turned upside down without
affecting the gap. With this relay the fluctuations
in feeble currents may be magnified twenty-fold
An illustrated description of this relay and
stethoscope will be published in next week's issue
of the Scientific American.

The many thousands of more than satisfied
watchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO., Manufacturing Jewelers10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEV•  YORK, N. Y.

Railroad Watch Inspectors
Here's an Opportunity

SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
AND WE WILL MAIL YOU 3 DOZEN

HALE WATCH PROTECTORS
If they do not sell we will send you return
postage. Costs you nothing to try them. Big
profits in it for you. Don't delay—send to-day.
A display card with each 3 dozen.

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence :: Rhode Island

The great success of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School
is due to the finishing touch
it gives its students

Most any school can teach Watchmaking fairly well.
A few can teach it superbly well.
But the school that not only does teach superbly well

but adds to it a last touch of personality through great zeal,
patience and persistence, making it peculiar, unique, indi-
vidual, distinct and unforgettable, is the school that makes
artists of their students. It is that last undefinable touch that
counts—the last three seconds he knocks off the record—that
proves the man a genius.

This is what the St. Louis Watchmaking School does, and
it is therefore no wonder that any young man wishing to
become an artist selects the St. Louis Watchmaking School
for his studies.

Fathers, that were attending the St. Louis Watchmaking
School more than twenty-five years ago, are now sending
their sons to this school, which certainly is the best recom-
mendation a school can have.

If interested, send for our new catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Fourth Annual Convention Texas Retail Jewelers' Association

The fourth annual convention of the Texas
Retail Jewelers' Association was called to order
in the assembly hall of the Waco Businessmen's
Clubroom at 10.30 A. M. Monday, July 18th, by
President R. T. Crawford, of Waco, who intro-
duced Howell Taylor, Esq., representative of
Mayor Mistrot. Mr. Taylor delivered a very
cordial address of welcome, the response being
made by C. B. Pittman, of Ennis, in the absence
of James Mitchell, of Ft. Worth, who was un-
avoidably detained.

Secretary Albert L. Jones, of Temple, read
the minutes of the previous convention at Dallas,
which were approved as read. The first day's
morning session then adjourned.

First Day's Afternoon Session

The first day's afternoon session was called
to order at 3 P. M. by President Crawford, who
announced the appointment of the following corn-
mittee on resolutions. C. B. Pittman, Ennis;
Albert L. Jones, Temple; John McCutcheon,
Corpus Christi, and H. Ryman, of Calvert.

J. Levinski, of Waco, next addressed the con-
vention upon the subject ; "What's the Matter
with the Jeweler?" He referred to the fact
that although the price of labor and all commo-
dities of life had steadily increased, the charge
for cleaning a watch was the same now as it had
been for years; that the strong-armed blacksmith
had boldly faced the inevitable and was now
charging $1.25 for shoeing a horse where the
former price was $r, but the jeweler, in spite of
the high calling he represented and the great skill
required, had been lax in protecting his margin
of profit, which was being cut down to a very
low limit by reason of unscrupulous competition
and increased cost of everything entering into the
conduct of the business, including salaries, station-
ery, material and wares.

Mr. Levinski deprecated the practice of
doing free engraving for people who made their
purchases of articles from department stores. He
said it was hard enough to have to do free
engraving on goods bought of the jeweler him-
self, letting alone being asked to engrave names
on articles purchased from a department store.
He said that if one wanted his initials embroid-
ered on a shirt the haberdasher would not think
of doing so free. Mr. Levinski said that one of
the greatest troubles in the jewelry business was
the cut-throat methods employed by those who
had little conception of true business ideas and
the high calling of the trade; that the business
called for the highest training and skill and the
exercise of man's best faculties; that it called
for much ingenuity and long training, and was
a business that could be so conducted as to com-
mand the respect, confidence and good will of all.
Mr. Levinski was loudly applauded.

President Crawford, at the conclusion of the
above address, announced that he would like to
have an old-time experience meeting, with in-
formal discussion of the subject, whereupon Mr.
Pittman stated to the convention that he entirely
agreed with Mr. Levinski and only wished to
add that he thought the legitimate jewelers should
discontinue the practice of engraving cheap
shoddy stuff, and tell their customers frankly
that such a thing was wrong; that only solid
and sterling ware should be engraved. In speak-
ing of the evil caused by the purchasers at the
department stores coming to the jewelers for
engraving along about Christmas time when
times were the busiest, Mr. Pittman said he
always told such customers that if they would
come around next spring he would gladly do the
work for them, and that this was a great educa-
tional feature.

Mr. McCutcheon, of Corpus Christi, in speak-
ing on the subject stated that lie would not put
any engraving on any article that cost under a
dollar, and was in favor of the plan of educating
the people to have only the highest class wares
encYraved. He spoke also of the desirability of
issuing a monthly request to non-members of the
association to become affiliated with the organiza-

tion, to the end that better progress could be
made in the advancement of the business in
general.

President Crawford strongly endorsed Mr.
McCutcheon's idea of issuing strong letters re-
questing non-members to affiliate and come closer
together for the benefit of the trade, and spoke
of one instance of what organization and effort
would do in ridding a suffering community of a
cheap watch-peddler, selling what purported to be
a watch with a twenty year case, where, as a
matter-of-fact it would not wear three years. He
deprecated the idea of any jeweler going to a
wholesaler of hardware, etc., through the back-
door route, and buying any article, for instance a
lawn mower, at wholesale, thus cutting the retailer
out of his legitimate profit, and stated that such
a practice would rebound, and that said whole-
saler would expect of the jeweler a cut price
when anything in the jewelers' line was needed.
Mr. Crawford stated that all jewelers should
subscribe to one or more good trade journals and
be alive to what was going on in the particular
field. He also urged the importance of a
thorough organization, and stated that other
State associations, as well as the national body,
were doing good work along legitimate lines.

Col. J. L. Shepherd, of New York, was
introduced to the convention, and stated he would
address the members later on during one of the
sessions.

C. T. Higginbotham, of South Bend, Indiana,
gave an interesting address on the subject of
"Repairing the Modern American Watch," illus-
trating his talk with a number of charts. While
his address was rather technical, it was neverthe-
less very interesting to all the jewelers, and the
speaker was loudly applauded at the conclusion
thereof. As a prelude he gave a history of
watchmaking from the earliest time up to the
present.

The afternoon session of the first day of the
convention then adjourned for an automobile
ride over the city, followed by a plunge in the
big pool at the Waco Natatorium. At night the
visitors were entertained by a theatre party.

Second Day's Morning Session

The second day's morning session was called
to order at 9.30 A. Sr., Tuesday, July 19th. by
President Crawford, who introduced Col. J. L.
Shepherd, of The Keystone Watch Case Co.,
Philadelphia. Col. Shepherd made a very inter-
esting address, containing much good advice. He
said that the jewelers were being "guaranteed"
to death, and asked why should the reputable jew-
elers be compelled to give somebody's guarantee
with everything sold, rather than stand behind
every sale made on their own guarantee. He said
that some so-called "guarantees" were ridiculous,
and advocated the policy of jewelers carrying
strictly high grade goods and backing the goods
UP with their own word that everything was as
represented. "Lay down a piece of goods on
your counter," Ile said, "and look your customer
square in the eyes and tell him honestly that it is
the very best, and the customer will believe you;
do not rely on this and that guarantee, for it is
wrong; do business on your own personality, in-
dividuality and responsibility." Col. Shepherd
here displayed a very cheap brass watch case
which he said he had picked up Chicago, guaran-
teed by a certain watch company, and asked the
audience if it was not a bird. Much merriment
was thus produced as the speaker continued to
upbraid the alleged "guarantee" proposition.
"Goods like this," he said (referring to the cheap
brass case), "will always be made and sold, but
your store is not the place to market them. It
belongs to junk dealers. I have never met a
successful jeweler who was a junk dealer. You
should do all in your power to overcome this
'guarantee' evil, establish your business so that
your own word will be as good as a bond, and
put the peddlers and junk dealers out of the
running."

Col. Shepherd spoke against the practice of
a lot of otherwise up-to-date jewelers display-
ing dollar watches most conspicuously and mak-
ing them a leader, whereas he said they should be
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put away and only sold when the customer would
have nothing else; that the dollar watch was
an unsatisfactory timepiece and many people
were really ashamed of them when looking at
same to ascertain the time; that the dollar watch
should be like the druggist's wares that contain
poison—put back on • the most out-of-the-way
shelves for use only in emergencies. He spoke
of a jeweler displaying about one hundred dollar
watches with a large placard, "A good American
Watch Guaranteed One Year for a Dollar," and
asked the proprietor what state of mind he was
putting his customer in by such a suggestion and
such a display. He said it was a bad policy ; that
the high class jeweler should pursue the plan of
selling the best only, as it was always the cheapest
and proved in all cases satisfactory ; that the
selling of cheap stuff should be discontinued in
high grade stores. He told of an old couple
that desired to buy a present for their son, soon
to be 21 years of age, that would be a lasting
remembrance; that one jeweler offered to sell the
old couple a $15 silver watch, but the live jeweler
up the street finally sold a Woo gold watch, on the
good argument that they should leave something
that would be a pleasure and a source of pride
and delight whenever it was shown to friends,
and nothing was too good for the young man to

parents.
entass a lasting remembrance of his dear old

Col. Shepherd spoke of the 2700 mail order
houses where one could get a watch with so
many cheap cigars; a watch with a box of cheap
soap, where one could chew cheap gum and get
a watch, buy a cheap suit • of clothes and get a
watch, but in every instance the customer would
sooner or later learn that he had been duped.

Col. Shepherd laid stress on the advantage to
be gained by proper use of the show window, and
told of one jeweler who said if 70 per cent of the
passers-by did not look at the displays he felt that
a mistake had been made; that this jeweler always
arranged his displays very attractively, sometimes
employing unique methods and often changed
the displays.

In speaking of the advantage of the associa-
tion to all jewelers, he said the main thing now
was to get members, for in union there was
strength and that great good could only be hoped
to be accomplished by organization and co-opera-
tion. He urged every member to also join the
national organization, stating that when the
majority of jewelers were linked together for
common good and unity of purpose, then there
would be a mighty force that could be used to
advance the general welfare of the trade, secure
legislative enactments that would protect the
people from fraud, put peddlers out of business,
and the manufacturers would have to sit up and
take notice of what was wanted for the good of
the people. He said the cost of belonging to the
iStsaste association was less than one cent a day
and any jeweler who did not think it was worth
that to become affiliated with a live, wide-awake,
progressive organization should get out of busi-

ie

Col. Shepherd urged the injection of enthu-
siasm, personality and progressiveness into the
jewelry business, stating that he had never seen
a man succeed who was not wide-awake and who
did not throw his own individuality into every
feature of the business, and who also recognized
his fellow-man in the broad spirit of humanity, in
the truest, noblest and gentlest sense, and was
willing to live and let live.

Dr. I. Block, of Waco, was next introduced
and spoke upon the subject of "The Relation of
the Optical Department to the Jewelry Business,"
and gave some pointers to those assembled in the
matter of carrying only high grade optical goods,
doing an honest, conscientious business, ignoring
the peddler, and the cheap jewelry concerns, main-
taining one price for everybody, showing no
favoritism, having confidence in one's self and
inspiring confidence in others. He advocated
keeping the stock in the highest class condition
and getting a fair profit at all times, putting part
of the profit into good sensible books. He said
that those in the optical profession should learn to

(Continued on page MO
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The Making of Rings
has been our sole specialty in the manufac-
turing line for a great many years. We have
devoted time and attention to it until we now
believe that we make the best line of Rings
on the American market.

We employ only the most skilled designers
and artisans ; the quality of the gold in our
Rings can be depended on as marked and the
grip of the prongs in our settings is backed
by our personal guarantee indefinitely.

We have recently greatly enlarged our
factory and equipped it with modern ma-
chinery. It is light, airy and provides health-
ful quarters for our workmen. We are pre-
pared to fill orders promptly.

Our New Line of Set Rings
and Solitaires for the Corn-
ing Season is Unusually
Attractive and Complete 

Our stocks for fall trade are now complete
in all lines, including comprehensive and care-
fully selected supplies of

KING, RAICHLE & KING
Manufacturing Jewelers

534 Main Street BUFFALO, N.Y.

K R K RINGS 
R   

August, 1910

Fourth Annual Convention Texas
Retail Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 1329)

neutralize lenses and to transpose the same, be-
ginning transposing by neutralizing.

Relation Between Jobber and Retailer

R. H. Shuttles, of Dallas, was next intro-
duced and spoke upon the subject, "Relation
Between the Jobber and the Retailer," as follows:

The relationship between the retailer and the
jobber is a matter to which I have given a great
deal of thought. One of the first things that I
advocated after organizing our firm some twelve
years ago was to confine ourselves to the legiti-
mate jewelry dealers. Unfortunately for me
though, I was not the controlling spirit, and
could not carry out my idea. However, two and
a half years ago I acquired entire control of our
business, and since that time we have confined
ourselves entirely to the legitimate trade. Occa-
sionally a straggler, or illegitimate, gets into the
fold, but is eliminated as soon as discovered.

I beg to say that during these two and a
half years our business has advanced as never
before. Taking the City of Dallas alone, formerly
the retail jewelers used us for a convenience, for
they were aware that friends on the inside could
come in now and then and buy articles at whole-
sale, but since I obtained control we have been
absolutely loyal to the retailers, and in turn we
have received a larger volume of business from
them. I trust you will pardon this personal refer-
ence, and I mention it only to show that it is not
only right but profitable for a jobber to be loyal
to the retailer, and the retailer should demand
that they be loyal.

I have heard several people advance the idea
that the days of the jobber were numbered, but
this is a mistake. It would be utterly impossible
for the manufacturers to profitably dispose of
their products direct to the retailers. A few of
them here and there, of course, can do it, but
were all the manufacturers to go direct to the
retailers, they could not exist. The increased
cost of selling and manufacturing small quantities
against large quantities would more than offset
the margin made by the jobber.
. The watch manufacturers have given this a
great deal of thought, and in years past went
direct to the retail dealers. To-day they have
found the wisest plan is to market their product
through the jobber, and through the legitimate
jobber. They have absolutely barred the illegiti-
mate jobber from securing their product. The
jobber that supplied the department stores and
mail order houses can no longer secure their
goods. Some of them have gone so far as to
absolutely prohibit the sale of their goods to the
department store and mail order houses, which
go to show the drift of things.

Now we had as well face the pronosition
that there will always be retailers, and there will
always be jobbers, and the proper thing to do is
to get together for mutual protection. The jew-
elry business may be likened to the balance of a
watch, one jewel is the retailer and the other
jewel the jobber, and the success of the business
depends upon both. All of this, of course, must
be done by degrees, but can only be done by the
retailers sticking together. Things that appear
radical to-day will appear conservative next year.

You know the jobbers have an association
for mutual protection. They almost went to
pieces at first because some members wanted to
do something radical before they were prepared
to accomplish anything. The more conservative
heads controlled, however, and it was three years
before we began to accomplish results. These
three years were put in perfecting our organiza-
tion, and so far as possible getting every jobber
in the country into it. Now we have just had a
friendly conference with the manufacturers, and
are getting our differences adjusted pleasantly,
and we feel sure in the end it will be more
profitable for both of us. By the way, mentioning
profits, I think a great many retail jewelers need
some education along this line. A jobber having
a large volume of business must necessarily
handle the business on a small margin, but the
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volume of a retailer's business is more or less
fixed, and he should get a good profit. If you go
to a. furniture store you pay ioo per cent.,
clothing ioo per cent., shoes, hat, etc., 50 per cent.,
and even on a great many items in groceries,
articles that have to be bought over and over
again, but what does the retailer make on a dia-
mond? We have any number of requests for bills
20 per cent. up. Why, the banker gets that much.

I. want to compliment the members of this
association who have been so loyal to it. While
at times it may look as if your efforts are not
thoroughly appreciated by the majority of the
craft, I firmly believe in the long run you will
win what you are fighting for, and I want to
pledge you the use of my organization and all
of our outgoing mail without any expense to
you for forwarding any literature that you may
wish to distribute.

I have here a telegram from the Dallas
Chamber of Commerce, and also the Mayor of
our city, requesting that this association hold its
next annual meeting at Dallas. I also extend to
you from the jobbers of Dallas a most cordial
invitation to meet next time with us. We shall
indeed be glad to have you, and shall do every-
thing in our power to make your stay in our city
both pleasant and profitable, and I trust when the
matter of selecting a meeting place comes before
this association that it may act favorably upon our
invitation.

W. H. Galloupe, representing the Crescent
Watch Case Works of New York, was next called
upon and responded with a very neat address,
saying in substance : "I heartily appreciate the
opportunity given me to address you, but I shall
occupy only a few moments of your time, as the
splendid talks which are to follow will be of far
greater value than I am able to give. I do wish
to say that association work throughout the States
is doing a power of good, and the feeling of good
fellowship among brother jewelers has increased
manifold in the past four years since your own
organization came into existence. Let me impress
upon you the necessity of each member taking
an active part in this splendid work. You want
live wires, men who are willing to work hard
that your organization may build a foundation
so strong of sound, conservative business ethics
that it will become a monument to the retail
jewelry industry of the world, and you may be
one of the heroes honored by your sons who
may follow your business in years to come. Not
only has your organization given you an oppor-
tunity of learning what a good fellow your
neighbor jeweler is, but that opportunity has
been accepted, and to-day association members
stand hand-in-hand ready to help one another. It
has eliminated the feeling that you have a corn-
petitor, as your neighboring jeweler is now known
as a business associate. If in this audience
there is a jeweler who has not enrolled his name
in this association let me impress upon him that the
pleasure of having a business associate rather than
a competitor is worth many times the cost of your
annual dues. The secretary, I am sure, will be
glad to accept your application and money. With
a goodly number of the twenty thousand jewelers
of the United States banded together in your
local and national association you will become
a power—a power so strong that in any conser-
vative and reasonable demand for a better busi-
ness policy you will have the hearty support of
every fair-dealing jobber and manufacturer, who
now recognizes your organization as an adequate
means of adjusting business abuses.

Your secretary yesterday in his report
touched upon the elimination of guarantees and
the fixed selling price on watches. I believe Col.
Shepherd mentioned those points in his address,
but gentlemen, I wish to again call your atten-
tion to the importance of the fixed selling price
and the much-abused time guarantee. When you
will permit manufacturers to eliminate that
guarantee then they can give you a fixed selling
price, but just so long as sales are based on
guarantees rather than quality and reputation,
just so long you will be doing business without
proper protection.

Mr. Galloupe was roundly applauded at the
conclusion of his interesting address.

The closing hour of the second day's morning
session was given over to C. T. Higginbotham,
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who gave a detailed, technical talk on the subject
of "Detached Lever Escapement," which proved
highly interesting to the members. This session
then adjourned to 2 P. M.

Second Day's Afternoon Session

The second day's afternoon session was called
to order at 2.30 P. M. by President Crawford, the
first order of business being the reading of the
report of the recretary, showing receipts and
disbursements, leaving a very small balance in the
treasury. The report was accepted.

L. H. Walters, of Hillsboro, read a very
interesting paper on the subject, "Railroad
Watch Inspection and Its Relation to the Jew-
eler."

A paper by Arthur A. Everts, of Dallas, was
read in the absence of that gentleman, the subject
being, "What the Retail Jewelers' Association
May Accomplish."

Owing to the fact that some of the members
desired to leave the city at an early hour the se-
lection of the next meeting place was gone into,
with the result that Dallas was chosen, the only
opponent being Corpus Christi.

President Craw ford brought up the matter of
changing the time of meeting from July or
August, to May or June, and the motion carried
that the by-laws be so amended as to make the
annual meeting occur in May or June.

Vice-president C. B. Pittman, of Ennis, next
addressed the convention upon "Practical Stock-
keeping," and urged above all cleanliness in every
particular, also a system throughout the store, so
that goods of various kinds would be accessible
upon short notice. He discountenanced the
practice of holding cut-price sales and auctions,
stating there were better methods of disposing of
stock likely to become out-of-date.

J. Livinski brought up the matter of excessive
freight charges he paid on jeweler's paper boxes,
and upon motion, duly carried, the secretary was
instructed to have the executive committee take
the matter up with the railroad commission with
a view of securing a satisfactory rate.

Upon motion of Mr. Upchurch, of Mart, duly
carried, the president was instructed to cor-
respond with the Jewelers' Security Alliance with
regard to the recent loss of H. D. Leffell, of San
Angelo, to the end that relief might be extended
in the case.

The following resolutions were adopted:
WHEREAS, This association is composed of

the very highest class of citizenship to be found
in our great Commonwealth, fighting and striv-
ing to uphold the dignity and quality of the legiti-
mate jewelry business to its very highest stand-
ard of honor, and

Whereas, Many of the standard manufacturers
have drifted into other hands where honor and
business ethics are unknown, there be it

Resolved, That in the future we propose to
favor only such manufacturers as respect their
own wares enough to place them for sale in the
hands of the jewelry trade whose honor and
methods are not only beyond question, but entirely
above suspicion.

Whereas, The average public knows very little
of the quality of jewelry, and

Whereas, Said public depends solely upon and
looks to the retail jeweler for protection against
frauds and for information as to quality, there-
fore, be it

Resolved, That we believe every line of any
merit justly belongs to the legitimate jewelry
trade which we are willing to look upon with
favor whenever the manufacturers are willing to
place their lines only in the hands of those whom
they expect to uphold the price.

Whereas, We, the retail jewelers, often suffer
great inconvenience and loss through our inability
to identify articles in our line, therefore, be it

Resolved, That we earnestly recommend to
manufacturers in our line that they stamp every
article manufactured by them with some trade-
mark by which the jeweler may be able to identify
the maker of any article sold from his stock.

Resolved, That we heartily approve of the
practice of the different watch companies in their
efforts to market their products through the legiti-
mate jewelry trade.

(Continued on page 1333)
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4{-,,i9ftit MORE'S
Nahl-q-EAKABLE

•4° 250 UV FOUNTAIN PEN

A Unique Window Display
Of FOUNTAIN PENS
Which Sold the Entire Stock
A Michigan customer writes: "I had three dozen fountain pens,

excellent pens, too, but somehow they would not sell. Our

city is 7000, and there are nine other stores that sell fountain

pens. My fountain pen sales averaged about one a week.

"I cleared out my best window and dressed it as it had
never been dressed before, with green velvet, at a cost of $7.56.

In the center of the window, on a square piece of plate glass,

I laid two of my fountain pens, one open and one closed, and

just back of it I placed this sign :

cgt—Irtn
SCORE'S tOgt,ii,,L.FAIAABLe

Moore's 1  
THIS IS THE FAMOUS
re's Non-Leakable
Fountain Pen
TIIL PEN THAT YOU READ SO MUCH ABOUT

WE GUARANTEE THIS PEN NOT .0 LEAK

IT WILT EAST A HET:TIME DO II- NOW

THE PRICE IS $Z.50ANuo UPWAROS
.._..,

"One week after I had dressed my window I had sold every

one of my three dozen pens, including the ones in the window.

It beat anything I ever saw or heard of, and while an

epidemic of fountain pen buying may have been due in our

city, I ascribe it entirely to the novel method of advertising."

Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pen
is the Best Selling Fountain Pen

a Jeweler Ever Handled

They sell easy, make satisfied customers, and enhance

the reputation of your store

Write us for Catalogue and Original of Above Sign

for Window Display and Our Special Proposition

to Jewelers

American Fountain Pen Co.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, Selling Agents

BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS

OUR FALL MAGAZINE ADVERTISING

Talking to 34,000,000
People in Your Behalf
We have always advertised extensively

in the magazines but this Fall and
Winter (starting with September) we are
going to launch the biggest campaign in our history,
telling the story of

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling

Fountain Pen
by means of large dominant full pages in the big
magazines and weeklies, to 34,000,000 readers (that means
readers in your town also)

—and then backing it up for YOU
with the largest, strongest, cleverest, most powerful, sales-compelling
PLAN FOR DEALERS ever offered the trade by any fountain
pen manufacturer in all the history of the business. Its title is—

Plan to Double Your Fall and Holiday. Fountain Pen Sales at
OUR Expense." It focuses the local elect of our Magazin,'
Campaign in your town, on YOUR store. Write for it today—
it's free.

The Conklin Pen mfg. co.
99 Conklin Bldg. TOLEDO, 0., U. S. A.

OUNTAIN PEN
OF HIGHEST

MERIT
HAND—
SOME
DISPLAY
CASES
FURNISHED
TO THE TRADE

DEMANDED

EVERYWHERE

MADE IN
EVERY

STYLE

AND

SIZE

MADE ALSO IN
SELF-FILLING
STYLE

WRITE FOR SAMPLES
AND PRICES

Aikin Lambert Co.
ESTABLISHED 1864-

15 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
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Value of a Short Course in
Watchmaking

Address by FRED EDGAR at the Des Moines, Iowa, Convent ion

During the latter part of January Mr. Niel-
son called the executive board together and placed
his ideas before us and arrangements were then
made to put the plan into execution. The idea
in brief was about like this: To give to such
workmen as desired it a week's practical work at
the bench, under competent instructors, in the
finer branches, such as pivoting, jeweling, hair-
springing, pallet jewel setting and in fact any line
of work in which they might feel themselves de-
ficient. A light and comfortable room was found
and benches and electric power were furnished,
but each man was to bring his own tools. At the
end of the week an examination was to be con-
ducted, testing the applicant both by practical
work and written questions, and to those who
passed by creditable percentages certificates were
to be issued which would show to the workman
himself and to a prospective employer his rank
as a watch repairer. •

The initial course opened the 54th of last
March. Had we not all heard the old saying that
"Great oaks from small acorns grow," we might
have been slightly discouraged that the course
was not more largely attended, but the deep in-
terest taken and the earnest appreciation shown
by those who did attend made us all feel that
our efforts to raise the standard of workmanship
were not in vain. Over five years ago a handful
of jewelers met in a room in the Savery at our
first annual convention. Compare that meeting
with this splendid gathering and tell me why even
with this modest beginning the 'short course' and
the conducting of examinations and issuing of
certificates should not become an important factor
in State and national association work. And this
brings me to the main thought of my subject,
viz.: the benefits of such a course as we have
outlined.

Let us notice in passing how the perfecting
of such a system would be of real value to the
public, for if in our association work we forget
the public and consider questions only from the
selfish standpoint of the dollars put into or kept
out of our cash registers we have little excuse
for the existence of our organization. Should
this idea be worked out to the full extent of
what we believe to be its possibilities, the people
would have, for the first time, a sure means of
telling who was and who was not capable of re-
pairing their timepieces in a workmanlike manner.
They would soon learn to look for the associa-
tion certificate and would be slow to entrust their
precious timepieces with men who could not
produce one. And yet it would work no hard-
ship on the jewelers ; only weed out a few of the
"watchmaking-taught-by-mail" class, for any
workman worthy of the name, who took the least
pride in his work and had the ambition to be-
come proficient could soon reach a point where by
the aid of the "Short Course" he could pass a
successful examination.

There are many ways in which the course
would help our association. It would doubtless
interest some non-members to whom our other
lines of work have appealed in vain, and thus
materially increase our membership. It would in
time convince the public that the sole aim and
end of our organization is not to make them pay
more for our goods and our work. It would also
be a means of keeping up interest among the
members, after the questions that now engross
our attention are settled, as we believe they soon
will be to our entire satisfaction and will there-
fore become dead issues.

To the jeweler who employs one or more
workmen the certificates would be a guide in the
selection of a competent man, for as has often
been mentioned here testimonials from former
employers are too often written to help to get
rid of an undesirable man and therefore cannot
always be depended upon.

The workman himself would really, in my
opinion, be the greatest gainer of all by the suc-
cess of such a system as we have outlined. The
cost to him, in both time and money, are reduced
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to the minimum while his capacity for good work
for himself or his employer would be so increased
that he would soon be more than repaid dollar for
dollar. Then, too, it would appeal to every man's
pride and be an incentive to him to develop his
abilities to their highest point. My idea would
be to issue at least three grades of certificates,
just as is done in our public school system, and
to be extremely slow to issue first-class ones.
Let the "botch" be excluded, with his brass roller
jewels, "hog's ears" cut on the plates and jewels
soft-soldered in and give only to a fairly good
workman a third grade certificate. The second
grade certificate would do for better class of
watchmakers, while no man should be awarded
a first-class diploma until he is well up in adjust-
ing and in repairing of chronometers and com-
plicated watches.

Experience alone can teach us just how the
course can be made most efficient, but it seems
that such a system as this would ,give every work-
man a goal towards which to constantly strive,
viz., the possession of a first grade certificate, for
none would be content to always hold but a
third grade and many a second-grade man would
not rest until he had obtained the first.

To say the least I think the idea should be
thoroughly tried out and then let it stand or fall
on its own merits.

Fourth Annual Convention Texas
Retail Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 1331)
Resolved, That we cannot look with favor

upon any lines of goods which we find the factory
sells to others cheaper than to the jewelry trade.

Resolved, That we will, so far as possible,
refrain from buying goods from manufacturers
and jobbers who issue catalogues and send them
to others than legitimate jewelers.

Resolved, That we will, so far as possible,
refrain from buying silver plated ware which we
know to be sold through other than the legitimate
jewelry trade, and especially lines upon which we
find the jeweler is discriminated against.

Resolved, That we, the Texas Retail Jew-
elers' Association, refuse as far as possible to
market the merchandise of the manufacturers or
jobbers who make a practice of selling to the
consumer direct, or distribute their catalogues or
prices to others than legitimate jewelers.

Resolved, That the manufacturers of price-
protected watches be requested to study carefully
the advisability of placing their watches on sale
with unreliable firms who handle only one or two
movements of their lines, as experience proves
that such unreliable dealers find it easy to cut
the price to make the sale, not caring whether or
not they are cut off from future supply, believing
that dealers displaying a comprehensive line will
be more inclined to protect the price, as they have
more to lose by not doing so.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this associa-
tion that a restrictive retail price list be estab-
lished by watch case manufacturers on their
product.

Resolved, That we heartily favor the co-
operation of our members in upholding the stamp-
ing laws, and commend the manufacturing jew-
elers association for their interest in the matter.

Resolved, That we emphatically condemn the
practice of certain railroads selling watches to
their employees.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
manufacturers and jobbers sending out net nrices
in open mail, and we request that the trade
journals discontinue the practice of advertising
net prices in their journals.

Resolved, That we heartily commend those
watch manufacturers who are marketing their
product entirely through the legitimate jobber and
retail jeweler.

Resolver, That we recommend to watch,
jewelry and kindred dealers the adoption of a
new discount key, to be known as association
key, to be used in all their catalogues and adver-
tisements, the key to be disclosed only to the
legitimate jewelry trade, and in every case to be
sent under separate cover from the catalogue
house and as sealed mail only.
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Resolved, That we do not recommend com-
plete watches in all grades being put on the
market by watch companies, but we do recom-
mend a fixed selling price on movements and cases
separately.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
certain jobbers and manufacturers of selling at
retail to dealers in other lines who are not in
the legitimate jewelry business, and we would
recommend that this association adopt some sys-
tern by which its members may be kept posted
as to which manufacturers and jobbers are not
loyal to the legitimate jewelry trade.

Resolved, That the members of this associa-
tion be strongly urged to buy only such goods as
are stamped by trade-mark and quality.

Resolved, That this association establish a
list of non-retailing jobbers and manufacturers
for the use of its members only, and urge upon
the members of this association to patronize only
such as appear on the list.

Resolved, That we recommend to our
national association that they have compiled by
States, the names and addresses of all retail
jewelers in the United States, that these lists be
corrected and issued semi-annually and sold to
manufacturers or jobbers at cost, with a request
that the sending of catalogues and price lists of
goods intended for the legitimate. jewelry trade
be restricted to firms whose names appear on the
latest official list published by this association.

Whereas, The present practice of denoting
the quality of the gold filled watch case by years
is so vague and meaningless, some method be
adopted by the manufacturers by which the actual
quantity and quality of gold employed in each
might be more clearly demonstrated to the jew-
eler and not revealed to the customer.

Resolved, That we endorse the efforts of the
Texas Optical Association in their desire to have
our Legislature pass a just optometry law, by
which the public may be protected from the fraud
of the fake transient opticians.

Resolved, That we extend our thanks to the
Mayor and the Secretary of the Commercial Club
of the City of Corpus Christi for their courteous
invitation to meet in that city, and instruct our
secretary to so inform them in the proper form
by letter.

Resolved, That we do not favor the passage
of the parcels post bill.

Resolved, That we, the members of the Texas
Retail Jewelers' Association feel that it has been
beneficial to us in our business and social relations
to be organized into an association and therefore
urge all the jewelers of the State to become
members of our association and the national asso-
ciation.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
Arthur A. Everts, Dallas, president ; L. H.
Walters. Hillsboro, vice-president ; Albert L.
Jones, Temple, secretary (re-elected) ; B. R.
Stocking, of Belton, treasurer (re-elected).

Directors : R. T. Crawford, Waco; J. Levin-
ski, Waco; John T. McCutcheon, Corpus Christi;
C. B. Pittman, Ennis, and W. D. Armstrong, of
Brownwood, the latter to succeed Mr. Everts,
president-elect, who was on the board.

President-elect Everts was selected as dele-
gate to the national convention to meet in Detroit,
with authority to select his own alternate in case
it was impossible to attend.

The convention then adjourned its final busi-
ness session.

Daring Daylight Robbery
A daring daylight robbery took place in

Memphis, Tenn., last month when two men
entered the store of A. Graves Co., ostensibly to
purchase goods. The men entered the store
shortly before 5 o'clock and asked to be shown
some diamond rings. At first a saleswoman
waited on them. She called Mr. Turner, who
placed before them a tray containing about $5,000
worth of jewelry. Rose grabbed five of the rings,
and at the same time drew a gun, which he leveled
on Turner. The latter, however, had grabbed his
hand and given the alarm. The help in the store
came to his rescue. Tankley was overpowered,
but Rose backed out of the door, pistol in hand,
and escaped with two of the rings. A riot call
was sent in and Tankley was soon in the hands of
officers at police headquarters. •
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The Market Price
of DIAMONDS is
Steadily Increasing,
and has advanced fully 20% in the past year

41"We are still selling diamonds at the same prices
that were 172 effect a year ago, 'and this is only on
account of our having the foresight to place our
cutting contracts ahead, which, together with our
enormous purchasing power and increased business,
enabled us to keep the prices down.

41. We carry diamonds in every grade, and you can rely implicitly on every
stone being exactly as it is represented. We will gladly send you diamonds on
approval for comparison, as we are positive that our prices are much lower
than the same grade of goods can be bought for from any of our competitors.

IL Our new catalogue and price list of diamonds, semi-precious and jobbing
stones is now in the hands of our printer, and will be ready within two
weeks. This book will contain valuable information concerning all kinds of
stones and will be both useful and instructive to every jeweler. Should you
not receive a copy, kindly let us know.

Don't forget that we are selling 14 K. MOUNTINGS IN TIFFANY,
TOOTH, FLAT, AND ROUND BELCHER STYLES, with the bear-
ings cut ready to set stone AT 90c PER DWT. NET CASH. All
mountings are of good proportion, and there are no excessive weights.

A. C. BE,CKEN COMPANY
WHOLESALE JEWELERS •• 156 Wabash Avenue
Importers, and Cutters of Diamonds • • CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Progressive Jeweler

Address of JACOB FRANKS, President Rockford Watch Co., at

Detroit Convention

I believe in every line of business there are
some merchants who have not kept pace with the
times, who believe that the world owes them a
living and that they ought to get it without making
any effort; and I am sorry to say that there are
still many of this kind in the jewelry trade, who
are not up to the modern methods of doing
business and make no effort to acquire them.
They do not know what their earnings or profits
are each month, or each year, their condition
never being realized by them until they find them-
selves unable to meet their bills. They are honest
and continue paying their debts as long as they
can, their stocks continue to grow less and eventu-
ally they are forced out of business, and they have
no one to blame but themselves.

These are the jewelers of the
The New past. Conditions have changed.
Dispensation The progressive jeweler has

stepped in, and antiquated
methods are dying of dry rot. Many of these
old time jewelers are good watchmakers, but this
does not aid them in conducting a successful
business. A good watchmaker might work up a
good repair trade, but he won't get rich from
this. It is the selling end of the business that
makes the money, and to do business to-day,
scientific methods must be employed. Ingenuity
must be used, your work becomes a study and a
profession just as much .as that of a lawyer or a
doctor. You must be a specialist.

The first principles in con-
Basis of a Suc- ducting a successful business,
cessful Business must be a clean store, with a

clean, well assorted, up-to-date
stock. The proprietor's personal appearance must
also be neat and clean. He must exercise some
care about his dress and must have a pleasing
address; he must make it a practice to smile
whether he feels like it or not, but as all those
conditions are now so generally understood, and
so essential in the conduct of any successful
business enterprise, and as so much has been said
on this particular subject, at many of the asso-
ciation meetings, it will be unnecessary to say
anything further along this particular line.

The work of the progressive jeweler does not
end here, but only begins at this point. He must
start in to devise ways and means of increasing
his business and must everlastingly keep at it.
This is where skill and judgment must be employed.

There are many jewelers in this country who
are ambitious and possess the vim, and do every-
thing in their power to increase their business, but
nature has not endowed them with ability. This
class of people, if their financial condition will
at all permit, should endeavor to employ some
able person to manage their affairs, even if they,
themselves, have to sit at the bench doing re-
pairs.

One of the troubles with which
Trade Jealousy many of the jewelers are

afflicted, is jealousy. When a
jeweler believes that his neighbor is doing more
business than himself, he starts in to cut prices,
not stopping to think that this course cuts his
profits, and in my opinion, increases his sales
little, if any. The people whom he attracts by
the low prices that he quotes, are very apt to
become suspicious of his wares, and the chames
are, before buying, will stop into Jones's store and
obtain quotations on the same goods, which of
course are higher. Mr. Jones realizing that, in
order to make money, he must obtain reasonable
profits. The prospective customer will say : "Why
Brown is advertising this same article for so much
less," to which Jones will respond, "Brown isn't
advertising this article. I admit that he is adver-
tising some cheap goods, but we are not handling
anything of that kind. We don't buy job lots,
and make it a point to carry only standard goods,
which are guaranteed to us, and which we
guarantee. But if you are looking for something
cheap, may be you can find it over at Brown's,
but I don't believe in carrying that kind of stock.
Jewelry is a luxury which you don't buy every
day, and our firm prefers handling reliable

goods." It is safe to say, that in nine cases out
of ten the prospective customer is won over by
Jones's argument, and will say to himself : "I
guess he is right. It will be a long time before I
will ever buy a watch for Mary again, and I don't
want to run the risk of getting a 'bum' one."
Brown's low prices attracted this party, and
Jones's methods effected the sale. Jones is a
progressive, up-to-date jeweler.

Now keeping your store neat
Attracting
Customers 

and clean, and the use of
proper argument in effecting
sales, is not all that is essential

to success in business. In order to make progress,
it is necessary to attract people to your store.
This can be done in many ways, and in fact many
different methods must be used, as the public
are always looking for something new ; but one
of the essentials that I might call to your atten-
tion, in addition to the clean, neat store, is an
attractive window. Care and taste must be exer-
cised in dressing same, and frequent changes must
be made in the method of displaying your goods.
Don't think that it is throwing money away to
buy attractive window fixtures, or to change the
velvet at the bottom of your window frequently.
This is the cheapest advertising you can get.

Many jewelers have little or no trade in
novelties, but notwithstanding this fact it is advis-
able at times to carry a few, if only for display
purposes. It is these methods that attract atten-
tion, and bring your place of business into notice,
causing it to be talked about and inducing Tom
to ask Dick if he has seen that beautiful so-and-so
in your window. This is also cheap advertising.

Newspaper advertising is not
Problems in the only kind that produces
Advertising results, notwithstanding that I

believe almost any business can
be made profitable by good newspaper advertising.
Newspaper advertising may require a larger in-
vestment, but with the proper kind of ads. it may
be, in the long run, the least expensive.

Copy writing is an art and the trouble with
too many people is that they fail to recognize
this fact. This applies largely to the smaller
retail merchant, who believes himself competent
to write his own copy. Some particular ad.
attracts him and he attempts to follow along the
same lines, notwithstanding that the business is
vastly different and the conditions are wide
apart.

In addition to good copy, a striking illustra-
tion is an essential, the cut attracting the eye, and
reading matter presenting the argument.

The jeweler carrying a select
Advertising Must stock of goods would injure
Suit the Business his business by inserting an

ad. similar to that of the neigh-
boring department store, which is advertising a
particular kind of ladies' coats, $2.39, while they
last, reduced from $to.00. A jeweler's advertising
must be dignified.

If a jeweler deems it advisable to quote
prices, there is no particular reason why he
should not do so. This depends largely upon his
environment and how he is situated. There is no
doubt but that the mention of prices attached to
certain goods very often attracts attention, not-
withstanding that the prices are not particularly
low. This also applies to quoting prices on
certain goods in your window display. It is
foolish to believe that in order to do this, you
are compelled to mark goods at a price below
that at which they should be sold, as the general
public cannot determine the real value of a
watch, or a piece of jewelry by merely looking at
it through a sheet of glass. You can put a tray
of watches in your window and mark them $2o.00
and they appear just as good to the public eye as
others that you carry in stock, for which you
would have to charge $4o.00. This same condi-
tion applies in quoting prices in newspaper ad-

It is not necessary to advertise
vertising.

as a leader some especiallAdvertising
Methods

  o y
Avoid well-known article with which

t

people are familiar, because in
doing this you will have to quote a low price, or
else your ad. will do you more harm than good.
The department stores make a practice of adver-
tising in this manner, expecting to average their
earnings on the sale of other goods. There are
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also some jewelers in this country who advertise
well-known, or standard goods at a ridiculously
low price, but those people, to whom I refer,
conduct their business in a different manner.
They employ a certain class of salesmen, who
should be termed "fakirs." I am told that there
is one concern in New York that pursues this
method of doing business and discharges a clerk
who sells two advertised articles in one day. It
is expected that these clerks will switch the cus-
tomers who are attracted by the ads., to other
goods. They have still other methods to divert
the attention from the goods advertised. I am
told that they advertise a certain make of watch
movement in certain cases, for less money than
they cost wholesale. When a party drops in and
asks to see this watch, he is shown a hunting
movement in an open faced case. He, of course,
discovers in a moment that the watch looks
peculiar to him and calls the clerk's attention to
the fact that twelve is in the wrong place, to
which the clerk responds : "That is the reason why
we are selling it so cheap," and this holds the
customer's attention until he manages to con-
vince him that some other watch is what he wants.

Notwithstanding the fact that a man may
bring to his business, ability, a pleasing person-
ality, an attractive store, a clean stock, proper
advertising and most progressive and up-to-date
business methods, he still falls short of that
measure of success to which he is entitled, for
the reason that he is confronted with a serious
handicap in the unfair competition of the depart-
ment stores and mail order houses. The remedy
lies in your associations, provided they are con-
ducted along the proper lines. The progressive
jeweler has come to realize this.

When the • retail jewelers' associations first
came into existence their members were -largely
pewelers of the old school. The wide-awake, up-
to-date, progressive jeweler thought himself com-
petent to handle his own business without the aid
of associations. I, myself, have heard quite a
number express themselves in this manner, par-
ticularly jewelers located in the larger cities, who
do not depend upon the farming patronage. The
catalogue that reached the farmer did not inter-
fere with, or injure, their business. Finally they
awakened to the fact that they were not doing the
amount of business they should, and concluded
that they were in little better shape than the
jeweler in the rural districts. They discovered
that they were compelled to compete with the de-
partment stores and kindred concerns, which were
selling more watches and jewelry than the exclu-
sive jewelers, and to-day, this class of trade is a
serious handicap to the jeweler.

The larger jewelers realize the existence of
these conditions, and I predict that the time is
not far distant when those men will be members
of some retail jewelers' association. This will re-
sult in placing the jewelry business back to where
it belongs, in the hands of the jewelers, but mark
you, gentlemen, in order to bring this about, the
first, and most important thing, is to select as
officers of these associations, men who have the
entire confidence of the trade, men who are able
to grapple with the varied problems, men who are
competent to meet the conditions confronting
them, and men whose honesty of purpose cannot
be questioned.

I do not wish to convey to you the idea that
you can dominate every jobber or every manu-
facturer, or that you can keep watches and jew-
elry out of the hands of catalogue houses and de-
partment stores. These people would always be
able to secure goods even if your combined mem-
bership numbered every retail Jeweler in this
Union. But what I claim you can do, by united
effort, is to make the lines distinctive. If the
lines carried by the jeweler were confined to the
jeweler exclusively, and not sold to others, and
the retail jewelers would not handle lines carried
by concerns antagonistic to their interests, it is
reasonable to suppose that the manufacturers of
high grade standard goods would prefer market-
ing their products through the exclusive jeweler
if they are obliged to make their choice.

Again, it will not be a great while before the
public will realize that in order to purchase
standard, reliable, dependable goods, they must
trade with the jeweler, and not with the dry goods
store.
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What Will You Say When the
Christmas Crowd Comes?

Will you say :—" No, we haven't got the Hull ?

Will you try to sell them the style that has passed—the old-fashioned um-
brella—and see them walk out to some other store ?

They are coming, just as sure as the months roll around,
these Hull holiday buyers—tens of thousands of them
in every city, town, village and hamlet in the United
States.

They are coming, because the Hull Umbrella, with its
detachable and interchangeable handle, has secured a
grip upon public favor, in the past year, that cannot
be broken.

We said a year ago that there would be more than a
million new Hull owners in 1910 and the figure has
been more than made good.

If your own little circle of friends does not contain
Hull owners, it is an exception.

As a merchant, your first duty to yourself is to find out
what the people want, and then give it to them.

The people want Hull umbrellas. They want them because of the detachable and inter-
changeable handle and because they are learning that the Hull umbrella is an umbrella
they can depend upon, no matter what price they pay.

Do not let the "Hull" Buyers in
your community get away

Give them the Hull they want—the umbrella that will be advertised in the Saturday Evening
Post starting in September and continuing through the Holiday season.

So if yours is not already a Hull store, for your own sake and the sake of your trade, make
it one for the holidays.

Hull Brothers
TOLEDO

Umbrella Co.
OHIO

Annual Convention Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association

The fifth annual convention of the Wiscon-
sin Retail Jewelers Association was held in Mil-
waukee July 12th, 13th and 4th. The gathering
was a success beyond measure. This association
is one of the oldest in the country and though
affiliated with the national association but one
year, it has taken the initiative in many matters
of trade importance, which are now part of the
platform of the national organization.

In no State in the Union does a healthier
spirit of co-operation exist among jewelers than
in Wisconsin. This is due, in a large measure,
to the existence of local and district jewelers'
clubs in various sections of the State. No more
potent factor for the cultivation and mainten-
ance of fraternal co-operation among local jew-
elers has as yet been discovered than those local
jewelers' clubs. The State and national associa-
tions have their spheres of usefulness, but their
influence is necessarily exerted upon the trade
in general, while the local clubs have a narrower
field in which the results are more apparent to
the individual jeweler. These local clubs in
Wisconsin are all affiliated with the State asso-
ciation and their influence upon the deliberations
of the State convention was very apparent.

In opening the convention President Gustave
Keller, of Appleton, introduced Honorable Emil
Seidel, the Socialist Mayor of Milwaukee, who
delivered a very warm-hearted address of wel-
come and wished the jewelers abundant success
in the deliberations of their convention. Presi-
dent Keller responded to the Mayor's address,
after which he presented his annual report, a
document well worthy of a careful] perusal by
all jewelers, whether identified with the associa-
tion movement or not. The address is as follows:

Gentlemen : Once more it becomes my duty
as president of your association to report to you
on the activity of our organization during the
past year. Fifty-two members were added since
our last convention, a year ago; thirty of which
were secured within the last two months; the
result of a special effort on the part of your
State officers. Our membership to-day in good
standing is 18o and I have every reason to expect
that this number will be materially increased
before the close of the convention.

Not only is the association idea growing
within our own State, but in practically every
State of our grand Union do we find a similar
condition. A glowing contrast to what we found
but a comparatively few years ago. The jewelers
are waking up; are leaving their stores and re-
pair benches to give some thought and considera-
tion and take some action looking toward self-
preservation. It is a hopeful sign and I sincerely
trust that you delegates here during this con-
vention and after your return to your homes, will
dedicate your best efforts toward the upbuilding,
strengthening and elevating of one of the best
lines of business in which men can be occupied.
The jewelry business is one of art, refinement, re-
sponsibility, appealing to the higher and better
senses of man. Why should our best efforts not
be put forth to increase its prestige, which will
also mean, as a natural consequence, increased
emolument.

I believe I can say with perfect truth that
the jewelry craft is becoming thoroughly aroused,
conscious of its past derelictions, of the abuses
from which it is suffering to-day, because of past
antipathy and indifference toward craft organi-
zation and the consultation and consideration of
its own trade interests. "Necessity is the mother
of invention," and so in this case, dire necessity
has forced many of our slumbering jewelers to
awake and realize that unless they "get up and
be doing" the jewelry business as a distinct busi-
ness will practically be a thing of the past.

But the trade is aroused; not only the re-
tailers, but the jobbers and manufacturers as well,
who, like the retailers, have formed organizations
for the protection and advancement of the jewelry
business and the eradication and adjustment of
trade abuses. To me this is a source of special,
of personal pleasure and holds forth the highest
hope for the future of our craft, for those of
you who attended the third annual convention will
no doubt remember—pardon my referring to this
—of my calling attention to the need of the

organization of the jobbers and manufacturers
before we could expect desired results.

But two years have passed and I am sure that
every jeweler who read the address of President
Schwab, of the National Wholesale Jewelers'
Association, given at the convention of said
organization, held at Cincinnati, June 8th and 9th
last, was more than pleased at the sentiments ex-
pressed and with nothing more than when he sug-
gests a board of arbitration consisting of repre-
sentatives of manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers to consider and seftle all questions of
dispute or grievance arising in the various
branches of the jewelry trade.

This is not advocacy of trust methods.
Anarchy has prevailed in jewelry business circles.
Order must be brought into it.

Many are the questions which perturb the
jeweler's mind to-day and which are receiving
attention at every gathering of jewelers. I sincerely
trust that the deepest consideration will be given
and fullest discussion allowed these questions at
this convention; otherwise we will fail in making

President Gustave Keller

our convention as full of profit to those attending
as it ought to be. Permit me to call attention to
just a few of the questions on which light is still
sought:

Fixed Selling Prices

Should guarantee for a definite period be
given with gold filled watch cases, etc.?

Should watches be sold complete?
Should members sell at retail; and manufac-

ing jewelers and repairers for the trade, do work
for the retail trade?

Should uniform repair prices be established?
What are proper profits in the jewelry

business?
Should jewelers value goods for customers

and if so, should it be done without charge?
Should railroad companies control the sale

of watches, except through legitimate jewelry
channels?

Should jewelers patronize manufacturers and
jobbers who sell to other than legitimate jewelers?

Proper advertising.
The mail order business.
The parcels post bill, etc.

From just this simple list of questions, the
importance of our organization as an educational
factor can be gleaned; and if through the instru-
mentality of co-operative action we can bring
about a satisfactory solution of these problems,
there certainly can no longer be any doubt in the
mind of the most skeptical as to the imperative
need of a trade organization for mutual educa-
tion, protection and inspiration.

As your president therefore I want you to
set yourselves to the task in all earnestness and
with the golden rule as the guiding principle, put
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forth your best efforts to seek and throw light
regarding whatever question may come before
you.

If you do this I am sure that this convention
will be of such profit to each, that every jeweler
will return home with new ideas, with renewed
hope for the future, a greater willingness than
ever to contribute his mite toward the cause and
anxiously waiting for the next convention.

The most difficult question that can be pre-
sented to officers of our organization is: "What
have you done?" What are you accomplishing?
While I say we have accomplished much, I want
to call attention to the fact that all organization
work is still in the formation period. The officers
of the national and various State organizations
are still directing their efforts to marshaling their
forces. This is the first requisite before we can
expect to accomplish much. And yet I say, the
attitude of manufacturer and jobber has already
greatly changed, because of the organizations
called into life, resulting in decided benefits to the
retail jeweler. While speaking of organization
work I beg to report that President Archibald, of
the National Association, requested me some
weeks ago to appoint a member of our organiza-
tion on the national finance committee. Follow-
ing his request I appointed Mr. John P. Hess, of
Fond-du-Lac, who very kindly and generously
accepted this not altogether pleasant appointment
and who has already done good work. He will
present his matter in due time and I bespeak for
him your liberal consideration.

Regarding organization I want to renew
again a former recommendation of ex-President
Stoessel and myself that local and district jew-
elers' clubs be formed. Nothing brings neighbor-
ing jewelers closer together than these clubs, as
is so well evinced by the Milwaukee Jewelers'
Club and the Fox River Valley Jewelers' Club.
I trust this convention will take some cognizance
of this matter.

What has been accomplished by the Board of
Watchmaker Examiners, will be presented to you
by the chairman of said board.

A full report of the Fire Insurance Depart-
ment will also be rendered.

It becomes my duty to report the relinquish-
ment of the office of State secretary by our former
secretary, Mr. Frank Thompson. In his place
I appointed Mr. A. J. Stoessel, who kindly con-
sented to serve, for the unexpired term.

Second Day's Session

Discussion of various subjects pertaining to
the craft was the programme of the second
day's session. It was planned by the committee
having the programme in charge that this day's
deliberation should be given over more to the
general discussion by the jewelers of various
trade conditions and trade abuses and their reme-
dies. It was the consensus of opinion that jewel-
ers must step out from the ranks of mechanics
and become commercial men if the jewelry trade
is to grow. Several speakers called attention to
the shortcomings of jewelers as commercial men.

The question of pricemaking was dwelt upon
at length by G. E. G. Kuechle, the secretary and
treasurer of the Alasted-Kaster Co., one of the
large retail stores of Milwaukee. Mr. Kuechle
regarded the proposition of price-making as one
of the most important a jeweler has to decide.
By way of explanation Mr. Kuechle cited the
following incident:

A careless merchant we know of, who was
doing business under heavy expense—he esti-
mated it to be 25 per cent.—thought he was break-
ing even on some of his advertised lines, when
he sold them at a profit of 25 per cent. above
delivered cost—that is, actual cost plus express.
One day the sheriff took possession of his store
and it took an expert accountant three whole
hours to demonstrate to Mr. Merchant that he
had actually lost 5 per cent. on these lines be-
cause he didn't know how to figure profits, and
the surprising fact has now developed that many,
many merchants have been for many, many years
figuring their profits upon the wrong basis. If
you were to figure your cost of doing business
on your gross sales and your percentage of

(Continued on page 1939)
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CLARENCE F. BAYER BYRON L. STRASBURGER

WHERE TO STOP WHEN IN NEW YORK

BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.

ALBERT PRETZFELDER

Importers 5 East 17th Street (Between Broadway and Fifth Ave.), NEW YORK Manufacturers

Are showing the most extensive holiday lines of imported novelties for Jewelry trade.
It will be to any jeweler's best interest, visiting New York, to certainly note address and call at our showrooms. All lines are shown in large variety.

NOVELTY JEWELRY. LORGNETTES. SMOKERS' ARTICLES. FANCY GOODS. STERLING SILVER AND GUN METAL MESH BAGS.

VANITY CASES AND NOVELTIES. GUN METAL NOVELTIES. OPERA GLASSES. LEATHER GOODS.

CLOCKS. BRASS GOODS. LAMPS, ETC. ART GOODS. DESK SETS. DINNER GONGS, ETC.

ROSARIES

30 YEARS

SPECIAL-

IZING ON

ECCLESI-

ASTICAL

WARES

A LIFE-

TIME

DEVOTED

TO THIS

CLASS

OF WORK

We are fully equipped to furnish anything in Ecclesiastical Wares of any

description. We have specialized on this class of work for many years
and have a most thorough knowledge of all the requirements.
Time was when this class of goods was considered more or less of a

novelty. Today they are looked upon as staple. Our line makes most

acceptable holiday gifts. Send for Price List and Selection Package.

THE W. J. PEELEY CO.
1.1RoviE3NC, 121-lone ISLANID

OUR GRADUATES ARE
EXPERIENCED WORKMEN
This is one of the good features of our school—
we give our students plenty of real practical
experience before they graduate.
Here is what one of them wrote us about the
results of his course in our school:—

"Ten days have elapsed since my arrival; I must say I am
elated over my position here. My employer has given me
full charge of the repair department. I examine all the
work, fix the prices and order all material. He seems
to place great confidence in me. Your school has made
quite an impression on my employer. He considers your
school in fact the best for training for watchwork. I feel
now I need not worry about my position."

This position is one of the best in the middle West.
We will give names if you write for them. The jeweler
in this case formerly had one of our graduates, and
when he left, wanted another. Neither of these young
men had any store experience before coming to our
school. This is only one out of many such cases, all
proving that those who finish our full course are
experienced workmen. Write for catalogue.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
OF WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and JEWELRY WORK

LANCASTER :: :: PENNSYLVANIA

___

f -1,

ligs Wanted Dealers
7.-.-

__ _____
—

in every town and district to exhibit and sell high grade Vollmer Pianos.

.------
,--

ii

.,.,.
1

Write to-day for special offer. Wholesale prices and terms on our

entire line of Vollmer Pianos and Player Pianos to DEALERS.

Get into this money making business. A great opportunity to

make big profits. Write to-day for wholesale prices and special

proposition to DEALERS.

Vollmer Piano Company(Not ',to.)
2402 Niadismi Street Chicago, Illinois

August, 1910

Annual Convention Wisconsin Retail
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profit on the price you pay for merchandise—as
many merchants are now doing—you would be
wrong—dead wrong.

If an article costs you $1.00 and you sell it
for 25 per cent. more than it costs, or $1.25, and
your cost of doing business is 25 per cent., you
have actually lost 5 per cent. on the transaction.
If an article costs you $1.00 and you add 43 per
cent. to its cost and sell it for $1.43—and your
cost of doing business is 18 per cent., you have
not made the difference between 18 and 43, or
25 per cent.—not by any means. You have made
just 12 per cent.—no more, no less.

In an address on "Advertising" F. G. Kremer,
President of the Kremer-Krasselt Co., said that
in his opinion jewelers do not advertise
enough. Advertising, he maintained, is to the
store what personality is to the man, and that in
order to create a demand for their goods jewelers
must advertise. Not only must they advertise,
but they must stamp the personality of them-
selves and their stores in the advertising. He
went on to say that the jeweler in any com-
munity falls short of his calling if he does not
occupy a position of confidence and commercial
importance in his community. In all his adver-
tising the jeweler must bear in mind that he
must maintain the dignity of his commercial im-
portance. His copy must be clean, concise, dig-
nified and, above all, not over-exaggerated; and
back of it all must be the goods in the store
to back the advertising. Mr. Kremer counseled
against spasmodic advertising and stated that he
helieved in an all-year advertising campaign with
the possible exception of a few summer months.

M. A. Graettinger, President of the Mil-
waukee Association of Credit Men, delivered an
address on the all-important subject of credits
and commercial planning, which proved very
valuable to the convention. This was followed
by a very instructive lecture on watch troubles
by C. T. Higginbotham, of the South Bend
Watch Co.

Improving the Repair Department

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co.,
Chicago, read a very interesting and instructive
paper on "Improving the Repair Department."
Mr. Swartchild has had a long experience in this
particular line and of late years has given the
subject special attention. Among other things
Mr. Swartchild said:

"Any suggestions that may
Uniform Prices possibly tend to the improve-

ment of the repair department
is of interest. Let me ask you, 'Are there any
possibilities of improving the repair department?'
You will agree with me when I say there are
such possibilities. The most vital question is,
'How can the repair department be improved so
as to make it a source of increased revenue?'
This can be attained in different ways, such as
increasing the amount of work turned out. How-
ever, this is fraught with the danger of increas-
ing the quantity to the detriment of quality.
Another way in which the repair department
might be made to yield increased profits is by
reducing the expenses and thereby leaving a
larger margin for the proprietor. This is not
always advisable and should only be resorted to
in cases where there is actual loss. Another
point of interest that I wish to suggest which
would so improve the repair department as to
put it on a basis where prices will compare
favorably with skilled workmanship—prices that
would fairly compensate, is uniform repair

prices. Many may think that an innovation such

as I suggest is premature, and although you may

see the justice of having better and more uni-

form prices, you do not feel that you are ready

to take decisive action in the matter.
"It is up to this assembly and others of like

nature to force the issue so as to adjust this

matter of repair prices. As the change will have

to be made some time why leave it to a future

generation? Why not make it in this generation?

KEYSTONE

Why not make it now? Better and more uniform
prices in the repair department, with the success
which I predict for it, will have a surprisingly
helpful influence on your general jewelry busi-
ness, to its betterment.

"The repair man should never
Master Your be satisfied with his attain-
Specialty ments and should never lose

an opportunity to learn some-
thing new, or a new way of doing some job,
which is an improvement on the old way. You
may know more than the other fellow, but he
may have some knowledge that you have not,

and may be willing to impart that knowledge.
To be successful a man must use his knowledge
intelligently.

"Proper equipment is necessary to the success
of the retail repair department. A good mechanic

can never do his best work without proper tools.
No matter how well he does his work with

poor tools, he can always do better work with
better tools. Proper equipment means the pos-

session of tools in good condition, which necessi-

tates the replacing of those that get imperfect,

such as files, brushes, gravers, etc. Proper equip-

Secretary A. W. Anderson

ment also means adding new tools from time to

time, as desirable ones are put on the market to

meet a real want.
"You might just as well send soldiers to

battle without the proper munitions of war and

expect them to vanquish the enemy as to expect

a watchmaker to be successful in his calling with-

out the proper equipment of his craft.
Another point of interest is

Estimate on the benefit to be derived from

Every Job estimating every job before
you venture to name your

price. This has been advocated by some of our

most prominent men and I doubt not has had a

beneficial effect. Notwithstanding the advice so

often given, it is still quite a common practice

with some to ignore the necessity of estimating.

Believe me when I state that it is an absolute

necessity to the financial success of the repair

department to have each watch job carefully ex-

amined before the price is fixed. You may take

in a watch, open the case (handling most care-

fully, as you should do in the presence of your

prospective customer), insert a loupe in your

eye and 'look wise' as a Philadelphia lawyer, but

science has not discovered an optical instrument

capable of assisting you to determine the condi-

tion of the pivots or whether the mainspring is

capable of discharging its duty in an efficient

manner. What should be done is this: Request

your prospective customer to leave the watch for

the purpose of examination, always setting a

definite time for him to call. Then at your

leisure examine the watch carefully, piece by

piece, ascertain the condition of the mainspring,

pinions, pivots, etc., and then either re-assemble

the parts or place them in a job box, having

made a careful memorandum of all defects, using

an estimate card prepared for the purpose and

then you are in a position to state your price and

to talk intelligently to your patron.

"If work is taken in at too low a figure it is

difficult to persuade the average wage-earner to

do a job to the best of his ability, regardless of

the price called for on the tag. But if the pri
ce

charged is in proportion to the amount of work
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to be done he will in almost every instance exert
every effort to turn the job out in the best
possible condition.

"Let us face some of the diffi-
The Public and culties. One is that the man
Their Watches who takes in repairs is too apt

to place a mental value on the
watch (or whatever it may be) to be repaired,
based on the knowledge of the cost of the article,
always making a considerable allowance for de-
terioration caused by usage. Let me say this,
that when a man takes his watch to you to get it
repaired it is quite unnecessary for you to esti-
mate its value to him. What is of more im-
portance is what value does the owner place on
it, and is it in your power to put it in such condi-
tion that its value will be increased to its owner.
Nine times out of ten he thinks his watch is just
'it' and if you have the spare time and the
willingness to listen he will talk volumes about
his watch.

"If you succeed in improving an old watch
that has become erratic; that is to say, if you put
a watch into condition so that it will serve its
owner faithfully as a timepiece, he will value it

more highly than ever before and he will think
more of you for your skill than he will think
of the extra dollar or fifty cents you charged
him. Time has value (I mean the time you give

the other fellow to put in his pocket) and if a

watch will keep time after it is in your hands
your customer will place on it a financial value.

"Another difficulty is that some men are so
afraid that if they do not touch rock bottom

in naming a price for a repair job they will

lose it and the other fellow will get it. If there
were standard prices in every shop this difficulty
would entirely disappear, and not only is this so,

but such prices would tend to establish a more
friendly feeling among local jewelers, which is
very greatly to be desired.

"Another difficulty is this: A
Raising Prices on jeweler who has been in busi-

Old Customers ness for years and whose prin-
cipal customers are men who

have dealt with him for years and who know his
scale of charges nearly as well as he does. Those
old-time customers have long since become his
friends, so that the jeweler does not like to raise
his prices, fearing that he might lose his friends.
Here we face a real difficulty, but nevertheless
one that is not unsurmountable. Take your cus-
tomers into your confidence; explain matters in

such a way that the very fact that he is an old
customer and friend will assist you to convince
him that the advance in price is nothing more
than just and you will, in most cases, not only
retain your customer, but will increase his
friendship. And so the difficulties fade away
when looked at in a proper light, just as the mist
fades in the presence of .the morning sun.

Eyclopedia of 
"In conclusion I wish to bring
to your notice a book which

Repair Prices has been recently published in
the interest of the repair de-

partment. I trust that it will not lessen your in-

terest in it when I state that this book is my own
—published by me. The title of my book is
'Encyclopedia of Repair Prices.' It is a system-
atized work, showing prices for such work as
comes in the retail jewelry store. For many
years I have been connected with the jewelry
and kindred trades. The work is the result of
long and varied experience in these trades and

of much thought and frequent consultations with

those considered best able to advise on the various
subjects dealt with. It epitomizes the varied in-

formation and usages which have come directly

under my personal observation through a career

which has brought me in close daily connection

with the retail jeweler and watch repairers of this
country.

"Owing to the different commecrial conditions

prevailing in the various States and towns in the

country, and the diverging environments by which

the retail jeweler finds himself confronted, it is

almost impossible for one set of prices to meet

the requirements of all. Notwithstanding these

undoubted facts the book will serve as a guide

and will very materially assist each (no matter

what surrounding conditions may be) in arriving

at a systematic standard of prices for himself.

"There is no doubt in my mind that the work

(Continued on page 1341)
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FROM ALL SECTIONS
we have received the highest praise for

OUR NEW 12 SIZE WATCH
ITS SUPERIORITY BEING GENERALLY RECOGNIZED

Nothwithstanding, many Jewelers fail to appreciate the advantages of handling com-
plete watches, and in order to meet the wishes of all, we have concluded to fill orders for

12 and 0 SIZE MOVEMENTS
but will continue to market two special grades of 0, 12 and 16 size watches, which
will be sold complete only, packed in mahogany boxes accompanied by Contract with
selling price marked in plain figures.

THE ROCKFORD WATCH CO., Ltd., Rockford, Ill.

THE REES SCHOOL

Engraving

Watchmaking

F. H. REFS. Princiral

,Cend for Catalogs

1,1SHBE) 20 YI.72Alt

Corner Lake and Market Streets

ELMIRA NEW YORK

SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

WRIGHT PEN CO., 623 Washington Avenue
ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.
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will be of universal value to our craftsmen in as-
sisting each and everyone to adopt a scale of
charges, the standard of which must be based on
conditions existing in his own immediate neigh-
borhood. Better prices will result in better me-
chanics and this again will help to bring about
a higher standard of efficiency among the work-
men and better feeling among local watchmakers.
Repair work will be done in a much more con-
scientious and efficient manner. The public will
get better value for money expended on repairs
and the trade as a whole will surely benefit
through the higher standard and, consequently,
enhanced satisfaction of the public.

One of the most interesting papers at the
convention was read by A. W. Anderson, of
Neenah, Wis., on "Making the Repair Depart-
ment Pay." Mr. Anderson brought out many new
points on this all-important subject and much
favorable comment was heard concerning the
general tenor of his remarks, which are published
in full on another page of this issue.

The closing day of the convention was given
over to the passing of resolutions and the election
of officers. This was an executive session. The
following resolutions were adopted:

Whereas, It has become the policy of certain
manufacturers to establish and enforce a fixed
retail selling price; and

Whereas, It seems to us that this policy may
deliver us from one of the great evils, the price-
cutter ; and

Whereas, The guaranteeing and stamping of
such guarantee or printing such guarantee on
labels attached to gold filled watch cases, has
led to a great many abuses.

Whereas, Some jobbers at this late day still
persist in selling at retail or permit their travel-
ing representatives to do so.

Whereas, The sale of sterling ware is in the
majority of stores carried on at an absolute loss
instead of at a profit.

Whereas, It seems to be the disposition of
some clock manufacturers to distribute and sell
their produce through the medium of soap com-
panies, premium houses and newspaper concerns.

Whereas, It is a fact that many jewelers,
either through ignorance or timidity, are pre-
vented to make reasonable charges for repair
work.

Be It Resolved, That we endorse the fixed
selling price and that we are opposed to the bill

lately introduced into Congress, which seems to
make the establishing of a fixed retail selling
price illegal.

Resolved, That where a retail price is fixed
by watch manufacturers that said price be for
either case or movement, but preferably for a
complete watch.

Resolved, That the retail price on watches
should be set at not less than so per cent. above
net list, as anything below that figure would not
leave any profit to the retailer.

Resolved, That we recommend to the manu-
facturers of filled watch cases that they discon-
tinue to stamp their cases or attach thereto a
guarantee for a certain length of time, but
stamp their goods only with their quality and
trade-marks, designating the amount of gold they
contain.

Resolved, That we condemn the jobbers who
sell at retail and permit their travelers to do so,
even to brother travelers of other branches. We
believe this practice to be pernicious and de-
moralizing.

Resolved, That we recommend to the officers
of the National Retail Jewelers' Association the
advisability of consulting with the various clock
companies with a view of getting the clock busi-
ness back into legitimate channels.

Resolved, That we recommend to the local or
district jewelers' organizations that they prepare
a list of repair prices and advise all jewelers to
be guided by such lists.

Resolved, That we again recommend the
growing list of manufacturers who have adopted
the policy of restricting the sale of their goods
to the legitimate jeweler and pledge them our
support.

Resolved, That we are opposed to any parcel
post law which does not provide adequate protec-
tion to local merchants.

The following officers were elected for the
coming year : President, Gustave Keller, Apple-
ton; vice-president, E. E. Rohn, Milwaukee; sec-
retary, A. W. Anderson, Neenah; treasurer,
Harry F. Stecher, Milwaukee. Directors—A. J.
Stoessel, Milwaukee; William Pfister, Sheboy-
gan; William Upmeyer, Milwaukee, and John P.
Hess, Fond du Lac. John P. Hess and A. W.
Anderson were elected delegates to the Detroit
convention.

The exhibits of manufacturers and jobbers
contributed in large measure to the success of the
convention. These were all shown on the parlor
floor of the Blatz Hotel, the convention head-
quarters. Among the exhibits was that of the
Rockford Silver Plate Co., of Rockford, Ill. It
was one of the largest displays at the convention.
As a souvenir of the occasion General Manager

Littlefield presented visitors with a very beautiful
and substantial paper cutter, showing a new pat-
tern which the company is placing on the market
and which is known as "Fair Oaks." It is a most
beautiful pattern with a distinctive sterling effect
and Mr. Littlefield received many compliments
on it.

Kreis & Hubbard, of Chicago, had a full line
of umbrellas and canes on exhibition. Elmer S.
Kreis was in charge.

The full line of the A. and Z. Chain Co.
was shown by George F. Garland, the Chicago
representative.

The C. F. Monroe Co. was represented by
Joe Knoblauch with a beautiful exhibit of wed-
ding and holiday novelties, cut glass and metal
goods.

Charles S. Purdy had on exhibit the lines
of Walter I. Lee, of Providence, Rudolph M.
Kern, of Detroit, and F. B. Scofield & Co., of
Newark.

J. A, Dirksen displayed the studio line of
hand-painted china from the studio of the Misses
Parker, of Chicago.

M. A. Cohen attended the convention repre-
senting Rettig, Hess & Madsen, of Chicago.

The Oneida Community, Ltd., exhibited thtir
entire line of Community Silver and Reliance
Plate. W. E. Scanlan, of the Chicago office, was
in charge.

J. B. Ash, of Rockford, Ill., known as the
"Ebony King," exhibited his entire line of ebony
goods and toilet ware.

The Rockford Watch Co. was represented by
A. L. Sackett, sales manager, and A. L. Bigelow,
in charge of Wisconsin territory.

The South Bend Watch Co. was represented
by Howard C. Carpenter and C. T. Higginbotham.

R. E. Williams showed the complete line of
the St. Louis Silver Co. This exhibit was at the
Plankington Hotel.

Theo. Leubusher & Co., wholesale jewelers
of Milwaukee, had an exhibit and distributed
very interesting advertising matter.

A Word About the Milwaukee Jewelers' Club
The entire arrangements for this convention

were in charge of the members of the Milwaukee
Jewelers' Club and this organization deserved
much praise for the success of the gathering and
for the unusually pleasant time they afforded the
visitors to the convention. Among the social
features was a visit to Blatz Park, where a
special programme was carried out in honor of
the jewelers, and a very elaborate banquet on

(Continued on page 1348)

Mountings that help sell Diamonds

It is easy enough to SECURE a high-
salaried position, but it is not so easy to
hold it.

Our Attendance or
Home Study Course
will help you to GET and to HOLD it.

Write for prospectus, and state whether
interested in Attendance or Home Study
Course.

WISCONSIN
\ INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY

Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.



A NEW and DIS-
TINCT line of em-

blems for ladies' Nvear.
So vastly different from
anything ever heretofore
put on the market.

(LEvery design original ; an evo-
lution from the "arts and crafts
room" of the W. 8z A. plant.
Come in sterling silver and solid
gold and in all colors of exquisite
and delicate hues.

al The finishing touch to woman's
apparel is one of these original
Floral Pins.

Let us tell you more about them
and the rest of our extensive em-
blem line. A .po.slal to us will
bring you further information.

•

The INNERGROUP four-picture locket is one of the
best, ready-selling, good things of the season.

It is a seller because the four-picture idea is new--
because the locket is attractive—because the price is right.

Being new it is sure to attract attention—Attracting
attention is sure to sell it—And there briefly is the
reason why
You Should See the INNERGROUP Immediately.

Made of fine quality, high-grade, gold-filled stock in round
and oval shapes; plain,. stone-set, chased and fancy in design.

FOR SALE BY ALL WIDE-AWAKE JOBBERS
NOTE.—We are now preparing a very attractive booklet advertising these goods, as well as our chains, fobs and bracelets. If you place theINNERGROUP LOCKET in stock and want a quantity of these books, imprinted with your name and address, we would be pleased to hearfrom you.

New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane

Annual Convention Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association
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the second night at the Blatz Hotel. This or-
ganization is perhaps one of the strongest local
jewelers' clubs in the country, not necessarily
from a standpoint of numbers, but rather as a
factor in harmonizing trade differences and bring-
ing about needed reforms in Malwaukee.

Realizing that, like charity, trade organiza-
tions must begin at home, and also that local
trade abuses may be more quickly and thoroughly
abated by a local organization, the officers of
which could be assembled within a few hours,
instead of by the more cumbersome and slow-
moving State organization, the Milwaukee Jew-
elers' Club was founded in the spring of 1906.
It was thought advisable not to restrict the mem-
bership to retail jewelers, but to make the club
truly representative of the jewelry business by
inviting the wholesale, manufacturing and other
branches affiliated with the jewelry business to
join the organization. The wisdom of this has
repeatedly become apparent by the spreading of
the feeling of fellowship through the whole com-
pact mass of the jewelry business in all its
branches as far as represented in this city. As
the best means of keeping the interest in the club
alive, it was urged that nothing would accom-
plish the object as well as to assemble the
members once a month around the festive board,
where the disposing of a good dinner creates good
feeling towards the competitor and makes the
members see in the rival for business success the
man and a mighty good man at that. If any-
thing affecting or interesting the trade has
occurred the past month, or is still pending, it is
discussed and acted upon at the short business
session following. That the Milwaukee Jewelers'
Club has so far fulfilled its mission is proven
by the universal good fellowship among the mem-
bers, the well-attended meetings and the good it
has accomplished by quickly and effectively abat-
ing trade abuses as they have from time to time
appeared. It is due to the efforts of the club's
officers, that the arch enemy of the legitimate
trade, the fake auction, has virtually been banished
from Milwaukee. The club in its history has also
taken a decided stand for honest merchandising
and against a dishonest settlement of obligations
at less than too cents on the dollar. It is needless
to state that jewelers from outside this city
have at all times in the past and will in future
be welcome at the club's functions as the club's
guests.

Report of Watchmaker's Examining
Board

In presenting the report of the Watch-
makers' Examining Board A. W. Anderson said:
"In connection with this report I wish to state
that the formation of such a board and the insti-
tution of these examinations was first considered
by the Wisconsin Association five years ago.
Three years ago it was resolved to put this sys-
tem into effect, with the result that the examin-
ing board was appointed and ready to do busi-
ness in 1909." The report is as follows:

Since we convened last year circumstances
have been against us in many ways—so much so
that we have not been able to report any progress.
We have had inquiries about our examining sys-
tem from various States, East as well as West,
which shows the widespread interest in this move-
ment. I am sorry to say, though, that no result
has been experienced as yet in our own State,
for which this institution was particularly created,
and would urge our members to use their utmost
influence to make this, our mutual work, a suc-
cess.

The matter has been pretty broadly discussed
in our trade papers, most of which have taken it
up, and one of them, THE KEYSTONE, has even
solicited the opinion of authorities in this matter,
who have spoken very flatteringly about this step
first taken by our association. What I am going
to say to you now is partly intended for publi-
cation as an answer to various utterances.

We know well enough such an innovation
will not meet with a sweeping success at the be-
ginning, the special conditions in our trade, as
\ yell as the character of our people being some-
what adverse to it, so that the idea of submitting
to an examination will only grow slowly in favor
among our generation of watchmakers, until, I
am certain, there will come a time when it will
be an unquestioned necessity for every member
of the craft to acquire a certificate of undoubted
recognition of fitness in order to aspire to well-
paid positions. It is right here that I would call
to mind that we have not intended to give certifi-
cates to apprentices who have just acquired the
first rudiments of watchmaking, but I emphasize
here that it shall be to mature watchmakers only,
whom we intend to recommend to those employers
who are in need of such highly reliable workmen ;
not to men who are at a loss as to how to
proceed if pallets, guard pins or banking pins are
out of place. Such are inferior watchmakers
and the teaching of simply these details will not
advance them to that high degree of efficiency
in their work that makes a good workman; it
will, as a friend said the other day, create the
body without the soul, and it cannot be the task
of the association to furnish free schooling.

What we want is three-fold : We want to
protect ourselves, the retail jewelers, against the
big-talking know-nothings, who have the audac-
ity to ask high wages, and we want to protect the
good, faithful, intelligent and perhaps overmodest
workman who has had the ambition to advance
himself in his art and makes it his pride to fur-
nish good work and, consequently, a good repu-
tation to his employer, against the aforemen-
tioned unfair competition; and we assure you a
watchmaker who can show you our certificate
you can take without hesitation. Thirdly, we
want not only to indirectly protect the public,
which deserves protection in a matter where it
cannot protect itself, but our system will gradu-
ally raise—uplift, as they call it now—the craft
as a whole. It will give more self-confidence
to our members and the public will learn that
watchmakers are not unreliable tinkers, but will
come to regard the profession as a learned one.
And there is no earthly reason why an intelligent
watchmaker should not rank as high as an in-
telligent surgeon or physician, the delicacy of
many of our operations requiring no less, yea,
many times greater ability and experience and
accuracy.

While the correspondence on the subject in
our trade papers has shown a great deal of en-
thusiasm and approval, still there has been also
some antipathy expressed which went even so
far as to stamp the proposed position of exam-
iners as a sort of political job. Another is op-
posed for various reasons to an examination by
some high-browed watchmakers, as he calls them,
but in favor of an examination system by the
United States Government ; and overlooks en-
tirely that in such a case the government would
have just the same examiners, chosen possibly
on the recommendation of some association.
Where is the difference?

By some of those that are in favor of a
system such as we propose it has been advocated
that there should be concerted action in this
direction under the guidance of the national as-
sociation and I particularly agree with them, par-
ticularly in that the requirements to obtain a cer-
tificate should be uniform all over the country,
but the examinations will always have to be left
to the individual State organizations for obvious
reasons.

My opinion is that the board of examiners
chosen by a State association is the one to be
preferred because the latter is in closer touch
with the proper men than is the far-off govern-
ment.

Our correspondent is afraid a watchmaker
in a good position might lose this when another
with a certificate should offer his services at a
lower price.

I think we can safely pass over all such small
considerations when we remember that examina-
tions of watchmakers are practically not at all
an innovation, but only the transplanting into
our own country of old, well-tested and estab-
lished principles which have been worked out

in the old world through half a thousand years
to a state of perfection and which have brought
about the marvelous success and development of
the mother country of most of our watchmakers
—Germany—because, as many of our American
fellow citizens who have studied these conditions
have told us, there are in Germany, in every
branch of business or trade, well educated and
thoroughly experienced experts, which perhaps
no country lacks more than our own, and this
lack is felt in all trades. I will mention only the
movement afoot in the East to procure a better
schooling for gold and silver workers. Every
trade endeavors to raise the standard of efficiency
among its members—even barbers demand an ex-
amination of their workmen—and in the face
of all this I can only wonder how there can be
any doubt of the necessity of an examination of
watchmakers, and I cannot see why we should
not demand of our young generation that they
do what is necessary to become efficient.

I now come to the practical point. We will
have no success unless every one of you here
present—every jeweler in our State—makes it a
point to emphasize these principles in his rela-
tionship to his employees and apprentices, rous-
ing their ambition, and in case of an application
for a position, questioning the applicant as to
whether or not he has passed an examination
and has a certificate.

Very advisable it would be if you yourself
should get a certificate and thus set a most im-
pressive example.

We shall take the liberty of reminding you
from time to time, so pass these reminders on
to your employees.

Also arouse the spirit of ambition in your-
self. Do not humbly feel that the man with Dr.
in front of his name, or the lawyer whb has
the audacity to get upon a bold way to tell you
what you may have thought of long before, is
above you. Shake off the feeling that you are
below these men; think, for instance, what
amount of reasoning you have to put into action
to search successfully for the defects you so
often encounter after most careful repairs. You
do not esteem it much, but it takes just as much
training of your mind, just as much intelligent
diagnosis as to determine a disease in man.

Lastly, we wish to bring a subject before you
to decide, and it is as follows: You have noticed
in the trade papers that the Iowa association has
established a similar system of awarding certifi-
cates, except that they combine with their ex-
amination a one week's course of instruction to
such watchmakers as feel they are weak in some
points. The charge for such instruction is $5.00,
inclusive of the examination and diploma. The
fee for the examination without the instruction
course is only $2.50. Your board would like to
hear your opinion in this matter.

The new president to be elected will have to
select a new board of examiners, and in the hope
that this new board may continue to work with
all the zeal this work deserves, we thank the
officers and members of our association who have
helped us in our endeavors.

THEO. SCHELLE, Chairman,
W. H. BECKEN,
EMIL BACHMAN,
JOSEPH WELLSTEIN.

Six Historic Diamonds Presented to
the Queen

The United States of South Africa have pre-
sented to the Queen of England in commemora-
tion of the union, six large diamonds mounted as
ornaments and cut from the Cullinan stone dis-
covered in the Premier Diamond Mine in the
Transvaal in 1905, the larger stones from which
grace the royal crown. The Queen said:

I am deeply touched by the generous wish
of the Government and people of the Union of
South Africa to present to me these beautiful
diamonds in memory of the inauguration of the
Union, I gratefully accept the gift for myself
and for those who come after me, as an addition
to the crown jewels.
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A & Z CHAIN CO.

The FOB GUARD
that has a lever
that stays in.

Best Filled Stock.
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chain line for the fall and

holiday season.
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SAMUEL 4jAPTCHILD

THE KEY OF SYSTEMATIC CHARGES
IN YOUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of Repair Prices for the
Watch and Jewelry Trade

by SAMUEL SWARTCHILD

Endorsed by Retail Jewelers' Associations
The Encyclopedia contains itemized uniform prices
to be charged for repair jobs on watches, clocks,
jewelry, silverware, optical goods, music boxes, phono-
graphs, pipes, etc.
A price for every conceivable job at a reasonable
(though profitable) amount.
The encyclopedia is finely printed on 1 40 lb. enameled
paper, beautifully illustrated and bound in morocco.
Owing to the difficulty of adequately describing the
nature and value of the contents of the Encyclopedia,
a copy will be sent on a thirty day trial to any jeweler,
at his request. Prepaid,

Price, $3.00

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
HEYWORTH BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Nt.t.\\-N-4VRa.

CATALOG
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GORDON 4
MORRISON
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JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
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Chicago, III.

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1910 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL,
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A New Thing
in Hat-Pins!
Allows a lady's hat to be hung ANY-

WHERE ; at theater, church, home, when
traveling, etc.
So useful, so clever, that to show it is to

sell it.

Every LIVE jeweler must become ac-
quainted with it. You can't °fiord not to.

A half-dollar with your letterhead or business card brings you one (prepaid) that
ensily retails for $1.25. This is done to "show" you. Then you'll want more,
MANY MORE! Do it to-day.

ZONO MFG. CO. 48 Union 8tr.

PASADENA, CALIF.
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[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

An Improved Stone Setting Tool
Many improvements have been made

nt late years to facilitate stone cutting
and improve the character of the work.
A new device for this purpose which
merits the attention of the trade is the
new conforming point "Practical" stone
setting tool, on which a patent is pend-
ing and which is being furnished to
the trade by Henry Zimmerli & Co., Inc.,
New York City. This firm claims that
the new tool is the only really practical
device on the market for setting all
kinds of stones, being a combined setter
and header for rings, studs, scarfs pins,
ear screws, etc. By reason of the con-

forming point, which is provided with a combined push tip and beader, the
tool is non-slipping. To set the stone, the article is placed in a clamp and
held firmly against the bench. The tool is held as shown in the accom-
panying cut. The setter next brings over the tips with the tool fitted
over them, using an upward pressure, thus preventing any danger of
chipping a stone through slipping. The tool is made of high-grade
hardened steel, mounted in rubberoid handle and can be purchased at a
very moderate price.

An Improvement in Hat-Pins

We illustrate herewith an im-
provement in women's hat-pins.
It will be seen that the head can
be tilted to a position at right
angles to the normal, thus pro-
viding a clamp for the brim of the
hat, while the hook then exposed
allows the hat to be hung almost
anywhere. A flat spring under
the head serves both to clamp the
hat-brim and to bring the head
(after passing a certain point)
back into normal position, so
there are no catches to operate, or

to get out of order. This improvement, which does not detract from the
attractiveness of the ornamental head of the pin, is made with a variety
of styles of head and is placed on the market by the Zono Mfg. Co., 48
Union Street, Pasadena, California, who are now making a special offer
to induce jewelers to become acquainted with it.

New Pattern in Sterling Flatware

A decidedly noteworthy addition to
sterling flatware lines for fall and holi-
day trade is the new pattern just placed
on the market by the R. Wallace & Sons
Mfg. Co., of Wallingford, Conn., which
has been named "The Saxon." As be-
comes sterling flatware, the design is of
the permanently pleasing variety, com-
bining artistic simplicity with remark-
able grace of outline and a very at-
tractive novelty of form. This design
is a triumph of good taste in conception
and excellency in execution and will, we
think, appeal irresistibly to persons of
fine discriminating taste.

As the question of stock selection is now uppermost in the mind of the
trade, they will wisely give attention to this new pattern which will have
an enriching effect on their flatware stock.

New Electric Flasher Sign

Our readers will
notice in the accompany-
ing illustration which
represents the front of a
jewelry store, a sign of
U nusual attractiveness,
especially intended for
the purposes of the jew-
eler and optician. This
sign is known, as "The
Electric Flasher" watch
and optical sign and is
mounted on a hollow,
carved, iron street post,
the base of which is cut
away in the illustration.
The sign is the latest im-
proved product of the
Chicago Watch Tool
Co., Chicago, and is
claimed to be the most
brilliant and attractive
as well as the most
economical electrical
sign thus far placed on
the market. .It is il-
lumined by eight lamps
—six on the outside of
the frame and two on
the inside between the
glass dials. This sign is
25 inches in diameter, 35
inches high, 5 inches
thick and weighs forty pounds. A larger size can be 1)..(I if desired. An
electric flasher is furnished with each sign and operates automatically. It
can be adjusted to give steady light or flash either fast or slow. The
frame is heavily gilded with gold leaf and the convex dials are made of
double thick, flashed glass, etched, so as to show a white dial with colored
hands and numerals.
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A New Pocket Compass

We show in the accompanying illus-
tration a very interesting little pocket com-
panion, known as the "Du-North" pocket
compass, which has been placed on the
market by the General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y. The compass is pro-
tected by a case resembling a watch case
in form and made of solid white metal.
The compass has a silvered metal dial,
bar needle and is jewel bearing. In these
days of extensive travel, automobiling,
aviation, exploration, etc., this little de-
vice will be found a ready seller when
introduced to the public, especially that

large portion of it in sympathy with modern sports and out-of-door life.
The time to sell novelties is when they are new and the trade will find
it to their advantage to get ahead of competition in the introduction of
this dainty little compass.

A New Pattern in Flatware
The many new patterns of flatware recently placed on the market

have been enriched by yet another, styled "The Fairoaks," and made by
the Rockford Silver Plate Co., Rockford, Ill. The modern tendency
towards colonial simplicity of design and grace of form is very noticeable
in this new pattern. An artistically executed wreath on the handle re-
lieves the severity and adds to the attractiveness of the ware without inter-
fering with the permanency of the pattern. As the trade are now specially
interested in the new designs for fall activity, early attention to this new
pattern is advisable.

An Improved Fob Guard
A new fob guard has been placed on the market by the A. & J. Chain

Company, Providence, R. I. The special merit claimed for this guard
is that it has a lever that stays in, thus effectually supplying a want of
the long felt variety in this class of goods.

Familiar Trade-Mark Re-registered
jos. L. Herzog & Cu., 45-51 Rose Street, New York, successors to the

old gold ring firm of Louis Kaufman & Co., have had officially registered
in the patent office at Washington the trade-mark which has been used on
the rings of their manufacture for the past 24 years. It consists of the
two gothic letters: LK and will be stamped legitimately only on the
solid gold rings manufactured by Jos. L. Herzog & Co.



Go to Dover, the Man With Ideas
There are no seasons for the

Dover product. We are

constantly getting up new

designs that stimulate busi-

ness. Consideration of your

fall and holiday stock should

include a Dover line of

Gold Inlaid Combs, Bar-

rettes, Coronet Pins, Hat

Pins, etc.
We have a veritable array of

patterns far in advance of any

ever shown before.

We are the originator of the

Gold Inlaid Comb. Our success

has brought many imitators into

the field, but they fall far below

the standard set by us.

Our Gold Inlaid Combs are all

hand engraved by expert gravers.

The Rhinestones are arranged
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colored stones to match the
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the general idea of a particular

pattern.
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The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says:

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and must
be appreciated by anyone who has a need for such a book.
I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United
States and foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for 1600 entries of watch
repairs with printed headings, and making complete
records is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, Si .00 (4s. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-853 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, DI.

The cry has always been and is now for the better class of help. Are

you an up-to-date workman ? If not, why don't you come to us and

perfect yourself so that you can command top notch wages. Now is the

time to enter so that you will be ready before the busy season is on.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School
OSCAR W. DREYER, Principal

8th and Walnut Street KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Outing of the Jewelers' 24-Karat

Club of New York

The regular 24-Karat brand of fare weather
prevailed on Saturday, July 23rd, when the 24-

Karat Club of New York held its annual summer

outing at Pleasure Bay, just out of Long Branch,

N. J. Early in the morning the skies were

cloudy and for a time it looked as if the club's

record for picking fine weather for its outdoor

affairs would be broken, but when the Sandy

Hook boat was well down the harbor, the sun

came out from behind the clouds in all his

glory as if to say : "Go ahead, boys, with your

fun ; I'm with you for the day." A light rain-

storm was brewing all day, but it, too, held off

untl about ten minutes before the boat docked at

the foot of Cedar Street in the evening.

At 9.13 A. M. about an even hundred men

boarded the boat of the Central Railroad of New

Jersey at the dock in New York, together with

the First Regiment Band, bound for an hour's

ride down the bay to Atlantic Highlands where

the train was taken for East Long Branch, two

special club cars being attached to the rear of the

regular train. At Long Branch three trolleys

were waiting to take the club and its guests to

the entrance of Pleasure Bay Park. After a

half-mile walk with the band at the head of the

procession the Port-au-Peck Hotel and grounds

were reached where every one broke ranks and

spent a social half-hour together. The later

trains and several automobiles brought an addi-

tional fifty or so pleasure-seekers, bringing the

total number up to about iso men.

The base ball game between the Philadel-

phia and 24-Karat nines, which was the big feature

of the day, was started at twelve o'clock with C.

E. Brown, of New York, as official scorer, and

Mr. Alison, of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., as

referee. On account of the complicated score,

the score-keeper complained at the end of the

fourth inning that the large score sheet with

which he had been furnished was not large

enough to keep account of the innumerable runs,

swiped bases, errors, etc. The usual "advisory

board" occupied the bleachers and Mr. Brown

was advised, among other bright suggestions from

the fans, to use his shirt.
The 24-Karat team bore evidence of careful

practice which was notably lacking, apparently,

with the Philadelphia team, the latter's battery

seeming especially weak. The umpire seemed

anxious to give the visitors the benefit of every
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doubt, but the final score at the end of the first
half of the fifth inning, which was the length

of the game as played, stood 22 to 15 in favor of
the New York team. The game was cut con-
siderably short in order to give ample time for
the clam bake and other events which were to
follow later in the afternoon. By innings the
game stood as follows:

I 2 3 4 5

New York  4 8 6 4 0-22
Philadelphia I 5 4 3 2-15

The clam bake which followed the ball game
was eaten on the slope of the bay under the trees,
two long tables being spread for the purpose.
The menu conusisted of:

Celery
Hard and Soft Clams

Fish
Irish Potatoes

Lobster
Sweet Potatoes

Hot
Watermelon
Pale Ale

Cucumbers
Chicken

Green Corn Tomatoes
Corn Bread

Demi-Tasse
Cigars Cigarettes

During the bake the band furnished music

and the third event of the day, the story-telling

contest was pulled off. A number of good ones

were told, but the prize, a loving cup, was awarded

to George Briggs, of W. L. Sexton & Co., 45
John St. Mr. Briggs' inimitable manner of tell-
ing the story was as good if not better than the

story itself, and his characterization of the chief

character was rich.
The annual novelty contest, open to all

corners, was entitled on the programme as

"Eggsactly Correct" and was very funny. Space

does not permit crf a lengthy description, except

to say that it resembled somewhat the famous

potato race which was very popular years ago

at county fairs and consisted in a race between

the contestants to see who could grab an egg

and run, grab an egg cup, run again, pick a
numbered envelope out of a large lot of other

numbered envelopes, open the envelope, paste

a sticker on the egg and another on the cup and

race to the judge's table with egg, cup and labels

all intact. Fire Commissioner Matthias Stratton,

of Newark, won the loving cup prize in this event.

The 24-Karat contest, open to 24-Karat mem-

bers only, allowed the contestants, 18 in number,

to demonstrate their skill in throwing 24 carrots

(not karats) into a peach basket 24 feet distant

and back again. The winner in this event was J.

T. Montgomery, manager of M. A. Mead & Co.'s

New York office. He was very much elated over

his success as his record in the finals was. too

per cent. perfect and because he came in second
best in the egg race, almost, but not quite, "egg-
sactly" winning that event. The prize in the 24-

Karat contest was a very handsome silver loving

cup of Egyptian design, standing about 20 inches

high, and was donated by President David Kaiser,

it being officially known as "The President's

Cup."
After this last event the band tuned up and

the march homeward was begun, the trolleys land-

ing the party at West Long Branch, where the

train was taken to Atlantic Highlands. From

the latter point the Sandy Hook steamer "New

York" took a tired and dusty, but happy, bunch

of jewelers back to New York.

Before leaving Pleasure Bay each member of
the party was handed an order on the John

Frick Jewelry Co., 14 Maiden Lane, for a
souvenir loving cup. This cup stands about eight
inches high and is made of old pewter and copper

with the 24-Karat emblem on the front.
Among the out-of-town visitors at the outing

were : Louis P. White, of Philadelphia ; George
Moyer, of Lancaster, Pa., and J. W. Armbruster,
General Agent of the Illinois Watch Co., Spring-
field, Ill.

President David Kaiser almost missed this

year's outing, due to an ulcerated tooth which

was troubling him. As the day wore on he forgot

all about the grinder and was his old self, taking
charge with Chas. F. Brinck, Harry Larter and

Warren Alford, and giving the club and its

guests the best day of the summer.

Big Plot to Smuggle Gems

Custom officials at New York were warned
last month to watch for diamonds valued at
$400,000, smuggled from Luderitz Bay, in the.

German Province of Southwest Africa. Maiden

Lane importers say that it is not likely that the
smugglers will try to get the stones cut and
polished in New York. Usually the diamond
manufacturers in New York do not cut stones in

the smaller sizes, and most of the smuggled stones

are small. The stones from the German fields of

South Africa vary in weight from one-fifth to
three-quarters of a carat, and the average is one-

third of a carat. As the German government

collects one-third of the value of the diamonds,

the smugglers who carried gems valued at $400,000

through the lines avoided a payment of $133,333

duty.

ELK TEETH
JUST AS THEY COME FROM
THE INDIAN AND HUNTER

ALL SIZES, white and colored tips.
Any number wanted. On selection to
manufacturers. Come to the right
source for supplies.

Mt. Lion, Lynx and Eagle Claws
for Emblem Work

DIMENSION, CABOCHON GEMS FOR RINGS, SCARF PINS, ETC.
Every sort of fine Gem Minerals in the rough for Gem Cutters.

ALL STRICTLY WHOLESALE PRICES

Largest Dealer in Elk Teeth in the World. Importer of Gem Goods

Price-list free L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dak. Broaanward Banquet of 2.1-Karat Club of New York
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THE LATEST EFFECTS IN LOCKETS

10K.
Solid
Gold

BASSETT
Individuality
Stamped on
Every One

Gold-
Filled

An Endless
Variety of
Patterns

Send for
Selection

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO. P
ABORN Ar MASON ST, REE.TIS.

Manufacturers of Fine Gold Jewelry and Plated Chains  
New York Office, 37 Maiden Lane Minneapolis Office, 1116 Lumber Exchange Chicago Office, 510 Columbus Building

A BOON TO GIFT ENGRAVERS The Keystone Portfolio of Monograms should be within
reach of every engraver at this season. The price, 50 cents, is

merely nominal for so unique a collection of two- and three-letter monograms—all entirely different from the conventional ideas. Never was
engraver offered so much value at so small a price.

PUBLISHED BY THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A $5000 Vacation!
A few years ago a physician spent his vacation time in taking up our correspondence course of study In OPTICS. He said:

" It is the best thing I ever did. It has brought me an office practice worth at least $5000 ; simply because I was able to test
and fit eyes for glasses." Why not spend your spare moments this summer in this easy and interesting
study ? We give by correspondence a regular $25 college course in OPTICS for only $8.00 (or $10, foreign countries) and

you can pay if wished at the rate of $2 down and $1 weekly. It is the most concise, and yet the most thorough course of

the kind ever devised. That is why we have thousands of graduates in all parts of the world. Send in your application and

begin at once. Address

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, DETROIT, MICH.
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The Maryland Retail Jewelers' Outing

at Ocean City, Md.

More pleasant weather than that which
covered the period of the annual outing of the
Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association could not
have been expected and that those who attended
it thoroughly enjoyed themselves is to say the
least.

The vanguard left Baltimore at noon on
July 2d to make arrangements for those to come
the following day. The delegates from Washing-
ton, with their families, headed by Vice-President
Hutterly, of the Retail Jewelers' Association of
the District of Columbia, arriving in Baltimore

too late to catch the afternoon boat, became the
guests of the various resident jewelers and they
stayed in Baltimore over night.

The following day, an ideal one, found the
excursionists lined up at the pier with their suit
cases, waiting for the departure of the boat and
all the way down the river and bay the laughter
of the jewelers could be heard. "Tommy" San-
ford took it upon himself to be the chief enter-
tainer and he was certainly a great success. What
"Tommy" did not think up to start the "bunch"
going was not worth remarking upon. Arriving
at Claiborne the boat was left and awaiting trains
entered and the jewelers were then treated to

one of the dirtiest trips on record. The railroad
company does not make any extra charge for the
coal dust and other material which comes in the
windows and is carried away in the clothing of
the passengers and they were certainly sights to
behold upon arriving at Ocean City. However,
as accommodations had been reserved for them
at the Hotel Brighton no time was lost in clean-
ing up, after which they trooped to dinner.

After a very hearty dinner no one thought of
doing much in the way of exercise, so marshal-
ing the crowd on the hotel piazza Chairman
Bartholomee proceeded to enlighten them on the
plans he had made in the way of business and
entertaimnent.

Peddlers in both Baltimore and Washington
form one of the greatest annoyances which the
jewelers of those cities have to contend with and
a heated discussion followed as to the means to
be adopted to remedy this condition. it was
agreed upon by all that one method would be to
raise the present license fees and to endeavor to
have such legislation enacted which would put a
tax on the wares carried by these peddlers,
charging them a percentage on their daily sales.
The Washington Chamber of Commerce and
Board of Trade will be appealed to as regards
that city and Mr. Hutterly advised that the simi-
hr societies in Baltimore be also appealed to in
the matter.

The argument as above became very exciting
and had it not been for the intervention of one of
the ladies, who was desirous of finding out the
temperature of the water, the discussion might
possibly have lasted the balance of the day. How-
ever, a motion to adjourn was entertained and a
rush was made for the bathing pavilions and
bathing suits hastily donned. To see the jewelers
disporting themselves in the water one would
think they had never a care or worry and for
the next several hours nothing but the waves
bothered them.

July 4th was given over to athletics. The
first thing on the programme was a two-hour sail
on the bay with W. J. Kettler at the wheel, and
he being quite an expert in this respect, the
guests were permitted to again reach solid
ground without mishap. Then again were bath-
ing suits requisitioned and fancy swimming,
short dives, etc., amused the onlookers. Then
followed foot races on the sand, baseball, leap
frog, and the fun coming so thick and fast our
reporter got so excited he forgot to ascertain the
winners and not only that, but missed half the
fun trying to get an account of what was doing.

The ladies were the recipients of a large
quantity of fish from some dorymen just in
from the nets and the gift proved very acceptable,
though none reached the hotel table. Later Ket-
tier, of Washington, won the so-called bowling
championship from Smith, of Baltimore. amid the
applause of the others, and Smith did not get
mad, although he challenged Kettler to another
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set, but nothing came of it, as hunger had once
more taken possession of all.

After a regular shore dinner the business
meeting was reconvened and the matter of the
annraisal of "the other fellow's goods" was
brought up and denounced as a practice that can
do no good, only tending to make enemies. An
appeal was made to use every endeavor to have
this practice discontinued and it is to be hoped
that the appeal will be successful.

The time rapidly approaching when the
visiting jewelers must leave their Baltimore
friends, Messrs. Hutterly and Kettler were asked
to take the floor and give their ideas on any-
thing which, in their opinion, would be of interest
to all. The former occupied his allotted portion
of time by a very interesting account of the man-
lier in which prices on jewelry, watches and
precious stones were based and maintained, and
also on prices made for trade work. Mr. Kettler
followed with an account of his efforts as chair-
man of a committee to induce all jewelers to
join his association and also remarked on his
efforts as regards an early and uniform closing
hour.

The hour of departure having arrived the
visitors were escorted to their train, carrying with
them pleasant memories and beautiful cases of
sunburn.

The outing was voted a thorough success,
even though it was not as largely attended as
was desired, but at any rate the stay-at-homes
missed not only the fun and the opportunity to
become better acquainted with their fellows, but
an opportunity of obtaining many new and valu-
able ideas.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of the

District of Columbia, Inc.

A very rainy and unpleasant evening together
with the fact that a great many of the members
are out of the city enjoying their annual
vacations, prevented the usual attendance at the
regular monthly (July) meeting of the Retail
Jewelers Association of the District of Columbia,
Inc.

Iii the absence of President Berry, Vice-presi-
dent Hutterly occupied the chair, while C. L. Linz
of THE KEYSTONE, was requested to impersonate
Secretary Duehring; the treasurer, A. D. Prince,
is somewhere in the wilds of Long island, N. Y.,
and second vice-president Goldsmith is still in
Europe, so there were not enough officers to go
around.

Regardless of the rain and the unusually
small gathering, business was attended to in the
regular manner. The name of M. Schneider was
proposed and his application given to the mem-
bership committee for report. The application of
L. Goldberg, by reason of the fact that the corn-
mittee has not as yet brought in a report, was
ordered held over until the August meeting,
when action will be taken.

Mr. Hutterly reported on the proceedings of
the meetings held in conjunction with the annual
outing by the Maryland Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, held at Ocean City, Md., earlier in the
month and his remarks were well taken. He
spoke on the evils of the valuing of goods sold
by a competitor, when so requested by some one
who happens to come into•the store with the sole
purpose of obtaining information. This valuing
of goods, he said, will do more to hurt the growth
of an association and to prevent the desired feel-
ing of good-fellowship between the jewelers than
any 'other cause which he could at this time think
of. Upon request of Messrs. Baum and Kettler,
this matter will be given a full "airing" at the
next meeting. The balance of Mr. Hutterly's
report was more in a humorous vein and created
considerable mirth.

Due to the fact that trade conditions, as they
exist in the various sections of the city, are so
entirely different, it is impossible to establish a
uniform closing hour during- the warm months
and the committee appointed to look into this
matter submitted in their report a recommenda-
tion that it be left to the discretion of the various
members ; those who felt they could, without in-
jury to their business, should close at five o'clock
weekdays and seven o'clock Saturdays, and their
report and recommendation was accepted as satis-
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factory. Their report shows that some of the
members do more business in the four hours after
live o'clock in one evening than in the balance
of a week not including those hours; this is due
to the fact that Washington is not a commercial
city.

Upon the reading of a bill introduced before
Congress before its adjournment, which bill is
known as Senate No. 8503, H. R. No. 26,501,
entitled; "A bill to prevent trusts or combinations
from controlling the market value of merchan-
dise, produce and commodities," and carrying with
it a penalty upon conviction, should the bill pass,
of a fine of between $r,000 and $5,000 or imprison-
ment not exceeding one year, or both, much indig-
nation was created and the matter was voted
to be turned over to the committee on legislation
for whatever action they may deem necessary. In
remarking upon this bill, Mr. Hansen said he
hoped that every association throughout the coon-
try would use its influence to defeat such legis-
lation.

A. D. Prince and John Hansen were
appointed to represent the association at the
National Convention, and G. D. Parsons and Carl
Peterson were appointed • as alternates. Vice-
president Hutterly will also attend, he having been
requested to address the meeting.

Regarding a recent complaint that trade-
workers were not obtaining as high prices as the
retailers. replies were received to the letter sent
out by the secretary wherein all the trade-workers
in the District were requested to aid the associa-
tion in upholding prices, promising co-operation;
all showing hearty approval of the efforts of the
association along this line.

The secretary also read a letter from a cer-
tain manufacturer in answer to a letter of corn-
plaint regarding the sale of certain grades of
silverware manufactured by this firm, which were
being sold at less than the fixed selling price,
contrary to agreement. The reply was a satis-
factory one, showing that the company in question
did not approve of the methods used by the
parties complained of and also shows that local
association is strong enough to maintain the just
rights of its members. A vote of thanks will be
tendered the manufacturers for their courtesy in
the matter.

There being no further business before the
Association, the meeting was declared adjourned
to again come together the second Monday in
August at eight o'clock.

The Use of X-Rays in Pearl Fisheries

The Westminster Gazette reports that the X-
rays are now used to detect the presence of
pearls in the oysters. At present every oyster
has to be opened, and as in a large number of
instances nothing of value is found within, the
mere waste that ensues causes impoverishment of
the oyster banks. All these would seem to be a
thing of the past. The resources of modern
science have been called in, and the application of
the X-rays, suggested some years ago by Dr.
Dubois, is actually in operation at Ipantivu in the
Ceylon Islands. The oysters are arranged about
a hundred at a time upon a kind of moving plat-
form, and are passed in succession under the rays
and above a special paper devised for direct
radiography. Naturally there is no occasion to
open the oysters at all unless the subsequent
development of the prepared paper betrays the
presence of something worth opening them for.
If the pearls descried within are small the oysters
are replaced in their natural home, and are from
time to time re-examined until the pearls are
large enough for commercial purposes. After
the pearls are extracted the oysters can be re-
stored to their native element. There remains
much to be done with respect to the further
treatment of the shells that contain small grain
pearls, but no doubt it will not be long before
means are devised for ensuring that the small
pearl shall have every opportunity of increasing
its size. The manager of the fisheries at the
island mentioned, Mr. J. Solomon, has every
reason to be satisfied with his achievements so
far. It is something to have abolished the waste-
ful methods of the past under which every oyster
brought to the surface had to be destroyed in

the operation of investigating its contents.
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COMB POINTERS
White stone mounted combs are nothing new.
Almost every, in fact every, jewelry store
carries white stone mounted combs of a sort.
But here's the point to remember—the large
sales and resales of these goods depend on
your having something bright, pleasing and
catching to the eye. Something to please Mi-
lady and make her buy. Goods that sell
themselves.

Heller Combs are this kind. Bright, snappy,
alluring, original designs. Not the " stick-in-
the-rut," " imitate-other-people" kind. But
original, that's the point. The raised work
stands out prominently, making the colored
stones shine bright amongst the dazzling brill-
iancy of the white stones.

This fall combs are bound to be a big seller.
Get the Heller sort, the real sellers, and reap
big profits. We also have a large line of hat
pins, exclusive in design and very popular.

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE

Joseph W. Heller Company WHITE STONE SPECIALISTS 

129 Eddy Street - PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SUPREMACY IS

"Quality—Finish—Originality"
in the SUPERLATIVE degree

Demonstrated by our pupils' output
and shown in their latest plates.

FEATURES OF OUR TRAINING:

Class Limited to Eight---
Strictly Individual Training---
Short Terms For "Specials" Brochure and Pupils'

Plates on Request

be Va. IL. Slewmeper %cboot of Engraving
NEW ENGLAND BUILDING : : CLEVELAND, OHIO

A Simplified Study of

Watch and Clock Escapements

A jeweler writes, " Is there any work
written on escapements explaining the sub-
ject without the frequent use of geometry

and mathematics? " In answer, we wish to inform him and
his brother jewelers, that there is one and only one such
work, the well-known treatise,

Watch and Clock Escapements
The purpose of this treatise when first compiled was the teaching ok

horology to those who lacked a deep knowledge of mathematics and
geometry. It is generally considered the most masterly and exhaustive work
on escapements, and yet is so simple that it can be studied with pleasure and
profit by any bench worker.

"I am more than pleased with the book. It k the best I have everseen on the subject " writes T. Q. CHAPMAN, of Donaldsville, La.

" It is a grand book and cannot be beaten " writes S. L. CURRIE,of Oypsum, Kans.

These are but types of the opinions universally held in regard to this
work. It covers thoroughly the lever, cylinder and chronometer escape-
ments and is admittedly much superior to any correspondence course on
this subject now available.

Over 200 illustrations illustrate the text and simplefy all difficulties.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price,

PUBLISHED BY

$1. 506..3d.

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809- 8 t - 8 3 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OLD PLATED WARE, BRONZE FIGURES, STERLING SILVER, ETC.,
REPAIRED AND REPLATED TO LOOK EQUAL TO NEW

GOLD PLATING, SILVER PLATING, OXIDIZING,
POLISHING, LACQUERING

We furnish any size new BRISTLE
BRUSHES, CELLULOID COMBS,
CUTICLE KNIVES, BUTTON
HOOKS, NAIL POLISHERS, ETC.,
and fit same to any shape mountings,
CHATELAINE BAGS repaired

and relined with Silk, Chamois, Suede

or DESIGNS ESIGNS AND ESTIMATES for
special Sterling Silver pieces furnished.

Work called for and delivered.Before Repairing After Repairing

LOUIS' J. MEYER,:01)4 sadILI06 SouEthLEPighthISL
ESTABLISHED 1892

August, toto T1-1E

Making the Repair Department
Pay

Paper read by A. W. ANDERSON, Neenah, Wis., before
Wiscousin Retail Jewelers' Associatt ion

Often it is said that when the jeweler's busi-
ness is dull the repair department will pay ex-
penses. The jeweler is counted more fortunate
for this reason than his brothers in other lines
of business. I want to take exception to this
statement. The way that some repair depart-
ments are run is almost enough to ruin a busi-
ness instead of being a factor towards its suc-
cess. And this is through no fault of the jeweler,
for by fault in business we mean neglect or
grossly improper conduct of trade. It is through
the lack of knowledge of the cost of doing a
repair business that so many jewelers fail of
success. Besides that there is the want of system
in taking in work, of fixing the price and of
sending out finished repairs.

The absolute necessity for
Study Repair study of repair costs by
Costs jewelers was shown recently

when the Fox River Valley
Jewelers' Club had lists prepared by jewelers in
each of eight cities represented in the club,
giving their ideas of fair prices on all forms
of work. The variations in price ranged from
50 to 75 per cent., in some instances being so
ridiculously out of proportion to the value given
as to be laughable.

Here are a few examples of the various
values put on their work by jewelers, the first
figures representing the price that some jewelers
thought would be all they could get for that
piece of work, and the second figure being the
price that other jewelers believed to be right:

Cleaning 7-jeweled watches, $1 and $1.50.
Mainsprings in 7-jeweled watches, $i and $1.50.
Watch glasses, 25 and 5o cents.
Steel watch hands, io and 25 cents.
Cleaning common 8-day clocks, 75 cents and

$1.25.
Soldering rings, 15 and 35 cents.
Soldering gold spectacle frames, 25 and

50 cents.
Soldering steel spectacle frames, 15 and

25 cents.
Steel bow on spectacle frames, io and 25 cents.
Screw fitted to eyeglasses, 5 and 15 cents.
Rimless spheres replaced, 5o cents and $1.

These few items show how necessary it is
that careful thought and consideration be given
the price of repair work in order to determine
what is right in the matter of charges.

Let us suppose that John Jones
An Illustrative opens up a jewelry business.
Case John has a capital of $3000,

saved after probably ten years
of self-denial and hard work. He puts $2500
into fixtures and stock and $500 into tools and
materials. John is a hard worker ; he is begin-
ning his business career and cannot take on a
large expense account immediately. He gets a
boy to help him out at $2.00 per week. Seven
A. m. finds John at the bench and he is tied
there all day. His only recreation comes when
he gets up to wait on his customers. He puts
in probably eight hours a day at the bench, mini-
mum time. While John is a good worker he feels
that he cannot get quite as much for his work
in each instance as Ile knows the big and long-
established fellows on the main street are getting.
He thinks he knows that people won't pay as
much to the little fellow on the side street as
they will to the man who runs a high-toned store.
Now John has made his first mistake in the
jewelry business, but he won't know it until some
years later. He works like a slave at the bench—
much to the neglect of the stock he put in when
he opened up. He must send to the repair shop
a certain amount of work, especially jewelry, as
he cannot get time to do it, and the boy is still
green.

He averages $125 monthly receipts from re-
pairs and begins to feel that he is doing business.
He does not advertise much; he does not go in
much for window displays and he does not
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sell many goods. He depends on that work
bench to bring him trade and prosperity,
and generally he is disappointed. His Work
bench, at the prices he gets, cheats him. It
takes eight hours of his time each day, which
should be worth not less than 50 cents an hour
to him as a merchant. That is $4.00 per day, or
$1248 per year. His $500 investment in tools and
materials means at least to expense per year
in interest and depreciation. That is $1298. The
material he uses and the jobs he must send out
amount to at least $200 per year. That is $1408,
just balancing his receipts, and the stock which
he neglected in order to stick to the bench must
pay its own expenses and also rent, light and heat
for the repair department.

One particular point I wish to emphasize is
this—that the average repair man, if he is any
kind of a merchant, could make more by giving
his attention to his stock and to moving that,
than by sticking to his bench at the prices he gets
for work.

Don't understand me as knocking the bench
work. This we shall have always with us and
we need it in building our business, but it should
pay its own way and leave us a margin of
profit besides.

And why does the average
Lacks Nerve jeweler not get better prices?

Prices that will pay him some-
thing besides mere wages? Because he lacks
nerve for one thing, but principally because he
does not know how much it costs him to clean
a watch, to put a clock in order, or to repair a
spectacle frame. After he has learned these
things he will do better by himself.

He pays the plumber 50 cents per hour for
stopping a leak in the water pipes and if the
pipes leak anywhere else to-morrow it's the
plumber again at another so cents per hour.
He cleans the plumber's watch, throwing in a
few fancy trimmings in the way of polishing
pivots, spends perhaps two or three hours on it,
and gets $1.00 for the job and warrants it for
one year. The plumber, of course, carries his
tobacco in the same pocket with the timepiece
and in the course of a few months, or perhaps
weeks, he brings it back to Mr. Jeweler, who
cheerfully picks out the Adams' Standard and a
few other things, spending fifteen minutes to one
hour in the process and gets nothing for his
pains but a cross look because the ticker could
not travel when full of hay.

The jeweler's baby is sick, or
Instructive his hard-worked wife is under
Contrast the weather. The doctor

comes in and looks wise at
$1.50 per visit—day rates ; $2.00, night rates—
gives a little dope for which Mr. Jeweler pays
extra, and then goes away and lets mture, nine
times in ten, effect the cure. Did Mr. Doctor
guarantee anything? Not on your life. One
call, $L5o; two calls, $3.00 ; three calls, $4.50.
It's $1.50 a throw at least, and you are expected
to look pleasant when you pay the bill.

Mr. Doctor's watch has a broken main-
snring. He happens to bring it in about 9 P. Al.
He must have it right away, got to make a call
in the country at $2.00 night rate and extra
money for each mile traveled outside the city
limits. Of course Mr. Jeweler accommodates
him. He puts in a mainspring, pegs out the
balance hole jewels and puts on a touch of
fresh oil. The doctor is waiting. It took Mr.
Jeweler thirty minutes. Mr. Doctor says "How
much?" "One dollar and warranted for a year."
It is now 9.30 P. TA., but Mr. Jeweler didn't get
any bonus for his night work, such as the doctor
will collect for the call he is about to make; not
in a thousand years. Perhaps the mainspring

ibreaks again before the year s un and Mr.
Jeweler gives the doctor another dollar's worth
of work for nothing.

I find no fault with guaran-
Undervalues tees. I believe in them. But
His Work we should get a price sufficient

to pay for our work and the
insurance we issue on it. Take the matter of
optical repairs. Many a jeweler replaces rimless
spheres for 50 cents, straightening out all studs,
fastening screws and putting the frame in order
generally. Across the street the oculist gets
$1.00 to $1.50 for the same work and keeps his
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patient waiting forty-eight to seventy-two hours,
while the jeweler has the lens in stock and turns
out his work with the least possible delay to his
customer. Sometimes a customer will remark
the difference in price between the oculist and
jeweler. The jeweler will reply : "Oh, yes, Mr.
Oculist can get a big price; he is a specialist
and people will pay him several times as much
as they will me." He is knocking himself when
he says this. He lacks nerve. His lens is just
as good as the oculist's lens and because he fur-
nishes it to the customer, four times out of five
much sooner, his service is worth more than that
rendered by the oculist. When he does not
charge enough he cheats himself and educates
his trade to minimize his work. Mr. Oculist puts
up a big front, hangs out a sign reading: Office
hours, 9 AM.. to 4 P. /4., and people will pay his
price. He comes downtown in an automobile
and folks say he is a good oculist and doing well.
Mr. Jeweler is on the job from early morning
until late in the afternoon and sometimes night.
He does not come downtown in a motor car.
The only vehicle in the jeweler's family is a baby
carriage or perhaps a bicycle, and people do not
look up to him as being a specialist or one
whose service brings a high price.

Now the public needs training
Educate 
the Public 

and the jeweler has got to
teach them that as far as he
is concerned the value he gives

them is the same as the values they get at the
specialist's and worth as much. He may never
reach that deep point where he will attempt to
get as much as some specialists, but he can get
a fair price and is not doing himself justice when
he doesn't.

Why shouldn't the jeweler have automobiles
and vacation trips, and the jeweler's wife her
help in the home and perhaps a little cottage
in some cool, restful spot for the heated months?

Who will set a high value on our work un-
less we do so ourselves? I am, of course, accept-
ing it as a fact that we do render good service—
such as makes the laborer worthy of his hire.

One good friend of mine, who has one of
the very best repair businesses in the State, tells
his customers if they find fault with his esti-
mates of what a job will cost that he doesn't
wish to do the cheapest work in town, but that
he tries to do the best. That's the way to look
at it. Try to do the best work, but get your
pay for it.

The repair department, unless carefully
watched, has too many leaks. Mrs. Brown
rushes in with a ring which has a stone out.
She has the stone with her and says, "Just put
this in for me right away, it won't take you more
than a second and I am in an awful hurry."
The obliging jeweler grabs a pair of pliers,
shapes up three or four prongs, pushes in the
doublet, turns down the tips, burnishes them a
little, hands back the ring and charges nothing,
doing himself out of i5 cents and giving Mrs.
Brown the impression that this is the way all

charging
gttifnongis done and that none of it is worthh 

I was in a shop one day when
Excessive a man came in with a watch.
Generosity The minute hand was off,

lying on the dial. "Put me
on a new hand please, this one keeps coming
off," said Mr. Traveler. The jeweler looked at
the hand and tried it on the post. "This one is
all right, it's only a little large," said he. He
cut a slit in it, sprung it together and pushed
it into place, tight as a drum. Time, about five
minutes. "How much," asked Mr. Traveler.
"Oh, nothing," said Mr. Jeweler, "that's no job."
"How do you make a living," asked Mr. Traveler.
"A jeweler in Winnipeg charged me 25 cents for
putting on a hand two weeks ago. A week
later in Minneapolis it came off and I paid 55
cents to have it put back. To-day it came off
again and I believe you have put it on to stay. It's
worth at least a good cigar." He walked out,
leaving to cents on the show case. The traveler
was right. The service was worth the money.
Not every little job should be charged for. The
jeweler should be generous, but not careless nor
an easy mark. He is in business to make a
living and he can make it only if he is fair to
his trade and to himself.
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Germany's Diamond Fields in
South Africa

Consul-General Diederich, of Antwerp, Reports
They are Paying Handsomely—Small

Stones the Rule

Maiden Lane importers have received

definite reports on the new diamond fields

in the German colonies of South Africa,

about which there have been conflicting

statements. Henry W. Diederich, the

American Consul-General at Antwerp,

where most of the diamonds from the new

fields are being cut, prepared the report.

Mr. Diederich says that in
Ready for the last year the German
Mining Government has established

law and order and that the

German people after sacrificing many lives

now have a chance of getting back at least

the money which they have expended in the

development of the colony, an amount ex-

ceeding $50,000,000. The Consul-General

writes that the Germans are determined to

monopolize the output of the new mines

and also gradually to build up an entire

diamond industry of their own, from the

delivery of rough stones to supplying the

finished product to the market.

At first a syndicate composed of the

leading banks in Berlin took charge of the

output, but the temporary. arrangement

soon gave way to a contract which the

German Government made with the new

syndicate, Kryn, Coetermans & Walk, who

are Germans but have their cutting factories

in Antwerp and New York. To this syndi-

cate the Government granted a monopoly of

the new diamond fields and in return is to

get 8o per cent. of the profits.
Special attention is given in
the report to the question as
to the average size of the
.diamonds found in the Ger-

man colonies because this has been the most
doubtful factor as to the new diamond fields.

While a few large stones have been found

ranging in weight from 5 to 17 carats, Mr.
Diederich says the average weight thus far

seems to be about one-third of a carat.

Stones of one carat, he adds, are not rare.
Only one or two shipments of the

rough stones have been made to New York,
as diamond cutters here object to cutting
stones of less than three-eighths of a carat
in weight, but large quantities of the small
stones, after being cut in Antwerp and
Amsterdam, have been sent to New York
for the use of jewelry manufacturers.

The quality of the diamonds produced
in the German province has increased until
it is upward of 6o,000 carats a month and
the quality has also improved, so that the

Size of the

Diamonds

price is now nearly double what it was nine
months ago. The Consul-General says in
his report that the stones are of a free
luster and as they are not quite so hard as
the stones mined in the British colonies there
is less waste in cutting.

• The cost of production in the diamond
field of the German colony is light, 50 cents
to $2 a carat, as the stones are taken from
the sands and surface grounds. This gives
an advantage over the companies operating
the mines in the British colonies, where the
mines have been dug to a depth of a third
to a half mile and the cost of production
ranges from $4 to $5 a carat.

As a result of this advan-
tage the Germans are said
to be wresting control of
the market for small dia-

monds from the British. A late report says
that the London syndicates are likely to
checkmate the Germans by mixing the small
diamonds called melee with the larger stones
in all sales, thus compelling all who buy the
large sizes to take also a proportion of the
smaller. As all diamond manufacturers
must go to the London syndicates to get
sufficient quantities of the diamonds in the
sizes from one-half carat up, they may be
thus obliged to take and dispose of the
smaller diamonds from the same sources.

More than one-half of the world's
entire production of diamonds is now
brought to ew York, partly in the rough
stones and in even greater quantities in the
stones that are cut and polished in Europe
before shipment to this country. This
country paid at the docks in the last year
upwards of $46,000,000 for precious stones
of all kinds, and of this amount nearly
$45,000,000 was paid at New York, these
totals breaking all records. The diamonds
were valued at $38,000,000, nearly three-
quarters of which were in cut stones.

It has been estimated that
since the finding of dia-
monds in South Africa in
1868 the British have pro-

duced 75,000,000 carats, briging upward of
$65o,000,000 at the mines, and of course the
public paid much more. The De Beers com-
pany, which for years controlled 95 per cent.
of the entire diamond output, is said to have
paid more than $200,000,000 in dividends
in a quarter of a century.

The German syndicate's expectations
of cutting into the business have led the
European jewelry papers to devote much
attention to the subject of late. The cur-
rent issue of one of these journals has a
cartoon representing John Bull and the
Kaiser playing cards with the explanation
that "diamonds are trumps."

Prospects of

Competition

Africa's Wealth

of Diamonds
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Winds His Stock of Watches by
Machinery

Edwin Keller, senior member of the
firm of E. Keller & Sons, No. 711 FIamilton
Street, Allentown, Pa., has been in the
watch repairing and jewelry business for
forty-five years, says the Chronicle and
News, of that city. In that time he has
wound upon an average of 300 customers'
watches every day. This winding of watches
consumes two and one-half hours every
day. Every morning it is Mr. Keller's duty
to go to the case on the western side of the
store near the show window and begin
winding watches. In forty-five years this
winding of watches has taken some time
and at the same time the number of winds
has run into millions. Mr. Keller, in fact
started figuring and found that by spending
two and one-half hours every day in 300
days, or one year (Mr. Keller does not
wind watches on Sunday), he just put in
750 hours, and in forty-five years 33,750
hours. Now at the rate of eight hours a
day, which Mr. Keller considers the proper
time a man should work a day, this would
make about 422 days, or one and one-sixth
year.

Mr. Keller also found by an arithme-
tical process that at the rate of 300 watches
a day he wound 90,000 in a year, and in
forty-five years 4,150,000. "This is going
some in the winding line," mused Mr. Kel-
ler when an agent came along several days
ago and told him he had a machine by which
Mr. Keller could wind his 300 watches
every morning in just one-half hour. He
was somewhat skeptical when Ile gave the
order for the machine but he is so tickled
with it now that it is a delight to show it.

The affair consists of a motor about
eight inches in height of 1-20th horse-
power, with revolutions of 1750 a minute.
At the end of the shaft is a rubber wheel
that presses lightly against a disk about
four inches in diameter. There is a small
shaft extending from the center of the disk
to the outside of the box, in which the
entire affair is enclosed, at the end of which
is a rubber which revolves as rapidly as
the disk. The entire affair is in a case
and has been installed below the shelf above
which Mr. Keller has the many watches
he winds daily. The motor is run from an
ordinary electric light socket.

By pressing the crown of the watch
against the rubber at the end of the shaft
from the disk, and which comes through
the case, and held firmly, the watch is
wound. There is no danger of breaking
springs, because the winder will throw off
when the watch is. completely wound.

Mr. Keller finds that by using this
watch-winding arrangement, should he con-
tinue winding watches for forty-five years
longer, he will save 31,000 hours in that
time. It is the first machine of the kind in
this section of the State and 'Me. Keller is
so well pleased with it that he intends to
remove the "on trial" condition and keep it.
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Window Cards Increase Sales

The art of sign and card writing is not

a difficult one to master if the beginner

will just keep at it. Many times the dealer

or clerk in the store becomes discouraged

because he does not become a finished artist

at once. A great many dealers make but a

very poor attempt; while some, because

of their deficiency in penmanship and

through the lack of proper instruction,

cease their practice at an early stage and

give way to failure.

Some of the best card

writers are very poor pen-

men and those dealers and

clerks who have become

good show card writers have all had their

beginning. All beginnings are but trials.

Only time and patience lead to perfection.

If you wish to become a good card writer

bear this in mind. Practice and perse-

verance are the golden rules by which you

can succeed.
The first thing necessary for the prac-

tice of card writing is to have a table

suitable for this kind of work. A table

about five feet long and three feet wide

will meet all requirements. The next step,

and the most important, is to know what

kind of brushes to use, as a poor brush is

only a detriment and will tend to discour-

age the beginner. It has been found that

the sable brushes are far superior to any

other ; being more elastic they enable the

beginner to draw a straight, steady line of

any breadth.
The next in fineness to the sable is the

oxhair brush. It is much cheaper and for

the beginner will answer the purpose fairly

well. An assortment of several sizes is

quite necessary. Always have a different

set of brushes for your water and oil

colors. Use the red sable for your water

colors and the black sable, on account of

its strength, for the oil. Always clean your.

brushes carefully after using them, wash-

ing them in at least two waters and drying

them thoroughly.

If you have neglected your

brushes too much care can-

not be exercised to bring

them to their natural state.

They should be thoroughly soaked and

washed and all surplus moisture squeezed

from them. Then lay flat on the table to

dry. In the attempt to save them, never

cut the end; if the hair protrudes, pull them

out entirely.
In the selection of paint, use either

water or Japan color. Do not use colors

ground in oil, for if a paint is not thor-

oughly mixed it leaves an ugly, uneven

Practice Makes

Master

Well-kept

Brushes
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shading around the letter. The oil and tur-

pentine will invariaby find its way out if

too freely used. If too little is used, the

paint will not run freely on ,the brush. In

other words, your paint is never ready for

use and time is wasted.

To obtain a good black paint buy a

small package of lamp black, say a i5-cent

package, and a small can of liquid glue.

Pour the lamp black into an old bucket, use

as much hot water as is needed to make a

thin solution and stir thoroughly ; next,

empty in your glue; about five minutes is

needed to dissolve the glue. After this has

been thoroughly dissolved, strain through

a cheese cloth and bottle up; and thus you

have at a small cost a bucketful of paint

ready for use.

Colors to Use

For colors use what is

termed dry colors. They

can be obtained in any

paint store. With an assortment of flake

white, chrome yellow, ultramarine blue,

'vermillion and lamp black, as already

described, you can write almost any kind

of plain or fancy cards or signs.

First, get' a large Case knife, then a

piece of glass to grind on. Pour color upon

this and add enough mucilage or gum

arabic to make a mixture like thick paste

or syrup. Place each color in a separate

receptacle and when ready to use thin by

adding a little water. To make lighter

shades of any color add flake white ; for

the darker shades, larnp black. The differ-

ent tints can be obtained by the mixing of

the different colors. For •example

Green—Mix yellow and blue.
Lemon—Mix white and yellow.
Purple—M ix red, ultramarine and

white.
Buff—Mix white, black and yellow.
Brown—Mix black and red.
Olive—Mix green, yellow, black and

white.
Orange—Mix red and yellow.
Rose—Mix yellow, white and red.
Cream—Mix yellow and white.
Chocolate—Mix black, red and white.

As to cardboard material,

As to Cardboard some card writers prefer

the rough surface to the

glazed. For water colors, a plain board is

much more satisfactory. When used in

full sheets, one of six by eight-ply thickness

is the best, but for small price tickets, etc.,

a four-ply board will answer.

Cardboard may be obtained in many

colors and tints, but for general use, the

plain white board, lettered with black

shadows, is the most effective.

Always mark out your sign with a

pencil first. It is then much easier to ar-

range the decorative features, as you make

the changes as you desire. The attractive

card is the one which is tastefully arranged

and which shows the originality of the

writer.

Spacing is

Important

Be careful as to your spac-

ing. Leave an equal white

space between each letter.

This is very important to

secure uniformity for your work. Always

leave a wide margin around the card, other-

wise it will look cramped. The quickest

and neatest way to draw your margin is

to place your little finger at the edge of

your cardboard, using it for a guide. Leave

as much space as the position of the hand

will permit. Now by holding the brush in

the proper position draw quickly toward

you, turn the card and treat the other three

sides in the same manner. If this is care-

fully done the lines will be straight and an

equal distance from the edge.
Lay out your card according to the

number of words you wish to write. Count

the number of letters, measuring their

height, and rule off the desired number of

lines, with equal space. After your card

is quite dry erase with a clean rubber all

pencil marks and other blemishes.
The card writer should remember that

a clean-cut, distinct impression is best con-

veyed by short words and short sentences.

The old, tried and constantly used words,

the common words, are the .best, because

they convey your meaning to the masses,

and the masses are the dealer's princi-

pal customers.—Chalmers L. Pancoast, in

"Brains."

Only Good Advertising Pays

Is it really to be wondered at that so

many retailers are disappointed with the

results they secure from their advertise-

ments ? We don't think so, because we

realize that a large percentage of such ad-

vertisements aren't really of the character

that create any amount of business. Ad-

vertising pays—no doubt at all about that,

but it must be good advertising, the kind

that possesses pulling power, that grips the

housewife's attention, holds it long enough

to 'set her to thinking and then persuades

her to buy the goods described. Advertis-

ing can be made mighty persuasive, mighty

convincing, and every jeweler ought to do

that kind of advertising—ought, at least,

to give thought to the preparation of the

copy in the effort to make it that kind of

advertising, for if more real pains were

taken to produce strong, powerful store ads

there wouldn't be nearly so much complaint

heard from disappointed retailers who

failed to realize the returns which they had

expected to receive from their ads.
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The Quicktight Pinvise
Works Quickest— Holds Tightest

Only one hand used in Nvm.king it.

Insert the work, I heit one stroke

of thumb closes and

tightens it.
Saves

Valuable Time.
It will pay you to

throw away your old pi ivisc And
buy one of these. Strongest made—always
best, yet lately improved—price, $1.50 I be-
(_.attse it's worth it). Sent postpaid an

Buy it of your dealer, or send to

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
(Sole Manufacturers)

LANCASTER, PA.

BAUMGARDNER & CO.
"Vhe Little Watch Factory"

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKING
FOR THE TRADE

Satisfied Customers over Many States

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties. Etc.. especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.

CLOCK REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
Chicago Gli?vlertbash Ave. '1 Illinois iths' Bldg./ " 

is 53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

•44•...„
SIIOWI,G HOW

.SIICR IS

ADJUSTED

SCREM
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SPECIAL NOTICE —These "washers" are
covered by Veiled ,Virles Patent
.No. 894,3 and ell infringements
will be ',rescinded.

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.

MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gress, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

THE "KNU" WAY

Original Trausferine

TRADE MARK

Copy

" Engravers' Transfenne f• f

c_A plastic compound for transferring designs
from one article to another. As many as 20
copies can be made from one impression. Will
not injure any metal. Will not harden.

50 Cts. —TWO SIZES — $1.00
ALL JOBBERS

PLASTIC COMPOUND CO., Mfr's
41 Fourth St. S., Minneapolis, Minn.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

SREC-IAL LOW PRICES

jTRIUMPH AMERIC4Arg

MAIRSPRINGS
ORDER ONE GROSS TO-DAY 0111r$ 9.00

SINGLE DOZ LOTS 85 CTS, PER DOZ

MJAVERBECK MAIIIRCTURER I 0-12
IMPORTER MANN LAME N.Y.

Established
1839

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
cars OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE BY OUR FACTORY

Cut !ts size

L.D.ANDERSON JEWELRY CO., 230 Pena St., Reading, Pa.
Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle jewelry, Abalone Shell jewelry,

Class Pins with nameof town, Flag Brooches and Fobs with nameof town, Leaf Brooches and Fobs with nameof town,
Iron Pyrites jewelry and other souvenirs made to meet the needs of winter and summer resorts. Send for Catalogue

egIr

4—

SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stocks 'Pe
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.
Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail
National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
H you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909.

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

FOR SOUVENIR SPOONS AND ENGRAVING
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING
WATCH MATERIAL, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

AT THE BEST PRICES

E. L. DEACON JEWELRY CO., DENVER, COLO.

DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONECS

Bought, Sold and exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COI-MNEstablished 1891
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"TheCrohn Patent SafetyGuard

For Scarf Pins, 
 Studs and Lace

practical and uuly ad-

jPitisnt it 
The
aal 

host
e ilnvesitited. Price,S1. 60 perdoz. For

saleby all wholesalejewelers and material houses.

_Sam
ple by mai1,25e; 11110 K.gold,$1.00; 14 K.$1.25.

M.CROHN. Mkr. In*. 48 &SO MaldenLane,N.Y.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortment of Wells' Perfect
Self-Conforming sing Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid at once (only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following prices:
1 doz. 10 K. gold, PM; 1 doz. gold
tilled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, M.

Samples of one small atm one medium-large gold
tilled and one metal adjuster will be sent for
50c., stamps or M. 0. Address

CHESTER WELLS, Meshoppen, Pa.

G.F.WadSWOrth
Watch Case'
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changln Old

English and SalS3
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Old Cases
Made New

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS piti,Tist,gs. $?..g tvRz.

CROUCH et. FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and cases Always In Stock

177 Broadway x54 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt A Dey Sts. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chloago

Send for Our New Price-List

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
rk. Keystone

GASOLINE
LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Gives a 300 Candle-power Shadowless Light
Turns up or down, like gas, burns dim when not

in use, or can be turned up instantly when
more light is needed. It floods a 30 foot

space with a brilliancy like daylight.
Far cheaper than gas, kerosene or
electricity and so simple that anyone
can use it. You can depend on it for
years for any purpose demanding a
big, strong light. Catalogue K S tells
why. Send for it now.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
Dept. 9

42 State Street. Chicago, Ill.

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

nvan BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSH ES
253 MU

LBERRY 
STREET 

NEWARK., N.J.

.------

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SITISFACTioN 
GUA.RANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

ww■simimese

AN EXPERT ADVISER
ON WATCH WORK

is always valuable
to the repairer. A
book which admir-
ably serves this
purpose and which
you can have al-
ways at hand for
reference in case
of doubt or diffi-
culty is

The Watch Mjusters

Manual

the standard treatise on adjust-

ments and higher watch work.

This book is thoroughly practical

and contains full instructions on

every difficulty that can confront

the repairer. All possible com-

plications are thoroughly eluci-

dated. Cloth bound, 376 pages

with fifty-six illustrations.

Sent Postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price,

$2.50 (los. id.)

Published by

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Education
That Pays

The Education we give you in
WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING
and OPTICS is far superior to
that which you can get at any
other college in this country. It
will make a thorough, practical
workman of you—a workman that

can command a good salary. See our ad. on page 1322, this issue.

Send to-day for our Prospectus; it will give you full information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset St.., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 ■ssar 

Our
Fall Term
begins

Sept. 1, 1910.

Better make
arrangements

to take a course
with us on
that date.

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for FREE BOOK
''How to be a Watchmaker.'
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Beduin, ST. PAUL, MINN.

SELLS LIKE HOT CAKES
(ORDER TO-DAY

AN EXTRAORDINARY SELLER!
A SPECIAL PRICE!

GOLD PLATED SAFETY PINS
$1.5_0PRGRossa 0,811
NETCASH

M:JAVERBECK"ZWAR"10-12 MAIDEN LANE H.

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer over

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for Inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. NICIOREt

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S

EMERY RING
BUFFS

COOPER C11, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones. etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers

14 Calender St., Providence, R. I.

KLEINoBROS
LAPIDARY0C0

1

C
U
T
T
E
R
S
  I

M
P
O
R
T
E
R
S
 

72
E. MADISON
STREET

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

i

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

No. 310

CHATELAINE, NOTCHED,
REMOVABLE PAD, AND

EASEL.

WHY WE DO IT
In the last issue of this journal we told you how we were able to sell 

you goods

for less money than you would pay elsewhere.

'Me reason why we do It is because you will naturally buy where you get the

most value.
We want to prove to you conclusively that the claims we make are substantial

ones. Our assertion, that we give you more than the other fellow does, is backed

up by the patronage of the largest dealers in the United States and Canada.

Our prices are made possible only by manufacturing in large quantities. This

results in a cost-saving production, as well as a higher standard of quality in the

finished article.
You share directly in these advantages by way of lower cost or higher 

quality,

as compared to other makes of boxes.

In order to satisfy yourself send us your mail order, and we will 
include one of

the EMPIRE LOOSE LEAF MEMOS, FREE.
Our booklet, "The Reason Why," free upon request, the only stipulatio

n being

that you use your own letter head.
If you desire we will send you the name of jobber nearest you, 

handling

Empire boxes.

Coupon is for your convenience.
We are specialists in the Jewelry Case Business.

I.D1N AHD WARNER. Pres. ai,d 
RUDOLPH J. WARNER.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE COMPANY
116.1.18-15U Clinton Street

BUFF MA), N. Y.

Kindly fill out the coupon

and send with order in

order to obtain this memo.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.,
146, 148, 150 Clinton St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Please send me with the enclosed order
The Empire Loose Leaf Memo.

Name

St. and No 

City and State
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Jewelers' Specialties

No. 30
Brush Brass

Smoking Stand

27 inches high, with
removable tray for
emptying. $1.25 each.

"Romeo" Stand with
telescopic column
extending from 22 to
33 inches. $2.25 each.

150 Brass Finish Book Rack
Sides 634 in. x 5 in. Dozen, $15.00.
Full length extended, 21 inches.

Writing sets in brush brass, $3.00, $4.00,
$5.00, $8.00, $12.00, $15.00.

No. 176

Brass Call
Gong

6 tubes.
$2.75 each.

Longest tube,
13 inches.

Other styles
$1.00, $2.00,
$3.75, $5.00.

1207 Brush Brass Split Top
4-inch ash cup opening by side screw.

Dozen, $9.00.
We carry every variety of Brass Ash

Trays.

Double Gun Metal Coin Holder,
$1.50 each.

Round Single Gun Metal Coin Holder,
$1.00 each.

Gun Metal Long Chains. Dozen, $6.00

Full lines of Gun Metal Mesh Bags,
Cigarette Cases, etc., etc.

L.W. Levy & Co.
  Jewelers' Novelties  
590 Broadway, New York

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrateil sample card and price-

list sent. upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

ELGIN NONLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School forWatchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

; in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

o LET ue ENGRAVE
■••••/ A SAMPLE

/ Artistic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.

Send for price-list.

UL,L.STIRONI trie O.
Ashland Nebraska

LOWS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

FREE TO ENGRAVERS
Send name, address and 5c. in stamps to cover post-
age and printing, and receive Free Instructions
for engraving Celluloid, Ebony, Ivory, Pearl, Tor-
toise, Shell, etc. Also directions for filling same
with 27 different colors and tints. Write to-day.
Beat the other fellow to it.
H. W. THOMPSON, Art Designer and
Engraver, 481 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, etc., of every size and descrip-
tion, made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 83 NASSAU 
STREET

NEW YORK

HORACE J. SMITH
WATCH REPAIRING

FOR THE TRADE

313 Flynn Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa

HAVE YOU SEEN?
AVERBECK'S NEW CATALOG
IF YOU ARE A RETAIL JEWELERAND
WANT SELLERS SEND FOR IT -

GOODS OF THE UNCOMMON SORT

MJAYERBECKZIM10.1214mroliNENY

Diamonds Tourmalines

Sapphires Peridots
White Sapphires Aquamarines
Pearls and Reconstructed Rubies
A big selection always on hand. Selection
packages sent out on approval to responsible
parties.

HENRY G. MORRIS
Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington St.

Room 73 BOSTON, MASS.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We C.arry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

Loop
Watch Keys

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

THE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

4.

Sr

toTt..'t

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month, for Inser-
tion in the following month's Issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
he enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811.813 N.19th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 23
cents.

At WATCHMAKER, optometrist regis-
tered by examination, and show card

writer; fair engraver; to an honorable and
reasonable firm I offer my services at $3o.
"M 773," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, jeweler and manu-
facturing jeweler; engraver, stone and

diamond setter, window trimmer; first-class
house only. at onee or fall ; top notch
wages. Address "L 799," care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker jeweler and extra good
plaits engraver will accept permanent

position; 33 years old and very good at re-
pairing railroad watches; would prefer
place where I will have engraving to do;
ant an experienced man and reliable in my
work; prefer Ohio, New York, Michigan
or Massachusetts; others may write. Ad-
dress "S 891," care Keystone.

FIRST-CI-ASS watchmaker and jeweler
would like to get good location in

jewelry store to put in a repair business.
Will run store for use of bench room, or
will work on commission ; can furnish
best refs. H. G. Lawrence, Brownsdale,
Minn.

GOOD watchmaker, jeweler and engraver
desires to make change; good workman,

tt years' exp.; moral habits, tingle, age 26;
good refs. "Watchmaker," ttr6 Garrison
Avenue, Ft. Smith, Ark.

JEWELRY engraver wishes position in
Massachusetts with jeweler or trade en-

graver; 4 years with former employer;
refs., samples. Address "Box 82," Holden,
Mass.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker and jewelry
salesman wants position in Texas or

California; good refs. M. Kalk, tis
Washington Avenue, Racine, Wis.

YOUNG watchmaker and engraver, jewelry
exp.; full set of tools; northern or

western States, about September 1st. Ad-
dress "A. D. 23," 12ot Heyworth Build;
ing, Chicago.

I HAVE in my employ first-class watch-
maker, jeweler and salesman who desires

permanent position at once; married, age
36; 20 years' pr

i
actical experience; under-

stands taking n repairs and stockkeeping;
has his own bench, lathe and tools; have
known this man for seven years and feel
satisfied in recommending him to anyone;
inqtiries promptly answered. "W 872,"
care Keystone. •

YOUNG man, twelve years' exp. as retail
jewelry salesman in present position;

graduate optician, Northern Illinois Col-
lege of Ophthalmology and Otology; six
years' practical work; good engraver, cap-
able oi managing branch or department;
October 1st or before; South or West pre-
ferred. "K 885," care Keystone.

ARTS and crafts designer and manufac-
turer, tingle, desires position with good

house; location no object. "G 868" care
Keystone.

BY thorough watchmaker and jeweler good
engraver; honest. careful workman; no

bad habits; salary $20; can give best refs.
from former employers; West preferred.
"C 879," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, designer and
engraver, all-around man, single, desires

position with good house; location no
object. J. E. Gaffner, care R. Gaffner &
Co., jewelers, Olney, Ill.

WATCHMAKER wishes permanent job
under good Watchmaker in first-class

jewelry store; own tools; 23 • years old,
single; Pennsylvania or eastern States pre-
ferred; general clerk specialty. Address
"T 884," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, 5 years' exp., single,
seeks position by September 1st; willing

to do jewelry and clock work; no bad habits
whatever ; State, Illinois, near Chicago pre-
ferred. Box 84, Anderson, S. C.

YOUNG man, thoroughly acquainted with
the jewelry business in all branches,

desires suitable position as traveling sales-
man or salesman; 13 years' exp. and best
ref. "S 883," care Keystone.

VERY competent man with long exp. and
good education, speaking several lan-

guages, wants situation as head watchmaker
in large jewelry store, foreman in watch
factory or watch representative abroad;
highest refs. "V 862," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED on railroad, complicated
watches, engraver, all-around young man;

At ref., desires to locate in West. Write
for now or fall. "T 878," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician, 12
years' exp., thorou.: h workman; own

tools, fine habits; age 30, married, Ameri-
can; best 1-efs., desires position in New
England. "F 875," care Keystone.

WATCH MAKER, • jeweler plain engraver
and optician; registered to practice op-

tometry in New York State, having com-
plete set tools for all above-mentioned
lines; also able to wait on customers; ready
for position about September 1st. "F. E.,"
care Yoreen & Co., 225 Penn Avenue,
Scranton, Pa.

BY September 8th young watchmaker and
engraver, capable of handling repair de-

partment ; have most of necessary tools;
Colorado or East Texas preferred; can give
refs. Harvey Hoy, Ordway, Colo.

EXPERT engraver and manufacturing
jeweler wishes to correspond with house

in middle West desiring high-grade help.
"B 869," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker and engraver; also do op-
tical work; permanent place only con-

sidered; own tools. "Jeweler," 249 South
Paint Street, Chillicothe, Ohio.

EXPERT refractionist, watchmaker and
plain engraver wishes position by Oc-

tober ist; 14 years' exp. in jewelry busi-
ness, 5 years with present firm as man-
ager; best ref. "C 866," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, r5 years' retail exp. wants
position as traveling salesman; good sales-

man ; best of refs. "Q 865," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS jewelry repairer. optician
and salesman; accustomed to high-class

trade; capable of taking full charge; will
go anywhere in United States. "M 864,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG man, practical watchmaker, fair
engraver desires position about August

z 5th; moderate salary under good man
desired. Room 312, 108 W. Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

THOROUGH watchmaker on all move-
ments, escapements and complications,

wants position for September; good and
rapid worker; best refs.; $25. "Watch-
maker," 63 Boston Street, Newark, N. J.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
9 years' exp., desires steady position

with good house by September 1st or be-
fore; best refs.;•St. Paul or Detroit, Mich.,
preferred. "M 867," care Keystone.

ENGRAVER, good monogram and letter
engraver seeks situation; western States

preferred; good refs. "13 870," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER and optician permanent,
in town 3000 to 8000; steady, trusty,

married; practical workman 15 years;
photo; refs.; Southwest or West only. "B
861," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, ready to leave Bradley
Horological Institute ; no bad habits,

best refs. as to character; can do all or-
dinary watchwork and jewelry repairing;
plain engraver. George H. Musser, Main
and Parkside Drive, Peoria, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and plain en-
graver; railroad watch repairing; age

38, married; steady, no "booze," Am ref.;
west Kentucky, Tennessee or north Ala-
bama.; after September lot. Address
"Watchmaker." Box 340, Corinth, Miss,

SITUATIONS WANTED

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, fine on rail-
road work; plain engraver; young man,

steady, sober; neat appearance; good sales-
man; Pacific States preferred; good refs.
"P 86o," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and plain engraver speak
Norwegian and English. "P 881," care

Keystone.

By September 15th as watchmaker and en-
graver ; 12 years' exp.; would like steady

place; can take full charge. Address "W
855," care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker, clock and
jewelry repairer; store and factory exp.;

own tools; best of refs.; Southwest pre-
ferred. R. D. Johnston, Tempe, Ariz.

SITUATION to finish trade ; one year's
exp. W. F. Norris, 416 East Second

Street, Grand Island, Nebr.

FIRST-CLASS engraver, good watch-
maker and fine salesman; own tools and

best of refs., desires a position; East
preferred. Address "P 854," care Keystone.

WANT to correspond wills jewelry firm
in regard to watchmaker; wish position

about October tot; over 12 years' exp.;
South preferred. •"M 846," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 22, with good habits, good
refs.; own tools and three years' exp.

wishes position as assistant watchmaker by
September fst; can wait on trade and do
clock work; West or. Smith %vest preferred.
"1-1 852," care Keystone.

YOUNG lady, with 5 years' exp. in
jewelry 'business, bookkeeper and steno-

grapher, wishes position with retail jeweler;
prefer the extreme West ; best refs. "R 851,"
care Keystone,

SUCCESSFUL watchmaker, engraver and
salesman would make desirable change;

$25 per week. Address "B 85o," care
Keystone.

BY a first-class watchmaker and plain en-
graver, 20 years' exp.; can furnish own

tools. J. F. Giffen, Alexander, W. Va.

GOOD .watchmaker, jewelry repairer and
ordinary engraver; single, age 22; have

exp. with all kinds of watches; $20 per
week for start; middle West preferred.
Frank Jirovsky, Box 444, Wahoo, Nebr.

ENGRAVER-Young man desires position
at lettering on jewelry, silverware, etc.;

cats do first-class work; Southwest pre-
ferred; At ref. "H 843," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, age 21, wishes position Sep-
tember 1st as assistant watchinaker and

engraver; 2 years' exp.; nothing but per-
manent "position considered. Address
"Jeweler, 70 Hazel Street, Detroit, Mich.

TRAVELING salesman, will represent
manufacturer or jqblier in Illinois, Iowa

or Indiana; line must be of quality to suit
better class of trade; will prove ability or
no contract; August ret or September ist
reporting date. Permanent address, Box
89, Greenfield, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and salesman
wants position; expert on railroad and

high-grade Swiss watches•, West preferred.
Address "C 836," care Keystone.

IN drug and jewelry store in Nebraska by
good watchmaker; m years' exp. at

ibench, 6 years' exp. n drugs and 15 years'
a graduate optician and registered optom-
etrist in State of Nebraska. Address "H
837," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, all kinds Swiss-Ameri-
can watches and clocks; factory and store

exp.; will give ref.; California State pre-
ferred. M. Rider, 814 Ninth Street, Con-
nellsville, Pa.

YOUNG man, unmarried, 6 years' exp. as
engraver, expert clock and jewelry re-

pairer; plain watch work, Al ref. from
present employer. .1003 South Oak Street,
Bloomington, Ill.

BY lady as engraver, willing to wait on
trade or take care of stock. Address

"L. W.," 3056 Clinton Ave., Lorain, Ohio.

AS watchmaker, is years at bench, 4 years
on railroad . work; competent its every

respect; own tools; married, 3m years old.
L. P. Hatch, Jamestown, Kans.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, fair engraver;
school and trade exp. two years; own

tools; age 18, strictly temperate, neat, re-
liable and honest; best ref.; would like
position in wholesale department of watch
house; Nebraska or further West preferred;
will start at moderate wages, with chance
of advancement. "A 829," care Keystone.

ENGRAVER and salesman ; has own tools;
ref. and samples sent on request. S. W.

Leventhal, 465 Albany Avenue, Hartford,
Conn.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

TRAVELING jewelry salesman with ac-
quaintance in Indiana and Illinois to

handle a large general line for jobbing
house in Chicago. Address "A. D. to.
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago.

FIRST-CLASS watchfnaker, salesman and
engraver single man preferred; perma-

nent position. $30 per week. Address
"B 783," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, optician and
jeweler; must be registered to practice

optometry; permanent position; state
salary. Louis Kades, Newburgh, N. Y.

AN all-around good salesman who under-
stands pawnbroking; must be good to

hold position and come well recommended;
good salary to right man ; none but first-
class and reliable need answer. California
Loan Office, Oakland Cal.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
Permanent position, ref., good wages.

W. W. Howe, Clearfield, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver
October ist; state ability in full ; send

samples of engraving; must have good
health and good refs.; we will pay good
Falary to a. first-class man. Greenwald &
Adams, Tucson, Ariz.

\ W ATCII I\1 Al(ER ; one who can engrave;
permanent position for the right party.

John Fleckenstein & Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

JEWELERS experienced in manufacturing
jewelry shop in repairing; also wanted

diamond setters and manufacturing jew-
elers; no combination clerks, diamond
setters and watchmakers need apply. Ken-
nedy & Co. _Jewelry and Manufacturing
Co., 312-314 North Sixth Street, St. Louis,
Mo.

YOUNG man for jewelry and clock repair-
ing and .general work in store; state

exp. and salary in first letter. J. D. Tay.
lor, Logansport, Ind.

REASONABLE and dependable watch-
maker, jeweler, engraver and salesman

for best trade; willing to do any store
work; married man preferred; perinanent
if right man. C. M. Adams, Dawson, Ga.

GOOD watchmaker and engraver, New
England city; permanent for right man.

Address, stating wages, "R 882," care
Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker and engraver, at once;
$22 to $25 per week; permanent position.

ITuber & Bunker Co., Superior, Wis.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, must be
first-class man, sober and reliable; per-

manent position to right man; state salary
expected, whether married or single, also
age in first letter. G. B. Haines. St. Pet-
ersburg, Fla.

AT once, • good all-around watchmaker.
Henry Young, Louisa, Ky.

EXPERIENCED salesman, graduate opti-
cian and window trimmer for retail

jewelry store; salary $25 to $30 per week;
permanent position; apply, with refs., J.
Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala. or at Hotel
York, New York.

MEN who thoroughly understand watch-
making to travel as inspectors through

New England States cleaning and repairing
time locks; state age, exp., salary expected
and refs. its first letter; no others will be
considered and no learners wanted. The
Blake Bank Lock Inspection Co., Wor-
cester, Mass.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, first-class;
alto small repair jobs; permanent posi-

tion; good salary; to reliable man oppor-
tunity for interest in future; must come
at once. George W. Hickox Company,
Albuquerque, N. M.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
prefer one who can do jewelry work;

all-around man, permanent position; good
opportunity to one looking for health and
climate if able to work and make good.
South Florida. "J 874," care Keystone.

EXPERT refractionist, competent to take
charge, who can assist on engraving and

watch work. Address "D 859," care Key-
stone.

Kr once, first-class house material man,
to take full charge of material depart-

ment only those who have had practical
exp. in material business need apply; first
class refs. required. Address J. H. Medni-
kow & Co.. 212 West First Street, Okla-
homa City.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver;
first-class, all-around man of good habits;

steady position; state exp., also salary ex-
pected; send refs. Ben Settle, Russellville,
Ky.
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HARDWICK, Ilopkinsville, Ky., wants
tirst-class optician, engraver and watch-

maker; no bad habits.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver, competent to take charge of

business with view of taking interest in a
good-paying business; salary $25 per week;
if you do not engrave, not competent, not
qrictly sober do not write. Palace Jewelry
Store, 505 Garrison Avenue, Ft. Smith,
Ark.

FIRST-CLASS optician and watchmaker,
30 to 40 years old; good wages to right

man. I,. H. Hall, Trinidad, Colo.

FINE engraver and watch repairer; state
salary and give refs. "D 858," care

Keystone.

A GOOD watchmaker; one that can wait
on trade. C. Aug. Carmany, Coatesville,

Pa.

GOOD watchmaker and jeweler; perma-
nent position ; $25 per week; must be

well recommended as to skill and character;
at once, C. F. Cross & Bro., Gadsden, Ala.

EXPERT watchmaker and good engraver;
less than $30 inen need not apply; send

samples of engraving and ref. in first let-
ter. Address J. L. Murphy, Livingston,
Mont.

TELEGRAPH. operator, September tst,
who would like to learn the jewelry

business; must come well recommended.
A. C. Woodruff, Port Henry, N. Y.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and optician
at once; prefer Swede or Norwegian ;

new store, must have good refs. 844,"
care Keystone.

WATCITNIAKER and engraver; send
sample of engraving and state wages.

C. W. Keeler, Binghamton, N. Y.

SOBER, capable watchmaker at once;
splendid opening for right man. Address

"II 830," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, watchmaker, clock and
jewelry repairer; must be capable of wait-

ing on trade; neat in person and good ref.;
prefer one who can do plain engraving.
W. R. Bell, Murfreesboro, Tenn.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician;
one who can do engraving, wanted about

September 15th in northern Illinois city of
3000; manufacturing town; must be abso-
lutely reliable and good workman; state
salary to start and refs. from last em-
ployer. Address "N 832," care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADINC, THREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker wants to es-
tablisli bench in good little town, West

or Northwest; would help in drug store.
"F 845," care Keystone.

TO buy small jewelry business in Vermont
or New Hampshire in location with good

opportunity for an experienced watchmaker
and jeweler. "B 877," care Keystone.

GOOD cleats jewelry and optical business
live western city ; give full particulars

first letter ; everything confidential. David
Bedell, Iola, Kans.

GOOD cash register. IIenry Young,
Louisa, Ky.

ONE or two oak wall cases with horizontal
sliding doors. J. H. Chinnery, Scott-

ville, Mich.

WE will buy for spot cash a complete
jewelry store or will pay highest prices

for any part of the stock; immediate re-
turns; strictly confidential ; reference, First
National Bank, Address J. E. Micks Co.,
Elkhart, Ind.

PICCOLO, Boehm system, high pitch; good
condition, inexpensive. Charles Siman-

ton, Saint Johnsbury, Vt.

MAN, good appearance, good talker, with
small capital as partner in good-paying

hominess, established 20 years. Address
A. J. Geis, 1132 Hayes Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE
UNDER TIIIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

11AVE decided to sell my stock on account
of ill health and old age; have been

here in the jewelry business for over 30
years and carry stock of about $3500 to
$4000; am willing to sell for 25 per cent.
less than cost for cash; Floresville is a
very good place for a jeweler; no com-
petition. L. K. Nowierski, Floresville,
Texas.

(Continued on page 1358)
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FOR SALE

(Continued from page 1357)

Storms, Stocks and Busin e

WHOLESALE jewelry and optical busi-
ness; the stock and fixtures of this con-

cern can be bought at a low figure in
whole or in part on account of liquidation;
terms, one-half cash, balance notes with
security. "S 687," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store, well-estab-
lished; good location in one of the best

cities in Illinois. Address "U 753." care
Keystone.

HALF interest in a $25,000 jewelry store
in city of 8o,000 population in Minne-

sota; stock is clean and up-to-date; fixtures
good as new; plate glass wall and counter
cases, oak, cut glass room, good location;
five-year lease; rent reasonable; none but a
well recommended jeweler need apply; will
give good reference and reason for selling;
I am not offering an encumbered store, but
want a good, clean man whom I can trust
with the business. "R 750," care Keystone.

LOOKING for man who has $20,000 cash
or equivalent to buy my interest in old-

established jewelry business; handsome
profits yearly; has advantageous future;
don't answer unless you mean business.
Address "H 8i3," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store and fixtures in live town
of s000 in northeastern Kansas; reason

for selling, ill health. Address G. E. Kim-
mel, Centralia, Kans.

A GOOD established jewelry and optical
business in one of the best towns of 4000

people in Oklahoma; one other good man
in town and the best kind of a com-
petitor; this proposition is for a short
time only. Address "D 786," care Keystone.

$3500 BUYS fine business; $250 repair
work monthly; best town in Southwest.

Pearce Jewelry Co., Oklahoma City.

JEWELRY store, fixtures, etc.. with five-
year lease, in one of the best cities in

southeastern Kansas; population 12,000;
railroad payroll $1,000,000 per month. Write
for particulars, "P 89o," care Keystone.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in the
heart of the best dairy and stock farm-

ing country in southern Minnesota, in
town of Soo, for sale; stock and fixtures
invoice about $2500; last year's profit
$2100; reason for selling poor health.
Address "J 889," care Keystone.

UP-TO-DATE jewelry store, nice fixtures,
in good Oklahoma town of 5000 inhabi-

tants; national park, 800 acres; stock and
fixtures invoice about $5000; only one other
jeweler with small stock; will reduce
stock; tine deal if taken right away; cause
for selling, other business takes my time.
Clark Jewelry Co., Sulphur, Okla.

PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical busi-
ness in the hest growing city of 7000

population in Indiana; best location in
city; long lease and cheap rent; payroll
$150,000 per month; up-to-date fixtures and
no dead stock; can reduce to $3500 if taken
at once. Address "H 888 " care Keystone.

IF you are looking for a business oppor-
tunity here is a jewelry store doing nice

business both retail and wholesale; a well
equipped and modern retail store, old-es-
tablished and well known, in city of over
200,000 between St. Louis and Pittsburg;
jobbing business is tools, material and op-
tical, as well as jewelry and watches. We
issue catalogues and have fine mail-order
business; will sell an interest to an honest,
capable man who is competent to take the
management, or will sell the business as a
whole, or will sell the retail; own building
and can give long lease. Address "H 886,"
care Keystone.

AN old-established business located in
South Carolina; stock invoices about

$1o,000; can reduce to $6000 or $8000;
practical man can clear from $3000 to
$5000 annually; town of 8000, with three
railroads; good surrounding country; good
reasons for selling on application; will 'bear
closest investigation. "R 863," care Key
stone.

JEWELRY store in Colorado city of 20,-
000, where fine climate and fine business

go hand in hand; stock invoices $20,000,
perfectly clean, with bright new fixtures;
up-to-date store doing $30,000 annually at
big profits; would hold an interest or give
good terms to right man. Address Hamil-
ton Jewelry Co., Denver.

NEW, clean stock of jewelry, in good
three year old lumbering and railroad'

town in Idaho; city water, electric lights,
sewer and cement walks; only jeweler in
town of 180o; good opening for optician;
monthly payroll from $40,000 to $44,000;
terms cash, $1850 less than invoice price;
best of reasons for selling. Address "W
28," So. 14, Lincoln, Spokane, Wash.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Busi

WATCHMAKER with money can buy
lucrative chronometer, watch and nauti-

cal business in New York City. Apply
"Chronometer," New York Post Office.

GOOD chance for practical man, jewelry
and optical business in Virginia town of

2000 inhabitants; I mean business; must be
sold at once ; will stand close investigation.
Address "W 88o," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and loan business clearing $200
monthly; great inducements for cash

buyer; stock and fixtures all new three
years ago; good reasons for selling, candi-
date for State labor commissioner. Ad-
dress Fred Pell, Sr., Okmulgee, Okla.

STOCK and fixtures of small jewelry store
in new live mining town; bench work

averages $150 a month; falling eyesight
reason for selling. J. H. Bluntach, Marble,
Minn.

JEWELRY store in city of St. Louis;
good opporunity for the right man; nice

clean stock and good location; reasonable
rent and lease as long as you wish; owner
has good reason for selling; stock and fix-
tures will invoice about $3000. "H 87z,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store in growing
town in Montana; county seat, hot

springs, health resort. Address "Box 91,"
White Sulphur Springs, Mont.

JEWELRY and optical business in healthy '
south Georgia sea coast city; rent cheap,

location good; invoice about $25oo; terms
if secured; good opportunity; write quick
if interested. "M 873," care Keystone.

CHRONOMETER, watch and nautical
business for sale cheap in New York

City; splendid opportunity. Address
"Chronometer,' New York Post Office.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures about $3000;
one other in town; six years old, popu-

lation over 6000; one plant has a payroll
of $180,000 per month; business block at
$20,000 pays to per cent.; fine new resi-
dence $8000, one-third down. Box 127.
Ambridge, Pa. Will sell all or either.

ONLY jewelry business in county seat of
1200 population; stock and fixtures $3375;

last year's business $4267.85; will sell at
wholesale cost, less 6 per cent. for cash;
reason, other business. Box 302, Lyndon,
Kans.

ONLY jewelry and optical business in an
Iowa town of 800; large territory;

about $60o required. 0. W. Sherman,
Central City, Iowa.

PRETTIEST western city, healthiest
climate, prosperous jewelry store, located

advantageously with living apartments;
stock, fixtures, furniture, $12,000; without
stock, $2000. Address "R 838," care
Keystone.

ONE of the best jewelry stores in the
State of Iowa; ill health cause of selling;

stock can be reduced to suit purchaser.
Address "B 853," care Keystone.

TO close an estate, jewelry and optical
business in small town in best farming

section of Iowa; no competition and good
territory; invoices $3000. "E 856," care
Keystone.

THE only jewelry store in southern Min-
nesota town, I too population; will invoice

about $2000; will give a discount of 30 per
cent.; this is a snap. Box 54, LeRoy,
Minn.

OPTICAL and jewelry business, Des
Moines, Iowa; established twenty-six

f
ears; prescription work alone averages
35 per day. This is a golden opportunity
or the right party. Don't write unless
you mean business and have at least 82oo0
or its e9uivalent to put into the business.
"A 847,' care Keystone.

NICE jewelry store, manufacturing town
5000 people; only jewelry store in town;

$500 will handle proposition. C. S. Elam,
Charlotte, N. C.

AN old-established jewelry and optical
store in a fine city in Michigan; a hum-

mer; will sell at a bargain. N. T. Van
Hiltmayer, Sandusky, Mich.

SOMETHING worth looking up-good
jewelry business in town of 25oo; bench

work $ too a month; only one competitor;
jewelry, stock and fixtures invoice about
$2000; will sell for $15oo if taken at once.
Cause of selling, ill health. Lock Box 39,
Princeton. Minn.

ONLY jewelry, store in town of $z5o0;
clean, up-to-date stock; all the repair

work one man can do; stock invoices about
$2500; best farming community in Iowa.
For particulars address "L. B. 156," New
London, Iowa.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY and optical store in county
seat town; a snap if taken at once, as

I have other business; about Woo will
take it if sold at once. A. W. Johnson,
Spencer, Iowa.

JEWELRY, variety store and photograph
gallery; nine-room new house, gallery

fitted in rear; in healthy, clean, thriving
country and manufacturing town of 1500;
mountain air and water, electric lights, good
railroad accommodation; no jeweler or
photographer near; on account of health
will sell to quick buyer for $4500, includ-
ing small stock. J. M. Eby, Elizabeth-
yule, Pa.

JEWELRY store, established eight years;
stock invoices $7500, fixtures $1,5oo; good

location, rent $60; made enough; must re-
tire on account of failing health; popula-
tion 15,000; America's high altitude; best
city in Texas to do business and live in;
big profits from sales and repairs; light
competition • will sell fixtures and reduce
stock to suit; Woo cash will buy it. jos.
Astracan, Amarillo, Tex.

JEWELRY store, stock and fixtures about
$5000; can reduce half if preferred;

clean, up-to-date stock, best location in city
of 6000; easy competition, good climate i
best fruit country on west coast. "C 849,'
care Keystone.

VERY good proposition in hustling Colo-
rado city of 35o0; will either sell or form

partnership with practical watchmaker and
jeweler; about $4500 necessary. W. H.
Poole, Monte Vista, Colo.

STORE and dwelling, built for jeweler;
best location; large farming country,

manufacturing; write for particulars. C. J.
Whitenack, Knoxville, Pa.

STOCK of jewelry and musical instru-
ments, fixtures and 25 x 8o foot brick

building in a live town. R. A. Nichols,
Lebanon Kans.

JEWELRY and repair shop in high-class
suburb of Los Angeles, Cal.; lots of re-

pairing and good prices; $zsoo takes it
(cash only) ; going East to claim an estate;
must sell at once. Address "W. W. W.,"
5807 Pasadena Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

ONLY jewelry store in Missouri county
seat of about 1400 people; town has

electric lights, waterworks telephones, new
$50,000 court house; on Frisco railroad, in
fine farming country; nearest competition
seven miles; annual business about $7000;
invoice about $3500; stock fresh and up
to date; business established twelve years;
only cash deal considered; will bear close
investigation; no auctioneers wanted. Ad-
dress "T 835," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business in a Connecticut town; 7000 live

prescriptions, plenty of watch and jewelry
repairing; a good trade in jewelry selling
end of the business; inventory $1500; will
sell for this price; ill health cause for
selling. Address "N 831," care Keystone.

BROTHER jeweler or watchmaker, if you
wish to get in a good business come; did

$9000 cash business last year and to July
ist am ahead of last year; I wish to retire
and take a trip to Europe; been at bench
since 1887; no auctioneers need apply.
Address "H 833," care Keystone.

ONE of the best located jewelry stores in
Iowa town of goo; invoice about $20oo;

no competition; nearest jeweler 20 miles;
will reduce to suit purchaser; best of rea-
sons for selling. Write H. G. Heald,
Charter Oak, Iowa, for particulars.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE at a bargain. Address "N 822,"
care Keystone.

COPPERPLATE edition Hornikel's en-
gravers' text-book, leather bound; cost

$20, will sell for $1o. John A. Dyer, 234
Massachusetts Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

OLIVER polishing lathe, cheap; good as
new. J. D. Taylor Logansport, Ind.

ONE Jules Jurgensen movement, about 12
size, gilt, key winder in perfect order, $15;

also one fine key-winding pocket chronotn-
eter, nickel, with chain and fusee, Swiss
ruby jeweled, 825. Enhaus & Son, 31
John Street, New York City.

A GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Com-
pany's modern, outdoor electric flasher

watch sign, complete, with written guaran-
tee, at a bargain. "C 4l6," ears Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

JEWELERS' tools, bench, lathe, cheap if
sold at once. 438 North Williams Street,

Dayton, Ohio.

GRANDFATHER'S clock, wooden works,
cherry case, first-class condition; two

mantle clocks, wooden works, mahogany
cases, one tone strike and alarm; one tone
and strike; very old. G. H. W. Smith,
Amherst, Mass.

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB lathe, with nine
chucks, all new, never used, $30. "P

8/o," care Keystone.

K. & D. STAKING tool new, never used,
cost $21, now $17. "P 840," care Key-

stone.

TWO new foot wheels cheap. "P 84z,"
care Keystone.

GOOD regulator cheap, almost new, same
as No. too Allen's catalogue. Charles

E. Walter, Great Bend, Kans.

ACME lens drill: with turned diamond
equal to new in every respect except

finish; diamond just resharpened and un-
used; price $28. C. W. Chappell & Son,
Eau Claire, Wis.

MOSLER-BAHMANN safe. fire and burg-
lar-proof, three combination locks, outside

doors on crane hinges; very handsome bolt
work; dimensions, outside, 6 x 41% x 3 feet,
exclusive of ornamental top, weight 5Y4
tons; cost $835. will sell for $400; photo
on request. C. C. Bradley & Co., Batavia,
N. Y.

PRACTICALLY new Eaton & Glover en-
graving machine complete; $65 worth of

cases and movements takes it; cost $12o.
Wilkinson Jewelry Co., Eastman, Ga.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box zoo,
Moorestown, N. J.

UP-TO-DATE jewelry store and large op-
tical business in fine growing city in

Indiana; largest jewelry store and best
location in city; stock and fixtures invoice
about $5500; will exchange for good farm
or city property. Address "H 887," care
Keystone.

LIVE business in eastern Kansas; stock
consists of jewelry, clocks, silverware,

cut glass, china, etc., with fixtures invoices
about $5000; 3000 population ; will sell or
trade for land. 0. A. Lower, Herrington,
Kans.

FAHY'S revolving trial lenses and op-
tometer combined, one cross retinoskia-

meter, one punctumeter, one De Zeng re-
fractometer; also complete set of watch-
maker's tools, including lathe, etc.; want
rimless edge grinder, electric motor, bur-
glar-proof safe, business phonograph, dia-
monds, typewriter, motor cycle, grand-
father's clock, or what have you? "A 848,"
care Keystone.

IN good Missouri town, a $2500 stock; up-
to-date jewelry, tools and fixtures, with

store 16 x 32 feet on lot 23 x iso; 8-room
residence on lot 150 x 3oo feet; price $5000
or will trade for Missouri, Kansas or
Oklahoma farm. Address Wm. H. Lynch,
Lincoln, Mo.

EIGHT-FOOT floor show case; will trade
watches and silverware.. Henry Young,

Louisa, Ky.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo.

I PA./ 20 per cent. more than anyone else
for your surplus diamonds, watches and

jewelry ; money_ sent by return mail; bank
refs. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill. •

WATCHMAKERS and jewelers, 2g cents
(in coin) will secure you formula and

directions for removing broken off screws
in watch plates, spectacle frames, etc., with-
out injuring plates or threads; works

polishes. Address "Watchmaker,"
BOX 14, mercer, Pa.

SPECIAL NOTICES

SPACE and window in drug store to
jeweler; town of 3000, so miles from

Chicago; good chance for expert repair
man with small capital. J. W. Askew,
Momence, Ill.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land Ohio.

CHARLES REISS, is Maiden Lane, New
York, extends cordial invitation to all

watchmakers and jewelers. Make your head-
quarters at my office while in New York.
My ad of last month woke up many of my
old friends in the trade; watches came by
express and mail from all parts of the
country; many new customers added.
Thanks to all My service shall be prompt,
both watch work and correspondence;
immediate return replies to all inquiries.
Charles Reiss, largest. busiest trade watch
repairer for the legitimate watch dealers
only. 15 Maiden Lane, New York.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER VEILS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers, waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke, es-
tablished i870.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company. 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 1326.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

CASH for all kinds of watch glasses and
filled cases. etc.; no quantity too large.

John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

METAL DIALS All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham, Mass.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, III.

WE sell our self-winding movement sep-
arate without case if wanted, $5.65 and

up. The Imperial Electric Clock Co.,
Granite City, Ill.

OUR self-winding clocks make a good side
line for the jewelers; send for circulars.

Imperial Clock Company, Granite City, Ill.

SI-UP chronometers for sale, in fine con-
dition; price $5o, $75. $ too. W. H.

Enhaus & Son, 31 John Street, New York
City.

SPOT cash and highest prices paid for
diamonds and watches; will make quick

returns; national hank refs. M. 'raison,
Masonic Temple, Chicago.

OMAHA Watch Repairing, Engraving and
Optical Institute have a reputation for

thorough work and fair treatment of stu-
dents second to none; we never deceive one
to get them to attend here. No one can
learn this business in less than one year
in any place, no matter how apt one may
be or what advantages they may have.
Many have found when too late they have
thrown away both time and money in the
short-term schools. We have many times
more applications for good workmen than
we can fill, because jewelers know our
graduates can do the work right. A thor-
ough course in optics commences October
15th. Tarbox & Gordon.

me Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

The Former Incorporated and Registered with
the New York State Board of Education

offer the most complete courses in Ophthal-
mology, Optometry, Optics and preliminary
instructions for students entering the above
schools or medical schools. Special and evening
courses will be arranged to suit applicants.

Address

THEODORE F. KLEIN
185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,39 heel sod Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

REFINERS ghTilndemIlv jet. ttanndy

shape - solids or

Sweep Smelters 14(4eupi:c.,; rough Sweep
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

LEARN
.dEWELERS
ENGRAVING
"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. %Ve will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make hi in master of the trade. The detnand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

WATCH ..ft PAI R IN
TH E KIND YOU CA NCALt:
,WINSLO .K '*U

M R RETAIL JEWELER

DO YOU WANT
SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

e 10-12 Maiden Lane. N.Y. City e
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THE AUCTIONEER
"Who Sells the Goods You Wish Sold"

Tyler's

Methods

Sell

the

Goods

A Square Deal to All
My plan of con-

ducting sales requi; es
no misrepresenting or
shoddy goods to fill
in tvith. Everything
sold on honor. A
benefit for future, not
a ruined business.

Tyler's

Methods

Make

the

Profits

LATE SALE

S149,000.00 JOHN C. PIERIK 6 CO. $149,000.00
Springfield - Illinois

I personally conduct all sales, write the
advertising and shape store and stock so the
sale will be a success.

Write for Terms and References
Cash for Stocks

E. R. TYLER Room 11O
156 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

 0

Jewelers'

Auctioneer

For many years
with no superior
and few equals.
It is easy to ex-
plain the benefits
of a well con-
ducted auction.
For over fifty
years the up-to-
date jewelers
and business
men have been
holding these
sales. It's the
only way you
can sell all or a
portion of a
jewelry stock to
good advantage.
A cost or reduction sale won't work. Don't wait too long to em-
ploy your auctioneer. From present indications there will be more
sales this fall and winter than usual. Would be glad to hear from you.

D. 0. HERNDON
1202 Commerce slag. KANSAS CITY, MO.
  HOME PHONE . MAIN 2341

L. H. DODD •Siz CO.
FORMERLY OF BRIGGS & DODD

New York Office: L
396-398

LONG
DISTANCE PHONE,

2906 DREXEL

. H. DODD & CO Chicago Office :
• 4607

Broadway JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS Michigan Ave.

,

The IF:z.eon

4 ki
41‘..

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

Gliover ompzny, sayre, 1Pa.

SOMETHING NEW!. EYE,C31_,A15.SA NOM-3Y

MADE IN SOLID GOLD, SILVER GILT, REAL SHELL, CELLULOID

WILL CALL IT THE "OXFORD." Diameter, 42 mm. Round, with Handle for Ribbon

13 WORK QUALITY AND PRICE RIGHT
GIVE US A TRIAL AND BE CONVINCED

FIELD AND MARINE GLASSES,
TELESCOPES, READING GLASSES

Send for NEW LIST on

FRAMES AND LENSES

ARE YOU WISE SEND US YOUR ORDERS and convince yourself. A few of Our Best Sellers:to the fact that We Are Selling at the LOWEST PRICES?

Don't Buy a Trial Case until you see the

Polished Wood Tray, Removable
No. 1030. Imitation Meal Covered Case, size 22x 11 in.

Alumno Rings, 134 in. diameter, Convex Polished,
Concave Gold Minot.

AUDEMAIR
10 Per Cent. Discount for Cush

Send for our Complete Catalogue of
tither St; ies

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
From $10 to $85

For office in Oak and Leather, also
traveling. With divisions forStock
and Lenses. We offer a trial ease,
known as the Special.

Sve descriptions and eon tents.

Over Twelve Thousand 02,0001 Satisfied
Owners of the AUDEMAIR Prove Our Claim for
the World Renowned Trial Case

ikUDEMAIRsio.00 to

N oG. 0100d30 1.10vC001 nTgE 
Frame,
TS : 16$8$82L59e.7. 0 act

say "  • Bet tor ''Made
08,s,0

They 

Orders for $10.00 or more we will
allow 10 percent. discount instend or
6 per cent. for cash.

Acmivrs FOR s'rEvENs & GOLD FILLED GOODS AT I (TORY PRICES

Rx WORK. RIIVPTOKS AND STEVENS QUALITY, 0 C.%sII ONLY

OPTICAL GLASS IN CHUNKS FOR DISPLAY AT 30 VI: yrs POUND

ALL OPTICAL TOOLS AND MACHINERY FURNISHED AT LI '1% I :•••■T PRICES

LENSES Can Ship at Once.
Immense Stock on Hand.

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25.
Usual advance on strong numbers.
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10%.
Per dozen

Periscopic Convex, 1 eye .   1st qual., 81.20 2d quail., 111 .84
Pet laconic Convex, 0 eye   1.26 it 92
Periscopic Convex, 00 eye   1.40 " 1.05

I I Quality Double Convex 1 eye Interchangeable, 700. per dozen.

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE

NEW "ILIKIT" Sanitary or Shell
In Gold and Gold Filled Mountings and With Rim or Frames.

SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold-filled 12 " Ilikit" mountlenrg. 
line..
s, etc phedoenr

lenses, in neat velvet-lined case for fitting, $8.50 net. 
p 

Gold b filed Rimless 1(10-12
Gold Filled Rhnless 1130-12 K.  
Solid 10 IC. Gold Rimless 1 1.00 1.40

When one dozen or more urn purchased at one time we allow 10 per cent. oft for cash.

7.50 $ .70
7.01)

Ileisner's Improved Lens Measure at   83.00 each

Improved " ILIKIT " Eyeglass Frames
l'er doz. Per Pr.

Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable . . $24.00 $2.00
Gold Filled Interchangeable 1/10-12 K., 10.50 1.00
Gold Filled Interchangeable 1130-12 K., 9.50
The Best and Most Durable Fin gerpiece Mounting Made

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye
Made by the IMPROVED

METHOD
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED

II RIX LUSTERED

V5525. 12 K., 1-10 Frames,Velvet Tip, Cable I'er lozeTi
Temples . . ...... . .....

5524. 12 K., 1 Riding Bow . , Frames . . . . 5.00
5525. 12 K., 1 Riding Bow Cable " . . . . 7.00
1564. 10 K., 1 Riding Bow " . . . . 5.40
1,565. 10 K., 1 Riding Bow Cable " . . . . 0.00
5354. 10 K., 1 Riding Bow • • . 4-00
5355. 10 K.. 1 Riding Bow Cable " . . . 5,00

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

GOLD and GOLD FILLED RIDING BOW

MOUNTINGS
1194 Per don. -••,*.•
10 K., Gold Riding Bow Mountings, 521.75

1,5594
1-10 12K., Biding Bow Mountings, 5.60

F594 Cable, 7. 10
1-10 10K,, Riding Bow Mountings 5.40

5194 Cable, 6.80
1-30 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings, 4.20

Cable, 5.20

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
CATALOGUE CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS
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BALANCE JEWEL
with olived hole

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

Polished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen
Polished $1.50 Per Dozen

Gauged
or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

TO THE RETAILER:

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:

15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

t-
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Some Old Fogy Customer May Call You Down
if you don't stock the Old Style Cylinder Case Alarm with bell
on top. Hence we make several patterns, and they are the best
of their class. It required no mental effort, however, for the

WISE ONES
to recognize the superiority of the " Clock with the Concealed
Bell." That's why we have been busy making Siren, Vibrator
and Rotator clocks. The baby is entitled to a good time, too, so
we make an iron case which withstands all his assaults front,
rear or flank, and we didn't stop at that.

ADMIRAL. 30 Hour Time, Twelve Minute Alter-nating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Enameled IronCase. Height, 534 inches. Width, 5 inches. Dial, 34.Inches. solid brass, silvered. Alarm rings alternatelyevery fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with "shut-off " switch.

SEE CUT OF

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off"switch. Height, 6:3!, inches. Dial, 4.34 inches. Case seam-less brass, nickeled.
THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with"Shut-off" switch. Height, 634 inches. Dial, 434 inches.Case nickeled and highly polished.
ALTERNATOR. o Hour Time, Repeating Alarm,rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes,with "Shut-off" switch. Height, 634 inches. Dial, 41;inches. Case seamless brass, nickeled.

We are now prepared to give you

A REAL CLOCK
Nothing cheap or common about the Dryad.
Price about the same as the ordinary cylin-
der case clock, but the Dryad has class.

DRYAD. Thirty Hour Time, Twelve Minute
Alternating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Case in
three finishes, brass, copper and nickel. Height, 634
inches. Width, 4 inches. Metal dial 334 inches. Bell
contained entirely within case. Patent dust cap to
protect movement and render case dust proof. Alarm
rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes, with "shut-off" switch. Packed 24 clocks in
a box (8 brass, 8 copper and C nickel finish.)

" THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL"
INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—Dial

C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.(See interior view.) 0.kHe3ig1110,6uir imnTchese,. Dial, 43/, inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.
Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelveminutes with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,434 Inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish. •

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, ringsalternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4,'4 inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

WRITE US FOR COLORED ILLUSTRATIONS (SHOWING CLOCKS IN ACTUAL COLORS),
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION AND PRICES

The E. INGRAHAM COMPANY Miggulir
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ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

TO RETAILER:

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:
15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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Some Old Fogy Customer May Call You Down
if you don't stock the Old Style Cylinder Case Alarm with bell
on top. Hence we make several patterns, and they are the best
of their class. It required no mental effort, however, for the

WISE ONES
to recognize the superiority of the " Clock with the Concealed
Bell." That's why we have been busy making Siren, Vibrator
and Rotator clocks. The baby is entitled to a good time, too, so
we make an iron case which withstands all his assaults front,
rear or flank, and we didn't stop at that.

ADMIRAL. 30 Hour Time, Twelve Minute Alter-nating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Enameled IronCase. Height, 51{2 inches. Width, 5 inches. Dial, 314inches, solid brass, silvered. Alarm rings alternatelyevery fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with "shut-off " switch.

SEE CUT OF

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off"switch. Height. OA inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case seam-less brass, nickeled.
THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with"Shut-off" switch. Height, 634', inches. Dial, 4.% inches.Case nickeled and highly polished.
ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm,rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes.with "Shut-off" switch. Height, 634 inches. Dial, 4';inches. Case seamless brass, nickeled.

We are now prepared to give you

A REAL CLOCK
Nothing cheap or common about the Dryad.
Price about the same as the ordinary cylin-
der case clock, but the Dryad has class.

DRYAD. Thirty Hour Time. Twelve Minute
Alternating Alarm with "Shut-off" switch. Case in
three finishes, brass, copper and nickel. Height. 61:4inches. Width, 4 inches. Metal dial 3 inches. Bell
contained entirely within case. Patent dust cap to
protect movement and render case dust proof. Alarm
rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes, with "shut-off" switch. Packed 24 clocks in
a box (8 brass, 8 copper and C nickel finish.)

" THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL"
INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—Dial

C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.(See interior view.) 3) Heigol 
Hour
it,6i imnTchese,. Dial, 4Y inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelveminutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,41,6 inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

WRITE US FOR COLORED ILLUSTRATIONS (SHOWING CLOCKS IN ACTUAL COLORS),
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION AND PRICES

ROTATOR. 30Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 43/i inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

The E. INGRAHAM COMPANY }C'Olgga.
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Tested by Time WORLD'S STANDARD FOR 40 YEARS Proved by Use

1100041sEN
ChocolLiNG

SAINS
PRIrles

These world-famed springs
have been made by Jean
Jaquet, the well-known
Swiss manufacturer, for
over 40 years, and are

The Only Genuine
Jurgensen Spring

I SOLE AGENTS 57 YEARS

lir

THE MAINSPRING IS THE LIFE OF THE WATCH

Celebrated Mainsprings
The CELEBRATED .626E-0. MAINSPRINGS have stood the most severe test and criticisms, and have been used by the

most experienced watchmakers for fifty-seven years.

THE MAINSPRING HOUSE
The GLOBE $12.00 per gross The TRUMPET $15.00 gro3s

MAINSPRING CABINET rURNISHED FREE OF CHARGE WITH1 HE FIRST ORDER FOR ONE GROSS

porters, Mnufcturer. and Jobberi

L. H. Keller & Co Fine Watch Materials,
• Tools, Files an Supplies, 64 Nassau St., New York

t . ■
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ORDER YOUR

HOWARD WATCHES
FROM

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
LANCASTER

Jobbers in Watches and Chains
•• PENNSYLVANIA

They carry a complete assortment at all times. They
have also a few of the discontinued No. 300 grade left.

This UP-TO-DATE JOBBING HOUSE has also a complete line of the

Thin Colonial Waltham and Lord Elgin Watches
c_AND ARE ALSO DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

R. F. Simmons Chains and Oneida Community Silverware

The Twenty-first School
Year and New Term

Begin This Month
The best instructions (because we have the instructors). Straightforward dealing
(because that is our way). No false claims (because we and you do not want them).
MERIT placed this school at the head of the list, and you may be sure it is going to
stay right there. We erected and own the school building, which is fully equipped.
If you want superior instructions we deliver the goods, and the above 16 size tour-
billion prize chronometer, with up and down index, proves how uncommonly well
we do it.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
Cor. Church and Wellesley Streets H. R.a.MT N ER TORONTO, ONTARIO



111EATE A DEMAND FOR YOUR JEWELRY
Give it tone and individuality by using our

Attractive Boxes and
Artistic Display Goods

We have the most pleasing and satisfactory line this
season-both in designs and prices -that we have
ever offered. Our printed goods are unusually unique
and original and represent the latest and cleverest
ideas, combining art, quality and utility. Don't wait
- let us hear from you at once.
Order your Boxes and Display Goods for the Fall
Trade from the "House of Quality."

CUT SHOWS STYLE OF No. 1839K
No. I 839K. Box is covered with a beautiful shade of light green embossed
paper ; the tea and coffee spoon boxes are made telescope style.

PRICES OF BOXES, STYLE No. 1839K Per Ciro.
No. I 839K. Nests, sizes 1 to 6  
No. 1850K. Ring box for seal rings  
No. 1854K. Ring box for medium rings ....... • •
No. I 878K. For six teaspoons $4332 .091;5
No. 1880K. For single teaspoons   3.25
No. 1899K. For single coffee spoons   3.00
No. 1883K. For thimbles   3.00
No. 1803K. For scarf pin   2.25

PRICES INCLUDE PRINTING

CUT SHOWS
No. 1280K

SINGLE TEA

SPOON BOX

No. I254K.
No. 1250K.
No. 1283K.
No. 1203K.
No. 1299K.
No. 1280K.
No. 1278' •,K.
No. 1270XK.
No. 1275K.
No. I 284K.

EMBOSSED PEARL GRAY WAVE PAPER BOXES
Per Gr. Per Gr.
$3.25 No. 1244K. For bracelets and novelties $4.00
3  25 No. 1205K. For back combs  4.75

. 3.25 No. 1239K. For telescope nest, 3 to 6  2.50
2.25 No. I239K3. For telescope nest, 3rd size  2 50
3.00 No. 1239K4. For telescope nest, 4th size  2.60
3.25 No. 1239K5. For telescope nest, 5th size 2.75
4.00 No. I239K6. For telescope nest, 6th size  3.00
5.50 No. 1239K7. For telescope nest, 7th size  3.50
8.50 No. 1239K8. For telescope nest, 8th size ... 3.75
4.75 No. 1239K9. For telescope nest, 9th size . 4.00

For medium ring • • •  
For large ring
For thimbles .......
For scarf pins  
For coffee spoons  
For single teaspoon  
For six teaspoons  
For twelve inch hat pins  
For fifteen inch hat pins  
For single table spoons  

PRICES INCLUDE PRINTING

PEARL GRAY WAVE PAPER SATIN-

LINED BOXES TO MATCH ABOVE

Per doz.
No. I258K. For brooches   $1.38
No. 122IK. For link buttons   1.38
No. I 257K. For scarf pins   1.12
No. 1249K. For rings  88
No. 1223K. For links and scarf pins   2.00

CUT SHOWS No. 624 WATCH BOX

PRICES INCLUDE PRINTING
Per doz.

No. 666. Good quality, velvet ring   $2.25
No. 600. Fine quality, velvet ring   2.88

No. 602. Fine quality, velvet stud   2.88
No. 612. Fine quality, velvet scarf pin   2.88
No. 614. Fine quality, velvet sleeve button 288
No. 616. Fine quality, velvet brooch   2.88
No. 608. Fine quality, velvet screw drop   2.88
No. 624. Fine quality, velvet, 12, 6 and 0 sizes watch . 2.88
No. 626. Fine quality, velvet, 16, 18 sizes watch 3  12

No. 630. Fine quality, velvet, for bracelets 4  75
No. C312. Fine quality, for scarf pin and one pair links . 4.00
No. 76. Fine quality, plush, all sizes, 0, 6, 12, 16, 18's 2.50

LET US QUOTE YOU
further prices on our general
line of BOXES, CARDS,
TAGS and DISPLAY
GOODS of every descrip-
tion--our stock is unlimited.
Write us for any information you may desire.

DISPLAY TRAYS

Covered with the finest quality purple silk
velvet-size ,=1.,A1 inches. Cut shows
No. 1076K, locker tray.

No. 1070K. Plain tray  
No. 107IK. For 12 rings  
No. 1072K. For scarf pin lift pad  
No. 1073K. For brooches, 8 lift pad
No. I074K. For 9 pair cuff links lift pads . . .
No. 1075K. For O's and chatelaine watches . .
No. 1076K. For lockets  

Each
$ .88
1.38
1.38
1.38
I .62
I .38
1.12

THE E. C./ J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Our Foundation for Growth
0 Having a large plant for the Smelting and Refining of gold,

silver and sweepings.
11 Having the experience and every facility for Testing con-

signments sent us and making prompt and accurate returns.
ci Our plan of holding consignment intact and returning it at

our own expense if our offer should not prove satisfactory.
(ll Making it a rule to treat everyone white.
4:11 Paying Full Value for gold and silver.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
905 HEYWORTH BUILDING

GOLDSMITH BROS.
20 JOHN STREET

GOLDSMITH BROS.
ARCADE BUILDING

SMELTING & REFINING CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SMELTING & REFINING CO.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

SMELTING & REFINING CO.
SEATTLE, WASH.
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SAND BLASTS

4 Sizes. $17 up

For mat finishing

on all metal, glass,

etc. Can't clog
up or get out of
order.

Used by

Jewelers,
Metal Workers,

Schools
and

Colleges
Everywhere

LEIMAN
BROS.
HIGH

PRESSURE BLOWERS
Used for sandblasting,
furnaces, blowpipes,
etc., and for vacuum.
Noiseless. Can't get
out of order.

311l0t441
AND RIGID.

NICELY
•INII.1110

Work Benches for factory, store
or home

WE ( Drawbenches Setters' Benches
ALSO .! Lapidary Machinery Dust Collecting
MAKE Polishing 4 Outfits

And many other specialties

ROLLING MILLS
Hand or Power

WE EQUIP

ENTIRE PLANTS
Drill Press and Motor

7 Sizes. $17 up

WE MAKE
ALL

THE GOODS
WE SELL

WRITE FOR
CATALOG LEI MAN BROS. LEIMAN BUILDING, NEW YORK64 JOHN STREET 

Dept. C

JEWELERS' MACHINERY
Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost

Manufactured by

HARDINGE 13120S.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
Plain 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
fitted to
any
style of
lathe

Four-Jawed Chuck 2". Price, $10.00
2;:," 12.00

HOUGHTON
FA C E PLATE

Mitt. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

1,,,,.111l1.1,11[11111
Price with Trefoil peep holes, $8.00

Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

JEWELING CHUCKS
To fit sizes 38 or 50 wire chuck

Set of 10 Brass, $1.50
" 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lilt he Price, each, $2.50

HARDINGE COMBINED

lit
INK Tom.° INS TOOL 5MalE

Price with 2 arms, $2.501 .3 " 3.25

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPP•LY HOUSE NI THE WC3FRI_C3 HEYWORTH BUILDING MADISON ST. 5( WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Large Stocks
Means Quick
Shipments

You Save
Money Dealing
With Us

Our
Guarantee
Back of the Book

IT IS READY! 
May we hand you this
Large New Tool and
Material Catalogue
Free?

READ ABOUT IT

FIVE REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD HAVE IT

Our Catalogue
is Really a
Reference Book

Our Large Store
Brought to
Your Door

Containing 760 double -size pages full of the latest
and most interesting Tools, Materials and general
supplies of every description for Watchmakers,
Jewelers, Engravers and Opticians. You will find
occasion to refer to it almost daily.

The goods we advertise are not only in the catalogue
but on our shelves, and this book puts them all
before you for selection.

Our complete stock in conjunction with an order department, perfectly equipped
and organized, assures you that your orders are filled and shipped with the greatest
promptness and accuracy, and that your interests are Just as carefully watched as
if you came to deal with us in person.

The volume of our business permits us to buy in great quantities ; in many
cases we control the entire factory output of certain articles ; buying
in such quantities we can afford to give you the benefit.

Our Policy of Satisfaction covers every article ; Our Motto is
square dealings, low prices and quick shipments.
This we absolutely guarantee.

Mail this coupon
to

Name

7-°13 State 71

This valuable catalogue, the most complete and comprehensive ever pub-
lished, sent free upon application, charges prepaid, to any legitimate
Watchmaker, Jeweler, Engraver or Optician. Send us your name and address.

Swartchild

Company
42 E. Madison Street

Chicago, Ill.

Please send Inc your large
new catalogue free of all charges.
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A Few Facts Regarding "LA PERLE"
Watch, Clock and Chronometer Oils

14k(TRIP)ADEE ,412AF,?) 1131

-0
tk. TosAlia.E litIFLERcriGE ffot;

Lvt LICENSED ADEN:
'tto "ORIN AMERICA

u 

LT, LES RICEY''

Quality irreproachable.

Refined without the use of Acids.
Lubricating qualities unequaled.
Positively will not gum.
Its Neutrality is perfect.
Has been on the market for zo years.
Is enjoying increasing sales.
Is not an experiment.

You are safe in purchasing it.

PRICE—Watch, Clock or Chronometer Oil

20 cents per bottle
$2.00 per dozen Bottles

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. NEW= 49 My Oa iRd eKn ;Tye

100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

eg-i•

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 mid 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

100% PERFECT Watch

57'
Cl)
Cl)

Cl)

Glasses 100% PERFECT

11369

Hairspring
Scale
No. 1

Finely Nickel-
Plated

Price, each, $2.50

A

Wheel Cutting, Grinding and Drilling Attachment No. 2
This fixture when bolted to a slide rest is adjustable to any conceivable position and moat

useful for Wheel Cutting, Grinding, Drilling, Snailing, Tapping of Threads, Grinding of
Reamers, etc.

The spindle Is hardened and hollow. It will take any number of wire chuck from No 9 to
No. 72 for drilling, etc. Illustration A shows the spindle in a horizontal position, while B
shows the attachment with spindle in vertical position for wheel cutting, etc.

We furnish 2 Arbor Chucks with each tool, one for grinding wheel and one for wheel
cutters. The wrench is of correct size for the holt when clamping attachment to slide rest.
Finely Nickel-plated . .   each, 520.00

(Above price does not include Slide Rest).
A FINE TOOL AT A MODERATE PRICE,

„.
!!Iilli,11.11!!11111.'11111T1111111

Gold Solution
MADE FROM

Gold Solution
MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

ROMAN

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

alC2._icerf•

Gold Solution
MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

31..I

_

DO YOUR OWN PLATING
You can do Factory Finishing with CARO" GOLD SOLUTION

Made from PURE 24 IC. GOLD

The slroplest, cheapest and most effective, GOLD SOLUTION on the market.
Pays 1000 gb profits to the live jeweler who uses it.
It is radically different from any other solution, viz.:

IS CLEAR—Showing purity.
Contains No Copper—which insures rich yellow coloring.
Contains NO ARSENIC—which prevents fading and changeableness.
SIMPLE—Directions on each bottle.

PRICES:
Roman-12 oz. bottle $2  SO
Rose— 12 " 1  50
Green— 12 " "   1.50

Pure "CARO" Gold ANODE
Will work in any solution. An anode made of pure 24 K. gold with gold top.
By having this gold top the whole anode can be used without injuring the solution.

PRICE OF ANODE, COMPLETE $1  00

CARO" STRENGTHENER
Refreshes weakened gold solutions. Makes them work like new.

PRICE of 1 oz. bottle 5  85

The above illustration gives a general idea of
the utility of this new tool. To ascertain the com-
parative strength of the new hairspring required to
replace an old one is not an easy task, nor one that
can be accomplished except by means of some
accurate instrument.

This new scale is simple in every detail. The
collet or heart of the old hairspring is held in the

iclip of the scale. The outer end s held in the
tweezer. Then slide the movable weight on the
scale beam until the point is at the zero mark, and
the graduations on beam will indicate the strength.
The new hairspring should show same reading on
beam as old spring, and a watch so fitted will
require very little regulating. An additional lighter 

iweight is furnished which s used either alone for
very light springs, or in connection with the other
for heavy springs. 

!11

ROLLER REPLACER No. I
This tool was designed especially for replacing Table

Rollers in a quick and safe manner.
Heretofore this was accomplished on the staking tool or

other sets of punches, but it is well known that this is not satis-
factory. This tool permits complete control, the lever is very
powerful, and rollers are readily driven in place without
danger of cracking the roller or injuring the pivots, and in
half t he time usually taken for this work.

It is nicely finished in nickel plate and damaskeened.

Price, each $2  00

Diamond and Stone Setting Tool No. 85. (Pat. applied for)

•
/11 ,• - _

• - -

The only tool that will do the work correctly and quickly

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years experience, will do the
work they are intended for with absolute perfection, whether in the hands of an
experienced or inexperienced workman. In eight seconds after adjustment in
lathe will cut a smooth seat for any stone from 1/18 to 2 carats.

Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are indestructible. Will fit
in Chucks Nos. 28 and 44.

The greatest labor-saving device ever invented in the line of stone setting
cutlets. Put up in neat block and box.

Automatic machinery and improved method of manufacturing permit price
reduction to $4.00 per set, but the quality is maintained.

For Sale by All Jobbers in the
United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER Sc. CO. NEWW49 
Maiden LaneHAMMEL, CITY

e
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The" B & C Glasses
WATCH GLASSES

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand

The prices on
are not higher z
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows:

W B & C glasses
tw than other and
bi brands, and are
k■ leading jobbers

States as fol-

qv.
-0"

Genevas  
Mi-Concaves
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick . .  
Flat Parallels  
Lentilles  
Flat Concaves .  
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick .  
Patent Genevas  
Lunettes  

Per gross Per doz.
$ 4.00 $ .40
4.00 •40
10.00 .90
8.00 .75
12.00 1.25
12.00 1.00
15.00 1.25
8.00 .75
3.00 .25

Discount, 6 per cent.

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the VI B I C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that. the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them no

that the leading jobbers in tile United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case Ina n u fact timers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to
buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time ;mil money and give good Y. at isfaetion lo your customers (if you are not using them), try the WBAC and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging
advertisements, snowing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B A c glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have flirting up in one day, and never heard
from af■erwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W B & C.

atchmakers, Jewellers 6 Fine Tool Makers
generally: in fad everybody who uses
files on parlicular work, require files
of the highest possible qualify. The

EXTRA [X* F] FINE
SWISS PATTERN

ARE UNEQUALIJED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
Made /./7 our immense factOry 4v Ngbest skilleo' workmen. Carried
in stock by most progressive dealers. Used and preferred
by a rapidly increasing number of critical consumers 

Chronographs, Horse-

Timers, Split Seconds,

Repeaters, Nurses' and

Physicians' Watches,

Thin Models, Chate-

laines, Bench-Timers,

Alarm Watches, Foot-

ball Watches.

TIME!

]c4

■ •

EVERY
KIND

OF

1371

WATCH

LOOSE
an

cYKOUNTED

DIAMONDS

Complete Stock of
Jewelry

WATCH Er OPTICAL CI

AMERICAN
an

Special Imported Complicated Jobs

SPECIALS FOR ANY

AND EVERY PURPOSE

and not obtainable elsewhere.

Catalogue on Application

Swigart Watch & Optical Co.
328- 330 - 332 SUPERIOR STREET - - - TOLEDO, OHIO

44

+NI
4
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Perfection
Gold Plating
Solution

Have you any old shopworn pieces in your stock which do not move?
Then try a bottle of PERFECTION SOLUTION and replate them yourself at a small cost in money and time. They will be at once trans-
formed into new Old Rose or Roman finishes and easily salable. Remember the Perfection Solution has been on the market for 14 years,
during all that time it has never failed to please. Why waste your time with an inferior article when you can buy the best solution
made and with the best reputation. Do not be deceived by the claims of other makes. Every 32 ounce bottle of Perfection Solution
contains 45 grains of pure 24 K. Gold. Its dyeing properties are a part of the ingredients and give to each at ticle plated that beautiful
Old Rose finish which is unequalled by factory work and not possible with any other make on the market. Especially bear in mind
that the quart bottles contain 32 ounces and the pints 16 ounces, and sell for $3.00 and $1.75 respectively. Why pay $1.50 for 10 or
12 ounce bottles for nothing but a plain chloride and cyanide of potash solution, which any one can make from the usual receipts furn-
ished by the trade papers. SPECIFY PERFECTION IN YOUR NEXT ORDER of solution and you will know the reason why you
have had troubles before with other makes. Every Bottle Guaranteed as Represented.

"A sale does not end nowadays with the making of it; it never
ends as long as the man is using the article you sell."—Hugh Chalmers

peRFECT loN
GOLD

COLORING SOLUTION

'e? w
dko,PRODUCING
GO,. BOTH fl t

OLDROSE',..ROMAN
FINIMFROMSAMEBOTTLE

DIRECTIoblei.

.......

Manufactured by
ThePerfectionMfth Co.

A 1Vorld Beate The New Conforming Pointr "Practical" Stone Setting Tool
(Arlen?' Pending) •

Combined Setter and Bender for Rings, Studs, Scarf Pins, Ear
Screws, etc.

The only practical tool on the market forsetting all kinds of stones.
With this new tool any jeweler or watchmaker enn set a stone both
rapidly and securely. It is non-slipping, having a conforming
point provided with a combined push tip ;mei header.
Tit perform a perfect stone setting job, it  the article in a clamp,
holding it firmly rtgainst the bench, holding the tool as shown in
cut. Next bring over the tips Nvith the tool fitted over them, using
an upward pressure, thus preventing any danger of chipping a
stone through slipping.
Made of ext ra high grade hardened steel mounted in Rubberoid
handle. Price, 50 cents.
This tool is also made in a smaller size for the setting of extra small stones.
It can be ordered in sets of two, or singly, as preferred, at 50 cents each.

Caution to
Watchmakers

Our U. S. Mainsprings"
are acknowledged by
watchmakers throughout
the United States to be
the best springs in point
of finish and quality for
the money ever placed
on the marke t. We
desire to maintain this
reputation for the "U.S."
springs, and would there-
fore call your attention
to the fact that an imita-
tion spring resembling
the " U. S." has been
offered for sale, and in
some instances, we are
informed, has even been
placed in "U.S." boxes.
To guard against this
deception we would sug-
gest that you exercise
the utmost caution in
making your purchases,
and insist that the trade-
mark 11. S." appear en-
grave11 upon each spring.
ASK YOUR JOBBER

FOR THEM

The Ingersoll-Trenton Movement with plate and bridge's

Agents, HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.,ents, _ _ Inc., 
u.
Exclusive Wholesale

Distributers arbnudt s fo
Canada

for
1 18 William St., New York City t Ii. First or Main Wheel

to which the mainspring is
attached

: 2. Second or center wheel
3. Third wheel .
4. Fourth wheel
5. Escape wheel

Pallet, showing pallet jewels in white

7. Lever
8. Balance
9. Hair-spring

. The axis of any wheel in .
a watch is called its "staff"

The smaller gear wheels on flail
same staffs with larger wheels are known as:
their "pinions."
The finer ends of the staffs which form their.,
bearings are termed "pivots."
The balance-wheel is designated as the,
``balance."

CLOSING OUT

Movements and Watches

BELOW COST
On account of discontinuance of the line

When You Sell an Ingersoll-Trenton Watch
You know that you are giving to your customer a watch that will afford him
permanent satisfaction, a movement and case representing the highest values
of their grades.

You may be sure that your customer will never feel that he was overcharged.
He could not get the same models anywhere else for one cent less.

You do not have to "talk it up" as you do some other watches. The
widespread popularity of the watch, due to its extensive advertising,
and the reputation it has already made for itself, do most of the
talking for you.

OF HOW MANY OTHER WATCHES IN
YOUR STOCK, IS ALL THIS TRUE?

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro.
3 MAIDEN LANEEDMOND E. ROBERT NEW YORK CITY

156 Wabash Avenue 360 Fremont Street
Chicago San Francisco

Messrs.
Robt.

H. Ingersoll
& Bro.

45 John St., New York

I am willing to know
more about the I-T
watch. Please send me
particulars.



THE LEADING WATCH CASE REPAIRERS
FOR OVER 45 YEARS

ALL WE ASK IS A TRIAL ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE OUR SUPERIOR ABILITY IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

WATCH CASE REPAIRING, GOLD Afth SILVER PLATING UT COLORING, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ETC.

A FEW SPECIALTIES:

ENGLISH, SWISS AND AMERICAN KEY-WIND CASES CHANGED TO FIT

AMERICAN OR SWISS STEM-WIND MOVEMENTS.

HUNTING CASES CHANGED TO OPEN FACE.

OLD GOLD CASES MADE OVER (ANY SIZE) USING SAME GOLD.

NEW BACKS, CAPS, BEZELS, SPRINGS, JOINTS, ETC.

ENGINE-TURNING, ENGRAVING, REFINISHING, POLISHING

GOLD AND SILVER DIALS REFINISHED AND RENUMBERED. PHOTOS REPRODUCED

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING AND COLORING

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 MAIDEN LANE (ESTABLISHED 1865) NEW YORK CITY
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished'
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Nearly Two Thousand Jewelers Are Using Our Catalogs
Because

They Double Their Holiday Sales Prove a Permanent Benefit to Their
Business and Make Their Store the Leading One in Their Community

The letter below tells what our unique system will do for you

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 Lushes deep

inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

Union Show Case Co• 56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

sToRE C1-11121.ES G. DERLIMI, EAST ST. LOUIS, 11.1..

(COPY OF ORIGINAL LETTER)

East St. Louis, Ill., January 26, 1910.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen :—While business in all lines was very quiet in our city, our Holiday trade was better than before. Making sales
of goods advertised in our yearly Catalogue, furnished by you, in less than an hour after we had started to get them amongst our
people, shows the benefit derived from same. Our numerous re-orders of goods catalogued is also evidence that they are
" business getters."

No use denying that your goods and style of advertising bring business.
Yours for the sixth time, CHAS. G. DERLETH.

Write us to-day for Particulars Regarding Our System
We Solicit Inquiries from Legitimate Jewelers

 4 "IlltOriginators of The Exclusive Catalok Method for Retail jewelers 



We Are Not a Wizard

but we can show you how you
can increase your business.

Our line of

Watches, Diamonds
and

Jewelry for the Jeweler

will pave the way.

Our customers know.

BALTIMORE, MD.

SELECTION PACKAGES SENT TO RESPONSIBLE JEWELERS

WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

The "IMIG " DESIGN JEWELERS' OUTFIT

NOT HOW CHEAP but HOW GOOD at the right prices is the WINTER IDEA. IF' you are
looking for QUALITY FIXTURES at prices that are right we want to figure with you. If you
need fixtures it will pay you to visit SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN.

WINTER CATALOGUES --The Books That Show You
Books That You Need and Will Keep Sent on Receipt of 25c.
The most complete works of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of
Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thous-
ands of dollars. Size 9 x 12, three volumes. 600 pages complete.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "10A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co.
HIGH-GRADE FIXTURE MAKERS

ESTABLISHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U.S. A.

rzi  

More popular than

The Blue Bells of Scotland!
Broad assertion—but you'll admit it's true after you've
had the bells. You'll be just as enthusiastic about them as
I am—every bit. Haven't seen my advertisement before?
Don't know what I am driving at ? Why

COW BELLS!
Souvenir cow bells, 2 inches high with your label on every

bell. You won't be able to hand them out fast enough—

you'll be the best advertised man in your town and will

call me " blessed " and wish you had ordered more.

WRITE ME ! WIRE ME ! TO-DAY!

Do it before you go home to-night—delays are dangerous

• quote you prices in lots of 500 to 10,000. Large lots

cost less per bell than small lots—but they're cheap at any

price—results show it.

Space
for

Your Ad.

A. E. WUESTEMAN
"The Bell Man"

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

THE LADY RACINE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in both
cylinders and levers.
Do not be prejudiced
against the cylinders,
as they are entirely
factory made, very
reliable and guaran-
teed to give satisfac-
tion.

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine & Co., Evclusive Importers
NEW YORK CHICAGO

37 Maiden Lane 103 State St.

Letters Patent

NOTICE:—We desire to call the attention

of the trade to the fact that we are the sole

owners of U. S. Letters Patent No. 962,413,

dated June 28th, 1910, Method of Soldering

Chains, as well as other applications for method

of; and machines for, Soldering Chains now

pending in the U. S. Patent Office, and to give

notice that, as we believe this patent and the

applications cover all practical methods of, and

apparatus for, automatically soldering chains,

we shall take all legal methods to protect our

rights and shall diligently proceed against

infringers.

(Signed) The H. F. Barrows Co.
North Attleboro, Mass.

August 10th, 1910



REMOVAL NOTICE ALBERT
BROTHERS
Wholesale Jewelers

5th Floor of the Merchants Building

CINCINNATI, OHIO

0
 UR NEW CATALOG (for 191 1) is now in the hands of the printer, and will
be ready for distribution in November. It will contain over 300 pages and
3,000 illustrations; it will be a complete and unique book—the only one issued,

in fact, that can be considered a strictly Retail Jewelers' Catalog. We do not
cumber its pages with cuts of Musical Instruments, Showcases, or anything that might
detract from its value as a handy refer-
ence book for Jewelers' everyday use ; it
will show larger and better selections
than ever.

MERCHANTS BUILDING, SIXTH STREET BETWEEN VINE AND RACE STREETS

ATER 12 years of successful operation in the Wholesale Jewelry line,
on the corner of Fourth and Plum streets, we recently removed to this

building on Sixth street. We now occupy its entire fifth floor-6,000 square
feet—and have greatly increased our stock in many departments. We are
therefore in better shape than ever to execute orders.

Having installed a Repair Department, we are well equipped for taking
good care of Job Work for our out-of-town customers.

To Retail Jewelers who come to the Ohio Valley Exposition we extend
a cordial invitation to call and make themselves at home.

if iii111111110,
11lib

SEND NOW FOR OUR 1911 CATALOG

Since Our Removal

NEW LOCATION

we have greatly increased our stocks
in every department. We are add-
ing to them every day. The retailer
who has our Catalog and uses it
can keep his store up to date in
styles and down to date in prices. It

will enable him to order much or
little, and at any time, with absolute
certainty of the goods being pre-
cisely as represented, and with our
full guarantee.

ALBERT BROTHERS
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Complimentary on Request

We are Now Prepared to
Take Care of Your

Job Work

Visitors to the Ohio Valley Ex-
' position are invited to call
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The "CHAMPION" Plating Machine With Solutions
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PRICE, $15.00 NET CASH
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A Complete Plating Outfit Guaranteed to

Work Correctly in every detail, containing:

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16 Ounces) Roman Gold Solution
1 0 

EOM, 
40

1 Silver
1 Copper

Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes, Enameled Plating Tank and Stand,
Vire, Instruction Book and one

"CHAMPION" Plating Machine for $15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating 'Machine is equipped with such strengths of
current its to enable by one to correctly do Roman, Rose, Green,
Red, Orange itose, Antique Green, English, 14 or 18 R. Gilding,
Silvering, Coopering, etc., 0 lid obtain results equal to those of the
skilled plater.

The ('Intint  • )achine is simple, practical, always ready for use,
unfailing' 3' correct, and just t he machine for the Jeweler's needs.
Can be usetl with any good Plating Solution. The Batteries contained
therein are dry Cells, furnishing the regular currents necessary for
all the shades enumerated on the in:whine.

It is impossible to produce with the same current strength, the
same shades on :1 number of iirtielos as on ono or two; therefore,
W here t he Sallie ShalleS wanted On more or larger artieles an
I ncreased current is required.

Every plating dynamo or plating nmehine must have 11 rheostat (switchboard) for regulating the current. To deposit on a small surfaee of work a
weaker current is required than for a larger one. All this is provided for on The Chaim • Alachine and Ilio turning of lever front contact point, marked
NO. 1 to No. 2 accomplishes it.

The Batteries are emulated for long life. Two veils are made to do th e work of one, or in at her words, vhere the life of one battery would supposedly
last one year, 1.137 this arrangement it will last I WI, years. Dead hnitel'il'S l':111 1>> re:111ily replaced I ly 1111yone at tt small cost. The 1/0x W1111•11 CO11111111',
Celk IS 110111e of onk, iii>>Iy finished, and has nickel-plated lever and other attachments. \Veight, 80 lbs. boxed. Size, IS Inches long, U inches high and illelleti \Nide.

The Champion Plating Machine. fully guaranteed I o do us represented. t og et her with salts for ONE PINT eatdt of 1t031AN (IOLD, ROSE 6OL1), SILVER
111141 ('01.1'1K11., Anodes, Tank, Stand, NS'ire, Instruction Book, ele., $15.00 net cash.

OUR ELECTRO PLATING SALTS AND PLATING SOLUTIONS
n best known and most widely used 111111 approved plating preparalions. They :Ire -universally conceil«I by all the leading manufacturers of jewelry ns the
greatest achievement in the prod net ion of ,olors .111>1  shades. They ha ve maintained their exalted position as the standard of superiority for 1111f11 I ill g13'
41,11'1'e■•1 ■VOrkillg, exquisite shades and easy production for years.

PRICES OF PLATING SALTS:
Roman Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution
Rod Gold
Old English 0

if

14 or IX Karat Gold
Rose Gold
Orange Rose
Creel' Gold

 $1.50 Antique Green Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution. $1.80
  4.50 Egyptian Green Gold 0.00
  4.00 Silver Salt Si, for half-gallon, $3.15; for I gallon 0.00
  4.50 French G ray Salt 14, for 1 gallon  2.50
  4.80 Copper or Brass Salt s, for 1 gallon  2.50
  4.80 Silver Oxidizer 50 cents and $1.00
  4.80

CAN BE HAD OF ANY JOBBER OR DIRECT

PRICES OF PLATING SOLUTIONS:
Quart

Roman, Red, Karat, Old English Gold $3.00
Rose Gold. Green or other Fancy Shades  1.00
Silver or French Cray Solution "00
Silver Oxidizer, large bottle, $1.00; small  .50

PRICES ARE ALL NET CASH

FROM THE MANUFACTURER

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette St., New York

JEWELERS VISITING NEW YORK

LEARN ENGRAVING
For FIVE DOLLARS we send you a complete set of lessons, well illustrated,
in letter and monogram engraving on jewelry, silverware and other metals. These
lessons are prepared by an expert engraver of twenty-five years' experience and
explain sharpening and tempering tools, plain, bright-cut, wriggled and other
cutting ; engraving script and other letters; leaf, block, ribbon and entwined mono-
grams, transferring, cementing and many other valuable tricks of the trade. We
also send you a set of gravers (sharpened), a good oil stone, a block to hold
lockets, watches, etc., which is also a perfect tool sharpener ; dividers ; 10 metal
plates ; 6 rings and 6 thimbles to practice on and a book of " Monograms and
Alphabets."

Book of Monograms and Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet combined with every other letter in
script and block styles; Script, Old English, Roman, Block, German,
Hebrew and Greek Alphabets; Year-Date Monograms; Ornamental
Initials; Fancy and Ribbon Monograms.

$1 . 0 0
!Wait!

ASK FOR CIRCULAR AND FULL PARTICULARS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

are invited

to

visit

our office

and see

sample

work

of

MINIATURES, ARTISTIC ENGRAVING, ETCHING an
DECORATING GOLD anV SILVERWARE

THERE IS ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW WORTH SEEING

Circulars raid price-lists on application 

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO., 45 Maiden Lane

SUPREMACY IS

"Quality--Finish--Originality"
in the SUPERLATIVE degree

Demonstrated by our pupils' output

and shown in their latest plates.

FEATURES OF OUR TRAINING:

Class Limited to Eight---
Strictly Individual Training--
Short Terms For "Specials"

Brochure and
Plates on Request

Cbe IL. llownierer Zthool of tngraving
NEW ENGLAND BUILDING : CLEVELAND, OHIO
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LEMAIRE OPERA
GLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH C&, CO., Importers
NS W CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles

SUCCESS IS THE BEST RECOMMENDA-

TION A SCHOOL CAN HAVE

II
That the St. Louis Watchmaking School has been very successful is,
proven by the fact that it started in the year 1886 in a small room,
10 x 10, and now occupies its own buildings, costing over $30,000.
'Most all graduates of the St. Louis Watchmaking School have been
likewise very successful and holding responsible positions, or are
owners of large jewelry stores.
If you wish to become successful take a course in the St. Louis Watch-
making School, where Watchmaking, Jewelry Work, Engraving and
Optics, are taught in the most thorough manner by experienced teachers.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG TO-DAY

St. Louis Watchmaking School

11111'1; ■,1 \ 111

I lj> - I 

ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
LARGEST MAKERS OF FINE EMBLEMS

CINCINNATI, 0.

'PERE JUCH (1 frill%
0.5 1.10111& 11 PR2PUCI JQ

CM2P *lei (WHEN Y2UR
CeMPE1PRS RUIY YQU min
--putpLE onui iny'RE

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
Makers of Fine Emblem Buttons, Pins, Charms, Rings, Etc.

CINCINNATI, 0.

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No, 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE
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A simple. convenient and entire
workshop in itself.

Adjustable to incandescent light
or power circuit.

Interlocking
Collar

\V. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.,
81 N assau St., New York City.

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
Gentlemen:-We take pleas-
ure in informing you that the
combination polishing and
buffing lathes, a number of
which we added to our plant
tame time ago, have proved
both economic and satisfactory.
We have had no trouble wits
these machines since installing
them, and they have been satis-
factory in every way.

Yours very truly,
THE KEYSTONE
WATCH CASE CO.,

Is. MINK,
chief Engineer.

Spred
Regulator

•

Interlocking
pulley With Adjustable Automatic

and Interlocking Steel
Chucks, fitting either right
or left side of shaft.

Dust-proof, air and water tight.

PRICE-LIST
F. 0. B. NEW YORK

GREEN'S Combination
ELECTRIC

Polishing anaBuffing Motors,
Plating Dynamos and

Dynamotors

vow..
florae-
pow,

Output

Horse-
Power
Rating

Direct
Cu rent •
4 speeds

Alternating
Current.

4 to 10 apeeds

AI aaaaa ling
Current.
2 epeeda

Type Price Type Price Type Price
52 to 11
115 " 220
10 " 110
115 " 220
02 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
514 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220

-6
-6
-5
-5
-4
-4
-3
-3
-2
-2

1-2
1-2

1-7
1-7
1-6
1-6
1-5
1-5
1-4
1-4
1-3
1-3
3-4
.3-4
1
1

611
60
6C
6C
6110
611
61:
611
6CI
60
611
611
6K
6K

527.00
30.00
30.00
34.00
35.00
39.50
50.00
55.00
63.00
69.50
85.00
93.50
110.00  
120.00  

. bB

. 713
, 7C
. 7C
. 70
. 70
. 70
. 70
. 70
. 70
.711
.211

545.00
49.00
50.00
55.00
55.00
61.00
70.00
75.00
85.00
92.00
115.00
125.00

30
3C
31)
30
313
313
30
30
.311
311

$35.50
41.00
44.00
49.00
50.00
60.00
65.00
72.00
95.00
110.00

• •
•

Single Speed Motors
141 H. P. 

A2 to 110 Voltage, Direct Correa, Trpe (14,11271.00.
52 to 110 Alternating " SA, 27.50

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau St., NewYork

OLD PLATED WARE, BRONZE FIGURES, STERLING SILVER, ETC.,
REPAIRED AND REPLATED TO LOOK EQUAL TO NEW

GOLD PLATING, SILVER PLATING, OXIDIZING,
POLISHING, LACQUERING

Before Repairing

We furnish any sizt new BRISTLE
BRUSHES, CELLULOID COMBS,
CUTICLE KNIVES, BUTTON
HOOKS, NAIL POLISHERS, ETC.,
and fit same to any shape mountings.
CHATELAINE BAGS repaired

and relined with Silk, Chamois, Suede
or Kid.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES for
special Sterling Silver pieces furnished.

Work called for and delivered.
After Repairing

LOUIS J. MEYER
,104 and 106 South Eighth St.
PHILADELPHIA

ESTABLISHED 1892

WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
a complete and practical guide in adjusting watches and chronometers for
isochronism, position, heat and cold. 376 pages, with 6 illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world, on receipt of price, $2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-8I3 North t9th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
GOLD AND SILVER ELECTRO-PLATER

51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 6o years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminat jog all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn &Co.

TRADE

MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

L. LELONO d• BROTHER

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J. sweepings Our Specialty

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
for more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, Lal:):e-110e New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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Everyday Needs at Lowest Prices
ZYLOLOID-Barrette Pins, Joints, Catches and Cements

LEATHER FOBS, "ROOSEVELT" FOBS, NICKEL FOBS
Gold Plated and German Silver HAT PIN STEMS, 8, 10 and 12-inch

Height 3.

Height 4.

 Nee%

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

11$
Height 8.

1. Genevas ..... . . . $4.00 per gross; S AO per doz.
PRICE-LIST Thick Mi-Coacaves . . . 4.00 " .40 "

Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 "

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

PATENT GENEVA.

0.01111111.11.1=111111L

EXTRA THICK NH-CONCAVE.

THICK MI•CONCAVE.
Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross; $ .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . . .12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques . . . . 8.00 .75 "
Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR. WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

Write for Discount

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price. 50 cents

NSPRINGS
Fee

No.-2203-

0 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

A REGENT MAINSPRING CABINET
Is given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent Imported American Mainsprings

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip.
over Hand Rest and Tailstock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00

which includes Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six )%-inch Cement
Chucks and 9 ft. Round Belting.

Regent Specialties for American Watches

$ .75 1101,291,
7.50 gross

,,,

J

.7 dozen $ .75 dozen $ .1 5 dozen 8 .10 dozon
7.50 gross 7.50 gross 1.50 gross 1.00 gross

440181-4,k

0 

0 
0 

Eastern Sole Agents for NEW ENGLAND WATCH MATERIAL

CROSS & BEGUELIN 
Importerast,chEexspoittemrsoncls, Manufacturers

Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.
(A Corporation)

$ .20 dozen
'4.00 gross

23 Maiden Lane, New York



This practical hand-book on the use of the Staking Tool;
written by a practical watchmaker experienced in this line.

The book is substantially and neatly bound in cloth of extra
quality. It has 163 pages, 90 of which are devoted to
diagrams and matter pertaining to the use of the staking
tool, and kindred subjects.
Every progressive watchmaker will want one, and we
make it easy for him to have it. Only 75 cents.

n4PEc4iiiL
Duplex Base Anti-Friction
Engraving Block

Designed by an Engraver for Engravers

Quickly attached to any staking tool punch. Will enable you to do the
work with absolute precision. With it you can drive that escape wheel
to the desired position, the first time; no time lost in guessing and
repeated trials.

The man—you—who repairs the most delicate
and accurate machine known—the modern
watch—should be provided with suitable
tools, to do his work quickly and perfectly.

Investigate the advantages and novel features
of the Micrometer Stop; the new book men-
tioned above has something to say on the
subject.

To fit K. all, D. and Rivett punches,
Price, $3.50

Unless otherwise ordered, we send them to fit
K. CSL, D. punches.

MANUFACTURERS

Lebanon, New Hampshire

BEWARE OF IMITA-
TIONS. LOOK FOR
THE MAKER'S STAMP

A HIGH-CLASS BLOCK made of the best material, the mechanical work
being first-class throughout. They are manufactured by Mr. Ad. Muehlmatt, the
well-known maker of high-grade Engraving Blocks.

Complete, including 26 attachments, leather pad, etc., $6.00.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, Wholesale Agents

A BOON TO GIFT ENGRAVERS The Keystone Portfolio of Monograms should be withinreach of every engraver at this season. The price, 50 cents, is
merely nominal for so unique a collection of two- and three-letter monograms—all entirely different from the conventional ideas. Never was
engraver offered so much value at so small a price.

PUBLISHED BY THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th•Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ESTABLISHED

FEBRUARY 1, 1878

GOLD MEDALS

CHICAGO
OMAHA
PARIS
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE

SUCCESSORS TO

GEO. KUEHL & COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

WORKS AT
Schonach and Hornherg, Bad-Schwarzwald, Germany

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE

80-82 WABASH AVENUE

No. 135 PHONO ALARM CLOCK.
Height 7 in., dial 4 in.

There is no louder alarm made than our Phono
Alarm and we can prove it.

CHICAGO

If you are looking for a style of clock you cannot find elsewhere, look in our Catalogue and
you will find it. A Catalogue will be sent on application to any legitimate leweler and goods
can be ordered through your jobber.

IMITATIONS i IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . . $31.00
Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks ( 10 Chucks)   39.00
Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)  41.00
Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each   

11..0000

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.

• In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on

D FOR 
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this.a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS
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WE CAN MAKE PROMPT SHIPMENTS

of any of our stock cases in regular lengths

We are carrying over 1500 cases ready for immediate delivery

IF YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR THE

Csse ovtrle • COM1Liltill

SHOW OASES AND STORE FIXTURES

You will get Prompt Service, High Quality and Moderate Price

COMPLETE CATALOG AND PRICES ON APPLICATION

)1firn=t48601$ &a Go:
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

New York Salesroom: 732 Broadway Boaton Scdesroom: 21 Columbia St.

Frank Meyers, Manager A. K. Sibley, Manager

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

THE SAFETY OF OUR COUNTRY LIES
IN OUR CONFIDENCE IN MANKIND
Men and Institutions who are truly Economical beget Confidence

Wheeling Metal Ceilings have proven eminently satisfactory in the
practice of Economy

Let us refer you to some of your neighbors who have used them.
Ask us questions. For personal attention address Dept. "K."

at nearest office. Large Stocks at all Stores.

Wheeling Corrugating Company
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS
CHATTANOOGA DETROIT

GOING TO BUY SHOW CASES?
Then by all means get a case that is dependable, that will be a help and not

a detriment to high-class merchandise ; that will withstand years of usage.
You don't buy show cases every day—if you buy the right kind when you

do buy — and it pays to select a case that has been tried out in thousands of
retail establishments and PROVED its worth.

Qtalucti 50e6at C444,0
are made from genuine quarter-sawed oak (although sold at plain oak prices)
by workmen who do not know how to make an inferior case. The glass,
trimmings and other materials used are the best we can buy.

Quincy Special Cases make your store distinctive and multiply your sales
by showing the merchandise to the best advantage, You'll always be satisfied
if you equip your store with these beautiful, durable and practical cases.

Shipped K. D. to save freight charges. The only tool needed to set them
up is a screw driver, and we furnish that.

HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED CATALOG FREE

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Dallas, Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
159 to 167 Ann Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 107B

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

Bes-r OF BVERYTIIINO"

Let us Analyze LINOLITE and See
Its Points of Superiority for Lillitin41
Show Windows, Show Cases, Etc,

No 2

I2'

Fig. No. I. Note that this test, made by the Electrical
Testing Laboratories, shows that a i6-c.p. J-M Linolite Lamp,
in a Type "B" Reflector, gives over 50 candlepower in the
desired direction. A 16-c.p. bulb lamp gives only 16 candle-
power, yet consumes as much current as the J-M Linolite
Lamp.

Fig. No. 2. This shows a comparison between the
uniform light which a J-M Linolite Lamp throws just where it
is wanted and the scattered illumination of a bulb lamp. The
filament in the J-M Linolite Lamp is stretched out straight for
nearly a foot, thus partially distributing the light before it
leaves the filament; while all the light must radiate from a
mere point in the bulb lamp.

Fig. No. 3. Gives an idea of the small space occupied by
J-M Linolite and lamps, which permits placing same inside
the framework, or back of the vertical fillets of a show window
in such a way that they cannot be seen from the street.

Fig. No. 4. Shows the wide separation of opposite
polarities, making short circuits impossible.

Fig. No. 5. Lamps are held in reflector by a spring
plunger and can be removed or replaced in a second.

Fig. No. 6. Shows how the metal reflector forms a fire-
proof protecting conduit for the wiring, doing away with the
danger from defective wiring.

Fig. No. 7. Shows a comparison between the practically
continuous light given by J-M Linolite Lamps and the spotted
light given by bulb lamps.

Fig. No. 8. J-M Linolite does not project into the
window and spoil its appearance, occupy valuable space, or
dazzle the eyes of spectators.

Fig. No. 9. Reflector can be turned any time after it has
been installed so as to focus all the light in any desired
direction.

Fig. No. io. Each socket contains only one terminal, and
both socket and terminal are common to two lamps.

Fig. No. it. Lamp-base shell is insulated from terminals
and no live parts are exposed.

Fig. NO. 12. J-M Linolite Lamps cost less to operate
than bulb lamps because fewer lamps are needed.

The above are only a few of the reasons why J-M Linolite
is the best light for show windows, show-cases, pictures, signs,
etc. Wouldn't it be to your interest to learn more about
J-M Linolite?

Write our nearest branch to-day for Illustrated Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Argr.,10,-ls Asbestos Roofings,

Asbestos and Magnesia "-"A" -9t. • Packings, Electrical
Products, kWA ' k"sa 11,-5 Supplies, etc.

Baltimore Cleveland London New Orleans San Francisco
Boston Dallas Los Angeles New:York Seattle
Buffalo Detroit Milwaukee Philadelphia St. Louis
Chicago Kansas City Minneapolis Pittsburg

For Canada
THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED

Toronto, Out., Montreal, Que., Winnepeg, Man., Vancouver, B. C.
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The Oliver Quality

Crown Dental Rolling Mill

is a mighty handy machine for the retail

jeweler. Although it requires but little

space on one end of the work-bench its

capacity is large, the rolls being 2 inches
in diameter by 3 inches long. Quality

considered, the Crown Dental Rolling

Mill is the cheapest rolling mill on the

market.
CDescribed in Bulletin No. 10 just

issued. May we send you a copy?

Do You Do

Any Polishing?

Do you do any polishing with a noisy,
nerve-racking, back-breaking foot power

machine?
(The Oliver Quality Electric Motor

Polishing Head requires no skill or effort

to operate— just connect it to a lamp

socket and turn the switch. It is nearly

noiseless, inexpensive to run and will do

more and better work than any belt

driven machine.

(New 112-Page Catalog, No. 17, Free

for the Asking.

The W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co.
1490 Niagara Street :: BUFFALO, N. Y.

An Ideal Arrangement
Our Own Design
and Make

1389

We manufacture
Our Own Trays

and Displays

Our Show Case Trays
are like a MAGNET

They Attract the Trade

u 0000
0000 00001
IH)0001 0000i

ji
I I

Your Highest Interests demand care and
taste in selecting your Trays and Display
Pieces.

Made in our own factory. All shown in our new
book, ITEMS OF INTEREST. It will interest
you greatly. If not received send for it.

HENRY PAULSON & CO.
156 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.



A HIGH-GRADE LINE OF EMBLEM RINGS AT A MODERATE PRICE
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No. 272 Woodmen -..10111111111110 No. 289 No, 248

THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—average 5 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate 
colors. We will send you any

order—any finger size—at ;11.00 list. THE BEST RING ON THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

THE A. P. CRAFT CO. Maaknedrssopfe
Ecimia bjleemelliriyngs Indianapolis, Ind.Let us tell you of

our new selling pion

The FOB GUARD
that has a lever
that stays in.

lifing FACTSEspociallp for to
veadiiic f Merchants g Window

Trimmers

The .wide-awake merchant and window trimmer can sum up the
requirements of successful store and window lighting in two words:

_

PATENT APPLIED FOR

The only exclusive
Chain Makers to
the Retail Trade. Illustration shows differentprocess of making FOB GUARD. From left to right,

uoneevrerrows :t It;t Shows hbolwasks fiarsetelioroteress 
int.maion 

onelaecture.42.stowswsla we heerreseaarrs

bent over rev r. 5. Shows guard finished bending. 6. "glows 
where ears

guard bent. ̀ 7. Shows (right lower) finished product. 8. 'The result, a Fob Guard
so constructed that it is impossible for the lever to fall out.

Write at once about this

new fob guard and our new

chain line for the fall and

holiday season.

This is the reason hundreds of the greatest
stores are alreadyequipped with G-E MAZDA
lamps, and accounts for the rapidly increasing
demand for this lamp among retail stores

In comparison with old types of incan-
descent lamps, the G-E MAZDA gives two
and a half times as much light, and a better

light that shows the merchandise to better
advantage. It does this without increasing
the cost for current one cent.

The merchant and the window trimmer
who aim at the GREATEST EFFICIENCY
with. the GREATEST ECONOMY should
write us right now for the G-E MAZDA
store lighting FACTS.

Now York, Chicago
tatzinnati

116 CHESTNUT STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NIANCE.28 OP 140 AND 1-4 C1101-1) FILLED CliA1NS AND EtRACEILIETS
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE OF EMBLEM RINGS AT A MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDR ANY FINGER SIZE

. 0. 0. F. 111111111110o No. 275

AT $11.00 Lis-r

NO. 245

ih
NO. 238

NO: 295

NO. 292

No. 248

THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—average 5 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors. We will send you any
order—any finger size—at $11.00 list. THE BEST RING ON THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

THE A. P. CRAFT CO. Makers of 
Emblem Rings

and Special Jewelry Indianapolis, Id.n Let us tell you of
our new selling plan

THE A & Z PERFECTED
No more wiggly,
wobbly levers to
fall out.

Best Filled Stock.

PATENT APPLIED FOR

The only exclusive
Chain Makers to
the Retail Trade.

TRADE-MARK

New York, Chicago.
CillCillIlElti

Ir
FOB GUARD

1

Illustration shows different process of making FOB GUARD. From left to right,
upper row: I. Shows blank first process in manufacture. 2. Shows slot where earn
of lever set in. 3. Shows space for reception of lever. 4. Shows where ears are
bent over lever. 5. Shows guard finished before bending. 6. Shows (left lower)
guard bent. 7. Shows (right lower) finished product. 8. The result, a Fob Guard
so constructed that it is impossible for the lever to fall out.

A & Z CHAIN CO.

The FOB GUARD
that has a lever
that stays in.

Best Filled Stock.

PATENT APPLIED FOR

Write at once about this

new fob guard and our new

chain line for the fall and

holiday season.

Kansas. City-
Scot Fro

116 CHESTNUT STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
mAK Rs OF 1-10 AND 1-4 GOLD FILLED CHAINS AND DRACELETS TRADE-MARK
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hfing FACTS-Espociall kg. do
Poadin cf Merchants Window

Trimmers

The .wide-awake merchant and window trimmer can sum up the
requirements of successful store and window lighting in two words:

Efficiency Economy
This is the reason hundreds of the greatest

stores are already equipped with G-E MAZDA
lamps, and accounts for the rapidly increasing
demand for this lamp among retail stores
everywhere.

In comparison with old types of incan-
descent lamps, the G-E MAZDA gives two
and a half times as much light, and a better

light that shows the merchandise to better
advantage. It does this without increasing
the cost for current one cent.

The merchant and the window trimmer
who aim at the GREATEST EFFICIENCY
with the GREATEST ECONOMY should
write us right now for the G-E MAZDA
store lighting FACTS.

General Electric Company
Dept. 145 Schenectady, N. Y.

2643

I 30 I
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Tc,c37 No. 592
in. high. Painted on Glasses. Mounted

in Brass Frames.

"DANDY"
Copper Polished Case. 61 ‘. in. high. 3-!;:, in. Gilt
Decorated Metal Die!. Loud Ruttling Alarm on
Back of Case.

No. 569
Genuine Majolica Case. 7% in. high. One or

Eight Day.

Every page of our 1910-11 Catalogue ( just issued)

contains items of interest to every progressive mer- II
It 1il2
1 10 I II

PATENTED IN U. S. A. JULY 25, 1905, MAY 21, 1907, MARCH 30, 1909

The only bow on the market which makes a watch case perfect.

If you want to increase your business buy watch cases with the Wachter

Bow. Mention it to your customer that this is the latest perfect improve-

ment on a watch case.

Should your jobber not have them in stock write to us and we will gladly

forward to you a list of those who have.

For repairing purposes we make a special Ball Bearing Bow.

Write for price list.

No. 589
Marble Case. 814 in. high. One or
Eight Day Movement.

The book itself is a work of art, and is unquestionably
the finest ever issued in this line, as we always strive

to improve on what has been done before.

It shows the result of long searching of the European

market for the newest, best and most salable in clocks.
No. 608

6 in. high. Cut Crystal Base. Bisque
Figure. 2 in. Silver Dial.

Walnut Case. 2e;i in. high.
Painted or Plain Animals.

 IMPORTER OF CLOCKS 

1 16-1 18 Chambers Street NEW YORK
HENRY PAULSON & CO., 156 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN SALES AGENTS

No. 6104
4/4 STRIKE WESTMINSTER

CHIME
Highly Polished Mahogany Case. W I
in. high. Silver and Gilt Dial. Beveled
Glass.
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"PADDLING YOUR OWN CANOE

That's what we've been doing these twenty years.
We began in a very small way here in Maiden Lane
selling thousands—to-day we're selling Hundreds of
Thousands of Dollars worth of 'All the Jewelry Needs
of the Retail Jeweler.' Thousands of Retail Jewelers
buy from us. If you are a customer, why not increase
your purchases ? If not a customer, why not start
now ? Send in your order—we are prompt."

—M. J. AVERBECK.

--i•rvitesiteatealliataikait4.,e`
0

M R RETAIL. JEWELER

DO YOU WANT
SELLERS

The lin-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

rM.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

e, 10-12 Maiden Lane. N.Y. City 0

1395
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"The Original STEHMAN Gravers"

"HERE'S YOUR

Gravers, 50c. each

The material and proper tempering is the life of a tool. If the quality of steel is not there, no amount of labor or skill can make it serviceable. The shaping is largely
mechanical. We have used the same formula of steel in our Gravers for over 20 years and it never fails. We have imitators—no successful business is without
them. See that our name is stamped on every tool and you can rest assured that you have the best that can be made. Illustrations show exact size and shape.
The different points shown above their respective numbers are FULL SIZE and SHAPE. We use 5 32 sq. steel. Every Tool guaranteed.

.0 Ca MI II ID 2 II 13 i e I I
102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117

LEFT HAND RING GRAVER.

/11P
121

SPOON GRAVER.

TURNING GRAVER.

V V
In 123 124 125 126

This handle is made in one
piece, no joints, of either Snake
Wood, Ebony or Coquella.

We also manufacture the
SWAN ENGRAVING BLOCK
SWAN COMBINATION ATTACHMENT
STEHMAN ENGRAVING BLOCK
BENCH LATHES AND TOOLS

CHANCE
Plan your Holiday buying
NOW. Indications point to a
Big Season with plenty of
business for the hustling, up-
to-date Jeweler who selects a
stock of our moderate-priced
lines gotten up to suit the
meager purses as well as the
bulging-out prosperous ones.

YOU'LL GET THE
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BUSINESS!

Get ready—your customers
will be waiting to buy your
wise selections."

—M. J. AVERBECK

crt

Stehman & Swan Mfg. Co., Inc.
LANCASTER, PA., U.S.A.

MR RETAIL JEWELER

DO YOU WANT
SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

010-12 Maiden Lane . N City e
—

9

"SOME OF THE

MOST PLEASING
letters our Mail Order Depart-
ment has received have been
acknowledgments from Retail
Jewelers who have had suc-
cess in selling our Splendid

lines of Jewelry and Novelties.

We want every Up-to-date
Jeweler, who cares to, to take
advantage of that service.
Just consult our Booklets and
Catalogues—you'll need go no
farther—make out your orders
and send them in to us. They
will have prompt attention
and You Will Not be Sorry."

—M. J. AVERBECK

"WOULD IT SURPRISE YOU

to know that we have the greatest and best equipped

organization in these United States to sell the Retail

Jeweler all his Jewelry needs? Hundreds of Retailers

tell us so—this proves it to be so. Send in your mail

orders—you'll have no cause for regret. Join the

'Successful Ranks.' Do it now!"

—M. J. AVERBECK
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FOR JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NAME WALTHAM
SIZE. 8 a 6 2215 CLASS

4
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Bechtel's Ver/best Mainsprings
Hot Weather and Electrical Storms are severe

tests for Mai/springs. "The Veribest" have
stood all tests remarkably well; a trial order

will soon convince.

Price, in Dozen lots, $1.25; in Gross lots, $13.50
(Cash Discount 6:)

Jos. B. Bechtel & Co., Inc.
725 Sansom Street Philadelphia, Pa.

A NEW MOVEMENT
ONE THAT

6, 16 or 18 Size
EACH

$1.90

 AMERICAN MADE
YOU CAN MAKE A PROFIT ON

6, 16 or 18 Size

i.9 
EACH 0

THE LA SALLE
In three sizes, 6, 16 and IS size. Open Face are Pendant Seting. Hunting are
Lever Set. The biggest value in the movement line that has ever been offered
the retail jeweler in an American-made low-priced movement. Our new La Salle
is a '!-4-plate, highly damuskeened and superiorly finished, 13 a genuine 11. jewel
movement. has two exposed winding wheels, polished and gilded, four pairs of
top jewels and settings, the 18 and 16 sizes have patent whiplash regulator. The
jewel cups are gilded, and we absolutely guarantee this to be the greatest value
at our price ever offered the trade. Order samples and if you don't think so,
return them to us at our expense.

Each $1.90

HOLSMAN & ALTER
Wholesalers and Jobbers of Everything in

'WATCHES, JEWELRY, ETC.

176-178-180 East Madison St. Chicago, Illinois

P. S.—Write for our Catalogue; mailed to Retail Jewelers only on application.

INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

X YZ

TAG YOUR RINGS WITH
WASHABLE TAGS
Yes: Mr. Jeweler

The Ideal celluloid tag saves time and

money. And makes your rings look

twice as attractive.

Wash or polish your rings with the tags
on them—the ink is waterproof and won't
wash off.
No danger of getting tags mixed.
Note the large flat writing surface.

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT
Complete, only $2.50

1000 tags and eyelets . . . $ 1.50

1 pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75

1 bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25

1 neat hardwood box, with

catch fastener . . . 0000

Bastian Bros. Co.
Dept. 516

Rochester :: NEW YORK
\viiy gelidz \

35o
®..-

POSITION OF TAG WHEN RING
IS IN TRAY

" IMPERIAL "
American Mainsprings

FOR ALL WATCHES

They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have QUALITY,
FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEMPER, STRENGTH and DURABIL-
ITY, are COILED and TAGGED and arranged in the MOST
CONVENIENT manner and fit the barrel without uncoiling.

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203 "Imperial" Main-
spring, coiled and tagged. None genuine unless inarked 'Imperial"
:Ind bearing our registered trade-inark as shown ci tin. The word
"Imperial" is etched un the end of each spring. Beware of Imitation.

World-famed
for 50 years

NOTHING BETTER MADE
'' 'Mese Mainsprings are used by more Railroad
Watch Inspectors than any other on the market.''

PRICE

$15.00 Per Gross $1.25 Per Dozen

"CRESCENT"
American
Mainsprings
FOR ALL WATCHES

which represent the greatest value

for the least money, are closely

gaged, well finished, spring tem-

pered, popular price and will lit in

barrels without making any change

in tips, holes or braces.

PRICE

$12.00 per Gross $1.00 per Dozen

W. GREEN C./ CO Watchmakers' and
•9 INC., Jewelers' Supply House

Put up One Dozen in a Box

81 Nassau Street
NEW YORK
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Our Fall Line is Ready
LARGER, BETTER. MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Those of you who are familiar with our line know what that means. If
you have never seen our line we feel confident it will be of benefit to you to
inspect same, and it will be a pleasure for us to show it to you in our sales-
rooms here, or if more convenient for you, we will have our representative
call on you if you will drop us a line.
In order to make room for our LARGE LINE OF NEW GOODS
it is necessary for us to SACRIFICE SOME STAPLE GOODS we
have on hand, and of which we have too many for immediate use—
consequently a visit from you at this time will be profitable for you.

THIS IS ONLY ONE OF THE NUMEROUS BARGAINS

5650
Nickel Open-Face
American Watches

16 Size. Our Price,
$12.00 doz. net

Regular Price, $18.00 doz. net

12 Size Thin Model. Our Price, $15.00 doz. net
Regular Price, $21.00 doz. net

ALL ORDERS FILLED IN ROTATION. NO FAVORITES. FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

Manufacturers and Jobbers
of everything used by the
Retail Jeweler

726 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia
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(No. 2566, 1 5/8 in. high)

"PERIER"
(REGISTERED)

(No. 2551. 1 1 4 in. high)

AS GOOD AS THE BEST--COST LESS

The Standard of Quality

of our "PERIER" (Regis-

tered ) Opera Glasses is

equal to the well-known

Excellence of our Clocks.

(No. 2554. 1 3 8 in. high)

Ask for a copy of our new

Illustrated Catalogue of

Opera Glasses and Clocks.

It will be sent to any repu-
table Retail Jeweler.

Theodore Schisgall, Importer, 116-118 Chambers St., New York

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small—do not turn him down absolutely, send the
goods to me for a

SPOT CASH
OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 1546 of this issue. Write for further information.

1011 CHESTNUT STREETJ. J. COHEN PHILADELPHIA, PA.
AMSTERDAM, TULPSTRA AT 10 ESTABLISHED 1891 LONDON, AUDREY uouse, ELY PLACE

For Evening Dress Wear
the particular man wants every
little detail of his apparel of the
utmost nicety.

THE KREMENTZ
BODKIN CLUTCH
Studs and Vest Buttons

V

4CRik>

OPEN

CLOSED

Enter the button hole or eyelet as easily
as a needle—do not muss the shirt in the
slightest, and when in position, hold firmly
until purposely released. No loose parts
to get lost. No hinges nor solder joints to
break.

ENTER LIKE A NEEDLE
HOLD LIKE AN ANCHOR

If you cater to careful dressers
you should handle these studs,
for there are no others just as
good.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW BOOKLET

"SOLID FACTS"

KREMENTZ & CO.
NEWARK SAN FRANCISCO:
NEW JERSEY 722 Shreve Building

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS, 20 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade for U. S. and Canada

_
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY
BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
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similar character which strengthen the posi-
tion of the manufacturers and the trade in
the new selling plan.

At the recent national and State con-
ventions, the fixed selling price plan met
with universal commendation as equalizing
competition, assuring a fair profit and elim-
inating the demoralizing factor of price
cutting. The favorable court decisions have
removed all doubt as to the legality and
permanency of the system, and the trade
will be gratified accordingly.

A It hough there are soy-
eral makes of Rogers
goods, there Is ht one
"1847 Rogers Bros."

DESIGNS IN

"1847 ROGERS BROS."

brand are the equal of the best sterling
silver, In pattern, finish and general excel-

lence of making — the result of over sixty
years' experience, combined with the determi-

nation to produce the beat at whatever cost. The
"silvery " effect so pleasing to the eye and so often
lacking is exemplified in these designs in all its beauty.

Every piece of "1847
Rogers Bros." ware has
back of it an absolute
guarantee.

OUR FALL ADVERTISING •
includes a number of magazine covers in colors and other large space.
The new " Sharon " pattern and other recent patterns in

1841ROGERS BROS.(x)."..) TRIPLEenqr

will be brought to the notice of almost everybody who reads the lead-
ing magazines and other publications, numbering about 500.
If you have not placed your order for the "Sharon" pattern, do so at once.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
CHICAGONEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

Courts Sustain Contract Price SystemT H. fixed selling price, which has met
with unqualified trade approval, is being

supported by court decisions with a uni-
formity that is very encouraging to the jew-
elers and the system. As reported else-
where in this issue, a temporary injunction
was handed down by a Massachusetts court
last month in the case of one of the watch
companies against a New York dealer, re-
straining the latter from knowingly pur-
chasing, advertising or selling any watch
movements manufactured by the plaintiff
company from any person or corporation
under contract with the plaintiff in viola-
tion of the terms of such contract ; that is,
at prices lower than the prices fixed by the
company in such contract as the prices to be
paid by the ultimate individual purchaser.
The terms of the injunction are very com-
prehensive and maintain in letter and spirit
the price contract system as now used by
some of the watch companies. This is the
most recent of the number of decisions of

To Enforce Honest Stamping

A CAMPAIGN to suppress the false
stamping of goods in gold and silver

and to enforce provisions of the Federal and
State stamping laws has been inaugurated,
and the time is opportune for the entire
trade to lend their support to the movement
by educating the public through their local
papers and procuring State laws supple-
mentary to the national law in such States
as do not yet have such legislation.

The fact that the first prosecution for
the manufacture of falsely stamped goods
and the sale of same, has resulted in a con-
viction, has encouraged those who have
undertaken the campaign, and subsequent
arrests evidence the earnestness behind the
movement. Such organizations as the Jew-
elers' Board of Trade, The Newark, N. J ,,
Manufacturing Jewelers' Association, and
similar trade bodies, are taking an active
interest in the new crusade and the result
will not unlikely be the elimination of one
of the most demoralizing practices in the
jewelry business. The city government of
New York has already become interested,
and the Commissioner of the Bureau of
Weights and Measures has announced his
intention to prosecute all against whom he
can find evidence of violation of the stamp-
ing law. There is already, we understand,
consternation in the camp of the fraudulent
manufacturers who now realize that a con-

tinuation of their practices will mean fine
and imprisonment.

An important part of the campaign
will be the instruction of the public in the
provisions of the stamping laws and ex-
plaining to them the necessity of State laws
to supplement the Federal enactment for
their own protection. The press in the
East has published much information of
this character, and we reprint herewith
extracts from an article which has appeared
in many leading newspapers, which very ac-
curately explains the situation to the public
and which the trade could have reprinted in
their local papers. The article, which orig-
inally appeared in the New York Press, we
believe, is, in part, as follows :

In former years there were no laws, either
national or State, requiring the honest stamping
of silver goods. Some manufacturers went so far
as to place the word "Sterling" on some of their
product that ran as low as .600 fine. In 1894 the
matter of stamping was taken up in a serious
manner, and during that year and the six follow-
ing a number of States passed laws in connection
with the sterling mark, making it a misdemeanor
to place it on goods assaying less than .925. Others
followed, with the result that at present most of
the larger States have a similar law, the effect
of which has been to drive out the unstamped
goods through educating the consumer to know
sterling goods, to ask for them and to see that he
receives them.

But how about the marking of gold goods
and the education of the public in this respect?
Unquestionably the consumer has not yet re-
ceived the same course of training, and has yet to
arrive at that point where he or she demands
that gold goods be stamped as to their exact
quality as they have been educated to expect it in
silver. 

The national • stamping act was passed
by Congress in February, 1894. This act
provides that the jewelry and silverware man-
ufactured by individuals, firms or corporations
engaged in commerce between the several States,
Territories, United States possessions and foreign
countries, in bearing a quality mark, must assay
as one piece, including gold alloys, solder, etc.,
within one carat of the fineness indicated by the
stamp thereupon, and any makers stamping their
goods falsely are guilty of a misdemeanor, liable
to fine or imprisonment, or both.

This law, most excellent in so far as it goes,
does not make stamping compulsory as do the
stamping laws of France, Germany and England,
but provides only that if goods are stamped at all
it shall be done honestly ; and its power, too, ex-
tends only so far as the Inter-State Commerce
Commission is concerned and governed by the
nation according to the Constitution. Several
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States, since the passing of the national stamping
act, have made laws in conformity with it, calling
practically for the same provisions and offering
the same punishment if broken.

These States having such a law, augmented
by the national act, are in about as safe a position
as they possibly could be where stamping is not
compulsory, and the buying public is protected in
the purchase of both gold and silver goods, as the
penalties attached in both State and national laws
fully protect the consumer, but there are a
number of States that as yet have passed no such
law, and where its citizens are unprotected against
the unscrupulous retailer and manufacturer,
within those particular States.

The Jewelers' Association have taken up the
matter of stamping, with an ultimate aim of
getting into line the delinquent States having no
stamping law, and to educate the public, through
the retailer, to ask for stamped gold goods, just
as it now demands a sterling quality stamp on
silver.

The manufacturers maintain that vast harm
develops out of the fact that manufacturers in a
State having no stamping act may produce any
low grade of gold jewelry, and if it is to be sold
within the confines of the same State may stamp
it in any dishonest fineness they see fit. The
result, they say, is dishonest competition, and
detrimental to those manufacturers producing in
other States which compel honest stamping, and
who send goods into a State having no stamping
law.

Not only does the honest manufacturer suffer,
but the consumer as well, while the honest re-
tailer is bound to feel the ill-effects of such a con-
dition of affairs as soon as the buying public in
that particular locality learns that it has been
swindled by an article of inferior quality, but
which has been marked, we will say, 14-carat. Of
course, a retailer may place the blame, or try to,
upon the shoulders of the dishonest manufac-
turer, and say: "Well, I didn't know—it was
marked 14 carat and is manufactured by So-and-
So," but the explanation doesn't help the con-
sumer a bit.

Just assume the scene to be laid in a State
with no stamping act. A retailer of honest
motive, buying a line of gold goods from a manu-
facturer in another State having a stamping act,
feels confident that the stock is precisely what
it is stamped. Were it not so, the manufacturer
would run up against the national stamping act,
and probably be prosecuted for sending dishon-
estly marked goods out of his State. The retailer
of honest motive places a price upon the goods
high enough to make a fair margin of profit—
and offers them for sale.

Near by is a dishonest competitor who buys
his goods—a similar line to that of his honest
competitor—from a local manufacturer, who may
(because no State stamping act exists in that par-
ticular State) stamp his goods as lie pleases. He
does mark them, we wil lsay, with the same
stamp that the honest manufacturer has upon his
goods, although they are inferior as to quality,
but similar in appearance. In consequence of this
inferiority the dishonest retailer places a price
upon them far below that of his honest corn-
petitor, and the buying public, looking over the
two lines, noting that to all appearances the goods
are alike and stamping the same, naturally decide
in favor of the lower-priced retailer.

Every newspaper in the land, which has
among its advertising patrons, members of

the jewelry trade, would gladly publish an

article of this character. Considering the
present number and strength of the jewelers'
organizations, there is no reason why a

stamping law should not have a place on

the statute books of every State. It is a
measure to which no possible objection

could be offered. Any objection to it, in

fact, would rightly be regarded as an evi-

dence of dishonest intent. Now is the time
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to take action so that national advantage
may be taken of the successful prosecutions
instituted in New York City.

Express Companies to be Investigated

PETITION asking an investigation by

the Interstate Commerce Commission of
express rates, classifications, regulations and

practices has been filed by The Merchants'

Association of New York, the Boston

Chamber of Commerce, the Chicago Asso-

ciation of Commerce and 121 other corn.-

"mercial associations. Among the petition-

ing associations are representatives of Phil-

adelphia, Baltimore, Nor folk, Richmond,

Savannah, Chattanooga, Atlanta, New

Orleans, Little Rock, San Francisco, Los

Angeles, Spokane, Denver, Kansas City,

St. Louis, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Detroit,

Cleveland, Indianapolis, Erie, Buffalo,
Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Newark, New

Haven, Providence, Portland (Me.) and

many minor cities representing nearly every

State. The petition declares that merchants

have suffered for many years past, and now

suffer, from unjust and unreasonable

charges, classifications, regulations and

practices, of each and all of the express

companies doing interstate business as com-

mon carriers within the United States.

It is alleged that the net returns to the

express companies have been out of all pro--

portion to the service performed and the

capital invested by them—a disproportion

so enormous as to seem incredible but for

indisputable evidence. The enormous

accumulations and enormous dividends paid

upon a small investment, establish the extent

to which extortion has been practiced. The

petition cites the case of the Great Northern

Express Company to illustrate this point.

T T is set forth that the express companies
pay the railroads for transportation

approximately 50 per cent. of the gross

express receipts, and that this basis of pay-

ment results in an excessive overpayment

to the railroads for transporting small

parcels, such as are generally expressed by

the jewelry trade. The sole service ren-

dered by railroad companies in express

transportation consists of train haulage, all

handling and terminal service being per-
formed by the express companies. The sub-
division of the weight hauled into numerous

separate parcels does not increase the cost
of rail hauling, which is affected only by
the aggregate weight. The train haulage
charge, therefore, should not increase be-
cause of subdivision of weight into small
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parcels, no additional rail haulage cost re-
sulting from such subdivision. A progres-
sively increasing rate is, however, exacted
by express companies as the weight of the
parcel decreases, and approximately fifty
Pt r .cent. of this increase goes to the rail-
road. •

These petitioners allege that the prac-
tice of the express companies is to increase
not only the charge for hauling, which is
properly increased in proportion to distance,
but also the charges exacted for purely
terminal services, and thereby a much higher
charge for terminal service is imposed at
one point than is imposed at another for
identical service. They further complain
of the cumulation of high local rates upon
through shipments passing over the lines of
two or more express companies whereby
charges are exacted for two or more ter-
minal services which are not rendered and
an excessive rate exacted for the transporta-
tion service.

Complaint is made that the express
companies ignore routing directions of ship-
pers. It is alleged that the company re-
ceiving packages will frequently send them

by long roundabout routes, in order to carry
them as far as possible over its own lines,
and thereby to secure for itself the larger
proportion of the joint charge, whereby the
shipper is deprived of the prompt delivery

for which he pays. The petition further

sets forth alleged grievances in connection

with express money orders, the public often
being required to pay extra charges to
secure the liquidation of such orders.

The petition will be considered by the
Interstate Commerce Commission immedi-

ately after it reconvenes in the fall.

Gems Lead in the Record-Breaking
Importations of Luxuries •

1-‘1.-IE importation of luxuries into the
United States was larger in the fiscal

year 1910 than in any earlier year in the
history of our commerce. Figures pre-
pared by the Bureau of Statistics of the
Department of Commerce and Labor cover-
ing the commerce of the full fiscal year

show the importation of fully $250,000,000
worth of articles which may properly be

classed as luxuries, that total exceeding by
more than $25,000,000 the figures of the
former high record year, 1907, and being
actually more !than double those of the

year 1900.
Diamonds, jewelry, laces and embroi-

deries, furs, feathers, beads and perfumery

on the one hand, and cigars and tobacco,

wines and liquors and automobiles on the
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other, are the principal articles forming
the $25o,000,000 worth of luxuries im-
ported, though to these great groups
must be added a third which includes art
works, decorated china and bisque, musical
instruments, &c.

DIAMONDS and laces run a close race
with tobacco and liquors in popular

favor as measured by the value of their im-
ports. The figures of the Bureau of Sta-
tistics show the importation of $48,000,000
worth of diamonds and other precious
stones in 1910, against $46,000,000 worth
of laces and embroideries, $37,000,000
worth of tobacco and cigars and $23,-
000,000 worth of wines and liquors. Under
the general group of "diamonds and other
precious stones" diamonds formed a very
large proportion of the total, a part of them
coming in in the natural form to be cut
and set in the United States, another part
cut but not set, the proportion set before
being sent to the United States being ex-
tremely small and included under the gen-
eral head "jewelry."

The value of uncut diamonds entering
the country in 1910 was $10,250,000; of
other precious stones, cut but not set,
$7,750,000 ; and of jewelry and other
manufactures of gold and silver, $3,250,-
000. Taking the entire group of diamonds
and other precious stones the total for 1910
is $47,750,000 against $42,500,000 in 1907
and $14,250,000 in 1900.

Art works show a total in 1910 of
$21,000,000 against $6,000,000 in 1907 and
$2,500,000 in 1900, this large increase in
1910 being chiefly due to the removal of
the duty on art works twenty years old or
over.

Smuggling Extraordinary

THE activity of the Customs authorities,
combined doubtless with the increased

watchfulness of the trade associations in-
terested, has revealed convincing proof dur-
ing the past few months of the enormous ex-
tent of smuggling now being practiced. It
was claimed by a leading New York diamond
merchant that an amount of diamonds and
other precious stones equal to the legitimate
importations was smuggled into this country
each year. In view of recent revelations
this statement would seem very close to the
truth. A few weeks ago goods alleged to be
smuggled, and valued at over $100,000,
were found on a single individual, while
smaller, but yet material amounts, were
found in the possession of others. It would
seem that the confiscation of the goods and
the payment of fines are by no means a suffi-
cient preventive of this illegal practice. It
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is now generally conceded that the suppres-
sion of smuggling to a material extent can-
not be accomplished until a term of im-
prisonment is made the punishment of some
of the culprits.

As the bulk of smuggled goods
naturally consists of diamonds and other
gems by reason of their comparatively high
value and the ease with which they can be
concealed, smuggling bears with special
harshness on the jewelry trade. It must be
remembered that this smuggling is not only
practiced by private individuals who wish
the gems for their own personal adornment,
but to a large extent by members of the
trade, who thus secure diamond supplies at
such a price as causes considerable demorali-
zation in the domestic gem market. The im-
mense seizures in recent months, however,
reflect great credit on the Customs authori-
ties as well as the trade association which
interests inself in this matter, and will
prove a very salutary lesson to those pos-
sessed of the smuggling fever.

Improvement of Our Highways Im-
perative

N view of the number of great national
questions now being so vigorously dis-

cussed, it is regrettable that more attention
is not given to the all-important subject of
good roads. That considerable progress
is being made in isolated parts of the
country in the direction of better highways
is quite true, but the measure of progress
falls far short of what the urgency of the
situation demands. Some weeks ago was
held the Third National Good Roads Con-
gress, and it would be of immeasurable
benefit to the country if a copy of the pro-
ceedings of the congress were placed in the
hands of every merchant and farmer in the
land. The arguments in favor of good
highways have been greatly strengthened
by the prevailing high prices of food and
increased cost of living, as there is no doubt
that good roads of modern type would be an
important factor in the solution of these
questions.

It would be well if everyone of our
readers and, through them, every one of
their friends, would read, re-read and digest
the following summary of the advantages
of good roads as epitomized by one of the
leaders in this agitation.

Good roads, like good streets, make habita-
tion along them most desirable ; they enhance the
value of farm lands, facilitate transportation, and
add untold wealth to the producers and consumers
of the country; they are the milestones marking
the advance of civilization; they economize time,
give labor a lift, and make millions in money;
they save wear and tear and worry and waste;
they beautify the country—bring it in touch with
the city; they aid the social and the religious and
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the educational and the industrial progress of the
people; they make better homes and happier hearth-
sides ; they are the avenues of trade, the highways
of commerce, the mail routes of information,
and the agencies of speedy communication ; they
mean the economical transportation of marketable
products—the maximum burden at the minimum
cost ; they are the ligaments that bind the country
together in thrift and industry and intelligence
and patriotism; they promote social intercourse,
prevent intellectual stagnation, and increase the
happiness and the prosperity of our producing
masses ; they contribute to the glory of the country,
give employment to our idle workmen, distribute
the necessaries of life—the products of the fields
and the forests and the factories—encourage
energy and husbandry, inculcate love for our
scenic wonders, and make mankind better and
broader and greater and grander.

Good roads have a money value far beyond
our ordinary conception. Bad roads constitute
our greatest drawback to internal development
and material progress. Good roads mean prosper-
ous farmers; bad roads mean abandoned farms,
sparsely settled country districts, and congested
populated cities, where the poor are destined to
become poorer. Good roads mean more cultivated
farms and cheaper food products for the toilers
in the towns; bad roads mean poor transportation,
lack of communication, high prices for the neces-
saries of life, the loss of untold millions of
wealth, and idle workmen seeking employment.

It is a singular fact that the agricul-
tural population, who should be most
directly interested in this question of good
roads, are more apathetic than the business
population of the towns and cities. It re-
mains for the latter, therefore, to do what
they can in a missionary way to enlighten
their rural customers.

Limiting Liability of Express Com-
panies

TN our last issue we re (erred to the fact
that the New York Court of Appeals sus-

tained the right of the express companies to
limit by a clause in the receipts issued by
them, the liability for loss to $5o upon ship-
ments the value of which was not given.
Since that time, the Illinois State Supreme
Court has handed down a decision which
holds that the provision which is contained
in the usual express receipts to the effect
that the company's liability in case of loss
or damage shall be limited to $50 is an
attempt on the part of the express company
to limit its common law liability, and there-
fore is in contravention of the Illinois
statute. The decisions are seemingly con-
tradictory, but neither that of the Illinois
court nor that of the New York court means
much to the patrons of the express 'com-
panies in case of loss where the value of the
shipment is not given. This, for the reason
that the decision of the Supreme Court of
Illinois above referred to, holds that a
shipper who, in order to secure a lower rate,
refuses to disclose the value of the ship-
ment, cannot in case of loss recover as his
contract is void.

Under these circumstances it is advis-
able for the trade to continue to abide by
the express companies' rules.
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i0LONIAL SERIES WATCHES

Colonial Series
Riverside Maximus

Enamel Dial

Showing Enamel Dial

Showing Metal Dial

These watches are a noteworthy addition
to the Waltham line.

They are exceptionally thin and may be had with
enamel, silver finish or gilded metal dials of
artistic design.

Colonial Series appeal to the most critical buyers.

Movements to be had in five grades, viz:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS, 23 Jewels, Adjusted

RIVERSIDE, 19 Jewels, Adjusted

ROYAL, 17 Jewels, Adjusted

No. 1425, 17 Jewels

No., 1420, 15 Jewels

All Colonial Series watches are cased and timed at the

factory. They are delivered to the trade in display

boxes. The retail selling price is fixed and plainly

printed on the contract notice which is placed in

the box with each watch before leaving the factory.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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The Jeweler's Duty at this Season

During the months of September and
October, the jeweler besides trying to sell
as much goods as possible, should be con-
stantly planning his holiday display and
formulating schemes to boost his Christmas
business. September and October are
pretty good business months for the jew-
eler ; by a little extra effort a lot of odds
and ends can be disposed of during this
time, and the stock cleaned down so that
the holiday stock may be well displayed.
This does not mean that old goods should
be pushed to the front and nothing new
shown. All staple lines should be. kept up,
and new novelties scattered in here and
there, but the greatest efforts should be
expended in trying to close out the odds and
ends.

Your advertising and window display
should call attention to bargains in differ-
ent lines, and prices should be sufficiently
reduced to attract the buyer to the goods

Belt Pins
A lot of four dozen belt pins
-all new styles this summer
-worth $1.25, $1.35, $1.50,
$1.75 and up to $2.00 at a
choice of
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most
popular stone settings - such as

Amethyst, Topaz, Jade, Lapis, etc.,
and many beautiful plain buckle effects
in gold and silver. This lot will soon
be closed out at this special price and
the first buyers will get the choicest
selections.

C. S. Blank
DIAMONDS :: WATCHES

318-322 South Broadway

. 
FIG. I

you wish to sell. For example, suppose
you have in your sterling silver stock-six
forks of one pattern, six tablespoons of
another, six dessert spoons of another, all
odd patterns which you do not expect to
restock. Group all these things together,
clean nicely and display in the window with
a card as follows, "Special values in Sterling
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Silverware," and the price marked on each.
Discount goods like these to within ten to
twenty per cent. of the cost price and you
will be very apt to attract buyers.

In your jewelry line group a lot of belt
pins or hat-pins, and offer a choice at a
given amount, much below the regular retail
price, and so throughout the store display-
ing the special articles conspicuously in the
window and running advertisements similar
to Figs. I and 2, in the papers.

In the meantime as your holiday goods
begin to arrive (as they will during Sep-
tember and October) display a part of each
line, but hold a balance in reserve. If you
fail to satisfy a customer from your display
line, don't fail to get out the new goods.
Make the sale if possible; but sell the old
pieces whenever you can. A good many
jewelers make the mistake in the fall of
putting the new goods into the cases as
soon as they arrive, with the result that
when the holiday season comes the new
line is broken and the old goods are still
left on the shelf.

At the same time there are certain
classes of goods that may be displayed to
advantage during this season. Extremely
new things that do not conflict with some-
thing already in stock, should be shown
freely. Costly articles of jewelry, dia-
monds, fancy umbrellas and similar things
that are more strictly holiday goods, if
shown at this time, often suggest a future
purchase to some one, and sales in De-
cember will be the result of display in Sep-
tember and October.

As you select your holiday line, you
have three things to consider, the correct
quantity of staples to buy, the class and
style of novelty pieces that you can sell, and
the class of these goods that your clerks
can sell. In buying staples you are pretty
sure of sales. You may buy a little too
freely, or not quite enough, but the money
in staples is well invested. However, you
could not limit your stock to staple things.
You must have something new to show.
Each year you see the numerous new pat-
terns and new articles brought out by the
various manufacturers, and you sometimes
buy these new things without question, but
more often you are a little undecided
whether they will sell or not. Don't fail to
consult with your clerks in doing your buy-
ing. Remember that a successful salesman
must be enthusiastic about his wares. Your
own tastes may be a little narrow. You like
things of a certain general style. You
can always sell goods of your own taste,
but you are not so sure of the things that
don't exactly appeal to you. Get your clerks'
ideas. You may find that their judgment
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will prove better than yours on many lines.
This is particularly true in lines where your
clerks do most of the selling, and in these
lines they should with your supervision do
most of the buying.

Every season you will buy a certain
number of goods that you feel pretty sure
are a speculation. Your chances of selling

rESESESESES25252_52525252S

Sterling
Silver Ware
at one fourth less than regular prices. In our
stock we find a number of odd sets and pieces in
Sterling Silver--all of which we will close out
at much less than regular prices. We aim to
carry in stock always a certain number of pat-
terns complete, and as these are sold down until
only a few pieces remain we close these out at
special prices.

The styles are all good and you will find
these things exceptional bargains.

6 Table Spoons-Set-ree?lar $14.00 now $10.35
' 12.00 " 9.00

6 Dessert " 0 44 
. " 6.75

" 8.00 6.00
6 " Forks " " 9.00 " 6.75
6 8.00 " 6.00
6 " Knives " 10.00 '" 7.50
6 Tea Spoons • 7.00 " 5.25

6.00 " 4.50
6 " " 4.00 " 3.00
6 " " 3.75 " 2.80

Berry   Spoon-regular 4.50 " 3.40
6.00 " 4.50

Su.tfar 1.50 " 1.10
1.75 " 1.30

Meat Fork 2.75 " 2.05
Cream Ladle " 2.00 " 1.50
Bread Tray 15.00 " 11.25
Bon Bon Did, 4.00 " 3.00

5.00 " 3.75
8.00 " 6.00

and a great many other special things too numer-
ous to mention.

BLANKS'
921-923 Central Avenue

525252SZSESESESES252.5252

FIG. 2

are not very great, and yet you realize that
there are certain things that you must have
in your stock and you are rather inclined to
class these things as an advertising invest-
ment. Goods of this class should be con-
sidered in your inventory in the same way
that you class your fixtures. For instance,
if you have a good general cut glass busi-
ness, but don't find a great deal of sale for
large costly pieces, you might decide that
a couple of large pieces in your case would
add much to the display, and that there was
a bare possibility of a sale. The first in-
ventory after these pieces are in stock, they
should be put down at ten per cent. less
than actual cost, and if still there the next
inventory another ten per cent. should be
taken off and so on each year. In this way
YOU will soon get them down to a point
where you can certainly sell them and still
show a profit over their inventory value.
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Before Millions of Eyes
are being placed, every month, advertisements which

will make even more widely known the Silver pro-
ductions of The Gorham Company. The extensive

advertising campaign is an important part of a liberal
business policy and an added indication of the inten-

tion of the Company to advance the interests --- as

well as its own --- of leading jewelers offering

GORHAM SILVERWARE
to an interested public of increasing purchasing
power. Underlying the advertising are the
unequalled merit of the productions and the
Gorham Trade Mark. This Mark

is an accepted guarantee of Ster-
ling quality 925-1000 fine and of
superior artistic design and workmanship. It is
known as an absolute assurance that the wares it
identifies are the best that can be made.

The Gorham Co.
CHICAGO

137 Wabash Ave.

Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street,NewYork

Branches :
NEW VORK SAN FRANCISCO

15,17, 19 Maiden Lane 140 Geary Street

R : Providence and New 'York

GORHAM SILVER POLISH — The Best for Cleaning Silver

LONDON
Ely Place

September, mto THE KEYSTONE

Preparing for the Holiday Season

In a general way newspaper advertis-
ing is the least costly and the most profit-
able for the retailer, but direct advertising
is often advisable for the jeweler, probably
more than any other merchant. This is
particularly true at Christmas time, and a
comprehensive catalogue or a neatly pre-
pared booklet circulated judiciously at this
time will bring most gratifying returns.

A good many jewelers have tried direct
advertising with rather indifferent success
for one reason or another, and have con-
demned it as costly and unprofitable.

To begin with, a campaign of direct
advertising should not be started until every-
thing is fully planned. Don't prepare a
lot of booklets and circulars and then de-
cide on the method of distribution. The
very first move is to make out a complete
mailing list divided into local and out-of-
town sections. Keep this list alive con-
stantly. Strike out the names of parties
who move away, or whose trade you might
for some reason not wish to cultivate.

Don't confuse direct advertising in a
general way with a mail order business. If
you issue a catalogue and circulate it in a
territory immediately adjacent to your
town, don't expect to be flooded with orders
by mail. If you want to build up a mail
order business your efforts must be much
farther reaching and your plans entirely
different from merely attracting people into
your store by direct advertising.

The small catalogue, however, is an
excellent advertisement and much direct
business may be easily traced to a good
catalogue judiciously distributed. There
are a number of good stock catalogues
published of different sizes and costing from
5 to 25 cents each, or if a jeweler wishes
to compile his own catalogue, he will find
that most manufacturers have plates of their
goods which they can supply. The size of
the catalogue does not really make so much
difference if it is attractively gotten up, and
shows desirable lines of goods. The princi-
pal thing is to get it into the hands of good
buyers.

The jeweler conducting a business in
a town of say io,000 people should com-
pile a mailing list of say 3,000 families.
This will include most of the best buyers
in and for a good many miles around the
town in which he is situated.

A good outline for a fall advertising
campaign, would be as follows : Take your
mailing list as you have compiled it, and
mail to each about the first of October a
form letter and enclosure of a four page

. folder, folding to envelope size. On No-

vember 30th, mail your fall catalogue; and
on January 1st another form fetter and
under separate mail, a calendar.

Your October 1st folder and letter may
be compiled as outlined below. Your cata-
logue may be large or small as you desire,
but a small general catalogue will answer
the purpose admirably. Your form letter
for January 1st is outlined herewith and
the calendar which you send at that time
should be sufficiently attractive not to be
cast aside.

A campaign of this kind will cost about
as follows:
3000 Form letters and envelopes $15.00
3000 Folders  15.00
3000 One cent stamps 30.00
3000 Catalogues and envelopes 150.00
3000 Four cent stamps 120.00
3000 Form letters—January 1st 15.00
3000 Two cent stamps 60.00
3000 Calendars  150.00
3000 One cent stamps 30.00

Total  $585.00
Incidentals  15.00

Total   $600.00

In all about $600.00. A good deal for
the average jeweler to spend in advertising;
but remember that this advertising matter
goes into 3000 families and is read by
probably three times that number. A return
of $2000 of business directly due to such
a campaign will repay all the expenditure,

All advertising is more or less of a
speculation and yet it has been proven be-
yond question that advertising pays. Sup-
pose you don't get your entire $600 back
immediately, think of the general publicity
you have given your store.

The follow-up at the end with the
calendar, and the courteous letter will leave
a "good taste in the mouth" of your
customer and you can pretty surely depend
on them for future purchases.

In selecting a catalogue get one illus-
trating a general line. Particularly be sure
that it contains a great many popular-priced
little articles, and a good selection of single
spoons. The calendar which you send out
may be small, but of fine quality and in good
taste with your line of business. A very
handsome little calendar may be bought at
5 cents each which can be mailed out under
a one cent stamp.

Your newspaper advertising should not
be neglected, but may be cut down and less
space used.

In direct advertising, the first and all-
important thing is to have a good mailing
list. Be sure that your list includes only
good prospects and don't waste your money.
Remember that it costs you 20 cents each to
cover the list and only "live ones" should be
on your list. However, be equally careful
not to omit regular customers. People are
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quick to feel slighted if their neighbor re-
ceives all this attention and they receive
none.

Outline for Folder, 6 x 6 inches, Folding
• to 3 x6 and Printed as Four Pages

First page or front. Silver at top.
Firm name at bottom.

Second page. Cut of sterling silver
sandwich tray—upper left hand corner with
wording "sandwich tray" and price below
New pattern sterling spoon in lower right
hand corner, with pattern and price of 6
spoons below.

Reading Matter
Every year it seem as though the designers

of sterling silverware had reached the limit of
perfection, and yet each year things seem more
and more beautiful.

This season particularly, the simplicity and
pleasing grace of both hollow and flat ware
appeals to all and these plain styles are much
less costly than the more elaborate effects for-
merly produced.

It is needless to say that our selection con-
tains all the best new styles and patterns.

Third page. Cut of plated casserole in
upper left hand corner marked casserole
and price below. New pattern plated spoon
in lower right hand corner with name of
pattern and price for 6 spoons below.

•Reading Matter
While the advancement in sterling has been

marked, the improvement in plated lines has been
simply wonderful.

No designer of sterling silver is more
thorough in perfecting every detail than the
present designers of plate.

Our selection is the choice of the very best
manufacturers and not only represents the highest
quality, but each piece is a work of art and per-
fect in every detail.

Fourth page. Back—Quality at top.
Reading matter below.

Reading Matter
Quality has been our slogan always. The

result is that every one associates high quality
with this store. A gift selected here is at once
recognized as something good. Whether large or
small it must be the best of its kind because it
came from Blanks.

Form Letter to be Mailed Oct. 1st
You are partially acquainted with this store.

You have been in here and made some purchases,
but are you entirely familiar with all its re-
sources?

You may possibly have a wedding or an
anniversary gift to buy this month. Our stock
affords an ample selection. Our standard of
quality is recognized as being above the ordinary
and our prices are right.

But besides all this, we pride ourselves on
our service. If you select a gift at this store
you may give us instructions for delivering or
shipping and the article will be nicely cleaned,
wrapped and tied with ribbon and delivered at
the time desired.

This costs you nothing. It is merely one of
the features that make this store a desirable place
to trade.

Yours very truly,

Form Letter to be Mailed Jan. 1st
MRS. JOIIN DOE,

Doeville, N. Y.
DEAR MRS. DOE:

By separate mail you will receive one of our
little calendars for ton.

This is sent to you merely as a reminder of
our appreciation of your patronage of this store.

Yours very sincerely,
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Responsibilities of the Credit
Man

Few merchants realize the functions
and responsibilities of the credit man, says
the Furniture Journal. His work seldom
gets into the lime light, for, as a rule, he is
a modest as well as a busy man. Discretion
is his motto. He is not a talker, but he is
most observant and often bases his decision
on some trifling thing that many persons
would not notice. His power in the com-
mercial world makes him a person most de-
cidedly to be reckoned with, for he can often
make or mar a business at his word.

The task of estimating the character,
resources and ability of a person, especially
one whom he may never have seen, is not
easy, and when the decision must be ren-
dered quickly, the task is magnified. Per-
Imps a traveling man sends in a "rush"
order for stock needed at once, from a new
customer, and there is but little time to look
up the man's record ; action, favorable or
otherwise, must be had without delay. The
goods cannot be sent until the credit man
"0. K's" the order. He has every modern
device for quick information at his corn-
mand, and he uses it. The salesman who
has taken the order sends all the informa-
tion that he can obtain, but this must be
verified. Telegrams to the local bank, long
distance telephones and hasty inquiries
through a commercial agency may be re-
sorted to in addition to the report published
in the various credit guides always at the
elbow of this man of affairs.

But above all else is the judgment
gained by long years of service, which give
the credit man the ability to form opinions
by weighing the evidence presented. Or-
ganizations of credit men are of compara-
tively recent date. A generation ago there
was more individualism in business;
merchants were afraid that others might
get their trade if they knew their
patrons, hence they did not share in-
formation with each other. This condition
prevails to a limited extent to-day, but busi-
ness is now better understood. The credit
man who withholds information about an
unreliable buyer from another who may
have a large order for goods from the same
man, will himself want confidential informa-
tion some day, and may find his narrow
policy expensive in the long run. The or-
ganizations of credit men now hold meet-
ings and exchange experiences and ideas.
In spite of all precautions, however, even
the most astute is liable to make mistakes.

The moral hazard plays an important
part, especially if the concern seeking credit
is small. The man who sports huge dia-
monds, runs an automobile and bets on
races, must have a business that justifies
such expenditures or he may find his credit
cut off at a critical time and he be forced
to suspend. On the other hand, a slow,
conservative man, who lives plainly and
meets his obligations on the instant, may
obtain help unexpectedly and be able to take
advantage of an opportunity beyond the
ability of his own capital.

Credit insurance is a new form of in-
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demnity for losses that are carried by many
merchants. Some losses will occur, de-
spite all precautions, hence it is well to
guard against them. He who would con-
tinue in business and prosper should guard
well his credit and meet his bills promptly.
The credit man is, in his nature, friendly
to retailers. It is his supreme duty to con-
serve the interests of the firm's patrons,
just as much as it is to safeguard the wel-
fare of his employers.

Getting in the Money

"Here is an incident," said a Michigan
merchant, "which serves to illustrate how
really useful systems may be evolved by ac-
cident, provided the originator is keenly
alive to the possibilities of the situation.

"Jones had owed me an account of $io
for several months. He came under our
classification of slow pay, one of these fel-
lows whom you are quite sure will pay you
some time but mighty hard to induce to
settle within a reasonable time limit.

"He lived several miles out and it was
impossible to get a personal talk with him
without taking an expensive drive, which
the account did not warrant. One day I
was amazed to see him walk into my office.
It was evident at once that something had
angered him.
" 'Look here,' he said, 'I don't owe you

no $20. I just received a statement from
you for that amount and I know it's too
much by half.'

"One glance at the statement which he
laid on the desk before me showed that the
bookkeeper who sends out the monthly
statements had made the mistake. It took
but a moment to show Jones that the error
was unintentional and then I proceeded in
the suavest manner possible to ask him
when he could pay the actual amount of the
account. The upshot of the whole matter
was that when Jones left the office he car-
ried with him the offending statement duly
endorsed with our 'paid' stamp.

"The bookkeeper's error had saved an
expensive drive and given the opportunity
for personal contact which resulted in mak-
ing the collection.—System.

Satisfied Customers

Satisfied customers—this is the re-
tailer's anchor, the foundation of his busi-
ness and better advertising than all his
money can buy. If he is anxious to draw
new trade to his store he is even more
anxious to hold his old patronage. Just so
long as he continues to give value received
and his best store service, he is reasonably
sure of holding part of his old patronage.

But then new stores are springing up.
New blood makes strenuous competition.
He finds that he must give more than goods,
satisfaction and .service. He finds he must
adopt means of keeping in touch with his
customers—cementing their loyalty. One
of the best methods of accomplishing this
he has found to be the use of letters—per-

sonal messages to the individual from the
house, the proprietor and the clerk.

The mailing list of customers is one of
the most valuable assets a retail house can
have. The retailer in sending letters to
these persons is assured of a hearing and
results, for his customers are his friends.
They know what he has to offer and have
confidence in him. Therefore the retailer
getting up any kind of a sales letter cam-
paign should aim to reach his customers
first, his prospective customers second.

Letters that hold trade are usually let-
ters announcing special and seasonable
sales, letters of acknowledgment, letters
containing "store news" and letters to fit
such, special occasions as may come up in
the ordinary retailing business. The effi-
ciency of these letters has been proved over
and over again. The young married couple
who have purchased a housekeeping outfit
from the local furniture store are going to
be very favorably impressed when they re-
ceive a signed letter from the president of
the store, thanking them for their purchase,
offering and reminding them that if the
goods do not prove satisfactory in every
way they are to seek satisfaction personally
from the proprietor.—System.

Pointed Paragraphs

If a merchant only knew how plainly
his character and methods are written on
the manners of his clerks, he would take
mighty good care to be polite to them.

The man who does not get outside his
business every night and take a look at it
is risking about as much as he would if he
never balanced his books.

Business is the romance of this country
and this age ; and when you come to think
of it, a romance which opens waste lands,
employs armies of men, makes food, clothes
and medicine out of rubbish, and accom-
plishes the impossible every year in a new
way, is about as romantic as the Arabian
Nights.

There are times when old traditions
are money in one's till, and there are times
when they are not; the wise business man
is he who knows a genuine antique when he
sees it.

If any way could be discovered to make
two and two amount to five the inventor
would be a millionaire ; and that is measur-
ably what happens when a new short cut to
business methods is evolved. When four
hours do the work of five the world is better
off.

Every human being has a maximum
capacity for work if managed right, but the
man who does the managing ought to be
the one to do the worrying about his
methods.

There is always room at the top, but it
is not always wise to choose a ladder where
somebody is sitting on every round.

It is surprising how sensible we all
think people are when they agree with us.

There is nothing so good for the imag-
ination as experiment—and sometimes it
turns imagination into wisdom.

The Bookkeeper.
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Five Million Women
have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Home Journal,
Good Housekeeping, etc., and will continue to see them right along.

Annex this valuable publicity to your business
by stocking Hawkes Cut Glass. This will
focus attention on you, draw to your store the people
who can afford superior articles, and greatly increase
your trade in every department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass is evident to
the discriminating buyer. It is cut from the solid
blank—not pressed or figured.

The figured blank is a pressed blank, that is, the
pattern is pressed into the glass and then smoothed
and polished over. It is easily detected by passing
the fingers over the inside of the article, which is
slightly raised wherever the pattern is deepest.GOVERNMENT GLASS

Design of service recently made for the
White House

Hawkes
is genuine cut glass, absolutely flawless. It has
a brilliant lustre equaled only by that of the
diamond and is as clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus insuring
a uniform color. This gives us a distinct
advantage over the great majority of our com-
petitors who have to buy their blanks from
promiscuous sources.

Cut Glass
Pressed or figured blanks are sold to cut-price
department stores. Jewelers who handle such
goods have to meet this competition, and, at the
same time, cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is not sold to department
stores; only to the legitimate jeweler. Hawkes
dealers are therefore protected from price-cutting
and are able to satisfy those critical buyers who
want the bes1 and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut
glass business slip by? Please write us for further information.

This
rade-mark
cut on
every
piece

T. G. HAWKES & CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

Grand Prize Paris Exposition
DORRANCE-BATTIN CO., Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
gen u inc
without

this
I rade-mark
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Responsibilities of the Credit
Man

Few merchants realize the functions
and responsibilities of the credit man, says
the Furniture Journal. His work seldom
gets into the lime light, for, as a rule, he is
a modest as well as a busy man. Discretion
is his motto. He is not a talker, but he is
most observant and often bases his decision
on some trifling thing that many persons
would not notice. His power in the com-
mercial world makes him a person most de-
cidedly to be reckoned with, for he can often
make or mar a business at his word.

The task of estimating the character,
resources and ability of a person, especially
one whom he may never have seen, is not
easy, and when the decision must be ren-
dered quickly, the task is magnified. Per-
haps a traveling man sends in a "rush"
order for stock needed at once, from a new
customer, and there is but little time to look
up the man's record; action, favorable or
otherwise, must be had without delay. The
goods cannot be sent until the credit man
"0. K.'s" the order. He has every modern
device for quick information at his com-
mand, and he uses it. The salesman who
has taken the order sends all the informa-
tion that he can obtain, but this must be
verified. Telegrams to the local bank, long
distance telephones and hasty inquiries
through a commercial agency may be re-
sorted to in addition to the report published
in the various credit guides always at the
elbow of this man of affairs.

But above all else is the judgment
gained by long years of service, which give
the credit man the ability to form opinions
by weighing the evidence presented. Or-
ganizations of credit men are of compara-
tively recent date. A generation ago there
was more individualism in business;
merchants were afraid that others might
get their trade if they knew their
patrons, hence they did not share in-
formation with each other. This condition
prevails to a limited extent to-day, but busi-
ness is now better understood. The credit
man who withholds information about an
unreliable buyer from another who may
have a large order for goods from the same
man, will himself want confidential informa-
tion some day, and may find his narrow
policy expensive in the long run. The or-
ganizations of credit men now hold meet-
ings and exchange experiences and ideas.
In spite of all precautions, however, even
the most astute is liable to make mistakes.

The moral hazard plays an important
part, especially if the concern seeking credit
is small. The man who sports huge dia-
monds, runs an automobile and bets on
races, must have a business that justifies
such expenditures or he may find his credit
cut off at a critical time and he be forced
to suspend. On the other hand, a slow,
conservative man, who lives plainly and
meets his obligations on the instant, may
obtain help unexpectedly and be able to take
advantage of an opportunity beyond the
ability of his own capital.

Credit insurance is a new form of in-
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demnity for losses that arc carried by many
merchants. Some losses will occur, de-
spite all precautions, hence it is well to
guard against them. He who would con-
tinue in business and prosper should guard
well his credit and meet his bills promptly.
The credit man is, in his nature, friendly
to retailers. It is his supreme duty to con-
serve the interests of the firm's patrons,
just as much as it is to safeguard the wel-
fare of his employers.

Getting in the Money

"Here is an incident," said a Michigan
merchant, "which serves to illustrate how
really useful systems may be evolved by ac-
cident, provided the originator is keenly
alive to the possibilities of the situation.

"Jones had owed me an account of $io
for several months. He came under our
classification of slow pay, one of these fel-
lows whom you are quite sure will pay you
some time but mighty hard to induce to
settle within a reasonable time limit.

"He lived several miles out and it was
impossible to get a personal talk with him
without taking an expensive drive, which
the account did not warrant. One day I
was amazed to see him walk into my office.
It was evident at once that something had
angered him.
" 'Look here,' he said, 'I don't owe you

no $20. I just received a statement from
you for that amount and I know its too
much by half.'

"One glance at the statement which he
laid on the desk before me showed that the
bookkeeper who sends out the monthly
statements had made the mistake. It took
but a moment to show Jones that the error
was unintentional and then I proceeded in
the suavest manner possible to ask him
when he could pay the actual amount of the
account. The upshot of the whole matter
was that when Jones left the office he car-
ried with him the offending statement duly
endorsed with our 'paid' stamp.

"The bookkeeper's error had saved an
expensive drive and given the opportunity
for personal contact which resulted in mak-
ing the collection.—System.

Satisfied Customers

Satisfied customers—this is the re-
tailer's anchor, the foundation of his busi-
ness and better advertising than all his
money can buy. If he is anxious to draw
new trade to his store he is even more
anxious to bold his old patronage. Just so
long as he continues to give value received
and his best store service, he is reasonably
sure of holding part of his old patronage.

But then new stores are springing up.
New blood makes strenuous competition.
He finds that he must give more than goods,
satisfaction and .service. He finds he must
adopt means of keeping in touch with his
customers—cementing their loyalty. One
of the best methods of accomplishing this
he has found to be the use of letters—per-
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sonal messages to the individual from the
house, the proprietor and the clerk.

The mailing list of customers is one of
the most valuable assets a retail house can
have. The retailer in sending letters to
these persons is assured of a hearing and
results, for his customers are his friends.
They know what he has to offer and have
confidence in him. Therefore the retailer
getting up any kind of a sales letter cam-
paign should aim to reach his customers
first, his prospective customers second.

Letters that hold trade are usually let-
ters announcing special and seasonable
sales, letters of acknowledgment, letters
containing "store news" and letters to fit
such special occasions as may come up in
the ordinary retailing business. The effi-
ciency of these letters has been proved over
and over again. The young married couple
who have purchased a housekeeping outfit
from the local furniture store are going to
be very favorably impressed when they re-
ceive a signed letter from the president of
the store, thanking them for their purchase,
offering and reminding them that if the
goods do not prove satisfactory in every
way they are to seek satisfaction personally
from the proprietor.—System.

Pointed Paragraphs

If a merchant only knew how plainly
his character and methods are written on
the manners of his clerks, he would take
mighty good care to be polite to them.

The man who does not get outside his
business every night and take a look at it
is risking about as much as he would if lie
never balanced his books.

Business is the romance of this country
and this age ; and when you come to think
of it, a romance which opens waste lands,
employs armies of men, makes food, clothes
and medicine out of rubbish, and accom-
plishes the impossible every year in a new
way, is about as romantic as the Arabian
Nights.

There are times when old traditions
are money in one's till, and there are times
when they are not ; the wise business man
is he who knows a genuine antique when he
sees it.

If any way could be discovered to make
two and two amount to five the inventor
would be a millionaire ; and that is measur-
ably what happens when a new short cut to
business methods is evolved. When four
hours do the work of five the world is better
off.

Every human being has a maximum
capacity for work if managed right, but the
man who does the managing ought to be
the one to do the worrying about his
methods.

There is always room at the top, but it
is not always wise to choose a ladder where
somebody is sitting on every round.

It is surprising how sensible we all
think people are when they agree with us.

There is nothing so good for the imag-
ination as experiment—and sometimes it
turns imagination into wisdom.

The Bookkeeper.

Five Million Women
have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Home Journal,
Good Housekeeping, etc., and will continue to see them right along.

GOVERNMENT GLASS
Design of service recently made for the

White House

Annex this valuable publicity to your business
by stocking Hawkes Cut Glass. This will
focus attention on you, draw to your store the people
who can afford superior articles, and greatly increase
your trade in every department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass is evident to
the discriminating buyer. It is cut from the solid
blank—not pressed or figured.

The figured blank is a pressed blank, that is, the
pattern is pressed into the glass and then smoothed
and polished over. It is easily detected by passing
the fingers over the inside of the article, which is
slightly raised wherever the pattern is deepest.

Hawkes Cut
is genuine cut glass, absolutely flawless. It has
a brilliant lustre equaled only by that of the
diamond and is as clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus insuring
a uniform color. This gives us a distinct
advantage over the great majority of our com-
petitors who have to buy their blanks from
promiscuous sources.

Glass
Pressed or figured blanks are sold to cut-price
department stores. Jewelers who handle such
goods have to meet this competition, and, at the
same time, cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is not sold to department
stores; only to the legitimate jeweler. Hawkes
dealers are therefore protected from price-cutting
and are able to satisfy those critical buyers who
want the best and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut
glass business slip by? Please write us for further information.

This
rrade-mark
cut on
every
piece

T. G. HAWKES & CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

Grand Prize Paris Exposition
DORRANCE-BATTIN CO.; Chronicle Bldg.; San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
genuine
without

this
trade-mark
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Two New and
terns in Sterling

Known

Distinctive Pat-
Toiletware of
Quality

WALLACE

STERLING STERLING

No. 8300
Louis XV

No. 6800
Martha Washington

T
HE engine-turned and

hand-engraved effects

  both represent our

master craftsmen's skill in the
improvement and perfection of
the popular thin-edged style.

The delicate execution of

those two most improved

models is evidence of the char-
acteristic WALLACE individ-
uality and superiority. Both
are made in complete Toilet
and Manicure Sets, finished
bright.

They bear the WALLACE

trade-mark, which means so

much on sterling—

1. more than that.

I T means -i9024- fineness— and
It means exclusiveness of

obtained.
It 

cannot be otherwise

It means mounts of substantial
and practical weights.

It means Bristles of the very
best imported Russian Boar.

It means Manicure parts of the
highest grade.

Both sets are completed and
now ready for delivery.

Our new 150 page catalogue of
Sterling Silver Hollowware, Toilet-
ware and Flatware—showing four
Other new patterns in Sterling
Toiletware, is now nearly ready for
distribution to the jewelry trade.,

Catalogue will be sent you
express prepaid, upon request.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co.
BOX

WALLINGFORD, ICONNECTICUT

11 West 32nd Street, New York 85 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.
131-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 25 Chestnut Street,Philadelphia,Pa.

63 Basinghall Street, ILondon, E. C.

1226. 
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Coffee Percolators
Tea Ball Tea Pots
Alcohol Gas Stoves
Chafing, Casserole
and Baking Dishes
Tea and Coffee Pots
Hotel Ware, Etc.

Inning-

owman

Coffee Percolators
When started with Cold Water will make
coffee ready to serve in about the same
time it takes to make it in ordinary styles
when starting with hot water.

Catalogue 56K--- on application
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economical and absolutely safe.Gas Stove It is noiseless,

ITH your fail stock of Mount
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Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Automatic
Holder very extensively in the large
Magazines of general circulation and
they have become so well-known to
the general public that they are
staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local Papers.
Send for Them.

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

78 Years' Experience

which goes into every Thimble
which we make, you will see to it
that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM &McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

Photograph Book of Our Complete Line
sent to the Trade on application

Get The Pairpoint Quality Craze
and

Consider the Commercial Value
of our

Artistic Electric and Gas Portables
in old brass and Antique finish,with
Dainty Hand-Painted Shades of
Exclusive designs.

The Pairpoint Corporation
ORIGINATORS OF  Factories and Main Offices

Pairpoint Cut Glass NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
and

Pairpoint Silver Plate
  BRANCHES 
New York - - 38 Murray Street
Montreal - Clristine Bldg., St. Nicholas St., west
San Francisco - - 717 Market Street

•

FINISHED IN BRIGHT N?1 .toeffearz r A}7° ye/ware"OR FRENCH GRAY N? 2
WHICH IS ONLY ANOTHER NAME FOR

Mr-ROGERS*
ease,

JVADEExcLusnizzYBY.

WALLINGFORD, CONN., U.S.A.

NEW Yaw
40 IP,' 9-19

MAIDEN LANE

CHICAGO •
195 STATE ST

SANER/INC/SC°
A.I. HALL &50N.1NC.

150 POST ST.

TABLE SPOON MEDIUM FORK DESSERT SPOON TEA SPOON

/4L— YOU CAN USE A QUANTITY OP VERY ATTRACTIVE BOOICZETS WITH YOUR NAME PRINTED THEREON
ADVERTIS/NG- THE CONCORD, WE WILL BE PLEASED TO SENO YOU SOME WITHOUT CHARGE.
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HE vacation season is over and thousands are coming back to the cities inter-
ested in all that is new and attractive. Jewelers should be ready with a display
of watches and jewelry that will result in enquiries and purchases.
Our lines are replete with such goods "Sellers" innumerable. If you have notalready seen same wait for our representatives. We strongly advise purchasing ofthem at this time as it will pay you. Farming and manufacturing industries are ingood shape and all indications point to a prosperous harvest and Fall, of which thejewelers should have the full benefit.

HENRY FREUND & BRO. e7,1SNe lalsesras tS.:N1lEewr s  RK 

ELK an EAGLE GOODS
A SPECIALTY Our Trade-Mark "The Rose" stands for Quality and Excellence

5. (3 letters) 5.(2 letters)

Relscript
"Made While You Wait"

Monogram
Fobs

are rapidly becoming one of the neces-
sary lines of the progressive jeweler.

Instantaneously your customer is
shown his monogram beautifully exe-
cuted.

The BELSCR1PT SYSTEM passed
the experimental stage long ago ; it is a
tried and approved success.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM is as
great an advance over the old way of
making monograms as the railroad is
over the stage coach.

We help you sell Belscripts—exhib-
ited on black velvet display pad as here
illustrated. Attractive show window
cards furnished with each outfit.

Write for sample and illus-
trated descriptive price list.

JOSEPH L. HERZOG & CO., MAKERS OF L K RINGS, 45-51 Rose St., NewYork.S,„eed (Cor. Duane)

September, 1910 T H E

Road Etiquette

" Would that we could see ourselves as others see as."

Should you discover the presence of a
friend before he sees you, go up behind
him, slap him a hard biff on the back, knock
the breath out of him and say, "Hello, Bill."
He may think for an instant he has been
struck with a pile driver, but will take no
offense, and no doubt will enjoy the joke
very much.

Should your friend be Seated in a train
or hotel lobby, smash his hat down over
his ears as you pass him and try to break
it in two or three places, even though it is
new and probably did not cost more than $5.
Another good stunt is to knock the ashes
off the cigar you are smoking all over his
clothes. He has just paid $3 to have them
cleaned, but can have it done again for the
same price, even though he may have to
stay in bed while it is being done.

Should you be a man of iron muscle
and have occasion to shake hands with your
friend, be sure and squeeze his hand as hard
as you can, especially if he has a ring on
that hand. Shatter the bones, if possible, so
he will not forget you for quite a while. He
will take this in the spirit intended and
greatly enjoy the humor of your effort.
Should you feel particularly friendly toward
him, call a few dirty names, in a per-
sonal way, of course, just to show your
affection, even though these names reflect
upon his dear old mother whom he would
defend with his life, as no one but a real
grouch would take offense at this from you,
you know.

Your friend may have a nice cigar in
his pocket which he intended to smdke after
dinner, but if you examine his pockets
closely and find it, why, appropriate and
enjoy it yourself, for he would have offered
it to you anyway had he known you smoked.
If he has no cigar, ask him to buy a drink,
for he has been waiting for an opportunity
to do this for some time.

Should you happen to be stalling
around a saloon, or happen in there when a
friend enters to buy a drink for a customer,
be sure to make your presence known, and
if convenient, introduce several other
fellows, for your friend would rather buy
a lot of drinks than two. Should you invite
a friend in to treat him, don't let him go,
even though you have to tear his clothes to
hold him, until he has returned the compli-
ment and bought one for you, as the bar
needs the money, and the bluff he puts up
about being in a hurry to attend to some
important business is faked for the occasion.

Should you have any stale jokes in
mind, be sure to spring them on your friend,
for he has lots of time to listen and is not
bored, even though he looks the part, and
he may laugh his head off. Or you might
read a few card or typewritten stories to
him. No doubt he has heard them before,
but can stand for it again,

AlWays try to have some lottery or
raffle or game of chance scheme on hand,
so you can sell your friends, especially your
traveling men friends, some tickets or
chances, as they do not know the value of
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money—in fact, don't need it anyway, and
would much rather spend it this way than
to be bothered in carrying it around.

Should you be a committee to raise
funds for a church, church fair, baseball
club, fireman's dance, or any other project
your own community should take care of,
get busy with the traveling men, for they
are easy marks and like to donate for such
causes. You can land them on the trains,
at the hotel, or on the street, but if you want
to make a sure killing supply your local
merchants with plenty of tickets, for no
traveling man will refuse to buy of the
merchant, even though he can ill afford the
outlay. Never let a good and worthy cause
suffer for the want of a little money while
there are guilelegs traveling men going up
and down the pike.

If you are selling goods on the road,
tell everybody that you are overselling the
output of your house and only working half
the time. Your competitors will be proud
of your success and wish they were in your
class.

Tell your troubles to your friends, for
they have none of their own and will be
delighted to hear of yours. You can also
make a hit by relating your conquests
among the ladies to your friends, and
should you embellish these stories with some
exaggerations they will be all the more
interesting.

When riding on a train try to hold
down a double seat if possible, even though
the train is crowded, .for most people,
especially old people, much prefer to stand.

Skould you have occasion to ride from
the depot to the hotel, always try to get in
the bus first and take a permanent position
near the door with your grips piled around
you so others will have to climb over you
and the grips to get in. If you hold this
position you can get out first at the hotel
and secure the best room.

If you are afflicted with catarrh, throat
or lung trouble, cough, gag and spit as
much as you can in the presence of. your
friends, for you cannot turn their stomachs
if you try ever so hard.

When eating your meals make as much
noise as possible in masticating your food;
use your napkin for a handkerchief, mani-
cure your finger nails, eat with your knife
if you wish, turn your tea or coffee into your
saucer and put your front feet in it also,
if you want to, for all these things con-
tribute to the enjoyment of others at the
same table and will be highly appreciated by
them. You may also call the waitress
"Sister," and roast her to a brown turn
for things you do not like around the hotel.
She can correct these evils and will probably
do so before you come again.

Should you happen to be the buyer in
any establishment you can show your
good breeding, business courtesy and appre-
ciation of the old saw, "Time is money,"
by stalling around in your store doing un-
necessary things while a poor devil of a
traveling man is waiting to talk with you
a minute to see if you are interested in his
line. It makes no difference to him if he
should miss his train and lose a day or two,
for possibly he would rather loaf than to be
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on his way selling goods to others who
would give him more prompt attention. Or
should you condescend to wait upon him
promptly why take up as much, time as
possible roasting the sucker about some
grievance you have against his house, in-
stead of settling it by correspondence, as
you probably could in a short time. Treat-
ment of this kind will completely humiliate
him and make him particularly anxious to
give you the benefit of any especially good
bargains he may have.

Should you be the "Colonel" of the
hotel, or the clerk with a big foney diamond
make your guests feel comfortable and at
home by greeting them with a stony stare,
allowing them to carry their own grips in
and out of the hotel ; freeze them on cold
and disagreeable days so they will have to
wear their top coats and exercise to keep
warm. They will be particular to speak a
good word for your place to others should
opportunity occur.

Should you be the agent, clerk or
operator at the depot, cultivate as much, as
possible that air of arrogance and don't-
give-a-dam for others, so you will impress
the traveling public with your importance.
Avoid giving the right information about
delayed trains, so people will have to stick
around the depot and wait in suspense for
an hour or two when they might be attend-
ing to some important business matter, or
eating their meals. You can also add much
to your dignity by perpetrating funny jokes
about the train being on the track, or be-
hind the engine, etc., when impatient
patrons inquire where it is. Your promo-
tion is assured if you make yourself suffi-
ciently disagreeable, for no doubt the com-
pany is looking for the chance to boost pin-
heads of that caliber.—W. T. Orcutt, in the
Sample Case.

Cultivate Your Clerks

"We all of us know the advisability of
cultivating the good-will of the customer,"
said a retailer recently, "but there are some
of us who may forget that it is just as
important to cultivate the good-will of our
clerks and salespeople. Even if we may not
be inclined to take the trouble for its own
sake, 'there's a reason,' as the advertising
men have it, that is to be found in hard
dollars and cents.

"The man who really likes his job and
his boss will make more money for the lat-
ter and be glad to do it than the man who
has no incentive for his work but the weekly
pay envelope. It seems scarcely necessary
to say this, the thing is so plain, but for all
that there are not a few of us who seem to
feel that because certain people are com-
pelled by force of circumstances to put up
with our bad tempers and our irritability,
they can be exposed to it with impunity.

"Never was there a greater mistake.
To be sure there are people who have to be
driven right along if they are to do their
work at all, but these are not the sort of
employees who are best anyway, and the
man who is really worth while is much
more likely to carry out the spirit of a sug-
gestion than he is a direct order."—Boot
and Shoe Recorder.
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HE vacation season is over and thousands are coming back to the cities inter-
ested in all that is new and attractive. Jewelers should be ready with a display
of watches and jewelry that will result in enquiries and purchases.
Our lines are replete with such goods "Sellers" innumerable. If you have notalready seen same wait for our representatives. We strongly advise purchasing ofthem at this time as it will pay you. Farming and manufacturing industries are ingood shape and all indications point to a prosperous harvest and Fall, of which the

jewelers should have the full benefit.
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HENRY FREUND C/ BRO. 1SNe lal sesras ueS t S. , eNi lEeWr s YORK
ELK an EAGLE GOODS

A SPECIALTY Our Trade-Mark "The Rose" stands for Quality and Excellence

Made in a Minute

3. 6. (2 letters) 5.(3 letters) 5.(2 letters) 6. (3 letters)

Itelscript
"Made While You Wait"

Monogram.
Fobs

are rapidly becoming one of the neces-
sary lines of the progressive jeweler.

Instantaneously your customer is
shown his monogram beautifully exe-
cuted.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM passed
the experimental stage long ago ; it is a
tried and approved success.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM is as
great an advance over the old way of
making monograms as the railroad is
over the stage coach.

We help you sell Belscripts—exhib-
ited on black velvet display pad as here
illustrated. Attractive show window
cards furnished with each outfit.

Write for sample and illus-
trated descriptive price list.

JOSEPH L. HERZOG & CO., MAKERS OF L K RINGS, 45-51 Rose St., NewYork
(Con Duane)

September, 1910 T H E

Road Etiquette

" Would that we could see ourselves as others see us."

Should you discover the presence of a
friend before he sees you, go up behind
him, slap him a hard biff on the back, knock
the breath out of him and say, "Hello, Bill."
He may think for an instant he has been
struck with a pile driver, but will take no
offense, and no doubt will enjoy the joke
very much.

Should your friend be 'seated in a train
or hotel lobby, smash his hat down over
his ears as you pass him and try to break
it in two or three places, even though it is
new and probably did not cost more than $5.
Another good stunt is to knock the ashes
off the cigar you are smoking all over his
clothes. He has just paid $3 to have them
cleaned, but can have it done again for the
same price, even though he may have to
stay in bed while it is being done.

Should you be a man of iron muscle
and have occasion to shake hands with your
friend, be sure and squeeze his hand as hard
as you can, especially if he has a ring on
that hand. Shatter the bones, if possible, so
he will not forget you for quite a while. He
will take this in the spirit intended and
greatly enjoy the humor of your effort.
Should you feel particularly friendly toward
him, call a few dirty names, in a per-
sonal way, of course, just to show your
affection, even though these names reflect
upon his dear old mother whom he would
defend with his life, as no one but a real
grouch would take offense at this from you,
you know.

Your friend may have a nice cigar in
his pocket which he intended to smdke after
dinner, but if you examine his pockets
closely and find it, why, appropriate and
enjoy it yourself, for he would have offered
it to you anyway had he known you smoked.
If he has no cigar, ask him to buy a drink,
for he has been waiting for an opportunity
to do this for some time.

Should you happen to be stalling
around a saloon, or happen in there when a
friend enters to buy a drink for a customer,
be sure to make your presence known, and
if convenient, introduce several other
fellows, for your friend would rather buy
a lot of drinks than two. Should you invite
a friend in to treat him, don't let him go,
even though you have to tear his clothes to
hold him, until he has returned the compli-
ment and bought one for you, as the bar
needs the money, and the bluff he puts up
about being in a hurry to attend to some
important business is faked for the occasion.

Should you have any stale jokes in
mind, be sure to spring them on your friend,
for he has lots of time to listen and is not
bored, even though he looks the part, and
he may laugh his head off. Or you might
read a few card or typewritten stories to
him. No doubt he has heard them before,
but can stand for it again,

Always try to have some lottery or
raffle or game of chance scheme on hand,
so you can sell your friends, especially your
traveling men friends, some tickets or
chances, as they do not know the value of
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money—in fact, don't need it anyway, and
would much rather spend it this way than
to be bothered in carrying it around.

Should you be a committee to raise
funds for a church, church fair, baseball
club, fireman's dance, or any other project
your own community should take care of,
get busy with the traveling men, for they
are easy marks and like to donate for such
causes. You can land them on the trains,
at the hotel, or on the street, but if you want
to make a sure killing supply your local
merchants with plenty of tickets, for no
traveling man will refuse to buy of the
merchant, even though he can ill afford the
outlay. Never let a good and worthy cause
suffer for the want of a little money while
there are guileleSs traveling men going up
and down the pike.

If you are selling goods on the road,
tell everybody that you are overselling the
output of your house and only working half
the time. Your competitors will be proud
of your success and wish they were in your
class.

Tell your troubles to your friends, for
they have none of their own and will be
delighted to hear of yours. You can also
make a hit by relating your conquests
among the ladies to your friends, and
should you embellish these stories with some
exaggerations they will be all the more
interesting.

When riding on a train try to hold
down a double seat if possible, even though
the train is crowded, .for most people,
especially old people, much prefer to stand.

Skould you have occasion to ride from
the depot to the hotel, always try to get in
the bus first and take a permanent position
near the door with your grips piled around
you so others will have to climb over you
and the grips to get in. If you hold this
position you can get out first at the hotel
and secure the best room.

If you are afflicted with catarrh, throat
or lung trouble, cough, gag and spit as
much as you can in the presence of, your
friends, for you cannot turn their stomachs
if you try ever so hard.

When eating your meals make as much
noise as possible in masticating your food;
use your napkin for a handkerchief, mani-
cure your finger nails, eat with your knife
if you wish, turn your tea or coffee into your
saucer and put your front feet in it also,
if you want to, for all these things con-
tribute to the enjoyment of others at the
same table and will be highly appreciated by
them. You may also call the waitress
"Sister," and roast her to a brown turn
for things you do not like around the hotel.
She can correct these evils and will probably
do so before you come again.

Should you happen to be the buyer in
any establishment you can . show your
good breeding, business courtesy and appre-
ciation of the old saw, "Time is money,"
by stalling around in your store doing un-
necessary things while a poor devil of a
traveling man is waiting to talk with you
a minute to see if you are interested in his
line. It makes no difference to him if he
should miss his train and lose a day or two,
for possibly he would rather loaf than to be

on his way selling goods to others who
would give him more prompt attention. Or
should you condescend to wait upon him
promptly why take up as much time as
possible roasting the sucker about some
grievance you have against his house, in-
stead of settling it by correspondence, as
you probably could in a short time. Treat-
ment of this kind will completely humiliate
him and make him particularly anxious to
give you the benefit of any especially good
bargains he may have.

Should you be the "Colonel" of the
hotel, or the clerk with a big foney diamond
make your guests feel comfortable and at
home by greeting them with a stony stare,
allowing them to carry their own grips in
and out of the hotel ; freeze them on cold
and disagreeable days so they will have to
wear their top coats and exercise to keep
warm. They will be particular to speak a
good word for your place to others should
opportunity occur.

Should you be the agent, • clerk or
operator at the depot, cultivate as much. as
possible that air of arrogance and don't-
give-a-dam for others, so you will impress
the traveling public with your importance.
Avoid giving the right information about
delayed trains, so people will have to stick
around the depot and wait in suspense for
an hour or two when they might be attend-
ing to some important business matter, or
eating their meals. You can also add much
to your dignity by perpetrating funny jokes
about the train being on the track, or be-
hind the engine, etc., when impatient
patrons inquire where it is. Your promo-
tion is assured if you make yourself suffi-
ciently disagreeable, for no doubt the corn-
pany is looking for the chance to boost pin-
heads of that caliber.—W. T. Orcutt, in the
Sample Case.

Cultivate Your Clerks

"We all of us know the advisability of
cultivating the good-will of the customer,"
said a retailer recently, "but there are some
of us who may forget that it is just as
important to cultivate the good-will of our
clerks and salespeople. Even if we may not
be inclined to take the trouble for its own
sake, 'there's a reason,' as the advertising
men have it, that is to be found in hard
dollars and cents.

"The man who really likes his job and
his boss will make more money for the lat-
ter and be glad to do it than the man who
has no incentive for his work but the weekly
pay envelope. It seems scarcely necessary
to say this, the thing is so plain, but for all
that there are not a few of us who seem to
feel that because certain people are 'com-
pelled by force of circumstances to put up
with our bad tempers and our irritability,
they can be exposed to it with impunity.

"Never was there a greater mistake.
To be sure there are people who have to be
driven right along if they are to do their
work at all, but these are not the sort of
employees who are best anyway, and the
man who is really worth while is much
more likely to carry out the spirit of a sug-
gestion than he is a direct order."—Boot
and Shoe Recorder.
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RIGHT IN METAL SHAPE AND PRICE
The unequalled merit of our Plain Gold Rings makes them a safe and profitable purchase. The qualitynever varies. When you buy from us, you can depend upon getting only the finest rings—always. Wealone make rings by a process that insures maximum density of grain and durability of finish.

TRY OUR RINGS
5 SHAPES — 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K. CASK FOR CATALOGUE OF FANCY RINGS.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING MAKERS

MARK

2 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK

The Japanese Cultured Pearl
will help sell your ring, your brooch or scarf pin.
Its effect is beautiful. Just tell the buyer exactly what
this pearl is. Our folder will give you a correct idea
and our guarantee will back your statement.
We are the exclusive agents for the Japanese pro-
ducers in this country and carry nothing but the
choicest grade.
There is no difficulty experienced in drilling or set-
ting our pearls, but if by chance a pearl should break,
!fit is ours, you get a new one in exchange.
Buy your Japanese Pearls guaranteed.

SOLD THRU JOBBERS ONLY

Ramp orters of
Preciokuis sinks. limitation Stones

68 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK
PARIS PROVIDENCE IDAR39 Rue de Chateaudun 212 Union Street 14 Hauptstrasse Send for copy of the "Scientific American"

article on the Synthetic Sapphire.

September, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

NEW YORK OFFICE OF THE KEYSTONE

Boom 1102 JEWELERS' BUILDING, 9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK, August 29, 1910.

A salutary lesson has been taught those
manufacturers who make a practice of stamping
fraudulently their product of gold and silver
goods, by the conviction, last month, of two mem-
bers of the trade in the Court of Special Sessions
—one for manufacturing and the other for selling
fraudulently stamped goods. The case has much
more than local interest, as it means the begin-
ning of a campaign against this widely practiced
fraud. The bracelets purchased and used in the
prosecution were all stamped 14 K., whereas an
assay proved that the actual quality varied be-
tween 6 and II karats. The prosecution was in
charge of Assistant District Attorney Stryker,
who acted in conjunction with counsel for the
Stamping Law Committee. As not only the
trade, but the city authorities are now alive to
the fraudulent practice, it is expected that other
prosecutions will be instituted.

The crusade against the false
To Suppress stamping of gold and silver
False Stamping goods has been materially

strengthened by the support of
the city Department of Weights and Measures.
Commissioner Driscoll, of this department, has
announced that he is going to put his inspectors
on the trail of the offending jewelers. "It has
been my custom in matters of this kind," Mr.
Driscoll said, "to arrange for public hearings be-
fore acting, but this fraudulent marking of gold
and silver goods is so openly practiced and so
generally known throughout the trade that I will
not wait for any conferences with representatives
of the trade. The inspectors of the department
will be put to work immediately to ferret out the
cheats and to bring them into the courts."

Mr. Driscoll said that his inspectors had al-
ready bought articles which were stamped 18
karat gold, but which on being assayed were
found to be as low as 12. Similarly in articles
which were stamped "sterling silver" the silver
was merely a thin plating.

He said that he had the assurance of the
District Attorney's office that he would have
every help that that department could give in
sending to prison jewelers making use of false
marks.

Two retail jewelers were ar-
More Arrests rested last month on a charge

of selling articles stamped with
a false karat mark. They were Isidor Koppel-
man, of to6 Delancey Street, and Harris
Sokolowsky, of iso Norfolk Street. The com-
plainants were Fannie Kleban and her husband,
Boris, of 1721 Bathgate Avenue, The Bronx.
Mrs. Kleban's birthday was on July 22d last and
her husband had promised her an $8 gold brace-
let, but there was a misunderstanding as to who
should buy it and on July 21st each set out for a
different store to buy the bracelet. The husband
went to Koppelman's and bought a bracelet for

$7.83 ; the wife gave Sokolowsky $8.19 for a
bracelet. Her receipt read 14 karats, as did her
husband's. One of the bracelets was broken
while Mrs. Kleban was trying it on. Kleban had
been a jeweler in Europe and what he saw took
him to the United States assay office. He left
both bracelets there to be tested. The result, ac-
cording to Assayer Frederic Atwood, was that
one bracelet was 7.896 karats fine and the other
9.708. Magistrate Kernochan held Koppelman in
$500 bail and adjourned Sokolowsky's case until
August 30th.

As intimated above the Good and Welfare
Committee of the New York Wholesale Jewelers'
Association are getting after some manufacturers
of solid gold goods who have been guilty of
fraudulently stamping their goods. So far they
have successfully prosecuted one case. They
are also working toward securing several free
scholarships in jewelry designing at Pratt Insti-
tute in Brooklyn and expect to be able to dis-
tribute them by the time the fall term opens.
This committee has been doing some good work
during the short time that it has been in existence
and is always glad to receive suggestions from
any one in the trade that will tend toward the
good of the trade in general. The motive of this
committee is exactly what its name suggests—for
the "good and welfare" of the jewelry trade in
general. Louis Cohn, of Henry Fruend & Bros.,
71 Nassau Street, is chairman.

The employees of Whiteside
Newark Jewelers & Blank, Newark, N. J., were
Enjoy Outing given a rare treat Saturday,

August 20th, by their firm in
the form of an outing. Forty-five men attended,
leaving the factory, corner Liberty and Lafayette
Streets, at 8 A. M. in automobiles. They were
driven to Smiths' Fishing Grounds at Swinfield,
N. J., where a varied and interesting programme
awaited them. After refreshments were served
the morning was given up to fishing, boating and
athletic sports, twenty prizes being awarded to
the winners. Dinner was served at 2 o'clock and
under the direction of expert chefs, proved a
great success. The afternoon wa's devoted to
baseball, fishing and pinochle, luncheon being
served at intervals and music being rendered
all day. At 8 P. M. automobiles arrived and the
party were driven home, tired but happy. The
committee in charge consisted of H. Austermann,
F. Gesell and C. H. Wiesepape, chairman. A
feature of the day was the presentation of a
sterling silver smoking set to Mr. Blank, who
is very popular with the men. The presentation
speech was made by the chairman of the com-
mittee and was responded to in fitting terms by
Mr. Blank.

Secretary MacVeigh, of the Treasury De-
partment, has settled a troublesome customs diffi-
culty by giving orders that jewelry taken abroad
and there altered or repaired can be brought
back by paying duty only on the repairs or al-
terations. His letter to Collector Loeb says:

"Par. 7o9 of the existing tariff act provides
in part that: 'In case of residents of the United
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States returning from abroad, all wearing apparel
and other personal effects taken by them out of
the United States to foreign countries shall be
admitted free of duty without regard to their
value upon their identity being established, under
appropriate rules and regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury.

"The only condition of limitation placed by
the statute cited upon the free entry of such
wearing apparel or other personal effects is that
its identity shall be established. Upon the identity
of wearing apparel and other, personal effects
which have been altered or repaired abroad, being
established to the satisfaction of the collector or
his representative on the pier as articles taken
abroad as baggage by residents of the United
States, duties shall be assessed upon the value of
such repairs or alterations only, upon the produc-
tion of satisfactory evidence of the character
thereof.

"Such articles, with the cost of repairs or
alterations must be specifically mentioned in the
passenger's declaration and persons having bills
for the cost of such repairs or alterations will be
required to produce same."

The firm of Robbins & Appleton, for fifty
years the general selling agents of the Waltham
Watch Co., having retired from business, the
product will be marketed directly by the company,
the active management of which will remain in
the hands of its president, E. C. Fitch. There
are to be no changes in the general policies and
methods for marketing Waltham watches. The
list of customers, restrictions and rules for the
proper marketing of their product remain un-
altered.

The firm of Jacob Strauss & Sons, importers
of diamonds, are discontinuing business. The
business was established by Jacob Strauss in 187o,
and the sons, Walter S. Strauss and Edwin S.
Strauss, became members of the firm nearly
twenty years ago. Walter S. Strauss will make
his farewell trip shortly through the West to
close out the balance of the stock. They have
recently gone extensively into the real estate busi-
ness.

Eleven uncut diamonds, valued at $2000,
which she was carrying in a handbag, were miss-
ing after Tinnie Bonner, of No. 38 West ix6th
Street, fell fainting in Forty-second Street, near
Fifth Avenue. As the young woman fell the bag
slipped from her hand and a crowd gathered
around her. She was taken unconscious to
Flower Hospital and on reviving there asked for
her handbag, which a woman in the crowd had
given to a policeman. On examining the bag
Miss Bonner found the diamonds were missing.
The young woman is with the jewelry firm of
Bonner & Altman of No. 49 Maiden Lane. She
was seized with an attack of illness when carry-
ing the diamonds to a certain firm for inspection.
She became unconscious and fell to the pavement.
There she was found by Patrolman Thomas
Brady, of Traffic Squad C. She was surrounded
by a crowd of men and women, several of whom
were trying to revive her. Not until after her
return to consciousness was there a suspicion that
she was carrying precious stones. When she
regained her senses in the hospital and called
for her diamonds there was much excitement.
The story told by Miss Bonner is that she started
from her Maiden Lane office about 3 o'clock in
the afternoon, taking the uncut diamonds in the
handbag. She intended to go directly to a jewelry
firm near Thirty-ninth Street and Fifth Avenue
to show the gems, as there was the possibility of
a sale. She remembers taking a subway train to
the Grand Central Station, where she got out and
started to walk through Forty-second Street. She
also remembers asking a woman to direct her to
Fifth Avenue. Then she was seized with a sud-
den faintness, she says. She believes a second
woman caught hold of her as she began to lose
consciousness. Before leaving her office Miss
Bonner had placed the eleven uncut diamonds
in a small yellow envelope and slipped the en-
velope into her handbag. Her first thought was
for her gems after she came to in the hospital.
Her two side combs and a belt she had been wear-
ing were found in the bag.

(Continued on page 1421)
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LATEST NOVELTY!

RADIUM
CLOCKS

No. 6162. FIRE FLY
ONE-DAY ALARM ALSO

No. 6162. ONE-DAY TIME
Fine Mat Finish, Gilt Case

Height, 4 inches. Dial, 2 inches

•

•

Dial as it Appears at Night

Radium Dials
These watches are furnished with a
special dial, on which a dot of radium
compound isplaced above eachnumeral.
The hands are also covered with this
wonderful compound. This radium
compound is always plainly visible at
night and enables one to read the time
in absolute darkness. If the watch is
looked at on awakening in a dark
room, the location of the hands is
plainly indicated by the luminous dots,
and the time can be easily read.
In order to properly test these watches,
it is necessary to look at them in a
perfectly dark room ; semi-darkness
will not do; the EYE as well as the
watch should be in the dark.
All other luminous compounds cf
"Phosphor," etc., depend upon ex-
posure to daylight for their luminous
properties. Unlike all of these, this
RADIUM COMPOUND does not de-
pend upon daylight for its luminous
properties. It is guaranteed to last,
and is not affected by dampness or
other climatic changes.

.•=•■••■1111M■...

.These watches, besides being used
as an alarm in the morning, can
also be carried in the pocket and
set to a special time to remind
owner of any important engage-
ment.

ASK FOR.
CATALOGUE

No. 6623. FIRE FLY
EIGHT-DAY TIME

Fine Mat Finish, Gilt Case
Height, 3 inches. Dial, 2 inches

No. 6365-R. ALARM WATCH
Showing Watch Set up for

Night Use
Gun Metal Case

Fine White Enamel Dial, 134. inches

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
PARIS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

IMPORTERS OF CLOCKS 
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New York's new municipal
New York's building, now under construe-
Municipal tion, will be one of the most
Skyscraper remarkable structures of its

kind, containing many features
in both construction and architecture that dif-
ferentiate it from other public edifices in any
part of the world.

In the first place, its architecture is almost
monumental in design; so much so, in fact, that
when viewed from the east and at a distance it
will appear more like a colossal memorial pile
than like an office building. It is practically U-
shaped in plan, the hollow of the U forming a
court, open on one side. It is being erected near
the terminus of Brooklyn Bridge, on a large plot
of land lying betwee Park Row and Center Street.
The structure will have a frontage of 381 feet on
Center Street and a total depth of 17,3 feet. The
main portion will rise to a height of 337 feet
above the curbing and will have twenty-five
floors, while a tower, adding fifteen more floors,
thus making a total of forty floors, will give the
building a total height of 560 feet above street
level.

If the Robert Fulton Memorial
New York's Pro- Association can succeed in rais-
posed Watergate ing the $2,500,000 required,

New York will have, for the
reception of distinguished guests to that city
from abroad, a beautiful watergate which, at the
same time, will be a fitting memorial to the great
steamboat pioneer. The design which was
awarded the first prize by the memorial associa-
tion consists of a watergate 564 feet long, to be
erected on the Hudson River at Riverside drive
and to extend from 114th to f i6th Street. At
the top of the bank is an open peristyle, in the
center of which is shown the tomb of Robert
Fulton. A building at the left end of the peri-
style is for the reception of guests of the city
or nation, and a similar building at the right is
designated as a naval museum. A flight of 165
broad steps descend the distance of 90 feet from
the peristyle to the water. Two piers bearing
colonnades project out into the river 340 feet
and form a basin 250 by 350 feet. Large vessels
bearing guests will have to tie up outside or be
forced to anchor in midstream, while small craft
will carry the guests into the basin and up to
the landing at the foot of the stairs. The flat
roofs of the colonnades are laid out as prome-
nades and recreation areas. The intention is to
build the structure largely of steel and reinforced
concrete. Some parts are designed as a steel
skeleton with a facing of masonry. Nearly all
the money required for the project will have to
be raised by popular subscription.

A petition in bankruptcy was
Jewelry Firm in filed last month against L.
Bankruptcy Tannenbaum & Co., dealers in

diamonds and precious stones,
at 15 Maiden Lane, by Hays, Hershfield & Wolf,
attorneys for these creditors: Jac. Kryn &
Wauters, $5000; Columbian Emerald Company,
$5000, and E. A. Demonet, $3000. Judge Hough
appointed Lee Reichman receiver. Jac. Kryn &
Wauters are creditors for more than $25,000.
Liabilities are said to exceed $25o,000 and assets
are reported to be only $20,000. Henry H. Kauf-
man, one of the attorneys for creditors, stated
that a certified public accountant has made an ex-
amination of the books and reports that the cor-
poration is hopelessly insolvent.

The business was established in 1877 by Lipp-
man Tannenbaum, who incorporated it in 1896.
The corporation was dissolved in f9oo and Mr.
Tannenbaum continued the business as a firm un-
til the present company was incorporated in Aug-
ust, 1907, with capital stock, $25o,000. Lipmann
Tannenbaum, the president, has been interested
in several other corporations. He was treasurer
of the Kingsland Brick Company, of Kingsland,
N. J., which was put into bankruptcy in July,
1907, with liabilities of $101,000 and small assets,
and the largest creditor was Rachel Tannenbaum,
$84,000. He was president of the Himalaya Min-
ing Company, producers of tourmalines, turquoise,
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etc., with mines in California and Nevada, which
was organized in 1891 and capitalized at $1,000,000.

At the regular monthly meeting of the
board of directors of the Jewelers' Board of
Trade the following firms were unanimously
elected to membership in the board: C. Bruno &
Sons, New York City; Grey & Shiers, New.
York City; Nosher & GwYnne, Newark, N. J.;
Saffir & Blatt, New York City; Bloch Bros.,
Chicago, Ill.

After considerable delay, due to the archi-
tects, the Oneida Community, Ltd., have moved
into the handsome new offices in rooms 2005 to
2008 in the Silversmiths' Building, on Maiden
Lane. Located on the top floor of this, the tallest
building on the Lane, a fine view is had of the
East River and a great deal of New York's ship-
ping, across Long Island and almost as far as
Coney Island. The large main office is carpeted
with a green Wilton velvet carpet and the walls
are covered with a darker green burlap. Ranged
around the walls are display cases of an entirely
new design, made of dull finished mahogany, and
based on brand new ideas for the showing of
silver flatware. Instead of the conventional glass
show cases, these cases consist of innumerable
hallow drawers, each of which is lined with a
rich dark brown velvet. Each of these drawers
contains a sample display of either "Community"
or "Reliance" silver and ample room is given so
that the detail and beauty of each piece and de-
sign can be seen and appreciated almost at a
glance. The private room of Dr. Dunn, the ad-
vertising manager, is carpeted with a rich, warm
red carpet and in the center is a large flat top
desk, the top of which is composed of one large
single piece of beautifully grained mahogany. The
old offices at 395 Broadway have been given up.

Theodore Schisgall, 116-118 Chambers Street,
has just issued his I910-I91 I catalogue of im-
ported clocks and opera glasses. It has a very
handsome embossed cover and contains seventy-
eight pages of half-tone cuts and descriptive
reading matter together with prices. It is in-
tended for general distribution among the retail
trade and a copy will be sent on request.

Paul Bass, a peddler of jewelry, who arrived
in the steerage of the American liner Philadel-
phia last month was suspected of bringing in
things that ought to pay duty. Acting Deputy
Surveyor Norwood took from him two packages
containing diamonds, set and unset, and other
precious stones, also settings from which dia-
monds apparently had been taken. He admitted
to Special Deputy Surveyor George J. Smyth
that he had bought the jewelry in Europe and
showed consular invoices for about two-thirds of
it. He said he had paid $4000 for the lot. As
steerage passengers are not required to make any
declarations there was no way of telling what
dutiable stuff Bass had except by asking him.
The impression of the customs men first was that
Bass was bringing in the stuff for others. Later
they decided that he was doing it for himself.
The appraiser will determine the dutiable value
of the jewelry and Collector Loeb will decide
what to demand of Bass. As an American citizen
Bass had the privilege of leaving the pier im-
mediately after landing. The customs authorities
are considering advocating a rule requiring all
citizens who arrive in the steerage to make
declarations.

A decision has just been rendered in the
Appellate Division of the New York Supreme
Court on a question involving accrued interest on
a demand note. The note was dated in 1898 and
no mention as to interest was made therein. Al-
though payment of the note was not demanded
until ten years after its date, the payee demanded
interest from its date and the lower court sus-
tained him. The Appellate Division, however,
declares that "in such case interest is recoverable
only by way of damages after the maker is in
default on failure to pay on demand," and, there-
fore, reduced the lower court's verdict, awarding
interest from the date of demand only, instead
of from the date of the note. Whether this de-
cision will be sustained, in case of appeal, remains
to be jesweeel.lt

s and laces worth $115,000 are declared
by customs officers to have been seized from Mrs.
I. Reynolds Adriance and her daughter, Marion,
when they landed from the steamship Baltic last
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month. Among the jewels seized was a $7500
pearl necklace which was found concealed in Mrs.
Adriance's hat brim.

Mrs. Adriance, who is a society leader in
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., was taken before United
States Commissioner Alexander, where she was
charged with attempting to smuggle into this
country a pearl necklace, lace mantle and gold
purse, of a total value of $8000. She waived ex-
amination and was released in $7500 bail, which
was furnished by her husband, who gave as se-
curity his residence, "Eden Court," at Pough-
keepsie, which he said is worth not less than
$5o,000.

Announcement of the discovery and seizure
of the other jewels to the value of $115,000 in
Mrs. Adriance's effects was made after the pro-
ceedings before Commissioner Alexander. Al-
though charged specifically with smuggling into
this country a pearl necklace, a gold purse and a
lace mantle, valued in all at $8000, Mrs. Adriance
must explain where she bought the other jewelry
before she is out of the customs' net here. Ac-
cording to a statement made at Collector Loeb's
office a $3000 pearl necklace was also taken from
Miss Marion Adriance and confiscated and a
third necklace was taken from Mrs. Mary H.
Doughty, a traveng companion. These addi-
tional jewels do not figure in the smuggling
charge against Mrs. Adriance, but they are being
held pending investigation and the production of
bills of sale covering each piece.

The necklace taken from Mrs. Adriance's hat
brim, she says, was purchased in this country, but
lengthened abroad by the insertion of eight pearls.
The other jewelry, she said, was bought in New
York. The necklace on Miss Adriance was found
by women inspectors in a chamois bag tied around
the young woman's waist.

Customs officers say that if a case of
smuggling is made out for the full amount all
the goods will be confiscated and can only be
gotten back by repurchase at a price which will
cover the original value, plus dues and charges,
and fines if any are imposed, which probably
will bring the total amount up to $200,000 or more.

I Make a Specialty

of

Writing Ads for Jewelers

Do you, Mr. Jeweler and Optician,

Nvant to secure the services of a trained

advertisement writer who has made a

special study of Jewelry Store Adver-

tising — written successful campaigns

for enterprising men in your line of busi-

ness in all parts of the United States, in

Mexico and in Canada?

Then you want to get in touch with me.

I will prepare you a trial three months

campaign-2+ newspaper ads and three

follow-up letters—fig 5, I o.

Terms on application for monthly service

consisting of newspaper ads, letters,

window cards, circulars, etc.

Norman R. Williams
Specialist in Jewelry Store

Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago
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The customer relies to a very great extent upon the judgment
of the jeweler in buying diamonds.

The jeweler should, in his turn, feel the same confidence in his
source of supply.

Our direct importations each year enable us to offer the greatest
values possible at the price.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO
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WESTERN BUREAU OF TILE KEYSTONE

Room 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING
CHICAGO, August 28, 1910.

Increased arrivals of fall
Trade Conditions buyers and a measurable in-
and Fall Business crease in house trade was the

leading feature of August de-
velopments in the jewelry business in Chicago
and the West. In some quarters disappointment
has been felt over the volume of business done.
Underneath this disappointment, however, is a
healthy undercurrent of optimism which, in the
face of the panicky canards given out by our
prosperous operators in the wheat pits, is serving
to sustain confidence in the business situation.
This great western country is too rich in God-
given benefits and too prosperous in man-made
advantages to be longer frightened by grotesque
bugbears from without which come uninvited
into its midst and, like gossiping neighbors, en-
deavor to create commercial disquietude and
business unrest.

The business conditions of the western
jewelry trade during the past few months can
scarcely be compared to corresponding months of
any previous years. An element of unrest and
Uncertainty has pervaded the outlook in the West,
not so much in the jewelry line, but in avenues
of commerce foreign to jewelry, and this had
its measured effect upon our particular industry.
Take, for instance, western crop conditions—
Government reports have all along predicted that
with the exceptions of one or two sections, the
West was destined to turn out better than a
normal crop, barring wheat, which the reports
have always maintained would be better than
fair. These reports were no sooner issued than
some benighted financier who could make thou-
sands tremble by shaking a bushel of wheat in
their faces from his throne in the pit, tells a
wide-awake reporter that the world is about to
starve to death for want of bread and that a
new cereal must be discovered. The world reads
the story the reporter has written—a good one
because a big man told it to him. What's the
result? Some people believe it and some don't.
Those who believe it spread the story of starv-
ing millions and those who say they don't spend
half their time in wondering whether they are
right or wrong. The managing editor has
scarcely had time to commend the energetic re-
porter for "turning up" this "starvation story,"
when from Washington comes another report
and, presto change, the country is saved. And
so it goes on, from doubt to certainty and from
certainty to doubt, and throughout it all the
farmer is attending to his crops and his wife to
her knitting and the chickens. He hitches up the
team of bays and drives to town with a load of
wheat and gets more for it than he ever did. She
works the churn and kills and dresses the
chickens and buys more clothes and better for
herself and the children with the money than they
ever wore before. Who ever heard of panicky
conditions in the face of maintained and, in some
instances, rising prices? No, the country has not

gone to the dogs, nor has the farmer gone there
and taken his crops with him. When the last
sheaf is garnered out West here it will have
added its weight to a most bountiful crop and
those who have swallowed the "bait, hook and
part of the line" of this "ruined crop" fairy tale
will be wondering how they ever did it. To be
sure, in some sections of the country the crop is
not just exactly what its owner would like to
have it, but this was so even in the bumper years.

It must be said of western jewelry jobbers
that they have frowned down these persistent
scarecrows and have gotten down to "brass
tacks" for fall business. Their travelers have all
been out and have been sending in good business
and excellent reports. A large number of buyers
have come into the Chicago market by reason of
cheap rates and various attractions in this city.
They bought liberally and with no apparent dis-
position to curtail their investment beyond the
mark which good business judgment alone dic-
tates as the limit. The retail trade, especially
the downtown trade, has had a good month.
Several hundred thousand visitors have been in
Chicago during the past month by reason of the
Knights Templar conclave and "Chicago Market
Week" and they have left their imprint on the
retail jewelry business.

The leading feature of trade developments
in lines outside of jewelry, such as linens, staples,
boots and shoes, etc., is the fact that prices have
been excellently maintained in these lines and
there has been slightly better than a normal de-
mand. This fact is of much consequence when
it is considered that a fall in prices of these
staples is one of the very first indications of a
slump in the general business conditions of the
West.

The Knights Templar celebra-
Chicago tion earlier in the month gave
Market Week way to "Chicago Market

Week," beginning August 14th.
It is estimated that no less than 2oo,000 visitors
were attracted to Chicago by this industrial ex-
position which followed in the wake of the
knights. As Chicago made a reputation in its
entertainment of its Templar visitors, so did
it reveal to the 200,000 commercial visitors its
supremacy as the great central market. During
the week over 500 show windows of eighty of
Chicago's leading retail stores displayed Chicago-
made goods exclusively. The display was a reve-
lation to the visitors as well as to the citizenship of
Chicago and afforded all a wider appreciation of
what Chicago manufacturers are doing in the
way of finished products that compare favorably
with standard goods made in any other manu-
facturing center. The display was not in the
least spectacular and was not accompanied by the
ordinary booth or carnival features of the usual
exposition. As a matter of fact, the window
displays didn't look much different from what
they usually do, but visitors and residents were
impressed with the fact that the goods displayed
were either made in Chicago or they are con-
trolled here and can only be purchased in Chicago.

Jewelry came in for its share of the glory, all
the downtown stores displaying products of Chi-
cago manufacturing. The idea of the "Chicago
Market Week" was a happy thought on the part
of some member of the Chicago Association of
Commerce, an organization which may well be
termed the commercial elixir of Chicago, and its
effect will be far-reaching. Much has been said
and written upon the subject of patronizing home
industry. Whatever effect this preaching and this
literature may have had upon the business men
of Chicago and the West, it is safe to say
that "Chicago Market Week" had a hundred-fold
more. The display of Chicago-made jewelry and
kindred goods handled in a jewelry store served
to arouse the jewelers of the city and the West
to the true possibilities of this city as a jewelry
manufacturing center. Chicago jewelers will do
well to allow their inquiries as to where to pur-
chase their stocks begin at Chicago, for within
the boundaries of Chicago more standard jewelry
goods and kindred lines are manufactured than
the average retailer has any conception of.

News From the Trade

Swartchild & Co., material jobbers, Chicago,
have just issued a new material catalogue which
is, without doubt, one of the most complete books
of its kind ever offered to the trade. In size and
make-up, and also in the field that it covers, it
far surpasses anything ever before issued by this
well-known house. An idea of its size may be
gained when we state that this catalogue contains
760 double size pages and weighs over five pounds.
Just how many illustrations it contains we would
not venture to guess. Suffice it to say that it
contains a cut and accurate description of every
tool or piece of material that a watchmaker,
jeweler or optician could think of. Many of the
articles listed are absolutely new, being the firm's
own importation and distributed exclusively by
Swartchild & Co. The thoroughness of the book
may be judged from the fact that in it are shown
seventeen different styles of benches, thirty-six
different styles of cabinets, thirty-three different
kinds of roller removers, sixteen varieties of
watchmakers' eyeglasses and over nineteen double
size pages are devoted exclusively to lathes and
lathe attachments. The book is printed on a very
high grade of paper and very substantially bound.
No watchmaker, jeweler or optician can afford
to be without a copy of this book. Aside from
its advantages as a purchasing medium it
possesses educational qualities to the members of
the trade, for it shows all the thousand and one
tools and devices used in this department of the
trade, in addition to containing an illustration
and description of each of the countless number
of pieces of watch and other materials. The en-
tire book is methodically arranged and a copious
index assists in locating the desired article. It
is a veritable encyclopedia for the watchmaker,
jeweler and optician. A copy of this catalogue
will be sent free upon application to Swartchild
& Co., Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

J. S. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., has
been receiving the congratulations of his many
friends in the trade upon the arrival of a baby
boy in his family. Here's to the little youngster.
May he have a long, happy and prosperous life.

F. A. Hardy & Co., of this city, have just
issued their new annual catalogue. It is a most
excellent book, both from the standpo;nt of the
printer's art and also as a reference work for
opticians. Opticians will receive the book free
upon application to F. A. Hardy & Co., Silver-
smiths Building, Chicago.

Kreis & Hubbard, well-known umbrella
manufacturers, have opened a downtown Chicago
office in the Silversmiths Building. The office is
in charge of J. H. Ott, formerly southern repre-
sentative for the firm.

N. S. McGillivray, who was recently forced
into an assignment and who disappeared before
he could be served with legal papers, has suc-
ceeded up to the present writing in keeping his
whereabouts a secret.

W. F. Kirkpatrick and wife, of St. Joseph,
Mo., were in Chicago early in the month on a
purchasing trip. They continued their journey
on to New York.

(Continued on page 1428)
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DIAMONDS
 IN ALL GRADES
 AND PRICES.
 MEMORANDUM PACKAGES
 OFFER OPPORTUNITIES
 NECESSARY TO
 DECIDE ON BEST
 SELLERS.

LET US PROVE IT

C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.
IMPORTERS and JOBBERS

Watches Diamonds Jewelry
Tools and Materials

CHICAGO EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE 
Wait for our new 736 page Tool and Material Catalogue.

OUT THIS MONTH

■

Chicago Letter
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J. V. Varney, of the Varney Jewelry Co.,
of Wichita, Kans., was one of a party of twenty-
eight which made an automobile trip to New York
and return from this city early this month.

A. G. Schwab, of Cincinnati, president of the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association, was in
Chicago during Knights Templar week.

G. Gielow, jewelry buyer for Newman &
Levison, San Francisco, stopped off a few days in
Chicago while on his way to eastern markets.

During the past month Chicago detectives
arrested Harry J. Nau who is wanted in Los
Angeles, Cal., for committing a daylight robbery
in the jewelry store of K. I. Pearlman, of that
city.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been notified
of the incorporation of the Richards Jewelry Co.,
at El Paso, Texas, with a capital stock of $1o,000.
The incorporators are J. S. Raynolds, A. H.
Richards and D. Wilson.

All jewelers have occasion to use the various
express companies. They will be interested in
learning of a decision which has just been handed
down by the Illinois State Supreme Court, which
definitely settles a much mooted question. The
decision holds that the provision which is con-
tained in the usual express receipt to the effect
that the company's liability in case of loss or
damage shall be limited to $5o is an attempt on
the part of the express company to limit its
common law liability and therefore is in contra-
vention of the Illinois statute. The same decision
holds that a shipper who in order to secure a
lower rate, refused to disclose the value of his
shipment cannot, in case of loss, recover, because
his contract is void.

Harry Keller, with Flower & Co., 262 State
Street, this city, left here for a two weeks' so-
journ at Atlantic City, N. J., accompanied by his
wife and family. Before returning, Mr. Keller
will visit New York City and the East and bring
back with him some new ideas to add to the at-
tractiveness of the windows of Flower & Co.

A new jobbing firm which will be known as
Lochau, Ohm & Stamm has been formed out of
the bankrupt firm of Dryer, Lochau & Ohm Co.
The new company bought the stock and fixtures
of the old concern at a public aution held in the
middle of the month. The new firm will retain
the premises at 6o9 Chicago Savings Bank
Building.

John Warren, of the Elgin National Watch
Company, underwent an operation the early part
of the month at St. Joseph's Hospital for ap-
pendicitis. Mr. Warren has been suffering for
some time but had hoped to delay the operation
until fall, but another severe attack necessitated
an immediate operation. The operation was a
success in every way and Mr. Warren will be
back to his desk in a very short time.

Charles F. Artes and his son, Oliver M., of
Evansville, Ind., were in Chicago during Con-
clave Week. Oliver Artes is newly elected treas-
urer of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association. They both attended the Detroit con-
vention and came to Chicago by boat. While in
Chicago they exhibited their collection of Wabash
pearls, which are among the finest in the country.

A. A. McCabe, formerly with Schrader-Witt-
stein Co., is now looking after the city trade for
A. C. Bard & Co.

Local jobbers have been notified that a new
store will be opened at 27 Third Street, Mil-
waukee, Wis., by Glahm & Palmer. Both were
in the city early in the month purchasing their
opening stock.

A. D. Ackerman, Fairbury, Nebr., stopped
off in Chicago for several days on his way home
after attending the Detroit convention.

Charles Mauch, a well-known jeweler of
Marshall, Mo., was in Chicago during conclave
week and did a big share of his fall buying here.
Mr. Marshall attended the Detroit convention.

Max Noel, of the firm of Despres, Bridges &
Noel, returned early in the month from an ex-
tended European trip. Mrs. Noel accompanied
him and they visited all the prominent cities in
Europe.

Miss Sadie Landsberg has closed out her
business at Rock Springs, Wyo., and is now in
the employ of Despres, Bridges & Noel.

Charles Elliot, in charge of the material de-
partment of the Elgin National Watch Co.,
recently underwent an operation for appendicitis
at Elgin, Ill. He attended the Detroit conven-
tion and immediately upon his return to Chicago
was taken sick and an operation was necessary.
The operation was a success and Mr. Elliot is
now out of the hospital and attending to his
duties.

Among the prizes offered at the recent auto-
mobile races held in Elgin, Ill., was a beautiful
cup presented by the Elgin National Watch Co.,

The Elgin Automobile Trophy

an illustration of which is here shown. The cup,
the actual height of which is 3 feet 8 inches, is
a remarkable specimen of art craftsmanship, the
design being notable both for artistic beauty and
appropriateness. The decorative effects include
an etching of Father Time with scythe and hour
glass, which is prettily suggestive of the donors
as well as of the struggle against time for which
it was intended. There are also laurel wreaths,
oak leaves, the American eagle, the classic fasces
or bundle of twigs and a pair of racing automo-
biles, all worked into a harmonious whole, mak-
ing a masterpiece of rare artistic charm. The
race for this trophy proved especially interesting
owing to the character of the prize and its asso-
ciation with the city's chief industry.

E. A. Lewis, of Lewis & Van Sickle Co.,
of Des Moines, Iowa, spent several days in
Chicago early in the month prior to his making
an eastern business trip.

Joe Mazer, of McAlester, Okla., accom-
panied by Mrs. Mazer and their son Donald, were
ill Chicago early in the month making their
fall purchases. Mr. Mazer spoke in very flatter-

ing terms of the success of the Detroit conven-
tion and predicted a very successful future for
the association.

The local jobbing trade has been notified of
a new store at Racine, Wis., which will be con-
ducted by Julius Jappe and J. P. Lester. They
will be located in the store formerly occupied by
J. H. Miller.

Herb Crompton, jewelry buyer for L. Bau-
man Jewelry Co., of St. Louis, spent a week in
Chicago early in the month attending the Knights
Templar conclave and calling on his many
friends in the trade here. The Chicago trade is
always glad to see Herb.

W. C. Hyde, formerly with the George E.
Marshall Co. in the Columbus Memorial Build-
ing, has returned from an extended California
trip much improved in health. He expects to
enter the retail jewelry field in Chicago shortly.

The South Bend Jewelry Co. has been in-
corporated at South Bend, Ind. The capital stock
is given at $15,000. The directors are S. A.
Knoblock, P. E. Bonclurant, A. B. Wickizer,
George Knapp and C. A. Bondurant.

A new store has been opened at Appleton,
Wis., by Henry Marx.

Max Blumencranz, of the Blumencranz
Jewelry Company, Minneapolis, spent a three
weeks' vacation in Chicago at Ottawa Beach,
Mich. He returned early in the month.

J. B. Rockwell, of Denison, Texas, was in
Chicago early in the month, combining business
with pleasure.

Joe Reagan, of the Baldwin-Miller Co., In-
dianapolis, was in Chicago for a few days.

H. D. Hams has purchased the business of
Steinmetz & Kaylor at Pekin, Ill.,.and will con-
tinue it. He was formerly in business at Wash-
ington, Ill.

F. W. Hoyt, of the Hoyt Jewelry Co., of St.
Louis, was in Chicago several days during the
past month.

W. T. Fleetham, of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
has completed a four weeks' auction sale during
the past month. The sale was in charge of
L. H. Dodd & Co.

Mrs. K. Silverstein, of Portland, Oregon,
stopped off in Chicago several days early in the
month while on her way East on an extended
business trip.

R. A. Jenkins, a well-known retailer at 114
East Thirty-first Street, is receiving the con-
gratulations of his friends upon the arrival of a
baby girl in his family.

C. B. Norton, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Co., Kansas City, was in Chicago early in the
month for a few days. He was on his way to
the wilds of Wisconsin to try his luck with the
members of the finny tribe. We haven't heard
from him since he was out there, so we are
unable to give a full report.

S. Cohen, of the optical department of Hols-
man & Alter, was in charge of an exhibit for
his firm at the Cedar Point convention of the
American Optical Association.

The affairs of the bankrupt firm of Wm. K.
Sandberg & Co. were wound up the past month
when the court affirmed the compromise of twenty
per cent. which the firm offered from the start.

Allyn Morgan, son of S. W. Morgan, a
prominent jeweler of Winona, Minn., left the
Minnesota town early in the month for an auto-
mobile trip to Chicago. Mrs. Morgan accom-
panied him. Everything went 0. K. until they
reached Racine, Wis. There the machine broke
down and refused to respond to treatment by
local experts. Mr. and Mrs. Morgan had to take
a train to Chicago in order to get the necessary
auto supplies. They returned to Racine by rail
and then continued their journey homeward.

F. J. Kinzclman, a watchmaker in the Hey-
worth Building, was married August 29th to Miss
Marie Happel, daughter of C. F. Happel, a well-
known jewelry pobber.

Members of the wholesale trade in Chicago
will be interested in learning of the approaching
marriage of Miss Catherine Wedel, for many
years with the Philadelphia Watch Case Works,
to Dr. Charles Schmidt, which takes place Sep-
tember 21st. She has a host of friends in the
trade who will extend to her their hearty and
best wishes for a long and happy life.

(Continued on page 1427)
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MORE ABOUT
DIAMONDS

Did you ever lose a diamond
sale because you couldn't show
the brilliant to its best advan-
tage ? Of course you have.
There is a remedy for this.

Turn to page 1544 of this
KEYSTONE. At the top of the
page you will notice an illustra-
tion and description of a
small setting and beading tool
which for the purpose of
selling diamonds is as handy
as a "pocket in a night-shirt".
Remember it's the finished
article that creates a desire
to possess.

As to diamonds, we have
always been known as a house
that pays particular attention
to diamonds. On August 26th
we purchased for spot cash, in
the face of a rising market,
the largest and best assort-
ment of "Jaeger" diamonds
we have ever seen in our
forty-three years of diamond
experience.

The "Jaeger" is the finest of
all diamonds. Every one is
perfectly cut, blue-white and
full of life. We give you this
guarantee unreservedly and
back it with every inch of
our long business career.

Not only are these as fine
diamonds as you can buy at
any place in the world, but
we offer them to you at very
advantageous prices.

The demand for diamonds is
increasing every day. Here is
a 24 K. fine diamond purchas-
ing opportunity no jeweler
can afford to miss. Let us
know your wants.

The diamonds are the best
the price is right the rest
is up to you.

Norris, Alister &Co.
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill,
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Interesting Story of a Lady
Watchmaker

"If there is another woman in the country
who makes watches and mends clocks I have
never heard of her," declared Mrs. Tulu War-
burg, who a few days ago passed through New
York on her way to visit her old home in Nor-
way, says the New York Sun.

"I am a native of Norway but my father
was a Swiss. He was a watchmaker. All my
life I had been playing around him as he worked.
I don't know how old I was when I learned the
different parts of a watch and a clock. It seems
to me now that I always knew something about
the business.

"With my father's help I had pieced up
several old clocks for my own amusement when
I was 8: I made them from parts of old clocks
that I picked up around the shop and he gave
the final touches that set them going. As I got
older I became of real assistance to him. When
he opened his shop in the West I became his
assistant, working regularly after school hours.
I married after we had been in this country about
ten years and my father always said that within
one month after I left him his business fell off
one-half.

"Ten years later my husband
Husband Died died and I had less than $300

after all debts were paid. I
was glad enough then that I had kept the contents
of my father's little shop. Though they weren't
very valuable they came in handy enough to give
me a start. Only a month before my husband's
death our baby had entered the kindergarten and
when the care of the family fell on my shoulders
the one thing I made up my mind to was to keep
all my children at school. The first step in that
direction was renting out the upper floor of my
house and arranging the three rooms on the
lower floor for our occupancy.

"The front room I fixed up as a shop, with
a table on the far side where my children sat and
studied their lessons while I worked on the
watches and clocks of my customers. A few of
my father's old customers brought me work
within a day or so after I opened my shop, but
as the town had grown larger and three jewelry
stores, all with repair departments, had been
opened, I knew I would have to do something
more than sit down and wait for work to come
to me. After thinking the matter over I decided
I had best start out mending clocks ; in that way
people would get to knew me and in time give
me higher class work.

"Each morning after getting
On the Rounds my children off to school I

would start out with a small
satchel packed with the necessary tools. Going
from house to house I would ring the bell and
offer to mend any clock or watch needing re-
pairs. I recall that on my first day I made just
25 cents. This didn't discourage me, however, as
I knew enough about business to know it couldn't
be built up in a day. Each week my earnings
crawled up a few cents higher; each week I got
more work to do at home.

"At first the work I carried home was done
nights, my children studying at one table, with
me working at another. Yes, I did all my own
household work with the assistance of my chil-
dren. Oh, children are a lot of assistance, pro-
vided they are properly trained.

"After their father's death I called my chil-
dren together and told them my plans ; told them
just how much money we had to begin with, how
much was owing on the house and how much
rent we would get for the upper floor if we
rented it out. They understood that they would
have to give up their bedrooms and have to come
down and make themselves comfortable in the
dining room and parlor and would have to use
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a washtub instead of a bathtub. We talked the
matter over thoroughly and made our plans.

"Every morning and afternoon each child
had his duties, just as I had mine. Besides, I
had managed my own house long enough to know
how to systematize the work. That means just
as much in running a house as in managing a
business.

"We kept this up for the best part of two
years, my children and I going out each week
day excepting Saturdays and doing the work
evenings and before the school hour in the morn-
ings. Saturdays were devoted to washing, iron-
ing and scrubbing and getting in the week's sup-
plies. At first we had to live very close, but
gradually my business increased, a better class
of work came my way and my time brought in
more money.

"Toward the end of the second
Patronage year I was getting so much
Growing work to do at home that I de-

cided to try going out only
twice a week. My earnings fell off considerably,
but as my eldest boy had begun to earn $2 a
week by delivering parcels for our butcher after-
noons I determined to stick at the two days a
week for a few months longer. I felt sure people
would send their work to me once they were
convinced I wouldn't go to their homes to do it.
It took six months for my earnings to get back
to the former figures.

"Since then I have been kept pretty busy.
Though I can't claim to have made a fortune I
managed to finish paying the mortgage on our
home and to keep my children at school. The
eldest boy is now at work and the eldest girl
will be graduated from the high school next
summer. We haven't rented rooms for three
years now—not since the last instalment on the
mortgage was paid.

"If any of my children follows in my foot-
steps repairing watches and clocks I fancy it
will be my youngest daughter. She often helps
me in my work, though I don't think she is as
fond of it as I was when a child.

"There are two questions that are always
being asked of me. The first is: 'Which do you
think is the best, an American watch or a Swiss
watch?' The other is: `Do you think repairing
watches and clocks a suitable business for
women?' To the first I always answer 'Ameri-
can,' and I mean it. When it comes to answering
the second question, though I may not speak as
positively, I feel just as much so.

"I never have seen why re-
Suitable Work pairing watches and clocks was
For Women not just the sort of work for

any woman having a turn that
way. There are a good many women engaged
in the business in all European countries, I have
been told. Here in America, where women have
had so many occupations to choose from, it has
been left to men, but when you consider that al-
most no strength is required, no special learning
in any direction except a knowledge of the works
of the clock or watch, it seems to me more a
woman's work than a man's.

"The only drawback that I can see in such a
business for women is that they usually go into
everything with a rush. Now mending watches
is trying to the eyes and can't be rushed through
always without danger of injuring your sight.
That was the first real lesson my father ever
gave me in the work. After completing one deli-
cate piece of work I was to lay the article aside
and go to something that was less of a tax on
the eyes. I often have as many as fifty articles
incomplete and many people find it impossible to
understand why I don't finish one thing at a time.

"The second point is that it is sedentary
work. Women as a rule are not inclined to take
exercise unless it comes in their regular daily
routine. A man takes a walk after knocking off
work every evening and on Sundays he likes to
spend the day in the open air. That is one rea-
son I got on so well when I first went back to
mending watches and clocks.

"Although I had to work hard there was a
variety in the work. I was tramping in the open
air and doing repairs in people's houses, while
in the mornings and afternoons my housework
kept me on my feet. If I hadn't had these out-

side duties I probably would have ruined both
my health and eyesight.

"Where a woman is fond of such delicate
work I don't know of anything that will pay her
better."

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 1423)

S. Wechter, Masonic Temple, who has been
enjoying a European trip, expects to sail to this
country September 13th.

Julius Ambruster, of the Illinois Watch Co.,
spent several days in Chicago during the past
week.

The N. Shure Co. has increased the capital
stock from $15,000 to $150,000.

A new jewelry store has been opened in St.
Charles, Ill., by George Lash, who was formerly
located at Saginaw, Mich.

S. E. Dickson, who recently took charge of
the John T. Mauran Mfg. Company's business in
the West, has opened an office in Room tilt Hey-
worth Building.

Wm. E. Chamberlain, of Great Falls, Mon-
tana, was in Chicago on a buying trip the middle
of the month.

Frank Michling, employed for the past year
by Henry Paulson & Co., was drowned in Lake
Catherine during the past month. Mr. Paulson's
summer cottage is at Lake Catherine. The young
man was invited to spend Saturday and Sunday
with Mr. Paulson's family. With some com-
panions he went in swimming. He 'was not an
experienced swimmer and ventured beyond his
depth. He called for assistance, but his com-
panions were rendered helpless by excitement.

The local jobbing trade has been apprised of
the death of Henry J. Ott, one of the pioneer
jewelers of Milwaukee, which occurred on August
13th. He was 63 years of age and had been in
business at Green Bay, Wis., and Jamestown,
N. Dak.

Albert Miller, a jeweler of Monroe, Wis., died
very suddenly in his place of business early in the
month from apoplexy. He was well and favorably
known to the Chicago jobbing fraternity. He had
been in business at Superior, Neb. and Julesbury,
Colo. He is survived by a wife and three children.

Ben Roth has purchased the stock and fixtures
of the bankrupt firm of E. Maltz & Co. for
$325. It is expected that not more than $2000 will
be realized from the stock, fixtures and account to
offset a liability of over $to,000.

Harry Griswold, for many years a prominent
jeweler of Bay City, Mich., died at his home at the
age of 90 years, August 24th. He was formerly in
the jewelry business in Bay City and was the
father of A. B. Griswold, who at present conducts
a jewelry store in that city.

The Chicago jobbing trade has received notice
to the effect that a new jewelry store has been
opened in Columbus, Wis., by Alsut & Leslie.

The trustee, who some time ago took charge
of the affairs of the Wm. L. Calkins Co., Wau-
kesha, Wis., has sent out letters to creditors stat-
ing that he has been offered $5000 for the business
which would net the creditors about 70 cents on
the dollar. It is probable that the offer will be
accepted.

The Chicago jobbing and manufacturing trade
has a number of golf enthusiasts. Among them is
Max Mayer, of the Western Watch Case Co., who
was recently awarded a handsome gold fob for
winning a match at the Illinois Country Club, of
which organization he is a member.

S. K. Huston, a diamond broker and manu-
facturer's agent in the Heyworth Building, has
effected a settlement with his creditors which will
net them nearly a hundred cents on the dollar.

Chas. E. Manor, a well-known jewelry auc-
tioneer, who makes his headquarters in Kansas
City, was married early in the month to Miss
Blanch Davis, of Olathe, Kansas.

F. W. Lorenz, a prominent jeweler and opti-
cian of the west side, attended the annual con-
vention of the National Optical Association at
Cedar Point, Ohio, during the past month,
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WHERE TO BUY PRECIOUS
AND SEMI - PRECIOUS STONES,
WATCHES, JEWELRY, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE,MATERIALS,TOOLS,
JEWELERS' BOXES AND TRAYS
ABEL BROS. & CO.,

58 Nassau Street
THOS. W. ADAMS & CO.,

15 Maiden Lane
C. G. ALFORD & CO.,

II John Street
ALVIN MFG. CO.,

52 Maiden Lane
AMERICAN GEM & PEARL CO.,

14 Church Street
THE ANSONIA CLOCK CO.,

99 John Street
M. J. AVERBECK,

10-12 Maiden Lane
J. B. BOWDEN & CO.,

15 Maiden Lane
THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.,

10-12 Maiden Lane
CARTER, HOWE & CO.,

9-13 Maiden Lane
CROSS & BEGUELIN,

23 Maiden Lane
CHARLES S. CROSSMAN & CO.,

3 Maiden Lane
WM. B. DURGIN CO.,

15 Maiden Lane
HENRY FREUND & BRO.,

71-73 Nassau Street
R. L. & M. FRIEDLANDER,

30 Maiden Lane
THE GORHAM CO.,

Fifth Ave. and Thirty-sixth St.
15 Maiden Lane

GRAFF, WASHBOURNE & DUNN
138-146 West Fourteenth St.

L. HELLER & SON,
68 Nassau Street

HERPERS BROTHERS,
41 Maiden Lane

HEYMAN & KRAMER
65 Nassau Street

HOWARD & COCKSHAW,
220 Fourth Avenue

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.,
9-13 Maiden Lane

JUNG & KLITZ
I Maiden Lane

The KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.,
64 Nassau Street

WM. B. KERR CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.,
12 Maiden Lane

JONAS KOCH,
37-39 Maiden Lane

KREMENTZ & CO.,
I Maiden Lane

LARTER & SONS,
21-23 Maiden Lane

THE MAUSER MFG. CO.,
298 Fifth Avenue

ENOS RICHARDSON & CO.,
21-23 Maiden Lane

THEODORE SCHISGALL
6 Chambers Street

TOWLE MFG. CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

CHARLES L. TROUT & CO.,
2 Maiden Lane

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.,
II West Thirty-second Street

WILLIAM J. WARD,
13 Maiden Lane

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.,
2 Maiden Lane

N. H. WHITE & CO.,
21-23 Maiden Lane

WHITING MFG. CO.,
J :.; Maiden Lane

WOLFSHEIM & SACHS,
35 Maiden Lane

J. R. WOOD & SONS,
2 Maiden Lane

Come to New York
To do Your Buying

COPYING. UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

IN THE SURF, ATLANTIC CITY

BY COMING TO NEW YORK you can
command the choice of the most extensive stocks
of merchandise anywhere offered. The best
products of Europe and America meet here, so
that you can always buy to the best advantage.
REMEMBER, too, that New York offers special attractions
to the visitor. If you like the ocean, you can reach the
celebrated New Jersey Coast resorts by train or by an hour's
sail on one of the most beautiful bays in the world, so that
you can have all the benefits of a trip to the seaside with-
out materially interrupting your business in the city.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE REDUCED FARES
NOW IN FORCE

Special Summer Tourists' Fares, somewhat lower than fare and one
half for the round trip, have been made from points in the Southwest,
Far West and Middle West, in effect to Sept. 30th, 1910. For details,
write to The Merchants Association, 54 Lafayette St., New York, or
to your local Ticket Agent.
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The Romance of Gems

Address hy G. H. CLAPHAM, before the National Association of
Goldsmiths of Great Britain

I intend to keep strictly to the subject alloted
to me, and to avoid any reference, either to the
commercial or scientific interest of precious
stones. I should not presume in a company corn-
posed of trade experts, to lecture on values, lest
I should betray my ignorance; or to deal with the
chemical composition, hardness, specific gravity, or
crystalline formation of gems, before an audience
containing so many scientific gemnologists. But
I would try to call your attention to what I think is
often forgotten—the intense human interest and
romance inseparably connected with jewels, out of
which you and I make a scanty living. If you
turn to the latest dictionary you will find that a
romance is defined as something at once
mysterious, wonderful, and beautiful, and truly
we may apply all these adjectives, not only to
gems themselves, but also to their relationship to,
and influence upon, men and women. The deepest
passions of humanity, both for good and evil,
have been stirred by the possession of, or desire
to possess, these precious crystals of carbon, alu-
minia and silica, and not only has many a life
been influenced by them, but they have left their
mark on the history of families, dynasties, and
kingdoms.

Mysterious they are alike in
Origin of Gems their origin and birthplace,

molten by primeval heat, crys-
talised by immeasurable pressure, hidden for un-
told ages before man was created, and then
unheeded for countless ages more, until in the
heart of man there arose a love of the beautiful—
a love of the beautiful which enabled him to see
it not alone in the glory of the mightier works
of creation, in sea and sky, mountain and forest,
rainbow and cloud, sunrise and sunset, but also
in their beauty reflected and reproduced in minia-
ture, in stones found in river-beds, dug from the
earth, or pearls fished from the sea. For in sap-
phire and turquoise have we not the beauty of mid
ocean and sky ; in the emerald, of forest and
hill-side; in the diamond, of the rainbow ; in the
pearl, of the summer cloud ; and in the opal, of
sunset? Mysterious they are in their birthplace,
the dim, shadowy, magic East, the cradle of our
race whence they come, associated from the
earliest ages with religion and superstition, legend
and magic, derived from races long lost to history.

Wonderful they are in that
Poetry of Gems each gem must first be a

thought of God, before His
Power and wisdom created it, and hid it in the
world He was preparing for man. Wonderful in
their chemical combinations and crystallite forma-
tion, so blended as to obtain perfection of color,
and complete reflection or refraction of light.
Wonderful in their practical indestructibility, so
that a gem which adorned the dusky bride of the
Pharaoh who defied Moses, may to-day be gleam-
ing on the bosom of a fair debutante, presented
at the last drawing-room. Most wonderful of all,
perhaps, is the mysterious attraction they have
possessed in all ages for men and women—an
attraction altogether apart from their value—so
that, looking into their fiery depths or liquid light,
men's eyes have been blinded to the right, and
life and honor have alike been thrown away for
their possession, and crimes have been committed
for their sake which have stained the pages of
history. Wars have been waged to obtain a single
gem, as in the case of the Koh-i-noor at one
period of its history; private murders innumer-
able perpetrated for a coveted jewel ; friends be-
trayed, lovers separated, husbands wronged,
women's virtue overcome, honesty forgotten, ill-
assorted marriages of May and December ar-
ranged—all by the magic call, the silent eloquence
of gems.

But if wonderful and mysterious in their
share in the world's sin and tragedy, they may at
least claim a large share in its virtues and its
loftiest passions. In every age the lover has
found in them the readiest expression of feelings,
too deep for words, and has trusted their value
and beauty to symbolise the worth and depth of
his love, and their indestructibility to convey the
message that his love is as enduring as they. Nay,
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sometimes, the timid or speechless lover has found
that gems prevailed where his highest eloquence
would have failed and that Shakespeare's line,
"Dumb jewels in their silent kind, more than
quick words do move a woman's mind," was both
apt and true.

Incidentally, we may say that
Shakespeare's Shakespeare abounds in refer- ,
Knowledge ences to almost every kind of
of Gems gems, and that his knowledge

of them seems to have been as
amazing as his knowledge on every other subject.
But the gems of Shakespeare might well form the
subject of a paper to itself, written by a more
skilled hand than my own; only I will quote one
line of his in which he describes unconsciously
so many of his own famous passages, as "Jewels
five-words long, which on the stretched forefinger
of all time sparkle for ever." As symbols of love,
how often have gems been cherished by those
separated by the breadth of all the seas, or, more
lovingly still, kept as abiding mementoes of .a love
that is still unchanged, though the loved one has
passed beyond the thin veil that hides this life
from the next I How often have passionate kisses
been pressed on stones that still seemed to carry
with them a personal element of the giver, and
which, by their unchanging light and beauty, were
a constant reminder of a love stronger than death,
and more enduring than any gem!

In many countries special meanings are at-
tached to the gift of certain stones, and a menage
of love, hope, constancy, or warning conveyed
by their means. The diamond, naturally, stands
for love, by its power to return, in a more beauti-
ful form, any light it receives, as the heart of the
lover returns the love bestowed ; the turquoise for
hope, as the color of heaven above; the emerald
for constancy, as the hue of the bridal green Worn
by Nature as she renews her vows to her bride-
groom, the sun, spring by spring. This, again,
is a subject worthy of a separate paper, and can
only be touched on in a short essay like this even-
ing's. I defined a romance as something at once
mysterious, wonderful, and beautiful, and if we
concede the mystery and wonder of gems, I think
we shall not dispute the appropriateness of the
third adjective.

A precious stone is beautiful
Man's Art by creation, but its beauty

needs man's art to bring it to
full perfection by his knowledge of the laws which
govern its brilliancy, as it reflects or refracts the
light falling oil it. As a good man is the highest
work of God, so a perfect gem may stand as a
type of the loftiest character. The rough gem
may stand for the value and beauty of each soul
as it conies from the hand of the Creator—a
value and beauty we can never estimate save by
the price God gave to redeem it ; but the finished
gem, cut and polished on every facet and dis-
playing its full beauty, may be considered to
represent that soul when years of education and
experience of joy and sorrow, of noble thoughts
and deeds, have brought it to its full beauty and
value. I said just now that gems needed man's
art, but must make exception in favor of one, the
pearl, the fairest of gems, where man's art can
but spoil if he touches its virgin skin. A pearl
from Neptune's realm, on which the hand of the
dresser has not been laid, is like Aphrodite when
she sprang in perfect beauty from the sea foam
by Paphos; but the same pearl treated by knife,
buff stick, and polish is like Aphrodite (could we
imagine her?) after passing through the hands of
a Paris dressmaker and a beauty specialist. Gone
is the virgin beauty to be replaced by an un-
natural shape and a meretricious lustre, which
betrays the buff stick at the first glance. Whilst
the highest culture appreciates the beauty of a
gem, and finds its xsthetic longings satisfied by
its play of light and color, the savage himself at
the opposite end of the scale, in his own dumb
way feels its beauty, and in all gem-bearing coun-
tries precious stones have been appreciated and
worn for their color alone, by races too low in
civilization to know how to develop their full
beauty by the arts we practice.

Personally, I think this ex-
A Savage plains the first use of gems and
Adornment their subsequent value. An

early ancestor, clothed in a
smile and a string of shells, would find a bright
colored pebble in a river-bed or alluvial deposit,
and holding it up to the sun would see that it was

beautiful, and add it to the adornment of his
carcase, or take it to his hut to admire and play
with it. Other members of the tribe would wish
to be similarly adorned, and the supply being
limited, and there being more wearers than gems,
they would soon come to be looked on as valuable
and exchanged for cattle and sheep, and later for
metals, until the possession of them came to be
a mark of wealth, and an additional incentive
would be added to the desire to possess them.
Man's love of color, a primitive instinct in all
races, and his desire to be envied by his brethren,
will, I think, account for the first and subsequent
use of gems. Their use and appreciation dates
back to the dim dawn of history. In the graves
of forgotten races we find rough or half-polished
gems, rudely drilled, which had been laid by their
owner's side at death as his most precious posses-
sions, that he might enter the spirit world adorned
as in life. In the tombs that were ancient when
the Pyramids were building are strings of tur-
quoise, lapis lazuli, emerald, and peridot, which
had been worn by men and women who, amidst
the splendors of Egypt's ancient civilization, had
envied each other, fought, intrigued, and cheated
to gain possession of them.

The Art of 
We have no record of the first
genius who discovered that

Faceting added beauty might be obtained
by polishing, and thus adding

luster to color; nor of the genius who invented
the art of drilling gems, so that they could be
strung. The art of faceting only dates back to
the year 1497, though in India large brilliants
were polished on their natural facets, but these
only added to the surface luster, and had no re-
lation to the laws of the incidence of light which
govern the proportions of a modern diamond cut
scientifically to attain the maximum brilliancy.
That the art of polishing stones en cabochon, and
even of engraving gems, dates back to a very early
period is proved by frequent references in the
oldest books we possess, and by inscriptions on
monuments older than books.

The Bible, one of the oldest collections of
writings in the world, abounds in such, even in its
earliest books, and much of its imagery is drawn
from precious stones. In the book of Genesis
signets are referred to, and that the gem-cutter's
craft had already reached a high stage of per-
fection in the days of Moses is proved by the
direction for making the breastplate of the high
priest, which was composed of twelve different
stones, more or less hard, which had not only
to be cut, but engraved with the names of the
tribes, a feat only possible by the use of the dia-
mond or sapphire point. The books of Job,
Psalms, and Proverbs are filled with verses speak-
ing of man's eager search for precious stones, and
the esteem in which they were held, and the high-
est and best gifts of God are likened to their
beauty and value.

When Solomon likens a wise
Expressions and virtuous woman to a ruby,
of Beauty he at one and the same time

expresses his opinion of her
rarity and value when found. When any of the
sacred writers find words failing them to ade-
quately express anything of exceeding beauty and
splendor they invariably fall back on the imagery
and symbolism of gems. The knowledge of God
becomes a pearl of great price which a man sold
all his possessions to obtain; the token of peace
with Him is a white gem (surely a diamond!),
given to the possessor with his name engraved
thereon; the throne of God is a sapphire, and the
rainbow above it an emerald ; the gates of the
heavenly city are pearls, and its foundations of
twelve precious stones. All these and others tell
us how naturally these old writers used gems as
the most perfect similes of beauty and objects of
desire. The ancient Greeks held the belief that
each gem possessed a personality, a soul which
was capable of exercising good or evil influences
on its wearer. We can hardly wonder at this
when we remember how often the possession of a
rare gem has brought good or evil fortune to its
owner, and as such stones changed hands and the
incidents were repeated in different generations,
we can well understand how such a belief would
be confirmed. In India to-day it • is held that the
family holding the Koh-i-noor is doomed to mis2
fortune, and the 500 years of its authentic

(Continued on page 1481)
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history, until it passed into the hands of our late
Queen, are an unbroken record of war, murder,
intrigue, and ruin, of which the great stone is the
central figure. Perhaps the very drastic recutting
after it passed into English hands made it too
small to hold the demon who had worked such
4nischief. But, in the main, in all countries the
influence of gems on their wearers has been con-
sidered salutary.
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These superstitions mainly
came from the East by way of
ancient Greece, who trans-
mitted them to the conquering

Roman, who again spread them through his world-
wide empire. The jacinth was believed to give
healthful sleep; the amethyst was invaluable to
the non-abstainer, as its wearer could see his
companions slide under the table whilst remain-
ing sober himself ; the sapphire made others in-
clined to grant your requests ; the emerald pre-
served chastity and improved the eyesight. With
regard to the later, I may say that modern science
has proved that certain colors are harmful to the
eyes, others beneficial, and that green is one of
the latter. The Emperor Nero, who suffered
from weak eyes, had a large emerald shaped as an
eyeglass, which he used when watching the games
an the amphitheater. White crystal was supposed
to give warning of poison, and the same emperor
had two cups made of it, which were regarded
as priceless, and which he smashed when deposed,
so that none could say they had drunk of Cxsar's
cup. The same stone, polished into a globe, was
used as a means of divination by steadfastly gaz-
ing into its depths, when future events would be
Irnirrored therein; and to show how hardly super-
-stitions die, you may have your fortune told
'to-day by a modern crystal-gazer in fashionable
■rooms in Bond Street. Rubies and diamonds
were believed to carry light within themselves,
and to emit a red or white light in the darkness,
probably due to the fact that diamonds are highly
magnetic, and that certain stones, after being
rrubbed, show a slight phosphorescence when
carried into a dark room. It has been asserted
within recent years that diamonds, if exposed to
a brilliant light, will emit light for some time
afterwards, but I have personally experimented
on many thousands of stones without finding one
that possessed this property.

Diamond dust was held to be a deadly poison,
;and Cellini relates that when he was in prison in
Rome an enemy tried to destroy him by bribing
'his keeper to mix a powdered diamond with his
'food, and that he was only saved by the dishonesty
of the lapidary, who annexed the diamond, and
crushed a paste in its place. But beyond causing
a slight hemmorhage of the stomach, such as
malingerers in military prisons produce by swal-
lowing powdered glass, Cellini would not have
suffered more from the diamond than the paste.
Powdered pearls were held in high esteem as a
medicine, and are used as such to this day in
China among many nastier drugs.

The turquoise has always been
A Lucky Stone held to be a lucky stone on its

supposed power to warn its
wearer of impending danger by changing its
.color. The stone does, as is well known, change
color on exposure to light and air, though some
specimens have retained their color during
centuries of wear, and this, doubtless, is the
foundation for this belief, as some wearer, after
safely passing through an unforeseen danger,
would notice, for the first time, a change in his
stone which really had been gradually taking
place for a long time, but unnoticed. A further
power was attributed to the soul of the stone of
sacrificing itself for the sake of its wearer, the
latter coming safely through some mortal peril,
and the former being found cracked and dis-
colored after the danger was passed. Next to the
emerald the opal was held among the Romans
as the most lucky and valuable of gems, and
Pliny tells of one the size of a filbert, for which
a Roman senator gave a sum equal to i17o,000
.of to-day's currency. Sir W. Scott, at the begin-
ning of the last century, in his novel, "Anne of
Geirstein," is largely responsible for the modern
superstition against opals, as he makes the plot
hang mainly on the possession by the Countess

Of a huge opal, which brings hereditary misfor-
tune to its owner. Though we need not seek far
for another and real reason for this stone being
considered unlucky, when we remember that its
chemical composition and structure render it
peculiarly liable to fracture, and, therefore, to
loss from its setting, whilst it also, through its
comparative softness, readily loses its surface
luster.

Many of the tests for discover-
False Tests jug the genuine stones from

the false, believed in by the
ancients, are distinctly humorous. Pliny bids the
owner of a doubtful diamond place it on a steel
anvil, and smite it with a steel hammer. If
genuine, its hardness will bury it in the steel; if
false, it will break. I wonder if Pliny wrote this
with his tongue ill his cheek, having tried it on a
diamond of his own, and smashed it, and was
anxious that his readers should also possess that
real knowledge which only comes by experiment.
When Pizzaro took Peru, and many huge emer-
alds were found by his men, a wily monk gave the
same advice to the ignorant soldiery, who thus
broke the stones in two as worthless, whilst the
monk collected the smaller, but still priceless,
pieces, and made a corner in emeralds. The
Romans held pearls in the highest esteem for
their beauty, value, and luck-bringing powers, and
in the time of the Emperors no lady who could
afford them was without pearls, worn in the ear
and hair, or strung as at present. The wealth
accumulated ill Rome during four centuries of
trading and pillage is beyond calculation, and it
is a fascinating romance in itself to speculate on
what became of the gems and gold of the Imperial
city, after its sack by our forefathers, the Goths,
under Alaric, in 396. When a single senator had
all his household vessels made of pure gold, and
possessed a green jasper table entirely surrounded
by a border of large pearls, we can faintly
imagine the wealth of such a city, including, as it
did, the palace of the Cxsars, which contained
the choicest spoils of the civilized world con-
quered by Rome.

The main part of the booty taken by the
Goths was practically indestructible, and must
exist at this day. When Alaric died, shortly after
taking the city, his comrades diverted a river by
slave labor, buried him and his horse deep in its
bed, filled up the huge grave with gems and gold,
and again turned the stream into its course, kill-
ing the slaves who did the work, that no man
should know where the conqueror of Rome lay.
There he has slept for 1,500 years, with wealth
untold that is not likely ever again to excite
man's cupidity or minister to his needs. But
where is the rest? Much, doubtless, melted, and
the pearls calcined or dissolved, but hidden away
must be vast quantities of diamonds, emeralds,
sapphires, rubies, and cameos, with gold plate,
which may one day see the light. Doubtless some
of the great historical gems of to-day formed part
of that pillage, and could tell a story had they the
power of speech, that would make the brain of the
most imaginative novelist reel, if they told but
a tithe of what they have seen and passed
through.

The great spine] ruby in our
The Crown Ruby English Crown was an historic

gem with a legendary history
from the East, when, in 1367, Pedro the Cruel of
Portugal gave it to our Black Prince, the
son of Edward III. From him it passed to king
after king, and was worn by Henry V. in his
helmet on the glorious day of Agincourt. Plan-
tagenets, Tudors, Stuarts, members of the houses
of Orange and Hanover, have worn it, and
George V. of that name will soon bear on his
head this gem which has seen so many changes
of dynasties and history in this our England.
The blue diamond known as the Hope was
brought by Tavernier, the great French traveler
and gem dealer, from India about the year 166o,
and was sold by him for 125,000 to Louis, the
French King. It then weighed 44% carats, and is
the most perfect blue diamond known. As part
of the French regalia, it was stolen, with other
gems, during the Revolution of 5792, and some
years later was sold in England, weighing only
about 30 carats, and was bought by a Mr. Hope.
Since then it has figured often in the Chancery
Court, and was once sold by an enterprising
jeweler, who had not got it, and could not get it,
but who was paid for the stone, and had later to

. .
disgorge the. iiiiiount. I heard of it last in
America, and I believe it changed hands at its
original price of I25,000. About 182o a Jew ap-
peared ill London with a stone of about io carat,
which, from its color, must have been clipt from
the larger piece during its time of seclusion, per-
haps in an attempt to hide its identity. Jew and
stone were only seen for a few days, and then
both disappeared, and it was more than suspected
that he had been murdered, and the stone con-
cealed or lost. At all events, it has never been
seen since. If ally of you, after hearing this dis-
jointed address, wish to learn more of the
romance of gems, let him buy the diary of Taver-
nier, the Frenchman to whom I have just alluded.
It is a rough diary, more like a seaman's log than
the average book of travel, of the sixteenth and
seventeenth century, which was crammed with
marvels got on hearsay, and its genuine incidents
colored with an imagination worthy of Mr. Lloyd
George when presenting his Budgets.

He was a man of good family,
Tavernier Gem who began traveling about the
Expert year 1630, at the age of twenty,

and during the next sixty years
penetrated to the most unknown parts of the
East, India especially, buying and selling huge
gems among races who had never seen a white
man before, carrying his life in his hands, and
returning to Europe at intervals to sell some
of his gems. He died in Moscow about the year
1700, with £25,000 worth of gems on his person,
and history does not say what became of them.
He gives a careful list in his diary of goods
bought and sold, and one's mouth waters as he
speaks of pearls of 2oo grains bought from one
rajah and sold to another for so many pounds of
gold dust and a sapphire of 50 carats. Or of dia-
monds weighing 30 to 90 and Poo carats bought
at Golconda and brought to Europe,. and sold at
such and such a profit to various crowned heads.
He gives accurate drawings of the gems he dealt
in, and of many more he was allowed to see
measured and weighed ill the treasuries of the
native princes with whom lie did business. The
tide of war was always ebbing and flowing in
India until it passed into our hands, and during
the last three centuries many of these gems must
have changed hands, but doubtless many of them
are still hidden by the descendents of the owners,
to whom Tavernier spoke, forming part of the
incalculable dead wealth which lies in India. I
have tried to show that underlying the prosaic
facts of our trade, its weights, values, profits and
losses, there lies a mine of romance in which all
may dig, ever finding something new and interest-
ing, and that will keep their souls from shriveling
and their eyes from losing the power to see the
wonderful, the mysterious, and the beautiful.

Sizing Up a Customer
If there is any place where Pope's thought,

"the proper study of mankind," applies, that place
is in a retail store, and the retailer or clerk who
fails to make a close study of human nature is
certain to find that most dealers of his acquain-
tance in the same line of business are forging
Ahead of him, and at a pretty rapid rate, because
they do.

It is because most people are different that
salesmanship in a retail store is more than a
mechanical act. It is impossible to treat every
customer from the same viewpoint, and the sales-
man who makes good and whose slips at the end
of the week show the largest sales at the most
profit to the store is the salesman who has
realized this fact and treated each and every indi-
vidual according to his analysis of the tempera-
ment of each customer.

To be sure, we all make mistakes, but it is
only the thoughtless person who will make the
same mistake twice. It is not worth while to try
to convince a really obstinate customer that he
or she should not purchase the kind of shoes
asked for (although this may be the truth), and
it is also unwise to air one's knowledge of foot-
wear to a customer who either knows or thinks
he knows all about shoemaking, fit, style, etc.

And so it goes. The peculiarities of each
customer must be observed and considered in
making a sale, and the salesman who is really try-
ing to make a success of his work should not
overlook this important factor.—Shoe Retailer.
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How to Color Steel

THE

To Impart a Black Color, Permanent and Free

from Rust, to Steel

I. To insure success, the steel articles must

previously be polished and freed from grease.

When this is done, prepare a bath of 4000 parts.

of hot water and dissolve the following chemicals

in it : Five parts of caustic potash, to parts of
potassium cyanide, 5 parts of potassium chlorate,

0.5 part of white arsenic and 20 parts of Schlippe's

salt (sulph-antimoniate of sodium).

Use the bath with zinc contact; if it is of
moderate temperature, the color will range from

pearl-gray to gray-black; by adding about 20
parts of copper hemi-sulphide it will become deep
black. It is advisable previously to matt the
article with the steel matting brush.

2. The second process is to be applied cold

and without any contact. Coat the articles by
means of a brush with a solution consisting of 2
parts of hydrochloric acid, 2 parts of water and
I part of tin-salt.

After about 15 minutes coat with a copper
solution consisting of i part of blue vitriol in 16
parts of water with the addition of sufficient
aqueous ammonia to dissolve the blue deposit
which has been formed to a clear blue fluid.
When the article is dry after this process, wash
it well with water and place it for a few minutes
in a diluted solution of potassium sulphide. Then
remove it, rinse it well with water and dry it. A
dead gray-black color will be obtained by this
process.

3. Prepare a stain compounded as follows:
One part of bismuth chloride, 2 parts of mercury
chloride, and i part of copper chloride dissolve in
6 parts of hydrochloric acid, 5 parts of alcohol
and so of water. Dip the article, previously
polished and freed from grease, into this solution,
but instead of dipping, apply the solution with a
small brush if hinges and pieces of some other
metal have been soldered onto the steel article.
When the solution is thoroughly dry, immerse the
articles for half an hour in boiling water; a
gray-black color will be obtained. After the pro-
cess has been repeated, the color will turn to
black. After the treatment, rinse the object well,
leave it to dry and rub with a little wax.

To Color Steel Articles Bluish Gray

Prepare a bath of the following solution :
Dissolve 140 parts of sodium hyposulphite in L000
parts of water; also dissolve separately 35 parts
of lead acetate in i,000 parts of water; stir both
solutions together and heat the mixture slowly
till it boils. Then place the article in the bath,
and after further boiling the desired blue-gray
color will be imparted. Then remove the goods,
dry them well and leave them for a few hours to
cool. Filially polish with a good polishing iron.

The tollowing process can also be highly
hepar and i of sugar of lead in water and
dilute both solutions considerably ; then mix
and dilute both solutions considerably ; then mix
them together. No special care need be taken in
diluting, for the more the solution is diluted, the
more beautiful will be the color, though the pro-
cess may be lengthened. Put the objects in the
solution, taking out a sample from time to time
to see if the required color has been acquired.
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All shades of color, from blue-gray to black, can
be produced in this bath. Rinse well and dry
the articles.—Journal der Goldschmiedekunst.

The Production of the "Heat-Black"
Finish on Brass, Bronze and

Copper

The so-called "heat-black" finish on brass,
copper or bronze is one of the new methods of
coloring metals that has recently appeared and
is one of the most durable. It is adapted for a
large variety of work and is even replacing nickel
plated work for some kinds of articles. Desk
telephones are now being finished in the "heat-
black," and in many parts of the United States
are supplanting the nickel plated article previously
used.

The adaptability of the "heat-black" is large
and the reader will undoubtedly find many new
uses for it. The color is an absolute dead black,
and asit is not difficult to apply, the future will
undoubtedly find it extensively employed. It can
be applied to brass, bronze or copper. It does not
work evenly on steel or iron.

The article to be treated should be free from
grease, although a slight tarnish does no harm.
It is usually customary to sand blast the surface
although very good results may be produced with-
out it. A sand-blasted surface takes an excellent
finish, but those who do not possess the apparatus
for producing it need not have any hesitation
about using the finish as about the only difference
between the results is that the sand-blasted
surface is a little more dead.

The Solutions

Two stock solutions are first made up. One
is a solution of nitrate of copper in water, and
the other is a solution of nitrate of silver in
water. The proportions need not be very exact
although it is preferable to keep them fairly close.
They are made up as follows :

Nitrate of Copper Solution

Water  • I oz.
Nitrate of Copper  1 oz.

This gives a practically saturated solution of
nitrate of copper in water and is used for a
"stock" solution. If desired, the nitrate of copper
may easily be made by taking i oz. of strong
nitric acid and dissolving in it all the copper wire
it will take up. A thick, blue solution is left
which is used for the "stock" solution. As few
platers have nitrate of copper in stock, it can
easily be made from the copper wire 

Nitrate of Silver Solution
Water   i oz.
Nitrate of Silver   I OZ.

This solution can also be made by dissolving
pure silver in nitric acid until no more will dis-
solve, but dilute acid (i part acid and i part of
water) should be used as silver does not dissolve
readily in strong nitric acid. It is preferable,
however, to purchase the nitrate of silver as it
is easily obtained. The nitrate of silver solution
is practically a saturated solution and is used as
the "stock" solution.

The Mixed Solution for Applying
The mixed solution for applying to the metal

is made as follows:
Water  • 3 parts
Nitrate of Copper Solution.. 2 parts
Nitrate of Silver Solution.. i part

The solution is kept in a glass or stoneware
vessel for use.

Applying to the Brass or Other Metal

The brass, bronze or copper article to be
treated is heated on a hot iron plate or in an
oven to a temperature of about 250 degrees F.
and the solution applied with a brush or cotton
swab so as to cover the surface uniformly. The
brush should be a rather soft one in order to
allow the coating to be made in the best manner.
The so-called "rubber-bound brushes" are the best
for the purpose as there is no metal on them to
be attacked by the solution.

One or two coatings of the solution on the
surface of the article is usually enough and it
dries almost immediately, leaving a sort of green
froth. The temperature is not sufficiently hot to
draw the temper of hard brass, but it will usually
melt soft solder.

When the entire surface has changed to a
uniform black color, allow the article to cool and
then brush off the fluffy material on the surface of
the metal with a stiff bristle brush. The color
will now change to a brownish-black that is quite
pleasing for many purposes and which is very
tenacious. When the fluffy material is completely
brushed off, it is surprising how even and uniform
the coating is and how tenaciously it adheres. If
the brown black finish is desired, the surface may
now be waxed or lacquered, but it is usually cus-
tomary to give the article an additional treatment
in a liver or sulphur solution in order to change
the brown-black coating to one that is absolutely
dead black.

Final Treatment

When the smut has been brushed off from the
surface of the article, it is immersed in a cold
liver of sulphur solution for 5 minutes. This so-
lution is made by dissolving 2 oz. of liver of
sulphur in i gallon of water. The article is
immersed in it, allowed to remain about 5 minutes
and then, without rinsing, is again heated until the
surface is uniformly black.

The surface is now brushed again with the
bristle brush when it will be found that the color
is a dead black and quite uniform. It should be
borne in mind that the article is not rinsed at all
after it is removed from the liver of sulphur solu-
tion, but is simply drained off and then heated.

The article may now be lacquered with a flat
lacquer or waxed as may be desired. The final
appearance of the surface will be found quite sat-
factory and contrary to what one would naturally
expect, the coating of the solution that is first
applied need not be very even as long as a suffi-
cient quantity is put on.

The process as arranged by steps may be
summed up as follows:

I. Applying the solution to the metal.
2. Heating on a hot plate or oven until the

solution has dried and the residue left by evapora-
tion has turned black.

3. Brushing off the smut.
4. Immersion for about 5 minutes in a liver

of sulphur solution.

S. Drying without rinsing and heating on the
plate or in the oven again.

6. Lacquering or waxing.
If the surface is not satisfactory, or an old

article is to be refinished, the wax or lacquer may
be burned off and the process repeated.

It is beFeved that this is one of the most
satisfactory black finishes known as it is dead
black, is readily applied and is very durable. It
is calculated to resist considerable handling such
as a telephone would receive. There are many
articles that can well be treated by it.—The Brass
World.
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KARNAK BRASS
A Modern Application of Ancient Egyptian Art

k 

Inspired by the impressive grandeur of the famous Temple
of KARNAK, this unique and attractive line is in every
sense an ideal conception of the decorative arts of the
Ancients applied to modern articles of Utility and Art.

Each design, both in form and decoration, incorporates
some characteristic feature of pure Egyptian Art, which
unquestionably is the most popular style of the season.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CATALOGUE BY
PREPAID EXPRESS UPON REQUEST

We co-operate with you for a bigger and better business,
by furnishing without charge, attractive booklets, advertising
electros and copy.

Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway, including ASSYRIAN GOLD,
Hand-Hammered Copper and Brass, Art Goods,
Silver-plated Hollowware and Flatware, Gold-
plated Novelties, Clocks and Jewel Boxes.

KARNAK BRASS KARNAK BRASS

LOTUS.w
THE SACRED LILY
of Egypt--much used
in the Decorative Art
of the Ancients.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

deBenedict
East Syracuse —N.Y.

AYKUS
A SPECIES OF REED
common in ancient
Egypt-used as a writ-
ing material, also in
their decorative art.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.
East Syracuse, N. Y.
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Retail Jewelers are not making the sales of, or the profit
on, Scientific Rubies and Sapphires that they should
because so few jewelers have familiarized themselves with the character, beauty
and wearing qualities of choice, scientifically made Rubies and Sapphires;
because so many inferior grades of stones have been sold as Scientific Rubies,
Sapphires and White Sapphires which have proven unsatisfactory that the con-
fidence of the trade has been destroyed;
because Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have never been presented in a manner
which would convince the consumer that the stones were as represented.

To assist the Retail Jewelry Trade in making more
Sales and Better Profits

we are importing and offering direct the
Rubies, Sapphires and White Sapphires

each one of which is guaranteed to be of the same chemical composition as the natural stone.
The most important of the raw material which composes both is alumina; the coloring
principle in the rubies being chromium oxide and in the blue sapphires titanic oxide. The
<M. Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have essentially the same specific gravity, structure,

hardness, transparency, brilliancy, magnificent color and beautiful velvety gloss as the
natural stones. They differ from the latter in no respect save origin, having been produced
under artificial instead of natural conditions.

quality Scientific

Each unmounted 4-m, Scientific Ruby or Sapphire is placed in a regular precious stone
paper with the above guarantee engraved thereon. Each mounted stone is accompanied
by an engraved guarantee having a description of the article and the name of the Retail
Jeweler written in it. These guarantees are signed

<W C> wcAtAttiftc, Anto
This not only inspires the confidence of jewelers, but gives them the opportunity to famil-
iarize themselves and acquaint their customers with the nature, beauty and quality of the
stones. It also enables them to effect many profitable sales and satisfy the purchasersthat the stones are exactly as represented.
These stones are to the medium class of buyers what diamonds and natural.
rubies and sapphires are to the very fine trade. They last as long, wear as well,
and give the same satisfaction to them that natural stones give to the fine trade.
Selections gladly sent for inspection with list of prices and illustrations of
sizes and shapes.

These stones are not sold to Department Stores or Mail Order Houses

WENDELL AND COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

45, 47 and 49 John St. 256, 258 and 260 Madison St.
New York Chicago
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HALL CLOCKS
WALTHAM
Tubular Chimes

Our new catalogue is now ready for distribution and shows
one of the finest and most complete lines on the market.

Look Up Our Three-Chime Movement

Our "WILLARD" or "BANJO" Clock is a favorite in
the high-class trade.
Any jeweler desiring a first-class regulator will make no
mistake in ordering our No. 13, which will run, with
proper care, within five seconds a month.

Waltham Clock Company
Office and Salesroom : WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

HURLBURT'S
FOR WATCHES

Your Fall Watch Stock is now your most
pressing consideration. As usual we have at your
service the largest and most carefully selected
stock of watches ever shown the retail trade.

All the standard makes and grades in Movements and
Gold and Gold Filled Cases. Railroad Watches a Specialty

II. 0. HURLBURT 0 SONS 14 S. 10th Street,PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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9582 FANCY MIRROR

4580 LARGE HAIR BRUSH

4005 LARGE BONNET BRUSH

GRECIAN. ENGINE-TURNED AND ENGRAVED PATTERN

9007 LARGE NAIL BRUSH

90319 LADIES COARSE AND FINE COMB

4033 51 2INCH PUFF BOX, SHALLOW CUT GLASS

•I040 OINTMENT

9E159 LARGE FLEXIBLE FILE

9057 LARGE SHOE HORN

9001 LARGE SHOE HOOK

IT'S
JUST
OUT

The latest issue of

the Foster Catalog,

The Blue Book —

a first glimpse and

a prophecy of what

next season's sellers

are to be.

411,309 Pages of the

kind of goods your

customers like best.

BEGIN USING

CATALOG "N"

THIS

VERY DAY

New York-13 Maiden Lane THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO. 100 RICHMOND STREET
Chicago—Heyworth Bldg.
Canada—Kingston, Ont.  MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS  PROVIDENCE, R. I.

OUR STOCK OF LOOSE AND MOUNTED DIAMOND GOODS

ALWAYS COMPLETE

SEND TO US FOR YOUR SPECIAL "MEMORANDUM" CALLS

ESTABLISHED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO
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WE GUARANTEE
every article made in
our factory.

L 593
With Mirror

We Sell the Wholesale Trade Only

BIGNEY'S MIRROR FINISH
hardens the surface and makes for durability

YOUR JOBBER NOW HAS OUR NEW CREATIONS

ASK TO SEE THEM

Our chains for both men and women are not soldered with the so-called soldering machine which overheats and
makes the surface porous, but on the contrary, each link is carefully soldered by hand. In this way we get a
superior finish and our chains wear longer.
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I Dwt. of Fine Gold (24 K.) is worth

Dwt. of 8 K. Old Gold is worth 0, 32 cts., $ .96
Cost of Refining to i Dwt. 24 K. - .04 I .00

Profit in buying Old Gold -

$1.03 '2

$ .o3

That's why we buy Old Gold,
Why we can pay Full Cash Value

and why we receive so much

The fact that our large manufacturing business requires complete assay-
ing, smelting and refining departments permits us to handle without
additional business expense or extra equipment all Old Gold and Silver
consigned to us. This gives us an advantage which others cannot meet and
which has made this department of our business so important.

We remit the same day consignments are received.

LI

If amounts are not up to expectations we return consignments by pre-
paid express in exactly the conditions they were received.

Highest market price paid for Old Silver and Platinum.

Not all the jewelry, watch cases and chains manufactured before the National Stamping
Act became a law, were of the quality that the stamps thereon represented. We advise the
trade to test the centers of old watch cases and links of chains that are offered for old gold,
to approximate the value, instead of depending entirely upon the quality stamps in the backs
of cases or on swivels of chains.

WENDELL AND COMPANY
Manufacturers and Refiners

256, 258 8z 260 Madison St.
Chicago

45, 47 & 49 John St.
New York
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LK
(TRADE-MARK REGISTERED)

RINGS

LK
(THADE-MAF7K REGISTERED)

RINGS

11-1-1&

THE ONLY WAY
to grasp the full meaning of the LK Trade-Mark is to see the rings that bear it ; then you will
understand. LK Rings touch the high water mark of merit in beauty of design, perfection of
die work and superiority of finish, therefore they are the rings you should have.

OUR SliX SALESMEN
are now on the road, showing the line. You will miss a golden opportunity if you do not wait
to see them before making your Fall purchases.

ip If you are not now on our calling list, write us.

&it) 
JOSEPH L. HERZOG C& CO.

$0411fr's MAKERS OF LK RINGS
45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK

September, 1910 T H

While some people contend that lower Wood-
ward Avenue is about done for as a retail shop-
ping district and there is a rush for desirable lo-
cations farther uptown, there are those who be-
lieve that the present retail center will always
be the busy spot it is to-day. Among those who
intend to stick to the present location are Traub
Bros., who have just moved into one of the
finest retail jewelry establishments in the city.
This firm was for many years located at 118
Woodward Avenue. Recently they purchased the
building at the corner of Woodward Avenue and
Congress Street, just a few doors from their old
location, and at an outlay of $35,000 have re-
modeled it from cellar to roof. The improve-
ments include an entire new front, making the
building one of the most attractive in the city.
The firm occupies the entire building, which is
22 feet in width and too feet long. On the first
floor is located the sales and display room.
This floor is finished in solid mahogany, includ-
ing cases, doors and window enclosures. Along
the walls are show cases, 5o feet in length, to feet
high and 22 inches deep. "Silent Salesmen"
counters, nickel trimmed and resting on mahog-
any foundations, also extend the full length of
the store. Situated, as it is, on. the corner and
running back to a wide alley, the store is one of
the best lighted and ventilated business stands in
the city. The upper floors will be used as work
rooms, storerooms and. manufacturing.

Directly opposite to the move made by this
firm is that made by Wright, Kay & Co., another
of the city's oldest jewelry establishments, who
have just left the stand they occupied at the
corner of Woodward and Campus Martius for
about thirty years and moved into more commo-
dious quarters at the corner of Woodward and
Grand River Avenues, two blocks north. This is
regarded in many quarters as the center of the
new retail district. Wright, Kay & Co. will fit
up one of the finest stores in the United States.
Members of the firm have visited New York,
Philadelphia and Chicago in search of ideas to
be used in the arrangement and decoration of the
new store, and when completed they promise to
have an establishment second to none.

Ferdinand P. Berschback, jeweler with E. J.
Thiry, 27 Monroe Avenue, was married on
August iith to Miss Marie Schippacasse, a mem-
ber of one of the oldest and best known Italian
families in Detroit. They are spending a honey-
moon in Mackinac.

Harry Erlich, who does business as the
Detroit Jewelry Co., appeared as plaintiff in a
suit against Henry Schultz, a youth of 18. The
young man bought a diamond from Erlich, pay-
ing $1 down and signing a contract to pay so
much a week. He defaulted in his payments and
Erlich sued for the balance. When it was learned
the defendant was under 21 Justice Teagan ruled
that the contract was void. The case was settled
by Erlich taking his ring back.

In the very center of the busy shopping dis-
trict and while hundreds were passing the store
at the time, sneak thieves got away with $1000
worth of goods from the store of William E.
House, Kalamazoo, on July 26th. The stolen
property includes fourteen diamond rings, two
diamond stick pins, twenty-three gold watches,
twenty-nine gold band rings and nine small set
rings. The proprietor locked the store at 6 P. m.
and upon returning half an hour later found the
front door had been opened and the jewelry
stolen. Every watch in the front window was
taken.

The police believe they made an important
arrest when they picked up Albert Walters, aged
20, who was found loitering about the exhibits
ill the Hotel Cadillac during the recent convention
of the American Retail Jewelers' Association. He
had property in his possession which was stolen
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from other hotels, including a diamond ring taken
from a hotel in Put-In-Bay.

The stock and appliances of Tomlinson &
Willets, in the Loyal Guard Building, were badly
damaged by a fire which broke out on the top
floor. Defective wiring was the cause.

The show case of Mathauer & Koester,
wholesale jewelers at No. 193 Woodward Avenue,
was broken into and goods valued at $15o taken.
Gold lockets, combs, clocks and scarf pins were
taken.

Charles Christman, salesman with Traub
Bros. & Co., is spending his vacation at his old
home in Canada.

M. E. Rowley, of Romeo, Mich., traveler for
the E. H. Pudrith Co., Detroit, became the father
this week of a io-pound daughter.

Carl Bross, of Traub Bros. & Co., is spend-
ing his holidays at an up-State resort.

Al Christiansen, a former Detroit jeweler,
who was called home because of the serious ill-
ness of his mother, has returned to his employ-
ment with J. R. Reid & Co., Pittsburg.

George Haller, of the wholesale firm of Luths,
Haller Dorweld Co., has recovered from an ill-
ness Which kept him at home for two weeks.

Mrs. Leonhardt, with Traub Brothers & Co.,
is visiting with friends in Auburn, N. Y., and
New York City.

E. F. Hill and C. H. Kellar, travelers for
Noack & Gorenflo, have started on their fall
trip. E. W. Krainbrinck, of C. A. Berkey & Co.,
and Frank Mathauer, of Mathauer & Koester,
also started out during the past few days. The
prospects for the fall trade are exceedingly bright.
Travelers who have already started to work re-
port a splendid business. The optimism of the
wholesalers is also shared by the retailers, and
especially in the smaller towns throughout the
State are they preparing for a prosperous season.
The National Retail Jewelers' convention, held
here during the last week in July, was responsible
for one of the best weeks the local wholesalers
ever had. The convention brought to the city
retail dealers from all over the State and from
States near Detroit. While here these men took
advantage of the occasion to replenish their
stocks and all the local houses shared in the
harvest.

L. Jones, formerly in business in Amherst-
burg, Out., about 25 miles from Detroit, has
started a retail business at 139 Benton Street.
He comes to Detroit highly recommended.

W. M. Laclare & Co. have greatly improved
the appearance of their North Woodward store
by putting in a new plate glass front.

A new manufacturing business has been es-
tablished in Detroit by Stickel & Yasper at 2to
Woodward Avenue. Both men have had several
years' experience in Detroit with different manu-
facturers.

Fred Flachsmann, 819 Gratiot Avenue, has
returned from a trip of three months to Europe.

Bert N. Moore, an old Detroit boy who is
now doing well in the jewelry business in Los
Angeles, is home for an extended visit.

A sneak thief threw a brick through the
window of the Grainger-Hannan store, 238 Wood-
ward Avenue at 2 o'clock in the morning and got
away with watches valued at $136. In doing this
he broke a plate of glass valued at $75 and also
broke a number of cut glass pieces which were
on display along with the watches. A patrolman
heard the crash and chased the thief, but the lat-
ter was more of a sprinter than the officer.

Sunday's storm blew in the large show win-
dow of Hugh Connolly's store, at the corner of
State and Griswold Streets. Falling glass broke
a number of articles on display. It was necessary
for Mr. Connolly to station a man on guard
until repairs were made on Monday.

J. H. Garlick, the Griswold Street jeweler,
attended the Knights Templar convention in Chi-
cago last month. He is a member of the famous
drill squad of Damascus Commandery.

The erection of a twenty-story office building
by the Dime Savings Bank, at the corner of
Fort and Griswold Streets, has made it necessary
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for J. H. Garlick to find new quarters. He will
remove soon to 168 Griswold Street in the Whit-
ney Building. His new premises are now being
refitted.

Frank Brownley, engraver for Hugh Con-
nolly, has been confined to his home by illness
for several days.

Mr. Marcus, of Dennison, Texas, has just
completed an attendance course in the Americal
Optical College.

The Elgin Watch Co. awarded prizes last
month for the finest displays of Elgin watches
made in Detroit during the Elk's convention.
First prize was won by H. Rolshoven & Son;
second codbyJ. H. Garlick, and third by Grainger,
Hannan 

R. F. Church, for twenty years a prominent
jeweler in Albion, Mich., passed away this week
after a long illness. He was 6o years of age and
had spent nearly all of his life in the jewelry
business.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade, composed of
wholesale dealers and manufacturers, held its
monthly meeting at the Hotel Richter last month.
After an important business session dinner was
served. The members discussed the advisability
of holding an excursion and picnic exclusively
for jewelers and their families. The scheme was
quite generally favored and the matter will prob-
ably be settled at a special meeting to be called
soon.

The Detroit Jewelry Credit Co., now located
in the Chamber of Commerce Building, will re-
move soon to the new Miles Theater Building on
Griswold Street. Several very pretty stores have
been fitted up in this building.

William Foster, buyer for W. B. and E. T.
Webb, of Jackson, called on the local wholesalers
this week.

Solomon Sallon, 94 Woodward Avenue, has
been declared a winner by Justice Teagan in the
suit brought against him by Mrs. Rose Humphrey.
Two years ago Mrs. Humphrey bought from Sal-
lon, on contract, a diamond ring and brooch set
with diamonds, for which she agreed to pay $305.
After paying $205 she stopped payments and Sal-
lon secured the jewelry by writ of replevin. The
woman then brought suit for the return of the
money she had paid, claiming the diamonds were
of inferior quality. Several of the city's diamond
experts testified as to the value of the stones and
after considering the matter for two weeks Jus-
tice Teagan returned a decision in favor of Sallon.

The following out-of-town jewelers called on
the Detroit wholesalers during the past month:
R. H. Gregory, Lapeer; E. D. Wilson, Novi;
E. S. Barnes, Rochester; W. T. Blashill, Oxford; -
E. J. Peters, Tecumseh; A. B. Milkins, Wyan-
dotte; C. E Monfort, Utica; 0. C. Bath, Everett;
W. F. King, Jr., Adrian; M. J. Yoke, Decker-
ville ; E. A. Gerby, with J. J. Campbell, Pigeon;
Stanley Wilton, Charlotte; E. C. Marvin, Mon-
roe; R. H. Baker, Marine City; H. W. Baxter,
Birmingham; E. H. Cressy, Saline; Leo W.
Kerbs, Wayne; J. L. Chapman, Ann Arbor; L. H.
Stehle, Linden; Ira T. Johnston, Birmingham;
0. F. Kleckner, Milan.

Distilled Gold
The investigations of a French chemist show

that gold in the electric furnace boils freely at a
temperature of 2,400 degrees Centigrade. In two
or three minutes, it is said, from one hundred to
one hundred and fifty grams of gold pass into the
state of vapor. In condensing upon a cold body,
this golden vapor forms filiform masses and cubic
crystals. At its temperature of ebullition gold
dissolves a little carbon, which, at the time of
resolidification, is deposited in the form of
graphite.

In an alloy of gold and copper, copper dis-
tils first. In an alloy of gold and tin, the tin dis-
tils more abundantly than the gold, and, when a
large quantity of these mixed vapors is taken,
the tin burns on contact with the oxygen of the
air, forming oxide of tin, colored purple by a fine
dust of condensed gold. This is one method of
preparing the color known as "purple of Cassius."
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A. G. Schwab & Sons
Exclusively Wholesale

IMPORTERS OF

Diamonds and Pearls
Nigh Grade American Watches
Solid=Gold and Filled Cases
Solid =Gold and Filled Jewelry
Clocks Silverware Cut=Glass

WAIT FOR OUR 1911

CATALOGUE
A NEW DEPARTURE

Will pay you to look at it before ordering elsewhere.

It will soon be out and will surprise you.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO!

A. G. SCHWAB & SONS
31 East Fourth Street • CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Fred A. Willet, one of the oldest clerks in
the employ of the E. & J. Swigart Company,
dealers in jewelers' supplies, is happy over the
arrival of a fine little daughter at his home
August 13th.

Whitehouse Bros. are enlarging their manu-
facturing space in the Oskamp Building. They
have added an additional room. This will be
used as an office.

Julius Jacobs, of D. Jacobs Sons Company,
wholesale jewelers, left Monday, August 22d, for
a three weeks trip through Indiana.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Herschede are spend-
ing a few weeks at Camp Dennison, Ohio.

Abe Art, retail jeweler at Zanesville, Ohio,
has purchased a new automobile.

Loring Andrews, of the Loring Andrews
Company, will return from Switzerland in Sep-
tember.

They are telling another fish story on Carl
Thoma, the popular member of The Thoma Bros.
Company, dealers in jewelers supplies. Carl and
his brother-in-law were fishing a few days ago
near Milford and Carl mounted a sunken
bowlder to give his bass a few more inches of
line before hooking him. His brother-in-law
also had a bite and in the excitement he backed
up against Carl and under Carl went, hip boots
and all. Carl lost his fish.

The marriage of Frederick Strunk, Jr., son
of the jeweler and diamond merchant at 512 Race
Street, and Miss Etta Kolling took place August
3d at the home of the bride's parents in Scioto
Avenue. They went to the Yellowstone Park
and the Pacific Coast on their honeymoon.

Arthur and Sidney Hirschfield, sons of
Joseph Hirschfield, who has been a traveling
salesman for D. Jacobs Sons Company for
several years, are now with the company, Arthur
being in the office and Sidney on the road.

James Niven, diamond setter, with quarters
in the Harrison Building, has been in poor health
for some time and is now in West Virginia for
a rest.

"Business is quite fair," said S. Lindenberg,
of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co., wholesale jewelers.
"I consider the outlook for a nice fall trade quite
fair. The trade in Wisconsin is good and is
fair in the South."

"Business is fully up to the average for this
time of the year," said Albert Bros., wholesale
jewelers. "We expect a nice fall business. We
are still hard at work on our catalogue, which
will be out about November 1st."

John Bertling, well-known jeweler at 1115
Vine Street, was robbed of a tray of diamond
rings August 3d, at noon. Joseph Swing, the
clerk, went out of the store to wait on a sup-
posed customer who drove up in a buggy and
the confederate of the man in the buggy slipped
into the store and made away with the tray of
rings. When Swing returned to the store he
missed the tray and as he came out to give the
alarm saw a man leap into the buggy. The police
later arrested Walter Karns, a private detective,
but Karns denies knowing anything of the rob-
bery. The rings were valued at over $1000.

Charles A. Nolting, of the Oskamp-Nolting
Company, wholesale jewelers in Elm Street, says
business is as good as could be expected at this
time of the year and that he looks for a good
fall trade. The firm is hard at work on its fine
big catalogue, which will be out about October
1st. Mr. Nolting is very enthusiastic about it
and says it will be the best ever gotten out by
his house.

C. S. Bingaman, of Bingaman & Bros., is
spending a month on a fishing trip.

Lawrence Scooler, traveling salesman for The
Gustave Fox Co., in the central States for the
past ten years, severed his connection with that
firm July 1st. Mr. Scooter will handle another
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make of emblems and be ready for the trade in
October.

George Gruen, of the Gruen Watch Com-
pany, returned home from Europe, where he has
spent several months with his family.

On Friday evening, August 29th, burglars
effected an entrance to the stock room of Richter
& Phillips, wholesale jewelers at Fifth and Vine
Streets, and stole about a hundred dollars worth
of sterling novelties, letting the boxes to the
ground by means of trunk straps tied together.
It was at first reported they got several thousand
dollars' worth of goods, which is untrue. They
did not get into the main salesroom.

Burton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Company, dia-
mond merchants, has a new automobile.

J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
manufacturers, attended the Elks' convention in
Detroit recently. The company made 1500 medals
for the convention.

Frank Kohlhoff, of the Frank Herschede
jewelry factory, was married May 4th to Miss
Lillian Wiethorn, of Cincinnati, but they kept
it secret until a few days ago. They are now
being showered with congratulations.

J. W. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Company,
dealers in jewelers' supplies, said : "We are very
busy. The boys on the road are sending in fine
orders and the indications of a big fall trade
are getting brighter every day. We believe many
of our customers will come to the Ohio Valley
Exposition during September and they will make
business good while in town. We are hard at
work on our new catalogue, which will be out
about November 1st."

The M. J. Greenwald Jewelry Company, 33
and 35 Emery Arcade, has enlarged its store
and has added a wholesale department.

Norman Schweeting, son of F. A. Schweet-
ing, of Oxford, Ohio, has entered the employ of
A. P. Humphreys, Bellefontaine, Ohio, as a clerk.

The Frank Herschede Company will have an
elegant display of ancient and modern silver at
the Ohio Valley Exposition. The silver is being
loaned by The Gorham Company. It is worth
$6o,coo to $75,000. The firm will also have a fine
display of hall and mantel clocks and diamond
jewelry. The Loring Andrews Company will
also have a fine exhibit.

A suit of interest is on in Cincinnati. It is
that of the Star Watch Case Company against
A. & J. Plaut, wholesale jewelers. It is for an
alleged breach of contract on the refusal of the
Plaut firm to accept consignments of watch cases.
United States Judge Hollister has rendered an
opinion sustaining the objections raised to the
Plauts' answer, which is held to be insufficient.
The contract in the case was for a first lot of
2100 cases, to be followed later by a lot of 15,000.
The Plauts refused to accept shipments after,
they claim, the first lot did not suit them. The
court holds the firm was without warrant in re-
fusing later shipments where there was nothing
to show whether they were not of the kind bar-
gained for. The Plauts have entered a cross
suit against the Star company. The final de-
cision in the case is yet to be made.

The Miller Jewelry Company was awarded
the contracts for badges for the directors of the
Ohio Valley Exposition and for the press.

A movement is on among the young men of
St. Frances de Sales Catholic Church, Madison
Road and Woodbine Avenue, to buy a new clock,
with chimes, for the famous old cathedral. Louis
Homan is chairman of the committee.

The Vance-Winans Clock Company, of
Akron, Ohio, has been incorporated for $15,000
by Edwin W. Vance, C. C. Winans, P. N. Eagle-
son and I. B. Crawford.

John C. Daller, Jr., of the Clemens Oskamp
Jewelry Company, has returned from a several
days outing in a fishing camp on the Little Miami
River.

Charles S. Miller called on old friends here
late in July. He is with the Ansonia Clock Com-
pany.

Cliff Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
says business is opening up well and that there
should be a good fall trade.

William Owen, Elm Street jewelers, recently
enjoyed a visit from his brother, John P. Owen,
of M. A. Mead & Co., of Chicago.
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Cliff Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
has returned with his family from Belmar, N. J.,
on the coast.

The long and strenuous fight of the Herman
Keck Manufacturing Company against being de-
clared bankrupt was peacefully ended on August
Ith when the attorneys for the battling litigants

got together and arranged an agreement, dis-
missing from the Federal Circuit Court of Ap-
peals here the proceedings intended to set aside
decisions given against the company and mem-
bers of the Keck family in the court below.
Chief of these decisions was that holding the
company bankrupt and declaring the Duhme
Jewelry Company part and property of the Keck
company. Other points in the controversy were
fees and preferences claimed by various attorneys
and creditors and rejected by United States
Judge Sater. By the agreement reached the de-
cisions of the lower court are accepted without
further opposition, but the stipulations are made
for certain claims to be allowed in a general
settlement without demur, among them being the
claim of Judge Bode for legal services for $7000,
the claims of the Keck sisters to certain divi-
dends amounting to a few hundred dollars and
some others of minor importance. The huge cost
of taking the case to the Court of Appeals is
said to have helped in bringing on the agreement.
The creditors, however, were weary of the long
fight and disappointed in the results of the recent
sale, which did not bring the prices expected.
All now remains is to adjust the claims of the
various creditors. This is now going on before
United States Referee Greve.

Fred Gruen and family are summering at
Spring Lake, N. J.

James Holland, son of John Holland, the
widely known manufacturer of gold pens, has
left for a vacation at the eastern resorts.

John Holland, Jr., and R. 0. Holland have
left for a fishing trip in Canada. They will be
gone two or three weeks.

John Holland says business was pretty good
with his house during July and August.

W. F. Willman, for ten years a wholesale
jeweler, and for the past four years in the whole-
sale business at Fourth and Main Streets as
Mesch & Willman, has bought out his partner,
Joseph H. Mesch, and the firm name is now
W. F. Willman. Mr. Mesch no longer has any
connection with the business, having started a
wholesale business known as the Mesch-George
Company. Mr. Willman reports a nice fall busi-
ness and says he believes trade will continue good
up to the holidays.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, wholesale
jewelers, has returned from a vacation with his
family at Omena, Mich.

The Lindenberg & Fox baseball team won
the championship of the local jewelers' league
August 7th by winning from the D. Jacobs' Sons
Company's team by a score of 9 to 7. The series
was started in June. The two teams are now
playing an independent series of five games.
The Jacobs' team won the first of this series by
a score of 14 to 3.

Mr. Mayer, of Wallenstein & Mayer, whole-
salers, said he believes the fall business will con-
tinue to be fine to the close of the season.

Sigmund Strauss, of Lindenburg, Strauss &
Company, wholesalers, returned from a business
trip late in August and reported business as being
very fair.

August Newstedt, traveling salesman for Lin-
denberg, Strauss & Co., left August 20th for
Atlantic City for a vacation. He is accompanied
by Mrs. Newstedt.

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons,
wholesale jewelers, sailed August 26th from
Quebec for a four weeks trip through England
and on the Continent. He may buy some dia-
monds while abroad. He is accompanied by Mrs.
Gutmann.

Clarence Billings, a new employee of L. Gut-
mann & Sons, will start for his territory the last
week in August.

Joseph Loose and Miss Ruth Spritz and Miss
Lulu Westerkamp, of Wallenstem, Mayer &
Company, are on their vacations.

(Continued on page 1445)
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Savers of Time and Space
JEWELERS' ROLL TISSUE AND CUTTERS

On counters or under wrapping tables. Insure neat wrapping and of great convenience, especially
during the Christmas rush. Nickel plated.

in. size, with rm. roll of Grass Bleached tissue, $2.50
20 in. " " 12/3" " " " " 3.85

Jewelers' Show-Case Racks
Nickel plated. Strongly riveted. Compact and very attractive. Can be used outside or inside

show-case, and will display in the space ordinarily occupied by one tray the contents
of four trays. A great help in grouping or classifying jewelry and silverware

Rack without trays, $4.25
Rack with four good quality velvet-lined trays, $11.75

26 Franklin St.
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THE TAG MAKERS

1007 Chestnut St.
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Sample Offices in thirty-four American and Canadian cities. Representatives in London and Mexico
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There has been a decided improvement in
business in this section during the past month.
Especially is this true of the jewelry end. The
jobbers report large increases over the volume
of trade of last year.

In large industries, however, such as the
manufacture of pig iron, there is a decided over-
production. Too many furnaces have been built
the past two years. In fact, the iron ore industry
has progressed too fast for the natural demands
of the finished articles and products. Shipping
interests have also built too many boats. The
future has been discounted. This branch of in-
dustry must go slow for a year or two until de-
mand increases from natural causes.

The Webb C. Ball Co. have just re-organized
preparatory to the separation of the retail business
from the watch manufacturing end. The new corn-
pany as organized last month provides for a capi-
talization of $500,000. It is the intention of the
company to devote part of this to the retail store
which is to move in a few days to its new loca-
tion on upper Euclid Avenue, and the balance of
the capital to conduct the railroad watch manu-
facturing in the present location.

Eugene H. Dutter, manager of the silverware
department for Cowell & Hubbard Co., is in the
East on his annual fall buying trip. He will visit
all the prominent silver manufacturing centers.

Walter 0. Knight has gone to the St.
Lawrence for a few days of fishing and pleasure.

Chas. Keim, secretary and treasurer of the
Scribner & Loehr Co., is spending a month on
Long Island Sound in pursuit of pleasure and rest.

Frank Dietz, the well-known material man, is
taking a short vacation and probably the fish
will be sorry he did.

Chas. Scheingold has just returned from an
auto trip to Chicago and Elkhart Lake, Wis. A
very delightful trip is reported.

Aaron Bergman, Superior Avenue jeweler,
has just returned from a trip to California. Mr.
Bergman went down to Reno, July 4th, to see
the fistic encounter.

Geo. Eroe, of the Diamond Shop, Colonial
Arcade, has taken Henry Rotbart as partner in
the business.

The Burt Ramsay store on Euclid Avenue
has been closed and the sale of the stock
moved to No. I Colonial Arcade, which is the
original location of his first entrance to the retail
trade. The stock in the Euclid Avenue store
was sold by auction and it was a highly success-
ful sale.

The F. N. Gear Watch Co., formerly of the
Cuyahoga Building, have moved to the Colonial
Arcade. Mr. Gear makes a specialty of railroad
watches. He is also official master time inspector
for the Erie R. R., as well as secretary of the
Brotherhood of L. E. & F.

Mr. Fauver, watchmaker for J. J. Freeman
& Co., Toledo, was in town last month, and while
here advised his friends that he was to marry
one of our estimable young women from this city.

Among the delegates to the Retail Jewelers'
convention at Detroit, were Jacob H. Welf, jew-
eler on Ontario St., and A. H. Radde, of Wood-
land Avenue.

H. M. Schaffer, of Lorain St., has just re-
turned from Chicago where he went to attend the
K. T. convention.

Will Kernan and L. M. Sigler, who have been
in Europe on a business trip, have returned and
report very satisfactory conditions.

Capt. R. E. Burdick, of Bowler & Burdick
Co., has returned from his annual buying trip to
the leading centers of Europe.

H. S. Hurlbut, the well-known traveler, has
left for his fall campaign.

D. 0. Kintner, of Plainsville, was a delegate
to the Retail Jewelers' convention at Detroit.

Chas. Ramp, of Scribner & Loehr Co.. has
gone to the St. Clair Flats for a two weeks'
fishing trip and outing.

E. L. Thoma, Piqua, was seen in town last
month. Mr. Thoma was making a pleasure trip.

W. C. Fisher, Lorain, Ohio, was in town
last month buying an entire new line of fixtures
for his store. When these are installed it will be
as fine a jewelry store as there is in this section
for one of its size.

The following jewelers were in town last
month: H. S. Summer, Akron; Robert Miller,
Lorain; F. N. Prevy, Akron; C. E. Williams,
Burton ; J. M. Roland, Greenville; W. H. Hines,
West Salem; 0. G. Carter, New London; C. T.
Hill, Akron; C. W. Bechtol, Galion; A. P.
Humphries, Bellevue.
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Among the Cincinnati jewelers who attended
the American National Retail Jewelers Associa-
tion meeting in Detroit were: Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Reinstatler, W. F. Willman; William
Pflueger and J. B. Osthoff, of the Joseph Noter-
man Company ; D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann &
Sons; A. G. Schwab, Louis Eisensmith, J. D.
Jacobs, of D. Jacobs Sons' Company; Anthony
Scheme], Albert C. Wallenstein, Edward Simper,
George Link and William Fink.

Klein Bros. Company, wholesale jewelers,
say their men on the road are doing a fine busi-
ness. Arthur Hoffman, who has been covering
the city trade for the company, will travel for
the firm in the South. Mr. Klein said the fall
trade prospects are good and that if it keeps
on growing he will need more help.

A. G. Schwab and Mrs. Schwab are spend-
ing the month of August at Atlantic City.

Ed Herschede, secretary and treasurer of the
Frank Herschede Company, is in New York with
Mrs. Herschede. They are making a round of
the eastern resorts.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Company will take
the entire fourth floor of the Harrison Building
November 1st. The firm's growing business
makes the securing of larger quarters necessary.

L. Gutmann & Sons, wholesalers, will re-
model the interior of their salesrooms in the
near future.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, says
business is very satisfactory.

A. G. Schwab & Son report a very good fall
trade with promising prospects of a continuance.

Sol Fox, of Fox Bros. & Company, accom-
panied by Mrs. Fox, is home from Europe, where
he made large purchases of diamonds and pearls.
Burton Fox will leave for Europe in a few
weeks. I. N. Fox is back from a business trip
on the Pacific Coast and left late in August
for Charlevoix for a vacation.

George W. Carrier, jeweler at Eaton, Ind.,
has moved to Hartford City, Ind. He had his
opening Saturday, August 13th.

Joseph Noterman, of Joseph Noterman &
Co., said business is fair and he is looking for a
nice fall trade. Mr. Noterman says he has
the largest line of mounted diamond jewelry he
has ever carried in expectation of doing a big
fall business.

Cliff S. Bennett, of the Frank Herschede
Company, is on a vacation in the lake region.

C. W. Lucius, of the Frank Herschede Com-
pany, is spending his vacation in a fishing camp
on the Whitewater.

Ed Croninger and Joseph Noterman drove
to Frankfort, Ky., late in August in an auto.

Arno Dorst, of The Dorst Company, manu-
facturing jewelers, said business is pretty good
and that the outlook for fall trade is nice.

A. G. Schwab & Son's catalogue is on the
press and will be out about October 1st.

Herbert and Julian Schwab, of A. G. Schwab
& Sons, returned from successful business trips.

Herman Lange and Mrs. Lange and their
daughter, who are touring Europe, spent August
in Lucerne, in the Alps. They will be home
late in September.
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The Gustave Fox Company closed down a
few days late in August to put the diamond ma-
chinery in first-class shape in anticipation of a
big fall and winter business. The firm has taken
on six additional men in the last few days.

Leonard Fox, of The Gustave Fox Company,
spent a few days at French Lick Springs in
August. He was accompanied by State Repre-
sentative Arthur Spiegel, an attorney.

A. J. Thoma, of The Thoma Bros. Company,
jewelers' supplies, said business is very satis-
factory and that his firm is preparing to take
care of a big fall trade.

A. & J. Plaut, wholesalers, announced they
have never been as busy as they were this
summer. The firm will move this fall into the
entire third floor of the new building at 328, 330
East Fourth Street. There will be seventeen
large windows on the east side of this floor,
which will make the room one of the best lighted
show rooms in the country. The floor is 27 x 200
feet.

J. C. Scott, formerly head man at Gorham's
New York house, is covering the East and South
for The Gustave Fox Company.

Miss Constance Elizabeth Plaut, daughter
of Aaron Plaut, of A. & J. Plaut, is home from
Vassar for the summer.

Milford Fox, of The Gustave Fox Company,
left late in August for a business trip to the
Pacific Coast.

Modern Store Fixtures

The manufacture of modern store fixtures
has become an art. There is perhaps no branch
of the woodworking industry in - which more
rapid progress has been made in recent years.
It is not many years ago when the merchant
who desired to fit up a store with fixtures had
to do his own planning, hunt up some carpen-
ter or almost beg some manufacturer to make
his fixtures for him. Catalogues and books of
ideas were very scarce, though a few firms
issued catalogues of the old style show
cases, etc.

Now the situation is reversed. Instead of
the merchant hunting the manufacturer, the
manufacturer hunts the merchant. Instead of
the merchant having only his own ideas, the
manufacturer has accumulated the ideas of
thousands of merchants and combined them
with his own. Catalogues and books of ideas
are very numerous.

The improvement, therefore, in the store
fixture line has been great and rapid. The
old style counter cases have been superseded
by modern floor cases. The shelving that the
carpenter formerly built, has been superseded
by modern cabinet shelving, with special ar-
rangements for all purposes. The old-fashioned,
dust-catchy, gingerbready ideas have been super-
seded by plain, rich, practical and substantial
designs. Marble, metal work, polished plate glass,
hygienic ideas of all kinds are now embodied in
modern store fixtures.

Helpful Information for Watchmakers
The Waltham Watch Co. has just issued a

100-page booklet, entitled "Helpful Information
for Watchmakers," which was specially compiled
for the benefit of watch repairers. A copy of the
booklet will be sent free of charge by the corn-
pany to watchmakers on written application. The
booklet evidences most careful compilation, and is
chock-full of practical information of great value
to the repairer in his everyday work. It de-
scribes very clearly certain recent improvements
that have been made in the mechanical construc-
tion of the Waltham movements, and has, in
addition, much reliable information of a general
character ; for instance, a chapter on "Time and
Timing," "A Proper Method for Cleaning a
Watch Movement," "Casing," "How to Set a
Jewel in a Watch Plate," "Mainspring Don'ts,"
"Putting the Escapement in Beat," and sundry
practical hints and suggestions. No repairer
should be without a copy of this booklet, more
particularly as he can have same free of charge,
on request.
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Trade conditions with the jobbers are reported
to be quite good with every indication of a fine
fall business. Crop reports throughout this entire
territory are very favorable and the traveling
men are all having a nice trade.

An increase of almost $22,000,000 in the bank
clearings at St. Louis for July two, over the same
month in 1909, is shown in the recent report of
the local Clearing House. The clearings for July
1910, were $298,267,586, while for July 1909, they
were $276,311,769. The clearings for the first
seven months of 1910 are $2,156,096,077, while
for the first seven months of 1909 they were
$1,916,585,996, showing an increase of $239,510,581.

Edw. Massa, vice-president of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., is now on a several weeks trip
through Iowa. Max Bauman, of this firm, re-
turned August 1st from a two weeks' trip to
Mackinac Island, Mich.

The Weidlich Jewelry Co. has been incor-
porated with a capital of $4o,000, fully paid. In-
corporators: Wm. Weidlich, 300 shares; A. J.
Weidlich, 99 shares; R. J. Blauner, i share. The
new company will succeed the firm of Wm.
Weidlich & Bro. This firm has just added 2500
square feet of space to their present quarters in
the Model Building. E. M. Hurst, traveler, left
August 9th on a four months' trip through Okla-
homa and Texas.

Ellsworth Bauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Co., left August moth for a two weeks' trip to the
Canadian resorts. J. H. Crompton, buyer for
this firm, attended the annual National Con-
clave of the Knights' Templar at Chicago during
the week of August 8th to 13th.

Herman Mauch and J. F. Zeitler, president
of the Zeitler Jewelry Co., were delegates from
the local Retail Jewelers' Association to the
National Convention, held at Detroit, Mich., July
21St, 22nd and 23rd. Mr. Mauch was accompanied
by his wife, and after the convention they spent
three weeks visiting the Michigan lake resorts,
returning on August loth.

Geo. J. Hess, president of the Hess & Culbert-
son Jewelry Co., attended the annual conclave of
the Knights' Templar at Chicago during the week
of August 8th to 13th and is now spending several
weeks at Waupaca, Wis., accompanied by his
family. S. D. Culbertson, vice-president, re-
turned August 8th from a five weeks' sojourn at
Walloon Lake, Mich. S. R. Culbertson, of the
same concern, returned August Toth from a two
weeks' vacation spent at South Haven, Mich. C.
L. Horace, of the watch repairing department,
returned August 1st from a two weeks' motoring
trip to New York. He had his auto shipped home
from that point, returning by rail.

F. W. Hoyt, president of the F. W. Hoyt Jew-
elry Co., returned on August 15th from attending
the annual conclave of the Knights' Templar at
Chicago the preceding week, and left on a
month's trip through the Southwest.

P. T. Whelan, president of the Whelan-Aehle-
Hutchinson Jewelry Co., returned on August 12th
from a short business trip to Cincinnati. C. P.
Hutchinson, vice-president, left the latter part of
August on a two weeks' trip to New York.

The Mermod-Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.
had a very handsome exhibit at the Made-in-
St. Louis yearly exhibition held at the Coliseum
during the week beginning August t8th. Their
display consisted of handsome trophies, medals,
etc.

A. C. Kurt; salesman for the Whelan-Aehle-
Hutchinson Jewelry Co., is home from a two
weeks' vacation spent at Rolla, Mo, Edwin A.
Tuffts, salesman for the same concern, returned
home August and from a two weeks' vacation
spent in Illinois.

J. Bolland, president of the J. Bolland Jew-
elry Co., left the latter part of August to join
his son John, who has been spending some time at
the Eastern resorts. J. J. Hagen, salesman for this
firm, returned August 2oth from a two weeks' trip
to Yellowstone Park. F. A. Keck, same firm,
spent two weeks at St. Charles, Mo. Aubrey
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Lindsley, also salesman for this firm, is home
from a two weeks' Eastern trip. E. W. Borne-
mueller, also salesman with this firm, is home
from a two weeks' sojourn at the Wisconsin lakes.
Harry W. Sipple and Harry M. Kaye, with this
firm, have returned from a two weeks' trip to the
Eastern resorts.

A. Maschmeyer, president of the Masch-
rneyer-Richards Silver Co., has returned from a
three weeks' vacation. D. P. Richards, vice-presi-
dent of this concern, returned August 4th from
a three weeks' trip to the Pacific Coast with his
family.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., returned August 7th from a five
weeks' trip through Kansas. He left August 20th
on a six weeks' trip through Oklahoma, Kansas
and Arkansas. Lawrence Oberting, traveler for
same firm, returned August Toth from a five
weeks' trip through Northern Missouri and Iowa.
He left August 20th on a six weeks' trip through
Missouri and Kansas.

Louis Storch has moved his place of busi-
ness from 204 Commercial Building to 417 same
building.

F. W. Drosten, president of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., is taking his vacation by spend-
ing the afternoons on the golf links of the Glen
Echo Club. G. V. Stieffel, salesman for this con-
cern, is home from a ten days' fishing trip up in
Illinois.

E. Hetzhamer, foreman for the E. Martiz
Jewelry Mfg. Co., returned August 4th from a
three weeks' vacation in Colorado. The other
employees of this concern are taking their vaca-
tions in turn.

J. E. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-Kem-
per Supply Co., left August t8th on a month's
Southern trip.

George Rosenthal, formerly watchmaker for
Charles Hellwig for some time past, has accepted
a position in the watch repairing department of
Butler Bros.

Miss Stella N. Newell, stenographer for the
Gutfreund-Kemper Supply Co., is home from a
two weeks' trip to Niagara Falls, Detroit and
other points.

The A. R. Brooks Mercantile Co. has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000, fully
paid. Incorporators: A. R. Brooks, 248 shares;
Arthur E. Kammerer and Leo. Rassieur, Jr.,
share each. This firm succeeds A. R. Brooks
& Co.

The Kassell Jewelry Co., of Pierce City, Mo.,
has been incorporated with a capital of $5000.
Incorporators: H. N. Townsley. Mae Bell Hor-
ton, C. N. Bennett and others.

Francis M. Gauen, brother of Chas. F. Gauen,
of the Chas. F. Gauen Jewelry Co., died July 27th.
He was buried on July 30th.

Frederick Dienstbier, the well-known local
jeweler, has just moved into his handsome new
eleven room home at 3524 Halliday St., which he
recently purchased.

Geo. J. Hess, president of the Hess & Cul-
bertson jewelry Co., has been appointed a mem-
ber of the committee from St. Louis to represent
the city at the National Conservation Congress,
which meets at St. Paul, Minn., September 5th,
6th, 7th, 8th and 9th.

Joseph Clark, a St. Louis promoter and finan-
cier, has organized a corporation to manufacture
pressed glassware in Belleville, Ill. Clark repre-
sents a capital of $roo,000, and raised a tfo,000
stock subscription among Belleville business men.

Mark S. Bower, the engraver, formerly
located at the Southeast corner of Fourth and
Chestnut Streets, has quarters at Sudheimer &
McCoole's place in the Holland Building.

Chas. Adamson has opened a new jewelry
store at Prescott, Ark.

Miss Florence Mayer, stenographer for S.
Ruby, is home from a two weeks' vacation spent
in Oklahoma.

Rev. Peter R. Hoos, a minister of St. Louis,
found two pearls in a clam shell in the Mississippi
River at Piasa Chautauqua, Ill., on August 8th.
The gems are valued at $400.

The St. Louis Credit Men's Association have
established a bureau for the collection and dis-
semination of credit information. A. J. ivferklin
is in charge of.the new bureau, which will be con-
ducted from the headquarters of the association.
So far thirty-seven cities have adopted plans for
similar bureaus.
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Jas. J. Burke, president of the Brooks Jew-
elry & Optical Co., returned August 6th from a
business trip to Chicago and Milwaukee. Miss
Adeline Kolde, stenographer for this firm, has
returned from a ten days' vacation trip down the
Mississippi River.

J. Loewenstein, formerly foreman of the Lee-
Kehl Jewelry Mfg. Co., and J. G. Loewenstein,
formerly diamond setter for the same firm, have
formed a partnership under the name of Lowen-
stein Bros. as manufacturing jewelers and opened
fir business on August 15th, at 607 Globe Demo-
crat Building.

Louis Robin, Jr., son of Louis Robin, well-
known to the trade, has established an office with
the firm of Lowenstein Bros.

While at dinner in the rear of his store on
August 12th, John Pollak, of 4137 North New-
stead Avenue, saw a man enter his store and grab
up a handful watches from a show case. He was
captured and the four watches stolen recovered.

J. W. Steideman, of J. W. Cary & Co., left
August 6th for a three weeks' sojourn at At-
lantic City, N. J.

L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, the dia-
mond dealers, leaves September 5th on a two
months' business trip to Europe. He will visit all
the diamond markets.

Louis Robin, Sr., well-known to the local
trade and in business for 12 years here, estab-
lished an engraving school at 301 Globe Democrat
Building on August 1st.

Miss Ruby Graff, stenographer for the Lee
& Helmerichs Jewelry Mfg. Co., has returned
from a two weeks' vacation spent in Iowa.

Chas. Aronberg, the jeweler at 207 North
Sixth Street, has just had his store handsomely
redecorated and the display windovir altered in
a very modern manner.

Louis P. Sartor, traveler for the Elliott Jew-
elry Mfg. Co., left on August t7th for a six
weeks' trip through Missouri and Oklahoma.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., left on August 18th for a two weeks'
Southern trip. M. B. Loewenstein, of the same
firm, leaves on September 1st on a two weeks'
trip through Oklahoma.

A. H. Mark, of the St. Louis Clock and
Silverware Co., returned recently from a two
weeks' vacation spent in the Ozark Mountains of
Missouri.

Charles A. Ens, formerly salesman for the
Weidlich Jewelry Co., has accepted a similar posi-
tion with the Gerber-Buschmann Cutlery and
Silverware Co., of this city.

A Falke, watchmaker for G. Eckhardt, was
recently married and returned from his wedding
trip on August 15th.

Ervin A. Schoenle, traveler for the Masch-
meyer-Richards Silver Co., here, was married
on August 6th to Miss Andrea A. Sanquinet, a
charming St. Louis lady, at Colorado Springs,
Colo. The couple had been engaged for several
months and the wedding was to have taken place
here, but Mr. Schoenle met his bride on his regu-
lar trip and the wedding was the result.

Visiting buyers here during the last month
were: E. F. Waits, Corinth, Miss.; J. A. Hart-
miller, Lebanon, Mo.; C. Burkhardt, Red Bud,
Ill.; A. P. Wolff, of Wolff Bros., Murphysboro,
Ill.; T. H. Edwards, Clarksville, Mo.; V. Q.
Powell, accompanied by his wife, Fort Scott; E.
J. Banman, St. Genevieve, Mo.; W. W. Johnson,
Doniphan, Mo.; J. Brengemann, Shipman, Ill.;
Jos. Knapp, Belleville, Ill.; Fred Marcus, Denison,
Texas; A. S. Fonville, Wichita Falls, Texas, on
way to Niagara Falls and Canada, on a three
weeks' trip; Troy Watkins, Harrison, Ark.; W.
H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; C. W. Howerton, Perry,
Mo.; Wm. Westphal, St. Charles, Mo.; Roy
Goulding, Alton, Ill.; Jos. Mozer, MacAlester,
Okl.; N. P. Jensen, Marissa, Ill.; J. H. Booth,
Alton, Ill.; Theo. Thiebes, Webster, Mo.; Geo.
Petter, Petter Jewelry Co., Hannibal, Mo.; J. C.
Futrall, president of the Duke Jewelry Co., Fay-
etteville, Ark.; C. E. Willis, Edwardsville, Ill.;
L. Storthz, Little Rock, Ark.; E. L. Meyer, St.
Charles, Mo.; J. E. Korty, Bluffs, Ill.; C. S. Scan-
lin, Indianapolis, Ind.; U. C. Weinstock, Cen-
tralia, Ill.; Harry Lederer, De Soto, Mo.; L.
Emanuel, of Emanuel Bros., Denver, Colo.; L.
T. Schumy, Fort Worth, Texas; J. H. Greer, Fort
Worth, Texas; E. Markley, Marianna, Ark
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While there is a quiet summer lull noticeable
in all the jewelry stores of Toledo and a sort of
quiet, humdrum atmosphere, it is also noticeable
that customers are not scarce and that consider-
able business is being transacted. A good many
sales are being made and scarcely a Toledo
jeweler but acknowledges that his business is far
ahead of what it has been for the past two or
three years. Diamonds are moving some, but the
demand for good stones is not what it has been
in past years, this being accounted for largely by
the fact that most people with a few extra hun-
dreds of dollars who formerly purchased dia-
monds are now spending the money for motor
cars. Still some fair sales of diamonds have re-
cently been made in Toledo. Watches have been
unusually good all summer. Trinkets are especi-
ally strong for the summer season and silver
purses, large lockets and chains, Dutch collar
pins and the like are moving satisfactorily. The
prospects for fall trade are unusually good and
there is an optimistic atmosphere noticeable
everywhere which can come only when business
is good and prospects favorable. Optical business
has been good all summer. Prospects for a good
fall business are promising and opticians all over
the city, like the jewelers, present a contented
and happy appearance, the best assurance in the
world that business is satisfactory.

Weddings have recently been plentiful in the
household of George J. Kapp, one of Toledo's
prominent jewelry merchants. A daughter, Miss
Marie Kathryn Kapp, was married on July 23d to
Earl Van Hallen Sala, the ceremony taking place
in the afternoon, and on the same evening Frank
Kapp, a son, was married to Miss Margaret
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome H.
Smith. The wedding of Miss Kapp took place at
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Kapp, on
West Woodruff Avenue, and was witnessed only
by the immediate families, the marriage proving
a complete surprise to the friends of the young
couple. The parlors were beautifully trimmed
with palms, sweet peas and carnations, and a
mantel of green formed a charming background
for the wedding party. The ceremony was per-
formed by Rev. Campbell Coyle, formerly pastor
of the Collingwood Avenue Presbyterian Church,
now of Pittsburg, assisted by Rev. George Smead.
The bride was charmingly gowned in white crepe
meteor and carried a beautiful bouquet of lilies-
of-the-valley. A wedding repast was served at a
table charmingly decorated with white sweet
peas and ferns. Following this wedding the party
repaired to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
where the bride's brother, Frank Kapp, was
united to Miss Margaret Smith, the same min-
isters performing this ceremony. Here about half
a hundred guests were assembled. The cere-
mony was performed before an altar of beautiful
daisies and foliage and coreopsis and Killarney
roses were used in the profuse decoration
throughout the rooms. This bride was also at-
tired in white crepe meteor, wore a long veil and
carried lilies-of-the-valley. Music was furnished
by Carl Hill's orchestra. Both young couples left
on a wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Sala making
an eastern trip, while the North attracted Mr.
and Mrs. Kapp. After October 1st Mr. and Mrs.
Kapp will be at home to their friends at No. goo
Alexander Place, Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Sala
will reside at the Rocken Suess Apartments on
Bancroft Street.

After a four weeks' shutdown the cutting de-
partment of the Libbey glass plant have again
started up with a full force of men. Officers
of the company report that the business outlook
was never better than at this season.

E. Gross, of the Judd-Gross Co., has re-
turned from the jewelers' convention at Detroit,
which he attended, and also from a trip to Put-In
Bay. He was accompanied on the last trip by his
wife.

The Conklin Pen Co. has recently removed
into spacious new quarters and are still busy
"straightening up." They have been located in
the Manhattan Building for the past six years
and are now removing to their own building,
corner Huron and Jackson Streets. The company
will occupy five of the six stories of the building.

Walter Troendle, an engraver in the employ
of W. R. McFadden, Summit Street jeweler, will
be united in marriage August 25th to Miss Rosa-
mond Doan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Doan. The ceremony will take place at the West
Toledo home of the bride's parents and Father
Helebach will officiate. The young couple will
reside at Terrace Flats, where Mr. Troendle has
a home already fitted up for his bride.

Miss Mazie Ringleman, of Freeman's Jewelry
store, has returned from a two weeks' vacation,
a portion of which was spent in Chicago.

Miss Alderdyce, of the Judd-Gross Co., will
leave Saturday for Silver Lake, Mich., where she
will spend her vacation.

The Oriental Cut Glass Co., of Toledo, with
a capital stock of $t5,000, has been incorporated
by John W. Fisher, Emil Krall, Victor Guslovson,
Max M. Seide and W. J. Skehan. The company
will do a cut glass business and establish a plant
in Toledo. John H. Fisher is a glass cutter and
Emil Krall is a designer.

Miss Charlotte Dresser, of the J. J. Freeman
Co., has returned from a three weeks' vacation
spent in the Berkshire Hills.

The Judd-Gross Co. reports business as very
fair with not a complaint to make. Diamonds are
moving fairly well, much better than at this
season last year, which is true in all lines of
jewelry as well.

At the Wm. H. Broer Co., business is re-
ported as good for this season of the year. If
the balance of the month holds up as well as it
has thus far August will show an excellent rec-
ord.

L. W. Bagby, of Huntington, W. Va., has
accepted a position in the jewelry store of W. R.
McFadden, on Summit Street, Mr. Bagby was
formerly employed in the jewelry store of N. H.
Marcoffsky, at Huntington.

L. Beckman, Jr., and C. W. Dean, both of
the L. Beckman Co., of Adams Street, attended
the optical convention at Cedar Point last month.

Charles Kapp, of the firm of Kapp & Wol-
cott, attended the Knights Templar conclave at
Chicago last month.

At the annual convention of the Rebekah
lodges of the sixteenth district, held at Van Wert,
Ohio, recently, Mrs. Harriet Cassel, of that city,
was presented with a veteran's jewel. She is
said to be the oldest Rebekah in the State, having
been a member of the order for fifty-three years.

Martin Kratt, of the J. J. Freeman Co., is off
on a ten days' fishing expedition into Michigan.

W. F. Donovan, auditor of the Libbey Glass
Co., and his family, have gone for a trip through
Europe. They expect to be gone until the ist of
October.

Bert Hetbrake, of the Wm. H. Broer Co.,
has gone to Central Lake, where he will spend
his vacation.

Harold Worts, of the Merril-Broer Co., is off
on his vacation.

Miss Iva Loop, of the Wolcott & Kapp Co.,
has returned from a visit at Point-au-Pines,
Mich.

Toledo jewelers are receiving calls from an
army of travelers. Silver and glassware houses
are for the most part represented by these sales-
men, the jewelry men having not as yet started
out on their fall rounds.

L. B. Thompson, watchmaker and engraver
for the Wolcott & Kapp Co., accompanied by his
wife and children, spent a two weeks' vacation at
Niagara Falls and Buffalo.

Ed Broer, of the Wolcott & Kapp Co., has
returned from a visit at Petoskey and Milwaukee,
where he, with his family, spent his vacation.

Harold Vernier, young son of J. J. Venier,
Adams Street jeweler, is spending the summer
with his grandparents on a Fulton County farm.
Young Vernier paid one visit to his parents here
since vacation but could only spare a few days
from the delights of the rural life.
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L. Leavitt, of the Leavitt Optical Co., at-
tended the State and national optical convention
at Cedar Point last month.

Bert Perry, of the Merril-Broer Co., has re-
turned from a vacation trip to Chicago and
Mackinaw.

Miss Blanche Earl, who has charge of the
stationery department at the J. J. Freeman store,
will leave Wednesday for Canada, where she is
compelled to go every year on account of the
hay fever, from which she is a sufferer.

L. T. Rogers, of the Leavitt Optical Co., has
returned from a vacation of a couple of weeks.
After attending the Elks convention at Detroit he
visited in Richmond Va.

Leon Miller, shipping clerk for the Merrill &
Broer Co., has returned from his vacation, which
he spent in St. Louis, New York and other
points. Mr. Miller, while only 19 years of age,
is accounted one of the best shipping clerks in
the employ of the company and it is said of him,
"He never makes a mistake."

"Business has been pretty good with me in
the general jewelry line the entire season," said
J. J. Vernier, an Adams Street jeweler, to the
representative of THE KEYSTONE. "Watches are
selling well—better recently than earlier in the
summer. Diamonds are a trifle slow, although I
have sold some fair stones recently. The auto-
mobiles have eaten into the diamond business
largely in the past year or so and many who
formerly bought diamonds with their spare cash
are now buying automobiles and spending their
money in operating the machine, repairing it and
the expenses incident to many trips about the
country. I believe, however, that this business
has reached its zenith and a crash is bound to
follow, which will be bad for the automobile
industry but better for the country at large. In
a year or so I am inclined to think that second-
hand machines will flood the market and, after
a while, people who have lost everything in an
effort to keep up with their neighbors and ride
in an automobile will have learned their bitter
lesson and when again they get a little money
ahead will invest it in real estate and diamonds
instead of 'buzz wagons.' Repair work has been
better than ever this summer; in fact there has
been no let-up to this class of business."

The police of Toledo have recently been at
work trying to ferret out the mystery of the
locked rooms of the "Red Cross Institute," which
was opened some time ago at No. 8 Collonade
Building on Huron Street. The institution was
advertised extensively and elaborate signs were
painted on the windows fronting on Huron Street,
while the office was magnificently furnished.
Doctors Ramsey and Forrester, who were in
charge of the institute, were, according to the
advertisements, "expert opticians," and not only
Toledo citizens, but people from surrounding
towns flocked to the "Institute" to take advantage
of the wonderful offerings of the new firm of
"expert opticians." One morning the patrons on
arriving at the office found this note written in
pencil pasted to the door : "Gone with the goods.
Will never come back. Good-bye. Sorry for you
all. Signed by the Crooks." The police have
been hunting for the celebrated "doctors" ever
since, but without success. It is said that nearly
500 pairs of gold-rimmed spectacles had been col-
lected by the "experts" in exchange for other
spectacles, which one disappointed customer said
were worth about io cents each. Many of the
patients made deposits of $1 and $2 on new
spectacles.

Some fine improvements are being made in
the J. J. Freeman Co. store on Summit Street,
which is being redecorated in two shades of
electric blue, with the columns finished in gilt.
New tungsten lights are being installed, which
will add mu7.11 to the brilliance of the display
room. Mr. Freeman reports a good business
and the arrival of many European importations
in brass and chinaware and desk sets.

J. Frame, manufacturing jeweler, who re-
cently removed to Superior Street, reports a fine
business in his new location. "Always something
doing" is the way he characterizes the situation.

(Continued on page 1449)
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While there is a quiet summer lull noticeable
in all the jewelry stores of Toledo and a sort of
quiet, humdrum atmosphere, it is also noticeable
that customers are not scarce and that consider-
able business is being transacted. A good many
sales are being made and scarcely a Toledo
jeweler but acknowledges that his business is far
ahead of what it has been for the past two or
three years. Diamonds are moving some, but the
demand for good stones is not What it has been
in past years, this being accounted for largely by
the fact that most people Nvith a few extra hun-
dreds of dollars who formerly purchased dia-
monds are now spending the money for motor
cars. Still some fair sales of diamonds have re-
cently been made in Toledo. Watches have been
unusually good all summer. Trinkets are especi-
ally strong for the summer season and silver
purses, large lockets and chains, Dutch collar
pins and the like are moving satisfactorily. The
prospects for fall trade are unusually good and
there is an optimistic atmosphere noticeable
everywhere which can conic only when business
is good and prospects favorable. Optical business
has been good all summer. Prospects for a good
fall lousiness are promising and opticians all over
the city, like the jewelers, present a contented
and happy appearance, the best assurance in the
wvrld that lousiness is satisfactory.

Weddings have recently been plentiful in the
household of George J. Kapp, one of Toledo's
prominent jewelry merchants. A daughter, Miss
laric Kathryn Kapp, was married on July 23d to

Earl Van I lallen Sala, the ceremony taking place
in the afternoon, and on the same evening- Frank
Kapp, a son, was married to Miss Margaret
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome H.
Smith. The wedding of Miss Kapp took place at
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Kapp, on
\Vest Wuodruff Avenue, and was witnessed only
by the immediate families, the marriage proving
a complete surprise to the friends of the young
couple. The parlors were beautifully trimmed
with palms, sweet peas and carnations, and a
mantel of green formed a charming background
for the wedding party. The ceremony was per-
formed hy Rev. Campbell Coyle, formerly pastor
of the Collingwood Avenue Presbyterian Church,
now of Pittsburg, assisted by Rev. George Smead.
The bride was charmingly gowned in white crepe
meteor and carried a 1)eautiful bouquet of lilies-
of-the-valley. A wedding repast was served at a
table charmingly decorated with white sweet
peas and ferns. Following this wedding the party
repaired to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
where the bride's brother, Frank Kapp, was
united to Miss Margaret Smith, the same min-
isters performing, this ceremony. Here about half
a hundred guests were assembled. The cere-
mony was performed before an altar of beautiful
daisies and foliage and coreopsis and Killarney
roses were used in the profuse decoration
throughout the rooms. This bride was also at-
tired in white crepe meteor, wore a long veil and
carried lilies-of-the-valley. Music was furnished
by Carl I lill's orchestra. Both young couples left
on a wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Sala making
an eastern trip, while the North attracted Mr.
and Mrs. Kapp. After October 1st Mr. and Mrs.
Kapp will be at home to their friends at No. goo
Alexander Place, Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Sala
will reside at the Rocken Suess Apartments on
Bancroft Street.

After a four weeks' shutdown the cutting de-
partment of the Libbey glass plant have again
started! up with a full force of men. Officers
of the company report that the business outlook
was never better than at this season.

E. Gross, of the Judd-Gross Co., has re-
turned from the jewelers' convention at Detroit,
which he attended, and also from a trip to Put-In
Bay. He was accompanied on the last trip by his
wife.
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The Conklin Pen Co. has recently removed
into spacious new quarters and are still busy
"straightening up." They have been located in
the Manhattan Building for the past six years
and are now removing to their own building,
corner Huron. and Jackson Streets. The company
will occupy five of the six stories of the building.

Walter Troendle, an engraver in the employ
of W. R. McFadden, Summit Street jeweler, will
be united in marriage August 25th to Miss Rosa-
mond Doan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Doan. The ceremony will take place at the West
Toledo home of the bride's parents and Father
Helebach will officiate. The young couple will
reside at Terrace Flats, where Mr. Troendle has
a home already fitted up for his bride.

Miss Mazie Ringleman, of Freeman's Jewelry
store, has returned from a two weeks' vacation,
a portion of which was spent in Chicago.

Miss Alderdyce, of the Judd-Gross Co., will
leave Saturday for Silver Lake, Mich., where she
will spend her vacation.

The Oriental Cut Glass Co., of Toledo, with
a capital stock of $r5,000, has been incorporated
by John W. Fisher, Emil Krall, Victor Guslovson,
Max M. Seide and W. J. Skehan. The company
will do a cut glass business and establish a plant
in Toledo. John H. Fisher is a glass cutter and
Emil Krall is a designer.

Miss Charlotte Dresser, of the J. J. Freeman
Co., has returned from a three weeks' vacation
spent in the Berkshire Hills.

The Judd-Gross Co. reports business as very
fair with not a complaint to make. Diamonds are
moving fairly well, much better than at this
season last year, which is true in all lines of
jewelry as well.

At the Wm. H. Broer Co., business is re-
ported as good for this season of the year. If
the balance of the month holds up as well as it
has thus far August will show an excellent rec-
ord.

L. W. Bagby, of Huntington, W. Va., has
accepted a position in the jewelry store of W. R.
McFadden, on Summit Street. Mr. Bagby was
formerly employed in the jewelry store of N. II.
Marcoffsky, at Huntington.

L. Beckman, Jr., and C. W. Dean, both of
the L. Beckman Co., of Adams Street, attended
the optical convention at Cedar Point last month.

Charles Kapp, of the firm of Kapp & Wol-
cott, attended the Knights Templar conclave at
Chicago last month.

At the annual convention of the Rebekah
lodges of the sixteenth district, held at Van Wert,
Ohio, recently, Mrs. Harriet Cassel, of that city,
was presented with a veteran's jewel. She is
said to be the oldest Rebekah in the State, having
been a member of the order for fifty-three years.

Martin Kratt, of the J. J. Freeman Co., is off
on a ten days' fishing expedition into Michigan.

W. F. Donovan, auditor of the Libbey Glass
Co., and his family, have gone for a trip through
Europe. They expect to be gone until the 1st of
October.

Bert Hetbrake, of the Wm. H. Broer Co.,
has gone to Central Lake, where he will spend
his vacation.

Harold Worts, of the NIerril-Broer Co., is off
on his vacation.

Miss Iva Loop, of the Wolcott & Kapp Co.,
has returned from a visit at Point-au-Pines,
1\1 ich.

Toledo jewelers are receiving calls from an
army of travelers. Silver and glassware houses
are for the most part represented by these sales-
men, the jewelry men having not as yet started
out on their fall rounds.

L. B. Thompson, watchmaker and engraver
for the Wolcott & Kapp Co., accompanied by his
wife and children, spent a two weeks' vacation at
Niagara Falls and Buffalo.

Ed Broer, of the Wolcott & Kapp Co., has
returned from a visit at Petoskey and Milwaukee.,
where he, with his family, spent his vacation.

Harold Vernier, young son of J. J. Venier,
Adams Street jeweler, is spending the summer
with his grandparents on a Fulton County farm.
Young Vernier paid one visit to his parents here
since vacation but could only spare a few days
from the delights of the rural life.
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I.. Leavitt, of the Leavitt Optical Co., at-
tended the State and national optical convention
at Cedar Point last month.

Bert Perry, of the Merril-Broer Co., has re-
tnrned from a vacation trip to Chicago and
Mackinaw.

Miss Blanche Earl, who has charge of the
stationery department at the J. J. Freeman store,
will leave Wednesday for Canada, where she is
compelled to go every year on account of the
hay fever, from which she is a sufferer.

L. T. Rogers, of the Leavitt Optical Co., has
returned from a vacation of a couple of weeks.
After attending the Elks convention at Detroit he
visited in Richmond Va.

Leon Miller, shipping clerk for the Merrill &
Broer Co., has returned from his vacation, which
he spent in St. Louis, New York and other
points. Mr. Miller, while only 19 years of age,
is accounted one of the best shipping clerks in
the employ of the company and it is said of him,
"He never makes a mistake."

"Business has been pretty good with me in
the general jewelry line the entire season," said
J. J. Vernier, tii Adams Street jeweler, to the
representative of "no: KEYSTONE. "Watches are
selling well—better recently than earlier in the
summer. Diamonds are a trifle slow, although I
have sold sonic fair stones recently. The auto-
mobiles have eaten into the diamond business
largely in the past year or so and many who
formerly bought diamonds with their spare cash
are now buying automobiles and spending their
money in operating the machine, repairing it and
the expenses incident to many trips about the
country. I believe, however, that this business
has reached its zenith and a crash is bound to
follow, which will be bad for the automobile
industry but better for the country at large. In
a year or so I am inclined to think that second-
hand machines Will lloOd the market and, after
a while, people who have lost everything in an
efloft to keep up with their neighbors and ride
in an automobile will have learned their bitter
lesson and when again they get a little money
ahead will invest it in real estate and diamonds
instead of 'buzz wagons.' Repair work has been
better than ever this summer; in fact there has
been no let-up to this class of business."

The police of Toledo have recently been at
work trying to ferret out the mystery of the
locked rooms of the "Red Cross Institute," which
was opened sonic time ago at No. 8 Collonade
Building on Ilttrim Street. The institution was
advertised extensively ;.ind elaborate signs were
painted on the windows fronting on Huron Street,
while the office was magnificently furnished.
Doctors Ramsey and Forrester, who were in
charge of the institute, were, according to the
advertisements, "expert opticians," and not only
Toledo citizens, but people from surrounding
towns flocked to the "Institute" to take advantage
of the wonderful offerings of the new firm of
"expert opticians." One morning the patrons on
arriving at the office found this note written in
pencil pasted to the door: "Gone with the goods.
Will never conic back. Good-bye. Sorry for you
all. Signed by the Crooks." The police have
been limiting for the celebrated "doctors" ever
since, but without success. It is said that nearly
500 pairs of gold-rimmed spectacles had been col-
lected by the "experts" in exchange for other
spectacles, which one disappointed customer said
were worth about to cents each. Many of the
patients made deposits of $1 and $2 on new
spectacles.

Some fine improvements are being made in
the J. J. Freeman Co. store on Summit Street,
which is being redecorated in two shades of
electric blue, with the columns finished in gilt.
New tungsten lights are being installed, which
will add much to the brilliance of the display
room. Mr. Freeman reports a good business
and the arrival of many European importations
in brass and chinaware and desk sets.

J. Frame, manufacturing jeweler, who re-
cently removed to Superior Street, reports a fine
business in his rww location. "Always something
doing" is the way he characterizes the situation.

(Continued on page 1449)
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KEYSTONE
Solid Gold Watch Cases

VERY time you sell a
Keystone Solid Gold
Watch Case you prove
your intentions as to
quality.
Your customer knows

everybody knows— what the
Keystone Trade-Mark and Guarantee
stand for.
It is the retail jeweler and nobody
else who suffers when his customers
find goods in his stock that fall short
of the highest known standards.

T(ft,

< 14 K)

T7A0E-MARK IN BACK

\oxik AN

14 K
.585 FINE 0.

'4' K.W.

GUARANTEE IN LOOK FOR THIS TAG

ge Keystone Watch Case Co.
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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1'. E. .Tuneau, of the Kalama Jewelry Co.,
Hrmerly of Kalama, Wash., closed the old store
and has opened a new store at 727 Eye Street,
loquitun, Wash.

Mr. and Irs. Harry Jacoby announce the
marriage of their (laughter, Bertha Florence, to
Leon Schuhl on Stuiday, the 7th of August, at
, )1- ovine, Cal. Mr. Jacoby is one of the represen-
, ative retail jewelers in that city.

I. Meyer has opened a new retail jewelry es-
rablishment at 240 Vallejo Street, Vallejo, Cal.

A daylight robbery was perpetrated on Aug-
'1st 3(1 \Olen twi) men entered the pawnshop of I.
-Thapiro, 404 North M;tin Street, Los Angeles,
;eized, and gagged Shapiro's father-in-law,
K.. I. Pearlson, who Wati ;dune in the store, and
t hen r, the place of $2000 worth of jewelry
and in cash.

A. G. Rehfeld, a traveling salesman and
formerly proprietor of a pawnshop on Kearny
Street, in this city, is being sought by the local
police On a charge of embezzlement, being
accused of absconding with jewelry and dia-
monds valued at $10,000. E. H. Forestier, a
\vholesale jeweler and diamond importer in the
Koenig Building, at Post and Kearny Streets,
secured a varrant from Police Judge Conlan,
charging Reh feld with embezzlement. He alleges
in his complaint that Rehield has disappeared with
hose (thlinnildS and jewelry Nvhich Forestier gave
him to sell in Bakerlield on commission. Forestier
,aid that Rai feld left on july 7th for Bakersfield
with jewelry and that he has not since heard
from him. "Rehfeld has sold jewelry for me for
the last six month" said Forestier, "and at
times I have entrusted him with as much as $50,-
ono worth of gems. 1 le sold on memorandum.
I had the greatest confidence in him. I feel con-
vinced that he has decamped and have post-
poned taking action." Detectives John Sullivan
and Drolette were detailed by Captain Wall to
arrest Rehfeld. The police believe that he has
gone North with a female companion. Circu-
lars with his description have been mailed to the
police of all Coast cities.

A. G. Prouty, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Napa, Cal., called on his friends in
the wholesale jewelry district recently and laid
in a new line of merchandise while here.

Carrau & Green are in receipt of a cable from
Walter Green, who is in Europe on a diamond
purchasing trip. Mr. Green has made some very
good purchases and will be home a little earlier
than he expected and will arrive in San Francisco
ilicout the Toth of September.

Silberberg Bros., who have been interested in
a small way in the retail jewelry business at
El Paso, Texas, have just opened a new palatial
retail jewelry store on the main street of the
above city. The base of all of the store fixtttres
is in onyx and the rest of the fixtures are in
keeping wth NVIlat a first-class store should be.

A. Erickson, of Erickson & Howe, the lead-
ing retail jewelers of Douglas, Ariz., has just re-
turned from spending a month's vacation in Los
Angeles and the beach resorts adjacent.

The home of Oscar Crowell, of the Crowell
Jewelry and Optical Co., of Riverside, Cal., was
paid a visit by the stork last month. We are
pleased to say that the 8-pound boy and his
mother are doing nicely.

0. D. Collins and wife, the retail jeweler of
Needles, Cal., have just returned from a delight-
ful automobile tour. Their new 6-cylinder Win-
ton carried them safely through California and
over into Mexico.

Mrs. Sydney Wiesbaum, the wife of the re-
tail jeweler of Hanford, Cal., is convalescing
after the birth of a healthy 8-pound girl.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Roth (M. Schussler &
Co.) are home again after having spent their
usual three months' visit to the principal cities
of the old world.
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Philip Joseph and wife, of the J■,:eph
Jewelry Co., Ukiah, Cal., passed through San
Francisco en route from Santa Cruz, where they
enjoyed a very delightful vacation.

Lichtenstein Bros., who were formerly in
the retail business in San Francisco, have opened
a new first-class retail establishment on Nine-
teenth Street, Bakersfield, Cal.

Harry Stanwood Dana, who has been con-
nected with Shreve & Co. for a number of years,
was married on the evening of August the fourth
to Mrs. Rothschilds, of San Francisco. The wed-
ding took place at 15oo Union Street. The oc-
casion was graced by a small gathering, among
whom were John J. Jepson, Percy Wrayton, S. S.
Battin and Roy N. Hosier. The bride and groom
left town immediately and spent their vacation
at one of the famous summer resorts in northern
Cali forma.

John T. Lowe, pioneer retail jewelry mer-
chant of Hollister, Cal., is back at his place of
business after having spent a month's vacation
tramping over some of California's in

Benjamin Fershtand, the retail jeweler of
San Francisco, has opened two new jewelry stores
in two of the youngest oil centers in this State,
one at Maricopa and the other at Taft. Both of
these centers are located in Kern County and Mr.
Fershtand expects to meet with the success which
we wish him.

M. Friedberger and nephew were seen visit-
ing among the local wholesale jewelers last
month. This gentleman was in town buying mer-
chandise for his attractive store, which is located
in Stockton, Cal.

It will be interesting news to the jewelers of
southern California that the recently-organized
firm of Meyer, Calm & Talbot are now moving
into their handsomely fitted showroom on the
fourth floor at 512 South Broadway, Los Angeles.
The new firm is composed of the following men,
well known to the trade in this section : Henry
S. Cahn, who for some years has conducted a
manufacturing and wholesale optical business at
the above address as the Calm Standard Optical
Co.

S. Meyer, who as S. Meyer & Co., has con-
ducted a wholesale watch and jewelry business
in this city for some time, and J. G. Talbott, who
was formerly well-known as a partner in the
firm of Meyer & Talbott. Mr. Talbott has bought
out the material and finding business of Gilmore
& Lee, at 342 South Broadway, and each member
of the firm will have charge of his special de-
partment. The new firm brings together a capi-
talization of about $200,000 and their showroom
will cover a space of about 7500 square feet and
will include complete jewelry and optical manu-
facturing facilities. Their many friends through-
out the Southwest wish them unbounded success.

E. Bastheim, of the E. Bastheim Co., of Los
Angeles, is proudly displaying a lock of fine silk
hair, sent to him through the mail from his little
daughter, who was born on July TO, two.
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Fred Snyder, in charge of the china and cut
glass department at the J. J. Freeman Co., has
been putting in most of his time at the golf links
for the past three weeks in an effort to reduce
some of the annoying flesh, which Mr. Snyder
fears will detract from his graces. The boys at
the store declare, however, that each succeed-
ing day is putting on more fat and Mr. Snyder is
now floundering in the "slough of despond."
Fortunately this does not detract from Mr.
Snyder's ability to do business and he reports an
unusually good summer trade in cut glass and
china. The new Libbey product, "Rock Crystal,"
is growing in favor as it becomes better known
and there has been a recent revival among Toledo
ladies of the Old Chelsea English china.

J. W. Williams and Charles DeRan, the
Merrill & Broer travelers covering Ohio, Michigan
and Indiana, started out on their first fall trip

about ten days ago and President C. K. Merrill
is elated with their success. Said he: "Otw
travelers have had the best 'starting one that we
have known for the past three years, selling a
general line of jewelry and 11,1iday gtunk.
holiday orders are coining in in splendid shape
and this nearly always represents a good class of
business, as better jewelry is sold for holiday
business than for summer trade. Smaller things,
such as chain purse and large lockets, arc retain-
ing all their popularity, whilc rings and watches
of good quality are strong. We have also had
a good trade in diamonds and the prospects for
a rushing fall business are good. Our business
is much better than it has been at this time for
the past yc:ir or two."

The Teipel Umbrella Co. reports a good busi-
ness in parasols and umbrellas of gond quality.
The detachable handle is becoming inure popular
and is selling extremely well.

Miss Midiel Oliver, of the Wm. Ti. Broer Co.,
is spending her vacation the guest of :Miss Mae
litrown, of the lion & Hull Co., at her cottage
on Ten Mile Creek.

Art Armstrong, clod:maker at the George
Kapp jewelry store, and Rudy firoer, of the Wm.
I I. Iroer Co., started out last month to emulate
\Vest( in. They are going to walk from Toledo
to M,mroe, Mich. The roads were dusty, the
weather \vas hoot ;t11■1 When the young men arrived
at Erie they gave up their intention and returned
to Toledo by trolley.

W. R. McFadden reports business excellent,
especially in the watch line. Ile has been selling
a wad many railroad ‘vittches recently told he re-
ports repair business as exceptionally good also.

Mrs. Willi:km IC:ipp is at Ericau,' Canada,
where she will visit for a couple of Nvecks.

Upon her return :\l r. and Mrs. Kapp will leave
for New York City where Mr. Kapp will com-
bine some business with his pleasure.

A. J. I IlTSt■II, Wife and son, arc visiting at
Grand Rapids, NI ich. In the absence of the
pil1)iiOl)i l.tiis Minkc is in charge of the store.

H. B. Stone, of the J. G. Kapp jewelry store,
has returned from a two weeks' outing at Lake-
wood, where he swears he captured 400 fish.
John Kapp spent his vacation at Toledo Beach
and stubbornly maintains that he caught as many
fish as Stone did :old business is suffering while
the two gentlemen carry on their disputation.

R. S. Freeman, in charge of the optical de-
partment of the J. J. Freeman Co., attended the
Cu) nvention at Cedar Point last month.

Miss Maud Clegg has returned to her place
at the J. J. Freeman store after a two weeks'
vacation.

Miss Anna Doyle, of the J. J. Freeman store,
has returned from a two weeks' vacation spent
at Point Place.

Rowland, the Madison Avenue jeweler, finds
business fair. Silverware, fancy collar pins and
large lockets leading the demand, with a sprink-
ling of small diamonds.

A party of young men and women, seven in
all, had a narrow escape from serious injury re-
cently when the big touring car of George Kapp,
Jr., was driven into a ditch and the occupants of
the car were scattered along the roadside. The
party had driven to Fostoria in Kapp's 7-pas-
senger do-horsepower touring car. As they were
returning to Toledo along the Stony Ridge pike
about 10 P. M. the chauffeur, owing to the dark-
ness, failed to see a sharp curve a short distance
ahead and drove the car straight into the ditch
beside the road. The force of the impact was so
great that tthe front of the car was driven into
the ground and the occupants hurled from the
car. With the exception of Mr. Kapp, whose
back was severely wrenched, and Miss Goodwin,
who suffered some bruises, all the occupants of
the car miraculously escaped injury. They spent
the night at a nearby farm house, where the
ladies of the party were given rooms in the
house, while the gentlemen were forced to seek
shelter in the barn where they occupied beds of
hay. The car was patched up sufficiently in the
morning to bring the party to Toledo and the
machine has been sent to Cleveland for repairs.
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VERY time you sell a
Keystone Solid Gold
Watch Case you prove
your intentions as to
quality.
Your customer knows

everybody knows— what the
Keystone Trade-Mark and Guarantee
stand for.
It is the retail jeweler and nobody
else who suffers when his customers
find goods in his stock that fall short
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F. E. Juneau, of the Kalama Jewelry Co.,
formerly of Kalama, Wash., closed the old store
and has opened a new store at 727 Eye Street,
Hoquiain, Wash.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jacoby announce the
marriage of their daughter, Bertha Florence, to
Leon Schuhl on Sunday, the 7th of August, at
Oroville, Cal. Mr. Jacoby is one of the represen-
tative retail jewelers in that city.

I. Meyer has opened a new retail jewelry es-
tablishment at 240 Vallejo Street, Vallejo, Cal.

A daylight robbery was perpetrated on Aug-
ust 3d when two men entered the pawnshop of I.
Shapiro, 04 North Main Street, Los Angeles,
seized, bound and gagged Shapiro's father-in-law,
K. I. Pearlson, who was alone in the store, and
then robbed the place of $2000 worth of jewelry
and $200 in cash.

A. G. Rehfeld, a traveling salesman and
formerly proprietor of a pawnshop on Kearny
Street, in this city, is being sought by the local
police on a charge of embezzlement, being
accused of absconding with jewelry and dia-
monds valued at $10,000. E. H. Forestier, a
wholesale jeweler and diamond importer in the
Koenig Building, at Post and Kearny Streets,
secured a warrant from Police Judge Conlan,
charging Rehfeld with embezzlement. He alleges
in his complaint that Rehfeld has disappeared with
loose diamonds and jewelry which Forestier gave
him to sell in Bakerfield on commission. Forestier
said that Rehfeld left on July 7th for Bakersfield
with jewelry and that he has not since heard
from him. "Rehfeld has sold jewelry for me for
the last six months," said Forestier, "and at
times I have entrusted him with as much as $50,-
000 worth of gems. He sold on memorandum.
I had the greatest confidence in him. I feel con-
vinced that he has decamped and have post-
poned taking action." Detectives John Sullivan
and Drolette were detailed by Captain Wall to
arrest Rehfeld. The police believe that he has
gone North with a female companion. Circu-
lars with his description have been mailed to the
police of all Coast cities.

A. G. Prouty, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Napa, Cal., called on his friends in
the wholesale jewelry district recently and laid
in a new line of merchandise while here.

Carrau & Green are in receipt of a cable from
Walter Green, who is in Europe on a diamond
purchasing trip. Mr. Green has made some very
good purchases and will be home a little earlier
than he expected and will arrive in San Francisco
about the loth of September.

Silberberg Bros., who have been interested in
a small way in the retail jewelry business at
El Paso, Texas, have just opened a new palatial
retail jewelry store on the main street of the
above city. The base of all of the store fixtures
is in onyx and the rest of the fixtures are in
keeping wth what a first-class store should be.

A. Erickson, of Erickson & Howe, the lead-
ing retail jewelers of Douglas, Ariz., has just re-
turned from spending a month's vacation in Los
Angeles and the beach resorts adjacent.

The home of Oscar Crowell, of the Crowell
Jewelry and Optical Co., of Riverside, Cal., was
paid a visit by the stork last month. We are
pleased to say that the 8-pound boy and his
mother are doing nicely.

0. D. Collins and wife, the retail jeweler of
Needles, Cal., have just returned from a delight-
ful automobile tour. Their new 6-cylinder Win-
ton carried them safely through California and
over into Mexico.

Mrs. Sydney Wiesbaum, the wife of the re-
tail jeweler of Hanford, Cal., is convalescing
after the birth of a healthy 8-pound girl.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Roth (M. Schussler &
Co.) are home again after having spent their
usual three months' visit to the principal cities
of the old world.
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Philip Joseph and wife, of the Joseph
Jewelry Co., Ukiah, Cal., passed through San
Francisco en route from Santa Cruz, where they
enjoyed a very delightful vacation.

Lichtenstein Bros., who were formerly in
the retail business in San Francisco, have opened
a new first-class retail establishment on Nine-
teenth Street, Bakersfield, Cal.

Harry Stanwood Dana, who has been con-
nected with Shreve & Co. for a number of years,
was married on the evening of August the fourth
to Mrs. Rothschilds, of San Francisco. The wed-
ding took place at isoo Union Street. The oc-
casion was graced by a small gathering, among
whom were John J. Jepson, Percy Wrayton, S. S.
Battin and Roy N. Bosler. The bride and groom
left town immediately and spent their vacation
at one of the famous summer resorts in northern
California.

John T. Lowe, pioneer retail jewelry mer-
chant of Hollister, Cal., is back at his place of
business after having spent a month's vacation
tramping over some of California's mountains.

Benjamin Fershtand, the retail jeweler of
San Francisco, has opened two new jewelry stores
in two of the youngest oil centers in this State,
one at Maricopa and the other at Taft. Both of
these centers are located in Kern County and Mr.
Fershtand expects to meet with the success which
we wish him.

M. Friedberger and nephew were seen visit-
ing among the local wholesale jewelers last
month. This gentleman was in town buying mer-
chandise for his attractive store, which is located
in Stockton, Cal.

It will be interesting news to the jewelers of
southern California that the recently-organized
firm of Meyer, Cahn & Talbot are now moving
into their handsomely fitted showroom on the
fourth floor at 512 South Broadway, Los Angeles.
The new firm is composed of the following men,
well known to the trade in this section : Henry
S. Cahn, who for some years has conducted a
manufacturing and wholesale optical business at
the above address as the Cahn Standard Optical
Co.

S. Meyer, who as S. Meyer & Co., has con-
ducted a wholesale watch and jewelry business
in this city for some time, and J. G. Talbott, who
was formerly well-known as a partner in the
firm of Meyer & Talbott. Mr. Talbott has bought
out the material and finding business of Gilmore
& Lee, at 342 South Broadway, and each member
of the firm will have charge of his special de-
partment. The new firm brings together a capi-
talization of about $200,000 and their showroom
will cover a space of about 7500 square feet and
will include complete jewelry and optical manu-
facturing facilities. Their many friends through-
out the Southwest wish them unbounded success.

E. Bastheim, of the E. Bastheim Co., of Los
Angeles, is proudly displaying a lock of fine silk
hair, sent to him through the mail from his little
daughter, who was born on July 19, 1910.
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Fred Snyder, in charge of the china and cut
glass department at the J. J. Freeman Co., has
been putting in most of his time at the golf links
for the past three weeks in an effort to reduce
some of the annoying flesh, which Mr. Snyder
fears will detract from his graces. The boys at
the store declare, however, that each succeed-
ing day is putting on more fat and Mr. Snyder is
now floundering in the "slough of despond."
Fortunately this does not detract from Mr.
Snyder's ability to do business and he reports an
unusually good summer trade in cut glass and
china. The new Libbey product, "Rock Crystal,"
is growing in favor as it becomes better known
and there has been a recent revival among Toledo
ladies of the Old Chelsea English china.

J. W. Williams and Charles DeRan, the
Merrill & Broer travelers covering Ohio, Michigan
and Indiana, started out on their first fall trip
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about ten days ago and President C. K. Merrill
is elated with their success. Said he : "Our
travelers have had the best 'starting out' that we
have known for the past three years, selling a
general line of jewelry and holiday goods. The
holiday orders are coming in in splendid shape
and this nearly always represents a good class of
business, as better jewelry is sold for holiday
business than for summer trade. Smaller things,
such as chain purses and large lockets, are retain-
ing all their popularity, while rings and watches
of good quality are strong. We have also had
a good trade in diamonds and the prospects for
a rushing fall business are good. Our business
is much better than it has been at this time for
the past year or two."

The Teipel Umbrella Co. reports a good busi-
ness in parasols and umbrellas of good quality.
The detachable handle is becoming more popular
and is selling extremely well.

Miss Mabel Oliver, of the Wm. H. Broer Co.,
is spending her vacation the guest of Miss Mae
Brown, of the Brown & Hull Co., at her cottage
on Ten Mile Creek.

Art Armstrong, clockmaker at the George
Kapp jewelry store, and Rudy Broer, of the Win.
H. Broer Co., started out last month to emulate
Weston. They are going to walk from Toledo
to Monroe, Mich. The roads were dusty, the
weather was hot and when the young men arrived
at Erie they gave up their intention and returned
to Toledo by trolley.

W. R. McFadden reports business excellent,
especially in the watch line. He has been selling
a good many railroad watches recently and he re-
ports repair business as exceptionally good also.

Mrs. William Kapp is at Erieau,- Canada,
where she will visit for a couple of weeks.
Upon her return Mr. and Mrs. Kapp will leave
for New York City where Mr. Kapp will com-
bine some business with his pleasure.

A. J. Heeson, wife and son, are visiting at
Grand Rapids, Mich. In the absence of the
proprietor Louis Minke is in charge of the store.

H. B. Stone, of the J. G. Kapp jewelry store,
has returned from a two weeks' outing at Lake-
wood, where he swears he captured 400 fish.
John Kapp spent his vacation at Toledo Beach
and stubbornly maintains that he caught as many
fish as Stone did and business is suffering while
the two gentlemen carry on their disputation.

R. S. Freeman, in charge of the optical de-
partment of the J. J. Freeman Co., attended the
convention at Cedar Point last month.

Miss Maud Clegg has returned to her place
at the J. J. Freeman store after a two weeks'
vacation.

Miss Anna Doyle, of the J. J. Freeman store,
has returned from a two weeks' vacation spent
at Point Place.

Rowland, the Madison Avenue jeweler, finds
business fair. Silverware, fancy collar pins and
large lockets leading the demand, with a sprink-
ling of small diamonds.

A party of young men and women, seven in
all, had a narrow escape from serious injury re-
cently when the big touring car of George Kapp,
Jr., was driven into a ditch and the occupants of
the car were scattered along the roadside. The
party had driven to Fostoria in Kapp's 7-pas-
senger 6o-horsepower touring car. As they were
returning to Toledo along the Stony Ridge pike
about IO P. M. the chauffeur, owing to the dark-
ness, failed to see a sharp curve a short distance
ahead and drove the car straight into the ditch
beside the road. The force of the impact was so
great that tthe front of the car was driven into
the ground and the occupants hurled from the
car. With the exception of Mr. Kapp, whose
back was severely wrenched, and Miss Goodwin,
who suffered some bruises, all the occupants of
the car miraculously escaped injury. They spent
the night at a nearby farm house, where the
ladies of the party were given rooms in the
house, while the gentlemen were forced to seek
shelter in the barn where they occupied beds of
hay. The car was patched up sufficiently in the
morning to bring the party to Toledo and the
machine has been sent to Cleveland for repairs.
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Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools

and Material

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
'CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO., Minneapolis,Minn.
S. H. CLAUSIN & CO. /I

REED-BENNETT CO.
BIRKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.
F. L. BOSWORTH CO.
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN St. Paul, Minn.
SISCHO & BEARD
VEHON & GOODMAN
ALBERT L. HAMAN

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry

There have been no material changes in busi-
ness conditions throughout this section of the
country during the past month. The drought,
which has prevailed during the summer months
up to the present writing, is broken. Rains have
been falling generally throughout this section, and
the outlook for betterment of conditions is more
favorable. According to latest reports crops are
yielding more abundantly than was looked for,
especially the wheat crop.

All eyes are turned toward the conservation
meeting which is to be held in St. Paul during
the week of the Minnesota State Fair, for the
purpose of studying and making plans for the
conservation of our natural resources. Our ex-
President Roosevelt and President Taft are
among the prominent speakers, who will make
addresses for this cause.

Adolph Leber, with R. G. Winter Jewelry Co.,
of Minneapolis, is reported to be very low from
a severe sunstroke received recently. He is a
brother of W. C. Leber.

Alex. E. Madsen, of Rittig, Hess and Mad-
sen, of Minneapolis, has returned to business after
having spent a three weeks' vacation at North-
wood, Iowa, and Chicago.

Wm. Olin, of Charles Olson & Co., Minne-
apolis, recently returned from a visit to the Pa-
cific Coast.

W. H. Reighart, jeweler and optician, of
Minot, North Dakota, was one of the out-of-town
retailers who visited St. Paul during the past
month.

Ned Dockman has bought out the store owned
by I. Weisman and Sam Glassberg, located on
lower Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis, and gone into
business for himself. Mr. Dockman formerly had
charge of the watch department of Jeffery &
Harris, of that city. It is understood that Mr.
Weisman is looking for a new location in Minne-
apolis and has several places under consideration.

A new store has been opened up at Hurley,
Wisconsin, by F. E. Atwood, of Beaver Dam,
Wisconsin.

Among those who have returned from their
vacations are Charles Lindquist, of 1917 Wash-
ington Ave., North Minneapolis. Mr. Lindquist
spent two weeks at Vesta, Minn.

Morris Harris, formerly in the clock and
watch making department of Paegel Jewelry Man
ufacturing Company, of Minneapolis, has gone
into business for himself, having opened a store
at Hp South Seventh St., of that city.

Roy and Judson Beard, brothers to Charles
Beard, of the firm of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
and formerly connected with that firm, have gone
into business for themselves at 208 Ryan Build-
ing, St. Paul. The Messrs. Beard will carry a
complete line of jewelers and watchmakers' tools,
material, findings, boxes and optical goods. As
they have been closely connected with the trade
throughout the Northwest for the past number of
years, their business ability and experience promise
success. We join their many friends in extending
to them our heartiest commendation and sincere
wishes for success in their new undertaking.

E. J. Steurwald, Two Harbors, Minn. re-
cently opened a jewelry store at Virginia, Minn.,
located in the Finch Block, on Wyoming Avenue.
In addition to jewelry, silverware and other novel-
ties, Mr. Steurwald will handle a complete line ot
Optical goods.

The Misses Fannie Ritt and Celia Fischman,
of Sischo & Beard, of St. Paul, spent their vaca-

tion at Lake Minnetonka. They had a very en•
joyable time on their outing.

W. S. Shaw, clockmaker for S. Jacobs & Co.,
Minneapolis, was recently severely burned as a
result of the explosion of benzine in which he was
cleaning clock works. Although painful an exam-
ination showed that the burns were not serious.
The fire which followed the explosion was speedily
extinguished by the fire department and only a
slight damage was done, the loss being entirely
covered by insurance.

A. E. Barker, 1311 North Washington Ave.,
Minneapolis, having completed his twenty-seventh
year in the same location, is now making arrange
ments to enlarge the store and stock.

William M. Stone, of Minneapolis, has re-
cently returned from Annandale, Minn., where he
and Mrs. Stone have spent the past two months.

Oscar Holmes, jeweler, of Cambridge, Minn.,
was recently in the Twin Cities on business. Mr.
Holmes has moved his store to new and larger
quarters.

Wm. E. Mowry, the well-known St. Paul
smelter and refiner, recently purchased a lot in the
Midway district of the Twin Cities, where he
contemplates erecting a brick building, that he
might have larger quarters for his rapidly grow-
ing business. Mowry will also use a portion of
his new building for the purpose of carrying on
the manufacture of the celebrated Mowry solu-
tions, testing needles, solders, etc.

W. McMillan, formerly of Minneapolis, has
accepted a position in the watchmaking depart-
ment of E. A. James, Sheldon, Iowa.

G. F. Connell, formerly of Minneapolis, has
purchased the Oakesdale jewelry store, from A. E.
Sera, of Oakesdale, Wash.; Mr. Connell has had
the store remodeled and added new lines of jew-
elry and cut glass, making a very complete and
up-to-date jewelry store.

A number of improvements are being made
in the store of the Guarantee Jewelry Co., at 252
Nicollet Ave. The mirrors are being taken out
and new wall cases put in, in order to provide
room for an increase in stock. Additional show
cases are also to be installed.

W. C. Leber, jeweler of Minneapolis, recently
had considerable damage done to his summer
home, located on the north shore of Lake Minne-
tonka, when a miniature cyclone swept over that
section. Mr. Leber had six acres of garden and
orchard, including five hundred apple trees, and
a quantity of garden truck and flowers. He lost
all his garden truck and flowers besides about 75
bushels of apples. The apple trees were stripped
bare of leaves as well as fruit, and many of them
uprooted.

J. C. Williams, of Seattle, Wash., is making
preparations to open a store in Redmond, Oregon.

C. F. Libby, Hillsboro, Ore., has moved to
temporary quarters pending the completion of his
store in the Tamiesie Hotel building.

Fred Green, manufacturing jeweler, of
Buffalo, Minn., was recently in the Twin Cities,
buying stock and attending to other business
matters.

A. C. Hendrickson, of the Hendrickson jew-
elry company, of St. Paul, accompanied by his
wife and family, recently made a trip to Iowa,
visiting friends and relatives.

J. W. Cohen, of M. L. Cohen & Co., Minne-
apolis, recently left for Yellowstone Park, where
he will meet Mrs. Cohen, who has been visiting
at the Pacific Coast. Mr. and Mrs. Cohen expect
to enjoy a trip through the park before return-
ing to their home. Lewis Marker is in charge of
store during Mr. Cohen's absence.

Eli Montgomery, polisher and refiner for
P. M. Kohl, of Minneapolis, was recently married
to Miss Eck, also of that city. Mr. and Mrs.
Kohl enjoyed a two weeks' trip to the head of
the lake.

D. L. Thompson, of Mayville, North Dakota,
is in Minneapolis taking a course in optics. Mr.
Thompson recently purchased the stock and busi-
ness of his deceased brother, A. L. Thompson.

Benjamin L. Gittelson, of the Gittelson Jew-
elry Co., of Minneapolis, recently left for a two
weeks' business and pleasure trip combined,
through the East. Mr. Gittelson will visit New
York and Boston.

J. B. A. Wagner, of Gibbon, Minn., was in
St. Paul recently attending the wedding of a
nephew. Mr. Wagner was also buying stock for
his store while in the city.

R. P. Yale, of Glenwood, Minn., was among
the out of town jewelers who visited St. Paul
during the past month. Mr. Yale reports business
as being fairly good for this time of the year.

L. A. Orr, of Rochester, Mimi., has opened
his new store at Zumbro St. Mr. Orr has a very
beautiful store, the entire front being of plate
glass, while the interior woodwork, show and wall
cases are of golden oak. Mr. Orr is justly proud
of his new place of business.

B. R. Swartz & Bros., of Minneapolis, recently
contributed to the pleasure of their employees hy
giving them a day's outing at Cedar Lake. The
men were accompanied by their relatives and lady
friends. Rowing, sailing and baseball were taken
part in with zest and a good time was enjoyed
by all.

Max Bruhn will soon establish himself in
business in the Bank of Minneapolis Building,
where he will conduct a general manufacturing
and repair shop. Mr. Bruhn is well known in
Minneapolis, having been foreman of White &
MacNaught's shop for the past ten years and we
wish him success in his new undertaking.

Pearl hunting is becoming quite an industry
in the Cannon River at Northfield, Minn. Four
large pearls, valued at $150.00, besides 70 to 8o
smaller ones, were found by a digger recently.

W. G. Crouse, of Bloomer, Wis., has admitted
his son Wm. L., into partnership and the style of
the firm is now W. G. Crouse & Son.

R. H. Winters, of the Winters Jewelry Co.,
of Minneapolis, has been enjoying an extensive
pleasure trip through the East, visiting Baltimore,
New York, Boston, Richmond, Montreal and sev-
eral of the other large cities.

Harry H. Rush, salesman for the Blumen-
cranz Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis, has returned
from Lake Minnetonka, where Mrs. Rush and he
enjoyed a week's outing.

M. L. Crane, jeweler, of Fairchild, Wis., was
in St. Paul, buying goods and attending to other
business during the past month. Mr. Crane being
quite a baseball fan, took in one of the association
games while in this city.

A. G. Scherf, of Redwing, Minn., made a busi-
ness trip to the Twin Cities during the past month.

H. N. Kohlhepp, of Fountain City, Wir.,
brought his brother to St. Paul August 9th, to be
operated upon for appendicitis.

Olaf Wicklund, of Minneapolis, was recently
found dead in a St. Paul hotel. Investigation
showed that he had committed suicide by turning
on the gas. Letters were found which indicated
that he was despondent because he was a con-
sumptive.

A new jewelry store was opened at 411
Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, during the past month
by Harry Major. Mr. Major was formerly en-
gaged in the clothing business.

Arthur Nelson, foreman in Cohen Bros.
factory, Minneapolis, made a three weeks' visit to
Valpariso, Indiana, where he attended the Norwe-
gian Sangerfest.

A new and very attractive electric sign has
been placed in front of the Gittelson Jewelry
Company's store, 25 So. Sixth St., Minneapolis.
The sign is one of the largest in the Twin Cities
and can be seen for several blocks.

A. Salzman, of Roseberg, Ore., recently made
an extended trip through the East. Mr. Salzman
attending the National Grand Lodge of Elks con-
vention which was held at Detroit, Michigan.

Following are the names of some of the out
of town jewelers and opticians who were seen
calling in the Twin City markets during the past
month ; J. B. D. Wagner, of Gibbon, Minn.;
Oscar Holmes, of Cambridge, Minn.; R. P. Yale,
of Glenwood, Minn.; Mr. Rude, of Bellingham,
Minn.; W. H. Reighart, of Minot, North Da-
kota; A. G. Scherf, of Redwing, Minn.; H. W.
Kohlhepp, of Fountain City, Wis.; M. L. Crane,
Fairchild, Wis.; A. E. Mealey, Delano, Minn.;
Gust Chelin, Litchfield, Minn.; Charles Sorenson,
Albert Lea, Minn.; Mr. Holberg, of Holberg &
Arenson, Northfield, Minn.; Gust Werner, South
Haven, Minn.; G. F. Hunt, Waverly, Iowa; Wm.
Krohn, Amandale, Minn., and 0. Larson, of
Bowdle, South Dakota.



THE MAN WHO ONCE BUYS
a Krementz Collar Button learns that it will
wear for years and still be as good as new. He
knows that there is no danger of breaking.
He is satisfied. When he has another collar
button need, he asks the dealer for

KREMENTZ COLLAR BUTTONS
He looks on the back to see if they are stamped with the name "Krementz," because he
wants the genuine. Are you prepared to supply your trade with the collar buttons that

customers ask for—the Krementz

KREMENTZ & COMPANY
NEWARK, N. J.

PARK BROS. & ROGERS, 20 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade for U. S. and Canada

SAN FRANCISCO

722 Shreve Building

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 
SILVER POLISH in CREAM

Highest Quality and Efficiency
Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-
liant Lustre—Lasting Finish.

Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquire of your Jobber or write us direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything in the
Silver and Metal

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Line

J
, ..„,liLUE RIDIJON
i p.,6ERREfAor.,i ,

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

Artistic Hand - Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CLARENCE F. BAYER BYRON L. STRASBURGER ALBERT PRETZFELDER

WHERE TO STOP WHEN IN NEW YORK

Live Ones

It will be to

Newness

BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.
Importers 5 East 17th Street (Between Broadway and Fifth Ave.), NEW YORK Manufacturers

Are showing the most extensive holiday lines of imported novelties for Jewelry trade.
any jeweler's best interest, visiting New York, to certainly note address and call at our showrooms. All tines are shown in large variety.

NOVELTY JEWELRY. LORGNETTES. SMOKERS' ARTICLES. FANCY GOODS. STERLING SILVER AND GUN METAL MESH BAGS.
VANITY CASES AND NOVELTIES. GUN METAL NOVELTIES. OPERA GLASSES. LEATHER GOODS.

CLOCKS. BRASS GOODS. LAMPS, ETC. ART GOODS. DESK SETS. DINNER GONGS, ETC.
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The first of September found the Indianapolis
retail jewelers in good shape to meet the revival
of trade that always comes with the end of the
vacation season, the opening of the city schools
and the State Fair. Jobbers are anticipating a
large fall business and manufacturers report
plenty of orders.

J. C. Sipe, of Indianapolis, and Sam F. Sipe,
of Pittsburg, Pa., have returned from their annual
purchasing trip to the diamond market at Amster-
dam. I. J. Ascher, diamond cutter of Amsterdam,
presented J. C. Sipe with a fine facsimile of the
great Cullinan diamond that was presented to the
late King Edward.

Charles Mayer & Company displayed in their
window the splendid sterling silver prize won by
the Raper Commandery, Knights Templar, of this
city, in the drill contest at the thirty-first tri-
ennial grand encampment of Knights Templar
held in Chicago in August. This silver master-
piece, exquisite in detail, massive in construction
and ingenious in design was fully described in
the July KEYSTONE. The Raper commandery are
justly proud of their success and the magnificent
prize won. The combined centerpiece and punch
bowl drew large crowds around the Mayer win-
dow, where it was artistically displayed on a
green plush mounted platform.

The Capitol Jewelry Company, Indianapolis,
was incorporated last month, with a capital stock
of $5000. The incorporators are Arnold Zerwick,
G. W. Stoehr and E. V. Moore. The firm re-
cently purchased the jewelry store of H. A. Winn,
at 21 Pembroke Arcade. G. W. Stoehr will be the
resident manager of the business, the other mem-
bers reside in East St. Louis. With the purchase
of the business the new firm acquired the official
time inspectorship of the New York Central lines.

The Indianapolis Trade Association has
planned two more trade extension trips when the
Indianapolis jobbers and manufacturers will have
an opportunity to personally visit, in their own
stores, their out-of-town customers. The first
trip will be made August t8th and 19th when all
the towns between Indianapolis and Terre Haute
will be visited. The last trip will be made late in
August. Five days will be devoted to the
merchants in Southern Indiana. These trade ex-
tension trips have proven very enjoyable to both
the members of the association and the visited
merchants. They have become better acquainted
and a most friendly spirit has prevailed. The re-
sults, from a trade standpoint, will surely be felt
later.

E. M. Craft, of A. P. Craft & Co., made
several business trips to Chicago last month. The
firm has enjoyed a good business all summer,
especially on their popular emblem ring line. Mr.
Craft says they have been running on full time
all summer, but have felt a shortage of expert
workmen. "We could use a number of first class
workmen right along," says Max Kluger, the fore-
man of the shop.

D. Wheat has opened a watch and jewelry
repair shop at 833 Virginia Ave. He was formerly
with C. W. Lauer & Co., in the State Life

The Federal Engraving Co., on E. Market St.,
did an unusually large engraving business during
the generally quiet months of July and August.
Many good orders for wedding invitations and
visiting cards came from the retail jewelers who
run stationery departments.

The population of Indianapolis, according to
the U. S. Census Bureau for 191o, is 233,650.
This shows an increase of 64,486 or 38.1 per cent.
in the last ten years. These figures caused a gen-
eral disappointment as Indiana's capital was ex-
pected to amount nearer the quarter million mark.
The city directory estimate of the population for
this year was 248,645.

Rogers, Thurman & Co., Inc., of Chicago, was
recently certified to do business in this State,
representing that $2o,000 of its capital is repre-
sented in Indiana. The company is incorporated
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in Chicago with an authorized capitalization of
$75,000.

C. A. Slinger, for a number of years employed
as a watchmaker with Ikko Matsumoto; F. M.
Herron and others, has opened a law office. Mr.
Slinger was a student of the Indianapolis Law
School, studying at nights. Last June he was
admitted to the Bar. His many trade friends wish
him every success in his profession.

Louis Haase, watch jobber in the Postal Tele-
graph Building, is in New York on a business
trip.

Lee Horn has resigned his position as house
salesman, with Goodman & Co., in the Majestic
Building, to become connected with his father in
the loan business at Evansville, Ind.

Thieves entered the jewelry store of S. S.
Brenner, at Albany, Ind., August t6th, and carried
away watches valued at $2oo. Fortunately Mr.
Brenner carried a burglar insurance. No clew
to the thieves has been discovered.

L. R. Douglas, traveling representative for
Henry Paulson & Co., of Chicago, spent his vaca-
tion last month in this city with his parents. L.
R. Douglas is a son of W. H. Douglas, who
travels for the material department of Baldwin-
Miller Company.

Leo Krauss, on N. Illinois St., is conducting a
"Pre-Inventory Sale." Reduced prices in jewelry
and optical goods are advertised. Frank Mc-
Bain, formerly of Coney Island, New York, has
taken a position at the bench with Mr. Krauss.

John Day, watchmaker with H. C. Schergens,
on East Washington St., has returned from a two
weeks' vacation at a fishing resort in Ohio.

Emil Kernel, head salesman with Carl L.
Rost, is on a vacation trip that includes a number
of Eastern points of interest.

J. H. Reed's Washington Street jewelry store
is in the hands of carpenters and decorators. A
number of improvements will be made including
an enlarged workshop and a special department
for plated goods.

Lyle Jasper has recently been added to the
sales force in the material department of Baldwin-
Miller Company. Miss Stella Haugh, for several
years with that firm, has resigned and accepted a
similar position with the jobbing house of Hoff-
man & Lauer.

F. L Bryant, jeweler in the Dennison Hotel
Building, has returned from a visit to his old
home near Wheeling, West Virginia and Pitts-
burg, Pa. Adolph Purpus, watchmaker with Mr.
Bryant, spent his vacation at St. Mary's, Ohio.

J. C. Walk & Son have finished the over-
hauling and repairing of the large tower clock
in one of the buildings of the Winona Techni-
cal Institute, which is located on the grounds
formerly occupied by the United States Govern-
ment as an arsenal in this city. The clock is over
fifty years old and was purchased by the gov-
ernment.

L. R. Mauzy and wife left for a visit of sev-
eral months with Mauzy's parents, who reside in
San Francisco, Cal. John Holloway, of Seymour,
Ind., a watchmaker and jeweler, will have charge
of the store during Mr. Mauzy's absence.

- Charles A. Beck, watchmaker on Massachu-
setts Ave., recently met with an accident that came
very near being fatal. He was crossing the ave-
nue, dodging a street car and failed to see a large
interurban car coming from the opposite direction.
He was struck by the interurban car and hurled
into the gutter. Save a bad shaking up and
numerous bruises Mr. Beck was not seriously in-
jured, but suffered greatly from the nervous
shock.

harles B. Dyer and wife have returned from
a wedding trip spent in the wilds of Northern
Wisconsin. The Dyer shop has just finished a
large order for college fraternity pins and badges.

W. J. Hoffman, of the material jobbing house
of Hoffman & Lauer, is again at his desk after a
several weeks' siege of walking typhoid fever.
His friends are delighted to have him back in the
store, but would be glad to see him fatten up a
bit.

Charles W. Lauer, Jr., spent last month in
Northern Michigan, fishing and "resting up" be-
fore starting on the fall road business for C.
W. Lauer & Co.

Harry C. Cobb, trade engraver in the State
Life Building, has returned from a vacation spent
at his former home in Maysville, Ky.

THE KEYSTONE extends sincere sympathy to
Arthur Hutto and wife in their bereavement
caused by the death, August 9th, of their bright
little son, Stephen Arthur Hutto, aged four years.
Mr. Hutto is a well-known engraver of this city
and his wife is a daughter of I. C. Crane, jeweler,
and a sister of Stephen D. Crane, watchmaker;
all well identified with the trade in both this city
and State.

J. L. Williams, watchmaker with J. H. Reed,
on W. Washington Street, is spending a couple of
weeks' at French Lick, Ind.

Willis Stevens, formerly of Charleston,
has recently taken a position with J. H. Reed.

J. C. Walk & Son finished their semi-annual
watch inspection for the Pennsylvania Railroad
last month. The timepieces of over two hundred
employees were examined.

E. S. Williams has resigned his position as
manager for J. P. Mullally and returned to his
former position with N. M. Rubens, at Terre
Haute, Ind.

August Keiwitt, jeweler and watchmaker with
H. H. Bishop, on Virginia Ave., is back at his
post after a vacation spent in the country.

Perry M. Slaughter, watchmaker with George
S. Kern, spent his vacation at Lake Manitou, Ind.,
where he and his family occupied one of the at-
tractive cottages owned by Ikko Matsumoto. Mr.
Matsumoto's own cottage, "Fanikko," is one of
the prettiest on the lake.

H. E. Vincent visited the local trad elast
month and booked several big orders for silver-
ware, especially for sterling spoons. Mr. Vincent
represents Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. He had
been on the road for fall business but two weeks
and had sent in a gratifying number of nice
orders.

William Trask, of Crawfordsville; Ind., is
nicely located in new and enlarged quarters.
Travelers say his store is very attractive.

Dickey & Morris, Edinburg, Ind., were wel-
come buyers on this market last month. They
reported trade very good all through the summer
months.

The South Bend Jewelry Company has re-
cently been incorporated to do a retail jewelry
business at South Bend, Ind., with a capital stock
of $15,000. The directors are S. A. Knobloch, P.
E. Bondurant, A. B. Wickizer, George Knapp and
C. A. Bondurant.

W. Rankin, manager of the tool and material
department of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply Com-
pany, of Denver, Colo., spent two weeks with
Indiana relatives last month. He was accom-
panied by his wife.

Charles M. Schnell, of South Bend, Ind.,
made a trip to Chicago recently in the interest of
his home store.

L. D. Kohlmeyer, long connected with the
jewelry house of Carl L. Rost, on N. Illinois
St., has quit the jewelry business to engage in
other lines of trade.

H. H. Bishop, jeweler and optician, at 948
Virginia Ave., has placed a large five globe elec-
tric light standard in front of his store. It is
the same pattern as is used in the new city light-
ing system which the merchants down on the
Avenue have been slow in adopting, but when
"Bishop, the jeweler," is shown an improvement
that helps his business he waits for no man ; just
goes ahead and adapts it to his own use.

E. 0. Ridgeway, of Sheridan, Ind., was in
this city last month buying stock for the new store
which has replaced the repair shop formerly
conducted by Mr. Ridgeway.

W. W. Dale, Dugger, Ind., was an August
buyer on this market. He was buying stock for
the fall and holiday trade.

0. M. Artes, of Evansville, "took in" the
Grand Encampment of Knights Templar in Chi-
cago, en route home from the Jewelers' conven-
tion in Detroit.

J. A. Oswald, of Crawfordsville, Ind., and H.
H. Bishop, of Indianapolis, enjoyed a little side
trip to Port Huron at the time of the Detroit
convention.

General satisfaction was felt over the elec-
tion of Oliver M. Artes, of Evansville, as treas-
urer of the national association. The universal
opinion is that Mr. Artes will "do Indiana proud"
in the official discharge of his duties.

(Continued on page 1455)
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We Ask the Critical and Ambitious Jeweler to Place a
W W W Ring Under the Glass so He May Readily
Understand Why W W W Rings are More Than
Merely "  Guaranteed " Rings

The Glass Proves Our Claim of High-

est Skill Combined With Painstaking

Care

W w W rings are made and set so thoroughly well
that we welcome the most severe and rigid test
known to the practical jeweler. By placing a
W W ring under the glass you will see that each

one bears earmarks of perfect workmanship. You
will detect those little things in stone setting that
only the thorough, experienced workman understands
—you will find plenty of gold over the stones—
you will find the seat for each stone perfectly cut.
The glass, assisted by your practical knowledge, will
tell you that W W W rings are more than merely
"Guaranteed" rings—it will tell you they are rings
made so exceptionally well that they are worthy of
a "Guarantee."

The Perfect Making of Rings is Possible
MIN

Only With Highly Skilled Workmen

There is no secret nor "patent" process nor private
"method" in good stone setting. It's simply a plain,
straight case of good work—hand work, by people
who know how, who get paid for knowing how.

The W W W factory is known the world over
as the "Light of Heaven Factory." Each seat in
this factory is occupied by a skilled workman, who
takes pride in his work. Every man in this "Light
of Heaven Factory" is there because through his
skill and experience he has proven that he is worthy
of being there.

The stone setters as well as all the other work-
men who make W W W rings are masters of their
craft, chosen from thousands who cannot qualify
for our standards.

We Do More Than Make Good Rings

We Help You Sell Them

We believe that it is just as much our duty to advertise for you as it is to make good rings. We are con-
ducting our business on that modern policy that appeals to the ambitious retailer. We have no patience
with the old-time Methods. For the coming Fall we have originated novel ways for the jeweler who is
anxious and willing to try something new with the hope of increasing his coming holiday business. This
free advertising combined with our permanent insurance on every ring, cannot help but give you prestige
that no other combination could possibly give you.

Remember it costs you nothing to learn this information and .every jeweler who is anxious to im-

prove his present condition owes it to himself to cut out and mad this coupon to-day.

about the wonderful mechan-
ical window display that will
attract thousands to my window,
which is also given away abso-
lutely free.

Name 

.4 eldress

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings in Which the Stones Do Stay

Buffalo, New York
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Midsummer dullness has figured somewhat
strongly in the retail jewelry circles of Pitts-
burg. So many of the dealers' patrons are away
on summer vacations and outings that even the
ordinary travel in Pittsburg's streets is thinned
out considerably. During July the movement out
of the city did not show so markedly this year as
usual, but since August came the popular trend
was all one way. Business conditions have con-
tinued somewhat off from the normal. Building
operations have been unusually dull. Steel and
iron industries are running considerably below
normal; mercantile trade is slow, with the usual
period of special sales during the month, but
opinions among the larger merchants appear
to be of an optimistic character and fall signs
of activity have already given themselves more
than ordinary prominence.

Nothing pleased the local jewelers more
than the high tribute paid at the convention of
the National Retail Jewelers' Association in se-
lecting Steele F. Roberts as the president for the
ensuing year. Aside from the fact that it was a
recognition of Pittsburg, it was regarded as a
fitting tribute to Mr. Roberts, whose personality
has won him quick and emphatic recognition as
a leader in associated effort for the betterment of
the trade.

In the retailers' realm just now there is not
much to do but speculate and prepare for the
winter. Stocking up for the fall and winter
trade is a fair test of the inward feelings of
the merchants. And when the stock buying
begins it is found that they are fairly well
satisfied that business is going to regain some
of its health and the "rest cure" that has been
taken this summer will perhaps end in increased
activity in the cold weather, with everyone busy
and feeling happy.

Sam F. Sipe came back from Europe during
the past few weeks loaded with cheering news
of the .general trade outlook and bringing with
him large importations of diamonds and other
jewels for the fall trade. Before Mr. Sipe went
away he had been able to personally feel the
pulse of the trade in the Pittsburg territory, for
he was with the Trade Boomers' excursion and
saw and talked with many of the retailers in
three States. When in Europe Mr. Sipe re-
membered his friends and customers with foreign
postal cards with autograph signature and telling
of the good time he was having. He brought
back with him pearls, rubies and emeralds from
London and diamonds from Amsterdam. In
his travels he was a fellow passenger with King
Alphonse of Spain and his Queen Consort, and
had some humorous experiences with English-
men who passed opinions on the little King from
the much troubled "Don-land." In Amsterdam
Mr. Sipe found the world at large was there
buying diamonds, and in spite of the depression
heard of in business circles, there appeared to
be much doing.

One of the more interesting announcements
of the past month was that from R. Siedle &
Sons, of Fifth Avenue, who have been established
in the same place for many years and who have
been forced to look elsewhere for a new busi-
ness location after April of 1911. The store is
a large one and regarded as a standard jewelry
shop, with a patronage accumulated by years
of close attention to business. The firm, how-
ever, was one, among others, that during the
past year found bidding for their particular lo-
cation excessive and wisely decided to give way.
A newspaper will use the store for its business
office and general counting room. No decision
has been reached as to where the new store will
be located but judging from the number of new
and vacant places increasing in the business sec-
tion this will not be a difficult problem for the
house to solve when the time comes.

Gillespie Brothers are receiving the first
consignments of their new imports from

Europe since the return of Philip Gillespie from
his European tour. The arrivals are mostly art
goods and are attracting attention because of the
departure from former types of work. The
Gillespie Brothers' business has been exception-
ally strong in diamonds during the past summer
and June held a record for the house in this
trade. A. A. Gillespie is in the East on a
business trip and will be gone for some two
weeks. F. F. Lang, of the same house, is spending
a vacation on Lake Erie with his family.

J. M. Roberts has a fine display this season
of silverware, mainly tea service sets, which are
causing much admiration. The elaborate stocks
and the quality are what attract, with new de-
signs that are the forerunner of the fall and
winter type of goods. The house is also show-
ing some of the early stocks for the fall and
holiday season.

W. W. Wattles continues a handsome show-
ing and drive on the finest novelties in the
jewelry line and particularly in the silver variety.

Terheydens and Spandau Brothers, in Smith-
field Street, made an excellent midsummer show-
ing and showed a healthy interest in the limited
business that usually comes at this season. Tak-
ing it as a whole the jewelers regard the out-
look favorably. Social life is stagnant and
theaters are only just beginning to show signs of
life which will take another few weeks to de-
velop into real activity.

Heeren Brothers & Company are having the
usual summer activity in the factory and a clear-
ing up and preparatory work in the big stores
for the holiday trade. The manufacturing end
of the trade, locally, is now running quite strong
and sentiment as expressed by the road men
writing into the home office appears to be op-
timistic and is backed up with good orders.

George B. Barrett Company reports a quiet
period at present with indications of a better-
ment with the advance of the season.

Financial conditions in Pittsburg reflect bet-
ter business in the fall and winter. The banking
circles are explicit in the declaration that while
demand for money remains steady and rates
unchanged, that the care being given to mer-
cantile business is what makes the situation so
gratifying at present. While money rates
dropped in New York and Philadelphia, Pitts-
burg, which seldom sees this change, owing to
the steady requirements for commercial enter-
prises, remains the same. However, banks are
generally increasing their reserves and making
excellent statements. Collections are slower at
this time than for some months, but it is be-
lieved that the slow movement is temporary.

Buying has been conducted by the country
and small town dealer on conservative lines.
Stocks are not large and are being carried close
to immediate requirements. In Pittsburg, too,
there has been practically no increase in com-
petition among the retailers. New stores are
a rarity now and have been for a long time.
High rents and high cost generally have helped
to keep the number down. The sentiment of
the department store jewelry trade appears to
favor reducing the stocks but within conserva-
tive lines as to prices. In the low grades of
stocks very little is being done, nor has there
been much during the past summer. Leather
goods have been somewhat dull and old lines
have formed the basis for what sales have been
started at bargain prices. Cut glass stocks are
being augmented for the fall and winter and the
demand has apparently settled pretty strongly on
the American-made goods, of which some very
fine displays are already appearing, with still
better ones promised in the next few weeks. The
jewelry trade is wisely letting what some call
"near cut glass" alone, or assigning it to the
department store trade and remaining close to
the old line of high-class goods, so that the pub-
lic will be able to discriminate between the two
and also to discover the sources of supply of
the two grades.

Another four weeks will probably foretell
the story of the commercial life of Pittsburg
for the coming season. The great factors of
crops, politics and the steel trade will in a
measure be more thoroughly understood and
the trend of events grasped by those who watch
keenly for the signs of the times in commerce.
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Among the Indiana retail jewelers who at-
tended the convention of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association in Detroit, were: H.
H. Bishop, Indianapolis, president of the Indiana
Retail Jewelers' Association; J. A. Oswald,
Crawfordsville, secretary of the Indiana Retail
Jewelers' Association; Charles F. Artes, Evans-
ville; Oliver M. Artes, Evansville; Walter H.
Miller, Michigan City; Charles M. Schnell, South
Bend; C. Z. Rowe, Argos ; C. N. Hetzner, Peru;
Will Haseltine, Kokomo ; H. B. Smith, Logans-
port; C. K. McCain, Kokomo ; K. W. Kern, Ko-
komo; J. M. Washburn, Anderson; August Breu-
der, Fort Wayne. Every man of the Indiana dele-
gation expressed himself as glad he had gone.
The convention was the best they had ever at-
tended, the programme good, the Detroit jewelers
royal entertainers, the city beautiful and the
climate delightful.

Charles F. Artes, of Evansville, father of the
new treasurer, was one of the most popular men
at the convention. His ready wit, quaint phil-
osophy and business wisdom made him the center
of any group in which he found himself.

William Bretz, of Huntington, Ind., has re-
turned from a vacation spent in Kansas City.

The many trade friends of Ed. Buecher, re-
tail jeweler of Evansville, Ind., will be pleased to
learn of his complete recovery from an operation
which he underwent several weeks ago.

Arthur Neutzel and wife have returned from
a visit with relatives in Danville, Ind. Mr. Neut-
zel is a well-known and enterprising retail- jeweler
of Rockport, Ind.

H. H. Bowman, of Brookston, Ind., has sold
out his watch repair and jewelry business to C. H.
Dahling.

J. W. Owen, Greensburg, Ind., was a recent
welcome visitor on this market. He purchased a
nice bill of goods for the holiday season.

D. W. Brattin, Brazil, Ind., has opened a new
store at Jasonville, one of the fast growing towns
of Indiana. Mr. Brattin will continue the Brazil
store.

G. V. Brown, of Flora, Ind., was a recent
buyer on this market. He reported business as
very good and fall prospects fine. Last month
Mr. Brown enjoyed a delightful tour in his auto-
mobile to Detroit. The trip of six hundred
miles was made without accident and in good
time.

Wehrly & Hoke, of Portland, Ind., are re-
ceiving many compliments upon the handsome
appearance of their remodeled store room. New
fixtures have been installed and other improve-
ments made.

Albert H. Kellogg, Clinton, Ind., is tempo-
rarily located in the Clinton Hotel. His former
store was burned down in a fire that caused him
a loss of $2,500.

John L. Duncan, of Wingate, Ind., was mar-
ried July 28th to Miss Eunice Jones, of Attica,
Ind. Mr. Duncan is a retail jeweler and one of
the prominent business men of his town.

The host of friends of Ralph Clark, of Clark
& Raber, Anderson, Ind., will be glad to learn of
his improved condition. He is now recuperating
from a serious nervous illness in a camp on the
Tippecanoe river. Mr. Raber of the same firm is
taking his vacation this month.

E. T. Barnes, of Spencer, Ind., will shortly
remove into a larger and better located store
room. An increasing business has made the
change necessary.

After a severe illness of several weeks, Carl
Brimhall, of Summitville, Ind., has returned to his
busy round of business at his retail jewelry store.

Carey C. Cloud, of Montpelier, Ind., has gone
East to be operated upon for cancer of the
stomach. Mr. Cloud, whose nickname is "Sun-
shine," has a host of friends, both in the trade and
out, who heartily wish for his recovery.
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NADE1N /4 ei 1011 GOLD -/4 & 10K PLATE—STERLING SILVER
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED AGAINST- BREAKAGE

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
To avoid delay use local address, 33-43 Gold Street

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Deartment : 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works :      ----- - 142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES : Chicago, III., 103 State Street ; Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat ; London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

'

Vanity Sets In Gold and Silver

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Fobs, Bracelets, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins, Baby Pins,
 Veil Pins, Tie

Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Locket Rings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms, Festoons, 
Barrettes, Emblem

Goods, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives, Lapel Buttons, Vest Buttons, Collar Buttons, 
Rope

Chains, Silver and Gold Thimbles, Silver and Gold Match Boxes, Fob Seals, Cameo Goods,

Gold and Silver Cigarette Cases, Alberts, Class Rings

STERN- BROS. & CO., akersofGokJewelry to the Jobbing
Trade

POPULAR PRICES 33-43 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK
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A LEAF FROM OUR

"SUGGESTION BOOK"

i(
I!

4,46, •

" SPECIAL OFFER SUGGESTION"
The ROGER WILLIAMS SILVER COMPANY is

The Originator of the "Suggestion Book."

The Originator of the Sandwich Plate.

The First to reproduce the Antique Colonial Silverware.
The Largest Manufacturer of Candlesticks.
All of our designs are original and our competitors do not fail to
imitate them.

NOTE OUR SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER

A beautiful five or three light candelabrum 131,4 inches
high, 13 inches wide, of extra weight and workmanship and
Colonial in design, at a price far below any candelabrum on the
market of equal size.

The ROGER WILLIAMS SILVER COMPANY reserves
the right to increase the prices quoted on this offer after October
15, 1910.

Leaves like above called " Suggestions " are sent to
our customers immediately upon completion of the sample.
We do not publish an antiquated catalogue but aid the
buyer of sterling silverware by our "Suggestion Book,"
thereby keeping the distant customer in close touch with
this factory and the newest products. Your address will
bring one of the small number of these "Suggestion Books"
remaining. Send at once.

ROGER WILLIAMS
SILVER COMPANY

1-3ROVIDE;INC,Li, 121-10DF: ISL,AND

STAPLES an NOVELTIES
IN

STERLING SILVER

THE ABOVE FROM OUR EXTENSIVE LINE

"pIFTY-ONE years of making silverware
articles gives us a reputation that backs

up our new line of staples and novelties in
sterling silver.

4:I_ We have compiled an illustrated catalog
of 142 pages that portrays this new line.

4[_ At present we make

Tea and Coffee Sets, Cream Pitchers, Sugar Bowls,
Children's Sets and Cups, Compotes, Sandwich
Plates, Candlesticks, Salt and Pepper Open Dishes
and Shakers, in sets and singly; Castors, Napkin
Rings, Bon Bon Dishes, Ash Trays, Ladles and
Fancy Pieces in combinations and singly;
Berry Bowls, Vases, Coasters, Stationery Sets,
Whisks, and Bonnet Brushes; Baby Sets and Rattles,
Pencil Cases, Pocket Knives, Match Boxes, Cigarette
Cases, Smokers' Sets, Shaving Cups and Sets, Travel-
ing Sets, Sash Pins, Pocket-books and Card Cases,
Sterling Vanity Sets and Chatelaines.

The Toilet Ware and Manicure illustrations (we
make 26 distinct patterns) cover 71 pages of solid
matter. You will find this reference book of ines-
timable value during the holiday season especially.

SEND FOR THIS
NEW CATALOG

JAMES E. BLAKE CO.
Silverware bearing this
trade - mark denotes

sterling silver
925-1000 fine

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

CHICAGO OFFICE 910 Hey worth Bldg.
NEW YORK OFFICE 37 Maiden Lane
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE  717 Market Street

September, 1910 T II E

Wireless Time Signaling from the
Eiffel Tower

The wireless telegraphic station of the
Eiffel Tower is now signaling Paris Ob-
servatory time to all vessels within a radius
of 1,800 miles, says F. Honore, in the
Scientific American. The present station is
using 15 to 16 horse-power. When the new
installation, whose completion was delayed
by the recent floods, is finished, ioo horse-
power. will be at the disposal of the.
engineers, and the range will be doubled.

A master clock, which has long been
used for the correction of marine chro-
nometers, is set up in a room of the observa-
tory, side by side with clocks that telegraph

mean time to various centers in Paris, and
sidereal clocks which serve to regulate this
mean time. The master clock in question
itself indicates mean time with reference to
the meridian of Paris. Inclosed in a glass
case, and suspended from a wall so thick
that vibrations in masonry and variations
in temperature cannot affect the mechanism,

it is corrected each day, if necessary, by
means of a magnetic regulator. The rod
of the pendulum carries a magnet, the
lower end of which is spaced a few milli-
meters from a solenoid. Depending upon
the direction of the current which is sent
through the solenoid, the magnet is at-
tracted or repelled, thus retarding or accel-
erating the beat of the pendulum. In this
manner a lost second is regained in thirty-
six minutes.

The clock is connected by wires  
with the key of the wireless station of
the Eiffel Tower. At midnight, at
12.02, and at 12.04, the clockwork auto-
matically completes a circuit, thus actu-
ating a Morse key and causing Hertzian
waves to be emitted.

The observatory itself is not
equipped to send wireless signals, but it
receives them by means of a small aerial
connected with telephonic receivers. On
the other hand, by means of a Morse key
in the circuit of an ordinary telegraph
system, independent of the clock, the
wireless apparatus on the Eiffel Tom,er
can be operated from the observatory.

At the proper time each day, an
official dons a telephone headpiece, and
proceeds to the work of notifying
vessels at sea of the correct time. One
finger on the Morse key, his eye glued
to the end of a reading telescope, the
official watches the beat of the pendulum.
At 11.59 he depresses the key, and by  
means of agreed signals, he attracts the
attention of vessels in the range of
action. At midnight, the clock automati-
cally signals the hour. This transmission of
time is repeated twice, as we have said,
namely, at 12.02 and at 12.04, preceded by
other combinations of warning signals.

Hence vessels receive the time thrice in five

minutes.

The officer on board the vessel at sea

is similarly equipped with a telephone head-

piece, and he watches a chronometer instead

of a clock. Making due allowance

for possible errors of observation, he

estimates the error of his chro-

nometer.

Watching the Pendulum Through the Telescope

Brightly Lighted Windows
Attract

The object of a store window is

to advertise not only by day, but also

by night the stock within.
The hours after dark are the

most valuable of the whole twen-

ty-four for advertising purposes, if

a window is properly lighted.
People on the street are at leisure

to note its contents, and many persons

will make it a point to cross a street

to see what may be displayed in a
particular bright window on the other

side of the way.
Thousands are employed during

the day whose chance for observing

window displays conies only after

their business hours. The streets are

filled after closing time with people

either going home or to some place of

amusement. It is the experience

Clock which Automatically Telegraphs Time

of merchants who have brilliantly lighted
windows, that customers will come back

one day inquiring for goods they have seen

'in the windows the night before.—Edison

Monthly.

Take Time to Reflect

It doesn't pay to be too busy. Unless

a man has some time to think in a natural

way about things in general he loses a great
measure of mental growth. It is well to

be active—a wholesome thing for every

faculty of the mind. But as trees and

flowers need both periods of rain and

periods of sunshine, so men need to be
sometimes busy and sometimes able to stop

and think. Quiet thought is refreshing to

the busy man. A great many men in busi-
ness do not at all appreciate this fact—
however commonplace it may seem. They
drive themselves or let themselves be driven
by their work all day long, day in and day
out, year in and year out. What time they
have away from their work is often spent
in an endless round of social and pleasurable
activities, leaving practically no half hour
without its impending- purpose, no time to
stop and think and set their minds in order,
no time to reflect or to let the mind act
from impulses other than the purposes with
which it is being driven continuously. Such
a man's mind gets into a whirl, revolving

in a very small orbit and making him ob-
livious to greater themes that lie wholly
outside of the limited circle of his own
strenuous activity.
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A WORD
In the. selection of your stock for the coming
holiday season you should insist, Mr. Retailer,
on at least an inspection of

The D. F. B. Co.
line of gold filled jewelry. A line far more extensive this
year than ever before containing original designs and
patterns not shown by any other house. An inspection
means to buy. The designs are snappy and right up to
the mark, ready sellers and large profit makers. Pleased
customers are what you want and a varied selection of
The D. F. B. Co. goods means pleased patronage the
year round. The line contains

Fobs Watch Chains
Pendants Chatelaines
Hat Pins Bracelets

A 98

Contemplation of your bracelet stock for the holidays should include
a line of the famous Carmen bracelet. The one bracelet that has
outlived all others due to the phenomenal sale it still continues to

have.

WE SELL THE JOBBING
TRADE ONLY
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The D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY 8
ATTLEBORO .*. MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

180 Broadway Heyworth Building
ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE
Victoria Building 62 Hatton Garden 444/299
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JEWELRY REPAIRING
MATCHING, ALTERING.

GOLD CHAIN FILLING,REPAIRING
MAKING OVER...

STONES, STONE SETTING &CUTTING.
WATCH CASE MAKING, REPAIRING

REMODELING.
GOLD AND SILVER PLATING.

STERLING AND PLATED WARE
REPAIRING AND REN ewiNo.
ENAMELING & POLISHING.
LETTER,MONOGRAM AND
ORNAMENTAL ENGRAVING.
SPECIAL ORDER WORK,.

ES

This Talisman will help you every time it is asked to do so.

It will make your employes, who listen to all it says, more valuable men.

Keep it always before you when it comes, and increased success will attend your efforts.

You need not hesitate to refer to it before .your customers, as retail prices are quoted

therein (subject to trade discount).
Our name appears only in a few inconspicuous places.
It will come to you some lucky day in September.

WENDELL AND COMPANY
GENERAL REPAIRERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY

47 JOHN STREET
NEW YORK

TWO
WONDERFUL

SHOPS

TRADE

256 MADISON STREET
CHICAGO

T461
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High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks
$140.00

ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

Safe Gasoline Tanks

By DR. F. W. BR EM ER, in Scientific A merican

through stopcock B. The valve E is ad-

justed to sink in gasoline and thus close the

outlet, preventing escape of gasoline through

the stopcock D.

For more than seventeen years we have made the manu-
facture of

Pierced Metal Monograms
our specialty, one-fourth of the lifetime allotted to mankind
has been devoted to improving ourselves in the art of
designing, chasing, engraving and sawing them. It is this

experience, together with constant attention, that enables us
to produce more artistically designed and better made
monograms than the manufacturer who only makes one
occasionally, and to offer them to the trade at such reason-
able prices. Our catalogue No. 10 tells all about them.
Write for it to-day ; it's worth while.

For $140.00

we give

you $500.00

service.

Can you

afford to be

without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

As gasoline explosions are due to a

mixture of gasoline vapor with air (acci-

dentally ignited, of course), I think the air

in a gasoline tank could well be replaced

either by water or a non-oxidizing gas such

as carbon dioxide, after the manner here

illustrated.

In the first two designs, water is used.

In Fig. I the weight of the water forces the

gasoline out of the lower tank through the

stopcock B. The valve C is so constructed

that it floats when the water reaches it,
doses the opening, and thu§ prevents the

water from flowing out. To refill the tank

with gasoline, a suction pump is connected

to the stopcock A and the gasoline is

siphoned into the lower compartment

One Kind of Inventor

Under the heading "An Unfortunate

Type of Inventor," a pen-portrait that most

of us will recognize is given in The Ameri-

can Machinist, by Samuel L. Platt. This type

of cock-sure, impractical, pseudo-inventor,

Mr. Platt says, is apt to think he has a new

and better way of doing any and every

thing, no matter what it may be. We read :

"Complicated matters that would worry

and fret the average business man, he takes

up with extreme confidence, relying on his

power of invention to carry him through.

Lack of experience is seldom a drawback

as far as he is concerned. Evolving, as he
•

Our line of

LEATHER GOODS
consisting of Card Cases, Bill Books, Hand Bags, Toilet
Sets, Jewel Cases, Ladies' Belts, Gents' Belts, etc., is
designed to meet the requirements of dealers that make a
specialty of selling only goods of real merit—not how cheap,
but how good. Every article is made in our own factory
and we make ourselves responsible for material and work-
manship, thus assuring you sound values and prompt
delivery. Our catalogue illustrates and describes many
numbers that will interest you, and we offer remarkably
good values for prices asked. Write for catalogue No. 12.

DESCRIPTION
Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
WHAT ONE OF OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS SAYS I

Waynesburg, Pa., July 20, 1910
Brown Street Clock Company, Monesserz, Pa.

Gentlemen: The clock has been doing excellent and keep-
ing. very good time.

As an "Ad " I consider it the very best a jeweler can use,
and I am positive it has been the means of increasing my
business considerably.
I would not be without the clock if it cost twice the amount.

Yours for success,
J. W. NICHOLS

The Best Advertisement Money Can Buy

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Brown Street Clock Co.
Monessen, Pa.

Simple Method of Making Gasoline Tanks Safe

through the stopcock B. The latter pre-

vents the gasoline from escaping.

Fig. 2 is practically the same, but to

discharge the gasoline through the stopcock

B air must be pumped into the lower part

to force the water into the gasoline tank

above. To refill this tank with gasoline, the

stopcock at A is opened, letting the air out,

and the weight of the water then siphons the

gasoline into the tank above through the

valve, and stopcock B.

In Fig. 3 a carbon dioxide tank is con-

nected to the pipe A and the pressure of the

gas then forces the gasoline out through the

pipe B.

In Fig. 4 the stopcock A is connected

to the water main or pipe when the pressure
of the water forces the gasoline out through

the stopcock B. The valve C prevents the
water from escaping into the gasoline cans
through the stopcock B. To refill the tank,
the stopcock A is closed and stopcock D is

opened, and the water flowing out through

the latter will draw the gasoline into the tank

does, everything from his own standpoint,
he never seems to think that the experience,
training, or ideas of another are of any
value whatever, nor does he even realize that
the lawyer, business man, and salesman are
just as necessary to the success of his in-
vention as he is himself ; the same as the
intermediates in a train of gears are neces-
sary.

"No matter what his invention is, it
is the only thing that the human family
must have to insure its farther progress ; the
one thing that the world is standing with
open arms ready to receive the minute he
sees fit to present it.

"With his keen perception he saw this
great need and set to work immediately.
By diligent effort, careful study and experi-

ment, he has evolved in his mind the very

thing to meet this requirement and it is all
finished—with the exception of one minor,
unimportant, insignificant detail that will
only take the fraction of a second to perfect

just as soon as he can spare that amount of
time.

"The demand will not have to be created,

because he answered the call of the world
for this one thing to complete the develop-
ment of the age. The sales, figured on the
population of this continent and augmented
by the European countries and the world at
large, are wonderful when viewed through
his eyes. There seems to be just as great a
field for the invention, whether it is some
attachment to a sewing machine or even a
Lick telescope; if the latter, it will necessi-
tate one in every well-regulated family.
'Think what that means.' The invention is
simplicity itself, nothing ever approached
it. 'A child, even the merest infant, can
operate it.' With the model before him he
demonstrates this—a lever moved up, a
handwheel turned three-quarters of a revo-
lution to the right, a thumb-screw loosened,
an indicator set to its proper place on a dial
and it is ready to do its work—with, of
course, that one little exception mentioned
above. On the back of an envelope he
shows how he had thought of doing, before
he realized that there was a simpler way,
not yet quite perfected in his mind. Just
as soon as this is taken care of, he is going
to put in his application for a patent, but in
the mean time is arranging for the stock
company to manufacture it."

This company is to be financed on the
basis of distrust of the outsider's honesty
and good intentions and of precaution to
protect the inventor at the expense of the
man with the money. Add that the inventor
himself is bankrupt andthis associates in-
competent, and the picture is complete.

Fair and broad-minded men, Mr. Platt goes
on to say, are not inclined to take up with
propositions of this kind, and the inventor,

not willing to change his ideas, takes up with

any one he can get and becomes the victim

of unscrupulous men :

"Herein lies the foundation of so many

stories of inventors losing the reward of

their inventions. The very things they
fought so hard to prevent are brought on

by their own precaution to guard themselves
beyond the point of fairness to the outsider.

"It is a well-recognized fact that the
world owes much to the genius of the in-
ventor, and many of them have reaped the
reward due them, while others have been
much less fortunate. The inventor is apt
to blame the world for this, but as there are
many sides to every question let him stop
a moment and consider the outsider's point
of view, his rights and ideas. By so doing,
he will generally find it much easier to get
the capital needed and assure himself as well
as the outsiders of the profits due each in
the invention's advancement, thereby bring-
ing about a harmonious condition."
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N. D. Sawyer, of Laconia, N. H., spent his
vacation at the beach.

Mr. Chisholm, of W. F. Chisholm & Son,
Gloucester, Mass., has purchased a new 30-foot
motor boat, in which he takes a great many
pleasure trips.

Mr. Harriman, of Waterville, Maine, has
bought out the stock of Alden Brothers of that
city. Mr. Harriman closed out the entire stock
in a sale, after which he enlarged his store and
renovated it thoroughly. He will continue his
jewelry and optical business.

The stores of Bare, Vt., recently closed and
celebrated clerks' day, which comes once every
year.

A. J. Potter, of Lebanon, N. H., has returned
from his vacation.

J. S. Blondin and family, of Woonsocket,
R. I., are spending their vacation at Palm Beach,
near Providence, R. I.

S. W. Baker, President of the Massachusetts
Optical Society, is spending the summer at Scitu-
ate Beach, Mass. Mr. Baker is taking a great
many pleasure trips in his new Overland touring
car.

Robert B. Johnson, of Waltham, Mass., at-
tended the forty-sixth annual reunion of Elks,
which was recently held in Detroit, Mich. Mr.
Johnson says that the reunion was attended by
hundreds.

Henry Messier, of Taunton, Mass., has
moved into a new store near his old location.
The new store is large and has been thoroughly
renovated. Mr. Messier likes his new location
very much.

Alfred E. Myers, of Boston, with a party
of friends, has been motoring around the Cape
Cod "good roads" circuit in his touring car.

President E. C. Fitch, of the Waltham
Watch Co., and E. E. Fitch, Jr., have returned
from a four weeks' outing at Mr. Fitch's forest
camp in Labrador.

The New England Watchmakers' Club held
its midsummer outing August 14th. The mem-
bers and lady guests went to Squantum Inn,
where a shore dinner was served.

Phil Thurlow
' 

widely known in the Boston
trade, and formerly with George W. Hasen, of
I City Hall Avenue, Boston, has started in busi-
ness on his own account at 8 City Hall Avenue.

H. E. Alsterlund, who owns the Hotel Chat-
ham estate at Chatham, Mass., was recently in
Cape Cod looking after his property and, mi-
dentally, enjoying a recreation period at the
shore.

Charles G. Perry, vice-president of the Rip-
ley-Howland Mfg. Co., 25 Bromfield Street, Bos-
ton, Mass., was married July 23d in Boston to
Miss Howland, daughter of the late George H.
Howland, one of the founders of the concern
of which Mr. Perry is a member.

A. J. Barnett, traveler for M. Meyers, of
Boston, recently left on a transcontinental trip
for the house, visiting the principal northern
cities en route to Portland, Oregon. Mr. Myers
will also leave shortly to traverse a more south-
ern route, with the Pacific Coast as his objective
point.

Hyman Freeman and Max Sharmetz, pro-
prietors of the Lenox Jewelry Co., of Boston,
both have their suburban residences in Scituate,
Mass. The company has installed many new fit-
tings in the quarters to which it has just re-
moved in the Jewelers' Building.

Otis B. Crossman, Chartley, Mass., has been
granted a design patent for a link for orna-
mental chains, which he has assigned to Bates &
Bacon, Attleboro, Mass.

Major Francis R. Appleton, of New York,
vice-president of the Waltham Watch Co., was at
the Boston office recently on a brief business trip.
Ivan Lake, the new manager of the New York
office, was also in Boston for a day to confer
with the sales committee of the company.

Frank E. Folsom, buyer for Bigelow, Ken-
nard & Co. is in New York on a business trip
for the firm.

Buyers in Boston recently included Frank P.
Plummer, of Dover, N. H., and Fred Hendricks,
of Nashua, N. H.

Cater Bros., of Portland, Maine, have thor-
oughly renovated their store and have also added
a large extension.

Burglars in automobiles have roused the
Aristook County officials of Maine to plan a cam-
paign against them. Apparently a gang is oper-
ating all along the international boundary. They
come and go in fast machines, leaving no clues.
The most recent break was the operation on the
store of H. A. Sawyer, at Fort Kent. Jewelry
valued at $25oo was taken.

P. T. Ives, of Meriden, Conn., accompanied
by his wife, has just returned from a European
trip.

William Foster Nye, whose fame as a manu-
facturer of watch and clock oils is world-wide,
died at his home in Fair Haven, New Bedford,
Mass., on August T2th after an illness of several

weeks' duration. Although the deceased was 87
years old, he enjoyed remarkably good health
until the general breakdown which ended in his
death. Mr. Nye was born in Pocasset, Cape Col-
ony, in 1824. When 16 years old he journeyed
to New Bedford and became an apprentice in
the carpenter trade. He followed the gold
hunters to California in '49 and spent some time
on the slope. Returning to New Bedford in 1855
he engaged in the commission business, in which
he continued until the Civil War, during which
he was a member of the Fourth Massachusetts
Cavalry. At the close of the war he returned to
New Bedford and in 1865 started in the business
of oil refining. In the succeeding years he built
up one of the most prosperous oil businesses of
its kind in the world and its product is known
wherever timepieces are used. He is survived
by a daughter, Mrs. John Stoddard, and a son,
Joseph K. Nye.

The Ayer mill, of the American Woolen Co.,
Lawrence, Mass., was recently surmounted by
one of the largest illuminated clocks in the
western hemisphere. The Ayer mill clock is
lighted by over 150 electric bulbs set behind
each of the dials and distributing the light over
the surface. A 5000-pound bell is hung in the
tower, which once in every twenty-four hours
strikes nine strokes, at 9 o'clock at night, when
the other Lawrence bells strike the curfew. Each

dial is 24 feet across, with a circumference of
about 74 feet. The four dials will be visible from
all parts of the city, day or night. The clock
will be wound once a week. The Ayer mill
officials desired that this be done by an atttend-
ant rather than by machinery from the mill office,
as that will give a greater assurance that every-
thing in the tower is right. The clock also
serves as a master clock for the timepiece in
every room and office of the mill. These smaller
clocks will have a 24-inch dial. The pendulum
of this massive timepiece, with the bob, is 14 feet
long and weighs 240 pounds. The dials are of
ground plate glass, three-eighths of an inch thick
and each weighs 8000 pounds. The clock is
guaranteed to keep the correct time within
fifteen seconds a month. It is a two-second pen-
dulum, recording thirty beats a minute. Expert
J. J. Neuhavre, of the E. Howard Clock Co.,
Boston, was in the city over six weeks with eleven
expert clock workers. The tower in which the
clock is set is a handsome piece of work. It is
of brick construction with granite trimmings.
From the ground to the tip of the weather vane
is nearly 300 feet. The ball-bearing vane, which
represents a ferocious looking dragon, is lo feet
high and 17 feet long. Between the dials of the
clock there is a 40-foot space of brick work, thus
making the tower 90 feet across. So carefully
erected was the tower that the difference between
the engineer's figures and those of the master
bricklayer when the tower was complete was
but one quarter inch.

Charles A. Cooley, of the Jewelers' Build-
ing, is one of the yachting enthusiasts of the
Boston trade, which has a rather large number
of expert handlers of sail and steam craft among
its members. Mr. Cooley, who is secretary of the
Boston Yacht Club, returned recently. from a
cruise along the New England coast.

The following people will represent the New
England Watch Company among the retail trade:
E. T. Allen, covering Virginia, West Virginia,
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Greater
New York; R. P. Clarke, covering Indiana and
Michigan; B. A. Cockings, covering Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North and South Dakota;  J. E.
Cuess, covering New York State; E. C. De Borde,
covering Iowa and Nebraska; W. P. Gretter, Jr.,
covering South Atlantic and Coast States; W. L.
Hough, covering Pennsylvania; W. R. Nash,
covering Illinois; C. C. Smith, covering New
England States; F. J. Spellman, covering Mis-
souri, Kansas and Oklahoma; W. F. Turbert,
covering Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee. The
regular jobbing trade will be covered by R. C.
Vaughan, except the southern States, which will
be covered by W. P. Gretter, Jr., and J. H.
Freney.

J. Dias, of the Pairpoint Corporation, New
Bedford, Mass., has just returned from a two
weeks' visit at Martha's Vineyard. On August
15th Mr. Dias celebrated the beginning of the
thirtieth year he has been with this company.
During the years of his long term of service he
has seen some wonderful changes take place.
From a concern specializing on flatware he has
seen them spring up to their present equipment,
which produces a most varied line to-day.

W. A. Ingraham, of the E. Ingraham Com-
pany, Bristol, Conn., has just returned from a
two months' sojourn spent at Oak Bluffs, Mass.

The Waltham Clock Company, Waltham,
Mass., closed down its factory during the first
two weeks in August for the purpose of over-
hauling the machinery and putting the entire
equipment in shape for the coming busy season.
At this writing they report a large volume of
business and the factory is working to its fullest
capacity.

M. Paul, of Paul Mfg. Co., 40 Fulton Street,
Boston, Mass., is at present at Bow Lake, N. H.,
recuperating. He is gaining back his health
rapidly and finds the New Hampshire air much
to his liking.

H. G. Morris, 373 Washington Street, Bos-
ton, Mass., has increased his present space by half
as much again by taking on an additional room
just adjoining his present location.

C. B. Shepard, of the Shepard Company,
Melrose Highlands, Mass., has been spending
several weeks at Jackson, N. H.
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Ray R. Moorhead, of the Lewis Jewelers'
Supply Co., has returned from his vacation on
the Coast and reports having had a good time.
He stopped en route and took in all the important
sights. He visited relatives in Los Angeles,
stopped off at Salt Lake City, Ogden, San Fran-
cisco and San Diego.

Dave Parkins, of the Syman Bros. Jewelry
Co., has returned from a very successful fishing
trip.

I. C. Weil, formerly of the I. C. Weil
Jewelry and Curio Co., is now business manager
of the World Wide Magazine.

Von Cummings, who has been spending
several weeks in the city, returned to his home
at Pagosa Springs, Colo.

C. L. Clark, of Ed Lehman Jewelry Co., left
on his regular trip to the Northwest.

Mitchell Ehrlish, formerly with the W. W.
Hamilton Jewelry Co., is now located in New
York with one of the large wholesale houses.

L. F. Cornwell, Pueblo; W. H. Dow, Ft.
Morgan; S. Soloman, Platville; A. Herman,
Brighton, were in the city last month buying
stock.

W. W. Hamilton, of the W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Co., left July 19th on a trip around the
State. H. L. McLaughlin, of the same firm, also
left on the 19th for his regular trip to the North-
west.

The store of Waring & Mangham, Aztec,
N. M., was totally destroyed by fire last month.
A few articles were saved but the greater part
was lost. The loss is partly covered by insur-
ance.

T. B. King, of the W. W. Hamilton Jewelry
Co., has started out on a trip through the State.

The well-known firm of Olson & Wangnild
was robbed in broad daylight August 1st at
II o'clock in the morning. A medium sized man,
about 5 feet 9 inches and dark complexioned,
came into the store early in the day and asked
to see a pair of diamonds and was shown two
stones, three-quarters of a karat each. He came
back in a little while and looked at them again,
but went out without buying. When he came in
the third time he was shown the same two stones.
He asked to see one that was in the display
window and when Mr. Wangnild went to the
window to get the third stone the man grabbed
the two on the show case and ran outside and
disappeared in a crowd. No trace of him has
been found at this writing.

The Colorado Horological Society gave its
first annual picnic Sunday, July 24th, at Morrison
and it proved a great success. There were pres-
ent about one hundred watchmakers and their
families. The morning was devoted to mountain
climbing and the afternoon to different sports.
E. L. Deacon won the silver loving cup in the
shooting contest by a score of 65 out of a pos-
sible 75.

W. H. Rankin, of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Co., is spending his vacation with his wife tour-
ing the East.

At the regular meeting of the Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, held here July isth, it was
unanimously voted that the wholesalers of Den-
ver take one day of the year and give a picnic
for the benefit of all employed in the wholesale
houses. The picnic this year was held at Glacier
Lake, August 20th. It is entirely free to all con-
nected with the wholesalers. This year is for
employees only, but if it proves successful tickets
will be sold to anyone who wishes to go.

The Denver Nugget Club gave a smoker on
August 9th, when a very enjoyable evening was
spent by the members and guests. A fine pro-
gramme of entertainment had been arranged and
the Denver Nugget Club "Special" cigars proved
.tuite popular. Another smoker will be held in
the near future.

L. D. Troutfetter, a well-known Denver
watchmaker, formerly in business for years at
Monte Vista, Colo., and later manager of the
watch department for W. J. Connaton Jewelry
Co., of Denver, has bought out the firm of
Daniels Bros., at 822 Fifteenth Street, and will
start up business again at the above address. The
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store is situated in a very desirable location, being
only a few doors from the new skyscraper build-
ing of the Denver Gas and Electric Co., which is
ten stories high and is faced with white tiling.
It will be lighted up at night by thousands of
electric lights, which will attract a large crowd
at all times, besides drawing trade from seven
or eight hundred people employed by the above
firm and will assure Mr. Troutfetter a very
good business. He intends to fix up the place in
tine style and looks for a fine trade.

Morris Farlish, a watchmaker employed by
Mark Moses, has just returned from his vacation.

William Fulton, of the Lewis Jewelers Sup-
ply Co., was sick in bed for a week but is im-
proving and able to be around a part of the time.

Several well-known jewelers of the city took
part in the "Fall of Manila," pulled off at Luna
Park August 13th and 14th. The jewelers who
took part were the following, most of whom
were in the real battle of Manila : Charles B.
Lewis, George Borstadt, A. J. Bradley, Garry S.
Lawrence, Gus Bing, R. R. Moorhead. The show
was so good they repeated it by request on
Thursday, August i8th.

H. W. McIntyre, for the past month here in
the city, has gone to work for A. F. Plenkner,
of Boise, Idaho, as watchmaker. He was think-
ing of going into business for himself but later
changed his mind.

H. A. Hipsh, formerly in business in Dan-
ville, Ill., has started in business again in Ala-
mosa, Colo.

N. Goldman, of Pueblo, Colo., was in town
last month buying fall goods.

F. J. Hooper, a Denver jeweler, has just
returned from a vacation spent in Los Angeles,
Cal.

A. Kanouse, an old-time Denver jeweler who
was doing business here about twenty-four years
ago, dropped into town last month to see some
old acquaintances.

F. V. Payne, a watchmaker, jeweler and op-
tician of Chicago, Ill., has located in Denver at
402 East Bayaud Street and will put in a stock
of goods shortly.

A. L. Seisle has moved into his new quarters
and has fitted up a nice store.

F. A. Curtis, of Castle Rock, Colo., and A. F.
Witting, of Longmont, were in this city buying
goods last month.

Phil Kline, Q f S. Kline & Co., Los Angeles,
Cal., stopped over a few days here on his return
trip from New York.

Clarence Pennell, of the Range Jewelry Co.,
Trenton, Mo., accompanied by his wife, spent a
few days in Denver last month. They were en
route to California.

A. C. Luce, of Watson & Newell Manufac-
turing Co., has returned from a trip around the
Horn and the State in general. He will remain
in the city until August loth.

Daniel Weil, formerly with I. C. Weil Jewelry
and Curio Co., has given up his position here and
is now associated with the National Cash Register
Co. in New York.

D. W. Shepard has bought out his partner's
interest in the store of Shepard & Bowldy,
Rupert, Idaho, and will continue business under
the name of D. W. Shepard.

Saul Ehrlish, of Superior, Colo., was in town
with his family buying goods.

A. J. Weiss, of Del Norte, Colo., and family
were in town on a pleasure trip.

A. Hahn, of Durango, Colo., was in town
for a few days.

L. K. Hallock, recently with A. Hahn, has
resigned his position and is now in town looking
for a suitable location.

E. F. Hall, formerly with Watson & Newell,
of this city, and two years with the Weil Jewelry
Co., of Salt Lake City, Utah, is spending a
month's vacation in Denver and reports good
business.

N. N. McLean, of Lamar, Colo., spent part
of last month in Denver. He and his family
came up in an automobile and returned without
accident.

The Geneva Optical Co., located on upper
Seventeenth Street, will soon occupy their new
quarters in the new Denver Gas and Electric
Co. Building at Fifteenth and Champa Streets.
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E. 0. Jones, of Ft. Collins, was in last
month buying fall stock.

Fred Syman left last month for a short so-
journ at his summer home.

R. E. Hawkins, of Ed Lehman Jewelry Co.,
has returned from a visit East.

Ralph Beeman, with J. S. Schwartz, has just
returned from an extended trip.

Mr. Speer, of the Ben Speer Jewelry Co., and
I. Ackerman Co., were in town last month.

Charles Hanni, of Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.,
New York, is spending his vacation in Colorado
and is incidentally looking after his mining busi-
ness here.

Among those here last month buying goods
were W. J. Farrell, of Montrose, Colo.; Mr. Rud-
man, of Rudman & Gotberg, Cripple Creek,
Colo.; R. S. Radamsky and wife, of Cheyenne,
Wyo.; V. E. Blake, of C. C. Stone & Co., Ft.
Collins, Colo.; A. Rapin, Central City; Mr. Bit-
terly, with A. W. Snyder, Victor ; E. N. Totten,
Idaho Springs ; Henry Curtis, of Littleton ; N. C.
Figley, of Salida.

Advertising a Jewelry Store
The jeweler's business is peculiar in the

sense that his patrons are necessarily infrequent
visitors. They do not buy every week, every
month or every year. He cannot sell often to the
same purchasers, because his wares are of such
a permanently durable character. A watch, chain,
ring or a silver tea set will usually last a life-
time. It is almost certain that his best customers'
purchases will be limited to a few articles, the
buying of which may be extended through several
years. He has, therefore, to seriously consider
that he cannot depend upon what are known in
other lines as regular customers. The butcher,
grocer, haberdasher, shoe dealer or tailor can
count upon regular purchasers almost day by day,
but with the jeweler the purchases of an indi-
vidual are much like angel's visits—"few and far
between."

For this reason a jeweler's advertising should
be aimed to attract the many—to reach everybody
in the community. His patronage must be wide
—he cannot depend upon an exclusive clientele.
Around certain seasons, like Christmas and
Easter, he should specialize his advertising on the
line of presents, and it is wise to have a line or
two in the all-year-round advertising, which will
dwell on the handling of suitable gifts for man,
woman or child for birthday and other occasions.
And it is an excellent point to lay stress upon
the repairing department in every advertisement.
Chance customers for repairs often develop into
good buying customers from the show-cases.

One thing is very essential for every adver-
tising jeweler to consider. His is really a very
dignified business, and it should be advertised in
a dignified manner. This remark applies not only
to the newspaper advertising, but to such card,
folder or circular work as may be printed and
distributed, by mail or otherwise. While economy
is a good thing to practice in every line of busi-
ness, it is the falsest kind of economy for a jew-
eler to use cheap paper or poor printing in his
advertising literature. The business being emin-
ently respectable, and somewhat exclusive, the
public naturally expects that the advertising put
out by the house will conform to its prestige
and reflect credit upon the concern. It is a de-
liberate step downward in public estimation
when the reverse is done.

It is to be regretted that some jewelers are
not more careful of the statements made in their
advertising. In one week the writer saw in
New York City the advertised statements of two
different jewelry houses, one claiming that now
was the time to buy diamonds, as they were going
up steadily in value, the other stating that he was
offering diamonds for a few weeks at 25 per cent.
below the regular market prices ! It needed no
philosopher to realize that one of the two was
lying. If the prices were really going up, no
sensible dealer would think of reducing figures
so startlingly, and if they really could be sold at
three-quarters of their usual price, then there was
no earthly chance of their immediately going up
in value.

Such wide discrepancies as these hurt the
business in the eyes of the public.—Brains.
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WALDEMAR VEST CHAINS

THE increasing tendency on the part of well-dressed men to wear
a single strand chain full across the waistcoat is responsible for the

growing demand for Waldemar Vest Chains.
(11 Accordingly, Waldemars promise to sell exceedingly well this Fall and
Winter and, in the gold-filled class, there are no more attractively designed
or dependably made chains than the Simmons Waldemars shown above.

These chains measure fourteen inches over all, run from pocket to
pocket, and have a swivel at one end and spring ring at the other.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

R. F. SIMMONS *COMPANY
New York Salesrooms
9-13 Maiden Lane

Main Office and Works

ATTLEBORO, MASS. Chicago Salesrooms
42 Madison St. (Heyworth Bldg.)

September, 1910

PHILADELPHIA
LLTTEK

T H E

With the ending of the vacation season, the
local trade anticipate renewed business activity.
Prospects in this city, at least, seem exception-
ally favorable for a good fall and winter business.
All the large industries are now quite active, and
are giving employment to the normal number of
hands. This condition, it is expected, will con-
tinue until after the holidays, which will mean
lberal expenditure for the jewelers' wares at that
season. The leading jewelry houses of the city
are disposed to minimize the alleged effect of the
automobile business on their trade as they find
the present year comparing satisfactory with the
past.

The wholesalers are enjoying a seasonable
business and the trade visitors to the city have
been particularly numerous during the past two
months, many of them combining business with a
trip to the seashore. Purchasers, we learn, are
liberal as a rule and a good quality of goods is
generally selected.

Fred. Barry, the popular traveling representa-
tive of Louis Stern & Co., recently started on a
trip through the West, and orders received from
him speak well for the opening of the fall season.

Edward D. Lewis, a wealthy artist and en-
thusiastic art collector of this city, died at his
home last month from pneumonia. Mr. Lewis's
residence, at 30 South Twenty-second St., is de-
scribed as a veritable treasure house containing
priceless curios and paintings of great value.
Among the curios are many antique specimens
of art craftsmanship in gold and silver.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. furnished a portion of
the handsome silver cups which were awarded at
the Commercial Vehicle Contest engineered by a
local newspaper last month. Other prizes for this
contest were furnished by the Bailey, Banks &
Biddle Co., and formed an attractive exhibit in
their handsome show windows.

M. Sickles & Sons are making extensive im-
provements in their establishment at 726 Chestnut
Street. An entirely new front on the main floor
adds to the external attractiveness of the store;
the changes within include new, handsomely fur-
nished offices and such a re-arrangement as will
considerably facilitate the transaction of their
growing business. The comfort and convenience
of customers have been especially considered and
the visiting trade cannot fail to appreciate the
efforts of the firm in this direction. They have
added materially to their available space by tak-
ing the entire second floor for factory purposes.
This is furnished with skylights and, in addition
to this, the entire eastern side is made up of
windows, the best possible lighting being thus
afforded. The firm makes a specialty of gold
emblems and charms and their trade in these
lines has now reached very large proportions.
The enlargements, improvements and greatly in-
creased facilities are an evidence of the prosperity
and progressive spirit of the firm which will be
very gratifying to its large and still growing
patronage.

A jewelry salesman, Jacques Solarno, an
Italian by birth, was made the victim of a confi-
dence game last month. Two men of his own
nationality engaged him in conversation, and led
up to a money-making scheme in which they
hinted that Colarno should take part. On the
way to investigate the matter, his newly-made
companions told the salesman that a certain
amount of cash would be required of him. As he
did not then have the money, he offered the jew-
elry he had with him as a substitute. Immediately
his companions started a quarrel and promptly
called off the deal. They then handed back the
package of jewelry, but the victim soon discovered
that instead of the jewels, it contained only old
newspapers.

C. A. Kern, of 2522 Lehigh Ave., has been
on a vacation which took the form of a pleasure
trip up the State.

Walter M. Engle, an enterprising jeweler of
4233 Lancaster Avenue, recently enjoyed a three
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weeks' vacation which took the form of an auto-
mobile trip as far as Canada, visiting the chief
points of interest on the way.

William P. Sackett, a former Philadelphia
jeweler and present manager of the Reed & Bar-
ton store on Fifth Avenue, New York, presented
a handsome cup to the Philadelphia Swimming
CJub which was awarded as a prize to the winner
of the too-yard race in the recent swimming
tournament of the club.

Maxwell & Berlet were awarded the contract
for furnishing prize cups presented by the Phila-
delphia Inquirer and Evening Times for local
athletic and aquatic events.

C. August Carmany, of Coatesville, Pa., has
become quite an enthusiastic automobilist and
finds new enjoyment in life in exhilarating spins
in his Maxwell car.

Daring burglars, whose work has the ear-
marks of professionals, raided the stock of the
art and jewelry store of Trice Brothers, Nos.
1219 and 1221 Boardwalk, Atlantic City, ,on the
morning of August 23rd, getting away with
$10,000 worth of diamonds and other precious
stones without leaving a clue behind. Thirty-
three diamond necklaces and ninety-three solid
gold rings were included in their loot. The
thieves entered by a rear window and then syste-
matically went through the stock, using care not
to break any of the valuable statuary, lifting
heavy pieces aside when they hindered their work.
They selected gems from the trays in the show-
cases, tearing pearls and other stones from their
settings for examination and tossing them aside
when they were not of more than ordinary value.
Pinkertons have been called to assist the authori-
ties in capturing the thieves.

W. C. Davis, of Altoona, Pa., was a visitor
to this city last month. He called on the whole-
sale trade, and viewed the plant of The Keystone
Watch Case Co.

On the morning of August 22nd a night
watchman, attached to the Third and DeLancey
St. Station, was startled when he saw walking
toward him, a stalwart grandfather's clock about
six feet high. It ambled along slowly, turning
first to one side and then to the other. Gripping
his stick tightly, Johnson quickened his pace,
reached the clock and grabbed it. From the other
side a man's face appeared, and Frank Harris, as
he afterwards gave his name, dropped the clock
behind which he had been concealed and started
to run, but was arrested. The clock was stolen
from a near-by residence.

BALTfM0E)._ r-

Arnold Rosenfeld, 1803 McCullough Street,
well known as a watchmaker in this city, is
seeking the formation of a company to place his
new invention, an eyeglass slot machine, on the
market. The device on which he has obtained
patents consists of a metal machine containing a
revolving cylinder in which is contained a set
of twenty-four spheres of different foci. An
electric bulb lights the interior, enables the cus-
tomer to see the test card and by revolving the
lens cylinder by means of a wheel at the right
of the machine he can then determine the ne-
cessary strength of lens required. He receives
the glasses properly set up after depositing the
slot required.

Jacob Epstein, proprietor of the Baltimore
Bargain House, has obtained the property at
200 and 202 West Baltimore Street at a purchase
price of $40,000. This gives them complete
ownership of all the property from 200 10 220
West Baltimore Street, inclusive. It is the
intention of the firm to shortly erect a twelve-
story building on this site, which will have all
improvements. The firm's business has long out-
grown their present quarters.

When George Hogan, colored, giving his

place of residence as Washington, D. C., was ar-
rested, the police found him to be a veritable
walking jewelry store, he having in his posses-
sion several gold watches, fobs and pins, together
with a pocketbook containing $102 in money. He
was picked up after having tried to dispose of a
ring valued at $75 in a North Charles Street
restaurant for so cents. He is being held on
the charge of larceny, pending an investigation by
the police. Hogan could give no satisfactory
account of how he happened to have the goods
in his possession.

The Maryland Institute has added a course
in silversmithing and jewelry to the curriculum
of the night school. The course will commence
October 3d and will be in charge of Prof.
Theodore F. Pond, who is also instructor in
design and applied art in the day school courses.
In view of the large number of requests for this
addition it should certainly prove popular. It is
intended to give the pupils a thorough grounding
in theory and practice of fine metal working,
including the preparation of designs and models
for all work executed.

The police department has been notifying the
jewelers of this city against the practice of a
man of about 45 years of age, 5 feet 2 inches
in height, weighing tho pounds, small gray mus-
tache, long, slim face, sunburnt, of Italian cast,
wearing a dark suit and black derby, who is
ordering jewelry sent to fictitious addresses. As
the goods cannot be delivered no loss is being
experienced, but the incident occasions no little
inconvenience to the jewelers who are so taken in.

Washington (D. C.) Letter

The Retail Jewelers' Association, Inc., of the
District of Columbia, held their August meeting
in the rooms of the Washington Chamber of
Commerce, Twelfth and F Streets, N. W., with
A. 0. Hutterly acting as chairman. Owing to
the number of members away on vacations, etc.,
the meeting was not as well attended as is
usual, but it was a very busy and instructive one.
The secretary reported receipt of dues from five
members and that two applications were before
the membership committee awaiting their report.

The resignation of G. W. Spier as chairman
of the committee on legislation was regretfully
accepted and Carl A. Doubet was elected to
fill this vacancy. Charles Schwartz was also
appointed a member of this committee.

The secretary was requested to write to a
certain sporting goods house on Seventh Street
thanking them for their courtesy in removing
from their display window a lot of Waltham
and Elgin watches in 20-year gold filled cases
marked at lower than agreed association prices
in response to request made by a committee of
this association who called upon them.

Messrs. Kettler, Peterson and Baer were
appointed a committee of three to arrange for
the association's annual outing, to which the
members of the Maryland Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation will be invited as well as every jeweler
in the District of Columbia.

The reports of the delegates to the national
convention at Detroit were ordered held over
until the next meeting. Announcement was made
that the monthly social meeting would be held
at the home of Secretary Duehring, August 29th.

There being no further business before the
association the meeting was declared adjourned
until the second Tuesday in September.

Anybody Can Make Aluminum Now

The patent rights covering the manufacture
of aluminum have expired, and now the industry
is an open one to any one who may want to em-
bark in it. At the present time the output of the
Aluminum Company of America is entirely suffi-
cient to take care of the demand, and, having
hydroelectric power and ample supplies of the
raw material, it can increase its production should
it be demanded.—Electrician and Mechanic.
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HOFMAN

This Trade Mark on
Store Fixtures stands for

Highest Quality

Hofman Fixtures
Have Always Been the Best

-.tile designs are mechanically right; the finest
woods are used throughout; the glass is strictly
first quality; and Hofman workmanship has set
the standard for years.

=

COMB POINTERS

HERE IS A DESIGN FOR A
JEWELER'S WALL CASE

It is elegant in appearance, very effective
for the most advantageous display of
merchandise, and constructed with easy-
sliding, dust-proof doors.

We would be glad to submit other
special designs and estimates to meet
your individual requirements.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

White stone mounted combs are nothing new.
Almost every, in fact every, jewelry store
carries white stone mounted combs of a sort.
But here's the point to remember—the large
sales and resales of these goods depend on
your having something bright, pleasing and
catching to the eye. Something to please Mi-
lady and make her buy. Goods that sell
themselves.

Heller Combs are this kind. Bright, snappy,
alluring, original designs. Not the " stick-in-
the-rut," " imitate-other-people" kind. But
original, that's the point. The raised work
stands out prominently, making the colored
stones shine bright amongst the dazzling brill-
iancy of the white stones.

This fall combs are bound to be a big seller.
Get the Heller sort, the real sellers, and reap
big profits. We also have a large line of hat
pins, exclusive in design and very popular.

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE

E. A. Remington, of Carter, Quarnstrom &
Remington, Attleboro, with his wife, has just re-
turned from making a tour of Europe, where
they spent several months in pleasure seeking.

The Rogers Williams Silver Company, lot
Sabin St., Providence, have entirely renovated
and added to their present quarters for show room
purposes. The show room has been finished in
mahogany and quartered oak, with tinted walls
and metal ceiling. The furnishings of the room
are of mahogany and show to advantage the high
grade of sterling silver articles produced by this
company. The main and private offices are
finished in quartered oak and make excellent
quarters for working purposes. This fall the com-
pany will be able to show to great advantage the
new ideas they are producing for the holiday
season.

Mr. Bullion, 704 Market St., San Francisco,
California, will represent A. L. Lindroth Company,
of North Attleboro, on the Pacific Coast. He
will carry a full line of the goods manufactured
by this company.

Aldredge G. Pearce, of F. F. Pearce Co., 85
Sprague St., Providence, R. I., was one of the
leading spirits in the recent Atlantic Deeper
Waterways Association convention, which took
place in Providence from August 31st to Sep-
tember 3rd. Mr. Pearce was on the Water
Carnival Committee and it was due solely to his
efforts that this part of the entertainment was a
success. Other jewelers' that took part were:
Joseph R. Baker, Gorham Mfg. Company ; Clar-
ence M. Dunbar, of Cook, Dunbar, Smith Com-
pany; Fred C. Lawton, Gorham Mfg. Company;
Albert A. Ormsbee, Tauton Pearl Works, and
Fred B. Thurber, of Tilden-Thurber Company.

Mr. Tidd, of Winthrop Mfg. Co., Attleborro,
and family, are spending the summer at Hawich,
Cape Cod.

Mr. Boss, of Boss & Baldwin, Attleboro Falls,
Mass., has just returned from a Middle West
trip, where he found business conditions very
good.

E. H. Lindroth has taken charge of the New
York office of A. L. Lindroth Company, North
Attleboro.

Codding & Heilbron, North Attleboro, were
closed down during the first of August.

Mr. Whitmarsh, of Frank M. Whiting &
Co., North Attleboro, spent the early part of
August at Atlantic City, New Jersey.

E. J. Walther is making short trips through
the Central West in the interests of The D. F.
Briggs Co., of Attleboro.

S. 0. Bigney Co., Attleboro, have four or five
design patents pending which, when they are
brought out, will prove interesting to the retail
field. Lee Powell covering the Middle West, and
Mr. Clarke covering the West, are now out among
the trade in the interests of this company.

D. C. Same, of Kinney Co., 14 Blount St.,
Providence, spent several weeks vacation at Block
Island, having just returned from there.

Fontneau & Cook Co., Attleboro, are getting
a new and very extensive line of lockets and
bracelets for the fall. W. A. Cook, of this com-
pany, continues to write encouragingly about his
condition from Hot Springs where he is recuper-
ating.

S. J. Summer, representing Providence Mfg.
Co., 25 Calendar St., Providence, is now out mak-
ing a trip through the West and Middle West call-
ing on the trade with a new line of comb leaders
which he claims will prove big fall sellers.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Loeb, the former president
and chief owner of the Rhode Island Ring Com-
pany, 21 Eddy St., Providence, celebrated the
twenty-fifth anniversary of their marriage last
month.. They took a trip over their honeymoon
route of twenty-five years ago.

The travelers of R. F. Simmons & Co., Attle-
boro, are out among the trade showing a new
and classy line of chains. John Drake is repre-
senting the New York office, L. J. Finch, Chicago
and the West, and G. L. Sweet the Pacific Coast.

On July 30th Theodore W. Foster & Bro.
Company gave an outing to their office and factory
employees which included the wives and sweet-
hearts of all. Three cars were chartered for the
occasion and some two hundred and fifty people
trolleyed down to Palace Gardens, where they pro-
ceeded to have one grand, glorious time, indulg-
ing in sports, dancing and a genuine Rhode Island
shore dinner, such as only Rhode Islanders can
get up. The first and second floor baseball nine
were matched against the third and fourth floors,
and the game resulted in a score of 14 to o, for
the former. The former claim they were merely
practicing and will play a real game when the
championship is decided between the National and
American Leagues. One of the impressive
features of the day was the presentation of a
large bunch of roses to Mrs. Theodore W. Foster.
At 7 P. M. the day's activities were over and all
wended their way homeward, tired, but happy.

William H. Bell, a former selectman of North
Attleboro, was injured on August moth, while au-
tomobiling in Attleboro. As the car neared
Keclers Corner Mr. Bell was bending over the
steering gear and failed to realize the nearness
of the turn. When he did it was too late to shut
off the power and the machine hit a tree. The
automobile was badly wrecked and Mr. Bell was
pushed against the steering gear with great force.
He sustained a broken rib and numerous bruises.
He was attended by Dr. Willis L. Hale and later
went to his home in Attleboro Falls. Mr. Bell
was alone in the automobile when the accident
happened.

One of the sensations of the season in the
chain line is Simmons Lapel Button Chains and
Waldemar Vest Chains. These goods are pro-
duced by R. F. Simmons Co., of Attleboro, and
are sure to prove a good fall seller as well as an
all-the-year-round staple. This company reports
a big demand for this product as well as for their
other lines of goods.

The Bassett Jewelry Co., Tot Sabin St., Provi-
dence, are pushing an exclusive line of IA Val-
lieres and fobs in addition to their regular lines.

'Fred A. Haskell, Providence, engraver to the
trade, reports business as becoming very active.
He has a full complement of men at present, and
there seems to be a possibility that he will have to
put on extra help before many weeks, something
unusual at this time of the year.

During the shut-down of the factory, the first
two weeks in August, Ostby & Barton Co., mo
Richmond St., Providence, took advantage of the
cessation of activities to renovate and paint their
offices as well as touching up any bad spots in the
factory proper that needed it.

Joseph W. Heller Company, 129 Eddy St.,
Providence, reports business as very promising.
Their men are now out on the road showing a fine
line of comb specialties. One striking pattern, the
"Butterfly Pattern," will be shown in the October
issue of this journal.

The George J. Kelly Company, 171 West-
minster St., Providence, is offering a well equipped
manufacturing jewelry plant for sale.

Stephen H. Patterson, a well-known journey-
man jeweler, died at his parents' home recently at
76 Pleasant St., Providence, R. I.

Arthur Crosby, of Smith & Crosby, Attle-
boro, was married last month. The couple are at
present residing in Attleboro.

Clinton Lockwood, for several years with C.
D. Heron, has started business, for himself as a
tool maker and die cutter at 23 Broad St., Provi-
dence.

(Continued on page 1972)

Joseph W. Heller Company WHITE STONE SPECIALISTS  

129 Eddy Street - PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Group picture of outing of Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.'s employees
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John A. Straight', of Conley & Straight, re-
finers of Providence, suffered a terrible calamity
last month in the loss of three of his sons who
were accidentally killed by an express train near
their home at Cowesett. The boys, in company
with a brother and a friend, had spent part of
the day fishing and were returning home when the
accident took place. They were struck and in-
stantly killed when they stepped from behind a
passing freight directly in front of the Portland
express, which is said to have been running at
the rate of sixty miles an hour. The fourth
son of Mr. Straight, who was with the
party, was slightly injured. The funeral of
the three boys who met their end in such a
tragic manner was held on August 13th and
among the mourners were the employees
of the firm of Conley & Straight, who sent
a mammoth floral piece representing the
gates ajar, surmounted by white doves.
Interment was at East Providence Ceme-
tery.

Jared Keith, otherwise known as "Lit-
tle Nemo," the genial traveling representa-
tive of the Geotge W. Dover Jewelry Co.,
Providence, is now out on a western trip
with an original line of Dover goods. H. M.
Benson, of this company, made a trip to
New York City last month and found con-
ditions very promising.

Dr. Hale, of the Estate of 0. M.
Draper, North Attleboro, has just returned
from a sojourn spent at his home town,
Fairlee, Vt., where he went in quest
of rest and recuperation. Dr. Hale has re-
turned to his duties feeling quite himself
again and is anticipating a smart, brisk bus-
ness this fall.

J. F. Lumbach, Chicago representative
for Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., too
Richmond St., Providence, recently made an
automobile trip through the New England
States, stopping off at Providence on his
way back.

George J. Lederer, who has been in
charge of the New York office of the Provi-
dence Stock Company, Ioo Stewart St., has
been transferred to Providence to manage
the factory. The New York office will be
in charge of William J. Cowan.

Harry Cutler, of the Cutler Jewelry
Company, 7 Eddy St., Providence, recently
made a short Western trip in the interests
of his company.

The New England Enameling Company
has been started at 25 Calendar St., Provi-
dence. Mr. Berberian is proprietor.

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Manchester
and son, of Providence, have just returned
from an automobile trip to New York.

The firm of C. S. Bush Co., Page and
Weybosset Sts., Providence, R. I., recently
had quite an experience with three boys
who boldly appropriated a handful of
fountain pens and after a lively chase
escaped in the crowd on Westminster St.
One of the boys went into the store and asked
Robert Graham, a salesman, for a position. While
he was talking two other boys followed him into
the store. Mr. Graham turned to wait upon a
customer and while thus engaged another custo-
mer called his attention to the fact that one of
the boys had reached into a show case and grabbed
a half-dozen pens. Graham gave chase, but the
boys lost themselves in the Saturday afternoon
crowds. The stolen property was valued at $24.

The F. I. Smith Co., of North Attleboro,
Mass., has awarded N. J. Magan & Co. the con-
tract for building a 24-foot addition to its pearl
department.

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Doran, of Providence
have just returned from a sojourn at Oakland
Beach, on Narragansett Bay.

E. H. Tiffany, jewelry and notion buyer for
the Boston Store, Providence, made a trip to New
York City last month.

A daughter was born to A. L. Clark and
wife on July 24th. Mr. Clark is traveling repre-
sentative for Wm. H. Luther & Son, Providence.

KEYSTONE

Edgar M. Docherty, formerly connected with
the Bristol Mfg. Co., of Attleboro, has purchased
the business of the William C. Green Mfg. Co.,
tot Sabin St., Providence.

Employees of Bates & Bacon, Attleboro, spent
a very enjoyable day's outing at Crescent Park on
August 20th, where a programme of sports and
a shore dinner were indulged in.

The illustration here shown is a replica of the
famous Houdin statue of Washington, a recent
gift of the State of Virginia to France. The
formal presentation was made in Paris on August
T8th in the presence of ambassadors, ministers and
other notables. The statue, which is wonderfully
perfect, was cast by The Gorham Mfg. Co.

Replica of Washington Statue

George H. Chandler has sold out the Art
Metal Mfg. Company, 8o Clifford St., Providence,
to John M. Howard.

The United Wire & Supply Company, Provi-
dence, recently declared a quarterly dividend of
04 per cent. on the preferred stock and a quar-
terly dividend of one per cent. on the common.

Lawrence F. Crotty, trustee in bankruptcy for
Macomber Mfg. Co., too Friendship St., Provi-
dence, disposed of the stock, tools and fixtures of
this company on August 5th. '

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., of Wallingford,
Conn., have been advertising through the Provi-
dence daily papers for silversmiths to work on
German silver hollow ware.

Clark & Coombs Company, now on Exchange
St., Providence, will shortly move to the new
fire-proof building nearing completion on the
corner of Clifford and Claverick Sts. They will
occupy about 85oo square feet on the second floor
of the building.

Many indications are apparent that manu-
facturers in Providence are anticipating a very
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brisk fall. A large number of advertisements
have appeared in the daily newspapers of the city
calling for help.

Herbert R. Morse, of R. Blackinton & Co.,
North Attleboro, was at the factory during the
early part of August.

C. W. Fisher, of E. I. Franklin & Co., North
Attleboro, has just returned from a month's
sojourn in Maine.

C. Ray Randall & Co., North Attleboro, have
secured the services of Harry McKay to represent
them in New York territory.

The following report has been filed by
Edward A. Sweeney treasurer of ' W. H. Wil-
marth & Co., Attleboro : machinery, $45,000; cash

and debts receivable, $23,912; manufac-
turers and merchandise, $36,505; total
$105,417. Capital, $6o,000; accounts pay-
able, $30,350; surplus, $15,067 ; total,
$105,417.

Fred Paye, of Paye & Baker Mfg. Co.
North Attleboro, who has been spending
quite some time at Lake Placid in quest of
health, has returned to business feeling
much refreshed.

The engagement of Frank E. Tappan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Tappan,
of Attleboro, to Miss Edythe Wiggmore, of
the same place, has been announced.

W. M. Fuller, formerly of Miller, Ful-
ler & Whiting, has been secured to cover
the New York territory of Allison Mfg.
Co., of Attleboro, while F. L. Piexotto will
take care of the West and Chicago.

Fred D. Carr, secretary of the Ostby &
Barton Co., rx8 Richmond St., Providence,
and wife, recently spent a week's-end at
the Seacomet Inn, at Seacomet Point.

Frank Esser, who has represented Wm.
C. Green Co., Tor Sabin St., Providence,
for some time recently, severed his connec-
tion with this company.

James E. Blake, of The James E. Blake
Co., Attleboro, recently made a trip by
automobile through New Hampshire with
his family.

H. A. Allen, of H. A. Allen & Co.,
Attleboro, is at present making a tour of
the West in quest of business. Reports have
it that orders are coming his way quite
rapidly.

Arthur F. Dolan, formerly with Moore
Mfg. Co., has accepted a position as sales-
man with the Freeman-Daughaday Co., of
Chartley.

The Gorham Mfg. Company, Provi-
dence, has just added an "Autocar' delivery
truck of 3,000 pounds capacity, to its truck-
ing facilities.

R. C. Thompson has bought out the
interest of Charles M. Robbins in the
Charles M. Robbins Company, of Attleboro,
and in conjunction with Joseph Straker,
formerly of Watson & Newell, Attleboro,
will pursue the same progressive policy as
has been carried on in the past by this com-
pany. Mr. Thompson is a Brown Uni-
versity graduate and assumed charge of the
office force of this company six years ago.

Almost immediately upon his taking active in-
terest in the company the business began to in-
crease and it is due largely to his untiring efforts
during this time that the factory floor space has
just been recently doubled. Joseph Straker, who
co-operated with Mr. Thompson and has large
interests in the company, is a man of varied and
considerable experience extending over many
years. Thirty-three years ago he entered the
employ of Simons, Bro. & Co., of Philadelphia,
where he remained for one year, going from there
to Dominick & Haff, in New York City, where he
remained for another year. From there he entered
the employ of Gorham Mfg. Co., where he re-
mained for sixteen years until he took the super-
intendency of Watson & Newall and had charge
for over twelve years, until leaving to co-operate
in the managen:ent of Charles M. Robbins Com-
pany. Mr. Thompson will still continue to take
charge of the office end while Mr. Straker will
look after the running of the shop.

(Continued on page 147:i)
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New Method of Testing the
Precious Metals

Paper by B. R. JOLLY, Raleigh, N. C., at the Detroit
Convention

Although time did not permit Mr. Jolly to
read publicly his paper on the floor of the con-
vention the following extracts can't fail to be
interesting to our readers. After some humorous
references by way of introduction, Mr. Jolly said:

Now, gentlemen, we have the partial confi-
dence of the public, but not the entire confidence,
to gain which we must first have a thorough
knowledge of every branch of our business, and
as it is impossible for any one man to accomplish,
we should combine and utilize what each man has
achieved in any particular branch of the business.
Every one has his specialty; one man may devote

, his time to perfecting the hairspring, and another
the mainspring, another the train work, and
another the adjusting of the complete watch, and
another the case, while others will devote their
time to perfecting the clock; to the designing of
the beautiful things in silverware and jewelry.
You cannot work out all these things yourself,
but you can acquire and use them for your own
benefit and the good of the public.

Gentlemen, we owe it to ourselves; we owe
it to the public, and last—but not least—we owe
it to these honest manufacturers and jobbers who
are striving against unfair competition—some
times at a loss to give us honest goods. The im-
perfect knowledge we now have, and the confi-
dence it brings, is the foundation of our business
reputation; therefore, we should strive to make
it as thorough as possible; as it is, very few of
you—I think—realize your importance in the sev-
eral communities in which you live and do busi-
ness.

Ours is about the only business that is not
fostered and protected by the government, as
evidence the Pure Food and Pure Drug Laws,
and even every county in the United States has a
keeper of weights and measures, who is paid for
his work, while you are the keepers of values of
all precious things without pay. Suppose all the
jewelers in the world shiuld die at once, or agree
among themselves that they would never price
another article, what would be the consequence?
There would be no precious things; no one would
know whether they had anything real in precious
metals or jewels without perhaps making a long
Journey to a chemist or mineralogist and paying
well for the information. Anyone buying a 3Y2
karat blue white, and perfect diamond worth
$1,000 would not be able to realize $3.50 on it, on
his gold watch worth $150. He could not get
$1.50, enough to pay for a mainspring. Why?
Because the prospective buyer could not step
around the corner and get some jeweler to
appraise the value. Shall we continue to be the
keepers of values without?

Now, gentlemen, I hope you will not think I
am egotistical or talking shop when I say that
while others have been working along other lines
to extend our knowledge of the business, I have
been trying to improve the crude and inaccurate
method of testing the precious metals. It's a
strange fact that while the grocers, the butchers,
and all other merchants, are using the most scien-
tific instruments that money will buy, to de-
termine the value of the wares they handle, the
jewelers are using the same crude methods that
our forefathers used, to determine the value of
the standard of all values, the most precious sub-
stance known that is largely used commercially.
Think of the vast sum of money involved in the
gold industries of the world; can you even im-
agine the sum represented in an error of 14
karat of the gold handled in one day, and yet with
the methods now in use, we may hope, but do
not expect to get within i karat of the value.
We have no way of knowing just how old is the
practice of adul' crating gold and silver, but most
any great-grandson of the Old Country, gentle-
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men, will tell you, while showing you the old
grand-daddy chain and heavy charm, that it is
a modern discovery, because it was made before
they learned how to cheat and is pure gold, while
by the same token you might be excused for
believing that it was made before they learned
how to cheat, for you all know those old things
were all filled with silver, solder, or a similar
composition.

Notwithstanding this, we know that it is a
very ancient discovery.

The first mention in history that I have found
of adulterating, also the first attempt to test gold
scientifically, occurred about the year 280 B. C.
King Hiero, of Syracuse, had a crown made that
was supposed to be pure gold, but he suspected
that the maker had defrauded him by filling it
with silver, and he knew of no way to verify his
suspicions without cutting into the crown and
destroying it, which he did not wish to do, so he
appealed to Archimedes—the greatest scientific
man and mathematician of his time—and corn-
manded him to find out without marring the ap-
pearance of it just how much gold it contained.

Now, if I may be permitted to use a strong
expression, I would say Archimedes was up
against it good and strong, and lost no little
sleep for it was believed that his knowledge was
a gift of the gods, and therefore he could know
anything he wished. He alone knew it was not,
but by his own striving for the knowledge he did
solve the problem and at the same time discovered
the law of specific gravity. Being in his bath one
day he noticed that the water floated or lifted his
body to a certain extent, and it occurred to him
that his body lost a portion of its weight equal to
the water it displaced, and it is said that he ran
out into the street shouting "Eureka." He then
took pure gold and silver and weighed them in the
air and then in water, and so established the
specific weight of each, and by weighing the crown
in the same way he was able—by a long process
of calculation—to tell just how much pure gold
the crown contained. Now, Archimedes was,
strictly speaking, a scientific man and despised
everything commercial, and if living now I don't
think he would object to our jewelers using the
same methods for determining the quality of gold
with the device which I claim to have perfected
for doing it without the time and trouble of any
calculation. I have it here with me; some of you
have seen it and most all commend it, and I would
be pleased to demonstrate it for all those who
have not seen it, at any time while you are here.

Columbia University's Spherical
Sundial

Columbia University lays claim to the owner-
ship of the only spherical sundial in the world.
It is a ball, 7 feet in diameter, and its shadow,
falling upon a flat granite plinth, travels around
the base and tells the time of day, says Foster
Ware in Popular Mechanics.

Prof. Harold Jacoby, head of Columbia's
astronomical department, has designed it so as
to indicate standard New York time, not solar
time as is ordinarily shown by sundials. These
two kinds of time, of course, usually disagree,
sometimes by a considerable fraction of an hour.
Prof. Jacoby's work consisted chiefly of calculat-
ing the angle of the ball's shadow at noon for
every day in the year.

With the sun shining, the big sphere casts an
elliptical shadow, which travels around the base
as the hours pass. It would be possible, of course,
to add to the number of hour-marks so that the
dial would indicate time all day long, and this may
be done when the necessary calculations have been
completed. For the present, however, a series of
12 concentric circles—one for each month in the
year—have been engraved upon a bronze plate
inlaid on the surface of the base.

On each line are marks numbered to repre-
sent each day in the month. When the shadow
intercepts a given line at one of these marks,
it will be 12 o'clock noon of that particular day.
The position of the shadow at noon is different
every day of the year, so that it will touch a given
mark—say August Ist—only once a year at noon.

Prof. Jacoby has calculated the angles as-
tronomically and believes that the dial will mark

the noon hour to the exactness of a fraction of
a minute. It is his opinion that, as the dial is
more of an ornament and a curiosity than any-
thing else, it will attract more attention and create
more interest than a complete dial because the
transit of the shadow each day at noon will brink
together a considerable number of students and
others to watch the phenomenon.

The dial was recently presented to the uni-
versity by the class of 1885, of which Prof. Jacoby
is a member, as its quarter-centennial gift. It was
erected at a cost of $10,000, and occupies a prom-
inent place on the Columbia campus. The ball,
hich is made of polished green Ascutney granite,

rests upon a broad flat granite base of neutral
color. This base is 24-sided and is decorated with
inlaid bronze ornaments, designed by the firm of
McKim, Mead & White, architects of the Colum-
bia campus buildings. Many of the ornaments
are taken from the signs of the Zodiac.
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John L. Des Lauries, 43 Winter St., Boston,
Mass., inventor of the famous "Dolorie" mono-
gram, was a visitor to Providence last month.

Clarence M. Dunbar, of Cook, Dunbar,
Smith Company, 85 Sprague St., Providence, has
been very busy during the past month entertain-
ing visitors from neighboring yacht clubs, from
Massachusetts. Mr. Dunbar is Commodore of the
Rhode Island Yacht Club, the leading club of
Rhode Island.

Joseph Bannigan, secretary and treasurer of
Roger Williams Silver Company, tot Sabin St.,
Providence, was one of the delegates appointed
by the National Association of Manufacturers to
take part in the doings of the Atlantic Deeper
Waterways Association convention which took
place in this city during the latter part of August
and the first part of the present month.

Articles of association were filed last month
with the Secretary of State by the Low Taussig-
Karpeles Company, a manufacturing jewelry con-
cern with a capitalization of $too,000, in Provi-
dence. The incorporators are Maurice J. Karpeles
of Cranston, Joseph B. Congdon, of Bristol, and
Frank H. Bellin, of Providence.

Charles Bushee, of W. Bushee & Co., Attle-
boro, died at his residence on August 22nd.

R. Blackinton, of R. Blackinton & Co., North
Attleboro, has just returned from a sojourn in
Maine.

J. C. Howell has succeeded W. A. Canaday as
advertising manager for Reed & Barton, Taun-
ton, Mass.

The Providence Stock Company, too Stewart
Street, Providence, R. I., have been working
nights since the middle of August in order to sup-
ply the demand for their "Amorita" bracelets.

Modern Jewelry
A change that is all for the better is affecting

jewelry of to-day. In every direction one sees
the influence of that wave of feeling for artistic
effects in the setting of precious and semi-precious
stones that has lately swept over.

In the old days when men and women bought
jewels they were always dominated by the idea
that they must purchase stones which they could
regard as an investment, and on which they could
realize hard cash if ever they fell upon evil days
or wished to dispose of their treasures.

We of to-day have changed all that. Such
monstrosities of bad taste as fender-tiaras and
gross, heavily set jewels, that represent nothing
save the actual value of the stones of which they
are composed, are now neglected in favor of
ornaments that are lighter and more artistic, and
which tell their own tale of having been designed
and manufactured by those artist experts who
have clearly demonstrated that far more beauti-
ful effects are to be obtained by the use of smaller
gems set in milled platinum, which makes so light
and so inconspicuous a background that jewels
of to-day give one the idea of being set as the
stars are set, with nothing to interfere with their
brilliancy and beauty.
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Seals Are Popular This Year
In this advertisement we display a few of the many seals we produced last year

The illustrations are merely suggestions and detail can be arranged if desired Every jeweler ought to have our catalog.
We can help you to sell goods for we
submit special sketches which our spec-
ial designers are adept at getting up.
The prices of these pins depends largely
upon the amount of detail to be brought
out and the quantity of pins ordered.

Ordinary designs for centers,
such as monograms, dates or
letters, can be furnished, with
patent safety catches, in dozen
lots or more for $2.40 each in 10K
gold, or $2.75 each, in 14K gold.

Discount to Jewelers
Write for Catalog.

Bastian Bros. Co.
DL P I 526

ROCHESTER :: NEW YORK

Go to Dover, the Man With Ideas
There are no seasons for the

Dover product. We are
constantly getting up new

designs that stimulate busi-
ness. Consideration of your
fall and holiday stock should
include a Dover line of
Gold Inlaid Combs, Bar-

rettes, Coronet Pins, Hat
Pins, etc.
We have a veritable array of
patterns far in advance of any

ever shown before.

We are the originator of the

Gold Inlaid Comb.

Our Gold Inlaid Combs are all

hand engraved by expert gravers.

ORIGINATOR
NOT IMITATOR

The Rhinestones are arranged

artistically, interspersed with

colored stones to match the

design, giving life and relief to

the general idea of a particular

pattern.

Out of the vast stock we have

there must be a line of leaders

for you. A line of Dover combs

may mean an opening wedge for

business in other directions.

A card will bring our salesman

or further information about our

complete line. Write at once.

Don't let the other fellow get

ahead of you.

We also make a DISTINCTIVE line of RINGS, SCARF PINS, RIBBON and METAL FOBS

GEO. W. DOVER JEWELRY CO 710 EDDY STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
•9 GEO. W. DOVER, Sole Proprietor
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Waltham Watch Company Obtains
Injunction Against Charles A. Keene,
Watch Dealer, of New York City

i'ederal Court Decision Upholds Legality of
Price Contract System

A decision of widespread trade interest was
recently handed down in the United States Cir-
cuit Court, of Boston, Mass., by Justice Frederic
Dodge. Based on the decision a temporary in-
junction was granted by the Court to the Wal-
tham Watch Co. restraining Charles A. Keene, of
New York City, from knowingly purchasing,
advertising or selling any watch movements
manufactured by the Waltham company from
any person or corporation between whom and
said company there are in force contracts regu-
lating the terms upon which such movements may
be sold.

The cause of action against Keene by the
Waltham company is well known to the trade
and as the matter has an interest for every
legitimate retail jeweler as upholding the legality
of the price contract system, our readers will be
interested in the decision of Justice Dodge, which
was in part as follows:

The bill in this case was filed in the Supreme
Judicial Court of Massachusetts on April 28, 1910.
Before the return day of the subpoena it was
removed here upon the defendant's petition. Be-
fore its removal, which was on May 26th, a mo-
tion for a temporary injunction had been filed
in the State Court. The same motion is now
made in this court. To summarize the allegations
of the bill, they are that the plaintiff company
in or about 1905 adopted a "price contract" sys-
tem for the sale of watch movements manufac-
tured by it and that certain of its watch move-
ments have been sold exclusively under that sys-
tem for several years preceding the filing of the
bill. Jobbers are required by the plaintiff to sell
such movements to retail ,dealers at not less than
the prices and discounts authorized by it, and
whenever a sale is made to a retail dealer to
deliver with the movements sold a copy of certain
conditions and terms upon which the company in-
sists the retailers shall sell the movements.

In the boxes containing each movement when
shipped by the plaintiff is contained also a printed
slip called a "contract' notice," in which it is
stated that the jobbers are to sell the movement
only at prices and discounts fixed by the corn-
pany; that they must in every instance deliver
the contract notice with the movement, that the
retail dealers are to dispose of the movement
,or use only and not for resale ; that retail
dealers are not to advertise it or sell it for
less than the sum stated; that a breach of any
of these conditions shall revest title to the move-
ment in the company and that the company may
retake possession upon tendering to the holder
the price paid.

It is then alleged that the defendant, being
a retail dealer in watches and watch movements,
flti familiar with the above facts, and having for
t long time dealt in movements manufactured by
the company, according to the above system and
having until lately acquiesced therein, has since
and before the filing of the bill advertised move-
ments sold under said system at prices. which he
knew to be less than those prescribed as above,
continues so to advertise and sell such move-
ments, has combined and conspired with jobbers
or retailers not known by name to violate the
contracts under which such movements are sold
by purchasing of them movements at prices
known by him to be less than those for which
such jobbers and retailers were permitted to sell
them, and has induced and solicited jobbers or
retailers to violate their contract with the plain-
tiff by selling such movements to him at prices
to his knowledge lower than those at which they
were allowed to sell by the contracts under which
they bought from the plaintiff.
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It is further alleged that the defendant's acts
were parts of a general scheme proposed and de-
signed on his part to interfere with the plaintiff's
rights to fix the prices of its goods, and with
lawful contracts made with shippers and retailers,
to impair the plaintiff's rights in such contracts,
to make continuance of its sales under the price
contract system impossible, to injure the plaintiff,
its property, reputation and trade, and to impair
the salability of its goods.

It is further alleged that the defendant's con-
duct has injured the reputation of the plaintiff's
goods, impaired their salability, diminished the
demand for them, has inflicted pecuniary damage
upon it and that the continuation of such conduct
will inflict further irreparable damage of the
same kind upon it.

The bill prays for damages, for an account
of the profits derived by the defendant from the
acts complained of as unlawful, and an order that
he pay the same to the plaintiff, for the delivery
of all movements bought by him as above and
now in his possession to it upon tender of the
price paid by him therefor, and that he may be
enjoined (a) from purchasing or attempting to
purchase any movements such as the bill describes
from any jobber or retailer in violation of their
contracts with the plaintiff, (b) from advertising
or selling any such movements at prices less than
those fixed by the company, (c) from soliciting
or inducing jobbers or retailers to sell such move-
ments at prices lower than the prices so fixed,
and from soliciting and inducing them to violate
any of their contracts with the plaintiff.

The bill alleges that the movements to which
it relates are manufactured by the plaintiff under
patents of which the plaintiff is exclusive owner
under various secret processes belonging to it
exclusively, and under certain trade-marks and
descriptive names, which it alone has the right to
use. It does not appear from the affidavits that
there is any dispute as to the truth of these al-
legations, except that it is denied that certain of
the plaintiff's patents are valid.

The defendant contends that the price con-
tract system described in the bill is unlawful be-
cause in restraint of trade, and I shall first con-
sider the question thus raised. I do not regard
the question as depending, for present purposes,
upon any controversy as to facts. While there
is a charge in the defendant's affidavits that the
system is part of an illegal scheme or combina-
tion entered into by the plaintiff and another
manufacturer and known as the "Watch Trust,"
this charge is denied outright by the plaintiff's
affidavits and there is no sufficient warrant for a
conclusion that the alleged combination does or
may exist, such as would justify a preliminary in-
junction. The question I consider one to be
determined on the allegations of the bill.

If the watch movements referred to are
manufactured under valid patents and the jobbers
and retailers to whom the plaintiff sells them are
its licensees under the patents, as the bill states,
I think it well settled that there is no illegal re-
straint of trade in the price contract system
which the bill describes. Rubber Tire &c. Co.
V. Milwaukee &c. Co., 154 F. R. 358. Indiana
Mfg. Co. v. Machine Company, 154 F. R. 365.
The Fair v. Dover Mfg. Co., 166 F. R. 117. Be-
ment V. Nat. Harrow Co., 186 U. S. 7o. Appar-
ently the same would be true if, instead of pat-
ented watches, the articles in question had been
books on which the plaintiff owned a copyright.
Authors &c. Association v. O'Gorman Co., 547
F. R. 616. Bobbs Merrill Co. v. Strauss, 147 F. R.
15 ; 210 U. S. 339. It would seem, however, that
the right to restrict trade possessed by the owner
of a copyright is by no means so extensive as
that belonging to the owner of a patent.

If the plaintiff has not those rights to restrict
the sale and use of its movements which belong
to a patentee, it has only such rights to restrict
their sale and use as belong to it by virtue of the
undisputed facts alleged, that the movements are
manufactured only by it under its secret processes,
are so stamped by it as to show it to be their
maker, are stamped also with the various trade
names adopted by it to distinguish the various
classes of movements and derive their market
value from the fact that they are made by the
plaintiff and do bear its stamp and trade names

as above. If the rights which these facts give it
are the only rights upon which it can rely in this
case, it is far less clear that the price contract
system, which it seeks to protect, does not amount
to a restraint of trade greater than is allowed
by law. According to the bill the movements
are sold by it "in all parts of the United States"
and are dealt in under the trade names referred
to "throughout the country." Its business and
reputation and the salability of its product
"throughout the United States" are what the bill
seems to protect; not only the common law re-
strictions upon restraint of trade, but also those
imposed by Congress are to be taken into account.

The judge here reviewed and commented at
length on some decisions offered by the defend-
ant's attorneys in his behalf and proceeded as
follows :

I shall therefore rule for the purposes of this
case, without undertaking to decide whether the
plaintiff's patents are valid or invalid, that the
price contract system it describes is lawful with-
out regard to the patents, and that the plaintiff
has a right to protection in equity against un-
lawful interference with it. As to the patents
referred to in the bill, one appears to have ex-
pired, but as to the other two granted in 1894
and 1901, respectively, their validity does not ap-
pear to have been controverted until now.

It remains to inquire to what extent the de-
fendant is shown to have interfered or to be
interfering with the plaintiff's price contracts in
a manner not permitted by law. The defendant
is under no contract with the plaintiff, so far as
appears, and not a purchaser of watch move-
ments from the plaintiff direct. He is not charged
in the bill with advertising for sale or selling
movements made by others as and for move-
ments made by the plaintiff. The first complaint
made against the defendant is contained in para-
graph io of the bill and is to the effect that he
advertises and sells the plaintiffs' movements at
prices less than permitted by the price contract
system, and that he does so with knowledge of
the prices which, in its contracts, the plaintiff has
fixed. It seems to me that of this the plaintiff
has no just ground for complaint. If the de-
fendant can, in any manner, get the plaintiff's
watch movements without breaking any contract
of his own, or inducing or soliciting any breach
of contract by others, or without conspiring with
others to violate their contracts with the plain-
tiff, he has a perfect right, so far as I can see,
to advertise and sell them at any price he chooses,
and whether it be less or more than the move-
ments themselves cost him.

As to the charge made in paragraph II of the
bill I find nothing in the affidavits sufficient to
warrant a belief that the defendant has corn-
bined or conspired with any jobbers, retailers or
other persons to violate the terms of their con-
tracts with the plaintiff. Mere proof that the de-
fendant has bought the movements of jobbers
and retailers at prices less than their contracts
allowed is not enough of itself to show such
conspiracy.

The remaining complaints made are those
contained in paragraphs 12 and 13 of the bill and
are that the defendant has solicited or induced
jobbers, retailers or other persons to break their
contracts with the plaintiff and sell to him at
prices less than the contract prices. The plaintiff
has a right to prevent the defendant from thus
acquiring the movements in question if it be true
he is so acquiring them, and to prevent him from
advertising for sale movements so acquired. To
this extent only, in my opinion, should the Court
interfere by injunction.

It cannot be said that the affidavits disclose
with clearness any specific contention in which a
person named has been thus solicited or induced
by the defendant, even if buying one of the move-
ments with knowledge that the seller was under
contract with the plaintiff not to sell it at a
price so low as the price paid, amounts, without
more, to soliciting and inducing the seller to
break his contract. But notwithstanding the ab-
sence of proof of specific instances, with the

(Continued on page 1977)
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Waltham Watch Company Obtains
Injunction Against Charles A. Keene,
Watch Dealer, of New York City

(Continued from page 1475)

ime, place and circumstances of each, I see no
eason to doubt that the defendant has admitted
I his testimony given in another suit between
hese parties, pending in the State Court, enough
) put it beyond question that he has so bought a
onsiderable number of the movements at various
limes within the year or two preceding the filing
f the bill, from jobbers, retailers or other per-
ons, as to whom he may or must be charged
with the knowledge that they were- breaking
:greements with the plaintiff, such as the bill sets
orth, by selling the movements at the prices he

..aid for them. And in view of the cases above
cited, I think the making of these purchases is to
be regarded as soliciting or inducing breaches of
the contracts referred to, and at any rate as un-
!awful interferences with the plaintiff's rights.

The affidavits, however, do not justify the
conclusion that all the watch movements sold or
advertised for sale by the defendant during the
period referred to were those unlawfully acquired.
His statements that he bought a very large num-
ber of such movements abroad or in Canada, or
over his counter from persons not known to him
are not contradicted.- I do not think it can be
said that he is bound to assume that everyone
who may offer him, without solicitation, one of
the movements in question for less than the plain-
tiff's contract price is violating a contract with
the plaintiff, nor that he buys at his peril every
such movement which may be offered him, no
matter by whom.

The plaintiff's contracts cannot be said to run
with all the movements indiscriminately and to
bind everybody without distinction into whose
hands the movements may come. This, of course,
would not protect the defendant in making active
efforts to buy personally or through agents, from
established dealers whom he knows, or has reason
to believe are contractors with the plaintiff, at
less than the plaintiff's prices; but it is left un-
certain on the affidavits what proportion of the
movements he has advertised for sale or has sold
were unlawfully acquired. The injunction prayed
for in the bill would be broader in its scope than
the court would be warranted in issuing. The
defendant cannot be enjoined, as prayed for in
Clause A, from "purchasing or attempting to pur-
chase * * * from any jobber or retailer in
violation of the terms of any contract, etc.," but
only from doing so knowingly. He cannot be
enjoined, as prayed for in Clause B, from adver-
tising or selling any of the movements at prices
lower than the prices fixed by the company, but
only from advertising or selling any which he has
wrongfully acquired, as above. He may be en-
joined, as prayed for in Clause C (added to the
bill by amendment), from soliciting or inducing
jobbers or retailers to violate their contracts, it
being understood that, before he can be said to
have thus solicited or induced the breaking of
a contract, he must have known or be charged
with knowledge that there was such a contract.

Many of the defendant's affidavits tend only
to support the claim that the result of his ad-
vertising has been to benefit the plaintiff, because
they praise the merits of its movements and thus
increase the demand for them. These I consider
unimportant. If he violates the plaintiff's rights
the defendant cannot be heard to say that after
all the violation does the plaintiff more good than
harm.

Counsel may be heard as to the terms of the
injunction to issue if these cannot be settled by
consent.

Terms of the Restraining Injunction

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Massachusetts District, ss.:

The President of the United States of
America to Charles A. Keene, a resident of the
city and State of New York, who is now and
for a long time heretofore has been a dealer in
watch movements and watches, with a place of
business in said New York City, your agents and
servants,
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Greeting, Whereas Waltham Watch Co., a
corporation duly organized under the laws of this
Commonwealth, and now for a long time here-
tofore engaged in manufacturing watch move-
ments at its factory in the city of Waltham in
this Commonwealth, and having a usual place of
business in the city of Boston and county of
Suffolk in this Commonwealth, has exhibited its
bill of complaint before the justices of our Cir-
cuit Court of the United States for the First
Circuit, begun and holden at Boston, within and
for the District of Massachusetts, on the last
Tuesday of February, A. D. !gm, against you
the said Charles A. Keene, praying to be relieved
touching the matters therein complained of, and

Whereas by an order of said court made on
the 28th day of July, A. D. 1910, it was ordered
that a writ of injunction issue under the seal of
the said court, to restrain you and each and every
one of you, from doing certain of the matters and
things from the doing of which you are prayed
to be restrained in said bill.

We, therefore, in consideration thereof, en-
join and restrain you, the defendant, Charles A.
Keene, your agents, attorneys, servants and em-
ployees, each and every one of you, from and
immediately after the receipt and notice of this,
our writ, by you, or any of you,

(a) From knowingly purchasing or attempt-
ing to purchase watch movements manufactured
by the plaintiff and bearing the names specified
in its bill from any person or corporation be-
tween whom and the plaintiff there are in force
contracts regulating the terms upon which such
movements may be sold by such person or cor-
poration, in violation of the terms of their con-
tract with the plaintiff.

(b) From advertising or selling any watch
movements manufactured by the plaintiff and
bearing the names specified in its bill, and know-
ingly acquired by the defendant by purchase of
the same from any person or corporation under
contract with the plaintiff, as above, in violation
of the terms of such contracts—at prices lower
than the prices fixed by the company in such
contracts as the prices to be paid by the ultimate
individual purchaser.

(c) From knowingly soliciting or inducing
any person or corporation under a contract with
the plaintiff, prescribing the terms upon which
watch movements manufactured by the plaintiff
and bearing the names specified in its bill may be
sold; to sell watch movements at prices lower
than the prices fixed by the plaintiff in such con-
tracts as the minimum price at which such move-
ments may be sold, and from knowingly soliciting
or inducing such persons or corporations to vio-
late any contracts between them and the plaintiff,
of the kinds described, in any manner, until the
further order of the court.

Whereof you are not to fail on pain of
$10,000, to be levied on you and each of your
goods, chattels, lands and tenements, to our use.

Witness the Honorable John M. Harlan, As-
sociate Justice of the United States, at Boston,
this twenty-eighth day oi July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and ten.

Uses and Prices of Platinum, Palladium
and Iridium

Platinum has been steadily advancing since
last September, and to-day is worth fully $5 per
oz. more than during the latter part of 19o9.
In small lots, ingot metal cannot be bought for
less than $29 per oz., but in large lots it is obtain-
able at $28.50 @ $28.75. Advices from abroad in-
dicate that the price for this metal will continue
to advance for some time to come.

Palladium can be purchased at $31 @ $32 per
oz., but iridium is simply "out of sight." There
is very little of this metal on the market, and for
what can be had as high as $50 per oz. must be
paid. The holders do not seem to be particularly
anxious to part with it even at that figure.
Iridium has never been sought for to any great
extent until during the last year, when the elec-
trical concerns and automobile manufacturers
began using it for sparking points. Jewelers are
also using large quantities of it for the setting of
precious stones.—Engineering and Mining Journal.
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Process of Transferring Photographs
or Printed Pictures to Metal,

Glass, Etc.

A method has been discovered by A. L.
DeRooy, of Haarlem, Netherlands, for transfer-
ring photographs, print pictures, etc., to metal,
wood, glass, porcelain and other substances, says
the Brass World.

The process consists in coating a picture, pro-
duced on paper by printing or in other suitable
manner, with molten sulphur, and after the sul-
phur has set, the paper which serves as the
carrier for the picture is removed by sottening
with water, so that the picture is now visible as
a reverse picture on the sulphur foundation or
backing. The picture which is then adhering to
the sulphur is coated with oil or some other
greasy substance, whereby the connection be-
tween the picture and the sulphur is loosened,
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Showing Various Steps in the Process

but not quite destroyed. A slightly warmed mix-
ture of water, gelatine and glycerine is then
spread in a very thin layer on the picture which
as stated is coated with oil or other suitable
greasy substances. This mixture is formed by
dissolving gelatine in warm water and adding a
little glycerine, for instance a seventh part of the
gelatine used. The sulphur slab treated in this
way is then allowed to dry in a hot temperature.
The extremely thin layer of gelatine and glycerine
attracts the picture, so that it will come entirely
away from the sulphur. The layer of gelatine and
glycerine frees itself during the drying from the
sulphur slab, the picture remaining on the gela-
tine-glycerine layer. A very dilute solution of the
gelatine-glycerine compound hereinbefore men-
tioned is then 4pread on the article on to which
the picture is to be transferred, whether it be a
tile, earthenware, canvas, wood, glass, iron or
other suitable material, whereupon the gelatine-
glycerine layer, removed from the sulphur slab,
is conveyed together with the picture, on to the
article, so that the two gelatine-glycerine layers
lie one upon the other. They now coalesce
together and form a whole. The picture is then
located on the article not as a reverse picture but
like it originally was.

In the accompanying drawing is illustrated
the several steps of the process diagrammatically.

Figure I represents a picture and its backing
with the molten sulphur on the picture. Fig. 2
represents the picture with its backing removed
and the sulphur dried on the picture. Fig. 3
represents the same with the picture coated first
with oil or other greasy substance and then with
a mixture of gelatine and glycerine dissolved in
water. Fig. 4 represents the picture adhering to
the gelatine-glycerine layers and separated from
the sulphur slab. Fig. 5 represents a stone or
other object coated with a dilute solution of
glycerine and gelatine. Fig. 6 represents the
picture shown in Fig. 4, placed upon the object
shown in Fig. 5.
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G. L. P. CO.
G. L. P. Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created
Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G L p cL. _ • Co.'s cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us—G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the
interest of all the jewelry trade.

Thoroughly Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods
made by the G. L. P. Co. we have again increased our manufac-
turing facilities, and this time to such an extent we can positively
and absolutely assure the trade of prompt attention on all their
orders.

Insist on Your Jobber showing you the new and up-to-date goods
we are continually adding.

We Thought This Opportunity Would be a Most Satisfactory
One to answer the many letters we receive daily. " We are having
so many calls for your make of goods, will guarantee to carry your
line very heavy if you can assure us that our orders shall be filled
promptly."

This is Our Answer, "Yes.',

It is a Conceded Fact, the retail jewelers who buy the G. L. P. Co.'s
goods from their jobbers make for themselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane and nWpofte, North Attleboro, Mass.
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Why I Failed

A Retail Merchant Explains in "System" Why
His Business Did Not Succeed

When I entered the retail drug busi-
,,ess I had no money, but I did have an idea
.iat was worth money. I lacked knowledge
,f the trade, but possessed an extensive
:eneral business experience and a certain
;imount of credit. I had been a large bor-
rower in the past, before a series of extra-
rdinary disasters swept away my capital,

and was considered a good Moral risk. If I
could raise the necessary capital I believed
that I could employ pharmacists and trained
clerks to serve my customers, while I de-
voted my own time and energy to getting
these into my store and providing values
that Would bring them back again.

I proposed to operate a cut price store
ill a large city which had no place of the
sort. I had been watching several estab-
lishments of this kind in other cities and
was confident that this field was practically
unlimited. On a purely business basis I
felt that I had a right to make my own
prices on the goods I sold, no matter what
competitors might think of the departure
from the cut-and-dried policies of the trade.
If I could save the buying public money on
the medicines and supplies they needed I
knew I would be on the right track to profit.

I laid my project before a banker I
knew very well and proved to him that the
Plan had succeeded elsewhere. On the
strength of my argument and my wife's en-
dorsement he lent me $5000 on a promis-
sory note, unsecured. It was not a con-
-•rvative loan; the banker probably had
wore money than he could use and figured
that he was building a good new account.
At any rate I had secured capital to launch
my idea.

It was in the matter of location that I
made my first serious mistake. Instead of
going to the very heart of the downtown
shopping district—my proper site—I leased
a room several blocks away. The street
was fairly busy, but the great currents of
humanity followed other channels. I dis-
covered, too late, that the tendency in build-
ing was towards office structures, not de-
partment stores. To carry out my cut-price
policy I must have volume of trade. To
get it my bargains must be easily accessible
to great numbers.

An exceptionally favorable lease, how-
ever, blinded me to every other considera-
tion. So favorable was it, indeed, that I
•made it the basis for more adroit financing
—as I thought at the time—borrowing an-
other $5000 on it as security from a second
bank. This gave me $1o,000 in cash—
money borrowed entirely on my personal
qualities and business prospects.

I started with a splurge. I laid out a
hig advertising campaign and as soon as
my stock was purchased and my store or-
ganized I began to tell the public what
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savings I could offer them in drugs, pre-
scriptions, toilet 'articles and so on. My
store was filled with purchasers and sales
were satisfactory, both to me and to my
banks.

Advertising was costly, even though
I used small space in the newspapers, and
presently I had to borrow more money to
keep it up. The banks let me have it, on
the strength of my daily showing, until I
had spent nearly $15,000 in publicity and
nearly everyone in the city knew that I was
selling drugs at cut rates.

A slump in sales came, however, and I
realized the error of my out-of-the-way lo-
cation. My prices would attract customers
two or three times ; when the novelty wore
off the majority would disregard the saving
and buy where less time and effort were re-
quired of them.

So I moved—sacrificing the initial ad-
vantage of low rent, wiping out the lease
security for that second $5000 loan, shaking
the confidence of my bankers by the con-
fession of bad judgment in my first location,
paying for the new store. To recover the
added outlay and hurry along, customers, I
increased my advertising, borrowed more
money, began to buy on credit. The banks
were lending to me now to protect their
former advances ; but were watching me
closely, as were my jobbers.

Business was good, sales were increas-
ing, prospects were splendid when the
climax came. The invested pyramid of my
credit simply toppled over. Had I been
able to secure another loan, enough to meet
my more pressing obligations and hold my
creditors off for even a little while, I would
have been able to round my corner and
arrive straight on to success. But I could
not meet my payments, the banks and my
other creditors became frightened and de-
manded and secured a receivership.

Looking back on my misfortune (for I
started again on similar lines, though in a
smaller way, and built a big and substantial
business on my primary idea) it is easy to
see why I failed. The fundamental weak-
ness of my position was lack of capital. I
borrowed what I should have possessed or
have secured in some other way. The
money for fixtures and advertising should
have come from capital, not from loans. 1
really had found it too easy to borrow
money.

To embark on the scale which I at-
tempted I needed much more money than
I could command. Had I used my bor-
rowed money more conservatively I might
have been able to tide over the hungry time
which seems to come to every business. In-
stead of pouring so much into advertising,
which was in the nature of a long-time in-
vestment, I should have built slowly and
safeguarded myself, trusting to time to in-
crease my sales. That was my chief mis-
take in policy ; I wanted to grow too fast,
to get results too quickly, to make money
too fast. I knew the value of my idea;
foresaw that competition would be soon on
my track. I overdid the effort to establish
myself before rivals sprung up.

My bad location was the third serious
error. A keener discernment or closer
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study of essentials would have discovered
that the right location might have taken the
place of much of my advertising. With the
downtown crowds surging past my store,
window displays with telling quality in
them would have attracted almost as many
customers as did my newspaper announce-
ments.

• In my haste, indeed, I started wrong
in nearly every way. I should have begun
more modestly and learned the drug busi-
ness before enlarging—learned how, what
and where to buy, myself, without depend-
ing on expert help ; learned economical man-.
agement and the capital needs of the larger
business before attempting it. But I saw
only this opportunity. I proved that it
existed. I proved also that I was not pre-
pared to take advantage of it.

Retailers Who Just Sit and Wait for
Trade

I have often wondered, said a retail
man recently, just what proportion of re-
tailers are just content to sit or stand
around in their stores and sell goods to the
people who just come in to buy them, as
compared to those who work up plans for
bringing the people to their establishments
in the first place.

I am satisfied that it is pretty large and
it is for just this reason that there is such
a number of stores that never seem to get
anywhere. They continue to exist, un-
undoubtedly, and if their goods are .right
and their prices are right they will make
more or less money, but .there is no indica-
tion of progress about them, and the busi-
ness done in one year is likely to be about
as great or as small as that done the year
before.

Now it is easy enough to say, "Be
progressive," but there are a lot of us who
are not especially progressive and don't
hustle enough.

Good, aggressive advertising matter,
well worked up and put out to the people
who would naturally shop in the neighbor-
hood of the store, means a lot. It may only
be a simple circular, or it may be an elab-
orate system of follow-up letters addressed
to the prospective customer by name, but
anyway it will bring business that would
never come otherwise, and so it is worth
while.

The greater the effort the greater the
result, but I am talking particularly to the
man who does practically nothing to develop
his business except have the goods for
which there is a demand. It is perfectly
obvious ; people will buy your goods if they
are right, and they know about them. If
we take it for granted that the goods are
right, just see to it that they know about
them, that is all there is to it.

The best and cheapest way in the end
is to advertise in the newspapers, but the
lazy merchant is usually a lazy advertiser
and seldom changes his copy. For such
there is little hope of improvement and they
will live on in the same old rut unless some
one wakes them up before the sheriff sells
them out.



MADE WITH LARGE LEVER ENDS

This new line of solid gold front " s c " Lever Cuff Links is especially adapted for soft cuff shirts. A necessity in any jewelry
store. They are proving good sellers and it will pay you to stock them and keep a large assortment constantly on hand.

Hand engraved in tasty, artistic fashion, they will make a striking appearance in any jeweler's show case or window.

Ask Your Jobber for Them

IRA W. SMITH
Broadway Central Building

LOS ANGELES
PACIFIC coAsT AGENT

NEVER DID RETAIL NEVER WILL
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ST. LOUIS CLOCK AND
SILVERWARE COMPANY
Nineteenth Annual Catalogue

We Never Catalogue
an Item Unless We
are Sure We Own it
at the Bottom Price

The Comb Season
is at no particular time of the year if you carry our line of combs;
but the holiday season comes but once a year and you are now pre-
paring for it. We are already prepared for you, and your jobber will
show you our full line upon request. We have a most beautiful line
of rhinestone mounted goods, real leaders, which produce business and
then keep it coining. We herewith reproduce two of our most exten-
sive line; there are many more just as (Way and profitable to handle.
lit Our line comprises

MOUNTED COMBS, BARRETTES and HAT PINS
IN BEAUTIFUL RHINESTONE AN t) FILIGREE EFFECTS

From Popular Prices up to the Most Expensive

Don't be one of the last to get on to this line of profitable sellers. Be up in the first
division. Either your jobber or a jobber in your locality carries our line. If not, write

us, and we Will put you in touch With one who does.

Providence Manufacturing Company
RHODE ISLAND LPROVIDENCE

_I •

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Ifanufacturers Sterling Effectso

in Plate
Otto Young & Co. Silversmiths Building
Chicago, Ill. New York

TRADE MARK.

Not What You Pay,
But What You Get,
is the Real Test of.
Value

ILLUSTRATIONS OF

JEWELERS' MERCHANDISE
Our Catalogue is an Unabridged Encyclopedia of the Jewelry Business

When you send us an order
it is shipped from . . • • ST. LOUIS We carry a complete stock

of all goods illustrated.

This book is a salesman in itself. The prices are so arranged that it will be of great assistance to you in making

sales, and we are confident it will be to our mutual benefit in your keeping it constantly before your customers.

Ready to Mail Sept. 15th to Oct. 1st
Send in your address for the same to-day

WILL BE MAILED ON REQUEST ONLY

DETACH AT DOTTED LINE
County_

Name

Request

For Catalogue

St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co,
616 Locust Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Gentlemen :—Please send me your Nineteenth Annual Catalogue,

prepaid, and place my name on your regular mailing list.

City

State

z
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LEAC

SEAMLESS TUBING

ROLLED GOLD PLATE

SEAMLESS WIRE

GOLD

ANODES

ATTLEBORO

SOLDERS

SILVER

FANCY WIRES

MA5SACHUSETTS

HERE'S A QUICK-SELLING NOVELTY LOCKETS
THE HANDY COIN PURSE

Made two ways. One

as illustrated with chain

opens from side as

pocket-book. Other

opens with spring catch

from top; has no chain.

Holds five coins. Con-

venient for travelers.

A good profitable sell-

ing novelty. Made in
polish silver, satin

silver, roman and gun

metal.

The largest and most

complete line of lockets

on the market. Hand

Chased and Hand En-

graved in striking and

pleasing effects. Noth-

ing ever produced like

our lockets before. We

have the goods you

can bank on.
A446

We also manufacture Silk and Metal Fobs, 

Sash Pins, Hat Pins, Brooches, Scarf Pins, Link

Buttons, Pendants and Gents' Sets.

A729
(Patent applied for)

Ask your jobber to show you this novelty and our complete line. Look for trade-mark

BOSS & BALDWIN CO ATTLEBORO FALLS

*, MASSACHUSETTS
MM.
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TRADE ARK

BM TERM/

TRADE MARK

ORO 

TRACE MARK

PEW 

I) 1024

TRADE MARK

REGISTCOLO

GUARANTEES
THEIR VALUE

(11 There is so much emphasis today put on the word Guarantee and

SC) little real value put back of it that it is doubtful if there is at all

any true significance to the meaning of the word as applied in the

true business sense.
q In all lines of activity this word has been so loosely handled and

carelessly applied that only the tried and tested character of the

manufacturer back of the guarantee has given it any value.

(11 In the jewelry field the careless handling of this word has utterly
destroyed its original and true meaning, and only has real value

when the character of the house back of the word is known.

q In other words Guarantee has no real value by itself when
applied on articles of jewelry.
q Many manufacturers have given, and are still giving, five, ten,
twenty and twenty-five year guarantees to articles of filled jewelry

which, 'way down in their hearts, they know will not last more than

two years, and some not as long.
q They reason that possibly the product will get out to the ultimate
consumer before it begins to turn and wear badly, and they trust to

the weakness of human nature to forget about the guarantee to keep

their volume of business up ; and human nature does forget all but

the fact that they bought that piece of jewelry of you, Mr. Retailer,

and you are the loser unknown to yourself.

(11 Under these circumstances you can't afford to buy filled jewelry
from any but tried and tested manufacturers. C. A. Marsh & Co.

have built up a reputation for making filled jewelry that has quality,

style and service back of it—jewelry that is catchy and pleasing to

the eye, that sells and continues to sell throughout the year. There

are large profits in the selling of it, and all live jewelers are carrying

the C. A. M. & Co. line, the line that resists wear, and does not need
a guarantee to back it up.
q Prepare your stock for the holidays by putting in a representative
line of C. A. M. & Co. gold filled jewelry.
(11 Your jobber has it and will supply your wants.

Ask to see the
C. A. M. C? CO.
Gold Filled Jewelry

D 594. Polish

TRADE MARK

1110111TERIO

and see that this
trade-mark is on
every piece.

TRALIL mos.<

ithUISTC11[17

C. A. MARSH & CO.
cYVIAKERS OF HIGH GRADE GOLD FILLED JEWELRY
 THE LINE THAT RESISTS WEAR 

OFFICE and

Attleboro
FACTORY:

Massachusetts

1) 347

ITAOLMARK 
TRACK MARK 

TRACE MARK

RECOSTIREL1 
nfl  0E01 TERIO
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TOILET and
MANICURE SETS
Made of silveroin, heavily silver
plated. The nearest approach to
sterling silver. Stock used in
making articles double the thick-
ness of sterling, thus making it
harder to dent. Our line com-
prises a most extensive array of
pleasing patterns. Just the thing
for your fall trade and for the
coming holidays.

Also make a complete line of
leather fobs of best imported
leather, mounted with gold filled
trimmings.

Write for price list and catalog
of goods.

BRISTOL JEWELRY CO.
SILVERSMITHS

Manufacturers of
STERLING PLATED WARE
LEATHER FOBS and NOVELTIES

Write for Prices and Discounts

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS

OUR NEW THIN MODEL BEAD PATTERN No. 4245
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A Young House
with

Progressive Ideas
.52:11181■.

We do not boast of being
ancient nor do we wish to be.
Twentieth century methods,
backed by original ideas,
place our new line of

.7Yrk's

Bracelets
far in advance of any other
line on the market.
Over 500 patterns of the
very finest finish.
Our line of misses' bracelets
is most complete. Daintiness
personified and sure to sell.
Absolutely original in design.
No other house has a line
like it. Ask your jobber to
see our line and

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS

N. I
$7.50 a Dozen

No. 2
$10.50 a Dozen

No. 3
$12.00 a Dozen

No. 4 No. 5 No. 6
$13.50 a Dozen $13.50 a Dozen $15.00 a Dozen

The above cuts represent our 20 year guarantee Gold Shell Rings.
We have a large number of Jewelers on our books who carry a stock of
these rings and appear to he well pleased with them. If interested in
this line of goods, we would like to submit samples of same.

We also make Stone rings, genuine Turquoise Matrix. Samples
on application.

RHODE ISLAND RING CO.
 Makers of RINGS  
PROVIDENCE - - RHODE ISLAND

(Illustration half actual size)

LOOK FOR
TRADE-MARK

ELK TEETH
JUST AS THEY COME FROM
THE INDIAN AND HUNTER

ALL SIZES, white and colored tips.
Any number wanted. On selection to
manufacturers. Come to the right
source for supplies.

Mt. Lion, Lynx and Eagle Claws
for Emblem Work

DIMENSION, CABOCHON GEMS FOR RINGS, SCARF PINS, ETC.
Every sort of fine Gem Minerals in the rough for Gem Cutters.

ALL STRICTLY WHOLESALE PRICES

Largest Dealer in Elk Teeth in the World. Importer of Gem Goods
Price-list free L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dak.

EST. 1881 WE MAKE EST. 1881 

FOR MANUFACTURERS
Alloyed Gold in Sheet, Rod or Wire. Alloyed Silver in
Sheet, Rod or Wire. Gold and Silver Solders in Sheet or
Wire. Brass Solders. Variegated Gold in Flat Plate;
colors, yellow, green, red and white. Tapers for seamless
rings. 'Nuff said. Write for further particulars.

VENNERBECK & CLASE COMPANY
Gold and Silver Plate, Seamless Wire
and Tubing, Solders, Anodes, Etc.

150 Chestnut Street Providence, R. I.

New
Original

CASTIGLIONI COMPANY

Nobby
Pleasing

116 CHESTNUT STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS   THE LOCKET AND BRACELET HOUSE

NEW YORK OFFICE: 71 Nassau St., Room 1204 CHICAGO OFFICE: 412 Baltimore Bldg. Pacific Coast Office: SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Representative, Charles Altschul M. Neuburger 710 Jewelers Bldg. J. H. Merrill
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TRADE MARK REGI5TERED
—

tin OR) Mine
'eta in o

110011 t3C

Estates

a Speciakp

Established 18 8 0

Cash Buyers and Wholesale Dealers in
OLD SQUARE CUT EAST INDIAN and
BRAZILIAN or 'OLD MINE" DIAMONDS

ALWAYS READY TO
MAKE CASH OFFERS

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN Co.
THREE Maiden Lane, New York
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Pointed Remarks 4-a

59

 )- For 60 Years we have
been making a specialty

of Gold and Silver

Thimbles.

 For 60 Years we have
been making Thimbles

for jewelers.

28
Gold land

146

  For 60 Years we have
been selling OUR

Thimbles on THEIR

MERITS.

 )- For 60 Years we have
been in the front rank

of the Thimble busi-

ness and still there.
148

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG AND PRICE LIST

SIMONS, BRO. & CO.
Silversmiths

Thimblemakers :: Jewelers

PHILADELPHIA 611 Sansom St.

NEW YORK - 13 Maiden Lane; 320 5th Ave.

CHICAGO - - - - 103 State Street

SAN FRANCISCO - - - 717 Market Street

When in the vicinity of any of our offices, drop in and
see our complete line

Brooches and Scarf Pins

roirlarAtalr-

2802

WE herewith show a few of our very extensive line of brooches, which
comprises nearly coo different patterns.

We make i ci Karat goods set with precious and semi-precious stones.

Every piece that goes into our line of brooches is made in our own

factory by the highest skilled labor money can procure. We do got use
jiadiags, as other hoases do. Our line must be seen to be appreciated. j:ist
ask your jobber to show the Wm. C. Greene Company line of brooches.

1241 1216

1437

1423

L'S LI LINK CU F LIU
FINE GOLD FILLED. °

6 O 1.:IRANTEED T WEAR A LIFETIME. They save laundry bills because they keep your cuffs in
perfect form and cannot wrench, stretch or fray the buttonholes. You can turn up your sleeves will-lout
removing - buttons or soiling cuffs. You put them in once and they remain until cuffs or shirt need laun-
dering. They are simple in construction; nothing to get out of order. A finger's motion turns the lever
and locks the button. Made in fifty styles for men and women. We know they give entire satisfac-
tion. We guarantee to refund the money to any purchaser if a ten days' trial proves unsatisfactory..

C. D. LYONS CO., Mansfield, Mass.

Our vigorous advertising campaign to the consumer on Lyons Lock Link Cuff Buttons is now appearing in the most popular
and widely circulated magazines.

Every jeweler will have calls for these buttons.

You should take advantage now of this opportunity to become familiar with the only practical link cuff button on the market- -
that separates. (See our offer below.)

Lyons Lock Links are made in two grades and come in dozen and half dozen assortments. Finished in Plain, Roman, Rose
or English gold.

Our line of scarf pins is the nobbiest ever shown. They win instant favor
avherever shown. No jewelry stock is complete without a line of these
scarf pins. Carry the line of distinctive jeurrhy for the jeweler that Rtiows.
Your jobber carries our line of I o Karat scarf pins ; if not, write us.

We also make in Sterling Silver
PENDANTS, BROOCHES, SCARF PINS,
BUTTONS, TIE CLIPS, and RINGS

Wm. C. Greene Company
JEWELRY SPECIALISTS

101 SABIN STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Grade A, $ 8.00 per dozen, retails at $1.00
Grade B, $12.00 per dozen, retails at $1.50
Every pair of Lyons Lock Links is Guaranteed to Wear a Lifetime

You can secure Lyons Lock Links at these prices through your jobber or by sending direct to the manufacturers

Our Offer
We will send on 10 days' approval one half dozen assortment of Lyons Lock Links to any

reputable dealer. If they do not prove the best cuff fastener which you have ever seen, return

  them at our expense. When writing state which grade button you desire.

C. D. LYONS CO., Mansfield, Mass.



Our Handsome New Catalogue
Illustrating the best there is to be had in

Cuckoo Clocks
ALSO A FINE LINE OF

MISSION HALL CLOCKS

CABINET MANTEL CLOCKS
(In Bird's Eye Maple and Mahogany)

ALARM CLOCKS, ETC.

is now on press and will be ready for distribution early in

September. Our prices have been revised and in buying

our. line you will save money. We want every dealer to

have a copy. Your request on your letter head will bring it.

American Cuckoo Clock Company, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

Cuckoo Clocks Ted, Unusual Clocks

STATION S PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE "AMORITA"
A GOLD FILLED BRACELET MADE EXTRA FINE

FIVE REASONS WHY
You SHOULD stock the "Amorita" Bracelet.

1. Has disappearing safety wire guard which pre-
vents breaking of hinge and likewise prevents acci-
dental loss by holding bracelet on arm when open.

2. Has simple but strong secret joint.
3. Its special hard finished process gives it better
wearing qualities and creates satisfaction.

4. Because it represents the finest type of bracelet
and what your customers will eventually call for.

5. Because it is made in a larger variety of pat-
terns than any other—a glance at the illustration
will prove this.

We also make a most complete line:of Guards, Vest
Chains, and Fobs. A novelty line of these out of
ordinary. Ask Your Jobber and Be Convinced.

PROVIDENCE STOCK CO. ioo StewaFrat
ct so tr y. and P R MclavinI0f

D
fEkNe.

CE, R. I.
Sample Offices: 11 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK , 131 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO 
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by Evrog J. Bocingr]

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
Ni ell-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—En.]

V II—Legal Requirements of Fire Insurance

Policies

One of the most baffling and puzzling

phases of the law is the law of fire insur-

ance, or for that matter, the law of insur-

ance of any kind. Few contracts are more

involved and complicated than an insurance

policy, and in no other case that I know of

does one party to a contract which involves

so much as a contract of fire insurance

enter into it with as slight knowledge of its

terms. For it should never be forgotten

that a fire insurance policy is the contract

governing the agreement between the par-

ties thereto, the insurer and the insured.

Every one of its provisions must be kept

or the company will be only too ready to

take advantage of it and refuse to pay on

the legally sufficient ground that the insured

had not complied with the provisions of the

policy.

Half the insurance cases which go

through the courts arise from the fact that

the person insured has either neglected to do

something which his policy bound him to

do, or has done something which the policy

bound him not to do. Except in rare in-

stances, it is a waste of time and money to

bring a suit unless the policy has been

strictly complied with at every point, or

unless there is evidence that the company

has waived the right to require compliance.

In nearly all States what is known as

the standard fire insurance policy is now in

use, which makes insurance requirements

uniform. In the standard policy the com-

pany may refuse to pay the insurance money

on any of the following conditions:

I. If the insured has concealed or
misrepresented any material fact or cir-
cumstance concerning the property in-
sured;

2. If the interest of the insured in
the property is not truly stated;

3. If the insured be guilty of any
fraud or false swearing in any matter
relating to the insurance;

4. If the insured has or thereafter
procures any other insurance;

5. If the property insured is a manu-
facturing establishment, and it be

operated in whole or in part at night
later than ten o'clock, or if it cease to be
operated more than ten consecutive days;

6. If the risk be increased by any
means within the control or knowledge
of the insured;

7. If mechanics be employed in alter-
ing or repairing the premises for more
than fifteen days at any one time;

8. If the interest of the insured be
other than unconditional and sole owner-
ship;

9. If the property insured is a build-
ing on ground not owned by the insured
in fee simple;

10. If the property insured is per-
sonal property and it is or becomes en-
cumbered by a chattel mortgage;

II. If, with the knowledge of the
insured, foreclosure proceedings be com-
menced, or notice be given of sale of any
of the property insured by virtue of any
mortgage or trust deed;

12. If any change, other than by
death, take place in the interest, title or
possession of the property insured (ex-
cept change of occupants without increase
of hazard) ;

13. If the policy be assigned before
a loss occur;

14. If illuminating gas or vapor be
generated in the building (or adjacent
thereto) for use therein;

15. If (any usage or custom of tne
trade to the contrary notwithstanding)
there be kept, used or allowed on the
premises, benzine, benzole, dynamite,
ether, fireworks, gasoline, Greek fire,
gunpowder exceeding twenty-five pounds
in quantity, naphtha, nitro-glycerine or
other explosives, phosphorus, petroleum,
or any of its products of greater inflam-
mability than kerosene oil of the United
States standard;

16. If the buildings described
whether intended for occupancy by the
owner or a tenant be or become vacant
or unoccupied and remain so for ten
days.

The insurance may not be made void

on account of the above, however, if any

one of three things was so when the policy

was issued: I, if the company knew of the

existence of anything which was prohibited

by the policy and in that knowledge issued

the policy ; or 2, if it consented in writing

to some prohibited condition ; or 3, if in full

knowledge of same it waives it.

Many insured persons come to grief

by neglecting to comply with some of the

requirements of the policy immediately

after a fire. These requirements are as

follows and they must positively be strictly

complied with:

I. Give immediate notice of loss in
writing to each of the companies;

2. Protect the property from further
damage;

3. Separate the damaged and undam-
aged personal property and put it in the
best possible order;

4. Make a complete inventory of the
property, stating quantity and cost of each
article and the amount claimed thereon;

5. Within sixty days after the fire
render a statement (commonly called a
"proof of loss") to each company, signed
and sworn to by the insured.

A particular point to watch is as to

proofs of loss. All policies require proofs

of loss to be filed with the company within

a specified time, usually sixty days. It is

well established that the company can

waive the proofs if it likes, and that if it

has waived them the insured does not lose

his insurance for failing to file them. What

is waiver of proofs of loss is a question of

fact. In order to bind the company the

waiving must be clear and must be done
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by some official or representative sufficiently

important to stand for his company.

Another point often—in fact, usually—

overlooked, is as to exactly what is covered

by the policy. Unless expressly named in

it, fire insurance does not cover any of the

following losses:

I. Accounts, bills, currency, deeds,
evidences of debt, money, notes or se-
curities;

2. Awnings, bullion, casts, curiosi-
ties, drawings, dies, implements, tools,
jewels, manuscripts, medals, models, pat-
terns, sculptures, pictures, or scientific
apparatus;

3. Store or office furniture or fix-
tures or signs;

4. Property held on storage or for
repair;

5. Loss caused by interruption of
business;

6. Loss caused by the neglect of the
insured to use all reasonable means to
save and preserve the property at and
after a fire or when the property is en-
dangered by fire in neighboring premises;

7. Loss caused by explosion or light-
ning, unless fire ensue, then the insured
will be liable for the damage caused by
fire only;

8. Loss caused by a building falling,
unless as the result of fire.

If it is desired to insure against any

of the above the utmost care should be

taken to see that the policy specifically

names and includes them.

The standard policy also includes a

provision as to the settlement of all dis-

puted insurance claims by arbitration.

Accommodation the Life of Trade

It was an overcast, indeterminate sort

of a day but the drug clerk was cheerful

as he whistled behind the prescription desk

and chatted with a friend in the front shop.

Presently a customer came in and made a

small purchase.
"Fine day," he remarked.

"Great!" replied the clerk, enthusi-

astically.
The customer went out and was fol-

lowed by another. He, too, made a small

purchase and commented on the weather.

"Mean weather," he remarked.

"Beastly !" said the clerk, dolefully.

"Getting warmer," remarked a third

customer.
"Hot!" said the clerk.

Ten minutes passed. Another indi-

vidual drifted in from the outside world

and made a purchase.
"Chilly, isn't it" he said to the clerk.

"Cold as the pole!" agreed the clerk,

with a shiver.
His friend had listened to these ex-

changes with interest.
"See here," he demanded, "what kind

of weather do you think this is anyway?"

"Same kind as the customer," replied

the drug clerk.



THE LATEST EFFECTS IN LOCKETS

10K.
Solid
Gold

Gold-
Filled

441 7- .

BASSETT
Individuality
Stamped on
Every One

. 4310

An Endless
Variety of
Patterns

Send for
Selection

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO. PROVIDENCE,
ABORN A MASON STREETS

. I.

Manufacturers of Fine Gold Jewelry and Plated Chains  
New York Office, 37 Maiden Lane Minneapolis Office, 1116 Lumber Exchange Chicago Office, 510 Columbus Building

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring.
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the rnarket.

Trade-Mark
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Two Advertising Problems

Answered

Catching the Eye by Contrast

EDITOR THE KEYSTONE: I send you

herewith a copy of our local daily newspaper

which has the largest and best circulation

in these parts. You will observe that the

local fashion among advertisers is for large

spaces, big type, pictures, showy borders.

and "loud" display. I can't at present afford

to take large space—yet how will my adver-

tisement in this paper get any notice un-less

I dot I have always profited by following

the suggestions which appear in THE

KEYSTONE, and shall again be under obliga-

tions to you for your present help.

The newspaper which our subscriber

sent is crowded with flaring announcements

in all degrees of typographical hysterics and

heavy-faced, big type. Nearly every adver-

tisement is surrounded with a border, and

the paper fairly buzzes with "biz."

Now, our jeweler friend can secure,

in smaller space than most of the advertise-

ments shown, more attention than these big-

space buyers, and without using extrava-

gant sizes of type. Let us reason the

matter.

Each of the other advertisers seems to

be trying to yell louder (through his "dis-

play") than any of the others. Here is our

jeweler's chance. In the midst of this glar-

ing show he can catch the eye of the reader;

in all this noisy clamor, he will get the think-

ing ear of the reader. It seems like a

contradiction, but it isn't.

He can do it by contrast.

First, then, he must try to get "pre-

ferred position" from the publisher—which,

in this case, will not be top-of-column, or

next-to-reading-matter, but center of ad-

vertising page; for he will want to get in

the very thick of the fight for eye-appeal,

which (for him) will be in the middle of

the page where the other advertisers are

showing their big black letters and furious

borders. He will take, say, four and one-

half inches double column, which is a

space nearly square. Then this is what

he will do:

Leave a space of plain white paper an

inch wide around his entire advertisement,

with no border. (The other flaring adver-

tisements will be his border). The thought

is to do what the others are not doing, and

not to do that which they are doing. There-

fore, instead of shouting at the public

through head-lines an inch high, he will

begin his talk in an ordinary tone of voice,
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with a heading in quiet letters of some plain

style like this:

Beauty in Silver

Accurate Watches

The body of the advertisement will be

in a plain type-face, a little larger than

ordinary reading type, so as to be agreeable

to the eyes of elderly and near-sighted

people ; set with a double-rule space between

the lines ; his name at the end will be in

small capitals, only a little larger than the

type which forms the body of the adver-

tisement ; and his address will be a little

smaller than the body type.

What he says will be in keeping with

the way he says it. It, too, will be a con-

trast with the other advertisements. While

they rant in superlatives, he will speak

temperately ; they will be questioned because

of extravagance of promise, he will be be-

lieved because his statements are con-

servative.
So that his advertisement will be seen,

because of the contrast of its quiet "tone"

with the loud display of his neighbors ; and

it will be believed, because (by contrast) it

is temperate and convincing. On its face

it will carry evidence of its inherent

honesty ; and it will be helped in every way

by the compelling power of favorable

contrast.

II

Local Advertising Through the Post Office

EDITOR THE KEYSTONE: I have built

up a successful small business in one of the

suburbs of a big city. The population of

this suburb is about io,000, but there is no

local newspaper except a poor weekly of

very small circulation—all the inhabitants

take the city papers. Consequently I am

shut out frim newspaper advertising, as it

would cost far too much to go into the city

papers for my small end of their readers.

I know I could double or treble my business

by advertising, but How ? Would circulars

solve the question?
No—and yes. As we have again and

again urged in these pages, the unsealed

circular is practically a total loss of the cost

of printing and the one-cent stamp. The

reason is in the fact that the increase in the

amount of mail received by the public makes

it necessary that the advertisement press

upon the attention of the reader, to be

profitable ; and so the unsealed circular, the

evident advertisement, goes into the waste-

basket unopened ; or if it is opened it is read

with a mind prejudiced against it in advance.

The reader objects to it because it eliminates

his individuality—he knows that he is one

of thousands similarly addressed. There is

no "fetching" power behind the one-cent

stamp.
Now, if the circular is sealed, under a

two-cent stamp, it must be opened ; for now

it is in the nature of a personal communica-

tion. Whatever antagonism arises in the

mind of the reader after the opening, the

circular at least gets a hearing; and it lies

with the sender to make the circular so

attractive and interesting as to break down

the antagonism and plant the seed of a

future sale in the mind of the reader.

The two-cent stamped circular talks to

a man or woman in the privacy of his office

or her house ; the one-cent-stamped circular

harangues him or her from a platform

as one of a crowd. One does not take a

stump-speech as a personal appeal; one must

notice the personal appeal in a private inter-

view. The whole proposition of the circular

advertisement hinges on the mental opera-

tions of the recipient at the time of its

receipt ; and he who holds to the use of

the unsealed circular is a back number

to-day and a fossil to-morrow. :The con-

vincing fact is that the Post Office Depart-

ment reports a continuous decrease in the

sale of one-cent stamps, in proportion to the

increase in the sale of the two-cent stamp.

For our correspondent, and doubtless

many more, the sealed circular will prove

cheaper and more fruitful advertising than

space in a little-read newspaper. His first

care must be to get up an accurate mailing

list of his buying public—accurate in exact

initials and spelling; for nothing "riles" the

average recipient more than to see his or her

name misspelled. The circular itself should

be tastefully printed on good paper ; and as

to subject-matter, and the way of saying

what you have to say, consult the hundreds

of articles on advertising in back numbers

of THE KEYSTONE, or continue your sub-

scription for enlightenment.

But there is something can be sent

through the mail that will be even more

effective than the well-written and tastefully-

printed circular sent out under a two-cent

stamp. The personally-written letter is the

tip-top of advertising possibilities.

We call attention to the recent opera-

tions of an advertiser whose surprising ex-

perience is illuminating. He put on sale a

book which would supposedly interest the

general reader. This he first advertised in

a magazine having a million circulation.

This advertisement was run in two succes-

sive numbers, at a cost of $280. The two

advertisements (which were well written

and displayed) resulted in twelve sales!

(Continued on pap 1486)
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Lockets! Lockets! Lockets!
A peep at our line will develop a look, a
look will develop a longing, and a longing
will develop a purchase—the purchase will
be a step taken in the right direction.
We have one of the most proficient
designers in the jewelry business to-day,
and we do not hesitate to say that if you
add to your line a few of the Lockets that
we now have on the road, they will prove
to be a big incentive to your customers.

It is our customers that we wish to please
and by so doing gratify ourselves.

Take a peep and derive a benefit.

NEW YORK
15 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO
1203 Heyworth Building

L 138
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Personal Appearance an Asset in

Business Life

This is an age of progressiveness.

Therefore any possible aid that can help us

make a distinctly better impression upon

our world is very evidently welcome, says a

writer in the Druggists' Circular.

It is said of the venerable merchant,

John Wanamaker, that he is a past-master

in the art of reading men's character simply

because he has learned the significance of

first impressions. Not every one has this

faculty, however. But it is a fact that

ninety-nine out of one hundred of our de-

cisions relative to men are made from

appearances. How necessary then is a good

impression upon a prospective customer in

a drug store where the first axiom should

be cleanliness.

It certainly stands to reason that a

woman who wants some dainty toilet article,

and who is dainty and neat and clean in her

personal appearance, will be badly im-

pressed by a clerk wearing an unclean

collar and shirt and with face unshaven—

she will certainly comment on it to her

friends. A woman is the greatest advertis-

ing agent in the world—for good or evil.

Depend on it.

A man that is particular about his

-personal appearance will be particular about

his store and his clerks. Self-respect is a

potent business-bringer. Let yours be a

neat, clean store, with clean windows and

clean shelves and well-dressed clerks and

Teally inviting surroundings and see how

many favorable comments will be passed.

One day I went into a country drug

store—the town was one of about 3,500

people—intending to buy a toothbrush. A

seedy-looking individual handed me a dirty

glass dish with about a half-dozen moth-

-eaten tooth brushes on it. One look was

enough. If that dish had been clean and

had but two tooth brushes on it I know I

would have bought one. And so it goes.

In Letters of a Self-Made Merchant

to His Son the old gentleman says : "A

dirty shirt may cover a clean heart but it

.doesn't cover a clean skin." Then again

—"I have known a good modest $15 suit of

clothes to get a $1,000 job." Every word

of this is true.
On the other hand about the worst

article to deal with on this score is the

"dude clerk"—the cigarette-smoking, high-

collar la-de-da boy, the works-all-week-and-

has-all-his-money-spent - by-Saturday-night

kind ; the kind that has "to break open the

baby's bank to pay for the laundry bill on

Monday." These are the "limit" and the

only thing to do is to avoid them.
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Human nature is a bad proposition a

good many times. It is the sifting

necessary to get good "live" ones that

makes the game interesting. I am sure that

some of the readers of this little article

can call to mind many "specimens" that

they have had to gather experience from.

Sometimes we can get a diamond in the

rough. A few wise hints as to the influence

of soap and water and the barber will often

start a clerk on the way to make good. One

of the best men we have came into the

office to apply for a position, looking the

very personification of shiftlessness. The

bright light in the young fellow's eyes took

us and we put him to work. We hinted the

desirability of a good appearance and it

worked very well. To-day he is a very

valuable man and handles an infinite amount

of detail for us. He was the man for the

job.
There is no set rule to go by. We have

to choose as we see the problem. In the

hiring of clerks, in the conducting of a

store, in your own personal get-up, let the

keynote be careful attention to the first im-

pression that a customer gets in coming into

your place of business. The increase in

your business, due to a regard of this, will

amply repay you for the time and study you

bestow on this vexing problem.

How King George Deals with His

Tradesmen

When King George came to preside at

Marlborough House, his Majesty immedi-

ately gave his attention to systematizing the

keeping of the numerous accounts of the

royal establishment. A clerical department

was formed, consisting of three clerks,

under the control of the treasurer, Sir

William Carrington; dockets of goods

bought for the kitchens, storekeepers' and

butler's departments had to be made out by

the head of each department, who was re-

sponsible for the orders which were sent up

to the clerk's office.

A docket gave all particulars of the

article bought and the name of the trades-

man who supplied it and its cost. The par-

ticulars of all the daily dockets are entered

up in a general day book, from which they

are transferred to each tradesman's account

in the royal ledgers ; the ledgers, by the way,

are bound in dark red leather, and a crown

is stamped in gold on the back of each.

Each tradesman who has the royal

custom must send in his bill at the end of

the month, when it is compared with his

ledger account, and if it is found to be

correct, is discharged during the first week

of the month. No discount is asked for off
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any of the royal accounts ; a tradesman who

receives the royal custom is informed that

he must supply goods at the lowest reason-

able prices and there is never any attempt

at bargaining by the official of the royal

household.
If a tradesman is thought to be making

extortionate charges, he simply loses the

royal custom, so he rarely or never attempts

to do so. There are, of course, several

articles which are supplied to the royal

household by contract; such as coal, for

example. The contracts in most instances

are made for three years and the con-

tractors are, as a rule, paid in equal half

yearly instalments. A great deal of work

is also done at Marlborough House under

contract, such as window cleaning, carpet

cleaning, chimney sweeping, and the glass

frames of a number of large pictures are

also cleaned by contract.

Two Advertising Problems Answered

(Continued from page 1483)

The book cost the advertiser 33 cents and

was sold at $1.00 ; consequently, his loss on

this method of advertising was $271.96.

He then sent out 50,000 unsealed circu-

lars to the public, under one-cent stamps.

This resulted in 271 sales. As the work was

done under his own roof, he estimated the

cost of printing, envelopes, folding, &c., at

$100, making his loss on this form of ad-

vertising $458.43.
Still undaunted, he sent out 25,000 of

the same circulars sealed, under two-cent

stamps. The result was 1715 sales, or

nearly thirteen times as many, relative to

the total number of circulars, as the un-

sealed, netting him a profit on this adver-

tising of $549.05.
Now he began to see the way. He

wrote a brief, strong letter of ten lines, as

a model ; had this letter copied 25,000

times by twenty writers, each letter pen-

written (not typewritten) ; each letter (and

envelope) was personally addressed (by one

of the twenty writers) to one of a list of

hard-headed, busy men—bankers, manu-

facturers, capitalists, &c.; and each letter

enclosed a very brief pointed description of

the book. The advertiser paid the writer's

three cents per letter (including addressing

the envelope). This form of advertising

sold 6405 books, at a net profit of $2941.35!

This true statement goes to show that,

although a similar experience might not

again be duplicated (especially as to the

tremendous disparity in results of the maga-

zine advertising as against the sealed circu-

lar), the more distinctly personal you can

make your appeal, the greater the result;

and argues that the time and trouble in-

volved in the personally-addressed letter

that is not a "duplicate process," but carries

on its face the evidence that it is an original

creation, brings the largest returns of any

form of advertisement investment. We

commend it especially to the subscriber

whose needs are indicated in the foregoing

letter.



This line of popular priced sellers needs no further

introduction. They retail for a reasonable price,

and there is a large margin of profit for the dealer.

Brooches, Fobs and Stick Pins are moving fast

just now.

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, including
SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY PINS,
FOBS, NECK, BELT, HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS,
Etc., in Roman or Silver finish.

These goods are furnished plain or engraved as desired.
Write and ask us for illustrations, prices and free samples.

This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

PATENTED

The Hale
Watch

Protector
THE ONLY LEATHER

PROTECTOR MADE

No camphor or acids used in its manufacture;

therefore it does not tarnish.

No metal to wear out stem.

Only three sizes necessary, 12, 16 and 18, to fit

all watches.

The only Protector on the market—that protects.

With name and address makes a lasting adver-

tisement.
A constant reminder of your business.

Profits large — cost small.

Sample Free on Request. Send Postal.

RO SARI ES LOCKETS ONLY

30 YEARS

SPEC] AL-

IZING ON

ECCLESI-

ASTICAL

WARES

A LIFE-

TIME

DEVOTED

TO THIS

CLASS

OF WORK

ESTABLISHED

54 YEARS

We are fully equipped to furnish anything in Ecclesiastical Wares of any
description. We have specialized on this class of work for many years
and have a most thorough knowledge of all the requirements.
'Time was when this class of goods was considered more or less of a
novelty. Today they are looked upon as staple. Our line makes most
acceptable holiday gifts. Send for Price List and Selection Package.

TI-IE W. J. PEEL,Y CO.
laliDoe ISLAND

No. 9277—plate" 
952--Ster. Sil.

One of our latest and popular designs in
Vanity Lockets

 SEND FOR NEW CATALOG 

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
PROVIDENCE, R. I. 15 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK OFFICE
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The Pricing of Goods

flow to so Mark Them as to Provide for Ade-

quate Gross Profits—Due Allowance to be

Made for Mark-Downs, Shrinkages and

Other Leaks.

A question that is constantly coming

up at conventions of merchants in various

branches and elsewhere, says the Dry Goods

Economist, is that of how to properly mark

goods, or in other words, the proper com-

puting of costs and of gross profit per-

centages. Merchants are constantly asking,

for example, whether cost price or selling

price is the proper basis for figuring gross

profit ratios.

The following outline will give a gen-

eral idea of the methods to be pursued.

Each merchant, however, must decide for

himself just how far he can go in the appli-

cation of the principles set forth.

Whether in gross-profit-

percentage computations

the selling price or the cost

price ought to be used as a

basis depends upon a number of contin-

gencies. As a matter of fact, progressive

merchants who thoroughly understand how

to handle such matters use both cost price

and selling price as a basis.

Suppose such a merchant wishes one of

his departments to sell its goods at a gross

profit equivalent to 33 1-3 per cent. on their

selling price. The merchant knows—and

the head of the department doubtless knows

—that to produce such a result the goods

must be sold at an advance equivalent.to 50

per cent. of their cost price. And they

thoroughly understand, too, that for various

reasons—for example, because of the leak-

ages, reductions and other shrinkages

which occur before goods are sold—if a de-

partment is to really show an average gross

profit equivalent to 5o per cent. on the cost

price of its goods, the respective department

head must sell many of those goods at a far

higher percentage above cost than the 50

Per cent.
To put the matter a little differently:

Such merchants do not haphazardly add a

certain profit (percentage) to the cost of

their goods and then only, let us say, "by

chance" learn what percentage of the selling

price their gross profits will represent. No.

As said, they pursue the opposite course.

They determine in advance what percentage

of their selling price they wish the gross

profit to equal ; and then they fix their

selling prices accordingly.
Before going further let us

Concrete cite some concrete ex-

Examples amples. When an article is

to be sold at a gross profit

equivalent to 25 per cent. on its selling

Which Is

Proper Basis?
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price it is necessary to mark that article at

a price which is not less than 33 1-3 per

cent. above its cost price—because a gross

profit which is equivalent to 33 1/3 per

cent. of an article's cost price is at the same

time equivalent to only 25 per cent. on that

article's selling price. To illustrate:

Take an article which cost $1.5o which

one wishes to sell at a gross profit equiva-

lent to 25 per cent. of its selling price. Now

33 1-3 per cent. of the cost price ($1.50)

is 50 cents, and if the 5o cents is added to

the $1.50 we get $2, the price at which we

will try to sell it. So if the article is sold

for $2 the gross profit thereon-5o cents—

as can be seen will represent only one-fourth

of the selling price (and one-fourth of any-

thing is 25 per cent. of that thing). But

that same gross profit of 50 cents, while it

is only one-fourth (25 per cent.) of the

selling price ($2) is at the same time equal

to one-third (33 1-3 per cent.) of the cost

price ($1.50).

Take another illustration : If an article

which costs $3 is sold for $4, then the gross

profit ($i ), while equivalent to only one-

fourth, 25 per cent., of the selling price

($4), is at the same time equivalent to one-

third, 33 1-3 per cent., of the cost

price ($3).
Now to take a different ratio: If an

article which costs $ioo is sold for $125,

the gross profit is $25. This gross profit

being one-fourth of the cost price ($ioo)

represents 25 per cent. on that cost price.

But at the same time that gross profit ($25)

represents only one-fifth of the selling price

($125) ; hence represents only 20 per cent.

thereon.
Thus it is to be noted that when a

merchant desires to effect a gross profit

which is equivalent to 20 per cent. on the

selling price of an article, then to the cost

price of that article he must add a gross

profit which is equivalent to not less than 25

per cent. on that cost price.

Let none of our readers believe, how-

ever, that all that any department head in

any store will have to do in order to obtain

a gross profit of 33 1-3 per cent. on the

selling price of all his goods will be to add

50 per cent. to the laid-down cost price of

each article.
Nor let it be thought that to obtain an

average gross profit of 25 per cent. in the

selling price of all of one's goods one need

simply add 33 1-3 per cent. to the laid-

down cost price of each article.

Again, to produce an average profit of

20 per cent. on the selling price of all of

one's goods one must do more than merely

slap 25 per cent. on the laid-down cost price

of each article.

Price Must

Be Gauged

As is well known, in any

department, or store, in

which an average gross

profit equivalent to 33 1-3

per cent. on selling price, for example, is

desired, to produce the desired average

result many of the items must be sold at a

price which involves a "profit" not only

of the equivalent 50 per cent. of their laid-

clown cost price, but of ioo per cent. or

more, thereon. Similarily, other goods in

the same department, or store, may have to

be started at "a profit" which represents

only 25 per cent.—or even less—of their

laid-down cost price. In a word, not only

must market conditions, style, competition,

etc., be duly considered, but the fact that

during the year there is a considerable

amount of shrinkage—due to reductions in

prices, over-measuring, pilfering, etc., must

be constantly borne in mind.

Consequently, each wise department

head, or merchant, so marks each lot of

goods that after all shrinkages, reductions,

and all other incidentals, as freight and ex-

pressage, workroom costs, etc., have been

taken into consideration, his department or

store will at the season's, or year's, end

show the desired percentage of gross profit

on selling price. And that is not all.

In the big stores, in order

Two Reports to help each department

Every Week head produce the desired

results, he is kept informed

as closely as possible in regard to the con-

dition of his stock, etc. Twice each week,

in such stores the "merchandise man" and

firm receive from the office manager a list

showing the stock on hand, purchases;

sales, atnount of goods ordered (and still to

come) in each department. And in these

half-weekly lists are noted not only "this"

year's figures, but also the corresponding

figures of "last" year, etc. And if the.

figures of a department indicate that there

is something wrong with it—for example,

that its stock is increasing at a time when it

ought to be decreasing—the buyer is at

once informed and the proper steps are

taken in order, if possible, to locate the

cause of the trouble and promptly re-

move it.

With some merchants, however, the

difficulty is not a merchandising one so

much as a purely mathematical one. That

is to say, they ask themselves this question :

How can I tell in advance which percentage

on the selling price of a certain article my

gross profit will equal if I add — per

cent. to its cost price and then sell it at its

thus marked selling price? And so we

answer:
(Continued on page 1489)



LOCKET HANDLE
THE LATEST UMBRELLA

NOVELTY

(The above appears on all our goods)

The "Pure Goods" Law.
is not yet a Law

of the Land
It is, though, the standard by which our
goods are made up. Should you ask
any of our customers for the assay of
any of our goods, this would be a
synopsis:

Quality  333%
Style   333% —

999
% fine

" Popular " Demand, 333% 1000

Our goods comprise "Quality," "Style"
and " Popularity." The "Three Graces" to
bring you customers and dollars.
We have six men on the road to intro-
duce you to our"Three Graces''and their
bewitching smiles of Prosperity.

(„ Sentiment is a valuable aid to
serviceability in the sale of articles for
personal use. An ideal combination
of both is found in the new umbrella
with locket handle.
41The large illustration shows the
handle with locket closed. The small
illustration shows the head of handle
with locket open.
41This idea will appeal forcibly to all
umbrella purchasers and irresistibly
to the many who purchase umbrellas
for gifts. This novelty is especially
adapted for the umbrella stock of
jewelers with refined and discrimi-
nating customers.
41. At this season of travel and out-of-
door life there is special demand for
our

PERFECT DETACHABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLA

which the trade have found the best
seller in the umbrella line. Our
patent covers the detachable feature
in a manner greatly superior to all
others, which we can prove to you
and which you can readily explain to
customers.
41. One of our most seasonable spe-
cialties is a line of Louis XVI styles
with engraved handles, especially
intended for fine trade.

OUR GOODS ARE PUT IN FINE INDIVIDUAL CARTONS

GC:* Frontier
ewelry Mfg. Co.

AFT OUR SALESMEN visit every part of the country,

•and if you will write us at the Baltimore address, we

will arrange to have you see these styles that have

been made exciustve/y for the jewelry trade.

  Makers of "Perfect Shape" Umbrellas  

Factory and Office: Baltimore and Howard Streets

BALTIMORE :: MARYLAND
NEW YORK: 396 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut St.
SAN FRANCISCO : . 717 Market Street

ieptember, 1910

The Pulling Power of Window
Light

Recently, a practical experiment was

made in New York with a view of demon-

i:trating the possibilities of window illu-

mination in influencing the public to use a

thoroughfare. Details of the experiment

and its results were given in Ho/ophaite

Illumination.
A very remarkable experiment has

been tried in New York, the object of which

was to test whether window lighting with-

out garishness could be employed to attract

well-bred people. The experiment was

made by the New York Edison Company

in collaboration with the Fifth Avenue

Improvement Association at a cost of be-

tween $4,000 and $5,000.

Fifth Avenue, as is well known, con-

tains the best and most exclusive shops in

America. No electric signs are permitted:

no bars can be entered from the Avenue;

the restaurants and hotels are marked by

the most inconspicuous nameplates. To

such lengths of conservatism do some of the

merchants go that no sign at all is displayed,

as in the case of Tiffany's and Altman's.

The object has been always to keep as far

as possible from the glare and vulgarity of

"The Great White Way." which is the

next street.

Last winter, however, the Fifth

Avenue merchants realized that there are

many people who would prefer to avoid

Broadway, but who do not like to travel a

dark street, and that these are the very

people to whom they wish to cater. The

problem, then, was to secure "well-bred"

illumination, and in this they consulted the

Edison Company, which in turn consulted

the Architectural Department of the Holo-

phane Company.

From Thirty-eighth to Thirty-ninth

Streets every display window on both sides

of Fifth Avenue was equipped with Holo-

phane Steel Reflectors and tungsten lamps.

The installations, of course, varied with the

requirements of the separate establishments,

but a uniform system was adopted of con-

cealing the light sources and restricting the

illumination to the goods in the windows.

"This demonstration illustrates the

selling value of good illumination," said a

representative of the Edison Company. "If

you wish to test the power of these

windows, take a good look at them and then

go elsewhere and notice the difference.

Monday evening, March 14th, only 429

persons passed through this block between

8 and 9 o'clock ; one week later, after the

windows were lighted, 1,263 passed during

the same hour and more than half of this
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latter number stopped to examine and com-

ment upon the displays."

From four to eighteen lamps are used

in each window, the number varying with

the requirements. The Edison Company

figures to supply them at a little over three

cents per lamp per night of five hours, in-

cluding renewals. This is certainly cheap

advertising, when it is remembered that,

in a single hour, the after-dark traffic of

the street was increased by 834 persons and

that probably 500 of these stopped long

enough to examine the goods on display.

Allowing an average of ten lamps to the

windows, and t,000 passersby each night,

these merchants are paying less than one-

third of a cent to advertise and display

their goods, their names and their locations

to every twenty interested persons and

probable customers.

The Pricing of Goods

(Continued from page 1487)

There are different ways of

How Some Con- determining readily which

cerns Save Time percentage must be added

to the cost price of goods

in order that if the goods are sold at their

thus marked price and there are no reduc-

tions, etc., a certain desired percentage on

selling price will be obtained. For example,

we know of progressive concerns that have

prepared a table of equivalents showing

( for each percentage, between 25 per cent.

and too per cent.) the precise percentage on

selling price to which each percentage on

cost price is equivalent and if requested

we will furnish copies of such a table of

equivalents.
To illustrate this phase of the subject,

if need be, more clearly, we cite a few per-

centage parallels. (To make our figures

of practical value we shall take the per-

centages which are used every day in a

number of well-known retail establish-

ments.)
If one wishes to effect an

Frequently average gross profit of, say,
Employed Ratios 35 per cent. on the selling

price of a certain line of

goods, then to the laid-down cost (of such

of those goods as will stand it) one must

add 53N per cent. Why? Because a gross
profit of 35 per cent. on the selling price of

an article invariably is equal to about 53N

per cent. of its cost price.
Since one knows, however, as said

above, that there are, and always will be,

certain goods (in the line) whose cost

price will not stand an addition of 53N per

cent.—and since one knows, too, that the
average percentage of gross profit on the

line, as said, will be materially cut down
through price-reductions and various other
shrinkages—to reach the desired average
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one must add to the laid-down cost of as

many of the goods as will stand it enough

more than the 53N per cent. as will offset

the deficiencies.
Just how extensive these deficiencies

are in each of his lines, however, each

merchant must endeavor to determine for

himself. There are, of course, various

ways of following up such matters; some

concerns, as said, keep special records for

the purpose. If requested we will, of

course, give further information regarding

these points.
To simplify the figures as much as

possible, and to present them in convenient

form for quick reference, we give below

two parallel columns of percentages. In

the first of the two columns (headed "A")

we present the average gross-profit per-

centage one may desire to show on selling-

price. Next to each of such percentages

we show in the second column (headed

"B") which percentage one must add to

the laid-down cost (of such goods as will

stand it) to effect the desired corresponding

percentage on the selling-price. As sug-

gested, however, wherever advisable one

must also add to the laid-down cost enough

more to offset the deficiencies mentioned.
icAt,
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She Told Him All

A good story is going the rounds about

a drummer and a pretty waitress. Here is

what happened, according to the report:
The dapper little traveling man glanced

at the menu and then looked at the pretty

waitress. "Nice day, little one," he began.
"Yes it is," she answered, "and so was

yesterday, and my name is Ella, and I know

I'm a little peach and have pretty blue eyes

and I've been here quite a while and like the

place, and I don't think I'm too nice a girl

to be working in a hotel; if I did I'd quit

my job; and my wages are satisfactory;

and I don't know if there is a show or

dance in town to-night, and if there is I

shall not go with you, and I'm from the

country and I'm a respectable girl, and my

brother is cook in this hotel, and he weighs

two hundred pounds, and last week he

wiped up this dining room floor with a

fresh $50-a-month traveling man. Now,

what will you have?"
The dapper little traveling man said

he was not very hungry, and a qup of coffee

and some hot cakes woutdi doz. -



Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

Ask for our new loose leaflet catalogue
showing 1910 designs.

"Colonial" Four Hundred Wall Cases joined by mirror recess

We manufacture the most complete line of

medium-priced Show Cases, Wall Cases and

Jewelry Fixtures of any manufacturer in the

United States. Let us prove it.

NEWYORK : 9 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO : 103 State Street B AT ES & BACON ATTLEBOROMASSACHUSETTS

Makers of High Grade, Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets

Bates & Bacon's BRACELETS are the
"BEST" in Quality, Design and Finish

4I,We are

equipped
to make

Bracelets
in any

size

PAT. 8.9 07
SIZE 7'4lN.WIDT119  IN
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Traveling Salesmen and New
Customers

There are two distinct methods by

which making sales may be accomplished,

depending upon whether the house has al-

ready had a man covering the designated

territory or not. Simply booking orders for

an old-established house and from cus-

tomers of long standing is a somewhat di f-

ferent proposition from entering a new

field and creating a market. Taking orders

for a well-known house can hardly be called

salesmanship. The agent knows that the

customer needs no urging to buy, and the

customer awaits the call of the agent before

placing his orders for large quantities of

goods. Good salesmanship will avail little,

as no experienced salesman will try to over-
load a customer and the customer will buy

all he can handle without any urging.

Let us consider the case of
the young salesman sent out
to create a market for his
goods. The first thing is to

find the prospective customer. This may be
done in several ways. If the goods sold
are for general use there will always be
several stores to take into consideration as
possible retailers. Sometimes the articles
will be handled by only one store in a town.
In either case he must seek the best stores

to call on first, and should, if possible, ac-
quire some information respecting these
stores, their managers, financial condition,

and anything which may have any bearing
on a sale.

One of the most common methods of
acquiring this information is by making
direct inquiries of hotelkeepers, cab drivers

and any responsible persons whom he may

meet by chance or intent. Such information
may not always be entirely reliable, but it

shows the drift of public opinion and many

times is of more real value than the knowl-

edge obtained from commercial reports and
other "official" sources. These reports give

information of a financial nature and may

be, consulted in order to get the financial

rating before any offer of long credit is

extended.
If it is desirable to acquire

Geting New several names from each
Names town, local directories and

the local papers will some-

times yield excellent results. The local

papers may be ordered by mail a few days

before the call is made so that all informa-

tion may be classified and arranged properly
In a loose-leaf book which the salesman

,hould carry for this purpose. Each leaf

In this little book should be arranged much

the same as a card in a card-index system.

Each leaf is devoted to one man or firm, and
all information secured, together with its

source, should be entered in form for in-
stant reference.

Sometimes a system of giving and re-

ceiving friendly tips between different

salesmen will yield excellent results. "B,"

who sells groceries, will know of many

grocers who also handle drugs. "C" sells

Creating a
Market
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druggists' supplies and incidentally sells to
department or small mixed stores, and
knows of some good openings for a reliable
dealer in groceries. "B" and "C" exchange
tips on the various retailers to a decided ad-
vantage to both.

In some cases the house furnishes the
names of all firms on whom their men are
supposed to call. In this case finding the
prospect ceases to be a decidedly uncertain
task and the young salesman enters at once
upon the immediate preparation for the sale.

The salesman should pro-
ceed to line up all facts in
his possession regarding the
prospect, his resources and

manner of doing business. Some facts he
has doubtless obtained with the name and
these should always be read over immedi-
ately before the first call.

The salesman should know the lines
of goods already handled, the brand or
maker, as well as the extent of the assort-
ment. He should learn the present source
of supply, the name of the jobber, whole-
saler or manufacturer from whom he buys.
Anything concerning his habits, traits and
fads will many times provide an easy access
of approach and make topics of conversa-
tion known to be of interest to the prospect.
The tactful salesman may introduce some
of these topics by a skillful turn in the con-
versation which seems perfectly natural and
unaffected. If he be so bungling as to let
the dealer see that the topic has been men-
tioned for his special benefit, the advantage
becomes negative to about the same extent
that a tactful man would have made it posi-
tive.

Finding an easy approach is an im-
portant point. So many salesmen for a
thousand and one articles are taking the
time of the large merchant that it is often
difficult to obtain an interview and a chance
to open up on anything like even terms. The
merchant is already prejudiced against the
salesman and this prejudice must be re-
moved and interest created before anything
can be accomplished toward selling goods.
Sometimes an interview is mentioned in a
letter timed to reach the merchant the day
previous to the call. If the salesman be
skillful in his letter writing he can in a great
measure overcome all prejudice and estab-
lish a feeling of interest in the salesman
and possibly in his goods.

Taking the first step is not
Influence of Per- so difficult in the smaller
sone! Bearing store, as it is in stores of

the villages and country
towns that the knowledge of habits and fads
is most apt to pave the way for the inter-
view. When the salesman finds himself
face to face with the prospect his personal
bearing should be that of quiet, firm, re-
spectful dignity. His knowledge of the
value of his goods and the fair dealing of
his house should remove any feeling of em-
barrassment or the impression that he is
about to ask a favor of the merchant. The
high grade of his goods should make it seem
like granting a favor to the chosen retailer,
and this feeling if really possessed, should
furnish all needful mental stimulus for the
interview.

It is always necessary to have prepared

Sizing Up
the Situation
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the plan of the sales talks which are to be

given. These need not be written out, yet

many a young salesman will find it a de-

cided advantage to make an outline or brief

of the points he wishes to make. This list

should be gone over with care before mak-

ing a call and elaborated mentally as may

seem necessary. As many successive calls

are made new points will be suggested and

should be added to the list. Not all of these

points should be made in one talk to any

one merchant. From the knowledge se-

cured regarding the merchant the salesman

should decide which arguments will appeal

most strongly to the prospect in hand.
The salesman is always on

Consummating the lookout for an oppor-
a Sale tunity or incident through

which he may get at once to

the point and close a sale. When such a

case presents itself he should know that the

usual talk may be dispensed with. When a

merchant expresses himself as ready to buy,

may even name the amount of goods

wanted, the successful salesman ceases to

make arguments and devotes himself wholly

to taking the order and arranging the terms

of payment. The less said now the better.

When the order is booked and terms ar-

ranged, what may seem an awkward pause

sometimes occurs. If the merchant be a

busy city man the salesman can make no

better impression than by bowing himself

out at once with a polite remark about not

taking up more of the merchant's time.

If the store be in a small country town

the proprietor often wishes and expects to

talk a few minutes with the salesman even

after the order has been given. He often

looks forward to this call as an opportunity

to get information on his line of goods in

the city and in other small towns. Some-

times he has a few questions to ask regard-

ing some point in the firm's letters or ship-

ping directions, or he may ask after some

friend in the same business in another town.

If the merchant is buying of the house for

the first time he may wish to get acquainted

with it through its representative and learn

something concerning its methods of doing

business.
If it is a first call the sales-

Avoid man may linger a few
Protracted minutes if he sees that such
visits a course is desired and

should endeavor to answer

promptly all questions concerning his

house. But his stay should never be too

protracted. He had better depart while the

merchant is still evincing a desire to talk

than to run the risk of overstaying his wel-

come. After a few calls the leaving period

may well be devoted to inquiries after fads,

games, or pastimes which interest the mer-

chant during his hours of rest and recrea-

tion. Such inquiries, while having no direct

bearing on selling goods, always create a

feeling of friendliness between the mer-

chant and the salesman which reacts in a

business direction, making it easier to se-

cure orders.
Sometimes these inquiries made in the

beginning pave the way to the order, but

they must be handled with extreme care

until the salesman and merchant have be-

come somewhat acquainted.
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What Will You Say When the
Christmas Crowd Comes?

Will you say :—" No, we haven't got the Hull ?

Will you try to sell them the style that has passed—the old-fashioned um-

brella—and see them walk out to some other store ?

They are coming, just as sure as the months roll around,
these Hull holiday buyers—tens of thousands of them
in every city, town, village and hamlet in the United
States.

They are coming, because the Hull Umbrella, with its
detachable and interchangeable handle, has secured a
grip upon public favor, in the past year, that cannot
be broken.

We said a year ago that there would be more than a
million new Hull owners in o and the figure has
been more than made good.

If your own little circle df friends does not contain
Hull owners, it is an exception.

As a merchant, your first duty to yourself is to find out
what the people want, and then give it to them.

The people want Hull umbrellas. They want them because of the detachable and inter-

changeable handle and because they are learning that the Hull umbrella is an umbrella

they can depend upon, no matter what price they pay.

Do not let the "Hull" Buyers in
your community get away

Give them the Hull they want—the umbrella that will be advertised in the Saluniay Evening

Post starting in September and continuing through the Holiday season.

So if yours is not already a Hull store, for your own sake and the sake of your trade, make
it one for the holidays.

Hull Brothers
TOLEDO

Umbrella Co.
OHIO

September, 1910 T H E

A Defence of Luxury:
The Jeweler's Justification

By JOHN TWEEZER

A little *bile ago, at a wedding of

the children of two multi-millionaires, the

floral decorations alone cost over ten thou-

sand dollars and the value of the wedding

gifts was estimated at a million. The occa-

sion warmed into life the socialist fanatic,

the pietistic philosopher and the red-

mouthed Anarchist, and there were loud

protests from these against the "wicked-

ness" of the luxury in evidence at the

wedding.
I find myself in a lonesome minority in

attempting a defence of luxury, but as the

jeweler is "the chiefest of sinners" in culti-

vating the public taste in this direction, I

am moved to this effort by a sense of loyalty

and duty, no less than from a conviction

that luxury is abundantly justified on both

economic and ethical grounds.

What Is Luxury?

A definition of an abstract property

depends largely upon the prejudices in the

mind of the one who defines the property.

What is grace? It depends upon whether

you partake of the Protestant or the Roman

Catholic communion. What is beauty? It

depends upon whether the viewpoint is

New York or New Zealand. So with the

question, What is luxury ? A prominent

Socialist says it is "the consumption of

what has cost great labor to produce for the

satisfaction of spurious needs." The pith

of this definition is in the word "spurious."

But surely luxury is something more than

this, and something different. Let us try

to get at the marrow of the problem by

contrasting the four terms, necessities, con-

veniences, comforts and luxuries, as differ-

entiated by that excellent authority, Pro-

fessor Baldwin:
"A necessity is something indispensable

to physical health ; a convenience is some-

thing that relieves from slight pain or

annoyance, not especially detrimental to

health ; a comfort is something that affords

positive pleasure, but is a common and inex-

pensive means of enjoyment ; a luxury is

also something that affords positive

pleasure, but is an unusual and expensive

means of enjoyment."
Thus, food of some soft is a necessity;

a fork with which to eat it is a

convenience ; a napkin, and a servant to

bring things to your plate, are comforts;

silverware, flowers on the table and a livery

on the waiter are luxuries.

The Shifting Standards

The philosophers who argue against

luxury must be embarrassed by the fact that

the standards of life aie constantly chang-

ing. What is luxury to me may be merely

comfort to you and a positive necessity to

another ; what is luxury to me to-day may
be a necessity ten years from now. Shoes

were once a luxury of the few ; now they

are the necessity of the many. Queen Eliza-

beth was scoffed at when she introduced the
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use of a fork to conduct her food to her

mouth, instead of plunging her fingers in

the plate. One hundred years ago it was

a luxury to ride in a stage-coach ; now all

but the pauper fares forth in an express

train. The convenience of the mail has

evolved into the necessity of the telegraph;

no one now considers the telephone as a

luxury. The notion of luxury is purely

relative ; the space between necessities and

luxuries is constantly narrowing. The pass-

ing of luxuries into the class of comforts,

thence into the class of conveniences, thence

into the class of necessities, is the witness

of the advance of material civilization.

The Economic Argument

We may dismiss at once as a fallacy the

contention that luxury diminishes the pro-

ductive activity of the individual. If luxury

makes some men lazy, the desire for it

makes most men work. But we must con-

cede as undeniably true the first half of the

theorem that luxury prevents the accumu-

lation of capital, and so retards the progress

of the human society. I maintain that the

prevention of such accumulation is an

actual benefit to society. Let us look into

it ; divest yourself of your prejudices and

consider the proposition solely on its merits.

The old dogma is, or was, "Spend as

little and save as much as you can ; if the

money squandered on luxuries were spent in

productive enterprises, labor would be em-

ployed and the productive capital increased;

the millionaire who spends a hundred thou-

sand a year on entertainments might have

built a boiler factory with the money, and

thus added to the world's stock of useful

things ; accumulated capital measures the

prosperity of a people."
But does it? Saving is all very well for

the individual, but the community suffers

thereby. If every man spent the least

possible, and put his utmost savings into

productive enterprise, the whole industrial

machinery would soon come to a standstill;

the demand for his products would fall off,

over-production would face under-con-

sumption and the bats would build their

nests in the smoke-stacks, until an increase

in the individual expenditure restored the

equilibrium between supply and demand.

So that luxury can be defended on the very

ground on which it is condemned by the

doctrinaires, namely, that it prevents the

accumulation of capital.

The Ethical Argument

It is the ethical side of the question

which most excites the eloquence of the So-

cialist. Divested of its emotional extrava-

gances, his argument is this : First, luxury

is injurious to the individual, because it leads

to enervating self-indulgence ; second, luxury

wrongs society, because it wastes money

that should go into the various forms of

charity.
Answering the first proposition, I fully

concede that a very small number of persons

are injured through the misuse of luxury,

through which abnormal pleasures are in-

vented, divorces made plentiful, vicious

habits evolved and the whole moral plane

lowered: • But agliilst these few are the

great body who make the right use of

luxury, which thus refines the individual,

enriches his life and heightens his moral

efficiency.

The strength of argument lies in the

second proposition. The contenders say

that the money paid for a jewel would keep

a family out of the poorhouse; the price of

a case of champagne would supply an under-

fed family in flour for a year ; and so on.
Luxury thus robs the poor by diverting

from charity the money which is "squan-

dered" on useless superfluities. Behind this

argument is the cry that "the poor are

getting poorer because the rich are getting

richer"—the false and mischievous doctrine

which has nerved the arm of the bomb-

thrower and given to Anarchy the support

of the fanatic. And standing out from

the background of this belief is the argu-

ment that inasmuch as the rich man ob-

tained his wealth at the cost of the poor

man, he owes reparation for the injury in

the form of charity, in order that the eternal

fitness of things be established.

I have not space on this page to demon-

strate the utter absurdity of this notion;

but this much is plain, without argument:

The total wealth of society is not a fixed

quantity, of which some one gets less than

his share if another gets more. And while

the rich man is morally bound to use his

wealth in a way that shall promote, and not

retard, . social progress, the possession of

wealth involves no moral wrong to the poor

which must tardily be made good by liberal

almsgiving. There is no moral require-

ment of "restitution" to be made by the rich

to the poor. He may buy luxuries and none

shall say him nay. If he spends wisely

on luxuries he does better for the com-

munity than if he gave foolishly and in-

discriminately to charities ; for the expendi-

ture creates employment, while the charity

may encourage pauperism. Foolish ex-

travagance is less of an evil than reckless

almsgiving.

The Final Justification of Luxury

Society is differentiated into classes.

One class advances, developing new wants,

to satisfy which new things are invented.

This new want is at first a luxury; but in

the progress of time a later generation

absorbs this luxury into the common

heritage as a necessity. Another, a lower

class, is spurred by the example of the

higher class into appreciation and enjoy-

ment of the same luxuries, which again, in

succeeding generations, are transformed

into needs. The whole human society thus

advances, class by class, step by step, to a

higher plane of civilization—the gains first

enjoyed by the most cultured eventually

becoming the common property of all.

Thus luxury is the main factor in the

onward movement of the race. It deepens

and enriches the content of life. The desire

for it furnishes a chief motive to social

advancement. Without it, existence would

become a stagnant monotony. It stands for

much of the beauty, grace and variety

which make life worth living.
J. T.
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TOY UMBRELLAS
A
Great
Novelty

To Advertise
Your
Umbrella
Department

What Every Jeweler Needs
E.To catch the window shopper, to get the children to bring in their parents---

for these and a score more reasons you should have a stock of Toy Umbrellas.
We suggest that you offer to give one Toy Umbrella, free, with every sale of a

K C& H Umbrella amounting to $6.00 or over. This is a good stimulant to

lagging umbrella trade.

41 Try it. Order to-day. Don't wait, as last year on similar styles we were

not able to fill late orders. Our stock is ample now and we can fill all orders

by return express.

:L These Toy Umbrellas are in every respect like a " full-grown " umbrella---
steel frame, strong hardwood rod, fine sateen cover, nickel ferrule, assorted

handles and colors. Size, 12 inches from tip to tip. Write for sample dozen

and price.

THE K & H DETACHABLE HANDLE
is the only device of its kind that is absolutely secure.

K & H Umbrellas come with or without it.

cIf you have not yet seen our
FALL AND HOLIDAY LINE,

write us so we can have our man call. Or we will send samples if you prefer.

Many new styles that will interest you. Don't miss them.

KREIS & HUBBARD
FRANKLIN and JACKSON STS.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
 Manufacturers of THE JEWELER'S LINE 

NEW YORK SALESROOM: 1908 SILVERSMITHS BUILDING 15 MAIDEN LANE

SEATTLE SALESROOM: 456 NEW YORK BLOCK

September, 1910 T H E

Interesting Forenoon Diary of a
British Jeweler

We know that there are in the jewelry

fraternity of the United States a few pessimistic

members who are always prepared to asseverate

that the jewelry business has gone to what Mr.

Mantalini, in "Nicholas Nickleby" was wont to

call the "demnition bow wows." These, at least,

and doubtless many of the more prosperous ones,

will sympathize with their British brother who

-favored The Goldsmith's Review with the follow-

ing itemized statement of the happenings in his

store in the brief space of a single forenoon:

SCENE : A jeweler's store in Worthing.

8.30-We open business. Not a soul to be

seen in the street.
9.30-Lady comes in to buy a key for her

watch and asks if we can recommend an honest

lawyer to undertake some business for her
9.35-We are unable to give her the informa-

tion required.
9.40-Schoolboy enters to purchase a silver

brooch, selects one, but before paying for it

desires to know if the brooch is real silver and

requests us to point out to him the Town Hall

mark, which he informs us with a great air of

authority should be a lion.

9.50-Telephone rings violently, but it is only

the girl from the exchange, who says: "Give me

a ring, please." You ask if she would prefer a

diamond or sapphire ring, but your little pleas-

antry is met with a frigid silence.
9.55-Two small boys enter to ask if you

have any empty boxes to give away.
tom-Big girl with a big box collecting for

Salvation Army.
10.05-Three schoolgirls to sell tickets for

some, concert in aid of the Worthing Hospital.

We purchase two tickets and the three girls re-

tire holding each other's hands and giggling.
10.20-Business at last! Five ladies, two girls

and a baby in mail cart troop in together. They

,desire to purchase a 6d. charm for the baby and

seem very disappointed we have no gold ones at

-that price.
10.30-Another customer-wants a cheap

'brooch, it is only for her servant, who is a very

:good girl. A brooch is chosen with four large

green stones, price Is. In reply to her inquiry,

you inform her that the stones are imitation. Oh

no! she never gives imitation things to anyone,

she likes everything real of its kind. You show

her another brooch, which you can assure her is

real tinted glass, and the lady selects that one

instead.
10.45-A lady comes in very hot and excited

to inquire if we have seen anything of a little

brown dog with a bushy tail, and if we see it will

we keep it for her? Rushes out again.
Io.50-A member of the local police force

brings in a list of various goods, lost, stolen or

strayed, which we duly read.

10.51-We hand list back again.

10.52-Telephone rings again, but it is only

someone testing the line.

ILoo-Lady and child. Will we straighten

the little girl's specs as she has just sat on them

by accident? Yoti spend ten minutes in doing so

and the lady thanks you and says : "I suppose

you will not charge me anything for that, I always

send all my friends to you." Your own remarks

are drowned by a motor 'bus which is passing

at the time and the lady escapes your sarcasm.

Imo-Lady-visitor evidently-brings watch

in and informs you that it is a very good watch;

it belonged to her mother and has never been in

a watchmaker's hands for over twenty years.

She dropped it last night and expects she shook

something in it, perhaps we can just touch some-

thing and put it right whilst she waits, as she

sees by our advertisement that we thoroughly

understand watches.
11.20-Small girl comes in, she has just come

in from Goring, a village about three miles off,

I forgotten to bring a silver brooch with her 
re-
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quiring a pin; could we send for it-any time to-
day will do.

11.40-Two ladies to see some things suitable
for a wedding present, you empty half the show
cases, they smile sweetly and thank you for the
trouble you have taken (sometimes they don't)
and inform you that they are only "pricing" the

things for a friend and have one or two other
places to call at before deciding.

11.50-A female with a watch; will we value
it for her? No, she does not want another like

it and she does not want to sell it, but will we
please value it; it was given to her last night as

a present and she wants to know how much it is
worth.

11.51-A curate enters to inquire if we have

any Id. buttonhooks. Could we order one for

him? We regret we are unable to do so and he

departs with quite a sad expression on his face.
11.52-Another customer-an elderly spinster

-wants a gentleman's prize for a whist drive;

does not want any match boxes, ash trays or any
nonsense of that sort. She purchases a small

cruet.
11.54-One lady, one watch, one small boy,

one boat arrive. Will we put a hand and glass

to watch whilst she waits? Will we give her a

piece of string for her little boy's boat? We do
so, but the string is not long enough so we cut

off another piece several yards in length. Will

we bore a hole in the boat and tie the string on?

We do so, but receive no thanks and the small

boy in his delight runs out, trips over the string

and upsets himself and a stand of walking sticks

as well. Lady examines the small boy for

damages, we examine the sticks for ditto. Small

boy unhurt, sticks badly hurt. We make it a

strict rule of business in future to bore no more

small boy's small boats or to supply them with

string on the premises.
11.57-Small girl with a wooden hoop, who

hands us a folded note. We undo same and read,

"Plese give barer pennorth precipitate powder

and a small tooth comb." We refold the note and

direct her to the chemist next door.
II.58-Lady, aged about 52, walks in, asks the

price of a few articles and notices that her shoe

lace has come unfastened. She says she is too

stout to do it up herself, will one of us do it up

for her. From what we can see she appears to be

telling the truth, so the junior salesman is pressed

into service! Whilst he is busy she informs us

that a rolled gold brooch, price 3s. 6d. which she

bought from us a year ago has begun to tarnish

and she will bring it in another day to show us,

as we ought to replace it free of charge.
12.00-An elderly gentleman hobbles in and

sinks into a chair, glares round the emporium

and demands to know the time. He then pro-

duces his watch and orders you to set it to time.

He next wants to know when there will be a

'bus at the Town Hall for Tarring. You tell

him that one is just due, he grunts, clears his

throat and departs.
12.10-Small boy with a message: "A lady

wants to see you in a bath chair outside." You

interview the lady outside and she requests you

to give her two Gregory powders. You regret

you do not keep them in stock and refer her to

the chemist next door.
12.15-Flower woman comes in to ask if we

can give her change for 6d.
12.20-A young man looks in to ask if we

can tell him the next train to London, has he

time to get lunch, and which is the .best restaur-

ant and how long does it take to get to the

station?
12.25-Two Sisters of Mercy call on you for

a subscription. They are very quiet and demure

and depart with 25. of your profits.
12.27-Representative from some directory

seeking for an advert. It takes ten minutes to

get rid of him.
12.37-A dog fight outside, old lady comes in

and shuts your door for safety. She 'opes you

don't mind her coming in, but she 'ates to see

dogs fighting, as it makes her feel "h'ill" "h'all"

"h'over."
12.42-A gentleman with a large sack over

his shoulder enters and tries his best to sell you

a nice sponge or leather to clean windows with.

12.45-Another customer. Can we give her

change for Is.? Six coppers and the rest in
silver will do. She wants to catch the next 'bus
and does not like to give the conductor large
silver as they so often make mistakes.

12.55-You notice a traveler outside and
make an early escape to lunch.

And still we manage to pay rates and taxes!
H. R. GoocH.

Red Tape in the British Army

An extract from a British paper has been
sent us, describing a recent occurrence at Alder-
shot in connection with a clock which happened
to stop. We publish this without comment. "A
guardroom clock at Aldershot had stopped and
a requisition for its repair was sent to the barrack
master, who passed it to the ordnance store-
keeper, from whom it went, first to the Quarter-
master General and then to the General com-
manding, who forwarded it to the Horse Guards,
whence it was relegated to the War Office, where,
after a week or two, the required repairs were
authorized. But, before this decision was con-
veyed to the camp a question arose as to under
what vote the expense-estimated at 175. 6d.-
was to be charged, each department positively
declining to be responsible for the item. Finally,
it was decided to refer the matter to the Treas-
ury, as involving a constitutional principle, and
after three months it was settled that the barrack
department should bear the expense. The cor-
respondence was then transferred back to Alder-
shot and after a few weeks a requisition for
transport was addressed to the commanding of-
ficer of the military train, who sent a four-horse
wagon, under the charge of a sergeant and eight
men, to fetch the clock, which, howev.er, had been
removed soon after the original requisition had
been sent in. The correspondence had lasted
eight months and what, with postage, stationery,
etc., it was calculated that enough had been ex-
pended to purchase three similar clocks."

The Young Man and the City Job

There are, in the United States, probably
something like one million young men whose eyes
are directed more or less longingly toward that
golden, glittering business orelei, the New York
job, says a writer in Harper's Weekly. New
York, with its fascinating dash and rush and
buildings towering into the skies! A New York
job with its big pay and untold chances for rapid
advancement, and more, much more, consequent
pay and glory I What an alluring combination
to the young fellow still in college; or to the
young fellow dissatisfied with life on the farm;
or to the young fellow discontented with the
slow-moving business opportunities of his home
town. What a pretty, enticing picture! But let
us look on the other side.

Clerking will bring the young man anywhere
from seven to ten dollars a week at the start.
Eight dollars would be a very fair average esti-
mate. And, in chronicling these figures, the
clerkships in the average shop are chosen as
standards for judging. If the young man gets
a job in the wholesale houses downtown-an office
job-he will be started out at about eight dollars
a week, although obviously, if he commands a
knowledge of bookkeeping or stenography, his
pay will start at a figure nearer twelve dollars.

Wall Street, with its lofty sound, is another
lure. If the young man-a stranger-gets a job
in Wall Street he will start in at about six
dollars a week, although the figure may be listed
at eight dollars in some instances. And the sub-
sequent "raises" will take considerable time to
reach the fifteen, to say nothing of the twenty,
dollar mark. There is a lot of money in Wall
Street, undoubtedly, but it isn't in the young
man's first job.

If one of these young men gets a job on the
office staff of an insurance company he will start
in at a salary of about eight dollars a week, this
figure, too, being a fair initial criterion of the
remuneration he will receive from similar jobs
with other big companies. A job with an engin-
eering firm pays not more than from six to ten
dollars a week at the start; a job in a lawyer's

office not more than ten dollars a week.
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The Clockmaker's Vision

TI-JJ

A very pretty story with a beautiful moral

is the following tale of Anton, the clockmaker

of Flanders, by Walter A. Dyer in The Crafts-

man:

Once upon a time there lived a near-sighted
and obscure clockmaker in an ancient town in
Flanders. It was in fourteen hundred and some-
thing, at about the time when new continents
were being discovered, and old continents were
being ransacked for whatever might serve to
enrich the life of Europe. We call it the period
of the Renaissance, and this is the story of the
renaissance of Anton, the Flemish clockmaker.

Anton was apprentice to an old craftsman
who made clocks to help very rich people to
know the time of day. No one but the rich could
afford to buy clocks in those days, so the old
clockmaker needed but one assistant. They were
crude clocks with but one hand, but they served
the purpose. Anton, however, had a soul in his
body and he became very tired of bending etern-
ally over his work bench, making one-handed
clocks for people he didn't know. His was a
restless sort of soul, but a starved one, and it
didn't know how to show Anton the way to
better things.

So Anton decided to find out for himself.
As he went about the streets of a Sunday he
heard of the good gray monks that lived beyond
the hill. He was told that they were wise and
kind and that they made sure their entrance into
Heaven by many prayers and much fasting. They
were so good that they had time enough left
from their prayers to engage in scholarly pur-
suits. In short, they lived an ideal kind of
existence and one that Anton thought would
satisfy the cravings of his soul.

So one day Anton left the old clockmaker
and journeyed over the hill to the monastery of
the good gray monks. They took him in as a
lay brother and set him to weeding the garden;
but soon they learned that he was skilled with
tools and they gave him the task of building the
new altar in the chapel.

When the altar was nearly finished the abbot
of the monastery came to Anton and said : "My
son, I perceive that thou hast much cunning.
Canst thou carve a legend for the front of the
altar ?"

"I can, Father," said Anton.
So the abbot sought for a legend that would

fit the space on the front of the altar, and after
much searching he brought to Anton this:

"Where there is no Vision, the people perish."
Anton accordingly selected a piece of hard,

close-grained oak and began to carve the legend.
Now Anton possessed enough of the craftsman's
soul to make him strive to carve the legend well
and he spent many days and took infinite pains.
And as he worked he said the words over and
over to himself:

"Where there is no Vision, the people perish."
He found himself wondering what these

words meant, and as he carved his perplexity
grew upon him. At last he could contain him-
self no longer and he went to the abbot.

"Holy Father," said he, "I am much troubled
to know the meaning of the words thou hast
given me to carve."

Now the abbot had selected the legend with-
out great thought. It sounded well and it was
the right length. So he made answer lightly.
• "Those, my son, are the words of a Wise
Man of old. They refer to that divine guidance
which saves men's souls and which comes only
through prayer and fasting."

But Anton had prayed and fasted and no
Vision had come to him. He asked his brother
monks to explain the words to him, but they
could not satisfy him and Anton nearly went mad
in the endeavor to understand.

When the carving was complete and the
altar finished Anton found no more work that
interested him. He looked about him and saw
the monks feasting and fasting, praying and
working, but he could not discover to what pur-
pose.

"If it be true that without a Vision the
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people perish," he said to himself, "shall we not
all perish? Not even the good gray monks have
a Vision. They know not what a Vision is."

So gradually he became dissatisfied with the
monotonous life of the good gray monks and
their tiresome prayers and fastings to save their
souls, until at last he could stand it no longer
and, never having taken the vows, he left the
monastery.

It was then that he bethought himself of the
old clockmaker for whom he had worked in town.
He remembered how wise he was and he sought
the familiar shop. The old clockmaker was glad
of the return of so good a workman and re-
ceived him joyfully. Then Anton told his story
—how he had longed for something to satisfy
his soul, how he had failed to find it, even among
the good gray monks, and how the words of the
legend had perplexed him.

Then spake the wise old clockmaker.
"A Vision," quoth he, "is something good

and lofty and desirable, which the soul may see,
and having not, may reach forth to obtain. With-
out a Vision the body may live, but the soul is
starved. It is death in life. Men may eat, and
drink, and sleep, and laugh, and work, and
quarrel, and beget children, and die, but all to no
purpose. They might as well die in the first
place, and so the Wise man saith, 'Without a
Vision, the people. perish.'"

"And what may I do to get a Vision, that I
may live?" asked Anton.

"He that seeketh, findeth," replied the clock-
maker.

"Where shall I seek?" asked Anton.
"At thine own workbench," was the answer.

"Thou hast been to the monastery of the good
gray monks and found no Vision there. Thou
may'st travel the world over and no Vision will
reward thy search. Look within thy heart, An-
ton, even into its hidden corner. Whatsoever
thou findest that is good and worthy, examine
it. Thus wilt thou find thy Vision. Do thy daily
work, Anton, and let thy Vision find thee work-
ing. Then shalt thou be ready to receive it, and
the meaning of thy life and work will be made
clear to thee."

Anton marveled at the words of the wise old
man and pondered them in his heart as he went
back to work at his bench. And every day he
talked with the old clockmaker and strove to
learn, until at last the light broke in upon him
and he understood. For the meaning of the
legend appears only through much thought and
sel f -examination.

A day came when the old clockmaker arose
no more from his bed and Anton took his place
as master of the shop. •

"Now," he said, "I will see if I can find a
way to work with a Vision, for I know it is bet-
ter than to work without one."

Every Sunday he went through the market
place and talked with his fellow townsmen. He
found that there were many things good and
lofty and desirable that were lacking in their
lives, but he could discover no way to supply
them. His soul was reaching forth, but it had
not yet laid hold on a Vision.

One day in his shop, however, a Vision came
to him. It was a little Vision, to be sure, but it
was a beginning.

"I cannot give bread to all the poor, or bring
happiness to the miserable," he said. "I know
only how to make clocks. So I will make a clock
for the people, that they may have what only
the rich may buy."

So he set to work and built a huge clock,
with two hands, like one he had seen that came
from the South. Its face was two cubits across
and it was fashioned to run in all weathers. Be-
neath the face he carved and painted a legend:

"Where there is no Vision, the people perish."
In twelve months the clock was done and

he received permission to place it on the tower
in the market place, where all men might see it,
and read the time of day. Many came and saw
and learned to tell the time from the figures on
the dial, and the clock became famous throughout
Flanders.

But there were many in the countryside who
seldom came to the town, and so never were
benefitted by the clock, and it occurred to Anton
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one day that the reason for this was that the
roads were so poor. He was now a man of sub-
stance and influence in the town, so he went to
the burgomaster and told him that he would like
to build better roads for the country people to
use in coming to town. It took him a long time
to make a fat burgomaster see this Vision, but
at last he succeeded and the upshot of the matter
was that in a few years there were fine, smooth
roads running in all directions.

Anton's fame spread throughout Flanders,
and to make a long story short, the King at last
sent for him and made him a counselor at the
royal palace. This gave him a chance to broaden
his Vision. He saw a greater and happier
Flanders, with the people prosperous in trade and
industry and art, and when he died, full of years
and honor, he left Flanders a better place be-
cause of his Vision. Anton the clockmaker was
one who did not live in vain.

Making Good
Nothing is so much on the mind of the

average business man as the question as to
whether he is "making good." From the man
highest up down to the man at the foot of the
ladder it is the same old grind. Keep plugging,
or fall behind, is the universal law.

Moreover, no matter what a man's business,
and no matter how much or how little money
he is making, each man believes he has the tough-
est job on earth, and he wishes he only had Bill
Tones's job—then how happy he would be.

But he wouldn't. He would be wishing he
had Sam Brown's job then.

If you are dissatisfied, resign, quit, vamoose !
Go get another job. But first go off by yourself
and think things over. Are you doing your best
where you are? Can't you do more than you
are doing? Have you done everything you ought
to have done? If not, take a fresh grip on your-
self and get busy. Stick to what you know.

One of the arts of making good consists
in squeezing all of the juice out of a lemon you've
got.

1.1 fact, another of the arts of making good
consists not only in being satisfied with what
you've got, but also in being dissatisfied with
the way you're taking advantage of your oppor-
tunities. Do more than you are paid to do. Fit
yourself for bigger things.—The Hub.

Only Good Advertising Pays

Is it really to be wondered at that so many
r tailers are disappointed with the results they
secure from their advertisements? We don't
think so, because we realize that a large per-
centage of such advertisements aren't really of
the character that create any amount of business.
Advertising pays—no doubt at all about that, but
it must be good advertising, the kind that pos-

sesses pulling power, that grips the housewife's
attention, holds it long enough to set her to
thinking and then persuades her to buy the goods
described. Advertising can be made mighty per-

suasive, mighty convincing, and every jeweler
ought to do that kind of advertising—ought, at
least, to give thought to the preparation of the
copy in the effort to make it that kind of adver-
tising, for if more real pains were taken to pro-
duce strong, powerful store ads there wouldn't
be nearly so much complaint heard from disap-
pointed retailers who failed to realize the returns
which they had exnected to receive from their ads.

The Smallest Engine

The smallest engine in the world, says the

Sibley Journal, is named "Tiny Tim." The cyl-
inder is of steel, with a bore of 0.03 inch and a
stroke of 1/32 inch. It makes 6,000 revolutions
per minute, developing 5/489,000 of one horse-
power. At "fu:1 load" at this speed, the eye can

detect no motion of the parts, but it produces a
hum like that of a mosquito. Seventeen parts
complete the engine, the "net weight" of which is
four grains. One hundred such engines would
weigh one ounce. The bed plate is of gold, with
inserted, hardened and ground, self-oiling bear-
ings.
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THE HOWARD WATCH

ON the opposite page is
reproduced the HOWARD

Announcement that appears in
the September magazines.

This announcement means exactly what it says:

There will never be another HOWARD Watch

made in the single roller hunting case grade.

We have allotted the last of these $3 7.5 0

HOWARDS to the various HOWARD jobbers, and

they are now out of our hands.

How many of these watches are still available

in your jobbers' stocks we cannot say. All reports

indicate that HOWARD dealers everywhere are

absorbing them even more rapidly than they did

the S3 5.00 open face HOWARDS last Spring.

We suggest that you order at once as many

of these S37.50 HOWARD Watches as you need to

take care of your requirements.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
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THE HOWARD WATCH

this

HERE will be no more Howards as
low as $37.50, except the limited
number now in the dealers' hands.
The increasing demand for our better

watches compels us to stop making
grade and concentrate on the finer

movements.
On February 1st, of this year, we had to discontinue the $35.00 Howard

as we announced at that time, and on June 15th we made the last of the

$37.50 quality. These are both excellent watches.

The $35.00 watch sold out so fast that many people were dis-

appointed. They didn't see the jeweler soon enough. It will be the same

with the $37.50 if those who desire them do not act quickly.

See your jeweler at once, there will never
be another Howard made at $37.50

This watch is 17-jewel single roller escapement, tested in its case

at the factory—adjusted to three positions, temperature and isochronism —

in hunting case only.
We wish it clearly understood that this is not a raise in price of

Howard watches. It means that we have to increase our production of the

finer watches and we can't do that by hurrying the work. In 65 years of

watch making history a Howard has never been slighted.

Every year there are more men who want to own a Howard— never

quite enough to go around.

The price of each watch is fixed at the factory and a printed ticket

attached.
Not every jeweler can sell you a Howard watch. No jeweler can

charge you more than the printed ticket calls for and the Howard is always

worth that price.
Talk to the Howard jeweler in your town—he is a good man to know.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for Septemb
er. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30.000.000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can tifford to buy
 a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at y
our store



EWELERS who have never carried
the Excelsior Watch are apt to judge

it by their experience with the trouble-
breeding imitation timepieces that no
jeweler ever sells if he can avoid it.

But the Excelsior is a real watch. It is made by
an organization trained in producing this one move-
ment.

It is cased at the factory and timed in its own case.
You have no tinkering to do. No casing. No
adjusting. Every Excelsior is made to run right
before leaving the factory.

You are assured your rightful profit on every sale. Excelsior
prices are uniform everywhere—plainly printed on the ticket
attached to every Excelsior Watch at the factory.

Display a representative line of Excel-
siors. Advertise them. Count the
new faces they bring into the store—
every one a possible customer for
other articles.
The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels, quick train
and cut expansion balance with Breguet
hairspring. Stem-wind and pendant-set

(except 18-size hunting, lever-set).
Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes—open face
and hunting. Plain polished, engine-turned and
fancy engraved cases in three grades—Gold

filled, zo year ; Gold filled, io year ; and Silver-
ode. Retail prices, $4.50 to $1 Loo.

of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,



Mantel Clocks
The Herschede Hall Clock Co.'s
Cases are recognized as the
standard of perfection in clock
case construction.

ArT To meet the increasing

-..demands of the trade for

an extensive line of mahog-

any cabinet mantel clocks of

the same high quality as

maintained in our Hall

Clocks, we desire to call

special attention to our new

Fall line comprising the most

complete and finest selection

ever offered on the American

market. Cases fitted with

the very highest grade move-

ments, eight day hour and

half hour strike, pendulum

or lever.

The Herschede Hall Clock Co.'s
Movements are the highest grade
on the American market and em-
body important improvements
(Patented) not to be had in other
movements.

Hall Clocks

--- 
Our new Fall line con-

tains many new patterns

in Colonial, Elizabethan,

and other periods, and added

to our well-known line of

staple designs, continues to

place Herschede Hall Clocks

as the foremost line in the

country.

(

Immediate delivery our
specialty.

Q. New complete Hall and

Mantel Clock Catalog on

request.

Office, Showrooms and Factory:

1007 to 1015 PLUM STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.
  A. I. HALL & SON, SAN FRANCISCO, Pacific Coast Agents  
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

AVONDALE

List, $5.30 
io inches wideI2V2 inches high

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong.

BELFAST
12% inches high io inches

List, $5.20

DALTON
wide 12,/2 inches high ro inches wide

List, $5.00

Iveroid Dial. Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high WA inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00

CONCORD
1344 inches hign 83i inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-Day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Clip Bell.

List, $15.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO

BRADFORD
14% inches high 9V2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

Main Office
., and Factories, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane



The Jewelers' Alarm.

BIG BEN is the first and only alarm
sold exclusively to jewelers. He

is without exception the finest sleep-
meter made—the best looking, the
best built, the best running.

Big Ben is a beautiful, thin model
alarm clock, standing 7 inches tall and
mounted in a reinforced triple plated
case. He is fitted with big strong easy
winding keys, clean cut heavy hands
and a large open winsome dial, dis-
tinctly visible across the largest room.

Big Ben rings just when you want

and either way you want, intermit-
tently for fifteen minutes, continuously
for eight, and he rings with a jolly
full-tone ring that will arouse the drow-
siest sleeper.

Big Ben is rigidly inspected, six
days factory timed and tested. He
works only for jewelers and then only
for certain jewelers—those that agree
to sell him for at least $2.50.
We pay his railroad fare on all

orders for a dozen or more, we brand
him with your name in lots of 24.

Height, 7 inches. Dial, 434 inches. Intermittent or Long Alarm.
Dealers' names printed free on dials in lots of 24. Freight allowed on orders for one dozen or more.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

Lessons in Horology
By JULES GROSSISANN,_ Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro.
Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Continued from the August Keystone]

Let us divide the angle of io°, traversed by the wheel,
into a certain number of equal parts—four for example (Plate
to)—and through each of these division points, which we will
designate by the figures o, 1, 2, 3, 4, describe arcs of circles
from the center 0' of the anchor. Divide in the same way the
angle of 9°, traversed by the anchor, into four equal parts;
in this manner each of these parts would be equal to
9/4

0
 = 24°.
Let us agree to represent the entrance pallet with the point

of the tooth pressed against the point of rest. Lay off the angle
of rest I°, join 0' to i by a line and lay off the angle r 0' I'
of t° + 2.4 ° = 3;4° ; join, likewise, 0' to 2 and lay off the
angle 2 0' 2' of I° + 2 X 2Y4° = 51/2°, then the angle 3 0' 3'
of i° ± 3 X 21/4°

the a=h 7tig0le 
i + 4 x

, 
andofinally

2!!4° = 100.

Connect by a con-
tinuous curve, which
will be the projection
of the impulse surface
of the anchor's
entrance pallet, the
points , 2', 3', 4', ob-
tained by the inter-
section of the sides of
these angles by the
arcs drawn from the
division points I, 2, 3,
4. This curve ends
at the point o', the
intersection of the
plane of rest with
the side 0' o' of the
angle of rest. The
curve of the exit pal-

obtaaninneer, a dins 
isSTijIjiar 

m s

shown in the figure.
Tkis last form would
be just as easily ob-
tained by causing the
primitive circumfer-
etice of the anchor
to roll on that of the
wheel. The point o'
Would then have de-
stribed the curve o

4', which is,
therefore, the arc of an epicycloid. One could obtain in a simi-
lar manner the curve of the entrance pallet, but for the size of the
primitive circumferences, the dimensions of this construction
would exceed those of an ordinary sheet of paper, which would
be inconvenient.

454. To obtain the radii of these primitive circumferences,
knowing the radius R of the wheel, we must first calculate the
distance, D, between the centers. One has (439)

D —
cos. 300'

If R = 150 mm. one will have

I5C1
D = 173.2 nim.cos. 30

The formulas (193) will
senting the angles traversed
for the exit pallet,

give,
by the

173.2

173.2

173.2

173 2

finally ( a and al repre-
wheel and by the anchor),

9 82.04 MM.r ==D
a ± =

ciD

—
10 9

20

—a al

and for the entrance pallet

r = D - ==
-- a

D

91.16 MM.o 9

9 
--= 1558.8 mm.

lo — 9

— MM.r' = ,
—

_ 1732
10 — 9

1505

For the exit pallet (exterior gearing) the sum of the primitive
radii is equal to the distance between the centers, while for the
entrance pallet (interior gearing) the difference between the two
radii gives the distance between the centers.

(Continued on page 1507)
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The Jewelers' Alarm.

BIG BEN is the first and only alarm
sold exclusively to jewelers. He

is without exception the finest sleep-
meter made— the best looking, the
best built, the best running.

Big Ben is a beautiful, thin model
alarm clock, standing 7 inches tall and
mounted in a reinforced triple plated
case. He is fitted with big strong easy
winding keys, clean cut heavy hands
and a large open winsome dial, dis-
tinctly visible across the largest room.

Big Ben rings just when you want

and either way you want, intermit-
tently for fifteen minutes, continuously
for eight, and he rings with a jolly
full-tone ring that will arouse the drow-
siest sleeper.

Big Ben is rigidly inspected, six
days factory timed and tested. He
works only for jewelers and then only
for certain jewelers—those that agree
to sell him for at least $150.
We pay his railroad fare on all

orders for a dozen or more, we brand
him with your name in lots of 24.

Height, 7 inches. Dial, inches. Intermittent or Long Alarm.
Dealers' names printed free on dials in lots of 24. Freight allowed on orders for one dozen or more.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

th num
Lessons in Horology

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and
GHERMANN ROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro.

Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the

Lode Horological School.

[Continued from the August Keystone]

_

454. To obtain the radii of these primitive circumferences,
knowing the radius R of the wheel, we must first calculate the
distance, D, between the centers. One has (439)

Let us divide the angle of 100, traversed by the wheel,
into a certain number of equal parts—four for example (Plate
io)—and through each of these division points, which we will
designate by the figures o, 1, 2, 3, 4, describe arcs of circles
from the center 0' of the anchor. Divide in the same way the
angle of 9°, traversed by the anchor, into four equal parts;
in this manner each of these parts would be equal to
9/4

0
 -7-- 24°.
Let us agree to represent the entrance pallet with the point

of the tooth pressed against the point of rest. Lay off the angle
of rest I°, join 0' to i by a line and lay off the angle I 0' I'
of i ° 2%0 = 3%.

0
 likewise, 0' to 2 and lay off the

angle 2 0' 2' of I° + 2 X 23 4° = 5/°, then the angle 3 0' 3'
of 10 + 3 X 24°

234° = io°.
+ 4 Xt=h e 7a angle 

finally
g

Connect by a con-
tinuous curve, which
will be the projection
of the impulse surface
of the anchor's
entrance pallet, the
points I, 2', 3', 4', ob-
tained by the inter-
section of the sides of
these angles by the
arcs drawn from the
division points 1, 2, 3,
4. This curve ends
at the point o', the
intersection of the
plane of rest with
the side 0' o' of the
angle of rest. The
curve of the exit pal-
let is obtained in a
similar manner, as is
Shown in the figure.
This last form would
be just as easily ob-
tained by causing the
Primitive circumfer-
ence of the anchor
to roll on that of the
Wheel. The point o'
Would then have de-
stribed the curve o
2', 3', 4', which is,
therefore, the arc of an epicycloid. One could obtain in a simi-
lai manner the curve of the entrance pallet, but for the size of the
primitive circumferences, the dimensions of this construction
Would exceed those of an ordinary sheet of paper, which would
be inconvenient.

D cos. 30°

If R = 150 mm. one will have

D —  
150

n — 173.2 mm.cos. 30-

The formulas (193) will give, finally ( and a repre-
senting the angles traversed by the wheel and by the anchor),
for the exit pallet,

  — 1 73. 2 9
10 + 9

— 82.04 mrn.

 m, == 173.2
0

10 + 9
— 9 1 . 1 6 mm.

and for the entrance pallet

r = D cv = 173.2

= D  , = 173 2
0. — CV

9
10 — 9

= 1558.8 mm.

0

10 — 9
— 1732 mm.

1505

For the exit pallet (exterior gearing) the sum of the primitive
radii is equal to the distance between the centers, while for the
entrance pallet (interior gearing) the difference between the two
radii gives the distance between the centers.

(Continued on page 1507)
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MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE.MARK REGISTERED

Special attention given to the

execution of special orders for

hand made cases. Prompt

delivery.

September, 1910 T H E KEYSTONE
1507

Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page 1505 )

455. On drawing through the point o' (exit pallet) a

tangent to the curve o', 1', 2', 3', 4', this tangent will 
be per-

pendicular to the line o' t, which is, therefore, normal at 
this

point (244). If the point of contact of the tooth and of the

anchor is found at any other point whatever, the normal at 
this

point will always pass through the point t.

456. On admitting that the moment P of the force which

force with relation to the axis of the anchor, by the 
formula (448) :

r/
Q ,

on measuring upon the drawing (Plate II) the 
variable values

of r and of r'.
At the beginning of the action of the exit 

pallet on the

impulse plane, we obtain
0.714 . gr.,

and at the end of this action
0

Q X
1 

-• 1.87 ... gr.
54

2

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE :: NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price $20.00

PLATE

acts on the wheel is i gr., we will obtain the moment Q 
of the

force, with relation to the anchor, by the formula (4) :

91.16
Q= P - = I = LH' ... gr.

o2.04

a constant value.
One would evidently obtain the

the relation by a, ;

a
= P

Can also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the country

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK

The cry has always been and is now for the better class of help. Are

you an up-to-date workman ? If not, why don't you come to us and

perfect yourself so that you can command top notch wages. Now is the

time to enter so that you will be ready before the busy season is on.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School
OSCAR W. DREYER, Principal

8th and Walnut Street KANSAS CITY, MO.

same result by replacing

== I X 10 = 1.111 ... gr.
9

XII

To be able to measure the values of r and r' corresponding

to the entrance pallet too large a drawing would be necessary,

so we will make use of the similar equation

0' b'
Q = P 0 b,

in which the lines 0' b' and 0 b' represent the arms of levers

perpendicular to the normal pressures at the beginning and at

the end of the action. We know, in fact, that the relation be-

tween these lines is equal to that of the primitive radii.

We will have at the beginning of the movement

This moment, Q, remains, therefore, the same from 
the

beginning to the end of the lift, and its value is identic
al for

the entrance pallet.

This fact is not brought out in representing the im
pulse

plane of the pallets in a straight line, as it is drawn in pl
ates 3

and 4, which we are about to show.
457. Graphical Determination of the Variable Values

of the Moment of Force, Transmitted from the Whee
l to

the Anchor in the Pointed Tooth System with Straigh
t

Impulse Planes. Let us take up again the case of the escape-

ment with equidistant rests, represented in Plate 3, and s
uppose

always 10 of rest and 2° of drop.
Admitting, as above (456), that the moment of the force

acting on the wheel is i gr., we will obtain the moment of t
he

Q = X

and at the end

Q = X

712

538 
1.32 . . . gr.

44516 --= 0'67 ... gr.

The moment of the force Q is therefore greater at the

beginning than at the end of the impulse on the entrance pallet,

while the contrary takes place when the action of the wheel is

effected on the exit pallet.
458. In a similar manner it is possible to analyze the

transmission of the force in all of the escapements, and this

without difficult calculations. Even when the results obtained

from a drawing may not be as exact as those which the mathe-

(Continued on page 1509)



THE LEADER IN ALARM CLOCKS

THE VICTORY

41,. Inch Nickel Plated Seamless Brass Case
Knurled Front with 4 Inch Bell

Metal Gong on Back

WRITE US FOR FULL DESCRIPTION AND PRICE OF
THIS WONDERFUL CLOCK

Manufacturers of the celebrated TATTOO Intermittent Alarm

THIS LETTER OUGHT TO BE CONVINCING
Dunne]Ion, Fla., June 23, 1910.

FULCRUM OIL CO.:
Your oil is superior in look and superior in its movement and wear to any oil I have ever used, and it is a

long time since I commenced using Watch and Clock Oil, 65 years in constant use of Oils.
Yours respectfully,

(Signed) E. L. RAY

Yes, FULCRUM OIL is the best in sixty-five years, or one hundred and sixty-five
years—it is the best Watch and Clock Oil ever made, and we can prove it.

FULCRUM OIL will not gum, will not evaporate, will not discolor, and is the
only Watch and Clock Oil ever known which is absolutely free from acid.

35c. a bottle FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 per dozen

HENRI PICARD & FRERE, London, England, Sole Export Agents

BAG INITIALS I NAANLEI; AUL: S

Gold plated on brass, sterling silver, and lacquered brass. Have you realized the
importance of carrying a complete stock of these bag initials ? We supply you with
the most artistic lettersof guaranteed COLGAN Quality. These letters are shipped
in gross assortments with a stock cabinet. We can offer special prices °nail orders
for these letters received during July and August. We will mall our complete
Catalogue of monograms and initials upon

The J. W. COLGAN CO. SUDBURY BLDG.request. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. BOSTON, MASS.

September, 1910 T Fl E

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 1507)

matical calculation gives, the former will, nevertheless, be suf-
ficient in most cases.

459. Uniform Transmission of the Force in Escape-
ments with Divided Lifts. In a similar manner to that which
we have just treated, one could establish the variation of the
moment of force received by the anchor in the divided lifts system
(Plates 5 and 6).

Let us propose to construct this escapement in such a way
that it may fulfil the condition of a uniform transmission of
the force, admitting as curve of contact the evolvent of a circle
( 218, 219).

The radius R of the wheel, extending to the "point" of the
tooth (as opposed to the rear part, which we will call the "heel"),
is chosen in this drawing equal to 135 mm. We will thus obtain
a distance between centers

D = 155.88 mm.

With I° of rest and I° of drop, the wheel will traverse 110,

while the anchor traverses 9. The primitive radii r and r' of
the primitive circumferences of the exit pallet will, therefore, be

and for

a' _
a + a'

a
a ± a' -

the entrance pallet
a'

r D

r = P

D

a —

r 
a

' —  
a —a

155 88

;55.88

155.88

155.88

9
it 

, 
9 

-=- 70.15 MM.

11
1r

9 = 85.73 mm.

= 701.46 DIM.

— 857.34 mm.

On account of their great length these last two radii are not shown
in the drawing.

After having laid off, as in the preceding cases, the angles
of 300, those of 110 and also the angles of 9° of impulse and I°
of rest, for the exit pallet of the anchor (Plate 12), one connects
by a straight line, the point c, where the lift commences, with
the point of tangency, t, of the primitive circumferences. From
the centers 0 and 0' of the wheel and anchor one erects per-
pendiculars 0 b and 0' b' to this line, and with these lines as
radii, from the points 0 and 0' as centers, one describes cir-
cumferences tangent to the line c t. These last circles will be
the evolute circles (218) and, for this reason, serve as bases for
the construction of the curves of contact of the teeth and pallets.
Commencing at the point c, let us construct the evolvent c 3,
giving the form of the tooth, then lay off this curve from the
point B'. The point c, at which this curve cuts the prolonged
line c t, is the last point of the curve of the tooth, for we know
that in gearings by evolvents of circles the location of the points
of contact is always on this line, e t. One can then make allow-
ance for the angle of I° of drop on this form and the tooth will
thus occupy its definite position, the entrance tooth being repre-
sented at rest. The form of contact of the exit pallet is likewise
an arc of the evolvent of the circle 0'. This form is, un-
fortunately, concave and its curvature is more pronounced than
that of the tooth. For this reason the contact cannot be prac-
tically effected as it should be, which is the defective point of
this construction.

It is different for the entrance pallet, where this form is
found to be convex. It is obtained by means of the same evolute
circle. To do this one lays off the tooth from the point A, con-
nects the heel D of this tooth with the center 0' by a line, and
lays off the angle of lift of 100 from the point 0', and com-
mencing from this line 0' D. One then constructs the angles
of rest and of draw, as previously, and describes the arc D 4,
representing the path described by the extremity of the pallet
during the movement of the anchor. The arc of the evolvent
should connect the points obtained, 4 to o, as the construction
shows.

The rest of the drawing is similar to the several cases which
we have previously examined.

A second weak point of this construction would be the thin-
ness the anchor pallets would have if the sides were constructed

1509

parallel to each other. One can remedy this inconvenience by
forming them as they are shown in the figure.

In the practical application of this system it would be
necessary to depart from the theoretical data by making the form
of the impulse surface of the exit pallet that of a plane, or at
least, not more concave than the outer part of the tooth is convex.

To sum up, one can prove that it would not be unusually
difficult to make this construction in a practical and very satis-
factory manner. [TO BE CONTINUED]

Swiss Watch Trade

Consul-General Robert E. Mansfield, of Zurich, in his annual
report for 1909, reviews the watch industry of Switzerland, as
follows:

The Swiss watch industry suffered severely from the depres-
sion which prevailed throughout the Confederation during 1908
and the first half of 1909. The effect was most serious in
Neuchatel and Chau-de-Fonds districts, where the chief occupa-
tion is manufacturing watches, and where much of the work is
done by hand.

It is due to the work of the inhabitants of the rural districts
in French Switzerland, the cantons of Neuchatel, Vaud, Geneva,
and the Bernese Jura, where the manufacture of watches
furnishes the principal industry and support of the people, that so
much progress has been made and Swiss manufacturers have been
able to compete successfully in the foreign markets, and especially
with American-made watches, which, owing to better mechanical
processes in their construction, threatened at one time to supplant
Swiss watches in the markets of Europe.

The value of watches exported from Switzerland in 1905
was, in round numbers, $25,000,000; in 1906, $29,000,000; and
the same in 1907. The effect of the industrial depression of 19o8
is shown in the export figures, which were $24,954,240, a decrease
of over $3,000,000 as compared with the previous year. The
export values for 1909 were $24,313,205. The situation resulting
from the depression, which continued until the middle of the year
1909, was aggravated by the fact that the greater part of the
manufacturers enlarged and increased the capacity of their estab-
lishments during the prosperous years of 1906-7, in order to meet
the increased demand for their products.

About the middle of 1909 there was a decided improvement
in business. Since that time most satisfactory progress has been
made, and the beginning of 1910 showed an activity in the in-
dustry equal to that of the most prosperous year of 1907. Not-
withstanding the improvement in the last half of the year, busi-
ness for 1909 was, on the whole, disappointing, exports for the
12 months being below those of 1908.

The Swiss watch manufacturers did not, however, follow the
usual custom resorted to in industrial depressions, that of closing
their factories or discharging a portion of their employees, but
followed the more conservative course of reducing the hours of
work, thereby retaining their complement of hands and keeping
their plants in operation. The comparatively small number of
factories that suspended operation during the year and a half of
depression through which it passed proved the financial stability
of the Swiss watch industry.

Notwithstanding that the industry started in under the most
favorable conditions and promised prospects for a prosperous
season, it is difficult to predict the outcome of the present year's
business. The large stocks accumulated during the crisis, when
there was little export demand, and the keen competition of
American machine-made watches, render the outlook less promis-
ing than the present activity would seem to indicate. A feature
of the business that must be taken into account in considering
the future, and one that promises to effect a revolution in the
Swiss industry, is the passing of the hand-made watch to make
room for the article produced entirely by machinery. This change
from the primitive custom which has prevailed in Switzerland to
the more modern method will bring the Swiss manufacturers into
direct competition with factories using the latest improved
mechanical processes in other countries, and also detract from the
interest that has been maintained in Swiss watches, which have
always been regarded as being in a particular class, possessing
special merits.

:11
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for —"Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

aWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
‘11We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

GMWEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND CHICAGO

Made only by

THE OIL
"POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM"
We say it once again, R. & L. Watch Oil positively
will not gum. It has demonstrated its superiority
in the severest tests given any watch oil made. If
you have not tried it yet, do not be surprised that
you have more watch and clock troubles than your
neighbor who uses it. He knows what it will do.

R. & L. Oil will not gum, cut or blacken pivots.
It is a lasting lubricant, and the only one which
does not deteriorate. The quickest and best way
for you to prove all we say is to send 25 cents to
your jobber for a bottle.

CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

RANLETT & LOWELL CO JEWELERS' BUILDING
.1 BOSTON, MASS.

Patented May 19, 1906

No. 5 ',I Burner
Price, $2.50

A COMBINED BLOWPIPE
AND BUNSEN BURNER

THIS novel little arrangement seems tohave met a long-felt want, for it is enjoy-
ing a large sale with the jewelry trade.

Embodying these two common articles of
use in one burner is not only unique, but
effective. A fine bunsen flame is had by
simply using the gas tap and opening the air
slide. A blowpipe flame is had by attaching
a piece of rubber tubing to the air tap, clos-
ing the bunsen air slide and applying a blast of
air from the mouth. Will produce a brush or
a fine pointed flame as may be desired. Write
for catalog "B. k." illustrating and describing

it and other useful appliances for the jeweler. Yours for the asking.
What is your address ?

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

THE REES SCHOOL

F. H. REES, Principal

Engraving

Watchmaking
Send for Catalogs

SI'AI3LI8HEt) 20 YIAF

Corner Lake and Market Streets

ELMIRA NEW YORK

CINDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the .consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

THE MISSMAN
Engraving Block
Price, $13.50 Patented

MISSMAN'S IMPROVED WATCH OILER

Price, 45 cents

MISSMAN'S

Ring Clamp,

for Engraving
inside of
Ring

Price, 75c.

SALES OFFICE
FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS ATWOOD BLDG.

CHICAGO

MISSMAN'S HAND-MADE GRAVERS
1. Square Graver, set up for hair lines. 7. Line Graver, narrow fine lines.
2. Square Graver,wide angle for shading. 8. Line Graver, medium fine lines.
3. Spoon Grayer, for shading. 9. Gouge Graver, small round.
4. Ring Graver, for inside rings.
5. Square Graver, turned up.
6. Spoon Graver, for hair lines.

Each Graver Ready for
Use and Guaranteed.

Your choice of six of the
following twelve most
useful Gravers In case

for ;2.75.

Set of Six in Box,
as Illustrated,

$2.75

ORDER
BY NUMBER

10. Flat Graver, extra narrow.
11. Flat Graver, narrow.
12. Flat Graver, medium.

MISSIVIAN TOOL CO.
FACTORY

BAIRD BLDG.
KANSAS CITY
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var, the Temperature-Defying
Metal

"Invar is an alloy of the two metals,
nickel and steel," writes Edgar Lucien
Larkin, of Lowe Observatory, Echo Moun-
tain, Cal., in the New York American. In-
var is worth far more than its weight in
diamonds—this not on the market, but for
actual use—that is,• more things of real
value can be had by employing it in scien-
tific investigation than from almost any
other metal or alloy of metals. The only
uses so far found for diamonds are to cut
glass, tip diamond drills and as a powder
to cut and abrase obdurate surfaces. For
glass cutting cheaper materials can be sub-
stituted, as hardened steel, chrome steel and
highly wrought platinum. For grinding,
emery is valuable, while corundum is nearly
as good as dust of diamonds. Thus dia-
monds can be annihilated without loss
falling upon man. Invar has the priceless
value of being a substance having far and
away the least amount of expansion and
contraction when subjected to heat.

From that unknown but auspicious day
when the first scientist, really a physicist,
appeared there has been one constant long-
ing for some material which would not
change volume with change of temperature.
Invar was invented about fifteen years ago
hy C. E. Guillaume in Sevres, France. It
has been subjected to strenuous tests in all
kinds of physical and electrical laboratories
and its great scientific value is now fully es-
tablished, for "it has an expansion so small
as to be insensible throughout any natural
range of air temperature."

The time and energy literally wasted
for centuries in stopping to compute ex-
pansion and contraction, changes in lengths,
widths, thickness, diameters and volumes of
all scientific measuring instruments of pre-
cision have been simply enormous. In fact,
it has ever been the main load of work car-
ried by physicians, electricians and chemists.

Seemingly impossible achievements have
already been wrought by the use of the
world's standard invariant. The exact com-
bining quantities of nickel and steel were
employed in making pendulums for the.
great standard sidereal time clocks for ob-
servatories. Every kind of metal and wood
and compounds of these had been tried for
years, but the clocks would always gain and
lose time, even if their pendulums were
made to swing in cases from which all air
possible had been removed and even when
kept in rooms kept at one temperature so
far as it is within the power of physicists
to maintain. But now the limit of error in
the length of a pendulum designed to os-
cillate in one second of absolute time lies in
between one and two five-hundred-thou-
sandths of the total length. To secure this
degree of accuracy the ingenuity of scien-
tific men was taxed to its present limit, so
it appears. Friction changes of air rubbing
against the swinging pendulums, due to
changes of pressure of the air and also due
to its slight variations in density due to
variable temperatures, have all been meas-
ured and allowed for in lengths. But see
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what this high degree of accuracy of one
in 500,000 implies. They measure one sec-
ond of standard sidereal time with this al-
most incredible precision. They will now
try to find if the day is changing in length.

At present we do not know whether the
day is shorter or longer than it was cen-
turies ago. The tides must lessen the
earth's axial rotational speed and increase
the length of the day. With the new invar
pendulums all clocks heretofore in use be-
come like clumsy machines, and the new
clocks, set on faint stars which have no ap-
preciable proper motion, will inevitably re-
veal the fact if the day is now lengthening
by a fraction of a second per year.

Illusion for Window Attraction

Gold fish and canary birds, living
together in what seems like one receptacle,
make an unusual show window attraction.
Secure two glass .vessels having straight

18 in Diamg ter

F40 I

Fio 3

2 in Chameter
F,o

F.G 4

sides of the same height, one 18 in. in
diameter (Fig. I and the other 12 in. iii
diameter (Fig. 2). The smaller is placed
within the larger, the bottoms being covered
with moss and aquarium decorations which
can be purchased at a bird store. Fill the
3-in. space between the vessels with water.
Cut a piece of galvanized screen into circu-
lar form to cover the larger vessel, and
hang a bird swing, A, Fig. 3, in the center.
Place the screen on top of the vessels so that
the swing will hang in the center of the
inner vessel. A weight—a box filled with
sand will do—should be placed on ton of
the screen, over the smaller vessel, to keep
it from floating. Moss should be put over
the top of the screen so that the two separ-
ate vessels cannot be seen.

Place the birds in the inner vessel and
the fish in the water. The effect is surpris-
ing. To complete the effect and aid the
illusion the vessels can be set in a box lined
with black velvet, or on a pedestal.—
Popular Mechanics.
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Electroplating Aluminium

in a note headed "Electroplating
Aluminium," which recently appeared in the
Electrical Review, it is stated that it has.
hitherto been found impossible to produce a
lasting coat of metal on aluminium for the
purpose of protecting the latter against
attack by alkalis such as salt, saltpetre and
soda. Many patents have been taken out on
the subject, but none of them have led to
practical results—the coating in all cases
flaked away ill time. It has been found by a
firm in Berlin that this behavior is owing to
the presence of a coating of oxide on the
aluminium, and that if this oxide is first re-
moved, aluminium behaves like other metals,
and allows itself to be permanently coated
with copper, nickel, silver or gold without
difficulty. The firm has discovered a simple
way of removing the oxide from the alu-
minium, and has thus been able to produce
very good and permanent coatings. For
instance, some aluminium spoons coated by
this process were boiled for eight hours in a
3 per cent. solution of caustic soda, and then
allowed to lie in the cold solution for an-
other 36 hours, without any signs of flaking,
although at places where the coating had
been previously intentionally removed the
aluminium was completely eaten away.
This test compares with the treatment which
household articles would meet with in a
year and a half or two years of washing
with soda, etc. Several firms have taken out
licenses for the process, and electroplated
aluminium articles will shortly be on the
market.

No Clock-watcher

How many clerks measure up to the
standard of the young bookkeeper in this
story from Human Life? He was em-
ployed ill the passenger department of a
.great railroad. It was just a little before
lunch. Some of the clerks were putting
on their coats, some leaving for the wash-
room, some consulting the clock ; some
were still busy. Suddenly the "boss" en-
tered. He glanced about him and then
approached the young bookkeeper.

"What time is it?" he asked.
The young man kept on figuring and

the boss put a hand on his desk and re-;
peated the question.

Instantly the other looked up, surprised
to see the chief at his elbow.

"I beg pardon, were you speaking tO,
me ?" he asked.

"Merely inquired the time—that was
all," said the other.

The bookkeeper glanced about the
room, located the office clock, and said
"It's ten minutes to twelve."

"Thank you," said the general manager
and vice-president, and strolled out.

That conversation cost the young
bookkeeper his place—in the passenger de-
partment—and put him under a higher of-
ficer, "on the firing line." Nine years later
he was assistant general manager, and while
still in the thirties became a general man-
ager, full-fledged.
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The ZENITH has taken prizes at Exposi-
tions and Observatory Contests and occupies
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cal World.
There are Six Grades of Movements, from
7 to 21 Jewels, adjusted to heat, cold and
positions. These movements will fit all
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Clock-Hand Problems

By JAMES ARTHUR, in Popular Mechanics

Simple calculations showing the times

at which clock hands bear certain relations

to each other, such as being together, form-

ing a right angle, a straight line, or equal

angles from a line drawn through XII and
VI, etc., have a certain fascination. They

are often considered "puzzles" and appear
sometimes in the weekly newspapers, but

they are m u.c h
higher than puz-
zles, and are, really,
calculations in ele-
mentary algebra.
As exercises in the
simpler equations I
do not know of
anything better;
still more, they lead

up to calculations of the highest order, as

they deal with the relations of two bodies

moving at different speeds.

Clock hands give the simplest example

of differential motion as they move in the

exact ratio of one to twelve and thus form

a first step in calculations of moving bodies,

leading up to the complicated motions in

the solar system. Suppose that in an
equinoctial year we had just 12 lunar
months ; then calculations relating to new
moons, quarters, etc., would be as simple as

the clock hand problems ; but as the year

and the month are incommeasurable,
that calculation re-
quires the higher
mathematics.

Fig. I shows
I I o'clock with the
hands five minutes
apart. What time
after i I would
bring the hands
together ? This

looks like a childish question, but by assum-
ng that we do not know and formally mak-
ng the calculation a clearer conception of

- the matter may be attained.
Let X equal the number of minutes the

minute hand must move. Then X — 55
minutes will be the distance the hour hand
must move. The hour hand must move

1/12th of X, or ; therefore we have

X
(I) X-55= •

12

Multiplying both sides by 12 we have
12 X — 66o = X.

Carrying the minus number to the right it
becomes plus giving

12 X = X 4- 66o.

Bringing X
giving

Therefore

minutes, so
o'clock, Fig.
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to the left it becomes minus

II X 66o.

66ox= — 6o
II

the hands come together at 12
2, which we knew before, but

we have tested the
formula.

At what time
after 12 would the
hands form a right
angle ? Inspection
shows that it must
be more than 15
minutes past 12.
We cannot guess

this answer, but as shown in Problem I we
get the equation

FIG. 3. 12-16A.

X
(2) X — 15 s— 12

12 X — 180 = X

12 X = X ± 180

11 X = 180

x=
180

16 4/1I minutes past 12 as in Fig. 3.
At what time after 12 would the hands

form a straight
line ? Again, in-
spection shows that
it must be more
than 30 minutes
past, so we get
the equation

FIG. 4.
X

(3) X — 30 = •
12

Solving as in Problem i we get X =

32 8/11 minutes past 12 as in Fig. 4.
You can make as many of these prob-

lems as you please, such as:
When would the hands come together

after 3 ? What time after 4 would the
minute hand pass the hour hand 5 minutes?
What time before 12 would the hands form

a right angle? If you have worked all these
carefully you must have noticed that in all
cases you have multiplied by the improper
fraction -H.

Secondly, the number so multiplied has
always been the number of minutes which
would give the re-
quired position of
the hands if the
hour hand had not
moved. Now test
this "arithmetical
rule" on Problem
I. If the hour
hand had not
moved, the minute
hand would have come up to it in 55
minutes, so 55 X 12/11 = 6o minutes as
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we have found by algebra. Problem 2
treated in the same way would give a right
angle at 15 minutes past, so we have

15 x 12/II us 16 4/II minutes,

which is the correct answer. Similarly
Problem 3 would be

30 X I2/1I = 32 8/11 minutes,

correctly, as in Fig. 4.

We have now come to problems some-
what different, which we may call balanced
hands. Let us suppose a vertical line drawn
through XII and VI and consider various
places where the hands would form equal
angles with this line.

At what time after i r o'clock would
the hands balance ? Inspection shows that the
minute hand must
fall short of 5
minutes as much
as the hour hand
passes 55 minutes;
that is, the hour
hand must pass XI
just as much as the
minute hand falls
short of I.

As before, let X equal the time ; then
the hour hand must pass XI one-twelfth

of that, or , but 5 minutes minus X must

also equal this, so we have

X
12
= 5 — X, X = 6o — 12 X;

bringing minus 12 X to left it becomes plus
and gives

13 X 6o, X = 60/13 = 4 8/13

minutes past II as in Fig. 5.
In painting watchmaker's signs the

artist sometimes "balances" the hands as in
Fig. 6, but he generally fails to get them
right, so let us see when the hands would
balance after eight. As the time must be
less than 20 minutes we get an equation
similar to Problem 4

(5) = 20 — X
12

13 X = 240

240
x= = 18 6/13

13

minutes past eight as in Fig. 6.
Note the constant fraction 12/13 in

these balanced problems, so we can get an
arithmetical rule here also. Assuming that

the hour hand stands still, the hands in
Problem 4 would balance at 5 minutes, so

we have 5X X 12/13 = 4 8/13 minutes as
by algebra.

Applying this rule to Problem 5 we

have 20 X 12/13 = 18 6/13 minutes which

is correct. As many of these balanced

problems as you wish may be solved.
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To the Man
Who Has Old Gold

and Old Silver to Sell

If you knew positively of a concern who would pay you every penny your precious

metals were worth—and their value for same would come up to your own careful

estimate, that is the concern to whom you would be most likely to sell. Isn't it so?

Take Old Gold, Old Silver, Gold Filled Cases, Gold Plated Jewelry, Bench

Filings, Sweepings, etc.—the only way to discover whether you are on the right

track is to measure the amount of money you receive from us, by what you
have been getting elsewhere—from 'a concern which by reason of their impor-

tance justify a comparison of values.
Just because it's a man's habit to sell here or there it shouldn't be a fixed habit

unless the habit is fixed by the best returns for what he sells.

Certainly he should not be blinded by habit, or by prejudice either.

All that is asked of Thomas J. Dee & Co., that they come under this rule.

Therefore no jeweler should continue to pass us by simply because he
has never done business with us. It isn't fair to yourself to do that—it isn't

fair to us.
We can show you what we are doing for hundreds of other jewelers every

day—if you will only give us a chance.

Many new customers sending shipments to us every day show that people are

being continually moved by this impulse.

Increased business month after month proves it.

If we didn't make and hold new customers this increase would be a very

uncertain quantity, and we must give more for your goods, or we wouldn't get

new business in increasing volume.

You are bound to come to us sooner or later.

In human nature nothing tugs so hard as self-interest.
Why delay longer?
Send us your next shipment and decide the question for yourself.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. If our offer is not up to yours we will return ship-

ment intact, charges prepaid.

Returns for sweepings in from three to five days.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners 

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.

Chicago, Illinois
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Electricity and Magnetism
[CONTINUED]

No. 8

Economy in Galvanic Batteries

Dealers usually charge a good strong

pr fit on all electrical supplies like zincs,

et, : but the workman can usually pi
ck up

old shett zinc very cheap, consequently it

st:dids him in hand to procure his zinc from

such scraps as are now allowed to go to

waste. It was formerly held that cast zinc

was not as good as rolled, but more careful

investigation has shown that cast zinc is

quite as good as rolled. For casting zincs

for crow's foot batteries we need but very

little apparatus—a ladle which will hold

about 4 pounds of melted metal, and a con-

venient fire of some kind, for melting.

For such a fire almost any of the coal

burning stoves will answer. Wood fires are

not as good because it requires a pale red

heat to melt zinc. Whatever kind of

furnace or stove is employed we should

arrange to have it so we can readily remove

the ladle from the fire and not spill the

contents in the ashes and cinders. The

usual form of zinc employed in crow's foot

batteries is what gives the name "crow's -

foot" and is shown in plan view at Figs. I

and 2. Such "zincs" consist of. a hub with

radiating bars or arms, shown at A. At

Fig. 2 is shown a side view of Fig. 1. The

part B is hooked-shaped and is intended to

hook over the side of the glass cell in

which it is placed.

Fig. 3 shows a similar form

How Crow's Foot of zinc, except the hub or

Zinc. Are Cast point of radiation is placed

in the center of the jar.

vhich is a decided advantage in our esti-

nation as this form does not require as

nuch metal in the bub, nor does it have

tendency to "bite" a piece out of the edge

of the jar as the hook shown at B', Fig. 2.

In casting such zincs, i. e., either of the type

shown in Fig. I, or the one shown in Fig.

3, we have it at our option to employ sand,

the same as we would in iron or brass

castings ; or to make a mould of cast iron

and smooth it out on the inside so the cast

zinc will not adhere.

We would beg to say, however, that

the cell we are considering is 6 by 8 inches,

and the zinc "crow's foot" should be made

to be adapted for it. Suppose we use tne

type shown at Fig. 3. We get out a button

or hub i 2/10" in diameter and to this at-

tach seven radiating arms, long enough to

reach within one-fourth of an inch of side
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of the cell, which would make the arms of

D five and one-half inches across, The

depth of the zinc arms, up and down, should

be about one inch, i. c., if seen in the direc-

tion of the arrow d, Fig. 3. The form of

the arm at the clotted line, e, Fig. 3, is

shown half size at Fig. 4.

As will be seen, the arm tapers (up

and down) each way from the dotted line

f. This is to facilitate drawing from the

sand. The hub, C, also tapers ; as shown

separate and with the arms broken off at

Fig. 5. Where we cast our own zincs we

can cast the binding post fast in them when

we are moulding, as they are quite in-

expensive in themselves if we get them up

ourselves. The only caution necessary to

observe is to let the upper part of the hub

MM.]
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fast in another zinc. A .dip in nitric acid

pickle, with an after rinsing in plenty of

pure water, will fit them for being "cast in"

again. This casting in is effected by insert-

ing the upper end in the sand of the mould

and allowing the melted zinc to flow

around it.

The pattern Thr the zinc shown at Fig.

3, is best made of hardwood, with the

radiating arms mortised into the hub C.

Too mitch care cannot be taken in

making patterns as the smoothness and per-

fection of castings depend very much on

the pattern. The kind of sand to employ

is such as the brass founders make use of,

and only to be found of the proper quality

for fine work in very few sections of the

country. The best sand for such purposes

on the Atlantic Coast is found at Water-

ford, N. J. California has a number of

localities where moulding sand of excellent

quality is to be found. If one had many

zincs to cast it would be well to have at

least four patterns.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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IIIFIIU Platinized Glass

rig .4e E! Platinized glass consists of a piece of

glass coated with an exceedingly thin layere:r
of a liquid charged with platinum and then_

IC raised to a red heat. The platinum becomes

inunited to the glass such a way as to form

an odd kind of mirror.

in which the binding post is inserted, r
ise The glass has not really lost its trans-

above the solution in jar, so as to prevent
 parency, and yet if one places it against a

local chemical action. 
wall and looks at it he sees his image

Setting the

Binding Posts

•Those binding posts are

simply pieces of round,

bard brass, with a hole and

binding screw. The brass

should be about 5/16" in diameter and

I% inch long; I inch going into the

zinc as shown at the dotted lines, E , Fig.

6. There would be no object in cutting

a screw or making a shoulder on that

portion of E which goes into the zinc neck

C, as it will be held firm enough by the

shrinkage of the zinc as it cools in the

mould. After the arms D are eaten away

by the acid in the solution in the battery,

the old hub can be melted when casting

new zincs, at which time the binding post,

E, can be taken out.

A good plan to adopt in melting a lot

of old hubs is to take out the binding screws

a, Figs. 2 and 6, and twist a piece of large

iron binding wire into each hole g, leaving

these wires long enough to protrude after

the zinc has melted, so the binding posts

can be fished out and cleaned for casting

as in an ordinary looking-glass. But when

light is allowed to come through the glass

from the other side, as when it is placed

in a window, it appears perfectly trans-

parent, like ordinary glass.

By constructing a window of platinized

glass, one could stand close behind the panes

in an unilluminated room and behold clearly

everything going on outside, while passers-

by, looking at the window, would behold

only a fine mirror or set of mirrors, in

which their own figures would be reflected,

while the person inside remained invisible.

In France various tricks have been con-

trived with the aid of this glass. In one

a person, seeing what appears to be an

ordinary mirror, approaches it to gaze upon

himself. A sudden change in the

mechanism sends light through the glass

from the back, whereupon it instantly

becomes transparent, and the startled spec-

tator finds himself confronted by some go-
tesque figure that had been hidden beliihd

the• glass. :
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An Electroplating Outfit
With Practical Working Formulae

By A. J,. JARMAN, itt Sciengsfic American

Those who wish to undertake the electro-
d( ,osition of metals upon a small scale, whether
as a business or for pleasure, will hnd that the
aparatus and utensils here described will meet
th ordinary requirements.

The battery cells are made exactly as ex-
',Lined on page 445 of The Scientific American
of May 28, 1910. (This explanation, with illus-
tr ttions, was reprinted with due credit on page
1321 of the August KEYSTONE, to which we refer

ti e of 
s. our readers who are interested in this

a; sar at u 
The depositing tank is made in the same way,

wilt the exception that the joints are put together
w ith a very thick India-rubber cement of the kind
used for repairing tires. The woodwork at the
joints is first coated with the cement, both at the
grooves and the ends, and is allowed to stand for
an hour or two, when it is coated again and put
together either with nails driven in diagonally,
or with screws. The excess of rubber must be
wiped off. In the course of about twenty-four
hours the inside of the tank must be coated with
a burning-hot solution of paraffin. Unless the
paraffin is very hot, it will not penetrate the pores
of the wood sufficiently to make it impervious to
any of the chemical solutions that the tank may
contain. The wood used in making a depositing
tank must be well seasoned. If possible use old
boards one inch thick, so that when planed the
board is not less than seven-eighths of an inch
thick, and at all times place cleats across the bot-
tom, so that it will stand clear of the floor or
work bench. The rubber cement used for the
joints will not be affected by any of the depositing
solutions. The depositing tank measures 5/2
inches wide, 12/2 inches long, and to inches deep.
Five such tanks as these should be made, to
contain the following cold working solutions, for
silver, nickel, brass, copper, and zinc. Gold and
alkaline coppering solutions must be worked hot,
as will presently be described.

ounces silver in aDissolve 2I/2 
Silver Plating glass flask, by adding 3 ounces

nitric acid and a ounce distilled
water. Heat the flask slightly and place it where
the red nitrous fumes will pass off into flue, or
out of doors. When the silver has become dis-
solved, add a quart of distilled water, stir the
mixture well, then add gradually about 5 fluid
ounces pure hydrochloric acid, stirring the mixture
well with a glass rod. Place the flask in a dark
place while the white precipitate (chloride of
silver) is settling. Pour off the clear liquid; add
;mother quart of water ; stir well; allow it to
settle; decant ; and wash a third time. This will
free the precipitate of impurities formed. Dis-
solve V2 pound cyanide of potassium in gallon
of distilled water. When completely dissolved,
Ad a small quantity at a time to the chloride of
silver. Stir this well, and continue to add the
cyanide solution until the chloride of silver has
only just been dissolved. Allow a little time to
(lapse between each addition. When all the
,blonde of silver is dissolved make up the
kluantity to 21/2 gallons with distilled water. This
will be the right quantity to fill the wooden tank,
with one ounce of silver to the gallon. Let this
olution stand for twenty-four hours, so that all
dirt will settle, and then pour the clean solution
Tito the tank. The solution is now ready for use.

Two sheets of fine silver about 5 inches
quare must be used for the anodes, suspended by
'ither copper or silver wire hooks upon the cop-
oer rod attached to the wire from the carbon of
.he battery, while from the bent copper rod the
articles to be plated must be suspended, this rod
'iicing attached to the zincs of the battery. The
articles to be plated must be cleaned by boiling
them in a strong solution of common washing
soda for twenty minutes, rinsing in water, and
scouring them individually with a stiff nail brush
dipped in pumice powder or brick dust. Articles
of German silver, brass, or copper, after scouring
and being attached to the slinging wire, must be
dipped into a solution of one ounce of nitrate of
mercury in a gallon of water. This will give a
chemically clean surface and cause the silver to
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adhere firmly when the deposit takes place in the
silver bath. Three or four spoons or forks should
be submerged in the plating liquid, quickly, before
the anode of silver is inserted. Then the conduct-
ing rod may be loaded with as many articles as it
will take, inserting both anodes. In the course of
to to 15 minutes the articles must be removed,
rinsed in water, and submitted to the action of a
brass wire scratch brush, either by hand or in a
scratch-brush lathe, with clean water running
upon the article, after which it must be returned
to the depositing bath to receive its final deposit,
and then be finished by again scratch-brushing,
burnishing and polishing.

The following directions apply
Nickel Plating to small work, mainly in brass

or a similar alloy. Unlike
silver plating, the articles must in the first place
be polished and finished with a fine surface be-
fore plating. The nickel solution is made by
dissolving 12 ounces of the double sulphate of
nickel and ammonia in I6o ounces distilled water.
Filter the solution through absorbent cotton. Use
a nickel anode about 4 by to inches long. Clean
the article in a hot solution of common soda, and
scour well with a soft brush and very fine pumice
powder. Twist a piece of clean copper wire
around one end, dip the article into clean water,
and then into a final cleaning solution of x ounce
cyanide of potassium and x gallon water. Only
a momentary dip is required to give a chemically
clean surface. Then rinse it in clean water and
place it in the nickel solution. Deposition takes
place at once. Move the article about occasion-
ally. The color of the deposit can be improved
by this means.

Articles in iron and steel
Copper Plating before being nickel plated must

be coated with a deposit of
copper in an alkaline coppering bath, which can
be used either cold or hot. If used hot, an
enameled iron boiler will answer the purpose, but
the heat must not exceed 130 degrees Fahrenheit
for a bath of the formula given. Dissolve IA
pound sulphate of copper in IA gallon hot water.
Add pound carbonate of potash in a quart
of water, and about to ounces cyanide of potas-
sium in I quart water. Add the carbonate of
potash solution to the sulphate of copper. Stir
the mixture well. Add enough strong liquid am-
monia to dissolve the precipitate. Then add
gradually the cyanide solution until the blue color
disappears. Make up to 2 gallons with distilled
water, and after allowing the sediment to subside,
pour off the clear liquid into the depositing tank.
Have two anodes six inches square, using the
second anode according to the number of articles
to be plated. The two battery cells above referred
to will perform all the work of deposition that
this article describes. The cleaning of small iron
or steel articles should be done just as described
above for silvering. When the articles are cop-
pered they must be scratch-brushed before re-
ceiving a deposit of nickel, silver or gold ; then
scoured with fine numice and water. They will
then take a fine deposit of these metals.

Electro-gilding in a small way
Gold Plating is best done by making the gold

solution as follows : Dissolve
in I quart of hot distilled water i ounce of cyanide
of potassium. Take a small porous pot and fill it
about two-thirds full. Place it in the inner
vessel of an oatmeal kettle, and pour in this vessel
the balance of cyanide solution. Pour a quart of
hot water into the outer vessel, and bring it to
the boiling point. Take a strip of sheet copper,
fix a piece of copper wire to it, and insert this into
the porous pot. Attach the wire to the terminal
of the zinc of the battery, and a piece of sheet
gold to the wire coming from the carbon of the
second cell of the battery. Note the weight of
the gold. Place the sheet gold in the liquid that
surrounds the porous pot, and allow the action of
the two cells to continue until IIA pennyweight
has been dissolved from the sheet gold. Remove
the porous pot, throw away its contents, use the
remaining liquid for the gold depositing, and the
piece of sheet gold can be used for the anode.
Any article after being well cleaned can be coated
with gold in this bath, giving a very rich color.
Stale beer is the best liquid to use with a scratch-
brush in brightening the deposit previous to burn-
ishing. The brass wire brush used should be finer
for gold than for silver. The articles after
rinsing should be dried in hot boxwood sawdust.
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Articles can readily be coated
Zinc Plating with zinc by using the follow-

ing solutions (Watts's proc-
ess) : 2Y2 gallons water, t pound cyanide of
potassium, to ounces of o.88o ammonia. Place
this in one of the tanks. Fill two large porous
pots with a plain cyanide solution, consisting of 4
ounces of potassium cyanide to I quart water.
Place a strip of sheet copper the width of the
porous pot in each, and connect the copper with
the battery as for gold, using two large clean
zinc plates in the ammonia cyanide solution until
about 6 ounces of zinc have been dissolved. Re-
move the porous cells and throw the contents
away. Add 5 ounces carbonate of potash, stir
until dissolved; let the liquid stand until the dirty
matter has subsided, and then siphon off the clear
liquid, which is now ready for use. Clean the
articles as for silver, using sheet zinc for the
anode. A very fine deposit can be obtained by
this solution. The articles should be removed
occasionally to see that the deposit is going on
satisfactorily. If not, scour them slightly with
pumice and water, rinse, and return to the bath.
When the deposit is complete, the articles may be
left dead in color or scratch-brushed.

Electro-brassing can be done
Brass Plating by the following solution, bear-

ing in mind that metals of the
same kind only must be attempted. Wrought iron,
cast iron, or steel must be plated separately. Make
up the following solution : 4 ounces cyanide of
potassium dissolved in half a gallon of warm
water, 21/4 pounds carbonate of potash dissolved
in IA gallon water, 2Y2 ounces acetate of popper
dissolved in a quart water, 5 ounces sulphate of
zinc dissolved in IA gallon hot water. Let all the
solutions be cold before mixing. Add to the
acetate of copper solution IA pint strong water
ammonia, o.880. Just before final mixing, stir this
well and add to it the zinc solution, together with
another IA pint strong ammonia. Stir this mix-
ture well, then add the potash solution, and lastly
the cyanide solution. Allow this to stand after
making the quantity up to four gallons. At the
end of about 12 hours pour the clear liquid into
the depositing tank, for use. Clean the articles
as for silver plating, use the battery coupled in
multiple, and a large brass anode, arranged so as
to regulate the quantity of surface in the liquid.
The exact color can be obtained by raising and
lowering the anode. After a quarter of an hour
the articles must be removed, rinsed, scratch-
brushed, and returned to the bath for the final
deposit. In every case in the electro-depositing
of metals, especially in the gold and brassing, the
color can be varied by moving the articles to and
fro in the solution during deposition. Silver is
also affected by this means, the deposit being
much whiter when the article is moved.

Pewter, lead, or zinc articles must be electro-
coppered previous to silvering or gilding, as well
as wrought iron and steel. Special solutions must
be made for plating these articles upon a large
scale without coppering.

Wisdom from the "Brass World"
In the United States fire gilding is almost

exclusively limited to the manufacture of high-
grade gold-plated buttons and is used only to a
very limited extent upon other kinds of goods.

The best flux for zinc has been found to
be sal-ammoniac and a small quantity is sprinkled
on the surface from time to time. It is de-
composed by the oxide of zinc, forming water,
ammonia and zinc chloride, which fuses down
to a slag and is readily skimmed off.

Much care must be exercised in the use of
iron or steel plating tanks to prevent short-cir-
cuiting or grounding of the electric current. The
tank should rest upon bricks soaked in melted
paraffine, which are insulators and will not ab-
sorb moisture.

In dissolving fine silver in nitric acid, always
use dilute acid as it does not dissolve readily in
strong acid. The usual strength of acid is I part
of strong nitric acid (which should be chemically
pure) and i part of water. The action goes oa
snore rapidly when warm than when cold.
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THE  HUNT FOR HIGH-GRADE WATCH-WORKERS 
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is already with us, and the demand will become more

•
" Send Competent Man and we will make Salary Satisfactory 
is the tenor of urgent requests that come to us continually. Our course

Watch-Work, Engraving and Optics
and every graduate is assured a choice of responsible, well-paying positions.
The name of our school is a passport to the good graces and confidence of
the leading jewelry houses of the country. Come now and take our cOurse.
It may not take as long or as much money as you think to become a first-class EC.
workman by our method of teaching. Send for our prospectus. It will g
give you full information pertaining to our college. A postal will bring it.

pressing as the holiday season approaches.

guarantees competency in

amilimming 
E The Philadelphia College of Horology
= F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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ESTABLISHED 1894 E

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance

Pivots without removing
the Hairspring or Roller
and protecting them while
the pivots are being pol-
ished.

C CULMAN
Pat. May 17, '04
Look for stamp

Price, $3.50

Now made (to fill the many requests) to take complete
Alarm Clock Balances. Price, $4.00 net

IME [Y PALLET DEL SETTER

Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price, $2.00

THE NAME EXPLAINS IT ALL
OVER 2000 IN USE EVERY DAY

For sale by all Jobbers In the LI. S. and Canada

MONEY INVESTED IN CULMAN TIME-SAVERS A QUICK DIVIDEND PAYER.

Ail' Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair of Ears

C. Cu LMAN Maple and Hazel Avenues
MAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machhe
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs or
sells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretching
machine that will do the work. Time saved, ring sized while the
customer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost, gold saved.

no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. Rings brought in
to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do the
work. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size?
This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and we
do not know of any man using it who would do without it. All kinds of rings
—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the most
expensive diamond—can be sized on this machine in two minutes. This
machine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the die
and the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as little
as you want—no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelry
houses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trial
for ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it. All we ask
is that you give it a trial. Any jobber will furnish you one.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR SEND TO US DIRECT

Price, $16.00, Includes Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 PENN AVENUE
• PITTSBURG, PA.

DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD. LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.
AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark, N. J.
EDWARDS 8c SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-

ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be

paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be

answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop

Notes department for each year accompanies each Dece
m-

ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these

indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to the
m,

as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-

ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue

and page on which the information may be found.

"Alcohol."—Am taking the liberty of send-

ing you a watch zetheel which I left in the alcohol

bath over 'night. Will you .kindly tell me if good

grain alcohol ought to affect a piece of steel in

this manner? If so, why is alcohol used as an

absorbent of water? On showing this to the

druggist front which it was purchased, he said it

was the very best.—You can be sure that there

was something of an acid nature either in the

alcohol or else on the pinion before you put it

in the alcohol, because you can let steel lie for

a long time in alcohol without rusting if the al-

cohol contains no foreign substance. If, how-

ever, you used the alcohol to drain watches in

after cleaning then your alcohol has been adulter-

ated with water and might cause steel to rust,

but the fact that the wheel is also discolored

makes us think that the trouble was caused by

something other than water, although to be sure

we cannot tell you exactly what it was.

"Powder."—Some time ago I wrote you for

information about frosting S. IV. wheels. Your

information in regard to kind of powder to use

I found to be correct. I get best results by using

the powder with water. Is that correct? Some

times it leaves scratches. The powder has small

black particles in it. Can you tell me some sure

way to remove these? I would also like to find

out what kind of powder is used in dantaskeen
ing

plates and wheels. Also can plates be damns-

keened with a pivot polisher; if so, what speed

must the lap travel; also how fast must the

lap travel across the plate or bridges?

Must the lap be ntetal, bone or ivory, and must it

run perfectly flat or set one or two degrees off

zero? If special machine is required for this work,

can you give me description of same or where it

can be bought? Can 31ou inform me how to put a

perfect high flat polish on brass wheels.?—To re-

grade oilstone powder you can put it in a vessel

Of water, mix it up thoroughly, then let it stand

a while. The heavier, coarser particles will

quickly sink to the bottom. The finest particles

sink last. Thus it happens that if the mixture

is left to stand long enough, there comes a time

when only the liner particles remain floating in

the water above the bottom of the vessel ; the

water now must be poured off or drawn off care-

fully, without disturbing the particles on the

bottom, and on evaporating the water, or straining

it, you will have left the finest particles of the

powder. To get various grades of fineness it is

only necessary to vary the length of time the

vessel is left standing before pouring off the

water. If you have well-graded powder and keep

it carefully so as not to get any foreign grit in it,

nor get any grit on .the lap or on the work, while

doing it, you will not have trouble with scratcnes

on your work ; a good precaution is, to move the

work on the lap with a circular motion, and as

the work approaches a finish, make the circles

smaller and smaller until there is barely any

motion at all. This makes a scratch, even if

there be one, so short as to be practically invisible.

For damaskeening plates and wheels you can

use emery or carborundum powder. Set the lap

slightly off zero—just enough to make the action

of the lap not exceed a semicircle. The lap is to

travel across the work just fast enough to com-

pletely cover the surface with the "scratch," so

none of the original surface is left exposed. If

it travels too slowly, it will grind too much metal
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off the surface. You can damaskeen a few 
very

simple patterns with a pivot polisher, but to make

up fancy variations such as the watch facto
ries

produce, you must have a special machine; 
you

can get information about this from the Ameri
can

Watch Tool Co., Waltham, Mass., or John

Stark, Waltham, Mass. A fine high polish can 
be

put on brass wheels quickest and best by usi
ng a

flat lap of jasper stone. A few of the tool-dea
lers

keep these in stock. Failing this, you can use a

block-tin lap with a mixture of rouge, diamon
tine

and oil, which produces as good a polish bu
t is

not as quickly done as when using a jasper lap.

"Scape".—I have been a watchmaker for

twenty years, yet I have never before come

across a watch that would stop like the 
one I

am going to describe. It is an 18 size, 17 jewel

Rockford. The cannon pinion of this watch has

to be a little tighter than most watches. Now

when I put a little power on the train and 
backed

the hands up the scape backed up and s
tuck in

just the position as shown in accompanying

drawing. I turned the hands forward and gave

it a shake and it would not start, but stuc
k com-

pletely, the pallet on back base of tooth and

guard pin on table. Yet you see it does not

bind on banking pin. I closed up banking and

bent guard pin back, then it would overbank.

I opened the banking wider than original
ly and

bent guard pin forward, then it would still st
op,

as per drawing. Most watches will tick back-

wards, but this one would not. The roller table

is not rough. I have fixed it without t
ouching

the cannon pinion or scope wheel teeth. I wo
n't

say how I did it, but I would like to know wh
at

you or any watchmaker would have done to

remedy it. It was a puzzle why the scope would

stay back with power on it and free to run. 
This

Aawing is as good as to have the watch itself,

and an explanation of such an extraordinary

stopping will be quite interesting to some watch-

makers. I did not even reset the pallets, as t
hey

were set right, the watch being an adjusted one
.—

We repeat the above query to which we made 
re-

ply in the June KEYSTONE. Under the heading

"Cruxes in Watchwork," on page 5285 of the

August KEYSTONE Mr. H. R. Playtner says in ref-

erence to our answer: "I think you should have

printed the sketch which the querist mentions

sending you with the remark that 'the drawing is

as good as having the watch itself.' It seems to

me this may easily be true and would have

enabled your readers to see the exact conditions

under which the stoppage took place." Mr.Play-

tner then presents a drawing showing what he

believes was the cause of the watch stopping. In

his sketch the heel of the escape-wheel is shown

caught on the metal of the pallet on the outside

of the pallet stone. In order to show that Mr.

Playtner criticized our answer on a wrong as-

sumption, we present here a reproduction of the

sketch which our inquirer sent us, in which it will
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be seen that there is quite a space between 
the

heel of the tooth and the metal of the pallet, so

Mr. Playtner's idea of the trouble does not apply

to this case at all, although we appreciate 
very

much his interest in the matter and would

welcome communications from his able pen at

any time.

"Puz:ded."—I have a Longines watch to put

in a mainspring. The barrel has stop works at-

tached to it which allow the barrel to make f
our

revolutions and watch will run about 24 hours.

When stop works are left off, will run longer,

making six revolutions. I would like to know

whether factory knew that by these attachmen
ts,

watch would go only that time or what the fault

isP—We suggest to subscribers that in all such

cases as the above, the only satisfactory course of

procedure is to forward us the watch. The pur-

pose of these replies is to convey instruction to

the readers of this journal, and we wish as far as

possible to eliminate anything in the nature of

mere guesswork. While the watch referred to

surely should run longer than twenty-four hours,

we cannot reliably advise our subscriber in re
gard

to the trouble without seeing the timepiece it
self.

"Watchntaker."—I would like to know

whether a watch in good condition will vary with

different people carrying it. It seems that it will

in my experience and so would like others' opin
ion

on it.—It is an admitted fact that a watch in good

order will vary in its timekeeping, with different

people carrying it. This is on account of the dif-

ference in individuals' habits; for instance, one

man may be quick and jerky in his movements,

another calm and slow. Thus the watch is run-

ning under very different conditions and hence

the difference in timekeeping on these two men.

Some who have written on this subject have

claimed that differences in the amount of "per-

sonal electricity" or "personal magnetism" help to

cause the variation in time. We cannot say that

this is not so, but neither has anyone actually

shown that it is so; so we are obliged simply to

put that down as some one's idea, which has

not been scientifically proven.

"Watch Sizes."—Will you kindly state in your

valuable paper where are the sizes of watches

taken front; that is, when we speak of an

16s., I25., 6s. or Os., where are they taken from?

—Watches are sized according to the following

table:

18 size = I in. + 5/30 in. ± 18/30 in. =I 23/30 in.

16 " = i in. ± 5/30 in. ± 16/30 in. = I 21/30 i
n.

14 " = I in. 5/30 in. + 14/30 in. = I 10/30

12 = I in. ± 5/30 in. + 12/30 in. = I 17/30 in.

6 " = I n. + 5/30 in. 6/30 in.= I 11/30 in.

o " =1 in. ± 5/3o in. ± o/3o in. = 5/3o in.

000 " = I in. ± 5/30 in. — 3/30 in. = I 2/30 in.

The present method of sizing watches was

originated by Aaron Dennison when he estab-

lished the first American watch factory.

"Brass Jewel Settings."—We send you so
me

jewel settings used in watch movements. 
These

settings are made of brass, and during the su
m-

mer months they become covered with a 
whitish

substance which has a crystalline appearance

under the microscope. Can you give the cause
 of

this and the rentedyr—Answering the above q
ues-

tion the Brass World says: An examinatio
n of

the settings indicates that the difficulty in the

shape of the minute, white spots, is caused by 
the

presence of lead in the brass from which they are

made. Brass for this kind of work is frequently

called "collet-brass" and a large amount of 
lead

is used in it in order to render it very free cut
ting.

From 4 to 5 per cent. of lead is usually employed

in the mixture. Brass containing so much lead

will turn white when exposed to dampness 
and

with the appearance shown by your samples. The

remedy is to use a brass with less lead as it has

been found that such brass will not turn whit
e as

readily. From I to 2 per cent. can be used. The

white spots mentioned are a basic carbonate or

hydroxide of lead."
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BEGIN NOW so that one year hence you will be ready to take a position when the demand for work-
  men is greatest and consequently salaries offered higher than at any season in the year

A School
Up to Date is
Appreciated

YEARS ago when Horological
schools were first inaugurated
in this country, they met with

decided opposition by the majority
of those interested in the jewelry
business and its kindred trades.
However, this feeling has disap-
peared from the field in most cases,
and to-day it is generally conceded
by the broadminded that the
HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the
only way to attain a complete
knowledge of the work, and, at the
same time, hasten results. So much
so is this a fact that whereas in the

Iiiiiesmssi L.

early days the student body was Group of Students in the Horologicalmade up of those who had had little
or none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 '/;, of them have been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And manywho are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their sons to these schools. Why ? Because they know that the schooloffers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating will become a first-class work-man. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physicians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of goodworkmen turned out from a first-class Horological School will be found to be greater than the percentage of successful graduates in the two pro-fessions mentioned above.

fl,There is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS in HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want to
get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this
truly great institution.

Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute, taken May 15, 1910

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMM E DIA TEL Y, SEND FOR CA TA LOGand make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity

LPIEWEg"D "HOROLOGICAL " Dept. K PEORIA ILL.,7 7 DESIRED
WI L GET  

INFORMATION
TE  

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND

OPTICIANS

fil81,11.• 1802

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 19 10 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morri Wholesale Jewelers and Opticiansson, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Landis School of Engraving

Fall Course Opens Sept. 1st
If you wish to take a Course this Fall please

write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

1.4. Landia, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Micb ,
Positively no Mall Course given. Attendance only

'1iUe'vc ilOt it • • a, • • •

• • • • • • Vou necb it
A Completc Ithuiftliterl Catalogue nil,! Price

• -OVER 800 DESIGNS_ 
OF'PRE,$ENTATION JEWELS, BADGES AND EMBLEMS

FOR ALL SECRET SOCIETIES
SEND FOR Jr .4T ONCE. . Sc) CHARGE. illiERA I, DISCOUNT

IT Will Help YOU Gel mikiness

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO., Manufacturing Jewelers
10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mountings that help sell Diamonds

September, 1910

The Ethics of Salesmanship

The ethics of the salesroom should be

made quite as important as of the pulpit.

The latter may be, often is, merely theo-

retical ; the former must be practical. When

thorough, genuine, the ethical side of com-

mercial life creates good feeling, promotes

confidence and assures mutual satisfaction.

There must, first of all, be honesty.

No firm can stand successfully on a reputa-

tion of doubtful integrity. When based

upon equivocation and deceit it will eventu-

ally totter like the fated fields of Etna. The

world is as eager to find an honest man

now as in the days of Diogenes. If it is less

skeptical in its quest, it is even more critical;

yet it is ever loyal to those who prove

true..
Honesty is a duty we owe

Honesty and to our fellow men ; but still
Patience more do we owe it to our-

selves. Pythagoras said:

"Above all things, reverence yourself."

Yet how can one reverence or even respect

himself when his conduct is, in secret, dis-

honest ? Others may honor and trust him

for a time because they do not know his

heart. But they will eventually discover the

sham ; and, having lost self-respect, "that

corner stone of all virtues," his face will

betray him if his deeds do not. His en-

thusiasm, if it persists, will lack the ring

of genuineness. Honest measure, honest

count, honest goods, honest principles,

should be the constant watchword.

Patience is a quality of inestimable

value in the salesroom. There are all sorts

of people to deal with, a variety of motives

to be met. Some do not know their own

needs, their own minds ; yet unless the

matter is tactfully handled, they resent any

outside interference. To be able to read the

characteristic traits and adapt yourself to

them will require patience as well as clever-

ness. You must learn to put yourself in

the place of the prospective purchaser.

Place the goods honestly before him ; show

them in their real colors ; and do not allow

yourself to speak impatiently or look bored

even though some unnecessary work is

made.
Cultivate generosity. A

Generosity and small favor shown may
Courage yield rich returns, while a

manifest disposition to

grasp speedily brings the perpetrator into

disfavor. Don't count the half-pennies all

on your own side. No single trait is more

apparent to the public, or more repulsive.

To the liberal and broad-minded it bespeaks

a narrow soul or a poor business. If you

would have the world think that you are
prospering, guard against falling short a

penny in making change. If the other man

shows a small deficit, accept the situation at

once and cheerfully. Your profits will

suffice even if you do lose a few coppers;
and the gain in public estimation is well

worth the price.

Courage is as essential behind the coun-

ter as in the jungles of Africa. The cour-

age of free speech has a specific value
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greater than that maintained by the rifle. It

may be as foolish to speak your mind un-

necessarily regarding the personal differ-

ences of others as for a hunter to assail a

tiger with a shot gun just for the fun of

the thing. But if pressed into a place where

personal or public good demand, speak your

thoughts freely and concisely, in a voice

that may be heard by all interested. A

may favor a certain municipal act which

B is strenuously opposed to. By assuring

each personally that he is right, you but

stir up a wounded tiger on either side of the

fence. You cannot stand on two platforms

at once without appearing awkward to the

point of the ludicrous in the eyes of the

public. A candid opinion, honestly given,

wins the respect, if not the acceptance, of

the people.
A two-faced position cannot retreat

under the excuse of "having changed your

mind." Fickleness has no place in commer-

cial life. "Vacillation," says a writer, "is

the prominent feature of a weak character."

If we are not strong enough to have a mind

of our own on general questions, our ability

to supply suitable goods will at once be

questioned.

Value of
Courtesy

Courtesy is a constant
requisite of the salesman.
Any disrespect or indiffer-
ence on his part has as

depressing an influence over the person

entering his establishment as a piece of ice

Oil a thermometer which was registering in

the nineties. To be received with a cold

glance reduces the spirits, and a reception

which bids at least a doubtful welcome

dampens the interest in goods. An old

German proverb aptly says that "With hat

in hand one gets on in the world." Chester-

field states that "Manner is all in every-

thing ; it is by manner only that you can

please, and consequently rise." And Emer-

son elaborates the thought into, "Give a

boy address and accomplishments, and you

can give him the mastery of palaces and

fortunes wherever he goes; he has not the

trouble of earning or owning them ; they

solicit him to enter and possess." The

courtesy which merges into cordiality is

always kindly received and remembered.

Show that you wish to be friendly ; that you

desire to serve fully. But do not go to the

extreme of flattery. The clerk who in-

quires after each member of the family,

including grandma, should be certain that

"grandma" has not been removed from
earthly scenes. A single instance of absent-

mindedness at this point will stamp the per-

petrator henceforth as an idle flatterer. By
observing a few standard rules of decorum

coupled with proper regard for the interests

and feelings of others, a sufficient guide
should be attained.

Industry is a word which
Industry and must never be stricken from
Good Humor your calendar. Every spare

moment should have smile-
thing for the promotion of trade. Keep
your stock nicely arranged, neatly dusted,

and see that no insect pest is lurking in a

corner to scare away a prospective customer.
Have your floors neatly finished with some

good hard finish which will be easily kept
clean and free from dust. Readjust your
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window arrangement. Read your trade

journals. The world has no use for drones.

Keep busy. Study present conditions, and

how to better them. Your thoughts as well

as your work should go with the business.

Good humor is an excellent lubricant in

making the shop machinery move easily.

But let it never be tinged with sarcasm.

The fun gained at the expense of another

will eventually be paid for out of your own

till. Laugh with people, but not at them.

The mirth which merges into ridicule is like

honey containing an enraged bee.
Be enthusiastic. You may
lack in scholarship ; Lincoln
and Garfield overcame
meager school opportunities

by enthusiasm and persistence in later years.

You may lack capital ; Astor and Carnegie

commenced with but a small amount. You

may lack patronage ; that can be secured by
conscientious and persistent effort. But if

you_ have honesty, patience, generosity,

courage, courtesy, industry, good humor

and enthusiasm, you will find the race of

life infinitely easier. Edison says that

genius is not inspiration but perspiration.

And this creator of millions is a most illus-

trious example of the real wealth pro-

ducer ; one who continues producing to the

end. What we are depends, after all, largely

upon ourselves. And the way to build up

as well as to keep a patronage is to put forth

our best efforts ; to develop our business

along the same lines that we build our
character—The Furniture Record.

Need of
Enthusiasm

To fish with a hook is fun
To fish with a net is BUSINESS
Our Catalogs are business nets

WE
MAKE
CATALOGS
FOR
JEWELERS
Catalogs that make the people
think of Jewelry—your Jewelry
—and increase your Holiday
business 30 to i00%).

Write if you invest $30 or more
in Holiday advertising.

We have no jewelry to sell, our
business is making Catalogs.

A. H. Ulrich €.5' Co.
- 625-631 ULLRICH BUILDING

EVANSTON :: ILLINOIS

Our check system gives you a carbon copy record
of every job you accept, it enables you to deliver
jobs without the check to owner, it bluffs the
finder of the lost check, has been in use ten years,
the cost is one-seventh of one cent per job.
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Every
College or School

member cherishes the
emblem of student life and
especially when mounted on as
useful and permanent an article as a

fountain pen.

Per
Gross,

$144.00
Net

Any Emblem

Many dealers
who have purchased

this new pen have sup-
plied nearly every student in

the local school or college. (Special
imprint also on pen.)

CLASS, SCHOOL, COLLEGE AND FRATERNAL 
enamel emblems, mounted on gold plated band on the cap of "Capitol" Fountain
Pens, make one of the most attractive and profitable lines a dealer can stock.
The " Capitol" is one of our best low price pens. It is the enormous quantity
that is sold that permits us to maintain the low price.
Manufactured entirely in our own extensive factories from the best materials.
Fitted with the famous A-L 14 K. Gold Pens, which are tipped with
iridium, hand tempered and with fine, medium and coarse points.

AIKIN-LAMBERT CO., 15-19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Write
for

Samples
and

Information

A Plan to Double Your
Fall Fountain Pen Sales

at our Expense
Our immense Fall Advertising Cam-

paign (full pages in all the principal
magazines) is primarily done to boost
your sales, on

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling

Fountain Pen
and in so doing boost ours. But we don't stop
there—not by any means. We back up this direct-
to-consumer Advertising Campaign for you with a direct-to-con-
sumer Retail Sales-Boosting Campaign that pulls like a mogul engine.
We call it "A Plan to Double Your Fall and Holiday Fountain
Pen Sales at our Expense;'' and as a "speeding up" force for your
sales it is truly tremendous—nothing like it has ever before been
attempted by any pen manufacturer. It localizes our big National
Advertising Campaign in the magazines, for TOUR benefit. Write
today for 16 page book free.

The Conklin Pen mfg. co.
100 Conklin Bldg. TOLEDO, 0., U. S. A.

$2.50 WO GDRES
AND UP NON–LEAKABLE

FOUNTAIN PEN
READ WHAT A MOORE'S DEALER SAYS:

"I am selling exclusively Moore' a Non-Leakables. Many of my
customers who have used one would never buy any other make."

W. A. Franc, Wapanucka. Okla,
You will make the right move If you stock Moores Non-Leakable Fountain

Pens. They sell easily and bring a good profit, and what It more Important, theynever fall to make a satisfied customer.
Write us for catalogue and special proposition to jewellers.

American Fountain Pen Company
Adams, Cushing & Foster. Selling Agents

168 Devonshire Street, ROSTON, MASS.
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STATIONERY
DEPARTMENT

Possibilities in the Stationery Business

The world is peopled by an infinite

variety of men and women, writes Charles

E. Falconer in Geyer's Stationer. The wise
Creator has prepared a work for every one

of them to do, which, if rightly attended to,

shall leave things better than they were

before. He has also fitted every one for

doing some particular kind of work better

than it can be done by some one else, who

call likewise do his own work

better than it can be done by

another.
Some are called to be

tillers of the soil, hewers of

wood and drawers of water;

others to be mechanics, work-

ers in metal or stone, in weav-

ing or in other constructive

work. Others still to be dis-

tributers of the products of

the labor and skill of their

brothers ; captains of industry

and commerce. Some there

are to whom is assigned the

task of studying their fellows

and apportioning to each his

share of the work ; to others

falls the study of the work

itself, and how best to perform

it for the good of all. All are

divided and subdivided, and

still further divided into grades and classes
innumerable in their shades of efficiency.

As everything in Nature has its use,

and if used rightly produces harmony and

is an aid to comfort, progress and perfec-

tion, so does it if used improperly produce

discord, unpleasantness, danger, chaos and

death itself.
Pegasus harnessed to the plow is as

inefficient and futile as the humble plow

horse essaying to soar among the clouds.

We do not transport muck in silver

vessels, nor attempt to make silk purses

from sows' ears, neither should we try to fit

a square peg into a round hole, or to expect

a task to be per formed properly by one

manifestly unfitted for it by physique, tem-

perament, knowledge or training.

Some lines of business afford great

opportunities for development and expan-

sion ; the scope of others is decidedly limited.

In this latter class is the selling of sta-

tionery at retail. In the ordinary accep-
tation of the term the stationer has not in
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these days outgrown the condition that gave
rise to the name of his business.

You cannot draw more water from a
well than is contained therein ; neither can
you pour a quart of fluid into a pint meas-
ure. The needs of the average person for
stationery are not large, and there is seldom
any good reason for them to buy in excess
of their wants.

The question has been raised, "Is not
the limited amount of business done in retail

stationery due to the employment of cheap
men?" and, "If high-priced salesmen were
employed, would not the expense be justified
by the greatly increased volume of sales
effected?"

The secret is in management, which
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I would insist that he be given every

opportunity to learn the location of stock,
selling prices and uses to which the goods

are put, and would let him fill orders under

the supervision of an order clerk and en-

courage him to wait on trade as soon as he

had sufficient knowledge of location of stock.

If he is apt lie will soon learn, and his
progress should he observed and com-

mended, his faults pointed out in a proper

way ; not harshly nor before others to
humiliate him, but privately.

As he advances his wages should ad-

vance also. Do not give him cause to sus-

pect you of taking any advantage of him,
but pay him all he is worth to you, regard-
less of his age or length of service.

A young man trained in
your own store or office is
worth more to you than an-
other trained elsewhere, for
he has nothing to unlearn, and
it is your own fault if he
does not learn properly.

Exhibit of L. E. Waterman Co. at Brussels Exposition

covers a multitude of things. An expert

can achieve better results with imperfect

tools than a poor workman with the finest

kit that money can buy. An ordinary clerk

selling goods out of stock does not have to

be of the same calibre as the salesman whose

business it is to negotiate larger orders, in-

volving many and intricate details, and re-

quiring much technical knowledge.

In selecting a stationery clerk I would

have a boy start at about age sixteen, and

would require, first of all, that he be of

average size, in good health, not deformed

or crippled, and with good eyesight. He

should write a legible hand and have com-

pleted the grammar school course.

I should prefer that his parents be not

of the laboring class, but would make no

other restrictions on that score, except as to

nationality, in which I should exercise my

judgment. I should test his knowledge by

a few leading questions, and would require

him to have a cheerful countenance and neat

appearance.

Brussels Exposition Award

lelgium has set up one of
the greatest expositions of the
world's industries that has
ever been thrown open to the
public of any European coun-
try. The big fire was a
serious interruption, but its
effects have already disap-
peared. The scene is in the
city of Brussels, beautifully
laid out and covering many
acres of land, surrounded by

buildings which, from point of architecture,

have never been equaled in the more recent
of the world's expositions. The central lo-
cation of Brussels has made the exposition

one that has been visited more generally
than recollection serves has any other
world's fair. This applies not only to the
people of the many countries surrounding
Belgium, but those who have visited Europe
from other countries during the very favor-
able season in which the exposition has been
conducted.

Among the most prominent and attrac-
tive displays at the exposition is that of
Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen and Koh-I-
Noor Pencils, of which we have just re-
ceived a photograph. Cable advices have
been received in connection with this dis-
play, that these manufacturers have received
the very highest reward that the judges can
give. The significance of the award is
that the lines on exhibition are beyond com-
petition, and that a member of the house
receiving such award shall be constituted a
member of the jury for the granting of
further awards.
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Buying the Goods

We hear a tremendous lot about selling.

We read article after article, and treatise

upon treatise ; practical, theoretical, even

psychological. On buying we see and hear

far less. We should know more. Probably

the reason we do not is that the buyer is the

recipient of influence, while the seller is the

man who must create it. In a sense the

salesman has the more difficult work—at

least in so far as forcing his personality on

his fellow man is concerned. But the buyer

must know what to accept and what to re-

sist from the compelling salesman.
If salesmanship demands a

fine degree of persuasion
and enthusiasm, buying
necessitates a sure display

of judgment and conservatism. The great

bee-line drive of the buyer is good quality

at low price. He doesn't want an enthusi-

astic glow about him to secure this. Selling

requires tactful aggressiveness ; buying de-

mands conservative weighing and careful

deliberation. Selling aims to close at an

opportune and convincing moment ; buying

calls for a consideration of all points, set

one against the other ; and then a close,

accurate, mathematical decision may be

given. Your good buyer is never in a rush

on an important deal.
There is an idea prevalent that it takes

a mighty bright man to sell, but that any

fourth-rate office man has the requisite

sense to buy. It does take a brainy man to

sell, but it takes an equally able man to

buy. The qualities involved are very differ-

ent, though, paradoxical as it may seem,

the salesman is often a good buyer, and the

buyer frequently an expert seller. Again,

the reverse is true, as the following little

incident may illustrate.

The proprietor of a certain Western

automobile concern was a splendid salesman.

When any one of his men reached his selling

limit, he delivered the prospect to his chief.

The latter rarely failed when there was a

ghost of a chance. He was an affable,

agreeable, positive salesman. But as a

buyer he was a typical grouch, almost brow-

beating, and most unfair.

An advertising specialty
An Illustrative salesman called on him
Case 'frequently, endeavoring to

interest him in his line. The

buyer was short, abrupt and antagonistic.

Everything was "too high." Finally the

salesman secured something to his liking.

What did the buyer do? He took the care-

fully-planned specialty, submitted it to the

rival of the salesman's firm and let the job

at a figure five per cent. lower than the one

Qualifications

of Buying
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given him. He thought he was doing good

buying. He was not. It was poor work and

unjust.
The salesman was incensed. He was a

strong man and a leader in his firm. Later

in the year, through his efforts, a tacit agree-

ment was effected with the rival firm. The

following year the buyer was in the market

for another specialty.
The price of the article submitted was

deliberately placed 25 per cent. above

normal, and the salesman of both houses

stood like a stone wall. The buyer bought,

paying an exorbitant profit. Antagonizing

a salesman is never a good plan for the

buyer.
The methods by which some buyers

will get prices from salesmen are most in-

teresting.

Mode of

Procedure

A raw salesman once
tackled the buyer of a large
sash, door and mirror
house. The buyer was on

the lookout for some little souvenir to dis-

tribute at a "Home Products Exhibit," soon
to be held. The moment his eyes rested on
the young salesman he knew his man. If

there is one thing the shrewd buyer under-

stands it is human nature, and a young,

flushing neophyte of a salesman, anxious
for a sale to-day and now, is the simplest of
all simple problems. He eyed the young
man, looked over the line without a trace
of interest, and indifferently asked the price.

The salesman deciding he was "cold," and
feeling the chill, turned loose the warmth of
his enthusiasm in an appealing argument
and ended by dropping to his lowest figure.

The buyer, if possible, grew more in-

different, and the salesman was preparing to

leave as he said, "Out of all reason." Then

after a moment the buyer added : "Nothing

doing—to-day." He put a little reflection

on "to-day," that was just enough to bait

the salesman. The young man gave a sec-

ond chapter of argument ; then as the buyer
slowly nibbled, he got to plunging.

Finally the buyer made him an offer at

cost ; the salesman struggled for a fifteen

per cent. profit, and the sale was split at

seven and a half. The line should have sold

at not less than twenty-five per cent.

The ethical side of "bearing

the salesman" is not for dis-
cussion here. Practically it
is not, usually, a good plan.

The buyer who gets into the habit of always

squeezing down, in time will run into an

iron-clad agreement among the salesmen.

"Look out for Durkin." "Go him high" is

the watchword. By "going him high" is

meant to raise the price, prepared for a drop.

The clever salesman, with his axe to grind,

"Searing" the

Salesman
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usually sees that the drop is only partial.

His eye teeth often are sharper than the

buyer's. The present-day salesman is edu-

cated to the last degree.
There is a great deal said about low

buying—"close" buying. It is the buyer's

business to get as much as he can for as

little as he can ; the salesman sells as little

for as much as he can. Looking at it all

around, it seems a fair match for the best

to win. If a buyer can make his firm pros-

perous by low and careful buying, he is ful-

filling his first duty.

One buyer, a Chicago man in the heater
business, was quite an expert at getting a
low figure, and at the same time keeping

the salesmen feeling well toward him.

After a preliminary siege of competitive fig-

uring, resulting in getting two or three

down to a pretty close price, he selected

the most responsible firm and sent for the
salesman.

Buyer's

Persistence

Then the process would
begin. He was very endur-
ing, this buyer, and a master
at whetting the salesman's

appetite. He worked on the salesman's

anxiety until the latter was in a bad way.

Then he made an offer—very low. There

he stuck, and the salesman could pour forth

the eloquence of a Demosthenes and Cicero

combined, and he would not budge. The

salesman would leave and call again. And

still again. But all to no avail. Then came

the collapse.

The buyer, feeling the seller's back

completely broken, deliberately raised his

offer, quite a little, but still at low figures;

the salesman closed like a dog on a bone.

Both felt thoroughly satisfied, and they

dined together at the buyer's expense.

He was a man humanly shrewd. That sales-

man always was putty in his hands.

Until recent years the great club of the

buyer was competition. "Meeting the

figure" was very common practice. While

some may not agree with me, I do not think

this scientific buying. The better houses

selling goods have pretty accurate cost sys-

tems as a rule, and salesmen have not as

extended an option on price-making as

formerly. Trust-owned products—and. their

number is legion—are sold at absolute

figures, and quality and delivery are the

salesmen's only weapons. In competitive

goods, where a buyer hammers the life out

of a price, there is always a danger of sub-

stitution, seconds, or generally inferior

stock. These may occasionally be partially

used before discovery, entailing loss. As a

buyer in a large printing plant, I found that

goods purchased noticeably low rarely

(Continued on page 1527)
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HALL CLOCKS POPULARIZED
Our greatest service to the trade has been to thoroughly popularize the
hall clock, transform it from an exclusive special into a salable staple,
cultivate a universal demand for it and give to it profit possibilities
before unknown and STILL UNDREAMT OF BY .MANY
JEWELERS. To make

A Hall Clock for Every Home
was our ambitious undertaking, and this we have accomplished with our
immense product, ranging in price from $5oo to $15—better and hand-
somer clocks at less money than were ever made before.

The marvel of hall clock manufacture is our Jewelry Trade Special
from $6o to $80.

Write us lo-day. We know our firofiosition will inkrest and firofil you.

NEW CATALOG NOW READY. DO YOU WANT ONE?

Colonial Manufacturing Co. u. S. A.ZEELAND, MICH.

The "DEBUTANTE" Bracelet

A bracelet of
distinction and
beauty. Made
of High-Grade
Gold FILLED

SeamlessStock.
Comes in four
widths; any
size.

TRADE- MARK

GigM;;;=imai

We make a line of
Sterling Silver Pencils
especially adapted
for the holiday trade.
Mounted on Xmas
cards or in fancy
boxes.

Also make Pens,
Pen Holders, Ther-
mometer Cases, Foun-
tain Pens in Gold and
Sterling Silver.

Look for our trade-mark on every article. The sign of quality and finish
WR/TE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

F. T. PEARCE COMPANY Head Office and Works
85 Sprague Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK SALES OFFICE-180 Broadway —

.1=11.••■

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE
Mounted, ground, sharpened correctly and ready to use.

60 cents each. Two for $1.00
Made by hand (tapered), of the finest razor steel.

Every one guaranteed. Catalogue free.
REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL (DEPT. K)
Cor. Lake and Market Streets ELMIRA, NEW YORK

llf

SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

WRIGHT PEN CO 623 Washington Avenue
• ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.
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Buying the Goods

(Continued from page 1525)

measured up with their supposed stan
dards,

and at best there was always a f
eeling of

uncertainty.

Department

Store Buying

Your buyer for a depart-

ment store is an expert. He

has his finger tip on the

pulse of the different de-

partments, watching the continuous ebb a
nd

flow of the trade. The best buyer is the

man who is never out and yet never 
over-

stocks. This condition would of course be

ideal. In the large stores often cards are

given to all the salesmen, who, whe
n any

line is running low, jot down 
diminishing

stocks. In this way the buyer is always

warned. By carefully kept records, he

knows that so many yards of a 
certain

flannelette lasted a certain period. By 
his

knowledge of the past he gauges the f
uture.

But he must keep in touch with 
depressions,

the ups and downs of luxuries, local 
condi-

tions, and little matters without end. 
Surely

this work is as difficult as that of the 
highly

scientific salesman. Judgment continuous,

quick and unfailing, must be his in its 
best

form. The fear of overstocks is only

equaled by that of running out. Between

Charybdis and Scylla the buyer is buffe
ted

without end and his life is one per
petual

jump and hustle. •

A little incident will indicate. whe
rein

a buyer was sadly duped by not 
giving

proper attention to one of the men.

A salesman from a large imple
ment

firm in Kansas was selling in Colorado
.

For a long time he endeavored to pl
ace an

order of binder twine with a certain 
firm,

whose buyer was an over-procrasti
nator.

Repeated efforts were unavailing ; the 
buyer

was never quite ready. The salesman 
got

to dropping his price until finally he 
landed

large and flat on bedrock. If I remember,

he put the price down to nine cents. 
The

buyer would not close. He was a pecul
iar

man with overflowing dignity.

One day the head of the salesman's firm

blew into the city and inquired why Bla
nk

hadn't been landed.

"Mr. Smith," said the salesman, "I

want you to close him. I've done every-

thing under the sun. Sell him at ten and a

half cents."
Smith possessed all the essentials and

the accoutrements of the Boss. He was

deadly impressive and loaded with a i..4-

caliber dignity.

Tht salesman, going in ahead of his

superior, caught the buyer. "Binding twine

is going sky high," said he. "I've brought
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the head. You'd better get aboard with

him."
The buyer, meeting Mr. Smith, felt

himself in touch with a personality wort
hy

of deepest consideration. Smith was a

powerful salesman and when he sold 
his

price was high. The buyer not yet 
ready,

listened most attentively and then began 
his

little hemming and hawing for delay.

"Not quite in need—" he said.

"0, yes, you are," interrupted the Boss;

"I know better ; you haven't bought for

years. I came to sell you, and I know you

Loving Cup presented to 3. P. 
Archibald

won't disappoint me. My time is 
valuable.

Come, now, I need your order and I 
appre-

ciate it."
"What is your best price ?"

"Ten and a half."

"That your very best?"

"Absolutely. It's cheap."

The order went through, with the minor

salesman chuckling to himself. Sometime

later he went back aml told the buyer.

"Say, I've got a rich one on you. Re-

member binding twine ? Ten and a half ? 
I

could have sold you at the very time 
at

nine. I don't give a whoop whether you

ever buy again, but, seriously, you 
are a

poor buyer. The next time, you buy 
from

the salesman and not from the boss."

Buying is a science. It must be stndied

in all its branches and never can be

entirely mastered. It is as broad as human

nature and as interesting.—From The Bo
ok-

keeper.
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Beautiful Loving Cup Presented to

J. P. Archibald

A very pleasurable incident of the

Detroit convention of the American

National Retail Jewelers' Association was

the presentation of a sterling silver loving

cup to the retiring president, J. P. Archibald,

of Blairsville, Pa. The cup, which is a

handsome specimen of art craftsmanship,

is 18 inches high, including the base, and 8

inches across. On one side is the inscrip-

tion, "John P. Archibald, President of the

American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation, Detroit, July 28, 1910." On the

other side is the continuation of the inscrip-

tion, "In appreciation of his valued services

as president of this association,I908-19 to."

Seldom has so appropriate a gift been

so deservedly bestowed. Mr. Archibald

accepted the uninviting responsibility of the

presidency at a time when the organization

was battling for its very existence, when

the trade at large were discouragingly indif-

ferent and when the membership, in num-

bers at least, was far from being representa-

tive of the jewelry interests of the country.

From the clay he accepted office, he labored

diligently to elevate the status of the asso-

ciation, to increase its membership and ex-

tend its influence, and with so much success

that his efforts for the year were recognized

in a unanimous re-election. This recogni-

tion only stimulated his industry and en-

thusiasm, and his second term became a

period of achievement far beyond the ex-

pectations of even the most sanguine. Sub-

stantial reforms were secured and the poten-

tiality of the organization for trade regener-

ation was definitely established. He be-

queathed to the new administration an

association representative of the trade at

large, both in numbers and character, and

sufficiently influential to command the re-

spect, deference and co-operation of the

other branches of the trade. His is the

chief credit for guiding the association to

the pathway of success, with a record of

achievement to commend it and with that

most vexatious of all obstacles in the way

of its progress—trade indifference—practi-

cally elminated.
The cup, we may add, is no more in

recognition of the president than of the

man, whose forceful yet kindly nature ac-

complished much good for his brethren,

while retaining the respect and compelling

the admiration of all concerned. The time

devoted so liberally to association affairs

meant a considerable business sacrifice, but

he allowed no selfish interest to stand in

the way of official duty. Happily the asso-

ciation has still at its service Mr. Archi-

bald's enthusiasm, wise counsel and valuable

experience.
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The Marathon Line
of Fobs, Bracelets, Chains,
Lockets, Pendants and La
Vallieres, must sell—

BECAUSE, They are made of
high grade stock by first-class,
experienced workmen.

They are exquisite and exclusive
in design.

They are widely and well ad-
vertised.

The Marathon Line being very
extensive and varied, cannot
fail to suit the fancy and purse
of everyone that likes good
jewelry.

The Innergroup Locket
is one of the best ready-selling,
good things of the season, because
the four-picture idea is new, the
locket is attractive, and the price
is right.

We are actually putting, not
only the description, but the locket
itself, into the hands of five thou-
sand jewelry dealers. What better
advertisement could it have? or
what better guarantee of its merits
could be given?

Ask Your

Jobber

for

Samples
of the

Marathon

Line

Main Office and Factory

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

To Render Clock Dials Luminous

Clock dials are rendered luminous in

the dark by means of luminous paint. Of

course, in doing such work, it is neces
sary

to block out the figures—that is, pain
t the

entire dial with the exception of the fig
ures.

You can no doubt purchase such paints, 
and

we would advise you to do so if p
ossible,

but for the benefit of those who ca
nnot

procure them, we give the following s
ome-

what condensed expose of the materials

employed and manner of combining 
them

in preparation of luminous paints. The

property of absorbing and afterwards e
mit-

ting light is possessed by many substa
nces,

like the mono-sulphide of calcium, 
barium,

strontium, uranium, magnesium, alumin
um

and several others, which, after being e
x-

posed to a strong light for some time, ha
ve

the property of giving off or emitting 
the

light absorbed. Phosphorus is also some-

times added as an ingredient which bo
th

intensifies and prolongs the luminosity.

The ashes of seaweed are used to supply the

phosphorus ; also calcined marine shells.

The preparation of the materials for

luminous paints generally involves pro-

cesses of a complicated chemical natur
e,

which in many instances are not easily e
x-

plained, but still essential to satisfactory

results. Balman's process of preparing

luminous paints, as set forth in the specifica-

tion of his patent, is as follows : "The

phosphorescent substance employed is a

compound obtained by simply heating to-

gether a mixture of lime and sulphur, or

substances containing lime and sulphur,

such as alabaster, gypsum, etc., with carbon

or other agents, to remove a portion of the

oxygen present ; or, by heating lime in a

vapor containing sulphur. This phosphores-

cent powder can be employed as a paint by

adding a mixture of gum mastic and tur-

pentine, or drying oils such as are employed

for the preparation of ordinary paints."

The next advance in the preparation

of luminous paints was a French Compound,

which incorporated phosphorus as above-

mentioned. The method of preparation was

as follows : too lbs. of carbonate of lime

and phosphate of lime, produced by the

calcination of seashells, and especially those

of the genus Fridaena, and the cuttle-fish

bone, intimately mixed with too lbs. of lime

rendered chemically pure by calcination, 25

lbs. of calcined sea salt, 25 to 50 per cent.

of the whole mass of sulphur (incorporated

by sublimation), and 3 to 7 per cent. of

coloring matter in the form of powder, corn-

posed of mono-sulphide of calcium, barium,

etc., which possess the properties of shining

in the dark.
We have now stated the basis of the

composition of all luminous paints. In the

practical use of these paints there was a

disagreeable feature to overcome—the paint

seen by day or artificial light was not the

same tint as was emitted when the paint be-

came luminous and shone by itself. We

have all seen luminous watch dials which,

when seen by ordinary daylight, had a sort

of creamy look, and in the dark shone with

an uncanny lilac tint. We give below a list

of colors and the mode of preparation,

which show the same color either by day-

light or when emitting absorbed light.

These colors are usually mixed with a ce
r-

tain varnish known as "lake varnish," pre-

pared as follows : Zanzibar copal is melt
ed

over a charcoal fire, and 15 parts of this

substance is dissolved in 6o parts spirits of

turpentine. After thorough incorporation

of these substances the mixture is filtered

and 25 parts of pure boiled linseed oil

added ; the resulting varnish is employed

for mixing the luminous paints, which are

ground in a paint mill, employing granite

rollers, as iron or steel rollers would affect

the paint.
Pure White Luminous Paint.—Mix 40

parts of the above lake varnish with 6 parts

of prepared baric sulphate, 6 parts of pr
e-

pared calcic carbonate, 12 parts of prepared

zinc sulphide (white) and 36 parts of calcic

sulphide in a luminous condition. Work

these ingredients into coarse emulsion and

grind between the granite rollers as de-

scribed.
Red Luminous Paint.-5o parts of lake

varnish, 8 parts of prepared baric sulphate,

2 parts of prepared madder lake, 6 parts of

prepared realgar (diarsenious disulphide)

and 34 parts of calcic sulphide in a luminous

condition, and the mixture worked the same

as for white.
Yellow Luminous Paint.-48 parts

varnish, It) parts prepared barium sulphate,

8 parts barium chromate and 34 parts

luminous calcium sulphide.
Blue Luminous Paint.-42 parts var-

nish, 10.2 parts prepared barium sulphate,

6.4 parts ultramarine blue, 5.4 parts cobalt

blue, 46 parts luminous calcium sulphide.

Luminous paints for artists' use can be pre-

pared by substituting East India poppy oil

for the lake varnish. Luminous paints can

also be mixed with wax or collodion. In a

recent issue of the Druggist's Circular, we

find the following reply to a correspondent

desiring information on this subject:

Luminous paints for watch dials or

other objects which it is desirable to see

in the dark, consist mainly of certain sul-

phides. These paints have apparently failed

to meet the expectation aroused on their in-

troduction, as they do not seem to have

come into use owing, probably, to want of

permanence, but we append information re-

garding them which may be of some in-

terest. One variety is made by calcining

carefully cleaned oyster shells in a closed

crucible, adding to 20 parts of lime so ob-

tained, 6 parts of sulphur and again heating

in the same manner. For the production of

a yellowish-green phosphorescence, the fol-

lowing combination has been published:

Grams

Shell lime  TOO

Sulphur   30

Starch   TO

Plumbic acetate   0.035

To obtain a violet phosphorescence the

following formula has been published : Mix

20 grams of shell lime with 6 grams of

sulphur and 2 grams of starch, all in

powder. Add to the mixed powder a solu-

tion prepared by dissolving o.5 gram of

bismuth nitrate in Ioo c.c. of absolute

alcohol with the addition of a few drops of

hydrochloric acid. After the alcohol has

evaporated, heat the mass to a redness 
in

a covered crucible for twenty minutes.

After the crucible has cooled remove a 
thin

layer from the top of the mass, pulv
erize

and heat again for half an hour. 
The

granules which form must not be powder
ed

too finely, as the phosphorescence woul
d be

thereby diminished.

Talk Courteously over the Telephon
e

"Have you ever noticed," said a retail

man the other day, "that there are a goo
d

many people who are kindly and courteo
us

enough when you are talking to them, wh
o

immediately when they put the receiver of

a telephone to their ear and prepare to 
talk

become brusque, keen spoken and develop a

tone that would lead you to believe that y
ou

were their personal enemy and had just re-

cently again offended them?

"I do not believe that it is ever inten-

tional rudeness, it is a mere habit, but it
 is

certainly a bad one that the man who pos-

sesses it should break himself of or at lea
st

stay away from the telephone. When it

comes to business, a manner of this kind c
an

be the cause of real harm. A telephon
e in-

quiry from a customer or some one who m
ay

become such should be answered with 
as

much courtesy and civility as a direct call

at the store. If anything, it should receive

a little more, for the hearer at the other
 end

of the wire cannot see whether the speak
er is

pleasant or otherwise.
"Conceive, then, the impression upon

the mind of a woman who calls up to lea
rn

if it will be possible to match her gown wi
th

a pair of slippers, who in response to 
her

ring gets, 'Hello, what do you want ?' d
c-

livered in a tone that implies that if it hap-

pens to be trouble, the speaker is more th
an

willing to accommodate.
"Then, again, the person who answers

the telephone in the store, I think, shou
ld

be one who is prepared to reply intelligent
ly

to pretty nearly any question that may 
be

put to him, whether it is the price of a

certain kind of shoe, information about sto
ck,

store service or delivery, or in fact any 
of

the incidentals that go to the making 
up

of store service. It is inconvenient and tire-

some for a customer at the other end of

the wire to have to wait until such info
rma-

tion is obtained, and time seems much long
er

to such a one than to the man who is g
oing

around the store looking for the inform
a-

tion desired."

Color of Sparks

The color of the sparks given off by an

emery wheel is a guide to the kind of m
etal

being ground. Sometimes this is the most

easy and handy way of distinguishing
 tool

steels. Cast iron gives off dull red sparks

and they stay close to the emery wh
eel.

Wrought iron gives a spark similar to ca
st

iron in color, but more like the spark 
from

mild steel, which is bright yellow and fl
ies

from the wheel considerably. Self-harden-

ing tool steel and the tungsten alloy s
teels

make a thick shower of dull sparks, ve
ry

much like the, cast iron sparks in color.
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OUR CATALOGUE INSURES PROFIT
(11. The Great American Jewelers' Catalogue is the corner stone of our

business. This catalog more than any other factor in our long business
experience, has inspired our trade with confidence in us.
(11 Hundreds of jewelers use it, but do you? Possibly you're prejudiced against

the use of a catalogue. To be sure, the jewelers of the early 6o's did not use
it, but why labor under this extra handicap? Just remember you're in business
to make money—not to defend your prejudices.
(11' Just as surely as water is wet and fire is hot, just that surely will the Great

American Jewelers' Catalogue make money for you, if you make it your
"first aid" in buying. Send for the new one.

The Oskamp-Nolting Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

STEIN a ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

BETTER THAN EVER PREPARED TO FILL ALL THE NEEDS OF THE JEWELRY TRADE

Complete line of

American Watch

Movements and Cases

Gold and Rolled-plate

Jewelry of standard

makes.

Western Selling

Agency for the

Pairpoint Corporation

Cut Glass and

Silver-plated Ware.

Special attention

given to Repairing and

Recutting of Diamonds

Estimates of loss in

weight and cost of

work given if desired.

We started cutting

diamonds in 1893,
and our shop has

never been closed a
working day since

that time.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

Our travelers are showing complete assortments of all the lines we handle. It will he to your advantage to give them favorable consideration. We havetaken special pains with our travelers' lines this year and are certain that an inspection of them will be profitable to you.
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The Art of Working Metals in
Japan

A lecture delivered before the Institute of Metals at the Institu
tion of Mechanical Engineers, Westminster, London

Professor W. Gowland said that the subject
which he was to bring before them was the
working of metals in Japan, or rather he should
say in old Japan, and it was one of interest. It
presented to the metallurgist and the craftsman
unique modes of extracting metals and purifying
and adapting them by simple processes to both
practical and ornamental uses. The metals he
proposed to deal with were gold, silver, copper,
iron and tin. They were the only substances
recognized as metals proper by early Chinese and
Japanese writers, and were technically known as
jo-kui, which meant the five metals, and they
were supposed to have some mysterious relation-
ship with the five colors and were believed to
have originated with the sun and not with simple
bodies or elements, but to be capable under cer-
tain influences of being transmuted one into the
other. Gold was called the king of the five
metals because, as they said, it never rusts and it
could be melted many times without appreciable
loss of weight, and it was believed that under
certain conditions other metals could be con-
verted into gold, but a space of zoo years at least
was required for the completion of change. But
much as the acquisition of this alchemic knowl-
edge was sought after no record of transmuting
a baser metal into gold had been handed down
by tradition. The first discoveries of gold were
made in river sand, then mineral veins were
worked and the process of extracting gold from
quartz commenced. River sand that had been
powdered was mixed with water, the water and
powdered ore were then passed over a series of
cotton troughs, the earthy matter being thus re-
moved from it. The gold washing in Japan
was so very skilfully carried on that the washers
who worked a river would make it yield a profit
in the precious metal when others (foreigners)
with modern appliances had decided that it would
not pay. Those old gold washers received no
wages, but recouped themselves by the gold dust
which adhered to their clothes and even nuggets
would sometimes find their way into the wash-
er's garments.

Erroneous Accounts of Travelers

They found glowing accounts of the gold de-
posits in the narratives of old voyagers and the
richness of Japan in gold generally, but those ac-
counts were all erroneous. The copper used
on the temples was covered with a slight coating
of gold and those early voyagers imagined the
ornaments were of pure gold and believed, there-
fore, that there must be a large quantity of ore
in the country. The effects of laws forbidding
the use of gold and silver on the dress had an
aesthetic value, which became a mode or fashion,
so that the gold jewelry worn about the person
consisted of a single gold hairpin for the women
and in men's use the ornamentation of the pipe
or tobacco pouch. The earliest example of its
use was seen in the horse bits belonging to the
fourth century and taken from some burial
mounds. There were also instances of horses'
shoes in copper plated with gold. Then during
later times, more particularly after the intro-
duction of Buddhism, copper plated with gold
was in demand for ornamenting the exteriors of
the temples, and the Shinto temples followed
the same custom. It was that lavish display
which misled the old voyagers. But the extensive
gold mountings did actually require a large
supply of gold. The method by which gold was
applied to the surface of copper was thus: The
object was immersed in plum vinegar, it was
then washed and dried over a brazier and gold
in the form of leaf worked in.

Gold-plating unknown in Early Times

With regard to gold-plating the lecturer said
it was quite unknown in Japan in early times, so
that in the houses they found nothing of gold
except tiny wine cups or the mount of a pipe.
The only, large vessels of gold were two caskets
in the Shinto temple of the goddess Inishi. In
1883 it was decided that one of them should be

melted down and replaced by a new one. The
casket came to the mint and the melting down
was carried through with a priest in attendance.
On assay they found that it consisted of about
sixty-six parts of gold and the rest of silver.
The golden color which it had originally, and
which led many to believe it was all pure metal,
was due to a special process. With regard to
gold jewelry, there was little f it in old Japan,
and in no case was copper used as an alloy with
gold ; the alloy was always silver. Whenever
jewelry was made a very high standard of gold
was used, but as years went on and as the gold
currency gradually became debased, the standard
was lowered, until in the last century only 35 per
cent., and in some instances only 12 per cent.
of gold was employed, but objects made in the
lower standard were indistinguishable in external
appearances from those wrought in pure gold. It
was strange to note that there was no mint in
Japan until the sixteenth century; before that
time gold circulated as currency in the form of
dust carried about in quills or in small paper
packets. The first coin struck was valued at
about 16 guineas and contained several ounces of
gold. In addition to the production of coins it
was also the function of the mint to prepare gold
bars, called homar, which were kept in the
treasury as a reserve against pestilence or war.
The bars were about 13 inches long and 5 inches
broad and 5 inches thick.

Assaying by the Touchstone

The assay of the gold bars was all done by
the process of the touchstone, no acid being used.
The method was a most successful one to em-
ploy when the alloy was silver and in Japan
they had been able to get within ten parts of gold
in a thousand. There were other methods prac-
ticed in order to determine whether there was
too much copper in the gold or silver alloy. Gold
was only alloyed with silver and not with copper,
so that the coins were nearly all white or faded
color. It became necessary, therefore, to give
them a surface of gold, and that was effected by
dissolving out the silver in the upper surface of
the alloy. Another process, and one followed
by all the modern jewelers, was to plaster over
the object and mixtures of the alloy, heating it
to redness and then afterwards washing it in a
solution of sulphuric chloride. Silver was called
by the Japanese the white metal and it had been
in use among them from very early times and
two or three centuries before our era. The
earliest specimen of silver seen by the lecturer
was a bowl belonging to the eighth century, about
A. D. 766. Silver was used but seldom for their
religious vessels and utensils, and when used it
was generally gilt, so that they had only speci-
mens of coinages and a few sword-mounts sur-
viving the early periods. After the civil war
silver came largely into us for making sword
ornaments, pipe bands and ladies' hairpins, but
these articles were not made so much in pure
silver as in an alloy of silver and copper. The
methods for assaying the standard of metal were
very closely analogous to those employed for gold
—99.7 per cent. was the general average of the
assay. Silver in the old days of Japan was used
in that pure state, but later on copper was added,
firstly because it was difficult to cast pure silver,
and secondly because pure silver was not suffi-
ciently hard. Yet the ornaments generally
showed 94 per cent. and some 97 per cent. of pure
silver. Later, and especially during the last
century, a large quantity of debased coins be-
came current and the jewelers made articles of
the same metal.

Silver Cast in Linen Moulds under Water

Silver was cast by being melted in earth fur-
naces with charcoal fires and cast in troughs in
linen moulds under the surface of water. Linen
moulds were used so because when cast in water
the surface of the moulds was always clean and
the silver was not coated with oxide of copper.
When debased silver was to be used the color
was not good and to remedy that defect it was
heated to redness in a brazier over a fire and
plunged into vinegar. The process was still very
largely employed and deceived people, since It
made the object appear to be wrought of true
metal when it was debased. The largest works
of the art metal workers were not as a rule car-

ried out in pure gold or silver, but were fash-
ioned in alloys. Their art was best displayed in
that peculiarly Japanese alloy known as spakisdo,
containing gold, silver, copper, lead, iron and
arsenic.

Shakudo

Shakudo was especially Japanese. It had
deep rich tone of black, was capable of receiving
a splendid polish, rendering it alike a good sub-
stance for casting and a perfect ground for inlay
in designs of gold, silver and copper, and for
being similarly inlaid in tin. The appearance of
this alloy was quite superior to any of the old
Chinese alloys. When first cast it had the ap-
pearance of gun metal, but it was treated by a
special process to obtain the fine violet sheen
which distinguished it. The lecturer said it
might interest them to know that the Japanese
were still adding to their number of alloys.
Latterly a variety of shakudo had been intro-
duced by the chief assayer at the mint and for-
merly the lecturer's first assistant there, which
contained no gold. This new alloy was used for
the preparation of medals for the soldiers who
took part in the war with China. It was made
from the old bronze guns taken from the Chinese,
but so that the medals should not have the ap-
pearance of copper coins, the bronze was melted
and mixed with a small quantity of iron-arsenic
spice. The medals after being struck were care-
fully burnished and boiled in a solution of cop-
per sulphate, verdigris and water. That alloy
almost rivaled shakudo and it was one which
might well be copied by Western nations. There
was a silver alloy called shibuchi. Most of the
best works were made of it, the composition
being one part of silver to two of copper. The
value of the alloy in decorative work was en-
tirely dependent on its patina. It possessed no
special beauty when cast, but after the surface
had been subjected to treatment the patina took
on a delicate grey and was a beautiful ground for
inlay.

The Varied Uses to which Copper is put

Copper, or, as it was called, red metal, was
really the metal par excellence of Japan because
its applications were more numerous than in any
other country, and in many respects quite unique. It
was first employed for ornamenting the cheek
plates of their horses' bits. With regard to the
treatment of the ore of produce the copper,
various curious methods in the smelting were
followed by the Japanese. The furnaces em-
ployed were those which had been in use from
early times, though during the last century the
furnaces were of greater magnitude. One of the
necessaries of the smelting was the bellows and
the Japanese used a box bellows worked by men.

The furnace was put in the ground and it
was so simple that he recommended it to pros-
pectors who might be engaged in opening up a
mineral vein. With regard to the use of copper
in Japan, a very large quantity of it was em-
ployed for round waterspouts, roofing and or-
namental architectural plaques and as a con-
stituent for bronze. The casting of bronze pre-
sented one or two interesting features. In the
first place, every bronze piece or large vessel was
cast without a bottom, because there was a core
to the vessel to be remodeled. Big bells and
images were cast in situ. The alloys used varied
considerably from 70 to 81 per cent. of copper
and nearly all the bronze contained certain por-
tions of arsenic and antimony in order to give
hardness and antimony in order to give hardness,
and, in some cases, to give a special patina. With
regard to the patinas, and especially the best
ones, the rich effect was due to the lead present
in the alloy. In conclusion Professor Gowland
paid tribute to the intense love of art with which
the Japanese had been imbued for centuries past
and the enthusiastic appreciation of faithfulness
in all work. Those qualities had made every
workman and craftsman an artist and hence the
patience and marvelous skill bestowed even upori
articles for domestic purposes. The modern Jap-
anese worker in metals, owing to the pressure of
Western competition, was working in an adverse
environment to those who in the early centuries
were stimulated by religious fervor. But the old
ara was only dormant and not dead.—The Gold-
smiths' Review.



Rockford Watches Make Satisfied Customers
If you're a wise jeweler you will consider your satisfied customers a valuable asset.
Every time you sell a ROCKFORD watch you make a satisfied customer

Because: ROCKFORD watches are not delivered to you until their accuracy is
absolutely established.

Because: The ROCKFORD policy protects you on the price—no other jeweler can
sell ROCKFORD watches for less than you do.

Because: Only legitimate retail jewelers. can handle ROCKFORD watches.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS

THE ROCKFORD WATCH CO., Ltd., Rockford, Ill.
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ARE YOU SATISFIED
with the appearance of your store—would it appeal to you if you were buy..
ing instead of selling? There would be only one answer to this if you had the

e„97-elte A 11-Glass Show Case
q It is used in the finest jewelry stores everywhere, both because of its artis-
tic appearance and also because it sells more goods than any other case.
q The Silent Salesman from the base up is entirely heavy plate glass—noframe or any other part to obstruct full view or keep out the light. It ismade in widest variety of size and shape both for outdoor and indoor cases.
q Would like to send you our illustrated booklet, which gives full particu-
lars. Address Department C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT MICHIGAN

Get our Book on Modern Store Front Construction

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 43 EAST EIGHTH STREET
  LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent  

Grout's Electric Flasher Sign
This is your first op-
portunity to obtain
a fine electric watch
sign at a low price.
This sign has a
strong metal frame,
finished with 22k
gold leaf, swell oval
metal dials like a
watch crystal, with
one light on each
dial, wires inside fit-
ted ready to attach.
Sign has the new
antique bow —and
supplied with a
flasher, if you desire.

No. I52K. 24 in. Sign
like cut . . $18.50

No. 152K. 30 in. Sign
like cut . $26.50

Guaranteed first-
class in every
particular.

ORDER OF ANY WHOLESALE HOUSE OR OF US
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE, FREE

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR SIGN CO.
126 DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Coating Metals and Alloys by
Immersion

By A. J. JARMAN, in Sch./a/fie A no, ;■•■Ht

When a thin coating of metal is required
upon small articles where the number may run
into the hundreds or when it is only necessary to
give a surface coating to an article that is not
exposed to everyday wear and tear, the follow-
ing solutions will be found to answer all ordinary
requirements and give an excellent deposit of
metal. In nearly every instance it will be neces-
sary to use the scratch brush where the articles
are of moderate size. Sometimes it will be
found advantageous to burnish the prominent
parts only, leaving the remaining parts "dead."

The coating of iron and steel articles by
dipping or immersion can be accomplished by a
solution that must be made and kept away from
strong light, but for copper and brass goods the
following solution, which is not affected by light,
will answer and give a very good deposit:

Silvering Solution for Copper
and Brass.—Distilled water, 20
ounces; bisulphite of sodium, zo
ounces. When dissolved add the
following solution: Distilled
water, 5 ounces; nitrate of silver,
520 grains. Be sure that the
nitrate of silver is all dissolved.
Add this to the bisulphite mixture
and filter through absorbent cot-
ton. The articles must be left in
this solution for several minutes.
Then they should be removed and
be dipped several times in a 5 per
cent. solution of carbonate of
soda, after which they should be
washed and polished.

Silvering Solution for Iron
and Steel.—Dissolve i ounce of
nitrate of silver in 40 ounces of
distilled water, stir this well with
a glass strip or rod. Use neither
wood nor metal for stirring. Now
make up a solution of hyposul-
phite of soda, 3 or 4 ounces in 6
ounces of water. Add very care-
fully a small quantity of this to
the nitrate of silver solution and
stir well. A brownish precipitate
will form. Add a little more of
the hyposulphite solution, stir
again, and so on, until the solu-
tion becomes clear. Now add just a little more
of the hyposulphite solution and the mixture will
then be ready for use. Clean the articles well by
first soaking them in a hot solution of common
washing soda ; rinse well; scour with pumice
powder and a stiff nail brush, or for small ar-
ticles a stiff tooth brush; rinse them and place
them in the solution. The coating of silver from
this solution is a moderate one. Silver can be
deposited upon steel, brass and German silver
by rubbing the solution upon the article with a
soft sponge or a clean piece of rag.

Coating Zinc Articles with Copper.—Dissolve
5 ounces of chloride of copper in 4 ounces of dis-
tilled water. Add thereto, stirring all the while,
about 7,/, ounces of strong ammonia and 15o
ounces of distilled water. Make up a strong so-
lution of cyanide of potassium, about 8 ounces
in 20 ounces of water. Add this slowly to the
blue solution of copper; in fact, add only just
enough to disperse the blue color or nearly so.
Clean the zinc articles thoroughly and immerse
them in this solution. They will receive an ex-
cellent coating of copper, the coating adhering
firmly to the zinc. If made slightly warm the
deposit will become increased. This is advisable
in cold weather only.

The Deposition of Tin by Simple Immersion.
—Take 18 ounces of ammoniacal alum and dis-
solve in 18 pints of distilled water while boiling.
As soon as this is dissolved add one ounce of
protochloride of tin. Stir this well while adding
a little at a time. The articles to be coated must
be thoroughly cleaned, as for silver plating, and
then suspended on a soft copper or brass wire

and moved about in the hot liquid. Articles so
treated will quickly receive a fine white deposit
of tin. To deposit this upon lead, iron or steel,
also copper and brass, the following solution
will answer well: Take to ounces of bitartrate
of potash in 2 gallons of water, add 3/4. ounce
of protochloride of tin. Bring this. solution to a
boil and in a few minutes the tin salt will dis-
solve. Clean the articles well and attach to them
a piece of zinc. Then immerse and move the
articles about in the liquid, when a fine deposit
of tin will take place quickly. In some instances
the articles will have to be scratch-brushed, or
even burnished. When finished they will be
found scarcely inferior in appearance to some
silver-plated articles.

Depositing Gold by Immersion.—Dissolve in
one pint of distilled water 2 ounces of hyposul-
phite of soda. In 3 ounces of distilled water dis-
solve 120 grains of chloride of gold, add this
gradually to the hyposulphite solution, stirring
well with a glass rod. The precipitate that forms
by this addition dissolves almost instantly. Ar-
ticles to be gilded in this solution must be thor-
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A Dangerous Swindler

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am enclosing you picture
of a man whom I feel it my duty to put before
the retail jewelers before his term expires in
the Nashville (Tenn.) penitentiary September 29,
1910, as I feel sure he is wanted in other parts
of the country. I was the only one lucky
enough to capture him, which I did myself, after
scouring the entire United States, at Hot Springs,
Ark., being deputized as a special officer.

The details are as follows: I was conducting
an auction sale in February, 1906. The man I
had on the block was not getting results and this
man came in during the sale. He shook hands
with my watchmaker, who introduced him to me
as F. B. Reeding, claiming that he knew him in
Chicago and that he was a prize as an auctioneer.
On account of this information I put him on the
block in place of the man I had. He started off
nicely, making for himself from $18 to $25 a day.
Associated with him was a man who he told me
was very wealthy and would likely make some
nice purchases if we had anything to suit him at
the right price.

After working on me for
several days the auctioneer, F. B.
Reeding, presented to me a check
for $65o, supposed to have been
drawn by a Detroit jewelry house
and made payable to his associate
and signed. This check was a
regular printed check made up in
the regulation way, with the name
of the firm in the upper left band
corner. They had me worked
up to the point where I figured
the check 0. K. A purchase was
made and difference was paid in
cash by me. The check was pro-
tested on March 9, 1906, at De-
troit, by the First National Bank,
of that place, they telegraphing my
bank here to that effect. They
had both left unexpectedly sev-
eral days previous to this from
the Clarenden Hotel, where they
were stopping and registered in
the same room.

I had been trying to locate
them all over the country and by
mere accident saw this man Reed-
ing with a lady in a buggy driv-
ing at Hot Springs, Ark., where
I had gone as a last resort in
search of these two men. I was
very careful that he did not see

me first and found him in line at the Postoffice
waiting for his mail the following Monday morn-
ing, arrested him myself, had his photo and Bertil-
lon taken and transferred him to Memphis with the
assistance of an officer from this point and the
proper papers. He was held in jail here, tried
and sentenced to the penitentiary for six years.
I tried to persuade him, together with the aid
of detectives, to give me his associate's where-
abouts. He promised, but would never reveal
the whereabouts of his comrade.

At Hot Springs he was registered at the
Waukeshaw Hotel under the name of Tom Al-
derman. He also used the name of F. Bradey at
Hot Springs at the United States Loan Office.

The following is a list of names he has used
by mail we found on him when arrested : T. M.
Ruff, J. V. Bradie, T. M. Powers, Frank Benton,
T. B. Reeder, T. B. Reeder, Jr.

He had an Elks' card which was originally
made out to T. B. Reeder, of Lodge No. 544, Benton
Harbor, Mich. Had a receipt for premium paid
by T. B. Reeder, Jr., Benton Harbor, Mich.

' 
on

policy No. 5603 for $2000, National Life Asso-
ciation, Des Moines, Iowa, so I judge his real
name is Reeder. I failed to mention that his
Elks' card had been changed from T. B. Reedier
to F. B. Reeding, the name he was using at this
point.

He is now at the Nashville penitentiary
under the name of T. B. Reeding and his num-
ber is 3320.

Very truly yours,

Memphis, Tenn. FRANK B. THAYER,

T. B. Reeder

oughly cleaned. Boil them for a few minutes
in a solution of common washing soda, then
rinse and scour with fine pumice powder, or
scratch-brush them, always taking care that the
hand which holds the article is dipped into the
pumice powder so as to prevent any trace of
grease from coming into contact with the article.
When scratch-brushing must be resorted to it
will be found to be a good plant to wash the
hands well in a weak solution of carbonate of
ammonia and then rinse them in clean water.
This little dodge will prove quite effective in re-
moving the greasy matter which usually accom-
panies free perspiration. It also corrects any
trace of acidity of lactic acid that is exuded
through the pores of the skin. Articles so
cleaned can be suspended on a piece of copper
wire and moved about. Deposition quickly takes
place, especially if suspended by a thin strip of
zinc, or a piece of zinc wire.

It must be clearly understood that articles
that have been coated with either silver or gold
will not resist much wear.

If these plating liquids are made more con-
centrated they can be used to render various de-
signs in gold and silver by touching the article
with a strip of zinc to start electrolytic action.
Different designs in silver and gold can be thus
made, without stopping off the plating with in-
sulating varnish, as is necessary in electroplating.
The solutions given above are of use also for
electroplaters to coat that part of an article that
has become chipped or slightly stripped, and thus
save the time and cost of replating.
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An Original and Exclusive Pattern in

Poole Electro-Plated Ware

ILLUSTRATION ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE

We herewith depict an original and exclusive pattern taken from amongst our most
extensive line of electro-plated ware.
We have by far the largest line of exclusive, original designs of any manufactured
and will be pleased to receive inquiries regarding it.
The above is a thin model toilet set, made in either burnished or French butler
finish. Cased in a rich, appealing, tasty, satin-lined box and makes a good leader.
We will send this on approval to any one writing in for it.

If your jobber does no1 carry our line send &red

POOLE SILVER COMPANY
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of Electro-Plate

TAUNTON :: MASSACHUSETTS
Pacific Coast Agents : M. SELLER & CO.,
Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 1 West 34th Street
BOSTON OFFICE: Room 809 Jewelers' Bldg.
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Electric Clocks

During the past few years considerable in-

t enuity has been displayed by inventors in 
the

, ;tempt to apply electric drive to timepieces. 
The

uest is a fascinating one, inasmuch as it has long

leen realized that such a means would dispense

yith the necessity of winding up the mainspring

r weight at intervals of a few days and would

; t the same time bring about a perceptible si
m-

plification of the internal mechanism with a

,moother working. Up to the present, elec-

tricity in connection with horological work

has been confined mostly to the operation,

rom a central point, of a number of other

docks or dials throughout a building, so as

10 secure absolute synchronism of time

throughout the various departments. Recently,

however, the subject has revived in interest

and one or two varied methods of actuating

;L timepiece on this method have been intro-

duced. In nearly every instance complete

,iiccess has been baffled by one apparently in-

uperable difficulty—the natural exhaustion

the cell or accumulator for the supply

the necessary energy. The clock when

iitted with a new cell, and accordingly

adjusted to work at that pitch, ran smoothly

:old evenly for a period, keeping excellent

tune, but as the battery began to give out

lost its regularity in corresponding ratio and

thus becoming unreliable, was discarded.

One inventor has, however, achieved

complete success in this direction. This is

Mr. Murday, of the Reason Manufacturing

Company, of Brighton, and the types shown

in the accompanying illustrations represent the

result of many years' close study and experiment.

Two styles have been evolved, one working on

the ordinary pendulum principle, the other on

the balance wheel lines. In both instances there

is a marked reduction in the number of wheels

necessary to transmit the motion to the face

hands and similarly either can be driven by a

small dry cell, while each is quite self-contained.

The pendulum clock can fulfill any of the

requirements demanded by such timepieces and

can be applied to the ordinary grandfather's

clock which forms a conspicuous embellishing

feature of entrance halls, to the small clock

standing on a bracket or chimney piece, or be of

use as a master clock for driving a number of

distant dials with equal facility and regularity.

The general mechanism of this clock can be

gathered from the accompanying illustrations,

which show the dial removed
and the movement withdrawn
from its case respectively. In
order to secure greater relia-
bility and a longer life with-
out attention, two dry cells are
used to furnish the electric
energy, held firmly in clips on
either side of the movement
in the upper part of the case
as shown. The clock has a
half-second movement, and as
will be seen, the wheel train is
very simple, and is mounted
on the front face of a single
plate. The motion, together
with the cells, is carried on a
single shelf and the whole can
be withdrawn

after detaching the pen-
dulumit intact from the

pen-
dulum.

In another illustration the
back view of the movement is
shown with the cells removed.
Extending vertically in the
center is the crutch to which
the pendulum is attached, and
by means of which the oscil-
lating motion of the latter is
transmitted to the wheel train.
At the upper end it is pivoted
in a bracket, while near the
center of its length is a pro-
Jecting arm carrying the wire
clicks. As the crutch, to-
gether with the pendulum,
swings to and fro, these clicks
move the click wheel around,
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by an ingenious alternating pull and push move
-

ment. It will be seen that the click wheel, in-

stead of being toothed, has its periphery. divided

into four cams in succession. While the engag-

ing end of one wire catches the notch and pulls

the wheel, the other likewise engages with the

opposite notch and pushes it round.
The lower end of the crutch carries the usual

horizontal fork in which the pendulum rod is

hung. The extremity of the crutch also carries .

a small thin tongue of steel known as a "toggle."

This tongue is fashioned to swing in either

the arc is decreased, until at last the toggle can-

not pass off the block, it becomes tripped in one

of the two end grooves already mentioned, the

contact spring on which the block is carried is

forced downward, the electric circuit is estab-

lished and a small electromagnet is energized.

This happens as the armature on the lower end

of the pendulum shown in the illustration is ap-

proaching the magnet, centrally mounted in the

bottom of the case, and the attraction exerted on

the armature imparts a fresh impulse to the

pendulum, restoring the arc oscillating, which

suffices once more to sweep the toggle right

clear of the block. Each impulse thus

given keeps the pendulum oscillating freely

for another fifty or sixty swings.
The pendulum rod is of nickel steel, so

that there is practically no variation of

timekeeping due to climatic variations, and

if the clock is properly set up and leveled

in the first instance, it may be safely left

untouched for months, since after adjust-

ment, owing to the perfection of the elec-

trical system, the variation will not amount

to more than a second or two per week.

The regulation of the clock itself is carried

out on the usual lines by the manipulation

of the pendulum bob. Two cells are ample

to drive the clock and these will suffice for

a period of about two years. Renewal only

entails an outlay of about 25 cents per cell.

These are simply pressed well home into

the spring clips on the motion shelf and

connected up to the terminals which estab-

lishes connection with the clock mechanism.

By merely replacing the shelf the final elec-

trical connections are effected, there being

spring contact pieces attached to the shelf and

the inside of the case, so that no elaborate

operation is necessary when the batteries are re-

newed.
The balance wheel clock is a more orna-

mental timepiece, and somewhat recalls the 400-

day clock, wherein the horizontally oscillating

heavy pendulum is suspended by a fine hairspring.

In this case the pendulum comprises merely a

fairly heavy wheel, which drives the wheel train,

instead of vice versa, as in a spring-driven watch

or clock. Above this wheel is a giant controlling

spring, together with a regulator, which performs

exactly the same function as the hairspring of

a watch. In this case the object of the electric

drive is to impart renewed impetus periodically

to the balance wheel, the impulses being given

when the arc of oscillation falls to a fixed mini-

1111.11TI.

The motion of electric pendulum clock showing crutch

"toggle" contact block and spring; also click
wheel with push and pull motion

direction and as the pendulum swings to and fro

it sweeps over a small brass block carried on the

upper surface of a long flat spring, set trans-

versely to the crutch. One end of this spring is

fixed in a stud, while the opposite extremity,

which is free, is faced with platinum and plays

between a platinum tipped contact screw and a

limiting screw above it.
The brass block mounted on this spring has

'three slight grooves on its top face. The central one

is somewhat deeper than the others, which are

placed toward the ends of the block, and allows

the toggle to hang freely in the vertical position

when the clock is stopped. The other grooves

not being so deep cause the toggle, when it en-

gages with either, to exert a downward pressure

upon the spring. When the pendulum is set

swinging the arc described is sufficient to sweep

the toggle off the brass block on either side, but as

ELECTRIC CLOCKS

Balance wheel electric clock, showing wheel, Pendulum clock, dial face removed, showing

large hairspring above, contact spring, magnet and armature on pendulum;

electro-magnet and wheel train also simple train wheel system

In the majority of clocks
working on these lines, notably
in that which runs for 400
days without winding, the arc
of oscillation is comparatively
small, but in the Murday clock
the balance wheel more than
completes a total revolution,
which insures sufficient mo-
mentum being imparted to the
wheel at an impulse to keep it
vibrating for some time. The
clock is invariably adjusted to
receive a fresh electrical im-
pulse every two minutes or
so, but this factor fluctuates
somewhat according to the
condition and strength of the
battery. Fundamentally the
principle is exactly the same
as that described for the opera-
tion of the pendulum, the bal-
ance wheel carrying a toggle
which sweeps over a flat spring
carrying the brass contact
block. When the arc of the
wheel's oscillation drops down
to the predetermined point,
the toggle trips in, the brass
block depresses the contact
spring, closes the electrical cir-
cuit and energizes an electro-
magnet and armature which
give the wheel a fresh boost
to keep it going for about two
minutes, when the same cycle

(Continued on page 1538)
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I
sn't it foolish to alloy with scrap or inferior metals — and
risk the whole batch of gold for a few cents' " saving.
We had just this trouble before we invented our " Omega

metals.

" Omega " Guinea Gold Alloy
Guinea Gold combines readily with the Gold in

any proportions. Makes a homogeneous alloy
with one melt.

Gold alloyed with Guinea Gold is a full rich
color. It works freely under the rolls and in the
press —will not crack in the working or the fire.

Its long, compact grain cuts bright and clear
under the graver. And it polishes to a brilliant
surface without waste.

Guinea Gold comes granulated—put up in duck
bags of 5 pounds or 10 pounds — or boxed in bulk.

7

•" Omega Purified Shot Copper
Omega Purified Shot Copper is prepared to give

the manufacturing jeweler a brand of Copper of
assured standards and purity. It is made of
copper selected from the finest brands that come
into the market. Melted, purified and shotted.
Sieved into uniform sizes and packed in duck bags
of 10 pounds each. Omega Purified Shot Copper is
convenient to use. It is kept free of dust, dirt and
oxidation.

The granules melt quickly and yield an alloy of
known composition and working qualities.

Write for generous working samples of Omega Guinea Gold Alloy and Omega Purified Shot Copper—and acopy of our "Formulae for Alloying Gold," a series of working formulae prepared by our chief metallurgist.No charge.

THE RIVERSIDE METAL COMPANY
MAKERS OF JEWELERS' METALS

RIVERSIDE, N. J.

QUALITY TALKS, No.4
TO MANUFACTURERS
In producing our Rolled Gold Plate we are careful as to every
detail.
The ability to zcork our Flat Plate in any form whatsoever; that
this character of stock is used for—whether for lockets, buttons,
beans, signets, etc.—is what makes our product far superior
to that NvIlich you are now using..
The gauge is absolutely accurate, standard recognized gauges
being used in this respect.
The finish is of the very finest, and we supply any color desired.
We endeavor to cater to any and all tastes on the question of
color. Can you find any one else that will attempt to do this
in our line ?
Finally, we trim the stock to the exact width desired, not
t-I6 of an inch wider or t-t6 of an inch narrower, but just as
ordered.
In the making up of our gold or gold filled stock we use
nothing but the finest 24 Karat Government Bar Gold, which is
the recognized standard for gold, and our special process alloy.
Let . us explain this more fully to you. Drop us a postal.

COOK DUNBAR SMITH COMPANY
85 SPRAGUE STREET

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

QUALITY SPECIALISTS IN
Seamless Wire. Rolled Gold Plate

OUR STANDARD SEAMLESS TUBING
QUALITY

OUR STANDARD
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Because it's a good, hon-
est ring. Solid Gold. Sells
for One Dollar. Hand-
some case given with first
doz. Mail a $. We will
mail a ring and return
the discount.

READ THIS 

Rinmundy, Ill., March 30, 1910.
CATLIN:

Dear Sir:—Exchange enclosed rings for sizes 4..1 .j and 5. I have only a small
number of your rings left, will want more soon.

Resp. Yours, H. A. BENNETT

Write to-day to

F. B. CATLIN, Winsted, Conn.

THE

ZONO
HAT- PIN

A New Thing
in Hat-Pins!
Allows a lady's hat to be hung ANY-

WHERE; at theater, church, home, when
traveLng, etc.

So useful, so clever, that to show it is to
sell it.

Every LIVE jeweler must become ac-
quainted with it. You can't giford not to.

A half-dollar with your letterhead or business card brings you one (prepaid) that
easily retails for $1.25. This is done to "show" you. Then you'll want more,
MANY MORE! Do it to-daY.

ZO NJ 0 NI FG. CO. 48 Union str.
PASADENA, CALIF.
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Synthetic Stones—What They
Are and How They are Made

By A. A. HELLER, of L. Heller & Son, New York
and Paris

You've heard a great deal of late about "re-
constructed" or "synthetic stones"—rubies and
sapphires. You probably wondered what these
stones really are, by what mysterious process they
are made and, in general, how their invention
came about? You take a crystal of purified alum
—which for all the world looks like common soda
—add to it a particle of a coloring oxide, put this
combination into a suitable apparatus and subject
it to sufficient heat and you will see this common
substance transform itself into a beautiful red
or blue crystallized mass—a ruby or sapphire
"boule" or rough. So simple a process and so
wonderful the result—a notable triumph of
chemical knowledge and laboratory manipulation.

In forming her precious
Man Duplicates stones nature uses the same
Nature's Methods materials. Only the method is

different. The forces she em-
ploys in her mysterious workshops and the
periods of time she consumes are beyond man's
calculations. But man has grown bold. Weak
and powerless as he is in the face of these forces,
he has learned to manipulate them at his will.
He watches them at work, he studies their laws;
he analyzes the things nature creates and he
learns her secrets. And having thus informed
himself, he sets about modifying her workings,
speeding up her processes, duplicating her
products.

A chemist, for example, will take a substance
and analyze it ; i. e., break it up into the various
simple materials which compose it. Then he will
take these simple materials and by combining
them try to reproduce the original substance. We
call this process "synthetic." It is a complicated
process and doesn't always succeed.

It succeeded in the case of
Illustrative indigo. There was the natural
Cases product, extracted from the

indigo plant of India. A very
unsatisfactory article—never uniform in quality,
never regular as to quantity. Industry could
not depend upon it. So a great firm of German
chemists set to work and solved the problem.
To-day synthetic indigo, made from coal tar, is
used the world over and is both purer and
cheaper than the natural product.

As another instance let us cite the new sub-
stance, cyanamide, discovered by Professor
Frank, of Berlin, many years ago. It is a nitro-
genous material used as a fertilizer to take the
place, in part, of Chili saltpeter, which it is
feared will give out in about twenty years. With-
out a proper fertilizer no grain can grow. The
natural supply will be exhausted. Never fear;
synthetic chemistry reproduces so well as to
cause Professor Duncan to exclaim : "Cyanamide
is a fertilizing material that is almost ideal."

It is a long cry from a fertilizer to precious
stones. But it all
comes from Mother
Earth. That at the
base of one is cal-
cium and of the other I
aluminum makes little
difference. The ques-
tion is: Is it useful;
is it worth while :
an it be made?
Science replies : "I'll
try." And for many,
many years learned
men tried to repro-
duce precious min-
erals—even the prec-
ious metals. Who
did not not read of
those ancient al-
chemists and their
search for gold and
diamonds? Poor, de-
luded men, who did
not know what they
were dealing with.

Modern wise men know better. Here was the
great Frenchman, Moissan, who produced dia-
monds in his electric furnace. Pure carbon
crystals. Of course, almost too small to be seen
with the naked eye and at a cost of many dollars
apiece. This still remains a dream, to be sure.

Not so with other gems. Here we are far
more fortunate. The ruby, the gem next
precious to the diamond; the sapphire—the bril-
liant white sapphire—the oriental topaz; in one
word, all the beautiful minerals of the corundum
family, are being reproduced to-day by the
synthetic method, and can be purchased in the
gem markets of the world.

Many men contributed to this
Interesting result and many different
Researches methods were employed. There

was Gaudin and Ebelmen and
Hautefeuille and Fremy and many others who

M. Verneuil

tried in various ways within the last hundred
years to reproduce nature's corundum gems.

Some of them succeeded in obtaining beauti-
ful ruby crystals, ill every respect identical with
the natural, but of such minute proportions as
to be worthless as jewels. Then around the year
I885 there appeared on the market some rubies,
offered as natural, but which on close examina-
tion showed certain differences from the natural
stones—such as air bubbles, lesser density, etc.
Anyway, these were the original reconstructed
rubies, made by fusing together small ruby
crystals. They were never clear, often brittle and
bad in color.

The idea then occurred to a young chemist,
M. Verneuil, to try once more to obtain rubies by
fusion in the oxygenated flame, the method
which Gaudin employed years before, but which

was abandoned as impracticable. Verneuil had
already achieved fame as a proficient chemist by
his discoveries concerning the nature of alumi-
num, sellenium, serium and other rare earths.
He took up the ruby question and for five years,
day after day, he patiently labored away at it.
Only scientific men can appreciate what a com-
plicated problem it was. But finally his genius
triumphed over the difficulties and in 180 he saw
Ills efforts crowned with success. The oxyhy-
drogen furnace which M. Verneuil specially in-
vented gave him a ruby "boule" of about three
carats, and having the chemical conposition and
Properties of the ruby of nature. "This was an
epoch-making discovery," says Prof. Herbert
Smith, of the British Museum.

M. Verneuil was born in 1856 in Dunkerque,
France. Since his twentieth year he worked at
chemistry, as instructor, as collaborator with
other great chemists, and finally as professor at
the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers, where he
holds the chair of Applied Keramics to-day. His
researches in the realm of chemistry, reports of
which were published by the Academy of Sciences
of Paris, have made his name well known all
over the world.

Several years ago M. Verneuil was solicited
by the writer, then ill charge of the European
offices of L. Heller & Son, to take the direction
of a ruby-making plant which they were fitting
up just then. At first Professor Verneuil was
very reluctant; he explained that commercial
undertakings didn't interest him—that he was a
man of science pursuing his researches peace-
fully, etc., etc. But having made it clear to him
that this was just what we wanted him for—to
continue his researches along certain lines, for
which we put at his disposal a well-equipped
laboratory with willing assistants, he was finally
won over.

At this time the ruby alone
Searching for was known and made success-
Sapphire fully. The white corundum,

scientific white sapphire was
just beginning to find its way into the market,
while the synthetic sapphire was yet a dream to
be realized. True, nearly everyone connected
with this industry worked upon it, but practically
nothing came of these efforts until the entrance
of Professor Verneuil into the field. In taking
charge of the plant of L. Heller & Son he traced
a programme with these objects in view: To im-
prove the then existing methods of ruby making
and to search for a sapphire. In this work he
was ably assisted by the company's American
chemist. I. H. Levin, who possesses an unusual
capacity for the very exacting experimental work.
And it took the two nearly a year of patient,
painstaking—often discouraging—work to ac-
complish what they set out to do; to realize the
hope that a sapphire could be made. And very
fittingly, the name of "Hope" was given this
sapphire.

The
T 

manner in which this discovery was re-
ceived by the scientific and business world is a
matter of recent history. Nearly every paper

ill the country had some decsocvreirpytioialnd of the e dis-
in-

ventors, while the
Paris office of L.
Heller & Son was
kept busy for weeks
answering letters of
inquiry by individu-
als as well as peri-
odicals interested in
the discovery.

If you have seen
this new "Hope"
sapphire you will
admit that the pub-
licity given it is
highly merited. It is
indeed a magnifi-
cent product, having
all the qualities of
the natural stone.
Prof. Alf red J. Moses,
the well-known mM-
eralogist, who made a

(Continued on page 1588)Interior view of plant of L. Heller & Son. Paris. On the e \t■enic left n an oxyhydrogen furnace in
operation. In the center of the picture M. Verneuil is watching one of the sapphire-making furnaces.
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Synthetic Stones—What they are and
How they are Made

(Continued from page 1537)

careful test of these stones, concludes as follows:"The crystallographic and optical tests show thatthe material submitted is crystallized and thatthe cone by all tests is one homogeneous faceless
(anhedral) crystal. The crystalline, optical and
other characters determined are closely those of.
natural sapphire. Any two natural substances
which were as nearly identical in chemical and
crystallographic characters as the specimens sub-
mitted and natural sapphires would be called
identical. The difference is one of origin."

So much for the sapphire. There are also
stones of other tints obtained in this laboratory
—a beautiful shade of pale rose, or
pink topaz ; a light green stone which
changes to a pale red under artificial
light and is therefore called synthetic
alexandrite; straw-colored yellow sap-
phire, etc.

You would like to
Method of know how these
Production stones are actually

made? The synthetic
process consists in fusing together, in
the oxygenated furnace, the ingredi-
ents which compose a given stone.
The ruby, for example, contains 98
per cent. of pure alumina and about
2 per cent. of chromic oxide. These
then are the materials, in their purest
state, with which we commence our
work. It is extremely important that
these should be pure, or the corun-
dum obtained will be faulty, flawed,
full of unfused particles, poor in
color. After being calcined in a
large oven at a temperature of moo C,
the • substance is reduced to a fine
powder. This in turn is placed in
the magazine of the furnace, to be
thence forced down on a receiving
base in the flame. Here the most
careful attention is required, for the
work is very delicate. All the condi-
tions—the fall of the powder, the flow
of the gases, the quality of the flame—
two C—must be adjusted with mathe-
matical precision.

Once the fusion is properly
started it is wonderful to watch this
birth of the object. First you observe
a little stalk, not larger than a pin
head, growing in the fire. As it be • -
comes taller it broadens out under the
skilled manipulation of the operator,
forming a pear with the point down,
brilliant in the white flame of the furnace.
When the desired size is reached the operator
with a quick turn of both hands shuts off the
gases and leaves the bulb for a few minutes to
cool. Now it is ready. Take it out of the fur-
nace, break it off the base and behold, you have
in your hand a crystallized mass, just needing
the lapidary's art to turn it into a beautiful gem.

Some people, especially in the
How the Stones jewelry trade, showed at first
Were Received a spirit of prejudice and op-

position to the new stones.
It is true that in the beginning some unscrupu-
lous dealers tried to profit by the public's ignor-
ance. But no honorable dealer ever represented
the stone for aught else than it is, and much less
so to-day, when the business is in responsible
hands. The stone has its proper place among
jewels, because of its intrinsic merit.

Says Professor Bauer, the recognized
authority on precious stones, in a recent lecture
before the German Chemical Society at Frank-
fort, AIM : "The ruby bulb, in spite of its round
shape, shows a true crystalline formation. In
specific weight, hardness, as well as all optical
properties, it is identical with the natural stone;
in color and brilliancy it vies with the best speci-
mens from the Orient."

In the words of Professor Verneuil: "The
interest, commercially, which the discovery has

for the jewelry trade, resides in the possibility
of putting within reach of the greatest number;
1. e., of those who admire these gems because
of their qualities, irrespective of their rarity, a
stone as beautiful and as lasting as the natural
ruby or sapphire, which was reserved until now
for a few privileged ones alone."

Electric Clocks

(Continued from page 1585)
of operation is repeated until at last the battery
becomes exhausted. As in the pendulum clock,
working on this intermittent principle, accuracy
of the timepiece is quite independent of the varia-
tion in the battery power, at any rate, until the
latter is almost worn out and the development of

Examining the 'Utiles" in the plant of L. IIeller & Son

inaccuracy, probably at the end of two years or
so, indicates that fresh batteries are required.

The balance wheel is not affected by changes
in temperature as it is made of a special nickel
steel alloy. This enables complicated construc-
tion of a compensated wheel rim to be avoided.
The hardened steel pivots of the balance wheel
staff, or arbor, run in large sapphire cups, so
that friction is practically non-existent. A roller
attached to the upper part of the staff and acting
upon a lever operates the wheel train at every os-
cillation of the balance wheel. This action is
strikingly safe, steady and smooth, while it in-
sures almost complete silence. The two dry cells
are carried in the wooden base upon which the
clock is mounted, thus being out of sight, but are
easily and quickly accessible. The motion being
visible with the transparent rim glass dial, the
clock has a handsome appearance.

The prolonged tests that have been made
with these timepieces under a great variety of
conditions have served to demonstrate their re-
liability and efficient all-around time-keeping
qualities. In the case of the balance wheel type,
should the wheel stop, from some unforseen cir-
cumstance, such as might inadvertently occur in
handling, the toggle rests in a neutral position,
keeping the electrical circuit broken. In one type
of electric clock when such a stoppage happens,
the circuit is closed and the battery is run down
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without fulfilling any useful service. The Mu:
day clock is particularly useful in factories an
buildings where heavy vibration may exist froì
passing traffic or running machinery, as ti
action is quite unaffected and the time-keepin
qualities are not influenced thereby. These feat
ures, combined with the dispensation of the fre
quent winding operation and the simplicity of th
system render the clock the most efficient eleL
trical type that has yet been produced.—Scientifi,
American.

Soiled Bills May be Sent to the
Money Laundry

After a journey through many hands, no,
passing quickly from one owner to another, no,
stored away in some old and worn leather wallet,

the soiled and weary dollar bill ma
take a trip to Washington, the plac.,
of its nativity, there to bathe in th,,
refreshing soapsuds of the new wash-
ing machines, and emerge, clean and
crisp, ready to go forth again on its
travels.

The Treasury Department at
Washington has just installed a num-
ber of machines to wash, disinfect
and iron soiled paper currency, giving
to the old and begrimed bill its pris-
tine crispness. A large percentage of
the bills now returned to the depart-
ment for redemption will be put
through this laundering process and
returned to the banks sending them
in. It is estimated that a billion
dollars a year will be subjected to
this treatment. Hundreds of thou
sands of dollars will be saved by the
government, for it will reduce the
number of bills made every year by
the Bureau of Printing and Engrav-
ing, that branch of the Treasury De-
partment devoted to the manufacture
of currency.

The machines used for the pur-
pose are simple. There is no secret
to the laundering operation, for the
soiled bill is subjected to about the
same treatment that a soiled linen col-
lar would receive. "Starching" is the
next step, the clean but limp bill being
run through a "sizing" machine.

Persistence of the "Green
Gold Myth"

The idea that there is gold hidden
to the fire-essay test that will yield to
a "process" is a myth that will not

down. Perennially does it bob up serenely, notes
the Engineering and Mining Journal. We call
it the "Green Gold Myth," because long ago, in
the early days of California mining, if our recol-
lection be correct, a fakir introduced it with an
ingenious explanation, to wit: The only gold that
the fire assay determines is the perfect metal,
such as we know in our watch chains, coins, etc.,
if we are lucky enough to have them. Now, there
is also in some ores an imperfect, immature gold
—a young gold that has not passed through suffi-
cient geological eons to ripen—in other words,
"green gold"—which through tenderness escapes
collection by the assayer's rude methods. But by
treatment with the right kind of chemicals from
the nurturing hands of the "professor" this deli-
cate gold coald be ripened as quickly as presto,
change! and be put upon the same footing as its
Silurian or Archean congener.

The myth undoubtedly goes further back.
Perhaps an examination of the pages of Agricola
would disclose '-hat he knew of it. The alchemists
in a way were believers in it. Possibly it existed
even in the time of the Argonauts.

We congratulate the gentlemen who are men-
tioned by our Toronto correspondent upon their
success in obtaining irrefutable proof that gold
has been extracted in paying quantity from com-
paratively worthless ore, which is undoubtedly
important if true.
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W. F. Poole opened on August 6th a hand-
some new jewelry business in Wallowa, Oregon.

Arthur Weiss has succeeded the firm of
Weiss & Watson, at Warren, Ark., Mr. Weiss
having purchased the interest of Mr. Watson.

Stephen Garner, of Leach & Garner, Attle-
boro, Mass., has just returned from a sojourn
with his folks in New Hampshire. Mr. Garner
drove his machine from Attleboro to New Hamp-
shire and back.

F. E. Juneau, Kalama Jewelry Company,
Kalama, Wash., has sold out his business at that
place and will move to Hoquiam, Wash., on the
1st of September.

J. S. Snyder recently opened a new store at
462 Clinton Avenue North, Rochester, N. Y. Mr.
Snyder is experienced in the jewelry business and
his many friends wish him much success.

B. H. Doty, Manning, Iowa, would appreciate
any information in regard to a lost watch. The
movement is a Waltham, 17-jewel, 16 size, No.
85,323,028 and the case is a Crown 20-year, hunt-
ing, No. 8,547,436.

W. H. Hawkins & Son, Hendersonville, N. C.,
offer a reward of $50 for the return of a gold, en-
gine-turned, hunting watch, with full jeweled
Tiffany movement. On the inside the case in
plain script letters is engraved "Mac M. C. K.,
From A. B., March 6, 1907."

Owing to the satisfaction which the new
"Practical" conforming point stone setting tool
is giving, Henry Zimmern & Co., 1t6 William
St., New York, are now making it in a smaller
size which is better adapted to the setting of small
stones. The tool can be had in sets of two
sizes or individually in either size.

The H. F. Barrows Co., of North Attleboro,
Mass., are sending out notice to the trade to the
effect that they are sole owners of Patent No.
962,413, issued on June 28th, 1910, of a method of
soldering chains. That they also have other
patents pending on machines for soldering chains
and that they shall take all legal methods neces-
sary to protect their rights in these patents.

M. A. Mead & Co., of 17 Maiden Lane, New
York, and 103 State St., Chicago, have just issued
a very handsome and complete catalogue of their
line of complete watches and cases. It contains
48 pages, most of which are half tone plates illus-
trating very carefully in detail the different styles
and patterns of cases they carry. A copy of this
catalogue should be in the hands of every first
class retail jeweler and will be sent on request.

Homer Hazlett, the genial assistant in the
material department of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
was married August i6th to Miss Clara Jensen,
one of the popular young ladies of St. Paul. The
pretty ceremony took place at the Christian
Church, corner of Farrington and Nelson Sts.,
where both bride and groom have for the past
few years been closely identified with the young
people's societies. Mr. Hazlett was recently
elected president of the St. Paul Y. P. S. C. E.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., Sheboygan, Wis.,
deserve unstinted trade appreciation for placing
within reach of all their handsome catalogue of
high grade store fixtures. The valuable book
gives the most accurate descriptions of the most
modern designs with full specifications and list
prices, so that any merchant can figure out his
own store fixtures. This company has gone
further and standardized the fixture business, so
that there are now a great many articles in the
store fixture line that can be carried in stock by
the manufacturer. This catalogue is an expensive
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book (size about 9x12), comprises over 60o pages,
shows plans, interior views, detailed elevations,
wood finish samples, gives dimensions and specifi-
cations, in other words, it is the book that shows
you. It required years of time to compile, has
cost thousands of dollars, requires considerable
postage. The company does not mail it out
gratis, but will be pleased to send it to any mer-
chant or prospective purchaser on receipt of 25
cents in stamps. It is a book that it will pay you
to send for even if you do not need any new
fixtures just now.

The jewelers in attendance at the Detroit
convention of the national association were much
interested in the beautiful exhibit of the Bene-
dict Mfg. Co., East Syracuse, N. Y., which was
displayed at the Pontchartrain Hotel. The ex-
hibit consisted of their latest product in Karnak
brass, Assyrian gold and Aztec metal ware. The
exhibit was in charge of Messrs. Van Patten and
C. H. Osmun, who welcomed the visitors and
courteously explained to them the merits of their
handsome ware.

The magnitude of modern advertising plans
is well evidenced in the publicity campaign just
inaugurated by the Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Ill., to exploit the merit of the com-
pany's new alarm clock, already familiar to the
trade as "Big Ben." This campaign is right in
line with jewelry trade ideas, as it proclaims a
fixed selling price, a substantial profit and that
the clocks are sold by the jewelry trade only.
When it is considered that this advertising con-
tract calls for full pages in such high-priced
mediums as The Saturday Evening Post, Col-
lier's Weekly and other publications of national
circulation, the trade can better appreciate the
opportunity which this company is placing in their
hands at an enormous expense. Conversant as
we are with these plans, we have no doubt that
the near future will find the term "Big Ben" as
familiar in the home as that of any other of the
household articles or commodities now adver-
tised in national magazines. This, of course, will
mean increased business and liberal profits for
the jewelers. The company has supplemented
this advertising by planning to furnish the trade
with selling helps in the form of handsome
posters, the prize winners of a "Big Ben" poster
contest, in which well-known American artists
competed. They will also furnish show cards
and street car cards in colors, printed with the
dealer's name, as well as a series of dealers'
newspaper advertisements prepared by experts at
great expense and most effective for the purpose
intended. Those jewelers who get into com-
munication with the company promptly in regard
to taking advantage of this opportunity will be
furnished with a "Big Ben" display stand, which
will also be found a serviceable factor in increas-
ing sales.

How Stamps are Gummed

Officials of the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing at Washington aver that one of the most
delicate operations connected with the manu-
facture of our postage stamps is the gumming
thereof.

When the sheets have been printed they are
passed under a roller, from which they receive
a thin coating of gum, and then gradually over
coils of steam pipes until they are dried. Much
care is exercised to get the layer uniform on every
part of the surface.

The gum in the little vats, from which it
drops to the roller, is maintained at an even tern-
perature and thickness. Tests are frequently
made of the warmth and humidity of the work-
room.

But even with the perfection of mechanical
exactness, some allowance must always be made
for the season of the year. For summer sale a
slightly harder gum is used, because of the trouble
occasioned by the sticking together of stamps.
In winter precaution against the cracking of the
gummed surface through contraction is neces-
sary. A third grade of the material for other
seasons is known as "intermediate."
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The French Watchmaker who
Financed the Revolutionary

War

In the last issue of Harper's Monthly is re-
told the very interesting story of Beaumarchais,
the French watchmaker, who proved so disinter-
ested a friend of America in Revolutionary days.
Following are extracts from the story which is
told by John Preston Beecher, United States
Vice-consul, Havre, France:

At the corner of the Rue Beauverger and the
Rue de la Halle in the city of Havre stands a
three-storied house of gray stone, with a sloping
slate roof and high chimneys, topped by pictur-
esque pots of clay, discolored by time, smoke and
the elements.

In this now dilapidated structure of slate and
granite were, from 1776 to 1792, the offices of
Pierre Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais, who
spent a fortune during our Revolutionary War
in providing the Americans with guns, ammuni-
tion and supplies of every description. Indeed,
it is safe to say that without his aid the colonists
could not have carried on the conflict.

Rochambeau and Lafayette lent their swords
to the United States; Beaumarchais sent supplies
to the value of 5,000,000 francs. It is true that
these material and metallic sinews of war were
not a gift, for Beaumarchais was a merchant and
sent them to the United States with the under-
standing that they should be paid for in time.
That he was far from pressing in regard to his
bill is proved by the fact, that it was never paid
during his life.

Beaumarchais, who was born on January 24,
1732, was the son of a watchmakerand grew up
in his father's shop in the Rue St. Denis, Paris.
Like Rousseau, he was the seventh child in a
family of ten and the object of much care and
tenderness. The father had lost three sons and
was determined that this one, if he lived, should
be the soutien de famille.

The young man was industrious and at the
age of 22 invented a watch escapement which re-
ceived the commendation of the Academy of
Sciences and won for him the title of Watch-
maker to the King. When not at work he de-
voted his time to music, for which he had a
natural taste and became an exceptionally bril-
liant player on the harp. Louis XV, who heard
him, at once decided to promote him from the
prosaic office of watchmaker to the more poetic
and acceptable one of Court Harper.

Several years previous to the Declaration of
Independence, Beaumarchais began writing come-
dies, the first of which, The Barber of Seville,
produced for the first time on February 23, 1775,
is a masterpiece of wit, humor, satire and buf-
foonery and remains popular to-day. It was
followed by The Marriage of Figaro, which,
meeting with considerable opposition on the part
of the censeur, was produced only on April 27,
1784.

In the year 1774 the French government,
being desirous of ascertaining the probable result
of the tension then existing between the Ameri-
can colonies and the mother country, sent Beau-
marchais on a secret mission to London in order
that he might gather and forward to Paris au-
thentic and specific information concerning not
only the actual state of affairs, but public, private
and official feeling in regard to the same.

The future author of The Marriage of Figaro
was particularly well qualified for such a mission,
for the reason that he had lived in the British
metropolis and had friends in both political
parties. He had known Lord Rochford, who
was then Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
ten years previously, when his lordship was
British ambassador to Spain and although the
latter did not remain in the Cabinet after 1775,
he continued to be a man of great influence and
on most friendly terms with George III. Beau-
marchais was equally intimate with Wilkes, who,
with the Earl of Chatham, espoused the cause
of the colonists, and who received frequent visits
from noted Americans. Notwithstanding the
critical situation, however, and in spite of the

(Continued on palke 1540)
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Unique Window Attraction in a
Fort Dodge, Iowa, Jewelry

Store

Out in Fort Dodge, Iowa, there is an enter-

prising jeweler known to many of our readers,

Mack A. Hurlbut by name, who has no com-

plaint whatever to make in regard to the present

condition of business. On the contrary, Mr.

Hurlbut has found trade so brisk that he was

compelled to forego his customary vacation and

also to deny himself the pleasure of attendance

at the Detroit convention. Those who know
Mr. Hurlbut will attribute this happy condition

to his exceptional ability, and those like ourselves

who have the services of clipping bureaus will
attribute it in great part to the very excellent
advertising which he does through the medium
of the daily press. An additional reason for the
business briskness, however, is a somewhat unique
window attraction, at least for a jewelry store,
which has lately been used by Mr. Hurlbut.

It appears that sometime ago he became con-
siderably interested in the peculiar antics of a
ring-tailed monkey and conceived the idea that
if the simian were transferred to his show
window it would similarly attract the attention
of passing pedestrians. He forthwith purchased
the monkey, attended to its proper sanitation and
placed it in the window as a star attraction.
With it in the window was the following sign :

"The name of this monkey is Mack,
but he is not the one who runs the
store. The other one is inside."

This unique sign proved quite as much of an
attraction as the simian, which quickly adapted
itself to the new surroundings and manifested
a human-like interest in the display of jewelry.
Forthwith crowds collected at the window and
the intervention of the police became necessary
to keep the sidewalk clear. Mr. Hurlbut also
made use of the monkey in his newspaper adver-
tising, which brought additional numbers to the
store. A sample advertisement is here shown
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and also one of the many notices of the incident
published in the local press.

The moral for the trade is the trade-bringing
potentiality of anything which is out of the or-

A SAD MISTAKE

Wept Briny Tears. Because ."The
Other" Didn't Look Beal to•Her

HIS NAME IS
MACK A. HURLBUT.

If you want to see the other :
one step inside

"I3ut I don't see the other one,"
said a very little girl today, as she

stood with nose flattened out against
the shining plate glass of one of the
display windows of the Mack A.
Hurlbut jewelry store on Central ave-
.nue, .watetilng the frisky. maneuvers
of a ring-tailed monkey:'
"Why, right here inside," said her

mother, indicating with her index fin-
ger, the busy proprietor of the es-
tablishment. The one With the high
forehead and the gold teeth, that's

"But that isn't a monkey," cried
the little girl, her voice quivering
with disappointment. "I Want to see
the other monkey."
"Oh, dear, there isn't another mon-

key, the sign says the other—."
But at this point the humor of the

situation was too great for the little
crowd that had assembled about tb.e
Nvindow containing the monkey -and
sign, and It laughed outright.
The laugh was too much for the

fond mother. Collecting hkirself us
though slid' expected to ascend itrion
a cloud of glory, she swept a scorch-
ing glance about the crowd and drag-
ging her Weeping offspring along,
sworn down the avenue.

•

dinary. The novel and unusual always attract
and while there is no particular association be-
tween a monkey and a jewelry stock, dignity
can very easily be sacrificed for a time to adver-
tising and increased trade.

Mr. Hurlbut is ex-president of the
Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association and
also of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association. •

THERE IS NO
MONKEY BUSINESS
ABOUT THIS STORE EXCEPTING AS
YOU SEE IT IN the WEST WINDOW.

System prevails in this store,
which means care, ability,

thoroughness and prompt-
ness iq the repair depart-

ment and thoroughly de-

pendable goods, at as low
a price as P possible con-
sisteut with the quality and
guarantee, which you have
every reason to expect to
get when trading at this
establishment.

No Shoddy Goods,  or

Botch Work Repairing

in this Store  at Any

Price.

Mack A. Hurlbut.
JEWELER

The "Restless and Sleepless"

The French Watchmaker who
Financed the Revolutionary

War

(Continued from page 1539)

battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill,
the general opinion in England and
France was that there would be no
separation between Great Britain and
America.

Beaumarchais thought differently
and having been commissioned to keep
Louis XVI and his ministers au courant
with the actual condition of political
affairs, he wrote, in the middle of Sep-
tember, a letter delivered to the King
on the 21St of that month, of which the
following is an extract:

SIRE :—Feeling confident that my
communication will be considered con-
fidential, I shall state the exact truth,
without regard to personal or other in-
terests of whatever nature. . . . The
Americans, resolved to suffer every
adversity rather than yield, and full of
that love of liberty which for such a
long time rendered the Corsicans so re-
doubtable to Genoa, have thirty-eight

thousand men under arms at, or near, Boston.
About forty thousand armed men exist in other
parts of the country, determined to defend it
and their rights. With innumerable resources
and a vast expanse of territory at their backs,
these Americans, even if Great Britain became
master of all their ports would, in my opinion,
be invincible. Every one possessed of common
sense must be convinced that the colonies are
practically, and forever must be, lost to Great
Britain.

Louis XVI and his Prime Minister, de Ver-
gennes, hesitate. In the meantime England be-
comes suspicious of France's neutrality, searches
her merchant ships, interferes with her com-
merce, pursues American vessels until they are
safe in French waters, insists upon France pun-
ishing merchants doing business with the revolu-
tionists, all of which gives rise to no end of
friction and complications. Their patience ex-
hausted, the King and his advisers agree to fol-
low the counsel of Beaumarchais. "But," says
de Vergennes, in a letter to him, "the assistance
offered by us to the Americans must have the
appearance of a personal transaction, put into
execution by a private individual, a merchant.
We must appear to be ignorant of it, or at least
to be unable to prevent it. To have such an
appearance the affair must be of a mercantile
nature, to a certain point, or in reality. We will
give you a million francs, no more. With this,
and what you may be able to provide, you must
furnish and ship to America all the necessary
arms, ammunition and supplies; assuming, your-
self, all risks, perils and losses. You need not
exact of the Americans money in return, for they
have none. But you must get, in place of it,
the products of their soil, which can be sold in
France and which will be equivalent, in the end,
to money."

Beaumarchais accepted this proposition,
which at first sight might appear to have been an
advantageous one. Such, however, was not the
case. The million supplied by the King was soon
spent, dragging other millions from Beau-
marchais's private purse after it. Indeed, his
first shipment to the colonists was over 3,000,000
francs in value, and the vessels carrying the same,
chartered on his personal responsibility, ran the
risk of being molested by the English.

In a letter addressed to Congress by Silas
Deane, its secret agent in France, the writer says:

"The Americans are indebted to Beau-
marchais more than to any one else on this side
of the ocean. He has been indefatigable and
generous and I hope you will be able to reim-
burse him with promptness. It would be im-
possible in a letter to describe his zeal for our
cause. His influence, money and credit have
always been employed in our interest and I trust
that the results will fulfil his hopes."

His hopes, however, were not fulfilled, for
instead of receiving compensation in the shape
of merchandise, he was unable even to get a
communication from our government. Yet, in
face of these disappointments he sent off more
ships loaded with clothes and ammunition.

Four years before his decease, chagrined by
repeated disappointments and blasted hopes,
exiled by the French Revolution and living alone
in a Hamburg garret, he wrote the following
letter to the American people:

"Hamburg, April 'co, rm.

"AMERICANS :—I have served you with a zeal
that has been unswerving. I have received in re-
turn—nothing! 1: am to-day your creditor.

"Permit me, before dying, to leave my
(laughter to your care and consideration, with
the request that you give her for a dower what
you owe her father. Perhaps, after I can no
longer defend her against the bitter injustice of
the world, she will be left penniless and perhaps
the hand of Providence, foreseeing this, has
wished, by repeatedly retarding the discharge of
your indebtedness to me, to provide for her after
I am gone."

In 1824, and again in 1835, this daughter went
to America to claim the amount due.

In the latter year she was offered 800,000
francs (t and took it as her sole heritage..y154,400) 

It was all that remained of a large fortune
spent in the cause of liberty.

September, 1910 T H E

New Goods and Inventions

Cigarette Case of Improved Construction

In the accompanying illustration is shown a cigarette case of im-

proved construction which has just been placed on the market by

Theodore W. Foster, Bro. & Co., 
Providence, R. I. As will be observed

in the illustration, the pulling back 
of the thumb on the cover towards

the palm of the hand allows the cas
e to spring open. The joint and
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catch are invisible, a feature in which it differs from all other makes

of cases. These new cases are lined with gold, which gives 
them a

richness beyond that of the silver case, while the exterior design is

simple and artistic, as becomes an article to be used by 
persons of dis-

criminating taste and refinement. This novelty should prove a ready

seller if only by reason of the argument that one single 
motion of one

hand opens the case. It will doubtless be in active demand later in the

season as an appropriate, useful and pretty gift. Many of the trade are

slow to appreciate the profit-making opportunity furni
shed by novelties of

this character.

Material Tray with Gauge as a Free Souven
ir

A very pretty and use-
ful souvenir which the
trade can have for the ask-
ing is in the form of a ma-
terial tray with a gauge at-
tached, which is being pre-
sented by Henry Paulson
& Co., 156 Wabash Avenne,
Chicago. The ledge, as il-
lustrated, serves as a handle
and the holes are numbered
and correspond with the
Stubs' gauge. It is useful
for measuring cylinders,
small pinions, etc., and the
holes serve for a screw
holder when taking down
watches. It will be sent to
any jeweler on application.
This firm has opened the
fall season with immense
stocks enriched by much
that is quite new to the
trade. Their confidence in
the coining season is shown
in the extent of their
preparation.
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A New Electric Clock
Our illustration shows, an

ingenious electric clock just
completed by the students of

the St. Louis Watchmaking
School, St. Louis, Mo. This

clock has no mainspring or
weight, but will run all the
tima. if connected with a
battery or with the electric
light current. The pendulum

is swinging above the move-
ment instead of below and
receives every two seconds the
impulse by the electric lever.
Every time the pendulum
swings back or forward it
moves the fork by a pin in-
serted in the back of the pen-
dulum ball, something on the
order of a chronometer es-
capement. The pallet which is
fastened to the fork moves
the escape wheel every second,
as the pendulum swings back

and forward. Owing to the fact that the electric power is
 always the

same this clock will keep better time than a clock running by
 mainspring

or weight. Many watchmakers and jewelers who have seen this clock

are of the opinion that the electric clocks have a great 
future.

-

Cartoonists Take

,

Their Cue from the Jewelry

The somewhat mixed po-

litical situation which rules

at the present time has

taxed the resources of the
cartoonists for pictorial
symbolism. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that

these ingenious artists have
resorted to the jewelry and

optical trades for basic

ideas for their pictures.

Herewith we illustrate two

of these cartoons which

have appeared in the daily
press and which will appeal
especially to jewelers and
opticians.
Those who have been in-

terested in advertising the
word "optometrist" and its
significance, did not expect,
doubtless, to find an ally
in a prominent cartoonist.
Uncle Sam as an optom-
etrist will doubtless catch
the eye and arouse the
curiosity of many readers
of the daily papers.

litsurgent—"He's coming my way."
Regular—"But he'll come back."

and Optical Trades

IRviiiumaticy
norADmiNisTRA,„ott

z

Eye Specialist—"Which line can you see 
best?”
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L. H. DODD 8z CO. Formerly BRIGGS & DODD
REFERENCES OF SALES I HAVE MADE

Some Sales
W. H. Beck, Sioux City, Ia., 2 sales.
A. Gitkenes, Butte, Mont.
Berry Armstrong Stock,

Port Arthur, Out.
W. T. Feetham,

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
Wood Bros., Paris, Ill.
A. M. Hill, $200,000, New Orleans.
Sigler Bros., $100,000, Cleveland.
Geo. W. Biggs, $70,000, Pittsburg.
H. Koester, $35,000, Detroit.
A. Goldman, $50,00o, Seattle.
Knickerbocker Jewelry Co.,

$50,000, New York.
Hart & Sturgis, $22,000, Houston.
Jos. W. Field, $30,000, Galveston.
R. Alan Kuren & Co., $38,000,

Savannah.
Hight & Fairfield, $65,000, Butte.
Hanna & Eroe, $22,000,

New Castle.
Parmlee Bros., $40,000,

Los Angeles.

WORDS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

LONG
DISTANCE PHONE,

2906 DREXEL

Record of Triumphs

Mermod Jaccard Co., $100,000,
St. Louis.

King Moss Co., $85,000,
San Francisco.

L. J. Marks, $60,00o, Kansas City.
Duhme Bros., $75,000, Cincinnati.
Rogers & Pottinger Co., $5o,000,

Louisville.
G. A. Schlecter, $28,000, Reading.
Geo. W. Winder, $25,000, Troy.
Becker & Lathrop, $30,000,

Syracuse.
Jos. Brown & Co., $120,000,

Chicago.
A. Miami, $8o,000, Cincinnati.
C. D. White & Co., $40,000,

Minneapolis.
Dolle Bros., $42,000, Chicago.
David Goldberg, $18,000, Helena.

More than 400 other sales ; fully 500 press notices. Catering sales for established jewelers only.I conduct all sales personally with a first-class assistant at the cost of one man. All correspondence strictly confidential.
NEW YORK OFFICE

396-398 Broadway L. H. DODD & CO. OFFICE, CHICAGO, ILL.
4607 Michigan Avenue

THE AUCTIONEER
"WHO SELLS

An auction is like a political cam-
paign, it must be planned carefully
and each detail worked out and
properly executed. So a successful
auctioneer must have executive
ability, as well as knowledge of
jewelry and art. He must be able
to advertise to draw the people, inter-
est them into buying, so they will
attend the sale.
Flaring advertisements of cheap
auctioneers don't move "stickers" or
convert dead stock into money.

Tyler's Methods Sell Goods

References:
Wholesale and
Retail Jewelers

THE GOODS YOU WISH SOLD"

For the past sixteen years I have
been making sales for established
jewelers, selling some of the largest
and best known stocks in America.
My reputation for honesty, fair deal-
ing and salesmanship is well known.
I personally conduct all sales, shape
the advertising, store and stock, so it
will be a success. Guarantee satis-
factory prices for stock and furnish
without extra cost a first-class asso-
ciate auctioneer. Write for date and
terms.

Tyler's Methods Make Profits

E. R. TYLER
ROOM 1102-156 WABASH AVE. CHICAGO

September, IgIo THE

The Jewel of God

The Latest Addition to the Lengthening List

of Semi-precious Stones

Now comes a new gem to augment the
list of semi-precious stones, writes Eleanor
Raeburn in the Sunday Magazine. This
new gem hails from Mexico and is worthy
of the enthusiasm it has aroused ever since
its discovery ; for it displays in beautiful
combination the bright blue color of the
turquoise and the luminosity of the opal.
Unlike the turquoise, however, its color is
unchangeable; hence the name originally
given to the stone by Mexican Indians,
"quetsalhuitl," "quetsal" being their syno-
nym for fast color. Subsequently the
Spaniards changed this word into "chalchi-
huitl," to embrace the idea that it was a
talisman against disease and accident and
also a symbol of success.

And thereby hangs a most
interesting and romantic
tale. Away back in those
legendary days when the

intrepid Cortes crossed the uncharted ocean
from Spain with his galleons of soldiers,
Bernal Diaz, a historian, accompanied him,
and he has left the record, through a letter
quoted by Prescott in his "Conquest of
Mexico," that Montezuma sent ambassadors
to greet the arriving Spaniard and prof-
fered many rare. gifts ; in particular, "four
jewels of a considerable size," which they
declared were each worth "more than a load
of gold." Diaz describes these stones as
being of beautiful translucent blue, mixed
with white, and says they were so highly
esteemed in Mexico that only those of noble
birth were allowed to possess them.

Because the gem's markings show an
extraordinary effect of rays the early Mexi-
cans, who were sun worshipers, invested it
with peculiar religious significance. Many
portions of chalchihuitl which have been cut
display a facsimile of the fanlike rays seen
on the heads of the ancient gods of Mexico,
who were supposed to have emanated from
the sun or to be symbolical of it.

The mine where the gem was formerly
found is a surface working, nearly i000 feet
across and 300 feet in depth. It has stone
steps leading up the side, which evidently
were used for the removal of stone quarried
by the searchers.

The rediscovery of this
How It Was abandoned mine and the
Rediscovered final possession of its treas-

ures is a thrilling story. A
New York operator, who is largely inter-
terested in silver and lead mines in the
Chihauhua region and employs many In-
dians, observed one day that the Yaqui In-
dians invariably erected a shrine against the
wall of the mine before beginning their
labor. With their picks they made a small
niche and there placed a crucifix or rude
cross in upright position against the wall,
and near it each one placed his candle. He
observed, furthermore, that if ever this
candle was extinguished, from any cause,
the Indian immediately put down his pick
and left the mine—not for the reason, as

Early Romantic

History
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might be supposed, that when air was suffi-
ciently foul to extinguish the candle it was
therefore dangerous to human life, but be-
cause he imagined the evil spirits at work,
and that his only safety under such condi-
tions lay in flight.

The Yaqui and Papagos Indians do not
mingle with the other tribes. They will not
work unless driven to it by necessity. The
imputation is current that with the proceeds
of their labor they buy arms from across
the border and secrete them until the time is
ripe for a revolution against unfriendly
neighbors. Their traditions are carefully
guarded and the worship of the blue stone
is an important feature of their rites.

So it happened one day that the mine
owner accidently observed an old Yaqui
preparing his shrine before starting to work
and noticed that in addition to the con-
stantly burning candle he placed in front of
the cross, most reverently, a small block of
light blue stone. When questioned, he be-
came very reticent, although he declared
that he was descended from "Moctezuma,"
as he called it, and that the stone was
buena fortuna, meaning a preserver of good
luck. Being pressed further, he told his
employer the location of the spot whence
it had been obtained, and it was this infor-
mation that led to the uncovering of a valu-
able pocket of the beautiful gems. Every
step of the progress was blocked by ob-
structions and the searchers were met with
such distrust that it appeared oftentimes
as if they must fail.

Mexican Indians have always claimed
that their ancestors were led to that land by
a god that was self-begotten and born of a
virgin mother ; that he came from a land
near the sun, abode with them, and taught
them to till the soil, weave cloth, work
metals, especially copper, and to cut and
polish this blue gem which they prized so
highly, for the double reason of its talis-
manic qualities and its marking of the sun
rays.

In substantiation of this theory about
their sacred gem, they point to the addition-
al marking of a scarabxus, or beetle, which
is evident in some of the pieces of chalchi-
huitl when polished. The scarab was to all
ancient peoples the type and emblem of self-
begotten deity ; but especially the deity of
the rising sun, which they worshipped with
such ardor and devotion. It represented to
them the human soul emerging from the
body and ascending toward heaven and was
the symbol of resurrection and immortality.
The marking of the scarab in the gem is
explained by the fact that the igneous in-
fluences that formed it caught the live insect
in the soft mineral substance and this, cool-
ing rapidly, made the indelibly perfect im-
pression.

The attempt of some author-
Not a Turquoise ities to make the tur-

quoise fit the description of
the sacred stone is futile, for the reason
that all turquoises are likely to change color
under certain physical or atmospheric con-
ditions. The chalchihuitl never changes.
The turquoise has long been known and ap-
preciated as a gem ; but, so far as heard
from, it has never been dignified by worship

among any of the primitive peoples, and
has been considered lucky only so long as
the color remains blue and unchanged.
Apart from all legends, history and romance
associated with the name of chalchihuitl,
this Mexican stone is unrivaled in the chaste
beauty of its sky blue coloring and the
unique character of Nature's handiwork in
its peculiar marking.

The gem is admirably adapted for all
sorts of jewelry where a setting is required,
but especially for rings or stick pins, for
pendents, La Vallieres, necklaces, lorgnon
chains, as well as for belt pins, bracelets or
brooches.

How Courtesy Wins

"I remember an incident which hap-
pened some years ago, that shows the
effect of modern selling on business cour-
tesy," said a road salesman, recently.

"It is only the Old Man, now, who
thinks his bank account big enough to
furnish sustenance for a grouch. And he is
fast overcoming the habit.

"I had been called into the office ot
Dawson, president of my leather goods
house, in St. Louis. He had heard me
mention Joplin in making up a route. Our
only customer there had a reputation for
kicking.
" 'Cut Joplin off your list altogether,'

he growled.
"Mighty often, however, the field man

stands between his firm and serious losses,
from personal reasons. I knew that the
right thing to do with our Joplin man was
to meet his kick in person. And I knew
that, despite his grievances, he generally
bought. I had to have that commission.

"When the brakeman called Joplin
next morning, therefore, I got off and
hurried to locate my man.

"When your prospect has a good
reason for being offended, all a salesman
need do is to offer an absolutely fair settle-
ment. Plain fairness will get to a man's
heart ninety-nine times in a hundred.

"My Joplin customer had lost money
on a mistake that was partly ours. And
Dawson had written letters to him which
had only raised the temperature.

"For ten minutes I talked mistakes,
misunderstandings and settlements. For
another hour I 'visited.' The next train out
found me aboard, no richer, but with a
satisfied feeling that this was one of my
sure accounts on the next trip.

"Ten days later the Old Man found me
in the office.
" 'You made Joplin anyway, eh ?' he

asked.
"I looked my surprise. He laid a letter

on my desk and went off growling.
'But he wasn't displeased, I've since

decided. That letter was an order from the
Joplin dealer for goods running over $13oo,
crediting the commission to me.

"Sometimes, I've decided, even the Old
Man makes a mistake of policy. And in
those cases he appreciates the salesman
who is cool-headed enough to shut the gate
behind him and hold the business.

"Obeying orders is good, but landing
orders is one higher."—System.
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SET YOUR OWN DIAMONDS
In selling diamonds, did you ever lose a sale for lack of ability to set the brilliant right before the eyesof your customer? It is the finished article that finally creates the desire to possess in the mind of abuyer. He may approve of the setting and fancy the stone; but until he sees that particular diamondalready set he isn't in the best position to buy.

An ingenious invention which completely obviates this difficulty is now offered for sale by Norris, Alister &Co., Chicago. By this means any stone may be set firmly and securely in a few moments time. Here is anopportunity to increase your diamond sales—the main issue in the jewelry business.
FOR SALE NORRIS, ALISTER & CO., Heyworth Building, Chicago,

Showing how Tool
is used to bead
the clamps and
finish

Jetting

and

B•ading

Tool,

50c.

Gottlieb 0 O'Neil
Auctioneering Co.

10th Floor, Boyce Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
TERMS VERY REASONABLE ESTABLISHED 1885

We made the Auction business a life-
time study.

If you look up our record you will find we con-
ducted some of the largest, most profitable
and most successful sales in the World.
Hundreds of references given in corres-
pondence.

THE AUCTIONEER
for Established Jewelers of the United States

Have been in
this work ex-

clusively for

over seven-
teen years,
and my ser-

vices will
prove to your
benefit.

tr,
HOME PHONE:
MAIN 2341

D. 0. Herndon 
1202 COMMERCE BLDG.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE QUALITY SCHOOL
We teach the newest and most valuable methods in

Watchmaking, Engraving an  Jewelry Repairing
Practical Specialists are in charge of all the
instruction. Our students are trained for

THE BEST PAYING POSITIONS
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

Chicago School of Watchmaking
Dept. T, Bush Temple CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
a complete and practical guide in adjusting watches and chronometers for
isochronism, position, heat and cold. 376 pages, with 56 illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world, on receipt of price, $2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8o9-811-8I3 North r9th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

No. 35307

DUMB BELL. OR SLEEVE BUTTON

Box and Design Patented

"VERY CLASSY"

4.11=1■1■ 1=1MI 

A Great Merchant Has Said:

STEP LIVELY PLEASE
If you have not already placed your order for the boxes that are the Best,

Neatest and Cheapest we would suggest that you send for our booklet,

" THE REASON WHY,"

from which you can make your selection.
The other name for the boxes mentioned above is the " Empire:* and if the

boxes you buy are put up in cartons labeled with the " Empire Seal of Merit,-

you are sure that there is Quality within.
If goods that are good to look at, mechanically perfect, and that cost you

less than an inferior article, are what you desire

INSIST UPON EMPIRE BOXES.

If your jobber cannot supply you, write us direct.

SAMPLES AND PRICES UPON APPLICATION

EDWARD WARNER, Pres. and Treas. RUDOLPH J. WARNER, Secy.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE COMPANY
146-148-150 Clinton Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

"IT'S WHAT YOU SPEND

THAT MAKES YOU RICH"

What you save may be mere parsimony and add nothing to

your opportunities, capital or business, but what you spend,

if spent wisely, will add to all of these.

That is Why We Say
"Study Optics"

It is not only an agreeable pastime, but it will add a profit-

able experience and ability that you can coin into an increase

of business and income. It has given many a man an in-

dependent start. Try it if no more than for the pleasure

of it. Write today and secure the first lecture and quiz of

our correspondence course a regular $25 college course

for only $8 in the U. S. ($10 in Canada and foreign countries).

You can pay $2 down and balance $1 weekly. The course

is absolutely thorough and complete. Address

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH.

•
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Kindly fill out the coupon and send with order,
in order to obtain this memo.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.,
146, 148, 150 Clinton St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Please send me with the enclosed order
the Empire Loose Leaf Memo.

Name

St. and No 

City and State

eifeDESELMS
WATCH
CHOOL

We accept only a limited number of students at a time in our

attendance school.

If you think of attending a school write for our booklet and terms

now. Our correspondence lessons will be free to you if you expect

to attend our school.

Our booklet and literature explaining all is free for the asking.

293 PERRY STREET :: ATTICA, INDIANA

The Quicktight Pinvise
Works Quickest—Holds Tightest

Only one hand used in working it.

Insert the work, then one stroke

of liii nib closes and

tightens it.
Saves

Valuable Time.
It will pay you lo

throw away your ■ild pi trise and
buy one of these. strongest made—always
best, yet lately improved—price, $1.50 (be-
cause it's worth it), Sent, postpaid any where.

Buy it or your dealer, or send to

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
(Sole Manufacturers)

LANCASTER, PA.

Scores of young men owe their success to the thorough and
practical training received at the W. I. of H., the

Official School of the Wis. Retail Jewelers Association
WHAT WE DID FOR OTHERS WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Watchmaking Engraving Jewelry Repairing
Our Home Study Course in Watchmaking
There are thousands of young men working in stores who are surrounded by all the oppor-
tunities for learning watchmaking except the proper system of instruction. Aware of this fact,
the W. I. of H. has established a Home Study Department, with a view of teaching watch
repairing by correspondence. This system of instruction is as thorough as it possibly can
be, embracing Mechanical, Practical and Theoretical Horology. The course consists of 43
printed lessons, containing nearly 400 illustrations and other special features, making it an
excellent substitute for an attendance course to those unable to leave home or their position
and is incomparably less expensive.

Send for Prospectus and state if Attendance or Home Study Course is desired

Wisconsin Institute of Horology
Enterprise Building MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN



HAVE YOU SEEN?
AVERBECKS NEW CATALOG
IF YOU ARE A RETAIL JEWELERAND
WANTSELLERS SEND FOR IT —

GOODS OF THE UNCOMMON SORT
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DIAMONDS Land PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisements MAO for estates or individuals

J. J. COHEN
tot I Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Write for further information

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Pivntr, 11F
1.20

BRIGHT CUT STYLE
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SPECIAL NOTICE.— These " washers" are
corered by United Males Patent

894,314, asul all iofringe»zenls
will be prosecuted.

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

FRED. A. HASKELL
208 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

FOR SOUVENIR SPOONS AND ENGRAVING
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING
WATCH MATERIAL, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

AT THE BEST PRICES

E. L. DEACON JEWELRY CO., DENVER, COLO.

SW SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stocks-0e
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.
Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail
National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909,

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE BY OUR FACTORY

Cut %. size

L.D.ANDERSONJEWELRYCO.,230PermSt.,Reading,Pa.
Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Ilrazi I ian Beetle Jewelry, Abalone Shell Jewel rfClass Pinswith name of town, Flag Broochesand Fobs with name of town, Leaf Broochesand Fobswith nameof townIron Pyrites Jewelry and other souvenirs made to meet the needs of winter and summer resorts. Send for Catalogue

:When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
253 MULBERRY 

STREET NEWARIC.4 IL J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE AND 
FELT WATCH CASE 

BUFFS

FELT AND COTTON 
RING BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH AND 
END BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE. POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

IP/

tIrs.

e-,■At'C(15
.qL\

EST.

0.

—

1889

ESTABLISHED 1880 THE RICHARD 0. KANDLER, PRES.

JEWELERS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
21st Successful year in Day and Evening Courses.

A Practical Trade School to learn General Engraving, etching, chasing, die cutting, jewelry design.
ing, etc. Also all other branches of the Jewelry Business and optics by special arrangement.

Send for new catalogue. Suite 1830-31 McCormick Building, Michigan Ave. and Van Buren St.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

EST. 1889

jitiVEV6 AO-
CHICAGO 

'getter ;4ttgraving no an Art
A new era in letter engraving began with the publication of the now world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS' TEXT-BOOK
This work has elevated engraving to the level of art and has assured permanence to the monogram fad. It hastapped a gold mine for the engraver and has materially advanced his prestige and salary.No jewelry house of standing and no engraver can afford to be without this book. The reason you have no gotit is because you don't know it and can't appreciate its value. To see it is to buy it. The second and revised editionis now ready.

Sent  postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $6.00 (11 5s)

Published by 
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO 809-811-313 North t9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

" 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago,

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortment of Wells' Perfect
Self-Conforming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid at once (only
Ott receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following penes:
1 doz. 10 K. gold, $3.75; 1 doz. gold
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, 85c.

Samples of one small and ono med him-large gold
filled :tnd one metal adjuster will be sent for
finc., stamps or M. 0. Address

CHESTER WELLS, Meshoppen, Pa.

Diamonds Tourmalines

Sapphires Peridots

White Sapphires Aquamarines

Pearls and Reconstructed Rubies

A big selection always on hand. Selection

packages sent out on approval to responsible

parties.

HENRY G. MORRIS

Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington St.
Room 73 BOSTON, MASS.

NIRSI

CATCHY

ENGRAVING
In SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US
ENGRAVE
A SAMPLE

A rtist ic Mon ogram and Letter

Engraving.

Send for price-list.

UlL,L.STRO/Vi ec CO.

Ashland Nebraska

G. F. WagSW01111
Watch Case
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Did Cases
aunt() New

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on

WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price.

list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.

79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

,Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and

Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye

Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

GASOLINE
LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Gives a 300 Candle-power Shadowlen Light

'nuns an or down, like gas, burns dim when not
In use, or can be turned up instantly whey
more light is needed. It floods a 30 foot

space with a brilliancy like daylight.
Far cheaper than gas, kerosene or
electricity and so simple that anyone
can use it. You can depend on it for
years far any purpose demanding a
big, string light. Catalogue KS tells
why. Send for it now.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
Dept. 9

42 State Street, Chicago, III.

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Steck

x77 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt A Dey Sts. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42,1 streets

NEW YORK

Massachusetts School of Optometry, Inc.
AND

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer Street, BOSTON, MASS.

SPECIAL NOTICE: All students entering the
Massachusetts School of Optometry should send
their credentials about one week before October
I st. The full course fees are $250.00. One
year, $150.00. Students and graduates of the
Klein School of Optics, half rates. For cat-
alogues, apply to

THEO. F. KLEIN
185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

HORACE J. SMITH
WATCH REPAIRING 

FOR THE TRADE 

313 Flynn Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa

2000 21,.''Z'3'VE 12 $1.00
PRINTED TO ORDER

POST PAID"
SEND FOR SAMPLES
WE MAKE ALL SIZES

1-1f-Inciy StickQr Cc).
147 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH.

Watchmakers for the Trade
ENGRAVING AND
JEWELRY REPAIRING

SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
404-5-6 Holland Bldg., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service Write for shipping stickers

M. S. BOWER, Mgr.

REFINERS anD N(;,
shape—solids or

Sweep Smelters 'SW Lupis,letittriongusgohr
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.

13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

AN EXPERT ADVISER ON
WATCH WORK

is always valuable to the repairer.
A book which admirably serves
this purpose and which you can
have always at hand for reference
in case of doubt or difficulty is

The Watch Adjuster's

Manual
the standard treatise on adjust-
ments and higher watch work.

Sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price,

$2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811=813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicahhl Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, etc., of twin.), size .L1111 descrip-
tion, made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MA'ITHEY, 
83 NASSAU STREET

NEW YORK

SELLS LIKE HOT CAKES
(ORDER TO-DAY)

AN EXTRAORDINARY SELLER !
A SPECIAL PRICE:

GOLD PLATED SAFETY PINS
$1.5_0pERGRossa 0-101
NETCASH 

II

MTAVERBECK "rarotTTE`r 1012 MAIDEN LAME N.Y.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to ttll
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write xi ii, mentioning

Tut: KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1f342 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

WATCH REPAIRING Ordinary and complicated R. It. inspection work. Some customers send us ALL their work.

JEWELRY WORK - Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry to order, gold 
plating and coloring.

ENGRAVING - – – for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots.

Send for our
Trade Price-Lat

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
Established
Thirty-One

9 Years in Lancaster, Pa.
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5  YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN  1
The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to grasp
the finer points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to

spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a thorough knowledge of the busi-
nese. Iii less than a year's time this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. We
get telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates, which shows what
practical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Ste., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advert isement, page Ifiln

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for FREE BOOK
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Builuing, ST. PAUL, MINN.

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventor..

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOORIE1

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enatnelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER 6e WOOD. Manufacturers
14 Calender St., Providence, R. I.

SRE-IAL LOW PRICES
TRIUMPH AMERICAN

MAINSPRINGS
ORDER ONE GROSeTO-DAY ONO 900

SINGLE DOZ LOTS 85 CTS,PER D02

MJ4AVERBECKNtmor 1Fi?rMAID__ N.Y.

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

KLEIN0BROS
LAPIDARY° CO

C
U
T
T
E
R
S
  -

....

72
E. MADISON
STREET

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

)
R
T
E
R
S
 1 -.i

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties, Etc.. especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.

CLOCK REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

BAUMGARDNER 8z CO.
''`Che Little Watch Faclory''

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKING
FOR THE TRADE

Satisfied Customers over Many States

Chicago (s1.i:erws.thsP 'W.%) Illinois

COOPER Ca1, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Mal Package

Loop
Watch Keys

.?, 40.v
t.zt, r

-AN, ,i3A"- s-rRica-L-Nr -
A.N. CLARK Sr SON, Plainville, Conn.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
Changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chloago

Send for Our Ncw Price-List

_ .

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month, for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for entailer
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paperin which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809.811.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS Per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 2,5
cents.

Ar WATCHMAKER, optometrist regis-
tered by examination, and show card

writer; fair engraver; to an honorable and
reasonable firm I offer my services at $30."M 773," care Keystone.

WANT to correspond with jewelry firm
in regard to watchmaker; wish position

about October 1st; over 12 years, exp.;
South preferred. "M 846," care Keystone.

BY isochrometrical adjuster as inspector oron first bench; experienced and under-
stand the manufacture of fine complicatedParts. Plastino Rubin, 224 East 116th,
New York.

WATCIIMAKER and plain engraver, so
years' exp.; drug exp. also; good refs.

W. J. Allen, McGregor, Iowa.

As WATCHMAKER, graduate optician,
good salesman; 6 years' exp. in high-

grade railroad watches; South or West
only; salary or commission; married, age
30; ref. "IV 941," care Keystone.

SILVERWARE salesman, retail or travel-
ing; cast of Mississippi preferred; best

of refs. from present employer; Sheldon
graduate, been through factory. "P 94o,"
care Keystone.

As WATCHMAKER, graduate optician,
plain engraver; long exp. on all kinds

of watch work; prefer Wisconsin or Il-
linois. Address "K 814," Prospect Ave.,
Janesville, Wis.

GENTLEMAN of unquestioned ability, in-
tegrity and reputation is open for posi-

tion with first-class firm; practical watch-
maker, salesman, optician (dispensing),
window dresser and capable manager. Ad-
dress "L 934," care Keystone.

BY October 55th, expert, rapid watch-
maker of good address, to be first man

or have charge of watch repair department
with reliable house who wants a perma-
nent man and has a large amount of
high-grade work and. insists on having it
taken in properly and go out in its
original condition; do not answer unless
you have sufficient work to justify paying
$32.50 or above; West only considered;
best refs. from last two houses; age 32.
Address "T 937," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 25, seven years' practical
store and bench exp.; plain engraving,

own tools, wishes position under As watch-
maker to finish trade; Ohio preferred.
"S 939," care Keystone.

REFRACTIONIST, with necessary optical
outfit; also competent watchmaker and

engraver; reliable and progressive; prefer
reliable firm in New jersey or Pennsyl-
vania. Address "S 935," care Keystone.

BY good watchmaker, plain engraver; good
set of tools; good refs. "jeweler," 528

Jackson Street, Sandusky, Ohio.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, with tools,
wants steady position down South; Ten-

nessee State preferred. E. Brann, Watch-
maker, care Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chi-
cago, Ill.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXCEPTIONALLY fine watchmaker,
jeweler and engraver desires to make a

change; 20 years' exp. on high-grade work;
Colorado or Pacific States preferred;
salary $25; best ref. Charles W. Steg-
man, Box 222, Marshalltown, Iowa.

AS appraiser or a salesman of diamonds,
sober, honest and energetic; 20 years'

exp. Address "H. J. M.," 5622 Poplar,
Kansas City, Mo.

COMPETENT watchmaker and salesman,
of sixteen years exp.; _good refs and

habits, wants position in New Mexico or
vicinity about November ist; fair jeweler
and engraver. "C 938," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, practical watchmaker, de
sires situation under good man, at mod-

erate salary. Address "A. H. 24," 1201
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

AS jewelry and clock (English and
French) repairer. Address "Mac," care

Shook Manufacturing Co., Omaha, Nebr.

WATCH, clock, jewelry repairer and
salesman wants position with first-class

firm in large city; must be permanent; six
years' exp. "H 935," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, accustomed to
railroad work; fair engraver; young

man, sober and steady; neat appearance;
good salesman; fine ref.; Pacific States
preferred. "P 926," care Keystone.

BY young man, watchmaker and jeweler;
good refs.; state salary. H. H. Sin-

clair, 2702 Wells Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optom-
etrist, with good ref.; five years' exp.;

all-around man in jewelry store; would
like position with good party. F. D. Ab-
bott, Reading, Mich.

I AM an old bachelor, watchmaker,
jeweler and engraver; I want a job now

or any time before the holidays; I am not
very swift, but I can earn $15 per week.
A. J. Hamilton, Arthur, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; all-around
workman, with the exception of optics;

seven years' exp.; salary $s8; married,
habits and refs. the best. F. Bachand, 27
Church Street, Pittsfield, Mass.

EXPERIENCED tool and material man
wants situation. Address "A. H. 23,"

5201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician,
75 years' exp., wishes to make change;

South or West preferred; single, German-
American descent; own tools and trial
case; best of refs. furnished. "F 922,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 22 years of age, by middle
of September, as jeweler and clock man;

good stock man and good clerk; can fur-
nish good refs.; Ohio preferred. "W
923," care Keystone.

AS second watchmaker, jewelry repairer
and engraver; good habits and refs.;

start in at $15 a week. W. C. Downing,
Moravia, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain en-
graver; married, age 28; ten years at

bench; open for position on or about Oc-
tober sat; satisfactory refs furnished;
state salary; Texas or Oklahoma preferred;
all correspondence answered. Box 201,
Anson, Texas.

BY Swiss watchmaker, one year in
America; age 43, single; has own tools;

best refs. Address "Q 924,1' care Key-
stone.

GRADUATE St. Louis Watchmaking
School and three years' exp.; perma-

nent position as watchmaker and jewelry
repairer; fairly good salesman; own tools;
work for commission or salary; best refs.;
not afraid of work; age 27. J. C. Droke,
Rienzi, Miss.

GOOD plain, practical workman, watch-
maker and optician; permanent; can be

generally useful about store; steady, sober
and prompt; must pay good wages. "B
916," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver,
young man with no bad habits; AT refs.;

$18 per week; Middle West preferred. "S
917," care Keystone.

OCTOBER 15th, first-class watchmaker and
engraver; 14 years' exp. at bench, five

years on railroad work; fine set of tools;
no bad habits; god salesman; As refs.; sal-
ary $25 per week. "R 954," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER, Swede, five years' exp.
in • Sweden, four in this country; compe-

tent on Swiss and American watches; good
habits, best refs.; salary $25 week; age 25;
capable of taking in and delivering watches;
own tools; would like postion with reliable
house. "S 928," care Keystone.
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SITUATIONS WANTED

AS traveling salesman for a college jewelry
house; two years with last house; best

refs. J. W. Wilson, 45 Blaine Avenue,
Allston, Mass.

BY a young man, 23 years old, plain
watchmaker and engraver; samples of

engraving if wanted. Address Ole A.
Prestmoen, Black River Falls, Wis.

PERMANENT position by first-class
watchmaker, jeweler and engraver; com-

petent on fine and complicated work; own
tools; give full particulars in first letter;
South only. W. C. Duncan, Heath
Springs, S. C.

YOUNG man, 21 assistant watchmaker,
clock and jewelry repairer; four years'

exp., two years on railroad work; no bad
habits; good refs.; West preferred. "D
903," care Keystone.

BY good watchmaker and good salesman;
15 years' exp.; own tools; can furnish

best ref. 59 West Main Street, Mechanics-
burg, Pa.

BY jeweler and engraver, on or before
September rsth; West preferred; best

refs. Address Lewis A. 
,,preferred;

Calmor,
Iowa.

AS watchmaker and jeweler, young man,
three years' exp.; sober and reliable;

good ref.; would start with $15 per week;
Northwest preferred. Address Box 146,
Monroe, Wash.

BY young man as watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver; speaks German; good sales-

man; five years' exp.; by November 1st;
refs. Reinhardt Franz, 260 Eleventh
Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

AS assistant watchmaker and can wait on
trade; one year's exp.; own tools; good

refs.; 22 years old; the West preferred.
Fred Buehner, Dunkerton, Iowa.

BY young man, graduate in engraving and
optics; best refs.; no bad habits and

willing to work; strictly business. "S gm,"
care Keystone.

Ai jewelry repairer, engraver, show card
writer and window trimmer; age 24,

married; six years' exp., with best ref.;
desires position with some first-class house;
central States, Indiana preferred. "M
906," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker and jewelry man. Ad-
dress W. S. Hartzell, Box 45, Kirkwood,

ARTISTIC engraver, jewelry repairer;
wait on trade; age 26, single; no bad

habits; can do first-class watch work, but
prefer engraving. "R 942," care Keystone.

POSITION as chauffeur; good habits,
careful driver and best of refs.; will go

anywhere; five years' exp. as jewelry sales-
man. "C 947," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER wants situation at once;
capable to take charge of repair depart-

ment or store; willing to wait on trade.
Box 164, Station C, Los Angeles, Cal.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, jeweler and
plain engraver desires to make a change;

good refs.; married, age 29; Mexico or
Arizona preferred. Address "F 910," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver;
ambitious young man, capable of doing

ordinary work, desires permanent position.
A. Meters, 300 South University Street,
Peoria, Ill. 

BY ambitious young man, 30 years old,
as traveling salesman; eight years' exp.

in jewelry business; best of refs.; state
salary. Address "N 895," care Keystone.

BY jeweler and optician by November 1st;
Oklahoma preferred; seven years exp. in

jewelry and three years' in drug business;
age 31, married, don't booze. G. A. Reed,
Custer City, Okla.

PERMANENT position in Northwest with
good, live retail person as assistant man-

ager or salesman and watchmaker; have
own tools; can do watch, common jewelry
and clock repairing; some engraving; had
five years' exp.; am a live, single young
man, no bad habits; best ref. "R 948,"
care Keystone.

SECOND watchmaker and engraver. Ad-
dress "A. H. 255," 1201 Heyworth Build-

ing, Chicago.

IF in need of a man we have many ap-
plications. Write to Henry Paulson &

Co., 1;56 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

THOROUGH watchmaker, can put out of
trouble all watch complications and es-

capement; good, rapid work; best refs.;
$25 week; full tools. "M 957," care Key-
stone.

BY young man with three years' exp.;
good, all-around man but in engraving;

can give best of ref. 5 West Main Street,
Springfield, Ohio.

SITUATIONS WANTED

FINE reliable watch and clock repairer,
ten years' practical bench experience.

Address "F 912," care Keystone.

IN Maryland or Pennsylvania by experi-
enced watchmaker and salesman; knowl-

edge of engraving and jewelry repairing;
own tools; good habits, As ref. Address
"B 952," care Keystone.

FORMER manager of repair department
with high-class jewelry store having

about $900 monthly average of repairs;
very rapid man; good foreman, with great
experience and exceptional abilities, wants
similar situation; highest refs. "V 954,"
care Keystone.

BY excellent engraver; fine monograms
and lettering; would also assist as sales-

man; an object to locate in or near Roch-
ester, N. Y., but other locations consid-
ered. Address "A H. 25," 5201 Heyworth
Building, Chicago.

HAVE had one year's exp.; want to finish
trade; age 25; have all tools. Address

W. P. Colleran, Montrose, S. Dak.

CAN you use a first-class, all-around work-
man? Expert railroad watchmaker and

a good salesman and engraver; state
salary; will go any place; not a cheap man.
Eugene Brown, 322 West Main Street,
Taylorville, Ill.

BY first-class watchmaker, clock and
jewelry repairer; no engraver; single

man of good habits; can furnish At ref.
"L 857," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER TII IS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker; also one who
can do fair engraving; prefer middle

age or older; good habits and thoroughly
honest and reliable; permanent position to
right parties; would like to have workman
begin by October rat; state wages. J. M.
Cox, Halls, Tenn.

AN all-around young man in central Mas-
sachusetts who has had experience in a

jewelry store; acquaintance with optics
and engraving desired. Box 768, Wor-
cester, Mass.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, or young
engraver who wishes to learn watch-

making in best store in city of 25,000,
so miles north of Chicago; one who can
speak Danish or Swedish preferred; per-
manent job to right man. T. J. Dale,
Kenosha, Wis.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and salesman;
permanent position; send copy of refs.,

samples of engraving, photo if possible;
state amount of salary expected. J. Levin'
ski, Waco, Texas.

SALESMAN to handle the Du North
pocket compass as a side line; liberal

commission. Iszard-Warren Co., Inc., i36
North Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ASSISTANT watchmaker; one that can do
plain engraving; steady position; state

exp., ref., salary expected. J. G. Mines,
Wayne, Nebr.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
permanent position, good wages; send

ref., sample of engraving in first letter.
Jos. M. Goldberg, Alexandria, La.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
about October ist; good wages and per-

manent position in best city in West, 40,000
population; send sample engraving and full
particulars. H. M. Heckart, Springfield,

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
salesman; permanent position to a good

man; state exp. and ability; send samples
of engraving and refs.; $2o to $25 per
week. Wm. D. Triplett, Ironwood, Mich.

OCTOBER est, assistant watch and clock
repairer and salesman; small tools re-

quired; no engraver or optician necessary;
must be honest; $15 per week; permanent;
town 15oo northeastern Nebraska. "P
936," care keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler; all.
around man, capable of taking charge of

store when necessary; good, permanent
position; would sell part interest in live
business to right man if wanted. S. C.
Nofzinger, Archbold, Ohio.

SUCCESSFUL watchmaker, optometrist
and engraver; sober, industrious, good

salesman; send refs.; permanent position
for right man. "E 932,', care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver and optician; refs.; single, about

32 years; speak German and English; good
offer to right man. G. W. Coulter, Ogles-
by, Ills.

HELP WANTED

A SECOND watchmaker, one who can en-
grave and repair clocks and jewelry.

Box 315, Chestertown, Md.

YOUNG man for engraving and assist on
watch work! steady position; state full

particulars. Address Slieff Bros., Wheel-
ing, W. Va.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver;
some exp. in optics; good, all-around

man; knows how to run store; good habits,
honest and sober; permanent position for
the right man; send photograph, full par-
ticulars and ref. with first letter; pay from
$15 to $2o per week. Peter H. Loeper,
Ashland, Pa.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; a good,
steady job for the right man. R. L.

Kirkpatrick, Butler, Pa.

WATCHMAKER at once; send refs.; state
what you can do; permanent position to

right party. W. F. Strother, Payette,
Idaho.

WATCHMAKER and optician wanted;
single man that speaks French preferred.

"G 921," care Keystone.

WATCH repairer and ordinary engraver;
three to five years exp. P. Stachler,

Portland, Ind.

GOOD, reliable watchmaker, with ref.;
steady job. Clarence Sherwood, Auburn,

N. Y.

PERMANENT position for reliable watch,
clock and plain jewelry repairer; one

willing to wait on trade; give full par-
ticulars, salary asked. H. Garman & Son,
Coatesville, Pa.

GOOD general engraver; steady position.
Apply The Hoover & Smith Company,

6i6 Chestnut Street, Phila.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, clock repairer
and plain engraver; young man, ex-

perienced two to three years at the bench;
single preferred; do not require any tools;
steady position to reliable man. Address
S. Finn's Jewelry Store, Walterboro, S. C.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; state exp.;
must be competent and experienced;

good salary. Varney Jewelry Co., log
North Main Street, Wichita, Kans.

GOOD watchmaker, best ref.; steady posi-
tion to the right man. Address, stating

wages expected. Henry C. Reid, Bridge-
port, Conn.

WATCHMAKER and engraver that can do
first-class work; steady position, good

salary; must furnish tools and first-class
refs. "G 904," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver
wanted at once. Address J. T. Burke,

Box No. 436, Wilmington, N. C.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker; steady posi-
tion and good pay to right man. E. S.

Smith, Olean, N. Y.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
$25 per week. Hollins Bros., Lake

Charles, La.

JEWELRY salesman to represent a lead-
ing Attleboro jewelry manufacturer

direct to the department and retail trade.
We want men that can furnish refs. and
will furnish bond; we will furnish samples
and advance money for expenses. Write
at once if interested, stating exp. and giv-
ing refs. "H 905," care Keystone.

AT once, jewelry repairer and engraver;
prefer one that can do clock work; give

ref. and state salary. Baffling & Nuckolls,
Grinnell, Iowa.

SECOND watchmaker at once to help on
watches and plain engraving; steady job

in good store; excellent chance for ad-
vancement. S. T. Morrison, Iowa City,
Iowa.

YOUNG man for jewelry repairing, clock
work and wait on trade and dress win-

dows; a chance to learn; good salary and
permanent position in first-class store for
the right person. R. D. Worrell Jewelry
Company, Mexico, Mo.

SECOND Watchmaker and jeweler, must
have good refs. as to honesty; nice,

healthy place, fine people; $15 to start;
chance improvement to right man. W. F.
Stricker, Chester, S. C.

FIRST-CLASS window trimmer and
stockkeeper for Chicago retail jewelry

store; good opportunity for the right man ;
salary to start $35 per week. "B 893,"
care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker, engraver; state ability
in full and salary in first letter; must

furnish good refs., permanent position to
right man; good Iowa town. "C 958,"
care Keystone.

I 549
HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER and engraver in Chicago
retail jewelry store; permanent position.

"B 894," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver;
steady position, best house in city. J. H.

Reed, 38 West Washington, Indianapolis,
Ind. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver in South;
permanent position to competent man;

salary $18 to $25; send sample of engrav-
ing and refs. "L 953," care Keystone.

COMPETENT watchmaker, permanent po-
sition to right man; refs. required; state

salary expected. T. C. Tanke, Buffalo, N. Y.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and jeweler;
permanent position, good salary. Hum-

burch Bros., Rochester, N. Y.

SALESMAN wanted to carry line of
jewelry Philadelphia and vicinity. Ad-

dress "C 959," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver at once;
recommendations and particulars in first

letter; salary $i8 per week; send sample
of engraving. Brooks & Chapman, Madi-
son, Ind.

AT once, engraver and jeweler; perma-
nent position to the right party. Jolly

& Wynne Jewelry Co., Raleigh, N. C.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
able to wait on trade; good habits; state

salary in first letter; give ref; cigarette
smoker won't do. J. B. Swain, Sidney, Ohio.

SALESMAN traveling in Nebraska, Iowa,
South Dakota, Colorado and other west-

ern States; also Texas, Louisiana and Ar-
kansas, to carry our line of optical goods
as a side line on a straight commission
basis. "C 949," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, permanent position, good
wages, only good man need apply. Bewig-

Elebash Jewelry Co., Selma, Ala.

FIRST.CLASS watchmaker, best refs. re-
quired. S. Joseph & Sons", Des Moines,

Iowa.

WANTED-A boy or young man to repair
clocks and make himself useful in a

jewelry store; salary $so per week to
start; good chance for advancement to
right man; must be honest and reliable.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., San Antonio,
Texas.

IF you are in need of a position we have
many inquiries for good men. Write to

Henry Paulson & Co., 156 Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.

AT ONCE, three experienced traveling
salesmen to represent us in Oklahoma

and neighboring States with a complete de-
livery line of watch material, optical goods
and jobbing stones; those having estab-
lished trade preferred; must furnish bond.
Address J. H. Mednikow & Co., 212 West
First Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.

RAILROAD watch inspector wants first-
class watchmaker and engraver; optician

preferred; must be reliable in every way;
send refs. and state wages expected; per-
manent position. Earl Lovett, Alliance,
Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker who wishes to
secure financial interest in paying jewelry

business; railroad inspector; exceptional op-
portunity; will stand the closest possible
inspection. If interested address "L 961,"
care Keystone.

WANTED for work in northern New Eng-
land, watchmaker and optician; state exp.

and salary expected, also send refs. in
first letter; permanent position and chance
of advancement for competent and reliable
man. "B 96o," care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER T II IS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

WE will buy for spot cash a complete
jewelry store or will pay highest prices

for any part of the stock; immediate re-
turns; strictly confidential; reference, First
National Bank, Address J. E. Micks Co.,
Elkhart, Ind.

GOOD second-hand watch sign; give con-
dition, size, price and whether metal or

wood. A. E. Prescott, North Creek, N. Y.

ROLL top watch bench. S. D. Johnson,
Wallingford, Conn.

ONE four-dial street clock, either Seth
Thomas or Howard make. Address "S

907," care Keystone.

FRANCIS engraver, No. 3, latest model,
with celluloid type outfit; must be ill

As condition and price must be right.
"S 045," care Keystone.

TO buy a good microscope. B. J. Churchill,
Oneida, N. Y.

(Continued on page 1550)
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WANTED

(Continued from page 1549)

WANTED - Chronometers, pocket or
marine; either damaged or in running

condition; also antique watch movements
or clocks; give full description with price
or exchange desired. Jenkins Exchange,
Chicago, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker wants to es-
tablish bench in good central town over

3000, or buy small store. "W gag," care
Keystone.

AUTOMATIC lens edge grinder. Col-
burn, 721 Pike, Seattle, Wash.

- - -
DOUBLE-GEARED universal power mill

for galleries, etc.; want gas furnace for
enameling; also Thurston die-cutting ma-
chine; state lowest price and condition. 721
Pike Street, Seattle, Wash.

FOR SALE
UNDER TIIIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

HAVE decided to sell my stock on account
of ill health and old age; have been

here in the jewelry business for over 30
years and carry stock of about $3500 to
84000; am willing to sell for 25 per cent.
less than cost for cash; Floresville is a
very good place for a . jeweler; no com-
petition. L. K. Nowlerski, Floresville,
fexas.

WHOLESALE jewelry and optical busi-
ness; the stock and fixtures of this con-

cern can be bought at a low figure in
whole or in part on account of liquidation;
terms, one-half cash, balance notes with
security. "S 687," care Keystone.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in the
heart of the best dairy and stock farm-

ing country in southern Minnesota, in
town of 800, for sale; stock and fixtures
invoice about $2500; last year's profit
$2100; reason for selling, poor health.
Address "J 889," care Keystone.

TO close an estate, jewelry and optical
business in small town in best farming

section of Iowa; no competition and good
territory; invoices $3000. "E 856," care
Keystone.

OPTICAL and jewelry business, Des
Moines, Iowa; established twenty-six

fO
ears; prescription work alone averages
3r t
5 per day. This is a golden opportunity

he right party. Don't write unless
you mean business and have at least 2000
or its equivalent to put into the business.
"A 847," care Keystone.

IIALF interest or entire $2$,000 jewelry
store in good Minnesota city of 8o,000

population; good, clean, up-to-date store;
five-year lease, reasonable rent. "R 908,"
care Keystone.

SPLENDID corner location; finest show
windows in city; low rent to jeweler if

we occupy small space with our established
optical business; some fixtures at bargain;
speak quickly, option expires October ist
for renewing valuable lease. Taylor, opti-
cian, corner Colorado and Marengo, Pasa-
dena, Cal.

TWO up-to-date jewelry stores with stocks
ranging from $5000 to $25,000; can fur-

nish amount merchandise to suit purchaser;
in cities of 4000 and io,000 respectively;
all conditions favorable; part cash, bal.
ance on memorandum; excuse for selling
given upon inquiry; great opportunity for
man understanding the business. 309
North State Street, Litchfield, Ill. 

JEWELRY business, established over 50
years, in live town northern Ohio; in-

voice $2500, can reduce; splendid oppor-
tunity ; best reasons for selling. "M 930,"
care Keystone.

ABOUT $4000 will buy well-paying jewelry
business in good live town if taken at

once; now is the time to get in for the
Christmas business; clears over $25oo a
year-this year promises better; will sell
or lease the building. If not sold by No-
vember 1st will close out my stock; this
ad will not appear again. George Knebel,
Platteville, Wis.
- - - - - - - --
WHOLESALE and retail watch repair
shop, good retail sales; city 3oo,000;

$8000 business last year; cleared $2000
without devoting full time; land business
takes me away; $1000. "B 927," care
Keystone.

FINE jewelry and optical business in beau-
tiful growing town of too° in Ohio;

will sell fixtures alone; only cash consid-
ered. Lock Box 304, Fayette, Ohio. 

$2500 for best located, nicest little store
in northern Indiana; town of 13oo; no

competition, new fixtures, electric light;
everything up-to-date; all repair work one
man can handle; further particulars. E.
W. Welch, Churubusco, Ind.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY and optical business, estab-
lished 25 years, in Ohio city, 7000 popu-

lation; county seat, practically no compe-
tition; rich surrounding country; nearest
city 115 miles; clean stock and complete
optician's outfit; big trade established; no
trouble to clean up $5000 a year; three-
year lease in ideal location at moderate
rent; reasons for selling that will satisfy
anyone. "C 943," care Keystone.

FIXTURES, small stock; rare opening for
young man. ".P 944," care Keystone.

BEST jewelry, optical and music business
in good town of goo population in

western Iowa; good run of bench work;
large territory to draw from; stock in-
voices about $2000; best reasons for selling.
"W 933," care Keystone.

ENGRAVING shop in Philadelphia; ex-
cellent opportunity to buy established

business at reasonable figure. "G 913,"
care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED and good-paying
jewelry business in central Iowa; reason

for selling, poor health; a bargain. Ad-
dress Box 252, Tama, Iowa.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures in town of
too, center of Niagara county fruit

belt; no competition; repair work not less
than $25 per week; record to prove same;
invoice about $28. George D. Pencille,
Middleport, N. Y.

JEWELRY store in Philadelphia, estab-
lished repairing trade and good location.

Address "B 9 r," care Keystone.

$25oo to $3000 stock of watches, clocks,
silverware and jewelry; does over $7300

business yearly; repair work over $100
per month; splendid chance for watch-
maker and engraver (better, if optician);
county seat 3000, in central northwest
Iowa; fine farms and crops. Good reason.
Address "B 898," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in good town of about
3000 population; only exclusive jewelry

store in town; reason for selling, am not
a watchmaker and have a piano store and
can't look after both; will sell fixtures only,
or fixtures and stock, or will sell half
interest to good man that will run the
store; have a good business and would
rather sell half interest to a man that can
do the jewelry work. If you are interested
write me at once. J. J. Dimmitt, Monroe
City, Mo.

$4500 CASH will purchase a jewelry es-
tablishment doing from $35,000 to $45,-

000 business a year; practically no com-
petition; big run of watch and jewelry
work; shop, lapidary outfit and optical
room in connection; best town in the West,
with population of 52,000; photograph of
store, details and reason for leaving sent
on request; deal must be closed by Janu-
ary x, 1911; a chance of a lifetime. "G
902," care Keystone.

FOR spot cash will sell $2500 out of our
84000 stock at 25 per cent. discount and

surrender location and good will. A card
will bring description. Box 584, Hereford,
Texas.

JEWELRY business, 95 miles from Chi-
cago, population 25oo; stock and fixtures

$2500, will sell for $2000; can reduce;
will retire. W. V. Beresford, Amboy, Ill.,
or L. Seligman Jewelry Co., 103 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

JEWELRY business in a beautiful and
thriving Massachusetts town, 12,000 in-

habitants; stock and fixtures about 35(o;
established in 1860; good reputation; going
to retire ,• age and ill health; investigate.
Address "K goo," care Keystone.

SOMEONE is looking for this chance, is
it you? Well selected stock jewelry,

watches, clocks, silverware, etc., $25oo to
$3000; average $7300 per year, repairs over
$ too per month; rent low; will keep tools;
county seat 3000 in central northwest Iowa;
best of reasons; no chestnut or trading
stock "Address B 899," care Keystone. 

ONLY jewelry store in town of 3000; has
500 to 800 students here all the year;

this is the best paying jewelry store in
the State; nice, clean stock, with cheap
fixtures; bench work $8o to $1 to per
month; fine optical trade; will invoice
$1200 to $15oo; will rent room with liv-
ing rooms above if desired; best location
in town; been running five years; will sell
for 65 cents on dollar any time between
now and January ist; I have patent I
want to push; this is chance of a lifetime.
George A. Sites, Westerville, Ohio.

JEWELRY business, established three
years in center a farming and fruit

belt; invoice $3400; best reasons for selling;
two work benches; repairing averages $r2
per month; cash deal only. "L 897,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY and optical business in south-
east Alabama town of 35oo population;

$2000 will buy it; only Jewelry store in
-the county; did $7500 in 1909; all repair
work one man can do; healthiest town in
Alabama; a well-established and well-pay-
ing business, on two railroads; fine opening
for young man; good reason for selling;
will either sell or keep optical department;
will give possession any time before Oc-
tober I, 9 I 0. Write for particulars,
"P '6'5," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED trade shop, southwest
city; population 7o,000; $3000 to $5000

to handle; present owner ill health; good
business; would retain one-third interest
with right party. "M 896," care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS jewelry and stationery
store in the best town in eastern Wash-

ington. For full particulars address "S
915," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store in
eastern Ohio town of ro,000 population;

will sell at discount; good reason. Address
"B 951," care Keystone.

UP-TO-DATE jewelry and optical business,
with side line of fancy goods, stationery,

school supplies, etc., in finest suburb of
Chicago; to be sold on account of sickness;
price $6000 ; nice, clean stock and good
fixtures; splendid opportunity for someone
to secure a good-paying and old-established
business. "D 950," care Keystone.

RARE chance, swellest little jewelry store
in best railroad town in Southwest; popu-

lation 5000; $70,000 pay-roll, established
one year and cleared $3000; 25-foot front,
two fine windows, plate glass and mahog-
any fixtures; all new, clean stock; railroad
watch inspection; account of failing health
will sacrifice at invoice for cash; can re-
duce to $3000; a money-maker and a rare
opportunity. Address "G 956," care Key-
stone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in
one of best towns in central Texas; in-

corporated for $25,000 or will sell one-
third interest to first-class watchmaker who
understands business and capable of man-
aging same. "I 946," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE at a bargain. Address "N 822,"
care Keystone.

A GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Com-
pany's modern, outdoor electric flasher

watch sign, complete, with written guaran-
tee, at a bargain. "C 416," care Keystone.

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB lathe, with thirty
chucks, face plate, Hardinge balance

chuck, $30. Clark Gossard, Washington
C. H., Ohio.

REGULATOR, cheap, write for terms and
description. P. J. Fay, Monroe, Mich.

ONE fine Swiss fly back, stem winder
chronograph movement, 16 size, $r 5;

one Vacheron & Constantine movement, 16
size nickel, stern wind, horseshoe brand,
$io; one very rare movement, key winder,
16 size, made by C. Fasoldt, Albany, lever
escapement, with two escapement wheels,
price $1o. Enhaus & Son, 31 John Street,
New York ,City.

SHIP chronometers for sale, $5o and $75,
in first-class condition. Edw. Sundman,

404 Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colo.

NICE jeweler's safe, 4s inches high, 29
wide, 24 deep; 6-inch fireproof walls and

door, $5o. E. W. Welch, Churubusco, Ind.

FINE set of jewelry fixtures, eight genuine
walnut wall cases; eleven show cases,

rosewood, made by Alex H. Revell & Co.;
finish and cases in good condition; oppor-
tunity to get these at a bargain for cash.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., San Antonio,
Texas.

A is-foot show case for displaying dia-
monds and jewelry, with two complete

sets of interior trays and fittings. S. Kind
& Sons, silo Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.
- - 
CUT glass display room, zo x I I feet, ma-
hogany and glass; mirror walls and ceil-

ing, electric lights; the handsomest room
of its kind in the city. S. Kind & Sons,
xx to Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

NO. 3 AMERICAN Watch Tool Co. pre-
cision lathe and attachments, two

jewelers' drill presses, Oliver foot lathe,
Oliver ring bender; very large mounted
moose head, price $250; large mounted
deer, $5o; two pairs elk horns. 721 Pike
Street, Seattle, Wash.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

TWO quartered oak wall cases with plate
glass; also two floor cases and over

fifty trays. Address "R 919," care Key-
stone.

A TWO-DIAL electric street clock; an ex-
cellent advertisement; very cheap. E. H.

Carpenter & Son, Burlington, Iowa. 

SEVERAL 6-foot mahogany plate glass
show cases and tables, practically new;

$20 each, cost double. • J. F. Carr, Ports-
mouth, Ohio.

ONE oak roll top bench, full of all the
tools needed in the business; one en-

graving block with engraver's No. 2
Moseley lathe, face plate, tail stock,
counter shaft, patent foot wheel; one
polishing lathe with cover; one patent
glass case nearly full of glass; a large lot
of old and new material ; one 20-drawer
material case with all kinds of material;
the first $roo takes it, worth $250. Ad-
dress "Teddy H," Co. N, Soldiers' Home,
Danville, Ill. 

GOLDEN oak wall case, 8 feet long, 6 feet
high, 2 feet wide; doors run on brass

rollers; one light each; can ship knock-
down; like new and up-to-date; cost $48;
will sell for $22 f. o. b. Mansfield, Pa.
E. C. Saks. 

GOLDEN oak floor case, bevel plate top,
one light, 4-foot mirror in doors; cost

$40; $20 f. o. b. Mansfield, Pa. E. C.
Saks. 

TWO golden oak counter cases, one light
top and front, double thick glass, 534

feet long; $20 takes them f. o. b. Mansfield,
Pa. E. C. Saks. 

ALL copies Keystone. Best offer takes lot.
Fred J. Baker, Huron, S. Dak. 

GLORIA lighting system for small store.
Harry Wells, Earlville, N. Y.

GENUINE Webster-Whitcomb lathe and
twenty-eight chucks; fine condition.

W. G. Landt, 7524 Goldsmith Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box too,
Moorestown, N. J. 

FAHY'S revolving trial lenses and op-
tometer combined, one cross retinoskia-

meter, one punctunieter, one De Zeng re-
fractometer; also complete set of watch-
maker's tools, including lathe, etc.; want
rimless edge grinder, electric motor, bur-
glar-proof safe, business phonograph, dia-
monds, typewriter, motor cycle, grand-
father's clock, or what have you? "A 848,"
care Keystone.

COLUMBIA electric runabout; bargain
price for cash; watches or diamonds.

II. J. Bramer, Attica, N. Y. 

NEW Century engraving machine, com-
plete at a bargain or will exchange for

'most anything; used two years. H. W.
Mixon, Henderson, N. C. 

AUTOMOBILE, practically new, run three
months, Warren Detroit, 30 horsepower

roadster, sixty miles an hour; $1000 cash
or will trade for diamonds or watches.
R. D. Macdonald, Lima, Ohio. 

PHONOGRAPH for hammerless shotgun.
Box 348, Earlville, N. Y. 

FINE mahogany fixtures in Alabama city
of x 8,000 population, where a $20,000

store has been closed out; only two small
stocks left; will trade for real estate. Ad-
dress "J. T. C.," Box 283, Hutchinson,
Kans.
WILL sell or trade for farm land, pros-
perous jewelry business in growing

natural gas city of to,000 inhabitants in
central West; railroads diverging in nine
dimctions; fine farming section; invoice
about $12,000; can reduce; terms to right
party. Address "W 918," care Keystone. 
LOT No. 185 in B. D. & A. East Wash-

ington Street addition to Indianapolis,
Ind., $5oo; will trade for watches and
jewelry. G. B. Jenison, Blaine, Wash. 
LAND, $2625; will take half diamonds;
$15,000 to $22,125 can be made if

worked; a rare proposition; don't write
unless interested. "Ferdinando," Box 114,
Marshalltown, Iowa. 
HAVE SIMMS soldering outfit, telephones,

typewriter, stereopticon ; want 12 x
wall lent or engraving machine. "F coop,'
care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

I HAVE fine hand-made ebony watch
bench; also lot of watchmakers' (re-

pairer's) tools and materials; would sell
cheap or exchange for watches or dia-
monds. C. B. Shourds, 1131 E. Forty-
fifth Street, Chicago, Ill. Phone 3961
Oakland. 
OPHTHALMOMETER, Javal Schiotz

model, electric-lighted; cheap for cash,
or exchange for combined ophthalmoscope
and retinoscope. 0. C. DeLong, 193 Main
Street, Oneonta, N. Y.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, 815. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo. 

I PAY zo per cent. more than anyone else
for your surplus diamonds, watches and

jewelry ,• money sent by return mail; bank
refs. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

ALL your empty movement boxes-Hamil-
ton, Elgin, 'Waltham, Hampden and Rock-

ford Illinois. Shipments are valued day
of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you. In case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be re-
turned at our expense. E. C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa. 
I BUY and sell anything pertaining to

jewelry and optical business. Let me
know what you want to buy or sell. E. C.
Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East  Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill. 

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 8o7 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. j. L. Clarke, es-
tablished 1870. 
PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any

photo on watches, dials, brooches and
lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. .A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 1520.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham, Mass. 
ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and

most practical school for watchmakers.
Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 

OLD watches, American movements; quan-
tity or quality. Broadbent, 4 South

Forty-second Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

SHIP chronometers for sale, in fine con-
dition, price $75, $roo. W. H. Enhaus

& Son, 31 John Street, New York City.

SEPTEMBER bargains. Close buyers read
this: One gross G. F. Jump rings, 75

cents; one dozen G. F. spring rings, 75
cents; both for $1; September only. F. D.
Gould, 71-73 Nassau Street, New York. 

SPOT cash and highest prices paid for
diamonds and watches; will make quick

returns; national bank refs. M. Iralson,
Masonic Temple, Chicago. 

CASH paid for all kinds of watch glasses,
watches, chronographs, watch cases,

watch keys, materials, clocks, material
boxes, movement boxes, mahogany boxes,
glass-front and back cases, etc.; no quan-
tity too large. John Remillard, Carrier 40,
Springfield, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES

EVERY jeweler should send 25 cents for
one year's subscription to the Exchanger

& Trader, Chicago. Big list of exchange
bargains in every issue. Sample copy mailed
for stamp. Advertising 5 cents a line. 

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is the most success-

ful and progressive of its kind in the
West. It gives the students a systematic
training in all branches of the work and
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tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
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supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.
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The Wizard of the Hammer
Exclusive Jewelry

Auctioneer
NOTICE : - To my many old
customers and all jewelers
contemplating holding an
Auction Sale this Fall.

ci My office at 3152 Warren
Ave., Chicago, will be closed
until October 22d. Address
all mail to 411 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

ci All communications will re-
ceive prompt attention and
with strict confidence.

ig I have secured the services of
one of America's most famous
Jewelry Auctioneers as my
assistant, thereby giving my
clients the combined strength
and talent of two men who
have no superiors.

REMEMBER, Direct all Communications to
this address until October 22d.

A. E. GREGORY
411 Penn Avenue :: PITTSBURG, PA.

Have
just fin-
ished
four
weeks'
sale for

E. I.
BURN,
Waynes-
ville,N.C.

Net
Profits
30;4)

Reference
from

leading

jobbers of

Kansas

City:

Edwards

& Sloane,

Wood-

stock-

Hoefer,

C. A.
Kiger,

C. B.

Norton,

Merry

Optical

Co.

WRITE ME FOR TERMS. I CAN SELL MORE IN
ONE WEEK THAN YOU DO IN SIX MONTHS

C W. BOWMAN JEWELERS'
AUCTIONEER

408 SHARP BUILDING :: KANSAS CITY. MO.

The Best
Auctioneer
in the Business 
Just closed out entire
stock and fixtures of
L. M. Bassett & Son,
Coldwater,Mich. Also
sold $1 5 0,000.00stock
of A. McMillan, Otta-
wa, Can. Can refer
you to a hundred
jewelers I have sold
for in last three or four
years as to honesty,
ability, etc. There are
a few good salesmen
in the field, but what
you need most is a
square deal, and to
get it you must em-
ploy an auctioneer
who has treated others
honestly. Write or
wire me at once for
terms. Two men at
price of one if neces-
sary. Satisfactory
prices secured. All
bombast and exag-
geration eliminated.

R. B. H. MACRORIE, JAti riciNEER&
640 Unity Building :: CHICAGO, ILL.

J. V.
MOROSS
Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-Brac and
Art China

Sales Conducted:

HOFFMAN JEWELRY
CO., Columbus, Ohio, $150,-
000 stock-$20,000 in three
weeks.

BINGAMAN CID, CO., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, $150,000 stock
-$26,000 in 34 days.

W. H. STORK, Dayton,
Ohio, $40,000 stock. Sold it
all out.

H. E. PROMNITZ, Van
Wert, Ohio. Very fine sale
and made him a nice
profit.

C. W. BOLLINGER, Osk-
aloosa, Iowa. Remodeling
sale-sold $7000 in ten days
after another auctioneer
had made a total failure,
and in February at that,
and hundreds of other
sales for asking.

I sell your stock and don't want you to purchase any new goods to fill in with.
I guarantee you a profit on all salable goods. I am a practical watchmaker and
jeweler and thoroughly understand the price of goods without asking, which saves
time and money. I will be pleased to hear from you if you are contemplating
holding a sale now or later.

J. V. MOROSS
NEW BALTIMORE, MICH.

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

lie Eon GR ver mpany, Sayre, Pa.

"SOMETHING NEW // A NOEIBY
YLILA .S

We call it THE OXFORD. Made in Solid Gold, Silver Gilt, Real Shell and Celluloid

DIAMETER 42 mm ROUND, WITH HANDLE FOR RIBBON. INCREASE YOUR SALES

COLORED GLASSES, Smoked, Blue, Green and Amber,
55c. Doz. up to $3.00

FIELD AND MARINE GLASSES, TELESCOPES AND GOGGLES

ARE YOU WISE to the fact that We Are Selling at the LOWEST PRICES,
SEND US YOUR ORDERS and convince yourself. A few of Our Best Sellers:

Don't Buy a Trial Case until you see the

Polished Wood 'fray. Removable
No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22 x 11 in.

Alumna Rings, in, diameter, Convex Polished,
Concave Gold Plated-.

AUDEMAIR
10 Per Cent. Discount for Cash

Send for our Coin pine Catalogue of
Other ;Styles

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
From $10 to $85

For office in Oak and Leather, also
traveling. With divisions for Stock
and Lenses. We offer a trial case,
known as the Special.

:see descriptions and contents.

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Sa t is f ied
Owners of the AMUR Prove Our Claim for
the World Renowned Trial Case

AU DEMAIR$10.00to
They say " None Bettel!
timid Revolving Frame, $29.70 net

815a.,01,51.

No MO. CONTENTS: 168 Lenses,

Orders for 510.00 or in ore we will
allow 10 percent. iliscount instead of
6 per cent. for cash.

AGENTS. FOli Kn.-NY:Ns & CO. INC. (401.1) FILLEI) GOODS AT 1AI70111" PRICES

ltx WORIX. IXIIVI"l'Oliti AND STEVENS QUALITY. I'ASIIE ON 1.1"

OPTIC.% I. LASS IN CHUNKS FOR. DISPLAY AT 30 CENTS A POUND

ALL OPTIC.% I. TOOLS A NI) CHIN FRY FURNISHED :Er Low EsT PRICES

LENSES Can Ship at Once.
All 'wh ips quoted on lenses rrom 0.12 to 4.25.
Usual advance on strong numbers.

Immense Stock on Hand. Where not otherwise stated, W e will allow
cash discount 10 4•

let dozen

Periscopic Convex, 1 eye   1st quid., /81.20 24 gaol., $ .84

Per isimpic Convex, 0 eye   1.20 .92"

Periscopic Convex, 00 eye  1.40 ‘• 1.05, 6 

I I Quality Double Convex 1 eve Interchangeable, 70c. per dozen.

1 NTERCIIA EA II LE EXTRA wnITE

ANOTHER REDUCTION IN PRICE

NEW "ILIKIT" Sanitary or Shell
In (lam and Gold Filled Mountings mot XVIII, Rim or Frames.

spimIAL ()Fri.:IL-One sample set of gold-filled 12 " Ilikit " inottny::igs,I )::zt cited i t,:iri pr.

lenses in neat velvet-lined ease for fitting, $8.00 net.
.  $ 6.1111

Gold Filled 12 K. LIO 11.11: IT Shell Guards  

A LEM NO 1 1,1 K IT Sanitary Guards  
1.50 

$ .00
. i

Gold Filled Flintless Id0-12 K. . . . . . .
I. i"

Gold Filled Rimless 1 .30-12 K.  
1:41.1: 1.40Solid 10 1<. Gold !tintless

N1 hell one ■1,.zpi, (Jr more aro purchased it tire tittle we allow 10 p..r evilt. all h:r cosh.

heisner's Improved Lens Aleasure at

Improved "ILIKIT" Eyeglass Frames
Per be. Per Pr.

Slid 10 K. (irild Interchangeable . . $24.00 $2.00
Filled Interchangeable 1 10-12 K,, 1400 .90

(;o14 Filled Interchangeable 1 ,30-12 Ii., 8.50
The Ilest and Most I ii ruble Fingerpieve 'Mount jog Made

*43.00 cai h

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye
Made hr i he IMPROVED

•MET1101)
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TENIIM•iltElt

111011IN LESTI•;REI)

V5525. 12 K., 1-10 Fratnes, Velvet Tip, Cable
Temples .

5524. 12 K., 1-10 Hiding Bow . . . Frames
5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "

F5114. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
F565. 10 K., 1-10 Hiding Bow Cable

5354. 10 N., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K.. 1-31) Riding Bow Cable

t I

Per ilozen

. . 5.110
• • '1.00
. . 5.411
. 6.60
• • 4,•00
• . 5.00

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

GOLD and GOLD FILLED RIDING BOW

MOUNTINGS  - •

F551-110 12 K., Hiding Bow Mountings,
F594

11111 K., Gold Riding Bow MotinItiatit,ghs,,, 821.7a ,

1-11) 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings,
5194 Cable,

1-30 10 K., Riding llow Mountings,
Cable,

5.00
7.10 ,
5.40
6.80
4.20
5.20

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
CATALOGUE CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS
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customers and all jewelers
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Auction Sale this Fall.

cl My office at 3152 Warren
Ave., Chicago, will be closed
until October 22d. Address
all mail to 411 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

ci All communications will re-
ceive prompt attention and
with strict confidence.

Ig I have secured the services of
one of America's most famous
Jewelry Auctioneers as my
assistant, thereby giving my
clients the combined strength
and talent of two men who
have no superiors.

REMEMBER, Direct all Communications to
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sold $ 1 50,000.00stock
of A. McMillan, Otta-
wa, Can. Can refer
you to a hundred
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How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write n OW.

The Eaton

Have
just fin-
ished
four
weeks'
sale for

E.1.
BURN,
Waynes-
ville, N.C.

Net
Profits
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leading
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Edwards
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Wood-
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C. A.
Kiger,
C. B.
Norton,
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Optical
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J. V.
MOROSS
Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-Brac and
Art China

Sales Conducted:

HOFFMAN JEWELRY
CO., Columbus, Ohio, $150,-
000 stock-$20,000 in three
weeks.

BINGAMAN a1% CO., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, $150,000 stock
-$26,000 in 34 days.

W. H. STORK, 'Dayton,
Ohio, $40,000 stock. Sold it
all out.

H. E. PROMNITZ, Van
Wert, Ohio. Very fine sale
and made him a nice
profit.

C. W. BOLLINGER, Osk-
aloosa, Iowa. Remodeling
sale-sold $7000 in ten days
after another auctioneer
had made a total failure,
and in February at that,
and hundreds of other
sales for asking.

"SOMETHING NEW,/ A NOIBL-11(
11'" CiLAS

We call it THE OXFORD. Made in Solid Gold, Silver Gilt, Real Shell and Celluloid

DIAMETER 42 mm ROUND, WITH HANDLE FOR RIBBON. INCREASE YOUR SALES

COLORED GLASSES, Smoked, Blue, Green and Amber,
55c. Doz. up to $3.00

FIELD AND MARINE GLASSES, TELESCOPES AND GOGGLES

ARE YOU WISE to the fact that We Are Selling at the LOWEST PRICES,
SEND US YOUR ORDERS and convince yourself. A few of Our Best Sellers:

Don't Buy a Trial Case until you see the

WRITE ME FOR TERMS. I CAN SELL MORE IN
ONE WEEK THAN YOU DO IN SIX MONTHS

C • W. BOWMAN JEWELERS'
AUCTIONEER

408 SHARP BUILDING :: KANSAS CITY. MO.

I sell your stock and don't want you to purchase any new goods to fill in with.
I guarantee you a profit on all salable goods. I am a practical watchmaker and
jeweler and thoroughly understand the price of goods without asking, which saves
time and money. I will be pleased to hear from you if you are contemplating
holding a sale now or later.

Polished Wood Tray. Removable
No. 1030. Imitation Seal ('overed Case, size 22 x II in.

Altunno !Zings, IN in. diameter, Convex Polished,
C011eaVe GOIli Plated.

AUDEMAIR
10 Per Cent. Discount for Cash

Send for our Complete Catalogue of
Other Styles

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
From $10 to $85

For office in Oak and Leather, also
traveling. With divisions for Stock
and Lenses. we offer a trial case,
known as the Special.

See descriptions and contents.
Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Satisfied
Owners of the AUDEMAIR Prove Our Claim for
the World Renowned Trial Case

AUDEMAIR$10.00to885.00They s:ky " Noise Better Made"
No. 1030. CONTENTS: 168 Lenses,
Good Revolving Frame, $29.70 net

Orders for $10.00 or more we will
allow 10 percent. discount instead of
6 per cent. for cash.

AGENTS FOR STEVENS & CO. INC. GOLD FILLED GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES

Rx WORK. KRYPTOKS AND STEVENS QUALITY, 6% CASH ONLY

OPTICAL GLASS IN CHUNKS FOR DISPLAY AT 30 CENTS A POUND

A LI, OPTICAL TOOLS AND MACHINERY FURNISHED Al' LOWEST PRICES

LENSES Can Ship at Once.

Immense Stock on Hand.

I NTERCLIA NI: EA BLE EXTRA WO 11E

Periscopic Convex, 1 eye
Per iseopic Convex, 0 eye  
Periscopic ton vex, 00 eye  

II Quality onvex I eye Interchangeable 70e. tier .

All prices (1110041 on lenses front 0.12 to 4.25.
Usual advance on strong numbers.
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 4.
l'er dozen

1st qual., 81.20 2,1 S .84
1.26 .92
1.4o 1.05

ANOTHER REDUCTION IN PRICE

NEW "ILIKIT" Sanitary or Shell
In Gold and Gold Filled Nloit nt i rigs and Iv ith Rim or Frames.

SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold-filled 12 "Ilikit" mountings, etched on

lenses, in neat, velvet-lineil case for fitting, $8.00 net. Per. Doz. Per l'r.

Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K. . . . . . . . . . .  $ 0.60 $ .60
Gold Filled 12 K. 1/10 ILI KIT Shell Guards   6.60 .60
A LITMNO I LI K rr sanitary Guards   4.00 .45
tiolri Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K. 5 50
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless 15.00 1.40

When one dozen or more are purchased at one time we allow 10 per emit, on for cash.

1:eisner's Improved Lens Measure at   1$ 3.00 each

Improved " ILIKIT " Eyeglass Frames
Per doz. Per l'r.

solid )0 K. I ;old Interehangeable . $24.00 $2.00
Gold Filled Interchangeable I 10-12 li., 0.60
1;o111 Filled Interchangeable 1130-12 K., 8.50
IIi, ltest arid Most Durable Fingerpieve Moir ming Made

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. I, 0, Os Eye
Made by the 1M PROVED

METHOD
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LITSTERED

Y5525. 12 K., 1-10 Frames,Yelvet Tip, Cable Per dozen
Temples   $7.50

5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow . . Frames .   5.60
552.5. 12 K., 1-111 Riding Bow i'able " .   7.00
1.'564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow .  
1565. 10 K., I-li) ll id ing Bow Cable " .   6.60
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow .   4.00
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding How Cable " .   5.011

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

GOLD and GOLD FILLED RIDING BOW
MOUNTINGS

1194 Per 111-17,
10 K., Gold Riding Bow Mountings, 821.75 ,

F5594
1-10 12 K., Riding Bow Mountings, 5.60

F594 I able, 7.10
1-10 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings, 5.40

5194 Cable, 6.80
1-30 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings, 4.20

Cable, 5.20

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
CATALOGUE CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS
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This New

Minute Numeral
Dial

(MONTGOMERY PATENT)

With Upright Figures
was designed by the chief
watch inspector of a large
railway system, for railroad
men's use and is now sup-
plied on any of the

All
Figures are

Upright

re 5 58 59 6 0 1 2
55 • • I

5253
5.4
• 
'
1
'
1 

12
51 •

50,•

49' 1048.
47.
46.
45-a
44-

42 •
41*
40#.
39.
38..
37 •
36
3534'3;

3

7

„,,,„ , oq ,, ,s,
32 313 0 29 2

Railroad Models of the
fa*'Tr

la)) Elgin
Watch

Each minute is numbered with clear, sharp,
upright figures. The figures of the even
five numbers in the minute circle are printed

in red. This dial is so well designed that the complete time is
read at a glance, doing away with even the momentary calculation
necessary with old style dials. Railroad men want Elgins with
this dial. The complete line of Elgin Railroad Watches with this
dial will be well advertised in railroad men's publications. Be
prepared to furnish them to your trade.

Write your jobber or this company direct.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

New York Office,
15 Maiden Lane,

General Offices,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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The Dryad is a
ThirtY Hour Clock,
but will, in fact, run
Fifty Hours.

The Dryad case is
made in three fin-
ishes—Brass, Cop-
per and Nickel. All
metal dials.

The Dryad Alarm
repeats ever) fifteen
seconds for twelve
minutes.

THE DRYAD
Doesn't look like an Alarm Clock. We didn't
intend it should. That's why we departed from
the "threadbare habit" of housing the move-
ment in a cylindrical case.

The tenacity with which clock manufacturers
have clung to the custom of fitting alarm
clocks with cylindrical cases does not signify
that the Constitution prohibits any other style.

The real reason is that the traditional round
case is the cheapest form of case known for the
purpose.

Something of a "stunt" to make a clock like
the Dryad and sell it for the same price as a
round case alarm.

We appreciate this is upsetting traditions, but
as insurgency is popular, thought we would
insurge a little ourselves.

The Dryad Alarm is
fitted with a "shut-
off" switch.

The Dryad patent
dust cap protects
movement and ren-
ders case dust-
proof.

The Dryad Bell is
contained entirely
within the case.

BRASS FINISH COPPER FINISH

SILVERED DIAL BRASS DIAL
NICKEL FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

Height of clock, 61/4 inches—Width, 4 inches-3 inch metal dial

Illustrations are one-half actual size of clock

PACKED 24 CLOCKS IN A BOX (8 BRASS FINISH, 8 COPPER FINISH, 8 NICKEL FINISH), EACH CLOCK IN A SEPARATE
PASTEBOARD BOX

THESE CLOCKS MAY ALSO BE HAD WITH NAME AND ADDRESS IMPRINTED ON PAPER DIAL. IN BOX LOTS, WITHOUT
EXTRA CHARGE
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Elgin
Watch

Each minute is numbered with clear, sharp,
upright figures. The figures of the even
five numbers in the minute circle are printed

in red. This dial is so well designed that the complete time is
read at a glance, doing away with even the momentary calculation
necessary with old style dials. Railroad men want Elgins with
this dial. The complete line of Elgin Railroad Watches with this
dial will be well advertised in railroad men's publications. Be
prepared to furnish them to your trade.

Write your jobber or this company direct.
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ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories: ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

New York Office,
15 Maiden Lane,

General Offices,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

The Dryad is a
ThirtY Hour Clock,
but will, in fact, run
FiftY Hours.

The Dryad case is
made in three fin-
ishes— Brass, Cop-
per and Nickel. All
metal dials.

The Dryad Alarm
repeats ever)) fifteen
seconds for twelve
minutes.

THE DRYAD
Doesn't look like an Alarm Clock. We didn't
intend it should. That's why we departed from
the "threadbare habit" of housing the move-
ment in a cylindrical case.

The tenacity with which clock manufacturers
have clung to the custom of fitting alarm
clocks with cylindrical cases does not signify
that the Constitution prohibits any other style.

The real reason is that the traditional round
case is the cheapest form of case known for the
purpose.

Something of a "stunt" to make a clock like
the Dryad and sell it for the same price as a
round case alarm.

We appreciate this is upsetting traditions, but
as insurgency is popular, thought we would
insurge a little ourselves.

The Dryad Alarm is
fitted with a "shut-
off" switch.

The Dryad patent
dust cap protects
movement and ren-
ders case dust-
proof.

The Dryad Bell is
contained en tirely
within the case.

BRASS FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

COPPER FINISH
BRASS DIAL

NICKEL FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

Height of clock, 61/4 inches—Width, 4 inches-3'4 inch metal dial
Illustrations are one-half actual size of clock

PACKED 24 CLOCKS IN A BOX (8 BRASS FINISH, 8 COPPER FINISH, 8 NICKEL FINISH), EACH CLOCK
PASTEBOARD BOX

THESE CLOCKS MAY ALSO BE HAD WITH NAME AND ADDRESS IMPRINTED ON PAPER DIAL, IN BOX

EXTRA CHARGE

IN A SEPARATE

LOTS, WITHOUT

The E. INGRAHAM COMPANY BRISTOL
CONNECTICUT

 A
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A 10-KARAT LINE THAT IS 10-KARAT

THE PENDANT HOUSE

LOOK FOR THIS

TRADE-MARK

One reason, among many
others, that accounts for
the popularity of our

10-K. LINE THAT
IS 10-K.

Our designs are

ORIGINATED
by us and are usually in
advance of the season,
which assures the dealer
of always having some-
thing NEW to show his
customers.

This is a big advantage
to those who carry our
line of gold jewelry.

Our Large Assortment of

LINK BUTTONS

BROOCHES

SCARF PINS

LOCKETS

PENDANTS

BABY PINS

HANDY PINS
WAIST SETS

CROSSES

COMBS

FOBS

TIE CLASPS

NECK CHAINS

LORGNETTE CHAINS

WILL INTEREST YOU

The KellerJewelry Mfg. Co.
Factory: 251 N. J. R. R. Ave., Newark, N. J. 64 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK
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ORDER YOUR

HOWARD WATCHES
FROM

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
Jobbers in Watches and Chains

LANCASTER PENNSYLVANIA

They carry a complete assortment at all times. They
have also a few of the discontinued No. 300 grade left.

This UP-TO-DATE JOBBING HOUSE has also a complete line of the

Thin Colonial Waltham and Lord Elgin Watches
cAND ARE ALSO DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

R. F. Simmons Chains and Oneida Community Silverware

Mam,

The
Perfection
Gold Plating
Solution

Have you any old shopworn pieces in your stock which do not move?
Then try a bottle of PERFECTION SOLUTION and replate them yourself at a small cost in money and time. They will be at once trans-
formed into new Old Rose or Roman finishes and easily salable. Remember the Perfection Solution has been on the market for 14 years,
during all that time it has never failed to please. Why waste your time with an inferior article when you can buy the best solution
made and with the best reputation. Do not be deceived by the claims of other makes. Every 32 ounce bottle of Perfection Solution
contains 45 grains of pure 24 K. Gold. Its dyeing properties are a part of the ingredients and give to each article plated that beautiful
Old Rose finish which is unequalled by factory work and not possible with any other make on the market. Especially bear in mind
that the quart bottles contain 32 ounces and the pints 16 ounces, and sell for $3.00 and $1.75 respectively. Why pay $1.50 for 10 or
12 ounce bottles for nothing but a plain chloride and cyanide of potash solution, which any one can make from the usual receipts furn-
ished by the trade papers. SPECIFY PERFECTION IN YOUR NEXT ORDER of solution and you will know the reason why you
have had troubles before with other makes. Every Bottle Guaranteed as Represented.

6„00;0eLGR OLD
ORIFNGESCOLTUTIOIONN

44:- ,8(...no,t),,,PRI3001)11tilNG 3
f. OLDROSE ,̂..ROMAN

I TIN1511 FROM SAME BOTTLEr
DIRECTIONS.

manufactured by
ThePerfectionMfg.Co.A

eLait...00,40e,..PC,n46

A World Beater
The New Conforming Point " Practical " Stone Setting Tool

(P(Itent Pending)

Combined Setter and Beadc werrfsof eRtei.ngs, Stud ns, Scarf Pis, Ears 

The only practical tool on the market for setting all kinds of stones.

IN'ith this new tool any jeweler or watchmaker can set a stone both
rapidly and securely. It. is non-slipping, having a conforming
point provided with u combined push tip and header.

To perform a perfect stone setting job, pltice the article in a clamp,

holding it, firmly against the bench, holding the tool as shown in

cut. Next hring over the tips with the tool titted over them, using

an upward pressure, thus preventing any danger of chipping a

stone through slipping,
lAitaaiiledaeo. pf extra 0ticrah5igh,getn•ttids.e hardened steel mounted In fitibberoid

This tool is also made in a smaller size for the setting
of extra small stones. It can be ordered in sets of tm o,
or singly, as preferred, at 50 cents each.

Caution to
Watchmakers

Our "U. S. Mainsprings"
ate acknowledged by
watchmakers throughout
the United States to be
the best springs in point
of finish and quality for
the money ever placed
On the market. We
desire to maintain this
reputation for the "U.S."
springs, and would there-
fore call your attention
to the fact that an imita-
tion spring resembling
the " U. S." has been
olio red for sale, and in
some instances, we are
informed, has even been
placed ill U. S." boxes.
To guard against this
deception we would sug-
gest that you exercise
the utmost caution in
making your purchases,
and insist that the trade-
mark "U.S." appear en-
graved upon each spring,
ASK YOUR JOBBER

FOR THEM

Price, $1.00 per Doz.

Ask Your Jobber For These Goods

Sole HENRY ZIMMERN & 
clusive Wholesale

u.Dtranibudtesanfao-a
Agents, 'd 118 William St., New York CityCO.,_ _ ., Inc.,
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Lathes Tools Engraving Blocks
of the very latest design and mechanically perfect in every detail, are not only time-savers, but eliminate
the worry and nervous strain caused by uncertainty.
It always pays to make every minute count. This can be done only by using high-grade tools that can
be relied upon as dependable and absolutely accurate. The superior quality of the Lathes, Tools and
Engraving Block listed below, is so well known that we are pleased to call them " A Few of Our
Specialties."

Genuine Moseley Lathe No. 2
Complete with Tailstock, Swing Rest, Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck,

Six 1-4 inch Cement Brasses, Chuck Box and Belting . . $31.00
LATHE, less Tailstock, 'Rh above attachments   24.50
LATHE, as first described above, with 8 \Vire Chucks . . .   39.00
LATHE, " "
LATHE, " "
LATHE, " "
LATHE, " "
LATHE, " "

. . . . 41.00

. . . . 46.00
. . . 51.00

611..00007

Wire Chuck   $1.00 Universal Face Plate . . $9.00
Wheel " I  00 Regular Tailstock . . . 6.00
Roller " 1.5,0 Swing Rest, complete
Cylinder"   1.50 with T   3.00

The E. & J. S. Special Lathe

Premier Lathe, Genuine Boley, Complete, $22.95 Net Cash

The best medium-price lathe ever put on the market.
Combination consists of 6 split chucks, 2 step chucks, 1 cement and I

screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting tlIld chuck stand.
This is a most attractive lathe, full nickel-plated and absolutely true

and one that we can safely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
S ice of lathe : Length, 12 inches ; lad to center, 2 inches. Extra

attachments can be added at any time as they interchange perfectly.

ALL PRICES NOT SPECIFIED NET ARE LESS
6'; FOR CASH

SEND US your Rush Orders for BOXES,
CARDS, TAGS and DISPLAY

GOODS. We can fill them in a way that will
please you. Our stock is always clean, neat and
attractively put up. Write for prices.

PAT.

MCH 26.1901

Onicktight Pin Vise
Each, S1.50

Automatic Jewel
Tweezer, No. 309

Each, $1.00

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
Complete with Tailstock, Swing Rest, Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck,

Six 1-4 inch Cement Brasses, Chuck Box and Belting  $31.00
LATHE, same as above, less Tailstock  24.50
LATHE, as first described above, with 6 Wire and 2 Wheel

Chucks  39.00
LATHE, as first described above, with 10 Wire Chucks  41.00
LATHE, " " " " 15 " 46.00
LATHE, " " " 20 " . 51.00
LATHE, " " " 30 " 61.00
LATHE, " " " 40 " 71.00

Wire Chuck $1  00 Universal Face Plate . . . . $9.00
Wheel " 1  00 Regular Tailstock  6 00
Roller " 1  50 Swing Rest, complete
Cylinder" 1  50 with T  3 00

USE THE REX—SUITABLE FOR THE BEGINNER AS WELL
AS THE EXPERT ENGRAVER

THE REX ENGRAVING BLOCK
Complete with Attachments

Each . ..... $20.00

The Rex Engraving Block will immediately appeal to engravers who
believe in nothing but the Best, and enjoy the use of high-grade tools.
From point of view of general in ility this block is without an equal.
Has many improvements not yet applied to any other engraving block.
All engravers who stand for quality eventually buy this block. Why
not learn to engrave with it ? Write for descriptive folder.

THE E. 8z J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

557

Our Foundation for Growth
(If Having a large plant for the Smelting and Refining of gold,

silver and sweepings.

qi Having the experience and every facility for Testing con-
signments sent us and making prompt and accurate returns.

(ll Our plan of holding consignment intact and returning it at
our own expense if our offer should not prove satisfactory.

qf Making it a rule to treat everyone white.

Paying Full Value for gold and silver.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
905 HEYWORTH BUILDING

GOLDSMITH BROS.
20 JOHN STREET

GOLDSMITH BROS.
ARCADE BUILDING

SMELTING & REFINING CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SMELTING & REFINING CO.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

SMELTING & REFINING CO.
SEATTLE, WASH.
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GET READY FOR THE FALL TRADE

tt-21
D±0

CtlY
1?-7.77 
CInny

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

, 

Cannon Pinion
Tightening Tool

50 cents

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip-
over Hand Rest and Tailstock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00
whieli includes Taper Chnek, Si.rew Chunk, Six Cement
Chucks mai 9 ft. Round lIi i lig.

Height 3.

Height 4.

ago
Height 5.

Height O.

Height 7.

Height 8.

Geneva ...... . . $4.00 per gross; $ .40 per doz.
PRICE-LIST Thick Mi-Concaves . . . 4.00 " .40 "

Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 "

FINSPRINGS
F'or

LI si„ WALTHAM
Ito. Z203_

CEIF_FIOINSPIOJC,01911170

1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

,000111111111111.

PATENT GENEVA.

40.11111.1MMIN1111%

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross ; S .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "
Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. Put up in 11 IL coils,
Prices Small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.50
" Large " 3.00

French Clock Stand
Price. $1.25

This Cabinet FREE with your FIRST order for One
Gross Regent Imported American Mainsprings

No. 0. Polishing Lathe Head
Price, $1.25

CROSS & BEGUELIN(A Corporation)

Send Postal for
Our New Booklet

on

MAINSPRINGS
and

" Why They Break"

Watchmakers'
Bench
(),Ik

Price, $ I QS°

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, SO cents

No. 1. Polishing Lathe Head
Price, $2.00

No. S !tenth Stool
Price, 33.50

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 23 Maiden Lane New YorkSilver-Plated Ware, Etc.
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SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY' HOUSE IN THE. WCDF:2L.C> HEYWORTH BUILDING, MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW EYEGLASS-AND ITS A DANDY-SINGLE and DOUBLE LENS ALL in ONE

T. A. S. " PRESTO" EYEGLASS
Full View

T. A. S. "PRESTO " EYEGLASS
When used adili single lens

T. A. S. " PRESTO" EYEGLASS
whin, with double lens

THE T. A. S. "PRESTO" EYEGLASS
NOW SINGLE LENS NOW DOUBLE LENS
Changing from one to the other without effort and without removing loupe from eye. A slight jerk of the head will do it
SAVES TIME SAVES ANNOYANCE ALWAYS READY NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER

Perfectly simple in construction, yet the most wonderful and useful article ever offered to the trade
No. L900. Price   $1.25

SMALL UNITS
6 inches x 6 inches x 2 inches high

SETS OF SETS OF SETS OF
20 SQUARE 30 SQUARE 40 SQUARE
4 CONVEX 6 CONVEX 8 CONVEX
4 CONCAVE 6 CONCAVE , 8 CONCAVE

MEDIUM UNITS

9 inches x 9 inches x 3 inches high

SETS OF SETS OF SETS OF
20 SQUARE 30 SQUARE 40 SQUARE
4 CONVEX 6 CONVEX 8 CONVEX
4 CONCAVE 6 CONCAVE 8 CONCAVE

Combination
Window Display
ONE OF THE MANY ARTISTIC DESIGNS
SUITABLE FOR CORNER WINDOWS

These displays, being made up of units or
sections, can be arranged in a few moments'
time in a hundred different artistic designs.
The prices of these sets will enable you to
have an attractive window throughout the
year at very little cost. It's a salesman by
itself. These display outfits are guaranteed
to be exactly as represented. Order a set
now and display your best goods.

LARGE UNITS

12 inches x 12 inches x 4 inches high

SETS OF SETS OF SETS OF
20 SQUARE 30 SQUARE 40 SQUARE
4 CONVEX 6 CONVEX 8 CONVEX
4 CONCAVE 6 CONCAVE 8 CONCAVE

Set No. A Set No. B Set No. C Set No. D Set No. E Set No. F Set No. G Set No. H Set No. K

These units are covered on top and sides and have fl wood pulp bottom. We furnish them in any color silk, velvet or velveteen, and they are very strong- and well made. Over one
hundred artistic designs can be made with these sets.

No. 1625.
No. L626.
No. L627.
No. L628.
No. 1629.
No. L630.

Srnall Units, Style A, Sillc Velvet • . $20.00
A, Velveteen . . 17.00

" B, Silk Velvet . . 30.00
" B, Velveteen . . . 25.50
" C, Silk Velvet . . 40.00

C, Velveteen . . . 34.00
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No. 1.631.
No. L632.
No. 1633.
No. 1634.
No. L633.
No. L636.

Medium Units, St?:  le D, Silk Velvet . $22.00
D, Velveteen 19.000

° ° E, Silk Velvet . 33.00
° " E, Velveteen . 28.50
° " F, Silk Velvet . 44.00

F, Velveteen . 38.0014

No. 1637.
No. L638.
No. L639.
No. 1640.
No. 1641.
No. L642.

Large Units, G, Silk Velvet . $27.00
G, Velveteen . 24.00

° H, Silk Velvet . . 40.50
H, Velveteen
K, Silk Velvet . . 54.00

° K. Velveteen . . 48.00

11

Order your displays and boxes from us. We have the most up-to-date, exclusive designs. Our variety of Jewelry Boxes in
paper, leatherette, leather, plush and velvet, is unequaled. REMEMBER that we do all our own printing-running our own
presses, and can give you the highest quality at lowest prices and the quickest service.

Have YOU received one of our New Catalogues containing 760 Double-Size
pages of the latest and most interesting Tools, Materials, Boxes and General
Supplies of every description? It is beyond question absolutely the most
complete and finest publication ever issued in the line. Sent Free upon
application, charges prepaid. Write for it at once.
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A Few Facts Regarding "LA PERLE"
Watch, Clock and Chronometer Oils

:Wi:JSUKZAIU-5.1R2,-(4

MELRIGLANDERIC: of.
i"VE LICENSED AGENT'

to2RTI-1 AMERICA „al
symn U

NAFFECTED BY 
EXTREMEFYi

.MIRAU LT, LEs RICE4

Quality irreproachable.

Refined without the use of Acids.

Lubricating qualities unequaled.

Positively will not gum.

Its Neutrality is perfect.

Has been on the market for 20 years.

Is enjoying increasing sales.

Is not an experiment.

You are safe in purchasing it.

PRICE—Watch, Clock or Chronometer Oil

20 cents per bottle
$2.00 per dozen Bottles

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO• 47-49 Maiden LaneNEW YORK CITY

100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

Pim

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

100% PERFECT Watch

Cl)

cD

Glasses 100% PERFECT
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The New Improved E. F. B. Graver Handle
No. 30

Has the most rigid locking device of any adjustable graver handle.
Holds gravers firm as if in a vise. They will be appreciated by the
many users of the E. F. B. Gravers.

Price. each $  50

Hairspring
Scale
No. I

Finely Nickel-
Plated

Price, each, $2.50

ii

Wheel Cutting, Grinding and Drilling Attachment No. 2
This fixture when bolted to a slide rest is adjustable to any conceivable position and 1tim4

useful for Wheel Cutting, Grinding, Drilling, Snelling, Tapping of Threads, Grinding of
Reamers, etc.

The spindle is hardened and hollow. It will take any number of wire chuck from No 3 to
No. 72 for drilling, etc. Illustration .4 shows the spindle in a horizontal position, while B
shows the at with spindle in vertical position for wheel cutting, etc.

We furnish 2 Arbor Chucks with each tool, one for grinding wheel and one for wheel
cutters. The wrench is of correct size for the bolt when clamping attachment to elide rest.
Finely Nickel.plated     each, $20.00

(Above price does not include Side Rest).

A FINE TOOL AT A MODERATE PRICE.

FR1101GRWTM/r/f/DOZOIREAMM

MADE FROM

Pure 24 Kt. Gold

ROMAN

r ;dam

41111r 

Will work in any solution. An 8110(10 made
of pure 24 K. gold with gold top.

By having this gold top the whole anode Call
S T REENNEORT

PRICE OF ANODE, COMPLETE . . $1.00
be used without injuring the solution.

DO YOUR OWN PLATING
You can do Factory Finishing

with ',CARO" GOLD SOLUTION

Made from PURE 24 K. GOLD

The silo -lest, cheapest and most effective,
GOLD SOLUTION on the market.

Pays IMO profits to the live jeweler vvlio
uses it.

It is radically diXerent from any other solu-
tion, viz. :

Is CLEAR—Showing purity.
Contains No Copper — which insures

rich yellow eolorisig.
Cont at is NO A RS EN it' — which pre-

vents fading and changeableness.
SIMPI.I.:--Directions on each bottle.

PRICES:

Roman—I2 oz. bottle $1  50
Rose— 12 " ...... . 1.50
Green— 12 " " 1  50

Pure "CARO" Gold ANODE

FOR

GOLD
SOLUTION

" CARO " STRENGTHENER
Refreshes weakened gold solutions. Makes

them work like new.

PRICE of 1 oz. bottle $  85

For Sale by all Jobbers in the
United States and Canada

The above illustration gives a general idea of
the utility of this new tool. To ascertain the com-
parative strength of the new Ind rspri ng required to
replace an out one is not an easy task, nor one that.
eat' be accomplished except by means of some
accurate inst ru nicht.

This new scale is simple in every detail. The
collet or heart of the old hairspring is held in the
clip of the scale. The outer end is held in the
tweezer. Then slide the movable weight out the
settle beam 1111i il the point is at. the zero mark, and
the graduations on beam will indicate the strength.
'the new hairspring should show sante reading on
beam as old spring, and a watch so fitted will
require very little regulating. An additional lighter
weight is furnished which is used either alone for
very light springs, or in connection wit ii he other
for heavy springs.

ROLLER REPLACER No. 1

Th i8 tool was designed especially for replacing Table

Rollers in a quick and safe manner.
Heretofore this was accomplished on the staking too..

other sets of punches, but it is well known that this is not. satis-
factory. This tool permits cotnplete control, the lever is very
powerful, and rollers are readily driV1.11 in place without

danger of cracking the roller or injuring the pivots, and in
half the tillIC usually taken for this work.

It is nicely finished in nickel plate and damaskeened.

Price, each $2  00

Diamond and Stone Setting Tool N
o. 85. (Pat. applied for)

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years experience, will do the

work they are intended for With 1111SOIllie perfection, whether in the hands of an

experienced or inexperienced workman. lit eight seconds after adjustment in

lathe will cut a smooth seat, for any stone from 1116 to 2 carats.
Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are indestructible. Will fit

in Chucks Nos. BO and 44.
The greatest time-saving device ever invented in the line of stone setting

cutters. Put up in neat block and box.

Automatic machinery and increased output enables the manufactur
er to

Price,
ceptehr 

set   $4.00
but the quality Is maintained.

$4.00

Lane

HAMMEL, RIGLANDECO.R & CO 47=49 Minden 

NEW YORK
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"Yours for

a record

business"

" The Jeweler's Watch"

FINEST WATCHES IN
THE 7 AND 15 JEWEL
GRADES :: •• ••

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro.
New York Chicago San Francisco

1563

Chronographs, Horse-

Timers, Split Seconds,

Repeaters, Nurses' and

Physicians' Watches,

Thin Models, Chate-

laines, Bench-Timers,

Alarm Watches, Foot-

ball Watches, etc., etc.

Headquarters
Complicated
Watches

■

A WATCH H OUSE that can supply

promptly every conceivable watch want,

however exclusive or exceptional, is a

trade necessity during the holiday season,

or any season.

If you should have an order for anything unusual

in watches, save time, safeguard your reputation

and assure a sale by sending direct to us.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

JEWELRY

Catalogue on Application

Swigart Watch 8z Optical Co.
328-330-332 SUPERIOR STREET - - - TOLEDO, OHIO

*
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Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HARD1NGEE BROS.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
Plain 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
fitted to
any
style of
lathe

Four-Jawed Chuck 2". f rice. $10.00
4 

. . 231" 12.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MGD. HY

HARDINGE BROS.

Price with Trefoil peep holes, $8.00
Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

ill

ii
JEWELING CHUCKS

To lit sizes 38 or 50 wire chuck
Set of 10 Brass, $1.50
" 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe Price, each, $2.50

HARDINGE COMBINED

hADIVEME
CHING TDOLDEPTRING 701. 6 "'"
Price with 2 arms, $2.50

THE LEADINGWATCH CASE REPAIRERS 
FOR OVER 45 YEARS

ALL WE ASK IS A TRIAL ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE OUR SUPERIOR ABILITY IN EVERY DEPARTMENT 
WATCH CASE REPAIRING, GOLD Atib SILVER PLATING A" COLORING, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ETC. 

A FEW SPECIALTIES:
ENGLISH, SWISS AND AMERICAN KEY-WIND CASES CHANGED TO FIT 

AMERICAN OR SWISS STEM-WIND MOVEMENTS. 
HUNTING CASES CHANGED TO OPEN FACE. 

OLD GOLD CASES MADE OVER ( ANY SIZE) USING SAME GOLD. 
NEW BACKS, CAPS, BEZELS, SPRINGS, JOINTS, ETC. 

ENGINE -TURNING, ENGRAVING, REFINISHING, POLISHING
GOLD AND SILVER DIALS REFINISHED AND RENUMBERED. PHOTOS REPRODUCED

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING AND COLORING

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 MAIDEN LANE (ESTABLISHED 1865) NEW YORK CITY

4111kiih,
-11

We GET
Trade by
Giving Our
Customers
Good Value

/I

41,

"The
Quick
Delivery(/'
House::

0

0

oN01---0-1.10

We HOLD
Trade by

Treating Our
Customers
Fairly

Our 1911 Catalog Shows
the Best Selected and the Best Bought Stock in
Cincinnati for the Retail Jeweler to Choose
From. It Embraces:

Waltham and Elgin Watch Movements,
Keystone, Crescent and Philadelphia Cases,

in Gold, Gold-Filled, Silver and Nickel

Diamonds and Semi-Precious Stones,
Gold and Rolled Plate Jewelry,
Clocks and Bronzes--- all prices---
Cut Glass, Silverware, Flatware,
Novelties in Sterling Silver, Umbrellas,
Manicuring and Toilet Articles, etc., etc.

W
E do not handle "cheap jewelry" or have any job lots or pre-
mium offers. But for legitimate Retailers we have a legiti-
mate line from which they may .order, with the same degree

of safety as though they were making personal selections in our store.
Our prices will invariably be found fair and reasonable, and based upon the intrinsic value of

the goods and what they cost us. By ordering from our Catalog you can depend upon every article
being as described and illustrated—exactly. If the goods are not as represented, or what you want,
we will make good by replacement. But that is not all. Whenever any article is reduced in price
by the manufacturers you will be given the benefit of it, unasked.

Write for our Catalog before you forget it. The satisfaction of ordering what you want, when
you want it, and getting fair treatment, always, is something worth while. This handy reference
book will pay big dividends on the postage stamp you invest in it.

ALBERT BROTHERS
Merchants Building - - CINCINNATI, OHIO



The shortage of Illinois move=

ments is due entirely to the

quality of the product the

output at the present time

being larger than ever before

in the history of the company.

ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD

THIS CATALOG
not only increases business 50% to 100%, but
makes your store the leading one in your com-
munity.

The portraits on this page represent a few
prominent jewelers who have found our Cata-
logs of inestimable value in conducting their
business.

All of our Catalogs illustrate thoroughly
dependable and quick - selling merchandise,
which we sell the dealer at the lowest prices.

\ \IONDS
k 11,11 1■ I In

\ 1'0\ Vd'

GETS THE BUSINESS

finilatrffut
1cuIEkr.,13ilucr5ulif
Anbfli11111011b flltrIiii
(011fICil Olt if fik941.

If you nave never investigated our propo-
sition, the fact that other jewelers have been
successful, should be an incentive to avail
yourself of the opportunity now open to build
up your business.

Our "Catalog System " represents the best
of modern advertising skill and scientific sales-
manship, and is one that will " Really get the
business " for you.

Inquiries solicited from legitimate jewelers.

7 7 I: 3 _IR OAS • Co.
ORIGINATORS OF THE EXCLUSIVE CATALOG METHOD FOR RETAIL JEWELERS

C.L/A7-ACZ/141N7-1::) • CO •

T 567
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L. L,ELONG & BROTHER
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THE TRADE
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Gold an a Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to US

by mail or express

Sc:outhwe.st Corner

an Marshall t.s.

Newark, N. J.

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

" PEER-OF-ALL " JEWELER'S CASE and TABLE, No. 7

NOT HOW CHEAP but HOW GOOD at the right prices is the WINTER
IDEA. IF you are looking for QUALITY FIXTURES at prices that are right
we want to figure with you. If you need fixtures it will pay you to visit
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN.

WINTER CATALOGUES —The Books That Show You
Books That You Need and Will Keep Sent on Receipt of 25c.
The most complete works of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of
Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thou-
sands of dollars. Size 9 x 12, three volumes. 600 pages complete.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "10A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co.
HIGH-GRADE FIXTURE MAKERS

ESTABLISHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

ARTISTIC
THE DISTINCTIVE, ARTISTIC DESIGN OF
WHEELING METAL CEILINGS
makes them acceptable to the most careful or particular owner.

rhey give satisfaction wherever used —In Homes, Stores, Offices; Auditoriums, Theaters,Churches; Cafes, Hotels, Restaurants; and in all classes of Public Buildings and Institutions.We can prove their Economy, as well. Ask the nearest office.
Large Stocks at all Stores.

WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS
CHATTANOOGA DETROIT

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

Time /9 Settle ‘p  Store
Litt Roblent is rigl

Take Your Own Case.
Your window trimmer uses twenty
16 C.. p. carbon filament lamps to illumi-
nate each show window.

A lighting man comes along with a package of twenty G-E
MAZDA lamps, goes into your window with the trimmer, -
unscrews the twenty 16 c. p. carbon lamps, screws in the
twenty G-E MAZDA lamps—turns the switch, says " go
outside and look." -

He goes. He looks. He sees the new sunlight window
which makes the light in the other window look like gas
jets in a fog.

" That is certainly a great lighting effect for my work " says
the window trimmer, " but the boss won't stand for having
his lighting bills boosted so high."

Your window trimmer then learns that the cost of lighting
the two windows will be about the same, because the
MAZDA lamps will more than double the light of the other
lamps without requiring any more current.

Mr. Merchant! What's Your Answer?
The stores that are lighted \with the G-E MAZDA lamps
make others look dim, gloomy and uninviting by comparison.

These lamps bring store illumination to its highest state of
efficiency and economy.

PROVE this in your own store by getting some facts of
the lighting achievement and the resultant wonderful adver-
tising value of many well known stores and buildings now
using these lamps.

This information will be sent to merchants, store superinten-
dents and window trimmers only.

You can get full particulars about G-E MAZDA lamps, and
at the same time, learn how expert engineers will solve what-
ever lighting problems now confront you, by addressing

1569

You are about one month
distant from the short
days and long evenings

You now have as much time to make
store improvements as you WILL have
for the rest of the year. Isn't it best to
have the lighting improvements ready
for the time when you MUST light up in
the afternoon Don't LEAVE it to in-
terrupt the store service and distract at-
tention in the busy season—do it now.

If you are planning an improvement or
change in your lights or lighting system,
ask our advice. Our interest is yours in
this matter. Your proposition will be
submitted to a corps of leading lighting
engineers who will give an exact and
expert solution of the problem.

This department of the General Elec-
tric Company was organized for the
general good of all users of our electric
lamps and equipment, and its services are
also available to prospective customers.

Its technical skill, practical knowledge,
and broad experience will direct the
choice of the best and most economical
method of lighting all your store or any
part of it that needs particular attention.

The merchant who acts on this advice
will not only save many a dollar, but
Will many a dollar in having the right
lights in the right location.

Reasons for recommending the G-E
MAZDA are obvious to every merchant

who makes one solitary experiment for

himself.

General Electric Company
Dept. 145, SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 2646
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F. C. JORGESON & CO.
159 to 167 Ann Street •• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 107B

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

46111-1177, BE:ST OF VBR_Itr-F1-1ING"

NEED SHOW CASES FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
If you do, don't put off the matter until the last minute.
You know people want to be shown at Christmas time, and you can't
show them unless you've got the necessary display cases.

aalte9 (societal, ca4-00
set off the goods to such good advantage that you just can't help selling
them. They're made of genuine quarter-sawed oak, but they cost no
more than the "plain oak" kind. The materials used are the best obtain-
able. The workmanship cannot be excelled. Every case is the product
of an expert workman. The finish lasts and the cases stay 'new"
indefinitely.
Shipped K. D. to save freight charges. Easy to set up.

BIG ILLUSTRATED CATALOG FREE

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY '=•17.•.‘,71'.:1 ILLINOIS•

"Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 131 Sansome St.

Dallas. Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

THE STORE BEAUTIFUL
means the store successful. We can remodel your store

along lines so artistic and practical you could not conceive

it possible. Let us submit you plans--you can then decide.

CATALOGUE C-2 SENT ON REQUEST

Grand Rapids Show Case Co. GR AMNIDc RAPIDS

Branch Factory : LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON
NEW YORK OFFICE and SHOWROOM, 724 Broadway 1 Under Our Own
ST. LOUIS OFFICE and SHOWROOM, 1329-1331 Washington Ave. j Management
  SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 693 Mission Street  

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORE FIXTURES IN THE WORLD

THE JEWELER'S SPECIAL

This is our No. 294 case. It is just the right height

and width to be convenient for jewelers' use. It is

the latest thing in all plate glass construction, and

is one of the best designs ever turned out for a fine

store. We make it in three different styles.

CATALOG AND PRICES ON APPLICATION

OUR PRICES WILL INTEREST YOU

Vinupal Show Ga41
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

NeW York City Salesroom: 732 Broadway Boston Salesroom: 21 Columbia St.
Frank Meyers, Manager A. K. Sibley, Manager
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Improved Draw Tongs

are now being furnished with our Hand
Draw Bench. They have removable
jaws that can be replaced when worn
at a small cost, and are made from
steel of an exceptionally high tensile
strength. The price of the machine
has not been advanced.

  The Oliver Quality Crown

Dental Rolling Mill

is a mighty handy machine for the retail
jeweler. Although it requires but little
space on one end of the work-bench
its capacity is large, the rolls being 2
inches in diameter by 3 inches long.
Quality considered, the Crown Dental
Rolling Mill is the cheapest rolling mill
on the market. q Described in Bulletin
No. 10, just issued. May we send you
a copy?

Do you do any Polishing?

q Do you do any polishing with a
noisy, nerve - racking, back - breaking
foot power machine ? (11 The Oliver
Quality Electric Motor Polishing Head
requires no skill or effort to operate—
just connect it to a lamp socket and
turn the switch. It is nearly noiseless,
inexpensive to run, and will do more
and better work than any belt-driven
machine. (ll New 112-Page Catalog, No.
17, free for the asking.

The W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co.
1490 Niagara Street : : BUFFALO, N. Y.



When You Want Clocks You Can Get What You

Want and When You Want Them

c),

n". -;itrat triiiiel MOM
" ":184- rimiLl
gt

From any Progressive Jobber

carrying the

have been of remarkable assistance in determining the success of many merchants.
Where space is specially valuable, our clever designing to meet the individual requirements of

matter of economy as well as beauty and utility.
And we back up our designing with the highest grades of materials and the most skilled workma

Write for our catalogue today
and give us an opportunity to explain just how we can help you.

" DICE"

Composition Case. 2% in. cube. 2 in. Silver Dial.
One Day Time.

' 11111111111111iiiliilil 11111111111111
TI"

Cut Crystal Case. 3 in. square.

2 in. Silver Dial.

JOHN HOFMAN COMPANY, 33 Leighton Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Another Big Store Replaces
Bulb Lamps with J-M LINOLITE

After putting J-M LINOLITE LAMPS to an exhaustive test in one 9f their show windows and carefully comparingthem with incandescent bulb lamps in an adjoining window, Saks & Company, New York, installed them in the show windowsof their mammoth dry goods store, which windows occupy nearly three city blocks.
The great store of John Wanamaker is acknowledged to be one of the most modern department stores in the country. Theshow cases in this up-to-date store are fitted with J-M LINOLITE.
Probably no concern is more alert to grasp every opportunity to show up their goods to the best possible advantagethan the National Cash Register Co. Their show windows and show rooms are illuminated with J-M LINOLITE.
And so we might continue to give you the names of the most wide-awake merchants all over the country who have seenthe great possibilities of increasing their sales by showing up their goods better with J-M LINOLITE.
When such keen business concerns as these, who have at their command the ablest illuminating engineers in the country,go to the expense of pulling out their bulb lamps and installing LINOLITE, doesn't it prove to you that the J-M LINOLITESYSTEM OF LI G HT I NG must have great advantages over bulb lamps? Could concerns like these be influenced to make sucha change unless they were positive that it would greatly benefit them?
Let us tell you the reasons why these concerns installed J-M LINOLITE. Simply write your name and address on themargin of this advertisement and mail it to our nearest Branch.

SAKS & CO.'S NEW YORK STORE WINDOWS
LIGHTED WITH J-M LINOLITE

No. 552

'3l.; in. tiih. Brushed Brass.
iglt Day Time.

" SWISS BELL"
Very Loud Alarm. Copper Oxidized.

in. high.

lutiful catalogue ever issued in
au have never had the oppor-
ny staples

Every one is
thoroughly exam-
ined and carries
an honest
guarantee

Baltimore Cleveland
Boston Dallas
Buffalo Detroit
Chicago Kansas City

San Francisco

London
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Seattle

New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia
Rusburg
St. Louis

No. 6102

ER CHIME

in. high.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE Qf EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST

No. 240 1. 0 0. F. No. 274
K, of C. No. 244

No. 265 No 277 No. 237

Masonic No. 268 Eagle No. 280 B. of L. E. No. 294

B 13- 0.
Elk

No. 297 No. 291

, M WA 'I 1111111
K. of P. „460Z No 271 Woodmen 4"4,14141- No. 288 No. 247

4LTHESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled--rings all enameled in appropriate colors—all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.
Let us tell you of our new selling
plan. It will interest you. Tiw A. P. CRAFT CO., _AtknedrsspofecEiantjleewmeiRei:nsgs Indianapolis, Ind.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating, to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL' CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top

' 
double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishe

shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal leg::
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shel.
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna
merited with egg and (fart.

A TIFUL CASE

Made and so
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How Can You Increase Your Business?
BY KEEPING IN STOCK THE MOST PERFECT

GOODS ON THE MARKET

This establishes for you reliability and confidence. In olden days the watch was protected.

A pin or screw was put through the watch bow, as illustration shows, to make it secure.

FRENCH BOW

Since the days of the stem winding watch such pro-

tection is impossible, because the winding stem runs

through the pendant head and matters are left as

illustration shows.

Plenty of trouble arose from such poor construction.

Where is the security?

The Bow consists of a piece of bent wire, therefore

no security can be expected.

Finally a bow was discovered which cannot come

out and better than the old style bow.

If you want to protect

your customer,

If you want to give

him the best,

If you want his con-

fidence,

If you want to keep

him,

Impossible to
Come Out

Absolute
Security

WACHTER BALL BEARING BOW

Patented in U. S. A., July 25, '05, May 21, '07, March 30, '09.
Patents Pending. Patented in Foreign Countries.

OLD STYLE
ANTIQUE BOW

BUY

Watch Cases
with the

WACHTER
BOW

Should your jobber not have cases with WACHTER BOWS

in stock, write to us and we will give you a list of the best

jobbers, who have.

THE WACHTER MANUFACTURING CO.
HARTFORD : CONNECTICUT
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The " CHAMPION" Plating Machine With Solutions

illrnia\ 2

PLATING sA0

PlNT
(IG DUNCES)

ROMAN
GOLD

-0LuTioN

PLATING
MACHINE

Price, $15.00 Net Cash

LATINg.5,os
PPINT•.G OUNCESI
RO5
GoLD

ro" P
1 J N

,NT

G73ALIS1.41-11t6 5A5

PouINNcTs
8SOILLuVTEE C°PPER

0.: 307U171(0519j

OUR ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS faonrdtkeazei (?jfeiRvIelielgi nett' rl ng
are scientific compounds containing in absolutely correct proportions the Gold, Chemicals andNeutralizer. These preparations are in a dry form, and ONLY REQUIRE THE A DOITli iNWATER to make rt plating solution of fine quality and strength Immediately ready for use, pro-ducing unfailingly correct shades at all times. The production of Rose Gold, Green Gold, Roman,Old English or karat Gold, Silver, French Gray, etc., with these salts is simplicit y itself.The manufacturitig je,velers have used them for over 18 years (LI I ti recommend them.

PRICES OF PLATING SALTS:
Roman Cold Salts for 1 quart Solstion $4  5Red Cold " " 4  50
Old Encli-h di 44

4  50
14 or 18 Karat Gold " "   4.50
Rose Gold 4  CO

sOrange Rose 44 d 

4  10
d6 

•
dGreen Gold O 

4  10
Antique Green Cold Salts for 1 quart Sofa:ion • 4.10Egyptian Green Cold . . . ..... . 5.00Silver Saks, for EEM-gallon, .9.15; for 1 gallon, 6.00
French Cray Sal, for 1 callon .   2.50
Copper or Orals Salts, for 1 gallon 2  50
Silver Oxidizer   50 cents and $1.00

A Complete Plating Outfit Guaranteed to
Work Correctly in every detail, containing:

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (18 Ounces) Roman Gold Solution1 41 
Ito .e 46

1 44 
Sill er

1 " Copper 44

001(1, Silver and Copper Anodes, Enameled Plating Tank and Stand,Wire Instruction Book and one

" CHAMPION " Plating Machine far 15.00 net cash
This Champion Plating Machine Is equipped with such strengths ofcurrent as to enable any one to correctly do Roman, Rose, Green,Red, Orange Rose, Antique Green, English, 14 or 18 K. Gilding,Silvering, Coppering, etc., and obtain results equal to those of theskilled plater.

The Champion Machine is simple, practical, always ready for use,unfailingly correct, and just the machine for the Jeweler's needs.Can be used with any good Plating Solution. The Batteries containedtherein are dry Cells, furnishing the regular currents necessary forall the shades enumerated on the machine, and being connected for long life ocells doing the worIc of one) will in consequence thereof, last t wive as long. TheChampion Plating Machine has a Rheostat (switchboard) for increasing ordecreasing the current. Turning the lever from 1 to 2 accomplishes it.Dead batteries can be readily replaced by anyone at a small cost. The machinebox is made of oak, and has nickel-plated attachments. Weight, 30 lbs. boxed.size, 12 inches long, 9 inches high n inebes wide.
The Champion Plating Machine, fully

guaranteed to do as represented, together
with salts for ONE PINT each of ROMAN
HOLD,ROSE GOLD, SILVER and COPPER,Anodes, Tank, Stand, Wire, Instruction
Book, etc., $15.03 net cash. WRITE FOR
CIRCULAR.

" USECCO " PLATING SOLUTIONS
For the production of 14, 18 and 24 karat Gold,Old Engl:sh Gold, Roman Gold, Rose Gold, GreenGold, Red Gold, A nt:c,ue Green, Silver, SilverOxidizer or any other shade.
We are the originati re of all the fancy gold liiikhes,and have been catering to the Jewf,try trade exclusivelyfor a period of over IS years.
We tire the only house manufacturing solutions for allshades of gilding.

PRICES OF PLATING SOLUTIO0NuSart:
Roman, Red, Karat, Old English Gold   $3.00Rose Cold, Green or other Fancy 1---hades . . .   4.00Sliver or French Gray Solution 2  09Silver Oxidizer, large bottle. $1.00 ; small . . .50

PRICES ARE ALL NET CASHWe are SPECIALISTS in Plating Machines, Plating Salts and Solutions. They are no SIDE LINE, but OUR SPECIALTY
CAN BE HAD OF ANY JOBBER OR DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

PLATING SOLUTION
FOR EVE Y FINISH.
ROMAN GOLD
ROSE GOLD

ANTIOUE OREDI001.0
OLO ENGLISH GOLD
,F,NUFBA,C_TuRca

11111I0000lEMKAL CO
78 LA fAYME 51M.Y

ESMAA

TINS OLUTION
REVERYFR050
ED GOLD
ARAT GOLD
REIN GOLD

CMIDADICALl
A AvrTIF 57145

U. S. Electro Chemical Company  Sole Manufacturers of Electro-Plating Salts, 78 Lafayette St., New York

SAND BLASTS
For Matt Finishing on Metal

For Frosting on Glass
Low priced.
Light in weight.
Increased amount of work finished
with a saving of air pressure and
power.

Can be used at any air pressure.
Nozzles are larger.
Easy to understand and operate.
No intricate'parts to be adjusted.
Economical in operation.
Low cost of maintenance.
No high priced parts to be renewed.
Not affected by condensation of
the air.

One lever starts, stops and regulates
the flow of sand.

Will not clog up.

LEIMAN
BROS.
HIGH

PRESSURE

$17 up

115050 NIC FI V
AND MOD? FINISHED

Ready for Packing

DRILLING
MACHINES
Foot or Power

ROLLING MILLS
Hand or Power

WORK BENOHE

BLOWERS
For Furnaces, Blowpipes,

Sand Blasts or Vacuum
Low priced.
No springs or delicate parts to break
or get out of order.

Little power required.
Few working parts.
Great air space.
No tip of foreign material on the
wings.

Slow speeds.
High Pressure.
Unequalled for vacuum.
Machines are fully equipped.
Noiseless in operation.
Take up their own wear.
Anyone can take them apart and
reassemble.

For JEWELERSS ENGRAVERS and SETTERS
OVIade singly and in one, two, three and four seat sections,
nicely finished and suitable for office, store or factory.

Send for LEIMAN
Catalog LEIMAN BROS. 64 John

BLDG., Dept. C

St., NEW YORK

7 Sizes. $17 up

JEWELERS' MACHINERY

„,
10 • 

•
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OUR PLAN TURNS CLOCKS INTO BIG MONEY
Not only have we issued a beautiful clock catalogue illustrating and describing our Theodore Schisgall line of imported clocks, but we
have devised a plan to assist you in the sale of these clocks. This plan is devised by experienced men who are thoroughly familiar with
the marketing of goods and who are successful in devising plans and reputable means of advertising and promoting business..
Our clocks cost you no more than others of the same grade and in many instances our prices are less. We are sure our plan will interest
you and we shall be pleased to give you full particulars.

No. 589
Italian Marble Clock,
81/4 Inches High, 8 Day

List $11.70

A FEW OF OUR NEW DESIGNS

No. 559

Black Crystal Base and Top,
Silver Gray Eagle, One Day
Time, Metal Dial, 7311. Inches

High. List $7.20

No. 582
Bisque, One Day,
5/2 Inches High

List $3.40.

HENRY PAULSON & CO.
Do not forget we want you to have our Catalogue of nearly 1000 bright, live pages-- the best ever issued— and we want your patronage, too

No. 585
Black Crystal Case,
614 Inches High

List $5.20

Fill in this blank
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156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO



iTEBSTER-WHITCOMB NEW MODEL LATHE
VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

PAT. APPLIED FOR

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . . $31.00Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks (10 Chucks)  39.00Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)  41.00Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each  1.00
A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine criticallythe thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OURchucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT andTRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread andouter surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elementsin its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to sizeand truth. We caution you against imitations.
The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS

— Th-LSKC I AL
Duplex Base Anti-Friction
Engraving Block

NICKEL PLATED

Designed by an Engraver for Engravers

THE GENUINE

are stamped

BEWARE OF IMITA-
TIONS. LOOK FOR
THE MAKER'S STAMP

A I-UGH-CLASS BLOCK made of the best material, the mechanical work
being first-class throughout. They are manufactured by Mr. Ad. Muehlmatt, the
well-known maker of high-grade Engraving Blocks.

Complete, including 26 attachments, leather pad, etc., $6.00.
SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, Wholesale Agents

_

JUST OUT!
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This practical hand-book on the use of the Staking Tool;
written by a practical watchmaker experienced in this line.

The book is substantially and neatly bound in cloth of extra
quality. It has 163 pages, 90 of which are devoted to
diagrams and matter pertaining to the use of the staking
tool, and kindred subjects.

Every progressive watchmaker will want one, and we
make it easy for him to have it. Only 75 cents.

MICROMETER STOP No. 424
Quickly attached to any staking tool punch. Will enable you to do the
work with absolute precision. With it you can drive that escape wheel
to the desired position, the first time ; no time lost in guessing and
repeated trials.

The man—you--who repairs the most delicate
and accurate machine known—the modern
watch—should be provided with suitable
tools, to do his work quickly and perfectly.

Investigate the advantages and novel features
of the Micrometer Stop; the new book men-
tioned above has something to say on the
subject.

To fit K. C-81, D. and Rivett punches,
Price, $3.50

Unless otherwise ordered, we send them to fit
K. C81, D. punches.

mANurAcTuRERs
Lebanon, New Hampshire

37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

  Wholesale Agents  

FILDOUBLE
CAPACITY
INVERTO

STAKING
TOOL

About 3-7 Size

MADE

Costs more than
regular tools, but soon
repays it in time
saved.

"Time is Money" in
greater degree to-day
than ever before.

New and interesting folder

MANUFACTURED BY

Kendrick & Davis Co.
Lebanon, New Hampshire

PRICE $35.00

on Invert°. Send for it.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
m— 37 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS
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A New Departure in Engraving Tools

WELLS' UNIVERSAL GRAVER TH ONLY PALLET JEWEL so-r[R

The above cut gives a general idea of the Wells Universal Engraving Tool.
The crescent graver is held by means of a clamping device and can be adjustedquickly and securely. The crescent may be set at any angle to suit the
operator, thus enabling him to engrave flat, concave and convex surfaceswith perfect ease and a better control than is possible with any other kind oftool.
The length of the graver remains the same throughout the life of the tool ; itis in the fullest sense UNIVERSAL owing to its uniformity of length, adjust-.
ability of angles and the facility with which it is handled. It is readily adaptedto all kinds of work, and inasmuch as the engraver has a superior degree of
control and feel with this tool, he is able to do the work more quickly and
accurately than is possible with any other graver.
The tools are so constructed that when sharpening the crescents lay flat on
the stone ; this assures a sharp cutting angle, and as both ends of the crescent
are ready for use the engraver has two angles of different degrees to suit the
work he has in hand.
The three styles of crescents are (1) sharp point, (2) narrow flat, (3) wide
flat. The tools are guaranteed to be perfect in temper and quality.

 PRICES 
A—Patent handle with one crescent graver   S. 75
B—Patent handle with three crescent gravers . . .   1.00
C—Three patent handles with three crescent gravers, 2.00
D –Separate crescent gravers, each  20

The name explains it all
Price, $2.00

iI
II till"

\1\'

The ONLY SETTER
separates the two
jewels so that one
can be adjusted with-
(Jut danger of the
caller shifting. The
ONLY SETTER IS
fi:tcd with practical
gauges to determine
the amount jewel is
to be shifted, elim-
inating guesswork.

Over 2000 in Use Every Day

The Stream of Reorders Tells the Tale

Torpedo Pendant Washers
(EARS)

fill a long-felt want, a quick an,1 satisfactory
way of closing worn ears. No soldering.
The Knurling prevents turning,the shoulder
gives a firm seat. Assorted to prevent loss
of time in fitting. just the thini; for cheap
eases, (wick, neat end durable, made of
steel ; gilt or nickeled.

$1.50 per asst. of 6 doz.
MONEY INVESTED IN CULMAN TIME-
SAVERS A QUICK DIVIDEND PAYER

lte Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair

C. CULMAN Maple and Hazel Avenues
MAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

Manufacturer

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
•/  WHOLESALE AGENTS --

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203 "Imperial" Main-
spring, coiled and tagged. None genuine unless marked "Imperial"
and bi•aring stir registered trade-mark as shown on cm. The word
"Imperial" is etched on the end of earl) spring. Beware of Imitation.

" IMPERIAL
American Mainsprings

FOR ALL WATCHES
They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have QUALITY,
FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEMPER, STRENGTH and DURABIL-
ITY, are COILED and TAGGED and arranged in the MOST
CONVENIENT manner and fit the barrel without uncoiling.

World-famed
for 50 years

NOTHING BETTER MADE
'Mese nrainsprings are used by more Railroad
Watch Inspector., than any other on the market.'

PRICE
$15.00 Per Gross $1.25 Per Dozen

"CRESCENT"
American
Mainsprings
FOR ALL WATCHES

which represent the greatest value
for the least money, are closely
gaged, well finished, spring tem-
pered, popular price and will fit in
barrels without making any change
in tips, holes or braces.

PRICE

$12.00 per Gross $1.00 per Dozen

W. GREEN It CO
Put up One Dozen In a Box

Watchmakers' and 81 Nassau Street
4,9 INC., Jewelers' Supply House NEW YORK

JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO., Inc.
DISTRIBUTORS OF

COMMUNITY SILVER RELIANCE PLATE
A LINE OF SEVEN PATTERNS ALWAYS CARRIED IN STOCK

725 SANSOM STREET • •
• • PHILADELPHIA

Grout's Electric FlasherWatch Sign

Side View, showing Illuminated Dials

ATTRACTIVE

DAY AND NIGHT

This electric watch sign has

fine oval metal rims, thor-

oughly painted and finished

with best 22 K. gold leaf.

Will stand any climate. Has

the new antique pendant

bow. Swell oval shape glass

dials, like a watch crystal.

Can be removed for repairs.

Has 2 lights inside which

flash on and off. Sign is

well finished throughout and

very attractive. Just the

sign for your store. Made

in 2 sizes as belew :

400E. 26 inch diameter, wired
complete, gold finish, $35.00

402E. 32 inch diameter, wired
complete, gold finish, $45.00

ORDER OF ANY WHOLESALE HOUSE, OR

Grout's Excelsior Sign Co., Chicago
  CATALOGUE SENT FREE  

?se DESELMS
WATCH
,CF100L

We accept only a limited number of students at a time in our

attendance school.
If you think of attending a school write for our booklet and terms

now. Our correspondence lessons will be free to you if you expect

to attend our school.

Our booklet and literature explaining all is free for the asking.

293 PERRY STREET :: ATTICA, INDIANA

1581
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QUALITY

PRICE

SERVICE

SEND FOR
OUR

LATEST
CATALOGUE

No.
35

THREE
ESSENTIALS

Too little attention is given the big factor of

Quality in buying.

You will find in our Emblems—first of nil--the

best grade of material-advanced method of

manufacture is used and our prod u cts are

stronger and of better finish than others on the

market.

Our Emblems cost less the majority of times

than inferior work made by other processes than

by our newer way of manufacturing Emblems.

We'll give you the goods when you want them,

as we are adding heavily to our equipment.

EMBLEMS

This is the time for Jewelers to stock up. The

coming Fall months are certain to give a decided

impetus to sales.

If your jobber will not supply you with our

Emblems, write us direct.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
14-16 E. Fourth St.
CINCINNATI, 0.
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FERN DISH FILLINGS

OUR fern fillings are real natural prepared fillings. They are
preferred to the natural fillings which will wither and die in short

time. They are not influenced by weather conditions or steam heat. A
great help to increase your sales of Fern Dishes. Our new Catalogue No.
2000 will tell you more about these, as well as of our imported Palms,
Flowers, Sprays, Vines, etc., etc., and a lot of new features for Xmas
decorations. Get on our mailing list.

FRANK NETSCHERT CO
NO BRANCH OFFICES

39 Barclay Street
• NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Floral Pins

A NEW and DIS-
TINCT line of em-

blems for ladies' wear.
So vastly different from
anything ever heretofore
put on the market.
(L Every design original ; an evo-
lution from the "arts and crafts
room" of the W. & A. plant.
Come in sterling silver and solid
gold and in all colors of exquisite
and delicate hues,

J_ The finishing touch to woman's
apparel is one of these original
Floral Pins.
IIIIMade in two qualities, Sterling
Silver plated with 24 Karat Gold,
and Solid Gold.
Silver quality . $18.00 per doz.
Gold quality . 54.00 " "

KEYSTONE KEY

Let us tell you more about them
and the rest of our extensive em-
blem line. A Aosta/ to us will
bring you further information.

THE WILLIAMS Ef ANDERSON CO.
PROVIDENCE

SEE PAGE 1722
RHODE ISLAND

THE LADY RACINE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in both
cylinders and levers.
Do not be prejudiced
against the cylinders,
as they are entirely
factory made, very
reliable and guaran-
teed to give satisfac-
tion.

(it Line)

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine & Co.,Exclusive Importers

NEW YORK CHICAGO
37 Maiden Lane 103 State St.

ND
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

OLD PLATED WARE, BRONZE FIGURES, STERLING SILVER, ETC.,
REPAIRED AND REPLATED TO LOOK EQUAL TO NEW

GOLD PLATING, SILVER PLATING, OXIDIZING,
POLISHING, LACQUERING

Before Repairing

We furnish any size new BRISTLE
BRUSHES, CELLULOID COMBS,
CUTICLE KNIVES, BUTTON
HOOKS, NAIL POLISHERS, ETC.,
and fit same to any shape mountings.
CHATELAINE BAGS repaired

and relined with Silk, Chamois, Suede
or Kid.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES for
special Sterling Silver pieces furrished.

Work called for and delivered.
After Repairing

LOUIS J. MEYER,'OP4HandIL10A6 SpouEthiL7HhthISAt.

ESTABLISHED 1892

Where to Buy Precious and Semi-
Precious Stones, Jewelry, Watches,
Silverware, Clocks, Tools, Mate-
rials, Optical Goods, Jewelers'
Boxes and Trays

ABEL BROS. & CO.,
29 Maiden Lane

THOS. W. ADAMS & CO.,
15 maiden Lane

C. G. ALFORD & CO.,
192 Broadway

ALVIN MFG. CO.,
52 Maiden Lane

AMERICAN GEM & PEARL CO.,
14 St reel

THE ANSONIA CLOCK CO.,
09 John Street

M. J. AVERBECK,
10-12 Maiden Lane

J. B. BOWDEN & CO.,
m,thieli 'Attie

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.,
10-12 Maiden Lane

CARTER, HOWE & CO.,
9-1:1 Maiden Lane

S. COTTLE CO.
:11 East 17th Street

CROSS & BEGUELIN,
2:1 Maiden Lane

CHARLES S. CROSSMAN & CO.,
3 maiden Lane

WM. B. DURGIN CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

HENRY FREUND & BRO.,
71-73 Nassau Street

R. L. & M. FRIEDLANDER,
30 Maiden Lane

THE GORHAM CO.,
Fifth venue and :1(11h Streel and
15 Mahlon Lane

GRAFF, WASHBOURNE & DUNN
13S-140 West 14t 11 SI reet

L. HELLER & SON,
N:ISS■111 St IT11

HERPERS BROTHERS,
11 Malden Lane

HEYMAN & KRAMER
05 Nassau Street

HOWARD & COCKSHAW,
220 Potirtli Avenue

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.,
11-15 Maiden Lane

JUNG & KLITZ
1 Maiden Lane

The KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.,
(11 Nassau St reel

WM. B. KERR CO.,
15 Maiden 1,i oe

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL,
15 Maiden .iine

JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.,
12 Maiden Alpe

JONAS KOCH
37-39 maiden Lane

KREMENTZ & CO.,
Maiden Lane

LARTER & SONS,
21-23 Maiden Lane

THE MAUSER MFG. CO.,
208 Ii Avenue

ENOS RICHARDSON & CO.,
21-23 Maiden Lane

THEODORE SCHISGALL
116 Chambers Street

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

TOWLE MFG. CO.,
15 Maiden Lane

CHARLES L. TROUT & CO.,
2 Maiden Lane

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.,
• 11 W. 32nd Street

WILLIAM J. WARD,
13 -maiden Lane

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.,
2 Malden Lane

N. H. WHITE & CO.,
21-2:i Maiden Lane

WHITING MFG. CO.,
15 Maiden Lone

WOLFSHE1M & SACHS,
35 Malden Lane

J. R. WOOD & SONS,
2 Maiden Lane

1583

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO. BLDG.
The Highest Office Building in the World

NEW YORK is the greatest manufacturing
center in the United States and the main gate-
way for European products, hence the greatest
exhibit of the world's work is to be found in
New York.

Besides, it affords greater and more varied social attractions
to the visitor than any other city. New York's hotels and
restaurants are unexcelled and the theatres, parks, museums,
etc., offer you the choice of the most varied entertainment.

There is no closed season" in New York. It provides
for each man precisely what he wants and nowhere else
can you combine business and pleasure in so satisfying
a way.
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A simple, convenient and entire
workshop in itself.

Adjustable to incandescent light
or power circuit.

interlocking
Collar

,
Inlorlork trig

Pulley

GREEN'S Combination
ELECTRIC

Polishing anD Buffing Mctors,
Plating Dynamos and

Dynamotors

If our Motors and Dyna-
mos are good enough
for the leading Whole-
sale and Retail Jewelers,
Manufacturers, and the
United States Govern-
ment, should they not
interest YOU?

With Adjustable Automatic
and Interlocking Steel
Chucks, fitting either right
or left side of shaft.

Dust-proof, air and water tight.

NET PRICE LIST
F. O. B. NEW YORK

wane
lloree.
Power'
Output

Home-
power
Rating

Direct
C t.
4 speed.

Alternating
Current.

4 to 10 apeeds

AlternatIne
Current.
2 speeds

Type Price Type Price Type Pace
ra " 110
115 " 220
Z2 " 110
115 " 220
61 " 110
I I; " 220
62 " 110
115 " 220
62 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
119 " 220

-3
-3
-4
-4
-3
-3
-2
-3

1-2
14

1-6
1-6
1-5
1-5
1-4
1-4
1.3
1-3
3-4
3.4
1
, 1

oC
6C
60
613
613
6E
60
60
611
60
OK
611

30.00
34.00
33.00
39.50
50.00
55.00
63.00
69.60
85.00
93.50
110.00  
120.00  

. 7C

. 7C

. 7D

. 7D

. 7E

. 713

. 70

. 711

. 711

.751

50.50
35.00
55.00
,61.00
70.00
75.00
85.00
92.00
115.00
123.00

. . . .  

36.:
3C
2112
30
313
313
30
30
.311
311

33.50
41.00
44.00
49.00
50.00
60.00
63.00
72.00
95.00
110.00
.

. . .

Net PriceNEW SINGLE
SPEED MOTORS 52 to 110 Voltage, Direct Current, Type OA, $24.00

1-6 H. P. 52 to 110 " Alternating" " 5A, 27.50

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau St., New York

WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
a complete and practical guide in adjusting watches and chronometers forisochronism, position, heat and cold. 376 pages, with 56 illustration.Sent postpaid to any part of the world, on receipt of price, $2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North igth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DURING RUSH HOURS
there's always one salesman that has time to help wait on customers-it's the

All-Glass Show Case

• 

In a store equipped with these well-lighted cases, people can find whatthey want, thus requiring less of the clerk's attention in making sales. Noother case will make as many sales in this way as the Silent Salesman.

• 

From the base up this case is entirely fine plate glass, without frame, bar,clamp or anything else. This makes it an exceedingly attractive case, andgoods shown in it can be seen from any angle.

• 

Write us about any pew cases you may have under consideration.Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
_,..:0•••S■cat

'7,4e-saa*D

Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT MICHIGAN

Get our Book on Modern Store Front Construction

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 43 EAST EIGHTH STREET  LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent  

THE MISSMAN
Engraving Block
Price, $13.50 Patented

LII MISSMAN'S IMPROVED WATCH OILER

_

Price, 45 cents

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

MISSMAN'S
Ring Clamp,
for Engraving

inside of
Ring

Price, 75c.

SALES OFFICE
ATWOOD BLDG.

CHICAGO

441 0111

MISSMAN'S HAND-MADE GRAVERS
1. Square Graver, set up for hair lines. 7. Line Graver, narrow fine lines.
2. Square Graver, wide angle for shading. 8. Line Graver, medium fine lines.3. Spoon Graver, for shading. 9. Gouge Graver, small round.
4. Ring Graver, for inside rings. 10. Flat Graver, extra narrow.
5. Square Graver, turned up. 11. Flat Graver, narrow.
6. Spoon Graver, for hair lines. 12. Flat Graver, medium.

Each Graver Ready for
Use and Guaranteed.

Your choice of six of the
following twelve most
useful Gravers In case

for $2.75.
Set of Six in Box,

as Illustrated,

$2.75

ORDER
BY NUMBER

MISSMAN TOOL CO.
FACTORY

BAIRD BLDG.
KANSAS CITY

WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electra-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
GOLD AND SILVER ELECTRO-PLATER

51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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TWENTY YEARS OF THE FIRM

M. J. AVERBECK

For over fifteen years under the leadership of

M. J. Averbeck, this firm has been the Leader

for Popular Priced, all-year-'round selling

Jewelry and Novelties. Always alert, fearlessly
independent. To-day it is recognized as the
foremost Wholesale Jewelry House in this

111■••11 ••=•=1.

country.

READER! If you have not awakened to this

fact, don't delay another season: Buy your
supplies from this hustling, busy house.
There's many a reason!

Shall we send you one of our Salesmen? Shall

we send you our New Catalog with Order
Blanks? We want your order for Holiday
Needs.

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer-Importer

10 AND 12 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK



ARE YOU BUYING YOUR WATCHES
FROM THE RIGHT HOUSE?

No. 6180. 8-Day, 4/4 Westminster Strike,
Mahogany-16 Inches High

No. 558

Black Cut Crystal Case, 634 Incites
High, 2-Inch Enamelled Dial

Theodore Schisgall Clocks

-SWISS BELL
Hand Enamelled Bell, Copper
Oxidized Case, 5 Inches High,

2-Inch Dial

THERE ARE NONE BETTER
Write for our complete Catalogue just issued

CUCKOO CLOCK No. 39
Walnut Case—Hour and Half Call

and Strike-39 Inches High

 Dealers in Diamonds and Precious Stones 
12th and Walnut Streets (Boley Bldg.), KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
We Fill Orders for Tools and Material from Any Catalogue Published

Important Things for You to Consider
Are your orders filled promptly?
Do you get the scarce grades when you need them?
Do you get the best goods made?
Does your Jobber handle the right makes, so that you get the latest

up-to-date goods?

If not, come and see us, or write us and we will call and see you

" DAINTY" — One Day Time
Clock, Mahogany —.V./2 Inches
I I igh, Gilt Kilns, Gilt Handle

1—We can fill your orders promptly
We have the goods.

2—We can furnish the scarce grades
We load them up during the chill season.

3—We can give you the best goods
We have Keystone, Crescent, Philadelphia Cases.
Elgin, Waltham, Howard, Hamilton, New York Standard Movements.

4—Our stock is always complete
So that, when you select, you get the latest patterns, newest models.
Consequently, you get the good sellers.

Besides, we have more money-makers in the way of Specials than any
other Watch House.

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small—do not turn him down absolutely, send the

((To ids to me for a

SILVER OPEN-FACE AND FILLED, 20 year Open-Face

and Hunting, fitted with a well-known genuine American Move-

ment, AT 33,/3 LESS THAN ANYONE ELSE.

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 1754 of this issue. Write for further information.

726 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.



In the Annual Competition of Chronometry
at the Astronomical Observatory of
Neuchatel, Switzerland, under State Patron-
age and Control in 1909 this Watch beat all
previous records of that Observatory

Splendidly illustrated with Photo-

Engravings taken direct from the goods.

Many important new designs not shown

It is not how much you
have in stock

as what you have

You want choice, salable goods -

well selected patterns of good

quality and at the right prices

in fact, you want

It is the pick of the best and you

should see it. Drop us a line.

The ZENITH has taken prizes at Exposi-
tions and Observatory Contests and occupies
a very prominent position in the Horologi-
cal World.
There are Six Grades of Movements, from
7 to 21 Jewels, adjusted to heat, cold and
positions. These movements will fit all
sizes of American Cases, besides a number
of Swiss sizes.

Many changes. Prices modified to suit

the present "high cost of living."

This Catalog is issued for the use of the

legitimate Retail Jeweler only.

Be sure you send a Big Order for your

0

BALTIMORE, MD. 0.>

:010K010VAKMQL01010101000I01010.00:0

EDMOND E. ROBERT  Selling Agent
3 MAIDEN LANE

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer—Importer

10 AND 12 MAIDEN LANE
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Marbles Bronzes

106

WRITE FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL
ART SUPPLEMENT, JUST ISSUED

THEODORE SCHISGALL IMPORTER
116-118 CHAMBERS STREET NEW YORK

STOCK, SERVICE and PRICE TO SUIT
(if We always endeavor to give our customers the best merchandise

obtainable at the lowest price possible, and to ship it to-day, not
to-morrow, whenever possible.

(11. This season, more than ever before, we are determined to carry out
this endeavor.

fif Our stocks are complete in all departments, Watches, Diamonds and
Jewelry. We are ready to serve you to the best of our ability.

(if Mail orders given immediate attention and shipped with all possible
dispatch.

STEIN a ELLBOGEN COMPANY
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND CUTTERS

Columbus Memorial Building
• • • • CHICAGO

—pi

THIS 12 -PAGE BOOKLET
Beautifully Printed on Fine Paper and
Illustrated with Half-Tone Engravings
Shows the Construction of the

Krementz Bodkin Clutch
Studs and Vest Buttons
and tells why they are the Best and Most Satisfactory.

It also gives actual size illustrations of different styles.
If you sell these goods we'll furnish you with all the book-
lets you need, with your name and address printed on the
cover. Send them to your most fastidious customers—place
them on your counter —slip them into parcels that go out
from your store. They'll bring business. The name

KREMENTZ is a Synonym of
Collar Button Excellence

And these new Bodkin Clutch Studs — Absolutely Solderless and
Impossible to Break — are only another development of the
KREMENTZ IDEA THAT QUALITY MUST COME FIRST.

If you haven't seen "Solid Facts'' sena for a copy --it's interesting reading.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark N J7 • •

NEW YORK--1 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO-722 Shreve Building

PARKS BROS. Sr ROGERS, Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade
for U. S. and Canada, 20 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

•
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HOLLOW HANDLE CUTLERY

VINTAGE

CHARTER OAK

More and more the convenience and beauty of our Hollow Handle Cutlery is being
recognized. Every piece bearing the stamp

1847 ROGERS BROS.
is light and well balanced and very handsome, the die work being
chaste and every detail being brought out clearly. The handles are of
silver soldered, and the blades of the finest crucible steel procurabl
all our fancy patterns.

particularly
nickel silver,
e. Made in

Sets of Hollow Handle Knives and Flat or Hollow Handle Forks make most
desirable gifts. Do your customers realize this?

NEW YORK

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., SLccessor)

MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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A Warning to Subscribers

DESPITE repeated warnings through
our columns and in our correspond-

ence with the trade, it occasionally comes
to our knowledge that jewelers are vic-
timized by swindlers who make a specialty
of collecting subscriptions for various
journals without any authority for so doing.
These subscriptions never, of course, reach
the offices of publication. The latest com-
plaints come to us from Pittsburg and
western Pennsylvania. We consequently
again warn the trade against paying sub-
scriptions for THE KEYSTONE Or The Key-
stone Magazine of Optometry to any person
purporting to represent any subscription
agency, as no such person or agency has
any authority to collect subscriptions for
these journals. In some cases the name of
a fictitious subscription agency is printed
on the receipt given to the subscribers, but
more frequently the only printed matter
on these receipts is the words "Received
from." This, in itself, should arouse
suspicion.

Our Annual Holiday Number

THE November issue of this journal
will be, as in the past years, our

annual Holiday Number, with the cus-
tomary attractions of special cover design in
colors, and a number of extra features of
special interest to the trade at this season.
This year the holiday number will contain
a greater number of such features than
ever before, and a greater abundance of
handsome illustrations. In the cover de-
sign, the artist and jeweler came very
happily together, the motif being a jewelry
store in which the gift-giving idea charac-
teristic of the season is artistically worked
out,. In addition to the usual abundance of
valuable reading matter, the number will be
a practically complete directory of the
special holiday offerings of the jobbers and
manufacturers. It is opportune to suggest,
therefore, that those whose subscriptions
expire this month renew at once so as not to
miss the mine of useful and seasonable in-
formation which will be found in this mag-
nificent number.

How to Increase Your Watch Sales

W ATCHES have been very truthfully
described as the backbone and bul-

wark of the jewelry business, and never
did this description fit quite so well as at
the present time. The undisputed leader
in staple lines, a recognized modern ne-
cessity, and practically secure against
deterioration of quality or fluctuation in
price •while in the show cases, the handling
of watches quite naturally claims' the chief
share of the jewelers' attention. Further-
more, developments in recent years have
added immeasurably to the importance
of the watch from the trade viewpoint.
The practical universality of railroad watch
inspection, which in itself means the con-
stant use and care of over a million high
grade time-pieces ; the continually increas-
ing value of correct-to-the-second time to

the general public; the extension of the
fixed selling price, which equalizes competi-
tion and guarantees a substantial profit ;
the proven false economy of buying very
cheap watches—all these factors have added
materially to the trade possibilities in this
branch of the business.

Keeping this in mind, it is somewhat
anomalous that many jewelers express dis-
satisfaction with the returns from the watch
department, and in the face of such favor-
ing conditions the conclusion is inevitable
that much of the fault lies with the jewelers
themselves. There is a good deal to be said,
however, by way of excuse. Publicity, the
great modern trade maker, has always been
the jeweler's most confounding problem.
Tn the matter of advertising, he followed
rather than led, and quite naturally paid
the penalty of his disadvantageous place in
the procession. Even when positively con-
vinced of the necessity of advertising, as he
now is, the preparation of it and the ex-
pense are still a serious consideration. The
result, in most cases, is spasmodic, ineffec-
tive publicity with correspondingly unsatis-
factory results.

Ill view of this widely prevalent condi-
tion, the trade are deeply interested in a
new solution of the advertising problem
conceived, evolved and perfected by leading
wholesale watch houses. This new pran will
do away with practically all the trouble and
annoyance incident to the preparation of
advertising, and with the greater part of
the expense. These houses have had pre-
pared at great cost advertising matter
especially suited to the needs of the retail
jewelers, and this matter they will furnish
under conditions very favorable to the trade.
The matter includes handsome catalogues
of convenient size for distribution among
prospective watch buyers. These catalogues
are illustrated with half-tone cuts of the
leading makes of watches and cases, with
the retail price underneath. and no name
appears on the catalogue but that of the
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retail jeweler. The advertising matter also
includes appropriate follow-up letters,
pictorial street car announcements and win-
dow cards in colors as well as a series of
well-prepared newspaper advertisements
with appropriate illustrations. All this
matter has been prepared with such a
thorough knowledge of the situation that.
good results are practically assured, pro-
vided the retailer performs properly his part
of the advertising programme.

The plan undoubtedly fills a great trade
need, and every jeweler will find it to his
advantage to acquaint himsef with it with-
out delay. That it will mean greatly in-
creased watch sales there can be doubt, and
those wishing a share in this increase should
promptly take the first step by informing
themselves as to the purpose, merit and de-
tail of the plan, more particularly as they
are now approaching the holiday season
when a certain amount of advertising by
every retail jeweler will be imperative.

Fraudulent Auction Sales a Trade
Burden

T N the Chicago news-letter in this issue,
our Western representative reports an

unusual crop of fake auction sales in that
city with prospects of a material increase in
the number as the holiday season ap-
proaches. These parasites on the trade
generally materialize in unusual numbers at
this season, and doubtless other cities have
or will have reason to complain of similar
sales. Our Chicago correspondent states
that the city ordinances on the subject are
far from satisfactory, and that the time is
ripe for a concerted trade movement to sup-
press this demoralizing factor in the jewelry
business.

This question has been taken up from
time to time by trade organizations and in
some cases with at least temporary success.
In this day of universal organization, how-
ever, a general movement to purge the
jewelry trade of this affliction would seem
particularly timely. It is monstrous that
the regular merchants of the town, those
who work and strive to build up a per-
manent business, pay taxes, support the
schools, help to build churches and con-
tribute to the expenses of the municipal
government, should be without the protec-
tion of that government against the sharpers
who drift from town to town, and by
devious methods capture much business that
rightfully belongs to the local merchants.
These transients seldom stay long enough
in one place to share a portion of the burden
of taxation, more often disappearing in a
few weeks and sometimes without paying
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rent or other bills. Intending to stay only
for a short time they have no object in view
other than to make what money they can
while they can, and generally irrespective
of the means. They have no thought what-
ever for the public on whom they are im-
posing, the trade which they are demoraliz-
ing or the merchants whom they are
injuring.

OR a reform of this character the first
essential is a strong local organization

of the jewelry trade interest in all its
branches. As an example of what may be
accomplished by such an organization, we
can refer to the good work of the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade in the suppres-
sion some time ago of cheap jewelry auction
houses in that city. The method of pro-
cedure adopted. was to first warn the
offenders that legal action would be taken
if they did not desist and, in case of refusal,
to prosecute on the charge of receiving
money under false pretenses. The Mayor
of the city was appealed to with the pur-
pose of having the licenses of the offending
auctioneers revoked. It was alleged, and
doubtless with absolute truth, that false
representations were made in regard to
practically every article sold, and that
"cappers" were employed to bid up the
goods for the purpose of imposing on the
public. The Detroit Board enlisted the aid
of the local retailers in the good work and,
we believe, considerable success attended
their efforts.

Neither the jewelry trade, nor the
auctioneers who conduct legitimate sales
have any proper appreciation of the damag-
ing effects of this fraudulent auction evil.
As we have stated from time to time in
these columns, besides the loss of business
which accrues to the regular trade from the
operations of these auction houses, the
fraudulent representation which they find
it necessary to make to profitably dispose
of their goods, greatly injures the prestige
of the jewelers, as many of the unthinking
public naturally conclude that the goods sold
in many jewelry stores are equally unreli-
able. They also cast discredit on those
honest auctioneers who conduct legitimate
auction sales for their jewelry patrons.

SSEVERAL ways of remedying the evil
are open to the municipal governments.

The licenses of the auctioneers may be re-
voked for proper cause, or, in the case of
purely transient concerns, a prohibitory tax
could be imposed. It might also be feasible
for the municipality to enact an ordinance
requiring all transient merchants to give
a bond and guarantee to continue in business
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in the town for at least one year or else
pay a license fee each month. It may be
objected that such ordinances would be un-
constitutional, but this is unimportant for
the reason that few of the itinerant
merchants have the time, cash or desire to
test the question of constitutionality. We
give the matter special prominence at this
time because it furnishes an excellent oppor-
tunity for efficient service by the numerous
organizations of the trade now in existence.
We invite discussion of this subject, with
the experiences which the trade may have
had in the past in the attempted suppression
of this nuisance.

Anti-Smuggling Campaign Produces
Results

A. SPECIAL word of commendation
must be extended to the customs

authorities for the extraordinary vigilance
which they have shown during the past few
months in intercepting smugglers of all
kinds, but more particularly the smugglers
of jewelry and gems. It is estimated that
goods valued at nearly one million dollars
have been seized from smugglers within the
past two months, half of which was taken
from women. It is evident from this that
it has been a paying campaign, apart from
the deterrent effect which it will have on
the practice of smuggling. Incidentally, it
is worth mentioning that the new wireless
telegraphy has played a part in the cam-
paign, as information can be sent from the
ship to the authorities in New York and
the reports of seizures reach the smugglers
on the incoming ships, which results in
prompt revision of many declarations in
regard to goods purchased abroad.

The most pitiable feature of the smug-
gling mania is the belief on the part of
wealthy travelers that they can purchase
jewelry in Europe at a much lower price
than in the United States. If they realized
that they could purchase these goods quite
as cheaply in the home market and at even a
lower price, they would hesitate to run the
risk entailed by smuggling. On this account,
it has been suggested that a campaign of
education be planned through the press with
a view of convincing the public that there is
no special profit in making such purchases
in Europe. It has developed that the false
ideas which the Americans have in regard
to the duty on imported jewelry and gems
are responsible for a class in Europe known
as "runners," who pose as persons of im-
portance, sometimes as tourists and some-
times possibly as nobility, working them-
selves into the good graces of the American
tourist and incidentally directing the atten-
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tion of the latter to what are described as
bargains in expensive jewelry. As a matter
of fact, in such cases the tourist is charged
the full market price or possibly more, and
in addition a liberal commission to be paid
to the runner. These runners also impress
on the wealthy tourist class the ease. with
which goods may be smuggled and in this
way greatly extend the practice.

Many of the newspapers have pub-
lished long articles elucidating this phase of
smuggling and in doing so, have doubtless
opened the eyes of many who have been
victims of their own ignorance or of the
plausible individuals who lure them into the
trap so carefully placed in their path. This
educational movement, combined with the
highly successful vigilance of the customs
authorities, should prove effective in allay-
ing, to some extent at least, the seeming
mania for smuggling which has taken pos-
session of the American tourist class.

President Steele F. Roberts Addresses
the Retail Trade

IN response to inquiries from many jew-
elers in various States asking for in-

formation in regard to the aims and objects
of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, President Roberts has sub-
mitted to us for publication the following
outline of the purposes of the organization:

The association was organized for pro-
tective and educational purposes ; to com-
bine the intelligence and influence of the
retail jewelers of the United States for
mutual protection against imposition and
fraud ; to further the enactment of national
and State laws in the interest of the craft;
to correct trade abuses ; to foster mutual
improvements in the customs and usages
of the trade and to establish closer ties of
business association. The organization was
formed in 1906, and its present member-
ship is 3500. Following is a declaration of
its objects:

A gold and silver stamping act in each
State.—A trade-mark and quality stamp on
all gold and silver wares.—A law against
fraudulent advertising.—Criminal prosecu-
tion of diamond and jewelry smugglers.—
Limited parcels post.—Reduced express
charges.—Abolition of the retail jobber.—
Complete selling prices on high grade
watches.—Fixed selling prices on all move-
ments and cases.—A reform in the stamping
of filled cases that will indicate their
relative gold value.—Fixed ratio of profit
on sterling silver and gold jewelry.—State
legislation that will allow articles left for
repairs to be sold after one year's time.—
Mutual information bureau for protection
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against shop-lifting and robbery.—Elimina-
tion of price cutting and all dishonest
practices.—Co-operation with manufactur-
ers and wholesalers on trade interests.—
Increased circulation of the trade journals.
—Organization of jewelers' clubs in every
city and town.—To foster and protect
every interest of the Retail Jeweler.—To
strengthen and uphold public confidence in
the craft.—Advocating modern business
methods and store-keeping.

The association stands for every worthy
act and deed that will uplift the intellectual,
moral and financial condition of the retail
jewelers of America.

Any legitimate retail jeweler of good
moral character is eligible to membership.

D. C. Washington Joins the Staff
of this Journal

HEPr  large proportion of the jewelry
trade who are already acquainted with

the name and writings of "D. C. Wash-
ington," will be pleased to learn that this
gifted writer has joined the staff of this
journal, and that, by special arrangement,
his writings will henceforth appear in our
publications only. "Old Man Wash.," as he
is familiarly known, is noted for his quaint
humor, sound business philosophy and clev-
erness in driving home pointed truths. We
therefore, take pleasure in referring our
readers to his initial article on page 1609 of
this issue.

Another important addition to our staff
is Edwin Evans, the well-known expert on
business subjects. Mr. Evans has made a
special study of the short-comings of the
jewelry trade as merchants and has evolved
a wealth of practicable ideas, the adoption
of which would add materially to the in-
come of many jewelers. He has given
special attention to the publicity problem,
the management of the store and the help,
the systematizing of the business, the keep-
ing of records, window decoration, and in
fact all the factors now to a large extent
neglected, which would add to the business,
the bank account and happiness of the
jeweler. His articles will appear only in
our publications, and the first will be found
on page 1623 of this issue.

Law Against Fraudulent Advertising

AN Indiana subscriber requests that we
publish for the benefit of the organiza-

tions the provisions of any law against
fraudulent advertising which has proved
effective. The request is somewhat puz-
zling. It is within our power to give the
provisions of such a law, but that it has
accomplished the purpose intended would
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fall far short of the truth. This, however,
is not so much because of any weakness in
the law, as because of failure b. enforce its
provisions. In view of the fact, however,
that the New York City trade organizations
are making gratifyingly successful efforts
to enforce the State stamping law, we may
look forward to a time when these same or-
ganizations or the State body may consider
it feasible to enforce the law against
fraudulent advertising. The terms of the
law are as follows:

Any person, firm, corporation or association,
or any employee thereof, who, in a newspaper,
circular or other publication published in this
State, knowingly makes or disseminates any
statement or assertion of fact concerning the
quantity, the quality, the value, the method of
production or manufacture, or the reason for the
price of his or their merchandise, or the manner
or course of purchase of such merchandise, or
the possessions, rewards, prizes or distinctions
conferred on account of such merchandise, or
the motive or purpose of a sale, intended to give
the appearance of an offer advantageous to the
purchaser, which is untrue or calculated to mis-
lead, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Any person, firm, corporation or associa-
tion, or any employee thereof, who violates any
provision of this act, shall be liable to a fine of
not less than $25 or more than $100 for each
offense.

Since this law was placed on the statute
books, many cases of flagrant misrepresen-
tation in that State have been brought to
our attention by subscribers, yet the fraud
passed unpunished, and the practice is
doubtless being continued with practically
the same impunity as before this law was
passed. It is one thing to have laws passed,
but it is a very different matter to enforce
their provisions so as to attain the purpose
intended. The successful performance of
this latter task would seem to depend very
largely on the strength and resources of the
trade organizations, and we trust that the
time is near at hand when those in the
Empire State and in other States will be
able to take the requisite action to suppress
the egregious misrepresentation now so
common. Our Indiana subscriber and the
organizations to which we refer will doubt-
less find the terms of the New York law
quite satisfactory,

OME months ago The Keystone Watch
Case Company applied to the Secretary

of State of Ohio, for a license to do busi-
ness in the State of Ohio as a foreign cor-
poration ; at that time the Dueber Watch
Case Company filed a protest against such
a license being granted to The Keystone
Watch Case Company.

The Secretary of State, after referring
the matter to the Attorney-General, issued
on Septemly,T 8th a certificate admitting
The Keystone Watch Case Company to do
business in the State of Ohio.
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While It Pays to Offer
the Sterling Silver productions of The Gorham Company

because they are the best known and therefore the
most readily salable—responsible jewelers only, may
enjoy the further satisfaction which comes of knowledge
they are helping their customers to obtain the best Silver
obtainable.

Gorham Silver
in every detail—in beauty of exclusive design, in
effective patterns, in integrity of workmanship—is of ack-
nowledged superior excellence while
the identifying Gorham Trade Mark
is an accepted guarantee of Sterling
quality ,920500 fin e • Sterling

Gorham Silverware is not included, and cannot be,
in the offerings of mail order houses and depart-
ment stores. It defeats such competition by its
superior merit and unequalled reputation.

The Gorham Co.
CHICAGO

137 Wabash Ave

Silversmiths a n d Goldsmiths
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street,NewYork

Branches :
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

15, 17, 19 Maiden Lane 140 Geary Street

N/VOrt.K.s : Providence and New Vo r k

GORHAM SILVER. POLISH - The Best for Cleaning Silver

LONDON
Ely Place
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October and November Adver-
tising

The jeweler's advertising through the
months of October and November is most
important in its effect on the holiday busi-
ness in December. During these two
months many suggestions may be offered
in the newspaper and the show window that

will be recalled in December and result in

Christmas sales.

Most important is to impress the idea
of quality and up-to-dateness during this
time. By October first your cleaning-up

sales should be over. What old stock is left

Articles in
Leather
BEAUTIFUL imported

and American made
articles in leather affording a
great field from which to
choose a pleasing and exclusive
gift or card prize ; or for your
own use will be found numer-
ous little accessories of prac-
tical usefulness. Following
are a few popular suggestions:

Sewing Sets
Folding Drinking Cups

Pullman Slippers in Case

Pneumatic Cushions in Case

Manicure Sets

Medicine Cases

Medicine Glasses

Traveling Cases

Hasty Line Tablets

Telephone Directories

Picture Frames

Coat Hanger Sets

Library Scissors in Case

and many other practical
novelties ranging in price from

75c. to $5.00
Our selection of hand bags this fall
affords a choice orstaples and novelties,
chosen with. great care for serviceability
and correct style from the line of the lead-
ing leather goods house of this country,

BAGS FROM
$4.00 to $20.00

BLANK & CO.

e KEYSTONE

should be cleaned, freshly carded and

tagged, and displayed along with new goods,

and in your newspaper advertising and in
your window display great stress should

be laid on the fact that your stock is up-to-

date and your standard of quality high.

Unconsciously people seeing your ad-

vertisement and viewing your window dis-
play of bright, clean goods, will recall this
Indien they get ready to make their Christmas

purchases. During October "wedding

"Bright,
Sparkling

Gems"

CA diamond is usually
referred to as a bright, spark-
ling gem, which description
ably fits a first grade stone.
Inferior quality diamonds,
however, are not much more
than poor imitations of the
real thing.

No one will feel ashamed
of a diamond coming from this
store. We sell but one quality
(pure white, perfect stones)
and specializing one grade
only, we are able to sell these
fine goods at only a trifle
advance over the charge made
for off-color, badly-flawed
diamonds.

COUR SELECTION
INCLUDES ALL SIZES
OF STONES FROM

$7.50 to $500.00

CHAS. S. BLANK
919 CENTRAL AVENUE

gifts" afford an advertising opportunity into
which you may bring the idea of exclusive-
ness, both to immediate and future benefit.

This is also a good month for adver-
tising diamonds, and in turn your diamond

advertising should reflect quality in your

store. The several sample advertisements

here shown, illustrate the idea, and this

same style of copy may be applied to all
lines.

A window display of most striking

color combination and very seasonable, may
be trimmed as follows : First, secure a lot
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Wedding Gifts
in Sterling Silver
THERE is a feeling of satisfaction

in selecting a gift at this stcre that
comes from the absolute assurance

that anything bearing our name is at
once recognized as something good. Our
selections are large and our service
certainly above the ordinary.

Select your gift, leave the card and
delivering or shipping instructions and
dismiss the matter from your mind. At
the proper time, we will clean the article

and deliver directed.
andtieicely with ribbona 

All this costs no more and in fact, in
many instances, not so much as a com-
parison of price will show.

Following we suggest a few popular
wedding gifts in sterling silver :—

For from $5.00 to $10.00, we
offer the following little sets all complete
in silk case:

Mayonnaise Sets and Ladle
Jelly Dish and Server
Salt and Pepper Sets
Lemon Dish and Fork
Bon Bon Dish and Spoon
and many other combinations

At a range in price from $3.00 to
$15.00 will be found— •

Honey Jars, Bisquit Plates,
Sandwich Trays. Bon Bon
Dishes, Syrup Pitchers, Mus-
tard Jars, Vases, Cream and
kSeurgsa 

etc. 
teS.ets, Compotes, Bas-

..

Our selection of Fancy Serving Pieces,
including

Sugar Spoons. Ladles, Berry
Spoons, Meat Forks, etc.,

affords a choice at a range in price from

$1.00 up

Also we show complete
Silver Services and Chests
selling from
$50.00 to $350.00

In fact, a choice of a gift here is an easy and
pleasant task, no matter how little or how much
you wish to spend.

BLANK 6, CO.

of boughs of trees stripped of leaves, and
fasten in the top and back of the window
in almost a solid bank. Then from the

manufacturers of artificial flowers get a
quantity of autunm leaves in brown and
yellow tones, and attach these to the boughs.

In the bottom of the window puff a dark

brown velvet and make a curtain at the

back of the same material. If you are
decorating two windows, make them uni-
form and devote one to jewelry and one to
silverware, but if you have but one display
window arrange silver, clocks, etc., around

the back and ends and in the center group an
assortment of beautiful pieces of jewelry
displayed on champagne-colored pads. The

effect of the combination of the two colors
is very handsome and the general color
scheme harmonizes with the autunm leaf
backing.



COLONIAL SERIES WATCHES
These watches are a noteworthy addition
to the Waltham line.

They are exceptionally thin and may be had with
enamel, silver finish or gilded metal dials of
artistic design.

Colonial Series appeal to the most critical buyers.

Colonial Series
Riverside Maximus

Enamel Dial
Movements to be had in five grades, viz:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS, 23 Jewels, Adjusted
RIVERSIDE, 19 Jewels, Adjusted
ROYAL, 17 Jewels, _Adjusted
No. 1425, 17 Jewels
No. 1420, .115 'Jewels

Showing Enamel Dial

All Colonial Series watches are cased and timed at the
factory. They are delivered to the trade in display
boxes. The retail selling price is fixed and plainly

printed on the contract notice which is placed in
the box with each watch before leaving the factory.

Showing Metal Dial

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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High Cost of Living and the Jewelry
Trade

The high cost of living is a subject

much talked and written of, and in almost

every line, this increase is noticeable. Meat,

groceries, clothing, shoes and in fact wear-

ing apparel of all kinds are much more
costly now than a few years ago. With this
increase in cost, however, has come a gen-
eral wave of prosperity which has benefited
all classes, and has not only enabled them
to meet this increase in the necessities of
life, but has also made it possible for nearly
every one to enjoy many luxuries that a few
years ago were intended only for the very
rich.

The jewelry business has benefited
greatly by this condition and enormous
businesses have grown up in the last twenty
years that have made the jeweler an im-
portant factor in the business world.

Fifty years ago, a jeweler, speaking in
a general way, was a tradesman, a watch-
maker, jeweler and silversmith. As a
merchant, he was as a rule very crude.
He sold at an enormous profit, and as all
his wares were considered great luxuries,
his volume of business was comparatively
small. His time was devoted to repairing
watches and clocks, and manufacturing
articles in gold and silver and in his little
shop he personally met his occasional cus-
tomer. Gradually this condition changed.
The demand for the jeweler's wares became
more general. He manufactured less and
bought more goods ready made up, but still
continued to sell at a large increase over
cost. Price was not so great a factor in
business then as confidence. Gradually,
however, things have changed. As the
jeweler spent his time at the bench and
began studying the various phases of busi-
ness, he unconsciously, step by step, let price
become a part of his selling arguments,
until to-day the jeweler as much if not
more than any other line, makes price a
great element in attracting trade.

Right now many jewelers are realiz-
ing their mistake. The greatest businesses
to-day are those built on a foundation
of quality and in the jewelry business, par-
ticularly, great success conies only after the
absolute confidence of the buying public has
been secured.

The confidence of a customer is not
gained by a single sale of an alarm clock at
ninety cents that Smith sells for a dollar.
The argument that what you sell is just as
good as what Smith sells and that your
prices are lower, is not going to strengthen
your customer's trust in you. If you want
to be regarded as a square, straight jeweler,
don't try to build up your business by under-
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selling your competitor, but satisfy your
customers.

In the first place don't think that you

can get all the business in your section.
There will always be an element of shoppers
to whom price is the all-important con-
sideration. One or more of your competi-

tors will be trying to rise up on a pedestal

of low prices. Manufacturers will harp

price to you, but ask yourself this question :

If you were asked to name some of the fine
substantial, successful manufacturers in your

line, of whom would you think? In every

case, it would be a concern whose efforts

were to do things as well as possible; not

to sell as cheap as possible.
In every business there is a fixed ex-

pense—rent, light, insurance, etc. There

is also an incidental expense which for the

most part is for what is termed store
service. In order to fully satisfy your cus-
tomers, you must make a liberal allowance
for this incidental item of expense.

Now make a comparsion between the
price and the quality jeweler. Mrs. Smith

and Mrs. Jones both buy bracelets at the
same time, Mrs. Smith patronizing the
price jeweler, Mrs. Jones buying from the
quality jeweler. The bracelets are very
similar and yet Mrs. Smith paid $8.89 for
hers, while Mrs. Jones paid $1o.00 for hers.
Mrs. Jones rather feels as though she has
been overcharged and Mrs. Smith is much
pleased with her bargain.

A few weeks later, both ladies have
the misfortune to dent their new bracelets
very badly. Both return to the respective
jeweler for repairs. Mr. Low-priced Jew-
eler is sorry for the incident, but of course

Mrs. Smith was careless, and as it is quite a
difficult job to remove the dents, the charge
will be $1.50. Mr. Quality Jeweler, how-
ever, is also very sorry for Mrs. Jones's
misfortune and if she will leave the brace-
let a few days the dents will be removed
and there will .be no charge at all. Again
the ladies compare notes. The result is
apparent.

Had these bracelets been exactly alike
and had both jewelers paid the same whole-
sale price, the quality jeweler would have
won from the price jeweler on account of

his superior service.
There is absolutely no need of jewelers

gradually reducing their profits as they
have been doing the last few years. Prices
in every line are going higher and higher,
while everything in the jewelry line, except
diamonds, costs less to-day than it did ten
years ago.

Go after the confidence of the people,
Mr. Jeweler. Charge enough profit to allow
for a liberal policy in dealing with cus-
tomers. Handle goods that will give good
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satisfaction and make a fair profit. Don't,
on the other hand, overcharge. Get your
business on a strict percentage basis. Find
out just how much it costs to do business

and make your margin large enough to
amply cover your largest estimate. Re-
member your competitor is no smarter than
you are. He has to sell at just as much
profit, or give poorer service. Handle in-
ferior quality goods or go broke.

Your customers demand much more
of an assortment to-day than they used to.
This means an increase in investment out
of proportion to your sales and a greater
annual depreciation in stock value.

Your expenses are probably growing
each year. Your salary list is larger and
last, but not least, you personally have got
to be a good, clever business man to make
ends meet. These things must all be con-
sidered in figuring your profits. Make them
big enough so you will have something left
at the end of the year.

The sooner price becomes a much less
factor in advertising and in selling in the
jewelry business, the better for all con-
cerned. Competition is the life of trade,
not because it keeps price down, but because
it makes better business houses. A well
kept store and stock, courteous, fair treat-
ment to all customers, and a reputation for
selling good goods is the basis of success
in the jewelry business.

Finding Out Gift Leanings of
Customers

By October 1st jewelers have received a
good part of their holiday goods, and during
the month shipments are coming in daily.
There is a question of whether these new
goods should be immediately displayed, or
whether they should be held back until the
latter part of November and then make a
big show all at once.

During October and November a wide-
awake jeweler can get a good line on what
the tendency of Christmas buying will be.
It has often happened to nearly every jew-
eler that from a well assorted general stock
all the purchases would seem to run in one
line, and these goods must be constantly
reordered (luring December while other new
things don't seem to move at all.

When the Christmas goods begin com-
ing in they should all be unpacked and
marked and a few samples from each line
displayed in stock. The balance should be
arranged systematically in a surplus stock
room or in cupboards, and if in boxes each
box should be labeled with a description of
the contents and the cost and selling price.

When regular customers are in the

(Continued on page MOO
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store during October and November, refer-

ence to Christmas should be made whenever

an opportunity presents itself. For instance

Mrs. Smith conies in and during a conversa-

tion the jeweler might say, "By the way,

Mrs. Smith, let me show you a beautiful

scarf pin we just had mounted." Mrs.

Smith may comment on its beauty and Mr.

Jeweler suggests it as a possible Christmas

gift for Mr. Smith. Mrs. Smith may ap-

prove of the suggestion, or she may say,

"Well, I really haven't thought much about

Christmas, but I had planned to get Mr.

Smith a picnic basket containing a couple

of Thermos bottles." The jeweler possibly

has not such an outfit in stock, nor has he

anticipated purchasing a line. He says,

"Well, I haven't an outfit in stock such as

you will want, but I will look up some picnic

baskets to-day and let you know the next

time you are in about the different styles

and prices." Mrs. Smith thanks him and he

has a line on the intended purchase of one

of his customers, and so this plan might be

followed so that by December first the jew-

eler has already gotten his Christmas busi-

ness well under way.
Many jewelers buy special articles in

the fall with some particular customer in

mind as the prospective buyer. These cus-

tomers may be "felt out" early, and if the

jeweler's judgment is wrong he can be more

on the lookout for another buyer for the

articles in question.
October should be a good business

month and if too much new goods are

shown they are apt to be sold and the older

stock left on hand, and for this reason the

majority of new things should be held in

reserve, but all the time the jeweler and his

clerks should have Christmas in mind and

take advantage of every opportunity to get

information about December trade.

Any handsome, expensive pieces pur-

chased for the holidays should be displayed

as soon as received, and all comments care-

fully made note of. For instance, if

Mrs. Smith during her time in the store

admired a new pendant, you should have

this article in mind when Mr. Smith comes

to buy her Christmas gift.
There is no business so large that the

personal element is not a great factor in

securing and holding trade. Nothing is

more appreciated by your customers than

that you should show that you are consid-

ering them in your buying. Let 'your cus-

tomers know that when you do your spring

or fall buying, you make selections espe-
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dally with certain ones in mind. The flat-

tery of this attention on your part, not only

aids in selling that particular article, but

also makes them feel much closer to your

store.
Have you ever noticed that your best

customers are easier to please than those

that you do not class as your regular trade?

You give the same amount of personal at-

tention to some of those that you do to your

best trade, and see how quickly they will

begin to place in you a much greater feel-

ing of confidence with which will come com-

plete satisfaction in every purchase.
Study your trade all the time, and par-

ticularly on the eve of your heaviest sales.

Systematizing Your Mail Service

A comprchengive mailing list is now

regarded as an essential of every up-to-date

retail store. The following suggestions in

regard to compiling such a list from our

contemporary, The Boot and Shoe Recorder,
while intended for shoe merchants, may

contain useful suggestions for jewelers also.

One of the valuable assets of the shoe

store or department is an up-to-date list of

customers and prospective customers. To

the shoe dealer in a small town such list is

very important. In the larger city a spe-

cialized list makes sales where other

methods fail. There has cropped up dur-

ing the last few years of scientific merchan-

dizing, the "name broker," a man who

makes it is his business to collect classified

names of residents of a city or town. The
efficiency of such agents is a matter local to

the community and gauged by the care and

attention he gives to his lists in keeping them

up-to-date and in recording specialized lists
of customers within the zone of possible

trade relations with the shoe retailer. For
the nominal sum usually charged, good lists

are practically impossible because of the

extensive personal work needed to keep the
lists live and not full of removals. It is, in
many ways, preferable for the merchant
himself, to prepare lists of prospective cus-
tomers from the resources at his command.

There are many ways to get these lists and

we make mention of some herewith. The

lists most easily secured and most correct
call be classified under the following group
headings:

Doctors' list secured from medical reg-
istry at Town Hall ; municipal building, or
State Board of Medicine.

Nurses from hospitals in town and
vicinity.

School teachers' lists secured from
school board or supervisor,

High School boys and girls' school from
catalogues, school board, graduation records.

Grammar, primary and kindergarten
schools from head master, principal, or
teacher.

Railroad men and union mechanics list
secured from secretary of local union.

Police and mail men from chief of
police and postmaster.

Firemen from the fire commissioner or
chief.

Lawyers, judges, government officials
from the reports at court house.

These classified lists, and there are a
hundred others, may be had without the
merchant leaving his store.

Telephone directories give lists of classi-

fied trades or professions which can be

reached with letters to move some particular

shoe necessary to the people in that class.

Each branch of the many diversified labors

of prospective customers can be reached

with specialized literature. A little common

sense and an idea of just the shoe to interest

that class of customer will bring trade.

General advertising, by means of circular

letters, goes to, say a list of ten thousand,

and if advocating a cushion sole, health shoe

might not interest more than five hundred,

so you see that it is necessary to specialize

on your mailing list.

The Price of Wedding Rings in
Germany

One of the most urgent questions has

lately been the regulation of the prices for

wedding rings, writes the Berlin cor-

respondent of the London Watchmaker,

Jeweler, Silversmith and Optician. One

should have thought that, for those who are

going to marry, the price of the necessary

rings for the occasion would be of no great

consequence, considering the great expenses

which are, besides, connected with entering

the married state. But in the last years the

manufacturers of these rings, and their cus-

tomers, the goldsmiths, have, by unreason-

able competition so much brought down the

prices that at last there was no profit at all,

and even if other jewelry was bought on

the occasion the loss was still big enough

for one who sold some hundreds of wedding

rings during the year. Now, by a conven-

tion between manufacturers and jewelers,

new prices have been fixed, viz., 6 marks

for a dozen of 14 karat wedding rings;

9 marks for 22 karat and 12 marks for su-

perior alloys. All invoices to be paid within

a week and no discount allowed ; even in-

terest to be paid if the terms of payment are

not strictly kept. Infringements to be fined

by 500 marks. It must he mentioned that

this convention has been issued under the

auspices of the Pforzheim Creditoren

Verein, which has already done so much

for the benefit of the German jewelry trade.
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Five Million Women
have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Home Journal,
Good Housekeeping, etc., and will continue to see them right along.

GOVERNMENT GLASS
Design of service recently made for the

White House

Annex this valuable publicity to your business
by stocking Hawkes Cut Glass. This will
focus attention on you, draw to your store the people
who can afford superior articles, and greatly increase
your trade in every department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass is evident to
the discriminating buyer. It is cut from the solid
blank—not pressed or figured.

The figured blank is a pressed blank, that is, the
pattern is pressed into the glass and then smoothed
and polished over. It is easily detected by passing
the fingers over the inside of the article, which is
slightly raised wherever the pattern is deepest.

Hawkes Cut Glass
is genuine cut glass, absolutely flawless. It has
a brilliant lustre equaled only by that of the
diamond and is as clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus insuring
a uniform color. This gives us a distinct
advantage over the great majority of our corn-
petitors who have to buy their blanks from
promiscuous sources.

Pressed or figured blanks are sold to cut-price
department stores. Jewelers who handle such
goods have to meet this competition, and, at the
same time, cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is not sold to department
stores; only to the legitimate jeweler. Hawkes
dealers are therefore protected from price-cutting
and are able to satisfy those critical buyers who
want the best and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut
glass business slip by? Please write us for further information.

This
trade-mark
eut on
every
piece

T. G. HAWKES CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

 Grand Prize Paris Exposition
DORRANCE-BATTIN CO., Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
genuine
without

tills
I rade-mark
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store during October and November, refer-

ence to Christmas should be made whenever

an opportunity presents itself. For instance

Mrs. Smith conies in and during a conversa-

tion the jeweler might say, "By the way,

Mrs. Smith, let me show you a beautiful

scarf pin we just had mounted." Mrs.

Smith may comment on its beauty and Mr.

Jeweler suggests it as a possible Christmas

gift for Mr. Smith. Mrs. Smith may ap-

prove of the suggestion, or she may say,

"Well, I really haven't thought much about

Christmas, but I had planned to get Mr.

Smith a picnic basket containing a couple

of Thermos bottles." The jeweler possibly

has not such an outfit in stock, nor has he

anticipated purchasing a line. He says,

"Well, I haven't an outfit in stock such as

you will want, but I will look up some picnic

baskets to-day and let you know the next

time you are in about the different styles

and prices." Mrs. Smith thanks him and he

has a line on the intended purchase of one

of his customers, and so this plan might be

followed so that by December first the jew-

eler has already gotten his Christmas busi-

ness well under way.
Many jewelers buy special articles in

the fall with some particular customer in

mind as the prospective buyer. These cus-

tomers may be "felt out" early, and if the

jeweler's judgment is wrong he can be more

• on the lookout for another buyer for the

articles in question.
October should be a good business

month and i f too much new goods are

shown they are apt to be sold and the older

stock left on hand, and for this reason the

majority of new things should be held in

reserve, but all the time the jeweler and his

clerks should have Christmas in mind and

take advantage of every opportunity to get

information about December trade.

Any handsome, expensive pieces pur-

chased fpr the holidays should be displayed

as soon as received, and all comments care-

fully made note of. For instance, if

Mrs. Smith during her time in the store

admired a new pendant, you should have

this article in mind when Mr. Smith comes

to buy her Christmas gift.
There is no business so large that the

personal element is not a great factor in

securing and holding trade. Nothing is

more appreciated by your customers than

that you should show that you are consid-

ering them in your buying. Let 'your cus-

tomers know that when you do your spring

or fall buying, you make selections espe-
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daily with certain ones in mind. The flat-

tery of this attention on your part, not only

aids in selling that particular article, but

also makes them feel much closer to your

store.
Have you ever noticed that your best

customers are easier to please than those

that you do not class as your regular trade?

You give the same amount of personal at-

tention to some of those that you do to your

best trade, and see how quickly they will

begin to place in you a much greater feel-

ing of confidence with which will come com-

plete satisfaction in every purchase.
Study your trade all the time, and par-

ticularly on the eve of your heaviest sales.

Systematizing Your Mail Service

A comprehensive mailing list is now

regarded as an essential of every up-to-date

retail store. The following suggestions in

regard to compiling such a list from our

contemporary, The Boot and Shoe Recorder,

while intended for shoe merchants, may

contain useful suggestions for jewelers also.

One of the valuable assets of the shoe

store or department is an up-to-date list of

customers and prospective customers. To

the shoe dealer in a small town such list is

very important. In the larger city a spe-

cialized list makes sales where other

methods fail. There has cropped up dur-

ing the last few years of scientific merchan-

dizing, the "name broker," a man who

makes it is his business to collect classified

names of residents of a city or town. The

efficiency of such agents is a matter local to
the community and gauged by the care and

attention he gives to his lists in keeping them

up-to-date and in recording specialized lists

of customers within the zone of possible

trade relations with the shoe retailer. For

the nominal sum usually charged, good lists

are practically impossible because of the
extensive personal work needed to keep the

lists live and not full of removals. It is, in
many ways, preferable for the merchant

himself, to prepare lists of prospective cus-
tomers from the resources at his command.
There are many ways to get these lists and
we make mention of some herewith. The
lists most easily secured and most correct
can be classified under the following group
headings:

Doctors' list secured from medical reg-
istry at Town Hall ; municipal building, or
State Board of Medicine.

Nurses from hospitals in town and
vicinity.

School teachers' lists secured from
school board or supervisor.

High School boys and girls' school from
catalogues, school board, graduation records.
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Grammar, primary and kindergarten
schools from head master, principal, or
teacher.

Railroad men and union mechanics list
secured from secretary of local union.

Police and mail men from chief of
police and postmaster.

Firemen from the fire commissioner or
chief.

Lawyers, judges, government officials
from the reports at court house.

These classified lists, and there are a
hundred others, may be had without the
merchant leaving his store.

Telephone directories give lists of classi-

fied trades or professions which can be

reached with letters to move some particular

shoe necessary to the people in that class.

Each branch of the many diversified labors

'of prospective customers can be reached

with specialized literature. A little common

sense and an idea of just the shoe to interest

that class of customer will bring trade.

General advertising, by means of circular

letters, goes to, say a list of ten thousand,

and if advocating a cushion sole, health shoe

might not interest more than five hundred,

so you see that it is necessary to specialize

on your mailing list.

The Price of Wedding Rings in
Germany

One of the most urgent questions has

lately been the regulation of the prices for

wedding rings, writes the Berlin cor-

respondent of the London Watchmaker,

Jeweler, Silversmith and Optician. One

should have thought that, for those who are

going to marry, the price of the necessary

rings for the occasion would be of no great

consequence, considering the great expenses

which are, besides, connected with entering

the married state. But in the last years the

manufacturers of these rings, and their cus-

tomers, the goldsmiths, have, by unreason-

able competition so much brought down the

prices that at last there was no profit at all,

and even if other jewelry was bought on

the occasion the loss was still big enough

for one who sold some hundreds of wedding

rings during the year. Now, by a conven-

tion between manufacturers and jewelers,

new prices have been fixed, viz., 6 marks

for a dozen of 14 karat wedding rings;

9 marks for 22 karat and 12 marks for su-

perior alloys. All invoices to be paid within

a week and no discount allowed ; even in-

terest to be paid if the terms of payment are

not strictly kept. Infringements to be fined

by 500 marks. It must be mentioned. that

this convention has been issued under the

auspices of the Pforzheim Creditoren

Verein, which has already done so much

for the benefit of the German jewelry trade.
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Five Million Women
have been reading our advertisements in the Ladies' Home Journal,
Good Housekeeping, etc., and will continue to see them right along.

Annex this valuable publicity to your business
by stocking Hawkes Cut Glass. This will
focus attention on you, draw to your store the people
who can afford superior articles, and greatly increase
your trade in every department.

The superiority of Hawkes Cut Glass is evident to
the discriminating buyer. It is cut from the solid
blank—not pressed or figured.

The figured blank is a pressed blank, that.is, the
pattern is pressed into the glass and then smoothed
and polished over. It is easily detected by passing
the fingers over the inside of the article, which is
slightly raised wherever the pattern is deepest.GOVERNMENT GLASS

Design of service recently made for the
White House

Hawkes Cut Glass
is genuine cut glass, absolutely flawless. It has
a brilliant lustre equaled only by that of the
diamond and is as clear as crystal.

We manufacture our own blanks, thus insuring
a uniform color. This gives us a distinct
advantage over the great majority of our com-
petitors who have to buy their blanks from
promiscuous sources.

Pressed or figured blanks are sold to cut-price
department stores. Jewelers who handle such
goods have to meet this competition, and, at the
same time, cannot hope to sell the best trade.

Hawkes Cut Glass is not sold to department
stores; only to the legitimate jeweler. Hawkes
dealers are therefore protected from price-cutting
and are able to satisfy those critical buyers who
want the best and are willing to pay for it.

Can you afford to let this opportunity for a more profitable cut
glass business slip by? Please write us for further information.

This
trade-mark
cut on
every
piece

T. G. HAWKES & CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

 Grand Prize Paris Exposition
DORRANCE-BATTIN CO., Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

No piece
genuine
without

this
rude-mark



have lent their
best efforts in
designing and
making our
products.

SILVERSMITHS

TRADE MARK STERLING

93sff2 C.537

One offhis season's
attractive designs in
HAND ENGRAVED

STERLING SILVER

TOILET WARE
— AND -

MANICURE GOODS
Artistic ailidRefinea

`r—he highest
attainmeiat of (he
enAraver's art 8 8

This M/rror also made in Round OulYihe
DIAMETER 6 INCHES

eMade -by

SIMPSON -HALL MILLER
International Silver Co., Successor

SILVERSMITHS

WALLINGFORD,CONN.U.S.A.

NEW YORK
9-19 MAIDEN LANE

CH IGAGO
195 STATE STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
A .1. HALL 8: SON, INC.I50 POST STREET

TORONTO
33 -41 HAVTER STREET

al"..d—Farto're, GREENFIELD MASS.

NEW YORK - - - 15-17- I 9 Maiden Lane

SAN FRANCISCO - - 717 Market Street

MOUNT VERNON MONTICELLO PYNCHON VIRGINIA

Send kr Pnir List of this and
other handsome styles ofTodet Ware.

ACTUAL SIZE
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Our Handsome New Catalogue
Illustrating the best there is to be had in

Cuckoo Clocks
ALSO A FINE LINE OF

MISSION HALL CLOCKS
CABINET MANTEL CLOCKS

(In Bird's Eye Maple and Mahogany)
ALARM CLOCKS, ETC.

is now ready and is being distributed among the trade.

Our prices have been revised and in buying our line

you will save money. We want every dealer to have

a copy. Your request on your letter head will bring it.

American Cuckoo Clock Company, inc.
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

Cuckoo Clocks o.oedr Unusual Clocks

STATION S PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OUR STOCK OF LOOSE AND MOUNTED DIAMOND GOODS
ALWAYS COMPLETE

SEND TO US FOR YOUR SPECIAL "MEMORANDUM" CALLS

ESTABLISH ED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY
92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO
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,

38 Years of Continuous Dealing
IN HONEST GOODS AT HONEST PRICES

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

JEWELRY

MR. JEWELER:

H. F. HAHN

c Send for selection packages
and compare with any others.

Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton,
Howard, Illinois, Standard,
Boss, Crescent, Philadelphia,
Excelsior, Crown.

( Largest line of medium-priced
gold and gold-filled ever pur-

i chased and carried on the
road.

If your name is not on the list
of one of our seven traveling
salesmen, send it to us, and
we will have him call on you.

& COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1873 INCORPORATED 1904

— — 

___....1

L: :ET:   TERICES

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry
and Silverware

,   , T
''' ,„ s . ■ gl.....T GI.2....)n.)-=

- e=---. , - - 
- ;3;-; fi -_= =-----':--.  lo_

Powers Building, Wabash Ave. and Monroe St.CHICAGO :: ILLINOIS
— --,   ___ _ 

----------.-----M=-' -- '--_-=,--_- _
-_----

Long Distance Telephones: Central 1336 Randolph 3100; Automatic 10Th
_
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TOILET
Two More New

With the

CC
HE WALLACE mark on these,

as on all WALLACE patterns,

is an infallible guarantee of everything

that you and the consumer could want or

expect of Sterling ware.

The mere stamp of " Sterling " on silver-

J1/6.700 0
Offi 6177 Pk/Ref

In the No. 7,000 the most fastidious silverware
critic will find a perfect embodiment of origin-
ality of design and skillful workmanship—a design
of Oak and Laurel in a concave border, artfully
executed in repousse, producing a most un-
usual and charming effect. The finish is a
soft French Gray.

To bring out the fine points of the artist's model
in the sunken moulding was a most difficult task
that none but master craftsmen could attempt.
The perfect achievement of it is a triumph un-
equalled in the silver art.

Instant and lasting favor is certain to greet this
pattern, so send your orders in now.

MADE IN

COMPLETE TOILET SERVICE

Our New 150-page catalogue of Sterling Silver Hollow

patterns in Sterling Toiletware, is about ready now.

R. Wallace &
Wallingford,

11 Wed 32nd St., NEW YORK 131-137 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

63 Bashinghall, St.,

TRADE MARK

11•113 Aw-

WARE
Toiletware Patterns
Wallace Stamp
ware simply guarantees 925/1000 fineness
— nothing more. But, the stamp of
" WALLACE before it is an assur-
ance of individuality, of superiority, of the
greatest possible care in the execution of
these exemplifications of distinctive Ster-
ling Toiletware.

The No. 8,100 is a masterpiece of delicate en-
graving. Never have beauty, grace and sim-
plicity found more perfect expression.

There is an unusual air of refinement about the
pattern that will appeal to the many who seek
daintiness rather than splendor and simplicity
rather than display.

To satisfy the demand every jeweler experiences
for a plain, thin-edged pattern, the No. 8,100 is
furnished without engraving--No. 8,000.
Both patterns are finished bright and both are
ready for delivery now.

MADE IN

COMPLETE TOILET SERVICE

Ware, Toiletware and Flatware showing four other new

A copy will be sent you express prepaid upon request

Sons Mfg. Company
Conn.

85 Pod St., SAN FRANCISCO,CAL. 925 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
LONDON, E. C.

fli) *100
YOU'S XV

Pt
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Sphygmometer

Pulsometer made up as a bracelet

Do You Want to Know Pulsometer

about one of the best watch propositions on the market ? Then write us for details regarding the SPHYG-
MOMETER, or doctor's watch ; an article that is practically a necessity for every doctor and nurse. It combines
a timepiece of precision with an automatic pulse-timing instrument of great accuracy. Interests physicians and
nurses at sight. You ought to sell one to almost every practitioner or nurse in your city and vicinity.
Made in nickel, filled and gold cases, six and sixteen size. Let us send you samples and illustrated catalogues, which
you can distribute. We are sole agents for America.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO. 71 Nass
SaEuLLSERtrSeOeFtSENLLE 

YORK
ERS  

ELK, EAGLE anD MOOSE GOODS
A SPECIALTY

Our Trade-Mark "The Rose" riff)
lbw stands for Quality and Excellence and is equal to a Government stamp

3. 6. (2 letters) 5. (3 letters) 5. ( 2 letters) 6. (3 letters) 4.

BeRserne'pt
"Made While You Wait"

Monogram.
Fobs

are rapidly becoming one of the neces-
sary lines of the progressive jc.sweler.

Instantaneously your customer is
shown his monogram beautifully exe-
cuted.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM passed
.the experimental stage long ago ; it is a
tried and approved success.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM is as
great an advance over the old way of
making monograms as the railroad is
over the stage coach.

We help you sell Belscripts—exhib-
ited on black velvet display pad as here
illustrated. Attractive signs furnished
with each outfit.

Write for sample and illus-
trated descriptive price list

JOSEPH L. HERZOG & CO., 
makers of LK Rings 45-51 RNOESEWST.,yCoor.DRuaKne

facceede;y Crize.;'%..117Za.7a94.
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THE WISDOM
OF

EXPERIENCE
By D. C. WASHINGTON

Listen to me a minute, son, said the

Old Traveling Man to the young jeweler.

I have been on the road ever since it was

a road. When I first hit it, it was little
more than a cow path across the meadow
and up through the woods lot. I have toted
that sample case there till my right shoulder
is four inches lower than my left and my

right leg is bowed out from the weight
being all on that side. I haven't accumu-
lated the sum total of human knowledge in
the matter of selling jewelry, but I have
absorbed a few facts that I believe will be
of benefit to you and I am going to take
the liberty of unloading them on you.

It's been over half an hour since I came
in here and I have stood and watched you
humped over that watch bench of yours

and waited for you with patience, because
it's my business to wait for you. I might
remark in passing, however, that the smaller
the store, the longer the commercial mis-
sionary has to wait for an interview with
the proprietor. While I have stood here
there was just one little thing which hap-
pened that gives me a text for my sermon.
It was those two ladies that came in while
you had that little whirligig thing just ready
to fit into the insides of that four dollar
watch you were fixing.

You, of course, couldn't lay the stuff
down right then. At least you thought you
couldn't. They leaned over the case of
silver over there and the one with the hat
which came down over her eyes like an in-
verted waste basket, told her friend that
there was no use waiting, for you didn't
have the silver they wanted, and that they
would just as well go on up to Jones's on
the next block. The other lady seemed to
be a friend of yours and insisted that they
stay and see what you had. From their
conversation I gathered that they were a
committee from the Helping Hand Society
of the Methodist Church and they are out
to buy a tea set for the pastor for a birth-
day gift. They waited for you for five
minutes and then they drifted out, saying
they would come in again.

If I were inclined to make a wager on
their return, I would give you odds of ten to
one that you never see them again, and that
at this minute Jones is showing them sam-
ples of engraving so that they can pick the

monograms for that forty dollars' worth of
stuff for the 'parson ! All for what ? Just
because you would not drop your little
whirligig wheels and wait on them. Just
because you are a mechanic and not a
merchant! Just because you stick to that
bench when you would better have come
back here to-night and worked two hours

than to have lost that sale.

Of course you promised that farmer
his watch this afternoon, and equally, of
course, you should keep your promise; but
you must educate yourself to take enough
tulle ill your repair promises so that you
may drop any job at any time and jump
to wait on your trade. I was in the rear of
a city store showing my goods to the pro-
prietor the other day when a man entered
the front door. As quick as a wink that
merchant dropped the article he was look-
ing at and went briskly to the front with a
cheery "Good morning." The man looked
at him seriously for a moment and said,

• "Mister, would you mind shaking hands
Nvith me? I am a stranger in this town and
have been here for a week and I'm durned
if you ain't the first feller who has seemed
at all glad to see me !". Did he sell that man
what he wanted? Could he fail, after that
friendly opening? He took sixty-five dol-
lars of that man's money as easy as taking a
stick of candy away from a child!

After a lifetime of trotting around the
jiggle-picture freckled cities of this land of
the dollar watch and sixty-nine cent alarm
clock, I have discovered that the men who
make money in the jewelry business are not
the men who know the most about the
differential gear of a Swiss watch, or are
the best posted about what is the safest
quantity of gasoline to pour into a French
clock before you set fire to it, to clean the
moths out of its innards ! Those things are
all very well in their way, but they don't
weigh half as much as the average jeweler
thinks they do.

You can hire a good watchmaker for
twenty dollars a week. Are you willing to
work for that ? That's exactly what you are
doing when you stick to that bench to the
neglect of your customers. Can you afford
to do it ? The fact of the matter is that you
are taking it for granted that you cannot
afford to hire a watchmaker without really
knowing whether you can or not, and there
is only one way to find out.

You've got to split this business of
.yours exactly in half and run it as if it
were two places. You must either open two
sets of books or else divide your present
books into two separate and distinct depart-
ments. Separate every purchase and ex-
pense or any other form of outgoing money
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into the two departments of Store and Shop
and then let every item of income be divided
the same way, so that you will know which
end of this business you are making your
money out of. You can then tell what you
are doing. Right now you are working in
the dark. You are in exactly the same posi-
tion as that Congressman who uttered those
immortal words : "Mr. Speaker, where was
I at?" You must find out where you are at !

It isn't such a big proposition, after all.
Next time you take stock divide all the stock
into these two separate departments, charg-
ing up every article you have for sale to the
store, and every bit of material you use in
your watch work to the shop. In inventory-
ing your fixtures, charge up cases and such
things to the store, where they are used, and
your tools, lathe and such other fixtures as
you use in repair work to the shop.

In your expense account you should
divide overhead expense in a small place
like this between the two departments.
Rent, heat, light, insurance and other fixed
charges should be about equally divided and
when it comes to the matter of your pay-
roll you will have to use your own discre-
tion. For example, if you hire a watch-
maker here for $20 a week, he will also
help you wait on the trade, and it may be
that three-fourths of his salary should be
charged to the shop and one-fourth to the
store. Now, having arranged all these
matters to your own satisfaction, it is time
to open two separate and distinct merchan-
dise accounts in your ledger, one for the
store and one for the shop again, and when
you enter up your bills, do not simply put in
the total, but separate the items bought for
the shop from those bought for the store
and charge them to the department to which
they of right ,belong. This will attend to
about all your expenditures and when you
come to the matter of receipts your cash
sales should be separated in the same way,
so that each item of cash put into the drawer
is recorded as coming from either store or
shop, and in your charge accounts be sure
and specify whether the charge is for re-
pairs or for merchandise sold, so when the
bill is paid you will be able to give each
department credit for its portion.

At the end of a year of business divided
in this way you will be able to tell quickly
whether your repair department is paying
you enough profit so you can afford a watch-
maker, and it will also enable you to see
how much you can afford to pay him. The
"rule of thumb" in business is gone, son.
Like the dodo, it is only a memory. The
time when men were willing to guess at
how much they were making is over and

(Continued on page MI1)
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TOILET I WARE
Two More New

With the

T HE WALLACE mark on these,

as on all WALLACE patterns,

is an infallible guarantee of everything

that you and the consumer could want or

expect of Sterling ware.

The mere stamp of " Sterling on silver-

.1170.7000

In the No. 7,000 the most fastidious silverware
critic will find a perfect embodiment of origin-
ality of design and skillful workmanship—a design
of Oak and Laurel in a concave border, artfully
executed in repousse, producing a most un-
usual and charming effect. The finish is a
soft French Gray.

To bring out the fine points of the artist's model
in the sunken moulding was a most difficult task
that none but master craftsmen could attempt.
The perfect achievement of it is a triumph un-
equalled in the silver art.

Instant and lasting favor is certain to greet this
pattern, so send your orders in now.

MADE IN

COMPLETE TOILET SERVICE

Our New I50-page catalogue of Sterling Silver Hollow
patterns in Sterling Toiletware , is about ready now.

R. Wallace &
Wallingford,

11 West 32nd St., NEW YORK 131-137 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
63 Bashinghall, St.,

Toiletware Patterns
Wallace Stamp
ware simply guarantees 92 5 /1 0 0 0 fineness
— nothing more. But, the stamp of
" WALLACE " before it is an assur-
ance of individuality, of superiority, of the
greatest possible care in the execution of
these exemplifications of distinctive Ster-
ling Toiletware.

The No. 8,100 is a masterpiece of delicate en-
graving. Never have beauty, grace and sim-
plicity found more perfect expression.

There is an unusual air of refinement about the
pattern that will appeal to the many who seek
daintiness rather than splendor and simplicity
rather than display.

To satisfy the demand every jeweler experiences
for a plain, thin-edged pattern, the No. 8,100 is
furnished without engraving--No. 8,000.
Both patterns are finished bright and both are
ready for delivery now.

MADE IN

COMPLETE TOILET SERVICE

Ware, Toiletware and Flatware showing four other new

A copy will be sent you express prepaid upon request

Sons Mfg. Company
Conn.

85 Post St., SAN FRANCISCO,CAL. 925 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LONDON, E. C.

h
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Sphygmometer

Pulsometer made up as a bracelet

Do You Want to Know Pulsometer

about one of the best watch propositions on the market ? Then write us for details regarding the SPHYG-
MOMETER, or doctor's watch ; an article that is practically a necessity for every doctor and nurse. It combines
a timepiece of precision with an automatic pulse-timing instrument of great accuracy. Interests physicians and
nurses at sight. You ought to sell one to almost every practitioner or nurse in your city and vicinity.
Made in nickel, filled and gold cases, six and sixteen size. Let us send you samples and illustrated catalogues, which
you can distribute. We are sole agents for America.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO. 71 Nas,s, SaEuLLSERtrseoeFtSELLERS" YORK
ELK, EAGLE ariD MOOSE GOODS

A SPECIALTY
Our Trade-Mark "The Rose"Ito stands for Quality and Excellence and is equal to a Government stamp

3. 6. (2 letters) 5. (3 letters) 5. ( 2 letters)

R. elscript
"Made While You Wait"

Monogram
Fobs

are rapidly becoming one of the neces-
sary lines of the progressive jeweler.

Instantaneously your customer is
shown his monogram beautifully exe-
cuted.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM passed
the experimental stage long ago ; it is a
tried and approved success.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM is as
great an advance over the old way of
making monograms as the railroad is
over the stage coach.

We help you sell Belscripts—exhib-
ited on black velvet display pad as here
illustrated. Attractive signs furnished
with each outfit.

Write for sample and illus-
trated descriptive price list

JOSEPH L. HERZOG & CO., k 
45-51 ROSE ST., Cor.DuaneMa ers ofL,,K,,,Rings NEW YORK

"X./...,t.ax 14

October, 1910 T H E

THE WISDOM
OF

EXPERIENCE
By D. C. WASHINGTON

Listen to me a minute, son, said the

Old Traveling Man to the young jeweler.

I have been on the road ever since it was

a road. When I first hit it, it was little
more than a cow path across the meadow
and up through the woods lot. I have toted
that sample case there till my right shoulder

is four inches lower than my left and my

right leg is bowed out from the weight
being all on that side. I haven't accumu-
lated the sum total of human knowledge in

the matter of selling jewelry, but I have
absorbed a few facts that I believe will be
of benefit to you and I am going to take
the liberty Of unloading them on you.

It's been over half an hour since I came
in here and I have stood and watched you
humped over that watch bench of yours
and waited for you with patience, because
it's my business to wait for you. I might
remark in passing, however, that the smaller
the store, the longer the commercial mis-
sionary has to wait for an interview with
the proprietor. While I have stood here
there was just one little thing which hap-
pened that gives me a text for my sermon.
It was those two ladies that came in while
you had that little whir.ligig thing just ready
to fit into the insides of that four dollar
watch you were fixing.

You, of course, couldn't lay the stuff
down right then. At least you thought you
couldn't. They leaned over the case of
silver over there and the one with the hat
which came down over her eyes like an in-
verted waste basket, told her friend that
there was no use waiting, for you didn't
have the silver they wanted, and that they
would just as well go on up to Jones's on
the next block. The other lady seemed to
be a friend of yours and insisted that they
stay and see what you had. From their
conversation I gathered that they were a
committee from the Helping. Hand Society
of the Methodist Church and they are out
to buy a tea set for the pastor for a birth-
day gift. They waited for you . for five
minutes and then they drifted out, saying
they would come in again.

If I were inclined to make a wager on
their return, I would give you odds of ten to
one that you never see them again, and that
at this minute Jones is showing them sam-
ples of engraving so that they can pick the

KEYSTONE

monograms for that forty dollars' worth of
stuff for the 'Parson ! All for what? Just
because you would not drop your little
whirligig wheels and wait on them. Just
because you are a mechanic and not a
merchant! Just because you stick to that
bench when you would better have come
back here to-night and worked two hours
than to have lost that sale.

Of course you promised that farmer
his watch this afternoon, and equally, of
course, you should keep your promise; but
you must educate yourself to take enough
time in your repair promises so that you
may drop any job at any time and jump
to wait on your trade. I was in the rear of
a city store showing my goods to the pro-
prietor the other day when a man entered
the front door. As quick as a wink that
merchant dropped the article he was look-
ing at and went briskly to the front with a
cheery "Good morning." The man looked
at him seriously for a moment and said,
"Mister, would you mind shaking hands
with me? I am a stranger in this town and
have been here for a week and I'm durned
if you ain't the first feller who has seemed
at all glad to see me!". Did he sell that man
what he wanted ? Could he fail, after that
friendly opening? He took sixty-five dol-
lars of that man's money as easy as taking a
stick of candy away from a child !

After a lifetime of trotting around the
jiggle-picture freckled cities of this land of
the dollar watch and sixty-nine cent alarm
clock, I have discovered. that the men who
make money in the jewelry business are not
the men who know the most about the
di•fferential gear of a Swiss watch, or are
the best posted about what is the safest
quantity of gasoline to pour into a French
clock before you set fire to it, to clean the
moths out of its innards ! Those things are
all very well in their way, but they don't
weigh half as much as the average jeweler
thinks they do.

You can hire a good watchmaker for
twenty dollars a week. Are you willing to
xvork for that ? That's exactly what you are
doing when you stick to that bench to the
neglect of your customers. Can you afford
to do it ? The fact of the flatter is that you
are taking it for granted that you cannot
afford to hire a watchmaker without really
knowing whether you can or not, and there
is only one way to find out.

You've got to split this business of
.yours exactly in half and run it as if it
were two places. You must either open two
sets of books or else divide your present
books into two separate and distinct depart-
ments. Separate every purchase and ex-
pense or any other form of outgoing money
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into the two departments of Store and Shop
and then let every item of income be divided
the same way, so that you will know which
end of this business you are making your
money out of. You can then tell what you
are doing. Right•now you are working in
the (lark. You are in exactly the same posi-
tion as that Congressman who uttered those
immortal words : "Mr. Speaker, where was
I at?" You must find out where you are at!

It isn't such a big proposition, after all.
Next time you take stock divide all the stock
into these two separate departments, charg-
ing up every article you have for sale to the
store, and every bit of material you use in
your watch work to the shop. In inventory-
ing your fixtures, charge up cases and such
things to the store, where they are used, and
your tools, lathe and such other fixtures as
you use in repair work to the shop.

In your expense account you should
divide overhead expense in a small place
like this between the two departments.
Rent, heat, light, insurance and other fixed
charges should be bout equally divided and
when it comes to the matter of your pay-
roll you will have to use your own discre-
tion. For example, if you hire a watch-
maker here for $20 a week, he will also

• help you wait on the trade, and it may be
that three-fourths of his salary should be
charged to the shop and one-fourth to the
store. Now, having arranged all these
matters to your own satisfaction, it is time
to open two separate and distinct merchan-
dise accounts in your ledger, one for the
store and one for the shop again, and when
you enter up your bills, do not simply put in
the total, but separate the items bought for
the shop from those bought for the store
and charge them to the department to which
they of right .belong. This will attend to
about all your expenditures and when you
come to the matter of receipts your cash
sales should be separated in the same way,
so that each item of cash put into the drawer
is recorded as coming from either store or
shop, and in your charge accounts be sure
and specify whether the charge is for re-
pairs or for merchandise sold, so when the
bill is paid you will be able to give each
department credit for its portion.

At the end of a year of business divided
in this way you will be able to tell quickly
whether your repair department is paying
you enough profit so you can afford a watch-
maker, and it will also enable you to see
how much you can afford to pay him. The
"rule of thumb" in business is gone, son.
Like the dodo, it is only a memory. The
time when men were willing to guess at
how much they were making is over. and
• (Continued on page 1611)
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Sphygmometer

Pulsometer made up as a bracelet

Do You Want to Know Pulsometer

about one of the best watch propositions on the market ? Then write us for details regarding the SPHYG-
MOMETER, or doctor's watch ; an article that is practically a necessity for every doctor and nurse. It combines
a timepiece of precision with an automatic pulse-timing instrument of great accuracy. Interests physicians and
nurses at sight. You ought to sell one to almost every practitioner or nurse in your city and vicinity.
Made in nickel, filled and gold cases, six and sixteen size. Let us send you samples and illustrated catalogues, which
you can distribute. We are sole agents for America.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO. 71 N a s's' 
SELLERS"SaEuLLSERtr

SeOeFtNEYORK
ELK, EAGLE c/a MOOSE GOODS

A SPECIALTY
Our Trade-Mark "The Rose" tr. stands for Quality and Excellence and is equal to a Government stamp

3. 6. (2 letters) 5. (3 letters) 5. ( 2 letters) 6. (3 letters) 4.

JOSEPH L. HERZOG & CO., Makers of LK R hgs 45-51 RNOESEWST., ycoor.DRuaKne
(TRADE MAFIA HEO

Relscript
"Made While You Wait"

Mornogram
Fobs

are rapidly becoming one of the neces-
sary lines of the progressive jo.weler.

Instantaneously your customer is
shown his monogram beautifully exe-
cuted.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM passed
the experimental stage long ago ; it is a
tried and approved success.

The BELSCRIPT SYSTEM is as
great an advance over the old way of
making monograms as the railroad is
over the stage coach.

We help you sell Belscripts—exhib-
ited on black velvet display pad as here
illustrated. Attractive signs furnished
with each outfit.

Write for sample and illus-
trated descriptive price list
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THE WISDOM
OF

EXPERIENCE
By D. C. WASHINGTON

Listen to me a minute, son, said the

Oki Traveling Man to the young jeweler.

I have been on the road ever since it was
a road. When I first hit it, it was little
more than a cow path across the meadow
and up through the woods lot. I have toted
that sample case there till my right shoulder

is four inches lower than my left and my
right leg is bowed out from the weight
being all on that side. I haven't accumu-
lated the sum total of human knowledge in
the matter of selling jewelry, but I have
absorbed a few facts that I believe will be
of benefit to you and I am going to take

the liberty of unloading them on you.
It's been over half an hour since I came

in here and I have stood and watched you
humped over that watch bench of yours
and waited for you with patience, because
it's my business to wait for you. I might
remark in passing, however, that the smaller
the store, the longer the commercial mis-
sionary has to wait for an interview with
the proprietor. While I have stood here
there was just one little thing which hap-
pened that gives me a text for my sermon.
It was those two ladies that came in while
you had that little whirligig thing just ready
to fit into the insides of that four dollar
watch you were fixing.

You, of course, couldn't lay the stuff
down right then. At least you thought you

couldn't. They leaned over the case of
silver over there and the one with the hat
which came down over her eyes like an in-
verted waste basket, told her friend that
there was no use waiting, for you didn't
have the silver they wanted, and that they
would just as well go on up to Jones's on
the next block. The other lady seemed to
be a friend of yours and insisted that they
stay and see what you had. From their
conversation I gathered that they were a
committee from the Helping Hand Society
of the Methodist Church and they are out
to buy a tea set for the pastor for a birth-
day gift. They waited for you for five
minutes and then they drifted out, saying
they would come in again.

If I were inclined to make a wager on
their return, I would give you odds of ten to
one that you never see them again, and that
at this minute Jones is showing them sam-
ples of engraving so that they can pick the

monograms for that forty dollars' worth of
stuff for the 'parson ! All for what? Just
because you wauld not drop your little
whirligig wheels and wait on them. Just
because you are a mechanic and not a
merchant ! Just because you stick to that
bench when you would better have come
back here to-night and worked two hours
than to have lost that sale.

Of course you promised that farmer
his watch this afternoon, and equally, of
course, you should keep your promise; but
you must educate yourself to take enough
time in your repair promises so that you
may drop any job at any time and jump
to wait on your trade. I was in the rear of
a city store showing my goods to the pro-
prietor the other day when a man entered
the front door. As quick as a wink that
merchant dropped the article he was look-
ing at and went briskly to the front with a
cheery "Good morning." The man looked
at him seriously for a moment and said,
"Mister, would you mind shaking hands
with me? I am a stranger in this town and
have been here for a week and I'm durned
if you ain't the first feller who has seemed
at all glad to see me !" Did he sell that man
what he wanted? Could he fail, after that
friendly opening? He took sixty-five dol-
lars of that man's money as easy as taking a
stick of candy away from a child !

After a lifetime of trotting around the
jiggle-picture freckled cities of this land of
the dollar watch and sixty-nine cent alarm
clock, I have discovered that the men who
make money in the jewelry business are not
the men who know the most about the
differential gear of a Swiss watch, or are
the best posted about what is the safest
quantity of gasoline to pour into a French
clock before you set fire to it, to clean the
moths out of its innards ! Those things are
all very well ill their way, but they don't
weigh half as much as the average jeweler
thinks they do.

You can hire a good watchmaker for
twenty dollars a week. Are you willing to
work for that ? That's exactly what you are
doing when you stick to that bench to the
neglect of your customers. Can you afford
to do it ? The fact of the matter is that you
are taking it for granted that you cannot
afford to hire a watchmaker without really
knowing whether you can or not, and there
is only one way to find out.

You've got to split this business of
.yours exactly in half and run it as if it
were two places. You must either open two
sets of books or else divide your present
books into two separate and distinct depart-
ments. Separate every purchase and ex-
pense or any other form of outgoing money
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into the two departments of Store and Shop
and then let every item of income be divided
the same way, so that you will know which
end of this business you are making your

money out of. You can then tell what you

are doing. Right •now you are working in
the dark. You are in exactly the same posi-
tion as that Congressman who uttered those
immortal words: "Mr. Speaker, where was
I at?" You must find out where you are at !

It isn't such a big proposition, after all.
Next time you take stock divide all the stock
into these two separate departments, charg-
ing up every article you have for sale to the
store, and every bit of material you use in
your watch work to the shop. In inventory-
ing your fixtures, charge up cases and such
things to the store, where they are used, and
your tools, lathe and such other fixtures as
you use in repair work to the shop.

In your expense account you should
divide overhead expense in a small place
like this between the two departments.
Rent, heat, light, insurance and other fixed
charges should be about equally divided and
when it comes to the matter of your pay-
roll you will have to use your own discre-
tion. For example, if you hire a watch-
maker here for $20 a week, he will also
help you wait on the trade, and it may be
that three-fourths of his salary should be
charged to the shop and one-fourth to the
store. Now, having arranged all these
matters to your own satisfaction, it is time
to open two separate and distinct merchan-
dise accounts in your ledger, one for the
store and one for the shop again, and when
you enter up your bills, do not simply put in
the total, but separate the items bought for
the shop from those bought for the store
and charge them to the department to which
they of right .belong. This will attend to
about all your expenditures and when you
come to the matter of receipts your cash
sales should be separated in the same way,
so that each item of cash put into the drawer
is recorded as coining from either store or
shop, and in your charge accounts be sure
and specify whether the charge is for re-
pairs or for merchandise sold, so when the
bill is paid you will be able to give each
department credit for its portion.

At the end of a year of business divided
in this way you will be able to tell quickly
whether your repair department is paying
you enough profit so you can afford a watch-
maker, and it will also enable you to see
how much you can afford to pay him. The
"rule of thumb" in business is gone, son.
Like the dodo, it is only a memory. The
tulle when men were willing to guess at
how much they were making is over and

(Continued on page 1011)
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Romance in Merchandising

A certain great department-store mer-
chant regards his advertising bureau as a
news institution, says the Saturday Evening
Post. There is an editor-in-chief, who
assigns reporters to "cover" the store every
day. One writer goes to the dress-silk de-
partment; another to the hosiery stock ; a
third to the shirtwaists. Thus this mer-
chant's advertisements are snappy and up-
to-date ; and, what is more to the point, they
are crowded with interesting details.
Knowing the value of careful study of mer-
chandise, he plays up the "story" end of his
goods in his advertising. Among other
things he has a full page every day in three
New York afternoon newspapers. Each
page is different each day because each of
the three papers reaches a distinct class of
people.

In the most conservative paper the
romance of merchandising is unfolded. A
new French perfume is not hailed as "the
newest and finest ever imported," but, in
a graceful, charming narrative, the difficulty
experienced in imprisoning the subtle scent
of the violet is revealed. Or take an im-
ported trunk: Instead of crowding in the
prosaic details of fiber and manufacture—
"the strongest trunk ever"—there is a story
about the cutting of the wood in the old
French forest, and how it is piled up in
the sweet-smelling lumberyard to season
under winter snow and summer rain.
There is seldom a price ; always the well-
bred suggestion of fine things. This is just
what the readers of this newspaper want.
The page in the paper that has the largest
and most popular circulation has gossip of
the stocks, strings of prices and many pic-
tures. It's like the difference between a
piece of literature and a "best seller."

What does the writer of these adver-
tisements do? Simply puts herself in the
shoes of the prospective buyer, and she is
clever and adaptable enough to fit her feet
to the small pump of the Fifth Avenue
woman and the more comfortable "Oxford
tie" of her Sixth Avenue sister. And thus
you see that successful advertising for wo-
men is merely a matter of specializing and
making the right kind of appeal in the right
place.

The matter of intelligent display leads
to another signboard for women, and this
is the shop window. Here is the headlight
of the shop. It should, like the illustration
of a story, be effective and tell something.
Merchaxts have found that "specialized"
windows are the most effective. The task
in the successful window is to concentrate
the beholder's eye on the one thing dis-
played. Timeliness enters into the matter,
as the following incident will show.

As most people remember, the summer
this year was rather backward. Yet, be-
cause thc season for bathing suits was com-
ing on, two Sixth Avenue stores made
window displays of them. They made the
average woman who stood outside in the
cold and rain simply shiver and yearn for
her furs.

But a hot day finally came. The mana-
ger of a store across the street got down
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early. He sent for his head window-
dresser and said, "Get out a bathing-suit
display at once." In an hour it was on
view and there was a demand for suits.
Though this incident is very simple, it
shows the larger significance of dressing
the window at the psychological moment.

Brilliant illumination is a magnet in the
store window. Lights sell goods. New
York recently presented a good example of
this. For years Broadway has been the
"Great White Way," because it is a high-
way of lights. Fifth Avenue, even where
the retail shops are, was well-nigh deserted.
There were no lights in the windows. An
enterprising electric-lighting concern that
wanted to increase its business went to some
of the Fifth Avenue shopkeepers and said:
"You are losing business by not lighting up
your windows at night. Let us put in a
display and see how it goes." The windows
were flooded with electricity and the fact
was advertised on the motor buses and else-
where. People were attracted to the win-
dows at once ; the traffic on the street in-
creased, and business in the stores developed
from it despite the fact that most of the
stores were closed at night. The lights
were good publicity.

Humorous Epigrams by Mark Twain
"Be virtuous and you will be eccentric."
"The train is profusely decorated with

tunnels."
"Figures stewed out of me just as

natural as otter of roses out of an otter."
"I wouldn't give a cent to hear Inger-

soll on Moses, but I'd give ten dollars to
hear Moses on Ingersoll."

"One could see the dress creeping
along the floor some time after the woman
was gone."

"I left my rheumatism here. Baden
Baden is welcome to it. It was little, but it
was all I had to give. I should like to
leave something more catching, but it was
not in my power."

"There were no hackmen, hacks or
omnibuses on the pier. I said it was like
being in heaven."

"The less a man knows the bigger
noise he makes and the higher salary he
commands."

"The place is as dark as the inside of
an infidel."

"Epitaphs are cheap and they do a poor
chap a world of good after he's dead, espe-
cially if he had hard luck while he was alive.
I wish they were used more."

"Cain is branded a murderer so heart-
lessly and unanimously in America only be-
cause he is neither a Democrat nor a Re-
publican."

"We write frankly and fearlessly, but
we 'modify' before we print."

"A cross between a tired mud-turtle
and a crippled hearse horse."

"He only meant well, but art is folly to
him ; he only understands groceries."

"He was full of blessed egotism and
placid self-importance, but he didn't know
as much as a three-em quad."

"I am a Yankee of the Yankees, a

practical man nearly barren of sentiment
or poetry ; in other words, my father was a
blacksmith, my uncle a horse doctor and I
was both."

"Having forgotton to mention it
sooner, I will remark, in conclusion, that
the ages of the Siamese Twins are respec-
tively, fifty-one and fifty-three years."

"To the Indian, soap and education are
not as sudden as massacre, but they are
more deadly in the long run."

"They appointed me clerk of the Com-
mittee on Conchology, and then allowed me
no amanuensis.. to play billiards. with."

The Wisdom of Experience

(Continued from page 1609)

cost systems and accounting of a proper
sensible sort now enable men to know to a
fraction of a cent what they are making
and where they are making it.

In common with many another young
business man you may think this is all piffle,
but I have seen men sell their stock of jew-
elry at auction as a result of the inaugura-
tion of such a system, because they found
there was not a cent in the merchandising
end of their work. They were actually losing
money and did not know it, because the re-
pair department was paying a good profit
and carrying the weak merchandising de-
partment on its shoulders. In another case
I knew exactly the opposite was true and
the merchant rented his window to a repair
man for $ioo per month and sold him his
stock of materials at cost. The watch-b;;
making department had been running at a
loss of $64 per month for a long time with-0)
out his knowing it.

It may, be possible that some such con-
ditions exists here. I know of my ovhi
knowledge that you are not selling as much
of my line as other men situated similarly.
I know there is some reason for it and the
little incident of the committee who just
went out may be the answer. No matter.
what the answer is it's up to you to find it
and remedy it and there is no way on earth
you can do it save to starf a first clas
system of accounting.

One thing is certain, in , this day and
time people are not going to stand around
your store and drum their finger tips on
your counter while you adjust the end of a
balance staff ! When they come in your'
door you must be ready to wait on them
instanter. The cheery "good morning," the
pleasant smile and the outstretched hand,
are no longer the little niceties of trade ---H
they have become the necessities If you
find that you cannot afford to hire a watch-
maker, you had better send for one of those
leather-lunged gentlemen, whose pictures
decorate the last few pages of the trade
papers, and let him auction your stock to
the public!

There is no condition which can be
made worse by being thoroughly under-
stood, and if I were you I should start in
Saturday night and take stock and begin
to find out where I was at/
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WE DO NOT ALLURE CUSTOMERS
with elusive promises of high-grade stones at low-grade prices. What we promise we
perform. We secure our customers by carrying a complete, well-graded stock, every
stone so priced that when you buy from us, you are certain to get a dollar in honest
value for every dollar you pay us.

WE HAVE DIAMONDS OF EVERY GRADE
Try us the next time you want diamonds, no matter what size or quality.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.

2 MAIDEN LANE

AMSTERDAM

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS
TRADE

MARK

Factory, BROOKLYN

NEW YORK

LONDON

Think of the Advantages
the scientific stone gives you. Where, for instance, you cannot sell a fine natural ruby
because it is too expensive, or a cheap stone for lack of quality, you will sell a Recon-
structed Ruby. It must be a good ruby, though. tt,), Any Reconstructed Ruby will
overcome the first objection, but it must be a Ruby of " Heller " make to meet the
second. ,1,0 Ours is the Ruby of quality. As k for it and see for yourself. So is our
Recongtructed White Sapphire.

And did you see our "Hope" Sapphire? It is truly the noblest of synthetic gems.
This Sapphire has come out only lately, and you may not know all about it. If so, writeto us for further information, and write to your jobber for a sample. Of You must seethe "Hope" Sapphire to appreciate its beauty.

,to "Hope" is the ONLY name of the ONLY bona fide Synthetic Sapphire Of

Paris, Providence, War

GET WHAT'S BEST—GET HELLER'S

IMPORTERS AND CUTTERS
Rose Diamonds, Pearls, Opals, Amethysts and
Topaz, ReconStructed Stones and Hope Sapphires

68 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
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Notwithstand the recent seiz-
The Anti- tires of smuggled jewelry in
Smuggling this port Maiden Lane's anti-
Campaign smuggling committee says that

the smuggling of pearl and
diamond jewelry is even more enormous in ex-
tent than has been suspected generally. So
Maiden Lane is now telling a few secrets of the
foreign jewelry business and hopes to convince
the public that it is always unprofitable to
smuggle and especially to smuggle pearl and dia-
mond necklaces.

The committee asserts that Americans lose
by buying the jewelry abroad. Runners employed
by jewelers of Paris, London and other cities to
bring trade to the stores are said to be respon-
sible for a large part of the smuggling. These
men get commissions on sales and generally pose
as wealthy tourists and sometimes as members
of the nobility of one country or another.

Fleeced 

Some foreign jewelry houses
Americans employ American runners who

meet their fellow countrymen,
and these are said to be among

the most successful of all who act in this capacity.
While ostensibly traveling for pleasure or to see
the sights the runner always knows a bargain or
two that can be picked up in the way of a string
of pearls or diamonds or some other kind of
jewelry in which he finds that there is an interest
op the part of the travelers. When he guides
his friends to the store where the sale is to be
made his secret commission on a fine necklace
may be anywhere from $1000 to $10,000, and even
higher amounts are said to have been paid when
the necklaces have been especially expensive.

Smuggling stories are told by the runners to
show how easy it is to run the customs lines.
The tourist gets the idea that a small fortune
can be saved by not paying the 6o per cent. duty
on the cost of the necklace, often amounting to
thousands of dollars. Yet the tourist gets the
worst of the deal all around, according to the
wholesalers of Maiden Lane, who are now trying
to.make the public look at it in their way. It is
said to be common knowledge in the trade that
the American tourist pays from to to 40 per cent.
more for jewelry in Europe than Europeans do.
This is because the merchants so frequently pay
commissions to the runners or secret salesmen
and also because Americans are supposed to be
more wealthy than other travelers.

Tariff Ideas 

It is a mistake, say the jewel-
Erroneous ers of Maiden Lane, to sup-

pose that the tourist saves 6o
per cent. in duties if he suc-

ceeds in smuggling a necklace or other piece of
jewelry. The 6o per cent. duty is collected only
opanrtscompleted necklaces and jewelry, but the
identical articles are brought here by dealers in
uncompleted forms on payment of a duty of to
per cent. The dealers bring in the pearls and cut
diamonds in loose lots and jewelry generally in

The 6o per cent. duty, according to the
dealers, is really for the public or people outside
of the trade, as a jeweler never pays it. He can
always import the articles he desires in such form
that to per cent. is all the duty demanded.

At the very most, therefore, say the Maiden
Lane dealers, the smuggling tourist can really
gain only to per cent. of the cost of jewelry
abroad, and this is more than offset by the ex-
cessive prices that he pays in Europe.

The wholesalers hope that the tourist public
will . soon realize how unprofitable is the
smuggling of jewelry even when it is not de-
tected. At the same time the anti-smuggling
committee will continue to co-operate with the
customs authorities in trying to catch smugglers.

The W. Green Electric Co.'s machines will be
shown at the Electrical Show, which is to be
held during this month at the Madison Square
Garden, in the exhibits of the Edison Co., of
New York, the Edison Co., of Brooklyn, the
United Electric Light and Power Co., and the
Public Service Corporation, of New Jersey.

Jules Racine, of Jules Racine & Co., Swiss
watch importers, 35 and 37 Maiden Lane, re-
turned from . a three months' business trip to
Europe the latter part of last month.

The Public Service Electric Co., of Newark,
N. J., is going to open a permanent display of
electrical goods in a showroom in the New Pru-
dential Building, corner of Broad and Bank
Streets, Newark. A complete display line of
lathes, dynamos, buffers and demagnetizers made
by the W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau Street,
New York, will be shown here.

Charles DuBois, bookkeeper for Jules Racine
8z Co., died in New York on September 8th after
a two or three months' illness, due to a com-
plication of stomach trouble and pneumonia. His
body was cremated and buried on Sunday, the
nth, in the New York and New Jersey Cemetery.
He was with the firm of Racine & Co. for more
than forty years and had a wide acquaintance and
a large circle of friends among the watch and
jewelry trade in Maiden Lane.

John J. McGrane, a jeweler at No. 605 Fifth
Avenue, and head of McGrane's Catholic Tours,
has been anpointed a knight commander of the
Order of St. Gregory the Great by Pope Pius X.
Just four years ago he was made by the pontiff
a knight of St. Gregory. The new title gives Mr.
McGrane special privileges, such as occupying a
distinguished post at papal ceremonies.

M. A. Mead & Co., the well-known watch
jobbing house, whose branch in this city is at 17
Maiden Lane, have devised and are furnishing
to the trade a very effective plan for increasing
the sale of watches. To this end the company fur-
nishes illustrated watch catalogues of convenient
size for distribution by the retail trade among
prospective watch buyers. These catalogues con-
tain no other name than that of the retail jeweler.
The retail prices of the goods illustrated are given
in the catalogue, which enables those receiving
same to make a selection suitable to them in
grade, style and price. The plan is of special in-
terest at this time when all progressive jewelers
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are planning for a profitable fall and holiday ad-
vertising campaign.

That the vigilance of the custom agents at
this port is profitable is shown by a statement
made by Surveyer Henry that at least $500,000
worth of jewelry had been seized from smugglers
in the last two months. More than 50 per cent.
of these gems were taken from women, and 50
per cent. still awaits confiscation or adjudication.
Two inspectors are already in trouble as a result
of these attempts to smuggle. The recent
prosecutions have begun to have an effect on the
passengers who formerly tried to smuggle. A
purser on one of the liners said that the news
of the attempt of Mrs. I. Reynolds Adriance to
smuggle in a $6600 pearl necklace in her hat had
reached his ship by wireless the day before she
arrived. Soon after the news was posted the
cabin passengers began calling at his office to add
to their declarations goods they had "forgotten."

Powers & Mayer, 8 West Thirty-eighth
Street, held their eighth annual exhibition of
diamond and other precious stone jewelry in their •
handsome new show rooms the first week in Sep-
tember. A large number of New York, as well
as out-of-town jewelers, attended and viewed as
large a display of fine high-grade jewelry as per-
haps has ever • been shown in New York. In
their new location on the top floor of the building
they have ample light for the display of the
beautiful jewelry of which this firm makes a
specialty. They show gorgeous pieces of every
kind and description set with diamonds of all the
various colors in which this precious gem exists,
as well as other precious stones. They employ
skilled craftsmen and designers and have the
reputation of making a most exquisite line of ar-
tistic jewelry. This year they have departed
from their former rule of using only precious
stones and have added a line of ivory and rock
crystal pieces set in conjunction with diamonds
and other gems.

At the regular monthly meeting of the
board of directors of the Jewelers' Board of
Trade, held September 8th, the following firms
were unanimously elected to membership in the
board : Art Metal Works, Newark, N. J.; Aaron
Broder, Newark, N. J.; Max Kameras, New
York City; Meyerowitz Bros., New York City;
William J. Orkin, Boston, Mass.; Joel J. Pincus,
Providence, R. I.; Pollak & Michaels, New York
City; Rueckert Manufacturing Co., Providence,
R. I.; Arthur Silberfeld, New York City; Tush-
nett, Lancton & Hedinger, New York City.

The Arizona Turquoise Mines Co. has moved
its uptown store from 39 West Thirty-fourth
Street to I West Forty-second Street. The new
place has been beautifully decorated in Egyptian
style, the walls being covered with frescoes of
scarabs and Egyptian hieroglyphics. In the
center of the store is a huge Egyptian pillar.

M. M. Riglander, of Hammel, Riglander &
Co., returned to New York the middle of Septem-
ber from a month's vacation spent at Lake Placid,
in the Adirondacks. This was Mr. Riglander's
first season in the mountains and he says he en-
joyed it much more than the seashore. Inci-
dentally, he won a hard-fought tennis tourna-
ment.

E. C. Ostby, Jr., of Ostby & Barton Co.,
Providence, R. I., spent a few days in New York
last month on his return from an extended west-
ern trip. He traveled as far as Kansas City and
reports that the outlook for a good season in the
jewelry trade in the West seems very favorable.

F. V. Kennon, of the John T. Mauran Manu-
facturing Co., Providence, R. I., spent several
days last month at the New York office of his
company.

Clarence F. Bayer, of the Bayer & Pretz-
f elder Co., 5 East Seventeenth Street, left New
York in September for Europe and will be away
until some time in December. While abroad he
will make extensive purchases in the European
markets for his firm. Albert Pretzfelder, presi-
dent of this company, is in the West calling on
the trade.

Sam Zimmern, of Henry Zimmerli & Co., 116
William Street, returned to New York on Sep-
tember 12th from his regular annual trip to the
Pacific Coast. He spent two months on the road
and reports that business is going to be good
this winter in the material line.

(Continued on page 1615)
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$ 
0 PER AIR

• • Everywhere
6 U AR ANTEED TO WEAR A LIFETIME. They save laundry bills because they keep your cuffs inperfect form and cannot wrench, stretch or fray the buttonholes. You can turn up your sleeves withoutremoving buttons or soiling cuffs. You put them in once and they remain until cuffs or shirt need laun-dering. They are simple in construction; nothing to get out of order. A finger's motion turns the leverand locks the button. Made in fifty styles for men and women. We know they give entire satisfac-tion. We guarantee to refund the money to any purchaser if a ten days' trial proves unsatisfactory.

C. D. LYONS CO., Mansfield, Mass.

FINE GOLD FILLED.

Our vigorous advertising campaign to the consumer on Lyons Lock Link Cuff Buttons is now appearing in the most popularand widely circulated magazines.
Every jeweler will have calls for these buttons.
You should take advantage now of this opportunity to become familiar with the only practical link cuff button on the market--that separates. (See our offer below.)
Lyons Lock Links are made in two grades and come in dozen and half dozen assortments. Finished in Plain, Roman, Roseor English gold.

Grade A, $ 8.00 per dozen, retails at $1.00
Grade B, $12.00 per dozen, retails at $1.50
Every pair of Lyons Lock Links is Guaranteed to Wear a Lifetime

You can secure Lyons Lock Links at these prices through your jobber or by sending direct to the manufacturers

Our Offer We will send on 10 days' approval one half dozen assortment of Lyons Lock Links to any
reputable dealer. If they do not prove the best cuff fastener which you have ever seen, return
them at our expense. When writing state which grade button you desire.

C. D. LYONS CO., Mansfield, Mass.
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In the future the million or
The New Water- more of Waterman's Ideal
man Factory fountain pens which are sold

each year will be made in the
new ten-story concrete factory building which
has just been finished and which was formally
opened to pubic inspection on Saturday, Sep-
tember loth. More than 3500 invited guests took
advantage of the opportunity to visit this mam-
moth manufacturing plant. After being enter-
tained at luncheon they were taken on a tour
through the entire building under the guidance
of seventy-five of the Waterman company's em-
ployees who were familiar with the details
of the factory. Among the distinguished
guests were a commercial delegation from
Cuba, headed by the Chancellor of the
Cuban Consul's office and an industrial
committee from Mexico who were in New
York at the time.

The building is of concrete construction
throughout, ten stories and basement. There
are 35,000 square feet of floor space, with
3000 cubic feet of fireproof vault space for
storing finished pens and valuable raw ma-
terial. The power used is electricity, gen-
erated by motors of a total of too horse-
power capacity. On the top of the building
is an immense electric sign, size 64 x 42
feet, the letters of which are 6 feet in
height and are composed of 700 incandes-
cent lights.

The building is located at 34-40
Fletcher Street, within convenient distance
of the main offices of the company at 173
Broadway and in the heart of the manufac-
turing and shipping section of lower New
York. It is completely equipped for every
department of the business of manufactur-
ing Ideal pens, including the making of the
gold pen points, with the exception of the
making of the hard rubber barrels, which
are manufactured at the company's rubber
plant at Seymour, Conn., a large plant of

In the manufacture of their pens the
Waterman Co. uses in the course of a year
6o,000 pounds of rubber and 300,000 dwts.
of pure 24-karat gold. There are nearly
15,000 different kinds of the pens made and
they are sent to every corner of the globe
and used by every race that is intelligent
enough to use pen and ink. Each pen re-
quires 210 distinct operations in its manu-
facture and the company has on its pay-roll
250 factory employees and more than 200
in its office and selling organization. In the
new building is a department devoted to
the manufacture of fountain pen inks, occupying
the whole of two floors and one for printing
and case making occupying the same amount of
space. The capacity of the factory is more than
a million and a half pens per annum and it is
anticipated that it will be but a short time until
it is taxed to its umost to turn out the number
of pens demanded throughout the civilized world.

M. Wolfe, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane, returned to
New York on September loth • from a two
months' western trip. He has recently received
a large lot of fine loose diamonds from Europe
and will start out on another two months' trip
shortly after October 1st. He will also take with
him samples of the new fall line of jewelry made
by L. Fritzche & Co , of Newark.

The Spencer Optical Company, 31 Maiden
Lane, New York, will issue about the 15th of
October a new and complete optical catalogue.
It has been some time since this concern has
printed a complete catalogue and this new one
will supersede the last edition together with the
several supplements to it which have been pub-
lished from time to time.

M. J. Averbeck, 10-12 Maiden Lane, has an-
nexed another old-timer to his traveling force
in the person of Samuel Kober, who was for-
merly with Jacob Strauss & Sons, of New York.
Mr. Kober is a jewelry salesman of many years'
experience and will cover the middle West for
Averbeck. He is now out on his first trip.
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E. B. Lapham, New York manager of the
Seth Thomas Clock Co., returned to New York
on September 20th from a two months' business
trip to Europe.

M. J. Averbeck entertained a late caller at
his country home in Rockland County on the
night of September 22d in the person of a burglar
who entered his bedroom and rifled Mr. Aver-
beck's trousers. Mrs. Averbeck was awakened
and frightened the burglar away so he did not
make much of a haul. Two other burglaries oc-
curred at almost the same hour within a distance
of three miles of Mr. Averbeck's home. It was
the intention of the Averbecks to move into the
city the next day so the midnight visitor must
have possessed some advance information.

Louis Lipman, of Altoona, Pa., accompanied
by his sister, Mrs. M. Rostein, was registered at
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with their beautiful lint. Mr. Konzelman, who is
in charge, is kept very busy booking fall orders
from the visiting jewelers.

The Good and Welfare Committee of the
Jewelers' Board of Trade has acted favorably
upon the following applications for the Pratt
Institute scholarships: Powers & Mayer, for
Philip Benjamin ; S. Cottle Co., for Robert
Clarke, Jr.; Roy Watch Case Co., for Rene A.
Wursten ; Davidson & Schwab, for William
Rosen ; McTeigue & Co., for Charles Williams.
This is good and welfare work of a kind which
the trade will appreciate and excellent results are
expected.

H. H. Williamson has severed his connection
with William A. Rogers, Ltd., manufacturers of
silver-plated ware. Mr. Williamson has been
connected with this business ever since it was

established, first as salesman and for ten to
twelve years has been manager of the New
York office. He is well and favorably
known throughout the trade. We will
probably learn of his early connection with
some other manufacturing concern, as
negotiations are now under way.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade held a
special meeting last month in the Silver-
smiths' Building, 17 Maiden Lane, to act
upon amendments to the by-laws which had
been previously proposed. President M. D.
Rotschild occupied the chair and explained
the purposes of the meeting. Each member
was supplied with a printed copy of the
by-laws, both in the original form and as
amended. After some discussion it was
finally agreed that the title of each section
should be read and in the.absence of any
objection that could be adopted as a whole.
This plan was followed and the work of
the meeting was performed with great dis-
patch.

The Julius King Optical Co., to and 12
Maiden Lane, have just received from the
printers what is perhaps the most expensive
and elaborate catalogue ever issued by a
wholesale and manufacturing optical house
in this country. It contains illustrations,
descriptions and prices of everything that
the optician carries in stock. There are 260
pages in the catalogue, printed on the finest
grade of heavy calendered paper illustrated
with fine half-tone cuts. For convenient
reference the catalogue is thumb-indexed
and the front portion where fingerpiece
mountings, etc., are illustrated, the cuts
are printed in two colors, red and black.
There are several new features embodied
in this catalogue, one of which is the list-
ing of net prices. The other is the number-
ing or registering of each individual cata-
logue sent out. This catalogue is to be
distributed only among reputable opticians

and jeweler-opticians, and not indiscriminately.
Each catalogue will be registered in a card index
and a receipt will be required. In this manner
the distribution of it will be restricted.

Benjamin Rees, of Zimmern, Rees & Co., 170
Broadway, sailed last month for Europe, where
he will visit the diamond markets and make pur-
chases. He expects to return some time early in
December.

Among the out-of-town jewelers seen on
Maiden Lane during the past month were: A. H.
Ruth, Shelbyville, Tenn.; George Ryan, Omaha,
Nebr.; L. Stryker, of G. H. Stryker & Son,
Buffalo, N. Y.; F. rt. Averbeck, Madison, Wis.;
B. Gerson, Pensacola, Fla.; Mr. Kelly, with
Bailey, Banks & Biddle, Philadelphia ; I. A.
Samuels, Sayre, Pa.; A. 0. Schuster, Wilming-
ton, Del.; H. E. Vogler, of W. T. Vogler & Co.,
Winston, N. C.; Lee Heyman, of Lee Heyman &
Co., West Point, Ga.; Chris. Hewig, Evansville,
Ind.; L. E. Smith, Oskaloosa, Iowa.; A. D. Bas-
tien, Williamstown, Mass.; Mr. Thompson, of
Thompson & Holberg, Sioux City, Iowa; C. W.
Voedisch, Aberdeen, S. Dak.; Mr. Glenn, with the
Springfield Jewelry Co., Springfield, Tenn.;
S. H. Hickman, of the Penn Traffic Co., Johns-
town, Pa.; Henry McLaulin, Sanford, Fla.; A. E.
Burnett, Ocala, Fla.; Mrs. G. H. McKelty, St.
Joseph, Mo.; V. E. Jacobs, Jacksonville, Fla.;
Roland Merrill, of Merrill & Daughman, Jean-
ette, Pa.
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the Hotel Astor the last two weeks of September.
They were in New York for the purpose of
making holiday purchases of jewelry.

The jewelry factory of Stern Bros. & Co.,
45-51 Gold Street, was damaged by fire to the
extent of several thousand dollars on the night
of September t6th. This concern occupies the
fifth and sixth floors of the building and for a
time it seemed that the fire would prove very
serious. The loss was confined mainly to fixtures
and woodwork, very little stock being damaged.

Larter & Sons have issued "The Larter Gold
Book" for 1911, together with separate price list.
This book, an edition of which is published each
year, is too well-known to the trade to call for
an extended description. As heretofore, the 1911
edition shows handsomely executed half-tone cuts
of all the new styles 14-K. and to-K. rings, t8-K.
and 14-K. gold Larter shirt studs, 14-K. gold
Larter vest buttons, 14-K. gold sleeve buttons and
14-K. gold lockets, this firm being one of the
largest manufacturers of these lines of goods in
the world. As all these goods are of high quality
and of the quick-moving kind, every member of
the trade should provide himself with a copy of
this book.

The Handel Co., of 64 Murray Street, New
York City, have completed renovating their show
rooms, making now one of the most attractive in
New York City. In this they have displayed
their tastes, making same in complete harmony
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Persistence, steadily pounding away, brings results.

You can get the diamond business of your city by
establishing a reputation for fine goods at fair prices.

Let us supply you.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO
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Room 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, September 28, 1910.

During the month of August
New Post the Chicago Post Office estab-
Office Record lished a new record for the

business done during the
month, and over-topped all other cities of the
country in volume. of business done. The report
of the Postmaster shows that during the month
the Chicago Post Office did $1,666,484 of business
in tonnage and cash. The nearest approach to this
figure is that of the New York Post Office which
did a total business of $1,610,875—thus it will be
seen that the business of the Chicago Post Office
exceeded that of New York by over $55,000. The
record of lie Post Office Department shows that
while the New York Post Office leads now and
no doubt, will continue to lead, in the volume of
first and second class mail, Chicago's Post Office
is leading all cities of the country in the volume
of third class matter and in the designated fourth
class consisting of merchandise. A study of the
record of the Post Office Department shows that
one-twelfth of the department's total cash receipt
originate in Chicago, while New York originates
a little over one-fifth. Again in comparison, the
general business in the Chieago Post Office in all
lines exceeds the total combined business of the
offices of Boston, Philadelphia, Cincinnati and •St.
Louis. The immensity of the business done by the
Chicago Post Office may be realized when it is
taken into consideration that there are at present
forty-six fully equipped postal stations in Chi-
cago in which any work or business of the main
office can be carried on. In addition to these,
there are 274 "numbered" stations in the city
that are Post Offices in every respect except in
the matter of delivering mail. -

The last census count gives
Fourth City Chicago's population as
of the World 2,185,283. This is 486,708 more

than there were ten years ago
and 1,085,433 more than twenty years ago, an in-
crease of almost Too per cent. in the twenty year
period and of 28.7 per cent. in the decade. These
figures establish Chicago as the fourth city in
the world in size. Although the growth. of Chi-
cago ill the last ten years has not been as spectac-
ular as that of some other cities of the country,
its passage of the two million mark closes an
epoch in the most wonderful municipal growth in
the history of the world. The first census was
taken seventy years ago, Twenty years before
that Chicago was not. The world has no parallel
to. the growth of a city from nothing to over two
million within a century. Men are now living in
Chicago who were counted in its first census, that
Of 1840, when it had 4,479 inhabitants. The
growth of the city in the last decade has been
solid; no annexations, but on the contrary a huge
emigration of city men to the surrounding
suburbs; no boom times, but on the contrary a
panic during the period; no great influx of im-
poverished immigrants from Atlantic liners. Not-
withstanding this the increase was as great as if
during the ten years the fifteen largest cities in

Illinois outside of Cook county, had been an-
nexed. The increase amounts to the combined
population of Peoria, Springfield, Quincy, East St.
Louis, Belleville, Danville, Joliet, Decatur, Bloom-
ington, I\Ioline, Rock Island, Cairo, Rockford,
Pontiac, Lincoln and a few others.

With the approach of the fall
Auction Sales and holiday buying season cheap
Holiday Business auction sales are springing

up in almost every section of
downtown Chicago. Already several are in full
swing in State Street and we are reliably in-
formed that several other stands will be opened
November ist in prominent locations downtown.
This office has been in receipt of several com-
munications from Chicago jewelers inquiring
whether or not there was a city ordinance de-
signed and passed in the interest of the public as
against .the mountebanks who give their natural
propensities for exaggeration and misrepresenta-
tion full sway at these cheap auctions around the
holidays. Unfortunately for that portion of the
Chicago public whose ancestors moved the crafty
P. T. Barnum to his famous expression, the city
ordinances of Chicago do not offer it much pro-
tection when it comes to the matter of an auction
sale—especially a jewelry auction. But this is
not as much an oversight on the part of the city
fathers as may at first be thought. We have .
directed inquiries to old-established jewelers here
and thus far have been unable to find any traces
of attempts having been made to rectify this evil •
by placing it in the proper light before the muni-
cipal authorities.

The prevalence of these cheap auctions in
any city around the holidays is, to say the very
least, deplorable, but we venture the opinion that
it is none the less deplorable than the lack of
co-operation on the part of the legitimate retail
jewelry trade, which year after year countenances
this charlatanism and does not raise a hand to
stop it. There is no question but that thousands
of dollars are diverted each holiday season right
here in Chicago from the channels of the legiti-
mate and self-respecting retail jewelry trade into
the pockets of the promoters of these cheap auc-
tion sales. Jewelers in other cities have stamped
out the cheap auction sale and have so circum-
scribed the auctioneer in his methods of repre-
senting his wares and selling them as to reduce
the possibilities for fraud and deception to a
minimum. We have in mind the city of Mil-
wauke, where the jewelers have formed a city
club and by working together for a common pur-
pose, succeeded in securng the' passage of an or-
dinance governing auction sales, which, if it were
part of the municipal code of Chicago, would not
only put a stop to these cheap auctions, but which
would also serve as a protection to the public,
which frequents them and by whose culpability
they live and have their being. There are legiti-
mate auction sales and many legitimate auction-
eers and they occupy a well-defined place in the
jewelry trade of to-day. To such we make no
reference.

The legitimate auctioneer who wants nothing
but 0 legitimate sale, looks with as much aversion
upon the manner in which his business is very ‘
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often reduced to the plane of a howling barker
at a side show, as does the legitimate trade, but he
nevertheless must bear a share of the odium cast
upon all auctioneers by the shrewd, crafty, dol-
lar-loving "barker" who can hold his head high
in the air before his motley crowd, murder
the English language in describing a pair of
gilt cuff links and then in flowery language guar-
antee each and every one as "absolutely 14-K.
solid gold filled and to wear forever," finally
selling six pairs for a quarter and throwing in
two beautiful solid gold 14-K. filled stickpins
that he guarantees you can't buy in any store in
Chicago for less than a doliar and a half. These
are the auction sales and the auctioneers that the
legitimate trade in Chicago rebel against and
such as exist ought to be driven (nit of business.

News From the Trade

W. J. Digges, for many years the manager
in charge of the local office of the Jewelers' Board
of Trade, has resigned his position. F. N. Wood,
formerly in charge of the Provident office, will
succeed Mr. Digges. Mr. Digges has been con-
nected with the Jewelers' Board of Trade for
nineteen years and during the time. he was in
charge of the Chicago office he made a great many
friends who will wish him abundant success in
whatever work he may take up in the future.
He has as yet no definite plans and will enjoy a
much-earned vacation before undertaking a new
field.

Simon Goldsmith, of the Goldsmith Bros.
Smelting and Relining Co., is enjoying his vaca-
tion in the West. For the last year Mr. Gold-
smith has been in charge of the New York office
of this company and has devoted all his time to
that end of the business.

Frank B. Harris, of Lincoln, Nebraska, spent
the greater part of the summer in Europe mid
stopped off a few days in Chicago early in the
month on his return home. Mrs. Harris accom-
panied him.

• The bankrupt stock of Alfred Judson & Co.
was sold early in the month at public auction.
The stock realized in the neighborhood of $3800.
Before the auction a cash offer of $1350 was made
to Referee Eastman, but this was refused on the
public auction order. The stock was appraised
by H. J. Mulles, F. F. Klosterman and A. Rosen-
thal at $4244. Frank Judson, a brother of Alfred,
will continue the business at the same location in
the Heyworth Building, under the firm time of
Frank Judson & Co.

A. W. Johanson, a well-known• retail jeweler
at 869 Wells St., has opened a jewelry store at
Belmont and Sheffield Ayes. The store is a model
ill . arrangement. and Mr. Johanson has received
many congratulations from his friends about its
appearance. It is fitted with solid mahogany fix-
tures and is the most elegantly appointed on the
North Side.

Emil Noel has removed his office in the Hey-
worth Building, from Room 1108 to 511.

B. R. Fisher returned early in the month
from a European pleasure trip. He was accom-
panied by his two sons, one of whom was taken
quite ill while crossing the Atlantic. He has, how-
ever, entirely recovered.

Leonard Fox, of The Gustave Fox Co., well-
known manufacturing jewelers of Cincinnati, was
in Chicago early in the month on a pleasure trip.

M. L. Jalonack, a well-known jewelry auc-
tioneer, celebrated his twenty-fifth wedding anni-
versary at his home early in the month. On the
same day his daughter, Miss Esther Jalonack,
was married to Arnold Pacyar.

The members of the Board of Review, of
Cook County, have been wrestling with the ques-
tion : "What is the value of all diamonds and
other precious stones and jewelry owned by
Chicagoans?" The Board of Assessors answered
this question in 1910 by fixing the value at
$344,769, but when this figure was turned over to
the members of the Board of Review, they looked
at it with suspicion. In an interview which ap-
peared in the daily press, Harry S. Hyman, of
Hyman & Co., set the value of all precious stones
and jewels Owned by Chicago people at five mil-
lion dollars. Mr. Hyman, however, has stated
that this figure is only an estimate and he thinks
the true value is several million more. C. D.
Peacock gave out an interview to the same effect.

(Continued on page 1619)
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Our New Catalogue
IS NOW READY

Sent, all Charges Prepaid, to the Legitimate Jewelry Trade
only. If you have not received a copy send for it

That Material Order
You want it QUICK

You want it filled CORRECTLY

You want FIRST QUALITY Goods
You want the RIGHT PRICES

. .

C MY' X.W1

SUPPLY

That's Us
WE WANT YOUR CONFIDENCE

eisamloGm

Co
CIIICAG

C. H. Knights -Thearle Co.
Wholesale Jewelers

Columbus Bldg. : CHICAGO

736 pages brim full of Good

Things that will interest the

Jeweler, Watchmaker,
Engraver and Optician

Tools
Materials
Findings
Supplies
Signs
Technical Books
Clock Materials
Jobbing Stones
Boxes
Show Cases and
Trays
Optical Goods
Etc.
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John Hillinger, of the R. J. Hillinger & Co.,
has been receiving congratulations of his many

ifriends upon the arrival of a baby boy n his

moved his jewelry store
famisly Aearlcy ii

Carpenter 
hetnte thermhoansm.

from Harvey, Illinois, to Victoria, Illinois.
Max Ellbogen, of Stein & Ellbogen, returned

early in the month from a diamond buying trip
o

S. Braude, the Chicago and Western
n

f the Keller Jewelry Manufacturing

it ai aigoi Europe. 
John

e o.

Co., spent the early part of the month at the New

'the firm of Hyman,
YorkmfoarcrtioarBy eorgf ,thfoisrncioemrlypaonfy

Berg & Co., opened a jewelry store at 223 Michi-
gan Ave., the Congress Hotel Building, under
the name of Berg & Co.

Albert Dueber, president of the Dueber-
Hampden Watch Co., was a visitor in Chicago
early in the month.

Rudolph Giesler, credit man for Norris,
Alister & Co., enjoyed an extended vacation in
Texas. He returned to his desk early in the
mon

David H. Keene, a well-known retail dealer
th.

of Forth Worth, Texas, was among the buyers
in the Chicago market early in the month.

Despres, Bridges & Noel have leased new
quarters on the ninth floor of the new Kestner
Building, at the N. E. corner of Wabash & Madi-
son Sts. Their present quarters at the Columbus
Memorial Building, have for several years been
inadequate to accommodate their increasing busi-
ness and their new location will give them at least
three times the amount of floor space.

A new clock company has been incorporated
in the State of Illinois with a capital of $roo,000.
Tt will be known as the Differential Power Clock
Co. The incorporators are, H. A. McLinden,
Edward • D. Bacci and C. S. Hamilton. Head-
quarters will be in Chicago.

Ferdinand S. Spies, one of the oldest and
most widely known manufacturing jewelers of
Chicago died very suddenly early this month at
his home here in Chicago. Mr. Spies had a great
many friends in the jewelry trade in Chicago and
in the West by whom his death will be deeply
felt. He was born in Freedzwald, Germany, in
1851, his parents emigrating to this country when
he was but a boy. He started in the jewelry
business with his uncle in New York City, re-
moving to Chicago in 1869, entering the old firm
of Giles Bros. Co. In 1878 he started in the jew-
elry manufacturing business for himself and
maintained an active management of the business
until about five years ago, when he withdrew
m favor of his three sons. This business is now
incorporated under the name of Spies Bros. Mr.
Spies was a gentleman of many admirable per-
sonal and business qualities, and these won for
him 

three
ahos sot ofafsr.iends. He is survived by a widowa 

holidFaryedtrOadeverstreet will open a new jewelry store
at Dickson, Illinois, in time for the fall and

. Among theszhenco.new tenants of Kestner Build-
ing, on Wabash and Madison Sts., will be Man-
fling,

S. H. Clausin, of the S. H. Clausin & Co.,
well-known Minneapolis jobbers, stopped a day in
Chicago, the middle of the month on returning

at 
a 
family 

eufrom his joldrhonohome inOhio, where he was present

buying trip.

E.Tiparr, a well-known jeweler of Green-
field, Mo., was in Chicago early in the month on
a 

J.. Ripstein, of the Dominion Jewelry Co.,
of Winnipeg, Canada, was among the buyers in
the local market early in the month.

N. Cohan, retail dealer, formerly at 1307 East
Sixty-third St., has sold his business to Wm.
Mellesh, who will continue it in the future. Mr.

of Des
elles minh was formerly with S. Joseph & Son,

The local buying market has been informed
that 0. W. Sherman has sold out his business at
Center City, Iowa, to F. W. Graves.

J. T. Brayton, manager of Julius King Opti-
cal Co., has been appointed chairman of the sub-
committee of the Chicago Association of Corn-
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merce in charge of jewelry and kindred lines
Geo. A. Jewett, Chicago manager for Hamilton
& Hamilton, Jr., was made a member of the coin-
mittee.

A. B. Stalser, a well-known jobbing jeweler
of Detroit, was in Chicago late in the month
calling on various eastern manufacturers' agents
in the interests of his fall lines.

A. K. Potter, of the E. A. Potter Co., of
Providence, spent several days in Chicago the
middle of the month calling on the trade here.
He was on his way East after an extended
western business trip.

The Chicago Optometrical Club resumed its
regular bi-monthly meetings during the past
month. The first meeting was held on the even-
ing of September r6th. The club will meet every
alternate Friday in the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion rooms, Columbus Memorial Building.

The tool and material department of C. H.
Knights-Thearle Co., Memorial Building, is one
of the busiest spots in busy Chicago these days.
The firm just having sent out their new 736-page
supply catalogue and the way the orders for tools,
materials, jewelers' supplies and optical goods
are coming in demonstrates how popular this
house is with the trade. The catalogue is a work
of art, bound in green vellum, printed on high-
grade paper, handsomely illustrated and well ar-
ranged and classified. It is of great assistance to
the busy jeweler in ordering. A copy will be
sent free upon application.

Among the wholesale jewelry catalogues
being sent out to the trade by Chicago jobbers
is that of Norris, Alister & Co., well-known
jobbers in the Heyworth Building. They have
styled the book the "Jewelers' Blue Book" and a
careful perusal of it will demonstrate that it
measures up to all that this name implies. The
greater part of the book is given over to dia-
monds, watches, jewelry and silverware, but lib-
eral space has been devoted to optical and photo-
graphic goods. It is complete in every detail. It
excels all its predecessors in the matter of make-
up and typographical arrangement, and is elabor-
ately bound. The book will be found invaluable
to all jewelers. The goods shown and the general
tone of the catalogue are in entire accord with
the standing of this well-known house. Every
jeweler ought to have a copy. In addition to
being a valuable purchasing medium it is also a
useful reference book, inasmuch as it contains il-
lustrations and descriptions of almost every con-
ceivable article in the line of watches, jewelry,
diamonds, silverware, emblem goods, etc. Any
jeweler who has as yet not received a copy will
be supplied free upon application.

Sears, Roebuck Co. has filed its answer to
the suit instituted by the Waltham Watch Co.
some time ago. The suit is an aftermath of the
new selling policy inaugurated by the watch com-
pany some months ago, whereby the company re-
fuses to allow its Jobbers to sell its products
to mail-order houses. Similar suit was brought
against Montgomery Ward & Co., but this suit
was filed in the New York courts. Both suits
were filed on the grounds that the mail-order
houses are infringing upon the patent rights of
the Waltham company by violating the contract
conditions which were a part of the license
authorizing the mail-order houses to handle these
patented movements. The complaint alleges that
immediately after the watch company announced
its new policy the mail-order houses proceeded to
advertise certain high-grade railroad watch move-
ments manufactured by the complainants at a
cut price. In its answer the Sears, Roebuck Co.
attack the validity of the complainant's patent
rights and makes a general denial of all the par-
ticulars alleged in the Bill of Complaint.

John Cox, manager of Benj. Allen & Co.,
spent the early part of the month enjoying an
extended vacation visiting his old home in
Canada.

1 Gelder, with A. Lipman & Co., 97
Madison n Street, is recovering from injuries he
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received during Knights Templar week while on
an excursion boat. His foot was severely
crushed while the steamer was landing at one
of the docks in the outer harbor. His injuries
were very painful but fortunately no complica-
tionsostteo Ht in.

oracek, a well-known retail jeweler
on Blue Island Avenue, returned early in the
month from a two months' tour in Europe.
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Max Rabinovitch, of Grand Forks, N. Dak.,
well known to the jobbing trade of Chicago, has
announced that he will conduct both his stores
in that city. He recently opened a branch store
and it was announced that he would discontinue
one store, but since that time he has made up
his mind to retain charge of both.

The jobbing trade has been apprised of the
opening of a new jewelry store at Burwell, Nebr.
The store was opened by Fred R. Horloch and
will be conducted under the firm name of Hot-
loch Bros.

Dave Michaels, jewelry buyer for Hillman's,
spent the early part of the month in the eastern
jewelry factories.

S. W. Lindsay, a jeweler of Omaha, was in
Chicago early in the month attending to his fall
buying. He was accompanied by Mrs. Lindsay.

The many friends in the trade of P.
Mamoser, of Stein & Ellbogen Co., will be grati-
fied to learn that he has so far recovered from
his recent illness as to be able to attend to his
regular duties at the office. He has been con-
fined at the Alexian Hospital for some months.

A. H. Richards, a well-known jeweler of
El Paso, Texas, was in Chicago attending to his
fall buying early in the month.

B. T. Roberts, proprietor of Grout's Excel-
sior Sign Co., of this city, Chicago representative
of the T. A. Willson & Co., of Reading, Pa., was
married the middle of the month to Miss Jane
Fyfe, of this city.

R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Co. have
taken a lease for additional space in the Silver-
smiths' Building, which nearly doubles their
floor capacity.

Sproehnle & Co., the well-known watch job-
bing house, 42 Madison Street, this city, report
great success with the plan devised by them to
increase the sale of watches by the trade. The
plan is well worthy of attention, especially at this
time, as it provides ready-to-use advertising mat-
ter, including catalogues, follow-up letters, news-
paper announcements, street car cards and win-
dow signs—all prepared specially for the use of
the retailer and with the retailer's name only
printed thereon. The catalogues show handsome
cuts of watches with retail prices and are of a
convenient size for mailing to the public.

Otto Young & Co. have issued their new il-
lustrated catalogue for 1911 and the compilation
reflects impressively the enormous scope of the
business of this well-known firm. The volume
contains some 750 pages, with 2o,000 illustrations.
It is complete in every respect, covering every
conceivable want of the trade, and will be found
invaluable by every jeweler as a guide to stock
selection. The illustrations are admirably exe-
cuted and convey to the trade a correct idea of
the originals. The method of classification and
arrangement is admirable, making reference to
any particular line or article the work of a mo-
ment. Needless to say, the entire contents of the
catalogue are consistent with the high business
standard and reputation of the firm. Every re-
tail jeweler should be glad to receive one of these
catalogues. It contains more illustrations than
any similar book published. The sales resulting
from Otto Young & Co.'s jewelry catalogues are
tremendous, bespeaking the confidence the jewelry
trade has in these books and this well-known
concern.

In preparation for the fall and holiday trade
the C. E. Fredericks Jewelry Co., of Waterloo,
Iowa, announces that it has moved into new and
more commodious quarters.

A theatrical syndicate organized with west-
ern capital announces that it will erect a modern
theatre and office building at the southeast corner
of Wabash Avenue and Madison Street. This lo-
cation is in the heart of the jewelry center of
Chicago. This is one of the numerous building
improvements that is being made in this section
of downtown Chicago, the erection of the Kest-
ner, immediately across the street, being the most
important of the others. The theatrical syndicate
announces that the building it will erect will be
in every particular a modern office building along
the lines of the Majestic Theatre Building, in
Monroe Street.

Leopold Loewenstein, formerly a well-known
jeweler here on the West Side, died at his home
in this city recently. He was formerly in busi-
ness at Menominee, Mich.

(Continued on page 1621)
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THE JEWELERS BLUE BOOK

1 911
45"ANNUAL EDITION

THE J EWELERS

BLUE BOOK
N.A. Go.

CHICAGO.

Our 45th annual catalogue is
ready for you. It's the climax
of jewelry catalogue compiling.
We have not followed the old,
usual or antiquated methods in
getting up this book. We have
done things differently.

For the past year our energies
have been fixed on our 1911
catalogue. We determined to
make it worthy of the name
" T H E JEWELERS BLUE BOOK."
The result has been that we have
boiled down, concentrated and
epitomized our energies and
experience in this book. We
never issued a catalogue to
compare with the BLIJE BOOK
of 1911.

To-day this book represents the
most vital factor in our business.

We know and you know, that
no jewelry catalogue can possibly
be any better or any more reli-
able than the house that publishes
it. Let us emphasize, however,
that 45 years of active business
experience stands back of the
BLUE BOOK. We are willing to
be judged solely on the merits
of this book—willing to "sink
or swim" on the absolute reli-
ability of every article shown and
every price quoted.

There is nothing beyond the
BLUE BOOK. It will prove a life-
giving elixir to your business. We
want you to have a copy. If we
have overlooked you drop us a
postal and the BLUE BOOK is yours.

Norris,Alister &Co.
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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Last month developed a noticeable improve-
ment in trade and the local jewelers have had
an encouraging foretaste of an active fall and

good holiday season. The wholesale houses
have been especially busy and the number of
rade visitors to this city has now been greater
this year than ever before. The local industries
are now normally active and labor is well em-
ployed. Altogether the symptoms for the re-
mainder of the year are quite favorable.

Despite the fact that the Philadelphia Mint
coined 146,000,000 pennies last year, and Many
other millions in years before, the mystery of
where the little coppers go still is unsolved.
Director of the Mint Roberts estimates the big
plant will make over foo,000,000 this year. • Pen-
nies, more than any other sort of coin, disappear
from circulation very mysteriously. The Govern-
ment does not mind coining them, however, for
they yield a profit of 87 cents on each dollar's
worth. The big gold stamping machines in the
Philadelphia office will begin work next month
;ind several million dollars in gold bullion will
be turned into bright new St. Gaudens coins.
By the recent installation of labor-saving ma-
chinery the Philadelphia Mint is employing foo
fewer people than it did a year ago and is doing
the same amount of work.

A colored man who is alleged to have made
a bold attempt to vet away with a tray of dia-
monds from the jewelry store of G. Heineman &
Sons, 137 North Ninth Street, and who, after
missing the more costly gems, is charged with
the theft of jewelry valued at several hundred
dollars, was captured after an exciting chase.
According to the statement of a representative
of Heineman & Co., the accused asked to be
shown some diamonds of a rather expensive size
and a tray was brought over to him from which
to make a selection, but the eyes of the salesman
were kept upon him. Apparently thinking that
the diamonds would be laid down on the counter,

•lie asked to see some rings of a different kind.
These were shown him, but the tray of diamonds
was taken away, and just at that moment it was
asserted that the negro grabbed a diamond ring
valued at $150 and a diamond cluster worth about
$200, and then dashed out of the door. Mr.
Heineman raised the cry of "Stop thief" and
rushed after the man. Several men and boys
joined in the chase, but the negro was fleet of
foot and succeeded in out-distancing them until
Officer Dorsey came along. The police stated
that they found in his pockets the names of a
number of jewelry and other dealers.

The business of C. R. Smith & Son, Eigh-
teenth and Market Streets, has been incor-
porated under the laws of Pennsylvania and will
he conducted as heretofore, under the name of
(_. R. Smith & Son, Inc.

With 15o in the party the Jewelers' Club, of
this city, voyaged to Burlington Island last month
On the steamship Springfield, for the ninth an-
nual clambake. The club was accompanied by
kendall's First Regiment Band and talent from
the Philadelphia theatres performed vaudeville
sketches.. The affair was managed by the officers
of• the club, who are L. P. White, president ;
Victor Bergesser, vice-president ; A. L. Le Jambre,
secretary; William H. Long, treasurer, and L. J.
McGrath, J. E. Cadwallader, J. A. Lehman, Vic-
tor Bergesser and A. G. Lee, Board of Govern-
ors. The repast was cooked in the steaming sea-
weed .by. L. Morris, Ward Morris and Jacob S.
Morris, of Long Branch, who are noted for their
culinary art along this line. The mound of sea-
weed emitted fragrant odors from 200 hard clams,
15 hushels of soft clams, 300 sweet potatoes, 300
white potatoes, too chickens, 300 ears of corn,
159 lobsters and 300 pounds of fish. A most
enjoyable afternoon and evening were spent.

The news reached this city last month that
the partnership heretofore existing between Ed-
mund Kerper and George R. Custer in the watch,
jewelry and optical business had been dissolved.
The business will be continued by Edmund

Kerper, who has assumed all obligations of the
old firm.

Richard W. Nelms announces the opening of
an office at 735 Sansom Street for buying and
selling gold, assaying and refining. A direct
descendant of the founder of the dental gold firm
of Henry Nelms & Son, and having occupied a
position of trust in the assay office of The Key-
stone Watch Case Co., his name conveys the as-
surance of upright, satisfactory business dealings
and experienced, courteous service.

E. J. Hertz, the well-known diamond mer-
chant, 13th and Chestnut Streets, will move into
much more desirable quarters on Thirteenth
Street, first door below Chestnut. This will
bring him practically on this great thoroughfare,
as his window will show prominently from Chest-
nut Street, making the handsome and exclusive
stock visible to •the crowds on this street as well
as on Thirteenth Street. In addition to the im-
proved quarters Mr. Hertz will have much
greater facilities for transacting his growing
business and anticipates a greatly increased fall
and holiday trade.

M. Sickles & Sons, wholesale jewelers, who
are always abreast of the times, have replaced
the handsome delivery wagon used by their city
salesmen to deliver the goods to the local re-
tailers by a handsome auto wagon, which will be
a great improvement on its predecessor, inas-
much as it will enable the salesmen to accomplish
several times as much in one day as heretofore.
Much time will be saved in covering the trade in
the city and vicinity and in delivering the goods,
assuring better and more satisfactory service all
around.

The handsome new catalogue of the American
Cuckoo Clock Co. has appeared and is being
mailed to the trade. It is the most elaborate and
handsomest they have ever issued and every
jeweler should have a copy. The company's lines
have been greatly extended during the last year
and they are very busy now preparing for the
big fall and holiday demand. Every jeweler will
find it to his advantage to secure a copy of this
catalogue.

The trade are much pleased with the new
lighting system now in use in the busy central
part of the city. This system of lighting is the
finest of its kind, and as illumination is one of
the chief factors in attracting the public, it will
add considerably to the advertising value of dis-
plays made in the stores in the evenings. So
brilliant, in fact, are these streets at night that
great crowds use them as a promenade and the
show windows are given much more attention
than heretofore.

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 1619)

William J. Dunn, with the Hanlon-Thornton
Co., called on the Chicago trade early in the
month.

R. A. C. Jenkins, a jeweler at 416 East
Thirty-first Street, is receiving the congratula-
tions of his friends upon the arrival of a baby
girl in his family.

Extensive repairs were made in the C. D.
Peacock store during the past month. The State
Street entrance was altered and the watch depart-
ment was moved to the Adams Street side of the
store.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been apprised
of the dissolution of partnership of the firm of
Weiss & Watson, of Warten, Ark. Mr. Weiss
will continue the business.

H. A. Bromberg, a jeweler at Battle Creek,
Mich., was in Chicago the middle of the month
in the interests of his fall and holiday business.
While in the city he also selected a complete set
of new fixtures for his store.

D. F. Sullivan, with E. P. Sundberg & Co.,
Fargo, N. Dak., stopped off several days in Chi-
cago the middle of the month while on his way
home from an extended eastern trip.

The many friends in the trade of E. E.
Swadener, secretary of F. A. Hardy & Co., will
regret to learn of the death of his father, which
occurred during the past month at his old home
in Dayton, Ohio.
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Benj. Allen & Co.'s 1911 Catalogue
The new 1911 catalogue from the old and

well-known wholesale jewelery house, Benj.
Allen & Co., Chicago, is now being distributed.
In presenting this book the firm feels that they
are putting into the hands of jewelers the most
complete and valuable catalogue they have ever
sent out. As regards accurate and comprehensive
displays of merchandise, systematic and con-
venient arrangement of stocks and the mechanical
excellence shown in its preparation this book
reaches the high water mark of production in
publications of its class. It is not possible to
produce between the covers of a single book a
more useful, reliable and convenient guide for
jewelers in selecting stock.

This catalogue contains moo pages crammed
full of accurate representations of all merchan-
dise that the jeweler can have call for. In its
pages the jeweler finds selections from the most
dependable products of the best and largest
manufacturers in all lines. There is nothing
omitted that can be of use to the jeweler and,
what is equally important, all of a quality that
represents the highest values that the price call
possibly buy. Great care is used in selecting mer-
chandise. Only such goods as can measure up
to the high standard maintained by the firm find
representation in its pages.

Recognized jewelers only receive the Benj.
Allen & Co. catalogue. It is reserved for the
jewelry trade, and this fact being recognized by
the trade generally accounts in a very large
degree for its strength and popularity with
jewelers all over the country.

Messrs. Benj. Allen & Co. present this, their
1911 catalogue, to the trade with all confidence
that it will fully maintain the prestige of the
house and prove to be, if possible, a greater
and more important factor in the jewelry trade
than any of its predecessors.

DISPLAY
A
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THAT WILL INCREASE YOUR

SALES

,Solid (fold
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Are neat, attractive and durable. Have raised
white figures and letters, red underlined and
card has gold bevel edge.

A high - class card that harmonizes with
jewelry.

Send for price list and samples.

MADE ONLY BY

GEO.A. SHAFEI\
5514 North Paulina Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Your Own Watch
Catalogue Without
Work or Worry

is explained in a carefully
worked out scheme known as

The Mead Method
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

of the most thoroughly studied out plan
of assisting the retail jeweler to sell
watches.

More than six months' time has been
employed in consulting with the retail
jewelry trade and in perfecting the
details of The Mead Method.

We offer two plans:
1st. We are prepared to publish for you a beauti-

ful watch catalog, handsomely illustrated
with half-tones. One you will be proud of and one
the public will keep. It will not only create a demand
for watches but will advertise you as the live jeweler.

The best thing about this catalog is that we carry
the stock for you, to be delivered on demand.

NOTE. — We supply this scheme to only one
jeweler in a community, so act quick and secure it for
your store.

2nd We will publish for you a duplicate of our
• Jobbing Catalog, elaborately and beauti-

fully illustrated, omitting our name throughout and
imprinting yours on cover, substituting the retail price
throughout, making it your own catalog, a reference
book for your watch department. It will standardize
prices and make it easy for you or your clerks to sell
watches at a fixed price or to take an order for
specially or extra fine goods without a moment's
hesitation. We back this catalog with a complete stock
of the goods and will furnish special watches on
memorandum fcr you to make the sale.

‘, ,IVRINZIAtifalg".*Mr*

e mt-rffirrtvo, -451 rsurtkm mga :

COVER OF RETAILER'S CATALOG ACTUAL SIZE 7" x 10W1

Don't Lose Sales or Profit. but .use

THE MEAD METHOD

Write to-day for full details and don't make any plans for your fall goods until you have considered the
METHODS OF THE JOBBING HOUSE THAT HELPS

M. A. MEAD & COMPANY
17 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK
AMERICA'S OLDEST and LARGEST 505-103 STATE STREETEXCLUSIVE WATCH JOBBERS

Ask for Our Splendid New Fall Catalog. Write To-day CHICAGO
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The Jeweler and his Advertising

By EDWIN EVANS

Take this copy of THE KEYSTONE in
your hands and bend it into a circle and let
the thumb of your right hand rest on the
edge of the leaves so that when you ease up
on the pressure the leaves will fan out
rapidly before your eyes. Look at those
printed pages aimlessly as they flit by, one
by one, and when they have all passed under
your eye see what you can remember of
them. What do you remember of it ? One
or two colored inserts, a party of little
figures like Brownies, which you know are
characteristic of the advertising of Henry
Freund, and a heavy black and white figure
of Bigney, with uplifted finger, reminding
you of the sentence, "Munyon says there is
hope!" There are just as good and better
advertisements in THE KEYSTONE as these,
but they will serve our purpose of illustra-
tion of some of the things which go to make
up good advertising.

At the outset we will eliminate the
colored inserts, because no retail jeweler is
interested in colors, for he cannot use them
in his daily paper advertising and this form
is what we shall take up in this screed

Freund's advertisement is one of the
best possible examples of individuality in
advertising. You have seen those little
figures so often that even when you don't
stop to read the advertising or to see what
the artist has put them to doing this month,
you at least have had the name of that firm
impressed on your mind and have been re-
minded that they are in business and are
willing to let the jewelers of the country
know it. This same idea can be easily in-
jected into your neN; spaper publicity in
several ways. Their method is to use the
same sort of illustration each month, with
the result we have above noted. You can
do the same thing by hiring some artist to
get for you a single character drawn in half
a hundred positions, or a series of illustra-
tions with a certain artistic technique and
use them always in your advertising till your
public will be able to identify your adver-
tising by its general make-up, and add fifty
per cent, to its effectiveness. The same
thing is to be accomplished by going to the
paper in which your advertising appears
regularly and having them procure for you
a font or style of type different from any
they use in their paper and having your ad-
vertising set in this type. The result is that
it stands out from the rest of the paper like
the proverbial sore thumb. The same object
may be attained by adopting a certain style
of setting your advertising, but this re-
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quires constant care to keep the ad. setter
in shape, and if the proof ever misses you
the chances are that your style will dis-
appear. Still another half measure of this
sort is that of having a signature cut made
some such design as opticians use to stamp
their cases—and as it contains only the name
and address it can be set as a tail piece of
every advertisement printed.

This does not seem to be a big matter
at first glance, yet it contains one of the
great fundamentals of advertising. You
can no more see a picture of a pickaninny
with an abbreviated skirt without thinking of
"Let the Gold Dust Twins do your work,"
than you can see the sentence, "It floats,"
without thinking of a well advertised brand
of soap, and the moment you have made
your advertising so well-known by its indi-
viduality, that moment you have made it
impossible for people to think of your
name without thinking of jewelry, and per
contra, they will soon become so under the
influence of the association of ideas that
they will also think of your name and ad-
dress when they think of jewelry.

As to the Bigney ad., it is just as good
an example of another good form of ad-
vertising. Here the whole strength of the
ad. depends on the vivid contrast of black
and white in the illustration. It jumps up
from the grey background of the other ad-
vertisements and fairly clamors for your
attention. It's exactly as if a man in a
crowd had waved a handerchief at you. It
caught you by the slack of your attention
and would not let go till you looked to see

' what the man was pointing at.
Every modern newspaper has an art

department where cuts of any sort may be
had either free or at the actual cost of their
construction, and the artists employed in
these departments can turn out for you cuts
of this sort at short notice and are willing
to do it if you will only let them know your
tastes. Take up your morning paper and
turn the pages of it aimlessly as we did the
leaves of the magazine and you will find
just here and there an advertisement that
seems to j..:nip up off of the page and hit
you in the eye, and in every case you will
find that this result was attained by the use
of the strong contrast of black and white
put on in blocks and chunks rather than in
fine lines. The very acme of the engraver's
art is the soft gray half-tone, such as are
used in this paper, but if you will compare
the polished surface of the paper in THE
KEYSTONE with the rough paper of your
daily paper, you will find that a half-tone
used here with great success would be a
mere smudge in the average daily. If you
will stick a loupe in your eye and look at any
half-tone you will find that it is cross hatched
with myriads of tiny squares. These
squares are from a screen which is placed
before the plate in the photolithographic
process and the finer the paper the cut is to
be printed on the finer the screen used.
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You will notice in newspaper half-tones that
the screen has to be so coarse to prevent the
picture clogging, that the artistic or illustra-
tive value is almost entirely gone and in no
case will a half-tone answer as well for a
newspaper ad. as a line cut.

In the line cuts there are various tech-
niques, but • the big blocks of solid black
offset by plenty of white space are the near-
est approach to advertising art perfection.

Another great advantage of this form
of illustrating is that it enables you to
feature the article advertised. That point
in the illustration which shows the article
you have for sale may be emphasized, while
the rest may be left vague. If, for example,
the article to be illustrated is a necklace let
the picture be drawn of a woman in a low
necked gown and the gown and hair be of
solid black. This will avoid distracting
detail in the dress and hair and the white
back background of the neck will show the
jewels up well. If all the small detail of the
hair and a high necked gown were put in
the illustration there would be no reason for
the eye being caught by the necklace any
more than the hair or gown.

We illustrate here two pictures of the ad-
vertisement of a prominent hatter in my
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morning paper. No. i is the picture as it
appeared and No. 2 as it would have better
been made. You will notice in the picture
with its fine lines and detail there is little to
attract the eye. Nothing bold to call for
attention. It melts into the page with good
artistic, but poor advertising results. No. 2
stands out in bold relief and would attract
the attention instanter.

Even with the best black and white cut
the effect of prominence is lost if the space
around the cut is too crowded with matter,
and it will pay the advertising jeweler not
to try and advertise his whole store in one
issue of the paper, but try and center on
some one thing or feature, and hammer that
argument home so surely that no doubt will
be left in the mind of the reader of its
superiority. Let the cut have room to wave
its arms without knocking over any of the
words and it will stand out all the stronger
and the ad. attract more attention.

Remember that the cut and the catch
line of an ad. have only one mission. That
is to attract the attention of the reader.
The text must hold the eye when it is once
caught and no cut is so good that it will sell
goods of itself. The text is the salesman
and the cut is only the "Hey there!" the
slap on the back, and the attention of the
reader once attracted its mission is done,
and then the text of the ad. must explain the
facts, tell the story, give the reasons why.
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Arthur Brisbane's Suggestions to
Advertisement Writers

As you are all more or less engaged
in writing I will tell you, at the risk of
appearing like a school teacher, what I have
often said to young men who worked on the
newspapers with which I am connected—
the very simplest words are the very
greatest words.

You know how ad. writers will some-
times struggle for some word effect, and
yet these same men know that the very
greatest things ever written are absolutely
t h e simplest.

Simplest
Language Best

You cannot simplify, for
instance, perhaps the
greatest line, the most often
quoted in the English

language: "To be or not to be, that is the
question !" Now, it is utterly impossible to
simplify that. Nobody can do it.

And in the Italian language, one of
Dante's famous lines that everyone quotes:
"Leave all hope behind you who enter here."
You cannot simplify that. I can imagine
young reporters and advertisement writers
in their own minds improving on it very
greatly, and I can imagine some foolish
editor saying, "Why, my cook can write as
good as that." But she cannot ; neither can he.

I have made a very great success, ac-
cording to the estimation of my friends and
according to the circulation and according
to the salary—as a writer of what Tom
Williams of San Francisco calls "rag-
time editorials." And I know that the suc-
cess which I have made in a small way and
which others have made in a bigger way
—and it is in writing exactly as it is in the
advertising—you must talk to your readers
and tell them what they are thinking. Mind
you, nobody wants to know what you are
thinking.

Every human being is a chaotic little
cosmos in himself. He has got ambitions,
fears, self-reproach and his mind is in a
turmoil.

He has one ambition when he sees a
beautiful sky ; another when he sees a baby;
another when lie sees a dollar. All of these
things are working in him.

And he wants—what he
really wants is expression.
He has the thought and he
wants you to express it for
him. If you see a child in

a street car, crying, you cannot relieve that
child's feelings by telling her the scientific
cause of her yelling. But if you go over to
her and see she has a pin sticking in her you
take it out, and you have shown her what
was the matter with her.

Human beings have all got some kind
of pin sticking in them and they want some-
thing said for them. I write something
in the paper and I meet a man—an abso-
lutely uneducated person—and he says to
me,"You have written exactly what I have
said to my wife" or "That is exactly what
I would have said if I had been writing in-
stead of you." And I know I have written
successfully on that particular occasion be-
cause I have expressed what that person had
in mind.

Express the
Reader's

Thought

KEYSTONE

Now when you write an advertisement
or write an editorial—your success depends
upon your capacity to tell your readers—
the greatest possible number—what they are
thinking. Do you know why Shakespeare
is the greatest living writer, the Colossus ?
It is because he, more than any other, has
interpreted the thoughts of millions of other
human beings, and he has interpreted the
great fundamental thought when he said :
"To be, or not to be—that is the question."

When lie said that he ex-
pressed the feeling that
every human being has had
in his life more than once,

whether it is worth while to live, whether
it is worth while to suffer "the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune," or if it
would not be better to end them.

Now in proportion as you can express
in your work not what you think—which is
very unimportant—but what others think, in
that proportion will you be successful in
your work, whether you are trying to con-
vince the people of the United States that
they should govern themselves or whether
you are trying to convince a man that he
should use your particular product instead
of another one.

You cannot tell what it is that makes a
great advertisement writer. Ever since I
began the newspaper work at the age of 19,
I have read the advertisements of Rogers,
Peet & Company, and I can pick out one
of those advertisements and recognize the
style as well as I can recognize a line from
the greatest writer the world ever produced.
The man who writes these advertisements,
or who did when I read them, did not have
to deal with theories; he simply wrote the
way he felt, what he had to say, and he in-
terpreted the feelings of others, and the
marvelous thing was that he inserted his
own individuality into this advertisement
writing.

Greatness of
Simplicity

importance of
the Advertiser

Now two things are done
by newspapers : They col-
lect and print the news and
express opinions of the

current questions of the hour. And the
advertiser conies in casually. But the ad-
vertising business is the most important
feature in adding to and increasing wealth
in the United States, and the advertising
man is absolutely necessary to the man en-
gaged in any industry or any business,
because advertising alone will give a man
a chance to prove that he has what you want
and where you can get it.

The value of a good advertiser is not
understood by a great many of the men who
employ advertisers.

I know sometmng, about it because I see
the good work and the bad work, and I
know how extraordinarily lucky a man is
that has a really enthusiastic man working
for him. For instance, when I come to my
office in New York I always know when an
advertising man from Chicago is in town,
because he calls me up and comes down and
reads advertisements to me and asks what
I think about them. He Works all night at
it. .-knd if I find him out in the corridor
he is talking to somebody interested in auto-
mobiles or something of that kind ; his entire
life is given up to the men that employ him.

October, 1910

There ought to be some way for the
advertising man to make merchants and
manufacturers and others appreciate his
difficult task and the value of his services.
It seems to me that for a man to take to take
fifteen per cent. for writing an advertise-
ment is rather a small and insufficient ar-
rangement. Edison was talking to me about
his phonograph and was going to give up
advertising it. I said to him, "Why, you
haven't begun to advertise this thing." I
have bought seven or eight of them, and I
wouldn't take fifty thousand dollars for my
machines if I couldn't get another, or one
hundred thousand dollars; I said, "You
ought to advertise in such and such a way."
And the result was, his advertising man
came to me and I suggested to him that he
ought to take five pages of space in the
Evening Journal. I said, "It will cost you
about $5,000." He said, "I will if you will
write the advertisement." I said, "I will
write it ; that will cost you $5,000 more—
naturally."

And I have in my safe a contract from
Edison—an order for five pages in the
Evening Journal for $5,000 and an order
for me to write the advertisement for which
I am to receive an additional $5,000, and
I have never got around to it.

Brilliant Editor Extols Advertising

In a recent issue of Collier's Weekly
Norman Hapgood, the accomplished editor.
thus delivered himself on the subject of
advertising:

"One of the greatest business develop-
ments of modern times, both in importance
and in intelligence, is American advertising.
We say American, because the psychology
and knowledge of the public which are re-
quired in this country to-day are unknown
to advertisers or advertising agents on the
other side. From the point of view of ef-
ficiency, of originality, it is an absolutely
new business, having little in common with
the old accidental methods. The head of the
advertising department of a large publica-
tion to-day ought to be, in intellectual equip-
ment, in profoundness of study, in execu-
tive power, in freshness of ideas, fully the
equal of the publisher, the editor, and the
circulation manager.

"Things are now -done on a scale so
large that it is impossible for any one man
properly to manage more than one of these
big departments. The successful head of
such a business is he who can select men for
these positions so able that they can work
with* independent initiative, although of
course if any business is greatly to succeed
there must be one man, of broad mind, ex-
ecutive talent and consistent attention
through whom all these elements are co-
ordinated.

"It is only within a few years that in
publications the advertising manager has
taken his place on an even intellectual plane
with the editor or the general manager, and
a similar position has been won for the same
kind of work in advertising agencies and in
the advertising departments of great indus-
tries. The advertising expert now does
work almost as creative as that of the 'em-
pire-builder' of half a century ago."
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Arthur Brisbane's Suggestions to
Advertisement Writers

AS V011 are all more or Icss eng
in writing I will tell you, ;a the risk of
q)pearing like a school teacher, What l haVe
often Said to yot-Ing. Illell who worked on tile
newspapers with Whiell I an connected—
the very simplest words are the very
greatest words.

You know how ad. writers will some-
times struggle for some word effect, and
vet these same men know that the very
greatest things ever written are absolutely
the simplest.

Simplest
Language Best

Volt cannot simplify, for
iiistance, p c r Ii a p s the
greatest line, the most often
quoted in the English

language : "To be or not to be, that is the
question !" Now, it is utterly impossible to
simplify that. Nobody can do it.

And in the Italian language, one of
Dante's famous lines that everyone quotes:

aye all hope behind you who enter here."
You cannot simplify that. I can imagine
young reporters and advertisement writers
in their own minds improving- on it very
greatly, and I can imagine some foolish
editor saying. "Why, my cook can N'rite as
mod as that." I tut she cannot ; neither can he.

I have made a very great success, ac-
cording to the estimation of my friends and
according to the circulation and according
to the salary—as a writer of what Tom
Williams of San Francisco) calls "rag-
time editorials." And I know that the suc-
cess which I have made in a small way and
which others have made in a bigger way
—and it is in writing, exactly as it is in the
advertising—you mit:4 ta/k to your readers
and tell them what they arc thinking. Mind
you, nobody wants to know what you are
thinking.

Every human being is a chaotic little
cosmos in himself. He has got ambitions,
fears, self-reproach and his mind is in a
turmoil.

I le has one ambition when he sees a
beautiful sky ; another when he sees a baby ;
another when he sees a dollar. All of these
things are working in him.

And he wants—what lie
Express the really wants is expression.
Reader's Ile has the thought and he
Thought wants you to express it for

him. If you see a child in
a street car, crying, you cannot relieve that
child's feelings by telling her the scientific
cause of her yelling. But if you go over to
her and see she has a pin sticking in her you
take it out, and you have shown her what
was the matter with her.

Human beings have all got some kind
of pin sticking in them and they want some-
thing said for them. I write something-
in the paper and I meet a man—an abso-
lutely uneducated person—and he says to
me," You have written exactly what I have
said to my wife" or "That is exactly what
I would have said if I had been writing in-
stead of you." And I know I have written
successfully on that particular occasion be-
cause I have expressed what that person had
in mind.

E KEYSTONE

Now when you write an advertisement
or write an editorial—your success depends
upon your capacity to tell your readers—
the greatest possible number—what they are
thinking. D(.) you know Nyhy Shakespeare
is the greatest living writer, the Colossus?
It is because he. more than any other, has
interpreted the thoughts of millions of other
human beings, and he has interpreted the
great fundamental thought \Olen he said :
"To be, or not to be—that is the question."

When he said that he ex-
pressed the feeling that
every human being has had
in his life more than once,

\vhether it is worth while to live, whether
it is worth while to suffer "the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune," or if it
would not be better to end them.

Now in proportion as you can express
in your work not vhat you think—which is
very unimportant—but what others think, in
that proportion will you be successful in
your work, whether you are trying to con-
vince the people of the United States that
they should govern themselves or Nvhether
you are trying to convince a man that he
should use your particular product instead
of another one.

You cannot tell what it is that makes a
great advertisement writer. Ever since I
1-')eg-an the newspaper work at the age of 19,
I have read the advertisements of Rogers,
Peet & Company, and I can pick out one
of those advertisements and recognize the
style as well as I can recognize a line from
the greatest writer the world ever produced.
The man who writes these advertisements,
or who did when I read them, did not have
to deal with theories ; he simply wrote the
way he felt, what he had to say, and he in-
terpreted the feelings of others, and the
marvelous thing was that he inserted his
own individuality into this advertisement
writing.

Greatness of
Simplicity

Importance of
the Advertiser

Now two things are done
by newspapers: They col-
lect and print the news and
express opinions of the

current questions of the hour. And the
advertiser conies in casually. Ilut the ad-
vertisiiig. business is the most important
feature in adding to and increasing Nvealth
in the United States, and the advertising
man is absolutely necessary to the man en-
gaged in any industry or any business,
because advertising alone will give a man
a chance to prove that he has what you want
I11(1 where you can get it.

The value of a good advertiser is not
understo,d by a great many- of the men who
employ ;:t(lyertisers.

I know somettung about it because I see
the good xyork and the had work, and I
know how extraordinarily lucky a man is
that has a really enthusiastic man working
for him. For instance, when I come to my
office in New York I always know when an
advertising man from Chicago is in town,
because he calls me up and conies down and
reads advertisements to me and asks what
I think about them. He works all night at
it. And if I find him out in the corridor
he is talking to somebody interested in auto-
mobiles or something of that kind ; his entire
life is given tip to the men that employ him.

October, 1910

There ought to be some way for the
advertising- man to make merchants and
manufacturers and others appreciate his
difficult task and the value of his services.
It seems to me that for a man to take to take
fifteen per cent. for writing an advertise-
ment is rather a small and insufficient ar-
rangement. Edison was talking- to me about
his phonograph and was going to giic up
advertising it. I said to him, "Why,„you

rhaven't begun to advertise this thing-. 1
have bougl'it seven or eight of them, and I
wouldn't take fifty thousand dollars for my
machines if I couldn't get another, or one
hundred thousand dollars; 1 said, "You
ought to advertise in such and such a way."
And the result was. his advertising man
came to me and I suggested to him that he
ought to take five pages of space in the
EVellill," Journal. I said. "It will cost you
about :',55,000." He said. "I will if you will
write the advertisement." I said, "I will
\'rite it ; that vill cost you $5,000 more--
naturally."

And I have in my safe a contract from
Edison—an order for five pages in the
Evening Journal for $5,000 and an order
for me to write the advertisement for which
I am to receive an additional $5,000, and
I have never got around to it.

Brilliant Editor Extols Advertising

In a recent issue of Collier's Ireckly
Norman Hapgood. the accomplished editor,
thus delivered himself on the subject of
advertising:

"One of the greatest business develop-
ments of modern times, both in importance
and in intelligence, is American advertising.
We say American, because the psychology
and knowledge of the public which are re-
quired in this country to-day are unknown
to advertisers or advertising agents on the
other side. From the point of view of ef-
ficiency, of originality, it is an absolutely
new business, having little in common with
the old accidental methods. The head of the
advertising department of a large publica-
tion to-day ought to be, in intellectual equip-
ment, in profoundness of study, in execu-
tive power, in freshness of ideas, fully the
equal of the publisher, the editor, and the
circulation manager.

"Things are now -done on a scale so
large that it is impossible for any one man
properly to manage more than one of these
big departments. The successful head of
such a business is lie who can select men for
these positions so able that they can work
with . independent initiative, although of
course if any business is greatly to succeed
there must be one man, of broad mind, ex-
ecutive talent and consistent attention
through whom all these elements are co-
ordinated.

"It is only within a few years that in
publications the advertising manager has
taken hii, place on an even intellectual plane
with the editor or the general manager, and
a similar position has been won for the same
kind of work in advertising agencies and in
the advertising departments of great indus-
tries. The advertising expert now does
work almost as creative as that of the 'em-
pire-builder of half a century ago."
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STERLING SILVER
at POPULAR PRICES

No. 50

OUR FALL CATALOG
WHICH WE HAVE JUST COMPILED

CONTAINS AN UNLIMITED ARRAY OF

Sterling Silver Novelties and Staples
IT We want to place this in your hands, believing it
will pay us both to have you have it.
q Fifty-one years of consistent endeavor places us in
a position to be able to give you superior goods at a
reasonable price.

(11' We have designed our line to meet the pocket-book
of your average customer.
q Some very dainty table ornamentations in sterling
and sterling parlor requisites are to be found in this
new catalog.
q Also a large line of Manicure Sets, beautifully cased,
and manicure articles singly. We have an enviable
reputation on this class of goods.
(If May we not send this catalog to you? A card to
us will bring it. An opportunity for placing your
holiday order with a house that makes a high-grade
line of popular sterling silver staples and novelties.

JAMES E. BLAKE CO.
Silverware bearing this
trade - mark denotes

sterling silver
925-1000 fine

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

CHICAGO OFFICE 910 Heyworth Bldg.
NEW YORK OFFICE 37 Maiden Lane
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE  717 Market Street

COMB SETS

W are making up a large line of COMB
SETS, consisting of two Side Combs, Back
Comb and Barrette. These sets make

mighty good leaders, and serve to interest a larger
proportion of trade than could otherwise be inter-
ested. The above is a special set called " The
Butterfly," one of the most brilliant effects ever
produced in rhinestones. Set on raised work pat-
terns interspersed with colored stones, and on
combs of the very finest quality.

These colored stones come in Amethyst, Ruby,
Sapphire, Rose and Olivine. Most beautiful, attract--
ive coloring effects can be produced by the proper
mingling of these stones with rhinestones.

When artistically arranged with Heller individu-
ality they prescnt a comb full of life, and bound
to sell.

We make a large line of Barrettes and Hat
Pins—some very good rhinestone effects.

We do not issue a catalog, but send selection
packages that you may see our actual line. This
saves time and delay.

Our men are now on the road. If they have
not called drop us a line and we will have one of
them do so.

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE

Joseph W. Heller Company WHITE STONE SPECIALISTS 

129 Eddy Street - PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Popular priced

Genuine Brass Clocks
With 8-Day Lever Movements

that are excellent timekeepers

You should see our full

line of Clocks. They will

interest you. We manu-

facture the largest variety

and finest assortment we

have ever offered.

MONARCH

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 44 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

2 in. Porcelain Dial

REGENT

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 41 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

2!,; in. Porcelain Dial

ROYAL

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 4'2 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

24 in. Porcelain Dial

Sessions Clocks
are a profitable line to

handle. For sale by lead-

ing Jobbers.

The Sessions Clock Co.
Main Office and Factories:

FORESTVILLE, CONN.

New York Salesrooms: 37 MAIDEN LANE
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PREPARE FOR YOUR

Holiday Sales Now
IT WILL YIELD YOU LARGE RETURNS

Before you spend $1.00 for the promotion of your business,
be sure to place some distinctive mark on your store front,
which will tell the buying public night and day, now, next
year and ten years from now, what you have for sale.

An Electric Sign is the Mark to Use

VftL\NIK

I 1U 61,1

,JEWELFI■

This is but one of the 200 styles we make
All are ready for immediate delivery

CATALOG IS READY TOO
BETTER SEND FOR IT TO-DAY

Chicago Watch Tool Company
EST. 1879

Grand Ave. & Robey St. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE BY YOUR JOBBER

For more than seventeen years we have made the manu-
facture of

Pierced Metal Monograms
our specialty, one-fourth of the lifetime allotted to mankind
has been devoted to improving ourselves in the art of
designing, chasing, engraving and sawing them. It is this
experience, together with constant attention, that enables us
to produce more artistically designed and better made
monograms than the manufacturer who only makes one
occasionally, and to offer them to the trade at such reason-
able prices. Our catalogue No. 10 tells all about them.
Write for it to-day ; it's worth while.

Our line of

LEATHER GOODS
consisting of Card Cases, Bill Books, Hand Bags, Toilet
Sets, Jewel Cases, Ladies' Belts, Gents' Belts, etc., is
designed to meet the requirements of dealers that make a
specialty of selling only goods of real merit—not how cheap,
but how good. Every article is made in our own factory
and we make ourselves responsible for material and work-
manship, thus assuring you sound values and prompt
delivery. Our catalogue illustrates and describes many
numbers that will interest you, and we offer remarkably
good values for prices asked. Write for catalogue No. 12.

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street : : : CHICAGO, ILL.

7.1MOrPtirr

FAIRFAX
PLAIN OR ENGRAVED

The

William B. Durgin Co.
in offering their new pattern the

Fairfax
.

predict that they have in this design

"THE PATTERN OF THE YEAR"

a belief which is warranted by the
largest initial sale in the history of
the Durgin business n' "sr NS 'yr

They also offer the

" Fairfax" Tea Set
matching the flatware, simple in de-
sign and popular in price "yr NS'

Ready for delivery October 1st
Send for illustrated price lists

illiam B. Durgin Co.
Designers and Makers of

Wares in Sterling Silver
Concord, N. H.

NEW YORK
17 Maiden 1,211C

BOSTON
387 Washington Street

SAN FRANCISCO
Chronicle Building
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No. 50

OUR FALL CATALOG
WI-UGH WE HAVE JUST COMPILED

CONTAINS AN UNLIMITED ARRAY OF

Sterling Silver Novelties and Staples

(If We want to place this in your hands, believing it
will pay us both to have you have it.

q Fifty-one years of consistent endeavor places us in
a position to be able to give you superior goods at a
reasonable price.

q We have designed our line to meet the pocket-book
of your average customer.

q Some very dainty table ornamentations in sterling
and sterling parlor requisites are to be found in this
new catalog.

q Also a large line of Manicure Sets, beautifully cased,
and manicure articles singly. We have an enviable
reputation on this class of goods.

q May we not send this catalog to you? A card to
us will bring it. An opportunity for placing your
holiday order with a house that makes a high-grade
line of popular sterling silver staples and novelties.

JAMES E. BLAKE CO.
Silverware bearing this
trade -mark denotes

sterling silver
925-1000 fine

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

CHICAGO OFFICE 910 Heyworth Bldg.

NEW YORK OFFICE 37 Maiden Lane

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE  717 Market Street

W F, are making up a large line of COMB
SETS, consisting of two Side Combs, Back
Comb and Barrette. These sets make

mighty good leaders, and serve to interest a larger
proportion of trade than could otherwise be inter-
ested. The above is a special set called " The
Butterfly," one of the most brilliant effects ever
produced in rhinestones. Set on raised work pat-
terns interspersed with colored stones, and on
combs of the very finest quality.

These colored stones come in Amethyst, Ruby,
Sapphire, Rose and Olivine. Most beautiful, attract-
ive coloring effects can he produced by the proper
mingling of these stones with rhinestones.

When artistically arranged with Heller individu-
ality they presLnt a comb full of life, and bound
to sell.

We make a large line of Barrettes and Hat
Pins—some very good rhinestone effects.

We do not issue a catalog, but send selection
packages that you may see our actual line. This
saves time and delay.

Our men are now on the road. If they have
not called drop us a line and we will have one ot
them do so.

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE

Joseph W. Heller Company
 WHITE STONE SPECIALISTS  

129 Eddy Street - PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Popular priced

Genuine Brass Clocks
With 8-Day Lever Movements

that are excellent timekeepers

You should see our full

line of Clocks. They will

interest you. We manu-

facture the largest variety

and finest assortment we

have ever offered.

MONARCH

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 4,4 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

234 in. Porcelain Dial

REGENT

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 4 2 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

2j2 in. Porcelain Dial

ROYAL

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 4j2 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

2 'L. in. Porcelain Dial

Sessions Clocks
are a profitable line to

handle. For sale by lead-

ing Jobbers.

The Sessions Clock Co.
Main Office and Factories:

FORESTVILLE, CONN.

New York Salesrooms: 37 MAIDEN LANE
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PREPARE FOR YOUR

Holiday Sales Now
IT WILL YIELD YOU LARGE RETURNS

Before you spend $1.00 for the promotion of your business,
be sure to place some distinctive mark on your store front,
which will tell the buying public night and day, now, next
year and ten years from now, what you have for sale.

An Electric Sign is the Mark to Use

This is but one of the 200 styles we make

All are ready for immediate delivery

CATALOG IS READY TOO
BETTER SEND FOR IT TO-DAY

Chicago Watch Tool Company
EST. 1879

Grand Ave. & Robey St. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE BY YOUR JOBBER

For more than seventeen years we have made the manu-

facture of

Pierced Metal Monograms
our specialty, one-fourth of the lifetime allotted to mankind

has been devoted to improving ourselves in the art of

designing, chasing, engraving and sawing them. It is this

experience, together with constant attention, that enables us

to produce more artistically designed and better made

monograms than the manufacturer who only makes one

occasionally, and to offer them to the trade at such reason-

able prices. Our catalogue No. 10 tells all about them.

Write for it to-day ; it's worth while.

Our line of

LEATHER GOODS
consisting of Card Cases, Bill Books, Hand Bags, Toilet
Sets, Jewel Cases, Ladies' Belts, Gents' Belts, etc., is
designed to meet the requirements of dealers that make a
specialty of selling only goods of real merit—not how cheap,
but how good. Every article is made in our own factory
and we make ourselves responsible for material and work-
manship, thus assuring ycu sound values and prompt

delivery. Our catalogue illustrates and describes many

numbers that will interest you, and we offer remarkably

good values for prices asked. Write for catalogue No. 12.

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street : : : CHICAGO, ILL.

FAIRFAX
PLAIN OR ENGRAVED

The

William B Durgin Co.
in offering their new pattern the

Fairfax
predict that they have in this design

THE PATTERN OF THE YEAR"

a belief which is warranted by the
largest initial sale in the history of
the Durgin business "vs' vac vr

They also offer the

" Fairfax' Tea Set
matching the flatware, simple in de-
sign and popular in price ,25'

Ready for delivery October 1st
Send for illustrated price lists

illiam B. Durgin Co.
Designers and Makers of

Wares in Sterling Silver
Concord, N. H.

"

11

NEW YORK
17 Maiden Lane

BOSTON
387 Washington Street

SAN FRANCISCO
Chronicle Building
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WENDELL'S PERFECT SAFETY CATCH

OPEN

SETS CLOSE TO BODY OF PIN.
PROTECTS POINT OF PIN TONG.
HANDILY LOCKED AND UNLOCKED.
ABSOLUTELY SECURE.

See Our

CATALOG
For

Class Pins

Greek Letter
(General and Local)

Fraternity Pins

Trained Nurses
Pins

Or

Write for Samples

TP, ,Ire Headquarters

WENDELL & COMPANY
NEW YORK-47 John Street CHICAGO-256 Madison Street

INSPIRED BY ME DECORATIVE MI5 OFANCIENT 11551RIA
THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE reached its highest development
during the reign of King Assur-bani-pal in 668-626 B. C. The
people of this ancient nation were far advanced in metal work,
both Gold and Silver. They also excelled in the Art of Gem
Cutting and Engraving.

Archwological research has brought to light most exquisite exam-
ples of the Arts of these early craftsmen, The most potent emblem of
Assyrian Art was the Sacred Winged Bull, typical of the union of the
greatest intellectual and physical powers.

This and other characteristic symbols in combination with hand-
mounted Antique Gems form the chief enrichment of our original and
highly artistic line of ASSYRIAN GOLD, by far the most strikingly
beautiful effect ever produced in any line of Novelties.

Original in outline and finish, historically correct in ornamenta-
tion, each piece possesses an unusual individuality that is bound to
make it a successful seller.

ASSYRIAN GOLD is a moderate priced gold-plated
line made particularly to take the place of the old Ormulu
Gold, which has been on the market for years.

Upon request we will send our photographic catalog
No. 20 by prepaid express.

Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway, including KARNAK BRASS,
Hand-Hammered Copper and BrassArt Goods,
Silver Plated Hollow Ware and Flat Ware,
Gold Plated Novelties, Clocks and Jewel Boxes

ORIGINATED BY

THE BENEDICT MFG. CO.
EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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EL KAY
One-Piece Cuff Buttons

(Patents Pending)

A NEW AND PRACTICALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE CUFF BUTTON
The most important and radical improvement ever made in the manufacture of Cuff Buttons.

A CUFF BUTTON absolutely one piece—the large disc, the post and the bean are forged
from a single piece of metal, without joints or seams of any kind.

SOLDER is unknown in their manufacture. They are solid, homogeneous metal from end
to end.

THE POST is solid, with the bulk of the metal where it merges into the other parts. The
points ordinarily the weakest are the strongest part of the EL KAY CUFF BUTTON.

THE METAL while in process of manufacture is subjected to numerous operations that
progressively compress and give it almost the tensile strength of steel.

THE SHAPE, proportions and angles are such that EL KAY CUFF BUTTONS are easier
to insert than any other; yet, once in the cuff they can not accidentally slip out.

GUARANTEED by the manufacturer. Every one is stamped with our registered Trade Mark
and accompanied by a guarantee that, in the event of breakage at any time, it will be replaced
without charge.

EL KAY CUFF BUTTONS are a fundamental departure, and, like the "seamless wedding
ring " and the " one-piece collar button," through force of superiority, will become the standard
Cuff Button.

Every Jeweler should investigate NOW this unique invention

WRITE FOR SAMPLE
Sent on memorandum at our expense

S 

JOSEPH L. HERZOG C&, CO.

tri Makers of LK Rings
Trade-Mark Reg.)

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK
Memorandum Packages Sent on Request

October, 1910

Some improvement is noted at most of the
retail stores, but there is far from a phenomenal
rush in any line of business. Of course, this is
the dull season and no one expects to do a
rushing business, so that there is no disappoint-
ment when dull days come and go. For the
most part dealers express themselves as highly
satisfied with present conditions, which show a
larger volume of trade than during the same
period last year and a general air of optimism
pervades the situation as to the future outlook.
The larger dealers say that the trade is running
but little to specialties, but that there is a healthy
tone which is shown by increased sales of general
goods, with a tendency toward heavier buying of
the better class stuff. Diamonds are moving in
fair volume, but the bulk of sales is of small and
medium stones, with an occasional sale of more
consequence. Watches are selling readily and
repair business is very active.

Dealers are looking forward to a splendid
holiday trade and say they see no reason at pres-
ent why there should not be some record-break-
ing business before the season is over. While
jewelry has perhaps been seasonably dull, on the
contrary optical goods have been moving splen-
didly. Opticians report a constantly increasing
demand for their goods, not only locally, but in
surrounding country.

Wholesale and manufacturing concerns are
preparing for a better business this fall than
usual and from indications as reported by sales-
men and others who get over the territory there
will be some heavy buying in the near future.
On the whole conditions are gradually shaping
up to earlier expectations and it will bring con-
siderable disappointment in jewelry and optical
circles if at the close of the year the balance
should be on the wrong side of the ledger.

The Conklin Pen Manufacturing Co: has re-
moved its plant from its former location on Jef-
ferson Street to the building on Jackson and
Huron Streets, formerly occupied by the Alex-
ander Black Cloak Co., where it is now com-
fortably located in its new quarters. Its new
home is .fully five times the size of its former
quarters, comprising a five-story structure with
about 35,000 feet of floor space. The change
was made necessary by its constantly growing
business. The concern is engaged in the manu-
facture and marketing of the Conklin Self-Filling
Fountain Pen and during the past twelve years,
during which time it has been in business, has
extended its trade from a local to a world-wide
scope. It has agents representing it in every
part of the United States, besides shipping large
consignments of its products to England and
other European countries, Mexico, Central and
South America and, in fact, to most all parts of
the world. For several years it has conducted
its own printing department, which has recently
been increased to almost quadruple its former
size and capacity. Twelve years ago it occupied
a single room.

A determined attempt was recently made in
broad daylight to rob the jewelry store of Basch
& Co., on Summit Street. About 4 o'clock on
Sunday afternoon the burglars forced an en-
trance to an unoccupied apartment above the
store and after crawling down a chute in the rear
undertook to break a door leading into the
jewelry establishment. The attempt was frus-
trated by the timely arrival of a watchtnan who
responded to the automatic burglar alarm and
the thieves fled through an alley. The police
have been unable to capture the robbers, although
a small satchel evidently dropped by one of
them was found near the rear of the store.

H e KEYSTONE

J. G. Kapp and wife, with their son-in-law,
George McKesson and wife, made a flying auto-
mobile trip to Detroit last month. The object
of the visit is said to have been to inspect high-
class electric automobiles with a view to securing
one of the best to be had.

L. T. Rogers, of the Levitt Optical Co., re-
ports business as extremely good, with the trade

.running to the better class of goods. Constant
betterment is noted in their business.

The J. J. Freeman Co. has re-decorated the
interior of its store, making some decided im-
provements. Floors have been re-finished in new
colors and a general overhauling administered,
in preparation for the coming fall trade.

Miss VanLoo, of the A. J. Heeson store, is
enjoying a vacation from duties. The time is
being pleasantly spent at Dayton. She will re-
turn within a few days.

A. A. Fox, of the I. Koppelman retail store
Oil Summit Street, is building a handsome new
home which will soon be ready for occupancy.
It occupies a beautiful up-river site and will be
an ideal residence when completed.

While far from making a "water haul,"
burglars who recently entered the home of W. T.
Hubbard, a prominent hardwood lumberman of
Toledo, overlooked about Woo worth of dia-
monds and other jewelry in their haste to get
away. It is thought that chloroform was used by
the thieves, as no one about the place detected
their presence and the rooms carried an odor
which led to this belief. As it was, they se-
cured a diamond stud valued at $700, a watch
worth $15o and $5 in money. These articles were
in the shirt and trousers of Mr. Hubbard, which
were later found underneath a nearby porch.
Diamonds titcl jewelry belonging to Mrs. Hub-
bard and in the same room, of the value of
Woo were untouched. They left no clew be-
hind them and have not been apprehended.

Joe Hillencamp, engraver of the W. H.
Broer retail store, is enjoying a couple of weeks'
vacation at Point Place, where it is said he is
creating havoc in the carp fields.

Miss Blanche Earle, in charge of the sta-
tionery department of the J. J. Freeman Co.
store, has returned from a six weeks' vacation
pleasantly spent among the Canadian lakes.

Clifford DeShepler has accepted a position
in the retail store of A. J. Heeson. He was
formerly in the employ of the J. J. Freeman Co.
and W. H. Broer.

Mr. and Mrs. M. Judd, who are touring
through Europe will probably return some time
in November. They have been gone all surnmer
and report a splendid time on the continent.

It was a happy .reunion which took place in
Toledo, recently, when Albert Kummer, watch-
maker at the Judd-Gross Co. store was reunited
to his family, consisting of a wife and three
children. Mr. Kummer has been in this country
for the past two years preparing the way for the
coming of his family from distant Hungary.
They are now cosily situated in their new home
Oil Cherry Street and Kummer is one of the
happiest men in Toledo.

One of the most important catches made for
a long time by the local police was accomplished
a short time ago when Andrew Jackson, colored,
a noted jewelry thief and burglar, was landed
behind the bars. He was apprehended while at
work in the Macomber residence during the ab-
sence of the family and realizing his plight vol-
unteered to take the police on a sight-seeing tour
over the city, where he pointed out six different
homes which he had recently looted. He was
bound over to court and is now in jail awaiting
a hearing.

Miss Joe Moulton, employed at the Madison
Avenue jewelry store of J. D. Rowland, has re-
turned from a two weeks' vacation spent at the
Thousand Islands, Boston and other eastern
points.

The Judd-Gross Co. has recently installed a
new Western Union cabinet over its safe for
burglar protection.

L. C. Minke is absent from his duties at the
A. J. Heeson store, enjoying a well-earned vaca-
tion. Mystery veils his whereabouts.
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N. Hascall, of the J. J. Freeman Co., reports
a nice seasonable trade in all general lines. The
new rock crystal effects recently placed on the
market by the Libbey Glass Co., are taking well
Arith buyers. The firm is just now getting in its
imported stock ordered last spring, seven casks
having arrived the clay of this writing.

S. W. Boughton, formerly with the Webb C.
Ball Company, of Cleveland, has accepted a posi-
tion in the watch department of the J. J. Free-
man Co. and will assume his new duties at once.

The manufacturers of the Universal Watch
Winder report a constantly growing demand for
their product, which is now in use in the larger
stores of Cleveland, Detroit and other large cities.
The machine which was the first of its kind and
was the product of M. E. Vandusen, a local
watch expert, is said to be a great labor saver,
doing the work ill about one-fourth the time
formerly required.

S. Jordan, of the Judd-Gross Co., who dur-
ing the summer has been living in his cottage at
Toledo Beach, has removed to the city for the
winter.

Miss Caroline Alderdyce, an employee of the
Judd-Gross Co., has been spending some weeks
at Macinac ill the hope of securing relief from
a severe attack of hay fever. She will return to
her duties in a short time.

Miss Helen Fowler has accepted a position
at A. J. Heeson's store. She has assumed her
work behind the counter.

Robberies Reported to Jewelers' Se-
curity Alliance

At 4 o'clock on the morning of September
7th the jewelry store of C. R. LeMaster, 616
Main Street, Spokane, Wash., was broken into
by means of the rear windows. Goods to the
value of about $50 were taken from the show
cases. The next morning the police arrested a
man giving the name of L. L. Grace, who had a
number of rings, chains and opera glasses on him
which were identified by LeMaster as the stolen
goods. Grace claimed that he "bought the goods
from some one on the street." He was held for
examination.

The Fisher Jewelry Co., 227 South Union
Avenue, Pueblo, Colo., have reported to the
Jewelers' Security Alliance that on the night of
September 13th someone broke one of their front
plate glass windows with the butt of a revolver,
leaving a part of the revolver handle on the in-
side of the window. Thirteen gold filled watch
cases and six or seven 7-jewel movements, to-
gether with a half dozen cheap lockets were
stolen. The jewelry company had a man sleeping
in the store but the work was so quietly done
that lie was not aroused. The firm has no record
of the movement or case numbers.

J. A. Thomason, of Salem, Va., was fleeced
out of $686.66 by cashing a check for a stranger
who gave his name as J. B. Adams. This oc-
curred last month and the case is in the hands of
the Baldwin Detective Agency, of Roanoke, Va.

George K. Munro, of Grand Forks, N. Dak.,
came near being the victim of a window robbery
about a month ago when a man giving his name
and address as Harry Little, Bemidji, Minn.,
smashed the window late at night. He made so
much noise about it that a police officer caught
him at it. Little put up the excuse that he was
drunk and must have stumbled and fallen against
the window, breaking it. When searched he was
found to have concealed in his clothing a half
dozen stick pins belonging to Munro.

Early in the morning of September 6th some-
one smashed the glass door of the Couer d'Alene
Jewelry Co.'s store at 521 Front Avenue, Spokane,
Wash., but was frightened off before he could
get away with any of the goods in the store.

The window of the jewelry store of S. Loeb,
927 State Street, Erie; Pa., was smashed in on the
morning of August 22d and a fine gold watch,
diamond set, valued at $125 was stolen. The
next day a young man was arrested for stealing
cookies from a bakery nearby and on being put
through the third degree confessed to breaking
into the Loeb store and finally showed the hiding
place of the watch. A number of stick pins and
cuff buttons which he had stolen were also found.
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A. G. Schwab 0 Sons
EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE

OUR

NEW CATALOGUE
IS NOW OUT

NEWEST STYLES RIGHT PRICES

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS NOW

31 E. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI

October, 1910

CINCINNATI
LETTER
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J. B. Thomas, formerly with the Oskamp
Jewelry Company, is now watchmaker for
Barker & Freisens at their Fountain Square
store.

L. Tweel was in Cincinnati recently buying
stock for his fine new jewelry store in Hunting-
ton, W. Va. The new store is located in a fine
four-story building erected on the site of the old
business house.

R. D. Mitchell, well known in Cincinnati, has
purchased the L. G. Clark jewelry business at
Carrolton, Mo., and the firm will hereafter be
known as the Mitchell Jewelry Co.

Mr. Lindenberg, of the wholesale house of
Lindenberg, Strauss & Co., said business is im-
proving and that the outlook is very good, the
watch business, especially movements, having
shown marked improvement in demand the past
five or six weeks. He said that a large number
of visitors to the Ohio Valley Exposition bought
liberally of jewelry while in the city. Edward
Nolting, son of C. A. Nolting, the well-known
jeweler, is now traveling in the West and South
for Lindenberg, Strauss & Co. He is meeting
with considerable success.

George Fruh, aged 44, watchmaker at 1107
Harrison Avenue, died recently after a lingering
illness of several months. He was with A. & J.
Plaut and Herman Lange as watchmaker for
several years, but some time ago entered business
for himself with a part of the stock of Louis
Klotter, who was formerly located at 11o7 Har-
rison Avenue.

C. A. Nolting, of the Oskamp, Nolting
Jewelry Company, the big Elm Street house,
said business is very good and that he is looking
forward to a big holiday trade this year.

C. S. Bennett, of the Frank Herschede Com-
pany, has returned from a vacation in Michigan.

The Gustave Fox Company reports a very
good business with flattering prospects. The
company has added seven men to its already
large factory force the past month or six weeks
and announces that it has a special repair depart-
ment now separate from its regular emblem
factory. Milford G. Fox, of the company, will
be on a business trip in San Francisco early in
October and J. T. Scott will be in New York
City.

James K. Bingaman, of Bingaman Bros., dia-
mond jewelers, attended the Knights' Templar
conclave in Chicago recently while on a moo mile
auto spin in his new machine.

W. F. Willman, successor to the wholesale
jewelry firm of Mesch & Willman, says business
is very good and that he is looking forward to a
big holiday trade. Mr. Willman returned Sep-
tember 17th from a successful business trip
through Ohio. J. C. Herman reports good busi-
ness in the South.

A number of fine silver pieces, prizes of-
fered in the Tri-State tennis tournament recently
played here, are being shown in the Frank Her-
schede windows.

John Holland, of the John Holland Gold
Pen Company, said : "Business is tiptop and the
outlook is very encouraging." John and Robert
Holland, of the firm, recently returned from an
extensive fishing and hunting trip through the
wilds of Canada. They report a splendid time.

Ben Thelen will return about October 1st
from a month's trip to Niagara Falls and eastern
resorts.

M. J. Greenwald, in the Emery Arcade, is
now doing a jobbing business. He will make a
trip with a sample line about October isth.

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Guttmann Sons, whole-
sale jewelers, accompanied by Mrs. Gutmann, re-
turned September 17th from England. While in
England Mr. Gutmann looked at new ideas in
up-to-date jewelry. The Gutmann Company is
making extensive changes in the interior of its
suite of offices and is installing handsome new
fixtures. Eli Gutmann, of the firm, says busi-
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ness is good and that the prospects are even
better.

Percy B. Ball and A. E. Notterman, of
Frank M. Whiting & Co., called on the local
trade early in September.

W. C. Klein and wife, of Connersville, Ind.,
attended the Ohio Valley Exposition here early
in September.

George Simper and wife have returned from
a western trip in which they included the Yellow-
stone Park.

Herman & Loeb, wholesale jewelers, report
a good business and say its road men are doing
exceptionally well, especially in watches. Mr.
Loeb is in Missouri and Kansas, Clarence Loeb
has just returned from a visit to Selma, Ala.,
Mayo Loeb is in Kentucky and Irvin Herman is
in Indiana.

Walter Yeager, watchmaker for Abe Art, of
Zanesville, Ohio, is studying engraving in Cin-
cinnati under E. Koplein.

The Gruen Watch Company reports a good
business. D. Gruen is just home from an ex-
tended trip through Europe. Fred D. Gruen and
wife are home from their summer vacation at
Spring Lake, N. J.

Mr. Seeley, of the La Pierre Manufacturing
Company, entertained a party of friends at din-
ner at the Exposition here early in September.

J. H. Mesch, of the Mesch-George Jewelry
Company, a new firm of wholesalers, has just
returned from a four weeks' business trip
through the North. He reports success and says
prospects are good. Louis J. George, who is
traveling in Michigan, also reports good business.

Friends of William C. Diffenderfer, watch-
maker at Bowling Green, Ky., have heard he has
opened a retail jewelry store in Pensacola, Fla.

Charles Werrman and wife have returned
from a trip to Niagara Falls and other eastern
resorts.

John Helmes, watchmaker for the old Duhme
Jewelry Company, is now with the Mesch-George
Jewelry Company in the Wiggins' Block.

The Thoma Bros. Company, jewelers' supply
dealers, report a very good business and is work-
ing nights to get out its orders. The company
says the prospects are very good.

Larz Creutz, of the Creutz Plating Co., has
returned from a vacation in the East and Otto
Creutz caught a large number of gamy fish at
Point Andaril, Can.

Mathew Irion, of Mathew Irion & Sons,
Louisville jewelers, stopped over in Cincinnati
recently while on his way home, accompaned by
Mrs. Irion, from a thre months' tour of Europe.
While in Germany Mr. Irion located the house
in which he was born in the "Schwartzvald."

Gebhardt Bros., diamond jewelers, said busi-
ness is very good and that prospects are fine.
Fred Kruger is traveling in Ohio, Kentucky and
Indiana ; V. A. Gebhardt is traveling in Ohio.

R. F. McComb, of Hamilton, Ohio, visited
the Ohio Valley Exposition early in September
while on his way to visit J. W. Campbell, of
Bowling Green, Ky.

Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers, say busi-
ness is very good and that the prospects are very
encouraging, indeed. The company entertained
a large number of its customers during the Ohio
Valley Exposition and showed them through its
splendid new business home. The visitors
bought liberally.

A. C. Thomas and wife, of Sistersville,
W. Va., motored to Cincinnati September Toth.
Mr. Thomas is secretary of the West Virginia
Retail Jewelers' Association and is president of
the optical association of that commonwealth
also.

A. F. Chapman, of the Loring Andrews
Company, has returned from a business trip to
the New England manufacturing plants.

Herman Vollmer, Princeton, Ind., is remod-
eling his store.

Leo Thoma, with A. Thoma & Sons, Piqua,
Ohio, was in Cincinnati recently buying fixtures.
The firm is remodeling its store. The business
is 72 years old.

Cincinnati Nest No. 2, Ku-Kus, held its first
fall meeting on the night of September 16th at
the North Cincinnati Turner Hall. A goodly
number of the feathered fraternity were present
and all enjoyed the evening immensely.
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Klein Bros., wholesale jewelers, report a
good fall business and good business prospects.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, wholesale
jewelers, says business is pretty good. He has
just returned from a successful business trip
through Ohio and Pennsylvania.

John Bertling, the well-known Vine Street
jeweler, has returned from Martinsville, Ind.

Albert Rolef, of Lockland, Ohio, has re-
turned from a vacation at Atlantic City.

John A. Herschede, of the Herschede Hall
Clock Company, is on an extensive eastern busi-
ness trip.

W. A. Ochs, jeweler in Ludlow Avenue,
Clifton, is now located at 4025 Hamilton Avenue,
Cumminsville.

M. Morris has moved into his new quarters
at Thirteenth and Main Streets.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Company, wholesale
jewelers, will take the entire fourth floor of the
building they are located in in Fourth Street
about October 1st. The enlarged quarters are
necessary because of the firm's growing business.
The company's catalogue is now out.

J. A. Weiss, of Montgomery, Ala. called on
Cincinnati friends early in September while
passing through here on his way to New York
City.

William Campbell, jeweler at Berea, Ky., has
moved his business to Point Lick, Ky. He has
been in Cincinnati buying new stock.

John Seibert stopped here late in August
while on his way home to Frankfort, Ky., from
New York City.

Charles A. Gebhardt, formerly with Albert
Bros., is now traveling in the South for Froh-
man & Company.

Miss Ruth Spritz, bookkeeper for Wallen-
stein, Mayer & Company, has returned from a
vacation spent in the northern resorts.

A. G. Schwab, wholesale jeweler, was on a
business trip through the South in September.
He reports very good business.

Burton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Company, big
diamond importers, said business is all right with
his firm and that it is a little better than last
year. The firm will make heavy imports soon.
Henry Fox and wife returned from a vacation
at Charlevoix. Burton Fox will leave early in
October for a business trip to Europe. Sol Fox,
accompanied by Mrs. Fox, has returned from
Europe.

Mr. Phillips, of Richter & Phillips, wholesale
jewelers, reported good business and good pros-
pects.

Julius D. Jacobs, of D. Jacobs' Sons Com-
pany, wholesale jewelers, left September 19th
for a business trip in the North.

Adolph Scharr, formerly with Lindenberg,
Strauss & Co., is now traveling for the M.
Schwab Jewelry Company.

Arno Dorst, head of the Dorst Company,
said business is very good and prospects very
favorable.

J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
said : "Business is moving along in old-time
style again."

T. W. Witt, Versailles, Ky., attended the
Exposition here.

J. W. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Company,
dealers in jewelers' supplies, said the men on the
road are sending in fine orders and that indica-
tions for the retailer and wholesaler are good.
The crop reports are favorable, he said, and
there are prospects of lots of easy money for
the holiday trade. The company was visited
by a large number of its customers from all parts
of the country during the Ohio Valley Exposi-
tion here and they bought quite a lot of goods.
The visitors say the exposition was a fine show
and well worth the price.

Wallace Miller, a brother of J. C. Miller,
of the Miller Jewelry Co., is receiving con-
gratulations upon the arrival of a son. Mrs.
Miller came on to Cincinnati from her home in
New York. She is a soloist of marked ability
and is widely known in the East as a soprano.

William Pflueger, of Joseph Noterman &
Company, jewelers and importers of diamonds,
has returned from a southern trip. He says the
South looks prosperous.

(Continued on page 1627)
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Denver Letter

F. A. Hardy & Co. have just moved into
their new quarters in the new Gas and Electric
Building and have fitted up a fine store and shop,
having more spacious quarters than previously.
This new building is probably the only one of its
kind in the world, having over 18,000 lights on
the outside of the building, to say nothing of the
inside.

The wholesale jewelers of Denver have
added September to their summer months for
closing Saturday afternoons and next year will
probably start a month or so earlier than here-
tofore.

C. B. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Co., was kept very busy one week this month at-
tending to the reception and entertainment of the
Spanish-American War veterans, who held their
reunion here the early part of the month. Mr.
Lewis is a veteran himself.

T. B. King, of the W. W. Hamilton Jewelry
Co., has just returned from a four weeks' busi-
ness trip around the State and reports a very
good business.

James E.. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelers'
Supply Co., left this month on his regular trip
to the Northwest after taking a short trip through
the southern part of the State. He will be gone
about two weeks and is looking forward to a
good fall trade.

John J. Marteson, age 34, residing at 5329
West Forty-first Avenue, and employed by the
Denver Watch Case Co., was hit by a tramway
car September t6th and instantly killed. He at-
tempted to get on an inbound Leyden car while
it was in motion and missed his footing. The
trailer hit him just above the right eye, fractur-
ing his skull and hurling the body some distance
on the roadway. Marteson leaves a wife and
two children.

I. Hart, formerly with J. S. Bendy, of
Boulder, left this month for Montrose with the
intention of locating in business for himself in
that territory if everything looks favorable to

The Royal Order of Moose had a great time
here the first part of the month with their so-
ciety circus, which ran for three days, September
3d, 4th and sth and proved a great success. J. C.
Blum was one of the promoters and was kept
very busy with it for a while.

The Bohm Allen Jewelry Co. have been mak-
ing alterations in their store, most important of
which is a fine new ceiling, which gives the store
a very rich appearance.

E. L. Peiser, the Glenwood Springs jeweler,
was in town last month and bought a fine big
automobile and also laid in a large fall. stock of
jewelry.

C. McDonald, with the Bohm Allen Jewelry
Co., has just returned from a two weeks' vaca-
tion on a big ranch near Rocky Ford, Colo.

W. H. Rankin, of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Co., returned last month from a month's vaca-
tion in the East, accompanied by his wife, having
visited Chicago, Elgin, Indianapolis, Cincinnati,
Louisville, Ky., and Kansas City. He toured most
of Indiana in an automobile.

A. Fiegenbaum, a diamond setter, who has
been in business here for himself for the past
several years, has taken a position with Charles
Wathen & Co.

R. E. Hawkins, of the Ed Lehman Jewelry
Co., left last month for a few weeks' business
trip to the Northwest. C. L. Clark, also with
Lehman, has just left on his regular trip through
Kansas.

A. Kaufman, formerly with the Bohm Allen
Jewelry Co., and with A. J. Stark, has left here
for the Northwest for a rest and recreation and
to look the country over for a suitable location
to start in business for. himself. If he is not
satisfied with the prospects he will probably take
a position in Seattle.

W. F. Hawkins, of Kremmling, Colo.,
stopped over a few days here on his way to Chi-
cago, where he is going to settle up some farm-
ing interests of his.

Mr. and Mrs. Letson, of Mancos, Colo., are
spending a few days here.
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W. B. Millett, of Casper, Wyo., has sold out
his jewelry business there and will retire from
that line.

H. L. McLaughlin, of the W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Co., has just returned from a two
months' trip to the Northwest and reports a
very satisfactory business.

P. A. Wagner has returned from Idaho,
where he has spent the last three months in the
interest of his mine located there.

W. C. Seyfieldt, watchmaker, formerly em-
poyed by F. C. Crosby, has taken up a position
with Charles Wathen & Co.

The Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co. are making
alterations in their store, especially in the tool
and material department, where they are adding
some new fixtures and rearranging their stock.

The Colorado Horological Society, at the
regular August meeting, arranged for the contest
for the watch offered by the A. Wittnauer Co.,
of New York. A balance staff has to be made
by the contestants not less than twice the size
of a regular 16 or 18 American staff. The sec-
retary has been corresponding with the New
England Watchmakers' Society to act as judges
and a very favorable reply has been received.
The contest will start the 1st of November.

P. J. Cariberri, formerly with A. F. Witting,
of Longmont, Colo., has given up his position
there and is looking for a desirable location.

A. Brenner, engraver and die cutter, was
confined to his bed with sickness for about a
week, but has sufficiently recovered to look after
his business.

The Interstate Fair and Exposition which
has been going on here brought thousands of
out-of-town people and there have been some
very beautiful window displays, especially among
the jewelers. A great many out-of-town jewel-
ers took advantage of the rates and came to
select their fall stock.

E. W. Gesswein, of New York, has taken a
position in the manual training high school of
Salt Lake City, teaching the metal work there.
Mr. Gesswein was formerly connected with the
Pratt Institute and Columbia • University. He
stopped over a few days in Denver.

Mr. Dean, formerly employed by Charles
Wathen & Co., has given up his position and
left for the South.

Abe Goldberg, formerly with H. Weinberg,
of this city, has taken a position with E. Burn-
stein, of 93 Union Avenue, Pueblo, Colo.

L. H. Clay, formerly with E. Greenwood, of
Laramie, Wyo., has been in town looking for a
position.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wennernark, of Pueblo,
were here last month.

J. F. Barnhart, of Clayton, N. M., was in
the city last month.

Harry Kortz, of this city, is spending his va-
cation in Colorado Springs. He made the trip
in his automobile and is having a fine time.

C. E. Cockran, of J. C. Bloom & Co., arrived
from a fishing trip at Grand Lake, where lie
had a good time.

Miss Schmoger, of J. C. Bloom & Co., is
home again after a three months' vacation in the
East and reports having a tine time.

C. A. Begthol, of the Edward Lehman
Jewelry Co., returned from a successful trip
through Colorado and has started for Nebraska.

The following out-of-town jewelers were in
the city during the month: F. M. Howells,.'
Florence, Colo.; M. Bitterly, with A. W. Snyder,
of Victor, Colo.; E. R. Fisher, Pueblo, Colo.;
John Ousley, Creede, Colo.; L. E. Gardner,
Longmont, Colo.; P. J. Cariboni, Longmont,
Colo.; E. M. Tottin, Idaho Springs, Colo.; Henry
Curtis, Littleton, Colo.; A. Herman, Brighton,
Colo.; I. Hart, Boulder, Col 

'
Cob. E. L. Peiser,

Glenwood Springs, Colo.; Miss Yardley, daughter
of Charles Yardley, Greeley, Colo.; Sam Hirst
and wife, Pueblo, Colo.; M. D. Schaefermeyer,
Steamboat Springs, Colo. 

' 
• I. C. Dunn, Victor,

Colo.; Morris Bolock, Hot Springs, S. Dak.;
Fred Cole and wife, Yuma, Colo.; William Pear-
son, Louisville, Colo.; W. R. James, of Arvada,
Colo.; W. F. Hankins, Kremmling, Colo. 

' 
• J. I.

Hoffman, Ft. Collins, Colo.; W. J. Farrell, Mont-
rose, Colo. • Mr. and Mrs. Letson, Manco, Colo.;
Mr. and Airs. C. A. Wennerark, Pueblo, Colo.;
Charles Velhagen, Alamosa, Colo.; N. N.
McLear, Lamar, Colo.
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Julius Goodman, of Memphis, Tenn., accom-
panied by his wife and baby, have returned from
a trip to Chicago. Mr. Goodman was ill and
underwent an operation at a Chicago hosiptal.
He is recovering rapidly. now, however.

Fred Wirshing, of Victor Bogart Jewelry
Company, Lexington, Ky., is recovering from
typhoid.

The
T 

M. Schwab Jewelry Company, whole-
salers, report a very satisfactory business.

The Oskarnp Nolting catalogue will be out
early in October. Mr. C. A. Nolting says busi-
ness is still ahead of that of last year.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited
Cincinnati late in August and up to the last
week in September were : Harry A. Rasch, Lex-
ington, Ky.; M. Kohlhagen, Lebanon, Ohio; C.
Krive, Tippenacoe City, Ohio; A. E. and Mrs.
McCulloch, Maysville, Tenn.; K. R. Foster,
Cynthiana, Ky.; W. T. Benham, Rising Sun, Ind.;
J. R. Bonman, Barbersville, Ky.; Fred J. Heintz,
Lexington, Ky.; L. L. Pettit, Williamstown, Ky.;
W. T. Harrison, Williamstown, Ky.; A. Newsalt,
Dayton, Ohio; William Kohlhausen, Northforr,
W. Va.; Joseph Embrey, Richwood, Ohio; R. S.
Welch, Scottsville, Ky.; C. E. Harner, Morrow,
Ohio; D. A. Sewell, Wilmington, Ohio; John P.
Seibert, Frankfort, Ky.; J. W. Biddle, Belle-
fontaine, Ohio; C. E. Loose, Columbus, Ohio;
P. W. Sparks, Manchester, Ohio; Leslie Horr,
Aurora, Ind.; G. C. Warren, Ensley, Ala.; W. V.
Pylant, Petersburg, Tenn.; George J. Kreke,
Lexington, Ky.; J. W. Roop, Dayton, Ohio;
H. W. Reder, Albany, Ohio; A. T. Maupin,
Athens, W. Va.; John W. Hissey, Kingston,
Ohio; A. Walraub, Dayton, Ohio; C. F. Cross
and brother, Gadsden, Ala.; W. B. Harrington,
Belzani, Miss.; Thomas W. Salt, Germantown,
Ohio; J. H. Ritter, Arden, W. Va.; H. P.
Humphreys, Bellefontaine, Ohio; William A.
Jones, Cleveland, Ohio; J. W. Noyes, Osgood,
Ind.; Elmer E. Morris, Columbus Grove, Ohio;
J. W. Jones, Mt. Sterling, Ky.; J. W. Keller,
Georgetown, Ky.; Otto Boellner, Portsmouth,
Ohio; Herman Volmer, Princeton, Ind.; Ralph
Roessler, Marion, Ind.; Atwood Saunders, Par-
kersburg, W. Va.; Mr. McCormick, Parkersburg,
W. Va.; Mr. Wright, Lexington, Ky.; C. F.
Maurer, Lexington, Ky.; William Walsh, Del-
phos, Ohio; S. M. Whitehead, Middlesboro, Ky.;
Claude M. Wall, Gallipolis, Ohio; G. L. Hale,
Bridgeport, Ill.; R. Heid, Columbus, Ohio;
Charles Marlett, Middletown, Ohio; A. Lemp,
Covington, Ind.; J. F. Keiser, Muncie, Ind.; Mrs.
H. I. Schunk, Celina, Ohio; Mr. Irion, Louis-
ville; Del Morris, Marion, Ind.; C. G. Schnelker,
Eaton, Ohio; Albert Bland, Greenfield; Ohio;
Albert Stamm, Williamsburg, Ohio; V. Schwa-
bacher, Bessemer, Ala.; Homer Whittington,
Richmond, Ky.; Fred Whitlinger, Middletown,
Ohio; Ed Israel, Harrison, Ohio.

Watch Made of Flowers

In a few days M. Fallieres will pay an
official visit to Bern, the capital of the Swiss
federation, writes a Paris correspondent. He
will naturally take presents with him and bring
others back in exchange. Among the latter the
Swiss have appropriately included a chronometer
as a specimen of their greatest national industry.
But it will be no ordinary timepiece. It will be,
indeed, the most wonderful watch in the world.
It is, to begin with, a perfect chronometer, with
a dial six feet in diameter, but its size is not its
only wonder. The face is a circular flower bed,
in which nothing can be seen but anemones,
pansies, violets and asters. The Roman figures
on the dial are marked in flowers and the hands
are narrow beds of flowers. They duly revolve
and point the hours. All the flowers in the won-
derful clock are growing in mould in boxes of
the required shape. Those containing blossoms
forming the hands naturaly revolve on pivots.
The flower chronometer will be placed in the
garden of the palace of the Elysee. Whether
the head gardener will consider it with approval
is uncertain. Watering the flowers of the
chronometer, for instance, will be a ticklish job.
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READ THIS!
WE WANT YOUR
DIAMOND BUSINESS

We want it because we know
we are right on diamonds. We
know we are right because we
have spent the past six months
in comparing our values with
others. We have set our prices
so as to make sure that what we
sell you in diamonds is the best
you can get for your money.
We intend to double our dia-
mond business, and we are
going to do it. We are going
to do it by giving the values.
Pretty strong talk, but when we
crow we make our crow good.
Comparison of our A, B or C
grades of loose diamonds will
show you that you can make a
better profit and sell at the same
price. It's up to you to let us
prove it.

MONEY TALKS IN
BUYING DIAMONDS

Our ready cash has brought
great results in our recent large
diamond purchases. No notes
or eight to ten months' time
enter into our diamond pur-
chases. We pay cash, which few
diamond buyers do, and we
know we save money. This,
coupled with the fact that we
are willing to sell at a close
margin in order to make you
think of us when you are think-
ing of diamonds, cannot help
but prove to your benefit. We
handle no "trash." Our A,
B and C grades furnish a wide
enough range for anybody to
select from in fine stones. If
you want a cheaper quality we
have it.
Consult our my jewelry Catalogue
for quotations.

OTTO YOUNG & CO.
HEYWORTH BUILDING CHICAGO, ILL.
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Bound to keep up with the growth of the
city, which the United States census returns show
grew more rapidly during the past ten years than
any other of the larger cities in the country,
Wright, Kay & Co., this month moved into their
new store, at the corner of Grand River and
Woodward Ayes. This handsome and modern
establishment is a monument to the enterprise
of the firm and a credit to this city of half a
million people. Standing in the very center of
the shopping district, on one of the busiest cor-
ners in the city, it is bound to become as prom-
inent a landmark as their old store two blocks
below, which the firm occupied for over 30 years.

Both the interior and exterior of the building
have been fitted up at great expense, converting
this old-fashioned structure into a modern and
handsome business block. Wright, Kay & Co.
occupy the basement and first and sixth floors,
while the balance of the building is given up to
exclusive shops and offices. The entire wall along
the Grand River Ave. side was removed and large
plate glass windows installed; while the win-
dows in the Woodward Ave. front were enlarged.
On the lower floor, 40 by mo feet, is located the
retail salesroom. It is to this floor the firm
devoted the most attention, and several of the
finest jewelry stores in the country were visited
in the search for ideas to incorporate in the fit-
tings and arrangements. All the woodwork is
solid mahogany, and much of it is hand-carved
after famous patterns. All the wall cases are
30 inches deep and artistically designed. A pretty
mezzanine gallery, in which are located the offices,
not only adds to the attractiveness of the store,
but gives much additional room. Pretty diamond
salesrooms and designing rooms add to the com-
fort of the customers, and give a sense of privacy
which is so much desired by a certain class of
buyers. One of the most pleasing features of
the store is the lighting arrangements. The cases,
counters and windows are illuminatd with Lino-
lights, while the store in general is lighted with
clusters of Tungsten lights, of beautiful design.

John P. Mullaly, of Indianapolis, visited in
town during the past month, and while here
placed a large order with a local wholesaler.

Allan Herschberger, bookkeeper with C. A.
Berkey & Co., has returned from Shreve, Ohio,
where he spent his vacation under the parental
roof.

C. H. Beardsley, who has been for several
years in the employ of Chambers & Brooks, of
Mt. Clemens, will start in business for himself in
Lansing.

Charles Rose, one of Bay City's leading jew-
elers, has just moved into new premises which
are said to be among the finest in the northern
part of the State.

When Charkes Nevins, arrested on a charge
of stealing $1o, was searched in police head-
quarters, a handsome diamond ring was found in
his possession. It was identified by the Krainger,
Hannan Co. as one stolen from them while
Nevins was employed as janitor. The firm will
prosecute him.

James Allan, a prominent jeweler of Am-
herstburg, Ont., who is well-known among the
wholesalers in Detroit, died suddenly recently
after a violent spell of coughing. He was a
member of the Town Council and prominent in
politics.

R. G. Allison, of St. John, has returned from
Mackinac, where he went to shake off the hay
fever, which has been unusually severe this year.

W. J. Bottomley, formerly of Brown City,
but now of Dalton, Ga., was a visitor in Detroit
during the past week.

A new jewelry business was opened in De-
troit this week by A. Brunk & Co., who removed
here from Deerfield, Mich. The store is located
on Jefferson Ave., in old Fairview.

C. E. Hayden, of West Mansfield, Ohio, has
moved to Ada, Ohio, and W. R. Pfefferle, of
Dunkirk, Ohio, has opened a business in West
Mansfield.

Frank Trudeau, whose purchase of a business
in Boyne City, was noted about three month's ago,
has decided to return to his old business in Fred-
erick, and has sold his Boyne City store to
Herrick Bros., of Edmore. These transfers will
take place October rst.

Charles W. Latchson, Jr., well-known in the
jewelry business for sometime, has removed his
store from the Majestic Building to a new store
on Kercheval Ave., near Canton. Here he has a
very attractive stand.

Detroit travelers who have returned from
their first trip of the season to different parts of
the State, unite in the prediction that the coming
season will be a prosperous one. The sales to
date have been excellent, and prospects are unu-
sually bright.

A series of alterations and improvements in
the Grainger-Hannan Building, which have been
in progress ever since that firm took possession
more than a year ago, have at last been com-
pleted, and the firm now occupies one of the most
modern structures in the city. The last change
consisted in the installation of a large and up-
to-date elevator with a handsome entrance on the
Woodward Ave. front.

Harry Erlich, who does business as the
Detroit Jewelry Credit Co., removed last month
from Gratiot Ave. to No. 200 Griswold St., in the
new Miles Theater Building.

M. F. Cook, of Flint, who went South about
a year ago for his health, has returned to Michi-
gan and taken charge of his business. He was
greatly improved by the rest and the change
of air.

C. H. Kellar, traveler for Noack & Gorenflo,
has recovered from an attack of ptomaine poison-
ing, and has resumed his duties on the road. Mr.
Kellar was seriously ill for several days.

C. E. Marvin, for several years in the jewelry
business in Monroe, Mich., has disposed of his
business to Peter J. Fay, of Tabor, Iowa.

Thomas Yake, of the firm of Yake & Wag-
ner, jewelers, Kinde, Mich., has the sympathy of
a wide circle of friends in the trade over the
death of his wife, which occurred recently.

At a meeting of the Detroit Retail Jewelers'
Club, held last week, two new members were ad-
mitted. These were F. L. Grant, of No. 2253
Gratiot Ave. and C. B. Smith, of No. 542 Baker
Street.

James Connolly, in charge of the optical de-
partment with Hugh Connolly, is away on his
vacation. Hugh Connolly spent a few days last
month at Lake Orion.

Having been forced out of their store at 71
Woodward Ave., by the sale of the building they
occupied, the Bonfield Jewelry Co. was corn-
pelled to move. They have obtained temporary
quarters at 144 Woodward Ave., in part of the
stand just vacated by Wright, Kay & Co. They
can remain there until next May.

About twenty members of the Jewelers'
Board of Trade spent a day recently at St. Clair
Flats. The trip was made in a gasoline launch.

A runaway horse driven by Mrs. Mollie
Muskrowitz plunged through the plate glass
window of Moe Erlich"s jewelry store, 316 Hast-
ings St., wrecking the front and scattering the
stock about the floor. John Faltz, who was stand-
ing in front of the store was knocked down and
sustained a fractured skull.

T. W. Irwin has sold his business in Pellston,
Mich., and will open a store at 1277 Canton Ave.,
Detroit.

Among the out-of-town jewelers in town this
month were: E. H. Cressy, Saline; John Turck,
Wayne; D. A. Pontius, Wayne; W. W. Bridges,
Marine City; W. F. King, Adrian ; H. H. Howie,
Orontonville; George Johnston, Northville; E. S.
Barnes, Rochester; L. F. Fettal, Plymouth; E. V.
Allison, Orontonville; H. B. McNally, Boyne
City; M. B. Fitch, Flint; H. P. Shane, Bancroft;
Frank Presswell, Holly ; L. A. Stehle, Linden;
W. T. Blashill, Oxford ; L. A. Palmer, Rochester;
J. T. Eddington, Pontias; W. K. Brokaw, Stur-
gis; Julius Sempliner, East Tawas; R. H.
Gregory, Lapeer; W. H. Cooper, Oxford; James
P. Walton, Durand; E. S. Barnes, Rochester;
W. D. Heddick, Dundee; A. B. Harford, Belle-
ville; George W. French, Ionia ; M. T. Savage,
Ubly ; R. G. Baker, Marine City; J. Frank Davis,
Penton; Washington Snyder, New Lothrop; A.
H. Higgins, Cass City; H. E. Reynolds, Port
Huron.
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As a token of their esteem, the Chinese
Empire Reform Association presented to Prince

Tsai-Hsun, who is traveling this country to ob-
serve American naval methods, a very handsome

loving cup. It is about twelve inches high, silver

with a gold lining. Engraved on the front are
the two hemispheres with the flag of China be-
tween them. On one side is represented a sword,
on the other a rifle. Three battleships are shown

in action below the above. On the base of the
cup are the initials C. E. R. A., and on the back is

an inscription in Chinese, no translation of which
can be obtained. The cup was furnished by the
Hennegen-Bates Co., 7 East Baltimore Street.

Ritter & Sullivan, silversmiths, 213 Frederick

Street, suffered a water damage of about $5oo
during the fire which threatened the district in

which they are located, and which originated in,

and destroyed the Becker Box Co's. factory. The

damage to the latter concern is estimated as in

the neighborhood of $50,000.
Harry Goertz, 896% West Baltimore Street,

is now able to attend to his business after being

confined to his home for a month on account of

illness.
Arnold Rosenfeld now occupies a portion of

the premises at 38 West Lexington Street. He has
fitted the space out in a very neat and attractive
manner. The fixtures are new and are of ma-
hogany. His workbench is near the entrance to
the store. Mr. Rosenfeld was for some time in
the employ of H. Castelberg.

J. B. Gaecklin is now pretty well established
at 253 South Broadway and, regardless of the
present dull season, says he is doing as well as
could be expected.

The manufacturing jewelry business of Oscar
Caplan has been moved from 5 North High Street
to 9 North High Street. He was located at the
former address for four years, but his business
rapidly increasing demanded larger quarters which
he has obtained at the latter address. The front
of the store is given over to the sale of goods and
the rear which is partitioned off, is given over
to the manufactory. Starting in business without
help, he now employs five men and two boys and
it is only a question of time when more employees
will be added.

Although not entirely recovered from the
injury he sustained to his foot while in bathing at
Bay Shore, J. F. Sirey, 753 West Baltimore St.,
is able to be at his place of business.

D. A. Richards, silverware buyer for Stewart
& Co., was in New York last month in the in-
terests of his firm.

The Castelberg National Jewelry Co., through
its New York representative, Harry F. Kleintanlc,
has obtained the contract for the manufacture of
the championship belt to be presented to "Jack"
Johnson, the world's champion fighter, at the ban-
quet on November 24th. The belt will contain a
little over 2000 pennyweight of gold (to say
nothing of the large quantity of platinum which
will be used for mountings. It will be four feet
long and twelve inches wide. The spread eagle
and top of the centerpiece of the belt will be
entirely of platinum and diamonds and in the talon
of the eagle will rest a diamond said to weigh
4r 1/2 carat. The diamond will be removable and
can otherwise be used as a stud, ring or pin and
the all-diamond eagle and centerpiece may be util-
ized as a brooch, pendant or lavaliere. The bal-
ance of the belt will consist of miniatures of
Johnson in various costumes and also contain
mementoes of his great fight, etc., all enameled on
the solid gold. It is estimated that the cost of
the belt will be between $25,000 and $50,000,
which amount is to be obtained by popular sub-
scription among the admirers of Johnson.
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nd the

GREAT
SOUTI-1WEST

Practically all the details of
Priests of plans for observing Priests of
Pallas Week Pallas week in Kansas City

have been completed, and now
the people of this community are simply waiting
for the thousands of guests who will flock into
the city for the big annual festival. The several
conspicuous events of the week will begin
with Monday, October 3rd, and continue until the
following Saturday. On Tuesday night will be
the Priests of Pallas parade which has become
historic in the history of Kansas City. There
will be twenty electric floats passing over street
car tracks through the downtown districts to the
music of fifteen bands. On Wednesday night the
annual Priests of Pallas ball will take place
in Convention hall, and on Friday night the
annual masked ball will be given at the same
place. In addition. to these attractions there will
be the Missouri Valley fair, motor races and an
aviation meet at Elm Ridge club. Kansas City
believes itself very fortunate this year in the fact
that the score of railroads entering this city have
granted reduced rates which was not the case
last year and there are other indications that
Priests of Pallas week here will see unprece-
dented crowds.

The jewelry trade of the
Hosts of Southwest takes advantage of
Trade Visitors Priests of Pallas week to come

to Kansas City for buying and
a general reunion and good time, and reports
received by local jobbers indicate that the trade
will be well represented this year. Kansas City
jewelry houses always prepared to keep open
house for their customers and they have planned
a number of subordinate functions that will appeal
especially to their friends. Each jeweler who is
a guest of the city during Priests of Pallas week
will be taken in hand by a committee of local
jewelers and it will be seen to it that every mo-
ment of his spare time is made enjoyable.
Various information bureaus will assign strangers
to such committees as can best minister to his
needs and this process always throws guests and
hosts into congenial association. The indications
are that there will be heavy buying this year.
The trade territory of Kansas City is almost en-
tirely agricultural and this has been a season of
abundant crops that are selling at satisfactory
prices. There is plenty of money in this section
and a corresponding disposition to spend it freely.
Therefore the Kansas City jobbers and manu-
facturers are feeling happy over the outlook.

The discovery of what appears
Conspiracy from all indications to be a
to Rob well-organized conspiracy to

practice systematic robbery on
some of the leading wholesale jewelry houses of
Kansas City, has been the recent sensation among
the local trade. From all appearances this is an
unprecedented scheme of theft so far as Kansas
City is concerned, involving, as it apparently does,
a pawnbroker who from the testimony is another
Fagin with a school for youthful criminals whom
he taught the arts of dishonesty and profited by
their experience. The robberies have been con-
ducted for several months and the first clue came
when John Prince, a special police officer in .Kan-
sas City, Kansas, told the Sheriff of that county
that Frank Gamier, a pawnbroker of 342 Minne-
sota Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas, had asked him
to take care of some valuable jewelry for him.
How the pawnbroker came to trust the special
officer is a mystery, as the latter bears a splendid
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reputation, and he at once suspected that some-
thing was wrong. The Sheriff instructed the
special officer to receive the property of Gamier,
and when the suit case containing the goods was
opened it was found that watches and other jew-
elry to the value of $300 had been turned over
to Prince by the pawnbroker. The officers then
made a thorough investigation of Garnier's
premises and found sufficient evidence of dis-
honesty to warrant an arrest, and an August 27th,
the pawnshop was raided and goods valued at
$730 were identified as having been stolen from
various wholesale jewelers in Kansas City, Mo.

Soon after Garnier's arrest the detectives on
the Missouri side of the line arrested Forest
Perkins, a shipping clerk for the Woodstock-
Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company, and Nor-
man Sommerwell, an order clerk for the Edwards
and Sloane Jewelry Company. Both Perkins and
Sommerwell are mere boys, but they were dressed
in the height of fashion and sported diamond
jewelry which they afterward confessed had been
given them by Gamier in return for stolen goods
given him. They boasted that they had been
trained in the business of thievery by Gamier.
They said that Gamier gave them shrewd advice
as to how to steal and evade capture until they
became emboldened to take goods under the very
eyes of their employers. The day after the arrest
of Perkins and Sommerwell the detectives ar-
rested Frank Harkaway, formerly a clerk for
Nevin Bros., and who was said by the other boys
to belong to the Gamier gang. A day or so later
another youth was arrested who gave his name
as Ray Schadd, also employed by the Woodstock-
Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company. Still an-
other arrest was made in the case, but this time
the suspect, Don Smith, said he had been working
alone and was not connected with the Gamier
gang. It is charged that Smith not only stole
goods from his employers, the C. B. Norton Jew-
elry Co., but took money as well.

For three days after the final arrest members
of the firms of Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and
Jewelry Company, Edwards and Sloane Jewelry
Company, Nevin Bros., C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company and the Schmelzer Arms Company,
identified their goods from the shop of Gamier
and swore out warrants for the prosecution of
the young culprits. From the result of the investi-
gation of Garnier's shop it is claimed by the au-
thorities that he conducted a regular "fence" and
encouraged many boys to steal, rewarding them
with diamond rings and money.

When the suspected boys were arraigned
before the criminal court they offered to repeat
the confessions they had made to the detectives,
but were required to plead not guilty in order
that they might testify against Gamier in Kansas
City, Kansas. Their bonds were placed at $2,000
each, but none was given. Gamier was charged
with having received stolen property and it is
said that several warrants on this ground will be
issued. He was released on a bond for $1,300
furnished by a farmer friend.

On September 1.6th, Gamier was arraigned
in the South City Court in Kansas City, Kas., and
there the four boy prisoners told their stories of
how each had first met Garnier and had been in-
duced to steal. It developed in one or two in-
stances, according to the testimony, that Gamier
paid them a stipulated price for the stolen articles
they took to him. This price, they testified, was
fifty per cent. of the wholesale value of the goods.
Norman Sommerwell told of repeated trips to
Garnier's shop with jewelry that had been stolen
by another boy and of receiving payment from
Gamier. He identified rings, lockets, bracelets
and other jewelry which he said lie had taken to
Garnier's shop.

When the prosecutor believed that he had an
abundance of testimony to convict Garnier of
felony, the boy witnesses were returned to Kansas
City, Mo. It was decided to continue the Gar-
nier case until October 1st, in order to give both
the prosecution and the defendant full oppor-
tunity to get ready for argument.

Mrs. Louis Meyer, wife of the wholesale
jeweler, recently underwent a serious operation at
Penn Valley Hospital, September n5th.

Samuel Bloom and family have moved into
their new residence, Sixty-first Street and Swope
Parkway.

Herbert Martin, Reamsville, Kansas, has
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finished a course at the Kansas City Watchmaking
and Engraving School and returned home.

The jewelry catalogue of the C. B. Norton
Jewelry Co. will be sent out October Ht. It has
over 300 pages of holiday information.

A. M. Reid, who has been connected with the
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., for several years,
is now in the employ of Dana B. Ward & Co.

S. Randazzo has moved from his old store in
the Ashland Hotel to 104 East Seventh Street.

Frank Winkler, of Kansas City, Kansas, is
putting in new fixtures and remodeling the front
of his store.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Norton and Miss Norton
recently returned from a trip down the St. Law-
rence and Hudson Rivers.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Jaccard have re-
turned from Europe, where they spent the
summer.

Rolla Applegate, formerly with the Meyer
Jewelry Co., is now in the employ of the C. B.
Norton Jewelry Co.

Mrs. J. A. Hunt, formerly with Andrew
Wilson at Winfield, Kansas, is a new employee
of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.

Emil Hubei has recently come to Kansas City
from New York and is in the employ of Porter
& Wiser Jewelry Co.

C. C. Hoefer and family recently returned
from their summer home at Plum Lake, Wis.

Wait Williams is a new jeweler at Lamont,
Okla.

Announcement has been made of the birth of
a son to Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Askren, of Man-
hattan, Kansas.

Gaston Bros. have succeeded to the Brassfield
Jewelry Co., at Ness City, Kansas.

M. F. Kohler, of Parson, Kansas, is moving
into new quarters and was in Kansas City last
month buying new fixtures.

B. J. Dunning, of Kansas City, with his
family, returned late last month from a trip
through Yellowstone Park and the Northwest.

J. M. Scott, of the Woodstock-Hoefer Watch
and Jewelry s building a new home in the
Country Club 

Co.,
District.

C. B. Hadeen, manufacturing jeweler with
the Porter & Wiser Jewelry Co., has gone to
South Bend, Ind.

G. E. Nelson, formerly with the Jaccard
Jewelry Co., is now with the Hassig Jewelry Co.

Noble Fuller, of the Edwards & Sloane Jew-
dry Co., is building a new home on Swope Park-
way.

The jewelry store of C. K. Darling, Houston,
Texas, was recently broken into and $400 worth
of watches and watch cases stolen.

Richards, Bourne & Co., formerly at Green-
ville, Miss., are now located at Bartlesville, Okla.
The firm name has been changed to Richards &
Bourne.

W. C. Davis is a new jeweler at Sapulpa,
Okla. The new store is said to be one of the
most artistic of the smaller stores in the State.
. The Worrell Jewelry Co., of Mexico, Mo.,

has opened a branch store at Centralia, Mo.
The Townsley Jewelry Co., of Pierce City,

Mo., has been sold to the Kassel Jewelry Co.
Frank Kassell, formerly with George Killman,
at Pittsburg, Kansas, will manage the business.

S. E. Woodstock, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Co., and Mrs. Woodstock are
home from Northern lakes.

The following called at the wholesale houses
last month : Verne Powell, Fort Scott, Kansas;
E. A. Cline and wife, Edgerton, Kansas; G. A.
Leffler, Iola, Kansas ; C. E. Parker, Gilman City,
Mo.; C. S. Muilin, Mankato, Kansas; G. D. Good-
rich, Unionville, Mo.; J. H. Kitridge, Chillicothe,
Mo.; J. G. Erickson, of Erickson and Howe,
Douglass, Ariz.; Geo. H. Spangle, Chetopa, Kan-
sas ; Robert Searfoss, Odessa, Mo.; J. A. Schmidt,
Leavenworth, Kansas; W. T. Kirkpatrick, St.
Joseph, Mo.; John T. Morrison, Olathe, Kansas;
A. S. Eby, Bartlesville, Okla.; J. M. Coffman,
Salisbury, Mo.; C. E. Tiernan, California, Mo.;
H. J. Hurrell, Canadian, Tex.; Fred Essck, Platts-
burg, Mo.
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KEYSTONE
Solid Gold Watch Cases

OUR customer puts
himself into your hands

as an expert.
He comes to you for
integrity in material and
construction distinctive

design and finish.
It is for you to decide whether you
can afford to offer him anything less
than Keystone quality in a solid
gold watch case
Especially as everybody knows that
Keystone quality is backed by the only
dependable standards in watch cases.
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TRADE-MARK IN SACK GUARANTEE IN CAP
LOOK FOR THIS TAO

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
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There is a very satisfactory business being
done by our local jobbing houses as \veil as the re-
tail houses. True, some retail concerns are putting
lip a small wail as to the conditions prevailing,
but it is only a small minority, is every indica-
tion of a very prosperous end of the year"s trade.
Some of our local manufacturers are fond of
quoting the percentage of operating capacity as
a sign of poor business. All thought of the
enormous increase of capacity seems lost to these
people. Take lake shipping for this year. In spite
of the fact that boats were laid up as early as
July and some not even in commission, the volume
of tonnage will exceed that of any previous year.
There has been too much expansion in boats, blast
furnaces, etc. In other words, the future has been
discounted a little too much by over-zealous pro-
moters. Our present conditions are normal.

Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hubbard and daughter
returned last month from a three months' resi-
dence on their island in the St. Lawrence River.

Webb C. Ball, accompanied by Mrs. Ball, has
been in the East buying extensively for his new
retail store on upper Euclid Ave. It was the in-
tention to have the opening of the store October
1st, but owing to many delays in finishing the
interior, it will probably be the 15th of the month
before the removal.

J. H. Heiman, jeweler, in the old Arcade
Building on Euclid Ave., was in New York last
month on a buying trip for new fall goods.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. are going to give
an exhibition of manufactures of silver, including
flat ware, hollowware and all silver novelties.
The major portion of their art and porcelain room
will be given up to this display which will be the
most extensive ever shown in this city. The week
of October 3rd to the loth will be given over to
the exhibition.

Arthur D. Weed, with Bowler & Burdick
Co., was away last month to attend the funeral of
an uncle.

Chas. Scheingold, jeweler, has returned from
a trip to New York.

J. Babin, who for many years had a jewelry
store on Ontario St. and later sold out to enter
the real estate business, has again decided to enter
the jewelry ranks. He will occupy the corner
store in the new theater building on East Ninth
St. and Chestnut Ave. Mr. Babin has had a most
remarkable success. It was only a few years ago
he came to this town worth only a few dollars,
but lots of ambition. To-day he is a wealthy
man.

Miss Josephine Dusanek, for several years
with the Diamond Shop in the Colonial Arcade,
was married last month.

Frank J. Schroeder, for some time with E.
Murbach, Elyria, has joined the staff of F. W.
Rose, St. Clair Ave. jeweler.

There has been many changes this fall among
the watchmakers. Alex. Rettie, with Cowell &
Hubbard Co., has gone to California. Geo. A.
Sheakley and B. J. Henry, of the Webb C. Ball
Co., have joined the staff of Cowell & Hubbard
Co. Mr. Boughton, of the Ball Co., has gone to
J. J. Freeman & Co., Toledo.

It is with regret that we have to announce
the death of H. H. Brainard, Medina. He was a
man of sterling character and stood high in the
community. He had been in the jewelry business
for 40 years and had been very successful.

C. Stausmeyer, Fremont. has sold his stock
and fixtures to Welker & Steinwald, who will
continue the business.

N. D. Randall, Zelienople, Pa., has sold out
to G. L. Forest.

A. G. Chaffee, Garrettsville, reports that he
has purchased the stock and store from the estate
of R. L. Deming, of the above place.

Frank Dyer, Cairo, Mich., was in town last
month on business.

Frank Knab, of the material department of
Bowler & Burdick Co., has just suffered the loss
by death of a member of his family.

C. A. Danner, jeweler on West Twenty-fifth
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St., will remove October rst to a new storeroom,
corner of East 105th and Superior Ave.

Levison & Bro., jewelers, have just located on
West Twenty-fifth St., near Clark Ave. They re-
moved from Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to this town last
month.

The death of Christopher Creagen, cashier
and chief accountant for many years for the Webb
C. Ball Co., was recently announced. It was only
a few weeks ago that Mr. Creagen moved into a
new home in Lakewood, and in this strenuous
work he contracted a cold which a few days ago
turned into pneumonia with fatal results. His
death was sudden and unexpected and was quite
a shock to his employers and friends.

The following jewelers were in town last
month: C. F. Gardner, Newton Falls; Nelt Barr,
Ashland; D. Leonheiser, Huron; A. L. Bonewell,
Gibsonburg; E. C. Scott, Piqua; G. F. Elgin,
Kent ; C. E. Whittaker, Clyde; F. H. DeWitt, Port
Clinton.

First signs of early fall trade
Noticeable in the jewelry line in Pitts-
Improvement burg have come. They are

noted in the larger number of
visitors to retail establishments and the interest
shown in some of the newer stocks that are
appearing on the shelves and in the cases. That
this awakening interest is only a slight one, ts
agreed to. What it is going to be later appears
to be a question of speculation as yet. Pittsburg
retailers have not bought heavily for the fall and
winter. They are waiting more definite insight
into business conditions. At present they see
some clouds in the skies that make them hesitate.
It is true that the importations of stock as a
whole have been equal to last year ; and in some
instances even more extensive, but general stocks
show up smaller than for some time. In fact
several of the larger houses say they seldom have
gone so long with such low stocks.

In actual trade, the jewelry
Industrial Lull business of the Iron City and

its environs seems to reflect
the general trade situation of the same terri-
tory. The iron and steel mills are running under
curtailed capacity. The glass factories are work-
ing as a rule cautiously, .while the coal mining
has been stifled during the past two weeks be-
cause of the dullness in the industrial lines. Coke
operations, another big labor employer, is run-
ning slowly and at reduced capacity. But most
significant of all is the fact that in nearly all lines
mentioned there is no accumulation of stocks and
a slight increase in activity would be felt in-
stantly. Any sudden burst of activity would
cause a veritable bounding forward under full
headway of all the industries and business opera-
tions that make for the prosperity of Pittsburg.
Thus it will be seen that about every one is
watching to see which way the wind is going to
blow, and with their hands on the throttle ready
to pull her wide open if it is favorable, and to
steady her down if it shows unfavorably.

The resumption of school and
Social Season the return of hundreds of
Opens families from the seashore

and mountains has put new life
into social affairs. It is true there is an oppres-
sive quiet in the cafes and places of popularity
in the winter, that tells of the absent ones still.
But the Exposition season is on. Thousands of
visitors from all over Western Pennsylvania,
Eastern Ohio, and from West Virginia and Mary-
land are coming to the city daily to take in this
annual event. The exposition is one of the best
the city has ever had, and the attendance prom-
ises to be the largest in its history, judging from
the way the crowds have started for the "Point,"
where the huge buildings are located. The influx
of strangers is an incentive for more aggressive
trade just now. It has stirred into action some of
the lethargic ones, and they are getting results.
In the building trades, Pittsburg this fall is look-
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ing up. In fact, she is one of the few large cities
that have thus far made decided improvements.
The general volume of trade is increasing, rail-
roads report more activity and, with half a show,
the markets here should be in a healthful state
before the cool of October is fairly upon the
commun ity.

Thier, Cross & Bear, with enlarged facilities
for manufacturing this season, have been operat-
ing under full capacity all summer and have
added a new salesman to the road force. This
house has been making some rapid strides into
new fields and reports business excellent. The
friends of the firm recall Miss Sophie Truet, for
many years a bookkeeper for the house. She
was recently married to Fred C. Grode, it well-
known Pittsburg attorney. The announcement of
the marriage caused much interest among the
trade and the bride was warmly congratulated.
Allen H. Small, formerly of Wisconsin, and a
jewelry salesman well-known to the Northwest
trade, has been appointed as a road man for the
house. He takes the place of Mr. Bear, who is to
give his entire time, to the home office and aid
in the conduct of the local business. One of
the features of the trading this year which this
house notes is the demand for staple or standard
goods, and less of the faddish and specialties class.

Hardy & Hayes during the past month have
added much to the attractiveness of the interior
of their store by putting in a new plate glass front
with large. show window space, and also with
special lighting features for daylight display in-
side. This house is displaying exceptional lines of
silverware and particularly novelties. E. P.
Roberts & Sons are also making a handsome
showing of silver goods.

Heeren Bros. & Co. report a good buying
movement among the retail trade, especially out
of Pittsburg district proper. The factory of this
house has been busy all summer and is doing
well at this time. The great store in Penn Ave.
is getting filled up with fall and holiday stocks,
and with its attractive lines of bronzes and sil-
verware, will make an attractive place this fall.

The George B. Barrett Company is pushing
trade in the wide field included in its territory,
and is also getting in its stock of holiday goods,
including a large importation of diamonds.

J. M. Roberts is out with the earlier an-
nouncements of holiday stocks and advising old
customers to make early selections. The house
has one of the best appointed diamond depart-
ments of its class and is showing an unusually
attractive line of jewels this fall.

Gillespie Bros. are feeling the influence of
more active social affairs and report trade im-
proving. Much of the importations by this
house is now being unpacked, having arrived
from Europe. The stocks are extremely hand-
some and the line of cut glass has been materi-
ally increased this year.

Sam F. Sipe is back from his usual Euro-
pean tour and with his announcement of a new
lot of diamonds, that are being advertised freely.

W. W. Wattless' handsome store in Wood
St., is displaying a fine line of novelties, and this
year there appears to be attempts to bring out
more of the finer grades of art china which have
been brought over from the Old World.

A feature of the present season is the ab-
sence of new firms. They have been almost a
negligible quantity. One addition, known as the
Continental Watch Company, has been attacked
by an official announcement by the postal authori-
ties from Washington that a fraud order had been
issued against the house, charging that it was
promoting a lottery or gambling scheme M dis-
posing of watches. The announcement states
that the company formed clubs among miners in
this section and when forty were secured each
paid $1 every two weeks. After the first pay-
ment a drawing took place and the first one
secured a watch. The others continued paying
and a second drawing awarded a watch after two
tnore payments were made. The Government
holds that using the mails for this purpose is
contrary to the law. The company occupies
small quarters on Third Avenue.

Aside from this incident, the trade has been
unusually free from unpleasant incidents during
the past month. Speaking of watches, brings out
the fact that inquiries thus far indicate a de-
cided betterment in that branch of the jeweler's
interests this fall.
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Trade conditions are normal for this season

of the year and prospects are very good. Crop
conditions throughout this entire territory are
extremely favorable and everything indicates that

the year will close on an excellent business basis.

All the traveling men for the trade out of here

are now on the road and are sending in good
orders.

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., left on September 20th for a three
weeks' business trip to New York. F. J. Bross,
traveler for this firm, recently made a very suc-
cessful fishing trip down on the Black River in
southeast Missouri with Mr. Clark, of the jewelry
firm of Tromley & Clark, Poplar Bluff, Mo.
They caught fifty-one bass in an afternoon.

Frank Hoevel, city salesman for L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., is mourning the loss of his father,
who died September loth.

Ed Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry
Co., returned September 5th from a two weeks'
trip through Iowa.

J. W. Cary, of J. W. Cary & Co., returned
September 5th from spending the summer at his
cottage at Harbor Beach, Mich.

Goodman King, President of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., returned September
18th from a two months' trip to Europe.

The Veiled Prophet ball souvenir for two,
the great annual event here, to be held October
4th, is one of the handsomest and most useful
that has ever been selected by the managers for
this affair. For this year a handsome brass desk
clock will be the souvenir, and aside from its
value it is highly ornamental. The souvenirs
were furnished by the Mermod, Jaccard & King
Jewelry Co.

George J. Hess, President of the Hess &
Culbertson Jewelry Co., returned on September
1st from a three weeks' sojourn at Waupaca, Wis.
W. E. Bamber, secretary of this firm, will return
October 1st from a two weeks' pleasure trip to
New York and other points. R. W. Hess, of this
firm, returned September 3d from a two months'
trip to Europe. Emil Niehaus, salesman, re-
turned recently from a two weeks' trip to the
northern lakes. Miss Elizabeth Idler, also with
this firm, spent a month at the Michigan lake re-
sorts.

Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. furnished the
handsome silver loving cups for the championship
to-mile swim in the Mississippi River held here
on Labor Day.

About October 1st the St. Louis Clock and
Silverware Co. will issue their nineteenth annual
catalogue. It will contain 432 pages, 13 x ioq
inches, and over to,000 illustrations of jewelers'
merchandise. Their jewelry department has been
largely increased and comprises now practically
everything in the jewelry line. This catalogue is
sent out to dealers only and is free on application.

W. A. Gill, a well-known jeweler of this city
for the past twenty-three years, but who had
been out of business for some little time, has re-
entered the field and opened a handsome store in
the Gill Building, at the southwest corner of St.
Charles and Broadway. The building is owned
by him.

W. G. Drosten, vice-president, and Wm. A.
Hecker, secretary of the F. W. Drosten Jewelry
Co., spent a day recently as guests of the Spring-
field Watch Co., at Springfield, Ill. Mr. Hecker
recently returned from a two weeks' vacation.
Georges V. Stieffel, salesman for this firm, re-
turned September 7th from a short pleasure trip
to the Ozark Mountains of this State.

C. • P. Hutchinson, Vice-President of the
Whelan-Aehle & Hutchinson Jewelry Co., re-
turned from a three weeks' business and pleasure
trip to New York and other points. A. C. Kurtz,
salesman for this firm, returned September 5th
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from a three weeks' sojourn in the Ozark Moun-
tains.

A. Maschmeyer, President of the Masch-
meyer-Richards Silver Co., returned September
211 from a two weeks' business trip to New York.

F. W. Hoyt, President of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., returned recently from a two weeks'
business trip to Oklahoma and Texas.

George L. Weber, Jr., manager of Loftis
Bros. & Co., returned September 5th from a trip
to Denver and Colorado points. J. S. Loftis, vice-
president, and E. R. Eberhard, credit man of the
firm, were recent visitors here.

J. C. Faulkner, of Russellville, Ark., accom-
panied by his wife, recently spent a week here
buying and visiting.

H. F. Hines, traveler for the Wm. Weidlich
Jewelry Co., returned recently from a trip in Il-
linois and is now on a two months' trip through
Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin. C. R. Gross,
a new traveler for this firm, left September 15th
on a three months' trip through Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, Arkansas and Mississippi. Mr. Levy, for-
merly with R. Wallace Sons Mfg. Co., has ac-
cepted a position as traveler with this firm and
left September 15th on a three months' trip
through Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa. L. E.
Puellman, traveler, left on September 15th for
a long trip through Missouri, Kansas and part
of Iowa.

J. Bolland, President of the J. Bolland
Jewelry Co., and his son, J. Bolland, Jr., returned
recently from a two weeks' trip to the eastern
resorts. E. W. Bornemueller, salesman for this
firm, was recently operated on for appendicitis at
St. Luke's Hospital, of this city, and he is ex-
pected to resume his position soon.

James A. Maritz, son of E. Maritz, President
of the E. Maritz Jewelry Co., is now with the
firm. Lawrence Rudolph, with this firm, was re-
cently presented with a to-pound boy.

Gus Obrecht has opened a new jewelry store
at the southeast corner of Marcus and St. Louis
Avenues.

The ' Gerber-Buschman Cutlery and Silver-
ware Co., who recently added a jewelry depart-
ment, have engaged the services of S. E. Mor-
rison, formerly with the Wm. Weidlich Jewelry
Co., to take charge of it. L. L. Gerber, of the
Gerber-Buschman Co., is now on a month's trip
through Illinois. L. H. Kallemeur, traveler for
this firm, returned recently from a six weeks' trip
through Kansas.

On September 24th the Gutfreund-Kemper
Supply Co. moved to their new quarters on the
third floor of the handsome remodeled Equitable
Building. Their former quarters were on the
fifth floor of the Star Building.

M. E. Lackner, a jeweler of Paragould, Ark.,
was a recent visitor here on his way to Colorado.

Paul V. Kaesser, of Kaesser Bros., 2326
Franklin Avenue, recently visited Quincy, Ill.,
for a week.

Morris Bauman, traveler for the L. Bau-
man Jewelry Co., who has been traveling in the
West, spent a few days here. He has left on a
lengthy southern trip.

J. R. Elliott, President of the Elliott Jewelry
Co., returned on September t6th from a three
weeks' vacation spent in Colorado. The traveling
force of this firm all left on their respective trips
the latter part of September.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., left September 22 on a two weeks'
trip through southeast Missouri. M. B. Loewen-
stein, of this firm, returned September 20th from
a two weeks' vacation spent at Atlantic City,
N. J.

Paul E. Pautler, traveler for the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., returned September 25th
from a three weeks' trip through Texas. Adolph
Umbrecht, salesman for this firm, is confined at
home with a serious attack of illness. The foot
of John Tobasch, salesman for this firm, was
stepped on September 13th and quite badly in-
jured. He is at home and will probably be out
about October rst.

Lee Norris has opened a new store at Litch-
field, Ill.

Charles Adamson has opened a new store at
Prescott, Ark.
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Ralph Sturgeon succeeds Charles Ousley &
Son, Paris, Ill.

H. Estinhausen, President of the Attleboro
Jewelry Co., will return home about October 1st
from a several months' European trip.

Julius Newman, formerly a member of the
firm of Aller-Wilmes-Newman, is at present
traveling for the firm of Weiss & Fassett.

Jos. T. A. Schuermann, salesman for the
Brooks Jewelry and Optical Co., was recently
married to Miss Rose Zaeger, a popular young
lady of this city. The happy couple went to
Niagara Falls on their wedding trip.

Mr. Hafner, junior member of the Walter &
Hafner Jewelry Co., Hillsboro, Tex., accom-
panied by his wife, spent a few days here re-
cently on his way home from Europe.

I. Harris, of Harris & Goldman Diamond
Importing Co., returned recently from a business
trip to Europe.

Articles of incorporation of the Kimberly
Investment Co. have been filed here. The in-
corporators are Albert Frech, 3800 shares;
George G. Gambrill and John G. W. Schoen-
thaler, too shares each. The new company an-
nounce they will deal in commercial paper and
do a general wholesale jewelry business. All of
the incorporators are connected with the Eisen-
stadt Manufacturing Co. and one of the pur-
poses of the company is to be ready to op-
erate in the Arkansas diamond fields if the de-
velopment expectations are realized.

0. H. Kortkamp, President of the E. H.
Kortkamp Jewelry Co., is home from his vaca-
tion, which was spent at Chautauqua, Ill., where
he had a cottage for his family during the sum-
mer.

I. N. Hahn, President of the S. A. Rider
Jewelry Co., recently returned from a two weeks'
vacation, which was spent at White Hall, Mich.

The following visiting buyers were here last
month: M. Weiler, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Capt.
Klein, of Klein & Fink, Fort Smith, Ark. 

' 
• Ed

Richmers, New Melle, Mo.; F. W. Alley, New
Madrid, Mo.; Frank P. Nims, Warrenton, Mo.;
Herman Volmer, Princeton, Ind.; George Porth,
Jefferson City, Mo.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.;
V. L. Prevallet, Perryville, Mo.; J. Raley, of
Bitterman Bros., Evansville, Ind.; 0. Miller, Flat
River, Mo.; J. B. James, Marshfield, Mo.; A. P.
Wolff, Murphysboro, Ill.; F. Simons, Collins-
ville, Ill. • R. K. Rutherford, Mt. Vernon, Ill.;
V. Powell, Ft. Scott, Kans.; B. Rice, Tulsa,
Okla.; L. J. Weiler, Carlinville, Ill.; N. S.
Weiler, Cape Girardeau, Mo. • H. G. Chambers,
Bonne Tere, Mo.; J. Lowe, Monroe, La.; A. H.
Krause, Greenville, Ill.; S. E. Brady, El Reno,
Okla.; Roy Goulding, Alton, Ill.; J. Pratte,
Festus, Mo.; Charles Mosby, accompanied by his
wife, Batesville, Ark.; Charles S. Scanlin, In-
dianapolis, Ind.; L. E. Smith, T. K. Smith
Jewelry House, Oskaloosa, Iowa; J. H. Booth,
Alton, Ill.; G. R. Summers, Sturgeon, Mo.;
Wm. Westphal, St. Charles, Mo.; M. J. Jenson,
Marissa, Ill.; George Kuhn, Fayette, Mo.; M.
Roberts, Mt. Olive, Ill.; Mr. Bolton, Bolton
Jewelry Co., Fulton, Mo.; W. G. Davis, Granite
City, Mo.; Frank Rombach, Canton, Miss.;
D. C. Burchett, Kirksville, Mo. 

' 
• C. E. Willis,

'
Edwardsville, Ill. • J. J. Gaffner, St. Jacobs, Ill.;
T. FE Edwards, Clarksville, Mo.; J. T. Parker
Murray, Ky.

Satin-Finishing Small Aluminum
Articles

Small aluminum articles, says The Brass
World, can be satin-finished by the following
method : Make up a strong solution of caustic
potash or caustic soda in water by dissolving
two pounds in one gallon of water. Heat nearly
to boiling and then immerse the aluminum ar-
ticles in it. As soon as gas begins to be given
off freely take them out and rinse in cold water.
Then immerse in a dip composed of equal parts
of water and nitric acid. This will remove the
brown stain on the surface left by the potash or
soda dip. The aluminum will not be clean and
with a uniform dead surface. If not uniform or
dead enough the operation can be repeated.
Rinse well after each dip and when the articles
conic from the acid dip, rinse first in cold water,
then in hot water and dry.
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A. H. HEISEY & CO.'S
NATURAL GAS PUMPING STATION

which furnishes their factory with the natural
gas used in the manufacture of the celebrated

MO TRADE MARK.

The faultless finish and moderate price of this ware make it

an ideal line .for the Holiday Trade. The

every piece is a guarantee of the superior

trade mark on

quality. You can

recommend it to your patrons on our guarantee.

New York Office   25 West Broadway
Baltimore Office   122 West Baltimore St.
Boston   144 Congress St.
Philadelphia . Denckla Bldg., Market and Ilth Sts.
Chicago Office, 510 Heyworth Bldg., 42 Madison St.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

A. H. HEISEY & CO., Inc.
NEWARK : : : OHIO

October, 1910 THE

PROVIDENCE

ATTLEB OROS

Business conditions have greatly improved
since the first of September and at this writing
the factories in this territory are in full swing,
many of them being forced to work overtime in
order to keep up with the rapidly-increasing
orders. In fact, the influx of orders has literally
swamped some of the manufacturers and many
a sleepless night is being spent trying to figure
out a way to cope with the situation. The want
columns of the local papers in Providence, Attle-
boro and North Attleboro are full of help wanted
ads and almost any kind of a good jewelry
worker can get a position in one of the numerous
factories that abound in this territory.

Bracelets, which were thought td be a thing
of the past and a dead issue are in big demand
and indications point to a still greater demand
as the month advances. Mesh bag orders are so
great that many makers are turning away busi-
ness, and all have enough orders to keep them
going up to the first of the year. "One peculiar
thing," said one manufacturer, "about the mesh
bag industry is that despite the fact that all
makers have more orders than they can handle,
they are cutting prices in order to get more
business. The volume of orders they would
naturally receive at this time of the year would
be enough to keep most of the makers going
and they could get this business without any price-
cutting, yet most of them seem to think that it is
necessary to cut prices to meet the other fellow
in order to get more than they can handle.
What they should do would be to raise their
prices and gain a greater profit while the de-
mand is good. In one or two cases I know of
the maker actually raising the price as a means
to turn business away, and in these instances
orders still continue to come in."

Lockets, likewise, are getting a large share
of attention and business is good on this class
of goods. Many new designs are being shown,
particularly in the large lockets that are suspended
from the neck and hang at the waist line. These
are still very popular and the necessity for extra
length of chain has boomed the chain business.
With the improved facilities for making chains by
machines there is an abundance of chain to be
had.

Silver trinkets and novelties of all kinds are
selling in larger volume than ever. Flatware and
hollowware are in great demand and all in all
indications point to a good, profitable year.

William Kean, age 43, who fell while at work
at the Nicholson File Company last month, died
at the Rhode Island Hospital after lingering for a
few days. He had been in a critical condition
since being removed to the hospital. Death was
due to a rupture of the intestines.

James A. Codding, well known among the
jewelry manufacturers and a highly respected
citizen of North Attleboro, died on September 9th
after a prolonged illness. The deceased was born
in North Attleboro in 1849 and was there edu-
cated. While still a young man he was etnployed
as cashier in the North Attleboro National Bank,
which position he resigned to become a member
of the firm of Codding Bros. which was later
succeeded by The Codding & 

Bros.,
Co. He

was an important factor in the success of the
business while connected with the firm, but ill
health forced his retirement about ten years ago.
He was a member of the Bristol Lodge of
F. & A. M. and interment was in charge of this
lodge.

The Irons & Russell Building, 95 Chestnut
Street, Providence, is undergoing outside reno-
vating.

John Kelso, of Providence, was a visitor to
Boston during September.

Henry. Lederer, of Henry Lederer & Bro.,
150 Chestnut Street, Providence, has been spend-
ing some time at Narragansett Pier and Atlantic
City at the instance of his doctor, who advised
him to eet away from business for a short time
and build up his constitution.

K S T O ONE

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore W. Foster, of Provi-
dence, made a motor trip to Cape Cod during the
last month.

Fischer & Pruefer, too Stewart Street, Provi-
dence, report a large demand on their one-piece
collar buttons.

Emile Hatnberger, buyer for H. B. Claffin
Company, New York City, Made a visit among
the manufacturers of this section during Sep-
tember.

Owing to ill health M. H. Smith, who has
been associated as watchmaker with F. A. Sim-
mons, 39 Dorrance Street, Providence, for several
years, has been forced to give up business.

In order to cope with the heavy volume of
business at this time of the year the Ostby &
Barton Company, 118 Richmond Street, Provi-
dence, is running several of its departm mts over-
time.

Frank Fontneau, the well-known manufac-
turing jeweler of Attleboro, died on September
loth. His death came as a shock to many of his
friends and was regarded as a great loss to
the city, in the development of which he always
took an active.interest. The deceased, who
was 6o years old at the time of his death, was
born in Canada and came to Attleboro with his
parents while still a boy. Very naturally he be-
came associated with the jewelry industry and
progressed step by step until he became a thor-

Frank Fontneau

ough master of the intricacies of jewelry manu-
facturing. Some fifteen years ago, with William
A. Cook, he organized the firm of Fontneau &
Cook, which was later succeeded by the Fontneau
& Cook Company, now one of the largest con-
cerns in the district. Over 300 men, representing
employees of the Fontneau & Cook Company,
and several fraternal orders attended the
funeral services at St. John's Church. The
large number of men, as they marched to the
church, made an impressive sight and indicated
clearly the esteem in which the deceased was
held, both in his concern and in the various
lodges of which lie was a member. Employees
of the concern and members of Pokonoket tribe
of Red Men headed the procession ; Attleboro
lodge of Elks was next in line and the Knights
of Columbus were last. All men were attired
in dark suits and wore white gloves, the Elks
having bouquets in their lapels. The procession
preceded the hearse and marched from the home
on Union Street to the church, where the solemn
mass of requiem was celebrated. The floral
tributes were magnificent and included many
large and beautiful pieces. The services at the
church were very impressive and special music
was rendered during the ceremony. The pall-
bearers were selected from the orders to which
the deceased belonged, among these being the
Attleboro Lodge of Elks, Knights of Columbus,
Ancient Order of Workmen, Redmen and the
Warwick Club of Rhode Island. Frank Fontneau,
son of the deceased, who has been associated
with the business for eleven years, has been
elected president and will represent the heirs in
the concern. The same progressive methods as
have been carried on in the past will be continued.
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Attleboro friends of Louis Rosenberg, west-
ern salesman for McRae & Keeler, received cards
announcing his marriage last month to Miss
Dorothy S. Gold, of Hartford, Conn. The cere-
mony took place at the home of the bride's sister,
Mrs. N. Wilkinson, in Providence, and was at-
tended by friends of both. Mr. Rosenberg is well
known here and has received congratulations
from many friends.

Harold Blake, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
E. Blake, made his debut in the commercial field
last month by entering the factory of James E.
Blake & Company, Attleboro, owned by his
father. He will learn the business from the
ground up and expects to take the reins of busi-
ness up when he has an insight into the making
and marketing of jewelry.

It was stated last month that Harold E.
Sweet, member of the school board, is being
urged to be a Democratic candidate for Senator
in the first Bristol district, comprising the towns
of Attleboro, North Attleboro, Norton and See-
konk. Mr. Sweet said when seen by your re-
porter that he had been approached on the matter
but had given it no serious thought. He was not
prepared to say whether he would enter the
contest or not. Mr. Sweet and his father are at
the head of one of the biggest jewelry concerns
in town and he intimated that lie might not con-
sider the question because he would be unable to
spare the time from his business.

The exterior of the Narragansett Hotel,
Providence, is receiving the final finishing touch
to the vast renovation this hotel has been under-
going for a year back. The color scheme around
the entrance and lower floor will be oi a copper
color when finished, with silver trimmings at the
top of the columns, just at the entrance to the
main foyer.

Theodore W. Foster & Brother Company,
Providence, have just finished repainting their
office interior, which looks very handsome.
George E. Smith, Canadian representative for this
concern, with offices at Kingston, Ontario, at the
completion of a Pacific Coast trip, came direct
to the factory, where he spent some time during
September. Harry Webb is the name of a new
salesman appointed by this concern in the Cana-
dian field.

Colonel Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney Company,
Attleboro, was one of the principal speakers at
a convention of the W. C. T. U. held in that
place last month. He spoke very entertainingly
and held the attention of all present by his well
chosen remarks.

Joseph Bannigan, treasurer of the Roger
Williams Silver Company, lox Sabin Street,
Providence, has just returned from a sojourn in
Maine at Camp Laneer, where he spent time in
recreation and rest.

W. L. Tidd, of 'Winthrop Manufacturing Co.,
Attleboro, is at present in Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, whence he has gone to escape hay fever,
to which he is subject if he remained in New
England territory at this season of the year.

The James E. Blake Company, Attleboro,
have just compiled a mo-page catalogue descrip-
tive of the fine line of sterling silverware pro-
duced by them. The catalogue is artistically ar-
ranged and the goods well illustrated by fine half-
tones, which are printed on a good heavy stock
paper, making them show up well. The cover
is a mottled green of the right shade. Particular
emphasis is put on the fact that this house has
been in business over fifty-one years and there-
fore in a position to know how to produce the
proper class of goods. A very fine picture of
the factory which they occupy exclusively is
shown, which ought to convince the reader they
are in a position to handle a large volume of
business. Over thirty pages are given to descrip-
tions of table silver hollowware, some of which
is cased in very tasty fashion. Seventy pages
are devoted exclusively to manicure sets and fit-
tings, a line of goods for which this company
has quite a reputation, whilst the remainder is
given over to an unlimited array of sterling
articles of•,all kinds and descriptions. All in all
the catalogue is of such value that no retail
jeweler can well afford to forego sending for it.

(Continued on page 1647)
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Lockets
A LARGE, VARIED
LINE IN THE VERY
LATEST EFFECTS

There is an exceptionally brisk
  demand for these exquisite

articles of adornment at present.

q The locket season will soon be
in full swing, and you should be
prepared to get your share.

q But be sure you have lockets that
are well made, that have an indi-
viduality back of them and quality,
too. 10 Karat gold quality that
you can bank on being 10 Karat
fine.

The BASSETT Line 

IS 10 KARAT Fine 

SEMI.

q Our line comprises the newest styles and latest patterns in BRACELETS, FOBS, LOCKETS and CHAINS.
Twenty-five years of consistent endeavor has built up a business in which you can repose confidence.
q Our motto is " The Best Goods at the Best Price." Send for catalog illustrative of our complete line. It's yours for the asking.

Manufacturers of Fine Gold Jewelry and Plated ChainsThe Bassett Jewelry Co. Aborn and Mason Sts., PROVIDENCE R I, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE-37 Maiden Lane MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE-1116 Lumber Exchange CHICAGO OFFICE-7o5 Columbus Building

CLARENCE F. BAYER BYRON L. STRASBURGER

WHERE TO STOP WHEN IN NEW YORK

Live Ones . Newness

BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.

ALBERT PRETZFELDER

Importers 5 East 17th Street (Between Broadway and Fifth Ave.), NEW YORK Manufacturers
Are showing the most extensive holiday lines of imported novelties for jewelry trade.It will be to any jeweler's best interest, visiting New York, to certainly note address and call at our showrooms. All lines are shown in large variety.

NOVELTY JEWELRY. LORGNETTES. SMOKERS' ARTICLES. FANCY GOODS. STERLING SILVER AND GUN METAL MESH SAGS.
VANITY CASES AND NOVELTIES. GUN METAL NOVELTIES. OPERA GLASSES. LEATHER GOODS.

CLOCKS. BRASS GOODS. LAMPS, ETC. ART GOODS. DESK SETS. DINNER GONGS, ETC.

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

of Sterling EffectsManufacturers

in Plate
Otto Young & Co.
Chicago, III.

Silversmiths' Building
New York
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W. 0. Cook, of Fontneau & Cook Co., Attle-
boro, has just returned from Hot Springs„ Ark.,
where he has ben spending some weeks in recrea-
tion.

J. F. Sturdy's Sons, Attleboro Falls, are
working Saturday afternoons in order to keep
up with the volume of business coming in. At
present the bracelet department is working nights.

A trade journal calls the attention of jewelers
to the boy scouts as a suggestion for novelties.
Pins and fobs of designs that will please the
boys will quickly flood the market, for nowadays
jewelers are nearly as quick as the newspapers
in seeing a coming craze. Their recent haste in
getting out the Chantecler novelties is a good
example and it is worthy of note that there was
so much merit in some of these new lines that
their popularity is not yet on the wane, though
the theatrical and millinery craze has had its day
and departed.

Charles B. Keeler, of McRae & Keeler, At-
tleboro, celebrated his 50th birthday last month
with his family and friends at Harwichport.

C. D. Lyons & Co., Mansfield, Mass., are con-
.ducting an extensive advertising campaign through
the popular mediums of the country, creating a
'demand among the consuming field for their pat-
ent cuff links, thus co-operating with the retail
Jeweler in helping the selling end of his business.

The Page & Baker Manufacturing Co., North
Attleboro, are running on a 13-hour schedule.

Charles Brady, representing C. D. Peacock,
Chicago, was in North Attleboro during Sep-
tember placing orders.

The H. H. Curtis Company, North Attleboro,
have equipped their factory with an electric motor
-in order to care for the busy fall season now
at hand.

Frank P. Daughaday, of the Freeman-Daugh-
aday Co., Chartley, Mass., has returned to his
'home in this city from a trip to Europe. He
was accompanied by his family.

Ernest H. Fairbrother, treasurer of the
'Canadian Seamless Wire and also of the
Canadian Refining and Smelting Co., Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada, has been visiting relatives in
this city and vicinity. He was formerly asso-
'dated with the United Wire and Supply Com-
pany, of Providence.

Harry Cutler, of Cutler Jewelry Co., 7 Eddy
Street, Providence, has just returned from rep-
resenting Rhode Island at a conference at Put-
in-Bay, Ohio, that was held with other States
for the purpose of deciding on arrangements for
the centennial celebration of the victory of Com-
modore Perry at the battle of Lake Erie. The
,celebration will be held in 1913.

Frederick Mills, of Brown & Mills, too
Stewart Street, Providence, was a visitor to New
York City during the early part of September.

A. S. Vennerbeck, of Vennerbeck & Close
Company, 150 Chestnut Street, Providence, paid
a visit to the New York City trade last month.
Mr. Vennerbeck reports good business conditions
and the factory working up to its fullest capacity.

Englehardt C. Ostby, of Ostby & Barton Co.,
18 Richmond Street, Providence, has returned
from an extended vacation trip through New
Hampshire.

The "Foster Blue Book" for jewelers, Cata-
logue "N," for 1910-11, is out and is being dis-
tributed throughout the trade. Theodore W.
Foster & Brother Company, too Richmond Street,
Providence, who issue this book, have spared
neither time nor money in getting the catalogue
out. It is most complete and contains a full
description of the lines produced by this company,
both in sterling silver and gold filled. To ably
describe this book and do it full justice would
take up too much of the reader's time, so the best
way is to write for one of these catalogues,
which will be sent to any reputable retail jeweler.

A new concern, under the firm name of J. B.
Granger & Co., has started in business at 205
Weybosset Street, Providence. The concern will
manufacture a general line of plated jewelry, in-
cluding cloisonné goods.

KEYSTONE

Whiting & Davis Co., Plainville, have been
compelled, owing to increased business, to en-
large their floor space by erecting an extension.
This is only one of many additions to their fa-
cilities made by this company during the year.

Miles Carter, of Carter, Qvarnstron &
Remington, captured first prize with his boat
"Yankee" in the automobile boat races held in
connection with the Deeper Waterways Conven-
tion last month.

Bates & Tyndall Bros., Inc., is the title of a
new firm located on the fifth floor of the In-
graham Building, Attleboro. The Tyndall Bros.
have been in business for some time and the
new member of the firm, Frank M. Bates, is the
son of the late Joseph M. Bates, a well-known
manufacturing jeweler.

Paye & Baker Manufacturing Co., North At-
tleboro, have started work on an addition to
their factory, the dimensions of which will be
48 x 34 feet.

A. E. Andrews Co. is the name of a new
firm in Attleboro, which will produce a line of
white metal jewelry. Mr. Andrews is an accom-
plished engraver.

Mr. Ostby, Jr., advertising manager for
Ostby & Barton Co., Providence, has just re-
turned from a western business trip.

Frank T. Pearce, of F. T. Pearce Company,
85 Sprague Street, Providence, and wife, have
just returned from Detroit, Mich., where they
attended a convention of the Scottish Rite thirty-
third degree in Masonry.

Mr. Carpenter, of the Albert Walker Com-
pany, Providence, has just returned from a two
weeks' vacation trip spent touring New England
in an automobile.

Frederick A. Newell, of the Watson & Newell
Co., manufacturing jewelers of Attleboro, died
on September 20th somewhat suddenly, although
he had been in poor health for some years. An
attack of acute indigestion left his heart in a
weak condition, and a cerebral hemorrhage and
death ensued. The deceased was one of the most
widely known and most successful manufactur-
ing jewelers in this section and founded the
Watson & Newell Co. in 1874. Previous to that
time he had been engaged in several other busi-
nesses, but the jewelry industry seemed more
promising and his subsequent success proved the
wisdom of his choice. The deceased lived in a
handsome residence in Attleboro until last year
when the estate was sold to the county as a site
for Attleboro's new Court House. Mr. and Mrs.
Newell then moved to Providence. He had re-
tired a few years' previously from active work
in the Watson & Newell Co. During his business
career, he had amassed considerable wealth, and
being of a philanthropic bent, he donated much
money for charitable purposes.

Edward A. Sweeney, of the W. H. Wilmarth
Co., of Attleboro has been appointed by the Attle-
boro Board of Trade to confer with the Provi-
dence Board of Trade in regard to a protest
against the existing express rates. The Attle-
boro association desires to make a vigorous pro-
test, because the rates which were put into effect
soon after the Adams Express Company an-
nounced the absorption of the Earle & Prew Ex-
press Company, a few months ago, mean a con-
siderable addition to the expenses of shipping
goods to Boston, New York and other places.

George H. Holmes, the well-known manufac-
turing jeweler of Providence, was elected to hon-
orary membership in the 33rd degree in the Su-
preme Council, Northern Jurisdiction, Ancient
and Accepted Scottish Rites, at the conclave in
Detroit. Mr. Holmes is a member of the Provi-
dence delegation in the State Legislature, Presi-
dent of the New England Manufacturing Jew-
elers' and Silversmith' Association and a member
of the West Side, Central, Pomham, Squantum
and Wannamoisett Clubs. He is a member of
Rhode Island Consistory; St. John's Comman-
dery, No. 1, Knights Templar ; Providence Coun-
cil, Royal and Select Masters, No. 1; Providence
Royal Arch Chapter, No. i ; a Past Master of
Adelphoi Lodge, No. 33, A. F. and A. M.; Thrice
Potent Master of Solomon's Grand Lodge of Per-
fection ; Past District Deputy Grand Master of
the Grand Lodge of Rhode Island, and a member
of the Masonic Veterans' Association and Pales-
tine Temple, Ancient Arabic Order, Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine.
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Washington (D. C.) Letter

B. Greenberg, 1718 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N. W., has completed the installation of his new
display window. The base of the window is of
marble and the interior is fitted out with a ma-
hogany stand and a mirrored mahogany half
screen. The lettering on the window is in gold,
outlined in blue.

Charles Schwartz, 824 Seventh Street, N. W.,
has already found it necessary to make improve-
ments in his new store in order to take care of
his increasing trade. He has added two addi-
tional show cases, a number of high power elec-
tric lights and a diamond room in the front of
the store.

John M. Ganzer, formerly of Cincinnati, has
entered the employ of M. B. Korman & Co.,
706 H Street, N. E., as watchmaker.

A. Fruedberg, for several years in the em-
ploy of Milton Bear, Georgetown, has taken
over the business of Cole & Swan at their store
1503 1-1 Street, N. E. This latter firm, however,
will continue to carry on their business at their
Fourteenth Street and Georgetown stores.

A. D. Prince, of the firm of R. Harris & Co.,
goo Seventh Street, N. W., has been appointed a
director and chairman of the appraisement com-
mittee of the Merchants' and Mechanics' Savings
Bank of this city. Messrs. Darr & Peyser, legal
advisors to the local jewelers' association, have
also been elected vice-president and general
counsel, respectively.

E. G. Hines, 921 F Street, N. W.., spent
several days in Philadelphia.

Harris N. Brown, of Brown & Armstrong,
took a combined pleasure and business trip to
Boston (Brookline) and New York.

Mrs. J. C. Nourse, jewelry buyer of the de-
partment store of Woodward & Lothrop, the
"Boston Store," spent several days in New York
on business in the interests of her department.

Charles Schwartz and wife were among the
guests at the wedding of Abraham Press at the
Hotel Majestic, Philadelphia. Mr. Press is lo-
cated at 135 Eighth Street, of that city. The
bride was Miss Sylvia Lieberman.

W. C. Shaw, of Shaw & Brown Co., took ad-
vantage of the delightful sea trip to be had be-
tween here and Bermuda. This is simply a
pleasure trip and taken for the benefit of his
health.

A young man neatly dressed in a gray check
suit and straw hat, described as being about 30
years of age, 5 feet 6 inches in height, weighing
in the neighborhood of 135 pounds, fair, thin
face and brown hair, called at the store of Sal-
vatore Desio, 926 F Street, N. W., requesting
that he be shown some tie pins that were on dis-
play in the show window. He looked the line
over without making a purchase and after his
departure it was discovered that one pin, set
with a small diamond, valued at $20, had also
made its departure in company with the late
visitor. Central office detectives are investigat-
ing the case.

A new method of disposing of watches at
an enormous profit has been reported to the
police as having been worked on the unsuspecting
citizens of Alexandria, Va. This bunco worker
is described as a well-dressed gentleman with a
long tale as to being very badly in need of funds
to enable him to purchase a railroad ticket to his
home and with no other security than a nice
looking watch. With a plausible story on these
lines he succeeded in victimizing six or eight
persons and the "valuable" watches he left be-
hind him are worth in the aggregate about $10
or $12.

G. D. Chase is now in the employ of "The
Peerless," 525 Seventh Street, N. W., as watch-
maker. This latter firm are planning to make a
number of alterations and additions to their
jewelry stock at a very early date.

M. B. Korman, 706 H Street, N. E., reports
having located nearly $30o worth of goods which
he states were stolen from his store by M.
Golden, whom he formerly employer as a watch-
maker, in the pawnshops.
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10 and 14 K. Gold 10 and 14 K. Plate
Absolutely guaranteed against breakage

STERN BROS. & CO

Sterling Silver

33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
To avoid delay use local address, 33-43 Gold Street

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department : 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works : - - - - 142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES: Chicago, Ill., 103 State Street ; Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat ; London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

STERN BROS. C

VANITY SETS IN GOLD AND SILVER

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Fobs, Bracelets, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins,

Baby Pins, Veil Pins, Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Locket Rings, Bead Neck

Chains, Charms, Festoons, Barrettes, Emblem Goods, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives,
Lapel Buttons, Vest Buttons, Collar Buttons, Rope Chains, Silver and Gold Thimbles, Silver and

Gold Match Boxes, Fob Seals, Cameo Goods, Gold and Silver Cigarette Cases, Alberts, Class Rings

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
POPULAR PRICES 33-43 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK
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LEADERS IN

Masonic
Brooches

411I. We are leaders. First in
the field. First in design.

First in quality and finish.
We lead. Watch others follow.
The brooches here shown are
made in 10 K. and 14 K. designed
for the use and wear of wives,
daughters and sweethearts of
Masons of all degrees. Women
folk like to wear them and the
men are proud to have them do
so. Encourage the custom. We
manufacture many other designs,
which we have not illustrated.

"S"

SEND FOR MEMORANDUM SELECTION

The Miller Jewelry Co. 
FCIFiTHn acn nE ELM, aL B ,hD IiNoG

TAADE

REGISTERED

THE GRECIAN PATTERN

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street - - PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
NEW YORK -13 Maiden Lane CHICAGO—Heyworth Building

TRADE MARK 
4

REGISTERED

Ever Mall Is
a Crusoe on the
desert island of his
own individuality,
but it is his own
fault if the island
stays desert. It
won't if he makes
proper use of the
Foster Blue Book,
Catalog N.

ROLLED GOLD PLFITED
Lockets
Charms
Neck Chains
Vanity Chains
Lorgnette Chains
Crosses
Pendants
Scarf Pins
Hat Pins
Brooch Pins
Veil Pins
Collar Pins
Bracelets
Link Buttons

STERLING SILVER
Toilet and Manicure
Goods

Vanity Trinkets
Vases
Picture Frames
Jewel Cases

CANADA—Kingston, Ontario Novelties

NEW
9 MAI DEN LANE

AGO
I0,3 STATE ST
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925/1000 Fine Ideas From Our

"Suggestion Book"

HERE'S ONE:

A Berry Bowl, spun from one piece of heavy

silver, without solder or seams; has graceful

lines; new conventional piercing and it's

attractive. It can be used for either salads

or berries, and is the lowest priced bowl of

its size and weight on the market.

Let us send you past ideas from this " Suggestion
Book." It's in loose leaf form. Only a few books left
in beautiful leather binding.

Your name on our mailing list will bring one of
these to you and future " Suggestions " every two weeks.
Isn't it worth a post card to you?

Send for prices and further particulars on above
reproduction.

SEND AT ONCE

ROCiER WILLIAMS
SILVER COMPANY

RI-10113L; ISLAND

High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks
$140.00

ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

For $140.00
we give

you $500.00

service.

Can you

afford to be

without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

DESCRIPTION

Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
WHAT ONE OF OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS SAYS!

Delavan, Wisconsin, Sept. 20, 1910
Brown Street Clock Co.

Gentlemen: I have the clock running, and am confident
that it is the very best sort of an ad. a jeweler can buy.
People appreciate it.

Yours very truly,

HOWARD WILLIAMS

The Best Advertisement Money Can Buy

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Brown Street Clock Co.
Monessen, Pa.
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NEW CREATIONS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Pat. Sept. 6,10 Pat. Sept. 6, '10 Pat. Pe n di ii i

2777L884
L884. Vinaigrette
One-Picture Locket

and Mirror

2776 L886

L886. Vinaigrette with
Two-Picture Locket

and Puff Box

'.1a111181

2804/L914 2804 L887

L914. Vinaigrette and Puff Box used for
Smelling Salts or Perfume

Pat. Pending

2733 L921
L921. Vinaigrette with
Two-Picture Locket

L922. Vinaigrette and
Coin Holder

L923. Vinaigrette and
Puff Box

2777 54/L882
Locket. Engine Turned
and Hand Engraved

L887. Vinaigrette and
Coin Holder

All these patented articles can be used

either for smelling salts or perfume in

connedion with the Lockets, Puff

Boxes and Coin Holders. These are all

attached to fifty-six inch chains. We

are going to spend a few thousand dol-

lars each year in proteding our New

Creations, thereby preventing houses

making cheap grades of goods from

copying. We are going to give the

JEWELRY JOURNALS our business.

We feel satisfied that the intelligence
of the consumers will lead them to
seled BIGNEY'S MIRROR FINISH Chains,
Lockets, etc.

Ask your jobber for these numbers

BIGNEY'S MIRROR FINISH GOODS
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Ginger and Judgment forms a "Rich Mixture"

(IOur Line of

BRASS GOODS

is full of GINGER

No. 4947 SMOKING SET. POLISHED BRASS

4ljYou will display
good JUDGMENT

by showing a few of
our goods in your Line

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
ORIGINATORS OF Factories and Main Offices

PAIRPOINT CUT GLASS NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
and

PAIRPOINT SILVER PLATE NEW YORK -
MONTREAL
SAN FRANCISCO

-- BRANCHES
38 MURRAY STREET

CORISTINE BLDG., ST. NICHOLAS ST., WEST
- - 717 MARKET STREET

HALL CLOCKS
WALTHAM
Tubular Chimes

Our new catalogue is now ready for distribution and shows
one of the finest and most complete lines on the market.

Look Up Our Three-Chime Movement

Our "WILLARD" or "BANJO" Clock is a favorite in
the high-class trade.
Any jeweler desiring a first-class regulator will make no
mistake in ordering our No. 13, which will run, with
proper care, within five seconds a month.

Waltham Clock Company
Office and Salesroom : WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
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Medium Ladle

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1.

Medium Knife

) MADE MARK )

Cold Meal Fork

The " Ve rona"
A complete line of this new, handsome pattern is now ready for delivery. Every article bearing the celebrated

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1
ITRADE MARK]

carries with it an Absolute Guarantee in every respect. Furnished in A-1 and Triple Plate. All regular pieces in both
grades have an extra thickness of silver on parts most exposed to wear, and are stamped " XII." Place your orders
now to insure prompt delivery. Send for illustrated Booklet and other useful advertising matter.

Sold by us direct and by all leading jobbers.

MADE ONLY BY

ROGERS CI BROTHER, Waterbury, Conn.
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)
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Let Us Send You the

Sproehnle Selling - Plan
A New Wrinkle To Increase Your Watch Trade

OUR concrete trade-getting plan is the first one ever offered the
jewelry trade worth considering. It is the first one which actu-

ally "delivers the goods."

WE have washed out all the "Bunk," we have thrown
all the "heep-big-talk" about co-operation and the
magic power of advertising back on to the gravel pile

and present you nothing but the heavy, solid gold nugget—
a specific, concrete plan which scores of dealers write us is
simply the best investment they have ever made.

I4ET'S get down to hard pan. We don't aim to sell youa mere assortment of watches. We aim to sell you
"business," retail business in your own locality which

actually belongs to you, but which is now going to the dis-
tant mail order house. We aim to sell you the retail "busi-
ness" which is drifting through your competitors doors.

WE haven't the space here to tell you
how. AN . can merely show you
some of the printed material used

in the plan.

There is the pocket-size catalogue hand-
somely printed in colors with your name
imprinted and showing over one hundred
complete watches at retail prices.

THERE is the street car cards in
attractive colors with clever copy.
There are the forceful newspaper

ads—the follow up letters — the window
cards—all to be used in a campaign to
capture the retail watch and jewelry trade
in your locality and to boom your other
lines.

WRITE us for information as to just
how we go about it, and write at
once, because only one jeweler in a

town can get the plan.

That dealer in your town should be
you. It will oe you if you write at once.

Write to day, there is no tomorro,w.

Exclusive Watch Jobbers
HEYWORTH BUILDING CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

October, 1910 T H E

The Care of Machines

In the machine shop and the manu-
facturing plant it is safe to say that as many
machines are permanently injured or dis-
abled from doing first class work efficiently,
by lack of proper care or by improper hand-
ling, as are worn out in legitimate use, says
Oscar E. Perrigo, M.E., in the Electrician
and Mechanic. In other words one-half
the machines are worn out and the other
half spoiled by carelessness and abuse.

And this does not refer to ordinary
machines of moderate cost and value, but
extends all the way through the list from
the ordinary speed lathe, often costing less
than a hundred dollars, to the largest planer
costing from eight to ten thousand dollars.

The proper care of machines should be
understood and practiced in a somewhat
systematic manner, and therefore the
various points necessary to be observed will
be described in a similar way, so as to be
more easily remembered.

If shop work and duties are attended
to in a methodical manner and at regular
fixed times, as far as possible, it will be
found in practice that they are done much
easier and that they are much more readily
remembered. It must also be remembered
that method and system do not mean red
tape or fussiness. Neither is it a hair-
splitting nervousness over unnecessary
trifles or imaginary troubles, but means the
giving of the proper amount of attention
to real and necessary duties and to do this at
the proper time.

To properly care for a machine and to
keep it at all times in condition for efficient
work is the duty of the man who runs it.
Should any accident or break occur which
he cannot readily make good he should re-
port the fact at once to his immediate

-superior, usually the foreman of the room.
If, for better supervisory control, the room
has been divided, the different sections
working under the supervision of an assist-
ant foreman or "gang boss," the report will
be made to him. His responsibility in this
respect having been discharged the work-
man waits for orders.

Upon arriving at his machine in the
morning it is the duty of the workman to
quickly look over his machine and see that
it has not been disturbed or changed since
he left it the night before. He will then
proceed to oil up the machinery in all its
wearing parts, cleaning out the oil holes
where necessary, but always being certain
that the oil reaches the bearing. He should
have with him not only his oil can, but what
is quite as necessary, a piece of waste, and
wipe up all spots of surplus oil, since it looks
very slovenly to have oil drizzling down on
various parts of a machine.

If the machine is a new one, or one
he is not yet thoroughly familiar with he
should be very careful in looking for the oil
holes so as not to miss any of them. There
will be proper means provided for oiling all
wearing surfaces, whether flat or cylindrical.
Shafts will usually have at least .two bear-
ings, sometimes more, so that if one bearing
Is found he will always look for the other.

This duty having been done he will
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start up his machine slowly so as to ascer-
tain if all the parts are in proper working
condition, before putting the usual working
load on the machine. In doing this he will
see that no "feed" is on the machine, so that
there may be no danger of breaking or
otherwise injuring tools. The machine ap-
pearing to run properly he may put on feed
and proceed with the usual work.

During the usual running of the
machine he should be careful to notice
that the bearings do not get dry from lack
of oil and "cut" or "rough up," as this is a
particularly unfortunate and sometimes ex-
pensive matter to put in proper order. This
difficulty generally occurs in two classes of
bearings : first, heavy bearings carrying
large weights, as the front bearings of large
lathes, boring mills, milling machines and
the like; second, small and rapidly running
shafts from whose bearings the oil works
out rapidly. Loose pulleys are frequently
troublesome in this way, particularly if run-
ning at high speed.

If the machine is a planer he will be
careful to keep the V's or "ways" well oiled,
using a thicker oil than on the other parts
of the machine as these surfaces are sub-
jected to greater pressure. If an unusually
heavy load is placed upon the planer table
son-le pulverized graphite or black lead
should be mixed with the oil for the ways.
This will very materialy add to its "body"
or its lubricating qualities under great
pressure.

In a similar manner, but in lesser de-
gree, attention should be given to the wear-
ing surface on the ram of a shaper, particu-
larly if it is a large one or is taking a pro-
portionately heavy cut.

The wearing surfaces of the tables of
milling machines, horizontal boring
machines, and the like, will require but little
lubrication, since their movements are very
slow, and there is little tendency for the oil
to work out.

The teeth of all metal gears should be
oiled occasionally. If subjected to heavy
pressure, heavy oil, or oil mixed with
graphite should be used. Worm gears and
spiral gears are always subjected to consid-
erable friction and should be kept well lubri-
cated. Frequently, the machine is so de-
signed that these gears run in a bath of oil
so as to insure their thorough lubrication.

Screws, particularly those of sharp
pitch, should be thoroughly lubricated.
These are conspicuous on the rapidly re-
volving feed screws of turret lathes.

During the "cutting time" of a machine
there is generally ample time in which to
keep the machine clear of chips and other
refuse, and this should be attended to so that
there will be no accumulations where they
will be either troublesome or detrimental to
the efficient working of the machine. This
will be absolutely necessary in the use of
jigs and fixtures, whether for milling or
drilling operations, for the reason that ac-
curate work cannot be done unless these
accessories are entirely free from chips and
dirt. If oil is used in the cutting operations
the cleaning of the fixtures will be more
difficult, but just as imperative. This clean-
ing should be done every time a piece is
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removed from the jig or fixture and before
another piece is put in.

While giving attention to his machine
the workman should not neglect his other
immediate surroundings, but keep the tools
and fixtures in good order and condition
when not in use, and the material or pieces
of work in progress properly cared for
and arranged in a neat and orderly manner.

The floor and such benches, racks and
other conveniences under his charge should
always be kept free from dirt, chips or simi-
lar obstructions and always in proper condi-
tion for use, with a special place for such
tools and machine accessories as belong to
the machine, in their proper places and
readily found when needed.

Proper attention to the foregoing para-
graph will develop the methodical workman,
prompt and efficient and always ready for
any duty that he is called upon to perform.
Hence, the successful workman upon whom
the management can always depend.

Early Watchmaking in New England
It would be a very hard thing to de-

termine who the first manufacturer of
watches in America was, since in the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century many of the
trade manufactured movements in small
quantities, either to order or for the pur-
pose of carrying in stock until such time as
a purchaser might turn up. These watches
were of necessity hand-made, and the manu-
facturers depended considerably upon Eu-
rope for supplies, such as hands, springs,
jewels, balances, etc., and therefore to that
extent they cannot be regarded as com-
plete manufacturers, although they may
have delivered completed watches.

Luther Goddard, of Shrewsbury,
Massachusetts, commenced in i8o9 to manu-
facture watches of the verge pattern, in
somewhat larger quantities than had been
attempted before. Mr. Goddard could not
compete with the cheap foreign watches,
however, and retired in 1817.

Following closely in the wake of Mr.
Goddard, in 1812 an establishment for the
manufacture of watches was started in
Worcester, Massachusetts. The establish-
ment was small, and was suspended shortly
after for want of ready funds. In 1838 the
first machine-made watch ever made in
America was placed upon the market. It
was known as the Pitkin watch and was
manufactured by two brothers, James and
Henry Pitkin, of Hartford, Connecticut.
These movements were three-quarter plate,
slow train, and about the diameter of the
modern i6-size. The machinery with which
they were manufactured was very crude and
was all made by the Pitkin Brothers. The
Pitkin watch, however, suffered the same
fate as its predecessors. The cost of manu-
facture was too great to compete with those
made by the Swiss, and shortly after moving
the factory to New York, which they did
in 1841, the enterprise was abandoned. The
total product of the Pitkins was about eight
hundred movements.

It was not until 1850 that the system of
making watches by machinery was inau-
gurated in New England.
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LEWIS FINKELSTEIN

Wholesale Jeweler

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO

Diamonds, Watches

and Jewelry

BIRKENHAUER-
THOMSEN CO.

Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools

and Material

SISCHO & BEARD

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

Tools and Material

F. L. BOSWORTH CO.

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
'CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

REED-BENNETT CO.

Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds

Tools, Material and Findings

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO., Minneapolis,Minn.
S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.
REED-BENNETT CO.
BIRKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.
F. L. BOSWORTH CO.
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN St. Paul, Minn.
SISCHO & BEARD 11

VEHON & GOODMAN
ALBERT L. HAMAN

ALBERT L. HAM AN

Exclusively

Watches and Diamonds

October, 1-910 TI-1 E

NEWS

NORTHWEST

For some time during the summer months
business was somewhat depressed and the outlook
for the fall trade was rather discouraging in this
section, owing to the continued early drought
which prevailed, but the rains which have fallen
during the last two months have been very help-
ful to the crops and confidence along all lines of
business is again being restored and a good fall
trade is expected by both the wholesaler and re-
tailer.

C. F. Sischo, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
made a trip to Madeline Island, Lake Superior,
during the past month, where Mrs. Sischo has
been spending the summer.

C. C. Bergh, who for the past three and a
half years has been located on East Seventh
Street, St. Paul, has moved to 89 East Fifth
Street, where he is putting in new stock and fix-
tures. Mr. Bergh will have a very up-to-date
store and having been connected with the trade
in St. Paul for many years will no doubt meet
with the best of success at his new location. Mr.
Bergh was in business on Third Street a number
of years ago when that was the main street of
the city. He would rent half of his store to a
first-class optician.

Henry Meier, formerly located at 306 Rice
Street, St. Paul, has moved to 763 Wabasha
Street. Mr. Meier has been connected with the
jewelry trade of St. Paul for many years and
will, no doubt, meet with success at his new loca-
tion.

Bernard Johnson, of Nome, N. Dak., was in
the Twin Cities last month and attended the
State Fair.

R. W. Palmer, optician and watchmaker for
C. A. Nelson, of Willmar, Minn., stopped off in
the Twin Cities recently on his way to Michigan,
where he was going to spend his vacation visiting
friends and relatives.

H. M. Klaus, manager of D. D. Sullivan's
optical parlors at Minot, N. Dak., was married
September 27th to a young lady of Lorretto,
Minn. Mr. Klasses has built a house in Minot,
where he and his bride will make their future
home.

The new Broadway Jewelry Co., of Fargo,
N. Dak., under the name of Cannon & Schmidt,
is meeting with good success in their new venture.
Their store is very up-to-date, having all new
fixtures and new stock. Mr. Schmidt was for-
merly with Henry Rockstruck, of St. Paul.

A new firm under the name of the Guaran-
tee Jewelry Co. has started up at 252 Nicollet
Avenue, Minneapolis, under the management of
A. Epstein.

Dave Willis, formerly employed by the Git-
tleson Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis, has succeeded
Louis Kauter as salesman of the B. Jacobs
Jewelry Co., of that city.

R. H. Winter, of the R. G. Winter Jewelry
Co., Minneapolis, has recently sold his residence
on Humboldt Avenue, South Minneapolis. Mr.
Winter is making plans for erecting a new home.

Axel Madsen, of the Chicago firm of Rettig,
Hess & Madsen, has recently sold his residence
at 3311 Oakland Avenue, Minneapolis, and is
having plans prepared for a new building to be
erected at the Lake of Isles.

L. J. Wilk & Co. are now occupying their
new store at 9 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis.
They have expended thousands of dollars in fit-
ting up these new quarters. The store has a floor
space of 6o x 22 feet, tile floor and steel ceilings.
The decorations are beautifully artistic and very
elaborate. They also have a workshop in the
basement and have installed an optical depart-
ment in charge of C. C. Taukel. L. J. Wilk &
Co. formerly occupied a store at 316 Nicollet
Avenue, Minneapolis.

Alfred Anderson, of Minneapolis, recently
returned from an extended trip to Montana. Mr.
Anderson sells to the mining camps in the far
West.
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George Rentz, of Rentz Bros., Minneapolis,
will be a candidate for alderman on the Demo-
cratic ticket from the Thirteenth Ward in the
coming primary election.

Hagen & Newton, of 8 Broadway Street,
Fargo, N. Dak., are remodeling and refurnishing
the interior of their store. It will be very at-
tractive when completed.

0. M. Kohl, of Minneapolis, is making im-
provements in his manufacturing establishment.
Among other improvements he is having a parti-
tion erected. Mr. Kohl will also put in new fix-
tures and machinery.

S. Jacobs & Co., of Minneapolis, have added
an interesting feature to their store on Nicollet
Avenue. A large Seth Thomas clock, with a
40-inch dial, has been installed in front. It is
especially attractive at night, when it is il-
luminated. This company is greatly increasing
its working force to provide for the fall and
winter rush in business.

Charles Johnson has recently opened a very
attractive little jewelry store at it Washington
Avenue, South, in the Nicollet Hotel Block, Min-
neapolis. Mr. Johnson will carry a full line of
jewelry, including silverware, pins and watches.
For several years Mr. Johnson was associated
with the Fiske Bros. under the name of Fiske-
Johnson Jewelry Co. That partnership was dis-
solved, after which he entered the employ of the
Blumencranz Jewelry Co. as watchmaker, where
he has remained up till now. His many friends
wish him success in his new undertaking.

Charles Mowry, formerly employed as watch-
maker by William Stone, of Minneapolis, has
succeeded Mr. Johnson as watchmaker of the
Blumencranz Jewelry Company.

Charles Fay has recently bought a retail busi-
ness at Bryant, S. Dak.

Jacob Remboldt, of St. Paul, expects to en-
gage in the retail jewelry business at Bowdon,
N. Dak.

The Cycloid Manufacturing Co., with a
capital of $600,000, has been formed to engage in
the manufacture of a general line of farm ma-
chinery. A. E. Paegel, of the Paegel Jewelry
Manufacturing Co., Minneapolis, is one of the
incorporators.

Harold Bundin has entered the employ of the
John D. Bodfors Co., Minneapolis, as salesman.

Frank Hyde, 
i 
of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., re-

cently made an interesting trip with his family
to the Twin Cities in his automobile.

A. H. Polinsky, of Duluth, has opened up
with a complete line of jewelry, watches and
pins at 316 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis. The
store was recently occupied by L. J. Wilk & Co.
Mr. Polinsky will do business at this place till
March 1st, after which A. J. Weisman, of the
A. J. Weisman Co., which conducts a jewelry
store and loan office at 20 Washington Avenue,
South, will open up with a first-class jewelry
store. A. J. Weisman leased the store at 316
Nicollet Avenue from L. J. Wilk & Co. and after-
wards sub-leased it to Mr. Polinsky till March 1st.

Louis Kanter, formerly salesman in the em-
ploy of the B. Jacobs Jewelry Co., Minneapolis,
has accepted a position with A. H. Polinsky, of
Duluth.

Joseph 0. Pokorny, retailer, of Minneapolis,
is now occupying his new store on Plymouth
Avenue between Washington Avenue and Third
Street. Mr. Pokorny, in his new building, will
have a chance to do a greater business, as it is
larger and better in every way.

H. R. Stanzel, of Odebolt, Iowa, is now oc-
cupying his new store building on Main Street
of that city.

An interesting wedding took place at Orton-
ville, Minn., when B. Pettersen, of that place,
and Miss Darby, assistant principal of the Or-
tonville high school, were married. Mr. and Mrs.
Pettersen are making an auto tour of the eastern
part of South Dakota on their honeymoon.

The Will H. Beck Co., Sioux City, Iowa,
who have been in business in this city for thirty-
three years, has formally opened its new store
at Fourteenth and Pierce Streets. The new store
is divided into departments and is elaborately
fitted with mahogany fixtures.

C. M. Crawford, Fargo, N. Dak., has taken
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charge of the jewelry department of W. L.
Daniels' store, at Page, N. Dak.

The Democratic party are urging Charles
Lindquist, retailer at 1917 Washington Avenue,
North Minneapolis, to become a candidate for
Alderman on their ticket. Another candidate for
Alderman is H. L. Korff, retailer of Minneapolis,
at 98 Western Avenue. Mr. Korff is from the
Fourth Ward.

Among the many out-of-town visitors seen
in the Twin Cities during State Fair week were
Max Schleuder, of St. Peter, and Fred Green, of
Buffalo, Minn.

Fred W. Drissler, Jr., of Minneapolis, after
an extended western trip, during which he visited
Hot Springs, Ark., Kansas City and Joplin, Mo.,
has returned and is now assisting his father in
the shop.

Mr. Christianson, of Minneapolis, has opened
a new retail jewelry establishment at 628 Henne-
pin Avenue.

A very pretty wedding took place in Minne-
apolis recently. Arthur Kauffman and Miss
Freda Krohn were the participants. Mr. Kauff-
man is a well-known jewelry salesman and is
traveling for one of the eastern jewelry houses.

An addition to the list of jewelry houses in
Minneapolis is that of the Parisian Jewelry Com-
pany. H. A. Sherman and H. H. Sherman are
the proprietors. Their store is located at 413
Nicollet Avenue and they will carry a complete
line of watches and jewelry. Mr. Sherman has
left for an eastern buying trip.

A new store at 224 West Fourth Street,
Waterloo, Iowa, is being fitted up by Fred S.
Garrabrant and C. L. Black. Mr. Garrabrant
and Mr. Black will engage in the retail jewelry
business.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, will soon send to
the trade their monthly magazine, called The
S. 6' B. Jeweler, combining the September and
October issues. It would be well that every
watchmaker and jeweler who receives a copy of
this would give it special attention, as it con-
tains some very helpful notes pertaining to the
changes in watch material, ordering material,
new tools, etc.

M. Lyngass, jeweler of Star Prairie, Wis.,
was in the Twin Cities during the past month.

W. B. Sherratt and wife, Mapletown, Minn.,
were among the out-of-town visitors who were
seen in the Twin Cities during Fair Week.

F. W. Seamon, of Hastings, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities during the past month buying
goods and looking after other business matters.
He also attended the State Fair.

M. L. Finkelstein and H. Goodman, two well-
known St. Paul jewelers, have just returned from
a six weeks' visit to Europe, where they were
buying diamonds and visiting their old homes.
They report having had a very enjoyable trip.

A. J. Odneson, of Peterson, Minn., was seen
during the past month visiting the Twin Cities
trade.

A very pretty wedding took place in St. Paul
Monday evening, September 12th, when Arthur
F. Williams, manager of the optical department
for Sischo & Beard was united in marriage to
Miss Helen Elizabeth Merrill, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. William C. Merrill. The wedding
took place at the home of the bride's parents, at
2107 Commonwealth Avenue, St. Paul. Mr. and
Mrs. Williams took a trip East via the Great
Lakes and after the trip will return to 232 Nel-
son Avenue, St. Paul, where they will make their
home.

Following are the names of some of the out-
of-town jewelers and opticians who were in the
Twin Cities during the past month: R. W.
Palmer, of Wilmar, Minn.; M. Langass, Star
Prairie, Wis.• 

' 
William Mancen, of Parker, S.

Dak.; A. J. Odneson, Peterson, Minn.; N. B.
Sherratt, Mapletown, Minn.; K. E. Kyllo, Pres-
cott, Wis.; C. A. Todd, of New Richmond,
Minn.; Henry Wagner, Red Wing, Minn.; F. W.
Seamon, Hastings, Minn.; A. G. Scherf, of Red
Wing, Minn.; W. C. Vandervoort, Monmouth,
N. Dak.; K. H. Kennedy, Reynolds, N. Dak.;
J. R. Skoville, Austin, Minn.; J. M. Myer, New
Ulm, Minn.; John Geob, St. Michael, Minn.;
0. B. Bennett, Drake, N. Dak.; 0. T. Jacobson,
Colfax, Wis.; John H. Nelson, Toronto, S. Dak.,
and William Krohn, of Annandale, Minn.
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DIAMONDS02MEMORANDUM!
TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

ONLY
IF YOU GET A CUSTOMER , HARD TO SATISFYAND HAVEN'T THE DIAMOND IN STOCK TO SUITHIM, WRITE .TELEGRAPH OR TELEPHONE TO US.
WE WILL SEND A SELECTION PACKAGE IMMEDIATELY
—.JUST WHAT YOU NEED...AND THE SALE IS ASSURED.

MEYER. JEWELRY CO.
THE MEMORANDUM DIAMOND HOUSE

BOLEY BUILDING~ KANSAS CITY•fr10.
THELARGEST AND BESTSELECTED STOCK OF DI4MONDS& PRECIOUS STOSIES IN THEIVE.Y.

Artistic Hand - Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

THE

ZONO
HAT- PIN

AWA KE NOW
before it is too late for the big profits
of the Holiday Season and get ac-
quainted with the

ZONO HAT-PIN
that clever, useful, beautiful Hat-pin
that is a boon to women.

EVERY WOMAN WANTS IT
and is made to want it by our adver-
tising in the national women's mag-
azines.
But our advertising does YOU no goodunless you act on this. So send NOW for illustrations and prices on this money-

making line, or enclose 50c. for a sample that easily retails for $1.25.

ZONO MFG. CO. 48 Union StreetPASADENA, CALIF.
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F. H. REES, Director

"Famous

Even
It

THE REES SCHOOL
for high-grade workmen" " Everything the very best" or
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F.

THE ART
or

-ENGRAVING
ILLOTRAILD

----

H. REES, Author

WATCHMAKING ENGRAVING
A school known to the trade 19 years and of acknowledged and proven merit.
Hundreds of delighted students to testify. We have increased the salaries of
hundreds, and have increased the business of hundreds of jewelers. We
KNOW how. We have the most elaborate and expensive system of study
ever prepared (just completed). the result of years of study. Every advantage
possible is here offered at SMALL COST. ::: It will pay you to write for
catalogue—IT IS FREE

if you cannot come, WRITE and let us know. We have a proposition to make to you.
COSTS you NOTHING. It may mean MUCH to YOU.

Oor. Lake and Market Streetsl..ei Schoo Founded on Merit ELMIRA, N. Y.
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The Indianapolis Commercial Club recently
offered a prize of $25 for the best suggestion for
a name or phrase to exploit the new street
lights of this city. The phrase, "Broadways and
Brightways," was selected out of a list of 2500.
The committee explained that it was deeply on-
pressed with the interest the people of Indian-
apolis are taking in the new lights and in the
effort to find some appropriate phrase which
could be used to spread the city's fame in this
particular feature. In "Broadways and Bright-
ways" the members feel they have an expressive,
attractive designation. It not only speaks of bril-
liantly lighted streets, but broad streets as well,
and thus has a double value. It is easily spoken
and its alliteration will help to make it remem-
bered.

The retail jewelers of Indiana are very much
interested and in sympathy with the movement
started by the State and national associations to
protect the public from fraudulent jewelry and
incompetent watchmakers. They believe that re-
retailers ought not to sell any gold jewelry or
silverware that lacks a mark indicating the manu-
facturer, and that the manufacturers of gold-
filled watch cases should stamp the percentage
of gold. Also that horological laws are as neces-
sary as optical, dental or other such laws. The
United States ought not to have to keep on
drawing on the European countries for expert
watchmakers. Wisconsin and Iowa now hold ex-
amination of watchmakers, but Indiana is never
slow to adopt reforms and if an earnest effort
is made through the State association there is
no doubt but that the good old Hoosier State
can be the second or third on the list.

The Capitol Jewelry Company has moved
from an inside room to the Washington Street
front of the Pembroke Arcade. The room is a
great improvement over the old one and the
watch repair shop will be placed on the second
floor. George F. Richards, formerly of St. Louis,
has been added to the sales force.

H. F. Trick, general manager of the Central
Comb Company, 104 South Meridian Street, has
returned from a purchasing trip to New York.
He is prepared for a good holiday trade in both
the high-grade and cheaper lines that his travelers
are now showing the retail trade.

Leo Krauss will make a number of changes
and improvements in his store room, at 45 North
Illinois Street, work to begin the last of Septem-
ber. During State Fair week Mr. Krauss pre-
sented every visitor to his store with an attractive
souvenir.

The National Motor Company has given S. J.
Shepard, watchmaker in the State Life Building,
the contract to keep the horse timers carried by
all their racing drivers in perfect order.

M. J. Bieber, manager of the tool and ma-
terial department of Baldwin-Miller Co., has
gotten out a very complete 732-page catalogue of
tools, material and supplies. By October 1st it
will be ready to place in the hands of the retail
trade.

In the list of property owners who pay
taxes on the assessed valuation of $ro,000 or
more in Marion County for Imo are the follow-
ing members of the trade: J. A. Bernloehr, F. M.
Herron, Leo Lando, Ferdinand Mayer, Charles
Mayer, Fletcher M. Noe, Carl L. Rost, J. H.
Reed and Charles Snavely. In the list of incor-
porated companies are Baldwin-Miller Company
and J. C. Walk & Son.

Charles B. Dyer, 234 Massachusetts Avenue,
has recently issued a very attractive catalogue of
fraternity pins and novelties, class pins and em-
blem goods.

H. A. Winn, who became associated with the
jobbing house of Hofman & Lauer when he sold
his Pembroke Arcade jewelry store, has severed
his connection with that house.

I. Grohs, of the I. Grohs Jewelry Company,
has returned from a six weeks' stay in St. Louis,
where he opened a sample room, showing his
entire fall line of jewelry and novelties. He
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found his customers in the best of spirits re-
garding the holiday trade and booked a lot of
nice orders.

A. B. Wahl, 16ot South Meridian Street, has
discontinued both his wholesale and retail phono-
graph business and is devoting his entire atten-
tion to the retail jewelry and optical business.

The big street clock that had stood for many
years in front of J. Fl. Reed's jewelry store at 38
West Washington Street, is greatly missed by a
vast number of people who had been in the habit
of consulting it at least once a day. About
6.30 A. H. August 23d a storm swept over the
city. The wind blew at the rate of 40 miles an
hour, struck the broad dial and over went the
old timepiece, post and all. The destruction was
complete. Mr. Reed considers it a fortunate
thing that the accident occurred when there were
so few people on the street. No one was passing
at the particular minute. A new and modern
timepiece will soon be installed in place of the
old one.

Horace A. Comstock enjoyed a very success-
ful fishing trip to Lake Maxinkuckee last month.
Mr. Comstock is one of the best fly fishermen in
this State.

Clarence James, watchmaker, recently with
C. W. Kiser, of Newton, Ill., and previously with
John P. Mullally in this city, has returned to In-
dianapolis and taken a position in the wholesale
tool and material house of Hoffman & Lauer in
the State Life Building.

G. F. Reber, watchmaker on East Washing-
ton Street, has recently been awarded the con-
tract to take care of all the clocks for the In-
dianapolis Belt Railroad and in the Union Pas-
senger Station, including the big tower clock in
the station.

Edward Gardner has removed his manufac-
turing jewelry shop from the Cardova Building
to 30 North Delaware Street, where he has a
ground floor room. The Gardner manufacturing
jewelry business was established in 188o by T. W.
Gardner, father of the present proprietor.

Fritz Fromm, formerly with 0. J. Fuchs, of
Chillicothe, Ohio, has taken a position as house
salesman with Baldwin-Miller Company.

Charles Lauer, father of C. W. Lauer, Sr.,
has returned from a fishing trip to Tippecanoe
Lake.

H. H. Bishop, President of the Indiana Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, is contemplating a trip
to California next month. Mrs. Bishop has been
in California for several months on account of
the physical condition of a young son. Mr. Bishop
will visit them.

Otto G. Ansorge, of Winneconne, Wis., made
a trip to this State the last of August, when he
was married to Miss Mary K. Button, of Han-
over, Ind. After a wedding trip the couple went
to housekeeping in Winneconne, where Mr. An-
sorge conducts a retail jewelry business.

I. H. Barnes, of Greenfield, Ind., was a
recent buyer on this market. He selected a nice
bill of silver novelties to be delivered in time for
the holiday trade.

G. C. DeCamp, of Shirley, Ind., was among
last month's visitors to the Indianapolis market.
He was congratulating himself upon the fact that
although the buildings on both sides of his store
had burned within a few weeks, his own store
had not even suffered from the smoke.

Will Kader, expert watchmaker, formerly
with Bauchert & Axline, Noblesville, Ind., is now
filling a similar position with Fred Troster at
Peru, Ind.

An effort is being made to interest the
proper officials at Washington, D. C., in planting
mussel beds along the Wabash River. Mussel
digging has, for several years, been one of the
big enterprises along the Wabash River and many
valuable pearls have been found in the shells
taken from that river, but during the last year the
business has been very slow because most of the
mussel beds have been depleted. In case the
fisheries department of the U. S. Government
can be induced to plant mussel beds along the
Wabash River it will be four or five years be-
fore the beds are fully developed. Two fine
pearls have been reported as found in the
Wabash beds within the past few weeks. One
was found near Owensville, Ind., that sold for
$480. The lucky fisherman who found the other
one near Delphi. Ind., has refused $400 for it.
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It is said to be a copper-colored stone of very
beautiful luster.

F. S. Pennington, of Knightstown, Ind., upon
a recent visit to this market left an order for
new show cases for his jewelry store.

W. C. Klein and wife, of Connersville, Ind.,
visited the Ohio Valley Exposition at Cincinnati
last month and did some fall buying for the home
store.

D. L. Ward, of Lawrenceville, Ill., was a
recent buyer on the Indianapolis market. Before
leaving the city Mr. Ward purchased a couple of
nice show cases in which to display his holiday
stock.

J. F. Spencer, of Spiceland, hid., has made
a very small engine, perfect in design and con-
struction, of brass and steel. The engine is just
big enough to cover a five-cent piece when set
upright. When the little engine gets up full
steam and runs perfectly it is a thing of beauty
and attests the skill of its maker.

H. E. Barth, of North Vernon, and L. Horr,
of Aurora, Ind., visited Cincinnati at the time of
the Ohio Valley Exposition.

E. W. Welch, of Churtibusco, Ind., has an-
nounced his intention to sell out his jewelry busi-
ness to engage in other lines of trade.

J. F. Harding, jeweler of Brownsburg, Ind.,
is a candidate for County Commissioner on the
Democratic ticket. His district is strongly Re-
publican but his friends believe that Harding's
great popularity and earnest work will pull him
through next November.

A. P. Woods, Russiaville, Ind., has sold his
jewelry store to Ernest Eakins, who will continue
the business at the old stand but contemplates a
number of improvements. Mr. Eakins had been
engaged in the watch repair business at Swayzee,
Ind., for several years, but this is his first venture
with a complete stock. THE KEYSTONE wishes
him success.

E. W. Collis has opened a watch repair shop
in Pendleton, Ind. Some time ago he sold his
interest in the retail jewelry store of Collis &
Thomas to his partner, S. F. Thomas, who con-
tinues it. Recently Mr. Collis returned to the
old trade "just to keep himself occupied and
happy," as he said to one of the travelers who
called upon him.

J. W. Hudson, Forteville, hid., made a
splendid display of watches, jewelry and pianos
while the Forteville Street Fair was in progress
last month. His store proved to be one of the
big attractions of the week.

The host of friends of H. A. Roberts, of
Veedersburg, Ind., will learn with sincere sym-
pathy of the great bereavement that befell him
Sepember loth, when his wife was called to her
last rest. Mrs. Roberts died at her home in
Veedersburg, surrounded by her family. Besides
her husband she left several children, one of
vi,hom, Lon Roberts, is almost as well known
to the trade as his father. THE KEYSTONE ex-
tends sympathy to Mr. Roberts and his family.

Lon Smith, of Jonesboro, Ind., enjoyed the
fine horse races at the State Fair last month and
found time to do some trading at the wholesale
houses. He thinks the prospects for a big fall
and holiday business are very good.

Ernest Hudson, watchmaker with his brother,
J. W. Hudson, at Fortville, Ind., came to see the
big races during State Fair week.

Miss Flo Dennis, Westfield, Ind., was re-
cently met on this market. Besides her jewelry
business Miss Dennis is interested in the dairy
business and is in a fair way to make as big a
success of it as she has of jewelry.

George W. Carrier has recently removed his
jewelry business from Eaton to Hartford City,
Ind.

Dr. C. I. Daniels, of Eaton, Ind., made a
recent visit to this market when he purchased a
nice line of jewelry to add to his optical stock.
Dr. Daniels is an optician and watchmaker, but
this is his first venture with a stock of jewelry.

J. A. Meissen, of Cicero, hid., has sought re-
lief from hay fever in Michigan.

N. P. Hoffman, of Syracuse, Ind., is con-
templating a removal to Florida on account of
the serious illness of his wife. A warmer climate
is advised by her physician.

Charlie Zeigler, formerly of New Vienna and
Dayton, Ohio, has recently located at Knights-
town, Ind.

(Continued on page 1664)
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SPECIAL OFFER
As a special inducement, and for the purpose of

quickly completing our mailing list, to every western
Jeweler who will fill out the coupon below and mail it to
us immediately—to-day—we will include with the big
catalog, a manifolding order book, providing for an
exact copy of every order, all nicely packed in a card-
board box specially made for the purpose.

In addition to this we will send you every month
free of any charge, " The Western Jeweler" monthly, the
most unique publication of the kind ever gotten out.

ALL THE ABOVE ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT
COST OR OBLIGATION TO YOU, FOR
THE COUPON OR A POSTAL TO-DAY.

Messrs. Nordman Bros. Company
Jewelers Building

SAN FRANCISCO

As per your offer in THE KEYSTONE, kindly
send me the WESTERN JEWELER ANNUAL, the
manifolding order book, and place my name on the
mailing list for the WESTERN JEWELER MONTHLY.
I understand this is to be without cost or obligation to
me in any way.

NAME

TOWN

STATE 

The Western Jeweler
and its Territory

The big general jewelry catalog issued by the biggest
concern in the west—one of the biggest in the country.

The right book for Western Jewelers—the best from
the west and the rest from the east.

A masterpiece of completeness—convenience—print-
er's art. 500 pages--over 10,000 illustrations—color work,
photographic reproductions, engravings.

Immense range of selection—prices lower counting
transportation—the same or lower otherwise—perfect
mail-order service. List prices.

A full stock always—got to do it—close-to-factory
houses always out—depend too much on short orders.

The book—the advantage—all yours FREE for the
coupon below or a postal.
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The month just passed has been a very en-
couraging one from a business standpoint. San
Francisco is again coming into its own as a
convention city. The Pacific Coast Saengerfest
held a four-day session at which there were a
number of competitive singing contests, among
the singing societies of the leading cities of the
West. There were some magnificent trophies
exhibited in Shreve & Co.'s store, among which
was a massive gold one from the Emperor of
Germany; one equally as valuable from the
Emperor of Austria, as well as some fine silver
cups that were donated by Hammersmith & Co.,
Shreve & Co. and Radke & Co., three of the
leading local retail jewelers.

Immediately after the departure of the sing-
ing German-Americans the lumberman's organi-
zation, known as the Hoo Hoos of the Pacific
Coast, were in session in this city. These two
conventions, in conjunction with the four-day's
carnival of the native sons and daughters, which
is held in this city every tenth year, put con-
siderable money in circulation from outside
sources. The railroad authorities place the num-
ber of strangers who visited us during the three
affairs at about 350,000 people, and we are
pleased to report that the city was not crowded
at any particular time. This is another indication
that if we are fortunate enough to get the
Panama-Pacific Exposition we will be able to
house and entertain any number that may decide
to visit the Paris of America.

The decorations throughout the different re-
tail jewelry establishments during the Carnival
Week were very elaborate. Each firm in a
spirit of friendly rivalry tried to outdo the
others in their floral decorations, bunting and
window displays. There has been a very healthy
increase in business in all lines of merchandise
and particularly with the wholesale jewelry
dealers. There has been a big improvement in
collections and the holiday rush has started a
little earlier than previous years. At this early
date there are a number of shortages in the
staple Christmas articles. The wholesalers as
a whole have exercised keen business foresight
and have made preparations to take care of all
possible demands for the balance of this year.
A few of the wholesalers are talking of keeping
open Sunday mornings during November and
December so as to accommodate the out-of-town
retailers who decide to come into this market
to purchase.

The bank clearings of this city for the first
eight months of 1910 aggregated $r,5o8,363,37o,
as against $1,239,289,449 for i909. The volume
of her business as shown by the clearings ex-
ceeded that of all the other cities on the Coast
combined.

Lulu Fargo Bonestell, the wife of Robert G.
Bonestell, passed away after a lingering illness
on August 31st. THE KEYSTONE joins in ex-
pressing its sympathy to Mr. Bonestell and his
family.

A. Eisenberg, Jr., has just returned from a
six weeks trip to New York and vicinity. Al was
fortunate in picking up quite a number of papers
of diamonds and is now showing them to his
retail customers in this city.

We regret to report the death of Mrs. S.
Delovage in Portland, Oregon, on the 26th day
of August. THE KEYSTONE extends its sympathy
to her two sons, A. and M. Delovage, retail
jewelers of the before-mentioned city.

Charles F. Preusser, president and manager
of the H. E. Heacock Co., American jewelers
of Manila, P. I., sailed from this port for home
on Tuesday, September 13th. Mr. Preusser had
just returned from an eight weeks' business trip
visiting the manufacturing centers in and around
New York.

C. W. Palmer, retail jeweler, 1762 Seventh
Street, Oakland, Cal., has installed a complete
new set of show cases and has made other im-
provements in his establishment. Since the ap-
pointment of this retailer to the inspectorship

of the Southern and Western Pacific Railroad
his business has grown beyond his best expec-
tations.

W. H. Stanton, accompanied by his wife,
motored into San Francisco from his home in
Bakersfield, Cal. where he conducts a retail
jewelry store. While here, he took in all of the
features of the Native Sons' Carnival and did
quite some buying for his Christmas trade.

Mr. Barrs, who is connected with the retail
jewelry industry in Placerville, Cal., spent a va-
cation in this city during Carnival Week.

Mrs. E. G. Capo and daughter, of Tucson,
Arizona, were also among the out-of-town trades-
people enjoying the festivities of Native Sons'
week. Mrs. Capo is the wife of Mr. Capo, of
Capo & Hohusen, retail jewelers in Tucson.

We feel that the advertisement on the oppo-
site page will be of interest to all enterprising
jewelers who take the time to read this little note.

W. C. Lean and family, a retail jeweler of
San Jose, California, is back at his place of busi-
ness after having spent a two and a half months'
vacation in Europe.

John Battin Warren, whom you all remember
as one of the Elgin National Watch Co's. San
Francisco staff and who has been located in their
home offices in Chicago in the last four or five
years, is rapidly recovering from an operation for
appendicitis. His first attack of this malady was
in San Francisco shortly after the fire when he
was paying his old friends in this section a visit.

Burr W. Freer, who is well-known on the
Pacific Coast as a manufacturers' agent, met with
a painful accident on Friday, September 9th.
While romping with some children, he was struck
in the eye and his eyesight for a short time was
despaired of. The eye specialist who has his case
in hand hopes to save his sight, but it will be quite
some time before Mr. Freer will be around to his
usual duties.

John Luckenbach, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Los Angeles, passed through San
Francisco on his way home after having spent a
month's vacation at Lake Tahoe, California.

Levy Bros., retail jewelers, who were form-
erly located on Clay St., in San Francisco, have
fitted no a fine new jewelry store on Kearney St.,
near California.

H. Dobrowsky, the retail jeweler of Anderson,
Cal., started in his automobile from his home
town intending to motor to San Francisco. He
and his party were upset en route, but we are
pleased to say without any serious consequences.
While in the city during the carnival period,
he purchased a very comprehensive stock for his
holiday trade.

H. Behrend, the retail jeweler at 1343 Filmore
St., San Francisco, has improved the appearance
of his store by installing new showcases.

F. W. Bertram, who was formerly with S. F.
1-Tollander, of Eureka, Cal., has opened a very
attractive new retail jewelry store in Santa Rosa,
California.

P. H. Shuey, the Red Bluff jewel, was also
among the out-of-town tradesmen on a buying
trip in this city during the Saengerfest festival.

The Abbey Jewelry Co., who have just moved
into the new establishment at 517 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles, are receiving the congratulations of
their friends on the tasty manner in which they
have fitted out their new store.

The American Jewelry Co. is the newest re-
tail jewelry establishment to open up in Portland.
The new store is located at Fifth and Wash. Sts.,
which is one of the busiest corners in this thriving
community.

Cunningham, Fleissner & Kron have opened
a very attractive jewelry parlor in the Head Build-
ing, on the corner of Post St. and Grant Avenue.
The new establishment is on the second floor,
with large windows on both streets, right in the
heart of the better-class retail shopping district.
The three interested parties have been connected
with several of the leading retail jewelry houses
in this city for a number of years and have built
up quite an exclusive following. THE KEYSTONE
joins their many friends in wishing them every
success in their venture.

Samuel Lehrberger, the son of J. S. Lehrber-
ger, the wholesale jeweler, is rapidly recovering
the use of his eyesight. The young man was
struck between the eyes by a baseball due to a
foul tip and his eyesight for a few days was
threatened.
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F. A. Herman Company, Melrose Highlands,
Mass., have entirely remodeled their office., mov-
ing their artistic department upstairs and doubled
their help, owing to increased business conditions.

The Shepard Mfg. Co., Melrose Highlands,
Mass., have just completed a two-story brick
building of most modern construction. The build-
ing is forty feet wide by one hundred feet long,
and is said to be the best built building in that
section of the State. The foundation was con-
structed with the view that if it ever becomes
necessary to add a floor or two it will be possible
to do so. The building is contiguous to the present
factory of the concern, and a bridge will be built
across from one building to the other, thus
affording easy access to either building. The new
building will be used for the heavy drop presses
and die work required in their class of work and
the factory is being equipped with the most
modern of machinery. An up-to-date polishing
department has been fitted out on the first floor of
the new building. The moving of the machinery
to this new building will afford larger room for
assembling, packing and shipping in the present
building. The designer of this company has just
returned from a three month's sojourn in Europe,
where he picked up many new and novel ideas
which are now being placed on the market. C. B.
Shepard, of this company, states that • they will
have a large line of cloisonne enamel goods this
fall than ever before, and that they intend to still
further increase the variety of their output.

G. B. 13eandry, enameler for the F. A. Her-
man Co., Melrose Highlands, Mass., is conva-
lescing from a broken collar bone, due to an acci-
dent on September 7th.

Davis & Hawelry, Bridgeport, Conn., have
completed alterations on their store which gives
them double floor space on the ground floor. The
cut glass department has been brought down stairs
and another entrance on Fairfield Avenue put
through, thus affording two entrances to the store.

A. E. Smith, of Magog, Quebec, Canada, was
a recent Boston visitor.

C. W. Clough, of Pawtaucket, R. I., is spend-
ing a few days visiting friends.

The following article recently appeared in the
Bsoton Post: The man-power monoplane, de-
signed by John Wilson, a Boston jeweler, was
given its first trial trip around the Chestnut Hill
reservoir, lately by aviator Daniel F. Green. Mr.
Wilson, accompanied by A. B. Wilson and Green,
left Tremont Row shortly after eight o'clock in
the morning in an auto into which the monoplane
had been loaded. Upon their arrival at the res-
ervoir the machine was put together and a test
made. According to the witnesses the trip was a
successful one. Mr. Wilson has the best wishes
of his many friends who hope to see him succeed
with his monoplane.

Le Roy E. Cole, of Natick, Mass., was a re-
cent Boston visitor, calling on the jobbing trade.

The store of Navins & Kelly, No. 757 Wash-
ington St., South End, was recently reported to
the police to have been entered and forty-five dia-
mond rings, valued at $98r, and $120 in money
taken. Entrance was gained through an un-
fastened window in the rear. The robbery took
place between closing time on Saturday and open-
ing the next Monday.

Mr. Lemay, of Lemay Bros., Manchester, N.
H., was a recent visitor in Boston, Mass.

The Blackmer Cut Glass Co., of New Bedford,
Mass., have moved from 169 North Second Street
to a new three-story wooden building at 223 North
Second Street, same city.

The Pairpoint Corporation, New Bedford, are
working five nights a week in order to fill orders
that are coming in in great volume. The business
of their hollow ware department almost equals
that of the boom season of 1907.

Joseph K. Nye, of Wm. F. Nye, watch oil
people, New Bedford, Mass., was a visitor to
New York City last month.
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George F. Long and wife, of New Richmond,
Ind., came to the State Fair in their big Jackson
touring car. Mr. Long has done considerable
touring in his car and thinks the Indiana roads
about as tine as you find them anywhere in the
country.

Claud Howard, of Frankfort, Ind., did some
holiday buying in Indianapolis and visited the
State Fair last month. He reported business as
very satisfactory during the entire year. So far
August had been his dullest month, but September
more than made up for it.

Frank Burg, of Goshen, Ind., is a great base
ball fan. He was recently asked if there was
anything that Ile liked more than a baseball
game, and the answer came very quickly, "Yes,
a double-header."

D. S. Whitaker, of Lebanon, Ind., is instal-
ling new electric lights in front of his jewelry
store. The system, which is the same as that
used in lighting the streets of Indianapolis, will
make the Whitaker store the brightest spot in the
town.
. H. P. Nutter has bought out J. E. Fussel-
man, who conducted a jewelry store and news-
stand at Martinsville, Ind. Mr. Fusselman has
moved to Colorado on account of his wife's poor
health in this climate.

A. J. Eisenhauer, of Huntington, Ind., is re-
ported on the sick list and unable to be at his
place of business.

L. D. Clapham & Company, at Columbia
City, Ind., are expecting to be in their new
store in a short time. New fixtures and a fine
holiday stock are all ready as soon as the work-
men quit the building.

Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Thomson, La Grange,
Ind., have returned from an extended trip on the
Hudson River and through New York State.
Mr. Thomson says that he had a fine trip and
found an Overabundance of work waiting for
his return.

S. F. Thomas, of Pendleton, Ind., is expect-
ing to be badly handicapped in his business for
a few weeks when one wall of his store room is
being torn down and rebuilt as a party wall
with a new building that is being erected next
to his.

Friends of John Newcomer, of Nappanee,
Ind., accuse him of singing, "I love my jewelry
store, but Oh You Ford touring car." Mr. New-
comer has enjoyed many delightful tours in his
car this summer.

Henry J. Hoffman, retail jeweler of Loo-
gootee, Ind., visited his brother, Will Hoffman,
of the wholesale material house of Hoffman &
Lauer, during the Indiana State Fair.

Dan Beauchamp, formerly with Hoffman &
Lauer, in the State Life Building, has recently
bought out the jewelry business of S. Barrows,
at Kempton, Ind.

A. W. Owen, of Greenwood, Ind., has re-
turned from a trip to Maine. He is very en-
thusiastic over the attractions of that State, and
especially of Augusta, where he spent most of
the time.

H. L. Bennett, of Lapel, Ind., attended all
the races at the State Fair and the balloon races
at the Motor Speedway in Indianapolis last
month.

M. Meyer, a manufacturing jeweler of
Marion, Ind., had a novel display at the Grant
County Fair in September. He had a fully
equipped work bench and demonstrated to a
constant crowd of people just how solid gold
rings are made and finished.

The Indiana State Fair, September r2th to
roth, was big; it always is. It occupied some 214
acres of ground and offered about $75,000 in
premiums. There were thirty acres of machinery,
poultry, sheep, swine and horses in abundance
and a splendid horticultural show. Not far from
200,000 people passed through the fair gates with-
in the five days. Most of them came from
Hoosier farms and the smaller towns, and a fair
number from the cities. It was a cheerful crowd,
prosperous looking and clearly demonstrated that
there was nothing the matter with the good old
State of Indiana. Among the jewelers who
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visited the fair and did more or less trading with
the local jobbers, were:
M. I. Kirkman, Pendleton Dickey & Morris, Edinburg
E. E. Clawson, Clayton Luther Davis and wife,
W. Dobbins, Mohawk Fairmount
S. M. Royer, Patricksburg W. P. Ogden, Mooresville
M. E. Chastain, Roachd,le T. H. Anderson and wife,
Aug. Anderson, North Salem Bedford
J. W. Hudson, Fortville F. Pennington, Knightstown
L. D. Smith, Jonesboro E. J. Ney, Knightstown
G. F. Cooper, 31 oorsville Dr. C. I. Daniels, Eaton,
Aug. Ellis, Bedford Ind.
Harry Short, New Palestine A. E. Brown, Fortville
A. H. Pauley, Bloomington Walter Simmons, Franklin
W. E. Ilan, bcottsburg J. F. Harding and wife,
E. W. Collis, Pendleton Brownstown
T. W. Thompson. Danville T. 0. Meissen, Cicero
Lon Kemper, Greentown 'George F. Long and wife,
Flo Dennis. Westfield New Richmond
C. 0. Rentschler, Center Pt. L. E. Heaps and wife,
C. K. McCain, Kokomo Sheridan
J. K. Maxwell and wife, W. Martin, Mitchel

Otterbein E. 0. Collins, Franklin
Claud Howard, Frankfort Henry Vollmer, Princeton
W. H. Smith, Jamestown Mr. Johnson, of Johnson
Mark Wall, Advance Jwly. Co., Anderson.
H. L. Rost, Columbus C. W. Neal, Franklin
IT. L. Bennett, Lapel Joe Booth, Tipton
Herman Tabler and wife, Abercrombe Bros., Rushville
Waynetown Mr. Klein, Opera House

f. A. Spencer. Spiceland Jwly. Co., Anderson
. E. Ward. Worthington J. M. Washburn, Anderson
. Meyer, Flwood T. L. Rowe, Frankford

'IT. S. Werneke, Greencastle 1-1. Pearson, Columbus
H. T. Hoffman. Loorootee A. S. Rowe. Bedford
II. P. Nutter, Martinsville A. L. Bennett, Arcadia
Dan Beauchamp. Kemper Coleman & Fowler, Winslow
M. Jenson, Clay City

The Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, September 9th, the following
members being present: President Sloan, Vice-
President Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secre-
tary Noyes and Messrs. Alfred, Bowden, Brown
and Stern. The following new members were
admitted:

Edholm & Akin Co., Evanston, Wyo.
E. E. Howard, Boston, Mass.
Karl Kempter, Phila., Pa,
H. L. Peterzell, Phila., Pa.
I. S. Sagorsky, Phila., Pa.
American jewelry Co., Bakersfield, Cal.
W. C. Anderson, East Auburn, Cal.
Ben Barbash, Reno, Nevada.
I. C. Dimmick, Graceville, Minn.
F. C. Dukeman, Los Angeles, Cal.
Edholm & Akin Co., Green River, Wyo.
Saml. Eisenberg, Phila., Pa.
R. Herz & Bro., Inc., Reno, Nevada.
Hymes Brothers, Reno, Nevada.
C. T. Kathe, Visalia, Cal.
Krenkel & Bosch, Winnemucca, Nevada.
H. C. Lederer. San Luis Obispo, Cal.
A. Vollmer, Phila., Pa.
R. A. Williams, Dunlap, Iowa.
J. Abramson, Los Angeles, Cal.
I P. Alverson, Tulare, Cal.
j. Belgard, Los Angeles, Cal.
1). C. Davison. Modesto, Cal.
James & Duncan, Hanford, Cal.
Samuel M. Joel, Los Angeles, Cal.
B. McCarty & Co., Quitman, Ga.
Edw. Peterson, Los Angeles, Cal.
Reynolds & Masters, Pasadena, Cal.
Geo, T. Schull, Carthage, N. Y.
Will Stammers, Selma, Cal.
W. R. Stammers, Selma, Cal.
E. C. Waters & Co., Sacramento, Cal.
Abe Zemansky, Sacramento, Cal.
Chas, Wittmack. Fresno, Cal.
Albert Blase, Pittston, Pa.
Chas. H. Clark, Los Angeles, Cal.
N. A. Feder, Lon Angeles, Cal.
J. R. Day. Los Angeles, Cal.
B. F. McMurray, Tulare, Cal.
A. L. Neuenshander, Payne, Ohio.
Fred Sauter, Phila., Pa.
L. Streiffer, Los Angeles, Cal.
L. R. Wolff & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
R. H. Wilson, Ocean Park, Cal.
Roy D. Parker, Middletown, N. Y.
T. r). Cameron, Rockingham, N. C.y. H. Williams, Marion, Kansas
Glahn & Palmer, Milwaukee, Wis.
Parnell Lewis, Andalusia, Ala.
A. A. Ditter, Moundridge, Kansas.
Charles A. Kern, Phila., Pa.
Youngblood-Foster Co., Monroe, La.
Youngblood-Foster Co.., McGehee, Ark.
Henry M. Read, Jr., Pierre, S. Dakota.
A. Weiler & Co., Grenada, Miss.
R. A. Bay, Madera. Cal.
Frank C. Freer. Youngstown, Ohio.
Harry S. Huff, Orange, Cal.
E. B. Smith, Santa Ana, Cal.
B. Hartfield, Anaheim, Cal.
Geo. E. Moyer, Asbury Park, N. J.
W. W. Larson, Beach. N. Dakota.
L. R. Aronson, Dunkirk, N. Y. -
S. J. Brawley. Lander. Wyo.
Oscar Caplan. Baltimore. Md.
P. C. Duncan. Gillette, Wyo.
E. P. Farwell, Los Angeles, Cal.
A. T. Gammon Co., Phila., Pa.
A. F. Goodhue, Ft. Fairfield, Maine.
W. H. Hawkins & Son, T-1endersonyille, N. C.
Holt Jewelry Co., Brigham City, Utah.
C. P. Kryhl & Son, Santa Ana, Cal.
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Kuelling & Dewalt, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
S. A. McIntosh, Lovelock, Nevada.
D. L. Neilsen, Monrovia, Cal.
R. W. Muncaster, Florence, S. C.
E. C. Paris & Bros., 13ridgeton, N. J.
R. Rosenberg, Butte, Mont.
A. Rosenfeld, Baltimore, Md.
S. M. Rupley, Monaca, Pa.
H. H. Schellberg, Kansas City, Mo.
Stewart & Son, 11untingdon, Pa.
A B. Frost, Great Falls„ Mont.
J. G. Johnson, Rugby, N. Dakota.
A. W. Johanson & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Keller & Fletcher, White Plains, N. Y.
J. F. Liedler, Long Beach, Cal.
May & Malone, Chicago, Ill.
Olsen & Ebann, Chicago, Ill.
R. G. Simpson, San Pedro, Cal,
Jos. Sutcliff Le, ong Beach, Cal.
Lichtenstein Co., Bakersfield, Cal.
Louis C. Seng Louisville, Ky.
W. G. Wood, New York City.
The Warner Co., Fresno, Cal.
Garin Jewelry Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Louis Lefkoe, Phila., Pa.
William Moore, Coshocton, Ohio.
S. P. Wallace, Southington, 'Ct.
R. R. Edwards, Stoughton, Wis.
Henkes Jewelry Co., Vincennes, Ind.
Wallace & Griffin, Moscow, Idaho.
Lineback & Elam, Charlotte, N. C.
Edmund Kerper, Pottstown, Pa.
Fowler & Co., Elizabeth City, N. C.

Charles F. Wood presented his resignation as
second vice-president on account of his retire-
ment from business and the same was accepted.

The following reward was authorized to be
paid:

No. 1I9—To Railroad Detective Moe Marx
and Detective Joseph A. A. Walsh for the arrest
and conviction of Richard Conroy, alias Eddie
O'Connor and Arthur McKee, who broke into
the jewelry store of Messrs. Julius Jorgenson &
Son, 2263 Broadway, New York City, on June
26th and stole miscellaneous jewelry which was
on display in the window. The thieves were ar-
rested while making for a freight train and
were sentenced to the Elmira Reformatory.

Destructive Fire in Newark, N. J.
On the morning of September 12th fire

started in the polishing room of the factory of the
Eastwood-Park Co., manufacturing jewelers, in
the Shiman-Miller Building, at Austin and Mur-
ray Streets, Newark, N. J. In addition to the
Eastwood-Park Co. several other jewelry fac-
tories were located in the building, being those of
Henry Ziruth, Shiman-Miller Co., Eckfeldt &
Ackley and Harvey V. Osborne. The latter two
concerns occupied the top floor and the only
damage they suffered was from smoke.

From the factory of the Eastwood-Park Co.,
which occupied the entire first floor, the fire as-
cended to the offices and salesrooms of this corn-
pany, which occupied one-half of the next floor
above. The balance of this floor was occupied by
the Lowres Optical Co., manufacturers of optical
specialties. The only loss sustained by this firm
was by smoke and water and their business was
stopped only a few hours.

The Eastwood-Park Co. and Henry Zurith,
who occupied the third floor, probably suffered
the severest damage. The dies and machinery
of the Shiman-Miller Co. were not seriously in-
jured and this concern was compelled tb suspend
business only for a few days.

There were several hundred men and women
employees in the building at the time of the fire
and a number of them had narrow escapes in get-
ting away.

The entire loss on the building and stock is
estimated at about $150,000.

New Aluminum Solder
A new aluminum solder has recently been

patented by Joseph Silver of New York City.
It consists of the following:

Tin  85.10%
Aluminum  10.80%
Magnesium   2.75%
Cadmium   1.35%

The mixture is made in a graphite crucible
and stirred with a dry stick of wood, after which
it is poured into bars. A flux of borax is used
to cover the metal while melting. For some
classes of articles the inventor states that plati-
num may be used instead of cadmium and that
such an alloy is preferable although of high
price.
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George F. Long and wife, of New Richmond,
Ind., came to the State Fair in their big Jackson
touring car. Mr. Long has done considerable
touring in his car and thinks the Indiana roads
about as line as you find them anywhere in the
country.

Claud Howard, of Frankfort, Ind., did some
holiday buying in Indianapolis and visited the
State Fair last month. He reported business as
very satisfactory during the entire year. So far
August had been his dullest month, but September
more than made up for it.

Frank Burg, of Goshen, Ind., is a great base
ball fan. He was recently asked if there was
anything that he liked more than a baseball
game, and the answer came very quickly, "Yes,
a double-header."

D. S. Whitaker; of Lebanon, Ind., is instal-
ling new electric lights in front of his jewelry
store. The system, which is the same as that
used ill lighting the streets of Indianapolis, will
make the Whitaker store the brightest spot in the
town.

H. P. Nutter has bought out J. E. Fussel-
man, who conducted a jewelry store and news-
stand at Martinsville, Ind. Mr. Fusselman has
moved to Colorado on account of his wife's poor
health in this climate.

A. J. Eisenhauer, of Huntington, Ind., is re-
ported on the sick list and unable to be at his
place of business.

L. D. Clapham & Company, at Columbia
City, Ind., are expecting to be in their new
store in a short time. New fixtures and a fine
holiday stock are all ready as soon as the work-
men quit the building.

Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Thomson, La Grange,
Ind., have returned from an extended trip on the
Hudson River and through New York State.
Mr. Thomson says that he had a fine trip and
found an overabundance of work waiting for
his return.

S. F. Thomas, of Pendleton, Ind., is expect-
ing to be badly handicapped in his business for
a few weeks when one wall of his store room is
being torn down and rebuilt as a party wall
with a new building that is being erected next
to his.

Friends of John Newcomer, of Nappanee,
Ind., accuse him of singing, "I love my jewelry
store, but Oh You Ford touring car." Mr. New-
comer has enjoyed many delightful tours in his
car this summer.

Henry J. Hoffman, retail jeweler of Loo-
gootee, In(1., visited his brother, Will Hoffman,
of the wholesale material house of Hoffman &
Lauer, during the Indiana State Fair,

Dan Beauchamp, formerly with Hoffman &
Lauer, in the State Life Building, has recently
bought out the jewelry business of S. Barrows,
at Kempton, Ind.

A. W. Owen, of Greenwood, Ind., has re-
turned from a trip to Maine. He is very en-
thusiastic over the attractions of that State, and
especially of Augusta, where he spent most of
the time.

H. L. Bennett, of Lapel, Ind., attended all
the races at the State Fair and the balloon races
at the Motor Speedway in Indianapolis last
month.

M. Meyer, a manufacturing jeweler of
Marion, Ind., had a novel display at the Grant
County Fair in September. He had a fully
equipped work bench and demonstrated to a
constant crowd of people just how solid gold
rings are made and finished.

The Indiana State Fair, September 12th to
t6th, was big; it always is. It occupied some 214
acres of ground and offered about $75.000 in
premiums. There were thirty acres of machinery,
poultry, sheep, swine and horses in abundance
and a splendid horticultural show. Not far from
200,000 people passed through the fair gates with-
in the five days. Most of them came from
Hoosier farms and the smaller towns, and a fair
number from the cities. It was a cheerful crowd,
prosperous looking and clearly demonstrated that
there was nothing the matter with the good old
State of Indiana. Among the jewelers who
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visited the fair and did
the local jobbers, were:
M. I. Kirkman, Pendleton
E. E. Clawson, Clayton
W. Dobbins, Mohawk
S. M. Royer, Patricksburg
M. E. Chastain, Roaclubtle
Aug. Anderson, North Salem
J. W. Hudson, Fortville
L. I). Smith, Jonesboro
G. F. Cooper, Nloorsville
Aug. Ellis, Bedford
'Harry Short, New Palestine
A. I I. Pauley, Bloomington
W. E. Ilan, beottsburg
E. W. Collis, Pendleton
T. NV. Thompson, Danville
Lon Kemper, Greentown
Flo Dennis, Westfield
C. 0. Rentschler, Center Pt.
C. K. McCain, Kokomo
J. K. Maxwell and wife,

Otterbein
Claud Howard, Frankfort
W. H. Smith, Jamestown
Mark Wall, Advance
II. L. Rost, Columbus
IT. L. Bennett, Lapel
Herman Tabler and wife,
Waynetown

J. A. Spencer. Spiceland
J. E. Ward. Worthington
I. Meyer, Flwood
IT. S. Werneke, Greencastle
H. T. lInffman. Loovontee
IL P. Nutter, Martinsville
Dan Beauchamp, Kemper
M. Jenson, Clay City

more or less trading with

Dickey & Morris, Edinburg
Luther Davis and wife,
Fairmount

W. P. Ogden, Mooresville
T. 11. Anderson and wife,

Bedford
F. Pennington, Knightstown
E J. Ney, Knightstown
Dr. C. I. Daniels, Eaton,
Ind.

A. E. Brown, Fortville
Walter Simmons, Franklin
J. F. Harding and wife,
Brownstown

J. 0. Meissen, Cicero
George F. Long and wife,
New Richmond

L. E. Heaps and wife,
Sheridan

W. Martin, Mitchel
E. 0. Collins, Franklin
Henry Vollmer, Princeton
Mr. Johnson, of Johnson
Jwly. Co., Anderson.

C. W. Neal, Franklin
Toe Booth, Tipton
Abercrombe Bros., Rushville
Mr. Klein, Opera House
Jwly. Co., Anderson

T. M. Washburn, Anderson
Y. L. Rowe, Frankford
H. Pearson, Columbus
A. S. Rowe. Bedford
A. L. Bennett, Arcadia
Coleman & Fowler, Winslow

The Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, September 9th, the following
members being present : President Sloan, Vice-
President Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secre-
tary Noyes and Messrs. Alfred, Bowden, Brown
and Stern. The following new members were
admitted:

Edholm & Akin Co., Evanston, Wyo.
E. E. Howard, Boston, Mass.
Earl Kempter, Phila., Pa.
H. L. Peterzell, Phila., Pa.
I. S. Sagorsky, Phila., Pa.
American jewelry Co., Bakersfield, Cal.
W. C. Anderson, East Auburn, Cal.
Ben Barbash, Reno, Nevada.
I. C. Dimmick, Graceville, Minn.
F. C. Duketnan, Los Angeles, Cal.
Edhobn & Akin Co.. Green River, Wyo.
Sand. Eisenberg, Phila., Pa.
R. Herz & Bro., Inc., Reno, Nevada.
Hymes Brothers, Reno, Nevada.
C. T. Kathe, Visalia. Cal.
Krenkel & Bosch, Winnemucca, Nevada.
II. C. Lederer. San Luis Obispo, Cal.
A. Vollmer, Phila., Pa.
R. A. Williams, Dunlap. Iowa,
J. Abramson, Los Angeles, Cal,
I P. Alverson, Tulare, Cal.
J. Belgard, Los Angeles, Cal.
D. C. Davison, Modesto, Cal.
James & Duncan, Hanford, Cal.
Samuel NI. Joel, Los Angeles, Cal.
B. McCarty & Co., Quitman, Ga.
Edw. Peterson, Los Angeles, Cal.
Reynolds & Masters, Pasadena, Cal.
Geo. T. Schutt, Carthage, N. Y.
Will Stammers, Selma, Cal.
W. R. Stammers, Selma. Cal,
E. C. Waters & Co., Sacramento, Cal.
Abe Zemansky. Sacramento, Cal.
Chas. Wittmack. Fresno, Cal,
Albert Blase, Pittston, Pa.
Chas, IT. Clark, Los Angeles, Cal.
N. A. Feder, Lon Angeles. Cal.
T. R. Day, Los Anceles, Cal.
i. F. McMurray, Tulare, Cal.
A. L. Neuenshander, Payne, Ohio.
Fred Sauter, Phila., Pa,
L. Streiffer, Los Angeles, Cal.
L. R. Wolff & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
R. H. Wilson, Ocean Park, Cal.
Roy D. Parker, Middletown, N. Y.
T. D. Cameron, Rockingham, N. C.
T. IT. Williams, Marion, Kansas
'Olahn & Palmer, Milwaukee, is.

AParnell Lewis, ndalusia, Ala.
A. A. Hitter, Motindridge, Kansas.
Charles A. Kern, Phila., Pa.
Vounghlood•Foster Co., Monroe, La.
Younchlond-Foster Co.., McGehee, Ark.
Henn, M. Read, Jr., Pierre, S. Dakota.
A. Weiler & Co., Grenada, Miss.
R. A. Bay, Madera. Cal.
Frank C. Freer, Youngstown, Ohio.
Harry S. Puff, Orange, Cal.
E. B. Smith, Santa Ana, Cal.
B. Hartfield, Anaheim, Cal.
Geo. E. Moyer, Asbury Park. N. J.
W. W. Larson, Beach. N. Dakota.
L. R. Aronson, Dunkirk. N. Y.
S. J. Brawley, Lander, Wyo.
Oscar Caplan. Baltimore. Md.
P. C. Duncan, Gillette, Wyo.
E. P. Farwell. Los Angeles, Cal.
A. T. Gammon Co., Phila.. Pa.
A. P. Goodhue, Ft. Fairfield, Maine.
W. H. Hawkins & Son. Hendersonville, N. C.
Holt Jewelry Co., Brigham City, Utah.
C. P. Kryhl Sr Son, Santa Ana, Cal.
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Kuelling & Dewalt, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
S. A. McIntosh, Lovelock, Nevada.
D. L. Neilsen, Monrovia, Cal.
R. W. Muncaster, Florence, S. C.
E. C. Paris & Bros., Bridgeton, N. J.
R. Rosenberg, Butte, Mont.
A. Rosenfeld, Baltimore, Md.
S. M. Rupley, Monaca, Pa.
H. H. Schellberg, Kansas City, Mo.
Stewart & Son, Iluntingdon, Pa,
A B. Frost, Great Falls, Mont.
J. G. Johnson, Rugby, N. Dakota.
A. W. Johanson & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Keller & Fletcher, NVItite Plains, N. Y.
J. F. Liedler, Long Beach, Cal.
May & Malone, Chicago, Ill.
Olsen & Ebann, Chicago, Ill.
R. G. Simpson, San Pedro, Cal.
Jos. Sutcliffe, Long Beach, Cal.
Lichtenstein Co., Bakersfield, Cal.
Louis C. Seng Louisville, Ky.
W. G. Wood, iNleW York City. •
The Warner Co., Fresno, Cal.
Garin Jewelry Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Louis Lefkoe, Phila., Pa.
William Moore, Coshocton, Ohio.
S. P. Wallace, Southington, 'Ct.
R. R. Edwards, Stoughton, Wis.
Henkes Jewelry Co., Vincennes, Ind.
Wallace & Griffin, Moscow, Idaho.
Lineback & Elam, Charlotte, N. C.
Edmund Kerper, Pottstown, Pa.
Fowler & Co., Elizabeth City, N. C.

Charles F. Wood presented his resignation as
second vice-president on account of his retire-
ment from business and the same was accepted.

The following reward was authorized to be
paid:

No. 119—To Railroad Detective Moe Marx
and Detective Joseph A. A. Walsh for the arrest
and conviction of Richard Conroy, alias Eddie
O'Connor and Arthur McKee, who broke into
the jewelry store of Messrs. Julius Jorgenson &
Son, 2263 Broadway, New York City, on June
26th and stole miscellaneous jewelry which was
on display in the window. The thieves were ar-
rested while making for a freight train and
were sentenced to the Elmira Reformatory.

Destructive Fire in Newark, N. J.
On the morning of September 12th fire

started in the polishing room of the factory of the
Eastwood-Park Co., manufacturing jewelers, in
the -Shiman-Miller Building, at Austin and Mur-
ray Streets, Newark, N. J. In addition to the
Eastwood-Park Co. several other jewelry fac-
tories were located in the building, being those of
Henry Ziruth, Shiman-Miller Co., Eckfeldt &
Ackley and Harvey V. Osborne. The latter two
concerns occupied the top floor and the only
damage they suffered was from smoke.

From the factory of the Eastwood-Park Co.,
which occupied the entire first floor, the fire as-
cended to the offices and salesrooms of this com-
pany, which occupied one-half of the next floor
above. The balance of this floor was occupied by
the Lowres Optical Co., manufacturers of optical
specialties. The only loss sustained by this firm
was by smoke and water and their business was
stopped only a few hours.

The Eastwood-Park Co. and Henry Zurith,
who occupied the third floor, probably suffered
the severest damage. The dies and machinery
of the Shiman-Miller Co. were not seriously in-
jured and this concern was compelled tb suspend
business only for a few days.

There were several hundred men and women
employees in the building at the time of the fire
and a number of them had narrow escapes in get-
ting away.

The entire loss on the building and stock is
estimated at about $150,000.

New Aluminum Solder
A new aluminum solder has recently been

patented by Joseph Silver of New York City.
It consists of the following:

Tin  85.1o%
Aluminum  10.80%
Magnesium   2.75%
Cadmium   t.35%

The mixture is made in a graphite crucible
and stirred with a dry stick of wood, after which
it is poured into bars. A flux of borax is used
to cover the metal while melting. For some
classes of articles the inventor states that plati-
num may be used instead of cadmium and that
such an alloy is preferable although of high
price.
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The hheltering Bay of Ago, where women dive for pearls

JAPANESE PEARL CULTURE
By T. KUME, in Scientific American Supplement

Whether or not there were any pearls in pre-
historic Japan, and, if so, whether these pearls
were used for ornament as in our day, is un-
known. Even in Japanese tradition and history
the ancient references to precious stones, and
particularly to pearls, are by no means clear.
In the "Kojiki," or the Book of Tradition, the
oldest written history of Japan, dating from the
seventh century, a word is to be found standing
for the present pearl, or "Shinju" in Japanese.
In the epic of the goddess "Tamayorihitnem a de-
scription will be found of a "white jewel," by
which a pearl is meant. Still another reference
is to be found in the story of the goddess of the
sea in her meeting with the god "Hiorino-
mikoto," where "giving a pair of jewels from
the sea" is mentioned. Indistinct as these mytho-
logical references are, there seems to be no doubt
.hat pearls were known even in ancient Japan.

That this should be so would
Pearls Long follow from the very nature
Known of the country. Japan is com-

posed of a group of six large
tricl numerous small islands, incessantly washed
by the warm waters of the Pacific. in mytho-
logical times the people were more or less bar-
baric. There were no houses, no roads, no com-
mercial or political intercourse. The inhabiants
dwelt in caves near the seashore. They settled
in one place, and stayed there until their food
supply was exhausted. Then they removed to an-
other place, where again they took up a temporary
habitation. No doubt sea food was their chief
nourishment, and above all shell food. After the
flesh had been eaten, the useless shells were
thrown aside at the entrance of the caves. Thus
the Japanese account for the innumerable mounds
of shells which are to be found near the seashore.
In these shell mounds no pearls have been found,
yet it stands to reason that if pearls were ever
abundant in these prehistoric times, they must
have been discovered and prized.

In the reign of the twentieth
Interesting Emperor Inkyo, which began
Legend in the fourth century, the pearl

was undoubtedly known. In
the "Nippon-Shoki," published 720 A. D., the
oldest history after "Kojiki," we read: "In Sep-
tember of the fourteenth year the Emperor Inkyo
went to the island of Waji to hunt. Wild animals
were abundant at that time, but not one could be
killed. All escaped. Then the god of the island
said to the Emperor: "It is I who have hindered
the chase. There is a pearl at the bottom of the
:Sea of Akashi. Obtain that and worship me with
It, and T will let you hunt to your fill."

"And the Emperor gathered about him all the
skillful divers that he could find, but not one of
them was successful. Finally there came a diver
from the Province of Awa, whose name was
Osashi. He wound a long rope around him and

leaped into the water. After a few minutes he
came up and said, 'There is a big "Awabi-shell'
twinkling at the bottom of the sea.' Then all
exclaimed, 'That is the very thing for which we
are seeking. That must be the very pearl prized
by the god of the island.'

"Then the diver Osashi plunged in again, and,
after a while, he came to the surface with a
giant Awabi-shell. At the very moment that he
touched the shore he lost breath and died. When
they sounded the water by means of a rope, they
found it to be sixty fathoms deep. In the giant
shell was found a pearl the size of a peach.

Exaggerated as this story is, it contains a
suggestion of pearls, and moreover the sugges-
tion that pearls were highly prized. But in the
"Nippon-Shoki" there are many references to the
existence of pearls and their use.

Japan has long yielded the
Japanese Pearls most beautiful specimens of

Oriental pearls. In Marco
Polo's "Island of Chipangue," published in 5298,
we read "They have also pearls in abundance,
which are of a rose color, but fine, big and round,
and quite as valuable as the white ones. In this
island some of the dead are buried and others
are burned. When a body is burned, they put one
of these pearls in its mouth." Since Marco Polo's
time, Kaempfer, Tavernier, Thunberg, and others
have written of the beauties of the Japanese pearl.

In ancient times Japanese pearls were used
more for general decoration than for personal
adornment. They were to be found in old
lacquer work, desks, furniture or cloisonne work,
"inro," "netsuke," tobacco bags, and sometimes in
sword handles. One of the oldest pearls used for
ornamental purposes is mounted in the statue of
the goddess Kannon kept in the Sangetsu-do
Temple at Nara. Still another is to be found
among the imperial treasures kept in the Shosoin
Temple of Nara. These two gems are said to
have been deposited in these temples during the
"Tempyo" age (A. D. 729-748) and are probably
the oldest pearls now in Japan.

Ancient Use 
The history of Japan contains
not many references to the use

of Pearls of pearls in connection with
feminine jewelry. Evidently

in ancient times there were no brooches, bracelets,
rings, or pendants. Only the hair was orna-
mented. Hence it is that large pearls in old
Japan were used only for hairpins and for tobacco
bags and for string fasteners, and that many
valuable pearls were lapped into cloth. This lap-
ping was attended with not a little superstition.
When two pearls were thus lapped together, it
was thought that they would multiply in time.
Still another superstition was that a pearl wrapped
in a cloth was regarded as a family treasure, the
possession of which insured prosperity to the
family. More curious than these customs is the
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use of pearls as a medicine. The ancient Greeks
were in the habit of drinking pearls to improve
the skin. The ancient Japanese took them into
the system to improve the eyesight.

In the last ten years the Japanese have altered
their opinion of pearls. Never in the history of
the country has the pearl been more highly prized
as an article of feminine adornment than at pres-
ent. Pearls are used largely in the "Obidome" or
obio fastener, embroidery and the like.

There are many species of
Many Species pearls in Japan. Among the

shells which produce pearls,
here given by Dr. T. Nishikawa, are the true pearl
oyster (Margaritifera martensi), black-lipped
shell (Margaritifera margaritifera), electroma
sp., Margaritifera panessw, Mytilus crassitesta,
Pecten yessoensis, Haliotis gigantea, Unionidm or
Naiades, Corbicula, Pinna, Soden, Arca, Tridacna,
Ostrea, Tapes, Cytherea, Trigonella, Mactra, Me-
lina, Pecten, Rapana, Turbo, Haliotis, Cassis rufa.

This list comprises some of the best known
species. Among these species, Margaritifera
martensi, Margaritifera panassm, Mytilus crassi-
testa, and Haliotis gigantea, Unionidre, yield some
of the finest pearls. The best of the so-called
oriental pearls are obtained from M. martensi;
blue, blue, and sometimes greenish pearls from
M. margaritifera; yellow pearls chiefly from M.
panassm, and black or (lark pearls from Mytilus
crassitesta; and beautiful pinkish and greenish
pearls from Heliotis gigantea ; most of the pink
pearls, however, are obtained from Unionidte.

M. margaritifera and M. panassw are limited
to the region of Bytikyu Islands in the southern
part of Japan, and Unionithe to the Lake Biwa
and also the Lake Kasumigaura. The others are
to be found almost everywhere on the coast. A fo
Bay in the province of Shima, Omura Bay in the
province of Mizell, Takaoka Bay in the province
of Tosa, Nana° Bay in the province of Noto, the
islands of Awaji, the island of Tsnsh Tsushima
are most famous for their yields of M. margariti-
fera and martensi.

Recently the Japanese, thanks
Artificial Culture to the energy of Mr. K.
of Pearls Mikimoto, have inaugurated

a new industry which is
nothing more or less than the artificial culture
of pearls. Everyone has no doubt often seen
shells of mollusks lined with a smooth and iri-
descent coating which is called nacre or mother-
of-pearl. This coating, like the rest of the shell.
is produced by the animal and is made up mostly
of carbonate of lime and an organic matrix which
usually presents a laminated texture. The color
and brilliancy of this layer differs in various
species of shell. For instance, in the ordinary
oyster it is of a lusterless white, and in a kind
of shell called abalone or ear shell (Haliotis), the

(Continued on page 1667)
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JAPANESE PEARL CULTURE
By T. KUME, in Scienlific American .Yuppiement

Whether or not there were any pearls in pre-
historic Japan, and, if so, whether these pearls
were used for ornament as in our day, is un-
known. Even in Japanese tradition and history
the ancient references to precious stones, and
particularly to pearls, are by no means clear.
In the "Kojiki," or the Book of Tradition, the
oldest written history of Japan, dating from the
seventh century, a word is to be found standing
for the present pearl, or "Shinju" in Japanese.
In the epic of the goddess "Tamayorihime" a de-
scription will be found of a "white jewel," by
which a pearl is meant. Still another reference
is to be found in the story of the goddess of the
sea in her meeting with the god "Hiorino-
mikoto," where "giving a pair of jewels from
the sea" is mentioned. Indistinct as these mytho-
logical references are, there seems to be no doubt
that pearls were known even in ancient Japan.

That this should be so would
Pearls Long follow from the very nature
Known of the country. Japan is com-

posed of a group of six large
and numerous small islands, incessantly washed
by the warm waters of the Pacific. In mytho-
logical times the people were more or less bar-
baric. There were no houses, no roads, no com-
mercial or political intercourse. The inhabiants
dwelt in caves near the seashore. They settled
in one place, and stayed there until their food
supply was exhausted. Then they removed to an-
other place, where again they took up a temporary
habitation. No doubt sea food was their chief
nourishment, and above all shell food. After the
flesh had been eaten, the useless shells were
thrown aside at the entrance of the caves. Thus
the Japanese account for the innumerable mounds
of shells which are to be found near the seashore.
In these shell mounds no pearls have been found,
yet it stands to reason that if pearls were ever
abundant in these prehistoric times, they must
have been discovered and prized.

In the reign of the twentieth
Interesting Emperor Tokyo, which began
Legend in the fourth century, the pearl

was undoubtedly known. In
the "Nippon-Shoki," published 720 A. D., the
oldest history after "Kojiki," we read: "In Sep-
tember of the fourteenth year the Emperor Inkyo
went to the island of Waji to hunt. Wild animals
were abundant at that time, but not one could be
killed. All escaped. Then the god of the island
said to the Emperor: "It is I who have hindered
the chase. There is a pearl at the bottom of the
Sea of Akashi. Obtain that and worship me with
It, and T will let you hunt to your fill."

"And the Emperor gathered about him all the
skill fill divers that he could find, but not one of
them was successful. Finally there came a diver
from the Province of Awa, whose name was
Osashi. He wound a long rope around him and

leaped into the water. After a few minutes he
came up and said, 'There is a big "Awabi-shell"
twinkling at the bottom of the sea.' Then all
exclaimed, 'That is the very thing for which we
are seeking. That must be the very pearl prized
by the god of the island.'

"Then the diver Osashi plunged in again, and,
after a while, he came to the surface with a
giant Awabi-shell. At the very moment that he
touched the shore he lost breath and died. When
they sounded the water by means of a rope, they
found it to be sixty fathoms deep. In the giant
shell was found a pearl the size of a peach.

Exaggerated as this story is, it contains a
suggestion of pearls, and moreover the sugges-
tion that pearls were highly prized. But in the
"Nippon-Shoki" there are many references to the
existence of pearls and their use.

Japan has long yielded the
Japanese Pearls most beautiful specimens of

Oriental pearls. In Marco
Polo's "Island of Chipangue," published in 1298,
we read "They have also pearls in abundance,
which are of a rose color, but fine, big and round,
and quite as valuable as the white ones. In this
island some of the dead are buried and others
are burned. When a body is burned, they put one
of these pearls in its mouth." Since Marco Polo's
time, Kaempfer, Tavernier, Thunberg, and others
have written of the beauties of the Japanese pearl.

In ancient times Japanese pearls were used
more for general decoration than for personal
adornment. They were to be found in old
lacquer work, desks, furniture or cloisonne work,
"inro," "netsuke," tobacco bags, and sometimes in
sword handles. One of the oldest pearls used for
ornamental purposes is mounted in the statue of
the goddess Kannon kept in the Sangetsu-do
Temple at Nara. Still another is to be found
among the imperial treasures kept in the Shosoin
Temple of Nara. These two gems are said to
have been deposited in these temples during the
"Tempyo" age (A. D. 729-748) and are probably
the oldest pearls now in Japan.

The history of Japan contains
Ancient Use not many references to the use
of Pearls of pearls in connection with

feminine jewelry. Evidently
in ancient times there were no brooches, bracelets,
rings, or pendants. Only the hair was orna-
mented. Hence it is that large pearls in old
Japan were used only for hairpins and for tobacco
bags and for string fasteners, and that many
valuable pearls were lapped into cloth. This lap-
ping was attended with not a little superstition.
When two pearls were thus lapped together, it
was thought that they would multiply in time.
Still another superstition was that a pearl wrapped
in a cloth was regarded as a family treasure, the
possession of which insured prosperity to the
family. More curious than these customs is the
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use of pearls as a medicine. The ancient Greeks
were in the habit of drinking pearls to improve
the skin. The ancient Japanese took them into
the system to improve the eyesight.

In the last ten years the Japanese have altered
their opinion of pearls. Never in the history of
the country has the pearl been more highly prized
as an article of feminine adornment than at pres-
ent. Pearls are used largely in the "Obidome" or
obio fastener, embroidery and the like.

Many Species 
There are many species of
pearls in Japan. Among the
shells which produce pearls,

here given by Dr. T. Nishikawa, are the true pearl
oyster (Margaritifera martensi), black-lipped
shell (Margaritifera margaritifera), electroma
sp., Margaritifera panessx, Mytilus crassitesta,
Pecten yessoensis, Haliotis gigantea, Unionidae or
Naiades, Corbicula, Pinna, Soden, Area, Tridacna,
Ostrea, Tapes, Cytherea, Trigonella, Mactra, Me-
lina, Pecten, Rapana, Turbo, Haliotis, Cassis rufa.

This list comprises some of the best known
species. Among these species, Margaritifera
martensi, Margaritifera panass, Mytilus crassi-
testa, and Haliotis gigantea, Unionidm, yield some
of the finest pearls. The best of the so-called
oriental pearls are obtained from M. martensi;
blue, blue, and sometimes greenish pearls from
M. margaritifera; yellow pearls chiefly from M.
panassw, and black or dark pearls from Mytilus
crassitesta; and beautiful pinkish and greenish
pearls from Heliotis gigantea; most of the pink
pearls, however, are obtained from Unionidx.

M. margaritifera and M. panassm are limited
to the region of Byukyu Islands in the southern
part of Japan, and Unionidx to the Lake Biwa
and also the Lake Kasumigaura. The others are
to be found almost everywhere on the coast. Afo
Bay in the province of Shima, Omura Bay in the
province of Hizen, Takaoka Bay in the province
of Tosa, Nanao Bay in the province of Noto, the
islands of Awaji, the island of Tsush Tsushima
are most famous for their yields of M. margariti-
fera and martensi.

Recently the Japanese, thanks
Artificial Culture to the energy of Mr. K.
of Pearls Mikimoto, have inaugurated

a new industry which is
nothing more or less than the artificial culture
of pearls. Everyone has no doubt often seen
shells of mollusks lined with a smooth and iri-
descent coating which is called nacre or mother-
of-pearl. This coating, like the rest of the shell,
is produced by the animal and is made up mostly
of carbonate of lime and an organic matrix which
usually presents a laminated texture. The color
and brilliancy of this layer differs in various
species of shell. For instance, in the ordinary
oyster it is of a lusterless white, and in a kind
of shell called abalone or ear shell (Haliotis), the

(Continued on page 1667)
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Here are a few of the Army of Intelligent Men

who work constantly for the Everlasting, High

quality of w. w. W, Rings
Every Jeweler realizes that there is a vast difference in

workmen. Every Jeweler appreciates that there is a great
difference in the work of an intelligent, painstaking, con-
scientious workman, and the man who is ignorant, careless,
and indifferent. The W. W. W. "Light of Heaven Fac-
tory" is indeed proud of the character and intelligence of
its men. We make it a most important point to engage
only such men as are far above the average standard of
intelligence. We believe that it requires brains to make
good rings. We want men who are more than mere ma-
chines. We employ men who have sufficient intelligence
to think for themselves. We employ men who take pride in
their work. The result of employing only such men is shown
in the high standard of quality in each W. W. W. Ring.

You cannot make a good ring unless you employ good
workmen. Consequently, intelligent workmen are the first
necessary steps to good ring making. Skilled, intelligent

men naturally seek those factories that offer the most in
health and happiness. The W. W. W. factory is known
the world over as the " Light of Heaven Factory" —a

factory of fresh air and sunshine. Health and happi-

ness are afforded its employees. Its working con-

*, ditions are ideal. Each seat in this factory is
occupied by an intelligent workman. Every

■ man in this "Light of Heaven Factory" is
there because through his skill, and

experience and intelligence, he has
proven that he is worthy of being

there.

White,
Wile &
Warner

Buffalo. N. Y.

Gentlemen:—Please send, abso-
lutely free, ycur book of Prepared
Advertisements with newspaper cuts
and full information about the wonderful
mechanical window display that will attract lb
thousands to my window, which is also given
away absolutely free.

Name 

Address

The consequence of employing intelligent men only is

that the W. W. W. Ring will stand the most severe test.

It will stand the test of comparison of price. It will stand

the test of perfect finish. And above all else, it will stand

the most rigid test you can possibly give it regarding

stone selling. No test can be too severe. For every

W. W. W. Ring passes a critical inspection before leaving
our factory. W. W. W. Rings are made for responsible,
STRICTLY WIDE-AWAKE JEWELERS—for Jewelers

who appreciate a finely made ring at a reasonable price.

We have a special advertising department whose ener-
gies are devoted entirely for the benefit of our customers,
and those Jewelers who wish to do business with us. This
department is conducted on very broad lines. We furnish
absolutely free of charge, newspaper cuts, window cards, and
prepared advertisements. We also inaugurate and origi-
nate novel schemes for the modern Jeweler to increase his
business. If, for the coming Holidays you would like to
correspond with our advertising manager regarding ways
and means of increasing your business, we will be very glad
to take the matter up with you absolutely free of charge.
We will write the advertisements, and in fact do all the
work necessary for an advertising campaign. We consider
this as much our business as the making of rings. If you
wish to be supreme in your city, then write our advertising
department in order to know how.

Remember W.W.W. Rings are more than merely "Guaranteed"

Rings. They are Rings made so well they are worthy of a

Guarantee.
NMI IM

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings in Which the Stones Do Stay

Buffalo, New York

October, 1910 T1-IE

Japanese Pearl Culture

(Continued from page 1665)

nacre is of a greenish blue tinge, changing to
purple as it is turned. In the black-lipped shell
(Margaritifera) the mother-of-pearl is of z.
greenish black color. In the shells of the true
pearl-oysters the nacre is of a clear, delicate
white, which has the sheen of
floss silk faintly tinted with
azure, exhibiting a beautiful
play of color—a quality which
makes these shells of great
value in commerce.

Now it often happens that
foreign substances such as
sand grains, microscopic or-
ganisms of various kinds,
parasitic worms, crabs, or
sometimes even small fish are
introduced by accident or
otherwise inside the shell or
in the tissues of the mollusk's
soft body. In such cases, the
animal sometimes begins to de-
posit a part of the material
which goes to form the nacre-
ous layer of the shell around
or over these foreign objects,
and as new material is added
year after year in the form
of layers, these concretions,
which may at first be very tiny,
grow to be of a considerable
size. When this takes place in
a shell with specially beautiful
nacre, such as that of the
pearl-oyster, the result may be
an object of great beauty. In
this way pearls are produced.

Such being their origin, pearls may be formed
in any kind of mollusk, bivalve or spiral. And
just as the nacre of different kinds of shells
differs, so the pearls themselves vary according
to the shell which produces them. Thus the pearls
of the common oyster, the scallop, and the giant
clam are milky white and not very bright, while
those of the seamussel are unusually black. The
chank and the conch shells produce the pink pearls
which are brought from the Bahamas and the
West Indies. These pink pearls are also found
in several kinds of fresh-
water mussels, which are
plentiful in some of the
streams and lakes of America,
Europe, China and Japan.
Most superb of all, however,
are the products of the true
pearl-oyster. These are the
pearls which have always been
called oriental pearls—"solidi-
fied drops of dew," the poets
have named them.

Pearls are of many differ-
ent shapes ; some round,
some pear-shaped, some egg-
shaped, and some of very fan-
tastic shapes indeed. The round,
pear-shaped, and egg-shaped
ones are known as oriental or
virgin pearls, while those of ir-
regular shapes are called baro-
que pearls. These are some-
times found in the shapes of
fish, birds' wings, or creep-
ing worms. The seed pearls,
generally used as medicine by
the Chinese, are always very
small and usually found to-
gether in numbers.

Sometimes two pearls will
be found joined together by
the nacreous substance, thus
forming what is known as "twin pearls."

All these are called free pearls because they
are found in the tissues of the animal's body and
are not joined to the shell.

In the same way that twin pearls are joined
It sometimes happens that pearls are found at-
tached to the inner surface of the shell. This
position interferes with symmetry of the pearl
so that when it is taken out of the shell it is
flat on one side, making what isknown as a "perle
boutan." The attached pearls are not always of
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inferior quality, but are often highly valued. The
world-renowned "Southern Cross," which was
valued at $50,000 by the company to which it be-
longed, was found off Cassack, western Australia,
attached to the central part of the inside of a
shell.

When once the nature of pearls was under-
stood, it was but natural that many experiments
should be made to produce the precious objects

mussel; but the best of these are of very inferior
quality, and are valuable merely as curios.

At the International Fisheries Exhibition held
in Berlin in 188o, some pearls were shown which
had been cultivated in Germany. From looking
at these, one could see that the plain relief might
be covered with nacreous substances, but the
result was of little value. Mr. Saville Kent, late
naturalist to the government of Queensland and

to that of western Australia,
undertook the same experiment
with the large pearl oyster, and
a gentleman on Thursday Isl-
and tried inserting a shot
through a hole in the shell.

The most important of such
experiments are probably those
of Dr. Louis Boutan of Paris,
who succeeded some six years
ago in producing pearls in the
abalone shell. The public was
naturally greatly interested,
and the newspapers in Europe
and America 'applauded his
success and called it a great
discovery.

It may perhaps come as
a surprise to many that before
Dr. Boutan's attempts, a very
extensive and successful sys-
tem of pearl oyster cultivation
had been carried on in Japan
by a Mr. Mikimoto, and "cul-
ture pearls" had not only been
produced but placed regularly
on the market. Even at the
present day, it may be claimed
that this is the only pearl-
oyster farm in the world which
undertakes the extensive cul-
tivation of the precious mollusk

and produces "culture pearls" on a commercial
scale. An account of this successful enterprise
may therefore be not wholly devoid of interest.

At the Third National Industrial Exhibition
held in Tokyo in 189o, Mr. Mikimoto exhibited in
the aquarium of the fisheries section some living
specimens of the pearl oyster. This made him
acquainted with Dr. Mitsukuri, professor of
zoology in the Imperial University, who first sug-
gested to him the possibility of cultivating pearl
oysters and of making them produce pearls by the

use of proper stimuli. Being
deeply interested in the subject,
Mikimoto went afterward to
the Marine Biological Station
of the Imperial University at
Misaki, where the professor
was staying, and learned from
him many facts concerning
pearl formation and the natural
history of the pearl oyster.

Mikimoto's home was Toba
in the province of Shima, one
of the localities in Japan
famous for large yields of
pearls. Directly after his re-
turn there he began experi-
menting on his idea. At first
it seemed almost like pursu-
ing a fleeting shadow, and his
friends laughed at him for
"throwing his money into the
sea." FIowever, he persisted,
making all sorts of experiments
and changing his methods from
time to time, relying on sug-
gestions and advice from Prof.
Mitsukuri and Dr. Kishinoue.
At the end of four years of
hard work, disappointment and
renewed efforts, some results
were obtained which seemed to
promise success. In 1896,

things had so far progressed that the experimental
stage was a thing of the past, and the enterprise
was put on a commercial basis. A patent for the
new method was obtained from the government,
and the cultivation of the pearl oyster on an ex-
tensive scale was begun at the island, Tatokujima,
in the Bay of Ago, leased some time before for
the purpose. At the end of 1898 the first, though
small, crop of pearls was harvested and placed on
the market. These have been given the name of

(Continued on page 1669)

women pearl divers at work

at will. We do not here refer to the manufacture
of "artificial pearls" such as the so-called "Roman
pearls," "Venetian pearls," etc., which are not
pearls at all, but are made of glass and painted
with fish-silver ; rather what is referred to are
the attempts to make the pearl oyster work for
man and produce natural and true pearls in
a reliable and methodical manner—in short, a
kind of "harnessing" the mollusk for the service
of man.

It is well known that Linnmus, the "father of

Divers' huts along the shore

natural history," claimed that pearls could be ob-
tained by piercing holes in the shell of an oyster
with a fine auger, making a small wound, and
afterward "parking" the animal for many years.
But his suggestions do not seem to have been
clearly understood, and no one has been able
to pursue his method successfully. The Chinese,
as is well known, have been specially successful
in raising pearls by inserting grains of clay be-
tween the shell and the thin outer membrane
which covers the soft body of the fresh-water
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Bracelets
A peep at our line

will develop a look,
a look will develop a
longing, and a long-
ing will develop a
purchase — the pur-
chase will be a step
taken in the right
direction. We have
one of the most pro-
ficient designers in
the jewelry business
to-day, and we do
not hesitate to say
that if you add to
your line a few of
the Bracelets that
we now have on the
road, they will prove
to be a big incentive
to your customers.

It is our custom-
ers that we wish to
please, and by so do-
ing gratify ourselves.

Take a peep and
derive a benefit.
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Japanese Pearl Culture

(Continued from page 1667)

culture pearls" by Prof. Mitsukuri. Since then
lie enterprise has been steadily growing in every
vay, and the skill and experience obtained by
landling millions of pearl oysters have enabled
lie establishment to maintain a constant improve-
tient in the quality of the pearls produced.

About a dozen miles south of
The Pearl the famous Shrine of Ise is
Culture Farm the sheltered Bay of Ago, long

famous for producing the best
quality of pearls. It is a remarkably quiet body
if water some six miles in length and three miles
in breadth, with an average depth of ten fathoms,
although it is over twenty fathoms deep near
entrance. The coast line is cut into with many
deep and irregular indentations which, besides
affording excellent shelter and ground for the
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where the larvm of the pearl oysters have been
found to be most abundant. Soon small oyster
spat are found attached to them. As this takes
place in the shallow waters of not more than a
few fathoms, they would die from cold, if left
there during the winter ; so together with the rocks
to which they are anchored they are removed to
deeper waters and carefully laid out in beds pre-
pared for them. Here they lie until they reach
their third year, when they are taken out of the
sea and undergo an operation which leads to pearl
formation. This consists chiefly in introducing
into them the small pearls or round pieces of
nacre which are to serve as the nuclei of pearls.
The shells are then put back into the sea and left
undisturbed for at least four years more. At the
end of that time, they are taken out, and it is
found that the animal has invested the inserted
nucleus with many layers of nacre and has in
fact produced a pearl.

Pearl culture as we have described it may
seem to be very simple, but in reality it is by no

as well as in other parts of the country, women
are employed in diving. Still the general ten-
dency nowadays is to engage men wherever pos-
sible. The women along the coast of the Bay of
Ago and the Bay of Gokasho, when they reach
thirteen or fourteen years, by which time they
have completed a primary school education, go to
sea and learn to dive. Thus they are trained more
or less from childhood in their vocation. Their
native towns and villages lie along the seashore.
Hence it is but natural that they should all dive
and swim almost from babyhood. They are in the
water almost all the year round, except in the
coldest season, from the end of December to the
beginning of February. Yet even during this in-
clement season they sometimes dive for pearls. It
goes without saying that the climate in these
regions is almost always mild, and that snow is
almost unknown in winter. These women divers
wear a special dress. White underwear is worn,
and the hair is twisted up into a hard knot. The
eyes are protected by glasses to prevent the

FONTNEAU
& COOK CO.
Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK CHICAGO
15 Maiden Lane 1203 Heyworth Bldg.

The women pearl divers of Japan wear a special dress. The hair is twisted into a hard knot and the eyes are protected by glasses. The oysters are dropped into tubs
suspended from the waist.

pearl oyster, have the additional merit of making
the scenery exceedingly picturesque. The fact
that the "Kuroshiwo," 'the great "gulf stream" of
the Pacific, sweeps near by, is also undoubtedly an
important factor in making this a favorite haunt
of the precious mollusk.

Somewhat to one side of the middle of the
bay toward the north is the small island of
"Tatokujima," the center of Mikimoto's enter-
prise. When first taken possession of it was un-
mhabitated, but now it supports a flourishing
colony of several dozen families and many hun-
dred individuals all connected in some capacity
with the pearl-oyster culture. The sea bottom
around the island was at first leased, the area
being increased from time to time until finally in
1903 and also i9o5 the government, recognizing
the importance of the enterprise, granted the use
of a very large portion of the bay, so that at the
present day, the whole of the sea area leased by
Mikimoto extends for 29 nautical miles.

The pearl oyster culutred on these grounds
belong to the species (M. martensi) abundant in
the Bay of Argo and found more or less in all
parts of Japan. They closely resemble the Indian
Species found near Ceylon, famous for producing
the finest pearls in the world. These mollusks live
at depths not exceeding seven fathoms, and are
anchored to rocks, stems of algx, etc., by threads
which the animals secrete.

The methods practised at
The Methods Makimoto's farm are as fol-
Used lows: Every year during the

months of July and August
small pieces of rock and stone are placed in spots

means an easy work. Large mortality among the
pearl oysters from various causes, the ejection of
the inserted nuclei, the depredation of the oysters'
enemies, uncertainties attendant upon long years
of waiting, are some of the drawbacks which beset
the industry. The most dreaded of all the evils
is perhaps the invasion of the so-called "red
current." This has been ascertained to be due
to an immense accumulation of microscopic or-
ganisms causing a discoloration of the sea water.
Wherever this appears it is followed, for some
reason not yet well understood, by a wholesale
destruction of marine organisms, and when it
invades the pearl-culture grounds, it may undo in
one day the work of years. Another unwelcome
intruder of the culture grounds is a sea weed
called "Mirumo" (Codium), which if allowed to
grow luxuriantly will cover up the pearl oysters
and stop their growth or even kill them by smoth-
ering them, so to speak. Again the octopus plays
sad havoc among the pearl oysters which it seems
to consider a great delicacy. The starfish is an-
other animal which especially enjoys a meal of
pearl oysters.

Every country has its own par-
Women Pearl ticular method of catching fish
Divers and shell fish, and so has Japan.

Among the many different
methods employed in Japan for pearl fishing none
is more interesting than that employed by the
women divers who obtain the pearl oysters. Pearl
fishing is conducted mainly by men divers in
Australia and India and other countries, but in
the region about Ago Bay in the province of
Shima, the Bay of Gokasho in the province of Ise,

entrance of water. Tubs are suspended from the
waist. A boat in command of a man is assigned
to every five or ten women divers to carry them
to and from the fishing grounds. When the divers
arrive on the grounds they leap into the water
at once, and begin to gather oysters at the bottom.
The oysters are dropped into the tubs suspended
from their waists. When these vessels are filled,
the divers are raised to the surface and jump into
the boats.

The Mikimoto pearl farms lie
Dive Without at a depth of from five to thirty
Apparatus fathoms, with an average of

ten fathoms. The women dive
to the bottom without any special apparatus, and
retain their breath while they remain under the
water. They stay under the surface from one to
three minutes. When they are chilled they return
to the shore, and warm themselves at fires built
in huts especially for the purpose, and then re-
turn and resume their work. The women engaged
in this work vary in age from thirteen to forty
years. Women from twenty-five to thirty-five
make the best divers because of their physical
strength and experience. The hours of labor vary
with the seasons. In warm summer weather about
six to eight hours constitute a day's work. In cold
weather the divers cannot work more than from
one to two hours. The wages paid range from ten
cents to fifty cents a day. The highest ever paid
is one dollar. Astonishing as it may seem, some
of the women manage to save considerable money,
largely because the cost of living is very low.
Most of the young divers try to earn their marri-
age dower by diving.
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The Rhinestones are arranged

artistically, interspersed with

colored stones to match the

design, giving life and relief to

the general idea of a particular

pattern.

Out of the vast stock we have

there must be a line of leaders

for you. A line of Dover combs

may mean an opening wedge for

business in other directions.

A card will bring our salesman

or further information about our

complete line. Write at once.

Don't let the other fellow get

ahead of you.
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THE MAN WHO NEEDS
A COLLAR BUTTON ONE

naturally thinks first of the KREMENTZ ONE-PIECE COLLAR BUTTON
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The Funny Side of Invention

The United States Patent Office has now
ranted nearly one million patents. A large per-
entage of these are undoubtedly valid under the
law. Not nearly so many, however, are com-
mercially valuable. Some few, which may or may
,Iot be valid in law, appear so impracticable that
hey may be termed "freaks."

In 1854 a patent was granted
A Unique Trap for a tapeworm trap, consist-

ing of an oblong box, three-
fourths of an inch long and one-fourth of an
inch in diameter, and having rounded ends and
an opening in its side. Inside the box is a spring-
pressed part having a serrated edge. A bait, that
is, food for the worm, is placed in the trap. A
,tring is attached to the trap. After fasting long
!lough to make the worm hungry the patient
wallows the trap. The worm puts its head into

the trap through the side opening and attacks the
bait, movement of which releases the spring-
pressed part of the box, so that the worm is
thus caught. The patient then pulls the trap and
the worm out of his "great within." The writer,
however, has found no authenticated record of a
successful removal by means of this trap.

Claim I of a patent granted to a Mr. Con-
verse reads as follows: "As an article of manu-
facture a dry, semi-cooked, pitted prune, sub-
stantially as described." If that is valid, house-
wives must not let the fire go out under the pot
of stewing prunes, nor let a single prune, while in
a semi-cooked condition, lose both its pit and
juice, else they will be liable for damages for
infringement of this patent.

The attention of housewives
Curious Baking should also be called to a pat-
Machine ent taken out by one Carr. No

more can they make the "turn
over," or little pie, our grandmothers used to
make for us, for Mr. Carr has a claim for
"forming dough into disks or blanks, impressing
the same with transverse grooves, and then fold-

nrgo o tvhees .
"impressed blanks along the lines of the

While it was in force the farmers of the
country who utilized any stray corncob as a
currycomb or for other polishing purposes were
patent infringers, for the reason that in 1891
Mr. A. T. Good received a patent for a polishing
cone consisting of a corncob.

It took two men and a hen to reduce to prac-
.Ice an invention, the object of which was to
provide a registering counter for recording the

total number of eggs laid by a hen or other fowl,
the device to be attached directly to the fowl
and to be worn indefinitely." Claim i is as
follows: "In an indicating device, the combination
of a register, said means adapted to be set in
operation by an egg issuing from the fowl, oper-
ating means for said register and means for at-
taching the device to the body of a fowl."

A man named Sparks has patented a device
for preventing hens from setting, comprising a
hood or blinder to keep the hen from seeing to
he right or left or upward. The inventor states
hat a hen will never fly where it cannot first

.00k. The device thus keeps the hen from flying
Into the nest for setting purposes. Shanahan
has patented an electric egg-holding device "de-
signed to break up or reduce to a minimum the
iiireasettiic foceowflsefig picking so prevalent among do-

Among other patents of inter-
Teaching est to farmers may be men-
Milking tioned that of P. J. DeVires

for teaching milking. His in-
vention comprises a receptacle shaped like the
udder and teats of a cow. The pendant teats
are soft and compressible, so as to imitate the
yielding nature of a natural teat. It is feared
that this ingenious invention may build up false
hopes in the heart of the city maiden who aspires
to become a proficient country milkmaid. When
she first tackles the real thing and the cow puts
one foot in the milk pail and the other one in her
lap and its tail in her face the would-be milkmaid
will, it is thought, be firmly convinced that the
United States patent system is far inferior to
that of Germany.

Joseph Karwowski seeks to outdo the ancient
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Egyptians and proposes to preserve the dead by
"first surrounding the corpse with a coating of
sodium silicate (water glass) and then surround-
ing the same with an outer coating of molten
glass." You can preserve the entire figure of
your departed friend or enemy, or his head only.
The full-length "preserve" could be utilized as a
lawn statue, while the bodiless bead could be
placed on the mantle in the stead of a jar of
ashes or could be used as a heavy-weight paper
weight or as a door stop.

In 1891 George Washington Henry secured
a patent for "Completed blackboards, made at
a factory or other place, and set up where re-
quired."

In 1874 F. T. Newbery aspired
Milk Pipe Line to rival or forestall the pipe-

line system of the Standard
Oil Company by patenting an apparatus for sup-
plying cities with milk. His scheme involves a
pipe line from the place of milk supply to the
city to be supplied. The pipe is kept full of
water when not in use for transmitting milk.
When it is desired to deliver milk a signal is sent
from the supply station to the receiving station
and then the milk is pumped into the pipe line
against the water. When the system begins to
run milk instead of water it is collected at the
city end. No means are provided for preventing
the city collector from taking water at both ends
of the milk supply.

George Hitz has patented a process of grow-
ing sweet potatoes which consists in "First se-
lecting a hard, unplowed soil; second, covering it
with sand, and third, planting the tubers in the
upper part or sand, whereby the roots of the
tubers will penetrate the soil and the tubers will
form in the sand and a little above the subsoil."
Why not patent the art of drinking and eating?

Thomas Toomey purposes to prevent the
robbing of mail and express cars by having the
platforms where the robbers must board the train
provided with steam nozzles, whereby a jet of
steam may be thrown into the face of the robber
as he tries to get on the train.

George Q. Seaman has proved himself a
benefactor of those hard sleepers who find it
necessary to wake at a certain hour. Mr. Sea-
man, realizing that an alarm clock often fails of
its purpose in waking people, or at least in corn-
pelling them to get up, has invented a bed which
will overcome this difficulty by actually ejecting
the occupant of the bed, so that the occupant will
not only be awakened, but must necessarily arise.
Mr. Seaman's device comprises a bed having a
portion or all of the bottom hinged and supported
by loose legs, and lever mechanism for retaining
the legs erect in supporting the bed bottom and
a clockwork mechanism adapted to release the
lever mechanism and trip the legs and thus dump
the occupant of the bed on the floor at the ap-
pointed time.

Messrs. Lange and Jenke have
A Burial Shoe invented and patented what

they term a "burial shoe." This
shoe is extensible lengthwise, so that it can be
used for feet of different lengths. The shoe is
cheaply made, but a "good-looker," and adapted
to save the burial of a good five-dollar pair of
shoes.

Mr. Lightwardt has invented a bootjack made
in two parts, hinged together to close up into the
outlines of a revolver. The advantages of this
device are apparent. After removing his boots
the user may fold up his bootjack and put it
under his pillow, and be prepared for burglars
without any danger of hurting anyone.

Mr. Anderson, of Chicago,
To Prevent states that snoring is caused
Snoring by breathing with the mouth

open, thus "allowing a large
and unbroken volume of air to enter the glottis."
To overcome this pernicious habit Mr. Anderson
has invented a mouthpiece to be placed in the
mouth and strapped into position. The column
of air is broken up by passing through separate
openings in the mouthpiece and snoring is pre-
vented. The utility of this device is not vouched
for by the writer.

In x86o Mr. Thomas Windell secured a claim
for the manufacture of tombstones of glass, in
which inscriptions may be pressed. Mr. Windell,
evidently desiring to call attention to the patenta-
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bility of this claim, shows the following inscrip-
tion in his tombstone:

Here lies Windell,
An Inventor by trade,
This monument you see
Is an invention he made.
A curious fact,
It has sometimes been said,
That he made it while living,
But enjoys it while dead.

In 1877 William Tell Stieger invented a
"pedal calorificator." His device comprises a
pair of tubes long enough to reach from a per-
son's mouth to his feet, each tube having a foot
covering at one end, and both tubes connecting
with a mouthpiece at the other end. A strap
secures the device in position, so that the wearer
may breathe into the mouthpiece and the warmth
of the breath is conveyed to the foot coverings.
This inventor evidently possessed more than his
share of hot air, for he states that he assumes
the actual temperature of his breath to be 88° F.,
and that he finds that he can deliver that hot air
into the shoe covers with a temperature of 84° F.
Inasmuch as we have never tested Mr. Stieger's
foot-warming apparatus, we refrain from passing
an opinion thereon.

Mr. D. Blanchard, living in the tornado dis-
trict of Brooklyn, N. Y., has patented a tornado-
proof house, pointed at both ends and mounted
to rotate on a track, so as to keep one of its
noses headed into the tornado.

Ladies desiring waists that can
Corset Fastener be easily armed will no doubt

be interested in the patented
device of Carl Holmgren for fastening corsets.
This device consists of a long-handled lever
mechanism competent to cinch a Texas lironcho
down to the size of a jack rabbit.

The real inventor and the patent attorney
may be interested in the claims of the following
patents and may wonder how such claims are
obtained:

Mr. Going has a claim for: "Breaking a shell
into fragments and then removing material from
the periphery of one of said fragments until the
same is reduced to the proper size."

Mr. Lamson claims a process which consists
in: "Mixing the material to stiff plasticity apd
giving the plastic mass concrete form."

Mr. Dodge in 1895 secured the following
claim: "The process herein described of removing
material from a pile, said process consisting in
first removing the material on a line to form a
radial channel in the pile and second moving the
material in an annular path commencing at the
radial line, substantially as described."

In 1906 Mr. X. Erlinger was given the fol-
lowing claim: "The process which consists in
confining carbon dioxid under pressure with
marble, and mixing the resulting gas with a
liquid." The puzzle is to find and classify the
"resulting gas."

In 1805 Mr. Davidson patented
A Rubbing Post a rubbing post for animals, so

arranged that when an animal
rubs a portion of its body against such a post a
medicated fluid will be released from a reservoir
and directed to the body of the animal to relieve
any irritation of the skin. Mr. Davidson was
granted the following claim: "The combination
with a support of a tank secured thereto and pro-
vided with valves, and means for operating the
valves, said means being arranged for actuation
by animals rubbing thereagainst and for convey-
ing liquid from the valves to the body of such
animals."

It is not clear just how Mr. Davidson got
this claim in view of patent 159,161, January 26th,
1875, to Dillon, who states that his invention "re-
lates to a novel device for applying a healing
ointment to the backs of sheep which are afflicted
with scab or other sores ; and it consists in the
use of a containing vessel within which the oint-
ment is placed, and it is retained by valves at the
bottom. A series of pointed spikes project down-
ward from the bottom of this box, which is
placed at a convenient height, so that the animals
can pass beneath it.

Mr. C. Herold, of Pittsburg, in 1872 was
granted a claim as follows: "As a new article of
manufacture, shoeblacking packed in animal
guts, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied." The "package" presented the appearance
of a sausage.—The Scientific American.
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Putting a Valuation on Good Will

An eminent British financier, one of the
English Rothschilds, declared that he always
read with a shudder a statement in which good
will was included as an asset, for he never knew
whether the man submitting it was trying to
deceive himself or his banker.

Good will represents only established trade'
—business that may be expected to come of itself
without furtner enort or expense. Such a trade
is tile result of extensive advertising, previous
selling campaigns and satisfactory dealings ex-
tending over a long period. As long as a busi-
ness is conducted at a prom this established trade
undoubtedly has a value, but any new factor that
enters the business and curtails its prohts like-
wise diminishes the value of the good will.

This rule is practically without exception,
although there have been instances in which the
good will of a bankrupt business has remained of
substantial value. in these cases, however, the
business did not fail because it was of an un-
prontable nature, but on account of some un-
usual feature that did not affect the merit of the
product or its marketability.

The good will, for instance, of a manufac-
turer of toilet soaps was recently sold at a bank-
rupt sale for three hundred thousand dollars.
This manufacturer had spent a lifetime and an
enormous sum in building up a demand for this
particular brand of toilet soap and in advertising
it until it was known the world over. His
mental faculties became impaired and the unsuc-
cessful conduct of the business after this time
was not on account of any inherent weakness in
the business but on account of the manager's in-
firmities.

Trade is established and good will created
by two primary methods. The first of these is
due to the merit of the busines itself, and the
second is where business is compelled through a
monopoly. This last method has been made the
basis of the enormous industrial combinations
which have been perfected in recent years. The
inflations given to actual values taken over in
these combinations to secure trade by compulsion
have been capitalized very generally as good will.

The Logical Attitude Taken Toward Good
Will in Business

With the average business good will is looked
upon as a most uncertain quantity because it is
intangible, is variable and is affected by uncon-
trollable influences. On this account the item of
good will in a financial statement is always
viewed with suspicion. From a credit viewpoint
the attitude is logical, for a business listing good
will as a vital or even a substantial item in its
assets upon which its solidity depends, is flirting
with a very fickle maiden—constant in prosperity,
but the very first to prove faithless in adversity.

In a vast percentage of the businesses that
carry good will, established trade, privileges and
rights in their accounting as an asset, the value
is determined purely from judgment or estimate
on the part of the persons interested.

Possibly the most conspicuous reason why
good will is so often discounted or entirely
eliminated from a statement is on account of
the absolute impossibility of fixing a definite
value on it. Of all the large and varied lists of
assets in a going business of any kind, this is
the one item which is absolutely speculative in
value. Under certain conditions it is worth a
great deal, and under other conditions it is worth
nothing.

The proprietor of a well-known patent medi-
cine after years of unsuccessful effort finally
built up a demand for his article. Every cent
that he had and all the profits of the business
were immediately put into advertising expense.
His books showed that for several years his net
earnings had been large, but the investment in
the business outside of this established demand
and trade was very limited. Encouraged by his
large annual profits he was induced to undertake
a still more extensive advertising campaign, be-
lieving that the showing he would be able to
make to his banker in the way of profits in the
immediately preceding years would entitle him to

the required accommodation to carry on this
campaign. When he came to present his balance
sheet the banker's analysis, in which the item

• of good will was entirely eliminated, left but little
basis upon which to ask the accommodation. As
a result he could not secure it and was seriously
embarrassed, saving himself from bankruptcy
only by taking in a moneyed partner at a con-
siderable sacrifice. The intangibility of the asset
made it inconsistent with conservative banking
practices to loan money on such a business.

In the next place, good will may have a
fluctuating value that makes it a still more un-
certain asset. These fluctuations from year to
year may be from natural causes, and a valuation
apparently correct and reasonable at the time it
is fixed may vary materially in a short period.
These fluctuations are due to outside conditions,
such as financial depression, booms, and other
features, wholly independent of the direct opera-
tions of the business itself. Therefore the value
of the good will cannot be accurately fixed until
after a sufficiently long period to offer a fair
average of net earnings.

The item of good will carried as an asset
has still other perils than intangibility and
fluctuating values. Its value is represented not
merely by the good will of its customers alone,
but it is controlled to a large extent by other
elements. A mining company in Pennsylvania,
for example, numbered among its stockholders
several officials of the railroad upon which it was
located. Through their influence it was able to
secure empty cars promptly while competitors
suffered constantly on this very account. This
preference enabled it to keep its mine continually
in full operation, thereby reducing the cost of
production. As a result it succeeded in building
up a large and valuable trade. Following an out-
burst of public sentiment against railroad offi-
cials holding an interest in industries along their
roads the officials interested in this mining com-
pany were compelled to dispose of their stock
and their activities in securing cars for it
promptly were immediately withdrawn. In short,
this element of substantial value in its good
will and established trade was thus lost at one
stroke and the cause was entirely beyond the
control of the owners of the business.

Good Will an Important Asset in Some
Businesses

At the same time there are businesses in
which the item of good will is really a vital
asset. The value of a magazine, for instance,
rests entirely upon its subscription list. This,
in turn, is nothing more nor less than its es-
tablished trade—its good will. And this is true
of a countless number of other industries. In
all of them the real, actual and tangible showing
in the assets is more or less inconsequential,
while the item of good will stands as the fore-
most asset of the entire business. In these in-
stances the primary purpose of making the in-
vestment in the business has been to develop
good will.

It would be manifestly improper accounting
practice in these cases to disregard good will
by not treating it as an asset. Because the busi-
ness has purposely invested large sums of money
in building up a good will as its very basis, it
does not mean that this money has been lost ; on
the contrary it means that it has been definitely
invested in such a way that future returns are
expected from it just as much as interest would
be expected to be paid on a real estate invest-
ment.

That good will is a legitimate asset to an
established business cannot be questioned—the
problem is to find an equitable valuation. One
logical way of handling the item of good will
as a general proposition in a large business or-
ganization is to capitalize the actual assets in
preferred stock and the good will in common
stock. The former represents the real tangible
investment from which dividends can be safely
and reasonably expected. The common stock,
on the other hand, represents the speculative
value—the returns which it is hoped will come
from the good will and established trade of the
organization. In this way the common stock is
offered with a warning and a fore-knowledge of
its exact nature, to be regarded where conditions
justify it, and otherwise to be disregarded.
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Method of Approximating Value of Good Will
The only method that can be used to deter-

mine the value of the good will of a business,
even aproximately, is to consider that the value
is represented by the earnings of the business in
excess of a reasonable commercial return on the
actual investment. For example, if an estab-
lished business with a net investment of $too,000
is earning $25,00o yearly, with every apparent
prospect of maintaining this net profit, the value
of the good will may be placed at $15,000, calcu-
lating that the remainder of the earnings of
$25,000 would be covered by a fair commercial
interest return on the investment.

There is very little opportunity in handling
good will in the accounting, to apply any of the
principles of sinking funds to safeguard the ac-
curacy of the showing, for if the business is est'
tablished and if the conditions are such that no
diminution in the volume of the business in the
future can be foreseen, it may be just as safely
assumed that the value of the good will is going
to increase as that it will decrease.

A peculiar problem enters in from advertis-
ing expenditures, for advertising is unquestion-
ably a predominating factor in building up trade.
Advertising expense is incurred solely for this
purpose and its cost should be considered in
fixing the value of good will thus created. Some
relation between the two undoubtedly exists, but
this is so variable and so qualified by other fea-
tures and by different conditions as to afford no
definite accounting basis in actual practice. The
results obtained from direct advertising may be
almost totally exhausted with the termination of
each individual campaign. General publicity ad-
vertising.. on the other hand, is calculated to pro-
duce more lasting results. But in either case the
permanent value depends on many features that
are far from definite and fixed, such, for ex-
ample, as the merit of the campaign itself, the
way in which it is carried out, its timeliness and,
above all, the value and satisfaction given to the
trade.

The most conservative course for the ma-
jority of staple mercantile and manufacturing
concerns is not to consider the value of good will
at all in the accounting except when the business
is to be sold or new interests admitted, and then
the value can be determined between the buyer
and the seller.

Either of two plans can be used in adjusting
the value of established trade from time to time
after this value has once been ascertained. It
can be entirely revalued at the end of a fixed
period, possibly every four to five years; or it
can be revalued each year, not on the basis of
the current year's business alone, but after con-
sidering the results in profits for the entire period
included in the original calculations, together
with the current year's results. For example,
if the valuation of $15,000 had been placed on
the good will of the business, as a result of
calculations extending back for a period of five
years, and it is found that the earnings for the
current year have decreased from an average of
$25,000 to nothing, then the good will can be
adjusted at the valuation of $10,833.33, basing it
on the average earnings for the six years.—./. M.
Cobb in System.

Handwriting by Telephone
The "telewriter," an apparatus by which

handwriting may be transmitted over a wire to
distant points as fast as the person at the sending
end of the wire can write, is being attached to a
telephone service in London. It works in con-
nection with the telephone without any inter-
ference with the ordinary service, the connection
being automatic. Lifting the telephone receiver
makes connection with central, and lifting the
pencil throws the telewriter into service.

If a person telephones another and finds him
not at home, all that is necessary is to take down
the pencil and write a message, which is repro-
duced on a similar roll of paper at the other end
of the line. The arms of the pantograph con-
nected with the transmitting pencil regulate the
electrical currents which are sent over the wire
to the receiving pencil. The synchronous move-
ment of the pencils thus produced transmits let-
ters, figures or drawings in the exact penman-
ship of the writer.
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Retail Jewelers are not making the sales of, or the profit
on, Scientific Rubies and Sapphires that they should
because so few jewelers have familiarized themselves with the character, beauty
and wearing qualities of choice, scientifically made Rubies and Sapphires;
because so many inferior grades of stones have been sold as Scientific Rubies,
Sapphires and White Sapphires which have proven unsatisfactory that the con-
fidence of the trade has been destroyed;
because Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have never been presented in a manner
which would convince the consumer that the stones were as represented.

To assist the Retail Jewelry Trade in making more
Sales and Better Profits

we are importing and offering direct the quality Scientific
Rubies, Sapphires and White Sapphires

each one of which is guaranteed to be of the same chemical composition as the natural stone.
The most important of the raw material which composes both is alumina; the coloring
principle in the rubies being chromium oxide and in the blue sapphires titanic oxide. The
.2M• Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have essentially the same specific gravity, structure,

hardness, transparency, brilliancy, magnificent color and beautiful velvety gloss as the
natural stones. They differ from the latter in no respect save origin, baying been produced
under artificial instead of natural conditions.

Each 'unmounted Scientific Ruby or Sapphire is placed in a regular precious stone
paper with the above guarantee engraved thereon. Each mounted stone is accompanied
by an engraved guarantee having a description of the article and the name of the Retail
Jeweler written in it. These guarantees are signed

JeO M43 <W gtoneb.
This not only inspires the confidence of jewelers, but gives them the opportunity to famil-
iarize themselves and acquaint their customers with the nature, beauty and quality of the
stones. It also enables them to effect many profitable sales and satisfy the purchasers
that the stones are exactly as represented.
These stones are to the medium class of buyers what diamonds and natural
rubies and sapphires are to the very fine trade. They last as long, wear as well,
and give the same satisfaction to them that natural stones give to the fine trade.
Selections gladly sent for inspection with list of prices and illustrations of
sizes and shapes.

These stones are not sold to Department Stores or Mail Order Houses

WENDELL AND COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

45, 47 and 49 John St. 256, 258 and 260 Madison St.
New York Chicago
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Putting a Valuation on Good Will

An eminent British financier, one of the
English Rothschilds, declared that he always
read with a shudder a statement in which good
will was included as an asset, for he never knew
whether the man submitting it was trying to
deceive himself or his banker.

Good will represents only established trade'
—business that may be expected to come of itself
without Wailer enort or expense. Such a trade
is the result of extensive advertising, previous
selling campaigns and satisfactory dealings ex-
tending over a long period. As long as a busi-
ness is conducted at a proht this established trade
undoubtedly has a value, but any new factor that
enters the business and curtails its profits like-
wise diminishes the value of the good will.

This rule is practically without exception,
although there have been instances in which the
good will of a bankrupt business has remained of
substantial value. In these cases, however, the
business did not fail because it was of an un-
prontable nature, but on account of some un-
usual feature that did not affect the merit of the
product or its marketability.

The good will, for instance, of a manufac-
turer of toilet soaps was recently sold at a bank-
rupt sale for three hundred thousand dollars.
This manufacturer had spent a lifetime and an
enormous sum in building up a demand for this
particular brand of toilet soap and in advertising
it until it was known the world over. His
mental faculties became impaired and the unsuc-
cessful conduct of the business after this time
was not on account of any inherent weakness in
the business but on account of the manager's in-
firmities.

Trade is established and good will created
by two primary methods. The first of these is
due to the merit of the busines itself, and the
second is where business is compelled through a
monopoly. This last method has been made the
basis of the enormous industrial combinations
which have been perfected in recent years. The
inflations given to actual values taken over in
these combinations to secure trade by compulsion
have been capitalized very generally as good will.

The Logical Attitude Taken Toward Good
Will in Business

With the average business good will is looked
upon as a most uncertain quantity because it is
intangible, is variable and is affected by uncon-
trollable influences. On this account the item of
good will in a financial statement is always
viewed with suspicion. From a credit viewpoint
the attitude is logical, for a business listing good
will as a vital or even a substantial item in its
assets upon which its solidity depends, is flirting
with a very fickle maiden—constant in prosperity,
but the very first to prove faithless in adversity.

In a vast percentage of the businesses that
carry good will, established trade, privileges and
rights in their accounting as an asset, the value
is determined purely from judgment or estimate
on the part of the persons interested.

Possibly the most conspicuous reason why
good will is so often discounted or entirely
eliminated from a statement is on account of
the absolute impossibility of fixing a definite
value on it. Of all the large and varied lists of
assets in a going business of any kind, this is
the one item which is absolutely speculative in
value. Under certain conditions it is worth a
great deal, and under other conditions it is worth
nothing.

The proprietor of a well-known patent medi-
cine after years of unsuccessful effort finally
built up a demand for his article. Every cent
that he had and all the profits of the business
were immediately put into advertising expense.
His books showed that for several years his net
earnings had been large, but the investment in
the business outside of this established demand
and trade was very limited. Encouraged by his
large annual profits he was induced to undertake
a still more extensive advertising campaign, be-
lieving that the showing he would be able to
make to his banker in the way of profits in the
immediately preceding years would entitle him to
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the required accommodation to carry on this
campaign. When he came to present his balance
sheet the banker's analysis, in which the item

• of good will was entirely eliminated, left but little
basis upon which to ask the accommodation. As
a result he could not secure it and was seriously
embarrassed, saving himself from bankruptcy
only by taking in a moneyed partner at a con-
siderable sacrifice. The intangibility of the asset
made it inconsistent with conservative banking
practices to loan money on such a business.

In the next place, good will may have a
fluctuating value that makes it a still more un-
certain asset. These fluctuations from year to
year may be from natural causes, and a valuation
apparently correct and reasonable at the time it
is fixed may vary materially in a short period.
These fluctuations are due to outside conditions,
such as financial depression, booms, and other
features, wholly independent of the direct opera-
tions of the business itself. Therefore the value
of the good will cannot be accurately fixed until
after a sufficiently long period to offer a fair
average of net earnings.

The item of good will carried as an asset
has still other perils than intangibility and
fluctuating values. Its value is represented not
merely by the good will of its customers alone,
but it is controlled to a large extent by other
elements. A mining company in Pennsylvania,
for example, numbered among its stockholders
several officials of the railroad upon which it was
located. Through their influence it was able to
secure empty cars promptly while competitors
suffered constantly on this very account. This
preference enabled it to keep its mine continually
in full operation, thereby reducing the cost of
production. As a result it succeeded in building
up a large and valuable trade. Following an out-
burst of public sentiment against railroad offi-
cials holding an interest in industries along their
roads the officials interested in this mining corn-
pany were compelled to dispose of their stock
and their activities in securing cars for it
promptly were immediately withdrawn. In short,
this element of substantial value in its good
will and established trade was thus lost at one
stroke and the cause was entirely beyond the
control of the owners of the business.

Good Will an Important Asset in Some
Businesses

At the same time there are businesses in
which the item of good will is really a vital
asset. The value of a magazine, for instance,
rests entirely upon its subscription list. This,
in turn, is nothing more nor less than its es-
tablished trade—its good will. And this is true
of a countless number of other industries. In
all of them the real, actual and tangible showing
in the assets is more or less inconsequential,
while the item of good will stands as the fore-
most asset of the entire business. In these in-
stances the primary purpose of making the in-
vestment in the business has been to develop
good will.

It would be manifestly improper accounting
practice in these cases to disregard good will
by not treating it as an asset. Because the busi-
ness has purposely invested large sums of money
in building up a good will as its very basis, it
does not mean that this money has been lost; on
the contrary it means that it has been definitely
invested in such a way that future returns are
expected from it just as much as interest would
be expected to be paid on a real estate invest-
ment.

That good will is a legitimate asset to an
established business cannot be questioned—the
problem is to find an equitable valuation. One
logical way of handling the item of good will
as a general proposition in a large business or-
ganization is to capitalize the actual assets in
preferred stock and the good will in common
stock. The former represents the real tangible
investment from which dividends can be safely
and reasonably expected. The common stock,
on the other hand, represents the speculative
value—the returns which it is hoped will come
from the good will and established trade of the
organization. In this way the common stock is
offered with a warning and a fore-knowledge of
its exact nature, to be regarded where conditions
justify it, and otherwise to be disregarded.
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Method of Approximating Value of Good Will
The only method that can be used to deter-

mine the value of the good will of a business,
even aproximately, is to consider that the value
is represented by the earnings of the business in
excess of a reasonable commercial return on the
actual investment. For example, if an estab-
lished business with a net investment of $roo,000
is earning $25,000 yearly, with every apparent
prospect of maintaining this net profit, the value
of the good will may be placed at $15,000, calcu-
lating that the remainder of the earnings of
$25,000 would be covered by a fair commercial
interest return on the investment.

There is very little opportunity in handling
good will in the accounting, to apply any of the
principles of sinking funds to safeguard the ac-
curacy of the showing, for if the business is er-
tablished and if the conditions are such that no
diminution in the volume of the business in the
future can be foreseen, it may be just as safely
assumed that the value of the good will is going
to increase as that it will decrease.

A peculiar problem enters in from advertis-
ing expenditures, for advertising is unquestion-
ably a predominating factor in building up trade.
Advertising expense is incurred solely for this
purpose and its cost should be considered in
fixing the value of good will thus created. Some
relation between the two undoubtedly exists, but
this is so variable and so qualified by other fea-
tures and by different conditions as to afford no
definite accounting basis in actual practice. The
results obtained from direct advertising may be
almost totally exhausted with the termination of
each individual campaign. General publicity ad-
vertising. on the other hand, is calculated to pro-
duce more lasting results. But in either case the
permanent value depends on many features that
are far from definite and fixed, such, for ex-
ample, as the merit of the campaign itself, the
way in which it is carried out, its timeliness and,
above all, the value and satisfaction given to the
trade.

The most conservative course for the ma-
jority of staple mercantile and manufacturing
concerns is not to consider the value of good will
at all in the accounting except when the business
is to be sold or new interests admitted, and then
the value can be determined between the buyer
and the seller.

Either of two plans can be used in adjusting
the value of established trade from time to time
after this value has once been ascertained. It
can be entirely revalued at the end of a fixed
period, possibly every four to five years ; or it
can be revalued each year, not on the basis of
the current year's business alone, but after con-
sidering the results in profits for the entire period
included in the original calculations, together
with the current year's results. For example,
if the valuation of $15,000 had been placed on
the good will of the business, as a result of
calculations extending back for a period of five
years, and it is found that the earnings for the
current year have decreased from an average of
$25,000 to nothing, then the good will can be
adjusted at the valuation of $10,833.33, basing it
on the average earnings for the six years.—./. M.
Cobb in System.

Handwriting by Telephone
The "telewriter," an apparatus by which

handwriting may be transmitted over a wire to
distant points as fast as the person at the sending
end of the wire can write, is being attached to a
telephone service in London. It works in con-
nection with the telephone without any inter-
ference with the ordinary service, the connection
being automatic. Lifting the telephone receiver
makes connection with central, and lifting the
pencil throws the telewriter into service.

If ,a person telephones another and finds him
not at home, all that is necessary is to take down
the pencil and write a message, which is repro-
duced on a similar roll of paper at the other end
of the line. The arms of the pantograph con-
rlected with the transmitting pencil regulate the
electrical currents which are sent over the wire
to the receiving pencil. The synchronous move-
ment of the pencils thus produced transmits let-
ters, figures or drawings in the exact penman-
ship of the writer.
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Retail Jewelers are not making the sales of, or the profit
on, Scientific Rubies and Sapphires that they should
because so few jewelers have familiarized themselves with the character, beauty
and wearing qualities of choice, scientifically made Rubies and Sapphires;
because so many inferior grades of stones have been sold as Scientific Rubies,
Sapphires and White Sapphires which have proven unsatisfactory that the con-
fidence of the trade has been destroyed;
because Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have never been presented in a manner
which would convince the consumer that the stones were as represented.

To assist the Retail Jewelry Trade in making more
Sales and Better Profits

we are importing and offering direct the
Rubies, Sapphires and White Sapphires

each one of which is guaranteed to be of the same chemical composition as the natural stone.
The most important of the raw material which composes both is alumina; the coloring
principle in the rubies being chromium oxide and in the blue sapphires titanic oxide. The
OD Scientific Rubies and Sapphires have essentially the same specific gravity, structure,

hardness, transparency, brilliancy, magnificent color and beautiful velvety gloss as the
natural stones. They differ from the latter in no respect save origin, having been produced
under artificial instead of natural conditions.

quality Scientific

Each unmounted 41K-4 Scientific Ruby or Sapphire is placed in a regular precious stone
paper with the above guarantee engraved thereon. Each mounted stone is accompanied
by an engraved guarantee having a description of the article and the name of the Retail
Jeweler written in it. These guarantees are signed

cen:Site W @ cc, gtono.
This not only inspires the confidence of jewelers, but gives them the opportunity to famil-
iarize themselves and acquaint their customers with the nature, beauty and quality of the
stones. It also enables them to effect many profitable sales and satisfy the purchasers
that the stones are exactly as represented.
These stones are to the medium class of buyers what diamonds and natural
rubies and sapphires are to the very fine trade. They last as long, wear as well,
and give the same satisfaction to them that natural stones give to the fine trade.
Selections gladly sent for inspection with list of prices and illustrations of
sizes and shapes.

These stones are not sold to Department Stores or Mail Order Houses

WENDELL AND COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

45, 47 and 49 John St.
New York
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Beautiful Silver Service for the
U. S. Battleship "Delaware'

The little State of Delaware appropri-

ately recognized the honor conferred on it

by the United States Government in nam-

ing one of our latest and greatest battle-

ships after that State. The recognition took

the form of a handsome silver service for
the use of the battleship, the contract for

which was awarded to Millard F. Davis, the
well-known jeweler of Wilmington, Del.,

who has been recently honored by his party
with the nomination for State Treasurer.
The service was designed and made by
The Gorham Mfg. Co., of Providence, R.
I., which company has furnished a number
of others presented to warships by the
States after which they were named.

The precedent set in the presentation
of silver services to warships has been a
very important factor in stimulating in-
terest in the designing and execution of
art metal work. The fact that many such
ships are now being constructed and will
be in the future furnishes our designers
with the greatest opportunity ever accorded
them for the display of their exceptional
ability. The competitive manner of award-
ing the contracts and the liberality of the
appropriations also stimulate extra effort.
The drawings submitted in each case are
triumphs of artistic designing, and even the

unsuccessful ones are well worthy of preser-

vation as embodying in harmonious unity,

the various things symbolic of the sets.

These designs, even if not accepted, may be

used to excellent purpose in many other

ways.
In laying the foundation for the design

of the silver service for the Battleship Dela-

ware, the artist chose as his motif "The

Colonial," the one style of art pre-eminent

in American history. This style is excep-

tionally fitting, not only on account of its

tradition, but because of its simplicity and

strength of line, allowing the greatest pos-

sible breadth for monumental treatment,

and places this service without a rival as

the highest achievement in the art of the

American silversmith.
Wherever a departure from a strict

adherence to the style has become necessary,

in order to introduce certain features de-

noting the source of Delaware's wealth as

a State, or commemorative epochs in her

history, the artist has displayed a keen ap-
preciation of the spirit of the period which
formed the basis of his design, blending the
one with the other in perfect sympathy.

Of all the pieces the punch bowl is by
far the most important, and the most im-
pressive. On it are represented the state
seal, the national seal, and the figures of
Columbia and Liberty. The lower part of
the bowl is upheld by the National eagle,
representing the broad foundation upon
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which rests the prosperity and safety of the

State of Delaware, while the dolphins at

the corners represent the element on which
its namesake rests. The upper part of the

bowl shows the fruits emblematic of the
State. On this upper part of the bowl is
also carried the great seal of the State.

The two waiters, the larger one oval
and the small one round, have a center in
flat chasing after the manner of the best

style of the period. The scene in the larger

one represents the original Delaware,

while the smaller one contains a graphic
illustration of the engagement between the

Wasp and the Frolic in 1812. In the four
corners of the border are medallions in bas-

relief of the great seal of the State and the
seal of the United States Navy. The
borders are richly decorated with laurel,

fern and Delaware fruits emerging from

the seals, and supported by dolphins. Dol-

phins also form the handles. The cande-

labra, Ionic in style, have seven lights each,

and display equally the great seal of the

State, with cornucopias at the corners from

which burst Delaware fruits, while above,

the American eagle forms the crowning

feature of the design.
A beautiful centerpiece with four

candelabra and four receptacles for fruit,
springing from the centerpiece in the form

of cornucopias, forms one of the most im-

pressive pieces of the set. Here again the

great seal of the State is displayed, and the

Silver Service presented to U. S. Battleship " Delaware"
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main part of the bowl is supported by
dolphins at the corners. Associated in the
decoration is the oak, fern and the fruits of
Delaware. This centerpiece is in truth a
most notable specimen of art craftsmanship.
Its harmonious proportions, grace of form
and beautiful decoration make it worthy of
a place of honor among the great triumphs
in artistic centerpieces.

Of the lesser pieces shown little need be
said; they speak for themselves and carry
out the main features of the more important
pieces. They consist of pitcher and tray,
service plates, des-
sert plates, dishes,
tea set, black coffee
set, and tea and
coffee urns.

This service is
undoubtedly among
the best and most
artistic ever pre-
sented to any bat-
tleship by any State.
It is made of sterling
silver, and cost ap-
proximately ten
thousand dollars, one
thousand dollars of
this amount being
appropriated by the
State, and the bal-
ance subscribed by
the citizens of the
State.

If the design-
ers and art metal
workers of the
United States had
no other achieve-
ment to their credit
than the beautiful sil-
ver services which
are now the property of our warships, they
would nevertheless be entitled to a high
place in any honor list of those who have
achieved fame in the field of art metal work.
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The action of the woman was so gentle,
generous and gracious that I was surprised,
and when I tried to express my thanks I
only stammered and said it was a fine day
and looked like rain.

Then I bethought me I was in the land
of tips, and I felt in my pocket for silver.
But the woman stopped me and said, "Oh !
I would never take money for a rose—
but you are an American and my brother
lives in America, and perhaps you will see
him and tell him that you saw me and the
children. f

1675

Once in a department store I wished to
buy a cake of soap. The saleswoman
showed me a kind at 15 cents a cake that I
rather liked. She told me the price, and
then said, "But here is a kind that we sell
two cakes for a quarter—you see, it is a
little larger cake, and, while not certain, I
believe you will like it better or just as well
—I am sure that you want the best."

"Give me four cakes of that last," I
said, and slapped down a half-dollar.

I really only wanted one cake of soap,
because I had forgotten to put a cake in my

valise, and I would
be back home in two
days, anyway, but
that girl's charm of
manner caught me.
She was so gracious,
kindly and so inter-
ested in pleasing me
and worked in such
a delicate little com-
pliment that, in some
way, I felt.as though
she had taken her
scissors and snipped
off a big red rose,
the dew still on it,
and handed it to me.

Not all the sales-
people have charm
of manner—this
charm that is born
of concentration and
consideration.

To have charm
of manner you must
have both respect
for yourself and for
the other person.
Had that girl been
in the slightest de-

gree bold it would have dissipated her
charm—she was simply natural, earnest,
easy, smiling, kindly.

At another time in the same store I was
waited on by a young man who was chewing
gum and talking with a girl across the aisle
about where he had been the night before,
and how he had had such a lovely time.

He looked it.
The secret of successful salesmanship

lies in charm of manner. The person who
has it is in possession of a key that will un-
lock all hearts—and pocketbooks.

If you have charm of manner you can't
keep it secret. You will not have to ask
for a "raise"—it will gravitate to you every
little while.

It is a fairly true saying that we all get
what is coming to us, whether it be in the
nature of reward or deprivation.

Charm of Manner in Salesmanship
Once in tramping along a country lane

in England I stopped to admire some very
wonderful roses that grew in clusters over
the door of a little stone cottage. As I stood
there a woman came out of the cottage
carrying a baby, and there were two other
babies tugging at her dress, said Elbert
Hubbard in the Chicago Examiner.

And this woman said to me, in the
sweetest and gentlest manner, "Would you
mind if I should give you one of the roses ?"
And she clipped off one with her scissors
and handed it to me.

Black Coffee Set, showing detail of design

Then she gave me her name and her
brother's name, but he lived in Illinois or
Colorado, she could not say which—it' was
surely one of these.

I promised to hunt up her brother.
Then we shook hands, and I patted her

three babies on the head and went away.
I've forgotten the woman's name and

the name of her brother, but the incident of
meeting her and the big rose with the morn-
ing dew upon it I will never forget.

Why ? Because she had charm of man-
ner, and that is the rarest and finest thing in
the world.

To have charm of manner you do not
have to be rich, educated or handsome, for
certainly this woman I have just mentioned
was neither. But she was just honest,
gracious and considerate, and so natural in
her actions that she was impressive.
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October, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

Be a Self-Winder:
A Word of Counsel to the Employee

If not now when you read these lines,
then some time you will realize that when-
ever you give full measure in work you are

doing as much, or more, for yourself than

for your employer. Did you get that?

Then read further, so that the truth may

sink in.

If you are given to the practice of

doing just as much as you have agreed to

do and no least bit more, of watching the

clock and stopping when the minute hand

stands perpendicular (in vindication of

some fantastic theory of your "rights"),

you are bound in the end to "lose out."

You think that by doing just enough

and no more, you are holding back your

employer from imposing on you. It is a

dishonest thought, in the first place, and a

stupid thought first, last and all the time.
By standing on your "rights" and hold-

ing to rigid expense of time and effort for

your boss, you, of course, rob him of some

of the enthusiasm which he has of right to

expect you will put into your work; but

you rob yourself more. Because you rob

your moral character and eventually your

self-respect.
Only one thing in the world can ad-

vance you in real worth ; and that one thing

is your own effort.
Whatever employment you may be in,

the development of your faculties depends

entirely upon yourself.

It never pays to slur, or be indifferent

to, any task you undertake. There is no

kind of work that can fail to make a better

man of you if you work at it honestly,

earnestly and loyally.
The successful men, the men who do

things in this world, always did whatever

they did as well as it could be done, or as

well as they could do it.
You may fool your present employer,

and fool the next half dozen; but you can't

fool nature and you can't fool yourself,

when you come out of your stupid thoughts
and look yourself straight in the eye.

Working fairly well for your employer

is not enough. It may be enough for him,
but it is not enough for you. You are cheat-
ing yourself when you are skimping him;
for you are losing some of your moral

assets.
It is a poor sort of a chump who re-

quires his boss to keep him wound up so
that he may be kept a-going----who runs
down without this external force always
screwing away'at him.

You've got to keep yourself wound up.
You must be a self-winder. You'll never be

of more than temporary use to anybody,

including yourself, unless you work for

the good you, YOURSELF, get out of the

work. Otherwise, while you may not seem

to be a dead, flat failure, in your heart of

hearts you'll know you are, sooner or later.

Work for the work's sake. Work the
very best you know how, always. You will
thus be profitable to your employer ; but

you'll be more profitable to yourself, for
your profits will accumulate into a perman-

ent and constantly-growing saving-fund of
character.

The Woes of a Subscriber

Here's a plaintive letter that calls for
sympathy and a pitying smile—for it is quite
beyond the reach of the editorial medicine:

EDITOR KEYSTONE : Can you give me
a line of talk to make to prospective buyers
across the counter? I find such a puzzling
variety of dispositions, and so many differ-
ent whims among my customers, that I am
quite in despair. If you could frame up a
perfect line of talk that would almost
certainly insure a sale in every instance, you
would make THE KEYSTONE indispensable
to the jeweler, and especially to

Yours truly,

Can we? Well, if we could, the editor
wouldn't be the editor, bent over the table in
earning his grape-nuts by the sweat of his
pen, but would be touching glasses with
John D. and J. P. and Andy, and projecting
enterprises for the investment of his super-

fluous millions. If we had the wit to "frame

up a perfect line of talk that would almost
certainly insure a sale in every instance"

we would dictate partnership terms with

Rothschild, open up palatial jewelry stores

in every big city of every civilized country,

and in ten years would own the earth and

have a mortgage on the outlying planets.

Alas, the "puzzling variety of dispositions"

blocks the success of a formula of selling-
speech, and the editor must in consequence

forego his prospective fortune and continue

to shove an inky pen across a sheet.
If our correspondent had the ordering

of the human mentality things would doubt-
less be different—and more prosperously
agreeable. If only humanity had been cast

from one pattern, with every whim sheared
off close to the edge of the standard, and
every wart of individuality filed away, and

every differing mental color shaded down
to a uniform gray, we might put our babies
behind the counter while we went fishing,
and return to scoop the day's receipts of
ducats into the safe with a barn shovel. But
until these "puzzling" people who buy
things are rebuilt to a standard mental size

1681

and weight and fineness, we see nothing

for our correspondent but to go to bed sup-

perless—or get employment, say, in a cigar
factory.

Train the Left Hand

In Germany the use of the left hand is
compulsory in the boy's schools of mechani-
cal arts, and the little fellows learn to saw,
plane and hammer as effectively with the
one hand as the other. The advantages are
obvious. Not only is the symmetry of the
body thus accomplished, but the usefulness

of the individual is doubled. When one
hand tires, or when the position of the body
to the work would require a change of posi-

tion, the other hand is used. There is no
loss of time or efficiency.

The superiority of Japanese work is
partly accounted for by the universal teach-
ing of ambidexterity. The operator works
on either side of his "center of vision" with
equal skill.

The celebrated painters, Menzel and
Klimsch, practiced their left hands to work
equally well as their rights ; and twb famous
American surgeons, Dr. John B. Deaver and

the late Dr. Agnew, performed some of

their most brilliant operations with the usu-

ally-useless hand. Without changing their
positions they passed the instrument from
one hand to the other, leaving free the hand
which could be best used in supplementary
work.

The watchmaker may profit from the
example of the German boys, the Japanese
artists, and the great surgeons. It is the
usual practice to pick up everything with the
right hand, reaching far over to the left of
the bench to take up the needed tool or piece
of material. The tool is nearly always held
in the right hand, the left being used merely
to hold or guide the work. By training the
left hand the workman is able to double his
capacity ; can relieve the right when it is
tired or unsteady ; and the workman can
avail himself of the earning capacity of his
skill when the right hand is disabled by
injury or disease. How many watchmakers
can pivot a staff with a felon on the right
forefinger? How many engravers would
undertake a job when the right thumb is
mashed? Where is the bookkeeper that can
perform his duties with his right shoulder
dislocated?

The ambidextrous, two-handed man
is proof against the risk of right-side acci-
dents. He has great time-saving advantages
over the single-handed man who must pass
his tool or pen to the right hand before he
can use it, and must change his position to
put himself squarely before his work. The
continuous use of the one hand brings on
fatigue and nervousness. The two-handed
man enjoys advantages of many kinds.

Train the left hand. It will be slow
work marked with awkward and aggravat-
ing trials, but it will abundantly repay the
early annoyances with the final results.
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October, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

Be a Self-Winder:
A Word of Counsel to the Employee

If not now when you read these lines,

then some time you will realize that when-
ever you give full measure in work you are

doing as much, or more, for yourself than

for your employer. Did you get that?

Then read further, so that the truth may

sink in.

If you are given to the practice of

doing just as much as you have agreed to

do and no least bit more, of watching the

clock and stopping when the minute hand

stands perpendicular (in vindication of

some fantastic theory of your "rights"),

you are bound in the end to "lose out."

You think that by doing just enough

and no more, you are holding back your

employer from imposing on you. It is a

dishonest thought, in the first place, and a

stupid thought first, last and all the time.
By standing on your "rights" and hold-

ing to rigid expense of time and effort for

your boss, you, of course, rob him of some

of the enthusiasm which he has of right to

expect you will put into your work; but

you rob yourself more. Because you rob

your moral character and eventually your

sel f-respect.
Only one thing in the world can ad-

vance you in real worth; and that one thing

is your own effort.
Whatever employment you may be in,

the development of your faculties depends

entirely upon yourself.
It never pays to slur, or be indifferent

to, any task you undertake. There is no

kind of work that can fail to make a better

man of you if you work at it honestly,

earnestly and loyally.
The successful men, the men who do

things in this world, always did whatever

they did as well as it could be done, or as

well as they could do it.
You may fool your present employer,

and fool the next half dozen; but you can't

fool nature and you can't fool yourself,

when you come out of your stupid thoughts

and look yourself straight in the eye.
Working fairly well for your employer

is not enough. It may be enough for him,
but it is not enough for you. You are cheat-
ing yourself when you are skimping him;
for you are losing some of your moral
assets.

It is a poor sort of a chump who re-
quires his boss to keep him wound up so
that he may be kept a-going—who runs
down without this external force always
screwing away' at him.

You've got to keep yourself wound up.
You must be a self-winder. You'll never be

of more than temporary use to anybody,
including yourself, unless you work for
the good you, YOURSELF, get out of the
work. Otherwise, while you may not seem

to be a dead, flat failure, in your heart of
hearts you'll know you are, sooner or later.

Work for the work's sake. Work the
very best you know how, always. You will
thus be profitable to your employer ; but
you'll be more profitable to yourself, for
your profits will accumulate into a perman-
ent and constantly-growing saving-fund of
character.

The Woes of a Subscriber

Here's a plaintive letter that calls for
sympathy and a pitying smile—for it is quite
beyond the reach of the editorial medicine:

EDITOR KEYSTONE : Can you give me
a line of talk to make to prospective buyers
across the counter? I find such a puzzling
variety of dispositions, and so many differ-
ent whims among my customers, that I am
quite in despair. If you could frame up a
perfect line of talk that would almost
certainly insure a sale in every instance, you
would make THE KEYSTONE indispensable
to the jeweler, and especially to

Yours truly,

Can we? Well, if we could, the editor

wouldn't be the editor, bent over the table in
earning his grape-nuts by the sweat of his
pen, but would be touching glasses with

John D. and J. P. and Andy, and projecting
enterprises for the investment of his super-

fluous millions. If we had the wit to "frame

up a perfect line of talk that would almost
certainly insure a sale in every instance"

we would dictate partnership terms with

Rothschild, open up palatial jewelry stores

in every big city of every civilized country,

and in ten years would own the earth and

have a mortgage on the outlying planets.

Alas, the "puzzling variety of dispositions"
blocks the success of a formula of selling-
speech, and the editor must in consequence
forego his prospective fortune and continue

to shove an inky pen across a sheet.
If our correspondent had the ordering

of the human mentality things would doubt-
less be different—and more prosperously

agreeable. If only humanity had been cast

from one pattern, with every whim sheared
off close to the edge of the standard, and
every wart of individuality filed away, and
every differing mental color shaded down
to a uniform gray, we might put our babies
behind the counter while we went fishing,
and return to scoop the day's receipts of
ducats into the safe with a barn shovel. But
until these "puzzling" people who buy
things are rebuilt to a standard mental size
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and weight and fineness, we see nothing

for our correspondent but to go to bed sup-
perless—or get employment, say, in a cigar
factory.

Train the Left Hand

In Germany the use of the left hand is
compulsory in the boy's schools of mechani-
cal arts, and the little fellows learn to saw,
plane and hammer as effectively with the
one hand as the other. The advantages are
obvious. Not only is the symmetry of the
body thus accomplished, but the usefulness
of the individual is doubled. When one
hand tires, or when the position of the body
to the work would require a change of posi-
tion, the other hand is used. There is no
loss of time or efficiency.

The superiority of Japanese work is
partly accounted for by the universal teach-
ing of ambidexterity. The operator works
on either side of his "center of vision" with
equal skill.

The celebrated painters, Menzel and
Klimsch, practiced their left hands to work
equally well as their rights; and twb famous
American surgeons, Dr. John B. Deaver and

the late Dr. Agnew, performed some of
their most brilliant operations with the usu-

ally-useless hand. Without changing their
positions they passed the instrument from
one hand to the other, leaving free the hand
which could be best used in supplementary
work.

The watchmaker may profit from the
example of the German boys, the Japanese
artists, and the great surgeons. It is the
usual practice to pick up everything with the
right hand, reaching far over to the left of
the bench to take up the needed tool or piece
of material. The tool is nearly always held
in the right hand, the left being used merely
to hold or guide the work. By training the
left hand the workman is able to double his
capacity ; can relieve the right when it is
tired or unsteady ; and the workman can
avail himself of the earning capacity of his
skill when the right hand is disabled by
injury or disease. How many watchmakers
can pivot a staff with a felon on the right
forefinger ? How many engravers would
undertake a job when the right thumb is
mashed ? Where is the bookkeeper that can
perform his duties with his right shoulder
dislocated?

The ambidextrous, two-handed man
is proof against the risk of right-side acci-
dents. He has great time-saving advantages
over the single-handed man who must pass
his tool or pen to the right hand before he
can use it, and must change his position to
put himself squarely before his work. The
continuous use of the one hand brings on
fatigue and nervousness. The two-handed
man enjoys advantages of many kinds.

Train the left hand. It will be slow
work marked with awkward and aggravat-
ing trials, but it will abundantly repay the
early annoyances with the final results.
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Still The Names Come!
Requests are pouring in from all over
the country for our New Catalog, now
in the hands of our Printer.

BE SURE

No. 3355x

that we have your name.

No. 768A

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE : 11 Maiden Lane :: CHICAGO OFFICE: 131 Wabash Avenue No. 856A

"S & C" SOLID GOLD FRONT LEVER CUFF LINKS
 MADE WITH LARGE LEVER ENDS 

This new line of solid gold front " S a% C " Lever Cuff Links is especially adapted for soft cuff shirts. A necessity in any jewery
store. They are proving good sellers and it will pay you to stock them and keep a large assortment constantly on hand.

Hand engraved in tasty, artistic fashion, they will make a striking appearance in any jeweler's show case or window.

Ask Your Jobber for Them

SMITH & CROSBY, AT TLEFABCTORY, MASS.
IRA W. SMITH

Broadway Central Building
LOS ANGELES

PACIFIC COAST AGENT

October, 1910 THE

Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by ELTON J. BunKLRY]

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
Nvell-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—En.]

VIH—What a Limited Partnership is and How

it is Formed

Under the common law there was no
,uch thing as limited partnership. The only
partnership known was the ordinary form
of general partnership, in which every mem-
ber was personally responsible for the firm
debts, even to the extent of his whole private
fortune.

Limited partnerships are creations of
statute entirely, by which I mean that they
can be formed only when a State has passed
a law permitting them. Practically all States
have enacted such laws, however, so that
limited partnerships now exist in every part
of the Union.

Limited
Responsibility

The special point about
limited partnerships is that
while some of the members
are personally responsible

for the firm debts, other members are re-
sponsible only to the extent of the money
they have invested. The former are called
general partners, and the latter special
partners.

This feature of limited partnerships is
borrowed from corporations. As is well
known, if a man invests $1,000 in the stock
of a corporation, that is the extent of his
liability for the corporate debts. No credi-
tor can come upon him, no matter how
much the company owes. The law as to
limited partnerships is precisely the same.
If a partner has $1,000 invested with the
firm, and has gone through the forms mak-
ing himself a special partner instead of a
general one, he is not personally responsible
for the partnership debts, though the gen-
eral partners are, just as in the ordinary
partnership. The object of the plan is to
encourage the investment of capital in busi-
ness partnerships by men who take no active
interest in the business, and who therefore
are averse to being saddled with the un-
limited liability which invariably attaches to
ordinary partnership.

As stated, the organization
of limited partnerships de-
pends on the law of the
particular State, and this

should be consulted and followed implicitly.
Where a method of procedure is so corn-
pletely dependent on a State act, as in this
case, the law requires the closest and most
literal following of its provisions. This
seems to be particularly so with limited
partnerships, for there are many decisions
that where a limited partnership has not
closely observed every provision of the
statute, the partners will all be held responsi-
ble as general partners. This defeats the
whole plan and illustrates the need of the
greatest care.

Although the State statutes differ some-
what, the fundamental principles are sub-
stantially the same. All States act on the
idea that the object of the formation of a
limited partnership is two-fold : First, as

Be Guided
by the Law
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stated above, to encourage investments ; and
second, to protect the partnership creditors
by informing them exactly how much money
the partners have invested, and therefore
what security they have for the payment of
their claims.

The law does not allow all
Law Makes businesses to organize lim-
Exceptions ited partnerships. As a

rule, however, it is allowed
in "any mercantile, manufacturing, com-
mercial or mechanical business." The usual
exceptions are insurance and banking. The
acts differ to some extent as to how many
of the members may become special part-
ners. Some States—in fact, this is the usual
plan—provide that there can be one or more
partners in each class (general or special),
others say there must be two or more in
each class, and still others forbid the special
partners from exceeding a certain number.

In the main the requirements of all
States are alike as to the method of or-
ganizing. Under all the acts the partners
must execute a certificate stating certain
facts. Failure to do this in exactly the way
provided makes the partnership a general
one and deprives the special partners of the
protection they aimed to get.

The facts to be set forth
The Certificate in the certificate are the

firm name, the general
nature of the business, the place where it
is to be conducted, the names of all the
partners and whether they are general or
special, and the places of residence of all.
The time when the partnership is to begin
and :when it is to end must also be given,
as all limited partnerships must have definite
terms. Also to be set forth is the amount
of capital contributed by each one, and
whether same is in cash or property.

This certificate must be sworn to by all
the partners, and filed as a matter of public
record. Practically the substance of it must
be advertised in a public newspaper ; some-
times in more than one. The State act will
provide for this.

In one feature a limited partnership
differs vitally from a general partnership.
In the latter the partners may put in neither
money, nor property, but merely services.
In a limited partnership the special partner
cannot contribute services, but must furnish
money or property. In other words, he
must be an actual contributer to the firm's
capital stock.

There are various minor
Differences in provisions that vary in the
State Laws different States. For in-

stance, some States require
limited partnerships to use "Ltd." after
their names. Others do not. Also, some,
but not all, require a sign showing all the
partners' names and which are general and
which special, to be displayed in the store
or office of the partnership. Also, some
States still refuse to permit the use of the
phrase "and Company" after the names of
limited partnerships. This was formerly
the rule in nearly all States, but most States
now allow it if there are more than two
members in the firm.

A limited partnership can be renewed
at the end of its term by precisely repeating
the same proceedings. No part of the

money put into the firm by a special part-
ner can be withdrawn before the term is
out.

A Silent Partner
A special partner is sup-
posed to be a silent partner
in every sense. In fact, in

most States he is forbidden to take any part
in the active business of the firm. If he
does take such part, he makes himself liable
as a general partner.

Another advantage which the special
partner has as compared with the general
partner is that he is not liable for the
firm's torts. "Torts" means offences
against individuals for which a damage
suit would lie. For instance, if a general
partnership is guilty of negligence toward
a person and is sued, and a verdict for
damages is rendered against it, each partner
is personally liable for the amount of that
verdict. In a limited partnership, however,
the special partners are not personally
liable, though the general partners are.

Making Form Letters Personal
It is estimated that over one-half of

form letters are thrown into the waste
basket unopened. A bare one-third are
partly read and discarded, while only one-
sixth of them—approximately 15 per cent.
—.are read through. This wasteful ratio
is principally due to the carelessness or
ignorance of the firms that sent them out—
ignorance of the little touches that make all
the difference between a personal and a
"form letter." The following important
suggestion in reference to this is made
in an article in System by Donald L.
Kinney :

The superscription and the way this is
put onto the body of your form letter is the
most important feature in making a type-
written form letter personal. If you were
writing a regularly dictated letter to some
friend to whom you wished to present your
proposition you would date your letter and
fill in his name and address. And just so
must you do this on the form letter, but
where this is not carefully done it would be
far better if you merely opened your letter
with, "Dear Sir," and thus acknowledge that
your letter is nothing more than a circular.

When the city from which the letter is
written does not appear on the letter head,
this must appear with the date in the upper
right hand corner of the letter. To the left,
and in exact alignment with the paragraphs
in the body of the letter, must appear the
name and address of the recipient of the
letter. This superscription should not
appear a fraction of an inch to either side
of the left margin of the letter. The other
features which must be carefully watched
are in the matching of the typewriter rib-
bons used in filling in. The filled in name
and address must exactly match the body of
the letter in shade of ink and the face of the
type. This is secured by using type on the
duplicating machine which matches your
typewriter. Ribbons for the typewriter can
be secured which will match any shade of
ink used on the duplicating machine. Long
experience has shown that violet or purple
shades of ink are best for form letters, for
these colors allow of the most perfect match.



polishing a piece of jewelry (or any article)
several buffs or wheels are used in succession—
first the coarse ones and gradually the finer
grades, making it necessary to change often on
one piece of work.

Convenient Styles, Green and White

PARCHMENT TAGS
With superior strength and surface

Non-tarnishing flannel

WATCH BAGS
Fl nest quality kid and chamois

COTTON
,leanest on the market

Grass-bleached anti
extra tough

GUMMED LABELS
Plain, printed, anti

embossed

BOSTON
26 Franklin Street

NEW YORK
15 John Street

IS West 27th Street

PHILADELPHIA
1007 Chestnut Street

CHICAGO
2S Randolph Street

Readers are requested to send for publication new
Ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
Interest to the trade. As this page is for the use of indi-
vidual readers, we do not hold ourselves responsible for
the views expressed.—EDITOR THE KEYSTONE.

Objectionable Practices of Wholesalers
ED. KEYSTONE:—Many a jeweler has been

kicking about the mail-order houses, but they
never, I suppose, looked any further. Here is
something worse than mail-order houses. In
Chicago are some large jewelry houses who are
supposed to sell to the jewelers only, but I dis-
covered long ago that they sell Jewelry and
watches direct to farmers at wholesale prices.
I wrote a few watch companies about it; they
in turn wrote the wholesale house and the whole-
sale house wrote the watch companies that they
never sold watches to the parties mentioned by
me in my letter. I then sent in the numbers of
the case and movement so they could not deny
it. Then the wrote the watch companies they
would not do it again. About fourteen days
afterwards four watches arrived here for a
farmer from the same house, so I wrote the
house myself again and in answer was told that
they had forgotten to tell the shipping clerk
about it, but it would not happen again. Still
later they did send a large package of jewelry
to the same farmer again.

Now what do you think of such business?
Should we retailers patronize a house that would
tell a falsehood in order that they can keep up
their practice of selling to farmers?

This farmer is living about 21/2 miles east of
this place and never was in any business. He
sells those watches at from 50 cents to $1.00
profit and other jewelry accordingly.

Yours very respectfully,
"A. V. R."

Scape's Puzzle Again

ED. KEYSTONE —I shall try to send in for a
near future issue another solution of the peculiar
cause of stoppage mentioned in "Worshop
Notes" June KEYSTONE, under "Scape." Mr.
Playtner's solution given in August KEYSTONE is
interesting and instructive, inasmuch as he points
out a fault existing in some watches; but in my
opinion it was not the trouble in the case cited by
"Scape."

Very truly yours,
F. R. CUNNINGHAM.

ED. KEYSTONE:—"Scape," in "Workshop
Notes," June KEYSTONE, wants to know what
other watchmakers would have done in his case.
Taking it for granted that the back of the escape
wheel teeth and roller were smooth, there re-
mained only one thing to be done and that was
to polish down that sharp edge of discharging
corner of impulse face on pallet. There was his
puzzle. When he backed the escape wheel the
pallet stone with its keen edge dug into the back
of the tooth sufficiently to hold it from moving
forward when the power was put on again, con-
sequently the pallet, resting on the back of tooth
(as high on it as it could get), throwing the
guard-pin firm against the roller, and there you
have it. I had two such cases in my experience.
If I am wrong will some older brother craftsman
give us the remedy?

Yours respectfully,
Orwiasbura. Pa. C. C. MOYER.

All that is necessary with the above head
is to push the shaft to one side or the other to
change the direction of the screw or chuck.

Yours truly,
Dubuoue. Iowa. ORA S. HARMAS.

Breakage of Mainsprings
ED. KEYSTONE:—The accompanying picture is

a photo of a 6 size mainspring which was taken
about ten minutes after it was placed in the
watch. Can you tell me the cause of its breaking

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am having trouble with
my jewelry workmen in regard to the gold
weighed over to them for mounting bangles,
brooches, chains, etc., and would like your advice
in regard to the establishment of a good check
so I will be able to tell if the gold is being stolen.
I hear that in some of the English workshops
the workshop clerk weighs the gold over to the
workman in the workman's presence, who then
enters the weight in his book and signs the work-
shop clerk's book. At the end of every month
the workman weighs back to the workshop clerk
all the articles mounted during the month and
also all his scrap gold. The workshop clei-k then
refines the workman's lemel and it is weighed
in his presence. If the workman's gold is short
more than six grains per ounce of the weight of
stock made during the month the workman is
asked to give an explanation. The mounts are
then weighed on to the polishers, who are al-
lowed a loss of 3 grains per ounce in polishing.
The articles are then weighed on to the setters,
who again are allowed three grains per ounce
loss in setting. The toal reasonable loss is there-
fore judged to be twelve grains per ounce
worked. It will interest many of my friends
who are also readers of your splendid journal if
you will give us the system employed in the
United States as a gold check in jewelry fac-
tories where good articles are made by hand.

Yours truly,
"SCOTCHHAN."

[The plan mentioned is practically the same
as that followed by the manufacturers in this
country, with the exception that the American
manufacturers do not wait till the end of the
month to check up the raw material, but do so
on the completion of each job. The loss allowance
mentioned is about the same as in this country.
The Americans also make comparisons between
the amount of loss of the various workmen, and
if any one of them amounts to too much above
the average they come to the conclusion that that
particular workman is either careless or dishonest
and investigate.—ED.]

in so many places? I at one time found one
which was broken in more than one hundred
pieces. This one had twenty-nine.

Yours truly,
Center Point, Iowa. C. L. HEVERLY.

ED. KEYSTONE :—This picture is a photo-
graph of a mainspring barrel with mainspring as
I found it when I opened the barrel. As this is

Watchmaker's Wages
ED. KEYSTONE:—I wish you would let me

know through the columns of your journal what
is considered a good month's work for a watch-
maker who does jewelry repairing, engraving and
watch repairing and waiting on customers at
times? We get $1.50 for cleaning, $2.50 for
staff and $1.50 for mainsprings. Also, what is
considered a good month's work for a watch-
maker who does nothing but watchmaking?

Yours truly,
"REPAIRER."

[We have had several articles on this sub-
ject, but queries continue to reach us each
month, nevertheless. This would indicate that it
is a fitting theme for discussion by our readers
and we invite opinions and experiences for pub-
lication.—En.]

ST. LOUIS
413 No. Fourth Street

ED. KEYSTONE :—You invite suggestions from
subscribers and while I must say that I am more
than pleased with your journal and consider same
indispensable to the success of the retail jeweler,
there is one branch of bench work I would like
to learn more about, and that is the repair of
fountain pens. This kind of work is increasing
very rapidly and while I am able to correct a
good many of the errors I sometimes find a pen
that I cannot make feed properly when the pen
is apparently in good order. I would like to read
an article on this kind of work by some success-
ful repairer.

Changing Polishing Head

ED. KEYSTONE:—"Time is money," and it
takes time to stop your polishing head, take off
the buff, brush or polishing wheel you are using,
put on another buff and start up the machine
(especially if you are using an electric motor).

Anyone can change their polishing head into
one that can be reversed instantaneously. In

the worst broken spring I ever saw, I had it
photographed. If you think it is of enough in-
terest you might reproduce it in THE KEYSTONE.

Respectfully yours,
Ingraham, Ill. E. S. SMITH.

Very respectfully,
B. REGENDRECHT.

[We find that difficult repairs of fountain
pens are generally done by the manufacturers,
but the subject is one of sufficiently general in-
terest to merit space in our columns and we
invite contributions on this little-known branch
of repairing from those of our readers who have
had experience in this line.—Eo.]
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C. L. P. CO.
G. L. P.  Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created
Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G. L. P. Co.'s cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the
interest of all the jewelry trade.

Thoroughly Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods
made by the G. L. P. Co. we have again increased our manufac-
turing facilities, and this time to such an extent we can positively
and absolutely assure the trade of prompt attention on all their
orders.

Insist on Your Jobber showing- you the new and up-to-date goods
we are continually adding.

We Thought This Opportunity Would be a Most Satisfactory
One to answer the many letters we receive daily. " We are having
so many calls for your make of goods, will guarantee to carry your
line very heavy if you can assure us that our orders shall be filled
promptly."

This is Our Answer, "Yes."

It is a Conceded Fact, the retail jewelers who buy the G. L. P. Co.'s
goods from their jobbers make for themselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane aMnacrZf Work. Z North Attleboro, Mass.
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The Pawnbroker and his Business

What Happens to Unredeemed Pledges—The
Auction Rooms and the Auctioneer

The pawnbroker who mounts the sign "Un-
redeemed Pledges for Sale" above the conglom-
eration of watches, fountain pens, mechanics'
tools, etc., in his window, thereby intending to
convey the impression that the articles displayed
have been pawned in his shop and that the time
limit on them has expired, is a sinful person.
Either he is guilty of violating the laws regulat-
ing the pawnbroking business or he is misleading
potential patrons. The customer who negotiates
the pawnshop with the idea that he is able to
buy cheap because one profit has already been
made on the article he acquires is laboring under
a delusion. As a matter of fact, the pawnbroker
stands in the same relation to the customer as any
other retail dealer in the same kind of property.
The contents of his window may, indeed, be un-
redemed pledges, but the articles were not ne-
cessarily pledged in the shop where they are for
sale. They have been purchased to be resold
from a middleman who bought them at auction;
for under the laws of the State every pawn-
broker is obliged to dispose of all his unredeemed
pledges to the highest bidder.

Another detail of the pawn-
A Provision broking business not generally
of the Law known, perhaps, is that the

law compels the pawnbroker,
when called upon to do so, to render an account-
ing to any legitimate holder of a ticket repre-
senting an unredeemed pledge and to return to
the ticket-holder any surplus above the amount
of the loan and the interest for which the article
may have been sold, less io per cent. for the
expenses of the sale. Ignorance of this circum-
stance on the part of most patrons of the pawn-
shops enables the pawnbroker at least to double
his emolument on nearly every transaction where
a pledge is unredeemed, since he invariably al-
lows a big margin for profit when the loan is
made.

Down toward the Chatham
New York City Square end of the Bowery, in

dingy buildings, the upper
floors of which are largely occupied as cheap
lodging houses, the bulk of the traffic in unre-
deemed pledges, which amounts to something like
a million dollars per annum, is carried on. Over
three doors in this unlovely thorough fare the red
banners announcing "Pawnbrokers' Sale This
Day" continually float, one of the auction rooms
being devoted to the sale of men's and women's
clothing, another to that of jewelry, watches and
diamonds, and the third to the sale of miscel-
laneous material.

The unredeemed jewelry that
Unredeemed gets into the Bowery auction
Jewelry rooms does not make a scin-

tillating display. As a rule,
articles of any great value deposited with the
pawnbroker are redeemed by owners or by their
friends, or the tickets are sold to speculators who
take the property they represent out of pawn be-
fore they are forfeited. Consequently, only
cheaper articles of adornment or of utility, such
as watches of little value and table utensils are
the staple articles of commerce here. The same
scene is visible in any of these auction rooms
five days in the week, from half past ten o'clock
in the morning until noon, and from one o'clock
until four in the afternoon. A big glass show
case, in which are deposited the articles for sale
—watches, chains, rings, brooches, necklaces,
knives, forks and spoons, with specimens of
everything else that can come under the head of
jewelry, stands in the middle of a badly lighted,
ground-floor apartment, about twenty feet square.
The auctioneer, with a diamond ring on each
hand, sits on a low platform some four feet
back of the show case. With him on the plat-
form, crowded as close as their chairs will per-
mit, are seated half a dozen others; as many
more are standing behind him and on either side,
and in a double row of chairs between him and
the show case and on their feet back of these
chairs are a • scgre •rnOre.• • -

The men who sit nearest the auctioneer's
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feet are holding him carelessly by the ankles
and the group might be taken for a fraternal
order about to be photographed in some rite em-
blematic of brotherly love. None of the hundred
men in the room are attired with any pretensions
to smartness, though most of them appear well-
to-do, and all expose heavy watch chains and
jeweled rings. Only two or three women are
interested in the sale ; their garments are not of
the latest fashion, either, but each one displays
somewhere a gem of price to demonstrate that
poverty is not the reason for lack of sartorial
splendor. At the side of the room opposite the
auctioneer is a platform some five feet high, on
which is a tall desk, at which, seated on stools,
are the pawnbroker whose unredeemed pledges
are being disposed of and the auctioneer's clerk,
who keeps duplicate accounts of the sales.

A deaf man coming into the
The Auctioneer auction room while a sale is

in progress might believe that
the auctioneer is an automaton, for he stares
straight before him with seemingly unseeing eyes,
his lips moving ceaselessly and rapidly and with
a machine-like motion, which continues for many
minutes at a time apparently without a pause for
breath, while his cheeks are fluttering like the
flanks of a spent horse. The auctioneer's profit
is in a commission and as his commission is the
greater according as his sales are more, it is to
his interest to keep things moving at top speed,
for the property he is selling is of too little
value to make delay worth while on the chance
of running up the price of any single article.

It is some time before the unaccustomed
spectator is able to comprehend just how the
auction is conducted. A youth at the show case
is taking out one article after another, shouting
its number and description and handing it to the
auctioneer, who holds it for the fraction of a
minute, his incantation proceeding in the same
rapid monotone, and then throws it over the
heads of the bidders to an attendant five feet to
his left, by whom it is deftly caught and de-
posited with any other property that may have
been knocked down previously to the same bid-
der. No word is tittered by anyone else than the
auctioneer and there is no preliminary "How
much am I offered?" no "Going, going, gone!"
"Going once, going twice, going three times!"

"Number 396—gold-filled case,
Auctioning Swiss movement" (the use of
Watches the nominative "watch" is

superfluous), cries the attend-
ant at the show case, passing the article toward
the auctioneer. " Five dollars, four dollars,
three dollars, two dollars, one dollar," is the
form of that functionary's chant, beginning at a
top price and running it down until it is accepted
by a bidder, when it may be run up again. How-
ever, the auctioneer of unredeemed pledges is not
so prodigal of time and vocal effort as to use
the entire word "dollar," or to make two syllables
of his numerals. Philology and articulation are
sacrificed to celerity. Six and eight are the only
two numbers he pronounces in full. He says ni
for nine, sev for seven, fi for five, fo for four,
tit for three, tee for two, and dee for dollar,
and employs the old New York State shilling—
twelve and a half cents—in the verbal subdivision
of the dollar, not only to reduce syllabic con-
fusion, but to prevent the raising of bids less
than twenty-five cents at a time. Thus a dollar
and a quarter becomes dol-tee ; a dollar and a
half, dol-fo, and a dollar and seventy-five cents,
dol-six. Likewise bids must advance at least
twenty-five cents at a time, since an advance of
twelve and a half cents is out of the question,
and such advances as five, ten or twenty cents
are impossible. Articles of very trifling value
are occasionally bidden up in cents, to be sure,
but the necessity does not often occur.

As he takes Lot 396 in his
Lightning Sales hand our auctioneer runs on

without a pause after the dis-
position of the previous article : "Fi-fo-tit-tee-dee-
fo-six-dee-tee-fo-six-tit-tee - Rosenbaum," which
means that the watch has gone down from five
dollars, the price at which he started it, to sev-
enty-five cents, when the first bid was made, and
then had been bidden up to $3.25 and knocked
down to Rosenbaum, all in probably one-quarter
the -time in which an amateur might have run
off the syllables. The sentence would be trans-
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lated thus : "Five dollars, four dollars, three dol-
lars, two dollars, one dollar, seventy-five cents"
(here the bidding begins), "one dollar, two dol-
lars, two dollars and four shillings, two dollars
and six shillings, three dollars, three dollars and
two shillings, sold to Rosenbaum." Imagine
sixty lots being knocked down in an hour and one
gets an idea of the strain upon the tongue of
an auctioneer of unredeemed pledges in the
Bowery.

The mystery of the silence of the bidders,
as well as that of their seemingly affectionate
proximity to the auctioneer is solved when the
discovery is made that it is by touch that the
commerce in unredeemed pledges is regulated;
a touch signifying that the price a bidder is
willing to pay has been reached, an additional
touch meaning an advance of two shillings. It
is thus that the seeming friendliness of the two
men who hold the auctioneer by the ankles is
accounted for, a squeeze of the tarsus effecting
a bid. Those bidders who are not close enough
to reach any outlying portions of his anatomy
make scarcely perceptible signals, to which he
verbally responds. How he distinguishes by a
touch which one of the bidders is in communica-
tion with him is not apparent. However, it is
not of so much importance whether the person
who makes the highest bid is awarded a particu-
lar article in a sale of unredeemed pledges as it
would be at an auction of pictures or horses.
For the auctioneers and the bidders are virtually
a close corporation. While they may have no
written contracts, there exists among them a
gentlemen's agreement, by virtue of which they
keep prices down and outsiders from coming in.
An unwelcome bidder may be driven out, not
only by the auctioneer ignoring bids, but by the
others running up the price of any -article to
which he may take a fancy to a prohibitive point.
It is said that some of the Bowery auctioneers,
in order to encourage trade in unredeemed
pledges, give a percentage of their commissions
to certain bidders whose purchases are suffi-
ciently large to make it worth while.—Harper's
Weekly.

Physiognomy of the Salesman
The nose of a traveling salesman generally

bears the appearance of breadth just above the
wings. This is the nose that indicates the ability
to acquire property, make good sales, secure
returns through bargains and fine talking and
get large orders even when persons have indi-
cated that they did not wish to buy or make a
bargain. The thickness of the nose above the
wings is the true facial sign of acquisitiveness,
and a traveling salesman and a good business
man have generally this characteristic strongly
developed. We find it large in George Peabody,
Andrew Carnegie and the Rothschilds, all of
whom have made large fortunes.

The lips of a good salesman are regular and
fit appropriately together.

The chin and jaw of a successful salesman
are indicated by their squareness and roundness
combined. The roundness gives the power of
appeal and the squareness gives the capacity to
clinch the bargain.

The lines that show in the forehead of a
good and a bad salesman are, in the former,
straight and perpendicular between the eyes ; in
the latter, or bad salesman, the lines are light
and irregular.

The voice of a successful salesman is bright,
cheery, optimistic. Its inflections are hopeful
and airy, not heavy and dull. The salesman
possesses a silvery toned voice which is so oiled
to its subject that it knows exactly what to say,
and says it without hesitation.

The handwriting of a good salesman is neat,
regular, connected, but schows firmness, force in
the lines that cross the t's and ambition is mani-
fested in the tails of the g's and in the height
of the h's, l's, etc.

The eyes of the honest business man who is
engaged as a salesman or as a credit man are
generally small, piercing and keen in expression.

The ears of a good salesman are broad and
give to the person vitality, strength, good diges-
tive power and comradeship. Such a person
generates life readily and is social, genial and a
good conversationalist. — The Phrenological
Journal.
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BRISTOL SILVER
OUR MIRRORBRUSH AND COMB COMBINATION SET
CASED IN BEST IMPORTED LEATHER (PATENT APPLIED FOR) DISTINCTIVELY NEW

(Open)
ILLUSTRATION HALF ACTUAL SIZE

Showing Brush and Comb in Case
Mirror in Back of Brush

(Closed)

ILLUSTRATION HALF ACTUAL SIZE

A handy outfit for travelers, consisting
of brush, comb and mirror. The unique
arrangement of the mirror, placed as it is in
the back of the brush, makes it possible to
have three articles in two.

Put up in a neat leather case with two
compartments.

Write at once for particulars.
It has already become a big seller.

BRISTOL JEWELRY CO., Silversmiths
MANUFACTURERS OF STERLING PLATED WARE, LEATHER FOBS AND NOVELTIES
 WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATIONS 

MASSACHUSETTSATTLEBORO
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Why the Business Fails

An Old Subject From a New Angle

Thirty-four business enterprises out of every
one hundred that fail do so through lack of
capital, so the mercantile agencies tell us in
their reports of failures for the year xgo9; this,
according to their statistics, being the most pro-
lific cause of insolvency. By this the compilers
do not mean that these failures were caused
simply by insufficient capital, or that the business
should never have been undertaken, but that
the enterprises were overextended and the con-
cerns were trying to do a much larger business
than their supply of capital would permit. In this
light these failures might be better and more
easily explained as penalties brought upon them-
selves by business builders, who through ignor-
ance or willful disregard have violated a law that
runs through the business world just as truly
as it does through every other branch of build-
ing—the direct co-relation between foundation
and structure. It is the penalty of trying to
erect ten-story structures on one-story founda-
tions rather than because of any primary lack of
capital.

No business is doomed because its initial
capital is small, nor is its success assured be-
cause the capital investment is large. In the
light of proportion a small business may be great
while a large business may be small.

So long as the integrity of the proportion be-
tween the business and its capital is maintained,
and so long as certain fundamental laws and
principles are observed and followed, a legiti-
mate and even rapid growth may be experienced,
no matter how small the beginning. And many
a business failure ascribed to "lack of capital"
would be just as truthfully stated if assigned as
a violation of the law regarding the relation of
foundation to structure; for it is no more pos-
sible to erect an eighty-thousand-dollar business
on a twenty-thousand-dollar basis than it is to
build an apartment house on a cabin foundation.
Neither is it possible to conduct a wholesale busi-
ness or any other kind of business with any
degree of success in a haphazard, careless man-
ner, although we see both being attempted every
day; and, as in the case of Ike Bloomfield, am-
bition often runs riot with common sense, and
lack of business balance or judgment completes
the failure.

When first heard of, Ike Bloomfield was a
salesman for Samuels & Oakley, better known
as the Metropolitan Mercantile Company, whole-
sale dealers in haberdashery. He was recognized
by all to be a remarkably good salesman, but that
he was a little lax in credits and prone to over-
stock an unsuspecting customer with some faddish
line to which the customer had taken a fancy, was
not so well recognized ; in fact, it was only taken
cognizance of by the senior partner and credit
scrutinizer of the firm—Mr. Abraham Samuels.

The Value of a "Good Front"

Soon after Ike had made his first trip and
brought in a number of new accounts the firm
awoke to the realization that, though their busi-
ness was materially increased it had only been at
the cost of several large bills that proved un-
collectable. From that date Mr. Samuels looked
more carefully into all new accounts and closely
held in check their banner salesman ; and from
time to time, over the salesman's protest, large
orders were allowed to remain unfilled. In other
instances they were materially scaled down, for
the experienced Mr. Samuels recognized that
prompt payments by the retailers were dependent
on the quick turning over of their stock.

The firm of Samuels & Oakley prospered,
and as the business grew and expanded the bank
accounts and credit of the partners likewise in-
creased. .By many this success was attributed
very largely to Ike Bloomfield, the "crack sales-
man," for, said they, "without sales they cannot
sell, and how can they sell without the salesman?"

Although his income had increased as the
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business grew, Ike had spent all his money to
keep up appearances. To him the one essential
to success was a fine appearance and a "good
front."

Prosperity at last smiled upon Ike. He had
married into the family of a well-to-do East
Side physician and, together with a son of the
doctor, had influenced the latter to intrust to
them his savings fund of twenty thousand dol-
lars ; for, said they, "Samuels & Oakley had only
two thousand dollars to start with, and if we
can start in business with twenty thousand dol-
lars we will soon rival the old concern."

The new firm started with a blare of trum-
pets and its prospects seemed very bright. The
store was in a good location. The rent, it was
true, was $225 a month ; but, said they, "A good
stand is everything." Ike was a good salesman,
so it was agreed that he should do the buying.
The first month's purchases amounted to twenty-
five thousand dollars, which they believed could
be turned over in from sixty to ninety days. At
the end of the first month Ike saw that they did
not have just the line he wanted, and so he pur-
chased additional stock costing seventy-five hun-
dred dollars. However, he felt no alarm, as
their credit was A Number One.

Time went on and, though the smaller ac-
counts were paid fairly promptly, the larger ones
of some "new friends" who had purchased large
accounts, as they said, to help them get started,
remained unpaid.

The Tardy Business Doctor
As to the actual profit or loss made from

month to month there was no way to tell, but
that a large profit must be accruing they con-
stantly assured the doctor, for Ike only drew
thirty dollars more a month than he had made
with the old firm and the son only drew seventy
dollars a month.

The accounts and bills payable were, how-
ever, becoming troublesome. Loans from friends
helped to relieve the pressure for a time, a cut
in prices moved some of the stock, and frantic
collection efforts helped a little more. But they
must carry the right stock, said Ike, which
meant new purchases; and they both agreed that
the business must be extended, which meant still
larger accounts receivable.

In a year and a half creditors closed the
store; the merchandise was inventoried at thirty-
five thousand dollars, the accounts receivable
totaled forty-five thousand dollars and the fix-
tures thirty-five hundred dollars. In the con-
version into cash of each of these items a large
loss occurred.

"Lack of capital" was the obituary. And
yet, was it lack of capital?

Though the early capital of the old firm
had been but two thousand dollars, Ike forgot
that their rent for the first year had only
been twenty dollars a month and that their
business had been very small. Not lack, of
capital, but lack of business experience and over-
extension were the chief causes of failure.

Some years ago several of the younger offi-
cials of one of a large city's leading manufactur-
ing plants organized a one-hundred-thousand-
dollar corporation to place on the market a cer-
tain household necessity.

Several somewhat similar preparations were
already on sale, but none had the merit or use-
fulness that theirs had, and the subscribers
were confident of great success ; for there was
concrete evidence of the possibilities of this ar-
ticle in the fact that but a short time before two
former superintendents, starting out with very
limited capital, had quickly established a good
local trade from this same formula.

The stock of the new company, outside of
fifty thousand dollars which had been issued as
payment for the formula and good-will of the
ex-superintendents' business, was quickly sold for
cash. The secretary to the president was elected
president of the new company and the advertis-
ing manager was placed in charge of the adver-
tising and sales departments. In view of the
fact that the success of the manufacturing plant
had been largely due to a very wise and pro-
gressive advertising policy, the advertising man-
ager was believed to be just the man to be placed
in charge of the new company's management.
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What wasn't known however, by the new
board, nor realized by the advertising manager
himself, was that each year, before the adver-
tising appropriations of the old concern were
made, the business that could be done on the
capital invested was conservatively estimated, to-
gether with the volume of business that might
reasonably be expected from a stipulated amount
of advertising.

For his services in the advertising and sales
departments the manager was voted a five-per-
cent. commission on all sales, and for certain
advertising, which the old concern agreed to do
for the new company, an arrangement was made
by which the former company was to receive ten
per cent. of the sales in full payment thereof.

Agencies were established and an advertis-
ing campaign started. In the street cars and on
the billboards of twelve of the larger cities the
merits of the new preparation were heralded
broadcast. The sales responded, but it was soon
seen that the advertising required more capital,
and in July of the same year the capital was
increased to two hundred thousand dollars, the
increase being quickly taken up.

The advertising was increased, additional
branch agencies established and a second prepara-
tion put on the market. From month to month
an increase in the sales was reported to the
board of directors and upon each increase the
management was complimented.

At the organization of the company the
auditor of the manufacturing plant had been
asked to put in a system and not unnaturally he
gave them the one in use by the old comapny.
Unfortunately, it did not fit the new business
and the results were far from satisfactory. One
of the members of the board suggested •that an
expert be called in to change the system, so that
the cost of manufacturing might be ascertained.
"Tut, tut!" said the others; "what we want is
sales ; the cost will taken care of itself. We
know there is a big profit on our goods—there
is no need of paying a high-priced accountant
and a large office force to keep up the accounting
system."

During the summer of the next year, the
company being heavily in debt and the raising
of much further additional capital having be-
come necessary, a reorganization was decided
upon and a new corporation was formed with
two million dollars capital, one-half of which
was preferred and one-half common stock. The
old stockholders received in exchange for their
stock an equal amount of preferred and two
shares of common for each share of the old
stock. Two hundred thousand dollars of pre-
ferred stock was also allotted for sale with one
share of common as a bonus for each two shares
of preferred sold.

The investing public, however, failed to buy,
and the old stockholders, with few exceptions,
likewise declined to come forward, with the
result that only thirteen thousand five hundred
dollars of the new preferred stock was sold.

The liabilities constantly increased, and
finally a receiver was appointed in charge, and
on the insistence of creditors business physicians
were called in to go over the accounts and to
ascertain the reason of failure.

What the Receiver Received

The assets were found to amount to seventy
thousand dollars, exclusive of good-will and
formulas, and the liabilities to one hundred and
sixty thousand dollars. Not only had the fifty
thousand dollars paid in in cash on the original
capital and the increase of one hundred thousand
dollars been exhausted, but a loss of an addi-
tional ninety thousand dollars had been incurred,
to say nothing of the premium on the stock
sold above par and the small amount of new
stock sold.

It was found on examination that the total
sales had amounted to one hundred and ninety
thousand dollars and that the cost of manufac-
turing was one hundred and thirty thousand dol-
lars, leaving a gross profit of sixty thousand
dollars.

The salesmen's commissions averaged fifteen
per cent., and this with the manager's commission

(Continued on page 1691)
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TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Zbe Olb IIbine

Diamonb

*Doti

Estates

a Specialty

Established 18 8 0

Cash Buyers and Wholesale Dealers in
OLD SQUARE CUT EAST INDIAN and
BRAZILIAN or "OLD MINE' DIAMONDS

ALWAYS REALW TO
MAKE CASH OFFERS

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN & CO.
THREE Maiden Lane, New York

Mountings that help sell Diamonds
c_7%1ADE BY

H. KROLL 8z CO.
36 and 38 John Street NEW YORK

No. 122-B

Lewis Adjustable Soldering Block Holder
This new device will

hold any soldering
block of carbon or
asbestos firmly and
without danger of dis-
placement. Soldering
Blocks varying in diam-

eter from 3 to 4 inches can be used. Place the holder in the left hand,
the thumb being on the projection on the cam, insert the block between
the jaws, force the sliding jaw home by means of the cam and secure by
the thumb nut and the trick is done. Square or oblong blocks can also
be used. The holder is of nickel dipped iron with wooden handle.

Price: —No. 122-B Adjustable Soldering Block Holder 50c.
(If by mail add 18c. for postage)

Catutog "H. K. illustrates a variety of soldering blocks. Want it ?
Free for Ow asking.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

4.‘

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done SO for Go years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn &Co. MARK

1 6-1 8 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
liikers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

CATALOG
aott-tturm,o,

11.21

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND

OPTICIANS

ESTAEl• 1002

Chicago, Ili.

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 19 10 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison, Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

,1■IMMIN!IG 

LEMAIRE OPERAGLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH C& CO., Importers
NEW CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 3 7 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles

October, 1910 THE

United States to Lead the World
in Ceramic Art

Our readers will remember an illustrated
article published in our issue of November, 1909,
devoted to the work of the eminent ceramist of
Sevres, France, M. Taxile Doat. This gifted

artist is regarded as the leader in his special
field and came to the United States one year ago
to teach the ceramic art to such Americans as
would be interested. After a successful year's
work he returned to Europe some months ago
and has again reached the United States to con-
tinue his work of instruction. In an interview,
he said :

"I am still as enthusiastic as I was the first
time I came to this country and I can better
see that these months of past work have solved
a great many difficult technical questions that re-
quire time, for we see that the imperial manu-
facture of King-te-shin (China) required a thou-
sand years to reach its climax; it has taken
Sevres one hundred and fifty years and Copen-
hagen did not assume a high standing until sixty
years or over.

I found the greatest encour-
American Clays agement in the eagerness of
Excellent the people to send various

clays from their own localities.
T confess that seldom has the cradle of the arts
been better guarded by the good fairies than has
ours, for one of the finest Kaolin clays of the
world was brought to us during that time. It
came from Texas. This Kaolin, combined with
others from Florida, has given us the most un-
expected results in the way of whiteness, trans-
lucency and plasticity.

"I remember having seen in 1895 at Sevres,
in the hands of the eminent chemist, Mr. Vogt,
a sample of this Texas clay which had been sent
to his laboratory. Mr. Vogt, in the deliberate
way of the man of science, told me without hesi-
tation that he had never seen such beautiful clay
in all his life. I certainly consider myself for-
tunate that Providence has placed in my hands
the opportunity to handle this clay in our own
kilns nine years after I had first seen it. Its
plasticity permits us to produce larger vases at
least as thin as egg shells, and that directly from
the wheel. To my great surprise this clay was
to an extent translucent even before it was baked.
When it came out from the kilns it was as beau-
tiful as the finest Chinese porcelains, so that it
takes its rank with the most beautiful material
of Sevres, Copenhagen, etc.

"Some of the delegates from
Kaolin from
Nevada 

Nevada also brought some
Kaolin which is not behind in
any way to that of Texas, and

even has certain additional qualities which will
Prove of great benefit to our work. You know,
of course, that of all the materials porcelain is
the best of all ceramic work, for it is practically
indestructible. Owing to its vitrification, it lends
itself to the most graceful designs, the finest
color schemes, and is impervious to high tem-
perature. It is exactly the high temperatures
that I have come to America to teach at Uni-
versity City. It is my greatest desire to implant
in University City what the Chinese have done
for three thousand years, the Europeans for one
hundred and fifty years, and University City for
six months.

"You see, even these few vases that we have
gotten out of our small kilns readily stand corn-
kpiairniss.on with those of China, Sevres and Copen-
hagen, so that we have every reason to hope for
even better results as soon as we have large

"The next thing we arc going
Developing to develop is the gre's, a ma-
the Gres terial also of high fire, which,

owing to its great plasticity
and virile character lends itself wonderfully to
all work of decorative sculpture. The pottery
work I have found progressing in the school and,
owing to the lesser difficulties as compared with
the technique of porcelain, quite a number of
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students have applied themselves to this work. I
was delighted to find the china painting depart-
ment in such fine shape with some of the most
charming products and the result when done to
such advantage as it is done here.

"My co-workers in our ceramic department
are all persons of extensive intellectual resources
and we are justified in expecting great results in
a short time.

"The aim of the ceramic department of the
People's University consists in part of teaching
the pupils how to select their clay, how to pre-
pare it and how to combine it. It teaches how to
use it afterwards so that the results may be
artistic as well as technically correct, and so
that when they leave University City they will
have the best practical as well as theoretical
training that can be had—training that will stand
them in good stead in the practical work of life.

"I made a great many sketches
Foreign while I was away and hope to
Specimens utilize them to good advan-

tage. I have also brought a
few pieces of porcelain from Sevres and speci-
mens of the delicate productions of Copenhagen
and am going to place them in our museum where

M. Muffle float

they will keep company with the first ceramic
products of America, made of Texas clay.

"Among the great treasures accumulated in
the Museum of Naples, which I visited this
summer, and after having seen again the products
of the other European ceramic centers, my con-
viction is fortified again that there is still unex-
plored territory and that with new materials and
the great resources of the League, we are going
to live to see University City become one of the
great ceramic centers of the world.

Why the Business Fails

(Continued from page 1689)

of five per cent. and the parent company's ten
per cent. amounted to a total of thirty per cent.,
viz., fifty-seven thousand dollars, or within three
thousand dollars of the total gross profit, all of
which was a surprising revelation to the board of
directors, who had been so confident of their
profits.

The general and selling expenses (exclusive
of commissions), the losses and so forth,
amounted to ninety-eight thousand dollars, leav-
ing a net loss on selling of ninety-five thousand
dollars. The cost of the advertising was found
to total one hundred and seventy-five thousand
dollars, and accounted for the additional loss.

Upon taking charge the receiver was per-
mitted to continue the business and at the in-
stance of the business doctors the contracts with
the manager and the parent manufacturing plant

were cancelled, several of the agencies closed,
economies introduced in the manufacturing of the
product and the billboard and street-car adver-
tising was limited to a fixed percentage based
on the business. The attention of the public was
also sought through more general mediums, and
a cost system was installed in all the depart-
ments. The first month under the new regime a
loss still occurred, and a raise in prices to the
trade was put into effect. As a result the sales
fell off slightly, but during the succeeding month
a small profit was shown.

Slowly, and very slowly it seemed to the
receiver, the profits from month to month in-
creased, and at the end of eighteen months of
very hard work the creditors agreed to a reor-
ganization of the company on a basis satisfactory
to all concerned, but only on condition that the
receiver remain as general manager of the re-
organized company.

No business concern will think of erecting
a building of any size without first engaging an
architect to lay the plans and oversee the con-
struction, and no firm of manufacturers would
think of building a new plant without first going
over their plans with their engineers; and yet
many of these same concerns will repeatedly at-
tempt to erect business structures of great mag-
nitude without first counting the cost, without
first laying plans to ascertain the actual results
of operation, and without taking into considera-
tion the limit of the strain to which their capital
may reasonably be subjected.

Why Small Concerns Fail

Though failures constantly occur among the
larger manufacturing plants and wholesale
houses, the majority of failures are in the ranks
of the small retail stores—the corner-store
grocer, the butcher and the small merchants fur-
nishing the rank and file of the bankruptcy lists.

Overestimating earning capacity is one of
the greatest and most usual causes of failure
among the small retailers. If each merchant
could be induced to pay himself a stipulated
salary and were willing to live within this income,
many a mercantile shipwreck might be averted.
When a merchant conducts his own personal af-
fairs on a business basis it is safe to assume
that the business itself will be conducted in the
SatTle careful manner.

Another frequent cause of failure with the
retailer is in the matter of buying, and for
these failures the wholesalers are too often re-
sponsible, the retailer being advised not on how
small a stock he can conduct his business but on
how large a one.

John Randolf is an industrious worker. He
has opened a small store; his capital is very
limited, but his credit is sufficiently good to obtain
what stock he desires, and his shelves are soon
filled to overflowing. The goods, upon the ad-
vice of several friendly salesmen anxious for a
large volume of sales, are purchased at ninety
days, and John has no doubt of turning them
over in that time. The goods, however, do not
sell as expected, the months roll around, the re-
ceipts are used for current expenses, wages, and
so forth, and Randolf finds himself with the bills
all due and nothing wherewith to pay them. Per-
haps he struggles along, perhaps not ; but, unless
the buying is radically improved, he is doomed.

Of far more importance than low purchase
prices is the ability to buy discriminatingly and
III limited quantities. Fresh goods frequently
bought, even at slightly advanced prices, are al-
ways economy of the dollar-saving variety to
every small retailer.

And along the same line, failure to know
his own stock and improper accounting methods
ill the handling of his stock, his accounts and
his business, retard and hold back many a mer-
chant, and in other cases furnish the last straw
to weigh down and send over the brink the
struggling merchant.

In building a tower a man sits down and
figures the cost and no wise business mail can
do less if success and not failure is to be the
reward of his venture.—Frank Wilbur Main in
The Saturday Evening Post.
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"AMORITA" BRACELETS
GOLD FILLED BRACELETS MADE EXTRA FINE

FE13.2C.M0gr$D. 

No. 281
Five Reasons Why You SHOULD
Stock the "AMORITA" Bracelet
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Has disappearing safety wire guard
which prevents breaking of hinge and
likewise prevents accidental loss by
holding bracelet on arm when open.
Has simple but strong secret joint.
Its special bard finished process gives
it better wearing qualities and creates
satisfaction.
Because it represents the finest type
of bracelet and what your customers
will eventually call for.
Because it is made in a larger variety
of patterns than any other—a glance at
the illustrations will prove this.

We have a most complete line of Neck, Lorgnette and Vest Chains and Fobs, in high-grade gold filled.
In solid gold we make Neck, Lorgnette and Vest Chains, Scarf Pins, Brooches and Lockets.

PROVIDENCE STOCK CO. 
 Factory and Main Office.  

100 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Sample Offices. 11 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK , 131 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

BAG INITIALS I N AANLA. MYELSE S

Gold plated on brass, sterling silver, and lacquered brass. Have you realized the
importance of carrying a complete stock of these hag initials ? We supply you with
the most artistic letters of guaranteed COLGAN Quality. These letters are shipped
in gross assortments with a stock cabinet. We can offer special prices on all orders
for these letters received during July and August. We will mail our complete
Catalogue of monograms and initials upon
request. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. The J. W. COLGAN CO. SUDBURY BLDG'

BOSTON, MASS.

October, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

Paragraphs for Business Building

S UCCESS in retailing involves more
than can be set down in one short para-

graph, or even in a book, but one of its
factors, beyond all question, is keeping
eternally at it. That means taking advan-
tage of every opportunity for progress
which presents itself—beating the other fel-
low, not by cutting his prices, but by work-
ing harder than he does, attracting more
customers to your store, and then treating
them better after you get them there. There
is an inclination on the part of some dealers
to believe that a customer's first purchase
is not important, and consequently, only
people who are known in the store are well
treated. A vigorous application of com-
mon sense to that situation will indicate how
foolish it is. Don't you make a special
effort to make strangers feel at ease in your
own home ? You take it for granted with
your old friends. The same is, of course,
true of the store. Treat all who enter the
store as if you wished very hard that they
would come again, and perhaps they will.
If even a majority of them do you have
succeeded. * * * * *

RIGINALITY is a virtue in the retail
business—somewhat rare and very use-

ful. But, like most good things, there is
such a thing as carrying it too far and try-
ing to be too original. Knowing what other
dealers are doing is a big help in increasing
sales and profits. When a certain kind of
medicine has cured a certain case with
marked success, that is a pretty good thing
for every man who has the same trouble to
know something about. Watch the other
fellow—particularly the bigger man, who
can afford to spend more money on expert
help, etc., than you can. Do not do this
with the idea of copying others' methods
so much as of being sure that you are not
falling behind in the quality of the appeal
which you are making to your customers,
present and prospective. Proprietors of
large department stores find it profitable to
employ men and women to visit their corn-
petitors' establishments and thus to keep
tab on what they are doing.

* * * * *

BEING good-natured—always having a
ready smile—never hurt anybody's

reputation or progress, but there is a danger
here, too, of "slopping over." Be careful
that you are not considered "spineless" and
"easy" by those about you. The world's
biggest men have struck the happy medium
between being stern and being kind—with
a generous admixture of both. Any man,
with but few exceptions, can be stern, and
any man, also, can be kind, but it takes a
big man to mingle the two successfully. If
you want a good example of this kind of
"bigness," read any standard biography of
Abraham Lincoln. I can think of no better
example. * * * * *

T T would be a splendid thing for your
business if there were more loyalty

among the men and women who make up
your staff. There is one large concern that
insists on every new recruit committing to
memory this statement by Elbert Hubbard

on loyalty : "If you work for a man, in
Heaven's name, work for him. If he pays
you wages that supply your bread and
butter, work for him ; speak well of him,
stand by him and stand by the institution
he represents. If put to a pinch, an ounce
of loyalty is worth a pound of cleverness.
If you must vilify, condemn and eternally
disparage, why, resign your position, and
when you are on the outside, damn to your
heart's content. But as long as you are a
part of the institution, do not condemn it.
If you do, you are loosening the tendrils
that hold you in the institution, and the first
high wind that comes along you will be
uprooted and blown away, and probably you
will never know why."

* * * * *

IT must be a little confusing sometimesfor the dealer who reads his trade
journals carefully to keep up with the ad-
vice which is given to him regularly and in
large doses. Once he is told exactly how to
coin fame and fortune through window
dressing; again, how to get the most out of
his clerks ; still further, how to double his
business by advertising in newspapers and
many other things. All of these are good
—the more a man reads of this sort of thing,
the better merchant he will be—but it is well
to remember that it is in the uniform de-
velopment of all branches of the business
that success rests.—Geyer's Stationer.

Elbert Hubbard on Advertising

Elbert Hubbard, yclept "Fra" by his
disciples, well-known as the expounder of a
new-fashioned philosophy, of which money-
making is the vital principle, is generally
recognized as one of the most gifted adver-
tising men in the field of publicity. From
the current issue of Mr. Hubbard's little
organ, The Philistine, we take the following
interesting views on advertising as he
understands it:

I known of no recipe for success in
advertising. If I did I would keep it my-
self. There is no more a science of adver-
tising than there is a science of education.
Advertising is a description of a place, a
thing, an event. All life is advertising. I
do not differentiate between literature and
advertising. Herodotus and Plutarch, who
told us so much of what we know about
old Greece and Rome, were advertising
men.

There are other big advertising
achievements in history. The man who
put that defiant message in the mouth of
Paul Jones (something, by the way, he
never said) was a headliner. But "We
have n't begun to fight yet" stands as an
achievernent of real advertising.

Now I've written some advertisements
myself—for pleasure as well as for a con-
sideration. I have written one for the
Standard Oil Company and some for the
Equitable Life-Assurance Company. I do
not claim to be an expert advertising man.
But as I thought the matter over I decided
that forceful advertising was not essentially
different from other kinds of writing. Be-
fore beginning the advertisement I called to
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mind a habit of Lincoln's ; upon every con-
ceivable occasion he used to say, "That
reminds me," and then tell a story. I set
out to write a "that reminds me" advertise-
ment—to begin with a sentence with which
every reader would agree. You may re-
member how that advertisement began:
"The Standard Oil Company is an Ameri-
can institution." Nobody could deny the
statement ; indeed, many would be favorably
impressed, for they would call to mind other
great American institutions which excite
their pride.

Was I right, then, in presuming that
with this sentence I disarmed, in a degree,
hostility of sentiment? All great writers
are cumulative, and are masters of brief and
pithy expression. In building up this
Standard Oil advertisement, what better
models could I follow than the classics of
simple English writing? So the next sen-
tence went a step ahead ; I made another
statement which could not possibly be de-
nied. I said, "It deals in an American
product." Don't you see now the Stars and
Stripes waving? Does n't that evoke a bit
of patriotic feeling? If so, you are in a
favorable position to extend fair considera-
tion to the following arguments of the ad-
vertisement.

In writing advertisements, don't be
afraid to let yourself get into the copy.
Let a smile go into the ink-bottle, if it will.
In advertising, you are dealing with very
human men, and you cannot mistake by
letting your copy be human. In writing
advertisements, I first try to have an idea;
then I strive to put that idea into a form
that may be easily read. Cut out every
superfluous word. Make what you say in-
teresting. Literature, and that means good
advertising, need not be deadly dull.

In building an advertisement for the
Equitable, I tried to get a good headline—
a thought that could be expanded into a
telling argument. Between New York
and Rochester, on the train, I hit upon
twelve such headlines, 'each of which I be-
lieved could be enlarged into a good adver-
tisement. Then I eliminated and elim-
inated and reduced the twelve to the one
that impressed me as the best.

That one I submitted to Paul Morton
and he seemed to like it. The advertisement
stirred up interest, too. For instance, cer-
tain professional men wrote heatedly to Mr.
Morton, protesting against employing me to
write the advertising. One man especially
insisted upon an explanation. Mr. Morton
made use of the fifty-word telegraph rate,
and wired this gentleman as follows : "The
reason why we have Elbert Hubbard write
our advertising is that you will write and
ask why we have Elbert Hubbard do our
advertising. Our representative will call
upon you at ten to-morrow morning to ex-
plain in person." Could the man turn down
the representative ? Did not the company
have a man interested in the company's
policies in that man?

So I say, in all advertising be human.
Appeal to the great common instincts of
mortal men. Let your advertising speak out
of your own personality. And make that
personality of yours healthy, normal, sin-
cere and honest.
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Seals Are Popular This Year
In this advertisement we display a few of the many seals we produced last year

The illustrations are merely suggestions and detail can be arranged if desired

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS
,111 roll")

N. 1
$7.50 a D07.C11

No. 2
$10.50 a Dozen

No. 3
$12 00 a Dozen

No. 4 No. 5 No. 6
$13.50 a Dozen $13.50 a Dozen $15.00 a Dozen

The above cuts represent our 20 year guarantee Gold Shell Rings.
We have a large number of Jewelers on our books who carry a stock of
these rings and appear to be well pleased with them. If interested in
this line cf goods, we would like to submit samples of same.

We also make Stone rings, genuine Turquoise Matrix. Samples
on application.

RHODE ISLAND RING CO.
  Makers of RINGS 
PROVIDENCE - - RHODE ISLAND

Every jeweler ought to have our catalog.
We can help you to sell goods for we
submit special sketches which our spec-
ial designers are adept at getting up.
The prices of these pins depends largely
upon the amount of detail to be brought
out and the quantity of pins ordered.

Ordinary designs for centers,
such as monograms, dates or
letters, can be furnished, with
patent safety catches, in dozen
lots or more for $2.40 each in 10K
gold, or $2.75 each, in 14K gold.

Discount to Jewelers
Write for Catalog.

Bastian Bros. Co.  DEPT. 526  

ROCHESTER :: NEW YORK

WHITE •
METAL
GOODS

This line of popular priced sellers needs no further
introduction. They retail for a reasonable price,
and there is a large margin of profit for the dealer.
Brooches, Fobs and Stick Pins are moving fast
just now.

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, including
SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY PINS,
FOBS, NECK, BELT, HAT and DUTCH COLLAR PINS,
Etc., in Roman or Silver finish.

These goods are furnished plain or engraved as desired.
Write and ask us for illustrations, prices and free samples.

This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

Enterprise
Jewelry Co.

Box 653

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

October, 1910 T H

Hits and Misses

By JOHN TWEEZER

The recent accession of a new king to
the throne of England suggests mention of
some very curious possessions and privi-
leges of the English monarch.

He is the sole proprietor of the beds
of all British tidal rivers, such as the
Thames, the Mersey, and many others ; and
also of all that part of the seashore which
lies between the high-water and the low-
water mark.

If any of his subjects finds new lands
they belong to the king personally; thus, if
an island rose suddenly in the sea, and an
Englishman first saw it, it would become
the individual property of George V.

He has the sole right to print the Bible
in the kingdom, and if he chose he could
forbid the printing of the Bible in any part
of the British possessions.

He has the power to make war or con-
clude peace entirely on his own initiative.
He could declare war against the whole of
Europe to-morrow.

He is always "of age." If the ruler
were a babe of six months, the law insists
that he is twenty-one years old, however
much the imagination be strained to comply
with the legal dictum. Likewise, he can be
III two places at the same time. If he is
visiting the German emperor, a thousand
miles away, he is yet "present" at every
sitting of the law courts and meetings of
Parliament.

He may demand immediate return to
England of any of his subjects no matter
where they may be at the time and he may
require that any subject stay in England, no
matter how urgent his need elsewhere.

He cannot be arrested for any crime
whatever—it is actually and literally true
that "The King can do no wrong," in the
sight of the law. If he attacked and in-
jured a subject he would not be held per-
sonally responsible; the law would ascribe
such an attack to a mistake of the King's
advisers!

Yet—
He could be searched for in the inner-

most recesses of the royal palace if his dog
license remained unpaid!

Did it ever occur to you that there is
much less swearing, and less drunkenness,
tilan, say, thirty-five years ago ? If this does
ilot argue that the world is getting better,
It at least proclaims that it is growing more
refined.

It isn't fair to the ancients of our
outh to assert that they were really wick-
der than ourselves because they were "full

(4 great oaths." Swearing was the fashion,
in those days—a fashion that has now "gone
Out." You may go into a mixed crowd of
men nowadays and hear none of that ter-
Hfic blasphemy which once assailed the
(ars of the passer-by. But it isn't proof
that the spiritual level has been lifted ; rather,

think, that swearing is simply voted
(.)arse, and not in keeping with the advance
rom chromos to etchings.

In the decrease in public drunkenness
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is another evidence of the decay of small
vices. You do not see as many drunken
men as in grandfather's day. The reeling
drunkard rarely crosses one's path. There
was a time when it was no disgrace to be
seen drunk, and the "three-bottle man" was
actually a credit to his kin ; now be would
be scorned of his fellows, and be quite out-
side the tolerant consideration of Miss
Melinda. There is plenty of drinking—
altogether too much—to-day ; but it must
be done under cover ; which fact demon-
strates the vast progress in the general sense
of fitness and decency.

We may be no better than them, in a
spiritual sense, but we are more moral, cer-
tainly; more refined, assuredly.

I'll put the cart before the horse this
time, in telling the moral in advance of
the story : Treat the traveling salesman
decently.

One cold afternoon last winter a meek-
looking "drummer" with an unhealthy corn-
plexion stepped into a jewelry store in the
town of N , and asked permission to
show his goods. "My brother does the buy-
ing, and he isn't in at present !" growled the
surly partner. "Well, I'll wait here until his
return," said the visitor, "if you don't mind."
"Wait, if you like," returned the jeweler,
as be turned away with a grin.

An hour passed, and another ; and the
"drummer" saw the boss wink at a clerk
and laugh over some confidences whispered
to a crony who happened in. At the end
of the third hour the "drummer" ventured,
"Will your brother be back this afternoon?"
And the brute let the long-suppressed laugh
rip out, as he answered, "I think it isn't
likely—for he went to New York last night
to be gone a week!"

And then the drummer "got square"
by quietly replying, "Well, I'm much
obliged for your letting me sit here all this
time ; for the doctor told me to-day that I
showed symptoms of small-pox and he said
I should keep quiet and warm until the
symptoms developed enough to show what's
what. Guess I've got it, all right, for I'm
feeling worse every minute, and I'll hike
straight to the hospital. Thank you! Good
bye."

Tableau : A brute scared stiff.

Who said it first?
"He's a brick," dates from the fourth

century B. C., and originated with a King
of Sparta, Agesilaus. A visitor strolled into
the King's presence and expressed surprise
to find the city unprotected by the usual
brick walls of the time. The king answered,
"We do not need them. Sparta has fifty
thousand soldiers, and each soldier is a
brick."

"Deadhead," as describing a man who
has free entrance to a place of amusement,
conies from Pompeii, where the checks for
free admission were small ivory death's-
heads. I saw these ancient "deadhead"
tickets in the museum at Naples.

"A feather in his hat" is Hungarian.
At the time of their war with the Turks it
was decreed, "None shall wear a feather but
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he who has killed a Turk." The number of
feathers won by a soldier indicated the num-
ber of his Turkish victims.

When a guest had outstayed his wel-
come at the chateau d'Amboise, he was
given a cold shoulder of mutton at dinner
instead of a hot roast. He understood the
hint, and we now understand whence came
the phrase, "To give the cold shoulder."

A young man asked Shacabac, the
Wise, "How shall I get rich without too
much trouble ?"

"I will teach thee," said the Wise Man,
"in six easy lessons, at one sequin per
lesson."

The young man, joyfully complying,
paid the money and sat at the feet of the
sage. But when the course was finished
he complained, "Bismillah! Thou hast
taught me naught !"

"Nay," answered the sage, "I have
taught thee how to make six sequins. Go
to, ungrateful one

And the young man immediately pro-
ceeded to apply his newly-acquired knowl-
edge. He opened a Commercial College
where Every Branch of Business was
Taught You While You Wait.

A friend that isn't in need is a friend
indeed.

I knew a man to stop working on a job
because he hadn't enough tobacco to
finish it.

You need not fear being run over by
an automobile on "the straight and narrow
way."

A kitten may be said to "jump at con-
clusions" when it chases its own tail.

It is well to have respect for old age,
but one should qualify his reverence when
old age is shown in a bottle.

I have met some very tiresome men, but
none of them was as great a bore as a Jersey
mosquito.

Nobody on my street can talk as inter-
estingly as Jones, who is never hampered
by facts or information.

The offer of "A penny for your
thoughts" would sometimes be rank ex-
travagance.

No man ever gets old enough to know
better.

The silent man who looks very wise
may not know what he isn't talking about.

Office work is a nuisance in the base
ball season—it takes up so much of one's
time. J. T.
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Mesh-Purse Making in New Eng-
land

The mesh bag, or mesh purse, industry, which
is assuming large proportions, centers in and
around Providence, says the Providence (R. I.)
Bulletin. New York jewelry houses undoubtedly
wholesale a large proportion of the completed
purses, but the body of the bags, the linking to-
gether of the rings, is mainly done in Greater
Providence, and nearly all of this work is the
product of women and children at their homes.

Because of the magnitude of the industry, if
for no other reason, the linking of the purses is
done outside of the jewelry factories. The manu-
facturers who are engaged in this branch of the
jewelry industry have not room in their own
establishments to house the army of women who
make their purses, even if whole plants were de-
voted to that work.

This link work is something like the knitting
of "sale socks" before hosiery was made by ma-
chinery. The New England housewives used to
knit socks during their spare moments when not
engaged in household duties. This purse making
at the homes is largely done by housewives when
they have time to spare between meals and be-
tween supper and bedtime.

It is estimated that there are
Thousands of over 5000 persons in and
Workers around Providence engaged in

making these purses at their
homes, and it is believed that as much as half a
million dollars was paid out for this work in the
year woo in Greater Providence. Several manu-
facturers in Providence and the Attleboros let
out the work to contractors here. These con-
tractors, who are nearly all women, either deal
directly with the linkers or with sub-contractors.
Several local contractors are turning out purses
for New York and Newark manufacturers, as
well as for Providence and Attleboro establish-
ments.

No machinery is required in the manufacture
of these mesh bags. It is an easy matter to learn
to put the links together, and anyone can set up
in business who has 50 cents in cash with which
to buy a pair of small pliers and a little wooden
block or post with a hook nail. Some women
even dispense with the post and use a clothespin.

Nor do the contractors need much money.
The mesh rings or links, which arc nearly all
made of German silver or brass, are furnished by
the manufacturers, they holding the contractors
responsible for their return in the form of purses.
Five per cent. is sometimes allowed in settlement
for waste, but not in all cases. The contractor,
on her part, weighs and measures out the links
to the sub-contractors or linkers, and she knows
how many purses should be made from the
amount given out.

When the women bring in the bags the con-
tractors examine the work, pay for it and give
out more links. They themselves figure to make
five or ten cents on each bag and in some cases
more.

There are probably a dozen
Some Big regular contractors in this city
Contractors and perhaps fifty sub-contract-

ors. Their linkers vary from
about a dozen in number to three or four hun-
dred. The special agent who collected jewelry
statistics for the United States census this year
in Providence found one woman who claimed to
have sub-contracting agents in all the New Eng-
land States except Vermont, and to have paid
at times more than $4000 a week for bags
brought or sent to her.

The contractors and sub-contractors adver-
tise liberally in the "Want" columns for purse
makers. The Evening Bulletin frequently con-
tains more than a dozen of such advertisements
and the competition between the advertisers ap-
pears to be very keen.

The purses, of course, are of various sizes
and patterns and some of those engaged in purse
making also devote a portion of their time to the
production of new patterns, for which they are
liberally paid by the manufacturers.

The linked purses, after being delivered to
manufacturers, receive the finishing touches, in

the way of chains, clasps, etc., and are given to
the electroplaters, who transform a brass or Ger-
man- silver purse—in appearance—into a bright
silver or gold one.

While the bulk of the purses are made of
the cheap metals, many are made of sterling
silver and some even of gold, set with precious
stones.

Amber
Although amber has been found in different

places, its only important center is the coast of
the Baltic. According to Pliny, the elder, the
"sap" was produced in the islands of the "north-
ern sea," and worked there by the natives in the
early days.

When Nero sent Julianus, the man who
managed his gladiatorial matches, to procure the
precious product, the horseman detailed by
Julianus for the hard part of the commission
came back with amber in quantities so lavish that
even the netting used as protection against wild
beasts was fastened with amber buttons.

Germany first conceded the right to mine and
to use the amber on the shores of the Baltic Sea
in return for 40,000 kilograms of crude amber
to be delivered annually. But as the profits of
the concessionists were great, the German gov-
ernment increased the consideration of the con-
cession to 87,5oo kilos crude amber per annum.
Since 1866 that amount has been increased and
the companies working the concession have made
an annual delivery of 200,000 kilos per anuum
in payment for their privilege.

Amber is the result of a disease. The first
forest that exuded gum was a sick forest; a
pathological case produced amber, as another
pathological case produces pearls.

At least four species of pine trees grew in
the sick forest. Two of these are still in exist-
ence in Japan. Most of the trees had been
wounded, from one cause or another, and from
their wounds ran resin. Drawn by the odor of
the resin, insects swarmed into the trees, to be
caught in the warm gum, to stick fast and to die,
embedded as we see them now in specimens.
These conditions continued through uncounted
years. Then new, strange forces came, the ground
fell in, the seas rose and the sick forest was en-
gulfed. From the beds formed in those ages
men draw the amber remaining in the sand.

At first amber was picked up on the shore
like sea-shells. As the glassy gum grew scarce
the hunters dug for it in the ground and finding
that it ran downward and lay deep they mined
it and dragged the sea for it with nets.

The amber taken from the sea is called see-
stein (sea-stone). Legend attributes to amber
"the power to warn its masters, the favored of
the witches, of their danger, and when handled
by its master to turn pale, to gleam with rippling
light, and to emit a perfume."

In the time of the elder Pliny amber was
colored with dragon's blood, and attempts are
still made to give it the purplish glow of the
fabled stain. The ancients cured "cloudy" amber
by cooking it in oil. During the process the oil
penetrated the crust, filled the air bubbles and
cleared the mass.

America's Timekeeper
There is no clock in the world that keeps

perfect time. In a dark vault underground in
Washington, in a glass case where no changes
in temperature can reach it and where it is wound
every half minute by electricity, is the clock near-
est to perfection in this country. Scientific
officers of the government, regularly detailed for
the work, watch over it day and night, constantly
correcting it by observations made from the sun
and stars.

Thus this clock in its great glass case, though
of itself it does not keep time with the sun and
stars and the earth, is made so accurate that even
scientists call its time correct. Strictly speaking,
the only thing that does keep time is the earth
changelessly rotating through space. But the
most expert mathematicians and astronomers con-
cede that the time of the big clock inside the
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glass comes "near enough." That means within
some thousandths of a second.

It is this "almost perfect" clock that makes
America's time. The enclosure in which it stands
is in the Naval Observatory at Washington, sur-
rounded by three walls with spaces between them
It rests on massive stone pillars that reach far
down into the ground. The temperature is main-
tained so carefully that if a human being should
step into the room for a single instant the in-
crease in heat would be registered on a thermo-
stat of almost incredible delicacy.

The corrections continually being made in
this clock's time by reason of the astronomical
observations are seldom more than ten one-hun-
dredths of a second. They are frequently less
than five one-hundredths.

From the "almost perfect" clock, which is in
duplicate, wires pass to two time-sending clocks
in another room of this naval observatory. It is
through these latter two that time passes out to
the country. Only one of these latter is needed
at any one time, but there must be two for the
same reason of a possible accident. If science
cannot quite succeed in getting any clock to keep
absolutely accurate time it can, nevertheless, get
one clock to run precisely the same as another,
to the veriest dot. So, with his hand on a tele-
graph switch, a man waits alongside of the two
other clocks a few moments before noon each
day. Five minutes before twelve he gives the
first signal. Five minutes later all the tele-
graph trunk lines of the country having halted
and clearing away all other business meantime,
time is officially announced.

Brass Plating Automobile Parts
The use of the automobile has created a

large demand for brass plating, says The Bross
World. While the majority of the parts, or
automobile hardware, as they are called, are
made of solid brass, there are others that must
be made of steel or iron in order to obtain
strength, and as such portions must match the
solid brass parts, brass plating is brought into
play. In the manufacture of cheap automobiles,
too, many of the parts usually made of brass
on an expensive car are made of malleable or
gray iron and these also are brass-plated.

The demand in the automobile trade is for a
heavy brass deposit. One that will stand wear,
or as one automobile manufacturer recently said
to us : "A brass deposit that will stand scouring
as well as solid yellow brass." Let it be under-
stood that such a deposit cannot be produced,
and the only approach to it is by means of close-
plating, which consists in soldering a sheet of
brass on the article. Close-plating, however, is
quite costly and in many cases is more expensive
than solid brass, so that for cheap work, particu-
larly, it is out of the question.

As far as a heavy electrodeposit of yellow
brass is concerned, we can safely say that it is a
very difficult matter. Brass is not deposited
rapidly from a brass solution and when the de-
posit is forced by the use of a strong solutiol
and heavy -current it is not only hard and brittle,
but blistered. The best method, and practically
the only one that can be employed, is to deposit
the brass in the regular manner and from the
regular brass solution so that the desired color
and softness are obtained, and then, after a time,
take the article out of the solution and scratch-
brush the deposit. Then return and allow the
deposition to continue. The scratch-brushing
may be continued as desired until a good thick-
ness is obt2ined. If attempts are made to force
the deposit it will be so hard when it becomes
fairly thick that it is apt to flake off.

The formation of a fairly heavy brass de-
posit takes from four to five hours with scratch-
brushing at frequent intervals. If less time is
taken the deposit is not very heavy and a longer
time, of course, will give a thicker coating. Even
the thickest brass deposit that can be obtained
by electrodeposition will not stand much scour-
ing and it should be borne in mind that at its
best it is only a mere film and must be so con-
sidered. To obtain a heavy brass deposit like
that which can be obtained in copper from an
acid copper solution is an impossibility.
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This Introduces

OUR NEW DISPLAY EASEL

Furnished Free with an Order for Three or More of These Watches
Suitable for Counter or Window Display

NEW
NCirLAN

22
GOLDFILLED
$422 $522

GUARANTEED
S. JEWELED
EVERMOVEMENTS

Red, Green and White are most artistically blended in the decoration
OUR FIXED SELLING PRICE PLAINLY SHOWN UNDER EACH WATCH

'Twill pay you to order

One Dozen Nickel "Hales" and "Putnams" (assorted) Of $32.40
Single 4 4 

(Each) $2.80
" 5 yr. Gold Filled " 6 4 4 4 5.00
" 10 " " .. 6 4 6.00

Dealers' Prices subject to Keystone Key

THEY'RE GENUINE WATCHES IN ESPECIALLY THIN AND GRACEFUL CASES
Bright Polished, Engine-Turned or Engraved. Jeweled
Movements. Guaranteed. Porcelain or Metal Dials" ALDEN " 16 SIZESeries Y

Series B. B.
Double Roller Lever Movement

7 Jewels
Absolutely High Grade

Plain, Engine-Turned or Engraved Cases

DEALERS' PRICES
20 yr. Gold Filled (B. B.), $11.50 and 515.50
10 yr. " " ((Y),), $9.00
5 yr. " " (Y), 8.00
Gun metal (Y), 7.00

y

Nickel 5.50
Subject to Keystone Key and 6, Cash Discount

Your Orders Will be Filled Promptly
by

The New England Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

LADIES' WATCHES

Dainty, Graceful Models
for

Belt or Chatelaine Wear
Especially Artistic Case Designs

All Standard Case Metals

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS
Pacific Ci,ast Agents, B. W. FREER CO., San Francis,,

DEALERS' PRICES
$6.40 to $34.00

Subject to Keystone Key and 6 , Cash Discount

. . , . ,,,,, ,, . ,,,,,,,,,,, , ,,,,, ,,,,,,, , ,,,,, •
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Mesh-Purse Making in New Eng-
land

The mesh bag, or mesh purse, industry, which
is assuming large proportions, centers in and
around Providence, says the Providence (R. I.)
Bulletin. New York jewelry houses undoubtedly
wholesale a large proportion of the completed
purses, but the body of the bags, the linking to-
gether of the rings, is mainly done in Greater
Providence, and nearly all of this work is the
product of women and children at their homes.

Because of the magnitude of the industry, if
for no other reason, the linking of the purses is
done outside of the jewelry factories. The manu-
facturers who are engaged in this branch of the
jewelry industry have not room in their own
establishments to house the army of women who
make their purses, even if whole plants were de-
voted to that work.

This link work is something like the knitting
of "sale socks" before hosiery was made by ma-
chinery. The New England housewives used to
knit socks during their spare moments when not
engaged in household duties. This purse making
at the homes is largely done by housewives when
they have time to spare between meals and be-
tween supper and bedtime.

It is estimated that there are
Thousands of over 5000 persons in and
Workers around Providence engaged in

making these purses at their
homes, and it is believed that as much as half a
million dollars was paid out for this work in the
year 1909 in Greater Providence. Several manu-
facturers in Providence and the Attleboros let
out the work to contractors here. These con-
tractors, who are nearly all women, either deal
directly with the linkers or with sub-contractors.
Several local contractors are turning out purses
for New York and Newark manufacturers, as
well as for Providence and Attleboro establish-
ments.

No machinery is required in the manufacture
of these mesh bags. It is an easy matter to learn
to put the links together, and anyone can set up
in business who has 50 cents in cash with which
to buy a pair of small pliers and a little wooden
block or post with a hook nail. Some women
even dispense with the post and use a clothespin.

Nor do the contractors need much money.
The mesh rings or links, which are nearly all
made of German silver or brass, are furnished by
the manufacturers, they holding the contractors
responsible for their return in the form of purses.
Five per cent. is sometimes allowed in settlement
for waste, but not in all cases. The contractor,
on her part, weighs and measures out the links
to the sub-contractors or linkers, and she knows
how many purses should be made from the
amount given out.

When the women bring in the bags the con-
tractors examine the work, pay for it and give
out more links. They themselves figure to make
five or ten cents on each bag and in some cases
more.

There are probably a dozen
Some Big regular contractors in this city
Contractors and perhaps fifty sub-contract-

ors. Their linkers vary from
about a dozen in number to three or four hun-
dred. The special agent who collected jewelry
statistics for the United States census this year
in Providence found one woman who claimed to
have sub-contracting agents in all the New Eng-
land States except Vermont, and to have paid
at times more than $4000 a week for bags
brought or sent to her.

The contractors and sub-contractors adver-
tise liberally in the "Want" columns for purse
makers. The Evening Bulletin frequently con-
tains more than a dozen of such advertisements
and the competition between the advertisers ap-
pears to be very keen.

The purses, of course, are of various sizes
and patterns and some of those engaged in purse
making also devote a portion of their time to the
production of new patterns, for which they are
liberally paid by the manufacturers.

The linked purses, after being delivered to
manufacturers, receive the finishing touches, in

the way of chains, clasps, etc., and are given to
the electroplaters, who transform a brass or Ger-
man silver purse—in appearance—into a bright
silver or gold one.

While the bulk of the purses are made of
the cheap metals, many are made of sterling
silver and some even of gold, set with precious
stones.

Amber
Although amber has been found in different

places, its only important center is the coast of
the Baltic. According to Pliny, the elder, the
"sap" was produced in the islands of the "north-
ern sea," and worked there by the natives in the
early days.

When Nero sent Julianus, the man who
managed his gladiatorial matches, to procure the
precious product, the horseman detailed by
Julianus for the hard part of the commission
came back with amber in quantities so lavish that
even the netting used as protection against wild
beasts was fastened with amber buttons.

Germany first conceded the right to mine and
to use the amber on the shores of the Baltic Sea
in return for 40,000 kilograms of crude amber
to be delivered annually. But as the profits of
the concessionisti were great, the German gov-
ernment increased the consideration of the con-
cession to 87,5oo kilos crude amber per annum.
Since 1866 that amount has been increased and
the companies working the concession have made
an annual delivery of 200,000 kilos per anuum
in payment for their privilege.

Amber is the result of a disease. The first
forest that exuded gum was a sick forest; a
pathological case produced amber, as another
pathological case produces pearls.

At least four species of pine trees grew in
the sick forest. Two of these are still in exist-.
ence in Japan. Most of the trees had been
wounded, from one cause or another, and from
their wounds ran resin. Drawn by the odor of
the resin, insects swarmed into the trees, to be
caught in the warm gum, to stick fast and to die,
embedded as we see them now in specimens.
These conditions continued through uncounted
years. Then new, strange forces came, the ground
fell in, the seas rose and the sick forest was en-
gulfed. From the beds formed in those ages
men draw the amber remaining in the sand.

At first amber was picked up on the shore
like sea-shells. As the glassy gum grew scarce
the hunters dug for it in the ground and finding
that it ran downward and lay deep they mined
it and dragged the sea for it with nets.

The amber taken from the sea is called see-
stein (sea-stone). Legend attributes to amber
"the power to warn its masters, the favored of
the witches, of their danger, and when handled
by its master to turn pale, to gleam with rippling
light, and to emit a perfume."

In the time of the elder Pliny amber was
colored with dragon's blood, and attempts are
still made to give it the purplish glow of the
fabled stain. The ancients cured "cloudy" amber
by cooking it in oil. During the process the oil
penetrated the crust, filled the air bubbles and
cleared the mass.

America's Timekeeper
There is no clock in the world that keeps

perfect time. In a dark vault underground in
Washington, in a glass case where no changes
in temperature can reach it and where it is wound
every half minute by electricity, is the clock near-
est to perfection in this country. Scientific
officers of the government, regularly detailed for
the work, watch over it day and night, constantly
correcting it by observations made from the sun
and stars.

Thus this clock in its great glass case, though
of itself it does not keep time with the sun and
stars and the earth, is made so accurate that even
scientists call its time correct. Strictly speaking,
the only thing that does keep time is the earth
changelessly rotating through space. But the
most expert mathematicians and astronomers con-
cede that the time of the big clock inside the
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glass comes "near enough." That means within
some thousandths of a second.

It is this "almost perfect" clock that makes
America's time. The enclosure in which it stands
is in the Naval Observatory at Washington, sun.
rounded by three walls with spaces between them
It rests on massive stone pillars that reach far
down into the ground. The temperature is main-
tained so carefully that if a human being should
step into the room for a single instant the in-
crease in heat would be registered on a thermo-
stat of almost incredible delicacy.

The corrections continually being made in
this clock's time by reason of the astronomical
observations are seldom more than ten one-hun-
dredths of a second. They are frequently less
than five one-hundredths.

From the "almost perfect" clock, which is in
duplicate, wires pass to two time-sending clocks
in another room of this naval observatory. It is
through these latter two that time passes out to
the country. Only one of these latter is needed
at any one time, but there must be two for the
same reason of a possible accident. If science
cannot quite succeed in getting any clock to keep
absolutely accurate time it can, nevertheless, get
one clock to run precisely the same as another,
to the veriest dot. So, with his hand on a tele-
graph switch, a man waits alongside of the two
other clocks a few moments before noon each
day. Five minutes before twelve he gives the
first signal. Five minutes later all the tele-
graph trunk lines of the country having halted
and clearing away all other business meantime,
time is officially announced.

Brass Plating Automobile Parts
The use of the automobile has created a

large demand for brass plating, says The Bross
World. While the majority of the parts, or
automobile hardware, as they are called, are
made of solid brass, there are others that must
be made of steel or iron in order to obtain
strength, and as such portions must match the
solid brass parts, brass plating is brought into
play. In the manufacture of cheap automobiles,
too, many of the parts usually made of brass
on an expensive car are made of malleable or
gray iron and these also are brass-plated.

The demand in the automobile trade is for a
heavy brass deposit. One that will stand wear,
or as one automobile manufacturer recently said
to us : "A brass deposit that will stand scouring
as well as solid yellow brass." Let it be under-
stood that such a deposit cannot be produced,
and the only approach to it is by means of close-
plating, which consists in soldering a sheet of
brass on the article. Close-plating, however, is
quite costly and in many cases is more expensive
than solid brass, so that for cheap work, particu-
larly, it is out of the question.

As far as a heavy electrodeposit of yellow
brass is concerned, we can safely say that it is a
very difficult matter. Brass is not deposited
rapidly from a brass solution and when the de-
posit is forced by the use of a strong solution
and heavy 'current it is not only hard and brittle,
but blistered. The best method, and practically
the only one that can be employed, is to deposit
the brass in the regular manner and from the
regular brass solution so that the desired color
and softness are obtained, and then, after a time,
take the article out of the solution and scratch-
brush the deposit. Then return and allow the
deposition to continue. The scratch-brushing
may be continued as desired until a good thick-
ness is obtz ined. If attempts are made to force
the deposit it will be so hard when it becomes
fairly thick :-hat it is apt to flake off.

The formation of a fairly heavy brass de-
posit takes from four to five hours with scratch-
brushing at frequent intervals. If less time is
taken the deposit is not very heavy and a longer
time, of course, will give a thicker coating. Even
the thickest brass deposit that can be obtained
by electrodeposition will not stand much scour-
ing and it should be borne in mind that at its
best it is only a mere film and must be so con-
sidered. To obtain a heavy brass deposit like
that which can be obtained in copper from an
acid copper solution is an impossibility.

This Introduces
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OUR NEW DISPLAY EASEL

"HALES
Furnished Free with an Order for Three or More of These Watches

Suitable for Counter or Window Display

NEW
NGLAN

22.
GOLD Fl LLED
$422 $5.112

GUARANTEED
JEWELED

EVERMOVEMENTS

Red, Green and White are most artistically blended in the decoration
OUR FIXED SELLING PRICE PLAINLY SHOWN UNDER EACH WATCH

'Twill pay you to order

One Dozen Nickel " Hales " and " Putnams " (assorted 1 ((t $32.40
Single 46 66 66 64 

(Each) $2.80
" 5 yr. Gold Filled 66 66 46 

SAO

" 10 " " 6.00
Dealers Prices subject to Keystone Key

THEY'RE GENUINE WATCHES IN ESPECIALLY THIN AND GRACEFUL CASES
  Bright Polished, Engine-Turned or Engraved. Jeweled

Movements. Guaranteed. Porcelain or Metal Dials

Series B. B.
Double Roller Lever Movement

7 Jewels
Absolutely High Grade

Plain, Engine-Turned or Engraved Cases

DEALERS' PRICES
20 yr. Gold Filled (B. B.), $11.50 and $15.50

150 yy rr " " (i( YYY ))) 8.00
Gun Metal (Y),
Nickel 5.50

Subject to Keystone Key and 11;; Ca s h$D79irs10:00ou n t

Your Orders Will be Filled Promptly
by

The New England Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

LADIES' WATCHES

Dainty, Graceful Models
for

Belt or Chatelaine Wear
Especially Artistic Case Designs

All Standard Case Metals

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS
Pacific Coast Agents, B. W. FREER CO., San Francisco

DEALERS' PRICES
$6.40 to $34.00

Subject to Keystone Key and 6 Cash Discount
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THE HOWARD WATCH

ON the opposite page is
reproduced the HOWARD

Announcement that appears in
the October magazines.

This announcement means exactly what it says:
There will never be another HOWARD Watch
made in the single roller hunting case grade.

We have allotted the last of these S37.5o
HOWARDS to the various HOWARD jobbers, and
they are now out of our hands.

How many of these watches are still available
in your jobbers' stocks we cannot say. All reports
indicate that HOWARD dealers everywhere are
absorbing them even more rapidly than they did
the $35.00 open face HOWARDS last Spring.

We suggest that you order at once as many
of these $37.50 HOWARD Watches as you need to
take care of your requirements.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

THE HOWARD WATCH
HERE will be no more Howards as
low as $37.50, except the limited
number now in the dealers' hands.
The increasing demand for our better
watches compels us to stop making

this grade and concentrate on the finer
movements.

On February 1st, of this year, we had to discontinue the $35.00 Howard
as we announced at that time, and on June 15th we made the last of the
$37.50 quality. These are both excellent watches.

The $35.00 watch sold out so fast that many people were dis-
appointed. They didn't see the jeweler soon enough. It will be the same
with the $37.50 if those who desire them do not act quickly.

See your jeweler at once, there will never
be another Howard made at $37.50

This watch is 17-jewel single roller escapement, tested in its case
at the factory—adjusted to three positions, temperature and isochronism —
in hunting case only.

We wish it clearly understood that this is not a raise in price of
Howard watches. It means that we have to increase our production of the
finer watches and we can't do that by hurrying the work. In 65 years of
watch making history a Howard has never been slighted.

Every year there are more men who want to own a Howard—never
quite enough to go around.

The price of each watch is fixed at the factory and a printed ticket
attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a Howard watch. No jeweler can
charge you more than the printed ticket calls for and the Howard is always
worth that price.

Talk to the Howard jeweler in your town—he is a good man to know.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for October. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000
readers). It will be seen by every rnan in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer 1' Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store



EXCELSIOR WATCH

FROM the standpoint of the repre-
sentative jeweler the big fact about

the Excelsior is that it braces up the
one weak point in his watch stock

It gives him a dependable watch that he can sell
at a /ow price with all confidence that it will give
satisfaction to his customer.

The Excelsior is a real watch as reliable and
sightly as most watches that sell for a good deal
more money.

The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels, quick train
and cut expansion balance with Breguet hairspring.
Stern-wind and pendant-set (except 18-size hunting, lever-set).

Made in o, 6, 1 2 , 16 and 18 sizes
—open face and hunting. Plain
polished, engine-turned and fancy en-
graved cases of ihree grades—Gold-
filled, 20 year ; Gold-filled, io year ;
and Silverode. Retail prices, $4.50
to 1 Loo.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at
the factory, adjusted in its own case
and sold complete—with a printed
price ticket attached that makes the
price uniform everywhere and insures
your rightful profit on every sale.

Stock a representative line of Excelsiors. Display them. Tell your townsmen
about their accuracy and reliability—their finish—their neatness.

Inquire of your jobbers and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J.

•

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,
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HOLIDAY
Watch Stock

GOLD MEDALS
CHICAGO
OMAHA
PARIS
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE

KUEHL
CLOCK COMPANY

SUCCESSORS TO

GEO. KUEHL & COMPANY
Every symptom
now points to a
lively demand
for watches as a
feature of the
holiday season.

LIVE to the interests of our patrons Ave have made such
elaborate preparations as will enable them to benefit to the
full by the opportunity.

Our watch stock is a marvel in its magnitude and completeness
comprising vast supplies in all grades of Elgin and Waltham move-
ments and all the standard makes of gold and gold-filled cases.

The possibility of the usual scarcity of stock later in the season
makes early buying advisable.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

BLACK FOREST CLOCKS
WORKS AT

Schonach and Hornberg, Bad-Schwarzwald, Germany

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE

80-82 WABASH AVENUE

No. 6548
ELEGANT SWINGING CLOCK

(Junghans)
Height, 14 inches. Eight-day time. Bronze

figure. Pendulum swings in two jewels.
Clock will run in any position

CHICAGO

Our NEW CATALOGUE
No. 20

for 1911 is ready. The most complete
book showing Foreign Clocks

Automatic Eyeglass
and Pencil Holder
We have advertised our Automatic
HolL:er very extensively in the large
Magazines of general circulation and
they have become so well-known to
the general public that they are
staple goods.

We Furnish Gratis Attractive
Newspaper Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Use in Your Local Papers.
Send for Them.

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

If you appreciate the commercial
value and reliability resulting from

78 Years' Experience

which goes into every Thimble
which we make, you will see to it
that your stock of goods of our
manufacture is complete and well
displayed.

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is

yours for the asking

CS781111.1611213 1832
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If you are looking for a
style of clock you can-
not find elsewhere, look
in our Catalogue and
you will find it.

A Catalogue will be
sent on application to
any legitimate jeweler
and goods can be
ordered through your
jobber.

No. 6518
400-DAY CLOCK

(Junghans)
Height, 12 inches. Silver dial 4 inches.

Brass base. New compensating
pendulum.
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KETCHAM &McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

No. 148 (Taft)
WESTMINSTER CHIME CLOCK

(Junghans)
Mahogany finished highly polished case. Inlaid with Mar-
queterie. Height, 17';4,', inches ; width, 11!:, inches. Rich gold
engraved dial, 10 x 6 inches, with arabic figures and new shut-off
for silent and chime ; beveled glass. Eight-day movement, strik-
ing full Westminster Chime on the quarter hour and hour on
five tube-staffs. The richness of tone is unsurpassed.

CUCKOO CLOCKS

QUAIL AND CUCKOO CLOCKS

WESTMINSTER MANTEL
CHIME CLOCKS

QUARTER HOUR STRIKE
CLOCKS

NOVELTY CLOCKS

FOUR HUNDRED DAY CLOCKS

TRAVELING CLOCKS

ALARM CLOCKS

MUSIC BOXES

BAROMETERS

CHRONOSCOPES

ENGLISH CABINET CLOCKS

FRENCH CLOCKS

TAMBOUR CLOCKS

DINING-ROOM CLOCKS

REGULATORS

NURSERY CLOCKS

MARINE CLOCKS

AUTOMOBILE CLOCKS

DESK CLOCKS

PORCELAIN SETS

HYGROMETERS

ALARM WATCHES

WINDOW ATTRACTIONS

.quinaggipse

No. 149 (Florida)
WESTMINSTER CHIME CLOCK

(2unglians)
Mahogany finished highly polished case. Plain. Height, 173.
inches ; width, 11% inches. Rich gold engraved dial, 10 x 6
inches, with arabic figures and new shut-off for silent and chime;
beveled glass. Eight-day movement, striking full Westminster
Chime on the quarter hour and hour on five tube-staffs. The
richness of tone is unsurpassed.
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Big B e n

The Jewelers' Alarm.

BIG BEN is the first and only alarm
sold exclusively to jewelers. He

is without exception the finest sleep-
meter made—the best looking, the
best built, the best running.

Big Ben is a beautiful, thin model
alarm clock, standing 7 inches tall and
mounted in a reinforced triple plated
case. He is fitted with big strong easy
winding keys, clean cut heavy hands
and a large open winsome dial, dis-
tinctly visible across the largest room.

Big Ben rings just when you want

and either way you want, intermit-
tently for fifteen minutes, continuously
for eight, and he rings with a jolly
full-tone ring that will arouse the drow-
siest sleeper.

Big Ben is rigidly inspected, six
days factory timed and tested. He
works only for jewelers and then only
for certain jewelers—those that agree
to sell him for at least $2.50.

We pay his railroad fare on all
orders for a dozen or more, we brand
him with your name in lots of 24.

Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4Y2 inches. Intermittent or Long Alarm.
Dealers' names printed free on dials in lots of 24. Freight allowed on orders for one dozen or more.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

\
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Lessons in Horology

IV JULES GROSSMANN,.. Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and
HERMANN 6ROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-

Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
.1uthorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the

Lode Horological School.

[Continued from the September Keystone]

TRANSMISSION OF THE FORCE FROM THE FORK TO
THE ROLLER PIN

460. It is easy to prove that the system of the fork and the
roller pin, can be compared to that of a gearing, and an analogous
theory to that which we have explained, permits the determina-
tion of the forms of contact of the two mobiles.

The primitive circumferences are calculated by means of the
formulas (193) :

a.
r = D  and e =  

a. + Da-1-a'

in which D represents the distance of the centers, a the angle of
lift traversed by the
balance during the
pediods of unlocking
and of impulse, and
the angle of lift of the
anchor.

In using the method
of envelopes (211) for
this construction, we
can choose any form of
the pin which may be
suitable, and determine
the form of the notch
ill the fork by rolling
the circumference of
the roller around that
of the fork.

Plate XIII shows
such a system, the rol-
ler pin being formed
of two small pins. In
this construction, the
transmission of the
force is uniform, and
the drawing is that of
a lantern gearing
(212).

461. The value of
the moment of the
force transmitted, with
relation to the axis of
the balance, will, conse-
quently, be as follows,
leaving out the fric-
tions (201) :

= F .
a/

462. We call attention in this construction to the size of the
notch in the fork. The double pin escapement generally gives
excellent results. By this arrangement the unlocking is effected
very near the line of centers, and the fact that the impulse is
given by means of a small pin, is also desirable, from the
mechanical point of view. Let us further add that a tempered
steel fork acting on two brass pins or pins of gold alloy, does not

require any oil at the points of contact, and the wear of the fric-
tioning parts is insignificant, even after running several years.
This advantage is appreciable and the application of this system
could be more extended. If, moreover, any wear whatever is
noticed on the pins, it is easy for any repairer to replace them.

CALCULATION OF THE FRICTIONS OF THE LEVER
ESCAPEMENT

463. Loss of force due to the friction of the tooth against
the pallets of the anchor. If, in the study of the transmission of
the force from one wheel to the other, from the wheel to the
anchor, and from the fork to the balance, one subtracted the
friction, one would arrive at a result totally different from the
results obtained in practice. We have given the physical laws of
friction (332)and will here make the direct application of them.

464. We admit the value of the coefficient of friction of the
bodies used in horology, such as brass, fine steel, and precious
stones, from 0.12 to 0.15.

• —.
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H. Grossmann.
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PLATE XIII

Let us first consider the contact of the tooth and the exit
pallet.

465. Moment of the force with relation to the axis of the
anchor taking the friction into account.

First. Exit pallet. The moments of forces in action on
the wheel, are first P and — N. 0 b (448). Let us also add the
moment of the force of friction, — f N. 0 d. This moment is

(Continued on page 1707)
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B Ben
By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-
Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

.1uthorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

The Jewelers' Alarm.

BIG BEN is the first and only alarm
sold exclusively to jewelers. He

is without exception the finest sleep-
meter made—the best looking, the
best built, the best running.

Big Ben is a beautiful, thin model
alarm clock, standing 7 inches tall and
mounted in a reinforced triple plated
case. He is fitted with big strong easy
winding keys, clean cut heavy hands
and a large open winsome dial, dis-
tinctly visible across the largest room.

Big Ben rings just when you want

and either way you want, intermit-
tently for fifteen minutes, continuously
for eight, and he rings with a jolly
full-tone ring that will arouse the drow-
siest sleeper.

Big Ben is rigidly inspected, six
days factory timed and tested. He
works only for jewelers and then only
for certain jewelers—those that agree
to sell him for at least $2.50.

We pay his railroad fare on all
orders for a dozen or more, we brand
him with your name in lots of 24.

Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4Y2 inches. Intermittent or Long Alarm.
Dealers' 1111111CS minted free on dials in lots of 24. Freight allowed on orders for one dozen or more.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

[Continued from the September Eeystone]

TRANSMISSION OF THE FORCE FROM THE FORK TO
THE ROLLER PIN

460. It is easy to prove that the system of the fork and the
roller pin, can be compared to that of a gearing, and an analogous
theory to that which we have explained, permits the determina-
tion of the forms of contact of the two mobiles.

The primitive circumferences are calculated by means of the
formulas (193) :

V = D — — and e  + a'
in which D represents the distance of the centers, 0. the angle
lift traversed by the
balance du ring the
pediods of unlocking
and of impulse, and a
the angle of lift of the
anchor.

In using the method
of envelopes (211) for
this construction, we
can choose any form of
the pin which may be
suitable, and determine
the form of the notch
in the fork, by rolling
the circumference of
the roller around that
of the fork.

Plate XIII shows
such a system, the rol-
ler pin being formed
of two small pins. In
this construction, the
transmission of the
force is uniform, and
the drawing is that of
a lantern gearing
(212).

461. The value of
the moment of the
force transmitted, with
relation to the axis of
the balance, will, conse-
quently, be as follows,
leaving out the fric-
tions (201) :

F/ — F

462. We call attention in this construction to the size of the
notch in the fork. The double pin escapement generally gives
excellent results. By this arrangement the unlocking is effected
very near the line of • centers, and the fact that the impulse is
given by means of a small pin, is also desirable, from the
mechanical point of view. Let us further add that a tempered
steel fork acting on two brass pins or pins of gold alloy, does not

require any oil at the points of contact, and the wear of the fric-
tioning parts is insignificant, even after running several years.
This advantage is appreciable and the application of this system
could be more extended. If, moreover, any wear whatever is
noticed on the pins, it is easy for any repairer to replace them.

CALCULATION OF THE FRICTIONS OF THE LEVER
ESCAPEMENT

463. Loss of force due to the friction of the tooth against
the pallets of the anchor. If, in the study of the transmission of
the force from one wheel to the other, from the wheel to the
anchor, and from the fork to the balance, one subtracted the
friction, one would arrive at a result totally different from the
results obtained in practice. We have given the physical laws of
friction (332)and will here make the direct application of them.

464. We admit the value of the coefficient of friction of the
bodies used in horology, such as brass, fine steel, and precious

of stones, from 0.12 to 0.15.
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H. Grossmann.

PLATE XIII

Let us first consider the contact of the tooth and the exit
pallet.

465. Moment of the force zuith relation to the axis of the
anchor taking the friction into account.

First. Exit pallet. The moments of forces in action on
the wheel, are first P and — N. 0 b (448). Let us also add the
moment of the force of friction, — f N. 0 d. This moment is

(Continued on page 1707)
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To the Man
Who Has Old Gold

and Old Silver to Sell
If you knew positively of a concern who would pay you every penny your precious
metals were worth—and their value for same would come up to your own careful
estimate, that is the concern to whom you would be most likely to sell. Isn't it so?

Take Old Gold, Old Silver, Gold Filled Cases, Gold Plated Jewelry, Bench
Filings, Sweepings, etc.—the only way to discover whether you are on the right
track is to measure the amount of money you receive from us, by what you
have been getting elsewhere—from a concern which by reason of their impor-
tance justify a comparison of values.

just because it's a man's habit to sell here or there it shouldn't be a fixed habit
unless the habit is fixed by the best returns for what he sells.

Certainly he should not be blinded by habit, or by prejudice either.
All that is asked of Thomas J. Dee & Co., that they come under this rule.
Therefore no jeweler should continue to pass us by simply because he

has never done business with us. It isn't fair to yourself to do that—it isn't
fair to us.

We can show you what we are doing for hundreds of other jewelers every
day—if you will only give us a chance.

Many new customers sending shipments to us every day show that people are
being continually moved by this impulse.

Increased business month after month proves it.
If we didn't make and hold new customers this increase would be a very

uncertain quantity, and we must give more for your goods, or we wouldn't get
new business in increasing volume.

You are bound to come to us sooner or later.
In human nature nothing tugs so hard as self-interest.
Why delay longer?
Send us your next shipment and decide the question for yourself.
Check for old gold and silver by return mail. If our offer is not up to yours we will return ship-

ment intact, charges prepaid.

Returns for sweepings in from three to five days.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners 

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.
Chicago, Illinois
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Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page 1705)

negative, this force acting in the contrary direction to P. We
will have, therefore, the algebraic sum:

(I) P—N.06—fN0a' = cr.

But one has, Fig. 727,

Ob=r, sin p and Od=bb' -FP c
upon designating by R the angle formed by the normal N N'
and the line of centers, and by r and r' the radii 0 t and 0' t of
the primitive circumferences momentarily corresponding to the
position represented by the tooth and anchor.

Let us then place
c = p,

and since

one will have
b b' = (r r') cos p,

Dividing (2) by (4), one will have

P r sin p + f [(r r") cos p +p]
ri sill p —f p '

on noting that, because of equilibrium, one has N = N' and one
will have finally:

r, sin p — f p 
(6) Q= P rsiti p f [ (r 1-,) cos p -Fp].

Second. Entrance pallet. Let us note first that the values

0 d= (r r') cos ft p.

The equation (7) will become, finally,

P — N r sin p—f N[ (r r1) cos 13 -Fp] =

(2) P = N rsit, p +f N[ (r r' ) cog p
The moments of force acting on the pallet of the anchor are,

(3) Q — N'. b' f . 0' d' = o.

Let us note that the moment of the force of friction, with
relation to the axis of the anchor, is positive, this force acting in

FIG. 127

the same direction as Q, to oppose the movement of the wheel.
We have the lever arms

0' b' =r, sin sand 0' a' = b' c =ft;
consequently

Q— r' sin p +f

FIG. 128

r, r', R and p are not the same as those of the exit pallet. We
arrange, by analogy, Fig. 728:

0 t = O' E= and fi = c b".

As in the preceding case, we will obtain the algebraic sum
of the moments of forces acting on the wheel:

(7) P—N0b—f NOd=o,

and since we can place
0 b r. sin 0d= (r — e) cos P —p.

it will become
(8) P= N r sin p +/ N[ (r — r') cos p - p].

[TO BE CONTINUED]



If MRS. BROWN
Or MR. SMITH
Or any other Mrs. or Mr.
wishes to purchase a ROCK-
FORD WATCH, they must
buy it from a legitimate
retail jeweler.
To enforce this condition, we
have eliminated the jobber
and sell our watches only
direct to the retail jeweler—
thereby making it impossible
for our movements to fall into
the hands of mail order, cata-
logue houses or department
stores, as it is our rigid policy
neither to sell or manufacture
any watches under our name
or under any other name for
these concerns.
We have now ready for distribu-
tion, the most complete, elaborate,
illustrated catalogue ever issued.

ROCKFORD WATCH CO.
ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS

4110" 4111116.116„
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Casting Zincs for Batteries

The process of moulding zincs for a

crow's foot battery can be much expedited

by fitting up a "following board," which will

receive and hold just one-half of the pat-
tern shown at A B, Figs. i and 2.

To more fully explain let us imagine
the wood pattern shown at Fig. i (the con-

struction of which we fully described in our
last preceding article), was laid flat on a
board, and we should mark around it, and
after removing the pattern, A B, we should

recess the board until the pattern A B,

would go into the recess just one-half its
depth ; that is, up to the line a, Fig. 2, which
figure is a side. view of Fig. 1, seen in the
direction of the arrow c.

In construction it is generally easier to
build up around the pattern, A B, than to
recess it. To carry out this idea let us

suppose the arms B, Fig. 1, are one inch
deep ; we provide ourselves with a board,
say 12 inches square and one inch thick,

and on one side of this board we temporarily

attach the wood pattern for our zinc cast-

ing. The dotted lines C' show the outline

of the inch board. We next cut from a half-

inch board pieces which will build up the
intermediate spaces around the pattern in
such a way that the built up board amounts

to one recessed, as described.

About the best size of glass
cell for a crow's foot battery
is 6 inches in diameter by
8 inches deep, inside meas-
urement. With such a cell

our pattern, A B, Fig. I, should measure

about 5 inches across the arms. We must
next get up a "flask" in which to pack the
sand for moulding the pattern A B. In
this instance an open box made of a strip
of Y2 inch board 372 inches wide, and 8
inches inside measure, will answer admir-
ably. We show such a box at Fig. 3, as if
seen from above. To give additional
strength, we can place triangular blocks in
the corners as shown at I. At Fig. 4 is
shown a side view of a vertical section
of such a box (flask) on the line c and
as if seen in the direction of the arrow f,
Fig. 3.

On the cut shown at Fig. 4, we show in
addition to the section of the box D, a
vertical section of the pattern A B and the
recessed board' C. In moulding we fill the
inside of the 'box D with sand, first sifting;.-

Size of Crow's

Foot Battery

Cells

the sand through a wire sieve to remove all

lumps and also to scatter the sand equally

over the pattern. We had probably better

say something about damping the sand for

moulding purposes. Of course the sand

kept for such purposes will get dry and un-

fit for use, in which case water must be

added by sprinkling, and afterward a
thorough mixing should be gone through

with.

Precisely how much water is needed to

prepare sand properly for moulding is only
to be ascertained by experience. A safe rule

for a beginner in such matters is to make
use of no more water than is absolutely
necessary to cause the sand to pack. Brass
founders have two methods for preparing
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sand moulds for casting. One they denom-
inate "green sand" and the other "dry sand"
moulding. With green sand moulding, the
melted metal is poured into the mould while
the sand is damp.

In dry sand moulding the
sand is tempered, that is,
mixed with some glutinous

substance which on drying has tenacity
enough to hold the sand in position during

the process of casting, after it has been dried

in an oven at a temperature sufficient to
drive off the moisture contained in the sand.
Molasses is commonly employed to mix with
the water for tempering the sand for dry
sand moulding. As to the relative quantity
of molasses to employ, this, in a great meas-
ure, depends on the amount of clay the sand
contains, which in no instance should ex-
ceed 4Y2 per cent.

Many writers claim to have had better
results in dry sand moulding by using
sugar of milk ; half a pound of this sub-
stance dissolved in water being sufficient for
one hundred pounds of sand. After a
"batch" of sand has once been tempered
with sugar Water, about all it will need in
subsequent operations will be to moisten it.
Sand for dry moulding is better not to con-
tain more than to 2 per cent. of clay, as
clay causes the sand to shrink in dryifig
when present in any considerable quantity.

Sand Moulding
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In filling the box D' with sand it should
be well packed between each of the bars B
with a wedged-shaped "rammer" of hard
wood, to ensure the solidity of the sand in all
parts of the mould.

Patterns like A B should be varnished
with shellac varnish and after drying, rubbed
with a dry brush and black lead ; and when
placed in position for moulding dusted over
with a coating of fine charcoal, which can
readily be done by tying up a handful of
fine charcoal in a bag of loosely woven
cloth. The kind known as cheese cloth
answering nicely. After the box D is
packed more than full of sand the surplus
is scraped away with a straight edge, and
the flattened top side of the sand laid on a
flat board. On lifting the board C from the
sand in the box D, the pattern A B will be
found to be firmly half imbedded in the
sand. Another open box precisely like D,
Fig. 4, is now placed to coincide with D.
To insure this, steady pins are placed in the
added box. After dusting the half of the
pattern A B, which was in the recess in C,
and the face of the sand surrounding the
pattern with charcoal dust, we proceed to
fill the other half of the flask with mould-
ing sand as before.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

The Real Color of Gold

Few of us have ever been enabled to
familiarize ourselves with the color of pure
gold, for the reason that gold, for practical
purposes, must be alloyed. It is a curious
fact that while we might naturally expect
to find pure gold richer in color than the
alloy, such is not the case. Indeed, pure
gold is considerably paler than the alloyed
metal, wherein there is a small proportion
of copper or copper and silver, a circum-
stance that gives it a reddish tinge.

Then, too, all gold is not alike when re-
fined. Australian gold, for instance, is dis-
tinctly redder than the metal found in Cali-
fornia. Furthermore, placer gold is yel-
lower than gold taken from quartz—one of
the mysteries of metallurgy, since the gold
ill placers comes from that which is in
quartz.

It is said that the purest coins ever
struck were the fifty-dollar gold pieces once
ill common use on the Pacific Coast. The
coinage of these was stopped by reason of
the great loss by abrasion and also because
it was easy to remove the interior of these
coins and substitute baser metals. The Cali-
fornia fifty-dollar gold pieces were
octagonal in shape and were the most valu-
able coins ever minfed and circulated.
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VERY manufacturing jeweler knows the advantage ofri a perfect bright cutting gold. And he knows, too,
how hard it is to produce when alloying with scrap

or inferior metal.

" Omega " Guinea Gold Alloy
Guinea Gold combines readily with the Gold in

any proportions. Makes a homogeneous alloy
with one melt.

Gold alloyed with Guinea Gold is a full rich
color. It works freely under the rolls and in the
press — will not crack in the working or the fire.

Its long, compact grain cuts bright and clear
under the graver. And it polishes to a brilliant
surface without waste.

Guinea Gold comes granulated—put up in duck
bags of 5 pounds or 10 pounds—or boxed in bulk.

•" Omega rum-led Shot Copper
Omega Purified Shot Copper is prepared to give

the manufacturing jeweler a brand of Copper of
assured standards and purity. It is made of
copper selected from the finest brands that come
into the market. Melted, purified and shotted.
Sieved into uniform sizes and packed in duck bags
of 10 pounds each. Omega Purified Shot Copper is
convenient to use. It is kept free of dust, dirt and
oxidation.

The granules melt quickly and yield an alloy of
known composition and working qualities.

Write for generous working samples of Omega Guinea Gold Alloy and Omega Purified Shot Copper—and acopy of our "Formulae for Alloying Gold," a series of working formulae prepared by our chief metallurgist.No charge.

THE RIVERSIDE METAL COMPANY
MAKERS OF JEWELERS' METALS

RIVERSIDE, N. J.
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Giving Gold Medals a 24-K.
Gold Color

Explaining the method of procedure in giv-
ing gold medals a 24-K. gold color The Jeweler
and Metalworker says:

Articles of gold which are to be made equal
to this color on their outer surfaces should be
at least 16 carat fine alloyed gold and the pro-
portion of copper to silver to compose the neces-
sary amount of alloy should be as three to two
parts in the whole mass ; that is to say, to every
two parts of fine silver there should be three
parts of copper to produce the most perfect
color ; and the solder employed in soldering the
wares together must not be less, at the outside,
than two carats below the above-named standard
for the gold alloy. Neither silver solder, soft
solder, nor inferior gold solder, is permissible
when the gold has to be colored.

The articles to be "colored"
Method of are first well polished and
Procedure when this process is com-

pleted the work is next washed
out in soap and water, as hot as can be well
borne by the hands, to which a little soda-ash
has been added, then dried out in warm sawdust
and afterwards annealed to a black color. The
black anneal appears to be the favorite prepara-
tion previous to "wet coloring," although some
gold colorers prefer to boil out the work after
it has been annealed in aquafortis pickle, but the
advantage in this only relates to the intricacy of
the construction of the wares, the main object
being to obtain perfect cleanliness; but it does
not matter which method is adopted so long as
the articles are made clean, that being the chief
thing.

There are specially prepared pots for color-
ing. The best to use are those made of plum-
bago, having straight sides. Ordinary clay
crucibles are often employed to hold the coloring
mixture, but these, not having straight sides, are
not so good, as they become narrower towards
the bottom and the work is liable to rub against
the pot in those parts and cause it to become
scratched or otherwise damaged. The best mix-
ture for producing the old English line gold
color is the following:

Potassium nitrate (saltpetre) ...12 ozs.
Sodium chloride (common salt) 6 "
Alumina sulphate (alum).  6 "
Hydrogen oxide (water)  2 et

26 ozs.

The above ingredients are re-
Treatment of duced to fine powder by
the Mixture pounding separately in a mor-

tar with a pestle and then
mixing all together with the hands. The two
ounces of water are put at the bottom of the
color pot and the mixed salts are placed on the
top of the water, when the contents of the color
pot are very slowly heated; and as the salts begin
to dissolve they must be stirred round with a
wooden spoon. When the mixture boils up the
gold articles are immersed and left suspended
for several minutes, being strung together on a
piece of wire, usually platinum or silver, or 15-
carat gold, but nothing baser without you want
the work to be stained.

Before commencing the operation of color-
ing it is necessary to have ready to hand a
copious supply of boiling water and several
basins to hold fresh supplies of clean water for
rinsing the work each time it is withdrawn
from the color pot, for the work should not be
held in the color too long—not more than three
or four minutes, at one time, without being
rinsed in hot water, and that only in the early
stages of the operation. When the articles are
withdrawn from the boiling color they should
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be well rinsed in boiling water, so that every
particle of the coloring salts is removed, for
wherever these salts are allowed to adhere there
probably will be a stain left after the process
is finished. As the color has a tendency to
thicken by the continued heat required to be kept
up during the time of coloring, a small quantity
of water must be added to thin it, but not suffi-
cient to make it watery, particularly in the earlier
part of the operation; but as the process proceeds
it may be made thinner towards the end.

The coloring composition turns the wire on
which the articles are hung, if it be silver, black,
and gradually dissolves it away, so that you will
want a fresh piece occasionally; but on platinum
it has very little action, not even to turn it any
different color to the original.

The work should be moved
Keep in Motion about gently while it is in the

color pot and as the mixture
gets thick the work must be withdrawn and well
sluiced in boiling water kept ready by the side
of the color pot; and then is the time to add the
water, a little at a time, as occasion requires it;
but the mixture must not be made too thin; just
liquid enough to boil, and the boiling must be
carried out very gently to prevent the water es-
caping as steam and thus cause the salts to be-
come too thick before the proper time. If the
mixture was allowed to become too thick by
boiling it too fast the work would probably stick
to the bottom of the pot. To avoid this happen-
ing it is a wise plan to keep the articles in al-
most continual motion. It is not a good plan
to add any portion of the water to the mixture
while the articles are in it, but should this un-
toward event happen do not attempt to pull them
out by force (particularly if the articles are
fragile ones), but add a little hot water and boil
them out. From seven to 15 minutes will be
time enough to complete the process of coloring,
the time varying with the quality or standard of
the gold alloy; that is to say, for 22 carat gold
seven minutes will be sufficient ; for t8-carat, ten
minutes will be required, and for i6-carat, fifteen
minutes will be necessary to produce the requi-
site rich tint of fine yellow gold of a lasting
nature.

When the work is first put in
Dipping the color it becomes black, or
the Work nearly so, but after each suc-

cessive dip lighter and clearer,
till the proper fine gold color is attained. Early
gold colorers of sixty years ago had no fixed
number of times for dipping the work, being
guided principally by the appearance of the work,
it being kept in the coloring salts until a certain
brightness made itself manifest on the surface,
or until a nice crystallized appearance resulted
from the action of the color, and this was taken
as a good sign that the work would then
scratch-brush well and present the right gold
color on which so much depended at that time.

When the work is "wet colored" it will re-
quire to be scratch-brushed afterwards in a weak
solution of ale and water to remove the dullness
from the surface and to give it that peculiar
brightness, or semi-brightness, compatible with
that kind of gold finish. Each article is there-
fore separately worked up at the lathe by a fine
brass wire scratch-brush, using the aforesaid ale
and water as a lubricant to avoid its scratching
and marking the work.

The time taken in coloring
The Time Taken must be regulated according

to the shade of color required,
to the quality of the gold and to the proportional
composition of the baser elements of alloy which
are mixed with the gold, the chemical salts act-
ing more quickly when the proportion of copper
is much greater than that of silver; 22-carat gold
can be colored in half the time that 16-carat gold
can. The coloring salts dissolve the baser alloy
upon the surface of gold articles submitted to
their action and while dissolving this they have
also a weaker action upon the gold itself, there-
fore it is not advisable to extend the coloring too
long, for if so, the color is liable to penetrate
too deep into the work and cause it to become
rotten after any subsequent application of the
process to the same articles. The plumbago
color pot for this amount of color will require
to be eight inches high and seven inches across
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the top in order to give the work full play and
to prevent the boiling over of the color. In the
case of coloring gold of an inferior standard to
i6-carat the addition of spirits of salts (muriatic
acid) greatly facilitates the process, but it is
more difficult in the hands of inexperienced per-
sons, when alum is used along with it, as it is
more liable to "rot" the work unless used moder-
ately and with great care.

The Effect of Copper on Silver Plating
Solutions

All silverplating solutions contain more or
less copper, depending upon the length of time
they have been in use. When newly made, the
amount of copper is quite small, but as they
become old the quantity increases. Copper enters
the solution in several ways: First, all com-
mercial silver anodes contain more or less copper.
Second, a certain quantity of the "striking solu-
tion" is carried over with the work when trans-
ferred from one solution to the other. Again,
copper hooks may be used, drippings from the
brass rods on the tank fall into the solution and
other accidental causes, such as the dropping
of wire or work in the bottom of the tank, may
bring the condition about. The entrance of cop-
per in silverplating solutions is so positive as
time elapses that it is not infrequent to find
quite a considerable quantity in a bath that has
been in use for some time.

The question has often arisen about the ef-
fect of such copper contamination on the quality
of the silver deposit and also as to whether it is
not possible to plate with an alloy of silver and
copper instead of with pure silver.

In the Transactions of the Faraday Society,
July, 1910, Samuel Field has given the results
of his experiments upon the effect of copper on a
silverplating solution. The matter was carefully
gone over and exhaustive experiments carried on.

The solution used for the experiments was
the regular cyanide silver solution employed ex-
clusively for silverplating. The amount of silver
in it was about 3 oz. per gallon (25 grams of
silver per litre was used) and both the silver
and copper were used as the cyanides. These
cyanides were dissolved in potassium cyanide to
make the plating solution.

The fact that silver and copper are so close
in the electrochemical scale led the author to
believe that copper would deposit with the silver,
and varying amounts of copper in the plating
solution were, therefore, tried. Varying quanti-
ties of free cyanide were also used. Amounts
ranging from i to 4 oz. of free cyanide per
gallon (approximately) were tried. The results
obtained were as follows:

I. When the silver in the plating solution
exceeds that of the copper, practically no copper
deposits with the silver.

2. In order to deposit copper with the silver
it is necessary to have the quantity of copper
exceed that of the silver at least twenty times.
Such a condition, of course, is never realized in
practice.

3. Free cyanide serves to prevent the depo-
sition of copper along with the silver.

It was found that to continuously deposit
copper with the silver in a silverplating solution
is quite a difficult matter and cannot be controlled
unless constant attention is paid to the propor-
tions of copper and silver in it. In order to ac-
complish it the solution must be dilute and con-
tain at least twenty times as much copper as
silver. The silver deposited must also be re-
placed as rapidly as deposited in order to pre-
serve the balance of the solution.

The general conclusions reached were that
with the quantity of copper that is ever present
in a silverplating solution, practically none is ever
deposited with the silver. The general belief
that the simultaneous deposition of a small quan-
tity of copper along with the silver produces a
pinkish tint on the electrodeposited silver is,
therefore, erroneous. It was accordingly as-
sumed that the presence of a small quantity of
copper in a silverplating solution is not injurious
at all as it does not deposit.—The Brass World.
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THE JUNIOR TATTOO
The Alarm Clock of the Hour

• SIX MILLION PEOPLE are reading in the magazines monthly,
about the Junior Tattoo. They are reading of many uses for this
little alarm clock. We are educating the public to use three alarm
clocks where now they use one.

THE JUNIOR TATTOO is an ideal clock for travelers. It is
small enough for a traveling bag and it can be carried without injury.
Thousands of people who travel for fun or for business, carry the
Junior Tattoo. You ought to Tattoo every traveler in your town.

DURING NOVEMBER we would suggest that you lay in a stock of
the Junior Tattoo for the holidays. Every Christmas stocking should
have a Junior Tattoo placed in it. It is small enough to go into a
child's stocking.

,IDENTIFY YOUR STORE with this national campaign. Dis-
play the clocks. Use our electrotypes in the newspapers. Hang up
our signs. The results will be
profitable to you as well as to
ourselves.

THE NEW LIAVEN rLOCK CO.
IIEW HAVEN UONN.

Actual Size
Send for a copy of The Junior, our monthly magazine
as edited by Charlie the shipping clerk in the factory.
He will send it free to any jeweler, but others must pay
Fifty Cents a year. Send for good newspaper electros
advertising the junior Tattoo. Send for our new signs.

Highest Possible Returns and
an Early Report Always

For the man who sends us his Floor Sweeps,
Washings, Waste, etc., of any description.

A Check will be Mailed to You
the same day we receive your shipment of Scrap
Metal of Old Gold, Silver and Platinum, Filings,
Rolled Plate, Filled Cases, etc.

Goods held subject to your acceptance of check; and returned,
charges paid, if you are not satisfied.
Can't do more. No one can.
Better try us once. You won't lose by it.

W. E. MOWREY
Smelter, Refiner and Assayer

Ryan Building • • • •• • • • St. Paul, Minn.
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A Talking Moving Picture
Machine

One of the most interesting experiments
fhomas A. Edison has given in the presence
even of a limited number of people was per-
formed the evening of August 26th at his labora-
tories on the Valley Road, West Orange, N. J.
For the first time he showed what he had ac-
complished along the lines of one of his favorite
pursuits, the production of an instrument which
,hould give simultaneously the movements of
he human being and the sounds of the same
icing's voice.

He has been working for many years to
effect this and he will not say even now that
he has achieved all that he hoped for, but he
says he has at least made a beginning which
looks well and he believes he will succeed within
it year in giving to the public results which will,
if not surprise, at any rate please the public.
His1)honenew invention he calls the Edison kineto-

Many attempts have been made, as Mr.
Edison and his assistants pointed out, to render
the human voice in natural accompaniment with
the moving pictures.

Mr. Edison with his new ma-
Edison Expects chine left nothing to be de-
Greater Results sired so far as a layman could

see and understand, although
Mr. Edison himself, who was present, depre-
cated any such premature announcement and
said probably another year would be required to
give to the public what he desired to give.

Mr. Edison himself occupied a front seat
among the small number of people who were ad-
mitted to this demonstration. The demonstra-
tion opened with an exhibition of moving pic-
tures, but it was to be remarked that the pictures
moved with a peculiarly even flow. There was
less vibration than is usually to be seen. It might
be said that the series depicted the efforts of a
thirsty man to obtain a drink, but the series had
a moral.

However, after this series came the real test
of the evening. A big man walked forward on
the screen, bowed to the audience and began to
speak. As soon as he opened his mouth the
sounds came as naturally as they would from
an actor on the stage; or, to be more precise, it
might be said they came like the sound of the
voice of a manager who comes before the curtain
on the stage and makes such announcement as
the stage manager may desire to put before his
Patrons.

He took a ball from the table and the re-
bound coincided with the enunciation of the
words, not only the sight of the ball, but the
sound of its impact on the platform. He then
said: "I will now show you more distinctly by
taking a plate which you see from the table and
smashing it on the floor."

Exactly as he did so the plate
Picture Man went to the floor, as the audi-
Looks Real ence could see, and smashed

into smithereens, the sound of
the smash and the rebound of the splinters
coinciding with the motion and the words of the
picture man. In one sense it may be unfair to
call him a picture man, for he was as much the
real man as all those that we see every day in
the motion pictures all over the world. One only
difference from the actual man is noticeable that
the speaker enunciated with great care and per-
haps spoke more slowly than the average speaker.
He gave another illustration by taking up an
automobile horn and remarking: "I will now give
you an idea of an automobile sounding its warn-
ing." He seized a horn from the table and
squeezed the bulb three times, the horn giving
exactly as one would expect it to do if one had
seen a chauffeur with his hand on the bulb, three
separate blasts. With this the exhibition of the
kinetophone proper ended ; not, however, until the
man on the screen had walked to the side of
the stage and disappeared in the wings.

As the lights on the picture
Es 

Ever
disonModest stage went out and the lightsa 

of his laboratory were turned
on Mr. Edison said, in his

characteristically modest and deprecatory man-
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ner : "Well, that's all we're going to show you
to-night. We've got a lot more, but we really
ought not to have shown it at all yet. I don't
know how it happened. It's too soon. But we're
on the right road; we ought to get there and we
will. Perhaps we'll arrive in another year. What
I want to do is not simply a little thing like
this. I want to give grand opera. I want to
give John Drew, with all he says and does. I
want to give Teddy delivering a lecture to the
nation. That's what we're aiming at. We've al-
ready done for the Casino Johnnies. You know
no fellow's going to fall in love with a chorus
girl only one one-hundredth thousandths of an
inch thick."

It seemed to those present as if but one
thing remains for Edison 's genius to accomplish
in the way of perfect spectacular representation,
and that was the reproduction in the picture of
the natural colors of the scene presented.

A New Method of Making Medals

The method of making medals is to use an
ordinary press for medium sizes and hydraulic
presses for large sizes. Not only is the amount
of metal used considerable, but much labor is in-
volved. If medals are made from sheet metal
with only one side struck up, they do not have a

Id

Various Stages of the l'roeess

satisfactory appearance. Wm. E. Heeren of
Pittsburg, Pa., has recently invented and patented
a method of making a medal with two sides from
thin sheet metal, so that when placed together it
has the appearance of having been made of solid
metal. In addition to this feature, it is possible to
make the medal of two different kinds of metal
which, for certain purposes, greatly enchances its
value. The method used is as follows:

Figure I is a vertical sectional view of a por-
tion of the device for producing a button or
medallion, Fig. 2 is a plan of a blank adapted to
form a part of the button or medallion, Fig. 3 is
a cross-sectional view showing the intaglio die
for stamping the disk, Fig. 8 is a plan of the
stationary die of the device, Fig. g is a plan of a
pre-pressing blank, the cross-sectional view shown
in Fig. 4 of the drawings being taken on the line
x—x of this figure, Fig. io is a plan of a medal-
lion constructed in accordance with the invention,
Fig. ii is a vertical sectional view of a device for
producing a button or medallion having a mezzo-
rilievo configuration upon both sides, Fig. 12 is a
cross-sectional view of a pre-pressed blank having
a solid body provided with a peripheral flange.
Fig. 13 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a
button or medallion, illustrating a dovetailed con-
nection between the blank and disk of the button
or medallion.

The device employed for carrying the inven-
tion into effect comprises a stationary die block
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having a cylindrical die 2 surrounded by a de-
tachable collar 3, said collar being of a depth
approximately twice the depth of the die 2,
whereby a die 4 carried by a plunger 5 can enter
the collar 3 and press metal or material between
said dies.

The buttons or medallions can be made of
various kinds of materials—metal, as aluminum,
white metal, tin, lead, etc., or an indurate plastic
material as celluloid, rubber, or wax, whereby
beautiful contrasts can be made to produce at-
tractive and well designed buttons or medallions,
according to one's esthetic taste.—The Brass
World.

A Wonderful Sensitive Balance
Sir William Ramsay, the well-known Eng-

lish chemist, has recently installed at his labora-
tory at University College, London, what is prob-
ably the most sensitive scales that have ever been
contrived, for they will weigh 7wour516upiu part of
an ounce. So delicate is the apparatus, which has
been specially designed to weigh gases such as
xenon, which Sir William Ramsay discovered,
that it is housed in a special underground
chamber, where it is safe from oscillation and
climatic influences. The task of weighing has
also to be carried out in semi-darkness, as the
balance is disturbed by the heat radiated from an
electric incandescent lamp at the opposite end of
the room, and the operator has to leave the
scales for a considerable length of time and then
read the indication instantaneously before varia-
tion in temperature can affect it. The scales are
carried in a special metallic chamber. The short
beam and its slender supports are made of silica,
which is less susceptible to effect from heat than
glass. The tray is suspended from the beam by
a hair of silica fiber and the gas used in weigh-
ing is in an infinitesimal, though known quantity,
sealed in a glass tube of diminutive proportions.
When the tube with its gaseous contents is placed
on the tray the movement of the beam is so
slight that the eye cannot trace it, and special
recording arrangements are adopted. The slight
movement of the beam caused by the weight of
the tiny tube causes a small mirror, upon which
is focused a pinhole of light, to oscillate. Six
feet away is a graduated black scale, upon which
the pinhole of light is thrown from the mirror,
and the weight of the tube with the gas is thus
registered, but the operation has to be made in-
stantaneously. The gas is then released from the
tube and the latter weighed once more. This
time the scale registers one-seven-thousand-mil-
lionth part of an ounce less than it did before,
which difference represents the weight of the
above extremely infinitesimal quantity of xenon.
It is impossible to secure weights less than the
TTayny part of an ounce other than by means
of gases. The limit possible with metal for
practical use is this minute fraction, and Sir
William Ramsay possesses a fine strand of
aluminum, finer than the finest hair and one-
twenty-fifth of an inch in length, which weighs
this amount. It is possible, however, to obtain
a section of aluminum weighing 11-4.4m- part of
an ounce, but as such cannot be seen except with
the microscope, it is of no practical value.

An Opalized Dogfish
Within the past few years the famous opal

fields at White Cliffs, New South Wales, have
yielded so many curious fossils, particularly those
of prehistoric marine life, that many scientists
have inclined to the opinion that central Aus-
tralia was once an ocean bed. Of these curious
finds, perhaps the most extraordinary is that of
a fossilized, or rather opalized, member of the
shark family, found thirty-five feet below the
surface of the ground.

The specimen measures 3 feet 6 inches from
the snout to the tip of the tail. The body is in
seven sections, the circumference of the largest
of which (the head and shoulder portion) is 18
inches. Each section is 6 inches in length. The
deeply indented eye sockets show very plainly
and thin veins of purple opal encircle the fish
from tip to tip. At the mouth these veins make
an oblong and clearly defined course, though the
continuity is occasionally broken.
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

11 Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

0Y

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE :: NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs orsells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretchingmachine that will do the work. Time saved, ring sized while thecustomer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost, gold saved,no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. Rings brought into be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do thework. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size?This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and wedo not know of any man using it who would do without it. All kinds of rings—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the mostexpensive diamond—can be sized on this machine in two minutes. Thismachine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the dieand the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as littleas you want—no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelryhouses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trialfor ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it. All we askis that you give it a trial. Any jobber will furnish You one.

AJai•ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR SEND TO US DIRECT

Price, $16.00, Includes Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 PENN AVENUE
• PITTSBURG, PA.DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark, N. J.
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo.
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.

W. & R.
"Improved Rolling Mill"

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price •

▪ 

$20.00

Can also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the country

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK
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Making Arts and Crafts Jewelry

In a recent issue of the Electrician and
f cchanic, Ralph F. Windoes said : For the

( raftsman who desires to make his own
j-welry we will herein describe and illustrate
methods of procedure by which he should
litd little difficulty in constructing it ; and
;(-; the cost is slight and the work extremely
interesting, he will find himself well repaid

)1. the time and money expended.

First, obtain the following articles :
I Pair steel snips, 2 in. cut.
I ball-pein hammer, io oz.
I flat file, 6 in.
I piece 16 gauge soft copper, 6x6 in.
I piece 16 gauge soft brass, 6x6 in.
I camel's-hair brush, medium size.
I camel's-hair brush, large size.
Y2 pt. asphaltum varnish.
Yz pt. turpentine.
3 oz. banana oil.
4 oz. nitric acid.
I box polishing powder .
I block hardwood, 3x3x6 in.
I block iron or steel with at least one

smooth surface, 1x4x4 in.

The above articles will cost in the
neighborhood of $2.75 and will not exceed
Sioo. The block of iron can be picked up
around any machine shop at little or no cost.

With the above outfit all parts of the
jewelry can be made excepting the fittings.
These consist of scarf pin stems, cuff but-

 1
Hit backs, belt catches, fob mountings, etc.
They may be purchased from any jeweler or
direct from the Frost Arts and Crafts
Workshop, Dayton, Ohio. The beginner
had better have his soldering done for him
hy a jeweler, as the cost for each article is
small and the cost for a good, hard solder-

lug outfit is considerable.
As all the designs are made in about the

,ame manner, a description of the pro-
cesses involved in making a hat pin will
answer for all.

First decide as to the material for the
head, copper or brass. In this case we will

KEYSTONE

give the choice to brass. Next draw an
appropriate design as in Fig. I, and transfer
it to the brass by means of carbon paper.
The piece of brass transferred to must be
a little larger than the design. Now paint

over the parts as this would weaken it con-
siderably. Take it out and wash it in clean
water, and then let it stand in a dish of
turpentine until the varnish softens, after
which it can be easily removed. After re-
moving the varnish it will appear as in Fig.
3. Now take the snips and cut out the pin
head from the metal and file the edges
smooth. Place it upon the iron block and
strike the edge with the ball-pein of the

hammer so that it appears as in Fig. 4.
Next place it, face clown, on the end of the
hardwood block and strike the center of
the back with the round end of the ham-
mer. This raises the design.

It is now ready for the jeweler. Take
it to him and have a pin soldered to it, which
will cost about ten cents, providing it is hard
soldered. Next polish it good with the
powder and cover it with banana oil so that
it will hold its polish. If the popular green
background is desired, it can be gone over
with the following verdigris solution:

Copper nitrate, 48 gr.
Ammonium chloride, 48 gr.
Calcium chloride, 48 gr.
Water, 3 oz.

These directions hold true for all the
pieces excepting the watch fob. In this
case a place has to be removed for inserting
the leather strip and this can be removed
in the following manner : After the design
on the fob has been sufficiently etched, take
it out, wash it, dry it, and cover it all over
with the varnish, excepting the groove
which is to be removed. When the varnish
is dry put it back in the acid and leave it
there until the groove is etched away. Then
clean it as the pin was cleaned, and attach
the mountings.

With a little originality and care, any
one can make his own jewelry, and although
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it may not be as nice as that made by pro-
fessional craftsmen, he has the satisfaction
of knowing he made it himself.

The Roman Housewife's Utensils
While the housewife of to-day may

reasonably pride herself on the conveniences
which her kitchen affords, she need not smile
too superciliously at the thought of the rude
makeshifts of days long gone by. She
would certainly not do so were she to spend
a little tulle inspecting the kitchen and other
household utensils that were in use two
thousand years ago, as exhibited in the
National Museum at Naples. Saucepans
lined with silver, pails richly inlaid with
arabesques in silver, and shovels handsomely
carved figure among the household goods of
those times.

An egg-frame that would cook twenty
eggs at once and pastry-moulds shaped like
shells suggest luxuries of the kitchen of
two thousand years ago. Gridirons and
frying-pans, tart-dishes and cheese-graters,
were in use then as now.

The Roman lady's toilet-table was well
supplied. Ivory combs, bottles of perfume,
pots of cosmetics, buttons, hairpins, and
even a hairnet of gold wire figure in the
museum.

Bronze thimbles and spindles are to be
seen among the relics. The Roman lady
even had her safety-pin, for there is a speci-
men of this little convenience which, before
the one in the Naples museum was found,
was believed to be a strictly modern idea.

The Roman lady, however, apparently
lacked one essential. She had no hairbrush.
Neither had she a glass mirror. All the
mirrors in the nmseum, with one exception,
are of silver or some other white metal.
The exception is a dark purple piece of glass
let into the wall of a bedroom at the house
Specchio in Pompeii.

In surgical instrtmients the ancient
world was rich. Those found at Pompeii
deprive modern science of the credit of
more than one invention. Needles, probes,
and forceps resemble closely those in use
at the present clay.

Crystal Clock
A remarkable piece of English work-

manship is being displayed in an Oxford
Street, London, shop window. It is a grand-
father's clock, standing over 7 feet in height,
made entirely of crystal ; it is to be sent to
India, where this class of ornament is much
favored. This particular clock has been
modeled after a still more elaborate one
made for an Indian prince some time ago.
In the sun's rays it is a picture of dazzling
whiteness.
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If You Are a First-class
Watchmaker an? Engraver
I can place you in a position right away, which will pay you a very good salary.
We have received in the past ten days at least thirty requests from responsible
jewelers asking us to furnish them with WATCHMAKERS and ENGRAVERS, not
the kind of men who have simply a smattering of the trade, but first-class Horologists.
There are scores of jewelers who are employing second-class workmen at second
and third-class wages- -BECAUSE they cannot find first-class men.
Can't you see the opportunities in this business for first-class workmen ? We will
show them to you if you will give us the chance to teach you

Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics
We will teach you thoroughly, practically and in a short space of time. As soon as you have finished
our course a position is awaiting you at twice or more the salary you are now receiving, besides your
work will be easier, the problems in watchmaking that now appear difficult to you will be as simple
as A B C ; besides the increased salary, isn't it a great satisfaction to a man to feel that he is really
master of his trade ? There is no institution in this country that can teach you to master WATCH-
MAKING, ENGRAVING and OPTICS as quickly or with as little expense as we can. We have been
doing it for over 16 years. Send a postal for our prospectus, which will give you full information.
Do it to-day.

we Philadelphia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal ESTABLISHED 1894

E]

PATENTED

The Hale
Watch

Protector
THE ONLY LEATHER
PROTECTOR MADE

No camphor or acids used in its manufacture;
therefore it does not tarnish.
No metal to wear out stem.
Only three sizes necessary, 12, 16 and 18, to fit
all watches.
The only Protector on the market—that protects.
With your name and address printed on front
makes a lasting advertisement.
A constant reminder of your business.
Profits large — cost small.

Sample Free on Request. Send Postal.

Hale Watch Protector Co.
PROVIDENCE : RHODE ISLAND

Stop Long Enough,
to Think this Over

Have you an unused portion of your time—or an unused

corner in your store ? We can suggest a way for you to

make a lot of money. Open an Optical Depart-

ment. It will double your patronage by drawing young

and old. Three-fourths of the people wear glasses. Why

not have their trade ? Our Correspondence Course will

prepare you to test and fit glasses correctly. Business men,

professional men, clerks, doctors and teachers are numbered

among our successful graduates. We are offering a regular

$25 college course complete for $8 (or $10 in Canada and

foreign countries). You can pay $2 down and balance

weekly. Isn't this a splendid opportunity ? Write to-day

and enroll with

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE

DETROIT, MICH.

:tober, 1910

WORKSHOP
-R_NOTES

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
s,..nt must send name and address—not for publication,
It as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be

id to anonymous communications. Questions will be
a,swered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
N.,tes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
li, r number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
Icxes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
similar questions may have been answered in previous
lies. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue

:■.d page on which the information may be found.

"Position."—What causes a 16 size 15 jewel
Waltham to gain lying face up, or movement up,
add when hung up it loses three or four minutes
in twenty-four hours but keeps close time lying.
I tested for magnetism and it has none in it. The
balance wheel is true in the flat and the round.
It has a clear tick, looks 0. K. and has a fine
notion.—The cause of the variation in rate be-
tween the vertical and horizontal positions is
simply that the watch is not "in adjustment." To
try to tell you whP, to do to adjust the movement
would be of hardly any value, because in adjust-
ing, probably more so than in any other branch
of horology, it must be said that "a little knowl-
edge is a dangerous thing." A great many dif-
ferent faults may cause the same error and in
order to successfully do adjusting it is absolutely
necessary to understand the whole subject. We
suggest that you read The Watch Adjusters'
Manual (sent postpaid from THE KEYSTONE
office for $2.50) carefully and practice on what it
taches, and in this way you can become a com-
petent adjuster. Only then can you expect to
successfully handle a case such as you describe.
To learn adjusting requires not only thorough
study, but plenty of practice and experiment—it
cannot be reduced to convenient "rules."

"Turquoise."—A customer has consulted with
we in regard to a turquoise ring which has ma-
terially changed its color, assuming a dark green-
ish hue. I have heard of turquoise fading out,
but this change seems unusual. What do you
titink of it?—The liability of the turquoise to
change color is the one serious drawback of this
beautiful gem. Some of the stones fade or
change color very soon, while others retain the
"robin egg" tint indefinitely. What is known as
the "Old Rock" turquoise seems to retain its
original color indefinitely, while the "New Rock"
H very liable to change, the blue assuming a
preenish hue, owing to the evaporation of water
which is contained in these gems, as it is also in
oPals. The change is often hastened by lack of care
on the part of the owner of the gem. Turquoise
rings should always be removed when washing
the hands, as they may be affected by chemicals
in the soap. It has been noticed also that tur-
(Rtoise is absorbent to alcohol and for this reason
;mmonia should be used in the water when clean-
lig instead of alcohol. It is safer not to im-
lierse the gem in liquid, but to wipe off with the
mmonia and water and dry quickly. Some claim

I hat the color of the gem when it becomes a dark
:.reen can be brightened by leaving the stone im-
mersed for a period in clean water, but we doubt
'vhether this gives satisfactory results. Doctor-
ing the stone is a practice sometimes resorted
10 but this is in the case of bleached stones
ather than those which assume the dark green-
}1 tint.

"Engraver."—As a young engraver I find en-
q).aving on the inside of rings to be one of my
aost troublesome tasks. Whether this is because
lack experience or because I do not know the

rroper method is a puzzle to me. A few hints
Hi your "Workshop Notes" might be of assistance
to me.—We agree with our subscriber that en-
raving the inside of rings is by no means an

■.asy task. It is not difficult or unpleasant, how-
,.ver, if we have the correct tool properly sharp-
"ned and go about the work in a proper way,

K E 'N'STONIE

which we think is admirably described in that
most useful treatise, "The Art of Engraving,"
as follows: The author has found best the
square graver sharpened as shown in Fig. 92,
where A represents the original square graver
and B represents it after it has been
ground off. It will be seen here that
the graver is rounding on top and
on the sides, and on the under side
nearly up to the point, from which
point to the extreme point the cut-
ting angles are at right angles with
one another, making that portion of
the graver equivalent to the square
graver. The object of grinding a
graver off and in this shape is, that
when the graver is thrown out, or Fin. 92

in contact with the edge of the ring will not mar

when it is curved around to the
right or to the left to complete a loop, m 

it ; and also so that it can get just as much
nearer the completion of a loop in making the
curve to the right or the left as the amount we
have cut off from the sides. This is easily un-
derstood, as we are just so much nearer the
point of the graver. A graver ground in this
shape can be used inside the average width of
oval wedding rings to make any loop or even
to cross a T or make the bottom of an L, yet
some engravers use a graver which is bent
around to the right. We believe, however, the
use of such a graver is not necessary, but may
be found useful to those who do not do enough
ring engraving to become skilled in the use of
the graver. Students in the art of engraving

v.0

1

A

FIG. 93

4

often practice inside-of-ring work by placing the
ring in a holder, which is furnished with some
makes of engraving blocks. We would advise
beginners in the art to dispense with all such
devices as they are not practical for reasons too
numerous to mention here. You will find very
few, if any, good engravers holding a ring in
any other way than in their hand and on the sand-
bag pad when cutting it. At Fig. 93 we illus-
trate the pad A, graver B, ring C and block D.
The little block shown at D, a side view of
which is shown at E, is made of soft wood about
I" long, and other proportions accordingly, with
a little groove cut in it as illustrated, through.
which one can see when engraving. The arrow
shown at Fig. 93 is pointing in the direction in
which one would look when engraving inside a
ring with the aid of this block. The little block
of wood is so near the size of the ring that
the thumb and finger pressing down against
the edge of it will also strike against the ring.
The object of using this little block is to hold
the ring more securely by increasing the amount
of friction on the pad which adds to the stabil-
ity of the ring during the operation. The
graver is shown at B which, of course, works in
the opposite direction from the point of vision,
as illustrated by the arrow. A little block of this
description will suffice for holding any size ring,
and a great many engravers find it very helpful
to them, but we believe that with a little practice
little or no trouble will be experienced in cutting
the ring directly on the pad, holding it between
the thumb and index finger of the left hand. The
style of lettering used inside of rings is usually
script and perfectly plain. The engraver will find
it easier to engrave script more nearly perpen-
dicular than the regular angle of script inside of
rings. By making the letters more nearly per-
pendicular by possibly io°, the difference would
not be noticed and the appearance would be bet-
ter than if the letters were made on the regular
angle of 50°, because the curve of the ring in-
side makes the letters appear to be on more of
an angle than they really are, and if it was a
very small ring a letter might begin on the down-
ward slope at the left and end on the upward
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curve at the right, and in this way would have a
rolled or curved appearance which would be very
detrimental to its artistic appearance.

"Onyx".—How can I clean and restore an old
black onyx French clock caseP—We think you
should get fairly good results by using on the
case the ordinary cleaning substances; for in-
stance, soap and water. If this does not remove
stains, a weak solution of oxalic acid should be
applied with a sponge or rag, washing quickly and
thoroughly with water to minimize injury to the
surface. Rubbing well after this with chalk
moistened with water will, in a measure, restore
the luster. Another method of finishing is to
apply a solution of white wax in turpentine
(about I in io), rubbing thoroughly with a piece
of flannel or soft leather.

"Escapement."—A customer left with me a
watch from which the pallet fork and arbor are
lost entirely. The watch is an old keywind
anchor escapement, gold case and gold dial. It is
seemingly in good condition other than the lack
of pallet fork and arbor. I have gotten more
than a dozen pallets from old watches and can
find none to fit this watch. Found a movement
which seemed to be almost identical with the one
I want to repair but the pallet would not fit the
escape wheel. Can you tell me where I could get
the proper pallet fork and arbor for this watch
(it is 16 size) and whether I would have to send
the watch to be fittecIP—Your inquiry indicates
that you are not experienced in escapement work
and we will say that unless one understands thor-
oughly the principles and practice of escape-
ment work it would be useless for him to try
to do so exacting a job as fitting pallets, fork
and arbor. You might find a hundred watches
from which the parts in question seem nearly to
fit the watch you have, but you could not, with-
out thorough knowledge, tell just what alterations
to make to get the escapement to work properly.
We cannot explain the principles of the escape-
ment in detail here; to do so would require a
great deal more space than this department has
at its disposal. We suggest that you read care-
fully the series of articles now running in THE
KEYSTONE 011 the lever escapement under the
heading, "Lessons in Horology"; read the back
numbers also. This is the best work on the sub-
ject ever published. If you cannot follow the
mathematical demonstrations "skip" that part and
"take it for granted," but do not miss the op-
portunity this series gives you of getting the
benefit of the knowledge of the world's foremost
horologists on this most important subject.

"Birthstone."—We find that there is some
difference of opinion as to the proper birthstone
for the month of August and would appreciate
it if you would advise us as to the correct gem
to associate with this month.—The accepted
birthstone for the month of August is the sar-
donyx, as is evidenced in the following quatrain

"Wear a sardonyx, or for thee
No conjugal felicity;
The August-born without this stone,
'Tis said, must live unloved and lone."

It is true that the moonstone became asso-
ciated in some manner with August in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, but it is not
generally accepted as the August birthstone. The
confusion as to the birthstones assigned to the
different months arises from the fact that some-
what different lists were used by the Jews,
Romans, Arabians, Poles, Russians and Italians,
although the differences were not very material.
You may accept, however, the sardonyx as the
generally recognized August birthstone.

"Charm."—What is used in making the let-
ters black in a Keystone (a Masonic charm)
which is a light onyx stone, and how is it used?
—The regular method of cutting is done with a
lapidary's lathe and the black filling in is done
with black sealing wax. The stone, however,
must be heated before the wax is put in, other-
wise it won't stick.
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BEST ON THE MARKET
Canton, Ga., April 18, 1910.

FULCRUM OIL CO.:

I think your oil is the best on the market

to-day.
(Signed) S. J. HIGGENS

FULCRUM OIL CO.:
Your oil is the first good oil I have had for

about three years and I have used a good many
brands in that time.

(Signed) ROBERT R. GREENE

Salem, Mo., July 7, 1910.

Fulcrum Watch and Clock Oil is the best on the market to-day and the best
that has ever been on the market. Thousands of jewelers are using it and
testifying to that fact.

Fulcrum Oil positively will not gum, will not evaporate, and is the only
Watch and Clock Oil ever known which does not contain acid, and we can
prove it.

35c. a bottle FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 per dozen

HENRI PICARD & FRERE, London, England, Sole Export Agents

INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

YZ

it•35°

TAG YOUR RINGS WITH
WASHABLE TAGS
Yes : Mr. Jeweler

The Ideal celluloid tag saves time and
money. And makes your rings look

twice as attractive.

Wash or polish your rings with the tags
on them—the ink is waterproof and won't
wash off.

No danger of getting tags mixed.
Note the large flat writing surface.

SUCCESS!FION A SCHOOL CAN HAVE
S THE BEST RECOMMENDA-

41
 That the St. Louis Watchmaking School has been very successful is
proven by the fact that it started in the year 1886 in a small room,
10 x 10, and now occupies its own buildings, costing over $30,000.
'Most all graduates of the St. Louis Watchmaking School have been
likewise very successful and holding responsible positions, or are
owners of large jewelry stores.
If you wish to become successful take a course in the St. Louis Watch-
making School, where Watchmaking, Jewelry Work, Engraving and
Optics, are taught in the most thorough manner by experienced teachers.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG TO-DAY

St. Louis Watchmaking School
R. JAEGERMANN

!Manager ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT
Complete, only $2.50

1000 tags and eyelets . . . $ 1.50
1 pair Ideal Pliers . . . .

1 bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25

1 neat hardwood box, with

catch fastener . . . 0000

Bastian Bros. Co.
Dept. 516

Rochester :: NEW YORK POSITION OF TAG WHEN RING
15 IN TRAY

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, LaVaTe-t1te0St , New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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Diamond Polishing and Its Effect
The Use ofon the Eyesight the Loup

The old proverb that "God's greatest gift to
Han is sight" can well be appreciated by all men
who use and tax their eyesight for their means
of support and welfare, and probably by none
more than by diamond polishers.

In this line of business a man who has de-
fective sight, to any high degree, is practically
useless, since his value as a profitable workman
is entirely dependent upon his eyes.

The ordinary tax placed upon our eyes, when
healthy and when our health is good, can easily
be borne without any discomfort.

When the work required of our eyes is ex-
cessive, to this we can accustom ourselves ; other-
wise no diamond polisher could stand the work
any length of time; then we shall find, if we
cannot stand the strain, more or less discomfort
showing itself in unclear sight, blurring of ob-
jects, a feeling of heaviness combined with pain
in the eyes.

Let us suppose the eyes are
Why Sight not normal, having some fault
is Poor in the development or change

from excessive work, as some
error in the sight; being farsighted, near-sighted,
astigmatic or a combination of these, then less
amount of work will often put a greater amount
of strain on the eyes and give similar discom-
forts. On the other hand, when our general
health is poor, being so-called "run down," we
then often attribute troubles to our eyes for
which, when they are normal, they may not be
responsible.

From the foregoing we can see that various
conditions can cause eye trouble, and often all
the mentioned factors are present in the same
case—excessive work, an eye with abnormal sight
and poor constitution. It is self-evident to the
diamond polisher why his eyes are taxed to the
utmost.

Much depends on the sharp-
Sharp Vision ness of his vision, for a slight
Needed error in grinding a facet too

much or too little makes a
marked difference in the appearance of the stone,
as also in its value. A certain nervous strain is
consequently present; this is, however, overcome
'ty the experienced workman and probably only
the beginner is cognizant of it, but it is there and
nust not be ignored.

For assistance to his sight the diamond
polisher has taken recourse to the loup. Most
of the men—about 98 per cent.—are using the loup
:o help them see more clearly; this helps them,
Is the object looked at appears larger and the
ratlines are sharper, since the sight is concen-
.rated upon a small area. The actual vision of
the eye is not changed by the loup, only the so-
called refractive or optical conditions. The
former is the amount a person sees under or-
dinary circumstances without any artificial help.

The telescope does not actually improve the
sight, but only causes objects at a greater dis-
tance to appear as if they were nearer and thus
causes them to become clearer ; so the micro-
scope does not improve the sight, but simply
makes smaller objects appear many times their
actual size.

The loup does not improve the sight itself,
otherwise it would not be necessary to wear a
glass when using the same if the eye had any
error or was so-called "weak"
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The first thing is to give the
eye itself, by means of glasses
if it needs them, the best pos-
sible sight, thereby relieving

any possible strain, then the use of a loup can
be a great help. From the cases examined the
most men use the loup upon the right eye, be-
cause they are right-handed and not because the
eye is better than the left. Those who had weak
right eyes used the left or both eyes, and a few
did not use any loup. The use of the loup does
not harm the eye if judiciously used; it simply
magnifies. The stronger it is the larger the ob-
ject will appear. When too strong the object
must not be held too close to the eye; if it is
held directly before the eye the muscles of the
eye are liable to be strained more than necessary,
with harmful results. This strain can easily be
caused by looking sharply at the point of a
pencil and gradually bringing the same closer
and closer to the face; if continued and held
close to the nose a dull ache will develop in the
forehead and eyes.

The natural tendency to see objects more
clearly is to bring them closer to the eye. This
near vision is tiring to the eyes and for the relief
of the extra strain a glass must often be worn.
Any man wearing a loup should not do so for
long without interruption, even if only for a few
seconds. The diamond polisher seldom uses it
long continuously, as he only glances at the
stone every few seconds while grinding it.

The lens of the eye, if the individual be
under sixty years, changes its shape for near
and distant vision. This process of changing its
shape is called accommodation and entails much
nervous energy and muscular work.

Were it not for this fact we would be un-
able to see any object clearly nearer than twenty
feet. There is no trade where this faculty of
accommodation comes more into play than in
diamond polishing. Here the loup is used one
second and discarded the next for ten hours a
day. Consequently the nervous systems of many
suffer and some even, as far as their eyes are
concerned, become prematurely old.

The men who use the loup much have gradu-
ally learned to relax their accommodation in part,
otherwise they would not be able to stand the
work more than a few hours a day. This part
of the work is the most tiring and should be
done judiciously, so that energy be saved and
better efforts can thus be given to the work.

After examining some men who had finished
their half-day work I found in some cases the
eyes very much strained; but it must be remem-
bered that only such came to me who suffered
from discomfort in their eyes, and it is fair to
suppose that many at present have no ill effects.

When a man who has had
The Change normal sight in his early years
in the Lens reaches about 45 years, he

finds that he cannot see the
near objects (15 inches or less) as distinctly as
formerly and this shows itself especially for
reading and near work. This change is due to
a natural process in the lens due to age and is
gradually progressive; it is called "presbyopia,"
or old sight, and is due to the gradual loss of
the power of accommodation. These people, to
see near objects clearly, often seek aid from
glasses bought from some shop. The one they
see best with is their choice; sometimes they get
it right, sometimes wrong.

A person having the correct glass given after
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a careful and thorough examination should have
the same changed every three to five years. The
question naturally arises, Why do so many dia-
mond polishers wear glasses? Most people are
satisfied with an ordinary amount of sight, as
their eyes are, as a rule, not particularly taxed;
but the diamond polisher must have the best pos-
sible sight of which his eyes are capable under
the least possible amount of strain. The glass
with which one can see best is not always the
correct one ; wearing them might strain and
harm the eye considerably. We often hear
people say the glass is too strong or it draws
the eyes even if the actual sight may be good.

It often happens that a person sees as well
without the glasses as with them, and conse-
ruently believes that they are not needed, but in
not wearing them the eye must do the extra
work or strain, which the glass relieves, even if
it gives clearer vision.

It is important in wearing glasses that they
be properly fitted to the person's face and nose.
The lens must be well grounded, the glass suffi-
ciently large and so adjusted that the person sees
through the center.

An important factor is to have
The Need of the proper light while at work.
Good Light It should be of the best; day-

light if possible or its best
substitute. The worker's eyes should be shielded
so that no rays, if an artificial light be' used,
strikes them, and the light is to be concentrated
%so as to properly and sufficiently illuminate the
object worked upon. The method of embedding
the stones causes the least possible amount of
glare, in form of prismatic reflexes and broken
rays of light, as practically the entire stone ex-
cept a few facets is hidden. The diamond dust,
used for grinding, seldom gets into the eyes,
and will cause little more than a slight irritation
which will rapidly subside after washing the
eyes well.

If a particle of emery or steel gets into
the eyes it can often be removed by an unskilled
hand, but much harm may be done in the attempt.

As the diamond polisher uses his eyes all
day it would be unwise for him to sit home
evenings and tax his eyes reading; he should not
read long continued, and if he desires to read it
should be at intervals and then rest the eyes a
few moments. It is a bad practice to read in the
cars and elevated trains by poor illumination
after taxing the eyes all day. The eyes need the
rest and should have it.

I have found some, among the people ex-
amined who even with their correct glasses have
not the best of sight, and, consequently, find
some difficulty in seeing; none, however, that
were not able to do their required work.

It seems to me that any
Good Eyes young man beginning to learn
Needed for the trade should have good
this Trade eyes and normal sight, other-

wise he had better learn some-
thing else. A young man with some error in his
eye might while young be able to see fairly well,
but becoming older his discomforts begin and
then he is in rather an unfortunate position
when glasses refuse to help him. Direct diseases
of the eyes due to the work I have not seen, but
many changed, refractive conditions ; these, how-
ever, are not, strictly speaking, diseases. I feel
confident that many of the extremely nervous
temperaments are directly due to the excessive
use of the eyes, fitted by improper or no glasses
at all. Also, that many troubles which are at-
tributed to the eyes, especially in some of the
neurotic individuals, are not due to the eyes, but
to some general condition. The work of dia-
mond polishing is, aside from a strain upon the
eyes, also indirectly and often through the
former, a strain upon the nervous system.—The
Diamond World.
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Wisconsin Institute of Horology
Enterprise Building MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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Unique French Clocks for Win-
dow Display and Advertising

In no branch of retail merchandising is at-
tractive window display of greater relative im-
portance than in the case of the retail jeweler.
Gems, jewelry and ornamental timepieces
have a fascination for the public beyond
any other line of goods, and as most
jewelers expect a fair proportion of their
income from the repair department, the
window must be used not only to adver-
tise the proprietor's wares, but also his own
or his workmen's skill in their specialty.
To this end we frequently find jewelers
adding to the attractiveness of a window
display by exhibiting ingenious or curious
timepieces or other motion devices which
attest their competency as mechanics. The
so-called "mysterious clock," which is sometimes
seen, consisting of a glass dial and an hour and
minute hand and apparently without works, is a
window attraction of this character. The Ameri-
can jewelers, however, do not by any means
make full use of their opportunities in this re-

'rhe Windmill Clock

gard and an object lesson from their brethren in
France cannot fail to be both interesting and
instructive, writes H. Frank Meddril in Brains.

For many centuries Frenchmen have been
noted for their ingenuity as horologists and
have probably to their credit a greater number
of marvels and curios in clocks than all other
nations combined. From the year 1379, when the
first clock of which we have any accurate de-
scription was erected in the tower of the palace
of Charles V., until the present time, French-
men have maintained their leadership in this
field. To-day they manifest greater interest than
ever in the science of horology and its practical
application, and a stronger predilection for the
magnificent, the mysterious and the bizarre in
timepieces. All who visited the international ex-
positions of recent years were afforded con-
clusive proof of the pre-eminence of France in
this specialty. The purpose of this brief article,
however, is not to recall French achievement in
clockmaking, but rather to illustrate the in-
genious and quaint ways in which the French
horologists of to-day apply and advertise their
skill for advertising purposes.

The windmill clock shown in the illustration
is a combination timepiece and display fixture,
especially adapted for displaying jewelry, but
also useful as a timekeeper. It consists of a
base constructed of boards and papier-mache,
on which is erected a rock structure made
from jagged stones with the aid of plaster.
Seemingly dug in this rock are eight excava-
tions or grottoes, in each of which is a mov-
able black velvet tray for the display of
jewelry. These eight trays adjust themselves
automatically when the jeweler wishes to
show goods to his customers. They are also
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The Fisherman's Clock

interchangeable and can be placed independently
in any of the openings.

Above the trays and rock is a circular plat-
form on which several figures are seen, the
miller, his son, his donkey, etc. A staircase
leads to a second platform on which the mill
itself stands. The rock is richly bronzed in har-
monious tints and sprinkled with diamond dust,
the effect being emphasized by the black velvet
trays. The wooden fence rails are differently
bronzed. The body of the mill is in red copper,
the openings being given the appearance of gran-
ite casing. The blades of the windmill flyer are
ill old silver and decorated with gems of differ-
ent colors, while the roof is thatched, terminat-
ing in a red copper top. Above all floats the
French tri-color.

The time is told by a clock placed over the
mill window, the movement of this being inde-
pendent of the other part. The wings of the mill
turn slowly from left to right. The van -colored
gems giving a dazzling effect. Through the win-
dow of the loft into a tub placed below and in
front of the little door flows a waterfall, simu-
lated by a ribbon which moves very swiftly, the
surface being covered with diamond powder and
watches. These watches fall at the rate of one
per second, sixty a minute, or 3600 an hour, and
this without interruption. The miller's daughter
at the window is showing a watch, presumably
made at the mill, and she simulates the motions
of offering it for sale. The principal part of
the rock turns from right to left, accomplishing
a complete revolution in two minutes, and the
eight trays as well as the figures on the plat-
form, which can be multiplied indefinitely, appear
in view successively to the onlookers. The base
of the rock and the upper portion on which the
mill rests remain fixed. There are four rotary
motions, all different, which gives a striking

The Tantalus Clock
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effect. A simple cluck movement furnishes the
motivs power.

The idea of the clock known as the "Fisher-
man Clock" was suggested to a French horologist
by the idea of the fishing season in France. As
is shown in the illustration, a fisherman is seated

on the bank of a lake. Near him is a sign
which says, "Fishing Prohibited." The

fisherman is consequently in constant fear
of the approach of an officer. On the banks
of the lake will be seen a number of little
twigs. Examining them closely it will be
observed that they represent the hours and
the half hours. The time is marked by the
fisherman's float moving along the edge
of the water, which is represented by a
mirror. As the officer is not likely to ap-
pear before noontime the fisherman pro-
ceeds with his work.

The mechanism responsible for the
working of this clock consists of an

alarm clock movement concealed in the rock con-
nected with a magnet which is concealed under

The Spirit Clock

the mirror which simulates the water of the lake.
This magnet, operated by the movement, moves
along under the mirror, attracting in its wake
over the smooth surface of the glass the little
iron float. The float, under the influence of the
magnet beneath, moves along regularly, indicat-
ing the hour until noontime is reached, when a
disconnection in the mechanism suspends the
operation, and the officer bobs up suddenly to the
surprise of the industrious fisherman.

The inspiration of the Tantalus clock is
the familiar legend recorded in Greek mythology.
We learn that Tantalus, who was the reputed
son of Zeus and Pluto, was permitted to be a
guest at the table of the gods. Having divulged
some of the secrets which this privilege placed
within his knowledge a great punishment was in-
flicted upon him. He became the victim of an

• insatiable thirst and was compelled to stand up
to his chin in a lake, the waters of which receded
from him whenever he tried to drink. Clusters
of fruit hung over his head which the wind
wafted from his grasp whenever he attempted
to pluck them, his mind meanwhile being kept
in constant terror lest a huge rock suspended
above his head and ever threatening to fall
would crush him.

It was this legend, modernized, which in-
spired the Tantalus clock. As shown in the
illustration, a slave, who is perched on the
summit of a rock, holds in his hand what
looks like a post clock. The figure of Tan-
talus, in the form of a feeble old man, is
shown seated beside the rock. On the pre-
sumption, apparently, that his punishment
will cease at a certain time, Tantalus turns
his head at regular intervals to look at the

(Continued on page 1723)
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Unique French Clocks for Window

Display and Advertising

(Continued from page 1721)

clock, but each time he does so the dial auto-
matically turns around, preventing the unfortu-
nate victim from telling the time.

In the so-called "Spirit Clock" as shown in
the accompanying illustration, the Devil is seen
holding a glass dial with hour and minute hand.
Behind the hands, but concealed, is a clickwork
to which is attached a cord, a pull on this cord
every minute causing the hands to advance. The
female astride the goat is supposed to pull the
cord under spiritualistic influences. An explana-
tion, however, is found in an electro-magnet
concealed in the base of the clock and connected
by wire with a regulator which establishes a cir-
cuit every minute. The lever platform, on which
the goat rests, is so balanced that the least in-
crease of weight at either end will cause a slight
seesaw motion. To create this motion and cause
a pull of the string it is only necessary to attach
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The Convivial Clock

to the under side of the rocking lever pieces of soft
iron to correspond with the poles of the electro-
magnet. Then at each re-establishment of the
circuit from the regulator the lever will be at-
tracted, inasmuch as the glass will not interrupt
the magnetic influence. In this simple manner
the clock works and the mystery of its motion
interests and puzzles all who see it. The serpent,
the time-honored ally of his Satanic majesty,
which apparently is taking much delight in
throttling the cat, emphasizes the demoniac char-
acter of the timepiece.

The unique timepiece, which the maker styled
"Convivial Hours," is simplicity itself in con-
struction. As will be seen in the illustration the
clock consists ostensibly of a crystal goblet filled
with water. The rim of the mouth of the goblet
is divided into twelve equal parts and the hours
marked around the border in black. One of the
drunken twain who figure in the device is carved
from wood and floats in the water, one of his
hands, which is made of iron, extending over
the brim. On the person of his drunken com-
panion, who is standing on the pedestal, is con-
cealed a magnet with its arms turned toward the
iron hand of his companion in the water. The
floating figure, therefore, remains stationary while
the glass revolves, while the bottle which one of
the drunkards is endeavoring to pass to his friend
serves as the hand which indicates the time on the
revolving goblet.

As the French were pioneers in airship con-
struction it is quite natural that the French
horologists should use the idea for one of their
novel clocks. The airship clock represents such
a timepiece as conceived by a well-known French
horologist. In the globe shown in the lower
part of the picture is concealed a clock move-
ment. From this globe an aeroplane ascends
every minute, the ascension being caused by a
clickwork and bent lever concealed in the clouds,
which are simulated by painted cardboard. When
the click is released the aeroplane comes in con-

KEYSTONE

The Aeronautic Clock

tact with the sun, at which moment a driving
click acts on a ratchet wheel with sixty teeth,
which is concealed behind the aeroplane. This
wheel has inscribed on it figures from o to 59,
representing the minutes. At the division 59 a
pin causes the hour wheel, which is graduated
from I to 12, to advance one notch.

Another new French clock here shown com-
bines in its design the dirigible balloon and aero-
plane. This novelty is styled the aeronautic clock
and the motions imparted to its propellors by the
works within give it timely interest.

The mysterious advertising clock is said to
have been wonderfully successful in exciting
public curiosity. This clock consists of a mahogany
base with glass columns fixed by means of copper
braces. On top is a dial, the hands of which are
operated by an ordinary watch movement. This
movement, however, has no purpose in connection
with the display piece other than to tell the time.
Between the glass columns, as shown in the illus-
tration, is a wooden framework hung on a silk
thread attached to a ring under the dial. In the
frame are two pieces of cardboard joined to-
gether, each of which contains an announcement.
When the mechanism is put in operation the face
of the card remains in view of the public for a
few seconds and then makes a half turn, present-
ing the other side to the view. It again remains
motionless for a few seconds before making a
second half turn, the turn being made sometimes
to the right and sometimes to the left with an ir-
regularity which puzzles the observer. The card
contains the following announcement : "How and

The Airship Clock

why does this card turn? If you can guess state
the secret in three lines. A fine watch will be
given free for the best answer." Many, we are
told by the maker, entered the guessing contest,
but none succeeded in giving the correct solution
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of the mystery, which "in three lines" is as fol-
lows : The phenomenon is due to a permanent
magnet, the poles of which are under the mag-
netic influence of an electric magnet alternately
reversed by means of a rotary reverser which
works a clock movement.

A Machine that Sorts Diamonds

When the negro laborers descend into the
diamond mines at Kimberley they blast and pick
out the hard diamantiferous earth and put it into
wooden tubs which are hauled on stout wires to
the surface, where the earth is spread over the
ground to undergo for several months the soften-
ing influences of heat and cold. When it is soft
enough it is shoveled into the washing machines,
where the dirt is separated from the rough dia-
monds and other large mineral substances. The
mixtures of minerals remaining is known as
concentrates.
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Advertising Clock

It was formerly necessary to go carefully
over these concentrates to pick out the garnets
and many other foreign substances until nothing
remained but the rough diamonds. This was a
slow and laborious operation, but it was an es-
sential part of the mining industry until it was
superseded a few years ago.

Among the employees in the sorting room
was a young fellow named Kersten, who quietly
went to work to find a way to separate the
diamond from other stones more quickly and
easily than could be done by the slow process of
hand picking. He was not discouraged by his
many failures to find that way.

One day, by the merest accident, he made
the discovery he was after. A rough diamond
and a garnet happened to be lying on a small
board on the bench where he was working. He
raised one end of the board. The garnet slipped
off but the diamond remained. This was worth
investigating. He found that there was a coating
of grease on the board which had retained the
diamond, but not the garnet.

He procured a wider board, coated one side
of it with grease and dumped a few handfuls of
concentrates on it. Then he found that by hold-
ing the board in a slightly inclined position and
vibrating it all the concentrates except the dia-
monds moved to the lower end and fell off, while
the diamonds remained in place.

Then he invented a machine by which his
discovery might be utilized. Considerable study
was required to perfect the apparatus, but at last
the machine was completed and the big diamond
men were invited to witness the new method of
separating diamonds from the rest of the concen-
trates. The invention was an entire success. A
more simple and complete device for saving time,
labor and loss of diamonds could not be imagined.
The entire work is now done by machinery;
hand-picking has been wholly superseded and
both the inventor and the mine owners have
profited handsomely by the labor-saving machine.
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Double Dial Universal Watch

It is rarely that an opportunity occurs in the

watch trade to introduce a really attractive and

useful novelty, one which appeals to a great num-

ber of people and which does not in any way

militate against the prime office of a watch—

the clear indication of the time on a dial un-

obstructed by marks other than those of the

necessary numerals and divisions, writes F. J.

Britten in The Jeweler and Metalworker.

PIG. I

Each year incidents and events occuring in
other countries more frequently awaken interest
here and many have been the projects and de-
vices to bring home to us instantly the hour cor-
responding to some stated foreign time.

Time standards, especially useful as they are
in broad continents, where railways run their
course through many degrees of longitude, may
be a help when the divergence from Greenwich
or other datum is carried in the mind, but can-
not fulfil all requirements in this connection.

In the appended illustrations there appears at
first sight to be shown two watches,. one with the

FIG. 2

ordinary hands for hours, minutes and seconds,
and the other a dial without hands. This, how-
ever, is not the case. It is one watch with two
dials placed back to back with the movement
between them, and represents an arrangement
patented by J. F. Kendal. It is not merely a
curiosity, but a well thought-out means of in-
stantly knowing the time at any part of the
world. To be told that a certain place is, say,

KEYSTONE

4% hours fast or slow of Greenwich, does not
convey at once an unerring indication of the
time there. Ships going eastward are continually
approaching an earlier sunrise. On them, while
the chronometer still records Greenwich time, it
is usual for the clock to be put on one hour for
every 15 degrees of longitude, and if they pass
the i8oth degree an extra day, called "Antipodes
Day," is taken in. On the contrary, when sailing
west, the clock is put back an hour for every
15 degrees, and if the i8oth degree is passed a
day is skipped in the reckoning. It must be re-
membered that in the later hours of the Ameri-
can day the date will be one day behind that of
which the early hours are than ruling at Green-
wich and places eastward; for example, at
9 P. M. in New York on December 35, it would
be 2 A. M. on January i in London.

In this watch the central part of the dial in
Fig. 2 rotates once in twenty-four hours with
the going of the watch, and the initials A. M. and
P. M. accompanying the hour numerals show un-
mistakably whether it is the morning or evening
hour. No calculation is required, and bearing
in mind that all places to the east are fast and
those to the west slow, an unerring record of the
time required is apparent.

If, as I am told it will be, this watch is
placed on the market at a reasonable price, it
should become popular among all classes.

Its use is obvious to business men and those
having telegraphic communication with other
countries, but beyond that there is a sentimental
connection to be considered. Take, for instance,
the case of a person who has a relative or dear
friend abroad. How often during the day does
the mind recur to the abode of the absent loved
one, and what a satisfaction it would be to turn
to the watch and, noting the hour, conjecture
therefrom the whereabouts and occupation of
those corporeally far away.

The watch may have the two dials open, as
shown, or the universal secondary dial may be
provided with a metal cover.

Simple Process for Recovering Gold
from Filings in Small Quantities

In large establishments it is customary to
melt gold filings in sufficiently large quantities so
they can be used in making new alloys, but the
jeweler who has only small quantities of filings
must melt them down and make use of the gold
before he has sufficient for an ingot of alloy, says
Die Deutsche Goldschemiede Zeitung. In the
large working establishments the filings are es-
pecially suitable for making 8-karat gold, and
with new gold added the results
are especially successful in pro- A
ducing an alloy suitable for  
working into many difficult 

r

shapes. As the gold often con-
tains other metal filings, all
being melted together, the gold-
smith is often a little timid in
using it for a higher grade alloy,
but if permitted to use for the
8-karat he feels secure, as that is
about the lowest karat used by
reliable manufacturers, and he is
glad to use the filings for this
purpose. There are many small
manufacturers and jewelers who
think that the melted gold filings
are not as good to work as new
alloyed gold, but the fact is that
an ingot of molten filings is of
the same consistency as that newly alloyed and
will, therefore, work up as well into wire as
rolled sheets.

At the beginning the important point is that
the filings be cleaned as much as possible from
tin, lead, iron or platinum particles. To obtain a
reliable soft, pliable gold proceed as follows: The
filings to be melted are spread on a sheet of silk
paper, then freed from iron with the magnet.
Next spread over some powdered borax, mix the
whole together and melt in a hollowed-out char-
coal, or better, by using the Chamotte crucible
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shell shown in the cut. This shell is secured to
a wooden block and asbestos plate with a few
nails in such a way that the lip will be even with
the block to facilitate pouring. In the cut c
represents the wood, b the asbestos, a the shell
and nails. On the under side a strong piece of
sheet iron, or an old file, d, is nailed to which is
fastened a wooden file handle. By long heating

91
FIG. FIG. 2

a rich-looking fluid appears, which keeps itself
above all the other substances. The molten gold
should remain over the fire for some time until
the surface appears clear as water, then it is
ready to be poured into an ingot and will be
found suitable for rolled sheets or wire. On the
care used in cleaning and freeing the filings
from other metals depends the purity And fine-
ness of the gold.

The small manufacturer or jeweler often
has only a limited amount of gold that he de-
sires to use for some purpose and after melting

FIG. 3 F G.

t

FIGS. 5 & 6

it together finds only a small button, which is
very difficult to work on account of its size. To
save much time and vexation he can prepare
his gold in nearly the shape desired in the fol-
lowing manner: A piece of smooth sheet iron, or
a broken clock spring, may be bent in the shape
desired, similar to Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, the top
bent outward to facilitate pouring in of the
molten gold. To close up the edges lay oiled
silk paper on pieces of strong pasteboard, one
for each end, place the paper over the open ends
and fasten in a vise. Fig. x shows how the
paper is placed on one side. The sheet iron, or
whatever is used for this mould, should have
been oiled on the inside. The molten gold is
poured in this mould and the shape obtained is
of advantage to work up small quantities. Very
thin sheets, wire or irregular shapes are possible
to cast with this appliance. The cuttle fish bone
is also a handy material to have about for mak-
ing small moulds very inexpensively. A few air
vents should always be provided for castings, es-
pecially gold.

In Germany, where many small jewelers pro-
duce only such articles as are ordered by certain
customers of special design and hand-made, there
is much use made of the class of moulds
described, since they enable the worker to pro-
duce by casting very near the shape desired with
a very limited amount of stock. This class of
work has the advantage of the designs being
rarely reproduced by the same workman, and
therefore he furnishes often very artistic orna-
ments not produced by the larger manufactories.
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LOCKET HANDLE
THE LATEST UMBRELLA

NOVELTY

4L Sentiment is a valuable aid to
serviceability in the sale of articles for
personal use. An ideal combination
of both is found in the new umbrella
with locket handle.
111The large illustration shows the
handle with locket closed. The small
illustration shows the head of handle
with locket open.

idea will appeal forcibly to all
umbrella purchasers and irresistibly
to the many who purchase umbrellas
for gifts. This novelty is especially
adapted for the umbrella stock of
jewelers with refined and discrimi-
nating customers.

41, When preparing for the holidays
don't forget the great holiday special
—the

PERFECT DETACHABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLA

which we can now furnish in a
great variety of new designs. Our
patent covers the detachable feature
in a manner greatly superior to all
others, which we can prove to you
and which you can readily explain to
customers.
41.0ne of our most seasonable spe-
cialties is a line of Louis XVI styles
with engraved handles, especially
intended for fine trade.

OUR GOODS ARE PUT IN FINE INDIVIDUAL CARTONS

COUR SALESMEN are now starting out to cover
their respective territory and if interested, kindly
advise us and we will have a representative call and
illustrate.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co.  Makers of "Perfect Shape" Umbrellas  
Factory and Office: Baltimore and Howard Streets
BALTIMORE :: MARYLAND
NEW YORK: 396 Broadway
SAN FRANCISCO :

PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut St.
- 717 Market Street

THE ABOVE IS THE KEYNOTE
TO YOUR BUSINESS

q A Jeweler's motto should never be "how cheap,"
but " how good."

11When you handle the cheap grade of jewelry
of a department store, every dry goods store in
your town becomes your competitor.
q We only handle " Goods of Quality" made by
manufacturers whose names are sufficiently familiar
to the public to be the master key to unlock the
confidence and pocketbook of your trade.
q We handle a line second to none of Lockets,
Chains, Bracelets, Lorgnettes, Fobs, Cuff Pins,
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Cul Links, Hat Pins and
Belt Buckles.

q Our traveling men are now out in their respective
territories—it will pay you to look at their line.

October, 1910 T H E

The Art of Tooling Leather

By MIRIAM B. PEARCE, ill Handicraft

Tooling of leather is one of the simplest
crafts to learn and yet less satisfactory work in
that line is shown at the exhibitions of the arts
and crafts societies than in almost any other.

The first thing for any craftsman to con-
sider is his peculiar material and the tools neces-
sary to manipulate it. Just as the potter studies
his clay and the silversmith his metal, so must
the leather worker study his leather, hides and
skins. The greatest variety of leather is easily
obtained in all large cities. The ooze leathers are
useful for linings but as a rule are too soft for
tooling so we will not consider them at this
time. Split cowhides come with an ooze fin-
ish and can be tooled. The difference in
texture between the polished line and the ooze
surface giving an interesting effect.

The special quality of
Hides for leather is its flexibility, du-
Tooling rability and the fact that

while wet the leather can
be marked with the tool, modeled in relief
and stretched, and that when dry it will retain
these marks and forms; it can also be dyed
with pigments which sink into the skin and
become set by the tannic present. For tooling
always ask for bark-tanned hides or skins, as
the chrome tan is a chemical composition
much used for shoe leathers but of no use for
tooling. Bark tan loosens the fibers of the
leather and chrome tan tightens them. Oak
bark is used in England and on the continent,
but in America hemlock is the bark most com-
monly used. Russia calf is the best skin for
beginners to use as it is easily tooled, comes
in varied colors, light tan, browns, green,
red and black, and has a pleasing surface to
leave after being tooled without further color-
ing or polishing. It is not too heavy for
card cases and small articles and is very satis-
factory for book covers and portfolios.

Russet calf is usually twice as thick as
Russia calf, is cream color and does not have
such a finely polished surface as the Russia
calf. It is particularly used for work to be
colored and is heavy enough for bags, chairs,
chests, etc.

Cowhide is usually heavier still and is
better for carved work or the incised line.
Horsehide can also be used to advantage and
is said to be particularly durable.

To test a piece of leather for tooling sponge
it with water and if it drinks up the water
readily and then retains the marks of a pencil
or steel point, it is all right.

As for tools, leather takes a
Tools for simpler outfit than is needed
Tooling in almost any other craft. The

tools are made of steel, tern-
pered to straw color and can be easily made by
any one accustomed to filing and tempering
steel. No. 3 is an outline tool shaped like a
pencil point and used on leather as one would
use a pencil on paper ; the reverse end is filed
fiat for ruling straighter lines. Figs. 6 and 7
show two views of one end of the modeling tool,
Fig. 8 being the other end, similar in shape but
wider for flattening down backgrounds and mak-
ing bolder lines. With these two double-ended
tools and a few background punches similar to
Figs. 9 and ix one can do beautiful work. For
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a background tool a nail set (Fig. so) may be
used and they come in many sizes. Figs. I and 2
are punches which can be repeated with good
effect for borders. Fig. 5 is a stencil knife used
for cut work, trimming edges for incising or
carving. The blade is removable and can be
easily kept sharp on an oilstone. It is also avail-
able for simple skiving. Other useful things to
have at hand are a drawing board, thumb tacks,
a bowl of water, sponge, small hammer, scissors,
harness punch, ruler with a brass edge, trans-
parent angle, sheet of zinc, Japanese tracing
paper and dyes or inks for coloring, roll of ab-
sorbent cotton and several paint brushes.

How shall we use these materials? First,
draw your design with great care and make

6.

Ii'

0 so.
0

0

Ita"'

7

a tracing of it on the Japanese tracing paper,
leaving a margin of an inch all around. Cut out
a piece of leather the same size and lay it on
your dawing board with the smooth surface up;
sponge it with clean water till well saturated.
Lay your tracing on the leather and pin both to
the board, being careful not to let the heads of
the tacks overlap the outline, as they will leave a
black ring on the leather. Now take the outline
tool (No. 3) and go over all the lines of the
design so an impression will be left on the
leather transferring the design perfectly. Re-
move the tracing paper and if the leather has be-
come dry sponge again, but the leather must
never be so wet that the water will ooze from
it under the pressing tool. Next take the model-
ing tool (No. 6) and go over outlines of the
design again, with the idea of flattening the back-
ground away from the figures in order to give
low relief.

One of the things we depend upon for
effect is difference in texture and this we gain by
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taking a background tool and holding it perpen-
dicularly to the leather and tapping with the
hammer all over the spaces around the design,
making a contrast between the pattern with plain
surface and the background with roughened
surface. There will also be a difference of tex-
ture in the outline which will show a dark
polished line when dry.

If you wish to emboss the
Embossing figures of your design and so

gain higher relief, hold your
work between the thumb and fingers of the left
hand and with the modeling tool in the right
hand scratch the back of the figures to be raised;
the wet leather will stretch under the pressure
and when dry will retain the new shape.

To give still further relief lay a piece of
modeling clay under the raised portions and
cover with a piece of tracing paper, then
place the work on the board with the leather
Uppermost and do further modeling on the
right side. Leave the clay in place until dry
and always pin the leather carefully to the
board while drying, otherwise the work is
liable to warp out of shape.

If you wish to color the
Coloring the leather many pigments may
Leather be used, but always bear in

mind the natural beauty
of the grain of the leather and use nothing
that will disguise it. For this reason trans-
parent dyes are the best. Japanese water
colors are very good and Higgins's water-
proof inks may be used to advantage, though
they fade in the sunlight. They give a pleas-
ing surface which will not spot with water.
It is always wise to use the dyes first for
local color and then wash over the whole
surface with some tone of ink. In coloring
the leather always wet the skin first if you
wish the color to go on smoothly and if you
are putting one color over the whole surface
it is usually easier to rub it in with a wad
of absorbent cotton dipped into the coloring
matter.

An effect of old leather is gained by
staining the whole piece brown and then
adding a little black to the background and
shadow lines. This is usually better applied
with a brush so it will sink into all the tooled
lines, then the cotton rubbed over it leaves
the dark color in the hollows and lightens
the raised surfaces, giving the effect of an

oxidized article. Blue and green on brown
give an effect of verdigris on copper.

When the edges are carefully trimmed with
the sharp knife stain them carefully to match
the surface. Be sure the corners are all right
angles and circles perfectly drawn with the com-
pass. Use a ruler for all straight lines.

The simplest work well done
The Design is better than any elaborate or-

namentation carelessly exe-
cuted. The texture of the leather is so beauti-
ful in itself that you must be very careful in
order to have your ornament improve it.

What shall we say about design? Strive to
make your ornamentation as simple as possible.
First plan your division of space and consider the
width of margins and border lines with great
care. Beauty is only achieved in orderly ar-
rangement. Think of balance and make effective
use of repetitions. Never overcrowd and if you
have small detail balance with plain spots to give
variety.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.

Our Quality "High"

Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

'Colonial" Four Hundred Wall Cases joined by mirror recess

We manufacture the most complete line of
medium-priced Show Cases, Wall Cases and
Jewelry Fixtures of any manufacturer in the
United States. Let us prove it.

Our Prices " Low"

Ask for our new loose leaflet catalogue
showing 1910 designs.

No. x ir Special Show Case and Table

QUALITY TALKS, No .5
TO MANUFACTURERS

We make a special process alloy for manufacturing purposes, which is
the result of much experimenting and study on our part.
We first had the demand for this Special Process Alloy for use in our
own work and after trying out many of the manufactured gold alloys
on the market we were forced to make a special process alloy of
our own.
We offer this to you at a price no higher than other supposedly
gold alloys.
Every bit of our special process alloy goes through a long process of
melting, rolling and annealing; is rolled into sheets and then delivered
cut fine instead of being in shot or grain form. This melting, rolling
and annealing makes a superior article that readily mixes with either
coin or Government Bar gold and works freely.
The ingredients used are of the very finest, and differ greatly from the
scrap metal that is the usual basis of other alloys.
This care as to ingredients and proper blending is what makes our
special process so easily worked under rolls or in the press, and which
prevents it from cracking when being worked or in the fire.
Drop us a postal for a working sample and convince yourself by actual
trying out.

COOK DUNBAR SMITH COMPANY
85 SPRAGUE STREET

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

QUALITY SPECIALISTS IN
Seamless Wire, Rolled Gold Plate QUALITY

OUR STANDARD SEAMLESS TUBING OUR STANDARD

TO ENTER
OUR SCHOOL

the first thing necessary is to have a distinct
understanding between you and us as to
what you want to learn, and how long it
will take us to teach it to you.
CYou have a right to know this ; it is for
your protection.
CA school which will promise anything you
want it to, just so it gets you as a student, is
not a good school for you to attend.
CWe know what a good workman must be
able to do; we know how long it takes the
average person to learn to be a good work-
man; we give the benefit of this knowledge
(which we have gained only by long exper-
ience) to anyone who writes us about learning
watchmaking, engraving or jewelry work.

Write for Information and Catalogue

The EZRA F. BOWMAN
TECHNICAL SCHOOL
OF WATCHMAKING, ENGRAV-
ING AND JEWELRY WORK
LANCASTER :: PENNSYLVANIA
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The Commercial Traveler

The commercial traveler is fairly en-

titled to be called the keystone of the

industrial arch, says a writer in the Watch-

maker, Jeweler, Silversmith and Optician.

He has been picturesquely and appropriately

called the "Ambassador of Commerce." So

he is, but the good and efficient traveler is

something more than a mere ambassador.

Unless he is one of the favored few who

carry world-famous lines of branded goods,

he is the foundation-stone of the house he

represents. Not alone must he take orders,

sell goods, and keep his house fully em-

ployed on profitable business. That is but

a portion, although a very important one, of

his business. The really efficient traveler

has to maintain the dignity of his firm
among its customers, and see that its reputa-

tion is fuly supported against all competi-

tors. And, in addition to this, he must be

the eyes, ears, and voice of the house. It is
his business to find out what his opponents

are doing, and, if possible, what they are

going to do. He must forecast the chang-

ing fashion, so that his house may continue

to hold and increase their business. The
gradual variations of local taste, the

novelties coming forward, even the indi-
vidual demands of his customers, must be
his constant study. Only so can his house
be kept in the fighting-line. It is obvious
that the man at the wheel at home cannot,
by any stretch of his imagination, divine the
changing requirements of the trade ; there-
fore he must rely on the ability of his repre-
sentative to keep him posted as to the course
to be steered. In this aspect .of his duties

the traveler is the pioneer of commerce.
The future of the business he represents de-
pends very materially on his ability to fore-
cast the immediate future of trade, and the
ability of the management to co-operate with
him and supply him with the goods he wants
at the right prices.

As an institution the com-
mercial traveler is compara-
tively modern. His role is
the outcome of industrial

developments which are little more than a
century old. For hundreds of years there
was no trade in the modern sense of the
term. Every town and village produced the
greater part of its requirements itself.
Leather goods, clothes, woodwork, most of

its food and drink, most of the metalwork—

in fact, nearly every thing essential was
made by hand in each locality. Such things
as were not produced on the spot were car-
ried round by traveling merchants, or their
purchase necessitated a visit to the nearest

market town, where regular stocks of such

A Modern

Institution
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goods yvere held. The invention of modern

machinery, the subdivision of labor, intro-

duced by men like Matthew Boulton, of

Birmingham, and finally, the advent of

steam, completely upset the old order of

things, and what we now know as trade

began to develop. Even then the necessity

for the commercial traveler was not im-

mediately felt.
The first manufacturers entrusted their

goods for sale to agents in the large towns.

Then, at last, arose the first of the big

wholesale or distributing firms, who bought

goods for their own account, and resold

them to the retailers. Then some enterpris-

ing soul conceived the idea of going to seek
customers, instead of as hitherto waiting for

them to send for their requirements. Thus,

at last, we come to the genesis of the com-

mercial traveler. The first commercials
were either the proprietor of the business,
or one of his partners, or perhaps a relative

or friend in whom confidence could be freely

placed. The journeys were taken by coach,

but frequently the traveler drove his own

trap or vehicle, and so worked from town to

town at his convenience. This method of

working lasted well on into the nineteenth

century. Even after the first railways there

were extensive tracts of country which were

only accessible in this way.
Charles Dickens gives us a
sketch of the commercial

room of the early half of
Dickens and

the Commercial

Room the nineteenth century, in
"The Pickwick Papers,"

which we may hope and believe is not a fair

sample of the majority. Here it is:

"Most people know what sort of places corn-
mercial rooms usually are. That of the Peacock
differed in no material respect from the generality
of such apartments; that is to say, it was a large,
bare-looking room, the furniture of which had, no
doubt, been better when it was newer, with a
spacious table in the center, and a variety of smal-
ler dittos in the corners ; an extensive assortment
of various shaped chairs, and an old Turkey
carpet, bearing about the same relative proportion
to the size of the room, as a lady's pocket hand-
kerchief might to the floor of a watch-box. The
walls were garnished with one or two large maps;
and several weatherbeaten rough great-coats, with
complicated capes, dangled from a long row of
pegs in one corner. The mantel-shelf was orna-
mented with a wooden inkstand, containing one
stump of a pen and half a wafer; a road book and
directory ; a county history minus the cover and
the mortal remains of a trout in a glass coffin.
The atmosphere was redolent of tobacco-smoke,
the fumes of which had communicated a rather
dingy hue to the whole room, and more especially
to the dusty red curtains which shaded the
windows. On the sideboard a variety of miscella-
neous articles were huddled together, the most
conspicuous of which were some very cloudy fish-
sauce cruets, a couple of driving boxes, two or
three whips, and as many traveling shawls, a tray
of knives and forks, and the mustard."

Doubtless that is a fair description of
some inn with which the writer was
acquainted, and it is quite likely that some
of our readers may be able to remember
many rooms which answer more or less ac-
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curately to it. But it is hardly accurate as
a general sketch of the best hotels of the
day—such as would be patronized by the
average commercial. As far as comfort
went, the hotels of the period left little un-
done. The furniture was solid, and the
spacious bedrooms, with their old-fashioned
wooden bedsteads and comfortable feather
beds, were far more homely than some of
the more pretentious establishments of to-
day. In the yet more important matter of
catering, the old-fashioned inn much more
than holds its own ill the comparison. Good
joints of meat fed .in the locality, supple-
mented with poultry from the neighboring
farms, and fish and birds from the woods
and streams at hand, were cooked and
served in the good old English style—
which is the only way to cook good victuals.
These and the capacious pies and puddings
were sped on their way with Gargantuan
draughts of .real home-brewed and fragrant
bottles of port or sherry. How can we com-
pare such fare with the modern imported
meat and the frozen chicken from heaven
knows where, washed down with chemical
beer or alleged claret ? Truly the glory hath
departed

The Modern
Horror

Railways and rush have
killed the old wine.dinner,
and, with the possible ex-
ception .of hotel-proprietors,

no one regrets them. The truth is that
they had vastly degenerated. Newer men,
pushing upwards from the ranks, gave rein
to their new-found prosperity and wallowed
in unaccustomed wine, and the level-headed
business man soon sought his midday meal
where he was not expected to assist at a
Bacchanalian orgie. Increasing competi-
tion soon necessitated afternoon work, and
the long-drawn-out dinner was abandoned
through sheer lack of time for it. The
modern traveler, too, is a far more sober
class of man than his immediate prede-
cessors.

The nation has made a great stride in
civilization during the last twenty-five years,
and a firm which sends out indifferent men
classes itself as second-rate in the eyes of
its clients. Moreover, education and the
social distinction which it confers enable
its possessor to approach buyers on a much
better footing than they otherwise could.
To put it vulgarly, the educated man can
play down to the less educated, who is fre-
quently pleased at the attention, even if he
cannot fully appreciate it. On the other
hand, the less educated cannot possibly im-
press his superior in knowledge, who
quickly grades him, and appreciates what
he says to him accordingly. It is not to be
denied that some phenomenally ignorant men
have made excellent travelers and highly
successful business men, but those men have
been the fortunate possessors of other valu-
able qualities which have more than com-
pensated for the lack of book-learning and
social status ; or they have been quick to
seize some golden opportunity which has
come their way, and taken Fortune by the
forelock. Happy are such men when they
are able to recognize their limitations, and
hold firmly to the position and wealth they
have gained.
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NEW YORK : 9 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO : 103 State Street BATES 8z BACON ATTLEBORO

MASSACHUSETTS

Makers of High Grade, Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets

Just a few of the Big Sellers!
MORE COMING

Notice the new Signet-top
bracelet, cannot be copied
in cheap goods

L.2180

"SOMETHING NEW ff A NOBBY
IYGLA

We call it THE OXFORD. Made in Solid Gold, Silver Gilt, Real Shell and Celluloid

DIAMETER 42 mists ROUND, WITH HANDLE FOR RIBBON. INCREASE YOUR SALES

COLORED GLASSES, Smoked, Blue, Green and Amber,
55c. Doz. up to $3.00

FIELD AND MARINE GLASSES, TELESCOPES AND GOGGLES

ARE YOU WISE to the fact that We Are Selling at the LOWEST PRICES?
SEND US YOUR ORDERS and convince yourself. A few of Our Best Seller.:

Don't Buy a Trial Case until you see the

Polished Wood Tray, Removable
No. 1030, Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22x 11 in.

Alumno Rings, in. diameter, Convex Polished,
Concave Gold Plated.

AUDEMAIR
10 Per Cent. Discount for Cash

Send for our Complete Catalogue of
Other Styles

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
From $10 to $85

For office in Oak and Leather, also
traveling. With divisions for Stock
and Lenses. We offer a trial case,
known as the Special.

See descriptions and contents.
Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Sa t is led
Owners of the AUDEMAIR Prove Our Claim for
the World Renowned Trial Case

AUDEMAIRS10.00to1185.00
They Say" None Better Made"

No. 1030. CONTENTS: 168 Lenses,
Good Revolving Frame, $29.70 net

Orders for $10.00 or more we will
allow 10 percent.. discount instead of
6 per cent. for cash.

AGENTS FOR STEVENS & CO. INC. GOLD FILLED GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES

Itx WORK. KRYPTOKS AND STEVENS QUALITY, 6 l CASH ONLY

OPTICAL GLASS IN CHUNKS FOR DISPLAY AT 30 CENTS A POUND

ALL OPTICAL TOOLS AND MACHINERY FURNISHED AT LOWEST PRICES

LENSES Can Ship at Once.
Immense Stock on Hand.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25.
Usual advance on strong numbers.
Where not otherwise stated, we will Iillow

1.
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE 

cash discount 10 
Per dozen

Periscopic Convex, 1 eye  '1st qual., 81.20 2d quid., 8 .84
Periscopic Convex, 0 eye   ' 1.26 .921
Periscopic Convex, 00 eye   I I 1.40 I t 1.05

Il Quality Double Convex 1 eye Interchangeable, 70e. per dozen.

ANOTHER REDUCTION IN PRICE

NEW "ILIKIT'I
Sanitary or Shell

In Gold and Gold Filled Mountings and With Rim or Frames.

SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold-filled 12 " mountings, etched on
lenses, in neat velvet-lined case for fitting, $8.00 net. ler. Doz. Per l'r.

$ 0.60 8 .60
6.60 .60
4.00 .45
5.50

1 5.00 1.40
When one dozen or more are purchased at one time we allow 10 per cent. oft for cash. 

Reisner's Improved Lens Measure at   83.00 each

Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K.
Gold Filled 12 K. 1/10 ILIKIT Shell Guards  
ALUMNO ILIKIT Sanitary Guards  
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K.  
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless  

Improved "ILIKIT" Eyeglass Frames
l'er doz. Per Pr.

Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable . . $24.00 $2.01)
Gold Filled Interchangeable 1/10-12 K., 9.60 .90
Gold Filled interchangeable 1/30-12 K., 8.50
The Best and Most Durable Fingerpiece Mounting Made

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye
Made by the IMPROVED

METHOD
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

V5525. 12 K., 1-10 Frames,Velvet Tip, Cable
Temples

5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow . 
. 

Frames
5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
1,564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
F565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

Per dozen
$7  50

. . 5.60

. . 7.00
. 5.40

. . 6.60

. . 4.00

. . 5.00
QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

GOLD and GOLD FILLED RIDING BOW

MOUNTINGS
1194 Per doz.
10 K., Gold Riding Bow Mountings, 821.75

F5594
1-10 12 K., Riding Bow Mountings, 15.60

F594 Cable, 7. 10
1-10 10K., Riding Bow Mountings, 5.40

5194 Cable, 6.80
1-30 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings, 4.20

Cable, 5.20

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
CATALOGUE CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS
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Jewelers' Organizations

NATIONAL

American National Retail Jewelers' Association

Steele F. Roberts, President, 2,33 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
Claud Wheeler, Secretary, 813 Broadway, Columbia, Mo.

National Wholesale Jewelers' Association

A. G. Schwab, President, Cincinnati, Ohio.
George H. Edwards, Secretary, Edwards & Sloane, Jew-

elry Co., Kansas City, Mo.

STATE

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association

IT. Heine, President, Talladega.
Max Robinson, Secretary, 214 N. Twentieth St., Bir-

mingham.

Arkansas Retail Jewelers' Association

'r. J. Ellis, President, Jonesboro.
C. II. Carmichael, Secretary, Booneville.

Colorado Retail Jewelers' Association

F. Cornwall, President, 222 North Main St., Pueblo.
F. Syman, Secretary, 828 Sixteenth St., Denver.

Delaware Retail Jewelers' Association

C. A. Rudolph, President, 775 Market St., Wilmington.
D. A. Stassfort, Secretary, 715 Market St., Wilmington.

Florida Retail Jewelers' Association

E. Adams, President, 614 Franklin St., Tampa.
R. J. Riles, Secretary, 15 W. Bay St., Jacksonville.

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association

Richard Wieting, President, 3o7 Main St., Peoria.
G. B. Elbe, Secretary, 3953 W. Madison St., Chicago.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association

II. IT. Bishop, President, 948 Virginia Ave., Indianapolis.
.1. A. Oswald, Secretary, Crawfordsville.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association

N. Nielson, President, Box 797, Harlan.
Fred J. Edgar, Secretary, Eldora.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association
C. H. Paxton, President, Paola.
C. J. Ricker, Secretary, 521 Commercial, Emporia.

Kentucky Retail Jewelers' Association
L. C. Eisenschmitt, President, York & 5th, Newport.
Wm. M. Irons, Secretary, Newport,

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
Jerome W. Schirm, President, 211 W. Lexington,

Baltimore.
F. J. Euler, Secretary, 108 N. Eutaw, Baltimore.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association
A. B. Hull, President, Belding.
J. G. Davenport, Secretary, 6o E. Main, Battle Creek.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association
Emil Geist, President, 28 E. Sixth St., St. Paul.
A. E. Paegel, Secretary, 22 S. Third St., Minneapolis.

Mississippi Retail Jewelers' Association
Edward Luke, President, Yazoo City.
J. W. Barber, Secretary, Meridian.

Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association
Claude E. Range, President, Trenton,
H. L. Raines, Secretary, io6 S. Main, Maryville.

Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Assocation
T. L. Combs, President, i52o Douglas, Omaha.
M. D. Franks, Secretary, 319 N. Sixteenth St., Omaha.

New Jersey Retail Jewelers' Association
F. W. Rowe, President, 175 S. Broad, Trenton.
Geo. E. Fort, Secretary, 3 4 E. State St., Trenton.

New York State Retail Jewelers' Association
Chas. T. Evans, President, 32 Columbia, Utica.
Chas. E. Stinderlin, Secretary, 8o E. Main, Rochester.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Association
Fred N. Day, President, Winston-Salem.
\V. G. Frazier, Secretary, i i i E. Main St., Durham.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Association
Louis Hanson, President, Devil's Lake.
Geo. K. Munro, Secretary, Grand Forks.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association
F. W. Ausman, President, i45 _ E. Spring, St. Marys.
A. L. Thoma, Secretary, 122 N. Main, Piqua.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association
N. Robertson, President, Blackwell.
M. W. J. Holt, Secretary, Stillwater.
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Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association

F. M. French, President, ioi E. First, Albany.
C. II. Williams, Secretary, Condon.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association

Ira D. Garman, President, xoi S. Eleventh St., Phila-
delphia.

C. S. Wiley, Secretary, 3602 Forbes St., Pittsburg.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers' Association

W. S. Allan, President, 285 King, Charleston.
II. C. Fleming, Secretary, Laurens.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Association

W. M. Hoskins, President, Vermilion.
D. Sharp, Secretary, Brookings.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association

E. A. Pless, President, Morristown.
Richard B. Ilerzer, Secretary, 402 Union, Nashville.

Texas Retail Jewelers' Association

Arthur A. Everts, President, 222 Main, Dallas.
A. L. Jones, Secretary, Temple.

Virginia Retail Jewelers' Association

C. S. Sherwood, President, 222 high, Portsmouth.
S. D. Hardy, Secretary, Norfolk.

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Association

W. L. Tones, President, Martinsburg.
A. C. thomas, Secretary, Sistersville.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association

Gustave Keller, President, 8,4 College Ave., Appelton.
A. W. Anderson, Secretary, 114 W. Wisconsin, Neenah.

LOCAL

Aroostook County (Maine) Association of
Retail Jewelers

Arthur F. Goodhue, President, 95 Main, Fort Fairfield.
E. 1. Waddell, Secretary, Presque Isle.

District of Columbia Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation •

C. E. Berry, President, i ith and F Sts., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

J. II. Duehring, secretary, 704 7th Ave., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Fox River Valley Jewelers' Club

J. R. Chapman, President, 128 Main, Oshkosh Wis.
A. Anderson, Secretary, 114 W. Wisconsin, keenah.

Indianapolis Retail Jewelers' Association
J. P. Mulally, President, 28 Monument Place, Indi-

anapolis.
Geo. S. Kern, Secretary, 7 N. Meridian, Indianapolis.

Knoxville Jewelers' Association
Albert G. Hope, President, 519 S. Gay, Knoxville.
B. W. Akers, Secretary, 431 Gay, Knoxville.

Lima (Ohio) Retail Jewelers' Club
M. U. Basinger, Chairman, 63 I/2 Public Square.
J. W. Puetz, Secretary, i i o W. Market.

Milwaukee Jewelers' Club
II. F. Steelier, President, 276 Third, Milwaukee.
Win. II. Noyes, Secretary, 207 Grand Ave .

Jewelers' Benevolent Society of Newark, N. J.
E. C. Blaicher, President.
0. Puchs, Corresponding Secretary.

New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association, Providence, R. I.

Geo. H. Holmes, President, 183 Eddy.
Fred A. Balton, Secretary, 6, Peck.

Omaha Jewelers' Club
T. L. Combs, President, z 520 Douglas, Omaha.
A. Mandelberg, Secretary, 1522 Farnam, Omaha.

Rochester Retail Jewelers' Association
C. E. Sunderlin, President, 8o E. Main, Rochester.

J. J. Ernisse, Secretary, 40 W. Main, Rochester.

St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association
Herman Mauch, President, 507 Franklin Ave., St. Louis.
Wm. F. Kemper, Secretary, 501-503 Star Bldg., St. Louis.

Syracuse Retail Jewelers' Club
E. B. McClelland, President, io6 University Block.
M. C. Coykendall, Secretary, 458 S. Salina, Syracuse.

Trenton Retail Jewelers' Club
Fred. Pfleger, President, 139 S. Broad, Trenton.
Geo. E. Fort, Secretary, 314 E. State, Trenton.

Utica Retail Jewelers' Association
C. T. Evans, President, 32 Columbia, Utica.
Wm. A. O'Donnell, Secretary, taa Genesee, Utica.

Meeting of the Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation of the District of

Columbia, (Inc.)
The Retail Jewelers' Association of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, Inc., through the courtesy of
the Columbia Turn Verein, met in the lecture
room of the latter society at 926 M Street, N. W.
The meeting was presided over by Vice-Presi-
dent Hutterly and what it lacked in numbers it
made up in enthusiasm.

A continual cause of annoyance to the
jeweler has been the selling of goods by Gov-
ernment employees to their fellow clerks and
workmen. It is claimed that there is not a
branch of mercantile business that is not repre-
sented in the various bureaus and it is possible
to obtain, or be directed to where any article may
be had, even to a high-priced diamond. It has
not been until this meeting that direct evidence
of a sale could be had, but on complaint of S.
Mitchell, 616 G Street, N. W., an employee of
the Navy Department will be requested by the
Secretary to cease his operations in the jewelry
field. If this request is not complied with the
Secretary of the Navy will be informed of the
condition of affairs.

The members are also opposed to the estab-
lishment of a general store in this city by the
Navy Department whereby the naval personnel
will be enabled to get various articles of mer-
chandise at cost price plus cost of running ex-
penses of the store. It is also proposed by the
department to establish a like store in Annapolis,
Md., for the benefit of the members of the
Academy there.

The name of Frank P. Allen, with the,Wash-
ington Clock and Repair Co., was presented by
Mr. Bestor for election to membership and the
application was turned over to the membership
committee for report.

A favorable report having been given on the
application of M. Schnider, 816 F Street, N. W.,
he was duly declared a member.

Wm. J. Kettler, chairman of the entertain-
ment committee, reported that Thursday, Septem-
ber 29th, had been decided upon as the date
upon which to hold the annual outing. It is
planned that the jewelers meet at Great Falls,
Va., as they did last year. Absent members will
receive proper notification of the plans for the
day in ample time.

A signed petition was presented asking for
relief of the society from the following section
of the by-laws: "Every member shall pay an-
nually to the secretary the sum of $3.00. Anyone
in arrears at the annual meeting shall not be en-
titled to vote and anyone failing to pay such as-
sessment at the end of two years shall be
dropped from the rolls. By reason of the fact
that the association meets monthly it is believed
that one year is ample to allow of a member in
arrears making the necessary payment to the
secretary.

In closing the meeting Mr. Hutterly called
attention to the opportunity afforded the mem-
bers by the association to meet each other socially
at the monthly "Round Table Talks" and stated
that he regretted that all of the jewelers did not
take advantage of same. His remarks in part
were to the effect that a man cannot get very
many new ideas working at his bench day in and
day out without the opinions of others, and also
that the association cannot be expected to make
the desired headway without the help of all.

The support of every jeweler, big and little,
is needed to uplift the present business condi-
tions and everyone should get in and take an
active part in the administration of the as-
sociation's business. A score of men (those
members who attend the meetings regularly)
cannot be expected to be mind-readers and look
after the interests of those who attend but now
and then. During the coming winter months
plans will be made to have lectures on such sub-
jects as "The Relation Between the Employer
and His Clerks," "Advertising," "Practical Me-
chanics," etc., and it is hoped that the courtesy
of a "full house" will be given the speakers.

With a vote of thanks to the officers and
members of the Columbia Turn Verein for their
courtesy in allowing the use of their rooms in
which to conduct the meeting, an adjournment
was declared.
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No. 9327

ESTABLISHED
54 YEARS

One of our latest designs
Made in size as per cut, also size No. 5

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY NEW YORK OFFICE

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 15 MAIDEN LANE

RINGS on their fingers with
THE 
BELLS in their hands

They merrily go up and down the streets of your town and
advertise YOU—if you're the live Jeweler who will "catch
on" and use these little tinklers for your Holiday opening
this fall—

Talk about wanting a crowded store for your Opening

Nothing was ever sought after by rich and poor alike as these
miniature cow bells—they take 'em home and ring 'em loud
and long for you again and again.

Then consider the price

Six and one-half cents in 1000 lots—for an almost inde-
structible ringing souvenir—every one handsomely labeled
with your advertisement—Write or wire me to-day and
secure this " little wonder " to wake 'em up in your town.

WUESTEMAN
The Bell Man

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

Our new illustrated price
list of Ecclesias-
tical Wares for
the Fall is now
ready. This
line of goods,
once considered
more or less of
a novelty are
now looked upon
as staples. They
sell well all the
year 'round, par-
ticularly during
the Holiday
Season.

May we not send
this illustrated
price list to you
as a suggestion for putting in a seasonable holiday
stock? Send us your name. Selection package
sent if you desire.

THE W. J. FEELEY CO • PROVIDENCE
RHODE ISLAND

and 717 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Made only by

THE OIL
"POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM"
We say it once again, R. & L. Watch Oil positively
will not gum. It has demonstrated its superiority
in the severest tests given any watch oil made. If
you have not tried it yet, do not be surprised that
you have more watch and clock troubles than your
neighbor who uses it. He knows what it will do.

R. & L Oil will not gum, cut or blacken pivots.
It is a lasting lubricant, and the only one which
does not deteriorate. The quickest and best way
for you to prove all we say is to send 25 cents to
your jobber for a bottle.

CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

RANLETT & LOWELL CO JEWELERS' BUILDING
BOSTON, MASS.

EST. 1881 WE MAKE EST. 1881

FOR MANUFACTURERS
Alloyed Gold in Sheet, Rod or Wire. Alloyed Silver in
Sheet, Rod or Wire. Gold and Silver Solders in Sheet or
Wire. Brass Solders. Variegated Gold in Flat Plate;
colors, yellow, green, red and white. Tapers for seamless
rings. 'Nuff said. Write for further particulars.

VENNERBECK & CLASE COMPANY
Gold and Silver Plate, Seamless Wire
and Tubing, Solders, Anodes, Etc.

150 Chestnut Street Providence, R. I.
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Assyrian Art

By A. F. SAUNDERS

Of all the various periods of historic
ornament none surpass that of ancient
Assyria. The characteristic impression
produced by Assyrian art is one of austere
_Jandeur, elaborate symbolism and intricate
tetail combined with brilliant coloring.

Assyrian Winged Bull Guarding portal of the King's palace
"Koyunjik"

Architecturally, its magnificent palaces
rivaled the temples of Egypt. Sennacherib's
palace at Koyunjik was second only in size
to the great temple of Karnak. It is cer-
tain that Assyrian art exercised a very great
influence upon the art of many succeeding
centuries and it has been generally con-

Winged Sun Emblem of "Hoa" (Assyria)

ceded that the Doric and Ionic orders had
their first inception on the banks of the
Tigris.

Geographically located in the vast and
fertile district between the rivers Tigris
and Euphrates and under the special in-
fluence of those mighty
streams the Assyrian
Empire reached its
greatest development
during the reign of King
bkssur-bani-pal (668-628
B. C.). Little, if any-
thing, authentic w a s
known of the arts of
these ancient people un-
til the year 1843, when
the French Government
began its extensive ex-
cavations at Khorsabad.
To this and to Mr. Aus-
ten Henry Layard, the
English archaaologist's
research work at Nine-
veh, we are chiefly in-
debted for the wonderful
discoveries which have
been a revelation to the
modern world of art.

KEYSTONE

Stone, on account of its
scarcity, was highly prized
and was used only for
sculpture and carvings. Their
edifices were built of sun-
dried brick, which accounts
for the fact that so few re-
main intact. The brick walls
were first covered with stone
slabs or plaster, then with
Mosaic work in glazed terra-
cotta. Sometimes the walls
were painted in colors, usu-
ally consecrated to the heav-
enly bodies, such as black
(Saturn), orange ( Jupiter),
red (Mars), gold (the Sun),
blue (Mercury) and silver
(the Moon). At a later
period elaborately carved ala-
baster slabs were used, il-
lustrating the sports, prowess
and religious devotion of the
kings. The ruling idea of
Assyrian architecture was not
that of magnitude, but
rather of highly finished, intricate orna-
ment.

But the Assyrian artists did not con-
fine themselves to architecture and sculp-
ture. Metallurgic art was a very highly
developed branch of industry in which their
craftsmen particularly excelled. Their ar-
ticles of jewelry in both gold and silver are
admirable examples of both design and
good workmanship ; their castings were well
modeled and free from the narrowness
of their sculptures in stone. So well were
these ancients acquainted with the art of
inlaying one metal on another that our
modern artists have been content to learn
much from their methods, especially in the
casting of bronze over iron, an ingenious
art unknown to the modern world until it
learned and imitated from Assyrian an-
tiquities.

Gold, silver and bronze vases, cups and
bowls, beautifully chased and carved, were
important articles of commerce; also As-
syrian terra cotta and enameled pottery, the
latter colored with mineral tints of remark-
able fineness. Indeed, the pottery work of
Nineveh can quite vie with that of ancient
Greece. Gem cutting and engraving was

Conventional
Feather (Assyria)
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carried to a high state of perfection,
greatly excelling. the Egyptians. Minute
carvings in jasper, lapis-lazuli, chalcedony,
agate and other stones were utilized ex-
tensively for the purpose. of enrichment, as
well as for the lit-
tle seals used in in-
scribing their clay
records.

Solidity a n d
realism underlie
all Assyrian art.
Muscular strength
and power of an
intensely earthly
and human nature
is expressed in
their bas-reliefs
and colossi. The most potent of their
images were the winged bulls (or cher-
ubim). These were a mythical combination
of man, bull and eagle, typical of the union
of the greatest intellectual and physical
powers. These images guarded the portals
of the kings' palaces.

Other important and highly symbolic
characters used extensively in Assyrian
decorations were:

The Scarabeus. This sacred beetle was
much used in Assyrian ornament, as. with

Sacred Tree of Assyria
(Nineveh)

Mural Decoration (Nimroud)

the Egyptians. It had the greatest signifi-
cance as the symbol of the resurrection of
the soul, also immortality. It was the em-
blem of Shamas, the sun god.

Sharnas, the sun god of the Assyrians,
a much worshipped deity of Assyrian myth-
ology often depicted in the decorative art of
the Empire.

Assyrian Decoration as applied to modern metal work

The Serpent sur-
mounting the winged
sun, was the emblem of
"Hoa," the Lord of the
Abyss and Regulator of
the Universe. This dec-
orative symbol was much
used in Assyrian art.

The Lotus and con-
ventionalized Feather
were both distinctive fea-
tures of Assyrian orna-
mental art.

A Bas-relief of an
Assyrian Royal Lion
Hunt (after a low sculp-
ture), depicting the
grandest event of the
chase. Such scenes were
used extensively in the
decorations of the kings'
palaces and temples and
other large structures.
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Have You Written For
that Remarkable Sales-

Boosting Plan Yet?
—the Plan that the dealers are all talk-
ing about, everywhere? • If you haven't,
don't let another day go by without
writing us for it—"A Plan to Double Your Fall
and Holiday Fountain Pen Sales at OUR Ex-
pense." This great Plan consists of 7 distinct retail
sales helps welded together in a powerful compact
whole that is irresistible in bringing people into
your store. Its features are compiled in a strikingly handsome 16
page book that is sent you upon request. Don't delay writing for it.

If you don't handle

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling

Fountain Pen

COLLEGE EMBLEM
FOUNTAIN PENS

this Fall you will miss some splendid sales. This is going to be
a Conklin" winter. Write for that Plan at once.

The Conklin Pen mfg. Co.
101 Conklin Bldg. TOLEDO, O., U. S. A.

NON–LEAKABLE

Read What A Moore's Dealer Says:
Hunt, N. Y.

The pens are all right. I sold them all the first day I unpacked them.
You may send me at once the following order. W. A. Russell.
The le-orders we,are constantly receiving are the very best

evidence that Moore's arc sure sellers. They
are the pens for you to carry.

Write us for catalogue and special proposition to jewellers.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.
Selling Agents for AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY.

EVERY COLLEGE OR SCHOOL

member cherishes the emblem of student life and especially

when mounted on as useful and permanent an article as a

fountain pen.

Many dealers who have purchased this new pen have

supplied nearly every student in the local school or college.

(Special imprint also on pen.)

Class, School, College and Fraternal
enamel emblems, mounted on gold plated band on the cap

of " Capitol " Fountain Pens, make one of the most attract-
ive and profitable lines a dealer can stock. The "Capitol"

is one of our best low price pens. It is the enormous

quantity that is sold that permits us to maintain the low
price.

Manufactured entirely in our own extensive factories from
the best materials. Fitted with the famous A-L 14 K.
Gold Pens, which are tipped with iridium, hand tempered
and with fine, medium and coarse points.

Per Gross, $144.00 Net, any Emblem

Write for Samples and Information

AIKIN-LAMBERT CO.
15-19 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

WRIGHT PEN CO., 623 Washington Avenue
S.F. LOUIS, U.S.A.

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 

SILVER POLISH in CREAM

Highest Quality and Efficiency
Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-
liant Lustre—Lasting Finish.

Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquire of your Jobber or write us direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything in the

INDIANAPOLIS, IND, 
Silver pm' hMieitnael
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II STATIONERY
DEPARTMENT

Side Lines for Stationers

Perhaps no line of business has been

afforded such excellent opportunities for

evolution and expansion in the last few

years as the stationery trade, says Henry

S. Bunting, in the Office Outfitter. No

longer confined to the articles which were

once regarded as "ethical," the paper, pens,

inks, blank books and papeteries which

once made up the greater portion of his

stock, the stationer's business has become

far more comprehensive, until now, it in-

cludes scores of lines which were once con-

sidered distinctly outside of this field.

Realizing the possibilities

of the business equipment

line, the sale of office

specialties of a score of

varieties, including pencil sharpeners, check

perforators, letter sealers, etc., the stationer

has entered the wider field and found it

profitable to do so ; loose-leaf devices were

taken in naturally ; office furniture and filing

cabinets were found to have an excellent

sale, and he has accordingly installed such

lines. Rebuilt typewriters and adding

machines have come latterly to be added to

his stock, and at the present time he is truly

an office equipment dealer with the greater

opportunities of the field just dawning upon

him.

One of the most profitable and quick-

selling lines that has come within the range

of the stationer in the past few years is the

novelty line. This includes an almost end-

less variety of articles peculiarly adaptable

to the stationery trade and made up in a

number of materials. In leather it includes

such specialties as wallets, card cases, bill

folds, coin purses, pouches, check covers,

etc., all quick-selling and attractive lines,

taking up but a minimum of space, carrying

good profits and adding greatly to the ap-

pearance of the store.

These lines, selected with a view to the

demands of the trade controlled by the

stationer, are always salable, and can be

obtained in such a variety of colors and

shapes at various prices that it is possible

for the little store as well as the large

emporium to handle them to advantage.
Desk accessories in fancy
metal have within recent
years become a part of the
stock of every up-to-date

stationery store, and rightfully belong to

Office

Specialties

Desk

Accessories
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the stationery field. These include complete

desk sets, book racks, letter and view holders,

ink stands, paper cutters, stamp boxes, etc.

They are all produced in cast metal in novel

designs and in finishes such as antique,

polish and burnished brass, Roman polished

gold, empire bronze, Art Nouveau, verd

antique, etc. They add greatly to the ap-

pearance of a show case, and while particu-

larly salable at holiday time, there is a steady

demand for them throughout the year. As

a profit maker, nothing excels the high-class

specialty or novelty, the margin running

from 75 to too per cent. and sometimes

higher. Another excellent feature in con-

nection with the handling of such lines is the

elimination of department store competition,

as the higher-priced specialties of this class

do not appeal to department store trade.

While a large number of the more at-

tractive novelties within the range of the

stationery trade are imported there has been

a decided increase in the home product

within recent years, and foreign manufac-

turers will have difficulty in meeting the

vigorous competition which is even now

making itself felt for the control of this

field. Manufacturers of novelties on the

other side of the Atlantic have a happy

faculty of creating certain novelties not pro-

duced on this side. This apparent advan-

tage is, however, offset by the greater wear-

ing qualities of the American product and

its substantial character, so that the tendency

within recent years has been to patronize

the American manufacturer wherever possi-

ble, in preference to the foreign house.

In order to get the best

possible results from the

sale of novelties adaptable

to the stationery trade win-

dow displays should be made at frequent

intervals and the newer goods shown to the

best possible advantage. Thus a week's

display of metal lines, desk accessories, book

racks, etc., followed by a display of leather

goods such as purses, etc., will cause new

interest in the store and bring in new cus-

tomers. It will have a decidedly beneficial

effect in booming the sales of these special-

ties, and incidentally give variety to the

window. Many stationers have found the

sale of leather specialties, such as coin

purses, check covers, purses, etc., so

profitable that a permanent window display

of these articles is maintained with good

results.
When a novelty for one reason has be-

come a trifle shop-worn, or shows a tendency

to become unsalable, the best means of

cleaning up stock is to have a special or dis-

count sale, to clear the store of articles of

this class and make room for new stock.

Window

Displays

In the handling of these specialties the

'stationer will make no mistake if he buys

nothing but the best lines and marks them

high enough to suit any prospective pur-

chaser. It has been demonstrated that with

the better class of trade a dollar article will

sell more quickly than a quarter one, and

this fact shoud be a guide to the dealer.

An excellent business can

be developed in the sale of

memorandum books if prop-

erly handled. Samples of a

good line should be placed in a convenient

if not conspicuous place, where they can

be easily seen and examined. By having a

variety of lines in leather and paper and in

different rulings all demands of the trade

can be met, and sales will follow quickly.

In displaying metal novelties, keep them

neatly burnished, and in an attractive con-

dition at all times, and see that they are

placed in the best possible positions to attract

the eye. Likewise, leather specialties should

be well displayed and attention called to any

new article that has been added to the line.

Frequently well printed and conspicuous

price tags are a help in selling this line.

If you are not pushing novelties at the

present time, it would be well to add a few

good specialties of this class to your stock

and to see what you can accomplish. The

advertising value of these goods to your

staple lines is a factor well worth consid-

ering. Attractive window displays of

novelties is always good advertising.

Memorandum

Books

The Window Display from a New
Point of View

Speaking of window displays and their

power to produce business, Sam Mayer, the

Dixon Crucible Company's versatile Chicago

manager, says :
"Special pains should be taken to make

a particularly attractive window display.

It has been my observation that the average

dealer, as a rule, puts what I would term top-

heavy goods in his window, goods that do

not appeal to the average passer-by. There

are certain goods that every man, woman

and child knows can be gotten only in a

stationery store, but there are many items

which are carried in various stores and are

seldom associated with the stationery busi-

ness, though carried by the stationer, and

to these goods the dealer in stationery should

attract the eye of the transient, and what

better way is there for him to do this than to
display them in his show windows ? You

seldom see nails displayed in the window of

a hardware store, but you will see watches

and razors and clocks and boxing gloves

and various other items which are also

carried by merchants in other lines."
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HOLIDAY TRADE
The growing popularity of hall clocks
will culminate in an unprecedented
holiday demand.
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"These Business Building Cuts
Are Yours for the Asking"

Providing You Carry SOUTH BEND
WATCHES in Stock

([if you do not handle SOUTH BEND WATCHES, then

you are letting some other jeweler get good business

that could be yours.

(I,Every manufacturer or jobber is willing to sell you goods,
Imt we do more — we help you sell the goods you buy

I rom us.

III,The•jewelers who are co-operating with us are selling

more watches than they ever did before and incidentally

they are making more money on their watch business.

(Lk is a real pleasure to sell watches that give satisfaction

and return you a good, fair profit —that is all we claim

for the SOUTH BEND WATCH.

It Pays to Sell the SOUTH BEND

"The Masterpiece of Timepieces"

South Bend Watch Company
USE THE COUPON

South Bend Watch Company,
South Bend, Indiana.

I can make use of  

Name  

Fowl,

There is no more
ideal gift than the
hall clock, and our
variety of product
and price has placed
them within reach
of every home.
We are by all odds
the larg,est hall
clock manufactur-
ers in the world,
and in quality and
price our line runs

From
$500.00 to $15.00

Even the lowest priced
is a handsome, stylish

clock, equal in appear-
ance to the best, and an

excellent timekeeper.
We have struck a
happy medium, how-
ever, in a unique line of

TRADE SPECIALS
at $60.00 to $80.00

The holiday season is now at hand. Take time by
the forelock and wri ve us immediately, and your

holiday harvest will be increased by handsome

profits from the sale of hall clocks.

Colonial Manufacturing Co.
ZEELAND, MICH., U.S.A.

October, 19I0 THE

ITEMS

INTEREST

H. W. Spring: who sold out his business in
Marietta, Ohio, will open an up-to-date store in
Twin Falls, Idaho.

John F. Tyck, formerly of Elmore, Minn.,
has bought the fixtures of W. M. Weed and put
in a new stock at Lake Mills, Iowa.

B. W. Felder, formerly of Wilbur, Wash.,
has moved to Toppenish, same State, where
he has opened in the jewelry business.

W. Mallett has just left Asbury Park, N. J.,
for North Yakima, Wash., where he will open a
new jewelry store some time before Christmas.
We wish Mr. Mallett success in his new venture.

Among the trade visitors in New York City
last month was A. W. Voedisch, of the Voedisch
Jewelry Co., Aberdeen, S. Dak., who was pur-
chasing goods for fall and holiday trade.

Samuel Trucker is now the sole proprietor
of the Economy Jewelry Co., 141 Penn Avenue,
Scranton, Pa. He recently purchased the busi-
ness from M. L. Goodman and will continue it
under the old name.

P. S. Park, of Mexia, Texas, has closed out
his business in that town and will open a new
store in Bryan, Texas. William H. Vacca, who
heretofore worked with Mr. Park, will open a
jewelry store for himself in Mexia.

H. Salzman, a jeweler of Gervais, Oregon,
died recently after an illness of six months. Con-
sumption was the fatal malady. The deceased
was an Austrian by birth and had been in the
jewelry business in Gervais some sixteen years.

A. M. Ambler, the well-known diamond mer-
chant of Middletown, N. Y., was married on
September 17th to Miss Elizabeth Relyea, of that
place. THE KEYSTONE joins their many friends
in extending congratulations to the happy couple.

R. F. & E. W. Paddison are installing a set
of handsome fixtures in their new store at Al-
bany, Ga., while workmen are busy putting in a
modern front in their building on Washington
Street. They propose to carry a large and com-
plete line of high-grade jewelry, glass, china, etc.
When they open for business, which will be
about October 15th, they will have one of the
best equipped and handsomest stores in southern
Georgia.

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion cordially invites you to attend the first fall
meeting of the association at the Jewelers' Club,
io8 Chestnut St., Monday evening, October io,
1910, at 8 P. AL The object of this meeting will
be for sociability and discussion of matters of in-
terest to the entire retail jewelry trade. The
committee will be untiring in their efforts to make
it a pleasant evening. A cordial welcome is ex-
tended to all members of the trade. The pro-
gramme will include music and refreshments.

After a brief illness Isaac Vineburg died last
month at the residence of his son, B. F. Vine-
burg, 310 East Sixty-ninth Street, New York
City. Mr. Vineburg located at Forsyth, Ga.,
some sixty years ago, where he followed his trade
as watchmaker. In 1891 he went to Englewood,
N. J., and engaged in business with his son,
Z. M. Vineburg, remaining until 1895, when he
retired from active business. Five sons survive
him. Deceased was a member of F. & A. M.,
also R. A.

Miss Mabelle Betsy Holdridge, of Holly,
Mich., who made the acquaintance of many mem-
bers of the trade while representing the firm of
F. P. D'Arcy, handpainted China importers,
Kalamazoo, Mich., was recently married to Harry
Anton Hewitt, of Evanston, Ill. The bride is a
young lady of exceptional ability and represented
the firm referred to over a large territory, in-
cluding Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Okla-
homa, Texas, Michigan and Pennsylvania. She
is a sister of Mrs. Frank P. D'Arcy and Mrs.
Frederick Parsons, of Kalamazoo. After a short
wedding trip Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt will take up
their residence in Oklahoma.
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H. W. Johns-Manville Co., asbestos manufac-
turers, Ioo William Street, New York, have re-
cently opened new branch offices at Atlanta, Ga.,
and Rochester, N. Y., for the convenience of cus-
tomers and to meet the growing business of the
company in those sections. The Atlanta office
is located in the Empire Building, in charge of
W. F. Johns, who has been traveling this terri-
tory for the company for a number of years,
and the Rochester office is located at 725 Chamber
of Commerce, in charge of H. P. Domine, for-
merly with the Buffalo branch of the company.

Owing to a very decided increase in their
business and the necessity of larger quarters and
equipment the Queen City Ring Co., which has
been located for several years at 64 S. Division
St., Buffalo, N. Y., will move shortly after the
first of the year to a new building which is being
erected at the corner of Franklin and Huron
Sts. They will occupy the top floor and in addi-
tion to the machinery now being used in the pres-
ent plant a lot of new and improved equipment
will be added. Especial attention will be paid to
light, as there will be a large number of windows
in the new factory, giving an abundance of sun-
light which is very essential in the manufacture
of rings.

Ben F. Harless, diamond merchant, of Hous-
ton, Texas, will move his establishment from his
present quarters at 315 Main Street, to the Scan-
lan Building about October 1st and will occupy
the corner store at Main Street and Preston
Avenue. Mr. Harless will have one of the finest,
most attractive and best equipped establishments
in the South or in the entire country in his new
quarters and many new ideas, gained during his
recent European and northern trips, will be in-
cluded in his arrangements. It is his intention
to enter his new store with an entirely new stock
and equipment throughout, including fixtures,
and to this end the stock and fixtures in his
present store are being sold out.

Henry Freund & Bro., 81 Nassau St., New
York, have added two new numbers to their line
of physician's and nurse's pulse timers, known as
the "Sphygmometer" and the "Pulsometer." The
latter is now made in bracelet form, the bracelet
portion being leather, so that the watch can be
strapped to the nhysician's or nurse's wrist.
These watches are made in six and sixteen sizes
and are cased in nickel, gold-filled and solid gold
cases. Freund & Bro. have recently received
through the New York custom house a large
line of these watches. They are distributing
descriptive circulars to the retail trade and will
furnish any retailer who may desire them a supply
of these circulars to be distributed among their
medical customers.

The Woodside Sterling Co., i Maiden Lane,
New York, has just issued a 56 page catalogue
of their line of sterling silver toilet goods, mani-
cure sets, pierced and solid sterling hollow ware
and deposit ware. The catalogue contains large
half-tone illustrations and retail prices in order
that the retail jeweler can show the catalogue to
his customers. A confidential discount sheet ac-
companies the catalogue. Where the weight of
an article adds to its intrinsic value the actual
weight is stated in the catalogue and the Wood-
side Company guarantees these weights to be ac-
curate. Several years ago this concern adopted
the plan of selling to the trade by mail only and
this catalogue is their "silent salesman." A copy
will be sent on application to any retail jeweler
and as it is filled with attractive holiday novel-
ties it should be in the hands of every retailer in
the country.

American National Retail Jewelers'
Association

The officers and committees of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association for icao
are as follows:

President—Steele F. Roberts, Pittsburg, Pa.
Vice-presidents—T. L. Combs, Omaha, Nebr.;

George H. Tucker, Chicago, Ill.
Treasurer—Oliver M. Artes, Evansville, Ind.
Secretary—Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Mo.

Members of Executive Committee—J. P.

Archibald, Blairsville, Pa.; J. R. Stebbins, Ashta-
bula, Ohio.

Standing Committees

Trade Interests—Charles W. Warren, Detroit,
Mich.; J. C. Grogan, Pittsburg, Pa.; J. B. Hud-
son, Mineapolis, Minn.; C. A. Kiefer, Grafton,
W. Va.; Claude Range, Trenton, Mo.

Legislative—Hon. Henry Zilliken, Wellsburg,
W. Va.; A .E. Barker, Minneapolis, Minn.; A. O.
Hutterly, Washington, D. C.; M. D. Franks,
Omaha, Nebr.; Louis A. Ott, Mansfield, Ohio.

Assaying—D. R. Jolly, Raleigh, N. C.; W. J.
Holt, Stillwater, Okla.; George Arkwright,
Beatrice, Nebr.

Membership—Herman Mauch, St. Louis, Mo.;
Ira D. Garman, Philadelphia, Pa.; George B.
Elbe, Chicago, Ill.

Credentials—C. S. Wiley, Pittsburg, Pa.;
C. H. Williams, Condon, Oregon; George K.
Munroe, Grand Forks, N. Dak.

Publicity—Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Mo.,
A. W. Anderson, Neenah, Wis.; Fred J. Enler,
Baltimore, Md.

Transportation—A. F. Janke, Richmond, Vo.;
A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Okla.; N. Neilson, Harlan,
Iowa.

Auditing—D. Sharpe, Brookings, S. Dak.;
John Harris, Trenton, N. J.; W. F. King, Adrian,

MichM.embership Campaign Fund—August Loch,
chairman and treasurer, Pittsburg, Pa.; W. M.
Hoskins, Vermillion, S. Dak.; Fritz Hoefer,
Aurora, Nebr.; James A. Minder, Crystal,
N. Dak.; Max Jennings, St. Clair, Mich.; W. L.
Jones, Martinsburg, W. Va.; A. L. Thoma, Piqua,
Ohio ; W. F. Plainbeck, Denver, Colo.; Mark A.
Hurlbut, Fort Dodge, Iowa; John Hausen,
Washington, D. C. ; C. S. Sherwood, Portsmouth,
Va.; C. H. Paxton, Pavlo, Kans.; Emil Geist, St.
Paul, Minn.; C. Z. Rowe, Argos, Ind.; W. C.
Pfaeffle, Enid, Okla : John P. Hess, Fond du Lac,
Wis.; R. C. Bernau, Greensboro, N. C.; F. W.
Rowe, Trenton, N. J.; Arthur A. Everets, Dallas,
Texas; Richard Weiting, Peoria, III.; C. H.
Carmichael, Boonville, Ark. ; F. W. Droston, St.
Louis, Mo.
11■111•21■11M

Profitable Advertisements

I have written ads tor jewelers and

opticians in nearly all the states in

the union, and in Canada and Mexico—

ads that have brought customers to

these stores and sold goods—strong

salesmanship ads, dignified but full of

life and interest.

You'll be just as well satisfied with my

work as are the many other jewelers

and opticians who tell me they are very

much pleased with the increase in busi-

ness since they began using my ads—

that it was profitable advertising.

You can try me out for i o—get a

three months' campaign written to meet

your particular requirements-24 news-

paper ads and three follow-up letters.

Write me today.

Norman R. Williams
Specialist in Jewelry Store

Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago
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THE ACID TEST!
This summer, on Monday, June 27th, I opened a sale on Euclid Avenue, corner Ninth Street, Cleveland, continuing the same for forty-two clays,

closing on Saturday, August 13th, for the well-known P•weler, Burt Ramsay. Not one dull hour during the entire sale, held right in mid-summer, closing
out the entire stock and fixtures, amounting to over $too,000, and realizing a profit above all expenses. Every dealer in the city can testify as to its great
success. Scores of the Trades' traveling representatives will prove the absolute correctness of this credential. They have always been my ever faithful
and true advance men. When Mr. Ramsay sold his lease to the United Drug Co., he did not consider any other auctioneer, but wired to meet me at my
Chicago office to perfect arrangements. In Cleveland my record, like in most all of the great cities, is unapproachable, having made over 20 great sales
more than many auctioneers have made in their whole careers. I give the names : Sigler Bros., 2 sales ; F. B. Lewis Co., 2 sales ; Sipe & Sigler,
4 sales ; Chas. Ettinger, Sumner Bros., 4 sales ; The Wardwell Co., Frank B. Shirey, Ben Sands, McBride & Marcellus, Goldsoll Bros., 3 sales; M. Cohn,
The Gee Nusbaum Co., Burt Ramsay. My methods are always progressive. Look over the pages of the Trade Journals and see the hundreds of
auctioneers that have come and gone since my establishment. Try and find where I have ever made a failure. Word pictures or others don't make an
auctioneer. Investigate references-that's what counts. Never separate the opportunity from the salesman's ability.

Formerly of I3rigg & Dodd

Sales made during the past 10 Months. Not one day since dissolving partnership with my former associate
but what my flag has been unfurled at a prosperous sale

A. Kurtzeborn & Sons, St. Louis. Mo. Entire
stock, amounting to over $125,000. Mr. Kurtzeborn
having been actively engaged in tin business over
52 years; stock consisted of only tin highest grade
goods.

T. R. J. Ayers & Sons. of Keokuk, Towa. An
administrabn's sale made on account of the death of
:\ r. Ayers. Sold four weeks. One of the oldest
estab. houses in the country. Sale an unqualified
success.

Abe Rothschild, Brunswick, Ga. St ick moo, .1
to be one of the finest in the South. Sale tuo.-4
successful, notwithstanding extreme hot weather and
stringency in local money market.

Kingsbacher Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa. Sold seven
weeks for this old established firm, making one of
the best of sales. My fifth sale in this city.

My seventh sale at Atlanta, Ga., selling over
$73,000 in four weeks. This sale Was attended by
the city's "40o"; sale held in January and February.
testimonial letter having been printed in March.

A fine sale for the A. K. _tau Co., at Jackson,
Tenn. Letter published former issue.

Switzer Bros., Mt. Clemens. Sold out the entity
k en t stock for the above firm ; every piece of goods
in the house, including fixtures.

At Williams, Barker & Severns, Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Ill., I made a trade sale of 1647 pieces
of mounted diamond jewelry and watches. amounting
to over $100,000, for an old firm of ..\*. VW Orleans,
to the trade by catalogue.

The II. I t. Lichlag & Co., of Mit. Clemens, Nfich.
Three weeks of good selling.

P. IL Lindholm, Lexington, Miss.
The Mier jewelry Co., Aberdeen, Miss. Second

sale in two years.
Benj. Rice, Tulsa, Okla. SeC011,1 sale ill 111i S city

ill two years.
Walker, Ellis Co., West Point, Miss.; and
littrt Ramsay, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mertmid-Jaucaril & Co.. St 
Louis  $100,000

I Whine I lros., Cincinnati   75,000
Rogers .Pollinger, 1.onisville  5o,000
(ko. \v. Bri,gs, riti,Intrgh  70,000
King, NI oss & Co., Sall Fran-

cisco   85,00n
Keil & Ilellich, Chicacii  65,ono
(_. I). \\ 'like & Co., l in neapolis 40,000
Hight & Fairfield, Putt,  65,00o
Parm lee Bros., loos . \iigcles  42,01(0
1). 11. Niellride„.\ kron  25,000
Freeman Jewelry Co., . \ tlanta  40,00n

Some Sales made by me

F. n. 1,6, (..., Cleveland. . ..$ so,000
( )sear II chive. Quincy  20,000

G. A. Sehleeliter, Reading  2 5,000
Sigler Bros., Cleveland  100,000
Bucker & Lathrop, Syracuse  38,000
j. If. llavil Estate, Hamilton,

Ont.   25,000
I.. J. Marks, Kansas City  60,4300
Burns, Barry Co., Memphis   $0,00o
Theo. L. Rugg, I tes M ■li Ile,   47,1)0o
'lively & Son, Oshkosh  29,000
1)avid Goldberg  ......
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland  I 75,01)0

and more than 200 more from

in years past-all Triumphs

I.. I mekhardt Johnston $ 47,500
W. F. Kirkpatrick & Co., St 

I oseph  
l'. E. Buhre, Topeka  

25,0oo
28,00o

W. IL McKnight & Sons,
Louisville   50,000

The Pairpoint Co., Chicago... I oo,000
A. M. Bill, New Orleans  200,000
The Knickerbocker Co., New

York   50,000
Morseman & Feagan Co., St 

Paul   60,00o

Maine to Vancouver

\V. A. Gill, St. Loui  • $ 70,000
R. Van Kuren, Savannah  38,000
lien Sands, Cleveland  40,000
Geo. P. Winder, Troy  28,000
Lippman Bros., Altoona  25,000
T. P Stevens, Atlant.t   25,000
Lissner Co., Los Art(el)  •  35,000
A. M. Goldman, Seattle  38,000
hennedy & Koester, I )(Iron  31,00o
7os. Fields, Galveston  28,000
`1. C. AI elichamp, Atlativt   23,0(10
1.:. Wingerten, Akron, Ohio  33,000

My t ime is heir g booked ahead for the winter, 80 write promptly. Correspondence confidential. All sales made on S commission basis and ativoitite guarantees made. Ain now in a
position to do more for tny patrons than ever before. .1s to my reliability 1 point with pride to a reeord of t'air dealing of more lhall I wenty-hive yEars. NVill give references tit manufac-
turers, .jobbers, several banking houses, commercial reports, and several hundred retail dealers.

Will Buy Stocks, Advance Money, and render every possible assistance

HERMAN 0. BRIO0S, 5132 Kimball< Avenue., CHICAGO
TEIL.PHON -HYDE RARK4.745
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Picnic of the Denver Wholesale
Jewelers' Association

The first annual picnic of the Denver Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association was held at Glacier
Lake on August 20th and the initial function
was so much of a suc-
cess that the Associa-
tion looks forward to
many such outings in
the future. About 150
people attended the pic-
nic, including the whole-
sale jewelers and their
employees, also a num-
ber of invited guests.
The programme included
sports and games of
various kinds. The most
enjoyable feature of the
occasion was the lunch,
which proved most ac-
ceptable to the appetites
evolved by the outdoor
exercise. After lunch
attention was given to
the baseball game which
was won by the team of
Charles Wathen, the
losers being a picked
nine and the score to to
6. Mr. Hawkins, of Ed-
ward Lehman Jewelry
Co., acted as umpire.
Only five innings were
played, as the great alti-
tude of the location con-
siderably hampered the
players. The winning team was awarded
loving cup for its victory.

After the baseball game the ladies' races
were held and Miss Brandgard won a silver mesh
bag. Then followed the girls' race, in which Miss
Helen Eisch won a set of dress pins. In the
children's race Miss Vera Wickman was the win-
ner, the prize being a handsome brooch.

During the shower which followed the waltz-
ing contest was held indoors.
There was much difficulty in
deciding the winning couple,
prizes finally being awarded
Paul Morris and Helen Wain-
waring. As the rain had ceased
by this time the outdoor
sports were continued, run-
ning and jumping for the men
and a peanut race for the
ladies. The latter proved most
enjoyable. Miss Lula Auld
won from a field of twelve,
receiving a handsome silver
and cut glass puff jar. The
programme of sports wound
up with a shooting contest
which was won by George
Claig, of Charles Wathen &
Co., the prize being a silver
loving cup. Boating and fish-
ing were indulged in by many
during the day. There were
swings and other amusements
for the little folks and danc-
ing for all who favored
tripping the light fantastic.
A colored quartette added
considerably to the amuse-
ment of the occasion.

The associations of whole-
sale jewelers have now be-
come a popular institution in
the large cities and one of
the most enjoyable features is the annual outing.
The Denver wholesalers have kept abreast of
their brethren in getting together and as it is
customary to invite the retail trade also on these
outings a more friendly and fraternal feeling
will be created all around. One can scarcely
realize the good that may be accomplished by
social intercourse among the members of the
trade. Heretofore the absence of this fraternal
feeling militated very severely against the
achievement of reforms or the suppression of
practices detrimental to the trade. This has all
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been changed in recent years and the trade are
just now beginning to appreciate the excellent
results accruing. The getting together of manu-
facturers, wholesalers and retailers furnishes the
one effective solution for all the troubles of the
past and the local trade can do much to further
the national movement by local associations and
the cultivation of friendly feeling among the

business, stock and all, was housed in one small
roll-top desk. That inauspicious beginning
marked an important mile stone in fountain pen
history-the birth of the self-filling pen.

Six years later the business had so developed
that it was necessary to seek larger quarters and
the firm took an entire floor in the Manhattan
Building, with a little less than 7,000 square feet

of floor space. The offi-
cers of the company es-
timated that it would
take ten years to grow
up to the full capacity
of those quarters, but
their estimate missed
the mark by over half.
Even they themselves
did not realize the tre-
mendous possibilities in
the self-filling fountain
pen. Instead of ten
years it was only six
years later that the big
increase of business ne-
cessitated another move
-to the new building
described above. This
building is a monument
to the intrinsic worth
and the selling qualities
of Conklin's Self-Filling
Fountain Pen. This pen
is no longer a curiosity
or experiment, but a
practical article that has
be(hye)ritit.ried and foundv‘ 

The Conklin Pen
Mfg. Co. at first re-
stricted their territory

to that immediately adjacent to Toledo and
worked up an encouraging volume of business
therein. But the merits of the pen were too
pronounced to hide its light under a bushel and
thus the territory has constantly increased, until
to-day its limits are not even bounded by the two
oceans. The company's own traveling representa-
tives and their general agents cover every section
of the United States. The Atlantic Coast and New

England States, as well as the
Central and Southern States
are under the immediate
charge of the home office; the
Middle West is under the
supervision of Delzell
Denver ; while the Pacific
Slope is in charge of Cardi-
nell-Vincent Co., of San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
Canada is the territory of
Rowland & Parker, Ltd., of
Winn ipeg.

In addition to these the
Conklin Pen is meeting with
pronounced success in an
export way, particularly in
England, but also on the
Continent, in Mexico, Central
America and South America.

"The Pen with the Cres-
cent Filler" is now known
among the trade all over the
world and is daily becoming
more familiar to the con-
sumer through the extensive
magazine advertising of the
Conklin Co. The fall ad-
vertising campaign this year
is the largest in the history
of the house, using full
pages and quarter pages in
the magazines and weeklies.

Not the least interesting
chapter in the remarkable industrial history of
our country is the extraordinary development in
the fountain pen industry which has taken place
in recent years. Through extensive campaigning
the world has become convinced that a fountain
pen is one of its individual necessities and the
consumption of these pens has accordingly
reached immense proportions. The building here
shown is in itself an impressive monument to the
merit which has made this industry famous the
world over.

a silver

Denver Wholesale jewelers' Association Picnic

different branches of the trade in the different
cities.

New Home of the Conklin Self-Filling
Fountain Pen

On this page is illustrated the new home of
The Conklin Pen Mfg. Co., manufacturers of

the well-known Conklin's Self-Filling Fountain
Pen, "The Pen with the Crescent-Filler;" into
which the company moved on August loth. It is
a splendid and imposing structure of 5 stories
with a floor space something of 35,000 square feet,
located on the corner of Jackson and Huron Sts.,
right in the heart of Toledo.

Twelve years ago The Conklin Pen Mfg. Co.
started with their entire "plant" contained in one
room of a Toledo office building; and even in
those miniature quarters, measuring to by 5 feet,
there was room to spare. Practically the entire
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Boosting the demand
for Chains and Fobs

Beginning with the October magazines R. F.
Simmons Company launches the first national
advertising campaign for chains, fobs and bracelets.

The purpose of this campaign is to increase
the market for the retailer to make easier more
profitable sales—to turn the dealers' stock into cash
more quickly and more often.

The Simmons line has always been a quick
seller and a profitable one. Dealers have been able
to offer their customers—in the Simmons line—goods
at a price within the reach of the majority of people, '
of a quality that makes permanent friends and
satisfied purchasers.

In other words, Simmons chains have always
been easy sellers—because
they had strong talking
points. And they have been
good trade builders—
because they always
give perfect satisfaction in
use.

—that it is desirable to keep pace with
these changing styles by buying Sim-
mons goods

—that chains suitable for each occasion
should be worn.

A CAMPAIGN OF FAR-

REACHING EFFECT
Every dealer will be quick to realize the far-

reaching significance of this campaign. It injects
the time element into your business on chains,
fobs and bracelets. It makes a brisker, quicker
trade.

ICIMOtI
1RADE MAR)

cnni(150009/ F
A THIRD SELLING FORCE

Our national advertising adds a strong THIRD
sales element. We are teaching the public more
uses.

Heretc,fore the clothing dealer, milliner, haber-
dasher, etc., have had a monopoly of the style idea.
as a selling aid. People have been educated to buy
clothing, for instance, in order to keep in style and
to be appropriately dressed for each occasion.

We are applying the same idea modified to fit
the special conditions of the jewelry trade. We are
teaching the public

—That there are styles in chains, fobs and
bracelets

—that these styles are constantly changing

New York Salesrooms:

9-13 Maiden Lane

It not only focuses the
attention of the buying
public on the Simmons line,
but it widens your market—
increases both your sales
and your sales opportu-
nity.

The campaign starts the first week of October.
The first ad will appear in the October 1st issue of
the Saturday Evening Post. The same ads will
also appear in and be followed by others in

Saturday Evening Post
Associated Sunday Magazines
Collier's Weekly
Literary Digest
Vogue

Watch for these ads and be ready to co-operate
effectively with this campaign. Get ready for it by
sending your orders in now. Connect with it by
priming your clerks and by letting your customers
know you have Simmons chains through your win-
dow display and newspaper space.

If you want further particulars write at once.
We will give you any information you may ask for.

Wire or write.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and Factory, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Chicago Salesrooms:

(Heyworth Bldg.) 42 Madison St.
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NEW GOODS si INVENTIONS

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

A New Alarm Clock

The latest candidate for trade and public favor in the alarm clock
line is entitled the "Dryad," and has just been placed on the market by

The E. Ingraham
Co., Bristol, Conn.
In the form of this
new clock, the manu-
facturers have de-
parted from the
cylindrical case, its
shape, as shown in
the illustration, being
suggestive of the regu-
lar clock, which gives
it a much richer and
more expensive ap-
pearance. The Dryad
is a 30-hour clock,
but its makers claim
that it will run long
beyond this period.
It is provided with a
"shut-off" switch and
has a patent dust
cap, which makes the
case dust-proof and
protects the move-
ment. The alarm re-
peats every fifteen
seconds for twelve
minutes and the bell
is entirely concealed
within the case. It
is 65/4 inches high,
4 inches wide and
has a 31/4. inch metal
dial. The illustra-

ize of the clock, which is made
el. The new dock has all the
ld be greatly welcomed in the

tion here shown is one-half the actual s
in three finishes—brass, copper and nick
characteristics of a timepiece that wou
household.

A New Fountain Pen Improvement
A new idea in fountain pen construction has been

added to their product by the John Holland Gold Pen Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. The new device is a double-end cap—one
to cover the pen when not in use and the other for the
back end of the holder when the pen is in service. The
accompanying illustration shows the location of the pen in
its vacuum chamber when not in use. There being no air
holes, evaporation is impossible. The makers claim that the
pen so fitted may be laid away for a considerable time and
will be found when picked tip and used as serviceable as ever.
The cap can be had on the John Holland safety self-inking
fountain pens without extra expense. As fountain pens are
now a staple line with a large proportion of the jewelers,
they will be interested in this improvement

A New One-Piece Cuff Button
Jos. L. Herzog & Co., manu-

facturers of "LK" rings, 45 Rose
Street, New York, have patented and
are putting on the market a one-piece
cuff button which is something en-
tirely new as to construction and
shape. It is made of one solid piece
of metal all the way through from
end to end and the post is solid and
of very unique shape and construc-
tion. It does not extend from the
center of the disk to the center of
the bean, as is the case in the ma-
jority of link buttons, but from the
extreme inside edge of the disk to a

similar spot on the bean. This gives it an advantage over the old style
construction, inasmuch as it makes it much easier to insert in the cuff
and at the same time does not allow the button to slip out of the button
hole through accident. The post is also rather flat in shape, which keeps
the button in place at a correct angle in the cuff. It requires a large
number of operations to manufacture this button and, as above stated,
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the button is of solid material all through and no portion of it is hollow.
The manufacturers have named this button the "El Kay" cuff button

and have stamped it with their regular registered trade-mark, which also
appears on their rings. Every pair of the buttons is accompanied by a
guarantee against breakage at any time, and in the event of a button
breaking it will be replaced with another one free of charge. The
Herzog Co. are sending samples of this new button out on memorandum
at their expense. They claim that it is the only button absolutely made
of one solid piece of metal throughout and have based their patents
on this feature.

New Pattern of Sterling Toilet Ware

The R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn., have given
evidence of their faith in a prosperous holiday season by placing on the
market one of the most beautiful patterns of sterling toilet ware which
has been thus far brought to the notice of the trade. The name of
Wallace stands for the extreme of richness in toilet goods, combining
artistic design with beautiful, refined finish. These qualities are em-
phasized in the new patterns, one of which—the Martha Washington—
is shown in the illustration. The engine-turned and hand engraved
effects represent the highest degree of skill, while the delicate execution

No. 6800 Hair Brush

No. 6800 Ladies' Comb

is characteristic of the makers. This pattern and its companion pattern,
known as the "Louis XV" are made in complete toilet and manicure
sets, finished bright. They will appeal particularly to people of refine-
ment and discriminating taste, and those of the trade whose custom
is recruited in whole or part from this class will find in these patterns
a profitable addition to their holiday line.

A New Adjustable Soldering Block Holder

We show in the accompanying illustration a sample of the Lewis
Adjustable Soldering Block Holder, a new device which will appeal
favorably to the jewelry trade and which has been placed on the market

BUFFALO D-ENTAL MFG CO.

by the Buffalo Dental Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y. It will hold any soldering
block of carbon or asbestos firmly and without danger of displacement.
Soldering blocks varying in diameter from three to four inches can be
used. The holder is of nickel-dipped iron with wooden handle.

(Continued on page 1748)
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THE HANDEL CO.
MERIDEN, CONN.

No. 5110. DESK LAMP. Height, 13 inches

Originators, Designers and

Manufacturers for

the Jewelry Trade

Electric Portables

Gas Portables

Desk Lamps

Electric and Gas

Pendants and

Decorative Shades

Write for Illustrated Catalogues

NEW YORK SALESROOM
66 Murray Street, Cor. West Broadway

CROSSES

q We make an extensive line of these hand-made box crosses,
ranging in size from 34 to 4142 inches in length. Either plain or
engraved. Finished in Roman, English or bright gold, as desired.
All are 10 K. Gold throughout.
'unlit; line is but one part of the extensive line we make, which includes
BAR PINS. PENDANTS, BROOCHES, SCARF PINS, BUTTONS, TIE CLIPS,
and RINGS, in Gold and Sterling Silver.

YOUR JOBBER CARRIES OUR LINE. IF NOT, WRITE US

WM. C. GREENE COMPANY
MAKERS OF JEWELRY IN GOLD AND SILVER

101 SABIN STREET - - - PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ILGEN & WAKEFIELD CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

AIKIN-LAMBERT JEWELRY CO.
15-19 Maiden Lane, New York

Silversmiths' Building

WHOLESALE

Jewelry, Diamonds, Watch

Cases, Waltham and Elgin

Movements, Lord Elgin and

Waltham Complete Watches

OUR PEN and PENCIL LINE
contains a most varied assortment of
always been a pen and pencil house.
S Jitably boxed, worth knowing about.

T H E 6

popular-priced sellers. We have
We make a line of holiday goods,

DEBUTANTE
A bracelet of distinction and beauty. Mace of high-grade gold-filled seam-
less stock. Comes in four widths, any size. A class of goods that should
be considered when bracelet stock is contemplated.
All our goods are trade-marked and dencte quality and finish when so
stamped. Write for further particulars.

F. T. PEARCE COMPANY
Head Office and Works —

85 Sprague Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Trade-mark Registered NEW YORK SALES OFFICE - 180 Broadway
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New Goods and Inventions

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 1741)

New Toilet Outfit for Travelers
The most successful effort that has yet come under our notice to

compress a traveling toilet outfit into a minimum space has been
achieved by the Bristol Jewelry Company, Attleboro, Mass. The outfit
consists of a brush, comb and mirror, the latter forming the back of the
brush, making it possible to have all three articles in two. We show in
the accompanying illustration the neat leather case used for this outfit.
The illustration is half the actual size and conveys a pretty fair idea of

the remarkable compactness of this traveling essential. The cases are
made of fine imported leather and are strong and durable, yet handsome
and dainty in appearance. The combination mirror-back brush and comb
are very handsomely designed and executed and should appeal irresistibly
to the traveling public and to all others who appreciate the convenience
of such an outfit. This is a novelty which merits the attention of those
of the trade now selecting fall and holiday stock.

New Idea in Hall Clocks
A novel idea in the way of a mission

hall clock has just been patented by L. A.
lireitinger, President of the American Cuckoo
Clock Co., and it has met with such instan-
taneous success that the factory is being
driven to its utmost capacity to keep up with
the orders. One single contract recently
closed aggregates over $50,000, and several
other large orders are now offered pending
the company's ability to turn them out. Al-
ready an addition to the plant to make room
for this special department is under way.
Each clock is a combination of seven separate
pieces of ftirniture—an 8-day cathedral gong
strike 20th century hall clock, a hat and coat
rack ; an umbrella stand, an ornamental hall
mantel, a hall table suitable for magazines or
card receiver, a hall closet, even a hall mirror.
It is finished in mission color, of substantial
construction, with engraved numerals, and is
a good timekeeper. This is, indeed, a genuine
novelty in the hall clock line and its ser-
viceability will assure it a ready sale.

Attractive Novelties for
Holiday Stock

Among the numerous novelties
which are now being placed on the
market to attract holiday trade, an
exceptionally notable line comes
from the factory of S. 0. Bigney &
Co., Attleboro, Mass., a sample from
which is shown in the accompanying
illustration. These articles will ap-
peal very strongly to femininity, as
they can be used either for smelling
salts or perfume, in connection with
the lockets, puff boxes and coin
holders. They are all attached to
56-inch chains and, consequently, ad-
mirably fill the demand for pretty
dangling jewelry now so much
sought by the ladies. These vin-
aigrettes, with picture lockets, puff
boxes, coin holders, etc., are pat-
ented and the manufacturer an-
nounces that his rights will be thor-
oughly protected so that inferior
imitations may be excluded from the
market. As the trade are now in
search of novelties to enrich their
holiday stock, they will find in these
goods something well worthy of im-
mediate consideration.

We fear that the trade fails to
take proper advantage of such at-
tractive novelties as we here illus-
trate. The ladies are like our
Simian friends—largely creatures of
imitation, and one or two sales in a
town would be very effective adver-
tising and almost certainly mean ad-
ditional sales. There is profit in
taking time by the forelock in such
fads of fashion, as the harvest must be reaped while the public craving
for the novelty is still on. The jeweler should place some of all such
novelties in stock and make the fact known in his window, in newspaper
advertising and by conversation and display across the counter. Such
efforts would undoubtedly be rewarded by substantial returns in the form
of profitable sales.

A New Eyeglass for Watchmakers
In this age when the saving of time and the convenience and

comfort of the workmen are such important considerations, our readers
will be especially interested in a
new eyeglass now being furnished
to the trade by Swartchild &
Co., Chicago. This eyeglass is
entitled the "Presto," by rea-
son of the celerity with which it
can be changed from a single to a
double lens, which can be done
by a mere shake of the head,
practically without effort and
without removing the loupe from
the eye. The illustration shows
the chief feature of the eyeglass,
the slide with a single lens, by the
aid of which the change from
single to double is so easily made.
The new device cannot fail to be
interesting to all bench workers.
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The Scleroscope
This little American invention has been described as a kind of mechan-

ical finger, intended to discriminate, by delicacy of touch, between various
substances submitted to it. The ready detection of the degree of hardness
and elasticity of various surfaces is its special function. It consists essen-
tially of a little weight, like the hammer of a pile-driver, which is allowed
to fall inside a tube, placed upright on the surface to be tested. The
bottom of the hammer, which weighs only a few grams, is finished with
a blunted diamond, intended to give it the requisite hardness. After a
fall it rebounds, and a carefully graduated scale on the tube, indicating the
height of the rebound, shows the degree of hardness of the surface experi-
mented with.

How long is a dollar bill? That question, suggested by a recent inter-
view with Secretary MacVeagh of the Theasury Department, brought out
surprisingly varying answers. The Secretary proposes that the dimensions
of the American paper currency be reduced, and his statement told what
the present size is. A dozen men in one office were asked to give an
estimate of the length and answers varied from four inches to eight. The
majority of the answers were from four to five inches. One man guessed
seven, another seven and a half and a third eight. The exact figures are
7.28 inches long by 3.04 inches wide.
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FREE: Electro like above for your Catalog

Kreis a Hubbard, The Jeweler's Line

This cut shows a very few of the
many high-class numbers in the
Kreis C& Hubbard holiday line of
Umbrellas, at prices varying from
$3.50 to $15.00, including sterling
and gold mounted handles and (at
the extreme right and left respect-
ively) our Matched Pairs and Bridal
Pairs.

QUALITY

is famous wherever good umbrellas
are appreciated. We cater especially
to jewelry trade and know the
jeweler's needs as no other umbrella
house can. You owe it to yourself
to handle the K c& H line.

Send for samples of season's best
sellers.

Detachable handles, if desired.

Franklin and Jackson Streets
CHICAGO

NEW YORK SALESROOMS : 15 Maiden Lane SEATTLE SALESROOM : 456 N. Y. Block

BEGIN NOW so that one year hence you will be ready to take a position when the demand for work-
, men is greatest and consequently salaries offered higher than at any season in the year

A School
Up to Date is
Appreciated

CIn 1909 we had to let 35
would-be students go
as we did not have

room for them. In 1910 we
had to turn down but ten.
During the period between
February lstand May 15th we
had 157 students in constant
attendance, and the school
was nearly too crowded to
get the best results.

In March of this year they
started the new addition,
entailing an expenditure of
nearly $30,000.00. which will
double our ability as to num-
ber of students that can be
accommodated without in
the least crowding. This
will be finished and equipped
so by the first of the year we
can take care of all comers.

There is a reason for this
demand on BRADLEY
INSTITUTE for tnore
room. BRADLEY STU-
DENTS ARE GETTING
RESULTS. With our mod-
ern methods, increased facil-
ities; viz., more room. new
tools, and a proportional
increase in the corps of in-
structors, we will be better
prepared to get results than
ever before.

C There is no doubt that the course of
miLLMODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want
to get it right, and it will pay you to investigate
this truly great institution.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOG
and make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity

Card 
a "HOROLOGICAL" Dept. K PEORIA ILL. 'ffensi Informationr(etti '   7
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Among the Clockmakers and
Jewelers of the Black Forest

Apart altogether from its intimate asso-
ciations with our own trade the Black
Forest, that mountainous piece of Southern
Germany, is one of those quaint old world
retreats, where the man who wants a quiet
holiday may really escape the ubiquitous
tourist. It is roughly an equilateral triangle
and at the three angles are Pforzheim, Con-
stance and Basle respectively. We shall
make no attempt here to describe the natural
beauties of this delightful part of Europe,
but can unhesitatingly recommend to those
of our subscribers who are interested to
accept the invitation of C. E. Hughes, who
prefaces his "Book of the Black Forest" by
asking his readers to explore the district
with him, avoiding as far as possibe roads
which are "marked upon tourist charts in
red." The author describes his journey—
his visits to all the most attractive spots and
tells us of the weird legends, the quaint
costumes and incidentally of the industries
of the district and the towns in which they
are carried out.

The Jewelers

of Pforzheim

His impressions of Pforz-
heim are of special interest
to our readers. He says:
"A good part of Pforzheim

has the quaintly irregular gabled look of a
seventeenth century town, and such juvenile
age—juvenile, I mean, compared with its
Roman reputation—it really possesses. But
it is fast forgetting that. It has thrived
too well on its jewelry, in spite of Birming-
ham competition, with its duo-decimal
monetary system which is almost the despair
of those who export to England. The place
has, indeed, grown so rapidly through this
trade that it is, paradoxically, no longer
recognizable at a glance, as it was once, as
essentially a habitation of jewel workers.
The jewelry trade grew out of an older
Black Forest craft, that of the lapidary.
The Black Forest lapidaries, with a guild at
Freiburg, had a fame of which more than
one sixteenth century writer takes note.
Freiburg saw little of them after the middle
of the seventeenth century, but Waldkirch
and Oberharmersback have still a few sur-
vivors of their descendants. But as the lapi-
daries' craft disappeared, that of the jew-
elers grew into being, and Pforzheim be-
came its center.

A glance at the snop
windows of Triberg, and at
the nameboards of the
factories hiding behind the

main street, and particularly at the perman-
ent exhibitions of local industries here and
at Hornberg, will convince the visitor that
he is well inside the clockmaking district.
Several of the factories may be inspected,
says the author, but those who go should
leave their cameras outside, for there is a
dread, only equalled in frontier fortresses,
of foreign acquisition of secrets. If,
though, you do not wear the look of one

The Clock-
making District
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who can remember from a glance the details
of very elaborate and ingenious machinery,
you may see the whole process of clockmak-
ing from sheet metal to packing case. One
feels, perhaps, a vague sentiment of regret
that machinery should so effectively displace
the old handwork which fostered the orig-
inal Black Forest industry, but it does not
altogether displace it. Hand arid machine
move side by side to the vast increase of
employment. In the greater number of
clocks machines begin and hands finish, and
the fitting together of these machine-made
parts occupies very many people. I have
been told that all the waiters in all the hotels
sbecome clockmakers in the winter—a frivo-
lous friend of mine suggested that they live
on tick—and it is a rather pleasant dream
to picture the majestic head waiter doffing
his tails and putting together, with that
supremely dignified manner of his, Big Ben,
or something as important, while the piccolo
gets back again into knickerbockers and
erects a cuckoo clock. But I am afraid the
dream has little reality. I have never yet
broached the subject to any waiter who did
not tell me that he flies away to Italy, still
waiting, as soon as the Black Forest season
is over. And a waiter nearly always tells
the truth about his private affairs. I knew
a waiter once—but that is neither here nor
there.

The idea of making clocks
A Peddler was given to the people of
From Nuremberg the Black Forest by a glass-

hawker. The first primitive
clock was brought by one of these peddlers
from Nuremberg about the close of the
seventeeth century. The peasants at Schon-
wald and elsewhere soon established the in-
dustry, but some fifty years passed before
a striking clock was produced. About the
middle of the eighteenth century the wooden
mechanism which had till then served, some-
what spasmodically, to mark the flight of
time, was replaced by metal. When metal
wheels had spread into common use, some
one discovered how to imitate the cuckoo,
and so we come forward to quite modern
days. Many variations of the cuckoo notion
have competed for its popularity, but it holds
its own, and I have a suspicion that the in-
spiration of a good many letters to English
newspapers in the early spring might be
traced to its lifelike notes.

Machine-made timepieces,
though now they are re-
sponsible for a more pros-
perous state of things than

could ever have obtained on the old lines—
a huge trade is now done in "American
Clocks"—dealt a hard blow at the Black
Foresters when they first came into the field.
The blow was fatal to much of tne pic-
turesqueness of the old industry. The
hawkers with their ticking load, once a
familiar sight, are now seen no more, and
for some years it looked like being fatal
altogether, for the ingenuity which could
imitate a hand-made article could not rise to
the imitation or invention of machinery.
But in 1877 the German Government came
to the rescue, and established a school for
clockmaking and wood carving, and the
stricken workers rallied. The school is at
Furtwangen, where, in the museum, a prac-

The School at
Furtwangen

tical study of the history of the industry
may be most pleasantly made.

Furtwangen is the most
important of all the clock-
making towns. Triberg, I
fancy, lays claim to the first

place, but 1 give the palm to Furtwangen,
for here, as I have said, the German Gov-
ernment has a school to assist the industry.
In Triberg the visitor will find a good many
more evidences of the local occupation than
he will find at Furtwangen, but this is due
not to there being more clocks made there,
but to there being more visitors. There is
an extraordinarily fine collection of old
clocks, in which one may trace their pro-
gress from one which is believed to be the
first Black Forest clock ever made. It has
been in existence since the middle of the
seventeenth century, and was made at
Glashof, near Waldau, which is a few miles
away. It is a half-day clock, and conse-
quently commands the attention of a winder
every twelve hours, though nowadays the
command is not obeyed. Furtwangen made
the first musical clock, and it exercises a
good deal of originality in that direction
still. There is an old clock with a mar-
velously good imitation of a lark's song.
One of the specialties here is clocks with
toy figures which, when the hour 'strikes,
toll bells, or walk on tightropes, or turn
somersaults, all the more amusingly because
the actions are not remarkably lifelike.—
The Jeweler and Metalworker.

The First Black
Forest Clock

Hammering the Price

The ethical side of "bearing the sales-
man" is not for discussion here. Practically
it is not, usually, a good plan. The buyer
who gets into the habit of always squeez-
ing down, in time will run into an iron-
clad agreement among the salesmen. "Look
out for Durkin. Go him high," is the
watchword. By "going him high," is meant a
raising of price, prepared for a drop. The
clever salesman, with his axe to grind,
usually sees that the drop is only partial.
His eyeteeth often are sharper than the
buyer's. The present clay salesman is edu-
cated to the last degree.

There is a great deal said about low
buying—"close" buying. It is the buyer's
business to get as much as he can for as
little as he can ; the salesman sells as little
for as much as he can. Looking at it all
around, it seems a fair match, for the best
to win.

New Steel Alloy Used for Telephone
Diaphragms

A new steel alloy metal is being so
successfully used for telephone equipment
in England that several of the telephone
companies in this country are now testing
it for receiver diaphragms. It is called
"stalloy," and its chief characteristic is that
the addition of three per cent. silicon in-
creases the resistance of the alloy to about
three and one-half times that of the or-
dinary transformer iron, so that the eddy
current, when it is used as part of the
alternating current magnetic circuit, is
greatly reduced.
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Illustration Half Size

T h e PARKER
Indestructible OCTAGON

LONG ALARM WITH INTERMISSIONS FITTED WITH AN 

Automatic 24-Hour Release Shut-Off.
Dial, inches. Height, 5 inches. Handsome Octagon Case, finished in Antique Copper

Dial is Antique Copper Finish, White Arabic Numerals and White Hands
Also furnished with White Dials and Black Arabic Numerals if specified

...Manufactured by...

THE PARKER CLOCK CO.
Pacific Coast Agents, DORRANCE-BATTIN CO.
Chronicle Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. MERIDEN, CONN.

THE JEWELER'S COMPANION

PRICE
$1.25

V.07 %Vann%

1,sat.tadU868 oododod
OOMoot.568386
CDOOOOOMO,p
,OOO600 0 0
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L-7"';1104"*. , •

PRICE
$1.25

Consisting of 30 DOZEN ASSORTED STONES
Whole Pearls, Half Pearls, Rubies,Sapphires, WhiteStones,Ame-
thysts, Turquoises, Opals, Etc., Etc., in Round and Oval Shapes.
Also Stone, Pearl and Diamond Gauges.
Put up in a very fine display box

COMPLETE $1.25
FOR SALE BY

AISENSTEIN & WORONOCK
22 Eldridge Street NEW YORK

Have you received our Anniversary Catalogue ? 1.1 not, send for a copy.

PARISIAN BIRTHSTONE
POCKET MIRROR

c_An ideal article to give away for the holidays.
The Birthstone Mirror shows the stones in
actual colors, and BOOSTS BUSINESS for you.

PRICES: 250 for $12.00
500 for 17.00
1000 for 25.00

INCLUDING YOUR AD.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.'

PARISIAN NOVELTY CO.
LA SALLE and 22nd CHICAGO
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? THE LOCKET QUESTION ?

This is the " Seasonable Question " that

should be yours to consider right now.

The question as to whether your locket

stock has been selected rightly. When the

holiday season is on it will be too late to consider

whether you have a line of lockets that have an

individuality to them that will reflect credit to

your establishment. It will therefore pay you

to inspect our line. We are known as the Locket

House of America.

CASTIGLIONI
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

THE LOCKET AND BRACELET HOUSE

NEW YORK OFFICE: 71 Nassau St., Room 1204

Representative, Charles Altschul

Our line of Lockets is the most varied line

ever produced. No other line of lockets has

the style, finish or design that our lockets

have.

They come plain, hand engraved and chased,

with or without mirror, satin or bright finish.

Get in line. Be the Locket Man of your town

by carrying our lockets.

Insist on your jobber showing

lockets bearing our Trade-Mark.

COMPANY
116 Chestnut St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CHICAGO OFFICE: 412 Baltimore Bldg.
M. Neuburger

Pacific Coast Office: SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
710 Jewelers Bldg. J. H. Merrill

A TREATISE ON ESCAPEMENTS
A thorough knowledge of the several escapements is the first essential of all who aim at competency in watch

work. To obtain this knowledge in the most practical way, and in the least time, procure a copy of the book

Watch and Clock Escapements
This book is the work of two of the most accomplished and experienced teachers of horology in the United States, and

their skill in imparting their knowledge to students is shown on every page of the book, both in text and in illustration.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 809-811-813 North 59th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, III.
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Watchmakers ! Watchmakers!
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THE CLEMENT COMBINED LATHE ATTACHMENT
is an absolute necessary at your work bench. Your efficiency and
promotion depend on your skill and the ability to produce work quickly.

We have a space-saving, time-saving, money-saving watch bench
necessity. Contains 12 attachments in 1, has 30 advantages besides
at one-fifth the cost.

$200 for $40
We want to place our catalog or this Lathe Attachment, free of cost,

eturn charges paid if unsatisfactory, in your hands.
Let us do it. It costs you nothing. Drop us a postal at once.

Not to-morrow, but to-day.

W. D. CLEMENT, WALTHAM, MASS.

MOVED
vv h: have moved to our new location where a larger building has

been entirely remodeled to suit our special needs, and where we
will have better facilities for teaching all branches of the jewelry business.
Come to us and learn to be an intelligent and competent workman, we
teach watchmaking, engraving and jewelry repairing right, and in the
shortest possible time. Write to-day for catalogue and full particulars.

Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School
0. W. DREYER, Principal

815 E. 12th STREET KANSAS CITY, MO.

Send for samples of the

"Peerless Hull" which
will be Nationally Ad-
vertised in the Saturday
Evening Post, and will
be the leading seller

during the Holidays.

Hull Bros. Umbrella Co.

TOLEDO, OHIO
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MAILED
Nineteenth Annual Catalogue
ST. LOUIS CLOCK AND
SILVERWARE COMPANY

10 , 000
ILLUSTRATIONS OF

JEWELERS' MERCHANDISE

Not What You Pay,
But What You Get,
is the Real Test of
Value

TRADE MARK.

We Never Catalogue
an Item Unless We
are Sure We Own it
at the Bottom Price

Our Catalogue is an Unabridged Encyclopedia of the Jewelry Business

When you send us an order
it is shipped from . • • • ST. LOUIS We carry a complete stockof all goods illustrated.

This book is a salesman in itself. The prices are so arranged that it will be of great assistance tn you in making

sales, and we are confident it will be to our mutual benefit in your keeping it constantly before your customers.

If hot received, send ill our address for the same to-dau

WILL BE MAILED ON REQUEST

DETACH AT DOTTED LINE

Request
For Catalogue

St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co_
616 Locust Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Gentlemen Your Nineteenth Annual Catalogue has not been
received. Please send it prepaid, and place my name on your regular

mailing list.

Name 

City

County_ State
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LEARN ENGRAVING

FOR prve DOLLARS
A complete course of lessons by an expert
engraver, a set of engraver's tools and practice
material, and a book of monograms and
alphabets for $5.00.
The book of rlioric3grEtrra.N uloric $1.00

1.114 le,...SOns Etlcme $2.00

American School of Engraving
45 Mtticleri NE1W YORK, N. V.
  !Roo PuRcriASERS  

JEWELERS VISITING NEW YORK
are invited

to

visit
our office
and see
sample

work

of

MINIATURES, ARTISTIC ENGRAVING, ETCHING ani
DECORATING GOLD an SILVERWARE

THERE IS ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW WORTH SEEING
Circulars and price-lists on application

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO., 45 Maiden Lane

P12767 P 2768 2775 P/2776

--'1717;1;:

Just one of the 300 Advertising
Cuts for the Retail Jewelry Dealer, shown
in our No. 55 Catalog. Copy for a snappy •

Ad furnished free with each illustrative cut.

Just the holiday cuts you are looking for.

Write for our No. 55 Catalog to-day.

The Hawtin Engraving Co.
147 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO 

AlSent any Jewelry Dealer on request. 

wt.-- •

•

SUPREMACY IS

"Quality--Finish--Originality"
in the SUPERLATIVE degree

Demonstrated by our pupils' output
and shown in their latest plates.

FEATURES OF OUR TRAINING:

Class Limited to Eight---
Strictly Individual Training---
Short Terms For "Specials" Brochure and Pupils'

Plates on Request

be 1R1. IL. *Remover Zcboot of fngraving
NEW ENGLAND BUILDING : : CLEVELAND, OHIO

A BOON TO GIFT ENGRAVERS The Keystone Portfolio of Monograms should be withinreach of every engraver at this season. The price, 50 cents, ismerely nominal for so unique a collection of two- and three-letter monograms—all entirely different from the conventional ideas. Never wasengraver offered so much value at so small a price.

PUBLISHED BY THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LOOK!
Here's a

BECAUSE
t's Quicker.

t's Cleaner.

It's More Economical.

It requires just half the space
used by the old style oilstones.

It needs no oil can ; just oil the
pads in the Reversible Lids about
once a month.

It keeps stones in better condi-
tion, therefore it's cheaper.

 ■MM

HERE IT IS!
Tool You Can't Afford to Overlook!

IT CONTAINS
A high-grade, hard Arkansas

Oilstone and a genuine India Oil-
stone, both 7 x 2 inches, which can
be quickly rmoved.

Price, $3.50, postpaid

EzraF.Bowman'sSons

The Pike Reversible Oilstone Box

Fine Tools kr Watchmakers
and Engravers

Lancaster, Pa.

large and most

varied line in Sterling

Silver and Solid Gold.

Either enameled or
without enamel. We

are specialists on this

class of goods and
acknowledged leaders.

Write us for descrip-

tive pamphlet and

prices.

C/109

The Kinney Co.
14 BLOUNT STREET

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of College Jewelry,

Class Pins and all Classes of Special

Work. Qualities : Sterling, 10 and

14 Karat.

INNERGROUP
This locket is one of the latest additions

to the Marathon Line. Made in many
exclusive and exquisite designs it cannot

fail to give satisfaction. It must sell,

because it is a first-class article and is

being extensively advertised by putting

a sample of the locket itself into the

hands of 5000 Retail Jewelry Dealers.

Our Guarantee with every locket

Ask your Jobber for samples and place

your orders early for Christmas Trade.

Only first-class workmanship, and high-

grade stock used in the manufacture of

The Celebrated

Line

of LOCKETS, BRACELETS, FOBS,

PENDANTS, LA VALLIERES, and

CHAINS OF ALL KINDS. Sold to

the Wholesale Trade Only.

Factory: ATTLEBORO New York Office: 9 MAIDEN LANE
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THE AUCTIONEER
ESTABLISHED JEWELERS

Sixteen years con-
ducting Auctions
for the largest and
best jewelers is my
record. Investigate
reputation, ability,
methods and prices
I get for stocks.

Midsummer Sale as 

Reference 

JOHN C. PIERIK CO.
Springfield, Ill.
$149,000.00

This great auction said
to be largest for the
year.

Terms Reasonable.

THE AUCTIONEER
for Established Jewelers of the United States
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WHAT OTHERS SAY?

Have been in
this work ex-
clusively for
over seven-
teen years,
and my ser-
vices will
prove to your
benefit.

We quote a few extracts from letters sent us by some of
the leading dealers in the country :

"Empire Boxes are the best we ever handled.**

"You will get all my box orders in the future."
"I am well pleased with your line of boxes. They are

well made and prices are lower."

"The snappiest line we have had in our store."
'Boxes open fine. Your very prompt delivery was a

great accommodation to us;

"Your boxes are nicely and well made, and have given
us the best satisfaction...

If other dealers feel so well pleased, why would it not be
to your interest to send us an order? We want to see a
testimonial from you along the same lines.

Our booklet, "THE REASON WHY" will be sent free.
All we ask you is to use your own letter head.

Samples and prices upon request.

We have got something up our sleeve for January let de-
livery. Watch our ads in The Keystone. We will tell you
all about it.
If your jobber can't supply you, write us direct.

EDWARD WARNER, Pres. and Treas.

No. 216 LA VALLIERE

Covered in Finest Lizard Grain Leatherette, lined with Best White
Velvet and Satin

HOME PHONE:
MAIN 2341

E. R. TYLER, 156 Wabash Avenue,Room 1102, Chicago

L. H. DODD & CO.
FORMERLY OF BRIGGS & DODD

1202 COMMERCE BLDG.D. 0. Herndon KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE PUBLIC DEMAND
HIGH-CLASS ENGRAVING

Kindly fill out the coupon and send with order.
in order to obtain this memo.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.,
146, 148, 150 Clinton St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Please send roe with the enclosed order
the Empire Loose Leaf Memo.

Name 

St. and No 

City and State  

RUDOLPH J. WARNER, S cry.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE COMPANY
146-148-150 Clinton Street

Gottlieb 0 O'Neil
tfAuctioneering Co.

10th Floor, Boyce Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
lir TERMS VERY REASONABLE ESTABLISHED 1885

I conduct all
with a first-
at the cost of

sales personally
class assistant
one man.

A GREAT RECORD
MASON CITY, IA., Aug. 23, 1910.

Messrs. Gottlieb & O'Neil conducted a very successful] and profitable
sale for us from Aug. t3th to Aug. 23d. We cannot speak too highly of
their ability as auctioneers, they certainly made remarkably large profits,
and we cannot see how any other auctioneer could do more.

VERGOOD BROS.
C. W. L.

LONG
DISTANCE PHONE,

2906 DREXEL

New York Office: L. H. DODD & hicago Office :
396-398 CO.• 4607
Broadway JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS Michigan Ave.

THE engraving fad still holds sway and the public insist on the finest
work. There is prestige and profit for the jeweler in artistic lettering,
and loss of both in commonplace work. gThe jewelers' salvation in

monogram engraving is the high-class compilation

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS'
TEXT BOOK

which makes the work easy for the engraver and assures satisfaction to
the customer. No matter what form of letter engraving may be called
for, this book furnishes many models of ulexcelled beauty.
This work is now considered an essential ir, every first-class jewelry store.

Copy Will be Sent Postpaid to Any Part of the World
on Receipt of Price, $6.00 (./ 5s)

FOR SALE BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street :: :: PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A. L. GOTTLIEB

IMPORTANT
We will send you many references to prove we made front 15 to 34

per cent. Profit over dollar for dollar at some of our late sales.

H. G. O'NEII,

The Quicktight Pinvise
Works Quickest—Holds Tightest

Only one hand used in working it.
Insert the work, then one stroke
of thumb closes and
tightens it.

Saves
Valuable Time.

It will pay you to
throw away your old pitisise and

buy one of these. strongest made—always
best, yet lately improved—price, $1.50 (be-
cause it's worth tt). Sent pusipaid anywhere.
Buy it of your dealer, or send to

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
(Sole Ainlitifacturers)

LANCASTER, PA.

[ 

If you use this check when you lend a watch you wi I never fail toJEWELERS •*. Lit 
unfailing 

erewatch e 
reminder.

again.
Because, it is an unfit"
Then the check contains a record of the movement and case numbers, kind and price
Isn't $1.50 the dozen pretty cheap insurance on your loan watches?
All material and supply houses sell them—or, direct from this office.

C7,

WATCH
LOANED

A

A

11111

RECORD
MVT 
JEWCL5

RECORD.- CHECK i c ZSE 

1,4 C' 11 I 
 ii 

\ No, 

API-D•

OBVERSE SIDE E REVERSE SI DE 

WATCH LOAN CHECK CO. Rock Island, Illinois
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ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS "'dings." Re."122'Names, 1.20

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

25 CALLS FOR EVERY WORKMAN WE CAN SUPPLY
This is the result of the painstaking attention given here to each student individually, coupled

with the best obtainable technical and practical instructions; the cost of the course is but little

when compared with the value of our training. Send for circular.

Canadian Horological Institute, S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Streets

H. R. PLAYTNER, Director TORONTO, ONT.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels \yhich are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases tnode to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
zoo State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

list sill) upon request

CARMAN ART. co.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

SELLS LIKE HOT CAKES
(ORDER TO-DAY)

AN EXTRAORDINARY SELLER!
A SPECIAL PRICE!

GOLD PLATED SAFETY PINS
$1.5_0pfR6Rossa,---e„,-.4
NETCASH Voe '

MJ.AVERIIECK"t="11 1012MAIDENIANEN.Y

KLEINoBROS
LAPIDARY° CO
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72
E. MADISON
STREET

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COI-MN
lot t Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Write for further Information

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
In SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEf. A SAMPLE
.15 Artistic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.

Send for price-list.

UL.L.STROm eic' CO.

Aahlarwl Nebraalca

GASOLINE
LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Give, a 300 Candle • power Shadowless Light
Turns up or doom, like gas, burns dim when not

Iii use, or can be nutted up instantly when
more light is needed. It floods a 30 foot

spacc with a brilliancy like daylight.
Far cheaper than gas, kerosene or
electricity and so simple that anyone
can use it. You can depend on it for
years for any purpose demanding a
big, strong light. Catalogue K S tells
why. St ud for it now.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
Dept. 9

42 State Street. Chicago.

imperial Pocket
Cigar Lighter

Nickel-Plated

\\Awl, the cover is opened the flint spark-
winos ilic wick.

Send 75 Cents
for a ,ample guaranteed perfect.

L. W. LEVY & CO.
Novelties for Jewelers

SOD Broadway NEW YORK

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
TRIUMPH AMERI&A

MAINSPRINGS
ORDER ONE GROSS4TO-DAY ONLYS 9.00

SINGLE DOZ LOTS 8S CTS,Pfli DOZ

111:11YERBEClimmo" ir?MAID...171N. N.Y.

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For part lei] i's, write its. mentioning

Tilts KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1812 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Watchmakers for the Trade
ENGRAVING AND
JEWELRY REPAIRING

S.UDHEIMER & McCOOLE
404.5-6 Holland Bldg., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service Write for shipping stickers
M. S. BOWER, Mgr.

ESTABLISHED 1689 THE RICHARD 0. KANDLER, PRES.

JEWELERS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
21st Successful year in Day and Evening Courses.

A Practical Trade School to learn General Engraving, etching, chasing, die cutting, jewelry design-
ing, etc. Also all other branches of the Jewelry Business and optics by special arrangement.

Send for new catalogue. Suite 1830-31 McCormick Building, Michigan Ave. and Van Buren St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

, I\‘ 
.11.41VEtc4°?I's4Y0P.
HICAG°'

1.70M0 .0011

SPECIAL NOTICE.— These "washers" are
co, re ol by Un i fed Palen

, 891,3 I 4, and all iulringements
It'll! he prosecuted.

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely In case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.

PRICES: Gross, $1.E0 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c.; single dog., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

FOR SOUVENIR SPOONS AND ENGRAVING
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRINO
WATCH MATERIAL, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

AT THE BEST PRICES

E. L. DEACON JEWELRY CO., DENVER, COLO.

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF TOE MANY DESIGNS MADE BY OUR FACTORY

Cut %4 size

L.D.ANDERSONJEWELRY CO.,230PeonSt., Reading, Pa.
Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle jewelry, Abalone Shell jewelry

Class Pinswith name of town, Flag Broochesanci Fobs with nameof town . Leaf Broochesand Fobs with nameof town
Iron Pyrites Jewelry and other souvenirs made to meet the needs of winter and summer resorts. Send for Catalogue

FRED REICHERT GEORGE ADAMS

17 Years with G. F. Wadsworth 15 Years with G. F. Wadsworth

To The Trade:
We have a thoroughly up to date WATCH CASE

SHOP, with every equipment for manufacturing and
repairing of Watch Cases, and feel confident of being
able to render satisfaction in workmanship and prompt-
ness. Old Cases restored to look like new. We make
a specialty of changing old English and Swiss Key
Wind Cases to take American Stem Wind Movements
without altering outside appearance with exception of
stem wind pendant—same pendant used when practi-
cal. Hunting Cases changed to Open Face. Roman
and Satin finishing.

We solicit your patronage.

ART WATCH CASE CO.
Champlain Building, 126 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Rheostat shown in illustration with all attachments
ready for immediate connection to electric lamp socket,
will make its own solutions in any color and do

ROSE-COLOR1NG AND PLATING
from classpins to mesh purses. No batteries, no

belts, no trouble. For direct current, $4.00; for

alternating current, $5.00. Send for interesting circulars.

- A. -4'141'111th, Eirrtriral
0:„1. Perialtirri .

1214 1, Intrere Atte.

31Trattriorn,
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SPIFSPOT CASH for Jewelry Stocks -41e
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send stoct.s at once, no rnm.ter 113w latme or small, r.nd cct money by rett: rn nit.ii.

National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 54.1 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Randolph 1418

THE QUALITY SCHOOL
We teach the newest and most valuable methods in

Watchmaking, Engraving an Jewelry Repairing
Practical Specialists are in charge of all the

instruction. Our students are trained for

THE BEST PAYING POSITIONS

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

Chicago School of Watchmaking
Dept. T, Bush Temple CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
253 

MULBERRY STREET 
NEWA.RK, N. J.

_

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GIJARLISTRILD OR 

MoNEY 
RRNUNDito

WATCH REPAIRING Ordinary and complicated R. R. inspection work. Some customers send us ALL their work.

JEWELRY WORK - Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry to order, gold plating and coloring.

ENGRAVING - — for jevvelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots.

Send for our
Trade Price-List

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS jil‘Trbt,''inen'el Lancaster Pa.Years in
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The Famine of Competent Watchmakers and Engravers
still OIItiflUeS. We know of a dozen good positions for every watch repairer

that is competent to fill them-hear of new ones every day.
Why not let us make a competent Watchmaker, En-

graver and Optician of you ? We will do it in a short time.
and a position will be waiting for you at twice the salary
you arc now receiving. Send to-day for our prospectus.
A postal will bring it. It gives full information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Broad and Somerset Streets Philadelphia, Pa.

READ

OUR LARGE

ADVERTISEMENT

ON PAGE 1716,
THIS ISSUE

LOUIS ROBIN
MONOGRAM, LETTER & ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVER
ENAMEL CUTTING

CHASING AND CARVING

FOR THE TRADE

ENGRAVING SCHOOL

301 GLOBE DEMOCRAT BUILDING

ST. LOUIS, MO.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortment of Wells' Puled
Self-Conforming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid at ouce (only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following prices:
1 dot. 10 K. gold, $3.75; I doz. gold
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, 85e.

Samples of one small and one 'twain m-large gold
filled and one metal adjuster will be sent for
50c., stamps or M. 0. Address

CHESTER WELLS, Meshormen, Pa. 

RENT A LOCOMOTIVE

and display it in your window. It will attract
people to your store and increase your sales-
especially watches. Surround the engine with
all kinds of watches-railroad watches-watches
of all kinds.
One jeweler sold 184 watches in two weeks by
this novel attraction.
Stands on stationary track and runs by electricity.
Attachment for regular electric light socket.
Engine No. I, 5 feet 7 inches long with four driv-
ing wheels, one week 815.00, two weeks $25.00.
Engine No. 2, 4 feet long with six driving wheels,
one week $20.00, two weeks $35.00.

Write for Particulars

C. C. THOMA
BATTLE CREEK : MICHIGAN

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case,
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Cass
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

T Li rni ng
Changing Old

English and Swig
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Old Cases
Malo New

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

HORACE J. SMITH
WATCH REPAIRING

FOR THE TRADE

313 Flynn Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, etc., of every size and tlescrip-
t ion, made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 83 NASSAU 
STREET

NEW YORK

HAVE YOU SEEN?
AVERBECKS,NEW CATALOG
IF YOU-ARE A RETAIL JEWELERAND
WANT SELLERS SENO FOR .IT-

GOODS OF THE UNCOMMON SORT

NJAYERBECKIMINSIR10.11MAIRMARY

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

The Former Incorporated and Registered with
the New York State Board of Education

Practical course in Theoretical and
Practical Optics and Optometry. Prac-
tical knowledge is an essential attribute
for success. You get it here.
Catalogues and particulars on application.

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
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SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than gj
cents.

YOUNG man, 21, assistant watchmaker,
clock and jewelry repairer; four years'

exp., two years on railroad work; no bad
habits; good refs.; West preferred. "D
903," care Keystone.
BY jeweler and optician by November sat;
Oklahoma preferred; seven years' exp. in

jewelry and three years' in drug business;
age 31, married, don't booze. G. A. Reed,
Custer City, Okla.
IF in need of a man we have many ap-

plications. Write to Henry Paulson Se
Co., 156 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
BY watchmaker and jeweler in Chicago

or Philadelphia about October 25th or
November ist; have good outfit of tools.
"J. H.," 1415 Main Street, Peoria, Ill. 
WANTED position as optometrist and

saleslady in a reliable jewelry store;
Washington preferred, as I am registered
in this State. Address N. Beddow, Bothell,
Wash.
BY young man as watchmaker and jewelry

repairer; permanent position desired.
C. L. Peck,  300 S. University, Peoria, Ill.

WATCH and clockmaker wishes steady
situation in Philadelphia or other large

city; all up-to-date tools, good worker.
Address "D 969," care Keystone. 
ALL-AROUND man, ao years' exp. •, best
of ref.; 5% years with last employer;
want position about November sat; north
central Ohio preferred. Charles M. Doty,
Greenwich, Ohio. 
BY first-class watchmaker, engraver,
jeweler and salesman; the West pre-

ferred. F. J. Thurman, Waldport,  Oregon.

YOUNG man desires position with first-
class watchmaker; can do ordinary

watch work, also fair engraving; will work
for moderate wages. "II 97o," care Key-
stone.
YOUNG man, watchmaker, jeweler, can do
good work; have tools; desires perma-

nent position. "E. M. 0.,1' Jeweler, Box
7, Gustine, Texas. 
AS traveling salesman, eight years' exp.

in retail jewelry store; can furnish best
of refs. and bond; to start January zst.
Address Box 51, Colchester, Ill.
STRICTLY first-class and reliable watch-

maker and engraver, at present em-
ployed, desires to make change; strictly
competent on railroad and complicated
work; do first-class engraving; rapid
workman; have all tools; age 33; correct
habits; highest refs. from present and for-
mer employer. "L 968," care Keystone.

a first-class retail jewelry salesman and
optician; good window trimmer; at pres-

ent employed; furnish gilt-edge refs. Ad-
drens "II 979," care Keystone. 
RAILROAD Wathchmaker, optician, sales-
man, 6 years' experience, mostly with in-

spectors; quick, accurate workman; can
overhaul four or five watches a day; South
or West preferred; commission preferred;
if salary, $32.50 per week; reference. "W
6," care Keystone.

WANTED-Position with good firm, salary
and working interest; will also invest;

by fine watchmaker. Good engraver, grad-
uate optician; jewelry repairer, salesman;
experienced as manager and watch inspec-
tor; highest references ' twenty years' ex-
perience. "S 8," care keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

POSITION wanted by watchmaker and
plain engraver of ro years' exp.; age

37, single; speaks English and German.
'S 980,' care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver; all-around man, 7 years' exp.;

single, own tools, speak English and Ger-
man; good ref.; any time, any place. "M
975," care Keystone.
BY October 20th, watchmaker, jeweler and

plain engraver; trade and school exp.;
good workman, own tools; married, age
28; sober and reliable; refs. furnished.
Address F. H. Rasmussen, 2213 Main
Street, Peoria, Ill. 
AN experienced salesman is open for a

position now or January 1st; can furnish
best refs. "P 963," care Keystone.
YOUNG mars, can turn balance staff,
Breguet hairspring, etc.; can engrave

some; 18 months practical exp.; own tools;
no bad habits; best ref. from present em-
ployer. Terry W. Hudgins, McLeon, Tex.
BY November 1st, watchmaker, young
man, age 24, 5 years' exp.; refs., own

tools; all correspondence answered. C. L.
Stewart, Brodhead, Wis.
YOUNG man, age 22, wishes permanent

position as watchmaker and engraver;
2 years' exp., good refs.; central States
preferred. Homer Voorhies, Linden, Mich.
Ar watchmaker, good engraver; can make

all-around man if necessary; can take
charge of watch repair department; have
some knowledge of optics; own tools; age
35, married; west of Mississippi River pre-
ferred; refs. from two last employers;
state wages in first letter. Address "Watch-
maker," 572 Main Street, Winsted, Conn.
YOUNG man, good appearance and char-

acter, desires position as engraver; good
workman; would assist in other duties;
thoroughly experienced bookkeeper; Ar
refs. "L 972," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS engraver and saleslady;

high grade work; all kinds of monograms
and lettering-, ref. from concerns in

CNew York ity and elsewhere; Southern
city or Columbus, Ohio, preferred. "W
992," care Keystone.
ENGRAVER-Wants position, single man

19 years' old; best references. "H 1,"
care Keystone.
STRICTLY first-class watchmaker; can re-

store any watch to original condition.
Adjusting to position, etc., and close rating.
Competent to take entire charge of watch
department; less than $30 per week not
considered. "P 993," care Keystone.
EXPERIENCED optical workman and At

watchmaker, wishes position as assistant
optician; will also do watch work if re-
quired; can furnish good reference. "W
4," care Keystone.
YOUNG Man wants permanent position
as assistant watchmaker; has own tools;

not much practical experience, and wants
to finish trade; west of Mississippi River
preferred. S-I. 19, 12or Heyworth Bldg.,
Chicago.
BY young man, practical watchmaker and
jeweler; also graduate optician; can fur-

nish good ref. Address Jno. Schwabrow,
South Haven, Michigan.
SITUATION Wanted as watchmaker; can

also do clock and jewelry repairing and
plain engraving; Southeastern Kansas pre-
ferred. "K 990," care Keystone.
YOUNG Man as second watchmaker and

to wait on trade; own tools; best of ref-
erences; Nebraska preferred. A. E. Mun-
son, Loomis, Nebraska.
POSITION-- WANTED-$25.clo per week;
by fast and accurate watchmaker and

first-class engraver. Samples and references.
Address Lock Box 73, Brookville, Pa.
WATCH, clock and jewelry repairer, 14

years' experience abroad; married, age,
34; wishes work. Inquiries cheerfully
answered. Wm. Duff, i21 Gilligan St.,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

EXPERIENCED jewelry salesman and
loan clerk, desires position in jewelry

store or large loan office; married; 27 years'
old; past to years with one of the largest
firms in the South; former employer re-
tired from business; finest of references as
to character, ability, etc. Address L. T.
Newton, 7o8 Pease Ave., Houston, Texas.
BY watchmaker and engraver, that is good
for five years; samples of engraving; 35

years' old; married. Address "W 993,"
care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and optician;
A r on railroad watches and as inspector;

capable of taking position as head watch-
maker; good jeweler; plain engraver; good
all-around man, 27 years on bench, and a
hustler; steady, reliable, honest; good
habits; best of recommendations. "M
983," care Keystone.
GENTLEMAN of 20 years' experience, age
4s; graduate optician; all soldering, stone

setting; jewelry rep.; window trimmer; ex-
perienced on watches, but don't care to sit
at bench so much; A i salesman, capable of
taking charge if wanted; ref. W. N. Mor-
rison, Walhalla, Mich.

SITUATIONS WANTED

FIRST-CLASS Watchmaker, letter and
monogram engraver, optician; must be

good position; give full particulars. Ad-
dress "Care Evert," 1255 E. Clay, Port-
land, Oregon.
A i Optician, graduate of Chicago 1902,
attendance course; post-graduate 1907;

jewelry store experience; must be perma-
nent position. Address "Care Ramsay,"
122% Grand Avenue, Portland, Oregon.
POSITION Wanted by young watchmaker

of good habits. Address Leon W. Hoyt,
Orleans, Mich.
POSITION in .South, January 1st, lay
young lady, as engraver and saleslady, or

engraver and bookkeeper; five years' expeti.
ence ; best references. "H 985," care Key-
stone.
A i WATCHMAKER, optician and en-

graver, now holding first-class position in
Nebraska, desires to change by October
15th; own tools; age 26; single, ro years
experience; far South or West preferred;
only first-class position and salary con-
sidered; ref.; no bad habits; good sales-
man. "K 989," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, Optician, wants real, live
job on good watches the year round;

west of Missouri; holiday jobs not con-
sidered. "B 982," care Keystone. 
YOUNG Man wishes permanent position,

eight years' experience as jobbing jew-
eler, and good engraver; con do stone set-
ting; dress windows; also assist on clock
work. "A 986," care Keystone.
COMPETENT Watcnmarcer, optometrist,
salesman and fair engraver; all-around

man; desires permanent position after No-
vember rat. Good appearance; references;
salary $25 a week. Address Lock Box
199, Aurora, Illinois.
FIRST-CLASS Watchmaker, clock repairer,

plain engraver, plain jewelry repairer,
with knowledge of optics, not registered;
employed at present; desires position in
good growing town of Colorado, Idaho or
Montana, about Nov. 1st. Perfectly reli-
able; capable of taking charge of store; first-
class refs.; 15 years' experience; temperate;
permanent position. "It 978," care Key-
stone.
WATCHMAKER and plain engraver, no

clerking, $ig per week; A ref.; W.
Va. and Virginia preferred. A. S. Cott-
man, White Sulphur, W. Va.
COMPETENT watch and clock repairer,
20 years' exp. on high-grade work; good

salesman; own tools; good ref. J. H.
Fisher, Buckhannon, W. Va.
COMPETENT watchmaker, engraver, op-

tician and expert salesman; 35, top-
notcher; 15 years' with high-class con-
cerns; now in Middle West; would like
immediate change; under $30 don't write.
"M 2," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, registered

optometrist; edge and surface grinder;
salesman, fine window trimmer and show
card writer; fair engraver only; manage-
ment preferred; salary $30. "M
care Keystone. -
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver, op-

tician and manufacturing jeweler; all-
around man open for position October 1st;
complete set of tools; $25. 2331 East
Sixty-first Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, repairer and

optician; have tools and optical case;
sober and industrious; single; 6 years'
exp.; good salesman; ref.; $18 per week.
Elmer A. Willcox, 1840 Curtis Street,
Denver, Colo.
-FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, experienced

in railroad work and in taking in; so
years' exp.; will guarantee good and rapid
workmanship; sober and reliable. D. A.
Scoville, rg Aaron Building, McKeesport,
Pa.

HELP ,WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
permanent position, good wages; send

ref., sample of engraving in first letter.
Jos. M. Goldberg, Alexandria, La.
fF you are in need of a position we have
many inquiries for good men. Write to

Henry Paulson & Co., i56 Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.
JEWELER on new work, gold or plati-
num; able to do setting and finishing;

good salary and steady job. Box 721,
Denver, Cob.
SILVERSMITH and repairman, one used

to repairing hotel ware and general
work before replating; steady position;
good salary. "Robinson, The Plater,"
504 Van Buren Street, Chicago.
ENGRAVER, jewelry repairer, watch-
maker at once; good salary, send sample

of engraving- state salary you will accept.
Beach-Ihrie jewelry Co., Rock Hill, S. C.
AT ONCE, good jewelry store man-one

that can wait on trade, do engraving,
jewelry, clock and optical work; not much
watch work; permanent position for right
man. F. A. Marean, Belvidere, Ill.

HELP WANTED

Al' once, first-class watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver; able to wait on trade;

recommendations and samples of engrav-
ing in first letter; salary $18 per week;
steady position. C. H. Coles & Son, Gaines-
ville, Fla.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, perma-
nent position. A. J. Clark, Clarksville,

Tenn.

FOUR men wanted-Jewelry salesman,
one who has had long exp. in large

stores; a watchmaker and salesman; jew-
elry manufacturer and repairer; engraver
and designer. All must be well recom-
mended and send all particulars in first
letter. J. Jessop & Sons, San Diego, Cal.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, steady

position; $25 per week; must be first-
class and have Ai refs. as to character
and ability. Gilbert Jewelry Co., LaGrange,
Ga.
WANTED at once a first-class engraver
and jeweler, $90 per month to start with

and permanent position. Rosenfield Bros.,
Leavenworth, Kans.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, prefer an

optometrist registered in New York
State; permanent position; state ability and
salary expected in first letter. W. S.
Quencer, Watertown, N. Y.
FIRST-CLASS engraver for lettering and
monogram work; will pay $15 to $20

per week to good man. Address J. L.
Wanner, 31i Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
WATCHMAKER and engraver; must be

well recommended. Address W. H. Par-
menter, Mishawaka, Ind.
FIRST-CLASS watch repairer and en-

graver with own work bench and tools;
clarinet player preferred; fine opening to
make money. S. B. Patheal, Mattoon, Ill.
GOOD Engraver and watchmaker; able to
do monograms; permanent position; send

sample engraving, reference and salary
wanted. C. S. Sands, Kirksville, Mo.
WANTED-Clock and jewelry repairer,

able to wait on customers and do little
plain watch work; permanent; state ex-
perience, salary expected. Frank Hasel-
tine, Kokomo, Ind.  
WATCHMAKER, one who can engrave

preferred; salary $03 per week; West
Texas. "P 998," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-

graver and optician; references, single;
speak German and English; work on com-
mission; a good business. "C 5," case
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and Salesman in

general store, with own tools; good work-
man, and good habits; permanent position
to the right man ; state age, habits, ex-
perience, salary expected, and full particu-
lars in first letter, with reference. John G.
White, Newberry, Fla.
WANTED-At once, good watchmaker, jew-

eler and engraver; state age, experience
and salary expected in first letter. S. S.
Stacey, Whitefish, Montana.
FIRST-CLASS copper plate engraver, also
do regular engraving for store; must

understand all branches of engraving; and
take full charge of stationery department;
state salary. John C. Pierik, Jeweler,
Springfield, Ill.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, young
man. "S 976,"care Keystone.

AT once, jewelry repairer and engraver;
prefer one that can do clock work; give

ref. and state salary. Bartling & Nuckolls,
Grinnell, Iowa.
ENGRAVERS, with experience in jewelry
shop; also diamond setters and platinum

workers, to make and set platinum jewelry;
must be experienced in workshop; no com-
bination clerks, watchmakers, etc., need ap-
ply. Kennedy & Co., Jewelry Mfg. Co.,
3i2-314 N. 6th St., St. Louis, Mo.
AT once, a second watchmaker, one who
can engrave and repair clocks and

jewelry; position permanent. Box 3i5,
Chestertown, Md.
WATCHMAKER, engraver and salesman,

position permanent; state salary and send
ref. and sample of engraving in first letter.
Ben Guider, 102 S. Washington St., Vicks-
burg, Miss.
WATCHMAKER, prefer man that does
some jewelry repairs and some engraving;

good place for a good man. J. L. Whisler,
Marion, Ind.
ORDINARY good watchmaker, with some
knowledge of engraving, optics and sales-

manship; healthy, twelve thousand sea coast
City; fine climate and water; state salary
and all particulars in first letter. K. Mott,
Brunswick Ga.
COMPETENT Watchmaker and plain en-

graver, young, single man preferred, who
can assist as salesman and take charge when
necessary; permanent position, reference
required; answer at once, state salary ex-
pected "P 994," care Keystone.
YOUNG Man to do clock and jewelry re-

pairing; wait on trade and general work
in store; state experience; salary and ref-
erence. J. S. Taylor, Logansport, Ind.
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HELP WANTED

ALL around watchmaker and engraver,
optician preferred; permanent position to

right party; state salary and experience in
first letter. W. II. Thorpe, Clayton, N. Y.
WATCHMAKER wanted that can fix

watches, mend jewelry, engrave and has
own set of tools; write lowest salary ex-
pected. M. J. Edwards, 137 E. Main St.,
Spartanburg, S. C.
WANTED-Engraver, one who can do
ordinary jewelry repairing and is will-

ing to help in store; Si2 a week to start;
Rood chance of advancement. M. B. Fitch,
Flint, Mich.
WATCHMAKER, single, German prefer-

red; to take charge of store at times; en-
graver, optician, repair jewelry; waist ref.;
must be of good habits and sober; central
Illinois. J. H. Wiandt, Strasburg, Shelby
Co., Ill.
WATCH and jewelry repairer, must be
engraver; prefer optician; must have own

tools; we have bench and foot wheel; good
position for right man. F. E. Hobart, Gil-
man, Ill.
A GOOD Watchmaker, fair engraver, steady

job; town of ri,000; Ft. Collins, Colo.
C. C. Stone & Co.
GOOD man on ordinary watch, clock and

jewelry repairing; good health and ref-
erences required. James H. Skarry, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
"WANTED to come to Panama"-First-

class watchmaker on railroad work, and
optician; also manufacturing jeweler and
engraver to take charge of repair depart-
ment; wages $30 per week; free room and
free hospital service in case of sickness;
board will cost $27 per month; must be
sober; fare $30 from New York. J. L.
Kerr, Chief Watch Inspector, Cristobal,
Canal Zone.
WATCHMAKER, clock and jewelry re-

pairer; state wages and experience in first
letter; single man preferred. Adam H.
Bolender, Rockford, Ill.
AT once, good watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver, with good references and own

tools; $18, $20 per week; as to ability;
steady position. • F. 0. Box 853, St. Peters-
burg, Florida.
FIRST-CLASS engraver and jeweler, at
once; send sample engraving and state

salary wanted; none but first-class man
need apply. Homrighous-Lanham Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.
WANTED-At once, watchmaker and
engraver; sample of engraving in first

better. T. A. James, Petersburg, Va. 
FIRST-CLASS, At watchmaker, good en-
graver; one capable of taking charge of

repair department; wages $18 per week,
with chance of advancement; position
permanent to right party. "L 999," care
r.eystone.
SECOND watchmaker, clock and jewelry

repairer at once; wages $12; permanent
position. J. H. Lepper, Mason City, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER wanted for trade work

in Philadelphia; do not apply unless
able to turn out work well and rapidly.
"C ro," care Keystone.
YOUNG man as engraver and salesman
and to help in store; state salary wanted

and send ref. with letter. Dothan Jewelry
Co., Dothan, Ala.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER NVORD

WE will buy for spot cash a complete
jewelry store or will pay highest prices

for any part of the stock; immediate re-
turns; strictly confidential; reference, First
National Bank. Address J. E. Micks Co.,
Elkhart, Ind.
WANTED-To buy jewelry stock. Emil
Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth Place, Chi-

cago, Ill.
WANTED-Partner, graduate optician, for

established business in Mexico; only op-
tician in town of 75,000; great opportunity
for man with some money--a man of
character with ability to handle all classes
of people and to get the price. For particu-
lars, "La Suiza," 35 Zaragoza 2, San Luis
Potosi, Mexico.
WANTED-Stock of jewelry to sell on
commission; good town, no opposition.

"S 964," care Keystone. 
1'0 close out an estate, jewelry and op-

tical business in a prosperous Oklahoma
town population 15,000; stock and fixtures
invoice $12,000. Mrs. W. H. Haupt, Bar-
tlesville, Okla.
AT ONCE-Second-hand engraving machine

with type; must be cheap; write at once.
0. M. Peugh, L. B. 309, Atkinson, Ill._   __
PARTNER with capital who is willing to

join honorable young hustler in money-
making jewelry or optical proposition; good
results guaranteed. "M 3," care Keystone.
PARTNER Wanted with $r000 cash, to

take full charge of jewelry and opticial
business in a North Dakota town of 2000.
Last year's business, $7700; gross profits
over $3000; invoice $2 too ; chance of a
lifetime to right party. "H 988," care
Keystone.

(Continued on page 1758)
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FOR SALE

UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(C(ntinued from page 1757)

HAVE decided to sell my stock on account
of ill health and old age; have been

here in the jewelry business for over 3o
years and carry stock of about $3500 to
$4000; am willing to sell for 25 per cent.
less than cost for cash;. Floresville is a
very good place for a jeweler; no com-
petition. L. K. Nowierski, Floresville,
Texas. 
HALF interest or entire $25,000 jewelry

store in good Minnesota city of 8o,000
population; good, clean, upto•date store;
five-year lease, reasonable rent. "R 908,"
care Keystone.
ESTABLISHED trade shop, Southwest

city; population 70,000; 3000 to $s000
to handle; present owner iii health; good
business; would retain one-third interest
with right party. "M 896," care Keystone.

A SMALL, but paying jewelry and optical
business; all one man can do; fine loca-

tion,  low rent. Box 163, Gladstone, Mich.

JEWELRY store and fixtures in live town
of 2000; established 16 years; invoice

about $120o. Odessa Jewelry Co., Odessa,
Mo.
SPLENDID watch and jewelry repair busi-

ness; hustling town ioo, fruit belt;
abundance of work. M. A. Fuller, Shelby,
Mich.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business
in best location in Los Angeles, with

very favorable lease and paying $1o,000
per annum net; stock, which is clean and
up-to-date, will invoice $15.000; will sell
at less than invoice; no charge for good
will or lease. Only reason for selling is
that present owners are wealthy and want
to retire. An opportunity to secure a pay-
ing business on unusually favorable terms.
For information address R. J. Widney,
soo Lankershim Building, 126 'West Third
Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

PAYING jewelry business, northeast Iowa
town 7000; stock, $l000 up. "G 965,"

care Keystone. 
$3500 BUYS good-paying jewelry and op-

tical business in southern Kansas rail-
road division; watch inspector; good
farming country. Address 156, care C. A.
Kiger Co., Kansas City, Mo. 

ONLY first-class jewelry store adjoining
four counties; general and local watch

inspector; goor farming and railroad trade;
will sell at invoice price (about $s000);
good reason for selling. T. H. Vinyard,
Piedmont, Mo. 
GOOD-PAYING jewelry store in north-

eastern Iowa town of i000; only jeweler;
bench work $55 month, annual sales $2000;
expenses very low, profits too per cent;
two railroads; nearest jeweler 12 miles;
best jewelry store in county ; other busi--
ness reason for selling; a good opportun-
ity; look it up at once. "P 974," care
Keystone.
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and cloth-
ing store in one of the best Iowa

towns, centrally located in a brick building,
which I will sell or lease. Up-to-date stock
and fixtures. Discount for a quick deal.
No trading stock. Will bear investigation.
"H 991," care Keystone. 
UP-TO-DATE jewelry and optical business

in large Eastern city, doing $7o.000 a
year, $3500 work. A fine store in splendid
location; expenses light. Must change
climate. Will sell for $6000. "W 7," care
Keystone.
SPECIAL BARGAIN-Jewelry store, estab-

lished 10 years; best town in Missouri of
3500 people, and growing fast; only store:
invoices $8000; other business cause of
selling. "J 9," care Keystone. 

A GOOD jewelry and optical business for
sale, cheap; stock and fixtures in first-

class condition; will invoice about Four
Thousand Dollars. County seat; five thou-
sand population; State normal school. A
good agricultural county, and a good cash
trade. Have to leave on account of poor
health; can give good reference. W. B.
Finn, Nodaway Co., Maryville, _Mo. 

JEWELRY Store in best section of North
Dakota; invoice about $1700. Will sell

all or half interest to good live partner.
A money maker. "H 987," care Keystone.

THE Only jewelry business in Columbus,
Texas; county seat; population over 2000.

Business established t 880. Up-to-date stock.
Will sell for cash; on account of death.
Write Mrs. A. Scholandt, Columbus, Texas.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures in small
town in western Ilinois; rent cheap; just

the place for one with small capital to get
started. Address Box 31, Colchester,

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

$4000 Stock and fixtures in good mining
and agricultural town in Eastern Kansas.

Good location, moderate rent; large and
growing trade. Possession given between
now and November z 5th. O. E. Lower,
Herrington, Kansas. 
GOOD paying jewelry business in the

heart of the best farming country in Iowa;
stock and fixture invoice about $2500.
Reason for selling, poor health. Address
L. B., 256, New .London, Iowa.

GOOD Paying jewelcry business in South-
ern Alabama. Healthiest town in the

State, fine water and climate; rich sur-
rounding countr; nearest large town 90
miles; did $7700 in 1909; all repair work
one man can do, could be increased. Fine
opening for optician; on two railroads.
$2000 will buy it, an opportunity of a life-
time; good reason for selling. "P 973,"
care Keystone.
ON ACCOUNT of ill health and moving

to Florida, must sell at once my stock
and fixtures, invoicing about Seventeen
Hundred Dollars. Best one thousand pop-
ulation town in State. Inquire Lester W.
Hutchins, Johnstown, Ohio. 
GREAT opportunity.- One of the best-

established jewelry stores in Western city,
with good water, healthy climate, new coun-
try; invoice $80oo; can reduce, owner wants
to retire. Do not write unless you mean
business. "B 967," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, rapidly growing town
in Colorado, s000 population, So miles

from Denver, two railroads; stock and fix-
tures about $s800; other business; liberal
discount for cash. "D 966," care Keystone.

THE ONLY pawnshop in a live railroad
town of 12,000, in the best fruit growing

district in Colorado; good jewelry trade;
clean stock; cleared over $4000 last year;
will invoice about $6000; main street loca-
tion with lease. A little mint that will
stand investigation. On account of sickness
must sell immediately. Address Box boa,
Grand Junction, Colo.
ONLY Jewelry store; town too°. W. M.

Dight, Grove City, Pa.
GOOD Paying, small jewelry store; well

located; no near competition; low rent.
Splendid opportunity for man with small
capital wanting to get start. Invoice $2000;
good terms. Grant & Graybeal, 503 W.
69th St., Chicago.
FOR SALE-On account of death, central
New York jewelry store, of 40 years'

standing, in town of 60,000 population;
clean stock, inventorying $8000. Address
"V 984," care Keystone.
A FINE jewelry, store, doing $9000 busi-

ness; invoice $5000; will take $3000 to
handle it; best farming county in Illinois;
trading point of s000. "H 977," care Key-
stone.
JEWELRY and optical business in a

beautiful growing Maine town of s000
inhabitants; established ten years; aver-
ape sales $80oo per year; rent low.
"II 981," care Keystone.
ONLY jewelry stock in growing oil town
of 2000 in northern Oklahoma; stock

in drug store, owned by druegist; reason
for selling, don't know the business: chance
of lifetime. Dick Irion, Cleveland, _Okla.

TO close an estate, jewelry and optical
business in small town in best farming

section of Iowa; no competition and good
territory; invoices $3000. "E 856," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE at a bargain. Address "N 822,"
care Keystone. 

A GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Com-
pany's modern, outdoor electric flasher

watch sign, complete, with written guaran-
tee, ata bargain. "C 416," care Keystone.

ONE New Century engraving machine,
style A, with complete outfit No. 2; only

used one season; first-class condition; cost
$85, will take $65, F. 0. B., Leslie, Ark.
O. Richbourg, Leslie, Ark.
OLIVER screw-cutting jeweler's lathe,

slide rest, Morse drill chuck, split
chucks, Al condition. E. S. Fuller, Piqua,
Ohio.
FINE Swiss pocket chronometer movement,

t6 size, y, plate, gilt, key winder, and in
good order; price, $15. Enhaus & Son, st
John St., New York City.
MY fixtures and safe, three wall cases
and three show cases; safe extra large;

two benches, black shield polishing motor;
will sell at 50 cents on the dollar; good
location for jeweler in town of s000 in
Illinois; my business last year was $810o
for year: will give possession November
1st; write me at once for full particulars.
"U 971," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

BOLEY lathe, ten chucks and counter-
shaft, nearly new, $15 ; Johnston's

ametropometer, fine condition, $8; 34-
horsepower motor, direct current; cost $30
will sell $12.50; every one a snap. L. C.
Stoll & Co., McCook, Nebr, 
LARGE Size Oliver polishing lathe, in first-

class condition. J. D. Taylor, Logansport,
Indiana.
CARY Safe, almost new, 3o2c44x72; $100

takes it, on floor. Write Lock Box 646,
Staunton, Ill.
ONE genuine Webster-Whitcomb lathe, corn-

plete. One new style K. & D. staking
tool, wood box; cost $22. One keyless
Ideal engraving block; cost $16.50. One
countershaft, $2.75. One Ide's imp. n. s.
winder, cost $1.75; etc. Used only a few
months and good as new. Less 20 per cent.
off catalogue price. Write for particulars.
T. L. Foley, Elsberry, Mo.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER 2stis HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have your Box too,
Moorestown, N. j. 
AUTOMOBILE, practically new, run three
months, Warren Detroit; 30 horsepower

roadster, sixty miles an hour; $1000 cash
or will trade for diamonds or watches.
R. D. Macdonald, Lima, Ohio. 

NEW $100 Oliver typewriter; want Eaton
& Glover engraver complete. A. J.

Ward, 53 Parsons Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

WILL exchange for je. welry 20 acre orange
farm, Beeville, Texas; house, well,

fenced; under cultivation, goo trees set
last spring; value $3000. S. L. May, 104
West Houston Street, San Antonio, Texas.

FOR Up-to-date jewelry stock and fixtures,
360 acre farm; splendid soil; very pleas-

antly located on main traveled road; ten
miles from Deerwood, fifteen from Brain-
erd, Minn.; house 24x24; good well, &c.

M
per acre. Will S. Pitt, Deerwoodi

inn.
$3250 CASH or $35oo jewelry stock takes
my improved eighty acre fruit ranch.

Must go quick. Address H. B. Lindsey,
Guthrie, Okla.
EDISON phonograph, iso records; to
exchange for engraving machine; prefer

New Century or Francis. C. D. Bonfoy,
Clayville, N. Y.  
NEW Century engraving machine and 4

sets of type, with all tools; good as new,
cost $110. $so worth of movements or
cases takes it. John W. Pugh, Reedley,
California.
JEWELER'S Fine Safe, Hall make; double

doors inside and out; seventy-two inches
high, forty inches wide outside; practically
new. Price $200, will exchange for watches
or diamonds. J. F. Carr, Portsmouth, Ohio.

INDIAN motorcycle, for jewelry or some-
thing of equal value. Robt. B. English,

New Castle, Pa.
FIFTY-TWO optical cuts with reading,

cost $52; never. been used. Want type-
writer, or what have you? M. W. Rath-
bun, Noank, Conn. 
GOULD dental chair at a bargain. Aid

Brothers, Gallatin, Mo.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo.
I PAY so per cent more than anyone else

for your surplus diamonds, watches and
jewelry; money sent by return mail; bank
refs. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill. 

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential ; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

LOST-A watch, size 0, solid gold case,
No. 065903; '5 jewel Elgin movement,

No. 8976408; $ o reward if returned to
Lyle Tarpley, 317 Peach St., Abilene.
Texas.

SPECIAL NOTICES

CHARLES REISS, manufacturer of fine
watch jewels. Travers (Switzerland),

Main Office, is Maiden Lane, New York.
I make up a fine assortment of 12 doz.,
viz.: 4 doz. roller jewels, 4 doz. plate
jewels, 4 doz. balance jewels, to fit same
settings exactly; neatly put up in bottles;
finest jewels on market. Sent to any ad-
dress upon receipt of  $6. 

RECEIVED-Lot Waltham, Elgin, 16, te,
8, 6 sizes, discontinued movements; sec.

ond hand, good order, $2.50, $3.50. Charles
Reiss, leading watch repairer for the trade
only; also watch case maker, 15-19 Maiden
Lane, New York,

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill. 

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 8o7 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke, es-
tablished 1870. 
PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any

photo on watches, dials, brooches and
lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will set it. See ad on  page 1744. 
WE Make a specialty of changing old an

tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-
thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham,  Mass,
ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 
OLD watches, American movements; quan-

tity or quality. Broadbent, 4 South
Forty-second Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

SHIP chronometers for sale, in fine con-
dition, price $75, Sims. W. H. Enhaus

& Son, 31 John Street, New York City. 

LEARN enameling by mail; jewelers and
engravers should know how to enamel;

easy method, expert instructor. Cecil H.
Sherman, 5240 Ludlow Street, Phila., Pa.

ADVERTISING is an art in itself. Jew-
elry is not a thing which a person buys

every day. The aim of the jeweler should
be to have his name MEMORIZED by the
public. If you want a live advertisement
which takes up little newspaper space and
a most effective means of bringing your
name before the public, write for circular
to Robert Kerr, 589 Broadway, Provi-
dence, R. I.
MR. WATCHMAKER. If you would

possess a knowledge of aajustment that
will place you in advance of your fellow-
workmen, get a copy of my little "Blue
Book," which contains enlarged drawings of
the escapement, together with easy rules to
follow, which will enable you to adjust the
entire escapement of a watch in is minutes
and do the work as perfectly as when the
watch left the factory. This work is some-
thing radically different from anything now
in print, as it eliminates all mathematical
calculations. Indorsed by leading authori-
ties. Price $i.00 per copy. Money re-
turned if you don't say it's the best thing
you ever saw. S. A. Weaver, Lock Box
El 814, Ticonderoga, N. Y. 
I HAVE accumulated from private sales

the largest stock of Swiss and English
movements. If you have cases requiring
good movements send to me for estimates.
My stock comprises every known move-
ment from century back to this present
day. A most complete collection. Charles
Reiss, leading trade watch repairer, case
maker, i5-19 Maiden Lane, New York. 
CASH paid for all kinds watches, watch

cases, watch glasses, materials, move-
ments, chronographs, clocks, movement
boxes, glass front and back cases, Elgin,
Waltham, velvet-lined wooden cases. etc.;
no quantity too large. John Remillard,
Carrier 40, Springfield, Mass.
WANTED-Every jeweler to send 25

cents for year's subscription to the
"Great Exchange Monthly", a market
found for every description of merchan-
dise; hundreds of bargains in each issue:
advertising 5 cents line; sample for stamp.
Exchanger & Trader, Chicago.

BUSINESS NOTICES

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is the one practical

school of the kind that fits young men for
a good-paying position and insures them
success in the shortest possible time. Our
work is both theoretical and practical from
start to finish. We have no practice or
tool-making department which consumes
needless time, or work not required by
any good workman. One year's course in
this institute prepares one for an inde-
pendent income. Write for prospectus. Drs.
Tarbox and Gordon.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, W heel anti Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Establiirked 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

REFINER of Dold,Sliver and
S an Platinum in any

shape-solids or

Sweep Smelters islivrpis,le8titTiUsgoi
filings. Prohibit

Established 1889. returns.

THEW. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

COOPER a SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Package

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers
14 Calender St., Providence, R. I.

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties. Etc., especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Gutting to order.

CLOCK REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
63 East Farm St., Waterbury, Coma.

Wthi s
ENGRAVING,
"The School that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. V1'e will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

M RETAIL JEWELER  r

DO YOU WANT
SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OP WRITE ,
M.J.AVERBECK,
Manufacturer Importer

9.10-12 Maiden Lane . N.Y. City e

Learn Watchmaking
Watch making pays and you
sari earn while you learn.
Write for FR E F. BOOK,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Baking, ST. PAUL, MINN.

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. M0011413

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

BAUMGARDNER & CO.
"Vhe Little Watch Factory"

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKING
FOR THE TRADE

Satisfied Customers over Many States

Chicago 131 Wabash Ave. IllinoisUdvenmitbs' Bldg../ 

WATCH REPAIRING
TN E KIN D YOU CAN CALL YOU R OW11

WINSLOW.KRAUSE &CO.
• ',L. --....‘a.fitnSta.39'
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CHAS.E.MANOR CO.
America's Premier

Jewelry Auctioneers

5th Floor Boley Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.

CHAS. E. MANOR
HARRY A. HERSHFIELD

The battle of Waterloo was lost to the French because Grouchy did not arrive with his divi
sion of the

army until Napoleon's forces had been annihilated. The matter of a half hour migh
t have changed the

future map of the world.

DON'T BE DILATORY! If you need money, or your business is dull, an auction sale co
nducted by

Chas. E. Manor Co. will put you in on time. It costs you but little for our services.

Our booklet on Auction Sales mailed to you free for the asking.

All communications treated strictly confidential. The best of high-class references furnished upon

application.

Address CHAS. E. MANOR 0 CO., 5th Floor Boley Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

The Wizard of the Hammer
- EXCLUSIVE JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

"EVERY SALE A SUCCESS"

q I offer my services, backed by twenty years of experience, to
established jewelers who may desire to reduce stock or retire

from business.

(11 I have no superiors in the profession and no man stands

credited with a greater number of successes.

q My methods are strictly high class, and sales are always con-
ducted under my personal supervision. Being ably assisted by

high class talent, my clients are given the advantage of the com-

bined strength of two men, without extra expense.

q With the understanding that you are not obligating yourself
in any manner, I will be pleased to give my expert advice to

those furnishing size of store and approximate amount of stock.

All communications will be regarded with the strictest confidence.

A. E. GREGORY
UNTIL OCT. 22, 1910 AFTER OCT. 22, 1910

41 1 Penn Avenue 3152 Warren Avenue
PITTSBURGH, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Holidays

are Coming!

Why don't you plan to increase your

engraving business this fall?

You can make it the most profitable part of

your business—you can largely increase your capacity,

turn out more Nv or k , do better Nvork, at less actual

exjhense, if you use the

NEW CENTURY
ENGRAVING MACHINE

\Vith the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the

salary of an expert engraver, and turn out more work!

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated—it's not hard to operate--

it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTURY,

giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the harder metals,

brass, nickel watch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-list.

Asking for details puts you under no obligations—send in your name

and address—To-day

Sayre, Pa.
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CHAS. E. MANOR

CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
America's Premier

Jewelry Auctioneers

5th Floor Boley Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.

HARRY A. HERSHFIELD

The battle of Waterloo was lost to the French because Grouchy did not arrive with his di
vision of the

army until Napoleon's forces had been annihilated. The matter of a half hour migh
t have changed the

future map of the world.

DON'T BE DILATORY! If you need money, or your business is dull, an auction sale c
onducted by

Chas. E. Manor Co. will put you in on time. It costs you but little for our services.

Our booklet on Auction Sales mailed to you free for the asking.

All communications treated strictly confidential. The best of high-class references furnished upon

application.

Address CHAS. E. MANOR 0 CO., 5th Floor Boley Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

The Wizard of the Hammer
EXCLUSIVE JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

'EVERY SALE A SUCCESS"

q I offer my services, backed by twenty years of experience, to
established jewelers who may desire to reduce stock or retire

from business.
(II I have no superiors in the profession and no man stands

credited with a greater number of successes.

q My methods are strictly high class, and sales are always con-
ducted under my personal supervision. Being ably assisted by

high class talent, my clients are given the advantage of the com-

bined strength of two men, without extra expense.

q With the understanding that you are not obligating yourself
in any manner, I will be pleased to give my expert advice to

those furnishing size of store and approximate amount of stock.

All communications will be regarded with the strictest confidence.

A. E. GREGORY
UNTIL OCT. 22, 1910 AFTER OCT. 22, 1910

41 1 Penn Avenue 3152 Warren Avenue
PITTSBURGH, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Holidays

are Coming!

Why don't you plan to increase your

engraving business this fall?

You can make it the most profitable part of

your business—you can largely increase your capacity,

turn out more work, do better work, al less actual

exfiense, if you use the

NEW CENTURY
ENGRAVING MACHINE

With the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the

salary of an expert engraver, and /urn out` more work!

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated—it's not hard to operate—

it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTURY,

giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the harder metals,

brass, nickel watch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-list.

Asking for details puts you under no obligations—send in your name

and address—To-day

Sayre, Pa.



E ARE PROUD of our spread. in

COMMUNITY SILVER
Through the merit and variety of our patterns
the dealer is certain of satisfying his most par-
ticular customer-5. The quality in every pattern is
the same—more than triple plate.

COPYRIGHT 1910 BY

THE KEYSTONE PUB. CO. PHILA.

HOLIDAY NUMBER
VOL.31 NOVEMBER,1910 NO.11



BALANCE JEWEL
with olived hole

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

l'olished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen
Polished $1.50 Per Dozen

Gauged
or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

TO THE RETAILER:

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole Jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:
15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

I 76 I

BRASS FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

The Dryad is a thirty
hour clock but will,
in fact, run fifty
hours.
The Dryad case is
made in three fin-
ishes—Brass, Copper
and Nickel. All
metal dials.
The Dryad Alarm
repeats every fifteen
seconds for twelve
minutes.

DO YOU PREFER
THE MODERN OR THE ANTIQUATED

AN "ISSER" OR A "WASSER"?
PRICE THE SAME

THE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU
It's alleged that the standpatters belong
to the " has been " class, but the cylin-
der case alarm clock reached that stage
some time ago, while the Dryad is the
acme of progressiveness.
A stage coach fitted with a propeller
couldn't be sold for an automobile.
Just as incongruous to fit our latest
improved movement in a round case, of
the stage coach regime, and offer it as an
up-to-date alarm clock.
The Dryad case and movement com-
plete a harmonious whole and are the
result of experience and proficiency in
the science of clock making.

DRYAD —
"The Clock With the Concealed Bell"

COPPER FINISH
BRASS DIAL

0

'
.Jo 'r IiiIIk'ji

NICKEL FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

The Dryad Alarm is
fitted with a "shut-
off" switch.

The Dryad patent
dust cap protects
movement and rend-
ers case dust-proof.

The Dryad Bell is
contained entirely
within the case.

Height of clock, 64 inches Width, 4 inches 3TA_ inch metal dial
Illustrations are one-half actual size of clock

PACKED 24 CLOCKS IN A BOX (8 BRASS FINISH, 8 COPPER FINISH, 8 NICKEL FINISH), EACH CLOCK IN A SEPARATE
PASTEBOARD BOX

THESE CLOCKS MAY ALSO BE HAD WITH NAME AND ADDRESS IMPRINTED ON PAPER DIAL, IN BOX LOTS, WITHOUT
EXTRA CHARGE

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, POMITtrii-
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BALANCE JEWEL
with °lived hole

Ruby $2.50 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE JEWEL
with straight hole

Ruby $2.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Holes

BALANCE STAFFS
with oil grooves

Polished $3.00 Per Dozen
Gauged

or Assorted Pivots

BALANCE STAFFS
without oil grooves

Gray $1.00 Per Dozen
Polished $1.50 Per Dozen

Gauged
or Assorted Pivots

ELGIN
Balance Staffs and Jewels

TO THE RETAILER:

You realize beyond question that the main
cost to you in repairing watches is the wage
you pay your watchmaker. Minimize this cost
and add to your profits by using the best material.
The best for Elgin watches is the kind we make.
As manufacturers of watches that are made to last
a lifetime and then to be handed down, our
interest in supplying good watch material is
of greater importance than the mere sale. The
use of

Elgin Material
In Elgin Watches

combined with your skill in making repairs is a
mutual interest. It saves you time and assures
the continuous satisfactory performance of our
watches. Our reputations, yours as repairers and
ours as manufacturers, are sustained. No items
of repairs are of greater importance than Balance
Staffs and Balance Hole jewels. Insist upon
having the genuine Elgin. Your material jobber
will supply them with assorted pivots and holes
or with pivots and holes gauged, as you prefer.
Gauged pivots and holes will save you time.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE : GENERAL OFFICES:
15 Maiden Lane 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

BRASS FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

The Dryad is a thirty
hour clock but will,
in fact, run fifty
hours.
The Dryad case is
made in three fin-
ishes—Brass, Copper
and Nickel. All
metal dials.
The Dryad Alarm
repeats every fifteen
seconds for twelve
minutes.

DO YOU PREFER
THE MODERN OR THE ANTIQUATED

AN "ISSER" OR A "WASSER"?
PRICE THE SAME

THE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU
It's alleged that the standpatters belong
to the " has been class, but the cylin-
der case alarm clock reached that stage
some time ago, while the Dryad is the
acme of progressiveness.
A stage coach fitted with a propeller
couldn't be sold for an automobile.
Just as incongruous to fit our latest
improved movement in a round case, of
the stage coach regime, and offer it as an
up-to-date alarm clock.
The Dryad case and movement com-
plete a harmonious whole and are the
result of experience and proficiency in
the science of clock making.

DRYAD
"The Clock With the Concealed Bell"

COPPER FINISH
BRASS DIAL

NICKEL FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

The Dryad Alarm is
fitted with a "shut-
off" switch.

The Dryad patent
dust cap protects
movement and rend-
ers case dust-proof.

The Dryad Bell is
contained entirely
within the case.

Height of clock, 64 inches Width, 4 inches 3% inch metal dial
Illustrations are one-half actual size of clock

PACKED 24 CLOCKS IN A BOX (8 BRASS FINISH, 8 COPPER FINISH, 8 NICKEL FINISH), EACH
PASTEBOARD BOX

CLOCK IN A SEPARATE

THESE CLOCKS MAY ALSO BE HAD WITH NAME AND ADDRESS IMPRINTED ON PAPER DIAL, IN BOX LOTS, WITHOUT
EXTRA CHARGE

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, Polarla
 trs
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THE ORIGINAL

BLUE BEADED LABEL French Watch Glasses

We beg to call your attention

to our large and complete

stock of all sizes and kinds of

BLUE LABEL FRENCH

WATCH GLASSES, as

well as our line of GENUINE

LATOIX RED and BLUE

LABEL GENEVA and

BASSINE GLASSES, for

which we are the Agents.

Careful attention given in se-

lecting orders. No Disap-

pointments.

All orders have our prompt

and careful attention. SEND

FOR GLASS ORDER

SHEETS.

Tested by Time WORLD'S STANDARD FOR 40 YEARS Proved by Use

IKGONI 
SEN

O
COILING
M SARISpRif4

These world-famed springs

have been made by Jean

Jaquet, the well-known

Swiss manufacturer, for

over 40 years, and are

The Only Genuine
Jurgensen Spring

THE MAINSPRING IS THE LIFE OF THE WATCH
Sole Agent for 56 Years

Coldigul Mainsprings
The CELEBRATED -612A-0. MAINSPRINGS have stood the most severe test and criticisms, and have 

been used by the

most experienced watchmakers for fifty-six years.

WHY EXPERIMENT WITH CHEAP SPRINGS ? THE BEST IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST.

Importers, Manufacture and Jobbers

L.H.Keller &C" 
rs 
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Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HARDINGE OROS.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

HOUGHTON
PACE PLATE

MHO. 13Y

HAROINGE BROS.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
4 4 4 6 Plain 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
fitted to
any
style of
lathe

Four-Jawed Chuck 2". Price, $10.00
6 4 6 21," .• 12.00

Price with Trefoil peep holes, $8.00
Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

Cr.
.0e

JEWEL NO CHUCKS
To fit sizes 35 or 50 wire el mit

Set oil 10 Brass, $1.50
" 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe Price, each, $2.50

HARDINGE COMBINED

4IING TOOL DEPTFING TOM 5PAril
Price with 2 arras, $2.50

" 3 3.25



mean increased profits. During this busy season of rush and excitement, when every customer insists
on immediate attention to his wants, it is most essential that tools of the greatest efficiency are at your
disposal. Our unlimited stock and moderate prices make it possible for every watchmaker and jeweler
to use tools of the latest improved designs and finest quality. Order from the "House of Quality."

OUR SPECIALTIES:

INVERTO
Staking Tool

No. 18
The very latest and

most complete
Staking Tool on the

market.

F` PAT.

MCH 26:1401

Each in Wood Box, Solid Mahogany, as illustrated.
$32.90 Net Cash

/Ciliated "Invert o" because ttny of the punches may be inverted, inserted
in the die and used as a stump, which greatly increases range of usefulness.
With this tool the watchmaker has practically 160 stumps and 130 punches,
not, including 12 blank punches. Ilas unique and valuable features never
before applied to staking tools, which make it more desirable.

See our Catalogue for Staking Tools at all prices

Complete with Tailstock, Swing Rest, Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck,
Six 1-4 inch Cement Brasses, Chuck Box and Belting   $31.00

LATHE, same as above, less Tailstock   24.50
LATHE, as first described above, with 6 Wire and 2 Wheel

Chucks   39.00
LATHE, as first described above, with 10 Wire Chucks  41.00
LATHE, " " " " 15 " "   46.00
LATHE, " " " 20 "   51.00
LATHE, " "   61.00
LATHE, " " " " 40 " "   71.00

Wire Chuck
Wheel "
Roller "
Cylinder"

QUICKTIGHT PIN VISE
Each, $1.50

Universal Face Plate .
Regular Tailstock .  
Swing Rest, complete

with T  

. $9.00

USE THE REX—SUITABLE FOR THE BEGINNER AS WELL
AS THE EXPERT ENGRAVER

All Prices
Not Specified Net

Are Less 6 for Cash

Premier Lathe, Genuine Boley, Complete, $22.95 Net Cash

The best medium-price lathe ever put on the market.
Combination consists of 6 split chucks, 2 step chucks, 1 cement and 1

screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting and chuck stand.
This is a most attractive lathe, full nickel-plated and absolutely true

and one that we can safely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
Size of lathe : Length, 12 inches ; bed to center, 2 inches. Extra

attachments can be added at any time as they interchange perfectly.

are promptly and accurately
filled when sent to us. It
makes no difference whether
they are large or small—for
Material, Tools, Boxes, Cards,
Tags, Trays or Optical Goods
—we give them all the most
careful and immediate atten-
tion.

Sheff Patent Ring Forging
Machine

This Machine is for Jewelers or any one who
repairs or sells Rings

Price, including Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies,

$16.00

The sale of this machine has been remarkable,
and is certainly a fair indication of its wonder-
ful efficiency and popularity. With it you
have perfect control of your sizing, and can
use as much or as little power as you wish.
Rings cannot twist in this machine. Extra
rolls can be added to set at any time.

Complete with Attachments
Each . ..... $20.00

The Rex Engraving Block will immediately appeal to engravers who
believe in nothing but the Best, and enjoy the use of high-grade tools.
From point of view of general utility this block is without an equal.
Has many improvements not yet applied to any other engraving block.
All engravers who stand for quality eventually buy this block. Why
not learn to engrave with it P Write for descriptive folder.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

DRos.
Kr" Co.
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Organizations are Built With Trained Men—
MEN who know why they know—Business men to-day without absolute

up-to-dateness fall by the Commercial Way Side, to make way for
bolder and more far-sighted fellows.

Our organization reaches from Coast to Coast and demands on us grow
stronger every day for products. (Manufactured exclusively by this
Company.)

This wide distribution enables us to pay full value, for Old Gold,
Silver and Platinum.

In order for us to continue receiving your shipments of Old Gold, Old
Silver, Gold Frames, Gold Filled Cases, Gold Plated Jewelry, Bench
Filings, Sweepings, etc., we must impress upon you that there is " No string
tied to our guarantee of Satisfaction," it means just what it says.

CHECK FOR OLD GOLD AND SILVER BY RETURN MAIL

If amount is not up to your expectations we will return shipment
intact—charges prepaid. Returns for sweepings in three (3) to five (5) days.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Refining Co.
20 John Street, NEW YORK :: Heyworth Building, CHICAGO :: Arcade Building, SEATTLE

Cor. Madison and Wabash
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GET READY FOR THE FALL TRADE

Jf

r-777. .7 777

Ct!,
$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

Cannon Pinion
Tightening Tool

50 cents

m(':04C •

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Ciross

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip-
over Hand Rest and Tallstock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00
which Includes Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six 3 -inch Cement
shucks and 9 ft. Round Belting.

Height 3.

Height .4.

Ass,

de"
Height 5.

ir 
Height 0.

Os.

Height 7.

Height 8.

Genevas .... . . . $4.00 per gross; S .40 per doz.
PRICE-LIST Thick Mi=Concaves . . . 4.00 " .40 "

Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 "

IUNSPRINGS
- For

18,40%404AM
610.1203_
mujimsluainmrim

1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

4.00110.111111/10.......RN

PATENT GENEVA.

4.0■1•11■1k
EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Patent Geneva, . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "
Lunettes . . . . .3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. VuL up in 11 ft. coils.

Prices Small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.50
" Large " 3.00

French Clock Stand
Price, $1.25

This Cabinet FREE; with your FIRST order for One
Gross Regent imported American Mainsprings

No. 0. Polishing Lathe Head
Price, $1.25

Send Postal for
Our New Booklet

on

MAINSPRINGS
and

"Why They Break"

Watchmakers'
Bench
Oak

Price, $19.50

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price. 50 cents

No. 1. Polishing Lathe Head
Price, $2.00

No. 51. Bench Stool
Price, $3.50

CROSS & BEGUELIN 
Importers, Exporters   V Manufacturersatchesmo s, 1eziry 

Silver-Plated Ware, Etc. 23 Maiden Lane, New York
`.( Incorporated)

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
TH LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY 'HOUSE IN THE WOIRL-CO HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Space does not permit showing all of our extensive lines of boxes. Send for our special box and display
catalogue. Remember that we do all of our printing-running our own presses, and can give you
unequaled service and highest qualities at lowest prices.

Have you received our large, new Catalogue, sent free upon application? If not, send us your name and address at once

Latest Pearl Push Leatherette Boxes
Perfectly Constructed-Exceptionally Attractive

Finest Grade of Material Used

No. Per Doz.
H225. 0 size watch . . $3.25
H226. 6 size watch . . . 3.25
H227. 12 size watch 3.75
H228. 16 size watch . . . 3.75
H229. 18 size watch . . . 3.75
H230. Chatelaine watch . 3.25
H231. Ring 275
H232. Brooch 3  00

No. Per 0
H233. Stud  
H234. Screw earring  
H235. Dumb bell  
H236. Scarf pin  
H237. Gents Sets  
H238. Belt or Bar Pin  
H239. La Valliere 13 
H240. Bracelet with Form 
024I. Pierceless earring  

Holly Jewelry Boxes
Natural Holly colors. Leaves in green, berries in red, edged in gold

per Gross
L28. Nest, sizes 3 to 6 $3  50
L29. Nest, sizes 7 to  
L30. Scarf Pin 3  00
L31. Medium size Ring 3  85
L33. Single Tea Spoon 4  50
L32. Hat Pin, 12 x 2 x 2 775

ALL tICES INCLUDE PRINTING

Just what you need-just
what your customers want.
A complete assortment of
450 pieces put up neatly
in Hinged Lid Box, par-
titioned to contain 50 small
enclosure cards, 50 large
enclosure cards, 50 small
tags, 50 large tags, 50 large
gummed labels in book
form, 200 assorted seals.

(

■S1Ti.51-iitim3 JijVJ

•

4

All Beautifully Embossed
Cards, Tags, Labels and
Seals, assorted designs.

Cards are white with
colored embossing and

"Christmas Greetings"

of various styles embossed
in gold.

No. H936. This Splendid Assortment of Holly Cards, Tags, Etc., Complete, $1.10

N146 ata'at4 eld"uf'd'eteUtaVIVIUlb'eto'deute "619'efd'efo B' +a"tIifo cia ;

4

SW,ARTCH.111. D COMAI

101111Q124214411.in _
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The Product of
the Highest Attain-
ment in Mainspring
Making

-11JIMMFacsimile of box containing One Dozen

" Black Shield " Mainsprings
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100% PERFECT Watch Glasses 100% PERFECT

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEVV YORK

100% PERFECT Watch Glasses loo PERFECT

The Spring That Ends Your Mainspring Troubles

CA new Mainspring, accom-
plishing an old purpose.

Many mainsprings are resilient
in shape at the time they are
bought, but lose their shape and
efficiency when used.
The consumer is therefore

paying the difference in price for
appearance only.

Waltham I 8s N. M. Mg. No. 2203.

PRICE, $1.25 Per Dozen

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

"ECHARCO"

I 769

Octopus Engraving Block Attach-
ment No. 85

Pat. May 11, 1909

Illustration is exact
size of Attachment.

The New Improved E. F. B. Graver Handle No. 30

has the most rigid locking device of any adjustable graver handle. Holds gravers firm as in a
vise. They will be appreciated by the many users of the B. F. B. Gravers. Price, each, $ .50

In order to perfect an attachment that would fit any engraving block, and,
at the same time, hold everything that came within the spread of the engraving
block jaws, long study was required to design the combination of gripping
surfaces that are assembled in such a small space.

This has long been considered an impossibility, but the Octopus Attach-
ment now stands to disprove this pessimistic assumption. Our claim of pre-
eminence for the Octopus Attachment lies in its general construction and
simplicity of operation. Its predominating features are efficiency, rapidity,
economy and adaptability to the wants of the engraver, who, for years, has been
in need of an attachment that would relieve them of the encumbrance incurred
by the use of the numerous pegs and other appliances, and, furthermore,
admit the many articles of jewelry and silverware that have previously been
found impossible to hold.

The four adjustable pegs, as shown in the illustration, are inserted in the
peg holes of the engraving block, and the guide rod retains the two jaws in
pezfect alignment to each other while in operation.

A partial list, showing articles that can be clamped and where held in this
attachment, is sent with each tool—a thoroughly well made tool and finely
nickel-plated.

Price, each, $4.50

The OCTOPUS ATTACHMENT holds a larger variety of articles than
all engraving blocks combined.

Over one hundred variformed articles can absolutely be held with the
attachment.

ADAPTED TO ALL ENGRAVING BLOCKS.

Hairspring
Scale
No. 1

Finely Nickel-
Plated

Price, each, $2.50

The above illustration gives a general idea of
the utility of this new tool. To ascertain the com-
parative strength of the new hairspring required to
replace an old one is not an easy task, nor one that
can be accomplished except by means of some
accurate instrument.

'This new scale is simple in every detail. The
collet or heart of the old hairspring is held in the
clip of the scale. The outer end is held in the
tweezer. Then slide the movable weight on the
scale beam until the point is at the zero mark, and
the graduations on beam will indicate the strength.
The new hairspring should show same reading on
beam as old spring, and a watch so fitted will
require very little regulating. An additional lighter
weight is furnished which is used either alone for
very light springs, or iu connection with the other
for heavy springs.

ROLLER REPLACER No. 1
This tool was designed especially for replacing Table

Rollers in a quick and safe manner.
Ileretofore this was accomplished on the staking tool or

other sets of punches, but it is well known that this is not satis-
factory. This tool permits complete control, the lever is very
powerful, and rollers are readily driven in place without
danger of cracking the roller or injuring the pivots, and in
half the time usually taken for this work.

It is nicely finished in nickel plate and damaskeeued.
Price, each $2  00

Pivot Straightening and Truing Device No. 25
(Pat. Sept. 21, 1909.)

the trade-mark that stands for
highest quality, retains its shape
and efficiency.

If your jobber is unable to
supply you, send us his name
and we will see that your orders
are promptly filled.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. N4 7EMWA 
yI %ERNI( LC TN YE

Showing method of clamping some of the articles most difficult to hold.

For Sale by all Jobbers in the
United States and Canada

By means of these tools a bent pivot can be trued to a dead center. The stall' is held in
split chuck and the bent pivot in the conical or V shaped hole of the device ; the device being
crowded up to the shoulder of the pivot, the lathe to revolve backwards, using plenty of oil on
pivot. use the small flattened lever, resting same on the rounded inner surface and gradually
bring the bent pivot to its original shape.

Two sizes are provided which cover a large variety of pivots. The small size .010" is for
all staffs and escape pinions, while the larger one with hole .016" is intended for 3rd, 4th
pinions, etc.

Made of finest quality hardened steel and will he found a useful tool.
Price, per set of 2 tools and straightening lever, $1.75.
When ordering, state name and size of lathe.

HAMMEL, RIG LANDER & CO. NEW YORK
Maiden CLIaTnye
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Chronographs, Horse-

Timers, Split Seconds,

Repeaters, Nurses' and

Physicians' Watches,

Thin Models, Chate-

Alarm Watches, Foot-

ball Watches, etc., etc.

It does not matter whether you are located in Pokatello, Idaho, or any of the

other forty-eight states in the Union if you are anxious to realize full cash

values for anything you have to dispose of in the way of Old Gold, Old Silver,

Gold Filled Cases, Gold Plated Jewelry, Sweepings, etc., you have only to follow

the beaten pathway of thousands of other live, wide-awake jewelers from all

over the country, who are sending their shipments to us these many, many years.

There is no great secret as to why our methods of doing business have won

such popular approval among the jewelry trade everywhere. They have measured

the amount of money they receive from us, by what they have been getting
elsewhere. They see the difference. In human nature there is nothing that

tugs so hard as self-interest. It is only natural that you drift toward us—

eventually. Why not now?

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. If our offer is not up to yours we will

return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

Returns for sweepings in from three to five days.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners

•

■ 4

In gift selection, sentiment is the chief consideration—
price is secondary. This accounts for the large sales
at this season of

High-Grade and Complicated
Watches

As such sales mean large profits and increased prestige,
it is opportune to fix the fact in your mind that we are
headquarters for such watches, and all other kinds of
watches. Especially strong in thin model high grades,
and small Chatelaines.

LOOSE AND MOUNTED

DIAMONDS
COMPLETE STOCK OF

JEWELRY

Catalogue on Application

Swigart Watch & Optical Co.
328-330-332 SUPERIOR STREET - - - TOLEDO, OHIO

*

A
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JUST OUT! This practical hand-book on the use of the Staking Tool;
written by a practical watchmaker experienced in this line.

The book is substantially and neatly bound in cloth of extra
quality. It has 163 pages, 90 of which are devoted to
diagrams and matter pertaining to the use of the staking
tool, and kindred subjects.

Every progressive watchmaker will want one, and we
make it easy for him to have it. Only 75 cents.

MICROMETER STOP No. 424
Quickly attached to any staking tool punch. Will enable you to do the
work with absolute precision. With it you can drive that escape wheel

to the desired position, the first time ; no time lost in guessing and
repeated trials.

The man—you—who repairs the most delicate
and accurate machine known—the modern
watch—should be provided with suitable

tools, to do his work quickly and perfectly.

Investigate the advantages and novel features

of the Micrometer Stop; the new book men-.

tioned above has something to say on the
subject.

To fit K. 01, D. and Rivett punches,
Price, $3.50

Unless otherwise ordered, we send them to fit
K. c&., D. punches.

KENDRICK & DAVIS CO.
MANUFACTURERS

Lebanon, New Hampshire

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Wholesale Agents

HIDOUBLE
CAPACITY
INVERT()

STAKING
TOOL

About 3-7 Size

tRADt

•11%

A's4 4

0.3 PA1,26

Costs more than
regular tools, but soon
repays it in time
saved.

"Time is Money" in
greater degree to-day
than ever before.

New and interesting

MANUFACTURED BY

folder on Invert°. Send for

MARS Kendrick & Davis Co. TRAD-:'4a44
Lebanon, New Hampshire ot

MARK

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
37 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS
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4PEEFAL

Duplex Base Anti-Friction
Engraving Block

NICKEL PLATED

Designed by an Engraver for Engravers
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THE GENUINE

are stamped

BEWARE OF IMITA-
TIONS. LOOK FOR
THE MAKER'S STAMP

A HIGH-CLASS BLOCK made of the best material, the mechanical work being first-class throughout.
They are manufactured by Mr. Ad. Muehlmatt, the well-known maker of high-grade Engraving Blocks.
Complete, including 26 attachments, leather pad, etc., $6.00.

A New Departure in Engraving Tools

WELLS' UNIVERSAL GRAVER "[HE ONLY PALLET JEwEi 
sETT[R

Pat. March 9th, 1909

The above cut gives a general idea of the Wells' Universal Engraving Tool.
The crescent graver is held by means of a clamping device and can be adjusted
quickly and securely. The crescent may be set at any angle to suit the
operator, thus enabling him to engrave flat, concave and convex surfaces
with perfect ease and a better control than is possible with any other kind of
tool.
The length of the graver remains the same throughout the life of the tool ; it
is in the fullest sense UNIVERSAL owing to its uniformity of length, adjust.
ability of angles and the facility with which it is handled. It is readily adapted
to all kinds of work, and inasmuch as the engraver has a superior degree of
control and feel with this tool, he is able to do the work more quickly and
accurately than is possible with any other graver.
The tools are so constructed that when sharpening the descents lay flat on
the stone ; this assures a sharp cutting angle, and as both ends of the crescent
are ready for use the engraver has two angles of different degrees to suit the
work he has in hand.
The three styles of crescents are (1) sharp point, (2) narrow flat, (3) wide
flat. The tools are guaranteed to be perfect in temper and quality.

 PRICES 
A—Patent handle with one crescent graver   $. 75
B—Patent handle with three crescent gravers . . .   1.00
C—Three patent handles with three crescent gravers, 2.00
D —Separate crescent gravers, each  20

THE QUICKTIGHT PINVISE

han 11 Trade Mark neg. U. S. Patent Office
„ 

'111111111111110
1,0000,,,„,„,,,„

Patented March 26, 1901.

WORKS QUICKEST. HOLDS TIGHTEST
Only ONE HAND used in working it

Insert the work, then one stroke of thumb (pullii.g wedge downward) both closes AND tightens
jaws. Rives valuable linty. It will pay to throw away your old pinvise and Ituy one of these. Strong-
est made. No levers to break, or screws to strip.

Price, $1.50. ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

coLsiAN

CC-",F6R. K.

441*.APP•

The name explains it all

Price, $2.00

ktAi

The ONLY SETTER
separates the two

jewels so that one

can be adjusted with-

out danger of the
other shifting. The

ONLY SETTER IS

fitted With practical

gauges to determine

the amount jewel is
to be shifted, elim-

inating guesswork.

Over 2000 in Use Every Day

The Stream of Reorders Tells the Tale

Torpedo Pendant Washers
(EARS)

fill a long-felt want, a quick and satisfactory
way of closing worn ears. No soldering.
The Knurling prevents turning,the shoulder
gives a firm sent. Assorted to prevent loss
of time in fitting. Just the thing for cheap
cases, quick, neat and durable, made of
steel; gilt or nickeled.

$1.50 per asst. of 6 doz.

MONEY INVESTED IN CULMAN TIME-
SAVERS A QUICK DIVIDEND PAYER

Ito' Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair

0. OULMAN, Maple and Hazel Avenues
manufacturer MAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

Quip A
enting I
Pallet Je.
-MURPHY.

^ ORILLIA C

Get the Genuine

Don't accept cheap sub-
stitutes; there is nothing
else so good.

SOLD BY EVERY MATERIAL DEALER
IN AMERICA

Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH 8z CO 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
•,  WHOLESALE AGENTS
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WEBSTER-WHITCOMB NEW MODEL LATHE
VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

PAT. APPLIED FOR

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . . $31.00
Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks ( 10 Chucks)   39.00
Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)   41.00
Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each   1.00

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB:*

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the

SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.

In this lathe the bearing surfaces of

the spindle and its bushings TOUCH

THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are

PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the

surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly

rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the

nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.
In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well

as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS

should be considered.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS

"Art ought not to be made cheap."— Ruskin

Especially True
Applied to the Art of
Jewelers' Engraving

IT PAYS TO DO
GOOD ENGRAVING

F. H. REES, Principal
Author "Art of Engraving''

THERE IS NO BETTER
ADVERTISEMENT

Poor engraving is disastrous
to any business. Engraving
should be well, artistically
and quickly done without dif-

ficulty. Our course is especially prepared to this end. Our

method is thorough, complete and interesting. Personal

instructions. A practical business education in the Art. The

finest equipment. We are originators of and own the copy-

rights on the most valuable method known to modern art.

It pays to attend a " School Founded on Merit"

and made famous by HIGH-CLASS WORKMEN

e Rees School UWMISORRII‘"(

STEELE MEMORIAL BUILDING FOUNDED 1892

NEW CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
159 to 167 Ann Street •• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 107B

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

64TI11E BEST OF l'S711.2.1I-T1-11INO"
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THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
The Largest Makers of Catalogs in the World for Retail Jewelers

B. V. Arnstine, President and Treasurer

E. A. Arnstine, Director

Cleveland,
Ohio

H. L. Keifer, Secretary

H. W. Arnstine, Vice President

J. F. Risser, Director

OUR CREED
To serve you carefully -Suggest --Assist—Cater to your taste—To furnish only Standard Qualities in Jewelry
—So conduct our affairs that they will reflect credit upon our friends and ourselves. This is our Creed.

We are now building Catalogs for over TWO THOUSAND RETAIL JEWELERS
in almost as many cities. Many of them for TEN YEARS or more in SUCCESSION.
The Catalog will hold your old customers—Make many new ones, by creating demand for
Jewelry and draw trade from competitors. Why not increase your business 25 to 50 per cent.?

If you are not familiar with the ARNSTINE SYSTEM and are anxious for a GIANT Christmas trade, Drop us a Postal To-day, it is not too late.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of The Exclusive Catalog Method for Retail Jewelers

CLEVELAND, 01110
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TO THE RETAILER:-If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, New York

Trade-Mark

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

411. Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane

 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 60 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

TRADE

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn & Co. MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

OLD PLATED WARE, BRONZE FIGURES, STERLING SILVER, ETC.,
REPAIRED AND REPLATED TO LOOK EQUAL TO NEW

GOLD PLATING, SILVER PLATING, OXIDIZING,
POLISHING, LACQUERING

Before Repairing

We furnish any size new BRISTLE
BRUSHES, CELLULOID COMBS,
CUTICLE KNIVES, BUTTON
HOOKS, NAIL POLISHERS, ETC.,
and fit same to any shape mountings.
CHATELAINE BAGS repaired

and relined with Silk, Chamois, Suede
or Kid.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES for
special Sterling Silver pieces furnished.

Work called for and delivered. After Repairing

104 and 106 South Eighth St.

LOUIS J. MEYER
,

PHILADELPHIA
ESTABLISHED 1892

NIMI■

BAG INITIALS IN 
AND SIZES

STYLESES 

Gold plated on brass, sterling silver, and lacquered brass. Have you realized the
importance of carrying a complete stock of these hag initials ? We supply you with

the most artistic lettersof guaranteed COLGAN Quality. These letters are shipped
in gross assortments with a stock cabinet. We can offer special prices on all orders
for these letters. We will mail our complete
Catalogue of monograms and initials upon
request. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. The J. W. COLGAN CO SUDBURY BLDG*

• BOSTON, MASS-
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If our MOTORS and DYNAMOS are good enough for the leading Wholesale and Retail Jewelers,
Manufacturers, and the United States Government, should they not interest YOU?

Green's Electric Variable Speed, Combination and
Enclosed, Polishing, Buffing and Grinding Motor Lathe

With Adjustable Automatic and Interlocking Steel Chucks,
fitting either right or left side of shaft.

A simple, convenient and entire workshop in itself
Dustproof, air and water tight

Adjustable to incandescent light or power circuit

For Factory, Workshop, Hotel, Restaurant, Household, Etc.

RaERLUCKTII13
COLLAR

mews
MET tURRINT M01011

TYPES
VOLTS MD SPIED 0332170111/3

THEVCREEll ELECTRIC CO.
SI NASSAU ST

NEW YORK, U.S.A. iNTERLO GRIN CO
RULLEY

•
INTERLOCKING

Med GRINDSTO4
.CPIUCK

Our Polishing Motor Combinations comprise (no extra charge) Speed Regulator in motor as described above, 5 patent adjusta-
ble interlocking heavy solid steel chucks, adjustable to either right or left side as follows ; 2 for holding the brushes and buffing
wheels, 2 for holding two sizes of grindstone or polishing wheels, 1 for holding burrs of various sizes, adjustable plug and 6 ft. of
reinforced covered wire attached ready for use, which set is sufficient for average requirements.

Q)Ln.g
W

0

O. a

•
w •0
Z11.

Voltage
Horse-
Power
Output

Horse-
Power
Rating

Direct Current
4 speeds

1500 to 4000 R.P.M.

Type Price

52 to 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 •' 220
02' 110
115 " 220
62 " 110
115 " 290
52 " 110
115 " 220

46

52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220

.1-3 .

. .1 1-2.

. .1 1-2.

2 .

. 21-2.

. . 2 1-2 .

1-6
1-6
1-5
1-5

. 1=4

. 1-4

. 1=3

. 1=3

. 3=4

. 3=4

.1
. 1 1-2.

1=2 .

$30.00.
34.00
35.00 .
39.50
50.00.
55 00.
63.00
69.50
85.00
93.50
110.00
120.00

. 170.00

. 185.00

. 200.00

. 220.00

Alternating Current
25 speeds

1000 to 4000

Alternating Current
2 speeds

1750 and 3600 R.P.M.

Type Price Type Price

. $50.00. 3C • . . $35.0.

. 55.00. • . 3C . . . 41.00.

. 55.00. • . 3D . . . 44.00.

. 61.00. • . 3D . . . 49.00.

. 70.00. . . 3E . . . 50.00.

. 75.00. • 3E . . 60.00.

. 85.00. • . 30 . 6.00.

. 92.00. • . 30 . . . 72.00 .

These machines can be supplied
for 500 Direct Current Voltage,
if desired.

New Single Speed Motors .1 52 to 110 Voltage, Direct Current, Type OA.
1-6 H. P. 52 to 110 " Alternating " " 5A

Net Price
. . $24.00
. . 27.50

Why not follow the example of other up-to-date and enterprising JEWELERS and place outside of your establish-
ment the most remarkable advertising medium manufactured?

The Beautiful Imperial"
Westminster Electric Chimes

attached to any clock at any distance. Always
an attraction, always a profitable asset to your
business and never wears out. Otte Customer
pays their entire cost, the rest is profit.

The music of the chimes is the same as the
famous Cathedral Chimes of Westminster Ab-
bey, Loudon. Makes a quarter-hour chime of
any silent or striking clock, converting it into
a wonderful outside Chime Timepiece. Heard
Ott the street at a great distance. Placed in vesti-
bule or outside of building. Writeforparticulars.

Green's Electric Turntables for Show
Windows, Glass Cases, Counters, Etc.

BATTERY OR ELECTRIC LIGHT CURRENT l'riee
F.0. 11

No. FOR BATTERY CIRCUIT New York
T827. Flat Turntable, wit h Itattery, swit ch and wire

with stained walnut plme, 30 inch diameter . $32.00
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT CURRENT

T828. Flat Turotattle, for use on 110 Volt, Direct Cur-
rent, with stained walnut plate, 80 inch
diameter . . . . .. . . . . . .  32.00

T829. Flat. Turntable, f,,r use on 220 Volt, Direct Cur-
rent, with stained walnut plate, 80 inch
diameter . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00

T830. Flat Turntable, for LIM' on 110 Volt., Alternating
Current, with stained walnut plate, 30 inch
diameter   35.00

The above supplied with 12-inch oak shelf instead of the
80-inch shelf, or arranged for 3 shelves with centre Lair 4 feet
high, at same price.

Up-to-Date Electrical Specialties
For Up-to-Date Jewelers and Others

Green's Plating Dynamotors
FOR UOLD, SILVER. NICKEL, BRASS AND COPPER

PLATING AND STRIPPING
Patented in the United States and all Foreign Countries

(Fully Warranted)
A Plating Dynamo and Power Motor COMBINED IN ONE,
self-operated by any DIRECT CURRENT, Light or Power
Circuit. (No motors, belts or pulleys required.)

For Gold, Silver, Nickel, Brass and Copper
Plating, Stripping, Etc.

Also used for Telephone Ringing, Charging Storage Bat-
rteergluesir,edLighting Incandescent Lamps, Elevator Signals
and all work where a low and continuous voltage is

Cost to run, 1 to 5 cents per day, according to size.

PLATING DYNAMOTOR
For Direct Current Only

Second-
ary or
Plating
end

Prltnary
or

Power
end

DYNAMOTOR
TYPE DASIZEILIO

THE Vv GREEN
ELECTRIC CO b,

SI

Complete ready for use (F. 0. B. N. Y.) as follows:

Size of
Dynamotor

Amperes
at
44 
plating

6t in Volts5e

17A
17B
I7C
I 7D
I7D%
17E

6
12
18
30
50
100

Net Price
110 Voltage

$39.00
56.00
80.00
96.00
120.00
165.00

For 220 volts
add 10%

For 500 Volts
add 20;1

GREEN'S PLATING DYNAMOS
For Gold, Silver, Nickeland Copper Plating, Strippi ng,Etc.

Made according to requirements, from 4 to 10 volts ; 6 to 100
atnperes. Will deposit according to size, 3 to 100 dwts. of gold
per hour ; silver, nickel and copper in accordance.

PLATING DYNAMO
For Direct and Alternating Current

Compiete F. O. B. New York as follows :
Size Dynamo Amperes up to 6 Volts Net Price

18
I6A
16B
16C
16D
16E

6
10
14
25
40
60
100

mtar The W. Green Electric Co.,

$ 7.50
13.50
25.00
32.00
54.00
69.00
100.00

81 Nassau Street
New York. U.S.A.
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THE MISSMAN ENGRAVING
BLOCK
PATENTED

Price, $13.50
FOR SALE BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

MISSMAN'S COMBINATION MISSMAN'S HAND MADE
BALANCE TOOL GRAVERS

Price, $3.75 Each, 50 cts. Six in Box, $2.75
EACH GRAVER READY FOR USE AND GUARANTEED

'6h
06

Sales Office

For removing and replacing Roller Tables, straightening
Pivots and truing Balance Wheels

CUnity Bldg., Chicago MISSIVIAN TOOL, 0 Factory
4, Indiana Bldg., Kansas City

Watchmakers ! Watchmakers!
 ATTENTION  
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THE CLEMENT COMBINED LATHE ATTACHMENT
is an absolute necessary at your work bench. Your efficiency and
promotion depend on your skill and the ability to produce work quickly.

We have a space-saving, time-saving, money-saving watch bench
necessity. Contains 12 attachments in 1, has 30 advantages besides
at one-fifth the cost.

$200 for $40
We want to place our catalog or this Lathe Attachment, free of cost,

return charges paid if unsatisfactory, in your hands.
Let us do it. It costs you nothing. Drop us a postal at once.

Not to-morrow, but to-day.

W. D. CLEMENT, WALTHAM, MASS.

Tmehainss BUSINESS!
11•11■11k 

If you are looking for a chance to make more

money in your business—we say : " Add an

optical department." It will not interfere

with other lines. It will help them by drawing

new customers to your place. How to do it?

you ask. We will enable you to test eyes and fit

glasses perfectly with no previous experience,

simply by taking our correspondence course in

OPTICS. We are offering a regular $25 college

course by mail for $8 ($10 in Canada and foreign

countries). You can pay $2 down and the balance

weekly. It is " a good thing." Write to-day to

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH.

WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
GOLD AND SILVER ELECTRO-PLATER

51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

C'B771777711r*"*777177-w 77,
PENDANT NECK CHAINS

OBSERVE the high Quality of Barrows' New Process Chains

— so excellent as to be at home in the Rnest jewelry

stores and so effective as to accompany the richest pendants.

The secret of their very moderate price is in the Patented

Process. Finest Rolled Plate. Kinkless links — each perfect and

soldered separately. The smoothest-flowing chains on the market.

Look for Trade Mark on tissue. Order from your Jobber.

THE H. F. BARROWS COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE
15, 17, 19 Maiden Lane TRADE 110 B

FACTORY AND HEAD OFFICE
MARK

• North Attleboro, Massachusetts

1779
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ALBERT
BROTHERS
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

FIFTH FLOOR OF THE MERCHANTS BUILDING

CINCINNATI OHIO

/
N the three removals we have made during the past 19 years, the
change in each case was owing to the need of larger quarters. We
now occupy the entire 5th floor of the big Merchants Building on

Sixth Street, near Vine. Steady, continuous growth in any business
for a decade, means a business that has been founded and built up by
honest methods and a constant endeavor on the part of its founders
top/ease—doesn't it? Our motto:

HIGHEST QUALITY RIGHT PRICES
PROMPT SERVICE

Our trade is almost exclusively among the Retail Jewelers located
in Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. If you are not a customer of ours
you ought to be, and if you had one of our 300-page Catalogs you
would be. The new (1911) edition is now ready for mailing. It is
strictly a Catalog for Jewelers. Everything listed in it has merit backed
by our unqualified guarantee. • If any goods ordered from us are not
found "right" in both quality and price—BACK WITH THEM.

Could we make our offer any plainer, or treat you any fairer?
Every Jeweler should have a dependable catalog. It keeps him

posted on the newest things, on prices, and affords him the opportunity
of making selections at his leisure.

You'll never overbuy from a catalog ; you'll never be disappointed,
or pay too much if you order from ours. Write for it now and note
the Holiday Specialties it contains.

OUR PRESENT STOCK IS LARGER
THAN EVER IN

Waltham and Elgin Watch Movements,
Watch Cases, Diamonds, Gold and Rolled
Plate Jewelry, Clocks and Bronzes, Cut Glass,
Silverware, Flatware, Novelties in Sterling
Silver, Manicuring and Toilet Articles, etc., etc.

TAKE NOTICE: We are now prepared to do job work for you

.40 •

r
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ALBERT
BROTHER S 
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

MERCHANTS BUILDING

CINCINNATI :: OHIO
HERE is no "red tape" or strict formality about our house.
You don't have to be rated at $10,000 in order to do business
with us. Any honest Jeweler with a store, or half a store, can

purchase what he needs from us and get the goods promptly.
KNOWING, as we do, that a copy of our 1911 Catalog—over

300 big pages—will help a small retailer prodigiously in adding to his
income, we want every Jeweler, big and little, in Ohio, Indiana and
Kentucky to send for it. WRITE NOW.

Our Fine New
stock includes
Waltham and Elgin Watch
Movements; Ke ystone,
Crescent and Philadelphia
Cases in Gold, Gold-Filled,
Silver and Nickel; Diamonds;

Gold and Rolled PlateJewelry;
Clocks and Bronzes; Cut
Glass; Silverware; Flatware;

Novelties in Sterling Silver,

Canes, Umbrellas; Manicur-

ing and Toilet Articles, etc.,

etc.

WE HAVE FOUND

THAT "GOODS WELL
BOUGHT ARE

HALF SOLD"

SEE THE POINT?

11 111111

THIS SHOWS OUR NEW LOCATION ON 6TH STREET BETWEEN VINE and RACE
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Victory Spectacle Repair Clamp
(Patent emitted for)

This is the only spectacle repair clump that will hold riot and rimless spectacles and

eyeglasses while soldering broken frames and nose bridges. Will last a lifetime ; made of

brass, nickel-plated.

Full directions with each clamp.

Price, 75 cents

iii011101
lirro
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Revolving Disc
Mainspring Winder

(Patented)

PRICE, $2.00

This winder lots six barrel
beads, three on each side of the
disc, suitable or every size of
American \Vetches. The quick-
est acting winder made. No
changing of barrel heads neces-
sary. Simply draw out the
winding crank and place it in
the size barrel head to be used.
Should any barrel head be
broken at any time through
carelessness a new one can be
obtai ned at a 110111111M cost. Full
directions with each winder.

THE QUICKTIGHT PINVISE
TRADE MARK REQ. U. 5. PATENT OFFICE

,user.
1111151\0501111111110100

PATENTED MARCH 20, 1901

Works Quickest Holds Tightest
Only ONE HAND used in working it

Insert the work, then one stroke of thumb (pulling wedge downward) both closes AND tightens
jaws. Saves valuable time. It will pay to throw away your old pinvise anti buy one of these.
Strongest made. No levers to break, or screws to strip.

Sent anywhere, postpaid, for 81.50. Buy it of your dealer, or send to

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., Wholesale Distributers

New Improved Broaching Device
With Handle

An indispensable tool
hands, female winding
broaching.

(Patented)

for broaching every description of watch
pins or any part of a watch that requires

Price, $1.50

The
Perfection
Gold Plating
Solution

Have you any old shopworn pieces in your stock which do not move?
Then try a bottle of PERFECTION SOLUTION and replete them yourself at a small cost in money and time. They will be at once trans-
formed into new Old Rose or Roman finishes and easily salable. Remember the Perfection Solution has been on the market for 14 years,
during all that time it has never failed to please. Why waste your time with an inferior article when you can buy the best solution
made and with the best reputation. Do not be deceived by the claims of other makes. Every 32 ounce bottle of Perfection Solution
contains 45 grains of pure 24 K. Gold. Its dyeing properties are a part of the ingredients and give to each article plated that beautiful
Old Rose finish which is unequalled by factory work and not possible with any other make on the market. Especially bear in mind
that the quart bottles contain 32 ounces and the pints 16 ounces, and sell for $3.00 and $1.75 respectively. Why pay $1.50 for 10 or
12 ounce bottles for nothing but a plain chloride and cyanide of potash solution, which any one can make from the usual receipts furn-
ished by the trade papers. SPECIFY PERFECTION IN YOUR NEXT ORDER of solution and you will know the reason why you
have had troubles before with other makes. Every Bottle Guaranteed as Represented.

pERFECT ION
GOLD

COLORINGSOLUTION '

Yi'e?

OLDROSE^t,tROMAN
TOMB FROM SAME BOTTLE

DIRECTIONS.

A World Beater
The New Conforming Point " Practical " Stone Setting Tool

(Patent
Combined Setter and Header for Rings, Studs, Scarf Pins, Ear

SCEPW8, etc.
The only practical tool on the market for setting all kinds of stones.

With this new tool any jeweler or watelimal«,r can set a stone both
rapidly and securely. lt, is non-slipping, having a conforming
point provided with a combined push tip and header.
To perform a perfect stone setting job, place the article in a clamp,
holding it firmly egainst the bench, holding the tool as shown in
cut. Next bring over the tips with the bail fitted over them, using
all upward pressure, thus preventing any danger of chipping a
stone through slipping.
Made of extra high grade hardened steel mounted in Rubberoid
handle. Price, 50 cents.

This tool is also made in a smaller size for the setting
of extra small stones. It can be ordered in sets of two,
or singly, as preferred, at 50 cents each.

Caution to
Watchmakers

Our "U. S. Mainsprings"
are acknowledged by
watchmakers throughout
the United States to be
the best springs in point
of finish and quality for
the money ever placed
on the market. We
desire to maintain this
reputation for the "U.S."
springs, and would there-
fore call your attention
to the fact that an imita-
tion spring resembling
the U. S." has been
offered for sate, and in
some instances, we are
informed, has even been
placed in "U.S." boxes.
To guard against this
deception we would sug-
gest that you exercise
the utmost caution in
making your purchases,
and insist that the trade.
mark 'II S." appear en-
graved upon each spring.
ASK YOUR JOBBER

FOR THEM
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ows all Of the light on the

snfr and cheaper to install than

ilb lamps and can therefore be easily
.rners.

OUR SELLING PLAN  IVILLE CO.
ulsbestos Roofings, Packings,

" Electrical Supplies, Etc.

We have originated a clock selling plan 0 or Ireka n s

ladelphia
for particulars. NV1LLE CO., LIMITED

It is a modern business creator, positive an tlan.

Pittsburg Seattle
San Francisco Si. Louis

only sold one before. The central feature of it

is magnificently illustrated and your name appear

Vancouver, B. C.

No matter whether you are a jeweler in

solution to the problem of more business. It's vim8-1-111,P

You do not have to purchase your clocks from us

Increase Your

Price, $1.00 per Doz.

Ask Your Jobber For These Goods  HENRY PAULSON & CO.Sole Exclusive Wholesale

Agents, HENRY ZIMMERN & u.DTruibudtesfo-
Canada 118 William St., New York City Do not forget we want you to have our Catalogue of nearly 1000 bright, live pages---the best ever issued---and we want your patronage, too

Your cant.of Send az.1000. e your near-
Page 1.11

at
Siitnea

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO



(Patent applied for)

Revolving Disc
Mainspring Winder

(Patented)

This h; the only spectacle repair clamp that will hold rim and rimless spectacles and
eyeglasses while soldering broken frames and nose bridges. Will last a lifetime; made of
brass, nickel-plated.

Full directions with each clamp.

Price, 75 cents

THE QUICKTIGHT PINVISE
TRADE MARK REQ. U. a. PATENT OFFICE

This winder has six barrel
heads, three on each side of the
disc, suitable for every size of
American Watches. 'The quick-
est acting wiuder made. No
changing of barrel heads neces-
sary. Simply draw out the
winding crank and place it in
the size barrel head to be used.
Should any barrel head be
broken at any time through
carelessness a new one can be
obtal ned at a nominal cost. Full
directions with each winder.

1111111511 
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Improved Broaching Device
With Handle

Works Quickest Holds Tightest
Only ONE HAND used in working it

Insert the work, then one stroke of thumb (pulling wedge downward) both closes AND tightens
jaws. Saves valuable time. It will pay to throw away your old pinvise and buy one of these.
Strongest made. No levers to break, or screws to strip.

Sent anywhere, postpaid, for $1.50. Buy it of your dealer, or send to

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., Wholesale Distributers

An indispensable tool for broaching every description of watch
hands, female winding pins or any part of a watch that requires
broaching.

Have you any old shopworn pieces in your stock which do not move?
Then try a bottle of PERFECTION SOLUTION and replate them yourself at a small cost in money and time. They will be at once trans-formed into new Old Rose or Roman finishes and easily salable. Remember the Perfection Solution has been on the market for 14 years,during all that time it has never failed to please. Why waste your time with an inferior article when you can buy the best solutionmade and with the best reputation. Do not be deceived by the claims of other makes. Every 32 ounce bottle of Perfection Solutioncontains 45 grains of pure 24 K. Gold. Its dyeing properties are a part of the ingredients and give to each article plated that beautifulOld Rose finish which is unequalled by factory work and not possible with any other make on the market. Especially bear in mindthat the quart bottles contain 32 ounces and the pints 16 ounces, and sell for $3.00 and $1.75 respectively. Why pay $1.50 for 10 or12 ounce bottles for nothing but a plain chloride and cyanide of potash solution, which any one can make from the usual receipts furn-ished by the trade papers. SPECIFY PERFECTION IN YOUR NEXT ORDER of solution and you will know the reason why youhave had troubles before with other makes. Every Bottle Guaranteed as Represented.

4,9^cup
pERFECT ION
GOLD

ICOLORINGSOLUTION
..... ;In...6.=F i

- 7Ab'SS°074" WI
OLD ROSE^..ROMAN t

: INISSFROM SAME BOTTLE
DIRECTIONS.

A World Beater
The New Conforming Point " Practical " Stone Setting Tool

(Patent Pending)

Combined Setter and Beader for Rings, Studs, Scarf Pins, Ear
Screws, etc.

The only practical tool on the market forsetting all kinds of stones.
With this new tool any jeweler or watchmaker can set a stone both
rapidly and securely. It is non-slipping, having a conforming
point provided with a combined push tip and header.
To perform a perfect stone setting job, place the article in a clamp,
holding it firmly against the bench, holding the tool as shown in
cut. Next bring over the tips with the tool fitted over them, using
an upward pressure, thus preventing any danger of chipping a
stone through slipping.
Made of extra high grade hardened steel mounted in Rubberoid
handle. Price, 50 cents.

This tool is also made in a smaller size for the setting
of extra small stones. It can be ordered in sets of two,
or singly, as preferred, at 50 cents each.

Caution to
Watchmakers

Our "U. S. Mainsprings"
are acknowledged by
watchmakers throughout
the United States to be
the best springs in point
of finish and quality for
the money ever placed
on the market. We
desire to maintain this
reputation for the "U.S."
springs, and would there-
fore call your attention
to the fact that an imita-
tion spring resembling
the "U. S." has been
offered for sate, and in
some instances, we are
informed, has even been
placed in "U. S." boxes.
To guard against this
deception we would sug-
gest that you exercise
the utmost caution in
making your purchases,
and insist Slut the trade-
mark U. S." appear en-
graved upon each spring.
ASK YOUR JOBBER

FOR THEM

----- -
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We have originated a clock selling plan

for particulars.
It is a modern business creator, positive an

only sold one before. The central feature of it i
is magnificently illustrated and your name appear

No matter whether you are a jeweler in
solution to the problem of more business. It's vim

You do not have to purchase your clocks from us

Sole HENRY ZIMMERN & 
xclusive Wholesale

' 8 11 William St., New York CityAgents, CO.,_ .1 Inc., u.DiiJ.tranibudtesfo- 
Canada Do not forget we want you to have our Catalogue of nearly 1000 bright, live pages---the best ever issued--- and we want your patronage, too
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FERN DISH FILLINGS
OUR fern fillings are real natural prepared fillings. They are

preferred to the natural fillings which will wither and die in short
time. They are not influenced by weather conditions or steam heat. A
great help to increase your sales of Fern Dishes. Our new Catalogue No.
2000 will tell you more about these, as well as of our imported Palms,
Flowers, Sprays, Vines, etc., etc., and a lot of new features for Xmas
decorations. Get on our mailing list.

FRANK NETSCHERT CO. 39 Barclay StreetNEW YORK, N. Y.
NO BRANCH OFFICES
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Wheeling Metal Ceilings

ng is Low the " Flat " Designs will suit your Requirements

;LING METAL CEILINGS
irtistic Designs for all Sizes, Kinds and Shapes of Rooms
— Dust Proof— Vermin Proof— Perfect Fitting - – Sanitary

Permanent — Easily Erected — Economical
he Only Cost Ask for Drawings and Designs No Charge
,mpt Attention, address nearest office

Large Stocks at all Stores

g Corrugating Company
WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

A CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS
ATTANOOGA DETROIT

A-%-OHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

How Many Persons Look in Your Windows?
Ever count the number of persons that pass your store ? Ever notice how few stop to look in at your windows?
If few stop to gaze, there must be something wrong. Either the goods are not attractive, not properly displayed, or the windows

are poorly lighted.
If bulbs lamps are used, it will be noticed that the windows are lighted in spots—only half of the goods are brightly illuminated.

Bulb lighting dazzles the eyes of spectators and takes up valuable space. This can be easily remedied by installing

J-111 Linolite System of Lighting
This system of lighting is exactly what the name implies—a continuous, unbroken source of light

(a lin e-o'-light).
The J-M Linolite Lamp is a tube of glass with the filament (either carbon or Tungsten) stretched

out to about it inches in length.
These lamps are placed end to end in a powerful reflector which throws all of the light on the

goods—not on the side walls as with bulb lamps.
J-M Linolite System of show-window lighting is quicker, easier and cheaper to install than

bulb lamps.
The J-M Linolite tubes are only one-third the diameter of bulb lamps and can therefore be easily

run behind fillets, etc., out of sight, in show windows, cases and corners.
Write nearest branch for Prices and Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
OVIanufacturers of Asbestos , e. clisbestos Roofings, Packings,

and Magnesia Products. anolczT ).a. Electrical Supplies, Etc.

Baltimore Chicago Detroit Los Angeles New Orleans Pittsburg Seattle
Boston Cleveland Kansas City Milwaukee New York San Francisco St. Louis
Buffalo Dallas London Minneapolis Philadelphia

For Canada :—THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Toronto, Ont. Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C.
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Fine Balances and Weights

NO, C. DIAMOND BALANCE

•

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DualltsisioNs:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

Made and sold by

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inahes deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co.
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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THE LEADING WATCH CASE REPAIRERS 
FOR OVER 45 YEARS

ALL WE ASK IS A TRIAL ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE OUR SUPERIOR ABILITY IN EVERY DEPARTMENT 
WATCH CASE REPAIRING, GOLD ANb SILVER PLATING im COLORING, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ETC. 

A FEW SPECIALTIES:
ENGLISH, SWISS AND AMERICAN  KEY-WIND CASES CHANGED TO FIT 

AMERICAN OR SWISS STEM-WIND MOVEMENTS. 
HUNTING CASES CHANGED TO OPEN FACE. 

OLD GOLD CASES MADE OVER (ANY SIZE) USING SAME GOLD. 
NEW BACKS, CAPS, BEZELS, SPRINGS, JOINTS, ETC. 

ENGINE -TURNING, ENGRAVING, REFINISHING, POLISHING 
GOLD AND SILVER DIALS REFINISHED AND RENUMBERED. PHOTOS REPRODUCED

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING AND COLORING

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 MAIDEN LANE (ESTABLISHED 1865) NEW YORK CITY

TheW B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

_
ttr-f11/
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W B & C glasses
tw than other and
ttl brands, and are
C`■ leading jobbers

States as fol-

The prices on
are not higher 14
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows:

CP Per gross Per doz.

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair foe
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand

Genevas  
MI-Concaves
Mi-Concaves. Extra Thick
Flat Parallels  
Lentilles
Flat Concaves .
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick  
Patent Oenevas  
Lunettes  

$ 4.00
4.00
10.00
8.00

  12.00
12.00
15.00
8.00
3.00

$ .40
•40
.90
.75
1.25
1.00
1.25
.75
.25

Discount. 6 per cent.

The only inec:al at. the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
wat ell glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand,

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B 8,C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE. An WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibilAy and correctness of SiZe make them sothat the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at ally price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are Using theiji On account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used tobuy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found mit the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is the I'heapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS I f yon wish to save time and 111011ey RIPI give good satisfaction to your customers (ir you are not using them), try tho WRAC n don't be deceived by bluffing and humbuggingadvertisements, show i ng a loi of nffithensical figures. The W BBC glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never heardfrom afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W B & C.

1 7 89
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Improved Draw Tongs

are now being furnished with our Hand
Draw Bench. They have removable
jaws that can be replaced when worn
at a small cost, and are made from
steel of an exceptionally high tensile
strength. The price of the machine
has not been advanced.

The Oliver Quality Crown

Dental Rolling Mill

is a mighty handy machine for the retail
jeweler. Although it requires but little
space on one end of the work-bench
its capacity is large, the rolls being 2
inches in diameter by 3 inches long.
Quality considered, the Crown Dental
Rolling Mill is the cheapest rolling mill
on the market. lg Described in Bulletin
No. 10, just issued. May we send you
a copy?

Do you do any Polishing?

q Do you do any polishing with a
noisy, nerve - racking, back - breaking
foot power machine ? j The Oliver
Quality Electric Motor Polishing Head
requires no skill or effort to operate—
just connect it to a lamp socket and
turn the switch. It is nearly noiseless,
inexpensive to run, and will do more
and better work than any belt-driven
machine. çNew 112-Page Catalog, No.
17, free for the asking.

The W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co.
1490 Niagara Street : : BUFFALO, N. Y.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE OF EMBLEM RINGS AT A MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE

tv

Scottish
Rite 1111111111111 NO. 241 I. O. O. F. 1,1 111111 1111111111111110, N. 275
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AT $11.00 1_,1ST
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OUR CLASS PINS
Are individualized by certain important characteristics, among them being the quantity of material utilized, our class

pins having twice the thickness of the ordinary class of goods. The excellent workmanship, which will bear the minutest

inspection, is the product of the most skilled labor obtainable, and while our pins will bring fifty per cent. more at

retail on account of their attractiveness, uniqueness and general superiority, they do not cost any more than the ordinary

makes. A special die is cut for each order and all pins are struck with hydraulic pressure, thus insuring better work-

manship and perfect uniformity, which cannot be obtained by methods of manufacture in shops that do not make a

specialty of class pins. The pins here illustrated are a few of our latest designs selected from our catalogue No. 35.

We are always more than pleased to submit special hand-colored designs, and our designing department only awaits

the pleasure of serving you. A trial order will convince you.

THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—average 5 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors. We will send you anyorder—any finger size—at $11.00 list. THE BEST RING ON THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

Let us tell you of
our new selling plan THE A. P. CRAFT CO. MaaknedrssopfeEciranlbjleewmetiyngs Indianapolis, Ind.

"I Do Want a Chance!"
You have often thought how fine it would be if you only could have a chance. You feel the powerof success within you—you know how hard and conscientiously you would work if you could onlyplace your foot on the ladder of success—but how to get that chance ?

You Have Ambition
—you would not be reading this if you were not on the look-out for a chance—and you have madeno mistake. This is indeed your chance.

Success Is AmbitiOn Plus a Plan
—and we supply the plan because we will share in your success. You should be in business. Ourplan is to educate you and equip you as a Watchmaker, Engraver or Optician.
REMEMBER! The Jeweler of to-day is the Watchmaker of Yesterday.
We have graduated scores of young men, commencing with good pay, quite a proportion of themare now in business for themselves, and tell us it was the good start which they got at this schoolthat resulted in their success.
We are the oldest institution in the United States teaching the art of watchmaking. Our methodsare the most approved and up-to-date. Write us at once for particulars.

Waltham Horological School WALTHAMMASS.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

•

Marbles Bronzes

5432

Electroliers Pedestals
Write for our beautiful Art Supplement—

Just Issued

THEODORE SCHISGALL
IMPORTER

116-118 Chambers St. : NEW YORK



A NEW and DIS-
TINCT line of em-

blems for ladies' wear.
So vastly different from
anything ever heretofore
put on the market.
4T, Every design original ; an evo-
lution from the "arts and crafts
room" of the W. & A. plant.
Come in sterling silver and solid
gold and in all colors of exquisite
and delicate hues.

41, The finishing touch to woman's
apparel is one of these original
Floral Pins.
elqade in two qualities, Sterling
Silver plated with 24 Karat Gold,
and Solid Gold.
Silver quality . $18.00 per doz.
Gold quality . 54. 00 " "

11" EISTONE K Y

Use the Most Complete and Best System-
atized Encyclopedia of the Jewelers' Needs

The 19th Annual Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS CLOCK AND
SILVERWARE COMPANY

Lel us tell you more about Them
and the rest of our extensive em-
blem line. A postal to us will
bring you further information. 10,000 Illustrations of

Jewelers' Merchandise

MAD} BYBY

Not What You Pay,
But What You Get,
is the Real Test of
Value

We Never Catalogue
an Item Unless We
are Sure We Own it
at the Bottom Price

H. KROLL & CO.

When you send us an order 'TQ
1..) I • LOUIS We carry a complete stockit is shipped from . . . . of all goods illustrated.

This book is a salesman in itself. The prices are so arranged that it will he of great assistance to you in making

sales, and we are confident it ‘vill be to our mutual benefit in your keeping it constantly before your customers.
Request

For Catalogue

St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co.

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Gentlemen :—Your Nineteenth Annual Catalogue has not been
received. Please send it prepaid. and place my name on your regular

mailing list.

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles

NEW CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER
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JOSEPH B. BECHTEL & CO., INC.
DISTRIBUTERS OF

COMMUNITY SILVER
and RELIANCE PLATE

A_Line of Seven Patterns"Always in Stock

725 SANSOM ST. PHILADELPHIA

TAG YOUR RINGS WITH
WASHABLE TAGS
Yes : Mr. Jeweler

The Ideal celluloid tag saves time and
money. And makes your rings look
twice as attractive.

Wash or polish your rings with the tags
on them—the ink is waterproof and won't
wash off.
No danger of getting tags mixed.
Note the large fiat writing surface.

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT
Complete, only $2.50

1000 tags and eyelets . . . $ 1.50
1 pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75

1 bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25

1 neat hardwood box, with

catch fastener . . . 0000

Bastian Bros. Co.
Dept. 516

Rochester :: NEW YORK POSITION OF TAG WHEN RING
IS IN TRAY

NEW STYLE

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK

PRICE, $4.00

Made with three interchangeable screw-on plates,

drilled with No. 8, 10 and 12 holes.

Plates are made like the screw bezel on a watch and

can be changed instantly, they increase the holding

capacity of the chuck tenfold, making it practical for

many train wheels now difficult to chuck.

Send for Circular and FREE

Sample Pair of Torpedoes

C. CULMAN MAPLE and HAZEL AVENUESMAPLEWOOD, MISSOURI

This advertisement will occupy a full page in The Saturday Evening Post of December 3d issue, and will focus

consumers on Hull stores. If you are not prepared to satisfy these customers, write or wire us immediately.

THE SATURDAY EVENING

This is going to
be a "Hull"
Christmas
All over America—in your own town; in your store—
this is going to be a Hull Christmas—overwhelmingly so

We know this because of the reports we are getting
from thousands of Hull dealers.

We know it by the way the sales are climbing—by
the way the factory is being crowded.

Hull dealers predict that more Hull
Umbrellas will be bought for gift
purposes than any other one article
made in America, excepting handker-
chiefs.

As you know, even the old style umbrella has always been a
wonderfully popular gift.

This natural popularity has been intensified ten-fold by the

sp;!cial features possessed only by the Hull and the demand

for the latter amounts almost to a national craze.
There is something inspiring in the unanimity with which the

American people adopt a new idea, once they approve it, as

they have approved the Hull.
It is one of the secrets of our greatness that we throw off the old

way for the new as soon as the new proves better.
We said a year ago a million people
would adopt the Hull, when they
found how superior it is to the old

style.
They have done it. Entire communi-

ties have changed the umbrella habits
of a life time.

Understand, these thousands of people
who are buying the Hull, are not pay-
ing a special price or a fancy price to
get the Hull Detachable and Inter-
changeable feature.—First of all, you
get the best umbrella in the world in
the Hull ; and you get the Detach-
able and Interchangeable device, ab-
solutely without cost, whether you
pay $1 or $50.

POST

the attention of thousands of
1795

LOOK FOR THE NAME
"HULL" ON THE BUT-
TON. IT MEANS AS
MUCH AS STERLING

HULL UMBRELLA
DETACHABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE HANDLE

MANUFACTURED BY

Hull Brothers
TOLEDO

Umbrella Co.
OHIO
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THE SKELETON

DIAMONDS ARE INSURED
AGAINST LOSS WHEN SET IN OUR

PLATINUM TIPPED MOUNTINGS
We guarantee our Platinum Tips and will replace any which through wear endanger

the safety of the stone
This guarantee feature makes friends. Your customers are bound to appreciate it

and sales are easily effected
Made in the Arch Crown, Skeleton and Light Belcher Styles

FURTHER INFORMATION CHEERFULLY GIVEN. SEND FOR SAMPLES AND ORDER BLANKS

ARCH CROWN MFG. CO., 26 CAMP ST., NEWARK, N. J.
THE NEW ARCH CROWN

COMBS! HAT PINS! BARRETTES!
We Have a Large
and Startling Line
of Sellers

Some exquisite
rhinestone effects
that are alluring and
appeal to the women
folk. For many
months back we
have appealed to
you through these
columns to get in
touch with a jobber
or with us and look
our line over. Have
you done it ? If not,
we have both lost.
During the holidays
combs will be big
sellers. You owe it
to yourself and to
your patronage to
get in touch with
our line.

Write us at once for
further particulars if
your jobber does not
carry our line.

We make
MOUNTED COMBS, BARRETTES AND HAT PINS
in Beautiful Rhinestone and Filigree Effects from Popular Prices up to the Most Expensive

Providence Manufacturing Company RProvideho d Isillacned
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DESnams

C 
WATCH/
SCHOOL 

,

We accept only a limited number of students at a time in our
attendance school.

If you think of attending a school write for our booklet and terms
now. Our correspondence lessons will be free to you if you expect
to attend our school.

Our booklet and literature explaining all is flee for the asking.

293 PERRY STREET :: ATTICA, INDIANA

 ■•■•■•■=010

CANDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

Write To-day for Our
New Catalog

Illustrating and describing our 0,
12, 16 and 18 Size Movements and

Complete Watches
with prices to the public in plain
figures, to the trade in code. It
will help you sell

ROCKFORD

WATCHES

The Watch that yields you a living
profit, without the danger of your
customer ever becoming dissatis-
fied, because some catalog house
or department store quoted lower
prices.

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

Scores of young men owe their success to the thorough andpractical training received at the W. I. of H., the
Official School of the Wis. Retail Jewelers Association
WHAT WE DID FOR OTHERS WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Watchmaking Engraving Jewelry Repairing
Our Home Study Course in Watchmaking
There are thousands of young men working in stores who are surrounded by all the oppor-tunities for learning watchmaking except the proper system of instruction. Aware of this fact,the W. I. of H. has established a Home Study Department, with a view of teaching watchrepairing by correspondence. This system of instruction is as thorough as it possibly canbe, embracing Mechanical, Practical and Theoretical Horology. The course consists of 43printed lessons, containing nearly 400 illustrations and other special features, making it anexcellent substitute for an attendance course to those unable to leave home or their positionand is incomparably less expensive.

Send for Prospectus and state if Attendance or Home Study Course is desired

Wisconsin Institute of Horology
Enterprise Building MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

ROCKFORD WATCH CO.
ROCKFORD, ILL.
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The Portable Ever Ready
"Champion" Sand Blasting Machine

FOR JEWELERS' USE
THE "CHAMPION" SAND BLASTING MACHINE is built ex-pressly for the Jewelers' use and is an indispensable accessory to the up-to-date Jewelry Workshop. It is neither a toy nor a cheaply constructedarrangement -but a machine which produces an air blast, WITHOUT THEUSE OF FOOT BLOWERS OR EXPENSIVE POWER PRESSUREBLOWERS and does all the work of a sand blast.
Thtt "Champion" Sand Blnsting Machine, fully patented, is built on common senseprinciples. the main feature being the AIR PUMP, which can be operated by eitherMOTOR or FOOT POWER.
The pump which forces the air into the sand tank and air reservoir mingles with thesand, which is forcibly projected against the object, producing a satin or matt finish. Bymeans of a regulating wive on top of sand reservoir the flow of sand can be regulated soas to produce any desired matt effect. Interchangeable nozzles are supplied for the use offiner or coarser sand. The air pump and the sand and air reservoir rest on a solid,polished, wooden box, provided with sand drawer,2 cuffed hand holes, glass window inback and slanting glass panelled front door for observation and admittance of largearticles. The simplicity and efficiency of the machine, its portability and the ease withwhich it is handled make it the most EFFECTIVE AND MOST COMPLETE SANDBLAST on the market, and being moderately priced places it within the reach of everyjeweler. A quantity of flint is furnished with every Sand Blast. You can start work at once.Dimensions, 14x 16 x 27 Weight, 70 lbs., boxed Price, $30.00 Net Cash

The "Champion" Plating Machine With Solutions
A Complete Plating Outfit Guaranteed to Work Correctly in every detail, containing :

Price, $15.00 Net Cash

We are

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16
Ounces) Roman Gold Solution

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint 16
Ounces) Rose Cold Solution

Plating Salts for Making 1 IF int (16
Ounces) Silver Solte ion

Plating Sal!, for Making 1 I int ( 16
Ounces ) Copper Solution

Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes,
knamelcd Flaing lank and Stand,
IA ice Instruction book and one

"CHAMPION" Plating
Machine for $15.00

net cash

Prices of Plating Salts:
Antique Green Gold Salts for 1 quart

Solution $4  80
Egyp,ian Green Cold 5  00
Silver Salts, for half-gallon, $3.15 ,

for 1 gallon 6.00
French Gray Salts, for I gallon . . . 2.50
Copper or Brass Salts, for 1 gallon • 2.50
Silver Oxidizer . 50 cents and $1.00
Roman Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution 4.50
Red Gold
Old Eralrh 4.50
14 or 18 Karat Gold 4.50,Rose Gold ., , 

4.80.. ..Orange Rose 4.80•. .•Green Gold 4.80
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CAN BE HAD OF ANY JOBBER OR DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, 78 Lafayette St., New YorkSPECIALISTS in Plating Machines, Plating Salts and Solutions. They are no SIDE LINE, but OUR SPECIALTY

RELIABLE GOODS at Best Attainable Prices
OPER AL GLASSES Special Importation

Novel and Staple Designs Now Ready, Send in Your Orders
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADELORGNETTES in Solid Gold I OUR OWN

MAKEGold Filled, Sterling Silver and Gold Plated; also set with Semi-Precious StonesCELLULOID LORGNETTES, a fine assortment in plain and pierced designs ; also setwith semi-precious stones encrusted in gold and Filver.

A Good Assortment of Telescopes

OPERA GLASS HOLDERS
In Pearl, Mack or Spencer Patent

3-Piece, $2.80 2-Piece, $3.40 Each
LORING'S OPHTHALMOSCOPE

Latest and Best, $3.60 Net Cash with Order
READING 1 In Nickel and I In 2 I .
GLASSES Celluloid I Qualities Sizes, 1 to5 in. Diameter

ANOTHER REDUCTION IN PRICE

NEW " IL IKIT" Sanitary or ShellIn Gold and Gold Filled Mountings and With Rita or Frames.SPECIAL OFFEIL-One sample set of gold-filled 12 "Ilikit" mountings, etched onlenses, in neat velvel-uned ease for fitting, $8.00 net.Gold t ess I I 0. 19 IC,  
Gold Fiiieti 12 IC, 1 10 I LA Krr shell Guards ....... .  A L1J31 NO I LI KIT Sanitary Guards  Gold Ftlled Rimless 1 t10-12 K.   5.50Solid 10 K. Gold, Rimless   15.00 1.4011, lien one dozen or more ore purchased at one time we allow 10 per cent. MT for cash.'feistier's Improved Leos MonsIlro fir ..... . . . 83.00 each

Per. Doz. Per Pr.
$ 6.60 $ .60

• 6.00 .60
4.00 .45

Improved " IL IKIT " Eyeglass Frames
'Cr doz. Per Pt'.$olid 10 K. Hold Interchangeable . . $24.00 $2.00Wild Filled Interchangeable 1/111-12 K. 60 .90Gold Filled In terehangpaille 1130-12 K., 8.50The Best and Mcst Itti table 1' ingerpit co Mat it ling Made ulLIKIT"

OPTICAL GLASS IN CHUNKS FOR DISPLAY AT 30 CENTS A POUND
The WORK. KRYPTOKS AND STEVENS QUALITY. 65 CASII ONLY ALL oirricAL TOOLS AND MACHINERY FURNISHED AT LOWEST PRICES

AGENTS FOR STEVENS & CO., INC.. GOLD FILLED GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES 
When not otherwise stated 10 ff off for cash

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000) Satisfied Owners of the AUDEMAIR Prove Our Claim for the World Renowned Trial Case

AUDEMAIR $10.00 to $85.00
Send for our Complete Catalogue

of Other Styles

No. 1000, cootaill log 06 + and -sph. lenses with trial frame, $10.00
No. 1031, containing 168 lenses and

discs, double-grooved trial frames
with index   $29.00
No. 1075, containing 211 lensesand discs, double-grooved trialframe, space and under tray forgoods   $50.00
No. 1052, containing 262 lensesand discs, with tn pie cell, revel ing

frame, space fur tray . . . $00.00
No. 95236 containing 262 lensesnod discs, with t riple cell, revolvingtrial frame, antique oak case,

$00.00
No. 16710. Traveling, neat andcompact, black seal leather cover-ing, velvet lined.
20 pairs Sphericals -
11 " Cylinders.
9 Prism pairs No. 1945 Frame.

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0,.00 Eye
Made by the 1111 PROVED

METHOD
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGH LY LusT ER ED

.V.5525. 12 K., 1-10 Frames, Velvet Tip CableTetuples
5524. 72 K., 1-10 Riding Bow . . Frames5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cal:de "1564. 10 IC., 1-10 Riding Bow
1565. IC K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

Per dozen
$7  50

. • 5.60

. . 7.00

. . 5.40

. . 6.60

. . 4.00

. . 5.00
QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

Gold and Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings Per doz.1194 10 K., Gold, Riding Bow MountingsF5394 1-10 12 K., Riding Bow Mountings
F594 1-10 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings
5194 1-30 10 K., Riding Bow Mountinvs

. .
  85.60; Cable, 7.10
  5.40; Coble, 6.80  4.20; Coble, 5.20

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKCATALOGUE CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING 
MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS
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MARATHON

-Main Office-

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

The

THANKS

we are

too

busy to

Talk

Line

ORR

Sold

Through

Jobbers

Only

New York Office

9 MAIDEN LANE



Just What You Have
Always Wanted!

A BOON TO THE RETAILER
It costs you practically nothing

Because It pays you an enormous profit
It enables you to make repairs at once
It will bring you increased patronage

The Jeweler's Companion..........
Containing 30 dozen imitation Jewels in
the most desirable kinds and sizes,
consisting of brilliants, oval and round
turquoise, whole and half pearls, rubies,
sapphires, emeralds, topaz, amethyst,
opals, etc., for immediate repairing.

The sketch below shows a two-
third size of the outfit.

El
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rice, $1.25 Net

FO SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Gold and Silver Solder
ALWAYS IN THE LEAD
Easy flowing and good color

MADE BY

F. H. NOBLE ee CO., Chicago

You Should Buy Your Sign Now
Don't wait any

longer; prepare for
your Holiday 1idO
IR Ay—display an up-
to-date Electric
Flasher Watch Sign
and you will make
your store front
bright and attractive;
be the first in your
city to advertise in
this manner, it will
certainly pay you big
profits. The way to
the jeweler is shown
by his sign.

Grout's Electric
Flasher Watch

Sign

is new and attractive
in every way—made
(,f strong, durable
metal. Has r n LI IL d(val frame with swell oval glass dial on both sides (whic i cal be taken out ft irrepairs), has 2 flashing lights inside so as to illuminate the dials—dials letteredwith your name on, if desired. Frame finished with best gold leaf, completelywired ready to put up.

No. 400K. 26 inch sign, wired complete, gold finish,  $35.00
No. 402K. 32 inch sign, wired complele, gold finish   45.00

Order of Any Wholesale House, or

Grout's Excelsior Sign Co. 126 Dearborn Street
CHICAGO

Established Over 30 Years. Catalogue Sent Free

1801

CHRISTMAS TRADE
The six or seven weeks previous to the 25th day of Decem=
ber is the best season of the year for the Retail Jeweler.

It is the time when he sees "the silver lining." It is the
time when his cases must be filled with bright, snappy
merchandise that will appeal to his customers at a glance.

His store is filled with customers, eager and anxious to
leave their cash (or their names on the books) in exchange
for various articles—gifts for the Christmas season.

Sales must be made quickly to one customer in order to
make way for another.

The Jeweler with the attractive, quick=selling stock will show
a balance on the profit side of the ledger at inventory time.

Have you this sort of stock in your store?

Or, are you one of the "has been" variety
with a stock that requires hard talking and
a lot of time to sell?

Our
Road 
Salesmen:
ASHER GREEN
IRVING COHN
S. W. PERCY
j. C. DUFF
Wm. DUFF
HENRY COHEN

L. M. NEW

S. S. KOBER
Wm.BERNHEIMER

CHAS. W. BULL
Wm. HENSCHALL
()TT() KRAUS

A POSTAI. from
YOU will bring

one of the above
genial Salesmen.

GET THE AVERBECK HABIT!

Turn  to our New Green Catalogue, No. 117
which was recently sent you and send us an
order for a lot of "stock brighteners" that
will make this Christmas season "a thing of
beauty and a joy forever" to you.

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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'1°' HOLIDAY UMBRELLAS and CANES
is at its heighth and affords an excellent opportunity for especially good selection

q Our Louis XVI styles appeal very strongly to the jewelry trade and in these styles
are to. be found a number of engraved handles that will prove very interesting. (11 By

handling our Perfect Detachable Handle Umbrella you are assured of a handsome

profit and insured against competition. They are exclusive. We are the sole makers

of the patented device which is different from other styles on the market. Its talking

points, while simple, are strong and convincing. (0 Our latest creation The Locket

Handle Umbrella is something entirely new and will appeal very forcibly to all umbrella

purchasers and irresistible to many who will purchase umbrellas for Christmas gifts.

This umbrella is especially fitting for the jewelers' stock and it will pay you to secure a

supply at once.

We will send sample assortment, express paid, which can be returned if not
entirely satisfactory upon receipt of same. Drop us a line.

Our goods are put in fine individual cartons.

If you will write us at our Baltimore address we will have our representative, who is now on the road, call and demonstrate

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD C& CO.
NEW YORK-396-398 Broadway

PHILADELPHIA-1011 Chestnut Street

SAN FRANCISCO-717 Market Street

Makers of "Perfect Shape" Umbrellas

Factory and Office, Baltimore and Howard Streets

BALTIMORE, MD.

Seals Are Popular This Year
In this advertisement we display a few of the many seals we produced last year

The illustrations are merely suggestions and detail can be arranged if desired Every jeweler ought to have mir catalog.
We can help you to sell goods for we

submit special sketches which our spec-
ial designers are adept at getting up.
The prices of these pins depends largely

U1)01 the amount of detail to be brought
out and the quantity of pins ordered.

Ordinary designs for centers,
such as monograms, dates or
letters, can be furnished, with
patent safety catches, in dozen
lots or more for $2.40 each in 10K
gold, or $2.75 each, in 14K gold.

Discount to Jewelers
Write for Catalog.

Bastian Bros. Co.  DEPT. 526  

ROCHESTER :: NEW YORK

LOCKETS
A LARGE, VARIED LINE IN

THE VERY LATEST EFFECTS

4377
41 2

There is an exceptionally brisk demand for these exquisite art
icles of adornment at present.

The locket season will soon be in full swing, and you should b
e prepared to get your share.

But be sure you have lockets that are well made, that hav
e an individuality back of them and quality, too.

10 Karat gold quality that you can bank on being 10 Kara
t fine.

The BASSETT Line IS 10 KARAT Fine

Our line comprises the newest styles and latest pa
tterns in BRACELETS, FOBS, LOCKETS and CHAINS.

Twenty-five years of consistent endeavor has built up a busin
ess in which you can repose confidence.

Our motto is " The Best Goods at the Best Price." Send for catalog illustrative of our complete line. It's

yours for the asking.

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturers of Fine Gold Jewelry and Plated Chains

Aborn and Mason Sts. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE

37 Maiden Lane

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

1116 Lumber Exchange 705 Columbus Building

I 803



How We Bring
You and the
Farmer Together

We started in the wholesale jewelry business twenty years ago
in one small room, with one small clerk and a small stock, but
with a large determination to do business in a BIG WAY.

During these two decades we have built up one of the largest
wholesale jewelry businesses in the country and have done it
mainly by sticking religiously to one precept which we laid down
for ourselves at the very beginning.

We treat our customers as we would like to be treated.
Our books show hundreds of names of customers who have been
with us from the start.

The farmer has been the biggest patron
of the mail order houses.
Now we are reasoning him back to you.
In twenty-five of the most influential
farm papers, we are now telling the
farmer why it is best to buy watches of
the Legitimate Retail Jeweler.
We are also using the Saturday Evening
Post and the Literary Digest, and in all
our copy we boost the jeweler as much
as we boost the South Bend watch.
'There is only one way for you to profit
by our advertising, and that is—carry a
good line of South Bend Watches.
Put out a South Bend sign and signal to the
public that you carry South Bend Watches
in stock. That will get you business.

SOUTH BEND WATCH CO.
Makers of High Grade Watches
Highest Quality Filled Cases

SOUTH BEND : INDIANA

ASHER GREEN

I RVING COHN

S. W. PERCY

J. C. DUFF

\\TM DUFF

HENRY COHEN

L. M. NEW

S. S. KOBER

Wm.BERNHEIMER

CHAS. W. BULL

Wm. HENSCHALL

OTTO KRAUS

A POSTAL from
YOU will bring
one of the above
genial Salesmen.

They have stuck to us because they have always
had a Square Deal from us.

Our Specialty is filling mail orders from our New

Green Catalogue No. 117 in such a manner that
our mail order customers are as well pleased as if
they had visited our store and selected the goods
in person.

Are you one of our mail order customers?

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER — IMPORTER

THE LEGITIMATE RETAIL JEWELER
SELLING SOUTH BEND WATCHES.

THE SOUTH BEND WATCH FACTORY IS WORKING NIGHTS
"Straws tell which way the wind blows"
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To Make Good Profits on Cut Glass You Need
a Line That is Distinctive Not Conventional

ENITH

ZENITH
A Wonderful Watch

ZUthitt
sZat ams

To retailers of Tuthill Cut Glass there is complete protection against competition of both imitation cut
glass and other makes of real cut glass. This protection is found in the exclusiveness of Tuthill designs.

Tuthill designs are original, distinctive, unique, artistic. They are impossible of reproduction in
pressed-cut or acid-finished glass. They have a character found in no other make of even fine real cut glass.

The distinct character of Tuthill Cut Glass is due in chief to its cutting—backed up by its crystal trans-
parency and liquid brilliancy. The conventional, monotonous, repetition and haphazard arrangement of
straight line designs—"wheels," "stars," etc., that serves to level other makes of cut glass is absent from
Tuthill 's. Each shape is separately designed—a bowl design is not slapped willy-nilly on a vase or vice-versa.

The point of which is that on Tuthill Cut Glass you can make, get and maintain prices that will pay you
good profits. The Tuthill newness and distinctiveness of design and quality will sustain you. Ycur customers
will not find Tuthill pieces apparently duplicated in the nearby ten-cent store, nor in
the cheap department house.

We are advertising in leading periodicals and offering to send our educative booklet
free to all who ask it. We also supply our dealers with copies of this booklet to distribute

among their patrons. All this is to the end that dealers in our glass shal be protected from competition of the
cheap-John, unscrupulous dealers in counterfeit glass. The Tuthill Line is for more prestige and more profits.

TUTHILL CUT GLASS CO., Middletown, N. Y.

It is not how much you say
as what you say

It is not how much you
have in stock

as what you have

You want choice, salable goods---
well selected patterns of good
quality and at the right prices
in fact, you want

Jewelry for the Jeweler

which means our line

It is the pick of the best. If you
haven't seen it you should drop us a line.

BALTIMORE, MD.

In the Annual Competition of Chronometry
at the Astronomical Observatory of
Neuchatel, Switzerland, under State Patron-
age and Control in 1909 this 'Watch beat all
previous records of that Observatory

BY A LARGE MARGIN

The ZENITH has taken prizes at Exposi-
tions and Observatory Contests and occupies
a very prominent Position in the Horologi-
cal World.
There are Six Grades of Movements, from
7 to 21 Jewels, adjusted to heat, cold and
positions. These movements will fit all
sizes of American Cases, besides a number
of Swiss sizes.

roomoi0.000uomm000xexoxeMa

EDMOND E. ROBERT
Selling Agent

3 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK
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HAND PAINTED ENAMEL JEWELRY
(11 Absolutely original and made only by us exclusively.
G A fine Xmas line of HAND PAINTED Enamel Jewelry

never before made or shown in this country.

(11 These Hand Painted Enamel goods are made in Brooches, Hat
Pins, Veil and Collar Pins, Sash or Belt Pins, Cuff Links, etc., etc.

411 It would be impossible to portray the exquisite colorings, the
subjects and workmanship.

(I To properly convey the beauty and appealing force of these goods
they must be seen. To see them means to appreciate and buy them.

(11 Here's an exceptional opportunity to stock an original line in
Enamel Jewelry.

(ll Write AT ONCE.

THE F. A. HERMANN COMPANY Melrose HighlandsMass.
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WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO

SELL
You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small—do not turn him down absolutely, send the
goods to me for a

SPOT CASH
OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 1994 of this issue. Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
AMSTERDAM. TULPSTRAA I 10 ESTABLISHED 1891

1011 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LONDON, AUDIZEY HOUSE, ELY PLACE

ART ',LOWE RS C,hristmas Holly
or Window and

Store Decoration Poinsettias

Chrysanthemums

ASSORTMENT

LARGF.R

THAN EVER

MAKES

SELECTION

EASY

Have you received my snecia/
Xmas folder No. 9?

Would be glad to mail you
copy.

140 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

JEWELERS VISITING NEW YORK
are invited

to

visit

our office

and see

sample

work

Of

MINIATURES, ARTISTIC ENGRAVING, ETCHING an
DECORATING GOLD an SILVERWARE

THERE IS ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW WORTH SEEING
Circulars and price-lists on application 

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO., 45 Maiden Lane

LEARN ENGRAVING

FOR. FIVE DOLLARS

A complete course of lessons by an expert
engraver, a set of engraver's tools and practice
material, and a book of monograms and
alphabets for $5.00.
Th Q book of moriogrttom £11(311‘,.: $1.(X)
11111C 114.S3C31114 alone $2.00

American School of Erigruvirig
45 Maiden t,un NEW YORK-, N. V.
  1M00 SATISFIBILI 11->U1HA8EiRS  

BUYING BY MAIL
There are still a small number of Retail Jewelers in this
country who are timid about ordering goods by mail,
and who do not think they can secure satisfactory goods
or service in that manner.

They wait until the " knight of the sample case " calls
around, or go to their small local market once a year to
buy in person.

These are just the "fellers " we want to meet—by mail!

Say, fellers! Come across just once!

Send us a trial order for goods selected from our New Green Catalogue
No. 117 (just recently mailed to you).

A trial order is all we need to convince the skeptical,
and we guarantee right here that we will not fill
such a trial order with any more than our regular
carefulness.

Our
Road 
Salesmen: 
ASHER GREEN

IRVING COHN

S. W. PERCY

j. C. DUFF
Wm. DUFF

HENRY COHEN

L. M. NEW

S. S. KOBER
Wm.BERNHEIMER

CHAS. W. BULL

Wm. HENSCHALL

orro KRAUS

A POSTAL from
YOU will bring
one of the above
genial Salesmen.

Are you afraid to be convinced?

We dare you to let us "Missourize" you!

WRITE TO-DAY

To-morrow never comes to the wide-awake merchant.
It is always to-day with him.

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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your Old G.)1d, Silver til Platinum
THROUGH OUR CRUCIBLES

So many others are getting

We buy and pay the highest
prices for any Old Scraps or Filings
containing any of the above metals.

REFINING, ASSAYING AND SMELTING OUR SPECIALTY

Give us a trial and get a square deal.

110FTVI AN  

This is a special design

HOFMAN
WALL CASE

for the best display and protection of

SILVERWARE
and CUT GLASS

This case may be constructed of any wood, in any finish,
any number of sections. The carving is executed by hand.

The doors, which slide upwards, make the case thoroughly dustproof. The shelves are easily
adjustable, and there are convenient and roomy drawers under the floor of the case and in the base.

This is but one of many special cases that we have designed and built for our customers. We
would appreciate an opportunity to submit designs and estimates for cases to meet your individual re-
quirements. Write for our catalogue and see our line of handsome fixtures suitable for the jewelry trade.

of any dimensions, and may comprise

JOHN HOFMAN COMPANY, 43 Leighton Ave., ROCHESTER, N. Y.
U )MAN  

HOFTVI A N

  I 10E-MA N

READY NOW! READY NOW!

M. J. AVERBECK'S

NEW 1911 CATALOG
Splendidly illustrated with Photo-

Engravings taken direct from the goods.

Many important new designs not shown

in other Catalogs.

Many changes. Prices modified to suit

the present "high cost of living."

This Catalog is issued for the use of the

legitimate Retail Jeweler only.

Be sure you send a Big Order for your

Holiday Needs. You'll not be sorry.
 VIONNIM! 

THE CHRISTMAS RUSH IS ON ! ORDER TO-DAY! I

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer—Importer

10 AND 12 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK
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LO LINK CU FF BUTTONS,
x.00 

PER

E Verywhe reFINE GOLD FILLED. . °

GUARANTEED TO WEAR A LIFETIME. They save laundry bills because they keep your cuffs in
perfect form and cannot wrench, stretch or fray the buttonholes. You can turn bp your sleeves without
removing buttons or soiling cuffs. You put them in once and they remain until cuffs .or shirt need laun-
dering. They are simple in construction; nothing to get out of order. A finger's motion turns the lever
and locks the button. Made in fifty styles for men and women. We know they give entire satisfac
tion. We guarantee to refund the money to any purchaser if a ten days trial proves unsatisfactory.

C. D. LYONS CO., Mansfield, Mass.

Our vigorous advertising campaign to the consumer on Lyons Lock Link Cuff Buttons is now appearing in the most popular
and widely circulated magazines.
Every jeweler will have calls for these buttons.
You should take advantage now of this opportunity to become familiar with the only practical link cuff button on the market---
that separates. ( See our offer below.)
Lyons Lock Links are made in two grades and come in dozen and half dozen assortments. Finished in Plain, Roman, Rose
or English gold.

Grade A, $ 8.00 per dozen, retails at $1.00
Grade B, $12.00 per dozen, retails at $1.50
Every pair of Lyons Lock Links is Guaranteed to Wear a Lifetime

You can secure Lyons Lock Links at these prices through your jobber or by sending direct to the manufacturers

Our Offer We will send on 10 days' approval one half dozen assortment of Lyons Lock Links to any
reputable dealer. If they do not prove the best cuff fastener which you have ever seen, return
them at our expense. When writing state which grade button you desire.

C. D. LYONS CO., Mansfield, Mass.
Will you take our word until you have tried them—then we will take yours. SEE OFFER
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[HERE IT IS! IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF! 
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We can't make you buy and haven't any desire to do so UNLESS IT'S TO YOUR

ADVANTAGE.  But don't imagine for a minute we are going to give up trying. If you

once try us, you'll be glad we were persistent. M. J. AVERBECK.
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MR. JEWELER ..

Does your wholesale house carry the largest
and best selected lines of Merchandise that
you use every day?

Are you sure their prices are right?

Are your mail orders filled promptly and
correctly?

Are you satisfied?

Write to us.

Our policy:—BROAD, LIBERAL, and
CORRECT.

38 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS DEALING
IN HONEST GOODS AT HONEST
PRICES.

H. F. HAHN & COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1873 INCORPORATED

 --- 1909
 IHM'--7EifTIRIgi

'1'

'f'-I I.—za, ,■ \,„ I A

Powers Building, Wabash Ave. and Monroe St.--, A ------
;

CHICAGO :: ILLINOIS
ji 4-

•,,,
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONES :

CENTRAL 1336
_7– 

(

— 
) RANDOLPH 3100

_ AUTOMATIC 1075

Enter Like a Needle

2069

(47-3' •Irn
ow' 2,37rec

sz.,)
2060 S

Nam,
2068 WP

e.,•#`

Quo
2059

2059 EWP

(19

2059 C

e
2424 AA

2424 E

2 4

,144t

224S A

2348 B

Hold Like an Anchor

The completeness of the
line of these new and

desirable

KREMENTZ
BODKIN
CLUTCH
STUDS

AND

VEST
BUTTONS

is shown by the accom-
panying illustrations.
Among this variety of

styles you can always find
something to please the
most fastidious customer.

The BODKIN
CLUTCH STUDS
pierce the stiffest starched
button hole or eyelet, as
easily as a needle and
without marring the shirt
front. Easy to adjust they
hold like an anchor. No
loose parts, no hinges, no
spiral springs. Solderless
and unbreakable.

GUARANTEE

If for any reason whatever,
a Krementz Bodkin-Clutch
Stud or Vest Button ever gets
broken, a new one will be fur-
nished in exchange without
charge.

We sell them at prices
which bring a good profit
to the jeweler, and will
allow him to more than
meet competition with any
other high class Studs or
Vest Buttons on the market.

ASK US

KREMENTZ & CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

SAN FRANCISCO, 722 Shreve Building

PARKS BROTHERS & ROGERS, 20 Maiden Lane,

New York, Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade for

U. S. and Canada.

..
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"THE 1847 GIRL"
is appearing in all the
leading magazines and
has become a familiar
figure, recognized and
welcomed by thousands
of readers.

She is occupying the back covers,
in colors, of such periodicals
as The Ladies' Home Journal,
Delineator, Designer, New Idea,
Woman's Home Companion,
Pictorial Review and Christian
Herald.

Every reader who sees "The 1847
Girl" will see the trade mark

1847 ROGERS BROS. S
TRIPLE

Link your store to the picture and the trade mark
by using the circulars, post cards, electrotypes, etc.,
which we will supply free of charge.
We can now supply electrotypes, with "The 1847 Girl" as part of the
design, varying from large double column to small single column size.
Our "1847 Girl" post cards and circulars show the "Girl" in colors and
have greatly helped many dealers. The electrotypes are complete adver-
tisements (text and cut) and with the addition of the dealer's name are
ready for use in newspaper or elsewhere. The circulars and post cards
we imprint with the dealer's name.

Write for circular 1169---describing and illustrating
our various advertising helps.

Meriden Britannia Company
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)

Meriden, Connecticut

New York Chicago San Francisco

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of thisjournal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth ofall reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisementsthat are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 31 Philadelphia, November, 1910 No. II
Copyright, iota, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
By

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 (so shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents (I shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable to
TIIE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

CHANGE OF Am:mass—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new
address.

ADVERTISEMENTS—Advertising rates furnished on applica-
tion. No advertisements but those of a reputable
character inserted.

To AnyeansEas—Copy for advertisements must reach us
by the 25th of each month to insure insertion in the
issue of the following month. Changes in advertise-
ments should reach us not later than the 18th of the
previous month.

All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
NEW YORK
1102 JEWELERS BLDG.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
210 HOWARD BLDG.

CHICAGO
1201 HETwORTH BLDG.

8 09 -1311-813 N. 19TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LONDON
STEVENAGE HOUSE

40 HOLBORN VIADUCT, E. C.

Table of Contents on Page 1815

Our Holiday Number as a Business
Barometer

T has been our ambition for many years
to make each succeeding holiday num-

ber of this journal an improvement on its
predecessor. As the years pass this task be-
comes more and more difficult, yet we think
our readers will concede that in the pres-
ent magnificent issue we have worthily
maintained our record. We are quite con-
scious that the trade take no less pride in
our achievement than we do ourselves, and
we fully recognize that it is the kindness,
consideration and co-operation of the great
body of jewelers that have made this num-
ber possible. That it will be of much serv-
ice to them in their preparation for the
holiday season we have no doubt, and we
trust that in its dimensions it faithfully
foreshadows the character of the holiday
business now awaiting them.

Conditions generally are favorable. All
branches of the jewelry industry—manufac-•
turing; wholesale and retail—are in excel-

lent condition. Reports from Providence
and Attleboro tell of the increasing pres-
sure on the facilities of the manufacturers,
many of the factories finding it necessary
to work overtime and nearly all of them
advertising for additional skilled help. The
silverware interests, watch and clock fac-
tories and other industries which furnish
goods for the trade, report satisfactory con-
ditions and an increasing demand. So fa-
vorable, indeed, is the outlook that the job-
bers are very eager that the trade should
make their purchases at as early a date as
possible, not merely to relieve the strain of
the late season, but to assure supplies that
it may be difficult to secure promptly when
most needed.

While the retailers report a lull in some
sections, they look forward with confidence
to a holiday business which will be a ma-
terial improvement on that of last Year.
Large crops at high prices have again re-
warded the agriculturists, while abundant
work at good wages is the portion of every
willing worker. It remains for the retailers
themselves to make the most of the oppor-
tunity thus proffered them.

A Warning Against Jewelry Thieves

ELSEWHERE ill this issue we publish
quite an extensive list of robberies of

jewelry stores reported to the Jewelers' Se-
curity Alliance, which organization finds
therein very excellent reason for issuing a
general warning to the trade at this time.
The necessity for the exercise of the fullest
precautions against the machinations and
audacity of the thieving fraternity becomes
more evident as the holiday season draws
nigh. The features by which the great
Christmas festival is characterized make it
an especially propitious time for the evil
pursuits of the insinuating sneak thief, the
nocturnal plunderer and the window-smash-
ing desperado. Displays of merchandise at
this period are rich and tempting, purse-

strings are untied, and because of the cus-
tomary rush and bustle there is a relative
relaxation of alertness on the part of the
salespeople. It is becoming painfully mani-
fest that even during seasons of normal ac-
tivity the number of jewelry store robberies
which occur is alarmingly high, and these
are conceived and executed with an ingen-
ious deliberation which nothing buf the un-
remitting vigilance of the jeweler and his
employees can ever frustrate.

The most discouraging feature of the
robbery reports which reach this office is
the almost incredible gullibility displayed
by the victims. True, there are some who
cannot rightly be charged with laxness of
system or undue credence in the assevera-
tions of wily strangers, but at a time when
the newspapers are teeming with the nefa-
rious exploits of the pennyweight thief, the
bunco man and the bogus check impostor,
there can be no extenuation for the jeweler
who, through over-credulity, falls an easy
prey to their intrigues.

During the seasons of greatest activity
wherever the magnitude of the business
would justify it some one person or more
should be specially allotted to the detection
of dishonesty. This is an extremely criti-
cal position, and one which demands abnor-
mal presence of mind, a keen faculty of
divination and a ready, unerring judgment.
A person of a rash temperament would be
.as uncertain in such a searching role as a
lunatic with a loaded gun ; he may make a
wrong accusation at any moment, and the
penalty of this some jewelers know to their
cost. In the case of less pretentious stores
the task of balking the evil-doer must de-
pend upon the foresight and strategy of
the proprietor and his sales force. We will
cherish the hope, however, that when the
Christmas of 1910 has passed into history
and the time for reckoning resultant profits
has arrived, there will be no distressing and
unexpected losses to mar the profitable re-
sults of the season.
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Progress in the Field of Art Jewelry

C ON SIDERABLE space in this issue is
devoted to the interesting subject of

art jewelry. One of the most notable de-
velopments in the trade field during the
past decade has been the revival of art
metal work and the widening interest in
this specialty, until to-day a small army
of skilled workers are profitably engaged
in the intelligent manipulation of metals
and gems. The article of Miss Irene Sar-
gent, on page 1825, shows very impressively
the progress now being made in the United
States in the fashioning of art jewelry,
while in the article on the work of the great
master, Benvenuto Cellini, we furnish an
inspiring object-lesson to all who are in-
terested in art craftsmanship.

Not all, and perhaps not any, can hope
to rival the triumphs of Cellini, but there
is no reason why many of those who have
a predilection for this work should not
rival the excellence of the Americans re-
ferred to in Miss Sargent's article. Our
country, which revels in luxuries and dis-
play, affords a unique market for these
handsome products of hand and brain. The
cost of material is now a secondary consid-
eration to the art of the craftsman which
can give an immense value to a combina-
tion of gems and metal of slight value in
themselves. The subject of jewelry design-
ing is now taught in a number of institu-
tions and private schools throughout the
country, and the articles published in this
issue are by way of encouragement and
inspiration to those who have taken up this
specialty.

One of the great movements of the
time is the effort to revive manual skill.
No less a personage than Sir Frederick
Treves, the world-famed surgeon, devoted
a long article to this subject in a recent
issue of The Nineteenth Century and After.
In this article he greatly deplores the loss

• of manual skill which has resulted from
the modern system of production by ma-
chinery. All are now convinced that no ma-
chine has ever been invented to compare
in delicacy and accuracy with the trained
human hand. This is admirably shown by
the work now being done both in the Old
World and the United States by noted met-
alsmiths. John Ruskin, the great art critic,
verY aptly said, "We want one man to be
always thinking and another to be always
working, and we call one a gentleman and
the other an operator ; whereas the work-
man ought often to be thinking and the
thinker often to be working, and both
should be gentlemen in the best sense.
The mass of society is made up of morbid
thinkers and miserable workers. It is only
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by labor that thought can be made healthy,
and only by thought that labor can be
made happy, and the two cannot be sepa-
rated with impunity."

We are eager to do what we can to
aid this movement in these columns, and
commend to the special study of our read-
ers the articles dealing with arts and crafts
subjects in this issue.

Another Victory for the Fixed Selling
Price

IN the case brought some months ago bythe Waltham Watch Company against
Montgomery Ward Company, of Chicago,
to enjoin the defendant from selling cer-
tain Waltham movements at prices lower
than those fixed by the price contracts
under which such movements were sold by
the Waltham Company, a general demurrer
to the amended bill of complaint was filed
by the defendant. This demurrer was
argued before Judge Kohlsaat in Chicago
on October 12th and was overruled. The
effect of the decision is substantially to es-
tablish the legality and binding nature of
the complainant's system of price contracts.
The decision is tantamount to saying that
if the facts are as alleged in the bill then
the complainant must recover and will be
entitled to the injunction asked for. The
argument on behalf of the Waltham Watch
Company was made by Frank L. Crawford,
of New York. The defendant was repre-
sented by Charles C. Linthicum, of Chicago.

Prison for the Smugglers

S we have frequently reiterated in these
columns, the one feasible preventive

of smuggling is the incarceration of the
guilty party. Heretofore the government
has been entirely too lenient towards this
class of offenders, and the result has been
by no means encouraging. The vigilance
of the New York customs authorities
under the strenuous leadership of Collec-
tor Loeb has been so successful in expos-
ing the enormous amount of smuggled
goods, more particularly gems and jewelry,
that governmental patience has ceased to
be a virtue and the authorities will hence-
forth take full advantage of the powers
which the law confers upon them. The
announcement last month bY Judge Hand,
of the United States Circuit Court of New
York, that in future he would punish smug-
glers by sentencing them to prison has cre-
ated a panic among the smuggling frater-
nity and its effect will be far reaching.

It would seem that up to recent
months many of our wealthy people re-
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garded smuggling as an interesting gam-
ble, to the practice of which little or no
dishonor attached. The thoroughness of
Collector Loeb's methods, however, has
meant deep humiliation, if not actual dis-
grace, to the guilty parties, and a prison
sentence is all that is now needed to stamp
the practice with dishonor and shame. The
threat of the court has been given the
widest publicity by the press, and the ladies
of wealth and position will doubtless
promptly take notice. In a leading edi-
torial, typical of many on the subject, The
Saturday Evening Post says:

If ladies of wealth and good social position
would stop smuggling foreign travel would be
somewhat pleasanter. Because the ladies will not
stop smuggling all returning travelers at the port
of New York are liable to be treated as though
they were smugglers—in addition to being liars.
To nersons who are not smugglers and liars this
is somewhat annoying, yet it is very ungallant of
them to protest against it as they do. Obviously
the Government must proceed as though smuggling
were a very common act, or else it must make
smuggling a very uncommon act. The latter
course would relieve non-smuggling travelers of
considerable annoyance, but it would involve
horrid consequences to smuggling travelers. To
stop polite smuggling all that is necessary is to
send a few lady smugglers to jail according to
the statutes in such cases made and provided.
Thereafter a woman of good social position
would about as soon think of engaging in burg-
lary as of attempting to evade the customs laws.
It would then be easier for non-smugglers.

It must be kept in mind that the ladies
of wealth and position are not by any
means the sole offenders, as many members
of the trade are guilty of systematic evasion
of the law. They, too, however, wilt
promptly heed the threat of the court
which has given a severe blow to smug-
gling both as the sport of the wealthy and
the industry of certain members of the jew-
elry trade.

Duty of the Jeweler at This Season

Pr 
HE modern trade journal is so faith-

ful a reflex of the conditions of the
trade to which it is devoted, and the pres-
ent number is so suggestive of a promising
holiday season that it is opportune to in-
dulge in a little heart-to-heart talk with
our readers as to the most effective means
of reaping maximum benefit from the un-
usual opportunity. The holiday season is
indeed pre-eminently the jeweler's harvest-
time, and the magnitude of the crop will
depend largely on the preparation made.

To begin with, the store itself should
be made especially inviting. Its exterior,
no less then its interior, should appeal pleas-
antly to the public and convey to the ob-
server a favorable idea of the proprietor
and his wares. A clean, unobstructed pave-
ment, a tasteful, prosperous-looking store
front, a handsome modern sign, an attrac-
tive entrance—all these are important fac-
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tors in giving to the store an individuality
that appeals favorably to the public. In
this category, too, is the show-window,
which should be a crystallized edition-de-
luxe of the store itself, reflecting, in a
striking way, not only the beauty and merit
of the stock, but the enterprise and good
taste of the proprietor. Brilliant lighting,
spotless mirrors, rich draping and effective
arrangement in the window will speak vol-
umes for the goods and service within. And
care must be taken, especially at this sea-
son, that the interior of the store is worthy
of the exterior presentment—that the floors,
walls, fixtures, decorations and goods are
harmoniously bright and bewitching.

Christmastide is a time of joy and
good cheer, of giving and receiving, of hap-
piness and pleasantry, and the spirit of the
season should be reflected not only in the
store and decorations, but also in the un-
obtrusive politeness and graciousness of
manner of the proprietor and clerk.

PRESUMING that you have already
gone far in making the necessary

preparations in and around the store, that
you have purchased liberally and discrimi-
natingly, that seasonable goods are scintil-
lating on shelves and in show cases, that
suitable decoration has given the surround-
ings the genuine holiday atmosphere, and
that competent clerks are ready to welcome
the local public, have you attended to the
important essential of announcing your
preparations through the local press and
the mails? Have you sent a prettily-
worded, sealed letter to the most likely peo-
ple in your town or vicinity, informing
them of your purchases and inviting them
to visit your store and inspect the new
goods and styles, impressing on them par-
ticularly that the visit is not to be a pur-
chasing one, but rather for inspection and
comparison of styles, prices and quality?
Have you mailed them a circular or book-
let giving lists of suggestions for suitable
gifts for the various members of the family
from baby to grandpa, telling them of the
variety of these articles that may be seen
at your store? And finally, and most im-
portant of all, are you publishing daily in
the local press tasteful and catchy announce-
ments of your goods, your prices and the
wisdom of buying from a reliable jeweler,
who stakes his reputation on every sale?

IT is needless to repeat that the confidence
of the public is the jeweler's best asset;

and the holiday season furnishes the chance
of the year to profit by this confidence.
You should see to it, therefore, that every
possible jewelry purchaser in your locality
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should have his memory refreshed at this
time as to your reliability, your experience
in the business, your expert knowledge of
the goods, the completeness of your stock,
your honest and liberal treatment of pat-
rons and the thousand-and-one other things
which serve to ingratiate you and your
methods in the favor of the reasoning pub-
lic. It is an accepted truism • that Provi-
dence helps those who help themselves.
This year, at least, Providence has done its
part generously and well. If results are
unsatisfactory the blame is yours, and now
is the time to take such precautions as
will prevent such a consummation.

Notes of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association

By STEELE F. ROBERTS, PreSitlellt

O RGANIZATION is rife in the land—the retail jewelers in every State in
the Union. are awakening from their leth-
argy—unity and co-operation is the slogan.
Every mail brings inquiries : What does
the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association stand for ? What has it done?
What does it intend doing? Read its dec-
laration of objects—ask its 3,500 members
of the many benefits derived. It intends to
make the retail jewelry business safe, sane
and profitable by advocating modern busi-
ness methods and obtaining from manu-
facturers and wholesalers every legitimate
concession to which the retail jewelers are
entitled.

The West with its bumper crops rolls
as a tidal wave of good cheer and afflu-
ence over all the land and the holidays of
prosperity for the jeweler are drawing near.
Prepare yourself, your store, your stock for
its happy coming and by your zeal and en-
thusiasm make this the largest and most
profitable holiday season in your history.

The largest silver manufacturing com-
pany in the United States has this month
established a fixed ratio of profit on the
retail selling price of their sterling silver
products. The company is to be congratu-
lated for the commendable act, which is
in perfect accord with the minimum selling
price policy as advocated by the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association at
the Detroit convention. Let the good work
of equity and price adjustment go on and
the retail jeweler will ultimately come into
his own.

It has been suggested that the retail
jewelers in every city and town shall unite
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in adopting a specified date for an annual
cash clearance sale, that they may dispose
of, at private sale, accumulations of old
stock, discontinued styles and shop-worn
goods. To avoid contention, ill feeling or
jealousy, it is desired that this sale shall
occur at a fixed period, so that all jewelers
in the cities and towns shall have equal
opportunity to participate. In view of the
necessity of such sales and the great benefit
to be derived from the elimination of unde-
sirable goods from the jewelers' stock, I
hereby suggest and name the month of
February, 1911, when all jewelers who so
desire may advertise; display in their win-
dows and stores, all obsolete patterns and
shopworn goods and sell the same for cash,
during this month, at any reduction in price
they may desire, regardless of cost or pre-
vious value. As a "Gentlemen's Agree-
ment" it is understood that these reductions
in prices shall not apply to watches with
or without fixed selling prices or new goods
of any character whatever, but simply to
old, accumulated stock.

A copy of the law regulating the
stamping of gold and silver as enacted by
the State of New York has been mailed to
the presidents of all State organizations of
the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation and to prominent jewelers in un-
organized States, urging the presentation
and passage of such an act at the next
meeting of the legislature in their respec-
tive States.

As the law passed by the State of New
York covers every phase of protection to
the public, retailer and manufacturer and
conforms with the national law, it is essen-
tial that this law be passed in its entirety
without change or amendment, so that the
law in all States may be uni form and in
absolute harmony with the national law.
In States where there is only a partial or
indefinite gold and silver law, it is essential
that this new act may be presented and
passed that all State laws may, as hereto-
fore mentioned, be uniform.

The president will gladly forward
copies of the gold and silver stamping law

to any so desiring.

Mr. T. Zurbrugg, President of The
Keystone Watch Case Co., whose health
had suffered from overwork, has just re-
turned from Europe, where he spent a few
months for rest and recuperation. His
friends will be pleased to learn that his
sojourn on the continent has been most
beneficial and that with restored health he
has again taken up his business responsi-
bilities with accustomed vigor.
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COLONIAL SERIES WATCHES

Colonial Series
Riverside Maximus

Enamel Dial

Showing Enamel Dial

These watches are a noteworthy addition
to the Waltham line.
They are exceptionally thin and may be had with
enamel, silver finish or gilded metal dials of
artistic design.

Colonial Series appeal to the most critical buyers.

Movements to be had in five grades, viz:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS, 23 Jewels, Adjusted
RIVERSIDE, 19 Jewels, Adjusted
ROYAL, 17 Jewels, Adjusted
No. 1425, Idewels
No. 1420, 15 Jewels

All Colonial Series watches are cased and timed at the
factory. They are delivered to the trade in display
boxes. The retail selling price is fixed and plainly
printed on the contract notice which is placed in
the box with each watch before leaving the factory.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Design for a Christmas Window

A Christmas window trim is suggested
in our illustration which is not only effective
and attractive, but also has a most important
feature for a Christmas window in a smaller
store, the accessibility of the goods dis-
played to show to customers. The figure
gives a good idea of the general form of
the window and it can be best built in three
sections. The bank consists of a framework
built out of N boards, in saw-tooth style,
as shown. This raises the display and
makes it very attractive to the passer-by and
at the same time makes it easy to reach
into to get things out. The next section
is a square platform and one step, about five
inches, below the top and about five inches
wide. The front section is a slant extending
from the front edge of the step to the base
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pins, etc. At the rear and in the center
suspend a sign, edged with evergreen and
worded : "Gifts from here are known to
be gifts of quality," or some similar phrase.

The general effect of this display is
beautiful and the plan permits of easily
showing the goods displayed or taking out
the entire display and replacing it in a short
time if the window needs cleaning.

It is not a good idea to price very much
goods in the Christmas display, but it is
quite often wise to give a general idea of
the price. For instance, on the goods placed
on the pads in front small tags reading:
These brooches, $1.50 to $5.00, etc., might
be placed and often attract a buyer who, if
there was no clue to the price, might
imagine them much more costly.

Another desirable feature of working
out a form of this kind is that it may be

of the window, about one-half inch back
from the glass. Any two colors may be
combined in a form of this kind, but a most
effective combination and one very appro-
priate for Christmas is green and red. Get
red velvet of a bright shade and cover all
the framework of the window, as described
above. this material, and then edge the
entire form and also the window with ever-
green rope. At the rear of the display,
leaning against the highest point of the
back, have boards covered with green
velvet and on which are suspended watches,
mesh bags and similar articles. In front of
the lower section in this space, place green
cases containing toilet ware or silver sets
and fill the space between with novelties and
odd silver pieces.

On the step, in green cases, display
watches and handsome pieces of jewelry,
and for the slanting front make a lot of
trays or pads covered with green velvet and
display in these brooches, lockets, scarf-

recovered with a different combination of
materials and used at another season and
appear like an entirely new idea.

Many Christmas windows may be ever
so attractive to the passer-by, but be so in-
accessible as to make it difficult to reach
the goods displayed, and thus the clerks
neglect to show these goods and they remain
as window pieces through the entire holiday
season. When the goods may be easily
shown from the window you can often
move out slow-selling pieces by displaying
them. Many customers get an idea that
you have the new things in the window,
and if you have it so arranged that the
goods can be shown and replaced without
much trouble, the actual sales from the dis-
play will be much greater.

Keep your window clean and bright
during the entire holiday season and keep
changing part of the display every day, so
that there is always something new for the
person who passes your store daily.
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Planning for the Holiday Season

It is impossible to plan the average
medium-sized store so that it will be exactly
suited to all business conditions. If a suffi-
cient number of cases are provided for
handling the increased holiday stock, they
are apt to look empty during the balance
of the year. The result is that the average
store, planned for ordinary business, is in-
adequate for properly displaying the
Christmas lines. This condition may be
greatly improved by a systematic method
of handling a reserve or surplus, from which
replacements in stock may be made from
day to day as articles are sold.

This is particularly the case with larger
lines, such as silver, leather goods, and novel-
ties of different kinds. In a room in the
rear of the store or in a second floor, but
very convenient, build rows of shelves about
a foot apart and have a number of large
boxes made to fill up this shelf space uni-
formly. When a shipment arrives in
which are many duplicates, put one or two
in stock and the balance in one of these
reserve stock boxes, labeling the outside to
show the contents. Also in marking the
articles for stock make some notation on the
tag to call attention to the fact that there
are duplicates in reserve. This plan, fol-
lowed throughout the store, will enable a
much finer display and save much goods
from becoming shopworn.

In the jewelry stock where there are
many duplicates of any article, these should
be handled similarly, but the jewelry stock
may be spread out and handled very nicely
by the use of extra trays. Suppose, for
example, the year-around stock of plated
brooches includes two trays, and the holiday
stock is twice this, just provide two more
trays that will stack under the two already
in the case and put the extra stock in these
instead of piling up two or three layers, one
on top of the other.

All these things should be arranged and
planned in November, so that when the first
of December conies everything will be in
fine shape for business.

All possible emergencies should be pro-
vided for and some one of the clerks dele-
gated especially to look after certain
things. For instance, one clerk's special
duty should be to look after all articles laid
aside and all packing, shipping and deliver-
ing during the holidays. The work really
requires the entire time of one person.
Another duty for one person is to see to
it that there is always, in the proper place,
a supply of boxes, rubber bands, twine, etc.

Mail orders, no matter how few may
come during a busy time, cause some con-

(Continued on page 1823)
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People Do Not Compare
the inferior with the best save only to the advantage of the latter.
Customers of leading jewelers do not compare other silverware—
especially the wares supplied by mail-order houses and department
stores—with the productions of The Gorham Company without
gaining increased appreciation of the merit and the advantage
to them of

Gorham Quality
They know, indeed, that Gorham Silver, offered only through
jewelers of repute and standing in their own respective commun-
ities, is beyond comparison. They know, also,
that their best protection against disappointment
is the distinguishing Gorham Trade Mark
universally accepted as a guarantee of Sterling
quality To2:0 fine, of exclusive artistic design and
of utmost integrity of workmanship.

TRADE MARK

...■/1411
STERLING

It is the wish of The Gorham Company to co-
operate with responsible jewelers--and its policy is
to confine its business dealings within approved
trade channels.

(4.)

The Gorham Co.
CHICAGO

Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street,NewYork

Branches :
SAN FRANCISCO

140 Geary Street
NEW YORK

137 Wabash Ave. 1.5.17, 19 Maiden Lane

VOR K. S Providence and New York

GORHAM SILVER POLISH — The Best for Cleaning Silver

LONDON
Ely Place
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Records of Cost and Sales in
Jewelry Store

In a recent issue of this journal a
system was described for keeping a cost and
salcs record, and a number of inquiries have
been made regarding some details of this
system not fully explained. For example,
goods sold on credit, or on partial payments,
goods let out on approval, exchanges, and
money received on account. Unless all
sales, both cash and credit, are considered
as a total day's sales, it would be rather
complicated to work this system which
called for a book containing double columns
under headings representing the various
departments in the store, and in which the
total cost and selling price could be entered
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retail $3, and then on the ticket with the
article, mark Mrs. Jones, balance $3, and a
notation of the cost. When the article is
called for another sales record is made of
gold jewelry, costing $2, and selling for $3,
and the whore totals, cost and retail price,
the same as if it had all been paid for at the
beginning.

A record in exchanges is rather more
complicated, and can better be explained
by an example as follows : Suppose Mrs.
Jones purchases an article of solid gold
jewelry at $6, with a cost of $4, and returns
same to exchange for some sterling silver-
ware, retailing at $9, and costing $6.50.
When the gold jewelry was purchased that
sale was recorded showing a $2 profit and
also a reduction in the gold jewelry stock of

APPROVAL STA l'

PI, II,: A SP TuFivonm PROMPTLY ON GOODS K EN OUT ON A PPROVA L.

BLANK JEWELRY CO.
7I( I.:NT 12 AT, A-VP:.

each day, the same being recorded on sales
slips when the sales were made.

Of course, if the credit sales are not
recorded as sales until the accounts have
been paid, the only possible record would
be to keep a separate column on the ledger
in which the cost of each item was marked
and when the bill was paid the articles sub-
divided into departments and cost and retail
price recorded. This would entail a great
deal of labor and would really make the
system impractical. The only way to do is
to consider credit sales the same as cash
and record them in the same way each day,
and when money is received on account,
merely enter it as cash and it need not be
considered in your stock record at all.

When a partial payment is made on an
article the cost and retail price must be
divided in recording this sale. For in-
stance, suppose some one purchased an
article of gold jewelry at $6, which cost
$4, and left it to be engraved, making a
partial payment of $3. The clerk makes an
entry on sales slip of gold jewelry, cost $2,
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$4. The sterling silver sale nets a profit of
$2.50, and in making the exchange the gold
jewelry stock is increased $4 and the ster-
ling silver stock reduced $6.5o. Record the
sale as follows: Make a ticket reading paid
out for merchandise, gold jewelry, $4 ; then
enter a sale, sterling silverware, $7, repre-
senting $3 cash difference Mrs. Jones paid,
and $4 to balance the paid-out check. The
cost, of course, must be put down $6.50;
showing only a 5o cent profit, but you will see
that it is really a $2.50 profit, as your profit
of $2 on the gold jewelry sale has already
been recorded. If an exchange is made of
articles in the same department all this red
tape is not necessary. Merely enter a sale
amounting to the difference in the exchange,
and base the profit on the difference in the
cost of the two articles. This system will
not prove accurate enough for a very large
store, but for a store doing an annual busi-
ness up to $5o,000 the few errors that may
occur, due to exchanges of articles, etc.,
would be so slight that it will be found a
desirable record requiring little extra work.
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Regarding articles sent out on approval,
these need not be regarded as a sale until
a selection has been made, and in the mean-
time a record kept on approval slips. We
show herewith a good form for these and
they should be printed on pads of first
white and then yellow paper. With tracing
paper between enter the approval record on
the white slip and enclose this with the
articles sent out. Then on the transferred
record on yellow slip mark the cost of each
article and file. When the goods are re-
ported on enter those selected as a sale in
the regular way, and the balance of the
goods put back in stock may be marked
with cost and retail price from the approval
record.

Planning for the Holiday Season

(Continued from page 1821)

fusion unless it has been previously ar-
ranged for 'someone to take care of them.
There should, therefore, be some provision
made for the proper and prompt attention to
these. In fact November is the time to oil
up the wheels and get things going
smoothly, and then when the big rush comes
all your attention may be given up to the
task of selling goods.

In connection with this, Mr. Pro-
prietor, it isn't wise to try to wait on every
customer yourself. Remember that you
may spend half an hour selling a fifty cent
article, while a hundred dollar diamond
customer walks out. Reserve yourself for
the customers who wish to purchase some-
thing of such value as to really require your
opinion and let your clerks handle the ten,
twenty and thirty cent trade.

An excellent plan, used by a prominent
jeweler for selling a great number of cheap
articles with little trouble, is to arrange a
number of tables through the store, on each
of which are placed a number of articles at
a choice of 25 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents and
$1. A great quantity of goods of all kinds
from every department is shown on these
tables, and each table is presided over by a
cheap clerk, who really has nothing to do
but wrap up the articles that the customers
select.

As a good holiday trade is as much of
a necessity to the retail jeweler as good
crops are a necessity to the farmer, no time
must be lost in planning for the season.
Many of the trade have been complaining
of rather slow business for the year thus
far and it behooves these particularly to
make every effort towards results that will
not only compensate for any deficiencies of
past months but leave a fair margin as a
start for the new year.
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Church Days

T H E

A novel plan for encouraging early
buying and increasing your holiday business
is to inaugurate a series of church or
charity days early in the holiday season, in
which your local churches or charities share
your profits.

Commencing about the day after
Thanksgiving and continuing up to .about
December tenth, assign each day to some
church, and on that day give the church
ten per cent. of the gross cash sales. This

[5:1

Church
IDav

IN order to encourage early Christ-
mas buying we have decided on a
novel plan, which has been most

enthusiastically entered into by the
churches of Blankville.

4_I, Commencing next Friday (Novem-
ber 25th) and continuing until Decem-
ber 9th, we have assigned each day to
a church and the day will be known as
that church day. On that day ten per
cent. of the total cash sales will be
donated to the church to which the day
is assigned.

III, Church members and those inter-
ested in helping any particular church
will do well to make their Christmas
purchases on their church day, and thus
make a donation to their church without
any cost to themselves.

Iff., Following are the assignments of
church days:

Friday. November 25,
Saturday, 26,
Monday, •' 28,
Tuesday, " 29,
Wednesday, " 30,
Thursday, December
Friday,
Saturday,
Monday.
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,

. Church

-

2,
3,
5.
6,
7,
8,
9,

kinith & Co.
017 Central Ztvcanc

FIG. I

practically explains the whole plan, but
there is a good deal of preliminary work,
so the plan should be completed early in the
month of November.

First, a list of all churches should be

made out, and to one of the most active

workers in each church should be addressed

a form letter requesting that they call at

your store, so that you might explain a

means for their church to make some

money. In explaining the proposition, re-

quest that they let you know as soon as

KEYSTONE

possible, how many families there are in
their congregation, offering to supply them
with a sufficient number of postal cards to
mail one to each family. Explain that you
will supply the cards if they ,will attend to
the addressing and mailing. These cards
should be printed as follows:

"Monday, December fifth, is 'Baptist Church
Day' at Blank's. On this day Mr. Blank has
offered to contribute ten per cent. of all cash
sales to our church and we earnestly request that
you make as many as possible of your Christmas
purchases on that day and thus help your church
without cost to yourself.
(Signed) "Ladies' Aid Society,

"MRS. JONES, Pres."

These cards should be regular postal
cards and printed entire, so a separate lot
must be gotten up for each church. The
churches should be instructed to mail them
to the families in their congregation a few
days before the day assigned to them. It
is a good idea to guard against disappoint-
ments due to rainy weather, etc., and
guarantee each church a given amount,
$5.00 or $ro.00, according to the size of the
store.

After a church member has been in-
terviewed they will probably want to put the
plan up to a society for action, and if they
do or even if they accept at once, it is well
to have a type-written form explaining
every detail which you give to them for
reference ; also ask each church to assign
some of their members to stay in your store
on their day. This brings the church idea
more into the store, and it is really a
splendid advertisement to have a number
of women in your store a day at a time and

be able to even make sales by quoting a

plain figure price and to see the inside work-
ings of an honestly conducted business.
The typewritten explanation of the plan
might be worded as follows:

For a period from November 25th to De-
cember 9th, we have assigned each day to some
church in the city, and on the day assigned, the
church will share in our profits to the amount of
ten per cent. of all cash sales.

No credit sales, or money received on
accounts, will be considered; but every sale for
cash, whether resulting from the church or not,
will be figured in the day's business and ten per
cent. of the total will be given to the church.

Each church will be supplied, without cost,
with a sufficient number of postal cards announc-
ing their day, to mail one to each family in the con-
gregation, and to guard against the possibilities of
changeable weather interfering with business, we
will guarantee each church ten dollars. This, of
course, will be considered in the day's business,
but all chutches will receive ten dollars whether
the sales reach one hundred dollars or not and if
they exceed one hundred dollars they will share
proportionately.

(Signed) BLANK & Co.
The day assigned to your church is

If each church holds a copy of the

above no misunderstanding will arise.

Your newspaper advertising for this scheme

November, 1910

should be planned separately from your
other advertising and should consist of one
big ad., like Fig. 1. About two or three
days before the sale starts, run a small copy,
like Fig. 2, changing each day to refer to
the proper church. For your window have
k large sign made reading:

"To-day is  Church Day.
"Ten per cent of all cash sales to-day will

be given to this church."

The blank space after "to-day is,"
should be an entire line and a lot of small
cards should bear the names of the differ-
ent churches, and one of these small cards
should be pinned on the big card in the
blank space each day.

This plan will not only create early
buying, but will increase your whole
month's business, and will positively popu-
larize your store with the churches that go
into the scheme.

A very natural way for your competitor

TO-MORROW
1S

(Nan. of church)

Cburcb Day
_

131ant & Co.
Ten per cent. of all cash sales
to-morrow will be donated
to the  church.

FIG. 2

to fight the scheme is to advertise a ten
per cent. discount sale, but the churches will
look upon this as antagonistic to their in-
terest and while it might take away some
other business, the general advertising value
of something original is very great, and you
may be sure that the whole town will talk
about your "church days."

In a large city where there are too
many churches to work in the churches,
the same plan, assigning days to popular

charities, will be an equal success.
It should be kept in mind that associa-

tion on the part of the jeweler with religion
or charity, as implied in this plan, will be
helpful both to his business and prestige.
The social status of the merchant and his

reputation are especially important business
factors in the jewelry line, which is, after
all, very largely a matter of public and per-
sonal confidence in the jeweler. The plan
explained above has consequently unusually
advantageous features.

Technical Excellence as Represented by Some
American Art Metalsmiths

By IRENE SARGENT

Five years since THE KEYSTONE printed the
first article of a series dealing with the jewelers
and the art metal-workers of the United States.
This series was continued without interruption
through more than eighteen issues of the maga-
zine, each of which contained a number of repre-
sentative illustrations upon the subject just named.
From these illustra-
tions and after the
lapse of a half-
decade it is now easy
to judge of the
trend, during this
period, of the art-
craft here involved,
as well as to foresee
the direction which
this craft will fol-
low in the near
future. It is plain
that it has responded
to a progressive de-
mand for technical
excellence.

Both the de-
mand and the gen-
CMOS response
NV Ii i c h has been
made to it are en-
couraging signs of
the present day.
T 11 e y indicate a
great expenditure of
t 11 ought and re-
source on the part
of the workers, as
well as a distinct
advance effected in
the education of the
public taste. They
show that, in spite
of the pessimism
displayed by certain
art critics, commer-
cialism is subordi-
nate to the respect
for beauty in the
minds of both those
who produce and
those who purchase.

The early days
of the Arts and
Crafts Revival were
characterized by a
revolt against the
systems of design
which immediately
preceded that move-
ment. For the re-
vival was at first, if
the small may be
compared with the
great, a subversive,
destructive, s o in c-
what negative force
in the sphere of art
and industry, like
the French Revolu-
tion in the world
of politics and economics. In the temporary chaos
so occasioned, extravagances naturally arose;
these taking form in the works of the extremists
in the Art Nouveau whose madness quickly spent
itself, leaving "not a wrack behind."

Then began a reaction during which a sane
and successful effort was made to justify a new
system of design based upon the study of the
principles and proportions of Nature, but, at the
same time, recognizing that the function of art is
always to represent and never to imitate. By this
very recognition the new system placed itself
among the epoch-making phases recorded in the
history of the minor arts, and, as a consequence

of the truths thus discovered, we find that plant-
analysis, as to both structure and distribution of
color, occupies an important place in the courses
offered by the best schools of decorative and ap-
plied art existing in Europe and America.

But it must be remembered that the considera-
tion of design formed but one element—and that

skilled craftsmen taught by the work of their
hands that the right use of materials leads to the
best, the most accurate expression in form and
structure ; when the designer and the executant
were united in one man who so thoroughly
knew his medium that he never misjudged its
properties.
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MRS. JOSEPHINE HUNTLEY SHAW

No. I—Gold pendant with opal drop; the trefoil No. 8—Silver pendant, set with rose quartz and
head is set with a sapphire and olivines. baroque pearls.

No. 2—Silver pendant, set with amethyst. No. 9—Gold pendant with opal drop; the top is set
No. 3—Gold pendant, set with garnets and a with sapphires, rubies and olivines.

baroque pearl. i
No. 4—Gold pendant with chrysoprase drop; the No. to—Silver buckle n repousse work.

upper figure has an opal in the center and in No. 1 1—Gold brooch, set with blister pearl, sap-
the border small sapphires, olivines and tour- phires and olivines.
malines. No. 12—Silver brooch in motif representing the

No. 5—Silver pendant with a carnelian as a central "Swirl of Water," set with blister and baroque
stone, the other gems in the border being pearls.
Mexican opals and yellow-green sapphires.

No. 6—Silver pendant, representing a cedar branch No. 13—Silver brooch, set with sapphires and

with berries, set with white carnelian and agate.

Russian lapis lazuli. No. 14—Gold brooch, set with opal and sapphires.
No. 7—Gold pendant with apricot-colored carnelian No. 15—Copper and gold brooch, set with clatholite.

drop; the top is set with the same stone and
baroque pearls. No. 16—Silver cloak clasp set with Mexican opal.

one not the most important—of the Arts and
Crafts Revival ; since inherent to it or, rather,
constituting its very essence, was the demand for
technical excellence which was supported as a
sine quo non by the leaders of the movement and
denied only by such as might be styled free
lances : that is to say, individuals who, unwilling
to purchase solid attainments at the price of hard
work and infinite pains, yet hoped to gain promin-
ence by eccentricity and pretense.

This demand for technical excellence was, in
truth, a revival in the best sense of that term. It
directed attention to a long past time, when the
workshop occupied a place beside the school; when

1823

It was the in-
sistent desire to pos-
sess such technical
excellence, such abso-
lute integrity of ex-
pression, that sent
William Morris, in
the dead of night, to
work at the bench
and the loom ; and his
example of self-sacri-
ficing diligence must
be followed by every
apprentice who would
become a mast e r-
craf tsman. The
would-be artist potter
must feel by actual
contact that clay is
plastic, jhst as the
worker in precious
metals, if he would
assure success, must
learn, not from a
book, but by personal
experiment, that gold
and silver are malle-
able and ductile.

Furthermore, it
is not solely the
workers who are now
convinced of these
truths. The move-
ment has, in all coun-
tries, extended to the
aesthetic and the
purchasing public:
offering another of 

ithose frequent n-
stances of popular
education effected by
a restricted number
of professionals ; per-
haps the most note-
worthy of such in-
stances having occur-
red in the art-history
of Holland, when, in
the short space of
eighty years, the mor-
alizing and stor y-
telling picture was
completely super-
seded and set aside
by the truly "pic-
torial picture" built
up of color-values
and of light and
shade, and therefore
making its appeal to
the eye alone, while
remaining in its

proper sphere as an agent of sensuous pleasure.
With the same end in view great ceramists,

like Taxile Doat of Sevres, and others represent-
ing Denmark, Sweden, and the United States,
have put forth their most recent efforts to obtain
wares made interesting and beautiful by the
technical qualities belonging exclusively to fictile
products, such as texture, crystallizations, cloud-
ings and &zings, rather than to adorn their
pieces with miniature bas-reliefs and pictures—
those tours de force executed by the fatuous pot-
ters of a generation ago.

Responsive to the same demands for technical
attainments, necessary in this age of extreme, if
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Church Days

A novel plan for encouraging early
buying and increasing your holiday business
is to inaugurate a series of church or
charity days early in the holiday season, in
which your local churches or charities share
your profits.

Commencing about the day after
Thanksgiving and continuing up to .about
December tenth, assign each day to some
church, and on that day give the church
ten per cent. of the gross cash sales. This

Cburcb
Owes

I
N order to encourage early Christ-
mas buying we have decided on a
novel plan, which has been most

enthusiastically entered into by the
churches of Blankville.

41, Commencing next Friday (Novem-
ber 25th) and continuing until Decem-
ber 9th, we have assigned each day to
a church and the day will be known as
that church day. On that day ten per
cent. of the total cash sales will be
donated to the church to which the day
is assigned.

4I, Church members and those inter-
ested in helping any particular church
will do well to make their Christmas
purchases on their church day, and thus
make a donation to their church without
any cost to themselves.

41. Following are the assignments of
church days:

Friday. November 25,
Saturday, 26,
Monday, •' 28,
Tuesday, " 29,
Wednesday, " 30,
Thursday, December
Friday,
Saturday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,

1,
2,
3,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,

Church

klank & Co.
917 Central Zlvenne

FIG.

practically explains the whole plan, but
there is a good deal of preliminary work,
so the plan should be completed early in the
month of November.

First, a list of all churches shoula be
made out, and to one of the most active
workers in each church should be addressed
a form letter requesting that they call at

your store, so that you might explain a
means for their church to make some
money. In explaining the proposition, re-
quest that they let you know as soon as

K E YS TON E

possible, how many families there are in
their congregation, offering to supply them
with a sufficient number of postal cards to
mail one to each family. Explain that you
will supply the cards if they,will attend to
the addressing and mailing. These cards
should be printed as follows:

"Monday, December fifth, is 'Baptist Church
Day' at Blank's. On this day Mr. Blank has
offered to contribute ten per cent. of all cash
sales to our church and we earnestly request that
you make as many as possible of your Christmas
purchases on that day and thus help your church
without cost to yourself.
(Signed) "Ladies' Aid Society,

"MRS. JONES, Pres."

These cards should be regular postal
cards and printed entire, so a separate lot
must be gotten up for each church. The
churches should be instructed to mail them
to the families in their congregation a few
days before the day assigned to them. It
is a good idea to guard against disappoint-
ments due to rainy weather, etc., and
guarantee each church a given amount,
$5.00 or $io.00, according to the size of the
store.

After a church member has been in-
terviewed they will probably want to put the
plan up to a society for action, and if they
do or even if they accept at once, it is well
to have a type-written form explaining
every detail which you give to them for
reference; also ask each church to assign
some of their members to stay in your store
on their day. This brings the church idea
more into the store, and it is really a
splendid advertisement to have a number
of women in your store a day at a time and
be able to even make sales by quoting a
plain figure price and to see the inside work-
ings of an honestly conducted business.
The typewritten explanation of the plan
might be worded as follows:

For a period from November 25th to De-
cember 9th, we have assigned each day to some
church in the city, and on the day assigned, the
church will share in our profits to the amount of
ten per cent. of all cash sales.

No credit sales, or money received on
accounts, will be considered; but every sale for
cash, whether resulting from the church or not,
will be figured in the day's business and ten per
cent. of the total will be given to the church.

Each church will be supplied, without cost,
with a sufficient number of postal cards announc-
ing their day, to mail one to each family in the con-
gregation, and to guard against the possibilities of
changeable weather interfering with business, we
will guarantee each church ten dollars. This, of
course, will be considered in the day's business,
but all churches will receive ten dollars whether
the sales reach one hundred dollars or not and if
they exceed one hundred dollars they will share
proportionately.

(Signed) BLANK & CO.
The day assigned to your church is

If each church holds a copy of the

above no misunderstanding will arise.

Your newspaper advertising for this scheme

November, 1910

should be planned separately from your
other advertising and should consist of one
big ad., like Fig. 1. About two or three
days before the sale starts, run a small copy,
like Fig. 2, changing each day to refer to
the proper church. For your window have
a large sign made reading:

"To-day is  Church Day.
"Ten per cent of all cash sales to-day will

be given to this church."

The blank space after "to-day is,"
should be an entire line and a lot of small
cards should bear the names of the differ-
ent churches, and one of these small cards
should be pinned on the big card in the
blank space each day.

This plan will not only create early
buying, but will increase your whole
month's business, and will positively popu-
larize your store with the churches that go
into the scheme.

A very natural way for your competitor

TO-MORROW
is

(Nan. of dm, hi

Cbutcb
at

16tank & Co.
Ten per cent. of all cash sales
to-morrow will be donated
to the   church.

FIG. 2

to fight the scheme is to advertise a ten
per cent. discount sale, but the churches will
look upon this as antagonistic to their in-
terest and while it might take away some
other business, the general advertising value
of something original is very great, and you
may be sure that the whole town will talk
about your "church days."

In a large city where there are too
many churches to work in the churches,
the same plan, assigning days to popular

charities, will be an equal success.
It should be kept in mind that associa-

tion on the part of the jeweler with religion
or charity, as implied in this plan, will be
helpful both to his business and prestige.
The social status of the merchant and his
reputation are especially important business
factors in the jewelry line, which is, after
all, very largely a matter of public and per-
sonal confidence in the jeweler. The plan
explained above has consequently unusually
advantageous features.

Technical Excellence as Represented by Some
American Art Metalsmiths

By IRENE SARGENT

Five years since THE KEYSTONE printed the
first article of a series dealing with the jewelers
and the art metal-workers of the United States.
This series was continued without interruption
through more than eighteen issues of the maga-
zine, each of which contained a number of repre-
sentative illustrations upon the subject just named.
From these illustra-
tions and after the
lapse of a half-
decade it is now easy
to judge of the
trend, during this
period, of the art-
craft here involved,
as well as to foresee
the direction which
this craft will fol-
low in the near
future. It is plain
that it has responded
to a progressive de-
mand for technical
excellence.

Both the de-
mand and the gen-
erous response
w hi c h has been
made to it are en-
couraging signs of
the present day.
T hey indicate a
great expenditure of
t Ii ought and re-
source on the part
of the workers, as
well as a distinct
advance effected in
the education of the
public taste. They
show that, in spite
of the pessimism
displayed by certain
art critics, commer-
cialism is subordi-
nate to the respect
for beauty in the
minds of both those
who produce and
those who purchase.

The early days
of the Arts and
Crafts Revival were
characterized by a
revolt against the
systems of design
which immediately
preceded that move-
ment. For the re-
vival was at first, if
the small may be
compared with the
great, a subversive,
destructive, s o m e-
what negative force
in the sphere of art
and industry, like
the French Revolu-
tion in the world
of politics and economics. In the temporary chaos
SO occasioned, extravagances naturally arose;
these taking form in the works of the extremists
in the Art Nouveau whose madness quickly spent
itself, leaving "not a wrack behind."

Then began a reaction during which a sane
and successful effort was made to justify a new
system of design based upon the study of the
principles and proportions of Nature, but, at the
same time, recognizing that the function of art is
always to represent and never to imitate. By this
very recognition the new system placed itself
among the epoch-making phases recorded in the
history of the minor arts, and, as a consequence

of the truths thus discovered, we find that plant-
analysis, as to both structure and distribution of
color, occupies an important place in the courses
offered by the best schools of decorative and ap-
plied art existing in Europe and America.

But it must be remembered that the considera-
tion of design formed but one element—and that

skilled craftsmen taught by the work of their
hands that the right use of materials leads to the
best, the most accurate expression in form and
structure ; when the designer and the executant
were united in one man who so thoroughly
knew his medium that he never misjudged its
properties.
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MRS. JOSEPHINE HUNTLEY SHAW

No. i—Gold pendant with opal drop; the trefoil No. 8—Silver pendant, set with rose quartz and
head is set with a sapphire and olivines. baroque pearls.

No. 2—Silver pendant, set with amethyst. No. 0—Gold pendant with opal drop; the top is set
No. 3—Gold pendant, set with garnets and a with sapphires, rubies and olivines.

baroque pearl. i iNo. 4—Gold pendant with chrysoprase drop; the No. to—Silver buckle repoussi' work.

upper figure has an opal in the center and in No. I i—Gold brooch, set with blister pearl, sap-
the border small sapphires, olivines and tour- phires and olivines.
malines. No. 12—Silver brooch in motif representing the

No. 5—Silver pendant with a carnelian as a central "Swirl of Water," set with blister and baroque
stone, the other gems in the border being pearls.
Mexican opals and yellow-green sapphires.

No. 6—Silver pendant, representing a cedar branch No. 13—Silver brooch, set with sapphires and

with berries, set with white carnelian and agate.
Russian lapis lazuli. No. 14—Gold brooch, set with opal and sapphires.

No. 7—Gold pendant with apricot-colored carnelian No. is—Copper and gold brooch, set with clatholite.
drop; the top is set with the same stone and
baroque pearls. No. 16—Silver cloak clasp set with Mexican opal.

one not the roost important—of the Arts and
Crafts Revival ; since inherent to it or, rather,
constituting its very essence, was the demand for
technical excellence which was supported as a
sine qua non by the leaders of the movement and
denied only by such as might be styled free
lances : that is to say, individuals who, unwilling
to purchase solid attainments at the price of hard
work and infinite pains, yet hoped to gain promin-
ence by eccentricity and pretense.

This demand for technical excellence was, in
truth, a revival in the best sense of that term. It
directed attention to a long past time, when the
workshop occupied a place beside the school; when
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It was the in-
sistent desire to pos-
sess such technical
excellence, such abso-
lute integrity of ex-
pression, that sent
William Morris, in
the dead of night, to
work at the bench
and the loom ; and his
example of self-sacri-
ficing diligence must
be followed by every
apprentice who would
become a mast e r-
craf tsman. The
would-be artist potter
must feel by actual
contact that clay is
plastic, just as the
worker ill precious
metals, if he would
assure success, must
learn, not from a
book, but by personal
experiment, that gold
and silver are malle-
able and ductile.

Furthermore, it
is not solely the
workers who are now
convinced of these
truths. The move-
ment has, in all coun-
tries, extended to the
aesthetic and the
purchasing public:
offering another of
those frequent in-
stances of popular
education effected by
a restricted number
of professionals ; per-
haps the most note-
worthy of such in-
stances having occur-
red in the art-history
of Holland, when, in
the short space of
eighty years, the mor-
alizing and stor y-
telling picture was
completely super-
seded and set aside
by the truly "pic-
torial picture" built
up of color-values
and of light and
shade, and therefore
making its appeal to
the eye alone, while
remaining in its

proper sphere as an agent of sensuous pleasure.
With the same end in view great ceramists,

like Taxile Doat of Sevres, and others represent-
ing Denmark, Sweden, and the United States,
have put forth their most recent efforts to obtain
wares made interesting and beautiful by the
technical qualities belonging exclusively to fictile
products, such as texture, crystallizations, cloud-
ings and glazings, rather than to adorn their
pieces with miniature bas-reliefs and pictures—
those tours de force executed by the famous pot-
ters of a generation ago.

Responsive to the same demands for technical
attainments, necessary in this age of extreme, if
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MR. ALESSANDRO COLAROSSI
Lorgnon: Silver, set with amethysts en

not always bitter, competition, those who are ap-
parently the wisest of public educators advocate
manual training for the masses and have suc-
ceeded in making it the principal branch of in-
struction in certain government schools, as at
Zurich, Switzerland, or in combining it with
theoretical studies bearing on the arts and crafts,
as in Paris, Vienna, and Glasgow; while in the
United States the action is as widely extended as
the country itself : manual training having been
established not only in the high, but also in the
primary, schools of New York, Chicago and Phila-
delphia—in the latter city the most active leaders
of the movement being women, some of whom
have contributed from scanty salaries means with
which to further this admirable enterprise.
Doubtless, also, an additional spur has
been given to the impulse toward
manual training in our country by the
advances, alarming to us, recently re-
ported as having been made by our
industrial competitor, Germany, who
hopes shortly to overcome our last few
remaining advantages. A further
factor in our awakening—and the
newest one of all—is, perhaps, the
timely economic instruction now offered
by the statesmen who uphold the doc-
trine of "conservation ;" since the
thoughtful reader of their discourses
cannot but deduce therefrom that loss
of natural resources may be, in some
measure, compensated by manual skill,
and that the agricultural problem con-
fronting us is not how many laborers
till the Farm, but how much and
what quality of products may be ob-
tained from it.

* * * * *

The pre c ed i n g considerations,
made far afield from the art of the
goldsmith, have yet the closest rela-
tions with it, and they have been stated
purposely to emphasize, explain, and
correlate with the active concerns of the world
at large the labors of those enthusiasts for tech-
nical excellence whose productions are here
illustrated.

A rapid glance at the originals of these illus-
trations would convince the examiner of the
intelligent means taken by the makers of the
objects to secure the results which concur to
form the goldsmith's ideal : that is, first, a
spirited outline, dependent quite as much upon
technique, as upon pure design, and lacking which
the work fails utterly; second, a sureness of
touch which makes every stroke complete in itself
and of telling effect, like a well-constructed
sentence; third, as a consequence of the latter

excellence, a
love of sur-
face-quality re-
vived from the
days of the
mediaeval
guilds. In fact,
the old and
new are here
blended in so
convincing a
manner that
o n e m a y
easily seize the
principles of
the goldsmith's
art which were
fixed, practical-
ly as we now
know them, in

cabochon

the days of King
Agamemnon. Her e
are the various pat-
terns of coiled and
twisted wire, the
small chains used to
connect the units of
design, the minute
balls and the granula-
tions, only slightly
modified from the use
made of these devices
by the early Greeks.
Here, too, is the ad-
mirable, varied ser-

vice of semi-precious stones, chosen for their
beautiful color-effects and mounted in sprays of
foliage, according to methods employed centuries
before the affair of Queen Marie Antoinette's
necklace, which marks the time when the diamond
sprang suddenly into the highest favor, and gold-
smiths began to diminish the beauty and impor-
tance of the mounting, in order to concentrate
attention upon the jewel: thus pointing the direc-
tion which their successors gradually have fol-
lowed, until to-day large brilliants are made to
disguise their settings and connections as far as
may be done, which often, when the stones are
seen at even a. short distance, is carried to the
point of almost complete disappearance. But yet,
in spite of these cunning devices of magical

servile imi-
tation of the
classic; a
love of ex-
cessive or-
nament. Yet
the deeper
part of this
c r a ftsman's
nature as
a Latin
cannot be
changed or
moved. It
asserts itself
in his genius for structure. This quality, the
most prominent of all those which distinguish
the classic peoples, is first shown in full brilliancy
in the Parthenon. It recurs in a new form, but
essentially the same, in all that the Romans
effected in political organization, lost for a time
among the European nations of barbarian origin,
it reappears anew in the arts of the Renaissance;
while a strong proof of its intensely vital per-
sistence is shown in the French architecture of our
own day. Men are confident of self-mastery and
believe that they can direct their own course of
existence and expression. But they create and
build only to reveal themselves completely, as
exponents of their special race and in their own
bare individuality. What they form out of

material substance is truer and more
eloquent than their speech, for they
can teach their tongues to disguise their
thoughts, while their hands remain the
faithful servants of their brains and
spirits.
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MISS MARGARET ROGERS
Brooch in fine gold of very pale
tint, set with rose quartz and

chrysolites

MISS MARGARET ROGERS
Brooch in fine gold, set with
green tourmalines and a pink

pearl

MRS. LUCY TWYMAN ROCKWELL
Necklace: Silver and gold, set with oriental moonstones

0

effects, the modest stones representing the re-
sources of the Etruscan jeweler, added to certain
similar ones made popular by the Italian naviga-
tors of the Renaissance period, and a few others
of very modern use, offer most alluring charms,
when they pass into the hands of craftsmen rich
in skill, sympathy, and temperament, such as those
who here receive mention. These persons are,
with one exception, of American birth and train-
ing, although they have all enjoyed the advantage
of extensive research in European capitals. The
foreigner among them is Mr. Alessandro Cola-
rossi, whose family name is everywhere known
from its connection with the Parisian academy or
atelier of painting in
which hundreds of Ameri-
can students have worked
under the criticism of
many of the best artists
of France.

Mr. Colarossi, al-
though of Italian blood
and appearance, was born
in London and has studied
exclusively with English
masters who seem to have
subdued and swept away
the more superficial of his
racial qualities, or, it were
better to say, those quali-
ties which the Anglo-
Saxon critic first observes
as being opposite to • his
own; that is, devotion to
fixed styles; a somewhat

For support of this
Typical theory we have but to
Specimens criticize the concrete

examples offered in
Mr. Colarossi's work. In the lorgnon
we find • the observance of proportion
and principality, the distinctness of out-
line, the symmetry and balance which
characterize the best works of classi-
cism from the great temple to the small
vase. The clear mouldings would do
honor to an Athenian artist of the best
period, as would also the simplicity and
sparseness of the ornament, which is
so used as to represent natural growth.
Indeed, the most obvious judgment to
be passed upon this really important
work is that it is pure and strong after
the manner of a Greek nude.

But the chastity of the piece entails
no coldness. Life and warmth are im-
parted by large amethysts en cabochon,

which divide the space rhythmically, and whose
water-clearness seems to be the concentrated ex-
uberance and the climax of the luster of the
metal.

The casket, which is also the work of Mr.
Colarossi, has the same structural qualities as the
lorgnon. Its extreme simplicity of plan again
suggests the classic; its profile satisfies the eye;
its strengthened base-line and deeply-shadowed
moulding announce the architect ; while the crafts-
man who appreciates a valuable substance is
shown in the spoon lying beside the casket, since
we find here no thin plate-like treatment, which
is proper only to the baser metals. Instead, the

MR. ALESSANDRO COLAROSST
Casket and large spoon in silver, with circular bowl and pierced handle
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MISS MARGARET ROGERS
Silver pendant and chain, set with turquoise and

ornamented with enamel

thickened, rounded edges of the stem, the pleas-
ing degree of concavity given to the bowl supply
the place of ornament, except where a spot of
richness, needed to emphasize the composition,
occurs in a pierced floral design set at the ex-
pansion of the handle. These three pieces, each
remarkable of its kind, would show, even if it
were not an acknowledged fact, that Mr. Cola-
rossi is a deliberate, rather than a prolific, pro-
ducer. Yet his reputation has spread East and
'West in the United States, although it centers in
the Arts and Crafts Guild of Philadelphia, one
of the studios of which he at present occupies.

Another metal-worker and
An Accomplished jeweler represented in our
Metal-worker illustrations is Mrs. Josephine

Hartwell Shaw of Brookline,
Massachusetts, who received her professional edu-
cation at the Normal Art School of her own State
and at the Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, New York;
afterward becoming assistant supervisor of draw-
ing in the public schools of Providence, Rhode
Island, and later an instructor in the same branch
at the noted William Penn Charter School in
Philadelphia : a position which is one of distinct
honor, since this institution, which offers college
preparatory courses for boys, has never lowered
the ideals fixed two centuries ago by its great
founder.

Mrs. Shaw, as will be seen by reference
to our illustrations, possesses much technical ex-
cellence. Her outlines are firm, the stroke of her

tool effective and finished, her appreciation of the
precious metals sound and sympathetic. We find
everywhere announced that her medium is malle-
able and ductile. We have evidences of versatility
in her pleasing variations of the goldsmith's re-
sources in design : many types of chains,
prominence of the ball-motif, all edges accented
by fine mouldings or by twisted wire. Added to
such technical excellences, which are the result
of good training, diligence and general intelli-
gence, there are indefinable, but strong, evidences
in her work of a sentiment and vocation for the

JOSEPHINE HARTWELL SHAW
Silver necklace, set with turquoise

art of the goldsmith. These qualities, also, are
apparent in the reproductions, since they reside
partially in the design.

But what cannot be told, except by the objects
themselves, is the pre-Raphaelite charm of color
produced by the gems and stones employed; most
of the latter being of the semi-precious standard.
In making these combinations Mrs. Shaw appears
to aim at compltx reflections, quite after the man-
lier of a painter of still-life; as opals, rubies, sap-

phires, and olivines sometimes enter
into a single piece, which, if correctly
used, would produce an admirable focal
point upon the costume of its wearer.

In looking at the more finely
wrought of these objects, one recalls
the portraits painted on wooden panels
by the old Lombard masters, like De
Predis and Luini, in which the sleeves
are looped with curious jewels and
pendants hang over the brow or from
the neck chains of the subject. But
doubtless it is the hand-wrought quality
of Mrs. Shaw's modern work which in-
duces these thoughts, quite as much as
the forms or the gems which she
employs.

Other of her pieces show the study
of Anglo-Saxon and of other early
mediaeval methods and styles. Such,
for example, the necklace set with tur-
quoise, which is a well spaced rhyth-
mical design, containing many of the
essentials of artistic composition—not-
ably symmetry, stability, and the repose
resulting from the two former qualities.
Finally, a slight French influence of to-
day, derived from Lalique and Fenil-
latre, appears in such examples as the
branch of cedar with berries and the
silver buckles. But this influence is
plainly not an imitation. It is simply a
recognition on the part of Mrs. Shaw
of good design and sound technique, as

MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Necklace, silver and gold, green enamel, topaz and
moonstones
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MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Silver necklace, set with amethysts, green tourma-
lines and pearls

determined by the limitations of the gold-
smith's art.

In a third group of our
Another illustrations are presented ex-
Lady Artist amples from the studio of Miss

Margaret Rogers, of Boston.
These to a careful observer recall the saying of
an English critic that "ornament is the exuberance
of good workmanship ;" for it would be difficult
here to separate the technique from the design.
Unlike Mr. Colarossi, whose tendencies are toward
the classic, and Mrs. Shaw, in whose sympathetic
work we catch glimpses of a long succession of
old artists and craftsmen, Miss Rogers seems
merely to gather the sum of the legacies left by
the masters, which she uses as a working capital
of methods in a simple, logical manner.

This lady, born and educated in Boston, re-
ceived a general art training, during the course of
which she was strongly attracted to open-air
sketching. But possessing decided mechanical
ability, she later chose to devote herself to work
in the precious metals, enameling, and jewel-
setting, all of which branches she pursued under
excellent technicians. Then, having gained
through actual experience the appreciation with
which to profit by foreign travel, she broadened
her knowledge by museum study in Paris, London,
Florence and Naples, as well as by acquainting
herself with the work of all great contemporary
European goldsmiths.

Miss Rogers acknowledges that she works
preferably in colored stones associated with
enamels, and the results which she thus obtains
justify her choice of mediums. Her use of trans-

MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Necklace, fine gold of pale green tint, set with
smithsonite and pink pearl
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Church Days

THE

A novel plan for encouraging early

buying and increasing your holiday business

is to inaugurate a series of church or

charity days early in the holiday season, in

which your local churches or charities share

your profits.

Commencing about the day after

Thanksgiving and continuing up to .about

December tenth, assign each day to some

church, and on that day give the church

ten per cent. of the gross cash sales. This

aura-)
IDays

IN order to encourage early Christ-
mas buying we have decided on a
novel plan, which has been most

enthusiastically entered into by the
churches of Blankville.

IEL Commencing next Friday (Novem-
ber zsth) and continuing until Decem-
ber 9 th, we have assigned each day to
a church and the day will be known as
that church day. On that day temper
cent. of the total cash sales will be
donated to the church to which the day
is assigned.

Ca. Church members and those inter-
ested in helping any particular church
will do well to make their Christmas
purchases on their church day, and thus
make a donation to their church without
any cost to themselves.

(II. Following are the assignments of
church days:

Friday, November 25,
Saturday, 26,
Monday, " 28,
Tuesday, " 29,
Wednesday, " 30,
Thursday, December
Friday,
Saturday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,

6

  Church
- -

klank & Co.
017 Coat:at Ilvenue

VIG. I

practically explains the whole plan, but

there is a good deal of preliminary work,

so the plan should be completed early in the

month of November.

First, a list of all churches shourd be

made out, and to one of the most active

workers in each church should be addressed

a form letter requesting that they call at

your store, so that you might explain a

means for their church to make some

money. In explaining the proposition, re-

quest that they let you know as soon as

KEYSTONE

possible, how many families there are in

their congregation, offering to supply them

with a sufficient number of postal cards to

mail one to each family. Explain that you

will supply the cards if they.will attend to

the addressing and mailing. These cards

should be printed as follows:

"Monday, December fifth, is 'Baptist Church
Day' at Blank's. On this day Mr. Blank has
offered to contribute ten per cent. of all cash
sales to our church and we earnestly request that
you make as many as possible of your Christmas
purchases on that day and thus help your church
without cost to yourself.
(Signed) "Ladies' Aid Society,

"Mits. JorrEs, Pres."

These cards should be regular postal

cards and printed entire, so a separate lot

must be gotten up for each church. The

churches should be instructed to mail them

to the families in their congregation a few

days before the day assigned to them. It

is a good idea to guard against disappoint-

ments due to rainy weather, etc., and

guarantee each church a given amount,

$5.00 or $to.00, according to the size of the

store.

After a church member has been in-

terviewed they will probably want to put the

plan up to a society for action, and if they

do or even if they accept at once, it is well

to have a type-written form explaining

every detail which you give to them for

reference; also ask each church to assign

some of their members to stay in your store

on their day. This brings the church idea

more into the store, and it is really a

splendid advertisement to have a number

of women in your store a day at a time and

be able to even make sales by quoting a

plain figure price and to see the inside work-

ings of an honestly conducted business.

The typewritten explanation of the plan

might be worded as follows:

For a period from November 25th to De-
cember gth, we have assigned each day to some
church in the city, and on the day assigned, the
church will share in our profits to the amount of
ten per cent. of all cash sales.

No credit sales, or money received on
accounts, will be considered ; but every sale for
cash, whether resulting from the church or not,
will be figured in the day's business and ten per
cent. of the total will be given to the church.

Each church will be supplied, without cost,
with a sufficient number of postal cards announc-
ing their day, to mail one to each family in the con-
gregation, and to guard against the possibilities of
changeable weather interfering with business, we
will guarantee each church ten dollars. This, of
course, will be considered in the day's business,
but all chutches will receive ten dollars whether
the sales reach one hundred dollars or not and if
they exceed one hundred dollars they will share
proportionately.

(Signed) BLANK & Co.
The day assigned to your church is

If each church holds a copy of the

above no misunderstanding will arise.

Your newspaper advertising for this scheme
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should be planned separately from your

other advertising and should consist of one

big ad., like Fig. 1. About two or three

days before the sale starts, run a small copy,

like Fig. 2, changing each day to refer to

the proper church. For your window have

a large sign made reading:

"To-day is  Church Day.
"Ten per cent, of all cash sales to-day will

be given to this church."

The blank space after "to-day is,"

should be an entire line and a lot of small

cards should bear the names of the differ-

ent churches, and one of these small cards

should be pinned on the big card in the

blank space each day.

This plan will not only create early

buying, but will increase your whole

month's business, and will positively popu-

larize your store with the churches that go

into the scheme.

A very natural way for your competitor

TO-MORROW
is

Cburcb 1Det
 at  

16tatili & Co.
Ten per cent. of all cash sales
to-morrow will be donated
to the  church.

FIG. 2

to fight the scheme is to advertise a ten

per cent. discount sale, but the churches will

look upon this as antagonistic to their in-

terest and while it might take away some

other business, the general advertising value

of something original is very great, and you

may be sure that the whole town will talk

about your "church days."

In a large city where there are too

many churches to work in the churches,

the same plan, assigning days to popular

charities, will be an equal success.

It should be kept in mind that associa-

tion on the part of the jeweler with religion

or chariV, as implied in this plan, will be

helpful both to his business and prestige.

The social status of the merchant and his

reputation are especially important business

factors in the jewelry line, which is, after

all, very largely a matter of public and per-

sonal confidence in the jeweler. The plan

explained above has consequently unusually

advantageous features.

Technical Excellence as Represented by Some
American Art Metalsmiths

By IRENE SARGENT

Five years since THE KEYSTONE printed the
first article of a series dealing with the jewelers
and the art metal-workers of the United States.
This series was continued without interruption
through more than eighteen issues of the maga-
zine, each of which contained a number of repre-
sentative illustrations upon the subject just named.
From these illustra-
tions and after the
lapse of a half-
decade it is now easy
to judge of the
trend, during this
period, of the art-
craft here involved,
as well as to foresee
the direction which
this craft will fol-
low in the near
future. It is plain
that it has responded
to a progressive de-
mand for technical
excellence.

Both the de-
mand and the gen-
erous response
w Ii i c 11 has been
made to it are en-
couraging signs of
the present day.
T hey indicate a
great expenditure of
thought and re-
source on the part
of the workers, as
well as a distinct
advance effected in
the education of the
public taste. They
show that, in spite
of the pessimism
displayed by certain
art critics, commer-
cialism is subordi-
nate to the respect
for beauty in the
minds of both those
who produce and
those who purchase.

The early days
of the Arts and
Crafts Revival were
characterized by a
revolt against the
systems of design
which immediately
preceded that move-
ment. For the re-
vival was at first, if
the small may be
compared with the
great, a subversive,
destructive, s o m e-
what negative force
in the sphere of art
mid industry, like
the French Revolu-
tion ill the world
of politics and economics. In the temporary chaos
so occasioned, extravagances naturally arose;
these taking form in the works of the extremists
in the Art Nouveau whose madness quickly spent
itself, leaving "not a wrack behind."

Then began a reaction during which a sane
and successful effort was made to justify a new
system of design based upon the study of the
principles and proportions of Nature, but, at the
same time, recognizing that the function of art is
always to represent and never to imitate. By this
very recognition the new system placed itself
among the epoch-making phases recorded in the
history of the minor arts, and, as a consequence

of the truths thus discovered, we find that plant-
analysis, as to both structure and distribution of
color, occupies an important place in the courses
offered by the best schools of decorative and ap-
plied art existing in Europe and America.

But it must be remembered that the considera-
tion of design formed but one element—and that

skilled craftsmen taught by the work of their
hands that the right use of materials leads to the
best, the most accurate expression in form and
structure ; when the designer and the executant
were united in one man who so thoroughly
knew his medium that he never misjudged its
properties.
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MRS. JOSEPHINE HUNTLEY SHAW

No. t—Gold pendant with opal drop; the trefoil No. 8—Silver pendant, set with rose quartz and
head is set with a sapphire and olivines. baroque pearls.

No. 2—Silver pendant, set with amethyst. No. 9—G01d pendant with opal drop; the top is set
No. 3—Gold pendant, set with garnets and a with sapphires, rubies and olivines.

baroque pearl.
No. 4—Gold pendant with chrysoprase drop; the No. to—Silver buckle in repoosse work.

upper figure has an opal in the center and in No. I i—Gold brooch, set with blister pearl, sap-
the border small sapphires, olivines and tour- phires and olivines.
malines. No. 12—Silver brooch in motif representing the

No. 5—Silver pendant with a carnelian as a central "Swirl of Water," set with blister and baroque
stone, the other gems in the border being pearls.
Mexican opals and yellow-green sapphires.

No. 6—Silver pendant, representing a cedar branch No. i3—Silver brooch, set with sapphires and

with berries, set with white carnelian and agate.

Russian lapis lazuli. No. 14—Gold brooch, set with opal and sapphires.
No. 7—Gold pendant with apricot-colored carnelian No. is—Copper and gold brooch, set with clatholite.

drop; the top is set with the same stone and
baroque pearls. No. 16—Silver cloak clasp set with Mexican opal.

one not the most important—of the Arts and
Crafts Revival ; since inherent to it or, rather,
constituting its very essence, was the demand for
technical excellence which was supported as a
sine qua non by the leaders of the movement and
denied only by such as might be styled free
lances : that is to say, individuals who, unwilling
to purchase solid attainments at the price of hard
work and infinite pains, yet hoped to gain promin-
ence by eccentricity and pretense.

This demand for technical excellence was, in
truth, a revival in the best sense of that term. It
directed attention to a long past time, when the
workshop occupied a place beside the school ; when
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It was the in-
sistent desire to pos-
sess such technical
excellence, such abso-
lute integrity of ex-
pression, that sent
William Morris, in
the dead of night, to
work at the bench
and the loom ; and his
example of self-sacri-
ficing diligence must
lie followed by every
apprentice who would
become a mast e r-
craftsman. The
would-be artist potter
must feel by actual
contact that clay is
plastic, just as the
worker in precious
metals, if he would
assure success, must
learn, not from a
book, but by personal
experiment, that gold
and silver are malle-
able and ductile.

Furthermore, it
is not solely the
workers who are now
convinced of these
truths. The move-
ment has, in all coun-
tries, extended to the
aesthetic and the
purchasing public:
offering another of
those frequent in-
stances of popular
education effected by
a restricted number
of professionals ; per-
haps the most note-
worthy of such in-
stances having occur-
red in the art-history
of Holland, when, in
the short space of
eighty years, the mor-
alizing and story-
telling picture was
completely super-
seded and set aside
by the truly "pic-
torial picture" built
up of color-values
and of light and
shade, and therefore
making its appeal to
the eye alone, while
remaining in its

proper sphere as an agent of sensuous pleasure.
With the same end in view great ceramists,

like Taxile Doat of Sevres, and others represent-
ing Denmark, Sweden, and the United States,
have put forth their most recent efforts to obtain
wares made interesting and beautiful by the
technical qualities belonging exclusively to fictile
products, such as texture, crystallizations, cloud-
ings and &zings, rather than to adorn their
pieces with miniature bas-reliefs and pictures—
those tours de force executed by the famous pot-
ters of a generation ago. •

Responsive to the same demands for technical
attainments, necessary in this age of extreme, if



MR. ALESSANDRO COLAROSSI

Lorgnon : Silver, set with amethysts en cabochon

not always bitter, competition, those who are ap-
parently the wisest of public educators advocate
manual training for the masses and have suc-
ceeded in making it the principal branch of in-
struction in certain government schools, as at
Zurich, Switzerland, or in combining it with
theoretical studies bearing on the arts and crafts,
as in Paris, Vienna, and Glasgow; while in the
United States the action is as widely extended as
the country itself : manual training having been
established not only in the high, but also in the
primary, schools of New York, Chicago and Phila-
delphia—in the latter city the most active leaders
of the movement being women, some of whom
have contributed from scanty salaries means with
which to further this admirable enterprise.
Doubtless, also, an additional spur has
been given to the impulse toward
manual training in our country by the
advances, alarming to us, recently re-
ported as having been made by our
industrial competitor, Germany, who
hopes shortly to overcome our last few
remaining advantages. A further
factor in our awakening—and the
newest one of all—is, perhaps, the
timely economic instruction now offered
by the statesmen who uphold the doc-
trine of "conservation;" since the
thoughtful reader of their discourses
cannot but deduce therefrom that loss
of natural resources may be, in some
measure, compensated by manual skill,
and that the agricultural problem con-
fronting us is not how many laborers
till the Farm, but how much and
what quality of products may be ob-
tained from it.

* * * * *

The prec ed i n g considerations,
made far afield from the art of the
goldsmith, have yet the closest rela-
tions with it, and they have been stated
purposely to emphasize, explain, and
correlate with the active concerns of the world
at large the labors of those enthusiasts for tech-
nical excellence whose productions are here
illustrated.

A rapid glance at the originals of these illus-
trations would convince the examiner of the
intelligent means taken by the makers of the
objects to secure the results which concur to
form the goldsmith's ideal : that is, first, a
spirited outline, dependent quite as much upon
technique, as upon pure design, and lacking which
the work fails utterly; second, a sureness of
touch which makes every stroke complete in itself
and of telling effect, like a well-constructed
sentence; third, as a consequence of the latter

excellence, a
love of sur-
face-quality re-
vived from the
days of the
m ediaeval
guilds. In fact,
the old and
new are here
blended in so
convincing a
manner that
O n e m a y
easily seize the
principles of
the goldsmith's
art which were
fixed, practical-
ly as we now
know them, in

MISS M ARGARET ROGERS

Brooch hi fine gold, set with
green tourmalines and a pink

pearl

the days of King
Agamemnon. Her e
are the various pat-
terns of coiled and
twisted wire, the
small chains used to
connect the units of
design, the minute
balls and the granula-
tions, only slightly
modified from the use
made of these devices
by the early Greeks.
Here, too, is the ad-
mirable, varied ser-

vice of semi-precious stones, chosen for their
beautiful color-effects and mounted in sprays of
foliage, according to methods employed centuries
before the affair of Queen Marie Antoinette's
necklace, which marks the time when the diamond
sprang suddenly into the highest favor, and gold-
smiths began to diminish the beauty and impor-
tance of the mounting, in order to concentrate
attention upon the jewel: thus pointing the direc-
tion which their successors gradually have fol-
lowed, until to-day large brilliants are made to
disguise their settings and connections as far as
may be done, which often, when the stones are
seen at even a short distance, is carried to the
point of almost complete disappearance. But yet,
in spite of these cunning devices of magical

MRS. LUCY TWYMAN ROCKWELL
Silver and gold, set with oriental moonstones

effects, the modest stones representing the re-
sources of the Etruscan jeweler, added to certain
similar ones made popular by the Italian naviga-
tors of the Renaissance period, and a few others
of very modern use, offer most alluring charms,
when they pass into the hands of craftsmen rich
in skill, sympathy, and temperament, such as those
who here receive mention. These persons are,
with one exception, of American birth and train-
ing, although they have all enjoyed the advantage
of extensive research in European capitals. The
foreigner among them is Mr. Alessandro Cola-
rossi, whose family name is everywhere known
from its connection with the Parisian academy or
atelier of painting in
which hundreds of Ameri-
can students have worked
under the criticism of
many of the best artists
of France.

Mr. Colarossi, al-
though of Italian blood
and appearance, was born
in London and has studied
exclusively with English
masters who seem to have
subdued and swept away
the more superficial of his
racial qualities, or, it were
better to say, those quali-
ties which the Anglo-
Saxon critic first observes
as being opposite to
own ; that is, devotion to
fixed styles; a somewhat

servile imi-
tation of the
classic; a
love of ex-
cessive or-
nament. Yet
the deeper
part of this
C r a ftsman's
nature as
a Latin
cannot be
changed or
moved. It
asserts itself
in his genius for structure. This quality, the
most prominent of all those which distinguish
the classic peoples, is first shown in full brilliancy
in the Parthenon. It recurs in a new form, but
essentially the same, in all that the Romans
effected in political organization, lost for a time
among the European nations of barbarian origin,
it reappears anew in the arts of the Renaissance;
while a strong proof of its intensely vital per-
sistence is shown in the French architecture of our
own day. Men are confident of self-mastery and
believe that they can direct their own course of
existence and expression. But they create and
build only to reveal themselves completely, as
exponents of their special race and in their own
bare individuality. What they form out of

material substance is truer and more
eloquent than their speech, for they
can teach their tongues to disguise their
thoughts, while their hands remain the
faithful servants of their brains and
spirits.

MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Brooch in fine gold of very pale
tint, set with rose quartz and

chrysolites

tool effective and finished, her appreciation of the
precious metals sound and sympathetic. We find
everywhere announced that her medium is malle-
able and ductile. We have evidences of versatility
in her pleasing variations of the goldsmith's re-
sources in design : many types of chains,
prominence of the ball-motif, all edges accented
by fine mouldings or by twisted wire. Added to
such technical excellences, which are the result
of good training, diligence and general intelli-
gence, there are indefinable, but strong, evidences
in her work of a sentiment and vocation for the

For support of this
.k Typical theory we have but to

Specimens criticize the concrete
examples offered in

Mr. Colarossi's work. In the lorgnon
we find the observance of proportion
and principality, the distinctness of out-
line, the symmetry and balance which
characterize the best works of classi-
cism from the great temple to the small
vase. The clear mouldings would do
honor to an Athenian artist of the best
period, as would also the simplicity and
sparseness of the ornament, which is
so used as to represent natural growth.
Indeed, the most obvious judgment to
be passed upon this really important
work is that it is pure and strong after
the manner of a Greek nude.

But the chastity of the piece entails
no coldness. Life and warmth are im-
parted by large amethysts en cabochon,

which divide the space rhythmically, and whose
water-clearness seems to be the concentrated ex-
uberance and the climax of the luster of the
metal.

The casket, which is also the work of Mr.
Colarossi, has the same structural qualities as the
lorgnon. Its extreme simplicity of plan again
suggests the classic; its profile satisfies the eye;
its strengthened base-line and deeply-shadowed
moulding announce the architect ; while the crafts-
man who appreciates a valuable substance is
shown in the spoon lying beside the casket, since
we find here no thin plate-like treatment, which
is proper only to the baser metals. Instead, the

MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Silver pendant and chain, set with turquoise and
ornamented with enamel

thickened, rounded edges of the stem, the pleas-
ing degree of concavity given to the bowl supply
the place of ornament, except where a spot of
richness, needed to emphasize the composition,
occurs in a pierced floral design set at the ex-
pansion of the handle. These three pieces, each
remarkable of its kind, would show, even if it
were not an acknowledged fact, that Mr. Cola-
rossi is a deliberate, rather than a prolific, pro-
ducer. Yet his reputation has spread East and
'West in the United States, although it centers in
the Arts and Crafts Guild of Philadelphia, one
of the studios of which he at present occupies.

Another metal-worker and
An Accomplished jeweler represented in our

illustrations is Mrs. Josephine
Hartwell Shaw of Brookline,

Massachusetts, who received her professional edu-
cation at the Normal Art School of her own State
and at the Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, New York;
afterward becoming assistant supervisor of draw-
ing in the public schools of Providence, Rhode
Island, and later an instructor in the same branch
at the noted William Penn Charter School in
Philadelphia: a position which is one of distinct
honor, since this institution, which offers college
preparatory courses for boys, has never lowered
the ideals fixed two centuries ago by its great
founder.

Mrs. Shaw, as will be seen by reference
to our illustrations, possesses much technical ex-
cellence. Her outlines are firm, the stroke of her

MR. ALESSANDRO COL AROSST
Casket and large spoon in silver, with circular bowl and pierced handle

MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Necklace, silver and gold, green enamel, topaz and
moonstones

JOSEPHINE HARTWELL SHAW

Silver necklace, set with turquoise

art of the goldsmith. These qualities, also, are
apparent in the reproductions, since they reside
partially in the design.

But what cannot be told, except by the objects
themselves, is the pre-Raphaelite charm of color
produced by the gems and stones employed; most
of the latter being of the semi-precious standard.
In making these combinations Mrs. Shaw appears
to aim at compltx reflections, quite after the man-
ner of a paintev of still-life; as opals, rubies, sap-

phires, and olivines sometimes enter
into a single piece, which, if correctly
used, would produce an admirable focal
point upon the costume of its wearer.

In looking at the more finely
wrought of these objects, one recalls
the portraits painted on wooden panels
by the old Lombard masters, like De
Predis and Luini, in which the sleeves
are looped with curious jewels and
pendants hang over the brow or from
the neck chains of the subject. But
doubtless it is the hand-wrought quality
of Mrs. Shaw's modern work which in-
duces these thoughts, quite as much as
the forms or the gems which she
employs.

Other of her pieces show the study
of Anglo-Saxon and of other early
mediaeval methods and styles. Such,
for example, the necklace set with tur-
quoise, which is a well spaced rhyth-
mical design, containing many of the
essentials of artistic composition—not-
ably symmetry, stability, and the repose
resulting from the two former qualities.
Finally, a slight French influence of to-
day, derived from Lalique and Fenil-
latre, appears in such examples as the
branch of cedar with berries and the
silver buckles. But this influence is
plainly not an imitation. It is simply a
recognition on the part of Mrs. Shaw
of good design and sound technique, as

M Iss M ARCAR ET Rocas
Silver necklace, set with amethysts, green tourma.

lines and pearls

determined by the limitations of the gold-
smith's art.

in a third group of our
Another illustrations are presented cx-
Lady Artist from the studio of Miss

Margaret Rogers, of Boston.
These to a careful observer recall the saying of
an English critic that "ornament is the exuberance
of good workmanship ;" for it would be difficult
here to separate the technique from the design.
Unlike Mr. Colarossi, whose tendencies are toward
the classic, and Mrs. Shaw, in whose sYmpathetic
work we catch glimpses of a long succession of
old artists and craftsmen, Miss Rogers seems
merely to gather the sum of the legacies left by
the masters, which she uses as a working capital
of methods in a simple, logical manner.

This lady, born and educated in Boston, re-
ceived a general art training, during the course of
which she was strongly attracted to open-air
sketching. But possessing decided mechanical
ability, she later chose to devote herself to work
in the precious metals, enameling, and jewel-
setting, all of which branches she pursued under
excellent technicians. Then, having gained
through actual experience the appreciation with
which to profit by foreign travel, she broadened
her knowledge by museum study in Paris, London,
Florence and Naples, as well as by acquainting
herself with the work of all great contemporary
European goldsmiths.

Miss Rogers acknowledges that she works
preferably in colored stones associated with
enamels, and the results which she thus obtains
justify her choice of mediums. Her use of trans-

MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Necklace, fine gold of pale green tint, set with
smithsonite and pink pearl
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MRS. LUCY TWYMAN ROCKWELL
Collar in pale matt gold, set with deep yellow table-cut topazes

lucent pastes show the feeling of an artist who
understands that she is dealing with a precious
jewel-like material, which must beautify small
spots. Accordingly, we find accents of this sub-
stance in purple and green combined with the
elusive, veiled luminosity of moonstones and
green tourmalines in a necklace, designed upon
a floral motif, which is artistically obscure and
conventional, but evidently studied from a water-
lily through a long series of notes.

In another example, also a necklace, the color-
scheme is afforded by yellow topazes and green
enamel to which contributory "values" are added
by moonstones mid the soft surface treatment of
gold and silver. The design of this piece also
calls for a word of comment, since the structural
devices are made to furnish the detailed orna-
ment, as may be seen by examining the rings
which hold the chains so securely in place.

But in this, as in all the other
Color examples here presented of
Pre-eminent Miss Rogers's work, color is

the principal element, and we
may imagine her at work, placing her "spots,"
and then providing that good technique realize
her first conception. It is further to be observed
that these schemes of color run the fascinating
gamut of the pastel shades; for besides the greens
and the yellows already noted, there are combina-
tions of rose quartz and chrysolite, pink tourma-
lines and olivines, green tourmalines and pink
pearls and of these latter with pale green gold.

Still, in spite of this predominance of color, it
must be urged once again that Miss Rogers, in
such examples as her silver and turquoise neck-
lace and her pendants set with smithsonite and
carnelian, proves that "ornament is the exuber-
ance of good workmanship."

The last of the four artist-
A Philadelphia goldsmiths whose productions
Artist we have chosen to review is

Mrs. Lacey Twyman Rockwell,
of Philadelphia, a woman of temperament, of
actual accomplishments and of yet greater pos-
sibilities. The father of Mrs. Rockwell, Mr.
Joseph Twyman, who was a mural painter and in-
terior decorator of reputation, worked in Chicago
in the days of that city's crudeness, and there
accomplished results similar in kind, if not in
extent, to those effected by William Morris, when
he delivered Victorian London from the scourge
of the haircloth sofa and the antimacassar red
with the blood of murdered time.

Inheriting touch of the ability of her parent
and principally instructed by him, Mrs. Rockwell
has also followed courses of study in several
schools of art, while in metal work she is the

NIss. T.■,, V T111 MAN ROCKWELL
Necklace in pale matt gold, set with honey-colored

topaz

pupil of Mr. Colarossi.
She has further ob-
served and studied
much abroad by visit-
ing museums and
workshops, especially
in England, which
was the native coun-
try of her father, and
whose modern art she
greatly admires.

As a metal-worker she has already attained
maturity and struck a distinctive, personal note.
Her designs arc coherent and easily read, her
treatment of color subtle, her handling experi-
enced and assured.

The quality of coherence and clearness is as
strong in the most complicated, as in the simplest
of her designs. But it is well to begin with an
example of the latter class. This is a necklace,
a beautiful composition of roses and foliage,
offering in response to a first glance, the essential
character of the plant. Yet the plant is stiffened
and conventionalized, that it may yield to the
properties of metal and, therefore, to the. demands
of art. Such, indeed, was the treatment of the
English Gothic carvers who adapted the flora of
the. region to the medium of stone and to the
architectural spaces to be filled. The rose neck-
lace is furthermore distinguished by great delicacy
of design, workmanship, and color; the little

MISS MARGARET ROGERS
Necklace, set with moonstones, green tourmalines and

green and purple translucent enamel

"repeats" of the motif being especially pleasing,
and the (lull, pale gold of the setting enhancing
the transparency of the deep yellow topaz.

For the subtle treatment of color the ring and
moonstone necklace serve as examples. The ring
is a free adaptation of a class of designs belong-
ing to the late mediaeval and Renaissance periods,
and showing sprays of foliage in which glowing
jewels are couched. Mrs. Rockwell has chosen
for her stones Maine tourmalines in honey-yellow
and spring green, with which and a transitional
note of fine, matt gold she has produced a most
refined and beautiful effect.

A result much more difficult
A Beautiful to describe Mrs. Rockwell has
Specimen obtained in a necklace intended

to be worn with a bridal gown.
In this a closely-woven, armor-like chain is set
with small silver balls, each bearing a minute
point of gold at the summit, while the bluish and
yellow opaque tones of the metal contrast with
the same colors, which glint through the bodies
of large pendant moonstones. It is quite needless
to make allusion to the design of this ornament
as presenting in the woven chain a similarity with
old Spanish work, or as offering in the pendants a
disguised scarab-and-lotus motif, since the evanes-
cent effect of the whole purposely dissolves the
composition.

The last and most important of these ex-
amples is wrought with the patience and love•of a
craftsman of the old-time guilds. It is a collar
formed of a series of units composed on a rose-

motif, again
Gothic in its
subtlety of
adaptat ion
a n d in i ts
varied detail ;
no two of
the bosses be-
ing absolutely
similar. Its
color scheme
is an assem-
blage of yel-
low tones
made by dull
gold and
table-cut to-
pazes, and
among which
brown and
purple pearls
appear like
the shadows
of the yel-
lows; the
whole sugges-
ting the treat-
ment of the
brocade
known as
cloth of gold,
which occurs
in the por-
traits of the
Venetian
masters, Bellini and Paolo Veronese. It is re-
markable that this jeweled collar in design, color
and technique, Nvhile it bears not the slightest
mark of imitation, should so consistently represent
the period of the Emperor Charles Fifth, when
the arts and crafts most flourished.

But may not technical excellences such as are
presented by the experts of to-day, prepare a
union of the new and the old which shall eclipse
all that has gone before.

November, 1910

MISS MARGARET ROGERS

Pendant and chain in fine gold,
set with topaz and moonstones

Art Antiques and Their Prices
A leading authority in the world of art

recently stated that there are two particular
causes for regret in connection with the giving of
inflated prices for art antiques. First, museums
which are public institutions are unable to compete,
and pieces \Ville]] are valuable as objects of study
pass into private collections where little more is
seen of them. In addition to this, it is obvious
that for a sum such as a wealthy man could give
for one antique piece, a large number of modern
or current pieces could be purchased which would
offer encouragement for the art of our time, in
regard to which laymen have a responsibility no
less than artists. Where, however, an antique has
no particular virtue save its rarity or antiquity
or the price
it will fetch
in the mar-
ket, one can-
not help re-
gretting that
the purchase
money has
not gone to
foster pres-
ent-day art.
To the argu-
ment against
giving large
sums for an-
tique pieces,
the obvious
reply is tint
no mo d ern
C ounterpart
is produced
equal in
merit to the
old. This is
to some ex-
tent true, but
the times
have greatly
changed.

Miss MARGARET ROGERS
Gold pendant and chain, tinted green

and set with carnelian
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Diamonds, Precious and Semi - Precious
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The combination set illustrated
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SEVENTH AVENUE FACADE OF THE PENNSYLVANIA STATION
It covers more territory than any other building ever constructed at one time in the history of the world

New York's New Gateway

No less an authority than August Belmont
declares that "a distinct epoch in the railroad
history of New York" dawns with the completion
of the Pennsylvania Railroad's new tunnels under
the Hudson and East rivers and the opening of
the great station in the heart of the city. The
New York papers congratulate the rest of the
country on their improved facilities for reaching
the metropolis, and the rest of the country con-
gratulate the New Yorkers on their improved
facilities for getting away. Only the tubes under
the East River are opened at present, the opening
of the ones under the Hudson being set for
about January 1st. The eastward tunnels are to
handle 600 trains a day and the westward tunnels
400. The Brooklyn Eagle is jubilant over the
fact that it is now only twenty minutes from
"the noise and grime of busy Manhattan" to the
green fields of Long Island, and it predicts that
populous suburbs will soon replace the cornstalks
and scarecrows. The truth of the maxim that
"time is money" has a new emphasis in the report,
unofficial but approximate, that the tunnels and
station, which will land the passenger in the
city in three minutes, have cost no less than
$150,000,000. It is "a greater expenditure than
was ever before incurred by a private corporation
for a single undertaking," we read in a descrip-
tive booklet issued by the railroad, and the new
station "covers more territory than any other
building ever constructed at one time in the
history of the world."

"The Vatican, the Tuileries, the
St. Petersburg Winter Palace, are
larger buildings, but they have oc-
cupied centuries in their construc-
tion. The Pennsylvania Station is
unique, covering as it does eight
acres of ground, with exterior
walls extending approximately one-
half of a mile, all told, and having
been erected in less than six years'
time."

The main waiting-room, iso feet
tall, to8 feet wide, and 314 feet long,
is declared to be the largest in the
world, and is patterned after "the
great halls and basilicas of Rome,
such as the baths of Caracalla,
Titus, and Diocletian, and the
basilica of Constantine, which are,
perhaps, the greatest examples in
history of large roofed-in areas
treated in a monumental manner."
The interiors of the waiting-room
and arcade are built of Roman
travertin stone, from the quarries
in the Roman Campagna, near
Tivoli, Italy; this being its first
importation into this country.

The entire area of the station
and yard is 28 acres, containing
16 miles of track. All the track is
below sea-level, from 97 feet below
in the tunnels to 9 feet below in

the station. The tunnels and their construction
are described as follows:

"The tunnels or tubes themselves consist of a
series of iron rings, and the installation of every
ring meant an advance of 2% feet. Eleven seg-
ments and a key-piece at the top complete the
circumference, and an entire ring weighs about 75
tons. The cast-iron plates, or sections of the
ring, have flanges at right angles to the surface,
and it is through these that the successive rings
are held together with bolts. The record prog-
ress in one day of eight hours was five of these
rings, or 12% feet. Hydraulic rams, placed
against the flanges every few inches around the
tube, were used to push forward the huge shields
with which the tunnels were bored. This type
of shield weighed 194 tons. It had nine doors
in it, and through these came the rock, or sand,
or silt, or whatever material the tube penetrated.

"To insure that the east- and west-bound
shields would meet exactly, the engineers calcu-
lated the difficulties closely, and a really remark-
able system of reports was in effect from the first
day work was started. Every morning they knew
the progress made in the tunnels the day before,
to the very inch, and the amount of rock and soil
excavated, to the cubic foot. The Pennsylvania
Railroad officers and the engineers hold this per-
fect system and the thoroughness of each day's
work chiefly responsible for the promptness of the
meeting of the tubes.

"Engineers say, too, that no project was ever
carried out where emphasis was placed entirely
upon the results—strength, safety, permanency—
rather than upon the money it cost to attain them.

"The shields in the north tube under Hudson
River met on September 17, 1906. Each had trav-
eled some 3,000 feet through a river-bed, yet
the meeting was perfect. About a month later
the shields in the south tube met in the same
way. The shields in the south tube were united
by a tunnel section, consisting of eight rings, that
had been on exhibition at the St. Louis 'World's
Fair. The shields in the four East River tunnels
met as perfectly as those in the Hudson River
tubes, and all were completed at about the same
time.

"When the tubes were through from end to
end, the work of putting in the 22-inch concrete
lining was started immediately. On each side of
the tunnel there is a so-called bench three feet
wide, which serves as a walk, and under which are
carried conduits for telegraph, telephone, signal,
and power wires.

"In the construction of the tunnels, nothing
was left undone by the Railroad Company to pro-
tect the lives and health of the workmen.

"No engineering problem connected with the
entire New York Tunnel Extension received more
attention than did the many precautions to pro-
tect the hundreds of men who, day and night,
week-days, Sundays, and holidays, bored the
under-river tunnels. Down under many fathoms
of mud, gravel, and rock the iron tubes which land
passengers from the East and West into the heart
of New York City were pushed steadily forward
with no more waste of time than it took to change
the 'shifts.'"

The station covers the entire area bounded
by Seventh and Eighth Avenues and Thirty-

first and Thirty-third Streets. The
depth of the property on both streets
is 799 feet 77% inches, and the
length of the building is 788 feet
9 inches, thus allowing for extra-
wide sidewalks on both side streets
and avenues. The walls extend 430
feet 6 inches from Thirty-first Street
to Thirty-third Street, the Seventh
Avenue facade signalizing the main
entrance.

While the facades of the station
were designed to suggest the impos-
ing character of the ancient Roman
temples and baths, the impression
intended to be made upon the lay-
man approaching the Station, in full
view of the exterior of the general
waiting room with its huge semi-
circular windows, is that of one of
the leading railway stations of the
world.

in designing the exterior of the
building, Messrs. McKim, Mead &
White, the architects, were at pains
to embody two ideas : To express
in so far as was practicable, with
the unusual condition of tracks be-
low the street surface and in spite
of the absence of the conventional
train shed, not only the exterior de-
sign of a great railway station in
the generally accepted form, but also

The Main Waiting-room. Modeled after masterpieces of Roman architecture and
built of stone from the Campagna
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to give to the building the character and aspect
of a monumental gateway and entrance to a great
metropolis. That these controlling ideas were
carried out successfully no one who has viewed
the majestic structure can doubt.

Apart from these two ideas, the plan of the
Station was designed to give the greatest number
of lines of circulation. The structure is really a
monumental bridge over the tracks, with entrances
to the streets on the main axis and on all four
sides. In this respect the building is unique among
the railway stations of the world, affording the
maximum of entrance and exit facilities.

The Seventh Avenue facade is composed
principally of a Roman Doric colonnade, double
at the carriage entrances at the street ends and at
the main front entrance for pedestrians in the
center ; each of the columns is 4 feet 6 inches in
diameter and 35 feet high. Above the central
colonnade is an entablature surmounted by a
clock with a dial 7 feet in diameter. The center
of this clock is on the axial line of Thirty-
second Street, and 67 feet above the
sidewalk.

This Seventh Avenue façade was
conceived especially to symbolize in
most imposing fashion a monumental
gateway. It may be compared, with
due allowance for its more massive
proportions, to the Brandenburg Gate
in Berlin, through which passes so
much of the traffic of that city.
The central entrance on Seventh
Avenue leads to the main waiting
room through an arcade 225 feet
long by 45 feet wide, flanked on both
sides by shops. At the farther end
of the arcade are restaurants, lunch
rooms and cafe, and beyond are the
general waiting room and concourse,
the latter being on the first level
below the street.

The main body of the building
approximates in height the Bourse
of Paris, reaching 76 feet above the
street level. With entrances through
the two corners of the Station on
Seventh Avenue there are carriage
drives, each about 63 feet wide, or
almost twice the width of a standard
New York City street, fronted by
double columns and pediments. The
narrowest opening between the col-
umns is practically equal in width
to the arched driveways in the
Louvre, through which the omnibuses
of Paris pass. The frontage is the
same on Thirty-first and Thirty-
third Streets. The walls of the exterior of the
carriage drives are of pilaster treatment for a
distance of some 279 feet.

The central features of the facades of the
Thirty-first and Thirty-third Street sides for a
distance of about 230 feet are formed by a colon-
nade opening into the carriage driveways below.
Over the central porticos of these colonnades are
ornamental clocks and eagles, similar to those
in the Seventh Avenue front. From the opening
in the center, bridges for the use of foot passen-
gers entering from the street level lead directly
over the carriage driveways to the general waiting
room. West of these carriage courts, and along
the Eighth Avenue front, the general scheme of
design is continued by the use of pilasters in
place of columns, except at the three entrances
to the concourse and offices. This entire section
of the building is composed of four stories of
offices given over to the use of the local executive
staff of the Railroad Company.

The Eighth Avenue frontage is treated on the
plan of pilasters except for 44 feet 6 inches; this
part is broken by columns into intervals of three
spaces to mark another spacious entrance to the
main floor of the concourse.

One of the distinctive features of this building
is the waiting room, which extends from Thirty-
first to Thirty-third Streets, its walls parallel to
Seventh and Eighth Avenues, for a distance of
314 feet 4 inches. The height of this room is
750 feet and its width 7°8 feet 8 inches. The
walls of the waiting room above the main body of
the building contain on each side three semi-
circular windows of a radius of 33 feet 4 inches,
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and 66 feet 8 inches wide at the base. There is
also .a window of like size at each end of the
waiting room.

The waiting room on the concourse level is
the largest in the world. Within its walls are
located the ticket offices, baggage checking win-
dows, and telephone and telegraph offices, so con-
veniently arranged that a passenger may proceed
from one to the other with a minimum amount
of exertion and without retracing his steps. Ad-
joining the general waiting room on the west
side are waiting rooms, each 58 by 7oo feet, for
men and women. These open into retiring rooms.

Under-water work has a fearsome sound—
to those who have never seen it going on. Talk
to men who have been engaged in it for years and
you get another idea. There are plenty who can
speak with authority, for the world was searched
for men of the ripest experience to build the
Pennsylvania tunnels. On the crosstown shafts,
sixty Austrians, who received their training in the
Simplon tunnel, were employed. There were
engineers and foremen here who had tunneled in
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twin tunnels, containing four tracks in all, traverse
a section of New York City second in importance
only to the financial district, and one that in-
cludes the larger hotels, retail shops and theaters,
and many residences. These tunnels end at the
river shaft situated in the block between Thirty-
third and Thirty-fourth Streets east of First
Avenue.

Wonderful Hatpins of the Season

This is the greatest season for big hatpins
in the history of the trade. Hatpins large enough
to hold powder puffs, mirrors, trinkets and small
change are being shown by the manufacturing
j ewelers.

So huge are the new designs that many of
the ornamental heads have hinged lids. When
the lid is lifted the powder puff and receptacle
for knickknacks is disclosed. The inside surface
of the lid is a tiny mirror.

Guards are made to cover the dangerous
point of the hatpin. They are orna-
mental, matching the head of the pin.
Some of the guards are made even
larger and more elaborately orna-
mented than the heads. The same
guards may be used interchangeably
for many pins.

Both heads and guards are repre-
sented as roosters, pheasants, owls
heads or other bird heads made in
gold, silver and gems, or rhinestones
and imitations. In some designs the
roosters from comb to claws is 3
inches long.

If you are riding on a car in
New York or vicinity and Sr011 observe
a vision in blue or pink or green
draw forth her twelve-inch hat pin
and deftly unfasten the end, don't
be afraid that she is going to see how
close she can come to gouging out
your eye or tear away a large section
of your face.

Watch her closely, and from the
head of that pin you will see her draw
forth a rouge rag or possibly a
powder muff and a small circular
inaitr.ror. A few strokes on the
cheeks, several pecks in the small
circular glass will then follow, and
then the pin will be returned to the
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The new "fad" has caught on in
New York with a vengeance. De-
partment stores and other shops are
doing a land office business.

The pins are made in all sizes and lengths,
and the prices range accordingly. The head of
the pin is almost three times as large as the
ordinary one, and opens upward. Inside is a
powder rag, rouge puff, a tiny box of powder,
and a small circular mirror. The heads are
highly ornamental, according to price, with the
heads of roosters, pheasants, owls and other
birds. These are made in gold, silver and bronze,
some decorated with gems, or rhinestones and
imitations.

The Plunge Under the Hudson. New Jersey portals of the tunnels under the
Hudson River, where 400 trams a day will come and go

Egypt, South Africa, England and America, and
who now are doubtless looking for other sub-
terranean regions to conquer.

To make it as safe under the bed of the
river as it is on the land's surface was the aim
of the Pennsylvania tunnel builders.

The work was performed so thoroughly and
with such skill that the engineers, their assistants,
and the laborers have left a permanent monument
to the mastery of science over the greatest physical
barriers of nature. As a result of the nine years
of thought and arduous labor, which made possible
the Pennsylvania tunnels and Station, the traveler
can now be carried straight into the heart of New
York City on tracks encased in tubes of the
most substantial construction—tubes which from
New Jersey run without a curve to the Manhattan
side of the Hudson River. Tubes equally free
from curves run from the Station to the East
River, under which they shoot in a straight line
to Long Island.

When the two tracks emerge from the tubes
tinder the Hudson and reach the entrance to the
Station yard at Tenth Avenue they begin to spread
out. From this point, and extending into the
Station, the number grows from two to twenty-
one.

The number of tracks leading out of the
Station yard to the east gradually decreases from
twenty-one to a total of four for the main line.
These pass under the city and East River to the
Sunnyside Yard on Long Island, the terminus of
the tunnel extension, and the point of connection
with the Long Island Railroad.

From the Station the Manhattan crosstown

Birds as Balloons

Not many people are aware of the fact that
all birds utilize the principle of the hot-air bal-
loon in their flights. It will be remembered that
the Montgolfier brothers, who first went up in
a balloon during the eighteenth century, built a
fire tinder a silk bag open at the bottom, thus
allowing the air to become heated. Of course the
air expanded and part of it flowed out, while
what was left, although perfectly filling the
balloon, was very much lighter than ordinary air
and would consequently be lifted by it. Now
all birds have hollow bones, the hollows being
connected with the lungs by means of natural
and very ingenious and wonderful passages, and
consequently with the outside air. On account
of this the bones are always full of air. The
heat of the bird's body makes this air very much
lighter than the outside air, and thus we have
a perfect analogy to the hot-air balloon.
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THE WATCHERS AT THE POLLS
insure the correctness of the ballot returns—Equally care-
fully do we watch all goods bearing the Imprint of the Rose.
We want them to give satisfaction in every way, as they are candidates for
popular favor AT ALL TIMES. The results will show you make no
mistake in selecting them. When you have a call for something special in a
fine piece of jewelry or gold watch, write us for selection. It will pay you.
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THE LESSONS
OF

EXPERIENCE
By D. C. WASHINGTON

The proprietor of the jewelry store was
trying to convince a woman that she should
buy her boy a real watch instead of spend-
ing a dollar for a tin box full of wheels.
I le replied to her statement that a dollar
was enough to pay for a watch for a boy
smash; that if he carried the cheap one

to school the other kids would guy him
about it till he would smash it to get rid of
it. The young clerk had jtfst lost a sale
of a ring and he walked back to where the
traveling man sat on his sample case look-
ing glum.

"Lost that sale, didn't you?" said the
traveling man. "Didn't sell your ring and
now you are a little sore at the man for not

buying it. I don't
blame him a bit. I
wouldn't have bought
it either. He asked to
see some turquoise
matrix rings and you
had three—nice rings
and properly priced—
and when he asked
you where they were

- mined what did you
say ? 'South America.'
The truth of the mat-
ter is that you didn't

know a thing in the world about it and you
lied. There was absolutely no excuse for
your not knowing and still less for your
telling the lie. It was your business to
know, and the very fact that the man lost
interest at once showed that he knew you
lied. You were too big a coward to tell
him you didn't know, and while all cowards
are not liars, all liars are cowards." The
kindly smile of the old man took the sting
out of the bitter words.

"There is absolutely no excuse for
Your not knowing all about a turquoise.
From the upheaval of nature which brought
Item into existence 'way back yonder in
he antiphlogistic age, on through the min-
ing and cutting of them, till they are
:nounted and laid in your case you should
i)e able to tell their life story. That's your
:iusiness ! That's what you are here for
111d what people expect of you I When you
look your hat off and stepped behind this
Counter you became in the eyes of the public
an expert in gems and precious stones and
it is up to you to post yourself on every
.irticle in this stock. Facts and figures
should stew out of you as naturally as ottar
if roses stews out of an ottar.

"Instead of this you tried to bluff it
through. My boy, the day of the bluff in
this or any other business is past. You
must produce the goods. It don't make no
never-mind what your job is. You may be
a. porter, a watchmaker or a salesman, but
if you are a porter you must port, not

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO., 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK
"Sellers 42f Sellers" Our Trade-Mark The Rose" tit) stands for Quality and Excellence and is equal to a Government stamp

ELK, EAGLE in MOOSE GOODS A SPECIALTY

Bascript Fobs
"Made While You Wait"

WE ALL KNOW that it is
"Johnny-on-the-Spot" who gets
the order—if you have what a
man wants when he wants it, the
sale is as good as made.

ci Under the old method of mak-
ing monograms, you never had
what was wanted—you could
only promise to make it. With
the BELSCRIPT SYSTEM,
you have the goods and can
show them at any and all times.
It is the difference between
spot cash and promissory notes.
Which do you prefer?

5. (3 letters) S. ( 2 letters)

Sample and Price List

on request

til If you don't know what is
rr. emu by "The Belscript System,"
write us.
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bluff; if you are a watchmaker you must
make watches, not bluff, and if you are a
salesman you must sell. You must produce
results in the position or you are going to
get a chance to hunt a new one. When
you lost that sale you did this establishment
out of three or four dollars which your
employer had every reason to suppose you
would get for him. To-day the question of
methods is nothing—results are what count.

"When I first took to the road a man
could sit up all night trying to find the
caudal. appendage of a Robert-tailed flush
and then in the morning send the house a
long letter of explanation about local con-
ditions preventing him doing business and
sleep all day ; but if you will take a peep at
this order blank I now carry you will find
there is no space for excuses, only those
for orders. Explanations are not wanted.
They send us out for orders only. 'Here's
your samples, there's your territory ; get
the orders' is the instruction of the modern
house to its travelers.

"When a man sells a thing he's got to
know it—know it from the chemical for-
mula of every ingredient in its make-up to
the freight rate on it to its most distant
destination. No matter when or where a
customer asks why he must be able to an-
swer. He must know it from A to izzard,
from the cradle to the grave, from the mine
to the ball room, from Dan to Beersheba.
He must be able to weave a story about it
that would make good reading in the Sun-
day magazine which comes stuffed in the
innards of your daily paper.

"A salesman used to outfit himself
with a red necktie, a pompadour hair-cut,
a pocket full of vile-smelling cigars and a
few stories of the same sort, and after
cultivating a lot of undesirable friends with
these weapons depend on selling them
enough jewelry to hold his job, and if his
employer didn't like the arrangement or his
habits Ile went to work for the fellow
across the street and took his friends with
him. This sort of jewelry salesman has
passed behind the great veil which separates
time from eternity. He is a thing of the
past. With the buffalo and the Indian, the
great auk and the dodo, he has passed into
history unwept and unmourned.

"In direct opposition to this there was
never a time in the history of the jewelry
business when there was such a demand for
men who can produce the goods—for men
who know and who don't bluff. Any sales-
man with real ideas or real knowledge can
get a position to-day easier and be paid
more for it than at any time in the history
of the jeweler's craft. This is true in every
line. One big employment agency has on
its books over nine thousand men who are
looking for jobs that will pay them $1200
a year and they cannot find work for them.
At the same time they are searching the
country in vain for men who can hold
down jobs which pay from $5000 to $25,000
and cannot find the men.

"The rule-of-thumb in business is
gone. Men must know—not guess. They
must hustle—not loaf. The average sales-
man in this and every other line snoops
around behind the counter with about the
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speed of a terribly tired turtle or a string-
halted hearse horse and yet wonders why
he never gets a raise. In every city of
10,000 inhabitants in this country are public
libraries fifilled with books of reference, yet
jewelry clerks are
studying pin pool in-
stead of precious
stones; reading the
sporting sheets in-
stead of ceramics ;
playing the parlor
organ and singing
"Pull for the Shore,
Sailor," instead of
learning to letter *win-
dow cards. You stand
here day after day
posing as an expert
and trying to sell cut glass when you don't
know a geometrical design from an
economic thesis, or a floral pattern from a
three-base hit. Harsh words, you say?
Sure they are I I intend them to be. If I
felt that I could stir you out of the lethargy
that is slowly permeating your whole make-
up I would lam you in the jaw with a
piece of plank and some day you would
thank me for the blow. I want to wake you
up to your possibilities—I want to stir you
up to understand that this business .is the
greatest game in the world and that you
are missing half of the fun of it because
you have been looking on this as a job
rather than taking it up as a life work and
preparing yourself for it.

"In one of Pope's Moral Essays he
says : "Tis education forms the common
mind, just as the twig is bent the tree is
inclined.' If you were forty years old in-
stead of twenty-two I would have spared
you this tirade because by the time a man is
forty his habits are formed and time has
stamped him a failure or a success. The
habits formed in early manhood are what
make or mar a man's business career and I
am talking to you because I want to get you
into the habits of study ; to get you to
learn this business—to learn it from the

ground up so you can
produce the goods and
be a leader rather than a
simple follower in the
rut which leads on to
failure. The only dif-
ference between a rut
and a grave is just the
depth. I want to jostle
you out of the rut so
when you have served
your apprenticeship here
you will be one of the

ci men that people are
hunting for rather than
one of the men who has
to be hunting for a job.
To do this you must pro-
duce the goods and cut
out this bluffing.

"I had dinner the other night with the
proprietor of a large piano house. While
we were eating one of his salesmen came
in. He had been sent out of town that day
to see a prospective purchaser. He came

(Continued on page 1858)
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THE WATCHERS AT THE POLLS
insure the correctness of the ballot returns—Equally care-
fully do we watch all goods bearing the Imprint of the Rose.
We want them to give satisfaction in every way, as they are candidates for
popular favor AT ALL TIMES. The results will show you make no
mistake in selecting them. When you have a call for something special in a
fine piece of jewelry or gold watch, write us for selection. It will pay you.

THE LESSONS
OF

EXPERIENCE
By I). C. WASHINGTON

T H E

The proprietor of the jewelry store was
hying to convince a woman that she should
lin), her boy a real watch instead of spend-
jog a dollar for a tin box full of wheels.
I le replied to her statement that a dollar
t‘ as enough to pay for a watch for a boy
to smash; that if he carried the cheap one
to school the other kids would guy him
about it till he would smash it to get rid of
IL The young clerk had just lost a sale
of a ring and he walked back to where the
traveling man sat on his sample case look-
ing glum.

"Lost that sale, didn't you?" said the
traveling man. "Didn't sell your ring and
now you are a little sore at the man for not

buying it. I don't
blame him a bit. I
wouldn't have bought
it either. He asked to
see some turquoise
matrix rings and you
had three—nice rings
and properly priced—
and when he asked
you where they were
mined what did you
say ? 'South America.'
The truth of the mat-
ter is that you didn't

know a thing in the world about it and you
lied. There was absolutely no excuse for
your not knowing and still less for your
telling the lie. It was your business to
know, and the very fact that the man lost
interest at once showed that he knew you
lied. You were too big a coward to tell
him you didn't know, and while all cowards
are not liars, all liars are cowards." The
kindly smile of the old man took the sting
out of the bitter words.

"There is absolutely no excuse for
your not knowing all about a turquoise.
From the upheaval of nature which brought
'hem into existence 'way back yonder in
he antiphlogistic age, on through the min-
ing and cutting of them, till they are
inounted and laid in your case you should

able to tell their life story. That's your
ousiness ! That's what you are here for
and what people expect of youl When you
took your hat off and stepped behind this
counter you became in the eyes of the public
L11 expert in gems and precious stones and
It is up to you to post yourself on every
iirtiele in this stock. Facts and figures
,hould stew out of you as naturally as ottar

roses stews out of an ottar.
"Instead of this you tried to bluff it

through. My boy, the day of the bluff in
this or any other business is past. You
must produce the goods. It don't make no
never-mind what your job is. You may be
a porter, a watchmaker or a salesman, but
if you are a porter you must port, not
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ci WE ALL KNOW that it is
"Johnny-on-the-Spot" who gets
the order—if you have what a
man wants when he wants it, the
sale is as good as made.

q Under the old method of mak-
ing monograms, you never had
what was wanted—you could
only promise to make it. With
the BELSCRIPT SYSTEM,
you have the goods and can
show them at any and all times.
It is the difference between
spot cash and promissory notes.
Which do you prefer?
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bluff ; if you are a watchmaker you must
make watches, not bluff, and if you are a
salesman you must sell. You must produce
results in the position or you are going to
get a chance to hunt a new one. When
you lost that sale you did this establishment
out of three or four dollars which your
employer had every reason to suppose you
would get for him. To-day the question of
methods is nothing—results are what count.

"When I first took to the road a man
could sit up all night trying to find the
caudal. appendage of a Robert-tailed flush
and then in the morning send the house a
long letter of explanation about local con-
ditions preventing him doing business and
sleep all day; but if you will take a peep at
this order blank I now carry you will find
there is no space for excuses, only those
for orders. Explanations are not wanted.
They send us out for orders only. 'Here's
your samples, there's your territory ; get
the orders' is the instruction of the modern
house to its travelers.

"When a man sells a thing he's got to
know it—know it from the chemical for-
mula of every ingredient in its make-up to
the freight rate on it to its most distant
destination. No matter when or where a
customer asks why he must be able to an-
swer. He must know it from A to izzard,
from the cradle to the grave, from the mine
to the ball room, from Dan to Beersheba.
He must be able to weave a story about it
that would make good reading in the Sun-
day magazine which comes stuffed in the
innards of your daily paper.

"A salesman used to outfit himself
with a red necktie, a pompadour hair-cut,
a pocket full of vile-smelling cigars and a
few stories of the same sort, and after
cultivating a lot of undesirable friends with
these weapons depend on selling them
enough jewelry to hold his job, and if his
employer didn't like the arrangement or his
habits he went to work for the fellow
across the street and took his friends with
him. This sort of jewelry salesman has
passed behind the great veil which separates
time from eternity. He is a thing of the
past. With the buffalo and the Indian, the
great auk and the dodo, he has passed into
history unwept and unmourned.

"In direct opposition to this there was
never a time in the history of the jewelry
business when there was such a demand for
men who can produce the goods—for men
who know and who don't bluff. Any sales-
man with real ideas or real knowledge can
get a position to-day easier and be paid
more for it than at any time in the history
of the jeweler's craft. This is true in every
line. One big employment agency has on
its books over nine thousand men who are
looking for jobs that will pay them $1200
a year and they cannot find work for them.
At the same time they are searching the
country in vain for men who can hold
down jobs which pay from $5000 to $25,0oo
and cannot find the men.

"The rule-of-thumb in business is
gone. Men must know—not guess. They
must hustle—not loaf. The average sales-
man in this and every other line snoops
around behind the counter with about the
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speed of a terribly tired turtle or a string-
halted hearse horse and yet wonders why
he never gets a raise. In every city of
10,000 inhabitants in this country are public
libraries fifilled with books of reference, yet
jewelry clerks are
studying pin pool in-
stead of precious
stones; reading the
sporting sheets in-
stead of ceramics ;
playing the parlor
organ and singing
"Pull for the Shore,
Sailor," instead of
learning to letter win-
dow cards. You stand
here day after day
posing as an expert
and trying to sell cut glass when you don't
know a geometrical design from an
economic thesis, or a floral pattern from a
three-base hit. Harsh words, you say?
Sure they are ! I intend them to be. If I
felt that I could stir you out of the lethargy
that is slowly permeating your whole make-
up I would lam you in the jaw with a
piece of plank and some day you would
thank me for the blow. I want to wake you
up to your possibilities—I want to stir you
up to understand that this business .is the
greatest game in the world and that you
are missing half of the fun of it because
you have been looking on this as a job
rather than taking it up as a life work and
preparing yourself for it.

"In one of Pope's Moral Essays he
says : "TiS education forms the common
mind, just as the twig is bent the tree is
inclined.' If you were forty years old in-
stead of twenty-two I would have spared
you this tirade because by the time a man is
forty his habits are formed and time has
stamped him a failure or a success. The
habits formed in early manhood are what
make or mar a man's business career and I
am talking to you because I want to get you
into the habits of study; to get you to
learn this business—to learn it from the

ground up so you can
produce the goods and
be a leader rather than a
simple follower in the
rut which leads on to
failure. The only dif-
ference between a rut
and a grave is just the
depth. I want to jostle
you out of the rut so
when you have served
your apprenticeship here
you will be one of the

ir men that people are
hunting for rather than
one of the men who has
to be hunting for a job.
To do this you must pro-
duce the goods and cut
out this bluffing.

"I had dinner the other night with the
proprietor of a large piano house. While
we were eating one of his salesmen came
in. He had been sent out of town that day
to see a prospective purchaser. He came

(Continued on page 1858)



YOU CAN GET A LARGER SHARE OF THE

Santa Claus Trade

and not run the risk of having an inactive stock on your hands
should any be left over after the holiday season because

STERNAUWARE is in demand throughout the year and yet is
very desirable to stock at this season in that it appeals to those wishing
to make presents.

STERNAUWARE is distinctive in style, handsomel y finished, and
very useful. It is far superior to ordinary metalware because it is
made of high-grade material in an exceptionally skillful way, and at
the same time is reasonable in price.
By all means write for a copy of the

GREEN COVERED BOOK E
illustrating in three colors Brass, Copper and Nickel-plated Ware.
It is invaluable for reference in suggesting suitable styles to satisfy the
prospective customer not finding in your stock an appropriate design.

Fancy Teakettles, Chafing-Dishes and their Accessories,
Coffee-Machines, Trays, Etc.

Office and Factory:

195 Plymouth Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NOTE -NEW SHOWROOMS:

305 Broadway, N. W. Corner Duane Street, New York

The Jeweler and his Advertising

The advertisement in the center of this
page has stood for one week in a metropoli-
tan daily paper whose rates are fifteen cents
a line. It has a space of mo lines double
column. For that week it has cost $210,
with a slight reduction if it was taken on a
sow-line contract. Roughly it is costing
the jeweler $2oo a week. The name and
address is changed, of course, so that none
but the man who is paying those bills will
recognize it. It is a splendid example of
the so-called dignified style of advertising
and is an equally good example of the bibli-
cal statement that a fool and his money are
soon parted.

With the single exception of that first
line which tells that the firm has been in
business for some years,
the advertisement is abso-
lutely worthless and will
not bring ten cents' worth
of business for every ten
dollars spent. Even this
one redeeming sentence is
not enough to pay out good
money for standing alone
as it does. Does any
jeweler suppose that the
public is going to be filled
with a wild desire to rush
downtown and buy a dia-
mond of him because he
has been in business since
1878 ? Had this statement
been backed up with the re-
mark that the fact that
they had been in business
all this time was an indica-
tion of the good service
they had rendered the pub-
lic and that their name
was a stamp of reliability and some other
real selling points along that line it might
have made a good advertisement, but as it
stands it is absolutely lost. The part of this
ad which is its main body should really
have been the signature and the statement
that watchmaking and repairing is done
there is redundancy of the most pronounced
type.

If you have a dollar which you want
to put in motion for its health and put it

over the jumps for the
fun it will get out of it
you can find better ways
than buying valuable
space in the newspapers
and then putting no
thought into your adver-
tising. The simple
"card," as it is called,
is an obsolete form
which disappeared about
the time merchants de-
cided that it was not

wisdom to make their place a forum in
which the loafers of the neighborhood
might discuss the politics of the nation.
When you buy space in a newspaper have
your copy planned for a month ahead at

least. Take your business from end to end,
its advantages, its possibilities and all the
real reasons why you expect the public to
patronize you and set these down in order
so that your advertising will con-
tinuity and timeliness.

You know what your
strong points are; em-
phasize them, of course,
but above all things don't
waste your money in
useless effort. If a
hunter fires into a flock
of ducks flying over-
head he may get one, but
skilled hunters don't shoot for general re-
sults but pull on one certain duck and if by
chance they also get another they rejoice,
but the main point is to get one for certain.
So also with advertising, you cannot adver-
tise your whole store at one time, so it is

ments. In watchmaking dwell on skill,
speed and price. In diamonds dwell on the
fact that money invested in them is as good
as in a savings bank if the quality is right.
Promptness and price is the theme of
jewelry repairing. In watches accuracy is,
of course, the line of talk. In silver novel-
ties the Word novelty itself is the best selling
point, while in stationery style must be
dwelt upon.

Umbrellas and fountain pens are par-
ticularly nice presents, while in table ware
durability must be the talking point. Like
watches, a clock must be right to be useful,
and the distinction between gold filled and
gold plated gives a splendid subject for an
ad. Both enamel goods and art objects are
things which appeal to the discriminating
purchaser and should be discussed from an
art standpoint, while the difference be-
tween the wear of gold filled, solid and

plated chains and their
variety is an easy subject.
The permanency of ster-
ling silver and replating
make good ads and to
young housekeepers there
is no stronger plea for
patronage than the fact
that a certain pattern is
standard and complete sets
may be made up a few
pieces at a time. I know
one jeweler whose ads
bristle with new ideas for
the use of silver and Ile
sends a birthday spoon cir-
cular to every family which
has a birth and he has more
than a dozen card clubs us-
ing forks, spoons and such
things for prizes. A euchre
club will adopt a certain
pattern of silver and make
the first prize a fork and

the second a spoon, and as the season pro-
gresses that club will have a dozen women
who have won three or four forks and
when the club disbands they come to the
enterprising jeweler and buy the rest of
the set. Rings give a nice opportunity for
advertising talks, as they appeal to all ages
and both sexes and I know of one jeweler
who has made big money through his ad-
vertisements of how nice it is to turn half
a dozen inferior diamond rings
into one nice dinner ring. In
almost half the cases a few more
stones are sold to fix the sym-
metry of the design. Timeliness
in advertising school emblems
and designs for medals counts in
all cases and during the winter
when lodges are active emblems
can be readily sold if advertised
well.

For the rest of the sugges-
tions for thirty ads for thirty days I sug-
gest, and it is my earnest advice, that the
entire series be planned and written before
a single one is published. If you intend to
illustrate the ads I believe it is well worth
the extra expense ; be sure that the same

(Continued on page 1853)

Jewelry and Precious Stones

better to take it department by department
and let the month's advertising cover the
whole store. For thirty subjects I might
suggest: Watchmaking, diamonds, jewelry
repairs, watches, silver novelties, stationery,
umbrellas, fountain pens, table ware, clocks,
gold filled stuff, as distinguished from
plated, enamel ware, art objects, chains and
their method of manufacture, solid silver
versus plated, silver-plating and the differ-
ence between 'thin and thick plate, open
stock patterns of silver where half a dozen
may be bought with the certainty of finding
the same pattern next year, the birthday
spoon idea, silver for card prizes instead of
junk, rings, remounting diamonds, medals
for schools and athletic events, society em-
blems, invitations, replating, trading in of
old gold, alarm clocks, men's jewelry, jet,
coral or other stuff temporarily fashionable,
and watch making again.

Set these thirty subjects down and then
ask yourself what it would take to make
you go to a store and buy the article you
propose to advertise? If you contemplated
such a purchase What would you want to
know about it? Answer these questions in
simple language and short, terse sentences
and you have written thirty good advertise-
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DON'T LOSE CUSTOMERS
BY SELLING INFERIOR RINGS

Our Plain Gold Rings make and hold trade because they have genuine merit. Everything

about them is right—metal, shape, finish and price --and every one is guaranteed by us.

Order a few, compare them with other rings, and judge for yourself.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
2 MAIDEN LANE RING

TR ADE

MARIA

MAKERS NEW YORK

THE JAPANESE CULTURED PEARL
and

THE HOPE SYNTHETIC SAPPHIRE

Add two first rate sellers to your stock. (If Both compare in beauty with their
costly rivals of nature's unassisted work ; they differ but little from them in all
other points, save origin—and yet, their cost is not prohibitive to the buyer even
of modest means. (ff Either separately or in combination, they will delight the
taste for the refined and beautiful. (jr Take in aline that possesses both quality and
value—and increase your sales and profits. cr A guarantee makes selling easier.

CI Our goods are guaranteed.

THINK THIS OVER. IT MEANS DOLLARS AND CENTS TO YOU

Paris, Providence, Idar

g
,

IMPORTERS AND CUTTERS

Rose Diamonds, Pearls, Opals, Amethysts and
Topaz, Reconstructed Stones and Hope Sapphires

68 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

November, 1910 T E KEYSTONE

NEW YORK OFFICE OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 1102 JEWELERS' BUILDING, 9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK, October 29, 1910.

For the first time in its history
New York's the increase in the value of the
Foreign foreign commerce of the port
Commerce of New York, in one year,

which was the year ended
June 30, 1910, exceeded $2oo,000,000. The
total value of this increase amounted to $201,-
428,889. For the first time in its history last year
the value of the foreign commerce of the port
of New York exceeded a billion and a half .of
dollars, amounting to $1,587,977,314. Up to 1890
the nation's foreign commerce had never equalled
that of the port of New York for last year. Last
year New York's imports of merchandise were
valued at $935,990,958, or 6o per cent. of the
nation's total; and the total value of New York's
exports of merchandise was $651,986,330, or 37.3
per cent. of that of the nation. The total value
of the imports and exports of merchandise of the
port of New York last year was 48 per cent. that
of the entire Union, which latter amounted in
value to $3,302,804,708.

The large shipments of dia.
Rig Imports of monds and other gems re
Diamonds ceived at the port of New

York in September and the
first half of this month have swelled the total
valuation of diamonds and other precious stones
received thus far this year to more than $32,000,-
000. A Maiden Lane importer estimated that the
receipts for the calendar year will be more than
$40,000,000. This estimate is much greater than
the valuation of the gems received in 1908, when
the diamonds and other precious stones passed
through the Custom House here were appraised
at only $12,862,896. Last year the total imports
of gems were valued at $40,494,356.

The September imports of gems amounted to
$3,038,737. In January, March and August the
total valuation of precious stones reached more
than $4,000,000 in each month, and in every other
month this year, except April and June, the im-
ports of gems have been valued at more than
$3,000,000. The largest previous importations of
gems for a calendar year were reported in 1906,
when diamonds and other precious stones valued
at $43,573,488 were received at this port.

American importers who returned recently
from the European diamond markets say they
found it difficult to obtain desirable gems from
the London Syndicate, because few fine stones
are being offered for sale. European dealers are
buying in large quantities now, and this is given
as a reason for the present scarcity of fine stones
abroad. Members of the Precious Stone Im.
porters' Association of this city believe the action
of the organization in offering $2,500 reward for
information leading to the conviction of any one
smuggling gems for business purposes has scared
dealers who carried on unlawful traffic in gems.
The association is co-operating with Collector
Loeb.

October proved a busy month for the whole-
sale jewelry trade on the Lane and an unusually

large number of out-of-town folk were in the
market for holiday goods, among them being:
Mr. Stone, of Perry & Stone, New London,
Conn.; Mr. Brown, of Brown & Garrett, Rut-
land, Vt.; C. B. Fishel, with the Arcade Optical
Co., Cleveland; W. 0. Adams, Sydney, 0.; W.
C. Cornell, Newburgh, N. Y.; C. A. Shineman,
New Haven, Conn.; Mr. Kinney, of Perry &
Stone, Mystic, Conn.; Mr. Filcher, of Perry,
Stone & Filcher, Pittsfield, Mass.; W. D. Vars,
Saybrook Point, Conn.; G. W. Flanders, Niles,
Mich.; Mr. Hall, of Gardner & Hall, Derby,
Conn.; Perry Tindolph, Vincennes, Ind.; Mr.
Wheeler, of Wheeler & Son, Salem, N. J.; T. J.
Merrill, Holyoke, Mass.; Dan S. Parks, Chey-
enne, Wyo.; Major Pryor, of Warren Pryor &
Sons, Douthitt, N. C.; M. F. Fainter, Easthamp-
ton, Mass.; L. M. Brown, North Adams, Mass ;
M. E. Lippitt, Cooperstown, Md.; F. W. Rowe,
Trenton, N. J.; Fred Eynathan, Denver, Co!
Geo. H. Green, Albany, N. Y.; 0. L. Rencken,
Newport, R. I.; L. H. Barth, Geneva, N. Y.; A.
B. Kingsley, Norwich, Conn.; L. A. Jerger,
Thomasville, Ga.; E. G. Crawford, Frar.klin, Pa.;
S. B. Leonardy, Tampa, Fla.; Sylvester Engel,
Hazleton, Pa.; Mr. Virgin, of Virgin & Young,
Macon, Ga.; W. C. Weed, of Weed & Sons,
Minneapolis; W. B. Henry, Plant City, Fla.; Jno.
Austin, Geneva, 0.; H. J. Smith, Racine, Wis.;
E. F. Walk, of J. C. Walk & Son, Indianapolis,
Ind.; Wm. C. Longenecker, New Brighton, Pa.;
F. A. Harriman, Waterville, Me.; Mr. Hawley,
of Davis & Hawley, Bridgeport, Conn., and Mr
Berry, with E. J. Faust, Allentown, Pa.

A number of the wholesale jewelers in the
Maiden Lane district are joining dealers in Paris
and Berlin in a new campaign against the sale
of synthetic rubies and sapphires under names
that are said to be deceptive. It is proposed, for
instance, that the artificial rubies be called rubi-
nite or by some similar name. The plan of hav-
ing distinctive names for the natural and the
artificial products was indorsed at a jewelers' con-
vention held lately in Berlin, at which it was
also decided to ask jewelers in other countries
to join in the movement.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance had quite a
number of robberies and thefts reported during
the past month, among them being: R. D. Mac
donald, 47 Public Square, Lima, 0., who for the
third time in twenty months had his show win.
dow broken into, a tray of small diamond rings
to the value of $300 being taken. Mathauer &
Koester, 193 Woodward avenue, Detroit, suffered
a loss of miscellaneous jewelry valued at $200
stolen from their outside show case. Silvers &
Woods, 28/2 Whitehall street, Atlanta, were
robbed on the night of October 8th and Inst goods
of small value. Some one, evidently familiar
with the place, broke open a back windew of the
store to gain entrance. The safes were not tam-
pered with. The show window of A. Hartmann,
Two Fulton street, Brooklyn, was broken into and
six Ingersoll watches and some small jewelry was
stolen. The store of F. H. Pardon, Owensboro,
Ky., was entered by the back window and six or
eight bracelets and a lot of cheap rings were
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taken. Mr. Pardon thinks the robbery was corn
nutted by a band of boy thieves. Andrew Paulo,
9 Park avenue, Mansfield, 0., had C. E. Turner,
of Zanesville, 0., arrested for working a cheap
paste substitute on him for a $78 diamond ring
early in October. Following a number of rob.
beries at a local hotel, two jewelers were victim-
ized by a colored man in Columbus, 0. Jacob
Schneider, 102 East Main street, was robbed of
a $35 diamond ring, and F. Leiendecker, 129 East
Mound street, of three diamond rings valued at
$155. The procedure on the part of the thief
was the same in both cases. He entered the store
and asked to be shown some rings, and when the
proprietor's back was turned grabbed what rings
were in sight and ran. In the case of Mr.
Schneider the jeweler followed the negro out
into the street and fired several shots at him, but
he got away.

At the regular monthly meeting of our Board
of Directors, held October 13th, the following
firms were unanimously elected to membership
in the board: Allsopp & Allsopp, Newark, N. J ;
Art (The) Watch Case Co., Chicago, Ill.; Bern-
liehn & Beer, New York City; H. E. Durgin Co.
Attleboro, Mass.; W. C. Edge Jewelry Co., New
ark, N. J.; M. Hahn & Co., New York City;
David Infield, New York City; D. Jacobs Sons
Co., Cincinnati, 0.; F. Kastner & Son, New York
City; Arthur H. Kirkpatrick, New York City;
Klipper Bros., New York City; B. fu C. Mazza,
New York City; Arthur Marson, Newark, N. J.;
Oskamp-Nolting Co., Cincinnati, 0.; Siegel,
Rothschild & Co., Baltimore, Md.; Max Silber.
feld, New York City; L. B. Smith Company, Bos
ton, Mass.;. Wm. H. Taylor & Co., Newark, N. 5.;
Max Kobre's Bank, New York City (Associate.
The total membership is now 637.

J. S. Neuberger, representing Theodore
Schisgall, spent the month of October covering
the Southern States showing his firm's line of
imported clocks, novelties, bric-a-brac, etc.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., who
makes his headquarters in Chicago, spent several
days in the New York office in the Silversmiths
Building last month.

Chas. F. Wood and his son, Horace G. Wood,
have formed a firm under the name of C. F.
Wood & Son for the purpose of selling diamonds
at wholesale at 15 Maiden Lane. Both members
of the firm were formerly connected with the old
diamond house of Chas. F. Wood & Co

The Jewelers' Protective Union, r5 Maiden
Lane, has offered a reward of $t000 for the appre-
hension of a couple of crooks (a man and a
woman) who robbed a diamond salesman in Salt
Lake City of a lot of loose stones on the night of
September ist.

M. J. Averheck, io and 12 Maiden Lane, is
completing the mailing of his catalogue No. 117.
It consists of 528 pages and cover and contains
half tone illustrations, descriptions and prices of
pretty nearly every article that goes to make up
a general line of jewelry. It is Mr. Averbeck's
intention that a copy of this catalogue shall reach
every retail jeweler in the United States.

Joseph L. Herzog & Co., 45-55 Rose street.
report that their new one-piece "El Kay" cuff
button has made such a good start for itself with
the trade during the short time that it has been
on the market that they have been compelled to
work their factory nights in order to turn out an
initial stock. Their ring and Belscript monogram
departments have also been working full force
for some time past.

The Rhine Stone Products Co. has recently
moved from 84 Cortlandt street uptown to the
wholesale dry goods district, where they are now
nicely located at tot Crosby street, just back of
Broadway. This concern makes a specialty of
all kinds of white stone goods, and though it
has been in business but a comparatively short
time it has done so well that the old quarters
downtown became too small, necessitating the
move to a larger place.

Mrs. W. L. Elias, wife of W. L. Elias, man-
ager of the material department of Cross &
Beguelin, died at her home in Brooklyn on the
14th of last month after a long period of poor
health. The funeral was held from the family
home on Tuesday, October I8th.

(Continued on page 1843)
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KNOWING HOW
No trouble to sell the LARTER AUTOMATIC SHIRT STUDS if you show your

how easily they are operated. It's as simple as
customers

New York Letter

4

Slide left hand underneath
shirt bosom from the side.
Hold stud by piston with
thumb and forefinger of
right hand and insert pointed
end through the eyelet or
buttonhole.

Release right hand from
stud and draw piston through
eyelet or buttonhole with
left hand until back of
stud is through both plies of
shirt.

Release left hand from
piston and the automatic
action forces back of stud
firmly into position. No
adjusting, pushing or pulling
necessary.

FOR

Coat shirts and all other style shirts
Our extensive advertising in leading periodicals is introducing the advantages of LARTER

AUTOMATIC SHIRT STUDS to millions of people, and retail jewelers everywhere will be called
upon to meet the demand.

WHY NOT PREPARE YOUR STOCK NOW?

Made in 18 K. and 14 K. Gold
and supplied by

our Travelers and Mail Order Dept.

Pacific Coast Representatives:

A. I. HALL & SON
Jewelers Building, 150 Post Street
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

TRADE-MARK

Reg. U. S. Pat, Office

LARTER C&, SONS

Made in 10 K. Gold and 14 K. Gold Filled
and supplied by

All Progressive Jobbers

21 and 23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

L 
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Mengo L. Morgenthau, the
Jail for candy manufacturer, w h o
Smugglers pleaded guilty in the United

States Circuit Court of smug-
Hing, was sentenced by Judge Hand to pay a fine
of $5,000. "I wish to say," said Judge Hand,
•that this is the last fine that will be imposed for
„nv offence of this character. I have discussed

is matter with Judge Holt and Judge Hough
they agree that there shall be no more fines

‘r smuggling imposed on tourists in future, and
I wish to make this a formal announcement so
that it will be as public as possible. Any tourist
Ill the future who smuggles goods in and accom-
panies it by false declarations will be sentenced
not only to a fine but to
some period of imprison-
ment." United States At-
torney Wise told Judge
Hand that Morgenthau
ought to be made to pay
L forfeit of the value of
the seized goods in ad-
dition to the fine. The
Court said he assumed
that that was so, but that
forfeiture proceedings
were of a civil nature
and had nothing to do
with the phase of the
case before him. "I want
1,, say," added Mr. Wise,
that if the forfeiture
value is not paid I will
sue him for treble value."

Moses Kahn, of the
firm of L. & M. Kahn &
Co., No. 170 Broadway,
one of the oldest dia •-
mond importing firms in
the United States, died
last month at his home,
17 West Seventy-fifth
street. Mr. Kahn was
born in Wurtemberg,
(iermany, sixty-two years
;0.;(), and came to this
country when a young
man. He started a small
watch and jewelry busi-
ness. His brother, Louis,
became associated with
him and the firm later
gave up the watch and
Jewelry business and gave
its attention to the dia-
mond trade. Moses Kahn was active in charities
tild was especially interested in the Hebrew
Orphan Asylum, to which he gave both time and
financial assistance.

By a little polished sleight-of-hand perform-
ance a tall, distinguished looking man one night
last month relieved Samuel Yampolsky, a Jew-
eler of No. 840 Eighth avenue, of $525 worth of
diamonds and under the keen eyes of the dealer
substituted about $20 worth of glittering paste
and gold settings. And it only took two visits to
accomplish the little scheme. The man appeared
at the shop the evening before and selected two
diamond rings and a diamond stud. He wore a
silk hat, frock coat, patent leather shoes and
spats. Yampolsky thought he was a member of
the "Four Hundred," from the way he talked and
posed. After minutely inspecting the stones and
settings he requested the jeweler to put them
aside until the following evening. Yampolsky was
delighted to accommodate so polished a customer.
The customer returned as promised still debon-
nair and immaculately clothed, and asked to see
the rings and stud. The boxes containing them
were placed on the counter. After a close scru-
tiny he declared he was satisfied. Yampolsky
wrapped up the purchase and then the stranger
asked permission to make a third examination.
Again he scanned the stones and looked at them
at various angles, to get the right light effect.
After some minutes he sighed as if thoroughly
satisfied and returned what the dealer supposed
were the stones. Yampolsky began to wrap them
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up, when the supposed member of the "Four
Hundred" asked the jeweler's pardon while he
stepped outside, remarking that lie would get a
check cashed. Yampolsky congratulated himself
that he had not been asked to cash the check.
Then the jeweler waited. An hour passed and
suspicion entered Yampolsky's mind. He tore off
the wrapper of the package and then tore his
hair, as his practised eye discovered that imita-
tions had been substituted for the real stones.
He hastened to the West Forty-seventh street
station, where he described the stranger as about
5 feet 8 inches in height and weighing about 16o
pounds. The man's hair was sprinkled with
gray, as was his brown mustache.

S. Sternau & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., the well-
known manufacturers of metal work specialties,
are now displaying their extensive new line in
their handsome showrooms in this city. It will
be remembered that the tearing down of the old

A Corner in the New Showrooms of S. Sternsu A Co.

building in which their showrooms were formerly
located compelled them to find new quarters, and
as their demands had outgrown the facilities in
the old showrooms the opportunity was taken
advantage of to secure new quarters which would
be much larger and more suitable for that pur-
pose. Such quahers they found a short distance
from their old location on the corner of Broad-
way and Duane Street. The new showrooms are
located on the first floor and are admirably
adapted for the purpose intended. The fixtures
are rich and handsome and afford exceptional
display opportunities. The rooms are easily
reached from the City Hall. These handsome
quarters are impressively suggestive of the great
progress made by this company and of the ma-
terial growth in its business in recent years. The
new line for the holiday trade is especially large
and attractive and those of the trade engaged in
the work of selecting suitable holiday stock
should not miss the opportunity to pay these
showrooms a visit and examine the fine stocks
therein displayed.

Alfred H. Smith, who was
Death of until recently the president of
Alfred H. Smith the Alfred H. Smith Company,

diamond and jewelry importers
at 452 Fifth Avenue, and who had been a member
of the Union League Club for thirty-one years,
died suddenly in the club rooms last month. He
was stricken with heart disease while looking up
a number in a telephone book outside the booth

in the main hall of the club on the ground floor
and died almost immediately. The doorman was
the only person nearby when Mr. Smith fell from
his chair onto the floor. The attendant ran to his
side and found him unconscious. When a doc-
tor, who was a club member and who happened
to be in the readine- room, reached the stricken
man's side he was dead. Mr. Smith had not
been in active business for about a year. It was
said by some of his friends that he had been in
failing health for more than a year and that his
health had been affected by the reorganization
of his firm a year ago. The Alfred H. Smith
Company had a branch at 452 Fifth Avenue, with
its main office at 170 Broadway. The Alfred H.
Smith Jewel Company was formed about a year
ago to liquidate the business of Alfred H. Smith
& Co. The liquidation is still going on.

Mr. Smith has been in failing health for
some months and was nearly blind. He went

into the diamond im-
porting business in r86o,
when he bought an in-
terest in the firm of
Crane & Co., that had
been established in 1822.
His firm was Smith &
Hedges, which for a
long time was at the
corner of Broad and
John Streets. The busi-
ness then moved to
Broadway and a Fifth
Avenue branch was es-
tablished. Mr. Smith
leaves a brother, Har-
rison B. Smith, of Bay
Side, L. I., where- he had
also made his home most
of the time. He is also

. survived by two daugh-
ters, Mrs. William Henry
Holden and Mrs. Wil-
liam C. Hough, and a
sister, Miss Jay Caryl
Smith, of Paris.

A. Werksman, a
jewelry dealer of 42
Maiden Lane, waived ex-
amination October 27th
before Magistrate Mur-
phy in the Tombs police
court and was held in
$!oo bail for trial in the
Court of Special Ses-
sions on the charge of
violating Section 431 of
the Penal Law of New
York State. This law
makes it a misdemeanor
for any person or firm

to sell gold jewelry more than one karat below
the fineness marked upon it. Bail was furnished.
J. Cutler, the complainant, is an agent employed
by the Jewelers' Board of Trade. He bought
several articles of jewelry from Werksman's
place at various times. The complaint relates
to a bracelet which was bought in August and
which it is charged was stamped "14 K." At the
United States Assay Office a special assay was
made. The Government report showed that it
was 9.8 karats fine.

Lawrence Scooler, representing the E. R.
Sheppard Mfg. Co., this city, started out with
their line of emblems and patent card cases to
call on his friends for the coming holiday sea-
son. Mr. Scooler was connected with The Gus-
tave Fox Co., of Cincinnati, for the past ten
years, but severed his connection last July.

October was the banner month of the year
for holidays in the jewelry district. The Jewish
New Year, falling on the 4th, was universally
observed by the Hebrew firms in the trade, some
of them making it a double holiday. On the
12th fell the recently made Columbus Day. A
number of firms closed for the entire day, and •
a large number for the afternoon. The follow-
ing day came Yom Kippur, the Jewish day of
Atonement. Some of the Jewish firms made a
double holiday of these two days also.

E. E. Robert, 3 Maiden Lane, spent a week
up in New England last month calling on lais
trade in that section.
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You Cannot Afford to Overlook

EL KAY
One-Piece Cuff

Patented October 25, 1910
Other Patent Pending

uttons

This is just the time when you can handle them with most profit to yourself

EL KAY CUFF BUTTONS are unique---the only cuff buttons made
that are strictly one-piece solid metal inside and outside, worked into a
state of toughness and rigidity, while in process of manufacture, unknown
in other cuff buttons.

Seamless and unbreakable, EL KAY BUTTONS are an invention that
marks a long stride forward in the manufacture of cuff buttons.
A GUARANTEE goes with every pair we send out. It protects you and
insures satisfaction to the user. If an EL KAY Cuff Button breaks, we
replace it without charge or question.

MOST JEWELERS ARE PROGRESSIVE; we know they all will sooner
or later wish to investigate EL KAY Buttons. WHY NOT NOW?
Without them, your stock is not up-to-date, and some one else has better
cuff buttons than you have.

Write for details and prices. We have a good thing and we want you to share it with us.

% 
Sample sent on

614 JOSEPH L. HERZOG a CO.
$1friis Makers of LK Rins

(TRADE MARK REG.)

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK

memo. at our expense

1 845

E P•PU
PARTLY because of the beauty and variety of patterns shown,
PARTLY because they excel in workmanship,
BUT CHIEFLY because they are known to be absolutely reliable—rings that you can buy with the

comforting assurance that you will get just what you bargain for—your money's worth every time in
style, metal and workmanship.

We make Everythin(.) hit Rin(.)S worth making,
and .every ring we make we stamp L K, which is your guarantee that the ring is
precisely as represented.

Memorandum Packages Sent on Request

JOSEPH L. HERZOG a co.
Makers of LK Rin

(Trade-Mark Reg-)

45-51 ROSE STREET (Cor. Duane) NEW YORK



Chime Clocks

Cuckoo Clocks

Novelty Clocks

Alarm Clocks

OUR NEW CATALOGUE

has been universally pro-

nounced the most beautiful ever

issued. It contains Clocks of

interest not to be seen elsewhere.

No Jeweler can afford to be with-

out our Clocks. They brighten

up your stock and are good sellers.

The most reputable and progres-

sive Jobbers carry our line.

We control "PERIER-PARIS" Opera Glasses
"As good as the best --- cost less"

Trade Mark Registered

Look for this label on
alarm clocks

There are none better

HENRY PAULSON 8z CO.
156 Wabash Avenue

Western Selling Agents CHICAGO
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A FEW GOOD HOLIDAY SELLERS FROM OUR LARGE LINE OF

Unusual Clocks

Mission
Cuckoo
Clock
No. 22
List
Price, $9.50

Mission Hall Clock No. 7
List Price, $37.25

7 ft. high

Our Clocks are distinguished for their

Staunch Construction
Popular Designs

Fair Prices
Broad Guarantee

CUCKOO CLOCKS

inche5

Carefully 75 ted
ci13/23551110Yeillelit5

Solid Walnut Cases
Fully Warranted

N?
5102 IY Y 574

23 in. 5.51,

how Cuckoo
and Oueil

hc? Nr
529;g 565 
22

• 

26 in
in. &Igo hour

72 hour
Cuckoo

4hour Cuckoo

Our new complete catalog illustrating the above and other good sellers
sent on request to dealers asking for them on their letterhead

Mission
Cuckoo
Clock
No. 23
List
Price, $9.80

Arts and Crafts Hall Clock
List Price, $60.00

American Cuckoo Clock Company, Inc.
Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters Cuckoo Clocks and other Unusual Clocks

Fairmount Avenue, Randolph and Fifth Streets Philadelphia, Pa.
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If You Want This Clock by December 1st
Wire Your Order Now
Not an experiment but a tried and

tested Street Clock

AT ONE-THIRD

USUAL COST

HIGH GRADE CLOCKSI849
FRENCH GERMAN SWISS
A COMPLETE LINE OF IMPORTED CLOCKS

BROWN STREET
CLOCK COMPANY
MONESSEN :: PENNSYLVANIA

This clock complete, fitted with
ground glass dial,

$140.00

Fitted with opal ribbed dial,
which is far superior,

$150.00
This illustration shows clock fitted with

cast iron sign in gold leaf lettering,
complete with opal ribbed dial,

$165.00

One of our street clocks in a busy western city

This illustration shows clock fitted with
flashligh,. electric sign, letter trimmed in

gold leaf, clock complete with
opal ribbed dial,

Right down in the crowd working for you
$200.00 IMPORTERS OF CLOCKS

PARIS 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK



HALL CLOCKS
WALTHAM
Tubular Chimes

Our new catalogue is now ready for distribution and shows
one of the finest and most complete lines on the market.

Look Up Our Three-Chime Movement

Our "WILLARD" or "BANJO" Clock is a favorite in
the high-class trade.
Any jeweler desiring a first-class regulator will make no
mistake in ordering our No. 13, which will run, with
proper care, within five seconds a month.

Waltham Clock Company
Office and Salesroom : WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

ESTABLISHED

FE3RUARY 1, 1878

KUEHL CLOCK COMPANY

SUCCESSORS TO

GEO. KUEHL C-&, COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

BLACK FOREST CLOCKS

WORKS AT

Schonach and Hornberg, Bad-Schwarzwald, Germany

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE

80-82 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

GOLD MEDALS

CHICAGO
OMAHA
PARIS

ST, LOUIS
SEATTLE

If you are looking for a style of clock you cannot find elsewhere, look in our Catalogue and you will
find it. A Catalogue will be sent on application to any legitimate jeweler and goods can be ordered
through your jobber.

DIAMOND impoRPreRs
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago



DIAMONDS
THE STRENGTH of our posi-
  tion as leading importers of

Diamonds for cash enables us
to offer great inducements to
Jewelers. When you order
Diamonds of us, you can depend
upon getting good stones at
reasonable prices. Mounted
goods are illustrated on pages 129
to 146 of the 1911 catalogue.
All orders will be given thoughtful
attention and be filled promptly.

BENJ. ALLEN e? CO.
CHICAGO

November, 1910 THE KEYSTONE

A Rolling Stone Sometimes
Gathers Moss

There is probably nothing in life more
lamentable than the way the right men get
the wrong jobs and the wrong men the
right jobs. Somehow it can't be helped.
At least, nobody has ever been able to think
out a solution. But it only takes a look
around to realize that many men are mis-
fits—cast for the wrong part just as surely
as though Willie Collier should be put
clown on the bill as Hamlet.

Some men find out that they are in
the wrong place and move on early in the
game. Some move on later, when it is not
so easy ; and then there is the crowd that
never moves. There are two extremes—
equally bad, of course ; the man who moves
on for the sake of moving, and the mollusc,
who cannot hug his place too closely. Some
men have to hunt farther than others to
find their niche. Here is a striking instance:

A young fellow was graduated from
the Harvard Law School, back in 1892,
and went out to an Indiana city, the home
of his parents, to put out his shingle. There
was not much to do, and as he had no real
liking for the law, he became restless and
discontented. One day he closed up his
office and left the city. His father was a
good deal cast down, as he had counted
upon his son's sure success at the bar. He
was more and more grieved when, during
the five years the young man stayed away
there was a running stream of enthusiasm
over new positions, followed, sooner or
later,Thy explanations why they did not fit.
When he returned his father got him a
consular appointment. He held this one
year and was off again upon a round of
unsuccessful employments. It seemed as
though he had been effectually vaccinated
against a steady job; at least they did not
"take." In five successive years he taught
school, worked in a railroad office, went on
the road for a manufacturer of toilet ar-
ticles, was a reporter on a newspaper and
tried his hand at the advertising business.
No go. He could not find his place.

Finally,•two years ago, this man turned
up in Chicago. He was not "down and
out." He had saved a little money and
seemed fairly cheerful ; but he was still
looking for that job. He went to an old
college friend, who was in the wholesale
hardware business and asked for a chance.
The friend lent a sympathetic ear. He was
genuinely anxious to do something for his
old chum, but he 'had heard about his
wanderings and was naturally suspicious
that this was going to be only another
"trial" added to those that had gone before,
and preceding many to come after.

So he said, "I'll tell you frankly, old
man, I'd like to put you in here. You've
got the stuff in you, I feel sure. But you
don't know anything about this business.
I'm afraid it wouldn't be good for either
of us if you didn't stick. We like each
other a good deal better than we ever shall
again if things don't go right."

"I see," said the applicant. "Well,
I'll be frank, too. I don't know. But I
want a chance. If I don't make a go of it
I'll fade away and I won't forget what you
told me either."

"From the very .first week," said this
man, telling about his experience, I knew
I was on the right road at last. I got no
special favors from Jim (the boss) and I
didn't want any. Well, I'm not much yet,
to be sure, but I'm standing in line for
something good in the sales department.
The best part of it is, though, that I've ar-
rived. I never had so much energy and I
never had so many ideas in my life before."
And this man was just past forty years old
when he "began." For that is what it was
—a beginning.—Business and The Book-
keeper.

The Lessons of Experience

(Continued from page 1837)

up to the table where we sat and said : 'I
went down to that woman and found that
the salesman from a competing house had
been there and—.' The piano man inter-
rupted him with 'Did you sell the piano?'
'I was just explaining,' continued the sales-
man, 'that when I gave her my card and
told her I had come down just to see her—.'
'Did you sell the piano?' insisted the piano
man. 'No, but—."Never mind why. I
am always glad to listen to how you sold
one but am never interested in why you
didn't.'

"That's the world to-day. Methods of
failure—excuses for it are not wanted. The
world has the ready smile for the winner
and is delighted to listen to how he did it,
but the only way a man can excuse a failure
in one case is to make a success of another.
You know why you lost the sale of that
ring. It was because you didn't know the
first thing about a turquoise. There was
little excuse for your missing that sale and
there is absolutely none at all for your
missing another. Take one stone at a time
in that case and spend one hour looking up
its history and getting every fact and detail
of it at your tongue's end till you can tell
a man anything he wants to know about
every precious stone you have in the store.
Then take up the industry of cut glass and,
in fact, detail by detail learn all you can
about the stuff you have to sell and you will
increase your ability by one-half.

"Read every page, advertising and all,
in every trade paper that comes into this
store and keep abreast of the times in your
chosen occupation. When I go into a store
and see trade papers and catalogues tossed
unopened into the waste basket I know I
can ask top prices of that man and get them

1853

No man can properly buy or sell goods
who does not know what the current prices
of them are. No jeweler can know what
to buy, what is likely to be fashionable,
what other people are selling who does not
scan the pages of the trade journals with the
most scrutinizing eye, for these pages are
the reflection of the productions of all the
manufacturers of the country and the
jeweler can learn more of styles and prices
from the advertising pages of the trade
papers than any place in the world.

"By good, hard study, by making every
detail of this business a matter of education
you will be enabled to give to this firm a
service which will fatten your batting
average and fatten your salary envelope as
it can be done in no other way—Ah, the
boss has given that woman up as a bad job
and let her go ; no, he hasn't either, he has
a ten-dollar bill in his hand. He has talked
to her for half an hour but it has paid him."

The Jeweler and his Advertising

(Continued from page 1839)

artist makes all your illustrations and that
they have the same general character. The
great thing, however, is to be working by a
plan rather than by haphazard. The
ability to plan for the future is an evidence
of intelligence. The savage with a sheaf
of leaves around his waist and a bull ring
in his nose lives in an atmosphere of luck.
To-day he stuffs like a pup at a pan of milk
and to-morrow he starves like a dyspeptic.
Civilization tends to eliminate chance and
that may be done only by planning ahead.

Advertising is no exception to this
general rule nor does its workings disprove
any of these platitudes. The advertising
campaigns which win out are those which
are planned and based on well preconceived
ideas. Haphazard advertising—advertising
printed according to whim or impulse—
composed when the mind is full of other
matters, never has paid nor never will pay.
Under our competitive system of merchan-
dising the chief requisites to success are the
ability to get the biggest percentage of ef-
ficiency out of every dollar spent ; the
greatest amount of power out of each
shovelful of coal tossed into the furnace.
The best manner to eliminate chance, to
print advertisements which put coin into the
till, to buy publicity which pays, is to plan
every detail of your copy so that a series
of your advertisements pasted side by side
in a scrap book will tell the story of the
inducements you have to offer the public
with concise consecutiveness and a har-
monious continuity that covers the whole
field even if it did take half a dozen big
words for me to get the idea onto paper.
If just a card is all you are running in the
paper save your money.

"Just a card" is all you care for,
Hidden, lonesome and unread.

Like a sign upon a tombstone
Telling folks that you are dead.

Wake up, man, and take a tonic,
Bunch your hits and make a drive.

Run half a page and change your copy,
Advertise, and keep alive!
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THE NEW
B. A. & CO. BOOK

THE 1911 EDITION of the

B. A. & Co. catalogue has been

sent to the trade. The book will

be found to contain larger and more

complete assortments than we have

heretofore offered.

Every page of the book illustrates goods
in which you should be interested;
all reliable in quality and priced
uniformly low. Be familiar with our

catalogue. It is a valuable asset to a

jewelry business.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, October 28, 1910.

The trade developments in-
Trade Conditions dicate that the fall and holi-
and Holiday Rush day business will be all that

could be hoped for. Early the
past month Chicago and western jobbers began
to feel the impetus which the approach of fall
gives to business and since that time there has
been a gradual increase in trade activities until
at the present time, when the wholesale trade is
on the eve of its annual rush. There is a general
feeling among the jobbers of this city that re-
tailers will delay their holiday buying later than
usual. A goodly number of buyers were on the
local market during the past month. They
bought liberally, but there was nevertheless a
general inclination to hold purchases down and
rely upon another trip to market. This is ac-
counted for, not from lack of confidence in the
remaining months of the year, but rather by a
general desire on the part of the retailers not to

,oN erbuy themselves. This spirit of commercial
eitution is as it should be. Jobbers are eminently

• ,atisfied with it because it indicates a conserva-
.tisin which will find its reward when it conics
time to settle the bills. There is a noticeable
difference in the quality of goods purchased by
.rit idlers. The higher qualities are in greater

'nand this season than last. Diamonds are en-
ing unusual activities and watches show a

decided improvement.
Travelers for western jobbers are sending

19 good bills and excellent reports as to condi-
tions. The buyers on the market last month re-
1)(41, without exception, favorable conditions in
their communities and excellent prospects for the
holiday business. Most all of the Chicago job-
:s started working their forces evenings the
Idle of the month and all have taken on ad-
inal help. Many are planning on a bigger

Ii than they had last season. The average re-
: et ra .ier has but a very meager conception of the

rous amount of work that develops upon
, 

m
jbers in handling the holiday rush business.

the time this issue reaches its readers all
Jobbers will be working part of their forces sev-
!iral hours each evening and when the real rush
!s on their entire forces will be working long
into the night and catching a few hours' sleep in
downtown hotels in order to be on the scene
bright and early the next morning. Jobbers are
already beginning to express fear that the gen-

tendency to delay buying will become too
general and the rush at the end so heavy that

t they will be unable to cope with it. There is
'I', season of the year when jobbers labor with
ss. '11 untiring zeal as during the holiday rush.

vertheless, retailers should bear in mind that
It they all waited until a week or two before
the holidays to send in their orders it would
be a physical impossibility for the jobbers to
handle so large a volume of business in so small
a time. Retailers should therefore make an

effort to ascertain their requirements early and
send their orders in with dispatch.

Speaking of retail conditions in Chicago a
prominent State Street jeweler remarked the
other day that they were excellent. He ventured
the opinion that this season would be a most
successful one. He based his opinion upon the
fact that the general public is showing a decided
inclination to buy better jewelry. Diamonds,
watches and solid gold jewelry seem to be in
much greater demand this season than for sev-
eral seasons past.

Advance dispatches from Wash-
Illinois ington state that the census re-

tion ports will show that there has
been a decrease in the rural

population of Illinois. The change has been fore-
shadowed in reports on other States, and there
is a disposition to find a reason for it in the drift
to the cities. It would seem, however, that the
Census Bureau is not so much impressed by this
"rush to the cities" argument as by at least one
other. It refers particularly to the effect of im-
provements ill farm machinery and to the policy
the farmers have adopted of keeping large hold-
ings undivided and encouraging the rising gen-
eration to seek new lands in the West. But the
fact remains that the cities have increased in
population while the rural districts have declined.
The actual gain in Chicago is 486,708; other cities
have gained more than 50 per cent. The Illinois
boys who go to western farms must be greatly
outnumbered by the additions to the ranks of the
urban population. If farm life is not repellent,
city life, it would seem, has superior attractions
and advocates of a return to the soil have plenty
of work cut out for them in the new decade.

News From the Trade

The Elgin National Watch Co. will shortly
carry into effect a most extensive advertising
campaign to the general public. The plan has
been under consideration by the officers of the
company for several months and was announced
definitely last month. The plan embraces a con-
tinuous chain of bill board and wall display ad-
vertisements along the rights of way of all the
Pacific Northwest railroads—and all in the larger
cities of that section of the country. The con-
tracts for the work have been let and the install-
ing of the signs will be begun immediately.
This is the most extensive advertising campaign
ever inaugurated in the interests of any article
associated with the jewelry business, and it will
without doubt have a most salutary effect upon
the trade in the far Northwest.

F. C. Van Sickel, of the Lewis Van Sickel
Co., Des Moines, Iowa, was recently married to
Miss Helen Lofland, of Oskaloosa, Ia. Mr. Van
Sickel is well-known in Chicago jewelry circles
and his many friend; here extend him their hearty
best wishes.

Claude E. Range, president of the Missouri
Retail Jewelers' Association and a prominent
jeweler of Trenton, Mo., was in Chicago for a
few days the past month on a buying trip. The
Chicago trade is always glad to see Claude.

The many friends in the trade of Geo. E.
Kissick, western representative of C. D. Lyons
& Co., who was recently taken ill at Des Moines,
Ia., while on a business trip will be very pleased
to learn of his complete recovery. He was on
deck early in the month, looking for holiday
orders.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been notified
of the sale of the E. A. Jones stock at Sparta,
Wis., to R. S. Moore, of Reedsville, Wis., who
will continue the business.

0. C. Zinn, of Hastings, Nebr., was on the
local market early in the month.

Henry G. Pfordresher, Chicago and western
representative of the Eastern Jewelry Co., made
the entire circuit of his territory early in the
month.

E. E. SI,vadener, secretary of the F. A.
Hardy & Co., made a business trip to New York
early ill the month.

Fred. Neasham, of Ottumwa, Ia., was on the
Chicago market the middle on the month in the
interests of his fall and holiday season.

Mrs. Henry Paulson, wife of Henry Paulson,
of the firm of Henry Paulson & Co., was killed
early in the month in an automobile accident,
near Lake Villa, Wis. Mrs. Paulson, with a
party of friends, were motoring to the Paulson
summer home at Lake Catharine, when the auto-
mobile after skidding considerable, turned turtle
over an embankment. Mrs. Paulson's skull was
fractured. She died a few hours after the acci-
dent. The accident occurred late in the evening.
Mr. Paulson knew the road thoroughly, having
made the trip a great many times. A rut or
obstacle ill the road started the machine to skid
alongside of a steep embankment, finally crash-
ing over the incline. It is believed that Mrs.
Paulson struck some part of the car as slie was
thrown out. None of the other occupants was
seriously hurt. The news of the accident came
as a great shock to the trade and was read with
universal regret. Mrs. Paulson had been actively
associated with the trade here for a great many
years, having been employed with the old firm
of J. H. Purdy & Co. She was also actively en-
gaged in her -husband's business.

The Chicago j-welers' Association has in-
augurated a +Ann of holding monthly noon-day
luncheons ill place of the regular monthly meet-
ing. The luncheons will be conducted along the
same lines as those of the Chicago Association of
Commerce and it is planned to have some speaker
of note at each meeting. The first meeting was
held October 18th at the Palmer House and it
proved a most enjoyable affair. Congressman
Mann was the speaker. It is believed that these
informal luncheons will do much to stir up in-
terest in the work of the association.. It is
argued by those members of the association who
are responsible for the idea, that many problems
touching the welfare of the Chicago jobbing trade
can be brought up at these luncheons and dis-
cussed to much advantage. It is planned to start
the luncheons at 12 o'clock sharp, regardless of
how many members are present and to adjourn
promptly at 2 o'clock no matter if it is in the
middle of some one's address. Notices of the
time and place for holding the next luncheon will
be mailed to members.

James Vogelsang, a retailer at 6717 South
Halsted Street, has closed his store for two
months and will take a trip to Europe, spending
most of the time in Holland.

E. A. Johnson, formerly with E. J. Samuel-
son, has opened a new jewelry store at 1480
Summerdale Avenue.

Max Holtz, formerly with the United Watch
Co., has gone into business for himself in Room
911 Heyworth Building.

A small fire on the sixth floor of the Silver-
smiths Building caused considerable excitement
last month. The fire originated in the packing
room of the Gorham Co., but was extinguished
before much damage was done.

Richard Weiting, of Peoria, president of the
Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association, was on the
local market the middle of the month attending
to some association matters and purchasing fall
and holiday stock. He speaks very encouragingly
of the work being done by the association and
reports a very substantial increase in member-
ship.

(Continued on page 1857)



5 DEMAND FOR DIAMONDS
NEVER GREATER

It is now simply a question

of having the stocks and as-

sortment to meet the tremen-

dous demand for diamonds.

Have you got them? If you

haven't, we want to say that

we believe we can come nearer

to taking care of your require-
ments than anybody in the

diamond business.

As we have said to you many

times lately, let us again re-

peat We carry the most com-
plete stock and assortment of

diamonds in the West.

Perfect white diamonds rang-

ing in size from one and a

half to three carats is our

November bargain extraor-

dinary. They are the surest,

-the safest values you ever

saw. We recommend them

because in all our experience

we never were able to offer
you better values.

But don't forget that we have
diamonds of all grades and
sizes and are prepared to fill
any of your requirements
immediately.

A very pleasing remark we
hear from our customers right
along is: "Thu always seem to
have what the People want."

Well, that's our business
we should have. We certainly
give the matter enough
thought and close attention.
Whatever your wants are in
diamonds, we'll come pretty
near having them.

Write us and let us know
what your needs are.

Norris,Alister &Co.
Heyworth Building, Chicago, 111.

N•vember, 1910 T H E

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 1855)

Mack Hurlburt, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, was in
dcago the middle of the month calling on his

n Any friends in the trade here and doing some
liday buying. He spoke very favorably of

bi siness conditions in his section of the country
d predicts a good holiday trade. Mack is an

ei -president of the American National Retail
.1. wleers' Association, and although he is holding
II, office at the present time he is nevertheless
viially interested in the work of the association
:old is a firm believer in the stability of the or-
pnization and its purposes.

Emil Braude is receiving the congratulations
w his friends upon the arrival of a baby boy in
III, family.

"Jim" Donnelley, western traveler for
Sproehnle & Co., spent a few days in Chicago
early in the month. Jim bore evidence of very
kindly treatment from his western friends. He
left for the Pacific coast the middle of the month.

Mandelker & upper will be the firm name
of a new store in Milwaukee. The members of
the firm were on the local market last month pur-
chasing the opening stock.

U. S. Bond, of Osceola, Iowa, was on the
local market late in the month. He recently re-
modeled his store in preparation for a good fall
and holiday business. While here he bought lib-
erally and spoke with much confidence of the
holiday trade.

Another retail jewelry store has been opened
in Springfield, Ill. The proprietor is Knute V.
Johnson.

The demurrer filed by Montgomery Ward
& Co. against the annexed complaint•of the Wal-
tham Watch Co. in the watch company's fight
against the mail-order concern to enjoin it from
stilling the company's watches at lower than the
price fixed by contract, was overruled last month
by Judge Kohlsatt. This is a victory for the
\ratch company, and would indicate that the final
decision will undoubtedly be in its favor.

James Burke, president of the Brooks Jew-
elry and Optical Co , of St. Louis, made a special
trip to Chicago to attend the world's series. Be-
fore going to the first game here he laid claim
to being the first St. Louis fan to pick the Cubs
:or world's champions. He went out to the game
:old saw his diamond heroes trounced to the tune
o: 52 to 5. He had an appointment to meet some
o l his friends after the game, but he never showed
U. Later we found that he boarded a slow train
.St. Louis in order to get out of town the more

quickly. We wonder why?
At the last meeting of the Chicago Jewelers'

ssociation Lem W. Flershem, of the old firm
01 Lapp & Flershem, was made an honorary
member of the organization for life. This is the
1.-st time in the history of this organization that
:LI honorary membership has been extended to
;Aly one. The honor comes to Mr. Flershem as

climax to thirty-four years' of active service
LI the association and in the jewelry trade. He

ilS one of the charter members of the associ-
m ion and served two terms as president. He

ts always an earnest worker for the success
(.1 the association and gave much of his time to
I le work. Though not at present actively identi-
I 'd with the jewelry trade his friends in the
! ,.s.ociation voted him an honorary life member-
s ill) as an appreciation of his efforts on behalf
( the organization.

The next annual convention of the Illinois
1.,etail Jewelers' Association will be held in Rock-
1i-d, Ill., May 9th, loth and sith. At a recent
meeting in this city of the Executive Committee
)e Nelson Hotel was chosen as convention head-

( tiarters. The sessions of the convention will
lie held in the Knights of Pythias' Hall. Presi-
(11t Weiting, of Peoria, states that the prospects
Lir the success of this convention are very bright
Hid that he has already received a number of
1-':quests for reservations in the exhibit hall. The
hrst. two days will be devoted to the regular
routine of the convention, and the last day to
unfinished business and entertainment.

Mr. Bigwood, the junior member of the firm
of J. M.• Bigwood & Son, of Terra Haute, Ind.,
was in Chicago the latter part of the month. He
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did considerable buying here and also attended
the world's series.

S. Wechter & Co. have enlarged their fac-
tory and offices in the Masonic Temple by leasing
an adjoining room.

A. B. Baswell, of Tulsa, Okla., stopped off
in Chicago late in the month on his way home
after an extended Eastern trip. Mr. Boswell
states that a committee has been appointed from
among the jewelers of his State for the purpose
of formulating a bill prohibiting the peddling of
cheap jewelry in that State and presenting it to
the next Legislature for passage.

Fred Reichert and George Adams, for
many years with G. F. Wadsworth, one of the
pioneer watch case repairers of Chicago, have
organized the Art Watch Case Co. and opened a
factory in the Champlain Building, 126 State
street.

Edwin F. Sutler, the Art Watch Case Co.
and Lochau, Ohm and Stamm, all of Chicago,
were admitted to membership in the Jewelers
Security Alliance at its last meeting.

Guido A. Heidinger has sold his store at
Anna, Ill., to A. L. Bruce, who will continue it.

S. W. Lindsay, of Omaha, Neb., was in Chi-
cago early in the month in the interests of his
fall and holiday buying.

W. E. Pennell, of the Range Jewelry Co.,
Trenton, Mo., was in Chicago on a buying trip
early in the month.

Harry E. Farquharson, Chicago and western
representative of E. D. Gilmore & Co., will be
married early this month to Miss Helen I. Hol-
man, of St. Paul. This may come as a surprise
to some of Mr. Farquharson's many friends in
western jewelry circles who believed that Harry
had forever forsworn such intentions, but it is
nevertheless a fact. The wedding is to take place
at the home of Miss 1-Tolman's parents, 557 Mar-
shall boulevard, St. Paul. After an extended
honeymoon East and West they will return to
Chicago to make their home. Here's wishing
you abundant joy and happiness, Harry.

Gordon & Morrison, 192 East Madison street,
have just issued their 1911 catalogue which is the
most complete this house ever turned out. A copy
will be sent postpaid upon request.

Bert Ganz, who was formerly connected with
the Le Roy Mfg. Co., of New York, is now with
Herbert W. Allen & Co., Columbus Memorial
Building.

Considerable mystery is attached to a day-
light diamond robbery which occurred October
22d in the store of Raphael Bros., 166 State
Street, when forty-three diamond rings valued
at $1800 were stolen. The mystery deepened when
the rings were sent to the chief of police by
registered mail on October 26th with the follow-
ing note : "Please return these rings to 168 State
Street. They are no good to me or anyone else."
The note was written in a small hand, appar-
ently that of a woman. The police maintain that
they know who the thief is and that they will
arrest him, but they say he is a friend of one of
the proprietors and do not care to make the
arrest unless certain prosecution will follow.
Everybody connected with the store professes
ignorance as to the identity of the thief.

Chicago police arrested a traveling salesman
who claims Seattle, Wash., as his home and
Frank Brown as his name, at Racine, Wis., on
a charge of having stolen sample cases contain-
ing jewelry valued at $ro,000 from James C.
Foster, a traveling salesman for D. L. Auld &
Co., of Columbus, Ohio. Brown is said to have
confessed to the robbery and the Chicago police
say they found most all of the loot in his room
in the Racine Hotel. Only about $30 worth of
the jewelry was missing and these Brown said
he pawned in Milwaukee. The theft was com-
mitted in the Great Northern Hotel, October
23d. James C. Foster reported to the police that
two cases containing samples had been stolen
from the hotel lobby. The Chicago police noti-
fied the police of surrounding cities. Detectives
of Racine learned that a man was attempting
to dispose of diamonds in Racine pawnshops and
Brown was arrested in one of the shops. In his
room at a hotel the police found the sample
cases stolen from Chicago. According to the
Racine police Brown spent Monday afternoon
and night in Milwaukee but was unable to dis-
pose of more than $30 worth of the jewelry.
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Brown is 31 years of age. He said lie met
Foster in the Chicago hotel and learned from
him that he carried a valuable assortment of
jewelry.

Richard 0. Kandler, well-known Chicago en-
graver and for many years the head of the
Jewelers' School of Engraving, filed a petition
in bankruptcy October 21st, alleging liabilities
of $28,000 and assets of $25,000. The assets,
however, are alleged to consist mostly of re-
demption tickets of jewelry and diamonds given
as collateral for loans. The engraving school of
which he was head was located for several years
in the Heyworth Building. Last spring it was
moved to the McCormick Building. Kandler did
work for the trade and carried a stock of gold
jewelry and diamonds which lie sold to his
friends. Shortly after he declared himself a
bankrupt a number of pawnbrokers with whom
he had pawned the diamonds, brought criminal
charges against him, alleging that lie had worked
a confidence game on them by giving checks for
the redemption of some of the diamonds which
were later returned marked "not sufficient funds."
His arrest followed. The affair has caused con-
siderable stir among the trade, as Kandler was
well known here. Nearly all of the pledges which
Kandler put up were secured on credit from
local dealers and it is stated that one diamond
broker is involved to the extent of $1o,00o. .

Chicago jobbers who ship into southeastern
territory will be interested in knowing that a
through fast southeastern freight train service
has been established from Chicago. The service
became effective October i6th. This train is
known as No. 57 and leaves Chicago daily at
50.30 P. At., arriving at Atlanta, Ga., 6 P. at. of the
second day. The service is effective on the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois and the Louisville &
Nashville.

An attempt was made October 23d to rob the
show window of Mathias Hibbeler's jewelry store
at 917 Center Street, by two men who threw a
muffled brick through the plate glass window. The
crash attracted the attention of several pedes-
trians who ran to the store to see what the
trouble was and frightened the robbers before
they were able to secure any booty.

The city of Pekin, in this State, will be the
first city in Illinois to acquire the honor of
boasting of a postal savings bank. The post-office
department, for some unknown, but doubtless
valid reason, is of the opinion that conditions
are more favorable for a trial in Pekin than any-
where else in the State. Chicago wants a postal
savings bank but it must await the outcome of
the Pekin experiment. May the Pekinese prove
themselves worthy of the high opinion which
the chiefs of the postal savings bank system have
in them.

M. R Peck, for many years traveler for the
Chicago office of M. A. Mead & Co., has resigned
his connection with that firm to accept a similar
position with the Rockford Watch Co.

John G. Brown, of Spaulding & Co., of this
city, returned early in the month from an ex-
tended visit in Europe, where he went in the
interest of his firm. He spent most of the time
in the Paris store of Spaulding & Co. and brought
with him many new ideas for the Chicago store.

The Rockford Watch Co. has just issued a
handsome catalogue for distribution among the
trade. The book is somewhat of a departure
from the ordinary catalogue issued by watch
companies, inasmuch as the various grades are
listed at the retail selling price in plain figures,
while the price to the retailer is quoted in code
prices.

Chicago jobbers and such retailers as have
occasion to use the various express companies
operating in this State should follow the advice
of the Chicago Association of Commerce and pay
the excess express charges "under protest." The
recent decision of the railroad and warehouse
commission which established a lower schedule of
charges, has been hung up by an application for
an injunction. Until the litigation shall have been
ended the express companies will joyously keep on
collecting up old rates. While lawyers argue and
judges ponder shippers should pay "under protest."
If the action of the warehouse commission were
to be upheld the companies would have to re-
fund the excess.
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SOMEBODY SAID
" The Secret of Success is

Constancy of Purpose"

It has always been the steadfast purpose of this
house to supply its customers with the most stylish,
snappiest, surest selling goods at prices that furnish
profitable retailing.

Constancy to this purpose has built a system of stock and
service which we place at your disposal with the fullest con-
fidence that we can aid you.

In the matter of diamonds we can serve you to special advan-
tage. We have them in all sizes and grades and can make im-
mediate shipment.

But do not lose sight of the fact that we have superior stocks
in Watches, Cases, Solid and Gold Filled Jewelry, Silverware, Cut
Glass—in short, every thing you may need.

We appreciate the season's necessity for prompt and accurate
service at this time and pledge ourselves to serve you to the best
of our abilities.

We cordially invite our customers to write to us on any
matter pertaining to the holiday business. Our judgment, our
experience and our service are at their disposal.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Columbus Memorial Building CHICAGO
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PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

The first fall meeting of the Pennsylvania
Retail Jeweler's Association was held on the
evening of October loth at the rooms of the
Jewelers' Club. The attendance was very satis-
factory, nearly fifty jewelers from Philadelphia
and vicinity taking part in the meeting. Presi-
dent Ira D. Garman occupied the chair, and in
his address gave the keynote to the discussion of
the evening which was "Protection for the Legit-
imate Retail Jeweler Against Price Cutting." He
commented favorably on the fact that the two
largest watch companies had a fixed selling price
on certain high-grade movements, and argued
that proper representation to these companies by
the trade would induce them to extend the fixed
price to other movements of their make.

Col. J. Warner Hutchins in an encouraging
address took the same ground as President Gar-
man. He stated that if the movement companies
generally adopted the fixed price system the
case companies would follow in line; both, how-
ever, he said, would expect the trade to stand by
them in their efforts towards its regeneration.
As a result of the discussion a committee of hve
was named who would draw up resolutions for
presentation to the watch companies, urging an
extension of the fixed price system.

One of those present was Millard F. Davis,
of Wilmington, who was recently honored with
the nomination for State Treasurer of Delaware.
To Mr. Davis belonged the honor of having
furnished the silver service presented last month
to the United States battleship Delaware, and
which was described at some length in our last
issue.

Joseph B. Bechtel & Co., Inc., 725 Sansom
street, have just mailed to the trade the 1910 issue
of Bechtel's Bulletin," the purpose of which is to
call to the attention of watchmakers and jewelers

Automobile Prize Trophy
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offers of special interest to them at this season.
The catalogue and price-list portion is given
added interest by articles on various subjects
bearing on the jewelry trade; one of these which
is especially interesting is entitled "Pearl Fishing
in India." The bulletin contains 72 pages, and
on each of the 72 the jeweler will find something
that it will profit him to know at this buying
season. A copy will be sent to any member of
the trade on request.

Philadelphia jewelers had an opportunity to
view some unusually handsome trophies on the
occasion of the great automobile meet held in
Fairmount Park on October 8th. One of these
cups which was entitled "The Philadelphia
Trophy," was made by Reed & Barton, Taunton,
Mass., and the design was much admired The
cup is 19% inches in height, and is placed on a
handsome pedestal. Its diameter is 15% inches
and its weight 200 ounces. The symbolic detail
was most appropriate and admirably worked out.
Two handsome cups furnished for events in these
races were designed and made by Bailey, Banks
& Biddle Co. These also were noted for appro-
priateness of design and richness of execution.

I. A. Deischer, the enterprising jeweler of
Reading, Pa., who is one of the vice-presidents
of the association, attended the meeting as usual
and gave those present the benefit of his advice.
He urged the necessity of the trade in the entire
State keeping close together,—the east and the
west, despite their long distance apart, all, he said,
were enthusiastic in the same cause. Addresses
were also made by F. H. Seltzer, who made a
report on the work of the Detroit convention,
and C. W. Summerfield, secretary of the Mer-
chants and Manufacturers' Association of Phila-
delphia, who, on request, urged upon those pres-
ent the necessity of co-operation among all trade
organizations. A luncheon was served after the
meeting.

Col. J. Warner Hutchins is busily getting
ready for the holiday season his new store on
Walnut Street. As a diamond establishment ex-
clusively, it is very lavishly planned and fixtured
after ideas brought from abroad by the propri-
etor. In its appointments it will doubtless be one
of the handsomest diamond stores in the country.
Col. Hutchins enjoys a very exclusive patronage
and ranks among the most successful diamond
men in the East.

Among the trade visitors to this city last
month was John H. Vaughan, a jeweler of Suf-
folk, Va., who called on the local wholesalers
and made purchases for the holiday season. He
also visited the factories of The Keystone Watch
Case Company.

E. E. Eichlin, of Easton, Pa., an accom-
plished optometrist, visited the city during the
month to attend the annual meeting of the Penn-
sylvania Optical Society, at which he delivered
an instructive lecture on "Objective Optometry."

Handsome Automobile Trophy

One of the most important events of the
great-Aero-Auto meet of the Illinois State Fair,
at Springfield, Ill., which was held on Saturday,
October 1st, was the automobile race, for the
Automobile Club Championship of the State of
Illinois. Six of the larger cities entered in this
event, the list including Chicago, Springfield,
Peoria and others.

The prize was a magnificent solid silver
trophy, in the shape of a large cup, as shown in
the illustration, handsomely etched and mounted
on an ebony base. The cup was especially de-
signed and manufactured by R. Wallace and Sons
Mfg. Co., of Chicago, and sold to the Illinois
State Board of Agriculture through J. C. Klaholt,
the well known jeweler of Springfield, Ill.

The trophy must be won two years at the Illi-
nois State Fair by the same club, but not necess-
arily in succession. The winning club this year
is understood to be the Chicago Motor Club, which
was represented by Hughey Hughes, who drove
an F. A. L. car for "the ten miles" required in
ten minutes, 28 3-5 seconds. This is remarkable
time, considering the track was a circular one of
dirt.

The record for this year wi'l be engraved on
the trophy by J. C. Klaholt, and it will then be
turned over to the State Board of Agriculture.
It will be contested for again in 1911.
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Diamond Thief Arrested

James A. Williams, jeweler, at No. 33
Washington street, Boston, frustrated an alleged

attempt to have the "penny-weight" game worked

on him, and landed Uhan Mardigian, a Lowell

barber, in the police grasp. With several paste

diamonds in his pocket, Mardigian walked into

Williams' store and asked to be shown a diamond

to fit the setting of a ring. Mr. Williams pro-

duced a $225 diamond and turned to get some

more. Mardigian is alleged to have palmed the

$225 stone and replaced it with a paste diamond.

Mr. Williams recognized the paste stone and

pressed a secret spring, which spanned the lock

on the front door. Under the pretense of going

to the rear room to search for more large stones

Williams phoned to police headquarters and In-

spector Patterson hustled down. Mardigian

made no attempt to get out, for he felt secure

in the belief that the paste diamond had de-

ceived Williams. He was arrested.

Enterprising Firm Overcomes Express
Difficulties

During the first few days of the big express
strike which is now on in New York City and
Jersey City, M. J. Averbeck placed his seven-
passenger Mercedes car in commission for the
purpose of carrying express shipments to and
from his store to the express depot on Forty-
eighth Street. This scheme served its purpose
for a few days until he was notified that no more
goods would be received there for shipment.
Since then Mr. Averbeck has been sending all
his western and southern consignments over to
Newark, where they are taken by the express
companies to their destinations.

DISPLAY

THAT WILL INCREASE YOUR

SALES

Solid ()old

Are neat, attractive and durable. Have raised
white tgures and letters, red underlined and
card has gold bevel edge.

A high - class card that harmonizes with

jewelry.

Send for price list and samples.

MADE ONLY BY

GEO.A. SHAFEI\
5514 North Paulina Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Figuring Retail Profits

A Useful Table of Costs and Profits

To the average retailer there is no part
of his business so unattractive as the book-
keeping. If he has a small business and
does his own accounting the work is invari-
ably neglected, for to it he will only devote
the time with which he can do nothing else.
If he has to employ someone specially to
look after his books it is difficult to make
him realize that the money so spent is a
wise expenditure and not the cost of a
necessary evil. It is not only wise to have
a correct standing of the business always
available, but it is necessary that the retailer

25%

31 14

40%

50%

60%

75%

100%
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chant's own salary, interest on capital in-
vested, advertising, postage and all other
outlays of money that enter into the expense
of doing business, the cost of doing busi-
ness is 25 per cent.

Presuming an article that costs $1 is
sold for 25 per cent. more than it costs, or
$1.25, and the cost of doing business is 25
per cent., the transaction actually repre-
sents a loss of 64 cents, which is 5 per
cent. of the selling price, or 64 per cent.
of the cost, and right here is where there
is much difference of opinion.

Usually the selling price is arrived at
by advancing the invoice price to a certain
figure that the merchant knows from ex-
perience can be realized, and not to an
amount actual figures show necessary in

TABLE FOR FIGURING NET PROFITS

add to the invoice price of goods to sell at a
specified profit.

It would seem, therefore, that to arrive
at a correct and safe basis of doing business
profits and cost of doing business must be
figured from the same thing, which is the
selling price.

The Value of a Hustler

The alert, attentive mind is of far
more value in the commercial world than
the slow-moving, absorbed mind. The lat-
ter may make less mistakes, but it misses
more opportunities. It lacks the initiative
that is derived from physical energy and
self-confidence. That is the reason why
the boy who steps off quickly and who has

an alert, active eye,. is
usually selected for the
best positions. He may
not make good — the
alertness may not extend

Copyrighted by Butler Brothers, 0909

If your cost of doing business figured on sales is represented by one of these figures
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Your percentage of net profit is represented by the figure at the junction of the two columns

EXPLANATION—If your cost of doing business is fifteen per cent. of your gross sales and you mark a line at
twenty-five per cent. above cost, your net profit is five per cent. on sales, as shown in the diagram. If your cost
of doing business is eighteen per cent. and you mark a line at sixty per cent. above cost, your net profit is nine-
teen and a half per cent. on sales.

should know whether he is making or losing
money and how much.

It would be safe betting that the aver-
age retailer is making smaller profits than
he thinks and the number of dealers who
could at once answer the questions, "What
is your cost of doing business ?" "How
should profits be figured, from cost or from
selling price?" is surprisingly small.
Methods of figuring profits are many and
varied and it is safe to assume that the
majority of dealers in making the selling
prices of their goods add a percentage to
the invoice price, plus freight perhaps, in
order to get the selling price, and herein
lies the deception that results in so many
doing a business at a less profit than they
realize.

A merchant who has been in business
for any period longer than a year should
know his annual cost of doing business and
can readily determine what it is and what
percentage of his sales it amounts to. For
example, suppose the sales total $20,000 and
the expenses $5000, including rent, heat,
insurance, freight, wages of help, mer-

order to secure a fair profit. It is contended
by many that the percentage of profit must
be figured from the selling price.

Getting back to the example quoted
above, the article costing $1 and selling at
$1.25 on a basis of 25 per cent. cost of
doing business shows a loss thusly : It sold
at $1.25, the cost of doing business is 25
per cent., which is 3I% cents to be added
to the original cost of the article, making
it cost $1.3154, and as it sold for $1.25, the
loss is 64 per cent. of the original invest-
ment, or 5 per cent. of the selling price.

If the same article had been sold at
$1.50 with the same cost of doing business
the net profit is just 123/ per cent. on the
invoice price of the article. Figure it out.
Article invoiced at $1, sold at $1.5o at a
cost of doing business of 25 per cent., or
372 cents ; add 37% cents to the invoice
price of the article gives its. total cost
$1.37%, the net profit then was 125/ cents,
or 8 1/3 per cent. on the selling price.

The accompanying table copyrighted
by Butler Bros., shows the percentage to

far beneath the surface
—in which case the nat-
ural process of elimina-
tion places him where
he belongs. The fact
still remains that his ap-
parent capacity for at-
tention has won for
him the first, and best,
chance.
We should not allow

ourselves to forget that
everything to-day is
gauged at a high rate of
speed, and that it takes
an alert mind, a quick
eye and a dexterous
hand to keep pace with
the whirl of the commer-
cial machinery. Years
ago, when we were run-
ning things more slowly,
there was some chalice
even for the idler, but
to-day all but the active
workmen are left at the

post. The modern business concern has no
more use for the incapable worker than it
has for the employee who sits all day with
his eyes glued to the face of the clock wait-
ing for the whistle to blow. The clock is
still there, but it is put to a different pur-
pose by men who succeed. They refer to
it simply that they rnay see that they are
not falling behind the pace-maker—that
they are not consuming more time than is
necessarY in the performance of their al-
lotted tasks.

How to be an Employer

Treat your employer's interests as if
they were your own.

Look upon each customer as a possible
friend to the store, and treat all alike—
with infinite courtesy.

Try to make your position something
more than a "job." Don't make your duties
incidental to the pay envelope.

Blow your employer's horn as loudly
as you will; go softly on your own.—The
Book-Keeper.

BENVENUTO CELLINI AND HIS WORK

BENVENUTO CELLINI, a name to con-
jure with in the realms of plastic art,
and especially gold and silver work, was

born November 3, 1500, at Florence, Italy. In
presenting herewith illustrations of some of the
most famous works of art known to
be his, or with good reason attributed
to him, it is not our purpose to dwell
at any great length on the life of
extraordinary adventure and bravado
he has himself so admirably described
in his autobiography, which Goethe
condescended to translate into Ger-
man and which has been admirably
rendered into English by John Ad-
dington Symonds and others. It is
with Cellini, the artist, rather than
with Cellini, the man, that we pro-

to concern ourselves, so that
while the number of personal combats
in which he engaged and the various
homicides attributed to him, as well
as his confessed relations with the
women he employed as models, stamp
him as a person of at least loose,
if not decidedly vicious morals, make
decidedly piquant reading in the story
of his somewhat tempestuous career,
they have no place in these columns,
in which we merely propose to display
and comment on some of the master-
pieces on which his claims to pre-
eminence in his chosen field rest.

Cellini's father was
The Artist's a musician and it
Youth was his purpose to

devote the young-
ster to a musical career. With this
object in view Benvenuto was com-
pelled, in childhood, to learn to play the flute,
but while he attained considerable proficiency
in music, as so often happens, it was contrary to
his tastes and desires and his persistent refusal
to study or practice, together with an expressed
determination he had formed to be a goldsmith,

By AUG. O. CARLYLE

led to his apprenticeship to that trade in his
thirteenth year. Thus, while music lost an un-
willing devotee, who would at best have at-
tained mediocrity as a performer, art gained a
master spirit,

Statue of Cellini, by Cambi

Famous Saltcellar of Cellini

Cellini's restless and turbulent character re-
vealed itself even at this early age. He quar-
reled with his first master, Viviano and left him ;
had a similar experience with his second master,
Marcone, and finally, when about 16 years of age,
after a dispute with his people at home, he shook
the dust of Florence from his feet and wan-
dered off, in true medieval journeyman fashion,
to pick up what he could of his craft wherever
he could find anything worth learning.

The first halt was made at
Starts for Sienna, where lie worked for a
Himself time and acquired many prac-

tical details of the goldsmith's
art in one of the leading shops in the city.
Bologna and Pisa were in turn visited and he
finally worked back to Florence, having by this
time made himself familiar with every techni-
cality that appealed to him as bearing upon his
chosen trade and acquired the skill which, with
his artistic knowledge, warranted him in starting
in business for himself as a master. Of his
work at this period we know but little ; from
his own accounts it consisted largely of small
articles, such as cups, vases, personal jewels, etc.,
among which some exceptionally fine medallions
and clasps for the plumed hats then in fashion
are particularly mentioned.

At this time Rome, under the rulership of
pontiffs and church dignitaries, who lived in
princely magnificence, was the center of the art
and luxury of the world and the Mecca of the
votaries of high art, who found, among its
churchmen and nobility, the patrons through
whose assistance they were enabled to pursue
their artistic career. Into this crowd of artists,
whose names are blazoned on the scroll of fame,
the young goldsmith, at that time barely 20 years
of age, made his entrance, determined to com-
pete with them in their chosen fields. Pope
Clement VII recognized the artist in him and
employed him in the execution of several com-
missions that brought Cellini fame and helped to
fill his purse, but with the conquest of Rome
by Charles, the Bourbon, he fled to Mantua,
where, entering the service of the Duke, he
repeated his experience in Rome, but the climate
proving injurious to his health, he retraced his
steps to Florence, his native city.

This proved to be a turtling point in his
career, for here he met Michel Angelo, then at
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the zenith of his fame, whose successes as an
artist and sculptor, more especially his tri-
umphs in the plastic art, spurred the young gold-
smith on to emulate him, especially in the latter
field and filled him with dreams of attempting

something in this line himself, which
were subsequently so fully realized.
Federigo Ginori, one of the Floren-
tine celebrities of the time, had • in-
stituted a competition for the produc-
tion of a design for a hat medallion,
in which Cellini, Michel Angelo and
others entered. The Cellini design
for the medallion was recognized as
the best and the young man was en-
trusted with its execution, which he
carried out to the supreme delight of
his customer. Subsequently this me-
dallion came into the hands of Francis
I, King of France, himself a connois-
seur in art of no mean order, who
prcmmtly recognized its superior ar-
tistic merit and beauty of execution,
and this incited the monarch to invite
Cellini to become one of his en-
tourage.

Pope Clement was,
Recalled to however, unwilling
Rome to see Cellini lost

to Italy and re-
called him to Rome, where he re-
mained for seven years, enjoying
the favor of his pontifical protector
and his successor, Paul II, for both
of whom he produced numerous ar-
ticles, including clasps, covers for
books, personal jewels, etc., some of
which are still in existence. It was

at this period that, in competition with other
artists, he accepted a commission to engrave new
dies for the pontifical coinage and for various

Perseus with head of Medusa
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Figuring Retail Profits

A Useful Table of Costs and Profits

To the average retailer there is no part
of his business so unattractive as the book-
keeping. If lie has a small business and
does his own accounting the work is invari-
ably. neglected, for to it he will only devote
the time with which Ile can do nothing else.
If he has to employ someone specially to
look after his books it is difficult to make
him realize that the money so spent is a
wise expenditure and not the cost of a
necessary evil. It is not only wise to have
a correct standing of the business always
available, but it is necessary that the retailer
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chant's own salary, interest on capital in-
vested, advertising, postage and all other
outlays of money that enter into the expense
of doing business, the cost of doing busi-
ness is 25 per cent.

Presuming an article that costs $1 is
sold for 25 per cent. more than it costs, or
$1.25, and the cost of doing business is 25
'per cent., the transaction actually repre-
sents a loss of 6% cents, which is 5 per
cent. of the selling price, or 6% per cent.
of the cost, and right here is where there
is much difference of opinion.

Usually the selling price is arrived at
by advancing the invoice price to a certain
figure that the merchant knows from ex-
perience can be realized, and not to an
amount actual figures show necessary in

TABLE FOR FIGURING NET PROFITS

add to the invoice price of goods to sell at a
specified profit.

It would seem, therefore, that to arrive
at a correct and safe basis of doing business
profits and cost of doing business must be
figured from the same thing, which is the
selling price.

The Value of a Hustler

The alert, attentive mind is of far
more value in the commercial world than
the slow-moving, absorbed mind. The lat-
ter may make less mistakes, but it misses
more opportunities. It lacks the initiative
that is derived from physical energy and
self-confidence. That is the reason why
the boy who steps off quickly and who has

Copyrighted by Butler Brothers, 1909

If your cost of doing business figured on sales is represented by one of these figures
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Your percentage of net profit is represented by the figure at the junction of the two columns

EXPLANATION—If your cost of doing business is fifteen per cent. of your gross sales and you mark a line at
twenty-five per cent. above cost, your net profit is five per cent. on sales, as shown in the diagram. If your cost
of doing business is eighteen per cent. and you mark a line at sixty per cent. above cost, your net profit is nine-
teen and a half per cent. on sales.

should know whether he is making or losing
money and how much.

It would be safe betting that the aver-
age retailer is making smaller profits than
he thinks and the number of dealers who
could at once answer the questions, "What
is your cost of doing business ?" "How
should profits be figured, from cost or from
selling price ?" is surprisingly small.
Methods of figuring profits are many and
varied and it is safe to assume that the
majority of dealers in making the selling
prices of their goods add a percentage to
the invoice price, plus freight perhaps, in
order to get the selling price, and herein
lies the deception that results in so many
doing a business at a less profit than they
realize.

A merchant who has been in business
for any period longer than a year should
know his annual cost of doing business and
can readily determine what it is and what
percentage of his sales it amounts to. For
example, suppose the sales total $20,000 and
the expenses $5000, including rent, heat,
insurance, freight, wages of help, mer-

order to secure a fair profit. it is contended
by many that the percentage of profit must
be figured from the selling price.

Getting back to the example quoted
above, the article costing $1 and selling at
$1.25 on a basis of 25 per cent. cost of
doing business shows a loss thusly: It sold
at $1.25, the cost of doing business is 25
per cent., which is 3154 cents to be added
to the original cost of the article, making
it cost $1.31%, and as it sold for $1.25, the
loss is 64 per cent. of the original invest-
ment, or 5 per cent. of the selling price.

If the same article had been sold at
$1.50 with the same cost of doing business
the net profit is just 12% per cent. on the
invoice price of the article. Figure it out.
Article invoiced at $1, sold at $1.50 at a
cost of doing business of 25 per cent., or
372 cents; add 37% cents to the invoice
price of the article gives its. total cost
$1.37%, the net profit then was 12% cents,
or 8 1/3 per cent. on the selling price.

The accompanying table copyrighted
by Butler Bros., shows the percentage to

an alert, active eye,. is
usually selected for the
best positions. He may
not make good — the
alertness may not extend
far beneath the surface
—in which case the nat-
ural process of elimina-
tion places him where
he belongs. The fact
still remains that his ap-
parent capacity for at-
tention has won for
him the first, and best,
chance.
We should not allow

ourselves to forget that
everything to-day is
gauged at a high rate of
speed, and that it takes
an alert mind, a quick
eye and a dexterous
hand to keep pace with
the whirl of the commer-
cial machinery. Years
ago, when we were run-
ning things more slowly,
there was some chance
even for the idler, but
to-day all but the active
workmen are left at the

post. The modern business concern has no
more use for the incapable worker than it
has for the employee who sits all day with
his eyes glued to the face of the clock wait-
ing for the whistle to blow. The clock is
still there, but it is put to a different pur-
pose by men who succeed. They refer to
it simply that they may see that they are
not falling behind the pace-maker—that
they are not consuming more time than is
necessarY in the performance of their al-
lotted tasks.

How to be an Employer

Treat your employer's interests as if
they were your own.

Look upon each customer as a possible
friend to the store, and treat all alike—
with infinite courtesy.

Try to make your position something
more than a "job." Don't make your duties
incidental to the pay envelope.

Blow your employer's horn as loudly
as you will; go softly on your own.—The
Book-Keeper.

BENVENUTO CELLINI AND HIS WORK

BENVENUTO CELLINI, a name to con-
jure with in the realms of plastic art,
and especially gold and silver work, was

born November 3, 1500, at Florence, Italy. In
presenting herewith illustrations of some of the
most famous works of art known to
be his, or with good reason attributed
to him, it is not our purpose to dwell
at any great length on the life of
extraordinary adventure and bravado
he has himself so admirably described
in his autobiography, which Goethe
condescended to translate into Ger-
man and which has been admirably
rendered into English by John Ad-
dington Symonds and others. It is
with Genii* the artist, rather than
with Cellini, the man, that we pro-
pose to concern ourselves, so that
while the number of personal combats
in which he engaged and the various
homicides attributed to him, as well
as his confessed relations with the
women he employed as models, stamp
him as a person of at least loose,
if not decidedly vicious morals, make
decidedly piquant reading in the story
of his somewhat tempestuous career,
they have no place in these columns,
in which we merely propose to display
and comment on some of the master-
pieces on which his claims to pre-
eminence in his chosen field rest.

Cellini's father was
The Artist's a musician and it
Youth was his purpose to

devote the young-
ster to a musical career. With this
object in view Benvenuto was corn-
pelled, in childhood, to learn to play the flute,
but while he attained considerable proficiency
in music, as so often happens, it was contrary to
his tastes and desires and his persistent refusal
to study or practice, together with an expressed
determination he had formed to be a goldsmith,

By AUG. 0. CARLYLE

led to his apprenticeship to that trade in his
thirteenth year. Thus, while music lost an un-
willing devotee, who would at best have at-
tained mediocrity as a performer, art gained a
master spirit.

the zenith of his fame, whose successes as an
artist and sculptor, more especially his tri-
umphs in the plastic art, spurred the young gold-
smith on to emulate him, especially in the latter
field and filled him with dreams of attempting

something in this line himself, which
were subsequently so fully realized.
Federigo Ginori, one of the Floren-
tine celebrities of the time, had • in-
stituted a competition for the produc-
tion of a design for a hat medallion,
in which Cellini, Michel Angelo and
others entered. The Cellini design
for the medallion was recognized as
the best and the young man was en-
trusted with its execution, which he
carried out to the supreme delight of
his customer. Subsequently this me-
dallion came into the hands of Francis
I, King of France, himself a connois-
seur in art of no mean order, who
promptly recognized its superior ar-
tistic merit and beauty of execution,
and this incited the monarch to invite
Cellini to become one of his en-
tourage.

Statue of Cellini, by Cambi

Famous Saltcellar of Cellini

Cellini's restless and turbulent character re-
vealed itself even at this early age. He quar-
reled with his first master, Viviano and left him ;
had a similar experience with his second master,
Marcone, and finally, when about 16 years of age,
after a dispute with his people at home, he shook
the dust of Florence from his feet and wan-
dered off, in true medieval journeyman fashion,
to pick up what he could of his craft wherever
he could find anything worth learning.

The first halt was made at
Starts for Sienna, where he worked for a
Himself time and acquired many prac-

tical details of the goldsmith's
art in one of the leading shops in the city.
Bologna and Pisa were in turn visited and Ile
finally worked back to Florence, having by this
time made himself familiar with every techni-
cality that appealed to him as bearing upon his
chosen trade and acquired the skill which, with
his artistic knowledge, warranted him in starting
in business for himself as a master. Of his
work at this period we know but little ; from
his own accounts it consisted largely of small
articles, such as cups, vases, personal jewels, etc.,
among which some exceptionally fine medallions
and clasps for the plumed hats then in fashion
are particularly mentioned.

At this time Rome, under the rulership of
pontiffs and church dignitaries, who lived in
princely magnificence, was the center of the art
and luxury of the world and the Mecca of the
votaries of high art, who found, among its
churchmen and nobility, the patrons through
whose assistance they were enabled to pursue
their artistic career. Into this crowd of artists,
whose names are blazoned on the scroll of fame,
the young goldsmith, at that time barely 20 years
of age, made his entrance, determined to corn-
pete with them in their chosen fields. Pope
Clement VII recognized the artist in him and
employed him in the execution of several com-
missions that brought Cellini fame and helped to
fill his purse, but with the conquest of Rome
by Charles, the Bourbon, Ile fled to Mantua,
where, entering the service of the Duke, he
repeated his experience in Rome, but the climate
proving injurious to his health, he retraced his
steps to Florence, his native city.

This proved to be a turning point in his
career, for here he met Michel Angelo, then at
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Pope Clement was,
Recalled to however, unwilling
Rome to see Cellini lost

to Italy and re-
called him to Rome, where he re-
mained for seven years, enjoying
the favor of his pontifical protector
and his successor, Paul II, for both
of whom he produced numerous ar-
ticles, including clasps, covers for
books, personal jewels, etc., some of
which are still in existence. It was

at this period that, in competition with other
artists, he accepted a commission to engrave new
dies for the pontifical coinage and for various

Perseus with head of Medusa
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medals struck to commemorate important events.
Here again his artistic skill and manual dexterity
are evident, the resultant objects being unequalled
for artistic beauty and delicacy of execution.
The atmosphere of the eternal city, with its
constant brawls and intrigues, was not congenial
to the advancement of Cellini's art and palled
even on his adventurous spirit, so we find him
finally accepting the renewed invitation of the
French King to take up his abode in Paris, to
which city he removed. He incurred
the disfavor of Madame D'Etampes,
the King's mistress, to whom Cel-
lini's blunt speech was distasteful
and who probably recognized in the
Italian artist and his expensive
works, a rival claimant on the royal
treasury, whose drafts might prob-
ably interfere with her 'own de-
mands on the King's resources. Be
that as it may, he did not remain
long in France, but returned to
Rome, where a most unfortunate
episode in his career occurred.

It appears that at
Pines in a the siege of the
Dungeon Castle of St. Angelo

by the Bourbon,
during the pontificate of Clement
VII, Cellini had been commissioned
to remove the stones from a number
of jewels owned by the Pope and to
melt down the gold and silver. He
was accused of having stolen a por-
tion of the proceeds of this work,
which was not only common robbery,
but sacrilege, and for this he was incarcerated
in the castle-prison of St. Angelo. • Here, in a
noisome dungeon, deep down in the foundations
of the building, he lay for two years, enduring
numberless cruelties and insults, his chief fear
being that his skilful hands might be disabled by
the rheumatism he was liable to contract in the
damp dungeon. At last he made a daring effort
to escape, with the aid of a rope made of strips
of his bed clothing, but in the attempt he fell
and broke his leg, and though he painfully
dragged himself a long distance to freedom, he
was eventually recaptured and returned to dur-
ance vile. When subsequently restored to liberty
on the intervention of Cardinal d'Este, who said
it "was a shame to keep such a bird in such a
cage," he made his way immediately back to
France, where his former patron, Francis I, re-
ceived him with open arms and gave him every
facility for his work. It was here that he made
his first venture in life-size sculpture, promptly
proving that the marvelous talent he had de-
veloped while working in miniature as a gold-
smith, he was capable of applying to the execu-
tion of larger and more ambitious undertakings.
His first important commission was twelve
colossal figures, representing the twelve mytho-
logical deities after whom the major planets are
named. Of these he finished Jupiter and Juno
and the models of Apollo and Vulcan, none of
which remain, but which, according to the ac-
counts that reach us, were of superb magnifi-
cence.

But while engaged in
this work his restless
energy had to find some
other outlet and he em-
ployed it in the design-
ing and production of
various works, in which
his supreme ability as a
sculptor was to be dem-
onstrated. Of these prob-
ably the most pretentious
was to have been a superb
fountain for Fontaine-
bleau, of which the cen-
tral figure was to have
been a colossal figure of
Mars, modeled to repre-
sent the King himself,
surrounded by allegorical
figures representing the
arts and sciences, of
which the monarch was
so liberal a patron. This
work, which was very
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much admired, never advanced further than the
model stage, on account of the enormous ex-
pense the castings would have involved.

The magnificent golden saltcellar, now in the
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trident, typifying the seas. Floating on the waves
is a highly ornate boat that forms the receptacle
for the salt, while a temple-like structure, on the
roof of which a female figure, typifying tropical
products, reclines, contains the pepper and other
condiments. With these preliminaries we can
proceed to describe the enamel effects, which so
greatly set off the gold of the chief features. A
garland of fruits surrounds the head of the god-
dess, pears and figs being in green and red, within

the center a vividly "rosy" apple, and
at the extremity, a white opaque
aster with blue stamens. Oceanus
wears a diadem of sea-green and
there are some traces of white or
gray enamel on the trident he grasps.
The marine and terrestrial animals,
the small temple for the spices and
the boat for the salt, are of gold.

The waves, from which the
golden sea horses and fish emerge,
are of blue enamel and the figures
around the base are in gold. At the
side of Terra the soil is sprinkled
with white flowers having blue
stamens and intermingled with the
green foliage are red and green figs,
pears, apples, pomegranates, grapes
and bananas in their natural colors.
The lion, the dog and the salamander
—the latter the house emblem of
Francis I, crouch close to Terra;
also an elephant, over the back of
which is thrown a drapery, green in
color with gold fringe and golden
lily ornamentation. The salamander

is particularly lifelike, the scales, in gray enamel,
being sown with minute points of gold, the
mythical animal being represented as emerging
from the flames of fire, reproduced in sparkling
rubies.

At the corners of the cornice of the temple
containing the spices, are four small figures, ap-
parently intended to represent the four seasons
of the year. Touches of blue enamel and white
enamel, pointed with blue, ornament the columns
and capitals of the temple and in niches at the
side of the miniature edifice are admirably
wrought figures of Hercules and Plenty. Above
one appears the shield, ornamented with the fleur-
de-lis, surmounted by the royal crown, the kingly
arms of France, and above the others is the
salamander, leaving no doubt that this was really
the saltcellar Cellini designed and made as a sur-
prise for his patron, Francis I of France. The
boat that contains the salt is also a very elaborate
specimen of goldsmith work. This piece in its
entirety shows Cellini as a thorough artificer,
understanding every branch and detail of the
goldsmith's trade, both mechanically and artis-
tically, displays his exceptional knowledge of the
artistic value of the precious metals, the character
of precious stones and the artistic effect to be
produced from their employment and the design-
ing and production of the most artistic effects in
enamel work.

But while he has thus displayed, in the
superb golden saltcellar, his intimate familiarity
with the pOssibilities of the goldsmith's art,

Cellini had not lost sight
of his ambition to excel,
simultaneously, as a sculp-
tor. To relieve the
squat appearance of the
arched entrance to the
palace he designed his
"Genius of Fontaine-
bleau," a graceful reclin-
ing nymph surrounded
with animal life, as a re-
lief to the portal. While
some fault has been
found with the gracefully
recumbent female figure,
owing to its exaggerated
length, the general effect,
more especially the per-
fect modeling of the
stag's head, is admittedly
excellent. The value of
the figure, which, after
being transferred by
Henry II from Fontaine-

Cover of Famous Wine Cup

Royal Austrian Treasury at Vienna, an illustra-
tion of which is shown on page 1861, was one of
the products of this period of activity and is
regarded as one of the finest specimens of
Cellini's artistic taste and mechanical skill. It is
one of the few pieces extant that Cellini himself
has described in his books. While the beauty of
form and artistic characteristics of design may
plainly be recognized from the illustrations, a
few words in relation to the enamel effects, in
the production of which Cellini was a master,
and to which this piece owes no small part of its
beauty, may be in order.

The group comprises the two fig-
World-famed tires, Terra, a beautifully moulded
Saltcellar reclining female, representing the

earth, and Oceanus, a virile con-
ception, supported by sea horses and grasping a

The Nymph of Fontainebleau
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bleau to the country seat created
at Auct for his favorite, Diane
De Poitiers, is now to be seen at
the Louvre, is enhanced by the
fact that in design, modeling and
casting it represents the actual
work of Cellini, the model having
been one of the objects of his
amorous attentions.

Characteristic o f
A Notable the master's pains-
Piece taking methods is

the elaborate wine
cup and cover preserved in the
Uffizi Palace, at Florence, which
is regarded as a particularly
choice specimen of his work.
The bowl of the cup is of
rock-crystal, tastefully engraved
and mounted in enameled gold.
The cover is of gold, as here
shown, of an elaborate open
work design, in which a mono-
gram H (Henry II) and C
(Catharine of Medici) is em-
bodied, as well as three interlaced
crescents, in black and white, an
emblem adopted by Henry II, son
of Francis I, when dauphin. The
delicate arabesque tracery of the
cover is especially beautiful and
there is litle doubt that it was
executed by Cellini himself, or
after his departure from France,
by his pupils, at the "Petit Nesle."

A very beautiful pax, also at-
tributed to Cellini, is the subject of one of our
illustrations and is exhibited with the Medici
treasure in the Pitti Palace, at Florence. The
framework, architectural in character, is hand-
some in composition; the bas-relief represents
Christ surrounded by his apostles and raising his
robe to show Thomas the wound in his side. It
is of silver gilt, 84 inches (21 centimeters) high
and 5%. inches (13 centimeters) in breadth.

As an example of patient work, combined
with skill of the highest order, the flask in the
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Orpheus Ewer

Farnese Casket in Silver Gilt

Pitti Palace bearing the coat of arms of Salzburg
and for this reason known as the Salzburg flask,
merits particular attention. It is also ascribed to
Cellini and the character of its execution is in
keeping with his marvellous productions. Twenty-
three centimeters in height, made of gold, elabor-
ately wrought and richly decorated with enamel,
it reveals, in design and execution, the extraor-
dinary skill and artistic taste for which Cellini
was famous.

The Farnese casket, which Cel-
Farnese Casket lini is said to have created for

Cardinal Farnese, and which
bears the latter's name, is a conspicuous and in-
teresting object in the Naples Museum. It is
made to represent a temple, with handsome re-
liefs in rock crystal set in silver gilt, elaborately
wrought and Michel Angelo is said to have
collaborated with the great goldsmith in its de-
sign. Four seated figures, Minerva, Mars, Venus
and Bacchus, are the supporters of the structure
at its four corners, its base resting on sphinxes.
The rock crystal reliefs are set in rich oval
frames and the casket is surmounted by a seated
figure of Hercules, the vigor of which is char-
acteristic of the creators of "Moses" and the
"Perseus." Perfection in taste, harmony in de-
sign and delicacy of execution are distinctive
features of this beautiful composition, which in
itself is sufficient to afford a secure foundation
for the reputation of Cellini as the master of the
goldsmith's art.

Another art treasure attributed to Cellini and
bearing every evidence of his skill and taste, is a
Nautilus Cup, in the possession of the British
royal family. Neptune, seated astride a sea
horse, bears the handsome, highly polished shell
on his shoulders. Jupiter, seated on the imperial
eagle, surmounts the cover, a thunderbolt poised
in his uplifted hand. The back of a tortoise
with a border of sea shells and sirens singing to
musical instruments forms the base of the cup.
The mounting is of silver in part gilded, the sea
horse bearing Neptune being thus treated. The
total height of the piece is 20 inches, the cup
itself measuring 91/2 inches.

A very fine specimen of work, admitted by
Cellini, is the cover of a mass book, preserved
in the castle of Friedenstein, at Gotha. Three
by three and a half inches in size, each of the
leaves on wings, displays a sacred subject, placed
under an arcade. Figures of saints occupy the
four corners, the whole being surrounded
by a border, set, as are also the arcades,
with diamonds, emeralds and rubies. The
subjects presented are upon one side, the
adoration of the Magi, with the four evangelists
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in the corners, the head of a
cherub filling a recess at the bot-
torn. The other side shows in
the center the resurrection, the
four women of the evangelists oc-
cupying the corners, while a skull,
emblematic of death, fills the re-
cess below. The back is divided
by gem-studded bands into three
panels; at the top is shown the
creation of the world, the center
panel shows the birth of Eve,
while the lower division is de-
voted to a pictorial representa-
tion of the expulsion of our first
parents from the Garden of Eden.

Choice specimens
Orpheus of the great mas-
Ewer ter's work are the

Orpheus basin and
ewer, part of the silver treasure
of the Medicis and bearing every
evidence of being his work.
Elaborately ornamented with fig-
ures of animals, trees, buildings,
etc., in high relief and semi-relief,
the basin is 24% inches in di-
ameter, while the pitcher is 211/2
inches high. The subject is bor-
rowed from the myth of Orpheus
and represents the Thracian bard
seated with his lyre, striking
which lie soothes and pacifies the
animals with which he is sur-
rounded and which, without his
music, would be likely to display

anything but friendship for one another. These
are the bull, the bear, the wolf, the elephant, the
lion, the camel, the goat and others, having as a
background a landscape in which buildings, trees,
etc., are wondrously wrought. The ewer here
illustrated, notably graceful in outline, especially
as regards the handle and spout, is richly but
tastefully decorated with medallions of animals

Candelabrum by Cellini, after design by Raphael
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and landscapes, alternating with delicate foliage
work, masks and scroll work and fantastic fig-
ures, and while exceedingly ornate, does not in
any respect produce the effect of being over-
loaded. Above the body a frieze of smaller
medallions and Renaissance designs, with a mask
on each side, one under the handle, the other
under the spout, make up the decoration. The
ornamentation of the neck resembles that of the
frieze, while the spout is given the form of a
half open leaf. The handle, partly consisting of '
the bust of a siren, ends in a child's head,
placed at the rear side of the spout. On the foot
are oval medallions in which marine animals are
shown disporting themselves, alternating with
masks. The elegance of design and superb exe-
cution of both these pieces stamp them as the
product of the master of the silversmith's art and
warrant the claim that they are by Cellini, of
whose workmanship and style they are certainly
characteristic.

The ewer of Lescaro, in the
Another Palazzo Coccapani, Modena,
Notable Ewer with its accompanying basin,

are unquestionably specimens
of Cellini's workmanship, having been in the un-
interrupted possession of the present owners since
the middle of the sixteenth century, when they
were completed, of solid silver. The ewer, to the
top of the handle, is i3TA inches. The decorative
design, executed with notable richness and the
perfection of the figure work, which is not
mythical, but historical, representing incidents in
the life of the Genoese, Megallo Lescaro, stamps
this as one of the finest pieces of Renaissance
work extant.

A number of other fine pieces ascribed to
Cellini are two fine bronze vases with the
Triumph of Bacchus, Ariadne, etc., now at the
Corsini Gallery in Florence. A fine tazza in sil-
ver gilt, a set of five plates, also in silver gilt,
each representing one month of the year, a
gorgeous silver gilt basin with marvelously hand-
some repousse representation of the legend of
Neptune and Amphitrite, a superb gold cande-
labrum at the Vatican, a silver gilt salver and
one or two others.

That Cellini was not above making use of
the grotesque forms of the baroque pearls is
proved by the dragon pendant in the collection
of Baron Ferdinand Rothschild, London. It is
elaborately wrought in gold, beautifully chased
and enriched with pearls and brilliants and richly
tinted enamel, a baroque pearl forming the
greater part of the rear of the body,
seven small pearls, connected by
golden links, form a chain for the
suspension of the jewel, while two
larger ones depend from the belly.
Other specimens of his smaller
jewels, of which but few of an
authentic character are in existence,
are to be found in the Cabinet de
France and in the treasure of the
Duc d'Aumale at Chantilly Castle.

But while his
Works in Plastic work as a gold-

smith unquestion-
ably contributed materially to the
great master's fame and served as a
training for his hand in modeling
and for his eye in the judgment of
proportions, modern appreciation of
his work centers rather on his
greater works, in which he displays,
on a larger scale and in more pro-
nounced manner, his admirable skill
as a master of the plastic art. Un-
fortunately, with the exception of
of the Fontainebleau nymph above
referred to, but few of his notable
successes as a sculptor remain. One
is a most beautiful life-size crucifix,
representing the Saviour on the cross in the con-
dition of complete exhaustion immediately pre-
ceding death. The figure of the Christ is a per-
fect specimen of anatomical sculpture work in
pure -white marble, the cross on which it hangs
is of jet black marble, making a striking con-
trast. Cellini finished it while the work on his
Perseus was in progress and he presented it to
the Grand Duke of Florence; the latter in turn
presented it to King Philip II of Spain, who re-
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moved it to Madrid and it is to be seen to-day
in the palace monastery of the Escorial, near
that city.

Another fine specimen of his work as a sculp-
tor is the heroic sized bronze bust of the Duke of
Florence. This is a typical portrait of the fa-

Tazza in Silver Gilt

mous Medici, the family features projecting
sharply from the beautifully worked beard, while
the eyes, enameled in their true colors, the gold
ornamentation in the armor and other details he
introduced impart to the bronze a strangely life-
like character. A colored bust in wax, of Fran-
cisco de Medici, given as a votive offering to the
Bianca Capello in 1568, now in the collection of
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of great silver statues he made as table orna-
ments for the same king as were finished, and
some of which he certainly completed, have like-
wise disappeared probably into the melting pot
in response to pressing pecuniary exigencies,
while even the bronze replicas he is said to have
made of them have also vanished. But if there
had remained but one specimen of his skill as a
sculptor in existence, his Perseus, which ranks as a
classic in plastic art, it would alone have sufficed
to ensure him undying fame. It stands to-day,
shimmering in the greenish glint of weath-
ered bronze, in the Loggia de Lanzi, fronting
the great square of Florence, a tribute alike to
his artistic genius and to the indefatigable spirit
and irresistible effort of one of the most remark-
able men that art claims as its sons.

As the story of Perseus may not be familiar
to all our readers and a knowledge of it will
assist in assuring a proper appreciation of the
theme that Cellini chose and his manner of
treating it, we will briefly recapitulate the history
of this mythological hero.

Perseus was the son of Jupiter
Story of Perseus and the nymph Danae, who

was visited by the amorous
Jove in the form of a shower of gold. The
beauty of his mother and the majesty of his
father were personified in the young man, but he
failed to find favor with Polydectes, King of
Seriphos, where he was brought up, and to get
rid of him this king is reported to have sent him
to kill and bring the head of the gorgon Medusa,
a frightful female monster, whose hair had been
changed into serpents by Minerva and who had
the power to transform into stone anyone who
looked at her. Provided by Athenue and Hermos,
who took him under their protection, with a mir-
ror, which enabled him to see the monster with-
out looking at her, and with a helmet that could
render him invisible, he set out in quest of the
Medusa, and having found her slew and decapi-
tated her. The figure created by Cellini repre-
sents Perseus in the moment of his triumph,
holding the gory head of the monster aloft in one
hand and grasping his trenchant blade in the
other, while the headless body of the Medusa
writhes in horrible contortions at his feet. The
conception is spirited, the execution superb and
Cellini worked for months in secret on his model
before he would allow even the Grand Duke of
Florence, at whose commission he was making
the statue, a view of it. When finally he gave
an exhibition of the completed wax it was uni-
versally admired and commended and the Duke

was all eagerness to see the finished
piece of work.

Greyhound, showing artist's accurate study of anatomy

Luigi Vai—a bronze Ganymede, or the eagle, a
bronze plaque with a finely modeled greyhound,
and a superbly executed bronze bust of the
Florentine banker, Bindo Altovito, with the Per-
seus, are almost all that remain to us of this skil-
ful sculptor's works.

The colossal statue lie modeled
Statue of Perseus of the King of France as

Mars was, for economical rea-
sons probably, never cast and such of the group

In the meantime
Marvellous Cellini, to whom
Thoroughnesss the forming or

casting was a
novel experience, had consulted with
bronze founders and others • and
viewed them at their work, with the
idea of mastering every detail of
their art, but even then he was not
satisfied and in his arrangement of
the pouring tube, the air vents, etc.,
he made several departures from es-
tablished practice. His principal
anxiety was to turn out, at one
pouring, a complete statue, filling
the mould at once, from the tallaria
and feet of Perseus and the trunk
of the beheaded monster, to the up-
lifted head, raised high above him.
In the light of the knowledge of
such work then possessed and the
facilities at his command, this was a
matter of no small difficulty. But
he was not to be deterred, even by
extraordinary difficulties. The mould
was built with the greatest care in a
pit in the yard adjoining his work-

shop, the wan model incited out after it was
hardened and the core, or "soul," as it wasP then
called, put in place. Just at the critical moment,
when he was about to knock out the plugs that
would start the flow of metal into the mould
he found that the entire charge in his furnace
had "caked" owing, as he claimed, to some trick
played on him by jealous competitors. By sac-

(Continued on page 1971)
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Popular priced

Genuine Brass Clocks
With 8-Day Lever Movements

that are excellent timekeepers

You should see our full

line of Clocks. They will

interest you. We manu-

facture the largest variety

and finest assortment we

have ever offered.

MONARCH

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75
Height, 6 in. Width, 4,4 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish
Cut Steel Pinion Movement

in. Porcelain Dial

REGENT

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75
Height, 6 in. Width, 434 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

2,q in. Porcelain Dial

ROYAL

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75
Height, 6 in. Width, 44 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish
Cut Steel Pinion Movement
24 in. Porcelain Dial

Sessions Clocks
are a profitable line to

handle. For sale by lead-

ing Jobbers.

The Sessions Clock Co.
Main Office and Factories:

FORESTVILLE, CONN.

New York Salesrooms: 37 MAIDEN LANE



you'll find that one of the quickest selling and most profitable
propositions ever offered is the new

an attractive, ribbon-tied package, containing four 14 K.
Rolled Plate Krementz Collar Buttons—for front and back
of neck and for sleeves.

Will be extensively advertised in the popular periodicals in good season for the holiday
buying.

Just the thing for Christmas Gifts, prizes for card parties,
dinner favors, and all occasions where an elegant and useful
gift is wanted at a moderate price.

Don't you want a share of the profits sure to come to the wide-awake dealer who puts
them in stock and lets his customers know it ? An attractive counter easel helps to sell
them.

Write for our booklet, "The Story of a Collar Button."
Retailers will have no trouble in obtaining these goods
through any legitimate jobber in the United States and
Canada.

PARKS BROTHERS &
ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, NewYork

Selling Agents to Jobbing

Trade for U.S. and Canada

lz)veitnber, 1910

Jewelry Store Fixtures Made by
Proprietor

As an example of the industry of a retail
jeweler we show herewith an interior view of
he jewelry store of R. H. Faris, of Winfield,
Iowa. Unless special attention were called to it,
Ihe thought would scarcely occur to our readers
ihat all the fixtures, including the settings in the
,vindows, were made by Mr. Faris. He lays no
particular claim to any special adeptness in the
carpenter trade, but admits that he is "handy
with tools." The general appearance of the store
as shown in the accompanying illustration, is
certainly in harmony with a less modest admis-
sion, however.

His town has a population of scarcely tzoo
people, but is nevertheless one of those thriving
agricultural towns where the efforts of an enter-
prising jeweler are appreciated. On the night of
the 30th of last December Mr. Faris' store was
completely destroyed by fire. He was unable
to secure a suitable
location immedi-
ately and rented
temporary quarters
where he was en-
abled to take care
of his repair work
and look after the
immediate needs of
his customers as
well as possible.
Not wishing to
waste the time until
the new building
was erected in
which he had de-
cided to locate, he
set about to plan
and make his own
fixtures. The town
has a small plan-
ing mill and here,
when not otherwise
engaged, Mr. Faris
built these fixtures.
They are made of
three-quarter sawed
oak and finished in
mahogany. There
are six floor cases,
four wall cases and
a watchmaker's
bench in addition
to a number of
pieces in the rear
of his store, where
he conducts a music department. The store is
20 feet wide and 6o feet long and is equipped
■vith a steel ceiling and unusually attractive dis-
play windows.

Mr. Faris states that in addition to having
just the kind of fixtures he wanted, he finds
that he has saved money by building them him-
self, even in the face of a liberal allowance for
his time. The store was opened last June and
on the opening clay he received the congratula-
tions of everybody in his community. Although
Mn. Faris never attempted to give any publicity
to the fact that he built his fixtures, he states
bat they have proven a great advertisement.

Mr. Faris is a firm believer in the selling
Power of window displays. His first rule in
business is a neat and attractive window and lie
says he would as much think of letting his fire
insurance policy lapse as not change his window
displays every week. He has a V-shaped en-
trance in the middle of his store front, which
gives him four sides for his display windows.
"The idea of many retail jewelers in small towns
that the people in their communities do not ap-
preciate neat and attractive window displays is
erroneous," said Mn. Faris. "I am a firm believer
in advertising, either in a big or a small town.
I have given this matter of window displays
very careful study. I don't arrange my window
simply to look attractive, but I aim to combine
attractiveness with suggestion. I have always
figured that the first step in a sale is to create
a desire in the mind of your customer to possess
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a certain article. I find that my window displays
very often do this where I would fail. Just why
this principle should apply to a big town and
not a small community I can't figure out. When I
first determined to have attractive displays in
my windows I kept track of the sales that I could
trace to the window, in order to see whether
it really paid, but I only did this for a month
or two because at the end of that time there
wasn't the slightest question that it was the
best investment I ever made."

Teaching Boys and Girls How to Work

After two years of study and investigation
the Committee of Ten, appointed by the National
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Educa-
tion, has submitted its final report, says the
Craftsman. The investigation has evidently been
conscientious and painstaking, for the conclusion
at which the committee has arrived is that the
problem requires a great deal more study before
even the outline of a solution can be formulated.

to take care of a garden, look after farm animals
and do odd bits of carpenter work, just as their
fathers and grandfathers did?

If a system of industrial schools could be
established on the same principles as the present
industrial improvement schools for adults, it
seems to us that the problem would be much
nearer solution than it is now. These schools
teach theories and principles to the workman
who is actually engaged in doing the work, and
who wants to know more about it that he may
gain greater efficiency and so command higher
wages and a more secure position. For example,
men who are working on an electric railroad as
motormen, electricians or linemen, may in such
a school learn the fundamental theory of elec-
tricity, the methods of insulation, of electrical
measurement and of the transformation of energy,
thus acquiring a foundation of knowledge which,
if they have the required industry and ability,
will enable them to become foremen, managers
or even inventors. These men know enough
about their work in the beginning to have a
genuine interest in learning more, and all their

ambition and en-
ergy is turned in
that direction. Such
theoretical knowl-
edge as they may
get from the school
is clear gain, be-
cause it rests upon
a solid foundation
of practical expe-
rience.
The trade school,

which undertakes to
teach the tethnic of
a trade as well as
i t s fundamental
processes, does so
by reproducing as
nearly as possible
the conditions of
actual work. This
is not so good as
the industrial im-
provement school,
because when the
work is done at all
it should be because
there is need for it
and not because it
is to serve as an
educational example
to someone who is
trying to learn to
work. But for the
manual training and
other industrial de-

partments of the public schools there is hardly a
word to say. The tasks set to the pupils are all
such futile sort of play work. They study ele-
mentary agriculture in little plots in the school
yard or an adjacent vacant lot, under the direc-
tion of a teacher who has no more practical
knowledge of horticulture or farming than they
have, and their fathers hire gardeners to plant
the flower beds, trim the trees and keep the
lawn in good shape at home. The children play
around a miniature forge or bench a certain
number of hours each week, because their
teachers and parents are under the impression
that by so doing they are acquiring a skill of
hand and brain that will fit them to do good
work, while carpenters, plumbers and glaziers
are called in every time some little thing needs
doing around the house. Of course, we are gen-
eralizing very broadly here, because it is only
the children of the well-to-do who would have
home gardens to work in under the instruction
of a practical gardener, or would be given the
opportunity to learn how to do odd jobs under
the guidance of a competent workman hired by
their father for that purpose. The great mass
of children have to learn as best they can, but
surely it is within the power of all to do the real
work that is necessary instead of wasting time
and getting false ideas of life by learning to do
play work under artificial conditions.

After all, it is not so much the fault of our
educational system as it is of our standards of
living as a whole.

Interior View of the Jewelry Store of R. H. Faris

Therefore it recommends that the United States
Department of Education should be equipped by
Congress with sufficient means and an adequate
organization for carrying on a close study of the
progress of industrial education here and abroad,
and upon the basis of this extended knowledge,
finally formulating a definite plan of action that
will relate industrial education in this country
to the present public system of instruction.

All this sounds imposing and unquestionably
will result in the collection of a lot of statistics
very interesting from an academic point of view.
But will it go even one step toward solving the
real problem? As we understand the situation,
our great need is for some kind of training that
will enable our boys and girls to become efficient
workers in some trade whereby they can earn
their own living by producing things needed by
society. Our schools, to do them justice, seem
to be doing their best according to their light to
supply this need, and the Committee of Ten has
evidently worked straight along the same lines,
treating the whole question as one of education
instead of simple necessity. We have seen how
this point of view has worked out with regard
to the manual training and so-called industrial
departments of the public schools. The children
are given a more or less interesting form of
play, which varies attractively as their school life
progresses, but when they leave school are they
any better able to do real work than they would
have been if they had confined their school
studies to the three R's and learned at home how
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Ginger and Judgment forms a "Rich Mixture"

41Our Line of

BRASS GOODS

is full of GINGER

11You will display

good JUDGMENT

by showing a few of

our goods in your Line

No. 4947 SMOKING SET. POLISHED BRASS

THE PAIRPOINT
ORIGINATORS OF

CORPORATION
Factories and Main Offices

PAIRPOINT CUT GLASS NEW BEDFORD,
and

PAIRPOINT SILVER PLATE NEW YORK -
MONTREAL
SAN FRANCISCO

MASS.
 BRANCHES  

38 MURRAY STREET
CORISTINE BLDG., ST. NICHOLAS ST., WEST
- - - 717 MARKET STREET
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THE D. F. B. CO. LINE
The Best That Money Can Buy

F426-291

F528-1118
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C
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114 South Tenth Strreeq g Phfilla cid liphAa., Pa.

Compare our line, article for article, with a line of

of finish, of style and of quality that predominates

will lead you to select our line for your trade. 4:11
selling force. j The demand for D. F. B. Co. C
recognized superiority in the chain field. Order

now before it's too late for the Holiday season.

(11 Your jobber carries our complete line. Ask

to inspect it. TO SEE means TO BUY.

similar make. Note the excellence of workmanship,
in our goods over the others. 111 Your final judgment
Our line is a business-building line, a positive creative
hains is increasing every day, which but proves its

ATTLEBORO : MASSACHUSETTS
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CHICAGO: 103 State Street

Neck Chains and Guard Chains made by a New Method. Electric Single Soldered Links will not kink

See that the Neck Chains made by the New Method are stamped Guard Chains: Lorgnettes made from Single Soldered Links,
" BATES & BACON." Solid Gold Slide, Stone Set.

ELECTRIC SINGLE SOLDERED LINKS

131N, 18IN. 221N. 60IN.
N349 N3021/4 N302 f3-L56

I871

CLOISONNE ENAMEL PINS

***
Stitwatt

'11C,
1111111.11N.

1512

sSaess s. 4,o e 6 0 O OOOOO e0 gds.

(L We will send one each as illustrated above, in transparent whiteand assorted delicate colors for $25.00. Every piece is a winner

THE SHEPARD MANUFACTURING CO.
MELROSE HIGHLANDS • MASSACHUSETTS
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WE have several hundred customers who are selling from 5 to zo of our guaranteed
Scientific Rubies and Sapphires every month and making from $2.00 to $ to.00 on each one
of them. They carry a few of them in stock and whenever they have a call for a sapphire or

ruby doublet, garnet or imitation stone to replace a lost one, they show our scientific stones, acquaint
their customers with their nature, beauty and wearing qualities and usually make a sale. They also
sell our scientific stones to customers, who have their diamonds remounted with colored stones. They
mount 41-M. guaranteed scientific stones to order in rings, pins, studs and special jewelry. They advise
their customers to set our scientific stones in old mountings instead of selling the mountings for old gold.

You can do the same if you try. Invest from $to.00 to $3o.00 in a small assortment of the
popular sizes and shapes and you too will be selling them right along, together with the mountings for
them as well.

Read the guarantees so you fully appreciate the true value of our scientifically made rubies and
sapphires. You will believe in them yourself and will make your customers believe in them, so the
selling will be easy.

The managers of the repair and special order departments in large stores can make their depart-
ments show up better by pushing the im guaranteed scientific rubies, sapphires and white sapphires.

Selections gladly sent for inspection.

WENDELL & COMPANY

(a> clone 
45, 4-7 and 49 John Street, NEW YORK 256 to 2 6o Madison Street, CHICAGO
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Each unmounted stone is enclosed in paper with guarantee engraved thereon.

You will sell

more Scientific

Stones at a

larger profit

with these

Guarantees

than you would

without them
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and the

THE KEYSTONE

The manufacturing jewelers in this section
are experiencing a seasonable activity, and the
demand for their product seems excellent at this
time. Many of the factories are working far
into the night to fill orders, and the local papers
teem with want advertisements, calling for addi.
tional skilled help. It is now quite evident that
a prosperous holiday season confronts the entire
trade, and the consumption will doubtless exceed
the record for several years past. Every effort is
being made to prepare for this contingency, but
the conditions suggest the advisability of early
ordering to obviate possible disappointment at
the height of the rush season.

F. E. Ballou, of the Yale Jewelry Co., 62
Page street, Providence, has just returned from
a long trip in Europe.

Wightman & Hough Company, 7 Beverly
street, Providence, report a large demand for
their lockets. They feel this indicates that the
trade appreciate their efforts to help sell their
product by popularizing them in the consuming
field through the advertising columns of popular
magazines.

Clarence M. Dunbar, of Cook, Dunbar, Smith
Company, 85 Sprague street, Providence, Com-
modore of the Rhode Island Yacht Club, suc-
ceeded in disposing of Prudence Island, the sub-
station of this club.

F. T. Pearce Company, 85 Sprague street,
Providence, are offering the trade some very
handsome goods cased in special designed Poin-
settia holiday boxes. These goods are very neat
pencils made in gold-filled or sterling silver of
the very finest quality stock and workmanship,
1.(,r which this company is noted. They should
1)1 00 excellent holiday sellers.

E. N. Jacoby, of the Providence Stock Com-
pany, Too Stewart street, Providence, is now out
on a Western trip showing a full line of this
year's new ideas, and incoming orders indicate
they are taking quite well.

The Irons & Russell Company, 95 Chestnut
street, Providence, have ready for mailing a 265-
page catalogue, a most comprehensive digest of
all that is needed in the fraternal side of jewelry.
The cover is of heavy stock, maroon in color,
with a heavy embossed "R" on the outside.

ithin one will find, in addition to regular goods,
several pages of half tones of selection trays of
Charms, pins and buttons of various prices. These
trays were especially gotten up for display pur-
poses, and are very neat and enable customersto formulate ideas as to what they want in this
line. There is a page or two of color sheets
very elaborate in design and showing quite con-
clusively the grade of work this house produces.
,1 most extensive line of class pins and club pinsis likewise portrayed, and taken all in all, the
catalogue makes a mighty fine reference book
for the retail jeweler contemplating handling this
Class of jewelry. A card from any reputable jew-
eler will bring one of these catalogs.

Robert 0. Bissell, head watchmaker for Geo.
TI. Taylor Co., 204 Westminster street, Provi-
dence, is convalescing from an attack of rheu-m

One of the principal speakers at the annual
meeting of the W. C. T. U., held in Attleboro
during the first part of October, was S. 0. Big-
IleV, of S. 0. Bigney & Co. Col. Bigney is a
very fluent speaker, well versed in topics of the
Cl1y and delighted the audience with his well
directed talk.

A catalog that should be in the hands of
every retail jeweler in the country is one that
has been issued this fall by W. J. Feeley & Co.,
29 Eddy street, Providence. This catalog con-
tains a full description of ecclesiastical wares,
to which this company devotes its entire time
and effort. For the holiday season or for a
regular line for all the year round selling these
goods have been a necessary adjunct to every
successful jeweler.

Edward Hough, of Wightman & Hough
Company, 7 Beverly street, Providence, was a
visitor to New York City last month.

The Joseph W. Heller Company, 129 Eddy
street, Providence, are showing an exceptionally
fine and varied line of hat pins which are prov-
ing good sellers. The volume of business this
company is receiving has forced them to insert
advertisements in all the local papers for extra
help.

The Williams & Anderson Company, 33
Broad street, Providence, will have ready by No-
vember 15 a new igto Fall catalog descriptive
of emblems, pins, buttons, watch charms and
other goods of a similar nature. There are over
250 pages devoted to the elucidation of their
wares which are of a quite extensive nature. The
company sells the wholesale trade only, but will
be glad to place in the hands of any retail or
wholesale jeweler one of these catalogs that they
may become better acquainted with the line. One
of the recent innovations of this concern is the
installation of special equipment for making large
medals and medal badges with or without enamel.
The Williams & Anderson Company will be
pleased to furnish special color designs for this
character of work to any one in any part of the
country.

Mrs. Edwin Whitney, wife of Edwin Whit-
ney of the old-time jewelry firm of Whitney &
Reed, Attleboro Falls, died at her home October
22d after many years of lingering illness Mr.
Whitney is one of the old pioneer jewelers of
this section.

F. A. Howard, of Frank M. Whitney &
Company, North Attleboro, was a visitor to New
York last month.

A new dwelling is being erected on Grand
avenue, Providence, by Nathaniel Barstow, of
N. Barstow & Co., 7 Beverly street.

William F. Kilkenny has severed his con-
nection with J. Briggs Sons Co., Providence, and
is now representing the Uniform Seamless Wire
Company of this city.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Tingley Wall, of Provi-
dence, have just returned from an automobile
trip to Auburn, N. Y., passing through Connecti-
cut on the way there.

Herbert Bliss, of the Bliss Bros. Company,
Attleboro, was a visitor to New York City dur-
ing October.

Maurice J. Baer, of the Attleboro Manufac-
turing Company, Attleboro, Mass., has just re-
turned from a vacation at Atlantic City.

Stephen J. Briggs, who was connected with
Watson & Newell Company, Attleboro, recently
underwent a surgical operation which was very
successful.

J. M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher & Co., Attle-
boro, was a member of the committee having
charge of the affairs of the recent convention of
the W. C. T. U. held in Attleboro.

At the meeting of the Republican represen-
tative convention held last month Edward A.
Sweeney, of W. H. Wilmarth & Co., Attleboro,
was unanimously nominated as the candidate for
the party.

Charles T. Paye, of Paye & Baker, North
Attleboro, was in New York City last month.

The Rhode Island School of Design entered
on a new school year with greater facilities and
a larger number of students than ever before.
Among the departments wherein improvements
have been made is that in jewelry designing and
working. It will have as its head Augustus F.
Rose, an accomplished metal worker.

The Arthur Mfg. Co. have commenced the
manufacture of cloth buffs at 12 Beverly street,
Providence.

George W. Dover, of George W. Dover Jew-
elry Company, Providence, officiated as toast-
master at a smoker of the Order of Moose in
this city last month.

Miss May Lenzenhuber, of the J. N. Adam
Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., was in Providence last
month buying her fall and holiday stock of
jewelry.

The Lebanon Gold & Precious Metal Co.,
capitalized at $too,000, to be located in Provi-
dence, was incorporated last month for the pur-
pose of mining, milling and dealing in precious
stones. The incorporators are: Charles A.
Crouch, Lebanon, N. H.; William H. Carpenter,
Albert M. Whipple, both of this city; George L.
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Titus, East Greenwich, and Herbert W. Kimball,
Pawtuxet, R. I.

William S. Solomon, 20, was charged in the
Sixth District Court on October loth, before
Judge Gorman, with thefts of rings and other
articles aggregating in value $24 from the Cutler
Jewelry Company. He pleaded guilty and was
Sentenced • to three months in the Providence
county jail. Solomon was taken into custody on
suspicion that he knew something of the theft of
rings from the jewelry shop of Harry Cutler.
When searched at police headquarters a•quantity
of rings, valued at $24, was found in his pockets.

The new reinforced concrete building, owned
by the A. T. Wall Company, and situated at the
corner of Clifford and Claverick streets, is nearly
completed, and it marks a departure in building
construction in the city of Providence. The ad-
vantages claimed for this type of structure are
minimum fire hazard, maximum manufacturing
space, a large amount of light, greatest durability
and most attractive appearance. The building is
partly to be occupied by the Wall Company,
manufacturers of jewelers' supplies. The remain-
ing portions will be devoted to tenants, those who
have already engaged floor space including the
Clark & Cooms Company, Frederick Speidel, both
manufacturing jewelers, and the Rueckert Manu-
facturing Company. One of the noticeable fea-
tures of the building is its apparent solidity and
durability. A maximum window area, a point
of much importance in many manufacturing
plants, is also of striking evidence in the Wall
building. Another advantage which this struc-
ture possesses over the brick or wooden type
of construction is the long spans between col-
umns, thus permitting the most satisfactory plac-
ing of machinery. Owing to the fact that rein-
forced concrete will resist shock and excessive
loading better than any other building material,
there is a remarkable lack of vibration, tending
to reduce the strain on all parts of the Wall
building.

One of the coming and most enterprising
young men of Attleboro connected with the jew-
elry industry is Harold Bigney, manager of the
Bristol Jewelry Company. Although but twenty-
four years of age, he has full management of the
finances as well as the production of the jew-
elry this company puts out. Schooled by Col.
S. 0. Bigney, an adept in business management,
he has rapidly forged to the front and is show-
ing the value of a good preceptor. Recently he
invented a combination traveling outfit which
revolutionized this class of goods.

One of the standard manufacturing concerns
in Providence is the Roger Williams Silver Com:.
pany, incorporated under its present name, in
1901, with local office and factory at TOT Sabin
street, and the New York office at 320 Ft fal
avenue. The officers of the corporation are Philip
S. Knauer, president; Theodore Bender, vice-
president; Joseph Banigan, secretary and treas-
urer; Harry F. Hayes and William H. Goodman,
directors, all representative men in the business
life of Providence. This firm has quite a long
history, .but its present era of prosperity dates
from its incorporation under its present name in
icor, at which time the old business was pur-
chased by John J. Banigan. Mr. Banigan at once
set about reorganizing the business with new offi-
cers, and changing the name to the Roger Will,.
ihms Silver Company. Under the new manage-
ment, with the late John J. Banigan as president,
the business has prospered, and ranks to-day sec-•
ond to none in its line of sterling hollow, toilet
and flat ware, and at present bears a world-wide
reputation for its standard quality and originality
in design of their wares. They employ at pres-
ent an average of 15o skilled workmen, and have
handsome show rooms and offices where their
goods are open to inspection, at all times, and,
as already stated, there is a big demand for their
goods.

The will of Frank Fontneau, of Fontneau &
Cook Co., was filed last month in the Probate
Court at Fall River. The executors named are
Helen Fontneau, Francis Fontneau and Jane
Greenwood. 

Charles A. Whiting, treasurer of the Whit-
ing & Davis Co., Plainville, has just returned
from a vacation at Poland Springs, Me.

(Continued on page 1881)
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WE have several hundred customers who are selling from 5 to 20 of our guaranteed
Scientific Rubies and Sapphires every month and making from $2.00 to $1o.00 on each one
of them. They carry a few of them in stock and whenever they have a call for a sapphire or

ruby doublet, garnet or imitation stone to replace a lost one, they show our scientific stones, acquaint
their customers with their nature, beauty and wearing qualities and usually make a sale. They also
sell our scientific stones to customers, who have their diamonds remounted with colored stones. They
mount 41M, guaranteed scientific stones to order in rings, pins, studs and special jewelry. They advise
their customers to set our scientific stones in old mountings instead of selling the mountings for old gold.

You can do the same if you try. Invest from $to.00 to $3o.00 in a small assortment of the
popular sizes and shapes and you too will be selling them right along, together with the mountings for
them as well.

Read the guarantees so you fully appreciate the true value of our scientifically made rubies and
sapphires. You will believe in them yourself and will make your customers believe in them, so the
selling will be easy.

The managers of the repair and special order departments in large stores can make their depart-
ments show up better by pushing the 4m guaranteed scientific rubies, sapphires and white sapphires.

Selections gladly sent for inspection.

WENDELL & COMPANY
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The manufacturing jewelers in this section
are experiencing a seasonable activity, and the
demand for their product seems excellent at this
lime. Many of the factories are working far
lilt° the night to fill orders, and the local papers
teem with want advertisements, calling for addi-
tional skilled help. It is now quite evident that
a prosperous holiday season confronts the entire
trade, and the consumption will doubtless exceed
the record for several years past. Every effort is
being made to prepare for this contingency, but
the conditions suggest the advisability of early
ordering to obviate possible disappointment at
the height of the rush season.

F. E. Ballou, of the Yale Jewelry Co., 62
Page street, Providence, has just returned from
a long trip in Europe.

Wightman & Hough Company, 7 Beverly
..ireet, Providence, report a large demand for
their lockets. They feel this indicates that the
trade appreciate their efforts to help sell their
product by popularizing them in the consuming
lield through the advertising columns of popular
magazines.

Clarence M. Dunbar, of Cook, Dunbar, Smith
Company, 85 Sprague street, Providence, Com-
modore of the Rhode Island Yacht Club, suc-
ceeded in disposing of Prudence Island, the sub-
station of this club.

F. T. Pearce Company, 85 Sprague street,
Providence, are offering the trade some very
handsome goods cased in special designed Poin-
settia holiday boxes. These goods are very neat
pencils made in gold-filled or sterling silver of
the very finest quality stock and workmanship,
for which this company is noted. They should
prove excellent holiday sellers.

E. N. Jacoby, of the Providence Stock Com-
pany, roo Stewart street, Providence, is now out
on a Western trip showing a full line of this
year's new ideas, and incoming orders indicate
they are taking quite well.

The Irons & Russell Company, 95 Chestnut
street, Providence, have ready for mailing a 265-
page catalogue, a most comprehensive digest of
all that is needed in the fraternal side of jewelry.
The cover is of heavy stock, maroon in color,
‘vith a heavy embossed "R" on the outside.
Within one will find, in addition to regular goods,
several pages of half tones of selection trays of
charms, pins and buttons of various prices. These
trays were especially gotten up for display pur-
iinses, and are very neat and enable customers
to formulate ideas as to what they want in this
line. There is a page or two of color sheets
very elaborate in design and showing quite con-
clusively the grade of work this house produces.
s1 most extensive line of class pins and club pinsis likewise portrayed, and taken all in all, the
catalogue makes a mighty fine reference book

class of jewelry. A card from any reputable jew-

tfitshnet retail jeweler contemplating handling this

ekr will bring one of these catalogs.

11 Taylor Co., 204 Westminster street, Provi-
dence, is convalescing from an attack of rheu-

Robert 0. Bissell, head watchmaker for Geo.

One of the principal speakers at the annual
meeting of the W. C. T. U., held in Attleboro
(hiring the part of October, was S. 0. Big-
IleY, of S. 0. Bigney & Co. Col. Bigney is a
very fluent speaker, well versed in topics of the
chy and delighted the audience with his well

(i 

A catalog that should be in the hands of
every retail jeweler in the country is one that
has been issued this fall by W. J. Feeley & Co.,
20,3 Eddy street, Providence. This catalog con-
tains a full description of ecclesiastical wares,
to which this company devotes its entire time
and effort. For the holiday season or for a
sricigectielassfiregular line

jeweler.

ine llerfor all the year round selling these
goods have been a necessary adjunct to every

Edward Hough, of Wightman & Hough
Company, 7 Beverly street, Providence, was a
visitor to New York City last month.

The Joseph W. Heller Company, 129 Eddy
street, Providence, are showing an exceptionally
fine and varied line of hat pins which are prov-
ing good sellers. The volume of business this
company is receiving has forced them to insert
advertisements in all the local papers for extra
help.

The Williams & Anderson Company, 33
Broad street, Providence, will have ready by No-
vember 15 a new Knio Fall catalog descriptive
of emblems, pins, buttons, watch charms and
other goods of a similar nature. There are over
250 pages devoted to the elucidation of their
wares which are of a quite extensive nature. The
company sells the wholesale trade only, but will
be glad to place in the hands of any retail or
wholesale jeweler one of these catalogs that they
may become better acquainted with the line. One
of the recent innovations of this concern is the
installation of special equipment for making large
medals and medal badges with or without enamel.
The Williams & Anderson Company will be
pleased to furnish special color designs for this
character of work to any one in any part of the
country.

Mrs. Edwin Whitney, wife of Edwin Whit-
ney of the old-time jewelry firm of Whitney &
Reed, Attleboro Falls, died at her home October
22d after many years of lingering illness. Mr.
Whitney is one of the old pioneer jewelers of
this section.

F. A. Howard, of Frank M. Whitney &
Company, North Attleboro, was a visitor to New
York last month.

A new dwelling is being erected on Grand
avenue, Providence, by Nathaniel Barstow, of
N. Barstow & Co., 7 Beverly street.

William F. Kilkenny has severed his con-
nection with J. Briggs Sons Co., Providence, and
is now representing the Uniform Seamless Wire
Company of this city.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Tingley Wall, of Provi-
dence, have just returned from an automobile
trip to Auburn, N. Y., passing through Connecti-
cut on the way there.

Herbert Bliss, of the Bliss Bros. Company,
Attleboro, was a visitor to New York City dur-
ing October.

Maurice J. Baer, of the Attleboro Manufac-
turing Company, Attleboro, Mass., has just re-
turned from a vacation at Atlantic City.

Stephen J. Briggs, who was connected with
Watson & Newell Company, Attleboro, recently
underwent a surgical operation which was very
successful.

J. M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher & Co., Attle-
boro, was a member of the committee having
charge of the affairs of the recent convention of
the W. C. T. U. held in Attleboro.

At the meeting of the Republican represen-
tative convention held last month Edward A.
Sweeney, of W. H. Wilmarth & Co., Attleboro,
was unanimously nominated as the candidate for
the party.

Charles T. Paye, of Paye & Baker, North
Attleboro, was in New York City last month.

The Rhode Island School of Design entered
on a new school year with greater facilities and
a larger number of students than ever before.
Among the departments wherein improvements
have been made is that in jewelry designing and
working. It will have as its head Augustus F.
Rose, an accomplished metal worker.

The Arthur Mfg. Co. have commenced the
manufacture of cloth buffs at 52 Beverly street,
Providence.

George W. Dover, of George W. Dover Jew-
elry Company, Providence, officiated as toast-
master at a smoker of the Order of Moose in
this city last month.

Miss May Lenzenhuber, of the J. N. Adam
Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.. was in Providence last
month buying her fall and holiday stock of
jewelry.

The Lebanon Gold & Precious Metal Co.,
capitalized at $too,000, to be located in Provi-
dence, was incorporated last month for the pur-
pose of mining, milling and dealing in precious
stones. The incorporators are: Charles A.
Crouch, Lebanon, N. H.; William H. Carpenter,
Albert M. Whipple, both of this city; George L.
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Titus, East Greenwich, and Herbert W. Kimball,
Pawtuxet, R. I.

William S. Solomon, 20, was charged in the
Sixth District Court on October loth, before
Judge Gorman, with thefts of rings and other
articles aggregating in value $24 from the Cutler
Jewelry Company. He pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to three months in the Providence
county jail. Solomon was taken into custody on
suspicion that he knew something of the theft of
rings from the jewelry shop of Harry Cutler.
When searched at police headquarters a•quantity
of rings, valued at $24, was found in his pockets.

The new reinforced concrete building, owned
by the A. T. Wall Company, and situated at the
corner of Clifford and Claverick streets, is nearly
completed, and it marks a departure in building
construction in the city of Providence. The ad-
vantages claimed for this type of structure are
minimum fire hazard, maximum manufacturing
space, a large amount of light, greatest durability
and most attractive appearance. The building is
partly to be occupied by the Wall Company,
manufacturers of jewelers' supplies. The remain-
ing portions will be devoted to tenants, those who
have already engaged floor space including the
Clark & Cooms Company, Frederick Speidel, both
manufacturing jewelers, and the Rueckert Manu-
facturing Company. One of the noticeable fea-
tures of the building is its apparent solidity and
durability. A maximum window area, a point
of much importance in many manufacturing
plants, is also of striking evidence in the Wall
building. Another advantage which this struc-
ture possesses over the brick or wooden type
of construction is the long spans between col-
minis, thus permitting the most satisfactory plac-
ing of machinery. Owing to the fact that rein-
forced concrete will resist shock and excessive
loading better than any other building material,
there is a remarkable lack of vibration, tending
to reduce the strain on all parts of the Wall
yboutiilndoging.me

en of Attleboro connected with the jew-
of the coming and most enterprising

elry industry is Harold Bigney, manager of the
Bristol Jewelry Company. Although but twenty-
four years of age, he has full management of the
finances as well as the production of the jew-
elry this company Puts out. Schooled by Col.
S. 0. Bigney, an adept in business management,
he has rapidly forged to the front and is show-
ing the value of a good preceptor. Recently he
invented a combination traveling outfit which
revolutionized this class of goods.

One of the standard manufacturing concerns
in Providence is the Roger Williams Silver Com-
pany, incorporated under its present name, in
1901, with local office and factory at TOL Sabin
street, and the New York office at ?,20 Fifth
avenue. The officers of the corporation are Philip
S. Knauer

' 
president; Theodore Bender, vice-

president; Joseph Banigan, secretary and treas-
urer; Harry F. Hayes and William H. Goodman,
directors, all representative men in the business
life of Providence. This firm has quite a long
history, but its present era of prosperity dates
from its incorporation under its present name in
1901, at which time the old business was pur-
chased by John J. Banigan. Mr. Banigan at once
set about reorganizing the business with new offi-
cers, and changing the name to the Roger Will-
iams Silver Company. Under the new manage-
ment, with the late John J. Banigan as president,
the business has prospered, and ranks to-day sec-.
ond to none in its line of sterling hollow, toilet
and flat ware, and at present bears a world-wide
reputation for its standard quality and originality
in design of their wares. They employ at pres-
ent an average of r50 skilled workmen, and have
handsome show rooms and offices where their
goods are open to inspection, at all times, and,
as already stated, there is a big demand for their
goods.

The will of Frank Fontneau, of Fontneau &
Cook Co., was filed last month in the Probate
Court at Fall River. The executors named are
Helen Fontneau, Francis Fontneau and Jane
Greenwood.

Charles A. Whiting, treasurer of the Whit-
ing & Davis Co., Plainville, has just returned
from a vacation at Poland Springs, Me.

(Continued on page 1881)
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November, 1910

ST. LOUIS
LETTER

Business conditions are quite favorable, and
steadily improving. The travelers are all out on
their trips and are sending in very good orders,
and there has been a very large number of buyers
in this market during the past month.

Joseph Auer, traveler for the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Company, left Sunday, October i6th
for a six weeks trip through the south, and W.
E. Susong, on the same date left for a long
trip through Iowa and the Northwest. S. L.
Lowenstein left for a six weeks trip through
Missouri and Arkansas, and Charles Welzmiller
for a six weeks trip through Oklahoma and Kan-
sas. F. L. Jaccard is now on a long trip through
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas.

A. L. Bauman, president of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Company, returned recently from a two
weeks business trip to New York. F. J. Bross,
traveler for this firm, left on October 5th on a
long trip through the South. C. L. Stange left
on October 24th for a two months western trip.
0. L. Ross, same firm, is now on a long trip
through the northwest.

J. Reed Elliott, President of the Elliott
Jewelry Company, returned recently from a
week's business trip to New York.

J. J. Burke, president of the Brooks Jewelry
and Optical Company, returned October f8th,
from a trip to Chattanooga, Tenn., and other
southern points. He was accompanied by his
wife. Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Company, is now on a two weeks trip
through southeast Missouri.

F. W. Hoyt, of the F. W. Hoyt Jewelry
Company, returned October 20th from a ten
days business trip to New York.

A. J. Reinhardt, of Lincoln, Ill., was a
recent visitor here on his way to Hot Springs, Ark.

The annual banquet of the employees of the
Hess and Culbertson Jewelry Company, took
place Saturday night, October 1st, at the Mer-
cantile Club, and was attended by 50 attaches
of that concern. The affair was a most enjoyable
one in every way. After partaking of a very
sumptuous supper, addresses were made by
George J. Hess, president of the company; S. D.
Culbertson, vice-president; S. E. Bamber, secre-
tary, and a number of others. The employees
were cordially thanked by the president and
officers for their fidelity, and plans for the future
mterests of the concern were discussed.

About one hundred heads of local business
houses, including some jewelry interests, have
Planned a business excursion to old Mexico,
leaving early in January. They will be gone
about three weeks, visiting a number of points
In that country.

J. E. Riley, of the Gutfreund-Kemper Supply
)kahmCompany,oa. is now on a five weeks trip through

J. J. Hagen, of the F. W. Drosten Jewelry
Company, recently made a trip to Indianapolis,
with the local Million Population Club.

L. Sullivan, formerly connected with the
vIermod, Jaccard and King Jewelry Company,

Company.
wancyonnected with the F. W. Drosten Jewelry

Goodman King, president of the Mermod,
Jaccard and King Jewelry Company, and R. W.
Hess, of the Hess and Culbertson Jewelry Com-
Pany, were delegates to the National Good
Roads convention, recently held in St. Louis.

J. F. Peterson, formerly with W. H. Jahn, at
Pacific, Mo., has opened a jewelry store at Cuba,
Mo.

Lawrence G. Stewart, formerly with the

this

crh. ityEc.h a rdt Jewelry Company, here, has open-
ed a jewelry store at No. 3620 Easton Avenue,

B. t 
5T2 Elm 

S. Wind have opened a jewelryStore a 
Elm Street, this city.

Mr. Holderly, with John Schmitz, a jewler
at Parsons, Kans., spent several days here recent-
ly on his bridal trip.

J. C. Johnson, of the J. C. Johnson Jewelry

KEYSTOINI

eCaosmpany, spent a day here recently on his wayt. 

Russell Stone, of the Kelly Vawter Jewelry
Company, Marshall, Mo., was married to Miss
Carrie Barnett, of that place recently. The happy
couple spent several days here on their wedding
trip.

A. J. Rienhardt, a jeweler of Lincoln, Ill.,
was a recent visitor here on his way to Hot
Springs, Ark.

Chas. S. Erber, of the Erber Jewelry Mfg.
Company, returned October 9th, from a two
weeks trip through southwest Missouri and west-
ern Arkansas.

L. L. Arnold, traveler for this firm, is now on
a two months trip through the southwest.

L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, returned
on October 20th, from a seven weeks trip to the
diamond markets of Europe. He also visited
Paris and London.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Company, left on October loth, for
a six weeks trip through Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma. Lawrence Oberting, of the same firm,
left the same date for a six weeks trip through
the Northwest. George Oberting left on October
8th for a three weeks' trip through southern
Illinois. Mr. Oberting, by not having his sample
cases ready, missed the car on the McKinley
system at Staunton, Ill., on October 4th, which
ran into another, killing 42 passengers.

F. Dienstbier, the well-known jeweler, re-
turned October 25th, from a ten days fishing
trip to Reelfoot Lake, Ky.

H. Cerf, vice-president of the M. Bonn
Company, and also the M. Bonn Jewelry Com-
pany, was a recent visitor here, and M. Bonn,
president of the same two concerns, is expected
here soon.

E. W. Bornemueller, of the J. Bolland Jewel-
ry Company, who was recently operated on for
appendicitis, is out again, and rapidly recupera-
ting.

L. P. Gibson has resumed his former position
with the Hess and Culbertson Jewelry Company,
in charge of the chinaware department.

L. L. Gerber, of the Gerger-Buschmann Cut-
lery and Silverware Company, returned recently
from a three weeks trip through Illinois.

Miss Estelle Borgading, formerly bookkeeper
for the William Weidlich and Brothers Jewelry
Company, has accepted a similar position with the
Gerber-Buschmann Cutlery and Silverware Com-
any.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company re-
cently sustained the loss of a $450 diamond
brooch. Rudolph Meyer, an employee of this
concern, was sent to the J. Bolland Jewelry
Company for the brooch. On his return trip the
brooch disappeared from his pocket. The police
are looking for it. It contained two large dia-
monds and 54 small ones.

Joseph M. Ebeling, the well known North
St. Louis jeweler, returned recently from a sev-
eral months trip to Europe. He was accompanied
by his wife and child. Mr. Ebeling is president
of the local jewelers association.

On October 7th, the jewelry store of N. J.
Genson, at Marissa, Ill.

' 
was burglarized, and

$200 worth of jewelry taken. Among the missing
jewelry is sixteen watches and twelve bracelets.
The stolen goods were in trays in a safe,
but as the combination of the safe was broken,
it could not be locked, and was open to the
burglars after they had once gained entrance.
Trays of watches left at the store for repairs
were not disturbed. Entrance was obtained by
forcing a rear window.

The J. F. Dailey Jewelry Company, have
moved from the sixth floor of the Century
building to the second floor of the same building.

Wilshock Brothers have opened a jewelry
store at No. 3607 North Grand Avenue, this city.

On Thursday night, October 13th, the local
Retail Jewelers' Association held a special meet-
ing at the Hotel Jefferson on the prohibi-
tion question which is agitating this state so
thoroughly. Strong resolutions were passed de-
claring that the association was strongly opposed
to prohibition. It is not believed that prohibi-
tion will be adopted here by the voters at the
coming election.

Some of the local jewelers have been swin-
dled by two men who have been calling on them
in different parts of the city, and buying goods.
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They pay a small portion of the cost of the pur-
chase in cash, and the balance in checks. The
checks are returned from the banks marked "has
no deposit here." The police are searching for
them.

The sales managers Association, of St. Louis,
at a recent meting, discussed a plan for in-
creasing the trade territory of St. Louis by
making a united campaign by states. It was
pointed out that if the St. Louis business inter-
ests would center their traveling men on one
state at a time, all working in co-operation, the
trade in all lines would be materially increased
for the St. Louis concerns. Seventy-nine mem-
bers of the association were present.

J. A. Gerst, of the Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson
Jewelry Company, was married on October 4th,
to Miss Virginia Fammerce, of Chicago. The
happy couple went to Wisconsin on a wedding
trip.

Morris Eisenstadt, President of the Eisen-
stadt Mfg. Company, has been appointed a mem-
ber of the finance committee of the Citizens'
Defense Association, that is carrying on a cam-
paign of opposition to the proposed prohibition
amendment to be voted on throughout the state
ill November.

J. H. Crompton, buyer for the L. Bauman
Jewelry Company, returned recently from a ten
days' business and pleasure trip in Illinois.

Miss Selma Altheimer, daughter of Benj.
Altheimer, of Altheimer and Rawlings, and a
stockholder in the Eisenstadt Mfg. Company, was
married here on October 25th to Arthur W. Weil,
of New York. The wedding was a very elaborate
affair, and took place at the Columbian club, here.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Company
has filed suit in the Circuit Court againsf the St.
Louis Transfer Company, for $302.44, on account
of different kinds of damage done when a wagon
owned by that company collided with a boulevard
lamp in front of the Hess and Culbertson Jewelry
Company store.

The following visiting buyers were in the
city during the past month : Anderson Blanton,
Paris, Mo.; R. J. Rutherford, Mt. Vernon, Ill.;
T. H. Edwards, Clarksville, Mo.; J. E. Mackey,
Bismarck, Mo.; Joseph Balloon, Steelville, Mo.;
E. R. Sears, Jerseyville, Ill. • Geo. A. Young.
Moberly, Mo.; J. A. Hartmiler, Lebanon, Mo.;
G. H. Geer, Jackson, Tenn. ; A. P. Wolff, Murphys-
boro, Ill.; F. P. Wolff, Chester, Ill.; J. P. Majors,
Colorado, Tex.; R. Radmusky, Joplin, Mo.; A.
Vogt, Montgomery, Mo.; S. Berger, Glen Carbon,
Ill.; H. Klein, Fort Smith, Ark.; W. J. Krug,
Staunton, Ill.; A. S. Higbee, Roodhouse, Ill.; Fred
Herold, Jerseyville, Ill.; L. G. Vulbrock, New
Minden, La.; E. F. West, Plymouth, Ill.; M. H.
Diskie, Bunker Hill, Ill.; J. H. Mark, Bismarck,
Mo. ; V. L. Prevallet, Perryville, Ill. ; Theo. Edsall,
Hot Springs, Ark.; E. Davidson, Davidson &
Wardlow, Oxford, Miss.; A. Friedman, Fort
Worth, Tex. 

' 
• Jos. Knapp, Belleville, Ill.; J. B.

James, Marshfield, Mo.• L. J. Wick, Troy, Ill. •, J.
H. P. Detterming, Steelville, Mo.; F. Altemueller,
Washington, Mo.; A. H. Krause, Greenville, Ill.;
W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; L. B. Thompson, Clin-
ton, Mo.• F. C. Hdrtleb, Belleville, Ill.; F. Pratte,
Festus, KIo.; F. A. Woolford, Steelville, Ill.; L.
Siegel, Hinton, Okla.; S. 0. Harvell, Litchfield,
lll.; W. R. Haselwood, Bardwell, Ky.; Eugene
Hail, Ozark, Ark.; Jos. Keaney, DeSoto, Mo.;
Wm. Westphal, St. Charles, Mo.; E. E. Gunter,
Dexter, Mo.; I. Wasserkrug, Jefferson City,
Mo.; Otto Burklund, Moberly, Mo. 

' 
• J. A. Finger,

Arkadelphia, Ark.; Ed. Barefield, Amarillo, Tex.;
B. H. Barnes, manager of the J. L. Duke Jewelry
Company, Fayetteville, Ark.; H. W. Foerste,
Okawville, Ill.; W. A. Craig, Clinton, Ky.; James
Lindsay, Silx, Mo.; J. T. Fields, Chaffee, Mo.;
Frank Ricketts, Charleston, Ill.; C. H. Giesecke,
Trenton, Ill.; 0. T. De Werthern, Columbia, Mo.;
J. M. Cook, Fayetteville, Ark.; L. P. De Rousse,
Waterloo, Ill.; Guy Freeman, Morrisonville, Ill.;
C. E. Tilman, California, Mo.• 

' 
Amos Plank,

Hutchinson, Kas.; E. B. Hall, Springfield, Mo.;
R. Falk, Troy, Mo.; John Koetting, St. Genevieve,
Mo.; J. Schneider, O'Fallon, Ill.; F. 0. Lidell,
Troy, Ill.; Ed. Goulding, Alton, Ill.; John Mc-
Millen, President of the McMillen and Millsap
jewelry Company, Lebanon, Mo.; F. G. Wehrle,
Belleville, Ill.; W. B. Kerns, Bunceton, Mo.; C.
Frech, Highland, Ill.; Mr. Crawford, Palmyra,
Ill.; E. L. Bersche, Columbia, Ill., and Fred
Simon, Collinsville, Ill.
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DIAMONDS0IMEMORANDUN
TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

ONLY
IF YOU GET A CUSTOMER , HARD TO SATISFY
AND HAVEN'T THE DIAMOND IN STOCK TO SUIT
HIM, WRITE ,TELEGRAPH OR TELEPHONE TO US.
WE WILL. SEND A SELECTION PACKAGE IMMEDIATELY

-JUST WHAT YOU NEED-AND THE SALE IS ASSURED.

MEYER JEWELRY CO.
THE MEMORANDUM DIAMOND HOUSE•••■•••

BOLEY 13 UILDING~ KANSAS CITYMO.
TE LARGEST AND BESTSELECTED STOCK OF DIAMONDS & PRECIOUS 5TOSES IN THEVIT.

Ls. 

Invest Your Time in Our Catalogue

cAN investment of a portion of your time in studying the 1911 edition of

the Great American Jewelers' Catalogue, will pay Standard Oil

Company dividends.

The book is the climax of many years of catalogue building. Year by

year it has been improved until to-day hundreds of retail jewelers regard it,

not only as their logical buying medium, but also as an indispensable

selling factor.

Every retail jeweler who is looking for a catalogue which assures

safety in buying will some day decide on the Great American Jewelers'

Catalogue.

WHY NOT SEND FOR ONE TO-DAY?

'The Oskamp-Nolting Company 
411-417 Elm Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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KANSAS CITY
and the

GREAT
SOUTHWEST

For two weeks beginning
Festivities Monday, October 3d, and
Extraordinary ending Saturday, October 15th,

Kansas City kept open house

for the thousands of visitors who flocked thither

to enjoy the annual carnival festivities and the

week of the American Royal Live Stock show which
followed. The carnival week which is devoted
to festivities in connection with the Priests of
Pallas parades and balls, was the most successful

in the history of the annual event. The weather
was perfect, and many thousands of people from
Kansas City's trade territory made their regular
pilgrimage to the city at a time when hospitality
and pleasure give way to all other considerations.
With the single exception of the falling of a re-
viewing stand on the night of the big electrical
parade in which many persons were hurt, but
none fatally, all the events of the two weeks
Passed off without accident or delay. The rail-
roads had prepared to handle the crowds with
much better service then ever before. During
carnival week the Missouri Valley fair was held
at Electric Park, in this city, and there were also

several days of automobile racing and exhibitions
of flying machines at Elm Ridge race track.

Local jewelry houses report most satisfactory
business from buyers who came to attend the
Priests of Pallas festivities. The buying as a
rule was of medium grades of jewelry ,and the
trade for watches and diamonds has been slightly
off. This being the month of brides, the cut
glass trade was excellent, as also was the trade in
silverware of all kinds. The present buying,
dealers say, is for the Christmas holiday trade
which promises to be very heavy this year.

Outlook 
Kansas City's trade territory

Excellent 
continues in a very prosperous
condition. The harvests have
been much heavier than was

anticipated in the early part of the season, when
fear of continued drought gave a pessimistic
etoonn utone market reports. But wheat and corn
crops exceeded all expectations, and the prices

high. This has brought a strong tone
to business generally throughout the agricultural
Southwest, and bankers maintain that the South-
west has an abundance of money, and is for the
time being, at least, entirely independent of East-
ern money markets. The merchants of this terri-
tory, are as a rule, putting in large stocks in
expectation of a good Christmas business, and,
as before noted, this has been reflected emphati-
cally in the jewelry trade.

Louis Meyer, president of the Meyer Jewelry
Company, spent the first two weeks in October
traveling with Samuel Bloom through South-
ern Kansas and Oklahama.

The Jaccard Jewelry Company gave a practi-
cal demonstration of elaborate window deco-
:tion in limited space last month,.and incidentally
displayed one of the handsomest lines of wedding
and monagram stationery to be seen in the city.
Ocotber, in Kansas City, takes precedence over
June as a month of brides, and the Jaccard
Company recognized the fact in their decorations.
In the centre of one of the windows was a wed-
ding in miniature, as perfect in detail as if the
figures had been measured on the foot scale
instead of the inch. The coiffures, the gowns and
even the bouquets of the bride and her attend-
ants, were at the zenith of fashion. The detail
in the dress of the men, of the priests and altar
boys, as well as in the church decorations, was
also perfect. On either side of the miniature
church was displayed the latest monagram
stationery, the last cry in place of cards for
bridal dinners and luncheons, and correct styles
in wedding announcements. These were changed
every day or two, that the public might see a
large percentage of the stock. The window on
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the other side of the entrance to the store was
devoted to appropriate gifts for the bride.

J. A. Lukens, formerly in business at Buck-

lin, Kansas, has bought out C. E. Dickinson, at
Hiawatha, Kansas.

The Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry

Company report Mr. Woodstock's rapid recovery

from his recent indisposition, and expect his early
return to business.

A part of the office force of the Meyer

Jewelry Company has begun to work at night on

the Christmas orders.
W. M. J. Holt, of Stillwater, Okla., and

secretary of the Oklahoma Jeweler's Association,

spent carnival week in Kansas City.
T. Brenner has returned from a three

months' trip through Europe.
Harry Kimbler, with S. J. Huey, of Excel-

sior Springs, returned last month from a visit

in Buffalo, Detroit and Cleveland.
Charles H. Bard, of Sedalia, Mo., awarded

two medals to the Missouri State Fair Associ-

ation.
Porter & Wiser have just issued a new

cataolgue pertaining to the manufacture of spe-

cial jewelry. It also contains a complete repair

price list.
F. W. Nowlin, of Russellville, Ark., has sold

out to E. Llewllyn.
John Rockwell is a new jeweler at Denison,

Tex.
The Richards Jewelry Company, of El Paso,

Tex., was recently incorporated with a stock

of $to,000. The incorporators are J. S. Reynolds,

A. H. Richards and Dove Wilson.
The Kansas City Watchmaking & Engra-

ving School recently moved from the Aragon

Building to 815 East Twelfth Street. The move

was made to accommodate a larger number of

students.
I. B. Morris, formerly in business at Perry,

Mo., has moved to Albuquerque, N. M.
Weiss & Watson, of Warten, Ark., have

dissolved partnership, and the business will be

continued by Arthur Weiss.
Frank Gamier, the Kansas City, Kans., pawn-

broker, who was arrested the latter part of

August, charged with buying stolen goods, was

bound over to the Wyandotte County court of

common pleas, and his trial set for October 3d.

The case was later postponed until November gth.

Gamier has three felony charges against him

for receiving stolen goods from the Woodstock-

Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company, and Nev-

ins Brothers, both of Kansas City, Mo. He is

also charged with five misdemeanors for

receiving stolen goods from the C. B. Norton

Jewelry Company.
A. L. Winchester, of Russellville, Ark., has

removed to Artesia, N. M.
L. B. Kimball, of Arkansas City, Kas., who

discontinued business there four years ago, re-

opened in the jewelry trade last month.

I. E. Griffin, of Elk City, Kas., has sold out

to W. A. Smith, formerly of Fredonia, Kas.

H. B. Parrott, formerly in business at Pen-

alosa, Kans., is now located at Sedan, Kans.
Frank A. Missman, of the Missman Tool

Company, and Miss Lucile Edwards, were mar-

ried Saturday evening, October 29th, at the

home of the bride's mother. Mr. & Mrs. Miss-

man left on an extended wedding journey

through the north and east, and will be at

home after November i5th.
Edward John, of Union, Mo., has closed

out his stock of jewelry, and has gone to the

Pacific coast to engage in business with his

brother.
Ray Shaw, of Enid, Okla., is a new employee

of M. B. Gordon, of Braymer, Mo.
A. L. Sutton has finished a course at the

Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School,
and will open in business at Point Rock, Ala.

Mrs. Louis Meyer, who was operated on for
appendicitis last month, has been removed to
her home from the hospital, and is rapidly re-
gaining strength.

The Cady and Olmstead Jewelry Company
was the donor last month of four beautiful
sterling cups to the American Royal Live Stock
show. They were about fifteen inches in
height, and simple in design.

E. H. Sears, formerly located at Glasgow,

Mo., has gone to Fayette to open in business.
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John C. Cox, of Otterville, Mo., has gone to
Boise City, Idaho.

The jewelry store of Henry Luin, of Topeka,
was recently entered by burglars, and $5oo worth
of rings stolen.

The Edwards and Sloane Jewelry Company
are circulating their 1911 "Red Book", which
is larger and better than it has ever been. The
book contains nothing but good selling articles,
because they are bought according to the Edwards
and Sloane system, in which everything is tried
out.

Fred B. Rowe is a new jeweler at Guthrie,

Richard Miller and wife, of McPherson,
Kans., have returned from an extended trip
abroad.

O 

A. L. Cline, of Edgerton, Kans., has moved
his store to Wellsville.

A. C. Strecker and Company, of Russell,
Kans., have moved into a new store room built
especially for them. They have fitted it through-
out with new fixtures, and it is now one of the
finest stores in the state.

George Rathbun, of Downs, Kans., has pur-
chased the stock of G. E. Kimmel, at Centralia.

The following called at the wholesale houses
last month : Fred Bailey, Newburg, Mo.; E. J.
Barrett, Ponca City, Okla.; T. L. Beddow, Hunts-
ville, Mo.; C. L. Bagg, Russell, Kans.; 0. D.
Burton, Alva, Okla.; F. C. Briggs, Pratt, Kans.;
Theo. Burkhart, Trenton, Mo.; J. F. Hibbard,
Mound City, Mo.; M. H. Hill, Smith Center,
Kans.; Samuel C. Hall, Tulsa, Okla.; N. M. Hall,
Horton, Kans.; F. H. Hayward, Atwood, Kans.;
E. J. Hayes, Goffs, Kans.; T. N. Huffman, Her-
rington, Kans.; M. W. J. Holt, Stillwater, Okla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Campbell, Pryor Creek,
Okla.; E. A. Church, Claremore, Okla.; J. M.
Coffman, Salisbury, Mo.; J. F. Mills, Ashdown,
Ark.; George L. Marquis, Pond Creek, Okla.;
J. R. Lucas, Ogallala, Neb.; F. E. Pirtle, Council
Grove, Kans.; W. H. Pontius, Anthony, Kans.;
Sam Friedberg, Topeka, Kans.; W. C. Stairs,
Alva, Okla.; L. Perigo, Grinnell, Kans..; A. L.
Wilson, Hutchinson, Kans.; Orville Shrack,
Pratt, Kans.; W. F. Czeskleba, Moreland, Kans.

An Electric Alarm Thermometer for

Fruit Growers
Many thousands of dollars are saved by fruit

growers in California and elsewhere by the use
of smudge pots, which prevent damage by most;
and although this device has been in use for
several years, a new improvement is the electric
alarm thermometer, which automatically warns
the rancher when the temperature reaches the
danger point.

The alarm thermometer has a dial something
like that of a clock with two hands, one of
which registers the degrees of temperature, while
the other hand is set at the danger point, ranging
from 26 to 31° F. for the various fruits and
vegetables. When the hand which registers the
temperature drops to the point indicated by the
alarm hand, an electric bell rings automatically
and keeps ringing. The thermometer itself is
placed in the orchard, and the electric bell in the
bedroom of the rancher or foreman, the connec-
tion being made by an ordinary electric circuit.

This device makes it unnecessary for the
fruit grower to sit up all night during a cold
spell and watch for the expected frost.

The smudge pots which are used in con-
nection with the alarm thermometer are exceed-
ingly simple, being medium-sized cans of sheet
iron designed to hold crude oil. The pot is
covered with an iron hood provided with perfora-
tions about the upper rim to create a draft when
the oil is burning. This construction has the
advantage of retaining the soot, so that the
fruit will not be blackened, and it also makes
it possible to regulate the flame so that it can
burn longer, and prevents it being blown out by
sudden gusts of wind.

Only one thermometer is needed in the
orchard, and about eighty or one hundred smudge
pots per acre.

The object of these many fires is not only to
prevent the fall of temperature in the orchard,
but to set the air in motion, thus keeping .the
frost from forming. Large fires are not nearly

so efficient as small ones.
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Toledo jewelers are greatly encouraged by

the developments in business of the past few

weeks. From all sides comes the report that

there is a decided improvement, and all indica-

tions point to a speedy return of the good old

times. It now looks as if the coming holiday

season will be one of such activity as has not

been known here for several years at least. Almost

everyone is employed at good wages, and with

the waning to some extent of the automobile

craze, they are again turning their attention to

expensive jewelry, precious stones and other such

investments. A splendid indication is the certain

trend of the trade toward better qualities of

goods, which are again beginning to move as they

have not done for a long time. A good many

diamonds and other precious stones are being

sold at present, and while the bulk of the business

is being done in medium stones, ranging in price

from $25 to $foo, there is a fair sprinkling of the

higher qualities included in the recent demand.

In view of these conditions retail concerns are

buying more liberally for the holiday trade, manu-

facturers are kept busy and wholesale establish-

ments are showing unusual life. The whole

situation is most pleasing, not only in jewelry

and optical lines but in all branches of trade.

Money is more plentiful, collections are easier,

and the volume of trade wonderfully improved.

Repair business is also unusually active and most

of the benches in local establishments have all

they can take care of, and in some instances are

compelled to turn trade away. On the whole

there is a better feeling here among jewelers than

there has been for the past three years.

The Toledo Optometric Society held its first

regular meeting at the Elk's Club rooms on

October loth, at which time considerable impor-

tant business was transacted. Of the entire

membership of twenty-six, twenty-two were pres-

ent and took part in the banquet which was

served and the business session which followed

the feast. E. D. Gould was chosen to fill the

position of vice-president which was left vacant

at the organization meeting, and Charles Kapp,

and J. Prochaska were added to the board of

directors. Perhaps the most important business

which came before the body was the adoption of

a constitution and by-laws to govern its action

in the future. That adopted conforms closely

to the one in force in the Cleveland and Roch-

ester Optometrical societies. After designating

the name, and object, which is declared to be to

obtain a higher scientific and practical proficiency

among opticians, promote social intercourse and

the advancement of mutual interests, and. era-

dicate petty trade jealousies, it provides for

officers and their election, prescribing the duties

of each. It provides for both honorary and

active membersship, the former of which shall

consist of those interested in optical science who

shall be entitled to a seat in meetings of the soc-
iety and have the privilege of debating scientific

questions only, and the latter of which shall be

actively engaged in the optical business. Candi-

dates for membership may be proposed upon

written application to the secretary, endorsed by
two members of the society and accompanied by
the initiation fee, which shall be $2. All appli-

cations shall be investigated by the board of
directors, and voted on by the society. Annual
dues are $5, payable in advance, quarterly, and
one year's arrearages forfeits membership. The
annual election of officers will occur on the
second Monday in January of each year, and
stated meetings will be held on the second
Wednesday of each month. Five active mem-
bers constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business. A rigid code of ethics was also adop-
ted, setting forth the required loyalty to the
society, the optician's duties to his patient, his
duties to physicians, his duties to the public, and
the condemnation of the use of titles to create
the impression that he has medical authority.
The meeting adjourned to meet again on the first
Monday in November.

J. D. Rowland, the retail jeweler will make
some improvements in his rooms in the Ohio
building in the near future. The room will be
re-decorated and painted, and provided with
suitable draperies, and in order to increase the
room for display of goods, a handsome enclosed
plate glass show case and display window will
be fitted up in the inner court of the building.
The fixtures are already being Manufactured and
work will soon be under way in the store.

M. Comlossy reports that his recent auction
sale was a decided success, and that business is
looming up in great shape. "I anticipate a
splendid holiday trade," said he. "Everybody
is working and there is a better feeling in trade
then there has beet(' for three years."

The wedding festivities of Miss Helen Ran-
kin, of Columbus, and Douglas Kinnear Brown,
of Brooklyn, were disturbed by the discovery
that thieves had made away with about $400
worth of jewelry, which had been placed in a
casket and hidden under the bath-tub for safe-
keeping.

Mrs. L. P. Christiancy, wife of the prominent
Madison avenue jeweler, lies in a critical state
at her home at 2227 Maplewood avenue, as the
result of a street car accident. While passing
Eric street and Stickney avenue, the car in which
Mrs. Christiancy was seated was struck with great
force and at right angles by an Erie & Western
car. She was thrown violently from her seat
and to the floor of the car. She sustained
severe bruises about her body, her spine was
badly hurt, the ligaments of her right knee torn,
and internal injuries are feared. She was taken
to her home, where Dr. Cook attended the injured
lady. She is reported to be in a very bad condi-
tion, with the final outcome undecided. The
accident occured on October loth.

William Dawson, jeweler at the Judd-Gross
Company store, is confined to his bed with some
kind of a fever. He has been sick for about a
week and physicians report little change in his
condition at present.

The Superior Art Shop Company, of Toledo,
has been incorporated by J. George Kapp, Sr.,
Earl V. Sala, Marie Kapp Sala, George L. McKis-
son and J. George Kapp, Jr., It has a capital
stock of $25,000. The Kapps are engaged in the
retail jewelry business on Summit street.

A. J. Heeson reports trade conditions as
perfectly satisfactory. "Business is good in all
lines, and with trade tendency toward better
goods," said he.

Because he could not resist the sparkling
beauty of a tray of diamonds, Jim, a big Ply-
mouth Rock rooster, owned by Mrs. Martha
Kelley, of Sandusky, was condemned to death.
George W. Gilbert, the Sandusky jeweler, called
at the home of Mrs. Kelley to sell diamonds, and
thoughtlessly left a tray containing several valu-
able stones on a chair. He turned around just in
time to see the rooster gulp clown a $6o diamond.
An autopsy restored the missing gem..

Joseph F. Hellenkamp, who for some time
has been connected with the W. H. Broer retail
store, will sever his connection with that concern
and launch out for himself, in the repair business,
with rooms on Summit street.

J. D. Rowland was called to Cleveland on
business last Wednesday.

"We have finished the first year of the firm
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of Walcott & Kapp, and find that we have done
more business than we anticipated," said Charley
Kapp. "Trade conditions are all right, and the
prospects for holiday trade are of the best. One
of the best indications is the tendency of the
trade toward better goods."

Thieves made a haul at the home of John
F. Huntsinger, 16o6 Adams Street, Toledo,
last month, when they got away with jewelry and
other valuables amounting to about $400. Among
the stolen property were a gold watch fob and
pendant, a gold bracelet, a gold necklace and
locket, three rings and a diamond stick pin. 'Fhe
miscreants have not been apprehended.

H. B. Stone, stockholder and director in the
George Kapp Company, will sever his connection
with the firm and engage in business for himself.
He has been connected with the Kapp concern
for the past five years. He will open for busi-
ness in the former rooms of W. A. Rankin at 331
Superior street, sharing the space with Parker the
optician. A complete line of watches, cylocks
and jewelry has been ordered, and Mr. Stone
expects to be ready to meet customers by the
first of November. He will make repairing a
specialty, being a practical watchmaker himself.
During his residence in Toledo he has made many
friends who will welcome the news that he has
determined to enter the jewelry field in his own
behalf.

The George Kapp Company reports unusual
activity in the diamond market recently. The
(Hanlon(' business is very good, said George Kapp,
Jr. In fact, trade all along the line is good, and
the prospects are of the best.

An envelope containing $1,000 worth of uncut
diamonds mysteriously disappeared recently. The
consignment was made by a New York firm to C.
F. Jackson, of Norwalk, Ohio, and the interested
parties aret!nsiderably exercised as to its present
whereabouts.

Inquiries are numerous and diamonds are
selling readily. The prospects are for a much
better holiday trade this year than that of last,
is the report made by J. D. Rowland.

Because he wrote "Dr." before his name on a.
card given to a lady who expressed a desire to
meet him on professional business at his hotel,
Chalmers Prentice was placed under arrest by
Constable Mickens, on a warrant issued at the
instigation of the state medical board, charging
him with practicing medicine in Ohio without a
certificate. He is the author of the "brain rest"'
system, and spent several weeks in Toledo advanc-
ing his theory. Upon assurance that he was
not violating the law, and that he was not aware
that using the word "doctor" constituted the
practice of medicine, the action was dismissed
and the defendant discharged.

The Rampc retail jewelry store at Ottawa, 0.,
was recently broken into and goods to the amount
of $t,000 stolen. The thieves gained an entrance
to the room through a rear window, and left no
clue to their identity behind. A stock of Christ-
mas goods which was only partly unpacked was
included in the loot. The crime was committed
early Sunday morning and was not discovered
until Monday morning.

R. M. Hathaway has accepted a position
as engraver and jeweler in the Summit street store
of A. J. Heeson. He will begin his duties at
once. Mr. Hathaway formerly was connected
with a Detroit firm. and his home is at Portland,
Mich.

Gross, of the Judd-Gross company, re-
ports a nice trade. "Prospects for the holiday
season are good, and dealers are buying heavier
then they have for several years. Repair work
is very active, and we have more than we can
take care of at present. Medium priced dia-
monds arc moving nicely."

Prowlers stoic a gold necklace set with pearls
from the home of Miss Etta Howard, No. 1712 N.
Fourteenth street last month. The same day
a gold watch and diamond pin were taken from
the home of Z. Simons, 515 East Woodruff
avenue.

J. G. Kapp, Sr., and family arc enjoying a
week's visit in Chicago with his son, .Frank Kapp,
who is now in the employ of Hibbard, Spencer,
Bartlett Co. The trip.was made by automobile
and the return will be made in the same manner.
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The jewelers of thic city were very much
bothered early last month by a colored man who
claimed to have left, some time previously, a
watch to be repaired. He called at several stores
and at each one gave a different name and ad-
dress. This necessitated a search being made
through the watch rack and records. Of course,
this man was merely playing a game of chance.
Should he happen to strike the right name he.
would receive .a watch. It was when he called
at the store of w. J. Kettler that suspicion was
first aroused. The latter has had some ex-
perience with the working of crooks and he im-
mediately caused the fellow's arrest. The negro
spent the night in a cell, but he not having
been able to obtain any goods was allowed to
go free the next morning with a warning as to
what would happen to him if he was caught in
the city again.

By passing himself off as Lieutenant Com-
mander Knowlson, U. S. N., and with the aid
of worthless certified checks, a very shrewd
swindler has succeeded in victimizing Messrs.
Galt & Co., obtaining from them a three-stone
diamond ring valued at over $500. The entire
make-up of the man is sttch as would cause even
the most suspicious to place utmost confidence
ill him. He claims to have been on special de-
tail in the Navy Bureau of Accounts and Supplies
but had been ordered to join the Asiatic Squad-
ron and desired to take the ring with him. No
trace has yet been obtained but it is believed that
the man is wanted in the West for similar deals.
He also victimized a local firm of brokers, ob-
taining from them $3000 worth of Government
bonds for which he paid with a certified check.
In both cases the checks were returned dis-
honored.

The new house recently purchased in On-
tario Place, N. W., is now being occupied by
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Kahn. Mr. Kahn is lo-
cated in business on F Street, N. W.

The "Peerless," 525 Seventh Street, N. W.,
have made numerous improvements in their
store, putting in a new front much larger than
the old one and adding numerous display cases
in the interior of the store. They removed their
entire line of cutlery, sporting goods, etc., to the
balcony above the main floor. G. D. Chace is in
charge of the jewelry and optical business.

Lansburg & Bro., 420 Seventh Street, N. W.,
are celebrating their golden anniversary. In
186o Gustave and James Lansburg opened sep-
arate drygoods stores near each other. These
stores were very small but through hard work
the brothers prospered and to-day they occupy
the entire building, they having consolidated at
a later date.

M. H. Fearnow, 437 Seventh Street, S. W.,
spent ten days in Berkeley Springs, Va., as the
guest of his father.

Rudolph Richmill, who formerly conducted
a jewelry store at 417 Seventh Street, S. W., and
having a branch store at I2011/2 E Street, N. W.,
has given up both stores and removed to Phila-
delphia, Pa., where he will reopen.

Regardless of the fact that the various trade
organizations have complained against the prac-
tice, the Dead Letter Office of the Post Office
Department have signified their intention of again
holding their sale of undelivered package matter
during the Christmas holiday season. The news-
papers characterize the scenes during the sale as
almost approaching a riot ; hundreds of people
wanted to gamble in the package mail. They
jammed the salesroom from the hour the sale
began until it was concluded and there was a
line of people three deep on the sidewalk, requir-
ing the attendance of several policemen, awaiting
a vacancy in the room. The greater part of the
packages seemed to contain jewelry and the sale,
coming as it does right at the height of the sea-
son, is anything but popular with the jewelers.
It is believed that before another such sale comes
along the legislative committee of the local jewel-
ers' association will combine with the Boards of
Trade in the effort to have laws passed through
Congress prohibiting this "raffle."

Numerous complaints have been received at
police headquarters by passengers who have been
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robbed on trains coming into Washington. This
work seems to apply more especially to the
sleepers, but the latest theft reported is of
jewelry taken from a private freight car hired
by Representative F. B. Burton, of Bar Harbor,
Maine, and which consisted of three gold buckles
valued at $95, three pearl and gold mounted hair
combs, $300; three sapphire pins, $85; one full
set of silverware, $800; one belt buckle, $50, and
one pin set with stones, $50. Suit has been
brought in the amount of $2000 covering the
above.

Upon completion of improvements it is be-
lieved M. B. Korman, 706 H Street, N. E., will
have one of the handsomest stores in the city.
The entire front of the store has been pulled
(nit and rebuilt, new show cases added and the
south wall of the store pushed back several feet.

A Bureau of Standards is conducting a test
of electrical clocks for the Supervising Architect
of the Treasury Department. A number of manu-
facturers have submitted master clocks and sec-
ondaries for the trial.

D. S. Parsons, son of G. D. Parsons, of 715
Mount Vernon Place, and by whom he was em-
ployed, has left to join his brother in the retail
jewelry business in Water Valley, Miss. His
many friends in this city express their very best
wishes for the success of young Mr. Parsons in
his new undertaking.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerome Desio are telling some
very interesting stories of their trip abroad, which
occupied a period of over three months. They
traveled extensively throughout Europe, where
they met many notable people, including the Pope.

The numerous athletic events have caused
quite a large sale of loving cups and other silver
trophies. The Washington Horse Show in this
respect seems to be most popular. Messrs. Berry
& Whitmore have furnished the Edward B. Mc-
Lean cup and a silver vase donated by Middaugh
& Shannon, Inc.; Messrs. Harris & Shafer, the
Colonel Randle cup. Berry & Whitmore have
also furnished the Knights of Pithias Field Day
trophy and the large punch bowl offered as a
prize for the Aviation Meet. R. Harris & Co.
supplied a similar punch bowl for the Washing-
ton Post automobile reliability run.

The Quade Co. have taken over the premises
formerly occupied by LeRoy Rosenthal at 635 G
Street, N. W., he having given up his business
there and entered the employ of the Castleberg
National Jewelry Co. A. Alvey Quade and F. J.
Monrote are the proprietors of the concern which
was formerly located at 613 Seventh Street, N. W.
They will continue doing watch and jewelry re-
pair work for the trade.

At the last meeting of the local society com-
plaint was entered by one of the members that a
certain clerk in the employ of the Government
was doing a jewelry business among his fellow-
employees that was hurting that member's busi-
ness. A letter was sent to this man, requesting
that he cease his operations and Secretary Dueh-
ring states that the former called upon him and
promised to comply with the request.

B. Greenberg, 1718 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N. W., in addition to installing a new display
window, has repapered his store and made other
improvements during the past month.

E. G. Hines, 921 F Street, N. W., has on
exhibition in his window a large loving cup,
"The Palisades Hotel Fishing Trophy," which
was won by Major H. A. Hall, U. S. A., who suc-
ceeded in catching the largest bass of the season.

Hamilton S. Wimbush, who stole jewelry to
the value of $15oo from his employer, Mrs. Re-
becca I. Hornsby, has been sentenced to serve
five years in the penitentiary. Wimbush was ar-
rested by Detective Weber, who, prior to becom-
ing a member of the police force, was connected
with the jewelry trade, on information given him
by William Tracy, trade worker.

Practically all the jewelry stolen from S. N.
Meyer, 1231 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., and
which was valued at in the neighborhood of $7oo,
has been recovered and Frank H. Beach and Wil-
liam H. Gray are now awaiting trial charged with
the robbery. They were arrested in Baltimore
through information given by a young lady to
whom some of the jewelry had been presented.

The petty shoplifter may expect no mercy if
arrested and brought up for sentence in this city.

November, 1910

Recently one Katherine Kennedy was caught in
the act of appropriating a piece of silverware
from the jewelry department of S. Kann Sons &
Co. and despite her pleas was sentenced to six
months in the workhouse. Judge Mullowney,
before whom she was tried, roundly scored the
woman and remarked that "stores have been the
victims of the nefarious practice of people such
as you until patience ceases to be a virtue. Mercy
is right, when rightfully applied, but the rights of
the merchants must be upheld." The entire value
of the goods which were found upon the woman
at the time of her arrest was about $25.00.

A sign which attracts considerable attention
is one bearing the sentence: "We would like to
CUBA customer of ours."

Annual Outing of the Retail Jewelers'
Association of the District of

Columbia
Regardless of the fact that the brass band

hired for the occasion failed to put in an ap-
pearance, it was a very lively crowd which put
aside all thoughts of business and boarded the
cars for Great Falls, Va., to participate in the
annual outing of the Retail Jewelers' Association
of the District of Columbia.

The Washingtonians had as their guests a
number of Baltitnore jewelers and their wives.
They were all met at the grounds by the enter-
tainment committee, who had gone on ahead to
complete arrangements for the field games.

First on the programme was the ball game
between the members of the local society and
those from Baltimore and this event proved to be
much more exciting than any professional game.
A. D. Prince was the umpire and what he don't
know about baseball would fill a whole library.
While some of his decisions were quite rank,
they were obediently accepted. The game con-
tinued until the players were ready to drop from
the effects of the exercise which they were un-
accustomed to and they were all hoarse from
laughing at the efforts of each other to run, hit
the ball or catch it.

Running and jumping and similar games
came next, but the members were all crying out
how hungry they were and so did not take as
much interest in the sports as they otherwise
would have. After worrying the cook of the
hotel for a half hour or more the proprietor at
last announced that the dinner was ready, and
the way the crowd then began to get busy on the
appetizing menu prepared for them was a cau-
tion. They one and all forgot the speeches they
were going to favor their fellow-members with
in their endeavor to satisfy their hunger. They
need not, however, feel ashamed of themselves
upon reading this article because it is a well-
known fact that everyone visiting Great Falls
acquires a similar habit.

Following the dinner Vice-President Hut-
terly announced that he had a few prizes Which
were made up for the occasion and with a few
fitting remarks presented to A. D. Prince a very
marvelous creation in the way of a loving cup.
The cup was of pure tin, handsomely gilded and
suitably engraved with the aid of printers' ink.
Mr. Prince could hardly acknowledge his thanks
on account of the large lump which he said ap-
peared at the time of the presentation in his
throat, and for several minutes he had every
member laughing as though they were paid to
do so. J. J. Bartholomee was next given a medal
for being the best all-around ball player on the
Baltimore team. The medal consisted of bats
and balls appropriately crossed and recrossed and
made of wood, gilded and inscribed in a similar
manner to the cup.

Secretary Euler told of the efforts being
made by the Maryland Association to better trade
conditions and also gave his personal views of the
benefits to be derived from a working member-
ship in an association.

R. B. Smith asked the aid of the members
of the local society in stamping out the peddler
nuisance, calling attention to the fact that ten
years ago the peddler was practically unheard of
in the jewelry field; five years ago there were

(Continued on page 1881)
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The jeweler, of thic city were very much
bothered early hist month by a colored wan %din
claimed lo haVe kit, some tiine previously. a
watch to he repaired. Ile called at several stores
and :tt each one gave t different naine and ad-
dress. This necessitated a search being made
tliniugh the watch rack and records. Of course,
this man was merely playing a game of chance.
Should he happen to strike the right lialne hc
would receive a watch. It was \viten he called
at the store of W. J. Kettler that suspicion was
first aroused. The latter has had some ex-
perience vv ith the vvorking of crooks and he im-
mediately caused the fellow's arrest. The negro
spent the night in a cell, lout he not having
been able to obtain ally goods was allowed to
goo free the next morning with a warning as to
\vital Nvould happen to him if he was caught in
the city again.

By passing himself off as Lieutenant Com-
mander Nnowlson, U. S. N., and with the aid
of worthless certified checks, a Very shrewd
swindler has succeeded in victimizing- Messrs.
Galt & Co., obtaining from them to three-stone
diamond ring valued at over $500. The entire
tuake-up of the matt is such as would cause even
the most suspicious to place utmost confidence
ill him. He claims to have been on special de-
tail in the Navy I tirealt of Accounts and Supplies
but had been ordered to juin the Asiatic Squad-
ron and desired to take the ring with him. No
trace has yet been obtained Inn it is believed that
the man is wanted in the West for similar deals.
I le also victimized ;1 local firm of brokers, ob-
taining from them $3000 worth of Government
bonds for which he paid with a certified check.

linth CIA'S the checks were returned dis-
honored.

The new hems(' recently purchased in On-
tario  Place, N. W., is now being (occupied by
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph 1<alm. Mr. Kahn is lo-
cated in lousiness (on F Street, N. W.

The "Peerless," 525 Seventh Street, N. \V.,
have made numerous improvements in their
store, putting in a ne‘v front much larger than
I he old one and adding numerous display cases
in the interior of the store. They removed their
entire line of cutlery, sporting goods, etc., to the
balcony above the main door. G. I). Chace is in
charge of the jewelry and (optical business.

Lansburg & Bro., 420 Seventh Street, N. W.,
are celebrating their golden anniversary. In
186o Gustave and James Lansburg opened sep-
arate drygoods stores near each other. These
stores were very small but through hard work
the brothers prospered and to-day they occupy
the entire building, they having consolidated at
a later date.

M. H. Fearnow, 437 Seventh Street, S. NV.,
spent ten days in Berkeley Springs, Va., as the
guest of his father.

Rudolph Richmill, who formerly conducted
a jewelry store at 417 Seventh Street, S. W., and
having a branch store at 1201;.:! E Street, N. W.,
has given up both stores and removed to Phila-
delphia, Pa., N'here he will reopen.

Regardless of the fact that the various trade
organizations have complained against the prac-
tice, the Dead Letter Office of the Post Office
Department have signified their intention of again
holding their sale of undelivered package matter
during the Christmas holiday season. The news-
papers characterize the scenes during the sale as
almost approaching a riot ; hundreds of people
wanted to gamble in the package mail. They
jammed the salesroom from the hour the sale
began until it was concluded and there was a
line of people three deep on the sidewalk, requir-
ing the at of several policemen, awaiting.
a. vacancy in the room. The greater part of the
packages seemed to contain jewelry and the sale,
coming as it does right at the height of the sea-
son, is anything but popular with the jewelers.
It is believed that before another such sale comes
along the legislative committee of the local jewel-
ers' association will combine with the Boards of
Trade in the effort to have laws passed through
Congress prohibiting this "raffle."

Numerous complaints have been received at
police headquarters by passengers who have been
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rubbed (al trains coming into Washington. This
work seems to apply more especially to the
sleepers, but the latest theft reported is of
jewelry taken from a private freight car hired
by Representative F. It. Burton, of Bar Harbor,
Maine, and which consisted of three gold buckles
valued at $95, three pearl ;nod gold mounted hair
combs, $3oo; three sapphire pins, $85; one full
set of silverware, $800; one belt buckle, $5o. and
one pin set with stones, $50. Suit has been
brought in the amount (of $2000 covering the
aloo 

vo-i.tpon completion of improvements it is be-
lieved M. It. KM-1111111, 706 I I Street, N. E., will
have one of the liaotolsoontcst Stoolos ill the city.
The entire front of the store has been pulled
mit rehuilt, new show cases added and the
south wall of the store pushed back several feet.

A Bureau of Standards is conducting a tesi
of electrical clocks for the Supervising Architect
of the Treasury Department. A number of manu-
facturers have sulnnitted master clocks and sec-
ondaries f( or the trial.

D. S. Parsons, son of (i. D. Parsons, of 7t5MAIM Vernon Place, and hoc wh(orn he was emi
ployed, has left to join his brother in the retail
jewelry business iii Water Valley, Miss. Ilk
many friends in this city express their very best
wishes fur the success of youni.2,- Mr. Parsons in
his new undertaking.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerome Desio are telling- some
very interesting stories of their trip abroad, which
occupied :t period of over three months. They
traveled extensively throughout Europe, where
they met many notahle inslole, including the Pope.

The numerous athletic events have caused
quite a large sale of loving cups and other silver

trie's)11,,i(i-tt's.stieltZto"I.);(tis!tloil(losgtl'i)ollopular. Messrs. Berry
Horse Show in this

& Whitmore have furnished the Edward B. Mc-
Lean cup and a silver vase donated by Middaugh
& Shannon, Inc.; Messrs. Harris & Shafer, the
Colonel Randle cup. Berry & Whitmore have
als(o furnished the Knights of Pith ias Field Day
trophy and the large punch benvl offered as a
prize for the Aviation Meet. R. Harris & Co.
supplied a similar punch bowl for the Washing-
ton Post automobile reliability run.

The Quack Co. have taken over the premises
formerly occupied by LeRoy Rosenthal at 635 G
Street, N. NV., he having given up his business
there and entered the employ of the Castleberg
National Jewelry Co. A. Alvey Quade and IT. J.
Monrote are the proprietors of the concern which
was formerly located at 613 Seventh Street, N. NV.
They will continue doing watch and jewelry re-
pair work for the trade.

At the last meeting of the local society com-
plaint was entered by one of the members that a
certain clerk in the employ of the Government
was doing a jewelry business among his fellow-
employees that was hurting that member's busi-
ness. A letter was sent to this man, requesting
that he cease his operations and Secretary Dueh-
ring states that the former called upon him and
promised to comply with the request.

IL Greenberg, 1718 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N. NV., in addition to installing a new display
window, has repapered his store and made other
improvements during the past month.

E. G. Hines, o2t Street, N. W., has on
exhibition in his window a large loving cup,
"The Palisades Hotel Fishing Trophy," which
was won boy Major H. A. I tall, U. S. A., who suc-
ceeded in catching the largest bass of the season.

Hamilton S. Wimbush, who stole jewelry to
the value of $i5oo from his employer, Mrs. Re-
becca I. Hornsby, has been sentenced to serve
five years in the penitentiary. Wimbush was ar-
rested by Detective Weber, who, prior to becom-
ing a member of the police force, was connected
with the jewelry trade, on information given hint
by William Tracy, trade worker.

Practically all the jewelry stolen front S. N.
Meyer, 1231 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., and
which was valued at in the neighborhood of $700,
has heen recovered and Frank H. Beach and Wil-
liam H. Gray are now awaiting trial charged with
the robbery. They were arrested in Baltimore
through information given by a young lady to
whom some of the jewelry had been presented.

The petty shoplifter may expect no mercy if
arrested and brought up for sentence in this city.

November, 191to

Recently (one Katherine Kennedy was caught iii
the act of appropriating a piece of silverware
from the jewelry department of S. 1:ann Sons &
Cu. and despite her pleas was sentenced to six
months in the workhouse. Judge Mullowney,
before whom she was tried. roundly scored the
woman and remarked that "stores have been the
I ictims of the nefarious practice of people such
as you until patience ceases too loj. t virtue. Merc■
is right, when rightfully applied, but the rights of
the merchants must be upheld." The entire value
of the otItichi W re found upon the woman
at the time of her arrest was about $25.00.

.N sign which at considerable attention
is one hearing the sentence: "We NVOUld like to,
C t' II A customer of ours."

Annual Outing of the Retail Jewelers'
Association of the District of

Columbia
Reg-ardless of the fact that the brass band

hired for the occasion failed to but in an ap-
pearance, it was a very lively crowd which put
aside all thoughts of business and boarded the
cars for Great Falls, Va., to participate in the
annual outing of the Retail Jewelers' Association
of the District of Columbia.

The Washingtonians had as their guests a
number of Baltimore jewelers and their wives.
They were all met at the grounds lo y the enter-
tainment committee, who had gone on ahead to
complete arrangements for the field games.

First (on the programme was the ball game
between the members of the local society and
those from Baltimore and this event proved to be
much more exciting than any professional game.
A. D. Prince \vas the umpire and what he don't
know about baseball would till a whole library.
While some of his decisions were quite rank,
they were obediently accepted. The game con-
tinued until the tolitvers were ready to drop front
tIn 
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laughing at the efforts of each other to run, hit
the ball (or catch it.

Running and jumping and similar games
came next, but the members vere all crying out
how hungry they vere and so did not take as
much interest in the sports as they otherwise
would have. After worrying the cook of the
hotel for a half hour or more the proprietor at
last announced that the dinner was ready, and
the way the crowd then beg-an to get lousy on the
appetizing menu prepared for them was a cau-
tion. They one and all forgot the speeches they
were going to favor their fellow-members with
in their endeavor to satisfy their hunger. They
need not, however, feel ashamed of themselves
upon reading this article because it is a well-
known fact that everyone visiting Great Falls
acquires a similar habit.

Following the dinner \Tice-President Hut-
terly announced that he had a few prizes Which
were made up for the (occasion and with a few
fitting remarks presented to A. D. Prince a very
marvelous creation in the way of a loving cup.
The cup was of pure tin, handsomely gilded and
suitably engraved with the aid of printers' ink.
Mr. Prince could hardly acknowledge his thanks
on account of the large lump which he said ap-
peared at the time of the presentation in his
throat, and for several minutes he had every
member laughing as though they were paid to
do so. J. J. Bartholomee was next given a medal
for being the best all-around ball player on the
Baltimore team. The medal consisted of bats
and balls appropriately crossed and recrossed and
made of wood, gilded and inscribed in a similar
manner to the cup.

Secretary Ettler told of the efforts being
made by the Maryland Association to better trade
conditions and also gave his personal views of the
benefits to be derived front a working member-
ship in an assoc:ation.

R. B. Smith asked the aid of the members
of the local society in stamping out the peddler
nuisance, calling attention to the fact that ten
years ago the peddler was practically unheard of
in the jewelry field; live years ago there were

(Continued on page 1881)
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Or identify his store with a
sliding scale that makes quality subser-
vient to an imaginary trade advantage.
But there is no sliding scale in the
confidence of his customers. Either

believe in him they do not.they or
Your knowscustomer everybody
knows the Keystone Trade-what
Mark and Guarantee stand for.
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We have just gone thr,,ugh i wed: of excite-
mo in the celebration 1,111. Coittmtlial. There
as much doing that customers forgot to Imy
welry. Their (ntir tiRilti n was riveted on

.trades and the daily exhihitions if dying ma-
'lines, of v‘'hich there %vere three in operation on
ar lake front. This attraction alone drew the
rest crowd that has ever been seen in this

Attractive low rates on the railroads
rought in thousands of people :tml ;owing the lot
ere an unusual number of ,mt-of-town jewelers.
A careful resume.. 1)1 local conditions v‘antld

alicate that there is going to be a large volume
I business done this all and Holiday season
the retail jewelers, All the local jobbers re-

.11 large increases in their early Fall orders.
al at the present time it seems quite likely that

, is increase will continue until the end of the
asim.

\\*. Burdick, vice-president of the Bowler
Burdick Co., iv:is, elected recently to the presi-
-Hey of the Wholesale Merchants Board. This
one of the component parts of the Chamber
Commerce. Mr. Burdick has been very active

.1 the past few years in the affairs of this
• ganization and his election to its highest office
,mes as a well merited recognition of his efforts

the general benefit of this body of business

C. F. Groth, secretary and treasurer of the
,ivell & Hubbard CO_ was made president of

Retail Merchants' Credit Ass,,ciation at its
,t meeting. This assiiciation of merchants has
■•Il of immeasurable value in its methods of
,iisidering credit and it now numbers among

tir(ditteyrs a large majority of retail dealers

Wagner, Coan & Gilger Co., jobbers in the
Ippodrome Building, tried out a scheme of dis-
.ying their goods during the week of the

by taking a large sample room in
c Colonial Hotel and completely filling it with

,'-vote his attention to the raising of grape

: ;ler Bros.' Co., has resigned and will move to
florida, where he has purchased a farm and will

'•trt stock. The venture was very successful
obuulydill:ge.taken advantage of by other jobbers

lii 

added profit during the rush of the sea-

Allen H. Leonard, designer and engraver for

0. A. Schwartz, with Bowler & Burdick Co.,
,I, 

Ashtabula.
si res resigned to enter the employ of A. 0. Ams-

Geo. W. Hook, for many years with Webb
ol',)alr1( 

Co.
,1 has joined the staff of the Cowell &tda 

C. H. Guerdone, of the Ball Co., M. B.
inig, of Bowler & Burdick Co., \V. K. Eggert

I Mr. Einig, Jr., were a party to visit the
tch factory at Canton last month. They were
guests of the sunerintendent of the factory,

'I an enjoyable and instructive trip was the
rilict given upon the return of the party.

Jack Spindler, the well-known traveler, has
. 1st returned from an extensive trip to the
orthwest and reports conditions there as very
iod.

• 

Mr.

adure in the same city. Last month he was in
'

is city buying his stock from local jobbing
Uses.

A. 

Flowers, for man
msden, Ashtabula, has started a new jewelry

years with A. 0.

A. Byrl Runkle, Sandy Lake, Pa., has pur-
•aased the stock and fixtures of H. H. Vath,

the same town, and will succeed to the busi-
''ss. For a number of years Mr. Runkle has

inillsaceslelphia with one of the prominent

Miss Burdick, daughter of Capt. R. E. Bur-
de, has just returned from an extended visit
friends in New York and other Eastern points.

C. A. Danner, jeweler, who for several years
,S conducted a store at 1698 West 25th street,
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has moved his stock to a new location on h
to5th street near Superior avenue.

\\ Iii Reed. engraver for Sigler Bros.' cu.,
has resigned ;mei taken a position kVith Greenleaf
& Crosby Co.. Jacksonville. Fla. Nit-. Reed says
lie is tired of "freezing to death" here ill our
Nvinter climate and thinks the coast ‘vill be to his
liking.

Burt Ramsay, Cohmial Arcade jeweler, has
made extensive improvements to his arcade store

and has just now gotten through \Vith the MUSS
vhiicii Iteeffillpallieti ally illtilde changes. The store
room is much improved and very attractive.

lenry Fraiberg, 550) Fleet .\ venue. has just
moved into his new store room. It is a much
larger store room and more to the needs of his
business.

Walter Detffile, C'anton, O., has just pur-
chased the building formerly occupied by the
Canton National Bank. Ile will at once remodel
the same and move in as soon as the work can
be dime.

Elmer Thur:ton, engraver, has resigned fnmi
Bowler & Burdick Co. and accepted a similar
position ‘rith Sigler Bros.' Co.

The following jewelers from different parts
of the State Were in tomn last month: C. F. Hill,
Akron; Benj. Nloseley, Willoughby ; Pit-
kin, Andover; D. Leonheiscr, Huron; C. F. El-
gin, Kent ; C. H. Dexheimer, Ile(' ford J. II.
\Vight, Wellington: F. i. \Vatsun, Cunneaut:
Geo. \V. Clark, Lorain; F. C. Figert, Wooster;
E. hi. Overton. \Vestiield; Geo. S. Dales. .\kron:
E. D. Davis, I:ent ; J. H. Beal, Fremont ; C. E.
Lousway. Lorain; l. 41. Holler, \yid] Walter
Deuble, Canton; Benj. J. Jones. Nlinerva; S. C.
Mitchell, Bucyrus; F. I 1. DeWitt, Port Clinton:
A. J. Heiman, Barberton; C. E. Whittaker, Clyde;
E. Murbach, Elyria: \V. P. Carruthers, Oberlin.

Providence Letter

(Continued from page 1873)

Sykes & Stranberg, Attleboro, have closed

their office in Nev York. which has been iii

charge of Mr. Buckmaster.

Salmlel J. Wevdell, it one time a ‘vell-known
manufacturing jeweler in this section, died last
month after a long illness. Ile had been con-
nected with a number of prominent concerns and
had held many positions of trust. Ill health com-
pelled his retirement abimt two years ago.

William II. Manchester, of the Nianchester
Mfg. Co., Providence, has again settled in his
winter home in this city after returning from an
antomobile trip through Canada accompanied by
his Wife and son.

At a Republican rally held in Attleboro re-
cently, United States Senator Lodge was given a
very hearty reception. The jewelry industry here
realizes and appreciates very highly the good work
accomplished in their interest by Senators Lodge
and Aldrich when the tariff law was being
drafted. Col. Sidney 0. Bigney presided at the
meeting.

George H. Holmes, of the ( i r.n I I. I folmes
Co., Pri)vidence, has announced that he will not
be a candidate for re-clection as a member of
the House of Representatives. There is no cer-
tainty as to his successor at this writing.

Henry C. Bushnell, for over fifty years ill
the employ of the Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence.
died on October t tth from an attack of heart
trouble. He was 86 years of age. The decease:I
had retired in 19ot and since that time had sev-
eral paralytic strokes which affected his heart
and general system and ultimately resulted in his
death. During the term of his employment with
the Gorham Co. he was very highly esteemed,
and on the occasion of his resignation was pre-
sentee' with a fine silver loving cup. He was a
very skilled workman, and for forty-eight years
held a position as foreman of the spoon depart-
ment.

The D. E. Makepeace Co., of Attleboro, are
at present very busy, working until 9 o'clock in
the evenings. Even with these extra hours they
are taxed to the utmost to fill the incoming
orders.

The will of Frederick E. Newell, president
of the Watson & Newell Co., Attleboro, was filed

last month. Puldic Iiimiests to institutions in
the city amounting to ;$.21.3oo \yen' made. Frank-
lin, Mass., his birthplace, benefited to the extent

$15,00u for the erection and equipment of a
new hospital. This money ‘vill lit In aVailable,

111,WeVer. mnil by Wise illVeStIllellt it has reached

table instittiticits also benefited to the extent of

tate other than that invested in the stock of
\\'atsini & Ne‘vell Co., is hequeathed to the xvielow
and provision is made for some relatives. 'lite
will contains the following interesting par:Le:twit:
-A, illy wife and myself have nut 'Well bleSSed
uiihi Childrell. it ilaS heel' our feeling for some
.1•,•;11., that, a fter inaldng such prov isions for my
Odlateral relatives as seemi \vise to nw, the bulk
of my estate should, after the decease 0 my
Vi le and iiir•el t, I te leVnted to smne public ch,,r

ity if permanent value to ,itur fellmv men.-

Annual Outing of the Retail Jewelers'
Association of the District of

Columbia

(C■miiiittcd from page 1580

practically few, but to-day they outrank the
Jewelry stores almost three to tvvo. Ile gave
warning that \Vashingtott would p,.ssibly be a
trood lleld for the 11altimore peddlers and that

'tile local society should look to the passage of
scitable laws prohibiting such practice.

NI r. Schwartz agreed with Mr. Smith that

Peddlers should not he allowed within thi, con-
fines of the I)istrict of Columbia and rev m1-

;11(91(1(2(1 that resolutions be prepared for sub-
mission to the Commissioners of the 1)istrict.

A. 1:iiscli1hal, of New Yorli., gave a comical
account of how to get tin' best of a price-cutting
competitor, and Secretary I mehring asked the
co-operation of the members in the formation of

a credit information Itureall I t ht.tt tr pi, l'l't

them from "dead beats."
I.'pon completion of these outbursts of ora-

tory the members and the ladies proceeded to
the trolley cars awaiting to take them back to
\Vashington, where bowling alleys had been se-
cured fur the closing event of the evening.

The trip bacl: was greatly enlivened through
the efforts of Messrs. ',linger, Baer and San-
ford, who rendered some very beautiful spasms
from the popular songs of the day and regardless
of the fact that their singing sounded more like
the noise emanating from a boiler shop, they
were the recipients of much applause.

legarelless of the efforts of the Baltimore
aggregation to \vitt the laurels from the local
team, they were defeated by a score
The bowling event proved to be the most interest-

-187-434.

ing of all. It was a game that all had more or
less experience in and the high scores show that
it was pretty warmly contested. In the singles
'Tommy.' Sanford obtained the highest score and

was similar style and construction to the others
::r,fetss accordingly presented with the prize, which

clued earlier in the evening.

Before the final adjournment at II Cl'elOCk

time Baltimore visitors proposed a vote of thanks
to the entertainment committee :Ind to the ladies'
auxiliary, of which Mrs. I [utterly, N1rs. Duchring,
Mrs. Kotler and Mrs. Schwartz were members,
for their success in making the outing one that
WI uld not soon be forgott('n.

.\inong those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
.\. [(utterly, Mr. and Mrs. \\,'. j. Nettler, Mr.
and Mrs. Julius H. 1)tiehring, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Schwartz, NI r. and Mrs. J. \V. \Voodard
and Messrs. :\. Prince, It. Greenberg, (i. 1).
Parsons, J. M. Selinger, Carl Petersen,
Ilacr, M. Greenberg, Carl .\. Doubet, D. S. Par-
tif,Ilti tool j. R. Fearno, all representing the local
assi.ciation; vIr. am' Mrs. R. II. Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas F... Sanford, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Eider, Messrs. J. J. Bartholomee, J F. Shirey
and George E. M. NVareheim, all of Baltimore,
and Mr. A. Rosenthal and Miss Novotny, of Nev
York.
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KEYSTONE
Solid Gold Watch Cases

VERY jeweler must decide
for himself whether he will
take his stand on Keystone

the highest known

1—
—1
—

  =
i

quality
instandards watch cases

Or identify his store with a
sliding scale that makes quality subser-
vient to an imaginary trade advantage.
But there is no sliding scale in the
confidence of his customers. Either

believe in him they dothey or not.
Your knowscustomer everybody
knows the Keystone Trade-what
Mark and Guarantee stand for.
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The Keystone Watch Case Co.
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We have just gone through a week of excite-
ment in the celebration of our centennial. There
was sb much doing that customers forgot to buy
jewelry. Their entire attention was riveted on
parades and the daily exhibitions of flying ma-
chines, of which there were three in operation on
Our lake front. This attraction alone drew the
largest crowd that has ever been seen in this
city. Attractive low rates on the railroads
brought in thousands of people and among the lot
were an unusual number of out-of-town jewelers.

A careful resume of local conditions would
indicate that there is going to be a large volume
of business done this Fall and Holiday season
by the retail jewelers. All the local jobbers re-
port large increases in their early Fall orders,
and at the present time it seems quite likely that
this increase will continue until the end of the
eason.

H. W. Burdick, vice-president of the Bowler
& Burdick Co., was elected recently to the presi-
dency of the Wholesale Merchants' Board. This
is one of the component parts of the Chamber
of Commerce. Mr. Burdick has been very active
for the past few years in the affairs of this
organization and his election to its highest office
comes as a well merited recognition of his efforts
for the general benefit of this body of business
men.

C. F. Groth, secretary and treasurer of the
Cowell & Hubbard Co., was made president of
the Retail Merchants' Credit Association at its
last meeting. This association of merchants has
been of immeasurable value in its methods of
considering credit and it now numbers among
its members a large majority of retail dealers
in this city.

Wagner, Coati & Gilger Co., jobbers in the
Hippodrome Building, tried out a scheme of dis-
playing their goods during the week of the
Centennial, by taking a large sample room in
the Colonial Hotel and completely filling it with
their stock. The venture was very successful
and could be taken advantage of by other jobbers
IC) their added profit during the rush of the sea-
son's buying.

fruit.A 

llen H. Leonard, designer and engraver for
Sigler Bros.' Co., has resigned and will move to
Florida, where he has purchased a farm and will
devote his attention to the raising of grape

0. A. Schwartz, with Bowler & Burdick Co.,
ltilean, 

Ashtabula.
sresignedto enter the employ of A. 0. Ams-

IIub bard Co. 

Geo. WHook, for many years with Webb
(. Ball, has joined the staff of the Cowell &

C. H. Guerdone, of the Ball Co., M. B.
Einig, of Bowler & Burdick Co., W. K. Eggert
and Mr. Einig, Jr., were a party to visit the
watch factory at Canton last month. They were
the guests of the surierintendent of the factory,
and an enjoyable and instructive trip was the
Verdict given upon the return of the party.

Jack Spindler, the well-known traveler, has
j,ist returned from an extensive trip to the

i=it.thwest and reports conditions there as very

ho')UdsMe'sr.. 

Flowers, for many years with A. 0.
-'.insden, Ashtabula, has started a new jewelry
vmture in the same city. Last month he was in
this city buying his stock from local jobbing

A. Byrl Runkle, Sandy Lake, Pa., has pur-
chased the stock and fixtures of H. H. Vath,
of the same town, and will succeed to the busi-
ness. For a number of years Mr. Runkle has
been in Philadelphia with one of the prominent
Jewelry houses.

Miss Burdick, daughter of Capt. R. E. Bur-
dick, has just returned from an extended visit
to friends in New York and other Eastern points.

C. A. Danner, jeweler, who for several years
has conducted a store at 1698 West 25th street,
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has moved his stock to a new location on East
105th street near Superior avenue.

Wilson Reed, engraver for Sigler Bros.' Co.,
has resigned and taken a position with Greenleaf
& Crosby Co., Jacksonville, Fla. Mr. Reed says
he is tired of "freezing to death" here in our
winter climate tind thinks the coast will be to his
liking.

Burt Ramsay, Colonial Arcade jeweler, has
made extensive improvements to his arcade store
and has just now gotten through with the muss
which accompanies any inside changes. The store
room is much improved and \Try attractive.

Henry Fraiberg, 5509 Fleet Avenue, has just
moved into his new store room. It is a much
larger store room and more to the needs of his
business.

Walter Deuble, Canton, 0., has just pur-
chased the building formerly occupied by the
Canton National Bank. He will at once remodel
the same and move in as soon as the work can
be done.

Elmer Thurston, engraver, has resigned from
Bowler & Burdick Co. and accepted a similar
position with Sigler Bros.' Co.

The following jewelers from different parts
of the State were in town last month: C. F. Hill,
Akron; Benj. Moseley, Willoughby; F. H. Pit-
kin, Andover ; D. Leonheiser, Huron; C. F. El-
gin, Kent; C. H. Dexheimer, Bedford; J. H.
Wight, Wellington; F. L. Watson, Conneaut;
Geo. W. Clark, Lorain; F. C. Figert, Wooster;
E. H. Overton, Westfield; Geo. S. Dales, Akron;
E. D. Davis, .Kent; J. H. Beal, Fremont; C. E.
Lousway, Lorain; E. H. Holter, with Walter
Deuble, Canton; Benj. J. Jones, Minerva ; S. C.
Mitchell, Bucyrus; F. H. DeWitt, Port Clinton ;
A. J. Heiman, Barberton; C. E. Whittaker, Clyde;
E. Murbach, Elyria; W. P. Carruthers, Oberlin.

Providence Letter
(Continued from page 1873)

Sykes & Stranberg, Attleboro, have closed
their office in New York, which has been in
charge of Mr. Buckmaster.

Samuel J. Weeden, at one time a well-known
manufacturing jeweler in this section, died last
month after a long illness. He had been con-
nected with a number of prominent concerns and
had held many positions of trust. Ill health com-
pelled his retirement about two years ago.

William H. Manchester, of the Manchester
Mfg. Co., Providence, has again settled in his
winter home in this city after returning from an
automobile trip through Canada accompanied by
his wife and son.

At a Republican rally held in Attleboro re-
cently, United States Senator Lodge was given a
very hearty reception. The jewelry industry here
realizes and appreciates very highly the good work
accomplished in their interest by Senators Lodge
and Aldrich when the tariff law was being
drafted. Col. Sidney 0. Bigney presided at the
meeting.

George FL Holmes, of the George H. Holmes
Co., Providence, has announced that he will not
be a candidate for re-election as a member of
the House of Representatives. There is no cer-
tainty as to his successor at this writing.

Henry C. Bushnell, for over fifty years in
the employ of the Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence.
died on October nth from an attack of heart
trouble. He was 86 years of age. The deceased
had retired in 19or and since that time had sev-
eral paralytic strokes which affected his heart
and general system and ultimately resulted in his
death. During the term of his employment with
the Gorham Co. he was very highly esteemed,
and on the occasion of his resignation was pre-
sented with a fine silver loving cup. He was a
very skilled workman, and for forty-eight years
held a position as foreman of the spoon depart-
ment.

The D. E. Makepeace Co., of Attleboro, are
at present very busy, working until 9 o'clock in
the evenings. Even with these extra hours they
are taxed to the utmost to fill the incoming
orders.

The will of Frederick E. Newell, president
of the Watson & Newell Co., Attleboro, was filed

last month. Public bequests to institutions in
the city amounting to $21,5oo were made. Frank-
lin, Mass., his birthplace, benefited to the extent
of $15,000 for the erection and equipment of a
new hospital. This money will not be available,
however, until by wise investment it has reached
a value of $5o,000. Various churches and chari-
table institutions also benefited to the extent of
many hundred dollars. All the property and es-
tate other than that invested in the stock of
Watson & Newell Co., is bequeathed to the widow
and provision is made for some relatives. The
will contains the following interesting paragraph:
"As my wife iind myself have not been blessed
with children, it has been our feeling for some
years that, after making such provisions for my
collateral relatives as seem wise to me, the bulk
of my estate should, after the decease of my
wife and myself, be devoted to some public char-
ity of permanent value to our fellow men."

Annual Outing of the Retail Jewelers'
Association of the District of

Columbia

(Continued from page 1880)

practically few, but to-day they outrank the
jewelry stores almost three to two. He gave
warning that Washington would possibly be a
good field for the Baltimore peddlers and that
the local society should look to the passage of
suitable laws prohibiting such practice.

Mr. Schwartz agreed with Mr. Smith that
peddlers should not be allowed within the con-
fines of the District of Columbia and recom-
mended that resolutions be prepared for sub-
mission to the Commissioners of the District.

A. Rosenthal, of New York, gave a comical
account of how to get the best of a price-cutting
competitor, and Secretary Duehring asked the
co-operation of the members in the formation of
a credit information bureau to better protect
them from "dead beats."

Upon completion of these outbursts of ora-
tory the members and the ladies proceeded to
the trolley cars awaiting to take them back to
Washington, where bowling alleys had been se-
cured for the closing event of the evening.

The trip back was greatly enlivened through
the efforts of Messrs. Selinger, Baer and San-
ford, who rendered some very beautiful spasms
from the popular songs of the day and regardless
of the fact that their singing sounded more like
the noise emanating from a boiler shop, they
were the recipients of much applause.

Regardless of the efforts of the Baltimore
aggregation to win the laurels from the local
team, they were defeated by a score of 487-434.
The bowling event proved to be the most interest-
ing of all. It was a game that all had more or
less experience in and the high scores show that
it was pretty warmly contested. In the singles
"Tommy" Sanford obtained the highest score and
was accordingly presented with the prize, which
was similar in style and construction to the others
presented earlier in the evening.

Before the final adjournment at It o'clock
the Baltimore visitors proposed a vote of thanks
to the entertainment committee and to the ladies'
auxiliary, of which Mrs. Hutterly, Mrs. Duehring,
Mrs. Kettler and Mrs. Schwartz were members,
for their success in making the outing one that
would not soon be forgotten.

Among those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
A. 0. Hutterly, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Kettler, Mr.
and Mrs. Julius H. Duehring, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Schwartz, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Woodard
and Messrs. A. D. Prince, B. Greenberg, G. D.
Parsons, J. M. Selinger, Carl Petersen, Milton
Baer, M. Greenberg, Carl A. Doubet, D. S. Par-
sons and J. R. Fearno, all representing the local
association; Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas E. Sanford, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Euler, Messrs. J. J. Bartholomee, J F. Shirey
and George E. M. Wareheim, all of Baltimore,
and Mr. A. Rosenthal and Miss Novotny, of New
lrk 
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A NEW PRODUCT OF THE

ILLINOIS FACTORY
4 Bridge Model, 16 Size, Pendant Setting

HUNTING and OPEN FACE

,SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER

411,Every detail of its construction will com-
mend this model to the expert watchmaker.
CA limited quantity of these grades are
now being distributed by

A mystery the police could not solve and
which was causing J. Glyck, a local jeweler, many
sleepless nights, along with the loss of a lot of

Nvelry, has been cleared up. For weeks he had
iwen missing valuable stones from his show win-
dow. His employees had been with him for years
and they were not suspected. With his son, he
kept a close watch on the windows, but the stones,
chains and valuables kept disappearing. Next the
windows were locked and the police notified.
"[hey made the rounds of the pawn stores and
set men to keep a close watch on the windows,
but still the jewelry disappeared. The affair
puzzled everyone connected with the case and
they gave up trying to solve the mystery. After
removing the bottom of the window a large mouse
nest made out of chains, rings, stones and other
jewelry, which amounted to a considerable sum,
was discovered. Through a small hole in the
corner of the window the mouse carried away
anything that it could use.

Accused of having swindled Andrews' Dia-
mond Palace, at 5o Kearney Street, out of a
pair of diamond earrings and a diamond ring,
aggregating in value $4g7, Oliver Stoughton, alias
James Christopher Maguire, was arrested in
Sacramento and brought to this city by Detective
George Gainmann. Samuel C. Baker, connected
with the jewelry store, secured a warrant from
Police Judge Weller for the arrest of Stoughton
on a charge of obtaining the property under false
pretenses. He alleges that on August 18th
Stoughton told Colonel Andrews that he would like
to purchase some diamonds. He assured Andrews
that his mother had written him a letter stating
that she had sent him $1o,000 and that he would
receive the money within a few days. Believing
the representation, he gave Stoughton the ear-
rings and the ring, but alleges that he subse-
quently learned that his customer had received
no such letter and that no money had been sent
hint

Jacob Baron, a salesman, residing at 730
Eighth Street, Oakland, was arrested in San
Francisco by Detectives Drew and Quigley and
booked at the City Prison on a charge of grand
larceny, preferred by Mrs. Florence Boas of the
same address, who accuses the man of having
stolen 251 watches, valued at 83500. The theft
of the watches occurred on September 24th.
liaron was a lodger in the same house where
Mrs. Boas lived and where she had stored in her
room a trunk filled with jewelry which she had
brought from Philadelphia, where she previously
conducted a store. About half the watches were
recovered at pawnshops where they had been
disposed of.

Z. L Von Dack, who is in business with
his son in Tracey, Cal., called upon his friends in
the wholesale jewelry district last month and
purchased a fair-sized Christmas stock before re-
turning home.

The American Jewelry Co., located at gog
llroadway, Oakland, has refinished its establish-
ment and installed a complete new set of show
fixtures.

Daniel Marx, of the well-known retail
Icwelry firm of Marx & Bloch, located on Mor-
rison Street, Portland, Oregon, spent a month's
■acation in and around San Francisco.

Peter Engle, who conducts a retail jewelry
Sore in Marysville, Cal., was seen buying among
the local jobbing jewelry houses. Mr. Engle has
Just moved into his new store at 310 D Street,
Which has been fitted up with an entire new set
of wall and show cases.

George Bangle, the retail jeweler of Vallejo,
Cal., was also among the out-of-town tradesmen
buying in this market late last month.

Marcus Mayer, of the well-known wholesale
Jewelry firm of Jos. Mayer & Bros., of Seattle,
Wash. passed through San Francisco recently
after having spent a month away from business
on his honeymoon. The ceremony took place

in Butte, Mont., on September i8th. THE KEY-
STONE joins their many friends in wishing the
newly-married couple a prosperous journey
through life.

J. J. Wilson, the leading retail jeweler of
Dunsmuir, Cal., paid this market a visit last
month. Jerry is the patentee of a new improved
graver that he will put on the market through
some of the wholesale material houses.

Ben Levy has opened a new retail jewelry
establishment in Newman, Cal. This enterprising
dealer bought all of his opening bills from the
wholesale Jewelry houses of San Francisco.

Harry Jacobi, the genial jeweler of Oroville,
made his semi-annual visit to THE KEYSTONE rep-
resentative and also bought quite a line of goods
while in San Francisco for his fall trade.

J. R. Jenkel, who has been located on lower
Market Street since the fire, is coming back
into his own by ocupying a new store fitted with
an entire new set of fixtures at 75 O'Farrel
Street. The new location is right in the busy re-
tail district and we feel that the move is a wise
one.

Mr. James, who is connected with the retail
jewelry store of George Collis, of Pasadena,
Cal., with his wife spent a montles vacation in
and around San Francisco. Mr. James renewed
a lot of old acquaintances that Ile made while
in the employ of the old wholesale jewelry firm of
J. P. Trafton & Co.

Albert Hansen, the leading retail jeweler of
Seattle, passed through San Francisco last month
and after paying his respects to a number of
wholesale Jewelers left for Los Angeles and
other points Of interest in the southern section
of this State.

C. C. Lord, the manufacturing jeweler of
Long Beach, Cal., spent some time in San Fran-
cisco, accompanied by his wife, enjoying a very
delightful vacation.

Alf Berg, who formerly conducted a retail
jewelry store near the entrance of the campus
in Berkeley, Cal., has opened a new small at-
tractive establishment on Telegraph Avenue near
Eighteenth Street, Oakland.

W. H. Mitchell, the retail jeweler of King
City, Cal., made his semi-annual buying trip to
this market in search of novelties for the holiday
trade.

C. J. Noack, one of the leading jewelers of
Sacramento, paid the jobbers in this city a rtying
visit in search of some special articles that he
had immediate call for.

A. G. Prouty was in town recently looking
into the show case question for his new store.
Arthur has taken a ten-year lease on his new
building, which is located on the corner of First
and Brown Streets, Napa, Cal. The new store
is 45 x 58 feet and will give him an ideal show
room. The new establishment will be in good
running order for the coming holiday rush.

A. DuCommen, the retail jeweler of Bakers-
field, Cal., was among the out-of-town buyers in
this market in October.

A. E. Springborg, accompanied by his wife,
was on a buying trip to this market in October,
picking up novelties for their new retail jewelry
store, which is located in Redlands, Cal.

The Pacific Coast Goldsmith and Silver-
smiths' Association is the title of the new retail
jewelers' association that has just been formed
on the Pacific Coast. Two of the preliminary
meetings have been held in the offices of A. I.
Hall & Son. All legitimate retail jewelers that
are interested in this subject are invited to cor-
respond with the secretary, Marian Hirschman,
Grant Avenue and Post Streets.

Carl Landecker, retail jeweler of St. Helena,
was also among the out-of-town buyers in this
market in search of seasonable novelties.

Mr. Krenkel, of the pioneer firm of Krenkel
& Borsch, Winnamucca, Nevada, made his an-
nual pilgrimage to the wholesale jewelry center
in San Francisco in October and returned home
after buying some fair-sized bills for future
trade.

James Montgomery, of the pioneer retail
jewelry firm of Montgomery Bros., South
Broadway, Los Angeles, paid the wholesale
jewelry district a visit recently and returned home

after placing some large orders for holiday
goods.

Mr. Wiesenberger, who is identified with the
retail jewelry industry on Broadway, Los Angeles,
left his home city on October 8th, accom-
panied by his wife. They spent ten days at the
Hot Springs at Byron, Cal., after which they
visited San Francisco. Mr. Wiesenberger ex-
pects to be away from his place of business for
at least five weeks.

Stones of healing, as they used to be called,
may not have been quite such fakes as skeptical
moderns think. At least a writer in the Lady's
Pictorial inclines to believe that there may have
been some foundation for the faith once placed
in them.

He points out that "every gem is the focus
of a light ray," and it is noteworthy that the
traditional attributes of jewels are quite along the
line of later scientific ideas. The amethyst and
the sapphire, prisms of the shooting violet and
blue ray, have ever been considered calming in
their influence, while the ruby, the bloodstone, etc.,
have always been said to exercise the rousing,
stimulating effect of the red ray.

Gems are highly electric. The chrysolite
acts on the magnetic needle and this presupposes
the radiation of living force from jewels, so
strongly insisted upon in ancient and mediaeval
writings. Precious stones applied externally
or internally formed an accepted part of the
medical pharmacopaeia in ancient and mediaeval
times.

An ancient and costly jewel compound was
"the five precious fragments," consisting of
powdered rubies, topazes, emeralds, sapphires and
hyacinths. A famous French confection of 1712
was composed of jacinth, coral, sapphire, topaz,
pearl and emerald mixed with gold and silver
leaf and "herbs of powder."

"This confection," says Pomet, the French
Kink's apothecary, "is much used in Florence and
Languesdoc, where you meet few persons not
having a pot thereof.' It was supposed to be an
excellent recipe for many physical ailments.

Precious stones were prepared medicinally by
(I) powdering (i. e., by grinding) ; (2) calcina-
tion (by fire or corrosion) : (3) purification; (41
liquation; (5) distillation or volatilization (i. e.,
dissolved in spirits of wine and distilled) ; (6)
sirupization (solution mixed with citron, bar-
berries, sugar and water).

Powder of emeralds in doses of 30 to 40 grains
was considered an astringent. It staunched blood
and strengthened the eyes. Powdered topaz and
rosewater prevented bleeding, and it was good
for digestion; it was sold by apothecaries as an
antidote to madness, and taken in time cured
asthma and induced sleep.

Powder of rubies was usually taken in doses
of 30 to 40 grains "to strengthen the vitals and
restore lost strength!" and also prevented infec-
tion. Sapphires are highly electric ; there was
powder of sapphire and oil of sapphire; some
'prepare a sapphire * * * with cordial water;
others dissolve a fine dust of .saphyire in pure
vinegar and juice of limons, and give the solution
with some other cordial." Powder of sapphire
healed boils and sores and was also good for the
eyes. Pearls were given in consumption, cured
quartan, ague, strengthened the nerves. "Salt
of pearl" was much thought of by Paracelsus;
pearls were sometimes taken in doses of six
grains in water "or dissolved in vinegar, barberry
Juice or limons."

Poison was the terror of the Middle Ages; it
is natural therefore to find many remedies among
gems—the jacinth, the sapphire, the diamond, the
cornelian, the ruby, the agate, the toadstone, the
bezoar stone were all used as antidotes to poison.

The Lee Penny was a famous stone of healing
set in a coin brought back from the Crusades by
one of the Lockarts of Lee; it was specially used
in cattle diseases. The coin, attached to a chain,
was dipped in a bucket of water—"three dips and
a swirl," as the country peaple expressed it—and
the water was given to the cattle. In the reign
of Charles First, the Laird of Lee lent the penny
to the inhabitants of Newcastle, where the plague
was raging, receiving as a pledge i6,000.
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Read How 190 lbs. Tested the
Stone Setting of this W.W.W. Ring
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White, Wile & Warner
Buffalo, N. Y.

Gentlemen :—Please send, abso-
lutely free, your book of Prepared
Advertisements with newspaper
cuts and full information about the
wonderful mechanical window dis-
play that will attract thousands to
my window, which is also given
away absolutely free.

Name 

Address

,C)

W.W.W.

Rings Are

More Than

Merely Guar-

anteed Rings

They are Rings first

made well and guar-

/3 anteed afterward.

If you wish to sell Rings

in which the Stones Do

Stay, sign and mail the

coupon to-day.

White, Wile & Warner
Makers of Rings in Which the Stones Do Stay

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Denver Letter

The jewelry trade in Denver for the past

month has been rather slow, but exceeded the

business for the same month last year. Crops

throughout the state have been fairly good, and

everybody is looking forward to a good fall

trade. Unusually large orders have been filled

already by the local wholesale houses here, which

shows that the country jewelers are expecting to

do business, and the country indications usually

prove good for the city.
The Electric show held here last month

proved a great success, and brought thousands of

visitors to the city, which shows in another way

that Denver is the main distributing point of this

great western country. This is also becoming
known throughout the east, as many eastern con-
cerns have already opened branches here, and
it will only be a question of time, before all large
concerns (in jewelry, and other lines as well)
will be represented here. The increase of over
50 To in population in the last ten years proves
the way people are locating here, and Denver is
yet only in its infancy.

W. E. Bauer and J. H. Moore have formed a
partnership, and have opened a fine new jewelry
store in Trinidad, Col., under the name of Batter
and Moore. They spent several days in town last
month buying a full line of goods, and are looking
forward to a good fall business.

M. O'Keefe and Company, at No. 827 15th
street, are making extensive alterations throughout
their store, remodeling and adding new fixtures.
The alterations at present are in the interior, and
later, a new plate glass front will be put in, and
the exterior refinished.

Ed. Lehman, of the Ed. Lehman Jewelry
Company, made a very successful business trip
this month through Colorado, Wyoming and Utah.

Chas. Dickens, of Maniton, Col., will close
out his jewelry business there, and move to El
Paso, Texas, for the winter.

A romantic courtship begun in their school-
days, culminated at noon, September 19th, when
J. Frank Barnhart, a jeweler of Clayton, N. M.,
and Mrs. A. M. Rumpf, of Victor, Col., were
married at Colorado Springs. After the ceremony
the couple with several friends spent the after-
noon visiting different points of interest in that
locality. Mr. and Mrs. Barnhart left that evening
for Victor. After spending several days there,
they left for Clayton, where they will make their
home.

E. R. Crissman has taken a position with
T;.. C. Snell, of Glenwood Springs, Col., working
in the repairing department.

H. W. Wyman, formerly in the jewelry busi-
ness here in Denver, and which he closed out
about a year ago, has opened up a fine new store
In Glenwood Springs, and reports a very good
business.

E. H. Cowdry, formerly in charge of the
Jewelry repair department of the Denver Dry
Goods Company, here, has taken a position in the
same capacity with W. A. S. Parker, of Lead-
ville, Col.

It has been reported that more than 50
watches belonging to Denver people were lost
when C. Wedell, a watchmaker at No. 8o3 14th
street, became suddenly insane on August 26th.
Weddell was taken to the county hospital, and it
was not until September 9th that his daughter,
Mrs. Chas. Deitz, was notified of his condition.
She at once took charge of his belongings, after
lifting the mortgage on his tools, held by the
Lewis Jewelers' Supply Company. Thirteen
watches were found, and are in her possession,
and it is claimed that about fifty are still missing.

Wm. Pfeffer, formerly with M. K. Myers, of
Colorado Springs, Col., has opened up a new
Jewelry store in that city, at No. 106 E. Pikes
Peak avenue. It will be termed the Colorado
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Springs Jewelry Company, and is incorporated
under State laws for $30,000. Mr. Pfeffer spent
most of September in Chicago and Denver buying
a new stock of goods. They opened for business
October 8th.

C. Monday, formerly with J. N. Crocker, of
Rock Springs, Wyo., has taken a position as
watchmaker with the Ashby Jewelry Company, of
Colorado Springs, Col.

H. A. Hamilton, secretary and treasurer of
the Ashby Jewelry Company, of Colorado Springs,
Col., was in Chicago this month, being treated for
appendicitis.

C. E. Miller, formerly of Leadville, Col., and
who has, for the past several months, been mana-
ging the North Denver store for G. W. Webb,
has bought out all of Mr. Webb's interests, and is
now running the business under his own name,
and feels very much pleased with the prospects.

D. S. Maiman, of the Crown Mfg. Company,
is just recovering from a case of blood poisoning,
caused by a peculiar accident. About three weeks
ago Mr. Main= knocked his right hand against
a packing case and bruised it slightly. He thought
no more of it until the next day, when the pain
in his right arm became intense, and he consulted
a physician. The latter diagnosed it as a severe
case of blood poison, and gave Mr. Maiman little
hope for recovery. After a hard battle, the disease
yielded to treatment, and Mr. Maiman is again
able to look after his business.

W. E. Fenstermacher has sold his building at
Second and Broadway to a Frazier, Col., concern.
Mr. Fenstermacher has his jewelry store located
in this building, and has closed this out, also, and
moved with his family to a large ranch he owns
near here, and will devote all his time to the
interests of that.

It has just been learned that the home of J. I.
Hansen, here, was blessed September t6th with a
baby girl, and Mr. Hansen's many friends in and
out of town send their hearty congratulations.

Theo. Emglert, with the E. L. Deacon Jewelry
Company, spent a few days near Meeker, Col.,
last month in deer hunting and recreation, and
reports having a grand time.

I. Bloom, formerly of New Haven, Conn., has
opened up a repair shop here, at No. 1566 Elliott
street.

A. Robert, formerly in business in George-
town, Col., has opened up a new jewelry store
at No. 1937 Broadway, and feels sure he has a
good location.

R. E. Hawkins, of the Ed. Lehman Jewelry
Company, returned this month from his regular
business trip to the coast, and reports a very
satisfactory business throughout.

H. L. McLaughlin, of the W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Company, has just returned from a very
successful trip through Kansas and Nebraska, and
leaves very shortly for the Northwest, and will be
gone several weeks.

Seyfiedt Brothers, consisting of E. H., W. B.
and H. B. Seyfiedt, have opened up a first-class
repair shop at No. 1643 Champa Street, and make
a specialty of repairing for the trade. They seem
satisfied with the prospects.

In excavating for the new post office here, at
t8th and Champa Streets, several different quanti-
ties of gold in small amounts have been found,
which it is said, would give a man fair wages if
he cared to hunt for it. It was found within
three or four feet of the surface, and shows that
the gold for which Colorado is famous, is not
only in the surrounding mountains, but in the
heart of the cities.

F. H. Maxwell has taken a position as watch-
maker with A. J. Stark and Company.

J. M. Fishman, of the Black Hills Jewelry
Company, Hot Springs, So. Dak., has been spend-
ing several days in the city this month, visiting
his folks, and buying fall goods for the store.

H. Burching, for the past several years em-
ployed by the Bohtn-Allen Jewelry Company here,
has taken up a position as general manager for
A. Hahn, at Durango, Col. Mr. Burching left
here October Toth.

C. N. Maxon, for the last two or three years
in the jewelry business on the north side, has
closed out his store, and taken a position with
F. C. Cosley.
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E. L. Deacon, of the E. L. Deacon Jewelry
Company, made a short business trip through the
state this month, after which, accompanied by his
wife and son, he took a trip to the southern part
of the State, combining business and pleasure.

C. L. Clark, of the Ed. Lehman Jewelry Corn-
pany, made a very successful trip through Kansas,
this month. C. A. Begthol, of the same firm, did
as well in Wyoming and Nebraska.

J. A. Hamilton, of the W. W. Hamilton
Jewelry Company, has just left on a business
trip through the state. This is Mr. Hamilton's
first trip after several weeks of sickness.

E. F. Whittemore, well known in the jewelry
business here, is back in town after a three years
absence, looking for another location. Mr. Whitt-
emore has been in the jewelry business here for a
great many years, and about three years ago,
closed out his business on account of his health,
and went to California, where he has since re-
mained. He is very much improved, and ready to
start in again.

Mr. Cunningham, recently of Kendrick &
Davis, Lebanon, N. H., is now located in Denver.
He was a little broken down in health, and came
here for recuperation and liking it so well, has
decided to remain. Mr. Cunningham is well
known among the trade as a great mechanic and
inventor, being the inventor of the Invert° staking
tool and several small tools put out by Kendrick
& Davis.

E. L. Peiser, of Glenwood Springs, Col., was
in town last month, having just returned from a
very delightful trip to Kansas, which he made in
his automobile. •

J. B. Staten, formerly of Georgetown, Colo.,
is in the city now, looking for a suitable location.
He is anxious to locate in the northwest, either
Idaho or Washington.

John Fletcher, well known in the jewelry
trade here, is confined to his bed from sickness,
and the doctors say he has not, as yet, passed the
danger point.

The following out of town jewelers were in
the city this month: N. S. Tracy, Center, Col.;
L. E. Gardner, Longmont, Col.; Sol. Erlich, Lafa-
yette, Col.; L. F. Cornwall, Pueblo, Col.; S. Sala-
mon, Platterville, Col.; Alvin Herman, Brighton,
Col.; Leon Harrison, New Windsor, Col. •, W. H.
Branner, Loveland, Col.; J. S. Bently, Boulder,
Col. • W. J. Crosby, Loveland, Col.; W. E. Payne,
Boulder, Col.; W. E. Bauer, Trinidad, Col.; E.
L. Peiser, Glenwood Springs, Col. 

' 
• Mr. Miller,

Mexico City, Mexico; L. W. Keil, Pueblo, Col.;
C. J. Yardley and wife, Greeley, Col.; Henry
Curtis, Littleton, Col.; H. F. Bennett, Colorado
Springs, Col.; J. M. Fishman, Hot Springs, So.
Dak.; H. G. Petty, Ft. Collins, Col.; S. W. Service,
Sheriden, Wyo.; W. 0. Woodrow, La Salle, Col.;
E. C. Day and wife, Orleans, Nebr.; N. N. Mc-
Lear, Lamar, Col.; Chas. Velhagen

' 
Alamosa,

Col.; C. F. McMullen, Ft. Lufton, Col.; Wm.
Pearson, Louisville, Col.

The Salesman's Creed

I believe in the goods I am selling, in the firm
I am working for and in my ability to get
"Results".

I believe that honest goods can be sold to
honest men by honest methods.

I believe in working, not waiting ; in laughing,
not weeping; in boosting, not knocking, and in the
pleasure of selling goods.

I believe that a man gets what he goes after,
that one order today is worth two orders tomor-
row and that no man is dozvn and out until he
has lost faith in himself.

I believe in today and the work I am doing,
in tomorrow and the work I hope to do and the
sure reward the future holds.

I believe in courtesy, in kindness, in genero-
sity, in good cheer, in friendship and honest
competition.

I believe there is an order somewhere for
every man ready to take one.

I believe I'm ready right now.
Edwin Osgood Grover.
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LET US SERVE YOU WITH QUALITY

c_AND QUALITY WHEN APPLIED TO RINGS
MEANS

W'

QUALITY—Signifies Gold of 1 0 K. Fine, Wrought
into Rings by the Skill and Brains of the Craft.

QUALITY—Signifies Rings of Durability, Resulting
from the Embodiment of Heavy Shanks and Stones
Set to Stay Set.

QUALITY Signifies Rings of Unique and Exclusive
Designs that will Multiply the Business of the Jeweler.

QUALITY—Signifies Rings, Guaranteed for All
Time by the Makers, irrespective of Price.

SALESMAN IN YOUR IMMEDIATE VICINITY
MAKES CALLING ON YOU A SIMPLE MATTER

YOUR PERMISSION IS ALL WE AWAIT

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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An exhibition of the peculiar methods of the
immigration inspectors was given last month in
their treatment of Paul Soguel, a Swiss watch-
maker, and 14 or 15 of his fellow countrymen.
These men came from Switzerland six months
ago and obtained employment in a watch factory
ill Manistee, Mich. Then Soguel moved with his
family to Detroit, and being an expert workman,
soon found employment, first with G. E. Miller, on
Grand River, and a few weeks later with Louis
Meier. No sooner had they settled in a nice
home than immigration officers from Chicago
came along and ordered the family to prepare for
deportation to Europe, on a charge of violating
the contract labor law. He was given but two
days in which to dismantle his home, and he
would have started too, but Mr., Miller and Mr.
Meier decided that Soguel would not return with-
out a fight, and engaged an attorney to defend
him. Detroiters in general have also come to the
man's aid, and he will have plenty of assistance
ill his fight. This Swiss watchmaker has worked
in three places since coming to America. Can it
he that he came under contract to all three of
these employers? The people of Detroit still re-
member the case of a young girl who was stopped
at the border by the immigration inspectors,
Penned up with men and then, without explana-
tion and without friends, started back for Eu-
rope. She leaped from the train and killed her-
self. Soguel's case came up in the United States
court, but the officers claimed they were not ready
to proceed with the hearing and the case was
postponed.

One prospective removal of a wholesale firm
was announced this week, while another firm has
completed settling in a new home and is ready
for business. Noack & Gorenflo have closed ne-
gotiations for a long lease of the building at 184,
186 and 188 Jefferson avenue, and as soon as
extensive alterations are completed will remove
from their present location at 212 Jefferson
avenue. The new building is one full block
nearer Woodward avenue, and is in the very
heart of the wholesale district. The improve-
( n3loernets include an attractive front, freight and
passenger elevators and interior fittings of the

Iflonewesti design. In their new premises,. Noack &
will have double the space they now

occupy.
The E. H. Pudrith Co. is the firm that is

now doing business in a new home. They have
' :ased the entire fifth floor of the new Wright,
,ay & Co. Building, and have one of the most
,tt.riaerctsiv.e wholesale display rooms in the city.
arpenters are still at work completing the new
uarters, which include a diamond salesroom and
rivate offices for the manager, cashier and book-

. ce

The State fair, which was held in Detroit
liring the last week in September resulted in a
mall harvest for both the wholesale and retail

I rade in Detroit. The fair brought thousands of
isitors to the city, and among them were retail
welers from all parts of the state, who took

:dvantage of the cheap railroad fares to see the
,ights and replenish stocks. Several of the firms
'.vere so rushed putting up orders that they were
1.,:snittio)erlsl.ed to work nights. The retail stores, par-
ticularly the larger establishments down town,
alsb did a big business among the state fair

Detroit's progress has made necessary the
move just made by James Garlick, who was com-
pelled to give up his store opposite the city hall
and move into a new stand in the Whitney Thea-
tre Building. His new store is one of the most
attractive in the city. The lot on which his old
building stood will be cleared to make way for
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a twenty story building for the Dime Savings
Bank.

W. T. Blashill, of Oxford, a prominent
jeweler, and his family, were driven from their
home by fire on the night of Monday, October
3, and narrowly escaped with their lives. The
home, together with contents, was entirely
destroyed. Adjoining the Blashill residence is a
garage, in which is stored large quantities of
gasoline. A slight blaze in the garage caused the
gasoline to explode and one side of the Blas-
hill home was covered with the burning liquid.
Almost instantly the whole house was in flames,
and when the family was aroused the members
had only time to escape in their night clothes.

Jay A. Walsh, for ten years a salesman with
Gregory, Mayer & Thom, wholesale stationers,
has resigned his position and is now head of the
stationery, engraving and leather goods depart-
ment of the Grainger, Hannan Co., jewelers.
Mr. Walsh was presented with a handsome chair
by his friends before leaving his old place.

A new business has been opened at No. 2354
Woodward avenue, by J. A. Graham, of Perth,
Ont.

The Imperial Jewelry Co. has opened a
branch store at io6 Grand River avenue. This
firm has been in business for several years on
Gratiot avenue, and has met with success.

A. R. Bultec, for several years in the employ
of Otto Supe, at Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich., has
purchased the business of Mrs. A. H. Berger, at
io8 Washington street, Bay City, Mich., and will
continue in the same stand.

Frank Trudeau, until recently in business in
Boyne City, and before that in Frederick, will
remove to Wolverine.

John Godfrey has accepted a position as
traveling salesman with Mathauer & Koester.
He was formerly with C. A. Berkey & Co. and
later with Fred. Drexel & Co.

Mathatter & Koester's show case which stands
at the entrance of the building occupied by three
wholesale firms, was broken open last month and
completely rifled of anything of value. This is
the second time in three months the case was
entered, while the cases of Kunz & Rogers and
C. A. Berkey, in the same entrance, were un-
touched.

A sentence of three and one-half years was
imposed upon Leon White, a colored man, who
threw a brick through the window of the Grain-
ger-Hannan store last month and got away with
$150 worth of jewelry. He was picked up in a
pawnshop with the stolen goods in his possession.

Window smashers got in their work at R. J.
F. Roehm & Co.'s store last month, and made
away with $ioo worth of property. Although in
the business center of the city a brick was hurled
through the plate glass and the goods taken with-
out arousing a policeman.

W. F. King, Sr., of Adrian, the "grand old
man," of the Michigan jewelry trade, celebrated
his 78th birthday last month. Mr. King is a re-
markable man. Despite his advancing years he
is still an expert watchmaker, and takes his place
regularly at the bench. He has been mayor of
his native city for several terms and is one of
the most prominent Masons in the State.

After suffering from a severe attack of
rheumatism, Charles Thiry, of 27 Monroe avenue,
is again able to attend to business.

Irving Hawkins has become head of the
clock repairing department with the Grainger-
Hannan Co. He was for several years in the
repair department of C. A. Berkey & Co., whole-
sale jewelers.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade held a banquet
at the Hotel Richter October 54th. The affair was
largely attended and thoroughly enjoyable.

The jewelry shop conducted by J. C. Grattan,
at 2204 Jefferson Avenue, West, was entered last
month and watches valued at $80 taken. En-
trance was gained by forcing a rear window while
Mr. Grattan was at supper.

Charles Young, for several years engraver
with Traub Bros. & Co., has resigned his position
to accept one with R. S. & J. D. Patterson, Port
Huron.

Switzer Brothers, jewelry store in Mt. Clem-
ens was entered by burglars Tuesday night, and
considerable property taken. Before the police
learned of the burglary, night watchman Stelich

met a man on the street, who, when the officer
approached, threw up his hands and said : "I guess
I'm surrounded, I'll give up." The officer took
the man to police headquarters, where he gave
his name as Eli Martin. In his possession was
found three watches and twelve rings. Martin
is of the hobo type and hails from Flint. The
police believe he had assistance in the job, and
are searching for his pals.

A. T. Sharp, watchmaker with G. E. Miller,
83 Grand River avenue, is able to attend to busi-
ness again after a severe illness caused by blood
poisoning, which resulted from an ulcerated tooth.

Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was•held on Friday, October 14th, the following
members being present : Chairman Butts, Presi-
dent Sloan, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes
and Messrs. Alford, Abbott, Bowden, Brown and
Stern. The following new members were ad-
mitted:

L. L. Trumbley, Santa Cruz, Cal.
A. Salzman Roseburg, Oregon
A. H. Ross' Petaluma, Cal.
Martin J. keddy, Medford, Oregon.
Oregon Jewelry Co., Portland, Oregon
Emil Nelson, Portland, Oregon
Alfred Letcher, Grant's Pass, Oregon
J. F. Lawrence, Medford, Oregon
A. H. Jordan, Joliet, Mont.
A. F. Dobrowsky, Redding, Cal.
S. 111. Cooley, Flint, Mich.
C. 0. Anderson Albany, Oregon
H. L. Amstutz '& Sons Co., Napa, Cal.
C. H. Wardell, Nowata, Okla.
W. L. Turner, Newnan, Ga.
Ira M. Stabler, Pomona, Cal.
H. 0. Schleuder, Springfield, Minn.
Henry F. Mann, Marshalltown, Iowa
J. A. Johnson, Marion, Mich.
Frank 0. Fates, Farmington, Maine
J. E. DeRoy, Seattle, Wash.
F. W. Davis, Allen, Kans.
M. D. Poland & White, Wilmington, Del.
M. von Milgrom, Rocky Mount, N. C.
L. E. Hendrickson, Lincoln, Kans.
Field & Walton, Los Angeles, Cal.
Field & Walton, San Francisco, Cal.
T. E. Fairclough, Brown's Valley, Minn.
0. M. Burkhard, Wilmington, Del.
M. Barborka, Oxnard, Cal.
Art Watch Case Co., Chicago, Ill.
Charles C. Zilles, Pomona, Cal.
Est. of L. Tschumy, Galveston, Texas
Frank E. Smith, San Jose, Cal.
Poland Bros., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mayr 1, Mi11.r Co.. New York City
F. B. King, Redlands, .Cal.
W. E. Johnson, Riverside, Cal. •
Karl Hess, Braddock, Pa.
Frly,rd Bi ethers. Thomas, W. Va.
E. N. Denison Co., Westerly, R. I.
\. W. Iiitttnq P-welry Co., Wichita, Kans.
J. Axness, St. Paul, Minn.
C. B. Taylor, Poison, Mont.
H. I. Kistler, Allentown, Pa.
F. IT. Pratt. Tekoa. Wash.
Fred S. Lydick, Newman, Ill.
II. 13. Holmes, Presque Isle. Maine
L. R. Dillingham Malden, Wash.
W. C. Hauser, Dinuba, Cal.
J. B. Lehtnann, Sapulpa, Okla.

& Co., Duluth, Minn.
Griswold Pharmacy, Clinton, Wis.
W. C. Correll ,jewelry Co., Concord, N. C.
Diamond Sin Jewelry Store. Little Falls, Minn.
Edwin F. Sutter, Chicago, Ill.
I.n,11.11. Ohm & Stamm. Chicago, Ill.
Albertson-Cook Co., Bridgeton, N.
C. Schomburg Si Son, Columbus, (..a.
W. G. Crouse & Son, Bloomer, Wis.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
No. 120—To Police Officer 5. A. Stump and

Wm. W. Stevens for the arrest and conviction
of Thomas F. Nugent, who smashed the window
at the store of Edward B. Leckey, of North
Yakima, Wash., and stole a tray of watches valued
at about $25.

No. 12I—To Police Officer Bliven, of Grand
Forks, N. Dak., for the arrest and conviction of
Henry Little, who smashed the window in the
store of George K. Munro and stole a tray of
stickpins.

No. 122—To Police Officer B. R. Hunt, of
Spokane, Wash., for the arrest and conviction
of L. L. Grace, who broke into the store of
C. R. LeMaster through a rear window and stole
miscellaneous jewelry to the amount of about $50.

No. I23—For the arrest and conviction of
John Pohl, alias "John Weber," who smashed
the window in the store of Solomon Loeb, of
Erie, Pa., and stole jewelry to the amount of
about $200.
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ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED AGAINST BREAKAGE

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
To avoid delay use local address, 33-43 Gold Street

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Deartment : 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works :      ----- - 142 West 14th Street, New York

Chicago, III., 103 State Street; Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat ; London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place
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Fobs
Bracelets

Studs
Crosses

Link Buttons

Hat Pins
Baby Pins

Veil Pins

Tie Clasps
Screw Earrings
Ring Mountings

Locket Rings
Bead Neck

Chains
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Festoons
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Pocket Knives
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Cigarette Cases
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STERN BROS. & CO.
Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

POPULAR PRICES

 33-43 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK 
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A Few of Our New Rings

Just out of the "Shop of Good Make.
Many other stock patterns, different and
original. You will gain by investigation.

4,10n

Send for Memorandum Selection Packages,
which we will forward to Responsible Jewelers.

MADE BY

Ar■-■A sra

(

CRITICAL JEWELERS
demand High-Class workmanship when they order Gold and Platinum
Mountings and we are prepared to execute this class of work

-..MIEMPERNINI■

Our Motto is
"Quality"

and is carried out
absolutely in all our
work

If you have a call
for Diamond goods
which is not in your
stock let us fill your
order on " Memo."

JOS. NOTERMAN C& CO.
DIAMONDS—Loose and Mounted MANUFACTURERS of Fine Platinum and Gold Jewelry

508 to 512 Race Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Made of

Extra Fine

Rolled Plate

Don't Stock Up On Buttons
Until You Have Seen Our New One

Every Link Stamped "W. M. C."

A double post expansion /ever button
that is a radical departure.

A button that has the merits of all
those now being shown with many new
and important features added.

These features combined make a cuff
button that is mechanically perfect,
easy of operation and practically inde-
structible.

This button possesses the following
distinct advantages over any button now
on the market:

FACT 1. Strength—The absence of
all solder, the use of a double post, and
the rolling in of all surfaces, make it im-
possible to break or wear loose.

FACT 2. Convenience—The ease.
with which it can be placed in 

or re

moved from the cuff, the quickness with

PATENT PENDING

Operates

With

One Hand

which it can be slipped out of one side
of cuff to allow rolling up the sleeve,
the absolute impossibility of its working
out of even a soft cuff, or of enlarging
or tearing buttonholes, make it the ideal
button for all purposes.

FACT 3. Appearance—The close-
ness with which it clings to cuff, the
double post always holding it in an up-
right position, and the angle of button
conforming to the angle of cuff, make an
appearance greatly superior to the old
style stiff post buttons.

FACT 4. Cost — The process of
manufacture enables us to use a fine
quality of rolled plate and to sell at a
price which means profit for jobber and
retailer.

Sample set sent FREE with descriptive circular to any reputable retail jeweler

WINTHROP MFG. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE : 15 Maiden Lane, Room 1609

 - •
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Sold Through Jobbers Only

LEACH & GARNER CO.
ROLLED GID IPLATE

SEAMLESS TUBING SEAMLESS WIRE

GOLD

ANODES

ATTLEBORO
SOLDERS FANCY WIRES

MASSACH USETTS
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No. 81 Alcohol Gas Stove
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Coffee Percolator
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Coffee
Tea
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Hotel

Coffee
When started
coffee ready
time it takes

when starting
much more

Catalogue
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Baking
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delicious
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SAN FRANCISCO

Percolators
Tea Pots
Gas Stoves
Casserole

Dishes
Coffee Pots
Ware, Etc.

owman

Percolators
with Cold Water will make
serve in about the same
make it in ordinary styles

with hot water, and of a
flavor.

on appiication

No. 3193 Percolator
Urn Style

Mission Design

No. 8492 Percolator
Pot Style

---

No. 8293 Percolator
Pot Style
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This
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nning-
Bowman Alcolite Burner

Alcolite burner, with which many of our Alcohol
Stoves are equipped, produces an intensely hot
flame, powerful enough for any sort of cooking.
noiseless, economical and absolutely safe.No. 89 Alcohol Gas Stove

WENDELL'S PERFECT SAFI
SIZE

411

SETS C LOSF F
PROTECTS    I 1'Y
HANDILY LO,
ABSOLUTELY 
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CATALOG
For

Class Pins

Greek Letter
((;eneral and Lo(al)

Fraternity Pins

( Closed)
ILLUSTRATION HALF ACTUAL SIZE

A handy outfit for travelers, consisting
of brush, comb and mirror. The unique
arrangement of the mirror, placed as it is in
the back of the brush, makes it possible to
have three articles in two.

Put up in a neat leather case with two
compartments.

Write at once for particulars.
It has already become a big seller.

that we cannot fill in a reasonable length of time

--'-\\
ZISTOL SILVER
fine IA bite metal resembling stet.-

WL _-

,--,‘ Dsilver and not easily dented, the
N real substitute for sterling.

NEW YORK-47 .John Street

0 Silversmiths

ATTLEBORO
MASSACHUSETTS
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REGISTERED

Nature is a Wise Merchant

111 She knows the human heart wants change. So she decks her "show
-21 window" in an ever-changing variety of form and color, more frequent

than the change of seasons. Something new is always her great
attraction.

ji 
Work with Nature. Let your shop window invite the eye always
with what is latest and most beautiful. "The FOSTER BLUE BOOK,"
CATALOG N will enable you to do this. Consult it freely as you
would a friend upon whose judgment and resources you can depend.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 RICHMOND STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK, 13 Maiden Lane CHICAGO, Heyworth Building CANADA, Kingston, Ont.

114 1 Z 9

132 133
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OUR MIRRORBRUSH AND COMB COMBINATION SET
CASED IN BEST IMPORTED LEATHER DISTINCTIVELY NEW

(Open)

ILLUSTRATION HALF ACTUAL SIZE

Showing Brush and Comb in Case
Mirror in Back of Brash

We take no orders that we

(Closed)

ILLUSTRATION HALF ACTUAL SIZE

A handy outfit for travelers, consisting
of brush, comb and mirror. The unique
arrangement of the mirror, placed as it is in
the back of the brush, makes it possible to
have three articles in two.

Put up in a neat leather case with two
compartments.

Write at once for particulars.
It has already become a big seller.

BRISTOL JEWELRY CO., Silversmiths
Manufacturers of STERLING
PLATED WARE, LEATHER
FOBS ANI) NOVELTIES
/TRITE FOR 1LLUSTRZTIONS

----s
BRISTOL, SI1_,VER
is a fine white metal resembling- ster-
ling silver and not easily dented, the
only real substitute for sterling.

ATTLEBORO
MASSACHUSETTS
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Dwt. of Fine Gold (24 K.) is worth -

3 Dwt. of S K. Old Gold is worth 0, 32 cts., $ .96
Cost of Refining to i Dwt. 24 K. -

Profit in buying Old Gold

.04

$1.03

I.00

That's why we buy Old Gold,
Why we can pay Full Cash Value

and why we receive so much

The fact that our large manufacturing business requires complete assay-
ing, smelting and refining departments permits us to handle without
additional business expense or extra equipment all Old Gold and Silver
consigned to us. This gives us an advantage which others cannot meet and
which has made this department of our business so important.

We remit the same day consignments are received.

If amounts are not up to expectations we return consignments by pre-
paid express in exactly the conditions they were received.

Highest market price paid for Old Silver and Platinum.

Not all the jewelry, watch cases and chains manufactured before the National Stamping
Act became a law, were of the quality that the stamps thereon represented. We advise the
trade to test the centers of old watch cases and links of chains that are offered for old gold,
to approximate the value, instead of depending entirely upon the quality stamps in the backs
of cases or on swivels of chains.

WENDELL AND COMPANY
Manufacturers and Refiners

256, 258 & 260 Madison St.
Chicago

45, 47 & 49 John St.
New York
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The Meaning of the Crops

The Enormous Wealth that Comes from the
Soil Each Year

Here in the United States the amount
and value of the crops each year is the
very first consideration in the country's
welfare, writes William C. Cornwell in
Collier's I'Veekly.

The question of what the final out-
come each year will be is one that re-
ceives attention from the earliest moment
when any indications are offered until the
final period when the crop is harvested and
results known.

These things claim the actual attention
of comparatively few of our millions of
workers, but the indications as they are
given out affect trade and prosperity
visibly; and the actual results of the har-
vest, whether lean or bountiful, make or
war the welfare of every citizen.

It is impossible to realize
what the new crop wealth
every year means by put-
ting down the figures on

paper. We look at the figures representing
$1,000,000. We have some conception of
what they mean, but no adequate concep-
tion. The average salary of clerks in the
United States is not over $1000 per annum.
On the million dollars one hundred clerks
could live ten years; one clerk could live
a thousand years.

The total crops of the United States
this year will probably total up nine thou-
sand millions of dollars in value. This
will do nine thousand times as much as the
one million dollars which we have been
trying to get some grasp of.

But the wonder of it is that this is all
11 OW wealth which comes to us by magic in
a year's time. Some of it comes in much
less time. Secretary Wilson said of the
corn crop last year, valued at $1,72o,000,000,
that it "came up from the soil and out of
the air in one hundred and twenty days—
:11.4:i):: ,000 a day for one crop; really
enough for two Dreadnoughts daily, for
Peace or war."

The Value stood at 2,767,00000o bush-
The corn crop last year

els. This year's crop will

a7lastti.le

Was higher last year than this, so that the
total value will be much the same this year

recorded for corn. The price per bushel
largest number of bushels ever

probably reach 3.000,000,-

and
People in the United States, according to
the 1900 census. It equals all the silver
a nd gold coin and bullion in the United

siateTs.his $1,700,00o,00o—about the prob-
able value of the corn crop this year—
ncarly equals the value of all the clothing

personal ornaments of the 76,000,000

There has never before been a 3,000,-
000,000 bushel corn crop in the United
States. The nearest approach to these
figures was in 1906, with its record of
2,927,416000 bushels.

This country's largest crop is corn, and

Inconceivable
Value

KEYSTONE

fourth in value, following cotton and
wheat is hay. These two crops—corn and
hay—are nearly all consumed at home. But
they are crops which bring great additional
employment to labor and increased ultimate
values, because they are little used in their
raw, unmanufactured state.

But in corn, fortunately our
Crops in greatest crop, and in hay,
Manufacture our fourth largest crop, the

case is different. Here the
article originally produced is only the first
form of a to-be-manufactured product, with
the exception of a relatively small portion
used for subsistence of draft animals. All
the rest is used in the manufacture (the
correct term) of cattle and hogs, and in the
manufacture of many classes of food, solid
and liquid, for mankind. These manu-
factured products include corn meals and
many corn foods, starch, alcohol (especially
denatured), whiskies, coarse paper, etc.
These corn-product trades are all prosper-
ous. They employ large labor forces, reap
abundant profits and add very consider-
ably to the volume of our foreign exports.

The feeding of cattle and hogs is prac-
tically a manufacturing business in corn
and hay. The great feeders of the
country can estimate accurately almost to a
pound what added weight one hundred
pounds of corn and hay will give to a steer
and what part thereof, adding weight to
the steer and passing on, is consumed by
the hog. It is asserted that the manufac-
ture of cloth from cotton is not more ac-
curately known in its details of costs and
results than that of cattle and hogs from
corn and hay.

The next step of slaughtering and pre-
paring the meats for market is really only
a further manufacture of the corn and hay
products. Here additional enormous p.r■ •
ments to labor are involved and by r. ason
of the magnitude of the business, profits,
small in percentage, become great in the
aggregate. The business of four great meat
firms, employing very large capital, fur-
nished in 1909 exports of $125,000,000.

Probably no single industry, not even
iron and steel, employs in one form or
another so large a labor force and creates
in the aggregate such great profits as corn
and hay and their various attendant forms
of manufacture, including that of cattle.

Wheat is another crop which 'nil only
be used advantageously when manu foe-
tured—namely, into flour—and with the
exception of about 50,000000 bushels for
seed. all that comes to the home markets
must go through the miller's hands. Even
of the amount exported, close to one-half
is in manufactured form. All this involves
large labor expenditures and additional
profit for the manufacturer above the
original reward to the industry.

The total yield of spring and winter
wheat combined for 1910 will be approxi-
mately 65o,000,000 bushels, or about a ten-
year average. The yield last year was 737,-
000,000 bushels, or more than the average.
The quality as a rule is very good. The
world's wheat crop is short—something like
350,000.000 bushels this year as compared
with 1909—and I look, therefore, for con-

1897

tinned high prices for wheat throughout the
fall and next spring. Farmers are shipping
wheat very freely to market in all sections,
and are evidently doing this to pay off their
obligations to the banks; and this fact
should render money more plentiful in
wheat districts, which should make better
business and better collections.

The oat crop is another of
Remarkable those which entails added
Year in Oats benefits after it is safely

harvested. About one-
fourth of the crop passes into a manufac-
tured condition as oatmeal and in very
many varieties of cereal foods. The public
has heard more about oats in the last fifteen
years than nearly all the other grains, by
reason of the advertising campaign of the
cereal food makers. Every surface and
subway car in the country sprouts with at-
tractive invitations of the manufacturers.
In addition, part of the oat crop is manu-
factured into cardboard, strawboard,
packing cases, papers and many other
products. These manufactures aggregate a
very large production, employing a capital
comparing well with even the wheat flour
mills and making use of even a larger pro-
portionate labor force. All this gives great
added profits on account of this crop.

The South has harvesfed a
The Crops most unusually bountiful
and Prosperity grain crop this year, which

will give it plenty of food.
A good cotton crop will give it plenty of
money. The crop last year was 10,500,000
bales. If the crop this year should be 12,-
000,000 bales it would not probably cause
a decline in price, which would be large
enough to be unfavorable to the planters.

While cotton goes out in the raw, to-
bacco furnishes a remarkable example of
the added value which is possible for a
purely agricultural product to obtain
through manufacture. The value of the en-
tire crop of tobacco in 1909 was $95,719,-
365. Of this, $35,904.000, was exported.
Yet as far back as 1905 there was a capital
of $313,983.501 invested in manufactures
of tobacco, employing 139,408 persons, with
wages of $62,640,303. and a value of total
manu factured product of $331,117,681.
Thus an agricultural output, having a crop
value, after deducting exports, of $59,815,-
000, and after paying $62,640,303 for
labor (nearly $3,000,000 more than the
,.1 iginal crop value) and $51,887.oce tor
iaternal revenue taxation, had a total value
of $331.117,681, or $156,775,378 more than
these main items of cost. The five main
agricultural products—cotton, corn and hay,
wheat, oats and tobacco—whose value as
farm products was in 1909 $4,388,196,198,
furnished a total export value (including
their manufactured products and those of
cattle and hogs) of $926,397,890, or over
56 per cent. of the total exports of $1,638,-
355,593. They paid through their products,
internal revenue taxes of $161,252,250, or
about 65 per cent. of the entire internal
revenue collections, and in the manufacture
of their directly related products gave em-
ployment in 1905 to 1,144,705 persons, re-
ceiving wages of $467,395,645, and cov-
ered a capital investment of $2,561,090,051.
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Dwt. of Fine Gold (24 K.) is worth

3 Dwt. of 8 K. Old Gold is worth a 32 cts., $ .96
Cost of Refining 1.() i Dwt. 24 K. - .04

Profit in buying Old Gold

$1.03

I.00

$ .03Y2

That's why we buy Old Gold,
Why we can pay Full Cash Value

and why we receive so much

The fact that our large manufacturing business requires complete assay-
ing, smelting and refining departments permits us to handle without
additional business expense or extra equipment all Old Gold and Silver
consigned to us. This gives us an advantage which others cannot meet and
which has made this department of our business so important.

We remit the same day consignments are received.

If amounts are not up to expectations we return consignments by pre-
paid express in exactly the conditions they were received.

Highest market price paid for Old Silver and Platinum.

Not all the jewelry, watch cases and chains manufactured before the National Stamping
Act became a law, were of the quality that the stamps thereon represented. We advise the
trade to test the centers of old watch cases and links of chains that are offered for old gold,
to approximate the value, instead of depending entirely upon the quality stamps in the backs
of cases or on swivels of chains.

WENDELL AND COMPANY
Manufacturers and Refiners

256, 258 & 260 Madison St.
New York Chicago

45, 47 & 49 John St.
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The Meaning of the Crops

The Enormous Wealth that Comes from the
Soil Each Year

Here in the United States the amount
and value of the crops each year is the
i-ry first consideration in the country's
elfare, writes William C. Cornwell in

Collier's Weekly.
The question of what the final out-

come each year will be is one that re-
ceives attention from the earliest moment
when any indications are offered until the
final period when the crop is harvested and
results known.

These things claim the actual attention
of comparatively few of our millions of
workers, but the indications as they are
given out affect trade and prosperity
visibly; and the actual results of the har-
vest, whether lean or bountiful, make or
mar the welfare of every citizen.

It is impossible to realize
what the new crop wealth
every year means by put-
ting down the figures on

paper. We look at the figures representing
$1,000,000. We have some conception of
what they mean, but no adequate concep-
tion. The average salary of clerks in the
United States is not over $1000 per annum.
On the million dollars one hundred clerks
could live ten years; one clerk could live
a thousand years.

The total crops of the United States
this year will probably total up nine thou-
sand millions of dollars in value. This
will do nine thousand times as much as the
one million dollars which we have been
trying to get some grasp of.

But the wonder of it is that this is all
11eW wealth which comes to us by magic in
a year's time. Some of it comes in much
less time. Secretary Wilson said of the
corn crop last year, valued at U720,000,000,
that it "came up from the soil and out of
the air in one hundred and twenty days—
$14,000,000 a day for one crop; really
enough for two Dreadnoughts daily, for
peace or war."

The corn crop last year
The Value stood at 2,767,000,000 bush-
of Corn els. This year's crop will

probably reach 3,000,000,-
00(>—the largest number of bushels ever
recorded for corn. The price per bushel
was higher last year than this, so that the
total value will be much the same this year
as last.

This $1,700,000,000—about the prob-
able value of the corn crop this year—
nearly equals the value of all the clothing
and personal ornaments of the 76,000,000
People in the United States, according to
the 1900 census. It equals all the silver
and gold coin and bullion in the United
States.

There has never before been a 3,000,-
000,000 bushel corn crop in the United
States. The nearest approach to these
figures was in 1906, with its record of
2,927,416000 bushels.

This country's largest crop is corn, and

Inconceivable
Value
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fourth in value, following cotton and
wheat is hay. These two crops—corn and
hay—are nearly all consumed at home. But
they are crops which bring great additional
employment to labor and increased ultimate
values, because they are little used in their
raw, unmanufactured state.

But in corn, fortunately our
Crops in greatest crop, and in hay,
Manufacture our fourth largest crop, the

case is different. Here the
article originally produced is only the first
form of a to-be-manufactured product, with
the exception of a relatively small portion
used for subsistence of draft animals. All
the rest is used in the manufacture (the
correct term) of cattle and hogs, and in the
manufacture of many classes of food, solid
and liquid, for mankind. These manu-
factured products include corn meals and
many corn foods, starch, alcohol (especially
denatured), whiskies, coarse paper, etc.
These corn-product trades are all prosper-
ous. They employ large labor forces, reap
abundant profits and add very consider-
ably to the volume of our foreign exports.

The feeding of cattle and hogs is prac-
tically a manufacturing business in corn
and hay. The great feeders of the
country can estimate accurately almost to a
pound what added weight one hundred
pounds of corn and hay will give to a steer
and what part thereof, adding weight to
the steer and passing on, is consumed by
the hog. It is asserted that the manufac-
ture of cloth from cotton is not more ac-
curately known in its details of costs and
results than that of cattle and hogs from
corn and hay.

The next step of slaughtering and pre-
paring the meats for market is really only
a further manufacture of the corn and hay
products. Here additional enormons pa■ •
ments to labor are involved and by r ason
of the magnitude of the business, profits,
small in percentage, become great in the
aggregate. The business of four great meat
firms, employing very large capital, fur-
nished in 1909 exports of $125,000,000.

Probably no single industry, not even
iron and steel, employs in one form or
another so large a labor force and creates
in the aggregate such great profits as corn
and hay and their various attendant forms
of manufacture, including that of cattle.

Wheat is another crop which can (-lily
be used advantageously when manufac-
tured—namely, into flour—and with the
exception of about 50,000.000 bushels for
seed. all that comes to the home markets
must go through the miller's hands. Even
of the amount exported, close to one-half
is in manufactured form. All this involves
large labor expenditures and additional
profit for the manufacturer above the
original reward to the industry.

The total yield of spring and winter
wheat combined for 1910 will be approxi-
mately 650,000,00o bushels, or about a ten-
year average. The yield last year was 737,-
000,000 bushels, or more than the average.
The quality as a rule is very good. The
world's wheat crop is short—something like
350,000,000 bushels this year as compared
with 1909—and I look, therefore, for con-
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tinued high prices for wheat throughout the
fall and next spring. Farmers are shipping
wheat very freely to market in all sections,
and are evidently doing this to pay off their
obligations to the banks ; and this fact
should render money more plentiful in
wheat districts, which should make better
business and better collections.

The oat crop is another of
those which entails added
benefits after it is safely
harvested. About one-

fourth of the crop passes into a manufac-
tured condition as oatmeal and in very
many varieties of cereal foods. The public
has heard more about oats in the last fifteen
years than nearly all the other grains, by
reason of the advertising campaign of the
cereal food makers. Every surface and
subway car in the country sprouts with at-
tractive invitations of the manufacturers.
In addition, part of the oat crop is manu-
factured into cardboard, strawboard,
packing cases, papers and many other
products. These manufactures aggregate a
very large production, employing a capital
comparing well with even the wheat flour
mills and making use of even a larger pro-
portionate labor force. All this gives great
added profits on account of this crop.

The South has harvested a
most unusually bountiful
grain crop this year, which
will give it plenty of food.

A good cotton crop will give it plenty of
money. The crop last year was 10,500,000
bales. If the crop this year should be 12,-
000,000 bales it would not probably cause
a decline in price, which would be large
enough to be unfavorable to the planters.

While cotton goes out in the raw, to-
bacco furnishes a remarkable example of
the added value which is possible for a
purely agricultural product to obtain
through manufacture. The value of the en-
tire crop of tobacco in 1909 was $95,719,-
365. Of this, $35,904,000, was exported.
Yet as far back as 1905 there was a capital
of $313,983.501 invested in manufactures
of tobacco, employing 139,408 persons, with
wages of $62,640,303. and a value of total
manufactured product of $331,117,681.
Thus an agricultural output, having a crop
value, after deducting exports, of $59,815,-
000, and after paying $62,640,303 for
labor (nearly $3,000,000 more than the

iginal crop value) and $51,887.000 for
internal revenue taxation. had a total value
of $331.117,681, or $156,775,378 more than
these main items of cost. The five main
agricultural products—cotton, corn and hay, .
wheat, oats and tobacco—whose value as
farm products was in 1909 $4,388.196.198,
furnished a total export value (including
their manufactured products and those of
cattle and hogs) of $926,397,890, or over
56 per cent. of the total exports of $1,638,-
355,593. They paid through their products,
internal revenue taxes of $161,252,250, or
about 65 per cent. of the entire internal
revenue collections, and in the manufacture
of their directly related products gave em-
ployment in 1905 to 1,144,705 persons, re-
ceiving wages of $467,395,645, and cov-
ered a capital investment of $2,561,090,051.

Remarkable
Year in Oats

The Crops
and Prosperity
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F. L. BOSWORTH CO.

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
'CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

REED-BENNETT CO.

Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds

Tools, Material and Findings

LEWIS FINKELSTEIN

Wholesale Jeweler

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval

ALBERT L. HAMAN

Exclusively

Watches and Diamonds

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

Tools and Material

LBI
RKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.

Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools

and Material

SISCHO & BEARD

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO., Minneapolis,Minn.
S. H. CLAUSIN & CO. / 4

REED-BENNETT CO.
BIRKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.
F. L. BOSWORTH CO.
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN St. Paul, Minn.
SISCHO & BEARD
VEHON & GOODMAN
ALBERT L. HAMAN

VEHON & GOODMAN

Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry
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Business conditions throughout this part of
the country are all that can be expected at this
time of the year. As yet, however, we have
failed to get rain enough to raise the river to its
natural level and the ground is very dry, causing
some fear as to the prospects for fall plowing
and early spring seeding in case there should
be another winter and spring like those preceding.
Forest fires recently caused considerable damage
ill the northern part of Minnesota, destroying
much timber and some small towns. Many lives
were lost in the fires and many of the people
are homeless; in fact, they had nothing left but
what they had on their backs.

One of the most up-to-date manufacturing
jewelry shops in the Twin Cities is that recently
opened and managed by Max E. Bruhn, at 501
Lincoln Building, Minneapolis. Mr. Bruhn was
formerly with White & McNaught, also of Min-
neapolis.

Albert Mellin, Jr., jeweler of Stillwater,
Minn., was one of the out-of-town retailers seen
in the Twin Cities during the past month.

A fire recently destroyed the store and stock
of J. P. Modsen, of Luck, Wis. The loss is said
to be about $500 and was not covered by insur-
ance.

The Keystone Loan Co., 22 West Superior
Street, Duluth, Minn., was recently robbed of
twenty diamonds valued at $2000. The theft was
one of the boldest of recent occurrence in the
Northwest. The trick was worked by two men.
While one of them was trying to buy an overcoat
of J. D. Segal, the proprietor, in the rear of the
room, the other one, it is believed, walked to the
window where the diamonds were displayed and
quietly pocketed them. The theft occurred about
6 F. when many people were passing the win-
dow.

Mrs. W. P. Kayser and daughter, of Mil-
bank, S. Dak., were seen in the Twin Cities this
past month, buying goods.

A two-story building was recently purchased
by Oscar Holmes, Cambridge, Minn. Mr. Holmes
(,ccupies the main floor with his jewelry store.

Charles S. Green, of Minneapolis, a brother
f Harry H. Green and Joseph H. Green, of this

city, died last month. The cause of his death
was blood poisoning, caused by a badly ulcer-
ted tooth. Mr. Green was a young man of much
Promise and his loss is mourned by many friends.
Ile was lessee and manager of the Princess
Theater, Minneapolis.

Alfred Gansel, watchmaker for the Barker
Jewelry Co., Minneapolis, was recently severely
Mjured by an automobile. Mr. Gansel was riding
down the street on his motorcycle when he was
1 nocked off his seat and run over by an auto
I elonging to the Studebaker Bros. & Co., of
inneapolis. He sustained a compound fracture
the leg, which was very painful, and he was

removed to the Norwegian Hospital. It will be
some time before Mr. Gansel will be able to
resume his business duties.

ti:ris 

section.

George W. Wooley, well-known manufactur-
Mg jeweler of St. Paul, has been enjoying a suc-
cessful hunting trip through North Dakota, Mr.
Wooley returned with a large number of fine
Prairie chickens and ducks, and feels fine for
the recreation which he enjoyed.

Fred G. Simpson, of B. F. Simpson & Co.,
Iinneapolis, has recently returned from a trip
lou Minnesota and South Dakota. Mr.
Simpson spent about ten days on this trip and
reports business as being very good throughout

i

h ction.
It has been noted that there is a general

movement for the improvement of jewelry stores
throughout the Twin Cities.
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Mrs. C. A. Sherdahl, wife of the well-known
Montevideo jeweler, who has been ill for some
time, was recently brought to a hospital at Min-
neapolis and underwent a very serious operation.

Alex. Nelson, of Enderlin, N. Dak., is plan-
ning to make a change of quarters. He will move
into the Sonness Building on Railway Street,
of that city.

T. V. Thomsen, of 275 Cedar Avenue, Min-
neapolis, has recently purchased a beautiful $6000
home.

Roy Huntoon has recently sold his store at
Bellevue, Iowa, to Peter 0. Heim.

The Barker Jewelry Company, 1311 Wash-
ington Avenue, North Minneapolis. are making
extensive improvements throughout their estab-
lishment. They are having a special cut glass
room installed and beautifully fitted up. The
entire interior of the store is being finished in
mahogany and elaborate furnishings.

Robert White, of Minneapolis, has accepted
a position as watchmaker with C. E. Fay, at
Bryant, S. Dak. Mr. White was formerly watch-
maker for the Aaron E. Johnson Jewelry Manu-
facturing Co., Minneapolis.

H. T. Holverson, of Alexandria, Minn., left
for a ,two weeks' hunting trip. Mr. Holverson
willin nhunt in and around the vicinity of Glenwood,
Minn.
' C. R. Damuth, of Redfield, S. Dak., was
seen in the Twin Cities during the past month,
buying fixtures with which to lit up his new
store, which he recently purchased.

Scott Coyne, son of C. G. Coyne, of Mandan,
N. Dak., has come to the Twin Cities for the
purpose of attending the St. Thomas Academy
for boys.

Albert Veilleup, of Wahpeton, N. Dak., has re-
cently come to Minneapolis to take a position as
watchmaker with the B. Jacobs Jewelry Com-
pany.

Herman Huesgen, of Devil's Lake, N. Dak.,
was seen in the Twill Cities during the past
month. Mr. Huesgen spent a portion of his va-
cation at Chicago and stopped in the Twin Cities
on his way back.

Otto Wennerlund, of Duluth, Minn., has made
his story very attractive by having installed a
complete set of new oak fixtures.

Charles Olson, of Minneapolis, has recently
returned from a three months' tour of Europe.
Mr. Olson had a splendid trip and while there
visited Sweden, Norway, Germany, France and
Italy. He spent some time in Paris and Rome.
Mr. Olson returned and found his business had
been decidedly prospering during his absence.

Peter Johnson, of Minneapolis, has recently
moved his store from Bryant Street and Twen-
tieth Avenue North, to Washington Street and
Twentieth Avenue North. Mr. Johnson will
have a more central location here and also much
larger quarters for his business.

Mr. Henry E. Gunderson, formerly at Calu-
met, Minn., has moved to Hill City, Minn., where
he will open tip a jewelry store.

Mr. Arneson, of the firm of Hulberg & Arne-
son, jewelers of Northfield, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities recently for the purpose of buying
goods to replenish their stock. Mr. Arneson re-
ports business as being very good during the past
season.

Beard Brothers, who quite recently opened
up a wholesale tool and material house at 208
Ryan Building, St. Paul, have moved to 219
Ryan Building. Their new quarters are more
commodious and better suited for their business,
their old room being much too small. They re-
port trade has proved very satisfactory. They
have been unable to make any calls on the trade,
but anticipate doing so as soon as they can get
settled in their new quarters.

A. E. Osterberg, of the firm of Duncan, Os-
terberg Company, jewelers and opticians of Eau
Claire, Wis., was one of the out-of-town retailers
seen in the Twin Cities during the past month.
Mr. Osterberg was buying goods for the store
and also transacting other business matters.

William Follett, of Sandstone, Minn., made a
trip to the Twin Cities during the past month

for the purpose of transacting some business
and buying goods.

H. B. Birkenhauer, of the Birkenhauer,
Thomsen Co., has recently returned from a busi-
ness trip which extended throughout the north-
ern part of Minnesota.

R. P. Yale, jeweler of Glenwood, Wis., was
in the Twin Cities buying goods during the past
month. Mr. Yale is a well-known retailer among
the Twin City trade.

A. G. Scherf, jeweler of Red Wing, Minn.,
called on the Twin City trade several times dur-
ing the past month. Mr. Scherf reports business
as being good.

Mr. Christianson, who recently opened a
jewelry store at 628 Hennepin Avenue, Minne-
apolis, has a very up-to-date store, of which he
is justly proud. Mr. Christianson, who is well
known among the trade, will, no doubt, meet with
the best of success, as he is a gentleman in every
respect and everyone who enters his place of
business will receive his most cordial attention.

Fred A. Klass, the well-known retail jeweler
of Hibbing, Minn., was a recent caller on the
Twin City trade.

Henry Wagner, head watchmaker for A. G.
Scherf, of Red Wing, Minn., was one of the
many out-of-town jewelers seen among the Twin
City trade, buying goods and looking after some
other business interests.

Lewis Finkelstein, one of St. Paul's well-
known and leading wholesale jewelers, has moved
from the Endicott Building to 209 and 211 Ryan
Building. Mr. Finkelstein has installed new fix-
tures and as the room is exceptionally well
lighted he will have one of the most up-to-date
wholesale houses in the Twill Cities. Mr. Finkel-
stein was formerly located in the Ryan *Building
up to the time the building was destroyed by fire
during the summer of 1906.

Warren Wentworth, material clerk in the
tool and material department of Sischo & Beard,
St. Paul, was confined to his home in Minne-
apolis two weeks during the past month. He
suffered a severe attack of pleurisy.

H. Lammers, of Fairfax, Minn., was in the
Twill Cities during the past month attending the
optical meeting and buying goods.

Isidore Vehon, formerly on the road for
Vehon & Goodman, of St. Paul, is now in Chi-
cago.

F. W. Seaman, of Hasting, Minn., was in 
the Twin Cities during the past month buying
good 

Feder Gaalaas, of Stillwater, Minn., was one
of the well-known out-of-town jewelers to visit
the St. Paul wholesale trade during the past
month.

C. A. Johnson has started in the jewelry
business ill Minneapolis. He is located in the
Nicollet House Block, fronting on Washington
Avenue.

J. J. Esslinger, formerly on the road for
Sischo & beard, has taken a position in the ma-
terial department.

P. L. Lillie, jeweler and optician of Spring
Valley, Wis., was in the Twin Cities during the
past month buying goods.

L. B. 'Thurston, watchmaker, formerly. with
F. A. Ubel, of St. Paul, has quit the bench on
account of poor health and taken a position with
the Santa Maria Development Co., of St. Paul.

The well-known firm of S. H. Clausin & Co.,
of Minneapolis, has just issued a beautiful watch
and jewelry catalogue for distribution among the
trade. It is one of the most substantial and at the
same time a most artistic book which has come
to our notice. It is printed on a very high grade
of enamel stock and is a very striking example
of the printer's art. The general arrangement of
the half-tones and the wide assortment of the
goods shown makes it a most ideal publication.
It is especially strong in watch movements and
cases. The catalogue is ill entire accord with
the standing and reputation of this well-known
firm and we bespeak for it a most hearty wel-
come from the trade.

(Continued on page 1901)
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WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Our New Catalogue is now ready
and will be forwarded upon request

Minneapolis •• •• Minnesota

F. L. BOSWORTH CO.
Exclusive Wholesalers of

Silverware, Clocks, Cut Glass, Sterling Silver, Imported and Domestic Novel-
ties, Toiletware, Fine Manicure Articles in open stock and sets, Chafing
Dishes, Percolators and Coffee Machines. Everything except watches and jewelry.

OUR STOCK IS AT YOUR SERVICE •
It is strictly high grade and selected with special care to meet the requirements of the North West trade. Pro-
gressive business men demand goods that are high in quality and low in price ; these requirements are strikingly
combined in our various lines. Wise buying is certainly as profitable as shrewd selling, in many cases it is
easier. Our heavy stock orders will soon be out of the way for this year and we will then be able to fill all mail
orders same day received. There are less than sixty days left and time is a serious consideration, we are right
at your door, send your orders to us and get quick returns, it will mean additional sales and profit for you.

Our 191 0 and 191 I Supplement will be Mailed the Trade November 511z

F. L. BOSWORTH CO. :: Minneapolis, Minn.
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The Fall wedding season, added
Basness to the revival of social life

and closing of golf and tennis
i

seasons, made October a bit
C;) (n, rdeistti ionngs

to the jewelry trade, and not a few of
t},.. windows of the leading retailers displayed
.ndsome tournament prize cups and medal de-

The normal increase of business, how-
• r, has maintained a steadiness that is fully in
eping with the season, though, as a rule, the
liorts from the retail trade in the city are not

encouraging enough to appear to meet the ex-
ctations of some of the more optimistic during

the midsummer. General business conditions
move very slowly upward. The slowness makes
a corresponding lack of influence for the better
on the retailer and the halting symptoms are still
Icing felt. However, there is an admitted gain
ill volume of trading in most of the basic lines.
Even the pig iron situation, which has been
"draggy" all summer, has picked up so that the
actual tonnage coming out is decisively stronger
and healthier. In the structural steel lines, one
iinds orders coming in for railroad material,
while the same buyers are appearing in the
lumber industry and among the supply concerns
ti) an extent greater than was generally believed.

Advertising 
The retail jeweler is making
his bow to the public who may

Holiday Goods decide to take up the matter
f holiday presents earlier this

season and advertising is being openly done for
this trade. At first it was for diamond stocks
and other precious stones. Now it is for all lines
()i jewelers' articles, including novelties, cut glass
and silver stocks. The silverware stocks are be-
ing pushed more energetically than ever this
ason, and some of the most elaborate displays

(4 this ware are noted in the handsome windows
(4 many of the larger dealers. A good deal of
altention, too, is being given to leather goods
this year and some exceptional displays in these
hues are being made while more are under
preparation. Gradually the finer displays of im-
p)rted art goods are appearing. The stock of
(,illespie Brothers is showing up with exceptional
interest. Incidentally, Gillespie Brothers have
been issuing notices to customers and friends
t he past month, informing them of their pre-
laredness for the holiday trade and mentioning
fact of no little interest that the Park Building

,.11 the second floor of which they are located, is
aving a fine new entrance constructed, which
!iggests that callers use the elevators instead of
le oldolaldstairway, which is now being moved to
,unaondthesormpeortion of the building.

While it is a little early, to be
sure, for holiday displays, the
character of stocks showing in
some of the larger stores of

Pittsburgh has a strong holiday tone and is at-
tracting attention. W. W. Wattles & Sons have
magnificent display of jewel cases and novelties

I., "old gold" in the Wood street windows that
considered by experts as one of the best seen
the city. The display of Hardy & Hayes in

•ilver plate is superb. E. P. Roberts' Sons' Com-
pany have a varied display of silver and cut glass
ovelties, all of which tend towards the "gift"
purchases the approaching season. In each
'tore trade is reported quiet but seasonable and
the outlook excellent for the coming fall unless
sonic untoward incident arises that will interfere
with the general progress of business.

Sam F. Sipe, the well-known wholesaler,
with Mrs. Sipe, went to New York last month.

He is pushing diamonds and other precious stones
at this time and is being closely followed by
some of the large • dealers. The importations
of diamonds for fall and winter season are about
all in stock now and are being mad, the subject
of much discussion.

In the smaller dealers' stores, there has been
a better interest taken in the coming fall busi-
ness than was anticipated a month ago Inciden-
tally, it is noted that the O'Connor-Whitney
Company, a comparatively recent addition to the
merchant houses of the city has opened a jewelry
department and is making quite a display of stock.
This company is located on Smithfield street at
Diamond street and is an energetic advertiser.
The other department stores are not pushing
jewelry stocks at this season, and little is heard
from them in this matter. However indications
point to a general opening up of such stocks in
the near future for the winter season.

Terheyden's, with a fine showing of art
goods, and Spandau Brothers, with a standard
stock of jewelry, are coming forward at this
time with attractive forms of advertising in a
quiet way. The annual Western Pennsylvania
Exposition was held last month and its results
are among the best in the history of the enter-
prise. Then in addition, the Pittsburg public has
been introduced to a new form of exposition,
called a Land Show, which ran for to days in
Duquesne Garden, and which attracted thousands
of people there nightly. This exposition displays
farm products and the results of farm enterprise
from all sections of the country, and is one of the
first "Back to the Soil" movements to take
definite form.

Pittsburg is just now in-
New Issue of terested in another campaign
Bonds for the issuing of bonds for

public improvements. More
than a year ago the people approved a bond issue
of some $7,000,000 for various improvements, but
when the matter was tested in court it was found
that technical details of the procedure to issue
them were overlooked and another vote has to
be taken. Some charges are made, and this time,
the bond issue includes a new city hall and ex-
tensions of filtration, sewage, water supply, new
bridges and the condemning of all bridges over
the Allegheny river to the North Side, or what
was once the old city of Allegheny. It is gener-
ally believed that this proposition, which runs
over $to,000,000, will go through and that the
vast public improvements will be started so soon
as bond issues are arranged. With that started,
some decided gain in general business is ex-
pected and this is what is interesting the mer-
chant..

The city has just closed a notable exposition
of pure milk under the direction of the Chamber
of Commerce which awarded gold medals for the
best samples of milk sent to the exposition for
testing. Silver medals and other awards came
in also for distribution to dairymen. The open-
ing of the new orchestra season and the dedica-
tion of the Soldiers' Memorial in Oakland district
after it had been completed at a cost of $1,75o,000
by the county, has been giving public plenty to
think and talk about. The mental activity of the
public, is by no means at low ebb but rather un-
usually active. All of this has some effect, it is
believed, on business conditions generally.

A tour of the shops of the
Wholesale and mar,ufacturing end of the
Manufacturing jcwelry trade in Pittsburg in-

dicates that business has been
excellent during the early fall and back in the
late summer. Nearly all of the manufacturing
jewele,s say that they are running to their
capacity. Heeren Brothers & Company have been
makitig a record run and Thier, Cross & Beam
have enjoyed one o their best seasons in busi-
ness prer,aratory to the holiday trade. Road men
say that the buying by retailers has been general
in the agricultural regions and the outlook for
a fairly active trade in even the industrial sec-
tions of the East is good. George B. Barrett
Company has been making a good showing in the
wholesale lines, and its road men are sending in
attr,ctive business. Stocks are said to be gener-
ally very small in the hands of retailers and they
have shown a disposition to order for the holiday
season quite freely.
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News from the Northwest

(Continued from page 1899)

J. E. Skinner, at present located at Seneca,
S. Dak., is going to Lawton, Okla., where he
will devote all his time to the optical business.

J. J. Birkebak, jeweler and optician of Les-
terburg, Minn., was in the Twin Cities the past
month buying goods and looking after other
business matters.

Miss Hazel Truax, formerly in the material
department of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, has re-
signed her position with them and will take a
course in one of the local business colleges.

Kennath Sischo, traveling salesman for the
firm of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, has started on
his last trip to the Coast for this year.

George R. Dodson, Inc., Spokane, recently
put in a new and handsomely finished display
window.

John Bertsher, formerly in the jewelry busi-
ness in Kahlotus, Wash. has joined interests with
Eleazer Harris, of Wasinucna, Wash. They are
now doing business under the firm name of
Harris-Bertscher Co., at Washtucna, Wash.

E. M. Verpoorten, previously employed by
E. C. Yocum Co. as engraver, has opened a shop
in the Realty Building, Riverside Avenue,
Spokane, under the name Spokane Art Metal
Works, where he is doing jewelry work and en-
graving.

Mr. Moe, formerly of Oakes, N. Dak., is now
working for the Wegner Jewelry Co., Spokane.

The D. F. Wetzel Co., Spokane, displayed a
very interesting assortment of setni-Orecious
stones last month, showing specimens in the
rough, also cut for mounting.

We are pleased to note that the E. J. Heyde
Jewelry Co. are now members of the National
Retail Jewelers' Association.

J. M. Johnson, formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.,
has opened a jewelry store at Princeton, Minn.,
with entire new stock and mahogany fixtures.
Mr. Johnson has selected one of the most pros-
perous cities in the State and will no doubt
succeed.

M. N. Peterson, who for many years con-
ducted a jewelry store at 202 Tower Avenue,
Superior, Wis., has refitted a new store at 922
Tower Avenue and can now boast of having one
of the nicest stores in the city.

The exhibits displayed at the Interstate Fair,
held in Spokane, October 3d to 8th, showed that
the farmers of the Northwest reaped a good
harvest in spite of the fact that a drought
prevailed during the summer months. A great
many out-of-town people, among whom were sev-
eral jewelers, visited this city during the fair
week and the jewelers spent some time renewing
old acquaintances and talking over trade pros-
pects for the holidays.

The International Dry Farming Congress
met in Spokane the same week also, bringing
delegates from different parts of America and
Europe to this city.

George F. Cohrs, formerly located in
Pomeroy, Wash., is doing trade work at the Spo-
kane Watch Case Co.'s manufacturing plant.

Julius Jespersen has opened a jewelry store
at St. Manes, Idaho. He was formerly located
at Winlock, Wash.

Oscar Slette, of Odessa, Wash., has opened
a branch store in Harrington, Wash., and is
running them under the name of Slette Jewelry
Co.

H. E. Whitman, traveling salesman for S. H.
Clausin & Co., Spokane, left October loth on
his regular trip, calling on the trade along the
Great Northern am' up in the Okanogan country.

Mr. Riggs, formerly from Texas, is now
with George R. Do(;son, Inc., Spokane.

P. , C. Schauder, previously employed by
George H. Doerr, Spokane, has opened a jewelry
store in Missoula, Mont.

W. F. Roberts, formerly in business in Medi-
cal Lake, Wash., is now with E. J. Hyde Jewelry
Co., Spokane.
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If a man has the price of
a Simmons chain

get him into your store

NOW!

You cannot afford to wait until he gets the price of a solid gold

chain, for while he waits things may happen.

He may lose his money —change neighborhoods—or otherwise

remove himself from the sphere of your sales prospects.

And all the time you wait, you pay for rent, heat, light and clerk hire.

The thing to do is to sell him the thing now within reach of his

pocketbook. Then you get his future trade, his friendship, the patronage

of his friends—increasing sales and prestige.

This is the idea this is the point back of the remarkable
Simmons campaign now running in the national publications

We are widening the field, quickening the sales of the retail jeweler---

by utilizing the great selling force of the style idea, heretofore monopo-

lized bv the milliner, haberdasher, clothier, etc.

We are teaching the public the value of style and appropriateness

in chains, fobs and bracelets, and showing how easy it is to keep up with

style without great expense by buying Simmons chains and fobs.

You will quickly see the significance of this unique campaign. Make

the most of it, connect with it, by getting the goods on display in your

show cases and windows. It means quicker turnovers and better profits.

Wire or write to-day.

R. F. SIMMONS CO. Attleboro, Mass.

SIM1ONS
CM11(150?>F0135
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The New England Watch Company, Water-
itry, Conn., have been working nights for the
1st month or more in order to keep up with

Hie large volume of orders that are constantly
)ming in. New designs are being planned for
ext year and it is said some of the new 1911

:lodels that will be brought out will prove big
-ellers.

W. S. Ingraham, of the E. Ingraham Corn-
hiny, Bristol, Conn., made a long automobile trip
:Arough New York State and Pennsylvania dur-
ing October, stopping off at Ithaca, N. Y., to see
is son, who is attending Cornell University.

C. P. Clarke, of A. N. Clarke & Son, Plain-
\ ille, Conn.

' 
has recently purchased a Stanley

-learner. During the early part of October he
made a trip through the Berkshire Hills.

P. T. Ives, Meriden, Conn., has just finished
renovating the front of his store preparatory to
the Christmas holidays.

A. J. Welton, for ten years foreman of the
plating room of Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted, Conn.,
passed away on October 5th from an attack of
typhoid fever. Mr. Welton was 33 years of age
mid well liked by all who came in contact with him.
The factory closed down in the morning on the
day of the funeral out of respect to his memory.

G. H. Pinney, treasurer of Williams' Bros.'
fg. Co., Glastonbury, Conn., has bought a

Flanders automobile. This is a light runabout
1111K1 is used for going to and from business. His
lope-Hartford automobile has been driven 10,000
miles during the summer months just passed.

The New Haven Clock Company, New
Haven, Conn., report a very encouraging fall
husiness, particularly on their new Victory alarm.

Cellini Company, New Haven, Conn., report
Husiness conditions as very brisk and showing a
ast improvement over last year.

Davis & Hawley Company, 996 Main Street,
Ilridgeport, Conn., have added a full line of
\lark Cross Company's leather goods. These
.-/oods are a high-grade line and designed especi-
illy for exclusive trade.

The Weidlich Bros. Mfg. Co., Bridgeport,
I orm., report their new factory working up to
till capacity. These new quarters are the same
they have just moved into and have already been
.ound to be entirely inadequate for their increas-
,Ig business, despite the fact that the new guar-
•ers were made three times as large as those for-
lerly occupied.

George J. Strobel, of Lake & Strobel, Water-
mry, Conn., was in New Haven, Conn., during
/ctober in the interests of the Waterbury Enamel
o.
The Brainard & Wilson Corporation, Dan-

mry, Conn., report a very busy fall business.
W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass., was called

Lway to New Hampshire on account of illness
.f his mother last month.

F. A. Herman Company, Melrose Highlands,
\Liss., are working nights in order to turn out
heir orders. A new line of hand-painted enamel
•ewelry is proving auite h good seller.

The "Faber Utica Sample Trunk," so well
•:nown to jewelry men, has also become so popu-
'ar in other branches of trade and the output
'las increased in such volume that it has been
iecessary to add more working force to the con-
-ern. The natural outcome is that members of
,he firm of W. W. Winship, 7/ Summer Street,
Boston, who have been New England agents, and
large distributors of the trunks throughout the
,-ountry, have purchased an interest in the H. C.
Faber & Son Co., of Utica, N. Y. With this
change and additional help the output and high
grade of goods will be maintained and the prod-
ucts distr;buted along broader lines as the de-
mand has called for. The directorate of the
new company is to be as follows: Charles E.
Faber, H. L. Faber, S. E. Winship and Charles
R. Thompson.

Stephen E. Winship, associated with his
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father, W. W. Winship, in the oldest and largest

trunk and leather goods store in Boston, has

successfully handled the Faber lines in and

around Boston for many years and the Winship

name has become interlinked with the only

sample trunk on the market noted for its style,

quality and serviceableness. Charles E. Thomp-

son is sales manager of the wholesale trunk de-

partment of W. W. Winship. He will remain

with the above company and as a director of the

new company will be in an excellent position to

see that a proper selling campaign is operated.

In a large measure the popularity of this style

of trunk among jewelry travelers and others has

resulted through his efforts. Phillip J. White-

hill is well known among the jewelry manufac-

turers in the Attleboros and Providence, he being

born in Oldtown, Mass., and living there for a

great many years. He will leave the firm of

W. W. Winship and go to Utica, putting in his

energies with the H. C. Faber & Son Co. The

officers of the new company are: Stephen E.

Winship, president; Charles E. Faber, secretary-

treasurer ; Philip J. Whitehill, assistant treasurer.
Mr. Lavoie, of Fall River, Mass., was a re-

cent Boston visitor, calling on the jobbing trade.

M. P. Foss, of Pittsfield, N. H., was recently

in Boston calling on the trade.
L. Queen, of New Bedford, Mass., was in

Boston recently.
J. Stark, of St. John, New Brunswick,

Dominion of Canada, recently called on the job-

bing trade of Boston, buying up goods for the

fall trade. Mr. Stark reports good business in

St. John.
W. H. Goodfellow, of Barre, Vt., has bought

out the estate of W. D. Kidder & Co., of that

city.
R. C. Williston, of the Bangor Jewelry Co.,

Bangor, Maine, was a recent visitor in Boston.

0. E. Davis and family have returned to
Rockland, Maine, from Sandy Point, Maine.

Mr. Davis and family spent the summer there

and Mr. Davis went to Rockland every day to

attend to his business.
Edgar J. Martel, of Somersworth, N. H.,

recently suffered quite a loss to his stock by

smoke and water. Mr. Martel had a lamp in

the cellar of his store which exploded. The

firemen in putting out the blaze in the cellar

wet many of the goods.
M. A. Bero, of Burlington, Vt., was a visitor

to New York City recently.
W. M. Reed, of Montpelier, Vt., was a recent

visitor to New York.
Harry Harwood, with Harwood Bros., of

Boston, is on an outing trip to Detroit and Chi-
cago.

H. L. Hougton, of Boston, has returned from
a trip to New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

George E. Homer, of Winter Street, Boston,
was recently in New York on a business trip.

Edward Shamlian, watchmaker for Wilson
Bros., was married September 14th to a young
lady of Mattapan District, Boston.

Thomas J. Fagan, watchmaker for Wilson
Bros., recently underwent an operation at a .Bos-
ton hospital but has recovered sufficiently to
return to business after an absence of a little
more than a fortnight.

Wilson Bros. bought a large part of the
fixtures of the store of Foster & Co., of West
Street, the latter concern having gone out of busi-
ness. They are of solid mahogany and very
handsome. The Wilsons are using them in fitting
up their second floor salesroom.

Scollay Square merchants, in Boston, like
those in the Boylston Street district, are com-
bining to oppose being sidetracked by the street
railway company's subway plans. The jewelers
on Court and Hanover Streets are particularly
concerned in the matter of having a loop subway
to connect with the Cambridge tunnel, via Bow-
doin and Scollay Squares. September 14th they
appeared before the Boston Council to urge that
body to recommend action looking to such a
change to the incoming Legislature. Alfred E.
Myers, of Hanover Street, and John Wilson, of
Court Street, were present, the latter speaking
convincingly with an array of facts bearing on
the subject of the proposed loop and its benefits.

H. S. Proodian, of Worcester, Mass., was in
Boston calling on the trade.
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C. E. Mudget, of Enosburg Falls, Vt., was
in Boston calling on the trade recently. Mr.
Mudget had a very unfortunate accident. While
he was chopping some kindling wood, a splinter
flew up, hitting him in the left eye, dislocating the
lens and paralyzing some of the muscles. Mr.
Mudget is attended by eye specialists in Boston
and hopes to be able to use the eye very soon.

S. W. Baker, of Rockland, Mass., was re-
cently in Boston calling on the jobbing trade.
He reports good business in Rockland.

Guy V. Putnam, optometrist for N. M.
Ruddy, New London, Conn., recently spent a week
in Boston and vicinity calling on the trade and
his friends.

W. A. Smith, of Melrose, Mass., was in
Boston recently.

J. W. Springall, of Dexter, Maine, was in
Boston visiting the trade. He reports good busi-
ness.

J. A. Williams, of Canton, Mass., was in Bos-
ton recently.

W. J. Crowley, traveler for E. A. Cowan &
Co., returned recently from his southern trip.

George L. Kerr, of Cornish, Maine, has been
in Boston recently looking for a trade opening
in this section of New England.

Russell & Sime, diamond cutters, are now
comfortably settled in their premises at Room 65,
Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington Street, which
they opened a few weeks ago.

Fred C. Graves, paymaster for the Waltham
Watch Co., who has been in Vermont for a
number of weeks recovering from a severe ill-
ness, has returned much improved in health.

Fred W. Ruggles, of the Jewelers' Building,
who, in addition to being an expert on watches
and watch material, is a prize-winner as a .poultry
fancier, has sold his patent rights in the Boston
Dry Food Hopper, his invention for scientific
poultry feeding, to a Buffalo concern, on very
satisfactory terms.

A clock whose case is carved out of anthra-
cite coal, has just been presented to the Hon.
Tohn F. Fitzgerald, Mayor of Boston, and is
installed in his office at City Hall. The odd
timepiece is a gift from miners of Pittston, Pa.,
who recently visited Boston as delegates to a
temperance convention. The coal is highly pol-
ished and resembles black marble.

Joseph Cowan has returned from a two
months' trip through the Central West.

C. F. Pettingill, Quincy, Mass., has just re-
turned from an outing at Rangeley Lakes.

William May, of Charles May & Son, has
returned from his vacation at North Woodstock,
N. H.

L. L. Stone, formerly of Pittsfield, Mass.,
was in Boston recently buying new stock for the
store he is soon to open at Athol, Mass.

H. I. Belcher, jewelry, silverware and art
goods buyer for the Jordan Marsh Co., reported
that his European purchases this summer em-
braced so per cent. more goods than usual, and
they are now arriving in special lots of consid-
erable volume.

William J. Orkin, manufacturing jeweler,
who was married September 27th in Worcester,
to a young lady of that city, has just returned
from a wedding trip. The couple made a tour
of principal cities of the East, visiting Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, New York, Philadelphia, Balti-
more and Washington.

Frederick W. Harris, of Harris & Lawton,
Boston, has gone to Maine on a business trip and
while down East will also take a brief vacation
trip before returning to Boston, as is his annual
custom at this season. Considerable commotion
was caused among the police at the North Sta-
tion before he started by a rather amusing case
of absentmindedness on the part of Mr. Harris.
He missed a train which he had planned to
take and checked his handbags at the parcel room
to avoid carrying them about while waiting for
a later train. Subsequently he called for one
of the satchels and a short time later suddenly
realized that he was minus the one containing
his diamond pockets, valued at $2o,o0o. He re-
ported his supposed loss to the police. Later
he found the check for the other bag in one of
his pockets. The missing satchel was soon in
his possession once more and he went on his
way to the train rejoicing.
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Harry E. Jacobi, 304 Merchants and Mann-.
facturers' Building, has caused the arrest of Ed-
gar R. Ryan, 22 years of age, whom he had em-
ployed as a salesman, on the charge of misap-
propriating jewelry to the value of $325, mostly
watches, which had been given him to sell. De-
tectives recovered a quantity of the goods in vari-
ous pawnshops and succeeded in locating Ryan in
Brooklyn, from which city they have brought him
to stand trial here. Ryan was bonded in the
amount of $t,000 by the Maryland Casualty Corn-
pany, and they will look after the prosecution.

J. Engel, of the firm of J. Engel & Co., ac-
companied by his wife, is spending a few days
at Atlantic City.

Among the Baltimore jewelers and opticians
who have been drawn for jury duty are J. Will-
iam Albrecht, 726 Columbus avenue, petit jury,
and George W. Sadtler, 14 East Baltimore street,
Federal Grand Jury.

Among the patients at the Johns Hopkins
Hospital is the ten-year-old son of M. W. Sher-
rill, of Lincolnton, N. C., who will shortly under-
go an operation.

J. F. Shirey is on a trip through Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia and Pennsylvania.

It is with deep regret that the death is an-
nounced of the wife of A. H. Fetting, who passed
away at her home, 2743 St. Paul street, after an
illness covering quite a period of time. The
sympathies of the entire local trade are with Mn.
Fetting at this time.

Among the several new stores opened in this
city lately is that which will be conducted by
Messrs. Maynard & Pryor, at Greenmount and
North avenues. These gentlemen were formerly
employed by Mr. W. Schmelz, Fremont avenue
and George street.

The Handicraft Club, Charles and Center
streets, has on exhibition quite a collection of
rare and quaint pieces of jewelry, among which
are some very interesting and valuable specimens
of Chinese work.

J. J. Bartholomee, 302 West Madison avenue,
is refinishing the interior of his store. He in-
tends prior to the holiday season to make numer-
ous improvements therein.

S. J. Braun, 538 North Gay street, has been
elected a member of the Old Town Merchants
and Manufacturers' Association.

Congratulations are due two of the local
jewelers by reason of their recently becoming
benedicts. Charles Alfred Mealy, secretary-treas-
urer of J. W. Mealy & Co., t8 West Lexington
street, who took as his bride Miss Carrie Nanne-
man, of Havre de Grace, Md. Mr. Mealy is the
son of J. W. Mealy, head of the firm with which
the former is connected.

A. J. Stieff, of J. L. Stieff & Co., t t4 Clay
street, was married early last month to Miss
Lydia Hild, at the latter's home, 3549 German-
town avenue, Philadelphia. Mr. Stieff recently
purchased a house in one of Baltimore's suburbs,
and it is here that the couple will reside upon
their return from a short trip.

Maurice Schisselberg has taken over the
business of the National Jewelry Manufacturing
Company. on West Lexington street, and Ber-
man's jewelry shop, at No. 29 West Lexington
street, is one of the recent additions here. Isaac
Berman, proprietor, was formerly located in Al-
toona, Pa.

The Elsberg Optical and Jewelry Company
has been formed with quarters at 1007 Green-
mount avenue. S. D. Elsherg, of the firm, was
formerly located at 1523 McElderry street.

The Maryland Institute has now on exhibit
a large number of beautiful bronzes and ceramics
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which were brought from Paris a short time ago.
This institute is now operating, in addition to its
numerous courses, a class in jewelry work and
silversmithing which is proving very popular.
Every bench is occupied and there are numerous
applications on file. This class is held evenings
and should prove of great benefit, not only to
those anxious to learn the trade, but to those
who desire to become more efficient in their work.

William M. Mueller has opened a jewelry
store at 3310 East Baltimore street.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited
the city during the past month were: J. W. Jor-
dan, Dunn, N. C.; J. B. Taylor, Emporia, Va.;
W. W. Taylor, Herndon, Va.; Bradley S. Dixon,
Washington, D. C.; J. Schapiro, Belle Air, Md.;
A. D. Beckner, Martinsville, Va., and R. F.
Henry, Statesville, N. C.

The Merchants and Manufacturers' Associa-
tion will open their winter rebate season for out-
of-town buyers a month earlier this year than
formerly. It is expected that this method of
bringing trade to this city will prove more effec-
tive this year than ever before. In order to get
the benefit of this rebate the merchant is re-
quired to buy goods to the value of at least $1,000
from the members of the association.

J. Engel & Co., wholesale jewelers, have just
added more space- to their present quarters, they
now occupying almost all of the entire second
floor of the Merchants and Manufacturers' Build-
ing. Their salesmen have finished their first fall
trips and all report satisfactory business, and they
are now calling on the trade on their final fall
trips.

Walter Powell, of Walter & Powell & Sons,
193 Baltimore street, Cumberland, Md., is cer-
tainly entitled to a medal by reason of his attend-
ance at the meetings of the local society. Mr.
Powell, while on a business trip to New York
City, received a postal card requesting his at-
tendance at the annual election of the officers of
the Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association, and
hastily finishing up his business there, hastened to
Baltimore regardless of the very inclement
weather.

The failure of the endeavor to eliminate the
giving of trading stamps by merchants in the
State of Maryland seems to have afforded an
opportunity to increase the number of concerns
issuing trading stamps. The latest arrival in this
city is the Yellow Trading Stamp Company. who
are carrying quite a large line of jewelry in their
exhibition parlors. Further efforts will be made
from time to time to have laws passed through
the State's legislative bodies which will entirely
do away with the trading stamp habit.

It is reported that the wife of George J.
Schaefer, treasurer of the local association, is
seriously ill at her home.

At the monthly meeting of the Credit Men's
Association, held in October. the name of S. G.
Rosson. of the Baltimore Bargain House, was
proposed for nomination as one of the vice-presi-
dents of the association.

The local Young Men's Christian Association
has added to its courses a class in advertising.
This class will be held every Friday evening until
April, and will cover the entire field.

The Maryland Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

Pursuant to the call of the president of the
Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association the mem-
bers met in special session at the store ot the
secretary, Fred J. Euler, to8 North Eutaw street,
for the purpose of selecting officers for the fol-
lowing year.

Before calling for nominations President
Schirm drew attention to the efforts of and the
work done by the association during the past year
and counselled the members to give the matter in
hand the thought and attention it deserved.

Conditions in the association are not all that
could be desired, yet much good has been accom-
plished. The fact that other things have not come
to pass is not that the officers and members have
not done everything in their power to bring them
about, but they are due to the fact that the asso-
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ciation has not the co-operation and aid of some
firms who could almost guarantee complete suc
cess. These firms continue to hold back, to a cer-
tain extent, waiting to be shown where they may
derive benefit from their membership, and yet.
when they get the desired information, extend
other excuses. Though they may not be inter
ested in the fixing of prices of watch crystals and
repair work, they are vitally interested in thik.
maintenance of price on silverware and gold and
jeweled ornaments. They cannot seem to see that
by lending their efforts to the small jeweler to
better the conditions of the latter's business they
will in return receive aid in bettering the condi-
tions of their own business.

Several slates were proposed and much argu-
ment and discussion followed. President Schirm
refused re-election on the ground that he had
served during the past year, and that he would
like to see certain other men fill the chair. He
then proposed the names of several of the most
prominent men for election. The only arguments
against his nominees were to the effect that they
would not attend every meeting. When the final
ballot was taken the following were declared
elected: President, Jerome \V. Schirm (despite
his protests); Vice-President, Raymond B.
Hughes; Second Vice-President, Arthur Macy;
Third Vice-President, Walter Powell ; Treasurer,
George J. Schaefer (re-elected) ; Secretary, Fred
J. Euler (re-elected) ; John Vogt and J. J Bar-
tholomee to the Board of Directors and W. W.
Estep, attorney.

Upon completion of the election it was de-
cided that the business continue as at a regular
meeting.

The establishing of prices on silverwat.e was
brought up and attention called to the "Blue
Schedule" issued by a certain manufacturer, and
it was agreed that the jewelers maintain the
prices as therein suggested, on all lines of goods
wherever possible, and that a letter of commenda-
tion be sent this manufacturer for the work un-
dertaken to educate the jeweler to higher prices.

Mr. Walter Powell, of Cumberland, enter-
tained the members with a few remarks pertain-
ing to the jewelry and cut-glass business. He
referred to the fact that the jewelers are not
handling the same goods that the department
stores carry, and that jobbers must necessarily
cater to the one or the other. This will prove
a great blow to price cutting, because the jewel-
ers would eventually be banded together to main-
tain prices even though the department stores did
not.

President Schirm informed the members that
he had at his store a book giving a reproduction
of all registered trade marks, and that any mem-
ber so desiring could use it at any time.

There being no further business to be trans-
acted the meeting was declared adjourned.

Jeweler Will Appeal
Judge Denton, of Toronto, Canada, while re-

cording a conviction under the new "Canadian
Gold and Silver Marking Act" against Sidney
Lee, a jeweler of that city, granted a reserve
case in order that t:.e matter may go before the
Court of Appeal. The case was brought before
the County Criminal Court by John Ryan,
Dominion Inspector of gold and silver marking.
The charge was that Lee, "being a dealer in gold
plate ware or the like, applied a mark to certain
articles, to wit, five rolled gold or gold filled or
electric-plated watch cases, guaranteeing or pur-
porting to guarantee by such mark that the gold
in such article or part thereof will wear or last
for a specified time, contrary to the terms of the
Gold and Silver Marking Act."

Crown Attorney Baird claimed that it did
not matter whether the mark on the watches was
correct or not, the mere stamping of a guarantee
was an offence. Inspector Ryan, the only witness
called, produced the watches and showed the label
and testified that as the gold was only 14 karats
fine it could not be called solid gold, which is a
tern, that can be applied only to gold 22 karats
fine.

His Honor held that a case had been proved
and recorded the conviction. The case will be
appealed.
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HE only way the
Jeweler can main-
tain the public
confidence in

his store is by identify-
ing himself with lines of
known reputation and
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Harry E. Jacobi, 304 Merchants and Manu-.
facturers' Building, has caused the arrest of Ed-
gar R. Ryan, 22 years of age, whom he had em-
ployed as a salesman, on the charge of misap-
propriating jewelry to the value of $325, mostly
watches, which had been given him to sell. De-
tectives recovered a quantity of the goods in vari-
ous pawnshops and succeeded in locating Ryan in
Brooklyn, from which city they have brought him
to stand trial lwre. Ryan was bonded in the
amount of $1,000 by the Maryland Casualty Com-
pany, and they will look after the prosecution.

J. Engel, of the firm of J. Engel & Co., ac-
companied by his wife, is spending a few days
at Atlantic City.

Among the Baltimore .jewelers and opticians
who have been drawn for jury duty are J. Will-
iam Albrecht, 726 Columbus avenue, petit jury,
and George W. Sackler, 14 East Baltimore street,
Federal Grand Jury.

Among the patients at the Johns Hopkins
Hospital is the ten-year-old son of M. W. Sher-
rill, of Lincolnton, N. C., who will shortly under-
go an operation.

J. F. Shirey is on a trip through Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia and Pennsylvania.

It is with deep regret that the death is an-
nounced of the wife of A. H. Fetting, who passed
away at her home, 2743 St. Paul street, after an
illness covering quite a period of time. The
sympathies of the entire local trade are with Mr.
Fetting at this time.

Among the several new stores opened in this
city lately is that which will he conducted by
Messrs. Maynard & Pryor, at Greenmount and
North avenues. These gentlemen were formerly
employed by Mr. W. Schmelz, Fremont avenue
and George street.

The Handicraft Club, Charles and Center
streets, has on exhibition quite a collection of
rare and quaint pieces of jewelry, among which
are some very interesting and valuable specimens
of Chinese work.

J. J. Bartholomee, 302 West Madison avenue,
is refinishing the interior of his store. He in-
tends prior to the holiday season to make numer-
ous improvements therein.

S. J. Braun, 538 North Gay street, has been
elected a member of the Old Town Merchants
and Manufacturers' Association.

Congratulations are due two of the local
jewelers by reason of their recently becoming
benedicts. Charles Alfred Mealy, secretary-treas-
urer of J. W. Mealy & Co., 18 West Lexington
street, who took as his bride Miss Carrie Nanne-
man, of Havre de Grace, Md. Mr. Mealy is the
son of J. W. Mealy, head of (he firm with which
the former is connected.

A. J. Stieff, of J. L. Stieff & Co., 14 Clay
street, was married early last month to Miss
Lydia Hild, at the latter's home, 3549 German-
town avenue. Philadelphia. Mr. Stieff recently
purchased a house in one of Baltimore's suburbs,
and it is here that the couple will reside upon
their return from a short trip.

Maurice Schisselherg has taken over the
business of the National Jewelry Manufacturing
Company, on West Lexington street, and Ber-
man's jewelry shop, at No. 29 West Lexington
street, is one of the recent additions here. Isaac
Berman, proprietor, was formerly located in Al-
toona, Pa.

The Elsherg Optical and Jewelry Company
has been formed with quarters at too Green-
mount avenue. S. D. Elsherg, of the firm, was
formerly located at 1523 McElderry street.

The Maryland Institute has now on exhibit
a large number of beautiful bronzes and ceramics
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which were brought from Paris a short time ago.
This institute is now operating, in addition to Its
numerous courses, a class in jewelry work and
silversmithing which is proving very popular.
Every bench is occupied and there are numerous
applications on file. This class is held evenings
and should prove of great benefit, not only to
those anxious to learn the trade, but to those
who desire to become more efficient in their work.

William M. Mueller has opened a jewelry
store at 3310 East Baltimore street.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited
the city during the past month were: J. W. Jor-
dan, Dunn, N. C.; J. B. Taylor. Emporia, Va.;
W. W. Taylor, Herndon, Va.; Bradley S. Dixon,
Washington, D. C.; J. Schapiro, Belle Air. Md.;
A. D. Beckner, Martinsville, Va., and R. F.
Henry, Statesville, N. C.

The Merchants and Manufacturers' Associa-
tion will open their winter rebate season for out-
of-town buyers a month earlier this year than
formerly. It is expected that this method of
bringing trade to this city will prove more effec-
tive this year than ever before. In order to get
the benefit of this rebate the merchant is re-
quired to buy goods to the value of at least $1,000
from the members of the association.

J. Engel & Co., wholesale jewelers, have just
added more space .to their present quarters, they
now occupying almost all of the entire second
floor of the Merchants and Manufacturers' Build-
Mg. Their salesmen have finished their first fall
trips and all report satisfactory business, and they
are now calling on the trade on their final fall
trips.

Walter Powell, of Walter & Powell & Sons,
193 Baltimore street, Cumberland, Md., is cer-
tainly entitled to a medal by reason of his attend-
ance at the meetings of the local society. Mr.
Powell, while on a business trip to New York
City, received a postal card requesting his at-
tendance at the annnal election of the officers of
the Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association, and
hastily finishing up his business there, hastened to
Baltimore regardless of the very inclement
weather.

The failure of the endeavor to eliminate the
giving of trading stamps by merchants in the
State of Maryland seems to have afforded an
opportunity to increase the number of concerns
issuing trading stamps. The latest arrival in this
city is the Yellow Trading Stamp Company. who
are carrying quite a large line of jewelry in their
exhibition parlors. Further efforts will be made
from time to time to have laws passed through
the State's legislative bodies which will entirely
do away with the trading stamp habit.

It is reported that the wife of George J.
Schaefer, treasurer of the local association, is
seriously ill at her home.

At the monthly meeting of the Credit Men's
Association, held in October, the name of S. G.
Rosson, of the Baltimore Bargain Home, was
proposed for nomination as one of the vice-presi-
dents of the association.

The local Young Men's Christian Association
has added to its courses a class in advertising.
This class will be held every Friday evening until
April, and will cover the entire field.

The MaryTand Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

Pursuant to the call of the president of the
Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association the mem-
bers met in special session at the store or the
secretary, Fred J. Euler, to8 North Eutaw street,
for the purpose of selecting officers for the fol-
lowing year.

Before calling for nominations President
Schirm drew attention to the efforts of and the
work done by the association during the past year
and counselled the members to give the matter in
hand the thought and attention it deserved.

Conditions in the association are not all that
could be desired, yet much good has been accom-
plished. The fact that other things have not come
to pass is not that the officers and members have
not done everything in their power to bring them
about, but they are due to .the fact that the asso-
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ciation has not the co-operation and aid of som .
firms who could almost guarantee complete suc
cess. These firms continue to hold back, to a cer
tain extent, waiting to be shown where they ma
derive benefit from their membership, and yet
when they get the desired information, exten
other excuses. Though they may not be huei
ested in the fixing of prices of watch crystals an
repair work, they are vitally interested in th
maintenance of price on silverware and gold an
jeweled ornaments. They cannot seem to see tlth
by lending their efforts to the small jeweler t
better the conditions of the latter's business the,
will in return receive aid in bettering the condi
tions of their own business.

Several slates were proposed and much argu
ment and discussion followed. President Schirti
refused re-election on the ground that he ha,
served during the past year, and that he woulu
like to see certain other men fill the chair. He
then proposed the names of several of the most
prominent men for election. The only arguments
against his nominees were to the effect that they
would not attend every meeting. When the final
ballot was taken the following were declared
elected: President, Jerome W. Schirm (despite
his protests); Vice-President, Raymond B
Hughes; Second Vice-President, Arthur Macy;
Third Vice-President, Walter Powell; Treasurer,
George J. Schaefer (re-elected); Secretary, Fred
J. Euler (re-elected); John Vogt and J. J Bar-
tholomee to the Board of Directors and W. W.
Estep, attorney.

Upon completion of the election it was de-
cided that the business continue as at a regular
meeting.

The establishing of prices on silverware was
brought up and attention called to the "Blue
Schedule" issued by a certain manufactmer, and
it was agreed that the jewelers maintain the
prices as therein suggested. on all lines of goods
wherever possible, and that a letter of commenda-
tion be sent this manufacturer for the work un-
dertaken to educate the jeweler to higher prices.

Mr. Walter Powell, of Cumberland, enter-
tained the members with a few remarks pertain-
ing to the jewelry and cut-glass business. He
referred to the fact that the jewelers are not
handling the same goods that the department
stores carry, and that jobbers must necessarily
cater to the one or the other. This will prove
a great blow to price cutting, because the jewel-
ers would eventually be banded together to main-
tain prices even though the department stores did
not.

President Schirm informed the members that
he had at his store a book giving a reproduction
of all registered trade marks, and that any mem
ben so desiring could use it at any time.

There being no further business to be trans
acted the meeting was declared adjourned.

Jeweler Will Appeal
Judge Denton, of Toronto, Canada, while re-

cording a conviction under the new "Canadian
Gold and Silver Marking Act" against Sidney
Lee, a jeweler of that city, granted a reserve
case in order that t:.e matter may go before the
Court of Appeal. The case was brought before
the County Criminal Court by John Ryan,
Dominion Inspector of gold and silver marking.
The charge was that Lee, "being a dealer in gold
plate ware or the like, applied a mark to certain
articles, to wit, 'lye rolled gold or gold filled or
electric-plated watch cases, guaranteeing or pur-
porting to guarantee by such mark that the gold
in such article or part thereof will wear or last
for a specified time, contrary to the terms of the
Gold and Silver Marking Act."

Crown Attorney Baird claimed that it did
not matter whether the mark on the watches was
correct or not, the mere stamping of a guarantee
was an offence. Inspector Ryan, the only witness
called, produced the watches and showed the label
and testified that as the gold was only 14 karats
fine it could not be called solid gold, which is a
term that can be applied only to gold 22 karats
fine.

His Honor held that a case had been proved
and recorded the conviction. The case will be
appealed.
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With the approach of the boll-
l'romising day season Indianapolis job-
Holiday Trade bers and manufacturers are in

line with all their energies and
resources. Stocks are full and complete. All
prophesies are for a rousing trade. Out-of-town
merchants have been visiting this market in
goodly numbers. While most of them have been
coming here for years, many are buying their
first holiday stocks from the Indianapolis mar-
ket. A great deal of credit must be given the
Indianapolis Trade Association. Their trips
throughout this and into surrounding States, and
their "Buyers' Weeks" have made the country
dealers realize, as they never did before, what the
many advantages of this market are.

In Indianapolis on October 18,
Busy 59, 20, will be held Merchants'
Business Week Buyers' Meet. These dates

were selected as the most pro-
pitious time for visiting the fall market. A
series of evening entertainments will be given
for the visiting merchants, whether they come
to buy or not. The first event will be a magnifi-
cent industrial parade. This will be a unique
pageant in which every line of industry in the
city will be represented. Five hundred and fifty
vehicles and one thousand horses, ninety auto-
mobile trucks and touring cars, belonging to the
business houses, as well as large numbers of ma-
chines belonging to auto dealers and manufact-
urers will be in the parade. No less than one
hundred special floats will be drawn by three,
four and six-horse teams, while all the vehicles
in line will bear special displays and decorations.
The pageant will move along the miles of
"Brightways and Broadways." October 1gth will
be devoted to a concert, smoker and vaudeville
entertainment, which will be the big social event.
October 20th there will be a huge theater party,
when the visiting merchants and their hosts will
form one big family party.

Baldwin-Miller Company are members of the
Merchants' Association and are prepared to make
their guests have a genuine good time.

J. F.. Reagan, general manager of the Bald-
win-Miller Company, says: "We have had the
best fall business since 1907 and consider the
holiday outlook 1,ery promising for the retail
dealers. Our stock is complete and our facilities
ample to meet all the hurried holiday demands
promptly."

A. P. Craft, President of the A. P. Craft
Manufactr ring Company, says that this has been
a splendid year with them and that they have had
no really dull months. The demand for their
special emblem line has increased steadily.

C W. Lauer, Sr., of C. W. Lauer & Co.,
smilingly answered the question, "How is busi-
ness?" "Good! We have had a most satisfactory
year and expect the remaining two months to
round tip the best years this firm has ever had."

Hoffman & Lauer report the material business
as holding its own splendidly in spite of the ap-
proach of Christmas, which is generally a quiet
time in their line.

Charles Mayer, Jr., of Charles Mayer Com-
pany, will be married Saturday evening., October
22d, at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, to Miss Helen
Cothrell, of this city. The wedding will be a
very large one and the social functions given in
honor of the young couple have been numerous
and elaborate.

Chris. Bernloehr, retail jeweler and diamond
merchant in the T. 0. 0. F. Building, is back
from a three months' trip to Europe. He visited
the Amsterdam diamond market and imported
sonic jewelry and watches from the old country.

Edward J. B. Spencer, director of the Ameri-
can Methodist College at Rome, Italy, formerly
lived at Greencastle, Ind., and is well known by
the trade in this State. He learned the trade of
watchmaking at DePanw University.

Goodman & Company, 405 Majestic Building,
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are very much pleased with their change of loca-
tion from Toledo, Ohio, to this city, where they
are in closer communication with their road cus-
tomers. The firm's travelers are sending in fine
orders for holiday goods. Mr. Goodman is very
optimistic in regard to the Christmas trade. M.
W. Sassower has recently been added to the
house force. Miss M. Goodman has charge of
the office.

The Optimo Mining Company has increased
its capital stock from $:35,000 to $50,000. A. P.
Craft, of Indianapolis, is president of the com-
pany, whose mines are located in Wisconsin.

Clint S. Wallace, house salesman for Bald-
win-Miller Co., recently had a narrow escape
from a burning launch on White River, near
Broad Ripple. Mr. Wallace and his wife had
spent the summer in camp at Broad Ripple and
spent much of their time in a handsome little
motor boat which had been purchased from
Horace Comstock, a Washington Street jeweler.
Wallace was taking almost his last ride for this
season in the boat when the motor failed to
work smoothly. He lighted a match to examine
the defect when gasoline, which had leaked from
the tank into the bottom of the boat, took fire.
Fearing an explosion of the gasoline tank Wallace
and a man companion deserted the burning craft.
Wallace embarked in a rowboat attached to the
rear of the launch, which was entirely consumed
by the flames. The burning launch floated down
the river and set fire to a boathouse in which was
housed a motor boat. The flames quickly spread
and before heln arrived they consumed the boat-
house and its contents. The loss of the two
motor boats and the boathouse amounted to
over $600, with no insurance. Wallace's indi-
vidual loss was $200. Besides the boat he lost his
Sunday stock of provisions and a big bundle of
laundry. Mr. Wallace congratulated himself that
he did not have his boat full of a party of his
wife's friends, who were waiting for a ride.

John A. Dyer has severed his connection
with the Stafford Engraving Co. and opened a
trade shop of his own for copperplate engraving
and high-grade gold and silverware engraving.
In both these lines Mr. Dyer is a skilled and
finished workman.

Charles Mayer, Albert Zoller and Constan-
tine Beckerer, of the Charles Mayer & Company,
attended the fall opening of Marshall Field's
at Chicago last month. Business has been very
brisk with the Mayer firm. Fall weddings have
boomed the silverware department and kept the
engravers on the jump. In the clock department
Tom Brady, head clerk, reports an unusually good
business in fine high-grade timepieces.

E. E. Jacobs, formerly of this city, writes
from his new location at Rockport, Texas, that
fortune has smiled upon him ever since he started
in business about a year ago. He now owns a
nice stock of jewelry and feels confident of build-
ing up a fine business. He went South largely
on account of his wife's health, which has im-
proved wonderfully. Mr. Jacobs learned his
trade in this city under George G. Dyer.

George G. Dyer, one of the oldest and best
known manufacturing jewelers in this city, has
decided to devote his entire thrie to special order
work in hand-wrought jewelry, fancy carved
rings and metal work. Mr. Dyer's skilled work-
manship and artistic designs are known far
beyond his own city and State.

Thomas A. Powers has opened a jewelry
store at 1215 Olive Avenue, West Indianapolis.
F. T. I-Tarman, formerly at Scottsburg, Ind., has
taken a position with Mr. Powers.

Mrs. Noe, wife of F. M. Noe, jeweler on
North Illinois Street, is an active member of
the Woman's School League of Indianapolis.
The league has opened a campaign for votes for
women on school questions.

Frank Reber has sold his interest in the
manufacturing firm of Lang & Reber, Claypool
Building, and purchased an interest in the manu-
facturing business of Mark Davis, t8T/2 North
Meridian Street. The new firm, Davis & Reber,
are thoroughly equipped to do trade work of all
kinds. Mr. Davis has worked at the jewelry
trade in Indianapolis for over forty years. Mr.
Reber is a skilled engraver and jeweler of long
experience.

C. W. Lauer & Co. have fitted out their
travelers with handsome brass-bound trunks that

are loaded with the best holiday line ever shown
by this enterprising house.

Charles A. Beck is back at his watchmaker's
bench after an enforced vacation, the result of a
street car accident in which he was pretty badly
banged up.

The Capital Jewelry Company is completely
settled in their new location, 533 East Washing-
ton Street. New wall and show cases have been
installed and the watchmaker's and repair shop
fitted up on the second floor. C. W. Stoehr,
manager, was recently married to a well-known
young lady of this city.

October 24th is the date of the semi-annual
fishing trip of Julius C. Walk, of J. C. Walk &
Son, and Charles Keifer, of L. F. Keifer & Son,
to Lake Maxinkuckee, Ind. If anyone doubts that
the black bass have promised to meet the jewelry
fishermen on that date let him go to Maxinkuckee
and watch "Uncle Julius and Charlie" catch them
when no other fishermen can.

George W. Keifner and Will J. Hoffman, of
the jobbing house of Hoffman & Lauer, were
called to their former home in Loogootee,
to attend the funeral of Mr. Keifner's brother-
in-law and Mr. Hoffman's uncle last month.

Fritz Bonnett has added another big safe to
his store furniture on North Illinois Street.
Christmas trade has begun early with Mr. Bonnett,
who has a number of special orders, including a
handsome diamond bracelet, for the holiday sea-
son.

A destructive fire in the Big 4 freight depot
in this city, Sunday, October 2d, damaged a large
shipment of import goods consigned to Charles
Mayer & Company.

A number of cases containing Baldwin-
Miller Co.'s handsome new material catalogues,
were badly water-soaked during the same fire.
This delayed the mailing of the catalogues, but
the trade is advised to be patient. The catalogues
are well worth waiting for and will reach them
within a short time.

Mayor Shank and a number of city officials
recently called upon Ikko Matsumoto to translate
into English a beautifully and richly gotten up
"Resolution of Thanks" from the Honorary
Commerce Commission of Japan, which visited
Indianapolis during their 1909 tour of the United
States. The resolution was on silk, with the
Japanese characters woven in and the decorations
made with solid gold threads.
• Louis Feller, an East Washington Street
jeweler, is using one of his show windows as a
"Bargain Window." In it hangs a placard that
reads: "We will make displays weekly in this
window until January 1, 191 T. of standard goods
at bargain prices. Same display will not appear
twice. A small deposit will secure the goods for
Christmas." Mr. Feller finds his bargain window
a good seller, not only of the goods on display,
but of his regular stock in the show cases.

E. M. Stevenson, t81/2 North Meridian Street,
has opened his fall classes in arts and crafts
jewelry and metal work with large classes that
meet twice a week. Mr. Stevenson has just
sold, at a splendid figure, his patent carbureter.

A. C. Joss has recently installed tungsten
lights in his jewelry and optical quarters on In-
diana Avenue. A complete rearrangement of
cases and fixtures has greatly improved the
general appearance of the store.

D. C. Patton, formerly with C. W. SeLegue,
of Logansport, "Ind., has accepted the position as
watchmaker with George S. Kern, formerly held
by P. M. Slauter. Mr. Slauter now holds a
similar position with Leo Krauss, on North Il-
linois Street.

L. R. Douglas, traveling representative for
A. C. Becken, of Chicago, has been given the
Indiana territory and has located his home in
Indianapolis, so that "daddy can keep his eye on
me." "Daddy" is M. H. Douglas, who lives in
this city and represents the material department
of Baldwin-Miller.

J. Pierpont Morgan has just made a valuable
gift to the John Herron Art Institute of Indian-
apolis. The gift, a very beautiful example of the
bookmaker's art, is a copy of the "Catalogue of
the Collection of Jewels and Precious Works of
Art" owned by Mr. Morgan.

Floyd J. Nester, of Boonville, 'End., made a
business trip to Chicago last month.

(Continued on page 1909)
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day season Indianapolis job-
bers and manufacturers are in
line with all their energies and

resources. Stocks are full and complete. All
prophesies are for a rousing trade. Out-of-town
merchants have been visiting this market in
goodly numbers. While most of them have been
coming here for years, many are buying their
first holiday stocks from the Indianapolis mar-
ket. A great deal of credit must be given the
Indianapolis Trade Association. Their trips
throughout this and into surrounding States, and
their `Buyers' Weeks" have made the country
dealers realize, as they never did before, what the
many advantages of this market are.

In Indianapolis on October 18,
Busy to, 20, will be held Merchants'
Business Week Buyers' Meet. These dates

were selected as the most pro-
pitious time for visiting the fall market. A
series of evening entertainments will be given
for the visiting merchants, whether they come
to buy or not. The first event will be a magnifi-
cent industrial parade. This will be a unique
pageant in which every line of industry in the
city will be represented. Five hundred and fifty
vehicles and one thousand horses, ninety auto-
mobile trucks and touring cars, belonging to the
business houses, as well as large numbers of ma-
chines belonging to auto dealers and manufact-
urers will be in the parade. No less than one
hundred special floats will be drawn by three,
four and six-horse teams, while all the vehicles
in line will bear special displays and decorations.
The pageant will move along the miles of
"Brightways and Broadways." October 19th will
be devoted to a concert, smoker and vaudeville
entertainment, which will be the big social event.
October 20th there will be a huge theater party,
when the visiting merchants and their hosts will
form one big family party.

Baldwin-Miller Company are members of the
Merchants' Association and are prepared to make
their guests have a genuine good time.

J. E. Reagan, general manager of the Bald-
win-Miller Company, says: "We have had the
best fall business since 1907 and consider the
holiday outlook very promising for the retail
dealers. Our stock is complete and our facilities
ample to meet all the hurried holiday demands
promptly."

A. P. Craft, President of the A. P. Craft
Manufactpring Company, says that this has been
a splendid year with them and that they have had
no really dull months. The demand for their
special emblem line has increased steadily.

C W. Lauer, Sr., of C. W. Lauer & Co.,
smilingly answered the question, "How is busi-
ness?' v"Good ! We have had a most satisfactory
year and expect the remaining two months to
round up the best years this firm has ever had."

Hoffman & Latier report the material business
as holding its own splendidly in spite of the ap-
proach of Christmas, which is generally a quiet
time in their line.

Charles Mayer, Jr., of Charles Mayer Corn-
pany, will be married Saturday evening, October
22d, at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, to Miss Helen
Cothrell, of this city. The wedding will be a
very large one and the social functions given in
honor of the young couple have been numerous
and elaborate.

Chris. Bernloehr, retail jeweler and diamond
merchant in the I. 0. 0. F. Building, is back
from a three months' trip to Europe. He visited
the Amsterdam diamond market and imported
some jewelry and watches from the old country.

Edward J. B. Spencer, director of the Ameri-
can Methodist College at Rome, Italy, formerly
lived at Greencastle, Ind. and is well known by
the trade in this State. fie learned the trade of
watchmaking at DePauw University.

Goodman & Company, 405 Majestic Building,
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are very much pleased with their change of loca-
tion from Toledo, Ohio, to this city, where they
are in closer communication with their road cus-
tomers. The firm's travelers are sending in fine
orders for holiday goods. Mr. Goodman is very
optimistic in regard to the Christmas trade. M.
W. Sassower has recently been added to the
house force. Miss M. Goodman has charge of
the office.

The Optimo Mining Company has increased
its capital stock from $35,000 to $50,000. A. P.
Craft, of Indianapolis, is president of the com-
pany, whose mines are located in Wisconsin.

Clint S. Wallace, house salesman for Bald-
win-Miller Co., recently had a narrow escape
from a burning launch on White River, near
Broad Ripple. Mr. Wallace and his wife had
spent the summer in camp at Broad Ripple and
spent much of their time in a handsome little
motor boat which had been purchased from
Horace Comstock, a Washington Street jeweler.
Wallace was taking almost his last ride for this
season in the boat when the motor failed to
work smoothly. He lighted a match to examine
the defect when gasoline, which had leaked from
the tank into the bottom of the boat, took fire.
Fearing an explosion of the gasoline tank Wallace
and a man companion deserted the burning craft.
Wallace embarked in a rowboat attached to the
rear of the launch, which was entirely consumed
by the flames. The burning launch floated down
the river and set fire to a boathouse in which was
housed a motor boat. The flames quickly spread
and before help arrived they consumed the boat-
house and its contents. The loss of the two
motor boats and the boathouse amounted to
over $600, with no insurance. Wallace's indi-
vidual loss was $200. Besides the boat he lost his
Sunday stock of provisions and a big bundle of
laundry. Mr. Wallace congratulated himself that
he did not have his boat full of a party of his
wife's friends, who were waiting for a ride.

John A. Dyer has severed his connection
with the Stafford Engraving Co. and opened a
trade shop of his own for copperplate engraving
and high-grade gold and silverware engraving.
In both these lines Mr. Dyer is a skilled and
finished workman.

Charles Mayer, Albert Zoller and Constan-
tine Beckerer, of the Charles Mayer & Company,
attended the fall opening of Marshall Field's
at Chicago last month. Business has been very
brisk with the Mayer firm. Fall weddings have
boomed the silverware department and kept the
engravers on the jump. In the clock department
Tom Brady. head clerk, reports an unusually good
business in fine high-grade timepieces.

E. E. Jacobs, formerly of this city, writes
from his new location at Rockport, Texas, that
fortune has smiled upon him ever since he started
in business about a year ago. He now owns a
nice stock of jewelry and feels confident of build-
ing up a fine business. He went South largely
on account of his wife's health, which has im-
proved wonderfully. Mr. Jacobs learned his
trade in this city under George G. Dyer.

George G. Dyer, one of the oldest and best
known manufacturing jewelers in this city, has
decided to devote his entire time to special order
work in hand-wrought jewelry, fancy carved
rings and metal work. Mr. Dyer's skilled work-
manship and artistic designs are known far
beyond his own city and State.

Thomas A. Powers has opened a jewelry
store at 1215 Olive Avenue, West Indianapolis.
F. T. Harman, formerly at Scottsburg, Ind., has
taken a position with Mr. Powers.

Mrs. Noe, wife of F. M. Noe, jeweler on
North Illinois Street, is an active member of
the Woman's School League of Indianapolis.
The league has opened a campaign for votes for
women on school questions.

Frank Reber has sold his interest in the
manufacturing firm of Lang & Reber, Claypool
Building, and purchased an interest in the manu-
facturing business of Mark Davis, t81A North
Meridian Street. The new firm, Davis & Reber,
are thoroughly equipped to do trade work of all
kinds. Mr. Davis has worked at the jewelry
trade in Indianapolis for over forty years. Mr.
Reber is a skilled engraver and jeweler of long
experience.

C. W. Lauer & Co. have fitted out their
travelers with handsome brass-bound trunks that

are loaded with the best holiday line ever shown
by this enterprising house.

Charles A. Beck is back at his watchmaker's
bench after an enforced vacation, the result of a
street car accident in which he was pretty badly
banged up.

The Capital Jewelry Company is completely
settled in their new location, 133 East Washing-
ton Street. New wall and show cases have been
installed and the watchmaker's and repair shop
fitted up on the second floor. C. W. Stoehr,
manager, was recently married to a well-known
young lady of this city.

October 24th is the date of the semi-annual
fishing trip of Julius C. Walk, of J. C. Walk &
Son, and Charles Keifer, of L. F. Keifer & Son,
to Lake Maxinkuckee, Ind. If anyone doubts that
the black bass have promised to meet the jewelry
fishermen on that date let him go to Maxinkuckee
and watch "Uncle Julius and Charlie" catch them
when no other fishermen can.

George W. Keifner and Will J. Hoffman, of
the jobbing house of Hoffman & Lauer, were
called to their former home in Loogootee, Ind.,
to attend the funeral of Mr. Keifner's brother-
in-law and Mr. Hoffman's uncle last month.

Fritz Bonnett has added another big safe to
his store furniture on North Illinois Street.
Christmas trade has begun early with Mr. Bonnett,
who has a number of special orders, including a
handsome diamond bracelet, for the holiday sea-
son.

A destructive fire in the Big 4 freight depot
in this city, Sunday, October 2d, damaged a large
shipment of import goods consigned to Charles
Mayer & Company.

A number of cases containing Baldwin-
Miller Co.'s handsome new material catalogues,
were badly water-soaked during the sathe fire.
This delayed the mailing of the catalogues, but
the trade is advised to be patient. The catalogues
are well worth waiting for and will reach them
within a short time.

Mayor Shank and a number of city officials
recently called upon Ikko Matsumoto to translate
into English a beautifully and richly gotten up
"Resolution of Thanks" from the Honorary
Commerce Commission of Japan, which visited
Indianapolis during their too° tour of the United
States. The resolution was on silk, with the
Japanese characters woven in and the decorations
made with solid gold threads.
• Louis Feller, an East Washington Street
jeweler, is using one of his show windows as a
"Bargain Window." In it hangs a placard that
reads : "We will make displays weekly in this
window until January t, tom of standard goods
at bargain prices. Same display will not appear
twice. A small deposit will secure the goods for
Christmas." Mr. Feller finds his bargain window
a good seller, not only of the goods on display,
but of his regular stock in the show cases.

E. M. Stevenson, t8Y2 North Meridian Street,
has opened his fall classes in arts and crafts
jewelry and metal work with large classes that
meet twice a week. Mr. Stevenson has just
sold, at a splendid figure, his patent carbureter.

A. C. Joss has recently installed tungsten
lights in his jewelry and optical quarters on In-
diana Avenue. A complete rearrangement of
cases and fixtures has greatly improved the
general appearance of the store.

D. C. Patton, formerly with C. W. SeLegue,
of Logansport, Ind., has accepted the position as
watchmaker with George S. Kern, formerly held
by P. M. Slauter. Mr. Slauter now holds a
similar position with Leo Krauss, on North Il-
linois Street.

L. R. Douglas, traveling representative for
A. C. Becken, of Chicago, has been given the
Indiana territory and has located his home in
Indianapolis, so that "daddy can keep his eye on
me." "Daddy" is M. H. Douglas, who lives in
this city and represents the material department
of Baldwin-Miller.

J. Pierpont Morgan has just made a valuable
gift to the John 1-lemon Art Institute of Indian-
apolis. The gift, a very beautiful example of the
bookmaker's art, is a copy of the "Catalogue of
the Collection of Jewels and Precious Works of
Art" owned by Mr. Morgan.

Floyd J. Nester, of Boonville, Ind., made a
business trip to Chicago last month.

(Continued on page 1909)
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Frank Herschede, of the Frank Herschede
t'ompany, is receiving congratulations upon the
;:rrival of a grandson October 14. The child
was born to his daughter, Mrs. Leo J. Van Lahr,
Ivife of the vice-president of the Provident Sav-
ings Bank and Trust Company. Mother and
baby are doing nicely.

William G. Courtney, sales manager of a
large Cincinnati jewelry establishment, and Wal-
ter Audretsch, of the same concern, entered
the jewelry enameling business for themselves
October 24 in the Perin building.

The Frank Herschede Company report busi-
ness as improving. A number of weddings of
prominent Cincinnatians this fall is making busi-
ness. Mr. Herschede announces that the Her-
schede Hall Clock Company's business is very
good, the demand for mantel, chime and hall
clocks being especially strong. The clock com-
pany, which has long had a factory at Neustadt,
Germany, where its clock movements were manu-
factured, will give up the German establishment,
as it is now arranged to make the mantel, chime
and hall clock movements in a new department
at the company's plant in Cincinnati. John Her-
schede, of the clock company, returned late in
October from a business trip east.

A. Von Kaenal, of Geneva, Switzerland, for-
merly head designer for Reicher Bros., Newark,
N. J., and for C. G. Braxmar, of New York,
is now head designer for The Gustav Fox
Company. Mr. Schrader, who was until recently
foreman in a large Newark shop, is now head
foreman for the Fox Company. J. F. Smith,
until recently with Scribner and Loehr, Cleve-
land, Ohio, is now employed as a die-cutter by
the Fox Company.

Herman Rauch is now traveling for his
brother Louis Rauch. His first trip was through
India 

Arthur Motch, of M. C. Motch, Covington,
1(y., recently returned from Europe.

Gustave Fox, of The Gustave Fox Company,
has purchased a fine new Marmon automobile,
and contemplates leaving late in October for a
tour to Chicago with his family. He will be
away about two weeks.

Your correspondent has just seen the initial
edition of the retail jewelers' catalogue published
by the well-known firm of A. G. Schwartz. Al-
though it is the first catalogue issued by this
firm, it is, nevertheless one of the most beautiful
and serviceable which has ever come to our
notice. It is a radical departure from the
customary catalogue in general make-up and ap-
pearance, and as such, is a most pleasing innova-
tion. This firm has struck a most unique idea
in compiling its catalogue. Much effort has been
.xpended, and it is plainly evident that no ex-
oense has been spared in its compilation. With

very few exceptions the illustrations are all
:ialf-tones of the highest order, and in many
nistances page plates are shown in place of the
customary individual cuts. Although the book
.s not so large as somt we have seen, there is,
;ievertheless, very apparent evidence of a well-di-
; ected effort to show quality, style and assort-
•nent rather than quantity. Watches, movements
nd cases occupy the position of honor, but every
lepartment is treated impartially. As an example
of the printers' and binders' art, it approaches
perfection. It is a book which will add to the
tone and dignity of any jewelry store, and we
m.edict for it unanimously hearty welcome. The
rm is to be congratulated upon the high standard

It has established in launching out into the cata-
logue field.

Herman Lange, the well-known jeweler, at
425 Vine street, returned a few days ago from a
four months' tour of Europe, accompanied by his
family. He says the trip was a most enjoyable
one.

Joseph Mesch, of the Mesch-George Jewelry
Company, a new wholesale firm, left late in
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September on a long business trip. Louis J.
George is away on a northern business trip.

Isa Shroeder, the popular road man of A. G.
Schwab & Sons, wholesalers, could not resist
the temptation to see the world's series of base-
ball games played and accompanied August Herr-
mann and other prominent baseball men on the
tour.

H. Reisenberger, jeweler at Lawrenceburg,
Ind., has sold his store and stock to R. W. Clarke,
formerly watchmaker for Louis Knocke, of Wal-
nut Hills. Mr. Reisinger will lead the simple
life hereafter on a small Ohio farm.

Friends of A. G. Schulman, watchmaker for
A. G. Schwab & Sons, wholesalers, are extending
their sympathy over the bereavement which re-
cently befell him. Mrs. Schulman died recently
after a long illness.

J. K. Bingaman, of Bingaman Bros., diamond
jewelers, at Sixth and Vine streets, has returned
from a two weeks' stay at West Baden Springs,
Ind.

Burton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Company, dia-
mond importers, sailed October 12 for a business
trip to Europe. He will probably be away two
months.

A. J. Miller, Massillon, Ohio, has purchased a
building in Main street in that city and is having
•it remodeled for a fine store.

Two prizes for the best design for the new
Red Cross Christmas stamps were recently
awarded to W. P. McDonald, a Rookwood de-
signer.

J. Saffir, of Saffir Bros., New York, called on
the trade here recently.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Company, wholesale
jewelers in the Harrison building, report they
are working every night until a late hour to send
out goods, and that they are behind with their
orders, trade is so heavy. The firm says its re-
turns from its fine new catalogue, just out, are
hsavier than from any catalogue ever published
by the firm. Walter Mayer returned October iq
from a very successful eight weeks' trip through
the South. He will leave early in November for
the West. The firm says its other road men are
doing equally well.

Friends of Abe Solomon, of A. Sz J. Plant,
are glad to see him about again after having
undergone a surgical operation for appendicitis.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Company started work
October 24 on enlarging their quarters. The firm
will take over another large room on the same
floor. New fixtures and decorations have been
arranged for.

Hahn & Oppenheimer, wholesale jewelers,
now located in the Robertson building at Seventh
and Race streets. are cosily at home, and report
a fine trade. The firm says the outlook for a
good holiday trade is very flattering.

"Business is very fair." said C. A. Nolting,
of The Oskamn-Nolting Company, the big Elm
street jewelry house. "There is no boom, but
there has been quite an improvement in demand
the past four or five weeks, and prospects for a
good holiday business are fine, Our catalogue,
which was issued late in October, is the finest
and best we have ever issued."

The house of Albert Bros., of this city, has
just sent out to the trade its I(111 retail jewelers'
catalogue. For the past six months the members
of this firm have been at work on this, the toil
edition. That their efforts have been rewarded
is evidenced by a perusal of the book which will
prove of much value to all retailers. The il-
lustrations are all clear and distinct and the
general arrangement is all that could be desired.
The book is especially strong in clocks, and con-
siderable space is devoted to this department. It
is substantially bound in cloth and will prove a
most valuable addition to the buying facilities of
all retail jewelers. Any retailers who have not
as yet received a copy of this catalogue should
not fail to notify Albert Bros., c/o Merchants'
Building, Cincinnati, and a copy will be sent them
expre.s prepaid.

"Business is all right," said Joseph Noter-
man, big diamond jeweler and diamond importer.
"We are getting busy. Prospects for the holiday
business are getting brighter from week to week.
Diamonds are selling well, and we are getting
plenty of orders for diamond-mounted jewelry."

Arno Dorst, head of the Dorst Company,
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said his factory is being operated to capacity,
that business is very good with him and prospects
promising.

Lindenberg & Fox, wholesale jewelers in the
Harrison Building, Fourth street, have arranged
to enlarge their quarters. They have rented two
or three small rooms which are situated between
the north end of their main room and the ele-
vator entrances. The partitions will be torn out
and the room will be used for stock and to give
the firm a larger shipping department. Mr.
Lindenberg, who just returned from a successful
business trip South, says trade is good and that
the holiday outlook is nice. Edgar Fox, of the
firm, returned late in October from an Ohio trip.
He will make Illinois early in November.

"Business is holding up nicely," said J. W.
Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Company. "The
road men are doing well, and the prospects are
favorable for a big fall trade among our retailers.
Collections are improving somewhat, and gener-
ally speaking, things are much brighter. Our
new catalogue will be out by the last of this
year, and maybe before. It will be a fine book."

Edward Albert, of Albert Bros., wholesale
jewelers, sat on a jury in the common pleas court
here recently.

Cincinnati Nest No. 2, Ku-Kus, inaugurated
the bowling season at their meeting Friday night,
October 21, at the North Cincinnati Turner Hall.
The evening proved to be a most enjoyable one,
and much interest is already shown in the games
to be played during the winter months. The
games will not be given much thought, however,
until after the rush of the holiday season is over.

Frank W. Wallace and C. M. Wallace, Hunt-
ington, W. Va., passed through Cincinnati late
in September while on an automobile tour. They
called on old friends in the jewelry trade for a
few hours.

W. A. Benham, of Rising Sun, Ind., has
bought the business of J. D. Ward in that city.
Mr. Benham's two sons will run the store. Mr.
Benham thereby comes into possession of the store
which he sold to Mr. Ward about fifteen years
ago. Mr. Ward says he contemplates entering
the optical business. He is now looking for a
location.

"Business has been very good with us," said
D. Jacobs' Sons Company, wholesale jewelers in
the Merchants' Building. "The outlook for an
exceptionally heavy trade during the holidays is
very jobsreigpht.

"Joseph Kenkel, the popular Main street
jeweler, upon his return from a three months'
tour of Europe a few days ago, was given a sur-
prise by Charles Reinstatler and other neighbors.
They met him at the train, and when nearing the
Kenkel home set off a lot of fire-works, much to
Mr. Kenkel's surprise. The remainder of the
evening was spent by the crowd listening to Mr.
Kenkel's accounts of his experiences abroad.

L. Dow Croninger, of the E. H. Croninger
concern, witnessed the Vanderbilt cup race this
year.

Frank Miller and E. J. Groene are now iden-
tified with Ed. H. Croninger's factory force here.

"We have no cause to complain," said Albert
Bros., wholesale jewelers. "Our road men are
getting nice orders, and the holiday trade will be
good, if politics doesn't interfere too much."

A. G. Schwab & Sons have installed a fine
set of fixtures in which to keep goods described
in the firm's new catalogue.

A. & J. Plaut, Fourth street wholesale and
retail jewelers, instituted a closing out sale Oc-
tober 1st of the firm's retail stock. The firm con-
templates moving into a fine new building soon,
and will confine its efforts to the wholesale
trade after it makes the change.

Klein Bros., wholesale jewelers, report a fine
business, and the firm's employees are working
until midnight almost every night in the week
sending out goods. Eugene Frommeyer returned
from a trip throug'.1 Illinois late in October, and
Ed. Klein, of the firm, returned fom Indiana Oc-
tober 22d. Both had very successful trips. The
firm is prepared for a big holiday trade.

D. J. Price, manager of the "Mexican"
jewelry store in West Fifth Street, is in Jackson-
ville, Fla., getting his store there ready for the
holiday trade.

(Continued on page 1909)
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10 K. SOLID GOLD

IN La Vallieres and Brooches in 10 Karat

Gold and Sterling, Wm. C. Greene Co.

have produced a Quality line that has a

peculiar distinctiveness not duplicated by

any other manufacturer.

Our aim has been to benefit the retailer

and make a reputation for him.

How well we have succeeded is shown

by the large volume of business we do

with the retailers through their respective

jobbers.

Consistent specializing for over sixty-

one years on this and kindred jewelry

puts us in a position to cater to your wants.

Are we getting our share of your business?

Your jobber will show our line. If

not, write us.
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STERLING SILVER, PLATINUM FINISH
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Artistic Hand - Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CATALOG
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WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
ESTAB• 1002

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 191 I CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINER ir of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians
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The Kinney Co.
CLASS PINS : SEALS
FRATERNITY PINS

A large and most varied line of PINS in
Sterling Silver and Solid Gold. Either
enameled or without enamel. We are
specialists on this class of goods and ac-
knowledged leaders. Write us for descrip-
th,e pamphlet and prices.

— 14 BLOUNT STREET --
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of College Jewelry, Class
Pins and all Classes of Special Work.
Qualities : Sterling, 10 and 14 Karat.
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C. C. Stoner, who has been regaining his
ealth at Hot Springs, Ark., has returned home
inch improved. He is connected with Lindner

gy, popular employee of the Thoma
Company.
Roy

any, well-known jewelers' supply
is handing out the smokes. It's a hue

!,0y. The young jeweler put in his appearance
)ctober 17th. Mother and baby are doing splen-
didly.

ilford G. Fox, of The Gustave Fox Com-
pany, returned October 20th from a three months'
business trip along the Pacific coast. He reports
business fiTnheo.

ma boys are on the road and are
cnding in fine orders daily. The firm says busi-
Hess has a much better tone than a few weeks
ago, that retailers have experienced a return of
business confidence, and that prospects for a big
business are very promising.

Charles Davidson, of Cincinnati, represen-
tative of the American Silver Company, adopted
a beautiful little girl recently in Mississippi.

L. Gutmann & Sons, wholesale jewelers in
the Traction Building, have remodeled the in-
terior of their store rooms, added new fixtures
and improved the general apeparance materially.
The store room is now one of the prettiest in
the city. The firm reports a fine trade, all its
road men sending in orders of good proportions,
both as to number and to size. Eli Gutmann, of
the firm, says he believes the holiday trade will
be immense.

Gebhardt Bros., diamond jewelers, Mer-
chants' Building, Sixth street, said business is
exceptionally good, and that the outlook is rosy.

J. D. Jacobs, of the D. Jacobs' Sons' Com-
pany, made a business trip to Toledo and Detroit
late in October, returning to Cincinnati early in
November. A. C. Jacobs, of the firm, visited
friends in Chicago for a few days in October.

The Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and
Manufacturers' Association gave its monthly
dinner on the night of October 20th at the SintonHl 

B. Greenwald is selling out his diamond
jewelry at Opera Place and Race street at re-
duced prices. He says the store room has been
leased for a millinery store. He will not have to
move until February 1.

S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss and
Company, wholesale jewelers in the Carew build-
ing, said: "Business is nice, and the outlook for
the holiday trade is very good. The men on the
road are sending in fine orders. There has been
quite an improvement in demand the past four or
live weeks, and we expect demand to grow
stronger as we approach the holiday season."

W. F. Willman, wholesale jeweler, successor
to Mesch and Willman, reported business as being
very fair, and that he is looking for a big holiday
trade. Mr. Willman is just completing a big
southern trip, which, he says, was very successful.

"Business is good; much better than last
year," Laid Mr. Loeb, of Herman & Loeb, whole-
sale jewelers. "All our road men are doing fine.
Mayo Loeb starts November 1st on his southern
trip. Clarence is doing fine in the West. He
will be home early in November. Irwin Herman
reports a big trade in Illinois. The prospects for
the holiday trade are nice. Retail merchants are
buying very freely.

The Mesch-George Jewelry Company, whole-
sale jewelers, reported a very nice business, and
prospects of a very satisfactory holiday trade.

Mr. Richter, of Richter and Phillips, said,
"Business is very good. We are ahead of last year.
We expect. and have prepared for the biggest
holiday business we have ever had." Ferd Phillips,
of the firm, has just returned from a visit with his
son, Maurice Phillips, of Chicago.

Out-of-town jewelers who were in Cincinnati
during the last week in September and up to Oc-
tober 20 are as follows: John A. Daller, De-
triot ; J. W. Shirley, Bloomfield, Ky.; Thomas
Shirley, Taylorsville, Ky.; E. H. Mozley, Chatta-
nooga ; T. V. V. Woodreys, Mason, 0; W. N.
Rigdon, Ohio City, 0.; F. G. Yeager, Richmond,
Ky.; W. F. Fairchild, Monticello, Ky.; W. N.
Alexander, Manchester, 0.; B. H. Wolff, Hills-
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boro, 0.; M. Kohlhagen, Lebanon, 0.; D. A.
Sewell, Wilmington, 0.; H. L. Meyer, Paducah,
Ky.; Charles Rieckel and Lily Rieckel, of Charles
Rieckel Company, Cynthiana, Ky.; R. J. Timmer-
man, Batesville, Ind.; H. E. Wethey, Chilli-
cothe; W. R. Kemper and wife, Greentown, Ind.;
W. C. Hallinger, Madisonville, Ky.; Carl Jackson,
Ewing, Ky.; George P. Tiffany, Xenia, 0.;
Frank Wallace, of the C. M. Wallace Company,
Huntington, W. Va.; A. R. Baldwin, Win-
chester, Ky.; J. Gluck, Charleston, W. Va.;
George Haendel, Piqua, 0.; H. S. Frielan, Sea-
1111,n, 0.; S. M. Abel, Mount Hope, W. Va.; H.
A Rills, Cynthiana, Ky.; 0. W. Smith, Carroll-
ton, Ky.; C. E. Ewing, Hartsville, Tenn.; J. M.
Neth, Eaton, 0.; G. W. Beresford, Piedmont,
W. Va.; W. 0. Amann, Sidney, 0.; J. E. Thrus-
her, Martinsville, 0.; H. W. Thrusher, Martins-
ville, O.; E. E. Stutie, Osgood, 0.; Frank Lewis,
Williamstown, Ky.; Henry Kraus, Springfield,
0.; J. Reisner, Portsmouth, 0.; D. A. Butcher,
Dayton, 0.; B. J. Dillard, Lebanon, Tenn.; Frank
B. Cary, Lebanon, 0.; M. Loeb, Canton, 0.;
W. W. Murdock, Middletown, 0.; C. H. Tucker,
Dayton, 0.; Walter L. Bentel, Hamilton, 0.; A.
M. Stamm, Williamsburg, 0.; E. S. Fishback,
Columbus, 0.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page 1905)

I. Grohs, President of the I. Grohs Jewelry
Company, was recently attacked by a negro high-
wayman on his way home. After alighting from
a street car he had walked but a few steps when
a negro stepped from behind a tree and grabbed a
$500 diamond stud from Mr. Grohs' tie. Mr.
Grohs sprang for his assailant and forced him
to drop the stud. A hand-to-hand struggle fol-
lowed, in which the negro was forced to take
to his heels but not before he had drawn a razor
and slashed Mr. Grohs' clothes.

The Catholic Supply House, owned by Krieg
Brothers, at 112 South Illinois Street, was robbed
on the night of October 5th and goods valued at
over $5oo stolen. Absolutely no trace was left
and detectives have had nothing on which to
work in hunting down the burglars. Rosaries,
beads of every description, gold and silver plate
used in Catholic church ceremonials, rings and
fountain pens were stolen. The Krieg stock is
probably the largest of its kind in a retailer's
establishment in the city and it was most thor-
oughly ransacked. Drawers, cabinets and trays
were emptied of their contents and it remains a
mystery how the burglars carried off their plunder
without detection. It is thought that the mid-
night visitors had made a careful survey of the
interior, probably in the guise of customers. In
selecting goods, however, they left many articles
of greater value than those taken. In the rear
of the store is a cabinet containing almost one
hundr I small drawers, in which surplus stock
was stored. This cabinet received particular at-
tention, as it was in the rear and well screened
from sight. Seven trays in the show case in
the front of the store were emptied. These were
filled with rings, rosaries and Catholic society
emblems. The following is 'a partial list of the
articles missing: Six dozen gold crosses, whole-
sale price $too; two trays of rosaries and gold
chains, worth Woo; gold rings worth $too; forty-
seven fountain pens and a number of silver-
plated water and wine bottles. Entrance to the
store was gained by cutting a hole in a window
glass in the rear just large enough to pormit
the passage of a hand and arm. This opening
was within easy reach of the lock on the inter:or.

He was a bold burglar who broke into the
home of big John Gardner, traveling representa-
tive for Baldwin-Miller Co., Saturday night, Oc-
tober 1st, but he didn't make noise enough to
arouse a single member of the family and failed
to find John's coat, in the pocket of which was
his expense money for the next week, or his
(laughter's pocketbook, containing 41 His en-
tire haul was four cents, taken from the pocket
of John's trousers. Next door the same burglar
woke up the family as he was making away
with money, jewelry and clothing.

James R. Neff Company, 235 East Maryland
Street, have the largest plating tank in this part

of the country, if not in the entire country. The
firm manufactures soda fountains, on which there
is a very considerable amount of silverplating,
but the immense tank was built to hold large
musical horns with wide-spreading bells. The
Neff company do a large business in plating horns
for some of the largest dealers in this country.
Musical instruments are brought into the United
States with much less duty when not finished, so
importers have the gold and silverplating done
on this side of the ocean. James R. Neff Co.
are doing a good business in plating for the
jewelry trade, especially in large pieces.

"When You Have Everything Clean and
Bright a Feeling of Cheerfulness Prevails."
That's the trade slogan of the International Metal
Polish Co., of Indianapolis, and judging from
the orders received from the trade the jewelers
are good missionaries in spreading the gospel of
cheerfulness.

The South Bend Watch Company, at South
Bend, Ind., is now running 66/2 hours per week.
Three nights each week the factory is a hive
of industry until II o'clock. Orders have been
heavy for all grades of watches.

Buckner & Hastings recently bought out the
jewelry business formerly owned by Herman
Lamp, at Covington, Ind.

Neutzel Brothers, of Rockport, Ind., are mak-
ing some changes and improvements, including
new furniture, in their jewelry store that will
put them in fine shape to handle the holiday
trade.

J. A. Pickett and wife, of Newcastle, Ind.,
have returned from a combined business and
pleasure trip to Detroit.

Miss F. Dennis, of Westfield, Ind., will spend
the winter in Tennessee for the benefit of her
health.

F. J. Garrett, manager of the Kokomo, Ind.,
branch of the Burton Loan & Jewelry Company,
of this city, was here last month en route home
from a pleasure trip to St. Louis. He reported
business as very good, with fine holiday pros-
pects.

J. F. Lisher has removed his jewelry store
from Sheridan, Ind., to Morristown, Ind. The
room formerly occupied by Usher's store at
Sheridan has been rented by E. 0. Ridgway, who
has put ill a nice stock of watches and jewelry.

D. 0. Williams has sold his jewelry business
at Odon, Ind , to Bert Jollif, who will continue
at the old stand. Williams has opened a new
store at Minturn Ark.

J. F. Sharp, formerly at Linton, Ind., moved
to Michigan several months ago but concluded
that there was no place quite so good as the
Hoosier State, so he returned to Linton and has
re-established himself in his old quarters.

C. F.. Eastham, formerly of Oklahoma, has
taken a position wth Cora Foster at Tipton, In.,
I le will have charge of the repair department.

E. S. Dickey, of Morris & Dickey, Edin-
burg, Ind., was a recent buyer on this market.
This firm has been in business less than one year
but has already outgrown its quarters and con-
templates moving into a larger room with new
furniture and modern fixtures early in the spring.

J. B. Dannis and daughter, of Williamsport,
Ind., were recent welcome buyers on tins market.
Business in their town has been very good all
summer.

F. G. Heinzel, retail jeweler of Tell City,
I
'

nd. has returned from a business trip to Chicago.
R. W. Clark, at one time connected with the

Louis Moelcke Jewelry Co., of Cincinnati, has
bought out the retail business of H. Risenger, of
Lawrenceburg, Ind., and will personally conduct
the business.

C. B. Hadeen, manufacturing jeweler with
Porter & Wiser Jewelry Co., of Kansas City,
has recently located at South Bend, Ind.

Chris. Hewig has returned from a purchas-
ing trip to New York, where he bought Christmas
goods for his jewelry store at Evansville, Ind.

Mr. and Mrs. B. Meier, who sold their
jewelry business at Edinburg, Ind., ,to Dickey &
Morris and went abroad, have written of their
great enjoyment of the Passion Play at Oberam-
mergau, which they witnessed in July.

E. W. Inman, of Bloomfield, Ind., was a
buyer on this market last month. Anticipating a
fine holiday business Mr. Inman selected a gen-
erous line of goods to meet the holiday demands
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The report is true 'L'ypical German Goldsmith
Work By an Eminent Artist

We carry one of the best lines

shown this fall.

You can increase your business
if you supply yourself from our

fine assortment of the latest

designs in Solid Gold and Gold

Filled Jewelry.

We Sell Exclusively to
Retail Jewelers

Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.
The Reliable Wholesale Jewelers

Cincinnati

A

complete

stock of

Watch es
of every

grade

by the

leading
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turers

always on

hand
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Mounted

Diamonds
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At the Museum of Industrial Art,
rank furt, there was recently held a highly

Hteresting exhibition of representative gold
r. Id silversmith work by the well-known
l'rofessor Ernst Riegel, of Darmstadt.
f',inong the exhibits, lArhich were selected

typical examples of Germanic art, were

spoon Larveu In silver

precious metal objects, specimens of church
ork, jewelry, iron and bronze articles, and

S !veral working drawings and designs.
Like all real and indepen-

Original Ideas dent artist s, Professor
Riegel does not confine

Limself entirely to the problems prescribed
IN routine practice; he knows how to set
himself original and new ones and to carry
t lem out in his own spirit.

The necessity for the establishment,
beyond the national borders, in the world's
markets, of an outlet for industrial products,

has been mainly instrumental in causing the
torm of industrial art works, in almost all
material respects, to follow general types,
111 which national artistic display of taste is
hardly to be identified. On the other hand,
with the re-awakened understanding of the

treasures of form of a genuine national art
industry, the love of that artistic work has
grown, the form elements of which, its
technical execution and decorative equip-
ment, characteristically reflect the existence,
the development, the artistic skill and the
artistic conception of a certain people. It is
certain that artistic industrial objects, of such
marked national character, in their estima-
tion and selling value, are not limited to the
boundaries of the land of their production,
for true art finds appreciation among con-
noisseurs and amateurs in art, of all
nationalities. It is only necessary to refer
to the art-industrial productions of eastern
Asia, which in spite of their distinctively
national characteristics, are admired and
prized in widely diversified circles. The
most intimate appreciation, however, will
be accorded to such a nationally expressive
artistic production, only by its own people.

"The rapid development of
Commerce the German precious metal
and Art industry, which shares the

commerce of the world, has
reached the point," says a recent German
writer, "where the German goldsmith in-
dustry is threatened with the absorption of
the characteristically national, independent
and original German artistic style, in the un-
characteristic, international taste, with its
changing fashions. At the right time, there
appeared on the scene, artistically gifted,
competent goldsmith artists, who in their
own works, indicated the importance and
beauty of the German national style in the
precious metal arts, and this prevented a
threatened mediocrity. The effects of the
systematic work of these artists according
to their programme were made light of
by the fanatics of modernism, and there was
plenty of bitter criticisms until the trade and
the public perceived and recognized the
necessity for such an attitude."

Riegel stands in the front rank of the
contestants for the national German style in
the precious metal industries. More than
theoretically by teaching, he has expressed
the determination to give expression to the
creation of a German art, in his artistic
goldsmith work. If we take his productions
piece by piece, and demonstrate, through
them, his most conspicuous characteristic in
imparting form, method of working, compo-
sition of material and subject presented, we
shall find revealed, in their principal feat-
ures, pure Germanic artistic expression.

It is remote from Professor
Riegel's ideals to so nar-
rowly define the limits of
national art that he should

be incapable of considering and recognizing
the efforts and progress of other peoples in
the same field of work. On the contrary,
he investigates, learns and uses, whatever of
the rich, international matter for study the
collections and literature of our times offer
in superabundant quantity. But that which
he adopts from the ancient and finds worthy
of consideration in the new, whatever may
appear to him in foreign art industry,
technically and sthetically perfect and
characteristically beautiful, he scrutinizes
with the fine feeling of the true artist, with
the well founded knowledge of the expert,

Broad
Conceptions

with the practical experience of the many-
sided originator, as to whether it will merge
with the characteristic peculiarities of Ger-
manic art, or can be harmoniously trans-
formed into them, whether it meets the ideas
of beauty cherished by his people, and our
time.

Ernst Riegel's art of goldsmithing is
by no means "odd," but born of warmly
vital artistic spirit and a discriminative
mind. The marked determination to be
true belongs to it and this impels him to

Cup Covered in Silver. Base set with Semi-precious
Stones

seek only to select distinctive forms and to
develop each metal according to its peculiar-
ities. Likewise, in the use of rich and costly
materials, to attain a smooth, even effect,
dignified by highest art, as Riegel does, is
characteristic of the present time, in which
the leading spirits of the German nation are
occupied, according to their own notions, in
bringing again, into art and life, the honesty
and simplicity of appearance.

Every specimen of Riegel's
Typical work, therefore, beyond
Specimens their individual merit as

pleasing works of art of the
goldsmith's trade have, in addition, a claim
to attention as the progressive work of the
modern German artistic industry. We pre-
sent herewith illustrations of a number of
specimens of this Darmstadt master's work,
which afford a good idea of his style.

In the three new patterns of coffee
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Covered Cup in Green Nephrite Silver Gilt with Tourmalines

spoons, Riegel seeks to re-awaken the ten-
dency to dignify, by the introduction of
artistic designs, our table silver, the char-
acter of which is in danger of being lost in
the cheap routine models of wholesale
factory production. Is not the
festive board, on which every
precious metal table utensil, no
matter how costly, is the same
as for every other cover, not
poorer, as regards delight of
form, than that on which the
silver utensils all differ in fine
form and workmanship ? Are
not, in this respect, the table
festivities of our times, says
the German writer aforemen-
tioned, inferior to those of our
ancestors, who had a real art
in their table utensils and to
those of our north-land
cousins, who still cherish them
as a national art, as was dem-
onstrated again at the Danish
and Swedish exhibition of last
summer ?

The effort to reopen, to
the German goldsmith's art,
this fruitful field for creation,
and to impress the buying
public with its charm, has
been the fundamental idea
in the creation of these new
spoon patterns. Intentionally,
every intrinsic ornamental ad-
dition to the silver has been
avoided, for it is not in material

costliness, but in beauty of form and
delicacy of workmanship, that their ex-
cellence lies. Riegel's artistic tact has led
him to avoid, with the old German silver
engraving technique, in which these spoons
are decorated, any recurrence to old pat-
terns. The strictly conventionalized style
in the spoons with the bird designs and also
the realistic laughing cherub in a wreath of
roses, the symbol of laughing prandial
pleasure, are fully in accord with modern
art tendencies and are in harmony with the
style of modern furniture, textiles, porce-
lain, etc., with which they are to be asso-
ciated.

Special interest is also dis-
Unique played by Riegel in the
Drinking Cups form of the covered drink-

ing cup, fashioned from
precious metal, which, in our day, appears
to have been forgotten in favor of the drink-
ing vessels, but which, nevertheless, was at
one time, the cherished favorite child of
the old German goldsmith's art. Even to-day,
it retains its hygienic advantages. In our
illusraions, we show some new covered
drinking cup creations by Riegel. The di-
versity of their separate forms, laudable
evidence of the rich inventive powers of
the producer, does not exceed the com-
munity of their individuality, which, ignor-
ing triviality in form and decoration, builds
large and strong, creating the vigorous color
contrasts from precious material unartifi-
cially handled.

One drinking cup consists chiefly of
green nephrite, on which the rope-like orna-
mentation in gold is exceptionally effective.
Noteworthy also, in the cover, is the form
development of the handle-knob, decorated
with precious stones, and the grape-like
arrangement of the ornamental stones in the
cupola of the cover.

November, 19,o

Cup Carved from Cocoauut Shell with Hammered Antique
Silver Decoration

Festoon Neck Chain in Gold and Silver

Another cup has a bowl,
carved from cocoanut shell
mounted in antique silver, in
strong-lined metal shapes,
decorated, as to its detail, in
a masterly manner with chased
and hammered work.

In one cup, the form of a
tree is taken as the theme-. In
the base, decorated with tree
roots, the interstices arc
filled with malachite inlays,
the color of which harmonizes
well with the old silver. Bowl
and cover, forming the crown
of the tree, show relief decora-
tions in engraved silvey,
branches, foliage and tree-in-
habiting animals of the Ger-
man forests. A large cup,
having- the bell form of a
closed blossom, is produced
almost entirely in silver.

We illustrate also, an e:\ -
ceedingly beautiful neck orna-
ment for a lady, fashioned in
gold, silver and sapphires, with
topaz drops. This ornament
harks back, in its form and
workmanship, to the peasant
filigree work, in which pat-
terns were worked out in wire.
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[ Security Trunk for Jewelry Salesmen
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AGAINST BAGGAGE - SMASHERS
trunk problem of the jewelry salesman has at last been solved. The "jewelry Salesman's Special"
above was designed and constructed to fill his particular requirements.

trunk embodies for the first time ALL the desired qualifications. It gives absolute security to
samples; is proof against the roughest usage of the baggage-smasher; is remarkably light consider-

its great protective strength and is arranged interiorly to meet the special needs of the jewelry salesman.
to a degree never before attained, it will preserve indefinitely its fine appearance and retain its

strength season after season.
sturdy trunk that I can depend on. It fills my wants completely," was the convincing opinion of
new trunk given to his firm by a veteran jewelry salesman after a rigid investigation.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTION AND BE CONVINCED

Losses have taught many salesmen a lesson. You can save money,
avoid risk, and put your mind at ease by making the new trunk your

always-secure traveling companion

TRUNK MAKERS 71 SUMMER STREET, Dept.W • WIN SI-IIP TO THE TRADE BOSTON, MASS.
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For more than seventeen years we have made the manu-

facture of

Pierced Metal Monograms
our specialty, one-fourth of the lifetime allotted to mankind

has been devoted to improving ourselves in the art of

designing, chasing, engraving and sawing them. It is this

experience, together with constant attention, that enables us

to produce more artistically designed and better made

monograms than the manufacturer who only makes one

occasionally, and to offer them to the trade at such reason-

able prices. Our catalogue No. 10 tells all about them.

Write for it to-day ; it's worth while.

Our line of

LEATHER GOODS
consisting of Card Cases, Bill Books, Hand Bags, Toilet
Sets, Jewel Cases, Ladies' Belts, Gents' Belts, etc., is
designed to meet the requirements of dealers that make a
specialty of selling only goods of real merit—not how cheap,
but how good. Every article is made in our own factory
and we make ourselves responsible for material and work-
manship, thus assuring you sound values and prompt
delivery. Our catalogue illustrates and describes many
numbers that will interest you, and we offer remarkably
good values for prices asked. Write for catalogue No. 12.

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street : : : CHICAGO, ILL

PREPARE FOR YOUR

Holiday Sales Now
IT WILL YIELD YOU LARGE RETURNS

Before you spend $1.00 for the promotion of your business,
be sure to place some distinctive mark on your store front,
which will tell the buying public night and day, now, next
year and ten years from now, what you have for sale.

An Electric Sign is the Mark to Use

This is but one of the 200 styles we make

All are ready for immediate delivery

CATALOG IS READY TOO
BETTER SEND FOR IT TO-DAY

Chicago Watch Tool Company
EST. 1E79

Grand Ave. & Robey St. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE BY YOUR JOBBER

The Open Door to
Diamond Opportunities
Commodore Vanderbilt lost a chance to control the
Bell Telephone Co. because he would not investigate
the claims of the inventor, Alexander Graham Bell.
Retail jewelers who are not investigating our
"OPEN DOOR TO DIAMO\D OPPORTUNI-
TIES " are doing what the Commodore did.
Some of the best accounts on our books were opened
with a request for a selection of diamonds—in other
words, they investigated our diamond opportunities.
Our specialty is diamonds of every grade and size
a specialty, not only in name but in fact.
We have superior buying facilities, which means
advantageous prices and buy in big quantities, which
means complete selection and immediate shipment.
Let us know what your diamond wants are and
demand proof from us that we mean what we say.
We repeat—

We are the "OPEN DOOR TO
DIAMOND OPPORTUNITIES"

DESPRES, BRIDGES C& NOEL
 Diamond Importers and Wholesale Jewelers 

Columbus Memorial Building CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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STERLING SILVER PENCILS IN HOLIDAY BOXES
These goods are also manufactured in Gold Filled, the very best

stock obtainable used in either case.
We have had a special designed box made this year for the casing

of these goods, and being carded and tied in a tasty manner they are
instant sellers and good profit producers. .

As a leader for this class of goods, whether displayed in your
show case or window, they are bound to create a sensation, sure to be
productive of much good.

The quantity being limited and the demand large, it is advisable
that you let us know your requirements at once. Write to-day.
When writing, ask for particulars on

THE " DEBUTANTE "
A bracelet of refinement and distinction. Made in four widths of the
very finest filled seamless stock.

ADDRESS PROVIDENCE OFFICE.

Trade-Mark Registered

F. T. Pearce Company
ESTABLISHED 1879 INCORPORATED 1907

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Gold and Silver Pencils, Pen
Holders, Fountain and Stylographic Pens

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS

85 Sprague St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
New York Sales Office

180 Broadway

DO IT NOW
Place Your Orders for

FALL GOODS TO-DAY
and Thereby Insure an Early Delivery

Irons 8z Russell Co. 1:fanilfabtrererss
THREE COMPLETE STOCKS

Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO OFFICE : 131 Wabash Avenue :: NEW YORK OFFICE : 11 Maiden Lane

? The Locket Question?

This is the " Seasonable Quesction " that
should be yours to consider right now.

The question as to whether your locket
stock has been seleccted rightly. When
the holiday season is on it will be too late
to consider whether you have a line of
lockets that have an individuality to them
that will reflect credit to your establish-
ment. It will therefore pay you to
inspect our line. We are known as the
Locket House of America.

Our line of Lockets is the most varied
line ever produced. No other line of
lockets has the sctyle, finish or design
that our lockets have.

Not only do we wish to impress upon
you that our designs and styles are up to

date, which is already admitted by the.
trade in general, but we wish to impress
upon you that the quality is of the very
highest and finest that can be put into a
high-class line.

We stand back of every locket we make
on this question of quality as well as on
design and style, and positively guarantee
our Lockets by our Trade Mark appear-
ing on each locket produced.

They come plain, hand engraved and
chased, with or without mirror, satin or
bright finish.

Get in line. Be the Locket Man of your
town by carrying our lockets.

Insist on your jobber showing lockets
bearing our Trade-Mark.

CASTIGLIONI COMPANY
Manufacturing Jewelers

116 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
The Locket and Bracelet House

NEW YORK OFFICE: 71 Nassau St., Room 1204

Representative, Charles Altschul

CHICAGO OFFICE: 412 Baltimore Building

M. Neuburger

Pacific Coast Office: SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 710 Jewelers Building, J. H. Merrill
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[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

A New Reversible Pencil

In the accompanying illustration is shown a new diamond shape
reversible pencil placed on the market by Aikin-Lambert Co , New York,
and which is made from silver in a number of useful designs. A flat

L .  0,..„..U„ DTI,HITH

An Interesting Alarm Clock
The activity in the alarm clock field continues and the trade have

now at their disposal lines of alarm clocks which will appeal to all
tastes and pockets. One of these which is being given special attention
is the Parker Indestruct-
ible "Octagon." The
name is taken from the
novel shape of the clock,
which is a long alarm
with intermittents fitted
with an automatic 24-
hour release shut-off.
The dial is 4I/2 inches
and the height of the
clock 5 inches. The case
is finished in antique
copper. The movement
is fitted with a fine

ratchet tooth,
double roller
escapement,
with highly
polished steel
planes on steel
pallets. Solid

steel cut pinions are
used throughout. The
pivot bearings are pro-
vided with oil reservoirs
which will allow the clock to run for an exceptionally long period
without renewing the oil. This clock is manufactured by the Parker
Clock Co., Meriden, Conn., and has many unique features with which
the trade should make themselves acquainted in order that they may
explain its merits to their customers.

silver pencil line has been quite popular with the trade for some years,
but the pattern here shown has appealed to them with special favor.
The Aikin-Lambert Co. furnish the trade with attractive sets in which
this pencil is included and for which a ready sale should be assured,
especially during the holiday season.

The new popular movement known as "The Boy Scouts" is responsible
for a line of badges and fobs just placed on the market by the Bristol
Jewelry Co., Attleboro, Mass. As the boy scout idea has aroused the
enthusiasm of practically all the boys of the country there is no doubt
that an enormous demand awaits this novelty. The design is quite
appropriate and will appeal very favorably to the youngsters. It would
seem to be a wise move for the trade to secure a stock of these badges
and fobs and make the fact extensively known in their community. They
afford an excellent subject for profitable advertising.

Sand Blasting Machine
The U. S. Electro-Chemi-

cal Co., 78 Lafayette Street,
New York, has just perfected
and is putting on the market
a new sand-blasting machine
on which they have been
working for a long time. It
is a small, compact, portable
machine, intended principally
for use in small shops and
factories, though the machine
iS already being investigated
by one of the largest factories
in the country. Its dimensions
are 14 x 16 x 27 inches and it
weighs but 70 pounds boxed
for shipment. it Produces an
air blast without the use of
foot blowers or expensive
power pressure. The flow of
sand is easily regulated for
different effects and an inter-
changeable nozzle is supplied
for the use of different fine-
nesses of sand. The machine
is also equipped, in addition to
the sand reservoir, with a
sand drawer, two cuffed hand
holes and glass front and back
for the observation of the
work as it progresses. The

  machine is furnished with an
ample supply of flint ready for

portability is one of the attractive features of
compact it is easily moved around from point

SHOWING
SAN D BLAST
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Here is a Winner—"DOLORIE" MONOGRAMS
(PATENTED)

Gold or Silver Plated Bag Monograms, Belt Buckles, and Gold Filled Fobs

RETAIL AT $1.00
All Orders Shipped the Day Received. All Western Orders Filled by our Chicago Branch.Big Money in it for You.

Send for full particulars of our Special Offer to Jewelers of Window
or Show Case Display. Write to-day for Catalogue ; Write to Botiton.

JOHN L. DESLAURIES, Mfg. Jeweler
43 WINTER STREET BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Reward Offered
The following articles were stolen from a home near George, Iowa,

and a liberal reward will be paid for information leading to recovery
of all or part of them. Address all correspondence to George Damm,
George, Iowa : One open-face, 18 size, 7-jeweled New York Standard
tn:tijng watch, No. 5516102, in Bates & Bacon 20-year engine-turned case,
with letters G. D. on back; one ring with cameo in center and a row
of, small turquoise on each side and small pearls on each end of cameo,
with word "Darling" engraved inside, size 8/2; one oval band ring, size
81 ; one ring with three opals, size 81/2 ; one old country signet ring,
Without engraving on signet, quite large size.

Items of Interest
Becks Jewelry Co., Michigan City, Ind., had on display in .their

window during the past month a rich line of jewelry with a nice little
tribute to the Ball watch in the center. The window was arranged with
a large beveled mirror prominently located in rich drapery of brown
velvet and on it was laid a 16 size Ball watch with a card standing near
it which read : "A moment's reflection makes the Ball watch popular."
This work is credited to W. F. Clements, manager of the company, and
has been attracting much attention.

Larter & Sons, 23 Maiden Lane, N. Y., have started an extensive
general advertising campaign for the purpose of better acquainting the
consuming public with the merits of the "Larter" studs and buttons.
This campaign will be widespread and space in such publications as The
Saturday Evening Post, the Literary Digest, Collier's Weekly, Scribner's
Magazine and The Ladies' Home Journal, will be used during the coming
winter and spring. It is not the intention of Larter & Sons to solicit
orders direct from the wearer, but to create an added demand for their
studs and buttons through the regular retail channels. The first ads ap-
peared early in October and it is believed that the retail jewelry trade will
soon feel the effect of this publicity.

Reward for Stolen Jewelry
PUB. THE KEYSTONE :—On the 27th of October, during the time of

the parade of Ringling Bros.'s Circus, the houses of several of our
customers in the same residential district were broken into and in ad-
dition to small items of cash, the following jewelry and watches were
stolen. From the methods pursued in gaining admittance and the general
character of their operations on the inside, it is assumed that the jobs
were done by professionals who were following the circus and who took
advantage of the fact that at the time of the parade all the occupants
of the house were out viewing the parade, even to the servants. We do
not believe, if the above surmise is correct, that any of the property
stolen will be offered at any nearby point and we therefore ask if you
will not allow the use of your columns for the description of the items
stolen, so that in case they are offered to any jewelers in any part of
the United States who may see this notice that they can identify them
and notify us promptly by wire:

One 0 size htg. gold watch, E. T. to shield, case No. 106688, with
No. 65 Waltham movement No. 9770031 ; private scratch number in the
back of case G 294. One 0 size htg. 14K. gold watch, engraved, with dia-
mond in back; case No. 237412, No. 66 Waltham ad movement No.
5734586; private scratch number in back of case 0205, One gold rope
lorgnette chain, showing several places mended. Two gold rope neck-
laces. One plain gold wedding ring, engraved "W. E. B. to K. M., Dec.
17, 1885." One gold locket and chain; locket large size, plain Roman with
small diamond in one side and monogram "E. C. B." on reverse. One
green enamel clover leaf brooch with gold edge and gold shot center.
One two-stone diamond ring, stones set diagnolly; each stone about I
carat, of good quality. One gold wire loop lace pin with carat diamond
in center. One seven-stone diamond brooch, center stone about a carat,
with outer stones i/2 to 5/8 carat each. One oval cluster ring, sapphire
center, with twelve diamonds around, the diamond on each end being
slightly larger than the ones on the side.

A suitable reward will be given for the recovery of any of the above
goods. 

 S. C. 
Yours very truly,

Greenville, GILREATH-DURHAM COMPANY.
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This is a Hat Pin and Comb Year I STOCK UP WITH• HELLER'S GOODS

At the beginning of 1910 we predicted that this year would
be a big Hat Pin and Comb year. Our business which is
twice as great at this writing as it was last year at the same
season verifies our forecast.

This has been due to a distinctive line, every article of
which has Heller individuality back of it as well as the most
extensive line ever shown before. One year ahead of the
times—that's our motto.

Two of the above are distinct creations direct from Paris,
never shown before.

No. 861 consists of a cluster of brilliant whitestones with a
large hexagonal-shaped stone in the center, inlaid with seven
white stones. Jutting out from this centre stone are six rows of
beautiful colored stones, either Olivine, Sapphire, Ruby or
Rose color, as desired. Makes a very beautiful and fetching
effect.

No. 865 has two fine rows of brilliant rhinestones surround-
ing a distinctly new stone—a French creation—this comes in
three shades : light purple, light blue and light yellow. Color
gradually tapers off to center in a beautiful shading scheme.
Centre stone of a dazzling white. These are but two of 100 or
more designs we make.

Send for selection package, which will contain a good
assortment for you to pick from.

We are not jobbers, but manufacturers.
This comb set is taken from amongst our extensive line

of combs. Write us for further particulars. Now—at once.

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE

Joseph W. Heller Company WHITE 129 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.
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The Ghost's Own Story

By JOHN TWEEZER

A group of ghosts was assembled in
a waiting-room adjoining the business office
of the Medium Employment Bureau. For
some weeks business had been quiet in
Spirit Land, reflecting a temporary falling-
off in the trade of the earthly mediums on
whom the Bureau depended for prosperity.
Consequently the waiting ghosts looked
bored and sleepy; one of them commented
on the fact that the inactive life was making
them fat. "And a fat ghost is no good for
medium purposes," he muttered gloomily.

This gathering of ghosts did not at all
suggest a spiritual democracy. The lines of
caste were clearly defined. Certain star
performers, who had become celebrities in
their profession, lifted their chins at the
hoi polloi; the novices looked with some-
thing of awe on these superior spooks—
and with good reason. There was "Katie
King," for instance: Had she not lured a
famous lexicographer from the beaten paths
of thought and burned the ears of the popu-
lace? "Dr. Phinuit" loomed large and im-
portant, swelling with the recollection of his
pecuniary value to his medium, Mrs. Piper.
"Little Bright Eyes" paraded her fame as the
intangible but real fact in a celebrated case
in the New York courts. The Indian, "Red
Jacket," ineradicably fragrant of his mun-
dane tobacco and whiskey, strutted in the
glory of paint and feathers. One boasted,
"I made the great Lombroso sit up and take
notice"; and another, "I first fastened the
attention of Professor Hyslop and brought
him to a receptive state of mind." The
scorn of these and others of the elect for
the humble apprentices whose accomplish-
ments were limited to the triviality of table-
rapping was an object-lesson in class dis-
tinctions.

The interminable hours were yawned
away in a monotony of dullness. A passing
interest was aroused by the entrance of the
inspector of the Spiritual Wireless Tele-
graph Company, and some attention was
given to his examination of the machine.
After exploring its mechanism he said:
"Everything is 0. K., but the machine needs
some exercise to keep its joints from getting
stiff. Why don't the mediums down on
earth get busy ?" A chorus of groans met
the inquiry.

And then came deliverance from the
bondage of ennui; for Little Bright Eyes,
looking out of the window, spied a new-
corner in the distance. She turned to the
assembled shades and laughed exultingly
as she pointed to the lonesome specter;
threw up the window and beckoned the
stranger, who stopped, hesitated, then came
towards them. "Now," she chuckled, "we'll
have some gossip and entertainment, and the
afternoon may be worth while after all.
What luck that I saw him before I fell
asleep !"

The stranger entered the door and
stood before them. His face was a curious
compound of sorrow and trouble and peace;
his eyes were deep with things unspeakable.
The lines that seared his countenance had

not been carved by time, as one could
see ; they told of remorse and grief and the
torture of unavailing desire. But over all
the deep marks of trouble there now lay
the soft veil of peace.

"Dear friends," he said, with a pathetic
smile, "how good, how very good, it is to be
back again at home !"

Each of the listeners looked wonder-
ingly at his neighbor, then back to the
speaker in perplexity ; finally one voiced the
general curiosity.

"Back again,' You don't mean to say
—but of course not—that you were here
before?"

"Yes, I was here before," said the
stranger, in a quiet, even voice.

"But how—you don't mean to say—
you see, it isn't necessary for us to actually
go to the mediums in person ; we simply use
the wireless. The medium does all the rest,
with her dark cabinet and the turned-down
lights and well-trained muscles and willing
assistants, including her client. We are
not personally required to go—"

"But, dear friends, I know nothing of
what you call 'mediums,' " said the stranger.
"I did not visit the earth in behalf of a
medium, but for the purpose of righting a
great wrong—or trying to. And if you
care to hear the unhappy story you will
learn how utterly unavailing are the efforts
of a poor ghost to make physical amends
for his human wrong-doing, and what tor-
tures are suffered by a spirit who leaves this
home to visit the scenes of his earthly ex-
perience."
* * * * * * * * * * * *

"John and I were twins. From baby-
hood our fraternal affection was noted as
of unusual quality, and as we passed
through boyhood our mutual love had new
accretions. We seemed to be two parts of
one mind, two pulses of one heart. My
thought was always anticipated by John; his
joys and griefs were intensified in me
through an enormous sympathy. It was
the greatest pleasure of each to make sacri-
fices for the other : we might have been
described as absolutely unselfish, each to the
other, unless the perfect happiness in one's
yielding was in itself a form of selfishness.
Nor did the passing into years of manhood
weaken the bonds of our affection in the
least.

"My tastes ran to the practical ; John's
nature was more artistic. I learned watch-
making, and eventually established a very
profitable jewelry business ; John became
an artist, but his beautiful conceptions were
not appreciated by a public which was far
beneath his wsthetic plane. We married
sisters, the daughters of a neighbor. John
was blessed with seven children, I had one
only ; and that child of mine eventually
broke his mother's heart and filled my mid-
dle years with the bitterness of despair.
Even as a little boy he was rebellious, un-
dutiful, incorrigible; later he developed a
viciousness that mocked our pleadings and
our prayers. At seventeen he was given over
to debauchery and' wickedness ; finally, one
day in my absence from the store he robbed
my safe of many thousand dollars' worth of
loose diamonds and all my available cash,
and ran away with a dissolute woman. I
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never saw him again, but heard from
travelers that he was living an evil life in
a far country. On the twentieth anni-
versary of our marriage I laid my dear
wife in the grave, the victim of grief over
a wayward son. A spinster aunt became my
housekeeper. Thenceforth my whole
pleasure in life was in visiting John's family
and planning for its happiness.

"And I was happily able to do much
for John, for I had prospered exceedingly,
while he—dear fellow I—was no more fit
than a babe to provide ways and means.
Except for my material help and constant
counsel he and his would certainly have
been subjects for the public's charity. He
was peculiarly impractical—a dreamer. He
had absolutely no business sense whatever;
and I was glad of it, for it permitted me the
happiness of providing for him out of my
abundant means.

"Of course John was my prospective
heir ; indeed I repeatedly told him, and
various of our mutual friends, that be would
inherit my estate under my will. I had not
as yet written a will, but sat down to the
task one eventful evening a few nights
before Christmas. In a few lines I disposed
of 'all my property, both real and personal,
to my beloved brother, John,' took the paper
to my good neighbors next door to have
them witness my signature, and turned into
bed with the comfortable sense of duty well
done.

"Oh, if only I had died that night ! If
only death had come to me before the dawn,
how much trouble would have been saved to
John's family and what infinite anguish
would have been spared to me! The brief
will that meant so much lay on my desk
where I had left it, as I slumbered. Dear
friends, when you have heard me to the
end you will pity me from the depths of
your hearts that I had not died before I
woke.

"The next morning I folded the will
and was about to take it to the bank to be
put in my tin box with my securities, when
the thought canie to me—why not give it
to John as an extra Christmas gift ? Christ-
mas was only two days off. And why not
have a little fun out of it? I would hide
the will, and when John's family came
trooping in on Christmas Day to receive
their gifts I would make them hunt for the
will, and a prize to the finder. I smiled in
pleasant anticipation and cast my eye around
for a hiding-place. 'Not in my desk,' I
would tell them—for I did not want the
youngsters to disturb the orderly arrange-
ment of my papers. Walking around the
room I found a loose moulding on the
wainscoting, which I had never before
noticed. 'The very thing!' said I, aloud.
'They will never look for it there in a thou-
sand years, and I will have to reveal it to
them myself, after they have failed in
their search.' I slipped the folded paper
into the crevice, where it was perfectly con-
cealed, and smiled again in content.

"An hour later a thick, black curtain
fell before my eyes. (The doctors after-
ward told John that something in my brain
had given way—doubtless a result of the

(Continued on page 1923)
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G. L. P. Co., the Manufacturer Whose Goods Have Created

Absolute Confidence with the Entire Jewelry Industry

To Further Protect the Trade, so there is no chance of purchasing
other makes of jewelry, because they are on the G. L. P. Co.'s cards,
we stamp every piece of goods made by us—G. L. P. Co.

This is the Strongest Guarantee Possible, in safeguarding the
interest of all the jewelry trade.

Thoroughly Appreciating the Immense Demand there is for goods
made by the G. L. P. Co. we have again increased our manufac-
turing facilities, and this time to such an extent we can positively
and absolutely assure the trade of prompt attention on all their
orders.

Insist on Your Jobber showing you the new and up-to-date goods
we are continually adding.

We Thought This Opportunity Would be a Most Satisfactory
One to answer the many letters we receive daily. " We are having
so many calls for your make of goods, will guarantee to carry your
line very heavy if you can assure us that our orders shall be filled
promptly."

This is Our Answer, "Yes."

It is a Conceded Fact, the retail jewelers who *buy the G. L. P. Co.'s
goods from thcir jobbers make for themselves satisfied customers.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane amnajnigrt, North Attleboro, Mass.
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cumulative strain of worry over my degen-
erate son in years past. 1 In a moment I
seemed to traverse vast distances in a soft,
■varming light, and found myself here with
vou, dear friends, in Spirit Land.

"I could not at once, nor did I try to,
accommodate my senses to the strange
newness of things ; for pressing upon my
consciousness was an intolerable recollec-
tion of the last act of my life. All mem-
ories of earlier mistakes of mine, long dead,
were forgotten in the keen thrust of this
hideous last act which was not over and
done NVith, like the rest. I had played with
the future of a beloved brother and his
children for a jest, for a senseless folly. I
had deprived him and his of all their good
prospects in life, simply that I might indulge
in a smile. Oh, fool that I had been! The
horror of the thing crushed down upon me.
T must write—must write—. Then I remem-
bered that I could not send a message to the
world which I had left. Was the way all
closed ? Was there none whom I could send?
I would pay any price, any price—but then
I was dazed by the reflection that I had left
my wealth behind, and it would have no
value as a bribe here even if I had it with
me. In my despair I clutched the sleeve of
the nearest of those who looked on me with
pity, and spoke through streaming tears.
" 'Oh, tell me—for charity, sir, tell me

—is there no way? I must set something
right—something done in foolishness, but
without evil intention. I must correct a
hideous blunder. I must find a way. What
is the way ? Oh, sir, for charity, say !'

"He was much moved by my distress
and answered sadly, 'All of us would be
'thankful if we could send A single word of
comfort to the dear souls on earth, but there
is no way—no way.'. In his face was the
anguish of helplessness.
" 'But, sir, consider,' I said, while sobs

choked the utterance. 'I do not want to
send a message of comfort or consolation—
I want to right a great wrong that I have
clone! Help me, oh help me, my friends!
I have left a helpless brother and his family
unprovided for, through a foolish jest ; and
my wealth will now go by law to a profligate
son, whom it will doubtless effectually damn.
Must my brother's children bear through
life, and I through eternity, the sense of my
wrong-doing? If I cannot send, may I not
go to them ? Why, I was there only an hour
ago—can I not go back the little way and
save them from the dreadful trouble that
impends ?'

'Then . came forward an old man who
seemed as one in authority there. He spoke
with the gentleness of one who had coun-
seled many other spirits in distress. `No
one may carry your message for you,' he
said, 'but it is sometimes permitted that the
spirit go for himself, if the cause be worthy
and the motive generous and just. But I
shall grieve if you go, for you will set forth
to a terrible experience—and you will fail.
Think well of it for a month, then go if you
will—but you will fail!'
" 'I will go,' I answered.
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" 'In a month, then, you will have per-
mission, if you still desire it ; but I hope, oh,
very earnestly hope, that you will then be
content to wait until they come. The life of
man is short—you will not have long to
wait, and then they will know and forgive.
And if you go you will fail—you will fail!'
The tears coursed his cheeks as he slowly
walked away.

*"The others crowded around, beseech-
ing me to stay in Spirit Land. `Do not go,'
they begged, for you will not be welcomed
by those you love. Your brother will be
afraid of you if he sees you. Those whom
you cherish will flee from you in terror.
The house you visit will be abandoned and
left desolate, given over to the bats as a
haunted house. You will not carry comfort
with you, but fear. We have seen the sad
attempts before—and the inevitable failures.
Stay with us, for your brother's sake—
and your own.'

"Day after day, through the month of
waiting, these importunings were repeated ;
but on the last day, as my friends pressed
around me weeping and kissing my hands,
I seemed to divine the thought in the hearts
of those hapless loved ones on earth that I
had forsaken them ; and I said, 'I will go.'
And I found myself on the way.

"Darkness had fallen upon the earth,
but I saw as clearly through it, when once
again I walked the familiar streets, as
though it were bright day. I moved along
without conscious effort, a peculiar buoy-
ancy seetning to lift my feet from actual
contact with the pavement. I saw the faces
of old friends at their windows and waved
my hand to them ; but they did not seem to
see me, for they did not return my saluta-
tions. My old neighbor, Gorridge, .came
clattering down the sidewalk with his cane.
I stopped under a street-lamp, held out my
hand and greeted him with a cordial 'Good
evening, Mr. Gorridge.' He never so much
as looked at me, but went plodding his way.
I was startled to be ignored so completely,
but concluded that the old gentleman was
deeply immersed in thought. Could it be
—no, I dismissed the thought before it had
taken shape ; but I was eager to experiment
further. Two young ladies, of whom my
wife and I had been very fond, were gos-
siping in a doorway. I walked up the path-
way to their porch, hailing them with a
hearty 'Hello there, Mary and Nell !—how's
your mother ?' They continued their con-
versation without a pause. I edged in be-
tween them, wistful of recognition, and laid
my hand on the arm of the nearest ; but the
young woman never moved. I repeated
their names again and again, finally fairly
shouting at them, but they took not the
slightest notice of me. I was paralyzed with
astonishment, for while I was pleading for
a word or a look from them they went
together into the house, shutting the door
on me.

"It seemed inhospitable to be shut out
from the house of an old friend ; but worse
a thousand times to be thus left outside of
life, to speak and not be heard, to stand un-
seen, bewildered, amazed! It was not they
who were frightened, as I had been fore-
told, but I. A great panic seized upon me,
a terror beyond description. Was I to
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wander forever among these familiar
scenes, appealing for a look or word to those
dear friends who no longer could know of
my presence? A chill of awful fear brought
to Inc an impulse to flee into the dark like a
lost creature ; to find again, if I could, the
path down which I came and beat implor-
ingly upon the door of the spirit house. But
then I remembered the purpose of my visit
to earth, and out of the wreck of my
courage I found enough fragments of reso-
lution to carry me to my brother's house.

"The house stood dark and silent. A
stained legal notice was posted on the door.
The situation was.made clear to me through
overhearing the conversation of two by-
standers—wor.king men—who little knew,
alas! in whose ghostly presence they were
speaking.
" 'Yes, it's an awful pity about John.

He and his friends hunted high and low for
a will, but they couldn't find it nowhere.
Of course, everything now'll go to that
good-for-nothin' son, who'll squander it in
a hurry.'
" 'Where is the whelp?'
" 'In jail somewhere, but I heard his

term's 'most up and he's liable to turn up
here any time. John's livin' up at his
brother's house since the landlord sold him
out, last Monday. Everybody jumped on
him at once, when the rich brother wasn't
here no more to back him and left nothin'
for him. Kind o' tough on the fam'ly,
though, for they can't stay on at the
brother's house after that worthless cub gets
here—he hates John.'
" 'What they goin' to do?"
" 'Well, one of the girls is goin' to teach .

piano playin', and one's goin' to try to get
up a little school for young ladies. I don't
know what'll become of the crippled one.
The oldest son is goin' to learn carpenterin'
and thinks he can support his mother and
the baby in a year or so. I'm afeard John
himself is all in—Doc Rankin told me that
his nerves is all busted up with prostration,
and he'll never be no good for work.'
" 'It's a blame' shame that the rich

brother didn't make no will in John's favor.
He must 'a' had a cold heart—that's what
/ say."
" 'Me, too—and everybody else says so;

an' I hope the brother knows it where he's
gone!'

"Every word fell on me like a blow. I
did not mean to speak, but the words came
unbidden. 'Have pity on me, good friends
—have pity ! I am not a monster, not cruel
as you think—.' My voice shrieked with
anguish but never reached the dull ears of
these my judges. It could not penetrate
the human atmosphere in which I stood a
stranger. I hurried away, confused and
crushed, to my old home—to John.

"I did not stop to open the door, but
seemed to pass right through it ; the ex-
ternal obstacle did not resist my progress
in the least. I was too much occupied with
deeper concerns to marvel at this phenome-
non, and hurried to the fateful room in
which I had hidden the will. The room was
dark, unoccupied. Here, at least, I had a
sense of rest, a feeling that I might now be

(Continued on page 1926)
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able to gather up my shattered faculties and
work out a definite plan, for here there was
no baffling blank of human unconsciousness
to confuse my reason—I stood alone in the
room.

"I walked confidently to the corner
, here the moulding was loose above the
,vainscoting. I saw the crevice where the

ill was concealed ; and peeping in, I saw
he will. There it lay, in easy reach of
thumb and forefinger. I raised my hand to
lift it out. I failed—somehow—the first
time, but I tried again; and again. I tried,
oh, a hundred times; but with all my en-
deavors I could not lift it a hair's breadth.
My trembling fingers closed on it ; I exerted
all my strength; then the conviction came to
me that even if I pulled with the power of
many horses the little, unresisting piece of
paper would not come away in my hand.
A cold despair took possession of my soul.
I could then do nothing—nothing. I re-
membered the warning of my pitying
friends in Spirit Land: 'You will fail, you
will fail !' and there came to me a great long-
ing to get back to my place among them if
—if I could. Oh, the horror of that doubt
--`If I could I' A wandering spirit, dead to
one place of existence, withdrawn from the
other, and knowing not the path between
—there are no words to describe the agony
of that moment when I realized that Ihad
made myself the outcast of both worlds be-
cause I had attempted that which was
against nature. I would have sunk to the
floor under the burden of my woe, except
for a sound in the corridor which resolved
itself into a familiar footstep and fixed my
attention. I knew that step so well, and my
heart beat wildly.

"John entered the room. I stretched
out my trembling hands to him ; but the
room was black as night and he could not
see, of course—thus I reasoned. I was
hocked at the great change in his appear-
ance, as he groped his tottering way
through the dark and sank into my old arm-
chair with a deep sigh. The round, laugh-
ing face which I had known was cada-
verous; the brown hair had turned to gray;
the robust frame had given way to the gaunt
figure of an old man crushed by a weight
of worry. I knelt by the chair beside him,
threw my arms around his neck and laid
my cheek on his ; called him by the old en-
dearing names; pleaded again and again for
a word or a sign of recognition, with such
fervor of appeal that it would seem as if
titven the inanimate chair itself must quicken
itto sentience and greet me with speech. I
hurried to the corner where the will was
concealed and clutched frantically at it,
meanwhile shouting, 'Look, brother, look!
The will, the will !" There was no response,
no slightest indication that he was sensible
of my presence there. The bowed figure sat
untouched by my anguish, unmoved by my
pleadings, unconscious of my frenzied
efforts to direct his eyes toward the con-
cealed will. The dreadful fact was men
forced upon me that no device, no effort,
would ever make me known and visible to
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the one I loved. An intolerable pain
gnawed at my heart and I sank to the floor.

"After awhile I heard John speaking in
the darkness. Probably it eased the pressure
on his mind to give voice to his thoughts,
even though there was none by to hear—
for I now knew, alas! that he was all un-
conscious that I was there. The words
came from him in disconnected sentences,
with long pauses between ; and this is what
I heard :
" 'And there's Jean—poor little Jean!'

( Jean was the crippled daughter.) 'Jean's
case is hard. What The idea
of old Gorridge daring to say... Any-
way, nobody can deny that he was always
the first to help in time of trouble. The
sick and the poor knew that—they are not
saying the cruel things... It may be
that it was a very small paper and got folded
into another. But then we looked for that,
the fourth time we examined, and there
wasn't any—wasn't a way... Old Gor-
ridge said brother was a selfish man. I tried
to strike him, but I was too weak, and fell.
I shall never again speak to Gorridge while
I live... He was always giving me
things, and giving himself with them. He
loved me more than I could repay. He...
Oh, brother—dearly beloved departed
brother!' (Here the voice took higher pitch
and the note was strong and clear.) 'I have
never blamed you for a moment in my
thoughts, for I know that there has been
some mistake, some one thing which did not
work out as you intended. I know you are
unhappier for me than I am for myself. I
shall never cease to thank you for all you
did and all you intended to do, and oh, dear
brother, be assured that to my last breath
you will have my daily blessing and my un-
altered love.'

"A great weight seemed lifted from my
soul. A peculiar light, discernible only by
the disembodied spirit, shone into the room ;
and looking out, I saw a trembling ray fall
to the earth like moonlight on the water.
It was the path—the path ! I laid a kiss
upon by unresponsive brother's lips while
the mingled tears of sorrow and gratitude
rained from my eyes. And then—you saw
me here."
* * * * * * * * * * * *

They crowded around him, the same
question shining in the eyes of each ; and
presently one made bold to ask : "But did
John then find the will ? Tell us more !"

The stranger answered, with a sweet,
sad smile: "I know no more. I am loved
and blessed by him whom I wronged. Can
there be more than forgiveness and love?"

Shoe Trade Victims of the Bargain
Jewelry Schemers

The Boot and Shoe Recorder devotes
editorial space to the following advice to
the shoe trade which might well be taken
to heart by some over-credulous jewelers
also:

"Shoemaker, stick to your last," was
excellent advice which Apelles gave to the
cobbler in the ancient myth, and the same
advice may be worth giving the shoe mer-
chant to-day. Time and again the BOOT
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AND SHOE RECORDER has narrated in detail
the wiles of traveling fakirs, who, in the
guise of jewelry salesmen, have swindled
many merchants in this and other lines,
inducing them to allow the jewelry house to
consign a small stock of brummagem ware
which might be sold (so they said) at a
good profit, and what wasn't sold, to be re-
turned at the end of a certain specified time.

The scheme seems a likely one. The
jewelry appears of fair value. The stock
can all be carried in a small show case
which does not take up much room. As a
side line it can be readily handled and the
too per cent. profit will be really so much
"velvet." The merchant is asked to sign
an "acceptance" for the "consignment."
He does so, spreads out the showy goods in
the cheap show case and, after a longer or
shorter period Ile finds out that the quality
of the jewelry is about on a par with that
found in penny packages of candy, or at
most, is such as is handled in the five-and-
ten-cent stores in his town.

He packs up the stuff, writes to the
jewelry house to take the goods back, but
receives no reply. Then a notice comes
from some bank that his note for fifty or
sixty dollars will fall due on a certain day
and he is expected to meet it. Investigation
brings to light the fact that the "accept-
ance" he signed is a promissory note and
that the jewelry concern has sold it to some
third party, who has deposited it in his
bank for collection.

Of course there is a voluminous and
lurid correspondence, but the average mer-
chant considers that it will not take a great
deal of legal litigation to use up the amount
of the "note," and as a rule it's better to
settle than battle, so Ile writes out his check
while he grits his teeth and murmurs
"Stung!"

So the shoe merchants find that they
would have been better off had they stuck
to shoe dealing and let jewelry as a side line
severely alone.

It would seem as if the publicity given
this swindle were sufficient to give every
member of the trade warning of "the ways
that are dark and tricks that are vain" of
the jewelry schemers, but the said schemers
are still at work securing signatures to "ac-
ceptances" and peddling out jewelry which
it would be a disgrace to offer at half the
price marked.

But the banks which have been either
active or passive partners to the swindle,
which have been receiving these promissory
notes and demanding their collection, have
come to the conclusion that it is mighty
poor policy to have anything to do with
such a scheme of financial trickery, and the
Skill game jewelry houses are finding it
more difficult to transfer these notes to third
parties and thus eliminate themselves from
the transactions. If this transference could
be prevented merchants could easily defend
themselves, but there is no doubt that mer-
chants are being swindled right along, in
spite of the warnings of trade journals, and
the BOOT AND SHOE RECORDER again ad-
vises shoe dealers to stick to shoe dealing
and leave jewelry to the jewelers, and pinch-
beck to the five-cent stores.
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ROSARIES
Our new illustrated price
list of Ecclesias-
tical Wares for
the Fall is now
ready. This
line of goods,
once considered
more or less of
a novelty are
now looked upon
as staples. They
sell well all the
year 'round, par-
ticularly during
the Holiday
Season.

May we not send
this illustrated
price list to you
as a suggestion for putting in a seasonable holiday
stock? Send us your name. Selection package
sent if you desire.

THE W. J. FEELEY CO . PROVIDENCERHODE ISLAND
and 717 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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HOME OF INLAID
With a Line of Leaders and the Factory

JOBBING TRADE ONLY
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THE INLAID COMPANY
1058 Broad Street

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

COMBS
Always Busy
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HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS

No. 1
$7.50 a Dozen

No. 2
$10.50 a Dczen
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No. 3
$12.00 a Dozen

No. 4 No. 5 No. 6
$13.50 a Dozen $13.50 a Dozen $15.00 a Dozen

The above cuts represent our 20 year guarantee Gold Shell Rings.
We have a large number of Jewelers on our books who carry a stock of
these rings and appear to be well pleased with them. If interested in
this line of goods, we would like to submit samples of same.

We also make Stone rings, genuine Turquoise Matrix. Samples
on application.

RHODE ISLAND RING CO.
 Makers of RINGS 
PROVIDENCE - - RHODE ISLAND

QUALITY TALKS, No .6
TO MANUFACTURERS

tis WE have stated we have the ..Know How," ABILITY,
EXPERIENCE AND EQUIPMENT in producing

ROLLED GOLD PLATE

SEAMLESS WIRE

SEAMLESS TUBING

Get in touch with us and let us prove assertions. We back
our words by actual facts.

Don't forget to ask for a working sample or our SPECIAL
PROCESS ALLOY. Every manufacturer should try a
working sample of this. A postal card will bring it to you.

COOK DUNBAR SMITH COMPANY
85 SPRAGUE STREET

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

QUALITY
OUR STANDARD

SPECIALISTS IN
Seamless Wire, Rolled Gold Plate QUALITY
SEAMLESS TUBING OUR STANDARD
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An Object-lesson for all Retailers

Commenting on the recent opening of
another mammoth department store in New
Yyrk City a writer in the Dry Goods Econo-
m;st saysI

offers a nicely detailed study for
large or small operators in the retail field,
-ince therein is clearly portrayed what these
eNperienced, ambitious drygoods men count
upon as essentials to successful retailing.

First of all, location. This,
of course, is an item that
cannot be so broadly con-

-iilered by every beginner, as it requires
large resources to pick out a choice, central
,ituation amply fed by local transit facili-
M - and 'comfortably contiguous to largest

--!ibilities for suburban traffic. But
e,.ery retailer should consider in a measure
—maybe, very much smaller if his attempt
It a modest one—what his field of endeavor
\en! offer and should build accordingly.

You cannot in an out-of-the-way loca-
tion expect to compete on even terms with
the store more conveniently located. If
(!tt are at such a disadvantage, you must
undersell, or give better service, or offer
liperior attractions and altogether conduct
a better store, at larger advertising ex-
pense, in order to hold your own against
the natural tendency of the public to study
its own convenience and take the nearest
xv ay.

Location

Doubtless lots of men have fizzled in
the best locations, but there were reasons
other than those of site.

Many retailers, successful in indiffer-
ent locations, discover in themselves quali-
ties that make for bolder ventures and
have moved to bigger things in improved
conditions. Now and then, in small com-
munities, a live operator actually makes his
I, cation the center of the town's enter-
prise.

To sum up, then, on the item of loca-
tion, we find that, given unlimited means,
the most desirable situation in the center
('1 the keenest competition is to be con-
sidered the chosen spot to which retail suc-
cess can be most readily coaxed.

Here's where, backed by the
Advertising good location, every line of

print begets its best effi-
ciency. Anybody can readily see that to
draw trade out of its usual channel the
appeal must be insistent, extraordinary and,
consequently, expensive. In other words,
the same outlay, under better conditions,
will bring in bigger, surer results.

And no matter how clever the adver-
tising and however advantageous the loca-
1 qi, it is finally the performance that
i,,tually counts. We see a full realization
o f this in the early announcements oi this
colossal enterprise.

The firm expresses it perfectly in de-
scribing what kind of a store they intend
0) conduct and every retailer will do well
to build on the same lines, no matter where
he is located and what his limitations other-
wise.
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They say : "First of all—a reliable
store," and add, "not only in merchandise,
but in advertising; in deliveries, in service
generally and even in the little promises
made by clerks."

That's a large contract to live up to
in every detail ; but a great number of
good merchants are practically doing it,
and it is within the power of any earnest
retailer to adopt and maintain this stand-
ard, which is given by such high authority
as of first importance toward success.

Good value, courtesy and
progressiveness, in the or-
der mentioned, are the
further requisites toward

retail success, and this firm is modest
enough to admit that these ideals are the
aspiration of all other good merchants.
They also admit that it is much more
easily expressed than achieved.

Wherefore "he who runs may read"
that the man, whoever he be or wherever
he is, who, in retailing, can excel in these
four first important forms of endeavor must
succeed, and they are—to the large or small
operator—the foundation stones on which
the wise retailer will build. The live
operator will recognize that his competitor
will vie with him in every effort to achieve
these desirable results , and will bear in
mind that all other things being equal the
strategic importance of location is never to
be left out of calculation.

So, you see, there's no secret about
retailing—but there's plenty and continuous
detail.

Other
Requisites

Imagine, if you can, with a
Employees policy like that to live up to

the difficulty of engaging a
mere matter of 4000 or more employees on
whom more or less dependence must be
placed. Picture how much easier it is to
draw the undesirables for applications than
to win away those who deserve and hold
good positions! Even in a metropolis like
New York a demand for such an army of
help creates more or less disturbance in the
trade and pretty much every leading store
has had to contribute its quota in the shape
of dissatisfied employees or such as have
been tempted with the hope of speedier
advancement or, more Wee/y, an immediate
appreciable increase in salary.

All of which points to just one detail
of the many confronting a retailer who
hopes to live up to the high requirements
making for success built on "first of all,
reliability."

How It

Affects You

With this in mind, you can
give a wise thought toward
your payroll and assure
yourself that no one whose

loyalty you wish to cement to your interests
is being neglected by you.

Don't delude yourself that all is well
because there has been no kick. Someone
else may awaken the sleeping self-interest
of your employee and you may be too late.
In fact, it is the wise policy to pay as liberal
a percentage on sales as you can afford and
to attempt to fix your scale in accordance
with the amount earned figured on such
basis.

Commission

Plan Features
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Or you can fix a minimum
scale of wages and pay a
percentage extra to all
who succeed the least

amount of sales expected to earn the fixed
sum. This latter system proves a good
stimulus to energetic effort by the sales
force, but it must be watched against "grab-
bing"—the term by which clerks describe
unfair competition among themselves to
secure business rightfully the result of
another's labor or introductory work.

Another danger is that instead of
showing a cheerful readiness to serve,
which is ever welcome to store visitors,
clerks with such incentive become over-
zealous and insistent to the "looker," be-
traying too keen a disappointment at
failure to sell, instead of a live interest in
the customer's want wherewith to effect
better results next time, when another clerk
may reap for the house the proper reward
of seed well sown by patient effort.

Usually it is found desirable
Straight Salary's able to pay good salesclerks
Advantages a fair net sum based on the

business returns generally
effected and spur their ambition by prompt
recognition of their increased efficiency—
which should result steadily enough where
they aid in the department's growth. 'IThe
buyer helps materially, but the seller is a
very important factor in the store's welfare,
and when you get such as take a lively
interest in the customers' wishes and pa-
tiently make earnest effort to please you
want to help them along in your own shop
or some day you'll find them highly prized
in another's.

A Lesson From the Beaver

Science owes many a debt, especially

on the practical side, to the instinct of the

lower animals. One of these obligations

may be cited in the matter of the construc-

tion of dams. Engineers have frequently

built dams straight across streams, the ob-

ject being, in some cases, to save expense

by sparing material. But the beaver arches

his dam against the current and experience

has shown that this form of dam is best for

resisting floods and the impact of floating

ice. Acting upon the knowledge which is

instinctive with the beaver, and which hu-

man calculation approves, the great Bear

Valley dam in California and some other

dams constructed within recent years have

been so made that their stability largely de-

pends upon the resistance which their arched .

form presents.

His Best Order

It had been a dull season and the two

young traveling salesmen were comparing

notes. "I had just five good orders in the

month of July," said one.
"You beat me, anyway," said his friend.

"I got only three orders, and the third one

was from the firm, telling me to come

home."
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
(Copyright by ELTON J. BUCKLEY'

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
well-known lawyer for the better education of
the retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
different phases of his business.—ED.]

IX—An Ordinary Form of Lease Dissected and
Explained

Possibly no business writing is so often
made as an ordinary lease, yet the parties
to a lease who read and insist upon under-
standing all of its provisions are as one to a
thousand of those who sign it really know-
ing nothing about it except the most rudi-
mentary portions.

The object of this article is to reproduce
an ordinary form of lease, paragraph by
paragraph, explaining the purposes and con-
sequences of each. The form of lease
which I shall use as a basis is an ordinary
conventional form which is very. widely
used. This form, or slight modifications of
it, can be purchased at stores which sell
legal stationery in almost any State :

THIS WRITING Witnesseth
That  

do hereby let unto  

 for the term of  
 from the  day of  
A. D. one thousand nine hundred and
ten  t the rent of  
 PCI.  payable in
....payments   the first pay-
ment to be made on the  
day of  A. D. lox ; and the
said Lessee doth hereby covenant and
promise to pay to the said Lessor the
said rent, in the proportions and at the
times aforesaid.

In every lease the owner—he who
leases—is called the lessor, and the tenant
the lessee.

This installment. contains the blank for
the recital of the term for which the lease
is to be entered into, which is an exceed-
ingly important part, as a lease for one
month is usually governed by wholly differ-
ent laws from one for a year or more. I
have had occasion to pass upon a remarkable
number of leases in which the term has been
omitted entirely. This is flagrant negli-
gence, and may lead to all sorts of trouble.

I might add that when a lease is silent
as to where the rent is to be paid, it must
be paid at the place of business or residence
of the lessor. always provided it is within
practicable distance. But modern usage has
greatly modified the former rigidity of this
provision. To-day the lessor very often
calls for the rent, but he never needs to do
so unless the lease says he must.

Also all bills accruing at the gas
office for gas consumed on the said
premises during the continuance of this
lease.

Unless- some special provision is made
the lessee always pays the gas bills. Some-
times he also pays the water rent, but the
gas bills are all he is liable for unless the
lease binds him to pay other special charges,
or unless it is the local custom to pay other
things also, and so recognized by everybody.

And the said lessee shall and will not
assign this lease, nor underlet the
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premises or any part thereof, nor occupy
or use the same in any other manner
than as a  
without the consent and approbation in
writing of the said Lessor first had for
that purpose, and at the expiration of
said term, shall yield up and surrender
the possession of said premises, with the
appurtenances, unto the said Lessor in
the same good order and condition as the
same now are, reasonable wear and tear
and accidents happening by fire or other
casualties excepted.

This is a provision contained in practi-
cally all leases, and very much misunder-
stood or ignored. Under this clause a lessee
cannot sublet a part of his store, his barn,
his house or his factory, without the written
consent of his landlord. If he does he gives
the landlord the option of immediately de-
claring the lease off.

As to the final clause, binding the lessee
to redeliver the premises to the lessor, etc.,
formerly the lessee was obliged to rebuild a
building destroyed by fire, even though he
was in no sense responsible. This came to
be recognized as an indefensible hardship,
and to-day practically all leases provide that
the lessee shall not be responsible for "acci-
dents happening by fire or other casualties."

And the said Lessee hereby agree
that all the personal property on the
premises shall be liable to distress, and
also all the personal property if removed
therefrom, shall, for thirty days after
such removal, be liable to distress, and
may be distrained and sold for rent in
arrears.

This is the familiar "distress clause,"
giving the landlord the right to seize the
tenant's property for unpaid rent. This
right is the landlord's even when the rent in
arrear is payable in advance. For instance,
where rent is payable on the first of the
month in advance, as on January 1st, for the
premises for January 1st to February 1st,
the landlord can seize the property on Jan-
uary 2(1, if the rent is unpaid, even though
the period covered by that month's rent has
hardly begun.

The right of distress, however, is sub-
ject to so many restrictions that it is rarely
used to-day. To entitle the landlord to use
it, there must be rent owing when the tenant
removes. If he is paid up to date of re-
moval, he can move without fear of distress,
although the landlord can of course sue
him for the balance of the year's rent.

The said Lessee hereby waiving all
right to the benefit of any laws now
made, or hereafter to be made, exempt-
ing personal property from levy and sale
for arrears of rent.

It is also agreed that this waiver
shall extend and be applicable to process
issued in any and all suits, actions or
proceedings, for the collection of rent
due and in arrear, and for damages for
the non-fulfillment of any of the cove-
nants herein contained.

This is a specific waiver of exemption,
and no tenant sued for arrears of rent or
for damages for misuse of the property, etc.,
can claim exemption if he has signed a lease
containing this provision.

And if the said Lessee shall violate
any of the covenants herein contained,
then the said Lessor shall have the
power, hereby, to terminate this lease,
and any attorney may immediately there-

after, as attorney for the said Lessee,
sign an agreement for entering, in any
competent court, an amicable action and
judgment in ejectment (without any
stay of execution) against the said
Lessee and all persons claiming
under   for the recovering, by the
said Lessor of possession of the hereby
demised premises, for which this shall
be a sufficient warrant.

This is another of those sweeping pro-
visions that render a tenant almost helpless
as against a landlord who wishes to strictly
enforce his lease. It means that if the
tenant violates the lease, the landlord's at-
torney can go into court and, as if he were
acting for the tenant, confess judgment
against the tenant and have him ejected
from the premises. The parenthetical clause
"without any stay of execution" means that
the tenant gives away his right to postpone
execution while he appeals. In fact, in the
next clause, which I next reproduce, he also
gives up his right to appeal and agrees to
take practically anything that may be
handed to him :

And the said Lessee hereby release
to the said Lessor all errors and defects
whatsoever, in entering such action or
judgment, or in any proceeding thereon,
or concerning the same, and hereby agree
that no writ of error, or objection, or
exception, shall be made or taken thereto.

Once a tenant has signed this, he is just
about tied hand and foot, so far as objecting
to anything that the landlord may do, is
concerned, always provided he has violated
any of the provisions of the lease.

No such determination of this lease,
nor taking or recovering possession of
the premises, shall deprive the Lessor of
any action against the Lessee for the
rent or for damages. All rights and
liberties herein given to, ®r imposed upon
either of the parties hereto, shall extend
to the Heirs, Executors, Administrators,
Successors and assigns of such party.

This means that the landloard shall still
have the right to sue the tenant for unpaid
rent, in addition to going after him by
ejectment.

It is hereby further agreed, that if
the said Lessee should continue on the
above-described premises after the ex-
piration of the above term, then this con-
tract is to continue in full force for
another   and so on, from
  to   until either
party shall give the other  
notice in writing before the end of any
term, of an intention to terminate the
same.

This is the clause which automatically
renews the lease from year to year if no
notice is given by either party of a desire to
terminate it. Many tenants believe that if
they stay on the premises after the lease
expires, they are there without any lease
whatever, and are not bound by anything
contained in the original lease. If their
lease simply provides for one year, or two
years, and says nothing about holding over,
they may be right, but they are wrong if
their lease contains a clause like the above.
In that event they are there under the orig-
inal lease as long as they stay on the
premises. This clause is inserted to avoid
the trouble of renewing the lease at the end
of each period.

STERLING SILVER TOILET REQUISITES
925/1000 FINE, IN CASES

Just before your buying season closes and stocking up time, preparatory to the Holidays, is at an end, just contemplate at least an
inspection of our Fall Catalogue. It will mean putting you in touch with a line of Sterling Silver Toilet Requisites of unlimited
variety and design. A line that has fifty-one years of experience back of it, which ought to cause a decision on your part
to send for this catalogue. We herewith illustrate a 10 piece Manicure Set, 3 piece Brush and Comb and Mirror Set, 5 piece
Gentleman's Set, 3 piece Military Set and 15 piece Toilet Set, all in neat lined cases. 4] Our Sterling Silver line also includes
many other Staples and Novelties ; a few of the very many are, Tea and Coffee Sets, Sandwich Plates, Candlesticks, Ladles and
Fancy Pieces, in combinations and singly; Pencil Cases, Pocket Knives, Smokers' Sets, etc., etc. Our Catalogue shows the entire list.

DROP US A LINE FOR THIS CATALOGUE

Silverware bearing this
trade -mark denotes

sterling silver
925-1000 fine

CHICAGO OFFICE
910 HEYWORTH BUILDING

NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
37 MAIDEN LANE 717 MARKET STREET
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The Origin of the Lathe

What thoughtful man can walk through a
modern machine shop or factory without being
deeply interested and profoundly impressed with
the many examples of fine machinery which he
sees on every side. Its design and mechanical
construction has called for a high order of in-
ventive ability and mathematical accuracy. Its
construction has been the result of the highest
degree of mechanical skill. Its operation is mar-
velous in its automatic movements and almost
human in its methods of handling the work it is
designed to perform.

This is the state of perfection to which it
has been developed. Many minds and many
hands have been engaged in this development.
Many lives have been spent in devising improve-
ments on the work of earlier hands and brains.
Still earlier these mechanics had left the impress
of their ingenuity upon machines as they had
found them in still earlier years. Thus we may
go back generation after generation, noting im-
provements and developments in almost endless
variety and each adding to the mechanical
achievements of the past.

But where did it all begin?
Origin of What was the origin of these
Machinery machines whose marvelous de-

velopment we so much admire?
Let us take one machine, the ordinary and indis-
pensable lathe, and go back to its primitive forin
in the early days when such appliances as might
have been dignified by the term machine were
first made in the most crude form and made use
of by the earliest mechanics of which we have
any knowledge.

In considering a subject of the vast import-
ance of the modern lathe and its far-reaching
influence upon the mechanical world of to-day,
it cannot but be interesting to go back to its
early history and to trace its progress and de-
velopment from as far back as we have any
authentic knowledge, and step by step to note
the changes in its form and usefulness as the
mind of the early mechanic developed, new re-
quirements manifested themselves, and improve-
ments in design, construction, tools and attach-
ments were devised to meet the growing needs.

It is conceded that of all the
Lathe machines employed by the me-
Comes First chanic to aid him in his work

the lathe holds the honor of
having been the first machine tool. From it, in
one way or another, all other machine tools have
been developed ; as they are, practically consid-
ered, but modifications of it, or special tools for
doing quicker and better the several operations
which may be, and formerly were, performed
upon the lathe, as we shall later on have occasion
to describe and illustrate.

At present we will look into the origin of
the lathe and then trace its gradual evolution and
development up to comparatively recent years,
say a hundred years or so ago, as their develop-
ment into anything like mechanical importance
has been confined to the last century, which has
been so remarkable in this respect.

Upon referring to the older
The Turning records on the subject of lathes
Lathe and their uses we find this

statement : "Turning is the art
of shaping wood, metal, ivory, or other hard sub-
stances into forms having a curved (generally
circular or oval) transverse section, and also of
engraving figures composed of curved lines upon
a smooth surface, by means of a machine called
a turning lathe. This art is of great importance
and extensive application in mechanics, the most
ponderous machinery being produced by it. The
art of turning dates from a very early period,
and Theodorus of Samos, about 560 B.C., is named
by Pliny as its inventor; but long before this
period, the potter's wheel, the earliest and sim-
plest form of turning-machine, was in general
use, as is evidenced by numerous references in
Holy Writ."

Again we read in an old-time definition of
what turning really consists of : "The immense
variety of work performed by turning-machines
necessitates great variations in their construction;
but the mode of operation is always the same,
and consists essentially in fixing the work in posi-
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tion by two pivots, or otherwise, causing it to
revolve freely around an axis of revolution, .of
which the two pivots are the poles, and holding
a chisel or other cutting-tool so as to meet it
during its revolution, taking care that the cutting-
tool be held firmly and steadily, and moved about
to different parts of the work till the required
shape is obtained."

In England the various meth-
Lathes Classified ods of driving a lathe give a

classification to them some-
what different from that in this country. Hence
the following: "Lathes are divided, with respect
to the mode of setting them in motion, into pole
lathes, foot lathes, hand-wheel lathes, and power
lathes ; and with respect to the species of work
they have to perform, into centre lathes, which
form the outside surface, and spindle, mandrel,
or chuck lathes, which perform hollow or inside
work, though this distinction is for the most part
useless, as all lathes of good construction are now
fitted for both kinds of work." Another pecu-
liarly English idea in reference to lathes is this:
"Bed lathes are those used by turners in wood,
and bar lathes for the best sort of metal work;
and the small metal centre lathe employed by
watch-makers is known as a turn-bench."

The earliest form of a lathe proper, that is,
"a machine for shaping wood into forms having
a curved, and generally a circular transverse sec-
tion, by the action of a chisel or other cutting-
tool upon the piece, which is rotated for the pur-
pose" consisted of two pointed pieces of wood
fastened to two near-by trees which acted as
centres upon which the piece of wood to be
turned was pivoted. Alongside of this was also
fastened to the trees a piece of wood serving as
a rest for the chisel or other similar cutting-tool
used in shaping the pieces of wood.

The power for rotating the
Primitive Power piece to be turned was obtained

in the following manner. A
flexible limb of one of the trees was selected
and to this a light rope was attached. This was
brought down and wound once or twice around
the piece to be turned, then a loop was made in
the lower end in convenient position for the foot
of the workman, who rotated the piece toward
himself by pressing down his foot, bending the
flexible limb by the movement, which, acting as
a spring when he raised his foot, returned to its
original position, rotating the piece backwards in
readiness for another pressure or downward stroke
of the foot. The work was slow and laborious,
yet from old samples of the pieces thus produced
we may see that an extraordinary good quality
of work can be done, particularly considering the
primitive methods used.

"Wood-turners in some of the Asiatic coun-
tries go into the deep forests with axes, and with
a few rude turning-tools and hair ropes build
their lathes and turn out objects of beauty and
grace," says the Wood Worker. "Two trees are
selected which stand the proper distance apart
near a springy sapling. With his ax the turner
cuts out his centres and drives them opposite each
other into the trees, which serve as standards.
From one tree to the other he places a stick of
wood for a tool-rest. With his ax he trims the
branches from the sapling, fastens his hair rope
to the little tree, gives the rope a turn around one
end of the block of wood he desires to turn into
shape, and fastens the free end of the rope to
a stick which he uses as a foot treadle. When
he presses down on the treadle the wood he is
turning revolves, and the spring of the sapling
lifts the treadle so that it can be used again."

The next form of lathe to
A Step in which these crude efforts seem
Advance to have led was one in which

the flexible limb, 'though in
another form, was used, but the device became
very nearly a self-contained machine. A piece of
wood formed a bed for the lathe and to this was
fixed the blocks forming the centres, which have
since become the head and tail stocks of the
lathe. The machine appears to have been used
indoors, as the flexible limb of the tree had been
replaced by a flexible . strip or pole, "fastened
overhead," and called a "lath," from which cir-
cumstance some writers think that the name
"lathe" was derived. The driving cord was still
wound around the piece to be turned. No men-
tion is made of the method of supporting the
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tool, but it is probable that a strip of wood was
fastened to the "bed" for that purpose.. 

The next improvement in the
The Next development of the lathe of
Improvement which we have authentic rec-

ords is one which came within
the memory of mechanics still living fifty years
ago. It had its origin in the "tree lathe," de-
scribed above, but, at this time, it had become a
shop appliance rather than an outdoor necessity.
In this case it had a bed made of two pieces of
timber roughly shaped with the axe, placed side
by side and supported by blocks or rude legs. It
had a rude form of headstock and tailstock, both
made at first of wood, secured and strengthened
by wrought iron pieces; and later on made of
cast iron, while the tail-stock was still made of
wood as late as 1840, and even later when the
lathe was made exclusively for wood turning.

Upon the spindle in the head-stock was a
turned pulley or "spool," as it was called, having
a straight cylindrical part of considerable length,
with raised flanges at the ends. The power was
imparted by the workman in a manner quite simi-
lar to the case of the "tree lathe." Overhead was
fastened a flexible pole, to the free end of which
was attached a small rope which came down and
around the "spool" and then down to a "treadle,"
or lever pivoted to the rear end of the leg or
block which supported the bed, and having at-
tached to its free end the lower end of the rope
from the flexible pole, or as it was called, the
"spring-pole." From the method of imparting
power to the contrivance it was called the "spring-
pole lathe."

Later in the development of this form the
"spool" was made in two diameters, so that a fast
and slow speed might be realized. This was the
first "cone pulley" applied to a lathe: It was
afterwards made for three speeds, an example of
which the author remembers having seen many
years ago.

The object of making the bed of two tim-
bers rather than one was for the purpose of mak-
ing the tail-stock adjustable by forming upon its
lower end a long tenon which passed down
through the space between the two timbers and
was held in any desired position by a key or
wedge driven through a mortise in its lower end
under the bed timbers.

The rest for hand tools con-
Rest for 
Hand Tools 

tinned for years to be a piece
of wood fastened to the front
of the bed timbers in whatever

position was desired. Later a heavy wrought iron
device was made that could be fastened down by
a bolt reaching down through the space between
the bed timbers and passing through a wooden
cross piece or "binder," similar to the cast iron
one in use to-day, but held in place by a wooden
wedge driven between its front end and the lower
side of the bed timbers.

When the lathe had been thus far developed
it was used for turning both wood and metals
of various kinds. For holding and driving work
at the head spindle the method was this: Instead
of the circular tapered hole, familiar to us now,
a square hole was formed when the blacksmith
forged the spindle. This hole was slightly taper-
ing, and into it was fitted a "burr centre," of
practically the same form as now used in wood
turning lathes. A pointed centre was later used
for metal. It was carefully marked so as to
always get it into the hole in the same way as
when first turned up so as to assure its point
"running true."

To drive pieces of work thus
The "Clamp held on centres various expe-
Dog" dients were used, such as

clamps on the work, or on the
spindle, or both. These finally developed into the
"clamp dog" On the work, and a small face plate
on the lathe spindle. This plate has a pin driven
in it for carrying the dog. Later a notch was cut
in the edge of the face plate to accommodate "the
tail of the dog."

This face plate was afterwards enlarged,
faced up so as to run true, and had holes drilled
in it, by which means pieces of wood or metal
could be fastened to it for turning. It was then
found very useful in boring operations, as pieces
of wood or metal might be thus rotated while a
drill or other boring tool could be held stationary,.

(Continued on page 1985)
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NEW CREATIONS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Pat. Sept. 6, '10 Pat. Sept. 6, '10 Pendilw Pat. Sept. 0,10

2777 L884
L884. Vinaigrette
Puff Box and Mirror

2776/L886
L886. Vinaigrette with
Two-Picture Locket,
Puff Box and Mirror

2804/L914

L914. Vinaigrette. One-Picture Locket
and Mirror

Pat. Pending

k
2733 L921

L921. Vinaigrette with
Two-Picture Locket

L922. Vinaigrette and
Coin Holder

L923. Vinaigrette and
Puff Box

2777,54/L882
Locket. Engine Turned
and Hand Engraved

2804 L887
L887. Vinaigrette and

Coin Holder

All these patented articles can be used

either for smelling salts or perfume in

connedion with the Lockets, Puff

Boxes and Coin Holders. These are all

attached to fifty-six inch chains. We
are going to spend a few thousand dol-

lars each year in proteding our New

Creations, thereby preventing houses

making cheap grades of goods from
copying. We propose to give the
JEWELRY JOURNALS our business.

We feel satisfied that the intelligence
of the consumers will lead them to
seled BIGNEY'S MIRROR FINISH Chains,
Lockets, etc.

Ask your jobber for the above numbers

BIGNEY'S MIRROR

CHRISTMAS GOODS
Big Sellers

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THESE NUMBERS

1933

01111i110

srl-T ,

MI909 L916

M1877

misioiLs17

PATENTED

M1875 MisulLgig MI913 L920

Ladies' Safety Fobs 

May be used for
either Smelling
Salts or Perfume

FINISH GOODS
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We Have a Loose Leaf,
Leather Bound

Suggestion Book
that is yours for the asking

It contains "right-up-to-the-minute" ideas in
Sterling Silver, every idea 925/1000 fine. This
book makes an excellent silent salesman and
your name on our books will bring you a new
"Suggestion" every two weeks. In this way
you are enabled to keep up-to-date and have
all the LATEST IDEAS in Sterling Silver in
book form to show to customers. DROP US
A POSTAL. (I,Our line of

Sterling Silver Candle Sticks
is most complete. Built along individual lines
for which the Roger Williams Silver Company
has become well-known, they need no further
introduction. We portray three of a popular
priced line, designed to meet the demands of
the better class of trade who buy such things
in volume. Their graceful lines have an appeal-
ing force and grace the dignity of the home in
an exquisite manner. These are taken from an
extensive line of over 100 patterns— every
pattern a distinct idea of its own.

imusi

COME WITH "BOBACHE"
OR REMOVABLE TOPS
A selection of these have a positive
sales creative power and in your store
are bound to produce larger and better
business. Our trade-mark assures
quality, reliability and design.

Drop us a line as to your wants.

ROGER WILLIAMS
SILVER COMPANY
PROVIDENCE : RHODE ISLAND

• •,..wKW.....,, N.P1,..'falr,40910*

HOLIDAY GIFT
FOR EVERY HOME

On the threshold of the holiday
season it will pay you to educate
your patrons on the availability of
hall clocks as gifts.

Iii The price is no longer
prohibitive. From our
immense product you can
select a clock to suit the
resources of every house-
holder who patronizes
your store.

q We have rich stocks for
your rich patrons, our line
running in price all the
way from

$500.00 to $15.00

and the latter figure will
purchase a handsome
clock and an excellent
time-keeper, on the sale of
which you can make a
substantial profit.

q The success of the jew-
elry trade in handling our
clocks, however, is respon-
sible for our unique offer
of a line of

Trade Specials at
$60.00 to $80.00 

the equal in every respect
of those heretofore sold at
twice or three times this
price.

Colonial Manufacturing Co.
ZEELAND, MICH., U. S. A.

November, 1910 '1r E

Interesting Find in a Silver
Factory

Many and many are the reports of historical
findings from the excavators of the ancients, but
it is indeed an unusual occurrence when in this
new country of ours marks associated with its
brief but vitally interesting history of insistent
progress are brought to light by pick and shovel.

An instance of this, particularly interesting
to the silver world—in fact, the entire industrial
world—is the finding of the corner stone of the
little shop built by Robert Wallace in 1834, in
which one year later, 1835, he made the first
German Silver Spoon, making him the recognized
founder of the German Silver industry in Amer-
ica. It was found a few weeks ago by work-
men in the act of breaking ground for an electric
light plant to be built on the outskirts of Wall-
ingford, Connecticut, just on the site of the old
"Wallace Shop".

The unearthing of the stone prompts a brief
sketch of Robert Wallace, whose integrity, keen
forethought and indomitable will toward accom-
plishment have evolved one of the largest fac-
tories devoted to the manufacture of silver in
the world.

He was born in Prospect, Conn., in 1815, and
up to his sixteenth year worked with neighboring
farmers for small wages, occasionally attending
school. At sixteen years of age he engaged with
Captain William Mix, to learn to make britannia
spoons. Two years later, having learned that
trade, he hired an old grist-mill and began, on
his own account, to make spoons by water-power.
He was thus employed for about a year, when
he was shown a spoon made of a metal new to
him, known to us as German silver. The spoon
was much heavier than those made at the present
time of the same material, and was evidently
cast, or moulded, and then polished. It cost
as much as a spoon of solid silver. Shortly
after, Mr .Wallace had the good fortune to
meet Dr. Louis Feichtwanger, a well-known
chemist in New York, who had recently brought
with him from Germany a bar of German silver.
He at once purchased it for a small sum, had it
rolled, and made from it four dozen spoons.
The value of the German silver as applied to
spoons was Mr. Wallace's conclusion from the
experiment, and he was determined to acquire
the recipe for its composition. After much
investigation he learned it was in the possession
of a man who had come to America from Eng-
land, and was able to purchase it from him for
twenty-five dollars. Having the recipe he at
once procured the necessary ingredients, and
enlarging his shop proceeded with the corn-
pounding of the metal.

That was in 1835. From that year Mr. Wal-
lace's undivided attention was applied to the im-
provement of this particular commodity, with an
earnest desire to perfect it, and at the time of
his death in 1892, he had established his enter-
prise on a firm basis for his successors, and left
to the word at large a most useful industry.

Today, the business created by Robert Wal-
lace, under the firm name of R. Wallace & Sons
Mfg. Company, is one of the largest of its kind
in the world, with a tremendous daily output of
silver-plated and sterling silver flatware and
hollow ware.

The Origin of the Lathe

(Continued from page 1931)

with its rear end against the tail centre, by means
of which a "feed" was available, and one that was
steady and reliable. This was the beginning of
the machine now called the "chucking lathe."

In the use of the spring-pole and cord in
connection with the cone pulley some workman
probably discovered that in turning a heavy piece,
its forward motion would continue when the foot
was raised, provided the tool was withdrawn from
contact with the work. It was but natural to
make the cone of heavier material, as of cast iron,
or to weigh it by having lead slugs cast into it,
and thus make it serve the office of a balance
wheel, and so keep up the forward revolution of
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the work as long as it was given the proper im-
petus by the repeated downward strokes of the
foot. This idea was later utilized in a still fur-
ther development of the foot power lathe.

Another style of lathe built on
"Fiddle-bow" similar ideas was used mostly
Lathe for small work, generally met-

al work such as that of the
jeweler and watchmaker, was called the "fiddle-
bow" lathe, from the manner of operating it. In
this lathe the same idea of propulsion is used as
in the former examples, that of a cord passing
around either the piece to be turned or a rotating
part of the mechanism by which the piece was
revolved. In this case, however, instead of the
resistance of a flexible limb of a tree, or of a
"spring-pole" acting to keep the driving cord
taut, it is held in that condition by a flexible bow
similar to the one used by archers. This bow is
held in the left hand of the operator while he
holds the cutting-tool in his right hand. Such

1 b<Y2

C HIS rABLETC0t!Xnen ORME.S CHC
E.STABLISHN\CNT OF CHIS BUSINCSS
ANDCHE/nANUFACTURC OF CNC

FIRST 6:oorman Silver SPOON

IN APAERICA 1 -D.1835-BY

rto:I3€M6 Wins

WHO CAUSED CHIS CORNERSTONE._
CO BE LAID IN CHE FOUNDATION OF
CHE ORIGINAL, CWINNIPIAC. /v_SILL

A-D-1834 '!'

AC-0-1010 . L

The corner stone of the old "Wallace Shop" and the
bronze tablet prepared for it by R. Wallace & Sons Mfg.
Co., which is to be used as the corner stone of their
office building.

lathes are still used and a great deal of fine work
done upon them by jewelers and watch repairers.

The main features in all these lathes were
first, to suspend the work to be done, or the piece
to be operated upon, between two fixed pivots or
centres; second, to revolve it by means of a cord
wrapped around it, or some part of the machine
fixed to it, and kept tightly strained by means of
some kind of a spring, as an elastic piece of wood;
and third, to reduce the piece to be operated upon
by means of a tool having a cutting edge which
was held tightly against the material to be oper-
ated upon, thus reducing it to the circular form
required; fourth, that to accomplish this it was
necessary to revolve the piece to be operated upon,
first towards the cutting tool for a certain num-
ber of revolutions, then by a reverse motion of
the taut cord to reverse the circular motion, at the
same time withdrawing the cutting-tool for an
equal number of revolutions. By this method one-
half the time was lost, as no cutting could be
done while this work was running backward.

It was later found that if the flexible pole or
"lath" was rather weak and the piece of work to
be operated upon was quite heavy, acting as a
balance-wheel, its forward revolution was not
wholly arrested, but only checked as the foot was
raised, provided the cutting-tool was withdrawn
from contact with the work a moment before the
upward motion of the foot began.

By this it was seen that great advantages
might be gained if the lathe could be made to
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not only revolve continuously in the direction of
the tool, but also with the same force, whereby
the tool might be kept in constant contact with
the work.

Already the pulley, as applied
The Pulley to the spindle of the lathe, was

known. The cord wrapped
around it and used to rotate it was known.
Doubtless an assistant had furnished the power
to drive the lathe while the mechanic handled
the tools. What would be more natural than the
arrangement of a large wheel, journaled to a
suitable support at the front or rear of the lathe,
and having the cord connected with it as a driver.
And with this device and the problem of revolv-
ing it by hand, a handle set between its centre
and circumference would be natural also, and
thus came the crank. We do know that some-
what later than this machines were driven in
exactly this manner, the large wheel being con-
structed with a heavy rim and acting as a bal-
ance-wheel.

At this stage of development the large driv-
ing-wheel was rather an attachment than a part
of the machine itself, and doubtless so remained
for a considerable time. The next change was to
locate it beneath the lathe bed, directly under
the head-stock, and instead of the use of the
handle forming practically a crank of long lever-
age it was constructed as it is in the sewing ma-
chines of the present day; that is, the wheel jour-
naled upon a fixed stud and the previous long
handle reduced to a short crank with a wrist-pin
for the attachment of a connecting rod, or in the
older phrase a "pitman," which term was given
to one of the men handling the vertical saw used
in sawing up logs into timber and planks in the
olden times (and even now in oriental countries)
wherein the log was supported over a trench or
pit, the upper end of the saw being handled by
the "topman" and the lower end by the "pitman"
or man in the pit. When these saws were later
on mounted in a rectangular frame, or "gate,"
having a vertical, reciprocating movement and
operated from a crank-shaft by a connecting rod
from the one to the other, this rod took the name
of the former man who performed this office,
hence the term "pitman."

The location of this pitman, or
The Pitman connecting rod, as has been

said, was directly under the
head-stock and well within the convenient reach
of the operator when attached to a suitable
"treadle" whose rear end was pivoted to the back
of the machine and whose front end answered
very well, and was useful when the work of the
lathe was near the head-stock, but was not
adapted to long work, to accomplish which the
operator would need to stand near the tail-stock
or even midway between that and the head-stock.
To remedy this defect a strip of wood was hinged
to the front of the lathe at the tail-stock end and
its opposite end to the front end of the treadle.
This was of considerable use, its principal draw-
back being that while at the treadle end its verti-
cal movement was the same as the latter, this
movement was gradually lessened until at the
tail-stock end of the lathe it was nothing. Hence,
much more power was required to drive the lathe
at its centre than at the head-stock, and this was
rapidly increased as the work was nearer the tail-
stock end of the lathe.

To remedy this defect the large driving-wheel
was mounted upon and fixed to a revolving shaft
upon which were formed two cranks, one near
the wheel and the other at the tail-stock end of
the lathe. This shaft was properly journaled in
boxes formed upon or attached to cross-bars fixed
to the legs at each end of the lathe. From these
cranks hung two connecting rods whose lower
ends were pivoted to two levers pivoted to the
rear side of the lathe, and whose front ends were
connected by a wooden strip of "foot-board."
The length of these levers was such that the
movement of the foot-board was about twice the
"throw" of the cranks, so that with a foot move-
ment of 12 inches the two cranks were about 3
inches, centre of shaft to centre of connecting
rod bearing.

This was then and for many years the pre-
vailing form of foot lathes and was quite exten-
sively used, not only for turning wood but for
iron, steel, and other metals as well.—Oscar E.
Perrigo, ME., in The Electrician and Mechanic.
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HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS A final thought should be the stocking of  
eeS c C" SOLID GOLD FRONT JEWELRY

We illustrate a few of our best selling holiday goods.
All solid gold front and backed by our guarantee.
Our line is very extensive and contains quick-selling, profit-making goods.
Get in touch with our line—it's worth an inspection, at least.

Ask Your Jobber for Them 

SMITH 0 CROSBY, FACTORY
ATTLEB

oR
ASS.

IRA W. SMITH
Broadway Central Building

LOS ANGELES
PACIFIC COAST AGENT

\ ovember, 1910 T H E

Nailing Lists and How to Handle
Them

As every progressive retail establishment now
regards an extensive mailing list as an essential
of its equipment, our readers will find a number
of valuable thoughts applicable to their business
in the following general article by 0. N. Man-
ners, in System:

Long experience has shown that there is but
one efficient method for classifying lists of pros-
wets and customers, and that is by means of
..rd indexes or loose-leaf systems. For the card
mdex and loose-leaf binders with their easily
arranged units can be classified in any way that
will best adapt itself to your particular require-
ments and can be expanded and contracted at
will.

The card index and the loose-leaf systems
shrink and grow with your needs. You can
start with one drawer and five hundred cards,
or a binder and a dozen loose leaves, and nourish
the list until you have thousanO, the list mean-
while occupying a minimum amount of attention.
For brevity's sake, "card index" will be used
synonymously with ''loose-leaf" system in this
article, for the principle of the unit system is
the same in both.

The nature of your business
Classification will determine how your list
of List should be classified. Almost

invariably, however, it will be
arranged accofding to one of the two most
generally used methods. These are the geo-
graphical and alphabetical methods. The geo-
graphical classification is usually used by firms
doing business outside of a single locality, whose
lists are very large, or whose proposition de-
mands differentiation by territories. The alpha-
betical is used by businesses selling mostly in
city districts.

It is not at all difficult to build up a geo-
graphical file from your mailing lists. At the
time you are securing your names and addresses
from the rating books, directories and such other
special sources as you may have, the naine and
address of each prospect are written on a 3 x 5
card by the clerk making up the list. These
cards are grouped, as the names are secured, by
States, cities and counties, and placed in cabinet
drawers, which are labeled on the front by
States. Where the cards in. a draw list names
from two or more States, the States are indi-
cated on the front of the drawer by labels, and
on the inside by vertical card projections. The
cities and counties are also indicated by guide
cards. The names of prospects and customers
are listed alphabetically behind State, town and
county guide cards. Thus, if you wish to look
at the card of any particular person you can find
it instantly.

The alphabetical method of
Grouping filing prospects' and custom-
the Cards ers' cards is a very simple

proposition. The names and
addresses are simply written on cards and filed
zilphabetically in as many 'card cabinets as de-
sired. In a classification of this kind individual
cards are made readily accessible by alphabetical
guide cards, which may be used so as to divide
the list to any desired degree of closeness.

These are the two best methods for filing
mailing lists. There are individual conditions,
however, in every business which make it neces-
sary to specialize on these two general methods
of filing. In every business there are mistakes
made in filing which must be carefully avoided.

The most common mistake made is that of
filing all lines of business or prospects together
in such a way that it is impossible to so subdivide
the lists that special letters may be written for
the different lines of businesses, or classes of
prospects and customers. It took $1o,000 recently
for a certain manufacturer to prove this to his
own satisfaction.

I f in your business you are
Subdividing
the Lists 

appealing to distinct lines of
trade or well defined classes
of prospects and customers, it

is absolutely essential that you indicate these in
some way in your lists. This may be done by
maintaining separate lists for prospects and cus-
tomers, or by indicating the divisions within
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the general file itself. This is done by means of
projections on the individual cards, or by using
colored cards.

It is absolutely necessary that prospective
customers and regular customers be indicated in
some way, because one receives letters radically
different from those received by the other. One
method is to maintain separate files, so that
there is no danger of confusion. In this case
the cards of both files are exactly the same size,
so that when a prospect becomes a customer his
card is simply transferred from the prospects'
file to the proper geographical or alphabetical
position in the customers' file.

If it is desired to keep the prospects' and
customers' cards in the same file this is done
by means of colored cards or projections on the
cards. The objection to the colored card is
that a new card of the proper color must be
filled out when the prospect becomes a customer.
A better method to indicate prospects' cards is
by means of a tab on the card itself. Then
when the first order is received and the man
actually becomes a buyer, the tab can be clipped
off. The advantage of an arrangement of this
kind is that in getting out your mailings from
time to time you simply tell the typist whether
the letters are going to prospects or customers,
and she goes through the list, addressing en-
velopes to the one or the other.

It is often necessary to carry
Subdividing a subdivision of a mailing list
Still Further still further than to merely

divide it up into lists of pros-
pects and customers. Often there are classes
within these two subdivisions which must be in-
dicated so that the proper letters may be sent to
each class. These classes or types may also be
indicated by tabs and colored cards. A New
York wholesaler sells six classes of retailers.
Every class or classes to which a customer be-
longs are indicated by tabs attached to the top
of each card. The first class may be druggists
and may be represented by a tab in the first posi-
tion at the left of the card. The second may
be shoe dealers, the third clothiers, etc. If a
general merchant handled both clothing and shoes
his cards would have two divisions in the second
and third position. When letters to druggists
are going out the girl simply addresses envelopes
for all of the names indicated on the cards with
a tab in the first position at the left. This is
easy for her to do, for the druggists' tabs are
in a straight row from front to back of the file.

Different classes and types of prospects and
customers may also be represented by using
colored cards. Each class or type of prospect or
customer then has a certain color of card, so that
when sending out a certain letter to a certain
type or class of prospects or customers the girl
simply addresses envelopes for the cards of the
proper color.

Now these prospects' and ens-
Data on tomers' cards may contain as
the Cards much or as little data as is

necessary to successfully carry
on a letter campaign. Prospects' cards may con-
tain such information as the source of the pros-
pect's inquiry, his rating, remarks in regard to
his personal characteristics and any fact or figure
which may hely in the making of the sale. Cus-
tomers' cards will necessarily be more complete.
In addition to containing all of the information
generally needed on the prospect's cards, the cus-
tomer's card will often show the total sales made
him from month to month or year to year.
These cards rnay also summarize a history of all
the dealings a house has had with a customer.
Of course, it is only necessary to have this very
comprehensive information on customers' cards
where the customer is to receive more or less
personal letters. It is wise, however, to have on
these cards as much information as may be
needed to carry on your business successfully and
give satisfaction to the customer.

Every business occasionally
Special has individual conditions which
Conditions necessitate the addition of

some special feature in main-
taining a geographical or alphabetical file such
as has been described. These, however, are
simply in the nature of notations, which may
be indicated on the face of the card, by means
of special tabs or different colored cards.

For instance, a large Chicago wholesale

house keeps its prospects' and customers' cards
in two cabinets, filed geographically by States
and towns. By using five colors of cards these
files have been in turn divided into five classi-
fications, showing approximate ratings of the
individual firms. In a large list this is a money-
saving feature for it would obviously be a waste
of money to offer small broken lot bargains to
big buyers or case lots to the smaller merchants
Who could not afford to take a quantity. Conse-
quently, the advertising manager of this firm, de-
siring to offer a particular bargain to certain
classes of stores, simply instructs the girl to
address the blue or red card, or whatever the
case may be, and the mail goes out, appealing to
only those buyers who for reasons of price,
quantity or quality would be interested.

An additional feature used by
Number of this house on its mailing list
the Salesman has resulted in much business.

In the lower left corner of
each card is set a key number, which indicates
the number of the salesman calling upon this
customer. This number printed on the envelope
enables the girl to separate them by salesmen, so
that on special occasions the house may give
their communications a personal touch by having
the salesmen sign form letters to their customers
and prospects.

Business quoting:- delivered prices even find
difficulty in arranging their mailing lists, because
of the difference in freight rates. A mail-order
house in Buffalo, which solicits orders from
prospects and customers in the territory between
Cleveland and Boston has its list subdivided into
six trade zones fixed by the railroad rates. The
cheapest rate is known as the Buffalo-Pittsburg
schedule, and the highest is the Buffalo-Boston
schedule. These are indicated on the face of the
cabinet drawer and the cards are alphabetically
arranged in these by prospects' or buyers' names.
This will enable the company to send individual
letters, quoting correct prices to any desired
district.

iles for mailing lists, which
Files for Lists have ben described here, are

satisfactory for reference pur-
poses, and for letter campaigns where the letters
are mailed out at regular periods to the entire
list. But when inquiries are received either as
the result of advertisements or circular letters,
it is necessary to provide some means for estab-
lishing an automatic follow-up in the card file.
That is, it is necessary to so arrange the cards
that follow-up letters may be sent the prospect or
customer at regular intervals, following the re-
ceipt of his inquiry. Of course, this may be
done by maintaining a separate follow-up file,
but this is an unnecessary expenditure of time
and money, for it necessitates filling out dupli-
cate cards and maintaining a separate file.

The best and most practical
Follow-up File method is to have each card

divided across the top into
thirty-one or fifty-two spaces, to indicate the days
of the month or the weeks of the year. If the
card is not large enough for this number of
spaces it can be divided into fifteen spaces—one
space for every two days. Then when an inquiry
is received the. first follow-up letter is sent to
the prospect and a metal clip is placed over the
date when it is desired to send the prospect the
second follow-up letter. Thus, if you received
an inquiry on the 5th and desired to follow this
up ten days later, you would simply place a clip
on the space reserved for the içth of the month
and mail the inquirer the second follow-up letter.
This same process is carried on throughout the.
whole follow-up, the same card being used for
each month. A space is reserved on the card
to indicate what follow-up letters have been sent
to each prospect. These are checked off as the
follow-up campaign progresses on each person.

When this system is once started it becomes
so automatic that an ordinary clerk can take care
of the follow-up campaign. Each morning the
clerk goes through the file, addressing the proper
letters to prospects, as indicated by the position
of the metal clips and by the notations on the
face of each card. Thus, if to-day is the 5th of
the month all of the follow-up letters which
are to be sent out are indicated by a straight
row of clips from the front to the back of
the file, all arranged in the fifth position on the
various cards.
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Finest Collection of Antique
Watches in the World

America Secures the Great Marfels Collection.

The Purchase Price Said to Have Been

Over a Half Million Dollars

For the past few years the art centers of
Europe have been greatly worked up by the many
purchases by Americans of historic art treasures
and their transportation to the United States.
(me of the latest of these purchases which has
a special interest for the jewelry trade is what
has been regarded as the finest collection of antique
watches in the world. The purchaser of this col-
lection was J. Pierpont Morgan, the well-known
American financier. In September, Igo% Mr.
lorgan had already acquired, through the agency

of an art dealer, Jacques Seligman, a part of the
Nlarfels collection, for the sum of 750,000 francs
1$150,000). This consisted of about forty
watches, of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies, which were added to the wonderful art
treasures already owned by the wealthy American.

1.1G. I

•

The rest of the collection which comprised about
forty-five watches remained in the hands of the
11-rlin connoisseur—the American millionaire re-
.!:.rding the price demanded by Mr. Marfels,
.=.5ao,000 francs ($500,000) as exces$ive. Nego-
tiations were resumed on the occasion of 'Jr.
Nlorgan's recent visit to Italy and the bargain
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was finally closed at the decidedly smart price of
1.875,00o francs ($375,000).

Mr. Morgan thus becomes the
Rarest owner of the finest collection
Specimens of antique and artistic watches

to be found in the world. It
includes specimens of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth century, as well as magnificent examples

FIG. 2

from the eighteenth. In the opinion of connois-
seurs, it would be impossible to gather together,
another so beautiful a collection of German and
foreign works of art. We may mention. among
the treasures patiently accumulated by Mr.
Marfels, two watches of Limoges gold enamel of
the seventeenth century, which were acovired as
the result of an understanding between Mr. Mar-
fels and the "Friends of Art" of Mannheim and
which are of considerable value. One of these
pieces, embellished with wonderfully wrought
filigree work, had been lost for a long time, when

Mr. Marfels discovered it in the possession of a
Parisian antiquary. The second was sold to Mr.
Marfels by Spitzer, a Parisian collector.

The collection includes moreover some pieces
of the period of Louis XIII, which have on the
two covers, biblical scenes and subjects taken
from Roman history, as well as two portraits of
the Virgin Mary. These watches are particu-
larly interesting because of the magnificent blend-
ing of the enamel, by a process, the secret of
which has long been lost.

Another masterpiece is a French watch, the
case of which is carved in rock crystal, which is
also mounted with splendid garlands of the
precious metals. We may also mention the
watches of all styles, in artistic goldsmith work,
oval, cylindrical and one pocket watch, dating
from 1650, the thickness of which does not exceed
4/1i of an inch—an exceedingly choice specimen.
Sonic parts of this watch are so minute as to be
barely -visible.

This unique collection, which
Europe Grieved will probably soon be on the
Over Loss way to America, was offered

some time ago to the Prussian
government -and to the Fine Arts . Museum at
Berlin, at a price lower than Mr. Morgan has

FIG. 3

paid for it, and the German press deplores the
departure from the country of so many master-
pieces of art.

Probably many a watchmaker, noting the
tremendous figures at which the collection was
sold, has made up his mind to keep a sharp look-
out hereafter for antique watches, and thus at-
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min riches without delay. The matter is, however,
not as simple as it seems and in this connection,
it is exceedingly interesting to note what Mr.
Ntarfels himself recently had to say on this
subject, under the caption "Valuable and Worth-
less Antique Watches." Following are his own
statements:

"What watchmaker has not been placed in the
position of being called upon to appraise an old
watch? I believe, in some businesses, hardly a
month passes that the proprietor is not puzzled by
the request to place a value on some so-called
old watch. In most cases of this character, the
watchmaker is placed in an equivocal position; on
the one hand he desires to please the customer,
on the other hand he runs the risk of expressing
all altogether erroneous opinion. I have frequent
opportunity to observe this, when old watches are
offered for my inspection, as happens almost daily.
Not infrequently it happens that for some sup-
posedly rare specimen, two thousand marks and
more is asked, whereas, in reality it will be worth
only a hundred marks. Very often watches are
sent to me that are supposed to be valuable, when
they are hardly worth the cost of transportation.

"The following lines may therefore serve the
purpose of determining what kind of old watches
are valuable and what kind have only the value
of the metal entering into them.

"The decisive point, in this
Value of Antique field, as indeed the entire field
Watches of collecting antiques, is the

artistic character. No matter
how old a watch may be, if it has no decorated
dial, no finely ornamented case, it is almost abso-
lutely valueless. Only the artistic execution of
the case and dial, make an antique watch valuable.
II to these artistic features there be added the
element of rarity, the value mounts up to the in-
calculable.

"We will first consider a category of watches,

that are to be had by thousands and which abso-
lutely have but little value. Among these are the
plain old verge watches, with smooth or engine
turned silver and gold cases. They are of no
more than their value as metal, even if the works
are in a good state of preservation and if equipped
with repeating or day and date mechanism. To
the class of almost valualess watches belong the
watches with extraordinary works, for instance,
with peculiar escapements; virgule escapement,
cylinder watches with stone cylinders, very large,
full-second oscillating balances and the like. I
will not say that such watches have not a value
for a horological museum or a special collector
of watch works, but at best only a few marks are
paid for them, for the number of those who
purchase them is very small, whereas the con-
noisseurs, who collect antiques from the stand-
point of industrial art, and who in consequence

FIG. 13
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are also interested in artistically beautiful watches,
are numerous.

"Almost worthless, too, are
Among the verge watches, with painted
Worthless low grade copper enamel dials,

the low artistic value of which
even a layman can recognize. In this class also
belong chased silver or gold watches, if they are
mot faultlessly preserved, i. e., if they show the
slightest defa,cement by wear of the figures on the

'Ease. Ordinary chased watches are to be had
by the thousand and they are worth little more
than their value as metal. Another class of low
value watches we encounter, is watches in red-
metal (Kombac) cases, with enamel paintings.
They are frequently the object of wrong valua-
tion. Wherea's, notably beautiful gold enamel
watches of the seventeenth century, are sometimes
worth as much as 20,000 and 30,000 marks,
($5000 and $7,500). Their red metal relatives of
the period of the First Empire (1800) are worth
but a few marks.

"In addition to these watches, the low value
of which even ordinary people will recognize,
there are quite a number that even a, watchmaker
will easily overvalue. These are the gold enam-
elled watches of the end of the eighteenth century,
the so-called Empire watches. They are often set
with pearls and on the back have quite elaborate
enamel paintings, the figures in which, however,
lack life and form and are strongly reminiscent
of pipe-bowl paintings, for this reason. They
are seldom worth more than too to 200 marks
($25 to $5o), and then only on condition that
the enamel is in perfect condition, not chipped a

PIG. II

worn off. The degree of external preservation is
in all antiques of the greatest importance. Severe
wear or damaged places affect their value enorm-
ously. On the other hand the more or less perfect
condition of the works of a watch is almost
without importance. Whether a wheel is missing
in an old watch or not, whether it will go or not, is
of no moment in regard to their value. I might
even say that any connoisseur would regard a
watch dating back, say, to the sixteenth century,
of less value if it was still going, than if the days
of its usefulness were past, for he would be likely
to argue that the going faculty of so old a time-
piece is only likely to be maintained if for the
original, wornout parts new ones have been sub-
stituted.

"Having, in the foregoing lines,
Priceless briefly sketched the watches
Treasures that are of little value, we will

now refer to a class of
watches, each of which represents a small fortune.
The decorative arts attained their zenith in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; as a result,
watches of this period are most sought after and
most expensive. Although we may meet with
watches dating from the eighteenth century, that
are enchanting, they cannot be compared with
those of the two centuries mentioned. To afford
a better idea, some of the most costly watches
in my (now Mr. Morgan's) collection are illus-
trated herewith. But I must state that the illus-
trations do not give even a faint idea of the
vivid coloring of the enamels, or the fiery sparkle
of the colored precious stones.

"One of the most costly of all known watches,
is probably the egg-watch, in Limoges enamel, dat-
ing from the sixteenth century, which is shown in
Figs. I to 3. It is from the famous collection of
Baron Mayer Karl von Rothschild, of Frankfurt,
and is commonly valued at over 50,000 marks
($12,5oo). The works, with the charming en-
graved dial, were made. by the famous English
watchmaker, David Ramsay, the wonderful paint-
ings in translucent Limoges enamel, are by the no
less famous enamel painter, J. Reymond, Limoges
(France). The great value of this watch is due
to its extraordinary beauty and great rarity.

"In illustrations 6 and 7, we see a little watch
well-known in the art world, in relief enamel,
made by N. Vallin, in Lyons, and one of the best

FIG. 14
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watches in the late Spitzer collection in Paris.
It brought, in the auction of the Spitzer collection,
a price of 21,500 francs.

"Figs 5 and 8, show a gold-mounted watch
case in rock crystal, ornamented with fine 'Mina-
ture paintings and set with emeralds and rubies.
It also dates from the sixteenth century and has
a value of about mom marks ($2,5oo).

"In the same class, as to price,
Crucifix Watch is the gold - enameled crucifix

watch, Fig. 9, dating from the
seventeenth century, which is of German make.
As we have above stated, a gold enamel watch of
the time of Napoleon I, rarely brings, in the trade,
more than too to 200 marks ($25 to $50). Excep-
tionally tine enameled watches of the period of
Louis XIII (1610 to 1643) like Fig. 13 in my col-
lection, are on the other hand worth 20,000 marks
($50oo) each. Yes, I one day offered for fin ex-
traordinarily rare specimen of this kind, 30,000
marks ($7500) without success.,

"We may also appraise, at a value of I0,000
marks, the very beautiful watch, not here shown,
by the famous enameler Huaut the younger. On
the back it bears a striking picture of the Great
Elector, whose court-painter Huaut was towards
the end of the seventeenth century.

"That in the case of specimens of such price,
we are dealing with watches of the highest class,
m perfect condition, and of great rarity, is, of
course, understood.

"These prices, too, are obtained only for
watches made at a very early period when only
the hour hand was. used.

"At that period (the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries) art had attained an incredible
degree of perfection, from which, in later years,
it greatly receded.

"All that I have here said in
Antique Clocks regard to watches, will apply

also to large clocki. In this
case, too, it is not the age that governs the price,
but the beauty and rarity.. Only those standing

Ity
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clocks are valuable, that have a beautiful case and
an artistic dial, in which, if possible, ornamenta-
tions of bronze, silver or gold are prominent. An
example of this description is the standing clock
in buhl work, presented in 1730, by Louis XIV to
King August the Strong, as a gift. It stands in
the green vault at Dresden and I an convinced
would bring, at any atction, a price of 500,000
marks ($125,000).

"The reader will note, from these remarks
that the Value of old watches differs enormously;
we shall be pleased if the above statements will
have given the confreres to some extent a lead
in the valuation of old watchcs, that will protect
them against incorrect appraisement."

We will now proceed with the description of
some others of the watches illustrated herewith.

One of the rarest specimens
Made by in the collection, being the
Henlein oldest, is the one shown in

Figs. 70 and 11. This is a cyl-
indrical wa(ch of the pattern in which the first
watches ‘vere made, by the Nuremberg locksmith,
Peter Henkin, who was the first to maxe a
pocket timepiece, and it was made in the six-

FIG, 17

teenth century. The case, of bronze, is artistically
repousse; the works are all of iron and the escape-
ment is regulated by a "foliot" (beam) and a hog's
bristle, which was the device employed before the

,. balance wag invented.
A watch case in the collection from the six-

teenth century affords an idea of the importance
attached to the watch at this period, as revealed
in the labor expended .on, the cases. The case
referred to is of bronze, the sides of boldly exe-
cuted open work, while around the edge is the
solemn injunction in rhyme. "Time passes, death
approaches; repent 0 man and fear God, etc."
The massive character of this case, indicates that
it was intended probably for a saddle or travel-
ing watch.

In this collection is also the smallest watch
in existence of early origin. It has a gold
enameled case and dial. The diameter of this
horological curiosity from about 165o, is three-
eighths of an inch.

A style of watch much in favor
Decorative among the religiously inclined
Symbolism and the clergy, is shown in

Figs. 12 and 14. The case is of
silver, it is ascribed to about the year 165o, and
is signed Carl Bauer, Amsterdam.

A specimen of eighteenth century work, of
the highest excellence, is shown in Figs. 15 and

1943
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16, an elegant gold repeating watch in an open-
work case, artistically decorated with Vernis
Martin enamel paintings of the Emperor Joseph

and Empress. The execution of this watch,
which bears the signature of C. H. Haehnel,
London, is in every respect exquisite.

One of the richest specimens of the jeweler's
art in the collection, and liot here shown, is a re-
peater, contained in an open-work gold case, the
front of which is encrusted completely with dia-
monds. Accompanying the watch is an elaborately
wrought chatelaine, set with diamonds and rubies,
the pendants being two emeralds. It is signed,
11131eansrigliltili,).London, and is eighteenth century work-

A watch showing fine specimen of translucent
enamel work, which is likewise ascribed to the
eighteenth century, is in the shape of a gold.snuff-
box, the piece being richly chased and set with
pearls.

Of ingenious construction is
Intricate another watch, in the collec-
Mechanism tion, the lower part of which

is arranged to contain bonbons
or pastiles, while in the upper part a small watch
is set. A humming bird is arranged to pipe a tune,
Open and close his beak and flap his wings, artistic
enamel work increasing the attractiveness of this
interesting specimen.

Equally unique in design and artistic in exe-
cution is a gold and enamel watch in the form of
a multi-colored butterfly. It has a musical move-
ment and is a combination watch and bonbonniere,
the wings being hinged to open. The date of this
unique and attractive work of art, is about 1790.

One of the curiosities of the collection is a
watch contained in a finger-ring, of the period of
Louis XVI, date about 1780. The ring is set with
diamonds and the design altogether is very at-
tractive. Another curio is a golden cylindrical
box, ill beautiful steel grey translucent enamel,
decorated with many colored designs in relief
enamel, concealing ill its interior a tiny gold
enameled watch. This unique specimen is ascribed
to 1780. A gold watch, with a musical movement,
the whole made up to resemble a lyre, is also
found in the collection. A small medallion occu-
pying a central position, contains a pair of lovers,

FIG. 19
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moving figures, that
dance to the music.
The royal crown of
England is engraved 

ion the foot. This s
a superb piece, 'either
from a mechanical or
a jeweler's standpoint,
the lyre being set with
diamonds and rubies
and it is of the period
of about 1790. A gold
enameled watch, of
elegant design, the
.cases being formed

r 15 like a shell, dates
from about 1800.

Unique in design
and artistic in execu-
tion, is a gold pear-
shaped watch, richly
enameled. The upper
portion of the pear-
shaped case is made to
serve as a smelling
bottle. Another curio
is a gold watch made
to resemble a minia-
ture mandolin, it is
tastefully decorated

FIG. 20 with enamel work and
set with diamonds.

Another is a gold enameled watch in a pryamid
shaped case, beautifully enameled and set with
pearls. The three specimens, last described, all
date from the year 1800.

As showing the inventive genius and high
degree of mechanical skill, possessed by the old
time watchmakers, one specimen is of particular
interest. It is a penholder of gold, richly engraved
and equipped with a marvelously minute watch
movement, the three dials of which show the time of
day, the day of the week and the day of the month.

Another example of the combination of the
watch with some useful device, which dates from
1800, is in the shape of a box, into the lid or
cover of which the watch is set. The box is of
gold, richly enameled and set with pearls, gold
being likewise used, whenever possible for the
contents, which includes scent bottle, needle case,
lead pencil, tooth pick, paper-knife and watch
key. One of the gems of the collection is a gold
watch in the form of a tulip, also attributed to
1800, a period that seems to have been remarkable
for these horological curiosities. On pressing a
spring, the petals of the flower, which are of fili-
gree work, set with pearls, fly open, disclosing the
little watch, in the base of the flower.

Artistic design and skillful
Highly Artistic execution are the chief features

of the enameled gold watch
shown in Figs. 17, 18 and io, which is of the
Louis XIII period, about 1650, and is signed
Auguste Breteneau, Paris. The case is exquisitely
decorated, inside and out, with hunting scenes of
mythological origin.

Fig. 20, from the same period, is a small
watch in a finely wrought, shell-shaped case of

rock-crystal, the dial being elaborately engraved.
It was acquired at the sale of the Spitzer col-
lection.

Fig. 21, which bears the signature Le Blond,
and dates from the sixteenth century, is an
octagonal egg-watch, the dial and border richly
engraved and showing hunting scenes.

A watch in the form of a prayer-book, in
gilt bronze, typifies the association of the flight of
time with sacred things inculcated by the church.
The interior bears an engraved representation of
the Crucifixion, with the spear and sponge affixed

FIG. 22

to a lance and a kneeling female figure. The
decoration is in the style of Peter Hoetner and the
watch dates from the sixteenth century.

A masterpiece of the engravers' art, as well
as an admirable specimen of horological skill, is
an egg-watch, with Turkish figures. On the three
dials, one of which has a double circle, the date,
age and phases of the moon, time of day and signs
of the zodiac are displayed; the face of the watch,
which dates from 1650, being exquisitely engraved.
Another is an octagonal egg-watch, in a rock-
crystal case, the elaborately engraved dial, repre-

the edge has the finest
ornamentation by
Theodore de Bry.
Dating from the six-
teenth century, this
exceedingly beautiful
watch bears the sig-
nature of James
Vautvollier.

The cross-watch is
an exceedingly dainty
creation, the minute
engraving, s Ii o W ing
the resurrection of
the Savior and the
announcement to the
shepherds, being visi-
ble through the cruel-
f o rut rock-crystal
outer case. The sig-
nature of Anthoine
Arland appears on the
case and the watch is
ascribed to the six-
teenth century.

A gold enameled
egg watch; with silver
engraved edge and
dial, is of about sixteenth century work-
manship.

The gold-enameled watches, shown in Figs.
22 and 23, show beautifully executed representa-
tions of Rebecca at the well, and of the Madonna
and Holy Family. The workmanship of the latter
watch, which bears the signature of Huaut freres,
is very fine, the date being given as about 1700.

F. Perigal, London, is the signature that
appears on the richly enameled gold watch, dating
from 1750, that is illustrated in Figs. 24 and 25.
The case, which is set with diamonds, shows a de
sign in enamel encircled by a waved line.

Yet another large gold enameled watch is
ai2e.',her example of the highly developed mechani-
%c0"Ingenuity that marked the development of the
horological art at the end of the seventeenth
century. The movement is supplemented by
music-works and bells and from the mouths of
the lions and swans that enter into the decorations
of the back case, water appears. to flow, when
the watch is going. The case is bordered with a
setting of pearls and the inner edge is beautifully
engraved and 9ramented with open work.

A repeating watch .of extraordinary size, has
an enameled outer case in wonderful, deep blue
enamel color work. The superimposed edges of
the case are bordered with serpentine lines and
are enameled. This superb timepiece is signed
Ilbery, London, and dates from about 1800.

Although our illustrations, in monotone.
afford but a slight idea of the beauty of the
originals, in the rich colors of their enamels and
the brilliant effects of their settings of precious
stones, they will at least suffice, not only to give a
fair idea of the magnificence and artistic value of
this collection, but, at the same time, afford an
indication of the advanced condition to which the
art of watchmaking had attained in previous
centuries.

cAim your Rush Orders
at the R_ighl, Mark,.
You may rely- upon
our promptness
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senting a Biblical subject. This watch, which
dates from the sixteenth century, is signed
Johann George Reinbold.

Mounted in exquisitely executed enameled
gold, a beautiful shell-watch is one of the most
charming specimens in the collection. The dial is
in greenish enamel and shows through the carved
rock-crystal case, producing a very delicate effect.
It is ascribed to the sixteenth century.

One of the rarest specimens is a watch in
enamel or glass, of exceptionally fine workman-
ship, signed "Simon Hachett, London," and
ascribed to the sixteenth century. The covers of
this case may be classed with the finest specimens
of this difficult but exceedingly effective art.

In a small silver neck watch is shown another
fine specimen of the engraver's art. The dial
and hands are of gold, Biblical scenes being
selected as the subjects for the engravings, which FIG. 25
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THE HOWARD WATCH

WITH Christmas only a few weeks
off, the question for you, as a pro-

gressive HOWARD jeweler is Are you
prepared to get the most out of the
Christmas trade in HOWARD Watches?

Folks are especially open to the suggestive power

of fine goods at Christmas.

The HOWARD Watch has a unique history and a

wide and general reputation.

There is nothing you can feature that will compel

so much attention as a window display of HOWARDS —

nothing that will bring so many purchasers of high-

priced goods into your store and open the way for other

sales all over your stock.

Can you make a representative display of HOWARD

Watches?

Is your assortment so complete that you can furnish

any style the customer wants ?

If it is not — we advise that you fill out your

assortment at once. See your jobbers about it.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

means more to a man than any other

gift they could choose for him.
Every man knows the HOWARD Watch—it

s

history and traditions—the names of the 
leading

Americans who have carried the HowARD
 and

made it their own.

He is pleased with their recognition of hi
m as

the kind of man who ought to own a 
HowARD—

the finest practical timepiece in the wor
ld.

The HOWARD Watch is a source of 
pride to

any man among his friends—not 
alone in its

accuracy and reliability, but because of 
its distinc-

tive position among timepieces.

It is the last word in a fine watch, 
and no

other gift however high in cost could mor
e surely

reflect the idea of quality.
A HOWARD Watch is always worth wh

at you

pay for it. The price of each watch—from the

I 7-jewel (double roller) in a Boss or 
Crescent Gold-

filled case at $4o; to the 23-jewel in a 
14 K. solid

gold case at iso—is fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HO
WARD Watch. Find the HOW

ARD jeweler in your

town and talk to him. He is a good
 man to know. Drop us a postal 

card, Dept. E., and we

will send you " The Story of Edward
 Howard and the First American 

Watch "—an inspiring

chapter of history that every man 
and boy should read.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears i
n the leading magazines and 

periodicals for November. It reac
hes 7,500.000 subscribers (about 

30.000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in yo
ur community who can afford 

to buy a watch. Some of them will be interest
ed. Are you a

HOWARD dealer 1' Do the people of your locality 
know that they can find the HO

WARD at your store I"



NOT every man is minded to pay
a high price for a watch. Per-

haps his work proves too much strain on a fine
watch—or he cannot afford anything but a low-
priced timepiece.

Ten dollars is the outside limit with eight men
out of nine.

And then there are the boys and girls growing up.
The Excelsior is the one watch in the world that is made with

the distinct idea of giving the legitimate jeweler a dependable watch
he can sell to these people with a free mind.

The Excelsior is a real watch sightly and durable. It will give
all the service of most watches sold at twice the price and make good

Stock the lin
your display and in your adver

The Excelsior watch has 7 jewels,
quick train and cut expansion balance
with Breguet hairspring. Stem-wind
and pendant-set (except 18 size hunting
lever-set).

Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes—open
face and hunting. Plain polished, engine-turned
and fancy engraved cases of three grades—
Gold-filled, 20-year ; Gold-filled, ro-year ; and
Silverode. Retail prices, $4.50 to $1 Loo.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and sold
comp/ete—with a printed price ticket attached
that makes the price uniform everywhere and
insures your rightful profit on every sale.
e that will meet the growing demand. Feature
tising.

Inquire of your jobbers and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J.



You're Not Ready For The Holiday Trade
Unless you have on hand a supply of

NEW ENGLAND WATCHES
MOST SATISFACTORY, COMPREHENSIVE LINE ON THE MARKET

They Will Trim Your Display Windows - Make Your Show Cases Attractive
Watches for Men, Women and Children-Old and Young-Rich and Poor

NID

'Se_ve..rx. Jeweled
I RcAler L.ever

1.•■■■ -pered .9avel Sish:ty rrc•I

  c
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Solid Mahogany Box, lined with Rich Green Velvet
For "Alden" B. B. 20 yr. G. F. watch
DEALERS' PRICE FOR BOX ONLY

Furnished alone, $2.00. Furnished with 20 yr. G. F. watch, $1.60
Subject to Keystone Key and 6 Cash Discount

Consumers' Price for Watch and Box, $10.00

"Alden." Series B. B. 16 Size
Dealers' Consumers'

20 yr. Gold Filled Price Price
No. 31427 0. F., E. T., En., T. tIc B. . . $12.50 $9.75
No. 31457. His... " • • . 15.50 11.25
Plain or Engine Turned Cases, 0. F. . . 11.50 9.00

'• Htg. . • . 14.00 10.50
Semi-Bascine Cases, Beaded Edge, Jointed
Full " " Jointed or S. B. & B.

METAL DIALS-Gilt, Silvered or Black
On "Aldens," if desired

No Extra Charge

"Alden." Series Y. 16 Size
Dealers' Consumers'
Price Price

No. 28111. 0 F B P Nickel • . . $5.50 $4.00
No. 28461. ' 5 yr. G. F. . . 8.10 6.00
No. 28481. " " 10 yr. G. F. 9.00 7.00
No. 28201. " Gun Metal 7  00 5.00

Nickel Cases, Full Bascine. S. B. & B.
Gold Filled " Semi- " Beaded Edge, S. B. & B.
Gun Metal " " " Jointed Back

Nickel and G. F. Cases. E. T. to Spot. No Extra Charge

ALL DEALERS' PRICES FOR " ALDENS "
subject to Keystone Key and 6 Cash Discount

Our Handsome New

and

Neat Elk Display Card
Furnished upon Request

NO CHARGE

Beautiful Elk Dial
in Five Colors

On Series B. B. No Extra Charge

Orders Promptly Filled by

The New England Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS
Pacific Coast Agents, B. W. FREER CO., San Francisco, Cal.

ELECTROTYPES
Suitable for Catalogue or

Newspaper

Illustrating all

New England Watches
Furnished upon Request

--
NO CHARGE

195 1

Get Your Orders In Now
For a full line of 

NEW ENGLAND WATCHES
MARVELOUS VARIETY IN DESIGN. 

GUARANTEED TIME-KEEPERS

They will Sell to All Classes of Trade
-Give You a Generous Profit

Watches for Outing, Traveling, Business and 
Dressy Occasions

•1 1 I

10 NEW T,V6 LAN)) 2

8
5 
4

7

The Ideal Travelers' Watch

In Assorted Leather Cases
Dealers' Price Consumers' Price

No. 28501. 2" Dial, "Alden" (Y) mvt.  
$12.00 $9.00

No. 28551. 24" ' " " •• :   14 00 10.50

No. 13001. 2'' ' "Hale" " " 9  00 7.00

Dealers' Prices subject to Keystone Key a
nd 0 Cash Discount

Latest Designs in " Hale " Cases

The wonderfully low-priced Lever
 Watch

For Men and Boys

( 
_ _ 

Dealers' Consumers'

No. 13117. 0. F., Nickel, Eng. 
Locomotive /, Price Price

No. 13119. " " " Automobile ( $2.80 $2.00

Plain and E. T. to Spot at same price
s.

Nickel "Hales"-in Dozen Lots-to 
Dealers, $32.40 per Doz.

Dealers' Consumers'
Price Price

Gilt "Hales," same designs as N
ickel . . . $2.90 $2.25

5 yr. G. F. "Hales," same designs 
as Nickel . 5.00 4.00

10 ' " 
.. 5.00

Dealers' Prices on Nickel and Gilt "H
ales,",  subject to Keystone Key and 2

,'

r;

.. ..

.
Gold Filled '. ', ',

' " 6..

"Cavour" B. P. or Rom.
Vermicelli Center Band

Dealers' Consumers'

No. Price Price

9629. 20 yr. G. F., $10.60 $7.50

6229. Sterling . . 8.50 6.00

,"Cavour" Repousse
Dealers' Consumers'
Price Price

No. 9633. 20 yr. G. F. 0. F. $11.70 $8.25

No. 6283. Sterling " 9.00 6.50

Attractive and Convincing

Advertising Literature

Imprinted With Your Name

Furnished in Quantity

For Distribution

NO CHARGE

No. 71 A
"Putnam," 18 Size

The Low-Priced Man's Watch
Especially Strong and Durable

Case Designs, B. P. and E.T. to Spot

Case Metals. Nickel, Gilt, Gold Filled

Prices and Terms, same as on " Hales"

Fancy Picture Dials. No Extra Charge

LADIES' WATCHES
Belt or Chatelaine

"Elf" Solid Gold
No. 25101. 0. F., B. P. or Rom.
Dealers Price   $22.30
Consumers' Price   15.00

Write, 'Phone or Wire Your 
Orders to

The New England Watch Co.

Waterbury, Conn.

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS

"Elf"-Romanesque
Dealers' Consumers'
Price Price

No. 8471. 0. F., 20 yr., G. F. $16.00 
$11.25

No. 6481. " Sterling 13.30 9.50

"Elfs" and "Cavours" may be had in a great

variety of Case Designs, Open Face or 
Hunting,

Gold, Silver, Nickel or Gun Metal.

Dealers' Prices range from $6.40 to $34.00

Consumers' Prices range from $4.50 to $24.00

All Dealers' Prices subject to Keystone 
Key and 0

Pacific Coast Agents, B. W. FREER CO.,
 San Francisco, Cal.

Our Material Cabinet
contains an assortment of parts

most frequently needed, put up in

air-tight glass bottles, ready for

use. Assortment arranged to suit

Special Requirements
Price, $10.00

Subject to Keystone Key and 60
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Jewelry Making

By LAURIN II. MARTIN, in Handicraft

TI—IE KEYSTOIN e

It may seem strange but there is very littletraditional or generally recognized system ofstudy for the craftsman to follow. It is left tothe judgment of the teacher to decide what shouldcome first, and how the beginner should be ledon through the many processes which form themental and manual equipment of a capable workerin jewelry. And yet no one will deny that anycraft should be taught in a systematic andthorough way, and in a way to develop the in-ventive power as well as the manual dexterity.I am attempting in these few pages to formu-late a system of training and in my opinion theseexercises will give a beginner an introduction intothe most ,essential rudiments of the tech-nique. I feel if one wants to make aspeciality of jewelry it is well to have anall around training in metal work and en-amelling. It is difficult to learn the freeuse of certain tools on very small work.
You must, of course, firstStudy Design study design, for if you
cannot make good designsfor your jewelry, although you have goodcontrol over the manual side of the craft,it will be impossible to make anything worthwhile.

I should say the starting point in jewelryis to learn to use the saw. Practice sawingout simple designs until you can follow theline as well as you can draw it with a pencil.You will soon get so that you can draw withthe saw.
It is very important to draw the designupon the metal accurately. Do not feel thatyou can correct it with the saw and do not. allow for unnecessary filing. The thing toget in the habit of doing is to do everythingas directly as possible. You will find it ahelp to rub a little Chinese white water-color on silver to dull it down a little beforedrawing in the design. In transferring de-signs on rather large work you can usetransfer paper, but you are very apt in small

work to lose the drawing. On small workthe thickness of a line one way or the othermakes a great difference.
I find it a great help in many designs todraw construction lines in the silver, and

you will find them a great guide. Fig. 7 willshow the contruction lines, and will alsoshow how in certain designs you can use
the drill to advantage, for it will save saw-ing around the small curve. You can in
this case get the places located where youare going to drill, then use the center punch,
and drill your holes and then draw your
design around the holes.

After you can use the saw
Use of you can make a design
Hard Solder which calls for a single

stone. I should in this casenot attempt to introduce anything new but thestone. This will bring in the use of hard solder.In soldering with hard solder (and I should neveruse soft solder in jewelry) you are bound to haveyour troubles. The first thing to do in makinga brooch consisting of a stone, the design around
which is sawed out, is to cut a narrow strip offine silver and bend it closely to the stone. I
should use for this about 28 or 30 gauge silver.I prefer in most cases to use fine silver instead ofsterling silver for it is very easy to fit to the
stone, and when you are ready to set the stone you
can press it against the stone without the slightest
trouble.

Fine silver is so very soft it would not be
practical to use for most things. It is very nice
to use under enamels as it insures pure colors.Although fine silver is soft it is harder to melt
than sterling silver, since the purer any metal isthe harder it is to melt. For example, you could
use f8-karat gold as a solder for 24-karat, or youcould use 14-karat gold as a solder for 18-karat,and so on. You can easily make an easy flowing
silver solder by melting together two parts ofsilver scrap and one part of brass spelter.

This thin band of fine silver that goes around

the stone has first to be soldered. Bend it untilthe ends fit closely, then paint the ends with borax,and pick up a small piece of solder with the boraxbrush and apply it to the joint.
It is important to heat it slowlyHeating at first, for if you heat it
quickly the borax will expandso as to open the joint and throw off the pieceof solder.

After the borax is thoroughly dry apply theheat until the solder melts. When soldering Ialways have a steel point handy so if the solderstarts to run the wrong way I can direct it withthe steel point. Oftentimes in soldering a smallband the solder will melt and run on one side orthe other of the joint, and you can melt the silverbefore the solder will run in the joint, but ifyou have a steel point in your left hand you caneasily with one touch direct the solder to thejoint. After the joint is soldered try it over the

FIG, 1.
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You can now draw on your construction lines,and then the design, drill your holes, and saw outthe design.
In learning to solder you must not feel thatYou have mastered soldering after having beensuccessful in a piece or two; one must practice,first soldering small things, and then large things,and also small forms to large forms. Do 'not everforget that the main thing is to get the metal allhot at the same time. I find the mistake madeby almost everyone when first soldering the deli-cate parts ill filigree work is to play the flame onthe part to be soldered and not to heat the thingas a whole.

Making
Wire Units

I would suggest that at this
stage in learning to make
jewelry it would be a good idea
to bend some flat wire intounits. You can make an indefinite variety ofunits and with a unit or combination of unitsyou can make an indefinite variety of chains.Fig. i shows two chains and a broochmade out of a unit.

Fig. 2 shows the shapes of pliers whichwill be very useful in bending wire intovarious shapes.
In bending units into different shapesyou will find yourself inventing ways tomake your units all alike. I find a pair ofpliers like Fig. 5 very useful in making asmall curve at the end of wire. You willnot find a pair of pliers of this shape on themarket, but you can take a pair of round-nose pliers and file into this shape. In factfor many units you can file your pliers tospecial shapes.
Fig. 6 will show how you can file a pairof pliers to make this special unit. First ofall, take a piece of flat wire, about three-quarters of an inch in length: next curvethe ends, then bend it in the center. Thenit is a good scheme to have a round wirefastened in a block, and place this unit atthis stage over the wire.
You can now press with the pliers whichhave been specially prepared and you cannothelp making your units alike.
Fig. 3 shows a few simple units madeout of flat wire, out of which you can makean indefinite number of chains, brooches andpendants. After making a few chains youwill find you can make them nicely andquickly, and will find yourself getting quiteexpert in soldering. I would suggest at thisstage to make a few units which are moresolid in character than the wire units. Fig.illustrates two such units. One of theseunits is made by soldering some wire beadingaround a large silver ball. Small flowerslike this other unit can be made by drilling ahole the size of the center and sawing outaround it, after which file the petals intoshape and then solder a large ball in thecenter.
We can now easily make a brooch likeFig. 8. This illustration will show thevarious stages of the work. First of all makethe settings for the five stones; draw in your con-struction lines and locate your settings and solderthem on., Saw around the settings like the secondfigure in the illustration, bend the flat wire unitand spring it in between the settings.

In this case I should run the solder in fromthe back as it will make the finishing easier. Youcan now saw out some small forms and modelthem into shape with the file. In soldering themonto the wire-work the simplest and neatest wayis to first melt a small piece of solder onto thislast unit we have sawed out, scrape and borax thesurface and place these units upon the wire, applythe heat and unite the whole.
Fig. g will illustrate a design with smallflower units, soldered otto modeled leaves. Thisis quite a simple design to execute if you go atit the right way. The first thing to do is to fita band around the stone and make the settingindependently of the rest of the design. I shouldnow cut a hole out of a piece of silver is or 18gauge, a good tight fit for this setting.
The first illustration in Fig. g will show theprocess of sawing. You can see the construction

(Continued on page 1971)
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stone and make sure it is the right size, then fileone side flat. Always try it over the stone afterthis last filing to make sure you have not pressedit out of shape.
We now have the problem of soldering thissmall thin band on to the piece of metal on whichthe design is to be sawed out.

Cleanliness is the secret ofCleanliness soldering. The silver must
always be scraped first. Theproblem of soldering two pieces of metal together,one a small piece and the other a large piece, ismore difficult than just soldering the small band.In soldering two pieces of metal together in thisway, do not play the flame on the solder. Firstof all dry the borax slowly. Now, as we aresoldering a small piece of silver to a large piece,the thing to do is to play the flame on the largepiece of metal. If you play the flame on the smallpiece the solder will melt, but it will run on thethin piece of silver as it will get hot sooner, butyou will not have united the two pieces of silver.The point in soldering is to get the two pieces hotat the same time, and when it is hot enough thesolder will run around the joint uniting the pieces.After it is soldered put it into a weak solution ofsulphuric acid. This will clean off all the borax.

I
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Lessons in Horology
By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, 

of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro.
Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Locle Horological School.

[Continued from the October Keystone]

The algebraic sum of the moments of forces

tion to the center of the anchor:

(9)
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and since:
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Dividing (7) by (9), one will obtain
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466. Equations (5) and (so) which give the value of the

moment of force GI
balance, are exact for all anchor, cylinder, or other similar 

kinds

of escapements.
For any given case, it is only necessary to determine the

values of r, r', p and p and these can, as we have seen, change
from the beginning to the end of the movement. One can 

then

calculate various values of Q and take the mean, then 
multiply

this value by the angle traversed to obtain the work of this 
force.

The value of r, r', P' and p can be determined from the design,
but the drawing should be very exact.

. 467. Let us apply this theory to the system of the 
anchor

escapement represented (Plate 12). In this construction, the

values of r, r' and P remain constant, only that of p is variable.
We will have (Fig. 129).

=-- 0' d = b' c.

Let us also place
b" c =--

We could also write, that
=-_- pu an =-- rn sin P. a"

on designating by al)" the radius of the circle evolved

and by a" the angle formed by the radius 0" a" and

the radius 0" b". The point a" is determined by a

length of arc b" a" equal to b" c, this last line repre-

senting the length of the line evolved. The angle 0,"

is, therefore, variable, and varies proportionately to the

angle traversed by the wheel.
In an analogous manner to the preceding case, we

could find the algebraic sum of the moments of force

• acting on the wheel and will obtain
P — N r" sin — f ril sin 13 a" o,

and for the anchor:
.\.

From whence we have the relation:

\,a'. IQ
- 
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!

flit which becomes, upon dividing by r" sin P.

_

(I3) 
± f

r'/ 
cot 11
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FIG. 129

........

from whence we find

—fa" +f „ -- cot p

Let us remark that we would have arrived at the same result

by introducing into the formula (5) the value of p, which is r"
sin P a" (t) r") cos We thus obtain the value of the

resisting moment with relation to the axis of the wheel. This

value varies with 0," ; it is therefore different from the begin-

ning to the end of the movement. If friction did not exist, the

terms of the formula ( 14) which contain the 
coefficient f would

disappear, and we would have at the beginning as at the end of

the impulse

1953

r"
P r, ,

at the entrance pallet as well as at the exit pallet.

(Continued on page 1955)
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Jewelry Making

By LAURIN H. MARTIN, in Handicraft

It may seem strange but there is very littletraditional or generally recognized system ofstudy for the craftsman to follow. It is left tothe judgment of the teacher to decide what shouldcome first, and how the beginner should be ledon through the many processes which form themental and manual equipment of a capable workerin jewelry. And yet no one will deny that anycraft should be taught in a systematic andthorough way, and in a way to develop the in-ventive power as well as the manual dexterity.I am attempting in these few pages to formu-late a system of training and in my opinion theseexercises will give a beginner an introduction intothe most essential rudiments of the tech-nique. I feel if one wants to make aspeciality of jewelry it is well to have anall around training in metal work and en-amelling. It is difficult to learn the freeuse of certain tools on very small work.
You must, of course, firstStudy Design study design, for if you
cannot make good designsfor your jewelry, although you have goodcontrol over the manual side of the craft,it will be impossible to make anything worthwhile.

I should say the starting point in jewelryis to learn to use the saw. Practice sawingout simple designs until you can follow theline as well as you can draw it with a pencil.You will soon get so that you can draw withthe saw.
It is very important to draw the designupon the metal accurately. Do not feel thatyou can correct it with the saw and do notallow for unnecessary filing. The thing toget in the habit of doing is to do everythingas directly as possible. You will find it ahelp to rub a little Chinese white water-color on silver to dull it down a little beforedrawing in the design. In transferring de-signs on rather large work you can usetransfer paper, but you are very apt in smallwork to lose the drawing. On small workthe thickness of a line one way or the othermakes a great difference.
I find it a great help in many designs todraw construction lines in the silver, and

you will find them a great guide. Fig. 7 willshow the contruction lines, and will alsoshow how in certain designs you can usethe drill to advantage, for it will save saw-ing around the small curve. You can inthis case get the places located where you
are going to drill, then use the center punch,and drill your holes and then draw yourdesign around the holes.

After you can use the sawUse of you can make a designHard Solder which calls for a single
stone. I should in this casenot attempt to introduce anything new but thestone. This will bring in the use of hard solder.In soldering with hard solder (and I should neveruse soft solder in jewelry) you are bound to haveyour troubles. The first thing to do in makinga brooch consisting of a stone, the design aroundwhich is sawed out, is to cut a narrow strip offine silver and bend it closely to the stone. Ishould use for this about 28 or 30 gauge silver.I prefer in most cases to use fine silver instead ofsterling silver for it is very easy to fit to the

stone, and when you are ready to set the stone youcan press it against the stone without the slightest
trouble.

Fine silver is so very soft it would not bepractical to use for most things. It is very niceto use under enamels as it insures pure colors.Although fine silver is soft it is harder to meltthan sterling silver, since the purer any metal is
the harder it is to melt. For example, you coulduse t8-karat gold as a solder for 24-karat, or youcould use 14-karat gold as a solder for f8-karat,
and so on. You can easily make an easy flowing
silver solder by melting together two parts of
silver scrap and one part of brass spelter.

This thin band of fine silver that goes around

the stone has first to be soldered. Bend it untilthe ends fit closely, then paint the ends with borax,and pick up a small piece of solder with the boraxbrush and apply it to the joint.
It is important to heat it slowlyHeating at first, for if you heat it
quickly the borax will expandso as to open the joint and throw off the pieceof solder.

After the borax is thoroughly dry apply theheat until the solder melts. When soldering Ialways have a steel point handy so if the solderstarts to run the wrong way I can direct it withthe steel point. Oftentimes in soldering a smallband the solder will melt and run on one side orthe other of the joint, and you can melt the silverbefore the solder will run in the joint, but ifyou have a steel point in your left hand you caneasily with one touch direct the solder to thejoint. After the joint is soldered try it over the

You can now draw on your construction lines,and then the design, drill your holes, and saw outthe design.
In learning to solder you must not feel thatyou have mastered soldering after having beensuccessful in a piece or two; one must practice,first soldering small things, and then large things,and also small forms to large forms. Do not everforget that the main thing is to get the metal allhot at the same time. I find the mistake madeby almost everyone when first soldering the deli-cate parts in filigree work is to play the flame onthe part to be soldered and not to heat the thingas a whole.

I would suggest that at thisMaking stage in learning to makeWire Units jewelry it would be a good idea
to bend some flat wire intounits. You can make an indefinite variety ofunits and with a unit or combination of unitsyou can make an indefinite variety of chains.Fig. i shows two chains and a broochmade out of a unit.

Fig. 2 shows the shapes of pliers whichwill be very useful in bending wire intovarious shapes.
In bending units into diffefent shapesyou will find yourself inventing ways tomake your units all alike. I find a pair ofpliers like Fig. 5 very useful in making asmall curve at the end of wire. You willnot find a pair of pliers of this shape on themarket, but you can take a pair of round-nose pliers and file into this shape. In factfor many units you can file your pliers tospecial shapes.
Fig. 6 will show how you can file a pairof pliers to make this special unit. First ofall, take a piece of flat wire, about three-quarters of an inch in length : next curvethe ends, then bend it in the center. Thenit is a good scheme to have a round wirefastened in a block, and place this unit atthis stage over the wire.
You can now press with the pliers whichhave been specially prepared and you cannothelp making your units alike.
Fig. 3 shows a few simple units madeout of flat wire, out of which you can makean indefinite number of chains, brooches andpendants. After making a few chains youwill find you can make them nicely andquickly, and will find yourself getting quiteexpert in soldering. I would suggest at thisstage to make a few units which are moresolid in character than the wire units. Fig.4 illustrates two such units. One of theseunits is made by soldering some wire beadingaround a large silver ball. Small flowerslike this other unit can be made by drilling ahole the size of the center and sawing outaround it, after which file the petals intoshape and then solder a large ball in thecenter.
We can now easily make a brooch likeFig. 8. This illustration will show thevarious stages of the work. First of all makethe settings for the five stones; draw in your con-struction lines and locate your settings and solderthem on. Saw around the settings like the secondfigure in the illustration, bend the flat wire unitand spring it in between the settings.

In this case I should run the solder in fromthe back as it will make the finishing easier. Youcan now saw out some small forms and modelthem into shape with the file. In soldering themonto the wire-work the simplest and neatest wayis to first melt a small piece of solder onto thislast unit we have sawed out, scrape and borax thesurface and place these units upon the wire, applythe heat and unite the whole.
Fig. 9 will illustrate a design with smallflower units, soldered otto modeled leaves. Thisis quite a simple design to execute if you go atit the right way. The first thing to do is to fita band around the stone and make the settingindependently of the rest of the design. I shouldnow cut a hole out of a piece of silver is or 18gauge, a good tight fit for this setting.
The first illustration in Fig. g will show theprocess of sawing. You can see the construction

(Continued on page 1971)
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stone and make sure it is the right size, then fileone side flat. Always try it over the stone afterthis last filing to make sure you have not pressedit out of shape.
We now have the problem of soldering thissmall thin band on to the piece of metal on whichthe design is to be sawed out.

Cleanliness is the secret of
soldering. The silver mustalways be scraped first. Theproblem of soldering two pieces of metal together,one a small piece and the other a large piece, ismore difficult than just soldering the small band.In soldering two pieces of metal together in thisway, do not play the flame on the solder. Firstof all dry the borax slowly. Now, as we aresoldering a small piece of silver to a large piece,the thing to do is to play the flame on the largepiece of metal. If you play the flame on the smallpiece the solder will melt, but it will run on thethin piece of silver as it will get hot sooner, butyou will not have united the two pieces of silver.The point in soldering is to get the two pieces hotat the same time, and when it is hot enough thesolder will run around the joint uniting the pieces.After it is soldered put it into a weak solution ofsulphuric acid. This will clean off all the borax.

Cleanliness

Lessons in Horology
By JULES GROSSMANNL Director of the Horological School, of Lode, 

Switzerland, and
liaasissin UROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-

Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Lock Horological School.

[Continued from the October Keystone]

The algebraic sum of the moments of forces

tion to the center of the anchor:

(9)

0' b' = p ; 0, d' = 611 =p,
(10) Q= N/. r' sin (3 —f N' p.

and since:

it will become

are, with rela-

Dividing (7) by (9), one will obtain

P r 
( II ) 

sin p +I [ (r — r/) cos
Q rl sill p - JP -= -

moment of force with which the anchor  
gives the impulse to the

...-f

466. Equations (5) and ( io) which give the value of the

'2

_ .
P 

sin p 

r sin p 

balance, are exact for all anchor, cylinder, or other similar kinds

of escapements.
For any given case, it is only necessary to determine the

values of r, r', p and p and these can, as we have seen, change
from the beginning to the end of the movement. One can 

then

calculate various values of Q and take the mean, then multiply

this value by the angle traversed to obtain the work of this 
force.

The value of r, r'. P' and p can be determined from the design,
but the drawing should be very exact.

467. Let us apply this theory to the system of the anchor

escapement represented (Plate 12). In this construction, the

values of r, r' and P remain constant, only that of p is variable.
We will have (Fig. 129).

p = 0' d = b' e.

Let us also place bF, c p".

We could also Write, that
ft" pff Su, p.

on designating by' P" the radius of the circle evolved

and by Ci" the angle formed by the radius 0" a" and

the radius 0" b". The point a" is determined by a

length of arc b" a" equal to b" c, this last line repre-

senting the length of the line evolved. The angle a"

is, therefore, variable, and varies proportionately to the

angle traversed by the wheel.
In an analogous manner to the preceding case, we

could find the algebraic sum of the moments of force

acting on the wheel and will obtain
P — N sitl p -I N". r" sin p e = o,

and for the anchor:
— N' r' silt p + f V. sin p ail — (r" ri) cos p].\ 

0.
From whence we have the relation:

ti sin p - fr" sfin(Pr/11:1-1-
-•. 

flit which becomes, upon dividing by r" sin P.

+ n"
('3) = -

— ci"+ r" 
cot p

from whence

...........

/11 4:1,1•""

......... ..... ----------..........

111 4.,.:••

from whence we find

+P=Q +_fa" -4-f tJç:!. cot p

Let us remark that we would have arrived at the same result

by introducing into the formula (5) the value of p, which is r"
sin P — (r' r") cos P We thus obtain the value of the

resisting moment with relation to the axis of the wheel. This

value varies with a" ; it is therefore different from the begin-

ning to the end of the movement. If friction did not exist, the

terms of the formula (4) which contain the coefficient f would

disappear, and we would have at the beginning as at the end of

the impulse

•

*I)

FIG. 129
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at the entrance pallet as well as at the exit pallet.

(Continued on page 1955)
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(Continued from page 1053)

468. In order to determine the mechanical work a
bsorbed by friction,

let us take up again formula ( 14), in which we will m
ake

r" +
+ cot p

+fa" 

Multiplying this last equation by d a" and integrati
ng, we will obtain :

+f ,,
Pd a" Q K d a .

Or 
r  + f a" " C d a_ r a" d a"

Placing K— a" =. from a whenjceK—f a" -1 j a".

Jr a/. w

K — z d z
a'
, = . - and d a" —

it will become

and

and

C da" Cd:
y K — fa" 

d ..... -= —
. . f z

The second integral will give

C a d a"
A'—f" —

C a" d a"
k=7-_-/a" --

from wheoct-

log (IC-- f:a")• _ ,
loge

f(K— 2) d z K Cd:
/2 g — /2):

K log ( fa")

log e
(K—/a"),

K+ I log (K—f a")

f loge 

A' — a" I

Taking this integral between the limits al/ and a1", we will obtain the

equation of the work of

(16) 1-' (a," — aj") 0 [A': )4: I log A._ J. ce2„ — (a2" — " )1
K — al " 

log e

469. Let us calculate numerically the value of the equa
-

tion ( 16). We have
r" +  p.K f „ cotang.

rl

In order to determine the value of the angle P, one can

proceed as follows:
In the triangle e t 0", we know the side 0" e = R (Fig

. 129),

0" t = r" and the angle t 0" e = 30°, consequently

tang = A, Cos 30. i.„.
R sin 30° *

But
'

r" D 
a 

and R
+a

D ctn; 30° ;

on substituting it becomes
D cos 

tang 
30° Sill 30°

a 

CHS 300 Sill 300

13 ' a
D cos2 300 — D - - , COS 2 30° — „ -

+ a a -1-a

and since
a'

silt 300 =_ 2 cos2 300 =r 0.75, a,' ± a, • 7 ,

it will become

consequently

tang p  _ 7 cos 300

0.75 — 4.5 
;

c°tang P = 7 cos 300 •
The calculation gives

From whence

log 4.5 = 06532125

— log 7. cos 30° = o 7826286

log cotang p — 9 8705839

p =53., 24% 47.62".

*I it a triangle mien as A B C, Fig. ISO, in which one
 knows two sides, a and b, and the

adjacent angle C, one eau determine the 
value of the angle p, suppletnent of B A C, by

dropping the perpendicular B P-.- y, on the
 prolongation of the side A C; let A P — a.

 Oue

will have in the t ight angle triangle A P
H.

On the other band,

from whence

tang p =_- _x.Y •

ft — a sio Cand z — a cos C —b.

a sin C 
tang p a ens C — b •
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We could now calculate the value of K, 
because we now have:

r'
= 1.333 • • • p = 2.333 • • • ;

+ log f

0.15 X 2.333 = 0.35.

9 8705839
0.5440680 — 1.

0.4146519 — 1 - log 0 2598077

-;7-7-- 3333333
r 

K== 1.5931410

A-+ 2 593141
= 17.2876.

0.15

In order to determine the value of 
the angle ad-, we will

note, on recalling what has already been
 said (467), that when

FIG I3(2

the contact of the tooth and of the pallet 
takes place at the be-

ginning of the wheel's movement, the leng
th of the pOrtion de-

veloped is b" e.
But

b" e p" a" .. p". enta lig : I p — 30°),

a," cot ( — 3o°),

One can see, in fact, that the angle b" e 
0" of the same tri-

angle is equal to ( p — 
3O).

We have

from whence

log cot (p — 30.) = 0.3634996,
from whence

an" - 2 3094.

The wheel traversed 
xi  to the end of the lift ; if we add to

the arc of ao" that of I I°, we will obtain t
hat of a,"

arc a,," 2 3094
+ arc it° o 19 986

" 2 501386

In order to determine the angle al' we shou
ld add to a.," the

value of the angle traversed by the wheel wh
ile it is not in contact

with the anchor. A calculation which we 
will give later, will

permit us to determine the angle which the 
anchor traversed with-

out being in contact with the wheel ; we will 
admit, for the present,

this value equal to 0.0333505.

The wheel will traverse during this time a
n angle 1.333. .

times greater, suppose
0 0333505 X 1.333 0 0444673

Adding to this value that of ao" , we will hav
e :

a," = 2.3094 -!- 0.044467 2 35387.

[To BE CONTINUED]

Beautiful Corals

Like the land, the sea has its flowers, but t
he most brilliant

of the marine flowers bloom not upon 
plants, says Harper's

Weekly, but upon animals. The living corals of tropical seas

present a display of floral beauty that in rich
ness and vividness

of color and variety and grace of form r
ivals the splendor of

a garden of flowers. The resemblance to vegetal blossoms is

so complete that some persons find it difficult to believe that

the brilliant display contains no element of 
plant life, but is

wholly animal in its organization. Among the 
sea animals that

bloom as if they were plants are included, 
besides corals, the

sea anemone and the sea cucumber. It has been remarked that

among the coral gardens the birds and butterflies
 of the upper

world are replaced by fishes of curious forms 
and flashing

colors which dart about among the animal flowers.
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Electricity and Magnetism
(CONTINUED)

No. 10

Workshop Chemistry

Zinc is readily cast in iron moulds if

we only go about the work intelligently.

One of the essential things to provide for in

zinc casting in iron moulds is the shrinkage

of the zinc in cooling. To make an iron

mould for casting zincs for gravity batteries,

we take a piece of board about 3/16" thick

and 77a inches square, at shown at A Fig.

I. We next get out some hard wood—

cherry is excellent for all the pieces—

shaped in cross section, as shown in Fig. 2.

The depth of the piece, between the lines

a a, should be about 5/8", the width on top,

at b, about 3/16", and the base, at c, 5/16".

There will be required about four run-

ning feet of this sort of strips. These strips,

B, are glued to the base board A, as shown

at Fig. I. The scheme is, these pieces of

wood, B, are arranged on the base board

A to form a recess of the exact form of the

zinc to be cast. This will be understood by

inspecting Fig. 3, which is a vertical section

of Fig. I. To ensure accuracy in laying

out the board A in such a way that the

pieces B will come to exact positions, we

first sweep the circle g g, on the board A,

with a pair of compasses and through the

center of this circle, which is also the center

of lf  f i f.the board A, we carefully draw the

line 

Starting from one of the
A Valuable intersections of the line f,
Lesson in with the circle g, we span
Pattern Making or divide this circle into

eight equal parts or divi-

sions, and rule radial lines from the center

to each of the eight space marks. We show

at Fig. 4 a diagram of the method em-

ployed in laying out the board A, and for

properly placing the pieces B. The dotted

arc at g, Fig. 4, represents a portion of the

circle g, shown in Fig. 1, and the small circle

i, one of the eight spaces on the circle g.

The small circle at h represents the center

of the circle g, and the line h i, one of the

eight radial lines spoken of above.

We sweep the inner circle, j j, to limit

the distance to which the pieces B extend

inward. On each side of all the radial lines,

Ii i, we draw the lines k k, 5/32" distant

from h i. These lines showing us where

the strips B are to be placed. We next cut

16 pieces from the strips of wood B, 2Y2

inches long, and place one on each side of
the radial line It i. The position of the strips

B are between the lines k I. It will be seen

the lines k k, at 5/32" from the radial lines

h i, are the guides for the inner edges of
the strips B.

The inner circle j j is i%" in diameter.

The inner ends of the wood pieces, B, will

have to be cut away to the radial lines

It in. About the best way to proceed in

placing the pieces B is to skip every other

radial line h i, and only place eight strips, B,

the first time around. That is. we have

alternate spaces vacant until the glue hold-

ing the first batch is hard. If the wood

pieces B are nicely made there will be but

little trouble experienced in setting the first

eight pieces exactly in place.
After the glue is dry the ends of the

pieces, B which extend beyond the radial

lines, h in, are best cut away by means of a

wide chisel, such as a carpenter calls a

"firmer chisel." The remaining eight pieces

are next fitted, so the inner edges of the

several pieces, B, come exactly to the lines

k k . For securing wood pieces like B, in

a wood pattern, in addition to the glue in

the joints, nothing surpasses wooden pins.

In such a pattern as the present, a lot of

holes bored with a sharp twist drill about

i/m" in diameter, into which wood pins,

clipped in glue, are driven, will hold the posts

to perfection. A little judgment will dictate

where to place the pins, as for instance, two

pins in each of the pieces B, the pins being

placed near each end.

Such pins can be very con-

veniently made by drilling

a hole, with the same twist
drill, through a piece of soft

steel, and after hardening, grind the upper

surface around the hole smooth and flat.

To make pins, procure a piece of straight

grained hickory and saw off blocks across

the grain of the wood, of the length we

desire the pins. Those blocks are then split

into flat slabs and these slabs split again into

square pegs. The pegs are pointed and

roughly shaped with the knife and then

driven through the hole in the steel plate.

When it is not convenient to procure

a steel plate, a piece of large steel wire can

be used. For instance, a vise which will fit

a No. 6o chuck for a Whitcomb lathe, and

axially through the center drill a hole with

the same drill as we shall employ for boring

A Dodge

Worth Knowing
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for the pins. Such a piece of steel wire
should be about half an inch long, and after-
ward flattened with a file on each side for
about f3" for clamping in the bench vise.
The end of such a peg maker can be coned a
little, so as to make more of a cutting angle
at the top than when a flat plate is made use
of. The outer ends between the pieces B
should be closed up, so as to form a recess
in the wood pattern precisely the form of the
zinc to be cast. The four projections shown
at C are conical bosses, with flat tops, which
serve as guides and also receive the screws
which hold the two halves of the iron mould
in which the zincs are to be cast.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Gems in Great Variety

Artificial stones will play a conspicu-
ous part in the great quantities of jewelry
worn this winter. Manufacturers have
reached a high state of perfection in this
output.

Time was when women owned cettain

pieces of rich jewelry and wore them with
all costumes in which they appeared on
dress occasions. This is not the case nowa-
days, as gems are selected with a view to
what they are to be worn with. It certainly
is better judgment to wear a set of tur-
quoise with a gown of blue than to appear
in emeralds, no matter how expensive they
may be. There is now a stone that matches
almost any material in shade.

Pearls are having a vogue that does
nit diminish, but seems on the increase. It
is said that the correct length for a pearl
necklace this season is from 16 to 18 inches,
depending upon the size pf the neck of the
wearer. The pearl clog collar will be much
worn.

There is an unusual demand for long
chains for attaching lorgnettes, bags, vanity
boxes and the like. These chains are
mounted in semi-precious stones. Green
and blue are liked for their richness of color
and olivine and lapis lazuli are used. The
amethyst and topaz are pretty with French
gray mountings.

A feature of the newest jewelry is the
dullness of the finish. There is little
burnished metal shown. Much admired is
the dinner ring, mounted with scientifically
manufactured stones and in reproduction of
the antique French rings.

A revival of jet is predicted. This
forecast has been made the last several
years and the demand for jet has been
steady, but not great. However, the jew-
elers are displaying such attractive novelties
that there may be more of a demand for jet
this winter than there has been in some
time. The same may be said of cameos.
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The Influence of the Escapement

on the Isochronal Vibrations

of the Balance

Written expressly for THE KEYSTONE by C.
 T. HIGGIN•

BOTHAM, Consulting Superintendent, South Be
nd

Watch Company

FIRST PAPER

Isochronism, as commonly understood,

is a certain relation existing or produced

between the balance and hairspring,

whereby a watch will be caused to run at

the same rate when first wound up and at

the last part of a twenty-four hour run.

In other words, the long arcs of vibration

will be performed in the same time as the

shorter ones. This, however, is but a lim-

ited interpretation of isochronism. The

word is of Greek derivation, meaning equal

time. Used in its broadest sense it means

that a watch balance shall perform all of its

vibrations in equal time, regardless of posi-

tion, temperature or other conditions.

Isochronism may be secured in the balance

and hairspring, the former giving its vibra-

tions in equal time, and yet its isochronism

completely destroyed by the action of the

escapement. In fact the escapement is an

important factor in securing isochronism

and adjustment to position.

Retardation and Propulsion

The mechanical law governing the pro-

pulsion given to the balance and the re-

tardation offered by the escapement have

not heretofore, to the writer's knowledge,

been exploited. It is the purpose of the

writer in this article not only to give this

law, but to analyze it, and by means of dia-

grams and explanations cause it to be clearly

understood. No algebraic equations or

Fig 1

KEYSTONE

When propelled while receding from

the point of rest the vibration is retarded.

To say that retarding the motion of a

balance accelerates it, and accelerating, re-

tards it, seems contradictory. It is at least

paradoxical. It is, however, literally true,

as will be made apparent as we proceed.

If we take a watch which is running

on a close rate and simply put it out of

beat we alter that rate more or less. This

fact may be readily demon-
strated. Regulate a watch
carefully in a horizontal posi-.

tion, preferably dial up,
having previously seen that

the balance is in poise and

the watch otherwise in order.

After having rated it unscrew

balance cock and remove it
carefully with the hairspring

and balance attached, taking

especial care not to disturb

the spring or regulator. Place

the balance on a beat block

with the cock still attached

and with a flat pointed tool

inserted in slot of the hair-

spring collet, turn it slightly

on the staff, then replace the

balance and cock. On re-

peating its trial it will be

found to run on a rate more

or less differing from its

previous one.
.What has caused this change? It.

cannot be any condition of the hairspr
ing

or regulator, because they are in exactly 
the

same relative position as before. The

length of the spring in action is unchanged.

The weight of the balance has not been

increased or decreased nor has the poise

been altered. Then why should the watch

not run at the same rate as

before it was put out of beat?

Why should the time of the

vibration be different ? The turn-

ing of the collet on the staff

changed the relative position of

the hairspring stud and jewel pin

toward each other, thus bringing

the latter to a different position,

relatively, to the fork. When

the watch was in beat the point

of rest coincided with the line

of centers. The line of centers

i_ a line drawn from the center

of the balance to the center of

the pallet arbor. The point of

rest is a line drawn from the

5 center of the balance to the

center of the roller pin. When

these two lines coincide the

balance comes to rest with the

jewel pin centrally embraced by the fork

slot and the impulses delivered by the escape

teeth, alternately to the receiving and the

discharging stones, also the resistances of

the lockings, occur at equal distances from

both lines. When out of beat the conditions

in this respect are entirely different. In this

case the impulses and the retardations occur,

as before, at equal distances frim the line

of centers, but inasmuch as the line of

centers does not now coincide with the point

of rest these impulses and retardations

.Polet of rest" 4

other confusing formulas will be re-

sorted to.
I know of no better way of stating the

law of propulsion and obstruction as applied

to a vibrating or oscillating body than as

follows:
When obstructed while approaching

the point of rest the vibration is retarded.

When obstructed while receding from

the point of rest the vibration is accelerated.

When propelled while approaching the

point of rest the vibration is accelerated.

A

o.
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occur at unequal distances from the point

of rest.
Analysis

In order to make clear to the reader

exactly how this unequal delivery of pro-

pulsion and obstruction affects the time of

the vibrations we will proceed by a series

of demonstrations to analyze the law effect-

ing it.
Before proceeding farther it is well to

Fig.2

A

Aent 9 otrest

touct upon the similarity existing between

a vibrating balance and an oscillating pen-

dulum. We do this for the reason that a

pendulum has been selected for illustration,

it being much more convenient for that

purpose than a balance. A balance and a

pendulum are both, approximately, iso-

chronous bodies in their movements. This

is to say, their long and short arcs are per-

formed in equal times. This property of

isochronism is inherent to a pendulum, and

exists in a balance when properly sprung.

Fig. I shows a one-second pendulum

such as is used on jewelers' regulators. If

we set this pendulum vibrating—starting

at point r, it will swing to point 5, as shown

ill dotted lines and will occupy one second in

doing so. If we start it at point 2 it will

swing to point 4, occupying one second, as in

the longer swing. This is isochronism.

Whatever point it is started from it will

—if allowed to swing unimpeded—occupy

one second to make a complete vibration. If

it is allowed to swing without receiving

impulse from time to time the extent of its

vibrations will gradually be reduced until

the pendulum will come to rest at point 3,

which is the point of rest. Whatever point

we start it from, it will reach the point of
rest in 72 second. If started at I it will

reach 2 in—say-4 second, 3 in second,

4 in 34 second and 5 in one second. If we

start it at point I and stop it at 2—that is,

stop it without detaining, simply check its

momentum without a moment's detention,

absolutely no time elapsing between its

stoppage and its release—it would swing to

point 4. In this case it would occupy IA

second to swing from point to 2—where

it was stopped—and one second to swing

(Continued on page 191)
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Largest Dealer in Elk Teeth in the World. Importer of Gem Goods
L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dak.Price-list free
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THE LEADER IN ALARM CLOCKS

THE VICTORY
IGHT TAY TIME

LIGHT JLJAY ALARM

An Alarm Clock that needs wind-
ing but ONCE A WEEK

4% Inch Nickel Plated Seamless Brass Case
Knurled Front with 4 Inch Bell

Metal Gong on Back

WRITE US FOR FULL DESCRIPTION AND PRICE OF
THIS WONDERFUL CLOCK

THE NEW WAVEN ('LOCK CO.
HEW HAVEN UONN.

Manufacturers of the celebrated TATTOO Intermittent Alarm

THE

ZONO
HAT- PIN

AWA KE NOW
before it is too late for the big profits
of the Holiday Season and get ac-
quainted with the

ZONO HAT-PIN
that clever, useful, beautiful Hat-pin
that is a boon to women.

EVERY womnN WANTS IT
and is made to want it cur adver-
tising in the national women's mag-
azines.
But our advertising does YOU no goodunless you act on this. So send NOW for Illustrations and prices on this money-making line, or enclose 50c. fir a sample that easily retails for $1.23.

ZONO MFG. CO. 48 Union Street

PASADENA, CALIF.

Wt.tch Oli
‘II ivetv Will not

"lett 11.o.11.11
Huild g!‘, 134 qtton,

Made only by

THE OIL
"POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM"We say it once again, R. & L. Watch Oil positivelywill not gum. It has demonstrated its superiorityin the severest tests given any watch oil made. Ifyou have not tried it yet, do not be surprised thatyou have more watch and clock troubles than yourneighbor who uses it. He knows what it will do.R. & L. Oil will not gum, cut or blacken pivots.It is a lasting lubricant, and the only one whichdoes not deteriorate. The quickest and best wayfor you to prove all we say is to send 25 cents toyour jobber for a bottle.

CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

RANLETT & LOWELL CO JEWELERS' BUILDING
.1 BOSTON, MASS.

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Avis Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON
SILVER POLISH in CREAM

Highest Quality and Efficiency
Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents
Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-ware, Cut Glass, etc.
Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-liant Lustre—Lasting Finish.
Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir.rors, ‘Vindows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.
Most Convenient and Attractive Package.Essential for High-class Trade.

Inquire of your Jobber or write us direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Aho Everything in the
Silver and MetalINDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Line
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Clamming on the Mississippi

One of the sights on the upper Missis-
sippi this season is the army of clammers
--men, women and children, who line the
shores of the "Father of Waters" and drag
or otherwise extract the festive clam from
his bed in the river. For a number of
years past, during the seasons of high
water, the drag or crow-footing, as it is
.sometimes called, has been practically the
only method employed in • clamming, but
this year on account of the low stages of
the water—the lowest since 1864—there has
been a reversion to more primitive methods.

"Don't be a clam—be a clammer" is the
slogan that calls the old and the young of
both sexes, the well-to-do and the poor of
the river communities to the shores, some
supplied with rakes of the ordinary garden
variety and others with the "hooks" which
-nature provides as a distinguishing mark of
-the species.

Man with

the Rake

The man with the hoe has
been superseded in the river
towns by the man with the
rake, and in this case man,

in the words of the preacher, embraces
-woman. It is amusing to see groups of
matrons, dignified and otherwise, some-

-times accompanied by younger members of
the family, wading in the water, often up
•to the waist with shoes and stockings, in
.calico wrappers, raking with long-handled
rakes the bed of the river. Others, taboo-
ing the rake in positions not altogether
.contme ii faut, lean over the stern of a row
boat, moored to a log or a rock on the
bank and with sleeves rolled up to the arm-
-pits, reach down in the water and bring up
the mollusks with bare fingers.

In many localities the quest of the clam
-amounts to a craze, augmented by the pos-
sibility, not always remote, that in one of
the bivalves reposes a pearl of great price.
Not a day passes that one or more of these
-gems, each ranging in value from $25 to
1$3000, has not been found—a fact that leads
-many a seeker of fortune, in circumstances
not always the humblest, to think "there's
:a pearl in the river for me."

So widespread has the craze
The Lure become and so irresistible
,of the Pearl the lure of the pearl that

merchants and manufactur-
ers in many places declare that employees
are quitting work by the score to search for
dams and that serious embarrassment stares
them in the face unless there is something
•done to bring the men and the boys back
-to work.

Few pursuits with the element of un-
-certainty that attaches to pearl-hunting,
furnish at the same time opportunities of
:such remunerative wages. Whether the
pearl be forthcoming or not, every clam
-shell has a commercial value and there are
very few varieties to-day that are not
'bought by the manufacturers of buttons and
-novelties.

Speaking of varieties, the writer's at-
tention was recently called to the kinds of
shells and their relative value by an old
•clammer, whose operations in a boat near
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the edge of the water were followed with
a great deal of interest.

"Notice the shape of that
shell," said he, holding up a
bivalve just taken out of
the water with his - hand,

"that's a sheep'snose." A little imagination
and close inspection helped to trace the
proboscis of a sheep in the outline of the
clam shell. "Here's a nigger-head"—the
shell that brings the highest price and prac-
tically the only one in the earlier stages of
clamming that was marketable. Further
investigation disclosed a rather interesting
nomenclature, one suggestive of the manner
in which the names of things animate and
inanimate in periods remote oftentimes had
their origin. Only the man with a first-
hand knowledge of nature more intuitive
than acquired could evolve a list of names
for shells like the following : Sugar spoon,
elephant's ear, lady finger, butterfly, wash-
board, deer's foot, yellowsand, blacksand,
pigtoe, squaw foot, wartback, threeridge,
g-rassmucket, creeper, crinklyback, Higgin's-
eye, buckhorn, pancake, pocketbook and
floater.

Not since clamming first began in the
upper Mississippi, some fifteen years ago,
has the harvest of clams been so large as
during the present season. Not only has
he low water made clamming easier, but

it has also attracted great numbers who
before have been barred by the difficulties
attending deep water fishing. There is per-
haps not a bed, either in the sloughs, lakes
or main channel of the Mississippi from the
falls of St. Anthony to St. Louis, that has
not been touched and in many cases raked
clean of clams. So greatly has clam hunt-
ing been overdone this year in the opinion
of those who have looked into the matter,
that there is fear that the supply is being
depleted to such an extent that button fac-
tories will find it difficult to get enough
shells to make the business worth while
after a year or two.

That the clamming industry
A Dying is destined to be as short-
Industry lived as the lumber traffic

of the Mississippi a few
decades ago seems now almost inevitable.
No case in the history of the development
of our national resources, not even ex-
cepting the lumber industry of Minne-
sota and Wisconsin, exemplifies more
fully the ruthless, selfish and improvident
manner in which the chief sources of our
national wealth are being exhausted. In
the short period of less than fifteen years
we see the beginning and almost the end of
an industry which with adequate laws to
cover its supervision might have become
a source of legitimate exploitation.

Pearl Hunters'

Vernacular

A Safe for Radium

The high value of radium renders it
necessary to exercise all possible caution
in storing accumulations of this precious
element. The first safe for radium has re-
cently been constructed to the order of the
British Radium Corporation. As the safe
is entirely novel in design, a brief descrip-
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tion of its structural characteristics will not
be without interest to readers, says the
Scientific American. That it should be
burglar-proof was, of course, an essential
condition ; nor was this difficult of attain-
ment. A requirement less easy to fulfill
was that the safe should be proof against
the escape of radium itself. Steel would
not serve the purpose, as radium emana-
tions pass through the thickest armor plate
as readily as sunlight passes through clear
glass. Extensive investigations showed
that practically the only metal which the
radium emanations fail to penetrate is lead;
but a leaden safe would not safeguard its
contents from the attacks of 'skillful burg-
lars. The plan ultimately adopted was to
construct a safe within a safe ; in other
words, a leaden shell or coffer protected by
a steel casing.

The inner safe is composed of pure
lead, three inches in thickness. The door
is circular in form and fits with such ab-
solute precision that no ray can escape
through the joints. Moreover, by means of
a special contrivance, any slight looseness
which may result from wear and tear in
opening and closing the door can be readily
adjusted.

To prevent the loss of accumulated
radium emanations when the inner door of
the safe is opened, two valves have been
inserted. Before the door is opened two
tubes with mercury will be passed through
and these will qollect and store the emana-
tions.

The safe weighs a ton and a half, and
although it is only three feet in height its
contents—if ever it were filled with radium
—would exceed $5,000,000,000 in value at
the current market price.

The Influence of the Escapement on
the Isochronal Vibrations of

the Balance

(Continued from page 1959)

from 2 to 4, or I second for the complete
vibration. It is evident that if, instead of
actually stopping it, we had offered an ob-
struction that would have simply retarded
its motion to such an extent that the force
remaining upon reaching the point of rest-
3—would have been only sufficient to carry
it to point 4, that the result would be the
same. This is to say, it would have taken
I% seconds to make a single vibration.

Quickening the Vibration by Retardation

Let us now start the pendulum at point
I, as before. Instead of allowing it to
swing to 5 we will interpose an obstacle in
its path, as at A, Fig. 2. In this case it will
have occupied but g second for the vibra-
tion, as against 'A in the previous instance.
When stopped, or retarded, while approach-
ing the point of rest the time of a single
vibration was VA seconds, as against g
second when stopped while receding from
the point of rest. Had the motion been re-
tarded, instead of stopped, while receding
from the point of rest the result could have
been the same.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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I WANT TO TALK WITH YOU
A FEW MOMENTS

Are you learning the trade of Watchmaking and Engraving? Do you know as
much about it as you should for the time you have worked at it ? Can you
become a first-class workman where you are now employed? These are questions
that you want to consider, and consider well. We can teach you more about
practical

WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING
AND OPTICS

in six months than you can learn in the average store in nearly as many years. You
will be taught right, for we have been teaching for over sixteen years. Remember,
the kind of instruction we give you cannot be had at any other college.

SEND FOR•OUR PROSPECTUS, WHICH
WILL PROVE IT, BUT DO IT TO-DAY.

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE
OF HOROLOGY IVIALDZI WAWA

F. W. SCHULER, Principal ESTABLISHED 1894

gri Make arrange-
ments to take

our course the first
week in January,
1911. We take but
a limited number
of students. 

In
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NO EXPLANATION NECESSARY to this letter it
tells proven facts:

35c. a Bottle

S. ZAUSMER, Official Watch Inspector Erie & L. V. Rwy.

FULCRUM OIL CO., Franklin, Pa.
Gentlemen :—Inclosed please find your bill for 70c. to be charged to W. Green

& Co., New York. Your oil is entirely satisfactory as we have used it before. In fact
would have no other kind, no matter what name or make or how good they claim it
to be, still yours seems to be the best I have ever used.

(Signed) S. ZAUSMER.

Waverly, N. Y., April 1, 1910.

" The best I have ever used "—thousands of watchmakers have used this same statement in
speaking of FULCRUM OIL.

Are you satisfied with the oil you are using? FULCRUM OIL will satisfy you.
FULCRUM OIL positively will not gum, will not evaporate, and is the only Watch and Clock Oil

ever known which does not contain adds, and we can prove it.

II III
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FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 Per Dozen

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY FRANKLIN, PA., U. S. A.
HENRI PICARD & FRERE, London, England, Sole Export Agents

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, Lalat-110e New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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L,WORKSHOP
NOTES

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and,. before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Polishing."—I would like to know the differ-
ent ways and best ways of polishing pivots and
flat steel parts, also brass. I would also like to
know the use of the different laps and powders
to the best advantage. If you could tell me of a
small book on such polishing and where I could
purchase same, for about 50 or 75 cents, you
would oblige nze by so doing.—For polishing
pivots, the first step after turning is to grind
the pivot smooth and to within a hairsbreadth of
its final diameter, with a slip of iron or soft steel
on which is a film of oilstone powder in oil. This
slip must have its corner filed the shape of the
pivot—must be rounded off if for conical pivots
and square-cornered, with front edge "undercut"
or sloped backward, if for square-shouldered
pivots. After the grinding is done, the polishing
is effected by means of a slip of bell-metal, shaped
just like the iron slip, using a paste made of some
one of the many powders now on the market for
this purpose, mixed with oil. The different
powders, such as Diamantine, Sapphirine, Corin-
don, etc., afford a quick polish, but seem to be
a little too "sharp" for the best kind of a polish.
The ideal polish is what is termed a "black"
polish; it is, of course, hard to describe just
what it is like, but some idea may be gained of
it by saying that on a surface with a black polish
it seems almost as if one could see down into
the interior of the metal; it looks deep, in con-
tradistinction with the white, surface "shine," pro-
duced by the quickest methods of polishing. The
powders mentioned should be mixed with pow-
dered rouge to lessen their sharp-cutting qualities.
Rouge alone (of the kind generally handled by
dealers) is too soft; the other powders are too
sharp or hard; mix the two, and the qualities of
each are improved by those of the other. A
matter of great importance is to mix the two
powders very thoroughly. Use one of the polish-
ing powder blocks made in 3 divisions, one above
the other, with a steel plate in each division. Place
equal parts of rouge and diamantine on the
plate, mix them together, then add watch oil, a
drop or two at a time, kneading the mixture foi
a long time with a stiff knife-blade or spatula.
Stop adding oil after you obtain a very thick,
smooth paste. The error many workmen make
is to use too much oil in polishing material. This
polish may be used for staffs and pivots on a
hand lap, for the same work on pivot-polisher
laps, or on flat laps for polishing flat steel work.
A pivot-polisher is a great help in making staffs,
barrel-arbors, etc.; with it a perfection can be
attained in square-shoulders, corners, and bevels,
which is impossible by hand-work. But don't
think that the pivot polisher is an instrument
which can be successfully used by a workman at
the first attempt; on the contrary it requires
practice, and a knowledge of the tool in order
to get out of it what it is capable of, just the
same as it requires skill and experience to do
good work with any other tool. The laps for the
pivot-polisher are of iron or soft steel for grind-
ing, and bell-metal for polishing. Some workmen
use an ivory lap for the final polish, but if bell-
metal is used properly it will afford as fine a
polish as can be desired. In all steel-polishing
an all-important factor is the steel itself. This
must be of good quality, free from flaws or
porousness in the grain, and it must be well
hardened. If it has been overheated or "burnt"
in hardening the grain will be spoiled and a good
polish made impossible. In making a staff for
a fine watch, to take a first-class polish, it is best
to draw the temper not softer than to color the
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steel a rich purple. The harder the steel is left,
the finer the polish it will take. Polishing flat
steel pieces is done by first rubbing them on a
ground-glass plate with oilstone powder and oil,
(to bring the work to a perfectly flat surface)
then, after carefully cleaning them, using a flat
plate of ground-glass, block tin, or bell-metal on
which is spread a film of the polishing paste, the
making of which we have already explained in
this article. The piece of steel must be patiently
rubbed over the lap, and dipped in clean benzine
from time to time to allow examination of the
surface, until the fine "black" polish is seen. The
lap, while this work is being done, must be kept
free from dust or grit, and in all polishing opera-
tions perfect cleanliness is essential in every step.
One particle of grit can ruin the entire job. In
polishing with the paste as described, the true
polish will not appear until after the paste on the
lap has assumed a black color and has become
quite dry. A very quick way to polish steel is to
use Vienna Lime mixed with alcohol or alcohol
and water, on a boxwood block; the polish this
affords is not, however, as fine as that gotten by
the first method, but it is used mostly where work
is done in large quantities, as in watch-factories,
where the cost of doing it the slower way would
be prohibitive. For polishing flat brass pieces, or
gold, such as a watch-wheel or the flattened top
of a jewellsetting, the quickest way (and this
also gives the finest kind of polish) is to rub
them on a flat lap of jasper-stone. These laps
may be had of tool dealers. If one has no lap, he
can use the smooth surface of a burnishing-file
to polish jewel settings on, and a block-tin lap
(with the polishing-paste recommended for steel)
for polishing wheels. The only book we know of
treating these matters in detail, is "The Manipu-
lation of Steel in Watchwork," by John J. Bow-
man, which can be had of most tool and material
dealers, postpaid, for 50 cents.

"Vibration."—Please answer in your Work-
shop Notes how many different numbers of vibra-
tion are there in American-made watches? In
other words, how many different trial balances
would I have to have to be equipped to vibrate
any hairspring that ntight come into the shop?
Please give the different numbers.—Practically all
American movements made to-day vibrate 18,000
beats per hour. Many of the earlier American
movements vibrate 16,200 beats, and these two
numbers suffice for nearly all the work you will
have to do, with the exception of the New Eng-
land Watch Company's movements. These move-
ments are made with different vibration numbers
for different models, and we append a list show-
ing what they are:

Series I J  17,16o
" L—G  17,718
" S 18,480
 18,803

0  18,000
i8,000

 17,850
18,00o
18,000
r8,000

S—S  18,365
T—M  18,00o

A—X

"Antique Watches."—What watches are of
value as antiques? Please answer in KEYSTONE.
—We might classify the reasons for which
watches may be valuable as "antiques" as follows:

First. Extremely old watches are valuable,
regardless of any other quality they may possess.
The first watch was made shortly after the year
1500 (by Peter Hele or Henlein, at Nuremberg,
Germany), and we might consider all watches
valuable, on account of their age alone, which
were made before, say, 1700. About this time they
were becoming more commonly used than before
and from then on we must find other factors of
value than mere age.

Second. Watches made , say, before about
1800, but which are of strikingly beautiful design
and workmanship; unusually artistic specimens of
the work of almost any age except what could
be classed as modern. This classification applies
to either case or movement, but in old watches the
general quality of the case and movement is
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about the same, that is, a well made movement
nearly always was put in a very good case, and
7f/cc-versa.

Third. Watches valuable as early specimens
of any great improvement in horology ; for in-
stance, a watch made shortly after 1660, and which
has a hairspring, would be valuable as an example
of the first watches in which hairsprings were
used, since the hairspring was first applied about
the year 1660 (by Dr. Robert Hook and Thomas
Tompion, in England). A movement with de-
tached lever escapement made about 180o would
be an early example of this greatest of modern
watch escapements. A watch originally jeweled
shortly after 1700 would be very valuable, simi-
larly.

Fourth. Watches of any period, and regard-
less of artistic or horological interest, which have
had some connection with historic events or per-
sonages. Valuable suggestions on this subject will
be found in the article on antique watches else-
where in this issue.

"Anti-Rust."--Will you please answer through
your workshop columns, the best way to keep
balance az bors and other polished small material
front rusting. I use small bottles, but if I leave
them in bottles dry, they seem to rust and if I oil
them, they lose their polish —Do not oil the
material, but place a thin film of vaseline inside
the bottles—just a trace of it, not enough to make
a "smear." Place a small quantity on a piece of
tissue-paper, rub the paper together to spread the
vaseline thinly over it, then crowd the paper into
the bottle and turn it around a few times. This
will make sure of no rust being caused by any-
thing which might have been in the bottle. The
material should be immersed in benzine, then dried
in clean linen rags and, so long as nothing of a
moist or acid nature is brought into contact with
it, the material will keep perfectly free from rust.
The old practice of putting powdered Vienna lime
in the bottles has been mostly abandoned as worse
than useless, because in time the lime seems to
rather cause rust than prevent it.

"Hairspring."—I would like to know what
the usual custom of watchmakers is in putting in
a new hairspring. Do they send for a memo
package of hairsprings or send in the balance
and have one fitted, or carry a stock of hair-
springs? Also, are these ears or bushings in re-
pair work soft soldered in or hard soldered?—
The stores and shops which do a big business
generally have a stock' of assorted strengths of
hairsprings for both American and Swiss watches.
The ears in the pendant of a gold or silver case
are hard soldered; in nickel cases they may be
soft soldered. There are ears on the market
which have corrugated sides; these are put in
place by simply driving a blow with a mallet or
with a punch and hammer ; the corrugations
"bite" into the metal of the pendant and prevent
the ears turning.

"Post Clock."—I wish to make a street or
post clock and would like to ask if an ordinary
eight-day weight or spring movement would'
answer for the master clock; that is, would it
have power sufficient to drive the necessary gear
mechanism for running the time clock. Where
could I get the gears? If the ordinary eight-
day movement will not do, will you tell me where
I can get something that will dot A little in-
formation given me through"Worleshop Notes" or
by letter will be of assistance.—An ordinary
weight or spring clock is not powerful enough to
drive the heavy shafts and gears necessary to use
on a street clock, and the most economical way
would be to buy the movement and motion-work
from a reliable maker. Of course, sometimes one
prefers to make a clock as a matter of pride,
but it generally costs more to make it than to
buy it, so we would suggest buying it, especially
if you have had no experience in heavy mechanical
work ; lacking such experience you run a better
chance of failure than of success in such an un-
dertaking. For information as to prices, etc., on
movements, write to E. Howard Clock Co.,
Boston, Mass.; Brown Street Clock Co., Mones-
sen, Pa.. and Seth Thomas Clock Co., 55 Maiden
Lane, New York City.
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WACHTER BOW
BALL BEARING PENDANT AND BOW

PATENTED IN U. S. A. JULY 25, 1905, MAY 21, 1907, MARCH 30, 1909

The only bow on the market which makes a watch case perfect.

If you want to increase your business buy watch cases with the Wachter
Bow. Mention it to your customer that this is the latest perfect improve-
ment on a watch case.

Should your jobber.not have them in stock write to us and \ ve will gladly
forward to you a list of those who have.

For repairing purposes we make a special Ball Bearing I3ow.

Write for price list.

THE WACHTER MFG. CO.
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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The Middle Temperature Error

By 'F. AV. VIPOND, in The Horological Journal

It is well known that in most types of watches
and chronometers the time-measurer is the balance
wheel and the balance spring, and that where a
plain balance wheel is used variations in tempera-
ture will cause variations in the amounts of time
recorded.

Sir G. Airy, by experiment in 1859, found
that a chronometer fitted with a plain brass
balance wheel lost 6.11 seconds in 24 hours for
each degree F. rise of temperature, and that this
loss was uniform, being directly proportional to
the rise in temperature.

It will assist us in the consideration of this
problem if we here note the cause of this loss,
and see how we may apportion it. Let T =
time of vibration of balance wheel and spring;
M = mass of balance; K = radius of gyration;
E = bending moment of the spring. Then

M K
T == 2 W I-

E

2 w and M being constants. T co

We can now calculate the effect on the time
of vibration of (I) the altered radius; (2) the
altered bending moment of the balance spring
due to a rise of temperature of say 6o° F.

Taking the co-efficient of expansion of brass
= .0000104. For increase of temperature =
600 F.; K' = 1.000624 K. Since T c K.

The time of vibration at the higher tempera-
ture T.

T' = 1.000624 T. '
T K/

Since T K : : T' : K' and T' = -K-*

This will cause a loss. of - -1.000024

days per day = 54 seconds, approximately due to
altered radius.

The total loss for a 6o° F. rise = 6.11 X
6o = 367 seconds, leaving 313 seconds due to loss
of bending moment of the spring.

The object of applying a compensation
balance wheel to a watch or chronometer is that
its vibrations shall be performed in the same
time, notwithstanding that from changes of tem-
perature the energy of the spring is varied.

With the compensation balance now employed
this is sought to be effected by causing the bi-
metallic arms, which compose the rim of the
wheel, to approach the axis of the wheel when
the balance spring is weaker, and to recede from
the axis of the wheel when the spring is stronger.

FIG.

The ordinary compensation balance fails to
correct the temperature error exactly. For
though it affords a correction for a limited range
of temperature so near that it would be difficult
to detect or record any error, if the chronometer
was subjected to a wide variation of heat and
cold a very serious deviation would result.

The effect of this deviation is found to be
similar in all cases, although it varies slightly in
amount. It is this, that if a chronometer is going
to time at 3o° F. and 9o° F., it will gain two or
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three seconds per day at 6o° F. Outside these
temperatures it will lose.

This deviation is known as the Middle Tem-
perature Error, and it is one of the most trouble-
some that the manufacturers of high-class time-
keepers have to contend with.

Briefly the reasons accepted by horologists to
account for this error may be said to be:

That the Middle Temperature Error is the

FIG. 2

result of the inherent fault in the method of com-
pensation due to the fact that K and E vary
uniformly with the temperature, whereas for the

2

time to remain unaltered 
K 

should remain

constant.
It is contended that, this being so it is impos-

sible to adjust the ordinary form of compensation

balance to maintain constant at all tern-

peratures.

AiI have calculated -K2 for eqaal increments
E

of roe F. through a range of temperature of 90°
F., and the tabulated results are given below:

Tempera-
tore in K

degrees le

a/ Kg

E

Increase of

1:2

to .9997 1.0036 .9979054
20 .9998 i 0024 99860267 .0006972

30 1.219 11.0012 .9993006 .000698

.000699440
I.0001 

I.

50 .9988 1.00070055 .00070055

1.00026o .9976 1.00140241 .00070186
70 1.0003 .9964 100210544 .00070303
8o 1.0004 .9952 1.00280964 .0007042
90 , 1.0005 .990 1.0035155 .0007061

1
N B.-One minute - .000004 of one day. One second -

0000166 of one day.

In the table here given I have assumed the
coefficient of expansion of the plain brass balance
supposed to be used, to be .000t, and the change
of the bending moment of the spring is uniform,
and about that required to produce the amount
of variation noted by Sir G. Airy. _

On examining the Column Increase of NI E
due to rise of temperature, it will be noticed that
this increase may, for all practical purposes, be
regarded as uniform. This is what we should
expect, as Sir G. Airy's experiment proves that

NI 
-1 
K2

:--- 
varies uniformly with the temperature.

In the case of the ordinary compensation balance
it can be adjusted to change its radius of gyra-
tion at any desired rate, the error due to varia-

tion of E  being nearly proportional to change

of temperature. It should appear that with this
balance we should be able to adjust it so that its
time of vibration would be the same at all tem-
peratures. If this is so, what then is the inherent
fault of this type of compensation balance? I
am of the opinion that the Middle Temperature
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Error is caused by the greater resistance that the
atmosphere offers to the passage of the balance
through it in the extremes, owing to the alteration
of the shape of the balance.

I f the balance is in its normal shape, i. e.,
true in the round, at any other temperature some
part of the balance rim would be at a greater
distance from the axis of the balance than it now
is. In the higher temperatures that part of the
rim attached to the end of the arm will be at a
greater distance from the axis than it now is. In
the lower tel"peratures the end of the rim will
be similarly affected, the result in both cases being
that the atmosphere will offer a great resistance
to the passage of the wheel. Figs. I and 2 prob-
ably show this more clearly.

Suppose the balance was trued in the round at
6o° F., then at this temperature the atmosphere
will offer the least resistance to its passage, Fig. I.

Now consider the case at 90° F, the central
arm has become longer, and the free end of the
rim has moved toward the axis of the wheel, as in
Fig. 2. It is at once evident that its shape is such
that the atmosphere will offer a greater re-
sistance to it than it would when its shape was
that as in Fig. 1. Again, at 30° F., its shape is as
given in Fig. 3 ; the ends of the rim are nearer
the axis of the balance, but the free ends of the
rim are now much beyond their normal position as
at 6o° F. It is evident that as at 9o° F. the re-
sistance of the atmosphere to its passage is greatly
increased. This theory receives support from :

I. That where a plain balance is used the
temperature error varies directly with the tem-
perature.

2. That when nickel steel, with its lesser co-
efficient of expansion, is used instead of steel for
the arm and inner part of rim, the Middle Tern-
perature Error is noticeably less.

There is no doubt but that the arm of the
ordinary compensation balance, acting as it does
in opposition to the way which we require it, is
the great disturbing factor causing the Middle
Temperature Error.

Numerous forms of compensation balances
and auxiliaries to the ordinary compensation
balance have been constructed to get rid of the
Middle Temperature Error, but none have proved
perfect, and nearly all have now been abandoned
in favor of the ordinary form of compensation
balance with its known errors. These balances
have all been designed to get rid of the effect
and not the cause of this error. Balances on the
Hardy Hartnup principle have bimetallic arms as
well as rims. Their object is the movement of the
heavy weights toward the axis of the balance
with increasing speed inwards at high tempera-
ture, and decreasing speed outwards in the cold.
Auxiliaries act at one of the two extremes only.

FIG. 3

The general principle employed on using an
auxiliary is to adjust the primary compensation
for a comparatively small range of temperature,
and then provide that the auxiliary shall corn-
mence to assist toward one of the two extremes.

Most of the balances constructed to get rid
of the Middle Temperature Error have been de-
signed on one or the other of the above principles.
None, so far as I am aware, have been designed
whose object is that the atmosphere will offer

(Continued on page 1967)



PROFIT
Is what you are in business for —"Ball

Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case —No long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

ciWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
NI We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

geWEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

BEGIN NOW so that one year hence you will be ready to take a position when the demand for work.

9 men is greatest and consequently salaries offered higher than at any season in the year

A School
Up to Date is
Appreciated

:L 
In 1909 we had to let 35
would-be students go
as we did not have

room for them. In 1910 we
had to turn down but ten.
During the period between
February 1st and May 15th we
had 157 students in constant
attendance, and the school
was nearly too crowded to
get the best results.

In March of this year they
started the new addition,
entailing an expenditure of
nearly $30,000.00. which will
double our ability as to num-
ber of students that can be
accommodated without in
the least crowding. This
will he finished and equipped
so by the first of the year we
can take care of all corners.

There is a reason for this
demand on BRADLEY
INSTITUTE for more
room. BRADLEY STU-
DENTS ARE GETTING
RESULTS. With our mod-
ern methods, increased facil-
ities; viz., more room, new
tools, and a proportional
increase in the corps of in-
structors, we will be better
prepared to get results than
ever before.

dr
1-, 
There is no doubt that the course of

16.MODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want
to get it right, and it will pay you to investigate
this truly great institution.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOG
and make arrangements to get in as soon as possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity

A Postal Card ttHOROLOGICAL" Dept. K PEORIA, ILL • Desired Information
Will Get You the

Addressed 

Expert
Work-
manship
is not always due to the brain of the skilled
artisan, but can oft be attributed to the excellent
make of a tool that feels right in the hand.

This is the case with B. D. M. CO.'S" No.
6-F Automaton Blowpipe here illustrated. Beautiful and substantial in
construction, with that perfect fit to the hand which will enable an ordinary
mechanic to do a most neat piece of soldering. Flame can he regulated
instantly from a large brush to a fine needle point. Write for catalog
" B-K" fully describing how this is done. No better made appliance was
ever offered to the trade at such a moderate price.

No. 6-F Automaton Blowpipe $2.00

Catalog is replete with useful and
up-to-date tools for the Jeweler
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Mystifying Watch Tricks

Time flies when one is being entertained by
the magical tricks here presented. To prove from

a scientific standpoint that such is actually the

case, borrow a watch, preferably a small open-

face watch, from one of the audience, and allow
the owner to place it glass downward in the box

shown in Fig. t.
This box should be about three inches long,

four inches wide, and two and one-half inches

deep. It should be provided with a hinged cover
nt, and preferably with a lock and key n. The
tricky part of this box is the side s, which is

pivoted at t by driving two short wire nails into
it, one through the front side and the other
through the back side of the box, so that when s

is pushed in at the top and pulled out at the bot-

totn, it swings around as shown and allows the
watch placed inside to slide .out into the per-

FIG.

The box with swinging side. Easy to make and useful
in connection with watch tricks

former's hand when the box is slightly tipped

sideways. The side s should fit rather tightly

when closed, so that the box may be examined

without betraying its secret. As the side .s extends

down to the bottom of the box, it facilitates the

use of the fingers in pulling outward at the lower

part while the thumb is pressing inward at the

upper part. To remove suspicion, the side of the

box opposite s should be built up in the same

manner, but not pivoted.
For the reproduction of the watch use a flat-

bottom tumbler A, Fig. 2, containing an inner

cone B. The cone is made of cardboard, pasted

together so that it fits easily within the tumbler;

it is closed except at the bottom, and should

have bran pasted over it, so as to effectually hide

its entire outer surface. A small cork c is tied

to it by a thread. To prepare this part of the

apparatus for use, place the tumbler, with the

cone inside, upon a table somewhat in the back-

ground. On top of the cone put some loose bran,

and let the cork hang down on the side of the

tumbler away from the audience. A napkin or

large handkerchief should also be laid beside the

tumbler.
After the watch has been placed into the box,

Fig. 1, the performer takes the box in his left

FIG. 2

A tumbler with inner cone provides a means of springing
surprises

hand, and in the act of locking it with his right

hand, secures possession of the watch in his left
hand, as previously explained. Tossing the key

to the owner of the watch, the performer places

the box on a chair or table near the audience, and

with the watch securely palmed, walks back to get

the tumbler. Standing directly in front of the

tumbler with his back toward the audience, the
performer quickly raises the cone with his right

hand, lays the watch glass downward so as not to

scratch the case, in the bottom of the tumbler, and

replaces the cone.
The loaded tumbler and the napkin are then

brought forward, and the former is placed in full

view of the audience with the cork hanging down

behind it. The performer calls attention to the

tumbler being full of bran, and picks up some

of it from the top to substantiate his statement.

He then spreads the napkin over the tumbler, com-

mands the watch to pass from the box into the

tumbler, and the bran to disappear, repeating the

words "Presto! Change !"
The box is then handed to the owner of the

watch, so that he may unlock it with the key he

holds. As soon as the box is found to be empty,

the performer grasps the napkin spread over the

tumbler, and through it the cork tied to the

cone. Raising the napkin carries up the cone

within it, leaving the watch to be returned to

its owner.
As a brain teaser, the watch trick here de-

scribed ranks ace high. Request someone to think

of one of the numbers from one to twelve on the

dial of your watch, and ask him to add one to

it every time you tap the crystal over the dial

with a pencil (see Fig. 3) until he reaches twenty,

and then to notify you. Tell him that by the

twentieth tap you will have read his mind so

accurately that you will then strike the number

he first thought of, without asking any questions.

The method of doing this trick is very simple.

For the first seven taps you may strike at random

any of the numbers on the watch dial, but at

the eighth tap strike twelve, at the ninth eleven,

at the tenth ten, and so on around backward until

you are notified by the chooser that he has reached

twenty in his count.
If the instructions have been properly fol-

lowed, the pencil will then rest upon the chosen

number, because if twelve—the highest number

that can be taken—is chosen, eight taps will bring

it to twenty, so that your pencil according to in-

structions will then be on twelve, and any other

number selected on the dial will be less than

twelve by just the amount that will cause the

pencil taps to shift backward from twelve to the

thought-of number, when the count of twenty has

been reached by the chooser.
The interest in this trick can be magnified if

the mind-reader invites several persons (as many

as can get around a large table) to think of a

FIG. 3
Method of guessing the number thought of on 

the dial
of a watch

number on the dial. The trick can be as success-

fully and as easily performed for a group of a

dozen as for one at a single operation. Another

addition to the trick is the fact that the number

twenty, to be reached as set in the description

above, can be changed to any number beyond that

base, and a few numbers below it. If twenty-five,

the mind-reader's random taps are five more than

seven ; if thirty-one, eleven more; if eighteen, two

less than seven, and so forth. The handling of

any number of persons by the mind-reader and the

shifting of the base number can be readily done

without a mistake on his part.—W. H. Radcliffe in

Scientific American.

Metals as Fuel

Metals may be burned for the sake of the

heat and light they produce just as ordinary Weis.

are burned. But the burning of metals differs

from that of ordinary fuels in that the products

of combustion are not gaseous, but solid.
Aluminum has been found to an admirable

fuel for producing the intense heat used in weld-

ing. This kind of metallic fuel has assumed much

industrial importance at Essen, in Germany,

where in consequence metallurgy has entered upon

a new phase. An instance of burning metal for

the sake of light is furnished by the "magnesium

star," a contrivance by which a shell packed with

magnesium and attached to a parachute is fired

electrically high in the air, thus producing an

illumination o,f the ground beneath at night.
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The Middle Temperature Error

(Continued from page 1966)

approximately the same resistance to the pas-

sage of the balance through it at all temperatures,

or whose resistance to its passage will vary uni-

formly with the temperature.
Fig. 4 is one designed on these principles,

for which I have applied for a patent.
It consists of a wheel, the arms of which are

composed of bars so arranged, and of lengths and

coefficients of expansion such that for any given

change of temperature the distance of the points

of attachment of the arms to the rims may be

varied as may be found desirable by suitably

FIG. 4

proportioning the lengths of these arms and their

coefficients of expansion. Its action is as follows:

For an increase of temperature the central

bar A, composed of a metal having a very high

coefficient of expansion, becomes longer, and

carries the bars B.B. attached to its ends with it.

The bars B.B., composed of metal having a very

low coefficient of expansion, also get longer, but

their increase in length is less than that of the

central arm A. The net result of the rise of tern-

perature is then that the points of attachment of

the rim to the arms of the wheel, and conse-

quently of the whole rim, are nearer the axis of

the wheel than they were at the lower tempera-

ture. The rim is bimetallic, similar to the one

employed in the ordinary form of compensation

balance, and similarly has screws or sliding

weights attached to it to permit of adjustment.
The adjustment of this balance would be

precisely the same as that of the ordinary form,

although I should advocate that it should be trued

in the round at the higher of the two extremes,

between which the balance is adjusted. When

this form of balance is used we do not require

so much movement of the rim to correct the tem-

perature error as when the ordinary form of com-

pensation balance is used.
The movement of the fixed end of the rim

being in the direction we require it, this lessens

the error clue to loss of elasticity of the balance

spring, and we have not novtr to correct the move-

ment of the fixed end of the rim by moving the

free end. This being so we may cut the rim mid-

way between the points of its attachment to the

arm, and get quite sufficient movement of the free

ends of the rim to effect compensation.
It may also enable us to get an efficient non-

magnetic compensation balance by rendering pos-

sible the use of a pair of metals for the bime-

tallic rim, which, if used in the ordinary compen-

sation balance, would not give sufficient movement

to effect compensation.
There is also the possibility of the discovery

of an alloy having an exceedingly high coefficient

of expansion which would enable the bimetallic

rim to be done away with entirely. A little re-

flection will show that if this balance is trued as

aforementioned, the atmosphere will offer ap-

proximately the same resistance to its passage at

all temperatures. At the higher extreme, being

true in the round it will be in the best shape

for passing through the atmosphere. At any lower

temperature its radius will be less.



THE secret of a pure rich color lies in the alloying. No
melter can do his best with scrap or inferior alloys:
Melting—remelting--losing gold and wasting fuel with

every melt.

"Omega!, Guinea Gold Alloy
Guinea Gold combines readily with the Gold in

any proportions. Makes a homogeneous alloy
with one melt.

Gold alloyed with Guinea Gold is a full rich
color. It works freely under the rolls and in the
press —will not crack in the working or the fire.

Its long, compact grain cuts bright and clear
under the graver. And it polishes to a brilliant
surface without waste.

Guinea Gold comes granulated—put up in duck
bags of 5 pounds or 10 pounds—or boxed in bulk.

" Omega Purified Shot Copper•
Omega Purified Shot Copper is prepared to give

the manufacturing jeweler a brand of Copper of
assured standards and purity. It is made of
copper selected from the finest brands that come
into the market. Melted, purified and shotted.
Sieved into uniform sizes and packed in duck bags
of 10 pounds each. Omega Purified Shot Copper is
convenient to use. It is kept free of dust, dirt and
oxidation.

The granules melt quickly and yield an alloy of
known composition and working qualities.

Write for generous working samples of Omega Guinea Gold Alloy and Omega Purified Shot Copper—and a
copy of our "Formulae for Alloying Gold," a series of working formulae prepared by our chief metallurgist.
No charge.

THE RIVERSIDE METAL COMPANY
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ONE

AMERICAN MADE
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6, 16 or 18 Size
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6, 16 or 18 Size
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.11
THE LA SALLE

In three sizes, 6, 16 and 18 size. Open Face are Pendant Setting. Hunting are
Lever Set. The biggest value in the movement line that has ever been offered
the retail jeweler in an American-made low-priced movement. Our new La Salle
is a !4-plate, highly damaskeened and superiorly finished, is a genuine II jewel
movement. has two exposed winding wheels. polished and gilded, four pairs of
top jewels and settings, the 18 and 16 sizes have patent whiplash regulator. The
jewel cups are gilded. and we absolutely guarantee this to be the greatest value
at our price ever offered the trade. Order samples and if you don't think ao,
return them to us at our expense.

Each $1.90

HOLSMAN & ALTER
Wholesalers and Jobbers of Everything in

WATCHES, JEWELRY, ETC.

176-178-180 East Madison St. :: Chicago, Illinois
P. S.—Write for our Catalogue ; mailed to Retail Jewelers only on application.

SUCCESS IS THE BEST RECOMMENDis-

TION A SCHOOL CAN NAV:

4L
That the St. Louis Watchmaking School has been very successful is
proven by the fact that it started in the year 1886 in a small room,
10 x 10, and now occupies its own buildings, costing over $30,000.
'Most all graduates of the St. Louis Watchmaking School have been
likewise very successful and holding responsible positions, or are
owners of large jewelry stores.
If you wish to become successful take a course in the St. Louis Watch-
making School, where Watchmaking, Jewelry Work, Engraving and
Optics, are taught in the most thorough manner by experienced teachers.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG TO-DAY

St. Louis Watchmaking School
R. JAEGERMANN

Manager ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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Japanese Pearl Myths and

Exaggerations

Probably no other trade suffers so

much as the jewelry trade from sensational

and exaggerated stories in regard to the

production by artificial means of all man-

ner of precious stones and pearls. A ridicu-

lous story on this order, said to have origi-

nated in Columbia University, has just gone

the rounds of the newspaper press, much

to the detriment of the jewelry trade. In

order that our readers may be acquainted

with the facts and able to explain the truth

of the matter to their patrons and the local

public, we reprint herewith interviews on

the subject with two leading members of

the New York trade. It would appear that

a statement was made by a professor of

Columbia, at the annual meeting of the

American Fisheries' Society, to the effect

that a marvelous new process for producing

pearls had been discovered in Japan. The

professor indicated also that the discovery

was in a fair way to revolutionize the pearl-

raising industry and possibly might make

the precious nacre as cheap as sea beach

pebbles.

STATEMENT BY M. D. ROTHSCHILD

"The statement is ridiculous," said M.

D. Rothschild, of No. 14 Church Street.

"Unqualifiedly ridiculous, and I only speak

for the other pearl dealers of the city when

I say that it might have a harmful effect on

the pearl trade. You see, the actual facts

are that pearl culture by artificial means

and the sale of such pearls are old as the

hills. Older than you are; older than I am.

The Chinese have known how to do it time

.out of mind. I can't say just when they

began. It's done to a certain extent in

other parts of the world, too. Countless

pearls are made in this way by introducing

a porcelain button or a bit of mother-of-

pearl into the shell .of an oyster.

"Naturally, this extraneous substance

is not particularly comfortable for the

oyster and the creature immediately corn-

mences to cover it with the excretive sub-

stance which we call nacre and which is

the essence of the pearl, so to speak. Layer

after layer of nacre is laid on over the

original piece of porcelain or mother-of-

pearl. In construction the pearl, cultured

or natural, is very much like the onion. You

can perceive this at once by cutting one in

half. In fact, it has been pretty well estab-

lished that the natural pearls, even those in

the raising of which man has taken no ac-

tive part, are started by the accidental in-

troduction into the mollusk's shell of a
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grain of sand or something else of a hard

nature.
"But the most important feature of

cultnre pearls, as we call them in the trade,

is that they are easily stamped as imitations.

They are never globular in shape, not the

perfect spheres which natural pearls are ex-

pected to be. It is necessary to paste on to

their flat bottoms a corresponding piece of

mother-of-pearl, which can instantly be de-

tected by a novice, although when set it is

not prominent."

To prove what he said Mr. Rothschild

produced two fine pearls which, on cursory

examination, seemed to be absolutely per-

fect spheres. When studied closer, how-

ever, it was seen that two-thirds of the

globes did not quite match the other third.

There was a distinct difference in color.

The milky streaks of the mother-of-pearl

did not closely resemble the luster of the

culture pearl to which it was attached.

"You see what I mean," Ile continued.

"People who own pearls, in some cases

worth hundreds of thousands of dollars,

might get it into their heads that the bottom

was in danger of falling out of the pearl

market. But they need not worry. These

culture pearls can never be used for neck-

laces because they cannot be bored. They

are good for nothing except settings which

will conceal the imitation portion. By the

way, in China the people have an interesting

way of making small pellets of clay or tiny

metal images which are introduced into the
river mussels in the month of May. The
mussels are then replanted and in Novem-

ber they are taken up again.

STATEMENT OF MAURICE BROWER

Maurice Brower, one of the dealers,

said that false statements circulated with

reference to the Japanese product have.

tended to injure the trade in both American

and Oriental pearls, and this has excited

the resentment of the wholesale dealers.

As the first man who sold Japanese

pearls at wholesale in this country, Mr.
Brower said, lie knows what they are.
He says the misrepresentations have not
been made by Japanese, but by Americans
who have nothing to do with the Japanese
producer, K. Mikimoto, .of Tokio. The
Japanese pearl, so-called, is not a real pearl,
but is a fine imitation and always sold as
such. That it is really formed in the pearl
oyster's shell is not denied, but there are
differences, so it never can rival the real
pearl in beauty or value.

A real pearl is formed in layers, com-
parable to those of an onion. The real
pearl may be peeled and one layer after
another taken off, disclosing after every
peeling a fresh pearl. This cannot be done
with the Japanese pearls. Puncture the sur-
face and the imitation is spoiled, for under
the outside coating is a piece of mother-of-
pearl sawed out of an oyster shell and
polished like the pearl buttons sold by the
dozen in drygoods stores.
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A difference anybody may see, Mr.

Brower said, is in the shape. Real pearls

are perfect spheres or are in pear or egg

shapes. All other pearls are called baroques

and are comparatively cheap. The Japanese

pearls are only half pearls in shape, like

marbles sliced through the center so one

side is flat. Sometimes two Japanese pearls.

are glued together, their flat sides being

joined, but this does not make a real pearl.

Some Advantages of the Country

Merchant

The country merchant has some ad-

vantages which are not possessed by promi-

nent retailers in large cities, says a writer

in Brains. He has or can easily have the

advantage of a personal knowledge of near-

ly all his customers. This may seem of

little consequence, but it may really be
made a matter of considerable importance.

It enables the merchant who takes advan-

tage of it to use his personal influence ef-
fectively. It gives him an opportunity of

knowing the requirements of his customers
and this may be of much practical value to.
him in selecting his stock. By knowing the

kinds of goods that are wanted lie is able

to buy a stock that will be sure to sell.
With the city merchant who is doing

a large business the case is entirely differ-
ent. It is manifestly impossible for him to
be personally •acquainted with even a ma-
jority of his customers. His personal in-
fluence counts for little, for he has but a
limited opportunity of making use of it. If
his business be large the personal considera-
tion may be eliminated altogether, for his.
time will be taken up with the direction of
affairs and he will not be able to devote any
attention to the general public. It is prob-
able that the greater part of the people who
deal at the big department stores do not
even know the proprietors by sight. It is
obvious, then, that the proprietors have very
little personal knowledge of their customers.
The same is true to a large extent of the
clerks who come in contact with the public.
The regular customers of a big store have
to visit so many departments that there is
little chance for the salespeople to become
personally acquainted with them and there
certainly is but a limited opportunity of
studying their personal tastes and prefer-
ences.

In advertising the merchant of the
small town or country village has a decided
advantage. His knowledge of the wants
and wishes of his patrons makes him mas-
ter of the situation. He knows what Will
appeal to his regular customers and what
will be likely to bring new people to his
store. He knows, or should know, the
wants and conditions, the state of the crops
and all other matters of local interest in
the surrounding country. If he knows his
business he should be able in preparing his
advertisements to introduce bits of local
color that should prove very effective. In
any case he will not fail, if he be wide-
awake, to make his advertisements season-
able, for in country advertising very much
depends upon it being done at the right
moment.
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edrlyeverylarge dry goods store
in New York is equipped with

/%141Zdd Lamps

Each General
Electric Mazda
lamp is securely
packed in an in-
dividual carton,
which is imprint-
ed with the size,
style, and voltage
rangeof the lamp.

To insure a ready
means of identi-
fying the "Sun's
Only Rival" the
package, as well

N as the lamp, car-
ries the famous
G-E monogram. N

or
; I ElfM 7.1 =BE =ilic 0 II

Practically the same condition exists in Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
San Francisco and other cities, large and small, throughout the country.
In brief, hundreds of thousands of these lamps are used in dry goods stores
everywhere. Some large department
stores, like Carson, Pirie and Scott of
Chicago, use as many as 10,000 G-E
MAZDA Lamps.
But the size of your store makes little
difference—you can profit proportionally
by using a much smaller number of these
lamps which have set a new standard of
economy in the artificial lighting of the
dry goods stores of America. You can
get from two to three times as much light
from G-E MAZDA Lamps as from the
type of electric incandescent lamp for-
merly in use.

Write us to-day for helpful suggestions for improving the
lighting of your store. We manufacture all types of modern
arc and incandescent lamps—therefore have no interest in
recommending any one type above another, except as it may
be better suited to your particular requirements. Our corps
of expert illuminating experts have solved the lighting problems
of the largest stores in this country. They will be able to
give you valuable aid in improving the lighting of your store.
Now is the time when their advice will benefit you most. A
brief statement of your conditions will bring an immediate reply.

Representative New York Stores
Now Using G-E Mazda Lamps

Arnold, Constable & Co., Broadway and r9th St.
B. Altman & Co., Fifth Ave. and 34th St.
Aitken Son & Co., 873 Broadway.
Bach & Co., 62d St. and Amsterdam Ave.
S. & W. B Inman, Third Ave. and 118111 St.
Bloomingdale Bros., Third Ave. and 59th St.
1. M. Blumenstein, 232 West 125th St.
John Daniell Sons & Sns, Broadway & Eighth St.
Gimbel Bros., Gimbel Square.
Greenhut & Co., Sixth Ave. and 19th St.
Greenwald Bros., Third Ave. and 87th St.
J. Lauchheimer & Co., 86th St. and Third Ave.
Le Boutillier Bros., 50 West 23(1 St.
Lord & Taylor,. Broadway ano 20th St.
R. H. Macy & Co., Broadway rind 34th St.
James McCreery & Co., 64 West 23,1 St.
James McCreery & Co., 34th St.
James McCtitcheon & Co., Fifth Ave. and 34th St.
McPartland & O'Flaherty Co., 43d St. &Eighth Ave.
O'Neill-Adions Co., Sixth Ave. and 20th St.
(O'Neill Building).

Rothenburg & Co., 38 West 14th St.
Saks & Co., Broadway and 34th St.
J. P. Stinior, 214 West 1251h St.
Siegel-Cooper Co., Sixth Ave. and 18th St.
Simpson-Crawford Co., Sixth Ave. and 19th St.
Stern Bros., 34 West 23d St.
Stern & Greenberg, Columbus Ave. and ro3c1 St.
H. Strasbourver & Co., 86111 St. and Third Ave.
The Adams-Flanigan Co. ,Third Ave. and 150th St.
The 14th St. Store, Sixth Ave. and 14th St.
John Wanamaker, Broadway and rod) St.
W. T. Grant, Sixth Ave. and 18th St.

Gelleral Electric Compag
Department 145, Schenectady, N. Y. 2757
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The Prospect for Copper
"The prospect for copper, still shrouded in

Uncertainty, will perhaps become clear during the
next three months," says the Engineering and
Mining Journal. "After the curtailment of pro-
duction was inaugurated early in August, manu-
facturers were at first skeptical, which opinion was
strengthened after the appearance of the August
refinery statistics, it being thoughtlessly neglected
and those could not by any possibility reflect a
curtailment begun only in August. Since the
reports of August production have been coming
forward from the smelters, it has become realized
that curtailment this time is a real thing, but it
has been asked, 'What gain is there going to be
from a curtailment of to or 15 per cent. if con-
sumption is also falling off about to or 15 per
cent. ?' The answer is, no gain, but it is question-
able whether consumption is in reality failling off
materially. Upon this the statistics of the next
three months will throw the necessary light.
Reports from manufacturers indicate a general
continuance of good business. In spite of some
pessimistic talk there does not appear to be any
serious recession. On the other hand, an ex-
tremely encouraging factor is the report that
several important railway systems are going to
do considerable electrification in the near future.
It is said that the Great Northern has decided to
electrify fifty-seven miles of track on both sides
of the Cascade tunnel; that the New York Central
is to electrify its line between Syracuse and
Geneva, N. Y., a distance of fifty-four miles; that
the Boston & Maine is to electrify its line through
the Hoosac tunnel; that the New Haven will
electrify its main line between Boston and Provi-
dence, and that the Lackawanna is to electrify a
part of its line in order to utilize power developed
cheaply from the combustion of culm in its coal
territory. These projects may prove to be the
beginning of a new use for copper wire that has
Jong been expected."

Where Tortoise Shell Comes From
The hawk's-bill turtle, together with the

Squamous species, constitute the varieties of
marine turtles that furnish the tortoise-shell.
The hawk's-bill turtle is found only in the Gulf
of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. The turtle
-is recognized by the low, wide head, a long, nar-
row mouth, the upper jaw prolonged and hooked
like the beak of a hawk. The shell is flattened
and serrated behind, with five vertebral and eight
lateral plates overlapping one another like scales
.of a fish. The color is yellowish above, mottled
with chestnut brown and yellowish white below.
Young turtles have a black spot on the four real
pairs of plates. Old turtles have a thin yellow
plate on the belly, which is much sought after
and commands a higher price. This hawk's-bill
turtle feeds on seaweeds, crabs, mollusks and fish.
Being mostly carnivorous, the meat is not con-
sidered wholesome, differing in this respect, as •
'well as in flavor, from the herbivorous turtles.

The shells shipped from the Colon district
are taken from turtles caught on the Lagarto and
San Blas coasts of the Caribbean Sea during the
months of May, June, July and August, when they
approach the shore to deposit eggs, whith are laid
on the sandy beaches above high-water marks at
-night. Holes are dug about one and a half feet
deep, and the eggs deposited therein. Generally
about three layings are made during a period of
nine weeks. The eggs are lightly covered with
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sand and left on the beach to be hatched out by

the heat of the sun.
The turtles are caught either while on shore

or in the water, by means of nets. As a rule, they
are killed immediately after being caught, cleaned,

and the shell frame washed with sand, but on the

San Blas coast the Indians do not kill them, but

at once proceed to remove the shell by subjecting

the turtles to great heat, afterward throwing the
turtles back into the sea. By the application of
heat the successive plates of shell. come off very
easily.

Singing Electric Lamps

Incandescent electric lamps with metallic fila-
ments sometimes emit musical sounds when they
are employed on alternating current circuits.
Singing arc lamps have long been known. Even
on direct current circuits arc lamps may be
caused to sing by the slight rhythmical fluctua-
tions in the current which are produced by the
passage of the sectors of the commutators over
the collecting brushes. Arc lamps operated by
alternating currents often emit low notes, of pitch
corresponding with the frequency of alternation.
The singing arc has been developed by several
experimenters, especially by Poulsen, and adapted
to the production of alternating currents of high
frequency, for use in wireless telegraphy. In-
candescent lamps were supposed to be mute until
quite recently, when the Swiss electrician Hohl
observed that the metallic filament lamps of a
certain establishment emitted a sound, which at
times was almost intolerably loud. These lamps
were operated by an alternating current of bo
cycles per second.

According to Remane, if the natural period
of vibration of the metallic filament coincides with
the period of alternation of the current the fila-
ment is thrown into vibrations of great amplitude,
which are transmitted to the bulb by the glass post
which supports the filament. A number of singing
metallic filament lamps were sent to the testing
station of the Society of Swiss Electricians, where
they failed to emit audible sound on alternating
current circuits ranging in frequency from 20 to
70 cycles per second, although the filaments were
clearly seen to vibrate through a distance of 1/12
to l/g inch. It is possible that the transmission of
the vibration to the bulb and the production of
sound depend on the manner in which the lamp
is suspended. M. Gerwer, the chief engineer of
the station, concludes that the sound depends on
circumstances which vary in different cases and
that it can be prevented by changing the method
of suspension.

Benvenuto Cellini and His Work

(Continued from page 1864)

rificing all the pewter vessels of his household,
which acted as a flux, he however restored the
fluidity of the alloy and completed the pouring at
one jet and with the exception of the toes of one
foot, which were subsequently completed, the
mould ran full without a blemish. After it had
undergone the finishing process, of which very
little was needed, so perfect was the casting, the
statue was exposed to public view and acclaimed,
even by Cellini's enemies and professional rivals,
a masterpiece. Artists journeyed from far and
near to see the goldsmith master's great work
and Michel Angelo, to Cellini's great delight,
expressed his unqualified admiration of the beau-
tiful figure, both as a work of art and as a
triumph of skill in casting. A fine statute erected
to Cellini's memory, standing in one of the niches
of the portico of Uffizi Palace in Florence shows
the master with the Perseus model in his arm.
This statue is illustrated on page 1861.

Subsequent events were hardly
Greatly of a character to afford, en-
Discouraged • couragement to the artist to

continue his work. The nig-
gardly duke paid him in instalments which he
frequently found difficulty in collecting. The

duke endeavored to interest Cellini in other pro-
ductions, but although he did not relax his ac-
tivity in his chosen field, as the many specimens
of his masterly skill and artistic taste, in the
shape of goldsmith work created subseqtent to
the completion of his Perseus, his restoration of
antique marble statues, the armor he made, etc.,
bear abundant testimony, he never could be in-
duced to enter again on any statuary work oa
a large scale. The last years of his life were
clouded by physical weakness, discontent and
poverty, and at one time he contemplated retire-
ment to a religious institution as a recluse. He
finally died, in the 48th year of his age, of
pleurisy and was interred in the Church of the
Annunciation at Florence.

Not only by the productions of his artistic
skill, some of which we have described, will he
be known to posterity, but he has left in his
autobiography not alone an account of his own
strangely checkered life, but a most interesting
and vivid picture of his times and the people
who lived in them. He also wrote a "Treatise on
the Goldsmith's Art and Sculpture," in which he
deals with these subjects, the first-named especi-
ally, in an exhaustive and thorough manner that
imparts more than ordinary value to the work
from a practical standpoint.

Jewelry Making

(Continued from page 1952)

lines, and as you have a round hole out of the
center it will make the small amount of sawing
to be done very simple. Instead of sawing the
outside edge into the leaf-life shapes, cut a simple
circular edge. Now when it is in this stage you
can take your small needle files of different shapes
and file in the leaves. You can in this case model
the leaves very nicely with the files. The next
step is to polish the leaves. If you have a motor
you can polish them in a few minutes. Put a small
brush in the motor and apply Tripoli wax. It is
now time to solder the setting we first made to the
leaves. If we had soldered this setting in sooner
it would have been in the way in filing.

When this done make four small flowers, as
already described and solder them onto the leaves.

Fig. to illustrates a simple way
Making a of making a very effective belt
Belt Buckle buckle. The flowers in this

design are made as already
described, with the exception that there is a stone
in the center instead of the silver ball. The left
side of this illustration will show the under con-
struction of the design which is to be sawed out.
Now saw out leaves and solder onto the under
construction as seen in the right hand side of this
illustration. The small veins in the leaves can
best be done with the engraving tools.

Fig. II illustrates a design which consists of a
wire work construction. Saw out of thin metal
two leaves as shown in the lower part of the
illustration, which can easily be modeled by
punching them into lead. After soldering them
onto the wire construction, solder in a few silver
balls and you will have a very effective brooch.

Largest Gold-Ore Crushing Battery in
World

The great gold-ore crushing plant recently
erected in the Transvaal, Africa, is said to be by
far the largest in the world. The battery contains
no less than 600 stamps, each with a falling weight
of 1650 lbs. The length of the structure housing
the plant is 634 ft.; the width, 69 ft.; and the
height, 62 ft. Thirty motors are required to drive
the stamps.

The mortar blocks rest on a mat of bitumastic
concrete, the object of this being to dampen
the vibrations, which would otherwise be trans-
mitted direct to the surrounding ground. The
bins, which are constructed of pitch pine and lined
with steel sheeting, have a capacity of 13,000
tons of rock.

The mill is in the Witwater sand district,
which is said to be the greatest gold-producing
center in the world at the present time.
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Entertaining an Out-of-town
Customer

One of George Ade's Famous Fables

One of our subscribers writes as follows:

"Seeing that you are so insistent on us country

jewelers visiting the large cities to select stock,

I enclose for your edification an article on the

subject of entertaining an out-of-town customer

from George Ade's well-known book, ̀Fables and

Slang.' " As we, ourselves, were much amused

when we first perused this "truthful" fable of a

bygone day, and as many of our readers will be

doubtless equally amused, we comply with our

subscriber's wish. The fable is as follows:

One day the main works of a wholesale

house was jacking up the private secretary and

getting ready to close his desk for the day when

in blew a country customer. The head of the

concern would have given seven dollars if he

could have got out and caught the elevated before

the country customer showed up. However, he

was politic and Ile knew he must not throw down

a buyer who discounted his bills and was as good

as old wheat. So he gave a correct imitation of

a man who was tickled nearly to death. After

calling the country customer "Jim," he made him

sit down and tell him about the family, and the

crops, and collections, and the prospects of duck

shooting. Then, selecting an opportune moment,

he threw up both hands. He said he had almost

forgotten the Vestry meeting at five o'clock, and

going out to dinner at six-thirty. He was about

to call off the Vestry meeting, the dinner and all

other engagements for a week to come, but Jim

would not listen to it. As a compromise the head

of the concern said he would ask their Mr. Byrd

to take charge of the country customer. They

could surely find some way of putting in the

evening. He said the Oratorio Club was going

to sing at Music Hall and also there was a stere-

opticon lecture on India. Jim said Ile would pre-

fer the stereopticon show, because he loved to

look at pictures.

The head of the concern said that the country

customer would be sure to like their Mr. Byrd.

Everybody liked Byrd. His full name was Mr.

Knight Byrd.

He pushed on a few buttons and blew into

several snaky tubes and put the whole shop on the

jump to find Mr. Byrd. The latter happened to

be in a rathskeller not far away. When he

heard that there was work to be done in his

department he brushed away the crumbs and hot-

footed up to see the boss.

In presenting Mr. Byrd to the country cus-

tomer the head of the concern laid it on with a

shovel. He said that Jim here was his friend

and the house considered it an honor to entertain

him. The country customer sat there feeling

sheepish and unworthy, but a good deal puffed up

just the same. Then the head of the concern

made his escape and the country customer was

in the hands of Mr. Byrd.

Mr. Byrd was known in the house as the

human expense account. No one ever accused

him of being a quitter. He was supposed to be

hollow inside. Whenever a customer of the firm

showed up Mr. Byrd was called upon to take

.charge of him and entertain him to a standstill.

The boss was troubled with dyspepsia, and con-
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scientious scruples, and a growing family, and a

few other items that prevented him from going

out at night with his trade. He had it arranged

to give each one of them a choice mess of beau-

tiful language and then pass him along to Mr.

Byrd.

Mr. Byrd was a rosy and red-headed gentle-

man, with a slight overhang below the shirt front.

He breathed like a rusty valve every time he had

to go up a stairway, but he had plenty of en-

durance of another kind. For years he had

been playing his thirst against his captivity, and

was still a safe bet, whichever way you wanted

to place your money. His batting average was

about seven nights in the week. He discovered

that alcohol was a food long before the medical

journal got onto it. Mr. Byrd's chief value to

the wholesale house lay in the fact that he could

meet all comers and close up half the places in

town, and then show up next morning with a

clean collar and white carnation and send in word

to lead out another country customer.

Mr. Byrd's first move was to take Jim to a

retreat that was full of statuary and paintings.

It was owned by a gray-haired beau named Bob,

who was a ringer for a United States Senator, all

except the white coat. Bob wanted to show them

a new tall one called the Mamie Taylor, and after

they had sampled a couple Jim said it was all

right and he believed he would take, one. Then

he told Bob how much he had taken in the year

before, and what his fixtures cost him, and if

anybody didn't think he was good they could

look him up in Bradstreet or Dun, that was all.

He said he was a gentleman and that no cheap

skate in a plug hat could tell him where to get off.

This last remark was intended for an inoffensive

person who had slipped in to get a thine wine

and seltzer, and was pronging about way cents

worth of lunch.

They got around Jim and quieted him, and

Mr. Byrd suggested that they go and eat some-

thing before they got too busy. The country

customer would not leave the art buffet until

Bod had promised to come down and visit him

sometime. When they got into the street again

the country customer noticed that all the build-

ings were set on the bias and they were producing

a new style of spiral lamp-post.

They dined at a palm garden that had pad-

ding under the tablecloth and a Hungarian or-

chestra in the corner. Mr. Byrd ordered eleven

courses, and then asked Jim what kind he usually

had with his dinner. This is an awful question

to pop to a man who has been on rain water and

buttermilk all his life. Jim was not to be fazed.

He said he never ordered any particular, for fear

people might think he was an agent. That was

the best thing. Jim said all the evening.

Mr. Byrd told the waiter to stand behind Jim

and keep busy. When Jim began to make signs

that he could not ,tand any more, the enter-

tainer told him to enhale it and rub it in his hair.

Along toward dessert Jim was talking in the

tone used by Mugsy McGraw when he is coaching

the man who is playing off from second. He

was telling how much he loved his wife. She

would have been pleased to hear it.

Mr. Byrd paid a check that represented one

month's board down where Jim lived. They fell

into a horseless hansom and went to see the Hity-

Tity variety and burlesque aggregation in a new

piece entitled, "Hooray! Hooray!" Jim sat in a

box for the first time and wanted to throw money

on the stage. The head usher had to come around

once in a while and ask him not to let his feet

hang over, and to remember that the company

could do all the singing without any help from

him. Mr. Byrd sat back slightly flushed and

watched the country customer make a show of

himself. It was an old story to him. He knew

that the quiet school-trustee kind of a man who

goes home at sundown for 364 days in the year,

with the morning steak and a roll of reading

matter under his arm, is the worst Indian in the

world when he does find himself among the tall

houses and gets it up his nose.

He allowed Jim to stand and yell when the

chorus struck the grand finale, and a little later

on, when they had chartered a low-necked car-

riage and Jim wanted to get up and drive, he

stood for it, although he had to make a pretty

talk to a couple of policemen before Ile landed

Jim at the hotel.

If this were a novel there would be a row

of stars here.

The sun was high in the heavens when the

country customer opened his eyes and tried to

remember, and then tried to forget. Some one

was sitting at his bedside. It was Mr. Byrd, the

long-distance entertainer, looking as sweet and

cool as a daisy.

"Before I give you the photograph of myself,

which you requested last night, would you care

for anything in the way of ice water?". he said.

Jim did a sincere groan and said he could

use a barrel of it.
"Did I request a photograph?" Ile asked, as

he felt for the boundaries of his head.

"You did," replied the entertainer. "And

you gave me your watch as a keepsake. I have

brought the watch and all the money you had

left after you had bought the dog."

"What dog?"
"The dog that you gave to Bob."

"Did we go back there again? I remember

the first time."

"Yes ; it was in there that you wanted to run

a hundred yards with any man present for chalk,

money or marbles."

"Where are we now—at the hotel?"

"Yes, and everything is smoothed over. The

night clerk has agreed not to swear out a war-

."Jim did not comprehend, but he was afraid to
araskn.t

"It may be that I was a might polluted," he

suggested.
"You were a teeny bit pickled about two,

when you tried to upset the lunch wagon, bu
t I

don't think any one noticed it," said Mr. Byrd
.

"Take me to the noon train," requested the

country customer. "Tell the conductor where I

live, and send me the bills for all that I have

broken."
"Everything is settled," responded the enter-

tainer. "But why tear yourself away?"

"I am through," replied Jim, "so why tarry?"

Mr. Byrd took him to the train and arranged

with the porter of the parlor car for a pillow.

The head of the concern put his 0. K. on a

voucher for $43.63, and it occurred to him that

stereopticon lectures seemed to be advancing, but

he asked no questions.

Ever after that Jim bought all of his goods

of this one house. He had to.

Moral : Scatter seeds of kindness.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

STORE OF W. W. APPEL & SONS. LANCASTER, PA.

"Mutual Gratifying
Results"

A store equipped with fixtures
taken from our Stock Room,
using the "Revell" No. 400 Wall
Cases, No. 11 "Special" Show
Cases and Tables.

Messrs. Appel & Sons had the
misfortune to burn out completely,
and came to " Revel's."

Result:

"Cases perfectly satisfactory,
highly pleased with prompt
delivery."

THE LADY RAG INE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

(10 Line)

They come in both
cylinders and levers.
Do not be prejudiced
against the cylinders,
as they are entirely

factory made, very
reliable and guaran-
teed to give satisfac-

tion.
( 11 Line)

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

Jules Racine 8z Co.,_ Exclusive Importers

NEW YORK CHICAGO
37 Maiden Lane 103 State St.

MOVED

wE hate moved to our new location where a larger building has
been entirely remodeled to suit our special needs, and where we

will have better facilities for teaching all branches of the jewelry business.
Come to us and learn to be an intelligent and competent workman, we
teach watchmaking, engraving and jewelry repairing right, and in the
shortest possible time. Write to-day for catalogue and full particulars.

Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School
0. W. DREYER, Principal

815 E. 12th STREET KANSAS CITY, MO.
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The Cheerful Salesman Gets the
Business

"Johnson, I am not able to decide,"

said the manager of an office supply house,

"whether you are cut out for a salesman

or something else. The record sheets cer-

tainly do not show anything much to your

credit. You are at the bottom, and with

the most fertile territory in the city to

work on."
"The only answer I have," said John-

son, "is that I don't seem to be able to get

close to them. I have talked my line thor-

oughly, yet they don't seem to take enough

interest in me to give me any business."

"You must remember this," said the

manager, "small business is the hardest

business to get and the hardest to take care

of. You don't seem to realize the position

you must assume to get your hands on the

small orders. I have studied your case

pretty thoroughly, and I believe the trouble

with you is that you are too serious. When

you called on Walker & Co. the other day

I was in the back office, and I had a good

chance to analyze your method of approach-

ing people and asking for business." .

The manager slapped him on the

shoulder, good-naturedly, and said, "You

had a face on you then as long as it is

now. Don't take this talk too seriously and

don't get discouraged. I am telling you

all this for your own good. If there is a

chance to make a salesman out of you I am

going to do it, and I am willing to make an

experiment just to see how it will work out.

You can't get business by your method.

When you talked to Walker you were not

friendly and you never smiled or showed

any interest in his business. Now, that

kind of thing won't do at all. You've got

to warm up to your people and show some

friendly interest in their business. There

is only one way in which you can succeed

in getting business, with a dozen other fel-

lows after the same thing, and that is to be

jovial about it. You have given the people

you call on the impression that you are a

sort of a grouch, and it is all because you

are too serious."
"I suppose, then," said Johnson, "the

best thing I can do is to give up my terri-

tory and let some other fellow have a

chance."
"Nothing of the kind," returned the

manager. "1 am going to put you on a
new territory for a time, with the instruc-
tions that you are to go in and see each
man with the most cheerful disposition you
can assume and get thoroughly acquainted
with him on this basis before you ask for
business. Now, here's the idea. Find out
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what line of supplies a man is selling and
what methods he is using to sell it before
you begin to talk your line. Get close to
him—learn all you can about his ideas of
buying his lines before you present yours.
And, whatever you do, be jovial ! It is a
good plan to get hold of a few good
little stories of what other dealers are
doing and have a smile and a laugh ready
to use at any time. If you get hold of a
fellow that is a grouch, show him it is worth
while to be jovial. It is a great game—this
"be jovial and pass it on." I have so much
faith in it being a winner that I am going
to give you another chance. I believe you
can aquire the habit of wearing a smile, and
if you do you will find that getting busi-
ness is a matter of being human and getting
better acquainted with the man you want to
do business with."

Johnson started out the next morning
with a new determination to forget the
serious side of life and to try and make
good by being jovial. He wasn't aware
that the manager had placed the name of a
very crusty real estate man at the top of his
list of calls. Johnson entered this man's
office with a smiling face and after intro-
ducing himself pleasantly, began to talk en-
couragingly on the economical use and pur-
chase of office supplies.

The real estate dealer gave him the cus-
tomary stony stare and answered, gruffly,
"Young man, the house you represent is on
the blacklist with me. I am telling' you, as
I have told all the other salesmen, that there
is no use calling here. You can't get any
business from me, so that's all there is to it."

Johnson wasn't expecting anything of
this kind, and the blow almost floored him.
He turned and started for the door, when
he seemed to think of something and
stopped. "I don't see how you can sell real
estate," he said quietly, "if you treat every-
body that comes into your office as you have
me. I would advise you to stop advertising
and save your money. You will never make
a success of your business with a grouch
like that."

The real estate dealer turned quickly
and stared in surprise at this attack from an
apparently timid man. "I am not trying to
sell you real estate," he said, "and I don't
think there is much chance of it."

"There's where you're entirely mis-
taken," replied Johnson, remembering the
rule to be jovial, "for I am just as much of
a prospective buyer as any one who reads
your advertising. I have a little money
laid up and as soon as I add a little more
to it I am going to invest in real estate.
You know very well that when the time
comes I am going to do business with the
man whom I am in closest touch with.
There is no chance of any close acquain-
tanceship between you and me, if you con-
tinue to act this way when I conic into
your office."

The real estate man was both surprised
and interested by Johnson's talk. He asked
him to go on and say what he had to say.

"I know it isn't exactly my place to be
giving you advice," said Johnson, "but I do
know that you will not make the business
deals it is possible for you to make if vou
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continue to hand out this grouch to every
man that you haven't any use for who
comes into your office."

Johnson smiled pleasantly as he con-
tinned, "Selling real estate is a great deal
like selling office supplies—the only way
you can win success is to be jovial and pasp
it on. • I did not come in here to take yont
money away from you, but merely to get
better acquainted with you, and throug11
that acquaintanceship find an opportunity
to show you how my line will save money
for you.'

The real estate dealer placed his hand
on Johnson's shoulder and said, good nattir-
edly, "Young man, you have given me' a
valuable tip. I am going to follow yoXir
advice. 'Be jovial and pass it on' sounds
good to me. I am very busy this morning,
but come in this afternoon and I will give
you a chance to show me why I should give
you my business."

During that day and all the days that
followed Johnson's constant aim was to be
cheerful under all conditions. He had a
great many trying experiences, a great
many turn-downs which would have been
discouraging to a less determined man. In
a short time he became known as big, jolly,
optimistic Johnson—the man who always
had a pleasant word for every one.

From that time Johnson began to prac-
tice being jovial he found there was a ceri-
tain class of men whose only way of doing
business was to deal with friends in whdrn
they had confidence, and Johnson's earnest,
smiling face radiated a good will which in-
spired confidence and made many friends.

A happy disposition is a valuable asset
to any business man. It is the most direct
method of attracting men, which, in turn,
means attracting more business. "Be jovial
and pass it on' is a winning method in the
business world ; it is contagious; it make's
business run smoothly; it lessens worry,
drives away blues and makes troubles van-
ish. Smiles and kind words create good
thoughts, better efforts and, naturally, more
business. The greatest and happiest thought
any man in the business world can possess

it
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on."
The

constantly: "Be jovial and pass

The chances are that if this is the daily
thought it will also be practiced daily. A
jovial disposition can be cultivated by the
same method by which a man schools him-
self in business rules and systems. Being
jovial under the most perplexing circum-
stances is purely .a habit. It is not enough
that a man shall know how to present his
proposition intelligently. The jovial habit
is something quite apart from technical
knowledge. It is a habit that makes effort
a pleasure and turns a salesman from an
aimless, incidental sort of being into an
effective, efficient man.

The business producer of to-day must
have an optimistic view of life, a wider
knowledge, and be a diplomat in handling
men. He must have a jovial disposition.
This one thing will enable him to surmount
the greatest obstacles, achieve something
worth while in life and surround himself
with friends.—The Inland Stationer.
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Always Acceptable
The selling of Waterman's Ideals is a growing trade. Dealers can make more
sales and earn larger profits on this standard pen than on any other one
line of manufacture. Because of the success of this pen alone, Waterman's
Ideals are extensively bought as presents, both for and by parents and
children. They are in every respect useful, dignified gifts of well-known
merit. The Regular, Safety and Self-Filling types of Waterman's Ideals, in
their plain or gold and silver mounted gift styles, have permitted dealers to
conveniently fill every Christmas request from the stock of one standard make.
The general advertising of Waterman's Ideals in their various types, for Christmas Gifts to
everyone, will reach the homes of practically the entire buying world. The dealer with the
well displayed stock will secure the business resulting. The retail selling prices are sub-
stantially maintained by agreement, in order that the dealer's legitimate profit may be con-
stantly earned. There is no risk in the purchasing of Waterman's Ideals—they are standard
the world over and the year around.
New dealers are offered this Company's services, whereby adequate and appropriate stocks
may be supplied with show cases for display.

Order now for Christmas, or write for Suggestions and Catalogue

L.E Waterman Co., 173 Broadway, New York.
8 SCHOOL ST. EIOSTO N 189 CLARK ST.. CHICAGO. 734 MARKET ST, SAN FRANC! SCO,
KINGSWAY, LONDON 6 RUE de HANOVRE, PARIS. L.E.WATERMAN COMPANY, LIMITED,MONTREAL

PLAIN STYLE
No. 12. $2.50
Larger Sizes

$4.00, $5.00, $6.00

SILVER FILIGREE
No. 412. $5.00
Larger Sizes

$7.00, $3.50, $9.50

Clip- In-Cap adds 25c.
to above costs
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Advertising Writing Paper

There is no commodity so susceptible

to the effects of advertising as writing

paper, says the Inland Stationer. By dint

of the expenditure of much money and gray

matter on the part of the manufacturers

along the lines of educational campaigns,

the idea that correctness in stationery is as

essential as correctness in dress has sunk in

and the average woman will switch in a

hurry from Smith's paper to Jones's, if

Jones can prove to her that his is nearer

in accord with the mandates of fashion

than that of his competitor.

The most effective way for
the retailer to advertise his
brand of writing paper to
the consumer is to appeal to

her Missourian instinct. A piece of paper
placed in her hands, with the information
that "This is so-and-so. Try it with your
pen; bold it to the light and note its beauti-
ful texture. Compare it with that which
you are now using," etc., will, in many cases
have the effect of causing her to buy a box
of this paper ; provided, of course, that the
sample can stand the test; whereas, the
simple statement that your papers are the
best on earth will fail to cause a ripple of
interest.

Many stationers keep a carefully se-
lected mailing list of possible customers.
To these they occasionally send regular
full-size sheets of the particular paper they
wish to push, with a neatly printed and
carefully worded statement thereon, telling
what the paper is, where it may be pur-
chased and what it costs. If the dealer feels
unequal to the task of preparing the
"copy" to be used., he can easily obtain
help by communicating with the advertising
department of the firm whose goods he
handles. It is my experience that one
thousand of these samples, sent out sealed
under a two-cent stamp, will bring better
results than ten thousand mailed as unsealed
circulars.

Efficacy of

Samples

Use the

Newspapers

The use of your local news-
paper in advertising your
stationery line is bound to
produce gratifying results,

provided your advertisements are properly
prepared. There are many very successful
business men who are efficient and capable
along many lines, but who fall down miser-

ably when it comes to writing "copy." They

fill their space with a collection of adjectives

and black-face type—then wonder why
people do not come flocking into their stores

after the goods they think they have ad-
vertised. The writing of copy is a profes-
sion' by itself, a field that the layman should

not attempt to enter.

Pen Written Window Cards

A well-known window card artist gives

the following advice to those who practice

this specialty :

Best Cards for
A cardwriter should exer-

cise good judgment in the
Pen Work selection of his cardboards.

A slick, glassy surface
board will not do, as it will not "take" the
ink or "hold" the pen. A rough or soft
surface board is the proper thing. Linen-
finished or marble-finished boards are satis-
factory and the pen always works well on
them.

A good way to select cardboard is to
obtain a number of samples and try them
out. After proving which. will do the bet-
ter work the order can be placed and with-
out the possibility of a mistake. There is a
big difference in the qualities of cardboard.
By securing the best a cardwriter is less
liable to have trouble with his work.

For a store accustomed to produce
high-class trims, neat windows, etc., a
quarter-sized card is plenty large enough.
The writer never uses larger than a quarter-
sized sheet and from that clown, usually
grading to x 12, 8x io, 7x II and x 7.

When properly selected and
well executed or applied,
illustrations on cardboards
are always attractive and

serve a good purpose. It is necessary, how-

The Use of

Illustrations

ever, to use good judgment in selecting il-
lustrations, and only employ such as apply

to the merchandise shown therewith. The

best illustrations are cut from the trade

journals and when pasted on the cards, with
a little touching up with a pen or brush,
they will bear the most careful inspection
through the window glass, and without
clearly revealing whether they are the work

of the cardwriter or not.

I f one has talent for drawing and can

aptly copy the goods on display so much the
better. A card of this character can be done
during spare moments.

When no illustration is ob-
tainable an ornamental ini-
tial letter will bring out a
plain card wonderfully well.

During. the holiday season an initial letter

in the upper left-hand corner, with a spray
of holly worked in colors, adds greatly to
the attractiveness of the card.

This same general idea can be worked
to good advantage during both the fall and
spring seasons by employing flowers and
foliage appropriate to the season'. To
properly execute this work the cardwriter
would have to prepare the cards during
spare moments, in order to be certain that
Ile has a sufficient number made up for use
when required.

Ornamental

Initial Letters

Use of

Card Frames

My cards, when placed in
the windows, are slipped
into title wooden frames
that were made to match

the woodwork of the window. Such a set-
ting adds a great deal to the effectiveness of
the window ticket.

When laying out a card do not try to
write all over it. Get the inscription uni-
formly as near the center of the card as
possible and leave plenty of white space.

New York Skyline by night, showing the New Building and Sign of L. E. Waterman Co.
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AIKIN-LAM BEIZT CO.
ESTABLISHED 1864

15 MAIDEN LANE

,Ir,IN•LAMBFPT C..7) NEW 'ClQk<

We Manufacture the Finest and
Most Distinctive Line of Trade
Specialties in the World

"Mercantile Fountain Pen"
The Famous"A-L" Gold Pens
Gold and Silver Pencils, Penknives,
Cigar Cutters,"Universal" Outfits, etc.

Aikin-Lambert products have, for many years, provided for the trade lines which

make most interesting and profitable departments. The high standard of quality,

which we have always diligently maintained, is the keynote of success, in this

branch, with many of the best and largest dealers in the world. Every year our

entire line is renewed with new and improved designs. New lines are carefully

studied for the benefit of the large results for our dealers.

Fountain Pens for Special Imprinting
are an extensive branch with us. We manufacture a large number of grades—

all of which you would be glad to have connected with your name, and imprinted

therewith.

.1111.111
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DEALERS desiring information in
regard to A-L manufactures should

write to us at once. We are glad

to send complete catalogues and
information and can

assist you to large
business.

AIKIN - LAMBERT CO.

4111rip.
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The War on Jewelry Smuggling

Once in the government's toils the

wealthy smugglers of jewels need all of

their composure in resigning themselves

gracefully to their fate, says an editorial

in the Springfield Repub/ican. The better

bred they are, the less of a scene they will

make. There is nothing to do but pay the

fine and pass into the social retirement they
cannot fail to crave, after so harassing an
experience. A rich Massachusetts woman

was caught last spring trying to evade pay-
ment of duty on $2500 worth of goods
brought in from Europe, and for this crime

she was tried and sentenced to pay a fine

of $5000. In addition the customs authori-
ties had forced her to surrender a $3o,000
pearl necklace which the woman had sent to

Canada from Europe, hoping to have it
smuggled into the United States from that
country. Recently she finally concluded to
close up the case, which she did by paying
the government $39,000. She now has the
jewels, but she has lost heavily on the
transaction. To say nothing of her tar-
nished honor, she has paid far more in
money than the jewels are worth.

The secret history of this
woman's $30,000 necklace
would form a story of much
interest, were it fully told.

The woman was doubtless amazed to find
that the customs officials in New York
knew that she had bought it in Europe. It
is possible that they also knew she had sent
it to Canada; if they did and told her so,
her amazement was doubled. She had
never heard of jewel detectives, probably,
nor of the precious stone importers' pro-
tective association of New York, which
maintains a detective bureau in Europe for
the express purpose of shadowing persons
like herself when they go shopping in the
stores of Paris, Venice, Florence or Am-
sterdam, where fine jewels are sold. "When
you walk down the Rue de Rivoli or the
Rue de la Paix next time in seach of that
diamond tiara for your wife," says a writer
on this interesting subject, "remember that
you are being watched as closely, if with
less deadly purpose, as you would be should
the Parisian police trail you for a desperate
criminal. As long as you are in the jewelry
district and you bear the outward marks of
prosperity you are an object of intense in-
terest to some lynx-eyed individual who sees
in you a possible smuggler." The chances
are that this "lynx-eyed" fellow is a spy of
the precious stone importers' protective as-
sociation of New York. Doubtless he has
already noted your arrival at a swell hotel

Tracking the

Wealthy
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and studied you and the family in the light

of possible developments in the jewelry

trade.
If "madame" looks like a

Lynx-eyed Spies person with a taste for

pearl necklaces or diamond

tiaras, the chase immediately begins. Some

fine afternoon she visits a store in Rue de

la Paix to examine the stock ; while ab-

sorbed in the brilliant gems a stranger

walks in and asks to see watch charms.

Curiously enough, he has difficulty in finding

one that suits him and it is only after

"madame" has bought the tiara or the neck-

lace that he finds what he wants and leaves

the place. What happens then? This spy

of the precious stone importers' protective

association promptly writes a secret report

for his employers on the case and thus, long

before the woman with the $30,000 necklace

or the $10,0oo tiara lands in New York

the customs officials have been supplied

with complete information. If the jewelry

is "declared" and the duty paid nothing is

said ; the case is ended. But if it is not

"declared" the search begins.
Illustrative of the pertinacity

with which the agents of

the association follow the
trail of suspected smugglers

of precious stones is a story told by the

New York Herald:

A woman jewel detective employed by
the "junta" once stumbled upon a large
transaction involving a sapphire and dia-
mond necklace. The sale took place in
Paris and, as usual, she attempted to dis-
cover the steamship by which the wealthy
Chicagoan who made the purchase would
return to the United States. She watched
him during his stay in the French capital
but without learning anything of his plans.
He did not visit Cook's or any of the steam-
ship offices and Ile was upon the eve of de-
parture by train for the south when she was
forced to present her incomplete case to the
treasury agent. A government revenue man
was put upon the Chicagoan's track and
followed him to Marseilles, thence by
Peninsular and Oriental steamship to Bom-
bay, thence to Colombo, Singapore and
Yokohama, where he lost him. He picked
up the trail again where it led aboard a,
chance tramp to South America, followed,
found the scent at Valparaiso, hurried on to
Panama, Vera Cruz and Mexico City, and
was in time to notify the proper officials on
the Mexican frontier when his man started
by train for Chicago. The necklace was
found neatly sewed inside the Chicagoan's
straw hat and was promptly confiscated.

The officers of the protec-
tive association defend their
activity in this line with a
plea of self-preservation.
maintain that in helping to
smuggling by individuals

An Illustrative

Case

Americans

Imposed On

And they also
check private
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whom the customs officials ordinarily would
not suspect they are helping to suppress
crime. It is certain that the precious stone
importers of New York felt themselves
forced to organize and support a private
spy system in Order to preserve their busi-
ness. Rich Americans are now so accus-
tomed to going to Europe that they would
buy their jewelry abroad altogether if the
United States revenue laws did not make
their purchases too costly. If, however, the
laws are evaded and smuggling becomes
universal the business of the New Yorkers
must languish seriously. An interesting
claim by the officers of the importers' as-
sociation is that the smuggling of jewels
never pays financially even when it is suc-
cessful. Of the foreign dealer it is said :

"He invariably charges an American
a higher price than the American dealer
would, and the article, moreover, is usually
inferior. He plies his trade by representing
to the tourist that American dealers have to
pay 6o per cent. duty on all goods and
hence have to add that 6o per cent. to their
sale price. That is not so. Unset jewels
are imported at but to per cent. duty and
rough jewels come in duty free. These are
the only kinds that we importers handle.
The American dealer consequently fixes
his price at the wholesale cost of the stone,
plus to per cent. duty, plus workmanship
and a reasonable profit. The European
dealer has the same wholesale and prac-
tically the same workmaship items to start
with, but he expects too per cent. profit
from the free-handed, credulous tourist."

In any event, enough is disclosed to
show that the man or woman from the
United States who tries to buy a costly
necklace or tiara in Europe and bring it
home without payment of duty needs to-day
the training of a Russian revolutionist in
eluding detection and hoodwinking the gov-
ernment.

In an interview Collector of Customs
William Loeb said : "A difficulty attending
the customs procedure is that of under-
valuation by tourists. Under the tariff act
$100 exemption is allowed and in many
instances tourists will represent that their
purchases have been exactly $1oo, when, in
fact, they have made purchases amounting
to twice that sum or more. Frequently bills.
are presented purporting to show the actual
price paid, but investigation has established
that merchants and tradespeople abroad
habitually furnish to their customers false.
bills with which to deceive the customs.
authorities. The means employed under
the present administration to protect the
revenue is when fraudulent intent is clearly
established to not only proceed for the for-
feiture of the property concealed or will-
fully undeclared or undervalued, but in ad-
dition in aggravated cases to prosecute the
offenders criminally.
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There are no air
holes and evapora-
tion cannot occur.
Lay the pen away
anywhere for a con-
siderable time in
any position and at
any time it may be
picked up and will
write at once.
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Absolutely insures
against loss of pen
from the pocket. So
attached to the cap
that it is really part
of it. The metal
spring under finger
holds it tight to the
pocket.

Attached or de-
tached instantly
with one hand.

Catalogues

on

Request

We have invented an entirely new idea in fountain pens and have
brought them to perfection, as these pens will not only fill them-
selves, but also cannot leak.

Our new invention is a double end cap, one to cover the pen
when not in use, and the other for back end of holder when the
pen is in service. Top and bottom illustrations are of the cap
fitted to our two styles of self-fillers, either of which has every
desirable feature for pens of their kind—great ink capacity, ease
and quickness of operation, no objectionable protuberance,
longest life for soft rubber ink container. There is no extra
charge for the new safety caps.

John Holland Safety Self

Inking Fountain Pens
mark a new epoch in fountain pens and are in advance of all others just as

the founder of our firm was the first man to perfect and place gold pens upon

the market 70 years ago.

Our line offers you supreme quality, the largest variety of sizes and styles of

dropper-filled pens. Two different constructions of self-fillers with or without

the new safety cap. A safety cut-off fountain pen. Five different stylographic

pens or ink pencils. A full line of popular-priced pens in the Fountograph to

sell at $1.00 and thereabouts, and a self-filling pen of novel and practical con-

struction, the Founto filler.

The Holland Grip-Cap, fitted to any size or style, is the leader of its kind.

The John Holland Gold Pen Company
127-129 East Fourth Street

ESTABLISHED 1841

'JOHN HI 1ANOMAERI'
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Show cases furnished

free for display of pens.

Special easy payment

plan to introduce new

accounts.
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The Wedding Ring

It is interesting to contemplate the his-
torical and romantic associations clustering
around the wedding ring. Indeed, the ring,
as a sign of betrothal, with all its mystical
significance, is of the most remote origin.
In its form of a continuous circle, it was
looked upon as a symbol of eternity and
hence a token of the durability of the af-
fections.

In speaking of this band of virgin gold
Wheatley says : "This ring is made of gold,
signifying how noble and durable our af-
fection is ; the form is round to imply that
our respect (or regards) shall never have
an end ; the place of it is on the fourth
finger of the left hand, where the ancients
thought there was a vein that came directly
from the heart and where it may be always
in view ; and, being a finger least used,
where it may be least subject to be worn
out ; but the main end is to be a visible and
lasting token of the covenant which must
never be broken."

From the earliest period to
the present time the ring
has always played an im-
portant part in the marriage

ceremony. Again Wheatley explains : "The
reason why a ring was pitched upon for the
pledge was because anciently the ring was
a seal, by which all orders were signed, and
things of value secured, and, therefore, the
delivery of it was a sign that the person to
whom it was given was admitted into the
highest friendship and trust. For which
reason it was adopted as a ceremony in
marriage to denote that the wife, in con-
sideration of being espoused to the man, was
admitted as a sharer in her husband's
counsels and a joint partner in his honor
and estate and, therefore, we find that not
only a ring, but the keys, were in former
times delivered to her at the marriage."

The ring, as a wedding gift, came into
ancient use among the Egyptians, originat-
ing before the introduction of coinage,
when Egyptian gold was generally circu-
lated in the form of a ring, it became cus-
tomary at an Egyptian marriage for the
bridegroom to place one of these circles of
gold on the bride's finger, the gift signify-
ing his intrusting her with all his property.

Originating in those by-
Continued by gone days, this custom was
Christians continued by the early

Christians, as they could
see no harm in adopting the ring-giving
as a pledge of the betrothal in marriage.
Thus, down through the centuries, the cus-
torn has descended to our time and. in the
marriage ceremony of to-day that ancient
Egyptian sentiment is still expressed when
the bridegroom slips upon his bride's finger
the same plain gold ring and says : "With
all my worldly goods I thee endow."

From the Romans originated the wed-
ding ring, made in the form of the clasped
hands. And in Pliny's time they were usu-
ally made of iron, called "Pronubum."
Among them the ring-giving was looked
upon as a sign of the closing of the contract.

But the Greek sentimentalism bestowed

From Remotest
Antiquity
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upon them a more profound significance,

as they came into use among them as a
token of love and hope.

The celebration of marriage in the
church was first ordained by Pope Inno-
cent III. Before his time it was merely a
civil contract, but the ring in connection
with marriage had been used by the Chris-
tians as early as 86o.

In describing one of the
Wearing quaint ceremonials of mar-
the Ring riage in ancient times, it is

. said that "the ring was
placed by the husband on top of the thumb,
with the words, 'In the name of the Father,'
then he removed it to the forefinger, saying,
'and of the Son,' and then to the middle
finger, adding, 'and the Holy Ghost,' finally
he left it on the fourth finger with the
closing word, 'Amen.' "

Of the many curious fashions which
prevailed among English ladies during
Queen Elizabeth's reign, was the wearing
their wedding rings on their thumbs. In
Worcestershire, at Stamford Court, hangs
the portraits of five ladies of the Salway
family of that period, and portrays each
lady with her wedding ring on her thumb.
It was not only the fashion in Queen Eliza-
beth's day, but also in George First's time,
a bride would remove the ring from the
customary fourth finger to the thumb as
soon as the ceremony was over.

One of the fanciful forms,
Gimmal Rings in which the wedding rings

of the fourteenth and fif-
teenth century appeared, were known as the
"gimmal" rings. These double, or twin hoops
consisted of two rings, one within the other,
yet wrought so exactly alike that when
closed they formed one ring. The ordinary
one-hoop ring having the design of old
Roman origin of the clasped hands, were
called fide rings. There were two styles of
the gimmal rings, one having the device of
the fide, the bezels were constructed so that
the two right hands clasped. The other
style bore inscriptions or mottoes, which
were usually in Norman-French. They
were known as "resons" or "reasons."
These inscriptions were, as a rule, engraved
on the outside of the ring.

But perhaps the most inter-
esting of all wedding rings
and certainly those possess-

ing the most romantic associations, were
the old English "posies" or "posy" rings.
They were so called from the quaintly ex-
pressed poetical sentiments of love and
friendship associated with them. They
were used both as engagemnt and as wed-
ding rings. First coming into vogue in
Elizabethan times, they continued popular
until the close of the eighteenth century. It
was customary to inscribe within the hoop
of these betrothal rings, a motto or "posy."
We are all familiar with Shakespeare's
well-known allusion to these rings when, in
"As You Like It" (Act III, Scene II), he
makes Jacques remark to Orlando: "You
are full of pretty answers ; have you not
been acquainted with goldsmiths' wives and
conn'd them out of rings?" Again, in the
"Merchant of Venice" (Act V, Scene I),
when Portia asked Gratiano the reason of

Posy Rings
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his quarrel with Nerissa, he makes direct
reference to the ring by his answer:

"About a hoop of gold, a paltry ring
That she did give me; whose posy was
For all the world, like cutler's poetry
Upon a knife, Love me, and leave me not."

The "posy" usually consisted of a very
simple sentiment, such as "Our contract was
Heaven's act," "God above increase our
love," "Love is the band of peace," "In thy
breast my heart cloth rest," and so on.
Then there were the compound posy rings,
composed of a number of rings one within
the other. A "posy" of this kind, consist-
ing of five links was given to Lady Kath-
erine Grey by Edward Seymour, who corn-
posed the following poetical sentiment on it:

"As circles five, by art compact, show but one
Ring in sight;

So trust uniteth faithful mindes with knot of
secret might-

Whose force to breake but greedie Death no
wight possesseth power.

As times and sequels well shall prove,
My Ring can say no more."

Probably one of the smallest
wedding rings known to
history is that of the Prin-
cess Mary, daughter of

Henry VIII, to the Dauphin of France, son
of King Francis I. The birth of the
Dauphin, February 28, 1518, was an auspi-
cious event, for it brought prospects of a
much desired closer alliance between the
two crowns. As Cardinal Wolsey re-
marked : "The King of France has now a son
and the King of England a daughter. I
will unite them by these means—France and
England." Thus, on October 5th, in the
same year, the bridal ceremonies were cele-
brated at Greenwich with royal pomp. King
Henry took his station in front of the
throne ; on one side stood the Queen of
France and the Queen of England ; in front
of her mother was the little Princess Mary,
then only two years old, dressed in a cloth
of gold, with a cap of black velvet on her
head, blazing with jewels. On the other side
stood the two legates, Wolsey and Cam-
peggio. A speech was made by Dr. Tun-
stal, then the tiny princess was taken in
arms ; the consent was demanded of the
King and Queen, and when granted, Wol-
sey approached with a diminutive gold ring,
in which sparkled a diamond of great value
and fitted it on the wee Princess's finger.
Admiral Bonivet, the French Ambassador,
by proxy for the infant bridegroom, passed
it over the second joint. After the bride
was blessed, Cardinal Wolsey per formed
mass, at which the King and the whole
court attended.

The ancient Roman fashion
Iron Rings of the wedding ring being

made of iron, was revived
in Germany in 1813, where during the war
of liberation the women of Prussia, in lack
of other means of adding to the patriotic
fund, contributed their wedding rings, the
government giving them in exchange others
of iron, bearing the commemorative legend,
"Ich gabe gold fur Eisen." Among the
Prussian families to-day these rings are pre-
served as very precious heirlooms.—Nina
Alberta Arndt, in Buffalo Times.

Smallest
Wedding Ring
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CLARENCE F. BAYER BYRON L. STRASBURGER ALBERT PRETZFELDER

BAYER 8z PRETZFELDER CO.
IMPORTERS MANUFACTURERS5 EAST 171-U STREET

(Between Broadway and Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK

Send us your eleventh hour orders!
No need to miss profits if the Christmas rush has depleted your stock of holiday goods.

Phone, write or telegraph your orders.
Our goods draw trade because they represent the largest and best things in your line.—

You know how fond the Public is for "Something New"—That is why it will pay you to keep
up to the "House of Newness."

Novelty Jewelry
Vanity Cases and Novelties
Lorgnettes
Clocks
Brass Goods

SOLE AGENTS:

Smokers' Articles
Fancy Goods
Lamps, Etc.
Gun Metal Novelties
Opera Glasses

"La Vogue Binoculars,

Sterling Silver and Gun Metal
Mesh Bags and Cigarette Cases

Desk Sets
Dinner Gongs
Art Goods, Etc.

"La Vogue Opera Glasses,77 "La Vogue Lorgnettes"

MbroOteak
$2?0MGDRE'S

NON —LEAKABLE

$350_ • _
AND UP

F. tJ rq1"TA I NJ NJ 

Read What This Moore's Dealer Says:
Brush, Colorado.

Please send me as soon Is you possibly can the following Moose's Fountain Pens.
I want to tell you that I have sold fifty of the Moore's Pens in the past sixWeeks. which I think Is a good record for a small town. Please send pens at once.

as I haven't a Moore's In the shop. H. C. McConnell.
The dealer takes no chances when he stocks Moore's Non-Leakable Pens.

It is only necessary to show them to make a sale and a satisfied customer.
Write us for catalogue and special proposition to jewellers,
ADAMS CUSHING & FOSTER, 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Selling Agents for AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY.

Positively the Last Call
to the Stragglers

This is the last opportunity for deal-
ers to secure our famous Retail Sales-
Boosting Plan that we have been advertising here
for four months. "The polls will close" this
month. The constantly growing success of this
Plan and how it is doubling dealers' sales on

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling

Fountain Pen
is the talk of the season among jewelers every-
where. If you want this "Plan to Double Your
Fall and Holiday Fountain Pen Sales at OUR
Expense,"

Don't delay another minute!
WRITE TODAY

We will send you a large attractive 16 page book artistically
printed in three colors descriptive of the seven Sales-Help Features
that together form the plan. It's FREE.

The Conklin Pen Mfg. Co.
102 Conklin Bldg. TOLEDO, O., U. S. A.
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Retailing in America and Great
Britain

So much has been said and written

about the great London department store

known as Selfridge's, which was established

by an American, and which is being con-
ducted on what may be termed the Ameri7

can plan, with, we understand, exceptional
success despite its foreign surroundings,

our readers will be interested in Mr. Se-
fridge's views on retailing in America and
in Great Britain, as expressed in an article
in Dry Goods Economist. He said:

I believe no branch of human activity
has shown greater development during the
past twenty-five years than the "science of
retailing," and yet every thinking merchant
of to-day knows that this same progress
will continue during the years to come.
The development of the individual business
comes from one of two directions—the ap-
plication of one's own original ideas or the
<luite legitimate copying of other people's.
In either case it is evident that the measure
and rapidity of development depend upon
the flow of originality and original thinkers
are comparatively few.

Now the general methods
Different and "tools" of the retail
National Traits merchant are much the

same the world over. The
counter, the show case, the dressed window,
the shelving, the general arrangement, are
alike and have been since stores or shops
began. The difference lies in the quality
and detail and these arise in the divergent
tastes, temperaments and types of the na-
tionalities concerned.

Germany, for example, gives a touch
of the Teuton to her store furniture, and to
us in Great Britain and America it looks
overdone and not of the style which appeals
to our taste. America has built on lines of
simplicity and dignity, which to the Eu-
ropean lack decoration. England has re-
cently done her stores and shops in a very
ornate manner. France, except in her small
shops, has paid little attention to her store
furniture and with one or two exceptions
is doing it no better now than twenty years
ago. No one can say which is best, but a
jury chosen from all nations could be the
only accepted authority, and as no such
jury will be chosen the matter will remain
as it is, each one doing as he chooses.

But more important are the
Obstacles to methods of business of dif-
Uniformity ferent nations. One would

almost think that progres-

sive merchants who had sense enough to
realize that other people are advancing as
well as themselves would quickly adopt

KEYSTONE

original methods which they saw success-
fully introduced in other stores, and that
after a little we should see a sort of "Es-
peranto system" of retailing. As a matter
of fact, this does not happen at all to the
extent it should. Either a lack of knowing
well what other methods are, a disinclina-
tion to acknowledge that someone else has
thought up something better than we, an
indifference or let-well-enough-alone policy
(which, by the way, is not closely allied to
progressiveness), a conservatism which
seems to foster an innate disinclination or
fear to make a change—for any of these or
other reasons most merchants stick to the
methods of their locality and do not copy
the improvements of other countries. But,
nevertheless, retailing as a business or pro-
fession has shown marvelous strides.

In broadly defining the differences be-
tween British and American methods of
merchandising one could perhaps say that
conservatism almost always dominates the
former, while a never-ending desire to
change—to adopt any new idea—seems to
be the policy of the latter.

To the one, business is
more likely to be the means
to a more desired end; to
the other, because the

country is newer and because leisure does
not carry with it the same charm, business
is more the end, the fascinating game which
the merchant loves to play, the most inter-
esting occupation which his surroundings
and conditions offer.

Many—very many—British merchants
acquire fortunes sufficient for their needs
and retire to live in the country, to enjoy the
sports and pleasures of life which England
so generously offers. The American mer-
chant rarely retires from business and when
he does he finds himself alone and lonely;
he feels "out of the game." As one wealthy
friend who had retired described his feel-
ings to me, he felt as one who was living
on an allowance. His income was very
large, but it lacked the spice of "winning."

Department stores are al-
Store Expenses most always profitable in
and Profits England. Expenses are

lower than in America and
gross profits are as high. Rents are per-
haps the chief item of saving. The pay-
roll averages nearly as high in per cent. here
as there. Delivery, or "despatch" expenses
as they are called here, are nearly as high.
Advertising is usually much less, because
much less is done. Insurance is lower.

Expenses in America which run from
18% to 23 per cent. (on selling prices)
would here rim from 15 to 20 per cent.

Cash discounts here are lower, being
34, as compared there with 6 per cent.

The number of times stock
Amount of is turned here is lower, as a
Annual Business rule, because, as I think, the

daily sales or returns are
not pushed so hard and aggressively. It is
a strange condition, for example, that Paris
shows one department store which does an
annual return of between $40,000,000 and
$45,000,000, and half a dozen will show
from $15,000,000 U ; while London, which

Americans
Don't Retire
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is twice as large with a greater individual
buying capacity and with much better and
centralized methods of intermural transit,
shows perhaps only two businesses doing
$15,000,000 to $20,000,000 return. -And of
these very excellent houses the departments
of groceries, provisions and similar lines
form the most important divisions of the
business, while in Paris no department store
includes anything of the kind.

The British merchant is
now somewhat giving up
the "living-in" system, of
which America knows noth-

ing. It means that the employer supplies
board and lodging as part pay. But all
houses still give employees luncheon and
tea (the latter a small meal consisting of
tea, bread and butter, cake, etc., at 4 to
5 P.M.).

In Great Britain the inspection of goods
sold is not practiced. Salespeople wrap
their own goods. In America inspection is
almost universal.

The shopwalker of Britain has been,
tild still is in many businesses, a greater
factor in the selling of goods than in
America. The old system of importuning
a customer and expecting in every case a
purchase is also, if I judge correctly, pass-
ing, and the methods of every country in
the world except Great Britain, which al-
low a visitor to walk around an establish-
ment at will, to buy or not as she chooses,
are now being more generally adopted here.

In America the chief
thought of the merchant is
to increase his return; if
larger stocks and increased

expenses are necessary for this result then
they must be accepted. He feels that the
resultant larger profits will follow, but he
knows that unless his return increases his
profits cannot. In England, as I judge, the
stocks are held down to the lowest possible
Point and the expenses are studied with
great care.

Advertising is usually the second item
of expense in America, exceeded only by
the pay-roll and possibly rent. Not so in
England. The money spent in the daily
papers is comparatively small, but much
more is done in catalogues than across the
ocean. Many of these catalogues are very
fine and very expensive.

Employees in England in a
general way compare very
favorably with those of any
country in the world. They

are intelligent, thorough, naturally cour-
teous and loyal. I have been delighted to
see the evident interest and enjoyment
which our people take in the growth and
progress of our business.

In many of the large stores of America
too often courtesy, loyalty and interest in
the business are sadly wanting.

Let me end it by saying that human
nature is the same thing here as in America.
The buying public appreciate courtesy,
good service, a broad policy, values, con-
veniences and all those points which go to
make a model business just the same here
as there, but they are quicker and kinder in
expressing that appreciation.

Some British
Methods

Stocks and

Expenses

The English
Employee
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SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
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Readers are requested to send for publication new

ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile, of 
general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use of indi-

vidual readers, we do not hold ourselves responsible fo
r

the views expressed.—EDITOR THE KEYSTONE.
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The Art of Engraving

ED. KEYSTONE is and has been for years

a surprise to me that your publication almost

ignores the art of engraving in your columns. It

is a most interesting and fascinating occupation

and one which every jeweler, whose opinions I

have heard, agrees is more enjoyable than any

other work that comes to him. Give us ele-

mentary instructions, single capi-
tals, odd alphabets, good, whole-
some, practical work and sugges-
tions for beginners and those not
finished in the art.

Yours truly,
J. L. EGLESTON,

Wadena, Min n.

[As the vast majority of our
readers are aware, we have taken
special interest in the matter of en-
graving and have to our credit the
two best works on this subject,
"The Art of Engraving," price
$1.50, and "Hornikel's Engravers'
Text-book," price $6.00. The
former is a practical treatise for
the engraver by a well-known
teacher of the art, and is so
written that the reader can take
U p the subject in a methodical
manner and gradually become
master of the graver. The Horni-
kel plates are unquestionably the
finest work of this kind available
to the trade.

The book, "The Art of En-
graving," was first published as a
serial in this journal, and many
articles of a supplementary char-
acter have appeared from time to time. Some

of these have been incorporated in a second

edition of the book recently published. We would

recommend these compilations to our subscriber

and others who desire an authoritative text-book

on the subject and standard models for high-grade

work —ED.]
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soft metal, which might be a help to KEYSTONE

readers.
Get an old discarded watch dial; lay the flat

surface of the article to be soldered on the dial

and hold the two together with a pair of solder-

ing tweezers and apply the flame. The dial

serves to keep the face of the article cool and

holds the thin gold front in place, preventing the

edges from curling up and keeping the soft

metal from flowing out.
Yours very truly,

E. J. THOMASON.

As to Lady Watchmakers

ED. KEYSTONE :—I was just reading on page

1427 in September number Of THE KEYSTONE,

about "The Lady Watchmaker." I am sending

to you by separate mail a photo of my store, with

my two daughters, my watchmaker and myself.

The watchmaker is the one farthest back; I am

1985

The Largest Clock

ED. KEYSTONE :—Either through THE KEY-

STONE or by letter, will you kindly give me all the

information you can about the four largest clocks

of the world; by whom made, and size and di-

mensions? Have had a dispute about Colgate's

clock. Is it the largest in the world?
Yours truly,

S. T. D.

[In reply to your query as to the four largest

clocks in the world, the answer would depend

somewhat on the character of the clock. We mean

whether the clock has a single dial or four dials.

The largest dial of any clock in the world is that

of the advertising clock on the factory of Colgate

& Company, Jersey City, N. J. This dial is 40

ft. 6 in. in diameter. There is also one clock

in Europe with a 40 ft. dial. This clock, too, has

only one dial.
Of the clocks with four dials, the largest in

the world is that recently erected in the tower
of the Metropolitan Life Building,
New York, the dials of which are
26 ft. 6 in. in diameter. Next to
that comes the clock on the Phila-
delphia City Hall, each of the
four dials being 25 ft. in diameter.
The Westminster clock in London
has dials 22 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

Colgate & Co.'s clock was
made by The Seth Thomas Clock
Co., Thomaston, Conn., and the
tower clock in the Metropolitan
Life Building, by Self Winding
Clock Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Philadelphia clock, which is
operated by compresscd. air, was
made by a company organized by
W. S. Johnson, of Milwaukee,
Wis.
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Soldering Gold Front Cuff Links

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have just discovered a

process for soldering gold front cuff links and

other articles of jewelry that are filled with a
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Estates

a Specialty

Established 1880

Cash Buyers and Wholesale Dealers in

OLD SQUARE CUT EAST INDIAN and

BRAZILIAN of "OLD MINE" DIAMONDS

ALWAYS READY TO
MAKE CASH OFFERS

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN 6. CO.
THREE Maiden Lane, New York

Store of S. M. Cooley, Flint, Mich.

standing in the front. The one to the right is

Miss Beatrice and the one to the left, Miss Maud.

Miss Beatrice is a watchmaker and works along-

side of my watchmaker, repairing watches. I

have a double workbench. Miss Maud is the

engraver, and I do the small work, such as pin

and ring work. My wife also helps all-around. I,

myself, look after the optical part of it, as I have

a large optical trade. In waiting on the trade

and taking care of the store, we all do this when

it is necessary. It keeps us pretty busy most of

the time. I thought I would write to show you

that there is another lady watchmaker besides the

one you mentioned.
Yours truly,

Flint, Mich. S. M. COOLEY.

An Interesting Century-old Watch

ED. KEYSTONE :—I enclose photos of a watch

in my possession which will doubtless be inter-

esting to many of your readers. It is a French

repeater and combines musical accomplishments

with timekeeping. It is in an excellent state of

preservation and will keep time within one

minute per week. The case and dial are gold and

the figures and minute marks are enamel on the

gold. It repeats the hours and quarters and

plays one tune. It was made by Chevalier &

Cochet of Paris, during the period of 179o-18o5,

and does full justice to the fame of this once

widely-known firm.
Yours truly,

Chillicothe, Ohio CHAS. M. HAYNES.

III connection with the above we direct at-

tention to the article on antique watches else-

where in this issue.—ED.]

In connection with large
clocks which are intended
primarily for advertising pur-
poses, our readers will be inter-
ested in learning that the Seth
Thomas Clock Co. has been
awarded a contract for installing
a mammoth tower clock in the
new Bromo Seltzer Building at
Baltimore, Md. This last, how-
ever, unlike the Colgate clock,

will have four dials. The day dials will

be 24 feet in diameter, and the night

dials 15 feet.

A Suggestion
ED. KEYSTONE :—Let me say a few words in

your columns in regard to "Short Run" in June.

If he has not located the difficulty let him take

off the center pinion and run a round taper

broach through it and sec if it is not split and

opens up and stops the watch when the power is

on and on being taken down closes tip and does

not show. This rarely happens, but it does some-

times. Yours truly,
Reaville, N. J. DAVID B. HUFFMAN.

(Continued on page 1587)
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A Catching and

Toltec Head Scarf Pins Smile-Producing Fad

The very latest in scarf pins—Toltec Heads—handed down from the
Mexican and Central American peoples. The one mission of Toltec
Heads was to produce smiles. These pins are smile-producing, business-
pulling novelties. Ten in number, making it possible to suit. a variety of

tastes. Made in Sterling Silver and Gold Plate. Write for descriptive

circular.

SAMPLES TO JOBBERS ONLY

GEORGE H. HOLMES COMPANY
185 Eddy Street :: :: PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A Minute Numerical Dial
Ii:

This dial is especially important to railroad
men, but of much practical value to every
watch owner. It quickly teaches children

to correctly read the time, and it also teaches
adults to correctly state the time when asked
that is, that the time should be called after the
hour, as 2.57, and not "3 minutes to 3" as is the
custom. Railroad men always say 7.50 and not
10 minutes to 8, and many state the time more
accurately 7.50-.18, meaning 7 o'clock, 50 min-
utes and 18 seconds.
This dial is endorsed by high railroad and gov-
ernment officials and also by watch factories
which furnish railroad and high-grade move-
ments with this dial without extra charge.
The wholesale price can be ascertained upon
request from jobbers or directly from any of the
eight factories licensed to make them—

ELGIN, WALTHAM, HAMPDEN,
SETH THOMAS, HAMILTON,
ILLINOIS, SOUTH BEND and
ROCKFOIAD.

It will profit every jeweler to keep a supply
and benefit by the popularity and increasing
demand for these new dials.

A BOON TO GIFT ENGRAVERS

The Keystone Portfolio of Monograms
should be ‘vithin reach of every engraver at this season.

The price, 50 cents, is merely nominal for so unique a

collection of two- and three-letter monograms — all en-

tirely different from the conventional ideas. Never was

engraver offered so much value tt so small a price.

PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING COMPANY
809-811-813 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

After You Leave School--
is when it will be brought right home to
you whether or not you have been attend-
ing a good school. That is the time you

may remember what we have been telling
YOU, month after month, about thorough-
ness. But after your money is spent is a
poor time to use judgment. Better use

care in the first place, and decide to go to a
school whose standard is high.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School d
Watchmaking, Engraving and Jewelry Work

will make a thorough workman of you in
the shortest possible time, but it will not
make you a false promise of a short time to
learn, just to get you and your tuition-
money.

If you graduate from our school you

will get and hold one of the highly paid

positions and be looked up to as a master of

your work. It is such things as these that

make life worth living. On the other hand,
a half-taught workman is doomed to drudg-

ery all his life--avoid that by choosing the

best school now.
Write for catalogue and full information.

Our address is

PennsylvaniaLancaster • 0

THE PUBLIC DEMAND
HIGH-CLASS ENGRAVING

THE engraving fad still holds sway and the public insist on the finest

work. There is prestige and profit for the jeweler in artistic lettering,

and loss of both in commonplace work. IlgThe jewelers' salvation in

monogram engraving is the high-class compilation

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS'

TEXT BOOK
which makes the work easy for the engraver and assures satisfaction to

the customer. No matter what form of letter engraving may be called

for, this book furnishes many models of unexcelled beauty.

This work is now considered an essential in every first-class jewelry store.

ji Copy Will be Sent Postpaid to Any Part of the World

on Receipt of Price, $6.00 (LI 5s)

  FOR SALE BY  

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street :: PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Letters from the Trade

(Continued fi otn page 1985)

Device For Damaskeening

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am sending herewith

photos of my attachment to watchmaker's lathes

for damaskeening, which can be used with pivot-

polisher. The standard is a brass casting; height

to spindle 5% inches, length of spindle 5% inches

and diameter 5.5 mm. Diameter of pulley 234

inches.
The gears are brass, except those with 12

teeth which are of steel, 32 pitch, 3/16 face. Sheet

brass gears would answer as well. The large

gear is inches in diameter and has 120 teeth,
and is fitted to lathe spindle. The eccentric is

movable each way IA. inch and is degreed. By

changing belt on the cone pulley of countersha
ft

the speed varies from 6 to 14 revolutions of t
he

foot wheel to one of lathe spindle. My lap spind
le

has a two-groove pulley, and makes 50 and 8
5

revolutions to one of foot wheel. With cone

pulley on the device the change in lap spindle 
is

not necessary. Some change in speed of lathe

spindle is desirable on account of difference in

radius of the work.
A great variation in ornamentation is possible

with this device.
There are 9 gears as follows, table showing

change in gears with lap movements:

Gear
on Lathe
Spindle

Left
Interme.

dittte
Gear

Spindle Hight
Interme-

diate
Gears

60
14.

24

11

Lap
Move-
meatsLeft Right

I20 12-48
6o
48
6o
48
6o
48
60

12 12

11

14

24

48

8
10

20

25

40
50

8o
loo

I put a piece of paper under shoe on lathe

bed to tilt lap down a little. I have used diamond

powder with soft steel lap, also with ivory lap on
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steel work; Turkey oil stone, crocus, carborun-

dum, powders, on plates with ivory lap.
I made this about nine years ago, and obtained

the gears from the Boston Gear Works, Boston,

Massachusetts.
Yours truly,

Pulteney, N. Y. J. J. DENNISTON.

Scape's Puzzle Again

ED. KEYSTONE :—Seeing the query of "Scape"
discussed in "Workshop Notes" again, I thought
I would chip in a little. I am amused to think
that there are great secrets in the lever escape-
ment and from what I read concerning Mr.
Playtner I think he really meant that the sharp
corner of the discharge pallet wedged upon the
back curve of escape tooth as illustrated in my
sketch, and his typewriter perhaps said metal of
the pallet in error.

Now to the issue. If our man had not even
told what make of watch it was upon which he
corrected the fault I hold that nearly every good
workman would have known at once that it
must have been one of two movements, which
have high angles on their lifting planes and a
flowing curve back of the acting part of escape
tooth.

However, if the movement of the lever was
restricted to the If)°, as it should be, the pallet
upon reversing of the escape wheel could not
retch the surface upon which it could wedge,

as the drawing A will show.

But in the model movement I have in mind

little regard was given to the proper movement

of the lever. Hundreds of these watches were

turned out with a drop 2 and 3
5 up upon the

resting plane of the pallet stone and if an es-

capement really did have a drop of I° upon the

pallet stone it was required to slide up 2 to 
35

to accommodate the fork, which was too long

in the roller action and the roller in relation to

the guard pin was correspondingly large. Also

the let-off frequently was erroneous, so that there

were cases where the run upon the. resting sur-

face of the discharge pallet brought the corner

of this pallet so near the web of the escape

wheel that upon reversal of the escape wheel,
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the wedging, as illustrated in drawing B did

occur.
The proper remedy for this escapement is to

ascertain (assuming that both pallet stones are in

the steel pallet as far as they can go) which

pallet stone is to be ground off on the back so

as to have i%° drop upon the resting faces of

the pallets and correct the let-off at the same
time. By let-off is meant to have the fork move

exactly the same amount on both sides of the

balance staff center. This accomplished, it will

likely be found that the roller actions do not

work. There are two separate actions—the ac-

tion of the roller jewel in the fork and the

guard pin against the roller. Bend back or re-

move the guard pin and examine whether the

roller jewel enters properly. If the fork is long

it must be ground off and this accomplished would

leave only the guard pin and roller action to

correct.
Our contemporary mentions that he did not

have to change the pallets, as they were set right.

If then his let-off was right he had to reduce

the roller so as to bring the fork motion within

the to° limit so that upon reversal of the train

the pallet stones could not reach the much-dis-

cussed wedging surface of the escape wheel.
Yours truly,

Redding, Cal. E. A. BROWN.

A Large Escapement Model

ED. KEYSTONE :—The accompanying illustra-
tion shows in miniature a lever escapement, which

has been beautifully executed by A. Kaufman, a

watchmaker of Denver, Colo. Mr. Kaufman

made the model for the purpose of showing the

action of the lever escapement. It is about

twenty times as large as a regular 18 size Ameri-

can escapement; or a better idea may be gained

by saying that a regular 18 size American escape

wheel is the same size as the top of the screw

used in the banking pin.
The model is made of solid brass, polished

and lacquered and has hardened steel pallets.

The pallets can be moved in or out by means of

set screw and at any angle, by sliding, from o to

15 degrees, the end of .pallet jewel acting as

center of the circle, showing the action of draw

and lock. The roller table has two roller jewel
s,

one being perfect, the other being small, to sho
w

the effect of a bad jewel. The roller table can

be adjusted backward or forward by mea
ns of

a set screw in the base directly back of the 
roller.

The escape wheel has a small barrel enclosing

a mainspring, which gives it the proper power.
Any part of the fork, pallet, jewels or roller

can be thrown out of proper position and will

show very plainly what effect any one of them

would have in the running of a watch and just

what to do to remedy it.
Mr. Kaufman worked a year on it at odd

times before completing it and made every part

himself by hand, watchmaker's lathe and wheel

cutter.
Truly yours,

Denver, Colo. W. H. R.

Light as a Burglar Expeller

Some time ago one of the engineers of Chi-

cago's largest electric lighting company devised

a system of emergency lighting for residences,

by which the turning of a master switch at the

head of the bed turns on the lights all over the

house. These lights may be ordinarily operated

by their respective switches in the usual way,

but in case the master switch is turned on they

cannot be turned off by individual switches.
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ITEMS
of

INTEREST

A. E. Springborg, Redlands, Cal., having in-
stalled new machinery, has as complete an optical
plant as any in southern California. He is also
preparing for larger trade in the jewelry business.

J. H. Flower, who has been with A. 0. Ams-
den & Son, of Ashtabula, Ohio, about twenty
years, has resigned and withdrawn from the firm,
and has engaged in the jewelry business in the
same city at 151 Main Street.

The Arch Crown Mfg. Co., 26 Camp Street,
Newark, N. J., are now guaranteeing their plati-
num-tipped diamond ring mountings and agree
to replace any of their platinum tips which
through wear endanger the safety of the stone.

Arthur W. Harris, South Deerfield, Mass.,
has been obliged to give up work on account of
failing health and has sold out his jewelry store
to Mr. Coolidge, of Williamsburg. He has been
engaged at work in this town for the past thirty
years.

The jewelry firm formerly known as S. P.
Proodian & Sons, has reorganized and moved to
209 Main Street, Worcester, Mass., and here-
after will be known as Proodian's Jewelry Store.
H. S. Proodian will be manager of the new
store.

George C. Grant, of Shelbina, Mo., is the
new owner of the Steinmetz & Kaylor business,
Peoria, Ill. Mr. Grant is a practical jeweler and
will conduct the place and sustain the reputation
of the store for high-class goods and good work-
manship.

Hardway & Williams, of Fort Smith, Ark.,
was chartered by the State early last month. The
company has a capital stock of $25,000, of which
amount $8000 is subscribed. The incorporators
are S. W. Hardway, C. E. Williams and Ida W.
Williams.

s Bernhard, Jr., formerly at 214 Wy-
oming Avenue, Scranton, Pa., has identified him-
self with the Bee Hive Jewelry Company at 417
Spruce Street. Mr. Bernhard is a capable jeweler
of many years' experience and will be glad to
welcome old and new friends at the Bee Hive.

Charles M. Schuell, 218 South Michigan
Street, South Bend, Ind., has just added 25 feet
of floor space to his jewelry store and also a
new balcony, which is splendidly equipped as an
optical room. Mr. Schuell's patronage had in-
creased to such an extent that these improve-
ments were found necessary.

C. E. Pennington, Riverside, Cal., who is
well known in business circles in that city, opened
an up-to-date jewelry store at 768 Main Street
recently. The new firm, which will be known as
the C. E. Pennington Company, will handle a
complete line of jewelry and will be prepared to
do repair work in the watch and jewelry line.

The T. Y. Maynard jewelry store, one of the
oldest and most reliable businesses in Albu-
querque, N. M., recently moved into the desirable
store at 107 South Second Street. Mr. Maynard
is an expert engraver and makes a specialty of
fine repair work of all kinds. Maynard's carry
a very artistic line of watches, jewelry, clocks,
silverware, cut glass, etc.

The Minnesota State Jewelry Jobbers' As-
sociation met at the Commercial Club, at Minne-
apolis, on the evening of October nth for the
regular monthly mecting. As this conference was
also the annual meeting officers for the coming
year were elected as follows : S. H. Clausin,
president, Minneapolis ; F. L. Bosworth, secre-
tary, 23 North Fourth Street, Minneapolis; C. F.
Sischo, treasurer, St. Paul. L. Finkelstein and
A. L. Haman, of St. Paul, were elected directors
of the association. The annual dinner to the
traveling men and heads of departments will be
given January 7th in St. Paul. About seventy-
five guests were expected at the banquet. The
jewelers meet at dinner once a month and then
call a business meeting.
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Harry A. Gordon, Southbridge, Mass., who
has been employed as foreman in the spectacle
department of the American Optical Co. plant,
has resigned. He will go West with the intention
of locating in Erie, Pa. He was employed at
the American Optical Co. plant for twenty years.

Dr. J. H. Tippett, of Demopolis, Ala., will
continue a first-class jewelry and optical business
at Ozark, Ark., at the store recently vacated by
the Paddison Jewelry Company. Messrs. R. F.
and E. W. Paddison have opened up a first-class
store at Albany, Ga., where they handle nothing
but fine jewelry, diamonds, watches, etc.

S. M. Budlong, of S. K. Merrill Company,
116 Chestnut Street, Providence, spent three
weeks in New Hampshire during the early part
of the month of October. Mr. Budlong went in
quest of much needed rest and to recuperate
from enforced application to business detail. C.
Nickerson, in the packing room of this company,
is back once more at work after quite a severe
illness.

After conducting one of the most successful
and up-to-date jewelry stores in West Virginia
for years, Henry Sheff, of Sheff Bros., Wheeling,
will now live a retired life. The building has
been leased to J. G. McCrorey & Co. Mr. Sheff
entered business in Wheeling about twenty years
ago, first as an optician and later he embarked
in the jewelry business, which he has conducted
very successfully.

C. H. Leonard, Winsted, Conn., has been
succeeded by W. D. Churchill. Mr. Leonard has
been very well known as "the reliable jeweler"
by many of his patrons. The new proprietor is
a practical watchmaker and jeweler, having had
years of experience. He is also a skilled optician.
Prescriptions for glasses will be promptly and
satisfactorily filled and a complete record kept on
file of each case, so that orders may be sent in
by phone or mail.

Krementz and Company, of Newark, N .J.,
makers of the famous "Krementz" one-piece
collar button, are putting out an attractive holi-
day package, consisting of two buttons for the
neck, and two for the sleeves. This combination
set retails for one dollar, and is packed in cartons
containing one dozen of these gift boxes together
with a handsome and attractive counter easel
for display. They intend advertising this set
very extensively before the holidays.

October 8th saw the formal opening of Max
Rabinovich's new jewelry store at II South Third
Street, Grand Forks, N. Dak. The store is a
handsome one from every point of view and is
equipped in a manner that gives it distinction.
It is furnished throughout with mahogany and
this combined with dark green used effectively,

proves a beautiful background for the handsome
array of diamonds, cut glass and sterling silver,
etc., which Mr. Rabinovich is carrying.

Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. (International

Silver Co. successor), Wallingford, Conn., have

issued a very seasonable catalogue and price-list
of sterling silver toilet ware and manicure goods.
The book shows a wealth of exceedingly rich
designs in brushes, combs, mirrors, puff boxes,
nail polishers and the various other requisites of
the toilet table. As these goods are of the kind
which are particularly adapted for holiday stock,
the trade will do well to procure without delay
a copy of this little catalogue.

Sternau & Co., 195 Plymouth Street, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., have just received from their printers
an elaborate new catalogue of their complete
line of nickel-plated and copper wares designed
especially for the coming Christmas trade. This
catalogue is large in size and handsomely bound
in green cloth binding. The section devoted to
brass and copper wares is printed in three colors,
showing the actual color of the metal. Every
article is illustrated and described in detail and
list prices are given which yield the retailer a
liberal profit on the goods. It is so attractively
gotten up that the dealer can take special orders
by means of showing this catalogue for any of
the Sternau make of goods which he may not
have in stock. Sternau & Co. call this catalogue
their "Green Covered Book. No. E" and a copy
will be sent to any reputable jeweler mentioning
THE KEYSTONE,
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Claude Range, of Trenton, Missouri, and
president of the Missouri Retail Jewelers Associ-
ation, has appointed on his Executive Committee,
the following jewelers : R. D. Worrell, of Mexi-
co; Charles Sands, of Kirksville, Mo.; Claud
Wheeler, of Columbia, Mo.; Geo. Young, of
Moberly, Mo., Joseph Ebeling, of St. Louis,
Mo. On his membership committee he has appoin-
ted the following: W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.;
H. L. Haas, Milan, Mo. and R. M. Walker, Mon-
roe City, Mo.

S. L. Horrigan, who conducts the Horrigan
Bros.' jewelry store at 249 High Street, Spring-
field, Mass., has sold out his stock to T. F.
Ryan & Son, and will retire from business. Mr.
Horrigan has been in the jewelry business for
many years in the city, learning the business
nearly thirty years ago with i D. H. Porterfield.
About twenty-six years ago he started in business
for himself near the corner of High and Hamp-
den Streets, and nearly fifteen years ago opened
his present store on High Street.

J. C. Howell has recently been appointed ad-
vertising manager for Reed & Barton, the well-
known Taunton, Mass., silversmiths. Mr. Howell
was for six years in an important position with
a Connecticut manufacturing establishment, and
for the past year has been assistant manager of the
Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis., and those
who followed the advertising of this concern
know how thoroughly well done it was. Mr.
Howell brings to his new position a wide ex-
perience and thorough knowledge of advertising
methods and mediums.

A New Kork semi-precious stone importing
house, one of the largest in the trade, selling
through the jobbing trade only, has conceived
the unique idea of putting up in a small compart-
ment box, a complete assortment of stones, which
will come in very handy in the retal jeweler's
repair department. It consists of an assortment
of 30 dozen stones of a dozen different varieties,
and accompanying it is also a stone, pearl and
diamond gauge. It is put up in an attractive
little box, and retails for a very low price, and
can be obtained from all jobbers. It is called the
"Jeweler's Companion."

George Haller, Ann Arbor, Mich., one of the
best known jewelers in the State, who was highly
esteemed for his integrity and kindly ways, died
on October i6th. he was born in Schwenningen,
Wuertumberg, Germany, in 1846, and came to this
country when 18 years of age, being preceded by
his father, Jacob Haller, who established the
present business in 1858. His son, H. Walter
Haller, who has been with his father for the past
seven years, is the fourth generation of jewelers,
and will continue the present business under the
old name of Haller's Jewelry Store. Four child-
ren mourn his death—George J. Haller, of De-
troit, special agent of the National Surety Co..
of New York; H. Walter Haller, Chrissie H.
Haller, Mrs. Dr. Conrad George; also two sisters
and a brother, all of Ann Arbor.

A fine piece of business literature is a book
just issued by the Conklin Pen Mfg. Co., Toledo,
Ohio, manufacturers of Conklin's self-filling
fountain pen. This is a large 16-page book,
handsomely printed on heavy enamel stock in
three colors and profusely illustrated. The title
of this book is "Talking to 34,000,000 People—and
Then Backing It Up for You," and the sub-title
is "A Plan to Double Your Fall and Holiday
Fountain Pen Sales at Our Expense." The cover
design is an actual photograph of millions of
people all gathered together in one large, dense
crowd on an open plain and extending far out
into the distance. This book consists of seven
separate and distinct retail sales-helps, but all
so welded together as to form one compact whole.
The Conklin people explain that it is a plan to
back up their magazine advertising and to focus
its local effect in any town or community upon
the Conklin dealer there. Sales-help No. 6 in
this book is called "Direct Appeals to Pen
Users," and consists of what is called "Invitation
Folders," inviting people to call at the dealer's
store, and the dealer's name and address is
prominently imprinted on this folder. Sales-help
No. 7 consists of three clever, unique booklets.



THE ACID TEST!
This summer, on Monday, June 27th, I opened a sale on Euclid Avenue, corner Ninth Street, Cleveland, continbing the same for forty-two days,

closing on Saturday, August 13th, for the well-known Jeweler, Burt Ramsay. Not one dull hour during the entire sale, held right in mid-summer, closing
out the entire stock and fixtures, amounting to over Stoo,000, and realizing a profit above all expenses. Every dealer in the city can testify as to its great
success. Scores of the Trades' traveling representatives will prove the absolute correctness of this credential. They have always been my ever faithful
and true advance men. When Mr. Ramsay sold his lease to the United Drug Co., he did not consider any other auctioneer, but wired to meet me at my
Chicago office to perfect arrangements. In Cleveland my record, like in most all of the great cities, is unapproachable, having made over 20 great sales
more than many auctioneers have made in their whole careers. I give the names : Sigler Bros., 2 sales ; F. B. Lewis Co., 2 sales ; Sipe & Sigler,4 sales ; Chas. Ettinger, Sumner Bros., 4 sales ; The Wardwell Co., Frank B. Shirey, Ben Sands, McBride & Marcellus, Goldsoll Bros., 3 sales; M. Cohn,
The Gee Nusbaum Co., Burt Ramsay. My methods are always progressive. _Look over the pages of the Trade Journals and see the hundreds of
auctioneers that have come and gone since my establishment. Try and find where I have ever made a failure. Word pictures or others don't make an
auctioneer. Investigate references--that's what counts. Never separate the opportunity from the salesman's ability.

Formerly of Briggs dc Dodd

Sales made during the past 10

Months. Not one day since

dissolving partnership with

my former associate but what

my flag has been unfurled at

a prosperous sale.

A. Kurtzeborn & Sons, St.
Louis, Mo. Entire stock, amount-
ing to over $125,000. Mr. Kurtze-
born having been actively engaged
in the business over 52 years;
stock consisted of only the highest
grade goods.
T. R. J. Ayers & Sons, of Keo-

kuk, Iowa. An administrator's sale
made on account of the death of
Mr. Ayers. Sold four weeks. One
of the oldest estab. houses in the
country. Sale an unqualified suc-
cess.
Abe Rothschild, Brunswick, Ga.

Stock reputed to be one of the
finest in the South. Sale most
successful, notwithstanding ex-
treme hot weather and stringency
ill local money market.
Kingsbacher Bros., Pittsburgh,

Pa. Sold seven weeks for this old
established firm, making one of
the best of sales. My fifth sale in
this city.
My seventh sale at Atlanta, Ga.,

selling over $75,000 in four weeks.
This sale was attended by the
city's "400"; sale held in January
and February, testimonial letter
having been printed in March.

Sales made during the past 10

Months. Not one day since

dissolving partnership with

my former associate but what

my flag has been unfurled at

a prosperous sale.

A fine sale for the A. K. Joba
Co., at Jackson, Tenn. Letter
published former issue.

Switzer Bros., Mt. Clemens. Sold
out the entire Kent stock for the
above firm ; every piece of goods
in the house, including fixtures.
At Williams, Barker & Severns,

Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill., I
made a trade sale of 1647 pieces
of mounted diamond jewelry and
watches, amounting to over $100,-
000, for an old firm of New Or-
leans, to the trade by catalogue.
The H. H. Lichlag & Co . of

Mt. Clemens, Mich. Three weeks
of good selling.
P. H. Lindholm, Lexington,

Miss.

The Mier Jewelry Co., Aber-
deen, Miss. Second sale in two
years.

Benj. Rice, Tulsa, Okla. Second
sale in this city in two years.
Walker Ellis Co., West Point,

Miss. ; and
Burt Ramsay, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mermodjaccard & Co., St 
Louis  $100,000

Duhme Bros., Cincinnati  mom,
Rogers Pollinger, Louisville  30,000
Geo. W. Briggs, Pittsburgh  70,000
King, Moss & Co., San Fran 

cisco   83,000
Keil & Heine!), Chicago  63,000
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis 40,000
Hight & Fairfield, Butte  63,003
Parmlee Bros., Los Angeles  42,000
D. H. McBride, Akron  25,000
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, 40,000

Some Sales made by me in years past—all Triumphs
F. 13. Lewis leveland $ 30,000
Oscar Heinze, 

Co.,
duincy  20,000

G. A. Schlechter, Reading  23,000
Sigler Bros., Cleveland  ioo,000
Docker & Lathrop, Syracuse  38,000
J. H. Havil Estate, Hamilton,

Ont.   23.000
L. J. Marks, Kansas City  60,000
Burns, Barry Co., Memphis.   30,000
Theo. L. Rugg, Des Moines.   47,000
Direly & Son, Oshkosh  29,000
David Goldberg 
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland  '75,000

L. Luckhardt Johnston $ 27.500
W. F. Kirkpatrick & Co., St 

Joseph  
C. E Buhre, Topeka 
W. H. McKnight & Sons,

Louisville  50,000
The Pairpoint Co., Chicago Ioo,000
A. M. Hill, New Orleans  200,000
The Knickerbocker Co., New

York     30,000
Morsernan & Feagan Co., St 

Paul   6o,000

and more than 200 more from Maine to Vancouver

W. A.- Gill, St. Louis $ moot)
It. Van Kuren, Savannah  38,0o0
lien Sands, Cleveland 
Geo. P. Winder, Troy 
Lippman Bros., Altoona 
T. -P. Stevens, Atlanta 
hissner Co., Los Angeles
A. M. Goldman, Seattle  

33,224 58580 :, ,, 000.0 0000o 00000

Kennedy & Koester. Detroit  232815:
los. Fields, Galveston 
1. C. Melichamp. Atlanta 
13. Wingerten, Akron, Ohi 

23,00o
o.. ... 33,000

My time is being booked ahead for Ito-, winter, so write promptly.. Correspondence confidential. All sales made on a commission basis and absolute g0nrantees mode. Am now in aposition to do more for my patrons than evcr before. As to my reliability I point with pride to a record of fair dealing of more than twenty-five years. Will give references ox manufac-turers, Jobbers, several banking houses, commercial reports, and several hundred retail dealers.

Will Buy Stocks, Advance Money, and render every possible assistance

HERMAN G. BRIGGS, 5132 Kimbark Avenue, CHICAGO
TIELEPHONE—IWID PARK 4745
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American Women Careless with

Their Jewelry

Easier to Rob than Women Abroad

American women are accused of losing

jewelry by theft or accident oftener than women

of other nations are. One explanation of this 
is

that they have more jewels to lose.

This explanation was advanced by a New

York jeweler, who added that one reason 
why

the New York public is treated almost daily 
over

its morning coffee to printed tales of jewel 
thefts

and of jewels lost and found is that American

women are the most careless in the world 
about

safeguarding their valuables.
"This attitude of mind," the jeweler

said, "is illustrated by the totally different

way Europeans and Americans act when

consulting a New York jeweler about hav-

ing jewels reset or necklaces restrung.

The former are sure to ask us to send a

man to the house or the hotel to do the

work there, also for a receipt for their

property when finally they decide to leave

it in our care. When both requests are

refused, which invariably happens, they

seem to suffer anguish of mind almost.
"Americans, on the contrary, will come

here, lay on the counter a pearl necklace,

say representing several thousand dollars,

and after consulting an expert about re-
setting or restringing it, will walk off un-
concernedly, leaving the pearls behind.

Perhaps they understand that the lack of

a receipt protects them more than would'

a receipt. Suppose, for instance, that a

receipt got lost or was stolen and the
agreement was that the jewels should be

surrendered on presentation of the receipt,

it is easy to see what might happen.

"As it is, we receive the jewels from
their owner or from a representative of
the owner who is known to us, and we
deliver them only to the owner or to his
representative. This is a much safer plan

for all concerned.
"Yes, every year more and more

jewels are stolen, but considering the tre-
mendous quantity of jewelry worn by
American women, the percentage is not so
large as might be imagined. In one week
I heard of two strings of pearls being
stolen from two New York women and I
remarked, ̀ This means extra business for
us,' knowing very well that those strings
were not likely to be recovered and that
the losers would not wait long before
duplicating them.

"Most thefts of jewels are made pos-
sible by carelessness. It is principally in
novels that thieves plan to break into jewel
safes in private houses. Nowadays there
is no need to try anything so risky. Sooner or
later rtmerican women, especially New York
women, are pretty sure to put their jewels tempt-
ingly within reach of covetous fingers, and the
wonder of it is that these women are not robbed
oftener."

The grandmother of a New Yorker whose
jewels are much envied by other women, gave
as a cause for the frequency of jewel robberies
the means employed by their owners to transport
them from one place to another. Said she:

"When I was young I looked after my
jewels myself, carrying them when traveling or
when visiting in a chamois bag tucked away in
my corsage.

"To be sure," she admitted, as her grand-
daughter laughed aloud, "I didn't own a tiara or
a high dog collar of diamonds either. That does
make a difference of course. And I wasn't on
the go all the time and didn't wear my best
pieces of jewelry every day."

The granddaughter, who occupies her city
house about three months of the year, spending
the other nine months moving about this and
other countries, and who has had jewel troubles
of her own, keeps her jewels in commission the
year around, taking them with her wherever she
goes.

KEYSTONE

"What is the use of owning jewels if one

doesn't wear them?" is the argument she ad-

vances for moving around with a jewel collection

worth a fortune (or what would once have been

considered a fortune) enclosed in a black bag

which is entrusted to a maid to carry. This she

said is the way most of her friends carry their

jewels when traveling either here or in Europe.

The bag which she displayed was made of

seal leather, shaped like a suit case and lined

with heavy silk. A removable metal covered box

divided into compartments and about ten by nine

inches fitted into the body of the bag. This had

a special lock and key, as had also the bag.

"I know women who carry their jewels in a

bag which has no metal compartment and so

far they have not come to grief," the owner of

the bag said. "The metal, however, would keep
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Dinanderie

A History and Description of Mediaeval Art

Work in Copper, Brass and Bronze

The widespread interest now manifested in

the subject of art craftsmanship is well evidenced

in the unusual number of works being published

on various branches of the subject. One of the

latest and handsomest is a treatise entitled
"Dinanderie," by J. Tavenor-Perry, who is well-

known as the author of "A Chronology of
Mediaeval and Renaissance Architecture" and

other works relating to this interesting period.

A volume which is published by the Macmillan
Company is in harmony with the subject in

its excellence as a specimen of the bookmakers'
and engravers' art. The illustrations are
numerous and well executed and are
beautifully printed on high-grade enamel
stock.

"Dinanderie" was the name used dur-
ing the middle ages to denote the various
articles required for ecclesiastical or
domestic use made of copper or its alloys
—brass and bronze, with which the name
of Dinant on the Meuse was so intimately
associated. As there is no word in mod-
ern English which would in the same way
embrace all branches of this important art
work, the name "Dinanderie" was adopted
as being the most convenient for the pur-
pose.

Numerous books have appeared of late
years treating of the gold and silversmith's
craft, and of the various objects made in
the precious metals. Iron work, both con-
structional and artistic, has been even more
fully dealt with, while pewter and lead
work have not been forgotten ; but no at-
tempt has yet been made adequately to
describe the widely extended art of the
coppersmith, although our museums and
the church treasuries of the Continent
abound in beautiful works executed in
copper, brass and bronze.

The present work admirably fills this
want. Although it would be impossible in
one volume to give more than a general
view of the whole subject, with an account
of the more important varieties of objects
made in these metals during the medipeval
period, our author has accomplished this
in a sufficiently detailed manner to make
the work both comprehensive and inter-
esting.

It should be stated that the greater
number of illustrations in the text are
from sketches made by the author, while,
with the exception of some Italian doors,
the most are produced from photographs of
objects or casts in the British or Victoria
and Albert museums, expressly taken for

this work. The book can be had from this office
on receipt of the publishers' price, $5.50 net.

A Font. (Sample illustration from "Dinanderie")

the jewels from injury in case the bag got dented

and also help to protect them from fire.or water."
"But what if the maid forgot to take the bag

along when leaving cars, boat or hotel ?" it was

suggested.
"To be sure," the owner assented, "one al-

ways does run that risk and I have known cases

where it did happen and the bag was out of its

owner's reach twenty-four hours. But what is

one to do?"
"Isn't that an astonishingly careless way to

carry jewels?" a jeweler who sells bags of the

kind described was asked.
"Relatively no," he replied. "I have known

women to carry several costly pieces of jewelry

in a fancy chatelaine bag without a lock, sus-

pended from a slender chain. Every day, in fact,

this is done.
"And, by the way, carrying jewels around in

a handbag is not altogether a modern custom.

Several decades ago the comparatively few

American women owning handsome jewels en-

trusted them on the few occasions when they

went traveling to the care of a family servant,

whose special duty was to look after the bag

which held them. This servant, of course, had

been in the family perhaps a quarter of a cen-

tury or longer and was as steady as an obelisk."

How to Make Lantern Slides

A great many persons who have magic lan-
terns do not Ise them very much, for after the
slides have been shown a few times they become
uninteresting and buying new ones or even mak-
ing them from photographic negatives is ex-
pensive. But by the method described in the
following paragraph any one can make new and
interesting slides in a few minutes' time and at
a very small cost.

Secure a number of glass plates of the size
that will fit your lantern and clean them on both
sides. Dissolve a piece of white rosin in a half-
pint of gasoline and flow it over one side of the
plates and allow to dry. Place the dried plate
over a picture you wish to reproduce and draw
the outline upon the thin film. A lead pencil,

pen and ink or colored crayons can be used, as
the rosin and gasoline give a surface that can be
written upon as easily as upon paper.

This solution also makes an ideal retouching

varnish for negatives.—.T. E. Noble, in Popular
Mechanics.
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A. L. GOTTLIEB

TELEPHONE RANDOLPH 1339 ESTABLISHED 1885

Gottlieb 0 O'Neil
fAuctioneering Co.
Tenth Floor, Boyce Bldg. CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE MORE GRAND REFERENCE ADDED TO THE
MANY HUNDREDS

Mr. A. L. Gottlieb conducted an Auction Sale for us. We
must say he is an elegant speaker, a fine entertainer and he made
large profits for us. He is certainly a grand auctioneer. Any
person wishing to make a very successful sale, will surely be
well satisfied by employing him. Yours truly,

F. S. ULERY a SON, Hoopeston, Ill.

MR. JEWELER
We will send you many references like the above to
prove our ability, that we made the largest profits
and most successful sales throughout the United
States and Canada.

H. C. O'NEIL

'/'
-

Jam
each

Are You
if you do not want the

money out of your old

stock of Jewelry,Watches,

Clocks, etc.

I am the
Auctioneer

Man
I can get the solid cash

for you, save your repu-

tation, gain customers and

  make friends.

in Business for Business. Special terms made to suit

sale. Wake up. Write me at once. Make an

auction sale and clean up or clean out, or rechke your
stock and get the cash.

Korah D. Westbrook
OIADUATFD JI%vEJ.iy A CTION IE E.' IR

TOWANDA 9 RENNsYLvANIA

The Quicktight Pinvise
Works Quickest—Holds Tightest

Only one hand used in working it.

Insert the work, then one stroke

of thumb closes and
tightens it.

Saves
Valuable Time.

It will pay you to
throw away your old pi u v ise and

buy one of these. Strongest made—always
best, yet lately improved—price, $1.50 (be-
cause Ws worth it). Sent postpaid an
Buy it of your dealer, or send to

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
(Sole Manufacturers)

LANCASTER, PA.

Awrisrric mum[A-ruREs
copied from any photo on watch cases and
dials or on ivory, pearl, porcelain or celluloid.

HAND IPAINTIED NHNIATUJS
ON IVORY

All work guaranteed permanent and satis-
factory. 15 years' experience.

Send
for

Illustrated
Price-
List

STUDIO OF

Qehas. A. Johnaton
106-108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK

We also do ETCHING ON SILVER from slily
design, portrait, sketch, etc., etc.

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects
in Plate

Manufacturers
of

Otto Young & Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Silversmiths' Building
New York

1[993

EVERYTHING

eNEWYORK OFFICE
15-17-19 crriA /DEN LANE

IN IDEKETS

Few of OurHaily Afirror Lockets w;th Pulls

S.K.Merrill SIM Gompany
Lacket Makers

SOLD TO JOBBING TRADE ONLY

c/IfAIN OFFICE 612.9FACTOey'
PROVIDENCE: 1.

The Problem of the

"Best Book on Eye Refraction"
Has Now Been Solved

Students and practitioners of optometry have in recent years been much confused by the number

of text-books on refraction, all described as "standard," yet of varying merit and value. The situa-

tion has been definitely cleared by the publication of the new treatise just from the press entitled

The Refractive and Motor Mechanism of the Eye
By WILLIAM NORWOOD SOUTER, M. D.

Associate Ophthalmologist, Episcopal Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital, Washington, D. C.

This new volume, the crowning work of one of the most eminent ophthalmologists in the United

States, brings the science of eye refraction right up to the threshold of 1911, and embodies, in

addition to the profound knowledge of the author, all the researches on the subject that experience

has established as authoritative.
The treatise is intended to supersede the many now in use, the worth of which is marred by

differing views, misleading fallacies and unproved theories.

It contains 350 pages, with a great wealth of illustrations and new ideas, many of which, like that

of the new ophthalmoscope, are shown and described for the first time. The new treatise is a safe-

guard in study and reference which no student, teacher or practitioner can afford to be without.

It is probably the only work ever published in which every single reference was verified absolutely 
by

the author himself. IllSent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of

PRICE, $2.00

The Keystone Publishing Company 
809-11-13 North 19th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

51
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DIAMONDS land PReCIOUS STONIS

Bought, Sold and Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASH

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

Established 1891 J. J. COHIST
Write for further information 101 I Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SHOWING HO

WASHER IS

IMOLA

SERER

AOJOSELA

HEAD

...Tomo ex, me
SPECIAL NOTICE —These "wa.diers" are

covered by ('n iI,si S'httes Patent
No. 854,514, aml all infringements
will be pro3ecuted.

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting-

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

BAUMGARDNER & CO.
“Vhe Little Watch Factory"

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKING
FOR THE TRADE

Satisfied Customers over Many States

( 131 Wabash Ave. ) IllinoisChicago ‘Sikenmithe Bldg.

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE By OUR FACTORY

BRIE=

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for FREE BOOK,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Mining, ST. PAUL, MINN.

r- CATCHY
ENGRAVING

"C. in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVE
A SAMPLE

A rt istic 'Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.

Send for price-list.

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

The Former Incorporated and Reghtered with
ihe New York State Board of Education

Practical course in Theoretical and
Practical Optics and Optometry. Prac-
tical knowledge is an essential attribute
for success. You get it here.
Catalogues and particulars on application.

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

Cut 7,4 size

-..1111111111111111WW171 
L. D. ANDERSON JEWELRY CO., 230 PennSt., Reading Pa "akers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle Jewelry, Abalone Shell Jewelry

, 7411111Wir
Class Pins with name of town, Flag Brooches and Fobs with nameof town. Leaf Broochesand Fobs with nameof townIron Pyrites Jewelry and other souvenirs made to ifleet the needs of winter and summer resorts. Send tot Catalogue

641'HL? SCHOOL, THAT LS A SCHOOL"(I Extract from a letter just received, Doesn't it look like a good investment to you, a raiseof $13.00 per week resulting front the six months improvers' course I took at yOUT school.•'
SEND FOR CIRCULAR

Canadian Horological Institute, S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Ste.
H. R. PLAYTNER, Director TORONTO, ONT.

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO.., Cincinnati, Ohio

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.511111. Doz.
Names, 1.20

Do you want to be trained to a point above the " Fairly
Good," --" Good Enough " stage ? Come to us. We have
set the standard higher—the Truly Best—and are holding it
there. This means not a little to the prospective student.
We have gained a hold that makes our supremacy a recog-
nized fact, through the thorough and conscientious training
of our students. It's merely our way of doing.
Write for our prospectus. It may interest you and we are glad to send it

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and aek for the " Inventors'

Guide," the fittest book published for inventors
Best reference. Established 20 years.

VVIVI. N. MOORES

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

REFINERS anz 
v-laGtoilndu,Smi I vier rZ
shape —s it I i il s or

Sweep Smelters
Established 1889. 

sweeps, ctil tings or
I i qu i ti s , r 0 u g h

filings. 1' r o m p t
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.

13 and IS Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

11111111111111 Dept. T, BUSH TEMPLE, CHICAGO

HAVE YOU SEEN?
AVERBECK'S NEW CATALOG
IF YOU ARE A RETAIL JEWELERApo
WANTSELLERS SEND FOR IT —

GOODS OF THE UNCOMMON SORT

MIAYERBECKV=10.12111AiraudY

WE LIGHT YOUR STORE
or Home—from cellar to garret -- with 100 to 700

Candle-Power brilliancy
—at less than 1 ,, cost cf

Ara ke7osene I d ten times
the ligho—ovin, yssss
Gas at 15c Per

1,000 Feet
(intdead of $1 to$2, which
Gas Companies charge).
With the "Handy" Gaso-
line Lighting System ■sr
"Triumph"Invertea

sutigtn't1::f'oc

4. light comes to you.

daylight Itud almost as
cheap), can read work
in any part of room—
light ready at a finger

-- touch — d mit have to
• move these Lights -the

%V rite for Cataloatie tool
Circulars (sent FREE).

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 KS State Street tr CHICAGO

Diamonds Tourmalines

Sapphires Peridots

White Sapphires Aquamarines

Pearls and Reconstructed Rubies
A big selection always on hand. Selection

packages sent out on approval to responsible

parties.

HENRY G. MORRIS
Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington St.

Room 73 BOSTON, MASS.

LEIMAN'S Sand Blast
' 1 $17 Up. 4 sizes

frosting Gold, Silver,0 I .'s f Glass, Brass and al I
L.4 ( --Ai•- hh. il,lietalS, cleaning cast-

i gs and patterns.
- --"

1 . '4.:1;'/Idli t1;a'twlersit'll'ill't.1'.1,ne„"7:11:ins-
. Vt id 44,-  ' is : will not..„,..:..., , 

1 - - -  1 -,:',,; CIDI! Up.

"We are very much
pleased i n d e e d withI

", ‘,.'' ,,,, oi..c..; yotir .51111.t.1 Hlas.ting out-
fit. It is t nttrelt sat-

.) ' 
isfactory in every re-

I street, and we would be
glad to have you refer
to us as one of your
pleased customers. W' e
have found it a pleas-
ure to do business with-

. y oti."-- C is N T It A I.
PLA I IN, CO.

Sand for Catalog

LEMAN BROS.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

OW SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stooks "OE
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.
Send stocIss at once, no matter how large or small, ond f; et money by return mail.
National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Randolph 1418

LOUIS ROBIN
MONOGRAM, LETTER & ORN A MENTAL

ENAMEL CUTTING
CHASING AND CARVING

FOR THE TRADE

riEwARK BRUSH COMPANY
BRUSHES

253 MULBERRY 
STREET 

liEVIARF., N. J.

POUShing Set 
Complete, $2.00, Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT WATCH 

CASE DUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH AND 
END BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

ENGRAVING SCHOOL
301 GLOBE DEMOCRAT BUILDING

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WATCH REPAIRING Ordinary and complicated

JEWELRY WORK -

ENGRAVING - - -

R. R. inspection work. customers send us ALL their work.
Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry to order, gold plating and
for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots.

Alloyed Gold in Sheet, Rod or Wire.

Alloyed Silver in Sheet, Rod or Wire.

Gold and Silver Solders in Sheet or
Vire.

Brass Solder in Sheet.

Gold and Silver Rolled Plate any
thickness, and any width up to and
including B inches.

Gold and Silver Rolled Plate Wire in
round, square or oval.

Gold and Silver Rolled Plate with
hack flushed with silver solder.

Special Gold Plate to he enamelled.

Gold and Silver Seamless Wire.

Gold and Silver Seamless Wire solder

Gold, Silver, German Silver or Brass
Seamless Tube in round, square,
oval or fancy shapes.

Setting Wires and special designs in
fancy patterns.

nigh carat Gold plated on low carat
Gold.

Gold plated on Silver.

Alloyed Gold, flushed with either
Gold or Silver Solder.

Alloyed Gold Anode for Electro

Silver Anodes for Electro Plating.

Variegated Gold in Flat Plate, colors,
yellow, green, red anti NVIlit e.

Round Blanks, any size or thickness.

Tapers for Seamless Gold Shell
Rings.

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS wiarIt'y"-teita' Lancaster, Pa.9 Years in

150 Chestnut Street
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

KLEINoBROS
LAPIDARY 0 CO
 _

-N)(1 ■,' )

72
E. MADISON
STREET

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

. \ WATCH DIALS
1( , `i CAPS and LIDS

1 1 , -.. .r. : a,  Colored
Plain and

_

\'' , , - / Can be made from
. N. 

. . . any photograph,,_.,.
---------....: or print

A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-
Ikt sent upon request.

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO. ILL.

SELLS LIKE HOT-CAKES
(ORDER TO-DAY)

AN EXTRAORDINARY SELLER!
A SPECIAL PRICE!

GOLD PLATED SAFETY PINS
$1.5_0PER GROSS

MJAVERBECK
HETCASH

"reuvrolicrir " MAIDEN LANE N.Y.

and Repairer
Everything in

11 the ltne of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Om Cases
Made New

Silversmiths'
Building 0
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewell] Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

177 Broadway
Bet. Cortiandt & Dey Sta. Corner 20t1i Street

753 Sixth Avenue
Between 11st and 42,1 Streets

NEW YORK

154 Fifth Avenue

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
Eor particulars, write us, mentioning

TitE KEYSToNE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1812 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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The Famine of Competent Watchmakers and Engravers
still continues. We know of a dozen good positions for every watch
repairer that is competent to fill them-hear of new ones every day.

Why not let us make a competent Watchmaker, Engraver and
Optician of you ? We will do it in a short time, and a position will be
waiting for you at twice the salary you are now receiving. Send to-day
for our prospectus. A postal will bring it. It gives full information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY .' Broad and Somerset Streets
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Read Our Large Advertisement on Page 1962, This. Issue

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortment of Wells, Perfect
Selt-Contorming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or!
will send prepaid at once (only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following prices:
1 doz. 10 K. gold, $3.75;1 doz. gold
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, &Se.

Samples of one small and one ined him-large gold
filled and one metal adjuster will be sent for
50c., stamps or M. U. Address

CHESTER WELLS, Meshoppen, Pa.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
-TRIUMPH AMERICAN

MAINSPRINGS
ORDER ONE GROWTODAY ONLY$900

SINGLE ooz LOri 85 Crs,PER DOZ
MilVERBECKNtwor MAID111111.Y.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order In Gold and Sliver
for English, SWiSB and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chleago

Send for Our New Price-List

COOPER at SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Packed°

LEIMAN'S
Pressure
Blowers
$17 up. 7 sizes
for use with all Jewel-
ers' Gas Furnaces,
Blowpipes, Sand
Blasts, Forges or Vacu-
um Cleaning.
No springs or delicate

parts ; great
air space;
noiseless;
take up their
own wear;
slow speeds;
little power.

"As to the blower of your make that we have,
we cannot speak too highly of it, as the results
obtained by its use in all our departments far ex-
ceed that of any Idexusr we have ever used."

-SOLIDARITY WATCH CASE Co.
Send for Catalog LEIMAN BROS.
62 C John Street N EW YOR K

Watch Case Manu-
facturingand Repairing

Old English and Swiss cases
changed to take American stem-
wind movements. Hunting cases
changed to open face. ad cases
restored to look like new. New
backs and caps made when too thin
to remove engraving. Raised shields
to cover monograms on filled cases.
Name off and replate filled caps.
Roman and Satin finishing.

Art Watch Case Co.
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING

126 State Street, CHICAGO

"IMPERIAL!!
American Mainsprings
FOR ALL WATCHES
They are the best, the most reliable, have
quality, finish, elasticity, temper, strength
and durability, are coiled and tagged and
arranged in the most convenient manner
and fit the barrel without uncoiling.

World-famed for 50 years

NOTHING BETTER MADE
"These Mainsprings are used by more
Railroad Watch Inspectors titan any
other on the market."

PRICE
$15.00 per gross $1.25 per doz.

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203 'Imperial" Main- W. GREEN & CO., Inc.spring, coiled and tagged. None genuine unless marked "Imperial" Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply Houseand hearing our registered trade-stark as shown on cut. The word
"Imperial" is etched on the end of each spring, Beware of Imitation. 81 Nassau Street : NEW YORK

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," TI1REE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month, for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank cheek or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stanms for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
tile advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,for first twenty-five words. Additional wordsand advertisements, THREE CENTS Per word.

No advertisement inserted for less than 2.5
cents.

AS traveling salesman, eight years' exp.
in retail jewelry store; can furnish bestof refs. and bond; to start January 15t.

Address Box 51, Colchester, Ill. 
MAN, 3o years of age, would like an op-

portunity to learn watchmaking; strictly
honest and reliable; ref. furnished. "WI 7," care Keystone.
FIA-ST-CLASS watchmaker, 15 years in
four best factories; job shop and store

exp.; American, age 31; state salary and
hours; railroad watch work preferred."B 59," care Keystone. 
POSITION as assistant watchmaker under

good man; can do ordinary watch work
and jewelry repairs; age 25, good habits."L 27," care Keystone.
POSITION by licensed chauffeur; fine ap-

pearance and careful driver; best of refs.
as to character and ability. "C 24," care
Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler,

fully capable of taking charge and re-
pairing of high-grade work; now employed;
good reason for leaving. J. M. Foreman,
Hurley, Wis.
POSITION after the holidays by compe-

tent watchmaker and jeweler with op-
tical knowledge. Earnest M. Knox, Payne,
Ohio.

HUSTLING young man, after having con-
siderable exp. in jewelry business, at-

tended Bradley Horological Institute at
Peoria, Ill., for two years; have since been
at the bench one year; want position as
watchmaker. I consider myself good, all-
around man, steady and reliable; strictly
honest and good habits. Address F.
Dietzel, Union City, Tenn. 
YOUNG man wants permanent position;
one who can do ordinary jewelry repair-

ing, plain engraving and light watch work;
only school exp.; wish to finish trade. "C
32," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, engraver, graduate op-

tician; nine months at horological col-
lege, six months in store; 24 years old,
single; good character; good workman;
French, English; own tools; best refs. D.
Girouard, Chatham, N. Y. 
GOOD, practical watchmaker and engraver

desires position by January i5th; no
bad habits, age 27; St years' exp., own
tools; particulars by letter. N. A. Maurer,
267 North Broad St., Norwich, N. Y. 
WATCHMAKER, experienced and reliable,

with refs., wants position. John C.
Thompson, 39 West James Street, Lan-
caster, Pa.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver ; own tools, good stockkeeper

and competent salesman; state salary to
start. "C 40." care Keystone.
WANTED-Position as salesman in
jewelry house, wholesale or retail; 20

years' exp.; best of refs.; Pacific Coast
preferred; salary $25 a week. F. B. Rowe,
Guthrie, Okla.
WATCHMAKER that can do soldering,

test eyes, engrave some, on or about
March 1, I91I; steady job only ; 14 years'
exp. in jewelry store. "B 39," care Key-
stone.
POSITION wanted as traveling salesman

for watch or watch case manufacturers.
Address "N 37," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SITUATION wanted by December ist;
watchmaker, jewelry repairer and plain

engraver; married, sober and reliable; per-
manent position desired. Thurman E.
Miller, 401 Fredonia Avenue, Peoria, Ill. 
SITUATION as watch repairer by all-
around watch factory man; 20 years'

exp. at position, finishing, five different
shops. "L 51," care Keystone.
YOUNG man, good appearance and char-

acter, desires position as engraver; wil-
ling to work and assist in other duties;
5 Years' business exp.; At refs. "C 94,"
care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler;
own tools; good habits; best of ref.

E. B. Richey, Commerce, Ga.
BY January 1st, as watchmaker and en-

graver; young man, 26 years old, in
any of the western States; willing to wait
on trade; tools and refs. Frank Gooden,
Marshall, Minn.
RAILROAD watchmaker, graduate opti-

cian, salesman; South or West; 6 years'
exp., mostly in charge of repair and optical
parlors, with thne inspectors; salary $30
week; willing to take charge on commis-
sion. "Box 203," Corbin, Ky. 
RAILROAD watchmaker, graduate opti-

cian, salesman; South or West; 6 years'
exp., mostly in charge with inspectors;
salary $30 week; can overhaul five watches
day; married; willing to take charge.
U. S. Webb, Corbin, Ky.
EXCELLENT engraver and saleswoman,

with exp., wishes position; fine refs.;
good monograms and lettering. "B 63,"
care Keystone.
YOUNG lady wishes steady position as en-
graver and saleslady by December rat;

give full particulars first letter. Miss Rosa
White, 310 Main Street, Dallas, Tex.
YOUNG man, age 21; good watchmaker
and engraver; fair salesman, s8 months'

exp. at trade, wants to change position by
November 15th; salary 818 per week;
North Carolina or Virginia preferred.
Cletus Teague, Mullins, S. C.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, to years' exp.

in two best factories, job shops and
store; railroad watch work preferred;
American, age 28; state salary and hours.
"S so," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER with lathe and all tools
wants position; can furnish the highest

refs.; do not engrave; location immaterial.
"R 52," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FOUR men wanted-Jewelry salesmen,
one who has had long exp. in large

stores; a watchmaker and salesman; jew-
elry manufacturer and repairer; engraver
and designer. All must be well recom-
mended and send all particulars in first
letter. J. Jessop & Sons, San  Diego, Cal. 
AT once, jewelry repairer and engraver;

prefer one that can do clock work; give
ref. and state salary. Bartling & Nuckolls,
Grinnell, Iowa.
AT once, watchmaker, jeweler and en-
graver; state salary; must wait on trade;

permanent position to reliable man; send
ref. Storck Drug Co., Sheffield, Iowa.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
send refs. and full particulars; sample

engraving with application; good salary;
steady position. G. H. McKelvey, St.
Joseph, Mo.
JEWELER and engraver; this is for first-

class man only; don't answer unless able
to do high-grade engraving, able to work
gold and other metals and do all kinds of
stone setting; state age, refs., salary ex-
pected first letter. Dunbar & Nelson, 221
Yakima Avenue, Yakima, Wash.
WANTED by Chicago jobbing jeweler, a
competent salesman for northwest terri-

tory; none but experienced man with trade
need apply; first-class stock assured. Ad-
dress 01. J. 28," 1201 Heyworth Bldg.,
Chicago, Ill.
FINE watchmaker and plain engraver; also
a little optical work; will pay $18 to $20

to start. "M 64," care Keystone. 

REPRESENTATIVE eastern watch and
jewelry house want first-class represen-

tative; state territory and exp. ; preliminary
correspondence absolutely confidential. Ad-
dress "S•access," care Keystone.

AT ONCE-Young man to wait on trade
and able to take full charge of jewelry

and clock work; also assist with watch
work and stock; a good chance for a
year-around job and advancement for the
right man ; state exp., salary and refs.
first letter. Turner Brothers, 2106 Madi-
son Street, Chicago, Ill.
YOUNG man (jeweler's son preferred) to

finish practical watch repairing only;
rare opportunity. Charles Reiss, ss Maiden
Lane, New York.

HELP WANTED

GOOD watchmaker and salesman, $20 per
week; At refs. P. Lewis, Andalusia, Ala.

WE want a man-One who can do good
watch work, clock and jewelry repairing,

ring sizing and engraving. The man
who can make good can get $20 to $25 per
week and a steady job; my eyesight is so
poor that I am worth very little at the
bench. H. W. Setts, Clay Center, Kans.

WANTED-First-class watchmaker and
salesman; permanent position; state

salary and ref. Robert L. Saunders, 37
South Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

At ALL-AROUND man, watchmaker, en-
graver and salesman; accurate and rapid;

accustomed to fine railroad work and in-
spection; also young man, first-class en-
graver, jeweler and clock repairer; both
must have At refs. as to character and
ability. "L 61," care Keystone.

WANTED at once-Young man that is
first-class watchmaker and engraver; he

,must be of pleasant address, no bad habits,
willing to work; permanent position if
proven satisfactory; state salary expected

and send refs. in first letter. Apsey & Co.,
Greensboro, Ala. 

JEWELER wanted-A permanent and
pleasant position for a first-class manu-

facturing jeweler who is good at platinum

and cluster work; prefer one who is good
engraver. Address L. Lechenger, Hous-

ton, Tex.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker for trade work,
and an assistant watchmaker for trade

work; steady and permanent positions.

Jos. Mayer & Bros., Seattle, Wash.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
$25 per week. Hollins Bros., Lake

Charles, La.

WANTED-First-class watchmaker and en-
graver, salary $30 per week; send sample

of engraving with application. "L 31,"
care Keystone.

ENGRAVER for month of December;
good salary; no store exp. necessary.

Wolff Bros., Murphysboro, Ill.

ENERGETIC, sober and industrious young
man that will do watch and jewelry re-

pairing. It will be a good chance for a
young man to learn the drug business also

if he so desires. Harry Dance, Lynchburg,
Tenn.

AT once, watchmaker, jeweler, engraver;
state salary in first letter. Fred W.

Brock, Elberton, Ga.

MALE die sinkers on medals, seal and
class pins; steady position, liberal com-

pensation. "L 22," care Keystone.

GOOD engraver and salesman; one who
can assist on watch work when required;

good salary to top-notch man; position per-
manent; leading store, population of 25,000;
send refs., engraving sample and salary
required, age and photo if possible in

first letter. Charles E. Davis, Great -Falls,
Montana.

YOUNG man, about 30, experienced in
manufacture medals, seal and class pins;

state age, exp. in detail; salary expected

to start. "L 21," care Keystone.

WANTED at once, first--class and thor-
ough watchmaker who can repair railroad

watches to rate as they should, and prefer-
ably one who has had exp. in railroad
watch inspection and who can take in
work, etc., good wages and permanent
position; write, stating salary, exp. and all
other information in first letter. "E 30,"
care Keystone.

AT once, first-class watchmaker and en-
graver, able to wait on trade; permanent

position, salary $t8 per week; send samples
of engraving and ref. with first letter;
good habits, no cigarettes. J. B. Swain,
Sidney, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, state ex-
perience, wages wanted, with refs.; posi-

tion permanent. Clay Henry & Son, Iron-
ton, Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and designer. J.
Jessop & Sons, San Diego, Cal.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER and engraver at once;
steady position to right man; $25 to $30

per week, according to ability; send sample
of engraving and ref. in first letter. Jos.
Sarphie, Hattiesburg, Miss.

ENGRAVER, at once, young man pre-
ferred; permanent; good opportunity to

finish watchmaking; exp., ref. and sample
in first letter; all correspondence consid-
ered. Bair Bros., Harrisburg, Ill. 

WANT to correspond with watchmaker
who is also graduate optician, having full

set of appliances for properly fitting glasses;
position open about March 1st or earlier;
no watch factory or horological school
graduate need apply. F. A. Vogt, Misha-
waka, Ind. 
ASSISTANT workman to repair clocks,

light jewelry and help with general
stonework; a place where a young man
can learn to become a competent workman;
state salary expected. H. W. Wildt &
Son, Alexandria, Va.

GOOD jeweler and engraver, or jeweler
and watchmaker. Apply, with refs.,

stating salary expected and former exp.

J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; one who
can engrave or has some knowledge of

optics preferred; permanent position for
competent and reliable man; give refs.

and state wages expected in first letter.
Bogle Bros., White River Junction, Vt. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver; must be a good all-around man;

wages $25 per week; must be sober, in-
dustrious man. Address W. C. F. B. Co.,
Waterloo, Iowa.

WANTED, at once, first-class watchmaker,
optician and engraver; one willing to

wait on trade; permanent position; pay $25

per week, and from December x st to April

ist, $30. Apply S. J. Rivoire, Monroe,

La.

PERMANENT position
young man as first-class

engraver ; $20 per week;
samples and refs. C. H
Gainesville, Fla.

in South for
watchmaker and
send engraving

. Coles & Son,

ASSISTANT watchmaker,
plain engraving; steady

and salary expected. J. G
Nebr.

YOUNG man to do engraving and jewelry

work and learn watch repairing under

expert workman; permanent. Millikan &
Hickle, Athens, Ohio.

one that can do
job; give ref.

. Mines, Wayne,

WATCHMAKER, optician and engraver

by January 1st; able to wait on trade;

salary $18 per week; permanent position;

we have bench and all tools. John E.

Weiland, New Lexington, Ohio. 

WANTED, at once, watchmaker and en-

graver; send sample of engraving; salary

$25 per week. T. A. James, Petersburg,

Va.

ALL-AROUND watchmaker and optician,
engraver preferred; permanent position

to right party to help as salesman; good

ref. required; drunkard not wanted; state

salary; at health resort, Glenwood Springs,

Colo., by H. W. Hyman.

GOOD watchmaker for permanent position
in city of 55,000; good salary; enclose

ref. in first letter. J. S. Pfeifer, Parsons,
Kans.

ASSISTANT watchmaker and jeweler;
permanent position; state lowest wages.

Charles Powell, Polo, Ill. 

WANTED, by January 1st, watchmaker,
jeweler and plain engraver, with some

knowledge of optics; steady position; send

refs. and state salary; fine climate. Nor-

ton's Jewelry Store, Winchester, Tenn.

WATCHMAKER, good man at once; no
kids need apply; $20 week; permanent

position; must come at once. Philip Bren-
ner, Monessen, Pa.

$25 A WEEK for a first-class rapid
watchmaker; railroad inspection. Geo.

Scribner, The Scribner & Loehr Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio. 

$20 A WEEK for jewelry repairer, en-
graver and stonesetter; no cluster work.

Geo. Scribner, The Scribner & Loehr Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio. 

WATCHMAKER-AT, who knows a little
engraving; salary $25 per week; perma-

nent position for right man; good ref.
required. Apply Garon Bros., Duluth,
Minn.

FIRST-CLASS, At watchmaker, fair en-
graver; one capable of taking charge of

repair department; position permanent to
right party; mention salary in first letter.
John J. Lange, 507 Sixth Street, Racine,
Wis. 

YOUNG man, good engraver, jewelry,
clock repairer as second watchmaker;

permanent position; send sample script
and monogram engraving; state exp.,
habits, capabilities and wages wanted.
Charles F. Halbkat, Watertown, S. Dak.

FIRST-CLASS manufacturing jeweler and
engraver; salary according to ability.

Address J. L. Murphy, Livingston, Mont.

A SILVER salesman of experience; per-
manent position; apply by letter, stating

in detail the positions you have held and
salary expected. C. D. Peacock, State and
Adams Streets, Chicago, Ill. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
clock repairer; refs. required. S. Loeb,

927 State Street, Erie, Pa.

YOUNG man to polish jewelry and silver;
send all particulars with the first letter.

J. Jessop & Sons, San Diego, Cal.

HELP WANTED

YOUNG man, watch and clock repairing;
must own tools and be able to give ref.

of best quality as to honesty and habits;
permanent position and chance to advance.
Box 21, Eastman, Ga.

WANTED-Watchmaker, must be good
workman, bright, quick and of good ap-

pearance; married, temperate and have
good refs.; we handle very little cheap
work to worry our men; permanent posi-
tion to right man; will pay $18 to $so
per week. Address H. K. Harlow, 54
Seneca Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED-To buy jewelry stock. Emil
Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth Place, Chi-

cago, Ill.

FACE plate, slide rest, Moseley chucks
and other tools. Elmer Smith, Pontoo-

suc, Ill.

WANTED to buy small building, one or
two story; located on main thoroughfare

in outskirts of large city; to be used for
watch repairing, etc.; want no stock, but
will buy good safe; building must have
two or three rooms and store. Address
Allan Kirk, Quarryville, Pa.

A LOCATION in Colorado in town from
3000 to 5000; desire change of climate

on account of wife's health. "H 33," care
Keystone.

WANT to buy jewelry store in small town,
southern locality. C. Elvis, Marshfield,

Wis.

SIDE line wanted; salesman of acquaint,
ance with jewelry trade in Southwest

and Pacific Coast would like side line of
silver hollowware for same territory m9t 1.
"W _42," care Keystone.  

SALESMAN going to Texas, Oklahoma
and Pacific Coast would like side line

to sell jewelry trade. "W 43," care Key-
stone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

HAVE decided to sell my stock on account
of ill health and old age; have been

here in the jewelry business for over 30
years and carry stock of about $3500 to
$4000, am willing to sell for 25 per cent.
less than cost for cash; Floresville is a
very good place for a jeweler; no com-
petition. L. K. Nowierski, Floresville,
Texas.

HAVE decided to sell on account of ill
health and old age; have been here in

the jewelry business for over 20 years
and carry stock of about $ 4000; am willing

J. to sell cheap for cash. . D. Bayhi, 1618
Orleans Street, New Orleans, La. 

HALF interest or entire $25,000 jewelry
store in good Minnesota city of 8o,000

population; good, clean, up-to-date store;
five-year lease, reasonable rent. "R 908,"
care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business
in best location in Los Angeles, with

very favorable lease and paying $1o.000
per annum net; stock, which is clean and
up to date, will invoice $15,000; will sell
at less than invoice; no charge for good
will or lease. Only reason for selling is
that present owners are wealthy and want
to retire. An opportunity to secure a pay-
Lag business on unusually favorable terms.
For information address R. J. Widney,
500 Lankershim Building, t26 West Third
Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

A GOOD jewelry and optical business for
sale, cheap; stock and fixtures in first-

class condition; will invoice about Four
Thousand Dollars. County seat; five thou-
sand population; State normal school. A
good agricultural county, and a good cash
trade. Have to leave on account of poor
health ; can give good reference. W. B.
Finn, Nodaway Co., Maryville, Mo.

THE ONLY pawnshop in a live railroad
town of 12,000, in the best fruit grow-

ing district in Colorado; good jewelry
trade; clean stock • cleared over $4000
last year; will invoice about $6000; main
street location with lease. A little mint
that will stand investigation. On account
of sickness must sell immediately. Address
Box 102, Grand Junction, Colo.

1997
FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY stock and fixtures in small
town in western Illinois; rent cheap;

just the place for one with small capital
to get started. Address Box $1, Col-
chester, Ill.

JEWELRY and optical business in a
beautiful growing Maine town of s000

inhabitants; established ten years; aver-
age sales $8000 per year; rent low,
"H 981," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store for
sale; centrally located, in Philadelphia.

"L 15," care Keystone.

PAYING jewelry store, 150 miles south of
Chicago, after January v, 1911; will take

$2000 to handle it; investigate. "H 34,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY business, central Michigan
town of 7100 population; no opposition

for 18 miles; established so years; fine re-
pair trade and good optical business. "J
53," care Keystone.

YOUR opportunity to secure an old-estab-
lished jewelry and optical business in

City of Beverly, Mass., at cost. "T 6o,"
care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business in northern Ohio; population

3500; stock and fixtures up-to-date; will
invoice $2500 or will sell fixtures alone
for $375; bench work $85 monthly; will

not sell after November 15th. "W 44,"
care Keystone.

A GOOD watchmaker and fair engraver
to buy half interest in paying jewelry

store in northwestern Illinois; population
5m00; September bench work $180. "T
31," care Keystone.

THE oldest jewelry store in southwestern
Wisconsin ; my reason for selling, wish

to retire from business; did a business last
year over $g000; all the work one man can
do; no opposition to speak of. The county
scat of Iowa County, in the heart of the
dairy industry ; more cheese shipped front
here than any place in United States; will
furnish interior photo of store; will sell
before the holidays. Address J. II. Cart-
wright, Dodgeville, Wis.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business
in Sacramento, Cal.; good location and

lease; can reduce stock to suit purchaser;
reason for selling, going into manufactur-
ing business. Address Powell, McKee &
Co., 623 K Street, Sacramento, Cal.

JEWELRY business in Manchester, N. H.;
great chance, good location, up-to-date

stock; terms easy; ill health reason for
selling. Address Joseph Cowan, 373 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, Mass.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in a
northern Colorado town of 6000 popula-

tion; stock and fixtures invoice about $3500.
"N 28," care Keystone.

JEWELRY-OPTICAL business, established
thirty years; stock and fixtures invoice

$5000; town 2000, large territory, best
farming country in Iowa; repair work av-
erages $15o per month; will sacrifice to
get out on account of failing health; "B
23," care Keystone. 

TEN-YEAR established jewelry business
and five-room furnished house in pretty

Florida east coast winter tourist town, on
beautiful Indian River in orange belt;
splendid opportunity for party in ill health;
price $3000 without stock; full particulars
on application. August Leminert, Cocoa,
Fla.

JEWELRY and optical business, popula-
tion 8000; best town in State of Ken-

tucky of size; invoice $g000; can reduce;
failing health. "0 16," care Keystone.

HALF or entire interest in good jewelry
business in a Missouri town of 15,0o0;

stock invoice about $9000. "B 52," care
Keystone.

COMPLETE line of all kinds of watch,
jewelry and general all-around repairing

material; crystals with cabinet, five gross
mainsprings in cabinets; suitable line to
open and conduct an up-to-date repairing
department; whole or part at a bargain
if sold at once. "P 20," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in splendid
town in western Colorado; ideal climate;

stock and fixtures invoice 4000; will sell
both or just fixtures; excellent chance for
good man; act quick. "B 1," care Key-
stone.

PAYING jewelry business in growing
town; invoice 3000; want to retire. Box

277, Monrovia, Cal.
ONLY jewelry and fancy china store in
good country town of 800; invoices about

$3250; reason for selling, want to retire.
George S. Bauder, Elburn, Ill.

(Continued on page rgo8)
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NICE jewelry business, well located in
thrividg North Carolina town of 6500.

For particulars write quick. "S 48," care
Keystone.

A JEWELRY store; we are reducing our
stock at a sale, balance of stock and

three years' lease. A. F. Plenkner,
Boise, Idaho.

ESTABLISHED 14 years, jewelry, music
and enticel business in west central Il-

linois town; rich agricultural district;
golden opportunity for man with $3000 or
$4000; investigate without delay if you
want a paying business. For particulars
address "G 45," care Keystone. _

JEWELRY store, established 1865, in
. Iowa town of about 'two population; in-

voice about $1800. "H 62," care Keystone.

THREE iron safes and wall show cases,
with electric fixtures in them; very

cheap. Henry Roder, Room 205, Canal.
Louisiana Bank and Trust Building, New
Orleans, La.

ON account of health will sell fine paying
jewelry business, over $4000 repairs an-

nually; good sales, low rent, in growing
neighborhood; established over 16 years;
good fixtures, complete stock. "D 57,"
care Keystone.

STORE, established 16 years, good busi-
ness; Bronx; rent $12; stock of watches,

jewelry, eyeglasses; price $800; must go
to Europe. "D 41," care Keystone.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry and optical busi-
ness in Iowa; bargain for quick buyer.

Write for particulars at once. "E 38,"
care Keystone.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry store in town of
1000, located in the_ best farming country

in northwest Iowa; stock and fixtures in-
voice about $ i600; good location, cheap
rent; reason for selling, poor eyesight.
Address Box 387, Pennine, Iowa.

JEWELRY and optical business near
Portland; bench and optical work av-

erages over $250 month; cash business
will run over $9000 during 191o; must
sell January i, 1911; can reduce to $15oo.
Address "I. L.," 1070 Union Avenue
North, Portland, Oregon.

JEWELRY business in most prosperous
farming section of Colorado; all clean,

salable stock; invoice about $2500; can re-
duce; other business reason for selling;
possession at once. "S 59," care Keystone.

OWING to ill health will sell fine-paying
jewelry business in northern Illinois

town of 2o,000; finest opportunity for good
watchmaker; about $2500 needed. "H 14,"
care Keystone.

CLOSING-OUT SALE-Thirty-three years
in the jewelry trade and going to retire

from business; October itli we began a
closing-out sale, to continue until the busi-
ness is sold; bench work for two good men
the year around and draw trade from
nine or ten towns around; population 2000
and county seat; stock put in new four
years ago; the best business in Iowa for
the money. Write at once for full par-
ticulars. R. A. Knight, Humboldt, Iowa.

AN old-established optical and photographic
business, located in a thriving and fast-

growing town in Pennsylvania. For full
particulars inquire "F. M.", care McIntire,
Magee & Brown Co., 723 Sansom Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

HOTEL, optical and watch repair business
located in center of town, so yards from

depot, in the healthiest county east of the
Mississippi River, according to the Gov-
ernment report. The place to cure weak
lungs. Has eighteen rooms, about acre
land, electric lights, fine water in build-
ing; hotel accommodated over s000 guests
the past two years; remodeled, new, mod-
ernly furnished this year. My business as
consulting electrical engineer keeps me on
the road too much to run hotel. Price
$6000; half cash, balance one, two and
three years. Piedmont Hotel, Cornelia, Ga.

FINE opportunity in growing West; well-
established, high-grade jewelry store in

most prosperous city in South Dakota;
splendid prospects; will sell at low figures;
invoice about $9000; can reduce; owner
wants to retire and go to Europe. "B
46," care Keystone.

WANT to sell only jewelry stock and
tools in growing town of 2000, located

in eastern Oklahoma, 30 miles to nearest
good town; a snap if taken at once; will
invoice about $1800. "U 47," care Key-
stone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY business, invoice $2500; stock
and fixtures, positively new; will sell

for $15oo; reasons for selling furnished on
application; two work benches; repairs
$150 per month; population 5200. "L 65,"
care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry stock in town located in
western Iowa; must sell fixtures and

stock; reason, poor health; you can't ask
for better business. "M 29," care Key-
stone.

PRETTIEST western city, healthiest
climate, prosperous jewelry store, located

advantageously with living apartments;
stock, fixtures, furniture, $12,000; Without
stock, $2000. Address "R 838," care Key-
stone.

•

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE at a bargain. Address "N 822,"
care Keystone.

A GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Com-
pany's modern, outdoor electric flasher

watch sign, complete, with written guaran-
tee, at a bargain. "C 416," care Keystone.

ELECTRIC regulator, 8 feet high, 22
inches wide, 14-inch dial; second hand;

stands on base; cost $65; $30 buys it; a
beauty. One polishing lathe, cost $7.50;
$3.50 buys it. One rolling mill with fif-
teen dies to make oval and engraved band
rings; also ring bender; outfit cost $125;
$50 buys it; almost new. M. Mendenhall,
315 Broadway, Greenville, Ohio.

TWO quartered oak wall cases, fitted with
electric lights; French plate glass; also

two floor cases and fifty-seven trays; half
price if sold at once. "R 55," care Key-
stone.

W-W JEWELING calliper, pivot polisher,
universal head; jewel setting polishing

stones; 35 Card's taps and dies. J. Frei-
stadter, Waltham, Mass.

Watch rack, nicely ornamented oak
case, glass door; fifty-two hooks, $4.50.

Frank S. Crebs & Co., Frankfort, Ind.

ONE old-fashioned wooden wheel clock,
-size 18 x 36 inches, in perfect order;

best offer takes it. Hollberg Bros., Wav-
erly, Ohio.

MOSELEY tool lathe No. 4, 28-inch bed;
write for list of attachments and price.

J. W. Spence, Racine, Wis.

ONE No. 442 National cash register, nickel
finish; cost new $250; used a short time;

perfect order and all tools; first check for
$175 takes it. J. G. Morris, Humboldt,
Nebr.

TWO Adolph Lange Dresden movements;
one gilt, 16 size, price $15; one nickel,

18 size. price $18; in perfect order. En-
haus & Son, 31 John Street, New York
City.

COMPLETE set of watchmakers' tools, in-
cluding lathe wheel and bench; bargain;

send for list. Eli Willis, Chillicothe, Ohio.

$120 BUYS a $225 outfit if taken at once;
includes oak rolled top bench, fine lathe,

40-inch foot wheel, staking tool, etc., with
materials; fully worth $225; a list to you
if interested. Kerry Conley, Rochester,
Minn.

I. C. S. MECHANICAL drawing course,
complete with tools and text-books, $20.

Address Box 572, Storm Lake, Iowa.

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB lathe, with 32
chucks, new style K. & D. staking tool,

$22; Ideal keyless engraving block, Ide's
Imp. M. S. Winder, counter-shaft, $2.75,
etc.; used only few months; good as new.
T. L. Foley, Elsberry, Mo.

NEW Geneva combined ophthalmoscope
and retinoscope with electric and oil

lights. R. A. Knight, Humboldt, Iowa.

EATON & GLOVER engraving machine,
new, used only one month, including all

attachments; cost $ moo, will sell for $60.
"B 26," care Keystone.

No s MOSELEY hand lathe, 36 chucks,
universal head, slide rest, wheel cutter,

index latch, in good condition; will sell
separately._ C. S. Robb, 12 City Hall Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

GENEVA retinoscope and adjustable table;
a bargain. Address Box 152, Kerrville,

Texas.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

NEW Century engraving machine, cost
$115, with type and attachments, price

$6o; one year old, good condition. E. W.
Mitchell, Lampasas, Texas.

$40 BUYS an electrical hanging street
clock dial, 4 feet in diameter, with

Howard style dead-beat escapement move-
ment, mercurial pendulum; same used in
connection with outside clock. J. Fried-
berg & Son, 210 Woodward Avenue, De-
troit, Mich.

EATON & GLOVER engraving machine,
five sets type, first-class condition; $50

takes it. Economic Drug Store, Elgin, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS IIEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-
ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I

wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man ; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box ioo,
Moorestown, N. J.

LAND for jewelry stock. Address H. B.
Lindsey, Guthrie, Okla.

LARGE watch sign, cameras, field glasses,
revolvers; bargains. Seymour, Schaghti-

coke, N. Y.

TO trade, one No. i, style A, Eaton &
Glover engraving machine, in good order.

What have you in optical machinery, op-
tical instruments or optical goods in ex-
change? Christian Optical Co., Temple,
Texas.

SAN'S blowpipe outfit, almost new, to ex-
change for 18 size or 16 size Hamilton

movement, adjusted. E. D. Stephenson,
Darlington, Ind.

EDISON phonograph, 175 records; cost
over $ oo; exchange for good watch-

maker's bench, lathe, tools or what have
you? Lock Box 47, East Jordan, Mich.

A COIN-OPERATED "Regina" Sublime
piano, five-piece music rolls included;

spring motor; cost $65o; good as new; sell
for $375 cash or what have you to ex-
change ? William Paul, Beecher, Ill.

COMPLETE set watchmakers' tools,
Moseley lathe and slide rest; large

quantity material. L. L. Powell, Elkton,
Va.

GENEVA combined ophthalmoscope and
retinoscope in 0. K. order ; also a lot

of jewelry trays; I want typewriter in
good order and standard make keyboard.
H. E. Wethey, Chillicothe, Ohio.

NEW bicycle, Premier, cost $30; want
cash register, ring rolls, small tools, glass

cabinet, regulator, optical goods; what have
you to trade? Henry Young, Louisa, Ky.

MODEL of Wright aeroplane; fine win-
dow attraction; best offer. Address

"F. H. H.", 66 South Main Street, Wash-
ington, Pa.

ONE dozen best balance staffs or jewels
for old or broken Elgin, Waltham or

liampden movements with complete es-
capements. Tarbox and Gordon, Omaha,
Nebr.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window

attraction for jewelers. For particulars
write the St. Louis Watchmaking School,
St. Louis, Mo.

MONEY loaned to iewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

I PAY 20 per cent. more than anyone else
for your surplus diamonds, watches and

jewelry; money sent by return mail; bank
refs. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill.

SPECIAL NOTICES

SPLENDID opening for jewelry and sta-
tionery store in county seat, Nebraska;

3500 inhabitants. "K 49," care Keystone.

THE leading trade watch repairer-Charles
Reiss, m5 Maiden Lane, New York;

quick service.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

moo IlAiRSPRINGS of different sizes and
strength, suitable for American clocks

and watches, will be mailed to any address
on receipt of 25 cents in stamps. We have
a large job lot of these springs, bought
with the stock formerly owned by the late
A. j. Logan. Send for circular of our
staking tool for staking on hairsprings and
rollers. Price $1.5o. Address Randall &
Stickney, Waltham, Mass.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive promnt attention. J. L. Clarke, es-
tablished 1870.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 1966.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street,
Waltham, Mass.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

OLD watches, American movements; quan-
tity or quality. Broadbent, 4 South

Forty-second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SHIP chronometers for sale, in fine con-
dition, price $75, $ oo. W H. Enhaus

& Son, 31 John Street, New York City.

WANTED-Every jeweler to send 25

cents for year's subscription to the
"Great Exchange Monthly"; a market
found for every description of merchan-
dise; hundreds of bargains in each issue;
advertising 5 cents line; sample for stamp.
Exchanger & Trader, Chicago.

CHARLES REISS, 75 Maiden Lane, New
York, fine imported watch jewels to fit all

sizes American settings; four dozen each-
plate, balance, roller jewels-$6 brings you
the assortment.

J. F. Hewes celebrated hand-wrought
gravers are fully guaranteed; if your

jobber cannot supply them send 35 cents
for sample straight graver to J. F. Hewes,
Titusville, Pa.

CASH paid for all kinds watches, watch
glasses, watch cases, movements, ma-

terials, chronographs, clocks, movement
boxes, Elgin and Waltham velvet-lined
cases, glas.; front and back cases, etc.
John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute gives the most com-

plete and scientific course of training in
all branches of watch repairing to be
obtained in this country. A student can
learn more at our institute in one month
than in any other school where this work
is taught in the United States. We are
placing more students in good positions
than other schools can, because of our thor-
oughness. It means everything to a stu-
dent to learn at the right place. We
teach all the latest methods of watch re-
pairing and our instructors are experienced
workmen. We give the student the advan-
tage of practice on actual work. We have
no room for idlers. Write us. Tarbox &
Gordon.

Watchmakers for the Trade
ENGRAVING AND
JEWELRY REPAIRING

SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
404.5-6 Holland Bldg., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service Write for shipping stickers
M. S. BOWER, Mgr.

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties. Etc.. especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.

CLOCK REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

HORACE J. SMITH
WATCH REPAIRING

FOR THE TRADE

313 Flynn Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD. Manufacturers
14 Calender St., Providence, R.I.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

MR PETAlL JEWELER

DO YOU WANT
SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

e, 10-12 Maiden Lane.N.Y. city o-

Wizen writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watehes,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care.
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Establiahed 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, eie., of every size and tlescrip-
tion, made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 83 NASSAU 
STREET

NEW YORK

"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prae
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make hi in master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

WATCH REPAIRING1
THE KIND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OWN
W I NS LOW. K RAUSE & CO.

LAIL CA,10,11-L.
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The Wizard of the Hammer..„..i.
EXCLUSIVE JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

''' 
,, "EVERY SALE A SUCCESS"- ,4' '4`... • , ....,

. . —'• . ' ,.- -. ,, ''' •• .
'

..,-... q I offer my services, backed by twenty years of experience, to
' vo.. , , , established jewelers who may desire to reduce stock or retire1,' 4, . -

+444,4,..y,..., from business...., :44. ,°, 3.
lif I have no superiors in the profession and no man stands

4
' .. ,,"" 1,` 1•4,N' 4.*- 1 ot .,: ;,, ''.): 

credited with a greater number of successes.

''.-4 
q My methods are strictly high class, and sales are always con-, =f A ' . 4°,,.

& ",... , . ducted under my personal supervision. Being ably assisted by, .,..,verve.44.4-• )7,,
, . high class talent, my clients are given the advantage of the corn-

' i.,.P,4 bined strength of two men, without extra expense.
4,,-*' q With the understanding that you are not obligating yourself

. • in any manner, I will be pleased to give my expert advice to
those furnishing size of store and approximate amount of stock.
All communications will be regarded with the strictest confidence.

A. E. GREGORY
3152 Warren Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

_ 

L. H. DODD & CO.
FORMERLY OF • BRIGGS & DODD

I conduct all
with a first-
at the cost of

AMERICAS

Why don't you plan to increase your

engraving business this fall?

You can make it the most profitable part of
your business—you can largely increase your capacity,
turn out more work, do better work, at less actual
expense, if you use the

sales personally
class assistant
one man.

Sixteen years con-
ducting Auctions
for the largest and
best jewelers is my
record. Investigate
reputation, ability,
methods and prices
I get for stocks.

With the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the
salary of an expert engraver, and turn out more work

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated it's not hard to operate—
it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTURY,
giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the harder metals,
brass, nickel Nvatch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-list.
Asking for details puts you under no obligations send in your name

and address To-day I

This great auction said
to be largest for the
year.

New York Office: L
396-398
Broadway JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS Michigan Ave.

. H. DODD & CO Chicago Office :
• 4607
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All communications will be regarded with the strictest confidence.

I

A. E. GREGORY
3152 Warren Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

L. H. DODD & CO.
FORMERLY OF BRIGGS & DODD

I conduct all
with a first-
at the cost of

sales personally
class assistant
one man.

LONO
DISTANCE PHONE,

2906 DREXEL

New York Office: L. H. DODD & CO•396-398 

Chicago Office :
4607

Broadway JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS Michigan Ave.

THE AUCTIONEER
ESTABLISHED JEWELERS

Sixteen years con-
ducting Auctions
for the largest and
best jewelers is my
record. Investigate
reputation, ability,
methods and prices
I get for stocks.

Midsummer Sale as 

Reference 

JOHN C. P1ERIK CO.
Springfield, Ill.
$149,000.00

This great auction said
to be largest for the
year.

Terms Reasonable. 

Room 1102,E. R. TYLER, 156 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

The Holidays
are Coming!

Why don't you plan to increase your
engraving business this fall?

You can make it the most .profitable part of
your business—you can largely increase your capacity,
turn out more work, do better work, a/ less actual
exfiense, if you use the

NEW CENTURY
ENGRAVING MACHINE

With the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the
salary of an expert engraver, and turn, out more work

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated—it's not hard to operate—
it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTURY,
giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the harder metals,
brass, nickel watch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-list.
Asking for details puts you under no obligations—send in your name

and address—To-day

Sayre, Pa.
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This New
Minute Numeral

Dial
(MONTGOMERY PATENT)

With Upright Figures
was designed by the chief
watch inspector of a large
railway system, for railroad
men's use and is now sup-
plied on any of the

All
Figures are
Upright

Railroad Models of the

Elgin
Watch

Each minute is numbered with clear, sharp,
upright figures. The figures of the even
five iums in the minute circle are printed

in red. This dial is so well designed that the complete time is
read at a glance, doing away with even the momentary calculation
necessary with old style dials. Railroad men want Elgins with
this dial. The complete line of Elgin Railroad Watches with this
dial will be well advertised in railroad men's publications. Be
prepared to furnish them to your trade.

Write your jobber or this company direct.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories: ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

New York Office, General Offices,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.15 Maiden Lane, ) 1
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This New
Minute Numeral

Dial
(MONTGOMERY PATENT)

With Upright Figures
was designed by the chief
watch inspector of a large
railway system, for railroad
men's use and is now sup-
plied on any of the

Railroad Models of the
All

Figures are

Upright

Watch
Each minute is numbered with clear, sharp,
upright figures. The figures of the even
five numbers in the minute circle are printed

in red. This dial is so well designed that the complete time is
read at a glance, doing away with even the momentary calculation
necessary with old style dials. Railroad men want Elgins with

this dial. The complete line of Elgin Railroad Watches with this

dial will be well advertised in railroad men's publications. Be

prepared to furnish them to your trade.
Write your jobber or this company direct.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

New York Office, General Offices,

15 Maiden Lane, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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"Heat Black" Finish on Brass, Bronze

and Copper  1432
History by Snapshot  1293
Hits and Misses  1695
Holiday:

Enterprise Among the Jewelers 34
Season, Preparing for the 1407
Trade and the Outlook for 1910,

33, 59
Holiday Number as a Business Barom-

eter, Our  1817
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Holiday Season, Planning for the 182,
Horological Society, Colorado   567
Hustler, The Value of a i8óo

Ignorance of Solomon, The Wise -.1115
Illinois State Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion, Annual Meeting   898
Illumination, Store  2095
Importations:

Of Luxuries  

52841689065Incandescent Lamps, Burning too long  2

Of Precious Stones  
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Imports of Gems for Fiscal Year 

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association,
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Industrial Training  939
Information for Watchmakers, Help-

ful  
Initiative, Value of 
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Insurance:

International Silver Company, Annual

meFtairle, A Credit Protection 

Outing of Representatives of the  1274
I nv a r, T h e Temperature-Defying

Policies, Scan  
The Obligation of  
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Invention:

And the Future   440
The Funny Side of  1671

Inventor, One Kind of  

18246679Iowa Association Plan for Instruction 31

Inventor's Trials or What It Costs
Man with a New Idea 

Investment, Profits on  

in Watch Work   479
Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association, An-
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Iridium, Uses and Prices of  1477

1445
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Association of Boston   209
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ing   197
Duty at this Season  1405
January Work   117
Organizations  1731
Own Gift-giving, The 2093
Round Table  2099
Safety Fund Society  197
Security Alliance, 85', 269, 741,

885, 1099, 1249, 1664, 1887
24-Karat Club of New York, 53,

198, 1347
vs. Jewelry Thieves  1128
Wax   633

Jewelry:
And Drug Store Combined   67
Arts and Crafts  1715
Bench Workers and Their

Whims   267
Business, Expanding a  349

Leakage in the 5039
Success in the  629
Watchmakers Starting

in the  703
Starting in, with $ Too°

Capital   701
Jewelry Making  1952

Modern  1473
Schemers, Banks Alive to  1194
Store, Advertising in a  1467
Store, A handsome  211
Trade Organization in the

United States, History of  1073
Trade Situation Improving ..   697
Traveling Salesmen, New dr-

ganization of   287
Work, Art in   867

Jewels Were Eaten, When 1883

Lacquers, The Use and Possibilities of  62$
Lantern Slides, IIow to Make 
Lady Watchmaker, Interesting Story
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of a  '427Lathe, The Origin of the 1931
Law:

For the Retail JeAler, 465, 8i,
949, 1125, 1289, 1481, 1683, 1928, 2103
In relation to Retail Trade   177

Laws, Bulk Sales  1217
Lead Pencils, How they are Made  48/
Leather, The Art of Tooling 1727
Left Hand. Train the  168x
Legislation of Trade Interest, Novel  699
Lessons:

In Drawing for Watchmakers,
Easy   97



Lessons in Horology, 425, 601, 76z,
929, 1137, 1313, 1505, 1705, 1953, 2113

Lessons of Experience, The (By D. C 
Washington)  1837

Letter, The Follow-Up   957
Letters, Business  1275
Liabilities, Living up to   947
Lies, Business   789
Lion in Astronomy and Symbolism 1327
Local:

Ads. How to Key  127
Jewelry Associations   377

Luminous:
Paints for Clock Dials  1629
To Render Clock Dials 1529

Luxury, A Defence of  1493

Machines, The Care of  1657
Mail Service, Systematizing   1600
Mailing Lists and how to Handle

Them  '937
Making:

Good  1301
More Room  • 67
The Show Window Irresistible  621

Manufacturer, Jobber and Retailer,
Relations of 1038

Manufacturing:
Jewelers' Association   698

Jewelers' Board of Trade  292
Mark rwain, Humorous Epigrams by 1611
Maryland Retail Jewelers Association 1904
Maryland Retail Jewelers' Outing at

Ocean City, Maryland 1349
Medals:

A New Method of Making  1713
Giving a 244K. Gold Color to.

Meerschaum, Town of 792c
Merchandising, Romance in   1611
Merchants and Their Stationery • • • 184
Merchant Who Thinks He is Advertis-

ing, to the  I 13
Mesh-Purse Making in New England 1696
Metalized Flowers, Making  85
Metalizing Process, The "Schoop"...  2117
Metallurgy for Goldsmiths and Jew-
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Metal, New in America  494
Metals as Fuel 1967
Metals in Japan, The Art of Working 1531
Metal Work, The Cleaning of   776
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Association,

Mineral Products, Our  
Minnesota Retail Jewelers'

Annual Meeting   401
Mirror, Repairing a   981
Misrepresentation of Goods and Values  698
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Associations  1059
Mother-of-Pearl  1209
Moving Picture Machine, a Talking 1713

National:
Association, What it is Doing 483
Wholesale Jewelers' Association,

Annual Meeting  1094
Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Association,

Annual Meeting   492
New England Manufacturing Jewelers'

and Silversmiths' Association, An-
nual Banquet   596
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tion, Annual Meeting 7920
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Annual Convention  1091

New York's New Gateway 1834
Nickel and Other Metals by Friction,

I )epositing  2123
Nickel Plated Work in the Plating

Barrel  1151
Nitric Acid From the Air  1321
North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation, Annual Convention 1049
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Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association,
Annual Meeting   891

Old Lace Reproduced in Jewelry   741
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Worth  368
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Annual Convention   905
Organization:

Activity, Renewal of   179
And Convention Season
Enthusiasm Among the Trade  345

Out-of-town Customer, Entertaining an 1973
Oxyacetylene Welding  1149
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Paradise, The Earthly  1293
Parisian Novelties in Hatpins   435
Patents and Industrial Progress ...  1034
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Work Done   349
Pearl:

Culture, Japanese  1665
Fishing in Illinois   281
Fisheries, 'lie Use of X-Rays

in  1349
Hunters' Superstition, The 1263

Pearl Myths and Exaggerations, Japan-
ese  1969
The Price of  1319

Pearls:
A String of  945
Formation of  797

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, Annual Meeting   977

Pewter Ware, Odd and Historic Speci-
mens of   365

Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, Annual
Banquet   491

Philosophy of Price Marks   183
Plating:

Machine, A New   563
1145

Spoons and Forks at Home. — • 247
Platinum:

And Gold  1263
And its Price   435
Imitations, Tests for   771
Is refined, How  565
The Technical Utilization of .. 253
To be Higher .  565
Uses and Prices of 1477
Uses of  1319

Plebeian Becomes Aristocrat   103
Plot to Smuggle Gems, Big  1347
Polishing and Buffing Room, Economy

in the   791
Polonium   939
Position Errors, Locating 2121
Post Cards, Pictorial   643
Practical Points, A Few   123
Preachment on Road Selling   455
Precious and Semi-Precious Stones  967
Precious Stones:

Artificial Story of   615
Properties and Tests of   193
Record-Breaking Imports of  1035

Price Maintenance   127
Pricing of Goods  1487
Profits:

Figuring  792c
Profits, Figuring Retail /86o

How Retailers Make   951
Pure Metals, The Relative Hardness
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Solutions, Agitated  

Radio-Telegraphy, Regulating Time by 988
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Railway Watch Inspectors' Associa-

tion   490
Record of a Jewelry Business in a
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Making it Pay  1351
Possibilities of Improving the  992
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Repair Question, Another View of   123
Repairing Alarm Clocks, More About  475
Repairing, How to Secure 2093
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Safe-Makers and Safe Breakers  775
Safes, German Rotating   213
Sales:

Experiences That Have Influen-
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Sales Force, Educating the 2103
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Salesman, Physiognomy of the 1687
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The Science of   975
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Scleroscope, The   1743
Sell Goods Faster, How to  1256

Selling Prices:
Fixed, A Benefit to the Retail
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Fixed Legislation, to Abolish 1035

Selling Price, Another Victory for the
Fixed  1818

Selling, The Cost of  1063
Sense, Common and Preferred  1119
Set Rings, Guaranteeing Solid Gold 2099
Shoe Trade Victims of the Bargain

Jewelry Schemers  1925
Show Cases, Care of   96i
Show Window:

Development in   211
In January   45
In 1910   40
Specialty Advertising in the  119
The   713

Show Windows:
In Small Towns   275
Rearranging   543

Silver Factory, Interesting Find in a 1935
Silver in Nitric Acid, Dissolving  1517
Silver-Plating:

Solutions  1149
Solutions in Germany   787
Solutions, The Effect of Copper

on  1711
Silver Service:

A Beautiful  
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Silvering:

Silverware, Advertising Sterling 
Smuggling Extraordinary  
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Solomon The Wise, The Ignorance

Sparks, Color of  

Smuggling, The War on Jewelry 
Smugglers, Prison for the 

Soldering Gold Front Cuff Links 

Solder,New Aluminum 
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Special Sale, Regulating the  
Special Sales at Regular Intervals   113
Spoon, An Old Fashioned  
Spotting-Out, Blisters as Cause of.. • • 249
Spring Feverisms  
Stamps by Mail, Sending  
Stamp, The Germ of the  
Stars Added to the Flag  

Special Line Dealers vs. Mail Order
Houses  

1200

623

643 

265

45

Stationery Clerk, What He Ought toKw 
  961

Stationery Stock, Akin to   283
Stay-at-Home, The Comforts of the 1293
Steel, How to Color  1432
Stethoscope, Long Distance 1327
Stock, Care of   37
Stock Turnover, Figuring Profit on   629
Stone Setting a Claw Ring  437
Store and Window Illumination  713
Store Lighting, Recent Developments

in   721
Stores, Study Other   1117
Sun-Dial:

A Simple Method of Laying Out 115
Columbia University   1473
Horizontal, How to Make

"Sweating" Gold, To Prevent  
Swindle on Retail Merchants  
Swindler:

A Dangerous  1533
The Versatile   347

Swiss Watch Trade  15uo
Synthetic Sapphires   465
Snythetic Stones, What They Are and

How Made  1537
System for Jewelers  1291
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Tantalum  245
Tantalum for Watch Springs  440
Technical Schools   769
Teaching Boys and Girls How to Work 1867
Telechronometer, The   988
Telephone Diaphragms, New Steel Al-

loy Used for  1745
Telephone:
Telephone and Phonograph 2097

Handwriting by  1672
Talk Courteously Over the  1529
The Birth of the   633

Temperature Error, The Middle 1965
Testing the Precious Metals, New

Method of  1473
Texas Retail Jewelers' Association, An-

nual Convention  1329
Thermometer for Fruit Growers, An

Electric Alarm  1877
Thieves, A Warning Against Jewelry-1817
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Timekeeper at Naval Observatory,

Washington  i696
Time Signaling from the Eiffel Tower,

Wireless  1459
Time System, Plan for an Invariable

Universal   245
Tin, The Deposition of, By Simple

Immersion  1533
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Tortoise Shell Comb, Tale of   277
Tortoise Shell comes from, Whete 1971
Trade Banquet, A Notable   537
Trade Outlook, Bright   178
Trade Paper Advertising Helps Travel-

ing Men   627
Trade Purification, An Era of  1033
Trade Situation and Spring Prospects  346
Trade Subjects, Clippings on  1127
Trade, the Degradation of   617
Transferring Photographs or Printed

Pictures to Metal, Glass, etc. • • • 1477
Traveler, The Commercial   1729
Traveling Jewelers' Association, An-

nual Meeting   287
Traveling Man Tells Why He has Been

Successful   iitt
Tricks, Mystifying Watch 1967
Tungsten Lamps   103
Twelve Things To Be Remembered 1113
Tyranny of the Clock   623

V
Velentine Opportunity   40
Venezuela Pearl Fisheries   493
Verde Antique Finish Direct Upon

Soft Metal Novelties   253
Vibrations of the Balance, Influence of

the Escapement on the Isochronal.1959
Vibrations of the Balance, The Influ-

ence of the Escapement on the
Isochronal  2177

Virginia Retail Jewelers' Association,
Annual Meeting  1095
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Wages for Watch Work   475
War on Diamond Smuggling   457
Warning Against Jewelry Thieves, A 1817
Warning to Subscribers 345, 865, 1593
Washington's Birthday Window .... 18t
Waste, A Form of   789
Watch, An Interesting Century-old 1985
Watch Collection to come to the

United States   699
Watch Loan Check, A New   494
Watch made of Flowers  1637
Watches in the World, Finest Collec-

tion of Antique 1939
Watchmaker Who Financed the Rev-

olutionary War  1539
Watchmaker's Examining Board, Re-

port of  1343
Watchmaking in New England, Early 1657
Watchmaking, Value of a Short Course

in  1333
Watch not taking the Correct Mo-

tion   767
Watch Springs, Why they Break-251, 941
Watch, the Radium n  792c
Watch with Luminous Dial  103
Watchmakers and Their Work   347
Watchmakers' Apprentices, Scholarship

for   34
Watchmakers' Examinations from a

Watchmaker's Viewpoint   129
Watchmaker's Flying Machine   123
Watch Repair Difficulties Solved  477
Watch Sales, Increasing   351
Watch Spring. Why Does it Break... • 477
Weak Spot, Strengthen your  1304
Wedding Rings in Germany, The Price

of  1600
Wedding Season Harvest   871
Welding, Oxacetylene  1149
Welding Process, New   121
West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Associa-tion, Annual Meeting 7929
Whitening Articles by Simple Immer-

sion  2119
Window Advertisement for Repair De-

partment   475
Window, A Mid-Summer  1113
Window Attraction, Illusion for  1511
Window Attraction in Fort Dodge,

Iowa, Jewelry Store 1540
Window Card, Christmas 2089
Window Cards Increase Sales  1353
Window Decoration, Simplicity in. ...  1 127

Display, A Historical  1038
A Unique   955
From a New Point

of View  1735
How to Photograph a 621

Window, Design for a Christmas  1821
Window Light, The Pulling Power of  1489
Windows Attract  1459
Windows:

Artificial Frost Work on 1287
The Illumination of   621

Winds His Stock of Watches by Ma-
chinery  1352

Wireless Mysteries   1087
Station, Jeweler Constructs a  123
Time Signaling from the

Eiffel Tower  1459
Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tio.1, Annual Convention  1337
Woes cf a Subscriber  i68i
Wonderful Sensitive Balance, a  1713
Wood, Penciled   785

Zinc Articles with Copper Coating I533
Dust in Recovering Gold from
Cyanide Solutions   1,49

Flux, Best  1517
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DRYAD
"The Clock With the Concealed Bell"

Strenuous work, this campaigning. But now that election is over,
and everybody is satisfied (except those who have so far been unable
to get a " Dryad "), we will be able to attend strictly to business and
fill orders promptly.
Speaking of aviation meets and high-flying reminds us that the "sales"
of Dryad are soaring some. Every day brings a new altitude record,
also innumerable long distance " sales," all of which proves that our
" hunch " was right—that the
public is tired of the old familiar,
round case alarm clock of our
daddies, fossilized, criticised, de-
moralized and ostracised. The
Dryad made its debut at the
psychological moment and saved
the day.

1114WC,H1

NICKEL FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

COPPER FINISH
BRASS DIAL

The Dryad is a thirty hour
clock but will, in fact, run
fifty hours.

The Dryad case is made in
three finishes—Brass, Copper
and Nickel. All metal dials.

The Dryad Alarm repeats
every fifteen seconds for
twelve minutes.

The Dryad Alarm is fitted with a "shut-off" switch.

The Dryad patent dust cap protects movement and
renders case dust-proof.

BRASS FINISH
SILVERED DIAL

Height of clock, 674 inches—Width, 4 inches-3% inch metal dial
Illustrations are one-half actual size of clock

PACKED 24 CLOCKS IN A BOX (8 BRASS FINISH, 8 COPPER FINISH, 8 NICKEL FINISH), EACH CLOCK IN A SEPARATE
PASTEBOARD BOX

THESE CLOCKS MAY ALSO BE HAD WITH NAME AND ADDRESS IMPRINTED ON PAPER DIAL. IN BOX LOTS. WITHOUT4
EXTRA CHARGE

The E. INGRAHAM COMPANY BRISTOL
CONNECTICUT



The Watch

You

Don't Have
and

Can't Get

WATCH GIFTS DE LUXE

The kind the rich give to the rich—
watches that are unusual, complicated or
Special Thin Models, or Special Chatelaines—

THAT'S OUR SPECIALTY
I 4

I 4

Don't waste time and risk sales sending else-
where for watch memorandums of all kinds.
Send direct to us.

LOOSE AND MOUNTED

DIAMONDS
COMPLETE STOCK OF

JEWELRY
)11

Catalogue on Application

- Swigart Watch & Optical Co.
328-330-332 SUPERIOR STREET - - - TOLEDO, OHIO
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Now For The Acid Test
Your one opportunity is at hand.

Not only will the Holiday trade swell the volume of your business, but it offers you
a chance to apply the "Acid Test" to the Great American Jewelers' Catalogue.

As the Holiday trade progresses you will find that you must fill in or add to your stock
here and there.

At this late hour there is but one safe market for you—our catalogue. It represents one
of the largest Holiday stocks in the country—all in our salesrooms and ready for
quick shipment.

Remember it's not only a buying guide for you but also a selling factor with your
customers.

OSKAMP-NOLTING COMPANY -

411 to 417 Elm Street, CINCINNATI
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Every Watchmaker owes it to himself A Christmas Gift
that will not only give him the pleasure that comes with the use of high-grade tools but will very

materially increase his profits. Our reputation for having superior quality goods and "None but

the genuine," is a guarantee of satisfaction. The Lathe, Bench, Countershaft, Gravers, Foot-

Wheel, Staking Tool and Engraving Block shown below, are all of standard makes and repre-

sent the highest degree of perfection. Note the prices. All shipments made immediately upon

receipt of order

Lathe Combination A $64.30 Net Cash

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction hi every detail. Made of the best steel. ITas hard
spindles running ill hardened steel bushings. Absolute concentricity of
cone, body, thread and hole. Full nickel plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Solid Oak Bench No. I
This bench is made Of thoroughly seasoned lumber and

finished  in the best cabinet style. Will not warp or split,. Has
ten drawers that lock automatically ; apron drawer, vise rest
and chalk box. Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deep
and 40 inches high.

Extra Quality Pivot Gravers
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the hest that can be made.

They are very hard and hold their points much longer than the
average graver.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
Best in the market

LATHE OUTFIT B—Same Combination as above with Moseley Lathe No. 2—$64.30 Net Cash

INVERTO
Staking Tool

No. 18
The very latest and

most complete
Staking Tool on the

market.

It always pays to
use only the best.

Each in Wood Box, Solid Mahogany, as illustrated.
$32.90 Net Cash

/gamed "Inverto" because any of the punches may be inverted, inserted

in the die and used as a stump, which greatly increases range of usefulness.

With this tool the watchmaker has practically 160 stumps and 130 punches,

not including 12 blank punches. Has unique and valualde features never

before applied to staking tools, which make it more desirable.

See our Catalogue for Staking Tools at all prices

WE
SEND

by return mail

or express all

rush orders for

Watchmakers',

Jewelers', En-

gravers' and

Opticians' Sup-

plies. Write us

for prices or any

information you

may desire.

USE THE REX—SUITABLE FOR THE BEGINNER AS WELL AS THE

EXPERT ENGRAVER

THE REX ENGRAVING BLOCK
Complete with A ttachments

Each $20.00

The liex Engraving Mimic will immediately appeal to engravers who believe in
nothing but the Best, and enjoy the use of li4.,,h-grade tools. From point of view
of general utility this block is without an equal. llas many improvements not

yet applied to any other engraving block. All engravers who stand for quality
eventually buy this block. Why not learn to engrave with it? Write for
descriptive folder.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

2007
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Facts That Mean
Something!

During 1910, the volume of shipments received at our three

offices increased more than one hundred per cent. There's a

reason for this phenomenal growth purely a question of Service

and Results; that's what you want that's what we give you.

Every shipment of

Old Gold Gold Filled Cases
Old Silver Gold Plated Jewelry
Gold Frames Bench Filings
Platinum Sweepings, Etc.

has attention the day received it means the difference between

good service, the kind that pays and the other kind.

We consider satisfactory service a profitable investment.

The present condition of our business with its far-reaching

facilities, and with every known smelting and refining equip-

ment for the prompt and expeditious handling of your ship-

ments, all help to give you this class of service.

We are continually planning to make our service still better

If amount of our check is not satisfactory we return your con-

signment in same condition as received and prepay charges.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Refining Co.
Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

20 John Street, NEW YORK, N. Y. Arcade Building, SEATTLE, WASH.
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100% PERFECT Watch 

4c7ii

Glasses 100% PERFECT

ci)$46

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 and 49 rv1iidri Lurie, NEW YORK

100% PERFECT Watch Glasses loo PERFECT

The Spring That Ends Your Mainspring Troubles

EJIOZEN 

-

Waltham I 8s N. M. Htg, No. 2203.

PRICE, $1.25 Per Dozen

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

LA new Mainspring, accom-plishing an old purpose.
Many mainsprings are resilient

in shape at the time they are
bought, but lose their shape and
efficiency when used.
The consumer is therefore

paying the difference in price for
appearance only.

"ECHARCO"
the trade-mark that stands for
highest quality, retains its shape
and efficiency.

If your jobber is unable to
supply you, send us his name
and we will see that your orders
are promptly filled.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. N4 7EMWA 
YI ERNK 

CITY

L   ANE

s •
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Octopus Engraving Block Attach-
ment No. 85

Pat. May 11, 1909

Illustration is exact
size of Attachment.

The New Improved E. F. B. Graver Handle No. 30

Iles the most rigid locking device of any adjustable graver handle. Holds gravers firm as in a
vise. They will be appreciated by the many users of the E. F. B. Graven. Price, each, $ .50

In order to perfect an attachment that would fit any engraving block, and,
at the same time, hold everything that came within the spread of the engraving
block jaws, long study was required to design the combination of gripping
surfaces that are assembled in such a small space.

This has long been considered an impossibility, but the Octopus Attach-
ment now stands to disprove this pessimistic assumption. Our claim of pre-
eminence for the Octopus Attachment lies in its general construction and
simplicity of operation. Its predominating features are efficiency, rapidity,
economy and adaptability to the wants of the engraver, who, for years, has been
in need of an attachment that would relieve them of the encumbrance incurred
by the use of the numerous pegs and other appliances, and, furthermore,
admit the many articles of jewelry and silverware that have previously been
found impossible to hold.

The four adjustable pegs, as shown in the illustration, are inserted in the
peg holes of the engraving block, and the guide rod retains the two jaws in

perfect alignment to each other while In operation.
A partial list, showing articles that can be clamped and where held in this

attachment, is sent with each tool—a thoroughly well made tool and finely

nickel-plated.
Price, each, $4.50

The OCTOPUS ATTACHMENT holds a larger variety of articles than
all engraving blocks combined.

Over one hundred variformed articles can absolutely be held with the
attachment.

ADAPTED TO ALL ENGRA VING BLOCKS.

E

A

The L. B. Pivot Polisher (Pat. July 1910)
The construction of this attachment is entirely novel and

the labor of polishing a pivot is reduced to a minimum. The
illustration shows manner of attaching same to the lathe by
clamping it to the tail stock spindle. The grooved plate in
which the pivot rests while being polished, revolves and is held
in proper alignment by means of a ratchet. Three laps like A & B
are supplied with each tool to permit the use of different polish-
ing substances. The staff may be held in chuck, but the better
method is to let one of the pivots run in one of the female centers
E or D which are clamped in chuck. The balance is then carried
along by the carrier as shown on E. The pivots from the finest
to center pivots may be polished on this tool, as the grooved
plate has graduated grooves to take in all sizes.

The pulley C is intended to go on the shaft of your counter
shaft and the pulley carrying the lap can be connected to pulley
C by means of a crossbelt.

The attachment is finely made, thoroughly practical, and a
useful fixture to any lathe.

PRICE, EACH, $11.00

For Sale by all Jobbers in the
United States and Canada

Hairspring
Scale
No. I

Finely Nickel-
Plated

Price, each, $2.50

The above illustration gives a general idea of
the utility of this new tool. To ascertain the com-
parative strength of the new hairspring required to
replace an old one is not an easy task, nor one that
can be accomplished except by means of some
accurate instrument.

This new scale is simple in every detail. The
collet or heart of the old hairspring is held in the
clip of the scale. The outer end is held in the
tweezer. Then slide the movable weight on the
scale beam until the point is at the zero mark, and
the graduations on beam will indicate the strength.
The new hairspring should show same reading on
beam as old spring, and a watch so fitted will
require very little regulating. An additional lighter
weight is furnished which is used either alone for
very light springs, or in connection with the other
for heavy springs.

ROLLER REPLACER No. 1

This tool was designed especially for replacing Table
Rollers in a quick and safe manner.

Heretofore this was accomplished on the staking tool or
other sets of punches, but it is well known that this is not satis-
factory. This tool permits complete control, the lever is very
powerful, and rollers are readily driven in place without
danger of cracking the roller or injuring the pivots, and in
half the time usually taken for this work.

It is nicely finished in nickel plate and damaskeened.

Price, each $2  00

Pivot Straightening and Truing Device No. 25

(l'at. Sept. 21, 1909.)

By means of these tools a bent pivot can be trued to a dead center. The staff is held in
split chuck and the bent pivot in the conical or V shaped hole of the device ; the device being
crowded up to the shoulder of the pivot, the lathe to revolve backwards, using plenty of oil on
pivot. Use the small flattened lever, resting same on the rounded inner surface and gradually
bring the bent pivot to its original shape.

Two sizes are provided which cover a large variety of pivots. The small size .010" Is for
all staffs and escape pinions, while the larger one with hole .016" is intended for 3rd, 4th
pinions, etc.

Made of finest quality hardened steel and will he found a useful tool.
Price, per set of 2 tools and straightening lever, $1.73.
When ordering, state name aud size of lathe.

7-i9 Maiden ; e

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER e CO.CO.TyOR(Ty 
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A Hofman Jeweler's Display Case
ASPECIAL design showing the dignity and elegance of

Hofman Fixtures as embodied in a slightly ornamental
case to form a most fitting and appropriate setting for the
rarest products of the jewelers' art.

Our catalogue, showing many other designs, will be mailed on request.

John Hofman Co., 53 Leighton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

HOF MAN

HOr-MAN

(1, We want YOUR business. Our New Plant is
completed, and we need orders.

Ili Beautiful and artistic jewelry Outfits at prices
so low you will wonder how we can do it.
Remember the quality is GRAND RAPIDS
make—as good as the best Grand Rapids furniture.

Write for Portfolio C—I

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Branch Factory, Lutke Mfg. Co., Portland, Oregon
Offices and Showrooms 724 Broadway, New York City

Under Our Own 51 Bedford Street, Boston
Management 1329-1331 Washington Ave., St. Louis

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS of STORE FIXTURES IN THE WORLD

/Your Show Cases Must Show\
Your Goods to Sell Them

J-M Linolite
will convert dark show cases into veritable show windows. Owing to
the compactness of J-M Linolite Reflectors-2344' wide by I v," deep—
they are readily hidden behind fillets or case corners and can always be
tilted at any angle.
J-M Linolite consists of incandescent tubes, with straight filaments, nearly
a foot long, which throw a sheet of light in any direction the reflector is
t urned.
These units are joined end to end and make one continuous line of light.
John Wanamaker, New York ; Saks & Co., New York, Indianapolis and Washington ;
National Cash Register Co., New York ; Baltimore Birgain House, Baltimore; Washing-
ton Shirt Co., Chicago • Fries & Schuele Co., Cleveland ; Jones Dry Goods Co., Kansas
City ; Otis Block, San Diego ; Denecke Dry Goods Co., Cedar Rapids ; Daytona Dry
Goods Co., Minneapolis; Baldwin Jewelry Co., San Francisco ; Taft & Pennoyer,
Oakland ; Model Clothing Co., St. Louis, and other well-known concerns are using J-M
Linolite to replace their former systems.
Write our nearest branch for Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Baltimore Cleveland London New Orleans
Boston Dallas Lon Angeles New York
Buffalo Detroit Milwaukee Philadelphia
Chicago Kansas City Minneapolis Pittsburg

San Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis

(1261)
For Canada :—THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED

Toronto, Ont. Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C.
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As he
looked
after
figuring up

the total
of his
December
Cash Sales

Albert Brothers' Catalog
Will Help to Swell Sales

0 UR great 1911 Catalog shows an exceptionally desirable
line of Watches, Clocks, Bronzes, Jewelry of all kinds,

Hollowware, Flatware, Cut Glass, and many other

articles your customers will be sure to want for Holiday Gifts.

Thoroughly trustworthy, it brings to your door the very

goods you may stand in greatest need of. Not a price named

in it that we would shade a nickel if bought in our store.

Sales made over the counter, or by our traveling men, or

through our Catalog — it's all the same to us.

Highest Quality—Right Prices Prompt Service

We can now take good care of your Job Work when you want it

done. Remember, this is our LAST CALL BEFORE CHRISTMAS

Diamonds

ALBERT
BROTHERS 
(New Location) MERCHANTS BUILDING

CINCINNATI :: OHIO

"The
Quick
Delivery
HouA
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The Quicktight

Pinvise
Trade-Mark Reg. II. S. Patent Office

Works Quickest Holds Tightest
Only ONE HAND used in working it

Patented March 26, 1001

Insert the work, then one stroke of thumb
(pulling wedge downward) both closes AND
tightens jaws. Saves valuable t hue. It will
pay to throw away your old pinvise and buy
one of these. Strongest made. No levers to
break, or screws to strip.

Sent anywhere, postpaid, for $1.50
Buy it Of your dea:er, or send to

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.
Wholesale Distributers

The

Perfection
Gold Plating
Solution

Have you any old shopworn pieces in your stock which do not move?
Then try a bottle of PERFECTION SOLUTION and replate them yourself at a small cost in money and time. They will be at once trans-
formed into new Old Rose or Roman finishes and easily salable. Remember the Perfection Solution has been on the market for 14 years,
during all that time it has never failed to please. Why waste your time with an inferior article when you can buy the best solution
made and with the best reputation. Do not be deceived by the claims of other makes. Every 32 ounce bottle of Perfection Solution
contains 45 grains of pure 24 K. Gold. Its dyeing properties are a part of the ingredients and give to each article plated that beautiful
Old Rose finish which is unequalled by factory work and not possible with any other make on the market. Especially bear in mind
that the quart bottles contain 32 ounces and the pints 16 ounces, and sell for $3.00 and $1.75 respectively. Why pay $1.50 for 10 or
12 ounce bottles for nothing but a plain chloride and cyanide of potash solution, which any one can make from the usual receipts furn-
ished by the trade papers. SPECIFY PERFECTION IN YOUR NEXT ORDER of solution and you will know the reason why you
have had troubles before with other makes. Every Bottle Guaranteed as Represented.

REVOLVING DISC MAINSPRING WINDER
(patented)

Price, $2.00

,PRODUCING

OLDROSD-.ROMAN
FINISH f ROM 5AM E BOTTLE

DIRECTIONS.

L 0 I ..111110.. dfifid,

A World Beater
The New Conforming Point " Practical " Stone Setting Tool

(Pate)it l'endiny)

Combined Setter and Beader for Rings, Studs, Scarf Pins, Ear
Screws, etc.

The only practical tool on the market forsetting all kinds of stones.

With this new tool any jeweler or watchmaker can set a stone both

rapidly and securely. It is non-slipping, having a conforming

Poi nt provided with a combined push tip and header.

To perform a perfect stone setting job, place the article in a clamp,
holding it firmly against the bench, holding the tool as shown in

cut. Next bring over the tips with the Blot fitted over them, using
an upward pressure, thus preventing any danger of chipping a

stone I hrough
Made of extra high grade hardened steel mounted in Itubberoid
handle. Price, 50 cents.

This tool is also made in a smaller size for the setting
of extra small stones. It can be ordered in sets of two,
or singly, as preferred, at 50 cents each.

e HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.,ol
Agents, — 

This winder has six barrel heads, three on each side of
the disc, suitable for every size of American Watches.
The quickest acting winder made. No changing of
barrel heads necessary. Simply draw out the winding
crank and place it in the size barrel head to be used.
Should tiny barrel head be broken at any time through
carelessness it new one eau be obtained at a nominal
cost. Full directions with cavil winder.

Ask Your Jobber For These Goods

Exclusive Wholesale
Distributers for

U. S. and Canada 118 William St., New York City

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Manufacturers
of Sterling Effects

in Plate
Otto Young & Co. Silversmiths' Building

New YorkChicago, Ill.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

2013

JUST OUT! This practical hand-book on the use of the Staking Tool;

written by a practical watchmaker experienced in this line.

The book is substantially and neatly bound in cloth of extra

quality. It has 163 pages, 90 of which are devoted to

diagrams and matter pertaining to the use of the staking

tool, and kindred subjects.

Every progressive watchmaker will want one, and we

make it easy for him to have it. Only 75 cents.

MICROMETER STOP No. 424
Quickly attached to any staking tool punch. Will enable you to do the

work with absolute precision. With it you can drive that escape wheel

to the desired position, the first time; no time lost in guessing and

repeated trials.

The man—you--who repairs the most delicate

and accurate machine known—the modern

watch—should be provided with suitable

tools, to do his work quickly and perfectly.

Investigate the advantages and novel features

of the Micrometer Stop; the new book men-.

tioned above has something to say on the

subject.

To fit K. CBI, D. and Rivett punches,
Price, $3.50

Unless otherwise ordered, we send them to fit
K. C& D. punches.

KENDRICK & DAVIS CO.
MANUFACTURERS

Lebanon, New Hampshire

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

 Wholesale Agents  

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB NEW MODEL LATHE
VITAL, POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

PAT. APPLIED FOR

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . . $31.00

Lathe, as above, and 6 Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks (10 Chucks)   39.00

Lathe, as above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)   41.00

Additional Wire and Wheel Chucks, each 1  00

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically

the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-

ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR

chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and

TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and

outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements

in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size

and truth. We caution you against imitations.
The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the

SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.

In this lathe the bearing surfaces of

the spindle and its bushings TOUCH

THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE

AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,

easy running and greatest durability.

This quality in our lathes is main-

tamed byworkmen of long experience

in the operation of special machines

devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in

the market which the front end of

headstock spindle bears only on the

450 angle. They may look well on

superficial inspection, but they will

run hard if the spindle is closely

adjusted, and are quite unreliable

for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are

PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the

surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly

rounded; this makes a great difference in the durability of the

nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well

as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS

should be considered.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AGENTS
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MONEY IN YOUR HANDS

Your Old Gold, Silver and Platinum or anything
containing these metals, such as Filled Cases,

Chains, Old Scraps, Filings, Floor or Bench
Sweeps, Sink Waste, etc.

Our Prices are the Highest Possible

Check sent promptly on receipt
of goods, and if not satisfactory, we
will return your shipment intact prepaid.

REFINING, ASSAYING AND SMELTING OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt Returns Guaranteed. Give us a trial for a square deal.

LEIMAN BROS.' COMBINATION  POLISHING
DUST COLLECTING OUTFIT

Where a number of
polishers are employed
with the old system, a
large blower takes a
great deal ot' power to
run, and it must be kept
in constant operation
even though but one
polisher may be at work
Ivhich means a waste of
power. In many cases
these large blowers
make considerable noise
while these new out
are practically noiseless
ill operation and will
give far better results,
as the exhauster creates
a perfect suction at each
opening. The old sys-
tem, on the other hand,
with the long stretch of
piping necessary, the
suction in most eases
will vary at the different
openings, a few getting
good results, while with
others on the same line,
the suction is hardly
noticeable. With our
new system each pol-
isher is completely
equipped and has a
strong current of air at
all times, and when not
In use the operation of
the outfit is stopped.

SHIPPED COMPLETE

Set up and Ready for
Operation

Send for Catalog.

LEIMAN BROS• 9 62B John Street, NEW YORK

INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

TAG YOUR RINGS WITH
WASHABLE TAGS
Yes : Mr. Jeweler

The Ideal celluloid tag saves time and
money. And makes your rings look
twice as attractive.

Wash or polish your rings with the tags
on them--the ink is waterproof and won't
wash off.
No danger of getting tags mixed.
Note the large flat writing surface.

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT
Complete, only $2.50

1000 tags and eyelets . . . $ 1.50
1 pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75
1 bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25
1 neat hardwood box, with

catch fastener . . . 0000

Bastian Bros. Co.
Dept. 516

Rochester :: NEW YORK

.\*

POSITION OF TAG WHEN RING
IS IN TRAY
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INCORPORATED I 9 0 6

The

Arnstine
Bros.
Company

Ninth Street and Prospect Avenue

CLEVELAND 01-II0

Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the

. .

•

B. V. ARNSTINE
President and Treasurei

.
.

te 

H. W. ARNSTINE
Vice President

Originators of Retail Jeweler
•

Our
Thanks

EanTdAcusEtomleHrs IfSorOthPePir 
OcoRnTfinUaeNd IlToyYalftyo

modest beginning, to become the largest

It has been our constant aim to improve
year, and that our efforts have been appreciated it
constantly increasing list of customers, which includes
jewelers of the United States, to some of whom
nine years in succession.

tthoanaka,oeuaranbulimageroouss ffrroiemndas

house of its kind in the world.

our Catalog method year by
is only necessary to refer to our

many of the leading retail
we have furnished Catalogs for

especially made for us by leading
is correctly represented, and has

has been spared, we have
ever offered, at a price within the
to retain not alone his trade in the

of customers in other sections.

only give their stores that high
but it keeps them in the lead

of business which would otherwise
illustrated is selected with the

who well know the wants of the
be guaranteed as to style, quality

are made up by men of
through the medium of printer's
as in the past, continue to make
ability, realizing the fact that on

OUR SALESMEN VISIT
EVERY STATE IN
THE UNION
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
AND WILL NOTIFY us
OUR REPRESENTATIVE
WILL TAKE
PLEASURE IN CALLING

ON YOU AND
EXPLAINING OUR
METHOD

The illustrations shown in our Catalogs are
artists, from re=touched photographs. Every article
the retail price attached, and as neither time nor expense
produced the most attractive Retail Jewelry Catalog
reach of all, enabling any wide-awake retail jeweler
community but to make a material addition to his list

The Catalogs we make for our customers not
standard and prestige not obtainable by any other means,
over all competitors, as well as holding that portion
go to the large mail-order houses. The merchandise
greatest care by a corps of experienced buyers,
retailer, and only such goods are illustrated that can
and workmanship. The different Catalogs we produce
unlimited experience who know how to sell goods
ink. We desire to add that we will in the future,
every effort to serve our customers to the best of our
the customer's success depends our own.

WITH BEST WISHES FOR A PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR, WE ARE VERY TRULY YOURS

The Arnstine
In writing, please tnention this issue

Bros. Company
CLEVELAND, OHIOTHE KEYSTONE

,.. ,,m......,,„„.„,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,, 
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, New York

Trade-Mark

2017

T NESE

CATALOG
coif ethwas444

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
[STAB. 1802

Chicago, III.

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1911 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

G Wholesale Jewelers and Opticiansordon &Morrison, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Mountings that help sell Diamonds
OMADE BY

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 6o years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating ail unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue.

Alois Kohn & Co. MARK

1 6 -1 8 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY,1.,23.6.-titnt., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

0.1

•

THE CALL OF THE "GOLD BUGS"
It does not matter whether you are located in Pokatello, Idaho, or any of the

other forty-eight states in the Union if you are anxious to realize full cash
values for anything you have to dispose of in the way of Old Gold, Old Silver,
Gold Filled Cases, Gold Plated Jewelry, Sweepings, etc., you have only to follow
the beaten pathway of thousands of other live, wide-awake jewelers from all
over the country, who are sending their shipments to us these many, many years.

There is no great secret as to why our methods of doing business have won
such popular approval among the jewelry trade everywhere. They have measured
the amount of money they receive from us, by what they have been getting
elsewhere. They see the difference. In human nature there is nothing that
tugs so hard as self-interest. It is only natural that you drift toward us—
eventually. Why not now?

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. If our offer is not up to yours we will
return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

Returns for sweepings in from three to five days.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY

Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners

OFFICE, 67 and 69 Washington St. WORKS, 317 E. Ontario St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS•

•
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Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HAIRDING 131=208.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
" Plain " 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
titled to
any
style of
lathe

Four.Jawed Chuck 2". Price, $10.00
4 4 " 2;r " 12.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MHO. BY

HARDING E BROS.

Price with Trefoil peep holes $8.00
Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

JEWEL NO CHUCKS
To lit izes 38 or 5t) wire el tick

Set of 10 Brass, $1.50
" 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe Price, each, $2.50

HARDINGE COMBINED

HING 1LIOLDEPTHING TOL
Price with 2 arms. $2.50
" " 3 " 3.25

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
T

HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers or anyone who repairs or
sells rings. Just think for a minute the possibilities of a ring stretching
Mita ill(' that Will dO the work. Time saved, ring sized while the
customer waits, sales made that would otherwise be lost, gold saved,

no risk of injuring stones, money made and money saved. Rings brought in
to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do the
work. How many ring sales have you missed by not having the proper size ?
This machine has clinched many a sale. Hundreds now in daily use, and we
do not know of any man using it who would do without it. All kinds of rings
—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled one to the most
expensive diamond--can be sized on this machine in two minut es. This
machine is not built on the roll principle, but the ring is pressed into the die
and the stretching is done just where you want it and just as much or as little
as you want—no guesswork. Hundreds of the best and most successful jewelry
houses in this country are using this machine, why not you ? Give it a trial
for ten days, and if you do not think it worth the money, return it. All we ask
is that you give it a trial. Any jobber will furnish you one.

44r ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR SEND TO US DIRECT

Price, $16.00, Includes Machine, Mandrel and Six Dies

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 PENN AVENUE
•9 PITTSBURG, PA.

DISTRIBUTERS: SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Maiden Lane, New York.
AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO., Newark, N. J.
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO., Kansas City, Mo
BUTTERFIELD BROS., Portland, Oregon.

W. & R.
"Improved Rolling Mill"

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price $20.00

Can also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the country

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK

2019

Improved Draw Tongs

are now being furnished with our Hand
Draw Bench. They have removable
jaws that can be replaced when worn
at a small cost, and are made from
steel of an exceptionally high tensile
strength. The price of the machine
has not been advanced.

The Oliver Quality Crown

Dental Rolling Mill

is a mighty handy machine for the retail
jeweler. Although it requires but little -
space on one end of the work-bench
its capacity is large, the rolls being 2
inches in diameter by 3 inches long.
Quality considered, the Crown Dental
Rolling Mill is the cheapest rolling mill
on the market. tj Described in Bulletin
No. 10, just issued. May we send you
a copy?

Do you do any Polishing?

q Do you do any polishing with a
noisy, nerve - racking, back - breaking
foot power machine ? Q The Oliver
Quality Electric Motor Polishing Head
requires no skill or effort to operate—
just connect it to a lamp socket and
turn the switch. It is nearly noiseless,
inexpensive to run, and will do more
and better work than any belt-driven
machine. New 112-Page Catalog, No.
17, free for the asking.
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WE DO EXPERT REPAIRING ON

Mesh Bags and Purses
We employ only skilled labor and our guarantee is

SATISFACTORY WORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

We also do General Repairing, Electro-Plating and
Coloring, and Finishing and Polishing of Sterling
Silver, Hollowware, Etc., Etc. Give us a trial.

JOS. LANDSMAN
GOLD AND SILVER ELECTRO-PLATER

51-53 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

THE LEADING WATCH CASE REPAIRERS 
FOR OVER 45 YEARS

ALL WE ASK IS A TRIAL ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE OUR SUPERIOR ABILITY IN EVERY DEPARTMENT 
WATCH CASE REPAIRING, GOLD AP..2 SILVER PLATING A2.2 COLORING, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ETC. 

A FEW SPECIALTIES:

ENGLISH, SWISS AND AMERICAN KEY-WIND CASES CHANGED TO FIT 
AMERICAN OR SWISS STEM-WIND MOVEMENTS. 

HUNTING CASES CHANGED TO OPEN FACE. 
OLD GOLD CASES MADE OVER (ANY SIZE) USING SAME GOLD. 

NEW BACKS, CAPS, BEZELS, SPRINGS, JOINTS, ETC. 
ENGINE-TURNING, ENGRAVING  REFINISHING, POLISHING 

GOLD AND SILVER DIALS REFINISHED AND RENUMBERED. PHOTOS REPRODUCED

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING AND COLORING

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 MAIDEN LANE (ESTABLISHED 1865) NEW YORK CITY

THE MISSMAN ENGRAVING
BLOCK
P AT FIN T I,: I)

Price, $13.50
FOR SALE BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

Oi

MISSMAN'S COMBINATION
BALANCE TOOL

Price, $3.75

MISSMAN'S HAND MADE
GRAVERS

Each, 50 cts. Six in Box, $2.75
EACH GRAVER READY FOR USE AND GUARANTEED

11 For removing and replacing Roller Tables, straightening
Pivots and truing Balance Wheels

Sales Office
Unity Bldg., Chicago MISSMAN TOOL, CO. Factory

Indiana Bldg., Kansas City

The G-E MAZDA Lamp
is as necessary in the store
of the merchant rated up
in the millions, as it is to
the live merchant operat-
ing the small store.

GE Mazda Lamps in Gimbel's
Mammoth New York Store
The event in the dry goods world last month was the
opening of the new Gimbel Store in New York--"as
fine a store," to quote from the New York papers,

as can be built.
Write us to-day for helpful suggestions
for improving the lighting of your store.
We manufacture all types of modern arc
and incandescent lamps—therefore have
no interest in recommending any one type
above another, except as it may be better
suited to your particular requirements.
Our corps of expert illuminating experts
have solved the lighting problems of the
largest stores in this country—they will
be able to give you valuable aid in improv-
ing the lighting of your store. Now is the
time when their advice will benefit you
most. A brief statement of your conditions
will bring an immediate reply.

We want to draw the
attention of merchants,
superintendents and
window trimmers to
one fact That New
York's New Store is
equipped with thou-
sands of G-E MAZDA
Lamps, which Rive a
total of over 600,000
candle-power.

Why They Were
Selected

These live merchants de-
monstrated for themselves
that the. G-E MAZDA
Lamp represents the abso-
lute maximum of efficiency
and economy.

The G-E MAZDA Lamp
gives two and a half times
more light without increas-
ing the current cost. It
gives a clear, brilliant, ideal
store light which shows the
merchandise—white, black
and colors to best advantage.

General Electric Compato,
Dept. 145. Principal Office : Schenectady, N. Y. 2792
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The "Why" of a Quincy Special

Quincy Special Cases are practical and of immense sales assistance value. In
them is incorporated erpry modern improvement claimed by other makers, and in addi-tion our own patented features which cannot be duplicated outside our factory.

are made of the hest selected quarter-sawed oak. Top is fitted with either bevel plate or
ItS.1. glass. 1 )S.1 glass in front mid ends, fastened from the inside. DSA glass slidingdoors in rear, ball-bearing.

Cases are very handsomely finished with several coats of stairt, pastefiller, shellac,varnish ail oil, hand polished. ;olden oak finish carried constantly in stock, hershades to order. Prices no higher t hail asked for " plain oak " eases.

Write for illustrated catalog

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans.. 301 Beacon Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

ILLINOIS
Dallas, Tex., 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY, STYLE and PRICE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

"PEER-OF-ALL" JEWELER'S CASE and TABLE, No. 9

NOT HOW CHEAP but HOW GOOD at the right prices is the WINTER
IDEA. IF you are looking for QUALITY FIXTURES at prices that are right
wc want to figure with you. If you need fixtures it will pay you to visit
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN.

WINTER CATALOGUES—The Books That Show You
Books That You Need and Will Keep Sent on Receipt of 25c.
The most complete works of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of
Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thou-
sands of dollars. Size 9 x12, three volumes. 600 pages complete.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "10A"

The M. Winter Lumber Co.
HIGH-GRADE FIXTURE MAKERS

ESTABLISHED 1865

SHEBOYGAN, W IS C ON SIN, U. S. A.

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

SANITARY

Wheeling Metal Ceilings are Perfect Fitting at every joint and
therefore Dust- and Vermin-Proof. You also have the advan-
tage of the Artistic Appearance and freedom from the Worry,
Inconvenience and Expense of Repairs.

. WHEELING CEILINGS ARE PERMANENT
Send .diagram of the room to be ceiled and we will prepare work-
ing, drawings showing al rangement of suitable designs without
charge or obligation.

Address nearest office for Prompt Attention

Wheeling Corrugating Company
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND STORES

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS
CHATTANOOGA DETROIT tLING

No. 49

41ll The problem of selling goods will at that time be
simply the problem of displaying them so they cart be seen to
advantage. That means you should get ready to install some

GET READY
for the

HOLIDAYS

ffe,441,e elfee/m A 11-Glass Show Cases
elf These cases will, everything being equal, attract more attention and sell
more goods than any other case made. Above the base nothing enters into
their construction but heavy, crystal plate glass. There isn't a brace, bolt
or screw about them. There are lots of cases at less money hut none that
compare with the Silent Salesman in beauty, strength or selling power.
q Fine outdoor cases a specialty, also curve-front all-glass cases. Write usabout your needs. Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
476-490 West Fort Street
DETROIT :: MICH.

Get our Book on Modern
Store Front Construction

New York Salesroom, 43 E. Eighth St.
LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent

Show Case Makers to
Progressive Merchants

2023
A HIGH-GRADE LINE Qf EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE

ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST

Scottish Rite

'10 \ •
.4 I-di

No. 240

Knight
Templar

No. 265

Masonic No. 26S

K of P. No 271 Voodrneu No. 288

411:1,
 
THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled--rings all enameled in appropriate colors—
all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.

Let us tell you of our new selling Makers of Emblem Rings Indianapolis, Ind.plan. It will interest you. 'The A. P. CRAFT CO., —and Special Jewelers—

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41, Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most
accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane

 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

REPAIR
AND SPECIAL ORDER

WORK
For Forty Years we have made a specialty of doing Special
Order Work and Repairing of all kinds. There is not a job or
special order that is brought in to a Jewelry Store (except
watch work) which we are not prepared to do in our own fac-
tory. Repair work leaving our shop you will find superior in
workmanship, reasonable in charges and returned the same
day received. Any one can "tinker or soft solder," but it takes
experienced workmen with proper facilities for doing uniformly
good work. We have the workmen, we have the facilities and
we do the work. Send us a package of your jobs and be con-
vinced. Let it come Express Collect.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
 BOYLAN BUILDING 
14-16 E. Fourth St. :: CINCINNATI, 0.

THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF WORK WE DO
Fine Diamond Jewelry, Mountings, Jewelry Repairing, Matching and Altering,
Gold Chain Filling, Stone Setting and Cutting, Watch Case Repairing, Gold and
Silver Plating, Enameling and Polishing. Letter, Monogram and Ornamental Engrav-
ing and Special Order Work of Every Kind.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4 IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inehes deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $170.00

Union Show Case Co.
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
159 to 167 Ann Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. I07B
COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

“THE BEST OF EVERVTIIINO"

THE WILMARTH LINE

FOR 1911 IS MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER BEFORE

Our catalog describing it is ready to be mailed you.
Write us for complete particulars and prices.
Our figures will interest you.

WE ARE CARRYING A LARGE STOCK
AND CAN MAKE VERY PROMPT SHIPMENTS

MIITa4i4 ehOlif 61‘141
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

New York City Salesroom: 732 Broadway Boston Salesroom: 21 Columbia St.
Frank Meyers, Manager A. K. Sibley, Manager

Do You

Spend your money

where you can get the

most for it, in quality, quantity

and service?

are manufacturing jewelers who

sell direct to the retailer at prices

the jobber pays for his goods.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR

CATALOG? iA

-4r Vt. VA.■..t''.**41141, ■-•, 7 • c :,•*1010.

Any of

/gi
our goods that do not

ve the FULLEST satisfaction

may be returned for credit at any

time. Our factory is located in

PROVIDENCE, R.
the jewelry center of the world.
We have an immense stock of

goods made up and can fill

orders at once. Send us a

trial order. "WE ARE
N. NOT JOBBERS."

2025
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I THE

CHAMPIO
s4NO)

PLASTI
MACHIN, ,

The Portable Ever Ready
"Champion" Sand Blasting Machine

FOR JEWELERS' USE

THE "CHAMPION" SAND BLASTING MACHINE is built ex-
pressly for the Jewelers use and is an indispensable accessory to the up-to-
date Jewelry Workshop. It is neither a toy nor a cheaply constructed
arrangement—but a machine which produces an air blast, WITHOUT THE
USE OF FOOT BLOWERS OR EXPENSIVE POWER PRESSURE
BLOWERS 4.nd does all the work of a sand blast.

The "Champion" Sand Blasting Machine, fully patented, is built on common sense
principles, the main feature being the AIR PUMP, which can be operated by either
MOTOR or FOOT POWER

The pump which forces the air into the sand tank and air reservoir mingles with.the
sand, which is forcibly projected against the object, producing a satin or matt finish. By
means of a regulating valve on top of sand reservoir the flow of sand can be regulated so
as to produce any desired matt effect. Interchangeable nozzles are supplied for the use of
finer or coarser sand. The air pump and the sand and air reservoir rest on a solid,
polished, wooden box, provided with sand drawer,2 cuffed hand holes, glass window in
back and slanting glass panelled front door for observation and admittance of large
articles. The simplicity and efficiency of the machine, its portability and the ease with
which it is handled make it the most EFFECTIVE AND MOST COMPLETE SAND
BLAST on the market, and being moderately priced places it within the reach of every
jeweler. A quantity of flint is furnished with every Sand Blast. You can start work at once.
Dimensions, 14x 16 x 27 Weight, 70 lbs., boxed Price, $30.00 Net Cash

The "Champion" Plating Machine With Solutions
A Complete Plating Outfit Guaranteed to Work Correctly in every detail, containing :

Price, $15.00 Net Cash

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16
Ounces I Roman Gold Solution

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16
Ounces) Rose Gold Solution

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint (16
Ounces) Siiver Solution

Plating Salts for Making 1 Pint ( 16
Ounces) Copper Solution

Gold, Silver and Copper Anodes,
Enameled Plating Tank and Stand,
Wire Instruction Book and one

"CHAMPION" Plating
Machine for $15.00

net cash

Prices of Electro-Plating Salts:
Antique Green Gold Salts for 1 quart

Solution $4  80
Egyptian Green Cold ...... . 5.00
Silver Salts, for half-gallon, $3.15 .

for 1 gallon 6  00
French Gray Salts, for 1 gallon . . 2.50
Copper or Brass Salts, for 1 gallon . 2.50
Silver Oxidizer . . SO cents and $1.00
Roman Gold Salts for 1 quart Solution 4.50
Red Gold " 4.50
Old English " 4.50
14 or 18 Karat Gold " " 4.50
Rose Gold 4.80
Orange Rose 4.80
Green Gold 4.80
When dissolved in water—ready for use

CAN BE HAD OF ANY JOBBER OR DIRECT

SHOWING
SANDBLAST

ELECTR I C
MOTOR

ADJUSTABLE JO ANY
INCANDESCENT LIGHT
OR POWER CIRCUIT

Ii
SHOWING HOW

SANDBLAST
IS USED

i rt

FOOT

POFRWoHER
BUFFING
ATHE

it ETC.
J•rf,

FROM THE MANUFACTURER

U. S. Electro Chemical Company, 78 Lafayette St., New York
We are SPECIALISTS in Plating Machines, Plating Salts and Solutions. They are no SIDE LINE, but OUR SPECIALTY

Write your

Jobbers for

THE

MOSELEY 

NEW MODEL

Illustrated and

Instructive Catalog

which will soon be out,

containing many Reference

Tables and Special and Prac-

tical Articles on subjects of

much interest and value to

Watchmakers.

THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS
As is FULLY PROVED by the MANY THOUSANDS of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who are Using Them Constantly in Their Daily Work.
Superior Quality, Simplicity of Construction, Durability, Convenience and All-Around Efficiency Characterize The NEW MODEL MOSELEY Lathes

LEATHER

GOODS
If you want a line of
leather goods you can
stand back of and guar-
antee unreservedly,
investigate our line.
We are not jobbers but
manufacturers. We do
not make a cheap line
—only one line and
that the best. It includes, Card Cases, Bill Books, Hand Bags, Toilet Sets,
Jewel Cases, Ladies' Belts, Gents' Belts, Etc. No better line at any price.
Write for catalogue.

PIERCED MONOGRAMS
Our long experience and close attention to the pierced monogram business
places us in a position to offer you the best and very latest in artistic and

well made monograms.
We take the same pride
in making a monogram
that you do in satisfying
your customers. We issue
a catalogue which fully
illustrates 

one.
ustrates our work. Sendf 

Chicago Art
Metal Works

67 Lake Street, Chicago

The Book That Experts Buy
The recognized classic in practical watch work of the higher order

is that popular companion of the watch worker

The Watch Adjusters' Manual

The

A typical opinion of this book is
the following from 0. M. Howard,
On accomplished watchmaker of
Sall Francisco :
" I have read the Manual through and

through many I hues, and each tins I read
it I get some idea that is new to lite, al-
though I have been a practical repairer for

ma good any years. I have gotten sly
money's worth out of the book great
many times, and think more of it than any
one !took in the large selection of horologi-
cal works I have. The book is worth
twice tile price to any watchmaker
Ito 'natter how much or how little he
knows."

On the subject of adjustment
the treatise is specially valuable, as
it covers this important branch
more exhaustively than any other
work on horology. It is thoroughly
systematic, leading the reader step
by step from the preliminary ex-
amination of the movement to the
final adjustment for position, heat
and cold.

Sent postpaid to any part of the
world On receipt of price

$2.50 (los sd.)

Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Heyworth lliiilding, CHICAGO, ILL.

COriointaa

13ttrera!
The next 25 days will tell!

NOW is the time of year to make

your profit. Buy a liberal line

of our moderate price sellers.

Display them! Talk them! They

will pay you a handsome net

profit. Use the M. J. A. Catalogue

as an everyday guide. The results

at the " wind-up " this season will

surprise you. I can help you

swell your bank account.

The next 25 days will tell!

Get Busy! Do it Now!

Write! Wire! Telephone!

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

ar9.5 ar9.5. 61'93. an). 6335 51
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, Christmas but a few days off *
. and every minute counts. *

• . Make the most of it by getting *

RIGHT GOODS *V
RIGHT PRICES N
RIGHT AWAY 

Ai

) (. Og,
m We need no introduction.

*VTry us for
*, N
*, Watches Diamonds OK

*
Jewelry for the Jeweler :

and *Vand you will be pleased, as N
W)  

we make prompt shipments.
N

W 
W

* 

N

* N
W N
* N

N
* ,W*ONNWMCKalfMKOMKME 

BALTIMORE, MD.
Selection packages sent to responsible Jewelers

THE GIFT DE LUXE
FOR EVERY HOME

is a pretty Hall Clock. Your
every customer will concede this,
but price delusions frighten him.
You must teach him better. The
Christmas of 1910 will find Hall

Clocks for the
first time a staple
gift line within
reach of your
every' patron.
This we achieved
with our immense
and varied lines rang-
ing in price from

$500.00 to $15.00
and the latter figure
will purchase a hand-
some clock and an
excellent time-keeper.

The success of the
jewelry trade in han-
dling our clocks is re-
sponsible for our
unique offer of a line of

Trade Specials at
$60.00 to $80.00
the equal in every
respect of those here-
tofore sold at twice or
three times this price.

Colonial Manufacturing Co.
- ZEELAND, MICH., U. S. A.

BATES C/ BACON
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

High Grade Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets
NEW YORK, 9 Maiden Lane :: CHICAGO, 103 State Street

ul New and Original Line of Bracelets.
Different from any thing ever before put on the market.
Order by number of your jobber. All Bracelets guaranteed.
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"The Averbeck Way
„

Our five pages of advertising in
the last number of The Keystone
brought a very gratifying number
of responses from people who have
never dealt with us by mail.

We were glad to hear from them
and we know that we will hear from
them frequently in the future.

(If you did not observe the ads referred to
above, look them up. They will interest
you and will make money for both of us
if you follow out their suggestions.)

But we want to hear from a lot
more. We are hot after that 5O(/
increase in the number of our CUS-
tomers and must get them or be
badly disappointed. A great many
retail jewelers go along in the same
old way of waiting for the traveler
to come around with his samples,
losing sales in the meantime on
account of a poorly assorted stock.
We have a large staff of Road
Salesmen, too, and they sell a lot

of goods for us, but Uncle Sam's

little Red Postage Stamp is still
working for us. Suppose you req-
uisition his services and let him
work for you, too, by bringing. us ."
a mail order for (roods selected2,

from our New Green Catalogue
which was mailed to you recently.

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer—Importer

10 and 12 Maiden Lane :: NEW YORK
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The Original,French, Blue Beaded Label Watch Glasses

WATCH GLASS ? Did we hear
you say no time for Watch

Glasses now, let us remind you that
one empty space in your glass cabinet
may mean the loss of a watch sale the
last moment, the profit of which might
fill up the entire cabinet.

Our advice is, fill it up now,
and with Blue Beaded Label—They
are all right.

JOS. B. BECHTEL 0 CO., Inc.
725 Sansom Street, PHILADELPHIA

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO

SELL
You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond jewelry—
large or small—do not turn him down absolutely, send the
(mods to me for a

SPOT CASH
OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express charges and insure the goods in transit. I have been in the
business right here for 19 years, and can give the very best references as to responsibility on application. Offers
and valuations furnished promptly. See ad. on page 2147 of this issue. Write for further information.

1011 CH ESTNUT STREETJ. J. COHEN PHILADELPHIA, PA0
AMSTERDAM, TULPSTRAAT 10 ESTABLISHED 1801 LONDON, AUDREY HOUSE. ELY PLACE

1

1

Only 25 Days Left

Before Christmas
It is for you to decide. You
can wind up this year with a
Profit--if you will. You have
now to determine whether it
will be a Profit or a Loss. Our
Holiday Catalogue will help
you to make it a Profit.

The Next 25 Days Will Tell

Is it to be a BIG Bank Account
—and an easier road ahead—
next year? The final result is
in your hands. You must
have goods, and your only
safe and sure way is to order
from our catalogue. You can-
not make a Profit, unless you •
have the Goods on which
Profit is made.
Well directed effort and the
Goods are all you need.
Our $500,000.00 stock—Our
Clerks—Our Time—at your
service.

Write—Wire—Telephone

Will you send your order to-day?

Very truly yours,

M. J. AVERBECK
10 and 12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

MJAID Dec. 1, 1910
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Silverware Sets in Cases
MAKE GOOD
WINDOW AND
COUNTER DISPLAYS

SEASONABLE
FOR THE
HOLIDAY TRADE

No. 604. Sharon Butter Knife and Sugar Shell No. 720. Vintage Six Bouillon Spoons

No. 711. Vintage Salad Spoon, Fork and Six Individual Salad Forks

No. 116. Vintage Child's Set, 3 Pieces

No. 709. Charter Oak Oyster Ladle and Six Round Bowl Soup Spoons

Silverware Sets in Cases make attractive gifts, and a good display of
these may help as a suggestion to the belated Christmas shopper.
Every piece bearing the trade-mark

1847 ROGERS BROS. X S
TRIPLE

is backed by the absolute guarantee of the makers to give perfect
satisfaction.

The dealer should "talk quality" to his customers.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FR ANCISCO

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 31 Philadelplhila, December, 1910 No. 12
Copyright, 1910, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 1.5 cents; special issues,
225 eccennttss soli. Toh Canigia)d. a, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 (to shillings) per year; single copies,
5 
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The Jewelry Trade in 1910

LOOKING backwards over the year
now drawing to a close, although in

many cases it doubtless fell short of ,the
record in goods sold and profits made, it
was nevertheless a year of very material
progress. One most important develop-
ment of the year was the much better feel-
ing fostered among the three branches of
the trade—manufacturer, wholesaler and
retailer. For the first time each branch has
had its separate organization and the pres-
ent year would be a notable one in the
history of the trade if nothing else were to
be credited to it than the agreement of the
three organizations to work hand in hand
in solving trade difficulties and forwarding
trade interests. One very beneficial. result
of this is the greater consideration of the
several branches of the trade for the inter-
ests of one another. The wholesale trade,
for instance, is now much more careful in
the distribution of their catalogues, and
they have also hearkened very largely to

the call of their retail patrons to distribute
discount sheets only under sealed mail. On
the part of the manufacturers there is a
very marked tendency to limit distribution
to the trade only, and some of them have
taken such measures as will prevent any of
their product being marketed through the
mail-order houses—a restriction of far-
reaching importance.

THE year has also been characterized by
a general upward trade tendency and

an enhancement of trade pride and confi-
dence. As a rule, the trade are now pinning
their faith more closely to good quality
goods and the keynote to their advertising
is quality and reliability rather than price
inducement. The suicidal policy of price-
cutting is much less prevalent and mutual
understanding permits, to a much larger
degree than heretofore, the obtaining of
substantial profits. Local organization,
mutual acquaintance and the gradual
elimination of the old-time spirit of dis-
trust are achieving all the beneficial results
predicted for them.

It must also be mentioned to the credit
of 1910 that the extension of the fixed
selling price system has greatly strengthened
the position of the trade, has equalized
competition to a material extent and has
given to the jeweler a sense of security that
was denied him heretofore. The fixed
selling price policy has now extended to a
great variety of goods handled by the
jeweler and may be regarded in addition to
its other advantages as a form of insurance
on liberal stock investment.

NOTHER highly commendable de-
velopment of the year has been the

widespread revolution in the management
of the repair department. Our readers will
remember that at every convention of the
State associations one or more papers were
especially devoted to this subject. The uni-
form price-list movement was exploited

with much force and incontrovertible ar-
guments were used to convince the trade
that the repair department instead of
being an unremunerative public conven-

ience should be, and may be made, a sub-
stantially profitable part of the business.
A book was even compiled which would
enable them to estimate intelligently on all
manner of repairs, so that results would be
a certainty, and not a mere matter of
chance as has been so frequently the case.
In this connection, it should be mentioned
that during the year the trade have been
more insistent on skill and competency in
their repair force. This is a very natural
outcome of the practical universality of the
railroad time service and the more general
use of higher grade timepieces by the
public generally. Even as we write, there
are complaints from all sections as to a
dearth of skilled bench workers, and genu-
ine competency is at a premium. Not much
progress was made during the year in the
watchmaker's examination movement, but
the project has at least been made familiar
to the trade generally and has furnished for
future consideration one possible solution
of a present trade difficulty.

IT is needless to state that the progressabove recorded is attributable chiefly to
the influence of organization, and the year
now coming to a close has to its credit a
fine record in this direction. A majority of
the States have now some form of trade
association, while local organizations are
almost daily increasing in number. The
fly-by-night auction house, the fake bank-
rupt sale ; even the itinerant vender are
now given such prompt and strenuous at-
tention that they have ceased to a large
extent to be the trade menace which they
formerly were, especially during the holi-
day season. The trade, therefore, can look
back on the present year with gratitude not
more because of what it has achieved for
them than because of what it has done to
make further achievement possible.
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Statistics Tell of National Prosperity

Pr HOSE whose duty it is to delve into
commercial and industrial statistics

for the year now drawing to a close find
therein indisputable evidence of the pres-
ent financial strength and prosperity of the
country at large. We are informed from
Washington that the foreign commerce of
the United States for the twelve months
ended October 31st exceeds by $4,000,000
the record mark made in the year ended
October, 1907. It exceeds the commerce of
five years ago by 25 per cent. The increase
of 1910 over 1905 is $40,000,000. In five
years imports have increased $400,000,000
and exports $240,000,000. A part of the
increase in both accounts is undoubtedly
due to the increase in commodity prices,
but much is due to increase in quantity
purchased and sold. If the commerce of
November and December holds up to that
of the same months of last year the total
for 1910 will exceed the total of 1907, the
record year thus far.

A most interesting document is that
recently issued by the Controller of the
Currency in regard to savings banks and
deposits therein. Reference to the returns
for 1905 shows that in that year 1237 sav-
ings banks held deposits amounting to $,-
093,077,357. The Controller's report of con-
ditions on June 30 of this year shows 1759
such institutions holding deposits amount-
ing to $4,070,400,000, an increase of 33 per
cent. in five years. The number of de-
positors on June 30 is given as 9,142,709,
and the average account as $445.22. Nor
does this huge increase in savings bank
deposits show the savings of the Ameri-
can people. The "stocking and teapot"
fund has undoubtedly been increased.
Scores of millions of dollars have been
sent out of the country by alien wage
earners. Houses have been built by thrifty

workers and important sums have been in-

vested in securities. Leaving out all the

rest of the accumulation, the fact of an

increase of $r,000,000,000 in savings bank

deposits in five years is sufficiently im-

pressive.

AS suggestive of the industrial progress
of the country the bureau of statis-

tics of the Department of Commerce and

Labor ventures the prediction that the ex-

ports of manufactures from the United

States for the calendar year 1910 will, for

the first time, exceed $800,000,000 in value.

For the month of September the exports
of manufactures aggregated $70,000,000,

and for the nine months ending with Sep-

tember $613,000,000, an average of $68,-

000,000 per month for that portion of the
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year for which figures are now available.
Should this average be maintained during
the remainder of the year—an expectation
which the bureau says seems quite justi-
fied—the total value of exports of manu-
factures in the twelve months ending with
December will be over $800,000,00o.

• The figures thus far show a large gain
over those of last year in both classes of
manufactures. The group, "manufactures
ready for consumption," shows for the nine
months of the present year a total exporta-
tion of $401,684,694, against $346,760,394
in the corresponding months of 1909, and
the group "manufactures for further use
ill manufacturing," $210,940,966, against
$187,093,019 in the same months of last
year. .For the single month of September
manufactures ready for consumption show
a total exportation, of $44,000,000 against
$38,000,000 in September of last year, and
manufactures for further use in manu-
facturing, $25,000,000 against $20,000,000
in the same month of last year.

Robbery by Window Smashing

PARTICULARLY at this season should
the jeweler take every possible pre-

caution against the possibility of the now
very prevalent form of robbery by smash-
ing the window, extracting the goods and
taking chances on escape. There would
'seem to be quite an epidemic of window-
smashing ; so much so, in fact, that in the
city of Chicago, as stated elsewhere in this
issue, jewelers have adopted the precau-
tionary innovation of fastening the trays
of goods on display so that they cannot be
picked up with impunity. In the year 1909,
163 cases of window-smashing in jewelry
stores were reported, which was an in-
crease of one-third over the previous year,
and there is every likelihood that a material
increase on this figure will be reported for
the present year, and this notwithstanding
the offer by the Jewelers' Security Alliance
of $roo reward for the arrest and convic-
tion of any of these miscreants. Some
thousands of dollars have already been paid
out for these rewards, yet this form of
robbery continues to become more menac-
ing.

Many such robberies are doubtless due
to carelessness on the part of the jewelers
themselves and to temptations offered by
such carelessness to needy desperadoes.
The frequency with which the robbers es-
cape is the alarming feature in the situa-
tion and makes all the more imperative the
adoption of every conceivable precaution
to guard against their attacks.
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Fixing the Dates for Annual Con-
ventions

S EVERAL of the organization leaders
have directed our attention to the

fact that immediately after the holidays it
is the custom of executive committees of
the various associations to get together and
arrange the dates for the annual conven-
tions in their respective States. We are
consequently requested to impress upon
such committees the desirability of com-
municating with the secretary of the na-
tional association before coming to a de-
cision in order that a clash of dates may be
avoided. This has now become a matter
of considerable importance. While there
was no other consideration than the con-
venience of the members themselves, it
mattered little, if at all, whether con-
ventions in neighboring States were or
were not held on the same dates. Now,
however, that the associations invite the
manufacturers and jobbers to make ex-
tensive exhibits and since these exhibits
have become a chief feature of the
conventions, the convenience of the ex-
hibitors calls for serious consideration. It
has become customary for such exhibitors
to send an exhibit in charge of the same
parties to different conventions and in case
of a clash of dates, it could not be expected
that any exhibitor would go to the expense
of arranging several different exhibits. Of
course, with the number of associations
now in existence, it may be difficult to
altogether avoid an occasional clash in
dates, but a mutual understanding through
the secretary of the national association
would, we think, largely eliminate the diffi-
culty. It is customary now also to invite
prominent speakers of the national associa-
tion or neighboring associations to address
the conventions, and this, too, furnishes a
reason why clashing dates should be avoided.
We „gladly respond, therefore, to the sug-
gestion of the national association officers
and direct this matter thus early to the at-
tention of the various executive committees.

France Leads in Adopting the Metric
Carat

EFFORT S have been made for quite a
number of years by various associa-

tions of jewelers and diamond merchants
in Europe to devise a fixed uniform weight
for the carat which, as our readers under-
stand, is the unit of mass of precious stones.
Heretofore, the weight value varied slightly
in different countries. For instance, in
Amsterdam it was 205.1 milligrams ; in Ant-

werp, 205.3 ; in London, 205.5; in Lisbon,
205.8 ; in Vienna, 206, and in Venice, 207.
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While this difference in weight was of little

importance to the public, it was a source of

considerable confusion to diamond dealers.

On this account it was finally agreed among

different trade organizations that the carat

should be given a fixed weight value of 200

milligrams, or 3 1/13 grams, and this re-

ceived the sanction of the International

Committee on Weights and Measures some

two years ago. A change, however, in

commercial customs is by no means easy

of adoption, and it remained for France to

take the customary leadership in adopting

this further extension of the new popular
metric system, the change going into effect
January T, 1011. Doubtless other countries

will in due time follow the example and
there can be no doubt that the metric carat
would be a material improvement over our
own method of dividing the carat into
quarters, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, etc.,
the difficulty in the computation of which
is very manifest.

The Extra Holiday Help

The merchant who is wont to rein-
force his holiday help by one or more as-
sistants should keep in mind that capability
in salesmanship is especially necessary and
valuable. Many of those who visit stores
in quest of gifts have no definite idea of
the particular article which would suit

their purchase. Some will readily confess
their ignorance of the latest styles—their
inability to judge of quality. This throws
much responsibility on the salesman, and
whether he makes the sale or not, will de-
pend mainly on the first impression made
by him on the customer. Confidence in the
store was, no doubt, responsible for the
customer's visit, but this may be nullified
by an unfavorable impression made by the
salesperson.

It is necessary, in the first place, that
the prospective purchaser should promptly
realize that the clerk has in abundance the
knowledge which he himself lacks. This

gift of "assuming a virtue, though you

have it not," is a fine thing in a salesman.
A recent personal experience may

prove instructive in this connection. A
lady entered a certain jewelry store and
halted very interestedly at a tray of set

rings. She pointed out several rings and

asked the price. Before giving the in-

formation in each case the clerk had to

open the case, remove the ring and examine

the price ticket. This was well calculated

to leave an unfavorable impression. The

inference would seem to be that the clerk

knew little of the goods except what the

price ticket revealed, or, that knowing, he

feared to risk an opinion lest his price
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would differ from the possibly arbitrary
figures on the ticket. In answering ques-
tions of this character it is unwise, of

course, to trust to guesswork, but one dili-
gently spent half hour would have thor-

oughly posted this clerk on the prices. He

could then have answered off-hand, "The

price of this ring is $6o," or "The price of

that ring is $120," verifying his reply by

the price ticket, if necessary. This would

have saved time, shown that he knew his

own goods, and left a favorable impression

on the customer.
During the next few weeks many

jewelers will find it necessary to employ

extra help, and we would earnestly impress

on them the advisability of thoroughly

posting the newcomers on all matters on

which inquiries are likely to be made. Only

too frequently in these Christmas days do

we see incompetent clerks pick up some

article pointed out by a customer and hail

the proprietor or a brother clerk to dis-

cover its value or some other information

in connection with it.
For the extra clerk who has earnest-

ness and capability this Christmas service

may furnish the opportunity of a lifetime.

In the department stores the little army

of extras are carefully watched by the

management with a view to selecting for

permanent etnployment those who display

especial ability and industry. The same is

true of the more shrewdly managed of the

smaller stores. The survival of the fittest

holds in the matter of employment as in

nature, and the faithful, willing, competent

clerk need have little fear of a want of

work or appreciation.

Notes of the American National Retail

Jewelers' Association

By STELE F. ROBERTS, President

ALL hail December, the harvest time

of the jeweler; the climax of eleven

months' toiling, planning, hoping; the

tnonth whose bounteous gathering will

bring good cheer to twenty thousand re-

tail jewelers in the land.

May it yield the largest holiday trade

in your history and round up a most pros-

perous year's business.

To jewelers in localities where adverse

business conditions have prevailed, I say:

"Don't give up the ship"; get on the bridge

—force the fighting—take the initiative,

and make your personality—the name and

reputation of your store—of such domi-

nant power as to win the confidence and

esteem of the public, which, with pro-

gressive store methods and salesmanship,

will achieve the victory.
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Get the confidence of the people.

Public confidence is the foundation, corner-

stone and capstone of the jewelry business,

and once attained is the "Sesame" that

opens wide the door of success.

Be on the alert for shoplifters, penny-

weighters and thieves in general, who take

advantage of the holiday crowds to prey

on the unwary jeweler. Keep your eyes on

your goods and customer, and do not allow

your attention to be diverted. Take no

chances with strangers ; beware of bogus

checks, doubtful mail and telephone orders.

Watch your clerks ; go slow ; keep cool.

*

Circulars have recently been sent

broadcast to the retail jewelers in the

United States by a so-called Retail Jewel-
ers' Co-Operative Trade Protective Asso-
ciation, said to be located in Chicago, ex-
ploiting the merits of a certain brand of

plated collar button, giving the impression

by referring to the Detroit convention that
the so-called Protective Association had

the support, or was in some way, connected
with the American National Retail Jewel-

ers' Association.

For the information of members and

all interested, I desire to state most em-
phatically that the A. N. R. J. A. does

not sanction the methods of this so-called

Protective Association, and, in fact, has

no knowledge of the existence of such an
organization in Chicago or elsewhere.

Under no circumstances will the Ameri-

can National Retail Jewelers' Association
allow its name to be used to advertise or
promote the sale of any particular brand or
make of goods.

• * * *

Jewelers are cautioned against pur-
chasing from manufacturer or jobber any

gold jewelry stamped to or 14 karat which

is offered at a price less than cost of gold

and workmanship, for in most instances

they will find quality much lower than

stamped.

Jewelers are requested to report to the

National or State President or Secretary

Any violation of the National Stamping law
which may come to their notice.. The

Jewelers' Board of Trade of New York

City have recently convicted a number of

violators of the Stamping Law, and still

further prosecutions will be made and a

general campaign against fraudulent mark-

ing of gold and silver will begin in every

State. Under the National Stamping Law
prosecutions can be brought in any State

(where there is no State stamping law)

where the goods have been manufactured

in another State.
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The HolidayDemand for
gifts of value and lasting charm is one that leading
jewelers offering the productions in Silver of The Gorham
Company may meet with assurance of satisfaction to
themselves and their customers. Because of its reputa-
tion and known excellence

Gorham Silverware
is always in demand. Moreover Silver TRADE MARK

bearing the distinguishing Trade Mark—
a guarantee of Sterling quality a fine
and of superior artistic design and work-
manship—secures such lasting satisfaction that the
purchase, and the place where it was made, is remem-
bered with approval.

It is the business policy of The Gorham Company
to offer its wares only through approved trade
channels and to enable leading jewelers to establish
prices no higher than are asked for wares less well
known and less worthy of approval.

CHICAGO
137 Wabash Ave.

Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street.NewYork

Branches :
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

15, 17, 19 Maiden Lane 140 Geary Street

-WORKS : Providence and New York

G ORHAM SILVER POLISH — The Best for Cleaning

LONDON
Ely Place

Silver
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Early Holiday Advertising in
December

Your style of advertising copy through-

out the year must be consistent with the

standing of your business, but even though

you may handle cheaper goods and advertise

bargain prices at other seasons, you should,

during the holiday season, endeavor to get

on a little higher plane and put a little

The Mark of
Quality

Trade Mark
Cut

IN 
all lines there are what is known as

bargain or sale prices. These are
usually seconds in one way or another.

Either the quality or the workmanship
is lacking. We have no bargain articles
in our stock, but we seek the good value
in all lines, and we give so much atten-
tion to buying good things at reasonable

prices that when real quality is a con-
sideration our stock affords innumerable
genuine bargains.

Our reputation for selling only goods
of real merit is so well known that no

one ever questions the quality of a gift
from here, and yet this assurance that
your gift will be appreciated costs you
nothing.

Blank's
917 Central Avenue

dignity into your business. While it is the

general opinion that a jewelry store can be
built up successfully only by maintaining a
high standard of quality and with an air of
dignity above most other lines of business,
this is not altogether true. There are

always bargain hunters and that there are
many who value their own opinions above
the statement of the proprietor of a busi-
ness is shown every day by customers who
doubt the fairness of your prices, and also
by the throng always attracted to an auction
where they think they can make their price
lower than the price of the established
jeweler.

Nevertheless it is generally conceded
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that on the average the quality jeweler is

the most successful and particularly during

a gift season the value of his trade-mark

on the box is considered. So whether you

are a consistent quality jeweler or a bargain

advertiser, hold your head up a little when

you get near to Christmas and talk quality

for a while.
The service you render your customer,

too, is a factor and should be mentioned in

your advertising. The convenience of hav-

ing you attend to delivering, shipping, etc.

Your policy of doing up very attractive

packages, tied with ribbon ; the fact that

your store is known as a quality store—

these things will attract more substantial

customers than a spectacular sale advertise-

ment of reduced prices and special values,

although the complete omission of prices is

not wise in all cases. The range in price of

certain articles advertised is a very good

policy. This gives the customer a general

idea of the value of certain things, and it is

also not unwise to call attention to some

special values in certain lines of moderate

priced things which would be suitable for

inexpensive gifts to friends. For example,

such things as a small silver picture frame,

small articles in brass, etc., but not on gen-

eral lines or to such an extent that your

advertisements look like those of a bargain

store.

Cut of
Trade Mark

" The Markof Quality"
Things from this store
are known to be good.
In choosing a gift here
you have the assurance
that you are getting
something which will
not only give endless
satisfaction, but which
will be recognized as
something above the
ordinary because it
comes from Blank's.

Ask yourself the question:
" Where is the safest place
to buy a gift that is sure
to please?"

BLANK'S
917 Central Avenue
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During the early part of December

your advertising should encourage early

buying, but should not particularly call at-

tention to the articles in your stock appro-
priate for small gifts.

The several sample advertisements ap-

pearing here offer suggestions for good

December advertising, and should be given

sufficient space to attract attention and be

set in a style different from the other ad-

vertisements in the paper. This is an idea,

Trade Mark
Cut

Diamonds
of Quality

NOW IS A GOOD TIME
TO SELECT THAT

CHRISTMAS DIAMOND.
Things area little quiet just yet,
and you can make your selec-
tion much more leisurely and
satisfactorily than in a few
weeks when our store will be
thronged with Christmas
shoppers.
Our selection of sizes affords

a choice of diamonds for $7.50
upward, but we can show you
only one quality. We have
excluded from our stock this
year everything in the way of
inferior goods—stones both as
to color and perfection—and
any one receiving a Christmas
diamond from Blank's will
know that it is a perfect gem
stone.

BLANK & CO.
917 CENTRAL AVENUE

too, that should be followed as much as
possible in all your straight reading ads.

Ask your papers to select a font of type dif-

ferent from what they use in the other

advertisements and insist that your ads. are
not machine-set. The jewelers throughout
the year uses smaller space than most other
lines, and the only way to make these small
space ads. valuable is to make them stand
out by having them set in a different type
from the surrounding announcements. This
it is quite possible to do if the advertiser
be sufficiently exacting in his dealings with
the newspaper publishers, who will natur-
ally do what they can to retain his patron-
age.



COLONIAL SERIES WATCHES

Colonial Series
Riverside Maximus

Enamel Dial

Showing Enamel Dial

These watches are a noteworthy addition

to the Waltham line.

They are exceptionally thin and may be had with

enamel, silver finish or gilded metal dials of

artistic design.

Colonial Series appeal to the most critical buyers.

Movements to be had in five grades, viz:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS, 23 Jewels, Adjusted

RIVERSIDE, 19 Jewels, Adjusted

ROYAL, 17 Jewels, Adjusted

No. 1425, 17 Jewels

No. 1420, 15 Jewels

All Colonial Series watches are cased and timed at the

factory. They are delivered to the trade in display

boxes. The retail selling price is fixed and plainly

printed on the contract notice which is placed in

the box with each watch before leaving the factory.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Christmas Advertising

In planning your Christmas advertis-
ing you must remember that (unless you
depend entirely on one class of trade) you
must appeal to a great many different
classes of buyers. It is impossible for any
one store to get the great bulk of the trade

For Her Christmas Gift

"A DIAMOND RING"

1TherJJ

e is no question of quality

when the diamond ring is

purchased at this store.

Our prices are not high, but we do

not sell "cheap" diamonds.

Our selection of Diamond Rings

affords a choice of many styles of

setting with different sized stones

ranging in price from $7.50 to $500.00.

Our Diamond Rings at $15.00,

$16.50, 18.00, $20.00, $25.00,

$28.00 and $30.00 are excep-

tionally fine.

See them—

BLANKS'

FIG. I

of all classes and naturally your advertis-
ing should be in harmony with your store
and the class of clientele you principally
depend on.

If most of your customers demand the
higher-priced lines it would hardly be con-

The Ideal Christmas Gift
"A WATCH"

A "365 days in the year" pleasure, pro-
vided, of course, that it is a good time-
piece. If it is not, it is worse than none
at all.

We sell movements of proven merit,
and cases of which you will feel con-
stantly proud.

Watches for Women
In gold-filled, $7.50 to $25.00
In solid gold, $16.50 to $50.00

Watches for Men
In gold-filled, $10.00 to $50.00
In solid gold, $30.00 to $100.00

Watches for Boys and Girls—$2.00 to $8.00

BLANKS'

FIG. 2

sistent for you to advertise bargain prices.
On the other hand, it wouldn't be good
policy to advertise to this one class ex-
clusively.

The most successful Christmas adver-
tising campaign is one in which you mix
up your style of advertising enough to
make your store interesting to all. As a

matter of fact, your principal object in ad-
vertising is to get people into your store.
Once inside you stand on your real merits.
You might call yourself the biggest dealer,
the quality store, or apply any other term
in your advertising, but you have to back
up whatever you say by deliveriqg the
goods when they come inside.

Advertise facts. If you offer any
special articles in your advertisements be
able to produce the goods when a customer
asks for them. If your lines are not really
of the better grade don't advertise quality,

50c. Articles for
Christmas Gifts
for you with a long list for whom
gifts must be purchased, we have
compiled this list of a few of the
desirable things to be had here for
50c. There are many other things
at this price not mentioned. Also
a few as low as 25c. and hundreds
of articles at 75c. and $1.00.

For Men
Scarf Pins, Tie Clasps, Collar But-
tons, Hat Markers, Pocket Pencils,
Key Rings, Key Ring Markers,
Cigar Cutters, Pocket Files, Knives,
Brass Ash Trays, Match Holders,
Paper Cutters, Card Cases, etc.

For Women
Brooches, Bar Pins, Handy Pins,
Hat Pins, Silver handled Nail Files,
Tooth Brushes, Cuticles, Needle
Cases, Emerys, Bodkins, Picture
Frames, Leather Calendars, Drink-
ing Cups in leather cases, Jewel
Cases, Sterling Silver Spoons, etc.

Also many pretty items for children
at 50c.

It will pay you to study our stock.
Come and look around.

BLANKS'

FIG. 3

but let price attract the buyers. If they
average above the ordinary, talk quality.

Taking the average store as the ex-
ample, the advertising copies shown here
might all be used consistently. Where the
particular article or price does not fit your
stock, change it to suit. Just clip the ad
out, insert your name instead of "Blanks"
and you will have several good copies
ready prepared.

Numbers i and 2 illustrate a style of
advertising embodying an appeal for qual-
ity, and at the same time quoting prices
which give a general idea to the reader of
the range in value of the articles advertised.
Each one advertises some special line and
the same style might be used to advertise
any special line or article in your store.
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Figure 3 will appeal to a great mass
of people who have a big Christmas list
and are seeking tasty gifts at a low price.
You might use the price 75 cents or $1.00,
or any amount in the same way.

Figure 4 to be used to advertise some

CUT OF ARTICLE

ADVERTISED

A most pleasing
Christmas Gift
for $1.00

Solid Brass Fern Dish-
8 inches in diameter. Brush

finish Style of cut. Complete

with lining for fern. A very

special value—$1.00.

Blanks'

FIG. 4

article which you may be running as a
leader.

Figure 5 is an argument of quality or
store policy and could only be used to ad-
vantage by a store which really was re-
garded as the class store of a town. This,

Our policy of value to
Christmas Gift Buyers
We sell only the best. Nearly every-
one knows this and a gift from here is
sure to be recognized as something
good and appreciated.

Ill We exchange articles duplicated, or
in any way proving unsatisfactory.

We engrave anything bought here
without extra charge.

II We deliver and ship as you may
direct and make no charge for pack-
ing.

ci We try to do everything just right
and solicit not only your business but
your criticism and suggestions.

BLANKS'

FIG. 5

of course, is determined by the amount of
very high-class trade a store commands.

While most of your holiday advertis-

ing should be planned and prepared in ad-
vance, it is a good idea to watch your stock

and advertise slow-moving lines ; also if
there is an unusual demand for some par-

ticular item wire in and get a big selection

of these goods and advertise them freely

in the newspapers and in your window.
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Increasing the Usefulness of
Retailers' Associations

It gives us pleasure, says the Dry
Goods Economist, to be able to present a
number of suggestions regarding the build-
ing up of retail associations made by M.
Umstadter, for five years president of the
Virginia Retail Merchants' Association.
These suggestions were put on paper by

Umstadter in response to requests pre-
sented to him at a recent convention of his
association, and were contributed by him to
the Merchants' Journal and Commerce.

Mr. Umstadter makes the proviso that,
due to the variance of the conditions exist-
ing in each city, advice cannot be given
which will apply equally to all cities of the
same size, or to cities which differ greatly
in their population and in the number of
their mercantile firms.

In Mr. Umstadter's opinion
Measure of the success of an associa-
Success tion, as measured by what

it accomplishes in behalf of
its members, depends very largely upon its
officers. Therefore, he urges that retail
merchants should have a separate, live and
active association, even though there may
exist in their city a Board of Trade, or a
Chamber of Commerce. The reason he
gives is that the officers or the leading and
influential members of general organiza-
tions are usually connected with the rail-
roads, or with the utility corporations, or
they may be professional men; and, natur-
ally, the solution of such problems as trad-
ing stamps, the dissemination of credit in-
formation, the heading off of itinerant deal-
ers and other questions equally perplexing
to the retailer makes little appeal to them.
The same objection he urges against the
selection of some prominent politician or
banker as president of a retailers' associa-
tion.

He advises retailers to elect their fel-
low retailers as officers—and especially in
the case of the president, who should not
only be an able man who is in sympathy
with the retailer's work, but one who will
devote his thought and time to the upbuild-
ing of the organization.

The amount of dues is
Question another important point.
of Dues Mr. Umstadter believes in

having the lowest possible
minimum, and then grading the dues up-
ward according to the amount of benefit
the respective members derive from the
association. Obviously, other things being
equal, a member who does a large credit
business and thus finds it advisable to make

K EYSTON

frequent inquiries of the association's credit

bureau ought to pay more than one doing

no credit business and, therefore, unable to
benefit from the association's investiga-
tions and records in this direction.

It is encouraging to learn from Mr.
Umstadter that, in his experience, where
the dues are graded those who pay the larg-
est amounts are usually found to be the
most willing contributors—for the reason
that they can more readily realize the ad-
vantages afforded by their association. As
said, however, with a view of attracting
those merchants who, though doing a small
business, are of high character and whose
influence, advice and co-operation are apt
to be of great benefit to the mercantile com-
munity, the minimum dues ought to be as
low as is reasonable. Many such mer-
chants, after entering the association at the
lowest rate, voluntarily increase their dues.

' • • Whethtr ttie ssscitiatian:s.
A Credit credit b'ureau ' should con-
Bureau fine its work to the dissemi-

nation of information that
will tend to avoid bad debts or shall engage
also in the collection of bills is a question
which each association must judge for itself.
In touching on credit bureau Mr. Umstadter
mentions the serious problems involved in
the publication of rating-books, wherein are
given the names of a town's citizens with
the credit-rating for each. And, he asks,
why should merchants publish broadcast the
names of their good customers, and thus
practically thrust into the hands of retail
catalogue houses the very kind of informa-
tion they are seeking?

On the other hand, however, every re-
tailers' association should get itself into a
position to promptly answer the inquiries of
its members regarding their customers'
standing. Moreover, in many instances such
associations provide the machinery for ex-
change of infomation as to ethployees.

Again, in regard to the
A Few do rights of those association
the Work members—usually in the

majority—who are appar-
ently lukewarm, especially in the matter of
attending meetings, Mr. Umstadter gives
good advice. He says that officers and
other active members in the association
should remember that nearly all of those
who are backward in such respects may be
assisting, by speaking in the warmest terms
of the association's work, by paying their
dues promptly and by it eing among the
most willing in making 15 ther money con-
tributions. In a word, he emphasizes the
fact, that usually most of the active work
of an association is done by a few of its

December, 1913

members. These workers, he adds, should
not become discouraged because the others
are not as willing—or as free, it may be—
to take as lively a part in the association's
affairs.

That the local associations should not
hesitate at the cost of sending delegates to
yearly or half-yearly conventions, seeing
that direct and important results are often
accomplished at these gatherings, is another
suggestion. As a concrete example of the
value of the work at one of the conventions
of the Retail Merchants' Association of
Virginia, Mr. Umstadter states that thereby
the raising of the merchants' State license
was prevented. Through this item alone,
said he, the members of the association, indi-
vidually, were saved ten times, or perhaps
one hundred times, the amounts they ex-
pended in sending the delegates.

Rinse Water in Plating

From the number of cases that recently
have come to our notice we are firmly con-
vinced that much of the difficulty ex-
perienced in the plating room is caused by
the use of unclean rinse water. In many
localities water is more or less costly and
the plater is constantly admonished to
economize as much as possible. While
there is no reason for wasting water, it is
the poorest kind of economy to attempt to
carry the saving too far, says the Brass
World.

As a usual rule cold rinse water is
clean. It is kept running and there is little
cause to complain about it. The hot rinse
water, however, is different. This is rarely
kept running and is used in a barrel. Now,
theoretically, if all the plating solution is
rinsed off in the cold water there can be no
contamination of the hot wte,r, but it is
seldom that this is the case. When the hot
rinse water is dirty it always leaves a film
of dirt on the plated work, either to stain
it immediately or to corrode it in the,
future. •

We suggest paying more attention to
the hot rinse water and see.that it is kept
clean. It is to be found a good investment.

To Engrave Glass by Electricity

Pour a layer of nitrate of potassium
solution over a glass plate, place it hori-
zontally and lay in this a platina wire con-

nected with a battery. Then touch with
the other electrode, also a platina wire
(which is provided at the side with an
insulating covering) those parts of the
moistened plate that it is desired to etch.
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Increasing the Usefulness of
Retailers' Associations

It gives us pleasure, says the Dry

Goods Economist, to be able to present a
number of suggestions regarding the build-
ing up of retail associations made by M.
Umstadter, for five years president of the
Virginia Retail Merchants' Association.
These suggestions were put on paper by
Mr: Umstadter in response to requests pre-

sented to him at a recent convention of his
association, and were contributed by him to
the Merchants' Journal and Commerce.

Mr. Umstadter makes the proviso that,
due to the variance of the conditions exist-
ing in each city, advice cannot be given
which will apply equally to all cities of the
same size, or to cities which differ greatly
in their population and in the number of
their mercantile firms.

In Mr. Umstadter's opinion
Measure of the success of an associa-
Success tion, as measured by what

it accomplishes in behalf of
its members, depends very largely upon its
officers. Therefore, he urges that retail
merchants should have a separate, live and
active association, even though there may
exist in their city a Board of Trade, or a
Chamber of Commerce. The reason he
gives is that the officers or the leading and
influential members of general organiza-
tions are usually connected with the rail-

roads, or with the utility corporations, or
they may be professional men; and, natur-
ally, the solution of such problems as trad-
ing stamps, the dissemination of credit in-
formation, the heading off of itinerant deal-
ers and other questions equally perplexing
to the retailer makes little appeal to them.
The same objection he urges against the
selection of some prominent politician or
banker as president of a retailers' associa-
tion.

He advises retailers to elect their fel-
low retailers as officers—and especially in
the case of the president, who should not
only be an able man who is in sympathy
with the retailer's work, but one who will
devote his thought and time to the upbuild-
ing of the organization.

The amount of dues is
Question another important point.
of Dues Mr. Umstadter believes in

having the lowest possible
minimum, and then grading the dues up-

ward according to the amount of benefit
the respective members derive from the
association. Obviously, other things being

equal, a member who does a large credit
business and thus finds it advisable to make

frequent inquiries of the association's credit

bureau ought to pay more than one doing

no credit business and, therefore, unable to

benefit from the association's investiga-

tions and records in this direction.

It is encouraging to learn from Mr.
Umstadter that, in his experience, where
the dues are graded those who pay the larg-
est amounts are usually found to be the
most willing contributors—for the reason
that they can more readily realize the ad-
vantages afforded by their association. As
said, however, with a view of attracting
those merchants who, though doing a small
business, are of high character and whose
influence, advice and co-operation are apt
to be of great benefit to the mercantile com-
munity, the minimum clues ought to be as
low as is reasonable. Many such mer-
chants, after entering the association at the
lowest rate, voluntarily increase their dues.

Whethosr ¶je it.,ssd4iattiOrt:sa
A Credit credit hrureau ' should
Bureau fine its work to the dissemi-

nation of information that
will tend to avoid bad debts or shall engage
also in the collection of bills is a question
which each association must judge for itself.
In touching on credit bureau Mr. Umstadter
mentions the serious problems involved in
the publication of rating-books, wherein are
given the names of a town's citizens with
the credit-rating for each. And, he asks,
why should merchants publish broadcast the
names of their good customers, and thus
practically thrust into the hands of retail
catalogue houses the very kind of informa-
tion they are seeking?

On the other hand, however, every re-
tailers' association should get itself into a
position to promptly answer the inquiries of
its members regarding their customers'
standing. Moreover, in many instances such
associations provide the machinery for ex-
change of infomation as to ethployees.

Again, in regard to the
A Few do rights of those association
the Work members—usually in the

majority—who are appar-
ently lukewarm, especially in the matter of

attending meetings, Mr. Umstadter gives

good advice. He says that officers and

other active members in the association

should remember that nearly all of those

who are backward in such respects may be

assisting, by speaking in the warmest terms

of the association's work, by paying their
dues promptly and by teing among the
most willing in making 'ether money con-
tributions. In a word, he emphasizes the
fact, that usually most of the active work

of an association is done by a few of its
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members. These workers, he adds, should
not become discouraged because the others
are not as willing—or as free, it may be—
to take as lively a part in the association's
affairs.

That the local associations should not
hesitate at the cost of sending delegates to
yearly or half-yearly conventions, seeing
that direct and important results are often
accomplished at these gatherings, is another
suggestion. As a concrete example of the
value of the work at one of the conventions
of the Retail Merchants' Association of
Virginia, Mr. Umstadter states that thereby
the raising of the merchants' State license
was prevented. Through this item alone,
said he, the members of the association, indi-
vidually, were saved ten times, or perhaps
one hundred times, the amounts they ex-
pended in sending the delegates.

Rinse Water in Plating

From the number of cases that recently
have come to our notice we are firmly con-
vinced that much of the difficulty ex-
perienced in the plating room is caused by
the use of unclean rinse water. In many
localities water is more or less costly and
the plater is constantly admonished to
economize as much as possible. While
there is no reason for wasting water, it is

the poorest kind of economy to attempt to
carry the saving too far, says the Brass
World.

As a usual rule cold rinse water is
clean. It is kept running and there is little

cause to complain about it. The hot rinse
water, however, is different. This is rarely
kept running and is used in a barrel. Now,
theoretically, if all the plating solution is
rinsed off in the cold water there can be no
contamination of the hot w4Ar, but it is
seldom that this is the case. When the hot

rinse water is dirty it always leaves a film
of dirt on the plated work, either to stain
it immediately or to corrode it in the

future. •
We suggest paying more attention to

the hot rinse water and see,that it is kept
clean. It is to be found a good investment.

To Engrave Glass by Electricity

Pour a layer of nitrate of potassium

solution over a glass plate, place it hori-

zontally and lay in this a platina wire con-

nected with a battery. then touch with

the other electrode, also a platina wire

(which is provided at the side with an

insulating covering) those parts of the

moistened plate that it is desired to etch.
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Our name on

the hack is a

guarantee

of quality.

The handy and safe way to keep the
glasses you use to read with is by using a

Ketcham & McDougall

Automatic

Eye-Glass Holder
It is the one Holder that keeps your glasses

entirely out of the way and safe from dropping,
breaking and mislaying. Works automatically'.

Don't accept any other kind. Our name on
back guarantees it. Sold by Jewelers and
opticians or by mail, 50c. up.

Catalogue of 52 Styles Free

Ketcham & McDougall, 17 Maiden Lane, New York
On business nearly 80 years)

teK McD 99 Automatic
Eye-Glass Holder
LOOK FOR OUR NAME ON EVERY HOLDER

The cut at the left shows one of a series of
advertisements appearing in the Current
Numbers of The Saturday Evening Post,
Everybody's, mccture's, Munsey's, Collier's,
Literary Digest, Christian Herald, Outlook,
Scrap Book, American Magazine and Good
Housekeeping, with an aggregate circulation
of over five million copies.
Is your stock in condition to meet the result?

We Furnioth Gratis Attractive Newspaper
Cuts and Advertising Copy for Use in Your
Local Papers. Send for Them.

Gold and Silver Thimbles
If you appreciate the commercial value and
reliability resulting from

78 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
which goes into every Thimble which we
make, you will see to it that your stock of
goods of our manufacture is complete and
well displayed.

Cut shows a page from our new catalogue,
which is yours for the asking

ESTABLISH EL) 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL-4
MANUFACTURERS

15=17=19 Maiden Line NEW YORK

Ginger and Judgment forms a "Rich Mixture"

tiOur Line of

BRASS GOODS

is full of GINGER

No. 4947 SMOKING SET. POLISHED BRASS

11JYou will display

good JUDGMENT

by showing a few of

our goods in your Line

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
ORIGINATORS OF   Factories and Main Offices

PAIRPOINT CUT GLASS NEW BEDFORD
and

PAIRPOINT SILVER PLATE
BRANCHES

MASS.
NEW YORK - - '38 MURRAY STREET
MONTREAL 

-
-CORISTINE BLDG., ST. NICHOLAS ST , WEST

SAN FRANCISCO - - 717 MARKET STREET

THE ACME OF

REFINEMENT
IN

HAND WROUGHT
FLEMISH IN CHARACTER
AND BEARINGTHE NAME
OF THE FLEMISH ARTIST

MEVANDIKE

,$ 

Made

1100/0101 11E4

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., SUCCESSOR

•
U.
•

WALLINGFORD
CONNO'010 USA
NEW YORK 9-19 MAIDEN LANE

SAN FRANCISCO 150 POST sm

CHICAGO 195 STATE ST

TORONTO 33-41HAYTER ST.

BUTLER, FINISH
4* ,0.4)
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LORD ELGIN, Thin Model.

High Grade Watches
for Holiday Trade

Large supplies for quick service accommodation of
all the standard makes of watch movements

and gold and gold filled cases.

We are amply prepared to meet the present

active demand for the
G. M. WHEELER MODEL, 12 Size.

Lord Elgin Thin Model G. M. Wheeler Model
The preference for these movements promises to be a notable feature of the holiday trade,
which indicates a good watch-selling season with preference for high-grade stock.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS
14 South Tenth Street

•° PHILADELPHIA

REGISTERED

DEAR OLD SANTA CLAUS himself is scarcely
better equipped to meet the demands of his joyous
patrons than is the merchant who relies on the FOSTER

"BLUE BOOK"
Catalogue N.

Consult it freely as you would a friend upon whose judg-
ment and resources you can depend.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street
NEW YORK--13 Maiden Lane

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO—Heyworth Building CANADA —Kingston, Ont.

IF YOU KNEW
How Many -ATC> Guaranteed Scientific Rubies
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Sapphires and White Sapphires
were sold every day you would write at once for a small assortment of them.

When you became familiar with their nature, beauty and wearing qualities you would so
thoroughly believe in them that you would sell them whenever you had calls for doublets, garnets or
imitation stones. You would advise your customers who have diamonds remounted with colored stones
to use them. You would induce your customers to set AM guaranteed scientific stones in old
mountings instead of selling the mounting as old gold. You would take orders for special jewelry
mounted with these stones.

Every stone is carefully inspected, and only the perfect ones are supplied to the trade in individual papers, with the
guarantee engraved thereon, which eliminates the possibility of jewelers unwittingly purchasing or selling "reconstructed,"
"artificial," "crystalline" or "second quality as scientifically made rubies, sapphires or white sapphires.

The 470 guaranteed white sapphires satisfy the demand made by a class of buyers who cannot afford genuine
diamonds, but who desire and are willing to pay for something better than ordinary white stones.

An investment of $10.00 to $25.00 in loose stones will bring you splendid returns. Selections gladly sent for
inspection.

WENDELL  &  COMPANY

'SkJilneAb M4 <W @> Stono.
45, 47 and 49 John St., NEW YORK

TGO.
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This Certificate accompanies each mounted stone. The article and Retail Jeweler's name are filled in blank spaces.
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Each unmounted stone is enclosed in paper with guarantee engraved thereon.

256 to 260 Madison St., CHICAGO

You will sell

more Scientific

Stones at a

larger profit

with these

Guarantees

than you would

without them
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Our Immense Assortmenls
_Enable us to LW AWN ORDERS
Tie ,same day Received

Sectional View, Pot Style
Coffee Percolator

No. 3193 Percolator
Urn Style

Mission Design

No. 8492 Percolator
Pot Style

No. 8293 Percolator
Pot Style

No. 89 Alcohol Gas Stove

Pot Style Percolator
on Alcohol Gas Stove

Chafing Dish with Alcohol Gas Stove
Stove may be used for Percolator Also

arming-
owman & CO.

MERIDEN - - CONNECTICUT

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Coffee Percolators
Tea Ball Tea Pots
Alcohol Gas Stoves
Chafing, Casserole
and Baking Dishes
Tea and Coffee Pots
Hotel Ware, Etc.

IVIgnning-owman

Coffee Percolators
When started with Cold Water will make

coffee ready to serve in about the same
time it takes to make it in ordinary styles

when starting with hot water, and of a

much more delicious flavor.

Catalogue 56K--- on application

No. 285 Chafing Dish
"Perfection" Burner

No. 345-84 Chafing Dish
Alcohol Gas Stove

Alcolite Burnerowman
This Alcolite burner, with which many of our Alcohol

Gas Stoves are equipped, produces an intensely hot

blue flame, powerful enough for any sort of cooking.

It is noiseless, economical and absolutely safe.

No. 356-91 Chafing Dish
Mission Style

No. 81 Alcohol Gas Stove
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" Christmas comes but once a year,
Then it always brings good cheer."

Especially to the jeweler is the patron Saint's
visit a welcome one. Nothing is more accept-

able than gifts of jewelry. Your stock
should be complete, but if you need
anything in a hurry, send to us. A
selection of our "Sellers" is yours
on memo for the asking.

HENRY FREUND ö BRO.
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELRY

71 Nassau St. New York
ELK, EAGLE and MOOSE GOODS A SPECIALTY

Our Trade-Mark "The Rose"
stands for Quality and Excel-
lence and is equal to a Government
Stamp.

SIP)

MAIL ORDERS
, APRIL 6 /909PATENTED 

, 
JULY 6, 1908

'N**/,-*" \

(:))
(---IAdt.SLAJL„.„

3. 6. (2 letters) 5. (3 letter.) 5. ( 2 letter.) 6. (3 letters) 4.

FOR

Beliscript
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THE LESSONS
OF

EXPERIENCE
By D. C. WASHINGTON

The old traveling salesman had listened
patiently to the jeweler as he poured forth
his tale of woe. The meat trust had cor-
nered the meat market and local politicians
were using as a slogan "To the dickens
with the Monroe Doctrine when liver is
thirty cents a pound." The egg trust had
cornered the egg market and you had to
pay ten cents admission to hear a rooster
crow and the rooster had changed from a

barnyard fowl to a proud accomplice of the
wealthy trust magnate. If steamboats were
selling for a dime apiece he could not buy a
gang plank. The whole world was against
him, so he said, and as the tale unfolded
the traveling man smiled. "That's right,"
he said, "give it to 'ern! Quarrel, cuss,
fume and fuss and then do as you have done
for ten years—let them rob you while you
learn no lesson from your experience ! You
strut around this town with as much dig-
nity as a 'coon' lawyer with a new green
bag! You pose as a good business man,
and yet on this very proposition you show
about as much judgment as the fellow who
tried to feed butter to a sick tiger with a
hot awl ! That's right, look indignant! Get
mad if you want to. Get mad and do some-
thing. Your personal pride has so swelled
you up that you are like a peacock spread-
ing its tail and showing off till the wind
hits it from the sou'-west and upsets it, dig-
nity and all !

"What is a trust, mister ? A trust is a
combination of men in the same line of
business who get together and stop cutting
each other's throats and fighting each other,
and agree to fix their selling prices so they
can make a living! That's a trust. Here
you are in a town of twenty thousand in-
habitants, where* there are five men in the
jewelry business, and you are tearing at each
other's throats like that bunch of starving
dogs the authorities of Constantinople have
marooned on a desolate island to starve.
You pooh-pooh the idea of there being but
two jewelers in this town. You and old
man Crossley over there on the next block
were here before these other three little
whippersnappers started in horological
college! They are not to be mentioned in
the same breath with you! Yet the fact
remains that they are boring an awful hole
in your profits and the hole is getting bigger
every year. They are more modern than
you are and they are getting your goat be-
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cause you are too dignified and too proud
to look this situation square in the face.
These youngsters are better advertisers
than you are, their methods are more up-
to-date, and while you may think this is
only the cheap clap-trap of the little man
in business and that the best families of the
town are still buying their diamonds and
wedding rings from you and Crossley, the
fact is that those best families comprise a
small proportion of the buying public of
this little city, and they are dying off rap-
idly ! Ruin hangs over you and Crossley
and your type all over this country as
surely and as certainly as the stage coach
had to give way to the express train and
the old darkey who used to carry messages
had to give way to the telephone !" "But,"
said the jeweler, who was impressed in spite
of himself, "what can I do about it?"

"That's a question you should have
asked yourself a dozen years ago! It was
easier to cure then than it is now, but the
case is far from hopeless. You must fight
the devil with fire. As organization is the
secret of the trusts—as you call the organi-
zations of men who are working in har-
mony to get better prices for the foodstuffs
of the country—so also organization must
be the key to the situation here. There was
never a better stage-setting on earth for a
healthy, prosperous little jewelry trust than
you have right here in your own town.
You are the oldest man in the business
here. Come down off your high horse
and go and see every man in this town in
the business and get them to meet you in
some convenient place and talk the situation
over. You are cutting each other's prices,
doing watch work at ruinous figures, bid-
ding against each other on big sales and
making fools of yourselves in general, while
the public laughs at you and takes the
profits. Get together and do it on a purely
business basis, and you can get a decent
price for the work you do and get out of
this cut-throat game. It's being done all
over the country in cities where the condi-
tions are not one-half so favorable as they
are here. In Washington, D. C., the other
night the retail merchants adopted this
resolution:

" 'No member of this association shall adver-
tise in or on anything unless the proposition has
the approval of the Executive Committee, with
the exception of newspapers, street cars, bill-
boards, theater programmes, city directory, tele-
phone directory and publications entered as sec-
ond-class mail matter.'

"And a penalty of $25 fine for a man
violating the agreement was settled on.
That one thing alone would save the jew-
elers from $50 to $100 each per year which
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is now spent in advertising in programmes
of entertainments and strawberry festivals.
Each member of this association has a copy
of the agreement on his desk, and shows it
to the lady solicitor and tells her to go to
the secretary of the association with her
programme, and he will submit it to the
Executive Committee, and the secretary ex-
plains that the committee don't meet again
for a month, and there you are!

"The Buffalo Chamber of Commerce
has a similar regulation with this phrase
added:

"No member of this association shall pur-
chase any tickets for any excursion, benefit, fair
or similar entertainment sent in by mail, or other-
wise unsolicited, unless the same has the endorse-
ment of the Executive Committee.'

"And then to show there are other
cities on the map I clipped the following out
of the constitution of the Business Men's
Association of Richmond:

" 'No member shall consider any donation or
subscription scheme of any kind, for any purpose,
unless the same has the approval of the Executive
Committee.'

"This Richmond organization is one of
the best in the country, having all these
features besides a regular credit and collec-
tion bureau. Every merchant in the town
is in on it, and month by -month they give
to the secretary the information about every
patron who buys on a credit, and they are
card-indexed for the benefit of the other
merchants, and when a man comes into a
store and asks for credit a phone message
to the secretary will tell his standing in a
minute. One of the greatest benefits of the
department is that they have reduced dead
beats to almost nothing and have become
the terror of the slow man. When a bill
has run for three months the merchant puts
the matter up to the secretary of the asso-
ciation, who writes the delinquent a letter
telling him that unless the bill is settled in
thirty days, or some satisfactory arrange-
ment is made, his name will be given to
the association, which would mean that his
credit is forever destroyed.

These, however, are mere details.
There is no city so large that this plan can-
not be worked out by the jewelry trade if
they will only go at it, but sad to relate, it
is men like you who have been the stumb-
ling-blocks in the way of progress along
this line. The newer jewelers, the smaller
men, are ready enough to affiliate with and
live up to the agreements of the trade, but
you pompous fellows who think you are the
whole thing in the jewelry game strut
around and allow the small fry to cut into
your trade because your pride will not allow
you to recognize the existence of some fel-
low with a watchmaker's bench and eleven
dollars' worth of stock. It is your duty to
get into the game and show this fellow that
a minimum price list on watch work can be
maintained, and that it is just as easy for
him to get a dollar and a half for cleaning
a watch as it is for him to get seventy-five
cents.

"You have unions that are holding you
up. Every mechanic you hire outside of
your store has work hours that you envy

(Continued on page 2061)
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" Christmas comes but once a year,
Then it always brings good cheer."

Especially to the jeweler is the patron Saint's
visit a welcome one. Nothing is more accept-

able than gifts of jewelry. Your stock
should be complete, but if you need
anything in a hurry, send to us. A
selection of our "Sellers" is yours
on memo for the asking.
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HENRY FREUND & BRO.
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The old traveling salesman had listened
patiently to the jeweler as he poured forth
his tale of woe. The meat trust had cor-
nered the meat market and local politicians
were using as a slogan "To the dickens
with the Monroe Doctrine when liver is
thirty cents a pound." The egg trust had
cornered the egg market and you had to
pay ten cents admission to hear a rooster
crow and the rooster had changed from a

barnyard fowl to a proud accomplice of the
wealthy trust magnate. If steamboats were
selling for a dime apiece he could not buy a
gang plank. The whole world was against
him, so he said, and as the tale unfolded
the traveling man smiled. "That's right,"
he said, "give it to 'em! Quarrel, cuss,
fume and fuss and then do as you have done
for ten years—let them rob you while you
learn no lesson from your experience! You
strut around this town with as much dig-
nity as a 'coon' lawyer with a new green
bag! You pose as a good business man,
and yet on this very proposition you show
about as much judgment as the fellow who
tried to feed butter to a sick tiger with a
hot awl ! That's right, look indignant! Get
mad if you want to. Get mad and do some-
thing. Your personal pride has so swelled
you up that you are like a peacock spread-
ing its tail and showing off till the wind
hits it from the sou'-west and upsets it, dig-
nity and all!

"What is a trust, mister ? A trust is a
combination of men in the same line of
business who get together and stop cutting
each other's throats and fighting each other,
and agree to fix their selling prices so they
can make a living ! That's a trust. Here
you are in a town of twenty thousand in-
habitants, where5 there are five men in the
jewelry business, and you are tearing at each
other's throats like that bunch of starving
dogs the authorities of Constantinople have
marooned on a desolate island to starve.
You pooh-pooh the idea of there being but
two jewelers in this town. You and old
man Crossley over there on the next block
were here before these other three little
whippersnappers started in horological
college ! They are not to be mentioned in
the same breath with you! Yet the fact
remains that they are boring an awful hole
in your profits and the hole is getting bigger
every year. They are more modern than
you are and they are getting your goat be-
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cause you are too dignified and too proud
to look this situation square in the face.
These youngsters are better advertisers
than you are, their methods are more up-
to-date, and while you may think this is
only the cheap clap-trap of the little man
in business and that the best families of the
town are still buying their diamonds and
wedding rings from you and Crossley, the
fact is that those best families comprise a
small proportion of the buying public of
this little city, and they are dying off rap-
idly ! Ruin hangs over you and Crossley
and your type all over this country as
surely and as certainly as the stage coach
had to give way to the express train and
the old darkey who used to carry messages
had to give way to the telephone !" "But,"
said the jeweler, who was impressed in spite
of himself, "what can I do about it?"

"That's a question you should have
asked yourself a dozen years ago! It was
easier to cure then than it is now, but the
case is far from hopeless. You must fight
the devil with fire. As organization is the
secret of the trusts—as you call the organi-
zations of men who are working in har-
mony to get better prices for the foodstuffs
of the country—so also organization must
be the key to the situation here. There was
never a better stage-setting on earth for a
healthy, prosperous little jewelry trust than
you have right here in your own town.
You are the oldest man in the business
here. Come down off your high horse
and go and see every man in this town in
the business and get them to meet you in
some convenient place and talk the situation
over. You are cutting each other's prices,
doing watch work at ruinous figures, bid-
ding against each other on big sales and
making fools of yourselves in general, while
the public laughs at you and takes the
profits. Get together and do it on a purely
business basis, and you can get a decent
price for the work you do and get out of
this cut-throat game. It's being done all
over the country in cities where the condi-
tions are not one-half so favorable as they
are here. In Washington, D. C., the other
night the retail merchants adopted this
resolution :

" 'No member of this association shall adver-
tise in or on anything unless the proposition has
the approval of the Executive Committee, with
the exception of newspapers, street cars, bill-
boards, theater programmes, city directory, tele-
phone directory and publications entered as sec-
ond-class mail matter.'

"And a penalty of $25 fine for a man
violating the agreement was settled on.
That one thing alone would save the jew-
elers from $50 to $1 oo each per year which
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is now spent in advertising in programmes
of entertainments and strawberry festivals.
Each member of this association has a copy
of the agreement on his desk, and shows it .
to the lady solicitor and tells her to go to
the secretary of the association with her
programme, and he will submit it to the
Executive Committee, and the secretary ex-
plains that the committee don't meet again
for a month, and there you are!

"The Buffalo Chamber of Commerce
has a similar regulation with this phrase
added:
" 'No member of this association shall pur-

chase any tickets for any excursion, benefit, fair
or similar entertainment sent in by mail, or other-
wise unsolicited, unless the same has the endorse-
ment of the Executive Committee.'

"And then to show there are other
cities on the map I clipped the following out
of the constitution of the Business Men's
Association of Richmond:

" 'No member shall consider any donation or
subscription scheme of any kind, for any purpose,
unless the same has the approval of the Executive
Committee.'

"This Richmond organization is one of
the best in the country, having all these
features besides a regular credit and collec-
tion bureau. Every merchant in the town
is in on it, and month by month they give
to the secretary the information about every
patron who buys on a credit, and they are
card-indexed for the benefit of the other
merchants, and when a man comes into a
store and asks for credit a phone message
to the secretary will tell his standing in a
minute. One of the greatest benefits of the
department is that they have reduced dead
beats to almost nothing and have become
the terror of the slow man. When a bill
has run for three months the merchant puts
the matter up to the secretary of the asso-
ciation, who writes the delinquent a letter
telling him that unless the bill is settled in
thirty days, or some satisfactory arrange-
ment is made, his name will be given to
the association, which would mean that his
credit is forever destroyed.

These, however, are mere details.
There is no city so large that this plan can-
not be worked out by the jewelry trade if
they will only go at it, but sad to relate, it
is men like you who have been the stumb-
ling-blocks in the way of progress along
this line. The newer jewelers, the smaller
men, are ready enough to affiliate with and
live up to the agreements of the trade, but
you pompous fellows who think you are the
whole thing in the jewelry game strut
around and allow the small fry to cut into
your trade because your pride will not allow
you to recognize the existence of some fel-
low with a watchmaker's bench and eleven
dollars' worth of stock. It is your duty to
get into the game and show this fellow that
a minimum price list on watch work can be
maintained, and that it is just as easy for
him to get a dollar and a half for cleaning
a watch as it is for him to get seventy-five
cents.

"You have unions that are holding you
up. Every mechanic you hire outside of
your store has work hours that you envy

(Continued on page 2061)



Living in the Past, Mr. Retailer?
There WAS a time when the
average Jeweler handled only
regulation lines —Watches,
Precious Stones, Jewelry and
Silverware. IT'S DIFFERENT
NOW!
The PROGRESSIVE Jeweler
—of keen perception and
ADVANCING-WITH-THE-
TIMES QUALITY in his make-
up has added new and up-to-
date articles to his Stock —
Articles for DINING-ROOM,
LIVING ROOM, DEN and
KITCHEN—articles combining
PRACTICAL UTILITY and
BEAUTY.

How About You?
Are you among the PROGRESSIVES
and have you taken advantage of an
extensive high grade line that offers a
wide choice of articles any one of which
will interest
EVERY WOMAN THAT ENTERS

YOUR STORE?

Ask yourself this question—NOW

STERNAUWARE
WILL SOLVE IT

For the HOLIDAY SEASON OR ANY
OTHER SEASON, it offers one of the

QUICKEST SELLING LINES
on the market because every piece is

PRACTICAL and ORNAMENTAL
serving a well defined purpose.

It Offers an Endless Array of

Copper, Brass, Silver,
Plated and Nickel-

Plated Ware

NteThisl 
We authorize retailers carry-0 • ing our product to furnish

new article to any customer buying one of our
pieces that may prove faulty in manufacture.
We reimburse retailer for any expense incurred.

WRITE AT ONCE FOR THE
GREEN-COVERED BOOK "E."

Illustrating in 3 colors Brass, Copper and Nickel-
plated ware. Contains 224 pages; is 12 x I 2 in.,
and is invaluable as a reference and means ot
suggestion to prospective customers.

Office and Factory:

195 Plymouth Street
BROOKLYN, N. Y. Fancy Teakettles, Chafing-Dishes and the'r Accessories,

Coffee-Machines, Trays, Etc.

New Showrooms:

305 Broadway
N. W. Corner Duane Street

NEW YORK
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The Jeweler and his Advertising

By EDWIN EvAms

I have a long letter from a Cincinnati
man who runs a jewelry store with an opti-
cal department, and he is interested in the
subject of incorporating. He requests that
I point out the advantages and disadvan-
tages of incorporating a business. He is so
thoroughly mixed up on the matter of
stocks, bonds and the duties of directors
that it seems worth while to enter into a
sort of general description of the whole
matter.

* *

The first and greatest advantage in
turning a jewelry store into a stock com-
pany is where it is a partnership concern.
Partnerships and lawsuits have ever trav-
eled hand in hand. There is not one part-
nership in a dozen where both or all parties
to the partnership do not feel that they are
carrying the weight of the business on their
own shoulders with the other partner as an
added burden. This is simply human nature
and the result is that partnerships lead to
law courts. Disgruntled partners may cause
a concern so much trouble by going to law
and tying the place up in a mass of red tape
that the stock company idea is now being
largely used ill its stead, for if a company
is incorporated the board of directors de-
cide on the policy of the store, the compen-
sation of those actually engaged in carrying
on the business, and there is infinitely less
chance for a stockholder to make court
trouble for a concern than there is a part-
ner.

* * *

Another advantage of the stock com-
pany is the decreased liability of a stock-
holder. In a partnership each partner is
liable to the full extent of his resources for
the debts of the firm. For an example, if a
man worth a hundred thousand dollars in-
vests twenty-five of it in a co-partnership
with a man who has only twenty-five thous-
and dollars and the concern fails, leaving
twenty-five thousand dollars' worth of
debts, then the man with the seventy-five
thousand must pay the entire deficit, for his
partner had nothing left after the crash.
Had these two men formed a stock corn-
pany 'instead of a partnership, they would
have been liable only for the sum of fifty
thousand dollars, which was the capital
stock of the corporation. There is one pro-
viso to this, however.

* * *

In buying stock in any concern, in in-
vesting money in any corporation or in
forming a stock company of your own busi-
ness, see to it that the face of the stock
bears on it in plain words, without hesita-
tion or equivocation, that the stock is non-
assessable. If the stock certificates read that
the stock is assessable in certain emergen-
cies the holder will find to his dismay that
his private means may be levied on to pay
the liabilities of the company. Look for
that non-assessable statement on your cer-
tificates if you want to be safe.

* * *

There is another phase of the stock
company business that is well worth con-
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sidering, for it is a decided advantage.
Certificates of stock are more negotiable
than a partnership. A few shares of stock
in a good company may be hypothecated in
a bank at any time as security for a loan
or in case of the death of the holder of
shares they may be disposed of to a better
advantage to his family than can a partner-
ship. The owner of the shares is a matter
of little consequence to the company, for
his power is limited to the voting power of
the stock in a directors' meeting, while the
purchaser of an interest in the form of a
partnership is liable to be distasteful to the
other partners or the other partners may be
distasteful to him. Shares of stock are of
infinitely more value to an estate than a
partnership.

* * *

Another reason for turning a store into
a stock company is that every stock com-
pany has its board of directors numbering
from four to a dozen, and all the plans and
schemes for the business come up at the

meetings of this board of directors, and the
discussing and threshing out of the store's
policy and plans are of great advantage, for
the composite judgment of the entire board
is brought to bear on every problem, and
the concern is less liable to go to extremes
in either expense or conservatism. The old
idea that two heads are better than one is
enlarged on by using a dozen heads instead
of two or three. All matters pertaining to
the business are submitted to a vote of the
directors, and the majority rules, and in
most cases the majority are right on every
proposition.

* * *

Another place where the stock com-
pany comes in is in the distribution of
shares of stock to erhployees as a reward
for faithful service, increase in sales or to
prevent their being hired away by rival
stores. The time has come in the jewelry
and optical business when high-class men
cannot be held by salary alone. When a
man is a top-notcher he is also ambitious to
go beyond the limitations of a salary. It is
a well nigh certain proposition that no man
is worth over twenty-five dollars a week in
salary in an optical or jewelry store. When
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he is good enough to deserve compensation
greater than this it should be given him in
the form of an interest in the profits of the
business or in the form of shares of stock
in the business. Many of the better stores
reward faithful service by giving shares of
stock in the company to employees or by
allowing them to invest their savings in
stock in the company. In most cases these
shares revert to the company at their par
value in case the holder leaves the employ
of the incorporation.

* * *
This same plan has been used in many

cases where the father has sons who are
growing up in the business. John Jones
owns a jewelry store and has three sons
who have grown up in the business. He in-
corporates and then turns over to these
three sons 48% of the stock, giving 16%
to each. He retains the other 52%, thus
retaining the actual management of the
business by virtue of the voting power of
his stock. At the meeting of the board of
directors the compensation of each active
participant is decided, and then at the end
of the year the dividend declared is divided
pro rata on the stock held. Thus, if one son
wants to leave the employ of the company
he still has a voice in its management but
draws no salary, as he renders no service to
the company, and gets only his annual divi-
dend on his stock. Then, in case the father
wishes to retire from business he loses his
salary but retains his control of the busi-
ness by virtue of the voting power of his
majority of stock. This has relieved many
a jeweler of the fear that his sons wish him
out of the way, and many a son of the sen-
sation of waiting for dead men's shoes. It
gives the boys a sense of responsibility and
an added interest.

* * *
The credit of a stock company is better

than that of an individual firm. The reason
for this is because every stock company
must make a sworn statement to the courts
annually. This statement must give as-
sets, liabilities and, in fact, the actual finan-
cial condition of the company, and it is a
criminal offence to falsify these records.
The result is that the inside affairs of a
corporation are public property, and the
creditors or collection agencies may go to
the court records and look up the standing
of a stock company at any time and thus
satisfy themselves of its standing.

* * *
I knew three business men NVI10 took

a flyer in a quarry. They invested three
thousand dollars each and bought the
property. One man was worth close to
a hundred thousand, a second had all
told about ten thousand, while the third
man borrowed the three thousand he in-
vested. They bought tools and machinery
and hired a foreman who put a gang of
men to work. The foreman was careless,
and one day a blast went off prematurely
and there were nine Italian faces presented
themselves to St. Peter before the smoke
cleared away. An ambulance lawyer got
hold of the nine widows and they pooled
issues, getting a verdict for four thousand

(Continued on page 2060
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WE ENABLE YOU TO MAKE SALES
by furnishing you just the diamonds you want, at figures which enable you to name

attractive prices to your customers.

OUR STOCK INCLUDES EVERY GRADE

If you want a cheap diamond, we have it ; if a better quality or an extra fine gem

diamond is wanted, we have it, too. Send us your orders and let us show you what

we can do for you.

2 MAIDEN LANE

AMSTERDAM

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS
TRADE

MARK

Factory, BROOKLYN

NEW YORK

LONDON

IN THE SEASON OF GIFTS
To suggest to your buyer a brooch or a scarf pin with a Japanese Pearl in it, or a ring with
a "Hope" Synthetic Sapphire, or both—is to make a good sale that will please your customer

and bring a good profit to you. 1111. If there is anything better that you can offer in the
line of Pearls or Sapphires, it must be a natural stone of a very fine quality, which may

be beyond the reach of the giver. Our Synthetic Sapphires and Japanese Pearls differ very

little from the natural stones ; are as beautiful as the finest of them and appeal to every

gem lover. ,t,AP Their cost is not above the means of your average buyer. 41, Miss no sales.
Be sure to have the Japanese Pearl and the Synthetic Hope Sapphire to show.

THEY WILL HELP YOU MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY TRADE A SUCCESS

Paris, Providence, Idar

Sold thru jobbers

remota° ■a:‘

IMPORTERS AND CUTTERS

Rose Diamonds, Pearls, Opals, Amethysts and
Topaz, Recondtructed Stones and Hope Sapphires

68 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

NEW YORK OFFICE OF THE KEYSTONE

BOOM 1102 JEWELERS' BUILDING, 9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK, November 29, 1910.

Burglars throughout the country
Epidemic of have been fairly active in the
Robberies past month making collections

of Christmas gifts from the
retail jewelers in advance of the proper season.
Among the burglaries reported to the New York
office of the Jewelers' Security Alliance were
two wherein thieves made two good hauls of loose
diamonds and diamond jewelry, one of these
burglaries being the second from the same store
within the period of a few weeks.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Jewelers' Board of Trade,
held November loth, the following firms were
unanimously elected to membership in the board.
The total membership is now 648 : Louis J.
Arons, New York City; Associated Silver Co.,
Chicago, Ill.; L. Auguss & Son, New York City;
Dattelbaum & Friedman, New York City ; A. L.
Hodes, New York City; Matthews Company,
Newark, N. J.; Meyer & Gross, Newark, N. J.;
Wm. V. Schmidt, New York City; The To and
14 K. Mfg. Co., New York City; Unique Find-
ings & Supply Co., Providence, R. I.; Western
Watch Case Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.; Chicago
Savings Bank & Trust Co., Chicago, Ill. (Asso-
ciate) ; Union Trust Co., Chicago, Ill. (Associ-
ate).

Employees in the Bureau of Buildings in
Brooklyn will have to sign a slip and punch it
in a time clock when they arrive for work and
quit at night hereafter, as well as "punch the
clock" for the lunch hour. A notice posted to
that effect was commented on by John Thatcher,
superintendent, who asserted he would dock him-
self when he is late with just the same rigor
he would show toward any other department
worker. The notice posted reads: "The payroll
of this bureau will be based on the time clock
records, and in all cases where employees fail to
register proportionate deductions will be made
on their salary warrants."

Abner Werksman, who is in the jewelry
business at 42 Maiden Lane with the Hart Jewelry
Company, was tried in Special Sessions last
month for selling mismarked jewelry and fined
$too with the alternative of twenty days in
prison. He paid the fine. The complainant was
Isidor Cutler, of 24 Forsythe street, who bought
a gold bracelet from Werksman. The bracelet
was marked WR L-r4k, and was paid for as
being 14 carats fine. Cutler had it assayed and
it proved to be only 8.8 carats. Fraudulent carat
marking was one of the dishonest trade customs
that were denounced recently by former Commis-
sioner of Weights and Measures Driscoll.

The strike of the wagon drivers and helpers
of the four big express companies which started
in New York and Jersey City the last week in
October and continued till the middle of Novem-
ber, worked considerable hardship and was the
cause of a great deal of inconvenience to the
wholesalers and manufacturers in the jewelry

trade here. Shippers of small jewelry were able
to fall back on the registered mail service, but
the dealers in larger wares had to resort to all
kinds of schemes in order to get their goods out
to New England and southern and western points.
For the former territory packages were sent up
by messenger to Mt. Vernon, a little suburb out-
side of New York, and shipments destined for
the other direction were sent down to Newark
and from there distributed through the regular
express channels. One prominent Maiden lane
jobber put his seven-passenger Mercedes car into
service and ran his own private express line be-
tween New York and Newark. The most of
the New York dealers were able to get their cus-
tomers' orders out with considerable promptness,
everything considered. Mayor Gaynor tried to
mediate between the employers and employees
and get them together to end the strike, but the
most of the credit for ending the big strike was
due to Henry R. Towne, president of the Mer-
chants' Association of New York, who finally
turned the trick.

The employees of Stern Bros. & Co.'s dia-
mond cutting works, at 138 West Fifty-second
street, collected among themselves a contribution
to a fund being raised for the family of James
F. Mangan, a New York police officer who re-
cently lost his life in a Brooklyn fire while saving
the lives of two small children.

L. Heller & Son, 68 Nassau street, have pre-
sented to the American Museum of Natural His-
tory, at Seventy-seventh street and Columbus ave-
nue, a very interesting and complete exhibition
showing the process of manufacturing scientific
rubies and synthetic sapphires. The exhibit also
comprises a number of the finished stones.

Last month an exhibit was made of rare old
English hand-made solid silver spoons dating from
the early days of Henry the Eighth at the New
York gallery of the Messrs. Chicton, of London,
at 636 Fifth avenue. The collection is a part of
that made by Rev. Thos. Staniforth, and includes
among others several genuine Apostle spoons of
Henry the Eighth's time. Some of the rarest
of these spoons are valued at $1,000 each.

Mrs. Hayden W. Wheeler has endowed a
free scholarship at Adelphi College, in Brooklyn,
as a memorial to her late husband.

The Zindel Mfg. Co., manufacturers of tor-
toise shell goods, will move their factory and
show rooms shortly after the first of the year
from their present location at Broome and
Lafayette Streets to their own new building, 373
Fourth Avenue, near Twenty-sixth Street.

One of the largest watch movement corn-
panies in the country has placed an order for
each of its branches both in the United States
and foreign countries for one of the new com-
bination motor watch demagnetizers now being
put on the market by the W. Green Electric Co.

The dinner committee of the Jewelers'
24-Karat Club has just about completed arrange-
ments for the annual banquet, which will be held
at the Hotel Astor on the evening of January
Toth. An unusually fine programme has been
arranged for the entertainment of the members
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and their guests and a record-breaking attendance
is expected.

Steele F. Roberts, of Pittsburg, President of
the National Retail Jewelers' Association, was
present at the regular monthly meeting of the
New York Wholesale Jewelers' Association and
at the close of the regular meeting Louis Cohn,
president of the local association, called a special
meeting of the executive committee for the pur-
pose of getting personally acquainted with Mr.
Roberts. The entire committee, composed of
Messrs. Louis Cohn, S. Kramer, Jonas Koch,
M. S. Kallman, J. T. Montgomery, M. J. Aver-
beck, W. J. Ward, A. V. Huyler and John J.
Rosenszweig were present at this meeting.
Afterwards Mr. Roberts was escorted over to
the rooms of the Jewelers' Board of Trade, in
the Silversmiths' Building, by M. D. Rothschild,
president of the Board, where he was introduced
to the Board of Trade officials and made ac-
quainted with the Board's methods in all depart-
ments. He expressed himself as highly pleased
with the manner in which the work is being
conducted and said that he believed that it is to
the interest of every retailer in the country to
have a full statement of his condition on file
with the Board for his own good. The Good
and Welfare Committee of the Wholesale
Jewelers' Association also held a meeting, at
vehich the stamping law was discussed.

B. A. Bell, the retail jeweler of Beaufort,
N. C., was on Maiden Lane last month buying
holiday stock. He also spent several days in
Providence and Attleboro before returning South.

On the night of November 8th the store
of E. B. Roser, Wellington, Kans., was entered
through the rear door while the proprietor was
at supper. Diamond jewelry was taken from
the show windows to the value of $6000. A corn-
plete descriptive list of this jewelry has been
furnished the Security Alliance and Mr. Roser
has offered a reward of $r000 for the capture
of the thieves. This is the second loss he has
recently sustained, having been robbed of $2000
worth of goods on October 20th last.

On November 14th two men called on W. G.
Spies, Steubenville, Ohio, having called several
days previously to leave some small repair work
to be done. These men asked to be shown some
loose diamonds and while examining them their
confederate rushed in and asked to be shown an
umbrella in a hurry. While the attention of Mr.
Spies was thus momentarily taken away from the
other two they decamped with one packet of
stones valued at from $8000 to $ro,000. A careful
description of the men is in the hands of the
police and the Security Alliance.

Mundie Bros., North Tonawanda, N. Y., lost
jewelry to the value of $55 on the night of
November r8th. Window-smashers did the job
and incidentally broke a lot of cut glass in the
show window. Vanderbilt & Donnelly, Amster-
dam, N. Y., report the loss of a small lot of
jewelry on October 31st; window smashed.

The safe of Winkelstein & Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., was badly damaged by being broken into
on November 3d. About $400 worth of goods
were stolen. Marlett & Baker, Middleton, Ohio,
were assessed for $300 worth of goods by burg-
lars who broke into their place on the night of
November 18th. The goods were taken from the
show cases but the safe was not disturbed. The
window of J. B. Ingalls, Rock Island, Ill., was
smashed on November 13th and about $200 worth
of goods stolen. On the r6th one of the thieves
tried to sell some of the watch movements stolen
to a local bartender and was captured by a
detective but his pal, who was with him at the
time, escaped. S. E. Fuestmeucher, Berwick, Pa.,
reports that his rear door was broken into on
November 14th and a small amount of jewelry,
fountain pens and silver novelties worth about
$150 stolen. The safe was not disturbed.

George B. Jacques, who up until the time of
his retirement was senior member of the firm
of Jacques & Marcus, New York City jewelers,
died at his summer home in Manasquan, N. J.,
on November Toth of heart disease. The de-
ceased was in the 66th year of his age. At one
time he was president of the Colonial Bank of
New York City. He is survived by a widow, one
son and three daughters.

(Continued on page 2055)
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LAST CALL
You'll find that the quickest selling and most profitable
proposition ever offered for the holiday trade is the new

Krementz Gift Box
an attractive, ribbon-tied package, containing four 14 K.

Rolled Plate Krementz Collar Buttons.

Retails for One Dollar
Will be extensively advertised in the popular periodicals in good season for the holiday

buying.
Just the thing for Christmas Gifts, prizes for card parties,
dinner favors, and all occasions where an elegant and useful
gift is wanted at a moderate price.

Don't you want a share of the profits sure to come to the wide-awake dealer who puts
them in stock and lets his customers know it ? An attractive counter easel helps to sell
them.

Jobbers can furnish the Krementz Gift Boxes at $7.20 per dozen.
If you have any trouble getting them advise us and we will give
you name of Jobbers who can supply them.

Write for our booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button."

1 Maiden Lane, New York

SAN FRANCISCO
722 Shreve Bldg.

PARKS BROTHERS &
ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York
Selling Agents to Jobbing
Trade for U.S. and Canada

December, I910 THEE

President Steele F. Roberts, of the

American National Retail Jewelers'

Association, Repudiates the Action

of a So-called Retail Jewelers' Pro-

tective Association.

The following announcement by President

Steele F. Roberts, of the American National Re-

tail Jewelers' Association, has an interest not

only for the members of the association, to whom

it was addressed, but also to the trade at large:

NOVEMBER 16, 1910.

To the Members of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association:
Circulars have recently been sent broadcast

to the retail jewelers in the United States by a
so-called Retail Jewelers' Co-operative Trade Pro-
tective Association, said to be located in Chicago,
exploiting the merits of a certain brand of plated
collar button, giving the impression, by referring

to the Detroit convention, that the so-called pro-
tective association had the support, or was in
some way connected or affiliated with the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association.

For the information of members and all in-
terested, I desire to state most emphatically that
the A. N. R. J. A. does not sanction the methods

of this so-called protective association, and, in
fact, has no knowledge of the existence of such
an organization in Chicago or elsewhere.

Under no circumstances will the A. N. R. J. A.
allow its name to be used to advertise or promote
the sale of any particular brand or make of goods.

Fraternally yours,
(Signed) STEELE F. ROBERTS,

President American National Retail Jewelers'
Association.

It would appear that during the past few

weeks retail jewelers have received circular let-

/ tens, signed the "Retail Jewelers' Co-operative

Trade Protective Association" and the "Monarch

Jewelry Mfg. Co.", both of Chicago, which letters

informed them that the Monarch Company had

signed an agreement with this so-called Protec-

tive Association, by which the jewelry trade of

the country would be protected and benefitted.

The letter of President Roberts was inspired by

the fact that recipients of the letters were led

to infer that this so-called Protective Association

was affiliated with or endorsed by the American

National Retail Jewelers' Association.

It would appear to be the purpose of those

exploiting this scheme to mislead the trade in

regard to the business methods of Krementz &

Co., the well-known collar-button manufacturers

of Newark, N. J., in order to gain an advantage

for a collar button of another make. The circular

letter of the so-called Protective Association is

as follows :

MR. JEWELER :—The fifth annual convention
of the American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, held at Detroit, Mich., in August, 1910,
demonstrated that our fight is a winning one, also
that the retail jeweler's future depends on co-
operating with the manufacturers who sell their
product to the legitimate jeweler direct and thus
protect him against all other trades who handle
jewelry, but who are not legitimate jewelers.

Kindly read the letters published on the in-
side. We are continuing to exert our influence
to bring the jewelry manufacturers to a realiza-
tion of the advantages in selling their product
direct to the retail jeweler. One of the most
powerful of these firms is the Krementz Co., of
Newark, N. J., whose line of collar buttons is
for sale in department, clothing, gents' furnish-
ings and general stores and catalogued by most
all the wholesale and retail mail-order houses.
We want you to help induce them to confine their
goods to the legitimate jewelers, which will make
our future a great deal more promising.

Read the Monarch Jewelry Mfg. Co.'s letter
published on the inside. This firm started in the
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fight from the beginning and is doing good work.

They realized that the retail jeweler is worth

considering. We therefore hope you will take

sufficient interest in this fight to lose no oppor-
tunity to show them your appreciation for blazing

the way. They are the first manufacturers to

make a success of selling direct to the retail

j eweler.
We are not attempting to do anything in this

fight other than has already been accomplished by

the hardware dealer, drug dealer and retailers in

many other lines. Back us up with youh senti-

ments and we guarantee to make a fight in your

interest that will be long remembered in the

jewelry trade.
Kindly read the correspondence printed in

this folder.
Yours fraternally,

RETAIL JEWELERS' CO-OPERATIVE TRADE
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.

This circular letter, which is in the form

of a four-page folder, has printed on an inside

page the following letter of the Monarch Jewelry

Mfg. Co.

To THE JEWELRY TRADE :—At the fifth annual

convention of the Jewelers' Association, held in

Detroit, Mich., in August of this year, it was

demonstrated that during the past year the jewel-

ers had become thoroughly awakened to the ad-

vantage of buying from manufacturers who sell

their product direct to the retail jewelry trade

and thus protect the legitimate jeweler from the

unfair competition of the dry goods, department

and clothing stores, as well as the wholesale and

retail mail-order houses.

We are encouraged from this showing to

send you another stock card of collar buttons,

showing the shapes we are making this year, to-

gether with our proposition to supply you with

a plate-glass case like enclosed picture, with an

additional order of 12 dozen buttons.
Since signing up with the Jewelers' Associa-

tion in January, 1909, we have enrolled 4569
jewelers. We have supplied over 2000 of them

with a plate-glass case 'free" and have received

thousands of testimonials complimenting us both

on the quality of our goods and the increased

collar button sales that the show cases create.
On January I, 1911, there will be published

a Jewelers' Blue Book, to contain the names of

all our customers—they being the first jewelers

whose patronage made it possible for a manu-

facturing jeweler to sell his product direct to

the retail jewelry trade. We want to put your

name on this roll of honor.
The purpose of the Retail Jewelers' Trade

Co-operative Protective Association will be to

send these Blue Books to manufacturers whom

they desire to convert. This Blue Book will rep-

resent 25 per cent. of the best rated retail jewel-

ers and it is an indisputable argument of the

possibilities which are open to the manufacturer

who protects the retail jeweler.
A self-addressed stamped envelope is en-

closed with the collar buttons, so that you may

return them if you are not interested. We, how-

ever, trust that you will put them on sale so that

you can realize that our quality is as good as the

kinds that cost 40 per cent, more in price. Trust-

ing that we will have the honor of putting your

name in the first Retail Jewelers' Blue Book ever

published, and awaiting your kind reply, we are.

Yours,very truly,
MONARCH JEWELRY MFG. Co.

A letter on the folder under the heading of

the Monarch Jewelry Mfg. Co. gives the name

of Lindsey V. Rickey as organizer of the Retail

Jewelers' Co-operative Trade Protective Associa-

tion. Circulars were issued by this same party

over one year ago, informing the jewelers of the

formation of the organization, the letters being

accompanied by copies of another attacking

Krementz & Co. Investigation revealed Mr.

Rickey as a young man who claimed that the as-

sociation had several thousand members, but

when asked to name twenty-five of these he

stated that he was unable to do so at the mo-

ment. He claimed that he was not connected
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with the Monarch Jewelry Co. This latter com-

pany was found to occupy a small office in the

building at 358 Dearborn Street, where the force

consisted of two typists and a man who claimed

that he was manager of the advertising depart-

ment.

New York Letter

(Continued from page 2050

Henry Freund & Bro., 71 Nassau Street, re-
port that the sales of their new nurse's watch
have been very large, undoubtedly due to their
desirability for holiday gifts.

The Mason Box Co., of Attleboro Falls,
Mass., manufacturers of jewelers' boxes, cards,
etc., have just opened a New York office at I
Maiden Lane. This office will be in charge of
C. E. Holden, who for the past fifteen years
has been with the Dennison Mfg. Co., the most
of that time in the John Street store. Mr.
Holden has a very wide acquaintance among the
New York jewelry trade and will doubtless prove
a valuable addition to the selling force of the
Mason company.

J. E. Valk, one of the most widely known
and most highly respected jewelry salesmen in
the country, who represented the firm of N. H.

White & Co., of this city, met with a tragic end
on Nowember 24th in Columbus, Ga., when he
was run over and killed by a trolley car. The
deceased had planned to leave Columbus on the
morning of the tragedy, but unfortunately
changed his mind, with fatal consequences. He
was personally known to a large number of the
jewelry trade who will greatly regret to learn of

his tragic death. The news was a shock to his
host of friends in this city. A wife and three
children survive him.

New York State Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation

The Executive Committee of the New York
State Jewelers' Association held a business meet-
ing in Binghamton on November 3d at the Hotel
Bennett. Reports were read and various commit-
tees were appointed. Several papers were read
and discussed.

The retail jewelers of the city tendered a re-
ception and banquet in their honor, after the
business meeting of the association. President
Benjamin T. Ash, of the local association, intro-
duced Edwin R. Mason, who acted as toastmaster,
and called upon most of the members of the
Executive Committee, who responded to toasts.

The members of the Executive Committee
present were : Charles T. Evans, Elmira ; T. M.
Baringer, Gloversville; Emil J. Shear, Rochester;
Albert Zilliox, Buffalo ; William A. O'Donnell,
Utica ; Thomas J. Routledge, Elmira ; Charles E.
Sunderlin, Rochester; Charles A. Crouse, Syra-
cuse; Charles H. Howe, Syracuse, and Eugene
Tankel, Buffalo.

The members of the Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation of the city present at the banquet were:
James Russell, E. R. Mason, Max Rees, F. T.
Scudder, Charles Harold Ash, Jacob Henwood,
Judson S. Newing, Daniel O'Brien, Aaron New-
man, John Worthing, Samuel S. Hill, S. M.
Elliott, Carl G. Smith, R. E. Brigham, Oneonta;
Edward Kitchen, Waverly; H. L. Whitney,
Union; J. W. Ash, Lestershire, and Benjamin T.
Ash, city.

The Binghamton association is a new organi-
zation, of which Benjamin T. Ash is president
and secretary and Jacob Henwood treasurer.

Jewels on an Idol

The jewels of an Indian idol must be worth
stealing if many of those remarkably hideous
images possess such valuable head ornaments as
one made for the idol Parthasathy, in the Tripli-
cane temple at Madras. The ornament is worth
some 50,000 rupees, and is made of gold, studded
with diamonds, emeralds and rubies, the largest
emerald being valued at 1,000 rupees and the
biggest ruby and diamond at 300 rupees apiece.
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The Chicago jobbing trade has
Holiday Rush made extensive preparation for
and Business a lively holiday rush. Jobbers
Conditions all seem satisfied that business

during the next thirty days
will be all that can be expected. Retail buyers
have come to Chicago in goodly numbers and
with very few exceptions spoke encouragingly of
prospects for a good holiday business. The real
holiday rush does not set in with the jobbers until
after Thanksgiving, but the past month has been
all that other Novembers ever were as far as
volume of business is concerned. There has been
a noticeable increase in the demand for diamonds
and watches. Travelers on the road are sending
in good orders and jobbers are already beginning
to fill re-orders on bills sold earlier in the fall.
The general business conditions in Chicago and
the West seem to be satisfactory, although in
some lines there is a tendency to hold off buying.
Recent crop reports indicate that as a general
proposition the farmers have fared much better
than was at first thought. The banks have eased
up on loans, which removes the one great fear
in the West that the farmer would have money
enough to move crops. The ranks of the un-
employed have become completely depleted and
there is work for all. Several labor strikes in
Chicago have had a depressing effect upon the
retail trade on the West Side here, but a speedy
settlement of these difficulties is promised by the
citizens' committee which has intervened. Large
retailers downtown have had a very good month
and are looking forward to a much better than
normal December business.

The plan of holding the regu-
Chicago Jewelers' lar monthly meeting of the
Association Chicago Jewelers' Association

during the noon hour and serv-
ing luncheon has proven a very popular innova-
tion. An unusually large representation was
present at the November meeting held in the
Palmer House on the 22d. President Harry Hahn
presided. Considerable work looking to the
future welfare of the organization was trans-
acted. President Hahn announced that an extra
effort would be made during the next six months
to secure new members. A membership com-
mittee, consisting of A. W. Sproehnle, George
Gubbins and James Clark was appointed by
President Hahn. Other committees appointed by
the president are the following : Trade Exten-
sion--Fred G. Thearle, Max Ellbogen and B. C.
Allen ; Revising of Constitution—A. W. Sproehnle
and Claude Seymour ; United Charities—Will
Juergens and A. C. Becken. The latter com-
mittee was to solicit funds from among the trade
here to assist the United Charities to carry on
their work the coming year among the poor and
afflicted of this city. The watch jobbing firm
of Rettig, Hess & Madsen was elected to mem-
bership in the association.

News From the Trade

Carl Leonhardt, formerly in business at 1231
Walnut Street, Milwaukee, Wis., has started in
business in Portland, Oregon.

Fred J. Edgar, a retail jeweler at Eldora,
Iowa, was married in this city early in the month
to Miss Elizabeth Boicourt, of Walcott, Ind. Mr.
Edgar is well known among the jewelers of Iowa,
having been in business in that State for many
years. At present he is the secretary of the Iowa
Retail Jewelers' Association. THE KEYSTONE
joins with his many friends in extending con-
gratulations.

Mr. Freeman, jewelry buyer for John M.
Smyth & Co., is receiving the congratulations
of his many friends in the trade upon the arrival
of a baby boy in his family.

Holsman & Alter have just sent out their
new 1911 catalogue to the trade. The book is a
great improvement over its predecessors and will
find a hearty welcome from the trade. A copy
will be sent free upon request.

Charles M. Slemmons, with J. W. Forsinger
& Co., returned early in the month from an
extended coast trip.

Despres, Bridges & Noel expect to move
into 'their new quarters in the new Kesner Build-
ing immediately after the holiday rush is over.

C. P. Crane, Chicago and western representa-
tive of the Bliss Bros. Co., left the latter part
of the month on his annual trip to the factory.

George Carpenter, formerly a jeweler of Day-
ton, Wash., passed through Chicago late in the
month. He was accompanied by his family. He
has sold his business in Dayton to the firm of
Black & Johnson. He will spend several months
with his family in Tennessee.

Harry Farquaharson, Chicago and western
representative of the E. D. Gilmore Co., was mar-
ried early the past month in St. Paul to Miss
Helen I. Holman, of that city. Immediately after
the wedding he returned with his bride and took
up their residence at the Blackstone. Late in
the month Mr. Farquaharson and his wife left
on an extended eastern trip, which includes a
visit to the factory. Mrs. Farquaharson will ac-
company him on his Pacific Coast trip.

Harry Howard, who was at one time the Chi-
cago agent for the E. Howard Watch and Clock
Co., died very suddenly at his home in Evanston
during the past month. He opened the first office
of this company in Chicago in the early eighties
and was prominently identified with the jewelry
interests of Chicago for many years. When the
office of the company was discontinued Mr.
Howard severed his connection with the company
to become president of the Chicago Woodenware
Co. He was 51 years of age and is survived by
a widow and two daughters. Death was due t9
heart trouble. His mother died but three days
before he did.

The Chicago trade has been notified of the
dissolution of partnership of the firm of Lem-
brecht & Co., Davenport, Iowa, after forty-three
years of business.

In spite of the fact that the Chief of Police
here issued a statement some time ago to the
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effect that he would put a stop to the smashing
of jewelry store windows and robberies of win-
dow displays, this form of lawlessness continues
with unabated regularity. At least a half dozen
robberies of this nature have occurred during the
past month and in no case have arrests been
made. Detectives who have been assigned on the
cases seem to be of the opinion that these depre-
dations are all committed by one person, or pos-
sibly two. Several years ago these window-
smashers operated more extensively in the loop,
but of late they have been confining their atten-
tions to jewelry stores in the outlying districts.
Most of all, if not all of the stores within the
loop use iron bars at night on the outside of the
windows as a matter of protection. This pre-
caution was made absolutely necessary a year or
so ago by the frequency with which the down-
town windows were smashed. The store of
Louis Newmark, 1607 West Chicago Avenue, was
one of the stores that the window-smashers
visited during the past month. They didn't get
much, however, for Mr. Newmark thwarted their
attempts by attaching the more valuable goods on
display to the floor of the window by an invisible
device, which made it impossible for the robbers
to get away with anything but cheap jewelry.
Other robberies were those of the Washington
Jewelry Co.'s store at 302 State Street, where
about $600 worth of diamonds and jewelry was
stolen early one morning. Aug. Henrich's win-
dow, at 2138 Belmont Avenue, was also robbed
and close on to $t000 worth taken.

Fred Perry has resigned his position as
Chicago and western representative of the F. H.
Sadler Co. line and will in the future represent
the E. A. Potter Co. in the same territory.

Charles Penfold, formerly of the firm of
Leary & Penf old, has accepted a position as
Chicago and western representative of the F. H.
Sadler Co. line, the position made vacant by the
resignation of Fred Perry.

The jobbing trade here has been notified that
William Van Frachem has opened a jewelry store
in Green Bay, Wis.

The many friends in the trade of Fred Smith,
of the Geneva Optical Company, will regret to
learn of the death of his wife, which occurred
late in the month.

B. Elvis, who has been in the retail business
at Marshfield, Wis., for over thirty years, has
retired from active business. E. R. Tyler closed
out his stock at auction during the past month.

George Bynner, manufacturers' agent, spent
two weeks the past month at eastern factories.

Fred Marean, of Belvidere, Ill., was in Chi-
cago for a few days early in the month.

Albert Brager, a well-known jeweler of
Mount Horab, Wis., was in Chicago recently on
a buying trip.

C. H. Knights-Thearle Co. have engaged
R. L. Voss, formerly with W. F. Smith, of Des
Moines, Iowa, to represent them in southern
Minnesota, South Dakota and parts of Illinois,
Iowa and Wisconsin.

Howard C. Carpenter, formerly sales man-
ager for the South Bend Watch Co., has re-
signed that position to accept a similar one with
the Rockford Watch Co.

Eugene De Nike, formerly a salesman for
Champenois & Co., Newark, N. J., died very sud-
denly at the Grand Pacific Hotel in this city early
in the month. He was well known in western
jewelry circles. At one time he was salesman for
Abel Bros. & Co., New York. His body was
taken east for burial.

Work on another addition to the factory
of the Illinois Watch Co. has been started within
the past month. The new addition will be 40 x 16o
and two stories high. It is the second addition
to be constructed in a year.

Albert Edholtn, a well-known retail jeweler
from Omaha, Nebr., was on the local market
early in the month in the interests of his Christ-
mas trade.

Jac. E. Judels, of the firm of Henri E. and
Jos. E. Judels, diamond and pearl merchants,
Paris and New York, was in Chicago for several
days the middle of the month on business.

The Chicago offices of the Bay State Optical
Co. have been moved from the eighth floor of
the Thomas Church Building to the fourth floor
of the Heyworth Building.

(Continued on page 2059)



Drum Up Your

Diamond Business

Now
Get after that prospective customer

Tell him you can sell fine quality stones way below the market price.

Our Prices are the Lowest. No matter how exacting a buyer may be, you can

get his trade and make a good profit.

You can buy Diamonds—one stone at a time—from us cheaper than you can buy

in large lots—and you don't get any inferior or stones of undesirable sizes either.

You save interest on capital unnecessarily invested.

You save insurance against loss by theft or fire.

You need only a sample lot and buy duplicates from us as they are sold.

We carry all qualities. Our stock is complete.

This is our list of graded diamonds.

GRADE A-1.

Fine Blue. Guaranteed absolutely perfect.
Finest make.

GRADE A-2.

Fine Blue. 1st Pique, very slight imperfection.
Finest make.

GRADE D-1.

Fair White. Guaranteed absolutely perfect.
Finest make.

GRADE B-1.

Blue White. Guaranteed absolutely perfect.
Finest make.

GRADE B-2.

Blue White. 1st Pique, very slight imperfection.
Finest make.

GRADE D-2.

Fair White. 1st Pique, very slight imperfection.
Fair make.

GRADE D-3.

Fair White. 2nd Pique, slightly imperfect.
Fair make.

GRADE C-1.

Finest White. Guaranteed absolutely perfect.
Finest make.

GRADE C-2.

Finest White. 1st Pique, very slight
imperfection.
Fair make.

GRADE C-3.

Finest White. 2nd Pique, slightly imperfect.
Fair make.

WE have just issued a complete catalogue and price-list of diamonds, semi-precious and

jobbing stones, together with much valuable information for the retail jeweler.

If you have not received a copy, write for one—it will come in handy.

Send us your Diamond Orders.

Compare our Goods—They are Better Quality—They are Lower in Price—

We ship Diamonds on approval

A. C. BECKEN COMPANY:
Diamond Cutters and Importers
156 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Do you know our prices on 14 K. Ring Mountings are right?
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The local trade are busy preparing for the

holiday season, which they look forward to very

hopefully. The extreme clemency of the fall

,eason should operate considerably in favor of

jewelry, as distinguished from other lines of

merchandise. The wholesalers report a very

busy season and expect the present year as a

whole to give an excellent account of itself. The

city's industries, as a rule, have been quite busy

(luring the fall season, employing the full quota

of hands, which means cash for liberal expendi-

ture during the holiday season.

D. V. Brown, manufacturing and wholesale

optician, 740 Sansom Street, recently returned

from a trip to Europe, which was taken solely

for pleasure and recreation. He spent most of his

time abroad in London and Paris.

R. M. Cooper & Son, heretofore located at

721 Sansom Street, have moved into new

quarters at 713 Sansom Street. Previous to the

removal extensive alterations and improvements

were made in the property. The firm will occupy

the first floor and will have greatly increased

facilities for attending to their growing trade.

The quarters have been handsomely fixtured and

furnished with all modern conveniences.

J. B. Bechtel & Co., Inc., material dealers,

725 Sansom Street, have purchased the property

it 729 Sansom Street. It is the intention of the

firm to move the business into this new building

at the expiration of their present lease. In the

meantime, the necessary alterations and improve-

ments will be made.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. has had an

unusually busy season in filling contracts awarded

to the firm for trophies and prizes. Among the

organizations which recently awarded contracts

for special pieces to this firm was the Motor Club

of Harrisburg, the Radnor Hunt Club, the River-

ton Yacht Club and many others. The contracts

schalileelddsfoertca great variety of special trophies, cups,

M. Howland Brown, of the firm of Williams,

Brown & Earle, opticians at 918 Chestnut Street,

died suddenly last month from an attack of heart

disease, from which he had suffered for some

time. The deceased was walking down Fifteenth

Street below Girard Avenue when he was sud-

denly overcome and fell to the pavement. He

was carried by several persons into a nearby

house and a physician was summoned, but he died

before the latter arrived. The deceased was

senior member of the firm and made his home

in Norristown, Pa. As he was only in his 55th

year his sudden death was a great shock to his

many friends.

Louis J. Meyer, now located at 106 South

Eighth Street, will move on January 1st to the

building which he recently purchased at 804 Wal-

nut Street. The greatly increased space at his

disposal in the new location will permit an ex-

tension of his facilities and equipment com-

mensurate with his fast-growing business in plat-

ing, polishing and repairing. The entire building

has been put in first-class order, skylights, steam

heat and many other modern improvements hav-

ing been added by Mr. Meyer. The first floor,

which will make a most desirable and well-located
store, will be rented.

The committee appointed by Mayor John E.
Reyburn to select a suitable site for a new con-
vention hall contains the name of John Berlet,
of the firm of Maxwell & Berlet, 16th and Wal-
nut Streets. Mr. Berlet is president of the Wal-
nut Street Business Men's Association and acted
as toastmaster at the annual banquet of that or-
ganization held in the Bellevue-Stratford on the
evening of November 15th.

The jewelry firms which make a specialty of
prize cups, trophies, etc., reaped a rich harvest
during the present fall season, as business in this
line was unusually brisk. J. E. Caldwell & Co.
furnished the solid gold watches presented to the
All-Star baseball team who contended with the
Athletic team in this city previous to the world's
championship games. On the solid gold case of
each of the fifteen watches was worked in enamel
the official flag of the Athletic baseball team and
the white elephant, which is the well-known
symbol of the club. The firm also furnished
quite a number of the cups and trophies presented

to the world's champions—the Athletic baseball
team—on the occasion of the banquet following
their victory in the championship series.

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 2057)

Frank V. Brown, who was arrested several
weeks ago in Racine, Wis., for the larceny of
several sample cases of jewelry from James C.
Foster, a traveling salesman for D. L. Auld &
Co., of Columbus, Ohio, was sentenced to an
indeterminate sentence at Joliet November 14th.
The cases were stolen from Foster at the Great
Northern Hotel.

The annual meeting of the Manufacturing
Jewelers' Association of Chicago was held the
early part of the month and the following of-
ficers were elected : President, W. F. Juergens ;
vice-president, F. H. Jacobson ; treasurer, Fred
Blauer ; secretary, T. W. Stanek, Frank Mil-
hening, S. Lazarus and H. A. Hilderlitner will
have charge of the programmes for the monthly
meetings.

The store of E. B. Roser, of Wellington,
Kans., who is well known to the wholesale trade
in Chicago, was robbed early in the month and
$7000 worth of diamonds and gold jewelry taken.
This is the second time this fall that burglaries
have been committed in this store.

The Knapp Manufacturing Jewelry Co. re-
cently started business in the Lafayette Build-
ing, Waterloo, Iowa. The company will do a
wholesale business.

C. P. Phillips has opened a retail store at
951 West Madison Street, this city.

J. Augustine Smith has been appointed sales
manager of the South Bend Watch Co., the
position formerly held by Howard C. Carpenter.
A new department of sales promotion and adver-
tising has been created and will be in charge
of George E. Potter, who has been connected
with the sales department of the company for
many years. The company reports a very suc-
cessful year and extensive preparations for 1911
business.

A show window in the store of J. B. Ingales,
Rock Island, Ill., was smashed early in the month
and about $200 worth of jewelry stolen.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been notified
that A. W. Carlstrom, formerly in business at
LindstrOm, Minn., has sold his business there to
A. T. Malmberg and purchased the business of
H. H. Starr, at New Richmond, Wis.

A small fire the middle of the month did
about $400 damage to the retail store of Theo.
Even, 3209 Clark Street.

H. G. Anderson, a retailer at Freemont,
Nebr., was on the local market early in the month
in the interests of his holiday stock.

E. E. Freeman, who was formerly in business
at Oakland, Iowa, was in Chicago the past month
after an extended visit to California. He will
again enter the retail business in Oakland and
purchased part of his opening bill while here.
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Items of Interest

George H. Weber, of Edwards, Miss., has.
opened a jewelry store and repair shop at Rolling
Forks, Miss.

The F. H. Sadler Co., Attleboro, Mass., an-
nounce that G. Fred Perry, formerly a member
of their traveling force, is no longer in their
employ.

F. H. Rees, president and instructor in the
Rees School for Engravers and Watchmakers,
now of Elmira, N. Y., has announced that the
school will be moved on January t, mu, to
Rochester, N. Y., where it will be established in
fine quarters in the Granite Building, one of the
most notable structures in the city. This institu-
tion has a wide fame among the trade and the
increased facilities which the removal will afford
will make it still more valuable to those who
wish sound practical knowledge in engraving and
watch work.

The Moseley Lathe Co., of Elgin, Ill., have
introduced a novelty in advertising cuts in what
they term a "phantom" illustration of their lathe,
which conveys to the observer a very correct idea
of the interior parts. The idea is capable of con-
siderable general application and is quite in-
structive.

The following bequests were left to the
employees of the late James W. Sanders, jeweler,
of Schenectady, N. Y.: "I give and bequeath to
Mrs. E. B. Van Vorst, of Great Barrington,

Mass., an employee in my store who has faith-
fully looked after my interest during the term
of my long illness, the sum of four thousand
dollars ; to William George, of Amsterdam, N. Y.,
the sum of one thousand dollars, and I give and

bequeath to William C. Clark and William Mac-
Donald, both of Schenectady, N. Y., the sum of
five hundred dollars."

The Attleboro Trust Company, Attleboro,

Mass., recently started by Charles M. Robbins,

was formally organized last month at a meeting

in the Board of Trade Rooms. Mr. Robbins was

chosen as president of the company on account

of the efforts he has devoted to getting the pre-

liminary details completed. The other officers

elected were: Albert S. Ingraham, vice-president;
Frederick V. Chipman, clerk; directors—Charles

M. Robbins, George A. Sweeney, Charles P.

Keeler, Everett S. Horton, Albert S. Ingraham,

E. D. Gilmore, Everett 0. Dexter, W. H. Bell,
Hugh A. Smith, Charles D. Lyons, George H.

Herrick, S. B. Jacobs, Charles S. Holden, Fred

V. Chipman and Guy A. Ham. Guy A. Ham,

of Boston, who is interested with Mr. Robbins in

the formation of the new company, was present

at the meeting and assisted in perfecting the

various details. A set of by-laws were drawn up.

Mr. Robbins was chosen temporary chairman of

the meeting. The officers mentioned above are

temporary and will hold office until the first of

January, when the regular election will take

place.
Fred Brodegaard, the well-known jeweler of

Omaha, Nebr., last month celebrated the comple-

tion of twenty-five years' business in Omaha. To

look at the rotund figure and youthful, jovial

face of the popular jeweler one would scarcely

think of him as having been in business so long,

but the record psoves the fact. Twenty-five years

ago Mr. Brodegaard, having previously been con-

nected with one of the largest wholesale firms of

Chicago, arrived at Omaha and started business in

a small store at Tenth and Jackson Streets. "I

had lots of confidence those days," mused Mr.

Brodegaard the other day, "and this, added to a

thorough knowledge of my trade, was my largest

capital. Twenty-five years is a long time, and off

and on your bumps of self-esteem get some pretty

hard knocks, while your experience probably in-

creases in the same ratio. But Omaha has been

pretty good to me, and I have no cause to com-

plain. I have passed through the hard times and

lived, days in which it seemed an even gamble

whether or not you would keep your head above

water till closing time came. This experience

comes to almost every business man, however,

sooner or later ; you have to take the bad with

the good and on the whole I could probably have

traveled further and fared worse than by sticking

it out in Omaha." Mr. Brodegaard well deserved
the success which came to him and his friends
wish him long years to enjoy it.
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PIONEER WHOLESALE DIAMOND

MERCHANTS OF CHICAGO 

With the season successfully begun, we are in a
position to supply any wants you may have in
Diamonds, of all sizes and qualities. On no previous

season have we been so well prepared to meet every de-
mand for high-class Grade 1 Diamonds as we are this year.

Our Grade 1 Diamonds are selected for their fine white, brilliant
and perfect qualities.

SPECIAL PRICES for the Holidays

on 3 POPULAR SIZES
LOT 37

IA. carat diamond

Grade 1
for $21.25, less 6;;'-,

$19.98 Net

LOT 41

1/2 carat diamond

Grade 1
for $68.75, less

$64.63 iltCash

LOT 45

ONE carat diamond

Grade 1
for $168.00, less 6Z

$157.92

A Special Sale to You

On Extra Large Diamonds
2 Carats to 3; Carats

Our Grade 1 Quality

WRITE FOR
PRICES

Norris, Alister & Co.
Uleyworth Building :: CHICAGO, ILL.
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Service to the Consumer the
Keynote of Modern Retailing

Somebody is always worrying about
the hard lot of the retail merchant. A good
deal of this worrying he does himself ; so
it is done very thoroughly. But manu-
facturers, wholesale merchants, bankers
and credit men give their time and effort to
helping him be anxious. Trade journals
and trade gatherings discuss his business
as "the retail problem" and delicately refer
to his future by asking, "Is the retailer
doomed ?" So writes James H. Collins in
the Saturday Evening Post.

Great department stores are assumed
to be ruining the individual retail merchant
by their bargain methods. Trolleys and
suburban trains are reckoned among his
enemies because they help drain his terri-
tory of customers. Mail-order houses exert
a similar influence. Chains of small stores
backed by manufacturers are now invading
his neighborhood to fight him on the spot.

His lesser competitors cause as much
apprehension as the large ones. The rival
who sets up on an opposite corner may have
slender means and little experience, so that
he will end by going bankrupt after he has
demoralized prices. The mercantile fakir
who opens a "sample stock" emporium in
the next block hurts legitimate trade by
unloading tons of shoddy. Even the im-
migrant, peddling from a pushcart, is
viewed dubiously because he has the ap-
parent advantage of paying no rent.
' Take it all in all, the retailer seems to
have plenty of reasons for worrying when
his field is surveyed in this general way.
Yet retail opportunities have probably never
been better than they are at the present
time and the whole industrial world is de-
veloping along lines that will steadily widen
them.

It is the retail habit of mind to regard
business chiefly in figures. Many a mer-
chant studies price, discount and profit as
the only essentials of his trade, and in his
efforts to make sums in arithmetic work
out to better purpose he brings pressure
upon the manufacturer to pare materials
and skimp quality. The logical outcome, with
a great many merchants doing this, has
been to fill the mercantile world full of junk
made to sell at a price and not worth the
purchaser's while to carry home. Gloom
usually settles down thickest on the trade
outlook when it is found that goods can-
not be made more worthless.

But prosperous retail establishments are
being built up to-day on another idea—that
of service to the consumer. Practically
every mercantile success of the past ten or
fifteen years has been grounded on this
policy of service, and there is ample room
for further development; because, when a
merchant makes prices and discounts sec-
ondary and begins to study the great
American consumer he is dealing with some
magnificent possibilities.

For more than a generation things have
been happening to the great American con-
sumer tending to make him the most liberal
customer on earth. From 1870 to 1905 our
population a little more than doubled, but in

K EYSTON

the same period our output of manufac-
tured goods increased from four billion
dollars' worth to nearly seventeen billions.
In effect, the consumer spends twice as
much for food, cloths, amusements and
material comforts. This increased con-
sumption is due, not to higher prices, but
to higher grades in staple goods, together
with a more general distribution of things
that were luxuries a generation ago, or per-
haps unknown. In clothing the consumer
now pays for fashion. In foods, seasons
have been abolished and quality and pack-
ing are infinitely better. In 188o a zinc-
lined bathtub was a banker's refinement,
whereas to-day enameled bathtubs are
found in workingmen's homes and in farm-
houses. In 1890 our output of photographic
apparatus amounted to about six hundred
thousand dollars ; to-day it must be near
fifteen millions, and this is only one item
in a similar development.

Much of this merchandise reaches the
consumtr through retail hands and there
is little reason to complain of retail condi-
tions when the merchant works in harmony
with the new order of things.

The Lessons of Experience

(Continued from page 2049)

yourself and wages that are as good or
better than you pay your clerks, and in
every one of the so-called lower walks of
life men have had sense enough to organ-
ize, knowing that in union there is strength
and that the old simile of the bundle of
sticks which could be snapped between the
fingers of a child, when taken one by one,
could resist the strength of a giant when
banded together. These men below you are
working you for high prices and short

hours by the strength of their organization.
The men who sell you beef, candles, leather,
tinware, oil and almost everything you buy
from day to day have perfected their or-
ganizations, and here you jewelers be-
tween the upper and nether millstones are
being ground to powder, and yet you pay
no attention whatever to the lessons that
are being taught you by these people. You
have not only taken your medicine but you
have had osteopathic treatment, and had it
rubbed in!

"Get these five men in your town to-
gether and talk over the situation. Take
up one trade abuse at a time and you will
not only be able to set a proper retail price
to the public so that you can make a profit,
but you will actually be able to dictate to
us what goods we sell in this town and who
we sell them to. It was only my last trip
here that you were putting up a howl that
some fellow come in here and sold you a
lot of goods and then went over to the dry
goods store and sold duplicates which were
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used as leaders and advertised at ruinous
prices. Suppose you five jewelers had a
'gentleman's agreement' here ; you could
tell that traveling man that if he did this
he would sell to the dry goods man only
and you could make it stick!

"You have within your hands the
easiest tool to work with on earth, and yet
from petty jealousy you allow it to lie and
rust. Get together, men ! Organize a little
trust of your own! At least get started
with a meeting. Invite them all here and go
and see them yourself ! They are good
fellows and good business men. I know
them all. It takes only one strong man like
you to start this organization and then all
is easy sailing!"

The Jeweler and his Advertising

(Continued from page 2051)

dollars damage in each case. The quarry
brought eight thousand under the hammer.
One partner had nothing and so was only
out his three thousand invested in the
quarry. The courts got eight thousand out
of another and broke him. The third part-
ner had to fork over the twenty thousand
dollars balance. Had they formed a stock
company, making the shares non-assessable,
they would have been liable only to the ex-
tent of their capital stock, which was nine
thousand dollars. Of course this has no
reference to criminal liability.

.* * *

The jeweler whose letter caused me to
enter this discussion speaks of issuing
shares of stock or bonds. He does not
seem to understand the distinction. Here is
an illustration. If a jeweler organizes a
company with a certain capital and the first
move of that company is to build a building
costing $loo,000, and he wants to raise
money to put up the building, he may issue
bonds to put up the building and pay 6 per
cent. on those bonds. The holders of these
bonds have no share in the profits of his
business nor voice in its control, but are
secured by a mortgage on these buildings,
and in case of the failure of the jeweler to
pay the interest on those bonds or to pay
the bonds at maturity they may foreclose
and sell the buildings. Had he issued shares
of stock the stock would bear no interest,
but would get its profit entirely from the
profits of the business. If the business
made money that money would be divided
between the holders of the shares of stock,
but the bondholders would not participate,
while if the business did not make money
the stockholders would get nothing, but the
bondholders would get their interest just
the same as if the business had had a suc-
cessful year.

* * *

This is the distinction between stocks
and bonds, and is the reason that many
jewelers who want more money to enlarge
or make improvements turn their business
into a stock company and sell shares to
raise the cash. These shares cost no inter-
est and cost nothing except a pro rata of
the profits. In dull times the stockholder
must go without the same as the merchant.
Stockholders are partners ; bondholders are
creditors.
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This month marks the close of a fairly

strenuous three months for the jewelry industry

in this section. On the whole, business has been

spasmodic and changeable rather than steady in

its volume of business. The season was very

late in starting, and when it did start it came

with a rush. People who were late in sending

in orders evidently expected the manufacturers

to immediately respond at an instant's notice with

the goods.
Business dropped for a time and then sprang

up again, and at this writing is practically nil,
most of the manufacturers turning their attention
to the getting out of new samples for igii. Col-
lections have been very, very slow, and the success
of the retail jeweler during the coming twenty-
four days will have much to do with the gain of
optimism in this territory. If the retail jeweler
has a good Christmas, and it appears likely that
he will have, the manufacturer will feel encour-
aged to branch out still more in 1911. Of course,
with the success of the retail jeweler comes a
better condition in the credit department, and
this will tend to produce a better feeling all along
the line. It is yet early to state just what the
success of the retail jeweler will be, but there
appears to be a larger optimism growing amongst
them.

The political situation having changed a great
deal in its complexion, it is felt that the con-
sumer will have a great deal more confidence,
and in that way will naturally buy a larger vol-
ume of the luxuries of life. Whether this be
true or not only the closing of the present month
will tell.

The Savage Jewelry Company, Jerome Sav-
age, proprietor, is the name of a new concern
starting in business at 8,/2 Broad street, Paw-
tucket.

Oscar Schlueter, importer of precious stones
and semi-precious stones and pearls, with offices
at 15-19 Maiden Lane, New York. was a visitor
to Providence last month. Mr. Schlueter reports
a very good business.

B. A. Bell, of Beaufort, North Carolina, was
a visitor to Providence and vicinity during No-
vember calling on the manufacturers.

Edward Hough, of Wightman & Hough Co.,
7 Beverly street, Providence, was in New York
City during the month of November.

Harvey Huestis, of Hutchinson & Huestis,
185 Eddy street, Providence, was laid up in the
house during November.

On December 6th the employees of Nuss-
baum & Hunold, 14 Blount street, Providence,
held a grand ball in Temperance Hall. Music
was furnished by Maguire's Orchestra.

J. B. Macdonald, Western salesman for Wol-
cott Manufacturing Company, 71 Reck street,
Providence, has once more started out on his
regular spring trip amongst the jobbers of the
far West. During November Mr. Macdonald
spent quite some time in the factory.

H. A. Kirby, 85 Sprague street, Providence.
recently sent out a very elaborate catalogue to
the trade. The catalogue is one of the finest ever
sent out from this territory, the quality of
paper, half tones and printing being of the veryfin 

Bartell & Comstock, Inc., 36 Garnet street.
Providence, is the name of a new concern formed
to deal in imitation stones. Mr. Comstock, of the
new company, was for many years with C. E.
Tuttle, of this city, and therefore has a deep
knowledge of the business.

Albert Russell, advertising manager for Irons
& Russell Company, 95 Chestnut street, Provi-
dence, made a business trip to Chicago during
the latter part of November.
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D. C. Saune, manager for the Kinney Corn-
pany, 14 Blount street, Providence, was a visitor
to Worcester during November.

Edwin N. Cook, of Edward N. Cook Plate
Company, plates, i44 Pine street, _Providence,
spent a good share of November hunting in the
Maine woods.

The New England Jewelry Company, with
headquarters at New York City, opened up a
Providence store at 418 Westminster street in
November. The company has been doing large
newspaper advertising to attract attention to its
new store.

H. A. Kirby and family have moved into
Providence for the winter from their summer
home at Warwick Neck.

The Providence Enamel Company, of Provi-
dence, is making extensive alterations and im-
provements in its workshop at the corner of
Fountain and Battery streets.

The Metal Products Corporation of Provi-
dence has been granted permission to remove a
building from 1024 to 1017 Eddy street.

Frederick D. Carr, of Ostby & Barton Com-
pany, 118 Richmond street, Providence, has just
returned from a vacation trip to Colorado
Springs, Col., extending over several weeks.

C. R. Norton & Co. have removed from 86
Page street, Providence, to 44 Borden street same
city.

Wm. B. Streeter, a prominent jewelry manu-
facturer, has been elected chairman of the House
Committee of the Rhode Island Yacht Club.

Homer D. Packard has entered the employ
of J. Briggs & Sons Company, platers, of Provi-
dence. Mr. Packard was formerly in the employ
of the E. Lowe Gold Plate Company.

J. Fred Perry, formerly with F. H. Sadler
Company, Attleboro, Mass., has entered the em-
ployment of E. A. Potter Company, 36 Garnet
street, Providence.

A memorial service for the late Frederick A.
Newell, of the Watson & Newell Cd., was held
in Franklin last month under the auspices of the
Franklin Post G. A. R., of which he was a mem-
ber.

C. M. Robbins, formerly of the C. M. Rob-
bins Co., is organizing a trust company, to be
known as the Attleboro Trust Co. Over two-
thirds of the required amount is said to have
been subscribed by business men in Attleboro,
North Attleboro and Plainville.

E. H. Leavett, of the Manufacturing Jewel-
ers' Board of Trade, of Providence, has been
doing some lively missionary work for this or-
ganization.

Eriing C. Ostby, of Ostby & Barton Co., 118
Richmond street, Providence, has been elected a
director of the Providence District Nursing Asso-
ciation at its annual meeting held last month.

Fred Quinn, jewelry salesman for Chapman
Mfg. Co., Attleboro, is out once more getting
after the Western jobbing trade in lively fashion.

John M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher Co., Attle-
boro, was a strenuous advocate for prohibition
during the recent election period just passed.

Sam Shore, a jobber of Boston, was a visitor
to Attleboro and vicinity during November.

Sturdy Bros., of Chartley, have been fitting
up an extensive and up-to-date machine depart-
ment for the purpose of manufacturing machines
for making chain, a new line which they are
going to manufacture extensively. The chain
machines are being built under the direction of
W. B. Cartledge, who has had wide experience
in this kind of machines. The new chain ma-
chines are said to be an improvement over any
previous machines of this class made. Sturdy
Bros. now have a dozen of these machines in
operation, and will soon have about thirty more
going.

Agitation is being stirred up for an exposi-
tion to be held in Attleboro during 1911. Says
the Attleboro Sun, a local newspaper : "There is
no reason why Attleboro should not have a jew-
elry exhibit in the 191r exposition. Fruitless at-
tempts were made to secure one for the James-
town exposition, but it fell through. The indus-
try and the town would be amply repaid in gen-
eral advertising for the amount an exhibit would
cost when shared among a number of manufac-
turers. One local firm has entered upon a some-
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what extensive campaign of magazine advertis-
ing, and its advanced policy may soon make
others realize that there is worth in 'general pub-
licity.' "

North Attleboro showed up well in the re-
cent census. Its population now is 9,562, a gain
of 33 per cent. in the last ten years. This un-
doubtedly has been helped by the jewelry indus-
try in the town.

The little explosion in the Riley & French
building in North Attleboro which occurred last
month was made the basis of some most sensa-
tional stories in out-of-town papers. One Boston
paper sent an extra edition into the Attleboros,
so important did they consider it. "Scores" of
workmen were reported badly hurt, all the women
workers were pictured as either panic-stricken or
fainting; it was declared that every window in
the factory was blown out and the building badly
damaged, and finally the loss was "conservatively"
estimated at $5,000. Alton H. Riley, of the firm
of Riley & French, declared, wnen seen the next
day after the explosion, that the damage would
not exceed $25. One woman fainted during the
brief excitement. All the factories resumed the
next day, for while the accident was inconvenient
and annoying it was not of consequence. All
that happened was that gas collected in the tin
blow pipes and ignited with a slight report.

James Stewart, arrested last month on a
charge of stealing an automobile tire from a ma-
chine owned by Representative Geo. H. Holmes,
was arraigned before Judge Gorham in the Sixth
District Court. He pleaded guilty to the larceny
charge and was sentenced to three months in the
Providence County Jail.

Walter M. Lowney, of Mansfield, addressed
the Attleboro Board of Trade on the evening of
November 8th on the Boston Chamber of Com-
merce. He gave a very interesting talk, and was
heard with attention. In introducing the speaker
President S. 0. Bigney referred to him as the
man who had done so much for the neighboring
town of Mansfield. Mr. Lowney began with a
history of the Boston Chamber of Commerce and
its separation from the merchants' association.
the board of trade clubs and the old Boston
Chamber of Commerce. He outlined briefly the
starting of work of the great organization, of
raising guarantee funds and promoting industrial
and business matters. It has a membership of
4,200; has 45 sub-committees, a library, librarian
whose duty is to furnish information to any
member on any subject. He said the chamber en-
joys entry into many private libraries and has
access to unlimited funds of information.

Mr. Lowney was in favor of industrial
schools for the younger generation. He gave the
details of a big exposition now under way and
of the tremendous sum that is to be spent to
make it successful, all of which is to be raised
from the Chamber of Commerce. The exhibition
is to convey to the people every thing about
New England, its industries, manufactures, etc.

It would be a good idea if several Attleboro
business men would get together and make a great
exhibit of jewelry. He thought it would be a
splendid idea to have a display that would hold
up Attleboro's title of "the jewelry center of the
world." It might be* too great an undertaking
for one man, but he thought several men might
club together and make a display that would
cover all lines of the jewelry business.

Mr. Fisher asked Mr. Lowney what value
it would be to just show the people of Boston
a jewelry display. Mr. Lowney replied that
plans are being made for having people come
from all over the New England States. Excur-
sions will be planned for all classes, even the
school children.

Mr. Lowney then told of the plans for the
exposition, and there is little doubt but it will
be a great success, from an educational as well
as industrial standpoint. "We want to show the
people of New England what is being done in
New England. Hardly a man has any idea of
the great things that are being made in our
States. We want to advertise them, boost them
into the best markets of the world."

The employees of the manufacturing jew-
elers in Attleboro are stirring up quite a bowling
rivalry. At present Bristol Mfg. Co. leads with
the other teams as follows : Bates & Bacon, Wm.
Nerney & Co., Attleboro Mfg. Co., R. F. Sim.
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mons Co., Electric Chain Co., Horton & Angell
and J. M. Fisher Co.

C. L. Watson, of Watson & Newell, Attle-
boro, has purchased the Briggs block at the cor-
ner of Park and Bank streets.

Carter, Ivarnstrom & Remington, Attleboro,
closed down from November 23d to the 28th in
order to renovate and overhaul the machinery
and to give the refiners an opportunity to gather
in the sweeps for refining purposes.

E. L. Hixon and Fred Howard, both of
North Attleboro, have purchased new automobiles.

E. Ira Richards, of North Attleboro, has
gone to New York for the winter.

E. J. Ivarnstrom, of Carter, Ivarnstrom &
Remington, Attleboro, was a visitor to New York
City last month.

Henry W. Wolcott, of Providence, has been
granted a patent on a design for making pins.

Frederick A. Ballou, of B. A. Ballou & Co.,
Inc., Providence, recently registered a 38-horse-
power touring car.

A 17-horsepower runabout automobile has
been purchased by Archibald Silberman, of Sil-
berman Bros., Providence.

Benedict Lederer, of S. & B. Lederer Co., ioo
Stewart street, Providence; who has been in Eu-
rope for some time investigating chain machinery,
is expected back to this country early in Jan-
uary, 1911.

Fred H. Mason, who has been at the head
of the locket department of Henry A. Kirby, 85
Sprague street, Providence, has accepted a posi-
tion with Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., same
city.

The Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., of Provi-
dence, has been awarded the grand prix for its
exhibition at the Exposition Universelle, Brux-
elles, 1910. The Brown & Sharpe Co. has re-
ceived medals at expositions held at London,
5862; Paris, 5867; Indiana, 1873; Philadelphia,
1876; Paris, 1878; Chicago, 1893 ; Tennessee Cen-
tennial, 1897; Buffalo, toot ; the grand prix at
Paris, 1899 and T900; Brussels, 1897; St. Louis,
19°4; Liege, 1905; Milan, 1905.

President George H. Holmes, of the New
England Manufacturing Jewelers and Silver-
smiths' Association, has announced the appoint-
ment of the following as members of the ad-
visory council : Everett L. Spencer, of E. L.
Spencer Co.; Charles E. Hancock, of Charles E.
Hancock Co.; George H. Cahoone, of George
H. Cahoone Co.; Ralph S. Hamilton, of Hamil-
ton & Hamilton, Jr.; Nathan B. Barton, of the
Ostby & Barton Co.; Henry Wolcott, of the
Wolcott Mfg. Co.; Jacob Solinger, of J. Solinger
& Co.; Howard H. Wilkinson, Frederick V. Ken-
non, Fred. J. Mills, William P. Chapin, Jr., all
of Providence ; Albert A. Bushee, Attleboro;
Frank P. Daughaday, Chartley, Mass.; George
K. Webster, North Attleboro, and Andrew Mor-
ris and Edward L. Gowen. In addition to these
the by-laws provide that the elective officers shall
constitute the advisory council. • These include
George H. Holmes, Theodore W. Foster, Harold
E. Sweet, Charles T. Paye, Wade W. Williams,
Ferderick A. Ballou, William P. Chapin, Frank
B. Reynolds, Harry M. Mays, Arthur 0. Ostby,
Alfred K. Potter, Edward B. Hough, Ralph C.
Thompson, Walter B. Ballki, William T. Chase,
William H. Bell, Samuel M. Einstein, Harry Cut-
ler, William A. Copeland, Henry G. Thresher,
John M. Buffington and Frank T. Pearce.

Edward A. Sweeney, of W. H. Wilmarth &
Co., Attleboro, was elected State representative
at the polls last month.

John Kelso, Providence, was a visitor to
Boston last month.

The Albert Walker Company, Weybosset
street, Providence, have been working nights for
some weeks back in order to keep up with the
influx of orders that are pouring in.

George W. Dover and H. M. Benson, of
George W. Dover Jewelry Co., 750 Eddy street,
Providence, were visitors to New York last
month.

William G. Lind, of Providence, gave a
bachelor dinner to his best man and ushers
Thursday evening, November 17th, at the Crown
Hotel.

George W. Rhodes, head of the annealing
department of the Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence,
is out once more after being confined to his home
by a severe attack of the grip.
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The George H. Cahoone Co., 7 Beverly
street, Providence, are announcing the removal
of their New York office on January 1st to the
Fifth avenue building, corner Fifth avenue and
Twenty-third street.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Clafin have returned
to their home on Waterman street, Providence,
for the winter. Their summer home at Button-
woods has been closed for this year.

Captain Ralph S. Hamilton, Jr., of Hamilton
& Hamilton, 7 Eddy street, Providence, has been
appointed by Governor Pothier as head of a
board of officers appointed for the reorganization
of Battery A, of the Rhode Island National
Guard.

Frank B. Reynolds, of Cory & Reynolds Co.,
25 Congress avenue, Providence, with his wife
and daughter, has returned from Maine, where
he spent the summer at their bungalow.

The wedding of Miss Bertha A. Buffington,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Buffington,
Providence, to Mr. Charles A. Hull, of New
York, took place on November t6th, at 4 P. M.,
at the First Universalist Church.

R. C. Thompson, of the Chas. M. Robbins
Co., Attleboro, attended the Yale-Harvard foot-
ball game held at New Haven on November 19th.

According to the recent census, Attleboro
has a population of 16,215, a gain of 42 per cent.
in ten years, or 114 per cent. in twenty years.

The Metal Products Corporation is making
alterations and additions that when completed
will give the concern more than 18,000 extra
square feet of floor space at their plant, corner
of Eddy street and Thurber avenue.

Engelhardt C. Ostby, of Ostby & Barton,
sailed last month on the Cedric for a few weeks'
stay in Europe.

The Simplex Tool and Supply Co. have
bought out the business of the United States
Gas Furnace Co., 143 Eddy street, Providence,
and will continue to manufacture furnaces for
jewelers' use. The plant will remain in charge
of Frank F. Hill, formerly manager of the
United States Co.

A week-end party was given November 12th
by A. A. McRae, of Attleboro, to a number of
jewelry salesmen.

The A. H. Bliss Co., North Attleboro, has
changed from a corporation to a co-partnership,
and will be known as A. H. Bliss & Co.

Edward Sommer, of New York, was in
North Attleboro last month visiting his father,
of J. J. Sommer & Co.

William Penfold, formerly of Leary & Pen-
fold Co., Providence, has become a member of
the traveling staff of the F. H. Sadler Co., Attle-
boro.

Andrew Morris and G. K. Webster, of North
Attleboro, have been appointed members of the
advisory council of the New England Manufac-
turing Jewelers and Silversmiths' Association.

At the second annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the Attleboro Sanitarium and Hos-
pital Co., last month, John M. Fisher was re-
elected to the board of directors.

Joseph Bannigan, of Roger Williams Silver
Company, TOT Sabin street, Providence, has re-
cently purchased a new 1911 Cadillac touring car,
and is enjoying the beautiful weather prevalent
at this time of the year by long spins in the
country.

W. A. Cook, of Fontneau & Cook Company,
Attleboro, was a visitor to New York in No-
vember.

Kinney Company, 14 Blount street, Provi-
dence, have built additional cabinet space in their
office for the better storing of their stationery
and office supplies.

Winthrop Mfg. Co., Attleboro, are advertis-
ing to send free to any reputable retail jeweler
in the country a pair of their new double post
expansion lever cuff links. This is a decidedly
new departure in this class of buttons, and al-
ready they are becoming quite popular.

The Enterprise Jewelry Company, Attleboro,
have added a line of rings to their already ex-
tensive line of white metal goods. They are
making over two dozen different patterns of
these rings in order to cater to a wide variety
of tastes.

The office and factory of Winthrop Mfg.
Co., Attleboro, have recently been wired for the
installation of electric lights.

Annual Meeting New England Manu-
facturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths'

Association
As our November issue was going to press

the annual meeting of the New England Jewel-
ers and Silversmiths' Association was being held
at Masonic Hall, Providence, R. I. The meeting
was a very important one, apart from the trans-
action of routine business, as there was a very
interesting discussion of the question of indus-
trial education—a matter of extreme importance
to the jewelry manufacturers of New England.
A number of speakers gave their ideas on the
subject, and all spoke hopefully as to the possi-
bility of accomplishing something in the direction
of technical instruction.

President George H. Holmes occupied the
chair and over 15o members were in attendance.
The meeting was

preceded by a din-
ner which was
held in the ban-
quet hall and which
was immensely en-
joyed by the
guests. After the
dinner the business
meeting was held,
and the minutes of
the previous an-
nual meeting were
promptly approved.
President Holmes
then presented to
former President
Harry Cutler, on
behalf of the as-
sociation, a hand-
some solid silver
pitcher as a fitting souvenir of his sitessful terni
of office. Mr. Cutler responded feelingly and the
incident brought to light the harmony and fra-
ternal feeling that exist among the members of
this organization.

In his annual address President Holmes then
reviewed the work of the association during the
year. He referred particularly to the 56-hour
law and its effect on the jewelry industry.

Everett L. Spencer, chairman of the advisory
council, presented a report of the meetings held
by that body and the matters which came under
their special attention during the year. The coun-
cil presented some slight changes in the by-laws
for the approval of the association, which after
some discussion was promptly given.

Harry M. Mays presented the report of the
Executive Committee, referring particularly to
the success of the annual banquet held in In-
fantry Hall last February, at which President
Taft was the guest of honor.

The election of officers was then taken up,
with the following result : President, George H.
Holmes, Providence; Vice-President, Theodore
W. Foster, Providence; Harold E. Sweet, Attle-
boro, and Charles T. Paye, North Attleboro;
Treasurer, Wade W. Williams, Providence ; Sec-
retary, Frederick A. Ballou, Providence. Di-
rectors—William P. Chapin, Frank B. Reynolds,
Harry M. Mays; Arthur 0. Ostby, Alfred K. Pot-
ter, Edward B. Hough, all of Providence; Ralph
C. Thompson, Attleboro; Walter B. Ballou, North
Attleboro; William T. Chase, Providence; Will-
iam H. Bell, Attleboro Falls, and Samuel M. Ein-
stein, Attleboro.

The discussion on the subject of industrial
training was then introduced in an address by
Russell C. Lowell, of the Technical High School,
who explained the work which is clone at this
school under hi3 supervision, and also referred
at some length to the progress in the field of
industrial education in other parts of the country.

Augustus S. Rose, who has charge of the
jewelry and silversmithing department of the
Rhode Island School of Design, explained the
nature of the work done at that institution and
the success which has attended the effort to in-
struct young men in the designing of jewelry,
engraving, chasing, die cutting, etc.

The success of the occasion was in no small
measure attributable to the work of the Executive
Committee, which had the arrangements in hand.
This committee consists of Harry M. Mays,
Ralph C. Thompson and Edward B. Hough.

President George H. Holmes
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Security Trunk for Jewelry Salesmen

St_ 

PROOF AGAINST BAGGAGE - SMASHERS
The trunk problem of the jewelry salesman has at last been solved. The "Jewelry Salesman's Special"

shown above was designed and constructed to fill his particular requirements.

This trunk embodies for the first time ALL the desired qualifications. It gives absolute security to

jewelry samples; is proof against the roughest usage of the baggage-smasher; is remarkably light consider-

ing its great protective strength and is arranged interiorly to meet the special needs of the jewelry salesman.

Protective to a degree never before attained, it will preserve indefinitely its fine appearance and retain its

rigid strength season after season.
"A sturdy trunk that I can depend on. It fills my wants completely," was the convincing opinion of

the new trunk given to his firm by a veteran jewelry salesman after a rigid investigation.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTION AND BE CONVINCED

Losses have taught many salesmen a lesson. You can save money,
avoid risk, and put your mind at ease by making the new trunk your

always-secure traveling companion

W. W. WINSHIP TRUNK MAKERS 71 SUMMER STREET, Dept. 3-W

TO THE TRADE BOSTON, MASS.



THERE ARE OTHER THINGS IN
BUSINESS BESIDES DOLLARS

We call them. Guaranteed Goods, Fair Prices, 
Square Dealing and an Honest Name

OUR GOODS—Every article that leaves our shop carries our -unqualified guarantee as to mater-
ial and workmanship. Our one aim is to attain perfection down to the smallest detail that goes
to make up our line. tl.With this end in view we spare neither time, trouble nor expense to
bring about that degree of completeness which is the hall-mark of every well-ordered business.

FAIR PRICES—Our prices are based upon a fair margin of profit and are as low as is con-
sistent with honest goods and careful work.

SQUARE DEALING—Our guarantee is as broad as it is honest.

HONEST NAME—We want—and we try hard—to make each customer a friend as well as
a patron. We make mistakes, sometimes—we are only human—but you \ATM alwavs find us
ready and willing to "make good." The good name and reputation of this house means much
to us and is before us in every transaction. Our business covers the whole country and since
starting we have violated no man's confidence—and we are going to keep it up.

41, 

We will exchange,
for any reason, within
six months of date
of purchase, any goods
purchased of us.

PACIFIC COAST
REPRESENTATIVES:

A. I. HALL & SON
San Francisco : Cal.

Advertising Cuts
THAT SUGGEST THE GOODS

Cuts suggestive of the goods themselves are
the best advertising illustrations. Universal
experience has proved this. A watch cut will
catch the eye of the person who needs a
watch, and it is so with other lines.

AT NOMINAL PRICES
We have had prepared for use by the trade
small cuts of this character which will catch
the eye, suggest the idea and occupy a very
small space.

SEND FOR SHEET gf ILLUSTRATIONS
AND PRICES

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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THE D. F. B. CO. LINE
The Best That Money Can Buy

Compare our line, article for article, with a line of similar make. Note the excellence of workmanship,

of finish, of style and of quality that predominates in our goods over the others. q Your final judgme
nt

will lead you to select our line for your trade. q Our line is a business-building line, a positive creative
selling force. q The demand for D. F. B. Co. Chains is increasing every day, which but proves its
recognized superiority in the chain field. Order

now before it's too late for the Holiday season.

q Your jobber carries our complete line. Ask

to inspect it. TO SEE means TO BUY. ATTLEBORO : MASSACHUSETTS
The D. F. Briggs Co.
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LAST CALL FOR 1910 STOCK UP WITH• HELLER'S GOODS HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS
 A final thought should be the stocking of  

reS c C" SOLID GOLD FRONT JEWELRY

59 61
835

2351

860

67 879

224

234 607 631

HAT PINS AND COMBS
Only twenty-four days away from Xmas and then 'twill

be too late for this year.
Get Busy I At Once I You'll find you need Hellei's

goods, particularly Hat Pins and Combs.
We show a few from amongst our large line.
Two of the above are distinct creations direct from Paris,

never shown before.
No. 861 consists of a cluster of brilliant whitestones with a

large hexagonal-shaped stone in the center, inlaid with seven
white stones. Jutting out from this centre stone are six rows
of beautiful colored stones, either Olivine, Sapphire, Ruby or
Rose color, as desired. Makes a very beautiful and fetching
effect.

No. 865 has two fine rows of brilliant rhinestones surround-
ing a distinctly new stone—a French creation—this comes in
three shades: light purple, light blue and light yellow. Color
gradually tapers off to center in a beautiful shading scheme.
Centre stone of a dazzling white. These are but two of 100 or
more designs we make.

Wire at once at our expense for selection package.
State whether Combs or Hat Pins or both are wanted.

Selection will be sent at once to reach you in 24 hours at
the latest.

Remember we are manufacturers, not jobbers. Our prices
are right. Large stock to fill orders from immediately.

15ais

2915 2904

1109

1107

2718

019(its

We illustrate a few of our best selling holiday goods.
All solid gold front and backed by our guarantee.
Our line is very extensive and contains quick-selling, profit-making goods.
Get in touch with our line—it's worth an inspection, at least.

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE

Joseph W. Heller Company `ZOIATIOsilt 129 Eddy St., Providence, R. I. IRA W. SMITH
Broadway Central Building

LOS ANGELES
PACIFIC COAST AGENT

Ask Your Jobber for Them 

ATTLFEABC0TRO 
MASS. SMITH C./ CROSBY,
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0 CB GOODS
10 anD 14 Karat

Rings

mountings
Card Jewelry

43  The holiday season is now upon us, and the jeweler that carries the
C&, B Line will reflect success through the volume of pleased custom-

ers that will flock to his store.

,A. comprehensive stock will produce a stimulating force, impelling
the purchase of some particular pleasing bit of jewelry built along
0 C&, B lines.

high standard has ever been maintained with quality, value and
character the keynote.

lll The progressive jobber realizing this has become allied with the
0 C&, B line and can supply your wants.

(11 c,t1. larger and better variety of goods have been placed with your
He will supply you.

OSTBY 0 BARTON CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

9 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 103 State Street, CHICAGO
342 South Broadway, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

0 0 1411 CHARACTER 01114K

December, 1010 TI--IE KEYSTONE

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

A Trio of Advertising Booklets

The Conklin Pen Mfg. Co., of Toledo, Ohio, manufacturers of
Conklin's Self-Filling Fountain Pen, have issued three clever and unique
little books to the consumer that every dealer should read. Their titles
are, "How Thompson Got Pen Wise," Our Good Old Friend the

Our Good
Old Fri en
the
Fount
Pen

Fountain Pen," and "Do Camels Drink Ink?" They are "live wires,"
every one, sparkling with humor and keen, shrewd horse sense. They
are printed with the neatness and style that characterize tall the Conklin
publicity. The three booklets are printed on heavy egg-shell tinted stock,
deckle edge, in three colors, and profusely illustrated.- The reading
matter is very catchy and bright. The books are sent in answer to all
inquiries received from the Conklin magazine advertisements and copies
of the books will gladly be sent to any dealers upon request.

Solid Gold Front Jewelry

The tendency of the times among the trade in the direction of higher
quality is evidenced in the increased demand for the new fall and
holiday line of solid gold front goods produced by Smith & Crosby,
Attleboro, Mass. This firm, whose trade-mark, "S. & C.", stands for a
fixed standard quality, makes a specialty
of this line. Solid gold front jewelry,
as its name implies, consists of a sheet
of solid gold attached to the front or
wearing portion of the jewelry, this
being backed by gold-filled stock. As
the firm has a career of thirty-six years
to its credit the fact that the demand
for their specialty this year has been
materially greater than ever before, un-
*41 stakably evidences the trade apprecia-
tion of the firm's strict policy of main-
taining standard quality.

Toltec Head Jewelry

George H. Holmes Co., 185 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I., have
gotten out an original design which, for the present, they will make up
only in scarf pins, but will later apply it to other articles of jewelry.
The design is a replica of the famous Toltec Head. Toltec Heads are
the artistic work of the Toltecs, a prehistoric people of Mexico and
Central America and the replicas enjoy the same classic distinction as
the originals whose one mission in the world has been to command the
smile of persons who chance to behold them. The very glance at one
of these heads, which are ten in number, forces a mirth-provoking smile.
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A Desirable New Show Case
The show case illustrated herewith, made by the Wilmarth Show

Case Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., was specially designed to be built in
mahogany, with the idea of producing at a very low cost a particularly

handsome case and one which would compare favorably with very high-
priced furniture. To secure this result the designer depended entirely
on the finely figured wood, the case being designed along very simple
lines. The case is built of hardwood throughout and has wood feet
6 inches in height with metal caps on the bottom. Each side of these
feet is veneered and the front and end of the base of the case is also
vertically veneered, the grain running up and down. While the illustra-
tion shows a quartered oak case, it is much handsomer in Tuna ma-
hogany, the grain in the mahogany giving a striped effect to the base.
The case is built in the standard sizes for jeweler's use in all plate glass
construction and is fitted with drawers in the base. It matches well
with fine mahogany fixtures, particularly those of massive design.

Emblem Jewelry for Boy Scouts
The accompanying illustration shows a

very appropriately designed badge or fob to
meet the special requirements of the myriad
boy scouts who have become interested in
this new popular movement. The idea of the
organization is very aptly symbolized in the
design of this badge, which is made by the
Bristol Jewelry Co., Attleboro, Mass., and
which will appeal irresistibly to the enthusi-
astic young guardians of the country. As the
scout movement has now extended to every
part of the land it would seem to be the part
of wisdom for the trade to introduce these
goods to the youngsters in their vicinity.

New Ideas in Advertising
The L. E. Waterman Company is one of

the most extensive and persistent advertising
manufacturers affiliated with the jewelry trade.
This company has prepared attractive display
posters, car cards, cut-outs, circulars, etc., for
the Christmas season, all of which are most
attractive in design and handsomely executed, and their use by dealers
is sure to attract a great deal of attention and assist in the selling of
the line. Especially notable is a handsome car card for use in the street
cars of certain sections of the country. This card is printed in nine
colors and is one of the most attractive we have seen in some time. We
would suggest that dealers correspond with the L. E. Waterman Corn-
pany for information regarding the extensive preparations for the
Christmas gift season.

New Pattern in Silver Flatware
The latest addition to the new patterns in sterling silver flatware

which have been placed at the disposal of the trade this season is named

the "Vandyke." As the design is Flemish in character and most artistic
in execution, the name of the great Flemish artist is very aptly used.
The new pattern is the product of Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. (Inter-
national Silver Co., successor), Wallingford, Conn., and is an admirable
specimen of hand-wrought sterling silver flatware, the finish being
particularly rich and effective. A glance at the illustration will show
the simplicity and permanency of the design, which befits sterling flat-
ware for indefinite family use. The introduction of this pattern is
very timely, just at the approach of the holiday season, and the
jewelers, especially those with discriminating customers, will find it to
their advantage to enrich their stock with a selection of this design.
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The question of moral support toward San
Francisco holding. the Panama Pacific Interna-
tional Exposition on the part of the Federal Gov-
ernment will come up for the consideration of
Congress this month. California and the city of
San Francisco have demonstrated their ability to
finance an exhibition of the magnitude required
by the occasion. This State and city stand back of
their judgment to the sum of seventeen million
five hundred thousand, seven and a half million
having been raised by voluntary subscriptions in
San Francisco and five millionsikh to be raised
by bonds in San Francisco and the rest of the
State. The Exposition Committee stands ready
to furnish literature that is to be sent broadcast.
This publicity matter is furnished upon demand to
any one who cares to boost along this enterprise.

H. H. Weindieck, retail jeweler of Red Bluff,
is back at his place of business after spending
quite some time in San Ffanaisco. Mr. Wein-
dieck was detained in San Frageisco longer than
he expected on account of Mile* in his family.

J. W. Babcock has opened a fine new retail
jewelry store on the main street' of Oak Park,
California. He was formerly located in San
Francisco. Mr. Babcock spat some time in San
Francisco buying holiday novelties for his new
establishment.

F. W. Willett was among the out-of-town
retail jewelers buying a Christmas stock in the
local wtolerle jewelry district.

john T. Lowe has opened a new retail jew-
elry establishment in Hollister, California. His
show and wall cases and, in fact* all of the fest
of his store fixtures being new, the wire atthicts
considerable attention.

George Du Commen, who is located in Wat-
sonville, California, was in town buying a stock
for his retail jewelry business.

0. S. Bedell has refiniShed the interior of his
retail jewelry store at Santa Cruz, and he has
also installed a complete new set of wall and
show cases.

L. C..iXoberg, the genial retail jelmieler
Healdsbtirg, California, paid his semi-annual visit,
to the wholesale jewelers in this city last month
and bought a few bills to fill up his stock for the
coming holiday trade.

P. A. Lewald, Pacific Coast missionary for
the New York Standard Watch Works, has been
spending the last three months calling upon the
retail jewelers on the Pacific Coast. He is now
making all of the principal cities in San Joaquin
Valley, and is meeting with considerable success
with his line.

Mr. Rasmussen, manager for the Bartlett
Company, retail jewelers of Ventura, Cal., paid
his annual visit to San Francisco in November
and bought an extensive line of jewelry for his
Christmas trade.

J. J. McEvoy, one of the old-time retail jew-
elers of California, has opened a very attractive
new establishment in Crescent City.

F. V. Mitchell, retail jeweler of Roseville,
Cal., found it necessary to run into this market
for goods one Sunday in November. Mr. Mitch-
ell reports the outlook for business very promis-
ing in his section.

H. W. Schuler, the retail jeweler of Fortuna,
Cal., is receiving the thanks of the employees of
Morgan Bros. Co., occasioned by the retailers'
forethought in sending down to them two boxes
of high-class apples raised in Mr. Schuler's or-
chard.

William Eppstein, accompanied by his wife,
was seen shopping in the wholesale jewelry dis-
trict recently. This buyer was in town in the
interests of Frank Golden, retail jeweler of Car-
son City, Nevada.

E. V. Saunders, of A. I. Hall & Son, left
this city on November r6th, and is now visiting
the different factories in the East. Mr. Saunders
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will make his headquarters while in New York
at the Hotel Belmont, and expects to be away
from his establishment until a few days before
Christmas.

H. Paulson was in town buying Christmas
novelties for his retail jewelry store in Sonora,
Cal.

Ed. H. Forestier, the wholesale jeweler of
San Francisco, will move from his present loca-
tion some time in January to a large commo-
dious set of offices on the mezannine floor of the
Jewelers' Building, 150 Post street, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

E. G. Stone, of Mendocino, made his annual
visit to the wholesale jewelry trade of this city
recently and purchased extensively for his Christ-
mas trade.

J. W. Hill, the pioneer retail jeweler of Lodi,
Cal., was also among the out-of-town tradesmen
in this market. We are given to understand that
Mr. Hill is the oldest jewelry merchant in point
of years doing business in our line on the entire
Pacific Coast.

A. Zemansky, of Sacramento, accompanied
by the manager of his Fresno store, was also
among the out-of-town tradesmen in this market.
While here these gentlemen picked out merchan-
dise for both of the above-mentioned stores.

Forrest G. Arnold has accepted a position as
traveling salesman with E. Forestier. Mr. Arnold
was formerly in the employ of A. Eisenberg
& Co.

Ben Levy has opened a first-class new retail
store in the Bank of Newman Building, at New-
man, Cal.

John L. Sale, accompanied by his wife and
family, paid this city their annual visit in No-
vember. Mr. Sale conducts the finest retail jew-
elry store in Alaska. The store is located at
Fairbanks, which is one of the richest mining
camps in the far North. T3 get home in time
for Christmas business it was necessary for Mr.
Sale to make a four-hundred-mile trip by dog
sleds. Yrs. Sale and the rest of the family will
stay out until navigation is opened next summer.

H. D. Hadenfeldt, who was formerly of the
wholesale jewelry firm of Rothschild & Haden-
feldt, is back with us after an absence of four
years. Herman has severed his connections with
the automobile industry of Detroit, Mich., and is
about to4take up some agencies in the latter line
for the territory of the Pacific Slope.

Carl Landecker, who conducts a retail jew-
elry store at St. Helena, Cal., was among the out-
of-town retailers seen buying in the local whole-
sale jewelry district.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Delovage are receiving the
congratulations of their many friends, occasioned
by a visit of the stork early in November. Mr.
Delovage is connected with the retail jewelry
business in Portland. THE KEYSTONE extends
best wishes to both the little lady and her mother.

A. G. Prouty was seen buying holiday goods
in one of the local wholesale jewelers for his
retail jewelry store in Napa, Cal.

A secret U. S. Grand Jury indictment was
filed against A. Englehardt, the jeweler of 22
Montgomery street. Englehardt was indicted for
purchasing from Walter Fewer the gold Fewer
stole from the mint. It was the general opinion
among the Federal authorities that Englehardt
had been treated harshly, as he willingly went to
the mint and pointed out Fewer as the man who
had come to his store and offered the gold for
sale. Englehardt also notified the Federal au-
thorities that he had purchased gold from Fewer,
and that he was afraid the case looked suspicious.
It is also generally conceded that unless Engle-
hardt had testified before the Grand Jury, Fewer
could not have been indicted. Englehardt was
arrested at his place of business, but was imme-
diately released upon furnishing $2,000 cash bail.

Bert C. Eddy, a traveling salesman for a
large Eastern wholesale jewelry firm, complained
to Captain of Detectives Tom Ryan that he had
been the victim of "knock out" drops and had
been robbed of two suitcases containing jewelry
valued at $1,200. According to Eddy's story, he
has been in town about a week, staying at the
Hotel Dale. He arranged to go to Los Angeles
on the Lark, and left the hotel in a taxicab for
the Townsend street depot in plenty of time to
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catch his train. With him he had the two suit-
cases containing his personal effects and sample
jewelry. On Market street he stopped the cab
and entered a cafe, where he bought a drink, and
while there got into conversation with a stranger.
He says that after taking a drink with the
stranger he remembers nothing until he awoke
in the rear of a saloon opposite the Townsend
street depot. His suitcases had disappeared. Two
detectives were put on the case in search for
the taxicab and some signs of the mysterious
stranger whom Eddy says he met in the Market
street cafe.

Burglars broke into the jewelry store of M.
Farber, at 954 Market street, and stole watches,
rings and bracelets valued at $476. Diamonds
worth $2o,000 in the safe were not disturbed by
the burglars. Entrance was gained through a
transom over the front door. The detectives
found a slouch hat and a quantity of matted
hair which had been left by the burglar in the
store.

A Mammoth Escapement Model

Without fear of contradiction, the watch es-
capement, its method of action and its adjust-
ment, to the young man learning the watch-
maker's trade and even to older members of the
craft, carries with it an air of mystery.

To elucidate and make plain the apparently
mysterious, intricate and abstruse points, the St.
Louis Watchmaking School, 5815 Easton avenue,
St. Louis, Mo., designed and with the assistance
of about fifty of the advanced students of the

institution, representing nearly every State in the
Union, built a large model of an eighteen site,
straight line lever escapement.

This model amplifies the escapement about
one hundred times. It is composed of over three
hundred pieces; stands over six feet high ; has an
escape wheel more than two feet in diameter,
with the pallet stones, pallet, fork and roller
tables, both double and single, designed in pro-
portion.

With the aid of this escapement model and
the lectures attendant thereto the student cannot
fail to grasp and master the laws governing the
escapement action. The illustration herewith de-
picts the escapement model as it appears in the
instruction rooms of the institution.
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At a meeting of a number of prominent Cin-
cinnati merchants October 26th, at the Business
Men's Club, the Retail Merchants' Association of
Cincinnati was organized and W. S. P. Oskamp,
of the Oskamp Jewelry Company, was elected a
director. The new association has a membership
of thirty-two, among whom are some of the
most prominent Cincinnati merchants in their
respective lines.

"We could not ask for better business than
we have been enjoying for the past several
weeks," said Gebhardt Bros., manufacturers of
diamond jewelry, in the Merchants' Building,
Sixth and College Streets. "We are very busy
turning out our regular line of diamond jewelry,
but the demand for our new patent solitaire
cluster, a seven-in-one, is phenomenally heavy.
The outlook in our line is very bright, indeed."

The Miller Jewelry Company, manufactur-
ing jewelers in the Lion Building, reports very
good business and ,the big plant is being operated
full time and with a full force in order to meet
the demands made upon it. During the past four
or five weeks the plant has been operated over-
time, and it is expected this will continue for
some weeks. J. C. Miller, head of the firm, re-
turned November 21st from a business trip.

Henry Ostendorf was recently appointed en-
gineer of the new City Hospital. Mr. Ostendorf
was engineer for the Duhme Jewelry Company
for several years.

The M. Schwab Jewelry Company says the
business outlook is very good. The company is
preparing to handle a big holiday trade.

Gustave Daum, jeweler at Port Clinton,
Ohio, is now occupying his new store, which is
considerably larger than his former place of
business. He has new fixtures and new stock.

"Business is good," said A. G. Schwab, head
of the well-known wholesale jewelry firm of
A. G. Schwab & Sons. "We are very busy in-
deed. Orders from our fine new catalogue are
coming in very lively. Our road men are doing
nicely. It is more trouble now to get orders
promptly filled by the manufasturing jewelers
than it is to sell the goods."

A new jewelry store has been opened at
Canal Fulton, Ohio, by Clifford Motz, who was
in the jewelry business about two years ago in
Akron, Ohio.

Louis Lange, of A. G. Schwab & Sons,
wholesale jewelers, made a flying trip to Detroit
in November on business in connection with the
firm's big new catalogue.

About $3o,000 worth of claims against the
Duhme Jewelry Company are discharged as a
result of a decision of Bankruptcy Referee Greve
in the cases against the Herman Keck Manufac-
turing Company and the Duhme Jewelry Com-
pany. Referee Greve, in his decision, says the
Keck Company was given credit and that both
goods and bills were sent to it. It was argued,
during the hearing, that Oscar Keck, as president
of both the Keck and the Duhme companies,
signed his name for the Duhme company in con-
nection with the purchase of the goods in ques-
tion, and that the board of directors practically
authorized the purchase of the goods. The de-
cision holds that even if Keck was authorized by
the directors to buy the goods, it was an ultra
vires act and was accordingly void.

A claim of $6500 has been made by the
Mitchell Store Building Company against the
Duhme Jewelry Company. The Mitchell com-
pany owns the building in which the Herman
Keck Manufacturing Company and the Duhme
Jewelry Company had quarters for years. The
suit alleges a breach of covenants contained in
the lease made by the Mitchell company to the
Duhme company. It is charged the covenants
were broken in that the passenger elevator shaft
was removed, that a brick wall and partitions
were torn out and that the elevator machinery
and appliances were disconnected. The damages
asked for these breaches is $z000. The claim for
$4500 is for rent, the companies not having paid

any rent since July, when they left the property.
The property is now occupied as an addition to
the McAlpin department store. The Mitchell
company asks Bankruptcy Trustee R. DeV. Car-
roll, of the Keck company, not to distribute
Duhme assets until a final ruling has been se-
cured on the Mitchell claim. The court has or-
dered the assets not to be distributed until a
ruling is had on the claim.

"Business has been very good," said Joseph
Noterman, of Joseph Noterman & Company, dia-
mond importers and manufacturers of diamond
jewelry. "We are expecting a big holiday trade."

F. V. Osthoff, the venerable father of J. B.
Osthoff, traveling representative of Joseph Noter-
man & Company, died November 14th at his home
in Weehauken, N. J. Mr. Osthoff was informed
of his serious illness and left at once for his
bedside.

Charles Cook, the well-known jeweler and
clockmaker in West Sixth Street, will soon in-
stall a Westminster chime tower clock in the
steeple of St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church,
Walnut Hills. Mr. Cook is Cincinnati agent of
the E. Howard Clock Company, of Boston.

"Business is good; the holiday business so
far has been the biggest we have ever had," said
the D. Jacobs' Sons Company, wholesale jewelers
in the Merchants' Building. "We can take care
of a bigger business, now that we have larger
quarters.

Edwin B. Jacobs, of the D. Jacobs' Sons
Company, left November 20th for a two or three
weeks' business trip through the South. A.
Strauss left November i3th for a three weeks'
trip through Indiana, and Arthur Spiegel left on
the same date for a six weeks' business trip
through the South. Arthur C. Jacobs, writing
to the house, reports good business in Louisville.

"October turned out much better than we ex-
pected, and November, as I predicted some time
ago, has exceeded all November records so far,"
said D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann Sons, whole-
sale jewelers in the Traction Building. "We are
doing a big business. Business is bound to
come. We expect a big December business. Our
biggest business is on high-grade goods, into
which we have gone very heavily. The biggest
increase in demand is from our local trade."

William T. Born, Kenton, Ohio, has sold his
business to Krouse & Gilmore. F. J. Schultz, of
Marion, Ohio, bought the fixtures. The stock
was auctioned off. Mr. Born intends to practice
dentistry again.

"We have no reason to complain; there is
every indication of a good, big holiday business,"
said C. A. Nolting, of the Oskamp-Nolting Com-
pany. "Our new catalogue, the finest we have
ever issued, is certainly delivering the goods."

E. C. Page is in charge of the new jewelry
department of the McAlpin Company, a big
Fourth Street department store. The jewelry
department was added only recently.

Arno Dorst, of the Dorst Company, manu-
facturers of special jewelry, said he is operating
his plant to capacity to meet the demands made
upon it. He considers the business outlook as
promising.

A. C. Geiger, of the Clemens Oskamp Corn-
pany, is teaching engraving to Lee Baldwin, a son
of R. Baldwin, of Winchester, Ky.

L. Gutmann Sons, wholesale jewelers, have
a 58-grain, perfectly colored button baroque
pearl, said to be one of the finest of its kind.

R. J. Timmerman, retail jeweler at Bates-
ville, Ind., left November 9th on a hunting trip.

"We are very busy," said John Holland, head
of the John Holland Gold Pen Company. "We
have a large number of orders on hand and more
are coming in daily. Our new safety, self-fillable,
non-leakable pen is going very fast."

"Business is very nice with us," said Albert
Bros., wholesale jewelers in the Merchants' Build-
ing, Sixth and College Streets. "The holiday
business is opening up nicely. Our catalogue,
which was recently issued, is yielding very grati-
fying returns."

F. S. M. Abel, retail jeweler at Mount Hope,
W. Va., whose store was destroyed by fire some
time ago when almost the entire town was wiped
out by a conflagration, was in Cincinnati recently
buying new stock and fixtures for a new place
of business.

Charles Gebhardt is now traveling for the
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Clemens-Oskamp Company. His first business
trip was through Tennessee.

Miss Mamie Gable, a factory employee of the
John Holland Gold Pen Company, was married
November 16th to Frank Straub, a former em-
ployee of the Holland factory.

A pretty romance had its culmination in Cin-
cinnati November 8th when Miss Edna Mitten-
dorf, daughter of Edward Mittendorf, of the re-
tail jewelry firm of Randolph & Mittendorf, Blue-
fields, W. Va., became the bride of M. 0. Mc-
Kinney, an employee of the firm. The marriage
was a surprise to both the parents of the bride
and of the groom. Friends of the young folks
are now extending their best wishes.

J. E. Wood is opening a new store at North
Vernon, Ind. The firm will be known as the
J. E. Wood Company. Mr. Wood bought stock
here recently.

The Thoma Bros. Company, Fourth Street
dealers in jewelers' supplies, report a nice busi-
ness. The office force is now working nights
because of the holiday rush.

The engagement of Alfred Herschede, a son
of Frank Herschede, of the Frank Herschede
Company, well-known Fourth Street jewelers, to
Miss Clotilda Rampey, of Cincinnati, is an-
nounced. The marriage will take place in Janu-
ary. Both Mr. Herschede and the bride-elect
are well and widely known in Cincinnati. Mr.
Herschede is very favorably known in the busi-
ness world as a young man of great promise.
The bride-elect is a favorite in the younger
social set.

"Business is improving; we are rushed with
work now," said Leonard Fox, of The Gustave
Fox Company, big diamond jewelers and fraternal
emblem manufacturers. "We have installed more
machinery in our enlarged jewelry repair depart-
ment. Harry Elwert, who was our foreman for
twenty years, and who left temporarily some time
ago, is with us again."

Burglars effected an entrance to Raphael
Bros.. retail jewelry store at 324 West Fifth
Street early in the morning of November 2d and
carried away about $300 worth of jewelry.

"Business is very good ; we are quite busy,"
said C. E Richter, of the wholesale jewelry
firm of Richter & Phillips.

A burglar, whose description is said to an-
swer that of Jerry Brown, arrested here after
a running fight with detectives about a year ago,
was recently seen in the home of Frank Her-
schede, head of the well-known Fourth Street
jewelry house, but made his escape by climbing
down a porch pillar. He secured a quantity of
family jewelry, valued at about $400.

Ferd. Phillips, of the wholesale jewelry firm
of Richter & Phillips, will return about December
ist from a business trip through the South.

Fred Wittlinger, Middletown, Ohio, jeweler,
accompanied by Mrs. Wittlinger, came to Cin-
cinnati to attend the Shriners' theater party at
the Olympic Theater in November. The play,
"The Blue Mouse," was enjoyed by all present.
C. E. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, was chair-
man of the theater party committee.

Milford Fox, of The Gustave Fox Company,
left November 12th for a four weeks' trip to
Chicago.

"Business is splendid with us," said Klein
Bros. Company, wholesale jewelers. "We have
about all the orders we can get out nicely. The
holiday trade is of good volume and quality."

Edward Ross, a son of Mr. Ross, of the Ben
Schneider Jewelry Company, Vine Street, is learn-
ing the trade with The Gustave Fox Jewelry
Company.

Arthur Emerson, in the bookkeeping depart-
ment of The Gustave Fox Company, has been
promoted to sales manager.

John A. Holland and Robert Holland, sons
of John Holland, head of the John Holland Gold
Pen Company, left November 14th for a three
days' rabbit and quail hunt in southwestern Ohio.
They bagged a fine bunch of game.

Courtney & Audretsch, who recently opened
an enameling business for themselves in the Perin
Building, Fifth and Race Streets, have found it
necessary to enlarge their working quarters and
have annexed an adjoining room. The young
men are hustlers and their friends wish them
much success.

(Continued on page 2129)
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Diamonds Watches Fine Jewelry

The defeat of prohibition by a majority of

over 200,000 in this State was one of the results

of the recent election, the majority being many

thousands more than expected. Business has

shown material betterment, as this is a great

brewing State, and the question now settled for

a number of years, trading conditions will rapidly

assume their normal state.
The trade among the jewelry jobbers is re-

ported to have been good and improving. The

retailers are making great preparations for their

holiday trade and expect it to be large. They are

making fine window displays which are com-

manding a great deal of attention and admiration.

Morris Bauman, traveler for the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., left on November 12th on a month's

western trip. James Boyd, same firm, left on

the same date for a six weeks' trip through Texas.

Clarence Heyman, same firm, left on the same

date for a trip through Iowa, then he goes South.

E. C. Weidlich, of Weidlich Bros. Mfg. Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn., spent a week here visiting the

Weidlich Jewelry Co. He left for home on

November 12th. H. F. Hines, traveler for this

firm, left on November loth for a four weeks'

trip.
Jul. Newmann, formerly a member of the

firm of the Aller, Newman & Wilmes Jewelry

Co., left on November 19th on a business trip

to New York.
George H. Hess, President of the Hess &

Culbertson Jewelry Co., and E. C. Zerweck,

President of the Zerweck-Frech Jewelry Co., were

both delegates to the Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep

Waterways which convened here November 25th

and 26th.
S. T. Loftis, President of Loftis Bros. & Co.,

was a recent visitor in this city.

R. A. Brady, Clinton, Ky., recently opened

a jewelry store at that place. He was a recent

visitor here, buying his opening stock.
Edw. E. Hoeller, formerly a watchmaker with

the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co., has accepted

a similar position with the Mermod, Jaccard &

King Jewelry Co.
J. E. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-

Kemper Supply Co., was taken with a severe at-

tack of sciatic rheumatism at Guthrie, Okla., while

on his trip one day recently and had to be sent

home.
F. W. Hoyt, of the F. W. Hoyt Jewelry Co.,

left on November 8th for a month's trip through
the South. H. W. Kellerman, secretary of this
concern, returned recently from a two weeks' trip
through southern Illinois.

Samuel E. Heffern, of the J. Boland Jewelry
Co., and his wife, returned recently from an auto-
mobile trip to Peoria and Springfield, Ill.

Al Gerne has purchased the business of the
Blelock Jewelry Co., 915 Locust Street. This is
the second store here for Mr. Gerne.

Frank Blelock, head of the firm of Blelock &
Co., will retire from the jewelry business.

Phillip Knapp, Knapp Bros., Belleville, Ill.,
was one of the delegates appointed by the Mayor
of Belleville, Ill., to represent that city to the
Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep Waterways convention,
held here November 25th and 26th.

The F. W. Drosten Jewelry Co. recently had
a very elaborate window display of a collection of
handsome prize cups made by them for the win-
ners of the St. Louis Golf Club championship
tournament.

J. K. Venable, traveler for the Marschmeyer-
Richards Silver Co., returned November 1st from
a four months' trip through the West and South-
west. E. A. Schoenle, traveler for the same firm,
returned November 2d from a four months' trip
to the Coast.

Herman Mauch, the well-known Franklin
Avenue jeweler, and wife. returned recently from
a week's outing at the Montezuma Club, on the
Illinois River. He was accompanied by William
Mauch, the South Side jeweler and his wife and
son.

Gustave A. Guehne, 70 years old, a well-
known St. Louis jeweler, died November 1st. Mr.
Guehne was born in Dresden, Germany, and came
to St. Louis when but to years old. He had re-
tired from business a few years ago.

Louis Kober, father of Samuel Kober, the
well-known traveler of Jacob Strauss & Co., died
here October 30th.

Kaesser Bros., of this city, have incorporated
with a capital stock of $5000, fully paid. Incor-
porators : Paul V. Kaesser and Herman Kaesser,
22/2 shares each ; Alf. Kaesser, 5 shares; to
manufacture and deal in all kinds of jewelry.

Many bogus postal orders have been cashed
here in the city, among the sufferers being the
E. H. Kortkamp Jewelry Co. A man bought a
watch for $30 and tendering a postal note for $75
received $45 in change. Numerous other busi-
ness concerns were victims. It seems a batch
of the blank postal slips were recently stolen out
of the Chicago Post Office. The authorities are
after the culprits.

The Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.
received the order for the handsome gold medals
that were recently awarded to the aeroplane
operators here who were competitors at the avia-
tion meeting at Kinloch Park, which took place
here a few weeks ago.

The suit of the Zerweck-Frech Jewelry Co.
against the Teutonia Insurance Co. over a fire
insurance policy, was called for trial recently, but
was continued.

The J. F. Dailey Jewelry Co. have moved
their place of business from the sixth floor of the
Century Building to the eighth floor of the same
building.

The magnificent trophy made by Dieges &
Clust, New York, which was awarded to Tyrus
Cobb, the champion batsman of the American
League for 191o, has been on exhibition here and
attracted a great deal of admiration.

The St. Louis Association of Credit Men
held a banquet at the Mercantile Club on Tues-
day, November 15th, which was largely attended.
Prominent speakers made addresses of consider-
able interest to the commercial interests of the
city.

F. P. Nims, a jeweler of Warrenton, Mo.,
was recently married to a St. Louis lady.

Fred Pfaus, a jeweler of Christopher, Ill., is
recovering from an attack of typhoid fever.

Harry J. White, formerly with the Mermod.
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., here, and the Krug-
White Jewelry Co., Staunton, Ill., has opened
a new store at Litchfield, Ill., under the name
of the White Jewelry & Art Co.

H. W. Barlow has opened up a new jewelry
store at Waverly, Ill.

Al P. Wolff, traveler for the Elliott Jewelry
Co., is now on a two weeks' trip through Illinois.
Louis G. Sartor, traveler for the same firm, is
now on a two weeks' trip through "Oklahoma.
J. B. Moore, traveler for the same firm, is on a
two weeks' trip through Kansas and Colorado.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., left on November mth tor a
three weeks' trip through Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma. Lawrence Oberting, same firm, left
on November t5th for a three weeks' trip tin ough
Missouri and Kansas. George Oberting, same
firm, left on November 21st for a three weeks'
trip through Illinois.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., is now on a three weeks' trip
through Oklahoma.

Frank Priest, an engraver, has accepted a
position with the Lee & Helmerichs Mfg. Co.

Max Weiss, Weiss & Fassett, returned No-
. ember 8th from a trip through the Southwest.

A. Fassett, same firm, returned November 1st
from a short business trip to Chicago.

The Grim & Gorly Floral and Jewelry Co.,
of this city, has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $30,000, full paid. Incorporators : Vin-
cent J. Gorly, 249 shares ; Francis X. Gorly, 50
shares ; Joseph Haemmerl, I share, to do a gen-
eral floral and jewelry business.

The Eggert & Fisher Optical Co., 5to North
Grand Avenue, have installed a jewelry depart-
ment in their store.

Moses Straus, of the L. Bauman Jewelry Co.,
the oldest jewelry salesman in point of service,
celebrated his seventy-second birthday. He
proved to be an excellent host and his many
visitors were given a cordial time.

With the streets crowded with pedestrians in
the heart of the city's business district at De-
catur, Ill., at 6 o'clock on the night of November
14th, an unknown man threw a brick through the
display window in the Yohe jewelry store and
snatched a handful of jewelry, including one or
two diamonds. A subsequent invoice showed that
he had secured $5oo only out of a display valued
at several thousand dollars.

The home of August P. Erker, of the Erker
Bros. Optical Co., located near Kirkwood, Mo.,
was destroyed by fire on October 29th. The loss
is estimated at $25,000. The fire started from a
defective flue. Mr. Erker was in New Mexico
at the time and was notified by telegraph. The
loss was covered by insurance.

Mrs. John Moore, wife of a jeweler in Gibbs,
Mo., was killed on November nth by the acci-
dental discharge of a shotgun. For several
nights Gibbs has been overrun by burglars, who
robbed many of the business houses. Mr. Moore
kept a loaded shotgun in his bedchaniber for an
emergency. When he arose that morning he at-
tempted to remove the shells for the day that
the children might not endanger their lives play-
ing with the gun. In doing so the weapon was
discharged, killing Mrs. Moore, who still lay in
bed.

J. M. Ebeling, of the Ebeling Jewelry Co.,
was appointed a member of the entertainment
committee for the Lakes-to-the-Gulf Waterways
Convention, which was held here November 25th
and 26th.

Dr. Richard Bolt, of Cleveland, Ohio, and
son of R. 0. Bolt, secretary of the Mermod, Jac-
card & King Jewelry Co., has been appointed
medical director of La Kolegio de Juna Hinujo,
near Pekin, the title of which is in Esperanto.
Translated it means the College of Young China.

Well-known trade visitors here during the
month were: C. G. Schleucker, accompanied by
his wife; R. A. Brady, Clinton, Ky.; C. E.
Howerton, Perry, Mo.; C. J. Sinn, Laplata, Mo.;
E. R. Houston, New Athens, Ill.; W. I. Sidwell,
Charleston, Mo.; W. W. Johnson, Doniphan, Mo.;
L. J. Wick, Troy, Ill.; J Walz, Booneville, Mo.;
A. H. Hoppe, Apalachicola, Fla. ; F. R. Cullumuler,
Eldon, Mo.; F. J. Pratt, Festus, Mo.; E. G. Mc-
Dill, Sparta, Ill.; C. E. Randall, Litchfield, Ill.;
W. J. Krug, Stanton, Ill.; M. J. Motzinger, Rector,
Ark.; C. B. Morris, Moscow, Ky.; Charles Scan-
lin, Indianapolis, Ind.; Amos Coleman, De Soto,
Mo.; C. H. Wardell and wife, Nowata. Okla.;
J. R. Mercer, Kansas City, Mo.; W. H. Hough,
Tupelo, Miss.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; Prof.
J. C. Futrall, Duke Jewelry Co, Fayetteville, Ark.;
Troy Watkins, with C. L. Glines, Harrison, Ark.;
F. S. Bolton, Bolton Jewelry Co., Fulton, Mo.;
R. 0. Willett, Vandalia, Mo.; W. S. Thompson,
Armstrong, Mo.; J. F. Stewart, Albion, Ill.;
E. E. Gunter, Dexter, Mo.; J. F. Peterson, Cuba,
Mo.; D. C. Burchett, Kirksville, Mo.; M. Miesch,
Muskogee, Okla.; W. G. Davis, Granite City,I11.;
J. H. Booth, Alton, Ill.; W. R. Hazelwood, Bard-
well, Ky.; D. Guthrie, Raymond, Ill.; A. L. Al-
piser, Edwardsville, Ill.; Louis Gardner, Barnett
Bros., Edwardsville, Ill.; Dr. P. M. Pigdon, El
Paso, Texas ; J. W. Strain, Carrollton, Ill.; F. 0.
Lydell, Troy, Ill.; C. L. Goulding, Alton, Ill.;
J. S. Coffey, Vienna, Mo.; A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa,
Okla.; H. Adolph, Ironton, Mo.; Charles E.
Price, Jacksonville, Ill.; H. M. Sigloch, Keytes-
ville, Mo.; W. E. Osterwald, Festus, Mo.; F. S.
Brickley, De Soto, Mo.
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S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.

Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

Tools and Material

REED-BENNETT CO.

Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds

Tools, Material and Findings

Diamonds, Watches

and Jewelry
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BIRKENHAUER-
THOMSEN CO.

Jewelers' Supplies, Jewelry
Optical Goods, Tools

and Material

F. L. BOSWORTH CO.

Silverware, Cut Glass,

Clocks, Fancy Novelties
'CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

LEWIS FINKELSTEIN

Wholesale Jeweler

Loose and Mounted Diamonds
Sent on Approval

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO., Minneapolis,Minn.
S. H. CLAUS1N & CO di

REED-BENNETT CO.
B1RKENHAUER-

THOMSEN CO.
F. L. BOSWORTH CO.
LEWIS FINKELSTEIN
SISCHO & BEARD
VEHON & GOODMAN
ALBERT L. HAMAN

VEHON & GOODMAN

Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry

ALBERT L. HA MAN

Exclusively

Watches and Diamonds

SISCHO & BEARD

Tools and Material, Jewelers'
Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians
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The holiday season is here again, bringing
with it the usual hustle and hurry of holiday trade.
The crops are much better than was expected
some time ago and feeling is more optimistic re-
garding the year's business than at any time thus
far.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, will have their new
tool and material catalogue ready for distribution
some time the early part of December. They will
have one of the most up-to-date catalogues that
has yet been sent out to the trade, containing all
the latest tools, material assortments, and in fact
everything pertaining to that line.

N. Jensen, trade watchmaker, St. Paul, has
his full force of watchmakers at work, having
added two new men. Maurice Connihan, who has
been in Michigan visiting home folks for several
weeks, is also back with Mr. Jensen.

P. E. Thielen, of Eden Vallen, Minn., is tak-
ing a post-graduate course at the Stone School
of Watchmaking, St. Paul.

E. T. Johnson, jeweler of Baudette, Minn.,
lost his store and entire stock when that town
was destroyed by the recent forest fire. It is
said his loss is $3000.

C. L. Bender, of Myrtle Point, Oregon, re-
cently returned to his home town after being away
several weeks in charge of I. R. Tower's store
at Marshfield, Oregon, while Mr. Tower was on
a business trip.

M. B. Cohen, of Cohen Bros., Minneapolis,
has returned from North Dakota, where he spent
about two weeks hunting.

A. W. Parrahm, of Kansas City, Mo., has
purchased the store of C. C. Hayes & Co., at
Kent, Washington, and has taken possession. Mr.
Parrahm will remain in the present quarters for
a few months and then move to a larger store.

Owing to their increasing business the well-
known firm of Kirchner & Renich, of Minne-
apolis, have added more help to their force. The
new members of their mechanical force are
Harold Brace, jeweler; R. S. Menard, watch-
maker, and George H. Anderson, engraver. They
have recently installed some new machinery in
their workshop.

A. G. Scherf, of Red Wing, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities during the past month buying
goods and looking after other business matters.

R. H. Wade, of Elma, Wash., recently moved
his store to a more favorable location in the
same town.

C. M. Snyder, of Downing, Wis., was recently
robbed. As the fttory comes to us, Mr. Snyder
was just getting ready to leave his store at about
II o'clock at night when three masked men held
him up and looted his store of about $300 worth
of watches and rings. All three of the men have
been arrested in Minneapolis and most of the
articles were found on them. The names of the
men are George White, Hubert and George King.
White was arrested while trying to dispose of
some of the booty in a Minneapolis pawnshop
and in his confession implicated the other two.

Louis Kanter, formerly with B. Jacobs
Jewelry Co., has accepted a position with Al
Pulinsky, of Duluth, Minn.

B. R. Schwarz & Bro., of Minneapolis, have
moved to 304 Nicollet Avenue, where they have
more commodious quarters than they formerly oc-
cupied at 307 Nicollet Avenue.

John Keller, formerly with N. Jensen, of St.
Paul, has accepted a position with the Duncan
Osterberg Co., at Eau Claire, Wis., as watch-
maker.

P. G. Carlberg, jeweler of St. Croix Falls,
Wis., was one of the out-of-town jewelers seen
in the Twin Cities during the past month. Mr.
Carlberg was buying goods for his store.

Gus Weingarden has accepted a position with
the Parisian Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis, as head
salesman.

Charles Winestein has accepted a position
with the Guarantee Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis,
as salesman. He was formerly employed as sales-
man by the Parisian Jewelry Co., of Minneapolis.

Peder Gaalaas, of Stilwater, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities on business the past month.

Albert Mugrauer, jeweler of Spring Hill,
Minn., was in the Twin Cities on business during
the past month.

Zimmerman & Harris, of Minneapolis, have
moved from 28 to 26 Washington Avenue S. One
of their large plate glass windows was accidentally
broken the first day they occupied the new store.

B. Peterson, Ortonville, Minn., accompanied
by his bride, visited in the Twin Cities during
the past month.

A beautiful loving cup which was donated by
Klemme & Co., of Albert Lea, Minn., to the
auto association as a trophy for their annual
races, was recently won by the Motor Inn Co.,
who entered a Reo "30" car. The cup which
is a masterpiece, was designed by Mr. Klemme.
It was on exhibition for some time in the show
windows and attracted considerable attention.

George W. Young, watchmaker with the
Paegel Jewelry Company, of Minneapolis, is tak-
ing a course in De Mar's School of Optometry,
of that city.

Carl Herrick, formerly with the Fiske-John-
son Jewelry Company, of Minneapolis, has re-
turned to that city after spending several months
on his claim in northern Minnesota.

D. J. Mahler, jeweler and optician, of Le
Guerr, Minn., was in the Twin Cities recently
buying goods for his fall trade.

F. W. Seaman, the well-known jeweler of
Hastings, Minn., called on the Twin City trade
during the past month.

Herman Spiess has recently opened a new
jewelry store at Forbes, N. Dak. Mr. Spiess is
a very promising young jeweler with a bright
future before him and with his business ability
he will undoubtedly make a success of his new
undertaking.

Oscar Holmes, of Cambridge, Minn., was
seen in the Twin Cities during the past month,
calling on the trade.

D. Hoken, of the Guarantee Jewelry Com-
pany, of Minneapolis, recently spent a two weeks'
vacation in Chicago, accompanied by Mrs Hoken.
Mr. Hoken has returned but Mrs. Hoken went
on further East to Boston, where she will spend
a short time.

F. B. Stark, jeweler and optician of James-
town, N. Dak., recently stopped in the Twin
Cities on his return home from a trip to Illinois,
where he visited a short time.

W. C. Clow, of W. C. Clow & Son, of Van-
couver, Wash. recently returned from an outing
in the Pike Valley Country.

M. Morrison, of Osage, Iowa, was in St.
Paul buying goods during the past month. Mr.
Morrison reports business as being fairly good.

Mr. Gallett, son of D. G. Gallett, of Aber-
deen, S. Dak., was visiting in St. Paul during
the past month.

Charles 0. Hagen, of Duluth, Minn., is con-
fined to a hospital at Fargo, N. Dak. Mr. Hagen
is suffering with kidney trouble.

E. A. Jensen, of Belgrade, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities buying goods during the past month.
Mr. Jensen reports business as being very good
during this past year and says that he expects
the holiday trade to be fully as good, if not bet-
ter, than last year.

The Hannon Jewelry Co., of Waupaca, Wis.,
purchased the stock and fixtures of the C. R.
Hoffman store in that city. The building which
was occupied by Mr. Hoffman will be converted
into a bank and the Hannon Jewelry Co. will dis-
pose of the Hoffman stock at their old stand.

The Beard Bros. are now fully settled in
their new room at 219 Ryan Building, St. Paul,
Minn., and are now prepared and fully equipped
to fill all mail orders promptly and anything in
their line, such as watch material, tools, findings
of all kinds and boxes will be given their closest
attention.

The E. W. Howard Co., Beloit, Wis., have
moved to their new store opposite the Hilton
Hotel, of that city. Many new business blocks
are being erected on this street and with a new
Post Office nearly completed, this promises to be
one of the best business streets in the city.

J. J. Bill, Modelia, Minn., who was one of
the campaign managers of W. S. Hammond, the
only Democratic Congressman elected in the
State of Minnesota in the recent election, is one
of the most popular jewelers in the second dis-
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trict, and the success of Mr. Hammond is in no
small way due to the effective work done by his
friend, Mr. Bill.

The New York Loan Office, located on Third
Street, Portland, Oregon, was recently robbed of
a diamond ring valued at $200.

G. R. Symons, of Langford, S. Dak., was
seen among the out-of-town Jewelers who visited
the city during the past month.

H. V. Kile, of the Reed Bennett Co., of
Minneapolis, recently made a trip through South
Dakota.

J. Anderson, Waupaca, Wis., has accepted a
position with P. S. Larson, at Beloit, Wis., who
has recently moved to larger and more com-
modious quarters.

H. J. Hendrickson, one of the leading
jewelers of St. Paul, has had charge of the
country store at the Shriners' Fair, held at the
Masonic Temple, St. Paul. Mr. Hendrickson has
shown his ability along this line. He had one of
the most artistic displays at the fair.

H. J. Heram, of Elbow Lake, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities buying goods during the past
month. Mr. Heram reports business as being
good and having bright prospects for a large holi-
day trade.

H. H. Starr, of New Richmond, Wis., visited
the Twin Cities during the past month.

The Baker Jewelry Co., of 1309 North Wash-
ington Avenue, Minneapolis, recently installed
new plate glass show cases and have had the in-
terior of their store fitted up with mahogany
fixtures. The Baker Jewelry Co. now occupy the
other half of the building, which will make their
store, when all improvements are completed, one
of the most handsome stores in the city.

J. C. Hannel, formerly of Farmington, Minn.,
will in the near future open up a jewelry and
chinaware store at Julietta, Idaho.

M. Gottlieb, formerly of California, will open
a new store at Cheyenne, Wyo.

Sloan Bros., trade watchmakers and jewelers,
formerly located on Minnesota Street, St. Paul,
have moved into the new Shubert Theater Build-
ing, located on Wabasha and Exchange Streets,
where they have a very up-to-date store, as well
as a desirable location.

J. B. Hudson & Son, of Minneapolis, have
installed a number of new show cases in their
store during the past month.

S. Anderson, of Anderson Bros. & Co., of
Witmar, Minn., was in the Twin Cities for
seven days during the past month taking medical
treatment.

A very pretty wedding took place Wednesday
evening, October 12th, when F. J. Conklin, of
Minneapolis, was united in marriage to Miss
Allen, of Glencoe. The ceremony was performed
at the bride's home.

H. D. Kifferman, jeweler, of Barron, Wis.,

was one of the out-of-town retailers who was
seen in the Twin City markets during the past
month.

A. A. Tressler, who purchased the A. F.
Hawkins jewelry store at Blue Earth, Minn., is
busy remodeling the interior, preparatory to in-
creasing his stock for the holiday rush.

W. H. Allen, head salesman for W. M.
Stone, of Minneapolis, has returned from Glen-

coe, Minn., where he has been enjoying a short
hunting trip.

J. M. Bennett, of the Reed, Bennett Co.,
of Minneapolis, has moved with his family from
his summer home at Lake Minnetonka, to his
home in Minneapolis.

0. F. Wennerbund, of West Duluth, Minn.,

has recently made extensive improvements
throughout his store.

J. P. Hoeltgen, jeweler and optician, at Belle
Plaine, Minn., was in the Twin Cities the past
month buying goods and looking after other
business matters.

Len Nolty, of 0. H. Arosin, St. Paul, has
been away on a short hunting trip.

Paul Erickson, formerly with Reed, Bennett
Co., of Minneapolis, has recently accepted a posi-
tion as watchmaker with Charles 0. Hagen, of
Duluth, Minn.

T. J. Sime, jeweler, of Albert Lea, Minn.,
has opened up a new store at 311 South Broad-
way, of that place.

J. B. D. Wagner, jeweler of Morten, Minn.,
was one of the out-of-town retailers who called
on the Twin City markets during the past month.
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Indianapolis is promised a new giant hotel
that will cost half a million dollars. The location
has not been made known, but it will be in the
heart of the downtown business district. The
plans have been completed but it will be June or
July before the construction is begun. Hotel
Metropole will probably be the name of the new
fourteen-story, fire-proof inn. It will contain
four hundred sleeping rooms, each supplied with
a telephone, hot, cold and ice cold running water;
also a clock that is controlled by a large time-
piece in the hotel lobby. When this hotel is
opened Indianapolis will be better able to care
for the big convention crowds that are always
welcome within her gates.

With fall taxes, election and Thanks-
giving Day events of the past, the re-
tail merchants expect the Christmas
shopping tp start off with a lively
trade. Stocks are in splendid condition,
extra clerks hired and everybody is just
waiting for the word "Go."

"To Stimulate Christmas Buying"
Horace A. Comstock, a Washington
Street jeweler, advertised a "Diamond
Sale" during the month of November.

H. H. Bishop, president of the In-
diana Retail Jewelers' Association, re-
turned to Indianapolis the 1st of No-
vember after a six weeks' visit to his
wife and two sons in California. Mrs.
Bishop went West last Spring on ac
count of the failing health of one of
her sons. Mr. Bishop brings back the
good news that the California climate
is doing wonders for the boy, and the
prospects are that the family will re-
turn to their home in the Spring. On
December 2d and 3d Mr. Bishop will
have a Christmas opening at his jew-
elry and optical store on Virginia ave-
nue. A beautiful stock, flowers, music
and floral decorations will make the
event one to be remembered. Mr.
Bishop's customers say he will have
a hard time to equal his last year's
Christmas opening, but—well, Bishop
always makes a success of his undertak-
ings and he won't disappoint his friends
and customers this time.

Carl L. Rost, chairman of the Legis-
lative Committee of the Indiana Retail
Jewelers' Association, expects to call a
meeting of the members in the near
future to formulate a plan of action
before the opening of the State Legis-
lature.

Julius C. Walk & Son have mailed
a large number of attractive booklets,
"Christmas Suggestions," to their customers.
Besides the "suggestions" there is a list of
wedding anniversaries, birthstones and flowers
of the months. In connection with the. booklet
a red leather bound "Petite Calendar and Stamp
Case" was mailed.

The retail jewelry store of J. E. Evard, in
Monument Place, could very appropriately be
called "The Quality Shop," for the high-grade
goods in the mahogany cases, the burlapped walls,
the artistic metal signs and the general air of the
store proclaim "tone." Mr. Evers holds a high
position among watchmakers for his skill and
knowledge.

Joseph T. Head, on Virginia Avenue, fur-
nished a very handsome "High Priest Jewel" for
one of the local chapters of the Royal Arch
Masons last month.

Edward J. Kappeler has had new signs placed
on his window and installed a complete new light-
ing system in his store on Indiana Avenue.

Dan L. Murray, of New York, is conducting
an auction sale of the entire stock, fixtures and
furniture of the installment jewelry store of the
late M. F. Smith, at 107 West Washington
Street. The business was established eleven years

ago by M. F. Smith and since his death, about
one year ago, has been continued by his widow,
Mrs. M. R. Smith, and his brother, P. B. Smith.
The sale will continue until everything is sold.

Chris. Bernloehr & Brother, in the I. 0. 0. F.
Building, are the only retail jewelers in this
city who close every day at 5 o'clock, except on
Saturday, when 8.30 is the closing hour.

Gray, Gribben & Gray are the pioneer instal-
ment jewelers in this city. The business was es-
tablished in 1885 by Albert R. Gray, David S.
Gribben and Asher W. Gray. Last March, when

• the old Y. M. C. A. Building on North Illinois
Street was torn down this firm had to find a
time transferred it into the attractive building
at the point where Indiana Avenue and Ohio
Street run into Illinois Street and in a short
time transferred it into the attractive building
shown in this picture. About the time that Gray,
Gribben & Gray leased the building the Indiana
Retail Merchants' Association was making a fight
to improve the general appearance and com-
mercial tone of the avenue. This new jewelry

made and presented to the lady of his heart, on
her birthday, a thimble of gold, beautifully orna-
mented and chased, accompanied by a note which
introduced the little contraption as a 'token of
my humble esteem which shall protect those deli-
cate, fair and industrious fingers from pricks and
scar of needle head.' Until that day sewing had
been a real task, painful and laborious and at-
tended with occasional bloodshed."

Charles W. Lauer, Sr., has returned from a
business trip to Terre Haute, Ind. He reports
road business on holiday goods as very satisfac-
tory, bracelets and lockets being the most called
for articles.

The marriage of Miss Laura Steffens to Wil-
lard New, former judge of the Appellate Court,
took place November 9th in this city. Miss Stef-
fens has many friends in the trade through her
long connection with Charles Mayer & Company.
For several years she was head of the cut glass,
art pottery and fine china department.

The safe at the office of the Central Comb
Company, 104 South Meridian Street, was broken

into on the night of November 8th by
a thief who is believed to have opened
the front door of the store with a
skeleton key. The safe had been left
unlocked and the money drawer was
pried open with a screwdriver. Between
$13 and $14 was stolen. The Central
Comb Company do a wholesale business
in fancy combs and low-priced jewelry.

The fixtures and furniture in Carl
L. Rost's new store at 25 North Illinois
Street have beeen changed and rear-
ranged to accommodate the rapid
growth in the silverware department.
Two large safes anod other fixtures
have been moved 26 feet towards the
rear to make room for the big Christ-
mas stock in that line. Hugh J. Davey,
optometrist, has recently located in a
part of the Rost store.

J. C. Sipe spent three weeks in
October on a hunting trip to New
Brunswick. As trophies of the hunt he
is having mounted the heads of two
splendid moose which he killed. Mrs.
Sipe accompanied her husband and killed
her share of black bear and deer.

Mrs. Anna Gilliland, of the material
department of Baldwin-Miller Corn-
pany, was on the sick list last month.
Mrs. Gilliland is personally known to
almost ever watchmaker in the State.

H. 0. Cobb, engraver, and S. Jette
Shepard, watchmaker, have given up
their trade shop in the State Life Build-
ing. Cobb has taken a position in the
retail store of J. H. Reed on Washing-
ton Street. Shepard has taken charge
of the watch repair department of E.
Mantel on West Washington Street.

Max C. Lang has removed his
manufacturing shop from the sixth to
the third floor of the Claypool Building.
His new quarters are larger and better
adapted to the manufacturing business,

new machinery has been placed and everything
is in readiness for the holiday rush which Mr.
Lang says began early last month.

J. C. DaNienport, proprietor of the "Best Plat-
ing Company," 104 North Delaware Street, re-
cently had a close call for his life. While strip-
ping silverware with nitric acid he was overcome
by the fumes and dropped to the floor. The boys
in the shop carried him to the open air and sum-
moned a physician, but it was with difficulty that
respiration was restored and a week before the
physician woald allow him to return to his busi-
ness.

William Steinherz, formerly of Pittsburg, has
opened a reta:1 jewelry store at 336 Massachu-
setts Avenue. The store was opened for business
the 1st of November, with temporary fixtures.
The handsome modern furniture and fixtures will
be installed in time for the Christmas display.

Oscar Zetterlof, formerly with the McIntire
Watch Company, of Kankakee, Ill., has taken a
position with the Capital Jewelry Company, 133
East Washington Street. Mr. Zetterlof was at
one time employed in the Waltham Watch factory.

(Continued on page 2088)

Brilliantly Illuminated Jewelry Store Corner

store, at the very beginning of the avenue, did
much to encourage the movement ; the big street
clock was a pronounced public benefit and the
handsome window displays and brilliant electric
lights turned a dark, unattractive point into a
beacon of illumination that cast its cheerful rays
in every direction.

Will Reed; in the retail jewelry business
with his father, J. H. Reed, 38 West Washington
Street, is gaining a reputation for window dis-
plays. The Reed windows are considered among
the best dressed jewelry windows in the city.

Wm. F. Krieg, traveling representative for
Krieg Brothers, Catholic Supply House, 112 South
Illinois Street, has just returned from a very
successful road trip. This house does a whole-
sale and retail business in ecclesiastical wares,
especially in rosarie's, chains and Catholic society
pins and medals.

An Indianapolis jeweler was recently asked
how long thimbles had been in use. He couldn't
answer the question but studied up the subject
and found the following pleasing little account
of "The First Thimble": "About two hundred
years ago a London goldsmith, called Trotting,
had the luckiest sort of a lucky thought. He

HERE can be
no doubt about
your intentions

as to quality when
you feature Keystone
Solid Gold Watch Cases
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T'S for you to say how many
Keystone Solid Gold Watch
Cases you will sell.
Your customer needs only a little
expert advice on relative values
—the fact that the solid gold case

gives him a permanent investment.
Everybody knows the Keystone
Trade-Mark—and that the Keystone
Guarantee is backed by the only
dependable standards in watch cases.
It's human nature for them to put their
confidence in the jeweler who refuses
to palter with shifty standards.
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Toledo is waking * This is noticeable in
all lines of trade, and merchants in every line are
considerably more carefree this year than they
have been for several seasons past. This is par-
ticularly true in the jewelry trade, and even a
casual observer who visited the jewelry stores
last year in this city and again this season could
not fail to be strongly impressed by the difference
not only in the crowds of buyers frequenting the
stores, but in the very atmosphere of the stores
themselves and the attitude of owners and man-
agers.

Toledo has been a long time recovering from
the effects of the panic. Last season business
was better than it had been, but the hopes of the
jewelers for a really good business were badly
shattered. The best that any one could find to
say was that business was better than the year
before, but nothing to brag about. This year,
however, the buying has begun early, and all of
the stores have many Christmas orders laid away.
Of course the Christmas shopping has not really
begun in earnest yet, but inquiries are coming in
thick and fast, and the trade is already away
ahead of what it has been for several seasons.

The consensus of opinion among jewelers
seems to be that there will be a rousing Christ-
mas trade, and the bulk of the articles sold are
of a high class. Diamonds seem to be moving
well in moderate size and small stones. The
larger stones, while sometimes sold, are rare busi-
ness. Watches are not as strong as they have
been some seasons, but are holding their own.
In the smaller articles mesh bags, bracelets and
large lockets on long chains seem to be taking
the public fancy. Taken altogether, Toledo jew-
elers have no cause for complaint, and are mak-
ing none. Even some of the dealers, who are
prone to take a pessimistic view of conditions
generally, are pleased this season and looking for
a holiday harvest.

H. B. Stone, formerly a director of the J. G.
Kapp Company, in this city, holding the position
of watchmaker with the firm, has opened a retail
store on Superior street. When seen by THE
KEYSTONE representative Mr. Stone was in a very
cheerful state of mind, and is delighted with the
prospects for a good business. Although his
store had been open for business only a week he
had had a good trade, and already has many
orders laid away for the holidays. He is espe-
cially pleased with his watch repairing business,
which has been unusually good. Mrs. Stone has
been installed as head clerk. The store has been
tastefully fitted up and presents an elegant ap-
pearance.

C. L. Gartell, a watchmaker and jeweler of
East Jordan, Mich., and Evan J. Lewis, watch-
maker and engraver, of Cleveland, Ohio, have
accepted positions with the Wm. H. Broer Co.

J. D. Rowland, the Madison avenue jeweler,
reports a good business in holiday goods with
a demand for the better class articles. He re-
ports a fad among his patrons for coral cameos.

Holiday prospects look good to the Judd-
Gross Co., and they have already begun putting
on extra salesmen for the anticipated rush. A
good business in medium and high-class jewelry
is being done. Mesh bags are reported extra
strong just now.

"Business looks good to us," said the man-
ager of the Hull Brothers Umbrella Company
to THE KEYSTONE representative. The prospects
of a fine trade with the jewelers for the holiday
business are of the best. We are making a spe-
cial effort to push things this fall, as can be seen
by the fact that we are advertising extensively.
A full page ad in the Saturday Evening Post will
appear next Saturday, being one of our methods
to round up the business we feel sure is to be
had by progressive business men this year."

The Leavitt Optical Company reports a rush-
ing fall business. "It is early to say yet what
the holidays will hold in store for optical men,
as the holiday optical trade does not usually begin

until a week or two before Christmas, but we are
prepared for a rush if it comes, which seems
likely when the impetus given the jewelry and
other trades is taken into account."

"Most too busy to talk" was the report at
the L. Beckman & Co. optical store.

G. V. Warnke, who for many years con-
ducted a retail jewelry store on Broadway, To-
ledo, recently returned from a sojourn in the
northwest and has accepted a position as watch-
maker with the George Kapp Co., on Summit
street.

Ben Broer and Joe Hillenkamp, under the
name of the Toledo Jewelry Co., have opened up
a jewelry manufacturing business in Summit
street. They expect to do business with the
local trade for the most part, but will branch out
as business grows and trade demands.

"Charlie" Kapp, of the Wolcott & Kapp Co.,
stated that business with his concern is highly
satisfactory. "We have laid away a good many
expensive trifles intended for Christmas gifts,
among which are not a few diamonds. Business
thus far is away ahead of what it was last sea-
son, and it looks mighty good to me."

Because he was the owner of a diamond pin
and ring, L. E. Plummer, a young miner who
recently struck Toledo and lived at good hotels
without having the money to pay for the luxury,
the youthful adventurer was saved a term in jail.
Plummer was recently arrested here at the insti-
gation of Manager Hameyer, of the Jefferson
Hotel, who accused him of trying to beat his
board bill. After the man had been locked up
several other first-class hotels complained that
Plummer had been a recent guest at their hostel-
ries and had left each establishment without
paying his bill. After a long conference at police
headquarters Plummer was allowed to go, in
company with an officer, and pawn his pin and
ring. With the money thus secured the hotel
people were paid and Plummer was again al-
lowed to breathe the sweet air of freedom.

Frank Kapp, son of George Kapp, who for
some time has held the position of manager of
the naint department in the large wholesale hard-
ware store of Hibbard, Spencer & Bartlett, at
Chicago, has resigned his position and will enter
his father's store in Toledo, holding the position
of secretary of the company. Mr. Kapp is
known to the local trade, as he has frequently
helped out at the George W. Kapp store in busy
seasons.

The reports from the Merrill-Broer Com-
pany, wholesale and manufacturing jewelers, in-
dicate that the season is right for jewelers
throughout the entire territory covered by this
company, including Toledo and vicinity. Said
Mr. Broer: "We are busy, busy, busy. Pros-
pects for Toledo and vicinity are the best since
1907, and I believe that we are going to have a
banner year so far as holiday trade goes. Every-
thing is moving well, and the fine thing about it
all is that the better class goods are moving along
right up at the head of the line. Diamonds are
strong, and fair sized stones are being sold.
Watches are good but not as strong as some
other lines. In the line of small stuff bracelets
seem to be leading owing to the return of many
women to the short sleeve for winter wear.
Large lockets are good, and all sorts of sterling
silver trinkets are in strong demand, while there
seems to be a passion for green gold articles of
all kinds. Yes, business is fine with us, and we
haven't a complaint to make except that we are
too busy to be comfortable."

Drawback of Wireless Telegraphy
One of the principal drawbacks of wireless

telegraphy is the fact that no very efficient call
system has been invented which will serve to call
an operator who is not in direct attendance upon
the instruments. According to press dispatches,
when the Wellman airship sighted the steamship
Trent it was impossible to call the vessel by
means of wireless telegraphy because the operator
was not at his post. Instead of that, light signals
had to be used, and it was not until the Trent
had been notified by means of signal lamps that
the America was equipped with wireless appar-
atus, that wireless communication could be estab-
lished.
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The most marked feature of
Favorable trade conditions in the South-
Outlook west during the past few weeks

was the slowness of collec-
tions, although this is not at all unusual at this
time of year. The banks are loaning out all
available funds to cattle feeders and to handle
crops, and these loans as a rule take precedence
over general industrial loans. There is little
doubt that within thirty days the situation will
be relieved and a beneficial effect will be felt
on collections. The recent call for national bank
statements developed a most gratifying condition
financially. The report in Kansas City shows the
resources of the banks and trust companies
amount to $141,183,000, which is a substantial in-
crease over the figures on September 1st last.
There was also an increase of more than $4,000,-
000 in deposits.

The Southwest is more pros-
Good Crops— perous as a whole to-day than
Big Prices at any other period in its de-

velopment. The only anxiety
that is felt is on account of the lack of rain
in the grazing country. This, however, is not yet
a really serious factor. The crops have been
heavy at prices that have left good profits to
the producers. All of the smaller banks have
the heavist deposits they have ever known. As
most of this money is loaned out for short
periods it will begin to come in soon so that the
Christmas trade should be brisk.

One of the features of the
Early Shopping shopping situation that is at-

tracting attention is the forma-
tion in Kansas City of a "Shopping Early" league,
composed principally of club women and college
alumnw. The object of this league is to induce
the women of the city to do all of their Christ-
mas shopping before December 15th in order
to relieve the pressure upon the clerks in the
shops. The plea is made that the thousands of
clerks in the shops are made to suffer unnecessary
hardships at the Christmas season, which could
be very materially relieved by means of a con-
certed action among the shoppers. The idea has
been received with enthusiasm by the women of
the city and the stores have helped it along by
sending out blank pledges in their bundle deliv-
eries. The newspapers, too, have helped and it is
estimated that fully twenty thousand women in
Kansas City will have signed the "Shopping
Early" pledge before December 1st.

J. W. Phillips has succeeded to the business
of Phillips & Dalrymple. F. A. Dalrymple has
gone to Los Angeles, Cal., where he will open
optical parlors and shop.

W. T. Reed recently opened in the jewelry
business at Wichita, Kans.

Louis Meyer recently returned from a busi-
ness and pleasure trip to Chanute, Kans.

H. J. Casey is a new jeweler at Delaware,
Oklahoma. Mr. Casey was formerly in the jew-
elry business in Illinois.

C. H. Ward and wife, of Newata, Okla., en
route home from a trip through the East, visited
in Kansas City last month.

Frank Frass is a new employee in the jewelry
department of the Meyer Jewelry Co.

The L. & R. Jewelry Co. is the unique name
of a new firm at Bartlesville, Okla.

Harry Berger, recently in the employ of
W. F. Kirkpatrick, at St. Joseph, Mo., is now
with the Porter & Wiser Jewelry Co.

The Jaccard Jewelry Company recently ex-
hibited a number of beautiful brooches, pendants
and necklaces that were designed and executed
in their shops. One of the brooches, conspicuous
for its beauty, had for its center a handsome
emerald of many carats. A number of diamonds
delicately set in platinum formed the cobweb-like
background.

(Continued on page 2083)
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DIAMONDStiMEMORANDUM
TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

ONLY
IF YOU GET A CUSTOMER , HARO TO SATISFYAND HAVEN'T THE DIAMOND IN STOCK TO SUITHIM, WRITE „TELEGRAPH OR TELEPHONE TO US.
WE WILL. SEND A SELECTION PACKAGE IMMEDIATELY
—.JUST WHAT YOU NEED-AND THE SALE IS ASSURED.

MEYER JEWELRY CO.
THE MEMORANDUM DIAMOND HOUS4

BOLEY BUILDING-- KANSAS CITY440.
THELARGEST AND BESTSELECTED STOCK OF DIAMONDS & PRECIOUS SIMS IN THEIVEY:

j IP

...DLUE RIBBON-
1 I PILVERPOLIS

CREAM
"'n„wx;,i:,:,,,,,trl-- •

Makers of the
Famous Blue Ribbon
Auto Cream, Brass
and Metal Polish

The 20th Century Silver Polish

BLUE RIBBON 
SILVER POLISH in CREAM 

Highest Quality and Efficiency
Contains No Acids or Injurious Agents

Made expressly for use on finest Gold, Silver-
ware, Cut Glass, etc.

Remarkable for Quick Action—Rich and Bril-
IMnt Lustre—Lasting Finish.

Also invaluable for Cleaning and Polishing Mir-
rors, Windows, Marble, Porcelain, Nickel, Tin, etc.

Most Convenient and Attractive Package.
Essential for High-class Trade.
Inquire of your Jobber or write no direct for sample.

International Metal Polish Co. Also Everything in the
Silver and Metal

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Polish Line

Artistic Hand - Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

TRADE MARK

On under side
of Middle Bar

Colmont Opera and Field Glasses
have been recognized by
Opticians who really wanted
a good article without pay-
ing too high a price.

With Colmont Glasses you have
a Guarantee.

The name STANDS for
honesty and uniformity of
construction, fairness of price.
For your own advantage, investigate
the "COLMONT" line at your
jobber's.

SUSSFELD3 LORSCH & CO.
Catalogue upon application to any jobber Importers 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Frank Glab has opened a watch repair shop
and jewelry store at 344 Virginia Avenue. Mr.
Glab is one of the well-known business men of
Shelbyville, Ind., where he was in the jewelry
business for twenty-seven years. About five years
ago he sold out on account of ill health and went
South. Mr. Glab says he is tired of loafing and
longed to get back to his bench and tools, so
came to this city, where his daughter resides.

Ikko Matsumoto is showing a most attractive
stock of Christmas hand-wrought jewelry in a
large and varied assortment of brooches, pen-
dants, rings and necklaces that attest his versatil-
ity in designing and exquisite workmanship. A
floral "motif" is used in many of his designs and
is artistically handled.

C. M. Carr, one of the Capital Jewelry Com-
pany's watchmakers, has been on the sick list for
several weeks.

Carl F. Walk visited the New York market
last month, purchasing the latest holiday attrac-
tions in the jewelry line for J. C. Walk & Son.

David S. Gribben, of the firm of Gray, Grib-
ben & Gray, is visiting relatives in Scotland. He
timed his trip so as to be on hand at a big golden
wedding anniversary of his Scottish relatives.

Jack Rogers, one of the oldest watchmakers
in the State, is quite ill at his home in this city.

Albert Burns, son of William F. Burns, an
Indiana Avenue jeweler, will shortly put on the
market a pearl cement that has been pronounced
a wonder by all who have given it a trial. With
the use of this cement small pearls can be fas-
tened in mountings without danger of falling out.
Mr. Burns is a young chemist and is working
on several good chemical compounds for jewelers'
uses.

Fletcher C. Medearis, watchmaker with the
Burton Jewelry Company, is wrestling with a
painful carbuncle on his neck, but has stuck to
his bench.

L. Markowitz, for the F. & M. Jewelry Com-
pany, and Louis Bowman, for the I. Grohs
Jewelry Company, finished their Texas trips about
the same time. Both men report a splendid busi-
ness.

L. Critzer, trade watchmaker in the State
Life Building, now has with him his brother, H. F.
Critzer. Work is coming in very fast now that
the holidays are approaching and both men put
in long hours at the bench.

George Keifner, traveler for C. W. Lauer &
Company, was met as he came in from a Novem-
ber road trip. In answer to the question, "How
is your trade feeling about Christmas?" he an-
swered, "Oh, everybody is happy and prepared
for a great big business."

George A. Fogas, of Fogas Brothers, on
Massachusetts Avenue, has increased the size
and brightness of his smile since the recent ar-
rival of a little daughter at his home.

The many trade friends of J. A. Oswald, sec-
retary of the Indiana Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, will regret to learn of the death of his wife,
which occurred at her home in Crawfordsville,
Ind., November T6th, after a long illness. Funeral
services were held at the home, after which the
body was taken to Nashville, Tenn., for burial.
THE KEYSTONE extends sincere sympathy to Mr.
Oswald and his son in their bereavement.

Charles Mayer & Co. furnished a number of
handsome prize cups for the athletic tournament
held at Fort Benjamin Harrison November 18th.

L. R. Douglas, traveling representative for
A. C. Becken, of Chicago, finished his road
business the 1st of December and returned to
his home in this city. Mr. Douglas is a fine en-
graver and during the holiday rush helped Arthur
Hutto, trade engraver in the State Life Building,
to keep his work up to time.

H. J. Hoffman, of Loogootee, Ind., was a
welcome buyer on this market last month when
he purchased a nice line of Christmas goods, in-
cluding china and cut glass. During his stay in
the city he was the guest of his brother, Will J.
Hoffman, of Hoffman & Lauer.

George N. Rowe, watchmaker and optician
with Williams & Co., on West Washington Street,
is laid up from a severe attack of rheumatism.

W. A. Benham, Rising Sun, Ind., recently
purchased the jewelry business of James D. Ward

and will place his two sons in charge of the store.
It has been just fifteen years since Mr. Benham
had sold the same store to Mr. Ward. Mr. Ward
will remain in Rising Sun and some time in the
near future will engage in the optical business.

Sandford Stunkle, watchmaker for Heller &
Benton, Alexandria, Ind., visited the Indianapolis
market last month in the interest of his em-
ployers.

Isaac Booth, senior member of the firm of
Booth & Son, at Tipton, Ind., made a recent visit
to this city when he purchased some fine engrav-
ing tools. Mr. Booth has been taking a sort of
"post-graduate" course of engraving from George
G. Dyer. Although a man of years of experience
in all branches of the watch and jewelry business,
Mr. Booth believes that as long as a man lives
he can be learning something new.

Charles Ham, of Frankfort, Ind., was in In-
dianapolis during the past month buying holiday
goods.

John Kennard, retail jeweler of Rushville,
Ind., was among the out-of-town buyers on this
market in search of seasonable novelties.

Travelers say that since he remodeled his
store room Henry Vollmer, of Princeton, Ind.,
has a jewelry store that it would be hard to beat.
It is modern in every respect.

Fred Bigwood, of I. M. Bigwood & Son,
Terre Haute, Ind., made a business trip to Chi-
cago last month in the interests of the home store.

J. A. Pickett and wife, of Newcastle, Ind.,
went to Detroit last month to see their new little
granddaughter. The mother, Mrs. Ethel Nugert,
is well-known to the trade as Miss Ethel Pickett,
who for a number of years assisted her father
in his jewelry store at Newcastle, Ind.

W. E. Inman, of Bloomfield, Ind., was a wel-
come holiday buyer on this market early in No-
vember.

A. J. Spencer, of Spiceland, Ind., suffered a
loss of $300 in a destructive fire that visited his
town October 23d. Mr. Spencer succeeded in re-
moving most of his stock of jewelry. He carried
no insurance.

A host of trade friends extend sincere sym-
pathy to Frank J. Haseltine and wife, of Kokomo,
Ind., in their grief over the recent death of their
infant son, Ross J. Haseltine, Jr. The child was
born last January and named for its grandfather,
who founded the widely-known jewelry business
of The Ross J. Haseltine Company, of Kokomo.

W. R. Kemper and wife, of Greentown, Ind.,
have returned from a recent trip to Cincinnati
when they combined business and pleasure.

R. W. Clarke resigned his position as watch-
maker with Louis Knocke, of Walnut Hill, Cin-
cinnati, and has taken possession of the jewelry
store at Lawrenceburg, Ind., which he recently
purchased from H. Reisenberger. Mr. Reisen-
berger has announced his intention to retire from
the business world and devote his attention to
agricultural pursuits.

Perry Tindolph, of Vincennes, Ind., was an
October buyer on the New York market, select-
ing the latest novelties for the Christmas trade.

Charles M. Schnell, an enterprising South
Bend, Ind., jeweler, has completed extensive im-
proverrAnts in his store room on South Michigan
Street. The main floor has been enlarged and
will be devoted entirely to the watch and jewelry
department. A large balcony has been built to
accommodate the optical branch of the business.
A steady increase in business and a larger stock
demanded an expansion of space.

J. Wehrley, formerly with F. M. Noe, of
Indianapolis, has taken a position with Frank
Haseltine, at Kokotno, Ind.

George W. Clemons, who conducts jewelry
stores in both Greenburg and Greenwood, Ind.,
is an active temperance worker. Every few
months he gets out a new business card, on the
reverse side of which is printed some good
reasons why the cause of temperance should be
advanced.

L. C. Wiley, of Palestine, Ill., bought a bill
of holiday goods on the local market and attended
the last "Buyer's Meet."
• Sam B. Hall, of Sullivan, Ill., was in town

last month and laid in a nice stock of holiday
goods.

Indiana seems to be suffering from a dearth
of good watchmakers and engravers judging from
the number of retail dealers who are looking for
competent workmen.
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F. W. Grover and J. R. Hendricks recently
formed a partnership to conduct a jewelry store
in Kansas City. The location has not yet been
selected.

J. M. Mooney, of Prosperity, Mo., has moved
his stock to Webb City, Mo.

J. F. Adams, formerly in the employ of W. F.
Fitzpatrick, at St. Joseph, is now with Harry
Engle, of Trenton, Mo.

C. S. Jarret, of Liberal, Mo., with his wife
and family, recently visited friends in Kansas
City.

The National Credit Men's Association held
a meeting at the Hotel Baltimore, in Kansas
City, recently. The members of the local associa-
tion gave .the visitors a banquet. Nearly all of
the wholesale jewelry houses are represented in
the Kansas City organization.

J. L. Bolling is a new employee of the C. A.
Niger Co.

E. T. McAuley is the new watchmaker with
Fuhrman Bros.

George A. Edwards, President of the Ed-
wards & Sloane Jewelry Co., is building a hand-
some new home at Thirty-fifth Street and Har-
rison Boulevard.

The travelers of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company were in the city last month replenish-
ing their trunks. They were: W. C. Schumann,
Fred Cateron, C. W. Morrell, M. S. Murray and
W. P. Nelson.

The Cady & Olmstead Jewelry Co. have been
showing some chests of handsome silver. They
are all of the late designs.

A. W. Mace, of Harrington, Kans.; Charles
Wolff, of Ozark, Mo.; Haskell Bennett, of In-
dependence, Kans., and E. J. Smith, of McCook,
Nebr., are taking the course at the Kansas City
Watchmaking and Engraving School.

A. L. Cline is a new jeweler at Ottawa, Kans.
Frank Stark, formerly in business at Downs,

Kans., has purchased the jewelry stock of W. D.
Brotchie, of Scandia, Mo.

A. 0. Dickinson, of Hiawatha, Kans., has
sold out to J. A. Lunkins, who was formerly in
the jewelry business at Bucklin, Kans.

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Pearce, of Gardner,
Kans., are receiving felicitations on the birth of
a son.

I. E. Griffin, of Elk City, Kans., who has been
in the jewelry business there for the past eight
years, has sold his stock and fixtures to W. A.
Smith, of Fredonia, Kans.

J. F. Dickinson, formerly at Conway Springs,
Kans., is now with the Stairs Jewelry Co., at
Wichita, Kans.

J. H. Umbaugh is a new jeweler at Cleve-
land, Okla.

Henry 0. Pope, formerly in the jewelry
business at Sterling City, Texas, has moved his
stock to Claude, Texas.

L. G. Shryock, who moved from Clarendon,
Ark., to Mammoth Springs, Ark., has closed his
business and returned to his former home.

Claude Wheeler, who has a new store at 918
Broadway, Columbia, Mo., recently held a formal
opening. The store was beautifully decorated
with palms and an orchestra played during the
day.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Missman returned
recently from their wedding journey through the
East and are at the Hotel Baltimore. Mr. Miss-
man was married October 29th to Miss Lucile
Edwords.

Charles Bard, of Sedalia, Kans., recently spent
several weeks duck hunting at Rockville, Mo.

The following called at the wholesale houses
last month : C. W. Penn, Centralia, Mo.; B. S.
Witham, Cawker City, Kans.; Olive Tarrant,
Florence, Kans.; G. D. Mowry, Graham, Mo.;
W. C. Rau, Bison, Kans.; H. W. B. Norris, Alva,
Okla.; J. P. Friend, Deepwater, Mo.; B. H.
Beatte and son, Woodward, Okla.; H. C. Hansen,
St. Mary's, Kans.; J. H. Hacker, Tipton, Kans.;
C. S. Bates, Pawnee, Okla.; T. L. Hutton, Urich,
Mo.; Ross Libby and wife, Wier City, Kans.; A.
Zurcher, Marceline, Mo.; Mr. Talbert, Talbert
Jewelry Co., Kingman, Kans.; E. R. Smisor,
Lamed, Kans.; C. J. Keil, Clinton, Mo.; George
A. Young, Moberly, Mo.; Sam Friedberg, Topeka,
Kans.
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"To the 3000 Jewelers Who Are
Selling W.. W. W. Insured Rings"

In offering W. W. W. Rings to the people of your community,
do not neglect to tell them that the W. W. W. ring is more
than a "Merely Guaranteed Ring." Tell them that this
W. W. W. Ring is guaranteed for the reason that it was first
made well, and guaranteed afterward.
In planning your advertising for the Christmas Holidays, do not forget to
advertise. that you sell the W. W. W. "Permanently Insured Ring." Do
not neglect to speak of this permanent insurance.

Remember, that a great many people would gladly buy their birthstone ring
if they knew that they could buy at a reasonable price--a ring that would not
annoy them by the stones coming out.

The reason that W. W. W. Rings are "Permanently Guaranteed" is because
they are made so well that they can be guaranteed. That is the only reason
that the W. W. W. Ring is a "Permanently Insured Ring."

You can sell the W. W. W. Ring to your best trade, with the knowledge
that your customers will receive satisfaction, and at the same time, fully
realizing that you are selling them a ring that will bring everlasting pleasure to
them, and satisfaction to you.

In planning your Holiday campaign, it is well to remember that your ring
stock is, the most profitable in your store, and it behooves the progressive
merchant to instruct his clerks to devote thought and energy to the selling
of set rings.

Our advertising department is at the disposal at every good Jeweler in the
United States, without cost to him. If you have ideas or wishes that you
want executed, write our advertising department to-day.

WHITE WILE & WARNER
Makers of Rings In Which The Stones Do Stay

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Detroit jewelers are greatly encouraged over
the prospects of the coming Christmas season.
Business during the past two or three weeks has
been light, but the opinion is general that it is
only the calm before the storm. From all sides
comes the report of a return of the good old
times, and retail dealers are preparing or a
harvest. Downtown stores report a great many
visitors as Christmas approaches, and clerks are
busy showing goods and giving prices. These
are regarded as good signs of an early resump-
tion of activity. One particularly pleasing indi-
cation is the trend of trade toward higher class
goods, which are already beginning to move. In
view of these conditions retail dealers are buying
more liberally for the holiday trade, and manu-
facturers and wholesale dealers are usually busy.

Travelers report that indications throughout
the State are just as good as in the cities, and
dealers in the smaller towns are stocking up as
never before. Detroit wholesalers unite in de-
claring that the present fall has been one of the
most prosperous they have ever enjoyed. On the
whole there is a better feeling here among jewel-
ers than there has been since the near-panic of
three years ago.

William Allen, aged 45, no address, threw a
stone through the window of Henry Levi's jew-
elry store at 73 Gratiot avenue several days ago.
The crash attracted the attention of a policeman,
and the man was captured after a chase, before
he had time to secure any goods. He is being
held for investigation.

Traub Bros. & Co., Woodward avenue and
Congress street, have just erected a very hand-
some and attractive sign in front of their store.
It is a large watch surrounded by a circle of
smaller watches. The large inner watch gives
the Detroit time, while the smaller watches indi-
cate the corresponding time in the leading Ameri-
can cities. J. H. Garlick, who recently moved
into the Whitney Building, has also installed a
sign that is attracting attention. It is also a
watch of generous size in various colored elec-
tric lights. The outer rim of the watch, the
hands, numbers and second hand are outlined in
small bulbs of different colors. The sign at night
is one of the most conspicuous on Griswold
street, and during the day it also shows up
splendidly.

Suspected of knowing something of the bur-
glaries of different jewelers' cases during the
past few months, Charles Miller was arrested at
his boarding house Monday. In his possession
was found a great many pawn-tickets, together
with a lady's watch, a man's ring and a gold
watch. Local jewelers have been notified to ex-
amine the property with a view to identifying it.

Traub Bros. & Co. furnished the cup that
was offered by the Detroit Free Press for com-
petition among the bowlers. The trophy was on
exhibition in the window of the store for several
days and was much admired.

G. W. Flanders, of Niles, Mich., was a New
York visitor last month. While there he visited
the leading stores in search for novelties and
goods for the holiday trade.

E. A. Merritt, formerly of Detroit, who went
West several weeks ago, has taken a position with
the Whitney Jewelry Company in Los Angeles.

Harry Weitzman has let a.contract for the
practical rebuilding of the house he recently pur-
chased at No. 7o Woodward avenue. When com-
pleted the building will be one of the most mod-
ern in the city. Mr. Weitzman will establish a
jewelry business in one of the stores, which was
until recently occupied by the Bonfield Jewelry
Company. This firm moved recently into Wright,
Kay & Co.'s old premises.

Mrs. L. J. Mills, one of the few women jew-
elers in Detroit, who conducts a successful busi-
ness at 532 Monroe avenue, has almost recovered
from a critical operation which she underwent
in Harper Hospital three weeks ago.
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Theodore Kemp, formerly with Traub Btos.,
has become associated with the firm of Wright,
Kay & Co. Mr. Kemp has been in the jewelry
trade for upwards of twenty years, having con-
ducted a business of his own in Ryan, Ohio, be-
fore coining to Detroit, three years ago, to enter
the employ of Traub Bros.

E. McMartin, of Walla Walla, Washington,
visited with Detroit friends last month. While
here he placed several orders with local whole-
salers.

George Smith, until recently employed by
Grainger-Hannan Co., has been placed in charge
of the repair department of George E. Miller, 69
Grand River avenue.

The formal opening of the new Wright, Kay
& Co., building last month marked one of the
most important steps taken by that firm since
its establishment more than a third of a century
ago. Although they have been in the new store
for several weeks, the alterations and decorations
were not completed until recently. The visitors
who thronged the store were delighted at the
transformation from a rather old-fashioned build-
ing to one of the most modern business structures
in the city. The retail salesroom and showroom
of Wright, Kay & Co., is one of the most at-
tractive in the country. Large, perfectly venti-
lated, splendidly lighted and richly furnished, it
is a credit to the firm and to the city.

Thieves forced an entrance into the store of
J. C. Grattan, 2204 West Jefferson avenue, last
month, while the proprietor was at supper, and
got away with $80 worth of jewelry. The win-
dow of Switzer's Bros. store, in Mt. Clemens,
was kicked in last month and twelve watches
taken. Shortly after the night watchman picked
up a man who confessed to the crime, and part
of the property was recovered.

Irving Hawkins has taken charge of Grain-
ger-Nannan Co.'s clock repair department. He
was for several years with C. A. Berkey & Co.,
wholesale jewelers.

R. S. Barr, of Windsor, just across the river
from Detroit, who, with his wife, was recently
arrested in South Bend on a charge of burglariz-
ing the jewelry store of 0. P. Noisom, was sen-
tenced to the Indiana State Reformatory for ten
years. Barr got away with $5oo worth of prop-
erty. Barr claimed he stole to obtain medicine
for his wife. and threw himself on the mercy of
the court. Mrs. Barr was given transportation
to her home on Chene street, Detroit.

The E. H. Pudrith Co. have erected an at-
tractive electric sign in front of their premises.

A new jewelry business, which will be known
as Held's Jewelry House has been established
by Otto Held in the Breitmeyer Building.

Edward R. Roehm, manufacturing jeweler,
has recently moved into new and commodious
quarters in the Grainger-Hannan Building. The
Charlesworth Optical Company has also taken
rooms in the same building.

A new manufacturing business has been
opened by A. G. Seeholzer and C. B. Tuttle at
74 Woodward avenue. The business will be
known as the Detroit Jewelry Manufacturing Co.

J. T. Eddington, a well known Pontiac jew-
eler, has commenced the erection of a handsome
brick residence. He hopes to have a house-warm-
ing before Christmas.

John Godfrey, recently engaged as a traveler
for Mathauer & Koester, started out on his first
trip two weeks ago. He will cover Southern
Michigan and Northern Ohio.

J. C. Bates, one of the oldest jewelers in
New Haven, spent a few days in town recently
on his honeymoon.

William Gribben, who has been conducting
a jewelry store in Carsonville, has sold the stock
to a local real estate dealer, who will dispose of
it by auction.

Samuel Frank has had fitted up a very at-
tractive store at 26 Monroe avenue, where he will
open a jewelry business.

E. F. Hill and C. H. Keller, travelers for
Noack & Gorenflo, were in town during the past
month replenishing their trunks in anticipation
of an excellent holiday trade. They corroborate
the reports of other travelers that business
throughout the State is unusually brisk.

Handsome and commodious wall cases of
mahogany recently installed by A. B. Milkins, of

lAryandotte, have added greatly to the appear-
ance of his store. New cases were also pur-
chased this month by G. E. Miller, 69 Grand
River avenue, Detroit.

H. C. Wilson, of the Crescent Watch Case
Company, was a visitor in Detroit during the past
month.

Paul Soguel, the Swiss watchmaker, who was
ordered deported several weeks ago by the immi-
gration officers, and whose case was taken into
court by several Detroit jewelers, has been
started on his journey to his former home. Judge
Swan, of the United States Court, before whom
Soguel's case was taken, decided that he had no
jurisdiction in the matter, and there was nothing
for Soguel and his friends to do but submit.
The immigration department charged that he
came under contract to work for a watchmaking
concern in Muskegon. Soguel had been in De-
troit about two months, had established his home
here, brought his family and was doing well. He
was heart-broken at the order of the immigration
department.

Hugh Connolly has returned from a trip
through Kansas and Missouri.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Berkey have a new girl
at their home, born November 7th.

J. V. Wallace, jeweler, of Muskegon, had a
narrow escape from death by asphyxiation on
Sunday, November 6th. It has been Mr. Wal-
lace's habit to visit his store Sunday morning
for a chat with a few cronies, and when one of
his friends called as usual he found Mr. Wallace
unconscious on the floor with coal gas escaping
from the stove. He was revived with difficulty,
and is now out of danger.

Having been successful in picking ninety-six
fine shot from his chin, F. B. Teede, jeweler, of
Avoca, has completely recovered from his recent
shooting accident. Mr. Teede was shooting spar-
rows several weeks ago, when his gun was acci-
dentally discharged and the entire load of fine
shot struck him in the chin. He was in a serious
condition, but blood poison was averted, and he
is now able to attend to business.

There has been a call go up from all parts
of the State of Michigan for watchmakers, and
Detroit wholesale dealers are being requested al-
most daily for assistance in finding competent
men for work in towns throughout the State.

Walter Bergen, arrested last month on a
charge of stealing tools and models from his
former employer, Edward Kolzer, manufacturing
jeweler, was convicted in police court and let
out on suspended sentence. Bergen claimed the
goods found in his possession were given him
by a brother of his employer. This man was
communicated with and he sent a sworn state-
ment to the effect that he had given Bergen
nothing.

T. J. Murphy, whose headquarters have been
for several years in Jackson, Mich., and who has
conducted jewelry auction rooms in different
parts of the State, has purchased property in
Detroit and will make this city his home. He
has opened a jewelry business at the corner of
Grand River and Trumbull avenues, where he
expects to remain permanently.

M. Stevenson, in business for some time in
Lewiston, has removed his stock and fixtures to
Wolverine and opened out a store.

L. C. Sterling, druggist, in Crosswill, Mich.,
has added a jewelry department, which he will
conduct in connection with his drug store.

The following out-of-town jewelers were in
Detroit during the past three weeks: H. J. Boyd,
Onstead; E. Crory, Ubley; George Chambers,
Mt. Clemens; Leo W. Kerbs, Wayne; John
Turck, Wayne; M. L. Green, Mt. Clemens; E. M.
Goette, Orion ; H. C. Hartway, New Haven,
Charles Edwards, Carleton: Max Jennings, St.
Clair ; H. W. Baxter, Birmingham ; H. E. Mel-
drum, Inkster; E. V. Allison, Pontiac; T. L.
Yake, Kinde; H. P. Shane, Bancroft; E. J.
Peters, Tecumseh; C. E. Monfort, Utica; W. C.
Vivian, Carsonville; C. W. Chamberlain, Farm-
ington; H. C. Seigel, Capac; Theodore Dahlman,
Rochester ; R. A. Smith, Matamore, Ohio ; 0. F.
Hawkes, Whittaker; W. F. Schirmer, Saginaw;
B. W. Tuttle, Unionville; L. H. Cooper, Oxford;
Mrs. J. T. Eddington, Pontiac; E. S. Barnes,
Rochester ; George Johnston, Northville, and S.
M. Shaiaer, Dexter.
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ARE THOSE STONES SET SECURELY?
THE SALE DEPENDS LARGELY ON YOUR ANSWER TO THAT QUESTION. IF IT IS Azee RING, YOU CAN ANSWER HONESTLY AND UNHESITATINGLY "YES," AND WHATIS MORE, ADD THAT IT IS GUARANTEED BY THE MAKERS TO STAY SET FOREVER. 

II

!t, OAST EXCLUSIVE AND DISTINCTIVE DESIGNS, BEAUTI-
1.12) FULLY WROUGHT BY THE HIGHEST SKILLED WORKMEN.
DURABILITY THAT RESULTS FROM THE MASSIVENESS OF THE
MOUNTINGS, AND
FINISH THAT MARKS THE HIGHEST STANDARD IN RING
MAKING.

A SALESMAN OR SAMPLES TO-MORROW
IF YOU SAY THE WORD TO-DAY

II H

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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There is a feeling and tone of optimism
throughout the retail field in New England that
the holiday business this year will more than
make up for the poor year of 1908-09. The pres-
ent month has opened up well, and the indications
are for a very profitable year. Right after
Thanksgiving day the business took a turn for
the better, and the jewelry stores throughout this
section feel they have not been misled by stock-
ing up well for this season of the year.

A. E. Nye, of Lawrence, Mass., was in Bos-
ton calling on the jobbing trade.

Eugene M. Clark has bought out the busi-
ness of Mr. Burgess, of Camden, Me. Mr. Clark
is a jeweler and optician and will carry both the
jewelry and optical line, as Mr. Burgess did.

H. S. Proodian, of Worcester, Mass., was a
recent visitor in Boston calling on the jobbing
trade. Mr. Proodian had a summer store in
Nantucket, Mass., and he reports good business
for the summer and that things are booming in
Worcester.

S. T. Benoit, of Bedford, Mass., was re-
cently in Boston calling on the trade. He says
business is very good and that there are still bet-
ter times to come.

Two young men visited the jewelry store of
E. L. Paulman, at the corner of Washington
and Rutland streets, about 6 o'clock one night
recently and succeeded in getting away with a
tray of rings valued at about $200. The thieves,
neatly dressed, approached the proprietor and
asked to be shown some rings. Paulman put
out for their inspection a tray of forty-eight
rings, containing turquoise, garnets and opals.
When the owner turned his back to get another
tray upon request of one of the thieves, the other
grabbed the property and rushed out, followed by
the second man. The police have a good de-
scription of the thieves.

I. Bloom, formerly of New Haven, Conn.,
has opened a repair shop for the trade at 1566
Eliott street, in Denver, Col.

Joseph C. Batchelder, of the Smith-Patter-
son Co., Boston, Mass., recently spent a few
weeks hunting in Maine.

Frederick E. Harwood, of Harwood Bros.,
has returned from a business and recreation trip
in New York.

Frank Morrow, proprietor of the Camden
Jewelry Company, Camden, Me., was called to
Boston recently by the death of a brother-in-
law.

Henry B. Ross, of Ross Bros., Calais, Me.,
has returned home after a buying trip to Boston
and New York.

Joseph Cowan has started on his holiday
season Western trip.

The Thomas Long's Co., of Boston, have
their first floor extension completed, and the firm
occupies the additional space with its silverware
department.

Buyers in Boston recently were: J. H. Gam-
mon, Ft. Kent; J. W. Beverly, South Berwick,
Me.; L. E. Briggs, Vineyard Haven; Arthur
Pero, Worcester; J. W. Westgate, Nantucket,
Mass.

D. Goldwasser, proprietor of the Emblem
Jewelry Company, has just completed installa-
tions and rearrangements in his new shop in the
Jewelers' Building, Boston, Mass., which is now
perfectly equipped and in complete working
order.

Mr. Burgess, of Camden, Maine, has sold
out his business in that city and has opened a
new store in Rockland, Me. He will carry a full
line of everything pertaining to the optical and
jewelry trade.

Mr. Libby, of Currier & Libby, Amesbury,
Mass., is mourning the loss of his mother, who
died from the effects of a cancer.

F. W. Putman, of Newport, R. I., has re-
turned from a very successful hunting trip in
the Maine woods, where he shot a large deer.

Mr. Larabee, optometrist for H. R. Wood-
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ward, of Norwich, Conn., recently spent a few
days with his people in Gardner, Me.

A. G. Mansur, of Burlington, Vt., recently
paid a visit to the jobbing trade in New York.

Mr. Desy, of Desy & Lavoie, of Fall River,
Mass., was a recent visitor to Boston calling on
the trade.

S. NV. Baker, of Rockland, Mass., has reno-
vated his store and office throughout.

Mr. Fremau, optometrist for L. Fremau, of
Burlington, Vt., has been very sick with a bad
cold.

Edwin Le Gro, of Farmington, N. H., was a
recent visitor to Boston.

The Maximus Club, composed of fourteen
members (limited) of the salesmen's force at the
store of Smith-Patterson Co., Boston, Mass.,
held its annual meeting recently and elected Ed-
win Lyon president and William R. Tuttle sec-
retary and treasurer. The members decided to
have the club's banquet at the Boston City Club
with a theatre party in the evening. All report
a good time.

Charles Smith, of New Britain, Conn., has
just been granted a patent on a novel percolater
cover. Mr. Smith is the designer for Landers,
Frary & Clark, of New Britain. Another patent
has been granted to Thos. B. Lasher, designer of
the International Silver Company, Bridgeport,
Conn. This patent is for a design for the handles
of spoons, knives, forks and other similar arti-
cles.

Henry C. Reid, Bridgeport, Conn., whose
store has been at 952 Main street for the past
few years, has announced that he will move, in
the near future to the Hincks-Johnson building.
The new location will be much larger than the
present one, and Mr. Reid will be able to con-
duct his business on a larger scale.

The store of Harris J. Heyman, Danbury,
Conn., was broken into and about $1,000 worth
of stock was taken. According to information
given to the police by Heyman, the man entered
the store and bought a cheap watch, and then
asked the clerk to go with him to the clothing
department and help him pick out a suit. The
watch repairer did this, and it is supposed that
a confederate of the man entered the store in
his absence and helped himself to jewelry.

M. W. Hall, 135 Bank street, Waterbury,
Conn., has returned from a hunting trip in Nova
Scotia. He was very successful, bringing back
with him a large moose head.

Edwin F. Lilley, of Milford, Mass., is re-
ceiving congratulations from all sides upon the
success that attended his recent election to the
Massachusetts Legislature. •

George H. Herrick, of the G. H. Herrick
Co., Attleboro, Mass., was a recent visitor in
Boston.

G. A. Schmidt, of Lawrence, Mass., was a
recent caller on the jobbing trade of Boston.

Nelson A. Bero, of Burlington, Vt., has
bought out the store, stock and good will of the
firm of Stiles & Mins in that city. Mr. Bero has
sold out all the stock and will renovate the store
thoroughly, after which he will give up his old
store and move into the new one.

Mr. Jarret, formerly of L. V. Geurtin. Paw-
tucket, R. I., has accepted a similar position with
A. A. Lupein, of the same city.

D. Lessard, formerly with Jacques, of Hav-
erhill, Mass., has accepted a similar position with
L. V. Guertin, of Pawtucket, R. I.

A. A. Lupin, of Pawtucket, R. I., has re-
modeled his show window. He lowered the win-
dow and then built it up in a series of steps, each
step going higher towards the back of the win-
dow, thus making a very impressive display of
his goods.

Jerome Savage, for several years with Will-
iam H. Elliot, of Pawtucket, R. I., has started in
business for himself as the Savage Jewelry Com-
pany, at 814 Broadway street, Pawtucket, R. I.

N. G. Wood & Sons have made interior
changes in their establishment which enlarges
their "gift and trophy chamber," as they style
their shop. The firm's specialty is in lines of
prize cups, medals and presentation pieces, but
a general jewelry stock is also carried'. Removal
of a partition has not only added to their space,
but given them an additional entrance, with access
from the stairway and elevator at 127 Tremont
street, as well as from their former entrance, us
Tremont street.
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John S. Lowell, watchmaker, and A. F. Sherer,
engraver, of the Jewelers' Building, Boston, have
been enjoying an automobile trip, extending
through the beautiful Berkshire Hills country,
the Hudson River Valley, Long Island and
southern New England.

Nathan and Harry Orkin, who has been in
the employ of their brother, W. J. Orkin, in the
Jewelers' Building, Boston, Mass., have taken
Room 811 in the same building, where they will
carry on a manufacturing jewelry business, mak-
ing mountings and doing trade repair work under
the firm name of Orkin Bros.

H. N. Lockwood, of Bromfield street, Boston,
is having extensive alterations and redecorating
work done, which adds much to the attractive-
ness of the store.

Walter F. Macomber, traveler for E. A.
Cowan & Co., who has been ill and off the road
since early summer, is convalescent and made his
first visit to the office recently, since he came
back from the South to recuperate.

Chas. W. Austerlund, brother of H. F. Aus-
terlund, is a new man on the road for H. E.
Austerlund & Co.

The Smith-Patterson Co. employees have or-
ganized a bowling team to compete with others
in the Mercantile League in the city of Boston.

John H. Thompson, formerly with Bigelow.
Kennard & Co., was married recently to a young
lady in Quincy, Mass.

Fred Messer, watchmaker for H. N. Lock-
wood, is enjoying a vacation hunt trip in New
Hampshire.

George E. Homer, the Winter street retail
jeweler, of Boston, recently had a fine exhibit at
the Mechanics' Fair.

William E. White, formerly with the Tuttle
Silver Company, has started in business in Room
515 at 21 Bromfield street, doing gold and silver
plating under the name of the White Plating Co.

Olof L. Ankar, formerly with Andrews, of
School street, Boston, has opened an office at 373
Washington street. Mr. Ankar is prepared to
carry a full line of diamonds, watches and jew-
elry; also cut glass and china. He is also an
expert watchmaker on fine watch work.

S. Bloomfield, engraver, of 373 Washington
street, Boston, has a new idea in making a regu-
lar photo in the case of a watch. Any photo can
be put in any filled or gold case. He is prepared
to do this work for the trade.

Nathan Orkin, of Orkin Bros., in the Jew-
elers' Building, Boston, has announced his en-
gagement to Miss Rebecca Berraut, of Dorches-
ter, Mass.

H. E. Austerlund & Co., of 387 Washington
street, Boston, Mass., are doing quite a business
in Japanese cultured pearls, and have recently
sent out a very interesting booklet entitled "What
is a Japanese Cultured Pearl?" The booklet con-
tains some very interesting facts about this gem.

Carl F. Lawton, formerly with Harris &
Lawton, of 373 Washington street, Boston, is now
traveling in New England territory for the J. B.
Humphrey Co., of 387 Washington street.

The Boston Diamond Cutting Company,
which recently fitted up Room 813 at 387 Wash-
ington street, Boston, Mass., are now well under
way in business in their new workshop.

The Aldrich-Murphy Company, 572 Main
street, Winsted, Conn., have entirely renovated
their show windows preparatory to the holiday
season.

H. N. Hager, of Hager & Co., 44 Marshall
street, Newark, N. J., made a trip through Con-
necticut in the interests of his house during No-
vember.

The Bannatyne Watch Company, Waterbury,
Conn., are constructing special machinery in order
to cope with increasing business conditions.

Some of the buyers that were in Boston re-
cently were: John Peirce, South Paris; A. G.
Page, Bath, Me.; Edwin Le Gro, Farmington;
A. W. Avery, Portsmouth, N. H.; H. H. Thomp-
son, Brattleboro, Vt.; George N. Davis, Hough-
ton; H. F. Beaudry, Rockland; H. 0. Barthelmes,
Marlboro; Loring Smith, of N. C. Smith Co.,
Brockton; Mr. Kimball, of L. Kimball & Son,
Haverhill; R. C. Eldridge, Milford; Mr. Herbst,
of Swap & Herbst, Lawrence; W. R. Magee, Fall
River; Mr. Woodbury, of Woodbury & McLeod,
Haverhill; H. A. Wippich, Provincetown; J. H.
Hanson, Peabody; Edward Brooks, of E. S.
Brooks Co., Palmer, Mass.
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Chains, Silver and Gold Thimbles, Silver and Gold Match Boxes. Fob Seals, Cameo Goods,
Gold and Silver Cigarette Cases, Alberts, Class Rings
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W. E. Beard, who resides at 42 Prescott
street, Reading, Mass., has opened a watch and
clock repair shop at 3 Tremont Row, Room 14,
Boston.

Lafis, jeweler at Houghton, Mich., has re-
cently installed a line outfit of new fixtures in his
jewelry store.

F. Powell, Norfolk, Va., jeweler, serves notice
that he will move from his present store in the
Todd block, Berkley avenue, to 804 Liberty
street.

S. Simmons, Los Angeles, Cal., has opened
up a diamond store at 218 North Third street,
where he will handle diamonds and diamond
jewelry exclusively.

The new jewelry store of Orin C. Rogers
& Co., at Jacksonville, Ill., one of the leading
jewelry firms of the country, was opened about
the middle of last month.

W. M. Johnson, Centralia, Ill., closed up his
auction sale early last month and has opened a
watch and jewelry repair shop in Reed's drug
store on South Locust street.

Frank E. King, of Northampton, Mass., who
has been with G. Henry Clark for the past five
years, has engaged in the watch and jewelry re-
pairing business in Easthampton.

The Trombly Jewelry Company, 214 Slater
Arcade, Worcester, Mass., intend, after January
1st, to discontinue the instalment business and
to become jobbers on a large scale.

Andrew Morris and G. K. Webster, of North
Attleboro, Mass., have been appointed members
Of the advisory council of the New England
IN Tann facturing Jewelers' Association.

Richard Lee, Waterloo, Ia., jeweler and op-
tometrist, has leased a large new store room
within three doors of his present location. . His
increasing business has necessitated this change.

A new jewelry store, a branch establishment
of M. Flatau & Son's store in Chickasha, Okla.,
was opened in Verden early last month. The
new store is well stocked and under the manage-
ment of Samuel Flatau.

Isidor Glou, the well known jeweler of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has presented a handsome
clock to the local lodge of Odd Fellows, which
has been fastened to the wall of their meeting
place in the Spry Building.

James M. Wallace, the well known diamond
expert and jeweler of Portland, Ore., has estab-
lished an office at 70r Couch Building, Fourth
and Washington streets, for the purpose of con-
ducting a jewelry business.

W. T. Pierce, of LeMay, Minn., has taken a
position with E. A. Erken, manufacturing jew-
eler, at Aberdeen, S. Dak. Mr. Pierce and fam-
ily arrived early last month and will make Aber-
deen their future home.

Frederick Donner, Columbus, Ind., who has
been in the jewelry business here for about forty
years, has disposed of his store on Washington
street to Frank Marshall and L. E. Fisher, both
prominent men of that city. The new owners
have taken charge and will continue the business.

L. H. Aubert, New Orleans, La., has just
installed a very attractive new front to his store
at 1625 Dryades street. Though but 26 years old,
he has been connected with the jewelry business
for the past thirteen years, and is a watchmaker
as well as jeweler. Nearly four years ago he
started in business for himself at his present
quarters. Mr. Aubert has been giving, for some
holiday seasons past, beautiful calendars to his
many customers, and this year he expects to
eclipse his former efforts.

Homer Near, Atlanta, Ga., has recently asso-
ciated himself with the jewelry firm of Davis &
Freeman, and his large following has already
found him there. His acquaintance is a wide
one, and they are felicitating him in his new
position and the firm which claims his services.

Godfrey Rohrer, of Laurium, Mich., has
leased the building owned by M. E. O'Brien and
adjoining it on the south and expects soon to
move his entire stock of jewelry to that location.
Mr. Rohrer's present quarters are now occupied
jciintly with J. E. Foisey, and the growth of both
businesses has made the move a desirable one.

C. A. Cole, Kissimmee, Fla., opened a new
jewelry store there last month with a full stock
of cut glassware, watches, hand-painted china,
statuary, silverware, clocks and jewelry. The
visitors' reception on opening day was everything
that could be desired. The show windows were
filled with hundreds of dollars' worth of costly
jewelry and wares, artistically arranged.

Charles E. Kingman, Brockton, Mass., on
November 1st completed twenty-five years of
continuous service for the Gurney Bros. Co. This
record of a quarter of a century in the employ-
ment of one company is an achievement which
not only speaks louder than words for the faith-
ful work of Mr. Kingman, but is also compli-
mentary to the firm for which he is employed.

George F. Blakeslee Company, Los Angeles,
Cal., have opened jewelry and optical parlors on
the sedirlt1 floor of the new Pantages Theatre
building, 536 l'outh .134-oadway, where they carry
a line of loose diamonds, diamond jewelry, pre-
cious stones, sterling silver hollow and flatware,
toilet articles and the latest novelties in both
gold and sterling silver. The optical and watch
repair departments are both in charge of experts
in their lines.

F. A. Schweeting, the popular jeweler of
Hamilton, Ohio, has installed a handsome new
regulator in the window of his store on High
street. It will be always found correct, as Mr.
Schweeting gets the correct time every day when
it is sent out from the Government Observatory
at Washington. One feature of the new clock
is that it is illuminated at night and may be
readily seen at all hours.

A. R. Koehler, Oakland, Ia., for a number of
years "The Jeweler" of Macedonia, Ia., died at
his home on October r6th, in his 45th year, from
appendicitis. His widow and three daughters
survive him, besides his mother, brothers and
sisters. He was a member of the I. 0. 0. F. and
M. W. of A. Fraternities. The floral tributes
were many and beautiful. The deceased was held
in high esteem in the community in which he
lived.

Last month the Scattergood store was opened
in Coldwater, Mich., and Mr. Scattergood has
combined beauty of fixtures with an elaborate
stock of goods. The interior of the store is
beautiful indeed, its walls being decorated with
elegant coverings and the latest wall cases. The
show cases are also of the most recent models.
In the rear of the room is an optical department
which is provided with all of the instruments and
implements needed for the testing of eyes and
the fitting of glasses. The exterior view also
commands attention in that a large window ex-
tends across the entire front of the store, in
which is a beautiful display of cut glass, articles
of gold and silver and precious gems and stones.

The Wilmarth Show Case Company, Grand
Rapids, Mich., have issued a handsomely com-
piled and excellently illustrated catalogue of their
product in showcases, counters, cabinets, shelv-
ing, etc. Some of these manufactures, which are
illustrated by handsome half-tone cuts and de-
scribed in detail, are of special interest to the
jeweler, and we would advise each one to pro-
cure a copy of this catalogue for reference and
comparison. The compilation is strictly up-to-
date in its plan, being not merely a catalogue in
the old sense, but containing a vast amount of
valuable descriptive information which will en-
able the merchant to form an accurate opinion of
any particular kind of fixture made by this com-
pany. A copy will be sent free on request.
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D. D. Henderson, Bridgeton, N. J. had his
store tastefully decorated with palms and flowers
for the opening of the jewelry department last
month. There was also an orchestra to furnish
music for the occasion, and each customer was
presented with a souvenir. The display of silver
and jewelry was large and varied and set off to
good advantage by being attractively arranged in
the glass cases.

The deal between William F. Werner, man-
ager of the Werner Jewelry Store, Centreville,
and F. A. Mason, of The Mason Jewelry Corn-
pany, of Charleston, S. C., was officially closed
the first part of November, and the business is
now being conducted personally by Mr. Mason.
Mr. Mason is a watchmaker and repairer. He
has been prominently connected with the busi-
ness for many years, and is thoroughly versed in
everything pertaining to watch construction.

The W. A. Manson jewelry establishment,
San Bernardino, Cal., has been given a most in-
viting appearance by a new front and modern
show windows. Inside the store there has been
a complete rearrangement, and every piece of
furniture is new. The central feature of the es-
tablishment is a cut-glass show room fully equip-
ped. The optical department also plays a promi-
nent part, being furnished with all kinds of test-
ing devices for diagnosing eye trouble and a com-
plete stock of optical supplies. The repair de-
partment is given special attention, and an entire
corner is devoted to watches.

The South Bend Watch Company, South
Bend, Ind., has announced an expansion of the
sales department. The management of sales will
be in charge of J. Augustine Smith, who has
had a very extensive experience as a sales man-
ager. He has also been a salesman upon the
road and is thoroughly familiar with the require-
ments of the retailer. With his traveling force
of twenty-one salesman, Mr. Smith will keep in
the closest touch with the wants of the trade.
The company has created a new department of
Advertising and Sales Promotion, which will be
under the management of Geo. E. Potter, who
has been connected with the sales department of
the company for several years. The co-operation
department, which was created about one year
ago, will be continued.

Edw. J. Gross, formerly traveling for The
Niagara Ring Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y., in the
States of Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri, and
Mr. Gerstansang, his brother-in-law, have gone
into the jewelry business for themselves and
hence have severed connection with The Niagara
Ring Mfg. Co. Their places have been filled as
follows : E. W. Holland, traveling in Oklahoma
and the other southern States for the last eight
years, will cover the States of Kansas and Okla-
homa, selling The Niagara Ring Mfg. Co.'s rings;
Alvin P. Shattuck, formerly with the firm of
King & Eisele, will represent The Niagara Ring
Mfg. Co., selling their rings in the States of
Nebraska, Missouri and Colorado; Norman W.
Slohm has discontinued his services with Heintz
Bros. and will sell Niagara Ring Mfg. Co.'s rings
in the States of Wisconsin, Minnesota and the
two Dakotas.

The jewelry firm of George W. Fairchild &
Sons, Bridgeport, Conn., is observing its forty-
fifth anniversary with as fine a display of goods
as can be seen in any house between New York
and Boston. The goods are displayed with good
taste and comprise an unusually fine assortment
of jewelry, cut glass and handsome tableware.
Forty-five years is a long time to look back, but
this is the record of George W. Fairchild. Corn-
ing to this city from New York, where lie learned
the trade of watchmaker and jeweler, he opened
a store in the Citizens' Building. The business
progressed so well that every year saw an addi-
tion to the store. Three years ago the firm
started into the manufacture of jewelry, also
opening a complete optical department. Mr. Fair-
child has just added a new feature to his store
in the shape of a small cabinet-like room at the
right Of the main entrance to his store, where he
keeps the best of his stock and where people may
examine precious stones at their ease and under
the best of conditions.
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Laying the Foundation for a
Successful Holiday Advertis-

ing Campaign

It would require no very great stretch of

memory to recall the time when many jewelers

limited their advertising to the several weeks

preceding Christmas. Happily this time has for-

ever passed away. A majority of the trade now

find it advisable, if not necessary, by reason of

acute competition, to advertise more or less the

entire year, using increased space as the holiday

season approaches. Quite a number of the trade

however, prepare for the

holiday advertising by

previously getting in

close touch with the

public, from whom they

expect their holiday

trade. This is accom-

plished in various ways,

many of which reflect

great credit on the abil-

ity and business acumen

of the jewelers.
From time to time

we have referred in these

columns to notable ad-

vertising done by Mack

A. Hurlbut, Fort Dodge,

Iowa, who as ex-presi-

dent of the American

National Retail Jewelers'

Association and ex-presi-

dent of the Iowa Retail
Jewelers' Association, is

well known to a large
number of our readers.
As early as August of
this year Mr. Hurlbut
began his publicity campaign for
season.

It is the custom of Mr. Hurlbut
prominently placed in his store a county map on

which all farms are outlined with the owner's

name printed thereon. Whenever he makes a

sale to any particular farmer he sticks a colored

tack on the farmer's home on the map—a red

tack for watches, yellow for optical work, green

for sewing machines and plaid for miscellaneous

purchases. This enables him to keep a unique

record, visible to every store visitor, of his trade

in the farming community.
With the purpose of enlisting their attention

as far ahead of the holidays as possible he mailed

in the month of August the following cii cuiar

letter, with return postal enclosed, to every fam-

ily head in the county, of whom there were 3,000:

"Fort Dodge, Iowa, August, rio.
"DEAR SIR :—I am enclosing herewith a pos-

tal card which as a favor I wish you would fill
out and mail to me, the postage is paid. In return
for your bother I will send you a fine leather
bound vest pocket memorandum book, for which
you usually pay.25 cents. The book contains the
calendar for two years, identification card, post-
age laws and rates, census of all the large cities,
tables of all weights and measures, names of
chemicals, interest tables, wedding anniversariss,
receipts for cleaning different things, short rules
of mathematics, a diary for each day in the year,
a place for addresses and several pages for cash
account. Also maps of all the States in colors,
list of poisons and their antidotes. Emergency
rules in case of accident, weather bureau signals
and the interest laws of all States.

"Now, you may wonder why I make this
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offer. Well, I will tell you why, and that is
simply because I want to keep in touch directly
with every farmer in Webster County. I con-
sider my farmer trade as the best end of my
business, and I have for twenty years in busi-
ness tried to make a rule to hang on to my old
customers and get as many new ones as I can.
To do this I have a map in my store of the
county, on which each farm is printed, and when-
ever I have a customer I always stick a colored
tack on his farm. My old map wore out, and I
have just got a new one, and I want to get my
customers all on it, so take this method of get-
ting the names, and also you will see by the
card, finding out who I haven't got for a cus-
tomer, and also learning at the same time whether
my old customers have been pleased with their

traded with me or not, and I will send you the
book by mail.

"Any time you are in town come in and see
my map ; it is quite a curiosity.

"Sincerely yours,
"MACK A. HURLBUT."

The postal enclosed, as stated above, is here

reproduced.
There was no postage to pay on the return

postal, and as the leather-bound vest-pocket mem-

orandum book was promised to all who returned

it with the information desired, the postals came

back in large numbers. Our readers will notice

the pertinency of the questions asked on the pos-
tal, and it is an interest-
ing fact that out of the
over a thousand cards
returned only four con-
tained any expression of
dissatisfaction. To these
Mr. Hurlbut wrote per-
sonal letters, requesting
information in regard to
the complaint, and after
learning the amount
spent on the unsatisfac-
tory deal he mailed a
draft to cover this
amount to each of the
four dissatisfied pa-
trons.

About 200 of the
moo and over who re-
turned the postals stated
that they had never
traded with Mr. Hurlbut.
To the 800 and over who
stated that they had
made purchases at his
store he mailed the fol-
lowing letter, enclosing

the gift memorandum book:

"September 20, 1910.

"DEAR SIR:—At last I am able to keep my
promise to you in regard to sending the book.
You were very prompt in sending your card, and
I am sorry I could not be as prompt in keeping
my promise, but the firm who made these books
for me had some trouble in their bindery and
could not deliver them to me on August 1st, as
they promised. I just got them a day or two ago.

"I was much pleased to note from your card
what a very liberal patronage you have given me
in the past, and that you were satisfied with the
goods and treatment. I appreciate it when a
man gives me his business, and I am very anxious
to have him get good goods and a square deal,
not because I am an extra good fellow, but be-
cause I know this is the only way I can hope to
hold my trade and build up my business.

"Now, in the future, if you ever get a piece
of goods here which does not give you your
money's worth, or if you get anything repaired
and it is not satisfactory, please remember that
you will do me a favor by hustling right back
and give me a chance to make it right. You will
find that I can smile just as sweetly and treat
you just as friendly, when you come back with
a complaint, as I can when I am taking your
money for the goods. This is my strong point.

"Thanking you for your kindness in tilling
out the card and warmly expressing my appreci-
ation of your patronage, I am

"Sincerely yours,

"MACK A. HURLBUT,
"The 'Restless and Sleepless.'"

Your Name

R. F. D. No.

Owner of Farm

P. 0.

Twp.

Section No.

DID YOU EVER TRADE WITH ME?

If so were you satisfied with the goods and treatment?

If not what was the trouble ?

PLEASE PUT A

Watch

Sewing Machine

Spectacles

Clock

CROSS AFTER THE ARTICLE YOU BOUGHT

Jewelry  

Repairing Watch

Clock

Jewelry

Silverware

the holiday

to have

treatment, and if any dissatisfaction exists I can
find it out and straighten it up, as I want my
customers to get good goods and fair treatment
every time.

"Please fill out the card, whether you ever

Mack A. Hurlbut
Jeweler

THE which you so kindly
left with me for repair has been ready
for some time.

Due to the sentimental value of the goods
entrusted to my care I feel a deep responsi-
bility and hence have to keep them in my
safes which now due to the phenomenally
rapid increase in my repair business, I find
inadequate to properly care for them. For
this reason I would especially appreciate
having you call for the same, at your earl-
iest convenience.

Thanking you for the patronage, I am

Sincerely yours

The charges are
To the 200 who stated that they had had no

previous business relations with his house he

(Continued on page 2143)
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STERLING SILVER
MESH BAGS
We have a most varied and extensive
line of Sterling Silver Mesh Bags. These
bags are all single link, hand soldered
(not machine made) and engraved.

The designs are artistic and well execu-
ted and the variety affords an oppor-
tunity to make a very choice selection.

We also make a line of Sterling Silver
Novelties and staples—good sellers, at
popular prices and profit makers.

Our line includes Tea and Coffee Sets,
Sandwich Plates, Candlesticks, Ladles
and Fancy Pieces in combinations and
singly ; Pencil Cases, Pocket Knives,
Smokers' Sets, etc., etc.

Our catalog shows the entire list. It's
yours for the asking. Write for one of
these catalogs.

Silverware bearing this
trade - mark denotes

sterling silver
925-1000 fine
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The Christmas Window Card

A window card speaks for the speech-

less goods in the window.
In a sense the goods speak for them-

selves without the need of an interpreter;

hut- the card puts their speech into under-

standable words, emphasizes their good

points which might not be appreciated by

the untrained eye, and translates prettiness

into prices.

CHICAGO OFFICE
910 HEYWORTH BUILDING

NEW YORK OFFICE
37 MAIDEN LANE

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
717 MARKET STREET

Monogram Models for Gift Engravers
Of special value to the trade during the present month will be the world-
famed classic for engravers

Published

Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book
A NEW EDITION of this masterful work is now ready and con-

tains twelve additional plates, making in all seventy-three separate plates,
each i2x9% inches. This makes the original work so complete that further
improvement is impossible.

It shows many models of all kinds and combinations of letters and
inscriptions in every field of engraving work.

A copy of this book will be found at the engraver's elbow in every
first-class engraving shop in the United States, and it is even more necessary
in those of more modest standing.

Engravers tell us that the book will pay for itself in a few days during
the December rush.

Sent postpaid to any par/ of the world on receipt of price, $6.00

by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
I 201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill. 809-811-813 North i9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Was ever so much beauty

put into $10 Rings before?

The New and the Good $7.50
are joined in this Carving Set at /

41.

$5.00? $4.50? $4.00?
Guess again

'2.75!

If you know what's what
you'll swap a $5 bill for one of

these Scarab Stick Pins

Truth Wins
Our Filled Watches prove it

in the wearing

But the window‘l:ard may hurt, instead

of help, if it is not well done. The goods

themselves are more eloquent than their

poor interpreter. Vesicles, an unattractive,
uninteresting card is a blot on the otherwise

attractive window picture. Much thought

and taste should be expended on the prepa-

ration of your window cards.
In nine cases out of ten, use white

cards with black lettering; the tenth case

occurs when you present a strong color

scheme in your wiridow display. For in-

stance, if you show„.
a "blue" window—
blue hangings and
drapings, blue
goods (such as tur-
quoise jewelry, blue
desk sets, ' blue
enamels, blue fav-
rille glass pieces,
etc.) use cards of

a ligker blue than your drapings, with
blue ink of the same shade as the drapings.

Avoid fancy cards. The lettering

should be of the plainest style, so that the

cards do not attract too much attention to

themselves and away from the goods. If

you are not very skillful at lettering let the
printer print them, or get a sign painter to

prepare them. They must be faultless in
appearance, to do credit to the goods which

they exploit.

This Watch would cost more than

$50
on Main Street. But rent makes a difference

Give Her this Toilet Set
and see Her eyes dance!

Both the Glass and the Price
are "cut"

$12.00 to $10.00

Here's "an object of striking beauty"
Your wife and the parlor mantel yearn for it

The Christmas Window card should be
"snappy," in keeping with the general shop-

ping alertness of the season. Above are

some suggestions for matter to go on the

cards.

A Christmas Window

Get a wheelbarrow-load of used bricks
(so that they do not look too new Build

the top of a large chimney on your window
floor. The bricks need not be mortared
together, but simply piled on each other,

2089

the top row projecting as in a real chimney.

The chimney can be made to appear to

be standing on the comb of a roof by slop-

ing the sides in an inverted V made of

rough boards. Cover Os roof and splatter

the chimney with cotton, sprinkled with

"diamond dust," so as to simulate snow.

The head, shoulders and atms of a

Santa Claus will be put into the chimney

to indicate that he is in the act of descend-

ing. A conventional Santa Claus mask will

From Paris? No, from Attleboro.
And Paris has nothing prettier

of the kind for $18

These are honest Watch Chains
There are cheaper ones,
but these are worth $6

The price of this flawless Diamond,

$100,
is an accident. It is worth more

Notice the beautiful lines in this
Tea Set, patterned on a

Colonial original

Give him this Desk Outfit,
and he'll stay at home nights!

make the face of the dummy, and the figure

must be clothed and capped in the tradi-
tional Santa Claus garb.

On his shoulders put a sack filled with
gifts in your line. You can manage to show
a great variety of small things by distend-
ing the open top of the sack for that pur-
pose. If the window is very large and the
jeweler wishes more goods displayed, ad-
ditional items can be shown On the sled of
Santa Claus in one corner of the window.

A placard in the corner of the window,
as shown in the
center of the foot
of the page, will
seem to be quoting
the words of Santa
Claus as he takes a
parting look around
the house before
he descends the
chimney.

"I've been climbing down chimneys for centuries, carrying all sorts of things

In my sack ; and my long experience teaches me that thi.(sort always makes

the most acceptable gift. And I find that Smith always has the best selection

In this sort of goods. So till firm is Smith & Santa henceforth —and Merry

Christmas to all the wise whose taste and thrift lead them to the right shop!"
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We have a most varied and extensive
line of Sterling Silver Mesh Bags. These
bags are all single link, hand soldered
( not machine made) and engraved.

The designs are artistic and well execu-
ted and the variety affords an oppor-
tunity to make a very choice selection.

We also make a line of Sterling Silver
Novelties and staples—good sellers, at
popular prices and profit makers.

Our line includes Tea and Coffee Sets,
Sandwich Plates, Candlesticks, Ladles
and Fancy Pieces in combinations and
singly ; Pencil Cases, Pocket Knives,
Smokers' Sets, etc., etc.

Our catalog shows the entire list. It's
yours for the asking. Write for one of
these catalogs.

Silverware bearing this
trade - mark denotes

sterling silver
925-1000 fine

CHICAGO OFFICE
910 HEYWORTH BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
717 MARKET STREET

Monogram Models for Gift Engravers
Of special value to the trade during the present month will be the world-
lamed classic for engravers

Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book
A NEW EDITION of this masterful work is now ready and con-

tains twelve additional plates, making in all seventy-three separate plates,
each 12X-9% inches. This makes the original work so complete that further
improvement is impossible.

It shows many models of all kinds and combinations of letters and
inscriptions in every field of engraving work.

A copy of this book will be found at the engraver's elbow in every
first-class engraving shop in the United States, and it is even more necessary
in those of more modest standing.

Engravers tell us that the book will pay for itself in a few days during
the December rush.

Sent 150s/paid /0 any part of the world on receipt' of price, $6.00

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
I 201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill. 809-81 1-8 I 3 North i9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Christmas Window Card

A window card speaks for the speech-

less goods in the window.
In a sense the goods speak for them-

selves without the need of an interpreter;

but the card puts their speech into under-

standable words, emphasizes their good

points which might not be appreciated by

the untrained eye, and translates prettiness

into prices.

Was ever so much beauty

put into $10 Rings before?

The New and the Good $7 .50
are joined in this Carving Set at /

$5.00? $4.50 ? $4.00?
Guess again

$2.75!

If you know what's what
you'll swap a $5 bill for one of

these Scarab Stick Pins

Truth Wins
Our Filled Watches prove it

in the wearing

But the window card may hurt, instead

of help, if it is not well done. The goods

themselves are more eloquent than their

poor interpreter. Besides, an unattractive,

uninteresting card is a blot on the otherwise

attractive window picture. Much thought

and taste should be expended on the prepa-

ration of your window cards.
In nine cases out of ten, use white

cards with black lettering; the tenth case
a strong color

display. For in-
occurs when you present
scheme in your window
stance, if you show.,
a "blue" window—
blue hangings and
drapings, blue
goods (such as tur-
quoise jewelry,,blue
desk sets, • blue
enamels, blue fav-
rille glass pieces,
etc.) use cards of

a ligkier blue than your drapings, with

blue ink of the sante shade as the drapings.
Avoid fancy cards. The lettering

should be of the plainest style, so that the

cards do not attract too much attention to

themselves and away from the goods. If

you are not very skillful at lettering let the

printer print them, or get a sign painter to
prepare them. They must be faultless in
appearance, to do credit to the goods which

they exploit.

This Watch would cost more than

$50
on Main Street. But rent makes a difference

Give Her this Toilet Set
and see Her eyes dance!

Both the Glass and the Price
are "cut

"

$12.00 to $10.00

Here's "an object of striking beauty"
Your wife and the parlor mantel yearn for it

The Christmas window card should be

"snappy," in keeping with the general shop-

ping alertness of the season. Above are

some suggestions for matter to go on the

cards.

A Christmas Window

Get a wheelbarrow-load of used bricks

(so that they do not look too new). Build

the top of a large chimney on your window
floor. The bricks need not be mortared

together, but simply piled on each other,
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the top row projecting as in a real chimney.

The chimney can be made to appear to

be standing on the comb of a roof by slop-

ing the sides in an inverted V made of

rough boards. Cover flit's roof and splatter

the chimney with cotton, sprinkled with

"diamond dust," so as to simulate snow.

The head, shoulders and arms of a

Santa Claus will be put into the chimney

to indicate that he is in the act of descend-

ing. A conventional Santa Claus mask will

From Paris? No, from Attleboro.
And Paris has nothing prettier

of the kind for $18

These are honest Watch Chains
There are cheaper ones,
but these are worth $6

The price of this flawless Diamond,

$100,
is an accident. It is worth more

Notice the beautiful lines in this
Tea Set, patterned on a

Colonial original

Give him this Desk Outfit,
and he'll stay at home nights!

make the face of the dummy, and the figure

must be clothed and capped in the tradi-

tional Santa Claus garb.
On his shoulders put a sack filled with

gifts in your line. You can manage to show
a great variety of small things by distend-
ing the open top of the sack for that pur-
pose. If the window is very large and the

jeweler wishes more goods displayed, ad-
ditional items can be shown on the sled of
Santa Claus in one corner of the window.

the corner of the window,
as shown in the
center of the foot
of the page, will
seem to be quoting
the words of Santa
Claus as he takes a
parting look around
the house before
he descends the
chimney.

A placard in

"I've been climbing down chimneys for centuries, carrying all sorts of things

in my sack ; and my long experience teaches me that this'sort always makes

the most acceptable gift. And I find that Smith always has the best selection

in this sort of goods. So th6 firm is Smith & Santa henceforth— and Merry

Christmas to all the wise whose taste and thrift lead them to the right shop!"
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In December comes the testing of the man who orders. From our vantage point

of box-suppliers to the many jewelers of the 'country, we have preached for years the
gospel of early ordering. Yet every Fall we are appealed to and unable to aid hundreds
of embarrassed jewelers, out of boxes on the verge of a Christmas season, a situation
not only unpleasant, but disastrous to profit and prestige.

Even now this may be your experience, valuable if out of it grows a wise and care-
ful foresight. Dennison styles and qualities are beyond criticism.- Dennison new lines
are ready early in the year. It 's easy for you to order. It 's easy for us to make.
We '11 deliver whenever you wish, but, FOR YOUR OWN SAKE, we beg you to
ORDER EARLY.

BOSTON

26 Franklin Street

CHICAGO

25 Randolph Street

THE TAG MAKERS

NEW YORK

15 John Street
15 West 27th Street

PHILADELPHIA

1007 Chestnut Street

ST. LOUIS

413 North Fourth Street
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Care of Goods Bought and Left
To Be Called For

One of the most important things dur-
ing the holidays is to properly care for
articles selected and left for engraving, or
to be called for later. It is very annoying
and causes much delay and trouble if goods
are mislaid or errors made in engraving,
and this is not an uncommon occurrence
unless things are very carefully handled.
Most jewelers provide pads of blank paper
on which instructions are written, and
unless great care is taken these are apt to
get misplaced and when the article is called
for the name of the owner has been lost,
and a long search is necessary to reveal the
lost package.

One of the most essential things in a
store is prompt service, and a customer who
is delayed unnecessarily is sure to resent 'it.
For four or five dollars a week for several
weeks before Christmas a girl may be em-
ployed whose.sole duty shall be to take care
of goods laid by. Instead of pads of paper
regular tags should be provided for instruc-
tions, name, etc., and the clerks should be
warned to fill these out fully and carefully
and attach them securely to the article sold.
After engraving everything should be
turned over to the girl in charge of the laid-
away packages, and she in turn should clean
everything nicely, put in a suitable box and
file away alphabetically so there will be no
delay in finding the package when it is called
for. The same girl should be instructed to
superintend shipping and delivering of
packages and should be particularly trained
in properly charging articles, including
transportation costs, at the time the goods
go out. The girl for this position, as well
as any new clerk, should be employed in
advance of the actual start of the holiday
season and thoroughly schooled in her posi-
tion. In choosing temporary clerks get
young women or men with a good follow-
ing of friends. While they might not he so
efficient in a general way, they can wait on
their friends, and they will attract a good
many more people than a more promising
salesman with few friends.

In the instruction of new employees
the following letter might be handed to
each with the warning to read it over care-
fully and heed the suggestions set forth.

To our clerks and employees:

On the eve of our "harvest season" we deem
it wise to offer a few • suggestions which, if
carefully heeded, will not only make your service
to us much more efficient,' but will also lighten
your own work greatly. Of course you realize
that we depend on the month of December
to a great extent for our profit for the entire
year. It is during the holiday season that nearly
everyone patronizes the jeweler for one or more
articles, large or small. It is at this time that
we make our friends and customers for the
coming year. The popularity of a store depends
upon its policy and its clerks: Our policy is to
treat all .customers fairly. We aim to charge a
fair, legitimate profit (not an excessive one),
on all goods. • We sell at one price only (the
plain figure price marked in the article) and we
guarantee satisfaction on every article that leaves
this store. You can depend on us to do our part
to hold the good will and trade of the customers,
and we know that you will try to do your part
during the busy time.

First, be sure that you are thoroughly posted
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on the qualities of the .various lines you must
handle, know the difference between solid gold
and solid silver and plated ware. All plated lines
in the store are good quality and are guaranteed
to give good satisfaction, but are not guaranteed
for any definite number of years. Don't ex-
aggerate or misrepresent anything for the sake of
making a sale. Sell everything for just what it
is and, with our assurance that our prices are
right, you must feel enough confidence in us
and in yourself to make sales without exag-
geration.

Keep the stock nicely arranged in the trays
and cases. Idle moments through the day should
be devoted to this work. Wait on each customer
as thoroughly and intelligently as you can. Wait
on one customer at a time and complete every
transaction before starting another.

Take instructions for engraving carefully and
tag every article with these instructions in full
style of letters, etc.; also the full name of cus-
tomer and whether the article is paid for or the
amount of the balance due on same,.

Look out for shoplifters; don't leave valuable
goods on the show cases and in showing jewelry
show one tray at a time. Be sure to enter all
sales carefully, especially charges.

Don't get excited, but just take things as
they come and do your work thoroughly.

Please do not "loaf" in the store or gather
in crowds to laugh and talk together. We expect
every one while in the store to attend strictly.
to business, and if the desire for a few minutes
idleness becomes too great, just ask permission
and we will excuse you for a little While, so you
can have a good "loaf" some place else.

Don't, on the other hand, go to the other
extreme and have a long face all the time. Be
cheerful—take enough interest in your work to
make it more of a pleasure than a task, and you
will be happier, the day will go quicker and things
will be better all around.

Now please understand us in the spirit of
this letter. We like you and we hope that you
like us. We want your work to be a pleasure
and we assume that you want to give us as
efficient service as possible.

Come to us for any information you like and
let us get down to business and make this the
biggest December in our history. .

Sincerely yours, LANIC. & CO.

The Latest Extension in Department
Store Enterprises

The modern department store as a uni-
versal provider is no longer a marvel. The
sub-postal station, telegraph office and num-
erous other conveniences are familiar
to us as adjuncts of these stores. The
enterprise responsible for them, however,
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is continually finding new ways to attract
trade. For such innovations on a magnifi-
cent scale it is customary to look first to
John Wanamaker, whose genius in this
direction is recognized the world over.
There is an object lesson for less preten-
tious trade people in the manner in which
this great merchant promptly turns to busi-
ness account practically every new product
of human ingenuity. Many of us first
viewed an aeroplane in his "aeronautical de-
partment," and it has been so with many
other innovations. Some weeks ago Mr.
Wanamaker again advanced ahead of the
procession by installing in his mammoth
stores in New York and Philadelphia a
wireless telegraph station for the conveni-
ence of the public. Through these stations
messages from friends on steamships will
be .charged for at the regular commercial
rate and will be delivered free within local
telephone limits. Messages can be sent to
friends on steamships or elsewhere at the
same rate.

Another innovation inaugurated by Mr.
Wanamaker a few weeks ago is a taxicab
service through which a discount from the
regular rates is given to passengers. to and
from the store. This service was ex-
plained as follows, to the New York
patrons of the Wanamaker store in a news-
paper advertisement:

Your taxicab lands in the large area at our
Ninth Street door, where you dismiss it without
incurring a waiting charge.

The uniformed store door attendant will hand
you a . coupon, which the driver of the taxicab
is authorized to accept as a reduction of is per
cent. in the fare.

The cab stand is at the store and a taxicab
is always available during the hours the store
is open.

As you start from this store you will receive
a coupon which will entitle you to a discount of
15 per cent. on the fare to your destination.

There is no false pretension as to the
purpose of the taxicab and wireless service,
the intention avowedly being to benefit the
store by benefiting and conveniencing the
public, which should be the aim of every
capable merchant whatever may be the
magnitude of his business.

An Attractive Jeweler's Float
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DO NOT FORGET

No. 856A No. 865A No. 3355X No. 768A

That December is here, and the HOLIDAY SEASON at hand.
STOCKS must be COMPLETE and ALIVE with SALABLE GOODS.

WATCH YOUR EMBLEMS for they are BUSINESS GETTERS.

Irons & Russell Co.
Manufacturers of Emblems

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory

95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE . . 11 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO OFFICE . . 131 Wabash Avenue

THE BASSETT LINE
MEANS PROSPERITY TO THE RETAILER

THAT HANDLES IT

A Line of Leaders in Gold and Gold Filled.
Our endeavor has been to give "The Best Goods at the Best Prices."

Bracelets, Lockets, Fobs and Chains
Individualistic in design, perfect in workmanship and highest in quality.
Twenty-five years of consistent endeavor has built up a business in
which you can repose confidence.
The final balancing of the books at the end of the year will show
good profits if you have the BASSETT LINE.

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE GOLD JEWELRY AND PLATED CHAINS 

Aborn and Mason Streets, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE
37 MAIDEN LANE MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

1116 LUMBER EXCHANGE 705 COLUMBUS BUILDING
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The Jeweler's Own Gift-giving

BY JOHN TWEEZER

What I am about to say is as "confi-

dential to the trade" as if it were printed

on the discount sheet loosely inserted in

your silverware catalogue; for I realize

that if the general public acted on the views

herein expressed, "Merry Christmas" would

lose something of its merry profit to the

jeweler. The comparatively small number

of readers outside The Trade to whom THE

KEYSTONE brings monthly solace and re-

freshment may be assumed to sympathize

with the general spirit of this magazine in

its protection of the interests of the trade,

and so will "keep mum." They are broad-

minded and unusually intelligent—their se-

lection of THE KEYSTONE from among the

mass of monthlies proves that; so we may

safely include them as "of us" when we talk

"between you and me."

* * * * * * * * * * *

In the course of the next three weeks

your finger will be on the pulse of the gift-

fevered public. A considerable number of

the people of your community will come to

your store in search of the fitting things

for Christmas presents. A study of the face

and manner of each buyer may disclose to

your philosophic mind a reason for thinking

that the motive in buying the gift is not

always inspired by unadulterated good will

and Christian kindness. And your reflec-

tions thereon should bring you to put a new

thought into your Christmas givings.

You will be impressed with the fact

that much of the giving at Christmas is

because the buyer "just must." Sometimes

the shopper frankly tells you so; some of

the others tell it by their listless, peevish

manner. One gives because she fears a

gift is coining; another gives because the

gift will bring a bigger gift; another can't

omit Cousin Bess, whom she loathes, be-

cause she wishes to give to Cousin Belle,

whom she loves ; and so on.
This miserable business of giving

because we expect to receive, this paltry

unwillingness to be "under obligations,"

this mean ambition and vanity which leads

to excesses in gift-giving, this fashion which

often is alone responsible for the Christmas

gift, must stop if Christmas would not lose

all its genuine and fine flavor. There is too

much of real selfishness, too much of mere

fashion, too much of habit, in gift-giving

as it is now practiced at Christmas.

And behind the compulsion of gift-

giving which fashion has enforced lies many

a pathetic wail. Too often the giver can-
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not afford the cruel expenditure, and Christ-

mas Day becomes one of the most solemn,

instead of the most joyous, of the three

hundred and sixty-five. Too often there

are heartburnings of disappointment be-

cause the gift received was so much less in

value than the gift sent.

Ali, "less in value"! There's the pain

to one who looks at the question from the

viewpoint of unselfish human interest. The

cost of the gift is nowadays the measure

of its appreciation. If we are to commer-

cialize the practice of generosity we might

as well take the next step and list the human

virtues on the stock exchange. But while

your shop continues its beckoning to the fat

Christmas purse for more and yet more

extravagances in Christmas-gift buying,

may you be guided by a finer sentiment in

the selection of your own gift and its

recipient.

The only gift that really means any-

thing, that really expresses a sentiment, is

one in which something of yourself is given.

No matter how much or how little the cost,

the thought in the thing is what gives it

value as a gift—so give of your thought.

Give of your act. Something made by you

—a handkerchief, a box, a sketch, a verse—

is rated as of higher gift value than a

diamond by those who possess the true per-

ceptions. And when you must sacrifice to

give to whom you want to give—not giving

from compulsion, or for returns in kind, or

for fashion's sake—the giving is indeed

glorious though the gift be mean as

needs be.

And finally the best solving of the

question of Christmas giving is giving to

those who need the gift. Here again the

gift that most "blesses him that gives and

him that takes" is when the donor gives

himself—with the gift—when he gives

service by personally hunting out the needy

one and administering to him. It may

mean sacrifice—of time, and convenience,

and comfort ; but the true spirit of Christ-

mas-giving is in this giver and his kind.

So may it be Merry Christmas to you

in this year of grace because you have made

it Merry Christmas for those to whom you

have given of your thought and heart and

self!

How to Secure Repairing

While visiting in Baltimore recently

my attention was drawn to an exceedingly

clever plan devised by a jeweler to secure

the repairing jobs of a large and increas-

ing number of customers. The merits of

his plan are so obvious that a presentation

of the scheme to repairers in general will
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promote, I believe, the prosperity of all who

put it in operation.
On his Repair Record this jeweler

makes a marginal note of any special cir-

cumstances concerning the watch that has

been repaired (and the Record itself serves

as a card index, which otherwise should

be employed for the purpose). If the watch

in question has not been brought back to

be cleaned and oiled within two years, then

on the second anniversary of its repair he

sends out a letter to the owner of the nature

following—varying it, of course, according

to the special circumstances which he has

noted on the Record margin:

"Your watch was repaired by me on
If it has not since been cleaned and oiled it now
needs attention, or permanent injury to it may
result from this neglect. You are carrying a
very good Elgin movement (or Waltham, or
Howard, or Swiss, etc., as the case may be) and
it should prove an accurate timekeeper for many
years if properly cared for. When it was last
in my hands I noticed a slight wear on one of the
balance pivots (no doubt caused by having
previously been run "dry" on its hole-jewel) and
we must guard against its further wearing away
at that point. I keep an accurate record of the
condition of all good movements brought to me
for repair and in now advising that you bring
yours to me to be cleaned, oiled and examined I
am quite sure I am promoting our mutual in-
terests."

The main thing in the plan is the

pleasant surprise and favorable impression

created by the evidence that the repairer is

keeping record of the condition of the cus-

tomer's watch, and that the customer need

not burden his mind as to the possible needs

of his own timepiece, now or in the future;

and further, it is pleasant to know that his

watch is one of the "good" ones in the

community which deserve bi-yearly inspec-

tion ; and still further, the customer is led

to think that a repairer who thus so care-

fully records the points of any one watch

must be an enthusiast with a conscience in

his art, and therefore one to "tie to."

The plan may be modified, and likely

improved, but in its essential features it is

a winner.

A Christmas Carol

The pavement is crowded with shop-
pers, and purses are bursting with cash in
banknotes and silver and coppers to pay for
real values—or trash. There is hurrying
now of the human to the windows that show
on the street, and the feverish man and the
woman are peeling their eyes for a treat.
For the Day of the year is now coming
when the fashion for giving obtains, and
trade is in consequence humming, and the
merchant is piling up gains. His dull days
of summer are over ; his long time of wait-
ing is past ; he is pasturing now in the clover
and is fat'ning (financially) fast. "Merry
Christmas" to him has a meaning that the
laity never can know ; for this is his season
for gleaning, and the time when he doubles
his "dough." J. T.
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Store Illumination

In no kind of store probably is illumi-

nation so important as in the jewelry store.

An object-lesson on this phase of the busi-

ness is furnished by the enterprising ven-

dors of spurious diamonds whose windows

are of the most dazzling kind. Although

intended for the department store, some ex-

cellent information for the jeweler may be

gleaned from the following article in the

Dry Goods Economist:

Brilliancy Not the Desideratum

During recent years much thought and
attention has been given to the securing of
more brilliancy in illumination. The devel-
opment of the flaming arc lamps, with their
high candle power, also the introduction of
the high efficiency tungsten lamps have, be-
cause of their relatively low current cost,
encouraged the use of these lamps in places
and to a degree that was not warranted by
the circumstances.

Outside of the questionable advertising
value which the brilliant illumination might
give, instead of any real improvement in
the lighting service there has been a lessen-
ing in the lighting. efficiency, with the addi-
tion of unpleasant experiences caused by
the eye fatigue resulting from the dazzle of
the excessive illumination.

Double the Old-Time Illumination

It is recognized that where the old-
time merchant would be satisfied with a
light intensity of 2 to 3 foot-candles* upon
his counter, the progressive present-day
merchant demands, for general illumination,
an intensity of 4 to 6 foot-candles, while for
his show windows he must have a light in-
tensity of not less than 8 foot-candles. An
increase in the intensity of illumination
above these amounts, except in rare in-
stances, is unnecessary, and, moreover, is
liable to result in injury and loss in effici-
ency rather than benefit.

The old-time truism "The brighter the
light the deeper the shadow," applies here.

It can be readily seen that with the higher
light intensity (unless the number of light
sources is correspondingly increased) there
is the likelihood of an increase and deepen-
ing of shadows.

Gas Flame Too Yellow

The open gas flame, like other hydro-
carbon illuminants, gives out a light having
an excess of yellow. Until recently the
mantles which were used with gas changed
this yellow effect to green. The best man-
tles used at the present time, however, have
been improved so that the illumination pro-

duced therewith more nearly approximates

the white quality of normal daylight.
The carbon filament lamps so widely

used for many years have a low color value,
in that, like kerosene, gas and gasoline,

*Degrees of illumination are measured by "foot
candles." A foot candle is defined as the illumination
furnished by one "candle-power" at the distance of one
foot. Such illumination at that distance is just sufficient
to enable a person with normal eyesight to clearly read
ordinary newspaper print.
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they give an excess of yellow. But these
lamps, for purposes of store illumination,
are being rapidly displaced by the tungstens,
which burn with a much less consumption
of current.

The Mazda, or latest form of tungsten
lamps, gives out a light that is much whiter
than the older carbon incandescent lamps.
Although disputed by some, the claim is
made that the Mazda tungsten lamp pro-
duces an illumination which, for color value,
gives more nearly the color quality of day-
light than any other artificial illuminant.
It is certain that no other form of lighting
or type of lamp ever made grew so rapidly
in public favor.

Purple with Old Type Arc Lamp

The inclosed arc has long been recog-
nized by lighting experts as being a super-
ior lamp for use in dry goods and depart-
ment stores. Concerns operating the larger
stores have evidently shared in this recog-
nition, for most of the large dry goods es-
tablishments of the country are equipped
with this type of lamp.

The light from the inclosed arc, how-
ever, has always been open to the objection
that it contained an excess of violet. By
the use of opal inclosing globes and by em-
ploying a special type of diffuser, this excess
of violet—amounting to 5 per cent. of the
total illumination—can be largely strained
out, with the result that the rest of the
light, as regards color value, ranks high.

The intensified arc—the latest form of
this type of lamp—is a great improvement
over other lamps of this character. These
new lamps are made in smaller units and
the carbons therein are not only of reduce
diameter, but burn at a higher temperature
—practically at white heat—which means
that the light given out therefrom closely
approaches pure white light. Under this
lamp the true color values of the various
tints and shades of merchandise are brought
out to a degree that makes the lamp particu-
larly adapted to the dry goods trade.

In New York's latest big store there
are 7,347 Mazda lamps installed. These
lamps are all installed in units. On the first
floor they are of the 250-watt size (200
c.p.). On each of the other floors, the
main installation (also in units) is of the
150- or Too-watt size.

The Economist Store Equipment De-
partment readily admits that there are good
reasons for a difference of opinion as to
whether the intensified arc or the large unit
Mazda tungsten is best adapted for use in
dry goods and department stores of large
size. It is freely admitted that the latter,

in units of Ioo, 150, 250, up to 450 candle-
power, merit a place in the larger stores
under certain circumstances ; but in our
judgment the intensified arc lamp is to be
preferred for illumination under the condi-
tions presented within the first floor of the
New York store above referred to, and in
all stores having a comparatively large floor
area and with ceilings 16 or more feet in
height.

The smaller unit intensified arc lamps

permit of closer spacing than the-older arcs
with their higher candle-power ; and that,
too, without an increased consumption of
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current. Being more closely spaced, the
likelihood of shadows is correspondingly
reduced.

High Color Value Of New Arc Lamps

But the chief advantage derived from
the use of the intensified arc lamp is in the
color value of the illumination produced
therewith, an advantage which many mer-
chants are beginning to appreciate for the
first time.

For stores of large area and with high
ceilings (16 or more feet in height) the
Economist advises the use of the intensified
arc lamps. Where the ceilings are between
14 and 16 feet in height in store floors of
large area, the Mazda tungsten lamps, usu-
ally of the 250-watt size, are frequently to
be preferred. Sometimes the 150-watt size
will do.

In large salesrooms, where the ceilings
are from 12 to 14 feet in height, the same
lamps of ioo or 150 candle-power are rec-
ommended ;. the size to be selected depend-
ing upon the spacing of the lamps and the
character of the merchandise. For rooms
of large area under 12 feet in height the
wo-watt lamp, and occasionally the 6o-watt
size, is desirable.

Mazda Tungstens for Most Stores

In the smaller stores, especially those
having but one or two main aisles, the
Mazda tungsten lamps are much to.be pre-
ferred over the arc lamps, the size of units
selected for the smaller stores depending
upon the height of the ceiling, also upon the
character of the merchandise sold on the
floor where the lights are to be used.

There are circumstances under which
it may be advisable to use gas as the illumi-
nant and to employ mantles of improved
type. There are towns where the cost for
electric 'current is excessive and where the
charge for gas is comparatively low. Since
fairly good color matching is now possible
under the gas mantle illumination, this form
of lighting is unobjectionable.

It is up to every merchant to see that
his store is equipped with the most im-
proved form of artificial illumination.
Whether the system should be the intensi-
fied arc, the Mazda tungsten or, under cer-
tain circmnstances, the improved gas man-
tle, will depend largely upon circumstances
as outlined above.

Production of Gold Bronze
Melt two parts of pure tin in a crucible

and add one part of quicksilver, heated so
that it is just beginning to fume. After
•cooling, the amalgam. is reduced to a fine
powder and intimately mixed with one part

• chloride of ammonia and one part flowers
• of sulphur ; hereupon place the mixture in
-a glass flask or a. retort, which must be
closed and set in the sand bath. Heating
must be carried so far as to cause the
escape of vapors, which collect in the upper
.part of the vessel. ; As soon as sublimation
ceases the vessel is removed from the sand
bath and allowed to cool. The upper part
will be found to form a bronze of the
brightest gold shade, the lower portion con-
sists of sal ammoniac and cinnabar.—
.Scientific American.
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Interesting Facts About Five-
and-Ten-Cent Stores

Information in regard to five- and ten-
cent stores that will interest all manner of
people, jewelers included, will be found in
the following extracts from an article by
Hugh C. Weir in a recent issue of Business
and The Book-Keeper:

One of the greatest forward
Cheap Jewelry strides of the modern five-

and-ten-cent store came
when it introduced cheap jewelry. With
the possible exception of its candy counter,
its jewelry counter has proven its most
popular department. Here is where you
can buy rings and bracelets and brooches
and even necklaces for the ridiculous sum
of ten cents. Of course, the material is
cheap, but it is surprisingly popular. The
tens of thousands of ten-cent bracelets that
are worn nowadays would astound the mere
man. Here is how a certain alert proprietor
of an eastern five-and-ten-cent store hit on
the idea. And it is an incident which illus-
trates again the emphasized importance of
the woman-shopper in the business that has
been built on nickels.

It was circus day, in a year when circus
day meant more to the average community
than it does now when with every tent show
there came bunco men, and "privilege"
men, and men with a veritable peddler's
stock of flashy ornaments for sale. The
five-and-ten-cent store proprietor took the
afternoon off, called for his family, and es-
corted them to the circus grounds. The
first object that attracted their attention
when they entered the show lot was a port-
able counter and shelves, about which were
draped in a bewildering array a dozen vari-
eties of women's jewelry, ranging from
rings—scores of them in huge plush boxes
—to _a pretentious row of gold watches. The
proprietor's two daughters broke away from
the family group and made for the jewelry
display. Even his wife showed an interest
which was not eclipsed by the bulging can-
vas pictures before the side show. But
they couldn't get within three feet of the
counter. There was an elbowing crowd
massed about it—and they all seemed either
to be buying or treading on one another's
toes in the frantic effort to buy. The mer-
chant lingered. When there was a tem-
porarily cleared path, he edged his way cau-
tiously nearer, and saw that the beautiful,
glittering, dazzling rings and bracelets were
selling for only a quarter each! And the
man behind the counter was even then re-
plenishing his nearly emptied stock and
smiling at the rush before him.

The merchant bought one
of the rings in his turn=
for a purpose. He exam-

ined it closely on his way home, with the
germ of a promising idea in his mind. The
ring, at the outside, was surely not worth
more than seven or eight cents. Why not
add a ten-cent jewelry counter to his own
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establishment ? He communicated with cer-
tain factories, and within two weeks had
duplicated on one of his front counters the
stock of circus jewelry. It was true that he
stood to make a net profit of something
less than one ,cent on each article sold,
whereas the, showman had made over three
hundred per cent. But the showman had
the trade of the community for only one
day, while he had the trade permanently.
Within less than three days, results showed
that the installation of cheap jewelry had
been one of the most profitable ventures he
had ever made.

Feminine nature never changes, whether
the woman rustles a silk skirt and patron-
izes Tiffany's, or whether she makes over
a thread-bare gingham and has never heard
of Tiffany's. The love of finery and adorn-
ment is inherent in her. If she can't pay
ten dollars for a ring, she can pay ten cents
—and does, and perhaps gets just as much
satisfaction from its wearing. Veering to
the social class of patrons of the five-and-
ten-cent store, however, brings a surprise.

The business built on nickels
does not derive its patron-
age entirely from the hum-

bler walks of life. It is true that the woman
who is able to keep her own servants, does
not seek ten-cents-a-pound candy, nor ten-
cent jewelry. But there are other articles
in the stock of the five-and-ten-cent store
which she is not adverse to buying. There
are two reasons for this.

One is because in certain lines, notably
staple notions, household utensils, and
cheap dishes, the five-and-ten-cent store
offers a larger and more varied stock than
any other establishment except the leading
department store. And the second reason
is that the article, as a rule, can be selected
and purchased in half the time required in
the department store. If the latter towers
above the humble offerings of the five-and-
ten-cent store in its acres of floor space and
its million-dollar stock, the less pretentious
establishment gets back a very shrewd and
telling blow in the very simplicity of its
system. The woman in a hurry knows that
it will consume ten minutes to drop into
the huge Blank department store and buy a
spool of No. 6o white cotton thread. She
must make her way through a block of
counters, down into the basement, or to an
upper floor, and after selecting her purchase
must wait for a span of moments until the
clerk can fill in her cash slip, and receive the
thread back from the wrapping department.
All this, of course, is part of the mechan-
ism of a great store, and cannot be helped.
But the five-and-ten-cent establishment can
fill the customer's wants in a quarter of the
time. In the first place, it has no formidable
bills of purchase to enter in its books. There
is nothing on its counters over ten cents.
It has no bulky articles to wrap, and has
learned to economize time on the smaller
articles by a series of ingenious envelopes
of varying shapes and sizes. It is quite
possible for each department to register its
own sales, and attend to the wrapping of
its own articles. The woman in a hurry
knows this—and the five -and-ten-cent store
profits accordingly from a class of patrons

Saving in Time

which the average observer would never
associate with its trade.

In two other emphasized
Doesn't directions the business built
Advertise on nickels possesses unique

characteristics, which are
shared by no other retail mercantile estab-
lishment. In the first place, it doesn't ad-
vertise. It can't afford to—and it doesn't
have to.

The reasons, after a moment's thought,
are obvious. To begin with, the margin of
profit on each individual sale is so slight
that the ordinary newspaper display adver-
tisement would be business suicide. Again,
the five-and-ten-cent store has no price-cut-
ting—no price-variation. Its scale is fixed.
The customer knows the ten-cent counter,
and the five-cent counter: There are no
others. While the five-and-ten-cent store,
it is true, has its bargain days, they consist
not in reduction on old stock but in the
addition of new stock at the old prices.
And such bargains can be brought before
the customer in other directions of adver-
tising than the public press. While this is
so principally because of the prohibitive
price of display space, yet there are a
variety of other angles of view. For in-
stance, there is the element of pleasant sur-
prise. .

The customer, entering the store in
search of a specific purpose, sees suddenly
a huge red placard against a side wall, set-
ting forth the fact that a new and modern
line of paper lamp-shades has just been
added to the special price of ten cents. She
draws nearer to the counter in question. A
mission stand has been placed in its center,
surmounted by an electric light, draped by
a clever green-and-black paper shade. The
effect is artistic—and instantaneous. The
shopper doesn't have to wait and ponder
over the question of prices. She extracts a
dime, perhaps several of them, and adds
her mite to the patronage of the stack of
green-and-black paper shades, heaped on
the long counter.

Or again, the store has arranged a spe-
cial display of dishes. The corner where
the china department has been stationed is
newly arranged. The old lines are put over
to the rear, and the new stock is pleasingly
set to the front. There is a special white-
and-gold pattern of saucers, and a dainty
rose pattern in bread-and-butter-plates. Be-
fore these two assortments, a bright red
sign is placed, calling attention to their
value. From a wire overhead other pla-
cards, cut in the form of stars, are hung,
with the figure "Ten," prominently dis-
played. It is next to impossible for any
customer entering the store, no matter how
hurried, to avoid seeing the bargain an-
nouncement in dishes, and if she be a
woman, in nine cases out of ten she is
tempted—and falls.

On the subject of goods-
display, the five- and ten-
cent store has made more
of its window space perhaps

than any other retail business. Maybe this
is because its window space is really its only

(Continued on page 2097)

Fine Window
Display

T
HERE'S no
trouble in
getting the

customer to pay the
price if you show him
assured value and repu-
tation in the goods.
Identify your store
with "Jas. Boss" and
"Crescent" Gold-Filled
Watch Cases.

TRADE MARK

"JAS. BOSS" GOLD-FILLED

TRADE 0.1001,

"CRESCENT '' GOLD-FILLED

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
ESTABLISHED 1853

PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGONEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO



BACK OF EVERY

JEWELER
who identifies himself with
the "Boss" and "Crescent"
lines stands this main fact
"Jas. Boss" and "Crescent"
Gold-Filled Watch Cases
have proved their integ-
rity and established their
reputation by more than
fifty years of service.

TRADE MARK

"JAS. BOSS (,OLD-FILLED
TRADE MANN

" CRESCENT " GOLD-FILLED

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1853

PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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How the Credit Man Works

All the banks of any pretentions now-
adays maintain a credit department, which
utilizes every means of finding out how its
customers stand in the business world and
where they spend their days and nights.
Practically they keep detectives on their
trails, and what each credit man has is open
to every other credit man in the country.
In fact they even go so far as to volunteer
information to one another. And every-
thing each one learns from any source he
enters on a card and files away.

These cards, of course, are all bunched
in together and any one at a glance can find
out all about the financial standing of any
borrower. And, as he has made a statement
to every bank from which he borrowed, if
he has said one thing to one bank and some-
thing else to another, the discrepancies
stand out in striking colors from the page.
That is why, principally, it is such bad
policy to lie to the bank or in a moment of
sanguine expectation forget to mention
some obligation. What the borrower says
at the first bank may be in the hands of the
bank around the corner before he has fin-
ished conferring with its cashier.

There are so many ways to borrow
money that any one who has what the busi-
ness world regards as a right to it has no
trouble in finding a bank that will accom-
modate him. But, for that very reason, the
banks have so fortified themselves that he
who has nothing to go on finds it increas-
ingly hard.

The rule is very simple when it comes
to making direct loans from one's own
bank. The customer's affairs are much bet-
ter known to the cashier than he has any
idea of, and if he is honest, has never mis-
represented his case and has a "liquid"
business, he can go at any time and borrow
in some cases four and in others five times
as much as his average balance in that
bank. Of course this rule is overstepped
as all business rules are, but none except
the Stryvers have much success in going
further. Even they are usually restrained.
Any man who sticks to this type of borrow-
ing is not likely to go astray and is pretty
certain, if he is a competent business man,
to get any assistance he needs in his times
of stress.

This class of business is in itself un-
dergoing an evolution and the old system
of notes of hand is superseded to a large
extent by discounting bills. But for this
purpose he can get money outside the banks
from agencies which are in the business of
buying up such paper, usually advancing
eighty per cent. of the face value.

Men who do business in a big way,
however, are borrowing more and more
from bankers at a distance and, while they
can for a short time if they desire, go be-
yond their depth and get more than their
rightful share of money, they can only
maintain their credit by a strict adherence
to the truth and a watchful regard for all
their liabilities when it comes to making
statements to the banks and commercial
agencies.

In their case no personal element en-

ters into the matter The fact that they can
get liberal treatment in their home bank
does not help them any when they send their
notes to other toprns. On account of the
lack of personal regard between them and
the men who furni6h therh the money to
go on, they are watched with great care.
Besides the commercial agencies, there are
detective agencies which confine themselves
to this particular matter and the clearing
house associations have examiners who
know just where all the various notes of
any one concern are placed.

If a man wishes to lie about his liabili-
ties and issue more notes than the individ-
ual banks know about, there is really noth-
ing to prevent him. For that matter he
can kite his notes and get several times as
much money as he ought to have, but, if
he wants to stay in business, he cannot do
any of these things. And the average con-
cern which is large enough to be able to
place its notes in other places is not riding
to a fall.—Business and the Bookkeeper.

Interesting Facts About Five-and-
Ten-Cent Stores

(Continued from page 2096)

channel for reaching the outside public that
doesn't enter its doors.

A novel idea in window displays was
once hit upon by a bright young manager
for a certain western five-and-ten-cent store.
It was in the days when the popular music
had just been reduced to popular prices—
when for the first time the current song-
successes could be purchased for a dime.

The young manager in question one
day ordered an unusually generous consign-
ment of sheet music. When it arrived he
hung the top and sides and rear of his
window with copies so closely that they
overlapped one another, and then piled the
remaining sheets in stacks on the floor. He
wasn't satisfied, however. This might serve
to attract the attention of the passing stream
if their eyes were caught. But the man or
woman in a hurry isn't looking at store win-
dows. The manager, after some thought,
brought the piano out of the music corner
of the store, and had it lifted into the win-
dow. Then he stationed the young lady
musician on the stool with instructrons to
play as long as it was possible for her fing-
ers to move. Within thirty minutes there
was a crowd about that store, and before
the day was over the shipment of popular
music had been exhausted.

Much the same expedient was followed
by a five-and-ten-cent store shortly after
the invention of the new indestructible pho-
nograph records had put the old-style wax
records out of the shelves of the majority
of the music stores. It was possible to buy
up a large stock of the old. records at a
bargain, and many of the alert firms did so,
putting them on their own counters at ten
cents each. In one city of the Central West
the five-and-ten-cent store made a window
display of its bargains, and deliberately cut-
ting a space through the glass, extended
the horn of a phonograph into the street,
and for hours entertained the passing crowd
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with a selected program from the bargain-
records.

Saves Expense
of Delivery

There is another feature in
which the five-and-ten-cent
store differs materially from
other retail mercantile lines;

that is in the absence of a delivery system,
which has been developed to such propor-
tions by the modern dry goods and grocery
store.

It has few bulky sales, in fact none de-
manding a delivery service. Consequently
it avoids an item of operating expense
which is hitting many of its competitors
hard. As a matter of fact, if the average
five-and-ten-cent store had to deliver its
purchases the cost of this item would elimi-
nate completely the profit of the sale. The
public has been educated not to expect a
delivery service, and it accepts the fact as
a matter of course.

The five-and-ten-cent store sells its
stock at prices so small that there are many
shrewd business men who have tried in vain
to see wherein lies its profit. The answer
that it depends upon the volume of its busi-
ness rather than on the volume of its net
profit doesn't satisfy them. And it shouldn't.
For while this is true, it doesn't cover the
situation by a wide margin. If the five-
and-ten-cent store had the expenses which
the dry goods merchant shoulders, for in-
stance, it couldn't exist, regardless of the
size to which its business might develop. It
is only by eliminating expenses that it is
able to see and seize its profits. It has no
heavy advertising bills to meet. It has no
incessant delivery expenses. It eliminates
much of the heavy clerical force in its
offices, which is a necessity in any other
business. If the dry goods merchant didn't
advertise he would close his doors. If he
didn't maintain his delivery system his trade
would go elsewhere. And the very com-
plexity of his multitude of departments
makes a heavy bookkeeping force imper-
ative.

Telephone and Phonograph

A telephone line provided with phono-
graphic transmitting and receiving ap-
paratus has been installed in London. The
object of this innovation is to make it pos-
sible to send a telephone message to a per-
son who is not, at the moment, within reach
of his telephone. The person called finds,
on returning to his home or office, a phono-
graphic record of the telephone message
which was sent during his absence, and his
phonograph reproduces the message from
the record. This result was sought and
obtained, in principle, by Poulsen, the
Danish physicist, who has perfected the
method of producing sustained electric
waves by means of the singing arc. Poul-
sen's telegraphone, which was exhibited in
Paris in 1900, is an electromagnetic phono-
graph which can readily be applied to the
registration of telephone messages. The
record is made on a ribbon of steel, which
moves between the poles of an electro-
magnet and receives and preserves a mag-
netic impression of the words spoken into
a microphone connected with the electro-
magnet.
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BRISTOL SILVER
OUR MIRRORBRUSH AND COMB COMBINATION SET
CASED IN BEST I M POR'FED LEATHER (PATENT APPLIED FOR) DISTINCTIVELY NEW

(Open)
ILLUSTRATION HALF ACTUAL SIZE

Showing Brush and Consh in Case
Mirror in Back of Brush

We take no orders that we cannot fill in a reasonable length of time

(Closed)

ILLUSTRATION HALF ACTUAL SIZE

A handy outfit for travelers, consisting
of brush, comb and mirror. The unique
arrangement of the mirror, placed as it is in
the back of the brush, makes it possible to
have three articles in two.

Put up in a neat leather case with two
compartments.

Write at once for particulars.
It has already become a big seller.

BRISTOL JEWELRY CO., Silversmiths
Manufacturers of STERLING
PLATED WARE, LEATHER
FOBS AND NOVELTIES
WRITE FOR ILLUSTR4TIONS

(-BRISTOL SILVER
is a fine white metal resembling ster-
ling silver and not easily dented, the
only real substitute for sterling.

ATTLEBORO
MASSACHUSETTS

THE JEWELER'S ROUND TABLE

;low Retail Jewelers, Jobbers and
Manufacturers Suffer From Prac-
tices for Which They Them-

selves are Responsible

By E. S. SHIPLEY, Greencastle, Ind.

To my mind the above title involves
the gravest question that the jewelry
trade has to contend with to-day, and
while I do not expect to cover the entire
field in this article, yet I hope to call at-
tention to a few of the many evils that we
are daily up against. In the beginning I
want to make it plain that I have no
grievance against anyone nor do I take this
method to "get even"; in fact, no fault can
be found with anyone in particular, as we
all share the blame for bringing about the
present condition of things.

Every man engaged in the jewelry
business—retailer, jobber or manufacturer
—will agree with me that there is no class
of people in business so much imposed
upon as those engaged in the jewelry trade.
Who is responsible for this? I have al-
ready said that "We are all guilty to-
gether," and yet I want to change that a
little and say that there are a few jewelers
in the country who are bull-headed enough
to not be imposed upon even if it is the
established custom to do things a certain
way.

Now let's get at the question: "How
are we robbed?" My first illustration will
be, an actual occurrence which took place
in" my store only three weeks ago. A man
came in and wanted to look at some filled
cases, saying at the time that he had a
filled case which he had carried nineteen
years, and while it had been a good case,
yet it was now looking a little shabby and
he believed the works were good enough
to have a new case. I showed my cases
and he selected one. I fitted the movement
to it and he had the money out on the
show case ready to pay for it when it so
happened that one of these "all-wise" fel-
lows who had been standing at the next
show case had heard the transaction and
spoke to my customer, saying, "You say
your case had been worn nineteen years.
Was it not guaranteed to wear twenty
years?" To this question my customer re-
plied : "Why yes, that's so, it was." So
he turned to rue and said : "I believe I will
have you take my movement out of your
new case and I will send it to the makers
to see if I cannot get a new case for it."
Of course all I could do was to let him
have his case. In about ten days he came
back to my store with a nice new case,
guaranteed for twenty years and said:
"See here what I have—a fine new case, and
I am just Sio ahead, which was the amount
that I was going to pay you for a new
case." I fitted his movement in his new
case and as he left my store he "thanked"
me. Of course, I was glad to be "thanked"
because I had only spent two hours with
him (first time and last) and as my ex-
penses were about $2.00 for the time that

I wasted with him I was pleased to have
the "thanks" as long as I could get nothing
else.

Now, what did this transaction mean?
It meant just this, I was "robbed" of a
sale, my jobber was "robbed" of the sale
of another case to me, the manufacturer
was "robbed" of a new .case. Who did the
robbing? The manufacturer. And why
the manufacturer ? Because, in the first
place, he had no business to guarantee a
case to wear for twenty years. In the sec-
ond place, if he had done so, he should not
have given a new twenty-year case, but
should have paid the party in money the
amount due him for the extra year the case
did not wear, because, as it was, he not
only guaranteed the case for twenty years,
but really guaranteed it for forty years, as
he only owed the man one more year's
wear, where really he gave him twenty
more years' wear.

The above was an actual occurrence
and I will guarantee that more than ten
thousand jewelers in the United States can
say, and will say, when they read this ar-
ticle, that they have had similar experiences.

Who am I blaming for this transac-
tion? The reader will naturally say: "The
maker of the filled case." It is not all his
fault by any means, but partly his fault, I
will admit. But he was forced to do so
by other manufacturers and by retail
jewelers themselves. Some makers of
filled cases did so and others had to do like-
wise. The retailer forced him to it, think-
ing that he could sell the cases better with
a long guarantee. That infernal word
"guarantee" ! It is the curse of the
jeweler. How often I wish that I could
only see the man who invented it.

The next question I will take up is the
guaranteeing of new watch movements,
and I want to give the manufacturers of
watch movements credit for the good busi-
ness sense they display in never guarantee-
ing any watch movement for a single min-
ute. Of course, if a new movement is
found defective after it is sold they always
make good such defects. That is right,
but aside from that they make no guaran-
tee and they are wise in so doing.

Next is the question of guaranteeing
new watches. Why this foolishness was
ever started I am unable to say, but cer-
tainly there could be no greater robbery. It
is so now that everything a jeweler sells
in the shape of a watch has to be guaran-
teed for one year. For what reason is he
asked to do this? Because some fool years
ago started it and now we must suffer for
his insanity. We get nothing for keeping
a watch in order for one year. When we
sell a watch we receive nothing but our
profit and one-half the time do not receive
our legitimate profit. Then if we are
obliged to keep a watch in order for one
year for nothing are we not robbed ? Cer-
tainly we are. If any jeweler who reads
these lines has ever in his life received his
profit on a watch and then received also
enough money extra to pay him for keep-
ing the watch in order one year, please let
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him send you his photograph. I want to
see what he looks like.

And still another evil. Why a jeweler
who cleans a man's watch should keep that
watch clean for one year is something I
cannot understand. If a tailor cleans a
man's trousers and they get dirty in eleven
months and twenty-nine days, will the tailor
clean them again? I guess hardly, and
this is just what a jeweler is asked to do—
not only in cleaning but in every other kind
of work he does to a watch. Why is he
asked to do this? Has he been paid to do
it ? No, he simply receives his pay for the
work at the time he does it, then why does
he do it ? Because some fool started the
practice years ago and we have to suffer
for the sins of those who have lived before
us. But are we not weak in not being able
to break the chains with which ignorant
men fastened us? Certainly we are weak,
and that is just where our trouble lies.

Now I have merely touched a few of
the many grievances with which the
jewelers have to contend. There are num-
berless others which I hope to take up in
a future article, but I will leave the ideas
that I have mentioned with you for the
present to think about and I would have
you not to forget one thing that the
jewelers of America are annually robbed of
thousands and thousands of dollars, all be-
cause they are asleep and too weak to assert
their rights.

What is the remedy ? The remedy is
easy enough. "Union" is the remedy.
Every manufacturer, jobber and retailer
should join one grand union, corner the
evils that we are up against and tackle
them; make new national laws and regula-
tions, and if all would pull together we
would see in a very short time that the
dollars we are now robbed of would be
restored to us.

Guaranteeing Solid Gold Set Rings

By an Ohio Jeweler

For some time I have looked in vain
for either the editor or some jeweler to
write an article for publication in THE
KEYSTONE in regard to one of the trade
abuses, if it can be called such, that is
gradually fastening itself on the jewelry
trade. I refer to the guaranteeing of solid
gold set rings.

As you are no doubt aware, there are
two ring houses that in order not to be out-
done one by the other, have gradually in-
creased the time during which they guar-
antee the sets to stay in their rings, until
to-day they guarantee all sets except dia-
monds, to stay in their rings forever. I
feel that this is not only not expected by the
retail jeweler, but is in exact opposition to
his best interests. These ring houses,
searching for something about which to
talk, have overlooked the fact that quality
is their best talking point and have ex-

(Continued on page 2101)
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HOME OF INLAID COMBS
With a Line of Leaders and the Factory Always Busy

JOBBING TRADE ONLY

THE INLAID COMPANY
1058 Broad Street

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

WHITE
METAL
GOODS

This line of popular priced sellers needs no further intro-
duction. They retail for a reasonable price, and there is a
large margin of profit for the dealer.

We have added a line of Rings, and have over twenty-five
different designs, two of which we illustrate. They are
right up to the mark in every particular.

Brooches, Fobs and Stick Pins are moving fast just now.

In addition we manufacture a very complete line, in-
cluding SHIRT WAIST SETS, BABY and BEAUTY
PINS, FOBS, NECK, BELT, HAT and DUTCH
COLLAR PINS, Etc., in Roman or Silver finish.

These goods are furnished plain or engraved as desired.
WRITE AND ASK US FOR ILLUSTRATIONS, PRICES AND FREE SAMPLES,

This line of goods is new and up-to-date.

Enterprise •
Jewelry Co.

Box 653

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

ROSARIES
Our new illustrated price
list of Ecclesias-
tical Wares for
the Fall is now
ready. This
line of goods,
once considered
more or less of
a novelty are
now looked upon
as staples. They
sell well all the
year 'round, par-
ticularly during
the Holiday
Season.

May we not send
this illustrated
price list to you
as a suggestion for putting in a seasonable holiday
stock? Send us your name. Selection package
sent if you desire.

THE W. J. FEELEY CO PROVIDENCE
• RHODE ISLAND

and 717 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

COMBS ! HAT PINS ! BARRETTES!
We Have a Large
and Startling Line
of Sellers

Some exquisite
rhinestone effects
that are alluring and
appeal to the women
folk. For many
months back we
have appealed to
you through these
columns to get in
touch with a jobber
or with us and look
our line over. Have
you done it ? If not,
we have both lost.
During the holidays
combs will be big
sellers. You owe it
to yourself and to
your patronage to
get in touch with
our line.

Write us at once for
further particulars if
your jobber does not
carry our line.
We make

MOUNTED COMBS, BARRETTES AND HAT PINS
in Beautiful Rhinestone and Filigree Effects from Popular Prices up to the Most Expensive

Providence Manufacturing Company PRrhoovdiadIesillacna
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(Ceded the reasonable in making claims for

tlieir goods.
My reason for calling attention to this

i= best illustrated by a case which recently
Cdme under my observation. A ring which

v..as sold in this store when it was owned
by my predecessor was brought in to have
two opals replaced. Questioning brought
out the fact that this ring had been worn
over two years and that the opals had been
broken as a result of an accident and the
ring was in no way at fault. I made a price
to my customer on the repairs and recog-
nizing the maker's stamp in the ring I sent
it in for new opals. Within a few days the
ring was returned to me by registered mail
and a memorandum inside showed me that
the maker made no charge for the work.
Ife surely had made good. He had re-
placed the two nice opals and spent four-
teen cents for postage. Now what was I
to do so far as my customer was concerned?
What would you have done under similar
circumstances?

I feel that this policy is wrong and will
sooner or later lead to the failure of the
concerns that attempt to follow this policy,
or they will be compelled to charge more
for their rings than they are worth. They
ask that we jewelers advertise and em-
phasize in selling their rings that the stones
are guaranteed to stay in forever. If we
do this the customer who has been careless
■■=ith his ring or has worn all the claws off
and lost the stone out will have a right to
come to us and expect that we furnish to
him a new ring or put on new claws and
furnish a new set without charge. If we
iire to make good on such guarantees there
H a time coming when we will be unable to
sell any rings or make one cent from the
replacing of stones or putting new claws on
worn rings.

Why should anyone ever need to buy
a new ring with such guarantees in force.
Father will buy a ring for James, who is
iourteen; James will wear the ring for
diree years, when the stone will come out.
l'he ring has gotten a little too small for
,fames, but father will just take it back to
the jeweler—the ring is guaranteed forever
—the jeweler will send it in to the factory,
have new claws put on it and a new stone
put in without one cent of charge, and there
will be a nice new ring for Henry. Or at
the small expense of having the ring
changed a little in size James can have the
ring made to fit his finger and wear it for
two or three more years, when it can again
be sent in and fixed up for Henry. Why
not? And how about my business in the
meantime?

Now I do not wish to be considered
among the list of pessimists or knockers,
but I do feel that this policy is wrong. I
believe in selling only first-class goods. I
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sell only such goods as I can guarantee. I
want to sell rings that I can feel sure will
stand every test as to the quality of ma-
terials used as well as workmanship. But
my customer does not ask me to guarantee
the sets to stay in forever. And I do not
want him to do so because I have told him,
or because one of my competitors have told
him that he can secure rings that are so
guaranteed. I am in the jewelry business
because it is the best business in the world.
And I believe that the town and the store
where I am doing business is the most de-
sirable that could be found. I believe that
the jewelry business will continue to be a
fine business if I never sell another ring,
but I believe it will be a better business if
I have a chance in the future years to sell
a new ring when one is worn out that I
sold five years ago, and if I am able to
Make a reasonable charge for replacing the
stones that come out of rings I sell, unless
I have reason to believe that the ring itself
was at fault.

I thank you for the time you have
given to the reading of this outburst and
would be pleased to have you call attention
to the conditions mentioned and ask for the
opinion of other jewelers.

Show Your Goods

A successful merchant stated recently
that lie really believed he could sell more
goods with mutes behind his counters than
with educated and fluent salesmen. "The
mutes couldn't talk," he said by way of ex-
planation, "so they would have to keep
showing goods until the customer saw
something he thought he wanted."

That theory was practically demon-
strated the other day. A firm having a
large quantity of piece-silk on hand decided
to throw the lot on the bargain table. When
it came to the question of displaying the
goods a dissension arose between the two
partners. One wanted the sign "Bargain
Sale" above the table with a saleslady to
give the price and clinch the sales. The
other did not want a saleslady at the table.
He claimed a large sign giving the price of
the goods was all that was necessary. The
two compromised by dividing the goods
into two lots—the saleslady at one table,
and simply the price in large figures above
the other. In all probability the saleslady
would be still standing beside her table had
it not been for the necessity of using her
stock to supply the demand of the price
table.

The first partner evidently figured that
the sign "Bargain Sale" would arouse curi-
osity, interest the customers, and bring
them to the table. After which it would
devolve upon the saleslady to make the
sales. In arousing curiosity he builded
well, but he lost sight of the fact that the
customers needed other than a blind sign
to stimulate that curiosity to a point where
they would be tempted to seek the bargain
table. When you see a sign "Bargain
Sale," you read it and that is all. But
when you see a sign naming an essential
article at an unusually low price, it creates
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a desire for that article and you become
interested. In other words, when you read
the sign you sell yourself the goods, pro-
vided that when you reach the counter you
are allowed to examine and choose at
leisure.

That is why the saleslady is often un-
necessary. She only worries the customer
who has all the information he desires re-
garding his purchase. In turn, the bargain
crowd tries her patience. The undecided
individual who lingers before the counter
asking the same useless questions that hun-
dreds of others have asked simply because
they saw her standing there, drives her to
distraction. She snaps out answers and
tries to hurry the sale. And when she does
that—she loses it. She actually frightens
away the customer who had approached
the table intent upon the selection of an
article that exactly suited his need and
pocket-book.

The experience of the two partners is
certainly an admirable example of what the
simple display of goods can do for the sales-
man. If he would only profit by it and
keep his lips shut—but he won't.

Some time ago I entered a haberdash-
ery with a friend who wanted a shirt of a
certain style. We stood before the coun-
ter and waited until the young salesman
finished an account of a recent foofball
game. When he approached us his mind
was on the football game and not on his
business. My friend asked for the style shirt
he desired and received the stereotyped re-
ply, "Sorry, sir, we don't keep 'em."

The next place we visited likewise did
not keep that particular line and the sales-
man who waited on us knew it. But he
did not say so. Instead of answering my
friend's question he turned, and pulling
down several boxes, opened them and in-
nocently inquired, "Something like this?"
it just happened that in the second box he
opened was a shirt which caught my fancy
and I bought it. That salesman sold a shirt
to a man who had entered the store with-
out an idea of making a purchase, simply
because he was not too lazy to get his goods
before his customer's eyes. Also, I am now
a regular customer at that store because it
never seems an imposition when I ask that
salesman to let me look at something in his
line.

Does the merchant of to-day realize
the loss lie is suffering from negligent and
lazy salespeople? Salespeople who fall into
a mechanical rut and thereby actually drive
customers from the store. To the average
salesman it seems much easier to pull down
one roll of cloth and endeavor to talk a
customer into a purchase, rather than show
his goods, pull down ten rolls if necessary
and let the customer choose for himself.
When you ask a salesman for the cause of
this listlessness he will probably reply
"monotony." If he does—get rid of that
salesman. When selling becomes monoto-
nous to a man he is not and never will be
a salesman. Show me a successful sales-
man and I will show you an ardent stu-
dent of the game—a man who tries to know
his customers, keeps his tongue and shows
his goods.—Business and the Bookkeeper.
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Emblematic Knives
WITH STERLING SILVER ENAMELED HANDLES

For all the

Leading Fraternal

and Secret Organizations.

Designs shown carried in

stock.

MADE E.XCLUSIVELY

THE WILLIAMS & ANDERSON CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF SOCIETY EMBLEMS

23-33 BROAD ST., PROVIDENCE, FR I.

Made of
Extra Fine
Rolled Plate

Don't Stock Up On Buttons
Until You Have Seen Our New One

Every Link Stamped "W. M. C.

A double post expansion lever button
that is a radical departure.

A button that has the merits of all
those now being shown with many new
and important features added.

These features combined make a cuff
button that is mechanically perfect,
easy of operation and practically inde-
structible.

This button possesses the following
distinct advantages over any button now
on the market:

FACT 1. Strength—The absence of
all solder, the use of a double post, and
the rolling in of all surfaces, make it im-
possible to break or wear loose.

FACT 2. Convenience—The ease
with which it can be placed in or re-
moved from the cuff, the quickness with

PATENT PENDING

Operates

With

One Hand

which it can be slipped out of one side
of cuff to allow rolling up the sleeve,
the absolute impossibility of its working
out of even a soft cuff, or of enlarging
or tearing buttonholes, make it the ideal
button for all purposes.

FACT 3. Appearance—The close-
ness with which it clings to cuff, the
double post always holding it in an up-
right position, and the angle of button
conforming to the angle of cuff, make an
appearance greatly superior to the old
style stiff post buttons.

FACT 4. Cost—The process of
manufacture enables us to use a fine
quality of rolled plate and to sell at a
price which means profit for jobber and
retailer.

Sample set sent FREE with descriptive circular to any reputable retail jeweler

WINTHROP MFG CO

Sold Through Jobbers Only

Manufacturing Jewelers

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 15 Maiden Lane, Room 1609 
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Law for the Retail Jeweler
[Copyright by ELTON J. BUCKLEY]

[A series of articles specially compiled by a
\ ell-known lawyer for the better education of
he retail dealer in the law and its relation to the
:ifferent phases of his business.—En.]

—The Law as to Cashing Checks for Cus-
tomers or Accepting Them in Payment.

As counsel for several organizations of
retail merchants, I have been many times
consulted by retailers who had obligingly
cashed checks for their customers, or who
had taken their checks in payment of bills,
only to find a few days later that the check
was so much waste paper. There is a great
disposition on the part of business men to
regard a check as equivalent to so much
money. It is worth the money represented
by its face value only on one condition—
that there is enough money in bank to cover
it, not necessarily at the time when it is
given in payment, but surely when presented
to the bank.

Once in a great while a customer who
passes a worthless check can be prosecuted
criminally, but usually a civil action is the
only remedy. This in most States is often
no remedy at all, as the financial standing
of the man who would engage in such trans-
actions is not usually such as to make a
judgment worth much.

Another man's check may be offered to
a retail merchant in several ways. In the
first place, a customer may draw his own
check to exactly cover a bill rendered. Or
he may owe a bill of $20, and pay it with
somebody else's $15 check and $5 in cash.
Let us suppose that in either case the check
is dishonored at the bank. Either the
drawer had no account there or he had an
account, but an insufficiency of funds to his
credit.

In neither of these cases is there the
slighest criminal liability. The reason is
the fundamental principle that in order to
constitute a criminal case of false pretense
the person deceived must have been led by
it to part with something of value. The
merchant who merely accepts a worthless
check in payment of a bill, the goods rep-
resented having been delivered some time
before, has parted with nothing of value.
True, he has given a receipt, but a receipt
can be contradicted or upset in two minutes.
In such a case the merchant is precisely
where he was before he accepted the check.
His claim is unpaid and just as valid as it
ever was.

A different proposition is presented,
however, where a man goes to a store and
then and there obtains goods, giving in
payment for them a worthless check. But
even in this case, if the check is somebody
else's, the man in whose hands it has come,
and who uses it to pay his own debt, is not
criminally liable, even if it proves to be the
veriest fraud. Unless, at least he can be
Proven to have known when he passed it
that the check was worthless. This cannot
he proved once out of ten thousand times.

Still another proposition is raised if the
check used in such a way was made by the
man himself. In that case Ile of course
knew all about it. He knew whether he
had an account at the bank, and if so, how

large it was. If he passes such a check
knowing that he has no account at the bank
at all, he can almost always be held crim-
inally liable, because only an intent to de-
fraud could explain such an act. if, how-
ever, he aid have an account, but it was in-
sufficient to cover the check, there is no
criminal responsibility unless again it can
be proven that he had no intention of de-
positing enough to make the check good
before it reached the bank, and did not
expect it to be paid. In this case there is
criminal responsibility, but such proof is
well-nigh impossible to obtain.

Take another class of cases, where a
man pays a bill with a check for a larger
amount, and gets the difference in cash.
This is an exceedingly common case. An-
other subdivision is where a man simply
gets a check cashed. in both of these cases
the principles set forth above apply. If the
check offered was made by somebody else
and came in the regular course of business
into the hands of the man who now seeks to
pass it, he can practically never be held
criminally responsible. Only the clearest
proof of knowledge of its worthlessness
would support a criminal action.

So if the check was made by the man
himself. If he has no account whatever he
is usually criminally liable, but if he has
some account, or even if he has previously
had an account at the bank on which the
check was drawn, the law is very loath to
constitute him a criminal. There are some
decisions that go so far as to rule that "if
a person has an account and gives a check
when he has no funds in the bank, that fact
itself will not be a false pretense if lie has
reason to think that the check will be
paid." Naturally a man who passes such
a check would be quick to trump up a story
that for this reason or that one he thought
the check might be paid, which would re-
lieve him from criminal responsibility.

No merchant can read the above with-
out realizing how slim is the chance of re-
covering when he has permitted himself to
obligingly cash a check that turns out to
be valueless. If a criminal prosecution can
be held over the head of an offender of this
class, he can usually be made to refund the
money. Where the only remedy is a suit
to recover the sum lost, however, the victim
might just as well do nothing, in the ma-
jority of cases.

Educating the Sales Force

Wherever there are stores the need of
competent, thoroughly trained salespeople
is felt, says the Merchants' Record and Show
Window. Every merchant who conducts
a big store knows that his success, or the
lack of it, lies to a great extent with his
selling force. No matter how well goods
may be bought or how cleverly adver-
tised, a careless, incompetent sales force
can drive away more trade than the ad man
can bring to the store. For these reasons,
the modern big store has found it pays to
give serious consideration to the training of
salespeople. Several of the big department
stores have regular "schools," through
which beginners must pass before they are
allowed to come in contact with the store's
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customers. And these store schools are not
only for beginners but for those with ex-
perience as well. Every salesman who en-
ters the employ of the store is first put
through a preliminary examination and is
made familiar with all of the rules and cus-
toms neculiar to this particular store. He
is given a book of rules which he is required
to study thoroughly. If he has a good deal
of experience in other stores there may be
but little for him to master, but if this is his
first employment in a big store, he is put
through a thorough course of training.

Of course, it is to be supposed that the
applicant for the position has the "making"
of a salesman or he would not have been
accepted by the superintendent under whose
critical and experienced scrutiny he must
first pass. The school-room of the store is
much like any other school-room. There
are fixed seats with desks, a blackboard, etc.,
and the instructor goes about his or her
work in much the same manner as the usual
school teacher. Beginners, who may be
recruited from the stock or shipping room,
or from the outside, are started with the
most elementary salesmanship. They are
required to go through the form of making
a simple sale including filling out the sales
slip. Then they are taught all about charge
sales, C. 0. D.'s, exchanges, refunds, and
all the rest of them. Every point is care-
fully explained by the instructor, who goes
over the same ground again and again with
the utmost patience for the benefit of the
"slow" ones. All possible mistakes are
pointed out and the student is warned
against them. Big diagrams are made on
the blackboard.

In addition to this technical instruction,
the beginner is taught in a more general
way the principles of salesmanship and there
are frequent examinations to make sure that
the information is sinking in. These ex-
aminations help to weed out those who are
naturally incompetent or hopelessly careless.
In some stores the routine of the school is
so arranged that different classes of about
an hour each are conducted throughout the
morning. All of the students are en-
couraged to ask as many questions as they
care to, as it is the policy not only to teach
them the rules of the business but the rea-
sons that underlie the rules. In addition to
their own duties they are given a pretty
clear idea as to the duties and authority of
thos above them. In fact, they are in-
structed as fully as possible as to all the ins
and outs of the business. And the instruc-
tion is not forced—students are only given
as much at one time as can be assimilated
easily. Many of them are already em-
ployed about the store in some inferior.
capacity, and the hour spent in the school
daily is paid for the same as if they were
working.

That these schools pay when intelli-
gently conducted there can be no doubt,
otherwise they would have been discon-
tinued years ago. For the earnest student
who is ambitious to learn, the school offers
a ,short cut to proficiency. By studying,
observing and asking questions, he can
gain information in a short time that might
take years to learn by experience
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More Silver for Brides

T H E

The Modern Outfit Larger and More Costly

A woman, who by reason of her long social
experience should be able to speak accurately in
such matters, appraised the silver included among
the presents of a recent New York bride as worth
$2o,000, says the New York Sun. The silver was
shown, as is customary, a day or two before the
marriage. It was displayed on a table stretched
across one side of the long room and it cansed
even seasoned wedding-goers to exclaim over its
quantity and variety.

A feature of some of the re-
Rare cent silver exhibits at fashion-
Workmanship able New York weddings,

which are likely to be noticed
only by guests with an educated eye and a culti-
vated taste, is the workmanship of certain speci-
mens not among the largest or most elaborate
prices, and it is this that often doubles and trebles
the value of one and another modern wedding
present outfit of silver not remarkable for its size.

An old gentleman who recently accompanied
his wife to look at the wedding presents of a girl
prominent socially stopped to scrutinize closely
a small silver bowl. His wife, taking a second
look, said:

"I don't see anything remarkable about that."
"This bowl," was the rejoinder, "is worth

as much as your entire tea set."
"I'd rather have the tea set," the wife re-

turned, and they moved along.
Before leaving the old gentleman joined the

line again and took another look at the bowl,
which he had discovered was hand-made and pat-
terned with an artistic raised design.

A few years ago, not more
Individuality than ten, a prominent silver-
of Design smith of New York, in order

to increase interest in the work
of his firm and promote individuality of design
and workmanship, encouraged every employee in
the sales department as well as in the factories to
submit original designs, or make known any am-
bitious desires in regard to the manufacture of
certain articles.

Probably not one salesman in fifty is gifted
with original ideas of value to a manufacturer,
or with the desire or the skill to carry out any
ideas he may have, which oftener are turned over
to a workman to execute.

In olden times Often the designer of a fine
metal article was also the workman from start
to finish, carrying his idea to a beautiful con-
clusion, with the result that antiques now fetch
enormous prices. Why not have a combination
of artist, designer, workman of this character
now instead of dividing the silversmith's art into
two specific parts of designer and workman, the
New York silversmith thought. In that case
some articles would be made by hand, the de-
signer having as free scope to work out his ideas
as a painter has to paint a picture and unham-
pered by questions of cost.

To hammer and beat a pat-
Hand Work tern of exquisite delicacy into
"Costly or on metal by hand naturally

jumps up the price of that
article tremendously. The silversmith knew this.
But what of it? He knew also his American
public and suspected that in New York alone
there were enough wealthy men and women with
a cultivated art taste to create a market for the
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most artistic silver articles that could be manu-
factured.

He went ahead and it turned out that he was
right. The hand-made goods now included in
the retail stock of this silversmith are among the
best sellers. Occasionally a man or woman bent
on having something out of the ordinary places
an order for a tea or coffee set hand-beaten and
hand-chased. One such set ordered by a bachelot.
cost $2,16o for six pieces—tray, teapot, tea kettle,
sugar bowl, cream pitcher, waste bowl. Similarly
there are now few fashionable wedding outfits
that do not contain one or more small pieces of
hand wrought or martele silver.

But excluding hand-made articles it is certain
that the silver presented to a modern fashionable
bride includes a far greater variety of articles
than did that of her grandmother. With all
deference to the well filled chests attributed to
some of the brides famous in the days when
New York was busy making history, the modern
silver outfit is apt to be the more costly by far.

When the appraisement of the lady referred
to was submitted to a Fifth avenue silversmith
he took it calmly.

"Several of the outfits I have in mind," he
observed thoughtfully, "might easily exceed $20,-
000. Often the silver given by the family alone
foots up to a very large amount.

"As most people know, the bride's parents
usually give the flat silver, the bridegroom's fam-
ily sending a tea set, including a tray, other rel-
atives giving the coffee set and dinner service.

"Now a case of small silver
Expensive may be of any size and cost
Chests comparatively little, but a chest

of silver is another thing and
may cost as high as $2,000 or more. Five dozens
of small silver may be bought for $9o, and a
chest of silver, a King George set, say, which
name describes the design and which includes 8ot
pieces, cost $2,600.

"A tea service costs anywhere from $500 to
five times that amount, a $r000 variety oftener
being chosen. A dinner service of platters, vege-
table dishes, etc., costs from $1,000 to $5,000, and
this does not include service plates, which run
from $75o to $1,000 a dozen. Add to these things
the compotes, the patty sets and some other things
considered almost essential to a well equipped
silver chest, to say nothing of the hundred or so
silver articles contributed by friends, and $2o,000
is quite a modest estimate."

It was not likely the dealer thought that a
chest of 8ot pieces of flat silver was included in
the outfit given to former generations of New
York brides for the reason that many of the
spoons and forks now used had not been heard
of twenty-five years ago.

The chest containing the King George set
had six drawers and a top compartment, the latter
taken up with fancy individual forks and spoons
of several sizes, those likely to come in contact
with acids being gold lined. There were drawers
filled with round bowl soup spoons, bouillon
spoons, chocolate spoons, coffee spoons, ice cream
spoons, ice cream forks, oyster forks, salad forks,
butter spreaders and orange kgives, none of which
had come in fashion thirty yOars ago.

The day virn flat silver meant
Modern principally usual knives, forks
Flat Ware and spoons is long past, just

as is the day when everybody
who could choose preferred a silver tea set of
massive English design. The modern bride
doesn't receive more dozens of ordinary knives,
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forks and spoons than did her grandmother, bth
she does get about ten times as many varieties of
such things, which naturally it takes a bigger chest
to hold.

In these days, said a silversmith, none but a
frequent diner out in what is called society is
absolutely sure at first what to do with all the
unfamiliar forks and spoons surrounding his
plate, some of which seem very much in his way.
He said also that if manufacturers continue to
bring out more and more new varieties these
uncertainties are likely to increase.

Just now the popularity of the English or
bright silver tea sets decorated in raised effects
is rivaled by that of hand-engraved or etched
designs and others of French finish showing a
dull grayish tone, dainty and beautiful. Some
examples of the latter are etched, others are
decorated with raised exceedingly fine floral
wreaths and bouquets.

Then there are a Queen Anne, a Colony or
Plymouth design and a design representing
Athenic work among the season's models. Chan-
tilly, an almost plain style; buttercup, which is a
raised floral pattern, and Tuileries, a French
raised design, are in the order named among the
favorite patterns in small silver.

Dealers say it is less usual to
Co-operative buy silver haphazard than it
Gift-Buying once was. Relatives now corn-

pare notes, take pains to find
out which silversmith is to be patronized for the
large silver and then by a little co-operation on
the part of salesmen find it possible to match pat-
terns or at least to adhere to some one style or
design. It is not necessary though that tea set
and table service should match, the two never
being used at the tame time. As a rule no at-
tempt is made to match odd pieces of silver.

For example, sandwich plates, introduced
perhaps two years ago and a boon to persons
doubtful as to what sort of single piece of silver
to buy, may be as ornate as possible—the more
ornate, in fact, the better. Almost every tea table
menu, including sandwiches, these plates being
about nine or ten inches in diameter, was de-
signed as a sandwich steceptacle having a plain
centre and a fancy rim. One charming design
has a rim resembling openwork embroidery.

No way has yet been discovered to avoid
giving duplicates, but the willingness of silver-
smiths to exchange all unmarked silver minimizes
the embarrassment of this feature of up-to-date
fashionable weddings.

Past generations of brides were mostly spared
the embarrassment of receiving five or six bonbon
dishes, or, as happened the other day, ten fish
knives from as many donors, for the reason that
social lists were a good deal smaller then than
now. Writing notes of thanks for presents re-
ceived was not the hard task it is now.

A gold dinner service is still comparatively
rare. Even among the wealthiest entertainers it
is not common. Reasons given are that a solid
gold service costs about thirty times as much as
a silver one and a gold plated silver service
about ten times as much as a silver service.
Then too a gold service is suitable only for state
occasions. Instead, however, of only one gold
dinner service being in commission in New York,
as was the case not many years ago, there is now
a sprinkling of such things, while the number of
gold table articles, like punch bowls, compotes,
fruit sets, finger bowls and decanter holders ;S

multiplying fast.
To revert to flat silver, an authority states

that two dozen each of the usual dinner and tea
knives, forks and spoons is the ordinary comple-
ment for the modern bride. When required these
may easily be duplicated—years later even—at
the silversmith's where they were purchased.

Popular priced

Genuine Brass Clocks
With 8-Day Lever Movements

that are excellent timekeepers

You should see our full

line of Clocks. They will

interest you. We manu-

facture the largest variety

and finest assortment we

have ever offered.

ROYAL

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 4!.; in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

in. Porcelain Dial

'••„‘.4trieY0,41"(

REGENT

Sessions Clocks
are a profitable line to

handle. For sale by lead-

ing Jobbers.
8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 4 in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

234 in. Porcelain Dial

MONARCH

8-Day Lever Time. Price, $4.75

Height, 6 in. Width, 4;!-I in.

Solid Brass Case. Old Brass Finish

Cut Steel Pinion Movement

2!,.; in. Porcelain Dial

Main Office and Factories:

FORESTVILLE, CONN.

New York Salesrooms: 37 MAIDEN LANE
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THE HOWARD WATCH

AA„ a man's liking for an
article and his confidence

in it gains new force when he finds that
it will not trade down to him.

Every man in America knows the HowARD
Watch.

Its position as the finest practical watch in
the world backed by sixty-eight years of service.

Its reliability under conditions of jar and strain.
Its permanent adjustment to temperature, isochro-

nism and positions.

And what is more you make a HowARD sale on
the basis of value — not of price.

Your customer knows that the HOWARD price is
fixed. The printed ticket shows him that he is not paying
too much and that no one can sell him the watch for less.

It pays in more ways than one to identify your store
with the HOWARD Watch and the HOWARD policy.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
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THE HOWARD WATCH

MOTHER and the girls ought to
know that a HOWARD Watch

means more to a man than any other
gift they could choose for him.

Every man knows the HowARD Watch—its
history and traditions—the names of the leading
Americans who have carried the HowARD and
made it their own.

He is pleased with their recognition of him as
the kind of man who ought to own a HowARD—
the finest practical timepiece in the world.

The HOWARD Watch is a source of pride to
any man among his friends—not alone in its
accuracy and reliability, but because of its distinc-
tive position among timepieces.

It is the last word in a fine watch, and no
other gift however high in cost could more surely
reflect the idea of quality.

A HOWARD Watch is always worth what you
pay for it. The price of each watch—from the
I 7-jewel (double roller) in a Boss or Crescent Gold-
filled case at $40; to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid
gold case at iso—is fixed at the factory and a
printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD jeweler in your

town and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E., and we

will send you " The Story of Edward Howard and the First American Watch "—an inspiring

chapter of history that every man and boy should read.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for December. It reaches 
7,500,000 subscribers (about 30.000.000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer f' Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store I'
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I Dwt. of Fine Gold (24 K.) is worth
3 Dwt. of 8 K. Old Gold is worth 0-r 32 cts.,

Cost of Refining to i Dwt. 24 K. -

Profit in buying Old Gold

rOPPPP.PR

$ 1.03 I 2

$ .96
.04 1.00

$ .0 3

That's why we buy Old Gold,
Why we can pay Full Cash Value

and why we receive so much

The fact that our large manufacturing business requires complete assay-
ing, smelting and refining departments permits us to handle without
additional business expense or extra equipment all Old Gold and Silver
consigned to us. This gives us an advantage which others cannot meet and
which has made this department of our business so important.

We remit the same clay consignments are received.

If amounts are not up to expectations we return consignments by pre-
paid express in exactly the conditions they were received.

Highest market price paid for Old Silver and Platinum.

Not all the jewelry, watch cases and chains manufactured before the National StampingAct became a law, were of the quality that the stamps thereon represented. We advise thetrade to test the centers of old watch cases and links of chains that are offered for old gold,to approximate the value, instead of depending entirely upon the quality stamps in the backsof cases or on swivels of chains.

WENDELL AND COMPANY
Manufacturers and Refiners

45, 47 & 49 John St. 256, 258 & 260 Madison St.
New York 

Chicago
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For The Holiday Trade

The Travelers' Watch

k`l

A PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT
showing

A Rare Combination
of

Beauty and Utility

Useful Ornament for Table or Dresser
Folds Flat for Traveling

Absolutely correct timekeepers
Jeweled. Guaranteed

ARTISTIC LEATHER CASES
Assorted Colors

A few of these models

In Your Show Window
will surely bring customers into

your store and

RESULT IN SALES

fl7SE

DEALERS' PRICES
$9.00 to $14.00

Subject to Keystone Key and

CONSUMERS' PRICES
$7.00 to $10.50

WE STRICTLY MAINTAIN ALL PRICES

CHRISTMAS ORDERS FILLED AT ONCE
BY

The New England Watch Co., Waterbury, Conn.
or

THE LEADING JOBBERS



EXCELSIOR WATCH

K EN-MINDED jewelers who areE
featuring the Excelsior Watch

will tell you that an Excelsior sale is about as
profitable a transaction as marks the day's business.

Thanks to the protected prices of the Excelsior,
the margin of profit is as great as on many a watch
selling for a good bit more money.

Then there is the good-will the satisfaction of the
customer at getting a really dependable watch at a price
that he can afford the enthusiastic word-of-mouth adver-
tising that brings new faces into the store.

The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels, quick train and cut expan-
sion balance with Breguct hairspring. Stern-wind and pendant-set
(except IS size hunting, lever-set).

Made in o, 6, 12, 16 and IS sizes--
open face and hunting. Plain polished,
engine-turned and fancy engraved cases of
three grades— Gold-filled, 20-year; Gold-
filled, 10-year; and Silverode. Retail prices,
$4.5o to $1 Loo.

The Excelsior is a real watch—made for
service —timed and adjusted to run right before it
leaves the factory. Every Excelsior is cased at the
factory and sold complete —with printed price ticket
attached.

Feature the Excelsior. Display a live assortment that will compel attention
and show your confidence in the goods and your ability to sell them. Its the surest
road to the customer's enthusiasm.

Inquire of your jobbers and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Works
Jersey City, N. J.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH WORKS, Jersey City,
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B Ben

The Jewelers' Alarm.

BIG BEN is the first and only alarm
sold exclusively to jewelers. He

is without exception the finest sleep-
meter made—the best looking, the
best built, the best running.

Big Ben is a beautiful, thin model
alarm clock, standing 7 inches tall and
mounted in a reinforced triple plated
case. He is fitted with big strong easy
winding keys, clean cut heavy hands
and a large open winsome dial, dis-
tinctly visible across the largest room.

Big Ben rings just when you want

and either way you want, intermit-
tently for fifteen minutes, continuously
for eight, and he rings with a jolly
full-tone ring that will arouse the drow-
siest sleeper.

Big Ben is rigidly inspected, six
days factory timed and. tested. He
works only for jewelers and then only
for certain jewelers—those that agree
to sell him for at least $2.50.
We pay his railroad fare on all

orders for a dozen or more, we brand
him with your name in lots of 24.

Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4.1A inches. Intermittent or Long Alarm.
Dealers' names printed free on dials in lots of 24. Freight allowed on orders for one dozen or more.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois.

Lessons in Horology
y JuLts GRossmANN, Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro.
Mechanical School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

uthorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Charleston, S. C., former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Continued from the November Keystone]

The Escapements

We can now effect our calculation

K= 1.59314 K= 1.59314
—I ai" = 0.35308 — 42" = 0.37321

1.24006 1.21793

log: (K — f a 1") =0.0934430
— log: (K — f cs,2") = 0 085623!

0.0078199

log ( log 11({   = 0.8932012 — 3

— log (log e) = 0.6377843 — I
(a:_logai,K:i100:11_4637756201:429337715341670.2554169 — 2

0.31128

— I =-- log 0.31128

0.10236b6 — I

Motive work of the wheel = 0.12651 gr. m.

Motive moment of the wheel = 0.85806 gr. for the exit
pallet.

470. On making a similar construction and an analogous
calculation, one vq?uld arrive at the following result for the
entrance pallet :

P = 0.833808 gr.

Upon comparing these two values of P, one can prove that
the transmission of the force is, in escapements of this construc-
tion, almost uniform on both pallets.

471. In the preceding calculation, we have admitted the
moment of the force which should be transmitted to the anchor:

Q = 0.7729525 gr.

the mean moment of the force which should cause the wheel to act
should then be

= 0.84593 gr.

If there were no friction, we would have, simply:

Q = 1.333 • • • • ?

Q = 1.1276 gr.

One can thus prove that the force absorbed by the friction is
almost a third of the motive force.

DETERMINATION OF THE MOMENT OF THE FORCE
WITH WHICH THE ANCHOR IS HELD AGAINST
THE BANKING BY THE PRESSURE OF THE
WHEEL WHILE AT REST.

472. We will make this calculation for the anchor with
equidistant rests, and will choose for this research the exit pallet.

Let P (Fig. 131) be the moment of the force, working the
wheel, and Q, that which we desire to find, that is to say, the

FIG. 131

moment of the force which must be opposed to the anchor, to put
it in motion.

Let us designate by a. the angle of draw of the anchor..
On the wheel, the following forces act, P. whose moment is P;
then the normal reaction N developed by the anchor, its moment is

— N 0 b = —NRcos.a;

we have finally the force f N of the friction acting on the wheel;
its moment is

f NO d=—fNR. sin a.

One will then have, because of the equilibrium, the algebraic sum:

P— 0,

(I) P N R cos et d-f NRsin a.

(Continued on page 2115)
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THE CLIMAX OF THE

WATCH SEASON
IS NOW UPON US.

ORDER AT ONCE!

"THE JEWELER'S WATCH"

Messrs.
Robert H.
Ingersoll &

Bro.
45 John St., New York

Gentlemen:

Please send me full details
of your special 1910 holiday offer.

Signed

Street

Town  

State  

The only 7 and 15 jewel
watches controlled by
retail jewelers; sold
at fixed prices; and

ADVERTISED.

Send for This Special
Holiday Proposition

4

December, 1910 • rr HE

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 2113)

On the anchor acts the moment Q, then the normal pressure
N' = N whose moment is equal to

— 0' b' = — N. r sin a,

and finally the force of the friction f N, whose moment is

I N'. 0' d' = f N' r. cos a;

this force acting in the same direction as Q will, therefore, be
positive with relation to the anchor. We will, consequently, have
the sum

Q — N.' r sin a -1- f N'. r cos. a = crf
or

(2) Q = N' r Sill a — f N' r COS O.,

dividing (2) by (I), it becomes:

Q r sin a — COS 01.

P R cos a + f sin

Let us divide, further, by cos. it and remark that

= tang 300,

we will have

(3) Q = P tang. 30° 
tang a f
f. tang a

This equation gives us a positive value when tang 0, is
greater than f. On admitting the coefficient of friction equal to
0.25, a should be greater than 8° 32'.

On taking a = 12° and P = I gr., the calculation will give
0 21256 — 0.15

Q = I X 0 57735 0.035 gr.
1 7, 0.15 X 0.21250

For a = 15°, one would obtain
Q =o 065 gr.

473. Remarks. The moment of the force necessary to un-
lock the anchor from the rest, will be expressed by the formula

a 
(4) Q = P tang 30° 

tang -Ff
—f tang a '

in which the terms containing the coefficient f, change the sign.
The work of this force will be obtained by multiplying the

above value by the length of the arc, traversed, during the un-
locking, by a point situated at the unit of distance from the axis.

474. For the anchor with equidistant pallets the formulas
(3) and (4) can be employed, always noting that the relation
cannot

-
cannot be replaced by tang. 300, and that this value will be
different for the entrance and exit pallets. It is for this reason
that in this last construction, different angles of draw have often
been introduced, for each pallet. It will always be easy, in this
case, to establish values of the angle of draw, giving equal re-
sistances to the unlocking of the anchor.

SHOCKS IN THE LEVER ESCAPEMENT

475. The examination of the working of the lever escape-
ment has shown us the shocks which are produced between its
different parts.

We encounter in effect,
First. The shock of the roller pin against one of the sides

of the notch in the fork ; this shock terminates the supplementary
arc of oscillation of the balance.

Second. Shock of the tooth of the wheel against the im-
pulse plane of the anchor.

Third. Shock of the fork against the roller pin at the begin-
ning of the period of impulse.

Fourth. Shock of the tooth of the wheel against the plane
of rest of the anchor, after the passage of the angle of drop.

We will study, therefore, the mechanical effects of the shocks
on the speed of the balance, with reference to their influence on
the regulating part.

We will recall, in the first place, the general theory of shocks
in dynamics.

476. Let us suppose the simplest case, that where the center
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of gravity of the two bodies is moved along the same straight line
with relation to which the two bodies are symmetrical. It is to
this case that one refers the practical applications of the shock.

The center of gravity of the whole, will be moved along the
line followed by the two bodies, by virtue of the principle of the
reaction being equal to the action. Moreover, it is evident that
the speed of each of the bodies does not change its direction, but,
rather, its intensity and one of them even change its sign.

Suppose in and m' the masses (35) of two bodies, v, and
their respective speeds before the shock and It the spee0 of the
center of gravity of the whole after the shock. Admitting that
the movement of all the molecules of each of the two bodies can
be considered as being only a simple movement of translation,
which is the same for all the molecules, we will have

In V + in' V' = iii v Mil ,

V being the speed common to all the points and to the center of
gravity of the solid whose mass is in at any given moment of
the shock and V' that of all the points and of the center of gravity
of the solid whose mass is m' at the same instant. There is always
during the shock a moment when the centers of gravity of the
two bodies have the same speed which is also the speed u of the
center of gravity of the system. At this instant, the preceding
equation becomes

(m nil) u v +

which is expressed by saying that the quantity of movement, (36)
after the shock, is equal to the quantity of movement before the
shock.

One will have consequently :
/11 V -I- nil v'

u=- ,,1 --I- nil

When the two bodies are not elastic, that is to say, when they
retain the forms which any forces can give them, the mutual
actions cease their effect as soon as the speed u has become corn-
mon to the two bodies; then the bodies move while remaining in
contact, as long as the exterior forces do not modify their com-
mon speed u.

The preceding. formulas apply to the case where the bodies
move in opposite directions, as in that, where they go in the same
direction; but one must bear in mind the signs which must be
given to the values of v and v', and, consequently to those of in v
and tr21 v'. The sign of u is always that of the greatest quantity
of movement.

If the two quantities of movement are equal and the signs
opposite, the precedrng formula gives u = o, which shows us that
the bodies come to rest and remain so if they are deprived of
elasticity.

If one of the bodies is at rest, one has
(in -I- = III v,

from whence
In V
+ nil'

477. The hypothesis of soft bodies is not generally realized
in practice. The parts of machines, when they strike each other,
generally take a common speed in the direction normal to the con-
tact, and these results, losses of active power, which must be re-
duced, as much as possible, since they diminish the useful work.
In practice, however, these losses of active power can be calcu-
lated as if the bodies were deprived of elasticity. We will treat,
later on, the question of the shock of elastic bodies (482).

478. The linear speed of the point of the roller pin which
encounters the notch in the fork is before the shock

r w,

2e/ being the angular speed of the balance at this instant (34) and
r the distance from the center to the point of the pin considered.
The linear speed acquired after the shock by the point of contact
of the fork will be

r'

Let us now substitute for the balance and for the system
of the fork and the anchor imaginary bodies whose moments of
inertia are the same as those of the bodies they replace, but whose
masses are condensed, at the distance r and r', from their centers
of rotation.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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THE VICTORY
EIGHT i-NAY TIME
12dIGHT 1-JAY ALARM

Fitted with automatic push button switch so the
only attention clock needs is to be

WOUND ONCE A WEEK
4% inch Nickel Plated Seamless Brass Case
4 inch Bell-Metal Gong on Back

WRITE FOR FULL DESCRIPTION AND PRICE
OF THIS WONDERFUL CLOCK

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

THE MEW LIAVEN CLOCK CO.
IIEW HAVEN UONN.

Makers of the TATTOO Intermittent Alarm

BEGIN NOW,

A School
Up to Date is
Appreciated

41.In 1909 we had to let 35would-be students go
as we did not have

room for them. In 1910 we
had to turn down but ten.
During the period between
February 1st and May 15th we
had 157 students in constant
attendance, and the school
was nearly too crowded to
get the best results.

In March of this year they
started the new addition,
entailing an expenditure of
nearly $30,000.00, which will
double our ability as to num-
ber of students that can be
accommodated without in
the least crowding. This
will he finished and equipped
so by the first of the year we
can take care of all corners.

There is a reason for this
demand on BRADLEY
INSTITUTE for more
room. BRADLEY STU-
DENTS ARE GETTING
RESULTS. With our mod-
em methods, increased facil-
ities; viz.. more room, new
tools, and a proportional
increase in the corps of in-
structors, we will be better
prepared to get results than
ever before.

AMII■••■

so that one year hence you will be ready to take a position when the demand for work-
men is greatest and consequently salaries offered higher than at any season in the year

dr
L. 
There is no doubt that he course of

IILMODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want
to get it right, and it will pay you to investigate
this truly great institution.

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO BRADLEY IMMEDIATELY, SEND FOR CATALOG
and make arrangements to get in as soon as Possible, in order that you may increase your earning capacity

LPdorset:slec(13 ard "HOROLOGICAL" Dept K PEORIA, ILL• 7 • Desired Information
Will Get You the

December, 1910

The Influence of the Escapement
on the Isochronal Vibrations

of the Balance

Written expressly for THE KEYSTONE by C. T. HIGGIN-
BOTHAM, Consulting Superintendent, South Bend

Watch Company

SECOND PAPER

(Continued from November issue)

In the first paper the laws governing
obstruction and propulsion offered to a
vibrating or oscillating body were stated
and the former explained. In this paper
the action of propulsion on such a body will
be analyzed.

The explanation of the action of pro-
pulsion under different conditions upon an
oscillating body is somewhat more diffi-
cult than that of the action of obstruc-
tion ; the writer therefore asks the close at-
tention of the reader. He hopes to be able
to present it in a sufficiently lucid manner
to make it clear to all.

Three important conditions to be kept
constantly in mind are:

First.—A second's pendulum, when al-
lowed to swing freely, performs its arcs of
oscillation, whatever their extent, in equal
times—I second.

Second.—A second's pendulum under
the above condition performs each half of
its oscillation ; from the extremity of the
arc to the point of rest, and from the point
of rest to the extremity of the arc in equal
times—V2 second.

Third.—A pendulum gradually de-
creases its speed from the extreme of the
arc of oscillation while approaching the
point of rest where it attains its maximum
velocity ; while receding from the point of
rest • its speed is gradually decreased until
reaching the extreme of its arc, it ceases
for a moment.

Inasmuch as a pendulum occupies the
same time swinging through a long arc as
it does a shorter one, it follows that its
velocity is greater over the former than
over the latter. If we set a second's pen-
dulum oscillating through an arc of 2 de-
grees its velocity will be just • sufficient to
carry it that extent in one second ; if we
increase its arc to 4 degrees its velocity
must be doubled in order to carry it through
the longer arc in the same time ; if increased
to 6 degrees it must be trebled, and so on.
There is a point somewhere in the arc of
oscillation where it attains its average rate
of speed. This point furnishes us a means
of illustration.

Fig. 3 shows a pendulum in three posi-
tions, A being the point of rest. The long
arc A B is twice the length of the shorter
one, A C. We will assume that the pendu-
lum has been started at B, and that the
points E D are located at that part of its
arc of oscillation where it will have reached
its average velocity. These points are at a
distance apart of r/io the arc A B, and as
the pendulum is at its average velocity it
will consume 1/20 of a second in passing
from D to E. Now, if we transfer the dis-
tance E to D to F G on the shorter arc it
is evident that it will amount to 1/5 of that
arc, and that the time occupied by a pendu-

E EYSTON

lum started at C would be i/io of a second.
Here, then, we have double the length of
time occupied by. a pendulum in swinging
over a distance under one condition to that
it occupied swinging over an equal distance
under other conditions. The lesson to be
learned from the above is, that if the rate
of movement of a pendulum be changed
during its oscillation the time of that par-
ticular oscillation will be changed in pro-
portion to the distance from the point of

FIG. 3

rest, when the change took place, as corn-
pared with the length of its arc of oscilla-
tion.

Keeping the foregoing steadily in mind
we will now turn our attention to Fig. 4.
This shows two pendulums suspended, one
directly in front of the other. Points 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are marked on the arc represent-
ing the path of the pendulums, 4 being the
point of rest. The pendulums are marked
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B when it reaches 3, that impulse being
sufficient to carry it to 7, it is evident that
we shall have imparted to it the same rate
of speed that pendulum A has, and as pen-
dulum A is at 2 B will maintain its distance
and continue exactly that amount of time
ahead of A, that is to say, we have caused
it to gain on pendulum A by delivering an
impulse while approaching the point of rest.
We will now start both pendulums as be-
fore, A at I and B at 2. We will allow them
to swing freely until A has reached 6 and
B 5, at which instant we will deliver an im-
pulse to B sufficient to carry it to 7. In this
case when the impulse has been delivered to
B at 5 A will be at 6, and as the impulse
delivered to B imparts the same rate of
speed that A has it will continue its swing
exactly that amount of time behind. Thus
we have caused it to lose that amount by
giving the impulse while receding from the
point of rest, just as we caused it to gain
by delivering the impulse while approaching
the point of rest.

The facts set forth above may readily
be verified by means of two simple pendu-
lums of equal length suspended as shown
in Fig. 4. [TO BE CONTINUED]

The "Schoop" Metallizing Process

In a communication recently made to
the Zurich Association of Engineers and
Architects, Herr Schoop describes a new
process of coating articles with metal (pref-
erably liquid, and at a high temperature)
by the aid of centrifugal force, the metal
being applied in a very finely divided state.
The most suitable method of pulverizing
the metal consists in allowing it to escape
from the crucible as a thin stream, against
which impinges a jet of compressed air or
steam. This treatment causes the produc-
tion of a cloud or mist of the metal, and the
articles to be coated are exposed in this
cloud for one to three seconds. The high
force and velocity with which the particles
of metal strike against the surface of the
article cause them to spread out and adhere
firmly thereto with great tenacity, the spe.
cific gravity of the coating approaching that

of the normal metal. Notwithstand-
ing the heat of the stream of metal,
the zone of metallic fog has a rela-
tively low temperature, so that articles
of comparatively low melting points,
and even paper and celluloid, may be
coated. Tests performed at the

Zurich polytechnic school show that the
hardness of the metallic coating, under the
Brinell test, is greater than that of metallic
deposits produced by other means—a fact
of importance in the production of printing
blocks, etc., whilst the microscopic ex-
amination shows that, in fineness of struc-
ture the deposit is equal to that obtained
by other processes. When metallic surfaces
are to be coated, it is advisable to cleanse
them thoroughly of dust or scale by the
sandblast or by pickling, and to warm them
before or during the exposure to the de-
positing zone, though an anticorrosive de-
posit of tin, zinc or lead can be produced on
iron surfaces without such heating being
required.—The Ironmonger.

FIG. 4

A and B. We will assume that a pendulum
started at I will reach 2 in one-half second,
and that a pendulum started at 2 will reach
3 in one-half second. The points i and 7
are at equal distances from 4—the point of
rest—as are the points 2 and 6, and the
points 3 and 5. If we start both pendu-
lums simultaneously, A from i and B from
2, when A has reached 2 B will have ad-
vanced to 3, and when 4 is reached they will
both be together.

Now, if instead of allowing them both
to swing freely, we deliver an impulse to
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Illustration Half Size

T h e PARKER
Indestructible OCTAGON

LONG ALARM WITH INTERMISSIONS FITTED WITH AN 

Automatic 24-Hour Release Shut-Off.
Dial, inches. Height, 5 inches. Handsome Octagon Case, finished in Antique Copper

Dial is Antique Copper Finish, White Arabic Numerals .and White Hands
Also furnished with White Dials and Black Arabic Numerals if specified

...Manufactured by...

THE PARKER CLOCK CO.
Pacific Coast Agents, DORRANCE-BATTIN CO.
Chronicle Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. MERIDEN, CONN.

J

UST figure up the fuel cost of remelting. When "Omega
Guinea Gold will give you a perfect alloy with one melt
isn't it short-sighted to "save" a few cents by using scrap

or inferior alloys?

ff

Omega" Guinea Gold Alloy
Guinea Gold combines readily with the Gold in

any proportions. Makes a homogeneous alloy
with one melt.

Gold alloyed with Guinea Gold is a full rich
color. It works freely under the rolls and in the
press — will not crack in the working or the fire.

Its long, compact grain cuts bright and clear
under the graver. And it polishes to a brilliant
surface without waste.

Guinea Gold comes granulated—put up in duck
bags of 5 pounds or 10 pounds — or boxed in bulk.

"Omega" Purified Shot Copper
Omega Purified Shot Copper is prepared to give

the manufacturing jeweler a brand of Copper of
assured standards and purity. It is made of
copper selected from the finest brands that come
into the market. Melted, purified and shotted.
Sieved into uniform sizes and packed in duck bags
of 10 pounds each. Omega Purified Shot Copper is
convenient to use. It is kept free of dust, dirt and
oxidation.

The granules melt quickly and yield an alloy of
known composition and working qualities.

Write for generous working samples of Omega Guinea Gold Alloy and Omega Purified Shot Copper—and acopy of our "Formulae for Alloying Gold," a series of working formulae prepared brour chief metallurgist.No charge.

THE RIVERSIDE METAL COMPANY
MAKERS OF JEWELERS' METALS

RIVERSIDE, N. J.

December, 1910 THE

Electricity and Magnetism
(CONTINUED)

No. II

Workshop Chemistry

A pattern carefully made as directed

will, with good molding, insure sound iron

castings. To prepare and fit up such cast-

ing for molds for producing zincs for

battery purposes, we have only to face off

the projections B and C shown at Fig.

in our last communication. The idea is,

we have two castings made in iron from the

pattern we made, and the parts B C are

faced off so that
when placed to-
gether, as shown

at AA, Fig. I,
the faces form a
close joint, so
that melted zinc
poured into the
recess formed by the two iron

zinc hub

FIG. I

produce a
spokes.

The round studs C are clamped to-

gether with ordinary machine screws, as

indicated at the dotted lines b b, Fig 1. One

of the pieces A has a hole in it about of

an inch in diameter, and over and communi-

cating with the interior of the mold is

placed an extension piece, shown at D, Fig.

I. This extension piece serves a double

purpose by being used as a tube for pour-

ing the melted zinc into the interior of the

piece A A, and also for a lug for suspend-
ing the zinc in

0  0. the battery cup.
The cut at Fig.
2 shows a side
view of a zinc

after being removed from the iron mold.

The fluid in the glass battery cell is sup-

posed to rise up to about the line c c, Fig. 2.

If we provide an iron screw of the same

form as the binding screw shown at d and

take advantage of the time when the zinc

in the tube a is fluid, and plunge it into a

we can form a female screw in the zinc to

match the binding screw. We take this

pains to describe how such zincs as shown

at Fig. 2 can be cast, because they can be

gotten up for less than half of what we

have to pay for them when purchased from

the electrical supply houses—especially if a

little pains is taken to purchase old scrap

zinc.

with
ceaigsitlitngrs wadiialll

FIG. 2

The crow's foot cell, for
Electric which such a zinc as the
Protection molds shown at Fig. I fur-
from Thieves nish the castings, is in many

respects the best close cir-

cuit battery made. For electric protection,
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i.e., burglar alarms, the only sure system is

the closed circuit, because with an open cir-

cuit an entrance in the premises might be

forced and no alarm given, but with a closed

circuit (and by a closed circuit we mean one

in which the current is constantly flowing)

if a break is anywhere made in the said cir-

cuit, alarm is instantly given. While speak-

ing of burglar alarms and electrical protec-

tion, we would say that a large bottle of

strong spirits of ammonia placed in the

immediate vicinity of a safe or other place

of particular interest to thieves, and ar-

ranged so as to be broken and spill its con-

tents would make the place untenable for

some time by any being who had to breathe,

and do a stock of goods no harm as long as

the fluid merely spread on the floor.

In arranging a burglar alarm it is

always best to have three or four points

placed in the circuit which would be liable

to be tampered with by the thieves, any one

of which would signal an alarm. It is also

well to have more than one electric circuit,

one of which should be known only to as

few people as possible. To explain, we

know an instance of a wholesale silk dealer

who had a regular burglar alarm on his

place operating with a closed circuit.

Thieves broke into a window on the prem-

ises, but either by a spy on the premises or

through an employee the location of the

wire was known and the thieves put in a

piece of wire which they supposed kept the

circuit closed. And so it was as far as that

circuit was concerned, because the thieves

could have passed out through that window

the whole stock.
But one of the proprietors

A Two-Line had a private circuit for his
Burglar Alarm own satisfaction arranged

so that the moving of a

stool which was placed "conveniently in the

way" of any person moving about the prem-

ises broke another circuit of which the

thieves were not cognizant, and the re-

sult was just when they were handing out

the goods a squad of police descended upon

them and they were captured in the act.

Two gravity cells are quite sufficient to

work a short line, renewing one of the cells

once a month. It is not necessary to throw

out the contents of the cell when it is re-

newed ; all that is required is to draw off a

portion of the clear liquid at the top with

a syphon and add a little water.

The copper pieces in the bottom should

never be allowed to stand without crystals

of copper sulphate surrounding them.

Sawdust is frequently placed on top of the

blue vitriol crystals, but such practice is

quite unnecessary, as the liquid in the jar

will remain separate if the battery is not
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moved about. The electromotive force of

a crow's foot cell is about one volt, but the

internal resistance being two to three ohms

seldom a current of more than 3/10 am-

peres will be available, and if we seek to

diminish the internal resistance below two

ohms the current is seldom constant.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Whitening Articles by Simple Im-
mersion

This process is intended for coating
small articles, such as hooks and eyes, pins,
buttons, etc., made of copper and brass. The
whitening may be done in quantities and at
a low cost, says a writer in the Brass World.

To produce the best results, the bath

should be prepared with care and kept free
from contamination with foreign matter. To
prepare it take 2 oz. of fine silver (prefer-
ably in grain form) and dissolve it in nitric
acid. This solution of nitrate of silver is
next added to I gallon of distilled water
and a strong solution of common salt poured
in. This will precipitate the silver in the
form of chloride. This precipitate is then
washed in a thorough manner to remove
all traces of acid, and the last rinse water
should be tested with blue litmus paper to
make sure that all the acid is removed.

The chloride of silver thus formed is
next mixed with an equal amount of cream
of tartar (potassium bi-tartrate) and suf-
ficient water to form a mass of the con-
sistency of cream. The articles, after hav-
ing been thoroughly cleaned or clipped, are
immersed and stirred about until they are
sufficiently white, when they are rinsed in
hot water and shaken up in sawdust to dry.

A Clock of Bicycles

There is in Paris a timepiece that
stands twelve feet high and is composed
entirely of bicycles or their component
parts.

The framework is a huge bicycle wheel,
around which are arranged twelve ordi-
nary-sized wheels, all fitted with pneumatic
tires. A rim within the large wheel bears
the figures for the hours, the figures them-
selves being constructed of crank rods. The
hands are made of steel tubing, which is
used for the framework of bicycles. The
minute strokes on the dial are small nickel-
plated spokes.

The top of the clock is an arrangement
of twelve handle-bars. The clock strikes
the hours and the quarters, bicycle bells, of
course, making the chimes. The pendulum
is made of a bicycle wheel, and the pendu-
lum rod of various parts of a bicycle frame.

It is said that the clock, besides being
a curiosity, is an excellent timepiece.
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

41 Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE :: NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

Made only by

THE OIL
" POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM"
We say it once again, R. & L. Watch Oil positively
will not gum. It has demonstrated its superiority
in the severest tests given any watch oil made. If
you have not tried it yet, do not be surprised that
you have more watch and clock troubles than your
neighbor who uses it. He knows what it will do.

R. & L Oil will not gum, cut or blacken pivots.
It is a lasting lubricant, and the only one which
does not deteriorate. The quickest and best way
for you to prove all we say is to send 25 cents to
your jobber for a bottle.

CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

RANLETT & LOWELL CO JEWELERS' BUILDING
.y BOSTON, MASS.

ANOTHER DOLLAR SAVED

No. 90-A Furnace, $3.50

by using our inexpensive
melting furnaces to melt up
your scrap. The furnace
illustrated will melt half
pound of gold or silver in
ten minutes; starting all
cold. We have larger sizes,
and all can be used with
manufactured gas or with
our gasoline gas generator,
which generates its own gas,
No matter whether in city
or country you can save this
Dollar Why not start now,
by sending for our catalog

"B-K" which is free for the asking, and illustrates all our appliances which are of
interest to the Jeweler. WRITE TO-DAY WHILE IT IS FRESH IN YOUR MIND.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Scores of young men owe their success to the thorough and
practical training received at the W. I. of H., the

Official School of the Wis. Retail Jewelers Association
WHAT WE DID FOR OTHERS WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Watchmaking Engraving Jewelry Repairing
Our Home Study Course in Watchmaking
There are thousands of young men working in stores who are surrounded by all the oppor-tunities for learning watchmaking except the proper system of Instruction. Aware of this fact,the W. I. of H. has established a Home Shirty DePartment, with a view of teaching watchrepairing by correspondence. This system of instruction is as thorough as it possibly canbe, embracing Mechanical, Practical and Theoretical Horology. The course consists of 43printed lessons, containing nearly 400 illustrations and other special features, making it anexcellent substitute for an attendance course to those unable to leave home or their positionand is incomparably less expensive.

Send for Prospectus and state if Attendance or Home Study Course is desired

Wisconsin Institute of Horology
Enterprise Building MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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Locating Position Errors

ED. THE KEYSTONE:

(I.) I have a 17-jewel open-face movement
double roller with which I have been experiment-
ing, trying to locate the position errors. The rates
of the movement are as follows:

Dial up — 16" in 24°
" down + 2" " "
Pendant up ± o runs correct.

right — to" in 24°
ii left — 28" " "
" down — 6" " "

I allowed the movement to run for six hours
during each trial, fully wound at each trial and
at about the same temperature. The dial was
facing me in the quarter trials, the above rates
are multiplied by 4.

As near as I can ascertain, the movement is
in good condition. The balance makes 13% turns
in the long arcs, and the roller jewel at no time
strikes the fork, and Y2 turns in the short arcs.

All pivots, jewels, end and side shakes are
correct, jewels set straight, holes round and well
polished, pivots straight, round and well polished,
end and side shakes not binding nor excessive.

Scape wheel round, runs true, teeth all good
and strike pallets in center.

The fork is not poised, the slot is straight
and smooth; the lock, I should judge, is about
V/2 to 2 degrees on each stone • drop seems all
right; pallet stones cannot tom]; back of teeth;
the draw is all right in all positions and does not
seem excessive.

The banks are open enough to free the guard
pin in all positions and the scape teeth have very
little run on the pallets.

The roller jewel fits the slot nicely and is
free in any position; cannot touch the horn of
the fork and strikes in the slot.

The guard pin does not touch the roller in
any position ; the watch is in beat and will start
from any position ; will not set with tooth on
impulse face of pallet stones. The guard pin
enters the crescent perfectly free.

The balance is well poised and true in the
round and flat • runs free in any position ; will
run without the hairspring dial up and dial
down, but will not run in the quarters. The
roller jewel is set straight.

The hairspring is free and level in all posi-
tions; the overcoil is clear, and when screwed
to cock the collet sets squarely over the cock
jewel, and changing the regulator from side to
side does not throw the spring out of center;
the regulator pins fit close but not binding.

I have not attempted to get a better rate
except to see what the result would be by turn-
ing the balance jewels half way around, and this
change made no difference.

What I am trying to do is to locate the
faults and correct them as near as possible with-
out introducing new errors to cover ones now
existing.

That suggestions have you to offer and what
would be a workmanlike way of getting a good
rate from the movement, what changes should be
made and why should they be made?
(2.) What are the different colored properties

used for filling engravings on celluloid, and what
is the composition of the same?
(3.) For poising a balance is a jeweled caliper

more truthful than the parallel bar?
P. S.—In No. x I forgot to mention that there

is no oil to interfere with the action of the move-
ment ; the watch is clean and freshly oiled, none
on the banking pins, fork or roller jewel.

Yours respectfully,
Council Grove, Kans. BURT CARTER.

In the first place the balance of your watch
vibrates too freely. One and three-fourths turns
is an excessive arc of vibration. It should not
be more than one and a half turns and no less
than one turn. Put in a mainspring sufficiently
weaker than the present one to reduce the vibra-
tions as above suggested. The position "pendant
down" may be omitted from your adjustment,
because it is hardly possible for the watch to
assume this position in actual use.

There is a great error in the horizontal posi-
tions. You state that the balance pivots are per-
fectly shaped and the jewels set straight (axes
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upright). According to your statement of the
condition of the watch there could hardly be
mechanical faults sufficient to cause the error you
observe in the horizontal positions, so we are
obliged to conclude that some of the things which
you think are in good shape are not so in fact.

Now, look at the condition of the balance
pivots. There must exist one or more quite
radical defects in either the pivots or the jewels.
The thing to do is to equalize the frictions in
the dial-up and dial-down positions. The gen-
eral rule to follow is to locate the greater fric-
tion and lessen it, rather than to increase the
lesser friction.

Some of the things which may cause unequal
frictions in the horizontal positions are : excessive
end-friction of one of the pivots, caused by too
short a pivot or too thick a jewel, allowing the
cone of the pivot to slightly wedge in the hole;
or the endstone being too far from the hole jewel,
producing the same effect; too deep and narrow
cup in the jewel, the oil retarding the shoulder of
the pivot, particularly when the oil is viscid or
dust has collected around the jewel hole; the
pivot ends may be unequally rounded ; one of
the jewels may be set with the hole a trifle out
of upright, causing a wedging retardation when
that jewel is downward ; one of the endstones
may be set a little slantwise, holding the side of
the pivot against the side of the jewel hole; there
may be even a very slight burr on one of the
pivots, retarding the motion of the balance when
the burred pivot is uppermost on account of
wedging, or more or less so when it is down-
ward on account of broadened or flattened end-
surface; one of the endstones may be soft and
have a slight cup worn in it embracing the entire
end of the pivot in spite of its being rounded off;
an endstone may be imperfectly polished, or a
pivot likewise; various mechanical defects out-
side the jewels and pivots may cause unequal
horizontal frictions, such as slight vertical free-
dom between roller table and fork, combined
with unequal endshake of these members, result-
ing in friction between them, sometimes slight
and not easily observable, but nevertheless effec-
tive in producing erors depending on the posi•
tion in which the watch is held; similarly, too
close proximity of the hairspring to other parts,
allowing it to just clear them in one position but
not in another. The foregoing are some of the
possible causes of error, but it may be that in
the case you mention it might even be something
else •, it depends on the ingenuity and experience
of the workman to diagnose the case correctly and
not make blind guesses. As to the fact of the
watch running in the horizontal positions without
the hairspring, this would ordinarily indicate no
considerable faults of balance pivots or jewels,
but in this case you must remember that you have
a mainspring of excessive strength, as explained
in the first part of this article, and this excessive
power could overcome the effect of such a fault
as we are trying. to locate.

As we have explained before in this depart-
ment, adjusting is not a subject on which an in-
experienced workman can be guided to success
by being given a set of definite rules. There is
no such thing possible. Each watch is a matter
by itself, and the best course to pursue depends on
so many varying factors that the best advice we
can give you is to buy and read all the good
books on the subject, study them and at the same
time experiment on actual work, until you have
gradually developed the ability to. adjust watches,
which means the ability to correlate the actions
of the different groups of mechanism in the watch
so as to produce from it the minimum variation
of rates under the principal ones of the various
conditions under which the watch will be used

One thing you will learn when you get to
experimenting is that changing one set of condi-
tions often produces unintended changes in some
other direction. Thus, after you have located
and corrected the fault which has caused the
horizontal error, on trying the watch in the
vertical positions you may see that their rate has
been changed in some way, because you may have
changed the condition of some part or parts
which have an influence on the vertical as well
as the horizontal rate. For this reason we cannot
go ahead and suggest definitely how to proceed
further than we have up to this point, because the
only way to learn what changes have been pro-
duced is to fry the watch. We can, however, tell
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you in a general way that some of the most com-
mon causes of errors in the vertical positions
are escapement faults and poorly fitting or badly
shaped pivots. Of course the balance must be
in poise as a pre-requisite. It is of vital import-
ance that the balance pivots be perfectly round
(truly cylindrical). Sometimes a very slight devi-
ation—a shade of flattening on one or more sides
of the pivot—will occasion errors, even though
some of these faults in pivots are so slight that
they cannot be seen under an eyeglass, but are
only detected by using the poising tool. Jewels
with holes not perfectly round are as great an
evil, as in certain positions they "pinch" the
Pivots and thus increase the retardation of the
balance in those positions.

If the balance pivots fit the jewel holes with
too much freedom the fork-and-roller engagement
is deeper when the balance stands above the es-
capement than when below it. Loose jewels pro-
duce a similar effect, and others besides. Slightly
bent pivots must be carefully seen to and cor-
rected. Pivots too large in diameter will cause
slowness in the vertical positions.

As to the escapement faults, we cannot go
into intimate details on account of the magnitude
of the subject and our limitations here as to
space, but will say in a general way that the
escapement must perform its functions with the
least possible waste of power, and this indicates
that before you can accomplish anything worth
while in position adjusting you must be a master
of the subject of escapement adjusting. The
resistances to the balance in unlocking and the
power imparted by the impulse must be as nearly
equal on both sides of the line of centers as the
nature of the escapement will permit, and the
"draw" must be sufficient beyond a doubt to
keep the fork against the bankings until the
proper time arrives for the unlocking. On the
contrary, it is destructive of good timekeeping
to have too much draw, because the power re-
quired of the balance in unlocking the escapement
is then excessive, and the tendency to arrest the
motion of the balance is great ; this contravenes
the foundation principle underlying good time-
keeping, which calls for a balance vibrating as
free from outside interference as possible.

From the foregoing you have doubtless gath-
ered that the first essential in adjusting a watch
to positions is to have it in the best possible
mechanical condition in every particular. In other
words, if the watch is in practically perfect me-
chanical condition there will not generally be
further attention needed to make it show a good
rate in different positions. Of course, the rates
in vertical and horizontal positions must be com-
pared and equalized by altering the frictions as in-
dicated, if the difference in the rates is too great.

In addition to position adjustment, there must
be taken into account the adjustments for isochro-
nism and temperatures The isochronal adjust-
ment means in short the proportioning and shap-
ing of the hairspring so as to have both the long
and the short arcs of vibration of the balance
performed in equal times. The scope of the sub-
ject is so great that a short treatment of it
would be of no practical use, so we must refer
you to the treatises which are devoted to it, and
of which we will send you a list if you so desire.

Sometimes it is found necessary, however, to
create an error of isochronism in order to coon-
teract an incorrigible position error.

After you have done what you can to your
watch in the way of improving its rate, on the
above suggestions, if you desire to make still
further improvement and find it difficult to ac-
complish, we suggest that you send the watch to
us and we will do the best which can be done
with it, and will explain what it was found neces-
sary to do.

(2.) The coloring matter used for filling in
engraving on celluloid, wood, etc., is beeswax or
paraffin, to which the various color powders are
added while the wax is melted. There are prepa-
rations on the market for this purpose, sold in
sets of various colors, which are much more
satisfactory than one can concoct himself.

(3.) Whether the jeweled calipers or the
parallel bars are superior for poising is a ques-
tion allowing of strong arguments on either side.
Although our personal preference is for parallel
bars, we must admit that some workmen seem
to get results as nearly perfect as possible from
the other kind.
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"I Do Want a Chance!"
You have often thought how fine it would be if you only could have a chance. You feel the power
of success within you—you know how hard and conscientiously you would work if you could only
place your foot on the ladder of success—but how to get that chance?

You Have Ambition
—you would not be reading this if you were not on the look-out for a chance—and you have made
no mistake. This is indeed your chance.

Success Is Ambition Plus a Plan
•••■■• IBM

—and we supply the plan because we will share in your success. You should be in business. Our
plan is to educate you and equip you as a Watchmaker, Engraver or Optician.

REMEMBER! The Jeweler of to-day is the Watchmaker of Yesterday.

We have graduated scores of young men, commencing with good pay, quite a proportion of them
are now in business for themselves, and tell us it was the good start which they got at this school
that resulted in their success.
We are the oldest institution in the United States teaching the art of watchmaking. Our methods
are the most approved and up-to-date. Write us at once for particulars.

Waltham Horological School WALT MAS
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Depositing Nickel and Other
Metals by Friction

A short article in our recent issue dealt
with a discovery in electroplating, made by Au-
gustus Rosenberg, of London, England. The
discovery was a process of depositing metals by
means of a powder and simply rubbing it on a
metallic surface with a wet rag. While the fact
has long been known that silver can be deposited
in such a manner, nickel and other common
metals had not been so deposited. The powder
used for this purpose was named "Galvanit."
The patents give the full details of the process
as follows:

This invention relates to the
Frictional art of plating electrically con-
Application ductive surfaces with metals

and to that particular method
in which the article is coated by the frictional
application of a powder to its surface. My in-
vention differs, however, from such method in-
asmuch as it is based on the employment of a
mixture of ingredients containing all that is
necessary, when the mixture is brought into con-
tact with water, to set up electrolytic action so
that actual electrodeposition of the metal is
brought about by electrolytic action notwithstand-
ing that no external source of current is employ-
ed. The process may be conveniently carried
into effect by dipping a wet rag into the mix-
ture so as to cause it to take up a sufficient
quantity of the mixture and tnen rubbing the
mixture adhering to the rag onto the surface
f the article to be coated and repeating the

,peration as often as necessary to obtain the de-
led result.

As an example of a mixture
Mixture for prepared in accordance with
Nating Nickel my invention, I will give the

formula of a mixture suitable
f or use in plating metals with nickel : This for-
mula is as follows:

Nickel ammonium sulphate 6o parts
Magnesium   3 parts
Chalk   30 parts
Talc Powder   7 parts

too parts

In this example, the electropositive metal
above referred to is the magnesium which is
particularly adapted for the purpose as it is
electropositive with respect to all of the com-
mon metals generally used for plating.

The ammonium sulphate radical in the above
formula constitutes, when moistened with water,
the electrolyte. In this connection it may be
noted that the use of an ammoniacal salt as an
electrolyte is particularly recommended when
.he surface to be plated is greasy, as the alkaline
,olution of the ammonia gas liberated in the re-
tction dissolves the grease and thus facilitates
'he plating operation.

The talc powder in the above
Use of formula has the function of
Talc Powder preventing ammonium sul-

phate from acting upon the
.ther ingredients in consequence of the absorp-
i(m of moisture from the atmosphere, and the

'Ise of this or an equivalent substance is an im-
x)rtant feature of the invention, since it permits
he mixture to be stored or to be exposed to the
ftmosphere for lengthly periods without substan-
la] deterioration.

The chalk of the formula acts as a diluent
or filling and retards the action of the ele-
ments of the compound on each other, thereby
affording the necessary time for the electrolytic
action to occur in the best manner. The chalk
is also useful, as it insures an alkaline reaction
m the electrolyte. The chalk has a further me-
,•hanical function which will be referred to later.
In the above-described operation the chalk, in
addition to the functions specifically described,
acts as a mechanical polishing agent, so that the
trictional application of the mixture results :
first, in the cleansing and polishing of the con-
ductive surface; second, in the deposition of the

nickel ; and third, in polishing the newly de-
posited nickel.

While the talc powder acts
Waxes and as above pointed out to pre-
Resins vent the absorption of mois-

ture from the atmosphere and
thus to prevent premature chemical action be-
tween the ingredients of the mixture, I find it
useful, particularly where a strongly electroposi-
tive metal, such as magnesium, is employed to
prevent oxidation and protect such metal abso-
lutely from contact with the corrosive electro-
lytic salt, and to this end I have devised the ex-
pedient of coating the particles of the electro-
positive metal with an inert substance preferably
of waterproof character, for which purpose I
find organic substances, such as waxes and resins,
to be suitable. The most convenient way in
which to coat the particles is to moisten them
with a solution of wax or resin in gasoline or
other volatile solvent, and then dry out the sol-
vent, after which the coated metal is mixed
with the other ingredients of the mixture. When
the mixture is used, the friction employed in
the application quickly causes the removal of the
coating material and the exposure of the metal
to the electrolyte. The coating of the electro-
positive metal has the further advantage that it
prevents chemical action upon the electropositive
metal upon the first wetting of the mixture, and
this affords opportunity for the salt of the metal
in solution to be deposited.

As an example of a mixture prepared in ac-
cordance with my invention I will give the
formula of a mixture suitable for use in plating
metals such as iron or copper, with zinc. This
formula is as follows:

Zinc dust (commercial) 45 parts
Ammonium sulphate   15 parts
Magnesium   3 parts
Chalk   30 parts
Talc Powder   7 parts

I 00

My invention is applicable for
Will Deposit depositing almost any metal
any Metal upon itself, for example, zinc

upon zinc, or upon any other
metal generally used in the art of electroplating,
and it will be understood that the several ingre-
dients herein above referred to may be used in
proportions widely varying from those given in
the preceding formulas, and that the use of some
of them is optional and is governed by the
widely varying purposes for which my invention
may be used.

In the application of the mixture in the
manner described, the electropositive metal con-
stitutes the anode and the object to be coated the
cathode and both being in suspension in the
electrolyte, current is generated. Owing to the
comminuted state of the electropositive metal, in-
numerable small contacts with the cathode sur-
face are made and the particles of electropositive
metal act as so many minute anodes, each setting
Un local circulations of electric current. The cir-
cuits are so excessively small, so exceedingly pear
together and so numerous that they cannot be
separately observed, but each causes a deposit
of the metal to be deposited upon the cathode
surface. Owing to the number of small cur-
rents generated these, as they leave the
deposit a film of the metal to be deposited
over the surface to be coated.

Past Help

The man with the old clock under his arm
laid it on the jeweler's showcase. "I wish you'd
see what is the matter with this," he said.

The jeweler removed the dial, screwed his
eyeglass into place, and inspected the works of
the ancient timepiece.

"Nothing is the matter with it—now ; its suf-
ferings are over."

"Well, how much do I owe you?" asked the
man.

"Nothing," answered the jeweler. "This isn't
a professional treatment. This is a coroner's
inquest."
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Is Electricity Cheaper Than Oil?

While this may seem an idle question to
those who have always regarded electricity as
an expensive luxury, yet a good case for an
affirmative answer is made out by Popular Elec-
tricity by calculating the cost on a basis of
candle-power and taking into account effective
distribution. Says this paper:

"Do you remember grandmother's kindly
dictum? 'Better light the oil lamp, dear. It is
cheaper.' There was reason for it, coming in the
bygone years when everything electrical was
much dearer than now and when even rough
figuring showed that lighting by oil lamps was
cheaper than by incandescents. Since that time
the cost of current has steadily decreased, but
thanks to the Standard Oil Company the price
of oil has also gone down, so how do the two
compare now?

"In grandmother's day the comparison was
merely as to the amount of light obtained at the
lamp at the same cost, for the use of reflecting
and diffusing mediums was then practically un-
known. To-day all logical comparisons must be
as to the effective lighting on tables, counters,
desks, or in show-windows; in other words, what
comparative illumination can be obtained from
each illuminant for the same money?

"Theoretically, according to one of our lead-
ing authorities on illumination, Dr. Louis Bell,
a gallon of the highest grade of kerosene burned
in the most improved type of lamp will give 800
candle hours, which means that it wil uslpply a
20 candle-power lamp for 40 hours. To obtain
the same 20 candle-power in a tungsten lamp (re-
quiring 25 watts) for the 40 hours would take
40 times 25 watt-hours, or just a kilowatt hour.
Therefore a gallon of the best kerosene can "give
theoretically as much light as a kilowatt-hour of
current. In practice the common grades of oil
fall from so to 30 per cent. shy of the best grade,
so that it will take about gallons of oil to
equal a kilowatt-hour of current in the light ob-
tained at the lamp."

But when it comes to effective light at the
places where it is needed, the writer goes on to
say, a 20-candle oil lamp is by no means equal
to a 20-candle-power incandescent. The large oil
reservoir and chimney are always in the way,
and interfere with the effective use of reflectors.
On the other hand, tungsten lamps may be used
in any position, and by reflectors the useful il-
lumination may easily be twice that from oil
lamps of the same candle-power. In some classes
of work such as show-window lighting, the pro-
portion is as high as four to one. We read fur-
ther:

"Allowing for the commercial kerosene,
which is below the grade on which Dr. Bell
based his figures, this means that it will take
anywhere from 2% to 5 gallons of oil to give the
same illumination as a kilowatt-hour of current.
Thus at Chicago, where kerosene retails at 13
cents per gallon, oil lamps would be effectively
as cheap as the incandescents if the current tor
different classes of indoor lighting costs from
32% to 65 cents per kilowatt-hour, or an average
of perhaps 40 cents. As a matter of fact it costs
less than a third of this rate, so that even the
much less efficient carbon filament lamps figure
out cheaper in service than kerosene lamps.

"Besides, the incandescent lamps can be in-
stantly turned on and off, thus saving wasteful
times of burning, and they do not have the other
annoying features of the kerosene lamp : the
labor of cleaning and filling lamps, and the
difficulty of keeping them from smoking if ex-
posed to drafts, the fire risk in lighting them,
the vitiation of the air both by the smell or
fumes and by consuming oxygen, or the much
greater radiation of heat (for what is the ordi-
nary oil stove but an overgrown kerosene lamp?).
If the lighting costs were equal, these objections
would count seriously against the kerosene lamp,
but with our modern high-efficiency incandescent
lamps we have so far outstripped the oil in
economy of operation that we can simply disre-
gard its handicaps and look upon it merely as an
interesting, but now outgrown factor in the his-
torical development of illuminants."
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I WANT TO TELL YOU
that the opportunities for first-class Watchmakers, Engravers and Opticians
are greater to-day than they have ever been in the history of the jewelry business.
Five years ago you very rarely heard of a firm offering $30.00, $35.00 and
$40.00 per week for a Watchmaker and Engraver, while to-day the demand
for such workmen is far greater than the supply. There are hundreds of
jewelers all over the country who are unable to secure a good, practical workman
at any price. We know this to be a fact, for we alone have had over one hun-
dred applications in the past thirty days for our graduates. The demand for our
graduates is increasing every year, jewelers know that our graduates are thor-
ough, practical Watchmakers, Engravers and Opticians. Here is your opportunity.

Give up that $10.00 job and attend our
College the first week in January, 1911

We will make a higher salaried workman of you, and it will be the best invest-
ment you ever made. We will double your salary in a short time and find
you the position to do it in. Remember, the kind of instruction we give you
cannot be had at any other college. We have the teachers, who are experts,
up-to-date methods, tools and appliances. Our prospectus explains every-
thing. Send a postal for it to-day. It will be a penny well invested.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE LADY RACINE
Lady Racine Watches have been on the American
market for the past 40 years and sold to the best
trade throughout the country. We have yet to
hear of one jeweler who will say that the Lady
Racine is not a good Watch and

THE BEST CHATELAINE WATCH MADE

They come in both

cylinders and levers.

Do not be prejudiced

against the cylinders,

as they are entirely

factory made, very

reliable and guaran-

teed to give satisfac-

tion.
(10 Line) (ii Line)

LADY RACINE'S ARE MADE TO RUN,
KEEP TIME AND LAST A LIFETIME

They come in 10 and 11 Line Hunting and Open Face, with Gun
Metal, Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases in all styles.

FINISHED MATERIAL ON HAND

(--"41111111

4.1

Jules Racine & Co.,Exclusive Importers

NEW YORK CHICAGO
37 Maiden Lane 103 State St.

REPORTS FROM CANADA
where the weather is extremely cold, show
the same satisfaction in the use of

FULCRUM WATCH RCLOCK OIL
as in warmer climates.

F. W. HESS, of Zurich, Ont., writes
us under date of Oct. 5, 1910: "Your
oil is the best we have ever used, and
my experience at the watchmaker's
bench extends over a period of twenty-
six years."

North or South, East or West, the
report is all the same : "Best I Have
Ever Used."

If you are not using FULCRUM OIL, you are not
using the best Watch and Clock Oils that you can
buy. Send your jobber an order for a bottle and
convince yourself.

35c. a bottle FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 per dozen

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY, Franklin, Pa., U.S.A.
HENRI PICARD & FRERE, LONDON, ENGLAND, SOLE EXPORT AGENTS
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart.
sent must send name and address—not for publication,
Ina as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
aid to anonymous communications. Questions will be

'inswered in the order in which they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop

:cites department for each year accompanies each Decem-
WE number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
iidexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
is similar questions may have been answered in previous
Issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Nickel Movement."—I often get imitation
nickel movements which show wear and the brass
gores through. What can I do to restore them?
—Prepare a solution as follows: Crystalized
nitrate of silver one dram, dissolved in two
ounces of soft water; water from melted ice is
good. Make this solution in a glass or earthen
vessel by itself. Cyanide of potassium, three
(Irams, dissolved in one ounce of water. This
solution is also made by itself. After a perfect
solution of the salt in each vessel they are poured
together, and instantly turn almost black, but
this turbidity soon subsides and the solution be-
comes clear; then add one ounce of whiting, or
what is better, precipitated chalk. To use this
solution, after shaking, to diffuse the whiting,
pour no more than you will use into a glass or
earthen dish (metal will not do, as it decomposes
the solution), take an old stub of a cleaning
brush and dip in the solution and brush the parts
to be restored, throwing them in a glass of clear
water. After well rinsing, dry on a soft towel
or in boxwood sawdust, carefully removing such
(lust with a soft brush, and the parts so treated
will be like new.

"Jeweling."—I am looking for a book about
jeweling; that is to say, to put jewels into a brass
setting where jewel has been broken and a new
one should be set in. I would like a book with
illustrations if I could get same. If you know of
such a book, will you please quote price to me.
—We refer you to "Workshop Notes," answer
to "Unset Jewel," on page 1147 of the July
KEYSTONE. This article is illustrated and by
reading it and the answer to "Strip" in "Work-
shop Notes," March, 1909, you will get a very
clear idea of how to do jeweling; we know of
no book on the subject which treats it from the
proper viewpoint to be of benefit to the watch-
maker at the repair bench.

"Clock Wheels."—Would you be so kind as
to send me the address of some firm who could
furnish me special wheels, similar to clock wheels,
in quantities.—We would suggest that you write
to Seth Thomas Clock Company, 15 Maiden
Lane, New York City; and Waterbury Brass
Company, Waterbury, Connecticut. The latter
firm is headquarters for brass goods of almost
every description, and if they would not be able
to make this work, they could at least tell you
where would be the best place for you to have
it done, as they supply the metal to the majority
of manufacturers of small brass goods in this
country.

"Contact Points."—I have made an electric
lock movement which I want to work from a
master clock. I have a sweep second regulator
in my office and I wanted the other to put at
the door. The movement works all right but I
cannot get a contact with the regulator to last
more than so or .r2 hours. I made the move-
ment to beat seconds the same as regulator, and
I was afraid to make the contact through the
escape wheel and pallet for fear the little spark
would ruin the pallet, so I would like to know
if there is any way I could arrange it. I am
sending rough diagram of movement and how
I made my contacts at regulator—We take it that
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you have used, in your contact-points, steel or
brass. These metals will never work satisfac-
torily for this purpose. The best way to avoid
corrosion is to make the contact-points of
platinum. A small piece of this metal in sheet
form may be cut into suitable shape (just so
it covers the parts which touch each other when
the connections are made), and soft-soldered in-
to place. This metal will remain bright and
make perfect contacts indefinitely.

"Ring Gauge—What is the use of the small
scale on the ring mandre1P—The small scale on
the ring mandrel (the proper name of this tool
is "ring gauge") shows how long a piece of
metal you should use to make a ring of any
certain size; the length marked o on the small
scale, if bent around the gauge at Size o, will be
found to be the exact circumference (inside) of
a ring of that size. Then, if a ring which gauges
7 is to be made size 9 a piece of metal as long
as between 7 and 9 on the small scale will, when
soldered into the ring which had previously been
sawed apart, bring the ring to the desired size.

"Pendulum."—Enclosed find sketch of a
Pendulum on my regulator; there are 5 rods
of steel and 4 of brass. Steel rods marked S
and the brass rods B. The rods are riveted fast
at either end and not at the center. Explain
through your columns how this pendulum can
compensate. The ball is brass also, but, as I can
see, that would have nothing to do with the
pendulum rod.—Your pendulum is not a com-
pensating pendulum; it simply has the appearance
of one, and is an imitation of the "gridiron"

compensating pendulum.
It is not as good a pen-
dulum as one with a
plain wood rod or single
steel rod. The way to
detect an imitation com-
pensating (gridiron pat-
tern) pendulum is to see
how the rods are fast-
ened at their ends. In
a true compensating pen-
dulum, you will find the
two outside steel rods
fastened to the bob, and
at their ends fastened
to the two brass rods
next to them; these two
brass rods are fastened
at their lower ends to
the next two steel rods;
these two steel rods are
fastened above to the
next two brass rods,
which are in turn fast-
ened below to the re-
maining steel (center)
rod, on which is fas-
tened, at its upper end,
the suspension spring
which supports the pen-
dulum. By this arrange-
ment the lengthening ex-
panding movement of
the different bars is car-
ried from one pair to the
next throughout the en-
tire system, and the dif-

fering rate of expansion of the two metals of
which the alternate bars are composed, working
alternately in contrary directions, keeps the bob
uniformly at the same effective distance from the
point of suspension, and thus overcomes the vari-
ation in timekeeping due, in an uncompensated
pendulum, to the changing length of the rod in
varying temperatures. In your pendulum you will
notice that there can be no compensating move-
ment of the bars, because all the bars are fast-
ened to the same piece above and likewise
below.

"Onyx."—Will you kindly tell me how to
polish onyx to have a bright finish.—Probably
you mean "onyx marble" such as is used for clock
cases. This substance is polished the same as
marble, scratches being ground with pumice stone
powder, and the final polish obtained with tripoli
or putty powder (oxide of tin) and water.
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"Jacot Lathe."—Will you please tell me the
use of a Jacot lathe to polish pivots and the
proper method of using same; or, can you tell
me where I can purchase a book telling the uses
of this lathe and what the numbering 4, 6, 8, ro,
12, etc., signifies.—There are two forms of Jacot
lathe; in one a hand-bow is used to drive the
work, and in the other a small pulley is mounted
on the lathe-frame and driven by a finger-piece
which is twirled between the operator's thumb
and finger. The principle is that the pivots of
the arbor are supported between the female cen-
ter of the lathe and the pivot-rest at the other
send; the rotary motion is applied to the wheel
of the arbor by the grooved collet (pulley) which
runs on the back part of the female center and
engages, with its two prongs, one of the arms of
the wheel. The cord from the bow, or the driv-
ing pulley, as the case may be, runs in the groove
of the collet and turns the pivot alternately back-
wards and forward. For polishing the pivot a
hardened steel burnisher is used. This is a bar
of square or oblong cross-section, ground smooth
but not polished. Some workmen use it with a
slender wood handle, some without. The rest
of the lathe is the piece which turns to different
positions, bringing uppermost different sized
grooves, one of which is selected to match the
size of the pivot. The numbers about which you
ask are stamped opposite the grooves, and indi-
cate the gauged diameters of the pivots which
will fit the respective grooves. A pivot gauge
corresponding with these numbers is generally in-
cluded in the attachments to the lathe, and en-
ables the workman to instantly turn up the proper
sized groove after gauging the pivot. A flattened
surface is provided at each pivot groove to guide
the burnisher. When the top of the pivot is
rotating toward you the stroke of the burnisher
should be away from you, and vice-versa, as the
bow or finger-piece causes alternating motions
of the work in the lathe. The bow is usually a
piece of whalebone, about 12 inches long, with
a bend or ring at each end, to which the cord is
tied. The latter is generally horsehair or fine
catgut. The bow is drawn to a moderate tension
and the string is looped once around the groove
of the collet, the bow being held in the left hand
(at its heavier end), the string at an angle of
about 45 degrees; moving the bow to and fro
will rotate the collet. One other way of driving
the Jacot lathe is to use either a foot-wheel or a
hand-wheel, and give the work a continuous mo-
tion in one direction. There is generally a set
of rests for long (seconds-hand or fourth-wheel)
pivots, and one for conical pivots, in addition to
the regular one for square-shoulder short pivots;
the conical pivot rest has a thin disk on its end,
with holes in it; the long-pivot rest is like the
short pivot rest, except that the grooves are
longer. The "Jacot" or pivot lathe is very handy
for polishing pivots or slightly reducing their
diameter; the advantage it offers is that the bal-
ance or wheel may be put in and treated without
any delay in truing it up or removing hair-
spring, roller, etc., as might be necessary when
using a chuck-lathe. For polishing or reducing
cylinder pivots its advantages are obvious.

"Adjustment."—In reading about the adjust-
ment of the escapement, they refer to pallet
jewels as lift and drop. Will you please advise
whether it is the receiving or the discharging
pallet, the lift or the drop.—There is a function
named "lift" and one named "drop" occurring
at each of the pallet stones. The lift is the
moving of the pallet caused by the escape-wheel
tooth sliding over the impluse-plane of the pallet-
stone, pushing, as it were, the pallet out of its
way, and hence moving the fork, which in turn
gives an impulse to the balance. After the
escape-wheel tooth has traveled the whole way
across the pallet-plane, the back-end of the tooth
drops off of the pallet's discharging edge, and
the wheel then travels forward until a tooth falls
against the other pallet. During this period the
wheel is not in contact with the pallet in any
way, but simply turns through a short distance,
between the time when the wheel-tooth falls off
one pallet and another tooth locks on the other
pallet. This motion of the wheel is called the
drop. You can easily see, now, on examining an
escapement, how that there is both lift and drop
at each pallet-stone.
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for —"Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus

saving your time is "profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A "profit proposition " itraight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

II
Write for booklet of facts and figures.

NWe want an authorized agent in
every locality.

GWWEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

SUCCESS IS THE BEST RECOMMENDA-

TION A SCHOOL CAN HAVE

C.
That the St. Louis Watchmaking School has been very successful is
proven by the fact that it started in the year 1886 in a small room,
10 x 10, and now occupies its own buildings, costing over $30,000.
'Most all graduates of the St. Louis Watchmaking School have been
likewise very successful and holding responsible positions, or are
owners of large jewelry stores.
If you wish to become successful take a course in the St. Louis Watch-
making School, where Watchmaking, Jewelry Work, Engraving and
Optics, are taught in the most thorough manner by experienced teachers.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG TO-DAY

St. Louis Watchmaking School
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURIR. JAEGERMANN

Manager

A NEW MOVEMENT
 AMERICAN MADE

ONE THAT YOU CAN MAKE A

6, 16 or 18 Size
EACH

$1.90

PROFIT ON

6, 16 or 18 Size
EACH

$1;90 

THE LA SALLE
In three sizes, 6, 16 and 18 size. Open Face are Pendant Setting. Hunting are
Lever Set. The biggest value in the movement line that has ever been offered
the retail jeweler in an American-made low-priced movement. Our new La Salle

is a h-plate, highly damaskeened and superiorly finished, is a genuine II jewel
movement, has two exposed winding wheels, polished and gilded, four pairs of

top jewels and settings, the 18 and 16 sizes have patent whiplash regulator. The
jewel cups are gilded, and we absolutely guarantee this to be the greatest value

at our price ever offered the trade. Order samples and if you don't think so,
return them to us at our expense.

Each $1.90

HOLSMAN C..? ALTER
Wholesalers and Jobbers of Everything in
WATCHES, JEWELRY, ETC.

176-178-180 East Madison St. Chicago, Illinois

P. S.—Write for our Catalogue; mailed to Retail Jewelers only on application.

L. LeLoNo tsz. BROTHER
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Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest Corner
Halsey an Nbar.shall

Newark, N. J.
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Metallurgy for Goldsmiths and
Jewelers

An Article Giving a Detailed Description of
the Methods Pursued in England in the

Preparation of Alloys of the
Precious Metals

By " ARGENTUM,!' in Metal Industry

Metallurgy has been defined as "The art of
contracting metals from their ores and adapting
them for use," and, as the materials used in the
manufacture of jewelry are often of a complex
character, some considerable knowledge of the
latter portion of the subject is needed in order
to obtain products adapted to the particular re-
quirements of each special branch of the business.
Further, there has been so large an increase in
the number of alloys used that a correspondingly
greater acquaintance with such matters is re-
quisite than was formerly the case. The jeweler
of the old days was content with about three or
four qualities of gold, articles being made of
"bright" or of "colored" gold, with a somewhat
higher quality between 15 and 18 carat fOr Al-
berts, etc., and 22 carat for wedding rings. Of
these the quality was not often exactly known,
"bright" gold being of any quality up to 9 carat,
"colored" from 12 to 14 karat, and, as articles
were rarely hall-marked, exact quality was not
essential.

MANY DIFFERENT QUALITIES.

As a contrast with this simple list, the worker
of the present day has a choice of ten or eleven
qualities, of which five may be hall-marked, and
of a number of different alloys in each of these
qualities. Another great difference between the
practice of former times and that of the present
is found in the transference of the preparation
of alloys of gold from the jeweler to the bullion
dealer, who sells the gold ready for use. The
jeweler of the old days prepared his own alloys,
melted them himself, rolled them out into sheet
or drew them into wire as was requisite, in fact,
he was a craftsman not only in the use of his
materials but in the preparation of them.

Nowdays this is, to a very large extent, al-
tered, for while many of the larger firms prepare
their own gold, there is an apparent increasing
number of small firms who never attempt any-
thing of that nature, in fact, some of them do not
even possess a plate for wire-drawing. Rolling
into sheet is usually done by a rolling mill, and,
as the plant is very costly, few jewelers could
afford to have their own. The recent widely
adopted plan of purchasing the gold, in just the
size and shape required, from a bullion dealer
has undoubtedly detracted, in some measure,
from the jeweler's interest in his art, for the
very fact of having himself prepared the ma-
terial which he is building up into objects of
beauty or of use must form a bond between
maker and material, which will be conducive to
the expenditure of greater effort and inventive-
nesss upon it. Possibly there may be some com-
mercial gain, especially to the smaller firms, in
this system, as it enables them to purchase only
such quantity as they require and so maintain
only a small stock of unused material, but this
is the only advantage, although one which par-
ticularly appeals to many makers.

In considering the metallurgy of the materials
used in jewelry, the various metals must be
studied individually as well as in combination,
while the variations in practice of different
"schools" of manufacturers are of interest. For
instance, there is a division of opinion as to
whether the best results are obtained by the use,
for making alloys of gold, of "fine" (pure) gold,
22-carat gold (sovereigns), or the gold obtained
by melting metal of high quality in such manner
as to remove practically all the base metal. Each
of these materials has its strenuous advocates,
men often of large and varied experience, who
act upon their own convictions with apparent suc-
cess. It is, perhaps, not obvious in what manner
any compounds can be better than pure gold as
a starting point, and it is difficult to perceive
what beneficial properties can be conferred by
the operation of alloying the gold and melting the
filings of this alloy, but jewelers will stoutly main-
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tam n that the gold, as prepared in the one par-
ticular way which they fancy "works" better than
any other.

THE PREPARATION OF VARIOUS FORMS OF GOLD.

The material in most general use is fire gold,
which is practically pure gold. This is prepared
in four different forms, namely, "grain," "sheet,"
"brown" and "dull" golds. Of these the first is
used for melting into gold of different qualities,
"sheet" is used for gilding, while "brown," being
easily dissolved, is in demand for the preparation
of gold solutions. "Dull" gold is now very little
used, but there are still a few jewelers who pre-
fer this instead of "grain" for alloying. "Grain"
gold is made by melting the brown powder ob-
tained from refining, and slowly pouring it into
water, and "sheet" gold is prepared by casting it
into a bar and then rolling it out. "Brown" gold
is the gold just left from the refining by the nitric
acid process, washed and dried, and 'dull" gold
is made by heating this to a red heat, when it
changes color and becomes yellow.

The actual process of refining gold is not of
special importance, perhaps, to the jeweler, but
it is interesting on account of its great antiquity.
The early Jewish writers refer to gold "refined by
fire," and this still constitutes one stage of the
operation. The ancients, however, only carried
the refining process as far as the removal of the
base metal, and their refined gold contained at
least part of the silver which is, almost invariably,
associated with gold in nature, so that gold "re-
fined by fire" was generally alloy of gold and
silver, very soft, but varying in color according
to the proportion of silver present. Similar gold
is to be found in many of the articles of jewelry
made by native craftsmen in eastern countries,
especially in the older examples of such work,
and the quality of the gold may be as low as 15
or 16 carat, or as high as practically pure gold.

REDUCING THE QUALITY.

With the fine gold, of whichever kind, must
be mixed various other metals to reduce the
quality, • silver and copper being the two metals
most largely used. In the higher grades of gold,
down to g carat, little else is used except for
very special purposes, but for 9 carat and lower
qualities, smaller or larger proportions of other
metals are introduced, according to the special
.properties required. Of these other metals zinc
(or spelter as it is often termed) is the only one
in common use, although cadmium, etc., are oc-
cassionally added in making solder. In these
lower qualities there are more varieties, giving a
wider range in color, malleability, ductility, etc.,
while the presence of very small quantities of im-
purities, such as arsenic, etc., may in some meas-
ure affect the physical properties above men-
tioned.

The silver used is, as a rule, in the form of
grain silver, which is commercially pure, while
the copper is mainly of the variety known as
"Swedish" copper, supplied in coils of wire weigh-
ing I lb. It is not at all satisfactory to metal-
lurgists that so much of this foreign copper is
imported, but efforts to obtain a similar material
of British manufacture have only resulted in fail-
ure. The continental smelters appear to "finish"
the wire better, sending it out in very neat, com-
pact coils, and an attempt to introduce British
wire some years ago failed, apparently because
of the lack of these smart, outward appearances.

Some jewelers prefer electrolytic copper for
alloying purposes, and it has been stated that the
very best results are obtained by the use of this
copper after being melted and drawn into wire.
Zinc, when needed as a constituent of a gold
alloy, is usually added in the form of "composi-
tion," which is a mixture of copper and zinc, and
here a curious fact may be noticed, for although
the jeweler would, in most cases, decline to use
any copper other than "Swedish" or electrolytic,
yet much of the "composition" is made from
ordinary bar copper, and this apparently without
any deleterious effect. "Composition" is made in
two shades of color, known as "yellow" and "red"
composition, respectively, the color depending
upon the relative proportions of the two metals.
By the addition of one or the other of these, to-
gether with varying proportions of silver and
copper, a great variety of alloys of gold are ob-
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tamable, differing widely in color, hardness, etc.
It would be interesting and instructive if some
systematic examination of these various alloys
could be made, both chemically and microscopi-
cally, in fact there is ample scope for much useful
research work in connection with alloys of gold.

Metallography would doubtless prove the
presence of certain definite alloys, containing two,
three, or four metals, in the mass, and might give
some indication of the compounds which most
affect the physical properties, so that possibly, in
the end, the jeweler might be given some data
upon which to proceed when trying to make a
gold alloy possessed of some particular physical
property, some limits or relative proportions of
certain constituents which would enable him to
avoid part of the waste of time, labor, etc.,
which often attends his experimental work. Such
an investigation would, necessarily, be a matter
requiring much time and money, and could only
be attempted by an institution of the nature of
an university, school of mines or technical school,
while even such would very possibly hesitate be-
fore embarking, on any large scale, on such a
costly undertaking. Having now noticed the
different metals which are in common use for
the making of gold alloys of different qualities,
the proportions adopted and the methods em-
ployed may be next considered.

QUALITIES OF COLD ALLOYS.
The quality of a gold alloy is expressed in

carats and grains, there being 4 grains to a carat.
Pure gold is of 24-carat quality, and the terms
22-carat, i8-carat, etc., indicate the proportion of
pure gold in 24 parts of the gold alloy.

22 CARAT.
The highest quality of gold which is made

into jewelry in this country is 22-carat. This
contains 22 parts of pure gold to 2 parts'of alloy,
and is known as "standard" gold. The published
market price of gold is that of this quality, and
assays of bars of gold are reported as "better"
or "worse" than the standard. Our gold coins
arc made of 22-carat gold, but practically the only
articles of jewelry of this quality are wedding
rings. The gold is alloyed with copper and
silver, usually about 3 parts of copper to i of
silver, and the resulting alloy is a soft, ductile
metal, easily worked up into rings. Formerly a
few watch cases were made of 22-carat, but such
articles are now rarely manufacturad.

18 CARAT.
This is the next quality in common use, and

is adapted for the making of a variety of
goods, such as chains, rings, brooches, etc. It is
composed of 18 parts of gold with 6 of alloy.
The alloy is either silver or copper, or a mixture
of the two. Sometimes the alloy is only silver,
especially for medals, or to make "green" gold
for ornamenting brooches, etc. A very general
custom is to use equal parts of silver and copper
for the alloy, this producing a gold of medium
color and one which is suitable for almost any
class of work. For gem setting this is a very
good alloy, as the formation of the "grains" for
setting is more easily effected and the grains are
tough, so do not break off. In some cases a
larger proportion of copper is used, giving a red
18-carat, but this alloy is somewhat harder and
less ductile than the other, while an excess of
silver makes a softer alloy of a paler color.

15 CARAT.
In this quality, similar gradations of color to

those in 18 carat are obtainable, but if silver
only is used for the alloy, the result is a green
gold much paler in color than the 18 carat green,
while if both silver and copper are included, the
gold produced is not of such a rich color as is
that of the higher quality, and is, generally speak-
ing, somewhat harder and less ductile. Between
the green 15 carat and the ordinary color there
are alloys suitable for pearl-setting and similar
purposes. These contain a little copper, about
2/2 per cent. to 3 per cent. of the total weight
being copper in the softer golds. A proportion
of copper, about 15 to 18 per cent., makes a
yellow gold which approximates more :teary to
18 carat in color, but is rather hard. 15 carat is
more durable in wear than t8 carat, and as it
"colors very well," it is largely employed in the
manufacture of brooches, bracelets, etc.
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Our letter directs
the prospect to
your store

Are You Prepared
to Meet Him?

Every day in answer to inquiries we are referring

good prosperous prospective watch buyers to the
jewelers who carry South Bend Watches.

If you are alert, up and ready to serve, and are
prepared with such an assortment of South Bend
Watches as to do the line justice, the business
will be yours.

We create the prospect and send him to you.

We give you the quality in the goods.

All you need to close such sales is courtesy and
a fair assortment of South Bend Watches.

Inspire confidence in the prospect by showing

your confidence in the line.

We are always glad to receive your orders and
will strive just as hard to please you when we
are flush with prosperity as at any other time.

Is there anything we can do for you now? Say
the word and it will be done.

South Bend Watch Company
Makers of High Grade Watches

Highest Quality Filled Cases

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

SOMETHING NEW
nUR new catalogue, fully describing our course of study,

is now ready for delivery. Hadn't you better send for
a copy and learn of the best place for you to study in order
to become a first-class workman? Be able to hold the best
situations and receive top-notch wages!

A POSTAL WILL BRING YOU THE NEW CATALOGUE

Kansas City Watchmaking and Engraving School
OSCAR W. DREYER, Principal

815 E. 12th STREET KANSAS CITY, MO.

CINDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

REES SCHOOL
I am delighted to inform our hun-
dreds of Students and customers
that we vrill move to our New
School in the finest building in the
most beautiful city in the country,

The GRANITE BUILDING

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
ON JANUARY 1, 1911

January issue will tell you all about it. In
the meantime arrange to come to Rochester
January 2d.

F. H. REES, President and Instructor
REES SCHOOL, ELMIRA, N. Y.

0

0
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A. A. Oaks, for the past fifteen years identi-
fied with the Oskamp Jewelry Company, now
at Race and Seventh Streets, has left for Indian-
apolis, Ind., to take full charge of the sterling
silver and Sheffield department of Carl L. Rost's
store. Mr. Oaks is widely known and popular
here and the best wishes of his legion of friends
go with him.

Leonard Fox, of The Gustave Fox Company,
is nothing if not versatile, and like Shakespeare,
is certainly good in his lines. Mr. Fox is a close
friend of Attorney Arthur Spiegel, a Republican
member of the Ohio Legislature. Attorney
Spiegel was up for re-election this fall and Mr.
Fox made several effective speeches in his be-
half during the stirring campaign. Spiegel was
re-elected in spite of the Democratic landslide.

The work of enlarging Wallenstein &
Mayer's wholesale jewelry store in the Harrison
Building, East Fourth Street, is progressing
rapidly. This gives the company's business an
opportunity to grow to even larger proportions.
Another vault will be added and the shipping
room will be enlarged, also. The company re-
ports business as being "hunky-dory." The entire
office force is working nights and has been for
several weeks past to get out its Christmas orders
on time. Elmer Wallenstein, who has been mak-
ing Texas, left here November 13th for a trip
through Mississippi and Louisiana.

Cincinnati jewelers are breathing more easily
now that the two men registering as Thomas
Drew, of Pittsburg, and Miles Morgan, Colum-
bus, Ohio, who were arrested recently while acting
suspiciously about William Preuer's retail
jewelry store in Seventh Street near Vine, have
been taken care of. Drew was fined $50 and
costs and Morgan was told to leave the city at
once. He did. Drew was later released from
the workhouse, Chattanooga friends having tele-
graphed money to pay his fine. The police say
neither man had any money when arrested and
that Drew had two keys in his possession. Drew,
who went into the store and looked at diamond
earrings without buying, told Preuer he could
not afford to pay more than $2oo for them, it is
said.

Theodore Kroeber has returned from the
West and is again identified with E. H. Croninger.

John C. Daller, Jr., who is now in charge of
the business of the Clemens-Oskamp Company,
was recently tendered a little dinner by Edward
Schneider, of Louisville. Among the jewelers
present were W. A. Willman and C. A. Geb-
hardt, both of Cincinnati. Mr. Daller will not
travel for his house any more, but will give his
attention to matters at headquarters.

Bingaman Bros., diamond jewelers, Sixth and
Vine Streets, report a very nice business and
say the holiday trade is setting in briskly. Sol.
Bingaman went hunting recently.

"The holiday business so far has been very
satisfactory," said Nathan Hahn, a representa-
tive of Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, whole-
sale jewelers in the Carew Building. Simon Lin-
denberg, of the firm, made a short business trip
in November. Sig. Strauss, also of the firm,
made a short business trip through Ohio late in
November. Nathan Hahn returned from the
West and Southwest about November Isth.

J. H. Gerwin, of the Philadelphia Watch Case
Works, is handing out the Havanas. A fine baby
daughter arrived at the Gerwin home November
12th.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, wholesale
jewelers, reported business as being very satis-■
factory. Lee Horn, salesman, returned November
tith from a business trip in the South and left
November 13th for the same territory.

H. S. Freelan, retail jeweler at Seamon, Ohio,
suffered a heavy fire loss recently. His store
adjoined a livery stable and during a fire in the
stable his place was destroyed. The loss will
reach $3000. He carried but little insurance. Mr.
Freelan will soon build a brick building on the
old site. He and his family barely escaped with
their lives, so rapidly did the fire spread. He
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lost all his stock, even that in a supposedly fire-
proof safe, but managed to save his repair
watches as he ran through the store making his
escape.

Six new members were added to the rolls of
Cincinnati Nest No. 2, Ku-Kus, at a meeting held
Friday night, November r8th, at the North Cin-
cinnati Turner Hall. They are William Buch-
reitz and Harry Schmidt, of the E. & J. Swigart
Company; Henry Von Unruh, of the Thoma Bros.
Company; Edward Metzger, retail jeweler in
Liberty Street ; Magnus White, employed by J.
Zangers, the optician, and Henry Meyer, a watch
case maker, in Post Square. A social session
followed the transaction of business. The mem-
bers bowled until midnight.

H. Reisinger, for thirty years in the jewelry
business in Lawrenceburg, Ind., and who sold out
some time ago to Robert Clark, has been buying
stock and fixtures for a new store in Blanchester,
Ohio.

"Both office and road business is brisk," said
J. W. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Company,
dealers in jewelers' supplies, in the Merchants'
Building. "Collections are improving, which
surely indicates a splendid Christmas business.
Favorable reports continue to come in from all
directions, and with good, seasonable weather the
jewelers will enjoy one of the best year's busi-
ness they have had for some time. Our catalogue
is nearing completion and will be ready for distri-
bution some time between now and January 1st."

W. H. Snyder, traveling representative of
Klein Bros. Company, wholesale jewelers, will
return home December 24th from a business trip
through Illinois, Michigan and a part of Iowa.
Eugene Frommeyer, of the firm, left November
24th and will cover Ohio, Indiana and Illinois
up to about December t5th. Ed Klein, of the
firm, left November 20th for a business trip
through Kentucky, eastern Ohio and northern
Indiana. He will return Christmas eve.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited
Cincinnati jewelry and jewelers' supply houses to
make purchases during the period between Oc-
tober roth and November igth, are as follows:
E. M. Galbreath, Springfield, Ohio; H. A. Hutch-
inson, Massilon, Ohio; Mrs. Foster, of the
Charles Rickel Co., Cynthiana, Ky.; I. Adler, of
D. Adler & Son, Lexington, Ky.; John Knocke,
of Bogeart & Co., Lexington, Ky.; William
Shire, of Shire & Fithian, Paris, Ky.; W. W.
Murdock, Middletown, Ohio; Chris. Hewig,
Evansville, Ind.; A. Weiler, Greenwood, Miss.;
Joseph Rosenfeld, of the jewelry house of W. J.
Callison, Middlesboro, Ky.; H. S. Freelan, Sea-
mon, Ohio; B. J. Dillard, Lebanon, Tenn.; L.
Schlenker, Eaton, Ohio ; J. Vanderpool, Xenia,
Ohio; A. G. Meade, Beckley, W. Va.; L. R.
Ohrnsted, Milan, Ind.; G. H. Ashton, Middle-
town, Ohio; J. W. Vaughan, Marion, Ohio; A. R.
Mauppin, Jackson, Ky.; E. D. Crawford, Glen
Jean. W. Va.; F. B. Cary, Lebanon, Ohio; James
H. Bovard, New Castle, Ky.; J. N. Embrey,
South Lewisburg, Ohio; Edward McTier, Bank,
Tenn.; A. E. Axman, Middletown, Ohio; 0. N.
Wise, Mitchell, Ind.; F. H. Sparks, Sabina, Ohio;
Fred Bowers, Ashland, Kv.; P. W. Starks, Man-
chester, Ohio; F. G. Wittlinger, Middletown,
Ohio; 0. L. Smith, Carrolton, Ky.; Kennard
McLonev, Miamisburg, Ohio; C. G. Baker, Har-
riman, Tenn.; A. Bland, Greenfield, Ohio; M.
Kohlhagen, Lebanon, Ohio ; Ed Oakley, Logan,
W. Va.; George Greyer, Anderson, Ind.; M. F.
Conley, Louisa, Ky.; Lee S. Baldwin, Winchester,
Ky.; Lee Wheeler Baldwin, of Baldwin Bros.,
Winchester, Ky.

"Scape's" Problem Again
En. THE KEYSTONE :—Replying to "Scape":

In my opinion C. C. Moyer is right, except in his
statement that it throws the guard-pin against the
roller. "Scape" says they were not in contact.
I have seen several instances of this kind of
stoppage, and in neither case was the guard-pin
touching the roller. My remedy was to take off
the extremely sharp angle of the discharging
pallet, which caught into the back of the escape
wheel tooth, just as C. C. Moyer did, and there
was no more trouble with it.

Yours respectfully,
T. T. WILLIAMS.
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Clarence H. Childs is now well located in his
new quarters in the Kenois Building, Eleventh
and G streets, N. W., to which place he removed
last month from 703 Twelfth street, N. W. He
has a large, well lighted room facing on the
Eleventh street side and, as this building has just
been completed, he has access to all modern con-
veniences, including elevator and janitor service
etc.

George Blackwell has returned from Revere
Beach, Mass., where in summer he operates a
novelty jewelry business on the Boulevard and
has reopened his stand in Major's drug store, 716
Seventh street, N. W.

It looks as though Morris Krick will have to
buy his Christmas poultry, because a chicken thief
made away with three of his choicest fowl. The
police got the thief, but the chickens have dis -
appeared.

All business was called off at the November
meeting of the Washington Chamber of Corn-
merce, the date having fallen on election day, and
the members were more desirous of receiving
accounts of the trend of the election in the vari-
ous States than to bother with other matters.
Among those present were A. 0. Hutterly and
A. D. Prince, jewelers, and M. A. Leese and
Edwin H. Etz, optometrists. The usual buffet
supper was served during the evening.

T. E. Anderson, for some time connected
with J. T. Hunt, it to F street, N. W., has in-
stalled a bench in the store of the Standard
Optical Company, 616 Fourteenth street, N. W.,
at which address he will in future be located.

Mr. Bissell is closing out his entire line of
jewelry which he has heretofore carried at his
store, known as "Bissell's Bazaar," 1207 G street,
N. W. He states that the space occupied by that
line is more urgently needed for his stock of
ladies' cloaks and suits.

"Radium" is the name by which the latest
addition to the jewelry stores in this city will
be known. The store is located at 469 Pennsyl-
vania avenue, N. W., and is owned by J. E.
Plumtree, who operates a similar store at Niagart,
Falls. A general line of jewelry will be carried
and in addition a line of white stone goods.
souvenirs and Indian products.

The Berry & Whitmore Co. furnished the
loving cup which was presented to the lately
launched torpedo boat destroyer Roe by a rel-
ative of the late Francis A. Roe, U. S. N., ad-
miral of the line, in commemoration of the lat-
ter's gallant services in two wars. The cup bears
on its face the inscription, "Presented to the
Destroyer Francis A. Roe by Lydia W. Van
Dyke Payne, in loving memory of her distin-
guished cousin, Francis Asbury Roe, U. S. N.,
Rear Admiral of the Line." Admiral Roe's defi-
nition of an ideal naval officer is inscribed on the
obverse side. Following the presentation an
elaborate luncheon was served aboard the boat.
Among those who attended were many well
known army and naval officers and members of
Congress, and for the first time the guns on the
boat boomed out a salute to Admiral Dewey, the
ranking officer of the United States Navy.

The members of the Retail Jewelers' Associ-
ation and of the Retail Merchants' Association are
well pleased with the decision of the District
Court of Appeals, and the refusal of the Su-
preme Court of the United States to review the
decision to the effect that the giving of trading
stamps in the District of Columbia was in direct
violation of the "Gift Enterprise Act" passed by
Congress. Following this advertisements ap-
peared in the local newspapers to the effect that
the merchandise which had previously been
offered as premiums by one of the companies
would be sold at public auction. Any further
attempt of the stamp companies to do business
under any guise will be strongly contested by all
of the mercantile associations of the city.

At the sale by auction of the personal effects
of the late 0. Gude, Norwegian Minister to this
country, a string of 131 pearls brought but $gr.
Other articles of antique and modern jewelry
brought amounts in like proportion. In addition
to the jewelry some very handsome pieces of cut-
glass, china, bronze and table silverware were
offered.

(Continued on page 2131)
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There's a

heart in every

Locket

LOCKETS ONLY

Our consumer advertising foreshadows increased

patronage to all who stock "W. a H. Lockets" for

the Holiday season. "W. Ce1. H." g gold shell
lockets ensure satisfied customers.

Send
for
New
Catalog

Established

54
Years

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Main Office and Factory : PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York Office 15 Maiden Lane
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There is no mail order or cheap department
store competition on this sort of cut glass

ZUtbat
(tut Olaos

"The Glass in a Class by Itself"
Tuthill Glass is the most beautifully finished glass pro-

duced. That's the verdict of dealers who see all lines.
Tuthill Glass is cut from selected blanks blown to our

order and specifications by the best glass blowers. We do not
use run-of-factory blanks ; every individual blank is inspected
for clearness, color and flawless body ; every imperfect blank is
rejected and returned. We do not have to use defective blanks.

Every Tuthill piece is full cut from these blown blanks. We have never used a pressed blank in our
factory. The cutting of Tuthill Glass is done with the delicacy and finished artisanship of the lapidary.
Facet cuttings are like diamonds ; engraving and intaglio cutting like engraved gems.

Every Tuthill piece is full wheel-finished ; not acid finished. And the Tuthill designs are the most
exclusively artistic ever produced in cut glass. They are original and unique. They cannot be reproduced
in press-cut glass.

In every big city is a quality store that is in a class by itself ; this is the sort of store that sells Tuthill—
the glass in a class by itself. Do you want to occupy that position in your town ? Selling Tuthill will help

you. You can get good prices and make good profits on Tuthill Glass because it has inherent
and self-evident superiority and is beyond competition.

Write us about "The Glass in a Class by Itself."

Tuthill Cut Glass Co., Middletown, N. Y.fedi
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S. I. Rodberg, of S. I. Rodberg & Son. 26
West Baltimore street, celebrated his golden wed-
ding anniversary last month. Mr. Rodberg started
in business in this city in 1854, and is very well
known to the trade.

Harry L. Harmon has just celebrated his
fourth anniversary of the opening of his Balti-
more store which, like his store in Washington,
D. C., and at Greensboro and Durham, N. C., he
has termed "A Gem of a Shop." He is located
in this city at 303 West Lexington street.

On petition of Grey & Shears, of New York,
Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro., of New York, and
Fanny Kahn, of Baltimore, Attorney Albert S.
Gill has been appointed receiver for the firm of
John Kahn & Co., doing a retail jewelry business
at 403 North Eutaw street, by Judge Morris in
the United States District Court. It is claimed
in the petition that the above-named are creditors
to amounts totaling $r,173.57. It is further
claimed that the assets, including stock, fixtures
and other possessions, amount to $3,000, and that
there is $1,000 on open accounts. The receiver-
ship was asked to preserve these holdings.

J. George Gehring, of the firm of J. G. Gehr-
ing & Son, 420 North Gay street, is very enthu-
siastic in his endeavor to have the plans to erect
a $200,000 building for the Merchants and Manu-
facturers' Association come to pass. Mr. Gehr-
ing has always taken an active interest in the
work of this association, being now on the mem-
bership committee and a member of the commit-
tee to select a suitable location for the proposed
building. The Consolidated Gas, Electric Light
and Power Company have signified their inten-
tion of contributing one-half of the necessary
funds on the proviso that the association furnish
the balance. This is but one of the many plans
to make Baltimore one of the leading manufac-
turing centers, and the building will be used for
light manufacturing purposes.

A very unique method was used in the manu-
facture of a loving cup, itself a work of art,
which was presented to General Thomas Jacob
Shryock, Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of
Masons of Maryland by the Masons of that
State. The cup is made from gold and silver
moneys contributed by the members. The han-
dles are the Masonic coat of arms and the cup
rests on a tripod of lion paws which, in turn,
rest upon a plateau, decorated in representation
of the sun's rays, the center of which revolves.

On one side is a medallion, in the center of
which is a portrait of General Shryock with Ma-
sons on either side, one holding a gauge and com-
pass, the other a plumb and trowel. On the other
side of the cup are representations expressive of
temperance, fortitude, prudence and justice.
Around the top and on the sides of the cup are
garlands of corn, grapes and olives. The plateau,
having for a border a continuous vine of pome-
granates, rests upon seven feet. The inscription
"To Our Grand Master, Thomas Jacob Shryock,
on his silver jubilee, from the craft, 1010," is
placed among leaves and blossoms. The cup and
plateau stands about 18 inches high, the plateau
is 26 inches in diameter, while the diameter of
the cup is 15 inches. The whole contains 700
ounces of silver alone, in addition to which, in
making the coat of arms, many gold trinkets and
coins were used, and the interior of the plateau
is made of many historical pieces of bronze.
Great credit is due the sculptor, Haus Schuler,
who designed the cup, and to Samuel Kirk &
Son Co., who furnished it. Jacob Epstein, of the
Baltimore Bargain House, was one of the mem-
bers of the committee who arranged the presen-
tation.

Suit has been brought in Circuit Court No. 2
by Henry Castelberg against Benjamin F. Patter-
son, of New York, and Mrs. Sadie E. Robinson,
of this city, to recover $686, with charges and
interest, being the value of jewelry purchased
from Mr. Castelberg by Patterson, and for which
Judgment was obtained in the Washington, D. C.,
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courts. In the bill of complaint it is charged that
Mrs. Robinson had appropriated and pawned the
jewelry, refusing to account to Mr. Patterson's
creditors for the money received or to disclose
where the jewelry had been pawned. It is or-
dered that cause be shown why a receiver should
not be appointed for the property alleged to be-
long to Mr. Patterson, and why an injunction
should not be granted restraining Mrs. Robinson
from disposing of it.

At a banquet given by the Credit Men's Asso-
ciation, S. G. Rosson, of the Baltimore Bargain
House, was elected to the office of vice-president.
H. P. Boyd is the president.

Henry Schlarb, who for thirty years was
connected with the firm of Welch Bros. Co., in
various capacities, including the office of secre-
tary, has become connected with the Hennegan-
Bates Co., of 7 East Baltimore street. The Welch
Bros. Co. retired from the jewelry business in
June of this year.

The Bethany Methodist Episcopal Church
has been presented with six satin-finished silver
plates, furnished by the Stieff Company, of 17
North Liberty street, the gift of the family of
the late Arthur H. Pentz, Sr., in memory of the
latter.

The wife of J. Bloom, jeweler, 620 East
Baltimore street, who has been confined to a
hospital for three months, has so far recovered
from her illness as to be enabled to go to her
home.

Baltimore was represented at the world's
championship baseball games at Philadelphia by
Mr. Bates, of the Hennegan-Bates Co., who is an
enthusiastic baseball "fan."

W. J. Lockhead, doing a jewelry business at
2027 Pennsylvania avenue, has been confined to
his home for some time on account of illness.

The J. Arthur Limerick Co. supplied the tab-
let which was unveiled at Druid Hill Park and
which marks the fiftieth anniversary of the acqui-
sition of the park and memorializes the eleven
public spirited men who contributed the money
necessary for the purchase of the land. Mr.
Dukehart, Baltimore's best known jeweler, was
one of the most active members of the commit-
tee who arranged for the ceremonies.

Harry Feldman and his bride spent a very
pleasant time on their trip to Niagara Falls,
stopping at various cities en route.

The Stieff Company, 17 McLane Place, are
featuring in their advertisements in the daily
papers their repair and mail order departments.

A very handsome piece of art work is the
satin background for the golden-edged enrollment
book of the Kreutzer Quartette, which recently
celebrated its golden jubilee. The satin is orna-
mented in silver and gold, and the work was done
by the Hennegan-Bates Co., 7 East Baltimore
street.

Among those out-of-town jewelers who vis-
ited this city during the past month were P. R.
Lawyer, Berkeley Springs, W. Va.; F. J. Person,
Williamsburg, Va.; L. C. Hout, Warrenton, Va.;
S. S. Kaufman, Fredericksburg, Va.; L. C. Ingle,
South Boston, Va.; J. E. Evans, Cambridge, Md.;
L. W. Abrahams, Port Deposit, Md.; F. J.
Wright, Denton, Md.; G. W. Chritzman, Gettys-
burg, Pa.; L. J. Weikert, Waynesboro, Pa., and
L. I. Edelman, Pel Air, Md.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of the
District of Columbia

The Retail Jewelers' Association of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Inc., held its regular monthly
meeting in the rooms of the Washington Cham-
ber of Commerce, with Vice-President Hutterly
acting as chairman.

Upon conclusion of the regular business sev-
eral complaints were received regarding the cut-
ting of price on certain standard articles. In one
instance a member was selling 14-karat chains
at 85 cents per pennyweight, but as this was
deemed a mistake the offending member will
simply have his attention called to the matter.
Another jeweler was selling watches on which
the maintenance of a certain price had been
agreed. A committee was appointed to call upon
him with the request that he kindly cease such
sales.

The peddler question seems to be attracting
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considerable attention amongst the trade, and a
general discussion was had as to how best to
cope with this evil. It was agreed upon that the
peddler should be taxed and that a high license
fee should prevail. The chair appointed a com-
mittee to investigate certain flagrant cases.

The Post Office Department's intention ..)f
holding its annual sale of parcels which have as:.-
cumulated in the dead letter office during the
past year also received its share of criticism.
This sale will take place December 12th. •

There being no further business demanding
immediate attention, the meeting was adjourned
to allow of the members getting together and
discussing the prospects of the coming holiday
season. From the remarks of the various mem-
bers increased trade is looked for.

Mr. Hutterly called attention to the work of
the various clever swindlers who have opei ated
in Washington and warned all to be on the look-
out for a return visit.

Washington (D. C.) Letter

(Continued from page 2121)

B. P. Rickenbacher, 1213 G street. N. W..
was the leading spirit at the recent bazaar and
ball given by the local Swiss society, of which
he is president.

Washington's public will again have an op-
portunity of making a spectacle of itself on De-
cember 12th, when the contents of the Dead Let-
ter Office of the Post Office Department will be
offered to them "at their own prices." Despite
the fact that the business men have time and
again complained of the practice of auctioning
off the package mail, especially in the holiday
shopping season, characterizing the sale as a pub-
lic lottery, the Postmaster General has refused
to do other than hold the sale here or at the
time specified, claiming that he is powerless in
the matter, legislation by Congress being neces-
sary. The jewelers are probably worse hit by
the sale than any of the other merchants by rea-
son of the fact that the packages contain more
merchandise similar to that which they carry than
that of any other line. The sale usually nets
from $ro,000 to $20,000, and is held annually.

By order of the executors of the estate of
the late D. Rickenbacher the jewelry business
which has been continued under the management
of B. P. Rickenbacher has been ordered sold to
close the estate.

The fact that the pawning of an article
bought on the installment plan for which full
payment had not been made, if the purchaset
meet the monthly installments promptly, was not
deemed a punishable offense according to the de-
cision of Judge Mullowney in the Criminal Court
when trying the case of Goldberg vs. Turner.
It appears from the evidence that a Miss Turner
purchased a ring valued at about $35 from one
Leon Goldberg and later pawned it. Goldberg,
hearing of this, had a stop check issued prevent-
ing Miss Turner from redeeming it until full
payment had been made to him. The stop check
was ordered removed and Miss Turner ordered
to make payment of $1 weekly until the con-
clusion of her contract with Goldberg.

J. R. Fearno, of 234 Pennsylvania avenue,
N. W., recently fell into the police net for "fast
driving" in his automobile, and it cost him $to
to climb out.

Schmedtie Bros., 704 Seventh street, N. W.,
are making Various improvements to their store
including the repainting of the front, • prior to
the Christmas rush.

The case in the Equity Court of Richard F.
Armstrong against the firm of Brown & Arm
strong, 1208 F street, N. W., of which he claims
to be one of the incorporators and the secretary.
treasurer of the corporation, was lost by the
former. It was the contention of Mr Armstrong
that, as he was a subscriber to the capital stock.
he was entitled to make an examination of the
books of the corporation. He further claimed
that its affairs had been mismanaged, that he had
been illegally deposed as secretary-treasurer and
that his interests had been jeopardized. The case
was dismissed because the allegations of mis-
management as laid out in the bill of complain:.
were insufficient to warrant the appointment of a
receiver.
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The Newest in Mantel Clocks
Bird's Eye Maple Cases,
to sell at popular prices

This illustrates one style
of our new line of Mantel
Clocks, made in a variety of
shapes, in bird's eye maple
and mahogany.
The cases are built in our

own cabinet shops, the
movements being imported.
The clocks are high grade

throughout. They are so popularly priced

that they will sell in goodly numbers, at the

same time assuring a good profit.

A special folder illustrating this line is in prep-
aration and will be sent to jewelers requesting it.

No. 2M. Height, 12 inches,
bird's eye maple case,
cream-tinted porcelain dial,
cathedral gong, 8-day im-
ported movement.

'AMERICAN CUCKOO-CLOCK COMPANY
Cuckoo Clocks oaig, Unusual Clocks

5TATION S. PHILADELPHIA

EMBLEMS
A larger stock than
is carried by any other
house in the country.

OF ALL SECRET AND
FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS

This stock does not

exist merely on paper,
but we have it already
made up and can fill

any order instantly, no
matter how large.

The initial step, the superior DIE WORK we use, produces a class of emblems far
superior in finish, quality, workmanship and design, to any ever shown. Write for
prices and particulars on our full line, especially our line of special sellers. Assort-

ments of the best selling charms, pins and buttons.

JOBBING TRADE ONLY

E. L. LOGEE & COMPANY
EMBLEM MANUFACTURERS

235 EDDY STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.

White Stone La Vallieres

CI„ An extensive line made in

silver with all the style so

characteristic of the platinum

article.

IL A word from any responsible
jeweler brings a package for

inspection.

ILGEN & WAKEFIELD CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

AIKIN-LAMBERT JEWELRY CO.
15-11-19 Maiden Lane, Silversmith's Building, NEW YORK

■
ELK TEETH
JUST AS THEY COME FROM
THE INDIAN AND HUNTER

ALL SIZES, white and colored tips.
Any number wanted. On selection to
manufacturers. Come to the right
source for supplies.

Mt. Lion, Lynx and Eagle Claws
for Emblem Work

DIMENSION, CABOCHON GEMS FOR RINGS, SCARF PINS, ETC.
Every sort of fine Gem Minerals in the rough for Gem Cutters.

ALL STRICTLY WHOLESALE PRICES

Largest Dealer in Elk Teeth in the World. Importer of Gem Goods

Price-list free L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dak.

LEARN ENGRAVING

FOR FIVE DOLLARS

A complete course of lessons by an expert
engraver, a set of engraver's tools and practice
material, and a book of monograms and
alphabets for $5.00.
The book of monogram-2s alone $1.00

The lessons alone $2.00

American School of Engraving
45 Malden Lane NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The past few weeks have been busy ones
for the retail trade, as there is a growing ten-
dency to do holiday shopping early. It is the
direct result of the continual hammering of mer-
chants and the organization known as the Con-
sumers' League along these lines. If every re-
tail jeweler, who advertises—and let us hope
there are none who do not—would make use of
the slogan, "Do Your Shopping Early," he would
profit by it in more ways than a pecuniary one.
It is decidedly better for the man behind the
counter to have a holiday business spread over
thirty days than to have it all bunched in the
last ten days. He is not so exhausted physically
and can meet his trade with enthusiasm and alert-
ness that marks the difference between a sales-
man and an automaton.

The elections in this part of the State seem
not to have had any effect on business. The
results had been largely discounted in advance.

There was a gang of crooks operating in
this town last month who succeeded in
"doing" the jewelers. The last job was pulled
off on Jeweler H. W. Beattie in the old Arcade.
Diamond jewelry to the amount of $5000 was
stolen from the front window, and the remark-
able part of the deal was that it was executed
before the eyes of crowds passing and repassing
the store. The old Arcade is a crowded thor-
oughfare at all times and how this window
could be cleaned out is a mystery. For a num-
ber of days past a stranger had been noticed
hanging around the front of the store and the
matter had been reported to the police officials
at Central Station, but apparently not much at-
tention was paid to the notice.

The middle of last month an attempt was
made to enter the jewelry store of F. B. Strauss
& Bros., on Superior Avenue. The store next
door was entered and then an attempt to cut
the wall between the two store rooms was
made. Their efforts in this direction were
balked by a large steel radiator and then the
attempt was abandoned.

Biskind Bros., zzo Superior Avenue, were
also robbed of diamonds to the value of $5oo.
The robbery was pulled off while their attention
was taken up in mounting a stud that one of
the men bought. There is no clue to the men
that pulled this old trick off.

Another jewelry robbery that slipped was at-
tempted on Charles Ettinger, jeweler, Hippo-
drome Building. In this case the thief took
the stud and made a dash to the door, and as
luck would have it, he ran into an officer in
front of the store, who proceeded to take care
of the offender. At the police station the stud
was found on his person.

The Lion Jewelry Co. have opened a jewelry
store to handle novelty goods at 410 Superior
Avenue.

The Webb C. Ball Co. opened their new
store on upper Euclid Avenue recently. The new
room is in a building that was acquired a num-
ber of years ago by the company on a 99-year
lease. Nearly a year and a half's time has
been spent in remodeling and a large addition
was built on the rear. This gives a store room
about 130 feet deep, with a large silver room
in the rear at right angles to the main floor.
The fixtures are all mahogany, in a rich plain
colonial style, and were made and set up by a
local store fixture concern. This interior work
is certainly a credit to our town workmen, for
the artistic and substantial effects produced. It
was about thirty years ago that Mr. Ball started
in business down on lower Superior Avenue and
for many years he gave his attention to the
retail business alone. Then there came up the
problem of watch inspection by the railroads
for its many employees. Mr. Ball at once threw
his energies into this branch of the business and
to-day he is the head of nearly all the rail-
roads' time inspection. This has spurred Mr. Ball
to make a standard railroad watch under his
own name. Under the new regime there is a
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separate organized company for the retail busi-
ness ; also for the watch manufacturing and
marketing end, which will be operated from the
old location. George Adams, formerly of New
York City, will be the manager of the retail
store.

Arthur M. Ficken, an employee of the
Scribner & Loehr Co., was run over and killed
by a Payne Avenue car a few days ago. He was
about to board a moving car but slipped and fell
under the trailer and both legs were cut off. The
tragic incident was a great shock to his brother
employees of the firm.

Arthur D. Weed, of Bowler & Burdick Co.,
was recently appointed by the Probate Court to
appraise the stock of the late H. H. Brainard,
Medina, Ohio. It is expected that a buyer for
the property will be found this week.

Charles Scheingold, local jeweler, sold last
month a valuable lease on the corner of Euclid
Avenue and East Fifty-fifth Street. This was
the corner formerly occupied by Chandler &
Rudd Co. The sale is supposed to have been
made to interests that are acquiring land around
that corner for the Pittsburg division of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Co., the ultimate use of
which will probably be a large passenger depot
for that line.

J. E. Riehl, 9511 Madison Avenue, has opened
a new store.

Walter Miller and Will Wagner, well-known
travelers, were here last month making a hasty
refill of goods. Business is good with these
"good scouts."

Charles M. Jelliff, of C. W. Jelliff & Son,
Mansfield, Ohio, was in town last month for a
business trip. He called on many friends in the
retail trade.

H. S. Sumner, Akron, has just returned from
a tdip to New York. On the way back he
stopped over for several days at Honesdale, Pa.,
to visit old friends.

The following jewelers were in town last
month : 0. A. Kintner, Painesville; W. C. Fisher,
Lorain ; C. E. Lonsway, Lorain; George A.
Clark, Lorain ; Benj. Moseley, Willoughby;
Robert Miller, Lorain ; E. H. Holter, Canton ;
A. J. Miller, Massillon ; George High, Medina;
C. F. Hill, Akron ; D. Leonheiser, Huron; C. E.
Whittaker, Clyde ; C. J. Wurst, Elyria; R. T.
Hill, Elyria; J. L. Miller, Middlefield; Mr. Hale,
Cuyahoga Falls.

Denver Letter

A. F. Larson, formerly of Raisch & Larson,
of Telluride, Colo., has sold out his interest in
the business to his partner, who will consolidate
the jewelry stock with his drug stock and con-
tinue under his own name only.

S. D. Douglas, of Clovis, N. M., has dis-
continued the jewelry business there and moved
to Oklahoma.

A. Hahn, of Durango, Colo., spent several
days in Denver last month. He is en route to
Chicago and the East, combining business and
pleasure.

Arthur Kline, formerly in the jewelry busi-
ness here, is back in the city after a two years'
absence in California and expects to go back to
his old line of business very shortly.

G. A. Trenuer, who was for a great many
years in the optical business here, but discon-
tinued it about three years ago, has again opened
up a store at 1035 Seventeenth Street and reports
a very good business for a beginning, and ex-
pects to do well.

P. J. Cariboni, formerly of Longmont, Colo.,
has taken charge of the optical department of
G. W. Webb. Both are very much pleased with
the business up to date, this being a new addition
to the store and a new venture in that line for
Mr. Webb. Mr. Cariboni is an old-timer in the
optical line, however.

M. O'Keefe & Co., of 827 Fifteenth Street,
has just finished putting in a new plate glass
front in his store and now has one of the
showiest and most up-to-date stores in the city
and will no doubt draw a big holiday trade.

A. Kaufman, formerly employed by the
Bohm Allen Jewelry Co., here, and who went to
the Northwest a couple of months ago looking
for a suitable location, has not looked in vain.
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He has located and opened for business in Lake-
view, Oregon, a town of 1500 people and the
distributing point for that country.

Charles Kinnel, formerly with W. F. Plam-
beck & Co., has given up his position and is
working for himself now at his home, doing
trade work. He is well satisfied so far.

William Fulton, of the Lewis Jewelers'
Supply Co., made a couple of very successful
trips this month to the southern part of the State.

John Fletcher, who was confined for several
weeks by sickness, has full recovered and is look-
ing after his business interests as usual.

The Bohm Allen Jewelry Co. have just fin-
ised a fine new display window in their cut glass
department. F. Weiger, formerly with A. F.
Platnbeck, has taken a position in the repair
department of the above firm.

N. C. Neilson, formerly with Boyd Park, of
Denver, and later of Salt Lake, has returned to
Denver and taken a position with A. J. Stark.

William P. Jones, formerly in business in
Fort Lupton, is now in the employ of K. C.
Cosley.

S. Silverstien has opened a fine jewelry and
optical store here at 502 Fifteenth Street. The
interior is finished entirely in mahogany. C.
Maxin, formerly with K. C. Cosley, has taken
a position as watchmaker with the above.

The store of David Miller, Cheyenne, Wyo.,
was broken into and robbed of $25oo worth of
jewelry, watches and diamonds on October 17th.
The thieves broke in while Mr. Miller was at
supper. He had locked up his store as usual
and was only away a very short time, during
which period the robbery occurred.

T. B. King, of W. W. Hamilton Jewelry Co.,
made a very successful business trip through the
State this month.

H. W. Blackstone, formerly in business in
Palisade, Colo., has reopened there again and ex-
pects to do a good holiday business.

W. K. Van Liew, of Akron, Colo., was in
town this month buying a stock of jewelry to
put in with his drug stock there. He also en-
gaged the services of Harry Seyfiedt to look after
the repair end of it.

F. H. Gadson, of Portage, Wis., spent most
of November touring Colorado looking for a
location with the prospect of settling here.

C. C. Hyde, formerly in the jewelry business
at Newcastle, Ind., spent several days in Denver
this month visiting relatives. He is en route to
Bishop, Cal., where he is going to open up in the
business again.

Herman Shapiro, formerly with his brother
here, W. W. Shapiro, has opened up a shop in
Englewood, a suburb of Denver, and reports
a good beginning.

Joseph Goldberg has just returned from a
tour of the State looking for a location, but was
unable to find anything to suit and has taken
a position with Mr. Cooper here.

William J. Carroll, of Boulder, Colo., has
purchased the store of W. M. Lockard, Long-
mont, Colo., and has put in a new stock of goods,
and reports good results.

Mr. Carr, of Ostby & Barton Co., Providence,
R. I., accompanied by his wife, spent several days
in Denver this month. They were en route to
California on a pleasure trip.

The Colorado Horological Society received
two new members this month, M. Goldner and S.
Stevens, both first-class mechanics.

W. H. Rankin, of the Lewis Jewelers' Supply
Co., was confined to his home several days last
month from sickness, but is fully recovered.

Owen G. Smith, formerly with Walter J.
Farrell, of Montrose, Colo., has taken a position
with Charles B. Switzer, Lamed, Kans.

The following out-of-town jewelers were
seen in the city last month: H. E. Baisch, Tellu-
ride, Colo.; Mr. Charles, Cripple Creek, Colo.;
C. F. McMullen, Ft. Lupton, Colo.; E. D. Carter,
Laramie, Wyo.; W. R. James, Arvada, Colo.;
W. J. Carroll, Longmont, Colo.; E. A. Eves,
Idaho Springs, Colo.; A. Hahn, Durango, Colo.;
George Barrett, Cripple Creek, Colo.; E. T.
Rocker, of Canon City, Colo.; J. S. Bently,
Boulder, Colo.; Harry James, Colorado Springs,
Colo.; N. C. Figley, Salida, Colo.; W. E. Payne,
Boulder, Colo.; C. L. Beard, Longmont, Colo.;
John Blair, Pueblo, Colo.; Alvin Herman,
Brighton, Colo.; Henry Curtis, Littleton, Colo.
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The Kinney Co.
CLASS PINS : SEALS
FRATERNITY PINS

A large and most varied line of PINS in
Sterling Silver and Solid Gold. Either
enameled or without enamel. We are
specialists on this class of goods and ac-
knowledged leaders. Write us for descrip-
tive pamphlet and prices.

— 14 BLOUNT STREET —
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of College Jewelry, Class
Pins and all Classes of Special Work.
Qualities : Sterling, 10 and 14 Karat.

The HALE
Watch Protector
THE ONLY LEATHER PROTECTOR MADE

41. Here's an opportunity to give to your customers
an inexpensive Xmas gift.
C. Made of tan leather, and only three sizes neces-
sary-12, 16 and 18—to fit all watches.
41 With your name and address printed on front
makes a lasting advertisement.
41, Profits large—cost small.
41, Used on all the leading railroads.

Write Now! for Sample

Hale Watch Protector Co., PROVIDENCERHODE ISLAND

SOMETHING NEW
This elegant Glass Dome

Revolving Display Case given
FREE with an assortment of
$15.00 and up of the Wright
Celebrated Self-filling Fountain
Pen. Retail from $1.50 upwards.
Send for catalogue and price-list.
Every pen guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction.

Just the line for jewelers.
Order " Wright " now.

WRIGHT PEN 23 Washington AvenueCO.• 2 ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.

ARTISTIC MINIATURES
copied from any photo on watch cases and
dials or on ivory, pearl, porcelain or celluloid.
HAND PAINTED
MINIATURES ON IVORY

All work guaranteed permanent and satis-
factory. 15
years' ex-
perience.

Send for Illustrated Price-List

STUDIO OF

Ch Eta. A. Johnston
106-108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK

We also do ETCHING ON SILVE1t from any
design, portrait, sketch, etc., etc.

DESELMS
11

WATCH
CHO OL

We accept only a limited number of students at a time in our

attendance school.
If you think of attending a school write for our booklet and terms

now. Our correspondence lessons will be free to you if you expect
to attend our school.

Our booklet and literature explaining all is free for the asking.

293 PERRY STREET :: ATTICA, INDIANA

CLARENCE F. BAYER STRASBURGER ALBERT PRETZFELDER

BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.
Importers 5 East 17th Street (Between Broadway and Fifth Ave.), NEW YORK Manufacturers

Send us your eleventh hour orders!
No need to miss profits if the Christmas rush has depleted your stock of holiday goods. Phone,

write or telegraph your orders.
Our goods draw trade because they represent the largest and best things in your line.—You know

how fond the Public is for "Something New "—That is why it will pay you to keep up to the " House
of Newness."

SMOKERS ARTICLES STERLING SILVER AND GUN METAL
FANCY GOODS MESH BAGS AND CIGARETTE CASES
LAMPS. ETC. DESK SETS
GUN METAL NOVELTIES DINNER GONGS

ART GOODS, ETC.OPERA GLASSES 

NOVELTY JEWELRY
VANITY CASES AND NOVELTIES
LORGNETTES
CLOCKS
BRASS GOODS

{SOLE AGENTS:—
" La Vogue Binoculars"

.

"La Vogue Opera Glasses"
"La Vogue Lorgnettes"
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PITTSBURG
LETTER

An Early
Season

Usually the retail jeweler of
Pittsburg does not make much
effort toward holiday trade
prior to Thanksgiving, but this

season there has been a general movement to
begin the campaign earlier than usual and, as a
consequence, unusually attractive displays of
stock have been conspicuous in the windows of
the stores for the past two weeks. A peculiar
feature of these exhibits has been the displays
of handsome mantel clocks in great variety. It
would appear that the trade has resolved to boom
this particular line more than usual. One dealer
says it is because there is a demand for this
class of goods that is unusual. But aside from
this the retail dealer is finding room for much
other material, and the retail districts have sel-
dom looked brighter than they have this past
week.

But there has been more than
Handsome the showing of holiday goods
Displays in the jewelers' programme.

Clever invitations and little
holiday souvenirs have been sent to the customers
of many of the dealers, and one of these, which
attracted much attention was a booklet published
by Sam F. Sipe with the title of "Diamonds"
richly embossed on the attractive cover. The
book in question contains a very interesting and
authentic history of diamonds from the earliest
records to the present time. It tells in detail the
diamond history of the India princes many hun-
dreds of years ago, and then describes the dia-
mond fields of to-day from the smallest to the
largest, both in Europe, Africa, South America
and even in the United States. Charmingly told,
the booklet of 32 pages is interesting and centers
attention on this subject as nothing else could do.
Incidentally Mr. Sipe is arranging for a very
brilliant electric sign in one of the most con-
spicuous triangles in Pittsburg, which will be
illuminated at night.

Gillespie Brothers are arranging for a good
holiday trade, and with the completion of the
handsome new entrance to the Park building,
where they are located, they are in shape for a
most lively season with one of the best stocks of
not only diamonds and other stones, but imported
wares in art goods and bronzes.

Terheydens are showing their usual superb
art goods stock this winter with many additions.

A. E. Seidel, of Penn avenue, East End, has
taken the present season as an auspicious time
to wind up his business in the jewelry trade, and
is having auctions now daily, clearing out the
entire stock of that handsome place.

J. G. Grogan's jewelry house has a very un-
usual showing of novelties.

W. W. Wattle's handsome store is displaying
the novelty line in almost every form known to
the trade.

E. P. Roberts & Sons and Hardy & Hayes
have changed somewhat in their displays, turn-
ing to silver novelties and clocks. A perfect
shower of Big Ben alarm clocks has also struck
the town and are seen everywhere to meet the
heavy advertising of that particular product.

Of course the department
Fly-by-Nights stores are making their usual
Scarce heavy drive on jewelry stocks

at this season, and the induce-
ments are quite numerous for holding this trade.
Many of the larger stores have broadened their
lines and are carrying probably the largest stocks
of jewelry in their history. But with this con-

tention facing the legitimate trade, there is a
lack of the Christmas sprouts, who come and go
with auction sales and shoddy stocks of former
seasons. A note of warning was issued a few
weeks ago by the police authorities of the city
in this connection. It was that auction sales of
shoddy jewelry and all other wares with deliber-
ate misrepresentation would be promptly sup-
pressed. It is also the intention to watch closely
the license feature of auctioneers and prevent un-
desirables from taking out licenses. The police
authorities say that victims of these "(litters" in
the jewelry trade exist in large numbers in Pitts-
burg, and usually they are the poor workmen and
miners who stray into the city prior to the holi-
days to make Christmas purchases. The com-
plaints that have been made so regularly in the
past determined the drastic steps to be taken this
year.

Musical and society events have been crowd-
ing upon one another hard and fast the past
month. The Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra has
opened its first season. There have been a good
many weddings also, and the long list of debu-
tantes are being heard from. Andrew Carnegie's
latest gift to his pet philanthropy, the Carnegie
Technical Schools, of $1,500,000, will mean the
completion of that institution in its original form,
and with this will come an increased endowment
to the schools. Thus far he has given $7,500,000
to the schools. The pity is often expressed that
the great schools have not taken up the develop-
ment of the watchmaker's trade, and this is said
to be due to the lack of interest in the trade itself.
During the past week the annual class initiation
of the Pennsylvania Consistory was held and 400
members were received, covering all portions of
Western Pennsylvania. The distribution of class
pins and medals was an event of some import-
ance while the social features of the great gath-
ering were naturally brilliant and a large number
of the jewelry trade were among those who par-
ticipated in the exercises.

Heeren Brothers & Co. has turned its hand-
some store into a beautiful warcroom for the
holiday display. In the bronzes and art goods
stocks the showing this year is superb and un-
usually elaborate. The silverware stocks are also
of wide range and much of the ware imported.
The house is being visited now by the hundreds
of out-of-town people, who are arriving from
suburban points for the holiday shopping season.

The George B. Barrett Company is making
the season a good one for trade by close atten-
tion to detail and in the display of a finely ar-
ranged stock of varied character.

Thier, Cross & Beam report fairly active
buying still going on in the outlying sections of
Pennsylvania and nearby States, and also a slight
increase in interest among the city retail trade.
There has been some unusually late stock buying
this year owing to the uncertainties regarding the
business conditions and the election outcome.

While the trade in Pittsburg
Daring Robbery proper has been fortunate of

late in escaping the depreda-
tions of the criminal class, a nearby operation on
Tuesday, November isth, has aroused keen inter-
est in local centers. The store of W. G. Spies,
of Market street, Steubenville, was the victim of
three crooks who secured about TOO diamonds
valued at between $8,000 and $to,000 and got
away. The Pittsburg police believe the crooks
were the same as had been ordered out of Pitts-
burg three weeks previous, and who were re-
garded as dangerous men. In this instance. how-
ever, two of the men entered the Spies store and
asked to look at some diamonds. They were
shown a lot and then said they would return the
next day and bring an expert with them to pass
on one or two that they favored for purchase.
The second day they came in with a third, and
the expert was introduced informally and was
allowed to look over the stones. In the mean-
time one of the three asked to buy an umbrella,
and the clerk went to the rear of the store to
show him one. His companion followed and the
expert remained with the diamonds. The utn-
brella was purchased and then the two left the
store. The expert had departed in the mean-
time with the entire tray of diamonds, and no
trace of the trio has since been found. The trick
is not a new one, but it usually takes only an old
one to catch the unwary. The Pittsburg police
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were communicated with and asked to help locate
the crooks.

If one takes in the general
Iron and Steel trade conditions in the Pitts-
Sluggish burg district during the past

month there is cause for some
uneasiness. The sluggish condition of the iron
and steel trade has had a dampening effect on the
spirits and optimism of the people. It is true the
coal trade has had a record-breaking season and
has made money and employed more miners at
higher wages than ever before. But the vast
coke regions have been dulled by declining de-
mand for coke due to the going out of blast of
many furnaces, and mills with the exception of
the lighter finished lines are running unsteadily.
In fact the whole iron world is spotty and uncer-
tain. The building operations that started out
well in the district a month ago have halted a
little. Everything appears to be waiting for a
more certain tone to the trading temper of the
people, and particularly to the large buying ele-
ment in corporations. With a steady operation
of most plants during most of the year, and at
good wages for the men, it is believed, however,
that the coming holiday season is going to be a
better one than a year ago, and altogether a satis-
factory one for the merchants.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, November rah, the follow-
ing members being present : Chairman Butts,
Vice-President Champenois, President Sloan,
Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes, and Messrs.
Abbott, Alford, Bowden, Brown and Stern. The
following new members were admitted :

A. B. Watson, San Francisco, Cal.
L. Stelling, San Francisco, Cal.

J. S. Rock, Canby, Minn.
0. C. Rogers & Co., Waterloo, Iowa.
0. C. Rogers & Co., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
E. E. Brann, Independence, Kans.
S. J. Newton, Long Beach, Cal.
White Jewelry and Art Co., Litchfield, III.
John 13. Strube], Louisville, Ky.
W. R. Priebe, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Alvin T. Poers, Salem, Oregon.

DH. Knox & Co., The alles, Oregon.
Clarke-Newhouse Jewelry Co., The Dalles, Oregon.
Svejda Brothers, Baltimore, Md.
R. F. & E. W. Paddison, Albany, Ga.
Ben Overstreet, Paxton, III.
William Nicklas, Baltimore, Md.
Wm. B. Lyons, Avonmore, Pa.
C. H. Lickfold, Grenada, Miss.
J. 0. Graham, Wray, Colo.
Berg & Co., Chicago, Ill.
G. H. Atwell, Boston Mass.
Switzer Jewelry Co., Lamed, Kans.
Moultrie Jewelry Co., Moultrie, Ga.
Edwards & Zanner Co., Washington, D. C.
Holmes Crisp, Alva, Okla.
Colorado Springs Jlry Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.Camden Jewelry Co., Camden, Maine.
Fred D. Jones Co., Chicago, Ill.
1). Perreault & Co., Lowell, Mass.
E. R. Sawyer, Santa Rosa, Cal.
F. T. De Arman, Ontario, Cal.
Mrs. D. A. Snyder, Baltimore, Md.
F. C. Stamm, Corpus Christi, Texas.
M. H. Burros & Co., Walla Walla, Wash.
M. M. Cohen Co., Spokane, Wash.
Lurie & Barnette, Seattle, Wash.
John P. Nelson, Wenatchee, Wash.
Richard Schacht, Spokane, Wash.
Shirkey & Glaser, Colfax, Wash.
M. E. Wilkinson & Co., Macomb, Ill.
C. A. Cole, Kissimmee, Fla.
Thos. E. Murray, Newton, N. J.
Risse & Canby, El Reno, Okla.
Chas. D. Hunt, Coffeyville, Kans.
W. D. Churchill, Winsted. Conn.
Mayes & Allison, Chester, W. Va.
Meyer, Calm & Talbott, Los Angeles, Cal.G. F. Blakeslee Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
G. W. Graybeal Lamed, Kans.
J. M. Bigwood /3t Son, Terre Haute, Ind.
Isaac Cohen, Paterson, N. J.
Cornelius Jewelry Co., Battle Creek, Nebr.

The Rockford Watch Company, Rockford,III., has added to its selling force the services ofH. C. Carpenter, who resigned as sales manager
from the South Bend Company in October to
accept the position as sales manager for the Rock-
ford Company. Mr. Carpenter is well known to
the trade by reason of his attendance at many
trade conventions. The Rockford Company is
making a complete line of watch movements, in-
cluding an 0 size, 12 size, several models of lever
and pendant set 16 size, as well as a line of
railroad watches in 16 and r8 size.
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Yes sir,
we've been vindicated

Last winter, we prophesied a certain
thing. And it was some prophecy. We
said that the Conklin Pen was going to
be " the big noise " in the fountain pen
field for the year 1910. Well, our proph-
ecy has been vindicated. Yes, more than
vindicated.

Self-Filling

Fountain Pen

for
Cbri9tinas

MERCANTILE FOUNTAIN PEN
This is one of the most popular high-grade Christmas Gift
Lines a jeweler can carry. Mercantiles are the highest
grade of all useful Christmas Gifts selling at popular prices
and still 'providing a liberal margin of profit to dealers.
We have regular Jeweler's Assortments of various sizes,
with which handsome show cases are supplied. We are
prepared to fill orders on a minute's notice. Order a stock
to-day, or write for catalogues and selling suggestions.

has simply monopolized the limelight—
has become the most talked of pen in the
trade—has stirred up more business com-
motion and promotion than any two
other pens.

For example, just four things that we have
done this year:
1st—We moved into our new factory—the largest

Self-Filling Fountain Pen plant in the world
—35,000 sq. ft. floor space.

2nd—Tremendous as our sales for 1909 were, we
fairly and squarely beat them this year with
an average increase of forty-six per cent.

3rd—We doubled our publicity advertising over
1909, taking full pages in the principal maga-
zines and weeklies.

4th—We put out the most powerful Sales Help
Plan for dealers ever attempted by any pen
manufacturer, i.e. our book, "Talking to
34,000,000 People."
Are we satisfied ? Not much 1 We are already deep in our

plans for 1911, that will make 1910 results look sick. Watch our
January ad for these plans and write for them.

The Conklin Pen Mfg. Co.
117 Conklin Bldg., Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A.

$20 $, 53 5— • —0
AND up

OD
NON LEAIKAEILE
FOUNTAIN PEN

READ WHAT A MOORE'S DEALER SAYS:

rn selling exclusively Moore'n Non-Leakables. many of thy
customers who have used one would never buy any Other make."

W. A. Franc, Wapanucka. Okla.

You will mlke the right move If YOU stnck Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain

Pens. They sell easily and bring a good profit, and what Is more 
Important, they

never fail to make a satisfied customer.
Write us for catalogue and special proposition to jewellers.

American Fountain Pen Company
Adams, Cushing & Foster. Selling Agents

168 Devonshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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STATIONERY \:.f
DEPARTMENT

Pens and Pencils

Details of Their Manufacture Contained in Report
Read at Convention of Stationers and

Manufacturers

The average dealer probably does not
appreciate the number of operations in the
manufacture of lead pencils. The making
of a lead pencil, beginning with the board
which is received by the factory from the
cedar mill in the South, requires more than
200 operations.

First, in regard to the lead used in
pencils, as much care has to be exercised in
mixing its constituents as in compounding
medicines. The black lead, or graphite, as
it comes from the mines, is cleaned and re-
fined, then mixed with clay, which acts as
a binder, and then thoroughly ground up,
sometimes for many weeks at a time, in
order to get the proper degree of uniformity
and fineness. After this is done it is put
through hydraulic presses, and made into
the shape of the lead in the pencil, cut
into the proper lengths, and is then baked in
very high temperatures until it is hard and
tough. The refining process is carried to
extremes, so that there will be absolutely no
grit in the finished lead.

In the making of leads, the
matter of producing the
various degrees of hardness
is one that. requires great

care and the closest inspection of each lot
of lead. produced. Quality and degree of
hardness must be carefully examined and
inspected.

The finished leads are put into the
grooved cedar slats just half the thickness
of the pencil, by girls whose deft fingers
work with amazing rapidity. The other
slat, which forms the other half of the
•pencil, having been glued, is placed over
the one containing the leads and the two are
put into a press, where they remain until
thoroughly dried. The slats are then run
through the shaping machines, where the
superfluous wood is 'cut away, and the shape
of •the pencil—either round or hexagonal—
is given. The pencils are then separated
from one another, they are run through
sandpapering machines, and the various
finishes are then put on, sometimes as many
as seven to eight coats of varnish being
used. The ends are trimmed off evenly
near the end of the process.

You will all remember that
the leads used in most pen-
cils now are round, and
some of us can remember

far enough back to the time that most of
them were square.

There is a story that a former manager
of one of the pencil companies, upon sharp-
ening a square lead, naturally had to make
a round point, and he made the suggestion
that all of this extra effort and material be

Degrees of
Hardness

Round and

Square

saved by making the lead round in the first
place. The suggestion was adopted, and
today a square lead is almost a curiosity.

Here is another interesting fact in re-
gard to the lead, and that is that different
grades and degrees of lead have different
diameters. The difference is slight, of
course, but is perceptible with finely ad-
justed instruments.

It may be interesting to know how the
rubber plugs or tips are made that are
used in pencils.

The crude rubber is washed and re-
fined, and is then mixed with other con-
stituents, such as J)xiele of zine; which gives
color and life, and §dphiur is also • used,
which has a similar effect, and fine pumice
stone, which gives the e-rasive quality. The
rubber is then vulcanized and cut into,
long, round pieces, or Vita," • just the
diameter of .a- pencil rubber, which in turn,
are cut into .short lengths fOr use in the -
pencil. . .

'Without vulcanizing, rubber
is soft and sticky, and with-

. out the pumice it Would
, have no erasive quality. It

can be given any 6olor desired .by Using.the
proper ingredients.-- • -

In the process of Manufacture the un-
finished goods proceed from one depart-
ment to another, are handled by numbers
of employees, and the details in following
up the system of keeping each lot by itself
require the constant attention of numer-
ous inspectors.

Most dealers who have visited a pencil
factory and seen the various operations
through which the pencil goes .before it
is completed and packed for shipment find
it difficult to realize that it can be made at
a cost that enables it to be sold to the
consumer at such a trifling figure.

In addition to the numerous costly op-
erations in handling the goods in the fac-
tory must be added the manufacturer's
office and selling expense. A manufacturer
buying a crude material is subject to in-
creased cost, without any opportunity to
provide in advance for such increases, and
in making up the goods is subject to care-
lessness of the employee producing them,
all of „which are part of the cost in the
manufacture of the finished article.

In making up lead pencils,
large quantities made up
regularly for stock, with
stock stamps, are figured

on a basis of uninterrupted development.
Many of the dealers ask for. pencils with
their own imprint, and do not realize the ad-
ditional expense that is entailed in manu-
facturing in small quantities, because of the
special stamps, special tips, boxes, labels,
etc. The dealer's particular attention is
called in this report to the fact that the
manufacturers of lead pencils have no sine-
cure, and that lead pencils can only be pro-
duced economically where large quantities
of one particular style and grade are put
through.

The stationer purchases the ready-
made article, sells it at the price published
in the manufacturer's catalogue, and takes
chances on the amount of profit which he

Process of -
Vulcanizing

Making up
the Pencils
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makes on the sale. If his expense of do-
ing business exceeds 30 per cent. on his
sales, and he sells the goods at even a
small discount, the chances are favorable
for his making a loss.

Dealers and consumers fail to realize
how much waste there is in the cedar that
is used in the manufacture of lead pencils.

An officer of one of the
large pencil manufacturing
companies states that there
is 90 per cent. waste, and it

has been quite a problem for the manu-
facturers to determine .where they are to
obtain enough cedar wood Aci, keep the fac-
tories supplied, as the lbest 'cedar comes
from Florida, and the Florida supply is be-
aiming rapidly.,exati§ted.

There have been a number of experi-
ments by the. United States government
and by . pencil .manufaCturera in trying to
find. another wood that can be substituted
for 'cedar, and without doubt 'many sta-

.. tioners - present have sharpened pentils with
this different wood in them.

I wrote to one of the best authorities in
the United States on the matter of the
supply of cedar, and asked what wood had
been substituted for cedar, and the fol-
lowing are extracts from his reply:

"Many experiments have been made to
find a substitute for cedar, but so far
with very little success.

"Some time ago a German
patent was granted to par-
ties in Hamburg for the
softening of native woods

with acids and aniline colors, and I under-
stand some European manufacturers are
now using these woods in small quantities.
They are also using our own Sequoia wood
as a substitute for cedar ; the latter, by the
way, has been used by some American
manufacturers in the past. Most of the
experiments along the lines of softening
wood have been made by the United
States Forestry Department, who have sub-
mitted to the various mann facturers, after
treatment, samples of all kinds of American
woods grown from Maine to California,
such as ordinary white wood, white cedar,
bass, California cedar and others.

"It might be interesting to know, if not
already informed on the question, that there
is enough red cedar in Santo Domingo alone
to supply all the pencil manufacturers in
the world for at least too years to come,
basing the supply on present demand, for
the making of pencils. Unfortunately,
though, there is not enough water to float
the logs from mountain districts to the river
and shore. Attempts have been made, at
great expense, by cutters of cedar slats to
market this wood, but the expense of first
cutting into small pieces, and then carrying
overland from Santo Domingo on mule-
backs, has made it prohibitive.

"There are also quantities of cedar in
Haiti, but it grows mostly among the rocks
and is very knotty, therefore. useless for
pencil purposes.

"Cuba is covered with red, also Spanish
cedar, this latter growing on the northeast
coast, so that when the country is opened
up, American manufacturers will receive the
benefit of this timber. .

Percentage of
Waste

Substitute for
Cedar
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

STORE OF W. W. APPEL & SONS. LANCASTER, PA.

"Mutually Gratifying
Results"

A store equipped with fixtures
taken from our Stock Room,
using the "Revell" No. 400 Wall
Cases, No. I 1 " Special" Show
Cases and Tables.

Messrs. Appel & Sons had the
misfortune to burn out completely,
and came to " Revells."

Result:

"Cases perfectly satisfactory,
highly pleased with prompt
delivery."

Our School Will Give You
(11 The most thorough instruction;

Our instructors and our mechanical equipment
are both of actually higher character than is usual—
this is for your benefit should you come to our
school.

14 The lowest school—and living—expenses;

You can live better for less money in Lancaster
than in any other place we know of; our tuition
charges and hours of instruction are more favorable
to students than those of other schools.

411 An honest estimate of length of time

required to reach proficiency. Don't allow an
unscrupulous school to deceive you on this point;
disappointment will surely follow.

Write for our book of information.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
Qi Watchmaking,

Engraving an
Jewelry Work

Lancaster • • Pennsylvania

SUCCESS
and a steady income

are generally the product of ability coupled with

fortunate circumstances. The ability most often

consists in taking advantage of opportunity.

This is Your Opportunity

Our regular $25 college course in OPTICS by

correspondence for only $8 (or $10 in Canada and

foreign countries) may be secured on payment of

$2 down and $1 per week for the balance. Every-

body needs glasses at some time. This is your

opportunity to become an expert in testing and

fitting glasses. No other preparation is necessary

than the course we offer, which is concise, com-

plete and thorough, and which has brought success

to many hundreds of graduates. Write to-day to

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH..
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Why the United States has only
One-fourth of South America's

Foreign Trade

A correspondent of the New York Sun fur-
nishes the following lucid explanation of why the
United States has so small a proportion of the
trade patronage of the South American repub-
lics. He writes:

In the course of a recent con-
No Credit, versation with an influential
No Trade merchant and banker doing a

large importing business on
the west coast of South America I inquired why
it was that the South Americans did so little
trading with the United States and so much with
Europe.

Significantly and pungently he remarked:
"No credit, no trade." "You see, sir," he

continued, "the Germans give very liberal credit,
ninety days; yes, 180 days, and even longer. Of
course we pay interest and have no objection;
it is a great convenience."

"And the English, sir?" I asked.
"Yes, the English also give credit; also the

French—in fact, all countries except America."
I further inquired : "Assuming that financial

arrangements with America were equal to those
existing between South America and Europe as
to credit, would this, in your opinion, be the
means of materially increasing business between
your countries and America?

"Most positively, sir; much, very much. We
like American goods very much, in fact we prefer
many of your products, but we do not like your
'Cash, f. o. b.' terms."

In these few outspoken words this gentleman
enunciated the truth about the deplorably small
amount of export trade between the United States
and South America.

No credit, no trade. Let this be a serious
warning to the American manufacturers; let
them take it to heart immediately and act
promptly.

In order to compete equally
Competing successfully with Europeans
With Europe and get their share of the great

volume of trade awaiting them
ill South America at the present day and the still
greater volume available in the very near future,
the American manufacturers must make up their
minds to give credit. Whether it be for the whole
value of a particular transaction or the extension
of sixty or ninety days credit is a detail. It is
unreasonable, senseless in fact, for the American
manufacturer to exact "cash with order" or
"cash f. o. b." in the United States. The foreign
buyer, not unnaturally and with much reason,
raises the following among other objections:

I. The order and money may miscarry.
2. Should the order and money arrive safely,

in all probability there would be greater delay
and indifference in executing the order, especially
as the manufacturer had got the money.

3. Other reasons may occur for the non-
fulfilment of the order, such as death, dissolu-
tion of partnership. failure, financial embarrass-
ments or other unforeseen causes.

4. In any event the foreign buyer no more
than any other sane man is in the business of
"buying cats in bags" from unknown venders.

5. The goods, should they arrive at their
destination in good order, may not be in accord-
ance with the order, or they may be damaged.
This last is not an unlikely contingency, bearing
in mind the reputation Americans have for care-
less export packing.

6. That if all exporters were to exact cash
terms it would be almost impossible even for a
millionaire importing agent to carry on business,
considering that the greater part of six months
would elapse between the date of remittance and
the receipt of the goods, and probably a further
six months, if not more, might pass before the
importer realized his outlay; especially in view
of the fact that invariably he is obliged to give
local credit.

With equal force the American manufacturer
may retort:

I. How do I know who this fellow is?
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2. Does he expect me to part with the goods
and pay all transportation charges and other ex-
penses besides, and then perhaps the man dies,
fails or goes out of business and makes all kinds
of excuses for refusing the goods and payment?

3. In any event, how do I know whether
he is good enough for the money? I can get no
rating or security.

4. I get C. 0. D. at home on all domestic
orders, or at any rate I can get the rating of a
buyer, or in the alternative get good security for
my money; and why should I bother with foreign
trade and foreigners, thousands of miles away,
of whom I know nothing, or can learn nothing
about, and be forced to wait indefinitely for my
money, if I should ever get it?

The difficulty is that the for-
Accustomed eign buyer has almost always
to Credit been accustomed to credit ; it

is second nature to him. The
American, on the other hand, needs the mohey
and a quick turnover. Consequently, on general
principles, as a matter of business from his point
of view, the export trade does not appeal to him
seriously, and therefore he is not sufficiently
versed in the first principles connected with it.

The great bulk of the American export trade
(excepting, of course, Government business and
that of the few large corporations) passes through
the hands of export commission houses. These
firms pay "cash f. o. b.," or ten days, or at most
thirty days afterward. While it is common knowl-
edge that these houses invite competition from
rival manufacturers and beat them down to the
lowest minimum prices at this end, yet very large
profits are made on sales at the other end. Al-
though on the face of it some risk in regard to
collections exists (because they generally give
credit), their money is in fact pretty safe. As
a rule they know the importer or buyer, or know
of him in any event; as they have a local agent
to take care of collections, the risk of a loss
almost entirely disappears.

This is not a genuine export trade, but rather
of the nature of a domestic trade as far as the
manufacturer is concerned. Speaking generally,
owing to the "beating down of prices" system,
the limited number of orders secured and their
uncertainty hardly makes the export trade worth
having to the manufacturer.

European manufacturers, on the other hand,
make very little use of commission merchants.
They go after the business themselves by send-
ing their own representatives abroad to cover a
particular section. These representatives take
orders only from people who can be trusted.
Credit is therefore readily given—they do a direct
business, and a big business at that, at very large
profits. And as their representatives are on the
spot any dispute is quickly and amicably adjusted
and they attend to collections, and their employ-
ers rarely incur bad debts of any consequence.
This plan should be adopted by American manu-
facturers seriously seeking an export trade.

It is idle, yea, it is folly, for
The Volume of the American manufacturer to
Lost Trade treat the export trade indiffer-

ently. He must need it sooner
or later. Every European nation is to-day a
telling proof that an export trade is a vital neces-
sity for its existence. It is an investment, more-
over, which provides a regular income and re-
serve fund to counteract domestic depression on
the part of the individual, and a necessary sup-
plement or auxiliary to the trade prosperity of
the country.

Latin America imports from foreign
countries to the value of (a year) ..$1,005,000,0o0

Of this the United States exports
only (a year)  240,000,000

•

Latin America imports from other
countries  8765,000,000

Latin America exported to the
United States last year  $318,000,000

United States exported to . Latin
America last year  240,000,000

Balance of trade against the United
States   $78,000,000

In other words, Latin America purchased
more than three times as much from other coun-
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tries as from the United States, and this on our
own continent, the Western Hemisphere.

The American manufacturers
Manufacturers are largely to blame for this
to Blame deplorable deficiency, and very

soon they will regret their in-
difference to their dire individual cost, to say
nothing of the loss of national prestige.

The Hon. John Barrett more than two years
ago prophesied "that the next ten years will be
a Latin American decade, that all the world will
be then studying and watching Latin America as
it now does japan and the Orient, and that a ma-
terial, economic, intellectual and political advance-
ment will be witnessed in Latin America which
will rival what has been accomplished in the
United States."

This prediction is rapidly becoming true, but
in every country except the United States; and
unless the Americans quickly and actively arise
to the occasion it will be too late, and instead
of witnessing a Latin American decade they will
experience a future of serious trade decadence.
Mr. Barrett proceeded : "Were it not for the
lamentable ignorance which prevails throughout
the United States in regard to the peoples, insti-
tutions, resources and governments of this sec-
tion of America, this statement would not seem
in the least surprising."

If the average American manufacturer were
to be told that Brazil alone is much larger than
the United States, he would hardily believe it.
If further informed that Latin America com-
prised twenty republics, varying in size from the
area of Brazil to Salvador, and that this latter
country would take in Rhode Island six times
over, he would be amazed. Still further, if he
knew that the combined area of all the Latin
American republics amounted to a total of 9,000,-
000 square miles (three times larger than the
United States), that the combined population
amounted to 70,000,000, he would look aghast;
and finally, if he could be shown that these coun-
tries together bought goods from abroad to the
value of $1,005,000mo a year, and that the United
States sold only one-fifth of this total, he would
be liable to gasp and exclaim:

"Where do I come in on this proposition?"
The best and most sensible answer and advice

would be: "Go after the business seriously and
properly and give reasonable credit, as other
countries do:"

Protect Your Credit

A business man—any othcr man for that—
cannot be too car(' ittl about protecting his credit.
Many dealers think that this means simply paying
their bills on time, or discounting them before
they are due. That certainly is a big part of it
but not all by any means. A man's credit is not
always estimated by his actual resources, what
he has, but as well by what he does, how he lives,
his personality. There are men who have no
credit rating in the books of the big commercial
companies yet who so conduct themesIves that
they can obtain credit whenever they want it.
There are others who may have a comparatively
good rating in Dun's or Bradstreet's who are
nevertheless watched more carefully than they
are aware that they do not get beyond the bounds
of their actual assets. There are such things as
moral risks and credit reports are made these
days when a man habitually neglects his business,
when Ile lives beyond his means, when he drinks,
speculates or lives a loose life generally. In
other words a man's personal character enters
largely into the basis for extending credit. These
facts ought especially to impress themselves on
the young men who look forward to starting in
business for themselves some day. When that
time comes they can confidently expect that their
past records are to be carefully looked into and
that the basis of their credit will depend in a
large degree upon the lives that they lived.
Merchants who are doing business should like-
wise give these facts careful thought and heed
them. The days have passed when the easy
going, the roysterer and the "good fellow" can
expect to follow such ways and not eventually
have his credit impaired. Credit, like a man's
reputation, is easily damaged, while the work of
repair is a decidely difficult and often discourag-
ing task.
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WE are running low on
several grades of 0,
12 and 16 size, and

some grades of 0 and 12
size are already closed out.
On 18 size we are fairly well
supplied.

J If your gtock of Rock fords
are low, mail us your order
at once and we will do our
best to fill it.

J If you are not familiar
with the several grades we
are marketing, wire at our
expense for our illugtrated
Catalog.

Rockford Watch Co.
Rockford, Ill.

_
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Astronomical Clock a Mechan-
ical Marvel

"A marvel of scientific accuracy," says the
Scientist who for the first time sees this wonder-
ful clock, writes Eugene M. Pope in the Chicago
Tribune. "My masterpiece" exclaims the old
clockinaker who devoted six years to its inven-
tion and construction. "Wonderful clock," is the
universal verdict of all who have seen it, whether
astronomer, student, or plain unlettered citizen.
How could one man invent and build a clock so
beautiful, so perfect, so complex is the question
that suggests itself to all who have examined it.

The answer is that this one man, William
Blanford by name, who lives in a little house in
the outskirts of Aurora, Ill., is a genius, a master
clockmaker from a long line of clockmaking an-
cestors, and his great astronomical clock is but
the fruition of his lifetime of experience and
endeavor aided by a remarkable natural talent.
William Blanford has given to the scientific world
a clock the like of which was never before seen
and which it is doubtful if any future inventor
will ever surpass.

This "astronomical clock," as the inventor de-
lights to call it, stands nine feet high. Its case
is three feet wide and two feet deep and is made
of a variety of hardwoods. The entire clock is
the handiwork of the inventor himself, except
the glass in the front doors. Every wheel and
pinion, the dial, the hands, the pendulum and
weights, the case with its rare carvings, all were
made with the most studied care by the one man
whose brain and hand wrought out this marvel
of mechanical and scientific accuracy, the astron-
omical clock. No wonder that the work required
six years of his time—to be exact, 18,250 hours--
and less wonder that he values the clock at $5,000,
a modest sum when material and labor alone are
considered.

Case Marvel of Itself

The main part of the case of the Blanford
clock is of mahogany, highly polished. The side
panels are hand carved in oak. The top of the
clock represents the Forum in Rome and is mod-
eled in the Corinthian style of architecture. The
entablature is supported by fourteen Corinthian
columns beautifully carved in hardwood. The
crowning piece is a carving of St. George and
the dragon, which is done in boxwood and occu-
pies the pediment in the front. To the historical
picture the inventor has added a human skull.
His idea was to illustrate the triumph of intelli-
gence over ignorance and the effect of ignorance
in causing death. This carving has been care-
fully executed, even to the minutest details. In
fact, all the carving on the clock is the work of
the inventor.

On the two side pediments are wreaths of
flowers carved in boxwood. Above the dial is
another group, carved from a single block of box-
wood, representing Father Time with hour glass
and scythe. Around him, apparently careless of
the flight of time, are six young Americans en-
gaged in a game of baseball. The fidelity to de-
tail in this carving is remarkable. Other carv-
ings, symbolical of peace, are the eagle and the
Stars and Stripes and an olive branch. The entire
case is covered with carvings of great interest
and beauty.

Every clock owner knows the difficulty of
maintaining an exact pendulum beat under all
circumstances of weather and latitude. That was
the problem that confronted the inventor of this
clock, and so well has he solved if that the clock
has varied but a few seconds in five years. This
statement seems incredible, yet it is strictly true.
The clock is wound once a week, but receives
no other attention save an occasional drop of oil
on the escapement. For five years it has ticked
away the seconds exactly, and that without the
aid of electricity or any other means of regula-
tion except its own mechanical exactness. From
this standpoint alone the Blanford clock is a
marvel of perfection.

"Necessity Mother of Invention"

How was this accomplished ? Let the in-
ventor tell. Mr. Blanford says that his greatest
practical difficulty was to accommodate the length
of the pendulum to the variations of heat and

cold. "This I accomplished by a peculiar device
invented and patented by myself," he says. "The
use of a column of mercury for that purpose, as
ordinarily adopted, is not satisfactory because of
the time required for a change in temperature to
affect mercury. My problem was to make the
pendulum entirely self-regulating by means of a
mechanical device, and this I succeeded in doing.

"This difficulty having been overcome, the
work of making a perfect clock was simplified.
It was a question of careful selection of materials
and exact workmanship. For the working parts
I secured the finest quality of steel and brass ob-
tainable. The wheels I cut from hard rolled
brass, and the pinions and pivots, as indeed all
the working parts, I hardened, ground and lapped.
I chose a celebrated dead beat escapement, with
adjustable jeweled pallets, to insure perfect equal-
ity in the vibrations of the pendulum.

"A common fault with ordinary clocks is
that they gain or lose while being wound. To
overcome this I gave the barrel of the time train
a maintaining power that keeps the clock going
at an exact rate while being wound. When the
weights are fully wound up an electric bell is
rung by an automatic device. The time clock is
wound once a week and runs entirely independ-
ent of the astronomical movements. The weights
that control the astronomical indicators need
winding but once in sixty-eight years.

Chimes of Sweet Melody

"I detcrmined to give My clock a good 'bell,'
for-the strike of a clock is to most people fully
half its delight. So I chose tubular chimes of the
sweetest harmony and melody I could secure, arid
in this respect I think the clock is a success. You
can judge of that for yourself," added Mr. Blan-
ford, and raised his finger for silence. It was
just at the half hour. The clock chimed twice.
On the first quarter it chimes once and on the
third quarter it chimes thrice, and on the hour
it chimes four times and strikes the hour. This
it has done steadily for five years, with little vari-
ation from the correct time.

When the chimes sound the listener involun-
tarily holds his breath as the rich, melodious
tones ring out the hour in a manner never to be
forgotten by the hearer. Compared with an ordi-
nary clock it is as a cathedral chime to a school
bell.

The hour dial is made of brass, beautifully
engraved, silvered and lacquered, with ornaments
and scroll work in relief, and shows the hours,
minutes and seconds. The days of the week and
months and the seasons are shown, and by a
peculiar device February is given twenty-nine
days every four years for leap year. At the top
of the clock dial the moon is represented as hid-
ing behind two globes and moves between these
in such a manner as to show all her phases from
full moon to total shadow, exactly corresponding
to the actual movements of the moon from month
to month.

Below the clock proper and occupying a
sealed compartment entirely by itself is the so-
called "astronomical clock," which shows the fig-
ures of the zodiac in bold relief. The dial of
the astronomical clock is made of solid brass,
twenty-seven inches in diameter, silvered and
lacquered and ornamented in relief. The twelve
signs of the zodiac are shown on the rim of the
dial. A large hand extending entirely across the
dial carries on its center the sun and on one end
the earth, while on the other end is a globe which
represents the apparent position of the sun in the
constellations. As this hand revovles (once only
in twelve months) the position of the earth with
reference to the sun and stars is graphically
shown. The earth is represented as inclined on
its axis, and thus its exact relation to the sun
in summer and winter is illustrated by the paral-
lelism of the axis. By this device a better idea
of the cause of the changing seasons can be had
than in any other manner. Though moving inde-
pendently of the clock, the astronomical dial is
controlled by it.

Solar Days' Lengths Vary

Owing to the fact that the earth's axis is
inclined at an angle to the sun, the length of the
solar day varies. That is, the time from noon to
noon by the sun is not the same at all seasons of
the year, and in this respect solar time is not the
same as actual time except at the equinoxes. This
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variation in solar time is shown in the almanacs
by the words "sun fast" or "sun slow," but the
inventor of the astronomical clock determined to
make the clock indicate the degrees of "fast" or
"slow" of the sun by means of a scale and pointer.
This he has done, and on every day of the year
one can read from the scale on the clock face the
exact number of minutes that solar time varies
from true time. This is only another of the
notable features of the astronomical clock.

On the astronomical dial is represented the
equator, eight inches in diameter, the scale being
one-thousandth of an inch to the geographical
mile. This dial revolves one exact revolution
every twenty-four hours and shows the meridian
of 127 of the principal cities and observatories
of the world, with their longitude and latitude
east and west from Greenwich, England, and the
exact time of each in addition to the home time.

Five years of continuous running, with a
degree of accuracy measured by a fraction of a
second, has demonstrated that the Blanford clock
is a wonder of mechanical perfection.

Colored Diamonds
Experts generally aver that the most beauti-

ful of all precious stones is the red diamond. It
is held to surpass even the ruby in beauty, and is
extremely rare. One of the very few specimens
of record is that which was purchased by the
Emperor Paul of Russia for $too,000. This stone
weighs ten carats.

Of blue diamonds the most conspicuous ex-
amples are the Hope and Bismarck gems. In-
deed, it has been said that they are the only
known specimens of the diamond that can prop-
erly be called blue. Dark blue diamonds, differ-
ing only from sapphires in quality and displaying
the beautiful play of colors peculiar to the dia-
mond, are handsome gems.

Other rare diamonds are those of the black
and rose-colored varieties; but the green diamond
is not so rare. The grass-green kind, however,
is scarce, and when it does occur is generally of a
brilliancy exceeding that of the finest emerald.
The Museum of Natural History at Paris has
a collection of green-tinted diamonds that is said
to be of the finest, but at the museum in Dresden
is to be seen the most perfect specimen of this
color.

In the museum at Vienna the collector's eyes
are made to bulge at the sight of a most won-
derful collection of colored diamonds. It is shown
in the form of a bouquet, the flowers whereof
arc composed of diamonds of the same colors as
the bloom represented. These stones were col-
lected by one Virgil von Helmreicher, a Tyrolese,
who had passed many years in Brazil and South
Africa among the diamond mines.

To Prevent Bank Failures
Many persons have wondered why any

national bank should fail. The laws governing
their operations are strict, and they are under
the supervision of the controller of the currency.
If they are properly examined and compelled to
respect the law, failure should be almost im-
possible save at a time of grave financial crisis.
Yet now and then one of them does fail.

The controller of the currency evidently
believes that the national banks which have failed
in the past have become insolvent because the
local directors did not direct and the national
bank examiners did not examine. He set about
curing- the evils. When, a year or so ago, he
sent out a list of questions to bank directors, to
discover how much they knew of the business
of the banks, he was loudly denounced for
meddlesomeness; but the bankers have learned
his purposes, and at their convention in Los
Angeles have recently commended him.

Not only is it proposed that bank directors
shall know what is going on in their banks, but
that the examiners also shall know. If a bank is
not doing a profitable business, even though it
obeys the law, it is to be closed just as quickly
as if it were doing an illegal business.

This policy is in the interest of the public at
large. The government guarantees the value of
the bank-notes in circulation, and those notes are
good, even if the bank that issues them should
fail.



Don't you think it is time you owned a good Demagnetizer ? ?
WHAT YOU NEED IS

Green's Combinatioll Electric Motor Demagnetizer
(Absolutely Guaranteed)

Made to run on Direct and Alternating Current from same circuit.
The one machine for both currents.

A Real Demagnetizer for all
made of, or containing

steel.
1911 Model. Type No. 34

Complete ready or use, with 6 ft. of
flexible cord, plug, etc.
Net price, F.O.B. New York:

52 to 110 voltaite,s1 6.50
For 115 to 250 voltage (made to order
only), add 20ç4„

The Auctioneer
FOR ESTABLISHED JEWELERS

I give my personal

supervision to all sales.

No sale too large or

small. I am ably assisted

by Mr. Wm. Nooney.

Will advance money

or stock to make your

sale a success if neces-

sary. No charge for

estimates. All COM-

munications regarded

with strictest confi-

dence. Same returned

if requested.

BERT MATTLER
252 Woodward Avenue

Phone Bell Main 6274 DETROIT, MICH.

Pat. applied
for

This Demagnetizer is not a toy, but the real article and unless abused cannot get out
of order. It is an Electric Motor and Dema netizer comhined and stands in a distinct class
by itself • is sp en. i. y ma e, an • is ig -c ass in every parttcu ar; wi ast a i etime.

No directions
n 
eeded other than t attach cord to Electric socket or power 

 
circuit; 

turn the switch, withdraw.watch or article, and in one second the magnetism has dis-
appeared. It makes no difference how difficult the 'ob., the first operation is sufficient. 

You can as easily demagnetize a solid bar o steel4 inches long and 2 inches thick,
as a Watch, Tweezer or Screw Driver.

MEMO.—The moment a tool or watch becomes magnetized the watch becomes use-
less as a timekeeper, and the tool magnetizes everything with which it comes in contact.

A good Demagnetizer saves hundreds of dollars in time and lots of annoyance and
irritation to the Watchmaker and Workman.

Invaluable for Watch Manufacturers Watch Jobbers. Watchmakers, Tool Makers
and Machinists of all kinds. College and other laboratories, Electric and Steam Rail-
ways, Machine Shops, and wherever Dynamos, Motors or electricity is in use.

The VV. Green Electric Co 81 Nassau Street• ni K, U.S.A.

Order from your own Jobber or direct if you cannot obtain it

JEWELERS THE WORLD OVER ENDORSE

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says:

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and must
he appreciated by anyone who has a need for such a book.
I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United
States and foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for 1600 entries of watch
repairs with printed headings, and making complete
records is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, SI .00 (4s. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Iteyworth Building, Chicago, Ill,

THE AUCTIONEER
FOR JEWELERS

Investigate my reputation, ability, methods and prices I am able
to get for stocks.

A Few Live References
Henry Kessler,

Logan, Ohio
John C. Pierik,

Springfield, Ill.

Anderton & Son,
Dayton, Ohio

J. Lowe & Co.,
Monroe, La.

Benj. Elvis,
Marshfield Wi•

John A. Stapf,
Dunkirk, N Y.

James Bros.,
Columbia Tenn.

Emil Weber,
Wauseon, Ohio

Hicks & Son,
Tecumseh, Mich.

The Townsend Co.,
Bainbridge, Ga.

Sixteen years conduct-
ing auctions for the largest
and best jewelers is the
record, a square deal to
all my motto.

Terms
Reasonable

ROOM 1 102 —

E. R. TYLER, 156 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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Prosecutions in Canada Under
the New Marking Act

The past month has seen an event fraught
with importance to the entire jewelry trade of
Canada, says the Trade and Canadian Jeweler.
By the institution of proceedings on the part of
the Government inspector appointed under the
Act against two dealers in gold goods, matters
have been put into such a position that the trade
will shortly know exactly how the Act affects
their dealings in marked and unmarked gold and
silver and plated goods.

The most important of these cases was that
which was brought against the well known firm
of T. H. Lee & Son, Ltd. This case is particu-
larly interesting in that it is being made a test
case upon which the legality of the Marking Act
on certain points must either stand or fall. The
discussion before the courts which Messrs. T. H.
Lee & Son have caused to be brought on deals
with that portion of the Act which says no guar-
antee of wear shall be placed on gold-plated
articles. The inspector procured from this firm
a watch case which bore a stamp guarantee for
twenty-five years on the inside.

The case was tried before the county judge,
and the indictment said the firm of Messrs. T. H.
Lee & Son, Ltd.. "being dealers in gold plate ware
or the like, applied a mark to certain articles, to
wit, five rolled gold or gold filled or electric-
plated watch cases, guaranteeing or purporting
to guarantee by such mark that the gold in such
article or part thereof will wear or last for a
specified time, contrary to the terms of the Gold
and Silver Marking Act."

The inspector was the only witness called,
and he claimed: "It is contrary to the Act to
guarantee that it will wear any length of time,
when the dealer doesn't know how much gold is
in the article, and anything under 22 carat must
not be called solid gold." The Crown made no
claim that the watch case in question was not
truly marked according to its actual quality.
Crown Attorney Baird claimed that it did not
matter whether the mark on the watches was
correct or not, the mere stamping of a guarantee
was an offence.

The defense took the line that the Marking
Act was unconstitutional in that the Dominion
Government had no authority to legislate in such
a way as to make illegal a contract such as the
guarantee created between buyer and seller of
the watch. Mr. Samuel King, who represented
the defendants, said: "We contend that section
16 of the Gold and Silver Marking Act, which
prevents the manufacturer or dealer from guar-
anteeing his goods, whether gold filled cases or
rolled plate ware, will last a certain length of
time, is ultra vires of the Dominion Parliament,
in that it seeks to interfere with the right of
private contract, which right, under the British
North American Act, is within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the provinces."

The judge considered that under the law he
was compelled to register a conviction against
the firm, but leave was granted to apply to the
Court of Appeal to direct the judge of the County
Court to state a case so that the matter may go
before the Court of Appeal for decision.

The other case presented an altogether dif-
ferent aspect. Atter J. Goodman, a retail jeweler,
was charged with violating the same clause of
the Act as that under which the firm of T. H.
Lee & Son had been tried upon, but it was found
that the watch case bought from him was by no
means equal in quality to the guarantee claimed
for it. The case was represented as being twenty
karat gold-filled, guaranteed for fourteen years.
When tested by the Government's expert analysts
the entire case was discovered to contain only 12
cents' worth of gold. Goodman pleaded guilty
and was fined $30 and costs.

This action on the part of the Government
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mnay be taken to mean that the Act will now be
put into actual force in all parts of Canada. It
is, of course, possible that the judges of the Court
of Appeal will decide in favor of Messrs. T. H.
Lee & Son's contention, in which case amend-
ments will no doubt be made.

The action follows upon a visit to Ottawa
recently made by several members of the joint
committee which drew up the Act, who asked the
Government to take steps toward putting the Act
into operation.

Messrs. W. K. McNaught, M.P.P., Walter
A. Barr, and E. M. Trowern visited Montreal on
October 5th and held a meeting with a committee
from the manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers
of Montreal to consider the proposed amendments
to the Gold and Silver Marking Act, which were -
unanimously passed by the meeting. A meeting
of the retail jewelers was held in the evening in
the board room of the Retail Merchants' Asso-
ciation of Canada, Montreal branch, and was
largely attended. Messrs. McNatight, Barr,
Trowern, Hemming and Stewart addressed the
meeting, and the jewelers decided to form a
jewelers' section of the association, and endorsed
the Gold and Silver Marking Act with the pro-
posed amendments. Mr. Hemsley occupied the
chair and was unanimously elected chairman of
the section.

On the following day the delegation from
Toronto, accompanied by Colonel Stewart, of
Montreal, waited upon Sir Wilfrid Laurier and
Mr. Fisher to urge upon them the necessity of
making some slight amendments to the Gold and
Silver Marking Act so that it could be more
easily operated. They also wished to have any
assays, that it was necessary to make, made by
the Canadian Mint so as to prevent sending
articles that require to be assayed over to the
United States. The delegation were splendidly
received, and they were promised that their re-
quests would receive full consideration from the
Government.

New Goods and Inventions

Holiday Specials in "Sternauware"

For the Christmas trade S. Sternau & Co.,
195 Plymouth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., have added
two very attractive numbers to their already
extensive line of nickel-plated "Sternauware,'
both of which will prove especially attractive to
those who favor the mission style of house fur-
nishings. One is a tilting tea kettle made in old
brass, velvo-copper or nickel or silver plate, with
a mission oak base and drip pan. The other is a
set of dinner chimes, six in number, old brass

tubular c limes with mission oak head piece. This
company has recently issued a very comprehensive
catalogue of their complete line in which the
articles are priced at list with a liberal confi-
dential discount. To a certain extent this cata-
logue is almost as good as a complete sample
line of Sternau goods for the purpose of filling
special orders. Any reputable jeweler can have
one for the asking by mentioning THE KEYSTONE.

A New Electric Watch Demagnetizer

The W. Green Electric Co., 71 Nassau
Street, New York, have just perfected and are
marketing through the jobbing trade a new elec-
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tric watch demagnetizer which is quite different
in construction from their older machine. It con-
sists of a combination electric motor with direct
and alternating current from the same machine
and is guaranteed to do perfect work in the way
of demagnetizing any article made of or contain-
ing steel. It will demagnetize a watch in five
seconds with one simple operation and a demon-
stration has shown that it will do this without re-
moving the watch from the wearer's pocket, so
powerful and perfect it is. It is simplicity itself
in operation and each machine is furnished with
6 feet of flexible wire cord and a socket plug for
attaching to regular commercial electric current.
No especial skill or experience is required to
operate it.

Laying the Foundation for a Success-
ful Holiday Advertising Campaign

(Continued from page 2068 c)

mailed the following letter, enclosing the mmo-
randum book:

"September 20, igio.
"DEAR SIR :—At last I am able to keep my

promise to you in regard to sending the book.
You were very prompt in sending your card, and
I am sorry I could not be as prompt in keeping
my promise, but the firm who made these books
for me had some trouble in their bindery and
could not deliver them to me on August 1st, as
they promised. I just got them a day or two ago.

"I was very sorry to see by the card that
we had both lost money in the past by your not
having traded with me before this. I hope you
will not let this occur again, and I promise you
will do all I can to see that next time you come

my way.
"There is one thing about it which I know

as well as any one, and that is that a man can
get along without jewelry (I could myself), but
some day you might get stuck for a present to
some one or want something for yourself, and
if you ever do, would like to have you give me
a trial.

"This is my business. I have been at it now
for twenty years in Fort Dodge, and hope to be
at it twenty more, God and the sheriff being
willing. After being at a thing for twenty years
a man ought to know something about it. If he
doesn't his friends ought to take him out and
hit him with an ax.

"In trading at a jewelry store the most im-
portant things for the customer to know is first
that the jeweler is honest, and then that lie
knows his business. A failure in either one of
these points on the part of the jeweler means
loss and trouble for you as a customer.

"Thanking you for your kindness in filling
out the card, and hoping to have the pleasure of
meeting you sometime personally, I am,

"Sincerely yours,
"MAcx A. HuaLnuT,

"The 'Restless and Sleepless.'"

The above illustrates both the enterprise and
versatility of the modern advertiser. The plan
entailed, of course, considerable labor and ex-
pense, but there could be little doubt as to its
efficacy to serve the purpose intended.

Simultaneous with the above Mr. Hurlbut
continued to use liberal advertising space in the
local papers, some of the advertisements occupy-
ing a half page and so admirably prepared that
maximum results were assured from the space.
One of these announcements showed a group
picture of his entire force, giving the names and
the specialty on which each was employed.

As a matter of interest we reproduce the
front page of a little folder used by Mr. Hurl-
but which lie sends to those who are negligent
in calling for goods left for repair. On the back
of the folder is an advertisement of the repair
department.
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SOME CLASS TO BASTIAN SEALS
Mr. Jeweler:— BE SURE TO GET OUR DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES

PLEASE YOUR
IF YOU WANT TO SURELY

CUSTOMERS

(11 In asking for designs give quality and
quantity wanted and any suggestions on
which we may enlarge.

g There being such a large variation in the
designs for seals, it is impossible to quote
accurate prices until we see designs required.

(11 The average seal can be made in solid gold,
with patent safety catches, in lots of one dozen
or more for $2.40 each in 10K gold, or $2.75
each in 14K gold.

441 We will be pleased to quote a price for any
special seal you may have upon receipt of
design, quantity and quality wanted.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG
,IIND LIBERAL DISCOUNTS

Bastian Bros. Co.
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L. H. DODD & CO.
FORMERLY OF BRIGGS & DODD

I conduct all
with a first-
at the cost of

sales personally
class assistant
one man.

New York Office: L
396-398
Broadway JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS Michigan Ave.

LONG
DISTANCE PHONE,

2906 DREXEL

. H. DODD & CO Chicago Office :
• 4607

COLGAN'S

"Monograms
t1

Designed and executed by
ARTISTS who have made
monogram construction a
life's study.
Satisfaction guaranteed by
thirty years' experience.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The J.W. Colgan Co.
Sudbury Building

BOSTON, MASS.

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE PORTRAITS
0 1'1

Watches
Dials
13rooche.s
Lockets
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade Hand-painted
Miniatures, in colors,
for brooches or lockets
on ivory.

PRICE-LIST SENT ON REQUEST

BECAUSE

Our Photo- minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original and that
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

in good condition.

GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.
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History of the Jewelry Industry
of Providence

Were an old resident of Providence, R. I.,
to revisit the city after an absence of three or
four decades there is perhaps no change which
has taken place during that period that would
impress him more forcibly than the development
and enlargement of the great jewelry factories,
says the Providence Journal.

Beginning in a few small establishments on
the east side of the river a little more than a
century ago, the workshops of the skilled workers
in precious metals and gaudy baubles have been
forced out of their original field; they have over-
run the great plains on the West Side and, honey-
combing the business district, have spread out
into territory logically regarded as residential
sections.

Growth of the 
The man about town and the

Industry 
citizen who has kept in touch
with the changes made from
day to day, and noting the

new buildings as they have been erected, has been
prone to overlook the extensive enlargement of
the field occupied by the jewelry factories. His
familiarity with the changes has dulled his sense
of perception and as a rule he sees nothing re-
markable in the growth of the industry which
has crossed the stream and spread out in all
directions on the west side of the Great Bridge
until someone has called it to his attention.

It is generally known, of course, that Provi-
dence leads every other city in the world in the
value of the annual production of jewelry and
kindred products. That statement has been her-
alded far and wide in pamphlets and guides, but
even the man who prides himself on being well
informed vaguely refers the stranger seeking
for the jewelry district to an indefinite area south
of Pine street, bounded on the east by Eddy
street and on the west by Chestnut street.

A few years ago this description of the field
would have been reasonably correct, but to-day
the visitor confining his tour to the great build-
ings of that locality would gain, at the best, only
an imperfect idea of the extensive scale upon
which the jewelry industry is carried on in Provi-
dence.

In the Chestnut street district
Magnitude of the visitor will find dozens of
the Industry elaborate establishments, em-

ploying hundreds of the most
skilled artisans in the world, thousands of highly
trained workers and, if permitted a close view,
machines of which the patent office has never
heard, but which turn out complicated articles
with human intelligence. But unless his visit
also includes the workshops scattered here and
there in other localities the visitor will gain only
an inadequate idea of the magnitude of the in-
dustry and the important part which it plays in
the prosperity of these Plantations.

To define the boundaries of the territory now
occupied by the jewelry shops and manufacturers
of kindred products would be to enumerate the
names of a large proportion of the streets on
the west side of the river. The workshops have
invaded the residential district on Smith's Hill;
they are found snuggling close up to what has
been an exclusive colony in the Elmwood dis-
trict; several of them have sprung up among
the modest homes in South Providence; the
downtown retail district has furnished locations
and there is scarcely any main artery of the high-
way system leading toward the center of the eity
which does not form a channel through which
the products are started upon their journey to the
outside world.

The great cities of both continents form the
market place of the Providence jewelers. Job-
bing and commission houses in Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, St. Louis,
Cincinnati, Omaha, Kansas City and far-off San
Francisco are the distributing points. Like the
ubiquitous tin-can the jewelry manufactured here
is probably found in every densely populated cen-
ter of the civilized world.

The jewelry industry of Provi-
Origin of the deuce had its origin in the de-
Industry sire of the early colonists to

adorn themselves with enor-
mous belt and shoe buckles. The early colonists
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were especially severe in their attire, presumably
as a protest against the frivolities of the old
world, but the men clung tenaciously to the habit
of wearing great silver buckles on their belts and
shoes, while the women contented themselves
with simple wedding rings and brooches.

Many of these articles were brought from
across the Atlantic, for they were considered
luxuries unessential to the needs of colonists in
their struggle for food and shelter. Watch and
clock repairers were more or less numerous pre-
vious to the Revolution and probably the gold-
smith never quite disappeared.

Goldsmiths were numbered among those who
emigrated to America. That artisan's chief busi-
ness, perhaps, was confined to making wedding
rings and gold beads. As a rule he was also a
silversmith, and in the pre-Revolutionary days
manufactured many of the articles used by the
colonists.

Probably the first manufactur
The Pioneers 

-
ing jeweler in Providence was
Seril Dodge, whose shop was

close to the "Baptist Meeting House," which
stood on the site of Roger Williams' house of
worship on North Main street. His first output
was silver shoe buckles. Seril Dodge opened his
shop on August 13, 1784. Others who were in
the business prior to 1792 were Ezekiel and Will-
iam Burr, Saunders Pitman, John C. Jenks and
Calvin Wheaton. In the census of 1790 it was
reported that the entire production of the shops
in Providence consisted of Rio pairs of shoe
buckles, 1,400 pairs of plated buckles and 8o dozen
silver spoons.

In 1794 Nehemiah Dodge, the first real
pioneer of the jewelry business as it is under-
stood to-day, began business on North Main
street a few doors south of the First Baptist
Church. He manufactured gold jewelry, and
early in his career invented rolled plate. He de-
vised the plan of uniting a thin sheet of gold
with a thicker sheet of copper. This was accom-
plished by hammering it down on an anvil, and
then making it still thinner by passing it through
hand rolls.

In this way the cost of jewelry was materially
reduced, and Nehemiah Dodge became the first
manufacturing jeweler. He made articles which
he sold to other jewelers to be finished. It was
out of this discovery to cheapen the cost of jew-
elry that the vast industry of the present day has

Joseph Veazie, who erected the first building
sprung.

for manufacturing jewelry, about halfway up
Constitution Hill, in 1808, was an extensive and
successful manufacturer, and it was with him
that many of those who later became prominent
in the industry in this city learned their trade.
In 1810 about one hundred workmen were em-
ployed, and the value of the product was in the
neighborhood of $too,000. A couple of years
later, after the close of the war of 1812, the coun-
try was flooded with cheap European jewelry,
and its manufacture here was. almost crippled.

The jewelry shops were confined to the East
Side, and it was not until well into the last cen-
tury that the first shop was opened on the oppo-
site side of the river by the Richmond brothers,
under the firm name of G. & A. Richmond, who
opened an establishment on the corner of West-
minster and Exchange streets. They adopted the
new methods as fast as they came out, and pushed
the sale of their goods far and wide, frequently
sending drummers as far South as New Orleans.

These trips to markets were
Jabez Gorham made on horseback and by

packets. Jabez Gorham was an
apprentice of Nehemiah Dodge, and at the age
of 2 I years entered business for himself as a
jeweler rather than a silversmith. In 1831 he
entered a partnership with H. L. Webster, a spoon
maker of Boston, and under the name of Gorham
& Webster the firm took up silversmithing in con-
nection with the jewelry. The partnership con-
tinued for ten years, after which time Mr. Gor-
ham continued the business himself in a shop on
North Main street.

Thomas H. Lowe, a native of Birmingham,
England, came to Providence in 1846, bringing
with him a new method of making rolled plate by
sweating a thin sheet of gold upon a base metal
before being rolled out. This was much more
simple and economical than the crude soldering
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method then in use. It produced another revolu-
tion in the business and again cheapened the price
of jewelry.

The growth of the business, as
Industry shown in the censuses, has
Expands been rapid since that time. In

1856 Providence had 56 firms,
employing 1,400 hands, and the value of the an-
nual production was a little more than $2,500,000.
In 1860 there were 77 shops, representing an in-
vestment of $1,112,000, employing 1,661 persons
to whom nearly $698,000 was being paid annually
in wages.

The war with the South crippled the busi-
ness badly, and reduced the number of shops, so
that at the close of hostilities there were but 45
shops, employing a little more than 700 persons.
The business boomed again during the next ten
years, and the census of 1875 shows that there
were 133 factories, employing 2,667 persons, and
the value of the yearly production was $6,023,500.

In 1880 Rhode Island produced one-fourth in
value of all the jewelry in the country. There
were 148 establishments in the State, all but six
being located in Providence and the products of
the shops in this city amounted to $5,444,092.
They gave employment to 3,264 persons and paid
$1,614,836 in wages.

In 1890 Providence had 207 establishments,
employing 6,977 persons, with a combined payroll
of a little more than $3,000,00o, and turning out
an annual production valued at $12,719,124. The
census of 1905 reported 217 jewelry and silver-
ware establishments with an invested capital of
$20,380,461 ; 8,471 hands were employed, receiving
in wages annually $4,839,771 for turning out
products valued at more than $24,000,00o.

With the advent of cheap jcw-
Improved elry came a demand for im-
Machinery proved machinery. It is mani-

festly impossible for concerns
turning out the cheapest articles to have the labor
performed by hand, and. the ingenuity of inven-
tors of labor-saving machines for the jewelry
business, many of whom are expert journeymen,
is perhaps not surpassed in any other industry.

As a rule the machines are not patentect for
as the present-day competition demands cheap
production it is of the utmost importance that
each firm should devise some method of having
work done automatically which was once per-
formed by the slow process of hand work.

If the machines were patented competitors
would be enabled to ascertain the principle upon
which the work was being done, and many of the
shops rely on secrecy rather than upon the pro-
tection of Uncle Sam, which in case of infringe-
ment would mean an expensive lawsuit in pro-
tecting patent rights.

The industry has become one in which spe-
cialists rather than all-round workmen are em-
ployed. In the old days a jeweler was a man who
understood everything that pertained to his trade.
He understood moulding of metals, alloys, en-
graving, stone setting and could and did make his
own dies. At the present time he knows one
branch of the industry and does that well. He
may be an operator of a drop hammer, a colorer,
a bench hand, burnisher, stone setter or one of
the hundred and one other classes into which the
workers are divided, and knowing one branch of
the industry well many- of them are enabled to
make more money each day than old-time work-
ers earned in a week.

Allied to the jewelry business
Silverware is the manufacture of silver-
Industry ware, begun by an apprentice

of the founder of the jewelry
industry in this city and founder of what is said
to be the largest and most complete establishment
of its kind in the world. Jabez Gorham and his
successors built up an enormous business in the
factory at the corner of North Main street and
Steeple street, and in 1891, when the concern
found it had hopelessly outgrown its quarters,
followed the precedent of others and crossed to
the West Side.

New quarters were established in the Elm-
wood district, where there was plenty of room
for development, and far removed from what is
usually termed the jewelry district, the concern
has built up its enormous plant, equipped with
every possible mechanical and labor-saving device
and housing more than a score of trades in turn-
ing out the finished product.
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Wizard
EXCLUSIVE

of The Hammer
JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

... .. .

,

..

Twenty years of experience.
stands credited with a
of established jewelers
Assisted by first-class
out extra expense. Expert

c_A partial list of

H. J. WHITLEY CO.
Spring St. Store
Los Angeles, Cal.

TUTTLE JEWELRY CO.
Butte, Mont.

J. PAUL DUFFIN
Morris, Ill.

GEORGE E. FEGAN
Joliet, 01.

P. C. PULSE
Oakland, Cal.

T. E. COFFMAN
Rocky Ford, Colo.

cAssisted in the
A. ITKIN

Butte, Mont. I

When writing state size
so doing you will eliminate
of proper information

No superiors in the
greater number of successes.
exclusively. My methods
talent. The combined strength

advice given free.

more than 350 Sales personally
and every one a success

A. M. HILL
New Orleans, La.

JOHN CLARK
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

JAKE YUND
Helena, Mont.

G. E. CARTER
Sturgis, N. Dak.

S. NANKIN
Edmonton
Alberta, Canada

C. MORRISON
Topeka, Kans.

following sales in the last
IKE KROENBURG

Little sock, Ark. I

of store and approximate
possible unnecessary

on the subject.

profession. No man
I solicit the trade

are strictly high class.
of two men with-

conducted

JOHN DEVINE
Salt Lake City, Utah

P. H. DOLL
Las Vegas, N. Mex.

W. P. HANNA
New Castle, Pa.

KEZAL C91, PULSE
Milwaukee, Wis.

HUMPHREY CE. SON
Huntsville, Ala.

H. M. HECKART
Springfield, Mo.

eight months:
W. H. FREEDHAM

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

amount of stock. By
delays caused by lack

Room 1013A• E• GREGORY Ashland Block
Phone Long Distance 2656 . .. ** CHICAGO, ILL.

Why Keep the Old Stock?
It grows less in value every day. Make a sale—it will not cost you
anything—one-half the profit with MY METHODS AND IDEAS,
which are ABSOLUTELY new and original, will pay all the expense. I
sell the goods you WANT SOLD and DO NOT give them away, but
SELL them and get the CASH. A poor auctioneer will give away in a
few hours more than you can accumulate in a lifetime. You cannot
afford to waste your life's earnings, therefore make no mistake. It is as
easy for a great man to do great work as it is for a small man to do
small work. I write all the advertising, arrange the store and stock and
GUARANTEE the sale a SUCCESS. Do you wish to go out of
business, reduce your stock or raise money? Tell me your trouble; it is
my business to help you out; twenty-five years experience in the business.
Write me AT ONCE—NOW is the time—everything positively con-
fidential. For immediate reply address me at my branch office.

Korah D. Westbrook
Graduated Jewelry Auctioneer

Towanda : Pennsylvania

DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASH

Appraisements made for estates or Individuals

Established 1891 J. J. COHEN
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAIR SPRING anV BALANCE TRUING SPECIALTIES
TO THE TRADE

Hair springs colletted, vibrated, trued and fitted complete.

Flat AFL  50 cts. Swiss   75 cts.
Breguet   75 cts. "   $1.00

Colletted and trued only  25 cts.

IF AMERICAN WATCH SEND BALANCE AND OLD SPRING ONLY
Balances trued and poised   25 cts. New balance screws fitted . . . . 10 cts.
Work from all parts of the U. S. Returned same day received and quality guaranteed.

Send us your watch jeweling, we do it promptly and accurately.

AUNE & KLEINLEIN Ellastone Building
TRADE 'REPAIR 'DEPA'RTMENT CLEVELAND, 0.

WILL OCCUPY OUR NEW BUILDING AT

804 WALNUT STREET
ON JANUARY 1, 1911

INCREASED SPACE NEW EQUIPMENT GREATER FACILITIES 

OLD PLATED WARE, BRONZE FIGURES, STERLING SILVER, ETC.,
REPAIRED AND REPLATED TO LOOK EQUAL TO NEW

GOLD PLATING, SILVER PLATING, OXIDIZING,
POLISHING, LACQUERING

Before Repairing

We furnish any size new BRISTLE
BRUSHES, CELLULOID COMBS,
CUTICLE KNIVES, BUTTON
HOOKS, NAIL POLISHERS, ETC.,
and fit same to any shape mountings.
CHATELAINE BAGS repaired

and relined with Silk, Chamois, Suede
or Kid.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES for
special Sterling Silver pieces furnished.

Work called for and delivered.
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ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Nam„, Ile •

Buildings, $3 50 par Om

BRIGHT CUT STTLIC

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

"COMFORT" Resilient Mainsprings
For all makes and sizes of American Watches

Price, $1.25 per Dozen

LINDNER & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

$13.00 A WEEK INCREASE, IN WAGES
fees back in less than two months from increase alone, so writes one of our
students who took our six months improvers course. SEND FOR CIRCULAR

Canadian Horological Institute, S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.
H. R. PLAYTNER, Director TORONTO, ONT.

GOOD LUCK SOUVENIR TEASPOON
ONE OF THE MANY DESIGNS MADE BY OUR FACTORY

Cut ji size

L.D.ANDERSON JEWELRY CO., 230 Peon St., Reading, Pa.
Makers of Souvenir Spoons, Brazilian Beetle Jewelry, Abalone Shell Jewelry,

Class Pins with nameof town, Flag Broochesand Fobs with nameof town, Leaf Broochesand Fobswith nameof town.
Iron Pyrites Jewelry and other souvenirs made to meet the needs of winter and summer resorts. Send for Catalogue
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wASMER IS
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SCREW
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Ner0,111 NOM

SPECIAL NOTICE—These "washers" are
covered hy [Jailed Slates Patent

4 A '7,181,1,4,15),104;eacruutfolll infringements S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New or City

Urich Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES : Gross, $1.50: 4 dor. package, asst., 50c.; single doz., I5g.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

ONE PULL' HEREON  DOES 2 THINGS

,111,111111111M11....

1. Adjusts jaws instantly to any size work.
2. Tightens jaws any hold desired—from a deli-

cate pressure to a bull-dog grip.

After Repairing

LOUIS J. MEYER, PHILADELPHIAand 106 South Eighth St.

PHILADELPHIA
ESTABLISHED 1892

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
253 

MULBERRY STREET 
NENVARIt. l'i. J.

--------

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASK 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GOARANTBRD OR 

MoNET 
FIRFUNDED

40,

2A-e
QUICKTICIIHT

P T. at A ft. 26, 1001

Works Quickest Saves Valuable Time Holds Tightest
It will Pay you to throw away your old pinvise and buy one of these. Strongest mode—always
hest, yet lately improved. Price, $1.50 (because it's worth it). Sent postpaid any W lir re .

BUY IT OF YOUR DEALER

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS (Sole M'f'r's) Lancaster, Pa.

"IMPERIAL"
American Mainsprings
FOR ALL WATCHES
They are the best, the most reliable, have
quality, finish, elasticity, temper, strength
and durability, are coiled and tagged and
arranged in the most convenient manner
and fit the barrel without uncoiling.

World-famed for 50 years

NOTHING BETTER MADE
"These Mainsprings are used by more
Railroad Watch Inspectors than any
other on the market."

PRICE
$15.00 per gross $1.25 per doz.

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203 "Imperial" Main- W. GREEN & CO., Inc.
spring, coiled and tagged. None genuine unless marked "Imperial" Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply mouseand bearing our registered trade-mark as shown on cut. The ward
"Imperial" is etched on the end of each spring. Beware of Imitation. 81 Nassau Street : NEW YORK
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The Massachusetts School of Optometry
Klein School of Optics

The Former Incorporated and Registered with
the New York State Board of Education

Practical course in Theoretical and
Practical Optics and Optometry. Prac-
tical knowledge is an essential attribute
for success. You get it here.
Cataloguesand particujarson application.

The Massachusetts School of Optometry
185 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS.

SPECIAL LOW PRICESTRIUMPH AMERICAN

II MAINSPRINGS
ORDER  OE GROSS"TO-DAY ONO 9.00SINGLE DOZ LOTS 85 Crs,Pis DO2

MII.AVERBECK MANUFACTURER Jo—Il
IMPORTER MAIDEN UNE N.Y.

Established
1889

COOPER C81, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Package

REFINER of Gold,Silver andS an Platinum in any
shape—s o lid tt or

Sweep Smelters ̀Isiwg,1:1c8a4■17.g.1:.
. filings. Tromp t

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L.. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

The LUX MODEL WORKS
make practical working and manufacturing
models of Clocks, Watches, Meters, Novel-
ties, Etc., especially. Experimental Work.

Wheel and Pinion Cutting to order.

CLOCK REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
53 East Farm St., Waterbury, Conn.

Diamonds Tourmalines
Sapphires Peridots
White Sapphires Aquamarines
Pearls and Reconstructed Rubies
A big selection always on hand. Selection
packages sent out on approval to responsible
parties.

HENRY G. MORRIS

Jewelers' Building, 373 Washington St.
Room 73 BOSTON, MASS.

Loop

Watch Keys

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

JOWelf11 Sample Trunks and CMS
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlaudt & hey Sta. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Vennerbeck
0 Clase Co.

WE MAKE, :
:alloyed Gold in Sheet, Rod or Wire.
Alloyed Silver In Sheet, Rod or Wire.
Gold and Silver Sol tiers In Sheet or
Wire.

Brass Solder in Sheet.
Gold and Silver Rolled I'late any

I highness, and any WWI Ii up to and
including 0 inches.

Gold and Silver Rolled Plate Wire in
• round, square or oval.
Gold and Silver Rolled Plate with
back Hushed with silver solder.

Special Gold Plate to be enamelled.
Gold and Silver Seamless Wire.
Gold and Silver Seamless Wire solder

lilted.
Gold, Silver, German Silver or Brass
Seamless Tube In round, square,
oval or fancy shapes.

Setting Il'iri's and special designs in
fancy patterns.

High carat Gold plated on low carat
Gold.

Gold plated on Silver.
Alloyed Gold, flushed with either
Gold or Sliver Solder.

Alloyed Gold Anode for Elect ro
Plating.

Silver Anodes for Electro Plating.
Variegated Gold In Plat Plate, colors,
yellow, green, red and white.

110111141 Blanks, any size or thickness.
Tapers for Seamless Gold Shell
Rings.

150 Chestnut Street
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE

A rtistie Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.

Send for price-list.

UL.L.STROM
Ashland Nebraska

WATCHMAKING
ENGRAVING
JEWELRY REPAIRING

can be learned in a few months
by our practical methods. Ex-
pert instruction under actual
working conditions. Enter at-
any time— no age limit —day
and night classes.

Write for free catalogue containing
full particulars

Chicago School of Watchmaking
Dept. T, Bush Temple, CHICAGO

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.

209 State Street ChIoago
Send for Our New Price-List
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HORACE J. SMITH

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

SELLS LIKE HOT CAKES
(ORDER. TO-DAY)

AN EXTRAORDINARY SELLER!
A SPECIAL PRICE!

GOLD PLATED SAFETY PINS
$1.5_0KRGpossef-rY1.4NET CASH NA,
M J.AVEREIEC K "="4 10 12 MAIDEN LINE NY

WE LIGHT YOUR STORE
or Home—from cellar to

BRILLIANT G
42 KS State Street

garret -- with 100 to 700
Candle-PowefbrIlliancy

less than cost of
kerosene (and ten times
the light)—glying you

Gas at 15c Per
1,000 Feet

(insteadof SI 1,52, whi, h
Gas Companies k !large).
IN WI the "Handy" Gaso-
line Lighting System or
"Triumph"Inverted Indi-
vidual Light you get the
best known substitute for
daylight (and almost as
cheap), can read or work
in any part of room—
light ready at a finger
touch— don't have to
move these Lights—the
light COMBS to you.
Write for Catalogue and
Circulars (sent FREE).

AS LAMP CO.
:: CHICAGO

KLEIN0BROS
LAPIDARY° CO
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72
E. MADISON
STREET

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

I

WATCH REPAIRING 

FOR THE TRADE

313 Flynn Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa

—ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enameiers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufaoturers
14 Calender St., Providence. R.i.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students In Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

You Are Wasting Time When You Serve an Apprenticeship
We have had many jewelers tell us that they consider over two-thirds of
Vielr apprenticeship's time to have been wasted. Are you doing the samet—
Better stop it. We can teach you more about practical WATCHMAKING,
ENGRAVING and OPTICS in one year than you can learn in the average
jewelry store in five years. To you this may hardly seem possible, but it is
a fact. We have been doing it for over sixteen years. Let us make a prac-
tical workman of you, and after you have finished your course we have a
goad position waiting for you. Send to-day for our prospectus which will
give you full information. WSee ad. on page 2124, this issue.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad end Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

For SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stocks "Pe
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL..
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with roe

s.  
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Randolph 1418

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for FREE BOOK,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Baking, ST. PAUL, MINN.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
An assortment of Wells' Perfect
Sell-Contorming Ring Adjusters.
Ask your jobber for them, or I
will send prepaid at once only
on receipt of price) sizes as
assorted in each unbroken
dozen at the following prices:
1 doz. 10 K. gold, AM; 1 dm gold
filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal, 8,5c.

Samples of onesmall and one medium-large gold
filled and ono metal adjuster will he sent for
50c., stamps or M. 0. Address

CHESTER WELLS, Meshoppeo, Pa.A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work.

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing iewelers Attleboro, Mass.

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write its, mentioning

Trig KEYSTONE'

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

P.11.1-E NTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventor..

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOORE:

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington. D. C.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks, Chro-
nometers, ete., of every elan and descrip-
t ion , made and finished to order.

FINE REPAIRING and ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 83 NASSAU STREETNEW YORK

Watch Case Manu-
facturing and Repairing

Old English and Swiss cases
changed to take American stem-
wind movements. Hunting cases
changed to open face. 0.d cases
restored to look like new. New
backs and caps made when too thin
to remove engraving. Raised shields
to cover monograms on filled cases.
Name off and replate filled caps.
Roman and Satin finishing.

Art Watch Case Co.
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING

126 State Street, CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

HAVE YOU SEEN?
AVERBECK'S NEW CATALOG
IF YOU ARE A RETAIL JEWELERAND

WANT SELLERS SEND FOR IT —
GOODS OF THE UNCOMMON SORT

MJAYERBECK7arollItT10.11MAIDENIANENY

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

- or print. . . 
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

list sent upon request

CARMAN AR' CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL,

LOUIS GOTTHOLD

Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Bend for catalogue NEW YORK

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Syria
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Old Vases
Mado New

Silversmiths'
Building 0
131-137
Wabash Ave.
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 215 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE ('ENT per word for first twenty-
tive words. Add it lonal words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.

L'nder all heading's except "Sit mit ions
Wanted," T 11 It EE CEN I'S per word.
Name, address, initials and abloreviat-

t ions count as words. and 3ire charged
for its part of t lie ad% ert isement.
To insure insertion, rentittinwe must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and tawy must reach us not litter
t han t he 25th of each month, for liiser-
I hun I ii t he following month's Issue.
Send blank cheek or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amount M.

f answers are t o be forwarded
TEN CENTS III postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and addrema of every

advertiser Must accompany t he copy of
t be advert isement.

An I sees who ttre not subscribers
must mend 15 cents (special testiest 25
cents) If they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement asserted for less than 25
cents.

GOOD, practical watchmaker and engraver
desires position by January 15th; no

had habits, age 27; rr years exp. own
tools; particulars by letter. N. A. Maturer,
267 North Broad St., Norwich, N. Y. 

BY January a st, as watchmaker and en-
graver; young man, 26 years old, in

any of the western States; willing to wait
on trade; tools and refs. Frank Gooden,
Marshall, Minn.

REFRACTIONIST SALESMAN, adjuster,
driller, edger and mounter: wishes to

connect with At optical or jewelry firm
after January 1st. D. N. 23, 1201 Hey-
worth Building, Chicago.
WATCHMAKER—Good watchmaker de-

sires position in Philadelphia or vicinity;
can furnish reference. Address "W 96,

. 
'

care Keystone.
YOUNG MAN wants permanent position;
can do plain engraving, ordinary jewelry

repairing, light watch work; only school ex-
perience; wish to finish trade; prefer south-
west. W. L. Carr, Chandlerville, Illinois.
SITUATION wanted after January 1st by

watchmaker, or will rent bench room.
Address R. F. Smith, 1415 Main Street,
Peoria, Illinois. 
WATCHMAKER, first class; good en-
graver, good jeweler; all tools; no bad

habits, industrious; can come at once.
Watchmaker, 102 Choctaw Avenue, McAl-
ester, Okla. 
POSITION as watchmaker. salesman or

optician; registered in Washington; 20
years' experience; common engraver; will
go anywhere; $25 a week; reference satis-
factory to any one; excellent workman.
Fred Rowe, Guthrie, Okla.
WATCHMAKER, firFt class; twelve years

in four best factories, three years in job
shop; railroad work preferred; state salary
and hours; American, age 31. "B 93,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler with optical
knowledge, competent and reliable; Ar

references; position after the holidays.
Earnest M. Knox, Payne, Ohio.
AFTER ist of year, watchmaker, jeweler,
ens raver ; also good salesman; young

man; single, sober and reliable; references
furnished. Address Lock Box 341, Farmer
City, Illinois.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver
and salesman wants permanent position;

have references and store experience; state
salary in first letter. R. F. Fink, Alma
Center, Wis.
COMPETENT watch and clock repairer,
twenty years' experience on high-grade

work; good salesman; reference furnished.
J. H. Fisher, Iluckhannon, W. Va. 
WATCH and clockmaker wants steady po-

sition; all up-to-date tools; good work-
man; sober and steady. "D 88," care Key-
stone.
GOOD watch and clockmaker would like

to take charge of watch and clock repair
department in town of 15,000 or 20,003 or
more. "D 87," care Keystone.
POSITION wanted by young single man;
two years' experience in watch, clock

and jewelry repairing; good reference; sal-
ary reasonable. Marks Davidson, Peters-
burg, Tenn.
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SITUATIONS WANTED
SECOND watchmaker ; plain engraver,

clock and all kinds of hard solder jobs;
will accept position after January, 1911;
three years' experience; good reference; 21
years old. "S go," care Keystone. 
YOUNG MAN, 21, one year experience in

first-class jewelry store, wants position
January 1 st to finish trade; best of refer-
ences as to character and ability. Floyd,
Crook, Elsie, Mich.
POSITION by firSt-class watchmaker and
jewelry jobber; sixteen years at the

bench. Illinois, Michigan, or Indiana.
C. C. Burgess, Bloomfield, Iowa. 
TWENTY years' experience as all-round
man, can get $30 to $35 in city, wishes

a change' and prefers town of not more
than 6,000, where there is some fishing and
small game. If rent is reasonable and place
is permanent will take $23 per week.
Watchmaker, jeweler, engraver, salesman,
"U76," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, experienced and reliable,

with references, wants position. John C.
Thompson, 39 \V. James Street, Lancaster,
Penna.
BY YOUNG MAN, school graduate and

five years' experience in own business;
can do all general repairing, watch work
and engraving; no tobacco or drink; not
afraid of work; open after January loth.
Box 14, Date, S. Dak. 
POSITION as watchmaker and engraver;
seven years' experience; no bad habits;

best of reference; California preferred; sal-
ary $25 per week.  "M 86," care Keystone.
TIIIS old bachelor watchmaker and en-
graver will be out of a job after the holi-

days; want $15. A. J. Hainilton, care
Robinett, jeweler, Conway, Arkansas. .
THOROUGHLY — cotnpetent repairing

watelimaker on all watches, escapement
and complications; good and rapid work;
want good position ; best references; $25
week. "M 02," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler; very best
reference; nine years' experience; gradu-

ate from trade school and seven years' ap-
prenticeship; salary $20 week to start;
Southern or Southwestern States preferred;
will be ready January rth. "R roo," care
Keystone.
YOUNG married watchmaker and jeweler
wants permanent position January 1st;

years of experience; salary $25. "B 98,"
care Keystone. 
WANT to correspond with some one want-
ing good, reliable man, no bad habits;

watchmaker and graduate optician; wife is
good engraver; have been in business here,
hut dried mit; Middle West preferred; free
about March 1st. Box a8o, Herrick, South
Dakota. 
BY WATCHMAKER and engraver that is

permanent by February 1, 1911; married;
fifteen years' experience; sample of engrav-
ing. Address "W 97," care Keystone.
GOOD watchmaker and engraver wishes a
change after January 1st; \Vest or South-

west preferred; reference furnished; age 3o;
twelve years' experience. I'. A. Lytle,
Corning, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER, experienced and reliable,

with references, ape 29, solaer, own tools,
by January 15th. For particulars address
Box 374, Russellville, Ark.
EXPERIENCED —watchmaker, engraver,
graduate ophthalmologist; plenty whole-

sale and retail exp.; also competent rail-
road inspection man ; capable of taking en-
tire charge; nothing but high-class position
considered; open January 1, 191r. "A
log," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER 1105 HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED—First-class watchmaker and en-
graver; salary $3o per week; send sample

of engraving with application. "L 31,"
care Keystone.
ALL-AROUND watchmaker and optician,
engraver preferred; permanent position

to right party to help as salesman ; good
ref. required; drunkard not wanted; state
salary ; at health resort, Glenwood Springs,
Colo., lay H. W. Wyman. 
YOUNG man, watch and clock repairing;
must own tools and be able to give ref.

of best quality as to honesty and habits;
permanent position and chance to advance.
Box 21, Eastman, Ga. 
WANTED, by January 1st, good watch-
maker and plain engraver; please state

salary in first letter. G. N. Moore, Marion,
Illinois. 
WANTED—Strictly first-class watchmak-
ers; men wino are accus tooted to high-

grade work and well experienced in every
detail of Swiss and American watches;
good pay and steady positions to first-class
men. Address Rorers, Thurman & Co., go
Wabash Avenue, Chicago. 
WANTED—Live salesman with established
trade among retail Jewelers to handle

good selling line of hand-painted china.
Wand's Art Co., 6412 Eggleston Avenue,
Chicago.

(Continued on page az5o)
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HELP WANTED 
(Continued front page 2149)

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and en-
graver wanted at once; if good man and

sober a permanent position and good pay.
J. T. Burke, Wilmington, N. C. 
WANTED-An experienced watchmaker;

give full particulars in first letter. Chas.
Gildemeister, San Antonio, Texas.
FIRST-CLASS reasonable and permanent

watchmaker, jeweler and engraver at
once; state salary and send character and
ability reference with answer; prefer mar-
ried man, 30 to 45; no drink. Adams
Jewelry store, Dawson, Ga.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker who knows he

is a thoroughly practical mechanic and
who produces good timekeeping results;
good salary; state ability and send refer-
ences. R. Brandt, Athens, Ga. 
GOOD MAN on ordinary watch, clock and
jewelry repairing, willing to take care of

store and wait on customers; permanent
position; give reference, experience and
wages expected. J. A. Bills & Son, Vinton,
Iowa.
WANTED-Ai watchmaker, optician and
engraver; only first-class; wages $25 to

$30; permanent position. Address D. M.
22, 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver

st of year; send references and full
particulars; sample engraving with applica-
tion; good salary; steady position. G. II.
McKelvey, St. Joseph, Mo. 
WATCHMAKER, optician and engraver by
February ist able to wait on trade; sal-

ary $18 per week; permanent position; we
have bench and all tools. Jno. E. Weiland,
New Lexington, Ohio.
AT ONCE, two material traveling sales-
men to represent us in Oklahoma and

neighboring States; state terms in first let-
ter. T. H. Mednikow & Co., 212 West
First street, Oklahoma City.

TWO first-class traveling salesmen wanted
by At house; must be up on watches and

jewelry. "W 72," care Keystone.

AN ASSISTANT tool and material man
in a wholesale house in a Western city;

a good opening for the right party. "R,
7t,' care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver at

once•
' 

no boozer need apply; good wages
to right party. Wood & Branan, Swains-
boro, Ga. 
WANTED-First-class jeweler and en-
graver; prefer one that can do plain

watch work; permanent position to the right
man; good wages and nice store; give ref-
erences as to character and ability in first
letter; send photo. and samples of engrav-
ing. Carter-Allen Jewelry Co., Shreve-
port, La. 
SALESMAN-A good Pacific Coast man

wanted to take on commission a first-
clasg line of watches. "U 77," care Key-
stone.
SALESMAN on commission for Chicago
and vicinity; also New York and vicin-

ity; watches. "U 78," care Keystone.

As HOUSE MANAGER for a wholesale
jewelry place; one with some capital pre-

ferred for the purpose of taking interest in
the business; must furnish good references
and have a clear record. "G to8," care
Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER wanted, must be first-

class mechanic. Apply to Henry Bolte,
Jr., Jeweler, Atlantic City, N. J. 
EXPERT foreign clock repairer, well

acquainted with French traveling clocks,
regulators, German chime clocks. etc.; must
also understand chime hall clocks; a per-
manent position is offered by New York
City importing house; state refs., age and
salary expected. "S no," care Keystone.

TWO men, single, between ages of 25 and
35, of good personality, to learn manu-

facturing processes in watch factory. with
possibility of becoming travelers. "D. K.
15," 1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago. 

WANTED immediately, watchmaker, en-
graver and salesman; permanent position,

good wages; send ref. and sample in first
letter. Walter H. Mellor, Michigan City,
Ind.  
WANTED-Watchmaker, steady position
in town of Soo; salary $65 to start.

0. W. Cass, Crofton, Nebr.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

PARTNER WANTED-A young man of
integrity and ability who is an expert

watchmaker and optometrist registered in
New York State. The business is in a
small city near New York, and is estab-
lished eighteen years. A good opportunity
is offered for one who meets the require-
ments. Only a small capital is required.
Address Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden
Lane, New York. 
WANTED-To purchase the output of a
concern manufacturing high-grade solid

gold rings. "B 58," care Keystone.
OLD watches, American movements; quan-

tity or quality. Broadbent, 4 South
Forty-second Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
WANTED-Automatic lens edge grinder
and optical drill. 721 Pike Street, Se-

attle, Wash.

WANTED
TO BUY well-established jewelry business,

whole or half part; must be good paying
business and stand close investigation;
have $10,000 to $12,000 to invest. "B 75,"
care Keystone.
A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY - Open,
one of the best locations in the country

in a county seat town of 3,000 population;
the trade center for 30,000 people, and not
a jewelry store; a good jeweler, watch and
jewelry repairer with a good stock of jew-
elry, watches, clocks and silverware can do
well. For further particulars write Sam
Farrar, Lebanon, Mo. 
WANTED-To buy jewelry stocks; send
surplus stock to me and get money by

return mail. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-
sixth Place, Chicago, Ill. 
OLD WATCHES and watch movements

wanted for cash.' Kansas City Watch-
making and Engraving School, 815 East
Twelfth Street, Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses
HAVE decided to sell my stock on account

of ill health and old age; have been
here in the jewelry business for over 30
years and carry stock of about $3502 to
$4030; am willing to sell for 25 per cent.
less than cost for cash; Floresville is a
very good place for a jeweler; no com-
petition. L. K. Nowierski, Floresville, Texas.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business
in best location in Los Angeles, with

very favorable lease and paying $10,000
per annum net; stock, which is clean and
UI) to date, will invoice $15,000; will sell
at less than invoice; no charge for good
will or lease. Only reason for selling is
that present owners are wealthy and want
to retire. An opportunity to secure a pay-
ing business on unusually favorable terms.
For information address R. J. Widney, coo
Lankershim Building, 1.26 West Third gt.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store for
sale; centrally located, in Philadelphia.

"L 15," care Keystone. 
PAYING jewelry store, !so miles south of

Chicago, after January t, 1911; will take
$2000 to handle it; investigate. "H 34,"
care Keystone. 
NICE jewelry business, well located in

thriving North Carolina town of 65oo.
For particulars write quick. "S 48," care
Keystone.
ESTABLISHED 14 years, jewelry, music
and optical business in west central Illi-

nois town; rich agricultural district; golden
opportunity for man with $3000 or $4003;
investigate without delay if you want a pay-
ing business. For particulars address "G
45," care Keystone.
$2,500 BUYS at once only jewelry store

in town of x,50o population; good run
of repair work; good store with living
rooms; rent low; good reason for selling.
Address Lock Box 7, Brockton, N. Y. 
I HAVE a good proposition for any one

that has 2,500 or $3,000 to invest in the
jewelry business; repair work averages over
$100 per month; cash sales last year $5,000.
In Colorado. "S 99," care Keystone.
THE ONLY jewelry and optic business in

one of the best towns in the State; es-
tablished twenty years; invoice $2,000; will
discount 25 per cent.; this is a snap; write
for particulars. Box 4, LeRoy, Minn.
FOR SALE-Jewelry store in northwest
Iowa town of 1,000; stock and fixtures

invoice $1,600; would like to sell by Jan-
uary ist owing to poor eyesight; liberal
discount if taken by then. Address Box
387, Paullina, Iowa.
JEWELRY fixtures, birch, mahogany fin-

ish, all to match wall cases, show cases,
work benches, regulator, etc. Town of
3,000; no competition; closing out in De-
cember account of health; fixtures in use
three years; local railroad inspection goes
with outfit; repair work established; $loo
month. Don't answer unless you have the
cash and mean business. "R cot," care
Keystone.
A PAYING jewelry business January ist in

best town in North Carolina with 3,000
inhabitants; good tobacco and cotton mar-
ket; good schools; twenty-five miles of ter-
ritory to draw from; all the repair work
two men can do; no competition. Will sell
at a bargain. "J 79," care Keystone. 
STOCK fixtures, safe and tools will be re-
duced to about $1,000 January 1st; in

good town of 1,400 population, Western
Illinois; only jewelry store in town. G.
H. Wilson, Griggsville, Ill.
JEWELRY store in central Illinois; l000

inhabitants; no competition, plenty of
bench work.  "M 13/," care Keystone.
NEW STOCK, new fixtures; best location

in good oil town of io,000 population;
$8,000 in stock, $1,200 in fixtures; can re-
duce; excellent opportunity; good reason
for selling; everything new and first-class.
Address W. C. Davis, 8 E. Dewey Avenue,
Sapulpa, Okla.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

.IEWELRY business in good Southern town
of io,000 population; beautiful fixtures;

low rent; can reduce to $2,000, or to suit
purchaser. "A 95," care Keystone. 

OPPORTUNITY of a lifetime-Jewelry
and optical business; pay-roll of one mine

alone over $14,000 a month; about $12,000
stock carried; selling at a discount; can re-
duce to possibly $1,000 or $2,000; more
watch work than one man can do; com-
plete set of watchmaker's tools; also com-
plete set of tools and fixtures for manufac-
turing in small way, two Hall safes, other
fixtures of little value; electric and gasoline
lights; rent low; only one other jewelry
store in town; other store carries small
stock; four days by steamer from Seattle;
weekly mail during winter; cash or security
only considered. Reason for selling, twen-
ty-two years in Alaska and sack large
enough; opportunities like this are rare.
Call or write to M. G. Beltzhoover, Box
277, Douglas, Alaska.

FOR SALE, to close estate, well estab-
lished jewelry business on excellent busi-

ness street; $2,500 takes it. Mrs. E. Rick-
enbacher, 1213 G Street, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C. 
GOOD paying jewelry and repair business

after January ist Illinois town of 2,503;
repairing $too monthly; new fixtures; well
located; light opposition; $3,000 required.
"13 89," care Keystone.
THE ONLY jewelry store in county seat,

population 1,5oo; great summer resort in
heart of finest group of lakes in middle
West; a never failing agricultural and dairy
region; no competition in bench work or
optics; big run of work and good summer
trade; clean up-to-date stock of about
4,000; fixtures, $300; occupying the best

jewelry location possible in town; been here
sixteen years, health failing and must get
out of doors. Don't write unless you mean
business and can raise the cash. Address
"Iowa," 907 Sixteenth Street, Des Moines,
Iowa.
ONLY jewelry store in fine college town;

nice, neat new fixtures; stock and fixtures
will invoice about $550 to $700 January x,
1911; soo to 700 students all year round;
optical and repair trade runs net $110 per
month; this store makes more money than
any other store of its size in the State; all
new goods, no trash; stock now invoices
$2,500, but will reduce and sell January 1,
1911, at 65 per cent. on the dollar; store
has been running five years; am going into
the manufacturing business; this is a snap
you will never find again; store and living
room rents for $18 per month; fine loca-
tion. Geo. A. Sites, Westerville, Ohio. 
FOR SPOT CASH, a big paying jewelry
and optical business in the largest de-

partment store in the city of Lincoln, Nebr.;
come and see for yourself the biggest op-
portunity ever offered. Reasons for selling,
going into another business. Address all
replies "C 70," care Keystone. 
THE ONLY exclusive jewelry and music

store for sale in one of the busiest .towns
in South Dakota; $2,500 stock of blean
and up-to-date jewelry; mahogany fixtures;
population 2,3oo; death only reason for
selling. E. D. Sandoz, Dallas, S. Dak. 
OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry business at

Ellensburg, Wash.; population z,000; two
continental railroads division point; stock
and fixtures invoices $5,500; can reduce to
$3,000 January ist. Address H. C. Bilger,
Ellensburg, Wash.
JEWELRY BUSINESS for sale, estab-

lished over thirty-seven years, located in
Birmingham, Ala.; population 1910 135,000;
was 38,000 in 1900; increase 245 per cent.
fastest growing city east of Mississippi
River; pay-rolls a million dollars per week;
best stand in city; business established by
us in 1873, catering to best class of pat-
rons, enabling us to carry stock of about
$150,030. To retire permanently we have
largely reduced same, and now offer re-
mainder of stock, fine fixtures, good will,
etc., at a big sacrifice. Reason for retir-
ing, failing health. Address H. C. Abbott
& Bro., Birmingham, Ala. 
JEWELRY stock and fixtures, January ist,

in Oklahoma; population 1,o3o; two rail-
roads; no dead stock; optics fine; compe-
tition light; require $3,000; can reduce.
C. C. Bowers, Okeene, Okla.
OLD-ESTABLISHED-business, doing
$14,000 annual business; best town of

12,000 in middle West; high altitude, good
climate; up-to-date fixtures; will sacrifice if
sold at once; will sell fixtures and as
inuch of stock as desired. "B 82," care
Keystone.
JUST take notice. The jewelry business I

offer for sale is located in a growing
manufacturing and railroad town of 3000
population; established ten years; $15oo
will handle it; full particulars and rea-
sons for selling. C. H. Wallis, Toma-
hawk, Wis.
AT once or January T, i9iI, first-class
jewelry and optical business tn northern

Pennsylvania; town of s000 inhabitants;
two other towns of equal size connected by
trolley; invoice about $5000, can reduce;
bench work $25 weekly; competition light;
rent only $25 and 3-year lease; fine chance
to get up-to-date store; reason for selling,
optical business to attend to in another
city; also poor health. "D 107," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-Fine
8 rooms and bath; modern improvem, nts;

large lot, on corner; fine well; nicely fur-
nished rooms; income from three rooms
$28 per month; price complete, $4,500;
$1,400 cash; balance $25 per month at 8
per cent interest, decreasing each month.
Purchaser can also step into an old-estab-
lished watch repairing business free with
$200 worth of material; work and commis-
sion on sales $150 per month; rent at store
free; established over twenty years. Ad-
dress Ed. B. Melchor, Santa Paula, Cal. 
OPTICAL-JEWELRY business in dairy
and stock-raising section of Minnesota;

town of 2,000; repair and optical work to-
gether $175 to $200 per month; splendid
opportunity for competent man desiring
large territory; light competition. "E 85,"
care Keystone.
JEWELRY STORE, small stock and fix

tures, cheap; in good climate; fruit-
growing belt; live town; good change for
new beginner. Address Box 132, White
Solmon, Wash. 
WHY suffer with cold when you can
come South and buy $800 watch, jewelry

and musical outfit for $500; well located;
population 8000; two other jewelers; a
cinch for a get-up man; good reason for
selling. M. N. Wertz, Thomasville, Ga. 
INDIANA jewelry store, population 4000;

$500330 paid in wages every two weeks;
work $100 month; fixtures and lease, or
stock and fixtures; one light opposition;
advancing years cause of selling. "B xo6,"
care Keystone.
A SMALL stock of jewelry in my building
on Main Street; will rent building to

purchaser for $20 per month, Write
owner, Matt Kanera, Breckenridge, Minn.
A SNAP! Fine well established watch re-

pair shop in good business street in St.
Joseph, Mo.; will sell at a low price if
taken at once. For further information
apply "P 94," care Keystone

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE at a bargain. Address "N 822,"
care Keystone.

JEWELER'S burglar and fire-proof "Mos-
ier" safe; in fine condition; lined com-

plete with 3 plates chilled steel; presser bar
on inner door, round corners, 4 feet high
by 58 inches square; cost $225; sell cash
f. o. b. $125. C. H. Morrison, Topeka,
Kansas.
FIXTURES, bench and tools complete for
jewelry store, including safe, three wall

cases, three display cases, with trays, for
possession after January 1st; a bargain.
Mrs. J. V. Deeny, Marinette, Wis. 
A JEWELER'S polishing lathe, foot.
power; practically new; original cost $26;

will sell for $15. H. W. Wildt & Son,
Alexandria, Va.
JEWELER'S kit tools, bench, lathe; prac-

tically new; cost $t to, for $sa. Address
Theodore Creighton, North Maple, Lan-
caster, Ohio.
FRANCIS engraving machine, No. 3;
many attachments and six boxes of type;

little used; $25 f. o. b. Portland, Oregon.
Room 308 Corbett Building. 
WATCHMAKERS' regulator, bench and
complete set of tools. Mrs. Kate Straw,

Anacortes, Wash.
FIRST $37 draft takes one new Cross's

skiameter; also one combined Geneva
retin-oplithalmoscope, used very little, at
$48; must be sold by February 1, isox 1.
William Lynn, Jeweler, Preston, Iowa.
GOING out of business, hence these prices
on genuine factory made materials:

Balance staffs, all makes, $1 doz.; balance
jewels, all makes, $1 doz.; findings at half
price; Geneva watch glasses, half price;
Lentile and M. C. C. glasses, half price.
"B 84," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MOSELEY No. 2 lathe, 25 chucks; has
"beach" chuck, universal face plate on

chuck (Genuine) and tip-over rest Also
have Boley staking tool which I will sell
cheap or will exchange for engraving block.
Oscar Erickson, 222 Jefferson Street, Bur-
lingron, Iowa.
POCKET CHRONOMETER, 16 size, 44

plate, key wind Fusee hairspring bar-
rel, silver case; fine condition. Will ex-
change for new Crescent street lever set,
open-face movement. Address D. L. 22,
1201 FJeyworth Building, Chicago. 
ONE 44 size Buffalo overcoat; finest con-

dition, Will trade or sell for antique
jewelry, grandfather's clock, any curios, or
ship chronometer. Cash paid for fine an-
tique jewelry. S. Klein, Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
WANTED-To trade two lots in El Paso,
Texas, for watches or jewelry. "S 67,"

care Keystone.
$35 COLUMBIA Phonograph; plays two
and four-minute records; want visible

typewriter, good make; or what have you?
H. F. Storer, Central City, Ky.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE 
I HAVE unimproved property in flourish-

ing residence suburb of Philadelphia I
wish to exchange for merchandise or busi-
ness; building sites growing valuable in
the town; resident owner could sell lots
at good profit or dispose of whole piece to
builder in near future; town offers fine
opening for jeweler or repair man; cash
value $7000; honest propositions only
considered. What have you? Box too,
Moorestown, N. J. 

HAVE two lots in good Eastern Pennsyl-
vania city. Will trade for watches and

diamonds. Wilkinson Jewelry Company,
Eastman, Ga. 

$3,200 CASH or $3,500 jewelry stock takes
my Oklahoma fruit and poultry ranch.

$4,600 cash or $4,500 jewelry stock takes
my new modern rental property; here's your
chance to get out of business quick, as
both these valuable properties must go at
great sacrifice. A postal will bring full
particulars. H. B. Lindsey, Guthrie, Okla.
RELINQUISHMENT of 8o acres of land,

located on the Salmon River tract, three
miles from Hollister, Idaho, Twin Falls
County; 134 miles from railroad; good rea-
son for selling. For particulars address
J. S. Pieringer, Bedford, Iowa, jeweler. 
EXCHANGE 320 acres western Kansas

land, cost $25 per acre; level and good
soil; want clean stock of jewelry. "N 104,"
care Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window

attraction for jewelers. For particulars
write the St. Louis Watchmaking School,
St. Louis, Mo.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

I PAY 20 per cent. more than anyone else
for your surplus diamonds, watches and

jewelry; money sent by return mail; bank
refs. Emil Noel, 541 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill. 
I AM prepared to make a very fine offer

to a Jeweler who is or can register as
druggist in Kansas. "T 68," care Key-
stone.
WATCH REPAIRING for the trade by
Charles Reiss. Kept busy all year

around. Why? Because reasonable prices,
good work; above all, quick returns, bring
many new customers. Wheel cutting, jew-
elry, adjusting; railroad work for watch
inspectors; de-magnetizing free of charge.
Charles Reiss, 15-19 Maiden Lane, New
York.
WATCH MOVEMENTS in great varieties,
Swiss, English, American key and stem

winders-to fit odd cases-cheap. Charles
Reiss, 15 Maiden Lane, New York. 
EXPERT-Complicated watch work for

the trade by Charles Reiss, 15 Maiden
Lane, New York.
WATCH JEWELS-Samples free. Chas.

Reiss, 15 Maiden Lane, New York.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or how small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of refs.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 541
East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill. 
WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad. on page 2116.
WE make a specialty of changing old an-

tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-
thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
METAL DIALS All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 32 Howard Street.
Waltham, Mass.
PORTRAIT minatures copied from any

photo on watches. dials, brooches and
lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and

most practical school for watchmakers.
Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 
WATCHES when put in order by us "are

just like new." You can safely call our
work your own. Winslow Krause & Co.,
1112  Masonic Temple, Chicago, Illinois. 
CASH paid for all kinds watches, watch

glasses, watch cases, movements, move-
ment boxes, mahogany boxes, glass front
and back cases, materials, chronographs,
clocks, etc. John Remillard, Carrier 40,
Springfield, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
J. F. HEWES celebrated hand-wrought

gravers are fully guaranteed; if your
jobber cannot supply them send 35 cents
for sample straight graver to J. F. Hewes,
Titusville, Pa. 
KEYWINDING steel female stems, toe
doz; will fit in bench keys. Broadbent,

4 South Forty-second Street, Phila. 
NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold Cr
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke, es-
tablished x870. 
WINSLOW KRAUSE & CO.-Watchwork
only, "the kind you can call your own."

1112 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Illinois. 
THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is the place for the

prospective student, where the instructions
are up to date and the instructors are
skilled workmen. It will mean everything
to you to get your training in a reliable
establishment. You cannot learn to be a
skilled workman in cheap short-term school
or get the practical experience you will in
our Institute. Come to us and learn right,
and not make a failure of your work, as
so many have done, by taking a cheap
course. Learn right and be successful.
Write for prospectus. Tarbox & Gordon.

Watchmakers for the Trade
ENGRAVING AND
JEWELRY REPAIRING

SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
4044-6 Holland Bldg., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Prompt and efficient service Write for shipping stickers

M. R. ROI/VFW Mar.

BAUMGARDNER & CO.
"'Cho Lilac Watch Factory"

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKING
FOR THE TRADE

Satisfied Customers over Many States

Chicago .Silversmiths' Bug.
131 Wabash Ave. 

) Illinois

"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Sults 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

4i■ ,211■■

ATCH REPAIRIN
K=ZOII■oc-ANZZULL YOUR OWN •

Ma PETAIL JEWELER

DO YOU WANT
SELLERS

The Un-Common Sort
at Manufacturers Prices

IF SO CALL OR WRITE

M.J.AVERBECK
Manufacturer Importer

e- 10-12 Maiden Lane . N.Y. City r

Too Late for Classification
SITUATION WANTED-January 1st,

position as watchmaker; best of refs.;
have own tools; between Pittsburg and
Philadelphia on P. R. It. main line. "W
91," care Keystone.
SITUATION WANTED-Position as trav-

eler for good house; 28 years' exp. in
jewelry business; start January ist; best
refs. to honesty and habibts. "W 92,"
care Keystone.

SITUATION WANTED-Expert watch-
maker of 30 years' exp, at both factory

and bench, having held responsible posi-
tions at both, desires position by January
ist in large Eastern city with large firm;
does not wish to spend much time at
bench, but wait on customers, taking in
and giving out work; also taking charge
of watch repairing department in general.
Possesses good personality and knows how
to handle customers; salary not less than
$30. "L 105," care Keystone.

SITUATION WANTED-By watchmaker
and jeweler•

' 
18 years' exp.; understand

optical work•, last 8 years in business for
myself; prefer position where my wife
could help in store-she is splendid sales-
lady; best of ref. and habits, 35 years old.
Gail B. I/ouglas, Pleasant Hill, Mo. 
FOR SALE-One $75 Geneva office trial

case, practically new; $30 takes it; satis-
faction guaranteed or money back. "B
83," care Keystone.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., ears-
Asity and promptly done by an
Wert. A. JETTE

Established 1890 Lancaster, Pa.
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is A Square and Very

Reasonable Offer
We will conduct your sale free of charge.

We have made the Auction business a lifetime
study.

We will furnish you with many references of late
sales we conducted, regarding our ability for
making large profits.

We ask you, Mr. Jeweler, who could do more for
your interest ? Write us for particulars.

Telephone Randolph 1339

El, 11

Established 1885

GOTTLIEB & O'NEIL
AUCTIONEERING CO.
Tenth Floor, Boyce Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

IT ISN'T TOO LATE!
There's yet time to order a NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine-and

use it for your Holiday Engraving!
We're all ready for telegraphic orders-and will make immediate shipments.
Think of the time you can save with a NEW CENTURY Engraver!
Think of the greater volume of work you can do on this machine, compared

with hand engraving!
Think of the wide range of work you can do.
And any clerk of average intelligence can produce work on the NEW

CENTURY equal, in every way, to the work of an expert engraver with years
of experience!

The NEW CENTURY does all classes of engraving-it will en-
grave spoon handles, coffin plates, bon bon dishes, watch charms,
golf trophies, umbrella handles, bracelets-either a plain initial or a
complicated monogram.

You can slant the letter in any direction, cut it deeply, or in fine,
hair lines.

Our handsomely illustrated catalogue tells the story and illus-
trates work done on the NEW CENTURY.

Shall we mail you a copy-with our special prices and terms?

THE EATON & GLOVER CO.
Sayre, Pa., U.S.A.

•

"milk

America's Most Successful Auctioneer SUCCESSFUL MEN ARE SAFE TO FOLLOW  

I have just closed a most successful sale for the Everett Jewelry
Co. of Everett, Wash. Write them and see what they have to
say of my method of conducting an auction.
My System is such that when the sale is over, my clients realize
that they have been largely benefited-that their prestige is
higher-that they have made many new patrons and that their
business has been advertised in such vigorous, yet refined, fashion
as to show a permanent increase.

Write me if you are thinking of having a sale soon or in the
future as I will freely give any information possible whether my
services are engaged or not.

Highest References furnished to any interested from those I
have sold for both in the United States and Canada ; jobbers in
Chicago and San Francisco.

R. M. HARDING
156 Wabash Avenue -:- CHICAGO, ILL.

Pacific Coast Mohawk Building, PORTLAND, OREGON

RELIABLE GOODS at  Best Attainable Prices
We Are Sole Agents for the Celebrated Audemair Full AchromaticHigh-Grade Opera, Field and Marine Glasses
SPECIAL INDUCEMENT-29'; Discount, Payable January 1, 1911, on Approved Credit, on all Orders of One Dozen or More AUDEMAIR OPERA or FIELD GLASSES at One Time

OPERA GLASSES Special Importation
Novel and Staple Designs Now Ready, Send in Your Orders

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

LORGNETTES in Solid Gold I OUR OWN
MAKE

Gold Filled, Sterling Silver and Gold Plated; also set with Semi-Precious Stones
CELLULOID LORGNETTES, a fine assortment in plain and pierced designs; also set

with semi-precious stones encrusted in gold and silver.

A Good Assortment of Telescopes

OPERA GLASS HOLDERS
In Pearl, Mack or Spencer Patent

3-Piece, $2.80 2-Piece, $3.40 Each

LORING'S OPHTHALMOSCOPE
Latest and Best, $3.60 Net Cash with Order

ANOTHER REDUCTION 
New " SANITARY

IN PRICE  ILIKIT
9, 

OR SHELL
In (101,1 and Gold Filled Mountings and \V ill, Rini or Frames.

Sl'ECIAL toe sample set of gold-tilled 12 "Ilikit" mountings, etched onlenses, in neat vet vet -lined case for fitting, $8.00 net. Per. Doz. Per Ir.
Oold tilled hiniless 1,10-12 h.  
Gold Eilled 12 Is:. 1 10 11.11:IT Shell Guards
A 1,1M NO I MK IT Sanitary tilt:tills
(Iola Filled Rimless 1 30-12 K.
Solid 10 K. Gold, Itimless

1111en one dozen or more are purchased at one time we allos 10 pr cent. oil for cash.
Reisner's Improved hens Measure tit ........ . . . . . $2.00 each

$ 6.(111 $ .611
6.60 .60
4.00
5.50

15.00 1.40

Improved "ILIKIT" Eyeglass Frames
Per doz. Per l'r.

Solid 10 K. Gold In . . $24.00 $2.00
Gobi Filled Interchangeable 1 10-12 K., 0,00 .90
tiold Filled Interchangeable 4,30-12 K., 8.50
The Best and Most. Durable Eingerpiece :Mounting Made

its WORK. liltYPTOKS AND sTEVENS QUALITY. 60 CASH ONLY
AGENTS FOR STEVENS & E0., INC., GOLD FILLED GOODS Jvr 1,..%("1.01{1.

Reading
Glasses

CELLULOID READING GLASSES
I landsomest ;not i•I rongest made. Resembling Tortoise Shell :mil Onyx
We quote some sizes at the following isles:
2' , 234 31 •i ii% 4 41.; Melt
$5.00 $6.00 $7.50 $9.00 $10.50 $13.00 Per dozen

IMPORTED FRENCH NICKELED READING GLASSES
N. 805. Black I.:lionized Handle.

I i., 2 2 01!, 23 i inel,
$1.90 $2.12 $2.50 $3-.22 $3.74 Per Dozen

314' a'. ,; 33 ii 4 4' ," il'. ill1•11

$,i.1114 $5.15 $5./4 $6.74 $7.25 $9.00 $10.-50 Per Dozen

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

NO. I, 0. 00 Eye
Made by the 1)1PROVED

MP:TH(1D
EXTRA FINISH

Ny ELI, TENT PEREI)
HIGHLY I,usTERED

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
A Big Assortment

TORTOISE SHELL and
CELLULOID SPECTACLES and

EYEGLASSES
Per Doz.

Shell Speetitel  $24.00 Up
Shell Eyeglasses . 14.40
Ce11010i4 Spectacles 9.60 ,t
Celluloid Eyegl• sses  7.20 "

1'5525.- 12 K., 1-10 Frames, Velvet Tip Cable
l'emples

5524. 12 K., 1-10 hiding how . . . Frames
5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
E564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
E565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Iliding Bow
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding this Cable "

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

l'er dozen
$7  50

. . 5.60
• • 7.111)

. . 6.60

. . 4.00

. . 5.00

Gold and Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings Per doe.
1104 10 K., Gold, Riding Bow Mountings ....... . . . . . . $21.75

E5504 1-10 12 K., Biding Bow Mountings   65.60; Cable, 7.10
E501 1-10 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings   5.40; Cable, 6.80
5104 I-30 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings   4.20; Cable, 5.20

OPTICAL GLASS IN CHUNKS FOR DISPLAY AT 30 CENTS A PoUND
ALL OrricAL Tools AND 51:W111NC11V FURNISHED AT LOW EsT PRICES

When not otherwise stated 104 off for cash on all orders over $10.00

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
NEW CATALOGUE No. 17 CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS
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We will conduct your sale free of charge.

We have made the Auction business a lifetime
study.

We will furnish you with many references of late
sales we conducted, regarding our ability for
making large profits.

We ask you, Mr. Jeweler, who could do more for
your interest? Write us for particulars.

Telephone Randolph 1339 Established 1885

GOTTLIEB & O'NEIL
AUCTIONEERING CO.
Tenth Floor, Boyce Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

America's Most Successful Auctioneer SUCCESSFUL MEN ARE SAFE TO FOLLOW  

I have just closed a most successful sale for the Everett Jewelry
Co. of Everett, Wash. Write them and see what they have to
say of my method of conducting an auction.

My System is such that when the sale is over, my clients realize
that they have been largely benefited-that their prestige is
higher-that they have made many new patrons and that their
business has been advertised in such vigorous, yet refined, fashion
as to show a permanent increase.

Write me if you are thinking of having a sale soon or in the
future as I Will freely give any information possible whether my
services are engaged or not.

Highest References furnished to any interested from those I
have sold for both in the United States and Canada ; jobbers in
Chicago and San Francisco.

R. M. HARDING
156 Wabash Avenue -:- CHICAGO, ILL.

Pacific Coast
... Office Mohawk Building, PORTLAND, OREGON

IT ISN'T TOO LATE!
There's yet time to order a NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine-and

use it for your Holiday Engraving!
We're all ready for telegraphic orders-and will make immediate shipments.
Think of the time you can save with a NEW CENTURY Engraver!
Think of the greater volume of work you can do on this machine, compared

with hand engraving!

Think of the wide range of work you can do.
And any clerk of average intelligence can produce work on the NEW

CENTURY equal, in every way, to the work of an expert engraver with years
of experience!

The NEW CENTURY does all classes of engraving-it will en-
grave spoon handles, coffin plates, bon bon dishes, watch charms,
golf trophies, umbrella handles, bracelets-either a plain initial or a
complicated monogram.

You can slant the letter in any direction, cut it deeply, or in fine,
hair lines.

Our handsomely illustrated catalogue tells the story and illus-
trates work done on the NEW CENTURY.

Shall we mail you a copy-with our special prices and terms?

THE EATON & GLOVER CO.
Sayre, Pa., U.S.A.

RELIABLE GOODS at  Best Attainable Prices
We Are Sole Agents for the Celebrated Audemair High-Grade Opera,"rie Opera, Field and Marine Glasses
SPECIAL INDUCEMENT-2O', Discount, Payable January 1, 1911, on Approved Credit, on all Orders of One Dozen or More AUDEMAIR OPERA or FIELD GLASSES at One Time

OPERA GLASSES Special Importation
Novel and Staple Designs Now Ready, Send in Your Orders

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

LORGNETTES in Solid Gold I OUR OWN
MAKE

Gold Filled, Sterling Silver and Gold Plated t also set with Semi-Precious Stones
CELLULOID LORGNETTES, a fine assortment in plain and pierced designs; also set

with semi-precious stones encrusted in gold and silver.

A Good Assortment of Telescopes

OPERA GLASS HOLDERS
In Pearl, Mack or Spencer Patent

3-Piece, $2.80 2-Piece, $3.40 Each

LORING'S OPHTHALMOSCOPE
Latest and Best, $3.60 Net Cash with Order

ANOTHER REDUCTION 1"
IN PRICE new "ILIKIT SANITARY72 

OR SHELL
In Gold and Gold Filled Attain( ings :ind With Rini or Frames.

Si, ECI21L OFFER.-Ono sample set of gold-filled 12 "Ilikit" mountings, elched on
lenses in neat yeleet-lined case for fitting, $8.00 net. Per. Doz. l'er l'r.
Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K.   $ 6.60 $ MOGold Filled 12 K. 1/10ILIKIT shell Guards  
ALUM No I LI KIT Sanitary Guards  
Gold Filled Rimless E30-12 K.  
Solid 10 K. Gold, Rimless  

MOM 011e dozen or more are purchased at one time we allow 10 p
Reisner's Improved Lens Aleasure at  

6.60 .60
4.00 .45
5.50
15.00 1.40

r cent. oil far cash.
. 83.00 each

Improved " ILIKIT " Eyeglass Frames
per bc. IN, Pr.

Solid 10 K. (Iola Intereliangealde . . $24.00
Gold Filled Interchangeable 11111-12 N., 9.60
Gold Filled Interchangeable 1/30-12 K., 8.50
The liest and Most Durable Fingerpfece Aloo at ilig Alade

Its WORK. KRYPTOKS AND STEVENS QUALITY, 61 CASII ONLY
AGENTS Fon STEVENS & CO., INC., GOLD FILLED GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES

eading
lasses

CELLULOID READING GLASSES
Ilandsmnest and strangest, made. Resembling 'I ortoise Shell anti Onyx
We quote some sizes at the following rates:

2I., 2% 314 3IA 4 4,4 inch
$5.00 $6.00 $7.50 $9.00 $10.50 $13.00 Per dozen

IMPORTED FRENCH NICKELED READING GLASSES
No. 805. Black Ebonized 11 and Ie.

lI„,j. 2 ' 1 •,1, 23
$1.90 $2.12 $2-.50 $3.22 $3.74 Per I3ozen
3 3.I.i' 3' .', 33 i 4 4' , .1,.. inch

$4.04 $5.15 $5.74 $6.74 $7.25 $9.00 $10.-50 Per Dozen

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
A lig A66011110'llt

TORTOISE SHELL and
CELLULOID SPECTACLES and

EYEGLASSES Per Doz.
Shell Spectacles   $24.001.1p
Shell Eyeglasses 1 4.40
17ellttloid Spectacles 9.60
Celluloid Eyeglasses   7.80 "

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1, 0, 00 Eye
Made by the IMPROVED

METHOD
EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY' LusTEREn

V5525. 12 K., 1-10 Frames, Velvet Tip Cable Per dozen
Temples . . .. 

. 
........ . . .

5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding .... . 
. 
. Frames . . 5.60

5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow ('ableble " . . 7.00
1,564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow . . 5.40
1565. 10 K., 1.10 Riding Bow Cable "
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow . . 4 •00
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Raw Cable " . . 5.00

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

Gold and Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings Per ,lar.
1194 10 K., Gold, Riding Bow 'Mountings ....... . . . . . . 0021.75

1,5594 I-10 12 K., Riding liow Mountings 85  (10; Cable, 7.10
1,594 I-10 10 K., !tiding BOW Nioll111 ings   5.40; Cable, 0.80
5194 1-30 10 K., Riding Bow Mountings   4.20; Cable, 5.20

OPTICAL GLASS IN IPIII'NKS FOlt DISPIA Y Al' 30 CENTS A POUND
ALL OPTICAL 3001.5 AND MACHINE:11V Fir ItN SD ED AT Low EsT PRICES

When not otherwise stated 10 off for cash on all orders over $10.00

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
NEW CATALOGUE No. 17 CAN BE HAD FOR THE ASKING MANUFACTURING AND IMPORTING OPTICIANS



E ARE PROUD of our spread in

COMMUNITY SILVER
Through the merit and variety. of our patterns
the dealer is certain of satisfying his most par-
ticular customers. The quality in every p,...f.tern is
the same—more than triple plate.
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